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Environmental Architecture

The significance of signage has increased drastically in the recent years.
Many architects today take signage into consideration during the earlier stages of
design. In most modern buildings, signage goes beyond its primitive navigation purposes.
It encompasses different aspects of identity and is used to add a new dimension within a
space. The reinvention of signage in our modern day world resulted in the emergence of
a new specialized field of expertise, environmental architecture (also referred to as
environmental design). The new discipline incorporates architecture, graphic, industrial,
interior design combined with various urban planning elements. The demand for
environmental architecture is a common one throughout various industries especially
office buildings where both employees and visitors are dependent on the way finding
techniques. Compared to designing the whole building, signage may seem a trivial
touch but it could be the finishing touch that adds sophistication and depth to a space.
This research will test way finding efficiency of signage on both employees
and visitors of a newly constructed office building. Research will be conducted using
observations and surveys that are more concentrated on the visitors. The study will use
both form and function to determine the competence of signage thus benefiting the
planning and execution of future signage projects. The presence of signage as well as its
competence may add a unique dimension to any architectural environment, especially
a public office where it will not only serve as a navigation tool but also an aesthetic
element that may add significantly to identity.
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The curriculum in architecture schools is
focused more on the design process and
theoretical basis of architecture rather than the
practical application of design. This type of
education creates a conflict once an architectural
graduate enters the professional world. As is
common in architectural education, having two to
three projects in a single semester, architecture
students typically focus on the visual appeal of the
design rather than the practicality and usability of
the built environment. Furthermore, juries at the
end of the project also put heavier emphasis on
the design process and outcome and less on the
functionality and programming of the building.
This project focuses on how built environments
are inhabited and used. The research performed
and presented in this study is intended to explore
alternative methods and approaches to learning
architecture. Through interviews and observations
of inhabitants’ behavior within built environments,
the way they occupy, use and travel through
designed spaces will provide a better
understanding as to how designs can be improved
to better serve their occupants. This shift in
architectural educations will prove to be beneficial
to both building designers and occupants.
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6.
ABSTRACT

Over the last thirty years, the hip-hop movement has risen from the margins to
become the preeminent force in United States popular culture. Hip-hop culture has
subsequently spread across geographic, cultural, ethnic, and even generational boundaries
on a global scale. Hip-hop’s power to attract, speak to, and influence youth with respect
to issues of social justice make it a cutting edge tool in the work to empower the leaders
of tomorrow. In more recent times academics have begun to harness the power of hiphop culture and use it as a means of infusing transformative knowledge into the
mainstream academic discourse.
The inclusive nature of hip-hop combined with the different aspects of the culture,
including MCing or rapping, DJing, b-boying/b-girling or break-dancing, and graffiti,
allow and encourage participation on various levels while engaging multiple styles of
intelligence. There are increasing numbers of classes based on hip-hop culture in a
variety of disciplines, including sociology, English, anthropology, linguistics, music,
dance, ethnic and cultural studies, and humanities.
On many college campuses, hip-hop’s influence has begun to extend beyond the
classroom. Hip-hop think tanks and archives have been established as instructors have
recorded and released hip-hop albums. Students and community members have
organized to collect and archive hip-hop papers. Hip-Hop based cultural groups have
begun appearing, and several campuses have hosted hip-hop conferences.
As hip-hop increasingly permeates the highest levels of the academy, its
effectiveness as curriculum continues to gain credibility. Consequently, it has begun to
seep down the educational ladder in the form of curriculum for high school and junior
high students. This unique cultural movement continues to carve out a significant space
for itself in the transformative academic movement.
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Introduction: Welcome to the Terrordome
There are currently a number of writings, recordings, and television specials
celebrating and discussing the ‘30th anniversary’ of hip-hop. Certainly in places like the
South Bronx, early hip-hop music and culture had already sprouted and begun to evolve
by the mid-1970s. The block parties thrown between public housing buildings by disc
jockey pioneers such as Kool Herc, Grandmaster Flash, and Afrika Bambaataa had by
this time achieved legendary status. For most of the world, however, hip-hop would not
be introduced on a larger scale until late 1979, when the Sugar Hill Gang released their
landmark single “Rapper’s Delight” (Simmons, 2001). Since then, hip-hop culture has
steadily gained intellectual credibility, commercial momentum, and an international
recognition that has distinguished it from every other aspect of United States culture.
United States popular culture wields tremendous influence around the world
(Rice-Oxley, 2004). Hip-hop has had an equally powerful effect on U.S. popular culture
(Simmons, 2001). This can be attributed to two primary factors argued by Boyd (2003).
First is the idea that while never recognized as such, Black culture in general has always
been the avant-garde of American culture. Second is the fact that it has always
maintained a position between the poles of fear and entertainment in its relationship to
the White mainstream. Certain facets of this mainstream have often attempted to censor
elements of Black culture because of a perceived threat to a particular way of life, while
at the same time Black culture has been viewed as the ultimate in entertainment by
Whites who recognize its financial potential or see it as the definition of hip and cool
(Boyd, 2003). From fashion to vocabulary to marketing and beyond hip-hop has
permeated the overall texture of American society and come to define for the population
at large what’s now and what’s next. Thus, by extension, hip-hop culture exerts
worldwide influence, particularly among youth.
Although the Black American experience provides the theoretical framework for
hip-hop’s origins, one unique feature of hip-hop culture has been its ability to translate
across cultural, ethnic, racial, geographic, and generational boundaries. A principal
explanation for this can be found in hip-hop’s philosophical foundation. Cepeda (2004)
noted:
From the outset it was clear that this hip-hop was no fad. It was instead
the rumblings of a movement – strong enough and necessary enough to
evade all efforts to quiet its call, including not only Mayor Edward I.
Koch’s declared war on our beloved djalis, but also President Reagan’s
failed Reagan Revolution, which, while intending to bring to the inner
cities “the great confident roar of American progress and growth and
optimism,” in fact did little to give our crack infested urban centers the
necessary face-lift. Hip-hop would survive these early attacks and grow
like an errant vine to overtake America’s sound garden and at once
become the needed didactic response, if you will, to the schisms plaguing
the direct descendants of the Civil Rights generation. (p. xvii)
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Though the issues that accompany poverty and disenfranchisement in the United States
possess distinctive characteristics, a majority of folks on this planet live every day with
the realities of what it means to be poor and exist on the margins of society. So when it
comes to subjects involving social justice, which were highly relevant in the formation of
hip-hop theory and culture, a collective consciousness that exists on a worldwide scale is
being tapped into.
Hip-Hop and Multiple Intelligence: The Formula
On the heels of hip-hop’s emergence as a global presence has come a group of
educators working to connect the inner-workings of the culture to formal academic
curriculum. To begin to understand how hip-hop culture fits into the larger context of the
educative process, it is useful to incorporate the work of Howard Gardner. Gardner
argued a theory of multiple intelligences, contending that there are a variety mental
operations associated with intelligence. He maintained that society emphasizes only
verbal or linguistic factors, when in fact there are seven different types of intelligence.
The four ‘corners’ of hip-hop culture; the ‘word’ piece also known as rapping/MCing, the
‘music’ piece aka DJing, the ‘dance’ piece aka b-boying and b-girling/break-dancing, and
the ‘art’ piece, aka graffiti, directly cater to at least four of these multiple intelligences;
linguistic, musical, bodily kinesthetic, and spatial (Gardner, 1985, 1991; Ornstein &
Hunkins, 1998).
Linguistic intelligence relates to rapping and rhyming. The Griots of West Africa,
professional singers who combined the function of living history book and newspaper
with vocal and instrumental skill, are often linked to the oral traditions of African
Americans. In African American culture, verbal contests account for a significant portion
of the talk between members. Proverbs, turns of phrases, jokes, or virtually any other
manner of discourse is used, not for purposes of discursive communication, but as
weapons in what can be considered ‘verbal battle.’ Gatherings of the men usually turn
into ‘sounding,’ a teasing or boasting session (Abrahams, 1970; Toop, 2000). The ability
to formulate multi-syllabic word schemes and use clever metaphors to illustrate and make
points is the definition of a “dope MC.” Rakim, Ice Cube, and KRS One are only a few
whose rhymes have elevated them to this status.
Until relatively recently, most people thought of a disc jockey, or DJ, as someone
who simply played songs on the radio. Today, the definition and purpose of a DJ is
varied and complex. Current DJing requires a musical intelligence that is not limited to
being able to read sheet music or play an instrument. Standard equipment for a DJ
includes two turntables, a speaker, headphones, and a mixer that allows for one or both of
the turntables to be heard at the same time. The DJ rose to prominence by manipulating
two records to create new music. Whether it be extending a certain portion of a particular
song by switching from one turntable to another, or simultaneously playing the vocals of
one song over the instrumental of another, ultimately a DJ’s worth is always measured by
his or her ability to ‘move a crowd’ (Toop, 2000; Simmons, 2001). The people that
attend to the two turntables must be able to count beats, have a basic sense of musical
composition, and take into account the rhythmic standards that come with the operation
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of the mixer. Maestros such as Grand Master Flash, Jam Master Jay, and Q-Bert have
held listeners in their hands as they practiced their craft.
B-boying or b-girling, the dance component of hip-hop culture, is also known as
break dancing. The competitive spirit that drove every other aspect of hip-hop was
perhaps most apparent in the dance. Toop (2000) noted:
Breaking became a dazzling display of body-punishing spins on the back,
shoulders, hands and head. Cobined with the west coast invention of
Electric Boogie (like electric shock waves jerking through the limbs),
Moonwalking (the illusion of gliding across the ground), Joint Popping,
Mime, and Robot Imitations, Breaking became a freestyle dance that
actualized all the key imagery of space age, video age, comic book and
superhero America. (p. 142)
Break dancing involves moves such as the head-spin, the windmill, and the Russian. The
names of these maneuvers alone bring to mind incredible physical feats. For b-boys like
Spy, Crazy Legs, and Frosty Freeze, bodily kinesthetic competition and innovation has
bred creative energy that can resemble a chess match in terms of attack, counterattack,
defense, and overall strategy.
Graffiti, like all art, is a spatial endeavor. It includes everything from the quick
‘throwup,’ a unique, stylish signature that can be performed almost anywhere with a
permanent marker, to a ‘piece’ done with spray paint that takes hours to complete and can
cover an entire wall. As was evidenced in the 1982 documentary film “Style Wars,” the
ability to transfer a small sale sketch either on paper or in the mind to, for instance, the
side of a train requires an acute aptitude. Understanding the proper spacing and
relationships between lines necessary to create the desired image is a talent that is
specific only to certain individuals. Toop (2000) described the creative evolution of
graffiti in New York City:
Each borough shouted its identity with a distinct calligraphic style –
bubble letters in the Bronx, a Manhattan style, a Queens style, and a
Brooklyn style called “Wildstyle.” Artists formed into clubs, an extension
of the established neighborhood gangs – and bombings upped their daring
from nervously scribbled tags into inconceivably detailed wall size murals
or completed trains, painted at night in the yards. In no other city in the
world has vernacular art impinged so fiercely. (p. 141)
Legendary New York City graffiti artists, or writers, featured in “Style Wars” such as
Dondi and Kase have shared incredible, if temporary masterpieces with the general
public, often to the displeasure of the transit authorities.
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Academic Competency: Don’t Give Me No Bammer
The importance of recognizing the validity in unconventional approaches of this
nature is vital for a society committed to true equity in education for all its citizens.
Ornstein and Hunkins (1998) posited:
In connection with Gardner’s ideas, we might conclude that there is a
place in school not only for the 3 R’s, or core academic subjects, but also
for music, art, speech, and even people skills. These bodies of knowledge
and processes can be considered a part of multiple intelligence. They have
a place in our “other directed” society and help people interpret and deal
with social situations that can foster economic achievement and success in
adulthood. (p. 112)
A demonstrated willingness to incorporate a variety of intelligences into a curriculum
increases the cross-section of students who can benefit from that curriculum. In addition
to this, the inclusive nature of hip-hop culture makes it an ideal conceptual tool to explore
some of society’s most pressing issues regarding race, class, and gender..
Recent years have brought about a significant increase in the numbers of classes
that focus on hip-hop culture. Predictably, reactions to these courses have ranged from
ringing endorsements to ridicule and derision, with “traditional” academicians often
being among those who need to be convinced as to the legitimacy of hip-hop based
courses. Chuck D (1997) noted that hip-hop, at its roots, has been, “about coming out
and attacking the status quo” (p. 126). While recognizing and validating different
learning styles, those in charge of planning and implementing non-traditional curricula
must do so without creating “soft” subjects or a “watered down” curriculum (Ornstein &
Hunkins, 1998). In response to the concern that hip-hop based classes will be considered
too easy, academics have strived to assure critics of the thoroughness of their courses.
For instance, one course description found in the syllabus for Humanities 125: Hip-Hop
Theory and Culture, a course offered at Seattle Central Community College in Seattle,
Washington stated:
Hip-hop culture, and rap music in particular, has emerged as the signature
medium for transformative expression in the aftermath of the civil rights
movement of the 1960s. Today hip-hop culture is firmly entrenched
within the larger global community. Music, entertainment, fashion,
politics, and education are just some of the areas that have become
increasingly influenced by hip-hop culture.
This course endeavors to identify and critically examine the theoretical
foundations of hip-hop culture and rap music. Through a rigorous
interrogation of the evolution within this culture, students will develop a
clear understanding of the conceptual fundamentals of hip-hop philosophy
and the community from which it originated. Further consideration will
be given to the implications that the background, music, style, and
influence of the hip-hop generation have upon a multicultural nation and
world (Abe, 2006; p. 1).
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The link between the ‘end’ of the Civil Rights era and the ‘beginning’ of hip-hop culture
is a recurring theme in discussions regarding the roots of hip-hop. Another important
facet of this course description is the explicit use of the term “rigorous” in describing the
manner in which the culture will be interrogated.
In the same syllabus, regarding the course objective, Abe (2006) stated:
Since the 1970s, rap music has grown into a steady and undeniable voice
of protest, change and celebration for urban young people. What gives
this art form added significance, however, is that it was been created,
authored, and today is still dominated primarily by young African
American males, who have perennially maintained a status as one of the
most disenfranchised groups in the short history of the United States. Rap
music and hip-hop culture have provided a platform of expression with
mass appeal that has given a voice to a segment of society often left silent.
This course will employ the transformative nature of hip-hop culture as a
lens for teaching and learning about how important issues such as racism,
oppression, and poverty affect people’s lives. The use of this particular
lens in approaching these problems will attempt to promote further
development of critical analysis and thinking skills within the student,
which is the primary goal of this course (p. 1).
The scholarly version of the “status quo” referenced by Chuck D is known as
mainstream academic knowledge. Banks (1996) defines mainstream academic
knowledge as “the concepts, paradigms, theories, and explanations that constitute
traditional Westerncentric knowledge in history and the behavioral and social sciences”
(p. 9). A primary belief within the mainstream academic subset is that there is a set of
objective truths that can be proven by objective research that remains uninfluenced by
human interests, values, and perspectives. This type of knowledge has dominated major
university research and teaching in the United States. Ulrich B. Phillips’, American
Negro Slavery, Frederick Jackson Turner’s frontier theory, and Arthur R. Jensen’s theory
about Black and White intelligence are examples of mainstream academic knowledge
(Banks, 1996).
For maximum effectiveness, hip-hop as formal academic curriculum must be
framed within the context of transformative academic knowledge. Transformative
academic knowledge, “consists of concepts, paradigms, themes, and explanations that
challenge mainstream academic knowledge and that expand the historical and literary
canon” (Banks, 1996; p. 16). Works such as George Washington Williams’ History of
the Negro Race in America, W.E.B. DuBois’ Black Reconstruction, Carter G. Woodson’s
The Mis-education of the Negro, Gerda Lerner’s The Majority Finds Its Past, Rudolfo
Acuna’s Occupied America: A History of Chicanos, and Herbert Gutman’s The Black
Family in Slavery and Freedom 1750-1925 all represent examples of transformative
knowledge. Those who subscribe to transformative scholarship believe that knowledge is
not neutral. Instead it is influenced by human interests, with all knowledge reflecting the
power and social relationships within society. Transformative academic scholars see
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knowledge construction as a key element in helping people to improve society (Banks,
1996).
Examples of Hip-Hop Curriculum: The Product
From its beginnings hip-hop culture has been at the heart of enough knowledge
construction, so to speak, that you might need a hardhat. In fact, many colleges and
universities, including some better-known institutions such as Stanford, the University of
Michigan, and Columbia study various forms of hip-hop within different disciplines
including English, sociology, linguistics, dance, cultural studies, anthropology, and
music. Particularly relevant issues important to many of these disciplines such as race,
gender, class and oppression are at the very heart of why hip-hop was born. Using the
culture as a conceptual tool to critically examine and debate these points provides
unlimited potential for knowledge construction in the classroom.
Recently, the developing role of hip-hop culture as formal academic curriculum
has received increased attention in the mainstream media. Tupac Shakur, whose status
officially reached legendary after his passing, is one of the more recognizable figures
whose work has been incorporated into hip-hop’s academic canon. The first focus course
dedicated solely to Shakur was offered at the University of California at Berkeley. More
recently the University of Washington offered a course entitled The Text Appeal of
Tupac Shakur. The class read Sun Tzu’s “The Art of War,” Machiavelli’s “The Prince,”
selected readings from Shakespeare and the Bible to investigated the literary influences in
the work of Tupac so as to better understand his “theory of being” (Armstrong, 2003; p.
1).
In fact, the Berkley campus is home to more than one course grounded in hip-hop
culture. Power Moves: Hip-Hop Culture and Sociology investigates “the history,
aesthetics, urban context, economics and institutional policing of hip-hop in the United
States” (Schevitz, 2000; p. 1). This included guest lectures by ‘turn-tablists,’ and
debates of the “changes in hip-hop from the early days of the Sugar Hill Gang to today’s
JayZ” (p. 2). Across the Bay at Stanford University, students have the option to take a
course entitled The Language of Hip-Hop Culture. This class connects current rap lyrics
to the African oral tradition that has passed from generation to generation within the
African American community (D, 2001).
Northeastern University has a course with lectures focusing on hip-hop as “a
tradition, an art form, and a social movement” (Chandler, 2004; p. 1). Meanwhile, the
Department of Dance at Ohio State University responded to overwhelming student
demand by creating an electives program featuring hip-hop dance classes (Andrukat,
2004). The creation of Introduction to Hip-Hop Culture reportedly created friction within
the community at Texas A & M University. Staff members argued that such a course
was unnecessary, and “that students can’t possibly get anything out of a course on hiphop” (Charleson, 2003; p. 1).
Ithaca College offers a hip-hop course through the college’s Center for the Study
of Culture, Race, and Ethnicity. The course is “designed to explore hip-hop as a social
and cultural movement and to investigate issues of race, ethnicity, gender and class from
local and global perspectives” (Theis, 2004; p. 1). UCLA and UC-Riverside have also
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entered the realm of hip-hop in higher education by offering the Cultural History of Rap
and Rap, Hip-Hop, and Popular Culture, respectively.
Laney College in Oakland, California recently unveiled a course entitled
Introduction to Socio-Cultural Anthropology: A Hip-Hop Perspective. This class
teaches the fundamentals of this type of anthropology through a hip-hop prism. The
course curriculum highlights hip-hop culture as an omnipresent aspect of popular culture
as well as a contemporary socio-political organization strategy (D, 2005).
The Berklee College of Music in Boston, Massachusetts has a history of blazing
trails in musical instruction. Berklee was the first college to teach jazz in the 1940s, and
rock in the 1960s. Following in this tradition Berklee is breaking ground again by being
the first music college in the United States to offer a course in DJing. Turntable
Technique, as the class is called, provides students the prospect of learning DJing skills
the same way they would to play any other musical instrument. A profile of the course
stated:
It is undoubtedly one of the coolest, most desired classes at Berklee at the
moment. There’s a waiting list of more than 50 students eager to learn
such technologies as looping, crabbing, and flaring – methods for creating
sound and texture using the fingertips, a turntable, and a mixer. The
course is so popular that the Berklee bookstore can’t keep the textbook on
the shelves. Students who are not enrolled in the class snatch up copies
every time they’re in stock. (Muther, 2004; p. 1)
One of the more recent hip-hop based colleges courses to gain public attention has
been Syracuse University’s Hip-Hop Eshu: Queen Bitch 101 -- The Life and Times of
Lil’ Kim. Lil’ Kim, a multiplatinum artist and one of the more controversial female
figures in modern hip-hop culture, has even made an appearance in the class as a guest
speaker. In explaining the rationale for creating a course focusing on Lil’ Kim the
instructor explained, “Her lyrical artistry is nothing short of revolutionary. It’s the art
with the most profound sexual politics I’ve ever seen anywhere” (Wolf, 2004; p. 3).
This is only a sample of courses that are foundationally based on hip-hop culture.
Further along the academic spectrum, hip-hop culture is branching out beyond the college
classroom. Under the direction of Manning Marable, Columbia University has
established a Hip-Hop Think Tank. Harvard University assembled a hip-hop archive,
which has since moved to Stanford. Academic luminaries such as Cornel West have
released hip-hop albums. The University of Michigan has established the Hip-Hop and
Cultural Studies Collective, an organization of students and community members that
collects and archives hip-hop papers. At the University of Virginia, the Organization for
the Advancement of Hip-Hop Culture was recently established. Howard University,
UCLA, Oberlin College, the University of New Mexico, the University of Wisconsin,
and the University of Washington, to name a few, have all hosted hip-hop conferences
(D, 2001).
As hip-hop continues to spread throughout the academy, it has already begun to
seep its way downward to the high school and junior high levels. Chandler (2004) has
noted:
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Now, as a curriculum movement, hip-hop is taking deep root in America’s
middle and high schools. Educators are finding new ways to use the
music to reach youngsters – both students at risk and the best and the
brightest. A few years ago, my research in culture, education, and
multimedia technologies led to the creation of the Hip-Hop Tutorial
Project, partially funded by the National Science Foundation, and
launched at a Houston, Texas, middle school in 2001. In November 2003,
the H2Ed (or, Hip-Hop Education) Summit, held in New York City,
served as another landmark in the creation of new learning models.
Bringing together hip-hop artists, public school teachers, political leaders,
community activists, and academics from all over the United States, the
gathering confirmed the widespread popularity of using hip-hop music and
culture to educate young people. H2Ed was an important step in
educating educators and stirring and gathering ideas. The online database
unveiled after the summit – a central repository of lesson plans,
participating teachers’ names, and resources – will help build a
community of ‘new school’ educators. (p. 2)
Conclusion: There’s no beginning and there is no end
Within the world cultural community, thirty years isn’t even a drop in the bucket.
Even at 230 years old, the United States is relatively young when compared with other
countries. However, hip-hop’s three decades of formal existence are enough to have seen
it grow from humble roots to one of the most powerful cultural movements in the world.
Hip-hop culture is a unique conceptual tool for examining some of the most important
social issues of our time such as race, class, gender and oppression. Because of its youth
appeal it has become perhaps the most potent weapon in the fight to keep young people
engaged with their education and social justice. In fact, the exploration of the hows and
whys of hip-hop’s history and present may be just as beneficial to teachers as it is for
students. The discussions can span the messages that are being expressed by rappers, to
the nature and development of b-boying and b-girling, to the question of whether a DJ is
a musician or if a turntable is a musical instrument, to a debate on the social implications,
morality, and artistic merit of graffiti. Exercises employing one or more of the aspects of
hip-hop culture help build relationships by encouraging individual and group expression
and validating differing points of view. Committed teachers use their own ideas or
community resources to find innovative ways to integrate hip-hop into the curriculum.
Steve D., a New York DJ featured in the documentary “Scratch” (2002), stated,
“Hip-hop is asking you a question: What are you going to do?” One-way or another this
culture challenges all of us, especially adults who are more able to process social
meanings, to re-examine our world as well as ourselves. Whether we are up to that
challenge or not is the question. The rise of hip-hop culture in the academy brings with it
a transformative wave that has the potential to add some much needed moisture to the
desert that is much of mainstream academia.
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Abstract
Throughout the world, hip-hop has become a discursive musical language that almost every
ethnicity has adopted as its own by appropriating a musical created for and by Black Americans.
This paper explores three different ways in which cultures throughout the world have
appropriated hip-hop: Commodified Appropriation, Social Transformation, and Technological
Innovation. As an agent of appropriation, hip-hop is a modern phenomenon propagated on its
own terms and cultural context by encouraging resistance against global racism and classism
and allowing economically disadvantaged minorities to affirm an identity. By comparing the
interpretations of hip-hop throughout Asia, Europe, Latin America, and Australia, as well as
various diasporic communities around the world, I describe the distinct musical features within
each culture’s form of hip-hop, while using the interdisciplinary rhetoric of cultural
anthropology to understand that hip-hop music and the hip-hop persona allow individuals
around the world to “Perform Blackness” while ultimately utilizing this context for social
change.
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Introduction and Context of Appropriation
During a time of poverty and economic devastation in the 1970s, Black and Puerto RicanAmerican teenagers from the South Bronx in New York City, created their own music form and
culture known now as “hip-hop”1 –a form based upon limited technology and the power of
words and rhythm. Alongside breakdancing and graffiti, hip-hop is used as a means of
expression that relies on street-based cultural capital to gain its legitimacy. Rappers and DJs
across the United States used old beats from funk and soul music and placed them in their own
particular social context through lyrics—creating a medium that has a referential relationship to
the past as well as a contextual relationship to a culture that is constantly changing through time.
In the past 30 years, hip-hop has gained widespread appeal, and has threatened the status quo of
popular music as the music of urban Black life. An ethnographer of Nairobi street music, Alicia
Rebensdorf, writes:
Rap music’s values, narratives, and structure were often directly contradictory to the logic of dominant white
middle-class American culture. It's recycling of pre-recorded sounds inverted Western views of production, its
celebration of the Black body and cultural style undermined dominant attitudes towards physical repression, and its
focus on an inner-city space and context privileged a media-marginalized population.2

As hip-hop grew in popularity, the music served as a commodity for mainstream youth culture,
though in the process, losing many of its credentials as a form of social activism. For many
inner-city Blacks, the prospect of being a famous musician promoted a vision of upward mobility
as their music sold to more and more suburban white teenagers. The commercialization of hiphop reached its height with West Coast “gangsta rap,” which reflected life in the projects with
ringing gunshots resulting in insurmountable wealth by becoming music stars. Gangsta rap
presented an image of stereotypicality, where Blackness could sell better to those youth who
seemed anxious for an image of gained wealth and power. Rebensdorf explains, “Presumed
authentic rage took the form of a Black body that played up and off of centuries of racial
stereotypes. Many of rap's lyrics, language, styles and postures claimed to be all the physical,
sexual, rhythmic threat that white media always feared and exoticized them to be.”3
Hip-hop thus has spread and taken on a new significance to those outside of the performers
creating it within an urban context. Spaces outside urban America –suburbs, rural communities,
and third world populations— have caught on to hip-hop and taking on different meanings
throughout the world. From French banlieues to Latino barrios and the Turkish yeralti, cultures
around the world have all responded to hip-hop with their own unique appropriation, mixing the
forms and meanings of the Black, inner-city expression with their own environments and
experiences.
These appropriations of hip-hop, and their distinct relations to their respective communities
around the world take three different forms, which I categorize as: Commodified Appropriation,
Underground Social Transformation, and Technological Innovation. The first category
encompasses musical forms, lyrics, and idioms taken directly from mainstream hip-hop in the
U.S. and modified through either translation or an English-speaker from the respective home
1

Rebensdorf, Alicia, “Exploring Appropriations of Hip-Hop Culture in the Internet and Nairobi,” Online: April
1997. <http://www.lclark.edu/~soan/alicia/rebensdorf.101.html>.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
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country—signifying appropriation on the level of beat cycles and a reification of the hip-hop
identity. The second category encompasses the activist philosophy behind the roots of hip-hop as
the instrument “of serious political engagement and social transformation.”4 For many countries
around the world, this aspect of hip-hop has allowed for younger generations to utilize the
musical form for progressive social change in their own country as well as create an identity for
subjugated classes. Finally, the third category, represents the new found technology involved in
producing and creating hip-hop beats. Within this group, many hip-hop composers take interest
in the ability to fuse their own traditional styles of music, or stereotypical perceptions of their
music, with hip-hop beats from the U.S.
Through these three means of appropriation, hip-hop has become its own ideological force for
many youth who look to its images for a sense of power. As an agent of appropriation, hip-hop is
a modern phenomenon in that not only does global marketing make the scale of its influence so
much greater, but is propagated on its own terms and cultural contexts.5 The depth and extent of
this spread has allowed hip-hop to become a specific, contextual voice that encourages resistance
against global racist and classist domination while it simultaneously asserts its own powerful
worldviews. The concept of hip-hop as a Social Transformation, has allowed economically
disadvantaged minorities and urban underclass groups to create and affirm an identity. The other
two categories, Technological Innovation and Commodified Appropriation are typically styles
asserted by the upper class and privileged groups because they have the means to purchase either
the music or the equipment needed to create such music. Thus, understanding the nature of hiphop appropriation lies deeply within analyzing the context of class within each community.
After understanding what specific aspects of hip-hop are different in musics around the world,
and what aspects are retained in all examples in light of class contexts, I will ultimately argue
that appropriating hip-hop can be regarded as “Performing Blackness”—as the music of hip-hop
and that of the hip-hop persona are intrinsically tied together through race. I will explore all of
these issues through comparing the interpretations of hip-hop within communities in Asia,
Europe, Latin America, and Australia, as well as the differences with diasporic communities
around the world. I believe these very different communities and their interpretations and
appropriations of hip-hop can speak to the power of the images and ideologies of authenticity
within the music. Thus, in this paper, I hope to emphasize not only the distinct musical features
within each culture’s form of hip-hop, but also to encompass the ideas of cultural anthropology
to understand the nature of appropriating hip-hop, and thereby appropriating Blackness. Through
understanding the complex dynamics within these relationships, I hope to show how specific
communities of youth relate to hip-hop's expressive form and ideological authenticity.
Commodified Appropriation
In her essay, Exploring Appropriations of Hip-Hop Culture in the Internet and Nairobi,
Rebensdorf recounts one of her first encounters with Nairobi hip-hop club culture:
It is a wet Sunday afternoon and I am glad to at last reach the Florida 2000 for their weekly "hiphop competition.” After paying my 70 shillings, I enter the dark dance room that at 4:00, is
already teeming with kids. Baggy jeans, those Black gangsta rap T-shirts and NBA caps surround
4

Pardue, Derek, “Putting Mano to Music: The Mediation of Race in Brazilian Rap,” Ethnomusicology Forum 13,
no. 2 (November 2004): 253-286.
5
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us as we squeeze our way to the DJ booth…I watch as today's competitors sign up and write the
names of the two records that they want sampled, and wait for the dancing portion of the preshow to end. Once the dance floor has cleared, the DJ calls out the first competitors-- a pair of
males, one adorned in a seemingly prized Raiders cap and the other wearing a pair of jeans
factory-patched with American flags. The two men send a few shout-outs to their neighborhood
and when the familiar bass of Coolio's "Gangsta's Paradise" (with the melodic loop of Stevie
Wonder's "Pastime Paradise") kicks in, the show begins. At first the performers' African accent
makes it hard for me to decipher what he is saying but after getting used to the round R's and
hard G's, I realize that he is using Coolio's lyrics. About half way through the performance, the
DJ mixes in Dre's "Keep Their Headz Ringin'" and the second guy takes the mic for his part.
Occasionally I think I hear a Swahili word worked in over the English slang and the delivery
definitely seems altered, but I am not sure if it is an intentional change or due to linguistic
differences. Either way, the crowd is responsive. Small tips are stuffed in their pockets and the
DJ's friend tells me that they "did nicely" because "they stayed on the beat.”6

Within Rebensdorf’s ethnographic work, the Nairobi youth are directly involved in reproducing
hip-hop as they actively take commodified music and reinsert their changes on its form. Not only
are the performers active in the creation process by repeating the lyrics of the rapper, but they are
often mixing two songs into a single performance and making translations or changes in
intonations. Furthermore, Rebensdorf describes that the conventions of DJing in Nairobi do not
involve scratching records on turntables, but instead DJ's talk to the crowds over the music-repeating “Smokin', Oakland” over the Luniz's I Got Five on It for example.7 In this process, the
DJs assert their presence, and in doing so, giving the music a personal resonance communicative
of their community practices. The words may not have any particular historical meaning or
significance to the people of Nairobi, but the actual process of call and response relates directly
to Nairobi’s own traditional music. Thus, the nature of the music chosen as well as the
performative process represent a unique style appropriating American hip-hop.
Within Commodified Appropriation, specifically in music from East Asia as well as Africa,
some performers take a variety of different rappers' lyrics and rearrange them to fit a certain hiphop track. Just as hip-hop DJs mix and loop musical tracks, hip-hop performers from around the
world recycle rappers’ lyrics from the United States to mix into one song that fits a track. In
Mongolia, for example, artist such as Tyke and B.B. Chain take different songs and often
translate the lyrics and change a few of the words with the artist’s own ideas. The lyrics often
add in specifically American terms or signifiers such as the “Dirty South” and “gangbangers in
the streets of Compton” though they may not be directly related to the song. The lyrics are out of
context but are considered specific hip-hop “catch-phrases” that the Mongolian youth can pick
up and recognize. The lyrics used in many of the commodified works usually utilize the West
Coast gangsta rap style of hip-hop over that of the East coast.
Rebensdorf describes that in Nairobi, rap music did not gain its popularity until 1993, when a
television show began airing gangsta rap music videos that were popular in the US.8 Gangsta rap,
as a genre is more involved in the glamorization of materialistic good, and the visual medium
from which many youth around the world consume and process American hip-hop focuses on the
economic success of the rapper and his or her material goods and status symbols. Though many
videos show locally known street spaces that reflect rappers' foundation in a street authenticity,
as in NWA’s Straight Outta Compton, as the non-local appropriator watches the rapper drive
6
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through their neighborhood, they will recognize not the less-familiar street scene, but instead the
universally-known car they are driving or the clothes they are wearing. The lyrical emphasis on
cultural capital is easily lost in the power of visual images of wealth and the verbal speed of the
rappers, leaving youth around the world with a relatively materialistic notion of rap music and
hip-hop culture. Altogether, this points to a more image-oriented appropriation of hip-hop culture
that emphasizes consuming hip-hop in the form of status symbols. People thus want to
commodify more than just the music, but a hip-hop persona of wealth and attitude through
clothing and lifestyle as seen in the photographs and videos viewed by worldwide audiences.
Through the fascination with the gangsta rap lifestyle, commodified appropriation demonstrates
that within this form, people around the world are interacting and playing with the hip-hop
medium, but they do not seem to ground it in their specific, local environment. Much of
American hip-hop's counter-hegemonic force comes from its contextual referentiality to a
specific locality 9 where rappers take ownership of life in the projects or the urban inner-city. It is
precisely this personal expression that is missing in the hip-hop of commodified appropriation, as
seen in Nairobi and Mongolia, where there is a lack of understanding of cultural specificity from
where the appropriated music comes, so it is only seen as that of an image of economic success.
Social Transformation
One of the most powerful ways in which hip-hop has influenced cultures all over the world is the
ability for the music to function as a way of making a statement about urban-life. The idea that
Black and Latino minorities who have been harshly subjugated within American society, could
produce a style of music that led to social reform has been taken on by almost every ethnicity in
the world that tries to adapt the style to tell the story of their own heritage and conflicts as an
underclass. The problematic aspect of this adaptation of a musical form thus rests in the idea of
ownership and the right to appropriate and such musics within the world— articulating such a
style to a specific community. On one hand, hip-hop has been instrumental in vocalizing a
repressed community within America—creating a salient voice for urban Blacks. But the
question of appropriating hip-hop for social justice gives way to the question of whether hiphop’s roots in social transformation still be justified when the style is simply adapted by other
cultures that have their own experiences and whether this appropriation take away from the sense
of social justice.
The concept of hip-hop for social transformation has manifested itself in what I justify as two
main divisions within cultures around the world from mainly a racial standpoint. The first,
Identity Justice, relates to the underclass within cultures that feel they identify with the Black
community because of close similarities in physical appearance where through skin color, they
“look Black.” The second type of social justice appropriation, Unified Struggle, relates to the
many cultures that have adapted hip-hop to tell their own stories of war, terror, and oppressive
regimes that have stifled progress in one’s community. In contrast to that of Identity Justice,
those that create Unified Struggle hip-hop do not necessarily come from underclass backgrounds,
and instead talk about their own experiences and struggles as cultural groups and use hip-hop’s
transformative powers to understand the meaning of social transformation within their
community.

9
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Identity justice music has been characteristic specifically of Brazil and Sri Lanka, and also
extends across Latin American, Africa, and the Phillipines. In addition, communities of urban
Blacks within countries throughout the world have also taken on this identity, most typically in
Western European countries like Britain and France. Specifically in Brazil, hip-hop functions as
união, or solidarity, which reflects the conflicts within the making of race and working-class
Blackness in Brazil.10 Pardue describes that as is the case throughout Latin America, in Brazil
race is strongly associated with Blackness where ethnicity indexes indigenous cultures and more
recent immigrant communities. In São Paulo, a metropolitan area of over 17 million residents
located in the southeastern region of Brazil, Blackness as a significant cultural concept emerged
during the middle of the 20th century as massive waves of domestic migration from north to
south occurred to provide a labor force for intensified industrialization.11
As a result, new forms of urbanization and racialization have taken place as São Paulo emerges
as an economic and cultural center of Brazil and South America as a whole. In addition, the
increased access to US, Caribbean, and West African social and artistic movements beginning in
the late 1960s has greatly influenced the manner in which Afro-Brazilians, particularly in São
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, see themselves and conceive of music making.12 Hip-hop culture thus
stands at the center of how Black working-class persons apply Blackness as individual attitude,
collective philosophy, diasporic imagination and political strategy. Within the concept of giving
this particular segment of society ownership over their race and cultural identity within Brazil,
the ‘‘making of race’’ in hip-hop culture involves becoming consciente (conscious) and enjoying
togetherness.13 In the United States, taking ownership over culturally and racially subjugating
slurs has caused hip-hop’s rearticulating of the ‘‘ghetto’’ as a factor in the identity formation of
“Nigger.” Enabling hip-hop artists to take back this terminology is essential to the music’s
function as an identity justice mover. Similarly, in the Brazil, the use of preto and negro as
qualifiers of being Black, as well as the term mano, or brother to the concept of Blackness in
Brazil.
The word mano is used throughout Brazilian hip-hop as a descriptor of the essence of the style of
music. The first historical moment of hip-hop culture in Brazil in the early 1980s, is
characterized by a conventional critique of racism and celebration of racial mixture as part of the
overarching discourse of união.14 The utterance of negro was a way of exploring the self and
taking back racial slurs to understand the roles of Blacks in Brazil. As time has gone on, the wide
expansion of delineating a specific Black culture within Brazil has led to the use of negro in
terms of a social critique. The movement itself led to a level of higher conscious of race, where
many of the hip-hop activists formed the Movimiento Negro União (MNU), the United Black
Movement as well as other Black political groups in addition to a more acute sensibility to
diaspora and Pan-Africanism.15 This mobilization has ultimately lead into a period of Black
militancy, organized around the strength of hip-hop music, and construction of what could be
considered a “hip-hop nation.”

10
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Understanding hip-hop’s social justice narrative within Brazil reflects emerging attitudes in
cultures around the world that identify with the struggles of being Black.16 Specifically
examining countries in Asia where there has been a history of a subjugated class of workers, or
influence of an Afro-Caribbean presence, hip-hop in the name of appropriating terminology,
taking back stereotypes and construction one’s own dominant social justice culture, has been the
main focus of the movement. Specifically in Sri Lanka, the working class Singhalese people
have been able to identify with the idea of being a darker population subjugated by a lighterskinned ruling class. Many of these Singhalese also feel that they physically look like Black
people, with similar hair and skin color and thereby tend to take ownership of the hip-hop for
social protest as a sign of similar struggle.17 The music thus takes the form of protests from the
working class Sinhalese, as heard by artists such as Ranidu Lankage. Very recently, diasporic
music from Sri Lankan refugees has entered the forefront with the growing popularity of M.I.A.
Arular, a second-generation Sri-Lankan British woman whose father was a member of the
militant activist group, the Tamil Tigers. For these artists, creating Social Transformation hiphop does not require a massive amount of technological wealth or power in trying to produce the
well-packaged commodified music that has worldwide appeal. Instead, the music harkens back
to the original style of American hip-hop where the youth could access a microphone, some old
records, and a turntable and create their own form of social protest.
Hip-hop in its activist form has also been strongly influential in Europe, and particularly Eastern
Europe and the Balkans in creating social change. The category of Unified Struggle hip-hop has
made strides within Ukraine, and Israel and other areas where constant conflict and warfare has
left the nation’s embittered youth with a hope that through music, they can achieve the piece and
justice that their homeland needs. One of the most significant hip-hop for social change songs,
entitled Razom Nas Bahato, galvanized the nation of Ukraine and created a regime change as the
battle-cry hymn of young protesters. Within the piece, the lyrics proclaim: “Yuschenko,
Yuschenko/ is our President/Yes, Yes, Yes!”18 The piece creates a sense of nationalism by
proclaiming, “We are Ukraine,/ We are the Future.”19 It is through these lyrics that take a sense
of struggle and surround a community around the music. Through the sense of nationalism, duty
also takes hold and it is possible to make demands for change and further action. As a result,
Unified Struggle music has been a positive outlet that has been extremely successful in conflictridden countries where the youth are trying to affect change.
Within Israel, the music of Social Transformation hip-hop has fused together traditional Jewish
folk songs and Klezmer melodies with hip-hop beats. Typical of most activist music is the idea
that the music will resemble a fusion of rhythm and traditional music to pose ownership on the
form, and this will set the background for strong lyrics discussing a main goal or value meant to
change a community. Inlayed in the lyrics are messages of unity as a nation and social change
promises ranging from militant activism to peaceful chants of cooperation and co-habitation.
Thus, the danger of unified struggle music lies in the fact that people’s emotions can be heavily
influenced by the sound to the point of violent uproar in creating a sound that poses cultural
significance in taking back a community and creating a nation, and in this process, hip-hop takes
on a form of social significance that the youth creators in America could have never imagined.

16
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In France, socially transformative hip-hop has taken hold in banlieues, what the mainstream
French term as the urban, often violent neighborhoods in the peripheries of large cities in France,
where mainly “new” immigrants from the North and Sub-Saharan Africa reside as well as
Beurs—second-generation children of North-African immigrants born, raised, and schooled in
France.20 Banlieues have mainly been shaped by French media sources that have described these
communities as hyper-masculinized, violent spaces saturated with delinquency, social unrest,
gangs, drugs and car burnings. As a form of social protest, the residents of banlieues brought
their own traditional forms music into mainstream music to stake a claim in the modern popular
culture of France. Originally based on the lyrics of love poetry and traditional Bedouin folk
songs, raï music was used in the late 1980s as a subversive musical form challenging the
Algerian establishment as well as Islamic fundamentalists who inflicted terror on the country. In
the past few years, the use of contemporary raï music—a mix of melodic traditional Algerian
melodies and French pop music—has been fused with hip-hop to now challenge the status quo in
France. Beur youth in France turned to raï out of solidarity with their parents’ homeland and with
Algerian relatives suffering from the civil war.21 The music became a means of rooting the
Beurs’ own contemporary cultural identity. Raï’s appeal has been adopted into European and
Anglo-American hip-hop culture; thereby fusing together both white youths as well as other
ethnic groups. Hip-hop based on raï, typified by DJs such as MC Solaar, challenges
establishments, subverts the norm and seeks to establish a new social order that is more equitable
for all concerned. These musical forms fracture unity and promote a new model of subjectivity
that is not rooted in the political status quo. Raï hip-hop thus has created what Russell Potter
describes as “ a new vernacular of insurrectionary knowledge that is juxtaposed to traditional
historical societal forces.”22 Thus, they allow the oppressed to at last fight authority.
Creating a new vernacular through which to fight the status quo is exceptionally problematic
within France’s republican system, know for its excessive exaltation of colorblindness within the
system.23 Alluding to their own struggle, the lyrics of one hip-hop song by the
Fonky Family
exclaim: “I’m French, formed by the Republican School system. I’m a young Maghrebian who
mixes Arabic and French. Voila! I’m a Muslim Made in France!”24 Thus, Beur artists who
participate in generating hip-hop culture in France challenge, like their American hip-hop
counterparts, challenge racism while also tackling institutionalized republican politics that
uphold assimilation though still stagnated with stereotypes rooted in colonial references and the
stigma of the marginalized banlieue. As a result, much of the French hip-hop is militant in its
exaltation of a specific Beur identity. Anti-establishment lyrics are ridden with curses, and
singers from the group Bams call for a new society: “formons notre société ans la société” (we
make our own society in society).25 Orlando describes that this new society, breaks down
sociocultural barriers between French and the Other to allow for a new way of seeing as
described in the Fonky Family’s Entre Deux feux (Between Two Fires): “C’est notre mannière
de voir/c’est comment on vit entre ciel et terre” (its our way of seeing/ that’s how we live
between heaven and earth).26
20
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Thus, contemporary French hip-hop music demonstrates how the urban multiethnic communities
of France are being reconstructed to bring the voice of the disconnected into the mainstream. The
youths that affect change work to prove that France’s identity is no longer rooted in the tenets of
assimilationist theory which marginalize ethnic minorities of the peripheries of French
mainstream culture and thus France’s contemporary population must promote a new view of
identity based on the coexistence of many differences adding the multicultural an multiethnic
groups that have been marginalized in the outskirts of its cities. Thus, in their process of Social
Transformation, Beur hip-hop artists seek to negotiate their own identity somewhere between
that of mainstream France and that of the outsider.
Technological Innovations
One of the greatest changes to hip-hop within the past ten years has been the widespread
capability of people to create professional-quality music recordings from their own laptop
computers. This music can then be put on-line through the Internet for the world to hear—so
long as people possess the means to create such music. Europe and Canada have been some of
the most influential in moving hip-hop into the realm of individuals creating, producing, and
marketing their own music. Furthermore, within the United States, members of diasporic
communities—most often, second and third generation ethnic minorities residing in the country
have processed their own styles of hip-hop to reflect the struggle of retaining a distinct identity
within a cultural and racial melting pot. Each of these types of creation due to Technological
Innovation result in a stress of music created solely by the individual, rather than a group
representing a community, and marketed to a specific community alongside the rest of the world.
With Turkish hip-hop, the history of the music shows that the specific style has its roots in
diasporic music coming from Berlin and Frankfurt in Germany.27 Many hip-hop artists in
Holland, Switzerland, England, and the United States found that being able to fuse traditional
Turkish music with that of Americanized hip-hop rhythms, could create a sound base for hip-hop
music with Turkish lyrics, that could create a distinct commodified music that can give the
country its own identity with transnational roots. Diasporic hip-hop artists performing in the
Turkish language from these other countries come to Turkey to perform, and may do guest spots
on recordings by rappers based in Turkey, and the latter likewise perform abroad, especially in
Germany. In order to stay connected to a transnational identity, Turkish hip-hop derives its
cultural construction and form largely through the Internet and is thus a bit restrictive to those
who can participate. Solomon describes: “For those who have access to the Internet, websites
dedicated to Turkish rap and hip-hop help create a feeling of community between participants in
the movement living in these different countries.”28 Furthermore, there are websites devoted to
the work of Turkish graffiti groups that include include photographs of work on walls and trains
from Turkey and Europe. The influence of technology within the appropriation goes even a step
further, as a Turkish language e-mail discussion list named Hiphopistan includes participants
from several countries, including Turkey, Europe and the United States.29 Hip-hoppers in Turkey
utilizing the Technological Innovations category thus get ideas and practices not only directly
from US hip-hop, but also as mediated through Turkish rappers, breakers and graffiti artists
27
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practicing in Europe who have initially culturally reterritorialized US hip-hop in the process of
developing diasporic identities.30
Furthermore, breakdancing, graffiti, and other “performative” aspects of hip-hop culture are
widely utilized within Turkey and Greece as a construction of hip-hop culture unique to each
nation. These cultural aspects are further documented through Turkish hip-hop filmmakers and
artists31 who interestingly enough, consist of the highest echelons of socioeconomic status.
These artists, concentrating on the technology they can acquire, form groups that produce hiphop on their own laptop computers—creating rhythmic loops, recording and mixing vocals, and
ultimately producing an album consisting of their friends in a hip-hop band. This music is then
marketed on the Internet in Turkish specific websites, as well as independent hip-hop MP3 sites
and use Peer to Peer (P2P) to spread their music across the world. Many websites feature online
music posts of world hip-hop organized by country, so that anyone, from Azerbaijan to Zambia,
can post hip-hop according to country and continent. As a result, of all of the globalization of
hip-hop, a major source of hip-hop identity formation involves the maintenance of yeralti,32 or
being underground.
Members of the yeralti community known as hiphopçular, ‘hip-hoppers’33 spend much
discursive energy talking and rapping about how the Turkish hip-hop movement is underground,
putting a particularly local spin on their uses of a global cultural form and thus, this spatial
metaphor has become central to local constructions of hip-hop in Istanbul. For participants in the
Istanbul hip-hop community, being underground is a value in what Solomon calls their
subcultural capital, the “means by which young people negotiate and accumulate status within
their own social worlds.”34 In the case of the hip-hop community in Istanbul, exploration of the
underground metaphor provides some locally specific answers to the question of how locality in
traditions can be a lived experience within a specifically global and deterritorialized world.
Solomon describes: “For Istanbul hiphoppers, the subcultural capital constructed via the
underground metaphor is not just about constructing status within their community; it is also
simultaneously about the construction of boundaries around the community, defining who is in
and who is out.”35 What makes Technological Innovation such a unique case, then, is not just that
a globally circulating music genre and arts movement are localized to a specific community, but
that to maintain the local identity, there must be an exclusive construction of an underground
subculture. Thus, within the music, you will find the maintenance of traditional music themes
integrated into loops making the music sound “stereotypically Turkish” so that the technological
music is easily identified throughout the world as coming from a specific locality using common
global association.
Reasons for utilizing the traditional music of a particular region could also be related to an issue
of access. In the United States, part of the logic behind rap artists using prerecorded musical
tracks was not only to lower costs, but to cite one's musical past. Old funk and soul records were
taken from parent's LP collections and since the original hip-hop community had a common
cultural heritage, there would be a common recognition of both the track and the reasons for
sampling it. In Nairobi, while American Black music is not a new arrival, the older funk and soul
artists did not have nearly the amount of exposure that today's artists have, and at that, older
30
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generations prefer more traditional music forms.36 There are also no public places where such
music could be heard. Radio stations only play recent American music and music stores do not
have any older artists.37 Thus, the musical loops that rappers are recycling and reciting have no
historical context in Nairobi.
The combination of both access to culture as well as trying to construct a subcultural identity lies
within the technological creations of diasporic hip-hop throughout the world.38 Diasporic music
outside of the U.S. becomes particularly challenging to create because the music itself is rooted
in the country’s appropriation of American hip-hop in addition to the composer’s struggle to
maintain specific attributes of an ethnic identity from another country. Each of these identities
appear in different ways, and thus the experience of the individual changes from person to
person. Furthermore, as assimilation of the youth into the new country begin to settle and
consider this country their home, the music will take on more and more nationalistic attributes,
but at the same time, the composer will be working to maintain some sort of connection to his or
her ethnic identity. Within America, diasporic music has been shifting and changing as
generations of people from other countries become Americans and slowly reshape their identities
and outlooks on life. For many diasporic communities, creating a specific hip-hop for their
community results inn appropriating Black music to understand one’s own ethnic and racial
struggle within America, as in music from the Asian-American community. At the same time,
the musician wants to maintain an attachment to the old country where he or she may have never
been. Interestingly enough, as a result, this music becomes specifically a diasporic experience.
For example, Chinese-American hip-hop represents experiences within the Chinese-American
community, where many youth are influenced by generations of family members in America and
the Chinese-American experience, while at the same time, these minorities are aware of their
status as minorities and want to connect to China itself. Within this specific niche, especially in
the Asian-American community, there has been a push to explore musical barriers as well as to
recorder orient the composer into understanding his or her ideas of the piece. For every country
with a diasporic community settled within it, utilizing and creating hip-hop can be a positive way
for him or her to maintain some knowledge about a musical form in a rapidly changing world
Issues of Class and “Performing Blackness”
In Istanbul, hip-hop artists are especially concentrated in the largely middle-class western suburb
of Bak_rköy.39 Many of the most active and better-known participants in Istanbul hip-hop live
there or originally come from there, including the rapper Dr. Fuchs of the group Nefret, the DJ
and rapper Mic Check of the one-man group Silahs_z Kuvvet, and the rapper and graffiti writer
Turbo, as well as a number of breakdance groups.40 Because of the concentration of hip-hoppers
in this area, Bak_rköy has become closely associated with hip-hop in all its facets. Participants
describe the music coming out of this area, especially that of the groups Nefret and Silahs_z
Kuvvet, as representing the Bat_ Iÿstanbul style, the West Istanbul style.41
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One thing that yeralt_/underground does not seem to refer to is the ethnic and class background
of the participants in the Turkish hip-hop community. Discourses of authenticity in the Istanbul
hip-hop community do not focus on “street credibility” of people in terms of their socioeconomic background. The rappers and DJs in this community are generally not poor people or
members of socially marginalized minority groups such as Kurds, Roma, or Muslim refugees
from the Balkan wars of the 1990s, but are largely middle-class ethnic Turks, universityeducated, often with good jobs.42 Most seem to have come to rap through an interest in
technology and computers, and part of the appeal of rap seems to be that it is music they can
make on their PCs at home. This is not a problem in terms of their authenticity; they see
themselves, and are accepted by others in the hip-hop community, as able to speak for the lessprivileged members of Turkish society, particularly in songs about the difficulty of living in the
urban environment for people who have migrated to the city from rural areas of Turkey.43
Thus, within each of the three categories of appropriating hip-hop, class becomes an issue of
either access or a barrier to creating music within one of the categories. As occurs in Turkey, the
idea of creating music for Technological Innovation becomes a largely middle class to upper
class medium of music simply because you have to be able to afford to utilize the expensive
technological equipment to even gain access to the vast infrastructure of a global musical
network. Within diasporic music in America—much of which deals with class issues, access is
still a problem for very poor classes of people, however because of the overall wealth of the
United States, most people find some way to gain access to technology, if either through a public
resource or more well-off friend’s equipment.
The issue of class and access is a problem as well with Commodified Appropriation where
access to consuming American hip-hop is essential. In Nairobi as well as most third world
countries, the number of people wearing gangsta rap t-shirts, either from America or locally
made knock-offs, has steadily increased.44 Through this clothing, image and style become
intimately tied prominently with the associations of hip-hop music. The idea of imageorientation is shaped by many factors, including which youth listen to what kind of rap and how
they have access to it, and thus, the upper class Narobi youth’s relationship to capital defines
what it means for their appropriation of hip-hop’s ideology. Rebensdorf describes of her
experience with access to hip-hop in Africa:
In looking through music stores and stands in Nairobi, an American foreigner can not help but be
shocked at the cost of American R&B and hip-hop. I found that rap CDs cost an average of $35,
with some like Tupac's "All Eye's On Me" going for as much as 2700 ksh-- $54. Rap magazines
averaged $8, and though these costs were expensive by American standards (where CDs average
$14), they were outrageous considering the lower standards of living in Nairobi. Of course, CDs
and magazines are not the only forms of music and there are plenty of dubbed tapes available on
the streets and along the alleys of the city center, but compared to the music stores, these sold
predominately reggae tapes with a limited selection of rap artists. Once I noticed that rap music
tended to be more accessible in more expensive forms, I began looking at the variety of music in
public broadcasts like TV, radio, matatus (Nairobi's form of public transportation), and clubs. I
noticed a few radio shows that played rap but the most prominent source of information seemed to
be Jimi Gathu's one-hour weekly rap video show. This does not mean much in the US, but in
Kenya, only the middle and upper class have TVs. This combined with my observation that the
clubs in the wealthier parts of town tended to play more hip-hop lead me to believe that rap music
42
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was more accessible and popular among the more privileged Nairobi youth. Talks with these
middle and upper class youth confirmed this correlation between wealth and rap music, indicating
that rap fans are more from the richer families because they can afford to buy the clothes and
music because it is expensive.45

The fact that Jimi Gathu’s weekly rap video show is the way in which a limited, but broader
public is able to hear any sort of American hip-hop sheds light on the way in which hip-hop is
commodified. The fact that rap music is being initially spread primarily through the visual makes
the visual aesthetic of rappers almost inseparable from the musical aspect of the larger hip-hop
culture—ultimately tying music appropriation and the appropriation of a hip-hop persona
together and thereby taking on a performative aspect of Black America. This visual, materialist
focus of the Nairobi hip-hop image also seems to have the affect of disassociating many of the
lyrical messages about poverty from parallel oppression in Nairobi's social system.46 In Narobi
specifically, and most likely in other areas in the world where class plays out the domination of a
commodified hip-hop culture in the upper classes, many of the lower class did not realize that
American rappers were speaking from ghettos and about the oppression associated with such a
marginalized position. This concept was either not heard or not related to any locally comparable
phenomena.
Finally, Social Transformation, the hip-hop created for discourse in social justice, becomes the
only real form of hip-hop that can be accessible for all classes in society. But even so, access in
third world countries is very limited. Rebensdorf describes that one of the most important aspects
to understand is that though rap fans in Nairobi are relatively well-off in their society, because of
the lower standards of living and exorbitant import costs, they still have relatively little access to
musical production equipment.47 The two turntables and a microphone that South Bronx
teenagers used as a cheap alternative to formal instrumentation are all but unavailable to even the
wealthiest Nairobi youth. And even if one kid could afford it, his ability to profit from it would
be limited because there are limited opportunities for local artists in Nairobi. There is no market
in Nairobi for local acts because most youth who could afford to buy music would rather spend it
on more status-associated Western artists and overseas markets tend to look to Africa only for
more traditional musical forms.
Of course, with Social Transformation, it is possible to create music for social justice without
any sort of equipment, and thus, the human voice and the power of words and setting prose to
rhythms through beat-boxing because a powerful tool. Thus, as hip-hop continues to spread
throughout the world, the most relevant form of the music in terms of its widespread availability
across classes will be found through the use of hip-hop as a form of activism to promote social
progress and justice while creating an identity for individuals in subjugated groups.
Conclusion
While attending a music festival in Britain, I had the opportunity to meet people from around
Europe as well as the commonwealths across the world. In a line waiting for our dinner, I
encountered to males from New Zealand, who upon describing my project on hip-hop, began to
ask me if I had utilized anything from their country. After initially asking them to describe the
45
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dynamics of hip-hop in their country, I realized that my three categorizations of hip-hop could be
confirmed. In New Zealand, hip-hop originates from the more subjugated populations of Maoris
and Polynesians who struggle to find a place in Metropolitan New Zealand life. The music of
Polynesians, consisting of artists King Capezi and Che Fu, fuse traditional Samoan plucked
instrumental music with hip-hop beats to advocate for the creating a community of Polynesians
that can stake their place within New Zealand. The music, as the men described, has very
positive associations towards building community and taking ownership of their respective
populations. As I suspected, when I asked about hip-hop in Australia, it seems that most of the
people producing hip-hop fall into the Technological Innovations category where many well-off
college students are producing music of their own and experimenting with more forms of dance
music. As for hip-hop of the Aboriginal people, it is unfortunately not heard of amongst most
people, however the men commented that the complete lack of access to any sort of musical
equipment as well as lack of any power as a class of people disengages the Aborigines from
access and the ability to create a hip-hop of their own.
Hearing these examples, I realized that hip-hop is indeed more than just a phenomena that has
occurred in the world, but instead it is a state of progress that needed to occur in order for the
public to take ownership of themselves and fuse music into understanding the states of their own
societies and the context of their place as individuals within a system of institutionalized race
and class privilege that needs change.
I originally started this research project because I was interested in understanding why diasporic
communities in America felt the need to “perform Blackness” in their need to create and assert a
hip-hop persona specific to their own communities. I felt that this process was a denigrating use
of institutional racist privilege as it is easy to take-on and appropriate cultural aspects of the most
discriminated race in America and probably the entire world. I found it interesting that within
almost every sphere, one would never want to be Black because of the heavy-handed racism that
occurs, however, in a club or in a music video, it is safe to “be Black” and in fact, people strive
to take on this image. While I still feel that this situation is a true reality and that it is a problem
that comes with a society constructed out of institutional privilege built upon dichotomy of ruling
and subjugated classes, I think that there is much more to hip-hop that gives it the legitimacy that
has made the rest of the world want to be part of the movement.
From the young urban Black and Latino creators of hip-hop, simply designing a musical space
for articulating an identity with reference to a musical past of funk and soul music was only a
small aspect to what they invented. Instead, these minorities opened up an entirely new approach
to conceiving the world and taking ownership of social change by identifying themselves as the
oppressed and finding power within this identity to create a community that ultimately can lead a
revolution. The strength and power that hip-hop allows a denigrated group of people thus
became the unit for why the music was appropriated. Beyond appropriation, people from across
the world identified with the idea of being subjugated and wanted to affect change by creating
hip-hops of their own—harkening back to their own referential musical past, and designing a
constantly changing subculture-specific musical style.
Thus, as time progresses, hip-hop will continue to gain popularity throughout the world as a
global form of the fusion of music, popular culture, and society as a whole. Glorified American
gangsta style will continue until the next trend occurs, and based on the country with economic
power at the time, all other countries will follow that trend and try to take it on as their own. But
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at the same time, the power of hip-hop to create communities will also spread and grow, and
hopefully will reach many of the lowest classes that still do not have access to the music so that
in years to come, people across the world will be able to download samples of Aboriginal hiphop and understand the need for anther community to stake a place in society and affect social
change.
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The use of Spanish Ser and Estar + adjectives: A sociolinguistic pilot study on the oral Spanish
of Costa Rica
Abstract *
The study of copula choice in Spanish in contact situations (i.e., among Spanish-English
bilinguals) in contexts where Spanish is a minority language (i.e., Southwestern United States)
has suggested that the copula use is undergoing change. Part of this change is that the copula
estar is becoming more accepted in an extended pre-adjectival context especially with adjectives
of size, physical appearance, age, and those of description and evaluation and this change has
been attributed to contact with English (Silva-Corvalán, 1986, 1994). This claim has been
challenged by Gutiérrez (1992, 1994) because he found that monolingual Mexicans from the
same social class as those studied by Silva-Corvalán (1986, 1994) showed the same behavior
with regard to copula choice. Diaz-Campos & Geeslin (2004) found similar results regarding
copula choice in an analysis of the spoken Spanish of Caracas, a language with no contact with
English.
Furthermore, the study of the Spanish copula variation is becoming a prolific field in both
first language (Diaz-Campos & Geeslin, 2005; Silva-Corvalán, 1986, 1994; Gutiérrez, 1992,
1994) and second language studies (Geeslin, 2000, 2001, 2002). However, studies of the
Spanish copula have been done mostly in settings where Spanish is the only language spoken
(i.e., monolingual Spanish) and are described as monolingual societies (e.g., Caracas) and/or
Spanish is a minority language (i.e., Los Angeles), and in the acquisition of Spanish as a foreign
or second language in similar settings (i.e., Texas).
One setting that has yet to be explored is that of largely monolingual Spanish
communities which are in contact, directly or indirectly, with minority languages (Thomason,
2001) and are located within small geographical boundaries. Costa Rica is an example of such a
context (Aguilar-Sanchez, 2005a; 2005b).
Because of the differences in the claims resulting from copula choice studies in both
grammatical (i.e., copula + adjective) and geographical (i.e., contact with other languages)
contexts, exploring copula choice in a context where Spanish is a majority language and English
is a minority language will help us to better understand the processes of copula choice. The type
of language contact found in such a small geographical area such as Costa Rica helped us
achieve this goal.
The present work studies oral interviews to ten highly educated Costa Ricans living in
part of Costa Rica traditionally described as monolingual. It was found that variables such as
adjective class, gradiency, predicate type, experience with the referent, and resultant state are
strong predictors of copula choice. These findings are consistent with previous findings such as
those by Geeslin and Díaz-Campos (2005). True variation settings were found using statistical
methods and analysis used to study variation in language. Finally, evidence in support of the idea
that copula choice is a stable change (Díaz-Campos and Geeslin, 2005) was also found among
the group of speakers under study.
*
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Introduction
The study of copula choice in Spanish in contact situations (i.e., among Spanish-English
bilinguals) in contexts where Spanish is a minority language (i.e., Southwestern United States)
has suggested that copula use is undergoing change. Part of this change is that the copula estar is
becoming more accepted in an extended pre-adjectival context especially with adjectives of size,
physical appearance, age, and those of description and evaluation. This change has been
attributed to contact with English (Silva-Corvalán, 1986, 1994). This claim has been challenged
by Gutiérrez (1992, 1994) because he found that monolingual Mexicans, in Mexico, from the
same social class and geographical region as those studied by Silva-Corvalán (1986) showed the
same behavior with regard to copula choice. Diaz-Campos & Geeslin (2004) found similar
results regarding copula choice in an analysis of the spoken Spanish of Caracas, a language with
no direct contact with English.
This area of research has become a prolific field in both first language (Diaz-Campos &
Geeslin, 2004, 2005; Silva-Corvalán, 1986) and second language studies (Geeslin, 2000, 2001,
2002). However, these studies have been done mostly in settings where Spanish is the only
language spoken (i.e., monolingual Spanish) and are considered to be monolingual societies
(e.g., Caracas); and/or settings where Spanish is a minority language (e.g., Los Angeles), and in
the acquisition of Spanish as a foreign or second language in similar minority language settings
(e.g., Texas).
Even when it has been categorized as a monolingual society at large, Costa Rica is not
different from most multilingual societies in the world (Aguilar-Sanchez, 2005a; 2005b). This
claim is supported by Thomason’s (2001) claim that “… no nation is monolingual in the sense
that all its citizens speak one and only one language, and probably no nation is monolingual in
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the less trivial sense that everyone who lives there speaks the same language natively” (36); and
by works in bilingualism such as Romaine (2004, 1996). Therefore, Costa Rica can be added to
the list of countries that Thomason (2001) uses to support her claim. These countries have only a
single official language, but they also have minority languages within their boundaries (e.g.,
Australia, Brazil, Cambodia, among others). Due to the fact that Costa Rica’s constitutionally
official language is Spanish, most of the linguistic phenomena induced by language contact have
not yet been paid attention to. That being the case, it is important to point out that the language
situation in Costa Rica, with regard to cases such as this one, is more complex than what is
normally believed. Thus, the linguistic situation of Costa Rica cannot be categorized as that of a
monolingual society. Like most of the countries in Central America, Costa Rica is a country with
native English speakers in a small percentage (about 2%) of its population (Aguilar-Sánchez,
2005a, 2005b) who are mostly inhabitants of the province of Limón.
Due to both methodological reasons and the belief that the situation in Limón is an
isolated phenomenon particular to a small region in Costa Rica most studies have been done,
within the field of Creoles and on the description of linguistic and/or cultural phenomena
(Herzfeld, 2002, 1994, 1992, 1991, 1983, 1980a, 1980c, 1978a, 1978b, 1977, Melendez Chaverri
& Duncan, 1974; Winkler, 1998; Winkler & Obeng, 2000). However, the influence, or lack
thereof, of Limonese English on the Spanish of Costa Rica and specifically on the Spanish of the
province of Limón has not yet been investigated. This lack of literature on the impact of
language contact in the area of Limón and/or of Costa Rica, due to its linguistic diversity, in
general constitutes a primary reason for undertaking this and the subsequent studies in this area.
In this work, I present previous work done in the study of Spanish regarding copula
choice in the copula + adjective construction, and the results of an analysis of oral data from 10
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Costa Ricans from the Corpus de Habla Culta. The present work focuses on the examination of
oral data from this particular corpus to fill in the gap caused by the lack of a description of
copula + adjective construction of Costa Rican Spanish. The results of this study will serve as a
comparison point for a bigger study that follows it. Furthermore, the results are accompanied by
a discussion of the implications of the findings and the effect that these have on the description
of copula+adjective use. This will serve as a point of comparison to shed light on the concepts of
change and language contact, the categorization of the uses of ser and estar, and the relationship
with degrees of language contact found.
My focus in the next sections is to introduce a description of the previous research with
regard to copula choice in Spanish. But before I carry this task out, it is useful to provide the
reader with a concise background of the overall linguistic situation found in Costa Rica.

Costa Rica: A multilingual society
A profile of the languages spoken in Costa Rica is displayed here to present the reader
with a short, but comprehensive, account of the linguistic situation in Costa Rica.
Costa Rica’s other languages are believed to be undergoing changes caused by contact
with standard Spanish. Many of these native languages are near extinction, or are already extinct.
Within its small territory, we find, in Costa Rica, seven Amerindian languages (6 alive and 1
extinct), six transplanted languages, a sign language, and the official language (see Map 1).
According to the Ethnologue report from the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) (2005) the
Amerindian languages include languages from the Chibchan/Talamanca, the Chibchan/Rama,
and the Oto-Manguean/ Chiapanec-Mangue families. Within the Chibchan/Talamanca family
we find Boruca spoken by about 35 people in a population of about 1000 Borucas; Bribri spoken
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by about 11,000 people out of 12,172 Bribris; Cabécar spoken by about 7,072 in a population of
9,308 Cabécares; and Teribe spoken by about 5 people in a population of approximately 300
Teribes. From the Chibchan/Rama family we find Maléku Jaíka spoken by about 750 speakers
out of a population of 1,074 Malékus. Furthermore, from the Oto-Manguean/Chiapanec-Mangue
we find Chorotega which unfortunately has been extinct for many years although there is a
population of about 795 Chorotega Indians from the Guanacaste region near the Nicaraguan
border that still carry out their traditions and keep some lexical items from Chorotega.
Map 1
Linguistic Map of Costa Rica
Source: www.Ethnologue.com

Furthermore, Costa Rica’s linguistic profile is enhanced by the presence of six
transplanted non-Amerindian languages. These languages are found in Costa Rica as a result of
work-related diaspora, more specifically with the construction of the railroad to the Atlantic by
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the United Fruit Company in the late XIX and early XX centuries (Aguilar-Sánchez, 2005a;
Herzfeld, 2002, 1994, 1992, 1991, 1983, 1980a, 1980c, 1978a, 1978b, 1977, Melendez Chaverri
& Duncan, 1974; Winkler, 1998; Winkler & Obeng, 2000). This phenomenon is also
strengthened by contemporary immigration.
Work-related diaspora brought English to Limón. Nowadays, it is spoken by about
55,100 Afro-Costa Ricans mainly in the province of Limón. The diaspora also introduced two
Chinese dialects Ngäbere and Yue Chinese. These varieties are spoken, in the entire country, by
approximately 5,092 and 4,500 people respectively. In addition, with the contemporary
immigration came Plautdietsch from the Germanic language family spoken by about 100 people
in the northern area of the country; Basque and Eastern Yiddish (no speaker population numbers
found).
As we can see, Spanish in Costa Rica has been in contact with other languages since the
early years of colonization. In this paper, I try to describe the Spanish copula choice in copula +
adjective constructions by highly educated Costa Ricans with ages ranging from 28 to 50 years
old. This study will provide a point of departure for a future investigation focusing on the contact
situation in the Limón region.
Two sections related to the topic follow to provide the reader with a short but
comprehensive account of what has been done in the study of copula choice in Spanish. The first
section is a summary of theoretical accounts regarding the definition, function, and proposed
theoretical approaches that had lead to the description and structure of the variables used to study
the copula + adjective construction. The second section contains previous work done regarding
copula choice in the fields of sociolinguistics and second language acquisition.
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Theoretical accounts on copula + adjective
Early studies on copula distinction date back to the late XIX and early XX
centuries. During that time ser was defined as predicates of permanent conditions and estar as
predicates of non-permanent conditions. One of the earliest of the works that argue against this
view is that of Andrade (1919) in which he states that the course of evolution of ser and estar
consists in the restriction of the original meaning of the former with regard to the extension of
the latter and that we must look for the present elements of distinction in the latest developments
of estar. He defines estar as being associated with the characteristic feelings which attend
immediate perceptions and their representations and ser as related to concepts of judgments. He
further states that estar is related to “warmth” and “intimacy” which no object of mere
conception ever attains and that ser is related to the “colder” logical relations of the objects (22).
He also states that in judging affective elements our point of view must always be the purpose or
the emotional state of the speaker/writer.
Morely (1925) set forward the notion that no one underlying principle suffices to explain
all the uses of ser and estar. However, he states that the contrast is usually between durative and
transitory, or between act and state. Morely (1925) also states that emphasis could be laid on
one point of view or another; and that in some uses two ideas come together. Morely (1925)
argues that language is “a creature of feeling and not of reason” and that since the XVII century
and before, estar has invaded the field once held by ser and that there is reason to believe that the
invasion has not entirely stopped. Andrade’s (1919) and Morely’s (1925) claims are the early
stages for the formation of the variable experience with the referent in which the speaker could
have an immediate (i.e., momentary impression), ongoing (i.e., previous knowledge), and/or
indirect (i.e., second-source knowledge) experience with the referent. This variable is of a
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discursive nature and it is one of the first discourse-related variables used in the study of copula
choice.
Bolinger (1944) follows the discussion by supporting Bull’s (1942) principles for some
Spanish equivalents of “to be” stating that objectivity must be thrown out as a final test for ser
and estar. He suggests that objective permanence influences the average human being to form
subjective concepts that will call for the use of ser. That objectivity may itself be something that
needs to be verbalized for which we would use ser. Bull (1942) defends the thesis that the nature
of the attributes as means of determining whether ser or estar would be used before a predicate
adjective should be taken into account in the analysis of copula choice. Thus, limiting adjectives
and those negative ones that cannot be expressed by the positive of another adjective are used
only with ser (e.g., es limitante “Be-3rd-Sig limiting”) and that the other group of adjectives may
be used either with ser and estar (es/está inteligente “BE-3rd-Sig intelligent”). Bull’s (1942)
claim has given rise to the notion of adjective class as a possible predictor of copula choice in
Spanish. Adjective class refers to whether the adjective is an adjective of age, size, and physical
appearance, among others (i.e., the semantic nature of the adjective).
Bolinger (1944) also proposes, as an alternative to Bull’s (1942) model, that the nature of
the subject is an important feature on the choice between ser and estar. Bolinger (1944) puts
forward three types of subjects: infinite, infinitesimal, and evolutionary. The former is composed
of metaphysical entities such as Dios “God”, amor “love”, fortuna “fortune”, santidad
“sanctity,” and other concepts when taken abstractly. This type of subject generally calls for the
use of ser; however, they call for estar only when they refer to everyday experiences. The second
category is composed of events of very limited duration such as vuelo “flight”, verbal nouns,
and noun clauses. Ser is used to indicate a first impression or a normal average concept (e.g., fue
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un vuelo corto “it was a short flight”). In this case we would be saying that the first impression is
the only impression we get because of the limited duration of the event. The last category is
composed of facts of daily experience. They have duration and a life history. These entities call
for the use of ser or estar depending on whether the attribute is regarded as normal (e.g., el niño
es muy bueno “the child is well behaved” or as a change from the norm (e.g., el niño está muy
bueno hoy “the child is well behaved today”). From these accounts the notion of the nature of the
subject as a variable for the study of copula choice is derived and has yielded different
approaches to the classification of it that differ from the ones proposed by Bolinger (1944) and
will be explained in a subsequent section.
The following claims have been the basis for the construction of the variable frame of
reference which establishes whether there is comparison between the referent and him/herself at
a different period of time or between him/herself and a group.
Regarding this topic, Moellering (1944) states that “the meaning of an adjective is a
resultant of reciprocal influence between itself and the noun with which it is linked” (598).
Moellering (1944) does this in an attempt to enhance the utility of the principle of subjective
interpretation as a basis of grammatical analysis. Moellering (1944) also stresses the notion that
an adejective’s role in a noun-adjective construction is not that of modifying the noun but of
singling out some aspect of the actual object to which reference is being made and focusing
attention on that aspect. Thus, when choosing between ser and estar, when the attribute is
predicated, the speaker indicates with ser that this attribute is one of a permanent nature and with
estar the speaker indicates that this attribute is phase-like rather than permanent to that fixed set
of related attributes which are his present concept of the subject.
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De Mello (1979) puts forward the idea that a clear understanding of the distinction
between ser and estar is best achieved by considering them according to their functions, as
principal verbs, auxiliary verbs or attributive (copulative) verbs. I will focus on the latter
function. De Mello (1979) argues that the distinction between ser and estar as attributive verbs
can be found in the semantics of each verb. De Mello’s (1979) thesis is that ser has no semantic
value in its attributive role and estar has a value beyond that of its function as an attributor. Thus,
the difference between ser and estar in their attributive functions lays on the difference between
[-semantic value] for ser and [+semantic value] for estar. This distinction may explain why
certain adjectives change meaning with the use of one or the other copula. Furthermore, De
Mello (1979) introduces the notion of change when he states that estar, in contrast to the
semantically empty ser, indicates that the idea of change is present in the mind of the speaker.
Change is the manifestation of something more basic in the mind of the native speaker of
Spanish. This manifestation is basically the concept of temporal duration or the passage of time.
Similar to the notion of change set forth by DeMello (1979), Franco and Steinmetz
(1983, 1986) introduce the notion of comparison. The comparison could be said to be between
the individual and a group of individuals or between the individual and him/herself at a different
point in time. They affirm that the selection of ser and estar + adjective could be based in
subjective factors and in the perception of the external phenomenological world. They
emphasize that it is wrong to state that only estar indicates a comparison or contrast; and they
put forward the thesis that either copula can indicate a comparison and/or contrast. Thus, Ser is
related more with a comparison between the referent and a group whereas estar is related to a
comparison between the referent and him/herself at a different point in time.
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In addition to his contribution to the notion of frame of reference, De Mello (1979)
introduces the notion of resultant state. This notion distinguishes the use of the copula + past
participle as passive voice when used with ser and that of a resultant state when used with estar.
What follows is a summary of the discussion which has given rise to the variable
predicate type. Predicate type refers to whether the interpretation of the predicate is limited in
time or not. First, we find the Stage-Level/Individual-level hypothesis (Kratzer, 1995; Carlson,
1977). This hypothesis states that the copula ser combines with the individual-level predicates
(ILPs). Individual-level predicates express (more or less) permanent or essential properties such
as inteligente “intelligent”. The hypothesis also states that estar combines with stage-level
predicates (SLPs) which express temporary or accidental properties such as cansada “tiredFEM”. Maierborn (2005) argues against the Stage-level/Individual-level hypothesis. Her
argument is based on the notion that ser and estar both display the same lexical semantic
properties, estar differing from ser only in presupposing a relation to a specific discourse
situation. Meierborn (2005) found reasons to reject a view of the stage-level/individual-level
distinction as a grammatical phenomenon with a conceptual foundation. She states that what is at
the heart of the ser/estar alternation is a specificity presupposition on the topic situation. Thus,
estar is the discourse-dependent variant of ser. She states that this discourse dependency is
lexically triggered by estar, structurally resolved by means of the functional category of aspect,
and finally, pragmatically licensed through some kind of topic situation contrast. Meierborn
(2005) claims that by using estar a speaker restricts his or her claim to a specific discourse
situation, whereas by using ser the speaker makes no such restriction.
Similarly, Clements (2006) states that instead of being predicate types as defined by the
Stage-level/Individual-level hypothesis, there are two readings that the copula use gives to the
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copula + adjective construction. The first one is an Individual Level reading which refers to a
defining characteristic of the referent. The second is Stage Level reading which is a comparison
of the characteristic of the referent not against others but against itself at an earlier time.
With this refined claim in mind, Clements (2006) introduces a new variable to the study
of copula choice. This variable is related to the internal making of the adjective. Clements
(2006) states that there are three types of adjectives: one without underlying dynamic situation
(e.g., mortal “mortal”) and two types with underlying dynamic situation: event adjectives and
process adjectives. The latter two types are further subdivided as unidirectional (e.g. bajo
“short”Æ alto “tall” [unidirectional process]; soltero “single” Æ casado “married”
[unidirectional event]) and bidirectional (e.g. sincero “sincere”ÅÆ insincero
“insincere”[bidirectional process]; levantado “out of bed” ÅÆ acostado “in bed”
[bidirectional event]). Ser is used exclusively with adjectives with no underlying dynamic
situation. Both ser and estar are used with adjectives with underlying bidirectional processes,
unidirectional processes, bidirectional events , and unidirectional events; but the reading given
to the predicate changes according to the copula used.
Clements (2006) proposes that this factor helps us to predict the choice of copula in
Spanish as follows: adjectives with no underlying dynamic situation will appear exclusively
with ser, will have an individual-level reading, and are said to be ill-formed with estar (e.g., El
humano es/esta* mortal “The human being is mortal”). Bidirectional-process adjectives may
appear with ser with an individual-level reading (e.g., el niño es gordo “the child is fat”) and
with estar with a stage-level reading (e.g., el niño está gordo “the child is fat”). Unidirectionalprocess, bidirectional-process, and bidirectional-event adjectives will have an individual-level
reading with ser (e.g., el tren es viejo “the train is old”) and stage-level reading with estar (e.g.,
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el tren está viejo “the train is old”). Unidirectional-event adjectives will have an stage-level
reading with estar (e.g. el hombre está casado “the man is married”) and an individual-level
reading with ser (e.g., el hombre es casado “the man is married”) only if the referent is animate.
Finally, bidirectional-event adjectives have a stage-level reading with estar (e.g., el niño está
levantado “the child is out of bed”), but are said to be ill formed as an attributive construction
(e.g., el niño es levantado? “the child is out of bed*”). This construction is only grammatical as a
passive voice construction for which the meaning would be “the child is picked up by someone”,
a distinction put forward by DeMello (1979) as described above.
Another variable that may play a role in the prediction of copula choice that has not been
included in models is gradiency. Gradiency refers to the classification of adjectives in two
groups. One group is that of non-gradient adjectives or absolute adjectives (i.e., adjectives that
cannot be found in “more or less” constructions such as casado “married”) and the other is that
of gradient adjectives (i.e., adjectives that can be found in “more or less” constructions such as
mojado “wet”). Givón (1984) affirms that adjectives come in antonymic pairs. These pairs can
either be in a gradual-degree relation to one another (e.g., seco “dry” – mojado ”wet”) or in an
absolute relation to one another (e.g., vivo “alive” – muerto “dead”). The adjective type seco
“dry”- mojado “wet” corresponds to activity and stative verbs, in Vendler’s (1967) classification
of verbs. The type vivo “alive” – muerto “dead” corresponds to non-graduating states which
can be said to be analogous to the notion of achievements. Absolute adjectives will pair more
with ser because of the permanent nature and the telic context they create. For this group of
variables the prediction is that gradient adjectives, because they are less absolute states, will pair
more with ser; but if they will pair with estar, they create a durative context. These predictions
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are similar to the results, found in previous studies, of the variable resultant state (i.e., adjectives
derived from verbal forms such as mojado “wet”).
In sum, from Andrade’s (1919) and Morely’s (1925) claims we derived the variable
experience with the referent in which the speaker could have an immediate (i.e., momentary
impression), ongoing (i.e., previous knowledge), and/or indirect (i.e., second-source knowledge)
experience with the referent. From Bolinger (1944) we derived the nature of the subject as a
possible predictor of copula choice. Bull’s (1942) and Bolinger’s (1944) claims include the
notion of adjective class as a possible predictor of copula choice in Spanish. As mentioned
above, adjective class refers to the nature of the adjective whether it is an adjective of age, size,
or physical appearance, among others. The variable frame of reference which establishes
whether there is comparison between the referent and him/herself at a different period of time or
between him/herself and a group is derived from Bolinger (1944), Moellering (1944), DeMello
(1979), and Franco and Steinmetz (1983, 1986). Moreover, DeMello (1944) also introduces the
variable resultant state which distinguishes the use of the copula + past participle as passive
voice when used with ser and that of a resultant state when used with estar. From Kratzer,
(1995), Carlson (1997), Maierborn (2005) and Clements (2006) we derived the variable
predicate type/reading which refers to whether the interpretation of the predicate is limited in
time or not. Finally, from Givón (1984) we obtain the variable gradiency which refers to the
classification of adjectives in two groups. One group is that of non-gradient adjectives or
absolute adjectives (i.e., adjectives that cannot be found in “more or less” constructions such as
casado “married”) and the other is that of gradient adjectives (i.e., adjectives that can be found
in “more or less” constructions such as mojado “wet”).
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Although theoretical accounts regarding copula choice in Spanish have provided a type of
spinal cord to the study of copula choice, further studies are needed in order to model what
seems to be a structure with multiple faces. Two fields that have seen a blossoming of models
that explain the use of copula choice is that of second language acquisition of Spanish and that of
Sociolinguistics. Both fields have used the variables described above in search of empirical
evidence for the prediction of copula choice in Spanish.
In the following section, the reader is presented with a summary of the discussion
regarding copula choice in Spanish within the fields of sociolinguistics and second language
acquisition. This is done to contextualize the scope of the present study within the bigger picture
of sociolinguistics.

Previous Work on the variation of the structure ser and estar + adjective
In the field of sociolinguistics and second language acquisition several studies on the
copula choice in Spanish have shed light on the variation that exists in speakers’ choice in this
context. However, this variation is not new to grammarians of either the American tradition (i.e.,
American scholars) or the Spanish tradition (i.e., Spanish or Latin-American scholars) as it was
presented in the previous section. Due to the fact that the discussion on copula choice has
revolved around the notion of a change in progress, I will focus, in this section, on presenting the
reader with a review of the relevant studies in this area. Three subsections follow. The first one
deals with monolingual Spanish, the second one with studies done in second language
acquisition of Spanish, and the third one with studies in settings where Spanish is in contact with
English.
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Monolingual Spanish
Both sociolinguistics and second language acquisition have been able to inform each
other, as proposed by Geeslin (2002a, 2002b), and this can be seen from the next set of studies of
copula choice. An example of this type of work is Geeslin and Díaz-Campos (2005) in which
the authors apply the model proposed by Geeslin (2000b) to study the copula choice in a variety
of Spanish said to have limited or no contact with English. The authors studied the Spanish of
Caracas,Venezuela. They used the Estudio sociolinguistico de Caracas (1987) [financed by the
Consejo de Desarrollo Científico y Humanístico de la Universidad Central de Venezuela] which
includes half-hour interviews, conducted in 1987 and 1988 with 160 speakers born and raised in
Caracas, with parents also from Caracas. Each interview was divided evenly among four age
groups, both genders and five socioeconomic groups. The authors studied data from four age
groups: 14-29, 30-45, 46-60, 61 and above, three social classes (low, middle and upper); and
they were evenly divided between men and women (2 participants per cell). The variables
predicate type, susceptibility to change, experience with the referent, resultant state, adjective
class, copulas allowed, age, and social class were predictors of copula choice. They also found
that older speakers tended to favor the use of estar, a pattern of behavior that is an indication of
the stability of this phenomenon in Caracas Spanish.
Díaz-Campos and Geeslin (2005) studied whether the extension of estar was a change in
progress or a stable change. They studied how copula use differed between older and younger
speakers by studying the frequency of use of estar and the predictors of it. They also studied how
frequency of occurrence of the predictors of estar would vary across age groups. They studied
the speech of 48 speakers from the Estudio Sociolinguistico de Caracas (1987) from four age
groups and three social classes. Their sample was evenly distributed between men and women.
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The authors found, by using separate cross-tabulations of each linguistic predictor of estar across
time and χ2, that older generations tend to favor the use of estar and there are no prominent
differences between female and male speakers. In their predictor analysis by age group they
found that predicate type, resultant state, adjective class and copulas allowed were common
predictors for all age groups. However, there were different predictors that were significant for
specific groups. These predictors were susceptibility to change for age group 14-29; experience
with the referent for groups 14-29, 46-60, and 61+; and socioeconomic class for group 46-60).
In this study, gender was never selected as statistically significant. They concluded that a
sociolinguistic interview does not elicit the same types of contexts from all speakers, and that
three of the variables show a greater proportion of the categories that favor estar for older
speakers. Their results on age and gender seem to indicate that the extension of estar is a stable
phenomenon, but they also found that types of contexts were not equally represented among age
groups and that a comparison across age groups must also take these differences into account.
Their results revealed that discourse factors such as predicate type, resultant state, adjective
class, and copulas allowed are more important predictors than age and gender.
Díaz-Campos and Geeslin (2005) studied the extension of estar with adjectives and its
relationship to language contact. They examined the individual categories of the adjective class
variable to determine their relationship with the use of estar. Their intention was to relate
adjective classes to the innovative use found in previous work. They stated that the classes that
are the best predictors of use of estar may not actually represent innovation. They were guided
by questions such as what categories of the adjective class variable showed the most frequent use
of estar; what categories of the adjective class variable show innovation; and how their results
relate to previous studies on adjectives and copula choice. In a new analysis of the data they
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found that adjective classes with highest use of estar were mental state, size, physical
appearance, color, status, and age. The distribution of estar with each adjective class across the
variable copulas allowed showed more tokens of estar in the both allowed category than were
required. Their results revealed uses of estar in contexts formerly reserved for ser for all age
groups. A high frequency of use of estar is especially noticed with adjectives of age, size, and
status. Furthermore, when both copulas are allowed speakers tended to favor estar, evidence that
innovative uses are emerging. They concluded that the monolingual Venezuelan Spanish shows
similarities to US/Mexican Spanish in the innovative use of estar with adjectives of age, size,
physical description, evaluation, color for certain age group; for adjectives of status and size for
all age groups; and age and description of personality for the older speakers.

Second Language Acquisition of Spanish
Following the tradition of studying copula choice and guided by the need to find a model
that explains the features that triggered variation among copula choice in second language
acquistion, Geeslin (1999) pioneered the study of copula choice with regards to the
copula+adjective environment in the field of second language acquisition. Because the nature of
the present work is purely sociolinguistic, I will focus on the elements relevant to the study of
copula choice and those elements related to native speakers presented in Geeslin’s (1999) and
subsequent works.
Geeslin (2000) proposes an innovative approach to copula choice. She proposes a study
of usage based on second language Spanish data. The author asked which linguistic contextual
features are significant predictors of the usage of estar at all levels of development and which
linguistic contextual features serve to describe change across time as learners progress towards
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the acquisition of copula choice. She found that adjective semantic features such as class,
semantic transparency, animacy, susceptibility to change, dependence on experience among
others are strong predictors of copula choice among second language speakers of Spanish.
Furthermore, Geeslin (2002a) tried to unite two fields of linguistic investigation:
sociolinguistics and second language acquisition. In order to allow both fields to inform each
other, the author proposes two hypotheses. The first one is that the examination of individual
categories of the semantic transparency variable will show that copula choice varies from one
category to another and that each category of semantic transparency will predict copula choice at
all levels. The second hypothesis predicts that categories within semantic transparency will
provide a new way to address learner accuracy and avoid difficulties faced in previous research.
Seventy-seven high schoolers with limited exposure to native Spanish participated in this study.
Data were collected via a background questionnaire, a guided interview, a picture description
task, and a contextualized questionnaire. The author found that indeed copula choice varies from
one category to another and that each category of semantic transparency predicts copula choice
at all levels. Her results show that dynamicity, a variable related to aspect, was a significant
predictor of estar at all levels. Grammatical accuracy and task type were also significant
predictors at all levels of proficiency. Even though these variables were significant at all levels of
proficiency, there were some other variables that were significant at different levels of
proficiency. These variables included directionality (i.e., whether the adjective was
unidirectional such as age, bidirectional such as emotional state, or non-directional such as race)
was significant at lower levels. Similarly, susceptibility to change was a predictor at the lowest
level of proficiency whereas frame of reference was a significant predictor at the highest levels
of proficiency with modality and telicity. The author concludes that each of the variables
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included in the model requires individual analysis to further specify their role in learner grammar
because each variable was significant at least once, therefore, providing new research questions
and directions for future study.
Geeslin (2002b) tried to compare the paths of language change with those of language
acquisition. The author states the hypothesis that the stage set forth for language change may
mirror stages of SLA exhibited in her study such that constraints on susceptibility to change will
be acquired prior to the frame of reference constraint. The results showed that the path of
acquisition of copula choice mirror those of language change because the latter is moving toward
simplification (Silva-Corvalán, 1991; Myhill, 1991) and the former is moving away from
simplification to a more native-like grammar (Geeslin 2001). This means that learners move
from a one-to-one mapping of copula meaning to a more complex system whereas native
speakers are moving from a complex system of copula use to one where both copulas are being
found in contexts of linguistic variation.
Geeslin (2003) studied copula choice among ten native speakers of Spanish from
different countries. The author did this in order to explore the issue of coding for accuracy in
studies of copula choice by learners of Spanish as a second language. Geeslin (2003) found that
responses on a questionnaire instrument, designed to identify those contexts in which only ser is
allowed, where only estar is allowed, and contexts in which both copulas are allowed, were not
homogeneous or categorical. In fact, more than half of the items showed variation and
demonstrated that the issue of addressing accuracy is not limited to a small sample of contexts.
The author concludes that because of the variation found in the answers from native speakers of
Spanish, a different type of analysis is needed. Instead of the traditional error analysis, an
analysis of features might offer more insight to understand copula choice.
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Spanish in contact with English
Silva-Corvalán (1986, 1994) explored the extension of estar in the speech of 27
bilinguals of different generations and degrees of Spanish language attrition. The data were
collected through recordings of conversations between the researcher and the participants. There
were three groups of participants. Those who were born in Mexico and migrated to the U.S.A.
after the age of eleven represent Group I; those who were born in the U.S.A. or migrated to the
U.S.A. before the age of six represent Group II; and those born in the U.S.A. whose parents were
of Mexican ancestry who fit the definition of the second group represent Group III.
Silva-Corvalán (1986) claims that the innovation found in her study represents part of an
evolutionary trend in Spanish and other Romance languages and that language contact
accelerates this trend. She states that the condition of reduced access or lack of access to formal
varieties of the language must be met in order for this diffusion to happen and that internally
motivated changes which involve generalizations across languages are also accelerated in a
situation of extended contact. With regard to copula choice, Silva-Corvalán (1986) suggests that
the extension of estar in progressives (i.e., estar + present participle) and its frequent association
with be (i.e., be+v-ing) in those constructions may favor the rapid diffusion of estar in the
context of predicate adjectives, where Spanish has evidenced a slow process of change
independent of any language-specific influence (604). She suggests that there is no noticeable
movement toward a steady functional specialization; but that the continuous renovation of
Spanish due to the arrival of other immigrants keeps Los Angeles Spanish from changing
entirely. She concludes by saying that the Spanish copula opposition with attributes is lost to a
large extent among speakers in her Groups II and III, but that these speakers are unlikely to pass
on Spanish to their descendants. This led her to assume that the system described in her study
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which maintains a limited amount of meaningful variation will persist as a defining feature of
English-dominant bilinguals. This claim has been challenged by Gutiérrez (1992, 1994) because
he found that monolingual Mexicans from the same social class as those studied by SilvaCorvalán (1986, 1994) showed the same behavior with regard to copula choice. Gutiérrez (1992,
1994) and Silva-Corvalán’s (1986, 1994) findings are evidence that further studies in the area of
language contact with regard to copula choice are needed.

Summary
The review of relevant previous literature regarding the copula+adjective construction
points to four important issues. First, in order to better understand copula choice in Spanish; we
need to use an approach that takes into account different linguistic and social features such that
put forward by Geeslin (2000b) in her study of second language acquisition of Spanish; and
Geeslin and Díaz-Campos (2005) and Díaz-Campos and Geeslin (2004, 2005) in
sociolinguistics. Second, there is still debate in the field with regard to the variables that help us
to predict copula choice in monolingual Spanish (Díaz-Campos and Geeslin, 2004, 2005).
However, research and theoretical accounts have shown that the following variables are strong
predictors of copula choice in Spanish: experience with the referent in which the speaker could
have an immediate (i.e., momentary impression), ongoing (i.e., previous knowledge), and/or
indirect (i.e., second-source knowledge) experience with the referent; adjective class which
refers to the nature of the adjective whether it is an adjective of age, size, and physical
appearance, among others; frame of reference which establishes whether there is comparison
between him/herself at a different period of time or between him/herself and a group; resultant
state which distinguishes the use of the copula + past participle as passive voice when used with
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ser and that of a resultant state when used with estar; predicate type/reading which refers to
whether the interpretation of the predicate is limited in time or not; and gradiency which refers to
the classification of adjectives in two groups non-gradient adjectives or absolute adjectives (i.e.,
adjectives that cannot be found in “more or less” constructions such as casado “married”) and
gradient adjectives (i.e., adjectives that can be found in “more or less” constructions such as
mojado “wet”). Third, that monolingual and contact Spanish show similarities with regard to
copula choice (Silva-Corvalán, 1986, 1994; Gutiérrez, 1992, 1994; Geeslin and Díaz-Campos,
2005) show that more studies are needed. Finally, that there is a lack of evidence related to
copula choice in contexts in which Spanish is the majority language and English is the minority
language. All four issues serve as the basis for the undertaking of the present work.
Furthermore, the evidence presented here points towards the belief that the phenomenon under
study is a stable change; and our goal, then, should be to discover what processes underlie the
categorization of copula choice by native speakers in this specific context: copula + adjective.
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The present study
Previous studies regarding copula + adjective construction have studied the influence of
English in Spanish, the development of the copula system, and a stable change in varieties with
no contact. The present work studies the phenomenon of copula choice, but in a setting that has
been as yet unexplored: Spanish from Costa Rica. As mentioned in the review of the literature,
Costa Rican Spanish has been in contact with other languages since the early years of the
colonization. Thus, this study investigates the differences in copula choice by highly educated
Costa Ricans. Thus, in search of an appropriate model to the study of copula+ adjective
construction in Spanish, I followed Geeslin’s (2000a, 2000b), Geeslin’s and Diaz-Campos’
(2005) and Díaz-Campos’ and Geeslin’s (2004, 2005) overall suggestions to the study of copula
choice.
From the previous review of the literature and description of the present study, three
research questions are set forward:
1. What linguistic and social variables help predict the use of ser and estar?
2. Are the variables the same for the prediction of ser as the ones for estar or are they
different?
3. Is Spanish from highly educated Costa Ricans different from those of speakers of the
same age from other varieties of Spanish? More specifically, is there evidence of
differences in copula choice?
Methodology
Participants
The data pool consists of 10 oral interviews from the “Corpus de Habla Culta” of Costa
Rica. These speakers are university educated Costa Ricans who hold professional positions in
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the country and represent the cultured class of the country. They are evenly distributed between
men and women and their ages range from 28 to 50 years old.
Procedure
The data come from half hour Labovian interviews conducted in 1987. These inteviews
included topics such as childhood memories, near-death experiences, and the present political
situation of the country.
Data coding
For the data coding, Geeslin’s (2003) and Diaz-Campos’ and Geeslin’s (2005) coding
schema is used in order to assure comparability between studies and the possible generalization
of the findings.
These variables include the dependent variable which is the use of ser or estar in the
copula + adjective construction. The independent variables include predicate reading (Geeslin
and Díaz-Campos’ predicate type) which refers to whether the interpretation is limited in time
and the reading given to the predicate is individual-level (e.g., ‘Hay unos momentos que son
individuales’ [There are moments that are individual/personal] [m34]) or stage-level ‘(e.g.,[los
profesores] son los mejores’ [the teachers are the best] [h30]). Susceptibility to change which
refers to whether the quality of the referent could change (e.g., entiendo que el decreto es tajante
[I understand that the law is strong], h30). Frame of reference which refers to whether there is a
comparison of the referent implied (e.g., ‘un par de potreros que eran especiales’ [A pair of
pasture fields that were special] [h46]; ‘pero soy muy desconfiada’ [but I am very distrustful]
[m37]). Experience with the referent which answers the question of whether the speaker has
first-hand knowledge (e.g., fue tan curioso llegar a saber [it was very curious to get to know]
[h30]) and whether it is an on-going or immediate reaction (e.g., yo soy católico [I am catholic]
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[h30]). Resultant state which answers to the question whether the adjective is a resultant state
(e.g., esa estructura estaba contruida [that structure was built] [h37] or not. Adjective class
which refers to what semantic class that best describes the adjective (e.g., porque hubiera sido
muy simpatico haber inventado [because it would have been very nice to have invented] [h37]. I
will not include the variable copulas allowed because, as Geeslin (2003) points out regarding the
coding of accuracy, “a researcher who codes for accuracy would also be required to make
judgments based on his or her own variety of Spanish, without taking into account the varied
input learners receive” (718). Even though this paper does not study learner’s data, this
restriction applies to native speaker data because coding for accuracy (i.e., whether one or both
copulas are allowed) would be to impose the researcher judgment on the data being studied.
Even though the original purpose of this variable was to study the environments in which both
copulas can or are used regardless of the prescriptive rules and to determine which adjectives are
found with both copulas within studies of second language acquisition of Spanish where the
environments were controlled for (Geeslin 2000, 2001, 2003), in the present study the same
cannot be said because the researcher is not able to control for the specific environments where
copulas can appear. Thus, a search for places where true variation is found is sought by statistical
methods. Two logistics regressions, one with ser and one with estar as the application value, are
used to determine if the same factors that predict the appearance of ser would predict the
appearance of estar or if they are different factors and where these factors differ.
Following Clements (2006) theoretical approach to the study of copula+adjective
construction, three new linguistic independent variables were included. The first one is subject
which distinguishes between first-order-entities (i.e., people, animals, plants, and things) (e.g.,
como M. es tan santa [because M. is such a saint] [m46]) and second-order-entities (i.e., states,
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processes, and events, more likely to be located in time and to take place rather than exist) (e.g.,
pero es bonito (el trabajar) [but working is nice] [m49]). This variable is included because it has
not been tested before. Geeslin (2002) tested the variable animacy with regards to the subject of
the construction and found it not to be a significant predictor for copula choice. The variable
subject in this study analyzes the subject not in terms of animacy, but in terms of type of entity it
represents for what Clements (2006) propose the following predictions: first order entities are
more commonly found with both copulas whereas second order entities are more commonly
found with ser.
The other two variables are semantic characteristics of the adjective. As we recall form
the review of the literature Clements (2006) states that there are three types of adjectives: one
without underlying dynamic situation (e.g., mortal “mortal”) and two types with underlying
dynamic situation: event adjectives and process adjectives. The latter two types are further
subdivided as unidirectional (e.g. bajo “short”Æ alto “tall” [unidirectional process]; soltero
“single” Æ casado “married” [unidirectional event]) and bidirectional (e.g. sincero
“sincere”ÅÆ insincero “insincere”[biderectional process]; levantado “out of bed” ÅÆ
acostado “in bed” [bidirectional event]). His theoretical analysis of this category predicts that
adjectives with no underlying dynamic situation and with an individual-level reading appear
exclusively with ser and are said to be ill-formed with estar. Bidirectional-process-adjectives
may appear with ser and have an individual-level reading and with estar and have an stage-level
reading. Unidirectional-process-adjectives and bidirectional-process & bidirectional-eventadjectives will have an individual-level reading with ser and a stage-level reading with estar.
Unidirectional-event-adjectives will have an stage-level reading with estar and, if the referent is
animate, it will have an individual-level reading with ser. Finally, bidirectional-event-adjectives
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have a stage-level reading with estar and are said to be ill-formed with ser. Therefore, it is
important to test these predictions empirically.
The last variable is gradiency which refers to whether the adjective is gradient or not. In
other words, whether the adjective is non-gradient or absolute which means that they cannot be
found in “more or less” constructions such as casado “married” or whether they are gradient
adjectives which can be found in “more or less” constructions such as mojado “wet”. Givón
(1984) predicts that gradient adjectives, because they are less absolute states, will pair more with
ser and with estar creating a durative context. On the other hand absolute adjectives will pair
more with ser because of the permanent nature and the telic context they create. These
predictions are similar to the results, found in previous studies, regarding the variable resultant
state. In the present study the variable gradiency is entered in the model in order to test its
predictive effect against the variable resultant state.
The last of the independent variables included in the present study were of a nonlinguistic nature. This variable was gender. Gender refers to the biological gender of the
participant: male or female. Gender is the only non-linguistic variable included here because one
of the purposes of this paper is to study an age bracket where variation is said to exist the most
(i.e., mid-age group). Because it is a corpus of “Habla Culta”, only the middle class with higher
education is represented. Table 1 presents a summary of the linguistic variables to be entered in
the model for the present study.
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Variable

Table 1 †
Coding of linguistic variables for the Study of Copula Choice
Categories
Example

Criterion

Predicate
reading

[+ Stage-level]
[- Stage-level]

Is the interpretation
limited in time?

Susceptible
to change
Frame of
reference
Experience
with the
referent

[+ Susceptible]
[- Susceptible]
[+ Comparison]
[- Comparison]
[Indirect]
[Ongoing]
[Immediate]

Resultant
state
Adjective
class

Subject
Underlying
structure

Gradiency

†

[+ Resultant]
[- Resultant]
[Age]
[Size]
[Physical appearance]
[Description / evaluation]
[Description of a person(ality)]
[Color]
[Mental / physical state]
[Sensory characteristic]
[Status]
[+first order]
[- first order]
[Uniderectional Process]
[Bidirectional Process]
[Unideractional Event]
[Bidirectional Process]
[N/A]
[+gradient]
[-gradient]

Hoy, Elena está enferma ‘Today, Elena is
sick’
Elena es simpática ‘Elena is nice’
El niño es pequeño ‘The boy is small’
El coche es pequeño ‘The car is small
El niño está alto ‘The boy is (grew) tall’
El niño es listo ‘The boy is smart’
En España las fiestas son importantes
‘In Spain, festivals are important’
Mi amigo Juan es desagradable
‘My friend Juan is unpleasant’
Esta sopa está muy buena
‘This soup tastes great’
El vaso está lleno ‘The glass is full’
El vaso es caro ‘The glass is expensive’
Joven ‘young’
Grande ‘large’
Gordo ‘fat’
Difícil ‘good’
Inteligente ‘intelligent’
Azul ‘blue
Animado ‘animated’
Sabroso ‘tasty’
Casado ‘married’
Juan es joven ‘John is young’
La situación está mala ‘The situation is bad’
Juan es alto
Juan está mojado
Juan es soltero
Juan está levantado
El hombre es mortal
Juan está mojado
El hombre es mortal

Part of this table was taken from Geeslin and Diaz-Campos (2005).

Can the quality of the
referent change?
Is a comparison of the
referent implied?
Does the speaker have
first-hand knowledge?
Is it on-going or an
immediate reaction?
Is the adjective a
resultant state?
Which semantic class
best describes the
adjective (in the sense it
is used in the given
context)? [note: both
‘description’ categories
are last resorts]
Does the subject
referent exist?
Does the adjective have
an underlying dynamic
situation? What type?
Can the adjective be
seen in a “more or less”
gradient?
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Data Analysis
The data were processed utilizing a VARBRUL analysis through GoldVarb X (Sankoff,
Tagliamonte, and Smith 2005) for Windows. This is a binomial regression analysis of the
factors included in the study. The results show factors that predict the source of errors
encountered in the corpus with their corresponding log-likelihood and significant level as well as
their probability weights. This type of analysis has been used in studies within the variationist
sociolinguistic framework (Diaz-Campos, 2002; 2003, 2004; among others). The information
yielded by this type of analysis has helped the variationist sociolinguistic field move forward
towards more precise accounts of language change.

Results and Discussion
Results
In this section I present the results yielded by the VARBRUL analysis for both ser and
estar. First, the results of the regression and the probabilistic weights by variable and their
importance are presented. Second, a discussion of the results is presented.
A total of 337 tokens were collected and coded following the criteria in Table 1[page 29].
From these, 263 (78%) were tokens of ser and 74 (22%) were tokens of estar. All nine variables
were introduced into the regression analysis. From these nine variables, the exact same
predictive groups were selected as significant predictors whether ser or estar were selected as
application values. The results are presented with estar as the application value since we want to
determine the factors favoring innovation. Variables eliminated in the analyses include frame of
reference, susceptibility to change, subject, gender, and underlying event. Table 2 summarizes
the results. Table 2 is organized as follows: the left column shows the factor groups that were
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selected and the order of importance in the model from top to bottom. The following column
shows the factors that each factor group represents. Raw numbers of tokens and percentages are
shown in the following two columns. These raw scores and percentages are calculated based on
the application value estar. The last column shows the probabilistic weights that the VARBRUL
analysis yielded.

Factor Group
Group 2: Adjective class

Table 2
Estar as the application value
Results of the logistic regression*
Factor

n

%

weight

Description/Evaluation
Status
Mental/physical state
Size
Description of a person(ality)
Physical appearance

14/197
32/47
16/25
5/17
1/33
5/17

7
68
64
29
3
29

0.315
0.771
0.931
0.736
0.411
0.820

Gradient
Non-gradient

38/212
36/125

17
28

0.398
0.668

Stage-level
Individual
Group 8: Experience with the referent
Ongoing
Indirect
Immediate
Group 9: Resultant state
Non-resultant
Resultant

38/59
36/278

64
12

0.909
0.380

39/219
25/107
10/11

17
23
90

0.463
0.469
0.985

31/274
43/63

11
68

0.389
0.877

Group 4: Gradiency

Group 5: Predicate reading

*Log Likelyhood = -80.602 p= .014

The variable Adjective class was selected as the first predictor. Figure 1 shows that
adjectives of size, physical appearance, mental/physical state, and status favor the use of estar
(e.g., no es porque estén estéticamente lindas ‘it is not because they are aesthetically pretty’
[m30]) whereas adjectives of description/evualuation and description of a person(ality) disfavor
it (e.g., el sentir de la mujer es importante ‘women’s feelings are important’ [m34]).
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Figure 1: Comparision of Ser and Estar by Adjective Class
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The second variable group selected as a significant predictor was gradiency. Figure 2
shows that, in term of gradiency, gradient adjectives disfavor the use of estar (e.g., Esa palabra
es muy problemática ‘that word is very problematic’ [h28]) while non-gradient adjectives favor
it (e.g., pero si están bien estas tres ‘but these three are pretty’ [m30]). These results are in
contradiction to Givón’s (1984) predictions. We will go back to this issue in the discussion
section where we explore the relationship between gradiency and other factors.
Figure 2 : Comparison of Ser and Estar by gradiency
Ser

1.0

Estar

Weight 0.5

0.0

Gradient

Non-gradient

Gradiency
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The third variable selected as significant predictor of the use of estar was predicate
reading. Figure 4 shows that a stage-level-reading of the predicate favors the use of estar (e.g.,
[los adolescentes] están sueltos ‘adolescents are free’ [m46]) whereas an individual-level
reading of the predicate disfavors it (e.g., que es muy bonita ‘that is very pretty’ [m49]). These
results agree with those of previous studies (Geeslin 2000, 2001, 2003) and theoretical accounts
(Clements 2006, Meierborn 2005) with regard to predicate type (reading) in both first and
second language data.
Figure 4: Comparison of Ser and Estar by predicate reading
Ser

1.0

Estar

Weight 0.5

0.0

Non-individual

Individual

Predicate reading

The fourth factor group selected as a significant variable was experience with the
referent. Figure 5 shows that ongoing and indirect experience with the referent disfavor the use
of estar (e.g., en el sentido de saber lo que es bueno ‘in the sense of knowing what is good’
[when describing the personality of youth/people][m34]) whereas immediate experience with the
referent favors it (e.g., otros estaban pálidos ‘others were pale’ [when narrating about an
accident he was in] [h37]). The results for this factor group also agree with the results of
previous studies in copula+adjective choice.
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Figure 5: Comparison of Ser and Estar by experience with the referent
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The fifth variable group selected as significant was resultant state. Figure 6 shows that
non-resultant states disfavor the use of estar (e.g., como professor fui muy jovial ‘as a teacher I
was very joyful’ [h46]) whereas resultant-states favor it (e.g., que uno esta medio dormido ‘that
one is half asleep’ [h37]). Again, it is worth mentioning here, that DeMello (1944) made a
distinction in the use of ser with a resultant state as a passive voice; therefore, this particular
issue imposes a restriction on the use of ser with resultant states which may explain why
resultant states favor the use of estar and not of ser. This distinction also imposes a restriction in
the coding of the data because most cases of ser+resultant state are regarded as a passive voice.
However, the evidence shows that ser is also functioning in cases where the resultant state is
used just as an adjective and not a past participle (n=20/63; %=31) (e.g., yo soy egresado de la
carrera ‘I am an alumni of that major’ [h46]). This is evidence that the spread is not only of
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estar to the field once occupied exclusively by ser, but the spread also happens in the opposite
direction (i.e., ser is spreading to places where once were exclusive to estar).

Figure 6: Comparison of Ser and Estar by resultant state
Ser
Estar

1.0

Weight 0.5

0.0

Non-resultant

Resultant

Resultant state
Discussion
From the previous review of the literature and description of the present study, three
research questions were set forward. The first one was what linguistic and social variables help
predict the use of estar and ser. The second was whether the variables that predict the use of
estar were the same or different from the ones that predict the use of ser. And the third question
was whether Spanish from highly educated Costa Ricans was different from those of speakers of
the same age from other varieties of Spanish specifically in copula choice.
With regard to the first question, the variables that help predict the use of ser and estar, in Costa
Rican Spanish, in the copula+adjective construction are adjective class, gradiency, predicate
reading, experience with the referent, and resultant state. Furthermore, the results of this study
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show that, as demonstrated in previous studies, linguistic and semantic variables are the strongest
predictors of copula choice in the structure copula + adjective. Concerning linguistic variables,
the results show the following patterns: adjectives of size, physical appearance, mental/physical
state, and status favor the use of estar (e.g., no es porque estén esteticamente lindas ‘it is not
because they are aesthetically pretty’ [m30]) whereas adjectives of description/evualuation and
description of a person(ality) disfavor it (e.g., el sentir de la mujer es importante ‘women’s
feelings are important’ [m34]). Because of the unexpected results regarding gradiency and the
fact that they contradict previous theoretical accounts (i.e., Givón, 1984), a cross-tabulation of
the variable gradiency with each of the other independent variables was conducted to account for
the behavior of this variable in the data
When looking at gradiency for ser and estar with regard to predicate reading, we find
that estar and ser behave in a different manner. Figure 3 shows how gradient and absolute
adjectives appear mostly with ser when the predicate has an individual-level reading (91% and
83% respectively) (e.g., uno [el sacerdote] que es un cato[lico] ‘one [a priest] that is a catholic’
[h30] and está muy tranquila ‘she is very calm’ [h30]) . This finding contradicts Givón’s (1984)
predictions that absolute adjectives will be found more in ser construction than in estar
constructions and that gradient adjectives will pair more with estar because both absolute and
gradient adjectives are found in similar percentages with ser and estar. In this case, we find
partial support for the first part of this prediction because instead of just absolute adjectives we
find that both absolute and gradient adjectives are found with ser almost categorically in
predicates with an individual-level reading. Regarding the second part of the prediction, both
absolute and gradient adjectives appear with both ser and estar. However when we analyze the
adjectives separately in estar constructions, we find that the situation is not as clear-cut as with
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ser constructions. In this case, gradient adjectives appear more with estar when the predicate has
a stage-level reading (55.26%) (e.g., nada más estoy pendiente ‘I am only waiting for’ [h46])
whereas they appear to a lesser degree (44.74%) with estar when the predicate has an individuallevel reading (e.g., el es exliceista ‘he is a Liceo alumnus’ [h30]). Absolute adjectives pattern in
an opposite way to gradient adjectives with estar. Here we find that absolute adjectives appear
more with estar if the predicate has an individual-level reading (i.e,, a comparison of the
individual to him/herself at a different point of time) (58.78%) (e.g., no estoy obligado a nadie ‘I
am not obliged to anyone’ [h30] [in this case obliged means married) whereas if the predicate
has a stage-level reading (i.e., a comparison of the individual to a group) they appear less with
estar (47.22%) (e.g., católico es universal ‘catholic is universal’ [h28]). Again, these findings
give partial support to Givón’s (1984) predictions and serve as empirical evidence to state that
gradiency is affected by the discursive variable: predicate reading. Even though these two
variables are independent from one another, a deeper look at the properties of the discourse is
needed to tease apart these differences with regard to the semantics of the adjective.
Figure 3 : Relationship between gradicency and predicate reading
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It also represents strong evidence that in native speaker data discursive variables are more
important than semantic variables in the copula+adjective construction.
Ongoing and indirect experience with the referent disfavor the use of estar (e.g., en el
sentido de saber lo que es bueno ‘in the sense of knowing what is good’ [m34]) whereas
immediate experience with the referent favors it (e.g., otros estaban pálidos ‘others were pale’
[h37]). Finally, non-resultant states disfavor the use of estar (e.g., como professor fui muy jovial
‘as a teacher I was very joyful’ [h46]) whereas resultant-states favor it (e.g., que uno esta medio
dormido ‘that one is half asleep’ [h37[).
To answer question two, the evidence reveals that the same variables that help predict the
use of ser help predict the use of estar and that ser and estar are in complementary distribution.
The statistical analysis reveals that we have accurately defined the contexts where ser and estar
are in variation since the same factors were found to be significant for both ser and estar as the
application value. The analysis also shows that all variables were independent from one another
and that there is no interaction among them. This evidence supports Geeslin’s and DíazCampos’ (2005) claim that we are dealing with a stable change and not a change in progress.
Regarding our third research question some of the results in this study are similar to those
of previous studies regarding copula+adjective in Spanish. First, the variable adjective class
pattern similarly to the results in Díaz-Campos’ and Geeslin (2005) group age 30-45, in that
Spanish from Costa Rica shows a distribution of copula use where estar is favored with
adjectives of mental state and status. However, in Costa Rican Spanish for the equivalent age
group, size and physical appearance seem to pattern differently with estar being the preferred
copula for these adjective types. With regard to adjectives of description/evaluation and
description of person(ality) Caracas Spanish and Costa Rican Spanish pattern similarly with ser
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being the preferred copula and estar showing a high frequency that approaches a similar pattern
to that of ser for the description of person(ality). In all adjective types, we can see the presence
of estar patterning similarly to ser and/or being the preferred copula.
After ruling out the interaction between gradiency and predicate reading, the second
variable group is predicate reading. For this variable I coded for the individual- and state-level
reading that is given to each predicate following Clements (2006). The variables are also similar
to those found by Díaz-Campos and Geeslin (2005). Stage-level readings favor the use of estar
while individual-level readings favor the use of ser.
The third variable group was experience with the referent. A pattern similar to that of
Díaz-Campos and Geeslin (2005) is found for Costa Rican Spanish. Immediate reactions are
almost categorically used with estar whereas ongoing experience and indirect knowledge seem to
pattern evenly between the two copulas with ser still being the favored copula. In Díaz-Campos
and Geeslin (2005), for the age group 30-45 there were no instances of immediate reactions
whereas for ongoing experience estar was used almost categorically, and the instances of
indirect knowledge were almost non-existant with estar. This discrepancy serves as empirical
evidence that copula choice in Costa Rican Spanish is different to the choice in Venezuelan
Spanish. However, because of the limited number of subjects of this study, evidence from a
bigger sample are needed for claiming any structural different between these two dialects.
The fourth significant predictor group was resultant state. For this variable Díaz-Campos
and Geeslin (2005) found that for the age group 30-45 this resultant state favors the use of estar.
In the present study, a similar pattern emerged with resultant states favoring estar. However, the
probability weights for ser and estar with respect to non-resultant states show that estar is being
favor almost equally to ser. All other variable groups from Díaz-Campos and Geeslin (2005)
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were not significant in the present study. These variables include frame of reference and
susceptibility to change.

Conclusion
The variables such as adjective class, predicate reading, experience with the referent,and
resultant state, have been established as strong predictors of copula choice in Spanish. In the
present study, it has been demonstrated that these variables are also strong predictors of copula
choice in Costa Rican Spanish. However, the model is not complete. The present study has
demonstrated that by including other variables that are related to the semantics of the adjective,
some predictors of previous models become non-significant. These variables that turned out to be
not significant in the present model are Díaz-Campos and Geeslin’s (2004, 2005) Geeslin’s and
Díaz-Campos’ (2005) susceptibility to change and frame of reference. Furthermore, the variables
that were included in this study show evidence that the semantics of the adjective plays (i.e.,
adjective class and resultant state) an equally prominent role as discourse/pragmatics features
(i.e., frame of reference, predicate reading, and experience with the referent) in first language
Spanish. However, discourse/pragmatics variables are stronger predictors of copula choice. In
the present study, a semantic feature (i.e., gradiency) turned out to be a significant predictor of
copula choice in Costa Rican Spanish. A deeper look at this variable shed light on the fact that
the choice between ser and estar in Spanish can be found in discursive features as well as
semantic features. Ser was used almost categorically to represent individual-level readings of the
predicate. Estar shows more variation in this area. Gradient adjectives alternate with absolute
adjectives with regard to the reading given to the predicate. For gradient adjectives if the
predicate has an individual-level reading, ser is used more. If the predicate is given a stage-level
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reading, estar appears more times. However, for absolute adjectives if the predicate is given an
individual-level reading, estar appears more times. If the predicate is given a stage-level reading,
ser appears more times.
Further studies are needed to test the predictability of the new variables introduced in the
present study as well as to include participants of the different age groups and social classes to
study Costa Rican Spanish. Because the empirical evidence in this area has shown the power of
discursive variables as well as semantic variables, more statistical model comparisons are needed
in order to find the model that best fit the data regarding copula choice in copula+adjective
constructions. The inclusion of subjects from different age groups will help overcome the major
limitation of the present study which is the fact that only one age group was included, so any
claim about change cannot be stated. More age groups and social classes will allow us to search
for differences between varieties of Spanish with regard to copula choice and to find support of
the hypothesis of change in progress (Silva-Corvalán, 1984) or of the hypothesis of stable change
(Geeslin and Díaz-Campos, 2005). So far, this is not possible because this study can only be
compared to parts of the previous studies. However, Díaz-Campos’ and Geeslin (2005) analysis
of this phenomenon by age group and the similarity of the results with those found in the present
study is evidence that we are moving in the right direction. Finally, evidence from this study
shows that the spread is not only of estar to the field once occupied exclusively by ser, but that
the spread also happens in the opposite direction (i.e., ser is spreading to places that were once
exclusive to estar). This issue should be further studied in order to be able to explain and provide
the field with a model of copula choice in Spanish.
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ABSTRACT
Yunus Emre (1241-1321) is a Turkmen dervish who lived in central Anatolia during the second half of the
13th century and the first half of the 14th century. Yunus Emre was a brilliant master who explicated the
Religion of Islam to the public in informal spoken language. Regardless of the people’s financial
situations or their religious beliefs, Yunus dedicated himself to all humans with a great love. Without
making any distinction among the people and religions he handled and performed the love of God.
Anatolian Sufism gained productiveness and enlargement in thinking by the acceptance of Islam. Yunus
believes that all of the creatures know the God and desire to attain Him. Following hymn is one of the best
representatives of his philosophy. (Listening)
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Şol Cennetin ırmakları
Akar Allah deyu deyu
Çıkmış Islam bülbülleri
Öter Allah deyu deyu
Those streams of heaven
Flow reciting the name of Allah
The nightingales of Islam
Sing reciting the name of Allah
Today, when we scrutinize the Turkish Religious Music repertoire it is obviously found that about 270 of
1000 works were adapted from Yunus Emre’s verses. In other words, Yunus Emre’s poems constitute one
fourth of the Turkish Religious Music repertoire.
I always express my special expression that;
Anatolia is a piece of everlasting and living land for centuries. As a result of this liveliness, the Islamic
religion and its music in Anatolia naturally show differentiation from other Islamic societies. In terms of
Music, I prefer the definition of Anatolian Religious music.
When we say Anatolian Religious Music, we come across a kind of music which sublimated from Arabic
and Persian influence and which is completely owned by Anatolia by means of the cultural heritage of
thousands years of its history.
In fact Anatolian Religious music and Anatolian Sufi Music should be considered away from each other.
In Sufism, the foremost intention is the love of God and the primary aim is to attain His love. By means of
this love, people are always able to see Him; they are capable of listening to and from Him.
The form, sequence and rhythm notion of Sufi music show divergences from other religious music. The
extended and complicated rhythmic structure, which we call “Composite technique”, forms the ground of
Sufi music. The sequence notion which creates the melody is in modal structure and generally it is in the
form of bi-harmonic major and minor. Nowadays, a number of contemporary Turkish composers have
utilized this type of structure in their works. The best representative of this type is melodist Ahmet Adnan
Saygun’s work “Yunus Emre Oratorio”.
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Yunus Emre is one of the well known Turkish poet and Sufi mystic. There isn’t sufficient
information about his life and often the sources about him have diverse information. His birth
place and time is perfectly unknown. Although some sources about him claim that he was born in
1238 as a member of one of the Turkish tribes that migrates to Anatolia from the East, this
information do not has its grounds. It is also claimed that he was died by 1320 in Eskişehir,
Turkiye. There are also some places which are called “makam” (home) that have the name of
Yunus Emre around the western Anatolia. The scientific studies revealed that his Divan, which is
a collection of poems written by him, is compiled 70 years later than his death. Subsequent to
linguistic studies on his poems various poems written by other poets who has the same name but
lived after his life in Anatolia were eliminated from his divan, thus, with a common consensus
among the researchers in the field, 357 poems were selected as his own works. However, 310
poems written by other poets who have the same name were also compiled in a separate book.
In terms of history of literature, the poems of Yunus Emre depict four important issues namely,
language, philosophy, feelings and creativeness. In fact, all of these issues are handled within one
concept and belief, and their focus is the humankind. The subjects of his poems are generally
related to the real life issues such as human, God, peace, universe, death, perfection, maturity,
modesty, virtue, and generosity. All of these concepts were depicted in his poems as the
fundamental elements of his poetry. Human is a “creature of love” and consists of soul and body.
The soul is Godlike and eternal but desires for a return to its divine universe as long as it stays in
the body. The body may easily disperse and scattered into its elements. The whole universe where
the human live as well, is established on four principles which are soil, water, fire and air. These
four principles is created by God. Subsequent to creating those principles, God create other
species through combining those principles in different ranges. Human can only attain to God
through the love, because there is a similarity between God and human. However, human’s being
on this materialistic universe and the soul’s being distance from the God is a separation. This
separation forces humankinds to think and desire for attaining to the God. In fact, human,
universe and God is a united trio and the only real thing is the God. Because, the God covers the
rest of the creatures within Its nature and reflects Himself in other creatures.
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The love is a unification tendency which is present in humankind. Yunus Emre considers the love
as a means of attaining to God and the tendency and closeness to His creatures. Humankinds can
attain to God and immortality within His nature through the love. Since there is a similarity
between God and humankinds, whoever loves himself in fact loves God, and whoever loves God,
in fact loves himself. Because love is a way of finding ones own in others. If there is no sign of
love, the other harmful phenomena such as anger, disappointment and separation exist. The value
of the love is only known by the lover and loving is something like wisdom and maturity. The
love does not settle in the hearts which are not enlightened enough with the light of the God.
Love is the only thing that associates all of the creatures and it is the path that guides creatures to
the divine universe. Since the love is not a means of expedience, the lovers do not expect a
payoff. A fellow is a real lover. In other words, a fellow is the God, that beneath in ones hearth.
Yunus Emre’s one of the best representative fellow and fellowship poems is as follows;

GÖNÜLLER YAPMAYA GELDiM
Benim bunda kararım yok, bunda gitmeye geldim
Bezirganım mataım çok, alana satmağa geldim.
Ben gelmedim da'vi için benim işim sevi için
Dostun evi gönüllerdir, gönüller yapmağa geldim
Dost eşruğu deliliğim, aşıklar bilir neliğim
Devşuruben ikiliğim, birliğe bitmeye geldim
Yunus Emre aşık olmuş, ma'şuka derdinden olmuş
Gerçek erin kapısında ömrüm harcamaya geldim

I am here to attain hearts
I am not at this place to dwell,
I arrived here just to depart.
I am a well-stocked peddler, I sell
To all those who'll buy from my mart. (1)
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I am not fuddle for fellow, lovers know who am I
I was separated into two but come to become sole
Yunus Emre falls in love, for dedicated himself to Allah
Comes here to spend rest of his life as a servant to real lover of Allah

According to Yunus Emre the life is the enjoyment of being on a universe where the reflection of
Godlike groundwork appears. He believes that God is seen in every kind of creatures, therefore, if
someone knows how to live with love s/he is able to met God in every aspects of life. Life is not a
struggling period for unimportant and momentary phenomena. “Eren” is the name of erudite
person in the words of Yunus Emre. Eren is a person who lives in peace, regards everyone as his
brothers and knows the way of loving everyone even one who doesn’t love himself. Eren is a
well-educated scholar. His hearth is full of love and feeling of friendliness. Since he recognizes
the universe as a reflection of God, Eren loves and respects to the universe as well. According to
Eren, human is the modest representation of universe whereas the great universe is the neverending life form that wrapped up by the power of God. The individuals who attained the level of
Eren have also attained virtue, modesty, generosity, perfection and maturity as a whole.
Yunus’ opinions about science and wisdom is summarized in the following lines;

İLİM İLİM BİLMEKTİR
İlim ilim bilmektir, ilim kendin bilmektir
Sen kendini bilmezsin, ya nice okumaktır
Okumaktan mani ne, kişi Hakkı bilmektir
Çün okudun bilemedin, ha bir kuru emektir
Okudum bildim deme, çok taat kıldım deme
Eri hak bilmez isen, abes yere yelmektir
Dört kitabın manisi, bellidir bir elif te
Sen elif dersin hoca, manisi ne demektir
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Wisdom is to understand, to understand who you are.
If you know not who you are, what are you enlightening so far?
The aim of learning is to understand God's Truth.
Since, without knowledge it is wasted hard labor.
Do not say: I know it all; I am obedient to my God.
If you know not who God is that is sheer idle talk.
The meaning of four books is hidden in the first letter alpha
You continuously name the first letter alpha, what can it possibly signify?

The death eventuates when the soul left the body in order to return its eternal source. Therefore,
the death is a separation between body and soul. Actually, there is not a death in reality; it is the
soul’s attainment to its eternal source. Since all the creatures are the reflection of Godlike
groundwork, there is not a complete death. In a sense, the other meaning of the death is to be
devoid of wisdom, virtue, perfection and love.
The poetry of Yunus Emre also remains all matters of Sufism which grounded from neoPlatonism. He does not provide solutions but makes some interpretations that based on neoPlatonism. Thus, his poetry is the Turkish explanations of neo-Platonism.

HUMANISM THAT HARMONIZED IN YUNUS EMRE
Yunus Emre was a pioneer of humanism and globally accepted human values.
To reach universal values is only achieved through having humanistic perspectives. Accordingly,
interpretation

of

universal

values

requires

humanistic

perspectives

as

well.

Perhaps, humanism is one of the terms that have a great shift in its meaning and field.
Humanism should not only be regarded as a way of education that rooted back to the ancient ages
and it should not be loaded with philosophical concepts. It should not be considered that
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humanism covers the characteristics of Christianity or it should not be regarded as an abandon
from bigotry of middle ages and achievement of thinking and attaining the beauty of thinking. It
is also possible to regard the Humanism as the belief of almightiness of the characteristics of
humankind.
Once, Christianity and Islam were defining the rules of humanism. The reborn of Greek
rationalism is also assisted to existence of Renaissance humanism thus it gained a movement
against religious fundamentalism. Although such ideas are also faced with the bigotry of Middle
Ages, humanism brought the superiority of the mind into the agenda against the thinking of
Middle Ages.
There is no doubt that humanism could not discarded of its various meanings and fields.
However, today, humanism has gained a widespread meaning which symbolizes the value,
respect and glorification to humankind.
Seeing Yunus Emre solely a pioneer of love is not enough to understand him. Both
Humanism and Sufism may cover Yunus Emre, as for humanism, he has the characteristics of
admiration to human values, respect for others and glorification to humankind on the other hand,
in terms of Sufism he has the characteristic of “uniqueness of being”. Of course, Yunus Emre’s
strong characteristics and privileges have also shaped these concepts. In fact, he has some more
characteristics and privileges that settle aside of these fields.
By means of Yunus Emre Sufism met the Turkish philosophy. Sufism and Turkish thinking
blended together and formed Turkish Humanism. Thus, many scholars assume Yunus Emre as
the founder or one of significant milestones of Turkish humanism. Perhaps therefore, he is called
as “our Yunus” in Anatolia.
Yunus Emre desires that every human could reach gladness if s/he is in the hands of sadness.
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According to Yunus Emre, all of the creatures know the God and desire to reach Him. The
following lines are the explanations of his such opinions;
Şol Cennetin ırmakları
Akar Allah deyu deyu
Çıkmış İslam bülbülleri
Öter Allah deyu deyu

Those streams of heaven
Flow reciting the name of Allah
The nightingales of Islam
Sing reciting the name of Allah
It can be thought that Yunus Emre continuously reminds these concepts because the era in which
he lives has corruptions in terms of those concepts. In fact, Yunus Emre attempts to remind of
what the people have already forgotten or in a more moderate way he reminds people of what
they are unable to see and perceive. It is also possible to regard his human love as a reaction
against the circumstances of his era.
Yunus believes that human comes to this world for experiencing the happiness. The world is the
sources of beauties, in other words, the world is the heavenly place. Heaven is a place where
individuals may only go by means of love. He says “tomorrow is today for me”. He always
wishes happiness for people in this heavenly world. He recommends fairness and brotherhood
among people, and believes that humankinds get their values from the characteristics of this
heavenly world and love.
Yunus Emre is also a significant milestone on the way of renaissance and he is among the
pioneers of contemporary mentality.
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The Love of God of Yunus can be seen in his following lines;
Aşkın aldı benden beni
Bana seni gerek seni
Ben yanarIm dünü günü
Bana seni gerek seni
Ne varlığa sevinirim
Ne yokluğa yerinirim
Aşkın ile avunurum
Bana seni gerek seni
Aşkın aşıklar öldürür
Aşk denizine daldırır
Tecelli ile doldurur
Bana seni gerek seni
Aşkın şarabIndan içem
Mecnun olup dağa düşem
Sensin dünü gün endişem
Bana seni gerek seni
Sufilere sohbet gerek
Ahilere ahret gerek
Mecnunlara Leyla gerek
Bana seni gerek seni
Eğer beni öldürseler
Külüm göğe savuralar
Toprağım ana çagıra
Bana seni gerek seni
Yunus'durur benim adIm
Gün geçtikçe artar odum
Iki cihanda maksudum
Bana seni gerek seni[1]

Your love has wrested me away from me,
You're the one I need, you're the one I crave
Day and night I burn, gripped by agony,
You're the one I need, you're the one I crave
I find no great joy being alive,
If I cease to exist, I would not grieve,
The only solace I have is your love,
You're the one I need, you're the one I crave
Lover yearn for you, but your love slays them,
At the bottom of the sea it lays them,
It has God's images - it displays them,
You're the one I need, you're the one I crave
9
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Even if, at the end they make me die
And scatter my ashes up to the sky,
My pit would break into this outcry:
You're the one I need, you're the one I crave
Let me drink the wine of love sip by sip,
Like Mecnun, live in the hills in hardship,
Day and night, care for you holds me in its grip,
You're the one I need, you're the one I crave
'Yunus Emre the mystic' is my name,
Each passing day fans and rouses my flame,
What I desire in both worlds is the same:
You're the one I need, you're the one I crave

The Sufi thinking system which comes to scene through Islamic religion has also ground for the
term Sufism. The term Sufism is derived from “Sufi” which literally means the person who wears
white or who wears wool. Sufis is also known as “fakir” (poor) which indicates that they are
distant from every kinds of materialistic world. The sound in the Sufi music is the “way of
speech” or “the way of expression”. The words are uttered in a mystic – philosophical way, and
voice comes out of the mouth with a divine power. This music style is a form of Islamic
traditions which associates with Sufism. The reason of utilizing this form in Sufism is in favor of
conveying the God’s message to the people as well as to reach Him. Sufi music interprets the
folds of the sound with an enthusiasm and wisdom. The folds of the sounds represent the phases
of the way to God. Sufi music is listened and played while the players and listeners are sitting on
the ground. The beginning of the music also indicates that the worship has started. The music
might change the course of the worship because prayers commit themselves to the flow of the
music.
Both the lyrics and the melody have importance in Sufi music. Sometimes, the lyric might be
repeated as in the form of a few words, and this process might cause listeners to pass into trance.
Music is a means of conveying the philosophy of Sufism and God’s messages to the people. This
type of music is generally performed by men. The structure of its melody, it’s lyric and the
environment that it is performed might affect the listeners. This consequence is used to convey
religious messages and thinking of Sufism to mass of people. In this process, melody plays
10
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greater role than the lyric or the words of the messages. The instruments that are used in Sufi
music are “ney”, “bendir”, “kudüm” and “rebeb”.
Today, when we examine the Turkish Religious Music repertoire it is obviously found that nearly
270 of 1000 works were adapted from Yunus Emre’s verses. In other words, Yunus Emre’s
poetry constitute one fourth of the Turkish Religious Music repertoire.

(A sample of religious Sufi music)

Besides the Islamic society in the Anatolia, Sufi music also has effects on the Hebrews (Jews)
who forced to migrate from Spain to Anatolia in 1492. The Jewish musicians who settled around
Istanbul, Izmir, Bursa and Edirne has been affected by Sufi music and started to perform Sufi
music.
Beginning by the 16th century, rabbi Şelomo Ben Mazaltov and later Jewish theologian Mose
Nadjara Avtalyon has started to compose “MATRIFIM” which is a kind of Jewish Sufi Music.
Matrifim is choral performance that performed prior to the Saturday afternoon praying. This type
of music might also called unison and a-capella style tune oratorios. Matrafims are performed by
Anatolian Jews during the 18th and 19th centuries.
(Samples of Matrafim)

Actually, Anatolian religious music and Sufi music should be considered as different music. In
Sufism the love of God and to attain Him is the target. This love always guides people to God.
Thus, we come across a pure Anatolian music which is sublimated from Persian and Arabic
effects. In a sense, we might come upon with a core Anatolian music which survives for
centuries.
The form, sequence and rhythm notion of Sufi music show divergences from other religious
music. The extended and complicated rhythmic structure, which we call “Composite technique”,
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forms the ground of Sufi music. The sequence notion which creates the melody is in modal
structure and generally it is in the form of bi-harmonic major and minor. Nowadays, a number of
contemporary Turkish composers have utilized this type of structure in their works. The best
representative of this type is melodist Ahmet Adnan Saygun’s work “Yunus Emre Oratorio”.
Ahmet Adnan SAYGUN (1907-1991) started to compose “Yunus Emre Oratorio” with Opus 26
in 1942 and able to finish in 1943. The oratorio, which represents the Soil of Yunus Emre,
performed in 25 may 1946. In 1958, the oratorio is performed by Chief Leopold Stokowsky in
New York for the anniversary of United Nations.
The oratorio, which represents 20th century version of Yunus Emre’s verses, consists of 3 full
and one interlude sections.

First Chapter
The first part consists of 5 passages. Here we see Yunus Emre as a person who loves the life,
thinks about death, and who does not know anything about hereafter and therefore shed tears for
his destiny (No: 1, 2, 3). Why is he crying? (No:4). Because it is impossible to change ones
destiny and he has to accept this reality (No:5).
Second Chapter
The second part also consists of 5 passages. Here we see Yunus Emre’s rebellion against the god
who creates his and the whole worlds’ destiny. Nevertheless, his heart, which firmly tights to the
heavenly world, challenges Yunus Emre’s mind.

What happened to you hey my heart?
Your duty is to beat
What are you doing?
And he asks for his heart to go his fellow world.
Hey heart! Lets go to our fellow... but where is the path? There is no way out but harbor to
Allah.
12
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Interlude Section
This section consist a recitative. Here we see Yunus Emre has attained his Lord but his joy is
disappeared. Yunus Emre finds his Love but does not calm down yet.

Third Chapter
This section consists of 3 passages. Here we see Yunus as relaxed and calmed down with Love of
his Lord. He met with his Fellow, and ready to die.
The verses of Yunus Emre form the first passage.
The love of God and love of humans has the same meaning in Yunus Emre. Therefore, the only
everlasting thing in this world is fellowship. According to him all the people should be tight with
brotherhood associations.

(A sample of Oratorio: 3.bölüm 12. parça.)

The Joy theme of Beethoven’s 9th symphony and love theme of oratorio have similarities in
terms of their motives. However, the tune of Ahmet Saygun is stylized from an old hymn.
Here, the important think is that Shiller’s human love that inspired Beethoven and Yunus Emre’s
verses which yield from 14th century meets below;
Düşmanımız kindir bizim
Biz kimseye kin tutmayız
Kamu alem birdir bize

Our only enemy is “foe” itself
We never nourish hatred for anyone
We see the whole of mankind as one.
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The following verse of Yunus Emre is a call for all humanbeings and creatures of God.
Gelin tanış olalım
İşi kolay kılalım
Sevelim, sevilelim
Bu dünya kimseye kalmaz

Let us get acquainted
Let us make it easy
Let us love and be loved
This world will not last for anyone.
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Abstract
Mounting the film Principio y Fin by Ripstein:
Social elements of continuity

This paper focuses on a comparative study of the cinematographic version of Principio y Fin,
directed in 1993 by the famous Mexican director Arturo Ripstein, and the homonym novel al-Bidaya wa-lNihaya (1951) written by the Egyptian Nobel Prize winner of Literature, Naguib Mahfouz, recently
deceased.
We paid especial attention to the setting and the adaptation of the Egyptian novel in the social and
imaginary context of the Mexican culture during the nineties. This process leads to a direct road toward the
dark side of the lower social classes in Cairo and Mexico DF through last century (and by extrapolation, in
any city of the world with similar characteristics).
The main character, however, is the family, vehicle of expression to portray the human
complexities: a closed, hermetic, and inscrutable universe that is transformed into a systematic paradigm in
the process of disintegration, oppression, and alienation of the popular classes of these patriarchal and
conservative societies, the Egyptian and the Mexican, in the thirties and nineties respectively.
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In the presentation, we will analyze both societies by means of a comparative study of both
families, the Mexican and the Egyptian, stressing the importance of the systematic demolition of the family
as social centre, as nuclear structure. At the end, we find a profane prayer for a dead mother and her
children plunged in the desperation and misery of daily life waiting for help.
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ABSTRACT
This project was driven by annual university conferences that emphasized
technology to improve teaching and learning. Not entirely satisfied with the status quo of
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our written final examinations in the four (out of six: Dance 190, Dance 290, Dance
291R, Dance 390R, Dance 391R, and Dance 490R) lower levels of ballet technique, I,
Sandra Allen, was motivated to consider ways that technology could be involved in
preparing students for that final experience and increase their understanding of the
multiple choice questions in those exams, which represented 12.5% of their final grade.
Because of the variety of learning styles demonstrated by students in the typical ballet
class, and as we tried to maintain rigor in the final exam as an effective assessment
instrument, the actual exam had become more a source of confusion and frustration rather
than an accurate assessment tool. Students with right brain learning styles were not all
fairly rewarded, even though their technique level indicated that they really did
understand the theory behind the proper performance of the technique.
There was an inherent awkwardness and ambiguity in trying to explain the detail
of the technical movement in words. In the Dance 190 classes, where the terminology is
totally new to the students, the ballet faculty were using various means to render the
exams more clearly at the end of each semester. Many of the faculty were reviewing the
complete list of French terms thoroughly during the class period prior to the written final.
This practice confiscated precious time for technique review and examination (a much
larger percentage of the final grade – 75%). This reviewing also did not place the
responsibility on the students to prepare and study. Other apologetic methods to render
the final exam more fairly included some or all of the following: answering any questions
from the students regarding the French terminology just prior to the exam, giving hints to
clarify during the exam, pronouncing the French terms, and demonstrating all of the
option choices. Although these practices relaxed tension and added ample humor to the
final exam period (particularly the demonstrations of incorrect technique), we knew that
there must be an improved way to help the students translate the words of the multiple
choice questions into accurate images, helping them select the correct answers, if they
had the knowledge base. An interactive DVD would be an excellent preparation for the
students, if they would only choose to take that extra study time outside of class. Then
the final exam could stand with integrity on its own and be administered without the
review of the terminology packet and without exam questions needing additional
explanations or demonstrations.
The creative process for this tutorial included collaboration between four
individuals, supported by four dancers and several technicians to deliver the final
product. Dijkwel, Parkinson, and Allen evaluated three programs already available. One
video and a CD Rom dictionary of ballet vocabulary were beautifully demonstrated as far
as the technique, but were unaffordable for the average college student, had limitations in
the tutorial aspects, and the formatting was obsolete in both cases. The Interactive
Beginning Ballet, Multimedia Presentation of Terminology, Steps, Exercises, and More,
published by Human Kinetics, was evaluated by the team as user-unfriendly and with
only fair performance examples of the ballet technique.
Our concept envisioned a DVD with multiple interactive functions where the
students could self-test their knowledge of the correct performance of a working ballet
vocabulary: 1) visually through comparisons of correct and incorrect movement and
positions, 2) audibly by hearing the correct French pronunciation of the vocabulary and
imitating it themselves, and 3) intellectually by testing themselves on multiple choice
questions that would link to the audio and visual images for helpful hints and give
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immediate feedback. The Revolution development environment was selected to create
the tutorials because it enables the developer to rapidly create complex multimedia
applications that allowed us to examine many different aspects of the ballet technique
knowledge base. Devin Asay is the recognized expert on campus in Revolution
development, and is able to work with us directly as well as guide student developers
such as Parkinson in their development work.
These tutorials and the creative process have been introduced by Sandra Allen in
presentations delivered in July 2006 at the World Dance Alliance and CORPS de Ballet
International in Toronto, Canada. These presentations focused on the creative process
and the product demonstration at the Dance 190 and Dance 390 levels.
This paper and presentation intend to move beyond those earlier presentations. I,
Sandra Allen, plan to review learning styles and multiple intelligences, demonstrate the
product at the Dance 190 level and all of its capabilities, as well as document the findings
of its effectiveness during the first semester of application. The evaluation of the
tutorial’s effectiveness and statistical analysis will be conducted during Fall semester
2006 at Brigham Young University in seven sections of the Dance 190 course.
The control group will be approximately 150 students. Although all students will
be able to purchase the DVD with their terminology packets for a nominal price, only
some students will be motivated to use the DVD to aid their studies and preparation for
the written final exam. Others will not take the time to be that conscientious. Faculty
teaching those sections will be advised to:
1) not review the terminology before the exam, placing that responsibility totally
on the students, and
2) not to give hints or demonstrations during the exam.
Faculty will divulge at the end of the semester their methods with their particular class
and whether or not they chose to depart from the above advice. Students will indicate on
the final exam score sheet to what degree they used the interactive DVD in preparation
for the written final. Scores will be compared to scores received the Winter 2006
semester, when students were without this study aid.
The presentation at the Hawaii International Conference of Arts and Humanities will
reveal the results of this study.
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6. Abstract:
Cloning humans remains to this day a controversial topic. Author Charlotte Kerner
(*1950- ) addresses this much debated topic in the German fiction novel Blaupause
Blueprint (1999). Through close readings of this literary work, I will exemplify the
negative societal effects of cloning, which must be included in any consideration to
further research and development in the field.
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Truth or Fraud:
A Million Little Pieces and the Changing Ethics of Autobiography
Amos Altman
Graduate Student, Faculty of Fine Arts
Department of Drama
University of Calgary
2706, 505 6th Street SW
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
T2P 1X5
aaltman@ucalgary.ca
Abstract
The notion of autobiography has always had the association of a subjective truth attached
to it. Even when a work is based upon true events or uses historical fact, there is
considerable weight given to the events as relatively accurate. However, the events
surrounding James Frey’s “autobiography”, A Million Little Pieces have created a
dialogue as to the credibility of an author’s interpretation of his or her own history. The
ethical question grows deeper because of Frey’s misrepresentation of certain events, as
well as real people, in his book. These ethical questions have newly become a
troublesome, yet important part, of my own work. The autobiographical work that I have
undertaken as part of my thesis has become a delicate balance of truth and fiction, but
there are lingering questions that Frey’s experience has brought about. Can an author
have creative licence in autobiography or with autobiographical elements of his or her
own work? Is there a responsibility to create more than a thinly-veiled facsimile of a real
person to either protect or distance that person from your work? The most difficult
question is the one in which my initial research has created the most intrigue: How can a
person write about autobiography when the information is skewed by both the personal
interpretation and the flaws of human memory? I plan to answer these questions and find
out if autobiography has now become bastardized, merely “based upon true events”, or if
there is any truth left in this ancient literary form.
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An Architectural Heritage between Change and Continuity:
the Case of Constantine City

Introduction
Constantine, as many other cities in Algeria, has witnessed dramatic and unprecedented
socio-cultural and physical changes. The process started during the colonial period and had had a
deep impact on the different aspects of the life of the people. Paguand (1983) stated that the
French conquest and the establishment of the colonial rule introduced new phase of urbanization
in Algeria. Rural planning policies adopted by the French Administration distressed peasant
communities. Subsequently, large cities—one of them Constantine—experienced an incredible
influx of rural migrants. The process was reinforced by not only the French departure leaving a
large vacant housing stock after independence, but also exacerbated with the attraction of newly
established industrial complexes. Manifestly, the massive rural migration to the city generated a
housing shortage.
As a remedy to this influx, decision makers construed that the crisis was just a problem of
numbers, since then the city experienced the founding of thousands of new alien modern
buildings, which are socially, culturally, economically and thermally inappropriate to the social
and cultural values of the local inhabitant (fig. 1). The Secretary of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development stated that “There is no time to think about aesthetics, we have to work
against the clock, in order to house the thousands of families who are suffering in shanty towns
and overcrowded dwellings” (Bouchair, 1994, p.39).
Thus, a new physical environment emerged, manifested in imported prefabricated
housing units, challenging the essence of the traditional environment, namely the medina(fig. 2).
The resulting built form not only thwarted and neglected local inhabitants’ contextual needs but

1
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also generated a contingent environmental dualism. Lynch (1970) stated that “When place
changes rapidly, as in a migratory move, people no longer know how to behave” (p. 40).
Further complications were posed by the modern technology including but not
limited to modern domestic equipment, transport technology, and information and
communication innovations, which constituted another challenge to the traditional social and
built forms (fig. 3). Technological change brought about social and physical changes, bearing
in mind that the former is more delicate. Associated with every technical and material change,
there are corresponding changes in attitudes, the thoughts, the values, the beliefs, and the
behavior of people who are affected by the material change; these non—material changes are
more subtle (Foster, 1973).
The purpose of this study is to understand how this change came about? What is socially
and physically changing? What is promoting change? And what are the consequences of change?

Methods
This study attempted to understand the process of change at the social and physical
environment levels using a qualitative approach, based on a comparative study, to uncover and
understand the process of environmental metamorphosis. Residents of twenty households in
Constantine city—ten houses in the traditional settlement known as the Medina and ten flats in
the Estate of Daksi, known as the modern housing urban fabric constituted the sample
population.
Because of the high multi-occupancy factor of the dwelling units, the sample generated
43 family units. A pilot sample was developed to ensure that the selection of the units is done in
a systematic way to ensure the representativity of the findings. This task was carried out by

2
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dividing the two settlements into grids of l00 meters intervals; the intersection between the two
lines formed the unit subject to investigation. However, if the intersection of the lines fell on an
open space, a large car park or a street, the nearest building to the north is chosen. The right of
way impeded the use of this systematic sampling because of the high multi-occupancy rate, six to
seven family units per house. For instance, in three houses, only one family unit declined my
access to the house for reasons that I don’t know, the very thing that hindered the
implementation of the systematic sampling procedure. Alternatively, to remain close to a
representative sampling, criteria that included topography, circulation patterns, land use patterns,
income, growth, and the physical state of the houses, were used.
Data collection phase consisted of open-ended interviews, questionnaires, and participant
observation. During the open-ended interview sessions, whereby an interview guide and a
questionnaire were used, fathers and mothers were interviewed in their homes in spaces of their
choice. Each interview session, ranging from 50 to 120 minutes, was tape-recorded with the
permission of the interviewee. At the beginning of each interview session, residents were given
the freedom whether or not to answer specific questions or to withdraw at any time of the
interview process and they were also informed that the information would be confidentially
treated.
The questionnaire complement the interviews and addressed two sections: 1) population
section included population origin, former type of housing, dates of migrants’ arrival to
Constantine city, family structure, family size, occupancy rate, incomes and rents; and 2) house
characteristics which included the main entrance, the rooms, the courtyard, the windows, the
balcony/loggia, the roof and toilets and bathrooms.

3
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The participant observation session took place during and right after the interview
sessions. Interestingly enough, the observation of the physical setting complemented the
loopholes and unanswered questions of the interviews. Data were analyzed using axial coding
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Axial coding is a set of procedures whereby data are analyzed by
using a coding paradigm involving causal conditions, phenomena, context, intervening
conditions, and consequences.

Findings/Discussion
Findings show that the scale and pace of change was conspicuous and sensed at two
levels--social and physical environments. Most households interviewed were experiencing
change that was reflected in the family structure and family size. At the physical level, most of
the houses—traditional and modern—have undergone substantial changes (fig. 4).
More importantly, it was found that colonization, modern technology, socio-economic
factors lack of maintenance of the built form constituted the chief factors behind the promotion
of change. Modern technology as a concomitant factor of the importation of ready made
solution; transport technology, domestic equipment, and building materials; socio-economic
factors resulting in human mobility, rapid population growth, dispersal of industrial locations,
and the rise of the public sector and lack of maintenance.
Consequently the process of change has engendered at the social level, social backlash,
promotion of detribalization, heterogeneity of urban populace and its conflicts, and challenge to
the traditional position of women and authority of elders. While at the physical environment
level, it has resulted not only in a spatial duality at the macro and micro levels respectively the
urban fabric and the house context, as well as a duality in the regulatory mechanisms.

4
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Other findings will be discussed with the conference attendees for feedback and
generation of further variables.

Fig 1: Modern settlement—Daksi Estate site plan
5
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Fig 2: the traditional settlement known as the Medina
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Fig 3: Social and physical transformation oft the courtyard house
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Fig 4: Traditional settlements have undergone severe transformation of the built form
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Abstract
Imagine a city invisible to the human eye and only manifested by its urban phenomena. What shape will it
take? With the new urban forms represented as images, would they become guides into the city in effect of
new maps? The central question for research is as follows: how can the abstract forces (urban phenomena)
that shape urban life be rendered artistically and informatively as alternative ‘maps’ that represent urban
dynamics not usually accessible to routine professional expertise or ordinary lived experience; and do these
visualizations provide deeper insights into the city than conventional maps are capable of revealing? The
work investigates critical insights as it pertains to the visual and spatial qualities of new urban forms through
the creation of multi-dimensional maps. The research defines and redefines the term map throughout the
twentieth century, experimenting with a hybrid of map and image to create alternative visual representations
of urban conditions. Using new and alternative modes of graphic display, these maps express unseen urban
data. These maps become the three-dimensional foundation for urban designers and architects and the
tools for more intelligent design moves.
Also considered in this work is the capacity of an artistically rendered image (or map) to influence and
capture the audience. An image of the city that has artistic merits attracts its viewers with its seductive
qualities and is likely to inspire immediate reactions—which can be said to bridge the gap between visual art
and urban design. Through a series of new figurations that first abstract the “hidden” forces of the urban
dwelling and then depict them as “unconventional” mapping systems, the research exposes the invisible
elements that affect our urban dwelling and visualizes them as poetic and artistic forms. In an attempt to
inspire better built forms, new modes of representation are proposed. Gauging the extent to which a
representational scheme is capable of manifesting those invisible urban forces which define the essence of
a city also determine the usability and value of its mode of representation. The three cities of Toronto
(Canada), New York (U.S.A) and London (United Kingdom) serve as the research subjects.
Data such as crime rate indices, traffic flux, density, and market values are visualized into multi-dimensional
artifacts that create new building envelopes for the city, yielding better design initiatives. Other indicators
visualized include building envelopes, ozone level changes, air quality readings, and public surveillance. The
Information required to compose these new maps is obtained from census data, city planning offices, police
departments and other published sources. Throughout the experiments, I investigate the application—actual
and possible—of digital media in the creation of urban form. The images are composed within a field set
(set of parameters) in which the quantifiable data is examined and analyzed for visual abstraction. The work
presents a series of urban realities into provocative, abstract urban forms. The images are intended as a set
of instructions for architects and urban designers. For the urban dweller, the images become a set of
figurations to aid in an analytical understanding of the urban realm.

This research has been presented at numerous universities, including Harvard’s
Graduate School of Design, the University of Arkansas, and the University of Toronto.
Over the past two years, further developments in the research and products (maps) have
occurred.
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Abstract:
Aceh, gaining a worldwide attention from the world leaders since the 2004 Tsunami, is a
strongly religious region with a long record of bloody conflict. Gerakan Aceh
Merdeka/the GAM (the Aceh Free Movement), coming into being in 1976, is a primarily
separatist movement that has its main goal the creation of Republik Islam Aceh (the
Islamic Republic of Aceh). It is strongly argued by many scholars and even the
Indonesian government that the Islamic tradition and tenets have triggered and sustained
the Aceh conflict. That is, the Aceh conflict is a religion-based conflict. However, in this
article, I will show their failure in identifying the underlying cause of the Aceh conflict
and argue an opposite idea that the Aceh conflict is purely secular in nature. Religion has
nothing to be framed as the causal factor of the Aceh conflict. In addition, I will examine
the sources of their misconception in understanding the Aceh conflict. To understand the
secular nature of the Aceh conflict, I will examine the biography, statements and actions
of the GAM key actors, and then their goal, ideology, composition and characteristic of
their followers and later their alliances for support.
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Introduction
The recent landscape of Indonesia is highly entrenched in unequal economic
distribution, particularly between the western and eastern part of Indonesia. Numerous
conflicts, low and high intensity ones, have appeared around this archipelago since its
initial establishment in 1945. Nevertheless, several conflicts that exhibit signs of
longevity have escalated since the downfall of Soeharto in 1998. One of the very
devastating and expanding conflicts is the Aceh conflict, -a conflict between the Aceh
Free Movement and the Indonesian Armed Forces representing the government in Jakarta.
The Aceh conflict has received and grabbed the national and international attention,
especially, since Tsunami hit the region in 2004. Every effort is concernedly directed
toward the appropriate solution to this conflict. However, an efficacious medicine always
requires a right anatomy of a disease. That is, clarifying the underlying cause of the Aceh
conflict is instrumental to build up a sustainable peace in the future.
At large, a number of academic researches on the Aceh conflict have been
conducted by many researchers with their different approaches and perspective. In short,
the approaches to the Aceh conflict can be grouped under five headings. More
importantly, all these approaches attempt to explain the cause of the conflict.
One group of analysis focuses on the political aspect of the conflict. Nasaruddin
Sjamsuddin (1985) concerned mostly with how the rebellion built up their response and
strategy in connection with the power and pressure of the central government.
Sjamsuddin essentially based most of his study of the Aceh rebellion, specifically on the
Darul Islam rebellion (the embryo of the Aceh Free Movement), on the political-
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historical data followed by the conflict between the Ulama’ of PASI and Ulebaling. He
further came to his conclusion that “religious and regional dissatisfaction [not regarding
the economic discontent] with the situation in the aftermath of the national revolution
derived to be the two main causes of the rebellion in Aceh”. (1985, p. 319). However, his
study is entirely based on the case of the Darul Islam rebellion, in which the socialpolitical circumstance differs significantly from the one in the case of the Aceh Free
Movement.
A second group of analysis deals more with primordial differences, -the Islamic
tradition and culture. At large, for them, that their traditional and Islamic culture is not
accommodated in a new nation state becomes the major cause of the conflict.
Ramakrishna (2005), Abuza (2003), Jones & Smith (2003) and many others evidently
assume the close relation of the Islamic tradition and culture to the major cause of
conflict. In essence, the feeling that Islamic and Acehnese culture and tradition are not
accommodated specifically by the central government in a wider structure of nation state
inspires the people of Aceh to rebel. Therefore, it is not too much to say that Islamic
tradition and culture are framed as an explaining variable in this conflict.
A third group of analysis concentrates on historical aspect of the conflict. They
studied the history of the Acehnese people’s resistance, militancy and struggle against the
Dutch-Indies and Japan colonization. In doing so, they attempted to explain the primary
reasons behind this prolonged conflict. Nevertheless, the political aspect in their
historical study, and in which Sjamsuddin (1985) could be categorized as well, is
predominantly visible.
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A fourth group of analysis concerned with the biography of the Aceh Free
Movement. Isa Sulaiman (2000), Al-Chaidar (2000), Abu Jihad (2000) and many others
studied the specific characteristic, agenda, ideology and organizational structure of the
Aceh Free Movement. However, their specific study on the Aceh Free Movement seemed
to be a kind of historical documentation, rather than a comprehensive study. That is, they
partially and exclusively examined the insurgency or rebellious movement of the GAM
and did not place it in wider context of the Aceh conflict. Such a model of study will only
help a little explain the essential character and feature of the Aceh conflict.
A fifth group of analysis concerned with a divergent approach. That is, they
combined one aspect of the conflict with the others, mostly the economic aspect with the
political and primordial ones. In this respect, they mostly argued that the Aceh conflict is
multi-dimensional. On this point, M.N. July & Robert Jereski (2000) clearly argued that
“conflicts in Indonesia are not one dimensional, and must be understood within a
complex framework…the reasons for the conflict in Aceh are variations”, human right,
economic injustice and transmigration policy. In this sense, political and economic
aspects are combined to explain this conflict. In line with this point, Tim Kell (1995)
pointed out that the exploitation of the Aceh’s resources, economic stagnation and
political overcentralization opened the way of the Aceh conflict.
To the best of my knowledge, only a few attempts were made in specifically
studying the biographical feature or body of the GAM. Whereas, this conflict impossibly
comes into being with the absence of the GAM. Thus, the meaning of the GAM in the
Aceh conflict is unquestionably instrumental. That is, the GAM is the main actor of this
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conflict. The importance of studying biography is mainly the interest of C. Wright Mill in
his Sociological Imagination as asserting:
“The sociological imagination enables us to grasp history and biography and the
relations between the two within society…perhaps the most fruitful distinction
with which the sociological imagination works is between the personal trouble of
milieu and the public issues of social structure. This distinction is an essential tool
of the sociological imagination and a feature of all classic work in sociology
“(2000, pp. 5-8).

In this sense, placing the biographical feature of the Aceh Free Movement in their larger
context of social structures is to see such a kind of “bigger mirror” in which the GAM
live their lives, or to see them whole. Specific study on rebellion movements is very
much needed to understand the conflict comprehensively since the conflict mostly gets its
embodiment when they come into being.
More essentially, this article is very critical towards the researchers and scholars
who frame the primordial aspect, especially religious factor, as the underlying cause of
the Aceh conflict. Overall, this research seeks to clarify some of their inaccurate
assumptions or “mistakes” on the Aceh conflict, blatantly assuming religion as the main
factor of the conflict. That is, in this article, I will argue that the Aceh conflict is purely
secular in nature and the personal economic interest predominantly motivates the GAM
to rebel. Besides, I will explain the sources of their misconception. Religion is only
relevant to this conflict, not the cause or even the main cause.
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Historical and Cultural Dimension of the Aceh Conflict
History, to some extent, particularly the production of historians, is really
indispensable to grasp social phenomenon. To locate the important point of history for
this study, Mills’ brilliant idea on the importance of history for human sciences can be
appropriately taken into account. For him, “History as a discipline does invite grubbing
for detail, but it also encourages a widening of one’s view to embrace epochal pivotal
events in the development of social structure…not only are our chances of becoming
aware of structure increased by historical work; we can not to understand any single
society, even as static affair, without the use of historical materials. The image of any
society is a historically specific image (Mills, 2000, p. 144 and 149). In this respect, in
order for understanding a certain kind of rebellion movement, it is reasonable to grasp the
history of society where the rebellion movement exists and develops, or live their lives.
At large, the life of any rebellion movement should be understood with reference to
institution or society within which its biographical life is enacted. That is, to examine the
Aceh Free Movement, the focus of this study, we should understand Aceh, within which
the biographical life of the Aceh Free Movement is enacted.
Aceh, a special region of the Republic at the north western end of the island of
Sumatra, has a long and hidden history. Many distinguished scholars have undertaken
some historical research on Aceh. Studying analytically all the products of the historical
research on Aceh, some important lines of conclusions can be drawn. First, the history of
Aceh is very closely tied to the coming and emergence of Islam in this area. Then, the
tradition of resistance dominates the historical aspect of life of the people of Aceh. The
last and the most important one is that Aceh and its history can not be separated from the
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Republic of Indonesia. That is, Aceh and the Republic of Indonesia are one-united
historically.
Almost all historical scholars apparently agree that Islam came initially to
Indonesia through Aceh. Having strategic position, Aceh played an important role for the
voyage between India, Arab and Europe, in one hand, and Cambodia and China, in
another hand. A lot of ships visited Aceh through this line of shipping (Raliby, 1980, p.
27) In such condition, Aceh became the terrific magnet for the traders coming from many
different areas. The incredibly beneficial condition of Aceh, particularly as a meeting
spot for a wide variety of visiting people, coincided unwittingly with the coming of Islam
to Aceh. Being the primary line of the emergence of Islam in Indonesia contributes to the
consideration of Aceh “as one of the most Islamic if not the Islamic province of
Indonesia” (Indonesia Publications, 1994, p. 8). Besides, such a circumstance makes
Aceh deserves to be labeled, and recently well-known, as “Serambi Mekkah” (the Porch
of Mecca). In this sense, Aceh is framed as a historical center for the emergence of Islam
in Indonesia.
The role of Arab trader is really important to explain how Islam came and
emerge in this area. In line with this point, Harry W. Hazard (quoted by Amin, 1980, in
Sunny, p. 51) clearly argued that “the first Moslems to visit Indonesia were presumably
seven century Arab traders who stopped at Sumatra en route to China. Their successors
were merchants from Gujerat who dealt in pepper, and who had by 1100 established the
unique combination of commerce and proselytizing which characterized the spread of
Islam in Indonesia”. Likewise, Marco Polo, in his transit in Sumatra, made some notes on
the people of Sumatra. He noted in his book, “many of these who dwell in the seaport
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towns have been converted to the religion Mohammet by the Saracen merchants who
constantly frequent them”. However, there is no agreement among the historians on the
exact date of the coming of Islam to Aceh. Osman Raliby (1980, in Sunny, p. 30), one of
the famous historians on Aceh, strongly believed that Abdullah Arif was the person that
initially spread Islam in Aceh in 12th century. In essence, the coming of Islam in Aceh
played an important role in spreading the religion to many other places in Indonesia,
especially Java Island.
The emergence of Islam in Aceh was really influential on the whole aspects of the
Acehnese lives. Islam was so rooted and imprinted in the heart and mind of the people of
Aceh that their authentic tradition almost faded, if not culturally combined with the tenets
of Islam. That is, Islam and their tradition became one-united. In this sense, the people of
Aceh base their daily activities, behaviors, conducts and worldview on the doctrine of
Islam. Overall, it is reasonable to assume that Islam predominantly shapes and has a great
effect on every single aspect of life of the people of Aceh.
In another part of its history, the people of Aceh are widely well-known for their
tradition of resistance and militancy. At large, the history of the tremendous resistance of
the people of Aceh can be analytically divided into three epochs. The first epoch contains
their long resistance against the Netherlands Indies for about 350 years. The second one
is their very fierce resistance against the Japanese occupation for approximately three
years. By contrast, rather than against the occupation of other countries, the last epoch of
their resistance is against the Republic of Indonesia, widely known as the rebellion of the
Darul Islam (Al-Chaidar, 2000, p. 54). Some outstanding historians always make a
reference to the braveness and persistence of the people of Aceh when they describe the
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war of Aceh, especially the war against the occupation of Netherlands-Indies. In such
doing, Anthoni Reid is cited by Al-Chaidar (2000, p. 84) as arguing that, in the first years
of their struggle against the Netherlands-Indies, they proved that they deserved to gain
the great attention from European and Moslem people all over the world. Aceh gave their
total loyalty to the Republic of Indonesia.
Their great spirit of resistance against Netherlands-Indies did not change when
they had to fight against the Japanese occupation. On this point, Reid (quoted by AlChaidar, 2000, p. 56) described precisely that Japan got shocked by the great resistance
of the people of Aceh. The General Netherlands-Indies, Van Swieten, was said to
experience the similar condition. As being shocked, he said that the people of Aceh were
a nation with a great respect and should not be looked down. Japan was shocked when
they faced a bloody confrontation with the Moslem leaders in Aceh. In sum, the people of
Aceh are frequently engaged in many wars. They are much more likely getting used to
the life of resistance and the condition of war.
In essence, their great resistance against the Netherlands-Indies and Japan
occupations is motivated and fueled by the Islamic sprit of Holy War (Hikayah Perang
Suci). The Moslem leaders translated the Islamic doctrine into the spirit of war against
them. That is, they consider the Netherlands-Indies and Japanese people as Kafir
(unbelievers). Therefore, fighting against them is spiritually valued as a Holy War, in
which the dead people in this war will get the title Syahid (being died for God)
(Zainuddin, 1980, p. 104). In addition to their spiritual light, their profane purpose of
their struggle is for the freedom of the Republic of Indonesia. More than just their
struggle, Alfian (1999, in Wijanarko & Sambodja, p. 61), one of the prominent historian
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on Aceh, clearly pointed out that Aceh had contributed greatly to the Republic of
Indonesia. They donated 2 airplanes, financial support for the Indonesian Armed forces
(ABRI). The people of Aceh really love the Republic of Indonesia. On this point, Eric
Morris is rightly stressed “Aceh’s signal loyalty to the Republic of Indonesia during the
Indonesian revolution” (Indonesian Publication, 1994, p. 8). Thus, it is very reasonable to
assume that Aceh is closely tied to the Republic of Indonesia. That Aceh can not be
separated from this Republic is historically acceptable.
The last resistance of the people of Aceh is different from the previous ones in
term of the purpose and target. This kind of resistance makes the history of Aceh
becomes much more unique compared to other areas in Indonesia. At bottom, they fought
against the central government through the Darul Islam movement for the main purpose
of establishing an Islamic republic all over Indonesia. Their resistance is essentially based
on their leaders’ aspirations to treat the Syariah Islam (Islamic Law) as the formal and
common law in Aceh. That their aspirations were not responded, if not betrayed, by
President Soekarno resulted in the emergence of this rebellion in September, 1953.
Teungku Muhammad Daud Beureueh, one of the charismatic Moslem leaders, led the
rebellion and gained a very significant support from the people of Aceh. However, in
May, 1962, he ended up his rebellion and returned to the Republic of Indonesia (Putra,
2001, pp. 5-11). This point is crucial to examine the emergence of the Aceh Free
movement as, more or less; the Darul Islam seniors provide later the birth of the Aceh
Free Movement.
What follows is the examination of the culture of the people of Aceh. For
whatever the reasons, culture always plays an important role in shaping and making the
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society possible. Meanwhile, it is true that no rebellion movement lives in vacuum space.
On the importance of culture, particularly to portrait a rebellion movement, Ross (1993,
pp. 12-21), in his cross cultural study of conflict, precisely argued that “culture –shared,
collective product and generally referred to as what people value…and is not individual
characteristic, but consist of understanding and practices shared by many people in
society –is particularly important for understanding conflict…in sum, culture affects what
people fight about and they go about it”. In the context of the Aceh conflict, cultural
study of the conflict, in which culture is valued as “affecting what people fight about and
they go about it” is not always right. This study will show that the Islam-based culture of
the people of Aceh doesn’t definitely result in a kind of religious conflict. However, the
incorporation of cultural aspect in this study is only to portrait the rebellion, as the focus
of this study.
Aceh is one the Indonesian provinces, which is located in northern tip of Sumatra
Island. The width of this province is about 55.395 kilometers. Aceh is divided into 7
kabupaten (district); Aceh Besar, Pidie, North Aceh, East Aceh, West Aceh, South Aceh
and Central Aceh. The name of Aceh is derived from the word “Aca” (daughter). It is
said that the word Aceh is taken from the word “Ba’si-aceh-aceh”, a kind of a big and
leafy banyan tree (Atjeh, 1980, in Sunny, p. 19). In essence, the population of Aceh is
originally the Acehnese people. However, the migration of some people from Western
Sumatra to the South Aceh contributes to the medley of both people. Actually, before it
happened so far, the medley occurred between Acehnese people and Arabic, Persian,
Indian, and Chinese people. Therefore, what so called the people of Aceh are those living
in Aceh for many generations and the people coming from other ethnics in Indonesia,
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such as Tamiang, Aneuk Jame, Gayo, Alas, Klut and Simelu. The existence of the
Javanese people in Aceh becomes the consequence of the government policy of
transmigration. In addition, the Chinese people can be found as well in Aceh as the
minority (Department of Education, 1977, p. 13). However, the position of the Javanese
people in Aceh is seriously threatened since the Aceh Free Movement introduce the
primordial ideology or ethnic-nationalism, framing the Javanese people as their common
enemy.
At large, it is not easy, if not impossible, to understand the people of Aceh
without grasping their culture. Their culture is relatively different from other provinces in
Indonesia. Examining the position and relation of Islam to their culture is unquestionably
helpful to clearly understand their culture. Islam is closely tied to their culture in the
sense that Islam influences, shapes and feeds the culture of the people of Aceh. As
regards this point, Alfian (1999, in Widjanarko & Sambodja, p. 62) precisely pointed out
that the people of Aceh base their tradition on Sultan Iskandar Muda and their religion on
Syah Kuala Syaikh Abdurrauf As-Singkiri. Therefore, their worldview (weltanschauung)
tells the unity of tradition and religion. Very much in line with Alfian, Atjeh and
Samsuddin (1980, in Sunny, pp. 44 and 116) argued that Aceh is the ideal area of Islam.
It is right that the culture of the people of Aceh is the result of acculturation with many
other cultures, but the influence of Islamic values, norms and tradition are largely
extensive. In sum, it is not too much to say that Islam plays a dominant role in
constructing and shaping the culture of the people of Aceh.
To account for the dominant position of Islam in shaping and constructing their
culture, the case of Mueunasah can be taken into account. In essence, Meunasah
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expresses the structure of the people of Aceh, in which Islam is framed as the base of it.
Meunasah can be found in every Gampong (settlement). Meunasah, a kind of public
place, has a lot of functions for the people of Aceh. In Meunasah, the people of Aceh can
discuss a lot of kinds of their problems and daily activities. In addition, the guesses
coming from other far areas can spend the night in Meunasah. Above all, it serves as a
strategic and central spot for all Islamic activities, such as studying the Islamic
knowledge and Holy Koran and performing Shalat (the ritual prayers). For the people of
Aceh, a mosque doesn’t only function for ritual prayers, but it also serves as the center of
their culture (Samsuddin, 1980, in Sunny, pp. 122-123). On this point, it is immensely
reasonable to assume that their culture is mostly based on the Islamic tradition and
doctrine. The position of the religious leaders (ulama’) becomes automatically very
strategic and instrumental. Thus, on the basis of this point, it is seemingly reasonable to
expect a religious conflict. However, this study will show that the Aceh conflict is purely
secular in nature.

Secularism and the Source of Misconception
It seems to me that nearly every prominent researcher or scholar on the Aceh
conflict frames Islam as the underlying cause of the conflict. That is, the researchers,
whatever the reasons, have a great tendency to overemphasize Islam as inspiring and
motivating the origin of the conflict. In so doing, the GAM, as the main actor of the
conflict, is conceived as a religious rebellion, whose movement is operationally
constructed by the values and norms of Islam. Some of those even consider the GAM as a
fundamentalist/extremist movement and having a close link to the terrorist organizations
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in Southeast Asia, such as Al-Qaidah or Jamaah Islamiyah. In light of this view, Zachary
Abuza (quoted by Barter, 2006, p. 6) said that the “[GAM’s goal] is to turn the world’s
most populous Muslim country into an extremist Islamic state”.
In common with this view, Ramakrishna argued that “Jama’a ah Islamiyah (JI),
which is generally referred to as the representative of the key terrorist threat in Southeast
Asia, has attempted strongly to build up the network of “radical Islamist group”. One of
their coalitions is the Aceh Free Movement” (Ramakrishna, 2005, in Smith, P. 145). On
this point, the Free Aceh Movement is linked closely to the terrorist groups, thereby
labeling them as an Islamic separatist movement. Very much in line with this point, Jones
and Smith said that “Indonesia engaged in widespread military suppression of the Aceh
Free movement (GAM) on the grounds that this separatist group in Aceh province
promulgated a strict interpretation of Islam in order to disrupt the official creed of
Pancasila” (Jones and Smith, 2003, in Johannen, Smith and Gomez, p. 149). Still in this
side, the team of Yappika, in a joint research on the Aceh Conflict, found that the central
government did not accommodate the Acehnese identity [Islamic identity] is the root of
the Acehnese conflict (Yappika, 2001, p. 56). ). Even worse, “the Indonesian government
insist that the GAM remains the most serious “terrorist” threat to Indonesia” (Smith, 2005,
in Smith, J.P. p. 108). In sum, the GAM is predominantly linked by the researchers to the
Islamic doctrine, interpretation and extremist Islamist group. It follows that the GAM is
blatantly grasped as a religious separatist movement, even the radical one.
In this respect, it is reasonable to expect an Islam based and motivated conflict in
Aceh. However, it is slightly puzzling, if not impossible, to explain how the Islamic
identity, values and doctrine are not accommodated in a non-secular nation state of
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Indonesia. It is obviously crucial to put the weigh on this point as a few researchers
conceive inaccurately Indonesia as a secular country, thereby enabling any kind of
religious rebellion. In the light of the secular Indonesia, Barter (2006, p.9) argued that
“the Darul Islam rebellion, although not separatist, was a religious war between Aceh
and a secular Indonesia”. Viewed in this way, considering Indonesia as a secular country
is to make a logical parallelism with the assumption that the GAM as a religious
movement as it doesn’t provide any space for actualization of the religion. Thus,
clarification on this point is unquestionably important.
In essence, Indonesia is neither a secular nor an Islamic country. The nature of
Islam is framed as the complementary entity to the whole aspect of life of Indonesian
people. Pancasila, the five basic principles of the Republic of Indonesia, grantees a great
freedom and wide space for all Indonesian people to commit their religious tenets and
traditions. As regards the position of Islam in Indonesia, Wahid, the former president of
Indonesia and the leader of the biggest religious organization in Indonesia, Nahdhatul
Ulama’, very precisely stated that the ideology of Pancasila has been positioned
appropriately by the Indonesian Moslems as the constitutional foundation for their lives.
In another side, Islam is framed as the theology or ethical resources for the daily life of
the Moslems. The relation of both doesn’t contradict and substitute for each other (Wahid,
2004, p. 84). In this sense, Wahid clearly points out that Indonesia is not a secular
country in nature. The characteristic of relation between both is complementary in
essence, not the secular or integral one.
Even less relevant, some prominent researchers, in accordance with this point,
attempt to show the involvement of Islam by exploring the history of Islamic conflict and
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the tendency of Islamic orthodoxy in Aceh, partly in the era of the Netherlands-Indies
and Japanese occupation. In doing so, they implicitly try to approve that Islam plays a
significant part in the origin of the conflict. As regards this point, Sjamsuddin (1985, p.
319), in his study of political history of the Aceh Rebellion, argued that “religious and
regional dissatisfaction…proved to be the main causes of the rebellion in Aceh”. It is
much more likely that the history of the people of Aceh, particularly in their struggle
against the Dutch and Japanese occupation, is closely tied to the orthodoxy of Islam.
However, to employ the same history in order to grasp the Aceh conflict is seemingly
unhelpful.
By contrast, the Aceh conflict is purely secular in nature. Islam should not be
framed as the main trigger and cause of the conflict. To place Islam as the central
inspiration for the GAM to rebel is precisely inaccurate. In this respect, the relation of
Islam to this conflict is not causal, but it is only relevant. As a result, the secularized
understanding of the Aceh conflict is crucial in finding the alternative solution to the
Aceh conflict. To grasp the Aceh conflict secularly means keeping the conflict away from
any religious relevance and nuances. Very much in line with my assumption, Anthoni L.
Smith (2005, in Smith P.J. p. 108), in his study on terrorism and the political landscape in
Indonesia, rightly argued that “the GAM, often inaccurately described as an “Islamic
Insurgency” group, has distanced itself from both Al-Qoidah and JI, stressing that it
remains a nationalist grouping. After September 11, the GAM members even issued a
statement in support of the United States. While the United States and other members of
international community refuse to label GAM as a terrorist link”. In sum, as this paper
assumes, the Aceh conflict is secular in nature.
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In accordance with this point, Tom Kell (1995, p. 64) clearly argued that, in
comparison with the Darul Islam rebellion in the 1950s, “the movement’s concerns were
predominantly secular in nature. The GAM propaganda in the late 1970s made a
straightforward ethnic appeal to rise up against Javanese colonialism, and paid to
particular attention to Aceh natural wealth, while Islamic appeals were noticeable by their
absence. Robinson (quoted by M.N. Juli & R. Jereski, 2002, in the Brown Journal of
World Affairs, p. 36) has the same line with Kell. He argued that the Aceh conflict was
not “the inevitable result of the region’s cultural, religious or other primordial
differences”. As inaccurately understood, the critical question on this point is “why do
they inaccurately conceive the Aceh conflict as a religious one? What follows will be the
analysis of this misconception.
To the best of my knowledge, some researchers have the great tendency to view
the GAM as an integral part of the entire people of Aceh with their very unique culture
and tradition, which are closely tied to the Islamic tenets and values. At bottom, it is not
easy, if not impossible, for us to understand the character and feature of the people of
Aceh without any reference to Islam or regardless of Islam. It is widely known that
almost all the people of Aceh base their daily lives strictly on the Islamic laws (Syariah)
and ethic or norms (Aqidah). The people of Aceh frame Islam as the central inspiration
and foundational guide for their lives.
It is much more likely that this circumstance derives the researchers to assume
inaccurately that the Aceh conflict is a religious one. Regarding this point, Clifford
Geertz (quoted by Barter, 2006, p. 8), in his study of Islamic change in Morocco and
Indonesia, clearly argued that “the pressuring and depriving condition of colonialism and
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conflict causes the people to return to the Islamic faith and culture. Middle East, assumed
as the primary and model Islam, and the Koran and Prophet’s tradition (Hadist), the
primary sources of Islamic tenets, become the inspiration for those Moslem in response to
the colonialism and conflict”. It seems to me that Geertz’s theory applies rightly only in
the case of the Darul Islam rebellion and the resistance of the people of Aceh toward the
Netherlands’s and Japan’s colonialism and occupation. Therefore, Geertz’s theory is not
seemingly applicable to explain the recent conflict of Aceh since the GAM as the main
actor of this conflict downplay Islam and reinforce the ideology of secular nationalism
and the primordial identity of ethnic nationalism.
Another strand of theory which helps examine the source of the inaccuracy of
conceiving the Aceh conflict is the Rational Choice perspective. Erich Weede and
Edward N. Muller (1998, in the Journal of peace research, p. 47), in their study on the
rebellion, violence and revolution, argued that, by contrast to deprivation theory, rational
choice theory “naturally leads to the expectation of many elite rebellions and few mass
rebellions, a deprivation approach seems to imply the opposite pattern”. On the primary
point of this perspective, he assumed that “if privileged actors are likely to rebel while
powerless people do not, then elite rebellion should be frequent and mass rebellion
should be rare”. This theoretical distinction between elite and mass rebellion is
essentially crucial since it provides a new perspective of analyzing a conflict or a
rebellion phenomenon. In sum, it is not too much to say that pure mass rebellion, which
could be defined by mass participation and perhaps the absence of the elite actors, very
rarely happened, if not impossible.
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In the context of the Aceh conflict, the Aceh Free Movement (GAM), which is
founded by a few privileged actors, such as DR. Teungku Hasan di Tiro (head of the
GAM), DR. Mukhtar J. Hasbi, DR. Husaini M. Hasan, DR. Zaini Abdullah and many
more, is clearly an elite rebellion. This clarifying disposition of the GAM as an elite
movement is crucial as some prominent researchers on this issue and even the
government of Indonesia associate identically the GAM with the people of Aceh as
whole. The people of Aceh are not essentially represented by the GAM. The more
personal interest fuels and triggers the appearance of this movement, rather than the
general utility of the entire of the people of Aceh. A study by the Indonesian Academy of
Science (LIPI) (2003, p. 47) on the Aceh conflict found that the appearance of this
movement was triggered by Tiro’s personal discontent with president Soeharto’s policy
as he was not involved in the oil exploration in Northern part of Aceh in the 1970s. To
put in another way, as the GAM is an elite rebellion, the personal utilities of the
privileged actors of the GAM are unquestionably dominant.
On another side, it is much more likely that the Indonesian government seemingly
attempt to make this conflict sound more Islamic. That is, the government endeavors to
shift from the real source of the conflict, which seems to be much more of the economic
interest of the GAM actors, to the more Islamic one by offering the package of Aceh’s
special autonomy, which puts the stress mostly on the application of Syariah Law
(Islamic Law). On the other hand, the GAM attack the government’s intentional effort of
implementing the Syariah Law by stating that “the country [Aceh] will have a modern
legal system, not one based on Syariah” (Barter, 2006, p. 9). Hence, as an elite rebellion,
the GAM have specifically personal goal, which is very secular in nature compared to the
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culture and tradition of the people of Aceh as a whole. The understanding of the Aceh
conflict becomes bias when the GAM, as an elite movement, is framed as representing
the entire of people of Aceh with their distinctive grievances or as a mass rebellion.
In another light, the source of the inaccuracy of understanding the Aceh conflict,
in which the GAM is posed as the main actor, can be traced from the misperception of
some scholars on the relation of Islam to politic and violence. It is inaccurately assumed
that Islamic tenets are totally integrated with certain kind of political system. In line with
this point, Karl D. Jackson (1980, p. 2), in his study on traditional authority, Islam and
rebellion in Indonesia, argued rightly that “although the Koran is specific in its injunction
concerning personal religious and ethical obligations, it remains silent regarding the
political structure of the state”. Thus, on the religious basis, the obligation of a state is to
keep the religious values, honor religious ordinances, and make sure that the people’s
religious actions or behaviors are in the frame of the Koranic doctrine and values.
This integralist perspective seeks to establish an Islamic state as an ultimate goal
for every Moslem. Even worst, Islam is sometimes conceived as the religion of sword,
implying that the violence serves as the ultimate goal. It is not wrong to argue that
religion and many other primordial differences can be potentially the source of conflict as
it is easily exploited for certain interest. However, the universal mission and values of
every religion are the peace, respect, tolerance, etc. Weigel (1992, in Brown & Schroub,
p. 173), in his study on the religion and peace studies, clearly argued that “it would be
imprudent, unwise, and just plain wrong-headed for both skeptics and statesmen to ignore
the fact that religious conviction has also function as a powerful warrant for social
tolerance , for democratic pluralism, and for non-violent conflict resolution”. Therefore,
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religion can be potentially the good alternative for conflict resolution. In essence, religion
will never being the source of conflict, but the people of religion always make it as the
source of conflict for their worldly and personal interests.
It is said before that some researchers inaccurately understand Islam as an integral
and totalitarian religion. In this case, Elmer di Vigilia (1977, p. 11), in her study on the
problems of Moslem integration in Philippines, came to her inaccurate conclusion by
stating that “while Christian faith governs only a small facet of the believer’s existence,
Islam is nearly totalitarian; its laws and customs extend to all forms of behavior, and
political and religious authority are inseparable”. Very much in line with this
misperception, Barter (2006, p. 6), comes to his unreasonable conclusion that “Islam,
unlike many other faiths, blatantly political-religion is ‘integral to all areas of life: politics,
law and society”.
The very obviously helpful way to grasp Islam is by the direct reference to the
main source of Islam, the Koran and Prophet’s tradition (Hadis). On the basis of these
primary sources, Islam essentially discounts a specific kind of political system. It is true
that Islam holds the normative and ethical aspect of life, but it conveys them in a very
global way or principle that results in contextually multi-interpretations. Thus, what
appeared in the Moslem Moro, not in the MNLF (Moro National Liberation front), and
other fundamentalist movements, is only a marginal type of this interpretation. They
mostly refer to the early romantic Islam practiced by the Prophet as their inspirational
basis. As regards this point, Abdurrahman Wahid, the former president of Indonesia,
blatantly argued that the Moslem fundamentalists build up their foundation on the “alSalaf al-Salih, "the Righteous Ancestors"; establishing a utopian society based on these
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Salafi principles, by imposing their interpretation of Islamic law on all members of
society; annihilating local variants of Islam in the name of authenticity and purity;
transforming Islam from a personal faith into an authoritarian political system” (Wahid,
2003, p. 5). In sum, the inaccurate assumption that Islam is politically totalitarian or
integral evidently plays a significant part in misconceiving the GAM as an Islamic
separatist movement.

The Aceh Free Movement and Secularism
Examining the inaccuracy of the Aceh conflict as a religion based-conflict, we
come to another line of assumption that the Aceh conflict is purely secular. The secular
face of this conflict can be traced only by a direct study of the GAM/the body of the
GAM (the Aceh Free Movement) since the GAM poses as the main actor triggering,
expanding and sustaining the appearance of the Aceh conflict. That the GAM is a secular
rebellion can be demonstrated by an analysis of the biography, statements and actions of
the GAM key actors, and then their goal, ideology, composition and characteristic of their
followers and at later point their alliances for support.
The Free Aceh Movement (GAM) came into being since the Declaration of
Independence of Aceh-Sumatra, in December 4, 1976. In the very beginning, this
movement is formally and generally known as ASNLF (Aceh Sumatra National
Liberation Front), the same name they used for their formal documents. As regards this
point, Dr. Husaini Hasan is cited by Nurhasim (2003, p. 34) as stating that one of the
prominent actor of the GAM, argued that ASNLF is the only the name for the GAM in
English, which is frequently used for their international utility. Nevertheless, the year of
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the Declaration and the name of ASNLF triggered the conflict between, in one hand, the
senior of the GAM, such as Teungku Muhammad Daud Beureueh, Dr. Muchtar, Teungku
Hasbi, Teungku H. Zainal Abidin, etc. and, in another hand, Tiro, who was appointed by
Muhammad Daud Beureueh as the Wali Negara Islam Aceh (the leader of the Aceh
Islamic State). For the seniors, the exact date of the proclamation was May 20, 1977, but,
Tiro was persistently determined that the date of it was December 4, 1976, reasoning that
the day was of the commemoration of his grand father’s death. In addition, Dr. Mochtar
(quoted by Chaidar, 2000, p. 148), asserted that the name of ASNLF, claiming
consequently the entire area of Sumatra Island, has not historical basis.
In essence, that the strategy and the type of development designed and
implemented by the New-Order regime don’t benefit the most for the Acehnese Moslem
people motivate some influentially religious leaders to rebel. It is more likely that the
economic reason is much more dominant in this rebellion movement, compared to the
previous movement of Darul Islam in the1950s. The discovery of LNG in southern part
of Aceh and the centralistic government of the New-Order regime, leading to the
impoverishment of the Acehnese people in the 1970s, predominantly give birth to this
movement (Chaidar, 2000, p. 140). Therefore, in response to this condition, Teungku
Daud Beureueh, the former leader of Darul Islam rebellion, and his colleagues, Teungku
Ilyas Lubee, Teungku Hasbi Geudong, Dr. Muchtar Yahya Hasbi, Teungku Fauzi Hasbi
Geudong, Teungku Yusuf Hasan, Teungku Jamil Samsuddin, and many others, attempted
to reestablish an independent Islamic state. Very much in line with this point, Pane (2001,
p. 31) argued that the greedy character of the New-Order regime in exploiting the natural
resources of Aceh inspires the radical leaders of the Darul Islam to rebel.
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By contrast, the appointment of Tiro, after his back from USA, as the leader of
this movement brings about a lot of changes, leading to the appearance of some
conflicted points, between Tiro and his seniors in the very initial establishment of the
GAM. This unexpected condition surely contributes to the friction and the discontinuity
of Teungku Abu Daud Breureueh’s Islamic vision. Hence, Tiro left his seniors and
proceeded to his secular vision, which is totally contrasted to his seniors’. In addition, the
utmost importance of this point is located on how the economic issue predominantly and
initially motivates them to rebel, although they apparently intend to establish an
independent Islamic state in their following efforts. That is, they employ religion as the
judgment of their movement, which basing initially and predominantly on the economic
reasons.
Teungku Hasan Muhammad Tiro, the current leader of the GAM, “described by
an American journalist, Burham as cited by Dijk (1981, p. 318), as an intelligent, welleducated, well-informed, and endowed with a seldom met combination of charm and
firmness”, and considered as the last potential asset of Aceh (Chaidar, 2000, p. 157), was
born in 1925, at the small village Tiro, near Lammeulo in Pidie. His father, Teungku
Laube Muhammad, is a religious leader at the village Tanjung Bungong. His mother is
Fatimah, the grandchild of Chik Di Tiro Muhammad Saman (1826-1891), a religious
leader and the hero of the Acehnese struggle against the Dutch (Sulaiman, 2000, p. 12).
That is, Hasan Muhammd Tiro is the descendent of Teungku Chik Di Tiro. It is important
to put the stress on this point as the “Indonesian columnist Zakaria M. Passe, a fierce
antagonist of the GAM and its leaders, has claimed that in fact Hasan Di Tiro is not
descended from Chik Di Tiro, but only comes from the same village”(Kell, 1995, p. 61).
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In another part, that his mother is the grandchild of Teungku Syekh Samalanga, widely
believed by the Acehnese people as a great and charismatic religious leader coming from
Banten, Java, makes sure that Tiro is a Javanese descendent as well (Pane,2001, p. 68).
As regards this point, it is really illogical when Tiro keeps claiming that his movement is
fiercely against the colonialism of the Indonesian-Javanese.
At the time of Dutch colonialism, Tiro entered Beureueh’s religious and
traditional school, Balang Paseh Madrasah, but he was expelled from this school in 1943.
then, during the Japanese occupation, he studied at the Perguruan Normal Islam. After the
proclamation of independence, Tiro went to Yogyakarta to pursue his study at the
Department of Law of the Universitas Islam Indonesia. Finishing his study, Tiro received
a scholarship to continue his study at Columbia University in 1950 (Dijk, 1981, pp. 318319). The record of his educational background clearly describes essentially that Tiro has
not any religious background, which might shape and influence his worldview and
thought, although he grew up in an Islamic family, like many other families in Aceh. By
contrast, Teungku Daud Beureuh, the leader of the Islamic rebellion of the Darul Islam
rebellion, was deeply immersed in the religious knowledge in some Pesantren (Islamic
traditional boarding schools), making him as a very charismatic religious leader. It is not
too much to say that Tiro spent most of his life dealing with secular ideas, rather than the
Islamic tenets.
The frequent contact with the secular idea and knowledge, particularly with
international law, contributes greatly to shape and construct his thought, particularly on
his conception of the modern state of Aceh and the underlying reasons for the
independence of Aceh or self-determination, relaying mostly on the legal status of Aceh
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under international law and the static view of the Acehnese history. On the historical base,
Tiro is cited by Kell (1995, p. 62) as arguing that “there are no historical links whatever
between Java and the outlaying regions, and the different parts of Indonesia lack a sense
of “common destiny”, despite having been ruled over as a single colony by the Dutch”.
Hence, Aceh should be historically separated from Indonesia and that the Dutch
colonized all over regions or ethnic groups of Indonesia, such as Sunda, Sumatra, Papua,
Kalimantan, Sulawesi, etc., and made them as its single colony, does not mean a single
state automatically, which is called “Indonesia”.
In his perspective of International Law, Tiro (quoted by Kell, 1995, p. 62) argued
that “Indonesia exists on the principle of territorial integrity of the colonial empire: and
an empire is not liquidated if its territorial integrity is preserved. Thus, Indonesia is still
an unliquidated colonial empire with Java men replacing Dutchmen as emperors”.
Related to this point, Tiro then criticized the name of Indonesia. In his Indonesian
Nationalism, Tiro firmly denied that the end of the Dutch-Indies empire was replaced just
by changing its name into “Indonesia”. For him, the empire of the Dutch-Indies was not
the appropriate unity (quoted by Ghani, 2000, p. 42). Thus, Indonesia is not the name of
our state in ethnological and anthropological sense, but it is a mere geographical
expression (Sulaiman, 2000, p. 15). As a result, the Republic of Indonesia, or the
“Javanese-Indonesia” in Tior’s sense, is the only continuity and the illegal heritage of the
Netherlands-Indies. Even worse, Tiro (quoted by Sulaiman, 2000, p. 15) argued that the
Dutch handed their empire over to the Javanese in 1949 is the merely high conspiracy
between the Dutch and the Javanese. Therefore, Tiro suggested that Kalimantan, Bali,
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Java, Aceh, Sumatra, Sulawesi, Papua determine their selves by establishing a separately
independent country.
Tiro’s static view of the historical basis, Kell (1995, p. 63) quotes Finngeir Hiorth
as describing “a romantic but somewhat distorted vision of history”, poses as the
foundational reason for the GAM to rebel and establish an independent country of Aceh.
That is, Tiro founded the GAM in order for the survival of the Aceh-Sumatra as a nation.
However, some of the Acehnese figures obviously criticize Tiro as distorting the history
of Aceh for his personal interest. In a counter toward the distortion of the history of Aceh,
Alfian is cited by Sulaiman (2000, p. 144) as making two important clarifications
indicating Aceh as a united part of Indonesia; the formation of Malay language as
Indonesian language and the letter of the last Acehnese sultanate, Tgk. M. Daudsyah,
confirming the people of Aceh’s loyalty to the Dutch-Indies empire. Apart from this
contradiction, it is highly founded to assume that the secular ideas, the static vision of
history and the legal status of Aceh under the International Law, predominantly motivate
and inspire the GAM to rebel, rather than the Islamic tenets. Thus, to expect a secular
nature of this conflict is strongly reasonable in this sense. By contrast, Daud Beureueh,
the inspirational center of the Darul Islam rebellion, as cited by Nurhasim (2003, p. 37)
put the weigh on the Islamic tenets, specifically the application of Syariah Law to the
whole aspects of the people of Aceh, as the inspirational source for the Darul Islam
rebellion. Therefore, even though the GAM has a certain deal and tie with some of the
Darul Islam key actors in their very initial birth, Saleh (1992, p. 429) argued that “they
don’t have any specific linkage, and even merely separated, with the Darul Islam
rebellion in 1953”.
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Another line of his argument on the underlying reason for the Independence of
Aceh is strongly tied with the economic issue, particularly the profound exploitation of
the natural resource of Aceh. In his lecture given at City University of London in 1984,
entitled “Masa Depan Politik Dunia Melayu” (the future of politics in Malay), Tiro
(quoted by Kell, 1995, p. 62) argued clearly that “under the guise of development, their
[the people of Aceh] resources have been exploited for the benefit of Java, which uses
military force to maintain control of the outer island”. Thus, Yacob and Ishak (2000, p.
13) make a right statement on this point by arguing that Tiro mobilized this movement
primarily to free the people of Aceh from the political, economic and cultural exploitation
of the Republic of Indonesia. In large, Tiro’s view on the exploited wealth of the Aceh’s
natural resources provides an expectation of a secular conflict, rather than a religious one,
as he did not base the values of his movement on the Islamic tenets.
Very much in line with this point, Eric Eugene Moris, cite by Kell (1995, p. 64),
rightly argued that “, unlike the Darul Islam in the 1950s, the movement’s concern were
predominantly secular in nature…and paid particular attention to “Aceh’s natural wealth”,
while Islamic appeals were noticeable by their absence…Tiro’s dream has been to take
control of Aceh’s wealth in natural gas (which exceeds the property of Kuwait) and use it
to bring the development to Aceh’s 3.4 million people ”. Hence, it is reasonable to expect
an economic factor, specifically the huge exploitation of Aceh’s natural resources, as the
basis of their movement (Nurhasim, 2003, p. 48). To uphold their movement, the GAM
introduce an ethnic sentiment as their strategy to gain a widespread support from the
people of Aceh. Viewed in another way, the GAM intentionally turn this conflict into an
ethnic-nationalist one. However, as a consequence, their decision to employ the ethnic
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sentiment, rather than the religious sentiment like what the Darul Islam rebellion did
previously, unquestionably contributes to the lack of the support from the people of Aceh.
Even worst, it is said that no more than 200 people supported directly this movement
when it was coming into being for the first time.
The ethnic sentiment is clearly and repeatedly stated in their proclamation text of
independence, entitled “Declaration of Independence of Aceh-Sumatra, issued on
December 4, 1976. Overall, this text made no mention of the Islamic issue. That is,
through examination of the GAM’s proclamation text, this movement is purely secular in
nature. GAM ideology goes beyond such straightforward appeals to ethnic sentiment,
rather than to the Islamic one. That the proclamation text made no mention of Islam,
especially opened with Bismillah (in the name of God) and closed with Takbir (recitation
of “God is great”), Chaidar (2000, p. 146) argued, is not worthy of being obeyed by the
people of Aceh. The people of Aceh should be loyal only to the proclamation text of RIA
(the Islamic Republic of Aceh). The main purpose of making no mention of the Islamic
issue in the proclamation text and generally in their platform, Tiro (quoted by Sulaiman,
2000, p. 27) argued, is to make the GAM as a modern and secular movement, and not the
terrorist [radical-extremist]one, thereby quickly developing and grabbing the huge
international attention (Pane, 35).
Since the GAM accommodate the secular ideology, rather than the religious one,
only a few people joint this movement in the very beginning of its establishment.
Moreover, the employment of the secular ideology for their movement gives effect on the
characteristic and the composition of their people. In this sense, their main intention to
joint this movement has no any religious basis. Religion is apparently absent as the
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inspirational center for their involvement. It is much more likely that social and economic
conditions play more significant part in determining their involvement than the religious
one. Most of the GAM’s following mass are the frustrated and deprived people as they
are denied to work at the gas exploration in LNG Arum in the northern part of Aceh
(Nurhasim, 2003, p. 42). On the characteristics of the GAM’s people, “trial data shows
that the GAM’s “operational group” consisted of people from lower social strata, in the
main with poor educational backgrounds, and the guerilla force itself was made up
largely of unemployed young men, most of them from peasant families” (Kell, 1995, p.
69). Thus, it is not overstatement to say that their involvement in the GAM is secularly
motivated. The economic and social conditions, or even physiological one, derive the
people to joint the GAM. To put in another way, the role of religion is obviously absent
in determining their involvement.
As a comparison with the Darul Islam rebellion, the purely secular platform of the
GAM results in the absence of the support from Ulama’ (religious leaders). Whereas,
their support is indispensable to gain the widespread support from the people of Aceh for
their position is influentially strategic. Very much in line with this point, Kell (1995, p.
65) clearly said that “because of its largely secular platform, the movement failed to win
widespread support among the Acehnese Ulama’, whose help was crucial if a mass
following was to be built”. Thus, the GAM’s employment of the secular ideology gives
influence on the characteristic and quantity of their followers. Even Tiro intentionally
recruits the people with poor educational background in order to apply his principle of
total loyalty (Chaidar, 2000, p. 19). In another way, Tiro doesn’t need the support of
Ulama’ for he attempts to be consistent with the secular ideology of his movement,
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although, as a consequence, only a few people finally joint his movement. Even worst,
Tiro accused the Ulama’ of Aceh of benefiting Al-Qur’an for their worldly and personal
interests” (Jihad, 2000, p. 183).Therefore, the characteristic of their people is purely
secular in the sense that the secular objectives, which are more economic and socialpolitical, motivate them to joint this movement, rather than the religious one.
For the following mass of the GAM, Tiro extremely applied some secular
principles on their way to struggle for the GAM. One of his very secular principles is to
disobey the God and violate the religious laws and norms. In the case of Shalat (the
compulsory prayer which is conducted by a Moslem five times a day), for instance, Tiro
commanded his people not to perform Shalat for it is not required anymore (Al-Chaidar,
2000, p. 193). That is, the people of the GAM are not supposed to perform Shalat and
obey the God. In this sense, Tiro’s principle is really contrasted with the main principle
of religion, strongly obligating its followers to perform Shalat as one of the visible
manifestations of a religion. If only the existence of the GAM is inspired and motivated
by religion, the obedience to the God and the performing of the religious obligations will
be the important part of their struggle and movement. Thus, it is not overstatement to say
that the GAM is purely secular in nature. It is really unfounded to expect the GAM as a
religious or Moslem movement and to link it with many other radical or extremist
movements.
The secular principle of the GAM makes some of their followers decided to desert
from the GAM. Most of the deserters have the ideological line with the Darul Islam
rebellion. The main reason for their desert is the absence of Islam as their ideology and
religious guide for their movement. On this point, Abu Jihad, one of the deserters,
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obviously asserted that the GAM was not purely Islamic movement as they violated the
Islamic principles. He added that, of the 1000 people trained in Libya, only 200 people
were loyal to Tiro. The rest of them disavowed him for they viewed him as a secular
person (never holding the principle of Islam) (Jihad, 2000, pp. 221-222). This case
apparently implies that Tiro’s movement is characteristically secular. It is much more
likely that Tiro sees nothing in religion. What appears in Tiro’s actions is only his secular
spirit in his way to reach the independence of Aceh. Therefore, it is strangely unfounded
to assume that the GAM is a religious movement.
That Tiro is a secular person, resulting in the desert of his followers, can be traced
from his very secular principle or statements on his struggle for Aceh. As told by one of
his followers receiving training in Libya, Tiro indoctrinated his people not to base their
movement on God. Tiro is cited by Jihad (2000, p. 40) as asserting that the GAM is not
the God-based movement, but it is a pure movement for the freedom of Aceh. He firmly
convinced his followers by saying that the soil of Aceh belongs to the people of Aceh,
not to the God. Therefore, only the people of Aceh can determine their own fates, not the
God. In order to make his doctrine sounds more convincing for his people, Tiro always
took some developed and secular countries, such as Soviet-Union, United states, England,
Germany, etc., as a model or an imagined example. Viewed in this way, Tiro
intentionally and obviously attempts to make the GAM away from many kinds of
religious sentiments, doctrines and senses. In Tiro’s mind, being a secular movement is
the only way to succeed in gaining the freedom of Aceh. Thus, the GAM reasonably
seems to be a secular movement.
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It is true that the GAM gained the support from Libya in 1985. Muammar Khadafi,
the president of Libya, provided a specific military training for the people of the GAM. In
so doing, Khadafi expected, as his main interest in this project, that his trained cadres will
later destroy the utilities of USA all over the world (Pane, 2001, p.162). In this respect,
the relation of Libya to the GAM is based on the purely secular reason or purpose even
though Libya is always linked to the base of terrorism. The GAM has a great tendency to
be known as a nationalist and pro the West, rather than pro the Islamic states or Middle
East countries. As a consequence, Gunaratna (quoted by Barter, 2006, p. 7) states that
“the GAM has not received significant support from an Islamic state or an Islamic armed
group”. For them, being pro the West will highly benefit their movement. As regards this
principal strategy, Tiro strongly holds that the international support from western
countries, mostly considered by the Moslems as infidel, is highly needed for their holy
struggle. More importantly, as a nationalist movement, the GAM declared and preserved
a close corporation with some Christian separatist movements, such as Republik Maluku
Selatan (Republic of South Maluku) led by Johannes Alvarez Manusama and Fretelin in
East Timor (Chaidar, 2000, p. 152). This point clearly confirms the decision of the GAM
to establish a non-religion based alliance or partnership.

Conclusion
For the question “is the Aceh conflict triggered, expanded and sustained by
religion or a religious conflict?”, I strongly assume the negative answer. The role of
religion is absent in this conflict. Viewed in another way, this conflict is purely secular in
nature. The secularism of this conflict clearly appears in the body of the GAM as the
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main actor of this conflict. To get the best knowledge of this conflict, the existence of the
GAM should be put as the central analysis of this conflict. Hence, the problem of Aceh,
in essence, is not the result of the cultural, religious and other primordial differences. The
profound economic injustice and exploitation of natural resources of Aceh are perceived
to gives the rise of the conflict. Even worst, the personal utilities and goals of the GAM
actors predominantly trigger the conflict. However, as the strategy and the cover of
personal economic interest of the GAM, Tiro intentionally has transformed this conflict
into an ethnic-nationalism.
In this case, Islam, as a religion, is well- presented in the individual or private life
of the Acehnese. Thus, Islam has no reason to surface in this conflict. To put in another
way, it is unreasonable to assume that Islam is the underlying factor of this conflict.
However, some researchers and scholars on this issue have come to the misconceived
conclusion, assuming a religious one. Even worse, the Indonesian government taking the
advantage of the increasing concern with the threat of Islamic fundamentalism worldwide,
have increased their attempts to have the insurgency or the Aceh conflict identified as a
religious one. Likewise, their autonomy package, putting the stress on the application of
Syariah Law, is just the way to blur the essence of the conflict. The implementation of
Syariah Law in Aceh as the appropriate solution to this conflict is unlikely to resolve the
conflict. Rather, it may ultimately prove counterproductive as it will create another
problem as the people of Aceh are not basically in a total agreement with this issue,
particularly between the old and young generation. More importantly, the “special
autonomy” is meaningless without the return of Aceh’s natural resources revenue.
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PERFORMING BUILDINGS
A double collaboration between Michael Williams, Associate Professor, Louisiana
Technical University (michaelw@latech.edu; 318 257 2816) and Manuela Antoniu,
Graduate School, Architectural Association, London (manuela@aaschool.ac.uk; 00 44
207 482 0436).
The two projects shown were undertaken in Columbus, Ohio, in two ‘condemned’
buildings, that is to say, buildings whose demolition had already been planned,
and actually scheduled.
Although entirely specific to the particular conditions that defined each site, the
projects shared the intentionality of addressing, through their very execution, the
problematic of the buildings’ impending disappearance. Our attempt, therefore,
was to deal with both the technique and the conceptual consequences of vacating
space (in this case, architectural space) by tracing the movement – performative,
ephemeral – of tectonic matter that was soon to leave one place for no place. The
projects are thus two ways of meditating on the dialectic of sublation, which both
encompasses and surpasses the simultaneity of preserving and destroying.
communications laboratory
The first project explored notions of self-generated architectonic movement, by
posing the question of a building’s capacity for remembering itself when faced
with imminent amorphousness.
The project took place in a purpose-built WWI biplane hangar, a simple,
elongated structure carried by deep trusses. During the 1960s, a partial upper
floor had been added to the column-free, triple-height space of the hangar. On
this added floor, a series of small contiguous offices had been disposed along one
side of a linear corridor. Our intervention was to excise a 7’ x 8’ module from
each of the seven walls, and suspend each module in place from the building’s
truss structure, ready to glide along an overhead steel track (fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Wall 7 in suspension
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The modules’ horizontal and vertical lines were cut at precisely the same distance
from, respectively, the floor and the outside corridor. The ‘cookie-cutter’ effect
thus created happened to cut through, variously, a doorframe (fig. 1), a window
(fig. 2), a staircase (fig. 5), or a coat rack.
The top portion of each wall (a 1’ x 7’ oblong rectangle) was first removed to
enable the insertion of the steel beam (fig. 2).

Fig.2 Wall 3 prior to motion

Once all seven modules were suspended in place, the floor between the 4th and
5th walls (i.e., roughly in the middle of the series of parallel walls) was cut in two
sections, each linked through cables and a system of pulleys to its opposite wall
(respectively, the 1st and 7th). The cable connections criss-crossed on the
underside of the steel track (fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Worm’s eye view of counterweights

The previously removed oblong wall fragments were then gradually loaded onto
the two floor segments. On being loaded, these responded to gravity by moving
downward through the double opening that was cut in the floor, and in so doing
pulled the two end walls in opposite directions. In their turn, by being displaced,
the end walls started moving towards one another by compressing the space
between all intervening walls, which was thus set in motion.
We had calculated for stasis to be achieved on either side of the opening in the
floor, quite close to it; fig. 4 shows the side with walls 1, 2, 3, 4 (walls 5, 6, and 7
being on the other side).

Fig. 4 Counterweights and walls 2/3/4
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After equilibrium was reached, what remained of each room were material
residues of its former function (a sink, a coat rack, a stairway, etc.) (figs. 5, 6).

Fig. 5 Residual space between walls 3/4

Fig. 6 Residual space between walls 1/2

The compression of space that distilled each room down to those irreducible
elements simultaneously emptied and exaggerated the utilitarian ascription of
spaces that would have been predetermined somewhere on a drawing board. By
releasing their potential energy, the excised walls initiated a choreography of
intersecting horizontal and vertical movements: with virtually no outer force
acting on it, the building drew itself onto itself by itself, acting as its own drawing
instrument. By drawing them together, the erstwhile concatenation of walls left in
its wake an extruded space that revealed the plan as originally designed and
reproduced on blueprint paper.
By unbuilding itself through drawn motion, the building thus inscribed a virtual
blueprint of evanescent marks (lines of movement) desisting erasure, while
simultaneously accelerating its own dissolution into something unconstituted. But
it also circumvented representation by becoming its own site, which in turn
countenanced the building itself. The displaced wall here left its memory to
coincide with the lines on a technical drawing, which had anticipated its
placement, but not its vacating that place by force of its own materiality.
To allow a building to gesture in a liminal condition, that is, at its ontological limit,
was also the attempt in the second project.
one day’s churning
Here, we put a disaffected theater built in 1890 in the preparedness of staging its
own (final) performance. Our intervention involved constructing and suspending a
butter curtain from the proscenium arch and refurbishing the electrical system
that supplied the stage footlights, which were then switched on. With these
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elements in place, the ‘performance’ unfolded gradually over a period of two-anda-half weeks. The footlights revealed the curtain while simultaneously dissolving
it. Thus the curtain moved from full opaqueness and visibility to imperceptibly
becoming invisible. In this way, the absent audience and the absent performers
met in the slowly dematerializing expanse of the curtain. For, if we allow the
footlights to stand for the accumulated gazes of all spectators who had ever been
present in the audience, those gazes would have wished the curtain away, so that
the performance could begin. And so it did, for one last time, performing
spectatorship to itself by itself.
(The images show the curtain on days 2, 9 and 14.)

Day 2

Day 9
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Day 14
Both of the above projects were concerned with enabling a building to gesture in
its own way, by its own specific means, by prefiguring as well as resisting its own
impending demolition – a defiant dress rehearsal, one that sustained a
relationship to the unknown that was to arrive.

NB The projects’ titles reflect, as elucidated in the presentation, activities that at
one time or another had taken place at each of the two sites.
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“Alternative models of sustainable consumption – Morphing
products and interiors”
Tim Antoniuk
Assistant Professor
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
E-Mail: tna@ualberta.ca

Abstract
This paper relays first year findings of a three year interdisciplinary research project that was
initiated by the author of this paper. A $242,000 SSHRC Fine Arts Research Creation Grant was
received in July 2005 to explore alternative materials, design methodologies, and business
models that could shift key consumer groups towards more sustainable levels of consumption.
This research project is incorporating the expertise and research from a wide cross-section of
academic researchers from: The University of Alberta: Sociology (Dr. Rob Shields), Chemical
Material Engineering (Dr. William McCaffrey - lifecycle analysis), Industrial Design (Principal
Investigator: Prof. Tim Antoniuk); The Alberta Research Council: Solar/fuel cell research (Dr. Kaz
Szymocha); and with the thoughtful input and feedback from The ANT Group of Companies and
Keilhauer.

Key Words: Desire, consumption, contemporary, memory materials, sustainable

Figure 1 – Morph Pod Tables + Morph Backpacks

1.0 Background
“There is a 90% average material waste factor during [the fabrication] of durable goods.”[1]
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If consumers and businesses are truly responsible for “the decline [of] every living systems in the
world” [2]; and if some of the most compelling scientific evidence states that we are already be
past peak oil production, as outlined by Jeremy Leggett in The Empty Tank, why are consumers,
businesses and governments not reacting in accord? Perhaps it is the belief that there still are
massive oil reserves in the world that we have not found yet. Perhaps it is our deep faith that
science, technology and innovation will create new forms of energy and new kinds of harmless
materials? No matter the answer or optimistic undertone, it has become clear that either an
innumerable volume of break-throughs must take place and be implemented within the next 1030 years or we will have to modify our consumption patterns and how we exist and relate to the
wider biological and social systems that we are a part of.
This paper relays findings related to the thesis that:
The corporate community has become the most powerful social-shaper of consumer purchasing patterns This power, which is linked directly with the goal of promoting sales, consumption and profits, has had the
effect of significantly altering how people define and act on quality-of-life ideals.
Given this truism, and the continual rise of consumption rates throughout the world, it is necessary a new,
more profitable design, manufacturing and distribution system be offered to the corporate community that
will replace the current domination of ecologically harmful product and service systems (PSS) – This
program of research proposes that developing a new generation of PSS that offer consumers a higher and
more enduring level of ‘sustainable desire’ is necessary to achieving this goal. It is proposed that creating
‘morphing/shape-shifting artifacts and environments’1 that use memory-based materials (in a strategic and
responsible manner) will have a direct and measurable impact on: Improving the financial competitiveness
and stability of companies; and, in developing more desirable, enduring and ecologically sustainable PSS.
This research project is attempting to redefine and significantly expand (from the consumer and corporate
community’s’ point-of-view) when the life of an artifact is over, when its material life is no longer functional,
useful and desirable, and when the aesthetic and emotional appeal of a PSS is over.

To achieve this challenging balance - Of enhancing the sustainable desire of a single artifact, of
financially compensating for (potential) decreases in unit sales, and for increasing the long-term
profitability of a new PSS - A specific and highly influential business and consumer group, and
body of products are being targeted throughout this research project. They are: Market Maven2
consumers and businesses that buy and compete within the luxury/prestige furniture, home
accessory and interior market industries. These high-income, high-recognition and highlyinfluential trendsetting groups have been targeted because of their direct and historic influence on
mass market consumer goods – What they consume and produce eventually trickles down to and
gets produced by mass market industries. To test the validity and wide spread application of the
proposed methodology and research findings that come out of this project, Professor Antoniuk
and the research team are also designing and testing items that exist outside of the
aforementioned category, such as ‘lifestyle goods’ (backpacks, clothing, etc). Consumer,
designer and manufacturers’ responses are being analyzed in all stages of this project.

2.0 Approach
Since this projects start-up date (July 2005), Stage 1 goals have been focused on: First, testing a
small grouping of memory-based polymers for durability, usability and aesthetic appeal; second,
on designing and prototyping a line of ‘morphable/transformable’ products; and third, on testing
consumer and retailer responses to these items. The final stage of this research project (Jan
2007 – July 2008), Stage 2 goals are focused on: One, testing new materials and manufacturing
1
A product, environment, and/or a section of it, whose form, color, texture or aesthetic elements can be
manipulated to enhance functionality, usability and/or desire - First generation objects that have the potential
nd
rd
to be reformed into aesthetically new 2 , 3 , and so on, generation artifacts – The old becomes new.
2
“In network and social theory, a maven is someone who has a disproportionate influence on other
members of the network. The role of mavens in propagating knowledge and preferences has been
established in various domains, from politics to social trends.” (Wikipedia).
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processes (other memory-based materials, new rapid-prototyping technologies and advances in
energy accumulation systems); two, on refining the product-service distribution system (PSDS)
that we hope to test and promote; three, on designing, testing, and producing the most durable,
user-friendly, and aesthetically pleasing memory-based materials that the scale of this project will
allow; and four, on expanding the range of consumer items that could benefit from this project’s
efforts.
To quantify and direct the continued development the proposed theoretical models and of all
design concepts, quantitative and qualitative research is being conducted and disseminated at
every stage. The material properties of memory-based polymers, for example, are being
continuously tested in The Chemical Material Engineering department at the University of Alberta
for memory potential, fatigue rates, and for overall usability. Consumer, retailer and manufacturer
impressions of all design concepts are being measured through conducting interviews and
questionnaires at international trade and buying shows such as: The IDS (Interior Design Show,
Toronto, Canada – 2006/07), The ICFF (International Contemporary Furniture Fair, NYC - 2006),
and The Milan Furniture Fair (2007). The cumulative ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ research finding at the end
of Year 1 have displayed an extremely high level of consumer and corporate interest in the
emerging body of research; in the product concepts; in the ideas surrounding product
morphability; and, in the overall methodological approach to promoting sustainable consumption
– Initial criticisms and concerns have centered around the how user-friendly it will be to
‘rematerialize’ objects without any form of training or intervention. See Section 6.0 for additional
findings.

3.0 Scientific findings
Despite the volume of irrefutable scientific evidence about the negative effects that contemporary
products and consumption patterns continue to have on the environment, a very broad and
passive approach to implementing significant and immediate change persists (especially
throughout North America). Many blame governments, low ethical standards, weak laws and
insignificant fines as the primary cause of our current condition. Although true to a large extent, it
is critical that we do not confuse cause with effect – Specifically, we should ask: What cause has
created this effect? I propose that one of the root causes of the effects that we are continuing to
emerge is a very large and problematic disconnect between information, knowledge, passivity
and ethics (Section 4.0 expands on this in greater detail).
To begin with, lets consider the socio-cultural outcomes (the effects) of following actions: 12
percent of the world is living in North America and Western Europe; this accounts for 60 percent
of global private consumer spending, while the one-third of the world’s population living in South
Asia and sub-Saharan Africa accounts for only 3.2 percent of consumer spending [3]. This everincreasing consumption, and its inequality, is reflected in the greater use of raw materials; for
example, between 1960 and 1995 the rise in the use of wood products increased 2.3 fold while
synthetics, such as plastics rose 5.6 fold. Of that consumption of raw materials, the 5 percent of
the world’s population living in the United States alone using about 25 percent of the world’s fossil
fuel resources [4]. Although these findings highlight numerous effects of humans ability to
rationalize almost any decision, the president of the Worldwatch Institute make a clear and
eloquent case for reconsidering the humanitarian implications of unconstrained consumption (to
reconsider the rationale behind our decisions); he states, “the single minded pursuit of
consumption not only will undermine the quality of life of those in the consumer society, it will
diminish the ability of those outside the consumption class to meet their basic needs” [5]. Further
to this point, and to how the developed world (and those that are struggling to enter it) are
impacting the ecological commons, Halweil notes that if China’s accelerating vehicle ownership
continues at its current rate, analysts expect more than 150 million cars to be jamming China’s
streets by 2015; some 18 million more than were driven on US streets in 1999 [6].
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In The Ecology of Commerce, Paul Hawken outlines, with a mix of science and compelling
foresight, what The World Wildlife Fund International has been able to put numbers to (through
their Living Planet Index) – That there has been a 35 percent decline in the planet’s ecological
health since 1970 [7]. The Ecological Foot Print analysis, a tool devised by Wackernagel and
Rees for analyzing the earth’s carrying capacity, show that consumption levels had exceeded the
earth’s carrying capacity by the late 1970s or early 1980s [8]. Additional research presented by
Halweil, whose findings are the same as Ezio Manzini’s (using different analytical tools), suggests
that in order to accommodate the twin imperatives of environmental protection and social equity,
the rich nations may need to cut their use of materials by as much as 90 percent over the next
few decades [9].
It is clear that there is compelling evidence that the social and ecological commons are literally
and figuratively under attack (effects), but of greater importance is our capacity to fully
understand and effectively react to the ‘causes’ behind our decisions - the rationale behind them the impact that social-shapers and social capital has on promoting sustainable levels of
consumption. Professor Carmen Sirianni, Editor-in-Chief, and Dr. Lewis Friedland, Research
Director, of the Civic Practices Network, define social capital as those stocks of social trust,
norms and networks that people can draw upon to solve common problems. They explain that
networks of civic engagement are essential forms of social capital. The denser these networks
are, the more likely that members of a community will cooperate for mutual benefit. They say that
social capital tends to accumulate when it is used, and be depleted when it is not [10]. The
natural conclusion of contemporary society and the corporate community’s dense volume of
networks within it, their volume of members (and their membership in the community), and how
people use (accumulate) the social capital that they offer, it is apparent that they are deeply
woven into the social, moral and ethical fabric of our world – This is not to say that sharing social
trusts, norms, and common ways of solving problems is a negative attribute to have – But,
financial profits must be the result of a strategic design, production and supply system that is
based upon building social and ecological equity – Not the reverse. Consider this:
In the United States, corporations are considered to be a “legal person, or a moral person”.

4.0 The clash of science + information + knowledge + ‘living a good life’
What is it: “To live a good life?” – Despite the relative innocence of this question, and the
expectation that consumer responses should match up with their actions; they rarely do. The vast
majority of respondents surveyed will claim (largely irrelevant to their social or financial position),
that they seek somewhat simple goals and life aspirations, such as: Good health; good friends; a
high level of happiness and personal fulfillment in their careers and at home. However,
throughout the daily path and rituals that most people follow a highly materialistic and
consumption-driven lifestyle dominates their actions - Ultimately distracting people from perusing
their true aspirational objectives.
This reality exposes an important truth that is central to this research project - That there are
profound external motivators that are shifting the micro and macro-rituals of consumers away
from their long-term value and aspirational goals. It is not surprising that the source of this
variance is being caused, in large part, by the corporate community; or that consumption is on the
rise because the financial accessibility of higher levels of material wealth (for all people)
continues to widen – What is of great importance to this subject matter and the way people live,
act, think and consume is how these factors have spiked ideological and lifestyle modeling in the
mass market. As the volume and intensity of various forms of media has increased over the years
(especially digital-based), corporations have been able to strengthen the psychological links that
consumers have between consumption + lifestyle + aspiration. Aspirational modeling and
lowering product price points have allowed mass market consumers to access and replicate
segments of ‘higher status’ social classes (such as those of fashion trend setters, movie icons
and music rock stars). This new ability, for consumers to perceptually shift social and financial
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classes, has had the direct effect of creating a massive upward pressure on the World’s
ecological systems. The resulting social effects of these changes has been the gradual
replacement of our individual, more personal, and complex notions of what it is to live a good life,
with, as Pat Jordan outlines in the book, Pleasure with Products, contemporary societies
tendency to seek pleasure with and through artifacts! This complex reality is one of the root
causes of unsustainable levels of consumption.
Ezio Manzini and Francois Jegou have done a great deal of very important research over the past
decade on similar issues that relate to social modeling – They have focused on strategies they
call “enabling solutions” and “systemic discontinuity” as means of curbing unsustainable lifestyle
and consumption patterns. Their research efforts have seen a great deal of support in many
academic schools and in numerous communities throughout Europe, India and the Asia Pacific,
but there is a concern that the potential impact of these efforts may be inherently limited in reach
as they are highly focused on grass-root movements and of socially aware and highly motivated
people. Methodologically, this approach could be considered to be bottom-up (consumers change
consumers, and eventually, consumers change what companies produce); the approach that this
paper and my program of research is taking, is more horizontal in structure (companies target key
market maven groups, these companies alter what PSS they offered to these consumer groups,
these trend setting consumers, in turn, buy and begin to shape what the mass market adopts in
the future). This methodological approach, it is felt, can compliment a bottom-up approach and
enables us a unique opportunity to provide ‘real-world’ solutions for consumers and businesses
that buy and compete within the luxury/prestige, high-income, high-recognition and high-influence
product markets.
Within this program of research it is felt that we must develop a deep understanding of the ideas
that surround epistemology, flows of information, information gaps and how ethics are formed and
acted upon within our changing global economy; we recognize the necessity of designing PSS
that can serve a dual purpose of enhancing corporate profits while eliminating the build-up of
consumer passivity; equally, we comprehend the challenge of designing groupings of PSS that
are significantly more desirable than items that are currently being offered today.

4.1

Epistemology, flows of information and ethics – Why we consume

Epistemology is the study of the foundations of knowledge. It investigates decision-making
and the distinction between true (adequate) knowledge and false (inadequate) knowledge.
Practically, this study translates into issues of scientific methodology; or, for people
conducting research in the field of business, design and consumer behavior, how a better
theory or model could be developed that is better than older competing theories or models.
As such, it is reasonable to ask the following questions: Are all consumer groups defining
their own definitions of what it is to live a good life; or is the corporate community shaping
these ideas? Related to this: Are consumers making purchasing decisions for truly personal
reasons that are based on positive personal, social and ecological outcomes; or are these
decisions being deeply influenced by the corporate community? If so, are the corporate
social-shapers relaying all pertinent information about the effects of PSS on the health and
well-being of their customers, and on how it may adversely affect the social and ecological
commons?
If consumer knowledge is continually shaped by the corporate community, no matter what
level one level chooses to believe, it is obvious that an entity that has a financial and legal
obligation to put sales and profits ahead of the World’s social and ecological well-being, is
likely to create great disparities in people’s constructs of what it is to live a good life. As
Professor Carmen Sirianni suggests, then, corporations have significantly shaped our short
and long-term social trusts and norms in a direction that is natural to their make-up and ideals
– To be driven by an overt image; to be product and consumption driven; and to think shortterm!
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This sobering reality encourages another set of questions to be answered: First, do all
companies, their employees, and the public at large have the same knowledgebase about
what they buy or consume? Is the flow of information pertaining to these items and to their
impact on the social and ecological commons collected from current, accurate and accessible
sources? Will consumers and employees (that are a part of creating a PSS) seek out
information if it is not readily accessible (intellectually or physically)? If there is any disparity
between these information flows or between any of these people, what level is acceptable
and what is not when we make a decision? Is the decision-making process ethical if we are
aware that important information is missing (or is being withheld)?

4.2

The corporate-consumer information and communication gap

To understand this “long tail” graph on the following page, and how it applies to this program
of research, consider the real-life scenario of most farming communities in North America,
Europe and the Asia Pacific 50-100 years ago:
Families tended to live off the land; they bought and sold essentials and non-essentials locally; most of
these items were made or grown locally; and, the impact of these people and of their manufactured
goods was quite ‘light’ and was locally based. As such, the flow of information between these families,
businesses and the world that they affected and were effected by was very local. This situation, which is
rare in the developed world today, allowed consumers and businesses to make informed and positive
decisions about community, prosperity, health, well-being (in the short-term and long-term), and about
the social and ecological commons.

Figure 2 – Corporate-Consumer Information & Communication Gap

This story was not included to make the argument that quality-of-life was necessarily better
50-100 years ago, it is simply to bring attention to the importance of the locality, immediacy
and accuracy of information that was a part of the common in the past; it is also intended to
contrast contemporary culture and the overwhelming impact that inaccurately disseminating,
distilling and distributing information can have on the formulation of socio-cultural ‘truths’,
knowledge and one’s ability to make informed decisions. This point, and the research findings
outlined in Section 5.0, are consistent with The UN’s conclusion that the primary impact of the
consumption system is designed into every product and service before it is ever bought or
used. They note that “of the [lifecycle] impacts from products, 60% to 80% are determined at
the design stage” [11]. This responsibility, and opportunities that goes along with it, suggest
that the creators of our consumption systems (designers and the corporate community)
should be able to make the most significant gains in increasing profits and in promoting
sustainable consumption patterns if: The information and knowledge gap between
corporations and consumers is significantly decreased – To do this, corporations must
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become more open, democratic and ethical about the information that they share; they must
ensure the accuracy of the content they include; and the frequency of their communications
must increase. Shrinking this gap (in a ‘shareware’ type fashion) will enhance the corporate
communities image, force them to accept the publics’ knowledge, input and demands, help
them financially and competitively, and it will have a direct and lasting effect of replacing
consumptive living patterns with more socially and environmentally constructive actions.
Given this possibility, is it not possible for companies to more effectively and more overtly
promote the “good” part of living a good life with ethical, sustainable and social
sensitivity/awareness? Is it not possible for ‘attractive’, which has traditionally been
associated with pure aesthetics (and ultimately with acquisition and purchases) to be more
explicitly linked with the ethical and sustainable components of living a good life? At
minimum, linking ‘good’ (ethical) with ‘attractive’ (aesthetic) – This is critical to developing
mass sustainable consumption and lifestyle patterns.

4.3

“Long Tail” purchasing patterns + sustainable consumption

In Chris Anderson’s seminal book, The Long Tail, he outlines that, “…the future of commerce
and culture isn’t in hits, the high-volume head of a traditional demand curve, but in what used
to be regarded as misses – the endlessly long tail of that same curve” [12]. Although these
shifting patterns are a deeply interesting economic phenomenon, its relationship with this
program of research, is two fold: First, it provides a clear signal to businesses that “reveals
new truths about what consumers want and how they want to get it”. It displays opportunities
for new producers, new aggregators, new tastemakers, the power of peer production, and the
rise of massively parallel culture [13]. Second, the cumulative effect of these changes display
a significant loss of corporate social-shaping power and the potential to loose significant
market share – It is currently being dispersed to smaller and mid-sized groups and
companies that have new, more meaningful products, services and information to share.
Throughout The Long Tail, Anderson focuses a great deal of his writing on exposing the
hidden truths behind the international communities’ changing economic landscape; but the
research and new model that he puts forth presents a new and very exciting opportunity for to
the development of sustainable consumption. Inherent to the new shape of the economic
longtail graphic is the fact that people are now seeking and gaining access to alternative
information, products and services largely because of the internets high level of usability and
its ability to provide very specific information with tremendous immediacy. The question for
the future of business and for the development of sustainable consumption is: How do we
deal with a new international economic model that is forming thousands of micro-niche
markets? How will the corporate giants react as they continue to lose control over their
customer’s sources of information? Will their sales and marketing strategies have the same
degree of impact as in the past? Will sales diminish because of ‘shareware’ groups? “What
happens when everything in the world becomes available to everyone?” [14].
As our markets continue to shift towards the long-end of the longtail graph, it is clear that
consumers have the potential to access more current, accurate and accessible information
about their product and service systems. This opportunity is of great importance to re-shaping
consumer notions of what it is to live a good life – As long as passivity loops are not
developed.

4.4

Consumer passivity and feedback loops

Over the last twenty or so years many researchers investigating future trends and sustainable
consumption have highlighted the importance and necessity of shifting aggressively towards
service-based economies. The ecological promise of this system is the potential that
researchers, designers and companies could shift consumer interest away from ownership of
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material and energy intensive goods towards the use of artifacts and non-material services.
The positive ecological reach that this system offers, also has a positive economic upside as
well - Decreased product sales are replaced with increased service-based income. Interface
is a great case study.
Despite the economic and ecological promise that this system offers, a highly disabling trend
has emerged that has the potential to alter its positive and enduring impact; it is – If the
majority of PSS providers in the long-end of the longtail graph (the thousands of niche
markets) do not take responsibility for the entire lifecycle impact of their goods and services,
and for communicating its impacts the public, consumer passivity will grow and corporate
social and ecological responsibility will continue to shrink. Passivity in this context is the
emotional result of consumers feeling like they are ‘being served’ (consumers feel no
responsibility or connection when using a ‘trivial’
PSS). The consequence of increased consumer passivity is the continued reduction of the
ethical responsibility that one feels when purchasing, using and discarding a PSS. Passivity
feedback loops grow and popular conceptions and definitions of what it is to live a good life
get altered.
Fortunately, what is inherent to the emerging structure of longtail markets and to the new
demand curve is the tendency for people to seek out highly specific products, services and
supporting information. These new mass niche markets (including blogs) are becoming
diverse educational playgrounds for new information which are more democratic and fluid.

5.0 Ideas for implementing change – Morphing products
Given the following realities: That the world is past peak oil production (we have to change our
material waste flow streams); that the environment is in decline; that service-based systems have
the potential to decrease material waste and energy flows; that consumers must reconsider and
find new ways to live out, on a more regular daily basis, what it is to live a good (ethical and
aesthetic) life; that consumers need access to more current, accurate and accessible information;
and finally, that the World’s markets are shifting towards the long-end of the longtail demand
curve - This research project is testing the validity of offering a new product and service system to
a highly specific market – It is focalized on a special group of memory materials and artifacts; and
a strategy that would allow consumer and retailers to alter an artifacts form and/or aesthetic (to
morph/shape-shift it). Most importantly, consumers will be able to use a PSS that will massively
enhance and prolong a products desire – To create sustainable desire. These efforts, and initial
research findings suggest, that we will be able to significantly extend the material and product lifecycle of goods and services that use this system.
To aid in promoting the sustainable desire that these products have, and to significantly improve
the service and supply component of these artifacts (which are being tested on furniture, home
accessories and some ‘lifestyle’ items), a supply and service component is being integrated into
the design of all products; this, theoretically speaking (for now) will allow consumers and retailers
to become a part of the design and manufacturing chain. This strategy, which was born from the
idea of making ‘the old’ literally and figuratively ‘new’ again, allows the material of an object to be
‘rematerialized’ over and over again into, what is perceived as a new artifact – This deals with the
socio-psychological reasons for product replacement. Effectively, first generation objects get
reshaped, remolded, repatterned … what ever the owner likes … into new 2nd, 3rd, and so on,
generation artifacts.
This methodological approach, to dealing with the emotional attachment that people have with
objects, compliments the findings of several studies that conclude: For most products, the prime
reasons for their replacement were new product offerings and motivational forces that we of a
non-technical nature such as changes in models through innovations, styling, fashion, and
lifestyle changes [15]. Box’s study found this to be especially true for furniture where the socio-
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psychological reasons for product replacement, such as ‘we got bored with it’ and ‘it did not fit the
interior anymore’, far outweighed other reasons for replacement, such as functional or technical
reasons [16].
In several studies researchers such as Box and Cooper found that most of the products surveyed
were still functional and in good condition when replaced, thereby demonstrating the importance
of extending product lifespan [17]. As Tim Cooper of the Centre for Sustainable Consumption
points out, “if sustainable consumption requires products to last longer, owners may need to
develop greater attachment to their possessions and no longer aspire to update them as soon as
new models appear on the market” [18]. We have done both.
The condensed scenario that is presented below proposes a scenario of how materials, artifacts
and services could, and perhaps should, be able to change form or intended context of use to
significantly extend the material and product life-cycles of goods and services (thus reducing ecoimpact). At the manufacturing, supply, consumption and disposal level, this scenario suggests
that certain retailers should become more deeply involved in the manufacturing, supply, regeneration and communication life-cycles of products and services (partially to bring back an
economically sustainable manufacturing base to local areas). Traditional retail ‘distribution’ stores
could become slowly replaced with Object Re-generation Service Centers, performance up-grade
and material reclamation centers that educate the public and the corporate world … allowing
them to see a larger part of their company, their products, and their eco-footprint.

5.1

Customization + Personalization + Morphing – A scenario

Figure 3 – Morph Lamps (Hanging + Accent)

The images shown above feature two different lamps that were made for the same customer
out of the same piece of semi-transparent plastic called Memory Plastic. The item on the right
is an accent table lamp that was purchased by a customer, named Gene, for his apartment.
After one year of owning this lamp (designed by ANT I.D. Inc.) he moved in with his girlfriend
into her new loft. Amanda, deeply in love with Gene and the style of his new lamp strongly
suggested they use her current lamp for their new bedroom and take a quick trip down to the
new “Re-generation Service Center to get his small lamp re-materialized into a much larger
hanging lamp (shown on the left). This new lamp would be placed above, and would fit
perfectly with, their newly re-materialized dining table.
The results of this new service, and of the amazing new material that is now being used on a
large commercial scale, enabled this fashion conscious couple to transform the outward
appearance and function of their lamp to better suit their changing needs, wants and desires.
Economically, the only reason that they were able to afford the trendy new version of this
lamp was that 50% of the cost had already paid when purchasing the smaller lamp a year
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earlier. It allowed them to quickly and economically adapt to their new life together, keep up
with trends (which is very important to them), and from a sustainable perspective,
dramatically reduce the amount of material, energy, and overall waste flow that they are
responsible for generating. In addition to these far reaching benefits, a higher more
consistent level of profits and return-on-investment has been made available to local retail
and manufacturing industries through incorporating them into a new kind of production and
supply system. At these eco-efficient service centers (that are set up in every city that these
objects are distributed in) a new generation of consumers is able to ‘upgrade’ their current
products with the latest performance parts, retrofit them with the most current energy saving
technologies, and endlessly re-materialize them into the latest designer versions.

6.0 Initial research findings + conclusions
Dissemination of the “Morphing Products Survey”, given out at the 2006 ICFF (NYC) and to a
sampling of psychology students at the University of Alberta, concluded:
- The highest positive response was given to the following statement: “Rather than throwing a
product away, I would return it to the retailer if I knew it could be recycled/reused/re-generated”.
- Second highest positive response was: “I feel that the morphing properties of this product add
to its value”.
- The highest negative response was: “I would prefer this product if it was NOT made out of
morphing materials”.
- Eco-friendliness is NOT highly related to people’s overall evaluation of the products (“Like –
Dislike”).
- Consumer evaluations of “Like – Dislike” were made primarily on: appearance, aesthetics and
quality of finish versus eco-friendliness and morphability.
- Although un-related to eco-friendliness, morphability of the products clearly added to the appeal
and value of the products.
- Consumers do not appear to be concerned with the materials of the products being of a lower
quality.
- Physical size of the product appears to play a role in the appeal of morphability - Consumers
endorse the idea of recycling products.
- The consumer group that appears to be most fascinated by these products are Market Mavens
and “yuppies” (fashion conscious, recreational shoppers, perfectionist)
- A high arousal component from these groups suggests that these products may best be
targeted people who are high in sensation and variety seeking (Market Mavens).
In summary, first year findings have confirmed a high (overall) level of consumer and retailer
interest in the product and service systems that have been designed and put on display (25 items
in total). Market mavens and consumers that are highly fashion conscious and “design-aware”
appear to be the most likely groups to purchase morphing products (this motivation appears to
have a strong correlation with income levels). In contrast to the highly fashion conscious groups’
overall interest and motivation to purchase these product, they lacked a notable degree of interest
in personally morphing or customizing these products – They would preferred to use a highquality, low-risk service (retailer or manufacturer) for a fee. Market Mavens and mass market
consumers, on the other hand, expressed a much higher level of interest in the physical and
creative process of morphing artifacts.
Perhaps the most important and unexpected research finding in Year 1 (that will be thoroughly
investigated throughout Year 2) is the absolute necessity of creating initial aesthetic appeal.
Although this sounds highly intuitive, it was surprising that many groups, such as Market Mavens,
could not see past the initial object to envision an alternative aesthetic or design. As noted at the
end of Section 4.2, linking ‘attractive’ (aesthetic) with ‘good’ (ethical) truly appears to be the
central objective of this program of research – And, the effort to promoting and developing mass
sustainable consumption and lifestyle patterns.
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Marie Arcidiacono
Women and Antiquity
Throughout history women have been regarded as the “lesser-and weaker-sex,”
even in today’s society where “equality” among the sexes is what is constantly being
preached. I’ve never considered myself a “feminist”, it’s not like I’m out there burning
my bras or anything, but I do feel that women have been treated unfairly throughout the
course of history and nothing has opened my eyes to this more then my studies in the
Ancient World Cluster at California State University East Bay. Our cluster consisted of
courses in ancient world civilizations, theater and literature, in which we studied the roles
of women in various civilizations. I have had the opportunity to learn about the
development of sexual inequality and seen how different civilizations have treated
women. If we ever want to level the playing field in terms of gender we have to
understand what helped set up the gender barriers.
Before the Agricultural Revolution, back when we were part of a “hunter-gather”
society, men and women were on a somewhat level playing field. The men went out and
hunted for food while the women stuck closer to home gathering berries and such. From
an anthological view point, both jobs were of equal importance and thus men and women
were viewed as “equals.” However, this did not last long, with the Neolithic Period and
the Agricultural Revolution approaching the status of women was about to change, and
not for the better. This change can be traced back to Ancient Mesopotamia where an
agricultural society began to develop. With the development of agriculture men did not
have to rely so heavily on hunting for food and were thus able to get “real” jobs. With the
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men out working the fields’ women were now left at home to take care of the children,
and this is where we begin to see the separation of the sexes start to take place.
While the birth of agriculture was monumental in the development and success of
civilizations it was in fact a double-edged sword. It made our societies stronger but at
what cost? The cost was that of imprisoning women in the home. And the sad thing,
historically speaking, is that it was only until recently that women were “allowed” to
work outside the home.
One of the concepts we focused on in the Ancient World Cluster this year was
that of gender segregation. In learning about the lives of women in ancient Greece and
Rome we analyzed the text, “A Husband’s Defense,” a story depicting the gender roles of
Classical Athens.
The lives of women in ancient Greece and Rome were not as pretty as we are lead
to believe when we study the Greek and Roman goddesses. In reality, the men of ancient
Greece and Rome held a vast majority of power in society as well as in their relationships
with women. Women in ancient Greece and Rome knew that they were supposed to act a
certain way. Women were supposed to be passive, submissive, and obedient, and above
all else powerless. However, the silver lining to this was that the women of ancient
Greece and Rome knew that while they were the “lesser” sex, they did have some power,
most of which was directly linked to their beauty and ability to deceive, giving them
some sense of power in terms of gender equality. Many of the goddesses and mortal
women used their sex appeal to get men to do what they wanted them to do. A perfect
example of this is when the goddess Hera uses her beauty to convince Sleep to knock out
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Zeus to get what she wanted in “The Iliad.” Aphrodite, the goddess of beauty, uses her
sex appeal to get mortal men to do what she pleases as well.
So is using sex appeal to get what women want something that only occurred in
the ancient world? Of course not! Women in today’s society still use their sex appeal to
get men to do what they want and beauty is still highly regarded; thus, the tradition of
deception which laid its foundation in the ancient world continues today. Just flip on the
television and you’re bound to see beautiful women using their beauty to their best of
their ability. Cosmopolitan magazine is the epitome of women using sex appeal, much in
the way of Aphrodite. I bet that if they had it back in the ancient world the goddesses
would have subscribed to it and Aphrodite would have been the ‘cover girl.’
The concept of beauty was very specific in the ancient world. Those women that were
considered beautiful usually had long flowing hair, extremely light skin and very distinct
and striking features. For example Athena was always referred to in terms of her eyes and
Dawn by her rosy fingers. That is one thing I think our society today has improved on. In
today’s society the concept of beauty can vary from person to person and culture to
culture. Women of all ethnic backgrounds and body types can be considered beautiful,
each in their own way and I think that that is a very profound and a much needed change.
The roles of women in the ancient world were also largely determined by one’s
socioeconomic class. While it is true that much of the gender barriers created were
created by men, there were those that were created by women. Women of a low
socioeconomic class had significantly less power then those women of a high
socioeconomic class, which is to be expected as it is the same in today’s society. Women
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who were considered beautiful were usually the ones that had the money and means to
achieve this beauty. They could buy the best clothes and makeup so they looked the best.
This still holds true today. Beauty takes time and money, something most women of a
low socioeconomic class do not have.
Women in the ancient world were also viewed as deceivers and they still are. The
many books we read in the Ancient World Cluster reinforce this fact. Whether it was
“The Iliad”, “Lysistrata” or “A Husband’s Defense” the men were constantly
complaining about how the women are deceivers and liars, which is a literary tradition
that goes back to Homer. It actually makes me very angry because it makes them
hypocrites. Many of the catastrophes in the ancient world, such as war, specifically the
Trojan War, were blamed on the women, in which women are being portrayed as
symbols of desire. Helen is constantly referred to as “the face that launched a thousand
ships” and “the reason” for the Trojan War. My problem with this is that Helen is being
blamed for her beauty, something a woman should never be ashamed of, and being held
responsible for the men’s lack of self control. Is it her fault she is so beautiful that men
can’t control themselves? And isn’t this concept of beauty one that is derived from a
patriarchal society? Women are always being blamed for men’s lack of self control, as
was the case in “The Odyssey.” Odysseus, the poor guy, was held captive on an island
with Circe for seven years and when he went home to Penelope, his faithful wife, he
blamed the sex goddesses’ beauty for keeping him there so long. He never once thought
to take some of the responsibility, I mean Heaven forbid he issue some type of self
control and refuse.
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Women in antiquity were supposed to be completely devoted to their husbands
and Penelope is a prime example of this. Despite the fact that Odysseus has been
unfaithful to her, and she remained faithful to him, she took him back in a heartbeat. Men
in the ancient world were allowed to have sex outside of their marriage and in some
civilizations polygamy was accepted, as it is still accepted in some cultures. But God
forbid a woman attempt to have sex outsider her marriage. If a woman decided she
wanted to engage in adultery she was practically shunned and could ultimately face
death.
This double standard in regard to men and women was also apparent in politics as
well. Men, specifically upper-class men, were the only ones allowed to hold powerful
positions. It was practically unheard of to have a woman hold a position of authority.
Thank goodness that has changed. There are many powerful CEO’s who are, gasp,
women, and it is even rumored that Hilary Clinton could be the first female president of
the United States. It was a major breakthrough when women were allowed to vote with
the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment and when the women’s liberation movement
started. Women in today’s society experience power that many women in antiquity could
only dream of, unless of course their name was Athena. Athena was the goddess who
pushed the gender barriers in the ancient world; she was the rebel so to speak.
Athena was representative of women in the ancient world who were outside the
norm. Athena was portrayed as strong and powerful, two characteristics that were not
associated with women in antiquity. One of the things I found most interesting was that
Athena, the most powerful woman in antiquity-in my opinion-was also a virgin. So does
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that mean that being a virgin gives a woman power? Is virginity the property of women,
or is it the property of men? The answer depends on who you ask. After learning that at
the start of the Olympic Games, only women who were virgins could participate I would
have to deduce that being virgin did give a woman power, but in today’s society I’m not
so sure. Being a virgin in today’s society is not as big of a deal as it used to be in the
ancient world, and we see this in the shirts they sell that say, “Virgin: But this is an old
shirt.” Even though being a virgin is not held in such high esteem, I do know from studies
in the Ancient World Cluster that holding out-in terms of sex-does give the woman the
upper hand in a relationship.
The use of women abstaining from sex to get power is exemplified in the play,
“Lysistrata.” For those of you that have not had the pleasure of reading “Lysistrata” let
me give you a quick summary: “Lysistrata” is a play about women who are upset with the
war that is going on and decide that the only way to stop the war is to stop having sex
with their husbands when they come home. Lysistrata was yet another powerful woman
in antiquity. She was a leader in the truest sense of the term. The fact that she decided to
use her sexuality to gain power was a very bold move, which worked! Do women still
“pull a Lysistrata” in today’s society? You bet they do, their just a little more coy about
it, and usually don’t operate it on such a high level.
While I am discussing the roles of women in Ancient Greece, particularly Athena,
I feel compelled to discuss the women of Sparta. The women of Sparta were made from a
different mold then the rest of the women of antiquity. Sparta was a “military
providence” where the men were sent off at the age of seven to be trained for battle. The
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women of Sparta were forced to step up and take on duties that were primarily deemed as
“men’s tasks.” The women of Sparta were encouraged to work out and become strong,
they were what you could say the grandmothers of women’s lib. The women of Sparta
were the mortal versions of Athena in that they had their power without the help of men.
The roles of women were very distinct in Ancient Greece, as well as in Ancient
India. The roles of women in Ancient India can best be seen via “The Ramayana.” It can
in fact be argued that “The Ramayana” is a guide to the ideal social relationship between
men and women, which can be seen via Rama and Sita. The role of women was one that
revolved around honoring the men and worshiping their husbands; sounds like the 1950s
to me, where women were supposed to be housewives and wait on their husbands. The
women of Ancient India believed that their sole existence depended on their husbands
and were very dependent on them. However, there were those men that realized the
importance of treating their wives correctly.
Much of what we base “feminine ideals and standards” on is based on the lives of
women in antiquity. Everything we have learned comes from what has worked in the
past, and for women it has not always been favorable. It is a well known fact that the past
forms the future, and the roles of women in the past have formed the roles women play
today. Women are still passive and viewed more for their beauty then their brains, just as
they were in the ancient world. That is why it so important for us to study our history, so
we can learn from it and figure out how to change what we don’t like. If we want to
change the roles of women in today’s society it is important for us to learn about the roles
of women in the past and figure out how to improve them.
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When we were learning about the roles of women in antiquity in class it made me
think about how women in today’s society are different yet still the same as women in
antiquity. Have we really come all that far? Are women more powerful now then in
antiquity? And if so is that increase significant? We like to think that we have made many
significant changes in the roles of women, with the women’s liberation movement and so
on and so forth, when in reality we have not. Women are still viewed as the “lesser-sex,”
whose main responsibility is to take care of the children and the home. Women are still
supposed to act “feminine, i.e. smile, and bow down to men, and wear pink and be quiet
and passive, just as they were in antiquity.
However, things are different due in part to globalization, which I think is a good
thing. Women are no longer forced to stay at home; they hold high power jobs and are
allowed to voice their opinions. Women can work out and become strong. They can join
the military-something that was practically unheard of in antiquity.
One thing I had a very hard time accepting was directly linked to how the men of
the ancient world viewed women. When we were reading “The Iliad” it became apparent
that the men viewed women as prizes. I can not even count the numerous times I read
about how the men had sacked a city and then took the women as prizes, or simply used
women as bargaining tools. It made me disgusted, but what made it worse was that there
were women in antiquity that accepted it.
If it wasn’t bad enough that the men went around calling women “whores” it was
even worse when the women said it about themselves or each other. I just cannot
understand how a woman, such as Helen could call herself a “whore” and be okay with
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that. However we have to remember that while Helen is calling herself a “whore” that it
is a man who is writing the dialogue. What I do know, is that women feel a need to put
each other down, both in antiquity and in today’s society. In fact, I know more women
then men that label other women as “whores.” Is it right or acceptable? No, but it still
happens.
Studying the roles of women in antiquity has helped me understand why things
are the way they are in today’s society. I think that it is important to learn about the roles
of women because it is the only way we will be able to change them. There were many
powerful women in antiquity just as there are many powerful women in today’s society.
Is Condoleezza Rice the modern day Athena? An extremely powerful woman in a
dominantly male field? Is Paris Hilton the modern day Aphrodite? Is Angelina Jolie the
modern day Helen? If you look hard enough you can find that many of the women we
idolize today are in fact reminiscent of powerful women in antiquity. They say that
history molds the future and I know for a fact that that is true. The roles of women in
today’s society have been greatly influenced by the roles of women in antiquity.
In closing I would like to thank my professors in the Ancient World Cluster:
Professor Thompson, Professor Cate and Professor Haluza, for inspiring me and making
me passionate about leaning about the ancient world.
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Abstract
“Gender Roles within Argentina’s “Dirty War”: Mothers and Other “Bad” Women”
Influenced by Diana Taylor’s book, Disappearing Acts: Spectacles of Gender and
Nationalism in Argentina’s “Dirty War”, this article explores the roles that women
played before and during Argentina’s “Dirty War”. I focus on aspects of female
resistance, especially that of the nuevo cancionero artist Mercedes Sosa and the Madres
de la Plaza de Mayo. With the rise of feminism in the 1960s and the increasing entrance
of women outside of traditional roles of motherhood, women such as Mercedes Sosa
were participating in political discourse through artistic expression. A decade later, these
women were silenced in Argentina, either through censorship, exile or death. How did
the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo survive in Argentina through the military coup? How
did they use their agency to publicize the disappearances? How were the Madres
different and/or similar from other female individuals or groups speaking out against the
military coup? In an effort to answer these questions, I explore the various forms of
female resistance and the coups’ reactions to this resistance.
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Abstract for Proceedings
A descendant of a renowned converso family from Toledo, Rodrigo Cota,1 also
known as Ruy Sánchez Cota, was born between 1430 and 1440 and died sometime after
1505. His life spanned the reigns of two Castilian monarchs, Juan II (1406-54) and
Enrique IV (1454-74). According to some critics, Cota was a man of substantial means

1

Cota was related to the famous Arias Dávila family whose patron, Diego Arias Dávila, served as treasurer
to King Enrique IV. According to David Gitlitz, “one of the most detailed portraits to emerge from the
period immediately prior to the Expulsion is that of Diego Arias Dávila, Chancellor of the Exchequer of
Enrique IV” (Secrecy and Deceit 575). Gitlitz claims that although the Arias Dávilas were well-known
conversos, they were also crypto-Jews who practiced Judaism. Gitlitz states the following as proof of his
assertion:
According to the scores of witnesses who testified about the family from 1486-90, Arias and his
wife, Elvira González, kept the Sabbath, observed the major festivals, set a kosher table, supported
the synagogue, knew a good deal of Hebrew, kept Jewish ritual objects in their home, worked on
Sunday, avoided going to church, and observed nearly every crypto-Jewish custom. (576)
Gitlitz also explains that Diego Arias reflects “the worm of regret that gnawed many conversos from
within” (577).
Arias and his friends had been forcibly expelled from a world of convivencia, of familiar
cultural practices, of trust and comparative physical security. Rejecting the easy path to
assimilation, nostalgic conversos like Arias, unable or unwilling to break cleanly with their Jewish
past, looked over their shoulders at their youth vanishing in violence behind them. (577-8)
Thus, Arias was bitter about his converso status and blamed St. Vincent Ferrer for his family’s misfortune
(576). Consequently, he sought out any occasion to share religious and social experiences with his Jewish
friends (576). However, Cota’s relationship with these relatives was not an amicable one as we shall see in
reviewing his literature.
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as he was employed by the government as a clerk and tax collector – features common
with other conversos of Jewish origin.
While Cota did not have the advantage of a formal, professional education as no
documents refer to him as “bachiller, licenciado, or doctor” (Gregory Kaplan Dissertation
29), Cota was nevertheless influenced by his Jewish past and probably had much more of
a Jewish education than a Christian one (31). As Gregory Kaplan states, Cota “was
poorly schooled in Christianity” (31) as his “education may well have emphasized some
traditional Jewish doctrines which made him part of a Hispano-converso community”
(29).
While it is likely that Cota was a third generation converso, Old Christian society
still considered him a recent convert to Christianity; and, consequently, he was never
fully integrated into the mainstream of Christian Spain. As Kaplan puts it, “while he
wanted to be part of the Christian community, it is most likely that the events of his life
forced him to gradually develop a fundamental problem with Christianity” (33).
According to Kaplan, Cota’s life was typical of a converso trying to integrate into
Christian society. As I quote:
Cota’s life during the turbulent years of the second half of the fifteenth century
exemplified that of the converso who attempted to assimilate yet found his
attempts thwarted by an increasingly hostile Old Christian society. While he was
still very young, Cota was a personal witness to the rapidly deteriorating social
situation when his family home was set on fire by the Old Christian masses during
the anti-converso riot of 1449 in Toledo. This riot had begun when the Old
Christians attacked the poet’s father, Alonso, who had been ordered by Don
Álvaro de Luna to collect a royal tax from the citizens of Toledo. Although the
tax of one million maravedís had been levied against both Old and New
Christians, it was the attempt by Alonso to extract payment from the more
impoverished sectors of the community that incited the Old Christians, under
the leadership of Pero Sarmiento, to act against Don Álvaro de Luna (and King
Juan II) by taking control of the city in order to protest against the collection of
the tax. (Diálogo entre el Amor y un viejo)

2
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Cota became a victim of anti-converso discrimination and was one of many
conversos to be unjustly persecuted by the Holy Office and eventually condemned by the
Spanish Inquisition (Kaplan The Intersection 1). In addition, Cota’s first cousin, Dr.
Alonso Cota, was burned at the stake in 1486 for being suspected of Judaizing (Kaplan
“A Converso Lament” 10). As further proof of Rodrigo Cota’s condemnation by the
State, two of his sons omitted their surname when referring to their father. “The
omission of the Cota surname from an official document is almost assuredly an indication
that the poet’s sons were attempting to hide their relationship with a condemned man”
(11).
Stephen Gilman has identified what he calls an “aggressive resentment” in Cota
(The Spain of Fernando de Rojas: The Intellectual and Social Landscape of La Celestina
139) which came to manifest itself as “one of the most distinctive features of his poetry”
(Kaplan The Intersection 33). Kaplan links Cota’s converso status to his literary
production and emphasizes the “significance of the converso attitude” (5) in his poetry.
Kaplan defines the relationship between Cota the converso and Cota the author of literary
works as one of “converso poetics” – “a concept designed to explain how the cultural and
historical circumstances of the fifteenth century manifest themselves in the literary works
produced by Cota” (6). For Kaplan, “the essence of converso literature is found in the
ability of converso writers to convey the particular hostile environment of their times”
(11).
Because texts can be considered as products of their times (4), Cota’s poetry can
be viewed as a product of his social condition as a converso (67). Kaplan’s theory of
“converso poetics” will enable us to view Cota’s poetry as a “vehicle for expressing a

3
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particular converso anguish” (5) whereby a sense of social alienation is detected in his
discourse. In the following pages, this paper attempts to highlight those lingustic aspects
of Cota’s discourse which contribute to Kaplan’s theory of “converso poetics.”
Literary works often attributed to Cota include the first act of Fernando de Rojas’
La Celestina2 as well as the social-political satires “Las Coplas de Mingo Revulgo,” “Las
Coplas del provincial,” and “Las Coplas de ay panadera.” However, his authorship of
these works remains speculative. Two poetic works which can be attributed to Cota are
the “Epitalamio burlesco” and the “Diálogo entre el Amor y un Viejo.”3 Cota wrote no
prose. Due to time limitations here, this paper will focus only on the “Diálogo entre el
Amor y un Viejo.”
Cota is known for his “Diálogo entre el Amor y un Viejo,” as it is the work which
made him famous. Written between 1470 and 1480, the poem was published
anonymously the first time in 1511 in the Cancionero General of Hernando del Castillo.
According to Kaplan, the “Diálogo” was written as a result of Cota’s “frustrating and
tragic social position as a converso” (The Intersection 70) and had as its goal “to expose
and attack the Old Christian society because of its cruel treatment of the conversos”
(70).4
With historical events and their social repercussions compelling Cota to express
himself through literature, Cota turns to allegory as a means through which he vents his
anger and frustration with the status quo. Indeed, Cota’s “Diálogo” can be read as a two2

Nevertheless, many critics firmly believe that Rojas is the sole author of the work.
Cota also wrote two minor poems – the “Esparsa” and the “Respuesta a Gomez Manrique.”
4
For Kaplan, the “Diálogo belongs to a type of fifteenth century protest poetry frequently composed by
conversos. “Cota wrote his “Diálogo” at the end of a century in which converso poets commonly used
poetry as a vehicle to express their outrage at the unjust policies emanating from those in power” (69).
Other converso poets such as Antón de Montoro and Juan Alfonso de Baena also composed work of social
protest.
3

4
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fold allegory: one reflecting the converso situation in general and the other representing
Cota’s own personal experience.
A reading of the “Diálogo” will serve to identify the elements of Cota’s allegory
that convey the poet’s protest against the social circumstances in which he and many of
his fellow conversos were forced to live and his reaction to his personal contact with the
Inquisition near the end of the fifteenth century (Kaplan, “A Converso Lament” 7).
Kaplan identifies Cota’s allegory as a “converso lament” because
A certain pessimism {is} aggravated by a heightened social and political
awareness that reflects the harsh treatment of the conversos by the Old Christians.
It is a literary work that is constantly attempting to express the author’s frustration
at being unable to understand his social position as a New Christian and his
protest directed at those who have forced him to go through life as an outcast.
Out of necessity this work may be composed allegorically so that the author might
avoid persecution for being identified in any way as someone who is not a pure
Christian. (12)5
Read superficially, the “Diálogo” can be considered as a warning against foolish
love. The ideas of Love and Old Age are represented by the allegorical characters Amor
and Viejo who engage in discourse debating the pros and cons of love. At the end of the
debate, Viejo realizes that he is unable to recapture the burning passions of his youth.
However, if we dig deeper into the text, we will see that the “Diálogo” alludes to
the situation of the conversos during the latter part of the fifteenth century and reflects the
deception and frustration felt by Cota during his own lifetime (“A Converso Lament” 12).
The Viejo can be viewed as a typical converso, who, after conversion, enjoyed brief
5

It is significant to keep in mind that, as Kaplan points out, Cota’s “converso lament” was written in part as
a reaction to King Ferdinand’s decree to the conversos in which he asked for the conversos’ assimilation
into society (18). He goes on to explain that only a few years after the King’s address, Cota was listed as a
condemned man by the Inquisition (19). “His condemnation, along with the execution of Cota’s cousin
(who was burned at the stake) by the Inquisition, were probably the decisive events” (19) which caused him
to compose his allegory. According to Kaplan, Cota intentionally manipulates the language and the plot of
the “Diálogo” so that his converso message might be hidden from easy detection by the Inquisitorial
authorities or others who might have accused him of Judaizing. Consequently, through allegory, we see
Cota creating a façade behind which he hopes to hide the true meaning of his work (The Intersection 76-7).

5
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prosperity but then saw a fall of fortune after the Old Christians, represented by Amor,
rejected the New Christians by permanently establishing them as second class citizens
destined for persecution by the Inquisition.
The poem can be summarized as follows: As the poem opens, we find Viejo
alone in his worn-down garden until Amor enters and tries to persuade him that he is still
capable of enjoying youthful passion. While the Viejo is scornful and not very optimistic
about this possibility, Amor is able to persuade and convince him to embrace “love.”
After this encounter, Amor reveals that all is a fraud and that the Viejo is not capable of
recuperating lost love. Amor then proceeds to ridicule and mock el Viejo for hoping and
believing that he could reclaim past love. The Viejo is left alone to contemplate his sad
fate (Kaplan The Intersection 67).6 El Viejo states,
Quanto más qu’este vergel
no produce locas flores,
ni los frutos y dulcores
que solíes hallar en él.
Sus verduras y hollajes
y delicados frutales
hechos son todos salvajes
convertidos en linajes7
de natios de eriales.
(10-18:205)
Tú traydor eres Amor,
de los tuyos enemigo.
Y los que biven contigo
son ministros de dolor.
Sábete que sé que son.
(46-50:206)
6

Citations from the text of the “Diálogo” come from Kaplan’s dissertation which are based on Elisa
Aragone’s edition, pages 67-106.
7
In his article, “Toward the Establishment of a Christian Identity: The Conversos and Early Castilian
Humanism,” Kaplan explains that for Cota, virtue is above lineage with honor, nobility, and virtue being
qualities which are earned through one’s deeds (62). This notion of the ability to acquire virtue through
one’s actions rather than through birth attracted converso support and had a special meaning for conversos
since their lineage was the “tinder for the attacks against them” (64). The emphasis on and high frequency
of usage of this word (linaje or lineage) is seen in many converso works.

6
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We can interpret these passages to mean that the Viejo’s once prosperous life (i.e.
the conversos’) (represented by the symbolic garden) has been reduced to a fearful
existence (“A Converso Lament” 13). Because the verse, “natios de eriales” refers to
barren uncultivated land, this image of the dismal state of the conversos is reinforced
(13). The verse “convertidos en linajes” along with “natios de eriales” conveys the
message that “conversion has failed to improve the social condition of the New
Christian” (13). Thus, in these stanzas, we have the portrait of the converso who is “well
aware that his conversion has done nothing to help him improve his position in Old
Christian society” (13).
Having already criticized the Viejo for his inferior lineage for having been born
inot the converso caste8 which results in Viejo’s lament (above), we see Amor ridiculing
him for his lack of honor and inability to attain it.
Quiero darte gran honor.
(113:207)
Donde mora este maldito
no jamás hay alegría,
ni honor, no cortesía,
ni ningún buen apetito.
(217-220:210)
The word “honor” has special meaning in a converso text. In the verse, “quiero
darte gran honor,” we have an Old Christian (Amor) mocking the New Christian (Viejo)
by suggesting that the converso can have honor when this is really not the case. José
Faur elaborates: “To the Old Christian, honor is exclusively determined by public opinion
– not by individual merits” (35). Therefore,
8

The reader is referred to Shem Tob de Carrión’s Proverbios morales in which the Jew is alluded to as a
“rose among thorns,” i.e. a rose is no less a rose for having come from thorns just as a Jew is not worth less
for having been born a Jew.

7
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The converso who has been ostracized by the Old Christian is held in low public
esteem and is thus incapable of having honor. This false hope of attaining honor,
instilled in the Viejo by Amor, foreshadows the Viejo’s ultimate dejection and is
an obvious poke at the vulnerability of the converso (14).
Thus, the mere presence of the converso precludes any possibility of his ever
having honor. These verse serve to demonstrate the absolute futility of the conversos’
situation; and as a result of his Jewish lineage, the converso could only hope to live in
“deshonra” according to the standards set by Old Christians (14).9
In verses 178-80, we have direct discourse from the Viejo which may represent
the essence of the converso voice as the Viejo responds to Amor’s abuse and insults.
tú no sueles embayr.
tú no sabes enxerir
como egibcio nuestra vista.
(178-80:209)
According to Kaplan, the word “egibcio” was employed by Cota to compare the
situation of the conversos with the fate of the Jews of Biblical times.10 By recalling the
Biblical suffering of the Jews in Egypt, the Viejo projects the “bitterness felt by the
converso, who explicitly tells the reader that now it is he and his fellow caste members

9

Kaplan cites Kamen in explaining that

During Cota’s time, the converso could not be deserving of honor or enter the ranks of nobility because of
his lineage. Even though some converso families did marry into the nobility in the sixteenth century, the
stigma attached to the lineage of the New Christian did not disappear. There continued to exist a
widespread belief that any co-mingling of “pure” Christian blood with “impure” converso blood would lead
to the demise of the country (119).
10
This term alludes to the suffering of the Jews while in Egypt, an event which is chronicled in the Old
Testament in the Books of Genesis and Exodus. The allegory presented here is that Amor (the Old
Christian) is treating the conversos in the same manner as the Egyptians treated the Jews (The Intersection
83). Kaplan exlains that
As a converso living in close proximity to the Spanish Jews, Cota would have been aware that the
commemoration of the harsh years of slavery in Egypt has long been an integral part of Judaic
tradition and that the image of the Egyptian as persecutors of the Jewish people is a symbol
closely tied to the festival of Passover which occurs each Spring in order to recall the difficult
times in Egypt and the release from bondage (83),

8
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(“nuestra vista”) who must endure” being persecuted in a land in which they had
previously enjoyed better times (The Intersection 83).
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RADIO LISTENING HABITS OF UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
A CASE OF ANADOLU UNIVERSITY STUDENTS- 2

Abstract:
Radio, which is one of the mass communication means, is very important for both individuals and society. The
diversity in the formats of the radio stations is mostly determined and made more popular depending on the
needs of their listeners. In other words, each radio station creates a target audience, special to that certain radio
station, through the formats that they prefer.
The life styles of the listeners, their attitudes, their habits and their preferences for music type are the most
important factors which determine the target audiences of radio stations. The target audiences of a certain radio
station are determined by the devoted listeners of that radio station. What makes a radio listener different from a
TV viewer is that listening to radio is not being dependent to a program but time. As a result of this, radio
stations should struggle with the competing radio stations to keep their audiences listening to themselves
continuously. When we look from this point of view, it is very important for radio stations to determine the radio
listening periods and habits of their audiences. Arranging the radio broadcast in a way to meet the needs and the
expectations of the target crowd makes the radio broadcasts more effective, fruitful and attractive by increasing
audiences’ satisfaction level and the success in broadcasting.
A versatile research on radio audiences is very important with regards to determining the radio listening habits
of the people. The findings obtained from a probable research will be very beneficial to make the radios
continuously listened and to determine the expectations and the perceptions of the audiences from the radio
stations that they regularly listen.
The purpose of this study is to determine the radio listening habits of the Anadolu University students. To reach
that aim, this study aimed to find out when they listen to radio in a day, which local, regional and national radio
stations they prefer if any of them is available in their city, to determine what types of music they prefer to listen,
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where they prefer to listen to radio, what they are mostly busy with when they are listening with regards to the
probable future studies which are planned to be done for Radio A, the only university radio which has broadcast
in the city and also on the internet, 24 hour foreign and alternative music, 16 hour of which is live.
The scope of the study consists of the students studying at different faculties of Anadolu University. The
sampling of the study consists of 375 volunteer students. A new questionnaire is developed for the purpose of
determining the radio listening habits of Anadolu University students. The questionnaire which consists of 19
items was applied between the dates of 1 February 2006 and 1 June 2006.
This second study which was carried out on volunteer students was carried out on all the students which are
studying at all the faculties and the institutions of higher education and their radio listening habits were tried to
determined.
Keywords: Radio, target audience, listening habits
1. INTRODUCTION
Radio listeners decide on the radio stations to listen depending on their personal preferences. When
considered with regards to their radio listening habits, the following issues also gain great importance;
the kind of occupation that listeners are busy with, when and where they listen to radio. Obtaining
knowledge related to the radio listening habits of the target audiences of a certain radio station and
making research about their radio listening habits constitute one of the most basic conditions for radio
stations to be able to reach the success in their broadcast and to keep it ongoing. The purpose of this
study is to reveal the radio listening habits of the Anadolu University students who are the target
audiences of Radio A, which is a radio station of Anadolu University. Following the preliminary
study* carried out to determine their radio listening habits, a new study was carried out on the
students studying at 4-year- formal-faculties of Anadolu University.
2. METHODOLOGY
It is very important for Radio A, which carries on its broadcast as a university radio station, to obtain
knowledge related to the radio listening habits of Anadolu University students, who are the primary
target audiences, to reveal the listeners’ expectations from the radio station under the lights of the
knowledge obtained, to revise the programming of the radio station depending on these expectations.
The scope of this descriptive study, in which both qualitative and quantitative data was used, consists
of the undergraduate students studying at formal Faculties and Institution of Higher Educations at
Anadolu University. The questionnaire which was also used in the study carried out beforehand was
improved and submitted to the students as a 19 item questionnaire, and they were asked to respond
the items. The questionnaire which was developed for the purpose of determining Anadolu
University Students’ radio listening habits, was submitted to the participants between 1 February 2006
and 1 June 2006, and the data obtained through the questionnaire was then submitted to SPSS
programme for analysis.
The total number of the students at faculties and institution of higher education is 16592, which is the
main mass of the study. The quota sampling was used so that the number of the participants reflects
the main mass better. The sample group of the study consists of 375 students in total, 197 male, 177
female and one anonymous student, from different faculties and institution of higher education.

*ʺHabits for Listening to Radio: A Case of Anadolu University Studentsʺ. 4th International
Conference on Communication and Mass Media, Athens, Greece, 22-24 May 2006.
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9 faculties participated in the study, The Faculty of Law, The Faculty of Pharmacy, The Faculty of
literature, The Faculty of Science, The Faculty of Fine Arts, The Faculty of Education, The Faculty of
Economy and Administration Sciences, The Faculty of Communication Sciences, The Faculty of
Engineering and Architecture, and 4 school participated in the study, School of Physical Education
and Sport, School of Music and Drama, School of Civil Aviation and School of Tourism and Hotel
Management.
3. FINDINGS
The most devotedly employed mass communication means of the participants are shown in Table 1.
The most devotedly employed mass communication means in the study was found to be television
(45.1%), the internet comes next (30.9%), newspapers are the third (15.2%) and magazines (3.5%). The
period that students spare for these mass communication means daily is shown in Table 2. The
shortest time period was found to be less than 1 hour (newspapers (243 students)), more than 4 hours
was spared for the internet (56 students).
Table 1. The most devotedly employed mass communication means
Frequency
Percent
Valid Percent
Valid
Radio
20
5,3
5,3
169
TV
45,1
45,1
Newspaper
57
15,2
15,2
Magazines
13
3,5
3,5
Internet
116
30,9
30,9
Total
375
100,0
100,0

Cumulative Percent
5,3
50,4
65,6
69,1
100,0

When we examine the total time period that students spared to radio listening in one day, it was
found that 229 students spared time which is less than 1 hour, and 97 students spared time between 1
and 2 hours. In a separate item, students were asked again “how much time do you spare for
listening to radio” and 56.3 % of the students stated that they spared less than 1 hour and 29.9% of
them stated that they spared 1 or 2 hours. Thus, the time period that students spare for listening to
radio was attempted to determine through two different questions and the responses taken from the
students were found to be consistent.
Table 2. The total time devoted to mass communication means in a day
Mass communication means

Less than
one hour

1-2
hours

2-4
hours

More
than 4
hours

Missing

TOTAL

Listening to
radio

f (Number of
people)

229

97

34

14

1

375

Viewing
TV
Reading
newspaper
Reading
magazine
Internet
Reading
Books

f

115

119

104

34

3

375

f

243

125

5

1

1

375

f

338

25

7

3

2

375

f
f

103
158

129
150

84
53

56
13

3
1

375
375

The reasons for the students to listen to radio were investigated through a likert type questionnaire, in
which choices are given beginning from 1 = strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree (Table 3). The
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results suggested that the participants stated positive opinion suggesting that “just for listening to
music”, “for getting news” and “for different types of music are available”.
Table 3. Reasons for listening to radio
N

Minimum Maximum

Mean

To win a present

375

1,00

5,00

1,5733

Std.
Deviation
,9753

Since I do not have a TV available at my dorm
or at home
Since I cannot read newspapers everyday
For the interviews conducted on the radio
To catch up with the agenda
Because I like what Dj/Air personality tells
Since the songs and the singers that I like
listening are introduced
To get news
Since different types of musics are available
Just for listening to music

375

1,00

5,00

2,1707

1,3730

375
375
375
375
375

1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00

5,00
5,00
5,00
5,00
5,00

2,2373
2,6507
2,9547
2,9947
3,1573

1,2366
1,1554
1,1117
1,2432
1,2429

375
375
375

1,00
1,00
1,00

5,00
5,00
5,00

3,3947
3,9627
4,0773

1,0491
1,0412
1,0531

The responses to the items related to investigation of what radio meant to the students are given in
Table 4. Students generally stated their positive opinions suggesting that “radio has a positive role in
my life”, “it helps me to relax”, “it helps me to have fun”, “ it is a mass communication means
available to me everywhere and every time that I want” and “it is a source of music to me”. The
positive statement of the students suggesting that “radio is a source of music to me”, which is quite
above the critical value, was found to be consistent with the statements suggesting that “just for
listening to music” and “for different types of musics are available to me”, which are presented in
Table 3 among the reasons for the students to listen to radio.
Table 4. What is radio for students?
N

Radio is an important source of information to
me
Radio helps me get rid of my problems and
concerns.
Radio helps me to gain new points of views
about cultural and artistic and political issues
and etc
Radio is a means which speaks to me personally
Radio helps me immediately get the latest news
about the environment and the world in which I
live
Radio is a friend of me
Radio has a positive role in my life.
Radio helps me to relax
Radio helps me to have fun
Radio is a mass communication means which is
available everywhere and wherever I want
Radio is a means of music to me

Minimu Maximum
m
375
1,00
5,00

Mean
2,9813

Std.
Deviation
1,0558

375

1,00

5,00

2,9973

1,1388

375

1,00

5,00

3,0053

1,1114

375
375

1,00
1,00

5,00
5,00

3,0880
3,1307

1,1724
1,0854

375
375
375
375
375

1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00

5,00
5,00
5,00
5,00
5,00

3,1760
3,4000
3,5627
3,5867
3,8000

1,2241
1,1376
1,1356
1,0709
1,1210

375

1,00

5,00

3,9307

,9282
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When we examine the responses given to the item which was prepared to reveal the time when
students listen to radio most, it was found that 18% of them listen to radio on weekdays, 18,4% of
them listen to radio at weekends, the percentage of the students who listen to radio both on weekdays
and at weekends was found to be 47,5%. The periods at which students listen to radio on weekdays
and at weekends are presented on Table 5.
Table 5. The radio listening periods in weekdays and weekends
Time intervals

Weekdays

Weekends

07:00-09:00

86 (%23)

16 (%4,3)

09:00-11:00

24 (%6,4)

39 (%10,4)

11:00-13:00

24 (%6,4)

48 (%12,8)

13:00-15:00

18 (%48)

47 (%12,5)

15:00-17:00

30 (%8)

45 (%12)

17:00-19:00

52 (%13,9)

46 (%12,3)

19:00-21:00

67 (%17,9)

62 (%16,5)

21:00-23:00

126 (%33,6)

102 (%27,2)

23:00-07:00

99 (%26,4)

107 (%28,9)

The time intervals at which students listen to radio were investigated in the study and the responses
suggested by the participants indicated that 33,6% of them stated between 21:00 and 23:00, 26,4%
stated between 23:00 and 07:00 and 23% stated between 07:00 and 09.00. When we consider the time
intervals related to the weekends, the following results were obtained, 28,9% of them stated that they
listened between 23:00 and 07:00, 27.2% stated between 21:00 and 23:00 and 16.5% stated between
19:00 and 21:00. The results presented above suggest that students mostly listen to radio between
21:00and 07:00 on weekdays and weekends.
The responses given to the question related to where and when they listen to radio most suggest that
the responses, home and car, outnumbered the other responses. It was found that students listen to
radio at home the most (54,1%), then, cars come next (96%) and mass transportation means come
(9,6%). When they were asked with which instruments they listen to radio, the following percentages
were obtained, radio/music set (57,1%), walkman (31,2%) and car radio (23,5%).
Table 6. Activities done while listening to radio
Activity
Sleeping at nights
Having breakfast
Doing housework
Preparation for school
Studying
Driving
Having dinner
Exercising
Reading books
Having lunch
Others
Setting as an alarm clock

Freqency

Percent

150
148
118
114
100
79
63
55
48
37
31
24

40
39,5
31,5
30,4
26,7
21,1
16,8
14,7
12,8
9,9
8,3
6,4
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When we consider the other activities that students do (Table 6), it was found that their response to
the statement suggesting that they most listen to radio while they are sleeping was positive with %40.
This finding was found to be consistent with the interval at which they listen to radio most. The
second one is that they have breakfast while they are listening to radio (39,5%), doing housework
(31,5%), preparation for the school (30,4%). These findings were found to be consistent with the one
suggesting that radio is mostly listened at home.
The “yes” response to the question “who do you listen to radio with” is that they listen to radio on
their own (86,1%). Listening to radio with friends is 30,9%. On the other hand, their response to the
question “who decides on the radio station to listen when you are with friends” was that they
themselves decide on the radio station to listen (26,1%); on the other hand, 21,6% percent of the
students agree on that the person switching on the radio has the initiative to prefer the radio station
to listen. Students were asked to state the most basic reason for them to listen to radio and the two
most important reasons were presented in Table 7.
Table 7. The first important reason to listen to radio more
Reason
Frequency Percent
Valid

Missing
Total

Better music
More music
Less talk
Information
Nothing
Total
System

215
95
29
26
9
374
1
375

57,3
25,3
7,7
6,9
2,4
99,7
,3
100,0

Valid
Percent
57,5
25,4
7,8
7,0
2,4
100,0

Cumulative Percent
57,5
82,9
90,6
97,6
100,0

For students, the first important reason to listen to radio more can be stated as follows; better music
comes first (57,3%) more music (25,3%) comes the second, less talk (7,7%) comes the third. The second
important reason for students to listen to radio is information (33,7%), less talk (23,2%) and more
music (21,1%). The reasons for students to switch from one station to another are presented in Table 8.
Table 8. The reasons for switching from one station to another
Reasons
N
Minimum Maximum
Advertisements
373
1,00
5,00
Dj/Air Personality
373
1,00
5,00
Competition
373
1,00
5,00
News bulletin
373
1,00
5,00
Sport
373
1,00
5,00
Music
373
1,00
5,00
Weather Forecast
373
1,00
5,00

Mean
4,5255
4,3298
3,7936
2,9678
2,8874
2,8284
2,5550

Std. Deviation
,9085
,9650
1,1182
1,1750
1,2457
1,0864
1,1313

As reasons for the students to switch from one station to another, news “bulletins, sport, music and
weather forecast report” were found to be quite below the critical value, and also it was observed that
“advertisements, dj-air personality and competitions” were found to be quite above the critical value
and also found that students all agreed on that. Therefore, it was observed that students agreed on
the following issues as factors which cause them to switch from one station to another: advertisements
that they never want to hear, the dj-air personalities that they consider to be boring and competitions
that they consider as a waste of time
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Top five music types which were determined depending on the responses given to the question
suggesting “what is the most preferred music type” are presented in Graph 1. Foreign pop music
(26%) and Turkish Pop Music (25%) were found to be primarily listened. Then, rock music comes
(21%) and Turkish Folk Music (14%) and Classical Music (14%) come next with equal percentages.
Graph 1: The most devotedly listened music types

Music Types

14%
26%

foreign pop

14%

turkish pop
rock
turkish folk music
classical music
21%

25%

The national radio stations that students most devotedly listen are presented in Graph 2. When we
consider the most devotedly listened national radio stations, Power FM (%33), TRT FM (%19), Metro
FM (%17), NTV Radio (%16) and Alem FM(%15) were found to be among top five radio stations. That
the radio stations which have an emphasis of foreign pop and Turkish Pop music in their
programming are among the top five preferences indicates that a parallelism exists between the
results suggesting that students prefer to listen to Turkish and foreign pop music. Similarly, the fact
that NTV radio, which is among the top five radio stations, which is also a news radio helped us to
constitute a parallelism with the statement that students listen to radio to get news, which was found
to be above the critical value and among the reasons for radio listening.
When we consider the most devotedly listened radio stations (graph 3), it was found that Radyo
A(%38), Radyo Ses(%24), Radyo Net(%17), Mavi Radyo (%11) and Radyo Tempo(%10) were among
the top five radio stations that students listen devotedly. Another consistency was observed here.
There is a parallelism between the preference of Radio A, which is the most devotedly listened radio
station and which also broadcasts foreign pop music and their preferences for the other local radio
stations which broadcast Turkish pop music. Besides, the findings also helped us to observe the
parallelism between students’ preferences of Radio A, among the local radio stations and their
preferences of national radio stations with similar format.
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Graph 2: The most devotedly listened national radio stations

Natioanal Stations

15%
33%
power fm
trt fm

16%

metro fm
ntv radyo
alem fm

17%

19%

Graph 3: The most devotedly listened local radio stations

Local Radio Stations

10%
11%
38%

radyo A
radyo ses
radyo net
mavi radyo

17%

radyo tempo

24%
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Discussion & Conclusion
The general concept for radiobroadcasters is the audiences. That means the types of listeners intended
to be aimed. It is the key issue not to lose listeners in the field of radio broadcasting. To preserve the
already existing audience as well as having more listeners and to make these listeners listen to
themselves for longer periods also bring a lot of attempts together (Geller, 1996).
Among all the mass communication means, radio, as a consequence of its being most ubiquitous and
most easily available, reach its target audience at shops, workplaces, cars, restaurants. The target
audience of a radio station has a significant role in determining the programming. To create a quality
programming, the opinions, attitudes and behaviors of listeners should be investigated.
Organizing the flow of the programming depending on where people listen to the radio, matching the
rhythm of the life with the flow of the radio begins together(time, place, circumstances). This happens
when you are a good predictor about what listeners may be doing in certain times. In brief a radio
programming has ups and downs as it is in daily life. Radio programming should reflect the patterns
of the life on itself (Barnard, 2000).
Radio has to compete with the other activities of its target audience and also compete with media. The
programming strategies and research appear as a consequence of this competition. Programming
researches investigates listeners’ attitudes to come up with listeners’ trends and motivations (Fox,
2001). That is why, it is important to make research about the means or manner of listening (domestic,
in-car, at work), engaged or non-engaged (passive listening), tastes in music, preference for news,
music or speech related to listeners (Barnard, 2000).
With this study, which is considered to be helpful to make necessary changes and to improve the
programming of Radio A, the researcher aimed to determine the radio listening habits of Anadolu
University students. This study was carried out after a preliminary study carried out beforehand and
the researcher aimed to reveal the parallelism and differences between the two studies. In both of the
studies, it was found that students devotedly follow TV and the internet most and also they spared 1
or 2 hours for listening to radio. In both of the studies carried out by the researcher, the primary
reason for students to listen to radio was found again to be “music”. It was also found that
participants in this study disagreed with the statement “the songs and singers that I like listening a lot
are introduced”, which may be considered among the reasons for listening to radio and, which may be
considered in music category. It was also confirmed in this study that there is a parallelism between
this study and the study carried out before this study in that “winning a present”, “not to be able to
read newspaper” and “the interviews conducted” were not before all else the others. The positive
responses suggesting “radio has a positive role in my life”, “it helps me to relax”, “it is a mass
communication means which I can follow wherever I want” and “it is a means of communication to
me” were found to be all the same as those of the former study. The findings of both studies indicated
that the most primary reason for students to listen to radio is music and the most primary reason for
the students to switch from one station to another is the advertisements that they do not like hearing.
The type of music that students prefer to listen, when local and national radio stations were
considered, were found to be foreign pop and Turkish pop and they prefer to listen to the radio
stations with this format. One of the different findings in this study is the obtained data related to
Turkish folk music. In the former study, Turkish folk music were found to be out of the top five music
types that students prefer to listen and also found that it is equally preferred with classical music.
The findings of both of the studies were found to be parallel with regards to the daily routines
including time, space and circumstances and it was also found that there exist some radio listening
periods both at weekends and on weekdays. The most devotedly listened period on weekdays was
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found to be 21:00, 23:00. Then 23:00-07:00 and 07:00-09:00 come. At weekends, the most devotedly
listened period was found to be 21:00-23:00, then, 23:00-07:00 and 19:00-21:00. Both of the studies with
parallel findings with regards to radio listening periods suggested that students carry out the
following activities; having breakfast, preparing to go to school, doing housework and leaving the
radio on while sleeping. The reason for the low percentage of the radio listening time can be stated to
result from the fact that students carry out school and some other daily life routines. When we
consider the radio listening times at weekends, the results of both studies suggested that students start
to listen to radio at later times in the mornings and that there exists a parallelism between the other
radios listening periods.
These findings can be explained as that students get up late at weekends, there are no classes at
weekends, and sparing time for other activities. Both of the studies indicated that students listen to
radio most devotedly at home and on their own.
As conclusion, the parallel findings obtained in both of the studies helped the researcher to gather
data related to Anadolu University students’ radio listening habits and also demonstrated that these
findings will be useful for some revisions related to the programming of Radio A. Both of the studies
indicated that radio listening periods do not change and that it is possible to make programming on
these time intervals. As it was found in the study that students spared the most time for the internet,
the importance of being knowledged about the radio broadcasting on the internet was also found to
be very important, which is important for Radio A that has internet broadcast. Moreover, as one of
the top five radio stations is news formatted radio stations, the significance of the news bulletin in
radio stations gains importance. This finding indicated that students may focus on the university
news and activities, alternative programs, interviews etc, as they can easily be informed from other
mass communication means apart from the country, world and partly local news.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an ongoing research project about the development of the materials and fabrication
concepts for a fundamentally new class of architectural composite. This type of composite, which is a
representative example of an even broader class of smart architectural material, has the potential to
change the design and function of an architectural living environment. We believe this study will lay the
fundamental groundwork for a new paradigm in surface engineering that may be of considerable
significance in architecture, building and construction industry, apparel and textile science.
INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in digital technologies and smart materials have created new opportunities and are
suggesting significant changes in the way we design and build architecture. Traditionally, however, there
has always been a gap between the new technologies and their applications into other areas. Even though,
most technological innovations hold the promise to transform the building industry and the architecture
within, and although, there have been some limited attempts in this area recently; to date architecture has
failed to utilize the vast amount of accumulated technological knowledge and innovations to significantly
transform the industry. Consequently, the applications of new technologies to architecture remain remote
and inadequate. Although, there have been some adaptations in this area recently, the improvements in
architecture reflect only incremental progress, not the significant discoveries needed to transform the
industry.
However, architectural innovations and movements have often been generated by the advances of building
materials, such as the impact of steel in the last and reinforced concrete in this century. This relationship –
between new technologies and ‘new architecture’ is very significant and has always played a significant
role in architectural field so that architecture in modern times is characterized by its capacity to take
advantage of the scientific developments and technological innovations (Morales 1997).
Based on the digital and technological advancements and the introduction of new design and fabrication
tools to architecture, a new way of design thinking has emerged –ways to express an idea as well as ways
to create –fabricate and manufacture- usable and meaningful designed environments. These developments
are seen as mind-extending or as a catalyst to stimulate designers, to facilitate new problem structuring
and construction activities, such as conception, representation, reflection, and production. As a result, a
new architectural formal language and grammar, where structure and skin form a new kind of composite
materiality, has been emerging. Consequently, an interesting relationship is established between the new
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geometries and “new materials where new
architectural geometries opened up a quest
for new materials and vice versa” (Kolarevic
2003).
The composite nature of these new
materials is created by the combination of
multiple separate layers of different
materials into a single material. Certain
cognition-driven terms, such as ‘smart’ and
‘intelligent’ are started to be used to
describe the interactive and built-in
programming nature of the composites.
There are some scattered attempts of the
creation of these materials but currently they
are mainly used for limited applications and
mostly for aesthetic purposes. A new
architectural composite is needed which will
merge digital and material technologies,
embedded in architectural spaces and play
a significant role in the way we use and
experience architecture.

Fig. 1: Converging Domains: Architecture & Design;
Engineering & Material Science; and Apparel & Textile

This paper surveys a brief history of architectural surface materials and introduces a new architectural
composite material that will be part of the architectural space. This new composite is a high performance
textile-based material capable of displaying different visual properties on demand. Our approach uses
three major pertinent domains in this area: architecture and design; engineering and material science; and
apparel and textile sciences. Together, this confluence will produce an innovative surface material that lies
at the intersection of the involved domains. See Fig. 1.
FROM CONCRETE TO SMART SKINS
The environment, with its resources and geological conformation, has characterized the architecture since
its beginning. Probably when the mankind left the house-cave, the first two materials used in construction
were stone and wood. Even if it is impossible to define a start line for both materials, some excavations
allows us to believe that stone and wood were used before the Neolithic period and today it is impossible to
think of architecture without this two materials. In addition, another material, brick, was used widely. It is the
first manmade material and its use was encouraged by an easy production and transportation.
Wood
Wood is probably man’s oldest natural resource. Archaeological excavations have uncovered wooden
utensils and bowls dating back thousands of years. While wood does not have the historical longevity of
stone and there are not evidences of the first wood buildings, the find of wood tools proves that the
mankind was able to work this natural material. Consequently it is assumed that wood was used in building
construction also because it is a cheap natural material which is widely spread. Wood, as material in
construction, has its natural evolution with composite wood. Historically, the composite woods were created
to resolve the natural dimensional limits of trees, from which it was impossible to attain long beams. In fact
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it was impossible to cover distances of 20-30 meters and it was also impossible to curve the wood with big
sections.
Stone
The second material used widely was stone. The first structures in stone were the megaliths, usually dated
at Neolithic period, before the Egyptian and Mesopotamian civilizations. Evidences of those monuments
are in different geographical areas, from Europe to Africa passing through Asia. However this material has
much in common with their structure.
Concrete
Known as the artificial stone and one of the oldest materials in the world, the Romans used concrete from
2nd century BCE. Similar to the modern concrete that we know, the Roman concrete (Opus Cementitium)
consists of sand, gravel pebbles, chippings of stone, mixed with a cement of lime and water spread over a
temporary wooden or permanent brick centering, to solidify into the required shape-arch, vault, or dome.
The Romans used a volcanic rock named “Pozzolana” found near Rome obtaining a concrete of great
hardness and durability.
Glass
Glass’s most abundant and basic component is silica (quartz sand). At least 2000 years ago it was learned
how to lower the melting temperature of silica by adding lime and soda before heating. This resulted in a
glass containing sodium and calcium oxides. The sand is mixed with soda and lime and heated (roughly at
550° C or 1022°F) until it becomes a liquid. It is then shaped and cooled. In the 1950s the most widely
used method to this day was invented by Sir Alastair Pilkington, a process called float glass. In this
process, the molten glass is poured onto one end of a molten tin bath. The glass floats on the tin, and
levels out as it spreads along the bath, giving a smooth face to both sides. The glass cools and slowly
solidifies as it travels over the molten tin and leaves the tin bath in a continuous ribbon. The glass is then
annealed by cooling in a temperature controlled oven called a "lehr". The finished product has near-perfect
parallel surfaces. With further refinement of the manufacturing of the glass and concurrent technologies,
new things began to be possible with glass. For instance the introduction of bigger panes, multiple panes
laminated together to form structural glass, films applied to the glass and different elements being melted
into the glass during the manufacturing process.
Iron / Steel
Iron is a strong, hard, heavy gray metal. It is found in meteorites and is also found combined in many
mineral compounds in the earth's crust. Iron is used to make steel, an even harder and tougher metal
compound. Steel is formed by treating molten iron with intense heat and mixing it (alloying) with carbon.
Until 19th century, steel was an expensive material and only used for a limited number of purposes, such
as tools. Today, steel is one of the most widely used structural materials in architecture.
Composites
Composites are engineered materials made from two or more constituent materials with significantly
different physical or chemical properties and which remain separate and distinct within the finished
structure. Engineered composite materials are advanced composites and formed to shape. This involves
strategically placing the reinforcements while manipulating the matrix properties to achieve a melding event
at or near the beginning of the component life cycle. A variety of methods are used according to the end
item design requirements. These fabrication methods are commonly named molding or casting processes,
as appropriate, and both have numerous variations
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Smart Skins
Smart skins are advanced composite materials which constitute a category comprising carbon fiber
reinforcement and epoxy or polyimide matrix materials. These are the aerospace grade composites and
typically involve laminate molding at high temperature and pressure to achieve high reinforcement volume
fractions. These advanced composite materials feature high stiffness and/or strength to weight ratios.
OUR APPROACH
In our approach, new ‘smart skin material’ is a strong fiber such as kevlar, Dyneema and carbon fiber that
gives the material its tensile strength, while another component is a resin such as polyester that binds the
fibers together, transferring load from broken fibers to unbroken ones and between fibers that are not
oriented along lines of tension. This approach prevents the fibers from buckling in compression (Figure 2,3,
and 4).

Figures 2-4 illustrate concept drawings of the types of smart skin systems.

On this ‘smart skin’, any fibers serve to resist tension, the matrix serves to resist shear, and all materials
present serve to resist compression, including any aggregate.

1.0 D

IDS(mA)

Visualization and Display
We believe that the most promising material for
the semiconductor component of these circuits is a
printable form of single crystal silicon, which we
refer to as microstructured silicon (µs -Si)
(Menard, Lee et al. 2004). This new material is
just now emerging from the labs. The basic
approach in this case is to use specialized etching
procedures to slice a standard silicon wafer into
microscopic pieces – ribbons, wires, platelets,
disks, etc. depending on the application. These
pieces can then be dispersed in a liquid solvent
from which they can be cast onto nearly any
substrate, including low cost plastics.
The
necessary circuits can then be constructed out of
the µs -Si material. The advantages of this
approach are: (i) it enables a high quality
semiconductor to be integrated onto a wide range
of substrates at room temperature and in open air,
(ii) it relies on very well developed materials
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technology – single crystal silicon wafers, (iii) it exploits all of the knowledge of how to build circuits out of
silicon, and (iv) it is compatible with printing techniques and other non-cleanroom based methods for
making the circuits.
Figure 5 illustrates an array of such ribbons integrated into a device that operates like a high performance,
conventional transistor (Menard, Lee et al. 2004). The switching characteristics of devices such as these
are almost as good as well engineered transistors on silicon substrates. They are considerably better than
those of conventional silicon transistors on glass.
METHOD
At its technology base, Smart skin relies on innovative ways to build circuits out of the µs -Si material
described previously. We are developing these concepts and applying them to large area circuits on
plastic substrates with designs that specifically address our approach.
We are adapting for use with µs -Si the printing techniques and circuit designs that we developed in the
past for organic semiconductor based circuits (Rogers, Bao et al. 2001; Blanchet, Loo et al. 2003). New
methods must be invented to deposit and pattern the µs -Si to yield adaptable circuits for smart skins. We
are pursuing approaches based on silk screen printing and ink jet printing for this purpose. We are also
developing methods for integrating other components of the circuits (e.g. dielectrics and electrodes) directly
onto the µs -Si before this material is printed onto the final devices substrates. We believe that these
strategies will enable high performance circuits to be formed directly on conventional building materials
such as glass and aluminum.
CONCLUSION
This is an ongoing study and our current challenge is to develop the first phase of the prototype concept in
a non-clean-room based environment. As of today, this kind of composite material does not exist. Once
completed, this will be the first technology on its own. Next step is the addition of the structural stability to
the material and use it as a ‘digital’ wall which we believe will replace the structural systems in the near
future. In architecture and construction industry, this material can make significant changes in building
design, especially in wall-systems and enclosures.
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TRANSFORMATION OF NATIONAL IDENTITY
IN THE REPUBLIC OF DAGESTAN
Vladimír BAAR
Dagestan is the most southeastern region of Europe adjacent to the Caspian Sea. It
is a federal subject of Russia. It measures 50,300 km² and is home to 2,5mil inhabitants
who between them speak over 30 languages. The mountaineous terrain impeded for many
centuries larger social contacts between the people in the lowlands and in the mountains.
Foothills turned into meeting places for people coming from diametrically different types
of geographic regions. The highlanders seasonally brought their herds to these places and
local overproduction was exchanged there. Mountain and lowlands ethnicities
significantly and linguistically differ. Lowlands were almost exclusively occupied by the
Turkic nationalities (Azeris or Azerbaijanis, Kumyks, Nogays) whose ancestors (Huns,
Khazars, Kypchaks and others) came in several migration waves in the first millenium
AD from Central Asia, while mountains have been home to Caucasian nationalities
(Avars, Dargins, Laks, Lezgins, Tabasarans, Rutuls, Aguls, Tsakhurs and others) for at
least 5 thousand years. Their forefathers came from Western Asia. Islam, even though in
some regions adopted no sooner than in the 18th century, became the binding tie for these
ethnicities. Countless migrants speaking the Tati language permeated both language
communities. They were partly Muslims (with an ethnonym Tats) and partly judaists with
a specific ethno-religious identity, the so-called Mountain Jews, properly named Juhuros
(the Tati term for Jews). Slavic Russians arrived in the 19th century. There were several
languages of communication – colloquial Avar language, the Lak language, in the south
the hybrid patois1 called Guney (derived from the Lezgin dialects) and the Kumyk
language mainly in the Caspian region. Arabic served as a language of communication
and it also became an official language in many local states. However, knowledge of this
language was accessible only to the educated masses which in fact only consisted of
Muslim scholars.
It is necessary to add that even though the number of local nationalities is over
thirty, the structure of population resembles that of other multiethnic territories- almost ¾
of the population consists of the four most numerous nationalities, each numbering more
that 300 thousand members. Along with other 4 nationalities above 100 thousand, they
account for over 90% of Dagestani population, while the 16 smallest indigenous
ethnicities account for less than 1% (see Table 1). However, indigenous people in total
account for almost 95% of the Dagestani population.
Up until the Russian annexation, there were a few small states in the region of
Dagestan. Their natural borders were relatively stable for centuries. They survived Arab
and Mongol invasions and even asserted their independence against great powers such as
Persian Iran and Ottoman Turkey. The Kumyk Shamkhalate of Tarki and Azerbaijani
Khanate of Derbent were established in the coastal region. The Avari Khanate of
Khunzakh, the Lak Khanate of Kazi-Kumukh, the Dargin Utsmiate of Kaytak, the
Tabasaran Maisumate of Tabaristan and the Lezgin Khanate of Kurin were established in
the highlands. A small Khanate of Mekhtula was established on the border of Kumyk,
Dargin and Avar ethnic territories. Besides these monarchies with their own dynasties
1

hybrid language based on several dialects of various languages
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there existed a few dozens of small ethnoterritorial economic-military confederations
(independent city communities) based on clans and tribes. Sometimes they were
completely independent and sometimes unified in larger confederations, or sometimes
they were governed by the sovereigns of the above listed states.
Table 1
National structure of the Dagestan (Census 2002)
Nation

Figures

%

Language family

Language branch

758,438
29.4 Caucasian
Dagestani
Avars
425,526
16.5 Caucasian
Dagestani
Dargins
365,804
14.2 Altaic
Turkic
Kumyks
336,698
13.1 Caucasian
Dagestani
Lezgins
139,732
5.4 Caucasian
Dagestani
Laks
120,875
4.7 Indoeuropean
Slavic
Russians
111,656
4.3 Altaic
Turkic
Ázerbaijanis
110,152
4.3 Caucasian
Dagestani
Tabasarans
87,867
3.4 Caucasian
Nakh
Chechens
38,168
1.5 Altaic
Turkic
Nogays
24,298
0.9 Caucasian
Dagestani
Rutuls
23,314
0.9 Caucasian
Dagestani
Aguls
21,270
0.8 Caucasian
Dagestani
Andis
15,176
0.6 Caucasian
Dagestani
Tsezs
8,168
0.3 Caucasian
Dagestani
Tsakhurs
6,362
0.2 Caucasian
Dagestani
Akhvakhs
6,184
0.2 Caucasian
Dagestani
Bezhtas
6,019
0.2 Caucasian
Dagestani
Karatas
5,702
0.2 Indoeuropean
Armenian
Armenians
4,659
0.2 Altaic
Turkic
Tatars
2,869
0.1 Indoeuropean
Slavic
Ukrainians
1,472
0.1 Non-specified
Non-specified
Jews
1,066
0.0 Indoeuropean
Iranic
Juhurs
Source: 2002 All-Russia Population Census. In: http://www.perepis2002.ru/ct/html/TOM_04_01.htm

Strict endogamy of village communities (djamaats) and clans (tukhums) protected
and preserved ethnic identity. Power of the elected „leaders of the people’s assembly“ in
such federations were quite limited. This regarded mountain khans as well as Kaytak
Utsmiate. For lowlands Turkic nationalities the power of the khans or shamkhals was
higher and they inherited the office. However, clan and tribal relations still played an
important role. Islam scholars enjoyed great powers. They participated in the local oral
courts based on the traditional (adat) and muslim (sharia) law. Highly autonomous clan
communities and strong ethnic rivalries and quarrels over land (especially in the
Foothills) between mountain people and lowlanders prevented the national consolidation
of all Dagestanis in their struggle against an enemy. Muslim Brotherhood Nakshbandiya
under the leadership of Imam Shamil in the years 1834-59 temporarily succeeded in
doing so, but not to the full extent. Unlike the Iranians and Turks, Russians after a few
decades of an idirect protectorate after suppressing resistance in the 1860‘s decided to
abolish monarchies and community structure and they introduced direct control (first
military, later civil) in the Dagestan region which, compared to the present times, was
smaller than the entire northern part. Muslim resistance was not successful even during
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the great uprisings in 1877 nor at the time of the disintegration of the power structure of
Russia in the years 1917-21. The cause was again clan rivalry and inability to agree upon
a common programme.
In these chaotic times the Dagestani people were not able to liberate themselves
from Russia. However, Russian administration initially maintained numerous specifics of
the local population. The first years of the existence of Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic of Dagestan even witnessed the development of local languages on the basis of
Arabic script (just like in other USSR regions). However, the era of relative autonomy
ended in the year 1927. This year many local specifics were supressed – rural oral courts,
income and charity collections (waquf and zakyat) for mosques as well as teaching
Muslim scholars the Arabic language. As was a trend at the time in the entire union,
Arabic script was replaced by Latin script (in the years 1937-38 it was fully replaced by
the Cyrillic script). By these measures leaders of rural communities and clans became
outlaws. Thousands of them were victimized and many of them lost their lives. Political
persecutions were followed by an economic one – over two thousand families were
accused of „kulaks“2 practices and deported from Dagestan. Collectivization started first
in the Lowlands (1929-30) and later in the Highlands (1934-39). It was accompanied by a
mass resettlement and feuds. The resettled highlanders were appropriated land in the
Lowlands (of course as the property of small mountain collective and state farms).
According to the official statements 1,157 thousand hectares of the best land became the
property of small mountain collective and state farms before World War II.3 The Kumyks
came out the worst from the collectivization. After the war the resettlement of mountain
„volunteers“ continued in the Terek-Sulak region after the liquidation of malaria. The
resettlement programme lasted up to the early 1970s. According to the 1970 Census
approximately 200 thousand people had been resettled. The forced resettlement of the
Dagestani into various regions of the USSR and a voluntary migration from economic
reasons need to be added to these numbers.
Fusion of Dagestani nationalities according to the linguistic groups was
happening simultaneously with massive resettlements and migrations. Soviet policy did
not like the excessive language fractionalism of the highlanders and it decided to fuse
most of the Dagestani minorities with larger ethnic communities sharing one language.
This way 13 small Ando-Tsez ethnicities whose languages did not evolve literarily
(however ethnonyms remained preserved) were united with the Avars. The Archins were
completely and illogically (solely due to geographic proximity) united with the Avars,
even though their language belonged to the Lezgin linguistic group. Kaytaks and
Kubachins became Dargins, Terkemens were transformed into Kumyks. There were
cases when attempts to unite ethnicities failed due to strong resistance – in the 1950‘s and
1960‘s an unsuccessful attempt was made to unite Aguls, Tsakhurs and Rutuls with
Lezgins. They obtained the status of a nation and regained the right to their own identity.
However, their languages did not assume a written form and could not literarily evolved
nor serve the education purposes. The number of titular nations designed by the Soviet
constitution perpetually changed (more precisely their formal recognition of the official
status of their languages or even their denomination). At present there are 14 titular
nations in Dagestan - 10 native (of which 8 are Caucasian – Avars, Dargins, Lezgins,
2
3

pejorative term for peasants who owned larger farms
Bobrovnikov (1999), p. 4
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Laks, Tabasarans, Aguls, Rutuls, Tsakhurs – and 2 Turkic – Kumyks and Nogays) and 4
non-Dagestani nations (Russians, Azeris, Chechens and Tats). The fact is that the Tats
quickly succumbed to the assimilation based on the language and Census 2002 only
counted 825 of them. Similar trend continues with the Juhuros, who emigrated to Israel.
Table 2
Ando-Tsez nations and Archis – development between 1926-2002
Nation

Census 1926

Estimation 1967

Census 2002

Language x)

7,681
9,000
21,270
22,910
Andis
3,276
7,000
15,176
15,207
Tsezs
3,677
5,000
6,362
5,735
Akhvakhs
1,447
2,500
6,184
6,407
Bezhtas
5,305
5,000
6,019
6,517
Karatas
105
600
972
1,800
Hunzibs
394
200
525
522
Hinukhs
1,019
1,100
107
527
Khvarshis
3,812
5,000
33
578
Tindis
3,054
4,000
18
0
Bagulals
3,438
4,000
3
353
Chamalals
1,425
2,500
2
0
Godoberis
3,354
3,000
0
0
Botlikhs
854
800
7
123
Archis
x) it means knowledge of the language named by ethnonym (consequently Andi language for Andis, Tsez
language for Tsezs, Akhvakh language for Akhvakhs etc.)
Sources:
2002 All-Russia Population Census. In: http://www.perepis2002.ru/ct/html/TOM_04_01.htm
Red Book of the Peoples of the Russian Empire. In: http://www.eki.ee/books/redbook/introduction.shtml

The downfall of the communist regime caused a revival of national aspirations of
the Dagestani ethnicities. The most numerous ones demanded the ethnic division of
Dagestan into autonomous republics. The Lezgins, whose ethnic territory spread out over
two states (Russia and Azerbaijan) following the dismantling of the USSR, even called
for an independent state. A small inteligentsia of Aguls, Rutuls and Tsakhurs elaborated
formal versions of their languages in which newspapers and later books were published.
The revival also influenced Ando-Tsez ethnicities who were supposed to, according to
authorities, turn into Avars. The most numerous of them successfully resisted
Avarization. Some members of smaller ethnicities even claimed to belong to either Ando
or Tsez ethnicity. They did not number much in the 2002 Census. However, according to
the estimation of ethnologists, they should have a few thousand members (see Table 2).
However, as the Census shows a large number of people considered themselves Avars.
When comparing the numbers from the census and numbers indicating knowledge of
individual languages in Avars ethnicity (to which people were administratively assigned),
we find a relatively big difference between the Andis and Tsezs (21,270 people claiming
to be the Andis and 1,640 Avars speak the Andi language, while only 31 Avars speak the
Tsez language). We can encounter similar differencies in other small ethnicities. The
Akhvakhs make an exception, though. Not many of those considering themselves the
Akhvakhs claim the knowledge of the Akhvakh language. We notice a significantly
larger number of language-users in such ethnicities whose identity is claimed by
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individuals only. It is obvious that the languages of some small ethnicities have survived.
However, the Bagulal, Godoberi and Botlikh languages seem to have become extinct.
The same path seems to await ethnic identities of the Bagulals, Godoberis and the
Botlikhs. A Census planned for the year 2012 will show whether this is really the case.
Seven decades of communist government afflicted the Dagestani community
more strongly than the devasting Mongolian raids or raids of the Turkic conquestor
Tamerlane (Timur). And yet, despite this forced migration, russification, Soviet
persecution or „re-education“, the local ethnic culture appears not to have been destroyed
completely. The culture secretly continued its existence, and following the dismantling of
communist empire, it started to evolve on three levels – local, national and Dagestani. On
the local level, people regarded themselves as part of a clan-ethnic minority (Kostekis,
Shinazis, Tindis etc.) just as before the bolshevik putch. But outside their homes in a
different linguistic medium people are transformed into representatives of their ethnolinguistic national identity and the same happens in the Dagestani towns where ethnic ties
still play a major role in a political life. This provokes a certain ethnic rivalry and
emphasizes „Avarness,“ „Kumykness,“ „Lezginness,“ etc. When outside Dagestan,
national identity is overlapped by the feeling of territorial belonging and members
consider themselves „Dagestanis“. This manifests itself in the Russian language being
used as their language of communication but also in the fact that they realize their
dissimilarities on Russia and other nations of Russia. However, this holds true only for
Dagestani natives. Dagestani Russians and Azerbaijanis (as well as Chechens) prefer
their own identity. The aforesaid facts indicate the possibility of creating a territorial type
of a nation, well-known in a number of states (especially American and African ones),
feasible even in non-statal regions and while preserving one’s own ethno-linguistic
identity.
With the exception of neighbouring Chechenya, which has been destroyed by
war, Dagestan forms the poorest region of Russia. The arduous social situation is a
consequence of a stagnant economy and usually creates a perfect environment for
rebellions of all kinds, but the same does not hold in the conditions of Russia. Various
Russian regimes demonstrated the ability to get rebels under control by all possible
means – mass killings, torture or resettlements to unhospitable areas. Today’s Dagestani
generation still remembers the genocide of their North-Caucasian neighbours committed
by the communist system. Even the present day Russian authorities demonstrated great
cruelty in Chechenya. People learned to be pragmatic in order to survive – they are very
sensitive to social sentiments and they have learnt throughout history that the situation
can always get worse. The Dagestani Chechens best illustrated the thinking of the
Dagestani people in their attitude during the First Russo-Chechen war, when they would
rather cut ties with their fellow-tribesmen than risk the destruction of their homes in
Dagestan by Russians.
In the early 1990‘s Russia witnessed the waves of new forms of national revivals
in the circles of non-Russian minority nationalities. Dagestan gave rise to a number of
spontaneous national movements with different aims – to reach full cultural autonomy or
different forms of territorial autonomy within Dagestan, or to establish separate territories
in Russia or even a fully independent state. All national movements became the forefront
to political activities of Dagestani nationalities. They were mostly headed by educated
people, but in many cases they were supertemporally radical. That might be due to the
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fact that they consisted of retired soldiers and that they were suspected of being run by
the Secret Service. Some movements might have genuinely sought a real form of national
revival following the years of brutal dictatorship. However, many of them used strong
nationalistic slogans in order to get into higher or big league politics.
Dagestan in the 1990‘s differed from Dagestan at the beginning of the Soviet
dictatorship. In the pre-Soviet and early Soviet period, it was possible to subdivide
Dagestan based on ethnicities. Under the new circumstances, any attempt to form an
autonomous republic within Dagestan stirred up new conflicts. As development showed,
the leaders of individual movements were aware of this sentiment because the end of the
decade saw a decrease in lively activities from the beginning of the 1990s. Modifications
in the Dagestani constitution contributed to the appeasement of the situation. They
formed – even though maybe only formally - legal grounds for the real equality of
Dagestani nationalities and their cultural autonomy. Even though a number of communist
politicians did not let go of their power positions, the representation of individual
nationalities significantly improved in the power structures in which the influence of the
previously privileged and most numerous Avars was weakened. However, they were not
ousted from these power structures.
The power of Russians plummeted, causing their mass withdrawals – the same
trend that accompanied the development in the Muslim countries of Central Asia.
Emigration of Russians from Dagestan brings their numbers down by more than 90%, the
rest constitutes a natural decrease. Approximately 2 thousand Russians leave every year.
Also Ukranians, Byelorussians, Tatars, Armenians and Georgians experience the same
decrease in numbers. The share of non-native Dagestani population steadily decreases by
approximately 0.4% per year. In 1989 Russians accounted for 9.2% of Dagestani
population, 6 years later only 7.7% and the Census in 2002 shows their decrease to mere
4.7%.
Returns of former migrants and their descendants further mingles with the ethnic
mosaic of Dagestan because many migrants do not return to the places they ethnically
belonged to, but they migrate to more cosmopolitan towns and places which their fellowtribesmen founded under the Soviet rule on the territories belonging to other etnicities.
The data show that there were 76 such new villages founded in the Soviet era.4 What
needs to be added are hundreds of families of higlanders forcibly resettled to the villages
belonging to the lowlanders and people from the Foothills. Some villages were organized
as multi-ethnic (f.ex. Novye Khwarshini, Novaya Khushtada, Novo-Sasitli, Novo-Vikri)
and others had mono-ethnic culture (f. ex. Avar Pervomayskoe and Kokrek, Lak NovoKuli, Lezgin Novyy-Aul, Dargin Soviet-Aul, Nogay Glavnyy Sulak). The names show
evidence of topographic russification of Dagestan which continues up to date. Yet
throughout the Soviet era not many people spoke Russian language – in the year 1926
39% of the population declared to speak Russian fluently or to use it as a second laguage,
and in the year 1989 it was 82% of townspeople and 57.4% of peasants (60-70 % in
settlers‘ villages).5 Nowadays knowledge of the Russian language is very high even
though there is still 5-10% of population from titular nationalities which do not speak the
language. The share increases in mountain Ando-Tsez ethnicities up to 20 and even 25%,
and with the Hunzibs it amounts to 35%.
4
5

Bobrovnikov (1997), p. 4
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Now let us return to some aspects of the development of Dagestani community to
further complement the specifics of this multiethnic republic. In the 1920s and 1930s the
the bolsheviks seeked suitable people for political structures and they relied on selected
ethnic clans. Therefore Lezgins installed their countrymen in Party structures, and
Kumyks obtained the main influence in the People's commissariat of Agriculture, while
Azeris seized the powerful People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs6 (NKVD).7 On the
other hand, Moscow continued to apply pressure to work the nationalities against each
other, using the tools like forced migrations and redistribution of land. The Lezgins and
the Kumyks lost their privileged positions in the coming period and were replaced by the
Avars, who retained power in Dagestan until the disintegration of the USSR.
In the early 1990s the Avar rulers were losing support because they were
criticized for the inability to control a rapid growth of crime rate and economic recession.
Some of them were gradually replaced by members of other ethnicities. In order to calm
down nationalist conflicts, following the referendum in July 1994 an Article was
incorporated into the Constitution to institute the State Council. This body composed of
14 principal nationalities of Dagestan. This State Council was first elected by the
Dagestani parliament on June 25, 1998.
The collapse of Soviet communist system led to the revival of political activities
of Muslim organizations. In June 1991 the Dargin religious group „Jamiatul Muslimi“
(village Muslims), the „Islamic Revival Party“ and other groups held a mass meeting
insisting that the government should allow the pilgrimage to Mecca to more people and
lower the cost of travel to Mecca. Muslims began the process of desovietisation of their
society. They destroyed monuments and statues of Lenin and other communist leaders. In
the towns many streets took the names of Muslim heroes (imam Shamil, All Kayaev and
others). Newspapers and magazines changed their titles („Kolkhoznik“8 in Tsumada
became „the Voice of Tsumada“ and the Avar newspaper „the Red Banner“ turned into
„the Truth“). Political leaders of national movements openly rejected the Soviet values of
the previous period. Mosques were reopened, their number in Dagestan having increased
from 27 in 1988 to more than 2000 ten years later.9
However, the development in th 1990s showed that desovietisation meant merely
the abolition of symbols (compared to other regions of Russia this creates significant
difference) and official ideology. It did not affect some important Soviet psychological
values and social institutions deeply engraved in the minds of most Dagestani people.
Even the formal and genuine woshipping of Islam did not help. In order to explain the
persisting Soviet influence, let us explore three areas of relevance: political movements,
mentality, and ethnic conflicts.
First it is important to note that national movements of Dagestani nationalities
were formed in in cities while Islamic movements began in the villages. They were
generated as macrosocial response to drastic Soviet methods aiming at uprooting
traditions and creating a „Soviet man“ (Homo sovieticus). National communities most
severely hit by the Soviet system became the most active ones (Kumyks, Lezgins,
6

Bobrovnikov (1997), p. 6
NKVD (Narodnyi Komissariat Vnutrennikh Del) = НКВД (Народный комиссариат внутренних дел)
8
a member of „kolkhoz“ (a collective farm owned by the communist state) – „колхоз”, abbreviation from
“коллекти́вное хозя́йство” = “collective economy”
9
Bobrovnikov (1999), p. 8
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Nogays, Chechens), while the other ones were not as radical. National movements seeked
to redress the property injustice (the loss of land) from the period of forced migrations
and to reinforce cutural autonomy. Some members of the previous communist
nomenclature entered the ranks of the movements in great numbers and secured their
support in the elections.10
In the Muslim regions of the USSR, communists were concerned with the growth
of Muslim nationalism, or more precisely fundamentalism thriving in poor rural
communities. The Avar, Dargin and Kumyk villages became the centers of Muslim
activities. Local Islamic movements consisted of thousands of young radicals calling for
religious and political independence – mostly within ethnic communities, not pan-islamic
ones, throughout all of Dagestan. Pan-islamic initiatives well-known from the Arabic
fundamentalist movement Islamic Brotherhood did not encounter mass support in
Dagestan. All similar iniciative actually met the strong resistance of village people.
Islamic movements defended local and national interests from the beginning of their
increased activities, which is typical for all Northern Caucasus. At the first session of
Muslims of the Northern Caucasus, which took place in May 1989 in Buinaksk, the Mufti
Gekkiyev, who had compromised himself by collaborating with the state security organs,
was deposed. The Spiritual Directorate of the Muslims of the Northern Caucasus
continued without a leader for several months and at the beginning of 1990 broke up into
several independent branches. The same trend continued in Dagestan itself. At the third
congress of the Dagestani Muslims held in Makhachkala in February 1992, S.-A.
Darbishgajiyev was elected as the head of the Spiritual Directorate of the Muslims of
Dagestan. He was the leader of the oppositional Avar Islamic-Democratic Party of
Dagestan. However, he was supported only by the Avar jamaats, the religiously
indifferent Tabasarans and Laks, and also by a minority of the Dargins and Chechens.
Soon after the congress a dissatisfaction of some members led to the establishment of 4
new directorates – Kumyk, Lak, Dargin and Lezgin. Thus disintegration of Islamic
movement in Dagestan was at the beginning of a new era completed on the basis of
ethnic principle. It is difficult to guess to what extent the Russian secret services were
involved in this.
The above mentioned cases show that even though „Dagestani identity“ of local
population is formed on a certain level, internal ethnic structures remained very strong
even after all Soviet peripeteia. It even overlaps Islamic identity, which is often
considered (especially in the Christian world) as more universal. The inner coherence of
ethnic communities persists not only among those staying in their homeland, but also
among the expatriates.
Even though people succeeded in keeping their language, traditions, and inner
coherence, they were for several generation exposed to the perpetual workings of
communist ideology. The Soviet way of thinking, the aceptance of which secured one’s
survival, took deep roots in the minds of people. Education on all levels at school was
carried on in Russian, which greatly influenced local languages (loan-words), and it was
penetrated with ideological principles and cliches. Everybody was taught the Marxist idea
of the brutal colonial exploitation (especially of Muslim nations) in tsarist Russia and
„liberation“ of people from „capitalist oppression“ during a Soviet regime. Not
10

the communist leaders chose the same strategy in Central Asian post-Soviet republics and in Muslim
autonomous republics, but also in other post-communist countries
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surprisingly, many Dagestani people interpreted the renewal of a capitalist system in the
early 1990‘s as a journey to the most oppressive exploitation system which they never
experienced but heard of only in the most negative terms. What only strenghtened their
conviction was a rapid economic downfall and worsening of social securities, which were
never big, but they were not used to them nonetheless. The new regime, represented by
„democratically“ elected Yeltsin was blamed for economic and social problems which
led to the explosion of nationalist anti-Russian feeling. Communist leaders of Dagestan
kept their positions because they managed to convince people about their strong
disagreement with new „order“, and besides that they were able to quickly conform to
national trends and adopt Islamic faith. The desire for the independence of Dagestan from
Moscow paradoxically combines in their mentality a strong nostalgia for „order and
discipline in the country“, as existed under communist regime. Their vision assumes new
dimensions – that their republic should imitate not the Russian but the modern secular
Turkish form of state with Islam playing an important role. The most popular national
leader for them was the Iraqi president Saddam Hussein, whose programme combined
populist, Islamic and pro-Soviet slogans.11 Based on the sociological research it is
possible to conclude that prevailing Dagestani mentality is the mixture of Soviet,
national, and Islamic conceptions of future development and will accompany Dagestani
population for at least 2-3 future generations. The quasi-Soviet Dagestani model is often
discussed.12 Radicalization can be evoked by conflicts in Dagestan or by a major turnover
in the development of Russia, especially anti-Islamic policy.
What the current reality concerning enlargement of Dagestani nations shows and
what most Dagestani politicians agree upon is the fact that it is impossible in Dagestan to
create new administrative borders in order to designate ethnic territories followed by
federalization. As an example of the Avars show, an absolute majority of the Avars
inteligentsia lived in Makhachkala, then eventually in other cities, mainly on the former
ethnic territories belonging to the Kumyks.13 And this is not by far the only example. It is
possible to say that Russians prevented with their forced migrations (undoubtedly they
were criminal from a human rights aspect) recurring disintegration of Dagestani territory
into smaller entities based on ethnicity. However they failed to sufficiently populate
Dagestan (even the distant Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan numbered more Russians) and to
improve its economic situation. This can become fatal to them because it is quite
probable that most of Muslim population will incline more and more strongly towards the
Islamic world.

11
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6. Abstract:
Dagestan is very specific multinational region of the Russian Federation
incorporated to Russian Empire only in 19th century. Dagestan has the highest share of
Muslims (more than 90 %) and the lowest share of Russians (less than 5 %) among all 89
subjects of Russia. After the disintegration of the Soviet Union a period of national and
Muslim revival began in Dagestani towns and villages. But the local economy and
society still retain a number of Soviet institutions and values, such as collective and state
farms, the Soviet administrative system, the general education and health services etc.
The massive resettlements and migrations that occurred in Soviet times favoured
the fusion of ethnic minorities in Dagestan. In this way a basis for the Soviet policy of socalled „national consolidation“ was created. It was much easier to rule over large national
communities than over the numerous isolated ethnoses of pre-revolutionary times.
Therefore in all the Soviet censuses from 1939 to 1989 most of the Dagestani minorities
were considered to be part of more numerous and influential ethnic communities. In this
way all Ando-Tsez ethnoses and Archins were united with the Avars, who belong to the
same linguistic group. Kaytags and Kubachins became Dargins, Terkemens were
transformed into Kumyks. Also, an unsuccessful attempt was made to unite Aguls,
Tsakhurs and Rutuls with Lezgins in the southern Dagestan. Thus about 20 prerevolutionary ethnoses were transformed into 6 large native national communities. At
present time there are 10 native national communities (8 North-Caucasian - Avars,
Dargins, Lezgins, Laks, Tabasarans, Aguls, Tsakhurs, Rutuls, and 2 Turkic – Kumyks,
Nogays), and 4 non-Dagestani ones (Slavic Russians, Turkic Azeris, North-Caucasian
Chechens and Iranian Tats) in the republic.
The last census 2002 was similar to the 1926 census – small ethnoses from prerevolutionary times could declare own ethnic identity based on language again, and some
of them prefer this possibilily really. The local ethnic culture appears not to have been
destroyed completely, as was expected by Soviet officials, but modified considerably
within the Soviet state system. Now it consists of several levels: local, national and
Dagestani ones. In their villages people regard themselves as a part of a native ethnic
minority with local dialects just as before the revolution. But outside the home in a
different ethnic and linguistic medium peasants are transformed into representatives of
their large national community (Avars, Dargins, Kumyks, Lezgins etc.). Both mountain
people and lowlanders usually obtain protection and aid from town officials and residents
appealing to the sense of their common „national“ solidarity (for example: Avarness,
Kumykness, Lezginness, etc.). When outside their republic, Muslim peasants consider
themselves „Dagestanis“. In the last case the Russian language (Azeri in the South) is
used as their common „lingua franca“. Therefore we can say about „Dagestanness“ and
about creation of specific „supranation“ of territorial type - Dagestanis, but with the
heterogenous multilinguistic inner structure.
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Abstract
Two computer delivered programs for ESL learners illustrate ways to
create complex second language learning environments. These environments
consist of interrelated elements, are not simplified, and present challenges
sufficient to cause learners to depend on available resources, including each
other when working in pairs or groups. Such dependence can lead to assisted
performance and negotiation of meaning.
Background
Technology needs to accommodate the human dimensions of learning. The
focus of inquiry needs to be on how learners learn and how teachers and
technology can assist their learning (Spitzer, 1998).
Technology can assist second language learners by providing environments
that support language acquisition. Authentic language, tasks, materials, and
settings characterize such environments. The environments are complex, not
simplified, and they present learners with challenges sufficient to cause them to
depend on each other.
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Dependent learners need to communicate information, so they talk to each
other as they collaborate to accomplish tasks. Dependent second language learners,
given the appropriate setting and instructions, will talk to each other in the second
language. Because they have to depend upon each other to accomplish tasks, they
are careful with language, making effort to speak comprehensibly (e.g., watching
grammar and pronunciation), in order to be understood (Bacheller, 1999), and as
they go about their meaning making, they learn from each other contextually
appropriate linguistic and cultural behaviors (Chung, Graves, Wesche, & Barfurth,
2005).
“…full mastery of language grows from the interactions in that
language that accomplish real–life ends; without experience in using
the language to communicate information, accomplish tasks, express
feelings, and play, learners will not grow in language competence”
(McGroarty, 1993, p. 25).
Underlying complex computer delivered learning environments are
sociocultural philosophies and problem-solving approaches (e.g., Vygotsky, 1962;
Dewey, 1966), along with rich input, interaction, authenticity of language, task,
and audience – all of which researchers have shown over time to be essential to
acquisition of second language (e.g., Long, 1980; Long & Porter, 1985; Jones,
1986; González–Edfelt, 1990; Meskill, 1993; Dudley, 1995; Egbert & Jessup,
1996; Pica, 1994; Pica, Lincoln-Porter, Paninos & Linnell, 1996).
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Grandma’s Pictures and Avon Cemetery, both of which are unpublished and
non-commercial programs, were designed to illustrate many of the elements of
complex, computer delivered learning environments.
Grandma’s Pictures
Grandma’s Pictures is a learning environment for high-beginning ESL
students, and illustrates several techniques for adding complexity to learning tasks.
The program’s objective is to teach vocabulary of family relationships. The
program opens with a movie in which an elderly woman, named Lillian, shows
pictures of her relatives. She holds up each picture and tells how each person is
related to her.
Learners do various exercises. In one learners see a family tree that gives
people’s names only and does not state in writing their relationships to each other
or to Lillian. When they click on a name in the family tree, they see a video of
Lillian holding a picture and hear her talking about it. Lillian’s explanations are not
scripted. While she is speaking, the computer screen shows in writing Lillian’s
relationship to the person (or people) in the picture. Complexity is achieved by
expressing the relationship differently on the computer screen from how Lillian
expresses it in the video. For example:
Learner clicks on Ella Hall
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Grandma (video): This is my grandpa Bernard Wright and my
grandma Ella Hall. Their wedding picture. The two sitting
down.
Computer screen: Lillian is Ella Hall’s granddaughter.
In many cases, such as the one just above, Lillian offers more information
than just who is in the picture and what the family relationship is. This additional
information adds further complexity to the learners’ task. Learners must, for
example, eliminate irrelevant information while trying to determine the family
relationship.
In another exercise, learners first listen to the relationship as stated by Lillian
and then do a completion exercise that requires them to express the relationship in
an additional two ways. For example:
Grandma: This is Uncle Ben and Aunt Mary’s wedding picture. Uncle
Ben was my dad’s brother.
Sentence completion: Ben Wright is Lillian’s __________. Lillian is
Ben Wright’s __________.
The relationships that learners must express in the sentence completion exercise
are not usually stated directly by Lillian in the video.
A third exercise provides learners with a list of all possible relationships. For
example:
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Grandma: This is my grandmother Beadle and my Aunt Bonnie, my
mother’s sister--the only sister she had.
Computer screen: Bonnie Beadle = daughter of Mary Jones and John
Beadle; sister of Leda Beadle; sister-in-law of Bernie
Wright; aunt of Phyllis Wright and of Clarence, Adrian,
Jerry, Kenny, and Lillian Wright; great aunt of Linda,
Frank, and Lil Bacheller
The long list permits learners to then explore and practice numerous ways to
express the relationships shown in the family tree.
Avon Cemetery
Avon Cemetery is a Quicktime® virtual reality (QTVR) view of a small
cemetery in Avon, Utah, U.S.A. The underlying approach of this program is more
constructivist than it is in Grandma’s Pictures since there is no embedded
instruction, and any knowledge learners gain of the cemetery and the people buried
there is acquired solely by exploring the cemetery and by listening to spoken
versions of written narratives of early settlers.
The opening scene of the QTVR movie shows a dirt road, which leads up a
hillside to the cemetery. The narrator invites learners to travel up the road by
clicking on various “hotspots” along the way. As they do, the narrator describes
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briefly what learners are seeing along the road (e.g. a rail fence, an old barn, a
mountain range). Once at the top the hill, learners are invited to explore the
cemetery. By holding the mouse down, they can move around the cemetery, and
they can get close-up views of headstones by clicking on them.
Exercises focus on gathering, summarizing, and presenting information.
While exploring the cemetery, learners are asked to take notes about the size,
location, age of the cemetery, and other things that they notice. They are also told
to note any emotions they experience as they move about the cemetery.
In addition, learners are asked to fill in a chart that lists the names of about
20 people buried in the cemetery and to visit each person’s headstone. While at
each headstone, they are to get the date of birth and date of death of each person
and write down inscriptions that they find interesting.
Letters written by early settlers provide a community context for the
cemetery. The letters have been recorded digitally and learners listen to them to
gather data about, for example, when Avon was settled, what settlers did for a
living, and what hardships they experienced.
Finally, learners are told to refer the data they have gathered and write about
the Avon settlers and their cemetery. The writing is to begin with a brief history of
Avon, followed by a detailed description of the cemetery. Learners are encouraged
to include statistical data, interesting headstone descriptions, comparisons with
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cemeteries in their home countries, emotions they experienced while visiting the
cemetery, and so on.
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Objectives:
This panel will examine of how newly implemented foundation core course impact to graphic
design program and students.

Abstract:
New core foundation program launched in Fall 2005 for college of Design at Iowa State University.
The new core foundation developed concepts with “a shared language, experience and community
that expose students to all disciplines within the College of Design, including architecture, art and
design, community and regional planning, graphic design, integrated studio arts, interior design, and
landscape architecture.” The benefit of the new core foundation is that students can “make more
informed degree choices, apply to multiple programs at the end of their first year, and experiment
with interdisciplinary work at the earliest stage of their college education.”

The discoveries from this new core foundation program will become a benchmark for other
universities’ foundation program. The purpose of this presentation is to introduce the
interdisciplinary core foundation and its impact on graphic design program. Four panelists will
present portfolio review and admission process, core foundation courses, impact on graphic design
program, and feedback from students and faculty.
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Historical Perspectives
The College of Design at Iowa State University was formed in 1977 through a consolidation of
various design and studio art disciplines from across the university. The newly formed college
brought together programs and disciplines from Engineering, Agriculture, and Home Economics.
The College of Design is currently home to the departments of Architecture, Art and Design,
Landscape Architecture, and Community and Regional Planning. As stated in its mission, the
college is called:
1. To provide an organization for direct interaction among students, faculty and
professionals involved in all aspects of the visual arts, design and the planning of
structures, communities and environments;
2. To improve educational opportunities for the increasing number of young people
entering programs in the design professions;
3. To provide opportunities for all students in the university to undertake studies in
art, design and the built environment; and
4. To foster creative thought, scholarship and research on an interdisciplinary basis as
well as on an individual basis; To serve as a design resource for the university, the
community and the state. 1
Finding the common ground between these diverse departments was in 1977 and continues to be
today one of the biggest challenges for the College of Design. Initially, all departments had their
own first year preparatory curriculum. However in 2002, the college began discussing in earnest
the possibility of creating a common core program that could serve as the foundation for all
programs in the college of design. The goal of this foundation would be to develop a set of classes
that could create a shared language, experience and community that would expose students to all
disciplines within the College of Design, including architecture, art and design, community and
regional planning, graphic design, integrated studio arts, interior design, and landscape
architecture.

In 2002, all programs in the College of Design were either enrollment managed or working toward
that goal. The purpose of what is now known as the Core Design Program is to prepare all students to
enter the department or program of their choice in the College of Design. After the freshman year,
students are given the opportunity to submit a portfolio of studio work and supporting materials for
the purpose of being jury selected into a department or program. Students are allowed to select more
than one program for consideration and rank the programs according to their preference. Therefore,
the importance of creating a foundation curriculum that prepares students to clearly understand each

2
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department and program within the college is critical to the success of the jury process and later to
student retention within the programs. An additional goal of the first year foundation is to let students
experiment with interdisciplinary studies early in their educational career.

Changing Times: Changing Curriculum
Prior to fall 2004, each department in the College of Design had a unique foundation year. The
courses were specific to each department and little if any overlap occurred in the curriculum. This
posed several problems. First, there seemed to be a certain degree of duplication in content.
Second, students were only exposed to the exact program that they intended to apply into and if
they decided that they were in the wrong program the course work did not prepare them to make
a change in direction without starting over. Third, the concept of interdisciplinary thinking was not
strongly emphasized in the coursework.

The strength of the earlier foundation courses was their ability to strongly target skills that would
be essential to each department. Each department and program had its own language and set of
rules that seemed to apply only to that area. The unique and diverse thought processes that
characterized each area seemed to be an almost insurmountable obstacle in the development of a
common foundation. Specifically the structural, three-dimensional engineering-based thought
processes seemed to be the antithesis of the predominantly two-dimensional, aesthetic sensibilities
that defined the work in the studio arts. And that was not the only dichotomy. Other disconnects
were found between almost every department and program in the college when pitted against the
needs of another department or area.

A two-year review process was used to examine how the departments and programs might meet the
needs of the areas and the students without compromising those things that define a field of study.
A lecture series was also used to bring a variety of experts to campus to introduce new ideas about
how a core program could be structured. This process of internal and external assessment was used
to develop the Core Design Program.

The newly developed Core Design Program consists of three classes: Design Culture, Design
Studio I, and Design Representation. In addition, students must complete six credits of social
sciences or humanities, six credits of math or science, and six and one half credits of English and
communication, for a total of 29.5 credits at the end of their first year.

3
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The three design courses are designed to include ten components that are considered critical to
design thinking across the departments and programs in the College of Design. Those ten
components are:
1. Critical thinking- The ability to begin to think critically and solve problems creatively,
and apply these skills in the creation of your own work;
2. Visual organization- The ability to recognize, understand and apply fundamental
concepts of visual organization in two- and three-dimensional design;
3. Visual translation- The ability to translate objects observed and imagined through
collage, drawing, mapping, model-making, and other techniques;
4. Media- The ability to handle and understand a variety of media and material processes;
5. Research- The ability to research, analyze and appraise a variety of references and
resources;
6. Ethics- The awareness of the artist’s, designer’s and planner’s potential impact on the
individual, society, and environment;
7. Communication- The ability to demonstrate basic design literacy in oral, visual and
written presentations;
8. Collaboration- The ability to develop basic knowledge of and experience in
collaborative design endeavors;
9. Critical evaluation- The ability to analyze and evaluate your own design work and that
of others against a range of criteria; and
10. Professional awareness- The awareness of the unique qualities of the design
professions and disciplines represented in the College of Design. 2

Graphic Design at Iowa State University: Building on the Foundation
The impact of the Core Design Program is best seen through examining the individual programs.
One such program is graphic design. Graphic design at Iowa State University is a highly structured
degree that admits 60 students per year. The students admitted to this program have been juryselected based on grade point average, a portfolio of work from the Core Design Program, and a
written essay. According to the graphic design mission statement:
1. Graphic design is a professional field of study based on the foundations of visual
communication;
2. The study of graphic design encompasses cultural, aesthetic, ergonomic, technical,
ethical, and economic fields;

4
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3. Designers create communications that serve many needs–everything from warning
labels to multimedia interfaces; and
4. They solve communication problems of all types and sizes. The solutions require
creativity, lateral thinking, research, and excellent verbal and written
communication skills.3

Once a student is admitted into the program, they will take courses in graphic design and
technology that are specific to the major. The curriculum is based on a four year semester system
with 123.5 hours required to complete the undergraduate Bachelor of Fine Art degree in graphic
design. At the sophomore, junior, and senior-level students will take courses both in graphic design
and in design technology.

At the sophomore level, graphic design students are expected to learn principles of formalism. All
students are required to take a series of two studio courses and two technology courses in graphic
design. In the studio courses, student projects revolve around the learning design principles;
symmetry, repetition, direction, radiation, gradation, anomaly, texture, and asymmetry. These
principles are used to teach students how to effectively utilize two-dimensional space. Students are
also introduced to principles of visual communication. All projects stress the importance of design
as a mode of visual and verbal communication. In addition to submitting final designs students also
submit a process notebook. This notebook outlines the development of their project from start to
finish. It includes all initial research on the project content area that went into the conceptual
development of the solution, as well as, the formal exploration of the design principles as seen in
preliminary sketches through the final submission. Through this technique students learn that
graphic design is product of a conceptual and a formal thought process.

In the technology courses at the sophomore level, students are taught how to use graphic design
software. The packages covered include Adobe Creative Suite (Photoshop, Illustrator, and
InDesign) and Dreamweaver. The purpose of the technology course is two-fold. First, students are
given hands-on, tutorial style instruction. They use laptop computers to follow along with
instructor-lead in-class demonstrations. Second, the student projects are designed to better facilitate
the projects in the sophomore graphic design studio class. The projects are also designed to
enlighten students with regard to the industry usage of each software package. One example of this
is a editorial design project intended to teach industry usage of InDesign. The students are
introduced to the project by a team of magazine designers from Meredith Corporation, the

5
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publisher of Better Homes and Gardens®. The professional team also conducts a final critique of
the projects and answers student questions about the magazine industry.

During the junior year, graphic design students are introduced to more advanced abstract and
conceptual thinking skills and communication theory. The student work becomes far more
connected to the practice of graphic design. Students will start to work with symbol design and
more advanced use of typography. They will also be allowed to branch out and tailor their graphic
design degree through the selection of various two-credit option courses.

Two-credit option course are topic-driven courses that allow a student to specialize their skills in a
variety of graphic design related areas. These courses typically have slightly smaller scope than the
main studio courses and have more flexible content. The two-credit options that are available to
students include:
photographic art direction,
time-based multimedia,
exhibition design,
advanced typography,
graphic design methodology,
graphic design practicum,
web design for e-commerce/graphic design application,
environmental graphics,
selected studies in graphic design,
publication design: magazines/books,
and other topics relevant to the practice of design.

The technology focus in the junior year is on print production. One course in print materials and
production is offered in the spring of the junior year. It is positioned at this point in the student’s
career to help spring board them into their internship, which is commonly done during the
following summer. The print materials and production course is a two-credit lecture course with
several studio-type assignments. The class also brings in guest speakers from such areas as the U.S.
Post Office, Offset Printing Industry, Paper Industry, and Large Format Digital Printing. The
students are also given opportunity to take field trips to print shops to see offset printing, pre-press
production, and digital printing. The final project is a two-color on four-color postcard. Each
student designs and prepares the camera-ready art for the postcard. All of the cards are then

6
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combined onto a series of press sheets and printed at the university print shop. Students are given
the opportunity to see the postcards on press and have a question and answer time with the printers.

The senior year involves a capstone course that teaches larger system design projects such as longterm identity, signage systems, and wayfinding. Students take a professional practice course and
prepare their final portfolio and résumé. All students are required to participate in a public
portfolio review. Numerous employers, as well as family and friends of the participants, attend this
review each spring.

During the fall semester seniors are given the opportunity to study for a semester in Rome.
Approximately 40 students each year participate in the Rome program. This program has dedicated
studio spaces for Iowa State University students. Students participate in field trips and outings in
addition to their studio work in order to round out their cultural experience.

Further Studies
After several years we are starting to see changes in how sophomore students perform in the
graphic design major. There are things that they find challenging now that were never an obstacle
in previous years. Since the sophomore curriculum has remained consistent, the change in student
responses is being attributed to changes in the Core Design Program. One change is that students
have much less exposure to degree-specific design principles and terminology. This seems to
indicate that material that was previously in the freshman year may need to be brought into the
sophomore year, if in fact, it is critical to the disciplinary thinking of the area. While this may seem
to be working backwards, students have also been exposed to new ideas and techniques. It will be
the job of each area to determine what new knowledge students have as in-coming sophomores and
how can that discipline leverage that knowledge into new and interesting discipline-specific studio
projects.

References:
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THE SONGKET MOTIFS: THE SPIRIT OF THE MALAY CULTURE
Azizi Bahauddin, PhD & Aldrin Abdullah, PhD
School of Housing, Building & Planning
Universiti Sains Malaysia
ABSTRACT
The songket motifs found in the Malay textile art depict the journey and the
history of the Malay people in creating their cultural identity. Songket is a word in
Malay which means to bring out or to pull a thread from a background cloth or
to weave using gold and silver thread. Historically, the songket indicates a
symbol of royalty, the rulers of the people in Peninsular Malaysia. Since
independence in 1957 from the British, after numerous foreign influences over
Peninsular Malaysia, the Malay, the predominant group in Malaysia, carries
forward the meaningful symbol of the Malay race. The alleged supremacy of this
race can be seen reflected in the songket and its motifs along with the belief of
animism and religious beliefs of Hindu-Buddhism and Islam. The songket motifs
appear in different categories such as motifs derived from flora, fauna, food,
nature and court related objects, passed on through generation via oral
traditions. All of these motifs are closely associated with the daily life of the Malay
people. Sensitivity towards the elements that appear around Malay triggered the
birth of these motifs that at the same time are deeply embedded with the Malay
life philosophy. Adages, phrases and proverbs, which can be seen clearly in the
motifs, become the guidance for the Malay in managing their life. Historically,
the story behind the songket motifs tell a tale of the Malay power in a country
that is now multi-ethnic, multi-racial, multi religious and multi-lingual.

The

existence of the songket motifs presents an issue of the identity of Malaysia
based on the purity of the Malay race although other influences such as the
Hindu-Buddhist, Islamic and Western apart from the animist belief of the people
played a role in characterizing these people.
Keywords: cultural identity, spirituality, representation, Malay, multi-racial
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Figure 1. Songket
INTRODUCTION
This paper explores the representation of the cultural identity and the spirit of the
Malay people as portrayed in the songket motifs. It is significant to note that the
songket motifs are portrayed in a Malay textile art (Figure 1) called the songket
found mainly in the states of Kelantan and Terengganu, Malaysia. Songket is a
Malay word which means to pull a thread from a background cloth or to weave
using gold and silver thread (Nawawi, 1989:5). In weaving terms it means to inlay
a gold thread or an extra weft (Serian Songket, 1981:3). According to another
definition, the songket means the act of weaving using the supplementary
metallic threads, which are inserted in between, silk or cotton weft or latitudinal
threads of the main cloth (Noor, 1993:10).
METHODOLOGY
The paper is concerned with established and changing representations of Malay
culture and how it is used to become a symbol for Malaysian cultural identity.
This involves an analysis of established discourse on Malaysia’s cultural identity.
Fundamental to the investigation are the research methods employed.
Interviews were conducted during field research and literature was reviewed,
interviews were carried out and visual evidence was collected. This literature
summary was concerned with the Malaysian culture and discourse on identity. In
particular it focused on the songket motifs to establish a point for undertaking this
research. Additional information on songket was acquired through interviews
with songket weavers. Critical to this research was the establishment of
Malaysia’s history, geography and cultural background available in both Malay
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and English. Historical texts written by the British government dating from the late
1800s to the late 1960s were drawn upon. This information provided a clear
understanding of Malay culture in terms of Malay philosophy, rituals and
customs. The understanding of the cultural context is vital in relating the Malay
culture that embodied the songket motifs.
The states of Kelantan and Terengganu were chosen as bases for this research
for specific reasons. Firstly, these states are the only two states which still produce
the songket as a cottage industry and as an extensive authentic songket quality
source. Secondly, the people of Terengganu and Kelantan are known by
Malaysians for their practice of and strong beliefs in traditional Malay customs
and teachings. Thirdly, Terengganu and Kelantan illustrate the most traditional
settings and are the least affected by foreign influences. Finally, Terengganu and
Kelantan are the most appropriate context for discussing discourse on sense of
belonging and localised identity. These specific reasons are strengthened by the
authenticity of the songket found in Terengganu and Kelantan. The songketmotifs-related individuals in ‘songket villages’ in Terengganu and Kelantan were
interviewed simultaneously with visual data collection due to the availability of
the evidence. This in-depth interview is targeted for the first category of the
respondents, the songket-related individuals in Terengganu and Kelantan. The
songket individuals chosen are the songket weavers, producers and designers
and the elder people residing in the ‘songket villages’. Interaction involving the
interviewer and the interviewee is more dynamic an activity. The in-depth
interview was chosen for a specific data collection technique. Thus, an in-depth
interview is an unstructured interview which allows more flexibility. Although it is
considered informal, the content of the interview has to be planned out well.
Kahn and Cannel pointed out that in-depth interviewing is a data collection
technique relied on quite extensively by qualitative researchers. It is often
described as ‘a conversation with a purpose.’(1957:80). The in-depth interview is
the most appropriate technique to apply for interviewing respondents within the
deeply rooted traditions of the Malay cultural context. The elders and the
‘songket villagers’ are interviewed due to their vast knowledge of the songket
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productions that include products other than the Malay traditional costumes
such as tablet mats, drapes, coasters, etc. and the songket motifs.
The Malay culture teaches its people to respect the elders, for they are more
knowledgeable and wiser. It is the duty of the younger generations to learn to
respect the elders for the knowledge they carry taught in oral traditions. An old
saying expresses that siapa makan garam dulu, which may be translated as who
tastes the salt first is the most informed person (Clifford, 1913:103). Apparently, this
old saying refers to the elders’ greater experience and knowledge. In oral
cultures such as the Malay culture, oral communication is dominant and takes
precedence in any activities involving acquiring information. Moreover, the oral
tradition expresses a very strong cultural value which must be understood for this
investigation to be seen in proper context. Visual evidence in this investigation
will be used to support the information collected through interviews. Photographs
and slides are known to increase the value of any record. They are used in the
cultural elements (i.e. the songket motifs, other forms of Malay art relevant to the
songket motifs, settings for the songket weaving processes) of this investigation.
Slides and photographs are logical fiction. Moreover, they are designed merely
to

capture

what

is

distinctive

in

the

photographic

relation

and

the

photographer’s interest (Asante, 1992:30). Thus, the photographs and slides are
vital in this investigation because they document non-verbal behaviour and
communication.

HISTORY OF SONGKET AND CULTURAL IDENTITY
Songket received another boost when Malaysia’s Prime Minister, Abdullah
Ahmad Badawi expressed that he would like to see his late wife, Endon
Mahmood's work in promoting Malaysian batik and songket continued so that
they

can

improve

the

people's

livelihood

and

become

well-known

internationally mainly through tourism. One effort that can be seen was in the
representation of songket motifs in other elements apart from textile art (Syed Ali
2005). Industry observers regarded Endon's efforts and sacrifices in bringing back
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the glory of batik, songket and kebaya as irreplaceable. On efforts to protect
and rehabilitate the national heritage, a National Heritage Bill 2005 was
presented for the first time at the Malaysian Parliament Lower House on 22
November 2005. Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Culture, Arts and Heritage,
Wong Kam Hoong said the bill would be used in protecting and rehabilitating
cultural and natural heritage namely songket (Ibid). In sociology perspective,
culture was defined as results and ideas which were learned and shared by
certain community. This includes their beliefs, political values, customs, laws,
moral, social institution, arts, languages and material products. Taylor has given a
classical definition for culture that it is a complex entity which includes
knowledge, beliefs, arts, decency, laws, customs and other abilities or habits
which are acquired by humans as a part of community (1999). The songket
motifs fall under all the categories of culture as stated by Deraman, such as
thoughts/ideas, materialism, arts and values and norm (1993). These four fields
not only show the intangible products but also the tangible products. All these
products show culture of certain community physically and spiritually. As an
example relation between thinking and behaviour can be visualized through
high quality of woven materials which come from creative ideas and
philosophies have been converted from weaving process and at last the woven
materials become as one of our cultural heritage, thus songket.
Cultural heritage is the characteristic of human living in the context of civilization
breakdown. Songket, referring to characteristics which are tangible or non
tangible, is produced during a person’s lifetime and inherited from generation to
generation. Becoming the essence and identity of a nation or race comprising
of all aspects including architecture, handy work, fashion, carvings with many
motives on clothing, buildings, illustrations on printed matter and as a
representation of tangible heritage or courtesy, values, behaviour, philosophy,
thought and creativity which transcends to non tangible cultural heritage.
Tangible heritage is an object that remains intact to the sight and touch
(tangible), and the intangible heritage is knowledge and skills that can be
interpreted through oral tradition, custom and cultural values, language and
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writings such as found in festivals, rituals, beliefs, performing arts, visual arts,
traditional medicine, traditional sports and games. According to Rais Yatim, the
Malaysia minister of Culture, Arts and Heritage, culture has often meant as a way
of life that is accepted by a certain community that within it is the essence of
thought and good and noble practices (1999). Personal strength is said to be the
elements of life that reflect the awkwardness of an individual or community. Its
real meaning, personal strength is the identity of an individual, society and
nation that has strong characteristics to be proud of. Thus, tourism requires this
and the songket motifs have been found to be one way of expressing the idea
of Malaysian cultural identity.
Historically, the songket threads were of gold, with the application of silver
threads beginning after the influx of Indian and Arab traders to the Malay
Peninsula in the 13th to 16th centuries. The songket weaving flourished during the
Malacca Malay Sultanate Empire when trade to the Malay Peninsula was at its
peak during the 15th century. The port city of Malacca, the administrative and
economic centre of the empire drew traders from India, China, the Arab world
and the West via India. Hence came the materials necessary for the songket
weaving (Serian Songket, 1981:4). Malay historical texts indicated that the
songket costumes could only be worn by royalty, the court officials elected by
the sultans, and those who received awards. There were very strict rules of attire
and for the wearing of the songket costumes as written in traditional law texts of
The Canon Law of Malacca and The Littoral Laws of Malacca. Those who failed
to comply could be punished severely. It can be posited that the songket motifs
represent the identity and ethnicity namely in the Malay traditional political,
economic and social systems, which was passed on through generations via
memory and oral traditions.

SONGKET MOTIFS
Spatial harmony, balance, rhythm, repetition, and size of the motifs express a
high level of artistic achievement. According to Su (1997), a wood carver of
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Terengganu, the arrangement of motifs in Malay art pieces always deals with
the appreciation of the Malay people of God’s creation. The way to
appreciate God’s (Allah) creation is by looking at and into nature to find
answers to human existence. However, before the Malay people were
converted to Islam after the 12th century, the Malay people were animists,
Buddhists and Hindus (Kasimin, 1991:xi). They were producing art long before
the conversion to Islam. However, the philosophy in these religions is in keeping
with Malay devotion to the divine power of the Supreme Being. The meaning
of motifs, spaces and gaps between motifs are designed according to these
religious beliefs. It could be suggested that the songket motifs of the past
represented the animist belief and the assimilation with Hindu-Buddhist and
Islamic ideologies. They were the memory of the Malay people. As the Malay
people always believe in the united we stand, divided we fall, the
arrangement of motifs also is influenced by the same concept. The motifs
always appear in numbers to signify unity of the community creating the
patterns.
body

head

kendik

foot

Figure 2. Structure of Songket
The songket motifs are divided into several categories. They are motifs derived
from flora and fauna that have been stylised because of Islamic religious
restrictions, foods,

nature

and

significant

court

objects.

In

order

to

comprehend the symbolism that exists in the motifs, the location of the motifs
or structure in songket has to be considered. The hierarchy of locations in the
structure are the head followed by body and foot and support for the head
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(Figure 2). The head plays the role of carrying the hidden meaning behind the
portrayed motifs. The motifs occupying the body area act as supporting motifs
combined in various patterns. The foot is filled with solid and stable design, and
kendik (supporting the head) is filled with thin and ornate design (Serian
Songket, 1981:8).Malaysia’s tropical location provides an abundance of
plants. The Malay people have exploited the medicinal properties of these
plants. They have successfully used all parts of plants: the flowers, roots, leaves,
fruits, bark and even seeds. Plants are portrayed repeatedly in Malay art
because they are believed to have the power of healing those who own the
art pieces. However, according to Coatalen (1982:110), plants are not an
Islamic symbol and further the extremely widespread floral motifs can be
explained by the intrinsic beauty of the flowers. Plants are extremely well
represented in Malaysia. The Malays use plants on variety of occasions, as
food, medicine, drugs, offering and decoration. To know the meaning of the
plants one has to identify them, which is not easy, for botany is not an easy
knowledge to acquire. The most significant plant used and illustrated is the
motif of bamboo shoot. The importance of bamboo to the Malay people is
mentioned numerous times in the Malay proverbs, where the growth of the
bamboo is identified with human development. Therefore, the growing stages
of this plant are meant to be an example in educating and bringing children
into adulthood.
According to Jusoh (1997) of Terengganu, the bamboo shoot motif was
located within folklore long before the coming of Islam. When the Malays
converted to Islam, the symbolic meaning of the bamboo shoot was changed
to be incorporated with Islamic teachings leading away from the superstitious
and supernatural beliefs. However, the folkloristic beliefs regarding bamboo
shoot motifs still remain deeply embedded in the Malay culture. This is because
most of Malay historical texts combined facts with myths, legends and
folkloristic belief (Osman, 1988:130). The long period of Hindu-Buddhist
influences had deepened the beliefs in spiritual elements and supernatural
beings, which existed in the early Malay communities of the archipelago (Ibid).
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Mohamed (1997), a Malay Kelantanese historian and religious teacher
(Sufism), believes that one should look into his/her religion to obtain a deeper
comprehension of the meaning in his/her art. Diagrammatically, the bamboo
shoot (Figure 3) motif is represented in a triangular shape, in the head pointing
at each other. The bamboo shoot represents the universe. The motifs in
bamboo shoot express the beauty of the universe as they are derived from
‘something beautiful’ (referring to the Divine Essence of God) (Ibid). The
‘universe’ is depicted in a four division triangle (Figure 4) (Ibid).
Alam Syahadah
Alam Mithal
Alam Arwah
Zat Allah

Figure 3. Bamboo Shoot Motif

Figure 4. Bamboo Shoot Symbolism

1. Alam Syahadah (universe) - signifies the reality or physicality of the
world/universe.
2. Alam Mithal (unseen world) - designates the unseen and less
understood world/universe.
3. Alam Arwah (spiritual world) - the degree of understanding of human
kind towards this world as basically minimal.
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4. At the apex and confined to a small dot is the Zat Allah (Divine
Essence) and the place for Divine Power and Supreme Being
(Mohamed, 1984:31).
Spices are other sources for motifs. Cloves and star anise, renowned for their
fragrance, are principal motifs supporting the bamboo shoot. Jusoh (1997)
pointed out that cloves and star anise posses some medicinal values. Apart
from relieving tooth-aches and bad breath, both spices help to heal wounds
after child birth and to ease post-natal distress (Zakaria and Mohd, 1993:11)
and cloves can be used as moth balls to preserve delicate costumes from
pests while releasing sweet fragrance (Aziz, 1997). Clove (Figure 5) and star
anise (Figure 6) motifs appear in small representation. They exist as principal
supporting motifs to balance the composition of the pattern. According to
Jusoh (1997), the motifs of cloves and star anise are the ‘invisible’ boundary
defining the outline of bigger motifs.

Figure 5. Clove Motif

Figure 6. Star Anise Motif

Most of the flowers that are portrayed in the songket motifs have sweet
fragrance, are small to medium in size, white and cream in colour and possess
some medicinal properties. Traditionally, the flowers were believed to have
special effect in revitalising and rejuvenating the bather when used in scented
bath. Nature in the Malay society has always been a reflection of the creation
of the Supreme Being. A flower connected to a stem symbolises the strength of
a thread to the teaching of Islam (Figure 7). Loss of faith in Allah, the Supreme
Being, destroys the belief of the people in their faith, causing them go astray
(Jusoh, 1997). Teratai (lotus), according to Mohamed (1984:35), is the ‘mother’
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of all flowers as far as the people of the Southeast Asia is concerned.
Interpretation of lotus (Figure 8) indicates various very strong religious beliefs
bringing about traditions and customs. The interpretation has changed in the
process of appropriating but the shape of the motif remained the same. Yin, a
songket weaver and producer of Kelantan, described the lotus motifs appear
in four petalled-lotus and eight petalled-lotus (Yin and various songket
weavers, 1997, 2003 and 2004). Mohamed (1984:36) says that the petals of the
lotus symbolise levels of being, as the lotus has always been associated with
the Malay culture and religions. The lotus is also known as the twelve petalled
sun and the six petalled sun (Ibid). When transformed into motifs, the lotus
comes in different shapes of four, six, eight and twelve petalled lotus.

Figure 7. Diagram of a Flower

Figure 8. Eight Petalled Lotus

Diagrammatically, the circle that holds the lotus petals together according to
Mohamed

represents

the

kalbu/kalbun

(‘trueself’)

(Figure

9).

This

representation holds the functions of the body. The kalbu/kalbun (‘trueself’) is
situated in the heart of a human and can only be reached or touched
through rasa (feelings) (Ibid). The feelings and the other eight parts of the
body in total made up nine parts of the human body where the rasa (feelings)
is connected to the stem of the plant. In humankind, the rasa (feelings) is
connected to the power of the Divine Being through his devotion in a spiritual
relationship (Ibid). The eight petalled lotus symbolises the parts of the human
body. The functions are reflected as follows, describing the human body parts
have to work together in order to give their fullest devotion to the Divine Being
(Ibid).
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Forehead

Chest

Right shoulder

Left shoulder

Right elbow

Left elbow

Right leg

Left leg

Figure 9. The Human Body Parts in Relation to Eight Petalled Lotus
The four petalled lotus signifies the four elements of earth, water, fire and wind
(Figure 10) in relation to the human character (Ahmad, 1982:12).
1. the earth element - associated with coldness and dryness.
2. the water element - associated with coldness and wetness.
3. the fire element – associated with hotness and dryness.
4. the air element - associated with hotness and wetness.
These characters must co-exist in balance and harmony in the human body.
Lack of an element will result in an imbalanced body, causing sickness.
Traditional medicine practitioners believe that using natural sources such as
flowers for medicine will apparently heal the sickness through the process of
rejuvenating and revitalising, thus bringing balance to the human body.
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Figure 10. Four-petalled Lotus and Elements in Human Body
The commonly used fruit motifs are based on the mangosteen (Figure 11) and
Malay gooseberry (Figure 12). The character of a mangosteen is expressed in
an old Malay adage of black is the shell, but sweetness lies inside on the
judging of a person’s personality. It is reflected in the contrast of colours
between the black shell of the fruit and the white fleshy pulp. The mangosteen
also symbolises the reflection of one’s feelings or one’s inner self as related to
human spiritual state (Dawa, 1997). It also signifies purity of heart in one’s
relationship with the Supreme Being. Malay gooseberry is particularly intriguing
because of its size. It is a small yellow acidic fruit with a very sour taste. It has a
strength that is metaphorically similar to the Western adage don’t judge the
book by its cover.

Therefore, this metaphor has always been used to

characterise the social behaviour of the Malay people.

Figure 11. Mangosteen

Figure 12. Malay Gooseberry
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The coming of Islam and the spread of Islamic teachings from 8th century AD
onward saw the diminishing representation of animals in Malay art. Orthodox
Islamic beliefs written in the Al-Hadis forbid animals’ representation in any art
form, stated on the day of Judgement when the painter (any artist) stands
before the Throne of God, he will be commanded to put life into the works of
art he has created and when he confesses his inability to do so, he will be
forthwith cast down into Hell (Arnold, 1932:153). However, the belief did not
prevent the Malays from recreating images of animals in the songket motifs.
According to Hussein (1997), a wood carver and a dagger maker of Kelantan,
the animals that are portrayed frequently in Malay arts are the motifs of the
cockerel’s tail and sea horses. These motifs are stylised and turned into
geometrical patterns aligned with the teachings of Islam. The abstract forms of
the sea horses (Figure 13), cockerel’s tails, butterfly etc. capture the beauty of
these creatures. Both animals possess intricate appearances and are admired
for strength and perseverance symbolising the spiritual belief and powerful
Malay warriors.

Figure 13. Seahorse
The cockerel’s spur motifs were portrayed for their colourful appearance and
the strength of the cocks. The cockerel’s spur is also a small weapon used by
the Malay warriors. The weapon symbolises the artistry of weaponry design
and concealed strength in a small-sized dagger (Terengganu State Museum,
1997, 2003 and 2004). The shape of sea horses motif was derived from the
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intricate form of the sea horses and associated with the fishermen and sailors
in their seafaring journeys. The creature possesses some medicinal properties.
The Malay people also believe that sea horses have the ability to ward off evil
spells; thus, dried sea horses are hung on the door for such a task (Hussein,
1997).
The awareness of the beautiful creation of God is reflected in the portrayal of
elements of nature. Mountains, waves (Figure 14), rain, clouds, water are
examples of natural elements that are captured in the motifs. Motifs derived
from nature started long before the coming of foreign influences to the Malay
Archipelago. Malay animism that held that spirits lived in every living thing
ensured that the elements were illustrated in all the functional arts. However,
the motif of mountains (Figure 15) stressed a very strong Buddhist influence. The
Buddhist religious teachings enforced the strong animist belief that magical
and spiritual powers existed in elements in nature. Thus, the elements from
nature became the symbols and sources for creation in art forms (Ismail,
1994:25).

Figure 14. Waves

Figure 15. Mountains

According to the teaching of Buddhism, the mountain links the worlds, serving
as a channel of communication between the realms of existence. The tip of
the mountain is the focal point for such interchange (Snodgrass, 1985:260).
Such faith remained in the Malay society for a long time transcending different
periods of foreign influence. The faith was strengthened by the Hindu myth
that the chariots of the gods, the sky travellers, alight upon the summit of the
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World Mountain (Ibid). This was believed to be the point of contact between
man and gods. The summit of the cosmic mountain is not only the highest
point of the earth; it is also the earth’s navel, the point at which the creation
began (Eliade, 1964:261). The Islamic belief expresses that the tip of the
mountain is an abstract location where one can find God but only through
looking into nature and understanding it. The concept of communicating with
God through the tip of the mountain is also applied in the architecture of the
mosques. Physically, a dome that points upward serves the same function as
applied in Buddhist temple (Yatim, 1989:42). Diagrammatically, the mountains
motifs can be found mostly at the foot of the songket structure, stating its
stability and boldness (Figure 16). Billowing clouds motif illustrates strength and
stability despite its soft appearance. Water canal represents the agrarian
economy of the Malay people, where the canal is used to irrigate the
plantations. The function of water canal of watering plants itself is associated
with the people’s unity through the act of helping each other. The motifs taken
from nature symbolise the notion of growth, spiritually and physically. They
allow the process of nurturing life and seeking perfection.
God (Allah)

Nature

Mankind
Figure 16. Mountain in Islamic Belief

The nature represents the vehicle for humankind to use in trying to understand
what faith and religion will offer in achieving the ‘higher’ level of spiritual
beings. However, the beliefs of the Malay people interacted with several
religious beliefs before coming to Islamic belief. Myths and superstitious beliefs
starting in the animist and Hindu-Buddhist periods became intertwined with the
Islamic religious beliefs. Therefore, it is this blend that characterises the Malay
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people. These assimilations are visible in the rituals and ceremonies in
contemporary Malaysia. However, the fundamental religious belief is strictly
Islam.
Foods become part of the songket motifs for their moulded shapes and
ingredients required to produce them. Most of the foods portrayed in the
motifs require a mixture of brown sugar, coconut milk and flour as contained in
honey sweet cake and glutinous rice sweet cake (Figures 17 & 18). Dawa
(1997), a researcher in traditional Malay motifs, stressed that to understand the
importance of the foods is to analyse the ingredients. Any single ingredient is
tasteless without the other. A lot of combined effort is needed to prepare the
foods, thus making them the food of a community. The bonding of the
ingredients symbolises unity in a community where the individualistic act is
least recognised. The feeling is consistent with the old Malay saying translated
as the load is equally shared regardless of the weight. The foods represent the
participation of a community and preserve unity and the repetition and
combination of motifs indicate the idea of the strength of communal activities.

Figure 17. Honey Sweet Cake

Figure 18. Glutinous Rice Sweet Cake

On the other hand, chess was known to be one of the favourite games for
royalty. The pattern of the chess board (Figure 19) is woven onto motifs to
create the chess board pattern. Court’s fences (Figure 20) motif is located
mainly at the foot of the structure, indicating a function similar to the mountain
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motif. It provides a visual stability and boldness filled with ornate design. It also
provides a boundary or a frame to the whole composition.

Figure 19. Chess Board

Figure 20. Court’s Fence

CONCLUSION
The songket motifs symbolise the very essence of Malay cultural identity and
spirituality expressed in the creation of its motifs through the practice of oral
traditions. Malaysians take less interest in the motifs today especially in the
processes, oral traditions and symbolic meaning that embraced this form of
Malay art. The songket is known to the majority of people only in Malaysia and
south-east Asia region as costumes meant for ceremonies and official occasions.
However, the songket goes beyond the glitter and intricacy of designs and
motifs. It has a deeper implication for Malaysia’s cultural politics and production
and apparently cultural identity. Changes from one end - the traditional
concept of identity understood in Malaysia - to the other - a more contemporary
identity will be evident. The songket motifs are examined precisely because they
have experienced a change in their ‘identity’ from being the luxury of royalty to
being at the disposal of the wider public. This event has demonstrated the shift in
culture, tradition and location of the songket motifs thus Malay identity itself. Said
suggested that identity is a product of articulation which lies at the intersection
of dwelling and travelling and is claimed of continuity and discontinuity (and
vice-versa). He further described identity as a politics rather than and inherited
marking, its articulation and rearticulation grows out of the very tension raised
between these two constructs: one based on socio-cultural determinants, the
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other on biological ones (1994:357). Therefore, the songket motifs, with their
shifting of identity, demonstrate in the research into the changing of the Malay
cultural identity. Through the experimentation of changing the dimensions of the
motifs, the transformations accommodated the metaphors and symbolic
meaning of the motifs. These elements of oral tradition will be sustained in a way
commensurate with the time frame, context and placement of the research and
the researcher.

The commodified products based on songket motifs became the most important
elements in informing the public on the messages found in the motifs. The motifs
appear in wall hanging, table cloth, cushion covers, rugs and runners. The motifs
become a story in a story book. Every detail counts for a piece of tale and
legend which are fully embedded with messages and advice to the Malay
people. Since songket was already viewed as an art piece, the transformation of
the songket motifs require less extensive understanding since the problem of
defining what art is took place at the early stage. Understanding the philosophy
that exists in the motifs assisted the relaying of the information to the public be it
in the open during special occasions or in specific places such as galleries and
museums. The philosophy is still traditional but the methods of presenting the
ideas changed according to the functions of the songket motifs as well as the
locations of the songket motifs being displayed. All these changes are making
the songket motifs more accessible and more acceptable to the public. As the
purpose of this research was to explore the Malay songket motifs in the songket
textile art of Malaysia, the research involved examining the songket motifs’
symbolic meaning and the Malay culture that they embody. The Malay cultural
production of the songket motifs, symbolising the Malay identity, expressed the
concept of ‘growth’, ‘sense of unity’ and ‘human spirituality’. This ‘sense of unity’
was expressed in the arrangement and the composition of the motifs in creating
a bigger pattern. Traditions and customs found through the examination of the
motifs. The traditional culture that had been passed on for over twenty centuries
is closely observed today which raised another question about the practicality of
these traditions in a modern Malaysia. The customs were seen as being strictly
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followed and claimed by many Malays as the purest manifestation of Malay
culture, being loyal to the rules set by the leaders. The sense of culture being
ever changing was never addressed thus leading the practice of observing
these cultural regulations to be taken at face value. It was evident that the
society was governed by a social construct, a communal activity based on rules
created long time ago. This society was structured around a precise history of
rulers and ruled power relations. The songket motifs in their flat state conveyed a
traditional enigmatic quality rich with cultural traditions. More importantly, the
investigation had demonstrated that the songket motifs went through a process
of change as the Malay underwent cultural developments involving assimilation
of foreign influences. There was evidence that Malay race was mixed and could
be seen as undergoing identity change when exposed to external influences. It
became the main factor for the researcher’s transformation of the motifs into art
works, a change in their function and appearance. The understanding of the
motifs’ symbolic meaning facilitated the motifs’ transformation. The assimilation
of many religious beliefs, from animism to Hindu-Buddhism and Islam had
determined the unfixed nature of the cultural context of the motifs. This was to
suggest that identity could not be determined by one factor or influence but
was multi-centred and had multi-references.
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6) Abstract:
This presentation deals with the relationship between the embodied cognition paradigm
and two sets of its implications: its implications for the ontology of selves, and its
implications for the nature and extent of phenomenal consciousness.
There has been a recent wave of interest within cognitive science in the paradigm
variously called ‘embodied,’ ‘extended,’ ‘situated’ or ‘distributed’ cognition. Although
ideas applied in the embodied cognition research program can be traced back to the
works of Heidegger, Piaget, Vygotsky, Merleau-Ponty, and Dewey, the current thesis can
be seen as a direct response and, in some cases, a proposed alternative to the
cognitivist/classicist view of the mind, which can be defined as a rule-based, informationprocessing model of cognition that
i) characterizes problem-solving in terms of inputs and outputs,
ii) assumes the existence of symbolic, encoded representations which enable the
system to devise a solution by means of computation, and
iii) maintains that cognition can be understood by focusing primarily on an
organism’s internal cognitive processes (i.e., specifically those involving
computation and representation).
Work in embodied cognition, by contrast, asserts that cognition arises from—or perhaps
is enacted by—real-time, goal-oriented bodily interactions with the world. From this
point of view, the manner in which organisms are embodied constrains and perhaps
determines their cognition; cognition is situated and possibly off-loaded onto the
environment; and it may be that off-line cognition, such as dreaming or metaphysical
musing, is also body-based.
I lay out three relations: the implications of embodiment for consciousness; the
implications of embodiment for the self; and the tension between these two. I argue that
the embodiment paradigm introduces a radical split between consciousness and the self,
and that it does so by deflating our pre-theoretical instincts about consciousness and self
in two different directions; however, I claim, what both these theoretical movements have
in common is a scepticism about the notion of a psychological container defining a
boundary between ‘inside’ and ‘outside.’
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Piano Girl or Piano Thumper? Women Pianists in the Antebellum South
By Candace Bailey

Since the 1880s, several authors have talked about the “piano girl,” the young
woman who plays just well enough to politely entertain those around her. The
multifarious discussions of the piano girl, however, do not point to a single character. I
wish to examine the validity of generalizations about the nineteenth-century piano girl in
the context of the antebellum southern woman, roughly 1830-65. Did the piano girl really
exist and what did she play for whom? What are the social situations in which young
women performed and how did they fit into the proscribed mores of the times?
This paper is part of a larger study of women’s music in the antebellum South,
and I will limit the discussion to upper- and middle-class southern white women because
here perhaps the code was strictest, the expectations most consistent, the traditions more
ingrained and less likely to change, and the extant data more complete. And yet, while
contemporary scholarship has revealed a wide gulf between many features of northern
and southern women’s lives, some aspects do translate across geographic boundaries. In
particular, reading material—be it novels or periodicals such as Godey’s Lady’s Book—
circulated in both populations, and therefore such materials provide reliable data for
southern women’s culture. On the other hand, how far to apply characteristics from nonsouthern cultures to that of the South is questionable, for woman’s place in society
differed significantly from more familiar cultures. A Eurocentric view does not apply to
southern traditions, and here lies one of the methodological difficulties of this study. This
paper will examine accepted views of women’s pianism in the nineteenth century in the
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context of southern women’s culture, and how and why they differ from those that have
been received and understood as exemplary of women in general.
The combined evidence (diaries, collections, sheet music, advice on proper attire
and existing costumes, comments from published sources) supports the theory that most
southern women did not demonstrate all of their talents when playing in mixed company
and probably not even when performing before female acquaintances. Why? Southern
women distanced themselves from any activity that might be linked to a career, to
earning money, or as being in any way professional. Nor did they allow themselves to be
seen as having any other masculine characteristics, such as power. Finally, all body
movements were restrained so as not to appear to “work” in any way, to do so would be
to contravene class boundaries (and “superior cultivation”). This paper will provide
evidence that to be called “brilliant” was far from positive. The gentle, sweet, correct, and
unpretending piano girl would almost never have displayed her abilities, even if she
possessed a virtuoso talent. To play the piano with serious physical exertion
(“ostentatious” and “conspicuous” display) would be to transgress upon masculine
territory, which southern women were extremely reluctant to do. A young woman who
played with “brilliant execution” might cause her to move from the title of “piano girl” to
“piano thumper”—hardly a desirable moniker in any period.
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Piano Girl or Piano Thumper? Women Pianists in the Antebellum South
By Candace Bailey

In an article published in 1987 entitled “Passed Away is the Piano Girl: Changes
in American Musical Life, 1870-1900,” Judith Tick quotes the following commentary
made by the renowned critic James Huneker in 1904:

Passed away is the girl who played the piano in the stiff Victorian drawing
rooms of our mothers. It has always seemed to me that the slippery haircloth sofas and the “Battle of Prague” dwelt in mutual harmony. And now
at the beginning of the century the girls who devote time to the keyboard
merely for the purpose of social display are almost as rare as the lavender
water ladies of morbid sensibilities in the Richardson and Fielding novels.
. . . I wonder if the musical girl of the old sort may not also set down for
study—the study we accord to rare and disappearing types. Yet never has
America been so musical. . . . Here is a pretty paradox: the piano is
passing and with it the piano girl—there really was a piano girl—and more
music was never made before in the land!

Later in the same article, she continues the quote:

The piano girl was forced to practice at the keyboard, even if without
talent. Every girl played the piano, not to play was a stigma of poverty.
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The new girl is too busy to play the piano unless she has the gift; then she
plays with consuming earnestness. We listen to her, for we know that this
is an age of specialization, an age when woman is coming to her own, be it
nursing, electoral suffrage, or the writing of plays; so our poets no longer
make sonnets to our Ladies of Ivories, nor are budding girls chained to the
keyboard.1

These comments correspond to a repertory surviving in extant volumes of piano music
that can be positively identified with young American women of the nineteenth century.*
But they also suggest a universally amateur level of piano playing, one that fits nicely
with what we know about the deportment of young women, the constraining design of
their costume (at least in mid-century), and the technical requirements of much of the
extant sheet music published for piano solo. Huneker’s statements were made at the turn
of the twentieth century (even though the “Battle of Prague” first appeared in print in
1757) and do not point to any specific time period other than the nineteenth century; I

*

I wish to thank several scholars whose comments have helped to develop the ideas

presented in this article. In particular, Judith Tick, Katherine Preston, Katharine Ellis,
Jewel Smith, and Allen Lott each made invaluable suggestions pertaining to ideology,
method, and sources of data. I also wish to thank the librarians and staff at the Archie K.
Davis Moravian Center, South Carolina Historical Society at Charleston, and the Wilson
Library at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for their assistance and
guidance in working with a large body of material.
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wish to examine the validity of his generalization about the nineteenth-century piano girl
in the context of the antebellum southern woman, roughly 1830-65.2 Did the piano girl
really exist and what did she play for whom? What are the social situations in which
young women performed and how did they fit into the proscribed mores of the times?
Which mores, as recent work in women’s studies has revealed a gulf between attitudes
towards women in the North and South during the antebellum period?3
This paper is part of a larger study of women’s music in the antebellum South,
and I will limit the discussion to upper- and middle-class southern white women because
here perhaps the code was strictest, the expectations most consistent, the traditions more
ingrained and less likely to change, and the extant data more complete.4 And yet, while
contemporary scholarship has revealed a wide gulf between many features of northern
and southern women’s lives, some aspects do translate across geographic boundaries.5 In
particular, reading material—be it novels or periodicals such as Godey’s Lady’s Book—
circulated in both populations, and therefore such materials provide reliable data for
southern women’s culture. On the other hand, how far to apply characteristics from nonsouthern cultures to that of the South is questionable, for woman’s place in society
differed significantly from more familiar cultures. A Eurocentric view does not apply to
southern traditions, and here lies one of the methodological difficulties of this study. For
example, how far to take a comparison with French women pianists is indeed a minefield
of potential problems, for the more open society encountered in the Parisian salon culture
did not exist in the antebellum South. This comparison is difficult to dismiss, however,
when women in Paris and women in Charleston own and play the same repertory.
Nonetheless, as Katharine Ellis has rightly noted, “there is a world of difference between
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noting that the repertory is similar and claiming that the way it is used must therefore be
comparable.” This article will examine accepted views of women’s pianism in the
nineteenth century in the context of southern women’s culture, and how and why they
differ from those that have been received and understood as exemplary of women in
general.6
Most of the data is contained in sheet music collections and diaries; few southern
women comment specifically on the issues raised by the idea of the piano girl. Looking at
descriptions in Susan Petigru King’s Lily: A Novel (1855) provides some insight into
attitudes towards piano playing and young women pianists in general. King (1824-1875)
herself was an interesting paradox among the southern plantation class, and her
questionable actions—from publishing novels to flirting excessively—clearly places her
somewhat outside the normative behavior of someone of her age and class. Literary
historian Karen Manners Smith notes that King was one of a few southern women
novelists who waged “a literary war on the belle and the lady . . . insisted that their
section could not afford to cultivate feminine ideals that included vanity, weakness,
venality, or self-indulgence.” 7 Nonetheless, King grew up in the antebellum south, was
brought up to be a belle, and her descriptions of young women and the piano concur with
statements found in etiquette books, commentaries, and the like throughout the midnineteenth century.
As described in Lily, King’s heroine Lily Vere might be typical of the piano girl
of Huneker’s memory:
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Three hours a day her fresh, young voice, or her pretty, graceful touch was
heard at the piano. She was no great musician, but she had taste, if not
execution; sang with sweetness and correctness, though her notes were
few, and was, in short, one of those unpretending performers to whom one
can listen without an hour’s praying and prelude.8

Lily’s cousin, Alicia, with whom she is attending school in New York, continues:

“I know why you plod over your music in that untiring way,” Alicia said .
. . Lily patiently deciphering a difficult passage in Thalberg, and Alicia
lolling back in the easiest chair she could find . . .
“Why?” asked Lily, pausing, and turning round for a second, with her
finger raised over the next note.
“Because Clarence Tracy has chosen to go mad at Heidelberg over the
trombone, or ophicleide, or Jew’s-harp, or Heaven knows what, and you
intend to perfect yourself so as to perform duets with him.”

In this passage, King—herself somewhat of a rebellious woman of questionable
character—records admirable qualities of the young female pianist. She practices three
hours a day, which implies a certain economic background since she does not have to
spend her time in chores or other labors. She is “no great musician,” which would not be
the right words to describe someone from the upper class, for it suggests a profession.
She has taste, which signifies culture, presumably attained after some financial support
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has prepared her. She lacks “execution,” somewhat surprisingly since she practices three
hours a day, but too much execution seems to connote an undesirable level of
testosterone. Mediocrity, which Lily clearly exhibits in her piano playing, might also be a
marker of the “leisured” class and may denote distance from an inappropriate level of
professionalism. She is “sweet and correct,” with only a “few notes,” which distinguishes
her from the lower-class of stage performer who might have a wide vocal range but is no
“lady.” (There is also the possibility that the showy, virtuoso ornamentation common in
opera singers of the period reflect a degeneracy unsuitable to the young lady.) She is
“unpretending,” not touting herself.9 In other words, she is an ideal young woman. That
such a young lady would spend three hours a day, and her parents a considerable sum of
money, learning to play the piano begs the question of why?
As early as 1810, a correspondent of the Star noted that women thought it was
only necessary to know how to play the piano in order to get a husband, and this excerpt
verifies that many indeed thought that to be the case.10 Such a pursuit does seem to be on
the minds of fathers seeking to find the most suitable matches for their daughters, and the
proportionately large amount of money spent on piano lessons, especially when
compared to other aspects of education, clearly places a priority on piano abilities. (In my
research, only harp lessons usually came close to the cost of piano lessons. Voice lessons
were usually considerably less expensive.) Musical education was a major part of being
“accomplished,” a requirement vital to the education of ladies in the South.11 Such
accomplishments meant acquiring taste, as Lily Vere demonstrates. (Alicia describes
Lily’s performance as “plodding”—thereby indicating Alicia’s own lack of “taste,” as we
shall see presently.12) Some writers ridiculed the hopes parents had for their daughters’
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education. Motte Hall’s poem “Placing a Daughter at School,” printed in Godey’s Lady’s
Book in 1852, is a satirical comment on the expectations parents had for their daughters:
Dear madam, I’ve called for the purpose
Of placing my daughter at school;
She’s only thirteen, I assure you,
And remarkably easy to rule.
I’d have her learn painting and music,
Gymnastics and dancing, pray do,
Philosophy, grammar, and logic;
You’ll teach her to read, of course, too?

I wish her to learn every study;
Mathematics are down in my plan,
But of figures she scarce has an inkling,
Pray instruct in those, if you can.
I’d have her taught Spanish and Latin,
Including the language of France;
Never mind her very bad English,
Teach her that when you find a good chance.

On the harp she must be a proficient,
And play the guitar pretty soon,
And sing the last opera music
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E’en though she can’t turn a right tune
You must see that her manners are finished,
That she moves with a Hebe-like grace;
For though she is lame and one-sided,
That’s nothing to do with the case.

Now to you I resign this young jewel,
And my words I would have you obey;
In six months you return her, dear madam,
Shining bright as an unclouded day.
She’s no aptness, I grant you, for learning,
And her memory oft seems to halt;
But, remember, if she’s not accomplished,
It will certainly all be your fault.13

To be accomplished was a highly ranked virtue, and a comment made in Sarah
Lois Wadley’s 1859 diary links it to “sweet” singing, “sweet” in the manner of Lily
Vere’s capabilities. In describing her uncle’s ladyfriend, Wadley says “Miss Lizzie . . . is
a sweet singer, and finally . . . she is an accomplished girl.”14 Like Lily Vere, Wadley
herself practiced dutifully, if only two hours each day (but she apparently did not
progress quite as rapidly as she wished, a sin for which she earnestly repented).15

REPERTORY
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Almost all surviving records of antebellum piano music exist in printed sheet
music, often bound in collections. The few manuscripts, such as Cunningham (Georgia
Historical Society, 1361 SM, uncatalogued music), which dates from c. 1840 and
belonged to Sarah Cunningham of Savannah, mirror the repertory found in contemporary
bound collections.16 These volumes reveal much about what was considered fashionable
among southern women—and there was little change in style during the period under
consideration.
Occasionally, a single volume contains music by only a few composers, such as
that which belonged to Louisa Cheves Smythe of South Carolina, which contains works
by Clementi and Kuhlau.17 More typical, however, are collections that include a variety
of music for both solo piano and solo voice (with piano accompaniment) and occasional
choruses. These volumes abound in collections throughout the South (and elsewhere) and
the piano works in them include variations on favorite melodies (including the operatic
repertory, particularly Rossini), dances, sentimental pieces, and an occasional work by
what we would consider a “classical” composer (such as Handel).
In diaries, the most commonly mentioned types of pieces are polkas and
schottisches, an interesting combination since polkas were not considered quite
appropriate music for southern belles. In contrast, at balls quadrilles were the most
acceptable dances, next the schottisches, followed by round dances. According to Jane H.
Pease and William H. Pease, “nice girls might perhaps dance the schottische; more daring
ones were permitted to waltz; but only the most liberal of chaperones smiled on the
polka.” 18 Jane North, wife of a South Carolinian planter, would not allow her daughter
Carey (Jane Caroline North) to either waltz or polka.19 Despite her youthful protestations,
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later in life Carey continued her mother’s customs, noting it was not the dance but those
who “polked” who were the problem. Yet numerous polkas were purchased and played,
even for dancing, in private homes and other venues. When women turned to
composition during the war years, the polka reigned as popular as any type of piece.
Indeed, Lucy Brown’s bound collection (UNC Music Library, Old Series, Vol. 5, 1840s1860s) contains a typical representation of repertory, including polkas and schottisches.
(The contents also illustrate the increasing popularity of the waltz.)20 Her book is a little
different from most collections in that no vocal music appears among its compositions,
but the piano music is certainly representative.
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Fig. 1. Table of Contents, Piano book of Lucy M. Brown. Clinton (?North Carolina),
1840s-1860s. (UNC-CH, Music Library, 19th-Century Sheet Music Colelction, Old
Series, Vol. 5)
Composer

Title

Charles D’Albert

“The Bride’s Polka”

A. J. Fowler

“Syracuse Polka”

William Vincent Wallace

“Wallace’s Polka”

Charles Grobe

“The Aurora Borealis Polka”

A. Goria

“Miranda, polka des salon”

George C. Stenz

“Heliotrope Polka”

Charles J. Merz

“Deliciosa, or Leonore Polka”

Francis H. Brown

“Happy Family Polka”

Carl Bergmann

“Love Polka”

Henri Herz

“Military Polka”

J. A. Fowler

“Cottage Polka”

Johann Strauss

“Tambour Polka”

G. Marcailhou

“La CatalanePolka”

Albert Holland

“Florida Polka”

Johann Strauss

“Kathinka Polka”

Ricardo Linter

“Jenny Lind’s Swedish Polka”

Joseph Labitzky

“La Clochette Polka”

C. Lenschow

“Betty Polka”

Johann Munck

“The Atlantic’s Return Schottisch”
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Adaptations of popular songs and opera arias also ranked high in southerners’
esteem, as can be seen in the latter pieces in Brown’s piano book. These reflect a general
trend throughout the entire United States, and many are of the sort described as “brilliant
but not difficult.” These types of works usually include a number of variations on a
popular theme, such as “Auld Langsyne,” “Dear, What Can the Matter Be,” or melodies
from operas, as made fashionable by touring pianists. In particular, Heinrich (Henri)
Herz’s works appear regularly in collections owned by young women and in other
references.21
What is generally missing from most collections of piano music from the midnineteenth century owned by young women is what we would consider “classical”
literature today. Only rarely does abstract music composed for the piano make its way
into a young woman’s book. It is essentially a popular music culture, not an overly
sophisticated one.22 Historian Christie Farnham mentions that “by mid-century it was
possible to find young women learning to play Beethoven and Schumann,” but this
comment needs clarification.23 For example, while a few popular waltzes by Beethoven
made their way into collections owned by young southern women, the sonata movements
did not. As Katharine Ellis has discussed in her work on French female pianists,
Beethoven sonatas were not considered appropriate for women, being entirely too
masculine in conception and indeed in the physicality required to perform them.24 This
opinion seems to have been the case on both sides of the Atlantic. Of the major
composers for piano now considered part of the canon, only Chopin appears in any
source I have examined. The manuscript (SMB 34, f. 72) in the Moravian Archives at the
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Archie K. Davis Center in Salem, NC, contains his D-flat prelude from Op. 28, entitled
“Etude” in the manuscript; this is hardly one of the composer’s most demanding pieces.
The source itself is exceptional for numerous reasons, because it represents the musical
education and expectations of women in Moravian seminaries, including the Salem
Female Academy where at least two of the owners of this book, Amelia Adelaide Van
Vleck and her sister Lisetta Maria attended. The Moravians in Salem seemed to differ in
attitudes towards women in general, and the musical education and opportunities to use
that education far exceeded what was available and expected in most institutions and
should not be understood as exemplary of most southern training.25

PIANO LESSONS
As records of various institutions show, most southern girls who could afford to
do so went to school—it being a way to flaunt wealth—and while there a large
percentage of them took lessons in music of some sort; applied lessons were in piano,
voice, harp, and guitar. In her book The Education of the Southern Belle: Higher
Education and Student Socialization in the Antebellum South, Farnham offers this
assessment of music education in southern female academies:

Female colleges pioneered in the study of music and art, their work being
precursors of the fine arts degree, though not generally recognized as such.
Although these subjects were not part of the requirements for the regular
degree, they continued to be popular with Southern students. Ignored by
scholars who have uncritically accepted contemporary criticism of female
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institutions as superficial, the importance of the arts should not be
denigrated. Instruction in piano was often of a high caliber and concerts
were a major aspect of the college experience. In this area, then, as a result
of gender conventions that allocated to women appreciation of the arts—
especially the decorative arts—male colleges were inferior.26

Music studies were provided at a cost over and above the regular tuition charged
in academies.27 Often piano instruction cost almost as much as full tuition in other
subjects, and sometimes it even equaled tuition. The list of expenses from the Danville
Female College in Kentucky, 1862-1864, shown in Figure 2 exemplifies the various costs
a young woman could incur while at school. In 1855, twenty-five dollars covered tuition,
but piano or guitar added another twenty-five for instruction and a five-dollar fee for
rental of the instrument at Mansfield Female College in Louisiana. Harp instruction
surpassed this at forty dollars each session.28 These numbers typify the cost of music
lessons for the young southern woman while at seminary (or academy, or institute—the
names signify very little). Such numbers testify to the importance attached to music
instruction, and they remain high even through the economically oppressive war years.
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Fig. 2. List of Expenses at Danville Female College, 1862-64
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Lessons could be arranged in a number of ways when young women were not in
school. In smaller towns, a school’s teachers were often members of the family of the
owner. Writing retrospectively in the latter years of the nineteenth century, Letitia
Burwell comments that “Mrs. Lomax had several accomplished daughters who assisted in
her school, and the harp, piano, and guitar were household instruments.”29 Independent
music teachers often inhabited larger towns. When James Aykroyd moved from New
Bern to Hillsborough in 1823, he advertised lessons on the piano ($12 a quarter with
lessons every other week) and voice ($3 for the same amount and frequency of lessons).30
In Savannah, Mlle Angela de Busserole “from Paris” advertised in 1861 that she would
teach French, singing, and piano “at Mrs. Jacob Miller’s, 108 S. Broad St. or at the
residence of the ladies who may favor her with their patronage.”31 Not surprisingly, in the
most proper homes, men tutors were not left alone with women pupils, as the case of
Anita Dwyer Withers shows: “I commenced taking Music lessons from Mr. DeConoel
[C.T. DeCoëniél]. Miss Susan sits in the room” [Monday, 21 October 1861].32 At this
time, Withers was married, not single, but her diary supports the code of conduct in the
South that restricted women from being alone with men not of their own household,
whether or not they were married.
Still other music teachers actually became a part of the household of the students.
In A Girl’s Life in Virginia before the War, Letitia Burwell makes a few comments about
music educators in her life. The earliest states that
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In due time we were provided—my sister and myself—with the best
instructors—a lady all the way from Bordeaux to teach French, and a
German professor for German and music. The latter opened to us a new
world of music. He was a fine linguist, a thorough musician, and a
gentleman. He lived with us for five years and remained our sincere and
truly valued friend through life.33

This is probably the same German music teacher Burwell later describes: “Besides these
teachers we had a German gentleman, a finished pianist and linguist; and the
recollections of those days are like the delicious music that floated around us then from
those master-musicians.”34 How much influence foreign teachers’ choice of repertory had
on southern taste has yet to be explored, but clearly, from Burwell’s statement, her
German music professor brought new music with him. Burwell is writing from Bedford
County, in the western region of Virginia (just below the Shenandoah Valley), which
shows how far such foreign-born musicians were willing to travel for work. Similarly,
Withers begins her diary in Texas, a fact that validates the significance musical
accomplishment held in the lives of young women all over the South. This phenomenon
is even more striking when one considers that most women of the plantation class were
not given the opportunity to meet with other women of similar social standing, but led
rather isolated lives on remote plantations miles from anyone of similar stature.35 One
might consider the piano book (compiled in the 1850s-60s) of [Bell]e Hannah McGehee,
who lived on Burleigh, near Milton, North Carolina.36 Also off the beaten track (on the
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North Carolina-Virginia border in the central part of the state), McGehee’s volume
includes only piano music, but most of it requires a high level of technical proficiency.37
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Fig. 3. Table of Contents, Piano Book of [Bell]e Hannah McGehee. Burleigh, near
Milton, North Carolina, 1850s-60s. (UNC-CH Music Library, 19th-Century Sheet Music
Collection, New Series, Vol. 8)

Composer

Title

Louis Moreau Gottschalk

“The Banjo”

A. Henselt

“La Gondole, op. 13/2”

Richard Hoffman

“By the sad sea waves”

Anon.

“Threeb, Waltz for the Piano” [MS, ?owner
or teacher]

Gustav Lange

“Pure as snow, op. 31”

Richard Hoffman

“La gazelle”

Hermann A. Wollenhaupt

“Grand March de concert, op. 19”

W. Kruger

“La harpe eolienne, op. 25”

J. Blumenthal

“Les deux anges”

James M. Wehli

“March des Amazones”

S. Thalberg

“Home! Sweet home!, op. 72”

Louis Moreau Gottschalk

“The last hope”

Alfred Jaell

“Le carnival de Venise, op. 22”

Hermann A. Wollenhaupt

“Mazeppa, Grand Galop de Concert, op.
43”

William Vincent Wallace

“Grande Polka de Concert”
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THE SOCIAL SETTING
Pianists provided music for most gatherings in the home, and such entertainment
could occur at any time and in various types of company. While evenings spent with
music occurred frequently, music was not restricted to that time and could fill the hours at
any part of the day. Similarly, how music was used varied; young women not only
performed piano solos, but also accompanied others or themselves while singing, or
provided music for dancing. The company in which young women played could be all
female or mixed genders. In the following description, Jane Caroline North (not the same
Jane North quoted above, but her daughter, familiarly called “Carey”) relates a morning
event while visiting at Hot Springs on Friday, 5 September 1851. Her testimony
illustrates a typical, if comical, performance situation that occurred early in the day, in
mixed company. A married woman first provided the music for dancing, but the pulse
being irregular, the diarist stepped in to assist the matron. They played in mixed
company, and North assisted a man in dancing lessons. She then sight-read some music,
and finally accompanied herself while singing. The hostess joined in the song, much to
the humor of those in attendance:

Emily Elliott asked me to Polka with her, Mrs Vanderhorst played for us
& a funny morning we had. Mr Elliott & his daughter Caroline who has
been indisposed since their arrival were here at first the only persons
present & Mr E took lessons in the schottisch from me as Mrs V. played
rather irregularly. I played the tune that she might get the time. Mrs Van
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went into extacies [sic], pronounced my touch & time perfect. After
playing some dances for the Elliotts to practice by I tried at her request
some of her music, among others “Sleeping I dreamed of Love,” she urged
me to sing, refusing was of no avail, the old Piano dreadful, but getting
desperate I began (not being much in awe of my judges) what was my
consternation when Mrs Van piped up too! Words cannot describe our
duet at the end of the first verse Mr Elliott snatched up his hat & rushed
from the room. I was suffocating with laughter… [She later played polkas
and schottische.]38

These gatherings, whether for dancing or not, could include mixed company, as several
other entries from Jane Caroline North’s diary reveal: “I played a good deal tonight. Mr
Gordon expressed himself as very much indebted” [Saturday, 20 September 1851].39
Rarely was the music limited to a single type of performance, instead it usually included
singing, dancing, and piano solos, as the following example demonstrates: “Mrs Laurence
played for us tonight & I danced the Polka & Schottisch with Willie Calhoun & waltzed
with Uncle Henry, Mr Gordon & Gourdin . . . Mr Gordon sang for us extremely well”
[Tuesday, 23 September 1851].40 Unfortunately, beyond the ubiquitous polka and
schottische, the exact pieces performed are not named; the same is true of a visit to West
Point in North’s second journal: the evening was spent dancing polkas, quadrilles,
schottisches, and redowas [Tuesday, 23 August 1852].41
Teas, which became popular throughout the South during the early nineteenth
century, provided another outlet for musical performance by young women. Music after
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tea was customary, and usually the participants in one became the entertainers in the
other as records from small towns such as Halifax and Salisbury, North Carolina,
demonstrate.42 Other types of performances were more organized and include both the
programs for closing exercises at female institutions, May-Queen coronations, music
clubs, or the more general “soirée.”43 A report in the Raleigh Register (16 June 1840)
distinguishes between the patriotic tunes sung by a small group of prominent men at a
separate dinner from the ladies, who after tea would be entertained by vocal and
instrumental music.44 That women were not to perform masculine music is made clear in
a statement in an 1859 etiquette book: “do not sing songs descriptive of masculine
passion or sentiment.”45 How far this extended to piano music has yet to be determined,
but it surely must have had some influence, and the lack of Beethoven and other
“masculine” composers in women’s books evinces the gender distinctions within the
piano repertory.
Benefit performances gave women an outlet to perform, especially during the war
years; these events often involved amateur performers putting together an evening’s
entertainment in order to raise money for a charity or, later, the war effort. Sarah Lois
Wadley mentions a Carrie Young performing at a benefit for the Ladies Volunteer Aid
Society of Monroe in July 1861. She does not state whether Carrie will be singing or
playing the piano, but she expected it to be “very fine music.”46 Nonetheless, such public
performances were not without controversy. Historian Drew Gilpin Faust notes the
challenges public performances of any kind, including the popular tableaux vivants in
which the women did not move or speak, made to women’s customary place in a society
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where they were to refrain from speaking in public, signing their names in print, and
permitting their names to be mentioned in the public press.47
Not all of the women who describe playing the piano were members of the elite
class without responsibilities. The anonymous Selma Plantation diarist included teaching
music among her governess duties, and she spent many of her private evenings practicing
and playing for herself. On the exhausting duty of teaching the children, she notes “I do
not believe I have even had a thought, good or bad during the day, always excepting
Grammar and Geography and Semibreves” [Thursday, 4 June 1835].48 On the following
Saturday, she found time to practice about half an hour on the piano, but her guitar was
broken and she could not play on it.49 Typically, this young unmarried woman
continually developed her musical talents: “I again find some pleasure in practicing a
little Music, I have played on the Piano, and the Guitar also, to day, and sang besides”
[Thursday, 2 July 1835].50 While she almost never mentions specific pieces, she does
mention practicing “il reviendra” later that same July.51
The Selma diarist clearly preferred the guitar to the piano, going so far as to
compose poems to it in 1835, although when she reread her diary the succeeding year,
she called them “songs”—whether she actually composed the music is uncertain for some
of them, while one refers to a tune to which it could be sung. She muses as to what she
might be doing next year at this time (early December), possibly “dancing a hornpipe or
waltzing a gallop.”52
The final comment the Selma Plantation diarist has concerning our topic is that
she, too, even though the governess, entertained guests at the plantation: “ Mr B-------
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arrived here this evening—played and sang for him, very gentlemanly person” [Tuesday,
24 January 1837].53

These comments demonstrate devotion to a degree of musical accomplishment,
but unfortunately they do not indicate the level of playing these women achieved. If we
were to judge from the available sheet music that falls under the titles “polka” or
“schottische,” we might conclude that for the most part, very few technical demands were
made on these young women.54 Evidence suggests, however, that a substantial percentage
of these young women rose above that level, and, on further examination, clues surface
revealing a much more advanced repertory that begs still further questions of deportment
and audience. How casually Jane Caroline North included the reference to sight-reading
for the Vanderhorsts (above)—as if doing so was nothing extraordinary. It is not
particularly challenging, but if she is playing and singing simultaneously and with
apparently no trepidation, we are able to judge her abilities somewhat. She probably
represents the piano girl. But a host of references in other diaries and in sheet music
collections themselves reveals a significant undercurrent of serious accomplishment, far
beyond the basic expectations of the piano girl described by Huneker—one in which
talent is allowed to flourish. More significantly, it appears that this accomplishment was a
personal one, rarely vetted before the public, as surviving recital programs of the period
do not include the same repertory.
That some young women aspired to a more difficult repertory is certain. When
she had the opportunity to hear Louis Moreau Gottschalk (“the young Créole”) play at a
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“grand concert” in Washington, DC, Virginia Clay-Clopton noted that “the concert was a
memorable one. . . At that time Gottschalk’s popularity was at its height. Every concert
programme contained, and every ambitious amateur included in her repertory, the young
composer’s ‘Last Hope.’”55 Gottschalk’s “Last Hope” might be considered an exception
to the rule, for it is not found frequently in extant bound volumes, despite of ClayClopton’s comments. Most of the repertory falls easily under the fingers, even the more
technical demanding pieces. While many of the simpler arrangements are in C, many of
the moderately-difficult works are in a flat key, such as A-flat or possibly D-flat. Such
keys lend themselves comfortably to certain types of passagework and figuration, such as
extended arpeggios on tonic and dominant, and contain an equally convenient closelyrelated key for the trio or B section. Hand crossing is surprisingly common, begging the
question of how one accomplishes such a physical move in a low-cut evening dress,
presumably with a potential beau standing nearby if not over the shoulder. Circumstances
suggest that this type of passage was either not played in mixed company or that a more
conservative attire, such as a walking costume, was the norm for performance of solo
piano music in the parlor. (Such dressing for piano performances seems reasonable,
considering that many of the spontaneous performances in the venue were the results of
the ubiquitous calling on acquaintances that was necessary in southern cities and towns.)
Many contemporary portraits exhibit young women in high-necked bodices (often of a
dark color), often with a lace or white collar around the throat. While this sort of dress
would not expose the performer too much, the fact that the armsceye was cut so low that
arms could not be lifted too high further complicates the physical gesture and suggests
that playing lengthy figurative passages that extend the entire keyboard, weighty octave
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playing (as might include the use of the upper arms and even back), and cross-hand
sections would not have been played in mixed company.
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Fig. 4. Evening dress, 1861-63†

Promenade dress, 1855-57‡

†

Lucy Johnston, with Marion Kite and Helen Persson, Nineteenth-Century Fashion in Detail (London:
V&A Publications, 2005), 182.
‡
Ibid., 180.
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Day dress, 1848-50§

Day dress, 1836-38**

§

Ibid., 174.
Ibid., 172.

**
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Dress, 1838-40††

††

Ibid., 140.
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Other aspects of antebellum piano literature demand further questions. A number
of the more difficult pieces require large leaps from the lower bass to at least the middle
of the keyboard in a fast tempo, which is hardly ladylike. Additionally, many
compositions include dynamic levels of ff, or greater, which further strains the idealized
picture of the graceful, quiet, subdued southern belle. The raucous Verdi-like
accompaniment of “Fantaisie pour le piano sur le ‘Bonnie Blue Flag,’” attributed to
Cardona but dedicated to Mary Célèste Dimitry (who also, curiously, held the copyright)
provides an example of how difficult it is to reconcile the inherited vision of the piano
girl with the music she played.56 Granted, we have no evidence that Dimitry actually
played this work, but the fact that she owned the copyright suggests that she did.
Clay-Clopton further comments that among the attendees at a command
performance at the White House by Blind Tom, the famous black pianist, were Miss
Phillips of Alabama and her cousin Miss Cohen of South Carolina, “who were brilliant
amateur players with a local reputation.”57 These two “pianists” performed a “brilliant
and intricate duet” (unnamed).58 The use of the label “brilliant” twice in one entry brings
to mind the description of pieces “brilliant but not difficult” that Ellis notes in popularity
in Paris (for young women) at this time. She draws attention to “the tradition of
marketing variations on popular operatic themes to women as ‘brilliant but not difficult’
pieces” in relationship to Herz and others, noting that in these pieces “the female pianist
gives the impression of displaying more technique than she really has.”59 This is
accomplished to a degree by some of the devices noted earlier, such as beneficial key
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choices or staccato melodic lines when trilling in the same hand. These comparisons
should be made with a considerable degree of caution, for Ellis describes French women
pianists, and how likely the same ideas concerning women’s music translated across the
Atlantic has yet to be determined, although in certain respects corollaries do seem to
exist.
One of the most surprising aspects of southern women pianists is how dedicated
they seem to have been in pursuing music lessons even during the war. Writing on 29
October 1863, Sarah Lois Wadley’s friend Miss Mary entertained her with a description
of her music lesson and teacher.60 During the early part of her husband’s tenure in
Richmond, Anita Dwyer Withers continued to practice and took regular lessons with the
composer C.T. DeCoëniél at least once a week. Mollie Ford kept up her lessons even
while the Confederacy breathed its last, writing to her brother in April 1865 that “I like
Miss Ellen very much as a music teacher.”61 And at least one young student wrote to her
mother on 4 April 1865 that she had piano lessons daily at that time—which seems
incredible considering the state of the South in April 1865. This young pupil, Emma,
wrote that she had “learnt ‘Lorena’ with variations, and I know you will like it.” She
assured her mother that she practiced an hour before breakfast and after dinner.62 Surely
such devotion to practicing and lessons demonstrates a stronger tie to music than merely
obtaining a husband. It is at odds with what we know women endured in the South during
the Civil War, yet there can be no denial that playing the piano was integral to many
women’s lives. It certainly suggests that piano lessons meant more to some than simply
part of the arsenal for obtaining a husband.
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Three different cases will serve to illustrate the extent to which some women took
their piano lessons. Anita Dwyer Withers differs from most of the women described thus
far in this study since at the time she began her diary, she was married. Her diary begins
on 4 May 1860 with: “May the 1st was the first time that I went down to breakfast with
my Husband since the birth of our baby. That morning I practised [sic] on the Piano, and
took a ride in the afternoon.”63 Such an entry is typical of her entire diary, for practicing
and lessons appear numerous times therein. At the time she begins the diary, Withers is
living in San Antonio, Texas, and the fact that such an accomplished pianist bloomed in
far reaches of the country is yet another fascinating detail yielded by this study. She
played for guests, both men and women, and often accompanied her brother Joe, a
violinist.64
After a short stay in Washington, DC, the Withers family moved to Richmond
when the war broke out. While in Richmond, Withers began piano studies with the
DeCoëniél, beginning in October 1861. Tellingly, despite many days of not feeling well
for various reasons, Withers rarely missed her piano lessons: “I had a bad head ache all
day Friday, but took my Music lesson, and was particularly stupid about it. I went to bed
about 5 O’clock” [Friday, 1 November 1861].65 She again had lessons the following
Tuesday and Friday. After having a tooth pulled out on November 13th, she “remained in
bed for two days, missed one Music lesson;” however, by Tuesday the 19th, Withers was
well enough for the next lesson.66
Later in that month (29 November 1861), Withers wrote that she began learning
“Le Reve” [sic].67 Published in New York in 1843 and composed by William Vincent
Wallace (his op. 21), the work is dedicated to Madame Coralie Frey of New Orleans. It
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far exceeds the demands of the piano music described up to this point in this article, with
chromatic octaves simultaneously in both hands, multiple occurrences of twelfths to be
reached in one hand (quickly), tremolos at fortissimo, intricate workings for fingers 3, 4,
and 5 in the left hand, tremolos spanning a twelfth, a cadenza of alternating chords (both
hands), and markings of pesante—hardly what one would expect of a demure southern
gentlewoman.
Not only is this grandiose work part of Withers’s repertory, but also that it is
dedicated to a woman (in New Orleans). This does not mean, of course, that the dedicatee
played it, but several other similar dedications suggest that composers might have
acknowledged accomplished women pianists who were not allowed to perform as
professionals but who had reached a high level of technical ability. Two situations to
consider in this regard are the piano solos dedicated to Rose Kennedy of New Orleans by
two different composers, and works by A. Cardona, Professor of Music at the Orleans
Female Academy. Kennedy’s pieces include William Vincent Wallace’s devilishly
difficult “Grande Polka de Concert” (dedicated to “Madlle. Rose Kennedy (de la
Nouvelle Orleans” in 1850) and Marish Strokasch’s “Sea Serpent Polka” (dedicated to
Miss Rose Kennedy of New Orleans in 185-). The latter lists its origins as Nashville, and
the contemporary owner’s name was Martha. That two works by two different composers
were dedicated to the same woman in New Orleans in the 1850s suggests that she may
have been quite a skilled performer.
A. Cardona is credited as composer on at least two works that include young
women on the titles pages. The “Rosale Guards March” is “Dedicated to G.M. Miller 1st
Lieut. Rosale Guards 11th Reg. LA Vol. by Miss L. O’Connor. Composed by A. Cardona.
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Professor of Music at the Orleans Female Academy” (published New Orleans, Blackmar,
1861); it is a curious title page, pointing to ownership of the work in some way by both
Cardona and Miss O’Connor (the publisher, A.E. Blackmar, held the copyright). Even
odder is the “Fantaisie pour le piano sur le ‘Bonnie Blue Flag,’” attributed to Cardona but
dedicated to Mary Céleste Dimitry, who, as noted above, also held the copyright. It is
entirely possible that both women were Cardona’s pupils and that he is credited with
composing the works because young ladies should not allow their names in print.68
Returning to Anita Dwyer Withers, she had a lesson on 28 December 1861, and
she subsequently had more lessons on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th of January 1862. On the 11th,
she began a new session of lessons. These continued regularly. On Friday, 17 January,
she comments that “I practiced soon after breakfast as usual.”69 On the 25th, Withers
began working on “The Whispering Wind,” published as a “Mazurka Caprice pour le
piano par Hermann A. Wollenhaupt” in New York in 1856. Dedicated to Gottschalk,
Wollenhaupt accomplished the “wind” effect with delicate right-hand figures reminiscent
of Chopin that continue almost uninterrupted throughout the entire composition. Granted,
the keys in which the piece moves (D-flat and A-flat) enable an easier glide over such
figures, but they are far from the polkas and schottisches mentioned above.
Quite unexpectedly, Withers notes on Saturday, 29 March 1862 “I determined to
visit Salisbury—I took my last Music lesson” (p. 67). There is no mention of why the
lessons ceased. Perhaps the difficulties in trying to maintain music (and other skills)
while keeping house that were expressed by other young women finally caught up with
Anita Withers. She had suffered the loss of her first-born with great sadness, and a
subsequent miscarriage (or two) must have weighed on her as well. Indeed, only one
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more mention of her playing and singing appears in the diary, and that is on Wednesday,
17 September 1862.70 Increasingly, the war and its consequences take space in the
journal, as does the birth and death of children in the vicinity.71
Withers is a real example of a female pianist with more than adequate abilities
and interest, if her choice of repertory and frequency of mention in her diary may be used
to judge. Hannah McGehee’s book also contains an admirably challenging repertory,
including large-scale works by Gottschalk and Hermann A. Wollenhaupt. To these
names, Herz and Thalberg may be added as part of the typical repertory. The quote about
the fictional Lily Vere practicing Thalberg also hints at an accomplished player, although
King presents her as at least technically inferior to her cousin Alicia, who, incidentally, is
morally inferior to Lily. How much credence we should place on the name “Thalberg”
associated with pianists is questionable, for George Upton wrote (retrospectively) in
1908: “The Thalberg fantasies were all the rage for a time. . . Every little piano thumper
tackled them.”72

Thalberg’s music was known in Charleston (where King’s characters spend most
of their lives), and two letters from Thalberg to Mme Marie Petit survive in the collection
of the South Carolina Historical Society. (See Figure 5.) Marie Petit, a professional
musician from Belgium, ran a “School for Young Ladies” in Charleston in the 1850s.73
Her husband, Victor Petit, was a musician as well, and her daughter Herminie was
considered a child prodigy. Victor advertised a Solfege class in Charleston in 1853, and
he also accompanied Adelina Patti for a concert there.74 Herminie’s 1919 obituary states
that upon the death of her father in 1856, Herminie began a career as a music teacher (she
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was to have been a concert pianist—Thalberg comments on her abilities), married Barbot
in 1862 and was “the best of wives, mothers [six children], her marriage did not interrupt
her music and her home has always been one of the city’s musical centers.” She served as
organist at the Cathedral of St. John the Baptist from 1882-1919, and in the 1870s and
1880s she was the director of the Charleston Musical Association.75 Perhaps more
importantly, she carried on teaching not only piano but also solfege in Charleston before
the war—an unusual choice of subject among women teachers. Nonetheless, we cannot
overlook the fact that she was not a native southerner, and her career was one of a teacher
first, as it turned out.
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Fig. 5. Letter from Thalberg to Mme Petit [of Charleston], 1858, courtesy of the South
Carolina Historical Society, Charleston, SC

Fig. 5. Letter from Thalberg to Mme. Petit, 24 February 1858.
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Dr. James Norcom wrote to Mary B. Harvey on 25 May 1848, “The truth is, Miss
Mary, that woman, in her proper sphere & office, is the grace, the ornament, the bliss of
life. Out of it, she may shine and dazzle,” but “she will soon cease to command attention
and admiration, if she lack those characteristics of feminine softness & delicacy &
modesty which so eminently distinguish her from our rougher sex. If these divine & love
inspiring attributes be wanting, the woman disappears, & we behold in her place, … an
hermaphrodite, a creature acknowledged by neither sex, & a terror & reproach to
both….”76 This advice is close to the novelist Sue King’s “taste,” “sweet,” “correct,” and
“unpretending” to describe Lily Vere, who was neither a “great musician” or capable of
much “execution.” King provides a keen comparison between her two pianists, for the
description of Lily Vere’s playing quoted at the beginning of this article is followed
immediately in the novel with a comparison of her cousin’s:

Alicia did not sing, but she played brilliantly, and read music fluently; was
rather indifferent about it, and lacked that love of the art which, though
restricted from want of genius, gave interest to Lily’s playing.

It is the same Alicia who remarks on the next page:

What is the use of study? Somehow every one marries so early, and then
you give up music and every thing. Look at all the women we know at
home [Charleston]. They are taught French, music, drawing, ‘geography
and the use of the globe,’ and as soon as they marry, they shut the piano,
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never open a French book, give their paints away, and might a great deal
better have had all the money spent on these accomplishments put in the
Savings’ Bank instead. It is a great waste of time and dollars to study.77

King judged as Norcom did—Alicia may be one of Upton’s “piano thumpers”
whereas Lily is one of Huneker’s “piano girls.” It seems Upton and Huneker describe
different types of players, either ones with taste or ones who “shine and dazzle,” who are
“brilliant.” Many young women took piano—to not do so would have been an indicator
of bad taste. But that ever-elusive signifier—taste—includes more than a lack of ability,
it also includes knowing what to play when, and how much for whom. The Lady’s Guide
to Perfect Gentility in Manners, Dress, and Conversation, in the Family, in Company,
and at the Piano-Forte, the Table, in the Street, and in Gentlemen’s Society . . . gives
very explicit advice on matters of taste, as the following excerpts demonstrate:

CHAPTER II. GENTILITY AND REFINEMENT OF MANNERS IN
ALL THE RELATIONS OF HOME AND SOCIETY78
An Elegant and Correct Taste.
Importance of taste - Taste is exhibited in the minutest as well as in the
most important particulars of conduct; it influences the affections; it gives
a bias to the opinions; its control over the inclinations is absolute. (p. 65)
Effect of cultivation – Taste, there can be little doubt, depends, in a great
measure, on association . . . And persons of superior cultivation have not
only established for themselves a higher standard of grace or excellence,
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to which they refer, but they have attained to a quicker perception of the
relation of things to each other. (p. 66)
Value of correct taste in society – A correct taste is more properly the
result of a general moral and intellectual culture, than of any direct rules or
discipline. (pp. 67-68)
Naturalness – The first great fundamental rule of good taste is to be
natural; and it is from an infringement of this that many of our worst
mistakes proceed. (p. 68)
Diffidence preferable to ostentation – Beware, also, of an ostentatious
manner. By this is meant that kind of manner which savors too much
display; which indicates a disposition to make yourself too conspicuous;
and which, in short, is the acting out of a spirit of self-confidence and selfconceit. This . . . when seen in a young lady, is quite intolerable. (p. 75)

Considering such disparate items as clothing, social strictures on mixed company,
public display, a multi-layered view of southern women pianists begins to emerge. As
seen above, certain types of dresses were worn for specific occasions—fancy dress
gowns restricted movement too much to have allowed a woman to perform “Le Réve” on
an occasion when such attire was necessary. Even the everyday attire women wore for
their requisite calling on friends did not allow for much motion in the upper arms. As
such, it is doubtful that in the company of men, women rarely wore clothes that would
have allowed them to perform the more demanding pieces. A paragraph in Godey’s
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Lady’s Book in 1859 promotes that “to instruct on the piano-forte, there must be actual
strength, as well as powerful talent,” and men should therefore teach piano, whereas
women are able to teach singing. This description suggests that “real” piano playing
involved serious physical exertion—something ladies did not do.79 Guion Griffis Johnson
noted in his 1937 study on North Carolina social history, “certainly by the [1830s], it had
become definitely unfashionable for a lady to exert herself physically.”80 What is more,
in her article “Music and the Feminine Sphere: Images of Women as Musicians in
‘Godey’s Lady’s Book’, 1830-1877,” Julia Eklund Koza includes several sections on
specific topics, such as women composers and women professional singers, but none on
pianists, which further illustrates the lack of a model of the professional woman pianist in
the United States at this time.81 One might find exceptions to this idea in pianists such as
Amy Fay, but certainly not south of the Mason-Dixon line. The only reference to a
potential professional female pianist is to Herminie Petit, who might have had a career as
a performer but settled into the role of teacher upon the death of her father (see above).
She was foreign-born, though, and not held to the same rules as a southern lady of the
planter class, such as Lily Vere represents.
Evidence from diaries and collections, however, advocates that ladies certainly
played a more technically demanding repertory, just not in front of men and perhaps not
even in front of other women. The exception might be teachers (and male teachers were
almost always called “professors”), who were presumably of a different social class.
Mixed company performances in the parlor were the norm, be it for dancing, singing, or
solo performance.
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That being said, a careful reading of contemporary commentaries on women and
musical performance illuminates a more subtle undercurrent of class status that clearly
delineates what proper ladies play and what performers do. The Lady’s Guide to Perfect
Gentility includes a chapter entitled “The Lady at the Piano-Forte,” and the advice of the
author, Emily Thornwell, gets directly to the issue at hand:

Invitation to sing or play – Never exhibit any anxiety to sing or to play.
You may have a fine voice, have a brilliant instrumental execution, but
your friends may by possibility neither admire nor appreciate either.82

The use of the term “brilliant instrumental execution” brings back to mind the comment
that Lily Vere “had no execution,” but taste. We might be tempted to think King’s
description implies that Lily really couldn’t play very well, but what she could manage
was to play with feeling, or “taste.” But this shows our own biases and how far removed
we are from the mid-nineteenth century’s attitude towards such matters. Contemporary
evidence suggests that society preferred the piano girl to play with taste, rather than
execution and brilliance. Despite Thornwell’s chapter title, the paragraph above is the
only recommendation pertaining directly to pianists here. Later, under “Hints and Rules
on Polite, Easy, and Graceful Deportment,” she counsels young ladies to “let your
performance be brief,” but nothing further about the actual playing.83 More to the point, it
seems that “brilliant” did not necessarily imply a positive description, but perhaps a
crasser one. This interpretation is confirmed by a sarcastic article under the “CentreTable Gossip” section of Godey’s Lady’s Book of 1852. The following excerpts are taken
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from this piece, Directions to Modern Piano-Forte Players (p. 569). “Always expect to
be asked to play in every company…if the invitation to the piano does not come, inquire
of your hostess or her daughter if she plays or what the manufacture of the piano is…if
the hint is taken, assure the lady you are ‘quite out of practice’ and ‘play little at any
rate,’ and ‘never without your notes’ [which you do not have, but after a suitable time
searching] find them in your muff [where you were keeping them to show to Adelaide].”
You should take ten minutes to remove and situate your gloves, fan, bouquet, etc. Never
ask about your hostess’s tastes, “you are there to display your own talents, not inquire of
theirs.” “Commence by a dashing and extemporaneous prelude (learned by heart from
Hertz [sic]).” Say the piano is out of tune to cover any mistakes you might have made.
“Invariably select a piece twenty pages long; it will give you time to make an
impression.” “Remember that, in the modern school, attention to time, expression, and
correctness is not considered essential to brilliant execution.”84
“Brilliant execution” again, along with the reference to Herz, insinuates that such
a performance is undesirable for the young lady—the amateur. It is a marker reserved for
professionals, such as the repeated references to the “brilliant execution” of Adelina and
Carlotta Patti.85 George Templeton Strong spelled out the problem with such
performances in his diary, writing on 17 January 1849 that

To be sure, a brilliant roulade given with neatness and precision is
a nice thing to hear, a difficult passage sung with ease and spirit and
complete accuracy is always more or less agreeable; but if the music sung
be meaningless and worthless, the pleasure derived from hearing it well
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executed, or splendidly executed, is surely not much higher than that with
which one witnesses a first-rate specimen of the art of ropedancing. It is an
exhibition of difficulties conquered for their own sake—of the power,
flexibility, and delicacy of the physical organization—and like the
performance of the Roman artiste whose imitation of the nightingale was
almost, if not quite, equal to the song of the bird itself.
Supposing the music sung to be simply negative in merit, its
performance is merely a display of the performer’s power of emitting
sounds which it requires an unusual physique, or great labor and
cultivation, to produce, and is therefore not a musical performance but
something quite different—of the same dignity with an exhibition of
ventriloquism, only less amusing.86

No real lady with taste would wish to be associated with the pictures Strong paints in this
quote. Even worse commentary on women pianists is found in a slightly later (1869)
piece published by Balmer & Weber in St. Louis. Composed by George W. Brown with
words by William Arlington and entitled “She played on 9 pianos,” the lyrics and the
front cover seem to embody the image of Upton’s “piano thumper”:
Fig. 6. “She played on 9 pianos,” front cover.
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Fig. 6. Front cover of “She played on 9 pianos”
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“She played on 9 pianos” by William Arlington, 1869

Oh couldn’t she punish pork and beans,
and oysters raw or stew.
Her size was quite respectable,
and her age was twenty-two;
Her lips were thick like pickled tripe,
her parents taught her manners,
She was the gal to slaughter ? notes,
and she play’d on nine pianos.

Chorus
Pianos, pianos,
She play’d on nine pianos
One two three four five six seven eight
Oh! She play’d on nine pianos.

Oh one and all attention give,
and a song I now will sing,
For I’ve hit upon a subject
which I think’s the very thing.
You may talk about your handsome gals
your Hetties, Kates, and Hanners,
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But the sweetest gal I ever saw,
oh! She play’d on nine pianos.

Her fingers were like lobster claws,
her thumbs they were both double,
And where she caught them in the keys,
oh “golly” there was trouble
Her hands were wide, so deep and thick,
as red as any tanner’s;
She was the gal with mice in her hair,
and she play’d on nine pianos.

Both the lyrics and the front cover of “She played on 9 pianos” suggest the type of
woman Upton might have been describing as a “piano thumper,” and the image is not a
complimentary one. Contrast the vision of the woman pianist in “She played on 9 pianos”
with that of the young entertainer in the “Happy Family Polka” (see Figure 7). Even
though the latter piece dates from slightly later than the period under investigation, I
believe it illustrates the ideal situation in which young women played the piano. The
young woman (we do not know if she is a family member, a governess, or some other
person connected with the family by the fire) sits politely, with excellent posture,
performing some piece almost solely for her own enjoyment—certainly no one appears to
be listening to her. She might exhibit the model “piano girl.” Her performance does not
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draw attention to her, does not distract the others within hearing, yet continues on as
pleasant background music.
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Fig. 7. “The Happy Family Polka,” illustrating one possible setting in which young
women entertained the family by playing the piano

In conclusion, the combined evidence (diaries, collections, sheet music, advice on
proper attire and existing costumes, comments from published sources) supports the
theory that most southern women did not demonstrate all of their talents when playing in
mixed company and probably not even when performing before female acquaintances.
Southern women distanced themselves from any activity that might be linked to a career,
to earning money, or as being in any way professional. Nor did they allow themselves to
be seen as having any other masculine characteristics, such as power. Finally, all body
movements were restrained so as not to appear to “work” in any way, to do so would be
to contravene class boundaries (and “superior cultivation”). The gentle, sweet, correct,
and unpretending piano girl would almost never have displayed her abilities, even if she
possessed a virtuoso talent. To play the piano with serious physical exertion
(“ostentatious” and “conspicuous” display) would be to transgress upon masculine
territory, which southern women were extremely reluctant to do. A young woman who
played with “brilliant execution” might cause her to move from the title of “piano girl” to
“piano thumper”—hardly a desirable moniker in any period.
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Introduction

People of low to moderate means are rarely served by the architectural community. When
they are, it is indirectly, with government or social service institutions acting as a mediator
or instigator. This arm’s length relationship would be unacceptable, given a more traditional
client. Lacking political, financial, or social resources, the vast majority of our citizens live
without our ideas, energies, and creativity. Leaving the moral and civic issues aside, this is
an unsupportable, and unsustainable, situation.
As with most efforts that serve this population, the work shown here, is not presented as a
final solution but rather as critical steps in identifying issues and developing the needed
understanding/strategies to address them. Each of the following projects is collaborative in
nature, involves significant preliminary research/investigation, employs a participatory
design process and results in built work. These built works are modest in scale, but not in
ambition. Armed with a holistic view of the built environment and its interconnectivity, it is
our intention that these strategic interventions will have a seminal impact on the
communities in which they are located.

Cabrini Green Housing Development, Chicago, IL.

At its peak in the 1960’s Cabrini Green had approximately 40,000 residents -- making it the
largest low income housing development in the United States. Located in the heart of
downtown Chicago, Cabrini Green was to be an urban utopia, with lush parks and a warm
environment that embraced the past and future needs of a diverse community. When
confronted by constrained budgets, Cabrini Green was stripped of those elements that
might have helped achieve the aspiration. Currently Cabrini Green has approximately 4000
residents (3000 of which are under the age of 18) and is plagued by poverty, drugs and
violence.

Book Billboard: Rather than warehousing all the books in a library, the book billboards are designed to
strategically locate books throughout building.

Through a partnership with a local neighborhood initiative a 35,000 s.f. community center
called Lower North became available. The project that emerged involved the preparation of
this building, which had sat vacant for 2 years, for a local after-school program. With a
$5000 budget our objective was to change the buildings D.N.A. with minimal but strategic
interventions.
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The students broke into groups of two and began their investigations by immersing
themselves in the context. Each student group was assigned a child in the community and
was required to tutor that child for a month. During this time students were asked to set up
meetings with the families of the children and visit their school in order to
understand/document the child’s day-to-day life.

Reading Lofts: The reading lofts give a unique identity to each classroom and were conceived as a
distinctive space for reflective adventure and discovery.

With guidance from faculty in the psychology department, a questionnaire was developed;
its goal was to identify the community’s sensibilities and aesthetic preferences. We
produced a comprehensive and interactive time line, which chronicled major events in the
history of Cabrini Green’s community, the surrounding city, and the country. Students also
gathered information on demographics, crime statistics, news stories, and developed
profiles of major community figures.
In addition, we produced measured drawings and conducted extensive interviews and
photographic surveys. The comprehensive understanding of the community that was
developed through this immersive research directed the development and aspirations for
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the following architectural projects. Each group was given a programmatic need for the
after school program and was asked to consider how through good design they could satisfy
that need and simultaneously repair, transform or counteract a problem in the existing
context.

Light Boxes: These boxes are designed to enliven a banal block wall by linking two classrooms,
collecting coats and backpacks and creating accents of color from borrowed light.

For example, the students’ data confirmed that tenants found their residential space harsh
and severe, predominately due to the concrete block walls. As a result the buildings felt cold
and institutional. To counter this severity, we selectively substituted light boxes for concrete
block—an attempt to alter the wall’s DNA. When borrowed light passes through these boxes,
it washes the walls with rays of color. These wooden light boxes additionally function as
coat and bag hangers.
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Conclusion:

No other profession is as all-encompassing as ours. Where else do economic, social and
political issues coalesce as they do in the design and building process? What other
profession augers for the kind of humanity that is at the very core of architecture? While
law, medicine and finance are consistent in their search for empirical truth, architecture
must search as well for the symbolic and metaphorical. This expansiveness should lead us
naturally to an ever-widening diversity of ideas and approaches. We should be ever in
search of connecting to other ways of thinking and making.
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Abstract
On October 8, 2006 an earthquake rocked northern Pakistan leaving more than 3 million people
with out adequate food and shelter. In the aftermath thousands perished in what UN Secretary
General Kofi Annan called the winter without pity.” In response the Heritage Foundation Pakistan
(HFP) -- a Karachi-based non-government, not-for-profit organization established to preserve the
cultural heritage of Pakistan -- founded KAPIT (KaravanPakistan Programme for Indigenous
Technology). KAPIT was devised to help affected families by developing self-help mechanisms
for rebuilding based on vernacular traditions.
In the summer of 2006, eight months after the earthquake, students and faculty from the
American University at Sharjah and Louisiana State University traveled to Northwest Pakistan to
assist KAPIT. The work involved construction of a model house, assisting with a cultural
inventory and documenting vernacular building practices. This presentation will focus on the
documentation of vernacular building practices which will create the foundation for a sustainable,
long-term housing proposal for the region.
BELOW: Typical vernacular structure in the Village of Kodar. Kodar is a remote village in the
Northwest Frontier Province of Islamic Republic of Pakistan.
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President Johnson once remarked that the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution was “like
Grandmother’s nightshirt-it covered everything.”1 As the Vietnam Conflict began to escalate
during the early 1960s, the Gulf of Tonkin Incident increased the United States commitment to
the South Vietnamese. In August of 1964, after an attack on U.S. navy vessels, the Gulf of
Tonkin Resolution was drafted as a means to protect American interests in South Vietnam. The
Gulf of Tonkin Incident was a staged and preplanned incident organized by President Johnson
and his administration as a way to gain public approval for American involvement in the
Vietnam Conflict as well as increase the power of the President relating to military involvement
in Vietnam.
The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution expanded the power of the president, as well as acted as a
domestic policy for the commitment of U.S. support to South Vietnam in addition to doubling as
a foreign policy for U.S. action in Southeast Asia. The resolution provided President Johnson
with immense power to carryout the Vietnam conflict as he saw fit. As far as foreign policy is
considered, the resolution provided the United States military with cause to support South
Vietnamese interests militarily and financially as a means to uphold the containment of
communism as outlined in the National Security Council policy, NSC-68. The Tonkin Gulf
Resolution was domestic in nature because it provided President Johnson with justification for
his support of the South Vietnamese to the United States people and the world. The Resolution
also provided the American public with the understanding the Johnson would not allow for the
expansion of communist ideology anywhere in the world. The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution was
drafted in August of 1964, yet it can be seen that Johnson and his administration had begun

1

Lyndon B. Johnson quoted in Robert Dallek, Flawed Giant: Lyndon Johnson and His Times 1961-1973 (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1998), page 154.)
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planning and escalating the conflict throughout the year of 1964 beginning with the increase of
funding to secret South Vietnamese intelligence missions.
When analyzing the beginning of the Vietnam Conflict most historians scrutinize the
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution as a small step in the process of increased conflict. Historians
Frederik Logevall and David Kaiser analyze the increased tensions between the North and South
Vietnamese and discuss the issue of escalating war and conflict within their texts. In Logevall’s
text, Choosing War: The Lost Chance for Peace and the Escalation of War in Vietnam he
describes the beginning of Vietnam War, discussing the events that led to the “Americanization”
of the war, studying the period between August 1963, to February 1965.2 On the other hand
David Kaiser’s book, American Tragedy: Kennedy, Johnson, and the Origins of the Vietnam
War analyzes the ways in which U.S. commitment to South Vietnam increased, only briefly
examining the importance of the Gulf of Tonkin Incident and the resulting Resolution. Historian
Edwin E. Moïse takes another approach to the beginnings of the Vietnam Conflict outlining the
covert operations and the inevitability of conflict between North Vietnam and the United States,
stating that “Washington and Hanoi were already on a collision course,” by time the Gulf of
Tonkin Incident occurred.3 Many historians demonstrate that the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution was
a planned event, but this study examines the not only the planning of the August attacks, but also
the reasons for the event in relation to the 1964 Presidential election and the role of U.S.
domestic and foreign policies on the escalation of conflict. Both of these ideas demonstrate the
motives for the expansion of conflict, but rarely is the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution analyzed as an

2

Frederik Logevall, Choosing War: The Lost Chance for Peace and the Escalation of the War in Vietnam, (Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1999), page xv.
3
Edwin E. Moïse, Tonkin Gulf and the Escalation of the Vietnam War, (Chapel Hill: The University of North
Carolina Press, 1996) page xi.
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incident rising out of domestic as well as foreign issues relating to the larger role of American
support at home and abroad.

The First Indo-China War and American Involvement in South Vietnam
The United States’ involvement in the Vietnam Conflict was an escalation of various
issues that began in the 1940s and 1950s as a result of the end of the Second World War. As a
result of WWII, the French regained control over their Vietnamese colonies from the Japanese,
beginning the conflict over territorial control and the First Indo-china War. The French were
fighting against the communist controlled North Vietnam led by Hô Chí Minh, battling to
maintain a strong political control over the area, but were ultimately defeated by the Viet Minh
in the battle of Dien Bien Phu, in 1954.4 As a result of the ever-increasing lack of support for the
First Indo-China War by the French public, the United States began to supply the French with
military and economic support as the conflict increased.5 The hope of the United States was to
prevent the loss of the Vietnamese area to the Viet Minh, led by Hô Chí Minh, if the area was to
be no longer under French control.
The beginnings of the Cold War stimulated an increased fear of communism, an antidemocratic form of government which was seen as the ultimate evil in the eyes of Americans and
their leaders. The fall of China in 1949 to communist leader Mao Zedong and the creation of the
People’s Republic of China marked an expansion of communist ideology, and thusly was a
gigantic defeat in the American struggle against communist aggression around the world.6 Even
with economic support from the United States, the French lost their eight year battle with the
Viet Minh and were forced to sign the Geneva Accords, which divided Vietnam at the
4

Marilyn Young, The Vietnam Wars: 1945-1990, (New York: Harper Perennial, 1991), page 35.
Ibid., page 22.
6
George C. Herring, America’s Longest War, (San Francisco: McGraw Hill, 2002), page 17.
5
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seventeenth parallel. The Geneva Accords established the separation of North and South
Vietnam, instituting the idea that in 1956 the two territories would participate in an election that
would determine the political fate of the entire country. 7 At the time, two main leaders emerged
in Vietnam: Hô Chí Minh lead the Communist Party in the North, while the United States backed
Ngo Dinh Diem in the South, both of whom actively promoted their ideologies to the
Vietnamese people. When it became time for the 1956 elections, Diem refused to allow South
Vietnam to participate, because it was thought that the North Vietnamese communists and their
sympathizers would manipulate the election results, shifting the entire country to a communist
government.8 This possibility was unacceptable to the United States, and as a result, the U.S.
government began to send military advisors to train and educate the South Vietnamese army to
defeat the North Vietnamese.9 The complete commitment of U.S. troops to South Vietnam did
not occur until 1964 as a result of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, which granted the President
Lyndon Johnson with inclusive powers allowing him to determine the involvement of American
troops in the Vietnamese civil war.

Changing of the Guard
The death of John F. Kennedy marked a historic change in American life. As the White
House began going through a period of transition certain things about the Kennedy presidency
were being carried over into the Johnson presidency. Lyndon Baines Johnson attempted to fill
the shoes of JFK in his own personal way, continuing the social programs that Kennedy had

7

Young, page 39.
Herring, America’s Longest War, page 67.
9
Ibid., page 84.
8
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attempted to pass, “which had been stalled in the Congress when he died.”10 President Johnson
is most famously known for his idea of “The Great Society,” in which equality was guaranteed
through democracy. Johnson is also known for his increased commitment of U.S. troops to
Vietnam, continuing to “defend what four American Presidents and the Congress of the United
States had said were vital American and world interests,” the freedom of democracy and anticommunist sentiment.11
Previous to the assassination of Kennedy, Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara and
JFK had outlined to the American people that the United States was going to attempt to remove
its advisors from Vietnam. Johnson disagreed with the extraction of troops a few months after
the assassination, stating that “I always thought it was foolish for you to make any statements
about withdrawing. I thought it was bad psychologically.”12 President Johnson believed that the
United States had “a commitment to the Vietnamese freedom,” and that if the U.S. pulled out of
Vietnam “the dominoes would fall and that part of the world would go to the communists.”13
The fear of communist expansion was previously identified in National Security Council’s 1950
policy paper by the National Security Council, NSC-68 which outlined the foreign policy of
containment. National Security Council-68 described that the fundamental purpose of the United
States was “to assure the integrity and vitality of our free society,” which also included
eliminating any threat of communist expansion around the world.14 This was true in the policy
outlined in dealing with North Vietnam, where the United States provided assistance to South
Vietnam to prevent the spread of communist expansion.
10

Lyndon B. Johnson, The Vantage Point: Perspectives of the Presidency 1963-1969, (San Francisco: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1971), page 88.
11
Ibid., page 68.
12
Tape-recording of February 25, 1964 discussion between Johnson and McNamara.
The Fog of War, DVD, directed by Errol Morris (Culver City: Columbia Tri-Star, 2003.)
13
Ibid.
14
National Security Council, “NSC-68: United States Objectives and Programs for National Security,” (Washington
D.C.: National Security Council, 1950).
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Covert Operations
Nineteen sixty-four marked a huge shift in American politics and the domestic policy
tactics utilized by Johnson to instigate the conflict of Southeast Asia. In the beginning of 1964
Johnson and his administration began to support covert operations in Vietnam to increase
commitment as well as strengthen American presence in the area. Secretary of Defense Robert
S. McNamara explained in his memoir that the United States government began supporting
South Vietnamese covert operations in January of 1964.15 Previously, under President’s Dwight
D. Eisenhower and John F. Kennedy, United States advisors were stationed in South Vietnam
training the South Vietnamese regulars against the communist Vietcong and the North
Vietnamese. While the advisors demonstrate a strong U.S. military presence in South Vietnam,
they were not actually fighting against the North Vietnamese; instead they were training and
supporting the South Vietnamese so they might be better equipped to fight off the insurgent
North Vietnamese.16 McNamara explained that the National Security Council approved the
support of South Vietnamese installations against North Vietnam, specifically allowing for the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to support the Operation Plan (OPLAN) 34A operation. The
purposes of the OPLAN 34A missions were twofold: One, to gather intelligence about the North
Vietnamese through sabotage and covert operations; and second to use “hit-and-run attacks
against the North Vietnamese shore and island installations,” all of which were conducted by the
South Vietnamese to antagonize the North Vietnamese and weaken their military capabilities.17
While these missions were conducted by the South Vietnamese, they did receive U.S. support
through the CIA. The necessity of CIA assistance is important because the CIA directly reported
15

Robert McNamara, In Retrospect, (New York: Times Books, a division of Random House, 1995), page 129.
Herring, America’s Longest War, page 84.
17
McNamara, In Retrospect, page 129.
16
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to President Johnson and acted only on his consent, demonstrating the President’s knowledge
and endorsement of covert operations against the North Vietnamese.18
The OPLAN 34A raids were not the only covert military operations going on at the time,
the United States military was conducting De Soto patrols throughout the world. McNamara
explained that the OPLAN 34A raids and the De Soto patrols were different because the De Soto
patrols that were completely conducted by the U.S. government as a “part of a system of global
electronic reconnaissance carried out by specially equipped U.S. naval vessels.”19 This
distinction allows for the understanding that the OPLAN 34A raids were not conducted by U.S.
personnel, but by the South Vietnamese. On the other hand, the De Soto missions were
conducted directly by the United States at the same time the South Vietnamese were conducting
the OPLAN 34A raids. The intriguing part of the relationship between the two operations is that
both were taking place in the Gulf of Tonkin at about the same time in August 1964, when the
incident occurred.
The “United States-Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967: A Study Prepared by the Department
of Defense,” also known as the Pentagon Papers, were released in 1971, shine light on the
operations that the United States was a part of during the beginning of the Vietnam Conflict,
showing another side of the OPLAN 34A raids. The Pentagon Papers describe that the first
OPLAN 34A patrols were executed by the United States destroyer USS Craig, in February and
March of 1964.20 This is significant because it shows that, in fact, it was the United States that
was conducting aggressive maneuvers against the North Vietnamese since it was a United States
Navy destroyer and not a South Vietnamese vessel that conducted the raid. The event shows an

18

Ibid., page 130.
Ibid., page 130.
20
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early start to an increase in face-to-face conflict between the United States and North Vietnam
instigated by the United States. This also shows that Robert S. McNamara lied about the role of
the United States in the OPLAN raids.

The Rising Vietcong
Three weeks before the assassination of John F. Kennedy, the South Vietnamese leader,
Ngo Dinh Diem was also assassinated. A non-Communist group led by General Duong Van
Minh conducted a coup against Diem in early November of 1963.21 After the assassination,
Minh attempted to create a neutral government that did not have “’foreign troops,’” as well as
attempt to create a “’relationship of peaceful coexistence between Saigon and Hanoi.’”22 This
attempt at a relationship between communist North Vietnam and South Vietnam created a
problem for the United States, since it would place South Vietnam in the possible situation of
uniting with the communist North. As a result of this fear, General Nguyen Khanh conducted
another coup in South Vietnam in January of 1964, removing Minh from power, and installing
himself as the head of the government.23 Soon after his rise to power, Khanh was visited by
Secretary of Defense McNamara, who concluded that the Vietcong were gaining strength
amongst the South Vietnamese, since they still maintained a tight control over the countryside.24
The Vietcong were the communist group that fought against the South Vietnamese and the
United States in South Vietnam, attempting to unite both North and South Vietnam under Hô Chí
Minh.
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During his visit in the spring of 1964, McNamara concluded that the Vietcong were
gaining strength because of help from the North, and that there should be military actions against
North Vietnam to stop the insurgency in the South.25 The United States developed the covert
operations to force the North Vietnamese government to tighten its grip on the Vietcong
operating in South Vietnam, limiting the struggle by the communist sympathizers in South
Vietnam against American influence. As the De Soto patrols and the OPLAN activities yielded
little or no results, McNamara suggested that “new and significant pressures” should be placed
upon the North Vietnamese to hopefully force them to remove the Vietcong from South Vietnam
and stop the insurgency, by demonstrating the power of the U.S. military.26 McNamara
suggested tightening the control on the North and South Vietnam border as well as creating
retaliatory actions against the North Vietnamese to demonstrate the United States’ determination
to protect South Vietnam from communism. In March of 1964 McNamara suggested a policy of
“Graduated Overt Military Pressure,” in which South Vietnam, with U.S. support, would conduct
air attacks against North Vietnamese military and industrial targets to weaken the North
Vietnamese government.27 President Johnson and the National Security Council approved these
proposals in March 17, 1964, intensifying the United States’s commitment to stop the spread of
communism into Southeast Asia, specifically South Vietnam. In early April of 1964, the Joint
Chiefs had approved specific locations for air strikes against the North Vietnamese if an attack
against the United States were to occur.28 These locations would prove useful later on in 1964,
when the Gulf of Tonkin Incident occurred.
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Domestic Initiatives
As the government began to step up the commitment of the United States to the South
Vietnamese cause, President Johnson and his aids began to recognize the necessity of American
public approval and support for U.S. commitment to South Vietnam. Historian Fredrik Logevall
remarked that “ideally, any expansion of the war could wait until the November election was
safely passed. But perhaps it could not….Hence the need for a lobbying effort of vast
proportions, to lay the groundwork for escalation with both friends and foes.”29 The Johnson
administration began a “massive” campaign effort to inform the American public about the
commitment that the U.S. government had to stopping the spread of communism into Southeast
Asia.30
The informative effort had another affect on domestic policy in America; as the summer
of 1964 began to approach, President Johnson was lobbying for his Great Society initiatives,
such as the Civil Rights Act. Johnson was attempting to carry on the legacy of Kennedy in his
own way, adapting Kennedy’s ideas of civil reform as a means to propel America into a higher
world standing, ultimately defeating the Soviet Union by demonstrating the freedoms that
democracy could provide.31 In May of 1964 the Gallup Poll forty-one percent of Americans
reported that the most important problem facing the United States was race relations, tied with
International issues.32 Johnson used the issues of race relations to propel his ideas about the
Great Society, questioning whether the American people had “wisdom to use that wealth [earned
in the post World War II economy] to enrich and elevate our national life, and to advance the
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quality of our American civilization.”33 It becomes clear the reasons that Johnson pushed his
domestic issues of civil rights and welfare reform; he wished to elevate the social standing of the
United States on the world stage, following through with the goals outlined by President Lincoln,
and defended by the United States Constitution.
At that same time that Johnson was proposing the Great Society and advocating domestic
reform, fifty-six percent of American’s polled believed that China was the largest threat to
peace.34 This is important because it shows the reason that Johnson pushed his domestic reforms
and exercised caution in avoiding all-out military conflict with North Vietnam. In 1950 the
Vietminh had turned to China for aid since the United States had denied them of support because
of their communist ideology, therefore creating an alliance between Communist China and
Communist North Vietnam.35 Johnson and his administration believed that the United States’
“goals in Vietnam were limited,” due to the relationship between China and North Vietnam.36 It
can be assumed that Johnson feared reprisal by the American people for a direct attack on North
Vietnam, since the American public feared China, and its threat to American peace. If Johnson
were to provoke the Chinese into war he could lose a tremendous amount of support, which was
incredibly important since the presidential election was only a few months away.
In the summer of 1964, the Republican Party nominated Senator Barry Goldwater as its
presidential candidate for the November election. The Senator from Arizona was a conservative
war hawk who publicly argued that the United States government was not fully committed to
South Vietnam and that there was not a direct effort to stop the spread of communism.37 During
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the campaign, President Johnson made it clear that “he was not in office to engage in such a
massive land war or to take rash actions.”38 This idea contradicts with the President’s actions
earlier in the year in the creation and approval of the OPLAN 34A raids, in which the United
States military had increased involvement in South Vietnam. It also demonstrates that Johnson
was not about to make “rash” decisions, supporting the idea that the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution
and the bombing attacks afterwards were not thoughtlessly decided, but instead had been thought
out and preplanned. Johnson himself outlined the necessity of predetermined conflict, since the
objectives in Vietnam “were limited, and so were our actions,” due to the fear of how the Soviets
and Chinese might response if the United States attacked North Vietnam.39

The Election of 1964
The importance of American support for the effort in Vietnam was a huge part of the
1964 presidential election. Historian James Olson points out that “if the United States intervened
on a massive scale in South Vietnam there would be an outpouring of criticism abroad as well as
the possibility of serious opposition at home.”40 If Johnson were to directly order a conflict with
the North Vietnamese it was possible that he could look like a warmonger, just like his
opposition, Barry Goldwater. As the summer of 1964 progressed Johnson’s approval ratings
began to fluctuate. A Gallup Poll taken in late June of 1964 showed that seventy-six percent of
American’s would vote for Johnson in the election, while twenty percent would vote for Barry
Goldwater, and four percent were undecided.41 About a month later, another Gallup Poll
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showed that only fifty-nine percent of those polled would vote for Johnson while thirty-one
percent would vote for Goldwater and ten percent were undecided.42
If Johnson failed to contain communism abroad, his domestic policies would have no
success at home. “The outcome in South Vietnam would demonstrate the will and the ability of
the United States to have its way in world affairs;” therefore, showing that if the effort in
Vietnam failed, communist countries like the Soviet Union and China would be correct in their
insistence that democracy was wrong.43 This idea prompted Johnson to fight to maintain the
freedom of South Vietnam for fear of not only losing to communism, but also losing support for
his domestic policies. Johnson’s fear of failure in his battle against communism and his ideas
about the Great Society were maintained and emphasized the necessity to “Win the war!”44 This
idea was developed as early as a few days after the death of President Kennedy while the
Johnson cabinet began to transition into power. The ideology of absolute victory over the North
Vietnamese can be seen as a sign of Johnson’s need to stabilize South Vietnam and win the
battle against the Communist North, which actually meant a win in the Cold War battle,
ultimately winning the struggle for the Great Society in the United States. If Johnson were able
to successfully reject the influx of communist power into South Vietnam and establish a
democratic government, then his support in Congress would remain strong and it would therefore
be easier to pass the social reforms that he wished to enact.

Foreign Affairs
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Vietnam had become a “pawn in a global ideological and power struggle” between the
Soviet Union, China, and the United States.45 As a result of the Cold War and the expansion of
communism, Johnson was convinced that Vietnam could become a sign of our break from the
policy of containment outlined in the NSC-68 document. Johnson’s actions can be seen as part
of his fear of communist expansion and the failure to prevent the ‘domino effect.’ Johnson
himself stated that “’losing the Great Society was a terrible thought, but not so terrible as the
thought of being responsible for American’s losing a war to Communists. Nothing was worse
than that.’”46 This statement reveals Johnson’s desire to maintain a strong and powerful
leadership that does not succumb to outside pressures as well as emphasizes the importance of
containing communism.
While it was necessary in the eyes of President Johnson to win the battle against
communism through the containment of North Vietnam, it was also important to have a reason to
defeat North Vietnam with out simply attacking the country, since this would weaken the
standing of the United States in world affairs. If the United States were to attack North Vietnam
because of its association with South Vietnam, it could be seen in the international perspective as
a violation of the Geneva Accords that called for neutrality amongst foreign nations in the affair
of the Vietnamese civil war.47 As a means to solidify the relationship between the South
Vietnamese and the United States, Canadian diplomat J. Blair Seaborn went to Hanoi in midJune 1964 to intervene on behalf of the United States. Seaborn brought the message that the
United States wanted peace, but would remain committed to the South Vietnamese cause. With
this Seaborn also emphasized that if Johnson were to have to “choose between withdrawal and
45
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escalation, he would chose escalation.”48 This is significant because it shows the commitment
that Johnson had to destroying communist expansion and the domination of North Vietnam over
the South.
Throughout the summer of 1964, the Johnson administration repeatedly utilized the
strategy of compliance, which employed “threats or limited force to persuade and opponent [like
North Vietnam] to cease its aggression.”49 Also throughout the summer the South Vietnamese
began to move toward the idea of neutralization with North Vietnam and the United States. The
South Vietnamese were struggling to maintain a strong government, fighting off the insurgent
Vietcong as well as the ever-present U.S. advisors. This sparked a new fear for the United States
because it assumed that if the South were to neutralize with the North, South Vietnam would
almost definitely turn communist, causing a loss in U.S. policy.50
As the South moved toward a policy of neutralization, North Vietnam began to intensify
its use of the Hô Chí Minh Trail through Cambodia, which supplied the Vietcong to help with
the insurgency effort, attempting to weaken the U.S. hold over the South Vietnamese
government. In doing this, the North Vietnamese hoped that the Vietcong would overthrow the
South Vietnamese government, which would lead to the United States having to forsake the
South because of its inherent disapproval of Communist-lead groups.51 The increased support
for the Vietcong by the North Vietnamese is significant because forced the United States to
develop a reason for an increase in direct military involvement against the North, not simply
through the support of South Vietnamese troops and supplies. As a result of increased threat,
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President Johnson enhanced the OPLAN raids, pushing the United States closer to conflict with
the North Vietnamese.52
The effort of the North Vietnamese to strengthen the Vietcong continued as the OPLAN
34A raids attempted to gather information about the North Vietnamese, attacking areas of
strategic importance to North Vietnamese, eliminating their transfer of supplies to the South. On
July 30 General William Westmoreland ordered an “Amphibious raid” conducted by the OPLAN
34A on the islands of Hon Me and Hon Nieu off the North Vietnamese coast in the Gulf of
Tonkin.53 As the raids were being conducted, the United States naval vessel the U.S.S. Maddox
was going on its second De Soto mission of the year in the Gulf of Tonkin. As previously stated,
the De Soto missions, fully supported by the United States, were conducted to gather global
intelligence, while the OPLAN 34A missions were “supported” by the United States, but
supposed to be conducted by the South Vietnamese. This is significant because the July 30th raid
was ordered by United States military personnel, which shows the complete control that the U.S.
had over these missions. In its collection of data, the De Soto missions provided the OPLAN
34A raids with targets and intelligence about the areas that the raids would occur.54 Therefore,
there is a direct relationship between the De Soto and OPLAN 34A patrols, placing the two in
the same area with the same purpose. The impact of this relationship is seen in the events
following the July 30th raid.

The Gulf of Tonkin Incident: August 1964
On August 2, 1964 the U.S.S. Maddox on “routine” patrol in the Tonkin Gulf was fired
upon by North Vietnamese patrol boats. The Maddox then returned fire upon the North, creating
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a tense situation. As a result of the attack, the Maddox and the C. Turner Joy were sent back into
the Gulf of Tonkin to step up U.S. presence in the area and “serve more as a deterrent” to
aggressive action by the North Vietnamese “than a provocation” of military action.55 The
Maddox was ordered to stay eleven nautical miles from the shore of North Vietnam, creating a
slight problem with the understanding by the United States and the North Vietnamese.56
Previous to this incident there was no established boundary as far as how many miles from the
North Vietnamese shore was considered international waters. Without a clear understanding of
territorial waters, the U.S. vessels could be seen as invading North Vietnamese territory. On
board the Maddox, Captain Herrick called for the end of the DESOTO patrols on August 3,
recognizing that he could be seen as an aggressor to North Vietnam, and was being used as bait
by the United States to provoke another attack by the North.57 On the night of August 4, the
U.S.S. Maddox was “attacked” again; yet this time, there was no proof of aggressive actions by
the North.
The August 4th attack has long been debated. While the proof for the first attack is
solidly conclusive, the second attack had most likely never occurred. Evidence suggests instead
that “aggression” was instigated by the United States. On August 3rd, the then ambassador to
South Vietnam, Maxwell Taylor, remarked that if there was no response to the August 2nd attack
that the United States would demonstrate its inability to retaliate and show weakness to not only
the North Vietnamese but to China and the Soviet Union.58 U.S. officials, thus, determined that
they needed to respond.
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The night of the August 4th attack calls into question the ability for the men onboard the
Maddox to determine if there was a threat against the vessel. That night, the visibility was
limited due to the stormy seas and overcast night; therefore, the weather was a factor that made it
very difficult to determine whether or not there were North Vietnamese vessels posing a threat
and actually carrying through with that threat.59 Sonar soundings are the only type of evidence
that is somewhat conclusive for the incident; and even then, it has been argued that “’overeager
sonar men’” most likely incorrectly read the findings and guessed that the Maddox had been
fired upon.60 The attack was reported to Washington at around 11 a.m. on August 4th and at
about 1:30 p.m. Washington time, Captain John J. Herrick reported that there were “no actual
visual sightings by [the] Maddox.”61 Herrick went on to inform McNamara that there should be
a “complete evaluation before any further action.”62 This is very significant because again at
about 4 p.m., Admiral Sharp, stationed in Honolulu had also informed Secretary McNamara that
the attack might not have occurred.63 Both of these indicators should have signaled McNamara
to stop the plans for retaliation that were underway by President Johnson. Instead Johnson and
his administration continued to make plans for a massive retaliation on the North Vietnamese.
The August 2nd attack would not be reason enough to propel the nation to war, but
another seemingly unprovoked attack, like the August 4th attack, would greatly challenge to
power and determination of the United States. At 4:49 P.M. on August 4th a retaliatory attack
was ordered before there was even a confirmation of attack by Admiral Sharp and after Captain
Herrick warned that the attack might not have occurred.64 This attack shows that Johnson and
59
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his advisors either absolutely knew that the attack had taken place, which is highly unlikely since
McNamara did not receive word yet of Sharp’s confirmation, or that Johnson and his advisors
did not care whether an attack had really happened. Either way, this quick reaction shows that
Johnson was ready to retaliate with a vengeance and without any true cause. The areas chosen to
be attacked by the United States were two North Vietnamese oil depots and the four patrol boat
bases that they supplied, both of which had been scouted out by the DESOTO patrols.65 At 6:45
p.m. Johnson met with Congressional leaders to tell them about the attack and ask for their
support of a Congressional resolution that would support the President and his response as well
as allow him to deem when and how many troops would be necessary to place into Vietnam.66
On August 6th, a resolution was presented to the joint session of Congress that called for the
approval of the previous attacks as well as the extension of presidential powers. The Tonkin
Gulf Resolution forever changed the role of the President and had a great deal of impact on the
role of U.S. troops in Vietnam.

American Response
On August 6, 1964, a joint executive session of the Senate Foreign Relations and Armed
Services committees met to discuss the attacks on the U.S.S. Maddox as well as the retaliatory
attacks the United States conducted against the North Vietnamese.67 The groups heard evidence
from United States Secretary of State Dean Rusk and Robert McNamara, presenting the hostility
that the North Vietnamese had against the United States as well as the course of events that
occurred during the previous few days in the Tonkin Gulf. Dean Rusk testified that the August
2nd and 4th incidents were “no isolated event,” explaining that they were evidence of “a
65
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continuing drive to conquer South Vietnam.”68 This claim seems a little outrageous to make
against the North Vietnamese in that it was the United States who had been conducting raids
against the North Vietnamese. Even though the North was engaged in a conflict with the South,
there was still no military conflict directly between the United States and North Vietnam. It also
is ridiculous because Rusk has spun this idea to make the United States look like a victim.
However, in reality it was U.S. ships that were almost invading the North Vietnamese seas. This
created a situation in which it can be assumed that the North Vietnamese felt threatened by the
possibility of U.S. and South Vietnamese attack. This idea was presented by Senator Wayne
Morse (D-OR) at that Joint Congressional meeting. Morse stated that “our ships were in Tonkin
Bay, in international waters, but nevertheless they were in Tonkin Bay to be interpreted as
standing as a cover for naval operations of the South Vietnamese.”69
The idea of the United States prompting increased conflict goes back a few months when
the National Security Council created a Congressional resolution that granted the President with
increased authority. In May of 1964, George Ball and a small group created a resolution that
authorized the President to “use all measure, including the commitment of armed forces” in the
defense of South Vietnam.70 While Maxwell Taylor drafted this resolution in May, it was
suggested that it should be presented in the fall of 1964 to ensure that it would not overpower the
Civil Rights Bills that were before Congress; demonstrating the desire of Johnson and his
administration to pass their domestic policies before their foreign to ensure that the American
people would support social reform.71 Ironically, Taylor questioned the lack of immediate
response by the United States after the first attack on August 2nd. This is significant because it
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shows the push for a quick reaction and commitment of U.S. forces at the first sign of aggression
by the North Vietnamese, and with that the aggression was prompted by the pressures that the
United States was placing on the North Vietnamese by increasing their presence off the coast of
North Vietnam.

A New Policy
The Tonkin Gulf Resolution itself was a vague and ambiguous document that relied a
great deal on its interpretation, though at the time many senators were not concerned with the
powers that they were granting to the president. Only two, out of ninety, Senators opposed the
Resolution. Senator Wayne Morse (D-OR) and Senator Ernest L. Gruening (R-AK) opposed the
resolution, both believing that it was a mistake to grant the president so much power at his own
disposal and choosing. The resolution itself outlines the events of August 2nd and 4th, stating that
the attacks were a “systematic campaign of aggression” against the South Vietnamese and other
non-communist areas in Southeast Asia.72 Again, it seems that the Congress failed to recognize
the role and impact of the presence of United States naval vessels in the area acting almost as
bait for the North Vietnamese to instigate conflict. The overwhelming approval in the Senate
and the actual unanimous approval in the House is most likely a result of the Congress growing
accustomed to “approving presidential initiatives without serious concern.”73 This easy approval
was a result of the overarching Cold War “period when America’s national interest seemed
constantly in peril,” and the Congress had to trust the actions of the President.74 These actions
were unprecedented in that with the Resolution Johnson tacitly declared war against the North
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Vietnamese, overriding the necessary Congressional approval. Johnson desired the Resolution
and its power because he did not wish to repeat the same mistakes that President Truman had
made during the Korean War, overriding the necessity of congressional approval, ultimately
weakening his position as U.S. President, receiving a great deal of criticism for his actions.
Truman had failed to receive congressional approval for his actions in Korean; instead he sought
to receive monetary support from the Congress, dividing the Congress along party lines, arguing
over the economic stability of the country and its ability to advance into war.75
Previous to the proposal of the Resolution, Johnson had met with a small group of
Congressmen to seek approval for a presidential resolution allowing for his retaliatory attacks to
be permissible. During this meeting he outlined that the United States would take action,
without Congressional approval, and would send a resolution to the Senate on August 6th seeking
permission and the extension of his powers. At this point he had almost forced the Senate to
approve his resolution because he had already acted without their approval. This shows that the
only thing that the Senate had the power to do was to reject his plan, and if they were to do that
they would almost immediately weaken public approval by breaking the strong unity that
between the Congress and the President that was formed after the death of JFK, weakening
Johnson’s chance of winning the 1964 election. Even his Secretary of Defense, Robert
McNamara stated that Johnson saw the resolution “as an opportunity to…appear firm but
moderate in contrast to…Barry Goldwater’s hawkish rhetoric.”76
The reason that Johnson and his administration waited until the August 4th attack is
multipurpose in that it allowed for Johnson to look like a peaceful man, and a “model of
restraint,” as well as solidify his hold over Congress and the American people right before the
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November election.77 His controlled reaction to the attacks and his immediate retaliation boosted
his public approval ratings from forty-two percent to seventy-two percent overnight.78
Therefore, Johnson was able to utilize the public campaigning from the summer to support his
ideas of full commitment to South Vietnam, as well as defeat presidential candidate Goldwater
and ultimately win the 1964 election.

Today’s Vietnam
The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution only signaled the beginning of a long and bitter war that
would wage for another decade. The conflict would not end until 1975, when American troops
were completely pulled out of Vietnam, signaling the failure of U.S. commitment to communist
expansion, allowing for North Vietnam to sweep into the South and unite the country. American
withdrawal and the failure of the war were not the only issues plaguing America, the fight
against foreign opposition and intern conflict strained relationships, pitting American’s against
each other over the purpose of U.S. participation in what some believed was a civil war. In the
later half of the conflict and the years following American withdrawal, Vietnam and its heroes
were left in the shadow of American history because the memories of the conflict.79 The parallel
between the Vietnam War and the Iraq War exists in the minds of American people even today
when analyzing the role and purpose of American involvement. Just as the Vietnam War had
been entered after a key attack on U.S. personnel, the Iraq War resulted from an attack on U.S.
soil. In addition, both conflicts contain the element of foreign and domestic policy change, the
Vietnam War propelling the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution and the Iraq War causing the Patriot Act.
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While the Gulf of Tonkin Incident incited the Vietnam War, it was only a small step in an
escalating conflict, but what is more important is the role that President Johnson and his
administration had on instigating the conflict. The promptness of the resolution poses the
question: Did the United States, specifically Johnson and his leaders, plan the Gulf of Tonkin
Incident as a means to grant the President with the power to increase commitment to South
Vietnam? I argue that the answer is yes. The President established the need to win the war when
he took office and followed through with the commitment to South Vietnam by increasing the
role of the U.S. government in covert operations and supplying aid, equipment and information
to the South Vietnamese. The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution really was “’like grandma’s nightshirtit covered everything,’” from the presidential win for Johnson, to the increased powers of the
president, to increased funding and support of the Great Society measures. The Gulf of Tonkin
officially proclaimed the commitment of the United States to the containment policies outlined
after the Cold War, supporting the resistance to and restraint of communist expansion to secure
the United States as a world power. The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution may have been designed to
establish U.S. foreign policy in Southeast Asia, but its purpose and results affected foreign and
domestic issues in the long run. The Resolution established a commitment to the American
people and the South Vietnamese that communist expansion would be stopped at all costs.
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Living in America
Nancy Maria Balach, soprano
Stacy Rodgers, piano
John Schuesselin, trumpet
Sonata for Trumpet and Piano
I. Lento, Allegro Molto
II. Allegretto
III. Allegro con Fuoco
Stacy Rodgers, John Schuesselin

Eric Ewazen (1954- )

She Walks in Beauty
Stanley Friedman (1951- )
Nancy Maria Balach, Stacy Rodgers, John Schuesselin

I’ll Never Go To Macy’s
Seymour Barab (1921- )
I won’t mind
Jeff Blumenkrantz (1965- )
Toothbrush Time
William Bolcom (1938- )
At the last lousy moments of love
Amor
Nancy Maria Balach, Stacy Rodgers

2 Scenes

Anthony Plog (1947- )
Nancy Maria Balach, Stacy Rodgers, John Schuesselin
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Nancy María Balach, Assistant Professor of Music at the University of Mississippi, is a
versatile soprano who has been described as being "luxurious of voice and ardent of
personality", "affecting and amusing", "makes her performance look truly effortless", and
"her diminutive size seemed in stark contrast to her huge voice and amazing range."
Recent performances include the role of Pamina in a staged version of Die Zauberflöte
with the Acadiana Symphony in Louisiana and singing with composer/pianist William
Bolcom at the National Opera Association Conference in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Career
highlights include performances with Florida Grand Opera, Lyric Opera of Cleveland,
The New York Gilbert and Sullivan Players, Ohio Light Opera, Opera Theatre of St.
Louis, and Tulsa Opera. She has been a featured soloist with the symphonies of
Acadiana (Louisiana), Canton (Ohio), Mississippi, North Carolina, Tupelo (Mississippi),
and Tuscaloosa (Alabama). She has recorded lead roles for Albany Records, Newport
Classic, New World Records, and VOX Classics. Ms. Balach received her Bachelor of
Fine Arts in Vocal Performance from Carnegie Mellon University and her Master of
Music in Vocal Performance from the Manhattan School of Music. Later this year she
will perform on a Kurt Weill Cabaret at the National Opera Association Conference in
New York City and sing Clara in Beethoven’s Egmont with the Tupelo Symphony.
Stacy Rodgers, Professor and Head of Keyboard Studies and Accompanying at the
University of Mississippi, is a Texas native. He holds degrees from Southern Methodist
University and the University of Texas at Austin. Major teachers in performance and
pedagogy include Lita Guerra, Jean Barr, Amanda Vick Lethco, Harris Crohn, Louise
Bianchi, and David Karp. In addition to his regular teaching duties, Mr. Rodgers is
active in pedagogical research and teacher training, and heads The University of
Mississippi's Community Music School. He is a founding member of the Oxford Piano
Trio, and performs extensively in piano duo with his wife, Diane Wang. Both ensembles
are featured on the Mississippi Arts Commission's Artist Roster. As a solo pianist,
accompanist, and chamber musician, he performs more than 30 concerts annually.
John Schuesselin, Associate Professor of Music at the University of Mississippi, holds
the B.M. degree in trumpet performance from the Eastman School of Music, the M.M.
from Kent State University and the D.M.A. from Louisiana State University. Prior to
teaching at the University of Mississippi, Dr. Schuesselin held teaching positions at The
College of Wooster and Southeastern Louisiana University. He is currently principal
trumpet of the Acadiana Symphony (Louisiana) and the Ohio Light Opera Orchestra. Dr.
Schuesselin also serves as orchestra personnel manager for the Ohio Light Opera. He has
performed with the Chicago Sinfonietta, the Rochester Philharmonic, and the Memphis,
Meridian, New World, and Tupelo symphonies. Recently Dr. Schuesselin performed the
Brandenburg Concerto II with the Acadiana Symphony. His principal teachers include
Jack Gallagher, Barbara Butler, James West, and Michael Chunn.
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Seymour Barab, born in Chicago, Illinois in 1921, began his professional career as a
church organist at the age of thirteen. Although he was preparing for a career as a
pianist he was persuaded to study cello and has appeared with the Cleveland, San
Francisco, and Philadelphia Symphony Orchestras. Although he is mainly self-taught in
composition, he has been a member of the faculties of Rutgers University, Black
Mountain College, and the New England Conservatory of Music. Vocal music has
become Barab's favorite means of musical expression. "It is less abstract," he observes.
"The words of a poem immediately suggest music to me." Barab's operas have been
consistently performed, especially his comic one-acts and those for young audiences. “I’ll
Never Go to Macy’s” is from a set of Parodies, ‘as some traditional jump-rope rhymes
might have been set to music by the Masters.’
Jeff Blumenkrantz is a graduate of Northwestern University and began his career as an
actor, performing in Broadway shows. His song writing career was launched in 2000
when Audra McDonald recorded “I Won’t Mind.” In 2003 he received a Tony Award
nomination for the songs he contributed to the score of Urban Cowboy, the musical. He
has received commissions by Carnegie Hall and the Guggenheim Works and Process Inc.
"I Won't Mind”, lyrics by Annie Kessler and Libby Saines, was written for an unfinished
musical entitled The Other Franklin. This play dealt with the relationship between Ben
Franklin and his son, William. As a composer, arranger, orchestrator, and/or musical
director, Blumenkrantz has worked with such performers as Audra McDonald, Megan
Mullally, Rebecca Luker, and Michael Winther to name a few.
William Bolcom, composer and pianist, was born in Seattle, Washington, in 1938.
Bolcom earned his B.A. from the University of Washington in 1958, studied with Darius
Milhaud at Mills College in California and at the Paris Conservatoire de Musique, and
earned a doctorate in composition in 1964 from Stanford University, where he
worked with Leland Smith. As a pianist Bolcom has performed and recorded his own
works frequently in collaboration with his wife Joan Morris. Bolcom and Morris have
recorded twenty albums together. As a composer he has written operas, works
for solo wind instruments, symphonies, and piano rags. These songs come from his four
volumes of cabaret songs which were written for his wife. He has received the
Pulitzer Prize and many Grammy Awards. Bolcom is a professor of music composition
at the University of Michigan.
Eric Ewazen, composer and pianist, was born in Cleveland, Ohio in 1954. He received a
B.M. from the Eastman School of Music, and M.M. and D.M.A. from The Juilliard
School. His composition teachers include Milton Babbitt, Samuel Adler, Warren
Benson, Joseph Schwanter, and Gunther Schuller. He has written numerous works, many
of which are for brass instruments. His “Sonata for Trumpet”, commissioned by the
International Trumpet Guild in 1995, was composed for trumpeter Chris Gekker. This
three movement work features contrasting styles consisting of disjunct passages with
beautiful, flowing phrases.
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Stanley Friedman, born in 1951, earned a D.M.A. in composition from the Eastman
School of Music. Well known as a trumpeter and composer, Friedman has held Principal
Trumpet positions with major international orchestras. He is a four-time winner of the
International Trumpet Guild’s Composition Prize. One of these works, “Solus”, has
received hundreds of performances around the world. His opera Hypatia premiered in
concert at the New Zealand International Festival of the Arts. “She Walks in
Beauty”, composed in 1988, is a one movement work with the text taken from Lord
Byron (1788-1824).
Anthony Plog has composed music for a variety of forces, ranging from solo trumpet
works to a children’s opera entitled How the Trumpet Got Its Toot. A former trumpeter,
he began his musical career playing extra trumpet with the Los Angeles Philharmonic at
the age of nineteen. After holding trumpet positions with the San Antonio and Utah
Symphonies he moved to Los Angeles to pursue solo and composition career. While in
Los Angeles he held positions as Principal Trumpet with the Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra and the Pacific Symphony. Since 1993, Plog has been a Professor at the
Staatliche Hochschule fur Musik in Freiburg, Germany.
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Abstract
The plight of the gifted African American student has been recognized as an important
variable in the educational planning schema of school districts throughout the USA and
in many instances countries outside of the USA. With the heightened awareness of
multicultural issues during the last decade and the increased legislation to meet the needs
of the gifted, educational institutions, communities, and researchers have found it
necessary to explain the evident lack of black students in programs for the gifted.
Identification procedures and other intervening variable that affect the inclusion of these
students are reviewed. Recommendations for the future include actions by school
personnel parents and communities.
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Being African American and Gifted: Solutions Still Unmet

Over the last two decades, much has been said about the child who is not a part of
the achievers in schools throughout the nation. Legislation which provided funds for
the latest educational program -“No Child left Behind”- has caused school districts
with large minority populations to focus on getting scores of minorities increased.
Little attention is being paid to finding and supporting the child who meets the
requirements of the tests of the NCLB and is ready to move to higher levels of
achievement. It appears that the emphasis is on equity of outcomes instead of placing
the emphasis on having all children reach their highest potential. Although data
show that the largest percentage of children living in poverty are minorities, it is a
fact that there are many children of the majority group who are also living in poverty.
Overlooking this fact adds another way of placing the problems, stereotypes, and low
expectations on one group- minorities. In the case of African Americans, skin color
has already been the precursor in establishing stereotypes; therefore, retrieving
children from poverty MUST include all children. Teachers and planners need to
adjust their attitudes about those children who are poor and also those qualities that
are indicative of high potential academically.
My research over the years has focused primarily on African American children
and imploring educators to look further than the regular IQ scores to discover the
“diamonds” in their classes. The area causing the most angst among decision-makers
is that of identification. Scott, Deuel, Jen-Francois, and Urbano (1996) point out that
“ in the United States of America, children from culturally different and/or low
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socioeconomic environments constitute a growing percentage of all students, yet
assessment tools that effectively evaluate their academic potential are lacking”
(p.147).
One strong theme that continues to surface is that heritability is one reason for the
lack of success among African Americans to score well on IQ tests. However, recent
evidence suggests that scores on tests often do not indicate the potential of these
students. Jensen (1998), in his most recent book, the G Factor; the science of mental
ability, has provided a most detailed review of the role that heredity plays in the
abilities of various racial or ethnic groups. He stated that, “individual differences in
mental test scores have a substantial genetic component indexed by the coefficient of
heritability (in the broad sense)” (p.169). This proposition and subsequent tests using
the Jensen button box and several standardized tests have resulted in a proposed
hierachical list of mental abilities among various ethnic and racial groups
To test some aspects of this proposition, a study was conducted by Baldwin and
Start (1987) with 57 inner city minority students and later with 100 more students in a
mixed school environment, using Jensen’s button box. Scores from this box were
correlated with those on the cognitive abilities test and the Standard Ravens Matrices.
Unlike other Jensen research projects showing a high correlation between the button
box results, the academic achievement tests, and the Standard Progressive matrices
(SPM), a correlation was not found with these students. Jensen had posited that
correlations with the SPM, a non-verbal test, would bolster his argument that the
depressed scores on various intelligence tests were not related to lack of background
in school related subjects or other societal concerns but in fact were related to
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heredity. Although the findings of this research cannot be generalized to a larger
population, the use of the SPM did help to identify some students in this population
who had not been selected for the gifted program due to lower test scores.
My personal efforts in this area have included a system which I thought would
help find those students who were being marginalized due to the usual IQ score
requirement for entry. This idea was germinated out of the experiences that I had as a
teacher of the first class in Alabama of gifted students who were African Americans.
These students of the class had IQ scores from 100 to 180 on some IQ tests but an
enriched teaching environment caused many doubters about these students’ abilities
to adjust their opinions. The Baldwin Identification Matrix (Baldwin,1984), was
developed and was used by school districts that were trying to find ways to include
minority students. Reports from school districts and groups that used it (Blackshear,
1979; Dabney, 1980) indicated that the highest contributors to the selection process
were nominations from peers, parents and teachers. At the next level of analysis, it
was found that peer nominations, mathematics, and parent nominations were the
items most predictive of entry into programs for the gifted. Among the children
identified as gifted using the matrix system, it was found after four years of
observation that high levels of leadership skills appeared to be predictive of success
both in the program and in college entrance requirements.
There are some assumptions that must be made regarding the students that we are
focusing on-their potential for high promise and concomitant socio/economic status.
These assumptions should be considered as an important part of attitude adjustment.
They are:
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•

Giftedness expressed in one dimension is just as important as giftedness
expressed in another.

•

Giftedness can be expressed through a variety of behaviors.

•

Giftedness in any area can be a clue to the presence of potential giftedness
in another area, or a catalyst for the development of giftedness in another
area.

•

A total ability profile is crucial in the educational planning for the gifted
child.

•

Carefully planned subjective assessment techniques can be used
effectively in combination with objective assessment techniques.

•

All populations have gifted children who exhibit behaviors that are
indicative of giftedness.

These assumptions should be kept in mind as procedures for developing programs that
provide an equal opportunity for students of all economic and ethnic backgrounds to
develop their potential abilities.
Hebért and Beardsley’s (2000) case study of a rural black male who overcame the
inhibiting factors in his environment indicated that rural poverty could have a debilitating
influence on students. In spite of these obstacles, students who grow up in impoverished
backgrounds often display the ability to rise above these circumstances. The important
element in the rise above circumstances is the support of a mentor, and the community
and parental support.
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Much work remains to be done in the design of curriculum that is inclusive of
artifacts and relationships in all cultures. Concepts to be taught can be imbedded in
parallel events and significant data from different cultures.
For the future there will be a need to:
•

Start the educational development cycle in pre-kindergarten

•

Begin parenting programs that include in-utero information on proper nutrition
before and after birth.

•

Develop stimulating programs for children during and after school hours.

•

Develop supportive data to support the recommendation for discontinuing the
singular use of an IQ test to indicate potential high ability.

•

Develop a system for articulating within and among school districts those
programs and ideas for addressing the problems of the child in poverty who has
high potential.

Recommendations
Attitudes that change to reflect a non-prejudicial approach to all aspects of educational
planning for students of low income and different ethnic groups should be the basis for
all of the components listed below.
1. There should be a media blitz throughout the nation that will draw attention to the
poverty crisis especially among African American students and its effect on the
next generation of individuals. This could include a mailing campaign to
legislators at the Federal and State levels.
2. We should develop tax disbursements for education that are not dependent upon
the local wealth of a district.
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3. Consideration should be given to modeling early head start programs after the
work done by currently successful programs included in this discussion. Dr.
Merle Karnes (1984) was a pioneer in such programs. Her model included
regular work with the parents of children who would be eligible for Head Start.
Parents were given information on how to stimulate the innate abilities of
children.
4. Diversity training that will help teachers become sensitive to the different cultures
that might be in their classes should be included in teacher education programs.
This training should also enable them to incorporate multiculturalism in their
curriculum and instruction.
5. There should be a certification program for teachers of the pre-kindergarten
classes.
6. Teachers who have a sense of shared mission, and have developed strong
collegial bonds should be given a chance to share decision-making.
7. Knowledge about different representations of abilities should be acquired.
8. There should be family involvement through planned decision-making, and
information on or training in concepts being taught at school.
9. Community involvement as a support for changes being made is needed.
10. Planned programs designed to focus attention on strengths as well as weaknesses
that reflect the populations being served are needed.
11. Instruction that takes into consideration the different learning styles of students
and includes problem-solving activities that tap creative potential are needed.
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12. Evaluation of processes, both formative and summative involved in the
delivery of appropriate educational needs to students in the urban, rural or
suburban settings must be carried out.
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What about the Music: Sounds of Stories in the Stony Brook Grist Mill
Alecia Barbour
PhD Student, Ethnomusicology, State University of New York, Stony Brook
Music Department
3304 Staller Center SUNY Stony Brook
Stony Brook, NY 11794-5475
808-721-9174
barbourad@hotmail.com
Within Western musical traditions, grist mills and their millers have long served as
imagery and metaphor in songs and musical games. As historic buildings and
museums, grist mills can hold the imagination captive; they seem to provide a
window into the past, hearkening to a "simpler" time. In addition to their historic and
often mythical presence as thriving, lively, and bustling social arenas, grist mills
themselves can be noisy places; it is not difficult to imagine their rhythmically
regular sounds serving as a backdrop for a songful melody or a lively fiddle tune.
This paper will trace some of the stories of music in the Stony Brook Grist Mill on
Long Island, New York, listed on the National Register of Historic Places. This mill is
remembered as a home to musicians, musical performances and community
gatherings. The tangible auditory backdrop and visual imagery of the mill combine
with the stories that live on in the memory of the surrounding community to capture
the imagination of the mill's visitors, historians, guides, and neighbors.
Beyond simply presenting a narrative, this paper will demonstrate that stories and
the music echoing through them keep an image of the past alive while shaping and
creating contemporary understandings of a treasured community landmark.
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A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF ABJECTION IN CARTER’S “THE BLOODY
CHAMBER” AND KAFKA’S “THE METAMORPHOSIS”
Courtney Barry
Department of English
University of St. Thomas
St. Paul, MN
Abstract
In this paper, I will critically analysis two stories, Angela Carter's "The Bloody Chamber"
and Kafka's "The Metamorphosis" in light of Julia Kristeva's insights on abjection and
horror. Kristeva explores how the dynamics of unconscious fears, apprehensions, and
aversions relates to the genre of horror. In "The Bloody Chamber" horror is directly
linked to the representation of blood, gore, and terror. On the other hand, in "The
Metamorphosis" horror relates to the transformation of a human being into a non-human
entity. Upon closer examination, Kafka's story supports the theoretical concepts
underlying Kristeva's notion of abjection and horror, while Carter's story simply
demonstrates the effects. In addition to this analysis, I will explore these ideas in
relation to their broader cultural implications.
Key words: Kristeva, Abjection, Angela Carter, Kafka, “The Bloody Chamber,” “The
Metamorphosis”
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Kristeva explores how the dynamics of unconscious fears, apprehensions, and aversions
relate to the genre of horror. "The Bloody Chamber," a popular horror story is directly
linked to the representation of blood, gore, and terror. On the other hand, Franz Kafka’s
"The Metamorphosis,” a modernist classic, relates horror to the transformation of a
human being into a non-human entity.
Julia Kristeva defines abjection as “the feeling of loathing and disgust the self has in
encountering certain matter, images, and fantasies [Other], to which it can only respond
with aversion or distraction” (Powers of Horror 135). The pathologies of abjection
create unconscious fears and aversions in which the characters produce oppressive forms
in their social lives. Franz Kafka’s “The Metamorphosis” portrays the pathologies of
abjection through the perceptions of the Samsa family and Gregor Samsa’s boss.
Furthermore, Gregor’s physical and mental transformation represents the effects of
social abjection. Kristeva would describe abjection in Gregor’s transformation as:
Extremely strong feeling which is at once somatic and symbolic, and
which is above all a revolt of the person against an external menace from
which one wants to keep oneself at a distance, but of which one has the
impression that it is not only an external menace but that it may menace us
from the inside. So it is a desire for separation, for becoming autonomous
and also the feeling of an impossibility of doing so…” (Horror 135-6).
Gregor, imprinted for so long by the social need to provide for his family and to uphold
his duties as an employee, decided to face the world. Although his plan was to open the
door, a barrier between the menace and his self, Gregor was faced with the family’s
reaction towards his altered voice and bestial appearance. His mother “took two steps
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toward Gregor and collapsed” while his father began to drive Gregor back into his room,
stomping and threatening him with a newspaper (The Metamorphosis 69). As the
oppressed subject, Gregor experiences this hate and immediate rejection by other means
of embodied behaviors: gestures, tone of voice, lack of focus, nervousness, lack of eye
contact, and physical and psychological distance.
“The Metamorphosis” depicts Gregor’s conflict as a social and personal oppression.
He is not only neglected and feared by his family, but also by his employer. These
oppressive forces may have been unintentional, for the abject is to be separated from the
self, from the unfamiliar transformations of Gregor’s physical being. Regardless of their
intentions, the oppression remains focused on Gregor’s physical being and his identity
begins to disappear and become one with the feared abject.
Thus, unloved and unwanted, Gregor succumbs to the abject (the bestial) resulting in
the loss of his subjective identity as a human being and as Gregor Samsa. With a
defective identity in human society Gregor loses his ability to eat and see affectively. As
Gregor’s physical existence and personal identity deteriorates, his family completes the
barrier of silence and neglect between the man and the beast. Gregor’s failure to
reconnect with the human world and his family, despite his heroic efforts to do so and
thus to overcome the fear of the abject resolves into the true meaning of what the other
was in this story, the dung beetle. As the abject, the other is pushed away and forgotten,
the fear disappears in death, and there is death to the abject. And by the time Gregor
Samsa dies, he has been erased as a human being. This is inscribed in the pronoun shift
from “he” to “it”. This thing that used to be Gregor has been gotten rid of when the
Charwoman disposes of the exoskeleton. His corpse in no longer human, yet his death
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echoes Kristeva’s completion of the relationship of abjection and death by stating “the
corpse, seen without God and outside of science, is the utmost of abjection. It is death
infecting life” (Horror 4). The Samsa family’s relief is described through a shift in the
scene, winter to spring, indoors to outdoors. They clearly believe that their lives are freed
of this infection that used to be Gregor Samsa, the brother and the son.
Kristeva in developing her theories on abjection notes, “the theme of suffering or
horror is the ultimate evidence of states of abjection within a narrative representation”
(Horror 141). This concept, in different aspects of interpretation was seen in Kafka’s
story. Kafka narrates Gregor’s suffering and describes to readers the destruction that
awaits Gregor by submitting to his ultimate desire, the abject. However, in Carter’s
story, “The Bloody Chamber” the readers are positioned within the eyes of the
protagonist and are drawn to the brunt realities of the abject: her desires of gore, death,
and blood. In addition, Carter’s story differs further from Kafka’s by supporting another
aspect of Kristeva’s notion that the self may try to distance itself from the abject (the
horror) to the point of losing the identity it once had in the most grotesque and direct
manner.
The protagonist in Carter’s “The Bloody Chamber” not only demonstrated the effects
of abjection, but is the abject, for she remains unnamed throughout. In contrast, Gregor
Samsa at least had a name and identity. The narrative focus in the early section of
Carter’s story displays the transition between a substituted dependence on her mother and
her husband. “I felt a pang of loss as if, when he put the gold band on my finger, I had, in
some way, ceased to be her child in becoming his wife” (The Bloody Chamber 7). This is
an indicative of some sort of unconscious and deep fear of dependence. Julia Kristeva
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sees the unconscious memory of infantile dependence as a source of abjection. The
wedded state releases the protagonist into the imaginary world.
In the midst of married bliss, she is disturbed by her husband’s “heavy, fleshy
composure,” the absence of light in his eyes, and the “mask” he wears over his real face
(Chamber 9). More interestingly she compares the Marquis to a lily, “possessed of that
strange, ominous calm of a sentient vegetable, like one of those cobra-headed, funeral
lilies…” (Chamber 9). She is clearly conscious of the symbolic reference to the lily as a
funeral flower. In terms of the real, this establishes an association between romantic love,
marriage, and death. In the bedroom, the lily and the Marquis correlate a predominance
of fear with complete absence of conjugal pleasure over her. The protagonist feels what
is in the imaginary realm rather than in the realm of the real. The union with the other
should have given comfort and joy; instead it causes unexplained fear and terror. Not
only is the masculine physicality a source of dislocating fear, the protagonist sees the
Marquis’ gifts as what Kristeva might call “sinister, scheming, or shady” (Horror 4).
Retrospectively, she thinks of his romantic seduction as a material possession of her
identity.
“This ring, the bloody bandage of rubies, the wardrobe of clothes
from Poiret and Worth, his scent of Russian leather--all had
conspired to seduce me so utterly that I could not say I felt one
single twinge of regret for the world of tartines and maman that
now receded from me as if drawn away on a string, like a child’s
toy, as the train began to throb again as if in delighted anticipation
of the distance it would take me” (Chamber 12).
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As she associates the Marquis with the lily, Carter uses the same writing technique with
the ruby choker and its history to emphasize the protagonist’s intimate desire to embrace
the abject, although it is opposite of her self. The ring and clothing also imprint a new
identity on the protagonist as his wife and property rather than an individual with material
objects. Again, as she continues to acknowledge her concerns, the protagonist claims it is
the Marquis’ seduction that draws her away from the real world into the fairy-tale
mansion.
Mixed between two worlds, the imaginary and the real world, the protagonist comes
across as a case study of or depicting Kristeva’s conception of abjection in relation to
domination, possession, and most importantly a mark of defiling dependence. She starts
to believe that she cannot withstand the Marquis’ “imponderable weight of desire” then
turns around and embraces the power of the abjection. In context with Kristeva’s theory,
the protagonist may reason to herself that she “endure[s] it, for I imagine that such is the
desire of the other” (Horror 2). The thought of succumbing to the abject is reinforced
later in the text as well. She claims to be innocent, but shudders “like a racehorse before
a race” when he sexually teases her by closing her legs (Chamber 15). Although she
allows the desires of her inner self surface, she also articulates fear in knowing that she
has these perverse thoughts and sexual desires.
Regardless of her fear, the other’s desire to be consumed by the horrific nature of the
Marquis’ actions and physical characteristics cause the protagonist to grow closer to him
and become more obsessed with not only his true identity, but her own, subconscious
other. As the story progresses the protagonist starts to explore the unsavory
characteristics of her husband’s lifestyle. When she is in his library reading pornographic
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books such as The Initiation, The Key of Mysteries, and The Secret of Pandora’s Box she
consciously experiences moral disgust, yet the protagonist can not help but to continually
look at them, as if she is drawn to their obscene drawings. As a result, the darker side of
her husband becomes a double and a mirror of the darkness within her. At one intimate
moment with her husband she says “perhaps I had seen his face without its mask”
(Chamber 15). Perhaps, what she saw was the underlying reality or transubstantiation of
her self in his face.
What differentiates this horror story from others is that she is not a self-contained,
angelic victim. In the foundation of the horror plot, she is associated with her husband’s
depravities of desire. However further in the horror plot, the protagonist is disassociated
from him and identified with his former wives in the bloody chamber. The Marquis had
given her freedom while he was away to enter all the rooms within the mansion except
for one particular room. Although forewarned about the consequences, she finds herself
in the bloody chamber, succumbing to desire for the unknown and to violate the
prohibition. This situation demonstrates simply that her actions were over determined as
she herself admits: “I only did what he knew I would” (Carter 42). Strangely, not
horrified, she is consoled and stumbles “upon a little museum of his perversity”
(Chamber 29). The protagonist drifts around “the walls of this stark torture chamber”
and touches the Iron Maiden containing the remains of one his dead wives, describing it
as grand and statuary (Chamber 29). While there, the protagonist dropped the key to the
chamber in a pool of blood and was struck with awe by the pierced, bloody remains,
describing it as “the child of the land of vampires who seemed so newly dead” (Chamber
31). Although the scene is horrific, the protagonist continues to explore the chamber,
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opening a coffin containing the remains of one of his other wives. Upon closer
examination, she is suddenly struck by a sense of her own doom, retrieves the key from
the pool of blood and wraps it in her handkerchief to keep herself clean, and then flees.
At this point in the horror plot, there is a definite change in her state of mind. Instead
of playing Debussy’s Prelude, as she had done before in her happier days, the protagonist
finds herself repeatedly playing basic scales on the piano. This is problematic, for she
does not do anything to save herself! Even though the Marquis’ murderous plan horrifies
her, the protagonist completely surrenders to her destined death. When the Marquis had
returned, the blood was still on the key and an indelible bloody heart was stamped upon
her forehead. Undeniably, the protagonist was marked for death, the ultimate
consequence for embracing the horrific abject.
However, Carter saves the protagonist by allowing the protagonist’s mother through
her maternal telepathy sense the danger about to consume her daughter. At the end of
Carter’s story, she rescues her daughter and slays the Marquis. Although the protagonist
is rescued from abjection, the maternal rescue is also a siege, a refusal on the part of the
protagonist to stay in a state of abject dependence on mother. Studied in the context of
Kristeva’s notion of abjection as related to human development and achieving of agency
in the social world, this story seems to project a fantasy of marriage as a site of
defilement and danger. The bloody chamber becomes a metaphor for such a fantasy
which is matched by the alternative fantasy of a return to the maternal womb: the other
bloody chamber.
Kristeva’s vision of an “imaginary uncanniness and real threat,” that “beckons to us
and ends up engulfing” us encapsulates the vision projected in Gregor Samsa’s
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disappearance and death in the from or a dung beetle, and Carter’s protagonist’s less
annihilating, but equally troubling surrender to the perverse desire and protective siege or
rescue by the other (Horror 4).
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GENDER SYNTHESIS IN WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S HENRY V
Courtney Barry
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Abstract
This paper analyzes Shakespeare’s portrayal of the relationship between the feminine and
the masculine in Henry V. It addresses how Shakespeare utilizes language in order to
depict society’s representation of women and France during the period. For example,
while Shakespeare portrays England and its people as hyper-masculine as at (2.1), France
is identified as dainty and effeminate as at (5.2). The inferiority of the feminine is not
due to England’s power but to historical inevitability. Thus Shakespeare’s manifestation
of gendered synthesis between male and female roles in Duke of Burgundy’s speech at
5.2 depicts the necessary means to maintain a balance in gender relationships by
personifying “peace.”
Keywords: Henry V, Gender, Masculine, Feminine, Shakespeare
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Gender criticism has served as a productive mode of analysis for Shakespearean texts for
more than twenty years now. Indeed, the works of Stephen Orgel, Mark Breitenberg, and
Valerie Traub have contributed much to the scholarly understanding of just how
Shakespeare uses the performative aspects of gender identities in order to demonstrate a
range of social and political concepts across all of his dramatic genres. This essay will
focus specifically on Shakespeare’s utilization of gender constructs in the history genre,
offering a close reading of Henry V that demonstrates the way that gender and gender
identities help shape the play’s narrative trajectory. England’s triumph by the close of
the play, after all, does more than merely enforce a meek-eyed peace; it enacts
thematically a synthesis of gender codes that has been at war throughout the drama.
The hyper-masculinization of England as it prepares for and fights against France
resounds throughout the play. Exercising his will, in what Breitenberg states is in the
“name of conquest, possession and domination.”1 Henry V captures France with
intentions beyond the general measurement of war. Conquest, domination, and
possession are all masculine desires in Shakespeare’s drama which enable Henry V to
seek and deflower the maiden that he consistently positions as effeminate France. Henry
V will fill France’s “nest of hollow bosoms” with “treacherous crowns.”2 As Queen
Isabel reasons, “the venom of such looks” made by Henry V allowed England to
figuratively rape France and its ladies.3 At Harfleur, King Harry warned that “the fleshed

1

Mark Breitenberg, Anxious Masculinity in Early Modern England, (New York, Cambridge University
Press, 1996) 99.
2
William Shakespeare, Henry V, (London, Penguin Books Ltd, 1999) 2.21-22.
3
Shakespeare, Henry V, 5.2.18.
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soldier, rough and hard of heart, in liberty of bloody hand shall range with conscience
wide as hell, mowing like grass your fresh fair virgins.”4
Yet, what was it to King Harry if their “pure maidens [fell] into the hand of hot and
forcing violation?”5 At Agincourt, the Dauphin notes that it is inevitable, for “our
madams mock at us and plainly say/Our mettle is bred out, and they will give /Their
bodies to the lust of English youth.”6 The Dauphin feared “the native mightiness” of
England, “bred out of [a] bloody strain.”7 Interestingly, however, Cambridge notes,
“never was a monarch better feared and loved.”8
As the war comes to a close, Katherine, princess of France, falls for him. In Act III,
scene iv, Katherine stresses that she must learn English. She practices, “De nailes, de
arm, de ilbow” all words referring to body parts.9 The parts refer of course to the body of
France as it is subdued by England’s language and force as the English enter the country.
Katherine and France are in training, like the Dauphin’s mare, waiting to be bridled by
King Harry and England. In Act III, scene vii, the Dauphin describes the mare as his
mistress, “old and gentle.”10 He completely ignores the violent nature of England’s
conquest.
England’s domination over France is founded in Act I scene ii. Lord Canterbury
reassures Henry V it is France and their Salic law which bars his right to the French
crown by “claiming [his] from the female.”11 The attempt to possess the French crown
depicts England’s masculine desire to be superior. As Henry V “assume[s] the port of
4
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Mars,” France “played at dice,” pleading to “friend [them] now.”12 The “flattery in
friendship”13 between England and France consumes the dandy and fop Dauphin, instead
of preparing for a bloody war. He, unlike the warring Harry, “is simply the most active
gentleman.”14 As a result, Shakespeare’s France falls into submission, stirring England’s
desire of husbandry. England embodies a father-like role, threatening as at Harfleur, the
“shrill-shrieking daughters” of France.15 As a result, effeminate France becomes the
slave, “a member of [a new] country’s peace” while King Harry “keeps to maintain the
peace,” tricking Katherine in woo.16 He dominates and corner’s Kate at the play’s end, as
she asks, “Is it possible I should love the enemy of France?”17 He explains, “Kate I love it
so much I will not part with a village of it: I will have it all mine.”18
Shakespeare’s representation of such stark gender identities comes to fruition at the
play’s close. The Duke of Burgundy explicitly portrays this consummation through a
symbolic exchange of “peace.” In a social context, peace consists of itself and its
opposite, war. In Henry V, war is a means to achieve peace. The war between these
countries relies on the representation of gender in order to achieve peace in their genderrelationships. As a result war is signified as the struggle between the masculine and
feminine to obtain peace or gender-synthesis between both sexes.
Interestingly, however, there is no such equilibrium in the end of the essence of peace.
The structure of peace, interestingly, does not satisfy the masculine desire for power and
authority and becomes fallible. Peace no longer signifies tranquility and lack of war, but
12
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16
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17
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18
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an intensification of material desire and sensual destruction of the feminine. More
importantly, peace becomes a violent rape of France in the Duke’s speech in Act V, scene
ii.
Why that the naked, poor and mangled peace,
Dear nurse of arts and joyful births,
Should not in this best garden of the world
Our fertile France, put upon her lovely visage.
The rape of France’s fertility and its maiden walls are transposed as consequences of the
masculine and feminine relationship to peace. However, the territory gained in England’s
conquest is not all that is gained. Henry V would also gain lineage and the inheritance of
the French crown through Katharine’s hand in marriage. It is by means of her body
through which he will receive the French Crown.

Katharine’s inability to speak fluent

English evokes her country’s submission to her father, but still more so the hypermasculinity of England. Thus, she is Henry V’s “capital demand.”19 Her relationship
with Henry V thus mirrors the relationship between England and France.
England’s usurpation of France resolves “all [the] griefs and quarrels [of war] into
love.”20 The peace in which is attained is the necessary balance between the genders
attributed to the countries. The masculine needs the feminine and vice versa.
Shakespeare’s feminization of France as dainty and maiden, becomes the key for the
English masculine to infiltrate, dominate, and achieve the “peace” it desires. However,
the desire for this peace as Breitenberg explains, “turns individuals into subjects”21 and
objects in order to attain the end result. Thus, in this play, both Katherine and France
19

Shakespeare, Henry V, 5.2.96.
Shakespeare, Henry V, 5.2.18.
21
Breitenberg, Anxious Masculinity, 98.
20
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lose their individuality and meaning through the war. They come to serve as mere
property for the masculine to attain.
The fall of France is two-fold. The inability of Shakespeare’s France to attain a
masculine appearance on its own allows England to overthrow its throne. As a result, the
conquest models a male need to present the feminine as somehow in need of the authority
of the masculine. As much as Shakespeare’s France wishes to win the war, it also desires
for the control and masculine nature of England. France needed an authoritarian figure
such as Henry V, the “Star of England”, to contain its their femininity and deflower the
country’s dainty identity perceived in Shakespeare’s play.
The inferiority of the feminine in this reading is not due to England’s power but to
historical inevitability. The desire for the other, as Breitenberg states, results in war, for
the masculine “is the agent of a complete loss of self-control.”22 Henry V overthrows
reason and leads England into destructive excess in order to conquer the French crown.
At the play’s close, the chorus foretells the consequences of England’s destructive excess.
Though King Harry achieved “the world’s best garden,” England’s reign over France is
not long lived.23
Shakespeare utilizes language in order to link the representation of women with France,
while England and its troops are portrayed as hyper-masculine. Shakespeare’s
manifestation of rape and war between the two countries in the Duke of Burgundy’s
speech depicts the necessary means to maintain gender synthesis in their relationships
through “peace.” Henry V exhibits the complex nature of gender-relationships and
justifies the ongoing desire to consume, restrain and pursue a thriving peace centered on

22
23

Breitenberg, Anxious Masculinity, 99.
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gender-synthesis. In the end, gender-synthesis is untenable. Shakespeare’s chorus makes
it clear, in time England “lost France and made their England bleed.”24

24

Shakespeare, Henry V, Epilogue, 12.
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Designing a Design Portfolio and Interviewing
Randall N. Bartlett, IDSA Associate Professor
Department of Industrial Design Auburn University

Introduction
Knowing what to put in and what to take out of the portfolio and knowing how to conduct your self
during an interview has always been one of the top concerns of designers as they prepare for the
first job or a new job. For the past three years, I’ve had the opportunity to co-lead three portfolio
and interviewing workshops at the IDSA National Conferences with RitaSue Siegel, President,
RitaSue Siegel Resources, who runs one of the top job placement services for designers in the
country. Also, Robert Schwartz, Corporate Design Manager at Proctor and Gamble and Bruce
Claxton, Design Integration Director at Mototrola, participated in the interviewing section of the
workshops, both providing valuable knowledge about hiring industrial designers. At these
workshops we presented and discussed the contents of a portfolio and interviewing strategies.
The attendees of these workshops, educators, professionals and students have provided
insightful information concerning the value of a portfolio and the interviewing process.
Knowing what to show and what to say is the key ingredient to presenting yourself. Having the
right stuff in your portfolio will encourage confidence during the interview. And being confident in
the presentation of your work and yourself is a major component of self-marketing. Before a solid
connection can be made to what’s in and what’s out in a portfolio and an interview a few
questions need to be addressed.
What should the landscape of a portfolio look like?
Too often our students spend a considerable amount of time and energy on the actual portfolio
case. I typically recommend that they, the students, not design a portfolio case. There are
several professional, designer looking, portfolio cases available, and the student’s time is better
spent on the contents. Rita Sue Siegel, owner of one the best placement agency in the country
says this in her special report to IDSA (Getting an Industrial Design Job), “Trust me: there is no
need to ponder the creation of the greatest container of all times; it’s the quality of the content
that matters”.
Rita Sue Siegel and I agree that the page size to be a minimum of 11” x 14” and we both prefer
the portrait format. This is paper size offers plenty of space to show large images and to create a
nice graphic composition. In addition, the 11” x 14” size portfolio is a good size for transporting.
Another important consideration in the
actual portfolio page layout is to realize
that when the portfolio is opened to a
spread, two pages side-by-side, this is
viewed as one composition and it is
recommended to show only one project,
which is shown on both the left and right
pages. When two different projects are
shown on one spread is it difficult for the
viewer to stay focused on the project
being explained. Also, this can lead to
compositional problems and should be
avoided.
The graphic landscape of the portfolio pages should be visually coordinated. This does not
suggest that all of the images should be that same size or that each project should have an equal
number of sketches and pictures of models. Using a column grid system will help to organize the
composition of the two-page spread, but it should be noted that the grid is to be used as a guide
for aligning images and text, but not to be used dogmatically. The main use of the grid is to
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provide a sense of organization, which leads to a layout that is graphically coordinated. The sixcolumn grid offers the most flexibility as it can be used as three column grid when needed. Be
consistent in the use of body text. Determine if the body text is going to be one, two or three
columns and keep it the same through out the entire portfolio. Use only in font style and size.
Avoid using trending font styles, these distract from the main content of the portfolio and tend to
date the portfolio.
Visual priority should be
considered during the layout of
each spread; determine what
you want the viewer to see first,
second, third and sometimes
fourth. Typically the body text,
describing the project, is third or
fourth. My recommendation is
the project images have first
priority, next is the title, third is
the body text, which typically
describes the project and last is
the background, if a background
is used. Another distraction in
the two-page composition is
having an object split or cut by
the binding of the portfolio. Background images can be effective split by the binder, but try to
avoid splitting the main or secondary image. Occasionally, a small corner of the image can be
split, but not if it disrupts the content of the visual message. Splitting images across the two-page
layout may be an attempt to tie the composition together, but usually it does the opposite.
Bleeding images off the edges of the paper is effective, but should not be used on every page.
This becomes to predictable and it becomes too dominate of a graphic theme. There are a couple
of recommendations for bleeding images in the two-page composition. One, is to avoid bleeding
the main images into the binding area (see example), this distracts the viewer. The preferred
recommendation is to bleed the images to the outer edges of the paper, beyond the left and right
margins. This technique works for objects were the background has been removed and images
with backgrounds. The only situation where I might recommend bleeding to the center of the twopage spread is for backgrounds.

What are prospective employers looking for?
Believe it or not, employers are looking for designers that have a business-like attitude, a
professional, who can meet with clients and conduct themselves properly. Your attitude is as
important as equally important as your ability to design. Employers are looking for evidence that
your product designs are usable, can be manufactured and commercially viable. They are
looking for designers with specific skills such as: freehand sketching, technical drawing, model
making, 3D computer and CAD. And prospective employers want reassurance that you can be
trusted with responsibility – that your work is accurate.
During the informative meetings at the 2001 IDSA National Education Conference, Jacques
Giard, Director, School of Design, Arizona State, and I discussed what should be in a student
portfolio. Our discussions led to the development of a portfolio survey that could be passed out to
the professionals that participate in the 2001 IDSA National Conference portfolio reviews. The
survey was very simple with straight forward questions that were to be rated on a scale of one to
ten, with ten being the highest score. This was a trial survey, and it was used as a test with the
professionals, who completed the survey immediately after the portfolio review sessions. The
survey was titled “Student Portfolios and Interviews – A Survey”. The survey was divided into
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four categories; skill requirements, knowledge requirements, professional requirements and
miscellaneous. Listed below are the results of the survey.
In the first category, skill requirements, the
three items receiving the highest scores were:
ideation sketches and thumbnails, marker
concept sketches, and oral communication. It
is interesting to note that some of the areas
that tend to receive a lot of attention were not
scored high. In this area, skill requirements,
the attention is on ability to communicate and
to develop ideas. This makes a definite
connection between the portfolio and
interviewing; a portfolio full of sketches that
communicate your skill to develop ideas, and
oral communication, the ability to tell a
compelling story in the presentation of the
portfolio.
In the next category, knowledge requirements,
the three items receiving the highest scores
were: problem solving methods,
manufacturing processes and manufacturing
materials and user needs and behavior which
tied for third. These items are probably low on
most students list of items to be included in a
portfolio, but these items need to be
mentioned during the presentation of the
portfolio if they are not evident graphically. As
industrial designers, we solve problems, and
this topic does not need to be neglected.
Showing graphically, through illustrations or
images, how a problem solving methods were
used in the development of the final solution of
a project provides insight and informs the
viewer of your capacity to think logically.
Understanding manufacturing processes and materials elevates your position as a designer,
making you more marketable.
In the professional requirements category the lowest score was 7.1 and the highest score was
8.6. This category has the lowest deviation of all the categories. The item, self-confidence, was
scored the highest, with engaging personality and a team player each receiving the next highest
score and clear and concise communication were next. These items relate directly with
interviewing, but if there exists an opportunity, show these attributes in the portfolio. Having
confidence was listed at the beginning of this paper and it is probably the single most important
personal trait that employers are looking for. Having self-confidence typically suggests that other
items listed in this survey, whether they are in the skill, knowledge or professional requirements
are in line.
The last category of the survey dealt directly with the portfolio and the most significant score was
that the portfolio should tell a story. The important concern is that this story must not only be
graphically, but verbally as well; another case of connecting the portfolio to the interview.
At the 2005 IDSA Eastman Education Conference, Tsai Lu Liu, IDSA, Assistant Professor,
Department of Industrial Design, Auburn University, presented a paper titled, “The Focus of
Industrial Design Education Perspectives from the Industry”, in which he presented the results of
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in-depth survey consisting of 18 questions to study the expectation and perception of today’s
American industrial design education. The survey was distributed to a broad spectrum of 1,343
IDSA designers and managers working for both design consulting firms and manufacturers. The
return rate on the survey was 9.3 percent and the results parallel the findings from the previous
survey, “Student Portfolios and Interviewing – A Survey”. Listed is a summary of the survey
results. This table shows the results of a ranking of criteria when hiring a new designer. And at
the time of the survey 34% of the respondents were in the process of hiring a new designer.
The ranking shows the importance of
the portfolio when making a hiring
decision and creativity being the next
highest ranked item. It should be
evident that if the student can have a
portfolio packed with creative
solutions that they will make the short
list for hiring. Employers are looking
for creativity.

Resume
Portfolio
GPA
Experience
Entrance Test
Creativity
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00

Verbal

S1

Teamwork

Styling

Sketch

Production

Problem Solving

Tech Engineering

Model Making

Materials

Marketing Sense

Innovation

CAD

Human Factors

Anthropometrics

0.00

In the next chart, ranking of
necessary skills for industrial
designers, specific skills were rated
and the ranking parallels items listed
in the survey conducted after the
portfolio reviews during the 2001
IDSA National Conference. The three
highest scored skills are: innovation,
problem solving, and sketching. Even
though innovation was not listed a
specific skill requirement in the
Student Portfolio and Interviewing
survey conducted in 2001, the other
two, problem solving and sketching
were both rated very high. In
conclusion of what employers are
looking for we can conclude that
sketching is not going away and
neither is problem solving. Another
interesting thought is that sketching
exercises are often used in problem
solving techniques.

Are our students prepared to present their work in a professional manner?
Yes, should be the answer, if not our students need to grasp the importance of being professional
in all aspects of the portfolio and during the interview. The first step in a professional
presentation is to eliminate areas that reduce confidence. Remember, the key to a good portfolio
and interview is being confident, confident that you are presenting work that is professional
quality and that you present in a professional manner. The following can be used as an overall
checklist in preparing and presenting a portfolio.
•
•
•
•

It is vital that each project presented is easily understood.
Nothing irritates the interviewer more than a confusing presentation.
The organization of the portfolio reflects on your ability to think rationally and logically –
the hallmark of good designers.
Remember, you are supposed to be a clear communicator and the portfolio should
demonstrate that ability.
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•
•
•
•

Tell the project story with as few words as possible.
Each page of a project must build on the last.
There should be no repetition: using a series of nearly identical photographs when one
would do.
Ensure understanding is enhanced by consistent placing and ordering of information.

Are they presenting the right stuff at the right time?
This is a difficult question to answer, because of its subjective nature. Determining what to
present and its placement in the portfolio is not an easy task. The easy answer is too only show
quality work, which is a given, and begin and end with a bang and have an explosion in the
middle. Well, that is ideal, but in most cases not possible. How ever there is no excuse for poor
image quality or poor page composition, regardless of the project content. It is recommended to
start with a strong project in hopes of taking advantage of the interviewer’s initial interest and
elevate it. And always finish with a strong project, in an effort to make a lasting impression.
Remember this about the portfolio; it
is a collection of project work, but
not every project that you have
done has to be included. Only the
best works should be shown and at
least one project should be
presented in its entirety; from the
preverbal napkin sketch to the final
solution. If the project is a redesign
be sure to include the existing
solution and don’t forget to explain
and show how you improved the
design. Creating a good portfolio
needs a good sense of organization
and an ability to arrange written and visual material into a graphics package. Allow enough pages
for each project. The tendency is to show too many images on a page and trying to fit each
project on one portfolio two-page spread.
A design portfolio is not a collection of work that shows how you have improved as a student. A
prospective employer may appreciate the progress as a designer, but they are more interested on
seeing what you can do now.

Are they prepared for the actual job interview?
Assuming that the portfolio is professional prepared, which is the first step in preparation for the
job interview, next is getting ready for the actual interview. RitaSue Siegel, provides some sound
advice for interviewing and offered these tips for interviewing during the three IDSA National
Conference workshops that we co- lead:
• You Don't get a Second Chance to Make a First Impression
• PREPARE! You can’t do enough of this.
• Learn about the company, the position, and people who you work for and with.
• Plan how to describe yourself, your experiences, and the portfolio content
• Practice interviewing and your portfolio presentation with friends and colleagues
• Get travel directions and don’t be late
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This advice from RitaSue Siegel extends to your personal presentation – you. Some of these
things may sound elementary, but you may be surprised. Do these things the morning of the
interview:
• Take shower or bath, use deodorant.
• Brush teeth, use mouthwash
• Clean nails
• Use after-shave or fragrance sparingly
• Play music that makes you feel good
• If nervous, exercise, deep breaths
• Dress appropriately- Neat, not attention grabbing
• Ask recruiter or interviewer’s assistant for company dress code
• Don't wear anything that makes noise
• No sandals, no sneakers

What should our students emphasize in the portfolio?
The portfolio is more than a collection of projects; it is a design project within its self. A student
portfolio is a reflection of themselves and their work and that reflection leaves an impression of
the interviewer; good or bad. All supportive materials that comprises a portfolio are important; the
resume, cover letter, and the self-promotion piece. The influx of information technology has made
a tremendous impact on how these elements (portfolio, resume, cover letter, self-promotion
pieces) are produced and communicated. But, even with all this technology. RitaSue Siegel and I
agree that the printed portfolio is by far the best way to present your work during the interview.
An employer can see many things that can aid in making the hiring decision my looking at a
portfolio. Some of these are obvious; sketching ability, model-making craftsmanship and
creativity. Other areas that may not be obvious, but can be seen in a portfolio are organizational
skills, management potential, design philosophy, and the design process used.
Students should emphasize
their abilities and skills as a
product designer including
uniqueness, ingenuity and
judgment. The projects in the
portfolio should demonstrate
that you can look beyond first
impulses and experiment with
different possibilities. Your
portfolio should make your
work stand out and have
immediate impact. All
explanation of the projects
and the layout of the page
should have clarity and ideally
be self-explanatory. The
portfolio should anticipate the concerns of the interviewer by including work of particular
relevance. This implies that the portfolio has to be constantly revised for particular purposes.
The portfolio should include material from every step of the design process – research, thumbnail
sketches, development work, evidence of tests, finished renderings, photographs of models and
technical drawings. If possible show some diverse projects, this show the employer that you are
capable of working on a variety of projects.
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How should they conduct their selves during the interview?
According to RitaSue Siegel, you should own the Interview. The interview is primarily about you
and you should take the lead during the interview, especially when you are presenting your
portfolio. Listed are ways to take ownership of the interview:
•
•
•

Take the interviewer on a journey through your work and experiences
Describe at least one project in depth
Show them how you design, but equally as important, tell them how you think and the
processes you use to achieve both expressive and appropriate results

Another key piece of advice is storytelling – use this technique during the interview. It is
commonly called interview- storytelling. This method can be the differentiator that sets you apart
from the other applicants. In our business world to day it has become important to learn how to
tell a business story that leads to the conclusion of your design. This does not mean that we
compromise our aesthetic core, our appreciation for human behavior or our passion to innovate.
But, understanding design as it relates to business is critical.
According to Robert Schwartz, Design Manager, Proctor and Gamble, the world in which
designers work has become more global, commoditized, price cost, margin and time-to-market
focused. So, when you talk to an employer use balanced language that demonstrates your
understanding of this newer business context for industrial design. Siegel and Schwartz
recommend considering the following questions from the book, “Creating Breakthrough
Products”, Cagan and Vogal, when presenting your work:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the design/business opportunity pursued
Help them understand the problem that needed to be solved
How did you conceptualize ideas and solutions?
How were the results realized?
What did it do for consumers?
How did it fit into the success of the business?

Some of these questions may not fit for student projects, but an attempt at answering them for
each project would be good preparation in case one of these were asked during the interview.
The final advice recommended by Siegel, Schwartz and Claxton is to interview the interviewer.
Prepare a good list of questions to show your personal insight through inquiry. Explore deeper
issues about the company and opportunities that exist there. Be sure to ask how you can be
successful in this position and how can you meet their immediate and future needs.
After the interview is over be sure to follow up by sending thank you notes or emails. Call or
email the prospective employer after one week to check on the status of your situation. If a
recruiter is used call with feedback about the interview and keep them up to date on all
correspondences.
Finally, be persistent, this is about you and your livelihood. Also, it shows that you are really
interested.

Conclusion
Techniques and proven interviewing strategies coupled with a dynamic portfolio package are vital
in today’s job market. You can’t totally separate the portfolio design from interviewing process/
Interviewing and the design portfolio are companions, even though separate entities they coexist. When most designers walk into a room for the interview the portfolio is in hand. Both, the
interviewee and the portfolio reflect and enhance each other; either positively or negatively. The
intent of this paper is to provide positive qualities that can become part of the students’ repertoire.
Our industrial design students’ need to know the basics of portfolio design and personal
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marketing and how to position their selves to prospective employers. Finally, a great resume and
portfolio may get you an interview, but the right planning, story and attitude will get you a great
job!
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Working With the Mouth: Art, Abjection, and Social Placement
Angela Bartram

The literary works of Francois Rabelais, and their comparative analysis by Mikhail Bahktin, define
the historic grotesque as being of an unfixed and borderless position. It has a locatable referent in
that which can be described as base and over-indulgent action, with a focus on these
occurrences residing in bodily orifices such as the mouth.
Base, beastly and anti-social behaviour is fundamental to the grotesque archetype, and the
mouth can be easily aligned to this. The potential for pollution anxiety, as afforded by seemingly
taboo actions that collapse and transcend borders, can produce provocative consequences
through the displacement of saliva. As a space that is both public and private, and with the ability
to incite sensations of both pleasure and pain, a position is made for the mouth’s centrality in a
visual art practice that draws on the historic grotesque from a female perspective.
The paper is constructed around the analysis of a fine art practice that incorporates live art and
object making. Addressing the effects of abjection’s engagement with the grotesque, the practice
comprises connected activities involving solo production and canine collaboration. The paper will
be illustrated by examples of these works, and will be explained in accordance with their inherent
theoretical descriptors.
Making visual that which can be considered grotesque, moral and ethical considerations are
fundamental considerations for the work’s construction. Morally sympathetic approaches (for both
the audience and the artist) are implicit, and the paper will bring to light the systems used to
safeguard this. By way of conclusion the paper will examine the implications for the practice, and
the consequences of producing such work on the artist.
References
Building on the grotesque theoretical influences of Rabelais and Bahktin, the paper draws on the
Kristevan abject, and Phelan’s address of gendered, performative otherness. Haraway’s work on
companion species, Baker’s examination of animals within art, and Deleuze and Guattari’s ideas
on states of ‘becoming-animal’ are also cited.
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In fall 1999, I entered a Ph.D. program at a research institution in Oklahoma as a student
in Rhetoric and Composition and Teaching English as a Second Language. I was exempt from
having to take the TOEFL as an American student. Plus, years of majoring in English (BA in
English literature, MA in English, and now working on a Ph.D) helped me to “acquire” and to
“learn” (Krashen) spoken and written Standard American English (SAE).
However, struggling in descriptive linguistics forced me to remember the other
“language” I grew up speaking as a child. The phonology, morphology, and syntax of this child
“language” began to interfere with my success in descriptive linguistics. I had difficulty
transcribing the American English sound represented by the schwa Ə. I translated this sound
using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbol ʌ, the wedge. I also had difficulty
analyzing syllabic sounds such as in tulirudi, tu-li-ru-di. This child “language” caused me to
“jumble up” the syllables and experience a feeling of utter confusion as to the semantic and
grammatical meanings of each syllable because in the child “language,” segments do not have
morphological or semantic meaning.
My difficulty had to do with a “fossilized” “interlanguage” (Ellis; Selinker et al.)
perhaps. Perhaps the child “language” was a “continuum” (Bailey) of sort, still developing as I
continued my education in English literature. Hawai’i Creole English (HCE) is my first language,
so I speak English. As a child, I spoke HCE and dʌgʌ kowgowd, so I was even “better” at
speaking English and could code switched too, using HCE, dʌgʌ kowgowd, and some Hawaiian,
Japanese, Filipino, and even Spanish. I grew up speaking HCE, dʌgʌ kowgowd, and I received
some “comprehensible input” (Krashen) in Hawaiian. After years of studying English literature in
college, I considered myself a native speaker of American English. Yet, this “language” was so
ingrained in me that I even forgot about it, though I “consciously” (Krashen) spoke it with my
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eldest sister, and have done so throughout the years of our lives. She too grew up in Kaneohe,
Hawaii.
Now that I am nearing the end of my Ph.D. program and have learned a great deal about
second language acquisition, I am aware that my unsuccessful attempt at descriptive linguistics
had to do with what R. Ellis termed “fossilization” in Second Language Acquisition.
Until today, my sisters and I still speak this “language.” Moreover, I have put it in
writing even after having studied and struggled in descriptive linguistics. It is both simple and
complex. It is simple because it uses the guttural sounds a baby makes with the ga, gi, gu, ge, and
go, a set of syllables that comes from Hiragana, I suspect. It is complex because its structure can
apply to almost any language, because it has a phonology, morphology, grammar, syntax, and
vocabulary with semantic meaning, and because it uses reduplication.
After analyzing this playground “language,” I realized how segmental/syllabic it was.
This playground “language” I call dʌgʌ kowgowd was used to keep certain groups out of our
conversations. Even though this “language” uses American English phonology, morphology,
grammar,

syntax,

and

vocabulary

with

semantic

meaning,

it

later

affected

my

translation/transcription and analysis of phonetic and phonemic sounds in American English and
other languages.
Thus, I became curious about dʌgʌ kowgowd and began to research any historical
linguistic evidence of this child “language.” One of the first names I found referenced under a
discussion of “secret languages” was Joel Sherzer, a professor at the University of Texas, Austin,
and author of Speech Play and Verbal Art.
Joel Sherzer’s work is dedicated to the study of “speech play” in various forms and
contexts (26).

In this work, he discusses the origins and structures of play languages, a

“universal” phenomena of one form of “speech: play”:
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Play languages are one of the most common forms of speech play. The are
linguistic codes derived by a small set of rules from a language in use in a
particular speech community. …They have been reported in western European
communities, in native and European-origin communities in North and South
America, in Oceania, in Australia, and in Africa. They are usually based on
manipulations of the sound patterns and structure of a language, but sometimes
they are based on semantic structure as well. Although their rules are relatively
simple, play languages disguise messages remarkably well. (26)
I agree with Sherzer that the rules of play languages are “relatively simple” (26). Even dʌgʌ
kowgowd spoken in a Kaneohe community on the island of Oahu, Hawaii, during the 1960s
through 1970s, where I attended elementary school, is /sIgImpʌgow/ or /sʌgImpʌgow/, simple.
With regard to theory and method of play languages, Sherzer claims that
The study of play languages is both theoretically and methodologically relevant to an analysis of linguistic structure. In the movement of sounds and syllable
with words and the insertion of sounds and sound sequences, phonological
structures, patterns, and strategies are revealed. (27)
An analysis of dʌgʌ kowgowd reveals “the insertions of sounds and sound sequences,
phonological structures, patterns, and strategies” (27).
In Exceptional Language and Linguistics, Joel Sherzer’s “Play Languages: With a Note
on Ritual Languages” (Sherzer in Obler and Menn 175) states a “common variant” of “back
slang … involves the insertion of stressed ág before every vowel. Thus: thank you very much
→thágank yágou vágerágy máguch” (Sherzer in Obler and Menn 187). In dʌgʌ kowgowd, the
Sherzer example is translated/transcribed as thus: /tʌgæŋk yʌgu vʌgɛrigi mʌgʌtʃ/ and /tægæŋk
yugu vɛgɛrigi mʌgʌtʃ/, or thank you very much.

Furthermore, Sherzer states that “sound
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sequences inserted before vowels often provide the principle underlying the derivation of
American English play languages” (187). I believe that “sound sequences inserted before vowels
[also] provide the principle underlying the derivation of [British] English play languages” (187)
as well.
Elizabeth Grant’s Memoirs of a Highland Lady; the Autobiography of Elizabeth Grant
of Rothiemurchus, afterwards Mrs. Smith of Baltiboys, 1797-1830, is probably the first work
wherein this underlying phonological structure of “pidgin English, “double talk,” “stage-slang,”
and/or “back slang” surfaces with “thegee” (Grant, “A Mysterious Language”: 1707-1808, 73;
Grant qtd. in Opie and Opie 321-322). Moreover, dʌgʌ kowgowd uses this underlying phonetic
structure, this “principle underlying the derivation” of the “mysterious language” and “play
language” which surfaces in Grant’s autobiography and Sherzer’s study. In the chapter on “A
Mysterious Language” (x), the persona writes,
There had been a great many mysterious conversations of late between my
mother and aunt Mary, and as they had begun to suspect the old how-vus do-vus
language was become in some degree comprehensible to us, they had substituted
a more difficult style of disguised English. This took us a much longer time to
translate into common sense. Herethegee isthegee athegee letthegee terthegee
fromthegee. I often wondered how with words of many syllables they managed
to make out such a puzzle, or even speak it, themselves... . (Grant 73; Grant qtd.
in Opie and Opie 321-322)
This passage from Elizabeth Grant’s Memoirs of a Highland Lady is also cited by Iona and Peter
Opie’s Lore and Language of Schoolchildren, chapter 14: “Some Curiosities,” under the section
of “Secret Languages” (321-322). The “‘thegee’” is the underlying, segmental linguistic features
found in other texts referenced in this paper, and it is the underlying feature of dʌgʌ kowgowd:
“thegee” versus /dʌgʌ/ and /digi/, or the.
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Opie and Opie also cite several references to the “most ‘U’ of secret languages” that
surfaces in Nancy Mitford’s novel Love in a Cold Climate: “eggy-peggy” (Mitford 71), another
term or name for “pidgin English,” “double talk,” “stage-slang,” and “back slang”. Moreover, in
Mitford’s novel, Lady Montdore invites Fanny to tea and leads her to the table, where Fanny
hears a conversation and relays it as the narrator (24).

According to Fanny, “Lady

Montdore…led me to the tea table and the starlings went on with their chatter about my mother in
eggy-peggy, a language I happened to know quite well. ‘Eggis sheggee reggeally, peggoor
sweggeet!’” (Mitford 24; Mitford qtd. in Opie and Opie 321). /Igiz shigi rɛgIlɛgi, puguʌgʌ
swigit/ and /Igiz shʌgi rʌgIlɛgi, pʌguʌgʌ swʌgit/, or Is she really, poor sweet, are
translations/transcriptions of the Mitford example of “eggy-peggy” using dʌgʌ kowgowd.
In Lore and Language of Schoolchildren, Iona and Peter Opie discuss “Secret
Languages” and cite a passage from Memoirs of a Highland Lady, claiming the “mysterious
language” is a “secret language” (Grant qtd. in Lore and Language of Schoolchildren 321-322).
In the Preface of this study, Opie and Opie refer to “Dr. John Arbuthnot, the physician of Queen
Anne and friend of Swift and Pope” (v), as the first to “observe that nowhere was tradition
preserved pure and uncorrupt ‘but amongst School-boys, whose Games and Plays are delivered
down invariably from one generation to another’” (v).
The Opie and Opie “study is based on the contributions of some 5,000 children attending
seventy schools, primary, secondary modern, and grammar, in different parts of England,
Scotland, Wales, and one school in Dublin” (vii). The study’s sampling does not “include the
lore current among children in the private, fee-charging establishments. And it does not … set
out to include the lore and language of the delinquent” (vii). Instead, the study is “concerned …
with the fun-loving but father-fearing specimen who is typical of the vast majority” (vii). Opie
and Opie state the following regarding the information gathered for this study: “In a way, this
book contains information which would not ordinarily have been written down for another fifty
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years, for it is made up of what will be the childhood recollections of the older generation after
A.D. 2000” (ix).
With reference to the “secret language” concerned with this presentation, Opie and Opie
report that some
disguise what they are saying by inserting one syllable, or occasionally two,
before each vowel, that in

Scarborough teenage girls are reported to have

‘thageir agown pagattager’ which they call pidgin English or double talk, putting
ag before each vowel, a peculiarity said to have been first practiced in that town
at the beginning of the century, and then known as ‘stage slang.’ In Watford,
Hertfordshire, and Barry, Glamorganshire, girls report that eg is introduced
before vowels (Scarborough Evening News, October 1954; Scarborough
Mercury, November 1954, in Opie and Opie 321).
Disguising meaning by “one syllable, or occasionally two, is exactly what dʌgʌ kowgowd does.
Opie and Opie further claim that introducing, inserting eg before vowels is the “most ‘U’ of
secret languages, being spoken by members of high society in Miss Nancy Mitford’s Love in a
Cold Climate” (Mitford in Opie and Opie 321).
Because HCE and SAE were the language of instruction during my elementary days, and
HCE was used at home along with dʌgʌ kowgowd, I thought dʌgʌ kowgowd was pidgin English.
If I remember right, only HCE or dʌgʌ kowgowd were spoken during recess on the playground.
However, in the language classroom, teachers provided instruction and “comprehensible input”
(Krashen) from both HCE and the Standard. If dʌgʌ kowgowd surfaced in class, we were told to
“speak English.” I thought I was. Even my caretaker spoke dʌgʌ kowgowd to me at an early
age. Hawaiian was another language from which I received “input” (Krashen). In school,
students and I wrote and read in the Standard, though we learned many Chinese and Japanese
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characters and their pronunciations. I remember writing narratives in the Standard. Color-coded
SRA cards were the materials and methods used for reading in the Standard.
Having said this, I shall compare the following line Opie and Opie cite from the
Scarborough Evening News and the Scarborough Mercury: “’thageir agown pagattager.’” /deyʌ
own pætʌ/ (HCE), /dʌgeyʌgʌ ʌgown pʌgaetʌgʌ/ and /deygeyʌgʌ owgown paegaetʌgʌ (dʌgʌ
kowgowd), or their own patter. Dʌgʌ kowgowd follows the “underlying principle” of the above
line cited by Opie and Opie. Inserting the eg into the syllables of words would provide the same
translations/transcriptions because the ag and eg phonologically become -gʌ-, and the -gʌ- is
phonetically constrained by the vowels or diphthongs structuring the pattern of reduplication.
In early research of HPE and HCE speakers in Hawaii, John E. Reinecke and Aiko
Tokimasa in “The English Dialect of Hawaii,” report that the schwa ə is deleted “medially and
finally” (130) in HCE. Thus, dʌgʌ kowgowd, it seems, is obsessed with the wedge, ʌ, and unlike
other American English vowels and diphthongs, are in free variation depending on users’
pronunciation of American English vowels and diphthongs, or a “confusion” thereof.
Published in American Speech, “The English Dialect of Hawaii” lists phonological
deviations found in spoken HPE and HCE.

According to Reinecke and Tokimasa, these

“deviations” are
“1. A very strong tendency to drop [r], [з:], [Ə], medially and finally, giving rise to
2. Several allied confusions, the chief being of [ɔ] and [ɔr], [o] and [or], [ɑ] and
[ɑr]; also [ʌ] and [з:] < [зr].
3.

Interchange of [i] and [I];

4.

Of [æ] and [ɛ];

5.

Of [u:] and [U];
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6.

Of [ʌ] and [ɔ], [ɔr];

7. Of [ʌ] and [ɛ], [ʌ] and [æ];
8.

Of [ɛ] and [e]; also [æ] and [e];

9. Substitution for [θ] [becomes] [t];
10. Substitution for [đ] [becomes] [d]
11. Substitution of [ŋg] [becomes] [ŋ].” (130)
Reinecke’s and Tokimasa’s observation of these deviations are telling in that these are very
similar deviations that can occur when I speak HCE and dʌgʌ kowgowd.

In using dʌgʌ

kowgowd, many vowel sounds are in free variation for me. As a matter of fact, during oral
translations/transcriptions of American English words in descriptive linguistics, my major
complaint was that the schwa and the wedge sounded the same to me. In translating/transcribing
American English words using dʌgʌ kowgowd, I also found myself hard at work trying to aurally
distinguish between and among the many vowel, diphthong, and consonant sounds that Reinecke
and Tokimasa record as “the most important deviations from Standard American usage” (130) by
speakers of what the researchers call “Hawaiian dialectal English” (130).
Thus, instead of inserting the ag or eg into the syllables of words that teenagers in
Scarborough inserted into the syllable of their words, dʌgʌ kowgowd inserts -gʌ-, -gi-, -gu-gey-, -gow-, -gI-, -gƐ-, -gæ- , -gU-, -gɔj-, -gɔ-, -gɑ, gaw-, -gaj-, etcetera, and reduplicates these
segments from Hiragana and American English phonology, I believe, into monosyllabic and
multisyllabic American English words, sometimes even turning monosyllabic and disyllabic
words from American English into multisyllabic words such as for →/fowgowʌgʌ/ or
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→/fʌgowʌgʌ/ and other→ /ʌgʌdʌgʌ/, demonstrating what Reinecke and Tokimasa describe as
“a very strong tendency to drop the [r]” finally (130).
A description of dʌgʌ kowgowd may reveal complex rules because it is based on the
rules of HCE and SAE, with phonological, morphological, and syntactical influences from
Hiragana, Hawaiian and its Creole, American English, and even “eggy-peggy,” I believe, and
perhaps from other languages based on the interaction of members speaking dʌgʌ kowgowd as a
second or even third “language,” “system,” or “subsystem” (Labov). The following texts
represent a translations/transcription of dʌgʌ kowgowd in comparison to HCE and SAE as well
as a translation/transcription of code switching using dʌgʌ kowgowd, HCE, and American
English.
The Code (dʌgʌ kowgowd)
wɛgɛn
kowgowd

ʌgaj

wʌgʌz

smʌgɔl, mʌgaj frɛgɛnz

ʌgɔn dʌgʌ plejgejgrʌgawn. dʌgʌ

aegaen

ʌgaj

spowgowk

kowgowd wʌgʌz bɛgejs ʌgɔn

ʌgʌ

ʌgawʌgʌ

krigiowgow tugu bigi sigikrɛgɛtIgIv, ʌgaj tIgIŋk.
sʌgʌmtʌgajmz, wigi spowgowk dʌgʌ krigiowgow; ʌgʌdʌgʌ
ƐgIηglɛgɛʃ,

krigiowgow, and

dʌgʌ

kowgowd.

wigi

lʌgajk

tʌgajmz, wigi mIgIks
ʌgʌ

lʌgɔt

ʌgʌv

sIgIlʌgʌbʌgowz lʌgajk IgIn hʌgʌwʌgajɛgɛn wrgrdz IgInstɛgɛd ʌgʌv wʌgʌn sIgIlʌgʌbʌgow
ƐgIŋglɛgɛʃ wrgrdz, sowgow wigi tʌgɔk uguzigiŋ -gʌgʌ-, -gigi- -gugu-, -gɛgɛ -gowgow-,
ɛgɛk., IgInsʌgajd ɛgɛvrigi sIgIlʌgʌbʌgow IgIn hʌgʌwʌgajɛgɛn aegaen ƐgIŋglɛgɛʃ wrgrdz
wɛgɛn wigi spowgowk,
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bʌgʌt IgIt wʌgʌz

mowgowʌgʌ sIgImpʌgow

sIgIŋgʌgl ƐgIŋglɛgɛʃ wrgrdz bigikʌgɔz

spigikigiŋ

dʌgʌ kowgowd IgIn

wigi kUgUd spigik fʌgaestʌgʌ aegaen mejgejk

dʌgʌ wrgrdz nʌgɔt sʌgawn sowgow ƐgIŋglɛgɛʃ, hʌgawligi. ʌgaj kUgUd kowgowdswIgIʧ
IgIn ƐgIŋglɛgɛʃ, owgowʌgʌ ʌgaj kUgUd uguz ejgɛtʃ sigi igi owgowʌgʌ dʌgʌ kowgowd.
ugu gʌgʌdʌgʌ lUgUk aegaet dʌgʌ fʌgʌlowgowigiŋ ɛgɛzaegaempʌglz tugu nowgow.
dIgIs kowgowd wʌgʌz uguzd IgIn skugul, bʌgʌt IgIt wʌgʌz ʌgɔsowgow uguzd aegaet
howgowm dugurigiŋ plejgej. aegaez wigi grugu ʌgʌp, dʌgʌ kowgowd wʌgʌz uguzd
wʌgajowgow ʃʌgʌpIgiŋ owgowʌgʌ sowgowʃowgowlʌgajzigiŋ tugu bigi sigikrɛgɛtIgIv IgIf
ʌgʌ hʌgawligi wʌgʌz IgIn ʌgawʌgʌ mIgIs. tugudejgej, mʌgaj sIgIstʌgʌz, frɛgɛnz, aegaen ʌgaj
spigik dʌgʌ kowgowd ʌgɔn dʌgʌ fowgown. wigi tʌgɔk fowgowʌgʌ ʌgawʌgʌz aegaen spigik
rigiowgow fʌgaes tugu.
aegaet fʌgrs, dʌgʌkʌgajn dɛgɛm aegaen ʌgaj nowgow, nɛgɛvʌgʌ bigiligiv ʌgawʌgʌ
kowgowd wʌgʌz wʌgʌn rigiowgow lʌgaeŋwejgejʤ. bʌgʌmbʌgaj, wigi bigiligiv.
HCE (ejtʃ si i)
wɛn aj wʌz smɔl, maj frɛnz aen aj spowk

ʌ kowd ɔn dʌ plejgrawn. dʌ

kowd wʌz bejs ɔn awʌ kriow tu bi sikrɛtIv, aj tIŋk.
sʌmtajmz, wi spowk dʌ kriow; ʌdʌ tajmz, wi mI?s Iηglɛʃ, kriow, aen dʌ kowd.
Wi lajk ʌ lɔt ʌv sIlʌbowz lajk In hʌwajɛn wrdz Instɛd ʌv wʌn sIlʌbow Iŋglɛʃ wrdz,
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sow wi tʌɔk uziŋ -gʌ-, -gi-, -gu-, gɛ-, -gow-, ek., Insajd ɛvri sIlʌbow In

hʌwajɛn aen

Iŋglɛʃ wrdz wɛn wi spowk.

bʌt It wʌz mowʌ sImpl spikiŋ dʌ kowd In sIŋgl Iŋglɛʃ wrdz bikɔz wi kUd
spik faestʌ aen mejk dʌ wrdz nɔt sawn sow Iŋglɛʃ, hawli. aj kUd kowdswIʧ In Iŋglɛʃ,
owʌ aj kUd uz ejtʃ si i owʌ dʌ kowd. u gʌdʌ lUk aet dʌ fʌlowiŋ ɛgzaemplz tu now.
dIs kowd wʌz uzd In skul, bʌt It wʌz ɔsow uzd aet howm duriŋ plej. aez wi gru ʌp,
dʌ kowd wʌz uzd wajow ʃʌpiŋ owʌ sowʃowlajziŋ tu bi sikrɛtIv If ʌ hawli wʌz In awʌ mIs.
tudej, maj sIstʌz, frɛnz, aen aj spik dʌ kowd ɔn dʌ fown. wi tɔk fowʌ awʌz aen spik riow
faes tu.
aet frs, dʌkajn dɛm aen aj now, nɛvʌ biliv awʌ kowd wʌz wʌn riow laeŋwejʤ.
bʌmbaj, wi biliv.
American-English Translation
When I was small, my friends and I spoke a code on the playground. The code was based
on our Creole to be secretive, I think. Sometimes, we spoke the Creole; other times, we mixed
English, Creole, and the code. We liked a lot of syllables like in Hawaiian words instead of one
syllable English words, so we talked using -ga-, -gi-, -gu-, -ge-, -gow-, etc., inside every syllable
in Hawaiian and English words when we spoke.
But it was more simple speaking the code in single English words because we could
speak faster and make the words not sound so English, foreign. I could code switch in English, or
I could use HCE or the code. You got to look at the following examples to know.
This code was used in school, but it was also used at home during play. As we grew up,
the code was used while shopping or socializing to be secretive if a stranger was in our midst.
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Today, my sisters, friends, and I speak the code on the phone. We talk for hours and speak real
fast too.
At first, the kind them and I no, never believe our code was one real language. By and
by, we believe.
Code Switching
Firs, I going au au. Den, I going kau kau. Lata, I going mo’e mo’e.
frs, aj gowiŋ aw aw; dɛn aj gowiŋ kaw kaw; lejtʌ aj gowiŋ mɔj mɔj.
fʌgrs, ʌgaj gowgowigiŋ ʌgaw ʌgaw. dɛgɛn, ʌgaj gowgowigiŋ kʌgaw kʌgaw. lejgejtʌ, ʌgaj
gowgowigiŋ mowgɔj mowgɔj.
First, I am going to bathe. Then, I am going to eat. Later, I am going to sleep.
Hoa da stink; make me die (I am dead [aj aem dɛd])
Hō da hauna; make me mǎkē.
how dʌ hawnʌ; mejk mi mʌki.
howgow dʌgʌ hʌgawnʌgʌ; mejgejk migi mʌgʌkigi.
That smell stinks; it kills me.
aj lajk luawz. wi ejt pɔj, law law, lowmi lowmi saemɛn, owpihiz, suʃi, sʌʃimi, limow, tʌkow
powki, aen kʌluʌ pIg. dʌ pIg wʌz kuk In ʌ imu, ʌ ʌndʌgrawn ʌvɛn.
ʌgaj lʌgajk luguʌgawz. wigi ejgejt powgɔj, lʌgaw lʌgaw, lowgowmigi lowgowmigi
sʌgaemɛgɛn, owgowpigihigiz, suguʃigi, sʌgʌʃigimigi, ligimowgow, tʌgʌkowgow
powgowkigi, aegaen kʌgʌluguʌgʌ pIg. dʌgʌ pIgIg wʌgʌz kuguk IgIn ʌgʌ igimugu,
ʌgʌ ʌgʌndʌgʌgrʌgawn ʌgʌvɛgɛn.
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I liked the luaus. We ate poi, lau lau, lomi lomi salmon, opihis, sushi, sashimi, limo, taco poki,
and kalua pig. The pig was cooked in an imu, an underground oven.
Dʌgʌ kowgowd is a “language” I inherited from Hawaii. Its theoretical and
methodological structure was obviously relocated to my Kaneohe community from various parts
of England, somewhere between the 1700s through the 1900s. Therefore, I agree with Opie and
Opie in chapter 14, “Regional Variation,” of Lore and Language of Schoolchildren, that “the
slangy superficial lore … encountered on the playground and street[] spreads everywhere” (1415). Moreover, in comparing “two distinct streams of oral lore” (14-15) in their study, Opie and
Opie reveal two types: slang and dialect (14-15). According to Opie and Opie,
The slangy superficial lore … is encountered in playground and street, spreads
everywhere but, generally speaking, is transitory. The dialectal lore flows more
quietly but deeper; it is the language of the children’s darker doings: playing
truant, giving warning, sneaking, swearing, snivelling, tormenting, and fighting.
(14-15).
While I am not sure which type of lore Opie and Opie would categorize dʌgʌ kowgowd under, I
do know that for me dʌgʌ kowgowd is not transitory because it was “acquired” or “learned”
(Krashen) at home, on the playground, and used in the street. It is permanent. “Pidgin English,”
“double talk,” “stage-slang,” “back slang,” and “eggy peggy” are terms or names for a
“language” that surfaces in an autobiography, in a novel, in scholarship, and in several research
studies. This “language” emerged (Krashen) in various parts of England to relocate itself to
Kaneohe, Hawaii, where I spoke it during the 1960s through 1970s. While I do not have any
recorded evidence that dʌgʌ kowgowd was spoken before the 1960s, I have recorded evidence of
it being spoken in the 21st century, but this evidence will not be a part of this paper. Like my
eldest sister who speaks dʌgʌ kowgowd, I too am evidence that my caretaker, a Portuguese
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woman, who is now in her 70s and who was married to a Hawaiian man, both from Kaneohe,
Hawaii, began speaking dʌgʌ kowgowd to my sister and me at home on or around 1965—I can
read, write, and speak the language only because it exists.
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Bayer 1
Culture and Gender in Magazines:
One Step Forward, Two Steps Backward
By Adrianna Bayer
Cultural and gender stereotypes are prevalent in all areas of our society. Whether we are
watching television, browsing the internet, taking a walk, or driving to school, we are bombarded
with images and advertisements that shape how we see ourselves and others. Beverly Tatum
asserts in her article “Defining Racism: Can We Talk?” that “most of the early information we
receive about ‘others’—people racially, religiously, or socioeconomically different from
ourselves—does not come as the result of firsthand experience” (100). Media, ranging from
television shows, movies, news, magazines, advertisements, music, athletics, and many other
elements in life, continue to reinforce the very stereotypes that people such as Beverly Tatum
and bell hooks struggle to undermine.
In a world full of cultural smog, bell hooks challenges us to be “enlightened witnesses.”
Instead of passively consuming the images that bombard our lives, we are called to critically
question and analyze them. When we are intellectually alert and open to new ideas, we often
realize that many transgressive forms of media and representation, especially in Hollywood
movie productions, lack substance. Though, as enlightened witnesses, we might encounter
resistance, it is important to break free from the rigid culture and gender boxes that imprison
many members of society.
In trying to limit the scope of my analysis, I quickly realized that it was quite a task in
and of itself. Eventually, I decided to focus mainly on grocery store magazines, which I could
use to collect a potpourri of different articles, images, and advertisements. Since people of
varying economic statuses have access to these types of magazines, often read while standing in
line during check-out, I felt I could receive an accurate portrayal of what the average citizen
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might encounter. I bought the following magazines from Longs: People, Rolling Stone, and
Foreign Policy. I supplemented these more traditional, mainstream magazines with a wider
collection that could be found at a larger store, such as Borders. The magazines I bought from
Borders were Ms. and bitch: feminist response to pop culture. Overall, I found many issues in
these magazines that related to many of the issues we discussed in class about culture and gender
representations in the media.
This special double issue of People focused on the 100 most beautiful people in
Hollywood. Along with “typical” ads about make-up and skin care products was a very
disturbing Evian purified water ad. This ad zooms out to show a naked woman spreading her
arms as she makes a snow angel. Underneath, the caption reads “Return to purity with water
from the French Alps that’s been naturally filtered for over 15 years.” Though I am sure the
creators of this ad thought they were being very clever by having the woman appear so pure that
she resembled an angel, I find the pose and the situation disconcerting. Realistically, a naked
woman on top of the French Alps would not be as ecstatically happy as this woman appears. My
questions are: Why a woman? Why naked? Although there are many “logical” answers that
could support this final marketing decision, I find it important to point out that this woman is
reinforcing the belief that it is okay to exploit women’s bodies in order to sell brand name
products. The larger caption, next to the very small picture of the product that is being sold, reads
“detox with evian.” That must explain her euphoric, drugged-like state. She must be high on pure
water. The focus of this ad is clearly the naked woman that is being exploited and not the bottle
of water that is almost hidden in the lower right hand corner of the ad.
Overall, I felt the general theme of People magazine was to idolize celebrities and try to
sell products that might make average citizens appear more attractive to their spouses. Should
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this be considered the norm? The obvious answer is no. Why should we encourage people to live
vicariously through the lives of the rich and famous? Though there were a couple of spots that
might have hinted at a little substance, such as the mini-books section, most of the content was
extremely lacking in all the articles. I think it is safe to say that this magazine is not read for its
content. In fact, since most people scan it while checking out, it is more beneficial to the
magazine company to create outrageous ads that catch the consumer’s attention.
One of the best parts about this issue of People was the breast cancer awareness
advertisement soliciting donations from the patrons of the magazine. However, even this ad
strikingly resembled many of the other ads of semi-naked women, such as the Cool Pix camera
ad featuring Kate Moss. If all the text were removed from the breast cancer ad, would we really
be able to tell the difference? When do we draw the line between exploitation and creative
license?
Rolling Stone presented a very catchy cover with a picture of George Bush wearing a
dunce hat. For those of us who are remotely aware of political affairs, this magazine would have
sparked our interest. In browsing through it, though, there were very little relevant articles other
than the main article on Bush. Most of the ads focused on cars, cigarettes, and food items, which
ranged from soda to gum to chocolate sticks. These ads seemed to signal a shift in the audience
factor. The people who read Rolling Stone are more grounded in reality, probably smoke a lot,
and dream of nice cars. I definitely noticed that the ads were more geared towards men, whereas
the ads in People were geared towards women. What type of a political statement is this saying
about our society—that women are overly concerned with celebrities and appearances while men
are moderately aware of political affairs and dream of fancy cars? The general construction of
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these two magazines, the carefully chosen advertisements, indicates an adherence to gender
stereotypes that have been defined by our society’s culture.
In refocusing on the Bush article, I was surprised to learn how many historians are
interested in determining whether Bush will be remembered as the worst president of all time.
Since when does it become cool to compare atrocities, those of Bush to those of Jackson’s?
Shouldn’t we be more appalled that a nation which supposedly promotes freedom and justice for
all voted in to office, not once but twice, such a horrible leader? This decision says something
about the type of culture and society that is fostered in our good old U.S.A. However, when I
looked for cultural meaning within this article, I found nothing. In order to enlighten readers,
historians should focus on the cultural implications that allow presidents such as George Bush
and Andrew Jackson to be elected. The sentiments can be traced back to feelings of fear,
prejudice, and racism, subject matters that average citizens are uncomfortable talking about.
Thus, readers are presented with a “watered down” version of the truth in which people avoid the
real issues that need to be addressed in our media and news coverage.
Foreign Policy was a magazine that was more culturally aware than the previous two.
Most of the ads in this magazine focused around education, language programs, and
philanthropic organizations. There was one ad about expensive watches and another ad for
diamond substitutes. The ads signaled, yet again, another shift in the types of readers Foreign
Policy expects. Foreign Policy readers are cultured men and women who are aware of foreign
political affairs. They understand exploitation of labor, especially surrounding diamonds, and are
prone to buying diamond substitutes. In flipping through this magazine, one senses that this
magazine is for those that have transgressive views about foreign affairs.
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The articles in Foreign Policy were interesting and engaging. One of the more notable
essays was the mini-article on “Sons and Voters,” in which analysts claim that male children
cause parents to become more conservative while female children create more liberal voters.
This assumption was not very well supported in the little glimpse the reader has and would
require further research to verify the claims being made. It left the reader asking questions about
how much gender influences politics
Two larger articles in the magazine focused on China, both in a relatively negative light.
The first one was about how China, though currently in an economic boom, is actually a corrupt,
wasteful country that has little interest making things better in the world. If the word China was
missing from the main page’s caption, I am sure many readers would assume this article was
about U.S. affairs. China was being described in the same critical light as Americans may be
used to hearing about the United States. One thing I found lacking in this article was any mention
about the cultural pressures that would illicit such a shift in its global political power. Many
countries view the west, specifically the U.S., as a powerful example of how democracy
functions. If these countries want to become global economic competitors, who better to emulate
then the United States?
Gender, the economy, influence of telephones, SARS, and many other important issues
were discussed within the articles of this magazine. Unfortunately, U.S. affairs were not really
highlighted outside the essay entitled “The Return of Patriarchy,” and even then only in passing.
The most interesting and best written article was a small editorial in a section of the magazine
entitled Wide Angle. The name of the article was “Night Flight” and it contained the most
striking images about the 40,000 children in northern Uganda who are forced to hike from
village to village in order to hide from the Lord’s Resistance Army, who steal the children in the
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middle of the night. However, since most of the articles focus on what’s happening out in the
world, I wonder if the readers are generally from the U.S. If so, then the purpose of this
magazine is to enlighten American readers to global affairs, not necessarily point out the political
crimes that their own country is committing.
For the most part, the magazine’s articles were very neutral in its commentary regarding
the U.S. However, authors were quick to point out the negatives and failings of foreign countries
ranging from Bangladesh, whose government is denying teenagers the right to speak on cellular
phones at night, to the economic influence of gamboling in China. Generally, I felt that the
purpose of the articles was to influence the general public while creating a scapegoat of other
countries, i.e. you may think you have it rough in the U.S. but just look at these other countries. I
agree that living in the U.S. we are given many rights and freedoms that others don’t have, but
that doesn’t mean we don’t become cultural trendsetters for other countries. Our actions, both
internally, within our own communities, and externally, within the global community, have dire
consequences regarding justice and human rights.
The two most progressive magazines, Ms. and bitch, are not usually found in your local
grocery store. For whatever reason, supermarkets do not think it is necessary to carry these
particular magazines, perhaps there are not enough mainstream ads. That is the first thing you
notice—the lack of traditional ads. There are no cameras, sodas, cars, fast food, or other
traditional consumer products being sold in the pages of these magazines. Instead, there are
alternative reusable pads, feminist therapy organizations, sex stores, sexual harassment seminars,
taxes, the humane society, and many more positive advertisements. Ms. had fewer ads than bitch,
which was the one that contained the sex store ads. A lot of the ads in Ms. focused on seminars
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about sexual harassment, child abuse, and the Humane Society. The overall feel of Ms. magazine
was that it was geared towards older, mature women.
bitch, on the other hand, was geared towards young rebels who aren’t afraid to reclaim
usual derogatory stereotypes, such as the word “bitch.” Whereas Ms. focused on global and other
large social issues facing women, bitch had many articles that focused on issues affecting today’s
youth right here in the United States, issues that teenagers and students face everyday of their
lives. For instance, in the section under shopping, bitch emphasized the importance of being
aware of the type of messages your t-shirts are sending to others, especially young,
impressionable girls. For instance, the Alloy Catalogue is selling t-shirts to youth that have
messages such as “I [hate] math” and “I’m too pretty to do math.” These messages, though
capable of inciting humorous laughter if being worn by a college math student, quickly loses its
humor when taken into a more real context, such as middle and high school girls and women. As
Christy McCullough points out in the article, “as we all know, irony depends on context, which
in this case is clothing marketed to girls who have long been receiving similar, decidedly
unironic messages from everyone from Barbie to Harvard prez Larry Summers.” In a society in
which women are not encouraged to pursue math and science careers, “harmless” t-shirts only
reinforcing the stereotype that girls and women dislike and cannot do math.
I found all the articles in bitch to be equally engaging. They addressed concepts not only
relating to gender and women’s issues but many homosexual, ethnic, and social problems that we
talked about in class, ranging from consumerism, Hollywood, the Academy Awards, fashion,
Miss America pageants, rap, and many more. This magazine was more fun to read than Ms.
because it was nontraditional. The writers really reached out to me and caught my attention with
their witty repertoire. The article I found the most interesting, that needs to be compared to the
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articles found in Foreign Policy, was entitled “The New Breed: Defending the Choice to be
Childfree.” This article said many positive things about women, not just lesbian couples,
choosing to be childfree. However, society reacts very negatively to this nontraditional, slowly
emerging, mainstream idea. In Foreign Policy, articles such as “Sons and Voters” and “The
Return of Patriarchy” hint that it is the decrease in population within the U.S. leading to a more
conservative country. This predominantly male magazine argues that, in order to create a more
progressive nation, liberal families need to have more children, specifically females. Issues
surrounding disparity between male and female ratios abound around the world, such as China,
have become hot topics of political debate. In a society that values women as mothers more than
independent activists, what types of responses do women receive when they actively choose to
not have children? Jennifer Shawne, author of Baby Not on Board, has received many negative
responses to her novel. On radio shows she gets asked ridiculous questions about being a lesbian.
One caller even went so far as to tell her that she deserves to die alone. Since when does
choosing not to have kids make you a lesbian? Though our society caters to children, it does not
mean that individuals who choose not to have children, for whatever personal reasons, are any
less important or significant.
The controversy over childbirth is a constant reminder that equality has not been
achieved between the genders. In fact, Ms. analyzes a seemingly progressive mainstream novel,
The Da Vinci Code, through the eyes of one of the mysterious Mary Magdalene. Dan Brown’s
novel is depicted as a very transgressive novel that presents an alternate view on Christianity,
“one resistant to biblical literalism and fundamentalism, suspicious of religious institutions and
promoting healthier views of sex and relationships between men and women.” In fact, author
Jane Schaberg and Melanie Johnson-Debaufre, deconstruct this seemingly progressive novel to
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show that it reinforces gender stereotypes about women. The focus is not on Mary, but rather on
the human Jesus who fathered children. In the end, she is nothing more than “a vessel, a womb, a
body part—no longer a prostitute, but now properly married.” The question this article leaves for
the reader is: “Has [Mary Magdalene] been rescued or covered up again?” I have often wondered
why The Da Vinci Code has gained so much popularity, especially since I found the text rather
predictable and uneventful. The popularity could be attributed to the fact that our society is
desperately seeking transgressive modes of gender identification in mainstream fiction.
However, I wonder if The Da Vinci Code is only popular because it reinforces gender stereotypes
about women, ignoring women’s real histories, and instead focuses on a male, patriarchal
Christian religion.
Ms. magazine was a wealth of information and insight that nicely supplemented many of
the articles found in bitch. Whereas People focused this issue on the 100 most beautiful people,
Ms. highlighted the life of two amazing women, Coretta Scott King and Betty Freidan. In
Foreign Policy, writers did not make connections between the U.S. and foreign countries. Ms.,
on the other hand, connected how the violence in Juárez, Mexico is directly influenced by the
involvement of U.S. corporations. Where one magazine was limited in its scope, Ms. and bitch
showed that our actions locally influence global politics. When reading Foreign Policy, I felt
hopeless and tired. In Ms., the article entitled “Beacons of Hope” emphasized that change and
progress is possible in parts of the world, especially if we work as a collective unit to fight the
injustices. Change takes time, but with dedication, perseverance, and collaboration, we can
change our world to be a better place. I think it is important, though, to fight the injustices and
stereotypes that destroy our local communities first before moving globally. Until we can get our
act together here in the U.S., what right do we have being the global police?
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As an enlightened witness, I have come to realize that everything we read, see, and hear
is filled with many culture and gender stereotypes. Some are easy to spot, such as naked ladies
on top of mountains, others are more subtle, and, thus, more dangerous, such as the supposedly
transgressive novel The Da Vinci Code. It is very easy to get caught up in the hype of the
entertainment world in order to escape from the harsh realities of our communities. It is far easier
to pick up a magazine like People and gaze at the pictures of pretty celebrities rather than look at
images of the children from Uganda in Foreign Policy. However, how do we, as a nation, expect
to implement changes in our society if we choose to remain ignorant to the issues at hand? Even
if you don’t have the money to buy the more progressive magazines, which cost, on average, two
to three dollars more, there are places like Borders and libraries where you can sit and read
through books and magazines without being forced to buy them. In this age where information is
limited in many parts of the world, it is our responsibility to use the resources we have at had.
Though obtaining alternate forms of media might add a little extra work, can we really say that
there is any price or amount of time too great when in pursuit of the truth?
Being an enlightened witness means more than decoding mainstream stereotypes. It
involves sharing this information with others and joining organizations and groups that fight
against injustices. If it is easier, start small. Begin with your families, and friends. Join activist
groups within your community or at school. There is no better time to start than now. It is never
too late to make a difference in the world. As Antonio Gramsci said in the documentary
“Advertising and the End of the World,” it is important to keep two things in mind: “Pessimism
of the intellect, optimism of the will.” We can’t continue wearing rose-colored glasses. Our
nation, our world, is in desperate need of a make-over. Intellectually, we need to be aware that
the odds are against us. Change will be difficult, if not seem impossible. However, as the second
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part of the quote says, we need to be optimistic in our will towards creating a difference.
Strength in numbers is a key ingredient for success. As the age old saying goes, “a picture is
worth a thousand words.” Let’s create positive pictures that can give hope to future generations.
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Gender and Performance in Contemporary Taiko Drumming
A number of anthropologists have noted how local governments in Japan have encouraged
the creation of festivals (matsuri) to cultivate a sense of belonging in new civic
communities. While the friction and strife that these festivals unintentionally cause has
been well studied, less scholarly attention has focused on how the need for the festival to be
a novel community event has spawned the creation of new forms of artistic performance
and new avenues of participation in community life.
This paper traces the connection between the new community festivals and innovations in
one of their essential features: drumming. Drumming on large, barrel-shaped drums called
taiko has been a part of shrine-centered festivals in Japan for centuries. Since the 1980s,
however, new kinds of taiko groups, which differ from their predecessors on the basis of
membership, gender, repertoire, and performance style, have proliferated in Japan. I argue
that the distinctive features of these groups can be attributed to the social context of nonshrine-centered festival performance in which they first emerged. Importantly, the
emergence of Japanese drumming groups has provided an arena in which women can
express musicality and community identity using traditional Japanese instruments in a way
not possible before.
While this paper contributes most directly to the substantial literature on festivals in Japan
and to an emerging literature on taiko performance, its conclusions are threefold. First, it
suggests that the simple distinction in Japan between folk music – characterized by the
performance of traditional pieces by a parish community – and popular music –
characterized by authorship, open participation, and creativity – needs to be redrawn.
Second, it seeks to counterbalance studies critical of community-building efforts in Japan
with evidence of emergent forms of community-based participation. Third, the paper argues
that performance can not only be political in content, but also can arise as the indirect result
of political reforms.
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Abstract1
This paper provides a partial criticism of a conception of philosophy that
excludes Eastern thought. Philosophy departments in Western universities sometimes
draw the boundaries of their discipline narrowly, to include only Western philosophy.
Sometimes, particularly in colleges that have departments of philosophy and religion,
the boundaries are drawn more widely, to include Eastern philosophy, especially
Chinese and Indian philosophy. This paper conducts a metaphilosophical exercise to
illustrate how one might set about determining whether an inclusive use of the term
'philosophy' is justified when used of both Western and Chinese thinking. In
particular, the exercise examines whether Laozi (by which I mean the philosophical
'voice' of the Laozi) can be called a philosopher in as good a sense as some canonical
Western philosopher.
The exercise will seem, prima facie, to offer the possibility of including Eastern
philosophy with Western philosophy. First a comparison group within Western
philosophy is sought. In this case, the comparison group is comprised of the
Presocratic philosophers, whose concern with cosmology, opposites, nature, and self
correlate roughly with the concerns of Laozi. The exercise then attempts greater
precision, by showing how Laozi compares more specifically with Anaximander and
Heraclitus. Finally, it is suggested that Laozi resembles Heraclitus most closely, but,
perhaps unfortunately, he resembles him most in those respects in which Heraclitus'
own status as a philosopher is considered problematic (e.g. the lack of argumentation,
the enigmatic and ambiguous expression, and the use of analogy and metaphor).
At this point the metaphilosophical exercise itself is re-examined, in order to
show how some assumptions it makes presuppose a narrow and privileged conception
of philosophy. On such a narrow conception, as the exercise itself shows, even
canonical Western philosophers have to be called into question. An alternative,
pluralistic conception is suggested, which allows for the setting of both Eastern and
Western philosophies in the cultural and historical contexts in which they emerged,
rather than requiring them all to conform to strict criteria of a philosophia perennis.
I. Is Laozi a philosopher?
Imagine the following scenario.
An assistant professor visiting Occidental
Anglophone Humanities University (OAHU), Dr. Eurus Zephyr, proposes to teach a
course in Chinese Philosophy, with particular emphasis on Laozi, whom he regards as
an important philosopher. To his amazement, his colleagues respond that they do not
regard Laozi as a philosopher at all. "Chinese philosophy," they say, "is a religion, or
a belief system, or an impressionistic cosmology. With the exception, perhaps, of a
little bit of logic in Mozi, Chinese philosophy is not philosophy at all. The term
'philosophy' is equivocal, and means something different when applied to ancient
Chinese thought. If you want to teach Chinese 'philosophy', you should move to the
Asian Studies department." Zephyr, who normally teaches Ancient Greek Philosophy,
is surprised by this response. From his point of view, which is admittedly not that of
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a Sinologist, Laozi looks very much like a philosopher. Zephyr has not, it is true,
studied the ancient Chinese texts in their original language. He does not know much
about the tradition of interpretation of Laozi. He knows little more than what he has
read in English translations and commentaries, and what he has discussed with a few
scholars in few universities. Still, he knows more about Laozi than his colleagues do.
He thinks that his own studies of early Greek philosophy show that Laozi is as much a
philosopher as the Presocratics were. So he says to his colleagues: "I should like to
prove to you that Laozi is a philosopher. To do that I propose to show that, had Laozi
grown up in Ancient Greece, saying the very same things that he said in Ancient
China, he would have become as central a part of the Western Philosophical tradition
as any Presocratic. Now, you all accept that Thales, Anaximander, Heraclitus,
Pythagoras and Parmenides deserve to be called philosophers. So, if I can show you
that Laozi has as good a claim to be a philosopher as they have, then you must accept
that he is a philosopher, and you must approve my course on Chinese Philosophy."
The colleagues, who do not like to be painted into a corner, respond, "We
accept your challenge, on one condition. You must not merely show that Laozi
resembles a Presocratic philosopher. You must show that he resembles the
Presocratics in a relevant way, namely, in the way in which the Presocratics remain
philosophers for us." Zephyr is suspicious of this condition, but, confident in his
estimation of Laozi, he accepts the challenge.
Looking at this challenge from the outside we can immediately see that
questionable and naive assumptions are being made by the philosophy professors at
OAHU, Dr. Zephyr included. I will have something to say about that later. For the
moment, however, we can concentrate on two things. First, the view about Chinese
philosophy taken by the professors at OAHU is a familiar, albeit provincial one.
Second, the challenge issued by Dr. Zephyr is the sort of challenge that they should
accept on their own terms. By following out this challenge we will see a dilemma
emerge for the Occidental Anglophone Humanities professors: either on their own
terms Laozi qualifies as a philosopher, or, if they make certain moves to avoid this
outcome, the terms on which they define 'philosophy' will be seen to have no special
claim of priority. Let us return to the scenario to see how things turn out.
II. What is Presocratic Philosophy?
In an effort to satisfy his colleagues, Zephyr tries to describe Presocratic Philosophy
in a sense that is relevant for them. In doing this he must straddle the precarious
ground between historical and conceptual conditions for philosophy. On the one
hand, it was never Zephyr's intention to provide a set of abstract, universal,
conceptual conditions which any body of thought must meet in order to be
philosophy. Indeed, he doesn't know how he would even begin to do this. On the
other hand, he recognises that it is not simply because philosophy as his colleagues
know it developed from the views of the Ancient Greeks that the Presocratics remain
entitled to be called philosophers. Finding what is relevantly philosophical in the
Presocratics, then, is a task that is partly but not entirely separable from history.
Zephyr tells his colleagues that there are four ways in which the thinking of the
Presocratics should count as relevantly philosophical. "The first," he says, "is the
subject matter. Philosophy deals at the most general level with ontology. You will
admit this much, surely. It's just the sort of thing G. E. Moore says at the beginning
of Some Main Problems of Philosophy.2 Philosophy deals with the question of what
there is, how many kinds of things there are, what makes things the same or different,
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how things come to be and pass away. Manifestly the Presocratics were concerned
with ontology: through their interest in the archai or beginnings of all things, they
sought to understand both being and change. Now, you might say that others were
concerned with ontology too, including mythmakers, shamans, and poets. So this
'first way' doesn't show how the Presocratics were philosophical, it only shows what
they were philosophical about. I agree. What's especially philosophical about the
Presocratics is how they approach these questions. Nevertheless, the subject matter is
important to us, because (a) it is a subject that you will readily admit philosophy is
concerned with, (b) it is clearly a subject that the Presocratics are concerned with, and
(c) it will also turn out to be a subject that Laozi is concerned with. Had things been
any different to this, had, say, the Presocratics pursued only questions of ontology in a
philosophical way, while Laozi pursued only questions of economics in a
philosophical way, then my little experiment would be inadequate."
"Now," he continues, "What about the remaining three ways in which the
Presocratics were philosophical?" (At this point, we can imagine that Dr Zephyr's
colleagues will be patient and wait until the end of his exposition before raising any
objections.) "The remaining three ways include (1) taking a speculative as opposed to
a dogmatic approach, (2) the giving of explanations, and (3) the situating of these
explanations within a progressive, critical tradition."3
"By a speculative approach, I mean one in which the author self-consciously
expresses his own views, which are based on his own observations and reflections.
Although there is an important subjective element to this (one's views depend to a
certain extent on how one sees things; they derive no authority from the person), the
speculator may hope that the same view would be arrived at and espoused by anyone
who makes the same observations and reflects in the same way. Thus, he may
express himself in assertions, sometimes even bold ones. Nevertheless, the views put
forward are supposed to be independently credible; they are there to be to be
considered and examined by others. This is different from the approach taken by
dogmatists, for whom the authority of the views they expressed was supposed to be a
god or agent(s) of a god. Such an approach I call dogmatic because the views
expressed depend on the personal authority of their source, not on any independent
credibility. The Presocratics may be distinguished from poets like Homer and Hesiod
precisely because their speculations were their own, based on independent credibility;
they were not put forward as the authoritative views of the gods, based on magical
divination or revelation 4"
"Because their approach was speculative, the Presocratics felt a need to provide
explanations for their views. Their truth could not rest on some obscure authority, but
had to be visible to other perceptive and reflective human beings. The explanations
given by the Presocratics were rarely what we would call arguments,5 but they
included, in an incipient way, inferences to the best explanation (abduction),
inferences based on repeated observations (induction), inferences based on analogy,
and inferences based on the demands of reason (deduction). It is the activity of
explaining, that is the next relevantly philosophical feature of the Presocratics."
"Finally, as befits a speculative approach to giving explanations about what
there is and how and why it is, the Presocratics lived and thought from within a
progressive, critical tradition. Their activity was one of call and response, with each
successive philosopher extending from his predecessors, and contributing in new
directions from them."
"Laozi meets all of these criteria for being philosophically relevant. The work
known as the Laozi is, among other things, about what there is, how it is, and how and
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why it changes. The words of the work are not the revelations of a god or agents of
god, but are the speculator's own words, presented to convince others of what can be
known independently.6 The Laozi provides explanations for why things are the way
they are.7 And finally the Laozi lies at the beginning of a progressive, critical
tradition, the tradition of Dao, which was involved in extension, modification, and
redirection of thinking on the basis of critical interaction with other philosophers,
including Confucians, Mohists and other Daoists.8 Indeed the Laozi itself is now
thought to be a genetic composition, containing some earlier and some later thinking;
and it is generally thought that some of it is responding to alternative views of other
contemporary philosophers."9
Zephyr's colleagues agree to all he has said, but they are still not too impressed.
"What you have said so far is all very general," they say. "We accept that you have
delineated the philosopher's subject matter. We would add, of course, that philosophy
includes the investigation of political and ethical reality, since it includes the
investigation of all reality. But that philosophy (and perhaps only philosophy)
investigates what there is, how it is and why it changes, we will not dispute. We also
will not dispute, though you haven't made it clear enough, your distinction between
philosophers and dogmatists. And we agree finally that you have distinguished
philosophers from catechists by showing that they belong to a progressive critical
tradition. Perhaps these are all necessary conditions for philosophy, but we doubt
they are sufficient, even for referring to the Presocratics as philosophers. So, you
haven't succeeded in showing that Laozi has as much claim to be called a philosopher
as any Presocratic."
"Oh, but that is only the beginning of my argument," Zephyr replies. "Now that
I have given a general characterisation of Laozi in terms of the most relevantly
philosophical features of Presocratic philosophy, I want to locate him specifically
within the tradition of the Presocratics. I want to show you that he could easily
belong among them."
III. Laozi and Anaximander
Zephyr continues, "There are two distinct traditions among the Presocratics. One is a
mathematical tradition that developed among philosophers from Greek colonies in the
Italian peninsula and Sicily. From Pythagoras to Parmenides and beyond, this
tradition involved giving 'rational' explanations and solving problems. The other is a
phenomenological tradition that developed in Ionia. From Thales to Heraclitus and
beyond, this tradition involved giving 'empirical' explanations and providing a
framework based on observation. Laozi's place in this spectrum is much closer to the
phenomenological than the mathematical tradition. In particular, Laozi has affinities
with the Ionian philosophers, especially Anaximander and Heraclitus."
"Let us begin with Anaximander. The most distinctive features of his
philosophy are (a) his belief in an ultimate archê ('source', 'beginning') of all things,
(b) his belief that this archê was apeiron ('infinite', 'indefinite') in nature, and (c) his
belief that the universe was maintained in equilibrium over time. All of these features
are present in Laozi, and for ostensibly the same reasons that they are present in
Anaximander. Let us examine each in turn."
a. the belief in an ultimate beginning of all things
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"According to Simplicius Anaximander was the first to use the term archê. For
Anaximander the archê is both the temporal beginning and substantial source of all
things. Even the cosmos springs from the archê and returns to it in the end. The archê
has no beginning or end in time or space. It is without limit in extent (boundless) and
amount (infinite). It lacks any definition and thus even precedes number. It does not
change. But this is just what Laozi says. For him, too, there is something first, the
Way, which precedes even number: 'The way begets one; one begets two; two begets
three; three begets the myriad creatures' (42.093). The way is further described as 'a
thing confusedly formed / Before heaven and earth. / Silent and void / It stands alone
and does not change, / Goes round and does not weary' (25.056). Here Laozi speaks
of a first thing, 'before heaven and earth', which is separate to and different from all
other things. It is 'confusedly formed'--that is, it lacks any definition--and it persists
for ever in that it 'goes round and does not weary'. And again, Laozi says, 'Of old
these came to be in possession of the one: / Heaven in virtue of the One is limpid; /
Earth in virtue of the One is settled; / Gods in virtue of the One have their potencies; /
The valley in virtue of the One is full; / The myriad creatures in virtue of the One are
alive; / Lords and princes in virtue of the One become leaders in the empire; / It is the
One that makes these what they are' (39.085). That is, before heaven and earth there
is the One, a principle that is the cause of heaven, earth, gods, beings and people. But
even before the One there is the Way."
(b) the belief that the archê is apeiron ('infinite', 'indefinite') in nature
"Anaximander gave the name apeiron to his archê. The term is polysemous, meaning
'boundless', 'infinite', and 'indefinite'. It was probably intentionally chosen for its
polysemy. For Anaximander, apeiron must be boundless because it comes even
before the void. Apeiron must be infinite so that it will never give out. And apeiron
must be without limit in another way: it has no definite quality. For Laozi, the Way is
similar: 'Its upper part is not dazzling; / Its lower part is not obscure. / Dimly visible it
cannot be named / And returns to that which is without substance. / This is called the
shape that has no shape, / The image that is without substance. / This is called
indistinct and shadowy. / Go up to it and you will not see its head; /Follow behind it
and you will not see its rear' (14.033). What is 'the shape that has no shape', what is
'indistinct and shadowy', what is 'the image without substance' if not the apeiron?"
"There is more than just a passing similarity here. The rationale is very much
the same. For why did Anaximander say that his archê was apeiron? Simplicius tells
us that it was because he saw that the archê of Thales, water, excluded fire in both its
state (liquid vs. gaseous) and powers (wetting vs. drying). Anaximenes avoided these
problems by claiming that the primary material changed states and powers through the
processes of condensation and rarefaction, but his identification of the primary
substance as air was arbitrary (and besides, the processes of condensation and
rarefaction seem, on this account, to be more primary than the archê). Anaximander
took a different approach: he saw that it would be pointless to identify the archê with
any state or power or substance. He identified it as in-definite."
"Why did Laozi describe the Dao as unnameable, shapeless, and indistinct? The
answer is the same, according to an early interpretation..10 D. C. Lau describes this
interpretation as follows: 'If we use a term to describe the attribute of a thing, there is
also a term opposite to it which is suitable for describing the attribute of some other
thing. We describe one thing as strong, but also describe another thing as weak.
Similarly for the long and the short, the high and the low, and all conceivable pairs of
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opposites. Now, if we wish to characterise the Tao, we have to use such terms and yet
none of them is appropriate, for if the Tao is responsible for the strong being strong, it
is no less responsible for the weak being weak. It is argued that in order to be
responsible for the strong being strong the Tao must, in some sense, be itself strong
also; and yet it would not be true to describe it as strong because, as it is equally
responsible for the weak being weak it must, in some sense, be itself weak as well.
Thus we can see that no term can be applied to the Tao because all terms are specific,
and the specific, if applied to the Tao, will impose a limitation on its range and
function. And the Tao that is limited in its function can no longer serve as the Tao
that sustains the manifold universe."11
(c) the belief that the universe is maintained in equilibrium over time
"Finally, consider how both Anaximander and Laozi espouse the concept of
equilibrium. In the one fragment of Anaximander's own words that we possess he
says, speaking of the opposites hot and cold, wet and dry, "For they pay penalty and
retribution for their injustices to one another according to the assessment of Time." In
a similar vein Laozi remarks: 'It is the way of heaven to take from what has in excess
in order to make good what is deficient' 77.184a." Both think that the process of
change in the universe fundamentally involves the departure from and the restoration
of balance through opposition over time."12
"So you see, Laozi is similar enough to Anaximander that he could fit right into
the Ionian tradition, saying the very same things he does say. But if you don't think
his similarity to Anaximander is sufficient, then you must consider his similarity to
Heraclitus, for that is even greater."
IV. Laozi and Heraclitus
"You see, Laozi doesn't just resemble the Presocratics in the content and subject
matter of his thinking, he resembles them in method and scope as well. In particular,
you will find that he is ever so much like Heraclitus in (a) his instrumental use of
language, (b) his view of the interconnection of opposites, and (c) in the extension of
his metaphysical cosmology to psychology, morals and politics (which we can call,
for short, 'philosophical anthropology')."
(a) Language and Method
"One of the most distinctive and recognisable features of Heraclitus is his treatment of
language itself as imperfect and inexact. Words for him are vehicles of understanding;
they do not and cannot state things, because things are not static. Heraclitus famously
conveys the shortcoming of language in fragments that, in a sense, undermine his own
voice, revealing the difficulty the speculator has in communicating, and the difficulty
the auditor has in understanding. Right from the beginning of his book he says:
Of this logos which holds forever men prove uncomprehending, both before hearing it and
when first they have heard it. For although all things come about in accordance with this
logos they are like tiros as they try the words and the deeds which I expound as I divide up
each thing according to its nature and say how it is. Other men fail to notice what they do
when they are awake, just as they forget what they do when asleep. (Fr. 1, Barnes, p. 101,
emphasis added)13
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Apparently, the lack of comprehension is due to misplaced attention on Heraclitus'
own words and exposition. Thus, he says:
Listening not to me but to the logos, it is wise to agree that all things are one. (Fr. 50,
Barnes, p. 102, emphasis added)

The Logos, however, is ironically not in words but through words:
The king whose oracle is at Delphi neither speaks nor conceals but indicates. (Fr. 93,
Barnes, p.118)

For, unlike words, which are apparent but false, nature, which is more real, is
unapparent:
Unapparent connection is better than apparent. (Fr. 54, Barnes, p. 102)
Nature likes to hide itself (Fr. 123, Barnes, p. 112)

Laozi shares this approach to naming, indicating and learning with Heraclitus. He
speaks ironically of the ease with which his own words can be understood, saying:
'My words are very easy to understand and very easy to put into practice' (70.170),
even when he knows that, 'Straightforward words seem paradoxical' (78.189) so that
most people will inevitably misunderstand him. Like Heraclitus, Laozi believes that
failure to understand results from focus on words themselves, rather than on what
words convey and indicate. For from the very beginning of his work, Laozi insists that
'The way that can be spoken of is not the constant way' (01.001). 'The way,' he says,
'is for ever nameless' (32.072). Like Heraclitus' nature, 'The way conceals itself [in
being nameless]' (41.092). The two philosophers couldn't be more similar on this
point. Indeed, by saying that the way conceals itself in being nameless Laozi tells the
reason for and the manner of the concealment, which is more than Heraclitus ever
does."
(b) The Interconnection of Opposites
"Next, consider the way that both appeal to the interconnection of opposites as
constituting the basic way of things. The appeal is made, by both thinkers, in
describing both how things are and how things change. For example, in a fragment
often quoted in later philosophy, Heraclitus says:
They do not comprehend how in differing, it agrees with itself—a backward turning
harmony, like that of a bow and a lyre. (Fr. 51, Barnes, p. 102)

But isn't this just what Laozi says:
Is not the way of heaven like the stretching of a bow?
The high it presses down,
The low it lifts up;
The excessive it takes from,
The deficient it gives to (77.184, emphasis added),

And:
Turning back is how the way moves;
Weakness is the means the way employs (40.088, emphasis added)."
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"Like a bow, full of the potential energy supplied through its taut string, there is
motion and rest, tension and stasis, action and inaction in the universe at all times. As
Heraclitus says, 'Changing, it rests' (Fr. 84a, Barnes, p. 117). As Laozi says, 'The way
never acts yet nothing is left undone' (37.081)."
"And it is not just the nature of the universe that involves opposition, but the
entire process of the universe. For both the process of change is directed. Heraclitus
says, 'The wise is one: grasping the knowledge how all things are steered through all.
(Fr. 41, Barnes, p. 105), while Laozi says, 'It gives them life yet claims no possession;
/ It benefits them yet exacts no gratitude; / It is the steward yet exercises no authority'
(51.116). For both thinkers, the process of change involves the transformation from
and interdependence of opposites. This becomes clear as soon as one begins to
examine the works in detail. Compare, for example, the following fragments of
Heraclitus:
Sickness makes health both sweet and good, hunger plenty, weariness rest. (Fr. 111,
Barnes, p. 109)
Cold warms, warm cools, moist parches, dry dampens. (Fr. 126, Kahn translation, cf.
Barnes p. 115)
For souls it is death to become water, for water death to become earth; but from earth water
comes into being, from water soul. (Fr. 36, Barnes, p. 121)
The same thing is present living and dead, awake and asleep, young and old; for the latter
change and are the former. and again the former change and are the latter. (Fr. 88, Barnes,
p. 120)

With the words of Laozi:
Thus something and nothing produce each other;
The difficult and the easy complement each other;
The long and short off-set each other;
The high and low incline toward each other;
Note and sound harmonize with each other;
Before and after follow each other. (11.005)
If you would have a thing shrink,
you must first stretch it;
If you would have a thing weakened,
you must first strengthen it;
If you would take from a thing,
you must first give to it. (36.079)
The sage puts his own person last and it comes first
Treats it as extraneous to himself and it is preserved
Is it not because he is without thought of self that he is
able to accomplish his private ends? (07.019)

"These are just a few of the passages in Heraclitus and Laozi that involve the
interconnection of opposites and the process of opposition, but they should suffice to
demonstrate a thorough similarity between them. Clearly, if Laozi had appeared in
Ephesus rather than in Chu, he would have been appreciated as a philosopher just as
much as Heraclitus. But there is still one further similarity I want to mention, just to
seal my argument."
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(c) Philosophical Anthropology
"The self is an important and persistent topic in Western philosophy. From Descartes
to Sartre to Levinas it is a matter of much reflection. But reflection on the self had
already begun in ancient times, ever since the famous injunction, 'Know Thyself' was
inscribed at Delphi. Heraclitus sometimes expresses a view that seems to betray an
incipient idealism, if not solipsism. For he says, ' I inquired into myself' (Fr, 107,
Barnes, p. 113), and ' Soul has a self increasing account' (Fr. 115, Barnes, p. 109), and
'If you travel every path you will not find the limits of the soul, so deep is its logos'
(Fr, 45, Barnes, 106). Thus it appears that for Heraclitus, all of philosophy is an
inquiry into oneself. One does not need to turn outwards, but rather to remain in
oneself. Indeed if one does turn outwards to "travel every path" one will not discover
a limit; one will know nothing. In a passage that is strikingly similar to this Laozi
says, ' Without stirring abroad / One can know the whole world; Without looking out
of the window / One can see the way of heaven. The further one goes / The less one
knows' (47.106)."
"Thus, even the basic orientation to self is similar in Laozi and Heraclitus. It is
not surprising, then, that their views on desire,14 worldly sagacity,15 war16 and
politics17 are also very similar."
"I hope I have shown you, then, that Laozi deserves to be called a philosopher at
least as much as Anaximander or Heraclitus, two of the canonical philosophers in
Western history. In his ontology, in his cosmology, in his logic of opposition, in his
views on the process of change, in his methodology, in his semantics, in his
psychology, in his ethics and politics, Laozi provides critical speculative insight that
is at least as cogent and at least as explanatory as that of the Presocratic
philosophers." Here Dr. Zephyr concludes his argument.
V. Conclusions
What could the professors at OAHU say in response to this? I think there are two
strategies they might take. The first is to bite the bullet and admit that Laozi is as
much a philosopher as Anaximander or Heraclitus. "But," they might add,
"Anaximander is really only a precursor of philosophy. There wouldn't be much to
call philosophy if the tradition of metaphysical speculation had died with him, or a
few generations after him. So, on that count, Laozi is likewise only a precursor of
philosophy. And besides," they could point out, "you have convinced us that, although
Laozi has certain affinities with Anaximander, he has a much stronger affinity with
Heraclitus than with any other Presocratic philosopher. And although Heraclitus'
thought is both profound and influential, he is less clearly a philosopher than any of
his contemporaries. He was ridiculed already in antiquity, by both Plato18 and
Aristotle.19 He was described, rightly we think, as 'the dark one', 'the riddler', 'the
obscure'. Heraclitus seems worthy of being called a philosopher only when viewed in
the context of a critical tradition. Whether Laozi belongs to the same kind of tradition,
however, is another story. So far, then, your attempt to argue that Laozi is a
philosopher by comparison with Presocratics is only partly successful."
This strategy is really very drastic. It is not simply that it downgrades
Heraclitus--a thinker who influenced such diverse and prominent philosophers as
Nietzsche, Dewey, Heidegger and John Anderson--from his rightful place as one of
the most significant philosophers in history. Worse, it judges all of philosophy from
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the vantage point of current practice. One might try to defend philosophy so construed
as ahistorical. But any suggestion that current practice is thereby universal is false. It
is not so much ahistorical as antihistorical. Current practice remains historically
conditioned even if it rejects its own beginnings as mistakes and misdirections. Such
practice is not universal, but inevitably ethnocentric.20 Thus, there is no justification
for restricting philosophy this way. It is arbitrarily "what we do".
Alternatively, the colleagues might try a different tactic. They could accept that
Heraclitus and Laozi are philosophers, but require that each and every philosopher has
to be understood in his own culture and time. They could point out to Dr. Zephyr that
the fact that Laozi looks like both Anaximander and Heraclitus is a pretty good
indication that he is taking Laozi out of context. The way in which Zephyr is
approaching philosophy is not so much ethnocentric as naive. The similarities are
superficial; Laozi's context is his own context, not that of either Anaximander or
Heraclitus. Laozi has to be understood in his own tradition, in his own culture.
This tactic strikes me as being the right one to take. But there is a response
available to Zephyr. He can admit that his comparison was very general, and that a
closer examination of Laozi that sets him in the context of early Chinese thinking
would reveal fundamental differences from Presocratic philosophy. "But after all," he
could say, "I was only trying to show that Laozi has a claim to be studied as a
philosopher, not that he really was a Presocratic philosopher, or did philosophy in just
the same way as them. That he could have been recognised as a philosopher by the
Presocratics is not the same as saying he would have been correctly understood by
them." Thus, Zephyr can embrace the recommendations of his colleagues that Laozi
be studied in his historical and cultural context. "But so must Greek philosophy be
studied this way, and German philosophy, French philosophy, and so on. In the
global world of the Twenty-First century, it is no longer an excuse to say Laozi is not
part of our tradition."
Eugenio E. "Rick" Benitez
University of Sydney
NOTES
1

An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Institute for Transcultural Studies at the Beijing
International Studies University (BISU). I am grateful to the staff at BISU, including Prof. Keping
Wang, Dr. Hu Jihua, Dr. Yang Ping, Dr. Huang Shuiying, and Dr. Liu Yan, for their insightful
comments and discussion.
2
See G. E. Moore, Some Main Problems of Philosophy. New York: Collier Books, 1962, chapter 1,
"What is philosophy?" Moore writes, "To begin with, then, it seems to me that the most important
and interesting thing which philosophers have tried to do is no less than this; namely: To give a
general description of the whole of the Universe, mentioning all the most important kinds of things
which we know to be in it, considering how far it is likely that there are in it important kinds of
things which we do not absolutely know to be in it, and also considering the most important ways
in which these various kinds of things are related to one another" (p. 13). Moore's statement may
be seen as at least partly historical, since he speaks about what "philosophers have tried to do".
3
These are the sort of claims typically made about what makes the Presocratics be philosophers. See
Jonathan Barnes, Early Greek Philosophy, London: Penguin, 1980, introduction.
4
The Eleatic philosopher Parmenides may seem to be an exception to this. He presents Truth as the
verdict delivered to him by a goddess, rather in the fashion of those mythmakers, like Hesiod, who
claimed enlightenment from a Heavenly Authority. But Parmenides' argument is ultimately based
in reason, not in revelation, for the goddess herself says, "Judge by reason the strife-encompassed
proof I give you" (fragment 6), and "along the path there are signs in plenty" (fragment 8.)
5
Typically, the presence of explanations in the fragments of the Presocratics is marked by the use of
inferential particles, prepositions and causal inflections, such as the particles gar ('for', 'since') and
oun ('then', 'thus'), or the preposition dia ('through', 'on account of'), or the so-called 'causal dative',
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expressed typically in the dative relative pronoun hêi ("by which"). These 'inference indicators', if
they may be so called, are probably not sufficient to show a self-conscious awareness of what it
means to make arguments. An awareness of argument modes can be found in Xenophanes, who
uses the argument form known as dilemma on several occasions, and also in Parmenides, Zeno and
the mathematical philosophers, who employ a kind of dialectic based on the method of exhaustion.
But even the application of methodical argument in these cases lacks reflection about the method
itself, so the degree to which the Presocratics were self-consciously making arguments remains in
question.
6
See Laozi 70.170: "My words are very easy to understand and very easy to put into practice", and
47.106: "Without stirring abroad / One can know the whole world; / Without looking out of the
window / One can see the way of heaven / The further one goes / The less one knows" (emphasis
added). All translations and numberings of Laozi are taken from D. C. Lau, trans. Lao Tzu: Tao Te
Ching, London: Penguin, 1963.
7
In the Laozi there are many examples of explanation that use 'inference indicators' similar to those
found in the Presocratics. For a few such examples, see 39.085 in which the phrase "in virtue of" is
repeatedly used to explain (cf. Legge, "by it"; Hansen uses a weaker term, "in"). This saying
concludes with "It is the One which makes these what they are (cf. Legge "results of", Hansen "in").
See also 14.032f, which used the inference indicator "and so" (cf. Legge "and hence"; Hansen
"hence"); and 77.184a which explains the way in terms of equilibrium.
8
That there grew to be an interactive tradition among early Chinese philosophers of many schools is
obvious from even a cursory glance at the texts. There are quotations from the Laozi in Mozi, and
there are interpolations and criticisms of Confucianism in the Zhuangzi.
9
See the article "Laozi" by Michael Chan in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, under "Date and
Authorship" (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/laozi/). Chan summarises contemporary views about
the composition of the Laozi as follows: "Conceivably, an editor or compiler, or a group or
succession of them, could have brought together diverse sources. D. C. Lau, for example, is of the
view that the Laozi is an 'anthology' (1963, 14). According to Bruce Brooks and Taeko Brooks, the
Laozi contains different layers of material spanning the period between 340 and 249 B.C.E. -- 'its
long timespan precludes a single author' (1998, 151). Indeed, Chad Hansen describes the 'dominant
current textual theory' of the Daodejing as one which 'treats the text as an edited accumulation of
fragments and bits drawn from a wide variety of sources … there was no single author, no Laozi'
(1992, 201)."
10
See Lau, pp. 19-20.
11
Lau, p. 19, emphasis added.
12
There are, in fact, many more passages in the Laozi that suggest this emphasis on equilibrium. See
chapters 11, 36, 40, 77 and many others.
13
According to Aristotle, who complains about the amphiboly of "forever" in the first line, this was the
opening sentence of Heraclitus' book. All translations of Heraclitus are taken from Jonathan
Barnes, Early Greek Philosophy, London: Penguin, 1980.
14
See Heraclitus, fr. 85; Laozi, ch. 46.
15
See Heraclitus, fr. 2, 16, 17, 18, 57; Laozi, ch. 19, 03, 41.
16
See Heraclitus, fr. 80, 53; Laozi, ch. 30, 31, 114.
17
See Heraclitus, fr. 14, 33; Laozi, ch. 3, 29, 65, 66, 74.
18
See Theaetetus.
19
See Metaphysics IV.4 ff.
20
See Richard Rorty, “On Ethnocentrism: a reply to Clifford Geertz.” Michigan Quarterly Review 25
(1986), 525-34.
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Historically, the disciplines of speech communication and communication disorders evolved
from common roots in rhetoric and public address. While speech communication is both an
art and a science, the discipline of communication disorders has placed greater emphasis on the
scientific aspect of the discipline yet it must be
firmly rooted in the humanistic engagement of
the therapeutic interaction since both client and
clinician operate in the full spectrum of the real
world of humanity.
The professional organizations also reflect the
duality of the disciplines encompassing the humanistic perspective as well as the rigor of the
scientific method in determining the effectiveness of interaction strategies. The National
Communication Association (NCA), the oldest
scholarly speech association in the USA, has
undergone name changes to reflect its evolving
mission from its beginning in 1914. Breaking
away from the College Teachers of English, a
cadre of rhetorical practitioners established the
National Association of Academic Teachers of
Public Speaking. In 1922, the National Association of Academic Teachers of Public Speaking
expanded its focus from public speaking and
became the National Association of Teacher of
Speech. By 1945, as the field grew and developed, the National Association of Teachers of
Speech evolved into the Speech Association of
America. With the change of focus from speech
to communication, the organization was renamed

the Speech Communication Association in 1970
to reflect the growing emphases in broadcasting,
public relations, organizational communication
and other areas associated with communication
(National Communication Association, 2006a).
In 1996, the organization was renamed the National Communication Association to finalize the
transformation as a national level professional
organization dedicated to the study, criticism,
research, teaching, and application of the artistic,
humanistic, and scientific principles of communication (National Communication Association,
2006b).
By 1925, there was sufficient divergence between the academic “teachers of public speaking” and the “speech correctionists” for the professions to develop separate associations with the
creation of the precursor of the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA).
The ASHA promotes the interests of and provides highest quality services for its professionals; it advocates for people with communication
disabilities (Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2006a). The ASHA also offers national certification for speech-language pathologists. Certification was initiated in 1952; currently, 47
states regulate or license the provision of speechlanguage pathology services.
The humanistic and clinical perspectives of
these disciplines have diverged, primarily in discipline emphasis. Nonetheless, each perspective
offers much to enhance the other. The clinical
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perspective can offer additional structure and
external, long-term focus to the humanistic perspective while the humanistic perspective can
add additional depth to clinical interactions resulting in more robust therapeutic engagements.

The Clinician as Humanist
The humanistic tradition has much to offer our
speech-language pathology colleagues. Speechlanguage pathologists are primarily involved in
diagnosing and remediating communication disorders in persons of all ages. These communication disorders include such impairments as delay
or failure in developing language in children;
loss of language ability as the sequella of a cerebral vascular accident or stroke; hoarse, breathy
or intermittent vocal problems; inability to correctly and effortlessly produce the phonemes of
the language; stuttering and other fluency disorders; impairment in understanding or comprehending spoken or written language; problems
with swallowing, producing flowing speech, etc.
(American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2001). Consequently, speech-language pathologists are most concerned with providing
effective, efficient diagnostic and therapeutic
services. They are focused on the outcome of
therapy and the impact of those services on the
client’s ability to function in daily living situations in life.
As the speech-language pathology profession
developed, the scientific basis of speech and language production and comprehension became the
foundation for understanding the divergence of
communication disorders from the typical communication abilities as experienced by normally
functioning humans. The scientific approach was
used to investigate various aspects of disordered
communication from complete, thorough descriptions of the disorders and the identification
of factors essential to the differential diagnosis of
similar presenting disorders to the compilation of
various outcome data associated with different
therapeutic methods.
Many professionals and the originators of the
speech-language pathology profession acknowledged the importance of the client-clinician relationship as important in the therapeutic process.
Backus (1957) considered that “the therapeutic
relationship between client and therapist becomes more essential than the materials themselves” (p. 1034); Murphy and FitzSimons
(1960) attributed therapeutic success to the “undefined emotional relationship” that exists between the client and clinician “rather than to the

specific speech correction technique employed”
(p. 8); Arbuckle (1965) reminded professionals
that the clinician “does not work on a case, but
with a human being” (p. 30). It was clearly understood that the client-clinician relationship was
fundamental to a successful therapeutic outcome.
The full participation of the client engaging in
therapy was related to positive regard of that
client for the clinician. Speech-language pathologists developed and used this personal regard to encourage client participation and compliance with the therapeutic regimen.
Provision of Structure
With the advent of the adoption of the behavior
modification paradigm in the field of communication disorders in the 1970s, the importance of
the client-clinician relationship was overshadowed by emphasis on the therapeutic process and
its content. Although an early study found that,
despite commitments to behavior modification,
the “elements of the interpersonal relationship . .
. were the only factors significantly associated
with favorable outcome” (Ryan & Gizynski,
1971, p. 5), the interpersonal relationship in the
therapeutic environment was relegated to minor
factor status while researchers and clinicians
focused on and investigated the impact of
changes in the therapeutic process and materials.
The behavior modification model provided
much needed structure to a field that was struggling to provide consistent, effective, demonstrable therapeutic outcomes. Behavior modification
resulted in standardized procedures for structuring the relevant aspects of the therapeutic task,
for identifying discrete objectives designed to
reach the identified goal, and for developing hierarchical models for gradually expanding observable communication. Strict branching protocol, criteria for advancement, and reinforcement
schedules provided standard procedures designed
to advance the client to the next objective in a
series of objectives and sub-objectives designed
to progress to the goal of communicative ability.
The important relationship between the client
and clinician, a difficult aspect of the therapeutic
process to measure, was reduced significantly
with focus on task attainment.
The result of the behavior modification influence in speech-language pathology is a focus on
structure, on gradual and systematic evolution of
task, and on reinforcement as the basis of therapeutic intervention. The epitome of this approach
is the use of computer software to deliver therapeutic programs. While computer programs have
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evolved in complexity and in their ability to engage learners from early programmed instruction
models, they still maintain significant drill components that offer the client many response opportunities, provide reinforcement or feedback
on the accuracy of the response, and utilize
branching within the program depending on the
accuracy of those responses. While most computer programs are used to supplement personally interactive therapy sessions, the lack of a
sufficient number of speech-language pathologists in school districts make these computer
programs more attractive in an environment in
which children receive insufficient therapy time.
In most school districts, students with typical
communication disorders are provided with
twenty minutes of therapy twice a week; often
these limited therapy sessions are further diluted
by involving three to four children in the same
session (American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, 2002). The lack of personnel combined with dissatisfaction due to insufficient time
for therapeutic intervention has resulted in alternative models of therapeutic service delivery
including integration in the regular classroom,
block models, and the use of speech aides and/or
supplementary computerized practice. These
models are not as extensively used as the traditional pull-out model in which the child is removed from the classroom setting for therapy,
but they are slowly becoming more widely used
for a variety of clients including those with severely disordered communication and in situations in which personnel shortages are acute.
Effectiveness of Therapy
The behavior modification movement also required the extensive collection of response data
to determine the client’s advancement through
the steps of the program. This data collection
provided evidence of the client’s success using a
specific therapeutic program, but the collection
of data from many clients resulted in the compilation of evidence of the effectiveness of the
different therapeutic programs in developing the
communication behavior goals.
As school districts, hospitals, and health care
agencies were faced with the need to reduce
costs, therapeutic services such as speechlanguage pathology came under financial scrutiny to determine the extent to which the services
resulted in the acquisition of the identified clinical goals. The speech-language pathologists who
were responsible for the identification of the
clinical goals or outcomes considered mere in-

therapy goal attainment to be insufficient. These
professionals had long been faced with providing
services to a sub-set of children who were able to
articulate phonemes within the structured therapeutic setting but were unable to easily transfer
that ability into unstructured conversations in the
real world (Powers, 1971). Consequently,
speech-language pathologists explored functional
assessments for a variety of communication disorders to determine if the communication outcomes attained in the therapy setting made a difference in real situations in the lives of the clients (e.g., Sarno, 1969; Frattali, Thompson, Holland, Wohl, & Ferketic, 1995; Holland, Frattali,
& Fromm, 1999).
Eventually, those clinical outcomes, easily
measured in the therapy setting, as well as the
impact on the clients’ daily lives, inferred from
questionnaires or directly observed and measured
through functional assessments, were used to
justify expenditures for speech-language pathology services to third party insurers. In this type
of “bottom line” culture, the accountability inherent in documenting therapeutic outcomes and
the ultimate goal of therapy—the impact on daily
living skills in the client’s real world environment—provides information not only on the success of the individual client in a specific therapy
program but also on the general effectiveness of
the individual therapy program for specific types
of clients with specific types of communication
disorders.
Our speech-language pathology colleagues are
actively engaged in determining the most effective therapies to be used with children and adults
with communication disorders. While the
speech-language pathology profession has had a
scientific and data-driven focus from its roots, it
has become more involved in collecting evidence
upon which best practices can be built (American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2006c).
This focus on accountability at the individual
client level has become the basis of the National
Outcome Measurement System (NOMS). This
national accountability system collects outcome
data from services provided across the country to
provide evidence for best practices as well as
documentation of the effectiveness or treatment.
This extensive data collection provides evidence
for negotiating for third-party insurance coverage
of services, best-practices from a data-driven
base, and information for marketing and demonstrating the value of speech-language-pathology
services (American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, 2006c).
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The Importance of Impact
Speech-language pathology has a long tradition
of attending to the impact of the therapeutic
process in the real world setting. This tradition
extends from early therapeutic programs that
involved the generalization of a client’s articulatory skills from phoneme to word to conversation and the carryover of those skills from the
therapeutic setting to venues outside the therapy
room to real world settings without the presence
of the clinician (Van Riper, 1978). The behavior
modification paradigm served to standardize the
process of gradual change in a client’s speech
production based on a task analysis and incorporating the generalization of the speech behavior
across communication partners and settings (e.g.,
Ryan, 2001). As the field of speech-language
pathology evolved, third-party payer requirements for cost-benefit data supported the early,
ideal purpose of therapeutic service. Then, as
now, the ultimate criteria of successful therapy
were deemed appropriate, accurate, and fluent
speech and language production in all settings
encountered in the daily life of the individual.
This progression toward impact on performance in the real world setting is similar to that for
the standards for certification of speech-language
pathologists. While the successful completion of
a national examination continues to be a criterion
for speech-language pathology certification, the
requirements to sit for the examination
(PRAXIS), as well as the examination itself,
have evolved. Early forms of the national examination emphasized the demonstration that
knowledge had been acquired. Currently, the
knowledge-only items on the examination are
minimal while over 80% of the items deal with
the application of assumed knowledge to diagnose and determine appropriate therapy based on
detailed case studies of children and adults with
communication disorders (American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association, 2006d). Further,
the requirements for sitting for the national examination have evolved. The successful completion of a specified number of classes with specific hours of supervised provision of services
for clients with a specified variety of communication disorders has been replaced by a learner
outcome paradigm. The learner outcome paradigm requires that students demonstrate a variety
of abilities to function as a professional in the
delivery of services. Consequently, learner outcomes, the ability to provide appropriate, accurate, ethical diagnosis and treatment for persons
with a variety of communication disorders must

be demonstrated in a clinical setting. Other skills
including analysis of research, oral and written
communication, prevention of communication
disorders, and interaction with families and other
professionals are all assessed in practicum or
externship experiences the “real world” setting
of the hospital, outpatient clinic, school, or other
venues in which speech-language therapy occurs.
The program director must verify each student’s
achievement of the identified learner outcomes
which include the ability to function in the clinical and other professional settings. Such verification is achieved through numerous learner outcomes—the most relevant of which are demonstrated within the actual environments in which
the entry-level professional will practice.
The speech-language pathology profession is
engaged in specifying the impact of its services
to both clients and students. While speechlanguage pathology has a history attending to
documenting the impact of services on clients’
daily living skills, this area of documentation of
real-world pragmatic client change continues to
be the least investigated. Problems in acquiring
appropriate data remains a difficulty as does the
labor intensive nature of acquiring that relevant
data. For the student clinician achieving learner
outcomes in the real world, the restriction of the
“real world” to the therapeutic setting makes
collection of data easier, though the identification of the appropriate data to collect is always
under scrutiny.
The Importance of the Human Interaction
With this history and emphasis on the impact
of therapy and teaching on the individual clients’
and students’ functioning in real world settings,
our speech-language pathology colleagues must
be careful not to forget the importance of the
underlying human-basis of the therapeutic relationship. There are competing demands on
speech-language pathology professionals that
lead them to a more data-driven, outcome-based
focus on impact; this tension has continued
through the history of the profession. Factors
such as discoveries in medical technology and
the development of technology for use in the
therapeutic setting tend to skew the professional
toward the scientific nature of the field.
This reliance on data to demonstrate the effectiveness of therapy combined with the increasing
use of technology puts our speech-language pathology colleagues in a situation in which the
focus on the human relationship becomes secondary. Technological innovations, such as tele-
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therapy in which the therapeutic interaction occurs over distances or computer programs that
engage the client without the medium of human
interaction, do have a place in the therapeutic
environment. Distance or tele-therapy, over the
internet or other media, may lack the physical
dimension of personal interaction, but relationships can and are developed through such mediated long-distance interactions. Computer software programs can provide supplemental practice and drill beyond a traditional therapy session, but the basis of the therapeutic relationship
and the goal of effortless communication remains between and among people.
Although our speech-language pathology colleagues have primarily focused on data-driven,
evidence-based practices, they have not forgotten
the fundamental need for human interaction as a
principle of therapy. Clark (2005) concluded that
more than evidence-based clinical treatment impacts the outcome of therapy; in an analysis of
therapeutic interaction, Ferguson and Elliot
(2001) found that experienced clinicians engaged
in building rapport more than did naïve clinicians. A recent article also suggested that empathy could facilitate client-clinician rapport and
maximize interaction, but the author concluded
that research was needed to identify and quantify
the impact of empathy in treatment (Moore,
2006).
For our speech-language pathology colleagues,
the human contribution to the therapeutic relationship continues to provide a minor, but fruitful
avenue of research that can be linked to successful therapeutic outcomes. The humanistic nature
of the therapeutic relationship must not be lost
among the competing needs of demonstrating the
effectiveness, efficiency, or the impact of various
therapeutic approaches.

The Humanist as Clinician
Speech communication professionals, working
in the traditional humanist role, can benefit from
the structure and organization used by our
speech-language pathology colleagues. When
speech communication professionals are involved in research, rhetorical analysis, and criticism, they bring to bear intellectual structure,
creativity, and insight into investigating a board
range of communication issues. Research methods have been established to systematically study
the corpus of communication exchanges, to analyze and critique formal and informal speeches
and discourse, and to create experimental designs
to investigate the contribution of particular fac-

tors of communication exchange in specific
communication situations.
But speech communication professionals are
also involved in the interpersonal engagement
activities of teaching, coaching, and mentoring
students, clients, and colleagues. Teaching,
coaching, and mentoring are related activities
that depend, to a significant degree, upon communication interactions and the underlying relationship between the participants. For instance,
mentoring is considered a transformed type of
teaching generally restricted to advanced students in a setting that changes from one-to-many
to one-to-one and a more narrow environment
such as the laboratory or office (Kennedy, 1997).
It is particularly in these engagement activities
that a more structured focus, as developed by our
more clinically-oriented colleagues, can inform
our professionals and provide additional insights
for investigation of effectiveness in these areas
of daily communication.
The focus on identifying appropriate outcomes,
the effectiveness of our strategies in attaining the
identified goals, and consideration of our efficient use of time and resources in attaining those
goals can help to improve the teaching, coaching,
and mentoring activities that are a significant
portion of the communication professional’s
daily interaction. Such a focus on structuring
situations and interactions to result in identifiable
outcomes is compatible with the increasing emphasis on assessment in higher education and
academia. A clear example is the practitionerclient relationship in the filed of public relations.
Most corporations have recognized the need for
top level executives to consult with public relation professionals. Having communication training and advising is particularly important in crisis communication situations.
Accrediting bodies of institutions of higher
education all require an assessment component
(North Central Accreditation Association, 2006).
While our colleagues in the professional fields
have little difficulty in providing assessment data
for institutional accreditation studies, many
fields in the humanities have incomplete or marginally relevant information assessing their programs’ contribution in developing appropriate
student outcomes for today’s society as well as
their effectiveness and efficiency in providing
the experiences necessary for those identified
outcomes. With the conclusion of the Spellings
Commission’s deliberations, there is yet is another example of the growing demand from other
stakeholders for the assessment of colleges and
universities.
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Learner Outcomes
We can profit from our speech-language pathology colleagues’ experience with developing
learner outcomes, determining effectiveness of
therapeutic procedures, and establishing the efficiency of competing delivery systems in our assessment of our humanistic activities. Assessment measures have progressed from process, to
output, to impact. Early measures of assessment
focused on process or output activities such as
number of minutes of instruction or content
units. In 1997, Kennedy identified problems with
the calculation of university teaching focused on
process measures (p. 67) and concluded that an
outcome approach was gaining favor. Activities
such as Patricia Cross’s one-minute paper which
provides the instructor with feedback on immediate learner outcomes in the classroom setting
was cited as an example. For our purposes, we
are looking at the effect of the teaching, coaching, or mentoring activity on the student, often
referred to as “learner outcomes” (American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2006d).
Congruent with a student-centeredness approach,
the outcomes are focused on the learner and the
changes in the learner rather than concentrated
on the activities of the teacher as the paramount
factor. Thus, for the speech-language pathologist,
“learner outcomes” are a reflection of the impact
of the learning on the student’s abilities to perform a defined set of behaviors with a diversity
of clients with a variety of disorders and circumstances in the relatively limited clinical venue.
Determining appropriate learner outcomes is
the responsibility of professionals who understand what is needed for students to succeed in
society today. Our speech-language pathology
colleagues must prepare future clinicians to function in a relatively limited professional arena.
Thus, they can identify learner outcomes concerned with the ability to administer standardized
protocol, differentially diagnosis communication
disorders based on a thorough assessment, plan a
comprehensive therapeutic approach, provide
appropriate therapeutic services, modify the
therapeutic approach based on the client’s response, and release the client from therapy when
appropriate.
We, in the humanities, must consider learner
outcomes that are more inclusive, more diverse,
and that must be applicable in a multiplicity of
environments. When faced with such a task, we
need to go beyond the acquisition of knowledge
and focus on the application of that knowledge in
society. While a student may only remember

10% of a lecture, that same student can be irrevocably changed by integrating that acquired
knowledge immediately into cognitive structures
that impact the student’s behavior and interaction
in the real world. Changing the student’s thought
process, providing that student with understandable and useful ways to analyze and interact with
others, and affording the student with practice
that is transferable into the real world are the
outcomes that form the basis of humanistic
study. While these outcomes are somewhat less
tangible than those therapeutic processes used by
our speech-language pathology colleagues, they
are identifiable, they can be specified, and they
can be measured to determine if the outcomes
are met.
Factors Affecting Learner Outcomes
We have a rich history of investigating factors
that influence specific learner outcomes in the
classroom setting. While those outcomes are
circumscribed to the instructional setting, they
are more easily identified and determination of
accomplishment of those outcomes can be measured through traditional academic methods.
Measuring the attainment of those outcomes allows for investigation and analysis of factors
which enhance or impede the accomplishment of
the attaining those outcomes. Once such outcomes are defined, we must determine the most
effective way to achieve them.
As humanists, we intuit that certain activities
and strategies work to accomplish certain classroom outcomes; our speech-language pathology
colleagues work to develop “clinical expertise,”
an ability that is developed over time as the professional interacts with a variety of clients and
gains extensive hands-on experience. But intuition and clinical expertise is individually acquired, non-transferable, and thus is insufficient.
We need to employ the rigors of research methodologies to verify the effectiveness of our pedagogical strategies in attaining those identified
outcomes. There is a plethora of studies investigating a myriad of factors to determine the effect
of those factors on an array of learner outcomes.
As an example, the traditional “review before the
test” is thought to improve student performance
on in-class examinations, a traditional learner
outcome. Yet, this tried and true method has not
been proven to improved test scores though, in
some speech communication classes, it has resulted in improved student satisfaction with the
testing procedures (Benjamin & Cheatham,
1982). While student satisfaction may be impor-
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tant for instructors and educational institutions,
its relationship with the identifiable learner outcome of improved test performance is unclear.
With our rhetorical foundations, speech communication has never neglected the importance
of the instructor-student relationship. Nussbaum
and Scott (1980, 1981) began a productive line
of investigation of the teacher-student relationship as it influenced affective, behavioral, and
cognitive learning. For instance, relational
strategies such as instructor immediacy have
been determined to enhance student affect for the
instructor, but student expectations and learning
climate also are necessary to enhance student
engagement in the learning process (see: Mottet,
et al, 2006). Daly and Vanelisti (2003) also provide a comprehensive review of research into the
teacher-student relationship and conclude that
there is a link between teacher immediacy and
such classroom outcomes including teacher likeability, classroom learning, and response on examinations.
Researchers in communication have expanded
on Bloom’s (1956, pp. 7-8) concepts of cognitive, affective, and behavioral learning. Cognitive learning deals with knowledge acquisition
and use including factual, conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive knowledge (Anderson
& Krathwohl, 2001). Traditional testing measures are often employed to assess a student’s
cognitive knowledge in the first three areas while
assessment of metacognitive knowledge is rarely
assessed in the classroom setting. The result of a
productive line of research in teacher immediacy
has shown that certain teacher verbal behaviors
result in student improvement in cognitive learning, whereas the teacher’s nonverbal behaviors
are more likely to “improve affect or liking for
the subject matter, teacher, and class,” the affective dimension of learning (Richmond, Lane, &
McCrosky, 2006, p. 169).
Affective learning, i.e. involving learners’ attitudes, beliefs, emotions, and feelings, results in
students taking ownership of their learning, becoming self-motivated, and internalizing their
learning (Mottett & Beebe, 2006). This type of
learning is considered to be most important for
continued student improvement (Mottet, Richmond, & McCrosky, 2006).
The third type of learning, behavioral learning,
includes the development of skills. In communication, we have developed an array of coursespecific assessment checklists as well as published measures for performance aspects of
courses such as those summarized in the Handbook of Instructional Communication (Mottet,

Richmond, & McCrosky, 2006). Such assessment instruments provide feedback to students
on their acquisition of skills needed to accomplish the communication assignment, but are
limited to the relatively artificial setting of the
classroom.
Effectiveness
Applying the clinical approach requires that
having come to consensus on the important
learner outcomes, our next task is to investigate
the effectiveness of our behaviors in attaining
those outcomes. Determining the effectiveness of
our efforts becomes critical as the possible
modes of instructional interaction increase: oneon-one instruction, face-to-face classes, text
messaging, podcasting, video conferencing, instant messaging, e-mailing, etc. We may find that
certain modes of interaction are more effective
with certain sub-groups of learners. If research
determines that specific modes of interaction are
more effective in obtaining desired learner outcomes, instructors will gravitate to use those
more effective modes as primary channels and
relegate those less effective modes of interaction
to secondary status. None-the-less, instructors
must determine the best modes of interaction for
their student groups to attain the desired learner
outcomes.
Efficiency
The final aspect for consideration in our clinical paradigm is efficiency. Once learner outcomes are identified and the effectiveness of
various instructor activities in achieving those
outcomes are established, the efficiency in obtaining those outcomes can be addressed. Efficiency considers the most economical method
for achieving the desired result. In essence, efficiency is related to a cost-benefit analysis of the
instructor effort resulting in the learning outcome.
All costs including time (time engaged in the
activity, time planning, time in follow-up activities, time unavailable for other projects, etc.) as
well as more traditional costs (salary, support of
instructor expenses, facilities costs, investment
in technology, etc.) must be considered in selecting those activities which have been identified as
most effective in achieving specific learner outcomes.
Assessment of the costs is not just a tally of
the numbers. Cost should be viewed qualitatively
as achieving the maximum outcomes of the
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minimally acceptable costs. This can only be
done over time, with trying a variety of methods
with a variety of learners. We should not be deterred by the complexity of such analyses. Only
by applying clinical rigor can we hope to achieve
verifiable results.
Impact
We have discussed the identification of traditional learner outcomes, determination the effectiveness of various instructor-controlled factors
in facilitating student acquisition of those learner
outcomes, and discovery of efficient methods of
providing the experiences that result in student
attainment of learner outcomes. As a profession
interested in adding to our understanding of our
effectiveness as instructors, we periodically revisit the goals and objectives we have identified.
In doing so, we see the beginnings of a call for
re-definition of our goals and objectives.
Just as speech-language pathologists have
broadened the terms of learner outcome to include the student’s functioning in real world settings, we see accrediting agencies and governmental commissions identifying the need for
higher education to provide students with knowledge and skills that are directly translatable into
the real world. The North Central Accreditation
Association, overseeing the largest number of
institutions, requires all higher education institutions to provide an assessment of the impact of
the education they provide on the students they
teach (2006). While North Central allows each
institution to determine its method of assessment, it requires that progress be made in assessing the impact of core curricula and major
coursework on students.
The Commission on the Future of Higher
Education, known as the Spellings Commission,
was charged by the U.S. Secretary of Education
with analyzing higher education and creating a
“comprehensive national strategy.” The Commission stated, in the final draft of its report, that
the public must be able to compare institutions to
determine that those institutions are “teaching
[students] what they need to learn” (preamble,
2006). While the Commission’s final report will
undoubtedly create controversy, it sets up concepts and challenges for accountability in higher
education. Faculty are called upon to “define
educational objectives for students and develop
‘evidence based’ assessments to measure their
progress” and it calls for the federal government
to create a database for comparison of institutions on various “variables including admissions

data, cost, college-completion rates, and, eventually, learning outcome [italics added]” (Commission on the Future of Higher Education, 2006).
The Commission is not alone in calling for
accountability in institutions of higher education.
A series of articles published in the Chronicle of
Education addressed the need for accountability
in higher education. Fischer cautions that “public
officials in Washington and in the state capitals
increasingly are pressing colleges and universities to demonstrate the value of what they do”
(2006, p. A43). Bennett cites the Commission’s
“use of a value-added approach to ‘measure and
report meaningful student learning outcomes’”
(2006, p. B7) while DiCroce notes “a disconnect
between the critical-skill competencies of too
many of our graduates and the expectations of
their employers” (2006, p. B8). Taken together,
the reports suggest that higher education will
need to demonstrate its value to the consumer
and to society and that this value needs to be
directly applicable to real world activities.
Our field has a history of assessment of student
learning within the classroom setting but we
have not made the leap to documenting the impact of classes on our students’ abilities to function in the real world setting. This impact would
be similar to the long-term goals that McCroskey
cites as “more central to what higher education is
all about” (2002, p. 6). He also cautions that focusing on short-term goals lead students to the
conclusion that “learning is temporary” and that
forgetting what was learned is normal (McCroskey, 2002, p. 6).
Our profession must focus on the impact of
our courses on our students’ lives. Although
business leaders have recognized communication
abilities as paramount in successful employees,
we have not yet provided the verification needed
to demonstrate that our communication classes
result in improved communication skills. In
2002, Ruth Anne Clark decried the lack of research on learning outcomes in Communication
Education. While citing the growing pressure for
accountability and the development of humanities indicators, she was only able to identify two
studies that tracked student communication skills
beyond the initial class – and those studies did
not investigate the transfer of those skills into
non-classroom settings. Clark urges researchers
to “develop ways of measuring truly enduring
outcomes.” She further challenges researchers:
“In most of our best designed research, we have
evaluated learning at the termination of instruction. Our primary goal, however, typically is to
develop the skills and attitudes and the internali-
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zation of knowledge that will serve students long
after the instruction has ended” (2002, p. 400).
To rise to the external challenges, our researchers must expand the definition of learner
outcome beyond the classroom and provide
documentation of students’ enhanced abilities to
interact and work effectively in the real world.
This substantiation of the value added by communication courses, while labor intensive, will
provide our field with the data needed to establish the credibility of our field and to place it on
an equal standing with other professional fields.
While we are beginning to identify and investigate the impact of specific activities on outcomes

we are just developing this more real-world impact analysis.
We need to proactively establish to real world
impact of our classroom-based learner outcomes.
As a profession, we have a rich history of classroom activities, “laboratory” experiences, and
service learning in the community that provide
the transition from classroom knowledge to real
world applicability. To establish the credibility of
our profession, we must take the next step in
investigating the link between our professional
curriculum and our students’ abilities to succeed
in their professional employment. This is the
challenge to the humanist as clinician.
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Abstract: The study examined the ability of three readability measures to provide grade level reading levels for
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Graduate students in seminars on ancient rhetorical
theory spend several hours discussing the following
passage from Book I of Aristotle’s Rhetoric.
Rhetoric is the counterpart of Dialectic.
Both alike are concerned with such things as
come, more or less, within the general ken
of all men and belong to no definite science.
Accordingly all men make use, more or less,
of both; for to a certain extent all men attempt to discuss statements and to maintain
them, to defend themselves and to attack
others. Ordinary people do this either at random or through practice and from acquired
habit. Both ways being possible, the subject
can plainly be handled systematically, for it
is possible to inquire the reason why some
speakers succeed through practice and others spontaneously; and every one will at
once agree that such an inquiry is the function of an art (Aristotle, trans. 1954).
In later courses on rhetorical criticism, the concept
of using Rudolph Flesch’s readability measure as a
metric of style in composition is discussed. When
Microsoft Word incorporated the Flesch scale into the
available tools for users, the authors of this paper

were surprised to discover that the passage that had
caused such considerable consternation among
graduate students scored at the tenth grade reading
level. This was our first indication that the validity of
readability measures should be investigated.
Two of the earliest and most widely used readability scales were developed in the 1950s. The first
scale, appearing in Rudolf Flesch's How to Test
Readability (1951), utilized the number of syllables
per word and average number of words per sentence
to determine readability. A revision of the Flesch
Scale, the Flesch-Kincaid Scale1, is frequently used
by agencies of the U.S. government as a standard for
readability (Kincaid, et al., 1975).
The second common scale of readability was published in 1952 by Robert Gunning in The Technique
of Clear Writing. This scale, the Fog Count2, measured readability as a function of average sentence
length and percentage of words with three or more
syllables.
These scales have been extensively used to establish readability in the areas of education and communication. For example, Hartly, et al. (2004) used the
Flesch scale to analyze the clarity of texts in sciences,
social sciences, arts and humanities; Maddux and
Chandler (1986) assessed textbooks on children with
behavioral disorders; Maddux, et al.
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TABLE I
Readability Scores of School Textbooks
SAMPLE
Grade 1 Text
Grade 2 Text
Grade 3 Text
Grade 4 Text
Grade 5 Text
Grade 6 Text
Grade 7 Text
Grade 8 Text
Grade 9 Text
Grade 10 Text
Grade 11 Text
Grade 12 Text

FOG COUNT
GRADE LEVEL
2nd Grade 7 months
8th Grade 1 month
3rd Grade 3 months
8th Grade 4 months
8th Grade
th
4 Grade 8 months
11th Grade
th
10 Grade 8 months
16th Grade 8 months
12th Grade 8 months
10th Grade 6 months
13th Grade 9 months

(1989) examined introductory textbooks on educational computing through use of standard readability
scales; and Roit and Pfohl (1984) surveyed readability of materials sent by states to parents of handicapped children. Warren and Morton (1991) sought to
correlate Flesch scores with acceptance or rejection
of public relations releases, and Scott and Suchman
(1987) analyzed collective bargaining documents for
readability. Stemple (1981) determined the readability of six kinds of content in twenty-one daily newspapers, and Jung (2003) applied the Flesch Reading
Ease Score and the Flesch-Kincaid grade level readability scores to 180 business news stories in The
Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and The New York
Times and contrasted the results with the same measures applied to 180 articles in three popular business
news websites: CNNfn, CNBC, and CBSMarketWatch. Jung reported that both readability measures
demonstrated statistically significant differences between the genres (p.115-116).
The Flesch-Kincaid and Fog Count rely on the
number of syllables in a word and sentence length
measures. The underlying assumption is that a passage with shorter words and sentences is more understandable than a passage with longer words and sentences. While this may have face validity, the counter
example of the passage from Aristotle and the apparent lack of an established a protocol for the measures
call for a test of the validity of the scales. As Bailin
and Grafstein (2001) indicated, “the precise numerical scores that are returned by the application of a
mathematical formula are both seductive and misleading: seductive, because the application of a
mathematical formula lends an aura of scientific

FLESCH-KINCAID
GRADE LEVEL
Kindergarten
4th Grade 8 months
1st Grade 2 months
6th Grade 5 months
7th Grade 3 months
4th Grade 4 months
9th Grade 1 month
8th Grade 8 months
12th Grade 2 months
9th Grade 8 months
7th Grade
th
10 Grade 4 months

objectivity to the number derived from it, and misleading, because the apparent objectivity of the score
lulls naïve educators or librarians into having greater
confidence in it than they would in their own informal judgments and certainly more than is warranted
by the evidence” (p. 292).
Although there are different ways to measure validity, the concept of construct validity offers a
method that combines educationally relevant applications with the establishment of valid usage of the
instruments. Construct validity of a measurement
instrument is based on the ability of the instrument to
adequately differentiate among a group of items that
have been previously acknowledged to possess the
relevant characteristics to varying degrees. The validating construct depends on the quality of independent exemplars that are compared to the instrument
under examination (Schiavetti & Metz, 2002). To
provide an objective analysis of the validity of the
standard readability indices, three investigations were
conducted.
Investigation I
To examine the construct validity of the FleschKincaid and Fog Count readability scales, the authors
selected samples from reading/literature textbooks
randomly selected to represent each of the 12 grade
levels used in elementary and secondary schools in
the United States. The subjects ranged from elementary school readings about “Mr. Toad” to 12th grade
stories about scientists. Readability Studio by Oleander Solutions (2006) was used on each of the samples
to calculate the Flesch-Kincaid and the Fog Count on
each of the samples. The results of these analyses
appear in Table I.
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TABLE II
Readability scores based on the Brigance
SAMPLE
Preprimer Text
Primer Text
Lower Grade 1 Text
Upper Grade 1 Text
Lower Grade 2 Text
Upper Grade 2 Text
Lower Grade 3 Text
Upper Grade 3 Text
Grade 4 Text
Grade 5 Text
Grade 6 Text
Grade 7 Text
Grade 8 Text
Grade 9 Text

FOG COUNT
GRADE LEVEL
Not Measureable*
Not Measureable*
3rd Grade 6 months
Not Measureable*
4th Grade 5 months
4th Grade 3 months
5th Grade 1 month
6th Grade 8 months
6th Grade 3 months
7th Grade 6 months
10th Grade 7 months
9th Grade 4 months
10th Grade 9 months
13th Grade 3 months

FLESCH-KINCAID
GRADE LEVEL
Kindergarten 1st month
Kindergarten 1st month
Kindergarten 2nd month
Kindergarten 1st month
2nd Grade 3 months
2nd Grade 4 months
3rd Grade 3 months
3rd Grade 4 months
3rd Grade 8 months
7th Grade 3 months
4th Grade 8 months
6th Grade 2 months
8th Grade 4 months
9th Grade 7 months

*Some scores were not measurable because the sample did not contain a critical value such as at least one
three syllable word.
The first observation is the consistent difference in
rating the passages by the two readability instruments. The Fog Count provided a higher grade level
for each of the textbook passages than did the FleschKincaid. This consistent bias in scoring reflected the
differences in the parameters of the two readability
formulae. (See the endnotes for the Fog Count and
Flesch-Kincaid readability formulae.)
A closer examination of the results indicated a significant flaw either in the measurement scales or in
the appropriateness of the readability level of texts
used in American education. While the Fog scale
indicated the sample from the 3rd grade textbook was
at a third grade reading level, two measurements (6th
and 11th grades) scored significantly "easier" than the
grade level of the textbook. Nine samples (1st, 2nd, 4th,
5th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 12th grades) measured appreciably more difficult (i.e. 3.2 grade levels more difficult) than the grade level of the textbook. The Fog
Count rated these grade level texts as more difficult
by one to seven grade levels with the 9th grade text
rated as suitable for a college senior.
The Flesch-Kincaid scores were equally poor at
rating the graded textbooks. Only the 8th grade reading was measured accurately. Six samples (1st, 3rd, 6th,
10th, 11th, and 12th grades) were rated an average of
1.3 grade levels easier than the grade level of the text
with a range of one to four grade levels easier. Five
reading texts (2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, and 9th grades) were
rated as more difficult by two to four grade levels and

suitable for an average of 2.6 grade levels higher than
the intended reader.
Pedagogically, the samples which were rated at or
below the intended grade level do not provide the
problems associated with those texts which were
more difficult than the intended grade level. A recognized learning principle, based on components of the
communication model, posits that new knowledge is
most easily understood when the difficulty of the
linguistic burden, in this case, the reading level, is
reduced. Thus, students who must grapple with difficult new concepts should not simultaneously need to
expend cognitive resources decoding relatively complex linguistic expressions (Masterson, 1997). To be
pedagogically viable, the K-12 curriculum must balance readability and content complexity to ensure
that both new knowledge and reading competence are
gained.
Because the samples came from different authors, stylistic idiosyncrasies might have been a confounding variable in our examination of construct validity
in this investigation. Consequently, a second investigation was conducted.
Investigation II
To resolve whether the problem identified in the
first investigation lay in the readability of the textbooks or in the validity of the scales used to measure
readability, the authors undertook a second study to
examine construct validity of the readability
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TABLE III
Readability Scores based on the Gray Oral Reading Test
SAMPLE
Grade 1 Text
Grade 2 Text
Grade 3 Text
Grade 4 Text
Grade 5 Text
Grade 6 Text
Grade 7 Text
Grade 8 Text
Grade 9 Text
Grade 10 Text
Grade 11 Text
Grade 12 Text
Grade 13 Text

FOG COUNT
GRADE LEVEL
Not Measureable*
3rd Grade 6 months
Not Measureable*
4th Grade 9 months
4th Grade 7 months
9th Grade 5 months
9th Grade 5 months
12th Grade 1 month
15th Grade 4 months
14th Grade 2 months
19th Grade
19th Grade
19th Grade

scales. A different construct was used for comparison. Since diagnostic reading tests are carefully standardized, normative data is collected, and validity is a
concern, we selected respected reading diagnostic
tests that continue to be used in public schools for
determining students’ reading ability and/or reading
disorders. These reading tests, with their rigorous
development, were determine to be appropriate examplars for measuring the accuracy of the readability
scoring instruments.
The first set of texts was from the reading tests
used in the Brigance Diagnostic Inventory of Essential Skills (Brigance, 1981); the second set was from
the Gray Oral Reading Tests (Gray, 1967). The results of the analyses of the Brigance texts appear in
Table II.
It appears from Table II that the Fog Count is no
more accurate regarding grade levels of the Brigance
Diagnostic Inventory than the textbook data implied
in the first investigation. Three of the levels were not
measurable by the Fog Count because they lacked at
least one three-syllable word necessary for the formulation. All of the remaining readability scores rated
the passage as more difficult than the diagnostic level
specified by the Brigance protocol; the Fog Count
rated the passages an average of 2.5 years more difficult than the Brigance test level for the passages. The
majority of the passages were rated as two grade levels more difficult. The Flesch-Kincaid measure was
somewhat more accurate in its scoring of the grade
level passages of Brigance Diagnostic Inventory than

FLESCH-KINCAID
GRADE LEVEL
Kindergarten 1st month
Kindergarten 1st month
Kindergarten 1st month
2nd Grade
nd
2 Grade 3 months
6th Grade 3 months
7th Grade 5 months
9th Grade 1 month
11th Grade 2 months
12th Grade 2 months
19th Grade
19th Grade
th
16 Grade 1 month
its scoring compared with the designated grade levels
of the textbooks. Pre-primer, Primer, Lower and Upper 2nd grade, Lower and Upper 3rd grade, 8th grade,
and 9th grade measures corresponded to the Brigance
Inventory texts. Five samples (Lower Grade 1, Upper
Grade 1, Grade 4, Grade 6, and Grade 7) were scored
as easier reading than the graded diagnostic tests
while one measure (Grade 5) indicated the diagnostic
measure was more suitable to a two-year higher
grade level.
However, a major conflict appeared when we applied the readability scales to the Gray Oral Reading
Test samples. The results of applying the formulae to
the Gray Oral Reading Test appears in Table III.
Although the Flesch-Kincaid measure did accurately identify the 6th and 7th grade reading levels of
the Gray Oral Reading Test, it found the reading passages for grades 1 through 5 easier by one to two
grades than the designated passages of the Gray Oral
Reading Test while grades 8 through 13 were found
more difficult by one to eight grades with an average
of 3.8 grade levels more difficult than the designated
passage. While the Fog Count agreed with Gray Oral
grade level for 4th grade passage, it was unable to
measure 1st and 3rd grades and provided higher grade
readability scores for all other grade level passages.
The Fog Count also rated the passages as more difficult by one to eight grades than the Gray Oral Reading Test grade designation of the passage with an
average increase in difficulty of 4.1 grades.
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Table IV
Readability Scores based on the Dale-Chall Revised Measure
TEXTBOOK
SAMPLE
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12

DALE-CHALL
READBILITY
SCORE
1st Grade
3rd Grade
2nd Grade
4th Grade
7-8 Grade
4th Grade
9-10 Grade
9-10 Grade
13-15 Grade
7-8 Grade
4th Grade
7-8 Grade

BRIGANCE
SAMPLE
Preprimer
Primer
Lower Grade 1
Upper Grade 1
Lower Grade 2
Upper Grade 2
Lower Grade 3
Upper Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6

DALE-CHALL
READBILITY
SCORE
1st Grade
1st Grade
Not Measurable*
1st Grade
3rd Grade
2nd Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
7-8th Grade
5-6 Grade

GRAY
SAMPLE
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12
Grade 13

DALE-CHALL
READBILITY
SCORE
Not Measurable*
1st Grade
Not Measurable*
Not Measurable*
1st Grade
4th Grade
5-6 Grade
9-10 Grade
11-12 Grade
13-15 Grade
16th Grade
16th Grade
16th Grade

* Some samples were not measurable because the Dale-Chall formula requires at least one word from the
unfamiliar word list to appear in the sample.
With this disparity of readability scores compared
with the designated reading levels associated with
these two diagnostic tests of reading ability, it cannot
be claimed that the Flesch-Kincaid and the Fog
Count scales accurately differentiate grade levels in
this second investigation. One would expect readability scores to be most accurate when compared with
national standardized reading test passages.
This conflicting data between the test of the Brigance sample and the test of the Gray material might
be attributed to the means used in preparing the texts
for the Brigance compared with the preparation of the
Gray. The manual for the Brigance test indicated that
the texts were constructed in accordance with the Fry
technique developed by Edward B. Fry (1969). "The
Fry Technique," the manual indicated, "uses the
number of sentences and number of syllables per
one-hundred words to establish readability" (p. 20).
These, of course, are the very basis of the FleschKincaid formula.
The Gray Oral Reading Test, by contrast, was
normed against number of words, syllabic length,
number of words per sentence, logical connection
between sentences and clauses, and the coherence of
topic. According the Wiederholt and Bryant (1967),
the authors of the examiner's manual for the Gray
Oral Reading Tests, "the stories and comprehension
questions were written by a professional writer who
controlled for density of words, length of words and

sentences, logical connections between sentences and
clauses, and coherence of topics" (p. 37). It appears
that when writers compose works with more in mind
than the simple mechanical aspects of sentence length
and word length, the Flesch-Kincaid and Fog scales
fail to meet tests of construct validity.
In the this investigation, the Flesch-Kincaid measure showed more promise than the Gunning Fog
Count on the Brigance samples, which is understandable given the attempt of the test constructors to base
the graded reading passages on the early version of
the Flesch-Kincaid, the Fry Technique. Neither readability measure demonstrated accuracy in identifying
grade level, as a definitional component of validity,
when compared to the Oral Grey text passages which
were constructed considering other factors affecting
the ease or difficulty of the passage. The authors
therefore undertook another investigation to seek a
different measure of readability using the same methodology for construct validity in reading measures. A
measure of readability that considered factors related
to semantic complexity in vocabulary was selected as
a possible candidate for a more accurate instrument.
Investigation III
Recognizing that measuring word length does not
access the semantic content of the word, Dale and
Chall (1948) undertook to create a more suitable
formula for measuring readability. The Dale-Chall
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readability formula bases its measures on sentence
length and the number of unfamiliar words, defined
as common words that are unfamiliar to most 4th
grade students. The original list of 763 words was
expanded to 3,000 words in Dale and Chall’s (1995)
reformulation. Smith (1984) used the Flesch-Kincaid
Readability score, the Gunning Fog Count Index, and
the Dale-Chall Readability formula to assess 135
stories in the Washington Post, the St. Petersburg
Times, and the Orlando Sentinel. Smith found that the
Flesch-Kincaid test gauged the stories “at a considerably higher reading-grade level than did the DaleChall test” (p. 4).
Seeking to determine if the Dale-Chall measure
was valid, the authors applied the revised Dale-Chall
test to the samples. The results appear in Table IV.
Of the 39 samples in three different data sets,
Flesch-Kincaid rating compared with 9 graded passages (23%), Dale-Chall ratings compared with 8
entries (20%), and Gunning’s Fog Count readability
grade was comparable with the graded passages only
once (2%). It appears that the Dale-Chall measure is
no more valid than the Flesch-Kincaid index or the
Gunning Fog Count in estimating readability in this
construct validity methodology.
Summary
We were unable to establish the consistent accuracy in determining reading grade level for any of the
readability scores examined in this study. The

choice of passages from nationally used graded textbooks and graded passages from diagnostic reading
tests appeared to be appropriate measures of comparison for the examination of construct validity. The
dilemma posed by our study is that we must eschew
the grading levels of textbooks in use in our schools
as well as the reading levels used in standard reading
assessment instruments or we must question the validity of readability scales under investigation. Our
conclusion that readability scales as now constituted,
with their reliance on linguistic parameters, are insufficiently robust to capture the complex array of
grammatical, semantic, cognitive, and personal factors that contribute to the reading difficulty of particular passages. Based on these investigations, these
three traditional readability instruments are unable to
accurately estimate the graded reading level of such
passages.
Reference to Flesch's criteria for ease and human
interest, Carroll Arnold (1974) cautioned that based
on the Flesch scales, no "conclusions can be accepted
at face value. Counter-weighing possibilities must be
taken into account before inferences can be made
from such data" (p. 177). The results of the present
study are even more critical. The scales do not appear
to be valid measures of the grade level they purport
to test. Extreme caution should be used in drawing
any conclusions based on using Flesch-Kincaid, Fog
Count, or Dall-Chall readability scales in the analysis
of reading ease or writing level.

Notes
1

The Flesch Scale used the formula RE = 206.835 - .846wl - 1.015sl (where RE = Reading Ease Score, wl =
number of syllables per words, and sl = average number of words per sentence) to determine readability. The
Flesch-Kincaid Scale used the formula RGL = .39 ASL + 11.80 S - 15.59 (where RGL = reading grade level, ASL
= average sentence length, and S = syllables per word).
2

Grunning's Fog Count used the following formula to measure readability: RGL = .4 (ASL + %PW) where
RGL = Reading Grade Level, ASL = average sentence length in words, and %PW = percentage of words with 3 or
more syllables.
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Abstract
Countries like Turkey, a bridge between East and West, always face
the questions about their cultural preferences. If one examines the cultural
history of Turkey, one can easily see that cultures that lived in Anatolia
(Turkey) were intertwined and effected each other. Thus, arts and crafts
tradition has become very unique to Anotolia.
Since the 19th century, Turkey has culturally been in a conflict
between following concepts; traditional/universal, national/international,
and Eastern/Western. According to some intellectuals, being contemporary
means to catch the universal values which are necessary for cultural
development while others claim to preserve the cultural identity as it is. This
dichotomy was reflected not only in the curriculum of art education in
schools but also in mainstream society.
Instead of carrying the discussion on a socialogical or philosophical
basis, it was preferred to go to practitioners of art and art education in this
research. In three different universities, 100 art/art education students and 21
department heads were given surveys about our cultural policy and its
reflection and effects on visual arts and art education in schools. The survey
also included questions about participants’ suggestions to have a more
coherent and better-structured cultural policy. Works of art were
photographed, art education programmes in Turkey were examined. The
results of the research were presented for further discussions and for
obtaining wider opinions about designing and implementing an alternative
curriculum. Some of the keywords that were used in this research were:
Cultural Policy, Cultural Identity, and National/Universal Values.
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Main-Research Questions:
This study looks for the answers of the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•

How does our cultural policy reflect upon art education in our public schools
today?
Should we be after integrating the art history and culture of Western
civilization as a major component of Turkish cultural policy or should we stay
with our own traditional values and heritage?
What opinions do students of art have about our cultural policy?
What are the necessary measurements to achieve a well-rounded cultural
policy for today?
What are participants’ suggestions be to make our cultural policy better?

A Brief Look at The Visual Arts and Art Education in Turkey
“The admiration of Western culture first started during monarchy
period. Such admiration came out for the sake of modernization. Since then,
this admiration caused many arguments and counter-arguments about the
issue. Among intellectuals, many did not take traditional minature artists
seriosly and turned their face towards Western art.” (Eyüboğlu, 1982)
Critical approach in visual arts fırst started with Monarchy in Ottoman Empire and
continued up until now. These early attempts of developing an art criticism literature have
also included the issues and arguments in aesthetics. Some of the writings from that era on
aesthetics have been published in “The Newspaper of Ottoman Painters Society” between
1911 and 1914. These writings consisted of such subjects as the introduction to Western art
and the importance of art in our society today.
Starting from Pre-Republican Era untill 1930s, one of the issues that was related to
aesthetics was the function and usefulness of an artwork. Many writers from Pre-Republican
Era believed and claimed that art should have a strong and idealistic moral values in its
context. In order to be able to catch and express the purity of nature and its poetic beauty,
artist should have moral values. The common belief among those writers and critics was that
art should communicate certain historical subjects which Turkish nation was proud of. In
another term, the didactic significance of art was a necessity.
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During the Republican Era, the writers were divided into two; the ones who claimed
that art should reflect the nature as it is, and the others who believed and parised in creativity.
Some artists also believed that creativity was related to nature and the source of creativity
came about through artist’s inner-self and imagination. Issues such as the meaning and
function of a painting, the place of copying and orginality in art making were discussed by the
aestheticians throughout the Republican Era.
Art Education in Schools
In the middle of 19th century, drawing as a course was studied in the schools for the
fırst time (Kirisoglu, 2002). The reason for drawing to be included in school programs was
that the reform of Monarchy tended to copy the qualities of Western World. The most
important purpose of these courses was to teach technical skills to students by having them
making copies of post cards and pre-drew images on blackboards. Such method of teaching
could not go beyond making technically correct drawings.
In following years, “from simple to complex” way of teaching drawing and painting
was the result of reforms in this era. One of the reasons for accepting such a method in
teching art was that “copying method” lacked purpose and principles. Second reason was to
determine certain essential elements and principles of art and design. Third and the last reason
was to be able to follow the new developments taking place in the West.
Establishment of the “Academy of Fine Arts” (1883) played a big role in cultural
development of Turkey. Many graduates of this academy taught art courses besides being
independent artists although they were criticized for not having enough qualifications as
teachers. Later on, a certificate program in the Academy was opened for those who wanted to
teach art.
The Republican Era is a bright period of Turkey’s cultural history. The new reforms
include the radical changes especially in Turkish alphabet. In the search of a new national
identity, Ataturk, founder of Turkey, believed in art and artist. Freedom of thought opened up
the road for those artists who were after exploring the borders of creativity and building up
self-confidence as a nation. A large number of educational researches were conducted to find
out more about traditional arts and crafts and folk art. Those researchers were building blocks
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of new cultural landscape and visual arts in Turkey as a brand new country (İskender, 1982).
The issues in art education were not separable from those in general education. Many foreign
educators such as John Dewey and Parker were invited to country.
As a result of Dewey’s report, “Gazi Institute of Education” was established in Ankara
to prepare teachers to teach in middle schools (1926). The art programs in both elementary
and socondary level were re-arranged and art classrooms were designed according to the
needs of art students. Some education specialists put more emphesize on teaching skills
because of the need of the new republic for labor (İskender, 1982).
Children’s art exhibitions opened in the same period and many educators were sent to
Europe for graduate studies. Upon their return, “Art Education Department” and “Craft
Department” were opened in “Gazi Institute of Education” (1932-1933). Later on, these two
departments were integrated and named “Art and Craft education Department.” The role of
this department in our educational history has been great in terms of graduating many
successful artists and art educators (Kırışoğlu, 2002).
In 1940s “free expression” became a dominant method in teaching art. in1950s,
“education through art” became widespread. Art education has gradually lost its importance in
general education and terms such as “freedom of child” and “creativity” became very popular.
Neither newly opened “Art and Craft Department” in many universities nor Faculties of Fine
Arts and not so sufficient amount of seminars were quiet enough to increase the quality of art
education.
Turkey’s modern period has been one rapid growth in which the nation’s cultural
values have become more and more pluralistic. Internatinalization is now very significant not
only in social agenda but also in art education. The central aim of internationalization in art
education is to conserve and improve Turkey’s national culture and heritage, while learning to
understand cultures of other people. Consideration of ways in which contemporary art is
serving to transmit and extend cross-cultural ideas and values could assist students to
understand how Turkish society has been changing culturally and where it is now.
1990s, the World Bank and the Higher Education Committee in Turkey sponsored a
project named “National Education Development” to build a well-structured and more
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comprehensive art education curricula for elementary and secondary education. DisciplineBased Art Education was the main criteria in preperation of art education curricula.
Description of Participants
The participants of this study were the prospective art teachers, undergraduate students
of art education, art specialists, artists, department chairs, and art educators. Art education
students varried from freshmen to seniors. There were 100 students and 21 departments chairs
as participants. The persantage of the subject areas that students are required to take in public
universities are as follows:
Studio courses
Art Education Courses
Other Discipline Areas (Art History, aesthetics, criticism)
Education Courses
(Introduction to Education, Developmental Psychology,
Methods of Teaching)
General Education
(Turkish Language, Atatürk’s Principles
Foreign Language
Computer)

Credit Hours
38%
6.67%
22%
24%
9.33%

Large number of department chairs had their backgrounds in visual arts while some
specialized in art education. All of the participant department chairs served in public
universities. Having their background mainly in visual arts, most department chairs were in
the favor of more practices in visual arts.
Methods of Data Collection
The main concern of this study was to find out different perspectives and standpoints
of art education students and departments chairs. In three different universities, 100 students
have been surveyed about our cultural policy, its reflection and effects on art education in
schools. The survey also included questions about participants’ suggestions to have a more
coherent and better structured cultural policy. By cultural policy, we mean the policy that is
structured and followed by the state establishments, ministries, civil associations, trusts,
private organizations, intitutions to protect and improve the living cultures and cultural
heritage in a country (Topuz, 1998). Cultural identity is the common values, norms, and
beliefs of individuals who establish a community or group.
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In order to extend the analysis, additional surveys were conducted with a small
number of chairs of art education departments throughout the country. The survey concluded
with the same questions about comments and what they considered to be key concepts in the
light of their experiences both as artists and art educators.
The art education literature including Pre-Republican era, Republican era and present
condition of art education in Turkey has been examined. The data from literature study was
aimed to shed light on the past of art education and how it contributed current developments
in the field.
Sample artworks by Turkish artists were photographed to represent how visual arts
played a big role in shaping art world and the field of art education. Those sample artworks
also illustrated the idea of both local and universal values in contemporary Turkish art. In
order to illustrate the working environment and curricular activities in Turkish education
system, sample student works were photographed as well.
Findings of The Study
Not only the data collected through surveys but also the data from literature review on
our cultural policy and historical background of art education has been a big influence in
analyzing the findings. The intent of the survey was to find out;
•

what opinions students of art education had about our cultural policy,

•

whether we can reach at universal values without losing our own cultural
identitiy and what the necessary measurements would be for such achievement,

•

which cultural history should be taught more in schools; our own cultural
history or the cultural history of others,

•

what approaches were influential in guiding students of art education
throughout their education,

•

what would their suggestions be to make our cultural policy better, and finally

•

how our cultural policy reflects upon art education in our schools today.
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Majority of students (54%) stated that our cultural values are about to fade away
because we are trying so hard to adjust ourselves to the Western world. There is a heavy
influence of American and Western popular culture in our society. That is why we are not
able to either learn or teach our own cultural identity. Even in fine arts education, we are not
spending sufficient amount of time learning about our own cultural heritage. Those students
mentioned that there wasn’t enough being done in terms of taking care of our own cultural
heritage and values. Our youth has been alienated to our own cultural values because of a
heavy influence of popular culture.
Data from the surveys also show that not enough attention is being paid to represent
the cultural values and heritage of our country in international arena. Teaching our cultural
values and heritage only in schools is not enough to improve the society’s understanding of
our cultural identity. Majority of students stated that more needs to be done to educate the
public starting with families. Students also said that the current cultural policy of Turkey is
not aiming the improvement of individual’s creative growth as the economical inconviniences
and hardship are playing a big role on determining the cultural policy.
One striking example is as follows; “Our cultural policy is an imitation of Western
models. Cultural values which are not familiar to us are being promoted as if they belonge to
us. Twenty years from now, we might not have our own cultural identity at all.” Most students
agree that our cultural policy was better established during the early years of Turkish
Republic and it should have had the continuity since then.
While small amount of students (4%) agreed that curent cultural policy is open to new
ideas and developments, and there is a big tendency to build a well structured cultural policy
only with more government attention than the contributions of private enterprices and
organizations.
Some students (60%) stated that it is possible to obtain universal values without losing
our own cultural identitiy. To do so, one should examine and comprehend his/her own
cultural identity as much as the universal values. Learning about our own cultural heritage in
depth gives us the opportunity to follow and understand universal values. As it is stated by
famous Turkish poet/writer Melih Cevdet Anday, “Let’s not forget that cultures are
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interwinded. In fact, universal values help us understand the real value of our own cultural
heritage and norms.”
Finally, data from surveys revealed that there is no equal opportunity in our education
sytstem and our cultural policy should not only aim at popular culture. Some students also
mentioned that cultural policy should not be a part of the world view of the party at power;
the current cultural policy we have does not meet the needs and hopes of our society; and,
government has a narrow definition of cultural policy which only includes traditional arts, arts
and crafts.
About Curriculum Components:
Majority of students complained about the same issue: There should be more things
done to communicate to people about our cultural policy. We should look for the
opportunities to present our cultural values to the world. The discussions among students can
be seen in following statement; “Most common cultural values of a society creates universal
values. Therefore, universal values should not be put before our own cultural values. We first
learn about our own cultural values then be open to universal values.”
Most students (78%) used the word “imitation” to express the unconditional
acceptance of universal values and popular culture. We should look for the opportunities to
present our cultural values to the world. We should avoid imitating cultural values of others.
Majority of students also focused on how there should be courses in school curriculum to
teach about our own cultural values and heritage.
Only 5% of students put more emphasis on paying more attention to our own national
values than universal values. Those students common viewpoint was that: “It is hard to have
universal values because whatever we do reflects our own cultural influens. We should be the
defenders of our own culture.”
Some students (24%) said that cultural history of our own nation should be taught first
and then switch into the cultural history of others. However, 19% of students mentioned that
our cultural policy should not be limited with our own cultural heritage, and it should be open
to cultural values and history of other nations. One important outcome from students’s
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answers was that learning about universal values and history of world culture would give us a
good idea about where we are. That would also give us the opportunity to analayze our own
cultural heritage from a universal perspective.
About Cultural Policy:
Students made suggestions about how to make our cultural policy better;
•

Cultures change rapidly, and thus, cultural policy should reflect that changing
face of culture.

•

Government should take more responsibility in understanding and representing
our cultural heritage without making it their political agenda.

•

Besides government, more private organizations should be established to
represent our cultural heritage in international platform.

•

Increasing the quality of art education in schools and being open to new ideas
would help people pay enough attention to our cultural policy.

•

cultural policy should not focus on imitating other cultures. We should protect
our own cultural values by not accepting popular culture unconditionally.

•

We should learn and take care of our own cultural heritage as much as others.

There should be more advertisements introducing our culture to the world. Having
more cultural activities in schools would increase people’s awarness about our own cultural
heritage and values, and cultural heritage of others. We should try to unify our own cultural
heritage and values with more universal-contemporary values.
Department chairs refereed to their dissatisfaction with the present cultural policy and
its effects on art education curriculum. One statesman said, “Culture is a very important issue
not to leave to the state.” They mostly agree with the idea.
Majority of department chairs shared the same view with students; the prescribed
curriculum always has the risk of being under the effect of policies that propose different
views on art and culture. They suggested that the curriculum should be designed according to
universal, traditional, and also popular cultural values. These different views should be
reflected on the studio activities as well as the theoritical subject areas. Changing attitude
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towards the arts and cultural policy according to the political parties’ own agenda has been
negative impact on the cultural development in Turkey. Together with department chairs, art
educators and also prospective art teachers claim that cultural policy should not be based upon
the current

political perspectives of parties at power. Similar to students’ comments,

department chairs agreed on obtaining universal values without losing our own cultural
identity.
The most important comment on the curriculum was that the design should be left to
the universities and every university and art education department should apply their own
views within the frame of reference. Such approach would give more opportunity to the
departments to become more creative in designing as much as implementing the curriculum.
Conclusions
All of the students felt they had a more positive attitude to the role of the artist in
society. The experiences of the department chairs and students have awakened a belief that
artists could empower ordinary people and their perspectives on a more democratic cultural
policy. In the context of contemporary art school, cultural policy and a well-structered art
curricula should allow students to improve and discover that they all had something to offer to
become a part of the cultural web.
Students’ social and cultural experiences should widely be acknowledged as diversity
is challenging the traditional notion of cultural identity. This research has pointed out the need
to acknowledge how contemporary cultural experiences and cultural policies thereby
transcend traditional notions of interface; between teacher and learner; between students and
forms of cultural participation in order to determine better cultural policies (Fuchs, 2002). Art
education, in order to respond to such contemporary changes in cultural policies, might utilise
students’ distinct day-to-day social and cultural experiences. Such response is significant, if
art education is to provide an experience which is relevant to contemporary cultural practices
and expanding the boundaries within current cultural policies.
A culturally inclusive model of engagement can be realised not through assuming any
point of engagement based on traditional notions of cultural difference, but by nurturing the
distinct perspectives which students bring with them. It is crucial to ensure that ways of
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engaging with cultural policies in a democratic way should be available within formal art
education in schools (Freedman, 1997). And art educators, art teachers, administrators,
institutions, and the goverment should constantly update themselves, build a coherent and
inclusive policy, and question their approach to keep up with the changing face of culture and
arts in Turkey and all over the world.
Considering the findings of this research, it is easy to realise that there is a conflict
between cultural policy and educational policy in Turkey because the policy makers and
policy executers are different. Both in cultural and educational policy, gavernment plays a big
role. Besides the government, we have to have a lot of organisations of visual artists, art
educators, and cultural institutions, which should have much greater impact on our cultural
policy. As one can see in the findings, there is another conflict between ideas and reality.
Even though students and department chairs have varying ideas about our cultural policy, in
reality their ideas do not have much affect on the subject.
Considering the big number of interesting and valuable remarks and suggestions about
cultural policy and education made by the participants, the last and possibly the most
important conflict is between various approaches that participants took towards international
and national standpoints. We can conclude that cultural policy was understood as cultural
education policy which means that education has a great influence on realization and
renovation of our cultural policy.
Depending on the evidence from the findings, we can make following suggestions;
•

Art teachers and art educators should be given the necessary knowledge and
skills in dealing with major issues in art education both in theory and practice,

•

Art teacher training programmes should be designed, including both universal
and traditional cultural values. Such programme should guide the prospective
art teachers to have a good eye to discriminate the aestehtic qualities in art and
life.

•

The argument on “being universal or national” should not heavily involve
political discussions. Instead, it should encourage students and art teachers to
be sensitive and conscious about national cultural policies and popular culture.
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•

Making our own culture live and carrying it out to the international platform
can be achieved by cultural art education. In order to achieve such goal,
universities and art education departments should be given more freedom to
design and apply their own institutions.

•

National cultural policy should constitute above all daily political issues.
Overemphesizing ethnic, regional or national roots might bring more harm
than good. Such descriminative approach might also frustrates creative
development.

Implications For a Comprehensive Cultural Policy and Art Education Curriculum in
Turkey
Aims and objectives of art education in Turkey must extend beyond the goal of
expression and mere studio practices. The strategies for a well-structured art education
curriculum should be designed and implied in schools. Didcipline-Based Art Education
changed the notion of art education in Turkey and was the main source in designing a more
comprehensive and coherent art curricula.
One of the reasons for having a weak theoritical basis in art education is the
inappropriate culture and education policy in Turkey. Because of lacking a well-defined
cultural policy, the effort to determine the importance and function of art education in school
fell short. Today, there is a much greater need to have a strong and effective cultural and
educational policy. Such efforts should be canalized into a direction, which aims not only
formal but also contextuel reforms in art education.
Another aim of art education in schools is to create a curriculum for students and art
teachers in which the act of cultural and educational negotiation has a strong emphasis. By
doing so, the classrooms are fostered whereby there is a self-reflexive awareness of how
cultures and individuals are contituted, and how that construction can be altered. This
involves the trans-cultural exchange, and of course the examination of past relationships as
well as the formation of contemporary one (Mason and Park, 1997).
Proposing a core study of art education in which Turkish culture plays a substantial
role is not to advocate the simplistic re-positioning of Turkey in terms of cultural relationships
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but rather to propose a redefinition of Turkish cultural identity by means of a critical
engagement with the other cultures that have formed it, and will continue to do so.
Finally, the aim of art education should be to produce graduates and teachers who are
aware of relevance of cultural policy to art education and exchange in contemporary Turkish
art education both in current theory and practice. The visual arts and art education should
make a move to restructure its core visual art and art education program (Crouch, 2000).
Curriculum programs should be put into theory and application courses in which the visual
culture of Turkey plays a role alongside that a Western, and thus plays a significant part in the
location and definition of contemporary Turkish culture provided for the students and
teachers. In the area of theory and practice, new courses and programs should be designed to
place Turkish cuture not solely as part of the developed world, of which it is a part, but also as
a unique characteristics of its own.
A society who does not know how to be unified within itself, and who does not know
how to build a new and strong identity through reasonable approach towards various cultural
relations would only limit itself along the bridge. Turkish people should release themselves
from insistingly saying that “we are Western” or “we are Eastern.” This duality started during
Reforms in Turkey and the porpose of education was to encourage people for a national
culture (Tanilli, 1988). Instead of being ashame of this duality, it should be the starting point
for a new identity (Soysal, 1989).
Culture belongs to all, no matter if it is created by ourselves, or by others, in the past
or in the present. To establish an effective art and cultural education in Turkey, we must take
this reality into consideration; otherwise, ignoring this reality will cause a cultural
discontinuity and loosing our cultural contact with the world community.
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“A Place at the Table”
A role for readers’ theatre in community unity and other problem-solving
ABSTRACT
The issue is that populations of small towns and other communities of various types are
increasingly communicating less with one another rather than more. Some causes of this
may include wide use of technology and growing differences in our heritage, beliefs, and
life styles. Trust, respect, and neighborly inclusion of one another are suffering; crime
and violence are used to resolve isolation and need; thus quality of life is diminished.
Applying communication at an interactive level through creation and presentation of
readers’ theatre projects in these communities may offer at least two levels of interaction
and joint problem-solving opportunity: 1) mutual gathering and observation of content
and 2) preparation for performance.
“Reflections and Roses” recently performed as part of an Indiana town’s bicentennial
celebration blended storytelling, narration, acting, oral histories, photographs, dance
and music as methods of enjoying the many cultures found within its population. The
town’s Community Diversity Committee, the Mayor, Earlham Professor Sam Neff and
his activist wife Ruth, and the Union Literary Institute Preservation Society of Long,
Ohio all have inquired about ways to offer the program again. Discussion generated
among professionals, interviews with project participants, surveys of community
members and organizations can help determine if such projects are desired by
communities and are beneficial as an ethical method of strengthening community
education and relationships. Future research needs to determine the benefits of readers’
theatre and cross-creative performance arts projects as a way of increasing healthy pride
in individuals and stronger sense of community well-being.
From the moral sermons of “Everyman” to Henrik Ibsen’s exposing audiences to serious
social problems to Northwestern University’s Charlotte I. Lee’s (and Bacon and Breen
who all wrote the first lessons in readers’ theatre) academic development of the art form,
to the determination of many southern towns who have museums devoted to local civil
rights heroes preceding Parks and King, and the increasing use of readers’ theatre by
educators today, it can be hoped that the simple methods and intimate experience
offered by the readers’ theatre style of communication can open dialogue and find a
place in community service and problem-solving interaction in our current age. If
research and discussion determine that is so, a book directed toward local governments,
community agencies and area businesses explaining the historical role of theatre in
problem-solving, the elements of Readers’ Theatre using a blend of performing arts
appropriate for individual communities, benefits from community members’ participation
in performances creating positive community environment, and methods of creating a
show will be forthcoming.
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The Art of the Spiritual –
A Guide to Enhance Appreciation &
Performance of the Spiritual through Its Interpretive Elements and Heritage

© Bibbs 2004, 2006
by
Cheryl Susheel Bibbs, Ph.D.
Preface
I have recently been asked to share with singers and others the things that I have
learned over the course of my career about singing the spiritual. I am happy to pass on
this information here. However, first I have to offer thanks to those who passed it to me.
Two old proverbs of the Yoruba (the largest Nigerian cultural group) say “We stand on
the shoulders of those who come before us” and “Those who come before us make us
what we are.” Thus, before I begin any discussion I want to recognize the shoulders on
which I stand. – those of the pioneers who have assisted me. They are
-Kenneth Brown Billups, a former president of the National Association of Negro
Musicians (NANM). Dr. Billups was an arranger of spirituals and a choral conductor in
St. Louis. As a teen at Sumner High School, I sang and toured with his A’capella Choir
and with his professional chorale, The Legend Singers, which still today depicts and
presents spirituals in costume and in concert form. Dr. Billups taught me traditions of
presenting the spiritual that would later augment knowledge absent from my higher
education.
-William Duncan Allen, the renowned accompanist of Todd Duncan and other famous
black classical singers. Dr. Allen accompanied me in many concerts and shared valuable
insights and traditions in our many rehearsals and discussions
-William Warfield, a wonderful interpreter of song, with whom I appeared in several
concerts. Dr. Warfield always demonstrated what he knew of tradition in performance,
and he shared valuable insights about performing the spiritual with me off stage
-Sylvia Olden Lee, the renowned coach of opera and spirituals. Sylvia once stayed with
me and also coached me both in New York and California before major concerts.
-Roland Hayes, the renowned tenor who, perhaps more than others, first brought the
spiritual to the attention of the concert going audience. The wisdom he shared in his
book of arrangements, My Songs, still inspires me. His daughter, Afrika, gave it to me.
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-Jacqueline B. Hairston, a friend, accompanist, and wonderful arranger of spirituals. Her
arrangements exhibit the traditions I have learned and show me how important the
arrangement is to performers of the spiritual
-the Fatunmise family, especially the young voice student Layide Oludare, of Ile-Ife,
Nigeria whose sharings on traditional African music vs. Western music helped clarify for
me some of the African heritage of the spiritual. Modupe (I offer thanks)!

2
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The Art of the Spiritual: A Guide to Enhance Appreciation &
Performance of the Spiritualthrough Its Elements and African Heritage
by
Cheryl Susheel Bibbs, Ph.D.

Introduction
This work will show how important interpretive elements, dialect, rhythmic and
melodic variation, and African cultural traditions are to the spiritual and how they can be
used to enhance its performance or a listener's appreciation of the music. It will also show
singers how to create multi-faceted, artistic performances by employing all of these
elements in rendering the spiritual. by referring to various spirituals, especially the
dramatic spiritual, Roun’ About de Mountain from My Songs (arrangements by Roland
Hayes). These examples will be accompanied by expert commentary as well as my
observations of the last 40 plus years of exploring the spiritual in performance. Although
all spirituals permit some of the key interpretive elements, Roun’ about de Mountain has
been chosen as a primary source of these elements because, being so dramatic, it
exemplifies all of them. Below is the basic melody of that spiritual –

(Source: Hayes, Roland. “Roun ‘ About de Mountain.” My Songs. 1948. Measures two to five: 85.)

3
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Interpretive Elements
All spirituals can have five interpretive elements: the setting, the song’s intent,
the speaker/attitude (or voice) of the text (lyrics), and the song’s message, which fulfills
the intent; by exploring these elements the singer can arrive at a personal and accurate
realization of any song’s lyrics without obscuring or distorting them – something very
important for the spiritual. First, songs can be seen as having either one explicit or several
possible settings. Explicit setting means that the song traditionally is known to depict a
specific event in a specific place. Songs such as Guide My Feet do not describe a specific
place or event, whereas songs such as Roun’ About de Mountain, do. Said tenor Roland
Hayes of this song–
This song is said to have originated in the Appalachian Mountain system of
Tennessee. A young woman, before departing this life, acknowledged God as her Lord
and Savior. She [therefore] did not die in her sins, which is the good reason for the
exalted joy felt by the entire community – comprising women and children, as they
jubilantly followed [the preacher] and the ox-drawn cart which bore the body to its final
resting place off a winding road among the hills (Hayes 1948:85).

Often, when a song has a traditional setting, the arranger paints it into the
accompaniment. In Mountain, according to renowned coach Sylvia Olden Lee, Hayes
depicts the song’s movement —the cart‘s rolling wagon wheels and the trudging of the
people behind it-- in the opening measures of his accompaniment (Lee 1992) –

(Source: Hayes, Roland. “Roun ‘ About de Mountain.” My Songs. 1948.Measure one: 85)

In performance, the motif above can be used consciously to depict the movement of cart
and folk; awareness of that movement can also be used to set the intended tempo of the
song; so the setting of a song is an important element to uncover. To find the setting of a

4
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spiritual without a traditional setting, the singer must merely ask, “What setting is
indicated by the text of this song?”

(Source: Masthead. Liberator Anti-Slavery Newspaper. 1858. Boston)

The Next Steps
After the singer determines the setting, she or he must decide whether the song is
dramatic (depicts a clear character & story)— if it is a dramatic spiritual. In the next
steps the singer must to discern the intent (goal), the speaker (character) and his/her
attitude, and the message of the words, by asking questions of the lyrics. In Roun’about
de Mountain, for example, where the setting is a funeral procession, the song’s intent
(goal) is to allow a speaker (a rural, black preacher) to testify to those in the procession.
In these lyrics, the preacher‘s attitude seems to be a bit “self elevated or judgemental,”
especially when he says:
“When I was a sinna, a seekin’ jes-a like you, I went down to de valley and pa-rayed ‘til I come
through. You hypocrite; you concubine; you’ placed amongst de swine. You go ta God with yo lips ‘n
tongue, but ya leave yo’ heart behin’”

So, the speaker is an archetype that we all know —a proud, country preacher, and the
singer has to present him to the listeners to enable them to grasp the songs message and
setting clearly. To identify the speaker (if this is not traditionally known), the singer must
simply ask, “Who is speaking”; then he/she searches for clues in the lyrics for enlivening
that character’s attitude, and the overall message of the text, which is what the audience
5
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must receive.

In Roun’ About de Mountain, the message of the entire sermon is “De

Lord loves a sinnuh (the deceased and anyone), and she’ll rise in His arms” — the song’s
refrain. So, the preacher may be a bit arrogant, but he delivers a strong, Christian
affirmation of faith to his people.
Many spirituals, of course, do not imply a traditional character or setting, but
one can be imagined within the confines of the lyrics to wonderful effect. In that way,
every song can become a mini-drama – something that can aid the singer and enhance the
performance. As will be shown, this is in keeping with African cultural tradition, but
equally important is that finding an imagined setting along with the song’s intent and
attitude can intensify the singer’s absorption in the song and thereby minimize posturing
and the excessive focus on vocalizing that too often creep in and overshadow the message
giving of the spiritual. Finding these elements can mean finding the tradition of the
spiritual.
Selecting Elements
Clearly, rather than imposing elements on the spiritual when selecting interpretive
elements, singers must carefully consider what the lyrics are trying to achieve (intent)
and the way their implied or imagined setting or speaker achieves it (attitude). For
example, Guide My Feet, has no traditional setting or speaker, so a singer is free to give
the song these elements. The intent, however, as suggested by the lyrics, is clearly a
petition for God’s guidance through some major trial, and the attitudes of any
character/speaker selected for the song (without question) are clearly sincerity and a
pressing need for help. These elements when uncovered from the lyrics should guide the

6
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selection of others; that is, the song’s intent and attitude are clear, so any setting added by
singers to enhance their absorption in the song must correspond to these elements.
When singers fail to investigate the lyrics, they usually err in selecting an
interpretive element – for example, they select the wrong character or impose an intent
upon the song—Such “blind” selections can cause details, emphases, or mannerisms to
appear in the song that cloud its meaning and confuse the audience. For example, a singer
might blindly select “being sad about an illness” as the intent for Guide My Feet.
Clearly the song is a plea for guidance through some major trial or challenge, which
could well be illness, but the song itself is not an expression of being sad or of being ill.
Another mistake, caused by hasty analysis might be to use “an Olympic runner, praying
for guidance before a race” as the character, intent, and setting for Guide My Feet. Such
a selection of elements has a very literal basis in the lyrics and might help a singer focus
on the lyrics without imposing extraneous detail, but a foot race is not the true meaning
of the word “race” in the text, nor can the audience glean such a set of elements. Most
singers use imagined elements such as these because they can relate to them, and there is
nothing wrong with that. However, to find the interpretive elements of a song that will
help the singer and elevate the audience, the singer needs to ask, “Are the elements I have
selected in line with the intended message of the words?”
The Singer’s Selections
Each interpretive element (setting, character, attitude, and intent) must, therefore,
be selected carefully with deference to the song’s lyrics. However, in addition, the
cultural traditions of the spiritual’s originators should form a backdrop for the singer’s
selection process. Here, the words “cultural traditions” refer to the historical/cultural
concerns, motives, tools, and themes embodied in the songs as well as their implied

7
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group setting. The originators — mostly the West Africans and first-generation AfricanAmericans of slavery times and successive years —usually expressed their deepest
cultural convictions and feelings in the spiritual, which was usually a group, not a solo,
means of sharing (Johnson 1949:2). This implies, for example, that such concerns of the
originators’ concerns should affect the modern-day singer’s selection of interpretive
elements.
The Singer’s Job
To help singers less acquainted with the most characteristic manners of interpretation of
the Negro Spirituals, care has been taken that each number…should be provided with
enough of expressional indication to afford immediate clues to an effective performance.
(White, 1927: Preface)

In summary, the singers’ job is not just to emote, not just to impose his/her personal
feeling upon a spiritual or its audience, not to break with concert vocal tradition, or just to
do what is comfortable with the song, but rather, the job of the singer of spirituals is to
search the text for interpretive and cultural clues that they can include to uplift the
audience. Roland Hayes summarized it this way:
“Whether or not the singing of the folk songs of my people is effective depends
upon the proper approach of the individual or group who sings them. This proper
approach cannot be attained by superficial survey. First one must realize the inner
significance of these songs from the universal human source common to all mankind.
The next step is to know the Afraamerican song’s design by understanding what the
Afraamerican’s life setting is…[Then] self abnegation and complete subjection of the ego
are demanded of all who would sing [their songs]. (Hayes 1948:9).”

So, singers are to play the role of detective, not arranger, when interpreting a spiritual, by
searching humbly for clues to the arranger’s perceptions in dynamics, motifs, etc., but
more importantly, by finding and presenting the originators’ themes and deepest concerns
to the audience through the songs.

Here then are a couple of questions that singers

might ask to determine whether they have imposed interpretive elements upon a
spiritual—

8
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1) “Will this element – selected character, setting, etc. --distort or obscure the song’s origins or
text?” If the answer is yes, replace that element.
2) Do the interpretive elements I’ve chosen help me convey the spiritual’s cultural context –e.g.,
Do they characterize using traditional tools, imply group sharing, or imply transcendence, etc.?

Overall, finding the best interpretation of any spiritual involves an honest search for the
concerns of the originators, the singer’s personal investment, and when needed, the
humility to lay personal preferences aside in favor of the lyric’s or the originators’
demands!

(Source: Bibbs, Susheel, Part of the Fatunmise Extended Family, Ile-Ife, Nigeria. 2004)

The Cultural Traditions of the Spiritual
Concerns of the Originators
Spirituals were the “soul songs” of proud, religious people for whom the extended
family is still the basic unit. Transplanted, enslaved, largely uneducated in English, they
often held sophisticated knowledge and religious wisdom and struggled continuously to
use it to transcend the sorrow, oppression, and poverty that they experienced in the New
World. They brought with them also a need convey their feelings and traditional wisdom
to the group. Thus, in the fields or at home, a solo singer would express feelings, and the

9
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group would join in to amplify or comment upon them. This use the “group psyche” to
lift the singer’s spirits is a wellspring of African culture, and a major source of the
concept of the spiritual: With music one “transcends.” and the listeners are not passive;
they are co-creators and vehicles for the singer’s transcendence.
In addition, “They [West Africans, especially] convey wisdom and life, not so
much from what is seen, but by what is intuited and felt in the rhythm and vibrations of
life,” Xochipala Maes-Valdez, a American-born Yoruba (Nigerian traditional) priestess,
once said to me (Valdez 2004). I too observed, when traveling in Nigeria, that the
extended family keeps the individual healthy, so the individuals who share their
perceptions in a group heal themselves and sometimes elevate the group. Once I saw one
Nigerian break into dance before going out to a happy event and that he quickly made it a
group activity. In sharing his happy feeling with the group, he uplifted the mood of the
group. West Africans still use storytelling and song, movement and rhythm as traditional
tools to uplift the group. So concert singers of the spiritual must see uplifting or affecting
the audience as an important goal of their interpretations of spirituals and must not be
afraid to use traditional tools – storytelling, wit, rhythm, mimicry, movement -- tastefully,
as part of their interpretive repertoire for accomplishing this goal. Concert spirituals are
not opportunities to show random abandon; neither are they German lieder. Spirituals are
a genre of song with their own performance tools and traditions.

The singer of spirituals

can recognize such traditional vehicles and tools and should consciously use them in
selecting the interpretive elements for their concert delivery to “lift the spirits” of those in
the audience. Behind singing the spiritual is the cyclic concept so embedded in the
African world view of life in which one does not look at an action as black or white, good

10
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or bad, but rather sees it from many vantage points to gain wisdom about it (Valdez,
2006)
The Matter of Dialect
Honoring the Style
In realizing the proper interpretive elements of a song, the singer also needs to
use the appropriate language style. The great choral master/arranger Hall Johnson was
emphatic about the spiritual when he said, “The texts of these songs are, naturally
enough, in the older Negro dialect,” and he strongly protested “purifying it into correct
English” because, he said it would “utterly spoil the artistic integrity of the performance
(Johnson 1949:1).” Spirituals have an historical component and record the experiences
of a given people at a given time. This means that most spirituals, if written in dialect
(and most are), should be sung in dialect and that leaving off the dialect is leaving history
and the originators out of their songs.
Frederika von Stade, the great lyric mezzo soprano, once told me that she found
singing spirituals, as concert literature reflecting a people, akin to singing lieder. Indeed,
both comprise a profound, distinct body of literature with its own style and originators.
So, to me, singing in dialect is also a matter of respect for this music as a valid style and
the primary way to keep the originators’ voice in the song. Thus even though the text for
This Little Light is not written out as “Dis Liddle Lighd uh mahn,” renowned coaches and
conductors, such as the late Sylvia Lee or Hall Johnson, have told us that one should still
consider singing the words as the originators would have sung them. The folk who wrote
these profound songs didn’t use the King‘s English, and if one does not Anglicize rap or
change Sophie’s first colloquial ramblings in Der Rosenkavalier into perfect German,

11
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then one need not convert the spiritual’s dialect into standard English. Concert singers
and arrangers did not invent spirituals; they originated with simple folk to express human
emotions that happen to be universal. Their song texts have “written them in,” and so
should the interpreters. This is what Johnson means by “maintaining integrity.”
Rules of thumb
The language used in singing the spiritual should match the level of education of the
speaker implied by the song and should reflect the spellings written in or those of the
originators implied in the text. Of course, one can sing without dialect and still do justice
to the universal emotion in the spiritual, but a lot gets lost in so doing.
A Few Guidelines for Singing in Dialect
In truth, singers and choir directors avoid dialect often because they do not
understand its rules or how to make it consistent. So here, knowing that nothing is hard
and fast or comprehensive, I pass on a few simple methods and guidelines that have been
passed to me, hoping that they might help obviate these problems:
1)
Speak the text before singing it, making it sound natural and as much like
the dialects heard in everyday life as possible. The singer should sound natural, avoiding
incorrectly emphasizing new sounds or weak syllables (White 1927).
2)
Maintain rhyme, and use it as a key to dialect. African’s consider rhyme
important, a sign of cleverness, and often, to remove the dialect is to remove the rhyme
from a song and thus to lose a key traditional, important element of that song. This means
that a singer, rather than dropping the dialect, must find the rhyming schemes and speak
the text in a dialect that allows rhyme. For example, in Ride on King Jesus, the words
“horse” and “cross” must rhyme, and they can only rhyme if pronounced “haws” and
“craws” as one finds in Southern dialects, such as some in Mississippi.
Rhyming words can give the singer the key to the dialect being called for. Then, he or
she must study -- viewing or recalling reruns of “In the Heat of the Night” if necessary to
depict the character in the song accurately. It’s a matter of respecting the style and of
study. Says Hayes, one must “reach out toward African ancestry in search of that
fundamental, unsophisticated power, infinite, unmistakable” (Hayes 1948). Of course,
imagining the no one would sing the words “You’re placed amongst de swine” from
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Roun’ about de Mountain in perfect English. An easy grasp of its southern preacher
character prohibits that. The language of songs that are less overt in characterization still
needs to be respected if the text is written in dialect.
3)
“De” before a vowel as “dee,” before a consonant is “duh”; short “i”
is eh (if = eff); er is uh (father = fathuh) (Johnson 1949:2).
4)
Take advantage of enclitic vowels (added “a’s”). When in Roun’ about de
Mountain, the preacher says, “when I was a sinnah, a-seekin’ jes’-a like you….” The
added a’s represent the African tradition of adding a vowel to a word for emotional
emphasis. In fact an entire style of Southern preaching is based on doing this, resulting in
a kind of sung sermon. Most people have heard this style or seen it caricatured. The
singers’ job is to use these added vowels with a similar motive and to note the type of
character indicated by their inclusion. Ignoring them would eliminate a tool for stirring
the listener. Says Hayes, “We must not overlook…our dialect as part of the language of
original ancestors” (Hayes 1948).
5)
Observe a few special conventions of vowels and consonants:
-As in many West African languages, internal aspirate consonants are soft. Thus, the t’s
in the word “Little” would be pronounced like the “d’s” in “liddle.”
-the normal ending t is rendered softly almost like a d (light = lighd)
-ending “t’s” and “g’s” after “n” become aspirations and some vowel combinations
preceding them are nasalized. Thus, the t of an “nt” ending becomes an aspiration at the
end of the nasalized vowel “on”-- (don’t becomes don’). That means the word “going”
would become the nasal –“goin’.” Attempts to spell such nasals have led to odd spellings
like “gwan,” for “going.” However, one does not pronounce this word like “gwahn.” The
singer who pronounces “oin” as one would in French, ending with a slight aspiration, will
not only understand the origin of the “gwan” spelling, but will pronounce the word
correctly in a dialect that (without a twang) can be heard in Mississippi, Tennessee, and
even in Texas.

13
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Artful Variation

Young Yoruba dancer at the Ile Ife Festival, Nigeria, Bibbs, 2004

The “Cool Aesthetic” and African Traditions of Performance
Just as interpreting baroque music requires artful variation, so too interpreting spirituals
well requires a mastery of several types of variation, and although artful variation is also
a major concern of the spiritual’s originators, it should be examined as a topic unto itself.
The Yoruba word itutu means “cool” and, by extension, dexterous, poised, clever, artful,
and indicative of mastery and balance (Bibbs 1998). Itutu is thus valued in African art,
humor, and life. One of its meanings, equipoise/equilibrium, is the same as that for the
Hindu word, yoga as defined in their scripture, the Bhagavad Gita. Similarly, the goal of
life, as described by Awo Fa’Lokun Fatunmbi, a well-known American author on African
spirituality, is iwa pele --to live a balanced, centered life (Fatunmbi 1991), and that
requires ituti (equilibrium/coolness). Thus, itutu becomes a core value in African culture
and performance. In fact, according to one dance scholar Halifu Osumare, “finding
equilibrium in the face of one of the most uniquely devastating forms of slavery the
world has known was facilitated by the African performance mode in the Americas.”
(Osumare 1993). In performance, music masterfully varied, not only shows “cool” from
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the standpoint of the performer’s poise and mastery, but functions to lift (cool) the spirits
of the participating group/audience, helping it “find equilibrium.” Thus, variation, within
proscribed limits, whether in rap, dance, the spiritual, or jazz, is important to African
music, of which the spiritual is a descendant. We see it in the traditional jazz and the
spiritual forms, for example, as the mandate to state a melody without variation and then
to vary it artfully – adding a little “critical difference” as scholar Margaret Drewal would
say (Drewal 1992:4) within the harmonic constraints and traditions of the style. In the
spiritual style, we see artful variation in the need to change dynamics and emotions on
repeated phrases or to ornament the melody and rhythm simply within the harmonic
structure and intent of a piece so as to characterize the text.
Call/Response
This too is the essence of call/response -- Responses are reactions to what is being
narrated (called). Thus, for example, in Ride on King Jesus, when the singer (acting as
both narrator and group) repeats the phrase “no man works like him” after each narrative
phrase, he or she must treat each repetition as a response to what was just said, as if
uttering the Yoruba word “ashe” or the biblical “amen.”
Vocal Delivery
Good arrangers often write out melodic and harmonic variations, but ornamentation
(adding scales, appoggiaturas, rubato, vocal colorings, etc.) is left to the singer, and
should not generally be borrowed from other styles of music. Similarly, as a rule, basic
vocal production is NOT to be altered unless for a good reason. In general, as Hall
Johnson said [the basic rule is to], “Sing in your own natural voice” (Johnson 1949:2), so
a spiritual for the concert stage needs standard voice production.

Of course, it is
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“colored,” as the text demands, but given the style, should not be “jazz- pop- or
gospelized” unless the arranger or text call for it specifically or the singer does it for a
well-thought-out reason as in Kathleen Battle’s splendid rendition of “Hush, Somebody’s
Callin’ My Name.” Even if a piece contains a short “gospel fling,” as does Jacqueline
Hairston’s No Ways Tired, it does not have to be “gospelized” vocally. William Brown,
the tenor for whom it was arranged, did not suddenly change his vocal production in that
part of the song to sound like a gospel singer (Hairston 1991).
Rhythmic Accent
Lastly, varying the rhythmic accent within a measure can also create artful variation,
so singers should carefully experiment with this to achieve variety and to enhance the
text. In any 4/4 measure, for example, one may accent beat one, beats two and four, or
one and three, or all four beats. Changing the accent pattern changes the character of the
phrase and so is a valuable tool for variation. Thus, accenting the downbeat rather than
two and four, works well in the spiritual to bring out the depth of the text or to establish
the song’s setting. For example if one sings Study War No More with an accent on one, it
clearly sounds more like a work song than the more playful version that is usually heard.
Even though W. Africans often dance with an emphasis on beats two and four, the
downbeat is often the unifying factor in African music, or as Hayes put it, “The African,
who fixes his rhythms flexibly at the pulse point of ONE, can pick himself up, at will, on
any divisional spot or variation within the rhythmic phrase (Johnson 1948:6). Young
Layide Fatunmise (Fatunmise Layide Oludare) during my archival taping of him in
Nigeria mentioned accenting the strong beat as a way of “allowing creativity” (Fatunmise
2004), and in attending many evenings of W. African music, I have noted one way in
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which this is done— Even though the music is heavily layered rhythmically (displaying
many rhythms together) in performance, one or more lead drummers either repeats or
interjects a primary downbeat to unify the ensemble or to establish a new rhythm for
drummers, singers, and dancers.
Hall Johnson, mentions that a “slight but noticeable accent on the strong beat syllables
of each measure without bodily motion” is done to suggest what he calls “the everpresent bodily motion of the congregation that first sang the songs (fast or slow) before
they came to the concert stage as solos” (Johnson 1949:2). Coach Sylvia Lee, before my
debut performance in Alice Tully Hall, insisted that I accent the downbeat in almost
every measure of Roun’ about de Mountain to enhance the depiction of the preacher’s
emphatic style, the turning of the wagon wheels, and the trudging of the footsteps for the
listener (Lee 1992). It worked to profound effect. Thus, accenting “one” is known to
enhance many spirituals.
Summary
In summary, the singer should glean from this that accenting “one” adds an emotional
power to a spiritual, but most importantly that varying the accent pattern is part of the
artistry of all styles that permit variation.

Thus the singer should experiment with

accenting the downbeat as well as others to enhance both artistry and interpretation.
Overall, to me, the keys to singing the spiritual well are knowledge of and respect for
the style and its heritage, deference to the text in selecting interpretive elements, and a
commitment to artistry and emotional sincerity. Enjoy!

*******************************************
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Meet Mary Pleasant
MOTHER OF CIVIL RIGHTS IN CALIFORNIA (1817–1904)
c Bibbs, 2006, All Rights Reserved; unauthorized use prohibited

WHO WAS MARY PLEASANT?
Called the “Mother of Civil Rights” from work begun in the 1860’s, her
achievements went unsurpassed until the 1960’s. Her dramatic life was part of the story
of slavery, abolition, the gold rush, and the Civil War. She helped shape early San
Francisco, covertly amassed a joint fortune once assessed at $30,000,000, and became
the most talked-about woman in late 19th-century San Francisco. But why is she called
“Mother of Civil Rights in California,” and what legacies has she left to modern-day
civil rights? This account of her life, fully revised by research, will introduce Mary
Pleasant.
In the 1880’s everything about Pleasant was shrouded in myth and legend. She
wielded power in the city when many women were powerless, loved across boundaries
of race and class, but made powerful enemies who eventually obscured her story by
slandering her name in the tabloid press. Until recently, 20th century accounts echoed
those, obscuring her story, and leaving modern researchers unable to sort fact from the
fiction of Pleasant’s life.

However, the recovery of her lost writings and extant

interviews enable readers to meet Mary Pleasant and to know her gifts to American
history from the 1840’s until her death in 1904.
SEEDS OF COURAGE
Pleasant told four different accounts of her birth. In later years, she asserted several
times that she was born in Philadelphia, but research does not support that assertion.
Rather, the account given in her first memoir, dictated circa 1883 to the young named
Charlotte Dennis Downs, the daughter of a business associate, seems to withstand the
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most scrutiny. According to this version, Mary Ellen Pleasant was born sometime
between 1814 and 1817, the illegitimate daughter of a Virginia governor’s son (John
Hampden Pleasants) and an enslaved vodou priestess named Mary. 1 Placed on a seedy
Georgia plantation when she became pregnant with Mary, legend says that the mother
was eventually killed for covertly practicing her religion on the plantation.2 If it is true,
it means that Mary had to create a name for herself alone, and that she did so, harboring
great anger against the institution of slavery and fighting it against great odds.
However, the origin of her ability to love all people is not as apparent.
In her first memoir, Pleasant said that, at nine, she was bought out of slavery by a
sympathetic planter, but no one really knows if this is true because she tailored different
memoirs at different times to counteract the gossip and criticisms leveled against her.
Pleasant was a survivor who, according to her memoirs, became a master of disguise
and openly declared, “Some say that words are made to reveal feelings; I say, that
words are made to conceal them.3”
Yet, although she varied her story -- parentage, place of birth, and year of her birth-in her three memoirs, she never varied with regard to Nantucket. In Nantucket, the
little island off the coast of Massachusetts, Mary found a home, ca. 1827, and there she
began to “take the shackles of slavery off of her mind” to become leader, liberator, and

1

For origins of the 1817 year of birth: MEP/Kaiser unpublished memoir, 1887, p. 1, MEP/Davis unpublished
memoir, 1901, p. 3; San Francisco Census, 1890: The Bell Household, Ward 12, p. 126. This year, given by
Pleasant, is preferred over 1814, the year she reported in the Pandex of the Press autobiography, because it correlates
much better with the ages she consistently gave for her activities during her youth.
2
References correlated on birth as a slave in Georgia (especially as opposed to in Pennsylvania): (HH[vol. no] =
Helen Holdredge::volume number, SF History Room, SF Public Library, San Francisco; HH = Helen Holdredge)
For her birth in slavery: HH Estate, 1930: Charlotte Downs’ Interview, p. 6; Delaca: Thomas Gardner, Letter to
Olive Sherwood, 1906, Los Angeles, HH, #26: Interview with Atty. Eduard Bergner, SF investigator for McNab,
note on p. 9/28/21, HH, #24, Interview with Atty. John L. McNab, Attorney for the Teresa Bell will contest, p. 112,
HH, #24, Interview with Lucy Ritzman, friend of MEP, p. 139, HH #24, Interview with Charlotte Downs, scribe and
associate, pp. 34-36.
On Vodou: Brown, Karen McCarthy, Mama Lola, p. 273; Bibbs, Susheel, Heritage of Power, pp. 19-48.
Voodoo/Vodou here refers to the African-Diaspora religion of Haiti and New Orleans, not the forms of magic
popularly associated with this name
3

Source of quote: Mep/Kaiser, unpublished memoir, 1887
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entrepreneur4. Later she would declare her motto, “I’d rather be a corpse than a
coward!”5 That courage, rooted in slavery, that bloomed in Nantucket, found its field in
San Francisco.
LEGACY OF LOVE
In Nantucket, Mary was indentured (she called it “bounded out”) to become a clerk in
the general store of a Quaker merchant, whom she called only Grandma Hussey.
Grandma’s “huckster shop” sold, said Mary, “Everything from fish hooks to a ton of
coal.”6 There, being very much fairer in her youth than in later years, Mary says that she
was often mistaken for a white child, but she reported in her 1901 memoir that everyone
loved her, not because of her color or good looks, but because of her sharp mind and
wit. Said Mary, “I could make change and talk to a dozen people all at once and never
make a mistake, and I could remember all the accounts and at the end of the day, she
[Mrs. Hussey] could put them down, and they would always be right as I remembered
them.7
Almost immediately after arrival in Nantucket, Mary took the name Mary “Ellen
Williams,” naming herself after kindly Ellen Williams of Cincinnati with whom she
had become close before being taken to Nantucket. The story is that the planter who
had purchased Mary out of slavery had left her to serve Ellen and Louis Alexander
Williams (her somewhat abusive husband), and Pleasant’s first scribe Charlotte Downs
implied that Williams indentured Mary because of the insolence she displayed over his

4

That MEP considered Nantucket home and was considered a part of the Gardner family:
MEP/Davis: Gardner, William C., Letter to Mary Ellen Pleasant, 11/23/1863 (postscript).
5
Fraser, Isobel, "Mammy Pleasant, The Woman," The SF Call, 12/29/01, p. 2.
6
MEP/Davis, unpublished, typed memoir, 1901: pp. 1-3; HH56, 1938: Interview with William
Willmore, Jr, regarding testimony of James Dennison of Nantucket.
7
MEP/Davis, same as 6 above, p. 1
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treatment of Ellen; a letter from William Gardner also refers to Mary’s betrayal by
Williams.8
Despite being indentured, a position restricted to no particular race, Mary was loved
and praised by her Quaker family (Grandma, Phoebe, Sr. and Jr. Hussey et al) for her
mind and wit.

However, although at least one scholar has postulated Mary’s

involvements with the African Church in Nantucket, other scholars have shown that
these records refer to a Mary Williams who is not Mary Pleasant.9 So it was with the
Quakers that Mary flourished and was influenced. These Quakers were abolitionists and
entrepreneurs, active in the Underground Railroad and shrewd in business. They
believed in abolition and enterprise, and that spirit impressed Mary such that, when her
service had long-since ended, she chose to remain in Nantucket because her guardians
had become her family. She had learned to love.
FIGHTING TO BE FREE
Circa 1841, months after Phoebe Jr. married Capt. Gardner, a widower with two sons,
Mary, was sent to become a tailor’s assistant in Boston. There she discovered a talent
for singing and her charms as a woman and soon became known as seamstress and paid
church soloist who wore her own stylish designs and attracted many suitors. “I was
spritely and handsome even if I do say it,” she declared, unabashed, in her final
memoir.10

8

Story about her placement in New Orleans and of her guardian, Mr. Williams of Cincinnati
HH Estate, 1930: Charlotte Downs interviews, un-numbered; HH24, p. 34; HH26: William Willmore,
Jr., p. 6 (typed); HH24: Harold Camba, p. 22; MEP/Kaiser unpublished, typed memoir, 1887, p. 1;
address book, HH37: p. 2; Census: 1810, p. 32; 1820, p.87; MEP/Davis: William C. Gardner, son of
E.W. Gardner of Nantucket, Letter to Mary Ellen Pleasant, 11/23/1863 (postscript) and 12/7/1858.
9

Hudson, Lynn, 2003; Bibbs MEP Archive: Francis Kartunnen, Ph.D. and Helen Seagar (Nantucket historian),
Interviews by the author.
10

MEP/Delaca: Letter dictated to Mrs. S. [Sherwood] six-page fragment, undated. That MEP worked in
abolition in Ohio and New Bedford: HH Estate, 1930: Charlotte Downs interview, p. 11; HH #26,
William Willmore, Jr. interview, pp. 6/13/21-6/24/21, 10/3/21, & typed, p. 3-15, 19; Atty. Eduard
Bergner interview, SF investigator for Atty. McNab, note on p. 4/8/21 & quotes: 4/12/21, 9/17/21,
9/28/21.
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Soon she attracted and married James W. Smith, an abolitionist who was fascinated
by her. Reports conflict as to who pursued whom, but by all accounts, their relationship
advanced quickly. According to Mary’s most compelling letter, a 6-page fragment,
James was a wealthy mulatto (Cuban and black) merchant/contractor who “passed” for
Cuban and spied in Virginia for abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison’s newspaper, THE
LIBERATOR. He was also a slave rescuer on the Underground Railroad — the
trackless series of homes and courageous volunteers who helped escaped slaves to
freedom.

In her final memoir, Mary depicts Smith as a daring but controlling husband

who confiscated the clothes she had made and forbade her to alert her “Quaker people”
of their wedding and forced her to have relations on their wedding night. Thus, life
with Smith, though opulent and exciting, was restrictive and perhaps abusive. Still,
Mary claimed that she grew to love Smith for his courage, but planted a doubt by
adding, “All I felt was that I had lost my liberty all over again!”11
Mary recounted support of James’ efforts on “the Railroad” by traveling with him to
“learn the ropes” of slave rescue and by entertaining abolitionists in their Boston home
and Virginia plantation near Harper’s Ferry. The plantation was run by freed slaves for
whom, she said, James would pay as much as $1,000 each to free.12
After Smith died suddenly, an event in which hearsay says that Mary had a hand,
Mary sold the plantation and redeemed the bonds that Smith had left her for $45,000 (a
fortune in those days), which she vowed to use in “the cause of the colored race.”
Legend has it that she soon became a notorious slave rescuer, working on “the

11

Source of quote: San Francisco Examiner, October 13, 1895
That her first husband involved her in abolition activities: MEP/Delaca: Letter fragment dictated to
Mrs. S. (Sherwood), undated; Delaca Estate, 1906: Letter to Olive Sherwood from Thomas Gardner, son
of Capt. E.W. Gardner of Nantucket; HH #26: Atty. Eduard Bergner interview, note on p. 4/20/21;
MEP/Davis Pandex of the Press, autobiography, 1902, p. 1; HH24: Charlotte Downs interview, p. 36.
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Railroad” from New Bedford headquarters, stealing onto plantations disguised as a
“negro” jockey to alert slaves of impending escapes.13
Certainly covert activity came naturally to Mary Pleasant. Slaves used it in order to
survive, and Mary surely understood its importance in saving lives. Covert action
demanded courage, and she seems to have acquired hers by doing her duty and facing
her fears. Thus, her motto “I’d rather be a corpse than a coward” probably came about
quite naturally -- Survival meant risk.
MOVING WEST
In 1850, California wanted to come into the Union as an anti-slavery state, among its
reasons, to discourage slave owners from bringing slaves to work the gold mines to
unfair advantage. Since California’s entry threatened to tip the even tally of pro-slavery
and anti-slavery states in favor of the anti-slavery faction,

Senator Henry Clay

proposed a compromise that, to appease the pro-slavery states, included a Fugitive
Slave Law. Essentially it enforced older fugitive slave laws and, for Mary, brought
increased pressure. By 1851, with slavers hot on her trail, she was forced to flee the
East. This flight, however, seems to have occurred in stages. Sometime before she went
West in late 1851, she hid in Nantucket, remarried, and also lived in New Orleans.
In her final memoir (unpublished), Mary reports that, at the suggestion of Smith’s
mother, she married Smith’s ex-foreman and friend, John James (JJ) Pleasance. From
the beginning, however, their passionate relationship was “a mixed bag.”

JJ’s

sensuality fascinated her, but she felt that “He wasn’t half the man my first husband
was.” Later, JJ drank, but Mary stuck with the marriage and continued Smith’s slaverescue work out of her own inner calling.

13

That MEP worked in abolition in Ohio and New Bedford: HH Estate, 1930: Charlotte Downs interview, p. 11;
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John James Pleasance (not related to Mary’s father John H. Pleasants) thought himself
descended from Emperor Henri Christophe of Haiti. Simply put, JJ’s father (Emperor
Christophe’s illegitimate son) had been given the surname “Pleasance” to please a
wealthy New Orleans patron. Thus JJ was by name a “Pleasance” (Pleasants
anglicized), but was actually a “Christophe;” most importantly, though, through that
“Christophe” connection he thought himself related to the common-law husband, Jean
Louis “Christophe” de Glapion, of the famous New Orleans vodou (voodoo) queen
Mam’zelle Marie LaVeaux.14
HERITAGE OF POWER
Some time after their arrival in New Orleans, JJ, left Mary by ship to scout a better
life for them in gold-rush California. Mary gladly stayed behind to “own up” her
heritage – a matter about which she spoke to several close associates and even wrote
about in her first memoir (now lost) according to three modern-day writers who read it.
However, later in life, Pleasant omitted this study and her connection with slavery from
her memoirs, declaring herself (in two different memoirs) free-born in Philadelphia!
This has led some historians to surmise that Pleasant never met Marie LaVeaux.
However, extant eyewitness interviews with LaVeaux’s granddaughter, Liga Foley, say,
“She [LaVeaux] was teachin’ Mrs. Pleasance vodou, so she could use it in some way.”15
Mary’s mother and grandmother had been vodou queens, an inherited, shaman-like job,
that mandated healing skills, knowledge of ritual, and social responsibility for their
community. However, Mary’s mother had not lived to teach her fully, and so study
with a famous social-activist/vodou queen should have meant a lot to her. Later when
HH #26: Interview with William Willmore, Jr., pp. 6/13/21-6/24/21, 10/3/21—typed version, p. 3-15, 19; HH26:
Atty. Eduard Bergner interview, note on p. 4/8/21 & quotes: 4/12/21, 9/17/21, 9/28/21.
14

HH24: Harold Camba interview

15

HH Estate, 1930: Liga Foley Interviews, p. 24
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social ridicule made the association seem burdensome, Mary the survivor, simply edited
it out of her story, though not out of her life and work.
Specifically, LaVeaux is credited with blending the traditional vodou religion,
business practices, and Catholicism with social advocacy. In LaVeaux’s case, this
advocacy meant using a social model for leveraging political and social gains for her
people --first helping and matchmaking for the powerful (a practice called Le Placage),
then gaining their secrets via domestic spies and consultations and then using them to
aid her people (New Orleans Creoles) condemned or imprisoned unfairly or Africans
enslaved in and around New Orleans. Later, in Mary’s case, the LaVeaux model would
mean using the same techniques for “leveraging” the secrets of the “powerful” to aid the
powerless (African Americans and women) of San Francisco. So, in addition to her
Quaker legacies of love and equality, Mary carried LaVeaux’s vodou – a heritage of
social and religious power-- to California, “so she could use it in some ways,” as
LaVeaux descendant, Liga Foley declared.”16
GOLDEN DAYS
In late 1851, JJ sent for Mary (and her money), and being pursued again for slaverescue activities, Mary fled to San Francisco on a steamer around the Horn. There is
controversy over her point of departure – Some credible accounts say New Orleans;
others say New York. Mary herself named two different ships and never a point of
departure! Fortunately, however, we can document her entry into California (the final
leg of her journey) via a Pacific Mail Steamer. So, despite her claim to have arrived in

16

That MEP's mentor was Marie LaVeau: Bibbs, Susheel, Heritage of Power; HH Estate, 1930: Liga Foley
interviews, begins on p. 24 – various excerpts; HH #24: John Allen Francis, Jr. interview, p. 50; HH Estate, 1930:
Charlotte Downs interview, p. 6;
That MEP arrived in San Francisco in 1852 on the Oregon: San Francisco Ships Passage Records, vol. 3, pp.
137-140; HH24: John Allen Francis, Jr., pp. 50, 141; HH Estate, 1930: Charlotte Downs interview, p. 10.
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’49, Mary Ellen Pleasant arrived in San Francisco on The Steamer Oregon, April 7,
1852, listed as “Mme. Christophe” (her husband’s true surname).17 A charming young
merchant/broker named Thomas Bell boarded the Oregon in Acapulco.18 This
Scotsman would eventually become both the business partner with whom Mary would
amass a fortune and, perhaps, the love of her life.
1850’s San Francisco had 40-50,000 people (about six men to every woman) and
anywhere from 400 to 700 drinking houses and saloons (depending on who counted).
Over 1 million gallons of liquor per year flowed into the locals there, resulting in five
murders every six days. Yet, although this place of new beginnings was not the safe
haven Mary had sought, she was up to the challenge.
She arrived in rough ‘n ready San Francisco, unfortunately, just after California’s
Fugitive Slave Law had been enacted (followed her) there. So, to avoid being wrested
into slavery, she took to covert activity once again by passing as Mrs. Ellen Smith, a
white boarding club “steward” (a supervisory cook-housekeeper position). She waited
four months before working, but finally chose the club of commission merchants Case
and Heiser, because it housed the city’s richest or most promising men. Some have
misunderstood Mary’s early employment. Forgetting that she arrived as a wealthy
women through her inheritance from her first husband, they have characterized her
merely as a crafty servant, and missing the “Ellen Smith” disguise, they have either
17

SF Ships Passage Records, v.3, p. 138-140; HH 26: ship’s record, p. 4/27/21; HH26, 1954: Bergner interview;
HH25: Dyer: p. 3/18/15; HH24: John Allen Francis, Jr. interview., p. 50; HH24: David Ruggles, Jr. interview: pp. 5,
6, 141.

18

That MEP arrived in San Francisco in 1852 on the Oregon: San Francisco Ships Passage Records,

vol. 3, pp. 137-140; HH, #24: John Allen Francis, Jr. interview, pp. 50, 141; HH Estate, 1930: Charlotte
Downs interviews p. 10. There is corroborating testimony, including a verification of the name she used
and a list of six persons on the same shipOthers: H/GR: SF Ship. v.3, p. 138-140; HH 26: ship, p.
4/27/21
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failed to credit her with some of her early accomplishments or to see that she placed
herself in such positions in San Francisco both to avoid enslavement and to instate the
“Marie LaVeaux model” -- the name coined by author Luisah Teish to describe the use
of LaVeaux’s religion and social techniques to advocate for civil rights19 Pleasant’s
use of the model called for domestic spying on and matchmaking for rich city
luminaries in order to leverage gains for her black people and dispossessed women in
San Francisco.20
Despite her intent to spy on her wealthy employers, however, Mary’s most inspiring
trait – the ability to love individuals without losing sight of her goals -- soon became
evident. For she not only spied on them, but she “was there” when they needed care and
healing.

Liga Foley, who identified herself as LaVeaux’s granddaughter, explained

that, in 1867 as housekeeper in the Latham home, she saw Mary steer the wife of an
employer (Sen. Milton Latham’s) back to mental health, and Sam P. Davis, Pleasant’s
final biographer, wrote this in her 1904 obituary:
It is told on the best of authority that when her old employer, Capt. Johns [of the Case Heiser house]
died in straitened circumstances, she [Mary] advanced the money to send the family East and for years
assisted at least in their support 21

Mary would “walk the extra mile” for them and remain a friend until the end.
Consequently, years after her time at Case-Heiser, when these merchants became City
luminaries, Pleasant’s fortune and power to effect change through them grew. Thus, her
power was not, as the tabloids often reported, due simply to her storehouse of secrets on
their pasts, but rather to their genuine reciprocation.
BLACK CITY HALL

19

Bibbs, Susheel, New Orleans Voodoo archive: Luisah Teish (Yeyeworo Fajembola Fatunmise) 1997:
interview by the author
20
HH, #24, David Ruggles, Jr, longtime MEP associate, Interview on MEP Civil Rights Activities. HH
Estate, 1930: Charlotte Downs p. 10; B. Gordon Wheeler, Black California, pp. 89, 90.
21
MEP/Davis obituary, “Remarkable Events in the Live of Mary Pleasant,” Chronicle, Jan. 12, 1904.
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In some states, including California, restrictions called “Black Laws” prevented
people of color from voting, serving in the militia, or testifying in court and left them
unprotected from all-too-prevalent theft, claim jumping, and assault. The repeal of these
Black Laws and the support of ex-slaves in California became Mary’s first field.
Historian Sue B. Thurman first called Pleasant “Mother of Civil Rights in California”
before San Francisco adopted the name, and after conducting interviews with those who
remembered Pleasant, she once wrote,
Negroes [sic] who remember her… will tell you about how many times she went out into the
rural part of the country to rescue slaves who were being held illegally by masters recently come to
California… will mention the vigorous role she played during the Negroe’s fight for the Right of
Testimony…[and] say they saw little of her until some oppressed member of her group got into
difficulties. Then she would put all her privilege and prestige at his disposal.22

As Thurman later explained to Bibbs in a 1996 interview, Mary (known to blacks as
Mrs. Pleasants) secretly joined a civil-rights group called the Franchise League to fight
the Black Laws, and in support of their activities, she called upon her wealthy “friends”
for financial aid and jobs. She personally helped many blacks establish their own
businesses, and while calling herself “a capitalist by trade,” she secretly smuggled
escaped slaves into the State and employed them in her many enterprises -- tenant
farms, laundries, dairy farms, etc. In effect, she became a one-woman communitydevelopment system. Pleasant also used her “leveraging technique” to pressure the
wealthy men whom she had served to employ blacks in homes, in catering, in hotels,
and on steamers, later on the railroads for the first time. In fact, according to historian
B. Gordon Wheeler, Pleasant soon earned the nickname “The Black City Hall. Sue
Thurman, in summarizing the citizens’ remembrances of this advocacy, wrote,

22

Thurman, Sue. B., Pioneers of Negro Origin, Acme Press, 1949
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“These things they can remember perhaps – because the people who fight for freedom, for…human
rights… are always held in long and loving memory.”23

A FRIEND OF JOHN BROWN
The Franchise League and Pleasant’s efforts were effective. However, despite their
gains in California, the quality of life for blacks across the country declined after 1853
because famine in Ireland and other lands caused mass immigration and job
displacements of “colored” workers. Of these displacements, the great orator/statesman
Frederick Douglass protested,
White men are becoming house servants, cooks, and stewards on vessels…so that blacks can
scarcely find the means of subsistence… “colored” men, you must do something. Mr. [Henry]
Bibbs tells you to go to Canada. Others tell you to go to school. We tell you to go to work…”
24

Pleasant responded. By 1858, this increased pressure and national depression had
driven blacks in San Francisco to seek freedom in Fraser Valley (Victoria), Canada,
and other places, and even though, Mary worked hard, conditions worsened. Finally,
she and her husband went back east to Canada too -- not to live, however, but rather (as
she wrote several times) to help abolitionist John Brown end slavery once and for all.
John Brown’s plan was to capture the approximately 90,000 repeating rifles housed
at the Federal Arsenal at Harper’s Ferry, Virginia with approximately twenty men. He
hoped (as had been done in Italy) to incite Virginia slaves to join him in the Virginia
hills, where he planned to create a free zone for them and to give them some military
advantage by arming them with those repeating rifles. This he also hoped would shock
the Union into ending slavery. Pleasant met Brown in Canada in 1858, gave him money
for arms and, through her second husband, purchased slave-refuge land there; however,
thinking Brown a bit unrealistic about Virginia slave’s automatic support, she returned
East in 1859 to alert many on plantations that she knew. Pleasant says that she rode
disguised as a jockey (as she used to do) to alert slaves of John’s coming. Indeed,

23
24

Thurman, same as 22

Bennett, Lerone, Frederick Douglass: “Learn Trades of Starve, 1853,” Before the Mayflower, 6th ed.
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researchers have now supported much of Pleasant’s story by placing her in the
Canadian Civil Rights movement in ’58, by locating deeds to the property she
purchased for escaped slaves there, through interview accounts, and by locating the
plantations that Pleasant named. Moreover, extant testimony and a letter confirm that
Mary did wire more than $30,000 East at that time, as she claimed; however, the letter
also reveals that, most of it, embezzlement by a friend, could not be donated to Brown
as she had claimed.
Despite considerable aid, Brown acted sooner than planned, failed in his raid, and
was hanged, and Mary was forced to flee for her life, hunted for treason. Ultimately,
however, she made clear her feelings about Brown’s ill-fated plan, saying , “I never
regretted what I did for John Brown or for the cause of liberty for my race,” and it now
seems that she played a big part in what has been called the first blow of the Civil
War.25

25

John Brown’s plan: Interviews by the author 2003, Jean Libby, Louis De Caro, Ph.D., Brown's son and close
associate confirm a gift: Sam P. Davis, "How a Colored Woman Aided John Brown," Comfort Magazine, Nov.
1903, p. 3; Robert E. McGlone, Phd., [same as this entry, 28/29d] p 2; That MEP left on the Moses Tarlor in April
5, 1858, and sent drafts ahead, met him in Chatham, Ontario

MEP/Davis, 1902: unpublished memoir, pp. 1-5; Deeds to the Land, Chatham, Ontario, West, Chatham
Land Authority; MEP/Davis: Letter to Sam Davis, dated Mar. 17, 1902. That she harbored Mr. Dunn
and intended the land as a slave refuge for Brown's purposes: MEP/Delaca, Letter fragment dictated to
Mrs. S., undated; That she met Brown and his son on King St.: MEP/Davis, unpublished memoir, p. 3;
That Brown held meetings on King St. that spring: James C. Hamilton, “John Brown in Canada”,
Canadian Magazine, Dec. 1894, p. 8., Interview by the author, Robinson, Gwendolyn, Chatham, Ont.
Bibbs DVD Archive, “Meet Mary Pleasant,” vol. 3; Hudson, Lynn, The Making of Mammy Pleasant,
MEP/Davis unpublished memoir, 1902: "Second Marriage," p. 1, Sam P. Davis, "How a Colored Woman
Aided John Brown," Comfort Magazine, Nov. 1903, p. 3, MEP/Delaca: Letter fragment dictated to Mrs.
S., undated; Oakland Tribune, 1916; That Brown's daughter was prejudiced: Robert E. McGlone,
Phd., Univ. of Hawaii at Manoa (Brown authority), Letter to Dr. Edward Beggs, San Francisco Study
Center, Research collection of the African-American Historical and Cultural Society, San Francisco, p. 1;
That MEP met or met and gave money to John Brown: HH, #24, Interview with David Ruggles, Jr.,
p. 145 (margin note), HH, #26, Charlotte Downs interview, p. 9/6/21; 11/10/21, MEP/Crowell: Letter to
Sam Davis, dated 3/17/1902, MEP/Davis unpublished memoir, 1902: "Second Marriage" p. 3; That
MEP found Brown impetuous: MEP/Davis unpublished memoir, 1902: p. 5, HH #26: William
Willmore, Jr. interview, pp. 6/13/21-6/22/21; MEP, MEP/Delaca: Letter fragment dictated to Mrs. S.,
undated; That MEP knew the territory near Harpers Ferry, Virginia: MEP/Delaca: Letter fragment
dictated to Mrs. S., undated, Sam P. Davis, "How a Colored Woman Aided John Brown," Comfort
Magazine, Nov. 1903, p. 3, HH 26, 1934: William Willmore, Jr., typed, p. 3; That MEP and her
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MOTHER OF CIVIL RIGHTS
Back in California in 1863, after the Emancipation Proclamation, Mary was able to
declare her race; she is finally listed as “Mary E. Pleasant, colored.”26 During the Civil
War, she worked openly with the Franchise League, both in the pro-Union movement
and to test new California Civil Rights Laws. She tested blacks’ new right to testify in
court by engineering suits against trolley companies that routinely ejected them. Such
challenges were actually occurring all across the land. However, little known, says
California civil rights attorney, David Oppenheimer, is that Pleasant almost certainly
orchestrated the case by Charlotte Brown, daughter of a cohort and close friend, which
resulted in the first case won in California, and that in 1868, Pleasant’s own lawsuit
(Pleasants vs. Northbeach and Mission Railroad) gained historic importance by setting
precedent in the State Supreme Court. 27 That is, although the monies previously
awarded Pleasant for “damages” (her suffering caused by discrimination) were struck
down in this high court, Oppenheimer was able to cite that case in that same high court
in 1982 to win the first discrimination “damages for pain and suffering” awarded there!
Thus Pleasant left a legacy to modern-day civil rights and earned the title, “Mother of
Civil Rights in California.”
Pleasant won and lost many battles during her long and productive life. In the late
1860’s and 70’s she raised a joint fortune through land, milling, mining, and rail
investments with her partner, but she lost control of it in old age. She loved JJ, her
husband, but she lost him and her only child to the effects of drink. Reports indicate
that she loved Thomas Bell and the mansion she lovingly built for them, but he died in
husband purchased land in Canada: MEP/Davis unpublished memoir, 1902, Property Deeds: 1858,
1872. SF City Directory: 1859
26
San Francisco City Directory, 1863
27
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1892, and she eventually lost the house. Pleasant, once hailed a philanthropist, was
ultimately mocked by slander and the name “Mammy Pleasant,” which she protested in
vain. According to interviews and her final memoir she died in1904 somewhat
disappointed that most blacks then seemed to have forgotten her tireless leadership.
However, “her City” did not forget. In 1965, prompted by Sue B. Thurman and the
African American Historical and Cultural Society, San Francisco embedded a memorial
medallion at the site of Mary’s great mansion. Later in 1996 its Eucalyptus trees
became City landmarks. On the medallion are inscribed the words: “Mary Ellen
Pleasant, Mother of Civil Rights in California,” a title, were she here, that she would
earn again today. Said Sue Thurman, “ If she were alive today, she would be in the forefront of
the multitudes all over the world –men and women of every creed and nation – who labor with unerring
insight in the high cause of human rights and human dignity.”28 Despite her losses, Pleasant’s

legacies of courage and caring endure, and she emerges a winner!
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The Melody Maids of Beaumont, Texas, is surely one of the most unusual choral
ensembles in the history of American music. In 1942 Eloise Milam, a prominent
Beaumont voice teacher, recruited local high school girls to provide musical
entertainment at a War Bond Rally. After their performance the girls, who had named
themselves “Melody Maids,” were overwhelmed with requests for additional
appearances, leading Milam to form a chorus that existed for thirty years and offered
hundreds of young ladies an opportunity to perform over much of the world.
Although renowned for their superb music productions, the Maids’ truly unique
features lie outside the realm of music. The chorus was never affiliated with any
institution, and as a result, Eloise Milam, the director, was in complete control. She
auditioned the girls, planned the programs, and selected the music, even arranging or
composing songs, if necessary. She also managed all non-musical matters, including
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logistics of the trips, design and construction of the staging, scenery, and costumes, as
well as financial details and correspondence.
Many of the Maids have provided written reminiscences of their experiences,
which not only offer a fascinating glimpse into behavior and attitudes of the midtwentieth century but also reveal that Milam’s opinions have exerted greater influence
than her musical legacy. The director held firm beliefs concerning exemplary conduct of
Southern ladies, and she demanded strict adherence to hundreds of regulations governing
the girls’ behavior and appearance, both for the performance stage as well as in their
personal lives. Milam’s rules, affectionately dubbed “the bible” by the girls, included
guidelines for general manners, poise and posture, and table etiquette, but they also
extended to moral behavior, correct pronunciation of words, appropriate conduct while in
the presence of men, and even forbidden topics of conversation. The director also held
an unusual belief regarding the role of music in society—that one should serve others
through the gift of music with no thought of financial reward—a philosophy that the girls
eagerly embraced. As a result, the Melody Maids happily sang for any individual or
organization, and neither the girls nor Milam ever received any direct financial
compensation. Milam’s all-female ensemble was thus both a finishing school for young
Southern ladies and a community chorus that performed solely for the satisfaction of
sharing music with others.
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RACE TRAITORS

The recent results of the 2005 California Standardized Testing and Reporting (STAR) just
released revealed staggering results. It seems that despite recent efforts by California’s governor,
in cor dance with President Bush’s “No Child left behind” program. Young African-American,
Latino, and low-income students still remain to trail behind their peers. (1)
Although these results are surprising to most of the community and school officials, it is not a
surprise to most within the African American and Latino communities. “It is just what I thought
it would be,” claimed one mother. (2)
The ideas that have circulated within the African American community can best be summed up
by another mother of African American children.
“It (test scores) will not go up until the schools begin to address the differences in how young
Blacks view themselves. Teachers and administrators must begin to view Black youth as smart,
productive, contributing students, despite their outward appearance and love of Rap music.
White kids love music with loud streaming guitars playing. They are wearing mohawks and
shaved heads. Does this make them have less potential to be successful contributing
individuals?”(3)
Within the United States it is claimed that all students have access to an equal, quality
education. As a yong African-American woman, who attended a predominately black high
school, I know this to not be true. For families who do not have the financial resources to receive
a private education or move into better neighborhoods with high performing schools, the
children of these families must remain in low achieving, low-funded school districts. It is
shamefully evident, that the children within these schools will not do as well as students in well
funded school districts. It is most often the young African-American, Latino, and low income
students that are the recipients of this poor educational experience . . . it is here educators are at
their worst. Many educators come unprepared or unable to address the diverse and real problems
of African-American and Latino youth.
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As a teen, I witnessed many times fellow students failing and struggling along with the class.
Many times myself and many others in my classes would walk away from a period completely
dazed and unsatisfied with the instruction that we had just received. The majority of my high
school teachers maintained the idea that I simply did not want to learn. I had more than one
“teacher phone conference”to my house. The purpose of these calls was to inform my mother
that I was simply not putting forth any effort. Of course . . . I was not putting forth any effort,
and Yes . . . I was cutting class. I could not grasp the subject, the teacher would not stop and
slow down. Nor once did anyone stop to consider . . . that as my teacher. She may not be
making enough connections to help me learn. No one including my mother questioned whether
my teachers were possibly taking the wrong approach to teaching. Honestly, most of the teachers
did not have the skills to deal with the cultural world that existed within my high school.
Therefore, their lack of social understanding caused them to have a lack of teaching abilities.
For most young people, to have a teacher who teaches history or math, but cannot in the
beginning speak to students on their level . . . It is insulting. It gives students the impression that
they do not posses the intelligence to engage with that teacher. Students in these settings want to
learn, but often it takes effort on the part of the teacher to first create a level of understanding;
then once that is established the teacher can then begin to correct and encourage students to
engage on more educated and elevated levels. Yes, students, even very poor students have this
feeling. No one wants to be a failure or be perceived as dumb . . . Even poor students feel that
they should have a chance.
This is especially important when educating young African- American or Latino students. These
students often come as the first in their families to make it to high school. They come from
communities and neighborhood were ideas of education and college are considered to be sellout
moves. It is often that students’ peers and family feel, more education equates to an individual
selling out or becoming “white washed.”
In the book, To Be Popular or Smart: The Black Peer Group, by Jawanza Kunjufu, Kunjufu
studies the notions of young African-American’s concern with social status. Kunjufu although a
self-published author, does present a strong beginning argument for studies on African
Americans labeling other African Americans as “Race Traitors.” It is here that scholars of
modern African American studies should begin to look.
There has been very little research in this area of modern African American studies. Although it
is clear that the area just mentioned needs to be addressed, scholars have avoided the issues.
Issues of “Race Traitors” are a very complex and complicated issue to address. Many professors
and scholars have chosen to take the approach that William Darity, Professor of Pan African
Studies at Duke University has been quoted stating.
“There is peer pressure not to do well at all levels: (and) kids, regardless of race, get called
nerds or geeks." (4)
He says that blacks get labeled "race traitors" when they take the most challenging courses and
are grossly under represented in them. It "breeds animosity and resentment among the many
toward the privileged few." (5)
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"I don't believe it's a cultural attitude," Darity concludes.
He does go on to say that, “Exposing teachers and administrators to that claim, and not research
showing the contrary view, could be a problem, ‘If it's taken seriously, it could lead to a mis
diagnosis.”(6)
This is why so much more research and discussions must continue. There are few programs out
there willing to take the risk. There are a few attempts to begin discussions and combat the
problems of low achievement and “Race Traitor”** attitudes in African American Youth.
In Las Vegas, administrators are using Kunjufu’s book to “begin conversations” about how to
address issues surrounding students.
In Sacramento, Sac State’s EOP program has devised a Pan-African Learning Community to
help assist African-American Students to over come issues surrounding them. By placing
freshman students in a Learning community filled with their peers. Students are surrounded by
other students facing the same challenges.
For the past two years, this Learning community has successfully guided 20 - 30 low performing
African-American freshmen through the transition from High School to the Sac State College
setting. This Learning community which consists of a GE elective, in the case of the Pan African
LC, the GE is Intro to Pan- African Studies, the appropriate English Class, an EOP counselor
and finally a TA, who works in conjunction with the GE course and the English course. This
formula has been extremely successful. By offering African-American students the support and
opportunities to learn in a positive environment, these students are striving.
As a TA for the Pan African community, “My students are able to understand what is required of
them academically. African American students, who participate in the LC have the opportunity
to discuss social and academic problems that they are currently facing. In no other college
setting, are young African-Americans given the chance to challenge the stereo types that are cast
upon them. It is within the Pan-African Learning community that they are given the confidence
and support to begin to accept education as a positive step in their lives.” *

So as clearly shown there are several programs and discussions begin to take shape. It will take
much more work and research on the part of scholars, educators, administrators, and students a
like to change the current understanding of how to break down the“Race Traitor” mentalities
within ethnic communities. Once achieved, I believe that a trend of African American scholastic
achievement will rise, breaking the current trend of African American youth trailing behind in
various areas of scholastic testing areas.
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* attached below is additional information on Sac States EOP Program.
** The term “Race Traitor” is a term that is used by Professor William Darity.

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP): www.nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard
National Center for Education Statistics: http://www.nces.ed.gov/
National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future: http://www.nctaf.org/
Policy Analysis for California Education: http://pace.berkeley.edu/

2. Cited from, A, Rentz, inteview. Conducted May. 2005
3. Cited from T. Gilmore, interview, Conducted Aug.2006
4. Deepa Ranganathan, “ Latinos, Blacks, poor lag on tests,” Sacramento Bee (August 16,2006 )
Pg. 1
5. Timothy Pratt, Educators aim to better understand black youths, Las vegas Sun
http://www.lasvegassun.com/) Aug 17,2006
6. Timothy Pratt, Aug 17,2006
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Jawanza Kunjufu, To Be Popular or Smart: The Black Peer Group, African American Image,
Sept 1998.
EOP leaflets, EOP, Sac State University.2005
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EOP Supplemental
What is the Educational Opportunity Program (EOP)?
EOP, enacted by law in 1969, is a state mandated program that provides access to a college
education for first generation college students. Students who are from low income and
educationally disadvantaged communities are targeted for the program. EOP provides special
admission consideration, academic advising, financial assistance and retention services to
eligible undergraduate students who are California residents. In addition, EOP provides
instructional support to students through the EOP Learning Communities Program.
1. What is an EOP Learning Community?
A learning community is comprised of a set of core courses that groups of freshmen students are
required to enroll in together. Because both students and faculty all work and learn together in a
community atmosphere, a supportive environment is created for students. This helps to foster the
academic growth and college success of students in the program.
How are students placed in an EOP Learning Community?
Students must first complete their EOP admission file, as well as take the English Placement
Test (EPT) and the Entry Level Mathematics Exam (ELM), preferably by the March test
deadline. Students must then agree to the terms of the EOP Student Agreement Form, which
outlines the requirements of the program. Upon receipt EPT/ELM test scores, students are
administratively enrolled in the appropriate courses. A letter is mailed informing students of their
course placement and students can access their schedule via Casper Web using their Sac Link
account.
What types of courses are available to students in the program?
Students enrolled in an EOP Learning Community are typically registered for a set of 4-5
courses in the EOP Learning Community program configuration. (See the course listings below
for details).
EOP Learning Communities
English (e.g., LS-15, 86, 87, Eng. 1, 1x, 1A, 2, 2x)
**Math (e.g., LS-7a, 7b, 10a, 10I, 10x)
EOP Freshman Seminar (e.g., ETHN-21)/or GE course
Another General Education Course
LS-39b Tutorial Course
Notes:
**Students scoring 50 or above on the ELM are instructed to register for a general education
math course on their own to complete their learning community course schedules.
What are the benefits of being enrolled in an EOP Learning Community?
There are many benefits to being an EOP Learning Community student. The program provides
students with a smooth transition to college. Students receive academic advising and peer
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counseling that is critical to their success at the university. Tutorial assistance in English and
math and various other subjects helps to supplement the learning experiences of students.
Students in learning communities also have a chance to build positive working relationships with
CSUS faculty. Peer support and program events also help to ensure the success of first-time
freshmen EOP students in university.
How is an EOP Learning Community different from a University Learning Community?
Unlike the University Learning Communities Program, students in an EOP Learning Community
are required to participate in the program and are placed in a learning community on the basis of
their EPT and ELM test scores and EOP admission status. This helps to ensure that students
receive the necessary skills and support services that are critical to their completion of
preparatory English and math courses.
You can choose from a wide variety of University Learning Communities. Each community
consists of 2-3 classes, scheduled in a specific cluster of General Education and major classes
linked by common themes, assignments, and extra-curricular activities. Learning Communities
are listed in the front of the annual class schedule, and all freshmen are eligible to enroll.
1. Why enroll in a University Learning Community? Here are just a few reasons:
Fulfill a variety of General Education and major requirements.
Make your academic experience at CSUS more stimulating and enjoyable.
Increase the likelihood of your success in college.
Feel more comfortable on campus.
Form strong relationships with students and faculty.
Work with faculty members who are among the best teachers on campus.
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„Still life in motion“: Video Painting – New moving image aesthetics through the use of
High Definition Video and Flatscreen Technology
Christin Bolewski
Loughborough University School of Art and Design, UK
Loughborough LE11 3TU, Leicestershire, UK
C.Bolewski@lboro.ac.uk
ABSTRACT:
The use of new technologies has almost inevitably led to the blurring of established definitions,
roles, and taxonomies of visual art. „Still life in motion“ is an artistic project, which connects the
tradition of painting with the moving image to create an object of modern video art. It reworks
traditional themes and ideas and explores new artistic boundaries and styles of representation by
using High Definition video technology. New technologies constantly change the aesthetic
capabilities of the moving image, and latest developments in HD-Video and flatscreen displays
provide a high-quality platform for the presentation of the moving image. This technological
setting creates the new ambient video genre of the „video painting“. A video painting is wallmounted in the same manner as traditional paintings and creates a visual aesthetic, which relies
on high visual impact, the subtle manipulation of image, multiple layers, and the play of gradual,
complex transitions with a smooth temporal flow.
As an example, I present the project „Still life in motion“, which I created as a German media
artist in cooperation with SONY Germany as part of the SONY BRAVIAmotionart project
(www.SONY.de/braviamotionart): The canvas gets replaced by a large high resolution video
flatscreen expanded by perspective of time and space reconstructing and deconstructing the
issues of the still life genre at the same time. Using the possibilities of digital video processing
and animation techniques the motif gets fragmented through a collage of established traditional
film codes. Different parts of the image are arranged running simultaneously forward and
backward, in fast motion or being looped – the still life starts to “breathe”.
Further aspects of this new video genre are the sensation of reality of these high resolution
images and the concept of telepresence, an aesthetic concept, which plays with the notion of
reality, the performance of real time, slow editing rhythm and a different use of shot sizes, which
distincts it from the temporal acceleration in contemporary video narration.
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Teaching Architectural CAD Online
Elizabeth Bollinger, Professor of Architecture
Gerald D. Hines College of Architecture
122 College of Architecture Bldg
University of Houston
Houston, TX 77204-4000
EBollinger@uh.edu
Background
Several years ago, I became intrigued by the possibilities available for teaching online.
At the University of Houston, WebCT (a course tool program) is available for all classes.
My interest in using the program was stimulated by an increasing concern over how best
to address the needs of our architecture students in the course Introduction to Computer
Aided Design in Architecture.
Three computer aided design courses were implemented in our curriculum in 1983. Our
philosophy of teaching Computer Aided Design (CAD) has always been to teach
concepts, and not to be a training course for a specific program. Over the last 23 years,
we have incorporated over 30 different CAD programs into the curriculum as new
programs have evolved during that time.
Our current Intro to CAD course includes four basic topics: digital imaging, electronic
presentation, 2D drafting, and 3D modeling. We cover basic fundamentals in each of
these areas, so that our students will have the skills necessary to begin using the computer
in their design studio work. Subsequent CAD courses cover advanced modeling
techniques, rendering, lighting, and animation.
As high school students learn more about computers prior to entering university, I have
found greater disparity with regard to computer proficiency among our beginning
students than in past years. Many students enter our architecture program well versed in
one or two, but usually not all four, of the topics that we cover in the Intro to CAD class.
The opportunity to provide the class online has been a good solution to this dilemma. By
enrolling in the Intro to CAD course as a hybrid course, students can move at their own
pace through each topic
Benefits of a Hybrid Course
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I first posted the Intro to CAD course on the Internet in 2002, with great anticipation. I
made the decision to offer the course first as a “hybrid course,” one in which I meet with
the students in person most weeks, while using WebCT as a tool for posting course
materials and accepting student work. It took only a few weeks for me to realize the
many benefits of this form of delivery.
Some of the benefits that I realized with a hybrid course:
1. All course materials are posted on the WebCT server, and students and professor
alike have access to these materials at any time from any location where they can
access the Internet with a browser.
2. Multimedia presentations during lecture classes can be posted on WebCT, and
students have access to them for their review at a later time when they are
working on the projects assigned. In addition to text and PDF files, I have used
tools such as Powerpoint, Flash, and Camtasia to create visual presentations for
the course, one in which images and interactivity are essential.
3. Discussion questions can be posted by any student at any time. I make an effort
to login several times each day, and I encourage students to check the Discussion
Postings when they have a question. Sometimes I find that another student has
posted an answer to a question before I login. Students do not have to wait for the
next class session to ask their question; I do not have to answer the same question
multiple times; and learning goes on all week every week.
4. The methodology provides for good documentation of instructor feedback to each
student. Not only does the student have access to my feedback from each
exercise submitted, but I do as well. If a student fails to address a particular issue
in making adjustments to a project, I do not have to wonder if I failed to point out
the deficiency. The documentation is there for reference by both of us.
5. Students learn to use the Internet in exchanging CAD documents. They learn to
appreciate the importance of file size and formats, which are necessary to the
successful practice of architecture in the building industry today.
Topics on the Course Website
WebCT and similar course tool programs offer a myriad of possibilities for
communication between teacher and student. I do not yet take advantage of all that is
available. The creation of course materials is very time consuming, but worthwhile.
There are three categories of topics that I have found useful in creating the website:
1. Inherent Tools. These are the tools that WebCT has provided for communication
between teacher and student. They include:
a. Assignments - students submit work and receive feedback
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Discussions - postings that can be viewed by all participants; the tool
provides for a string of postings on related topics
Mail – private exchange between the sender and receiver
Calendar – the instructor can post deadlines and reminders for the entire
class to see, and students can post their own reminders for their private use
Grade Book – maintains records for individual student grades
Who’s Online – each user can know who is online, though any user has
the option of staying “invisible’ while online

2. Homepage Content Modules. The instructor posts content modules for
dissemination of information to students. I post single-page content modules on
numerous helpful topics, each of which replaces what previously was a physical
handout in the class. This includes such obvious handouts as Course Syllabus and
Class Schedule. Other content modules are multi-page with linked information,
such as Tutorials and Guidelines for the various exercises assigned. The most
ambitious of these content modules is the Online Manual, which includes a
discussion of the concepts that we seek to teach in the course, and which in
essence replaces a textbook. Peripheral materials are also posted, with helpful
documents such as How to Submit an Assignment in WebCT, Software Resources
(places where students can purchase the software used in class at discounted
prices), and links to useful websites such as ArchitectureWeek Online.

Sample Homepage of Course Web Site
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3. Evaluation Tools. WebCT provides numerous resources to the instructor for
evaluating a student’s performance. These include such tools as a grade book,
and reports and tracking than can be specified for any and all individual students
over any specified time period. The grade book, reports, and tracking all
accommodate export to spreadsheets.

Sample Tracking Report
Conclusion
Each semester I modify and augment course material. Not only am I able to cover more
material each semester, but also I am able to go more in depth with the course content. I
believe this is a direct benefit of the ability to respond in a substantive way, with visual
support, to questions that arise between the “in-person” class sessions.
With the mass of course material that has evolved over the several years since I have
been offering this hybrid class, my students’ responses on course evaluations are
extremely positive. Most importantly, the methodology addresses the primary issue that
led me to use WebCT. Students with a proficiency in one or more of the four topics of
content in the course are able to work at their own pace in the course. I have even begun
to offer the class as a Distance Education course. Although the majority of our students
want the personal interaction that is available in a hybrid course, about 15% of the
students each year are successful in completing the course completely online.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a normative framework for evaluating intellectual
responsibility in journalism and illustrates key concepts from this framework through an
analysis of Newsweek’s defective Qu’ran desecration story from 2005. The Qu’ran case
illustrates the centrality of what Kovach & Rosenstiel (2001) call journalism’s “discipline
of verification” (p. 71) in ensuring that the practice of journalism demonstrates
intellectual reliability. It is the strength of this cooperative system that gives journalism
its authority as a source of knowledge and, therefore, its usefulness as a catalyst for civic
participation. Whenever this system’s standards of excellence are grossly violated or
ignored, it is the work of the entire practice that suffers. That being said, the Newsweek
incident also illustrates potential difficulties with exercising intellectual accountability -that is, a willingness to subject one’s knowledge claims to the scrutiny of others -- in an
adversarial news environment.
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Intellectual Responsibility in Journalism: The Case of the Flushed Qur’an
The furor started with one sentence in a brief article about prisoner abuse at the
U.S. detention center in Guantanamo Bay: “Among the previously unreported cases,
sources tell NEWSWEEK: interrogators, in an attempt to rattle suspects, placed Qur’ans
on toilets and, in at least one case, flushed a holy book down the toilet” (Isikoff & Barry,
2005).
Even before its official publication date of May 9, 2005, the Newsweek article was
being denounced by a prominent opponent to Pakistan President Pervez Musharraf. Soon
the Qur’an accusation was being repeated and condemned by clerics, government
officials and local media in Pakistan and bordering Afghanistan. Riots broke out in both
countries, causing 15 deaths in Afghanistan (Thomas, 2005). The Pentagon, which had
not disputed Newsweek’s account up to this point, set about investigating the charge.
Eleven days after publication, the agency informed Newsweek that the internal military
report referenced by the magazine did not look into accusations of desecrating the Qur’an
and that similar charges had proved unfounded in the past. With criticism piling up, the
magazine checked its reporting and found that the original source for the incendiary
anecdote could no longer vouch for it. Bryan Whitman, speaking for the Pentagon, said:
“Newsweek hid behind anonymous sources, which by their own admission do not
withstand scrutiny. Unfortunately, they cannot retract the damage they have done to this
nation or those that were viciously attacked by those false allegations” (Seelye, 2005a,
¶7).
This paper proposes a normative framework for evaluating intellectual
responsibility in journalism and illustrates key concepts from this framework through an
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analysis of the Qu’ran desecration case. This case illustrates the centrality of what
Kovach & Rosenstiel (2001) call journalism’s “discipline of verification” (p. 71) in
ensuring that the practice of journalism demonstrates intellectual reliability. It is the
strength of this cooperative system that gives journalism its authority as a source of
knowledge and, therefore, its usefulness as a catalyst for civic participation. Whenever
this system’s standards of excellence are grossly violated or ignored, it is the work of the
entire practice that suffers. That being said, the Newsweek incident also illustrates
potential difficulties with exercising intellectual accountability -- that is, a willingness to
subject one’s knowledge claims to the scrutiny of others -- in an adversarial news
environment.
What Does It Mean to Be Intellectually Responsible as a Journalist?
This case analysis assumes that journalism is an intellectual practice concerned
with creating authoritative civic knowledge. This civic knowledge is “news” in it truest
normative sense, since it flows directly from journalism’s moral purpose of equipping
citizens for full participation in community life. Given the intellectual nature of its
mission, journalism must meet higher-than-usual standards of what philosopher Lorraine
Code calls epistemic responsibility; that is, the moral requirement to use adequate
investigative processes for learning about the world. Ideally, these investigative processes
include checking details for accuracy, corroborating information as a way to determine its
veracity, establishing meaningful context to make the news intelligible and relevant to
civic life, subjecting stories to moral scrutiny to ensure that they do not cause unjustified
harm, and exercising transparency about the reliability of the sources and methods used.
All this is done on deadline. Part of what it means to be epistemically responsible in
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journalism, furthermore, is knowing when to hold a story rather than to go with
something that does not meet the practice’s verification standards—a constant temptation
posed by the speed of today’s media technologies. To vouch for the reliability of its
knowledge claims, in short, journalism must use a verification process characterized by
intersubjectivity, redundance, and skepticism. Intersubjectivity is illustrated by
journalistic standards for gathering and checking evidence to support claims made in
news stories. This characteristic acknowledges the constructed nature of knowledge and
the limits of individual cognition. Redundancy can be seen in the layers of editing that
characterize the best newsrooms; it functions as a check on individual and collective
error. Finally, skepticism is illustrated by the attitude of reporters and editors who
continually ask questions such as: How do we know this? What is another explanation for
this? Whose interests benefit from this? Such questions help to disrupt premature
judgments based on unquestioned “common sense” and to surface potentially
unwarranted assumptions encoded in the news).1
Verification is achieved through an internal system based on collegial authority
and control: Even if journalists start widely adopting innovations such as open sourcing
and accuracy checks, internal gatekeepers would still be the ultimate arbiters of what gets
disseminated as news. Just as journalism’s cooperative “discipline of verification”
(Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2001, p. 71) strives to achieve and demonstrate intellectual
reliability before news is disseminated, I propose that a cooperative discipline of
confirmation afterward could help journalists achieve and demonstrate intellectual
accountability. Intellectual accountability can be described as a willingness to subject
one’s knowledge claims to the scrutiny of others. By habitually engaging in a discipline
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of confirmation, journalists would be compelled to continually reflect upon their moral
purpose, on the nature of knowledge, and on the requirements of moral and epistemic
responsibility. In other words, this discipline would ensure that the practice had the
capacity for systematic self-improvement.
What I have in mind for a discipline of confirmation is an external, iterative
process by which journalists cooperate with non-journalists to confirm the reliability of
the news—or to modify their knowledge claims if warranted.2 This process would consist
of interactive feedback processes characterized by accessibility, transparency and
tentativeness in the spirit of shared inquiry. Accessibility as part of a discipline of
confirmation would involve letting non-journalists interact with journalists on their turf;
that is, in newspapers, on news sites and on news programs. Its function would be to
demonstrate openness to criticism, correction and comment--and to give such feedback a
wide hearing. Transparency, or clearly explaining one’s choices so that they are readily
understood, is a feature of any good intellectual practice that recognizes the necessity and
value of cognitive interdependence. Journalists could routinely incorporate transparency
into their work by explaining how they operate, and why and how they make everyday
decisions (not just controversial ones). The characteristic of tentativeness recognizes the
necessity of sense making to test our interpretations and discover our values and
priorities—as individuals and as community members. It functions to encourage
cooperative inquiry, to push toward a fuller understanding, to promote civil discourse, to
foster mutual learning. Like skepticism, it is a matter of attitude.
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Now that we have a framework for evaluating intellectual responsibility in
journalism, the ethical implications of the Qu’ran desecration case should be more easily
understood.
Background on the Qu’ran Desecration Case
Newsweek’s controversial Qu’ran brief shared page 4 with items about Iraq’s new
government, a promising breast cancer treatment and a hot new rock band—all part of the
mix in the magazine’s flip Periscope section. As for the story itself, respected
investigative reporter Michael Isikoff and national security correspondent John Barry
essentially were passing along a suggestive tidbit from an anonymous source in
anticipation of a probe not yet finalized. The significance of reporting the accusation was
that it was coming from a U.S. official; previous reports came from former detainees at
Guantanamo. Nevertheless, considering the seriousness of the charge, was it enough to
signal the claim’s provisional status through wording, attribution and placement? Or
should Newsweek never have vouched for it at all? Did Newsweek, in short, do enough to
determine the item’s accuracy and truthfulness? Was it sufficiently sensitive to the effects
of publishing the Qu’ran accusation? Did it give readers enough information about the
sources and verification methods used to determine the level of confidence they should
have in the magazine’s reporting? Was enough context provided to make the claim
intelligible? Were Isikoff and Barry skeptical enough to question any prior assumptions
about military behavior in Cuba?
Editor Mark Whitaker (2005) defended the magazine’s reporting in the May 23
issue. A separate follow-up story in the same edition reconstructed the story’s reporting
and fallout (Thomas, 2005). “Their information came from a knowledgeable U.S.
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government source, and before deciding whether to publish it we approached two
separate Defense Department officials for comment,” Whitaker wrote (¶2). In other
words, despite the phrase “sources said,” the Qu’ran charge was based on a single source.
However, Newsweek did attempt to corroborate the accusation. A Southern Command
spokesman declined to comment because the military investigation in question was still
in progress. A “senior Defense official” Barry consulted to check the story’s accuracy
disputed another part of the story “but he was silent about the rest of the item. The
official had not meant to mislead, but lacked detailed knowledge of the SouthCom
report” (Thomas, ¶5).
Isikoff went back to his original source after the Pentagon disputed the Qur’an
accusation. The source said “he clearly recalled reading investigative reports about
mishandling the Qur’an, including a toilet incident” (Thomas, 2005, ¶10). Whitaker
(2005) wrote, “Our original source later said he couldn’t be certain about reading of the
alleged Qur’an incident in the report we cited, and said it might have been in other
investigative documents or drafts. Top administration officials have promised to continue
looking into the charges, and so will we. But we regret that we got any part of our story
wrong, and extend our sympathies to victims of the violence and to the U.S. soldiers
caught in its midst” (¶4).
Spokesmen for the president and the Pentagon called Newsweek’s reporting
irresponsible and pushed the magazine to retract the story, not merely apologize for any
errors. Just one day later, the magazine issued a one-sentence press release (now
appended online to the original Periscope story and follow-up reports): “Based on what
we know now, we are retracting our original story that an internal military investigation
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had uncovered Qur’an abuse at Guantanamo Bay.” Although the statement did not
include an explanation for the extra step, Whitaker later said, “In order for people to
understand we had made an error, we had to say ‘retraction’ because that’s the word they
were looking for” (Seelye & Lewis, 2005, ¶10). Presidential spokesman Scott McClellan
said the retraction was a “good first step” (Nichols, 2005, ¶7).
Implications for Intellectual Responsibility in Journalism
Two questions of fact remain unresolved and partly explain the different reactions
to Newsweek’s initial apology. The first is whether the Qu’ran story actually caused the
protests in Pakistan and Afghanistan. The second is whether the Qu’ran toilet incident
ever actually happened. McClellan repeatedly blamed the story for the deaths in
Afghanistan. Many media reports repeated the charge even after reports that Army Lt.
Gen. Karl Eikenberry, the U.S. commander in Afghanistan, had determined there was no
direct link between Newsweek’s story and the violence. The doggedness of the criticism
from the White House led to a rare confrontation May 17 between McClellan and
reporters during a routine briefing (“Press briefing by Scott McClellan,” 2005).
Questioning implied that McClellan was being disingenuous to blame Newsweek for the
violence assessment and that he was trying to pressure the magazine into writing a story
praising the U.S. military.
Brian Montopoli (2005), writing for CJR Daily, declared media coverage of the
incident “more disheartening than the original sin” (¶1) because it repeated the
Administration’s contention that the story directly caused the violence in Afghanistan.
Montopoli correctly noted that the heart of the story – whether the Qu’ran had been
flushed down the toilet as an interrogation technique at Guantanamo – was still in dispute
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and that Newsweek had only disavowed its statement that it would be confirmed in a U.S.
military report. To critics on the right, Newsweek’s failure to rule out Qu’ran desecration
by the military was splitting hairs. Critics on the left emphasized that similar stories had
been told by former detainees in lawsuits and previous press reports and accused the
Bush Administration of hypocrisy (the letters Newsweek published on the controversy are
illustrative; see “Mail call,” 2005).
Did the toilet incident ever happen? In the same issue as Whitaker’s apology, the
magazine reported on two new claims of Qur’ans in toilets made by former detainees at
Guantanamo. In a subsequent issue, it also reported on confidential reports by the
International Committee of the Red Cross accusing the military of Qu’ran desecration at
Guantanamo, although there was no confirmed incident of flushing one of the holy books
down the toilet. However, a former warden at the detention center said an inmate dropped
his holy book near his toilet in 2002. This caused unrest among other inmates, who
apparently believed one of the guards had deliberately thrown it there. Guards took the
inmate to every cell to explain his actions and calm down the others. Newsweek noted
that “the incident could partly account for the multiple allegations among detainees,
including one by a released British detainee in a lawsuit that claims that guards flushed
Qur’ans down toilets” (Thomas & Isikoff, 2005, ¶5). Indeed, this information casts quite
a different light on the Qu’ran accusation and presumably would have led Isikoff and
Barry to write a different kind of story altogether.
Regardless of whether this particular incident occurred, other instances of
prisoner maltreatment in 2002 and 2003 are well-documented at the Abu Ghraib prison in
Iraq and the Bagram Collection Point in Afghanistan (see Golden, 2005). Some critics
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pointed out that Newsweek’s sloppiness had distracted the American public from this
larger pattern. Marvin Kalb of the Shorenstein Center on Press, Politics and Public Policy
at Harvard University told the New York Times: “This is hardly the first time that the
administration has sought to portray the American media as inadequately patriotic. They
are addressing the mistake, and not the essence of the story. The essence of the story is
that the United States has been rather indelicate, to put it mildly, in the way that they
have treated prisoners of war.” (Bumiller, 2005, ¶21). In fact, rigorous verification
defines good journalism to such a degree that failure to meet this standard often
overshadows what Kalb calls the “essence of the story.” This has happened time and
again – with 60 Minutes Wednesday’s 2004 story about President Bush’s Texas National
Guard service, with Dateline NBC’s 1992 report about the dangers of sidesaddle gas
tanks on GM trucks, with PrimeTime Live’s 1992 investigation into the Food Lion
supermarket chain’s packaging and labeling practices. In each of these cases, the essential
claims made by journalists were either not in dispute or backed up by a preponderance of
evidence. However, the journalists doomed whatever impact their stories might have had
by failing to be scrupulous in the process of documenting or sourcing these claims.
A key temptation in all such cases is lack of access to “official” information that
would easily and definitively confirm controversial details. Another, in the Newsweek
and CBS cases at least, seems to have been the temptation to defer to “star” reporters. In
the Memogate incident, Dan Rather and CBS editors gave the benefit of the doubt to
powerhouse producer Mary Mapes, who vouched for the source of documents related to
Bush’s military service; it turned out the source was questionable and that the documents
were not properly authenticated (Associated Press, 2005a). In the Newsweek case, the
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magazine decided to go with a story based on one unnamed source, trusting Isikoff’s
determination of his reliability. Although respect for the authority of master practitioners
is necessary for practices to flourish, these examples illustrate the need for journalists to
preserve procedures for optimizing intellectual reliability even when the byline or credits
feature one of their best. These procedures recognize that any one individual is extremely
limited in his or her capacity to vouch for knowledge claims. For one thing, individuals
bring to reporting some working assumptions about any given topic. As Thomas (2005)
noted, previous allegations of prisoner abuse at U.S. detention camps made the Qu’ran
anecdote believable. Isikoff and Barry may not have been skeptical enough to overcome
any assumptions they might have had about the story given this background; a more
rigorous verification process with more oversight from colleagues could have helped
overcome this problem. A final challenge was the temptation to be hip. As Jay Rosen
(2005) pointed out, the first question to ask about this case may be why Newsweek has a
speculative, gossipy section like Periscope in the first place.
Given Newsweek’s failure to find actual corroboration for the Qu’ran charge,
University of Maryland Professor Chris Hanson (2005) suggested the magazine should
have held the story for further verification. “This was a far cry from the laborious
checking and multi-source requirements that had delayed Newsweek’s Lewinsky story in
1998” (¶10). In fact, Hanson traces journalism’s willingness to disseminate inadequately
vetted information to Newsweek’s Lewinsky decision. The magazine’s care with Isikoff’s
story about President Clinton’s affair earned high journalistic marks, but resulted in the
magazine’s getting scooped by online gossip Matt Drudge. Since then, newspapers and
magazines have been posting exclusives in their online editions, sometimes ahead of their
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print editions. Tom Rosenstiel, director of the Project for Excellence in Journalism,
likewise suggested that Newsweek had acted prematurely. “The news organization has to
be skeptical of the information it receives, verify it independently, then run it by the
subjects of the story for comment,” he said (Johnson, 2005, ¶10).
Hanson’s (2005) observations highlight the implications of such carelessness for
citizens’ ability to know well:
Too often these days, reporters and editors seem unable or unwilling to perform a
basic duty – sifting rumor from fact, salesmanship from independent analysis –
and instead become conduits for falsehoods, half-truths and propaganda. Whether
they know it or not, news media are helping to create a world in which we often
don’t know what we know, and don’t know what we don’t know, and are thus
easy marks for manipulation by anyone from politicians to ideologues to self-help
gurus” (¶5).
As for whether Newsweek reporters and editors were sufficiently sensitive to the
possible consequences of running the Qu’ran story, Thomas (2005) later noted that the
brief
“arrived at a particularly delicate moment in Afghan politics. Opponents of the
Karzai government, including remnants of the deposed Taliban regime, have been
looking for ways to exploit public discontent. … With Karzai scheduled to come
to Washington next week, this is a good time for his enemies to make trouble.
(¶7)
Further, the magazine had run a cover story in February 2002 about the Qu’ran
and the Bible that made clear that flushing a Qu’ran to a Muslim would be roughly
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equivalent to flushing a consecrated Communion host to a Catholic. “In gospel
terminology, the Qu’ran corresponds to Christ himself, as the logos, or eternal word of
the Father. In short, if Christ is the word made flesh, the Qur’an is the word made book,”
wrote Kenneth L. Woodward (Divine authority, ¶3). Still, the magazine acknowledged
that the reaction to the Periscope item “came as something of a surprise” (Thomas, 2005,
¶8). Given the high stakes, Newsweek should have taken extra care with the Qu’ran story,
not less. There was no particular reason – other than to get a scoop – for the story to be
rushed into print. If Isikoff and Barry had taken their time to get it right, they also may
have been in a better position to ascertain the story’s potential for causing offense or even
violence.
Although the discipline of verification was not conducted to the highest standards
in this case, Newsweek’s actions immediately after the Pentagon disputed its story
illustrate some key features of the discipline of confirmation I am proposing. The
magazine scrutinized its reporting, shared the findings with readers, acknowledged the
tentativeness of the original brief’s claims, pledged to continue the process of inquiry and
expressed regret for poor procedures and judgment. However, the process of
confirmation ideally would have begun upon publication with more information about
how Isikoff and Barry had verified the charge and more opportunity for non-journalists to
weigh in on the charge’s authenticity, rather than awaiting a challenge from the Pentagon.
Unfortunately, Newsweek was hampered by its own entrenched habits and attitudes, as
well as an adversarial environment.
A couple of weeks after publishing the Qu’ran desecration story, Newsweek did
adopt new guidelines for the use of anonymous sources. Although the guidelines do not
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rule out the use of uncorroborated anonymous sources, they tighten up the magazine’s
standards for attribution and for getting approval to use confidential sources (Associated
Press, 2005b). The magazine joined the New York Times, USA TODAY, CBS News and
other news organizations that have restricted the use of unnamed sources in recent years
due to a series of scandals ranging from outright fabrication to potentially bogus
documents (Smolkin, 2005). This history of scandal was an important context for
Newsweek’s story. Although the majority of Americans support the right of journalists to
keep sources confidential, the abuse of this practice rightly raises their suspicions.
Several surveys, including one conducted by the University of Connecticut in the spring
of 2005, show that the vast majority of the public suspects the accuracy of news stories
based on anonymous sources (Smolkin). Newsweek contributed to this problem, thus
failing to exercise proper stewardship of the First Amendment.
Whether lax verification occurs because of complacency, competition or attempts
to mimic the postmodern sensibility of new media, it reflects on the entire practice. This
is especially perilous at a time when journalism, if anything, requires higher standards of
intellectual reliability to shore up its credibility and to compensate for organizational
pressures to dilute its standards. Observed Rosen (2005) in his blog PRESSthink:
These days the serious press has to be raising reliability and curing itself of bad
habits just to keep pace with changes in the world that are wearing away at trust in
what it does. Included in those changes are the politicized attacks upon it, now a
feature of the environment. (¶27).
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Notes

1

Traditionally, verification in journalism has been associated with procedures of

objectivity (see, e.g., Tuchman, 1978). However, a number of scholars and critics have
called into question both the assumptions and effects of these procedures. Lambeth
(1992) offers the alternative concept of authentic interpretation to describe the basic
process of verification I am recommending. This notion “retains the fidelity to fact
central to the ‘old objectivity’ while furnishing perspective and fullness of meaning” that
can overcome the pitfalls of he said-she said stories (p. 66). Authentic interpretation is
“scientific in spirit, and the truth it portrays is subject to addition and revision” (p. 66).
Likewise, Ward’s (2005) pragmatic objectivity retains traditional objectivity’s emphasis
on providing good grounds for knowledge claims while, at the same time, acknowledging
the role of interpretation and values in inquiry. Epistemic responsibility in journalism, in
other words, does not require us to give up on all factuality, but neither does it require us
to buy into traditional objectivity’s notion of detachment.
2

Journalists would not be excused from verifying claims during this process,

however. Not all claims are created equal from the standpoint of intellectual reliability, as
the well-publicized vulnerabilities of the online encyclopedia Wikipedia have made clear
(Seelye, 2005b).
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On a cool spring evening in Augusta, Georgia a young golfer named Tiger Woods made
history. Woods’ twelve shot margin of victory was historic in itself, but Woods’ performance on
Sunday, April 13, 1997, was significant for other reasons. Tiger Woods became the first African
American golfer to win a major golf tournament. The site of his win was also significant. The
Augusta National Golf Club was always known for its exclusive policies. The club has been a
symbol of the Old South since its inception. For much of the club’s long history, African
Americans were seen as porters, cooks, and caddies, never as players. Woods’ greatest memory
of his Masters win was his acceptance speech. He remembered how all the porters and cooks, all
people of color, came out and watched him accept his green jacket. This was not only a victory
for Woods, but a victory for every African American who had ever worked or played at
Augusta.1
At the time, Woods’ Masters win caused people to link Woods with Jackie Robinson.
They said that his win would open up the game to minority golfers. This was not the right
comparison to make because the situations were so different. It remains to be seen what impact
Tiger Woods will have on the game of golf. Historically, golf has always been a game for whites
only; golf was the last sport to fully integrate. Fifteen years after Jackie Robinson broke the
color barrier in baseball, golf finally integrated in 1962. The integration of the Professional
Golfer’s Tour (PGA) in 1962 did not open the sport completely to African Americans. The
country club mentality was still one that did not include African Americans, with Augusta
National as the foremost leader in exclusion. This statement should not be taken lightly because
Augusta was and still is held in the highest reverence by the world of golf. Country clubs across
the United States used Augusta as their model.

1
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As with other sports, exclusion did not stop African American golfers from playing.
Most early African American golfers learned the sport by caddying. They eventually were
allowed to play on a few public courses. Some of these golfers became as good, or better than
their white counterparts. Ted Rhodes, Charlie Sifford, and Lee Elder all became prominent
African American golfers in their respective eras. They chose golf as their profession because it
was their passion. They faced much of the same discrimination that all African American
athletes faced. While on the road they stayed at separate hotels and ate at separate restaurants
from their white counterparts. At some tournaments they were not even allowed to use the same
locker room. These were only a few example of the racist nature of golf. The sport mirrored
what was going on in the country at that time, but unlike baseball, basketball, and football which
all integrated before the civil rights movement, golf waited much longer. Why did golf wait so
long to integrate? The answer can be found in Augusta, Georgia.
“A tradition like no other.” This is the slogan CBS Sports uses every year for its
coverage of the Masters. Both Augusta National and the Masters tournament are steeped in
tradition. All golf enthusiasts know about Gene Sarazen’s double eagle, the “shot heard round
the world, or Jack Nicklaus’ incredible win at the age of forty-six2. Augusta National always
brings up images of blooming azalea bushes and magnolia trees. The club also has had some
darker traditions throughout its storied past. The club held a fifty-eight year tradition of not
accepting an African American member. They held onto the belief that African Americans
should serve white players. These were the traditions that really mattered in the world of golf.
Augusta National is probably the most recognizable private club in the world. It sets the
standards that all other clubs look up to. The traditions of racism and segregation in golf surely
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did not start with Augusta National, but the club’s practice of these policies has had major affects
in the world of golf.
One may ask how Augusta National was able to garner the power and prestige it has
obtained throughout the years. The answers lie in the way that the club was run by both Bobby
Jones and Clifford Roberts. Bobby Jones had a dream of building a championship golf course in
his native state of Georgia. He wanted a course where he could play without being the center of
attention. He said that every time he would go to a course and play, it turned into an exhibition
match with there being at times a thousand spectators3. He wanted a place where he and his
friends could play in private. He was also disheartened by the fact that the United States Open
was never played south of Washington D.C. He wanted to remedy this problem by building a
course that would be extremely challenging for the championship player, but also playable for
his friends who were weekend hackers. Jones found his ideal location, not in Atlanta his
hometown, but in Augusta. He chose Augusta for several reasons. First, the climate in Augusta
in the winter was much more conducive for golf. Augusta National was only meant to be a
winter getaway for its members, the course only operates between October and May. Secondly,
Jones wanted a very secluded place where he could play in private. He knew that he would
never be able to find that in Atlanta.
Amazingly, the course was constructed in the midst of the Great Depression. Clifford
Roberts, the first chairman of Augusta National, was able to line up many investors just by using
Bobby Jones’ name. People wanted to be associated with the most recognized athlete of the 20s.
Most of the early members of the club came from New York. They were mostly friends of Jones
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who wanted a winter golf retreat.4 The course was constructed in amazing speed only taking 124
days to complete. The club also stayed on budget finishing the course with a sum around
$100,000.
The design of the course itself was one of the biggest reasons why the club was held in
such high regard. The course was designed by the talented golf course architect Alister
MacKenzie. The design of the course was quite original. In keeping with Jones’ wishes that the
course must remain playable for the average golfer, MacKenzie designed a course with wide
fairways and very large greens. There was very little rough that would slow up play. Both
Mackenzie and Jones were huge admirers of the Old Course at St. Andrews. “They wanted to
simulate the seaside conditions of the Old Course.”5 They created fairways with subtle bumps
and undulations and used mounds in place of bunkers. “The end result was utter minimalism,
and it would revolutionize golf architecture in America. The problem would no longer be what
to put into a golf course but what to leave out.”6 This unique design endeared golfers to the
course. Almost every golfer that has played at Augusta has fell in love with the course from the
instant they laid eyes on it. As Byron Nelson said, “The course itself is the most beautiful one
we play, and it requires our best efforts in both skill and judgment. Each hole presents an
entirely different picture…and a different problem.”7
The running of the club and the Masters tournament was also a source of high regard.
Both of these things were the work of Clifford Roberts. Roberts was a part share owner in the

3
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Reynolds Company brokerage house. He met Jones in New York City in 1925. He was one of
the few people who knew Jones wanted to build a course, and he wanted to be a part of it. Once
the course was constructed, he became the clubs first chairman. He was in charge of the daily
operations of the course, and the running of the Masters tournament which was his idea to
establish.8 Roberts ran both the club and the tournament with an iron fist. He made sure that
everything was perfect. He would inspect the course constantly to make sure that it was
manicured exactly to his specifications. There were storied of how he would yell at
groundskeepers for leaving pinecones on the course. When it came to the tournament, he
controlled every aspect. He wanted no commercialism in the Masters. All food and drink was
served in either a green wrapper or a green paper cup. Spectators were called patrons. The
patrons were expected to act in a civilized way. There are strict rules that said there was no
running on the course, no applauding for misplayed shots, and recently no cell phones. There
have been many instances where a patron has been kicked out of the tournament for these
violations.9 All of these regulations, created a tournament that many have said to be the best
well run tournament in the world. It was this high attention to quality and detail that has given
the club and the tournament such prestige.
Without a doubt, the club garnered most of its notoriety because it was “Bobby’s” course.
Robert “Bobby” Tyre Jones Jr. was easily the most highly regarded athlete of the 1920s. As Ron
Rapoport described in his book, The Immortal Bobby: Bobby Jones and the Golden Age of Golf,
“Just beginning to realize their power to create idols on a scale never before imagined, the
writers of the 1920s stood in awe of Jones in a way that left Babe Ruth, Jack Dempsey, Bill

8
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Tilden, Red Grange and the other great athletes of that era behind.” At the turn of the century,
the popularization of sport was carried by the ideals of fair play and sportsmanship which were
all considered qualities of amateurism.10 These were ideals that the American public and sports
writers of the 20s saw in Bobby Jones. He stood above the likes of a Ruth because he was
associated with all things pure. Whereas Ruth accepted money to play, Jones never did. Ruth
was caught up in the temptations of the night life, Jones would always return to his quite
hometown of Atlanta. Jones was seen as the perfect example of a southern gentleman. He was
honest, loyal, and extremely intelligent. He had an engineering degree from Georgia Tech, a
literature degree from Harvard, and studied law at Emory University. “He was, depending on
how you look at it, either the finest writer of any great athlete who ever lived or the greatest
athlete of any excellent writer.” Yet, he was not a saint by any means. He regularly imbibed in
alcohol, especially in homemade corn whiskey. He occasionally swore. He was quoted as
saying that “there are often times when I could not express myself with a club still in my hands,”
which meant that on several occasions he would throw his club down in anger. These flaws only
added to his mystique because they made him seem much more human.11
On top of all these endearing qualities, Jones just happened to be the greatest golfer ever
to play the game. His swing was described as pure poetry. The game had never seen a golfer
that matched his talent. He absolutely dominated the game in the 1920s. The pinnacle of his
career came in 1930 when he won as George Trevor of the New York Sun wrote, “the
impregnable quadrilateral.” He won the U.S. and British Open and the U.S. and British Amateur
all in the same calendar year. It was what O.B. Keeler, Jones’ biographer, would dub the Grand
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Slam. Many still believe that Jones feat of 1930 was the most difficult accomplishment in the
history of sport.12 What made him even more legendary was the fact that when he was at the top
of his career, he stepped away from the game and retired. He never played the sport
professionally. He would be revered by future golfers and fans for the rest of his life.
Bobby Jones was the reason why Augusta National was garnered with so much respect.
When the club was being created, the mention of Jones’ name was all that was needed to raise
the funds to build the course. Then in 1934 when Jones’ agreed to play in his own tournament,
professionals did anything to get an invite and have a chance to play with the great Bobby Jones.
Jones and the club were examples of what was both good and bad about the South. Jones can be
seen as a prime example of the New South. The New South can be characterized as being a time
when industrial growth was brought to the South. The Civil War showed how far the South was
behind the North in industrialization. “The New South was all about industrialization and the
growth of railroads.” Agriculture was still very important but the reliance of it was lessened.
Jones represented this new sentiment in the South in the creation of his course. He was creating
something that was seen as an improvement to the South.13
The New South also wanted to be seen as being very progressive. It was progressive in
the fact that it encouraged industrialization, but it was anything but in its racial policy. The
South was still a racist society. It was not very far removed from the era of slavery. Jim Crow
laws were created to segregate whites from blacks. Augusta National was very much a part of
this image as well. The club still had a feel that harkened back to the days of the plantation. The
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club was even built on an old indigo plantation. When visiting Augusta National one could not
but think of images from Gone with the Wind.
Augusta National practiced a policy where blacks were there to serve whites. Every
porter, cook, server, and caddie at the club was black. The club hired many African American
from the Augusta community. Augusta was and is still very much a divided city. There were
two primary communities found in Augusta, Sand Hills and Summerville. Sand Hills was a
primarily African American community, whereas Summerville was predominantly white. The
people of Sand Hills could only enter Augusta through the side door, while those of Summerville
could go through the front entrance.14 This was the proper way to run the club in the eyes of
Clifford Roberts.
Those who knew Clifford Roberts did not classify him as a racist. He treated the African
American workers at the club extremely well. David Owen in his book, The Making of the
Masters: Clifford Roberts, Augusta National, and Golf’s Most Prestigious Tournament,
described Robert’s eightieth birthday party. He said that Roberts’ one wish was to have four
black employees at his party who were instrumental in the creation of the club. The most
important of these men was Bowman Milligan. He served as the steward of the club for over
forty years. Roberts trusted him so much that he deferred all the responsibilities of the service
operation to him. Milligan had the same temperament as Roberts and they were both
perfectionists. Roberts valued every black employee that ever worked for him.15
Yet, even with his excellent treatment of his black employees, Roberts acted very
peculiar at times when it came to relations with African Americans. In his own book about
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Augusta National, he told a story about how he acquired the services of an African American
man by the name of Claude. Claude was sent by a friend of Roberts to the club wearing a
Christmas wreath and a card. Roberts gladly received this gift from his friend. This image
immediately conjures up thoughts of human bondage. Roberts said he included the story
because “he thought it was part of the club’s history and that it was fun, and that there was no
reason not to include it.”16
One of the most appalling examples of racism occurred early in the club’s history. The
club would arrange entertainment for its members at the Bon Air Vanderbilt Hotel, located in the
city. The members would be served a nice dinner in the hotel’s ballroom. For after dinner
entertainment, they would watch black boxers who were plucked from the black part of Augusta.
This alone was not particularly racist. The racist part of the night came at the end when a six
man battle royal was fought. Curt Sampson in his book, The Masters: Golf, Money, and Power
in Augusta Georgia, described the action. “The battle begins, six blind-folded black boys…are
shoved into the ring, their hands encased in boxing gloves. Sometimes one hand is tied behind
each warrior’s back…Someone hits a brass bell with a ball peen hammer and the combatants
start throwing haymakers.”17 The members could be heard laughing, shouting, and gambling
rooting for who they wanted to win.
Roberts may not have thought his actions were racist because he came from a time when
black people were supposed to serve white people. He was oblivious to the issues of race. The
fact of that matter was that his actions were overtly racist. Whether he realized what he was
doing or not, it did not make the situation right. He was a man of immense power and the
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chairman of a club that held immense power and his actions had many far reaching
consequences. The club was the finest example of everything that was wrong with American
golf. There were many fine African American golfers such as Charlie Sifford who were not
given a chance to play because most courses in the United States both public and private shared
the exclusionary values that were characteristic of Augusta National.
The closest most African Americans could come to the game was through caddying.
Augusta National was known worldwide for its quality of caddy that it supplied to its white
players. In his book, Men on the Bag: The Caddies of Augusta National, Ward Clayton
described a veritable crew of characters that worked as caddies for the club. Each caddy earned
his colorful nickname. Men who go by the name Pappy, Cemetery, Stovepipe, and Burnt
Biscuits knew every subtle break on every green. Many professionals would attest to the fact
that their success at the Masters was due to their caddy. It was not until 1983 that the club
allowed outside caddies at the Masters. Unfortunately, some of the caddies did not follow the
standards of excellence set by their predecessors, and showed up late for their tee times in the
1982 Masters. This caused the players to protest for the right to use their regular Tour caddy.18
Even with the unfortunate actions of some of the caddies in 1982, the profession of caddy
was always important to African Americans interested in golf. Almost every African American
golfer who played the game competitively started his career as a caddy. In many instances, the
only way that African Americans could play the game was through their job as a caddy. They
would either sneak shots during the day, or they would play on Monday when most private clubs
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were closed. Charlie Sifford was an excellent example a black golfer learned the game from
caddying.
Sifford, who was born in Charlotte, North Carolina, started caddying at the age of 10. In
his autobiography, he described how he earned as much money as his father from his caddying
job at Carolina Country Club.19 It was through carrying the members’ bag that he learned the
game. Many black professions learned the game in this manner. Sifford said that, “I picked it up
all by watching, and like many of the black players who play professionally, that probably
explains why I have such an unorthodox swing.”20 Sifford was correct in his description in the
unorthodox style of most black professionals. They learned the game by mimicking the white
players they were working for. Many times it was years before they ever had a chance to
actually swing a real club. One characteristic that many black golfers shared was that they
swung the club with a cross-handed grip. This meant that if a player was right-handed, his left
hand would be positioned under the right on the club. Unfortunately, most black golfers had
nowhere to showcase their unorthodox style.
There were very few public courses that allowed African Americans access. There was
literally no place for them to play in the South; the North offered very few options either. Those
golfers, who could find a course open to them, would spend their time crafting their game. The
problem these golfers faced was that there were very few options for them to play the game
professionally. The PGA Tour barred blacks from playing the Tour until the 1960’s. In the late
20s and early 30s when blacks first began taking up the game, the only opportunity to make
money through golf was by hustling. Golfers such as John Shippen, Teddy Rhodes, and Charlie
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Sifford began their careers this way. Sifford described how he had to either gamble with other
black players, or bet white players that they could not beat the lowly black golfer.21 Sifford
hustled for a number of years while he crafted his game in order to play in the United Golfers
Association Tournaments (UGA).
The UGA was created in 1926 by Robert H. Hawkins and other black golfers who wanted
a golf organization that would represent black players.22 The UGA was divided into three
separate districts: New England, Eastern, and Midwest. Each district had several courses that
sponsored events for members. For example, the Midwest district held events in Detroit,
Michigan at Rackham Golf Club, Chicago, Illinois at Palos Park, and Cleveland, Ohio at
Highland Park. The events at these courses were usually sponsored by the host course, or by
local African American businesses. The tournaments were held in the summer months and
always at public courses. The typical field would include only around thirty to forty golfers with
the typical purse being $500 for the winner and another $500 for other top finishers to split. The
highlight of the UGA’s season was the National Negro Open.
Sifford described the Open as a very small tournament that could not even be compared
to the U.S. Open. The courses were always in disrepair, and the course would only set aside part
of the day for it to be run. Regardless of this, he still said that “for black players and black
people in general, the annual National Negro Open was a big deal.”23 The very first National
Negro Open took place on September 5 and 6, 1926, in Stow, Massachusetts.24 Harry Jackson of
Washington D.C. won the inaugural event with a score of 295. With each passing year the Open
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became more and more popular among both players and spectators alike. One reason for the
increased popularity was the addition in 1928 of an exhibition match that pitted black golfers
against white golfers. The first exhibition match saw Porter Washington and Robert Ball play
against George Aulback and Jack Curley. To the delight of the black spectators, Washington and
Ball defeated their white competitors.25 Even though this was only an exhibition match, it was
an early example of how blacks could compete equally with whites.
The UGA reached its peak into the late 1940s and early 1950s. The Open that was held
in Pittsburgh in 1946 began a great rivalry between Howard Wheeler and Teddy Rhodes. They
were probably the two most dominate black golfers of this era. Wheeler won the UGA crown
that year and followed it up the next two years.26 In all three of those years, Rhodes finished
either second or near the top of the leader board.27 He finally broke through in 1949 where he
won both the Open and the Joe Louis Open. The end of the 40s saw the decline of Wheeler and
Rhodes. The 1950s ushered in the dominance of Charlie Sifford. He worked hard on his game
throughout the 1940s learning how to win golf tournaments. He had fine tuned his game to such
a high level that he was expected to win tournaments in the 1950s. In a Chicago Defender article
from 1950, both Sifford and Bill Spiller were expected to win the big tournaments that year.28
The 1950s were the most difficult for golfers such as Sifford because every other major
sport was being integrated, while the PGA Tour remained closed to African Americans. Sifford
and the other players of the UGA had to make due with the opportunities they had. There was
some promise in this decade that was not there previously. The PGA did agree that some
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tournaments would allow blacks to play. The L.A. Open and the Tam O’ Shanter tournaments
were the only ones that blacks could play. Even though they were only two tournaments, this
was a significant opportunity for black golfers. They could gain tournament experience against
some of the best golfers in the country. This was very similar to how players felt in the Negro
baseball leagues. Black ball players relished the barnstorming tours they did against white
players.29
In addition to the two white tournaments, the UGA in 1950 set up a full schedule of
events that culminated in the national championship. They also created a ranking system for
both professional and amateur players. This feature added excitement to the schedule.
Spectators could see who was ranked the highest. These were major improvements for the
African American golfers, but the UGA still could not compare with the white tour. The money
was significantly less and as the years went by the purses became smaller and smaller. A perfect
example of this was the 1950 Joe Louis Open. The Chicago Defender reported that the usual
cash prize of $4,000 had been reduced to $1,500.30 The Joe Louis had always been the richest
purse of the year. The reduction of the prize money had more to do with Louis’ financial
troubles after his prizefighting career than with the success of the UGA.31
Joe Louis was an instrument figure in the world of African American golf. Louis became
a hero to not only African Americans, but to whites as well when he successfully defended his
heavyweight championship against the German, Max Schmeling in Yankee Stadium on June 22,
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1938.32 The “Brown Bomber” was such an avid golfer that some speculated that he lost to
Schmeling in 1936 because he spent more time on the course that training in the ring.
Regardless if that was true or not, he was highly supportive of the UGA, annually sponsoring the
Joe Louis Open from 1941 to 1951. His tournament was only second to the National Negro
Open in popularity. The tournament always had the biggest purse during the UGA season.
Louis’ tournament was instrumental in increasing the visibility of black golfers and it added
legitimacy to black golf.33 Louis said that “I think this tournament will prove conclusively to
our white friends that we have some Hagens and Sarazens in our group.”34 Louis supported his
words by playing in his event almost every year and finishing very high among the amateur
competitors. In 1950, he actually won a tournament in Ohio.35 By playing in tournaments such
as these, he would enhance the level of exposure for the other black golfers he played with.
Louis’ greatest contribution to black golf was not his annual tournament or even his
increasing the exposure of black golfers. His greatest contribution was helping African
Americans challenge the “Caucasians Only” clause of the PGA Tour. The clause was not written
into the PGA’s bylaws until 1934, but even before this, blacks were kept off the tour. In 1952,
Joe Louis decided that it was time to put an end to the clause. Louis along with professionals Bill
Spiller and Eural Clark submitted entries to the San Diego Open. At first, the PGA banned all
three golfers from playing in the tournament. The three all protested the PGA’s decision which
created much national coverage. The New York Times followed the situation throughout the
week. Under intense pressure, the Tour allowed Louis to play under a special amateur’s
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exemption, but still barred Spiller and Clark from the tournament even though Spiller had
qualified days earlier.36 Spiller filed suit against the PGA but settled under the agreement that
the Tour would change its policy regarding African American golfers.37 Even though Louis did
not completely tear down the wall of discrimination, he played a significant role in initiating the
process.
The Tour decided to allow African Americans the opportunity to qualify for one of ten
spots for PGA sponsored events or they could be given one of ten sponsor’s exemptions. The
PGA was still reluctant in giving black players membership to the Tour. Those black golfers
who were able to qualify for events, found that they were not welcome. One of the cruelest
examples was two weeks after the San Diego Open. Spiller, Louis, Teddy Rhodes, and Charlie
Sifford all traveled to Phoenix and qualified for the event. They were all placed in the same
group and were sent off hours before any of the white players. On arriving to the first green,
they found that someone had placed human excrement in the cup. This was a sickening sign that
they were not wanted. After their round was completed, Spiller almost caused a riot when he
tried to shower in the locker room.38 The Tour and its players clearly were not ready to accept
blacks in their tournaments.
The Tour kept the policy to allow blacks to qualify for events through the 1950s. It was
in 1959 that the Tour’s hand was finally forced. Charlie Sifford in his autobiography claimed
that he initiated conversation about the “Caucasians Only” clause with the California Attorney
General Stanley Mosk. It was not actually clear how Mosk was involved, but he did issue a
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moratorium on the use of California golf courses until the PGA changed its policies. The PGA
was forced to act because the 1962 PGA Championship was scheduled to be played in Los
Angeles. They actually voted to move the ’62 Championship to Pennsylvania instead of
changing their policies. However, they did make Sifford an approved tournament player which
meant that he had access to all PGA events. He still could not join the PGA of America. It was
not until 1961 that the PGA succumbed to the pressure and dropped the “Caucasians Only”
clause. In 1964, Sifford was given full PGA membership.39
Sifford may have been given access in 1960, but that did not mean he was welcomed
every at every tournament. The way that the PGA season was divided it started in California for
the first few months, then moved south for a few months and then moved north during the
summer. The move to the South stopped Sifford from playing. Most of the courses in the South
would not allow blacks to play. The South was still ruled by the laws of Jim Crow. Sifford
could only play in twenty events the first year he was given access. This proved detrimental, not
just because he lost money in his pocket, but more importantly the PGA only granted access to
those golfers who finished at a certain rank at the end of the year. By not being able to play in
the South he was at a huge detriment to all the white golfers that could play in every tournament.
He could not be truly equal with his white competitors until the South was fully desegregated.
There were very few courses that allowed African Americans access in the South. In
many instances, black golfers would have to travel hundreds of miles to find a municipal course
that was open to them. In his book, Fair Ways: How Six Black Golfers Won Civil rights in
Beaumont, Texas, Robert Robertson described the situation that black golfers faced in the South.
The city of Beaumont, Texas had four golf courses two municipal and two private, all closed to
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blacks. Black golfers in Beaumont had to travel to Houston to find a course that was open to
them. The private clubs that were found in Beaumont were very much like Augusta National in
the fact that they hired blacks to serve the white players.40 The Brown v. Board of Education
Supreme Court case in 1954 sparked many trials to desegregate the South, including golf
courses. On September 17, 1955 a judge ordered that all municipal courses in Beaumont
desegregate. Cases such as this were being one all over the South. There was clear progress
being made in the fight for open access for black in golf, but racism still persisted, and there was
one more barrier that needed to be torn down.
African Americans had gained access to the PGA in 1961 with Charlie Sifford. As the
1960s progressed black players were able to play a full schedule. Unfortunately there was still
one tournament that they still could not gain access. The Masters still had not invited a black
player to play in the tournament. The Masters was unique in that it did not follow the PGA’s
guidelines for accepting players. The Masters had very strict criteria for choosing which players
it invited. Charlie Sifford had won tournaments in 1967 and 1969, but Augusta National did not
change its policy toward the winners of PGA events receiving an automatic invite until 1973. It
was in that year that the U.S. Congress wrote to Clifford Roberts asking him to invite a black
player to the Masters. Roberts said that it would diminish a player if he did not earn his own
way into the tournament. Even though, Augusta was inviting foreign born players to the
tournament without them meeting the clubs qualifications since the creation of the Masters.
Obviously, the club knew that an African American player would eventually qualify for
the Masters. They could have easily invited a black player such as Charlie Sifford. A gesture
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such as this would have proven that they were not racist and not completely exclusive toward
African Americans. A gesture such as that was not in the character of the club. Sifford wrote in
his book that Roberts said that “As long as I live, there will be nothing at the Masters besides
black caddies and white players.”41 Roberts probably never made such a remark in public, but he
could have easily changed the image of Augusta by inviting a black golfer. He also could have
persuaded the past champions to vote for a black golfer to be invited, which was one of the
means of qualifying. The fact was that the club was going to wait till it was forced to invite a
black player to the Masters.
Their hand was forced when Lee Elder won the 1974 Monsanto Open. His win gave him
an automatic invitation to the 1975 Masters. This marked the last substantial barrier to black
players. Clifford Roberts graciously welcomed Elder to Augusta to play in several practice
rounds before the big event. Roberts was actually not the first to decide to allow Elder to play
the course before hand. It was actually a member of the club who thought it would be a nice
gesture to welcome him.42 Elder never actually played up the significance of his invitation. He
was quoted in several newspapers that he was honored to be the first African American to play in
the Masters, but that he was looking forward to the tournament being completed so that he could
get on with his life. He constantly complained before the tournament that all the attention that he
received was a hindrance to his golf game. His goal for the Masters was to make the cut and a
finish respectabley.43
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Unfortunately for Elder, he missed the cut. He shot rounds of 74 and 78 to miss the cut
by four strokes. He would play in five more Masters making the cut in three of them. Elder
never really acknowledged how important it was for him to break the color barrier at the
Masters. He said that he was “not playing as a symbol of any group,” but that he was playing for
himself and his family.44 Milton Richman of the Atlanta Daily World compared Elder’s
experience with Jackie Robinson. There can be some comparison made in the fact that they both
performed firsts in their respective sports, the comparisons have to stop there. Robinson was the
very first black ballplayer ever to play professional baseball. On the other hand, Elder started
playing on the PGA after such men as Charlie Sifford paved the way. Elder’s experience was
different than what Robinson went through, but that did not overshadow its importance.
African American golfers such as Charlie Sifford and Lee Elder had to experience
incredible hardships in order to pursue the game they loved. Golf was unlike any other
professional sport in that once it was integrated, minorities flooded to the game. In golf this
never happened. There were only a few black golfers who came after Lee Elder and they have
either moved to the Senior PGA Tour or have retired altogether. Today, Tiger Woods is the only
African American on Tour. One would have to ask, how could this be? Once again the answer
is found in such places as Augusta National or other exclusive clubs that have been reluctant to
accept black members. Shoal Creek in Birmingham, Alabama was the most recent example of
how racism in golf has not changed.
Shoal Creek was supposed to be the site of the 1990 PGA Championship. A reporter
doing a story on the course found that there were no black members of the club. The chairman
of the club was reported as saying that the club had the power to choose whoever it wanted as
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members, and that “we don’t discriminate in every other area except the blacks.”45 This
comment sent a shock wave through the sports world. It made the PGA announce that it would
not hold any tournaments at courses that discriminated against anyone in its membership. This
then led several private clubs, including Augusta National, to invite black members into their
clubs. Augusta was actually quoted as saying it was going to accept a black member and that the
Shoal Creek incident came before their announcement. With Augusta’s track record, a statement
such as this one would be hard to accept. As in every other aspect of their club, they were forced
into coming to terms with their racial issues.
Golf has had a very dark past in which it has excluded people of color from participating.
Since the game was brought to the United States from Europe it has been controlled by the elite
of society. These have been some of the most powerful men in America as can be seen in the
membership list of Augusta National.46 Not all of these powerful men were racists but it can be
said that many of these men were not comfortable having an African American in their club.
Augusta especially has had a rich past of racial segregation. Clifford Roberts organized his club
around the principle that blacks were the servants and whites were the masters. This attitude was
carried over by the PGA when it instituted the “Caucasians Only” clause in the PGA’s
constitution. In this environment, African American golfers had to establish their own separate
organization so that they could play the game they loved. The UGA gave them this outlet and
allowed them the chance to play golf and wait for the opportunity to be given the chance against
white players. Joe Louis was instrumental in bringing black golfers to the forefront in America
and eventually helping them to break through on the PGA Tour. It was through such pioneers as
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Charlie Sifford and Lee Elder that African Americans gained respect as golfers. Tiger Woods
probably would still have won the Masters if these golfers had not come before him, but one
thing is for sure, his road was made much easier because of these men.
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Up, Up, Down, Down:
Is It Only the Young Who Can’t Sit Still for an Unfamiliar Cultural Experience?
“So, Cora, my play is getting a staged reading in Tampa.” Barton Bishop, playwright and
Saturday morning cartoon writer, called me with this message last spring. It seemed that his
latest script, Up, Up, Down, Down, was going to be read at TPAC – the Tampa Performing Arts
Center. “Not at the big space with two thousand seats,” he informed me. “At the little black box
theatre with, like, twenty seats.” (Actually, it has a hundred and thirty.)
“Excellent,” I responded. “I’m driving over to see it.” I had already read the Up, Up
script that this twenty-eight year old writer had e-mailed me months before. It was interesting
and well-written – I thought it was his best work yet. But although I work at Florida Stage, a
regional theatre that specializes in doing new plays, after I read Barton’s piece I passed it on not
to Louis Tyrrell, my Producing Director, but to Paul Tei, the Artistic Director of Mad Cat
Theatre, a tiny cutting-edge company in Miami. Why? Well, let me give you a synopsis of Up,
Up, Down, Down:
A female, twentyish former video game champion named Joy, an ex-cult figure in the
gaming world, has gotten burned out on the whole Nintendo scene because for too much of her
childhood she was forced to hustle drunken gamers in dive bars by her irresponsible, manicdepressive mother, Missy. Joy is now hiding out from her young fans, working as an assistant
manager at a seedy video arcade in Santa Fe, never touching the games herself. Her surprisingly
sensible manager, Ian, an avid young gamer himself, knows who she is but doesn’t let on.
Like a rock monster springing out of the ground two steps in front of a “Fable” player,
Missy pops up for an unannounced visit, trailing a boyfriend half her age and carrying a video
game that she is desperate for Joy to play. You see, Mom is convinced that this game contains,
of all things, an evil terrorist plot encrypted into its ones and zeroes. Daughter dearest is the only
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one who can crack the code and save the world from certain doom. Mom is also convinced that
the terrorists are following her, determined to do her in and get their plans back. Boyfriend
agrees – someone has definitely been on their tail since they fled Florida. Joy doesn’t know what
to think – is this more of her mother’s outrageous behavior, the kind she left home to escape? Or
could this far-out claim be true?
Joy has another worry, as well – she frets that she might someday turn out to be just as
loony as Missy. You see, Joy has an unusual companion she talks to when times get tough. His
name is Spiff Spannington. He has big eyes, wild hair, and he wears a shiny costume. He’s an
anime character from an old video game Joy used to play.
Yes, the twenty-year old has an imaginary friend.
And the plot continues to twist like an animated skater in “Tony Hawk’s American
Wasteland.” It turns out that Mom is being chased. But not by terrorists. Instead, her pursuer is
an old flame, a good ol’ boy waving a loaded pistol, hired by a furious Florida businessman to
retrieve the two hundred grand she made off with. In order to save her mother’s life from this
moronic but dangerous dude, Joy shoots him. And he dies. The play ends with Joy and Missy
making a kind of peace with each other. The mother and boyfriend spirit the dead body away,
assuring Joy that the cretin won’t be missed by anyone on the planet. Joy and Ian, finally a
couple, go off into the sunset, GameBoys in hand, ready to hyperblast back into the safe world of
animated adventure.
There’s a lot of swearing in this play. There’s a killing that no one has to account for.
And the vocabulary is specific to the gaming world. The title itself, for example, refers to the
Konami Code, a classic cheat code embedded in a number of video games since the 1980s.
When a player punches in the sequence “up up down down left right left right B A B A Select
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Start,” he gets extra lives or access to higher levels of the game. The play Up, Up, Down, Down
speaks directly to the generation that grew up with this code.
Thus my decision to give the play to Mad Cat Theatre. Paul Tei, the Artistic Director, is
an enormously talented thirty-something actor/director/playwright with two-tone, spiky hair and
a wardrobe that appears to be assembled from regular trips through the work clothes aisle at
Goodwill. He often wears shirts advertising plumbers or auto shops, shirts with names like “Ed”
or “Bob” embroidered on the breast pocket. In the sunlight, the little silver bar that pierces his
eyebrow shines like a new dime. So does the ring through his lip. And the stud in his nose.
When my eleven-year old daughter met him for the first time, she didn’t say “Nice to meet you.”
She looked up at him with wide eyes and said, “You are sooo cool.” He just nodded, snapped his
gum, and said, “Thanks.” I was convinced that Up, Up, Down, Down would resonate with Paul’s
hip sensibility and that of his audiences. Our Florida Stage patrons, on the other hand, although
loyal and excited by our mission of producing new work, are –older. Seventy-five percent of our
audience members are over age sixty-five. And they yell at us when the actors use too many
cuss words. Only two percent are under age thirty-five. Mad Cat’s audiences are younger, more
like Paul. He lets them bring their cocktails into the theatre. (Our volunteer ushers at Florida
Stage, though just as old as the audience, would tackle you to the ground if you tried to bring a
glass of wine into our hallowed hall.) Paul read the script, and sure enough, he loved it. He even
called Barton in New York to talk about the possibility of producing it. But soon after, his
theatre underwent changes in structure and programming, and as so often happens in the theatre
universe, the deal was never closed.
Then Tampa called. Barton flew down from New York, I drove across the state from
West Palm Beach, and we met at his parents’ house in Brandon, right outside of Tampa proper.
Barton grew up on the Gulf Coast of Florida and now lives in New York where he subsidizes the
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starving-artist life of a young playwright with his day job writing for cartoons. He writes scripts
for Shaman King, Pokémon, and other animated features. As day jobs go, this one ain’t bad.
I met Barton six years ago when he came to work for Florida Stage, where I toil at my
own day job as a grantwriter. He was tall and slender, with black hair and round glasses. Except
for the lack of a scar shaped like a lightning bolt, he looked just like Harry Potter. He came on
board as our Literary Intern. He was young, smart, talented, and plugged in to the popular
culture. Just the guy to write a play about video games. Just the guy to speak to a new
generation through the medium of theatre.
Just the guy to write a play our older audiences might not pay money to see.
But this notion bothered me – why exactly wouldn’t they pay money to see it? Why did I
give the play to Paul Tei and not to Louis Tyrrell? Surely if our audiences are a generation
raised on theatre they would be open to theatre about an unfamiliar subject, no?
That’s why Barton’s play was on my mind as I settled in recently to read The Gutenberg
Elegies: The Fate of Reading in an Electronic Age by Sven Birkerts. Written in 1994,
admittedly eons ago in technological terms, the book is indeed elegiac, tolling the death knell as
it does for the printed book. Birkerts’ contention is that the increasing presence in our lives of
technology, with its attendant factoids, soundbites, and bullet points, will eventually destroy the
ability, and even the desire, of the average person to read an entire novel or Shakespearean play.
Technology caters to and even helps to shape the short attention span, he warns. How, after
being raised on video games, could any young person summon the discipline and concentration
necessary to lose himself in the pages of a challenging work by the likes of Henry James or
James Joyce? Birkerts also considers the possibilities of new, interactive, electronic versions of
the Bard’s plays. “The student may,” he tells us, “through a [software] program on Shakespeare,
learn an immense amount about Elizabethan politics, the construction of the Globe theater, the
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origins of certain plays in the writings of Plutarch, the etymology of key terms, and so on, but
will this dazzled student find the concentration, the will, to […] sit with one text for extended
periods, butting up against its cruxes, trying to excavate meaning from the original rhythms and
syntax?”
This passage intrigued me in light of having attended the staged reading of Up, Up,
Down, Down – and in light of my own and others’ reactions to the script.
When we arrived at TPAC, we quickly found the Shimberg Playhouse, where the reading
was taking place. We headed for the bar. And guess what? They let us take our drinks into the
theatre. Friends of Barton’s parents waved and seated themselves behind us. Barton’s mother
added to the lobby sign’s warning as she turned to tell them, in her sweet little mom’s voice,
“There are eighty-seven ‘fucks’ in this play.” She beamed at them and turned her attention to the
stage.
Just before curtain, Barton joined us, perching on the edge of the seat beside mine. He
leaned close to murmur, “Twenty bucks says this couple leaves at intermission.” I followed his
gesture to the elderly man and woman sitting in front of us. I laughed and turned back to him.
“I’m not taking that bet,” I said. “They’ll never see the second act.” The reading began.
Spiff, the imaginary friend, bantered with Joy. Joy obsessed over whether she was crazy,
whether she could still distinguish between reality and fantasy. Missy, Joy’s mother,
demonstrated the frightening consequences of losing one’s grip on reality altogether. Mired in
her mental illness, she played as many games as any teenage video junkie – only hers were
realized against the landscape of everyday life, not the imaginary kingdoms on an animated
screen. This was more than a play about video games. This was exploring some big issues.
Wisdom, Sven Birkerts himself tells us, is “the knowing not of facts but of truths about human
nature and the processes of life.” It is “a seeing through facts, a penetration to the underlying
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laws and patterns. It relates the immediate to something larger.” This play was pursuing
wisdom.
Intermission. Barton disappeared backstage while the rest of us chatted about the story
unfolding onstage. When he slipped back into his seat, he pulled me towards him and
whispered, “We owe each other ten bucks – they’re still here.” He motioned toward the elderly
couple who had, indeed, remained in their places. The second act played out, the feared
terrorists turned out to be a bumbling hick, the killing happened, and the play ended. Applause,
bows, post-performance Talkback session. Barton joined the actors onstage to field questions
from the audience and to ask a few of his own. People liked the play. They especially liked the
character of Spiff – they felt he added comic relief to the piece. Comments were made, actors
were praised – and then the elderly man raised his hand.
“If this is meant to be a story about a woman who is afraid to love a man because she’s
afraid she’ll end up a crazy schizo like her mother, then all this video-video nonsense gets in the
way,” he complained.
Barton explained that he was using the theme of video games as a reference that would
resonate especially for people of his generation and younger. He said he was interested in using
that theme to explore the location of the line – sometimes big and bright, sometimes misty and
faded – between fantasy and reality. He was aiming to compare the animated games played by
Joy and Ian with the mind games played by Missy. To show how all the characters were
struggling with the nature of what is real and what is only imagined. The elderly gentleman then
asked, “Who do you intend this play to be for?”
Ah. This is the part that echoed back to me when I read the electronic Shakespeare
passage in Birkerts’ book. What the older theatergoer was really saying was, no one my age is
going to understand this play. No one my age – and let’s face it, we are the generation that
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keeps theatre alive – will want to see a play about video games. What he was really feeling was
left out. Left out of the exploration taking place onstage because he had no point of reference
with the device being used to undertake the exploration.
Just like the students ostensibly being targeted by an interactive version of Hamlet.
The theatre’s artistic director, who was moderating the Talkback session, answered this
last question. “We were actually very excited about Barton’s play and its subject matter, because
we think that from a marketing standpoint, it will help us bring young people into the theatre.”
The discussion continued – would an older audience want to see Up, Up, Down, Down? And if
they saw it, would they understand it? I felt compelled to raise my own hand at this point.
“Any theatre that does primarily new work will already have ways to educate an audience
about subject matter,” I ventured. “The playbill, lobby displays, the literary piece, the website –
they can develop articles, a glossary, all kinds of information about video games. Even a lecture
by a video game expert could be part of the whole experience of producing a play like this.”
Nods of assent from the theatre people in the room. After all, when we do plays about World
War II or Cuba or abortion or any other subject, we use these avenues to enrich the experience
for our audiences, to give them background on the script and the issues or the time period it
addresses. As producers of unfamiliar scripts, we already do, in a low-tech way, what Birkerts is
suggesting should not be done.
And with that the Talkback was over. There seemed to be a general agreement that a
theatre, even one with older patrons, could indeed produce Up, Up, Down, Down by providing
pre-show background on the video game culture. Older audience members who wanted to
experience the play would have to take the initiative to access this information, to educate
themselves on the technology so that the play would be more meaningful for them.
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Birkert, in his Shakespearean passage, seemed to me to be providing an interesting
commentary on this whole subject. He was lamenting the possibility of glossing a play like
Hamlet with too much extraneous information. He was advocating for the rigor of simply
wrestling with a difficult script on one’s own, and he was directing this advice at the young – at
the video generation. Yet here at this play reading in Tampa we were seeing the opposite
situation: an aged man, unfamiliar with the references and the vocabulary in a play, demanding
to know how the playwright intended to touch anyone with what he, the theatergoer, considered
to be obscure and irrelevant subject matter. Aside from its emphasis on video games, though,
Up, Up, Down, Down is a conventional piece of theatre. It has two acts divided by an
intermission, it runs the standard length of two hours, it’s in English, and there is a clear, linear
plotline that starts at the beginning and ends at the end. To see Up, Up, Down, Down, you buy
your ticket, sit in the dark with strangers, and watch a bunch of grownups cavort on a raised
platform under colored lights. Just as you would with Death of a Salesman, or with Hamlet, for
that matter. The only unfamiliar element is the device used to tell the story. Here, I thought, is
an occasion when that interactive script would indeed be useful – but for the older generation,
not the younger. Because on his own with an unfamiliar script to untangle, it seems that our
older theatregoer would simply assume precisely what Birkerts is accusing his imagined young
reader of assuming – that there was nothing in this play that could possibly speak to him or to
anyone he knows. This assumption, in our theatergoer as surely as in Birkerts’ young reader,
would preclude the opportunity of discovering the larger issues being interrogated by these plays.
Indeed, both readers would never agree that there were larger issues at stake – both would be
stopped cold by the presence of the unfamiliar in the script and by the possibility of being made
to feel uninformed, unknowledgeable by the playwrights.
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Perhaps, then, the resistance to tackling a serious text is not necessarily a function of
technological encroachment into the minds and wills of the young. Perhaps no one, of any age,
relishes the prospect of trying to decode a work of literature (novelistic or dramatic) which seems
utterly alien to the world in which they live. Confronted with unfamiliar material, perhaps our
elders are no more likely to perform a close reading on their own initiative than are our juniors.
So what happens to Up, Up, Down, Down now that the TPAC reading is over? Well,
knowing that Mad Cat wouldn’t be doing it, I went home to Florida Stage and told Lou, our
Producing Director, that I loved the play our former intern had written.
“I don’t know if we could do it here, though,” I challenged. “It might be too young for
us.”
Fifty-five year old Lou blinked. “What about it is too young?”
“Well, the subject matter,” I answered.
“But if it’s really good, we can always educate our audiences about video games,” he
countered. Hm, went the voice in my head. “Do we have the script here?” he asked. And the
next day he flew to Boston with a copy of Up, Up under his arm to read on the plane.
He loved it. As a matter of fact, he made it part of our upcoming new play reading
festival, taking place in March of this year, with an eye toward giving it a full-blown production
in a future season. Before long, our audiences, with their Eisenhower-era sensibilities, may be
getting an education about video games – if they choose to accept that education, that is. If they
stick around long enough to see if they can’t find something that resonates for them in a play
about a generation that is not theirs – a play about video games that nonetheless poses big
questions, shares glimpses of wisdom, and explores nothing less than the nature of reality.
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Digital Practices
Performance and technology in all its divergent forms is an emergent area
of performance practice which reflects a certain being in the world - a
Zeitgeist; in short, it provides a reflection of our contemporary world at the
beginning of the twenty-first century. In a relatively short period of time
there has been an explosion of new technologies that have infiltrated all
areas of life and irrevocably altered our lives. Consequences of this
technological permeation are both ontological and epistemological, and
not without problems as we see our world change from day to day.
Exemplary digital practices are Blue Bloodshot Flowers (2001),
featuring an avatar called Jeremiah, Merce Cunningham’s Biped (2000)
with its virtual dancers, and Stelarc’s “obsolete body”; in film, the digital
innovation and creativity of The Matrix trilogy (1999-2003) and the Star
Wars prequels (1999-2005); in sound and new media interactive practices,
the digitally manipulated sound of Optik, the “intermedia” of Palindrome,
and the “electronic disturbance” of Troika Ranch; and in Bioart, the
“recombinant theater” of Critical Arts Ensemble, and the “phenotypical
reprogramming” and “functional portraits” of Marta de Menezes.
Such works present innovation in art practices, being at the cutting
edge of creative and technological experimentation. It is also my belief
that tensions exist within the spaces created by the interface of body and
technology and these spaces are “liminal” in as much as they are located
on the “threshold” of the physical and virtual. I am suggesting that it is
within these tension filled spaces that opportunities arise for new
experimental forms and practices. As such, I identify certain features that
are central to these new practices. Firstly and foremost, the utilization of
the latest digital technology is absolutely central since within these various
art practices and performances there is an assortment of technologies
employed. Another important trait is an accentuation of the corporeal in
terms of both performance and perception since in much of this
performance the body is primary and yet transient.
Such quintessential features demand a new mode of analysis which
foregrounds the inherent tensions between the physical and virtual. These
practices, in different ways, emphasize the body and technology in
performance and they explode the margins between the physical and
virtual and what is seen as dominant traditional art practices and
innovative technical experimentation. Therefore, my main premise is the
exploration and investigation into the physical/virtual interface so
prevalent within the digital.
Technology then would imply a reconfiguration of our embodied
experience. When the meaning aimed at cannot be reached by the body
alone, it builds its own instruments and projects around itself a mediated
world. Rather, than being separate from the body, technology becomes
part of that body and alters and recreates our experience in the world.
Moreover, the body is a system of possible actions since when we point to
an object, we refer to that object not as an object represented but as a
specific thing towards which we “project” ourselves (Merleau-Ponty
1962), in fact a “virtual body” with its phenomenal “place” defined by task
and location. This emphasis on a virtual body has resonance with and
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points to a deconstruction of the physical/virtual body of digital practices,
a body of potential creativity
As a development of my previous theorization on liminality I believe
that aesthetic theorization is central to this analysis. However, other
approaches are also valid, particularly, those offered by recent research
into cognitive neuroscience, particularly in relation to the emergent field of
“neuro-esthetics” where the primary objective is to provide “an
understanding of the biological basis of aesthetic experience” (Zeki 1999).
Outcomes:
•

Performance and Technology: Practices of Virtual Embodiment
and Interactivity (UK: Palgrave MacMillan, 2006).
Digital Practices: Aesthetic and Neuroesthetic Approaches to
Performance and Technology (forthcoming, 2007),
Several publications and papers have also resulted including,
‘Palindrome: Arbeiten mit interaktiver Technologie’. Globale
Medialisierung und integral Hultur. Dresden: Trans-MediaAkademie Hellerau e.V, 2005 (Commissioned).ISBN 3-98102471-0; ‘Bioart: Transgenic Art and Recombinant Theatre.’ Body,
Space and Technology, 5, June 2005 <www.brunel.ac.uk/bst>
ISSN 1470-9120; ‘Interaction, Reaction and Performance: The
Jeremiah Project’, The Drama Review, MIT Press 48, (4),
Nov/Dec 2004: 47-57; and ‘Blue Bloodshot Flowers: Interaction,
Reaction and Performance’, Digital Creativity, 13 (3), September
2002:157-163.
Overall practical research project titled ‘Intelligence, Interaction,
Reaction and Performance’, is a series of performances and
installations that analyse and explore the interface between
physicality, digital interactivity, and AI technology in
contemporary art and performance practices and includes Blue
Bloodshot Flowers (2001), which was an innovative and
experimental performance (performed at the 291 Gallery in East
London), involving the direct real-time interaction between a
virtual, artificially intelligent performer, Jeremiah, and a physical
performer and Dead East, Dead West (2003), which was also an
experimental sound and movement-based piece with fragmented
script, but this time fused with 3D interactive technology
(performed at the Institute of Contemporary Arts, London).

•
•

•

For video clips of Blue Bloodshot Flowers please see
http://www.brunel.ac.uk/jeremiah
.
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Abstract
Animal sacrifice was the central ritual of traditional Roman religion, and was commonly
represented artistically: on triumphal arches, on monumental reliefs, on altars, on imperial
coinage, and on sarcophagi. The classic scholarly treatment in English of this art is Inez Scott
Ryberg’s Rites of the State Religion in Roman Art (1955). This book is astute and impressivly
comprehensive, discussing some one hundred separate examples. Ryberg’s approach, however,
is distinctively that of an art historian, and from the perspective of one trained in the history of
religions, her insistence on interpreting the phenomena as rooted in artistic motif and rules of
genre is surprising. The historian of religions is more likely to assume that an artistic work
represents a phenomenon as it was, not as it was fashioned to appear given the prevailing rules of
artistic creation. The two disciplinary approaches are thus somewhat at odds – and perhaps both
somewhat off mark, too immersed in their disciplinary assumptions and too insistent on their
rules of sound scholarship to notice the potential waywardness of their approaches.
Drawing upon a wide array of visual representations, this paper attempts to ascertain an
accurate interpretation of artistic renderings of Roman animal sacrifice through paying close
heed to the literary and epigraphic evidence, along with the sculpture and coinage. In so doing,
the paper poses a critique of the relevant disciplinary approaches to the subject matter, focusing
on the tendencies of art historians and of historians of religion to see the same phenomena in
different ways. The paper argues for a middle ground and for flexibility in perspective that pays
particular attention to the probable original intentions for any given ancient representation.
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The MST and the Brazilian Landless Struggle
Vincent Brophy

Land reform in Central and Southern America has been a sorrowful cancer for a great
number of years. As Canadians we are currently dealing with our own unsettled land
issues, yet ours appear tame in comparison to the atrocities that have been exercised
further south1. As time passes, oppressed indigenous cultures have become more and
more displaced; they have also become more and more impatient and intolerable to
inaction. Formerly competing and isolated cultures in South America, many of whom
traditionally practiced subsistence horticulture, are now working together as a
community of displaced peoples to try to reacquire what is naturally theirs via modern
world diplomatic and legal means. They have come to realize in the last couple of
decades that, although they come from different cultures, they all have common rights
to their lands that have been stolen from right under their feet. By coming together
and adopting knowledge and diplomacy, they have created a strong voice in the
international economic/political realm. These people, as poor and landless as they
are, now have hope and a meaningful purpose moving towards a potentially positive
future.

Today, perhaps the most popularized and politically organized struggle exists
within, and not contained to, the national boundaries of Brazil. In 1984, in response
to decades of oppression under corrupt military rule and avaricious landowners, the
Movimento do Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra (the Movement of Rural Landless
Workers or MST) was created to help reacquire traditional indigenous lands for the

1

Perhaps with exception to Canadian history en masse; and more recently, the Oka standoff.

2
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millions of hungry displaced people living in the Brazilian Amazon (Frank 1). It is
the purpose of this study to discuss some of the beneficial activities of the MST, and
include some of the key issues faced by the organization.

The majority of landless peoples versus the minority of landowners is a
common theme in poverty-stricken Brazil, and elsewhere in South America. In
Brazil, 20% of the wealthiest population own 90% of the available land (Flynn 1).
Another way of looking at it is that 43% of registered land is owned by 1% of the
population. Nearly 30,000 landowners control 178,000,000 hectares, while there are
4.8 million families of displaced indigenous people, Brazilians, who do not have any
land to call their own. There are also just over a million smaller farmers, who own 10
hectares or less, making for a total of 1.3% of the available land in Brazil (Flynn 3).
The kicker is, 60% of the land that is horded by avaricious landowners – sits idle and
uncultivated (Frank 2). Meanwhile, people starve, are murdered if they interfere with
landowners or the police, commit suicide, or move to the rural areas to join the 20%
of unemployed (Flynn 5). This crucial problem is not as simple as people merely not
owning any property. The land has traditional and spiritual ties. It formerly provided
them with everything they ever needed for thousands of years prior to being
encroached upon. If these people cannot gain access to it, inevitably, their way of
life, their diverse cultures, and the people themselves will seize to exist. The land is
intrinsic to their survival, and the land’s productive viability may be dependent on the
people2.

2

Amazonian indigenous cultures’ horticulture practices of “swiddening,” or slash and burn agriculture,
usually permitted the land time to recover after being depleted of its nutrients. It is viewed as an
environmentally efficient and effective method of small-scale subsistence farming (Bates 83-84).

3
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One thing that has helped the landless cause in the past twenty years, is the
collective organization of indigenous peoples. No longer do traditionally competing
tribes see each other as enemies, but as common allies engaged in a struggle for
survival. This awakening has enabled the masses of the landless population to come
together under a shared canopy. Organized and continuously educating and reeducating its members and the immediate and international public, the power of
inspiration, knowledge and perseverance provided by the MST, is slowly and
painfully paying off for the landless people. Slowly because, although some land has
been reclaimed, the area of land repossessed and the number of people settled is a
small fraction of the people that still remain displaced.

Just the fact that the MST has been successfully operating for nearly two decades,
despite death threats, many successful and relatively few unsuccessful assassinations,
the organization is an incredible success against enormous odds.

What is the Landless Workers’ Movement? Their motto is “Occupy, Resist,
and Produce” (Frank 1). Essentially this means members help organize the poor and
landless in to finding a suitable land site where they could potentially settle. It is
important for the MST to organize a large number of people together to uniformly
invade the land at a designated time. Enough people on the land is important because
it helps gain publicity through the attention of the media and the National Institute of
Colonization and Agrarian Reform (INCRA)3. If the land is determined idle and
suitable for settlement, then INCRA will begin the process of expropriating the land
3

INCRA was given the authority to appropriate and redistribute lands that sit idle or unused in the
1988 Brazilian constitution (Flynn 2-3). It was viewed as a major victory for landless peasants at the
time, however, fiscal reduction and the governments inability to exercise adequate control over
representatives of the state, and the landowners, limit the resources and abilities of INCRA. The MST
is dependent on INCRA for legal recognition (“Death Squads” 1; Flynn 5-6; Frank 2).

4
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(Bailey 1-4; Flynn 4). It is also important that large numbers of people occupy the
land for the obvious reason that if only a few people should squat the land, the
chances are they will disappear forever (Flynn 4). MST members have learned that
power, security and action comes in numbers and education. “Resist” is most likely
represents the determination and perseverance of the people. “Produce” is simply the
final product of their hard labour. When they have come to produce, they are farming
their newly appropriated land, but they cannot begin to farm until INCRA’s approval
and expropriation transaction is completed through legal arbitration (Frank 3). In
effect, these people may squat starving idly on the land for months or years, unable to
produce any food for subsistence.

The MST is essentially a collective made up of over a million member volunteers that
are working hard to help the egalitarian cause in Brazil and elsewhere. They promote
education and maintain 1,200 elementary schools. Literacy is also being taught to
adults (Frank 4). The MST came into existence because people felt the government
was not doing enough to help the millions of landless peoples. Some things on the
federal level were accomplished such as the constitution of 1988, but generally, there
is plenty of evidence that suggests that even with good intentions, it is difficult for the
federal government to enforce and encourage equity amongst a corrupt and povertyladen country. Usually, if an injustice does happen to make it to trial, such as the
massacres instituted by police more recently and in the past, it is difficult to find any
witnesses or anyone else that can muster the courage to help convict the guilty for fear
of their own safety (“Death Squads”; “Brazil’s Land Violence”).

5
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There is tremendous pressure inflicted on the landless poor by not only the
Brazilian landowners represented politically by the Ruralista Party4, but also by the
global market via the World Bank’s accepted modernization theory. This model was
first proposed by economist Walt Rostow in 1960. The theory basically states that the
key to development in the global market is to devote all efforts to facilitating
individualistic capitalistic consumption and move from traditional society to
industrialized society. It encourages the acquisition of international loans in order to
help develop large scale industry and agriculture (Bates 187). Competition rules this
system and there is no room for those that cannot compete.

In contrast to this theory, Andre Gunter Frank proposed the dependency theory. The
dependency theory suggests that industrialized capitalistic nations exploit the
economic resources and political arena of the more underdeveloped nations, in order
to maintain their own insatiable consumer appetite (Bates 187). Unfortunately,
Brazilian politics have for the past two decades employed a similar model to the
modernization theory in the form of neoliberalism. Neoliberalism promotes the free
world market as the most efficient means of acquiring wealth and stability (Bates
190). The neoliberal government under Cardoso (1994-2002), readily accepted open
and unrestricted competition employed under this model. As a result, farmers began
to produce limited, monotonous products in the hopes of achieving maximum profit.
This reduced diversity and made it hard for any small farmers to compete. Once a
particular food product was mass produced, because a surplus of the product exists,
the market price of the product goes down. This process virtually eliminated any

4

The Ruralista Party was closely aligned in agenda and support to the former neoliberal president of
Brazil, Fernando Henriqu Cardoso, who was in office from 1994-2002 (Robles 153). The MST-allied
Luiz Inacio “Lula” da Silca of the Worker’s Party government, took office in January 2003. One of his
party’s main campaign promises was aggressive land reform (Gibb, “Lula”; “Brazil’s Land Violence”).
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small scale subsistence farmers from competing in the market, and because many
farmers utilized a barter system to pay rent, they could no longer afford to occupy the
land they worked (Bates 190-191)5. The neoliberal model benefited those who
already owned a majority of the land. For everyone else, it made it difficult if not
impossible to survive. Many theorists blame this over-aggressively competitive
global approach as one of the reasons for the increasing number of landless and
impoverished people.

The patient, peaceful and diplomatic approach is perhaps the most admirable
quality of the whole land reform issue. It is, however unfairly, exercised by the poor
and oppressed in contrast to the corrupt and illegal tactics employed by the governing
powers and the wealthy landowners. You get the feeling when you are reading all the
different articles that there is something happening here that the ruling elite in Brazil
and the rest of South America is taking very seriously. Their way of life, as
oppressive as it is, is in jeopardy and they know it. It would have been much easier
for the ruling class and landowners to have had these peasants and land squatters
violently rebel. If the land reform movement were based on violence, which it is not,
a massacre would be just and easily defended politically. Perhaps the peasant
population have learned from their history with the former military government, that
they cannot compete with the government’s armed resources. The attention that the
organized protests have accumulated have undoubtedly make it very difficult for the
elite to efficiently deal with. Though they have slaughtered well over 1500
documented cases of MST leaders, supporters, and peaceful protestors to date (Frank
2), these events were maliciously and misleading justified as self-defence: “resistance
5

There is, of course, environmental problems associated with this method with regards to soil
regeneration, fertilizers and pesticide use, and fresh water availability.
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followed by death” (Qtd. in “Death Squads” 1). A small number in comparison to the
hundreds of thousands that would easily have been murdered provided they might
have been armed and encouraged to fight. That said, the methodology of peaceful
non-government organizations (NGOs) like the MST have adopted is a brilliant
strategy that surely frustrates political bureaucrats and the wealthy landowners who
view the global market, and Brazil’s untainted presence within it, as crucial to their
continued pirate-like profiteering.

In one undated article authored by Abid Aslam, “Land Rights a Fraud in
Brazil,” Aslam claims that television producers have become sympathetic to the land
reform movement and blames the World Bank for its impossibly inadequate and
unfair dealings under the Land Reform and Poverty Alleviation Project (Aslam 1).
Here it is argued (as is common in other articles) that it is the World Bank’s policy to
work in co-operation with the Brazilian states rather than the federal government.
This is part of their decentralizing policy to facilitate efficiency in instituting land
reform, and undermine the reform movement by forcing people to adapt to marketbased land reform (MBLR) (Frank 5). There are several problems with this process,
namely, the close proximity of corruption given that landowners, police and state
politicians often hold mutually beneficial secret allegiances. Another problem is that
the land offered for sale is almost always of poor quality and not sufficient for
agricultural subsistence. In addition, to purchase the land, the settlers must take high
interest loans from the World Bank in order to be granted the land, while often having
no part in price negotiation (Frank 6-7). The settlers cannot make enough money on
un-arable land (in addition to other factors) to afford to pay the loan payments. Under
the MST’s plan, the land owners are awarded a 20 year bond. In contrast, through the
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World Bank’s plan, the land owners are paid in cash, with which, some have argued
could be readily applied to unhealthy activities; examples could be, extortion, bribes,
mining, and so on.

There is contrasting opinions and questionable quality of information available
to the public and the world about Brazil and its current state. While Abid Aslam
complimented the media for lending a sympathetic ear, in another article written by
Brasil De Fato, and obtained directly from the MST website entitled, “Manipulation
by the Media,” a strongly vehement point is put forth criticizing the media as
manipulating the events and agenda of the MST movement (De Fato 1-4). There is
little hard evidence presented by the article giving it the aura of a rant. There is,
however, a couple of instances described by De Fato as peaceful events that were
blown out of proportion by the media. He goes further by claiming that the media
wishes to “isolate” the movement from the government, portraying the two as
opposing factions (De Fato 2). According to De Fato, the media portrays the MST as
a violent and dangerous cause that goes beyond the bounds of legal arbitration.
Despite the lack of critical evidence, the article does tend to rouse frustration leaning
towards believing that the media is indeed as bias as the article claims. The article
has an air of pamphlet-propaganda. There is no doubt De Fato’s claims are at least
partially true, as it is common understanding that the media’s power, money and
influence lay, like everything else in Brazil, in the hands of relatively few people.

So what is the big deal anyway? Why won’t these wealthy landowners share
the land when they own a gluttonous amount of it. There must be some underlying
factors other than simple mass accumulation of wealth. Using your imagination you
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could guess that maybe these landowners hope for the land to appreciate in time,
perhaps the result of future resource exploration/exploitation. Or it could be because
their lands are already engaged in highly-secretive, highly lucrative, illegal drug
production? The last thing you want the international community knowing is that
your country is begging for aid in the form of loans, while the same individuals have
their fingers in the cookie jar scooping out billions in untraceable cash. It seems also
funny that the country cannot manage to make its loan payments and reduce its
national dept. But how do you generate revenue in the form of taxes when a small
majority of the population, making the most money, are the only ones that can afford
to pay – and that is if they are paying at all. Would it not be more beneficial to have
the other 4.5 million peasants working and contributing to the national buttress? The
Brazilian political theatre seems to operate more like an organized gang than a
country. It has the whole world fooled in to thinking the country is a legitimate world
participant.

The MST has become a powerful voice for the landless poor, demanding the
respect and attention by reluctant landowners, politicians and the Brazilian bias
media. Perhaps the MST’s strongest asset is the global information network. The
internet has allowed the MST to reach the world, and if pressure is not sufficient
enough at home, then world political pressure seems to hold some clout. The MST’s
influence is not limited to the boundaries of Brazil. The MST, just by example of
what can be achieved, gives other displaced peoples hope and inspiration that they too
can organize themselves for the pursuit of re-attaining their traditional lands.
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Hopefully someday, more sharing and equality will dominate the South
American landscape and the rest of the world. Although it seems hard to imagine that
wealthy landowners and influential politicians will have the courage, motivation, and
good sense to give up what has served them well for so long.
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This proposal is to share the study of sustainable design, its application, its
adaptability and the benefits through the renovation of an existing home done by an
Interior Design student which is also the current home owner.
The objective of this renovation project is the feasibility study of the design through
the exploration of the current sustainable products and methods, the budgeting of
restructuring an existing middle class home and its estimated length of the process.
This problem is from a different perspective other than creating an ideal design
plan for a new home; For example there are the restrictions of an existing floor plan
and electrical systems, dealing with a tight budget and all other obstacles that comes
with the construction process while the home is occupied.
The research would show the different ways of converting the home to a sustainable
one including solar shingles and recycling water known as “grey water” are just two
examples. It would also include the comparison study of the total cost and the long
term savings.
The end result would be a house that can become a sustainable house which would
be more economically efficient and ecologically friendly.
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AN EMPIRE WITHIN A REPUBLIC:
ANGLO-SAXONISM AND AMERICAN COLONIALISM IN THE PHILIPPINES
Introduction:
Historians often debate the causes for the surge of American imperialism of the
turn of the twentieth century. Why did a nation founded on anti-colonialism take up the
banner for empire a few generations from its birth? What did it mean for a republic to
extend its rule over an alien people? What would happen if these subject peoples reject
such rule, no matter how seemingly benevolent? This paper will shed some light on these
questions.
Anglo-Saxonism, the belief in the supposed “superiority” of the descendants of
early British colonists in what would become the United States, was a major catalyst for
American imperial expansion by providing a world view that neatly coincided with the
desire among American foreign policy decision makers to find a new role for the United
States at the dawn of the twentieth century. Anglo-Saxonism not only attempted to
provide a sense of origin, but it also provided a future for the United States. As the
nineteenth century concluded, the United States had grown into an industrial giant that
had saw a new world with new possibilities that its founders had not envisioned.
When the Census Bureau closed the frontier in 1890, American elites saw
challenges facing their society, such as large-scale industrialization and the influx of
“new immigrants” from Southern and Eastern Europe that could not be resolved with the
“safety valve” of westward migration, ultimately culminating into the “splendid little
war” against Spain in 1898. Anglo-Saxonism thus released pent-up tensions caused by
industrialization and urbanization and opened the developing world as a new frontier for
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American enterprise and exploitation. Anglo-Saxonism subsequently had diplomatic
ramifications, for American victory over Spain would not have been possible without the
blessing of Great Britain, the neutrality of which precluded a continental alliance in 1898.
Anglo-Saxonism differentiated the rapprochement between Britain and the United States
from other political alliances, but rather formed the basis for a geopolitical concert based
upon a common sense of destiny between two peoples, from which sprang the “Special
Relationship” that would significantly change the course of the twentieth century.
Not unlike Julius Caesar’s treatise on Gaul, this paper, which will explore the
surge of American imperialism, is divided into two parts. The first part will argue that
there are a multitude of complexities in attempting to understand fin-de-siécle American
imperialism, through which Anglo-Saxonism provided a template. The second part of
this paper will explore the early years of American colonialism in the Philippines. The
reality of governing a colony quickly erased the euphoria from victory over Spain, as it
sparked a host of questions about whether colonial rule was consistent with the ideals of a
nation founded upon anti-colonial struggle.
Anglo-Saxonism provided an answer to this paradox by allowing American policy
makers to justify an American presence in the Philippines as part of the global mission to
spread progress, civilization, and good governance upon a “benighted” people. The
administration of the Philippines was incumbent upon cooperation with the Filipino elite
under the guise of providing tutelage, preparing the Philippines for the day it would be
ready for self-government. As a result, a symbiotic relationship emerged. Through
cooperation, American administrators were able to rule the Philippines peacefully, while
this elite maintained its class and political prerogatives, though not always for the benefit
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of the rest of the population. It is to be hoped that this paper will shed some light on a
significant turning point in American and world history.
Part I: Anglo-Saxonism and American Imperial Expansion
American imperial expansion can be more clearly illuminated by using the
template of Anglo-Saxonism. The peoples of Great Britain and their descendants in the
white dominions and in the United States shared a common sense of origin and destiny
by the end of the nineteenth century. Referring to themselves as the “English-speaking
race,” Anglo-Saxonists believed that inherent in their character were self-government,
liberty, and rule of law. In addition, Anglo-Saxonists claimed for their own the virtues of
intelligence, temperance, efficiency, and moral consciousness.1
Anglo-Saxonists drew upon the cultural and literary heritage connecting Britain
and America. They claimed for their own the ancient myths of the founding of the
British people and the heroic epic of King Arthur.2 Anglo-Saxonism added a religious
component during the Protestant Reformation and the Commonwealth, by believing they
were “God’s Chosen People,” which was likewise transplanted in Massachusetts by the
Puritans.3 During the founding of the United States, the Anglo-Saxonists of the early
nineteenth century took liberty as an inherent characteristic, and at the time, brooked no
rapprochement with the British, whom they saw as hopelessly corrupted by monarchy. It
was this interpretation of Anglo-Saxonism that fueled the idea of “Manifest Destiny” and
justifies the expansion of the United States across the North American continent at the

1

Stuart Anderson, Race and Rapprochement (East Brunswick, New Jersey: Associated University
Presses, 1981), 22..
2
Hugh A. MacDougal, Racial Myth in English History: Trojans, Teutons, and Anglo-Saxons,
(Hanover: University Press of New England, 1982), 1-3.
3
Richard Van Alstein, Genesis of American Nationalism, (Waltham, Massachusetts: Blaidswell
Publishing Company, 1970), 5.
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expense of Mexico and Native Americans.4 During the 1840s when famine in Ireland
drove an unprecedented horde of Catholic Irish immigrants to American shores.
Nativists feared for the future of the United States, whether Catholicism would
undermine American democratic institutions. Anglo-Saxonism thus provided an
American identity, by stressing its Protestantism.5
By the late nineteenth century, Anglo-Saxonism transformed again, by acquiring
racial overtones. Charles Darwin’s Origin of the Species was a great influence in the
shaping of Anglo-Saxonism in acquiring pseudoscientific authority, even though the
theory of natural selection was not originally intended to apply to humans.6 AngloSaxonism became the favored explanation to questions regarding late nineteenth century
society. For example, Benjamin Kidd, applied Anglo-Saxonism to the burgeoning field
of social science by classifying humanity into “inferior races,” by which black, brown,
yellow, and red races were included, and the white races into the “progressive” or “virile”
races.7 Because Anglo-Saxonism took on the trappings of science, it became widely
accepted among the educated classes in Britain and the United States. Adding a
biological component to the Anglo-Saxonists’ argument, in their view, happily explained
and celebrated the economic and technological successes of the British Empire and the
United States.8
The proponents of Anglo-Saxonism in the United States were the AngloAmerican elite whose members could trace their lineage to British colonists who settled
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in the original thirteen colonies. They served as a ruling class during the first years of the
Republic in the political and economic spheres. With the Jacksonian democracy of the
1830s, the ruling class widened to include a white, Anglo-Saxon Protestant (WASP)
ascendancy.9 After the Civil War, a new industrialist class emerged. To add legitimacy
to their new-found wealth, these Gilded Age millionaires formed genealogical societies
such as the Sons of the American Revolution and the Society of Mayflower Descendants.
In doing so, not only did they appear respectable, but they also provided a sense of
continuity in a society undergoing large-scale industrialization, urbanization, and
immigration.10 Among this WASP elite were men of letters such as Henry Adams who
reflected the apprehensions of the late nineteenth century. With the “new immigrants”
from Eastern Europe streaming into Ellis Island year by year, Anglo-Saxonists like
Adams felt increasingly out of touch with the accelerating changes overcoming American
society.11
It was primarily this WASP elite that was most in favor of American imperial
expansion. Using Darwin as a guide, they saw a world of limited resources, with nations,
like organisms, fighting for survival. As they saw it, the world of the turn of the century
was divided among the “Latin race” represented by France, the “Teutonic” race as
represented by Germany, the “Slavic race” represented by Russia, and the “Anglo-Saxon
race” in the forms of the British Empire and the United States. To them, it was a natural
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conclusion, therefore, that Britain and the United States would join forces against such
antagonistic rivals and spread the benefits of civilization.12
Nowhere was the Anglo-American rapprochement more beneficial than during
the Spanish-American War. The United States faced opposition from the Continental
powers such as France, Germany, and Austria, which sympathized with Spain. However,
Britain was the only European power that supported the United States.13 Despite its
official neutrality, it was evident to all the major European powers that Britain was
clearly biased toward the United States in the war against Spain and took steps to favor
the Americans from giving access to British bases in China to denying coal to Spanish
naval vessels in Egypt.14 Theodore Roosevelt, who served with the “Rough Riders” in
Cuba, best expressed the change in American sentiments toward Britain in a letter to his
friend, British historian Arthur Hamilton Lee:
Indeed I shall not forget, and I don’t think our people will, England’s
attitude during the Spanish[-American] War, and we all of us know that it
saved us from a chance of very serious foreign complications…I feel very
strongly that the English-speaking peoples are now closer together than for
a century and a quarter, and that every effort should be made to keep them
close together; for their interests are really fundamentally the same, and
they are far more closely akin, not merely in blood, but in feeling and
principle, than either is akin to any other people in the world. I think we
are both of us the stronger for what has happened in the last eight
months.15
For Anglo-Saxonists, the Anglo-American solidarity expressed during the SpanishAmerican war was a model of racial competition in action. Realizing the potential threat
of a united Germany on the rise, Britain’s support of the United States guaranteed a
12
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friendly neighbor in Asia, and in turn, the United States would be given freedom to flex
its new-found strength as a major world power.16
Also at stake, in the eyes of Anglo-Saxonists was the future of American
manhood. The dislocation caused by large-scale industrialization and the beginnings of
the women’s rights movement caused many to doubt the robustness of American society.
The generation of men who fought the Civil War, which was quickly passing away, was
considered to be the ideal for future generations to emulate because of their martial
valor.17 Even after the explosion of the Maine, Congress and the press criticized
President William McKinley for his reluctance to intervene in Cuba and declare war on
Spain. Thus, his masculinity came under attack, for to refuse to go to war with Spain
meant that American honor would be cheapened in the esteem of other nations.18 In his
letter to the British scholar James Bryce, Roosevelt castigated McKinley saying
I feel that we have been derelict in not interfering on behalf of Cuba for
precisely the same reason that I felt you [British] were derelict in not
interfering on behalf of Armenia…We should drive Spain from the
Western [hemisphere]. For the last three years she has revived the policy
and most of the methods of [Spanish inquisitors] Alva and
Torquemada…19
The crisis in Cuba provided the opportunity for American men to assert their virility,
courage, and other martial values. The “yellow journalism” of the 1890s sensationalized
the brutality inflicted upon Cuban women at the mercy of Spanish soldiers. Such stories
called to an American sense of chivalry in rescuing the Cuban people. Thus, when the
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Maine exploded on February 12, 1898, it would have been considered a sin for America
not to go to war.20
Late nineteenth century Anglo-Saxonists attributed American victory over Spain
to the superiority of Anglo-Saxon values over Spanish “barbarity.” Through the
acquisitions of Cuba, Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Philippines, the United States became a
colonial power. There were various reasons for the surge of imperial expansionism.
Foreign markets provided one attractive reason. Throughout the 1890s, the United States
was experiencing a harsh depression. “Overproduction” was the popular explanation for
this major economic slowdown. The belief was that the American domestic market was
simply saturated with American goods. American imperialists argued that foreign
markets would provide outlets for American goods and spur economic growth.21 The
“China market” whetted the appetites of American businessmen who saw potential
profits from the most populous nation on earth. By the end of the nineteenth century,
however, China had already been divided into spheres of influence among the European
powers and Japan The United States faced the prospect of being excluded from such a
lucrative market.22
The Philippines provided a gateway to the China market by providing a
steppingstone to China. Coupled with the Open Door Notes of the late 1890s, an
American presence in Asia would give notice to the European powers that the United
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States would not be locked out of the economic opportunities to be gained from China.23
A crucial component in implementing the new American foreign policy was that
developed by the naval strategist Alfred Thayer Mahan. He strongly advocated the
development of a strong modern navy to protect American shipping. Toward that end, it
was imperative for the United States to acquire colonial possessions to service the navy
by providing coal and other raw materials.24 The impending war with Spain caused
American foreign policy makers to realize the strategic importance of the Philippines.
Before the outbreak of hostilities, Commodore George Dewey and the Consul General to
Singapore, E. Spencer Pratt approached Filipino revolutionary leader Emilio Aguinaldo
in Hong Kong, where he was living in exile, about the prospect of an alliance with the
United States. In his memoirs, Aguinaldo asserted that Dewey assured him that in
exchange for Filipino assistance in the war against Spain, the United States would
recognize the independence of the Philippines under American protection. Aguinaldo,
holding Dewey and Pratt at their word, joined the United States in the war against Spain,
thus intertwining the fate of both peoples.25
What then began as a war to liberate Cuba from Spanish oppression became a
debate over the future direction of American foreign policy and its role in the world.
Opinions split over the question of whether to annex the Philippines. The Republican
Party most enthusiastically supported annexation, with Theodore Roosevelt as one of its
spokesmen, by tapping into the public’s initial call for vengeance for the destruction of
23
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the Maine and the exuberance that followed Commodore Dewey’s victory over the
Spanish fleet at Manila Bay.26 In 1898, as the terms for the Treaty of Paris were being
negotiated, McKinley in a speech before a group of Methodist clergymen, claimed that it
was “divine revelation” that convinced him to acquire the entire Philippine archipelago
rather than the options of returning the islands to Spain; passing them off to another
colonial power such as France or Germany; and taking only Manila or the island of
Luzon because the United States had a duty to “uplift” and “Christianize” its people,
despite the fact that Aguinaldo had proclaimed the Republic of the Philippines on
12 June 1898.27 McKinley’s wishes were reflected in a telegram from Secretary of State
John Hay instructing one of the American commissioners regarding negotiations with
Spain over the fate of the Philippines:
You are therefore instructed to insist upon the cession of the whole of the
Philippines, and if necessary, pay to Spain $10,000,000 to
$20,000,000…The President can not believe any division of the
archipelago can bring us anything but embarrassment in the future…but
the questions of duty and humanity appeal to the President so Strongly that
he can find no appropriate answer but the one he has here marked out.28
Annexation was opposed for a variety of reasons. Populist William Jennings Bryan
opposed imperialism as foreign policy because he believed that it would only profit
corporations and British bankers, though he endorsed the Treaty of Paris, which annexed
the Philippines.29 He reiterated his policy in address to Kansas City. He declared that the
United States, when considering the question of acquiring new territory, should go
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beyond geopolitics but examine the “condition” of its people and whether they were fit
for self-government. The Philippines, according to Bryan, were capable of self-rule, but
he did not consider them worthy enough to be American citizens. He proposed making
the Philippines an American protectorate, with the United States providing defense while
granting internal autonomy.30
Perhaps the most vociferous opponent to annexation was the Anti-Imperialist
League. The Anti-Imperialist League boasted an illustrious membership, consisting of
Boston patricians. Since its founding in 1898, the League’s membership, at its peak, had
claimed 70,000 members.31 The Anti-Imperialist League opposed annexation because it
betrayed the Constitution, the Declaration of Independence, and other republican values
upon which the United States was founded. They argued acquiring colonial possessions
was not stated in the Constitution, which only had provisions for granting statehood.
Others opposed annexation merely for the reason that the United States would be taking
in dark-skinned colonial subjects who might demand full citizenship. On December 1898
with the Treaty of Paris, the United States gained in a war of less than 100 days, a
colonial empire and an alien people over whom it has assumed responsibility.32
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Part II: American Colonial Rule in the Philippines
Despite the debate among politicians and policy makers, the reality remained that
the United States had the Philippine Islands as its colonial possession. On 21 December
1898, McKinley announced the intentions of the United States toward the Philippines by
inaugurating the policy of “benevolent assimilation,” reiterating the fact that the United
States would be a “friend” and protect the Filipino people.33
American control of the Philippines was Anglo-Saxonism in action. While it was
one thing for Boston patricians to boast of the past glories of the Anglo-Saxon race, it
was another thing to apply the credos of Anglo-Saxonism in the new situation that was
unfolding in the Philippines. Politicians could no longer talk about the potential benefits
of American rule, but of how to bring “civilization” to the Philippines. As the United
States began to establish the foundations of colonial rule in the Philippines, race,
particularly Anglo-Saxonism, based on precedents established well before the SpanishAmerican War, played a significant rule in determining the relationships between
American administrators and the Filipino people, whether through the grueling realities
of the guerrilla war against the insurgents or of the actual business of colonial
government.34
Precedents
When the United States began taking on the business of empire at the end of the
nineteenth century, policy makers found themselves in a similar situation as that of their
British, French, or Spanish counterparts, that is, how to define the relationship with their
33
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colonial subjects. Like other colonial powers, the stated objective of the United States
was to spread the “blessings of civilization” to the “natives.” In doing so, AngloSaxonism and its racial and biological components became a paradigm, which guided
administrators that had its precedents in the early years of the Republic. The Northwest
Ordinance of 1787 provided the mechanisms for incorporating new territories through
statehood, by which there would be free self-governing entities, in which such residents
would be provided the full protection of the Constitution.35 Such protection, however,
was limited to white men, whom the Naturalization Act of 1790 deemed eligible for
citizenship. As the United States expanded beyond the Atlantic coast, the federal
government’s relationship with Native Americans was a precursor to colonialism in the
insular territories gained after the Spanish-American War. The proclamation of
“Manifest Destiny,” was really a call for the propagation of Anglo-Saxon hegemony
across North America, at the expense of its indigenous inhabitants. Native American and
Mexicans who stood in the way of Anglo-Saxon advance were deemed “inferior,” which
justified expropriation of their territories. Though theoretically reorganized as “sovereign
states,” the Indian tribes that fell under the sway of the flag were subsumed under federal
jurisdiction, which appropriated much of its powers. The implication therefore was that
Native Americans, unless they completely rejected their ways, could not be granted the
benefits of citizenship.36
The precursor to American colonialism could also be traced to the treatment of
African-Americans, in establishing how race and Anglo-Saxonism served as a filter
through which whites organized their world. In 1857, Chief Justice Roger Brooke Taney
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ruled in Dred Scott v. Sanford that African-Americans could not be citizens of the United
States and that the protections under the Constitution and the Declaration of
Independence was not intended for anyone other than white and Anglo-Saxon men.37
Despite emancipation after the Civil War, segregation kept African-Americans in a
subordinate position not unlike those living under colonialism, while ensuring, what
David R. Roediger calls Herrenvolk democracy, that whites would be guaranteed
preferential treatment regardless of class.38 Not only were African-Americans subjected
to the legal restrictions of the Jim Crow laws, but also they were vulnerable to extralegal
violence through lynching, as a demonstration of Anglo-Saxon social dominance.39
These experiences from earlier and parallel periods of American history served as a
template that guided Americans in their colonial experiences both in pacifying the
Philippine insurgency and administering colonial rule.40
With the responsibilities of empire thrust upon them, American policy makers in
the early twentieth century looked to other models of colonialism, particularly the British
model. Since Elizabethan times, the English had associated racial superiority with skin
color (with the exception of the Irish).41 In his article to the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, British scholar James Bryce gave a glowing report of British
rule in its colonies. He divided the Empire into two categories. The first category
consisted of the “settler” colonies, so-called because of the majority of the population
comprising of descendants of British settlers, such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
37
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and South Africa, which gradually attained self-rule as “dominions” within the Empire.
In these colonies, Bryce emphasized the traditions of Anglo-Saxon self-government that
paradoxically served as an agent of unity for the Empire. Bryce described the second
category of the Crown colonies in Africa and Asia where the indigenous people were the
majority of the population and could not be trusted with self-rule. In this regard, Bryce
emphasized the paternalism of British rule that ensured religious liberty, maintained the
rule of law, and had kept the natives from descending into anarchy.42
From “Splendid Little War” to Guerrilla War
No sooner than the Spanish flag was lowered for the last time over the Philippines
that the United States was engaged in a war against Filipino revolutionaries who had
earlier joined the United States in the struggle against Spain. Much to the surprise of the
Americans, the “insurgents” had the utter temerity and audacity to demand the
independence that Dewey had promised Aguinaldo in Singapore. On 4 February 1899,
barely two months from the Treaty of Paris, troops under Aguinaldo fired on an
American unit in Manila, thus inaugurating the Philippine-American War, which cost
$170 million (plus hundreds of millions more in pensions), 4,000 American casualties,
and hundreds of thousands in Filipino lives.43
As the insurgency continued to unfold, the United States undertook a policy of
“pacification,” typical of other colonial powers seeking to consolidate their holdings. A
song from the period contained the line “Civilize ‘em with a Krag,” a standard issue rifle
given to the soldiers of the period, which indicated that in order to extend the blessings of
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Anglo-Saxon “civilization” to the Philippines, a military solution was necessary.
However, brute force was not the only means by which the United States was able to
ultimately suppress the insurgents. While fighting Aguinaldo and other rebels, American
generals established control in Manila and other communities by restoring public sanitary
conditions and repairing the infrastructure that had been disrupted by war. American
policy makers in Washington wanted to project the benevolence of American colonial
rule in order to convince the Filipino people that they had much to gain under the Stars
and Stripes and Anglo-Saxon civilization.44
However, despite the benevolent intentions of McKinley, American military
policies, as well as political duplicity led to the outbreak of the Philippine-American War.
American officials did everything possible not to lend any legitimacy to Aguinaldo’s
government. During the war with Spain, General Wesley Merritt commanded ground
forces in Manila. Even though Dewey had made quick work of the Spanish fleet at
Manila Bay, there was still the question of physically occupying Manila, itself. Merritt
and Dewey had arranged with the Spanish general in Manila to fight a staged battle to
allow the Spanish army to surrender to the Americans without surrendering to the
Filipinos thus denying any credit to Aguinaldo for “liberating” the Philippines. After the
battle, Merritt denied Aguinaldo’s forces any role in the occupation of Manila.45 His
successor, Major General Elwell S. Otis, continued the policy of denying legitimacy to
Aguinaldo’s government. Otis and other commanders had little regard for the Filipinos,
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themselves, in their capacity for self-government and brushed aside their attempts at a
dialogue.46
In an address on 7 October 1899, Secretary of War Root justified America’s role
in the insurrection and the actions of the military. He argued that the United States was
the only civilizing force in the Philippines, that would fall into the anarchy of tribal
warfare, should the Filipino people be left to their own devices. He described
Aguinaldo’s forces as “men who prefer a life of brigandage to a life of industry” and
Aguinaldo as a “military dictator…who has attained supreme power by the assassination
of his rival, and who maintains it by the arrest and punishment of every one who favors
the United States, and the murder of every one whom he can reach who aids her.”47 In
the same breath, Root extolled the Anglo-Saxon virtues of the American soldiers in the
Philippines, even though he did not mention Anglo-Saxonism by name. To him, the
American soldier
…carries with him not the traditions of a military empire, but the
traditions of a self-governing people. He comes from a land where public
discussion has educated every citizen in the art of selfgovernment…where the affairs of city and county and town and village,
have made the art of government the alphabet of life for every citizen,
where every citizen has learned that obedience to law, and respect for the
results of popular elections is a part of the order of nature.48
In imposing another brand of colonialism upon the Philippines, the first duty of
the United States was to impose order by suppressing the “insurrection”. Unlike the war
against the Spanish, which utilized conventional military tactics, the Philippine-American
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War was a guerrilla war, which blurred the line between soldier and civilian as American
troops moved outside Manila.49 Of the guerrilla war, Roosevelt remarked to Leonard
Wood, future governor-general of the Philippines:
In the Philippines we still seem to be having ugly work, but if only our
people stand firm and take a little punishment and send if necessary a few
tens of thousands of reinforcements there, we will have the islands
absolutely pacified once and for all in a short time. I most earnestly pray
that there will be no backing out.50
The Philippine-American War soon took on a racial dimension. American soldiers
treated Filipino soldiers with contempt and in the same manner as African-Americans
were treated in the South. Most of the soldiers who served in the Philippines were farm
boys, who sought adventure in distant lands, with little idea of the great questions of the
day, and who previously had no idea where the Philippines was.51 There were instances
of American soldiers treating Filipino prisoners inhumanely, by applying interrogation
tactics such as the “water cure” whereby the prisoner is laid on his back and force to
swallow great quantities of dirty water.52 However, on 18 March 1902 during a hearing
of the Senate Committee on the Philippines, Otis painted a different picture of the role
American military forces by saying that American soldiers and officers treated prisoners
with “the greatest kindness.” He explained further that the sick and wounded were given
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more than adequate medical attention and went so far as to say that he was “laughed at by
the Spaniards and by the Europeans” for their humanity.53
Despite McKinley’s calls to “uplift and Christianize” the Philippines, many of the rankand-file soldiers held the consensus that the insurrection by the Filipinos should be put
down ruthlessly before any arrangements such as independence could be considered.54
The nature of guerrilla warfare on the part of the Filipino insurgents only worsened the
American atrocities through harsh reprisals against innocent civilians by looting and
ransacking villages.55
Brute force, however, was not the only means the United States employed in
suppressing the guerrilla war. As the occupation of Manila began, McKinley gave
expressed orders that the army would treat the Filipinos as humanely as possible in order
to match American actions with American desires for the well being of the Philippines, as
an example of providing Anglo-Saxon “civilization” and win over the Filipino people to
the cause of American colonialism. The military government would continue to allow
Spanish law to remain in force, with justice administered by officials already in place,
provided that they accept American authority. Private property would also be
respected.56 One of the army’s first duties during the occupation of Manila was to
provide health and sanitation facilities that were woefully inadequate under the Spanish
and that had been destroyed by war. The Board of Health was created under the direction
of Chief Surgeon Major Frank S. Bourns. The Board of Health instituted health
regulations, inspected homes, markets, and other establishments that could affect public
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health, ran the leper hospital, and provided smallpox vaccinations.57 It should be noted,
however, that such services became unevenly distributed outside Manila and into the
countryside.58
As the guerrilla war continued, the question over whether to keep the Philippines
intensified among Americans. In Congress, there was an intense debate between Senator
Albert Beveridge of Indiana and Senator George Hoar of Massachussets. Beveridge had
introduced a resolution calling for the United States to retain the Philippines and to stay
the course in putting down the insurgency. Hoar denounced this measure. In defending
his resolution, Beveridge questioned the ability of the Filipino people to govern
themselves:
The great majority of the natives of the islands…were incapable of
understanding even the simplest form of self-government. Decades would
be necessary to instruct them in the rudiments of administration as it was
understood in America…As a rule they were indolent, and their methods
of the most primitive nature. They must be dealt with as children by a
strong and simple government.59
Hoar, however, responded from the constitutional perspective by asking, “Where did the
United States get the right to buy and sell people like sheep?” He countered Beveridge’s
claims by arguing that the Philippines already had an established government with courts,
schools, governments, and churches. Thus, to Hoar, in maintaining its grip on the
Philippines, the United States would be responsible for smothering the sovereign entity of
the Philippine Republic that had been proclaimed in the struggle against the Spanish.60
The Philippine Commissions:
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With the capture of Aguinaldo in 1901 and other revolutionary leaders
subsequently, the United States proceeded to follow McKinley’s mandate of “uplifting,”
“civilizing,” and “Christianizing” the Philippines. On In the midst of the guerrilla war,
there had been debates over what form a civil government in the Philippines would be
established. The question of the relationship the Philippines would have the United
States—whether as a state, territory, or colony—hung over Congress. The Insular Cases
of May 1901 resolved the question by granting limited rights to Filipinos and other
subject peoples taken from Spain, under the premise that the Constitution does not fully
follow the flag. While the Filipino people were granted the “fundamental rights” of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, they were not necessarily granted “procedural
rights,” such as trial by jury.61 American colonial rule in the Philippines was an
experiment because for the first time the United States had acquired territory with no
intention of incorporating it as state with uniform institutions as could be found on the
mainland. Using Anglo-Saxonism as a guide, American administrators, in subsequent
years, would be traversing uncharted waters.62
In order to determine what kind of arrangements could be made for the
Philippines, McKinley organized a committee, consisting of future president William
Howard Taft, Dean C. Worcester, Luke E. Wright, Henry C. Ide, and Bernard Moses and
led by Jacob Schurman, the president of Cornell University in March 1899, as the
guerrilla war was commencing. After a tour of the islands, the Philippine Commission,
also known as the Schurman Commission concluded that the Philippines was unprepared
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for self-rule despite the government established under Aguinaldo. In an article in the
Times of London, a Filipino committee protested that the Schurman Commission did not
make any efforts to cooperate with Aguinaldo’s government, arguing that “it is
impossible for a commission sitting only at Manila and unaided by friendly cooperation
on the part of the national Government, to arrive at a proper understanding of the actual
condition of affairs in the Philippines, the unanimity and aspirations of the people, and
their capability of self-government.”63 The Schurman Commission operated on cultural
biases and had contact only with members of the elite that was seeking to maintain its
class prerogatives with the new American order. As expected, the Schurman
Commission recommended that only American colonial rule was the best safeguard for
protecting the welfare of the Philippines, out of concern that the islands would descend
into tribal warfare.64
In 1900, McKinley ordered a second commission headed by Taft with the purpose
of establishing a civil government. Roosevelt wrote Taft commending him for having
been chosen and had every confidence in his abilities in heading the commission.65 The
report by the Taft Commission began by generalizing the majority of the Filipino people
as “ignorant, credulous, and childlike, and that under any government, the electoral
franchise must be much limited, because the large majority will not, for a long time, be
capable of intelligently exercising it.”66 However, unlike other Americans who had
visited the Philippines, Taft made the effort to become acquainted with the Filipino
63
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people beyond two-dimensional caricatures and sought to base civil government upon
indigenous traditions.67 However, at the same time, Taft, after studying other colonial
experiences by the British, concluded that the United States would serve the Philippines
better by transplanting American values of freedom and self-rule.68

The Taft

Commission, thus established the founding principles for civil government:
That no person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due
process of law; that private property shall not be taken for public use
without just compensation; that in all criminal prosecutions, the accused
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial…that excessive bail shall
not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishment inflicted; that no person shall be put twice in jeopardy for the
same offense…that neither slavery nor involuntary servitude shall exist
except as a punishment for crime...that no law shall be passed abridging
freedom of speech or of the press, or the rights of people to peaceably
assemble and petition the Government for a redress of grievances; that no
law shall be made respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
free exercise thereof, and that free exercise and enjoyment of religious
profession and worship without discrimination or preference shall forever
be allowed.69
The Taft Commission began its work on 1 September 1900, establishing civil rule by
creating local governments in municipalities and provinces, organized courts among
American lines, and created the creation of the Philippine Civil Service. In his
recollections, Worcester, one of the commissioners, encountered initial skepticism from
military governor General Arthur MacArthur (father of General Douglas MacArthur),
who saw military rule as the only solution and regarded the Taft Commission as an
intrusion to that end.70
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The United States established the Bureau of Insular Affairs (BIA) in 1898 to
administer the Philippines, along with the other territories acquired from Spain. Because
of the insurgency, the BIA was placed under the jurisdiction of the War Department
under Secretary Elihu Root. The operations of the BIA were left to George De Rue
Meiklejohn, assistant secretary of war on 23 August 1898, whose position roughly
corresponded to that of the British colonial secretary.71 Upon its founding, the BIA faced
two major problems regarding the Philippines. The first problem was over how to
establish a civil government in the Philippines in the midst of a guerrilla war and whether
the military could provide the infrastructure necessary while fighting a war. The second
problem was over which agencies would claim jurisdiction over the Philippines upon the
conclusion of the guerrilla war.72
On 4 July 1901, Root ended the military government and appointed Taft as the
first civil governor of the Philippines. The administration of the Philippines was divided
into four departments headed by the members of the Schurman and Taft Commissions:
the department of the interior under Worcester; the department of commerce and police
under Wright; and the department of public instruction under Moses. In his inaugural
address as civil governor to the Philippine Assembly in 1901, Taft reiterated the goal of
the United States, which was to educate “a people untutored in the methods of free and
honest government…”73 In his reflections as civil governor during a lecture at Yale
University in 1906, Taft reiterated that the Filipinos were not ready for independence
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because they had not been fully trained in the Anglo-Saxon ideals of self-government,
heavily underscoring the difference between American and Philippine citizenship due to
the fact that the Filipino people were not ready to exercise the same constitutional
privileges granted to American citizenship.74
While grand rhetoric on the “white man’s burden” was one thing, delivering on
the promises of American government and Anglo-Saxon civilization was another. In
implementing its colonial policy, the United States sought to provide the Philippines law
and order, as well as the material benefits of American rule, in the form of infrastructure
such as roads, sewers, water supply; hospitals, parks, and schools.75 Nowhere was
inculcation of American Anglo-Saxon values more crucial than in the schools. The goal
of the Taft Commission was to provide a public and secular educational system that
would teach the arts of civilization to the great majority of the population.76 In his report
to the Taft Commission, David P. Barrows, Superintendent of Education, expressed his
concern that limiting education to the children of the elite at the expense of the children
of the peasants would result in their exploitation because they would not learn the values
of self-government and democracy.77 His aim was to destroy the hold of the landed elite
upon the peasantry, and through education, create a new class of independent yeoman
farmers that would own its own land, setting the foundation for a society based on AngloSaxon ideals of liberty and self-government.78 The Taft Commission recommended that
Filipino teachers who were cooperative with the American authorities and who showed
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an inclination for learning English be trained in the United States where, they could be
taught the arts of civilization by example.79 To that end, the Taft Commission ordered
that English would be the language of instruction in the schools, rather than the local
dialects, with the reasoning that “There is no great advantage in learning to read in a
language which offers nothing worth reading to those who have acquired the art…The
limits of the province remain their horizon. They are shut out from the advantages
enjoyed by their fellow-countrymen who have had the means to enable them to acquire a
language through which may be derived a knowledge of civilized society.80
Partnership with the Elite:
With the establishment of the civil government, the United States commenced its
cooperation with the Filipino elite. The elite class that existed in the Philippines owes its
origins to Spanish colonialism. When the Spanish first colonized what would become the
Philippines, they worked with the existing datus, or chieftains. By the nineteenth
century, this class expanded into the ilustrado elite of mestizos who had a mixture of
either Spanish or Chinese origin. Under Spanish colonial rule, this class of landowners
and professionals, many of whom were educated in Europe, gained experience in local
politics, but their ambitions for a greater role in governing the Philippines were thwarted
by Spain. During the 1890s, a movement for reforms within the colonial government
grew among the ilustrados, most notably by José Rizal, but they were reluctant to
advocate violent revolution for fear of unleashing a popular uprising with unpredictable
consequences. Nevertheless, as the Philippines became embroiled in the Spanish-
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American War, the ilustrados stood as a natural ruling class that claimed to speak for the
Filipino people.81
Under the Aguinaldo government, the Malolos Constitution established in 1899
accommodated the political aspirations of the landowning classes, who had limited
experience governing at the local level under Spanish colonial rule.82 The Taft
Commission, under its mandate to spread ideas of free government, understood the
dominance of the elite in the political process:
Comparatively few of the Filipinos who have been heretofore interested in
politics as insurrectos or otherwise have felt an interest in teaching the
common people their individual rights in respect to personal liberty,
property, or the pursuit of happiness. This work of instruction in
individual rights will require many years before the country is rid of the
feudal relation of dependence which so many of the common people now
feel toward their wealthy or educated native leaders and of the ideas
underlying this relation.83
The Taft Commission deemed the Philippines unready for self-government because its
members feared that the islands would fall under a corrupt oligarchy. The members of
the Taft Commission measured the intelligence of the Filipino people on their knowledge
of the Spanish language and concluded that less than ten percent spoke Spanish. With
this statistic, the Taft Commission deemed the Philippines not fit for self-government,
which it projected would take one to two generations for the Philippines to acquire
Anglo-Saxon attitudes toward governance. The commission was concerned that the
dependence of the great majority of the common people upon this small elite would open
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the way for future exploitation and was not convinced that the elite would not be
dedicated to the Anglo-Saxon virtues of liberty and self-government. Nevertheless, the
Taft Commission had to face reality by granting political responsibility to the elite who
had the education and qualifications to rule.84
In 1901, the Municipal and Provincial Codes were put into place, which made
provisions for voting qualifications. Electors were required to be at least 23 years old; be
legal residents of their municipalities; and belong to one of three classes: 1) those who
have held previous municipal office under Spanish rule; 2) those owning property worth
at least 500 pesos or paying at least 30 pesos in annual taxes; 3) those who can speak,
read, and write English or Spanish.85 As a result, only three percent of the Filipino
population could vote and could hold office. However, Americans in overwhelming
numbers still held offices in local governments.86
The United States also enacted the policy of Filipinization as a way of
accommodating the elite. Before 1904, appointments for political offices were awarded
to elites who supported the presence of the United States and who were members of the
Partido Federal, which supported American colonization and ultimately American
statehood. Such practices were copied from the Spanish, who solidified their rule by
installing those most loyal to the regime.87 In his testimony to the Senate, Taft
encouraged the efforts of the Partido Federal because it was the party that favored peace
with the United States and had made lengths to convince the people of the benefits of
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American rule.88 However, he did not endorse its plank for statehood and its
constitutional ramifications. Rather, Taft fell back on the Anglo-Saxonist line that the
best course of action the United States should take regarding the Philippines is to provide
a prolonged tutelage in the arts of self-government by which time, the Filipino people
would truly appreciate the gifts of American colonialism and its lessons of selfgovernment.89
Despite America’s intentions of allowing the Philippines to be run by Filipinos,
Filipinization became another byword for patronage, not unlike the Spoils System during
the Gilded Age of the late nineteenth century United States.90 Manuel Quezon, who later
became President of the Philippine Commonwealth, serves an example of this partnership
between Americans and elites. Though not from a particularly wealthy family, Quezon’s
education allowed him to catch the attention of the Americans. Quezon received his
political training in 1903 under Harry H. Bandholtz, Director of the Philippine
Constabulary who taught him English and exposed him to a network of American
administrators who would help him advance his political career, like others of his
generation.91
The United States ensured the primacy of the elite through the creation of the
Philippine Civil Service. The members of the Taft Commission had hoped that the
creation of a civil service in 1901 would eliminate corruption and establish an efficient
colonial structure.92 Through the pensionado system starting in 1903, children from elite
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families would spend some time in the United States to study and become acculturated to
American values and then return to the Philippines to take up their posts in the Philippine
Civil Service.93 The opposite proved to be true. Corruption became rampant in all areas
of government as networks of patrons and clients emerged, whereby political bosses
handed out offices to their supporters. The vicissitudes of American politics also
accelerated the pace at which corruption developed as autonomy was gradually handed
over to Manila. In a twist of irony, in its colonial experience, the United States failed in
its all-important mission, which was to teach the values of self-government and
democracy.94

Conclusion:
The end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century
witnessed the phenomenon of American imperialism, as the United States made its debut
in the global stage in the Spanish-American War. In the aftermath of Spanish defeat,
Americans found themselves with a new set of circumstances in the form of colonial
possessions in the Philippines as part of the Treaty of Paris. How could a nation
conceived in anti-colonial struggle remain consistent with its founding values while
ruling over an alien people who had just as much of a desire for independence as the
Founding Fathers in 1776?
The ideology of Anglo-Saxonism provided the key to answering this paradox.
The belief in the “superiority” of the descendants of British settlers in what would
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become the United States served to reconcile the love of liberty with the responsibilities
of empire. Anglo-Saxonism did not just sprout in 1898. Rather, it was a long process of
incorporating beliefs dating to the founding legends of the British people, which gained
new identities over the centuries, ultimately maturing into the pseudoscientific
explanations for the primacy of the United States and the British Empire at the end of the
nineteenth century. Not only did Anglo-Saxonism provide a sense of origin; it also
provided a sense of destiny for the United States, which had entered as a world power.
As Americans began to heed Rudyard Kipling’s admonition to “take up the white
man’s burden,” Anglo-Saxonism provided the means to establish colonial rule, which
also did not suddenly appear after 1898. Though not “colonialism” in name, the United
States had historical precedents showing how alien peoples, such as Native Americans
and African-Americans within its borders would be governed. Upon taking possession of
the Philippines, the United States went from extolling the glories of Anglo-Saxonism to
establishing the mechanisms that would fulfill their promise and obligations to extend the
blessings of “civilization” and self-government upon the Filipinos. This was achieved
through various methods from simple brute force to material benefits in the form of
schools and hospitals to collaboration with the Filipino elite that presumed to speak for
the majority of the population.
America’s colonial experience in the Philippines yielded mixed results. In the
short-term, the United States gave the Philippines far more material benefits in a few
decades than Spain provided in more than three hundred years. However, in the longterm, because it handed the reins of government over to the elite rather than opening
political participation to all Filipinos, the United States failed in its primary mission to
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transplant its Anglo-Saxon ideals of self-government and democracy and helped establish
a legacy of corruption that continues to flourish in the Philippines. To conclude by
denying initiative to the Filipinos, however, would be a disservice to them. The Filipino
elite bear as much of the blame for the condition of the Philippines, if not more, because
in pursuing petty private ends, they broke their trust (and continue to do so) to the people
for whose interests they presumed to speak and to whom they were in a greater capacity
to serve.
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“Here Am I, Your Special Island”:
Pan-Asia on the Western Musical Stage
Ronald N. Bukoff, Ph.D.
Director, Hurley Music Library and Associate Professor of Music
Centenary College of Louisiana, Shreveport , U.S.A.
Asian and Polynesian themes, subjects, and characters have been components of English-language
musical theater for over one hundred years.1 A wide range of musicals, primarily American and British,
are the focus of this study, and for sanity’s sake, all of the shows examined are considered equal in
quality. I have not discriminated between the productions based on: length of runs, quality of reviews,
historical importance, etc.2 For simplicity’s sake, I shall combine the terms Asian, Asian-American,
Indian, and Polynesian under the single rubric Pan-Asian, avoiding the no-longer-appropriate term
Oriental.3 Racism and political correctness are inherent with this topic, but their dialectics are not the
emphasis of this paper. Musical theater is progressing in its artistic evolution: it is sensitive to the desires
of many peoples but should not be held hostage to the demands of a few. A list of all pertinent musicals
follows.
Not surprisingly, the musicals under scrutiny fall into a number of different classifications. The
chronological list of shows range from hits with long runs (South Pacific, Miss Saigon) to flops (ShangriLa, 13 Daughters) to shows that never made it to Broadway closing out of town (Butterfly, Sayonara).4
The musicals examined in this study exist in various categories: 1. the connection with Pan-Asia is
limited; 2. the Pan-Asian setting is imaginary; 3. the setting is real and the characters are believable—at
least, as far as musical theater is concerned; 4. the story is based on historical events; 5. the inspiration
comes from literature; and, 6. Pan-Asian characters are employed in a Western setting.5
In my original hypothesis, I assumed I would observe a gradual shift in emphasis from the simple and
comic Pan-Asian character in a fanciful, exotic setting to a more realistic depiction of Pan-Asian
characters and locales. This was erroneous. After examining over seventy shows with these themes, I
have come to realize that fantasy and reality regarding the Orient on the musical stage have always been
equal partners. And historically, both viewpoints embraced racism and stereotyping. These topics are
problematic, particularly for someone who approaches it from an educated, Caucasian, middle-aged, male
point of view. However, it is a background I have in common with many of the creators of the shows
discussed in this study; possibly, I represent them, for good or bad. I also share the following philosophy
with the novelist Gregory Mcdonald: “I know what I am. And I know what I am not . . . I know I cannot
be someone else, truly see and feel from someone else’s experience and heart. Nevertheless, I have
1

The quotation in the title of this paper is taken from the song “Bali Hai” from Rodger and Hammerstein’s South
Pacific.
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always believed in empathy, in the broad commonality of being human. Admittedly, we cannot
understand. But we can try.”6 And that is what I shall unapologetically attempt to do.
It is my contention that the stereotypical character, of any type, in a musical is neither misguided nor
horrific. Musical theater involves limitations of time arising from the need to include musical segments.
Music can both stretch or abbreviate a normal-time progression and impede complex character
development. Hence, character stereotypes are a theatrical device used to move the plot forward. Is this a
flaw of the genre? Are national, racial, or comic stereotypes inherently evil? To some degree, all
characters in a musical are stereotypes of one kind or another.
Pan-Asian-inspired musical theater works first appeared in the mid-nineteenth century in France with
Offenbach’s Ba-Ta-Clan (1855) placed in Ché-i-no-or, a fictional China-like setting.7 This operetta was
produced a decade later in England (1865) and the United States (1869) as Ching-Chow-Hi, or, A
Cracked Piece of China.8 Subsequently, a small, but steady stream of English-language operettas
followed, beginning with Gilbert and Sullivan’s The Mikado (1885) and Utopia (Limited) (1896).9
Although they employed all-Japanese characters in The Mikado and a mixed cast of British and South
Sea figures in Utopia (Limited), Gilbert and Sullivan presented these unusual characters and settings as
thinly-veiled satires of British conventions and politics, and the broad comic treatment of these characters
was identical to their other more-British operettas. Interestingly, several authentic native elements appear
in The Mikado: a few Japanese words are sprinkled throughout the text and a Japanese military song
accompanies the second act entrance of the Mikado.10 Their inclusion was a touch of local authenticity.
This operetta has remained one of the most enduring works in the Gilbert and Sullivan canon, and many
popularized versions have appeared over the years: Swing Mikado (1939), Hot Mikado (1939), Black
Mikado (1975), Der Yiddisher Mikado (1987), Mikado Inc. (1990), and Hot Mikado (1994).11
Meanwhile, the Utopians of Utopia (Limited) present a laissez-faire view of the happy, but indolent
native. It is a view that would become stereotypical fodder for late-nineteenth and early-twentieth
operettas and musicals. The opening chorus of Utopia (Limited), “In lazy languor,” refers to the island as
“Lazyland.” Gilbert also creates a few lines of non-translated Utopian dialogue—“Lalabalele talala!
Callaale lalabalica falahle!—but this ceases with the line, “All communications shall henceforward be
made in the English tongue.”12 Possibly, the authors proceeded in this manner since they had invented
their own island nation. Although the names in The Mikado and Utopia Limited—Nanki-Poo, Yum-Yum,
Pooh-Bah, Peep Bo, Tarara, Nekaya, and Kaleba—may appear fanciful and outlandish, they match the
pantheon of unusual monikers peppering other Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. Nonetheless, they are
6

Gregory Mcdonald, Son of Fletch (NY: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1993), 46.
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typical of names that appear in musical shows through the 1920s when characters such as Roli Poli, Fi-Fi,
Pee Chee San, Hunni-Bun, Omee-Omi, Hang-kee, Chin Hop Hi, Ah Mee, Cha Ming, and Ro See
populate musical stages.13 After the 1920s, Pan-Asian names in shows avoid obvious Eurocentric comic
stereotypes.
A composer contemporary with Gilbert and Sullivan, Sidney Jones depicted, in his popular The
Geisha (1896), a Japanese citizenry more believable than The Mikado.14 Although there are songs in The
Geisha such as “The Dear Little Jappy-Jap-Jappy” and “Chin Chin Chinaman,” one also finds a
sympathetic exploration of characters. In the ballad “A Geisha’s Life,” the leading lady O Mimosa San
laments her chosen career path.15 And reminiscent of The Mikado, a Japanese folk song, “Koiwa seni
sumu,” is included as the act two “Japanese March.”16 Jones returned to Asia—China, twice—with San
Toy, or The Emperor’s Own (1899) and See See (1906). San Toy was the follow-up hit The Geisha and
was one of the most popular shows of the Victorian musical stage. Subsequent European-style operettas
with a Pan-Asian connection include: Franz Lehár’s Das Land des Lächelns (“Land of Smiles”; 1929)—
which reappeared in America as Prince Chu Chang (1930) and Yours Is My Heart (1946); Sigmund
Romberg’s Cherry Blossoms (1929); Rudolf Friml’s Luana (1930); and Pal Ábraham’s Die Blume von
Hawaii (“The Flower of Hawaii”; 1931).
Throughout the 1930s, over thirty different productions with Pan-Asian connections appeared on
musical stages in New York and London. Most of these had Japanese or Chinese roots, but there were a
handful of shows that were set in the Philippines or Hawaii; most of these productions were comedic.17
Among them were several popular and long-playing musical shows with first runs exceeding one
hundred-forty performances: Leslie Stuart’s Florodora (1899); Howard Talbot’s A Chinese Honeymoon
(1899); Manuel Klein’s A Trip to Japan (1909); Ivan Caryll’s Chin-Chin, Or, A Modern Aladdin (1914);
Frederick Norton’s Chu Chin Chow (1917); Richard Rodgers’ Present Arms (1928); and Cole Porter’s
Anything Goes (1934). Concurrently, individual and isolated Pan-Asian-inspired songs appeared in a
great number of shows and revues, mostly the latter. Examples include: “Honolulu Lulu” (The New
Yorkers; 1901); “Chink-Chink, Chink-Chink, Chinyman” (Mr. Load of Koal; 1909); “Chong [He Came
From Hong Kong]” (Bran Pie Revue; 1919); “Tokio Blues” (Music Box Revue; 1924); and “Tahiti
Sweetie” (Sweetheart Time; 1926).
Pan-Asian musicals also employ fictional settings. Sometimes, it is safer to create an island or
country with a new language and mythology, and thus, eliminate potential problems inherent with using
actual geographic locations. Besides the “Lazylanders” of Utopia (Limited), other imaginary musical
settings: the island of Kachoo, located between Japan and Corea in Gustav Luders’ The Sho-Gun (1904);
the volcanic isle in Rudolf Friml’s Luana (1930); Noël Coward’s South Sea island of Samolo in Pacific
1860 (1946); Rodgers and Hammerstein’s anonymous islands in South Pacific (1949); the unnamed
South Sea island in Posford’s Zip Goes a Million (1951); Harry Warren’s mystical Himalayan mountain
kingdom of Shangri-La (1956); and the South Seas isle in Ervin Drake’s What Makes Sammy Run
13
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(1964). To highlight one of these: Coward’s island of Samolo with its chorus of natives is just an exotic
backdrop and neither it nor they are crucial to the plot. Just as Gilbert created a few lines of Utopian,
Coward uses his fictional Samolan language to great effect, particularly in the act two solo and chorus
“Fumfumbolo” which describes the mythology behind the formation and eruption of the island’s
volcano.18
There are also a number of musical theater productions that present realistic Pan-Asian characters in a
variety of actual Pan-Asian settings. Some of these shows had successful runs on Broadway and/or in
London, some not. The subcontinent of India is represented in: Fain’s Christine (1960), a story of a
Western woman finding love in India; and, Rahman’s Bombay Dreams (2002), a look at Mumbai’s film
industry. Hawaiian history is featured in Magoon’s home-grown 13 Daughters (1961) and Heathen!
(1972), while Sondheim’s Pacific Overtures (1976) tells the tale of the opening of Japan by the West
from the Japanese point of view. In a similar vein, Norman and Nichols’ Poppy (1982) depicts how
China was debauched by the colonizing British and the opium trade, and Schönberg and Boublil’s Miss
Saigon (1991) is a “Madame Butterfly” story set in war-torn Vietnam of the early 1970s.
13 Daughters tells the universal tale of a father struggling with marrying off his eligible daughters; a
foreshadowing of Fiddler on the Roof (1964) by three years. Music, lyrics, and book by Hawaiian nativeson Eaton Magoon, Jr., the story tells of an inter-cultural clash between Chinese, Hawaiian, American,
and European cultural and religious beliefs. 13 Daughters was a hit in Honolulu when it first appeared in
1956, but when it finally moved to Broadway in 1961 with Don Ameche as the Chinese patriarch Chun,
the show was in trouble. According to Ethan Mordden, Magoon “had sincerely endeavored to build
something beautiful and enlightening about Hawaiian folkways, [but] it’s easy to giggle at a dramatic
work filled with references to kukui seeds, hoomalimali, and puka puka pants.”19 Although the book is
amusing, the music has its limitations, and the production only lasted for twenty-eight performances,
hampered by cultural references unfamiliar to Broadway audiences.20 Even less successful, Magoon’s
Heathen! (1972) recounted the introduction of Western missionaries and Christianity to the Hawaiian
Islands; it lasted only one night on Broadway.
Although Eaton Magoon Jr. is Chinese-Hawaiian and A. R. Rahman is Indian, all other musical
theater creators mentioned to this point have been of Western heritage.21 Besides Magoon and Rahman,
other non-Western show creators are: Paul Chihara, a Japanese-American composer who wrote Shogun:
The Musical (1990), which is based on James Clavell’s novel (1975) about the assimilation of a European
sailor into Japanese samurai society; Shun-Ichi Tokura, a Japanese composer, whose Out of the Blue
(1994) is set in Japan in 1970 and deals with the repercussion’s of World War II radiation poisoning;
Leon Ko and Robert Lee, Chinese-Americans, who created Heading East (1999) tracing the history of
Chinese immigrants in the United States; and, Nathan Wang, Chinese-American, and Sachi Oyama,
Japanese-American, the composer and book author of Imelda (2005). David Henry Hwang writes of
18

“Fumfumbolo,” sung by Kerry Stirling, a British expatriate, and a chorus of Samolan servants, tells the mythical
story of Fumfum, Goddess of Fire, and Bolo, God of Water, and how their love-hate relationship created the
Samolo’s volcano which “rose from the sea.” Noël Coward, Pacific 1860 (London, Chappell, 1947), 92-94.
19
Ethan Mordden, Open a New Window: The Broadway Musical in the 1960s (NY: Macmillan, 2001), 46. Kukui
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20
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46.
21
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Heading East: “[It offers] a defiantly Pan-Asian point of view. In its embrace of history, it displays an
ambition few American musicals are willing to claim. By unapologetically weaving together Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, Filipino and Vietnamese experiences, differences as well as commonalties, this show
makes a passionate case for the inter-relatedness of Asian joys and struggles.”22
Several shows are based on actual historic events, or are inspired by a combination of reality and
fiction. These musicals all present a type of fantastical reinterpretation of history: Captain Cook (1897);
The Adventures of Marco Polo (1956); South Pacific (1949); The King and I (1951); Lovely Ladies, Kind
Gentlemen (1970); Pacific Overtures (1976); Poppy (1982); Mutiny! (1985); Miss Saigon (1991); Out of
the Blue; Heading East (1999); and Imelda (2005). Unlike these history-inspired shows, Western authors
of musicals apparently made little effort to mine eastern literature. Only Scott and Hanighen’s Lute Song
(1943), based on the classic fourteenth-century Chinese play, Pi-Pa-Ki, by Kao-Tong-Kia, and Rodgers
and Hammerstein’s Flower Drum Song (1958) have Pan-Asian roots.23 Lute Song tells the tale of a young
couple whose marriage is torn asunder by a prince, although love prevails and the lovers are eventually
reunited; while Flower Drum Song is inspired by the novel about Chinese immigrants in modern San
Francisco, The Flower Drum Song (1957), by Chinese-American journalist C.Y. Lee.
Western literary sources for Pan-Asian musicals come from collected short stories, novels, plays, and
opera. Besides history as source material, many early musicals were based on popular plays. These older
plays—such as Richard Walton Tully’s The Bird of Paradise (1912) musicalized as The Bird of Paradise
(1912) and Luana (1930); and Samuel Shipman’s East is West (1918) reset as The Rose of China
(1919)—would be hard-pressed to find a sympathetic audience today: the Pan-Asian characters represent
the paternal, pseudo-Romantic, and post-colonial Pan-Asian stereotypes prevalent in the late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth centuries. Even the authors of The Rose of China were unimpressed with their efforts.
In their joint-autobiography, P.G. Wodehouse and Guy Bolton proclaimed: “The writing of this blot on
the New York theatrical scene was due to too much rich food, too much potent liquor and the heady
effect of Oriental music on top of these.”24
After World War II, literary efforts with Pan-Asian characters become more realistic and
sympathetic, and their musical counterparts follow suit. Examples of this type include: James Michener’s
collected Tales of the South Pacific (1948) and novel Sayonara (1954); and John Patrick’s play Teahouse
of the August Moon (1953) became: South Pacific; Sayonara (1987); and Lovely Ladies, Kind Gentlemen,
respectively. Of course, the older, paternalistic approach to the East also remained in: The King and I,
based on the semi-historical autobiographical The English Governess at the Siamese Court (1870) by
Anna Leonowens; and Shangri-La, taken from James Hilton’s novel Lost Horizon (1939). Novels with
secondary Pan-Asian characters in Western settings include: John Steinbeck’s East of Eden (1952) which
became Here’s Where I Belong (1968); and Patrick Dennis’ Auntie Mame (1955), Broadway’s hit Mame
(1964).
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II must be credited for their contributions to the genre.
Together, they wrote three shows in this category—South Pacific, The King and I (1951), and Flower
Drum Song (1958)—while Rodgers composed the music for three similar, pre-Hammerstein
22

David Henry Hwang, “Notes,” Heading East (NY: DINK Records, 1999). DINK 1999.
Since 1988, there has been a creative explosion of English-language, Western-style, Pan-Asian-themed musicals
have been created and produced in Singapore. Over four dozen shows have been performed since the premiere of
Makan Place, by Jasmin Samat Simon and R. Chandran. Ken Lyen, The Singapore Musical. http://www.kenlyen.
com/gpage.html, Internet, accessed October 10, 2006.
24
P.G. Wodehouse; Guy Bolton, Bring on the Girls! The Improbable Story of Our Life in Musical Comedy, With
Pictures to Prove It. (NY: Limelight, 1984), 76.
23
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productions—The Chinese Lantern (1922); Chee-Chee (1928); and Present Arms (1928). Although
characters in musicals must be painted in semi-broad strokes, due to the nature of the genre, sometimes
the Rodgers and Hammerstein Pan-Asian character appears to fall into a cliché-ridden trap. But is this
correct? In South Pacific, set on two fictional Polynesian islands created by James Michener in his
Pulitzer Prize winning Tales of the South Pacific (1947), Bloody Mary, the pidgin-talking purveyor of
native goods to the American sailors and marines, is an amalgamation of many real-life Polynesian
islanders who profited, albeit in a small way, from the Western military presence during World War II.
Initially, Mary seems to display the worst characteristics of the greedy native, but as she changes during
the show from a comic entrepreneur to a grieving mother we recognize that her character depth and
development is equal to anyone else in the show. Mary is no stereotypical Polynesian, she is an elemental
force unto herself.
On the other hand, Liat, Bloody Mary’s daughter, is problematic. Her childlike, naïve personality
makes her seem even younger than her (presumably) teen-age years. Liat truly is “younger than
springtime,” and her relationship with the older Lt. Joseph Cable, U.S.M.C., is troubling, at least to
twenty-first century audiences. Why is he attracted to her? She has little to say during the show, and she
is mute during Bloody Mary’s charm song, “Happy Talk,” a less-than-subtle euphemism for sexual
congress between Liat and “Lootellan” Cable.25 Possibly, it is the missionary-educated, French-speaking
Liat, that James Michener describes, who is the young woman that attracts Cable. However, this
educated Liat must appear off-stage since we never see her in Hammerstein’s book for the musical.
Again, the issue of time limitations in a musical appears. For South Pacific, Liat exists as a plot device: it
is Cable’s transformation and his reaction to racism that commands the authors’ attention. The few other
Polynesians seen in the show, and listed in the score as “islanders,” are peripheral, but this is not their
story.26
Rodgers and Hammerstein move further away from racial stereotyping in their next show The King
and I (1951). Although seen from the real-life Anna Leonowens’ Eurocentric viewpoint, the Pan-Asian
characters are believably drawn, from the King, his wives, children, to the doomed lovers, Tuptim and
Lun Tha. We are convinced that these are flesh-and-blood people living out their lives before us on the
musical stage. This was the intent of the authors. Rodgers wrote: “Oscar and I were determined to depict
the Orientals in the story as characters, not caricatures, which has all too often been the case in musical
theatre. Our aim was to portray the king and his court with humanity and believability.”27 They are fullblooded theatrical characters seen from a Western context, but whether the King and his entourage
represent believable Siamese/Thai historical figures is unlikely.
Recently, we have witnessed the reincarnation of Flower Drum Song on Broadway with a newmillennium politically-correct book by David Henry Hwang (2000). According to John Kuo Wei Tchen,
educator and proclaimed cultural activist: “Hwang is simply recognizing a reality that has yet to be
understood by the entertainment industry. Savvy urbanites want cultural productions more resonant with
contemporary sensibilities.”28 If a creative team has problems with an existing show, produce something
25

Andrea Most believes “racially different characters Liat and Bloody Mary exist in a marginal space, only
occasionally crossing over in to American territory.” Andrea Most, “’You’ve Got To Be Carefully Taught’: The
Politics of Race in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s South Pacific,” Theatre Journal 52, 3 (October 2000), 315, 318.
With Mary, this is not true. She dominates her share of the stage, overwhelming most of the other characters.
26
The South Pacific islands are based on islands belonging to the New Hebrides (now Vanuatu), where Michener
was stationed during World War II.
27
Richard Rodgers, Musical Stages: An Autobiography (NY: Da Capo Press, 1995), 274.
28
I agree with Tchen when he writes, “New immigrants bring different sensibilities and insights about the U.S. . . .
Savvy publishers and editors need to respond to these new audiences or this public will simply buy their stories
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new. Criticism towards the original Flower Drum Song seems to be ill-conceived: the original production
presented an accurate view of musical theater priorities existing in the late 1950s. The twenty-first
century Flower Drum Song demonstrates the error of hastily jumping on the politically-correct
bandwagon. Bret Easton Ellis, writing for Harper’s Bazaar in 2000 says: “Artists shouldn’t be prudent
and responsible—that’s what desensitizes a culture. Some of the alternative art is bad, some of it’s good,
but the standards of p.c. should not be the aesthetic yardstick of the culture.”29 Only time and history will
tell which version of Flower Drum Song will remain on the boards and which will wither and fade from
memory.30
Examples of the comic Pan-Asian, oft-times appearing in non-Pan-Asian locales, include the Chinese
converts to Christianity in Anything Goes (1934), and Ito, the Japanese houseboy in Mame (1964). For
some reason, comic Pan-Asian villains are usually Chinese. This stems from the traditional nineteenthcentury view of this ethnic group in the United States and is a poor reflection of the treatment of the
immigrant Chinese labor force in American history. As an aside, the unsettling historical treatment of
Chinese immigrants is the subject of Ko and Lee’s Heading East (1999). Chinese comic henchmen often
appear in multiples and are prominent as secondary characters in: Strouse and Adam’s It’s a Bird . . . It’s
a Plane . . . It’s Superman (1966); and Tesori and Scanlon’s Thoroughly Modern Millie (2002). Until
recently, comic Pan-Asian characters had limited speaking and—even more—restricted singing roles.
Superman probably wins the (dubious) award for the creation of the most Chinese villains onstage at one
time with the “Flying Lings,” four brothers and their father.31 Although the inclusion of the Chinese
villain may be non-politically correct, the two men in Thoroughly Modern Millie, Ching Ho and Bun
Foo, are given breakout parts: they sing two solo numbers in Mandarin, with English surtitles provided
for the audience.32 The modern comedic Chinese villain has come a long way from his humble and
culturally-demeaning roots.
Two sympathetic Pan-Asian characters, one straightforward and philosophical, the other comic,
appear in shows—the first a failure, the other a success—nearly four decades apart. Lee, the ChineseAmerican houseboy in Here’s Where I Belong, the musicalization of Steinbeck’s East of Eden, is a
rational voice amidst a family’s angst. And, although she speaks with a comical, stereotypical accent, the
Japanese Christmas Eve in Avenue Q (2003) holds her own with her dysfunctional American husband
and their unique New York City neighbors. Christmas Eve bemoans the fact that she couldn’t get a job at
a Korean grocery—she’s Japanese!—and she admits she’s as guilty as the rest in “Everyone’s a Little Bit
Racist,” singing, “ev’lyone’s a ritter bit lacist!” However, she also educates her cast mates: “I know you
are no intending to be, but calling me Oriental—offensive to me!” Through shared humor and the
universal human experience, Christmas Eve transcends the Pan-Asian stereotype.
elsewhere.” And this is what they should do: buy, or create new tales to tell, don’t eviscerate Roders and
Hammerstein. John Kuo Wei Tchen, “Flower Drum Song—The Reviews Are In,” Robert C. Maynard Institute for
Journalism Education, available from http: www. maynardije.org/news/features/021122_flower/essay/flower_p3/,
Internet, accessed October 11, 2006.
29
Bret Easton Ellis, “P.C. Postmortem,” Harper’s Bazaar 3459 (February 1, 2000), 247-248.
30
I would like to suggest this politically-correct new-millennium production, which closed on Broadway on March
16, 2003, after a short run of one hundred seventy-two performances, carry a title, such as David Henry Hwang’s
Reinterpretation of Flower Drum Song with Incidental Music by Rodgers and Hammerstein.
31
In the original Broadway production of Superman, the Flying Lings were played by five actors with Western
surnames and one actor with a Japanese surname
32
This “gang” sings “Zhe shenghuo wo bu yao” (“Not for the life of me”) and “Muqin” (“Mammy”).
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Historically, musicals have provided little employment for Pan-Asian actors; the Western stage has
not been kind to them.33 Not until 1989, with the casting of the decidedly-European Jonathan Price as the
Eurasian Engineer in Miss Saigon did the Asian-American community of actors receive national attention
with their protest of Broadway’s traditional practice of hiring Western actors to play Pan-Asians. This
controversy spilled over to criticism of the show: the New York Daily News headlined its opening night
review with “Viet Numb!” and the New York Post’s review headline read “Amiss in Saigon.” Perversely,
the controversy helped boost initial ticket sales.34 One can only hope that nearly two decades after this
racial brouhaha, theater producers have a better understanding of racial inequities in the theater.
The music in Pan-Asian shows runs the gamut from standard Broadway tunes to music employing
Pan-Asian touches: pentatonic scales; parallel fourths and fifths; folk instruments (either authentic or
simulated); and quotations of folk music.35 Many composers have included exotic musical elements in
their scores, beginning with Sullivan’s quotation of a Japanese military song in The Mikado. Possibly,
Sondheim’s Pacific Overtures is the most Pan-Asian-sounding show as the composer requires authentic
Japanese instruments in the orchestra: a shamisen (three-string lute) and a shakuhachi (end-blown
notched flute). However, Pan-Asian features notwithstanding, the over-all score of Pacific Overtures is
firmly in the Western Broadway tradition. Surprisingly, Ko and Lee’s Heading East, one of the few
shows in this survey with an all-Asian creative team and cast, has only limited Pan-Asian musical
moments.36
Hopefully, this study will provide a starting point for additional—dare I say: open-minded?—
research in the field of Pan-Asia and Western musicals. I leave it to others to explore: the topics of race
and racism in historical context; political correctness as it applies to the musical stage; an in-depth study
of Pan-Asian musical elements; and an individualized breakdown of specific geographic locations.37

33

Actual employment for Pan-Asian actors on the musical stage still remains limited, and one never finds actors of a
single nationality in a show, the casting requirements are too difficult. For example, the casts of Flower Drum Song,
both Broadway versions, 1958 and 2000, have featured actors with Chinese, Japanese, Singaporean, Taiwanese,
Korean, Filipino, Hispanic, and Western ethnic backgrounds.
34
Gerald Bordman, American Musical Theatre: A Chronicle. 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 790;
Kurt Gänzl, The Encyclopedia of the Musical Theatre, 2nd ed. (NY: Schirmer, 2001), v.2, 1407.
35
A limited examination of Pan-Asian musical elements in music theater appears in Derek B. Scott’s “Orientalism
and Musical Style,” Musical Quarterly 82, 2 [1998], 309-335.
36
In the first two musical numbers, “Try to See Me as I Was” and “There’s a Ship,” set in China, the cast recording
includes what sounds to be a Chinese lute. No instruments are listed in the accompanying information booklet.
37
Research in the field of Pan-Asian theater has increased dramatically during the past decade. Two excellent
studies of Asians in American theater were published in 1997: Josephine Lee’s Performing Asian America: Race
and Ethnicity on the Contemporary Stage (Philadelphia: Temple University Press); and, Dorinne K. Kondo’s About
Face: Performing Race in Fashion and Theater (NY: Routledge). Conference papers in this category include
several from “The Broadway Musical 1920-2020” held at Hofstra University, Hempstead, New York, March 27-30,
2003: Bud Coleman, “Hold the MSG! – David Henry Hwang Alters the Recipe of Flower Drum Song”; Stuart J.
Hecht, “ ‘Hello, Young Lovers’: Assimilation and Dramatic Configuration”; Robert L. McLaughlin, “ ‘Why do they
laugh? I do not laugh.’: Pastiche, Mimicry and Postcolonial Critique in Pacific Overtures”; and, N.J. Stanley,
“(Dis)colorations of Race and Class in Oklahoma!, South Pacific and The King and I.” Racism and Western
colonialism are topics examined by Christopher Balme in a recent article, “Selling the Bird: Richard Walton Tully’s
The Bird of Paradise and the Dynamics of Theatrical Commodification,” Theatre Journal 57 [2005], 1-20, and
book, Pacific Performances: Theatricality and Cross-Cultural Encounter in the South Seas (Basingstoke, Eng.:
Palgrove Macmillan, 2006). As one might suspect, I do not always agree with some of the above-mentioned
authors.
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A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SHOWS
(Closed out of town refers to New York/Broadway-bound productions, unless noted otherwise.
Broadway also refers to Off-Broadway productions)
Composer
Lyricist
Book author
Jacques Offenbach
Ludovic Halévy

Jacques Offenbach
Ludovic Halévy
Sir Arthur Sullivan
W.S. Gilbert
W.S. Gilbert
Percy Gaunt
Charles H. Hoyt
Charles H. Hoyt
Woolson Morse
J. Cheever Goodwin
J. Cheever Goodwin
Sir Arthur Sullivan
W.S. Gilbert
W.S. Gilbert
Sidney Jones
Harry Greenbank
Owen Hall
Reginald De Koven
Unknown
Harry B. Smith
Noah Brandt
Sands W. Forman (?)
Sands W. Forman

Leslie Stuart
Ernest Boyd-Jones, Paul Rubens
Owen Hall
Howard Talbot
George Dance
George Dance
Sidney Jones
Harry Greenbank, Adrian Ross
Edward A. Morton
Alfred E. Aarons
Harry B. Smith, Robert B. Smith
Harry B. Smith, Robert B. Smith
Gustav Luders
George Ade
George Ade

Title [Location; number of first-run performances—if known]
Brief description and commentary.

Date

Ba-Ta-Clan [French operetta]
One of the earliest settings of an Asian operetta. It takes place in Ché-i-no-or, a
fictional China-like setting. Names: Fé-ni-han, Ko-ko-ri-ko. The emperor, an
Imperial guard, and two mandarins (male and female) are revealed as French
citizens. “Ba-Ta-Clan” is the national anthem.
Ching-Chow-Hi, or A Cracked Piece of China (Britain)
British production of Ba-Ta-Clan. English-language version by William Brough
and Thomas German Reed. The American production appeared in 1869.
The Mikado (London; 672 performances)
Setting is contemporary (late 19th-century) Japan. Humorous satire of British
conventions with comic names: Nanki-Poo, Yum-Yum, Pooh-Bah, Katisha, PittiSing, Ko-Ko
A Trip to Chinatown (New York: Broadway; 657 performances)
The “trip” is in name only, NY’s Chinatown does not appear, nor do any Chinese
characters. Possibly, the most popular American-created musical of the 19th
century.
Wang (New York: Broadway; 151 performances)
Set in Siam (Thailand), regent Wang plots to find and steal a missing fortune left
by his late royal brother. The style mixes comic opera and vaudeville.
Utopia (Limited) (London, 245 performances); after 1902: Utopia Limited
Set on the mythical South Sea island of Utopia, this is a rather harsh indictment
of British governmental and business practices.
The Geisha (London) [NY: Broadway, 1896; 161 performances]
Setting is contemporary (late 19th-c.) Japan with British, Japanese, & Chinese
characters. The show enjoyed world-wide popularity up to the early 1930s.
The Mandarin (New York: Broadway; 40 performances]
A Chinese Mandarin disguises himself as a carpenter to woo the latter’s wife.
Songs: “Dresden China Love Affair,” “A Japanese Elopement.”
Captain Cook (New York: Madison Square Garden; 14 performances)
Captain John Cook is received as a god by the Hawaiians and is awarded Pricess
Ia Ia. However, the kindly Cook assists the princess in uniting her with her
beloved Oponuii. No mention is mention is made of Cook’s death at the hands of
the Hawaiians. Queen Lili’uokalani of Hawaii attended the premiere.
Florodora (London) [NY: Broadway, 1900; 505 performances]
Set in the Philippine Islands where wealthy Cyrus W. Gilfain manufactures
Florodora perfume. The location is of minimal importance to the show. It featured
the famous Florodora Sextet and their break-out chorus “Tell me, pretty maiden.”
A Chinese Honeymoon (England) [NY: Broadway, 1902; 376 performances]
The confused love entanglements of a cast of British and Chinese characters in
China. Native names include: Soo-Soo, Fi-Fi, Hang Chow, Hi Lung, and Mr. and
Mrs. Pineapple.
San Toy, or The Emperor’s Own (London) [NY: Broadway, 1900; 65 perfs.]
In China, the Mandarin’s daughter San Toy has been raised as a boy to avoid
being drafted as a soldier in the Emperor’s all-female guard. Jones’ follow-up hit
to The Geisha. One of the most popular shows of the Victorian musical stage.
A China Doll (New York: Broadway; 18 performances)
In China, a mechanical doll is loved and lost by Pee Chee San who will not marry
an “Americanized ‘Chink’ ” until it is found.
The Sho-Gun (New York: Broadway; 125 performances)
Setting is Kachoo, an imaginary island located between Japan and Corea. Comic
names: Hunni-Bun, Moozo-May, Omee-Omi, and Hanki-Pank.

1855

9

1865
1885

1891

1891
1893
1896
1896
1897

1899

1899

1899

1904
1904
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William Frederick Peters
Richard Carle
Richard Carle

The Mayor of Tokio (New York: Broadway; 50 performances)
A Western comic opera troupe, Kippers Konsolidated Komiques, is stranded in
Tokyo and the members are mistaken for royalty.
Sidney Jones
See See (London; 152 performances)
Adrian Ross
Chinese setting dealing with marital mishaps. Characters: See See, Hang-Kee,
Charles H.E. Brookfield
Cheoo. It did not achieve the success of Jones’ Geisha and San Toy.
Manuel Klein
A Trip to Japan (New York: Broadway; 447 performances)
R.H. Burnside, Manuel Klein
A melodrama with music. The Japanese military hires a circus to disguise shipR.H. Burnside
ments of submarines home. A romantic version of war prior to World War I.
Traditional Hawaiian music
The Bird of Paradise (New York: Broadway; 112 performances)
Traditional lyrics
Based on Richard Walton Tully’s play (1912) (see also Luana, 1930). All
Richard Walton Tully
traditional Hawaiian (incidental) music, including the beloved “Aloha Oe.”
Ivan Caryll
Chin-Chin, Or, A Modern Aladdin (New York: Broadway; 295 performances)
Anne Caldwell
Set in multiple locations, it involves two “Chinese” genies belonging to the
Anne Caldwell, R.H. Burnside
magical lamp: Chin Hop Hi and Chin Hop Lo.
Oreste Vessella
The Road to Mandalay (New York: Broadway; 21 performances)
William McKenna; Book:Wm.H. Post Includes “Oriental Dance.”
Frederic Norton
Chu Chin Chow (New York: Broadway; 208 performances)
Oscar Asche
Retelling of Ali Baba and the forty thieves story with lead character singing in
Oscar Asche
disguise, “I am Chu Chin Chow of China.” The 1919 revival included “Javanese
Fanners” and “Burmese Dancers.”
Armand Vecsey
The Rose of China (New York: Broadway; 47 performances)
P.G. Wodehouse
Ling Tao, a “Chinese” woman in love with a Westerner is revealed to be the
Guy Bolton
kidnapped daughter of Western missionaries. Based on East is West (1918), a
play by Samuel Shipman.
Joseph E. Howard
Chin Toy
I.B. Kornblum
China (?). No information is available; only sheet music exists.
Clare Kummer
Chinese Love (New York: Broadway; 12 performances)
Clare Kummer
“A miniature musical comedy in one act.” The setting is a Chinese tea house in a
Clare Kummer
summer afternoon. Characters include Mo Yen and Ah Mee.
Richard Rodgers
The Chinese Lantern (New York; 1 performance)
Unknown
Amateur show produced at the Benjamin School for Girls. Includes the song
Laurence Houseman
“Wee China Rose.”
Charles Berton
The Moon Maiden (Closed out of town)
George E. Stoddard; Book: Stoddard
Includes: “Japanese Flirtation Dance.” Completely rewritten as China Rose.
A. Baldwin Sloane
China Rose (New York: Broadway; 126 performances)
Harry L. Cort, George E. Stoddard
The Prince of Manchuria, Cha Ming (“charming”), wins the love of Ro See
Harry L. Cort, George E. Stoddard
(“Rosie”). Titled The Moon Maiden in its earlier incarnation.
Sigmund Romberg
Cherry Blossoms (New York: Broadway; 56 performances)
Harry B. Smith
Set in Japan, it is based on the play The Willow Tree (1920) by J.H. Benrimo and
Harry B. Smith
Harrison Rhodes. It is a cross between Puccini’s Madama Butterfly and George
Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion.
Harry Ruby
Lucky (New York: Broadway; 71 performances)
Otto Harbach, Bert Kalmar
The love affair between Lucky, a Ceylonese (Sri Lanka) pearl diver, and
Otto Harbach
occidental Jack. There are song interpolations by Jerome Kern.
Richard Rodgers
Chee-Chee (New York: Broadway; 32 performances)
Lorenz Hart
Chee-Chee and her husband, Li-Pi Tchou, son of the Grand Eunuch, flee Peking
Herbert Fields
to avoid his becoming his father’s successor (and the “operation”).
Richard Rodgers
Present Arms (New York: Broadway; 147 performances)
Lorenz Hart
Set in Hawaii, an American marine courts a British Lady by deception. His plot is
Herbert Fields
exposed during a yacht trip. Hawaiian-themed songs—“Hawaii,” “Kohala
Welcome,” and “Blue Ocean Blues”—are performed at the end.
Franz Lehár
Das Land des Lächelns (“Land of Smiles”) [German operetta]
A Chinese prince marries a Viennese woman and brings her home. She cannot
Ludwig Herzer, Fritz Löhner-Beda
adjust to Chinese customs (as they are presented in the operetta) and although she
loves him, she leaves him.
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Rudolf Friml
J. Keirn Brennan
Howard Emmett Rogers
Pal Ábraham
Imre Harmath
Emmerich Foldes
Franz Lehár
Harry B. Smith
Henry Clarke, Edgar Smith
Pal Ábraham
Imre Földe
Imre Földe
Adapted by Alfred Grünwald and
Fritz Löhner-Beda
Cole Porter
Cole Porter
Guy Bolton, P.G. Wodehouse,
Howard Lindsay, Russel Crouse
Sir Arthur Sullivan
W.S. Gilbert; Book: Gilbert
Sir Arthur Sullivan
W.S. Gilbert
Gilbert, Dave Gregory, Wm. Tracy
Raymond Scott
Bernard Hanighen
Sidney Howard, Will Irwin.
Noël Coward
Noël Coward
Noël Coward
Franz Lehár
Ira Cobb, Karl Farkas, Harry Graham
Ira Cobb, Karl Farkas, Harry Graham
Richard Rodgers
Oscar Hammerstein II
Hammerstein and Joshua Logan
George Posford
George Barr McCutcheon, Winchell
Smith, Byron Ongley
Richard Rodgers
Oscar Hammerstein II
Oscar Hammerstein II

Leonard Bernstein
Leonard Bernstein
Harry Warren
Jerome Lawrence, Robert E. Lee
James Hilton, Lawrence, Lee
C: Clay Warnick, Mel Pahl based on
themes by N. Rimsky-Korsakov
L: Edward Eager
B: William Friedberg, Neil Simon

Luana (New York: Broadway; 21 performances)
Based on Richard Walton Tully’s play The Bird of Paradise (1912), Luana is a
South Sea princess who renounces the throne for an American. When he deserts
her, she chooses death by volcano. See The Bird of Paradise (1912).
Viktória (Budapest)
Hungarian operetta dealing with the romantic escapades of a Hungarian hussar
with settings in Russia, Japan, and Hungary. It was produced in English as
Victoria and Her Hussar in London (1931) and St. Louis (1937).
Prince Chu Chang (Closed out of town)
1st American version of Lehár’s Das Land des Lächelns (1926). Songs: “Chinese
Love Song,” “In My Country Oriental,” “My Almond Eyes of Eastern Skies.”
Die Blume von Hawaii (Leipzig)
Written in Hungarian, and first produced in German, this operetta deals with
efforts to return Princess Laya (“The Flower of Hawaii”) home to reclaim her
throne and thwart American efforts to annex the islands. Still popular in Europe,
it has never been produced in a successful English-language version.
Anything Goes (New York: Broadway; 415 performances)
Set on a cruise liner between NYC and London. Two Chinese male converts to
Christianity accompany Bishop Dobson. Later, three Americans (two men, one
woman) disguise themselves as Chinese.
Swing Mikado (New York: Broadway; 86 performances)
Based on Sir Arthur Sullivan and W.S. Gilbert’s The Mikado.
Hot Mikado (New York: Broadway; 85 performances)
Based on Sir Arthur Sullivan and W.S. Gilbert’s The Mikado. Played on
Broadway simultaneously with the Swing Mikado.
Lute Song (New York: Broadway; 142 performances)
Classic 14th-century Chinese play, Pi-Pa-Ki, by Kao-Tong-Kia, adapted into
English. A scholar is forced by the Prince to abandon his wife and marry a
princess; ultimately, love prevails.
Pacific 1860 (London; 129 performances)
Much to the chagrin of his family, a British expatriate on the island of Samolo
falls in love with an opera singer. The Polynesian setting provides color and
Samolon myths and language are heard in “Fumfumbolo.”
Yours Is My Heart (New York: Broadway; 36 performances)
2nd American version of Lehár’s Das Land des Lächelns (1926). Includes the
songs: “Chingo-Pingo,” “A Cup of China Tea,” “Men of China,” etc.
South Pacific (New York: Broadway; 1,925 performances)
Based on James Michener’s Tales of the South Pacific (1948). Set on fictional
islands during World War III; themes are racism and prejudice. References are
made to the off-stage Japanese enemy.
Zip Goes a Million (London; 544 performances)
A South Seas island is the second act setting for this story of an American trying
to spend one million dollars. Based on George Barr McCutcheon’s novel
Brewster’s Millions (1902); the novel did not travel to Polynesia.
The King and I (New York: Broadway; 1,246 performances)
Clash of cultures as British governess takes on King of Thailand in the late 19th
century. Based on the novel Anna and the King of Siam (1942) by Margaret
Landon which was based on the semi-historical autobiography The English
Governess at the Siamese Court (1870) by Anna Leonowens.
Trouble in Tahiti (New York)
Although a one-act opera, the central aria, “Trouble in Tahiti,” is a Broadwaystyle number describing a B-grade film set in the South Pacific.
Shangri-La (New York: Broadway; 21 performances)
Based on James Hilton’s novel Lost Horizon (1939). Setting: mythical locale of
Shangri-La in the Himalayan Mountains.
The Adventures of Marco Polo [American television]
Italian explorer Marco Polo visits the court of Kublai Khan in China, the ruler of
Tiber, and the kingdom of Persia (modern Iran).
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Richard Rodgers
Oscar Hammerstein II
Joseph Fields, Oscar Hammerstein II

Cole Porter
Cole Porter
S.J. Perelman
Sammy Fain
Paul Francis Webster
Pearl S. Buck, Charles K. Peck Jr.
Eaton Magoon Jr.
Eaton Magoon Jr.
Eaton Magoon Jr., Leon Tolsatyan
Jerry Herman
Jerry Herman
Jerome Lawrence, Robert E. Lee
Ervin Drake
Ervin Drake
Budd Schulberg, Stuart Schulberg
Charles Strouse
Lee Adams
David Newman, Robert Benton
Jim Eiler, Jeanne Bargy
Jim Eiler, Jeanne Bargy
Jim Eiler
Robert Waldman
Alfred Uhry
Alex Gordon
Stan Freeman, Franklin Underwood
Stan Freeman, Franklin Underwood
John Patrick
Eaton Magoon Jr.
Eaton Magoon Jr.
Robert Helpmann, Eaton Magoon Jr.
Sir Arthur Sullivan
W.S. Gilbert
Stephen Sondheim
Stephen Sondheim
John Weidman
Monty Norman
Peter Nichols
David Essex
Richard Crane, David Essex
Richard Crane
Craig Safan
Mark Mueller
Mark Mueller and Craig Safan

Flower Drum Song (New York: Broadway; 600 performances)
Set in contemporary (1950s) San Francisco with cast of Chinese-Americans;
based on the novel The Flower Drum Song (1957) by Chinese-American
journalist C.Y. Lee. The musical was updated and made politically-correct by
David Henry Hwang in 2000 (169 performances).
Aladdin [American television] [Staged in London, 1959]
The story of Aladdin set in China. Opens in Peking. Names: Princess Ming Chu,
Emperor Chang, Magician Sui Generis (“without equal”)
Christine (New York: Broadway; 12 performances)
An Irish widow arrives in India and finds her daughter has died in childbirth. She
falls in love with her grieving son-in-law, a doctor her own age, but cultural differences doom their affair. Co-author Buck was a Nobel Prize in literature winner.
13 Daughters (New York: Broadway; 28 performances)
The difficulties a Chinese father and a Hawaiian princess mother have in
marrying off their thirteen daughters in mid nineteenth-century Hawaii. Hawaiian
customs, beliefs, and language are featured.
Mame (New York: Broadway; 1,508 performances)
NYC in 1920s-30s; cast includes Ito, a Japanese houseboy, who has accented
dialogue and a small singing role. Based on Patrick Dennis’ novel Auntie Mame
(1955)
What Makes Sammy Run? (New York: Broadway; 541 performances)
The story of an unscrupulous Hollywood scriptwriter, it includes a South Seas
film epic musical dance number with hedonistic natives, a missionary, a
racketeer, and the required “Monsoon.”
It’s a Bird ... It’s a Plane ... It’s Superman (New York: Broadway; 129 perfs.)
A group of acrobatic Chinese henchmen kidnap the heroine, Lois Lane.
Names: Dong Ling, Tai Ling, Fan Po Ling, Ming Foo Ling, Joe Ling (the names
are given in Western-format; in China, surname precedes.)
Aladdin [American television]
Poor tailor’s son wins the love of the Chinese Emperor’s daughter with the aid of
the genie of the lamp.
Here’s Where I Belong (New York: Broadway; 1 performance)
A musicalization of John Steinbeck’s novel East of Eden (1952), the cast includes
Lee, a Chinese-American houseboy, as a philosophical, non-comic character.
Closed after opening night.
Lovely Ladies, Kind Gentlemen (New York: Broadway; 16 performances)
Based on John Patrick’s play Teahouse of the August Moon (1953). It is a
humorous story set on Okinawa in post-WWI occupied Japan.
Heathen! [recorded as Aloha] (New York: Broadway; 1 performance)
Originally titled Thank Heaven for the Heathen. It chronicles the introduction of
Western missionaries and Christianity into the Hawaiian Islands (1819).
Black Mikado (London)
Based on Sir Arthur Sullivan and W.S. Gilbert’s The Mikado.
Pacific Overtures (New York: Broadway; 193 performances)
The opening of Japan by the West from the Japanese point of view. Originally
staged with an all-male cast (except for the closing number) in Kabuki make-up
and acting style.
Poppy (London; 97 performances)
The story of the ruination of nineteenth-century China by the colonizing British
and their nefarious opium trade.
Mutiny! (London; 585 performances)
The musical retelling of the story of the infamous mutiny on the H.M.S. Bounty
captained by James Bligh. The setting is aboard the Bounty and on the island of
Tahiti.
Butterfly (Closed out of town)
Based on Giacomo Puccini’s opera Madama Butterfly (1904), based on David
Belasco’s play (1900) and John Luther Long’s short story (1898).
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George Fischoff
Hy Gilbert
William Luce
Sir Arthur Sullivan
W.S. Gilbert
Al Grand, Bob Tartell
Mitch Leigh
Jim Haines, Jack Wohl
Ted Allen
Paul Chihara
John Driver
John Driver
Sullivan, Glen Kelly, Gilbert, Albert
Evans, Jane Waterhouse
Claude-Michel Schonberg
Alain Boublil, Richard Maltby Jr.
Boublil, Maltby, Schonberg
Lucy Simon
Marsha Norman
Marsha Norman
C&L: Erik Frandsen, Michael Garin,
Robert Hipkens, Paula Lockheart
B: Allan Katz, plus Frandsen et al
Sir Arthur Sullivan
W.S. Gilbert
W.S. Gilbert
Shun-Ichi Tokura
Paul Sand (?)
Paul Sand
Leon Ko
Robert Lee
Robert Lee
Jeanine Tesori
Dick Scanlon
Richard Morris, Dick Scanlon
A.R. Rahman
Don Black
Meera Syal
Robert Lopez and Jeff Marx
Robert Lopez and Jeff Marx
Jeff Whitty
Nathan Wang
Aaron Coleman
Sachi Oyama

Sayonara (Closed out of town)
Based on James A. Michener’s novel (1954). Set in occupied Japan in 1952, it is
the story of prejudice and romance between American soldiers and Japanese
women.
Der Yiddisher Mikado (New York)
A Yiddish-language version of The Mikado by Sir Arthur Sullivan and W.S.
Gilbert.
Chu Chem (New York: Jewish Repertory Theatre)
Billed as the “1st Chinese-Jewish musical,” it takes place in China “six hundred
years ago.” Includes: “Orient Yourself.”
Shogun: The Musical (New York: Broadway; 72 performances)
Based on James Clavell’s novel (1975). A European sailor is assimilated into
Japanese samurai society and customs.
Mikado Inc (New Jersey)
Based on Sir Arthur Sullivan and W.S. Gilbert’s The Mikado. Closed out of town.
Miss Saigon (New York: Broadway; 4,092 performances)
Set during the Vietnam War during the early 1970s. Cast is American soldiers,
Vietnamese citizens and soldiers, and Eurasians.
The Secret Garden (New York: Broadway; 706 performances)
The opening of the show is in colonial India, 1911. An Indian Fakir intones in
non-translated Hindi (?); the show quickly leaves India behind. Inspired by
Frances Hodgson Burnett’s novel (1888).
Song of Singapore (New York: Off-Broadway; 459 performances)
Set in Singapore nightclub, early December 1941. One Asian character, Chah Li,
is a chanteuse.
Hot Mikado (Washington, D.C.)
Based on Sir Arthur Sullivan and W.S. Gilbert’s The Mikado. This production
also played in London in 1995.
Out of the Blue (England; 17 performances)
An American Catholic priest, who married a Japanese woman after WWII, returns
to Japan in 1970 to meet a long-lost daughter he was told had died of radiation
poisoning.
Heading East (NYC studio recording)
All Asian and Asian-American cast and creative team in a story tracing the
Chinese in the U.S. from the Gold Rush era of the 1840s to contemporary society
in the late twentieth century.
Thoroughly Modern Millie (New York: Broadway; 903 performances)
Two comic Chinese henchmen, Ching Ho and Bun Foo, sing in Mandarin.
Villain, Mrs. Meers, dresses in Chinese costume and speaks Mandarin.
Bombay Dreams (London) [NY: Broadway; 284 performances]
The classic rags-to-riches tale as a poor Indian youth travels to Bombay
(Mumbai) to make it big in Bollywood (and find love).
Avenue Q (New York: Broadway; 1,316 performances-as of Sept. 24, 2006)
The story of young people (and puppets) struggling to survive in NYC. Christmas
Eve, a well-educated therapist who speaks with a pronounced accent, is a
Japanese woman married to an American.
Imelda (Los Angeles)
An Evita-like bio-musical recounting the story of Imelda (and Ferdinand)
Marcos’ rise to (and subsequent fall from) power in the Philippines

1987

1987
1989
1990
1990
1991
1991

1991
1994
1994

1999

2002
2002
2003

2005

Dozens of shows include the occasional Pan-Asian song and/or dance. Selected examples:
China: “My Little Hong Kong Baby,” The Cherry Girl (1903); “Chink-Chink, Chink-Chink, Chinyman,” Mr Lode
of Koal (1909); “Chinatown, My Chinatown,” Up and Down Broadway (1910); “The Chinese Fox Trot,”
The Amber Express (1916); “Chinese Letter Song,” Hitchy-Koo (1917); “Chong (He Came From Hong
Kong),” Andre Charlot’s Bran Pie Revue (1919); “Chinese-American Rag,” Tick-Tack-Toe (1920);
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“Chinese Fireworks,” Ziegfield Follies of 1920; “Chinese Phantasy,” Honeydew (1920); “The Spirit of the
Chinese Vase,” The Whirl of New York (1921); “Chinky Chink,” Daffy Dill (1922); “Chinky China
Charleston,” Florida Girl (1925); “The Chinese Idol,” Earl Carroll’s Vanities of 1926 (1926) ; “China
Loo,” Cherry Blossom (1926); “Chinese Ballet,” The Yellow Mask (1928); “Chinese Ballet,” A Lady Says
Yes (1945).
Hawaii: “Honolulu Lady,” By The Sad Sea Waves (1900); “Honolulu Lulu,” The New Yorkers (1901); “Honolululu,” His Highness The Bey (1904); “Honolulu,” The Grand Mogul (1907); “Honolulu Rag,” Girlies (1910);
“Honolulu Blues,” Keep Moving (1916); “Hawaiian Moonlight,” Hello Alexander (1919); “Hawaiian
Skies,” The Passing Show of 1921; “Ka-lu-a,” Good Morning Dearie (1921) [also in The Cabaret Girl
(1922)]; “Waikiki, I Hear You Calling Me,” Make It Snappy (1922); “Waika Kiki Blues,” Lew Leslie’s
Blackbirds (1926); “Hawaii (Coralline),” Present Arms (1928) “Honolulu,” The Cradle Will Rock (1938);
“It’s Time to Say ‘Aloha’,” Hellzapoppin (1938); “Waikiki,” Roller Derby! The Musical (1985).
Japan: “Love on the Japanese Plan,” The Shop Girl (1894); “Japanese Baby,” By the Sad Sea Waves (1900); “A
Japanese Umbrella,” The Isle of Spice (1904); “Tokio Rag,” All Aboard (1913); “Japanese Ballet,” A World
of Pleasure (1915); “Japanese Jazz,” Up Stage and Down (1917); “Japanese Jazz,” Twinkling Eyes (1919);
“The Japanese Sandman,” Darktown Frolics of 1921; “The Japanese Box,” Chauve Souris (1922);
“Japanese Willow,” Hello Everybody (1923); “Tokio Blues,” Music Box Revue 4th Edition (1924);
“Japanese Moon,” Take the Air (1927); “Japanese Dream,” Cotton Club Revue (1928); “Japanese Toyland,”
Harry Carroll’s Revue (1929).
Polynesia: “Tahiti,” A Fantastic Fricasee (1922); “Tahiti Sweetie,” Sweetheart Time (1926); “Tahiti,” Cochran’s
Revue of 1926; “Samoa Sam,” The Band Box Follies (1927); “Tahiti,” Big Show (1939).

Selected Bibliography for A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF SHOWS
Bloom, Ken. American Song: The Complete Musical Theatre Companion. 2nd ed., 2 v. NY: Schirmer, 1996.
Gänzl, Kurt. The Encyclopedia of the Musical Theatre. 2nd ed., 3 v. NY: Schirmer, 2001.
Green, Stanley (ed.). Rodgers and Hammerstein Fact Book: A Record of Their Works Together with Other
Collaborators. NY: Lynn Farnol Group, 1980.
Norton, Richard C. A Chronology of American Musical Theater. 3 v. NY: Oxford, 2001.
The League of American Theatres and Producers. IBDB: Internet Broadway Database. http://www.idbd.com/
Wayne Sanders Collection of Broadway Sheet Music, Hurley Music Library, Centenary College of Louisiana,
Shreveport.

********************************************************
Dr. Ronald N. Bukoff is Director of the Hurley Music Library and Associate Professor of Music at
Centenary College of Louisiana, Shreveport. He earned his Ph.D. in Musicology from Cornell University.
Besides writing on musical theater topics, he has also published in the diverse areas of opera, modern
music, country music, and library science.
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The Third Existence (Abstract)
Alan Bunkum

Paper Session
This paper considers the evolution and development of humanoid robot design with
regard to potential welfare, entertainment and psychological trends driven by
consumer need and expectation. These are pressing social, economic and political
issues triggering a wide range of emotional responses.
In recent years technology has focussed our attention on new sensations and
possibilities; machines that promise to make our lives easier. How should we respond
to the tensions created at the interface between the two main elements of robotic
evolution; the unstoppable advances in computer power and materials technology and
the apparent quest for the ultimate soul mate, the humanoid robot.
In addition to the emotive, aspirational quality of the robot aesthetic, it will be the first
product to possess the intelligence to look right back at us, to learn from us. We are
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about to witness a unique phenomenon, a product that has the ability to create an
emotional interactive dynamic, a beneficial partnership between man and machine
However, although we are intrigued by the possibilities presented by the humanoid
sentient machine that can assist us on a daily basis, just how far are we prepared to go.
New laws have been established in Japan covering the safety, liabilities and
registration of robots in urban places, now we must encounter the moral and ethical
implications of ‘the third existence’.
Where are the boundaries of our comfort zone?
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“ PORTUGUESE FOOTPRINTS IN JAPAN
NANBAN-JIN - 16th/17th CENTURIES ”

PREAMBLE - THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS WORK
This work is not supposed to be, by any means, a scientific historical composition; instead, it was
conceived as a humanistic study on the impact caused by the encounter, in the16th Century, between
two very diverse and distant cultures, which fact reflects today a reality that still surprises the
historians: Portugal was the occidental country that has left the most visible traces in the history of
Japan.
The main objective when preparing this work was reached through a search on cultural aspects
and real facts supported by documents and texts of famous history writers, namely Prof. Charles R.
Boxer, in “The Christian Century in Japan,” the fundamental book about the impact of the presence
of the Portuguese in Japan, and James Murdoch in the 2nd volume of his “History of Japan.”
Extremely important were the writers from the 16th Century: the Portuguese Fernão Mendes Pinto
and his internationally admired odyssey “Peregrinação,” Tomé Pires who in 1515 wrote “Suma
Oriental” (the first text referring to Japan as “Jepun”) and the Portuguese Jesuits João Rodrigues
author of the first grammar (under the title “The art of Japanese Language”) published in 1604, in
addition to the first dictionary of the Japanese language (in fact, Latin-Portuguese-Japanese) and Luis
Frois who wrote “History of Japan” to whom famous masters of the Japanese culture, like James
Murdoch, Henri Bernard and Prof. Kiichi Matsuda (“The relations between Portugal and Japan”)
attributed the highest credentials, and also the Italian Jesuit Alexandre Valignano. From the19th
century there are the writings of the Portuguese Wenceslau de Moraes (“Dai-Nippon”) the most
knowledgeable foreign author who ever wrote about the common life in Japan, where he lived for a
long time. Of utmost importance are the letters written in the 16th and 17th centuries to and from
members of Company of Jesus, the Jesuits, copies of which exist in the most renowned libraries in
Europe. Modern authors have been writing about every aspect of the combination of both cultures and
from these, some names should be cited here: Iwao Adachi, Prof. Tadao Doi, Joahnnes Laurel,
Prof. Naojiro Murakami, Prof. Akio Okada, Prof. Yoshitomo Okamoto, Prof. Luis Filipe
Thomaz and last but not least, the late Portuguese Ambassador of Portugal in Japan, Dr. Armando
Martins Janeira, author of the book “The Portuguese Impact on the Japanese Civilization” and also
of a notorious collection of literary works about diverse aspects of the Japanese culture.
The interest in the occidental culture brought by the Portuguese was so intense in Japan at one
time that a modern theory classifies the 96 years of the Portuguese stay in Japan as a specific stage in
the history of the country, and calls it the Nanban Period.
-1-
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Japan had almost no contact with the outside world. The earlier stage of real penetration of an
outside culture into Japan had happened in the 5th and 6th centuries with the Chinese Tang culture and
Buddhism. In the 13th century, two invasions by the Mongols, who were at that time the rulers in
China, failed to conquer the Archipelago, according to tradition due to protection from the kamikaze
(the winds of god Kami) which destroyed the Mongol fleet. Later on, from the middle of the 16th
century to the middle of the 17th, the Portuguese brought with them the European culture, followed
almost one century later by the Dutch. The last import of culture happened in the19th century, in 1853,
after Commodore Perry with four war vessels had forced an entrance into the Edo Bay, and as a
consequence, Japan and the United States signed a treaty of friendship and trade, opening the ports of
Shimoda and Hakodate to trade between the two countries and ending the “sakoku” (policy of closed
country) followed by Japan.
Strange as it may look, in the Middle Ages, the Arabs, the oldest travelers in the area, still ignored
the existence of Japan, though they were aware of Korea. Besides a slight mention to “some Islands”
in Persian maps dated from the 9th Century, it is only in the second half of the 13th Century that
Marco Polo (who, while in China, had quite imprecisely heard about the Archipelago) calls it
Cipango, a name taken from the Chinese “Jih-pên-kuó” that means “Land of the Rising Sun”.
However, the closest nomenclature to the name JAPAN was the one mentioned in 1515 by the
Portuguese Tomé Pires in his scripts “Suma Oriental,” already mentioned herein, written in Malacca
(at the time a Portuguese possession) where there is reference to the Archipelago as Jepun (based on
the two first designations referred to above - “Jih-pên”).
In the beginning of the16th Century there had been an incipient number of merchants from the
Southern Ryukyu Islands involved in some commerce with Malacca, a prosperous fortress city in a
peninsula between the Bengal Gulf and the China Sea that the Portuguese conquered in 1511.
THE ARRIVAL
After Vasco da Gama reached India in 1498, most of the fears about the torments of the seas
were subsided. The dangers had not diminished, they have just changed their face: the Dutch joined
the nature enemies and their jealousy of the Portuguese success overseas was patent on their attacks to
the Portuguese ships. Later on, in 1618, they even signed a treaty with England expressly to attack
the Portuguese encountered on the seas. However, the Portuguese navigators didn’t seem intimidated.
Pursuing the dreams of their King Manuel, who wanted to reach “all corners of the earth,” they
started sailing around Africa and all over the Indic Ocean, establishing centers of trade and
commercial emporiums, followed in some cases by fortresses with autonomous government though
under the higher power of the Portuguese crown. The Portuguese navigators had already been for
thirty years traveling through the coast of China when they arrived to the Tanegashima Island, in the
South of Japan, brought by a storm. The name of the sailors, as well as the year of the arrival
-2-
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(1542 or 1543?) have been object of discussion. However, the date accepted by the Japanese goes
with the “Rifle Chronicle, Teppo-ki,” written by Bunji, a zen Buddhist priest, that even describes
the day and the month, September 23, 1543, the place of landing being the Nishimura Ko-ura Beach,
mentioning the number of the crew, as well as the names of the Chinese interpreter and of the chief of
the Japanese closest village. It also describes the questions and answers exchanged and how
communication was established writing on the sand. In that exact place, the Japanese, after the 2nd
World War, erected a memorial to the Portuguese people, side by side with another memorial to
“Peace in the World.”
In the above referred to Japanese chronicle “Teppo-ki,” the arriving Portuguese men were called
nanban-jin, that means “barbarians from South” (“from South” meaning they were coming from
Macao and Malacca) who were merchants that understood the notion of superior and inferior, but who
did not observe any system of etiquette among them, as it could be seen when they were drinking,
since they did not offer their beverage to others, and would eat with their fingers instead of using
chopsticks. Surprising also to the Japanese author was the fact that the Portuguese showed openly their
own feelings, in addition to the fact that they would spend their lives going from one place to another
without permanent dwelling, exchanging the things they had for things that they didn’t have. However,
at the end, the conclusion was rather positive since it was declared that, in essence, the Portuguese
were people who did not do harm. After this preliminary description, the referred to chronicle pictured
the rifle in such detail that one can see how the new fire gun deserved so much more interest than
anything else.
There is a letter dated 1562 written by the governor of Kagoshima wherein he says that because
the Portuguese were such good men, they were welcome and even would be “favored” because they
were as no others ever seen before!
So, from the beginning, it was evident to the Japanese that the Portuguese didn’t have good
manners according to their standards, but they also recognized that they were not violent people, while
courage and honor were some of their characteristics. On the other hand, documents written by a
Portuguese sailor named Jorge Alvares have a long description of the Japanese; it is stated there,
among multiple other details, that they were good humored, very courteous but not humble, white and
bearded, with hair cut very short, the women having an important role inside the family, both nobles
and poor praising honor above any possessions, and that their reading and writing was like the
Chinese. Above all, they were sure that the Japanese were the most cultured and honorable people ever
met in other places.
Modern historians, such as Engelbert Kaempfer in his book History of Japan, believe that the
reason for the excellent acceptance of the Portuguese merchants by the Japanese population and
authorities, and the mutual respect maintained for decades, was indeed the similarity of character
existing in common, mainly the high sense of honor and gentleness, which in fact promoted trust and
good relationships.
-3-
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THE ECONOMIC BACKGROUND
From the end of the 15th century, a gradually successful economic growth for the Portuguese
involved in navigation had resulted from the commerce and multi trade among most ports in the Indic
Ocean, specially after they conquered Malacca, benefiting from the Portuguese colonies already
established in India, mainly Goa, where since1510 a viceroy was in power. In 1542 a group of
merchants had temporarily been installed in the port of Fukien, in China, wherefrom it was easier to
reach Japan, but they were expelled from there in 1549. This fact endangered the liaison with Japan.
However, sailing further Northeast, the Portuguese found in 1553-54 a very suitable place to establish
themselves as traders in the area of the South China Sea. They entered into an agreement with the
Chinese authorities of Kwangtung, according to which they would pay 10% of duties for the
establishment of a mercantile colony in the peninsula of Macao. The place was very desirable and
went through several attacks from pirates, but its position was supported by men and armament
expressly carried from Portugal. Macao, a Southern point in China, would have during the Nanban
Century a crucial role in the trade with Japan because of its geographical conditions.
During the first half of the 16th Century, the Portuguese main interest on the commerce in East
Indies was focused on spices: pepper, cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg, mace, etc., and China was a good
buyer. However, after the establishment of their emporium in Macao, the Portuguese main goal was
then to set up a permanent connection with Japan and enlarge their line of business with the trade of
products of special importance beyond spices. The Portuguese would be the bridge between China and
Japan, because the nationalist Ming emperor had forbidden since 1426 all relationships between the
two countries. A very lucrative trade started for the three parties involved: Japan was rich in silver,
which in turn was very desirable in China; silk, coffers, swords, porcelain, and other exquisite
merchandise from China had been much appreciated in Japan for a long time. In addition, the lords of
the land in Japan were eager to buy for their armies the rifles they didn’t have knowledge of before, as
well as the necessary ammunition.
By the middle of the 16th century, Japan knew about the existence of India, far away,
birthplace of Buddhism, and also perceived the existence of “barbarians” somewhere in the area, but
had only experienced previous contacts with China and Korea, civilizations sharing resemblances to
its own. The main factor of understanding among the three countries and rejection of the rest of any
approaching peoples was the ideographic script, though different among them, had the same unique
principle of representing ideas instead of phonemes. For such reason, Japanese believed that the rest of
the world was illiterate, therefore uncultured, hence their idea of own superiority.
The Modern Age in Japan had started with a long period of feudal anarchy. Respect to the
authority of the emperor and order were only re-established in 1534 with Oda Nobunaga, a valorous
military chief. He was the person who facilitated the entrance of the Portuguese in Japan, mainly the
first missionaries.
- 4 -
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THE ENTRANCE OF CHRISTIANITY IN JAPAN
In Paris, in the year of 1534, the religious order Company of Jesus was established under the
leadership of Ignacio de Loyola. It had started as an idea of a group of Catholic intellectual men, some
of them University professors, with the purpose of spreading the Catholic faith, regaining to Rome the
faith that the Reform movement had minimized. The group was called “The Jesuits” and urged to
increase spiritual power through bringing new members to the Catholic Church, mainly overseas, in
order to compensate for the ones lost in Europe. The new places in the Orient where the Portuguese
had been traveling and contacting different peoples would be the right opportunity to start their
missions. Ignacio de Loyola sent then to the King of Portugal, Joao III, a small group of missionaries
to embark to the Orient with the staff of the ships for the evangelization of local natives. The first
group was led by father Francis Xavier, ex-professor of the University of Paris, whose model of life
and prodigies, considered as miracles, assured him the title of saint after his relatively short life. The
Jesuits reached India in 1542 where missionaries from other orders had already been for 44 years,
since a number of them had come with the first ships at the time Vasco da Gama discovered the way to
India by sea, sailing around the African continent.
In Goa, through some merchants who had just been in Japan, father Francis Xavier heard about
those islands and how intelligent and well mannered the people were there, and was informed that they
had in fact brought with them three Japanese fugitives from the justice. The cordiality and interest for
the new faith shown from the very beginning by those three Japanese stirred up father Francis Xavier
in such way that he decided he needed to know better that people; he left for Japan in 1549, which year
is the landmark for the starting of the Christianization of Japan. He spent there two years during which
churches in Kagoshima, Hirado and Yamaguchi were established and he baptized about 800 people. It
is interesting to know that the Jesuits tried to adapt Christian practice to local culture and customs, and
the churches they built followed the style of the Buddhist temples. Of all religious orders, the Jesuits
were (and still are) the most knowledgeable and intellectually oriented priests, teachers not only of
religious matters, but also of other sciences. One of the Jesuits, a M.D. doctor, Father Luis de
Almeida, in 1567 discovered what he described as “the best protected harbor in the world,” the city of
Nagasaki. The Lord of that region, Omura Sumitada, who converted to Christianity and changed his
name for Dom Bartholomeo de Omura, in 1580, gave the city to Companhia de Jesus so that it could
become the Christians’ dwelling city. It was charged a certain yearly payment intended for the support
of the priests, the maintenance of the city and the christianized lords of the land. From that time on,
Nagasaki was the port where, once a year, the big Portuguese ship would come from Macao, via
Malacca, with all the so much sought and desired articles and products for the anxious Japanese
clientele.

-5-
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To the Jesuits is due the recognition for the first written reports on Japan of the 16th century, as
well as the first printed reports about Japan that circulated in Europe, which were letters from the
missionaries of the Company of Jesus. The correct situation of the Archipelago in maps reveals the
discovery of Japan by the Portuguese in 1550. The previous cartographic “designs” of the Archipelago
do not even deserve the nomenclature of maps: the first one, drawn following the description of Marco
Polo, shows a vast Cipango, East of the Asian continent, right close to the Equator; another one shows
it enormous, rectangular and far from the continent, under the name Giapam; the third one shows it as
a series of small islands to the North of Ryukyus apart from Taiwan.
Father Francis Xavier landed in Kagoshima, capital of the province of Satsuma, and soon received
from the feudal lord of Satsuma, Shimazu Takahisa, an authorization to Christianize. However, hard
gossip, jealousy and protests from Buddhist monks started immediately and, as a consequence, on the
following year, the missionary activity was forbidden. Father Francis Xavier went then to Hirado and
to Kioto, and from there to Yamaguchi. As he had been told that Ouchi Yoshitake, the Yamaguchi’s
daimio (“great man”) was the most powerful of all Japan, father Francis Xavier brought to him letters
from the Portuguese viceroy in India and from the bishop. As a consequence, the daimio granted to the
Jesuits the right to use a building that had been a Buddhist monastery. Many people came from the
other islands and from all levels of the community, including Buddhist monks and noblemen, to listen
to the lectures and make questions. There were about 500 conversions and those who were converted
would help in spreading the new faith. After two years in Japan, father Francis Xavier had to return to
India where he still was the head of the mission long established there and his absence could not be
extended any further. The Jesuits who were left in Japan continued the evangelization. In 1564, in
Kioto, several churches were built and hundreds of new conversions happened. The daimio of Bungo
had invited father Francis Xavier and had also granted the Jesuits permission to evangelization but, in
fact, he had his own agenda: the need of trading with Portugal, mainly to buy rifles and artillery to
equip his own army... So, the firearms brought by the Portuguese were urgently needed as the
armament for the warriors, eager to regain military power. The firearms entering Japan between the
16th and the 17th centuries contributed to revitalize military crave of the warlords who used the power
of the guns to act as dictators all over the country, and the three of them had different types of
response to the Portuguese missions: Otomo Yoshishige and Omura Sumitada were converted to
Christianism and openly favored the Jesuits; Hideyoshi, in the beginning, also favored the Jesuits, but
later on he persuaded himself that the Jesuits, like the Buddhists he had been fighting against, were a
political force, and in 1587 expelled them from the Empire. However, he did not enforce this order and
the Jesuits pursued their work discreetly for a couple of more years. At that time, in 1596, there were
in Japan 143 priests and more than 300.000 Christians.
-6-
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Nowadays, having a broader view of the entire historical scenario, it is evident that Japan could
not, by that time, have turned to the Catholic faith. In the beginning, the first missionaries were
welcome by virtue of the traditional Japanese courtesy, allied to the curiosity established by the
novelty of the big “Black Ship” of the Portuguese, which had been for a couple of years the subject of
utmost interest everywhere. Also to consider was the fact that the country had gone through a period
of confusion following the Onin-War (1467/1477) an internal fight, between the daimyos (hereditary
feudal noblemen, governors of provinces) and shoguns (military commanders-in-chief of
headquarters) and Japan was in a stage of decline known as “senjoku-jidai,” the “epoch of the
struggling kingdoms.”
The most frightening ideology that the priests were teaching was that “every man is equal before
God.” That could never be fully accepted and fully understood, inasmuch as in Japan, the lord of the
land could never be equal to his slaves, and according to the millenary shintoistic tradition, the
emperor himself had divine quality; hence the irreconcilable opposition to the first of the Ten
Commandments. On the other hand, it would have been impossible to conciliate obedience to the
Pope, a foreign religious sovereign living in a distant country, with the unlimited authority of the local
dictator.
The biggest difficulty the Jesuits met was to find in the Japanese language the word equivalent to
“God”. In the Buddhism they found several Buddha designations, and the Shintoist had thousands of
gods. The language was indeed a big problem for the missionaries, mainly when answering questions,
inasmuch as in the first years there was neither a glossary nor an interpreter available to help them.
In fact, as reported herein in the preamble, the first grammar as well as the first vocabulary of the
Japanese language were both produced by João Rodrigues, a Portuguese Jesuit who had learned the
Japanese so thoroughly that he was the main interpreter and commercial mediator between the
Portuguese traders and the noblemen, for about thirty years.
After centuries of antagonism among the Buddhism and the Shinto religion, starting on the 12th
century, Japan had adopted a syncretism between the two religions and the result was the so-called
“Toby Shinto” (to serve the Three Treasures of the Buddhism and simultaneously to adore the Shinto
gods). At the same time, Confucianism imported from China by the shogun regimen taught that full
obedience and humble submission to the superiors was men’s higher virtue. Hence, one of the main
principles that supported the unlimited power of the political system would weaken with the Christian
faith and that would provide the dissolution of the feudal hierarchy locally instituted for centuries.
There were other reasons for the problems encountered by the Jesuits when trying to bring Japan
into Catholic faith. For decades, they were the exclusive missionaries in Japan. However, later on,
when other religious orders entered the Archipelago, some mistakes were perpetrated and important
differences among the members degenerated into conflicts. In fact, the new comers were
-7-
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missionaries of Mendicant Orders arriving with Spaniards ships from the Philippines. They were not
as knowledgeable as the Jesuits. As a result of human ignorance regarding local reality and traditions,
the principles they had been using in other overseas missions collided with local millenary culture;
hence, could not be implemented in Japan. One of the main issues of the traditional Japanese culture
was (and still is today) the cult to the dead and inherent practices by the household of the deceased
members, which practices date from thousand years back. The Jesuits, knowing how important this
subject was to the equilibrium of the family, the social unit supporting society, decided to accept such
practices to which they just closed their eyes. However, the new missionaries from other orders, rigid
in their teachings, condemn such practices. Evidently, this brought discontentment followed by anger,
and gradually eroded previous teaching on other subjects of faith. In the meantime, a Spanish ship
which arrived in Japan was seized by the authorities and a riot of the crew had followed. Hideyoshi,
enraged, ordered in 1597 the arrest and crucification of 26 Christians in Nagasaki, the city of the new
Christian community. A succession of terrifying bloody events and the martyrdom of thousand of
Christians culminated with the so called “Martyr Embassy” and that established the end of about 90
years of fruitful relationship between Portugal and Japan and the interruption of Christian faith in
Japan.
To some historians, it was an oversight that the Portuguese monarch had not been well advised
about the unique characteristics of the Japanese culture and traditions so that he could have ordered the
complete separation of the commercial activity from the christianization mission. The relationship
Portuguese-Japanese, in terms of trade, went absolutely perfect for decades and could have been
maintained for many more, with full contentment shared by the parts involved.
The successors of that trade were the Dutch, who always followed the routes and fight against the
Portuguese at the Age of the Discoveries. As they didn’t mix commerce with any religion, they
succeeded for considerable time with their business activity there.
It is a theme of reflexion still today how strong the faith of the Jesuits was that impelled them to
stay, knowing the dangers of disobeying the orders of the dictators, both the daimios and the shogun,
once their evangelization had been forbidden. In fact, in his letters to the other members of the
Company of Jesus, Saint Francis Xavier, a men of the highest level of intelligence, allied to a deep
knowledge of human nature and idiosyncrasies, revealed some of his hopes but also his fears in the
future.
When religious freedom was established in Japan, in the second half of the 18th century, a cryptoChristian community was found in the southern islands of Japan, who had secretly passed on
doctrine lessons from generation to generation, evidently contaminated by syncretisms from other
religions. They praised the symbolic union of God and humankind following the Christian rite of
fasting and communal eating with a deep sense of reverence for the martyrdom of ancestors. Some
religious chants and even prayers in Latin had been preserved, which exact translation was lost in
centuries of secrecy.
-8-
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THE PORTUGUESE LEGACY TO JAPAN
It is hard to evaluate with precision the effect of the Portuguese culture (“Namban Bunka”)
in the civilization of Japan. Because of the Japanese national isolation system, in the 16th century the
stage of most sciences, like astronomy, medicine and pharmacy, were there exactly as they stood in the
8th and 9th centuries, when brought from China, and the alphabet invented by the Fenitians and the
arithmetic discovered by the Arabs were there still unknown. Due to daily personal contact with the
Portuguese men, navigators who were bringing news about the European new ideas and had crossed
the seas and met all sorts of peoples and civilizations, the Japanese started to be enlightened to several
new aspects of life outside their world. The fabrics, the garments, the raincoats, the hats, the furniture
and even the swords, the most distinct objects of the samurai, when tempered in Portugal, were highly
appreciated. A couple of years later the Jesuits came; they were a group of knowledgeable men, not
only from Portugal but also from Italy and Spain, with high degree of education, allied to superior
reasoning powers, who indeed attracted the local cultured elite and the result was a beneficial
exchange and transmission of cultures between the Occident and the Orient.
Bearing in mind that in Japan, the arts, including literature, were always considered as the sign
of highest education, the Jesuits introduced to the Japanese the movable printing system with metal
plates replacing the fixed wood plates invented in China, and besides religious books, they printed also
some translations of the foremost works of both occidental and oriental culture, comprising even
classics from Rome and Greece.
Though the first glass articles appeared in Japan by the year 300 BC, the art of glass making was
unknown until the arrival of the Jesuits. It was in the 17th Century that the technique of blowing glass
started with the “bidoro” (from the Portuguese word “vidro”) of Nagasaki known for its high quality.
Allied to this art was the manufacture of eyeglasses that the Japanese immediately learned.
The traditional Japanese art of painting was influenced by the European paintings brought first
by the Portuguese in such way that whenever the authors portrayed scenes of the outside different
world it was called the “nanban art.” However, the most famous examples of nanban art were painted
using Japanese style, but European materials and techniques, in hinged-together-screens serving as
partitions, the so called “nanban byôbu”, sixty three of which still amaze people today in collections
and museums of the world. The preferred subject was the activity of the Portuguese navigators and all
people involved in the business of the big “Black Ship” as well as all the excitement and rich
experience the Japanese enjoyed with all sorts of unknown items that the Portuguese used to bring to
Japan. In one of the screens is portrayed the majestic “Black Ship,” at its arrival to a Japanese port,
normally Nagasaki. The beauty of the screen is considered still today absolutely unique in its richness
of details, as observed at that time by overwhelmed Japanese eyes! The Portuguese are portrayed on
the “byôbus” with prominent, exaggerated long noses, a characteristic of the new comers that probably
amazed the local people used only to mongoloid type, with round facial features.
-9-
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It is also noticeable the enhancement given to the black servants, a race that was completely
unknown, hence the general astonishment, according to some written descriptions. The revelation of
the scene is so authentic that it seems to have sound! We can almost hear the activity on board and
out, including sailors moving like tight-rope walkers, and every man (in baggy breeches tightened to
the ankles or under the knees, with “jibans,” kind of sleeveless doublet, closed with “botans,” both
objects and designations quickly adopted from the Portuguese words) talking and gesticulating, some
having on their shoulders falcons or monkeys. Besides birds, other exotic species appear inside cages
and a man can be seen guiding two donkeys by reins, followed by a dog of an unusual breed. Some of
the novelties that the Portuguese used to bring did not come from Europe but, instead, from their
emporiums outside Japan: from Hormuz, beautiful Persian horses highly priced and much appreciated
by local wealthy customers; from Ceylon and India, elephants; from Southeast Asia would come
spices, aromas and precious wood; from East Africa, camels, gold, ivory, and also slaves. From the
Kingdom of Portugal, the main product to come was the wine, especially for presents to the best
customers, olives and olive oil, dried almonds and pears, and cheeses unknown in Japan as were all
other dairy products. From China, as already mentioned, the silk was the main imported product,
together with fine porcelain and lacquer coffers and boxes.
In the area of sciences and techniques, because of the experience in navigation for more
than a century, the Portuguese had at that time the most advanced naval techniques in the world, and
were masters in the art of construction of ships and other sciences related thereto, such as astronomy,
geography and cartography. The Japanese had high regard for the Portuguese sailing vessels, which
largest ones reached 2,000 tons capacity. The enticement was there... The local affluent group
immediately started learning how to construct their own ships and to be acquainted with the other
nautic subjects using the Portuguese knowledge and experience. The author of the first Japanese book
on naval art (“Genna kokaisho”) took a trip to Philippines in a Portuguese ship and
his writings reported what he had learned with the captain.
Regarding Geography, it was a Portuguese study book translated as “Discourse on the Universe”
(“Kenkon ben-setsu”) that has explained to the Japanese how Confucius' theory that the earth was
square and flat, with round heaven covering only China and Japan, was totally wrong and for the
first time the Japanese learned about the round shape of the earth.
In the area of Medicine, the Jesuit M.D. doctor Luis de Almeida started in 1556, at his own
expense, in one mission at Funai, the first hospital in Japan, with attached pharmacy, surgery room,
orphanage and leprosarium, where, in addition to Japanese medicine (“kampô igaku”,) the occidental
medicine (“nanban igaku”) was brought into service to treat and also to be taught to people coming
from distant places. An important new and revolutionary approach to medicine appeared: the surgery.
In addition, new drugs brought from overseas were used for cures and practical treatments, and these
were also subjects taught in the schools, colleges and seminaries that the missionaries established
attached to each church.
- 10 -
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One of the most impressive marks of the “nanban-jin” period is still visible in some Japanese
cities, and it regards to military architecture: the Portuguese taught how to build castles to be used as
military fortresses, like those existing in Portugal, with strong stone walls and surrounded by deep
moats. Due to the fact that the Japanese added a new material to the construction, the wood, their
castles looked more graceful and not as heavy as the ones built in Europe by the same period of time.
As already referred to herein, the Japanese were introduced to guns and gun-powder by the
Portuguese and according to “Teppô-ki”, the “Chronicle of the gun,” that presentation happened upon
the arrival of the first Portuguese ship. The interest created then was so big that almost immediately
started the manufacture of the first rifles “teppo”, in Tanegashima, hence their name “tanegashimas”.
The firearms transformed the entire tactics of war. The mounted soldiers were replaced by foot
soldiers and the forts were modified for better defense against artillery. The wars did not get crueler,
but faster to decide.
Regarding the science of urbanism, the Portuguese also left in Japan a perennial symbol: the
design of the construction of the city of Nagasaki. In opposition to other cities in Japan, that had
copied the Chinese model of square horizontal lines crossed by perpendicular lines, like a checker
board, Nagasaki followed the urbanistic system of most Portuguese villages and cities which, in turn,
were inspired by Middle Age cities and the Acropolis in Greece. As already mentioned here, the city
had been donated to the Jesuits in order to be the Christians’ dwelling place. In fact, Nagasaki, an old
colony of fishermen, was chosen by Portuguese sailors and merchants, who had tried other ports
before, as being the ideal one to remain as the port of call for the Portuguese ships. Topographically,
the place was a hilly, rugged area facing the sea and the construction used the availability of the soil,
without observing geometric lines, progressively utilizing the slopes.
The first time that a Japanese Embassy went to Europe happened in 1582, by invitation
of the Jesuits. It was a group formed by two christianized young gentlemen, relatives of the daimio,
accompanied by two other members of their families. They arrived in Portugal where they were
greeted with utmost attention and consideration by the nobility; in Spain, the King Filipe II received
them personally; in Italy, they stayed at the Company of Jesus College, and with the highest pomp
they were received by the Pope Gregory XIII who embraced them moved by those Christians that had
come from so far to salute him. The purpose of the trip was to show to the Japanese the grandiosity of
Europe and let them see it with their own eyes so that, upon return, they could tell all about, and
simultaneously to show to the Christendom a proof of the work the Jesuits had been accomplishing in
Asia.
The culinary art also brought some delicacies to the Japanese taste, the most important being
the bread, which immediately - and until today - adopted the Portuguese nomenclature “Pan” (Pão,
in Portuguese). In addition, there is a list of culinary terms selected from the Portuguese idiom for
articles of food and specialities from Portugal, still considered delicacies in Japan (“bisukouto”,
“bôro”, “harute”, “hiryôzu”, “karumera”, “kasutera”, “konpeitô”.)
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To the end of this work we reserved the most important element that the Portuguese left in
Japan as an in heritage that will last for ever: nearly two hundred words of their own language,
(some of them now extinct for lack of practical use) are part of the Japanese idiom. In reverse way,
the Portuguese adopted about thirty words from the Japanese language. There is a list of some of the
words that crossed the border of both cultures embodying one another, which factor determines, above
everything else, how deeply human thoughts and relationships interacted between the Japanese and
Portuguese peoples for almost a century!

CONCLUSION
As we all know, in history, most of the events that once happened between nations were not
definitive or final. In fact, in 1860, the first treaty of Peace, Friendship and Trade was signed between
Japan and Portugal, and in 1897 a second treaty was ratified. Since then, the relationship has been a
very positive and rewarding one.
Oporto, the second major city in Portugal, is the sister-city of Nagasaki and a very interesting
bond has been established between the two cities, mainly in the cultural area.
========================

Maria Deslierres-2006
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“PORTUGUESE FOOTPRINTS IN JAPAN
NANBAN JIN - 16th/17th CENTURIES ”
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Unlike in a BFA Conservatory, in which a student may specialize in the area of Musical
Theatre over a four-year period, we offer only two courses in this area. At first blush,
one might conclude that this makes our exploration of this genre of performance less
intensive. This is certainly true in terms of time and in teaching the specifics of
technique, but we would argue that the focus of our approach actually allows us to impart
more profound fundamental information regarding artistic craft than the more techniqueoriented BFA. Our goal is to use our teaching in the specific area of musical theatre to
expose the student to what we consider to be the foundational elements of artistic craft.
Such elements as a strong work ethic, an open, inquisitive mind, a generosity of spirit, a
collaborative approach, and honed skills in analytical and critical thinking all contribute
to the development of solid craft in the performing artist. In the following discussion, we
will use our Advanced American Musical Theatre course to illuminate our approach to
teaching craft in a liberal arts context.
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Advanced American Musical Theatre is the second in our two course sequence. The first
course, Introduction to American Musical Theatre is a course in which students explore
song analysis and audition technique. The focus of this course is on solo work. The
advanced course focuses on scene work and group choreography. Students are now
expected to work intensively with other students in 2, 3, and 4 person scenes, as well as
in large ensemble group numbers. Thus both individual and ensemble work are
emphasized.
The first group song/dance number is an established piece by a known choreographer. In
the past we have done such numbers as “One” from A Chorus Line, with choreography
by Michael Bennett, and “Steam Heat” from Pajama Game, with choreography by Bob
Fosse. The second group song/dance number is from an established piece, but in this
exercise our faculty choreographer puts original choreography on the students. This is a
collaborative process in which the students are encouraged to improvise within a given
structure in order to discover the choreography that is ultimately set. In the past we have
worked on ensemble numbers like “Coffee Break” from How to Succeed in Business
without Really Trying.
In the area of acting, the course moves progressively towards larger, more complex
scenes. In conjunction with this, students are also given less in-class coaching each time
they advance to a new scene with the expectation that the student will apply learned
principles more independently. Instruction in the latter part of the semester is given in
note form. Students present their work on assigned workshop dates, receive notes from
the instructors, and then work on those notes outside of class in preparation for the next
in-class showing.
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Part One: Creating an open, supportive and collaborative atmosphere
The beginning of the semester is the most crucial time in any course, but especially one
in which students are going to be working closely and collaboratively. The first step in
such a course must be to encourage students to be open to one another while exploring
new concepts in the hope of fostering a healthy and supportive environment. My
colleagues and I have developed a series of exercises that help students take this first step
toward becoming a strong ensemble.
Before beginning any of the exercise work, students are introduced to a philosophy that
will be the foundational principle of all work done in the class. Assumed Brilliance is a
philosophy developed by Paul Walker (NYU) as a tool for teaching improvisation and
theatre games. When one assumes his own brilliance, he trusts in his expert ability to
function brilliantly within any improvisation, game or exercise. Any choice the actor
makes then becomes the right choice because he made it – his expertness makes
everything he does brilliant. Rainn Wilson, a student of Paul Walker, expands on this
philosophy by creating the notion of the Cosmic Yes. Saying the cosmic yes enables the
actor to embrace his own brilliance and simply act on impulse in the playing of any
moment-to-moment reality. It is in essence saying “yes” to anything that happens on
stage in a given moment.
Introducing and continually reinforcing this philosophy helps actors trust their impulses
and keeps them from censoring themselves onstage. It also discourages them from
talking about and qualifying the work too much. The basic principle here is that
ACTING (SINGING, DANCING) IS DOING. Assumed Brilliance gives students the
freedom to “do” without the worry of making a mistake. If this belief is firmly embraced,
the student will become much more open to constructive criticism later in the course.
Acting Exercises: The following are examples of two games that are used to teach the
Assumed Brilliance philosophy.
Charades—this is a familiar game that is first played in its traditional form with one
notable exception. The class is divided into two groups. Each group composes a list of 5
charades for the other group. In performing the charades, students must come up in pairs
and work together giving clues to their group. The two groups compete, with the first
group guessing all five of the charades the winner.
The next phase of this game is where the Assumed Brilliance principle is really tested.
The instructor informs the two groups that he has charades that he has compiled for each
group. He also informs them that they are very obscure titles. When the instructor
distributes the paper on which the titles are written, the students quickly see that they are
“invisible.” In reality there aren’t any charades, but the actor’s must assume that indeed
there are. Additionally, because they are working in pairs, they must also brilliantly
assume that what one reads on the “paper,” the other does as well. As a result, they begin
to depend much more completely on one another to successfully communicate the
charade.
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This exercise is a wonderful introduction to the Assumed Brilliance philosophy. It
teaches the student to embrace the unknown, work in a very specific way with others,
trust his impulses, and work creatively in a collaborative environment. Not only are the
two actors giving clues part of that collaboration, but the other members of the group
become an integral part of the creative process. We are always impressed with the scope
of “obscure” titles that emerge from this game.
The Animal Game— Players stand in a circle. A hierarchy is established with one player
designated as the ruler (the significance of this title is that this player basically runs the
game. He decides when someone should be demoted because of a mistake). The person
to the ruler’s right is his second in command and the status steadily diminishes to the
person on the ruler’s left who is the peasant.
Starting with the player designated as the leader, each person chooses an animal and a
gesture which is representative of that animal. The whole circle repeats each animal and
gesture so that everyone will remember it. This is done all the way around the circle.
The leader then starts the game, saying his/her own animal (with corresponding gesture)
and one other person's animal (also with corresponding gesture). The person whose
animal is said by the leader then responds by saying his/her own animal and someone
else's animal, and so on.
When someone fails to say his/her own animal and then another, the leader must decide
whether the mistake warrants a demotion. If so that player must go stand beside and to
the left of the leader (the lowest position in the circle), and everyone to the left of the
demoted player moves over and takes on the animal of the position previously on their
left. The leader then starts the game again. If the leader makes a mistake in the course of
play, he then goes to the lowest position and the person to his right becomes the new
leader. At this point everyone in the circle assumes the animal to his left.
This game is an excellent exercise in teaching focus and active listening. It furthers the
notion of Assumed Brilliance by giving the players significant obstacles in the game and
then suggesting that the game really isn’t challenging at all. They are placed in a difficult
situation and then are made to feel as if they will surely succeed.
Singing Exercises
Row Your Boat— This exercise is executed on four levels – based on a group of 12
students.
1. The song is sung in unison
2. The song is sung, in round form, in divided four part harmony.
3. The song is sung in divided four part harmony in four different keys.
4. The students are divided into 6 groups of 2, singing in rounds of 6 different keys.
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The philosophy of Assumed Brilliance is essential in this exercise in order for the
students to progress through each level of difficulty with increasing precision. The
students first get a sense of group energy and trust and then, by breaking off into smaller
groups, the individual student must trust his/her own ability in order to maintain his part
while blending with the others. We have been amazed to see even the non-singer grow in
confidence through this exercise. The ability to sing parts also develops immensely
through this exercise.
Dalcroze Eurythmics Tennis Ball Exercise— Standing in a circle, the students are
asked to repeat a line from a song in rhythm together. The tendency is for the rhythm to
get faster. We then present a tennis ball into the exercise. The students are then asked to
bounce the ball from person to person saying the line in rhythm with the ball bounce.
When we see that the group is “in the groove”, we then suggest adding a physical action
while speaking the words. The goal is to keep a consistent down beat throughout the
circle, without accelerating in tempo, by relying on the internal rhythm of not only the
individual, but the group.
The goal of this exercise is to develop unity in the ensemble. Once the students hear how
individual eurhythmics varies, they can focus on adjusting body tempo and physicality in
order to bring them together in a unified “groove”. When the ensemble’s eurhythmics is
in sync, tempos stay consistent without rushing
Assumed Brilliance and Cosmic Yes are essential to the success of both exercises. The
student must assume his or her own brilliance in order to develop confidence/awareness.
As the individual student becomes confident, the ensemble strengthens because the “task”
can be evenly distributed. The goal is, hopefully, to make the ensemble focused on the
“doing.” The ensemble can then work toward the same result – a sound that is evenly
distributed among the voices – a voice of one, not individuals.
Movement Exercises
In dance, utilizing the philosophy of the “Cosmic Yes” establishes a process that offers
opportunities for growth and inspired movement. This philosophy merely asks that the
actor approach each new exercise with an openness and willingness to absorb and
synthesize the information. This openness defers self-criticism, doubt, or self-editing—
elements contraindicative to achieving one’s goals. New steps, new styles, new forms of
movement will not deter the actor who “assumes his/her brilliance”.
Since the concept of a particular musical can reflect any “period” of dance, the musical
theater dancer must have a breadth of experience in several basic dance forms. Our class
attempts to introduce the student to basic concepts of movement relevant to these forms.
Walking –Sensing the center of balance moving from over the base of support, the feet,
to outside the base of support to the point where the foot moves to catch the weight
Basic walking with kinetic awareness.
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The architecture of the walk:
The use of the feet, legs, hips, arms, shoulders, ribs, neck and head.
Discovering tension or misalignments.
Changing rhythms, tempo.
Awareness of oppositional use of the arms.
Turning – Ability to make quarter, half and full turns on the balls of the feet.
Both en dehors and en dedans.
More complicated forms of walking –
Jazz runs
Chasse
Three step turns, chaine turns, pirouettes
Balance – Beginnings of a warm-up.
Plié, tendu, dégagé, tombé, retiré, battement, relevé.Basic skill:
The above exercises give the student a basic vocabulary of movement upon which
specific choreography can be developed. The exercises also allow the student to begin
(or continue, depending on his level of prior movement training) to explore the
movement potential of his physical instrument. Following is a list of areas we emphasize
in our early movement exploration:
•

Awareness of the body: alignment, spatial sensibilities.

•

Balance – on parallel, turned-out or turned-in legs and feet.

•

Flexibility – increase potential range of motion.

•

Gesture – the use of gesture either with the arms or legs, inclusion of the Laban
Movement Analysis for additional studies in gesture.

•

Turning – use of both the en dehors and en dedans, flat footed or on relevé.

•

Rhythm and Tempo – an awareness of music.

•

Vocabulary – basic dance steps including but not exclusively: plié, chassé, three step
turn, chainé turn, tendu, dégagé, battement, pirouette, grand jeté, waltzing; basic jazz
steps including but not exclusively: jazz run, jazz walk, retire, modern contraction,
jazz contraction, and basic tap steps, when possible, including but not exclusively:
flaps, shuffles, running flaps, ball change, and time steps.
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Part Two: Developing principles of technique by honing critical and analytical skills
Acting
It is necessary for the actor to be able to read a scene and decipher the following:
Objective—the overriding need that drives all of the character’s spoken and physical
action. This should be something gotten from another character or characters in the
scene. An actor states objective as: I want
to give me
.
The Moment Before—the actor should identify the moment which occurred immediately
before his scene began. In doing this the actor will have a sense of what has brought him
into this scene – mentally, emotionally and physically.
Given Circumstances—the actor must account for all information the script gives him
regarding time (in history as well as the passage of time throughout the journey of the
play), place, relationships with other characters, his status economically, socially, and
intellectually. All of this will effect how he functions in the scene.
First Action—the actor must know his first action in the scene. This should be stated as:
I want to make
feel
. The actor should only plan his first
action. The other actor will respond to this with his action. This back and forth process
of acting on one another will pull both actors through the rest of the scene.
Account for the song—the actor must account for the presence of a song (along with any
choreography) in the scene. Why is song necessary to the accomplishment of objective?
What leads up to the song that makes its placement meaningful?
Singing
Step 1
Introduction to the song – Explanation and identification of the anatomy of song
• Style – Style can be identified as ballad, up tempo, character
• Lyric – Lyrics can be identified as subjective, objective, narrative, defiant, and
instructive
• Melody – Melody can be stripped down to its basic “8 Bar” structure. It is
analyzed into items including:
1. Intro
2. Verse
3. Chorus
A section – first thematic material
B section (bridge/release) – second thematic material
C section – third thematic material
And so forth – resulting in a pattern i.e. ABA, ABAB, ABACA
Coda – additional bars added to complete a thought musically or
lyrically
4. Ride out
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•

Accompaniment – Accompaniment is also included in the form analysis.
However, included in the analysis is the effect of the music on
the student. The student is asked these questions:
1. How does this music make you feel?
2. Does the melody work with the lyrics or against the lyrics?
3. Does the lyrics and accompaniment work together?
4. Is your objective’s success enhanced or hindered by the music?

Step 2
Lyrical Analysis – From the given lyrics, the student is asked to not only identify
category, but also to determine the objective:
“I want ____________to give me ______________.”
The student then performs the lyrics as a monologue incorporating
acting skills. This step also focuses on the gestural life of the student.
In approaching lyrics analytically, the non- singer finds a comfort
zone from which to work, not stressing about vocal ability.
Conversely, the singer, knowing that the vocal ability is not an
issue, can focus primarily on the acting
Step 3
Development of Voice – Vocal development is necessary in regards to:
• Range – being capable of singing through all vocal ranges including chest, mix,
head
• Flexibility – learning to sing scale patterns easily and shift through the passagio
(break area) efficiently
• Tone – producing a tonal quality that reflects well-shaped vowels. Also,
producing a tone that reflects that of the student’s speaking voice.
• Breath – supporting tone through diaphragmatic breathing.
Dancing
The actor must be able to analyze the “how” and “why” of the dance within the context
of a scene
Choreography—the actor must have a basic understanding of choreographic tools and a
critical understanding of the reasons for the inclusion of choreography into the scene.
Fusing choreography with the music and lyrics—the actor must first feel the phrasing of
the choreography rather than simply plodding through specific counts. Next he must be
able to fuse that choreographic phrasing with the phrasing of the music and the lyrics.
Stamina—the actor must develop the strength and endurance required to move, move
while acting, and move while acting and singing. These systems are taxed and
strengthened during the training and rehearsal process, resulting in the actor’s ability to
sustain character, produce movement, and support vocal technique simultaneously.
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Part Three: Synthesizing all three areas of craft through scene study. This work is
the true test for the actor. He must integrate his analytical work into performance
choices in addition to synthesizing his work in acting, singing and dancing in order
to create a unified and communicative performance.
Work independently—the actor must stage his own scene and song (including
choreography).
Strong work ethic—the actor must have his own homework in place in addition to
rehearsing outside of class with the other actors in his scene
Collaboration—the actor must work collectively with the other actors in the scene to
communicate the journey clearly and believably.
Continued development of core principles of craft—the actor will continue to develop his
ability to approach every challenge of the work with openness, a generosity of spirit, and
an inquisitive mind.
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Submission ID #371
Selective Citizenship: Nationalism and the Hindrance of Sexuality [Abstract]

The notion of citizenship entails a number of civil rights and freedoms. Although
citizenship can be determined by a number of tangible factors, such as being allowed to
vote or being granted a passport, it also connotes a more abstract and theoretical
definition by which a citizen is a fully recognized member of a community. This
community and its members share common ideas of unity. Within this cohesive
structure, the citizens envelop a notion of togetherness and belonging. They are a part of
that community, and in turn, the community is a part of them.
History has repeatedly proven, however, that while citizenship can be granted, it
can also be denied. A given community, or State, has its own expectations and demands
for its members. After all, citizenship is a give-and-take relationship between the State
and individual. This symbiotic relationship exists within the mandate of the State as well
as in the minds of the commune.
This essay will explore Spain’s mandate on gender and its respective roles during
the authoritarian rule of General Francisco Franco (1939-1975) by analyzing Luis
Antonio de Villena’s semi-autobiographical text, Ante el Espejo. De Villena’s work
provides great discourse on masculinity and patriarchy as well as his personal experience
as a young homosexual discovering his sexuality in Franco’s ultra-masculine Spain. As
seen in this text, the Falangist youth camps that were sponsored by the State were
militaristic in nature and attempted to mold masculine soldiers for a greater national
purpose. Because specific gender roles exist in this society, citizenship becomes a
condition by which one must abide by the given mandate. In addition, this essay will
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examine several contemporary propaganda images and other artwork to dismantle notions
of femininity, masculinity, and explore the construction of masculinity in youth within
these Falangist youth camps.
The research suggests that ideas of citizenship are bound to that of nationalism
and gender, as an extension of a given state. Following the Spanish Civil War, the State
sought out to ascribe its people with particular roles as identified by their gender. In this
regard, the State assigned particular expectations and duties for its men and women. If
one should not abide by this mandate, a “citizen” could jeopardize their citizenship. As
noted, one’s citizenship is thereby a product the State controls, regulates, and imposes.
This, in turn, suggests that one’s citizenship is contingent on one’s sexuality.
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Resumo:
Este artigo irá abordar o processo de reconhecimento étnico Aranã, contextualizando-o
dentro de um momento histórico específico da conjuntura nacional brasileira. Irá delimitar
claramente a definição de grupo étnico e buscar entender por que só tão tardiamente o
grupo Aranã resolveu reivindicar sua identidade nativa. Algumas análises serão feitas sobre
como o contexto sócio-histórico é importante e como se dá sua influência no processo de
empoderamento da identidade nativa.
Palavras-chave: Jequitinhonha, grupos indígenas, Aranã, reconhecimento étnico, empoderamento da identidade.

Abstract:
This article will approach the process of the Aranã ethnic recognition, contextualizing it
within a specific historical moment and state of affairs in Brazil. It will clearly demarcate the
definition of ethnic group and try to understand why the Aranã group only decided to claim
its native identity so belatedly. Some analysis will be made as to how important the sociohistorical context is and how it influences the process of identity empowerment.
Key works: Jequitinhonha, indigenous groups, Aranã, ethnic recognition, identity empowerment.
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The Aranã belong to the sum of newly recognised ethnic groups in Brazil. They were officially recognised in 2003, yet does that mean they did not exist before? Where did all the
group come from? Is the empowerment of identity an attem pt to deconstruct Brazil’s national status quo? This paper will explore some of these issues and propose a few answers.
Firstly, it will quickly contextualise the interaction among indigenous groups and the colonial
dwellers and administrators between the 16th and 18th centuries. Secondly, it will show how
the Aranã appear in the official regional historiography and thus it will discourse on the
manner in which the group itself elaborates its own history. Finally the paper will interpret
and point to important issues on the empowerment of the Aranã identity, analysing its
mechanisms and evaluating the importance of the historical context and the historical records of the regional occupation.
As many authors try to show (Paraiso, 1992; Carneiro da Cunha, 1992a, 1992b; PerroneMoisés, 1992; Lima, 1992), the colonial period and the old republic were very harsh on the
Brazilian indigenous population. The Europeans brought unknown diseases to the region,
killing an enormous amount of natives, and initiated the aldeamentos,1 which were reallocations of the demographic distribution of the native population. The latter population was
distributed throughout the land, but most were nomadic, always moving from one place to
another. This behaviour was contrary to the Em pire’s desire to constitute a national class of
vassals which would defend its economic and belic interests (Carneiro da Cunha, 1992a,
1992b). The aldeamento was a cluster of different native groups gathered together to satisfy the needs of the Portuguese Crown. Most of the time, there were more than three ethnicities in the aldeamentos, with different languages, customs and relations with the local
governors. The law forbade the slavery of the indigenous populations, but demanded that
the gentiles be brought to a civilised state. That was the Portuguese burden. This “civilisation” process was carried out principally by the Catholic mission, which would teach the
natives moral values and the appreciation of work. The missions had to go inland, finding
new populations and native groups, and convinced those groups to join an aldeamento,

1

From the Portuguese verb aldear. Aldear is a term to indicate the establishment of an aldeia, or a cluster of
houses, normally in the rural areas and without administrative autonomy. It is smaller than a village. The word
has Arabic origins.
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where they would learn Portuguese, moral values, and the one true religion, thus becoming
civilised. The convincing process was not to involve physical coercion, however if it had unsuccessful results, then the use of force was allowed. The Provincial Governor would report
to the King, stating the “savagery” of the groups they encountered and their refusal to embrace the civilisation process. The king, convinced of the need to civilise this primitive group,
would authorise the use of force to engage in a Guerra Justa (a “Just W ar”). In this war the
natives were brutally confronted, captured, transferred to the aldeamento and thus took
their first steps in the civilised world. The governors did not care about the number of natives killed in the process of capture, but they would normally kill the severely injured and
burn the place completely so that the natives who managed to escape would have no place
to come back to (Carneio da Cunha, 1992a, 1992b).
The above account is a rough and simplistic sketch of the interaction among indigenous
groups and the colonial dwellers and administrators between the 16 th and 18th centuries.
However, this history can only be reconstructed by using historical registers left not by the
natives, but by the ecclesiastic body, the provincial administrators, travellers, naturalists,
etc. In other words, by the culture that was imposing itself upon others. It is unnecessary to
state that some facts, circumstances and details were left aside. The best one could do
would be to re-elaborate the context of the time and wonder what the other available options might have been and, most importantly, what made the people of the past choose the
option that we know was chosen instead of other options that one may retrospectively
think were available. One must take a careful look into history and acknowledge its
strength. The act of making history is a way of producing identity insofar as it establishes a
relationship between what supposedly occurred in the past and the present state of affairs.
Making history is the construction of a cosmology for an individual or collectively defined
subject (Friedman, 1992: 837). It is possible, at first, to think of identity construction in two
ways. The first is to use the past as defined by outsiders to forge a viable culture in the present. The second is to deny the past as defined by outsiders and to use a cultural identity of
the present to forge a viable past (Ibid., p. 845). In order to better understand the Aranã
construction of identity, one should better know the processes and historical context of the
occupation in the Jequitinhonha valley. This paper will present one possible reconstruction
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of that period. This particular reconstruction is important because it was used in the report
that provided for the official recognition of the Aranã by the Brazilian government (Missagia
de Mattos, 2003; Baeta et al., 2003).

The Aranã according to the official registers
According to Missagia de Mattos (2003), the Aranã were a numerous group in the 1800s,
and they were divided internally into smaller groups named after their respective leaders.
They lived in the basin of the Suaçui Grande river, mainly in its sub-basins of the Urupuca
and São Felix rivers. Several historical registers also say that the Aranã were enemies of the
Naknenuk2. Missagia de Mattos writes that it is nearly possible to construct a chronological
historiography of the Aranã. She review s the m issions’ historical reports and elects three
localities where the relations between Aranã, the dwellers and missionaries were most
catastrophic. The first is the catechesis of Surubi, the second the Poaia aldeamento, and the
last the mission of Itambacuri.

Surubi
The Portuguese man António Gomes Leal and his family had moved to the Alto dos Bois region at the end of the 18th century. Alto dos Bois divides the Mucuri and Jequitinhonha basins. At that time, the locale was already an old place for aldeamentos, therefore considerably populated and civilized by local standards. The region had been explored earlier, towards the end of the 17th century and the beginning of the 18th century, due to the exploitation of gold and diamonds. It was once a stopover for miners, explorers and travellers. The
Leal family had significant influence over the indigenous policy, first by the relations of tutelage which would later become official.
António Gomes Leal would have sheltered the Maxakali in 1794, which were on the run
from another indigenous group. Later on, Leal was nominated Director of the indigenous
population of the Captaincy of Minas Gerais. There were several interethnic conflicts in the
area, causing various deaths, and the loss and abandonment of agriculture production. As a
consequence, a military quarter was installed in the area. António Gomes Leal died soon
2

Nakneuk is a word from the Batacudo language used as synonym to tame Indians, allied and aldeados. Nowadays, this groups represents the Maxakali. https://www.socioambiental.org/pib/epienglish/maxakali/hist.shtm
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after, but his sons continued the fam ily tradition of “calm ing” the neighbouring natives and
accustoming them to work and the moral values of civilised people (Baeta et al., 2003).
Before his death, António Gomes Leal had entered the woods followed by the natives and
his sons António, Camilo, Casimiro, and Domingos. Casimiro continued the indigenous Registry of the Maxakali in Alto dos Bois. He married his daughter to a brother of the Pêgo3 family. The Pêgos founded the village that would become the city of Capelinha in 1832. The
Pêgo, in the process of establishing their village, had come into contact with the Aranã and
gradually this relationship became pacific. Missagia de Mattos and Baeta et al. could not
find information about what exactly happened with the union between the Pêgo and the
Leal family, since the Aranã and the Naknenuk (Maxakali) were ethnic enemies (2003, 2003).
What they presume to have happened is that each family group and the natives under their
care lived in their respective properties, both located in the Alto dos Bois region.
Manoel Luiz Pêgo, father of the Pêgo bothers, was one of the first in the Surubi woods. In
1809, he ran away from the farm where his family lived looking for shelter from the attack
of an indigenous group. Manoel died but his son Feliciano gathered a great number of relatives close to the new farm to defend themselves from the attacks4. In this new place, they
built a chapel and new huts were gradually built around it. Later on, the place started to be
known as Nossa Senhora das Graças. Missagia de Mattos and Baeta et al. (ibid.) say that
there were religious celebrations that piqued the indigenous group’s curiosity and they
made themselves known to the family. They established peaceable relations with one another, and in 1830 the Pêgo brothers, with the Aranã’s help, cleared out the woods and sold
their land to the new dwellers. The Pêgo brothers were known by their ability to association
with the Aranã.
In 1847, the Italian Capuchin Friar Bernardino de Lagonegro arrived in Surubi. The Friar set
out on his catechesis affairs in the year after his arrival. However, he faced the refusal of the

3

The name Pêgo transmits a possible missigenity and indigeniaty of the family. At that time, sometimes even
today, it is possible to find family narratives telling that some relatives were caught from the woods (pegos no
mato). Pêgo could indicate that someone was caught (alguém foi pego).
4
It is not clear if the father died of natural causes in the new place or if he died in on of the native attacks to the
family.
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Aranã to move to the catechesis, which was located a certain distance from the dwellers.
From that point on, he began to attribute the disobedience of the Aranã to the Pêgo brothers. According to the Capuchin, the Pêgo brothers frightened the natives, seduced them to
work farming their crops and questioned them as to why they had become aldeados5 (Baeta
et al., 2003). The Capuchin Friar reported the brothers to the Provincial Governor, stating
that they were exploiting the native labour, making the natives work for their neighbouring
dwellers. The Pêgo brothers were arrested and sent to the town of Ouro Preto. As for the
Aranã, they refused to work for the missionary and dispersed themselves into the woods.
When the Pêgo brothers returned from Ouro Preto to Surubi, the Aranã also returned to be
in the company of the first.

Poaia
The Capuchins stabilised the aldeamento of Poaia in 1872, but it was soon transferred to a
secular administration in 1881. Since the beginning, this enterprise could not be structured
and maintained as a stable political organisation, the missionaries together with civilians.
Authors (Baeta et al., 2003) give two plausible explanations for this fact. The first hypothesis
relates to the enormous quantity of different indigenous groups living in the region and the
radically smaller quantity of missionaries. In this scenario, the Capuchins were completely
defenceless against any incursion of the natives. The second hypothesis relates to the fact
that the Poaia were struck by several epidemics, forcing the missionaries to move upstream
of the river Poaia to move away from all of the infections and diseases.
Furthermore, the natives did not manage to fulfil the expectations of the missionaries. The
crops did not yield as planned, some accidents would light portions of the harvest on fire,
and the m ission’s production of distilled spirits would systematically be stolen in the middle
of the night (Baeta et al., 2003). In addition, the local dwellers frequently convinced the natives to work for them, reducing the labour available for the economic affairs of the catechesis and pedagogical activities of civilising and teaching Catholic moral values to the natives. The Aranã also thought the aldeamento was cursed, and for that reason they did not
reside there. They had already established themselves in the village of Chique-Chique.

5

Those who are sent to aldeias.
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There, they enjoyed much greater autonomy, working for food sporadically on the
neighbouring dw ellers’land.They also fished and hunted in the area without being harassed
by the missionaries.
In 1882, the Indigenous Administration Office6 decreed to the Provincial President that the
aldeamento of Poaia had been emancipated to freguesia7. In this same period, the natives
were transferred to the aldeamento Don Manoel, located in close proximity to the port of
Figueira, one of the most important ports along the Doce river8. This aldeamento was very
important because from the port, small ships could be sent to the coast. Indigenous labour
was crucial to maintaining the local infrastructure. Poaia was described as a decadent village, with constant epidemics that jeopardised any attempt at local development. As a result of the end of the colonial period, the village of Dom Manoel also began to decline. The
resources sent to the village were not enough to attract indigenous attention and a desire
to reside there, therefore the number of natives wandering in the woods was incomparably
higher than the natives under the control of the catechesis.
The village of Dom Manoel was in a state of such misery, that the Indigenous Administration
Office sent an inspection group to investigate the real conditions of the enterprise and the
reason for its constantly negative financial returns. The Director of the Indigenous Administrative Office encountered a situation of such utter misery that he advised the closing of any
further activities of the aldeamento. The number of natives residing in the village and working for the local dwellers had been reduced. On the other hand, there was a large quantity
of natives in the woods around the village who did not enter into the limits of the village.
They were afraid of being killed, since they did not cooperate with the local policy of lending
their own labour force to the catechesis’ administrators. It appears that not all the Aranã
from Chique-Chique were transferred to the village of Dom Manoel. They returned to Capelinha as soon as the as the activities in Poaia were ended (Baeta et al., 2003).
6

Indigenous Administration Office used here as a translation for the term Diretório dos índios.
Freguesia is a secondary local administrative unit in Portugal and in the former Portuguese Empire. It is a
subdivision of a município (municipality). Each parish takes the name of its seat, which is always the most important (or the single) village or town within its area; in cases where the seat is itself divided into more than one
parish, each takes the name of a landmark within its area or of the patron saint from the usually coterminous
Catholic parish. One should note that a religious parish is Portuguese is known as paróquia.
8
Figueira is now the city of Governador Valadares.
7
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Itambacuri
With the end of the Poaia enterprise, a large number of the Aranã migrated to the adjacent
regions of the Itambacuri. The Capuchin influenced this migration. The mission of Nossa
Senhora dos Anjos of Itambacuri was established by missionaries in 1873. At the same time,
there were already Aranã individuals registered with the last name Índio in the woods of
Surubi. The Aranã were legally incorporated into the catechesis in the mid-1880s. They organised a revolt against the catechesis, which broke out in May of 1893. This revolt involved
m ore than 2,000 “civilised” indigenous persons and was only contained in August of the
same year, after the intervention of military troops from the state of Minas Gerais. Nonetheless, the Aranã’s presence at Catholic mass was a constant one, since they carried out
important activities in the village that included working as midwives, school teachers, small
farmers and businessmen, among others. The revolt only caused more lives to be lost. The
aldeamento was officially extinct in 1911.

The Aranã according to themselves
To this day, the Aranã group does not register its own history or culture. This is much unlike
the Krenack, which have such organisational proficiency that they have a specified body that
reviews all information written about them. If someone such as an anthropologist wants to
recount their history, one must submit the text to a review board. If what the anthropologist writes is in accordance with the board, the Krenack will approve the text and agree that
the scholar is telling the truth. There is always a negotiation between the scholar and the
board to include and/or exclude facts. When a consensus is reached by the two parties, the
paper receives recognition as legitimate by the Krenack.
The Aranã group is composed of two distinct families. They denote this difference using the
family name. One group is the Índio family, the other the Caboclo family. Both families can
trace their indigenous origins either to the Surubi or to the Itambacuri aldeamentos. However, their ancestors were aldeados, meaning they were part of the catechesis until its extinction. Within the last 60 years, they have lived in the same area, although some relatives
have moved to the cities of Governador Valadares, Belo Horizonte, and even São Paulo.
They migrated in search of better employment or a better education. Notwithstanding the
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migrations, the majority of the group remains in the macro region of Araçuai, and is strongly
attached to the land. The elderly were once small farmers, but this activity does not attract
many of the younger generation. The main reasons for this are the lack of their own plots of
land; the nonexistence of easy access to resources that would allow them to manage the
absence of rain; and the new opportunities in the city, which did not exist 30 years ago.
The patriarch of the group is called Pedro Inácio Figueiredo, also known as Pedro Inácio Izidoro or Pedro Sangê. He is the youngest son of Manoel Caboclo. Manoel Caboclo is probably from the aldeamento of Itambacuri, however he and his family moved to Araçuai. Manoel Caboclo was caught in Itambacuri after he had already reached adulthood, thus his
descendants say he did not absorb m uch “w hiteness”, being able to transm it his indigenousness blood to his sons and so forth. Symbolically, Manoel Caboclo represents the resistance of the Aranã against the oppression of the white man. Because Pedro Sangê was his
youngest son, when he died, Pedro Sangê was given to be raised by the Figueiredo Murta
family. Pedro Sangê acquired a formal education and worked most of his life for Miguel Izidoro M urta, a prom inent farm er in the region. Pedro’s sons and daughters lived on part of
the M urta fam ily’s land as their agregados9.
Another turning point in the Aranã history happened with the death of Miguel Izidoro
Murta. His heirs did not wish to continue with the activities of the farm, therefore they
could not provide any assistance to their father’s agregados. Pedro Sangê felt abandoned
and decided to change his nam e. H e and his fam ily had adopted Figueiredo M urta’s fam ily
name, as a sign of respect to be part of the family. To demonstrate his deepest disappointment with the family, he withdrew the Figueiredo Murta name and put in its place the name
Índio. According with Dona Rosa, daughter of Sangê, her father used to tell her that anyone
could take everything from them , except for their origin. She says “Everyone is able to tell
w e are natives,because of our nam e and because of the stories of m y father” (Carneiro de
Carvalho, interview, Aug/2006).

9

Agregado is a term used in Brazil to indicate those who live with a family, as if they were part of it but are not
related by blood. The term also indicates a sort of sharecropping agreement between the owner of a piece of
land and someone else, who would live and work in the farm for himself, but would also have to work a few
days for the owner without remuneration.
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The Caboclo family claims its indigenous origins reach further back into the past, around
four generations ago. They do not come from the same places as the Aranã, but instead
they claim their origin from the aldeamento Lorena and Tocóios (in the present-day region
of Coronel Murta). The process of alliance-forming between the two families began with the
m arriage of M aria Rosa Caboclo w ith Pedro Sangê (M aria Rosa w as Sagê’s second w ife).
From that point on, there have been many interfamily marriages, and the families started to
reside close to one another. They established a strong feeling of belonging and kinship between them.

The struggle for recognition
It was only in 1996 that the families Caboclo and Índio became involved in the movement
for indigenous rights. A small group of Pankakaru moved to the Araçuai region and were
living very close to some Caboclo and Índio families. First, the Índios and Caboclos visited
the Pankararu and the latter asked the former to help them get water. They exchanged stories and experiences and the Pankararu encouraged the two families to demand their official recognition. The Indio and Caboclo families never doubted that they were descendents
of indigenous groups. But they could not remember for certain the name of their ethnicity!
They knew there were Aranã in the area before, so their ancestors would probably be Aranã
as well. In 2000, the CEDEFES (Centro de Documentação Eloy Ferreira da Silva, or Eloy
Ferreira da Silva Documentation Centre) in partnership with ANAI (Associação Nacional de
Ação Indigenista, or National Association of Indigenous Activism) were developing a project
about indigenous memory and emerging identities in the Jequitinhonha Valley. This project
was financed by two Austrian institutions: the KMB

(Katholische Männerbewegung

Österreichs, or Catholic men's movement of Austria) and the Steiermärkische Landes
Regierung. This project collected several historical documents that were used to draft the
report presented to the state of Minas Gerais and FU N AI (Brazil’s contem porary Agency for
Indigenous Affairs). The report, entitled Aranã – The Fight of a Group in the Jequitinhonha
Valley (original title in Portuguese: Aranã – A luta de um povo no vale do Jequitinhonha) was
used in favour of the official motion for recognition.
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Aranã as an ethnic group
Since it is not possible to explore here all the details of the Aranã’s history, the paper will
now focus on a few more specific aspects for its immediate purpose, which is to understand
the process of identity empowerment of the Aranã and its consequences.
First of all, it is necessary to define what an ethnic group is. It is possible to understand an
ethnic group as a set of individuals who nourish a subjective belief in a common origin, due
to similarities in their external habitus or customs, or both, or due to memories of colonisation and migration (Weber, 2004 [1922]). To delimitate the concept even more, it is valid to
state that ethnic groups differ from other groups by the way in which they understand
themselves and are understood by others as having a continuity throughout history; as coming from the same ascendency and remaining identical despite any geographical separation.
Ethnic groups also understand themselves as beholders of a culture and tradition that also
differentiate them. Hence, origin and tradition form the basis for one to conceive of ethnic
groups. Nonetheless, origin and tradition are ideological elaborations, which can be true or
false, without affecting or altering the foundation of the ethnic identity (Carneiro da Cunha,
1986). According to this definition, it is rather easy to find the elements to classify the Aranã
as an ethnic group. First, they do nourish an idea of common origin when they state that
their ancestors were natives of the regional aldeamentos. They stood against the exploitation of their kind and they stood up as an indigenous people throughout the struggle. This
particular statement also demonstrates their historical continuity, linking them with the
ancient residents of the regional villages. In their narratives, an Aranã will always be an
Aranã, no matter the place where he or she may be. They say that the Aranã carry their
identity within their spirits and in their names (in this case the family name – Índio or Caboclo).
But, if the Aranã have all the characteristics of an ethnic group, where were they before were they not an ethnicity before 2003? To answer this question, one needs to think in retrospect to reconstruct the historical context and the structural arrangement of the narrative
(Friedman, 1992; Ardner, 1989). As seen in the beginning of this paper, there are two possible manners of constructing a historiography: firstly by using the past to forge a viable cul-
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ture in the present, and secondly by denying the past and using a cultural identity of the
present to forge a viable past. What Friedman wants to underline is that cultural realities
are always produced in a specific socio-historical context, and that it becomes necessary to
account for the process which generated this context in order to understand the nature of
an identity and the elaboration of historical schemas (1992, p. 837). Ardener, on the other
hand, focuses on the reconstruction and remodeling of the narrative. He argues that fragmented remains of a transforming event are still perceivable, preserved in the ambiguities
at the heart of the story (1989, p. 29).
The indigenous population in Brazil has been exposed to diverse situations and historical
contexts (Paraiso, 1992; Carneiro da Cunha, 1992a, 1992b; Turner, 1993, Hugh-Jones, 1989;
Perrone-Moisés, 1992; Lima, 1992). Thirty years ago in Brazil, anthropologists thought the
“true” and “traditional” indigenous groups rem aining in the Am azon w ere destined for extinction. The work of the anthropologists was to document how the original groups of the
Amazon lived, rather, the few tribes that survived the national thirst for development. However, many of them were capable of incorporating and dominating certain aspects of the
Brazilian culture such as the Portuguese language, Western medicine, communication and
transportation technologies, and used these aspects to empower their own culture, their
own dynamics, their own cosmology (Turner, 1993). Sahlins is a great defender of the native
culture and states that the groups which were considered to be dwindling and completely
dependent on the Western culture according to the dependency theory were actually integrating the new industrial technologies into their own sociology and cosmology. He also says
the larger sphere that gives them significance is their localconstruction of “w orld”. The indigenous groups and small peripheral populations had been incorporating the world system,
capitalist logic, and national ideology around them into their own cosmology, thus updating
the first in their own ways (Sahlins, 1992, 1997a, 1997b, 2003).
With that in mind, one can already offer one answer to the first question proposed here.
The Aranã did not come from thin air, they came from an appropriate historical structure, or
set of events, which encouraged them to come forward and declare their ethnicity with
pride, not shame at all.
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Being indigenous in Brazil has not always been a desirable status as it is today. Nowadays,
indigenous populations have a privileged set of rights ensured by the constitution. The right
to land in order to guarantee their cultural and physical reproduction, for example, and the
exclusive right to exploit any natural resource within their land. If the government wants to
exploit the natural resources within indigenous lands or if the use of resources outside their
territory would in any way influence or harm their environment, the government needs an
authorisation from the National Congress and must either transfer part of the profits of the
project or pay for damages caused. It is also forbidden to remove the indigenous population
from their land except in cases of natural catastrophes, epidemics, or on the interest of national sovereignty.
Of all these rights, the most important right still for the newly recognised ethnic groups is
the right to health care. The Aranã have not yet proposed anything concerning their right to
have a common land and territory. The main reason is their dispersion and their different
notions of homeland. Some feel their homeland is the place from which their ancestors
came (Itambacuri – Capelinha) even they do not know or have never lived there. Others
think their homeland is where they were born and raised. A third group thinks it is possible
to establish another homeland, if given sufficient resources and time to get to know the
other place. However, even before officialisation of their ethnicity, the Aranã managed for
the FUNASA10 to assist them. The need for health care now reaches everyone in the group,
becoming a collective need and demand.
During the time of Manoel Caboclo or his son Pedro Sangê, to be indigenous was socially
avoided and denied. The set of affairs of that time valued European aspects, traditions, and
culture. Brazil had engaged a project of a new civilisation, starting anew from the present
aimed at a magnificent future. However, this particular project of civilisation excluded the
pre-colonial past and its inhabitants, as it glorified the ideas of the Old World. Perhaps it is
for this reason that the tropics seemed so sad to Lévi-Strauss (1996). Considering the society’s phobia of the indigenous people,their values,language,w ay of living,and “prim itiveness”, one has to im agine the idea and the trem endous im pact of denying a nam e, w hich
10

FUNASA is the governmental organization responsible for the indigenous health care.
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represented all that someone would wish for at the time; also, the addition of another
name, Índio which represented exactly the opposite, all that someone would wish to deny
and forget. Those people were able to survive because they supported one another, had
been through similar situations, and managed to keep their indigenousness subsumed by
their modern rural lives. Because their indigenousness was subsumed by their professional,
religious, democratic, liberal, and contemporary lives, some aspects and characteristics of
their nativeness were forgotten, although they never disappeared.
The very end of the 20th century and the beginning of a new millennium present a radically
different set of affairs. It is acceptable to have a different identity, different values, and different visions of world. In this more accepting context, the families Índio and Caboclo have
been able to feel empowered by their Aranã identity, reconstructing the forgotten aspects
of their traditions and trying to subsume their modern lives into their indigenous lives. One
could call this the path back when dealing with newly recognised ethnic groups (Pacheco de
Oliveira, 1998). On the other hand, the Aranã had the help of other actors in this process or
walking, as they call the process of recognition and constant fight for their rights. In their
walking they received help from the Pankararu, who show them that if one wants to be an
indigenous person in Brazil, one has always to affirm that he or she is one. It is not easy and
not always gratifying, according to the Pankararu, but they also state that you and you alone
have the right to say what you are or what you are not. That is probably the first lesson the
two families learned in their relationship with an officially recognised ethnicity. With the
anthropologists, they learned to use and conduct research for documentation upon which
they could base their claim to an ethnicity. As Wagner says, learning a culture is a process
which takes place simultaneously with objectifying the culture. The process can only be
done in the relationship of the natives and the anthropologist in his/her fieldwork. However
there is a m utualconstruction of “other” and the natives are also learning about the w orld
of the anthropologist. They can critically understand the descriptions of themselves and use
them to change their own traditional ways of telling their stories (Wagner, 1981). This use is
evident in the Aranã case concerning its name. Dona Rosa, daughter of Sangê, says they
always knew they were indigenous, but they could not remember the name of the ethnicity.
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If that is the case, for what reason do they now use the name Aranã to mark their identity?
Why do they not use the name Sangê, since he is such a key figure for them?
There are several documents about the Aranã in Minas Gerais, but the report uses three
documents besides the two family descriptions. One is from the aldeamento of Itambacuri,
one is from the Capelinha Parish, and the last is from the church in the town of Virgem da
Lapa. The Itambacuri document is an enrolment register of the student Indalina Índia dos
Santos, daughter of the deceased Manoel Índio de Souza, in the Colégio Santa Clara. The
docum ent is dated 1918,but in 1923 there is an addition to the student’s nam e. H er nam e
was then written Indalina Índia dos Santos Aranã. The report suggests the possibility that
the M anoelcited in the docum ent could be the sam e M anoelCaboclo from the Aranã’s oral
history, since Manoel Caboclo was also know as Manoel Índio (Baeta et al., 2003, marked in
the original). In Capelinha they found a marriage certificate from 21 October, 1886 between
Manoel Miguel and Claudiana, both indigenous according to the document. Manoel Miguel
is son of Miguel Índio, from the Surubi woods, of the Aranã tribe. His wife Claudiana is
daughter of Joaquim Gomes and Luzia, both indigenous and from the Bonito woods. The
report says that this document shows that there is a relationship between the family name
Índio and the Aranã ethnicity. The last document is also a marriage certificate dated 4
March, 1886 between Manoel Ignácio Murta and Isabel, a slave belonging to Evaristo
Ferreira Freire de Almeida. The witnesses are Ignácio Carlos de Figueiredo Murta and Germano Luiz de Magalhães. The report concludes that this marriage certificate very possibly
refers to the union between Manoel Caboclo and Isabel, Pedro Sangê’s parents (Ibid.,
marked in the original)
So, for the families there were no doubts, no possibilities, no uncertainties. Those documents revealed to them their so long forgotten name. They cannot be the Sangê as above
mentioned, because they read the report, they participated in portions of the research, and
they know intuitively that everything makes sense now. They know they are the living Aranã
ethnicity. As seen before, origin and tradition are ideological elaborations, which can be true
or false, without affecting or altering the foundation of the ethnic identity. Especially in
those cases of the newly recognised ethnic groups, which have been through a long process
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of miscegenation and alliance with others, the only continuity perhaps possible to sustain is
one that recovers the historicalprocess lived by one’s group and show s how the group constantly re-fabricates its unity and difference towards the others with whom its members
interact (Pacheco de Oliveira, 1998).

Conclusion
When studying a newly recognised ethnic group in Brazil, it is important to contextualise
this group historically. Studying its kinship and mythology alone would not reveal much
about its culture, traditions, social organisation, and identity. Especially in cases of intense
migration and miscegenation, such facts have to be seen within a wider temporal scope.
These groups do not come out of nowhere and can trace their origins to a near or distant
past. It is not the job of the anthropologist to w rite the “true” history of a group or to investigate whether what they say is right or wrong. The anthropologist is to reconstruct the
group narrative and investigate how it varies throughout time, as well as how it influences
the construction of identity itself. Perhaps the reconstruction and remodeling of the identity
narrative depend upon the perceived ambiguities left in their own stories as a result of external transformational events. Such events are important because they construct historical
schemas based on the socio-cultural context. Those historical schemas, particularly in the
Aranã case, are the schemas left by traditional historiography. The Aranã use the same historiography but to re-semanticise their own past by the present state of affairs. In other
words, they use the ethnic encouragement of the present and their empowered indigenous
identity to reconstruct their past and thus establish a continuity between the present and
the past. They have a very strong interest in their past because it was forgotten, and they
have a desire to know what they were in order to justify what they are. They are at the
same time re-building the present using the past, and re-modeling their past to link it to the
present. Their identity empowerment is multi-temporal.
The Aranã are now officially recognised by the Brazilian government, but as they themselves
say, there is a long path ahead of them. The group exists institutionally yet faces serious
leadership problems. This has likely been the case because the process of recognising themselves as an ethnic group and being recognised by the state was relatively fast. Prior to
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2003, they were more dynamic and would have constant meetings to debate and decide on
a position regarding any issue. During the officialisation process, they had more interaction
with anthropologists, researchers and their respective institutions, and the Aranã used
those strategically when needed. After officialisation, those resources are very scarce and
the Aranã have to map out things they are not used to yet. They have to learn about state
bureaucracy to be able to interact more efficiently with the government, and structure their
internal decision-making mechanisms more efficiently to avoid internal schisms. But as said
the Pataxo, it is not easy to be indigenous. It was not before, as the Aranã discovered in
their historical research, and it is not now, as they can feel in their own skin.
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Case Study Abstract
The i-Umlaut in Old English and Old High German.
A Comparative Survey on the Complexities of Historical Phonology.
As one of the most significant phonological and morphological
developments in historical linguistics, the i-Umlaut and j-Umlaut remains an open
topic

of

research.

Conflicting

theories

supported

by

neogrammarians,

structuralists and transformationalists have highlighted this phenomenon from
different perspectives.
Considering the diachronic gaps that in the course of vowel mutation and
consonant shift still remain unclear, and are rendered even more incongruent by
the numerous exceptions found on the synchronic timeline, this survey aims at
resuming the most recent results of an ongoing discussion. The analysis
concentrates on a comparison of the Umlaut phenomenon and its various
manifestations in both Old English and Old High German taking into considering
its diatopic, diaphasic and diachronic peculiarities.
A narrower look at the phonemes involved in the linguistic change that
occurred simultaneously with the differentiation of West German languages and
the crystallization of Old High German and Old English, will prove the extent to
which the distribution of phonemes, and their articulation through phonemic
assimilation and palatilization, prosodic features as well as segmental and
syllabic quantity have played a pivotal role in defining the parameters of
language development.
This comparison will demonstrate how the Umlaut has fulfilled in both
languages different grammatical functions. Whether in form of vowel changes,
gemination and back Umlaut, the present case study aims at demonstrating
through a comparative approach the extent to which the Umlaut has been more
persistent in German than in English, and display how traces thereof are still
evident in contemporary language use.
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Work-in-Progress Report Abstract
Subjectivity and Its Forms of Self Expression
in Modern German and Italian Narrative

In The Metamorphosis, German expressionistic writer F. Kafka describes
the alienating deformation of personal identity anticipating within its rhetoric of
self-reflection a significant caesura in modern narrative discourse. The selfconscious short novel One, None and a Hundred Thousand by Italian Noble
Prize winner L. Pirandello represents in this respect a decisive turning point.
Occupying an intermediary position between direct and indirect discourse,
Pirandello’s self-narrated monologue offers both on a formal and an analytical
level a valuable narrative tool for exploring those aspects more immediately
related to the phenomenology of the subject.
In contrast to the associative nature of the stream-of-consciousness
technique, its clearly anti-mimetic nature provides the reader with an insight into
the most recondite abysms of human soul. As the first person narrator discovers
new literary forms of introspection and expression, the disclosure of
subconscious strategies of self-deceit casts a new light on the existential
precariousness resulting from the individual’s failed realization of identity.
The implementation of subtle irony and humor as essential instrument of
critique often provides grotesque distortions of individual analysis, thus
illustrating more genuinely those contradictions inherent to the human self.
Finally, the inclusion of philosophical, psychological and sociological theories
both complies with the idea of an interdisciplinary approach, and confirms the
realistic nature of literary hermeneutic which allows the individual to become his
own subject of analysis in the course of the self-exegetic process of writing.
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Music Videos: An Experiential Workshop Demonstrating the Use of Music Videos
as a Method to Stimulate Discussion for College Courses in Arts and Humanities.
From the beginning of time, visual drawings in ancient caves communicated visually a
message about the lifestyle and sexuality of an ancient culture. A recent finding in a cave
in noted in the June, 2006, Scientific American, found that drawings done by teens, as
scientifically documented by the hand signatures, portrayed women with large buttocks.
We can presume that this was a means by which the teen demonstrated what they found
enticing in their culture. Drumming was another early form of communication and
provided a means by which a culture could dance and sing. Minstrels wandering from
town to town during the medieval times performed songs about the culture, politics and
social issues of their times.
Since the inception of more advanced musical entertainment via radio, television, record
players, car tape players, DVD’s and computer technology, music has become more than
a simple listening pleasure or communication tool. Imagery, lyrics, dance and music
videos have enhanced how viewers may view their culture, politics, sexual expressions
and social norms. The use of music videos and their visual imagery, as well as lyrics from
songs, provides an exciting tool as an educational intervention on multiple levels in the
field of Arts and Humanities.
Often the question is raised about the impact of violence and sexuality in the media and
the subsequent influences on children and teens from the National Family Sexuality
Educational Council and Academy of Pediatric Medicine. For the purposes of the
presentation, we may touch upon that topic as an intellectual challenge in a classroom
setting such as a in a religion class or sexuality class. The main challenge of this
workshop is to establish, analyze and create a rationale as well as goals and objectives
using music videos as a source of an educational medium.
The use of music videos in the classroom setting stimulates a visual, auditory and visceral
reaction in individuals observing the content and images. Discussion from these music
videos is often as diversified as the student population itself providing a medium for
exchange of ideas on multidisciplinary levels. Students can experience their classmates’
varied interpretations and often the exchange of ideas is an intense learning experience
for participants.
Music videos cut across the social, economical, psychological and cultural differences in
class structure, gender and race. Discussions will take place surrounding the political
implications and the comic relief often portrayed by song writers and rap stars such as
Eminem and Weird Al who use satire as a forum. Music videos can be used as a
medium for critiquing our government, as well as the values and belief systems forced on
our society by religious groups. Students can participate in a familiar forum, music
videos, and evaluate from their personal beliefs and diverse backgrounds a variety of
intense topics in a number of courses.
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Arts and Humanities courses, such as sociology, political science, creative writing, and
psychology, just to name a few, can benefit from the use of music videos. The songs,
lyrics, and videos can also provide professors with some insight and a connectedness to
their students that textbooks and articles may not necessarily provide. The messages sent,
received and interpreted in our society through music can provide a framework for
diversified discussion, sharing and learning for both professor and student. Participants in
this workshop will have an opportunity to be the student and experience first hand how to
interpret the music videos
Throughout nature sound has been a form of communication between the species. It has
been noted however that songbirds that had the best variety of songs had the strongest
potential for sexual mates. “Music’s function in sexual selection thus has an analogue in
other species”. Our brains are programmed, along with language, to help us learn and
musical rhythm moves us both emotionally and physically. Dr. Daniel Levitan has
written a book entitled “This is Your Brain on Music”. He has demonstrated an enormity
of research in the neuroscience area and affect of music on different parts of the brain.
Dr. Levitan states that even the ancient myths in the Old Testament were set to music in
order for it to be remembered and passed on by oral tradition across the generations. He
even goes on to state that as a tool for arousing feelings and emotions, music is better
than language and the combination of the two, as exemplified in a love song – is the best
courtship display of all”.(Levitan2006)
So from the ancient cave dwellings through the Old Testament, radios, record players and
our current modern day music videos, messages of love, sexuality, song, dance, politics,
social norms, values, and a range of other ideas have been passed down through music.
We will attempt to touch upon those in which we can utilize in college courses in Arts
and Humanities.
Overall Goal of Workshop:
Participants will develop the knowledge, skills and comfort in working with music videos
in a classroom setting.
Objectives:
Participants will be able to:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Analyze a music video’s lyrics
Interpret the musical actions of the video
Determine the differences or sameness of the lyrics and action in the video
Decide what college course (s) could benefit by watching this video
Develop a list of issues raised in each music video
Process the video with students
Think about future use of music videos in the classroom setting
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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the building cultures of traditional societies and the ways in which the
inhabitants share knowledge as a means to address their needs for meaning and belonging.
In specific, it examines the cultural, geographic, historic, and physical aspects of
Maloula, an Aramaic village in Syria, to understand the role of the “villager-builder” in making
decisions related to the urban form and architecture of the village.
My interest is in the building culture of Maloula, especially how traditions were
transferred through the attitudes, habits and rules helped to shape the built environment. And how
villagers modified and altered their “know-how” shared knowledge and traditions to fit the
villagers’ needs. Upon visiting the village, however, it became apparent that within the dynamic
processes of traditional building, contributions were made to the built environment by all the
villagers—men, women, and children.
This study introduces the term “villager-builder” to suggest the related, yet differentiated,
roles assumed by the villagers. The villager-builders were critical participants in the changing
social structure of the village for many centuries, and contributed to the evolution of its spatial
organization. They were essential contributors to the protection of the people’s religious beliefs
from other religion’s influences and to the survival of their Aramaic culture.
To understand the attributes of the villager-builders in Maloula, it is essential to
understand their position in the village in terms of the relationship of each to the group and to the
identity of the group. The purpose of this study is not to divide Maloula’s buildings into types
(i.e. modern and traditional) but to understand the changing nature of traditional dwellings. This
analysis through existing housing patterns exposes some generalities of patterns to understand the
village-builder’s role in adapting to the challenges and opportunities of a particular learning
process. Therefore, it is important not only to understand the value of Maloula as an Aramaic
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village, but also the importance of villager’s endurance that continued the existence of traditional
self-built environment trying to keep its indigenous identity.
This research will reveal the daily lives of the people, the role of villager-builders in
shaping the built environment, the typology of the houses, user preferences and expectations
regarding the houses and built environment. The research is supported by observations, using
extensive interviews with locals to understand the spatial analysis of the village, the vernacular
(traditional farmhouse), neo-vernacular (modified farmhouse) and new housing settlements and
their modes of construction, as well as prospective developments and changes in each of these
aspects.
Fundamentally, this study recognizes the importance of knowledge at all levels; in other
words, the problems and solutions found by the villager-builders were and are the common
property of all.
Research methodology included reading previous studies about Maloula and traveling to
Maloula in the summer of 2005 during which time numerous interviews were conducted with
local inhabitants, villager-builders, and officials and professional workers in the village. Due to
the lack of archives and written documents, this study is based on oral studies, visits to official
institutions in Damascus and Maloula, and documentation of the village and its architecture.

3
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Introduction
Maloula, an old Aramaic village in Syria, has been subject to a host of historical events
and the broad influences of culture, climate, and economic and political structures.1 It is a
settlement made of elements designed and used by the villagers who transmitted their collective
learning and knowledge to each other and from one generation to the next. Each of the village’s
designed elements has its own growth patterns which can be understood in relation to the
sequence of events leading to what we see today.
The pattern of a dominant, long-standing self-building tradition is ever-present in
Maloula. Within this environment, depending on political and socio-economic factors, such as
migration and being less dependent on agriculture as economy, certain building traditions and
typologies were developed and accepted by the villagers. However, as new political and
economic factors emerged in the twentieth-century, the village building tradition was evaluated,
criticized, and altered by the inhabitants themselves presenting a sense of continuity that persisted
in Maloula. A new street grid, new building types (such as the summer villa and the apartment
building) and new materials (such as concrete, steel, and pre-cut stones) began to replace what
came before. The urban and architectural form of the stacked houses and its basic traditional
elements of mud, stone and wood were modified and replaced. This created a new physical
environment substantially different from the early traditional configurations and built forms.
My interest is in the building culture of Maloula, especially how traditions were
transferred through the attitudes, habits and rules helped to shape the built environment. And how
villagers modified and altered their “know-how” shared knowledge and traditions to fit the
villagers’ needs. Upon visiting the village, however, it became apparent that within the dynamic
processes of traditional building, contributions were made to the built environment by all the
villagers—men, women, and children.

1

Maloula has different spelling forms used in different sources by different scholars: Maloula Ma’aloula,
Malula, Mãªloula,  ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻻ. In this study, the form “Maloula” is used.
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To understand the attributes of the villager-builders in Maloula, it is essential to
understand their position in the village in terms of the relationship of each to the group and to the
identity of the group. The purpose of this study is not to divide Maloula’s buildings into types
(i.e. modern and traditional) but to understand the changing nature of traditional dwellings. This
analysis through existing housing patterns exposes some generalities of patterns to understand the
village-builder’s role in adapting to the challenges and opportunities of a particular learning
process. Therefore, it is important not only to understand the value of Maloula as an Aramaic
village, but also the importance of villager’s endurance that continued the existence of traditional
self-built environment trying to keep its indigenous identity.
1 Maloula: 300A.D – 1970
Maloula (means ‘Entrance’ or ‘Passage’ in
Aramaic) and its inhabitants were discovered by
numerous European researchers as linguistic research
objects. Towards the end of eighteenth century, the
first known orientalist travelers of the modern times,
Carsten Niebuhr and William G. Browne, reported
the existence of the village with Aramaic speaking
people in the Syrian mountains of Qalamun.2
Figure 1. Maloula in 1930s (S. Reich, 1936)

2

William G. Browne, Travels in Africa, Egypt and Syria from 1792-1798 (London: Eliborn
Classics, 2005). Also quoted in S. Reich, Études Sur Les Villages Araméens de Anti-Liban (Damascus:
Institut Français de Damas, 1936), 6.
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The inhabitants built the settlements on the
top of the Qalamun Mountains to enable them to
hide and to stop the attackers. In Roman times, the
assailants were coming from the low Eastern parts,
for this reason the village was established on the hill
that separates the second
Figure 2. Fortress on the West side (Author, 2005)

and third Qalamun hill. In the Byzantine period, the

population left the land and settled in the funnel of the mountain. The growth of the population
and the necessity of establishing the society in proximity to the irrigable lands explain this
displacement. Nevertheless, the defensive character, stepped on the slope, and close housing type
continued till the mid-twentieth century, as the settlements were threatened by several attacks
between 1850 and 1925.3 Therefore, Aramaic language and Christianity survived only in places
difficult to reach hidden in the mountains.
The inhabitants cut hollows near the surface of the hill served as dwelling units, which also
formed the roofs of the chambers. Single unit caverns formed the initial settlement’s cell. Some
cells are connected by passages to other cells, forming more than a single unit settlement.
The inhabitants used the hollows as dwelling unit, which continued to accommodate
necessary products for the agrarian society after they built on the surface of the mountain. These
hollows and caverns are still used by the people in Maloula as food and household storage.4 The
Qalamun mountain continued to be the main source for the building construction in Maloula as
the inhabitants used the stone, and trees as the main building materials for centuries to come.

3

Arnold Werner, Anton Escher, and Carmella Pfaffenbach, Malula und M’alloy: Erzählungen Aus Einem
Syrischen Dorf (Germany: Ergon Verlag, 2004), 25.
4
Frederick Jones Bliss, Maloula and its Dialect (London: Palestine Exploration Fund. Quarterly
Statement, 1890), 80-81.
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The sides of Maloula are protected by two
narrow and inaccessible passes while the main
entrance leading towards the East is defined by
two enormous ballast rocks which rise as small
forts to the right and left of the road. Forming an
amphitheatre of stepped rocks, houses stack up
Figure 3. View of Maloula and the oasis
(Author, 2005)

and hang on to the mountain peak. Alleyways,
Tortuous and accidental, go up and down the

village in every direction, passing on a terrace, traversing by or over a home, intertwining, maybe
into a dead end. This is a true maze where only the inhabitants know how find their way.
West gulch

As the village expanded, the inhabitants
started to build down the hill, and the
agglomeration grew downwards. Around 1910s
the inhabitants started to build along the road of
Damascus.5 They also demolished some of the
old farm houses for the development of the big
Figure 4. The main road connecting to the village
square, and to Damascus (Author, 2005)

village square. The maze-street and cul-de-sac

character of the settlement was replaced by streets connecting to the main road. By accepting the
French protectorate’s plan in 1936 to build on the western gulch, the widening of the streets and
demolishing the houses on the sides continued until 1970s.

5

S. Reich, Études Sur Les Villages Araméens de Anti-Liban (Damascus: Institut Français de Damas,
1936), 48.
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2 Emergence of the House
Although Maloula acquired a permanent character as a
village for many centuries, the dwellings gradually changed
over time. After the inhabitants left the caverns with the
awakening of Christianity, to keep the defensive character of
the village, people started to build their new dwellings from the
top and moved down of the mountain.6 The new dwellings
were similar to the cavern dwellings in layout, with little
openings reflecting the importance of the defensive character
of the inhabitants to protect their Aramaic identity.
Figure 5. Old houses and caves on the
face of the mountain (Author, 2005)

Agriculture and the oasis (sikya) formed the main
source of income and determined, until mid-twentieth
century, the life rhythm and the housing type of most
families in the village. Thus, the timing of building and
community activities was tied to agricultural cycles, which
was reflected in the gathering of construction materials, and
layout of houses.
Until the end of the 1960s nothing has changed in Maloula,
reflecting the mutual respect between the people and the
Figure 6. Maloula in the 1960s
(Werner, 2004)

6

Rama Elias Keriyaki, Ma’loula: History and Ruins (Damascus: Al-Salhani Publishers. 1998), 21.
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settlement.7 The political and economic relations during Ottoman ruling contributed largely to the
emigration
of the inhabitants overseas at the end of nineteenth century. Also the economic dependence of
the village to the surrounding towns and the capital Damascus, lead to migration among the
inhabitants between 1920 and 1950. The drift from Maloula to Damascus, Beirut, and other towns
followed the pattern of so-called clan-migration; as a result a working class migration of men
developed which was reflected in the use of houses. Seasonal use of the houses presented the
need to renew and add to the existing settlements. Also migration affected the quantity and
quality of oral transmission of the building culture transferred from one generation to another.
Knowledge and skills were dispersed and diffused, and talented builders lost their link in terms of
social relationships, history and intimate links between land and the group. Furthermore the use
of chariots and animals to travel caused the people to spend more time outside the village.8
The building process in the village was influenced by the new road introduced by the
French in 1928, which connected Maloula to Damascus and the other villages. This brought new
agricultural and construction techniques to Maloula along with new laborers from other villages.
With the new road, Maloula was no longer an isolated village in the mountains. This in time
affected the village’s character as new construction methods and materials were introduced and
adapted within the village.
The building process of Maloula was not an ordinary act to build ordinary buildings. But
the building process is an indicative of the cultural identity and a development of the village. The
site was chosen by people who fled religion oppression over the centuries, and Maloula was built
reflecting the antagonism that ruled in the village against the outsider attackers. The continuous
state of construction and renewal, that presented itself in Maloula as growth and decay, go hand

7

Arnold Werner, Anton Escher, and Carmella Pfaffenbach.: Malula und M’alloy: Erzählungen Aus Einem
Syrischen Dorf (Germany: Ergon Verlag, 2004), 14.
8
S. Reich: Études Sur Les Villages Araméens de Anti-Liban (Institut Français de Damas, 1936), 14.
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in hand. Building was a recurring part of the agricultural and human life. Like agricultural
production, construction materials and the economics of construction formed a part of the social
and economic life of the village. Generally, design decisions about the dwellings were made
between the family and the local mason; together they selected processes, designs, layouts,
materials, and the procedures of construction.Building a house in Maloula was a labor shared by
the entire community; members of the family were involved in every stage of the building
process, in statements as to the expression of structures, the discipline of function, the division of
labor and other aspects seen as virtues in Maloula as in other Syrian villages.9
It was expected that all men of the enlarged family help in the building process, and
everyone who himself had been helped at least once to get his house built. The division of the
works was not done hierarchal, but from functional points of view. As a result a unified social
and economic entity and balance were achieved during the building process.

The villager-builders built their
dwellings all at angles, facing the south-east
side for more sun in winter and more comfort
in summer, so the whole façades stay in shade
in summer in the mid-day, hiding under
balconies. One dwelling
stands out boldly on a great rock, another
Figure 7. Maloula’s old houses in the village core
(Author2005)

retreats under an overhanging precipice,

although some materials might distinguish the houses, the simplicity and layout are still the same:
The building knowledge and techniques were commonly and implicitly understood, materials
were provided from the land of the village itself, and skills were contained within Maloula. In

9

Annegret Nippa, Haus und Familie in Arabischen Ländern (Munich: C.H. Beck, 1991), 32- 33.
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addition, the shared knowledge between the villager-builders provided the building frame work
with any change introduced after gradual modifications that were tried and approved to be
effective. However, the drift of the inhabitants to other cities led to a drop in skilled inhabitants.
Therefore, the village inhabitants started to call contractors from the surrounding villages, and
specialized builders and workers, who came from the surrounding towns, villages and Damascus
to work seasonally on an assigned building project, so houses started to resemble more and more
those of the surrounding villages.10

3 Forms and Materials
Houses in Maloula represent a handed-down
tradition, as the product of ecological, physiological and
cultural necessities.The system of building knowledge was
the shared rules that came from outside the building process
itself; it represented the
embedded structure of social, economic relationships to be
expressed in the building form. And the provision and
production of materials was an important part of the village.
The old farmhouses houses in Maloula are built of “libin” or
Figure 8. An old street in the old
village core (Author, 2005)

or un-burnt brick, rough uneven stones, and mud. Due

to climatic factors, roofs are flat, supported by posts, thus forming a sort of balcony.
Brushwood is used in the roofs and peeps out from under the eaves.

10

S. Reich, Études Sur Les Villages Araméens de Anti-Liban (Damascus: Institut Français de Damas,
1936), 60.
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In Maloula all farmhouses were constructed in different
sizes of stones extracted from the Qalamun Mountains,
often more than two or three floors. The
rooms situated below were used exclusively as
storage or as a cattle stable open to the street level;
rooms on the second floor are open to terraces that
connect the houses together.

Figure 9. Upper level connect to the
lower level (Author, 2005)

Starting around 1950, the rebuilding process in the old village
core accelerated. Mostly, all the inhabited houses were
renovated, or altered with new materials.
However, the total transformation of these dwellings had not
yet begun when politics intervened in the shapes of
regulations by the Department of Antiquities. In most houses
new additions in building forms started to show as concrete
structural fabric. Kitchens and baths as well as toilets were
Figure 10. Renovated houses
(Author, 2005)

conceived and constructed as separate units added onto the

single unit farmhouse. In spite of the simple use of locally available materials, which reflected the
basic existence of the villager-builders, migration started to reveal the infiltration of new
concepts (comfort and modernism), styles (the Lebanese house style, pitched roofs, and arcaded
balconies), and materials (concrete, steel, red tiles) into building culture. In addition, separation in
spaces and balconies, use of imported stones from other cities presented physical, economical and
12
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psychological separation aspects revealed the power
and social status of the owner- builder. As a result,
Figure 11. Use of arcaded balconies and
red tiles (Author, 2005)

agricultural lands were traded for more building
spaces, as more additions and bigger spaces signified
a richer owner and for larger houses. Villagerbuilders who did not have enough land to trade left

Figure 11. Houses with arcaded balconies
and cut stone (Author, 2005)

Maloula to seek prosperity in other cities, which

caused a drop of the quality and quantity of village-builders and the construction field. The
unified social and economic entity of the village is now transformed into new forms of practices
trying to incorporate new ideas into the existing traditions.
The investment in the old village has been
carried out by the inhabitants of the village, as well
as the returned and the migrants. New ideas about
comfort, status, increased choice and diversity of
materials were the driving design ideas for the
Figure 13 (Author, 2005)

Figure 12 (Author, 2005)

inhabitants and the villager-builders, whose role has
been changed to applying new ideas and
modification rather than continuing traditional
ways of building. In a wide removal phase of old
units, an additional room is added next to the
balcony, the roofs and the floor grounds are
reinforced with concrete. In some cases, an
identical reconstruction, remodeling of demolished

Figure 13 (Author, 2005)

old dwelling, or an

addition of a new room, has been carried out using concrete and wood then painted in blue to
implicate the old settlements.
13
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Through the village transformation from stone dwellings to concrete houses, the level of
governmental and institutional interference is negligible. The level of the professional
involvement still revolves around the mason and the contractors who tend to live in the village or
the surrounding villages.
The village-builders, now more involved in government institutions and policy makers
through their connection with Damascus, remain central to the building process and labor. The
design attributes that in the past implied to “anonymous design”, shared knowledge, and manual
(hand-built) understanding of how to build, and the link between agriculture and building process
started to be dominated with more standardized and specialized building materials and labor.
Change came to traditional farmhouses when the village builders themselves incorporated small
innovations as they started to make windows and doors larger, explored modifications such as the
use of blue paint and imported cut stone from other quarries, and dropped some customary
practices from the building process such as replacing the timber and wood elements with
imported trunks and woods from Damascus and other cities, instead the trees from the mountain,
and eliminating the ‘bluing’ of the house and the silos. A woman born in 1945 remembers some
moments of her childhood helping to lime the walls in blue (Nila):
“…My mother, like all women in the village, every year had to lime the rooms. Thus the interiors
of the house were limed with blue color (Nila). They used to bring this stone from the mountain
and crush it, then mix it with water and spread it with cloth on the walls. When I was still young,
I remember helping her, we started from the interior and then the posts of the doors, then the
outer walls. We had to do it every spring, it was hard work. But it smelled so good. As I grew up,
I understood why my mother used to throw the excess of water over the walls, it did not only
prevent the cracks, but also the fresh smell filled the air again. Later, people started to bring the
blue paint with them and paint on top of the lime, the stone or the concrete. It was easier and
faster. Men of the family paint the houses now; women and children are hardly involved in any
house construction activities. And of course, children after the 1960s don’t know at all what the
14
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meaning of liming the house was. Now I only see different houses, some of them are blue, but it is
not the blue lime, they are all painted in blue, and maybe the inside of the houses are more
beautiful, but they don’t smell fresh anymore. But people started to realize this, and they are
trying now to lime the old houses again.”
After the return of the migrants, new
inhabitant definitions, and dwelling meanings
emerged. Permanent village inhabitants (1800
people) formed roughly one-third of the village,
while the number can climb to 8000 in summer,
which consisted of the returning migrants,
seasonal workers, and summer visitors.
Figure 14. Main migration and seasonal working
route (Syria_2004_CIAmap)

Dwellings, starting 1970s, are not merely providing “the basic needs” as a protective
roof, but reflected new meanings of well-being, security (there is no defensive character
anymore), and comfort of people. Dwellings are now the symbol of “good life”, as it implies
choice and a habit of reflection.11
This resulted in new conceptualization of
dwelling in Maloula, as system of settings within
which certain system of activities take place. And
this new concept of dwelling is not totally linked
to the actual settlements and beyond. A
transformed relationship between the inhabitants,
the village-builders, and the built environment
Figure 15. Hotel of Maloula
(cliffordhunt.typepad.com)

11

Yi-Fu Tuan, The Good Life (Madison, Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1986), 11.
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has been emerged. The two terms “stability and continuity” and “growth and progress”12,
although contradictory terms, presented important themes that affected Maloula’s cultural
identity. The slow change until mid-twentieth century got replaced by rapid change with the help
all forces of modernization and government institutions, the villager-builders were able to
transform radically their physical environment, even by using the simple material

Figure 16. Old and new houses (Author, 2005)

The Syrian government at the end of 1970s played an important role in weakening more
the cultural heritage of Maloula by building an international standard hotel in Maloula. The main
purpose of building the hotel was to present Maloula as a unique tourist attraction site. The hotel
building process attracted many workers from Damascus and Beirut back to the village. The hotel
was finished in 1988 as an important source of employment for the local inhabitants of Maloula.
It also encouraged local tourism in Syria, and, as a result small entrepreneurs turned their little
homes onto gift and souvenir shops for tourists and visitors. Maloula started to reflect the fast
exchange of knowledge driven by technological change and the rise of the economy. This new
information and prosperity reshaped the community, culture, lifestyle and economy. As a result,
new ideas and social forms emerged to contest and to be added to the old knowledge and to create
new forms of knowledge transferred by social mobilization, independent system of actions and
the national strategies of globalization on behalf of the villager-builders. The new attributes of

12

Two terms used by Yu-Fu Tuan in The Good Life (79-80).
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ditions

change and new acquired and applied knowledge reshaped the face of the village. The small blue
farmhouses were replaced by modern arcaded-houses, and mostly gray concrete constructions.
An engineer explains:
“…The dynamic growth in Syrian rural areas, and the state proposed preparatory land-use plans
in 1970s got cancelled in 1980. Meanwhile building permissions allowed building beyond stated
areas (the old village core). But the economic crisis in 1980 had slowed down the construction
boom… However, with the government’s economic liberalization and the increasing political
opening of the land in 1990, the Syrian state proposed a new preparatory land use plan which
should substitute the old plan in progress. The new preparatory land use plan from the year 1996
for the settlement development of the village integrated with the preceding plan, allowing more
building area for the house. The newly intended areas are twice as big as the already existing old
farmhouses. The new plan also indicated that any new constructions would be controlled
in height. This led to high structure density on the slopes, the new built houses are extended to
the south, the west of the road to Yabrud (Maloula highway), and the north behind the hotel is
reserved for more cultivation. The new preparatory land use plan indicates a preliminary study
although it is not precise regarding the available infrastructure in Maloula and how to improve
it.”
The construction boom continued until 1980s. The old village core was changing continuously,
and new building concepts replaced old ones. Consequently, the settlement was reshaped
extensively to form a unique position and known as the migration village. Since middle 1970s, it
became the summer holiday place for the returning migrants. Villager-builders were involved in
their own house renovations and expansion, and they promoted one-two-, and three story
buildings and villas. They also provided new materials (industrial cut stones, marbles and wood)
from Damascus and other cities. In addition, the expansion of constructible land and
industrialization led to a decline in the production of sumac. An economic crisis in 1980 slowed
all the construction projects in Maloula, as many inhabitants moved to Damascus seeking better
17
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job opportunities. The construction growth continued until 1999 mainly in the lower area of the
old village core, along the southern slopes, the main road, and outside the old walls. The village
square houses are completely built anew, in the village by the inhabitants, the
construction reflected the new adopted
forms, materials, and building culture.
With the availability of new building
systems and knowledge regarding other
forms and living styles, it was natural that
people would find some faults with their
Figure 17. New constructions in the village core
(Author, 2005)

older farmhouses-the narrow staircases,
tight rooms, insufficient day light, low

doors, and small windows. In addition to its high cost of
maintaining an old farmhouse,
the materials and lime the entire house every year. And
most members of the family were involved in jobs outside
the house. The emergence of “housing cooperative”
system, to provide houses for Maloula’s inhabitants and
encourage the return, also presented new job opportunities
for local craftsmen, carpenters, electricians, as well as
better living units in the village for the inhabitants. Thus,
Figure 18. The old and the new
(Author, 2005)

the village- inhabitants now are involved on every level in
improving their way of living. Maloula’s transformation

from a traditional village, where the inhabitants created their own customs and institutions,
removed them from their common group experience to more central and authority conflicts.
For the villager-builder, the inhabitants of Maloula personal identity depended on cultural
roots possession, and property meant land and agriculture as it is the foundation of security and
18
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stability.13 But after the building boom the land meant property for investment and building for
money. As a result, Maloula’s fast change can be seen and described as the village is consisting
of four sections. One includes the old core of houses, which is located on the eastern gulch up to
the western gulch and from the village square to below the break step of the mountain. A second
part is from the first settlement development phase, a process accelerated after late 1960s. A third
section is the second settlement development phase, started in 1970s with building the hotel in
Maloula and the return of migrants. The last phase, which started in 1980s, introduced new
housing projects, and extended to the far northern side of the village. The public park and the
playground projects were never realized.
As the meaning of the village changed from permanent stay, to temporary and commute
village, the meaning of dwelling and house although changed from family dwelling to investment
and short stay, the village inhabitant consider the dwelling not only ‘having a roof over our heads
and certain square meters at our disposal but an extension of the living relationship of
participation, a link of human building culture and environment knowledge.
Finally, modernization and globalization in the twentieth century changed the meaning of
traditional shared knowledge regarding living and cultural identity in Maloula. This paper set out
to reveal the emerging trends and forces of building that shaped the Maloula we see today.
Maloula is a place that people first constructed and then altered as part of their reality—to
practice their religious beliefs and speak their language, they cut themselves off from the world
by moving to the mountains, living in caves, and building their own houses, even as the outside
world reached out to them with new roads, technologies, and means of communication. This
study argues that we need to rethink the importance of such particular lived sensibilities as it
promotes the need to understand the interdependency that exists among cities and villages and
informs the continuity of cultural heritage. The essential point is this: how and when such places

13

Yi-Fu Tuan, The Good Life (Madison, Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1986), 90.
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are created can expand and enhance or contract and diminish our evaluation and engagement with
the very same place.
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ABSTRACT ILLUSIONISM: A PERSPECTIVE
ABSTRACT FROM THE PROSPECTIVE PUBLICATION TITLED “GEORGE
GREEN 1976-2005: THIRTY YEARS OF ILLUSION”
by Dr. Leda Cempellin
South Dakota State University
A by-product of a series of group and thematic exhibitions from the mid-Seventies, it has been
called in several ways, predominantly Abstract Illusionism and Trompe l’Oeil Abstraction, without having
being fully historicized yet. My research is currently focused primarily on the artist George Green, whose
presence is documented from the first years of development of this stylistic tendency.
Following an early exhibition organized in 1976 at the Paul Mellon Arts Center in Wallingford,
Connecticut, in 1977 the Rice University in Houston, Texas organized the exhibition Seven New York
Artists: Abstract Illusionism.

Fig.1: George D. Green, Untitled #9, 1976
(courtesy the artist)
These first exhibitions are mentioned in later catalogs, however it is very hard to find any
documentation about them. The first catalog available dates back to 1978, when the Springfield Museum of
Fine Arts in Massachussets held an exhibition titled Abstract Illusionism, [1] where George Green’s work
was exhibited together with those of the American-Yugoslavian Chris Britz, and with the Americans James
Havard, Jack Lembeck, Michael Gallagher and Paul KaneIn the catalog’s introduction, Robert Henning
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Havard, Jack Lembeck, Michael Gallagher and Paul KaneIn the catalog’s introduction, Robert Henning
admitted the “controversial” nature of these works, which were vaguely and prematurely suggesting a new
style or movement, therefore raising a question that could not have any answer at that time: “Why and how
it is significant; is it a legitimate ‘style’ or merely an offshoot; in what way are the individual works effective
and how do they relate to the general style?”.[2]
In that same exhibition, the critic Jay Richard DiBiaso dated the antecedents of Abstract Illusionism
as far back as the Romans, the Dutch still-lifes of the XVII century, the American tradition of illusionist
painting in the XIX century, notably John Haberle, William Harnett, Richard Goodwin, and finally the most
recent developments of Op Art, which is generically mentioned in catalogue. [3]

Fig. 2: George D. Green, Bare-Narious-Ojay, 1979
(courtesy the artist)
Of all the paintings exhibited, the works by James Havard and Jack Lembeck seem more ‘classical’,
since these artists insert in their delicate abstractions subtle nuances and tonal passages in the best Italian
Renaissance tradition of sfumato. On the contrary, George Green’s work shows a major degree of
appropriation of the American modernist tradition of the hard-edge technique, which has been introduced in
the Sixties by artists such as Ellsworth Kelly, Kenneth Noland, and later by Al Held.
Soon after that exhibition, Abstract Illusionism has been shown in several occasions within the years
1979-80: at Denver Art Museum in the summer 1979; at the University of Southern California in the fall
1979; at the Honolulu Academy of Art in spring 1980; at the Oakland Museum in the summer 1980; at the
Art Museum of the University of Texas at Austin in Fall 1980; finally, at the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of
Art at Cornell University in winter 1980. A grant from the National Endowment for The Arts sponsored the
exhibition, and this shows the attention that Abstract Illusionism was given in those early years.
In the catalog of the exhibition at the Denver Art Museum, Donald J. Brewer refers back to Joseph
Albers’ research in the optical reversal phenomena, where the surfaces are awkwardly pushed forward or
pulled inward by the outlines.[4] It is an optical-geometric effect, in a sense similar to Hans Hoffman’s
push-pull theories, however by Albers applied to rigorously geometric grids. Therefore, there is an
interesting antecedent to the deceptive awkward spaces created by Abstract Illusionists. As Brewer reminds,
the link between Abstract Illusionists and Albers has been historically created by the exhibition Abstract
Trompe l’Oeil, held in 1965 at Sidney Janis Gallery in New York,[5] the same one that seven years later will
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Trompe l’Oeil, held in 1965 at Sidney Janis Gallery in New York,[5] the same one that seven years later will
organize an exhibition that brought the American Photorealism to international attention. In the 1965
exhibition, the trompe l’oeil abstractionists were not considered those artists, such as Green, Havard,
Lembeck, Gallagher, etc., that ten years later will be defined by Louis Meisel as Abstract Illusionists, rather
the hard-edge post-painterly abstractionists, such as Albers and even the Op artist Vasarely among others.
All these definition problems add to the general confusion, which on one side had discouraged distinct and
definitive historical labels (corresponding to the truth, since we are not in front of a programmatic artistic
movement), on the other side had put such interesting developments on the margins of art history.
In 1980, Edward Lucie-Smith published the book Art in the Seventies: one paragraph, specifically
devoted to Abstract Illusionism in painting, mentioned James Havard and Jack Lembeck, including in the
tendency even Al Held, [6] an artist nowadays more generally classified under the Hard-Edge painting,
together with the post-painterly abstractionists Ellsworth Kelly and Kenneth Noland. [7] Lucie-Smith
reminded three fundamental antecedents to Abstract Illusionism: “the Cubist concept of ‘shallow space’”,
the Abstract Expressionist gesture and its parody by the American Pop artist Roy Lichtenstein (Big
Painting, 1965, which was actually, in the artist’s intention, more an act of respect and admiration than an
act of opposition[8]); finally, the trompe-l’oeil artists of the late XIX century.[9] Starting from the Abstract
Expressionists’ brush strokes, which per-se would represent the process of painting, and from their parody
by Lichtenstein, the Abstract Illusionists gave them the dignity of subject matter and physical consistency
by casting shadows, therefore detaching them from the picture plane, giving them the consistency of threedimensional objects and suggesting their flotation in a three-dimensional space, which contradicts the
modernist dogma of a formalistically two-dimensional limit of the canvas, as much as what Lucie-Smith
defines as “the ideas that the canvas and what is painted on it must be completely unified”.[10]
In the catalog of the exhibition organized in October 1983 at California State University in Long
Beach, titled Trompe l’Oeil Abstraction, Jane K. Bledsoe has referred back to the 17th century Dutch stilllifes, not just for the high degree of trompe l’oeil fidelity, but for the recently discovered challenges of the
gravity laws in some paintings.[11]
George Green’s paintings of the last Seventies represents a curious synthesis of all these previous
artistic developments. In Bare-Narious-Ojay, 1979 (fig.2), the frame conceptually frames the abstract
illusion: the historical antecedents are mainly Malcolm Morley’s conceptual denial of illusionistic power to
the depicted realism through the introduction of a realistically painted frame in his paintings of the midSixties, as much as Audrey Flack’s push-pull dynamic forces between the frames and the still-lifes depicted
in her Gray Border Series of the mid-1970’s.
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Fig.3: George D. Green, Mia-Comet, 1981 and detail
(courtesy the artist)
Furthermore, as Mia-Comet (fig.3) shows, especially in the left upper side of the painting, the Abstract
Expressionist gesture emerges from the canvas, exiting the edges, and therefore adding an element of
improvisation and impulsivity to what seems an architecture of geometric shapes, which overlap each other
with a push-pull effect which again reminds the abstract work of Hans Hofmann. The gesture will become
more and more dominant in the Eighties, so that it will shape the canvas.
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Fig. 4: George D. Green, Trouble at Sea, 1985
(courtesy the artist)
The Eighties were those years in which several notable artists, including Elizabeth Murray and Tom
Wesselmann, were irregularly shaping their canvasses. It is important to point out that, in the specific case
of George Green, the shaped canvas is not an already shaped sculptural construction to paint over, on the
contrary it constitutes the continuation of the artist’s impulsive painting gesture, whose vibrant energy is
emphasized through the use of brilliant colors and a paint thickener applied to the acrylic, in order to give it
more thickness and a three-dimensional consistency.
In 1984, an exhibition titled Breaking the Plane occurred at the Louis K. Meisel Gallery, displaying
works of Michael Gallagher, George Green, Jorge Stever, James Havard, Tony King and Jack Lembeck.
Between 1984 and 1986, the same exhibition involved also major museums and Academic institutions, such
as the Pennsylvania State University Museum of Art, the Jacksonville Art Museum in Florida, the Herbert F.
Johnson Museum of Art at Cornell University, in Ithaca, NY. As in the 1979-80 exhibition, the German
artist Jorge Stever was included once again.
The author of the essay in catalog, Peter Frank, defined Abstract Illusionism in terms of a reaction: on
one side to the proliferation of non-studio art (Land Art, Performance Art, Conceptual Art, Video Art, etc.)
between the late 1960’s and the early 1970’s; on the other side, to the prevalent Greenberg’s and Minimalist
formalism, diffused at the time of Abstract Expressionism, which reaffirmed “the integrity of the picture
plane”: “Thus, all paint ought either to saturate the canvas or lie upon it, and all formal incident should be
pushed to the edges of the picture”.[12] Frank emphasized the pure artificiality of the term coined to group
these artists. Indeed, according to Frank, what distinguishes this style from that of several other American
‘movements’ in the XX century, is that they do not share the general European avant-garde attitude, most of
the American ‘movements’ originate spontaneously, and later they get a label which often has a marketing
purpose.[13] Frank has specified that only Gallagher has specifically acknowledged the influence of
Lembeck in his developing the technique, while Green, Havard, King “all came to it independently”[14].
There is also a consistent geographical variety in these artists: Michael Gallagher comes from California,
George Green from Oregon, James Havard from Texas, Tony King from Massachussets, Jack Lembeck
from Missouri.
However, speaking more in general of the spontaneous emergence of a new style, rather than a group
or movement, the main general characteristics of Abstract Illusionist artworks, with a few exceptions, have
been listed by Frank as being the following:
1. The use of the cast shadows device;
2. The painterly quality of their work;
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The use of focalised compositions;
The lack of reference to the real world;

5. “A serious concern for paradoxical visual situations”. [15]
In particular, Green’s paradox is defined by Frank as being “purely graphic”, since it involves
“discontinuous contours as well as multi-planar paints”. [16]
All of Green’s paintings are visual paradoxes. In Untitled #9, 1976 (Fig.1), the ribbons seem to emerge
from a white background, casting shadows and showing their fluidity by folding sometimes towards the
canvas, sometimes towards the spectator. Their curvilinear top edges add to the three-dimensional illusion.
Green’s intention is at first to fool the spectator’s eyes through the high believability of his absurd shapes
and spaces. Then, after a few instants of being deceived, the spectator is invited to pay more careful
attention to some details, which have been diligently spread throughout the canvas, as clues which reveal
the eyes’ deception: a piece of paper, covered by action painting, seems hanging up from one of these
ribbons, and also another ribbon, the blue one in the left, seems to fold up and reveal the painting
underneath. These are all clues to reveal that no matter how believable all of this is, it is just a pure illusion
of the senses: we do not have to believe our eyes.
In Trouble at Sea, 1985 (fig.4), the bottom part of the sharp arrow-like shape in the right side of the
painting seems to be pulled towards us by the geometries, the same that in its left side pull the arrow inside
the canvas: the same shape is pushed and pulled in opposite directions, and this is visually intriguing since
being logically unacceptable. This interplay has been created by using light colors for having the bottom
part of the arrow emerging, and a progressively more profound blue to have the same arrow receding in
another point. And then again, the fluctuating masking-tape fragment pushes the top of the arrow (which is
in the bottom part of the canvas) in a sort of intermediary plane. In the left side of the same painting,
another daring blue geometric shape has been vigorously foreshortened in diagonal, therefore suggesting a
depth of space coming towards us, which is contradicted by the receding arrow in the right side of the
canvas.
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Fig. 5: George D. Green, Animation & Imagination, 1990, and detail
(courtesy the artist)
The deception becomes more and more sophisticated by time: in Animation & Imagination, 1990
(Fig.5), a complex and solid geometric grid recedes in the right side of the canvas, therefore contradicting
the tangle of brush strokes in the left side, which are parallel to the picture plane. This visual paradox seems
to have been possible through a progressive rendering of the background in the right side more and more
chromatically undetermined and dark.
As stated by the artist, “No matter how close you look this illusion never breaks down”. This statement
is visible in 187,000 Miles Per Second, 1990 (figg.6-15), which I had the fortune to photograph in the new
artist’s studio around Portland, Oregon.
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Figg. 6 through 15: 187,000 Miles Per Second, 1990, and two details (photo: Leda
Cempellin, courtesy George D. Green)
Green’s abstract fantasies of the early Nineties underwent a progressive illusionist ‘solidification’ until
they got a paradoxical wood-like and solid structure, as in the case of Pictures from the Monroe: Free Flow
27 (Fig.16), 2000. In this painting, the abstract-geometric fantasies become frames that hold tiny sections of
landscape, as the clouds above right - maybe a recall of Romantic cloud studies by Constable, or the
seascape in the center.
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Fig. 16: George D. Green, Pictures from the Monroe: Free Flow, 27, 2000, and details
(courtesy the artist)
This painting represents a struggle in several formal directions. First of all, between the landscape
fragments, represented with a degree of fidelity that Green has admitted having the superb skills of the
representational artist Don Eddy as constant reference, and the abstract geometries and shapes overlapping
and fluctuating across it, and even sometimes, interacting with the illusion, as in the case of the red triangle
crossing the clouds. Moreover, there is a struggle between the painted frame in the upper half of the
painting, whose color is actually the natural birch panel used for the painting, and the illusion of sculptural
fragments assembled together in the right portion of the painting. Indeed, this work is about illusion:
everything here can be questioned, whether a representational landscape, or abstract geometries, or thick
paint that imitates sculpture, or even those parts of the frame which seem a painted representational illusion,
but they are actually the real birch panel emerging and mixing with the painted parts.
In the following years, the fragments of landscapes have grown broader until they occupy the whole
painting as in The Elements, 2004 (fig.17a and 17b), which originated as a diptych. Indeed, an interesting
tension occurs between the right panel, which represents the central Oregon coast with a high degree of
fidelity, and the left panel, which is a totally invented seascape, as a result of elements borrowed from
different photographs, which have been taken in different geographic places. It is absolutely unlikely to see
such a dramatic weather condition (multiple tornadoes associated with lightning) in the east coast of Oregon.
Therefore, even in the illusion of two representational landscapes, we see a tension between credibility and
improbability, with the difference that this tension is increased by its distribution in the larger and divided
space of the diptych.
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Figg. 17a and 17b: George D. Green, The Elements, 2004
(courtesy the artist)
By using these few examples, we have seen that through the singular career of this artist a number of
interesting phases, very different from each other, occurred. However, by observing a bigger number of his
paintings, it becomes clear that such transformations happened gradually, so that each painting would
originate from the progressive discovery and development of elements observed in the previous ones.
Indeed, George D. Green has justified these changes by his consistent attitude of “positive acceptance of
chance and error”, so that he does not actively try to cause a change, rather he allows the change to occur
in his work. The artist has used the evolutionary theory of the Punctuated Equilibria, developed by the
scientists Niles Eldredge and Stephen Jay Gould in the 1970s, as the most efficient metaphor to explain the
developments of his work.
This theory, recently appeared in paleontology studies in order to explain the notable changes in
species by time through the observation of fossils, justified these alternate phases of long stasis and sudden
changes by assuming that evolutionary changes occur by speciation, that is the scission of an ancestral
species into two or more derivative species; this could happen when a minority segment of a species is
isolated and put in peripheral zones (rather than the zone where the mother species lives), where more
necessary is the development of mutations in order to guarantee the survival. [17]
In the case of Green’s painting, what in the past occupied a marginal position, for instance the little
fragments of figurative landscapes, has been given the chance to survive and to progressively expand, until
more recently it occupies almost all the entire canvas. The most notable example, coming back to the early
years of Abstract Illusionism, of an element which has been given the chance to survive and develop among
predominant elements different and opposed to it, has been the illusionist depiction of masking tape
fragments (see fig.2): “Another example of acceptance of chance and error in my paintings: all of the small
floating shapes in the paintings between 1976 and 2000 had their origin in paint splattered masking tape
scraps. My process of masking out each individual shape before painting generated these. After painting
each shape I would tear the tape off the edge and temporarily stick it randomly on other parts of the
painting, just to quickly get it out of the way. I noticed that these randomly placed scraps were often quite
beautiful. Hence, the floating color element in most of the pictures from this period” (George D. Green,
interview, 2004).
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* George D. Green;
* Louis K. Meisel Gallery, New York;
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Beach, California.
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“The End of Aesthetic Experience: Paul Virilio and Globalization.”
[Abstract: In this paper I will define Paul Virilo’s term “the visual crash”
by illustrating that there has been a paradigmatic shift in perspective from
real space to real time. I will then argue how the overexposure of visual
images and their consequent pollution of information in our present state
of globalization have ultimately been leading towards a crash of
information, or as Einstein phrased it, “a second bomb.” Finally, I will
closely examine the effects that this will have on the human subject.]
In his essay The Art of the Motor, Paul Virilio writes: “History is not just the
geopolitics of peoples that have succeeded each other over the ages,” but also the use and
“implementation of the energy available in each particular period” (Virilio, Art of the
Motor 158). As a contemporary social critic and self professed phenomenologist,1 Virilio
is primarily concerned with the relationship of perception to the technological
developments that exist in modern society. Specifically he is interested in technological
developments concerning the phenomenon of absolute speed and its manifestation in
electromagnetic systems – the internet, 24hour-live online cameras, and tele-surveillance
systems, and satellite operated multimedia (158).
Paul Virilio shares a similar interest in technology with Marshall McLuhan who
wrote that through the advent of these new electromagnetic systems, modern society has
been “transported to another world” (McLuhan 286). However, instead of being
1

Paul Virilio studied under Maurice-Merleaux Monty at the Sorbonne (Virilio Live: Selected Interviews,
London: Sage Publications, 2001) p18.
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transported to another world, Virilio argues that these new technologies are actually
shrinking the world in which we live, resulting in its rapid “miniaturization,
disintegration, [and] globalization” (Smajic 5). This is illustrated in all of Virilio’s major
writings when he discuses “dromology” – the science or the logic of speed, which is
closely related to Einstein’s theory of relativity because it depends on the concept of
“absolute speed”2 (Virilio Selected Interviews 113). Virilio argues that “infinitely tiny
particles of time contain the equivalent of what used to be contained in the infinite
greatness of historical time. In other words, the technological implementation of
absolute speed has made the modern era the “first to reach its cosmological speed limit
with the breaking of the light barrier” (158). Consequently this has had a dramatic effect
on the perception of human history because the speed of light has become (like universal
gravity) a “property of empty space” (158). In his theory of relativity, Albert Einstein
explains how the speed of light can become “empty space,” specifically through the
concept of “space-time” (Enclycopedia Britannica Online). According to Einstein’s
theory (which deals with “electromagnetic phenomena and their propagation in space and
time,”) the “speed of light is the same in all reference frames, irrespective of their relative
motion” (Ibid). In other words, electromagnetic systems (the internet, tele-surveillance)
and technologies that operate at the speed of light are capable of transgressing the
previously perceived three dimensionality of real space, because the concept of time has
become an additional fourth dimension to be added to the equation. Therefore, relativity
means that “space and time are relative to speed which is absolute” (Selected Interviews
84). However, since the world is finite, and speed has become absolute, the “world is
thus destined to be exhausted as a spatial and temporal expanse” (84).
2

The speed of light.
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As a result of the earth’s new destiny to be spatially and temporally “exhausted,”
Paul Virilio claims that the breaking of the light barrier can be understood as a
“historical event which throws history in disarray and jumbles up the relation of the
living being towards the world” (Speed and Information). Virilio is not suggesting like
Francis Fukuyama that we are experiencing “the end of history,” but rather that we have
entered a new accelerated phase of history and that as a result we are experiencing “the
end of the space” of a small planet” (Information Bomb 7). This information is
revolutionary in relation to human history because in the present era, “time now counts
more than “space” (Continental Drift 12). Furthermore, one can “no longer speak of
space or time without speaking of speed” (Selected Interviews 82). According to Virilio,
these are just some of the consequences that affect human perception “when geographical
space becomes less important, when vision and action become simultaneous, and when
speed turns into the speed of light” (82). It is precisely for these reasons that Virilio
corrects Marshall McLuhan’s famous phrase that the medium is the message, and
proclaims that: “it is not the medium which is the message, but merely the velocity of the
medium…An ultimate and absolutely final velocity, which has just telescoped the “time
barrier,” (Information Bomb 141). In other words the message is no longer important
because it is the speed of the waves which convey the message (through information
superhighways like the internet) which has become the “the information itself” (or
disinformation) in a world dominated by its relationship to absolute speed (141).
In this paper I will reinforce Virilio’s main argument that the globalization or
“globalitarianism”3 of the world through electromagnetic systems represents a
paradigmatic shift in perspective from real space to real time creating a new perspective
3
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of “cyberspace.”4 I will then define Virilo’s term “the visual crash” by illustrating how
the continued overexposure of visual images and the pollution of information in global
real time will ultimately lead to a crash of information, or as Einstein phrased it, “a
second bomb.” Also, I will illustrate that this new paradigm of perspective (real time)
has actually been contributing to the loss of the phenomenological self, as Virilio has
suggested.

Virtual Perspective

In attempting to convey the revolutionary significance of a new paradigmatic shift
in perspective from real space to real time (cyberspace,) Paul Virilio compares our
present situation to that of the Italian Renaissance. According to Virilio, there is a certain
commonality between our postindustrial age and the Renaissance, because in a similar
manner to the painters of the Quattrocento,5 we have developed a new way of
experiencing and perceiving the world, philosophically, scientifically, and aesthetically
(Speed and Information).
During the Renaissance, painters like Filippo Brunelleschi rediscovered6 the
concept of “linear perspective,” which helped to represent and depict “three-dimensional
objects and spatial relationships on a two-dimensional plane” (Encyclopedia Britannica
Online). In other words, through the practice of using the linear perspective technique in
painting, artists during this period were able to mimetically reproduce the three4

Virilio defines Cyberspace as “cybernetic space-time.”
The “totality of cultural and artistic events and movements that occurred in Italy during the 15th century,
the major period of the Early Renaissance” (Encyclopedia Britannica Online).
6
This technique has been used at an earlier time in history by the Greeks and the Romans, but was then lost
until the Early Renaissance (Encyclopedia Britannica Online).
5
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dimensions of real space on a two-dimensional canvas. An example of this would be in
the sketches and drawings of Leonardo da Vinci who famously recreated the “threedimensional physical reality of the human form on two-dimensional surfaces” (Ibid).
According to Paul Virilio, “it has still not been emphasized enough how profoundly the
city, the politics, the war, and the economy of the medieval world were revolutionized by
the invention of perspective” (Speed and Information). In other words, what was so
revolutionary about this ‘new’ way of painting during the Renaissance, was that it
“produced a greater sense of “realism,” and a [new] correspondence between the physical
reality of nature and the representational reality created by the artist” (Encyclopedia
Britannica Online). One can say that the artistic perspective of real space as three
dimensional actually helped with the development of science and medicine, architecture,
and the military, because it opened up new realms of seeing and experiencing the world,
and simultaneously joined them together with physical reality. However, with our ‘new’
perspective of real time (cyberspace) this is not the case.
Unlike the Early Renaissance perspective of real space which created a closer
relationship to the physically ‘real’ world, our new perspective of cyberspace (real time)
actually distorts one’s relationship between nature and its representational reality. This is
because we now live in a world that is increasingly becoming governed by
electromagnetic systems (the internet, and satellite technologies) that temporally
coordinate themselves to the speed of light7 (which simultaneously occupies the whole
space of the earth according to Einstein’s theory of relativity) and demand that we all
exist in one unified space (real time.) As a result, “history is going to unfold within one-

7

The “time of light and its speed – a “cosmological constant” capable of conditioning human history. (The
Information Bomb, 119).
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time-system: global time,” which Virilio argues is the real nature of globalization (Speed
and Information). He writes:
The very word “globalization” is a fake. There is no such thing as
globalization, there is only virtualization. What is being effectively
globalized by instantaneity is time. Everything now happens within the
perspective of real time: henceforth we are deemed to live in a “one-timesystem” (Speed and Information).
What Virilio means is that until recently what has been significant to history has always
taken place within a specifically local time, region, and nation, however our present
history is beginning to take place under one unified time-system – specifically global
time (Speed and Information). Virilio is implying is that everything is becoming
instantaneous and ubiquitous in the modern world because an increasing number of our
daily transactions and relations now involve a universal real time which takes precedence
over our individual localities. In other words, multimedia technologies like the internet
have made distances irrelevant because they unite the entire world under one global time,
which becomes a space of its own. Moreover, by accessing the internet one can exist in a
cyberspace (real time) that connects and passes information between individuals,
regardless of where they are and what specific time it is in their specific locale. As a
result of such technologies, human interaction now happens within the perspective of real
time, and similar to the Renaissance, our new perspective has consequences in all aspects
of social and political life. However, Paul Virilio is specifically concerned with the
negative consequences of this new perspective. He writes:
Never has any progress in a technique been achieved without addressing
the specific negative aspects. The specific negative aspect of these
information superhighways is precisely this loss of orientation regarding
alterity (the other), this disturbance in the relationship with the other and
with the world. It is obvious that this loss of orientation, this non-situation,
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is going to usher a deep crisis which will affect society and hence,
democracy (Speed and Information).
This new perspective will affect human relations in the world because reality is always
generated and represented by the “technologies and modes of development of a society at
any given moment in history” (Selected Interviews 116). Our society today, is the society
of speed. Therefore, speed itself, as an “element of representation” has become a new
“function of vision” and not simply a “forward motion” (116). Consequently, this new
form of “vision” will have drastic consequences on social and political relations in the
future (116).
Because of our present society’s newfound dependence on speed, it becomes clear
that a paradegmatic shift has taken place as a result of the merger between the threedimensionality of the real-space perspective and the four-dimensionality8 of the real time
perspective, thus creating a new perspective of virtual reality (cyberspace).
Unfortunately, as a result of this merger, “reality and our images of reality no longer
connect with one another” (Selected Interviews 115).9

The Virtual Self

8

As mentioned earlier in the paper: Time is the fourth dimension creating Space-Time.
Although Virilio’s writings can be associated with Baudrillard’s theories of “simulacra,” they are different
in fundamental ways. Paul Virilio still thinks that reality exists, however he argues that it is becoming
increasingly difficult to represent. This is because it is beginning to move at an accelerated speed – and
also because we are constantly being bombarded with images via multimedia. Virilio’s criticism of the
“Gulf War” illustrate his different views from Baudrillard, because for Virilio, it is not that the “gulf war
did not take place,” but rather, it took place so fast (compared to any other war in history because of the
military’s use of tele-surveillance technologies,) that as a result of this, it could not be properly represented
in the media – resulting in an inaccurate portrayal to the public as something similar to a ‘virtual’ war.

9
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Another consequence of the paradigmatic shift from a real space perspective to a
real time (cyberspace) perspective is that the individual becomes disoriented and
dislocated once he or she enters the world of virtual reality. In other words, this
paradigmatic shift results in the loss of a sense perception regarding one’s ‘true’ position
in the world10, and also it contributes to the loss of one’s ‘true’ sense of being.
(Information Bomb 118-119). This is because in a postmodern / postindustrial society
that is increasingly adopting a universal real time, “there is no more ‘outside’” (Bauman
7). As a result of this, the individual subject can no longer perceive his or her space in
time as a unique and local moment.
According to Paul Virilio the individual subject has become displaced and
disoriented because he or she now lives in an age where “relativity is no longer the
exclusive domain of (natural) scientists,” because “it has become the property of all those
who live in the modern world” (Selected Interviews 18). This is because a growing
number of people are actually experiencing Einstein’s theory of relativity in their
everyday lives by using cell phones, watching live broadcasts on television, traveling at
supersonic speeds in airplanes, and accessing the internet (17). As a result of these
practices, humans have become “deterritorialized” (17).
An early example of this sense of deterritorialization can be found in the writing
of Walter Benjamin, specifically in his essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction,” when he writes on the performance of the screen actor. Benjamin
concludes that because of the new technology of film, for the first time “man has to
operate with his whole living person, yet forging its aura,” and because his “aura is tied to
his presence there can be no replica of it” (Benjamin 231). In other words, the film actor
10

Virilio refers to this as “delocalized perception” (Information Bomb 120).
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feels a sense of alienation because a part of him is virtually being transported through the
technology itself, while another part of him remains in front of the camera. This is
because the actor is not acting for an audience, but rather for the medium itself, and for
this reason, according to Benjmain a certain element of truth is lost from the screen
actor’s performance (Benjamin 231). Also, Walter Benjamin illustrates how the
cinematic process of filming the actor “permits the audience to take the position of the
critic without [even] experiencing any personal contact with the actor” (230). I think this
is similar to current interactive electromagnectic systems like the internet, where
anonymous individuals can virtually ‘experience’ each other, without physically coming
into contact. Paul Virilio would argue that this lack of personal contact, and loss of
“aura” or “presence” is just another negative consequence of the new real-time
perspective that unites us all in a single space.
However, as a phenomenologist, Virilio does not only associate the loss of
“terrestrial distances” to the electromagnetic developments in technology, but also to the
“advent of a dominant psychological time” which has been created as a result of these
technological developments (Polar Inertia 120). Virilio borrows this concept from
Edmund Husserl who argued that “The Ego lives and precedes every effective and
possible being” and for this reason “Time in a constituted world effectively conceals in
itself psychological time” (120).11 Therefore, when an individual becomes ‘dislocated’ in
our postindustrial age, he or she is also losing a psychological sense of time relating to
the earth that he previously had (120). Since the world is shrinking spatially in real time
(because of the globalization of time,) the individual subject who exists in cyberspace not
only loses its “reference ground,” but it also loses its “reference time” (120).
11

Paul Virilio is quoting Edmund Husserl from “La terre ne se meut pas” p. 28.
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More specifically, this loss of a ground of reference and a time of reference takes
place because an individual who is involved in activities in cyberspace (the internet,
using a cell phone, and so on) in some sense is no longer existing in any specifically local
time or place. Once an individual begins to exist in a universal real time (cyberspace,)
there actions become ubiquitous and instantaneous. According to Virilio in doing so,
“we progressively detach ourselves from ourselves” because “not only the full body of
the earth loses itself, fading away before our eyes, but our own bodies fade in turn,
leaving us “infirm,” subject to an infirmity unlike any other” (Polar Inertia 129). In
other words, through accessing a technology like the internet, one detaches oneself from
a specific location and time, while virtually existing in another time and space (global
time) – instantaneously and ubiquitously. However, as a result of such an experience, the
individual subject loses a sense of itself (its “aura,”) because it no longer occupies the full
extant of its being. Paul Virilio describes this loss of being in his essay “Polar Inertia”
when he writes:
This loss of the full body of our being leads us toward the void, a “void”
that has nothing in common with that of real space…, [and presently
speaking] it concerns the void of a virtual environment, a space-time
determined by technologies of telecommunication both as origin and end
(129).
Therefore, in a paradigmatic shift of perspective from real space to real time
(cyberspace,) we can say that the individual experiences a loss of their corporeal self, in
exchange for a virtual presence, that will be missing its “aura.” As a result, the
individual subject exists as a virtual self.

Virtual Bubbles and the Visual Crash
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A final and most detrimental consequence of the new perspective of real-time
(cyberspace) is that it will eventually lead our society towards a visual crash. Paul Virilio
explains how this will take place in two of essays, specifically “The Visual Crash” and
“The Information Bomb.”
According to Virilio, recently after the Second World War during a speech
concerning his theories of relativity and the Atomic bomb, Albert Einstein predicted that
there would be a “second bomb,” in the future (Continental Drift 195). Specifically an
electronic bomb, or an information bomb “whereby real-time interaction would be to
information what radioactivity is to energy” (Speed and Information). In other words,
Einstein was warning against the possibility of what might happen when information
becomes the third dimension of reality (Continental Drift 189). However, according to
Virilio this has already taken place, as he points out that in our current situation, because
“after mass and energy.., [we are living in] the reign of information, reality’s third
dimension” (189). What Virilio means is that unlike before, information can now be
represented as an object in reality.
According to him, “the material and geometrical volume of an object is then
succeeded by the immaterial and electronic volume of information; acoustic and visual
information, but also tactile information” (119). In other words, objects are no longer
just things perceptible to the “naked eye” but have also become the “instantaneous
superimposition of actual and virtual images” (119). These are the consequences of a
virtual reality where information itself can now be represented as images in real time
(cyberspace) at the speed of light, and as a result of this the illusion information becomes
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a virtual object (I will explain how this happens later in the essay.) Therefore, when
information is objectified through images, this inevitably results in the creation of a
‘reality’ where “information is entirely contained in the speed of its dissemination (The
Art of the Motor 156). What Virilio is attempting to say is that the speed in which
information travels is taking on a life of its own, and is becoming more important that the
content of the information itself. As mentioned earlier, “it is not the medium which is the
message, but merely the velocity of the medium” that is important (Information Bomb
141). In other words, we are entering an age in which information is only valuable when
delivered at a fast speed, and as a result of this, according to Paul Virilio speed is
becoming “information itself” (156).
Examples of this phenomenon in our present society can be found in the stock
market, specifically with the introduction of an “electric stock trading system”
(Continental Drift 189). The stock market example illustrates how the demand for
instantaneity in trade has led to a system in which money itself is no longer material
(189). This is because the demand for speed during transactions has created a kind of
virtual money which can only be represented by an image on a screen. Virilio explains
this when he writes that “real-time financial information is becoming more crucial than
the money supply, even more essential than the materiality of the old gold standard, but
also more essential than the territoriality of a nation’s real space” (189). What he is
attempting to convey is that the GDP of an actual nation has become to some extant
virtual, because it is no longer represented by actual material funds. The consequence of
this in economic terms is a “virtual bubble,” which has the potential of “causing the
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market to crumble” and “inflicting cruel damage on the economic resources of a greater
and greater number of countries” (Continental Drift 189).
However, in a postindustrial age that now does business in real time (cyberspace,)
the risk of such a collapse is even greater because individuals, firms, and countries are
connected in ‘one global space’ and can control their funds at the click of a button. The
recent Asian stock market crash is a good example of how fast information travels, and
how quickly a whole continent can lose billions of dollars. Paul Virilio illustrates this in
his essay “The Visual Crash,” by quoting a French trader who said, “In a totally
computerized market with 500,000 terminals around the world, the Asian crash happened
everywhere at once” (Visual Crash 111). Therefore, as products of this new real time
(cyberspace) perspective, virtual bubbles do not accurately represent the physical reality
in which they are in, because when information travels at the speed of light it results in “a
loss of reason” (Speed and Information).
In the same way that “virtual bubbles” misrepresent reality in the stock market,
Virilio claims that “visual bubbles” exist in the form of multimedia images which are
misrepresenting the social and political reality in which we live (Visual Crash 111).
According to Virilio, because information is now being transmitted via satellite in real
time (cyberspace,) there is a “loss of control over reason” which results in widespread
disinformation (Speed and Information). This is because in our modern world people are
attempting to represent information with pure and instantaneous images that do not allow
for any interpretation (Ibid). When these images travel at the speed of light, they simply
become illusions of an actual physical reality, and like the electronic money in the stock
market, the information contained within them is only virtual. An example of this is the
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news network CNN and its 24 hours a day live broadcast of information by satellite.
According to Virilio, CNN presents an overexposure of images that cannot be interpreted
(Visual Crash 117). He argues that CNN is more of a window of real time (cyberspace)
than a newspaper (117). This is because as a window of real time (cyberspace) CNN is
mainly virtual, and therefore it cannot accurately represent reality. Thus, similarly to the
“virtual bubbles” of the stock market, this inability to represent reality accurately through
images ultimately results in what Virilio calls, a “visual bubble.”
In his essay, “The Visual Crash” Virilio explains how these visual bubbles come
into effect:
Today, virtual inflation concerns not only the economy of products, the
“financial bubble,” but the understanding of our relation to the world. For
this reason, systematic risk is no longer limited to the failure of businesses
and banks (vulnerable to chain reactions, as we have witnessed in Asia).
It seems to me that what we have to fear in addition is a collective loss of
sight, a blinding of humanity, the unprecedented possibility of a defeat of
the facts, and accordingly a disorientation in our relation to the real
(Visual Crash 112).
This “blinding of humanity” and a “defeat of the facts” is probably the most obvious
today in politics, where “opinion democracy” is replacing “political parties democracy,”
specifically through the level of importance attributed to televised campaigning, “viewercounts,” and online opinion polls (Speed and Information). In other words, in an age
where the speed of information is more important than the information itself, the party
that will have an advantage over its opponents is the party that can distribute and process
the most information (or disinformation) at the fastest pace through multimedia outlets.
One example of this is when the media tycoon Silvio Berlusconi became the
prime minister of Italy in 1994 by continually airing his own political adverts
(propaganda) through his monopoly over the television networks (Ibid). In other words,
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because he was in control of the media in Italy, he could have full control over his public
image, which ‘counts more than ever’ in an age where the speed of information is more
important than information itself.
Another example of this “defeat of the facts” can be found in ad-campaigns
during elections in the United States, where politicians purposely misrepresent their
opponents in the most slanderous ways (accusations of pedophilia) and present these
images of disinformation to the public as truth in order to gain their votes. In other words,
these examples help to illustrate how the continual globalization of society will
increasingly add to the disinformation of facts, and an increasing number of visual
bubbles.
According to Virilio “we are thus moving imperceptibly towards a sort of “image
crash” or a “visual crash” that will eventually take place because of a global
“disorientation in our relation to the real” (Information Bomb 111, Visual Crash 112).
This global “disorientation” takes place because information can now be represented as
an object in reality, thus reducing the value of its content in the process – resulting in
disinformtion. In other words, in an age dominated by images and their overexposure in
real time (cyberspace,) Einstein’s “second bomb” will come to life in a “visual crash” in
which any perception of objective reality will be governed by irrationality, and all
information will simply be an illusion in a visual bubble. According to Paul Virilio the
visual crash will be the “great accident of the future” (Speed and Information), because
in an age of increased globalization, it will fulfill the earth’s new destiny to be spatially
and temporally ‘exhausted.’
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For all of the above reasons, we can say that the globalization or ‘shrinking’ of the
world through electromagnetic systems represents a paradigmatic shift in perspective
from real space to real time, and that this new perspective of cyberspace, will ultimately
be the root cause of a global crisis, in the form of an “information bomb,” or as Paul
Virilio has termed it – a “visual crash.”
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Incorporating Brand Design in an Undergraduate
Visual Communication Design Course
Peter Kwok Chan, Ph.D., The Ohio State University, USA
ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes the author’s reflection on teaching brand design to undergraduate
seniors in a Visual Communication Design program. The author conducted discussion
sessions with students from the class and representatives of the sponsored clients
throughout a 10-week academic quarter to collect data for this educational experience.
Students were introduced to principles and case examples of designing brand identity
focusing on the discovery and identification of design problems and objectives during the
course. The students learned that achieving a meaningful brand identity design required:
first, rational and analytical research of the sponsor companies and their markets; second,
strategic interpretation and definition of the brand design objectives; third, an emotional
connection to their audiences through relevant and creative design of visual and verbal
attributes; and finally, a consistent, flexible, and appropriate design expression approach.
The study reflects upon the instructor devised learning objectives and brand design
activities from the perspectives of students enrolled in the course and participating brand
design practitioners interviewed by the author to inform the teaching of brand design.
This paper presents the lessons learned from observing and speaking with students and
design practitioners and makes recommendations for the teaching of brand design.
KEY WORDS
Brand Design, Visual Communication Design, Design Process, Design Education
INTRODUCTION
The education of design students and the design profession itself are constantly evolving
and adapting to new environments and influencing each other in the consideration of new
challenges in the field. Visual design students learning graphic design, visual
communication design, experience design, interactive design, packaging design, brand
identity, advertising, and the business of design become increasingly involved with brand
design at various scales and entry levels.
Learning formal principles, theoretical concepts and technical skills are still the core
subjects for a design curriculum, however, it is becoming more critical that design
students be trained to think, strategize, collaborate, and understand the fundamentals of
brand design. Margaret Youngblood, an insightful and experienced designer, avers
designers succeed best when taking a holistic approach. She adds, “Until designers (and
the schools that train them) can demonstrate that design is more than just a visual
experience, more than just cosmetics; business, community and culture will not fully
appreciate design—and designers will not achieve their full potential” (cited in Holland,
2004, p. 23).
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BRAND DESIGN
Philip Kotler in his classic marketing textbook (1984) described a brand as “a name,
term, symbol, or design, or a combination of them, which is intended to signify the goods
or services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of
competitors” (p. 482). The 1988 cover story in The Economist, titled “The Year of the
Brand” (December 24), created a broader awareness of “branding” among the general
public, and since that time the marketing, business, and design professions has
increasingly employed the term. As new brand theories and strategies have developed,
the understanding of the term “brand” has evolved to mean more then the functional
aspects of “what the company is” or “what makes it different.” Brands are now perceived
and interpreted on an emotional level (Gobé, 2002; Travis, 2000). The American Institute
of Graphic Arts published The Dictionary of Brand (2004) defining brand as “a person’s
perception of a product, service, experience or organization; the art and science of brand
building.” Brands have become integral parts of design, business, everyday experience,
and culture (Atkin, 2004; Holt, 2004).
Brand design employs rational strategy and creative thinking in developing, building, and
managing the brand to build loyalty, drive perceived quality, provide differentiation, and
create credibility. Practitioners in the various fields construct different models of brand
design based on the size, scale, and complexity of branding development cycles and
scenarios (Wheeler, 2003). The model in Figure 1 presents the relationship of three key
elements of a brand: brand “perception” of customers, brand “experience” by customers,
and brand “promise” to customers (Molitor, O’Brien, & Chan, 2000). Brand attributes are
key components in establishing the perception of the good, service or company.
Attributes are the qualities or characteristics the brand should personify in its interactions
with customers and employees. Brand tone of voice, brand attitude, and brand image are
the three main components evoking the customer’s brand experience. When perception
and experience of the brand resonate and are in balance, a core promise is stated. A brand
promise statement embodies the essence summarizing the total customer experience
(Travis, 2000). Ultimately, how the brand speaks, how the brand acts, and how the brand
looks are keys to the success of a branding program.

Figure 1: The elements of a brand (Molitor & O’Brien & Chan, 2000)
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COURSE DESIGN
The course design in this case study consisted of visual communication design problemsolving processes divided into four key design phases occurring during a 10-week
academic quarter. The four design phases were Design Research, Design Definition,
Design Concept, and Design Demonstration/Expression. The first phase emphasized a
user-centered and iterative design approach stressing an understanding of the business
goals, core value propositions, markets, and mission statements of the sponsored
organizations—The Ohio State University Center for Automotive Research and The
Supreme Court of Ohio. In the second phase, the design approach progressed to
identifying the brand attributes and brand strategies. The third phase focused on
developing brand identity design concepts. The last phase required the class to
demonstrate brand expression across a range of relevant touchpoint applications.
The brand design course was a combination of studio and seminar-style instruction,
incorporating class discussions, face-to face peer reviews, lectures, written and oral
presentations, group work sessions, individual and group meetings, field trips, case
studies and required readings. Throughout the course, students learned theories,
principles, and case examples of brand design focusing on designing a brand identity
marks and graphic systems reflecting the defined brand perception, experience, and
essence of each sponsored client. The pre-requisites for the course included basic design,
typography, graphic form, color theory, intermediate level visual communication design,
information design, design history and design methodology courses.
The Visual Communication Design senior class was divided into project teams to
demonstrate the importance of teamwork and the dynamics of team communication to
students. At the end of each design phase, teams summarized the outcomes of each brand
process with an oral and visual presentation accompanied with a printed report to the
client, the class, research advisor, and design instructor. Sponsor clients met with the
instructor after each presentation to discuss the students’ progress and design. The author
conducted two additional discussion sessions with the students in week two and eight of
the quarter to collect and evaluate each team’s educational experience in the learning of
brand design.
KEY LEARNING OBJECTIVES, ACTIVITIES AND OUTCOMES
Phase 1 - Design Research (Week 1 to 3)
Objectives:
• Gain internal client perspectives (product, service, or environment) and external
market perspectives (industry, competitor and customer)
• Understand the preliminary project goals
• Identify potential resources and limitations
Activities:
• Learn the general concepts and development of brand design from literature,
lectures, and brand design practitioners
• Become familiar with the fundamentals and common language of brand design
and branding from course reading materials, lectures, and class discussions
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•
•
•

Attend introduction workshops at client facilities
Apply various research tools and methodologies for data collection (Fig. 2) from
interviews, surveys, observations, usability testing, literature reviews, and on-site
and online audits
Analyze and synthesize significant characteristics of various brand architectures
and successful case examples from class lectures, literature, field audits, class
discussions and case reports

Figure 2: Framework applied by design teams in organizing key research data
Outcomes:
• Summarize collected data regarding visions, missions, values, cultures, histories,
products, services, markets, competitors, expertise, user experiences and
perceptions, and existing brand designs (Fig. 3)

Figure 3: Discovery research visual summary
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Phase 2 - Design Definition (Week 4 to 5)
Objectives:
• Understand the key components of brand strategy development: brand promise,
brand positioning, and brand identity
• Develop the brand essence by identifying brand values, brand attributes, brand
associations, and promise statements
• Develop brand positioning by further defining target audiences, key competitors,
value propositions, and positioning statements
• Develop brand identity design directions by establishing naming approaches, tone
of voice, and “look and feel” of proposed designs
Activities:
• Conduct brand attribute definition brainstorming sessions
• Create written statements, verbal and visual attributes presenting the future
positioning and personality (traits desired) of the brand
• Define brand design strategy and users’ perceptions by building scenarios,
conducting metaphorical description (Gobé, 2001) exercises (Fig. 4), visualizing
brand attributes, identifying customer profiles, selecting benchmarks, and
reviewing brand architectures

Figure 4: Results of online survey using metaphorical description exercises
Outcomes:
• Summarize the design definition phase in brand design briefing reports that
clarify design objectives and identify relevant brand positioning architecture
scenarios
• Define visual and verbal drivers (Fig. 5) and create distinctive “look and feel” of
brand image presentations
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Figure 5: Defining visual and verbal attributes
Phase 3- Brand Identity Concept Development (Week 6 to 7)
Objectives:
• Explore multiple visual identity design concepts based on identified design
strategies from previous design definition phase (Fig 6)
• Create defined contexts for students to integrate their prior visual communication
design knowledge and skill into the larger scope of brand design process
• Engage in the intelligent decision making process in selecting final brand identity
concept(s) based on aesthetics, creativity, functionality, and positioning criteria
Activities:
• Translate the desired rational and emotional brand attributes, attitudes, and “look
and feel” into meaningful graphic representations (typography, color, imagery,
and graphic composition)
• Conduct preliminary user perception testing (semantic differential surveys and
informal client reviews) to collect feedback for concept refinements and
recommendations
• Present the distinct qualities of each concept and make appropriate
recommendations for final selection
Outcomes:
• Develop preliminary concept sketches, color palettes combinations, and
typography choices
• Examine and select relevant and distinctive brand identity applications (3-5
components) to demonstrate the validity and expressiveness of each proposed
design concept
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Figure 6: Design concepts and user testing results
Phase 4- Design Demonstration/Expression (Week 8 to 10)
Objective:
• Apply visual communication design capability to demonstrate proposed brand
identity design expressions
Activities:
• Express intangible emotional brand qualities through tangible applications of key
identity design components (brand mark, color palette, typography, imagery, and
graphic elements)
• Refine design concepts
• Present final brand identities in a selected range of touchpoint applications
Outcomes:
• Summarize final brand identities in design documents presenting unified visual
design language and basic graphic systems through consistent and flexible design
applications (Fig. 7)

Figure 7: Proposed design applications
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LESSONS LEARNED
The brand identity design exercises inspired students to approach and examine a visual
communication design project not only as a creative and aesthetic expression but also
from a broader perspective integrating business and marketing, socio-political,
technology, trends, and cultural implications. Students learned brand identity is more then
just logo or letterhead design. They began to understand brand design as the personality
of a company, product or service as defined by the customers’ experience and perception
of a company. Most students acknowledged that learning brand design vocabulary—
including the terms brand values, brand attributes, brand voice, and brand essence—
allowed them to communicate more efficiently and effectively with team members,
clients, and the class.
Students recognized that their level of confidence about their design recommendations
had increased with the support of grounded research data and a strategic focus.
The instructor reiterated the importance of design research to the class during the
discovery phase of the curriculum. Students applied research tools and methodologies
learned previously in their junior design research class to collect internal (client) and
external (market) perspectives. This discovery research process provided students a real
world investigation and defined relevant contexts for design analysis.
They also recognized the benefit of integrating left- and right-brain processes in
developing their design projects. Students described their learning experience in the
design definition phase as a new challenge requiring them to utilize their left-brains, the
site of verbal, analytical, sequential, and intellectual thinking. Students realized they did
not comprehend the benefits of this approach until later in the course when they
juxtaposed the left-brain thinking with the right-brain thinking supporting visual, Gestalt,
and symbolic intuition to integrate both logical and emotional design solutions.
BRAND DESIGN PRACTITIONER PERSPECTIVES
The course instructor/author conducted one-on-one interviews with thirteen brand design
practitioners to broaden the perspective and obtain practical advice to inform the teaching
of brand design. Eleven participants had prior formal design education and over half of
them had practiced design for more than fifteen years. Most of the participants, however,
had been actively involved in brand design for only the last five to seven years. Seven of
them are principles of design consultant firms. They all work with senior and junior
designers on various brand design projects.
The interviews focused on three questions: 1) What did you learn from your formal
undergraduate design education that prepared you to practice brand design? 2) What
additional knowledge and training (not provided by your formal undergraduate design
education) did you acquire to support your current design practice in branding? 3) What
would you like to see in a course design for the teaching brand design to seniors in a
formal Visual Communication Design program? A summary of their perspectives
follows.
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Practitioners identified three core competencies acquired during their design education
that prepared them to practice brand design. The first was the ability to solve problems
involving research and strategic thinking. One design principle and brand strategist said,
“I was always encouraged to go out and look at packaging in the stores, and go out and
look at products that I was going to design against. And in branding, that is critical. You
have to know what is out there. You cannot do branding in a vacuum.” The second was
the mastering of basic design elements and principles. A brand designer expressed this
point by saying, “I learned the impact of communicating visually, and the importance of
arresting elements in my works.” Some designers recalled lessons on color theory, which
provided a strong foundation for their brand design. The third was the broad based
knowledge gained from courses outside the design curriculum, courses in liberal arts,
psychology, anthropology, sociology, history, marketing, and writing. A participant
remarked, “because of my writing skills [learned during my college education], I am
more involved with naming, developing positioning statements and brand architecture.”
The identified knowledge and skills acquired by these brand designers provided them
with a strong foundation for their design practices. Most practitioners believed it was not
realistic to expect a new design graduate to be handed a brand design project. They felt
on-the-job-training is necessary to build expertise in brand design in which new designers
work on brand project tasks with guidance from senior designers, researchers, and
marketing consultants. They acknowledged an increasing awareness among young
designers of the importance of brand design and interest in learning from senior
designers, and also researchers, writers, and marketing consultants.
Participants recommended three additional areas of experience and skill for teaching
brand design: 1) communicating and working with interdisciplinary teams, 2)
understanding the basic of a client’s business, and 3) mastering the skill of persuasion.
Brand designers understood brand as more than a name or a logo. They referenced Marty
Neumeier, a brand consultant and author, who has stated, “many of today’s brands are
too large and too complex to be managed by one person or one department. They require
teams of specialists, sharing ideas and coordinating the effort across a creative network”
(2003, p. 52). It is important for design students and young designers to gain
collaborative work experience and understand that most of the successful branding
developments are the results of interdisciplinary team creativity.
Most of the practitioners stated branding is very much about designing a business. They
thought to be good at brand design; a practitioner has to know enough about business,
especially the business of the client. They understand brand designers don’t need to
become economic professors or get MBAs, but instead need to learn the basics of
business and marketing. Practitioners said they learned by investigating, listening and
reading. One participant shared, “I learned just as much of that [business] by listening,
reading Business Week, listening to my clients talk about their business, seeing the
consistencies between different businesses…to me that is the big thing. I think at design
school I thought that I could just sort of be sheltered and just be a designer, but unless
you’re going to be a pure artist, you've got to bridge the gap with business. You've got to
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understand how to speak their language because everything you do [in branding] is done
for a business reason.”
Brand consultant and author, Wally Olins, maintains that branding is about “persuading,
seducing and attempting to manipulate people into buying products and services” (2003,
p. 7). This seems to be a bold statement, but from the marketing and consumer
psychology perspectives there is a certain truth to it. Practitioners think creating great
design is important, but knowing how to win your audience is just as important. Selling a
concept to a client or a brand to a customer is a unique skill in itself that demands
emotional and rational interpretations, clear objectives, creative expressions and
calculated presentation. Doing great presentation and connecting audiences with creative
solution is definitely a very important skill for a successful brand practitioner or most
designers.
The following course outline integrates the practitioners’ suggestions for refining the
teaching of brand design in the future:
Week 1: Introduce general concepts, definitions, cycles, and components of brand
design through class lecture, literature, and discussion
Week 2-3: Present basic brand strategy models, processes, and touchpoint
applications through class lecture, guest presentations, case studies,
benchmarks, storytelling, and literature
Week 4: Students experience and interact with brands in the real world through
benchmarks, case examples, customer journeys, and fieldtrips
Week 5: Students document, analyze, and present the real world brand case studies
from multiple perspectives—designer, customer, and client
Week 6-9: Students demonstrate their basic branding knowledge through brand
strategy (Fig. 8) projects in assigned categories of industry with specific
criteria and restrictions. Students work in small teams to collectively plan
processes, conduct objective research, develop visual communication
strategies, create scenarios, and build solutions
Week 10: Student teams present brand projects with end products focusing on
conceptual and strategic solutions rather than refined design applications

Figure 8: A Model for Brand Strategy Development (Galvin, 2004)
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CONCLUSION
To best educate and prepare students for professional practice there needs to be an ongoing dialogue between design educators and professionals as to what should constitute
the teaching of “brand design,” and how an undergraduate design program approaches
the growing need in this area. It is inarguable that there is more subject matter to teach
design undergrads and it is of great concern that the expectations of industry are
exceeding the ability and scope of a four-year design program (Churchman, 2004). There
is no single approach or simple solution for this problem because of different institutions’
philosophies and priorities. For example, some programs focus on liberal arts, some on
studio arts, and others incorporate professional internships. Therefore, it is critical for
educators, professionals, and the business community to interact and rethink the overall
design education that would encompass the demanding and evolving landscape of the
design field.
Branding is playing an increasingly essential part in corporations, politics, nations, sports,
cultures, and even non-profit organizations and small businesses (Neumeier, 2003; Olins,
2003; Wheeler, 2003). It is imperative for any design educator to ask: What components
of a design program are preparing students to practice brand design in the real world? As
design practitioners and educators, we must also look to brand design in a broader sense
as a process for fostering innovation, unity, relevance, clarity, and resilience rather than a
narrow view of persuasion, manipulation, seduction, and consumption (Lilly, Gill &
Chan, 2006).
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In this lecture-recital, Ferruccio Benvenuto Busoni’s arrangement of Johann Sebastian Bach’s
Chaconne in D Minor for the piano was performed as a multimedia presentation that consists of
a simultaneous Powerpoint slideshow of paintings from the sixteenth to twentieth centuries. The
background and pedagogical benefits of the project were also discussed.

It has been widely known that many of Bach’s compositions contain hidden melodies and
symbolism, especially elements related with Christian faith. Numerous Bach scholars such as
Mellers and Bodky have discussed their observations in their work. In his book Bach and the
Dance of God, Mellers presented a structural analysis of Part II of Bach’s St. Matthew Passion,
which demonstrates organic symmetry in the structure of the work that may very likely reveal
the structure of a cross or a church.i In fact, if one does a similar analysis of Part I of the work,
one would discover that Bach’s alternating use of choruses and recitatives in the first six
numbers in the work actually corresponds like a mirror image with the last six numbers.
Furthermore, one can also find a rather clear sense of symmetry resulting from the alternating
use of the choruses and recitatives in the six numbers on each side of the center or mid-point of
the work. Thus the symbolism of a cross or a church is also evident here. The Chaconne
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movement from Bach’s Partita in D Minor for Solo Violin, BWV 1004, also contains a clear
sense of structure, as reflected by the fact that the opening melody is restated at significant
points of the piece. The melody is first stated in minor form in forte at the beginning, then
slightly varied and restated in fortissimo respectively at mid-point of the piece, in major form at
three-quarters point, and finally back in minor form to give the piece a glorious ending.

Recently, German musicologist Helga Thoene published her discovery that the Chaconne
contains various hidden gematrics, symbolism, and chorale melodies related with the Christian
belief of death and life beyond. According to Thoene, the fact that Bach wrote the piece shortly
after the death of his wife, Maria Barbara, in 1720, as well as the evidence of numerous hidden
chorale melodies related with death and heaven, point to a theory that Bach could very well have
written the piece as a tombeau or epitaph for his wife. Thoene thought that since Bach was a
devout Lutheran, it was only natural for him to possess a firm belief of the Christian doctrine
shown by an old Latin Trinity saying, “Ex Deo nascimur, In Christo Morimur, Per Spiritum
Sanctum reviviscimus” (We are born from God, We die in Christ, We are reborn through the
Holy Spirit). In her writing, Thoene discussed Bach’s use of eleven hidden chorale melodies in
the Chaconne. ii In the first minor section, the following were found:
“Christ lag in Todesbanden” (Christ lay in death’s bondage),
“Wo sol lich fliehen hin” (Where shall I refuge find),
“Befiehl Du Deine Wege” (Commend thou all my pathways),
“Jesu, meine Freude” (Jesus my joy),
“Auf meinen lieben Gott…” (In my beloved God I trust in fear and need), and
“Gib uns Geduld…” (Grant us patience in times of sorrow).
In the middle major section, the following were found:
“Jesu, Deine Passion will ich jetzt bedenken” (Jesus, this thy passion, let me now regard),
and

2
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“In meines Herzens Grunde Dein Nam’…” (Within my heart’s foundation, Thy name and
cross alone, shine forth each day and hour, for which I can rejoice).
And, as final doxology, the following were found:
“Dem Höchsten sei Lob…” (Praise, honor and glory be to the highest),
“Nun lob, mein Seel’, den Herren” (Now praise my soul, the Lord), and
“Dein Will gescheh…” (Thy will be done, Lord God, alike on earth as even in heaven).
The first chorale melody listed above is in fact taken from the Easter Cantata no. 4 that Bach
composed in 1724, the text of which was written by Luther:
Christ lay in death’s bondage;
For all our sin was given;
He is once more arisen
And hath us brought true life now;
For this shall we joyful be,
To God giving praise and gratitude,
And singing Halleluja
Halleluja!iii

In this multimedia project, the presenter collaborated with art historians and art librarians to
carefully select paintings that closely match the titles and text of the chorales as well as the
character of the music. Depicting the death and resurrection of Christ, the glory of heaven, as
well as the affects of sorrow and joy, such works of art are mostly religious in nature. The
criteria used in the selection process included character, color, texture, title, and content of the
paintings. Ranging from the 1500s to the present day these paintings reflect the wide time period
between Bach (1685-1750) and Busoni (1866-1924) respectively. Among the artists whose
works were selected are Carracci, Vouet, Blake, Friedrich, and Henner.

The music itself is undoubtedly complete and does not need to be enhanced in any way.
However, the presenter hopes that this multimedia presentation could enrich the aesthetic

3
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experience of the audience, who may be inspired to contemplate the messages that Bach possibly
had in mind when composing the piece. From a pedagogical perspective, the presenter hopes
that the experience would present to teachers and students another angle of approaching the
music that would stimulate their imagination, connect their visual and aural senses, and provide
some possible ideas for interpreting the piece.
i

Wilfred Mellers, Bach and the Dance of God (London: Faber and Faber, 1980). A detailed
analysis and discussion can be found on pp. 155-6. Charts demonstrating structural symmetry in
terms of form and key are listed.
ii
Helga Thoene, “A Secret Language – Hidden Chorale Quotations in J.S. Bach’s ‘Sei Solo a
Violino’,” in the CD jacket of Morimur (ECM Records GmbH, 2001).
iii
Ibid.
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Interdisciplinary Approach to Addressing the Environmental
Needs of a Rare Books Library
Abstract
This paper discusses the current findings of an ongoing research/design project involving three
architecture courses, librarians, rare books conservators, and a building systems company. The
project deals with resolving the detrimental environmental conditions of a rare books library
built over thirty five years ago. The work discusses the complexities of coordinating and
carrying out a multi-course, multi-semester research/design project involving two teams of
students from architecture design studios and two teams of students from a building science
course on computational fluid dynamics. The project consists of conducting both a physical and
computer simulated analysis of the environment; digital fabrication and construction of the
design proposals; and a post-analysis of the design solutions. The paper also discusses problems
and solutions regarding the transfer of project knowledge from one course to another involving
different groups of students.
Introduction
By nature of the profession, architects work in an interdisciplinary field involving the design of
built environments. However, within the academic architecture environment, this
interdisciplinary approach is not readily practiced. More specifically, an aspect of the design
process that commonly lacks an interdisciplinary approach in academia is in the area of building
environmental systems and performance. Considering the interdisciplinary nature of the
architecture profession, it is of growing importance for students to begin working in such
environments to better understand the implications of design on the environmental performance
of built environments.
Furthermore, it is often difficult to properly address the environmental requirements of a built
environment within the constraints of a single architecture course. This is particularly evident
when a project involves a real client with an existing building plagued with numerous
environmental issues. To conduct an appropriate environmental analysis of the existing
conditions and to deliver and execute the design solutions would require a team made up of
various specialties/disciplines. Often a single architecture design studio will not have all the
knowledge and tools necessary to complete such a project beyond schematic design solutions
which lack scientific analysis of the design proposals. To resolve this issue, collaboration must
be sought among different disciplines at an early design stage to optimize the ability to deliver
technologically sound design solutions.
This is the case of a research project involving a rare books library built in the mid 1960s. The
knowledge and tools needed to properly address the design and environmental needs for the
conservation of rare books is normally beyond the scope of a single discipline due to the
complex nature of archive environments. This is more so for archives that aim to be accessible
as possible to the general public while trying to maintain optimal preservation environmental
conditions for its collection. As for this library, the presence of a number of unfavorable
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environmental conditions such as condensation, high UV light levels, uneven distribution and
inadequate levels of temperature and humidity are harmful to the collection and add to the
project’s complexity. Such a case involves knowledge of building science, the design of built
environments, and preservation/conservation methods.
Project Delivery
The project calls for addressing the existing detrimental environmental conditions of the
collection and a design proposal for improving the social and community functions of the library.
These two main issues, one more environment technology based and the other more design
focused, are addressed using an interdisciplinary approach that involves three main parties. The
first are the librarians and conservators, occupants of the library building, who provide their
expert knowledge in preservation. The second are the architecture faculty and students (majority
undergraduate) who can address issues involving building science and design. The third is a
building systems company who can implement the necessary technical changes to the building
system. Because of the different skills and methods used to carry out this project, it is divided
into four stages spread across two semesters and three courses as shown in Figure 1 below.
Project
Stages

Preliminary Analysis

Design Development

Implementation of Design

Analysis of
Implementation

Librarians & Conservators:
consultation on library operations & preservation requirements

Participants
& Activities

Building Science
Course:
physical
measurements &
CFD

Design Studios:
design development
& physical mock -ups

Building Science
Course:
physical
measurements &
CFD

Design Studios &
Building Science
Course

Building Science
Course:
physical
measurements &
CFD

Building Systems Company
consultation on implementation of environmental monitoring and control system

Figure 1. Diagram of interdisciplinary approach to library design project.
The first stage involved an analysis of the library’s environmental conditions. This was achieved
during the course of one semester by architecture students in a computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) class, a growing area of interest and practice in architecture. The course allowed the
students to perform an analysis of the environmental performance of the library using both
sensors and computer simulation. The students first collected data at various locations of the
library’s environmental parameters; such as air temperature, relative humidity, UV light levels,
surface temperature, CO2, and air velocity. Using the collected data, the students modeled
different monthly conditions of the library using CFD. The results of the computer simulation
allowed the students to examine the library’s environmental performance with a higher degree of
detail in a three dimensional environment than logistically possible with only physical
measurements.
Based on the analysis of their CFD findings and consultation with the librarians and conservators,
the students were able to develop preliminary design strategies that addressed the existing
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environmental conditions of the library. At the end of the semester, the project was documented
and all the information from the CFD course pertaining to the library was saved to a folder on the
school’s server.
After the preliminary analysis by the CFD students was completed, two design studios the
following semester took the data from the server and began further design developments based
on the initial analysis. This phase of the project is currently in progress with one studio
specializing in computer-aided design / computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) technology
and the other design/build. As these studios work together to further develop design solutions,
the design proposals will be analyzed throughout the design process by a another class of CFD
students. Parallel with the work of the CFD students, the building systems company will provide
consultation in regards to what is required on their part for implementation of the design
proposal. During the course of the semester, the two studios will fabricate full scale mockups of
their proposed design. At the completion of construction the CFD students will conduct both
physical and computer analysis of the environmental performance of the final design. Based on
the findings a proposal will be presented to the building systems company for implementation of
the environmental monitoring and control system.
Lessons Learned So Far
To date, the most important and difficult element of this multidisciplinary/multi-semester project
has been the transfer of knowledge from one group of students to the next. The difficulty is due
to the current grouping of the students. There are four groups of students in different classes
spread over two semesters. Unfortunately, none of the students are enrolled in the other three
classes. This means none of the students are involved with the project from start to finish. This
is unfortunate because the students are responsible for a majority of the design and analysis of
the project.
This loss of continuity of student involvement from course to course means a lose of time at the
beginning of each new class with time spent bringing the new group of students up to date on the
tools and skills needed for the project. This includes educating all the students on preservation
management and the technical aspects of conservation. In addition, the students enrolled in the
CFD course require at least half of the semester to become knowledgeable enough with the
software and methods of analysis to proceed with an independent project.
To minimize the learning curve of new students, the work completed by the previous group of
students has to be very well documented. However, for new students enrolled in the CFD course,
there is no method of speeding up the learning process for the software. For the first part of the
project involving the physical and computer analysis of the library using CFD, the students
prepared posters documenting their individual findings in addition to written reports. A few
examples of these posters are shown in Image 1 below. These visual documents have thus far
shown to be an effective method of conveying and transferring knowledge to all parties. They
have been particularly helpful for those not in the building discipline in better understanding the
environmental performance of the library.
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To further assist in a smooth transfer of knowledge, the digital models created using the CFD
software were exported for use in CAD/CAM software saving modeling time for the two design
studios. In addition, this ensured that the three dimensional base models used in the CFD class
and design studios would be the same.

Existing design

Existing design

Proposed design

Proposed design

Image 1. Examples of existing environmental conditions, identification of problem, and proposed
design solutions using CFD.
Even with the lack of continuity in student knowledge from class to class and semester to
semester that has resulted in some repetitive work at the beginning of each new course; the
benefits of working with different disciplines on a single project over the course of two
semesters has been of great benefit. This approach has allowed a level of environmental
performance analysis and design not possible in a single semester design studio or building
science course. Each student has been able to examine a particular portion of the project in
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greater depth than normally possible in a single course due to the work and knowledge transfer
provided by prior students and the consultation of area experts such as the conservators.
Because this project is still in progress, it is difficult to discuss what other issues may arise from
this multi-term interdisciplinary approach to environmental problem solving. Thus far student
feedback and current results of the project point to a positive outcome. Although the distribution
of work and collaboration with specialty experts has allowed students to delve deeper into a
project, too much precious time is lost in the knowledge transfer from one semester to the next.
The completion of this project should help add knowledge to improving methods for bringing a
more interdisciplinary approach to environmental design that is much needed in architectural
education.
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Playing second fiddle to leading ladies
in Indian Films:
.

Portrayals by Sunil (Balraj) Dutt
Sunil Dutt played second fiddle to many leading ladies in his films. His
well known role as an outspoken critic of social injustice in Mother India (1957)
brought him in forefront as an actor with an image. However during filming, he
fell in love with his screen mother Nargis (older in real life). Their real life
marriage was regarded as a well known love story until cancer took Nargis
away from him.
His most popular film was Padosan (1968), in which he was depicted as an
ill-educated, ludicrous country boy who falls in love with his city padosan
(neighbor) Bindu; played by Saira Banu. The story is a hilarious comedy in which
famous Indian singer Kishore Kumar aids him to win Bindu’s love.
Balraj changed his name to Sunil because as he had often stated, "there
already is a Balraj (Sahni) in the industry." In many of his films, his famous
leading lady was Nutan. One of their memorable films is Milan (1967), in which
he played the role of an infatuated hodikar (boatman) opposite her.
The actor-politician is said to have starred in some 84 films. His last
appearance was a minor role in Pratigyabandh (2004) yet, Munnabhai M.B.B.S.
(2003) is regarded as his last; opposite real life son Sanjay Dutt. Hari Prasad
Sharma (Sunil Dutt) believes that his son Munnabhai (Sanjay Dutt) is a doctor
who runs a charity hospital in ‘dhobi ghat,’ a poor suburb of Mumbai. However,
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Munna is actually a gang leader who settles scores by dadagiri (gang-pressure).
A comedy, the film depicts a "right man in the wrong place."
Sunil Dutt first appeared in director Ramesh Saigal’s Railway Platform
(1955). He remained active in films until late 1990s. He also directed films in
which he starred. One notable story is Yaadein (1964). He produced, directed and
starred in Dard Ka Rishta (1982); a story partly based on his personal experience.
All his personal profits from this film has been donated to The Nargis Dutt
Memorial Charitable Trust;" to provide the most modern medical facilities and
treatment to cancer patients and spastic children." The Nargis Dutt Cancer
Foundation he founded in his wife’s name, celebrated it’s 25th anniversary in
2006. One active fund raiser who was missing was Balraj Dutt. He passed away
in Mumbai on May 25th 2005.
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Art in Architecture surrounding
Qutb-ud-Din Aibak’s
tower of victory and Minar complex,
Delhi, India
The minar complex consists of several structures. These are:
Qutb Minar,
Quwwat al-Islam (‘Might of Islam’) Masjid (mosque),
The Iron Stambha (Pillar),
The Alai Darwazah (gateway),
The Alai Minar,
The Maqbarah (Tomb) of Ala-ud-Din Khalji, and
The Maqbarah (Tomb) of Iltutmish (Altamish).

Qutb Minar:
Qutb-ud-Din Aibak, was a captain and high administrator in the
reign of the Ghurid kings of eastern Afghanistan. He established the first of the
five Delhi Sultanates in India. In 1193, he initiated construction of the Qutb
Minar
to commemorate his victory over the last Hindu kingdom of Delhi. However;
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only the first storey was completed during his time. His son-in-law, Iltutmish
(Altamish), built the next three fluted storeys. The top cylindrical storey and its
8.2 feet cupola were finished in 1368, under the patronage of Sultan Feroz Shah
Tughlaq III, (d. 1388), the greatest builder of the Tughlaqs (1320-1415) dynasty.
It is one the most famous monuments in India. It is the work of
skilled silpins (stone masons) who worked in centuries-old Silpa-shastra (stone
masonry texts) tradition. At 238 feet high, it towers many structures for miles.
The base is 47.25 feet in diameter. Red sandstone is used for the first three
storeys; while Makrana marble and sandstone were used for the top two. In the
style of early Afghan architecture, the semicircular, angled, 27 convex flutings
are
interrupted by four balconies which carry decorative Kufic (Quranic) sulekhs
(calligraphic inscriptions and architectural ornamentations). A honeycomb
stalactite mandala (bracketing) prevails underneath each balcony. Names and
commendations to the patron builder are inscribed around the lower three parts.
Since earthquakes in 1782, 1803, 1829, and 1905, the tower tilts slightly. This very
first Islamic monument in India, is now closed to visitors; since a visit by school
children led to a tragic stampede resulting in several deaths.

Quwwat al-Islam (‘Might of Islam’) Masjid (mosque).
Its construction was initiated by Qutb-ud-Din Aibak in 1193. It is
the
earliest surviving masjid in India built at the site of a Hindu temple in the old
Hindu fortress (Lalkot); Rai Pithora’s first city of Delhi. Completed in 1197,
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additions were made by Altamish (Iltutmish) in 1230 to include a dalan
(cloistered
court) around the original small masjid and Islamic jalis (screens) to face the
Ka’abah in Mecca. From 1300-1315 Ala-ud-Din Khalji added a court to the east
and
the Alai Darwazah (gateway); as well as replacing flowers and leaves with Kufic
sulekhs and shatranji (diapered) tawriqs (arabesque) motifs. Twenty seven Hindu
and Jain temples were pillaged to provide substantial building material. Hindu
decorative architectural motifs including stambhas (pillars) for dirghikas
(galleries),
ghants (bells), tasselled ropes, organic vegetative images of leaves and slender
spiral tendrils, as well as images of cows and others, diffuse through the entire
structure. Even though silpins were hired to recut some of the original motifs,
the initial Hindu images are prevalent in the entire complex. One such noticeable
image is a reversed Jain relief on the northern bada (outer wall). Only three
archways survive today. The central one is twenty feet high and full of pillaged
Hindu motifs interspersed with Kufic sulekhs.

The celebrated Iron Stambha (Pillar):
In the center of the masjid courtyard, it stands 23 feet 8 inches tall
and 16 inches in diameter. Inscribed in devanagri (divine writing) Sanskrit script,
it
dates back to about 4th-5th centuries. The wrought iron stambha is similar to the
famous Ashoka stambha, but is thought to have been built by the order of
Hindu king Chandra Varman. It is believed that it was brought to this site long
before the Muslim incursion, perhaps dedicated to Lord Vishnu; and may have
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had a sirasa (crown) with his Garuda vahana (vehicle). To modern scientists, its
purity of iron is still an unsolved puzzle, since it has not rusted in more than
2000
years. Local tradition calls for a personal wish fulfilled, if one can encircle the
pillar with their arms and their back to the pillar.

The Alai Darwazah (gateway):
It serves as a southern entrance gateway to the mosque and a main
entrance to the Minar complex. It was built by Ala-ud-Din Khalji in 1310.
Restored in 1828, it is the first monument totally built on Islamic architectural
principles. For the Hindu silpins the red sandstone carvings in low relief were a
new challenge. Three pointed horseshoe arches enclose a square with a rounded
arch on the fourth side. A small ghummat (dome), massive darwazahs, and jalied
windows complete the architectural space. In the northwest corner of the
mosque is the maqbarah (tomb) of Iltutmish (Altamish) who died in 1235; while
the maqbarah of Imam Zamin is right besides the gateway. Qutb-ud-Din Aibak’s
maqbarah is in the extension of the Qutb masjid.

The Alai Minar:
Ala-ud-Din Khalji tried to outdo Qutb-ud-Din Aibak’s Qutb Minar
by ordering a second tower to be built in the north corner. However he died
before the completion of its first storey. He had projected the structure to be
twice the diameter of the Qutb Minar, and about 500 feet in height. Only 87 feet
were completed.
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The Maqbarah (Tomb) of Ala-ud-Din Khalji:
The maqbarah of this third Sultan of Delhi is a massive rough-cut
square in Ala-ud-Din’s Madrasah (theological college); south-west of the
Quwwat al-Islam Masjid.
The Maqbarah (Tomb) of Iltutmish (Altamish):
Shams-ud-din Iltutmish succeeded his father-in-law Qutb-ud-Din
Aibak as the second Sultan of Delhi.
Built in 1236, his tomb has a square enclosure of red sandstone.
Both Muslim and Hindu architectural styles are prevalent in its construction. The
central maqbarah is on a high kursi (platform). Perhaps like the Alai Darwazah
enclosure, at one time it may have had a ghummat at the top. The open space
has lower interior covered with Kufic sulekhs and a marble mihrab (sunk central
arch) in the west side, denoting the Qiblah (the direction of the Ka’abah in
Mecca).
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Nomadism in Graham Swift’s Waterland
Fay Chen
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Abstract

This paper discusses Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of the rhizome along with
the nature of reality in Waterland. In A Thousand Plateau (1980), a book which
theorizes difference, multiplicity, and becoming, Deleuze and Guattari present a
rhizomatic view of reality radically different from the tree system in the traditional
Western thought. Similarly Graham Swift’s Waterland (1983), a historiographic novel
in its critique of the Enlightenment, also suggests a nomadic way of interpreting
reality. To cope with his mid-life crisis, the novel’s protagonist Tom Crick must
abandon traditional history lessons to reconstruct a reality that is rhizomatic in nature.
In the process, he begins to retrieve the Fenlands water and landscape, people and
ghosts, history and mysteries from his past. Reconstructing the reality helps him make
the first step toward healing and learning to live.
Keywords: Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari, nomad thought, rhizome, Graham Swift,
Waterland
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Nomadism in Graham Swift’s Waterland

It may seem counterintuitive to discuss nomadism in Waterland. After all,
nomads and water people, like the Cricks in Swift’s fiction, are two different types of
people; similarly, desert and water are two different things. However, Deleuze and
Guattari, in discussing nomadism, have repeatedly grouped desert and sea together,
along with steppe and ice, as examples of what they consider to be the “smooth,” or
nomad, space—a space that evades the control of man (ATP 379, 484, 493). Indeed,
both desert and water are “something beyond,” something that cannot be measured,
regulated, or, in Deleuze’s term, territorialized by man. Desert and water also impose
similar effects on their inhabitants: those who live on desert and by water are often
reminded of the limit of man. As Waterland’s protagonist and narrator Tom Crick
cannot remind his listeners enough, “The waters return” (17, 19), both nomads and
water people witness first-hand the power of nature, the reality of life. They learn to
make peace with, instead of trying to claim, the space they live.
As a historiographic novel, Waterland has received numerous critical readings
on its theory of history, but whereas critics have focused on the novel’s cyclical,
repetitive, and even regressive nature of history as well as human experience, I would
like to suggest that Deleuze & Guattari’s nomadism brings insight as we discuss the
reality presented in Swift’s work. Nomadism points to an open space uncontaminated
by technology, unregulated by social norms; the space is about freedom, a space
where man longs to return to. Moreover, nomadism, in keeping with the pragmatic
spirit of Deleuze and Guattari, is also about movement and resistance:
The nomad has a territory; he follows customary paths; he goes from one
point to another; he is not ignorant of points (water points, dwelling points,
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assembly points, etc.). But the question is what in nomad life is a principle
and what is only a consequence. To begin with, although the points
determine paths, they are strictly subordinated to the paths they determine,
the reverse happens with the sedentary. The water point is reached only in
order to be left behind; every point is a relay and exists only as a relay. A
path is always between two points, but the in-between has taken on all the
consistency and enjoys both an autonomy and a direction of its own. The
life of the nomad is the intermezzo. (ATP 380)
In contrast to nomads, who make seasonal movement, the state thought—whether
government, ruler, or military force—is concerned with zoning, territorializing, and
controlling of nomads. Through territorization, the state tries to regulate movement by
fixing paths with predetermined directions. In Waterland, such control appears in
many forms: from the progress- and profit-minded Atkinsons to the modern-day
school headmaster Lewis. Among the most significant of these is what Tom, a history
teacher, calls “the Grand Narrative”—the “official” history from the textbooks that is
characterized by its linearity and causality, past and present, beginning and end.
As a history teacher, the novel’s protagonist Tom Crick finds himself having to
abandon traditional history lessons to reconstruct a reality that is nomadic in nature.
He senses the need to reconstruct reality when he realizes that textbook history does
not offer “explanations” for his crisis. Since Tom moved to London, he has broken his
ties with his youth. His father and brother are dead. His childhood home has been
destroyed by flood and the landscape of the Fens has changed. As a young person,
Tom, a “star pupil” and scholarship winner (242), often “escape[d]” to his
“story-books”, jumping back and forth from reality to imagination, “as if they shut
each other out” (207). Back then, he did not ask yet where the stories ended and
reality began—that is, not until Freddie was discovered dead (208).
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Overnight, reality and stories collided, as the murder also brought about Tom’s
brother Dick’s suicide and his girlfriend Mary’s abortion. Starting then, Tom‘s life
was forever changed. In the next forty years, he repressed his memory of the murder,
taking refuge in teaching history and sharing a domestic life with Mary. It is not until
another crisis later in life—his forced retirement and his wife’s child theft, which
threaten to destroy both his profession and family—that he realizes that he has to
return to Freddie’s murder to find answers for what has gone wrong. This time, he
cannot take refuge in his current life in London, realizing that neither story-books nor
the history he teaches are sufficient to explain his current crisis. As a result, he is
forced to return to his youth to reconstruct reality so that he can learn how to cope
with it. This paper, therefore, discusses Tom’s discovery of a rhizomatic reality and
the significance of the discovery, and moreover, uses Deleuze and Guattari’s concept
of rhizome to open up some new perspectives on Waterland’s view of reality, history
and storytelling.

Deleuze and Guattari’s Rhizome

As a history teacher, Tom reminds his students that “For each protagonist who
once stepped on to the stage of so-called historical events, there were thousands,
millions, who never entered the theatre—who never know that the show was
running—who got on with the donkey-work of coping with reality” (40). Tom’s
reminder to his students shows the parallel nature of historical and personal events,
the limitation of History in answering personal problems, and the need for individuals
(“non-participants” of History) to create our own “miniature” history. Here I would
like to suggest that Tom’s “miniature” history of the past is related to Deleuze and
Guattari’s map of nomad space. Like Tom, Deleuze and Guattari question the
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totalization of Western thought. Many postmodern theorists problematize the grand
narratives, believing that to achieve an unity in their Eurocentric discourse, theorists
must pick and choose evidence which support their claim, and that these selections
inevitably repress certain details. Often, these details are omitted because they are
seen as accidents or discontinuous elements which do not contribute to the discourse.1
For example, from the feminist, Marxist, and post-colonial viewpoints, historians
have consistently excluded women, proletarians, and of colonized, thus privileging
the stories of white Anglo-Saxon males.
Deleuze and Guattari’s book A Thousand Plateaus is mainly concerned with
analyzing the rhizomatic nature of natural, social, and personal reality. For Deleuze
and Guattari, “[h]istory is always written from the sedentary point of view and in the
name of a unitary State apparatus. . . What is lacking is a Nomadology, the opposite of
a history” (ATP 23). Deleuze and Guattari reject the stability and unity which grand
narratives claim to achieve, and instead value the mobility and autonomy of nomads.
As discussed in the Introduction of this thesis, nomads’ resistance has as “its object a
very special space, smooth space, which it composes, occupies and propagates.
Nomadism is precisely this combination of war machine-smooth space” (Negotiations
33).

Nomad space, though Deleuze and Guattari sometimes suggest vast and

unmarked space such as deserts, seas, steppes, and ice as examples, is not “simply [a
given] of the natural world,” but is a space with “different modes of construction or
composition” (Bogue “Nomadism” 12). The space, as an alternative to the State’s
striated space, is reworked by nomads to include rhizomatic elements which reflect
and privilege the postmodern notion of difference and multiplicity.
Reworking one’s notion of reality is important to the nomad thought, because
sedentary and nomad approaches assume different kinds of reality: one based on the
arborescent (tree-like) system and the other rhizomatic. Western thought, with its
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binary logic, is informed by the arborescent model; but its assumption is contrary to
how nature works (ATP 5). While the tree system “plots a point, fixes an order,” the
rhizome follows principles of “connection and heterogeneity: any point of a rhizome
can be connected to anything other, and must be” (ATP 7). That is, while the tree
system implies an image of unity, the rhizome is a subterranean, horizontal stem
possessing no central root, growing in several directions at once. The rhizomatic view
of reality follows principles of connection and heterogeneity, connecting to other
things and assuming diverse elements from concentrated roots (bulbs and tubers) to
surface distribution (weeds and crabgrass). Its multiplicity changes in nature as it
expands their connections. Having no central root, they do not allow one element to
take over others.
When a rhizome is broken in a so-called “asignifying rupture,” it will start up
again like ants rebounding time and again (ATP 9). Lastly, free of a “genetic axis” or
“deep structure,” the rhizome’s principle of cartography and decalcomania enables it
to construct an experimental “map” that negotiates and adapts to particular terrains
(ATP 12). Such a rhizomatic nature can be observed in natural (including plants and
animals), social, and personal reality. Deleuze and Guattari’s analysis of the
rhizomatic nature of reality, Bogue notes, is “not to fix categories and demarcate
permanent essences,” but to “make something pass between the terms of a binary
opposition, and thereby to foster a thought that brings into existence something new”
(“Apology” 178).
To illustrate their ideas of the rhizome, Deleuze and Guattari employ
avant-garde writing techniques so that the “form” of A Thousand Plateaus reflects the
content.2 They construct a wide range of topics and disciplinary areas into plateaus so
that readers may “start anywhere and relate to any other plateau” in a way similar to
how a rhizome is extended through underground stems (ATP 22). Similarly,
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Waterland, in its critique of modernity and the Enlightenment, also suggests that
reality is rhizomatic and employs a rhizomatic approach in its narrative.

Waterland’s Reality

In his storytelling, Tom gradually discovers the rhizomatic nature of reality.
Contrary to historians’ view that the world history is a cohesive story, real-life events
possess lots of gaps, discontinuities, or contingencies. Reality is so complicated that
Tom has developed two seemingly conflicting theories of it: one is that reality is so
“strange and unexpected” that people like Lewis would rather pretend it is not real
(25); the other is that reality is characterized by “uneventfulness, vacancy, flatness,”
in that “nothing happens” (40). As Tom mentally returns to the Fens, he notices that
the land of his childhood also possess qualities similar to those of reality. The Fens are
both the “fairy-tale” land and an empty space. The land has fairy-tale characters like
the beauty, the beast, the witch, and ghosts. On the other hand, the Fens are “flat, with
an unrelieved and monotonous flatness, enough of itself, some night say, to drive a
man to unquiet and sleep-defeating thoughts” (2). That is, the Fens are at once
magical and yet fearful because the land approximates to “Nothing,” being “an empty
wilderness” in the middle of nowhere (13, 3). Thus Tom notes, “to live in the Fens is
to receive strong doses of reality: the great flat monotony of reality: the wide empty
space of reality” (17).
Waterland also implies a kind of multiplicity in reality, one that stops any one
element from taking over. The novel does not privilege or repress either pole of binary
oppositions like man or nature, desire or reason, history or story. Tom looks into
history—“not only the well-thumbed history of the wide world but also, indeed with
particular zeal, the history of [his] Fenland forebears” (62). He focuses on the
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parallels and the interactions of these opposing forces. Moreover, while Waterland
discusses a great deal about the interaction between nature and man, Tom does not
reject one or privilege the other; instead, he discusses the different kinds of
interactions between nature and man.
The Fens’s abundant natural resources offer a source of food and meditative
inspiration to humble “water people” like the Cricks, as well as tremendous
commercial opportunities to believers in Progress like the Atkinsons. These investors
reclaim and develop the Fens; they turn the Fens—this “nothing-landscape”—into an
“Idea,” a “drawing-board” for ambition and profit (17). With his drainage project,
Thomas Atkinson intends to sell the land, “with the water squeezed out of it,” for
profit, but his plan is destroyed by the return of water. The land, while permitting the
Cricks’ fishing and planting activities, resists man’s efforts when he, exemplified by
the Atkinsons, tries to change nature with development. Tom reminds his students that
the force of the nature, symbolized by silt, is also rhizomatic, something “which
shapes and undermines continents; which demolishes as it builds; which is
simultaneous accretion and erosion; neither progress nor decay” (8-9).
Just as Deleuze and Guattari observe that the rhizome always recovers from
“asignifying ruptures” (ATP 9), Tom also believes that natural forces always recover
from damages caused by man. The floods in the Fens, for example, destroy artificial
works periodically and bring about a different landscape. In fact, Tom reports that
nature is more “effective” than his resisting ancestors in “sabotage[ing]” the
developmental work. As a result, Tom’s recovery of the Fens enables him insights into
the rhizomatic nature and resisting power of reality. He gradually realizes that reality
includes not only the thinking of “the centre,” but also that of the “peripheral areas”
such as the Fenlands (Tange 76). Like Deleuze and Guattari, Tom rejects the State’s
fixing of categories or essences, instead celebrating the heterogeneity and multiplicity
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of reality created by individuals like himself.

Limitation of Grand Narratives

Grand narrative is a term introduced by Jean-François Lyotard in his work The
Postmodern Condition: A report on Knowledge (1979), in which he observes that
narratives of knowledge, from myths, religions, to scientific discoveries, not only
explain, but legitimize knowledge and existing power relations. The term grand
narrative refers to all those concepts which concern less with isolated historical
events, but more with trying to make sense of history by seeing connection,
succession, and gradual development in events. Waterland shows that many people, in
times of crisis, have looked for answers in this kind of narratives. The novel discusses
three: the Atkinsons and Lewis’s Enlightenment view, Mary’s Christian faith, and
Tom’s “History,” all of which assume a universal truth and a linear progression of
world events. To over-simplify, the Enlightenment places man at the center of the
universe, while assuming that man’s work enables the world to progress in a linear
fashion. The French Revolution, with its Rights of Man, was considered a “New
Beginning” for such a modern age (7). In the novel, the Enlightenment belief
motivates the Atkinsons to develop the Fens and pursue wealth. However, this
optimistic outlook associated with the Enlightenment has been changed into a fear of
nuclear holocaust in the 1980s, when technology has led to massive arms buildup,
causing Lewis and Tom’s students to fear “the End of History” (7).
In the novel, Tom also discusses how the Christian faith shapes people’s life. As
a grand narrative, Christianity promises its followers that God will send a messiah to
bring peace and order to the world and that God answers prayers of the faithful. Thus,
Ernst Atkinson desires a “Saviour of the World,” who may offer a once-for-all, one-
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size-fits-all solution to bring the world back from World War I to the promised
Paradise (220). Similarly, having suppressed her guilt and memory of her abortion for
thirty six years (1943-1979), Mary begins looking for salvation, hoping that God will
give her a baby (41). The novel suggests that this kind of religious belief does not
solve the problems of life; instead, the “Saviour of the World” turns out to be mentally
deficient, while Mary, after committing child theft, is sent to an asylum.
As a historian, Tom first looks for answers to what goes wrong in his life in the
history he teaches in class—“History” as an academic discipline and grand narrative.
Yet History does not yield the “golden nugget” of a simple, once-for-all answer which
Tom is looking for (62). The problem is, as Tom discovers, that reality, with so many
“strange and unexpected” incidents, is simply “too big” for the “vessel” of History (25,
40). Not only are there too many details, but, to present a cohesive and “realistic”
history, historians must suppress terrifying elements of reality—incest, murder,
kidnapping, nuclear holocaust—in official records. For example, the murder of
Freddie is recorded by the Gildsey Coroner’s Court as “Accidental Death” (264), a
phrase which Tom describes as “sweet and redeeming” and “neat and neutral” (131).
Similarly, avoiding “all that adult mess” of departmental reshuffling, budgetary
directive, the relevance of History to the real world, and, more importantly, Mary’s
child theft and the consequent press reports and repercussions, Lewis summarizes the
reasons for Tom’s leaving as “education rationale” and “curricular rethinking” (5, 21).
“No reasons, no explanation, no digging up what’s past,” both Lewis and the coroner
of Freddie’s murder would like reality “over and done with and out of the way” (25,
109). Tom is no exception to this kind of escapism. The novel implies that he, despite
being a relentless “detective” of Freddie’s murder and a historian by profession, has
also mentally suppressed the horrors of his personal history until his adult problems
force him to look back.
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This type of escapist attitude reveals the limitation of History, which tends to
oversimplify or even misrepresent the rhizomatic nature of reality. In their effort to
develop a unified and continuous History, historian understandably cannot
accommodate all events or fully reveal the complexity of events. However, if history
is based on official records maintained by authorities like Waterland’s coroner and
headmaster, and if they prefer simple answers, it is likely that History will be
reductive, selectively or inadvertently repressing many details. Instead of “the filler of
vacuums” or “the dispeller of fears of the dark,” History, Tom concludes, is a “yarn”
(62). After seeing Lewis’s and Mary’s breakdown, Tom realizes that to find answers
for what went wrong in his life, he must go back to the past to “uncover” the forgotten
details so he can “re-work” reality. For example, to explain Mary’s child theft, Tom
has to talk about her abortion; to explain the abortion, he has to tell the students about
their rendezvous, and so on. Sometimes his stories amuse the students; other times the
details are too horrific. Not surprisingly, in turning away from History to storytelling,
Tom gradually sees the rhizomatic nature of reality as his stories encounters “more
mysteries, more fantasticalities, more wonders and grounds for astonishment than I
started with. . .” (62). The process of retrieving the past, though at times painful and
even terrifying, enables him to gain some insights.

Cultivating Nomad Space through Storytelling

Having discussed the limitations of the grand narratives, it is important to
remind ourselves that Tom does not reject history in general. To him, history is kind
of “practical knowledge” (23), because it helps us “learn from our mistakes” in the
past (107) and enables us to “look back in order to look forward” (126). However,
Tom also believes that History, the type of history we find in textbooks, is limited, so
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his personal storytelling supplements History, just the way the Fenlands stories
supplements those of “the wide world.” Storytelling, Wan-Lun Lee notes, helps Tom
“not only [seek] an explanation for what goes wrong,” but also “renegotiat[e] a sense
of continuity between the past and present so as to reconstruct his individual integrity
and well-being” (31).
By including mysteries of the past—the Fens, Dick’s birth, Mary’s
abortion—into his stories, Tom creates his “nomad space.” The reality created by
Tom’s stories not only is rhizomatic but also privileges neither history nor fairy-tales,
neither reason nor imagination. His insight into the rhizomatic nature of reality
enables him to show the diversity in life with less bias. Tom breaks away from the
traditional boundaries of a history class to present the diverse elements of his story in
creative ways.

Like A Thousand Plateaus, Tom’s story is also a collage of

theoretical information (historical, scientific, natural, philosophical) and literary
genres (fairy-tale, Gothic, and detective). Moreover, disregarding moral and ethical
standards (an influential determiner shaping Artificial History), he does not repress
details which might be embarrassing to tell (such as his rendezvous with Mary), or
omit events (such as incest or abortion) which some may think unsuitable for
middle-school students to hear. In other words, his stories are always connecting to
other topic or theme, thus reworking his notion of reality and creating nomad space
which gives him autonomy.
In creating this “nomad space,” we may ask what kind of freedom Tom achieves.
We must admit that Tom’s autonomy differs somewhat from the politically-oriented
freedom intended by Deleuze and Guattari. His freedom comes from recognizing that
“What every world-builder, what every revolutionary wants a monopoly in: Reality.
Reality made plain. Reality with no nonsense. Reality cut down to size” (206). That is,
believers in Progress would prefer to ignore fair-tale elements in life, especially the
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“strange and unexpected” matters which interfere with empire-building and History
(25). Thus, Tom resists “realism; fatalism; phlegm” (17), fighting against the type of
thinking which rejects imagination and mystery, which values only reason and fact.
As he learns from his personal experience, repressing the unexplainable does not
work.
In contrast to empire-builders, Tom seeks the kind of autonomy whereby his
“love of life”—an “anarchic” and “seditious” desire that is “unfathomable”—can be
freely expressed (205). Even though Tom eventually realizes that reality can never be
fully known, he still insists on loving life, which to him means “hav[ing] to find out”
and “hav[ing] to know” (206). He encourages his students not to stop being curious:
“Children, be curious. Nothing is worse (I know it) than when curiosity stops.
Nothing is more repressive than the repression of curiosity. Curiosity begets love. It
weds us to the world. It’s part of our perverse, madcap love for this impossible planet
we inhabit. People die when curiosity goes” (206). Being curious is not easy because
it means that we do not give up looking for answers. Tom, however, considers his
nomadic process of reality reconstruction a type of “progress,” not the type of
progress that comes from building empires, but of the “land reclamation” kind. Not as
glamorous as building an empire, his project is humble. Tom’s progress is not about
“going anywhere;” rather, it is “progress” if you can “stop the world slipping away”
(336).
To Tom, Mary’s world has slipped away because she is not “interested in
stories,” “not curious” (126, 296). After her abortion, she retreats to the convent. After
forty years of hiding behind the façade of “realism,” she commits a child theft, the
consequence of which is that she recedes into “the obscure and irrecoverable
distance,” “permanent[ly] depart[ed]” (328). Lewis’s world is in a way also slipping
as he turns to alcohol to calm himself. Once a believer of Progress, he is now worried
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about the End of History. Unlike Tom, he seeks “no reasons, no explanations, no
digging up what’s past” (25). Lewis would like reality to disappear.
Like Mary and Lewis, Tom is also on the verge of going insane. Tom, like Henry
on his death bed, is almost possessed by “the old Crick phlegm” (342). Although Tom
finds history a “useful” subject with educative power—History teaches us to “avoid
illusion and make-believe, to lay aside dreams [. . .] to be realistic” (108)—he must
admit that reality is not only about history, but also about the “Here and Now.” Life,
Tom concludes, is “one-tenth Here and Now, nine-tenths a history lesson.” Although
“most of the time the Here and Now is neither now nor here” (61), Tom believes that
these “surprise attacks” of the Here and Now can be either joyful or terrible. It is the
latter that will either overwhelm a person, making his world slip away, or prompt a
curious person to seek explanations beyond history. Tom says,
Because each one of those numberless non-participants [of history] was
doubtless concerned with raising in the flatness of his own unsung existence
his own personal stage, his own props and scenery—for there are very few
of us who can be, for any length of time, merely realistic. So there’s no
escaping it: even if we miss the grand repertoire of history, we yet imitate it
in miniature and endorse, in miniature, its longing for presence, for feature,
for purpose, for content. (40-1)
Despite our longing for a purpose, we often feel like “lost travelers” in a desert; worse,
Tom believes that we may even cease to belong to this world. He says, “[w]e all
wander from the real world, we all come to our asylums” (135, 331). That is, sooner
or later, every person will feel the destructive power of the Here and Now, and be
overwhelmed by the feeling of hopelessness—as both Tom and Mary experience in
their later adult life. So, if we want a purpose or an answer from history, there are “no
short cuts to Salvation, no recipe for a New World, only the dogged and patient art of
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making do” (108). Thus Tom’s feeling of being a lost traveler requires that he
becomes a Deleuze and Guattari’s nomad, engaging in the continuous reworking of
his notion of reality.
Realizing the rhizomatic nature of reality makes Tom more patient. While Tom
believes that storytelling enables him to re-connect with his past, and thus creating his
nomad space, his storytelling is in turn made difficult by the rhizomatic nature of
reality, which is “too big” and too “strange” for human comprehension. Tom begins
by wishing to tell his students the “complete and final version. . .” of his family tale
(8), but toward the end of the novel, he realizes that it is impossible to tell “the whole
story.” Tom concludes that we do not come to a full “Explanation,” but to a
knowledge of the limits of our power to explain” (108). Because of his “incomplete
knowledge” (108), Tom has to repeatedly return to his past in order to retrieve what
he may have forgotten; still, by the end of the novel he still does not have all the
answers.
In fact, regarding Mary’s child theft, Tom admits that there are “different
versions” to explain the same event (314). There is Mary’s confession to the
psychiatrist of God’s words to her, and there is Mary’s private confession to Tom in
the car (314-5). Similarly, to answer Stan Booth’s question at the end of the
novel—“Someone best explain” (358)—is also problematic, because, to explain, Tom
must go back to the beginning. But “where’s that? How far back is that?” (314). The
process of reconstruction will never end because Tom can never know all the details
about Dick’s suicide, nor can he know how far back to begin his explaining. It takes
Tom the entire Waterland to explain the murder of Freddie, but to explain Dick’s
suicide may be more difficult. Although Tom finds out who Dick’s father is, Dick’s
mind remains a mystery.
Tom’s nomadic journeys to the past are also necessary because he is not sure if
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he can trust his memory. He says, “But memory can’t keep fixed and clear those final
moments [of Dick’s death]. Memory can’t even be sure whether what I saw, I saw first
in anticipation before I actually saw it, as if I had witnessed it somewhere already—a
memory before it occurred” (356). This is why Tom sometimes cannot narrates parts
of his story with certainties. His reconstructed reality, like land that was once water, is
“not quite solid” (8). That is why Tom’s stories do not claim to be truth. He calls them
“fairy-tales” because, while some details are based on facts, some are speculative and
imaginative.
If we think Chapter 50, entitled “The Whole Story” is where we will find the
“Explanation,” we are wrong. The last line of Chapter 50, where Henry tells his story,
beginning with “Once Upon a time—” (343), takes us back to the beginning of the
novel. The end of the book, where Stan Booth asks for an explanation, also takes us
back to the earlier part of the text where information related to Dick’s suicide is given.
The lack of resolution in these final chapters suggests that Tom is freed from having
to tell the “complete and final version” of his tales, but instead will continue his
nomadic journeys. As long as he tries, he will get closer to having “the whole story.”
Thus, Tom’s “humble model for progress”—the reclamation of land—is similar
to nomadism in that the process of creating one’s nomad space is “dull yet valuable,”
“humble” but necessary (336). Geoffrey Lord notes, Tom’s storytelling is an attempt
to “reclaim” “a (once) known world which seems to hold the key to the disturbing
present” (147). Through his effort of reworking his notion of reality, Tom gains some
freedom from his fear of his present life. Even though Tom admits that he has already
reached “the limits of his power to explain,” his curiosity about “the inexplicable”
keeps him going on this project of reworking his understanding of reality. Even when
there is no way forward, when the only way is to go back further into the past, Tom
considers his effort to be a kind of “progress”: As long as he continues his nomadic
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journeys of digging up the past, he will not “[cease] to belong to reality” (109, 336).
Waterland’s reconstructed reality thus suggests a nomad space that offers a “line of
flight” from dominance of technology and ideology.
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Notes
1

Foucault, in his critique of the traditional effort in developing a totalized history,

values discontinuity as a reanimating concept, and proposes a method for historical
analysis that values both continuity and discontinuity in order to uncover the multiple
discourses in a field of knowledge. The problem with the traditional method of history
study is that, in attempting to construct grand narratives that incorporate long-term,
stable, and progressive views, traditional historians inevitably assign meanings to
events, turning some into “monuments” while discounting others as irregularities or
discontinuities. Foucault argues that these interrupting events are in fact important
events that have enabled “paradigm shifts” in the study of knowledge. Thus, Foucault
proposes a “methodology of archaeology of history,” in which, like archaeologists, we
revisit history, not in long, but rather, shorter periods, to examine the fragments and
traces, continuity and discontinuity, the grand and little narratives. What Foucault
proposes, interestingly, is what Tom Crick does. In his effort to understand, Tom
focuses on individual events and examines the rhizomatic relationships and
interactions among different factors that lead to such events.
2

A Thousand Plateaus, as the model text for nomad narrative, employs

avant-garde writing techniques so that its form reflects its content. Best and Kellner
note that the book “abandons any semblance of narrative or argument exposition in
favour of a random, perspectival juxtaposition of chapters, or ‘plateaus’. . . comprised
of complex conceptual flows” (98). In fact, Deleuze and Guattari also note that “a
book itself is a little machine” (ATP 4), and perhaps it is reasonable to suggest that the
they meant for A Thousand Plateaus to be a type of resistant force which inspires
readers to create their nomad space.
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Abstract

The September 11 event presents an excellent case study where one sees the
intricate interplay of discourse, religion, and education, and where the U.S. becomes
the production site of Foucault’s power relation. In particular, the Bush
administration’s religious discourse has reignited yet another round of debates on
personal faith. To some, going atheism is more likely to end most of the killings in the
world. This paper aims to formulate a kind of ethical response, in the post-9/11
moment, for a believer and Sunday school teacher like myself. My analysis includes
Foucault’s notions of discourse, education, ethics, and Margaret Atwood’s The
Handmaid’s Tale, a novel about survival in a fictive, centralized state based on
Christian fundamentalism. Specifically, this paper will 1) revisit the fictive state of
Gilead’s interpretation of the Holy Bible, with Foucault’s notion of discourse, to better
understand the religious language deployed in the post-9/11 moment, 2) examine the
normalization mechanism of the Handmaids’ education, and the Aunts’ role in
creating docile bodies, 3) focus on later Foucault’s ethical self-formation to suggest
how a believer can negotiate between the spiritual reality and religious discourse, and
how a Sunday school teacher can facilitate an environment where the youth at church
are encouraged to practice ethical self-formation.

Keywords: Margaret Atwood, The Handmaid’s Tale, Michel Foucault, discourse,
religion, education, ethics, post-9/11
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Post-9/11 Ethics in Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale

The September 11 event, a contemporary example of Foucault’s rupture and
discontinuity,1 has resulted in a paradigmatic shift of power and knowledge, affecting
studies of not only U.S.’s foreign policy, globalization, and mass media’s
responsibilities, but also religion and education. As a student of liberal arts, instructor
of college-level English, and Sunday school teacher, the last two issues have intrigued
me as I often lead classroom discussions on and enjoy challenging students to think
about contemporary issues related to culture and religion.
I do not pretend to be summarizing in these few lines the complexity of 9/11 as a
set of events or historical processes; however, the attacks and the Bush
administration’s responses present an excellent case study in which one sees the
intricate interplay of discourse, religion, and education, and which the U.S. becomes
the production site of Foucault’s power relation. In a country where 92 percent of
people say they believe in God, and 63 percent said they would only vote for
presidential candidates who are religious,2 it is not surprising that the 9/11 event has
united Americans in the name of God to fight against terrorism. As President Bush
declared the day after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, "This will be a
monumental struggle of good versus evil, but good will prevail." He also asserted, at a
memorial service just three days after 9/11 at the National Cathedral in Washington,
"Our responsibility to history is already clear: to answer these attacks and rid the
world of evil." His rhetoric strongly suggests that the World Trade Center was
attacked in the name of God, and thus legitimating the U.S.’s retaliations against
Afghanistan and Iraq as “holy wars” against terror.
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The Bush administration’s religious discourse has reignited yet another round
of debates on religion. On one side, Christian fundamentalist Jerry Falwell, pastor of a
22,000-member church, called the believers to renew their covenant with God, him
believing that the 9/11 event is a sign of God’s warning for the growing secularization
of the U.S.3 Although he later apologized for pointing fingers at the “pagans,” the
feminists, the abortionists, gays and lesbians, no doubt many followers of his, those
equating being biblical to ethical, supported his view. On the extreme liberal end,
scholars have advocated ending religions altogether, asserting that going atheism is
more likely to end all the killings in the world.4
In addition to debate on religion, the U.S.’s discourse has also brought
reactions from various academic communities such as, to name a few, social theorists,
postcolonial theorists, and educators. In particular, Noam Chomsky, professor of
linguistics and a political activist for greater democracy, called for an end to violence
and injustice.5 Moreover, postcolonial scholars note that Bush’s kind of religious
discourse reenacted the way in which European countries, in their imperial effort, had
subjugated their colonized subjects.6
Interestingly, teachers in the U.S. are divided on what students should learn
from the attacks. Most teachers, under the pressure of nationalism, find themselves
having to choose between being patriotic and being critically interrogative of their
country.7 One advocating the latter has cautioned students against simplified discourse:
“the Bush administration and the corporate media seemed as if they were conspiring
in an infectious spread of convenient binaries: cowards and heroes, terrorists and
freedom fighters, evil and godliness, us and them” (Brady, 96).8 At a time when it has
become imperative for intellectuals to engage in a critique of the abuses of power,
scholars and teachers see the 9/11 event as an opportunity for students to examine our
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troubled world from new and multiple perspectives, to think and write about religion,
and to understand the rise and meaning of Islamic extremism.
Issues of religion and education have always intrigued a believer and Sunday
school teacher like me, who often finds herself having to reconcile between
philosophy and personal faith. After the 9/11 event, the need for a personal study
increases when, on the one hand more than 70 percent of Americans say they spend
more time praying after the attacks, and on the other hand more and more innocent
civilians in the Middle East are being killed in “holy wars.”9,10 The result of some
preliminary exploration produces this paper, which discusses Foucault’s view of
discourse, education, and ethics while examining Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s
Tale. The aim here is to formulate a kind of ethical response for a believer and Sunday
school teacher in the post-9/11 moment.
Atwood’s dystopian novel tells the story of the Handmaid Offred, who is
educated and whose body controlled by a fictive centralized state based on Christian
fundamentalism. While Atwood’s feminist perspective is an important element of the
story,11 what makes this novel particularly suited for my purposes is its portrayal of
power structure based on a religious rhetoric and how the state’s distorted rhetoric is
indoctrinated through the system’s “Aunts.” Although discussions which link The
Handmaid’s Tale and Foucault’s analytics of power are not new, this paper would 1)
revisit the fictive state of Gilead’s interpretation of the Holy Bible, with Foucault’s
notion of discourse, to better understand the religious language deployed in the
post-9/11 moment, 2) examine the normalization mechanism of the Handmaids’
education, and the Aunts’ role in creating docile bodies, 3) focus on later Foucault’s
ethical self-formation to suggest how a believer can negotiate between the spiritual
reality and religious discourse, and how a Sunday school teacher can resist the
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underlying power relations in order to facilitate an environment where the youth at
church are encouraged to practice ethical self-formation.

Religious Discourses in 1980s and Post-9/11

This section briefly describes Foucault’s notion of discourse and how the
religious language is used to justify inhuman practices in The Handmaid’s Tale and
the Bush administration. Foucault’s archaeological analysis shows discourses are not
simplistically divided into accepted or excluded, dominant or dominated ones. Instead,
in any given time, multiple discursive elements interact and distribute among
themselves in various strategies. Thus Foucault defines discourses as sites where
“power and knowledge are joined together” (History 100). In other words, the
interplay of power relations and knowledge system produces the dominant discourse
while repressing other forms of knowledge. As a result, the triumphant knowledge
claims to be the “truth” and “reality,” and thus exercising effects on individuals. On
the complexity of the mechanism, Foucault says,
Discourses are not once and for all subservient to power or raised up against
it, any more than silences are. We must make allowance for the complex and
unstable process whereby discourse can be both an instrument and an effect
of power, but also a hindrance, a stumbling block, a point of resistance and a
starting point for an opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and produces
power; it reinforces it, but also undermines and exposes it, renders it fragile
and makes it possible to thwart it” (History 100-1)
Such complexity can be seen in The Handmaid’s Tale’s protagonist Offred,
whose body is the site of multiple discourses. Responding to the political and social
developments in the US in the 1980s, The Handmaid’s Tale described an extremely
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compressive mechanism of power run by radical Christian fundamentalists, where
everyone, regardless of gender or social hierarchy, must learn to function within the
Republic’s dense web of power. The novel’s fictive state adopts Christian doctrines
and epigrams (such as “Bless be the fruit” and “May the Lord open”) as statements
that constitute the discourse of Gilead. These statements are then released by the
Aunts, teachers of Handmaids, as knowledge and truth. The religious discourse builds
up a reality in which procreation becomes the handmaid Offred’s sole purpose in life,
the consequence reducing her to a “two-legged womb,” and leaving her with no
alternatives.
Although the Gileadean discourse dominates, the novel shows that Offred’s
subjectivity is not only shaped by right-wing religious fundamentalism, but also
influenced by the pre-Gileadean discourses of her mother’s feminism and her friend
Moira’s rebellion. In addition, while performing her duty like an obedient child,
Offred also becomes interested, albeit slowly, in Ofglen’s Mayday resistance.
Throughout the novel Offred has no choice but to accept the dominant Gileadean
discourse as “truth;” and yet, as Foucault points out, inconsistency among the
statements also undermines the state’s power. For example, seeing the Commander’s
Wife smoking a cigarette, which can only be obtained from the black market, gives
Offred hope: “There’s always a black market, there’s always something that can be
exchanged. [The Commander’s Wife] then was a woman who might bend the rules”
(24). The hope enables Offred to begin her subtle process toward possibilities of
freedom.
Although The Handmaid’s Tale reflects its author’s concern of the growing
influence of the conservative fundamentalism in the 1980s, which attempts to regulate
sexuality based on biblical principles, religious influence remains strong in the present
American culture, which according to Chomsky is “one of the most extreme religious
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fundamentalist cultures in the world; not the state, but the popular culture” (21). The
consequence of which is that religious preferences have clearly influenced the U.S.’s
foreign policies, especially in the country’s unconditional support for Israel.
While the biblical story of Jacob, Rachel, and Bilhah justifies the inhuman role
of the novel’s Handmaids, Bush’s religious discourse also appears to mask the U.S.’s
terrorist-like effort and legitimize the administration’s role as the guardian of
goodness against the “evil” of Islam. As Chomsky points out, we should recognized
that “in much of the world the U.S. is regarded as a leading terrorist state, and with
good reason” (23).12 Thus the discourse of “war against terror” conveniently enables
the Bush administration to continue the U.S.’s imperialistic invasions in the name of
God.

Education as a Technology of Power

This section discusses Foucault’s power/knowledge network and his view of
historical formation of young pupils into docile bodies. Foucault’s notion of
power/knowledge network is based on his genealogical study of institutions such as
prisons, hospitals, and schools. His studies show that, while power is everywhere, it is
exercised in different forms throughout history. Believing that knowledge is
indissociable from regimes of power, his genealogical investigations reveal that power
operates not through physical force or punitive law, but through the hegemony of
norms, political technologies, and the shaping of the body and soul. Hence, the
modern individual is not coerced or repressed, but an effect of power whereby one
internalizes social control.
In Foucault’s mechanism of power, discourse is supported by legitimated
individuals such as teachers on the basis of a particular set of rules. Because teachers
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are endowed with authority to govern and decide which statements are to be classified
as truth and knowledge, they thus have a profound influence on how students act and
think in a particular discourse. Through the formulation of knowledge, the so-called
“reality” is constructed by the formative power of discourse; what is outside of the
dominant discourse is considered false. In short, through “means of correct training,”
teachers exercise a kind of power which produces the individual and the knowledge
one gains; education thus becomes a specific technology of power, “constituting
individuals as correlative elements of power and knowledge” (Discipline 194).
Interestingly, Foucault believes that Christianity’s educational, or pastoral,
system has helped spread the new form of power relations in the eighteenth century,
when discipline evolves from corporal punishment to sophisticated surveillance
techniques. Foucault argues that pastors are similar to teachers in that their
instructions are usually based on individual needs or confessions, and their form of
power “cannot be exercised without knowing the inside of people’s minds, without
exploring their souls, without making them reveal their innermost secrets” (“Subject”
214). In the eighteenth century, this kind of individualizing power has spread and
multiplied from religious institutions into different aspects of the whole social body,
including education.
The duel role of teachers as instructors and enforcers of discourse is exemplified
in Gilead’s system of the Aunts. To make Offred comply with the network, she
undergoes a kind of militant-like education, taught by the systems’ Aunts, who are
both teachers and police to educate the Handmaids while ensuring their compliance.
To make sure the Handmaids stay fit for childbearing, they are treated like children,
living in the gymnasium, eating porridge with cream and brown sugar, sleeping on
flannelette sheets, and, not allowed to talk after light out. Similarly cigarettes, liquor,
or coffee are forbidden (24).
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The Handmaids’ education consists of biblical stories that are related to
procreation. Offred recalls how the Aunts read the same passages very morning in the
Red Center. “It’s the usual story, the usual stories. God to Adam, God to Noah. Be
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth” (99, original emphasis). To justify the
role of Handmaids as surrogate mothers, the Aunts read Rachel’s prayer every
morning. “Give me children, or else I die. Am I in God’s stead, who hath withheld
from thee the fruit of the womb? Behold my maid Bilhah. She shall bear upon my
knees, that I may also have children by her” (99, original emphasis).
More than teachers, the Aunts also conspire to manipulate the Handmaids. Aunt
Lydia, the most supportive spokesperson of the brainwashing project, urges the
Handmaids to renounce themselves and become non-persons. She says, “Think of
yourselves as seeds, and right then her voice was wheedling, conspiratorial, like the
voices of those women who used to teach ballet classes to children, and who would
say, Arms up in the air now; let’s pretend we’re trees. I stand on the corner, pretending
I am a tree” (28). Similarly Aunt Lydia’s rebuke is the kind directed to children; with
a twinkle, she says, “You’re getting the best, you know. . . . There’s a war on, things
are rationed. You are spoiled girls. . .” (99).
The Aunts’ propagating effort results in normalizing the Handmaids into docile
bodies. Aunt Lydia says, ordinary “is what you are used to. This may not seem
ordinary to you now, but after a time it will. It will become ordinary” (43). In the
discourse mechanism of Gilead, the Aunts tell the Handmaids what is true and what is
false, shaping both their bodies and knowledge according to the state’s purpose.
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Foucault’s Ethical Self-Formation

Gilead’s Aunts may have transformed Offred into an obedient Handmaid, and
yet the novel gradually reveals the resistance, albeit subtle, exercised by Offred.
Foucault believes that modernity is characterized by the fact that ‘never have there
existed more centres of power. . .more circular contacts and linkages. . .more sites
where the intensity of pleasures and the persistency of power catch hold, only to
spread elsewhere’ (History 94). Hence, he defines power as “a multiple and mobile
field of force relations where far-reaching, but never completely stable, effects of
domination are produced” (History 102). Although Foucault’s work has mostly
discussed power relations and how subjectivity is an effect of the dominant power, his
later work progress from resistance toward the practice of self-creation. He defines
technologies of the self as practices “which permit individuals to effect by their own
means or with the help of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies
and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to transform themselves in order
to attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality”
(“Technologies” 225). In other words, individuals can have power to define their own
identity and enact a practice of freedom through techniques of the self, thus
overcoming socially imposed limitations to achieve self-mastery.
In particular, Foucault turned toward the ethical self and how it relates to
freedom. He considers both spheres as two overlapping realms of action in that
“[f]reedom is the ontological condition of ethics. But ethics is the considered form
that freedom takes” (“Ethics” 284). In other words, freedom has everything to do with
the ethical, and is expressed in how we respond to others and the world. Foucault
argues that one can become ethically informed through self-formation, and the
practice of ethics leads to human freedom. His ethics has nothing to do with fixed
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moral code or principles applicable to all; in fact, he believes that “one must refuse
everything that might present itself in the form of a simplistic and authoritarian
alternative. . .” (“Enlightenment” 313). It is a learnable and ongoing process which
involves the following: “[t]he critical ontology of ourselves must be conceived as an
attitude, an ethos, a philosophical life in which the critique of what we are is at one
and the same time the historical analysis of the limits imposed on us and an
experiment with the possibility of going beyond them. . .” (“Enlightenment” 319). In
other words, the practice of freedom as an ethical self-formation consists of
developing a critical attitude toward the historical formation of self while challenging
the limits which have been imposed on us.

Implications for Educators

How do teachers resist the normalization mechanism built in education and
encourage students to engage in such ethical self-creation? Justen Infinito notes, as
educators try to foster specific ends of “goodness” in young people, one must
“recognize [education’s] role in [Foucault’s] ethical self-creation of individuals” (156).
Adopting from Foucault’s “philosophical ethos,” Infinito proposes three essential
conditions in education: 1) an encouraging environment that allows students to
experiment alternative modes, 2) curriculums that enable students to make inquiry
into their present conditions and how their identities relate to cultural and historical
practices and discourses, and 3) development of a critical attitude (168).
Thus Foucault’s work calls for a space that fosters discussions and explores
alternative thinking. Given my own understanding, classrooms of English could be
where contemporary cultural issues are studied, debated, and written about; Sunday
school classrooms could become where discussions such as the genealogy of God take
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place, and so forth. Once an open atmosphere is established, students can begin asking
questions about the discursive elements of culture. As Foucault points out, “[t]his
philosophical attitude must be translated into the labor of diverse inquiries”
(“Enlightenment” 319). A study into the past might help students understand how
human identity is constructed by the given culture and historical moment, and thus
allow them gain liberty from investigating various human discourses.
Finally, criticality entails
that criticism is no longer going to be practiced in the search for formal
structures with universal value but, rather, as a historical investigation into
the events that have led us to constitute ourselves and to recognize ourselves
as subjects of what we are doing, thinking, saying. . . . [This critique] will
separate out, from the contingency that has made us what we are, the
possibility of no longer being, doing, or thinking what we are, do, or think.
It. . .is seeking to give new impetus, as far and wide as possible, to the
undefined work of freedom (“Enlightenment” 315-6).
Thus one could argue that the task for education is to cultivate students’ critical skills
so they become more free, which according to Foucault means, “knowing how to
avoid the kind of domination effects where a kid is subjected to the arbitrary and
unnecessary authority of a teacher, or a student put under the thumb of a professor
who abuses his authority” (“Enlightenment” 299).

Offred’s Resistance as Ethics

Granted, the study of ethics has always been an important subject in education;
what makes Foucault’s notion particularly valuable is his combining ethics and
freedom, traditionally two different spheres, in the ontology of self. In addition, he
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advocates student-centered types of genealogical analysis so that, through their own
critique, they become more informed about any abuse of power relations and their
effects. As for practical suggestions, Infinito points to the study of literature as one
effective method for gaining an attitude of Foucauldian criticality (170fn). Indeed, the
value of “novel spaces” in the post-9/11 moment is also affirmed by Alex Houen, who
believes contemporary novels “present alternatives to the ‘automatic writing’ and
‘impressionism’ of the current postmodern circuitry; to short-circuit the circuit with
new forms of potentialism and outer space that we can inhabit; to allow other
potentials of experience to take place through writers and readers” (436). If so, we
may ask, what does The Handmaid’s Tale inform us?
To start, the novel offers many examples of individuals who accept their realities
and at the same time violates them. In The Handmaid’s Tale we see that almost
everyone resists the system, from the Commander, who is perhaps one of the founders
of the Republic, to the Handmaids, whose bodies and movements are strictly
monitored. The Commander transgresses by meeting Offred at night and playing
Scrabble, an unapproved game of language for the Handmaids, with her. The
Commander’s Wife Serena Joy transgresses by arranging Offred to have sex with
Nick the driver of the household. Likewise, Offred’s physician seeks illegitimate
paternity by offering himself to Offred. Her actual lover, the Commander’s chauffer
Nick, a Guardian and member of the Eyes who may be affiliated with Mayday, the
underground resistance movement, has forbidden intercourses with her.
Even the Handmaids, the relatively powerless ones, exercise their freedom.
Through language, the Handmaids create a subversive alliance among themselves.
Offred tells us that when they sleep in the old school gymnasium, they are not allowed
to talk after the lights are turned down. However “we learned to lip-read, our heads
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flat on the beds, turned sideways, watching each other’s mouths. In this way we
exchanged names, from bed to bed: Alma. Janine. Dolores. Moira. June” (14).
But it is Offred’s subtle transformation which I would suggest exemplifies
Foucauldian ethics. To begin, Offred questions the name system for Handmaids. In
the Gileadean regime, the Handmaids are not allowed to use their real names; instead
they are renamed according to their current employer. “Offred” means the Handmaid
currently work for the household of Fred. However Offred tells the readers about this
system: “I tell myself it doesn’t matter, your name is like your telephone number,
useful only to others; but what I tell myself is wrong, it does matter. I keep the
knowledge of [my real name] like something hidden, some treasure I’ll come back to
dig up, one day” (94). Her real name connects her to memories of the past, and such
connection allows her to think about how her subjectivity has been shaped by
discursive shifts. Although forbidden for use at the moment, her real name, like an
“amulet,” protects her from insanity and, “shining in the dark,” gives her hope (94).
Offred’s criticality is also reflected on her insight into is the Aunt’s language.
She refuses to accept that her “reduced circumstances” is a “position of honor;”
neither is her living in “prison” or “nunnery” a “privilege” (18, 23). Likewise, she
does not feel like a “pearl,” but more like a “two-legged womb.” Describing Aunt
Lydia as “in love with either/or” (18), Offred perceives that the Aunts manipulate the
Handmaids into thinking that they are actually making choices.
Offred’s resistance is “ironic” in that her character may be complacent: She
refuses the doctor’s offer to inseminating her himself, does not rebel like her friend
Moira, or join the Mayday operation like Ofglen. Nevertheless, some elements in her
story, according to Wagner-Lawlor, are “importantly progressive” (83). Offred’s
narrative tells us that, despite the pressure from a hostile environment, her mind is
constantly assessing her surroundings and thinking about her actions. In remembering
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about her mother, husband, and daughter, she is aware of alternative lifestyles
different from what she has to endure in Gilead. Her attitude of critique is a good
example of how one negotiates with her reality, challenges the limits, and gains
possibilities of freedom through self-creation, even if such “possibilities” are nothing
more than “tiny peepholes” (31).

Conclusion

As we commemorate the fifth year of the September 11 event, it is not
surprising that more voices of dissidence are heard. Support of the military action
decreases, and, as the death toll of Iraqi and war casualties dominate the headlines,
popular opinions continue to shift away from the grand narratives of nationalism.
Clearly the line between justice and terrorism, or good and evil, is no longer as clear
cut.
Hence, this is clearly high time for student of English to be aware of how
discourses of Western societies have affected our world and our views; similarly, for
believers to investigate how discourses of religions have shaped our identities and
worldviews. Even if we may often feel helpless in the hegemony of global economy
of power, we can still find ways to exercise our freedom. At a minimum, choosing to
stay informed of global issues is one way to obtain Foucault’s ethics. Our attention to
the global community helps us relate to others, which in turn enables us to assess our
own conditions more objectively.
Engaging in one’s own genealogical projects is another way. Karen Armstrong’s
A History of God: the 4000-Year Quest of Judaism, Christianity and Islam has helped
me and my students understand how the concept of God and hence our relationships
with God have evolved through time. Jostein Gaarder’s Sophie’s World: A Novel
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about the History of Philosophy is another favorite of my Sunday school students.
With these books, our Sunday school classes have become study groups of philosophy
and religions, and how they relate to our existence.
We cannot all become revolutionaries, but in small ways we can all develop
critical thinking and live ethically by enacting changes within ourselves. Through
curiosity and criticality, Infinito says, “[teachers] show our commitment to reality by
seeking a profound understanding of it and by being attentive to its
particulars—especially to particular others” (170). In fact, the process of writing this
paper has helped me investigate the world around me, and, hopefully, making me a
better model for the students I work with.
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Notes
1

Foucault’s archaeology of knowledge reveals ruptures and discontinuity

marked by epistemological shifts, where “[the shifts] suspend the continuous
accumulation of knowledge, interrupt its slow development, and force it to enter a
new a new time. . .” (Archaeology 4). The September 11 event is considered an
example of such historical reconfiguration, resulting in increased militarization,
eroded civil liberty, harsher immigration policies, to name a few.
2

Jerry Adler, “The New Naysayers,” Newsweek 25 Sep. 2006: 50-52.

3

“Falwell Apologies to Gays, Feminists, Lesbians” CNN.com 15 Sept. 2001, 10

Oct. 2006 <http://archives.cnn.com/2001/US/09/14/Falwell. apology/>.
On the broadcast of the Christian television program "The 700 Club," Falwell
made the following statement three days after the 9/11 event: "I really believe that the
pagans, and the abortionists, and the feminists, and the gays and the lesbians who are
actively trying to make that an alternative lifestyle, the ACLU, People For the
American Way, all of them who have tried to secularize America. I point the finger in
their face and say 'you helped this happen.'" Later on the same day, he apologized to
the groups he had pointed fingers at, while still maintaining that "I therefore believe
[the U.S.’s growing immorality] created an environment which possibly has caused
God to lift the veil of protection which has allowed no one to attack America on our
soil since 1812."
4

Jerry Adler, “The New Naysayers,” Newsweek 25 Sep. 2006: 50-52.

5

Noam Chomsky, 9-11 (New York: Seven Stories Press, 2001). Chomsky

believes that “[a]n attack against Afghanistan will probably kill a great many of
innocent civilians, possibly enormous numbers in a country where millions are
already on the verge of death from starvation. Wanton killing of innocent civilians is
terrorism, not a war against terrorism” (76, emphasis added). For a critique on
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Chomsky’s views, see “The Hypocrisy of Noam Chomsky” by Keith Windschuttle,
who asserts that “Chomsky has used his status, originally gained in the field of
linguistics, to turn himself into the leading voice of the American left. He is not
merely a spokesman. His own stance has done much to structure left-wing politics
over the past forty years.”
6

Anouar Majid, “The Failure of Postcolonial Theory After 9/11,” Chronicle of

Higher Education 49.10 (2002): B11-B12.
7

Audrey Schewe, “Educators Divided over What to Learn from 9/11,” CNN.com

8 Sept. 2006, 10 Oct. 2006 <http://edition.cnn.com/2006/US/09/08/911.teachers/index.
html>.
8

Brady’s paper is part of a special “In Focus” issue of Cinema Journal 43.2

(2004), which discusses pedagogy, film and the responsibility of intellectuals.
9

Jerry Adler, “The New Naysayers,” Newsweek 25 Sep. 2006: 50-52.

10

The estimated death toll of civilian Iraqi, as a result of the U.S.’s 2003

invasion, has varied greatly, from 62,000 people reported by the Brookings Institutes,
to 650,000, according to a report published in the medical journal The Lancet. Despite
the huge gaps, Professor Gilbert Burnham, one of the second report's authors and an
epidemiologist at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, said: "We're
very confident with the results."

Cited in Paul Reynolds, “Huge Gaps in Iraq Death

Estimate,” BBC News 14 Oct. 2006, 14 Oct. 2006 <http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/
middle_east/6045112. stm>
11

On feminist perspectives of the novel, see “Women in Fear: A Feminist

Dystopia in The Handmaid’s Tale” by Chung-Hsiung Lai, and “Sexual Surveillance
and Medical Authority in Two Versions of The Handmaid’s Tale” by Pamela Cooper.
12

Chomsky reminds his readers that “in 1986 the U.S. was condemned by the

World Court for ‘unlawful use of force’ (international terrorism) and then vetoed a
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Security Council resolution calling on all states (meaning the U.S.) to adhere to
international law. [This is] [o]nly one of countless examples” (9-11 23).
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A Comparative Study of Equal Temperament in China and in Europe
CHEN (Joseph) Cheng-Yih 程貞一
Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, California
(Abstract)
Based on comparative studies of the works of Zhū Zài-Yù 朱載堉 (1536-1611)
and of Simon Stevin (1548-1620) on equal temperament, claims have been made that
there was probably a transmission of the Zhū’s work to Stevin. Following these claims,
there were also suggestions about possible Chinese influence on the development for
equal temperament in European. In this paper, I examine the developments of equal
temperament in China and in Europe and found that the two developments were based
not only on different thought processes but also on different methodologies. There was no
evidence to support for cross-cultural influence between the two developments. If there
was a transmission of Zhū’s work to Stevin, the transmission probably laid dormant in
Stevin’s manuscript until it was discovered and published in 1884 by Bierens de Haan. It
is further demonstrated that even though the thought processes and methodologies were
different, the exact solution obtained by Zhu could in principle be also obtained,
following the European approach, by subdividing the Pythagorean comma (comma
maxima) into 12 equal intervals and them using the interval to temper the fifth in
generating the octave. However, at the time in Europe, the difficulty encountered in
subdividing of the comma maxim was in mathematics.
Contents
1. Introduction
2. The Derivation of Equal-Ratio Chromatic Scales in China
2.1 The Cultural Background
2.2 The Mathematical Basis: Squares and Circles
2.3 The Adoption of Geometric Progression
2.4 The Implementation of Equal-Ratio Requirement
2.5 The Equal-Ratio Chromatic Scales
3. The Derivation of Well-Tempered Temperament in Europe
3.1 The Cultural Background
3.2 The Mean-Tone Approach
3.3 Keyboard Tuning and Comma Maxima
3.4 The Well-Tempered Temperament
4. Cross-Cultural Interactions
4.1 Between Zhū Zài-Yù and Simon Stevin
4.2 Simon Stevin on Decimals
4.3 Cross-Cultural Influence on Equal Temperament
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1. Introduction
It was well discovered by the ancients that there exist in nature harmonic intervals
which are pleasant to human ear. Such intervals were use for tonal movement in early
music, leading to the invention of musical scales. Examples of such early scales are found
in a number of primitive music instruments. The most notable ones are provided, for
example, by the old Egyptian multi-note flute of the Bonze Age (c. -3000) 1 and the
Neolithic Chinese bone flute of the -6th millennium.2 The Chinese bone flute, probably
made from the ulnae of the red-crowned crane (see Fig. 1), is undoubtedly the oldest
extant playable multi-note musical instrument.

Figure 1. A photograph of a playable bone flute (M282:20) of the -6th millennium
unearthed in 1987 at Jiăhú 賈湖, Wŭyáng 舞陽 county, Hénán 河南
province in China.
This bone flute, 22.2 cm in length, has seven finger holes, two holes at its openends and, in addition, a tiny hole just above the seventh finger hole. It is capable of
producing a total of eight notes.3 The interval between the note of the 1st and of the 7th
hole approximates an octave. With the additional small hole on top of the seventh finger
hole, an alteration of the 7th-hole note can be made. The flute reveals that attempts in
producing sound in a sequence of seven notes appeared much earlier than previous
known.4
In the course of time, a quantitative recognition of harmonic intervals was
discovered in terms of the length ratio of the stretched strings from which the harmonic
tones were produced. We have harmonic intervals such as the octave 12, the major second
8
, major third 45, perfect fourth 34, perfect fifth 23, etc. With these ratios, harmonic intervals
9
can be accurately expressed. Musical scales composed of the such harmonic intervals are
called the chúnlǜ 純律 (pure intonation) in China and the true (or ‘just’) intonation in
1.
2.
3.
4.

See Bartholomew (1952), p. 167.
See the Hénán 河南 Research Institute of Cultural Relics (1989). In English, see Chen Cheng-Yih 程
貞一 (1996), pp. 40-41; Juahong Zhang, Garman Harbottle, Changsui Wang and Chaochen Kong,
Nature 401, 366-368 (1999).
See Huáng Xiáng-Péng 黃翔鵬 (1989).
According to the Shuōwén Jiĕzì《說文解字》(Analytical Dictionary of Characters) of +121 by Xŭ
Shèn 許慎, the ancient character dí 笛 stands for seven-hole flutes. Heptatonic scales are discussed
in Chinese Classics such as the Zuŏ-Zhuàn《左傳》(Master Zuŏqiū’s Commentary on the SpringAutumn Annals) and Guó-Yŭ《國語》(Discourses on the States).
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Europe. However, the natural chromatic scale so constructed is not best suited for music
making. This is because the twelve semitones of the natural chromatic scales are
composed of four different semitone intervals as given in the octave relation below:
15

6

25

1

128

2

24

3

1

(16) (27) (135) (25) = 2

(1)

This ‘fact of nature’ limits the capacity of the natural chromatic scales in accommodating
mode-shifts. Consequently, the natural scales are not flexible for artistic creativity.
To gain more freedom for music creativity, musicians would temper the harmonic
tones in the natural intonation or would simply work on improving the less restrictive
scales such as the Pythagorean scales in Europe and the sān-fēn sŭn-yì 三分損益 scales
in China. These activities corresponded to accept less perfect tones for a better mode-shift
accommodation. Such attempts of compromise by the ancients, though based on intuitive,
were, in fact, achievable as we now known that there is a narrow tolerance range for pitch
deviation in our psycho-physiological response in hearing. The history of temperament is
an account of such compromise between one’s desire in preserving the pleasant harmonic
intervals and the demand for more freedom in accommodating melodic movements and
mode-shifts in music making.
In the course of time, the dichotomy of need between pleasant harmonics and
artistic freedom led to the construction, in different cultures, a variety of tempered scales
to satisfy the creativity need of musicians. But not until the development of the equal
temperament was the total freedom in melodic movements and mode-shift modulations
achieved. The term ‘equal temperament’ refers to a chromatic scale with twelve equally
spaced semitones. The great advantage of this system over the earlier systems is that it
makes playing in all the keys possible. The equal temperament developed in China is
called ‘dĕngbĭlǜ 等比律’ which means literally the ‘equal-ratio’ chromatic scale. The
equal temperament developed in Europe was called the well-tempered temperament. The
difference in terminology reflects their different ethnomusicological backgrounds.
In this paper, a comparative study of the developments of the equal temperament
in China and in Europe is presented. The question of cross-cultural interaction is also
investigated.

2. The Derivation of Equal-Ratio Chromatic Scale in China
2.1 The Cultural Background
The Chinese civilization was among those ancient civilizations which had an
early start in the development of tonal systems and musical theories. By the Zhōu 周
Dynasty, a chromatic pitch system was developed for accommodate melodic movements
and mode-shifts in music composed in the pentatonic and heptatonic modes. Evidence of
the pitch system in natural intonation and various tempered intonations are found not
only in texts5 but also in a number of ancient musical instruments such as the biān-qìng

5.

See Chen Cheng-Yih 程貞一 (1996), pp. 38-63.
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編磬 (stone-chimes)6 of Shāng 商 as well as in the Marquis Yĭ 乙 bronze set-bells (biānzhōng 編鐘) of -433.7
A mathematical procedure known as the sān-fēn sŭn-yì 三分損益 method8 for the
calculation of chromatic scales is given in the Lǚ-Shì Chūn-Qiū《呂氏春秋》(Master
Lǚ’s Spring-Autumn Annals) of -239. The system of sān-fēn sŭn-yì 三分損益 chromatic
scales generated by the method is an unequal temperament composed of two types of
semitones as given by the octave relation below:
243

7

2048

5

35
2

7

211 5 1
) = 2.
37

(256) (2187) = ( 8) (

(2)

Since the combination of the major semitone 2048
and the minor semitone 243
(hemitones)
2187
256
gives the pure major whole tone 89, this semitone structure makes the scales less restrictive
for melodic movements and mode-shift modulation. Before the invention of the equal
temperament, the sān-fēn sŭn-yì chromatic scales were probably the most flexible tonal
system among all the unequal temperaments for greater artistic freedom in music making.
By the Táng 唐 and Sòng 宋 periods, humanistic achievements in China reached a
new high, marked by the flowering of the Tángshī 唐詩 (Táng ‘shī’-poem) and Sòngcí 宋
詞 (Sòng ‘cĭ’-prose). The revival of the influence of classical lyric poems9 and elegies10
allowed greater rhythmical variety and phonic variation. This rise is accompanied by the
vocal and instrumental musical developments with greater structural and modal variations.
Illustrated in Figure 2 below is a performing orchestra reproduced from a Sòng painting.

Figure 2. A performing orchestra reproduced from a Sòng painting.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Lĭ Chún-Yī 李純一 (1981), p. 40.
See the Léigŭdūn Archeological Team of the No. 1 Tomb in Suíxiàn (1979).
The sān-fēn sŭn-yì 三分損益 method first appeared in the Guăn-Zĭ《管子》(The Book of Master
Guăn) of Zhōu 周 for the generation of the pentatonic scale in the zhĭ 徵 mode.
Exemplified by the Shī-Jīng《詩經》(Book of Odes) of Zhōu 周.
Exemplified by the Chŭ-Cí《楚辭》(Elegies of Chŭ State) Zhōu 周.
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The progresses in humanistic culture enjoyed in the Táng 唐 and Sòng 宋 periods
were hampered by the rise of Mongols and the subsequent change in dynasties. The rise
and the demise of the short Yuán 元 dynasty (1271-1368) were among the disruptive
periods of the Chinese civilization. The revival movement, exemplified by the
compilation of the Yŏng-Lè Dà-Diăn《永樂大典》(Great Encyclopedia of the Yŏng-Lè
Reign) of 1407, consumed much early effort of the Míng 明 Dynasty (1368-1644).
Although much of the musical content of the Tángshī 唐詩 and Sòngcí 宋詞 were lost, a
derivative form of the ‘cĭ’-prose did survive in their song form through the Yuán 元
dynasty, known as the Yuánqŭ 元曲 (Yuán ‘qŭ’-song). By the Míng 明 Dynasty, the
‘qŭ’-song continued to flourish in the southern tradition, known as the nanqŭ 南曲
(southern ‘qŭ’-song) in contrast to the beiqŭ 北曲 (northern ‘qŭ’-song), the Yuánqŭ 元曲.
The transitions from the ‘shī’-poem to the ‘cĭ’-prose and then to the ‘qŭ’-song reflect the
different stages of progress toward more artistic freedom in both literary and musical
creations. Thus, the search for a tonal system which allows more freedom than the sānfēn sŭn-yì 三分損益 chromatic scales in modal shifts for greater harmonic and melodic
resources in music making had been a long standing undertaking.
When Zhū Zài-Yù 朱載堉 (1536-1611) faced with the modal-shift problem, he
tackled the problem from the mathematical prospect of visualizing the tonal system as a
cyclic system with twelve semitones as its elements. Zhū Zài-Yù, a Míng 明 prince, was
well versed with mathematics and science current to his time.11 He realized that each
modal shift, from his novel mathematical perspective, corresponds to a rotation of the
cyclic tonal system. Consequently, a complete freedom for modulating modal shifts can
only be achieved if the cyclic tonal system possesses the complete cyclic symmetry with
respect to the rotation along the twelve semitones. Since such complete cyclic symmetry
is possible only if when all the twelve semitone intervals are equal, Zhū set out to derive
a tonal system composed of equal semitones. In 1584, Zhū Zài-Yù succeeded in deriving
such a system mathematically. The derived system is composed of twelve equal-ratio
semitones. In this section, Zhū’s derivation is reexamined.
2.2 The Mathematical Basis: Squares and Circles
Realizing that the desired tonal system should composed of notes with equal-ratio
intervals, Zhū Zài-Yù proceed to seek help from mathematical systems with equal ratio
progressions. He stated in his book Lǜ-Lǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence of Lǜology)
that
“新法籌律與方圆, 皆用勾股術” 12
°
The new method for calculating the [equal-ratio] chromatic scales is
based on the mathematics of the inscribed and circumscribed squares
and circles using the gōu-gŭ 句股 theorem.13

11.
12.
13.

See, for example, his work Shèng-Shòu Wànnián Lì on astronomy. He was also the first acoustician
who found a systematic method for correcting end effects in pitch-pipes.
See the inner portion, vol.1, sec. 3, p. 9.
It is known in the West as the Pythagorean Theorem.
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The mathematics of the inscribed and circumscribed squares and circles first appeared in
the ‘Zhōu Gōng Wèn Shāng Gāo’〈周公問商高〉dialogue of the Zhōu-Bì Suàn-Jīng
《周髀算經》(Mathematics Classics of Zhōu Gnomons) and is called the fāngyuánshù
方圆術 (the circle-square method). An illustration of the circle-square method given in
the Zhōu-Bì Suàn-Jīng is reproduced in Figure 3.

Figure 3 An inscribed square in a circle and an inscribed circle in a square from
the earliest extant edition of the Zhōu-Bì Suàn-Jīng 《 周 髀 算 經 》
(Mathematics Classics of Zhōu Gnomons) issued in the sixth year of JiāDìng 嘉定 Reign (1213) of Sòng 宋 dynasty.
According to the commentary of Zhào Shuăng 趙雙14 of the +3rd century, the
diagram illustrates the circle-square method (“此方圆之法”). He further points out that
right diagram in Figure 3 represents a unit circle inscribed within a unit square having a
perimeter (zā 匝) of 4 [units]. With this identification, it then necessarily follows that the
circle in the left diagram represents also a unit circle but the perimeter of the square,
being inscribed within the unit circle, is no longer 4 (units) long. Using the gōu-gŭ 句股
theorem given in the Zhōu-Bì Suàn-Jīng, it is a simple matter to show that the perimeter
is 2 2 (units). This implies that the diagrams illustrate the observation that the circumference of the unit circle should be bounded by the perimeters of the two squares. In modern
notation, one has the following inequality:
2 2 < π < 4.
This probably was the mathematical justification for the Shāng Gāo 商高 to use 3 for the
yuánzhōu-lǜ 圆周率 denoted by π above.15 In the Zhōu-Bì Suàn-Jīng《周髀算經》, the
value for π is taken to be 3.
2.3 The Adoption of Geometric Progression

14.
15.

The name of commentator Zhào Jūn-Qīng 趙君卿.
Since π is given by the ratio, circumference/diameter, of a circle, the value of π for a unit circle is
given by the circumference. If the sides of the inscribed square were doubled to form an eight-sided
polygon, one would then obtain for π a value of 3.061.
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Zhū Zài-Yù 朱載堉 noticed that by superimposing the diagrams of Figure 3 of the
Zhōu-Bì Suàn-Jīng, a network of circumscribed and inscribed squares and circles can be
obtained as shown in Figure 4. By using the gōu-gŭ 句股 theorem, he further noticed that
both the diameters dn of the circles and the sides an of the squares of the network satisfy
the following equal-ratio progressions:
dn = 2 dn+1 , n = 1, 2, 3,

...,

(3a)

an = 2 an+1 , n = 1, 2, 3,

...,

(3b)

Figure 4. The network of circumscribed and inscribed circles and squares.
Where the diameters dn of circles and the sides an of their inscribed squares are related as
follows:
dn = 2 an ,

n = 1, 2, 3,

....

(3c)

It was through these equal-ratio geometric progressions that Zhū found a mathematical
procedure to calculate the desired tonal system with equal-ratio intervals.
To adopt the equal-ratio geometric progressions for the calculation of the musical
scale, Zhū match the progression with the half-octave interval as shown in Table 1
(taking a1 = 2 chĭ 尺).
Table 1. The Equal-Ratio Progressions*
n
1
2

an (chĭ 尺)
2
2

dn+1 (chĭ 尺)
2
2

Harmonic Progression
Zhuó Huáng-zhōng 濁黃鐘 (octave)
Zhuó Ruí-bīn 濁蕤賓 (half-octave)

3

1

1

Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 (octave)

4

1/ 2

1/ 2

Ruí-bīn 蕤賓 (half-octave)

5

1/2

1/2

Qīng Huáng-zhōng 清黃鐘 (octave)

6

2 /4

2 /4

Qīng Ruí-bīn 清蕤賓 (half-octave)
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7

1/4

1/4

Qīng Qīng Huáng-zhōng 清清黃鐘 (octave)

* The progression is initiated by taking a1 = 2 chĭ 尺.
Through such identification, Zhū succeeded in establish a relation in progression between
the pitches and the basic geometric figures in nature. The derivation of the equal-ratio
chromatic scales by Zhū Zài-Yù 朱載堉 was first made in 1584 and then published in the
Lǜ-Xué Xīn-Shuō《律學新說》(A New Account of Lǜology).16
In the Lǜ-Lǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence of Lǜology), Zhū Zài-Yù noted
that if one takes the length of the side an of an inscribed square arbitrarily to be 1 chĭ 尺
(i.e. taking n = 3, and a3 = 1 in Table 3), corresponding to the Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 pitch,
then the diameter dn of the circumscribed circle yields a value 2 chĭ 尺 for the Ruí-bīn
蕤賓 pitch, an octave lower (in Zhū’s terminology, bèi-lǜ 倍律). We have in Zhū’s words:
度本起於黃鐘之長, 即度法一尺 命平方一尺為黃鐘之率 東西十寸為句,
°
°
自乘得百寸為句冪; 南北十寸為股, 自乘得百寸為股冪; 相併共得二百寸
弦冪 乃置弦冪為實, 開平方法除之, 得弦一尺四寸一分四唉二毫一絲三
°
忽五微六纖二三七三零九五零四八八零一六八九, 為方之斜, 即圓之徑,
亦即蕤賓倍律之率 17
°
The degrees of pitches begin with the length for the Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 pitch
which can, in this method, be set to 1 chĭ 尺.18 Let the length of the square be
the Huáng-zhōng pitch. Let 10 cùn 寸 be the west-east (i.e. horizontal) length
(gōu 句), its square gives an area of 100 cùn2; let 10 cùn 寸 be the north-south
(i.e. vertical) width (gŭ 股), its square gives an area of 100 cùn2; the sum of
these two areas then gives 200 cùn2. The square root of this sum yields the
length of the hypotenuse (xián 弦):
1.414213562373095048801689 chĭ 尺
which is the diameter of the circumscribed circle and also the length [ratio] for
the Ruí-bīn 蕤賓 pitch, an octave lower (bèi-lǜ 倍律).
where the number 1.414213562373095048801689 is Zhū’s calculation of 2 given to 25
significant figures.
2.4 The Implementation of Equal Ratio Requirement
With the Ruí-bīn 蕤賓 pitch determined, Zhū proceeded with the subdivision of
the half-octave interval (from the Ruí-bīn 蕤賓 pitch to the Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 pitch) into
two equal quarter-octave intervals. This is to require the Nán-lǚ 南呂 pitch to satisfy the
following equal-ratio requirement:19

16.
17.
18.
19.

In this work (vol.1, sec. 4), Zhū Zài-Yù published his results for the equal-ratio chromatic scale but
not the details of his method. An account of his method of calculation is published in 1596 in the LǜLǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence of Lǚology), Nèi-Piān 內篇, vol., 1.
See the Lǜ-Lǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence of Lǚology), Nèi-Piān 內篇, vol.1, sec.3, p.9.
A chĭ 尺 is a Chinese unit for length (corresponding to the unit ‘foot’) contains 10 cùn 寸.
To make use of the established nomenclature for chromatic sequence: C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#,
A, A#, B, for the purpose of identification, the pitch Huáng-zhōng is arbitrarily identified with the
note C.
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Ruí-bīn 蕤賓 (F#)
Nán-lǚ 南呂 (A)

=

Nán-lǚ 南呂 (A)
Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 (C)

(Ruí- bīn 蕤賓 F#)( Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 C)

Nán-lǚ 南呂 (A) =

From Zhū, we have the statements:
以句十寸乘之, 得平方積一百四十一寸四十二分一十三唉五十六毫二十
三絲七十三忽零九五零四八八零一六八九為實 開平方法除之, 得一尺一
°
寸八分九唉二毫零七忽一微一纖五零零二七二一零六六七一七五, 即南
20
呂倍律之率
°
By multiplying [the length for the Ruí-bīn 蕤賓 pitch] by the 10-cùn length
(gōu 句), one obtains:
1.414213562373095048801689 (chĭ 尺)2
The square root of the product gives the value:
1.189207115002721066717500 chĭ 尺
which is the length for the Nán-lǚ 南呂 pitch, an octave lower (bèi-lǜ 倍律).
4

Where the number 1.189207115002721066717500 is Zhū’s calculation of
2 (or 2 ).
Having determined the Nán-lǚ 南呂 pitch, Zhū Zài-Yù in fact succeeded in subdividing
the half-octave interval into two equal-ratio quarter-octaves.
The next step was to subdivide the quarter-octave interval (from the Nán-lǚ 南呂
pitch to the Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 pitch) into equal-ratio semitone intervals. This involved
the determination of the Wú-yì 無射 and Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 pitches. The equal-ratio
requirement for the semitone intervals dictates the following relations:
Nán-lǚ 南呂 (A)
Wú-yì 無射 (A#)

=

Wú-yì 無射 (A#)
Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 (B)

Wú-yì 無射 (A#)
Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 (B)

=

Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 (B)
Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 (C)

Solving for the Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 pitch, one obtains:
Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 (B) =

3

[Nán-lǚ 南呂 (A)] [Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 (C)]2

where the Wú-yì 無射 pitch is eliminated.
The fact that Zhū Zài-Yù used this formula for the calculation of the Yìng-zhōng
應鐘 pitch is evident from the following passage from Zhū:
仍以句十寸乘之, 又以股十寸乘之, 得立方積一千一百八十九寸二百零七
分一百一十五唉零零二毫七百二十一絲零六十六忽七一七五為實 開立
°
20.

See the Lǜ-Lǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence of Lǚology), Nèi-Piān 內篇, vol.1, sec.3, p.9.
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方法除之, 得一尺零五分九唉四毫六絲三忽零九纖四三五九二九五二六
四五六一八二五, 即應鐘倍律之率 21
°
Further by multiplying [the length for the Nán-lǚ 南呂 pitch] by 10 cùn 寸 of
the gōu 句, and by 10 cùn 寸 of the gŭ 股, one obtains:
1.189207115002721066717500 (chĭ 尺)3
The cubic root of the product gives the value:
1.059463094359295264561825 chĭ 尺
which is the ratio for the Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 pitch, an octave lower.
where the number 1.059463094359295264561825 is Zhū’s calculation of
12

3

2 (or

2 ).

2.5 The Equal-Ratio Temperament
With the determination of the Yìng-zhōng 應 鐘 pitch, Zhū Zài-Yù, in fact,
succeeded in determining the equal-ratio semitone interval S. By dividing the Huángzhōng 黃鐘 pitch by the Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 pitch, one obtains the semitone S:
S=

Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 pitch (C)
Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 (B)

=

1
12

=2

1
-12

(4)

2

We have from Zhū Zài-Yù the statement:
是故各律皆以黃鐘正數十寸乘之為實, 皆以應鐘倍數十寸零五分九唉四毫
六絲三忽零九纖四三五九二九五二六四五六一八二五為法除之, 即得其次
律也 22
°
Therefore, each pitch in the sequence can all be obtained [from its previous
pitch] by multiplying it by the Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘 pitch, 10 cùn 寸 (i.e. 1 chĭ
尺), and then dividing it by the Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 pitch:
1.059463094359295264561825 chĭ 尺.
This, in fact, is a description of the following formula in current notation:
Si+1 = Si

1
12

2

-1
= 2 12 Si,

(5)

for the generation of an equal-ratio chromatic scale (dĕngbĭlǜ 等比律), where Si denotes
the ith pitch (or note) in the scale.

3. The Derivation of Well-Tempered Temperament in Europe
3.1 The Cultural Background
21.
22.

See the Lǜ-Lǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence of Lǚology), Nèi-Piān 內篇, vol.1, sec.3, p.9.
See the Lǜ-Lǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence of Lǚology), Nèi-Piān 內篇, vol.1, sec.3, p.10.
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Europe, by the 14th century, embarked in a resurging movement which was
marked by the unprecedented humanistic progress in arts and literature and lasted well
into the 17th century. During this renaissance movement there were numerous progresses
in music. These progresses were fundamental in nature, involving not only the basics
such as the notation, scales, and instruments but also in artistic freedom in music making,
poised for the great development of the European classic music by the 18th century.
During this music movement, the ancient musical notation of Gregorian chant23
was evolved into a system of versatile staff notation,24 greatly facilitated the presentation
and preservation of music in written form. There were also significant progresses in
music instruments in the wind, stringed, and percussion categories. The most notable
progresses in keyboard instruments were the introduction, no later than the 15th
century,25 of the black keys on the keyboard of the organ to subdivide the five whole
tones and the development of the clavichord, the predecessor of pianoforte,26 into a solo
instrument, much used from 16th to 18th centuries. In stringed instruments, the most
notable progress was the development, from the 16th century to the 17th century, of the
violin family (violin, viola, and cello) and the double base from the medieval viols. In
addition, there were also progresses in other instruments, such as the wood-wind oboe
family (oboe, English horn, bassoon and contrabassoon), etc.
Along with these developments, there was a need for a versatile system of music
scales for greater artistic freedom in music making. The transition from monophonic to
polyphonic music sharpened the need for musical scales which allow greater freedom in
melodic movements and mode-shifts than that provided by the Pythagorean intonation. In
the following subsections, the evolution of music scales which led to the development of
the well-tempered temperament in Europe is examined.
3.2 The Mean-Tone Approach
The modal system in Europe was evolved from those of the ancient Greek
civilization, such as the “Dorian” and “Lydian” heptatonic modes 27 composed of two
tetrachords with a whole tone.28 The note arrangement (whole, whole, half, whole, whole,
whole, half) of the heptatonic scale in modern major mode, for example, is the same as
the old Greek Lydian mode favored by the secular musicians. The two half tones and the
five whole tones of the heptatonic scale in Pythagorean intonation satisfy the following
octave relation:
243

2

8

5

35

2

23

5

1

(256) (9) = ( 8) ( 2) = 2 .
2
3

(6)

In the natural intonation, on the other hand, the octave relation takes the following form:

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

See the treatise Ars Nova by Philippe de Vitry (1290-1361)
The system of staff notation was generally adopted by the 17th century.
See Bartholomew for further discussion in Acoustics of Music, p. 180.
See for example, R. E. M. Harding (1940) and Ernest Closson, (1947).
See for example, Winnington-Ingram (1968).
The structure of heptatonic scales is similar to that of pentatonic scales. In the pentatonic scales, the
tetrachords of the heptatonic scales are replaced by trichords.
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15

2

9

2

8

3

(16) (10) (9) = (

3×5 2 32 2 23 3 1
) (2×5) ( 2) = 2 ,
24
3

(7)

where the two half tones changed from two hemitones 243
to two semitones 15
and the five
256
16
9
whole tones split into two minor whole tones 10
and three major whole 89 tones. It is this
complexity that makes the natural scales very limited, restricting choice of keys as well
as harmonic progressions. On the other hand, the simplicity of making no distinction
between major and minor whole tones in the Pythagorean intonation was gained at the
64
expenses of having imperfect harmonics. The major third 81
given by two major whole
8 8
tones, 9×9, in the Pythagorean intonation, for example, is sharper than the pure major third
4
9 8
given by the minor and major whole tones, 10
×9, in the natural intonation.
5
To allow for the dichotomy of need for pleasant harmonics and for artistic
freedom, the prevalent European approach was to construct tempered scales by using
mean tones derived from harmonics to improve the scales for mode-shifts and melodic
movements. Depending on the ways that mean tones were determined, a numbers of
different mean-tone temperaments were proposed. Musicians such as Francisco de
Salinas (1513-1590) from Spain, Gioseffe Zarlino (1517-1590) from Italy, and Marin
Mersenne (1588-1648) from France, to name a few, all have separately proposed meantone temperaments. In 1511, German musician Arnold Schlick proposed to build the
9
tempered scale on the mean of the major 89 and minor 10
whole tones to improve the
Pythagorean third. The mean-tone temperament was modified by Francisco de Salinas in
1577 to preserve the pure major third 45 and was purer than other tempered scales current
to its time for simple keys such as the C-major and keys up to the three sharps or flats.
From the 16th to 17th centuries, this mean-tone temperament was the dominant choice
among European musicians for its ability to modulate among these simple keys. However,
the mean-tone temperament was ineffective outside the simple keys and became
intolerable beyond nine mode-keys.
The most serious drawback of the mean-tone temperament was in tuning fixedpitch music instruments. To account for the partially adjusted notes in the mean-tone
temperament, additional keys would be required on the keyboard. This would make the
keyboard impractical to play, having many more keys than those on the keyboard of a
modern piano. For an unequal temperament, the note relation between adjacent notes
could be complex since the flat of the preceding note is not necessarily the following note
and the sharp of the following note is not necessarily the preceding note. Apparently,
there was a need for a more flexible temperament than the mean-tone temperament.
3.3 Keyboard Tuning and Comma Maxima
Ever since the introduction of the black keys on the keyboard to divide the whole
tones into half tones, the tuning of keyboard instruments became more involved, since the
various system of tempered tuning in use from about 5000 to 7000 provided for partial
adjustments which required additional keys. There were cases in which up to three sharps
or flats could be used. From practical point of view, there was a need for innovative
tuning to improve the tonal system. In the course of time, tuning keyboard instruments
became a special art by itself.
The basic information which a tuning acoustician could rely upon was provided
by the spiral of the fifths. It was known that the scale calculated using the cycle of the
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fifths would yield for the twelfth fifth a longer interval for the octave than the octave
interval. The difference between the two intervals is known as the Pythagorean comma,
given by the ratio 524288
. This information provided a quantitative guide in tempering the
531441
fifths for tuning the keyboard instruments. The basic idea was to distribute, through
tuning, the Pythagorean comma among the intervals in the pure octave using appropriate
tempered fifths. The pure octaves could be tuned on a keyboard, say the clavichord
keyboard, to give no beats while the tempered fifths were obtained by lowering the pure
fifths (no beats) to the point where it gave certain empirically predetermined number of
beats per second corresponding to the particular tempered fifth. The procedure was not
quantified as to how the Pythagorean comma can be distributed in a way to minimize
pitch adjustment of the important harmonic intervals and to maximize the freedom in
mode-key modulation. Little success was achieved beyond those simple mode-keys.
3.4 The Well-Tempered Temperament
By the early 17th century, serious attempts were made for practical convenience
to tune the keyboard using the same tempered fifth. Although the approach was more
empirical than mathematical in the early stages, it nevertheless led to the discovery that,
for a well tempered fifth, the tuning would not only yield a temperament which was
acoustical acceptable but also make the keyboard simpler. For well-tempered tuning, the
black keys within an octave could be reduced to five, such that each black note would be
the flat of the preceding white note and simultaneously the sharp of the following white
note. In addition, the well-tempered temperament so obtained would have semitones
which though flatter then the ‘just’ semitone 15
but when paired gave a whole tone which
16
8
9
would lie between the major whole tone 9 and the minor whole tone 10
. These semitones
would also combine to yield acoustically acceptable perfect fourth and perfect fifth. The
most inaccurate intervals in the temperament would be the major third, the major sixth,
and the major seventh, but in comparing with those in the Pythagorean intonation they all
were better.
One should distinguish, of course, the mathematically calculated system of equal
temperament from the empirical methods of distributing the Pythagorean comma more or
less equally over the twelve intervals. For a mathematical approach to the equal
temperament, the number needed for tempering the fifth could be obtained, in principle,
by taking the 12th square root of Pythagorean comma 524288
531441. However, not until 1636,
were the numbers needed for equal temperament first appeared in the work of Marin
Mersenne (1588-1648). 29 There is, however, no mention either of the origin of these
approximate numbers or of the theory behind these numbers. What Mersenne noted about
these numbers in his book was that “their use is a commonplace”. The new tuning at the
time was, however, a controversial subject among the musicians and acousticians.30
The advantages of the equal temperament were made more evident by the work of
German musician John Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). Bach set out to demonstrate that the
new tuning had the advantage of being flexible for melodic movements and mode shifts.
In 1722, he composed 24 preludes and fugues to illustrate how music compositions can
29.
30.

See Harmonie Universelle (Paris 1636), vol. 2, sec.11, p. 132.
See for example, R. Harding, A History of the Pianoforte, Cambridge, 1940) and Ottó Karolyi.
Introducing Music (Pelican, 1969), p. 131.
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modulate among all the 12 major and 12 minor keys freely. In the early 18th century, this
was a seminal work. Twenty-two years later, Bach composed additional 24 preludes and
fugues. Together with the earlier pieces, the 48 preludes and fugues was published as a
book in two volumes entitled The Well-Tempered Clavier.31 This major work of Bach
was the first complete realization in Europe that it was possible to use all tonalities when
the temperament was well-tempered.
Despite the pathbreaking work of Bach, equal temperament was not generally
adopted. The importance of the extra flexibility provided by the equal temperament for
creative harmony and melody resource became evident as music in Europe progressed in
the 18th century from the polyphonic phase into homophonic phase. This led to the
development of the European classic music exemplified by the work of musicians such as
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791) and Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827), to
name a few. It was not until the middle of the 19th century that the reign of equal
temperament was established.
There are scholars who gave the credit for the invention of the equal temperament
to Bach. However, the numbers which would produce the well-tempered temperament
were not specified in Bach’s work. Bach was certainly the first musician who recognized
the significance of the equal temperament and bought it into practical use in music
composition. It is, however, not clear whether he ever worked on the theory of tonal
system. Scholes point out 32 that, “although many people has a vague idea that Bach
himself invented the system, there is no justification for this.”
The credit for the derivation of the equal temperament in Europe has not been
well established. There were claims that that equal temperament was proposed by Zarlino
in 1562 and also by Salinas in 1577.33 After an extensive research in their works, Ellis
stated 34 categorically that “in Europe neither Zarlino nor Salinas mentioned equal
temperament.” Despite the early work of Mersenne mentioned above, the Equal
temperament is usually said to have been derived about 1690 by Andreas Werkmeister
(1645-1706).35

4. Cross-Cultural Interactions
Historical evidence indicates that by the 13th century there were great increase in crosscultural interaction between China and the West beyond the high level of silk-road
interactions reached during the Táng 唐 and Sòng 宋 periods. This increase was brought
on by the rise and westward campaign of the Mongols and followed by the rise of the
European maritime activities. With this increase in cross-cultural interactions, there were
more possible channels available, with speeds beyond the historical diffusion process, for

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

It has been said that Bach saw the pianoforte for the first time in 1747 during his visit of Frederick
the Great, but his keyboard work plays equally well on the pianoforte if tuned to equal temperament.
See Percy Scholes in The Oxford Companion to Music, Cambridge 1950), p. 924.
For a recount of the history see for example, the 1932 Dissertation (Cornel University) by James M.
Barbour.
See Ellis in The Journal of Royal Society of Arts (1880) 294, p. 401.
See for example, the popular Harvard Dictionary of Music (1960), p.93.
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transmitting ideas and knowledge. Here, we examine the work of Simon Stevin on equal
temperament and on decimals for the possibility of such cross-cultural interactions.
4.1 Between Zhū Zài-Yù and Simon Stevin
In 1884, a paper on equal temperament based on the unpublished work of Simon
Stevin (1548-1620) was published by Bierens de Haan.36, 37 Contained in this postmortem
paper is the exact mathematical solution for equal temperament obtained by Stevin.38 The
approach adopted by Stevin was to take 1/ 2 as the number for augmented fourth, the
middle note, from which the octave, represented by the interval from 1 to 12, was divided
into 12 semitones with equal intervals. It is of interest to note that 1/ 2 is exactly the
number for the Ruí-bīn 蕤賓 pitch derived by Zhū Zài-Yù 朱載堉 (see Sec. 2.2) for the
half-octave using geometric progression (see Table 1) and the Ruí-bīn 蕤 賓 pitch
corresponds exactly to the augmented fourth in the octave. The fact that the mathematics
of Stevin’s approach is identical to that of Zhū Zài-Yù and bears no relation to the
European methods set off much speculation and debate whether Stevin’s work was
independent,39 and whether there were transmissions of Zhū’s work to Europe.40
In his discussion on the possible relation between the work of Simon Stevin and
Zhū Zài-Yù, Joseph Needham (1900-1995) remarked in 1962:
Nevertheless, it would be a remarkable coincidence if the same solution was
found independently at opposite ends of the earth within a few years. And it is
striking that so little can be ascertained about its European origin when
everything is known about the invention in China.41
Needham reminds us “how little had to be memorised by any traveller in touch with
Chinese ideas for him to transmit the idea to the mathematicians and musicians of
Europe”. He stated:
Such a traveller would only have to say ‘I understand that the Chinese temper
their viols with great accuracy. They simply divide the length of their first string
12
by 2 to get the length of the string for the second note, and then do the same
again for the third note, and so on, till they reach the 13th which is a perfect
octave.’ Not a book but a sentence only was required for the diffusion of this
great idea.42
With these observations, Needham further remarked:

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Bierens de Haan, ‘Van de Spiegeling der Singkonst’ et ‘Van de Molens’; deux Travités inédits
(Amsterdam, 1884).
See Sarton in Isis (1934) 21, p. 243.
This paper, dated not earlier than 1605, is not included in the two postmortem volumes of Steivn’s
work compiled and edited by his son Hendrik Stevin. See Dijksterhuis’s book Simon Stevin
(Gravenhage, 1943).
See for example, A. D. Fokker, Rekenkundige Bespiegeling der Muziek (Gorinchem, 1945), p. 18,
and E. J. Dijksterhuis, Simon Steivn, (Gravenhage, 1943), p. 276.
For a discussion of this debate, see Joseph Needham in Science and Civilization in China, vol. 4, pt.
1, pp. 224-228.
Joseph Needham in Science and Civilization in China, vol. 4, pt. 1, p. 225.
Joseph Needham in Science and Civilization in China, vol. 4, pt. 1, p. 224.
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Perhaps the most striking fact all this is that if Stevin discovered these formulae
uninfluenced by Chinese work on the subject，it was the second remarkable
invention of his which had previously appeared in China，the first being his
celebrated sailing carriage.43
For the sailing carriage connection, Needham cited several accounts.44
It should be noted that when Zhū Zài-Yù presented his work to his Emperor in
1595, Matteo Ricci (Lì Mă-Dòu 利瑪竇, 1552-1610), an influential Jesuit missionary,
had already reached China. From that time forward, cross-cultural exchange of ideas and
knowledge between China and Europe had been greatly enhanced. There were
undoubtedly possible opportunities for transmitting Zhū’s work on the equal-ratio
chromatic scales to Europe, and music was certainly among the fields of interest to
missionaries, as exemplified by the later work Memoire sur la Musique des Chinis tant
anciens que modernes by Jean Joseph-Marie Amiot (Qián Dé-Míng 錢德明, 1718-1793).
4.2 Simon Stevin on Decimals
On the cross-cultural interaction and transmission, there is another possible
connection with Stevin’s work that is of interest to bring up here for discussion. It is well
known that during the 16th century in Europe a significant progress in decimals was
achieved by the publication of the book La Disme by Simon Stevin in 1585. George
Sarton regarded Stevin’s La Disme as the first definite account of the decimal fraction in
Europe.45 The decimal fraction was well developed in ancient China. In Zhū’s work on
the derivation of the equal-ratio chromatic scales, for example, all the numbers are given
to 25 significant figures.46
Consider Zhū’s determination of the interval length of the equal-ratio semitone
(see Sec. 2.4). The decimal number 1.059463094359295264561825 chĭ 尺 that he
12
obtained for the decimalization of the 12th square root of 2, 2, is expressed as follows:
一尺零五分九唉四毫六絲三忽零九纖四三五九二九五二六四五六一八二五
A comparison of Zhū’s notation with the current decimal notation is given below:
1 尺 0 寸 5 分 9 唉 4 毫 6 絲 3 忽 0 微 9 纖 4359295264561825
1.059463094359295264561825 chĭ 尺,

(8)

where for the convenience of the readers, the digit characters are converted into the digit
symbols and the decimal fractions cùn 寸 (10-1 chĭ 尺) and wēi 微 (10-7 chĭ 尺) with the
zero digit are supplied in the above number. It is seen that in Zhū’s notation, the unit chĭ
尺 and the first 7 sub-chĭ 尺 decimal fractions are expressed by characters. Their relation
to the decimal values is shown below:
chĭ

尺

cùn 寸
43.
44.
45.
46.

1尺
0.1 尺

Joseph Needham in Science and Civilization in China, vol. 4, pt. 1, pp. 227-228.
See for example, Duyvendak’s article in T’oung Pao, 36 (1942), p. 401; and Joseph Needham in
Science and Civilization in China, vol. 4, pt. 2, Sec. 27.
See for example, Sarton in the Isis 21 (1934); 22 (1935).
The accuracy of these significant figures has been verified on the modern computer.
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fēn

分

0.01 尺

hài 唉

0.001 尺

háo 毫

0.0001 尺

sī

絲

0.00001 尺

hū

忽

0.000001 尺

wēi 微

0.0000001 尺

qiān 纖

0.00000001 尺

After the 10-8, the remaining figures 4359295264561825 of the above number in (8) are
given in the current positional notation using the place order instead of characters to
denote decimal values.
In his book La Disme, Stevin advocates that the decimal value of each digit in a
number should be indicated by the corresponding encircled number in numerical order.
An example is given below:
0 8O
1 7O
2 5O
3
37O

37.875

where each of the numbers encircled in the circles denotes the decimal value of the
preceding digit. Thus, the encircled numbers correspond to the following decimal values:

O0
O1
O2
O3

1
0.1
0.01
0.001

0 ,
Here, we see that the decimal values in Stevin’s notation are denoted by the symbols, O
1
2
3
O, O, and O, rather than by characters or place order as in Zhū’s notation.
The development of decimal fraction in the Chinese civilization followed closely
that of the Chinese metrology. It probably appeared with the standardization of weights
and measures commanded by Emperor Qínshĭhuáng 秦始皇 (-221 to -207) during the Qín
秦 dynasty. The earliest extant decimal notation is found among the engravings on the
jiāliánghú 嘉量斛, a standard measure prepared for Wáng Măng 王莽 between the years
+1 and +5 by Liú Xīn 劉歆. In the engravings, we find a length given in the following
decimal fraction notation:

九釐五毫 (9 lí 釐 5 háo 毫)
which is 9.05 lí 釐 in current notation.
In his commentary on the Jiŭ-Zhāng Suàn-Shù《九章筭術》(Nine Chapters on
Mathematics), Liú Huī 劉徽 provided in c. + 263 a general decimalization procedure for
root-extractions. Wang and Needham have shown that the procedure in current notation
can be written as47
47.

See Wang Ling and Joseph Needham in T’oung Pao, 43 (1955), p. 345.
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(a x 10kn)1/n
1/n
(a)
=
10k
In Liú’s commentary, the length of a diameter is written in the decimal fraction notation:
一尺三寸五分五釐 (1 chĭ 尺 3 cùn 寸 5 fēn 分 5 lí 釐)
which is 1.355 chĭ 尺 in current notation. Thus by the 3rd century, decimal fraction was
properly developed both in theory and in application.
A notation which is equivalent in concept to the current decimal-point notation is
found in the work of Qín Jiŭ-sháo 秦九韶 (1202 to 1261). A sample collection of decimal
fractions, appeared in his mathematics book entitled the Shù-Shū Jiŭ-Sāng《數書九章》
(Mathematics Treatise in Nine Chapters) of 1247, is given in Table. 2.48
Table 2. The Decimal Notation (1247) of Qín Jiŭ-sháo 秦九韶
Qín Jiŭ-sháo 秦九韶
Notation in Rod
Positional Numerals

Qín Jiŭ-sháo 秦九韶
Notation in Current
Positional Numerals

Current Notation

000002366

收
数

收
数

0.00002366

11446154
日

日

12095
度

度

00003133213

秒

秒
寸

1592
寸

11.446154 days
120.95 degrees
0.0003133213 seconds
15.92 inches

In the above Qín’s notation, the unit digit of the number is marked by the technical term
shōushù 收数 or by the number’s unit such as rì 日 day, dù 度 degree, miăo 秒 second,
or cùn 寸 inch. This notation is identical in concept to the decimal-point notation since in
both cases the unit digit which sets the place values of all the digits in the number is
denoted by a marker. In the decimal-point notation, one uses a point instead of using the
technical term shōushù 收数 or the unit of the number to mark the place of the unit digit.
Qín Jiŭ-sháo coined the term shōushù 收数 which means literally the ‘collected (small)
numbers’ to denote the small fractions below the unit digit. By the time of Zhū Zài-Yù,
this term has changed to xiăoshù 小數 (‘small numbers’) and became a standard term for
decimals in Chinese mathematics.
Early example of decimal fractions in the Arabic civilization is found in the work
of Ahmed al-Nasawi (c. 1030). By the 15th century, a notation similar to that of Qín Jiŭsháo is found in the work of al-Kāshī. In his ‘al Risâli al-Mohītīje’ (Treatise on the
Circumference) of c. 1427, al-Kāshī wrote for π:

48.

From the Lecture Note, Mathematics in Chinese Civilization, the UCSD Chinese Study 170,
(University of California, San Diego,1980) by Joseph Cheng-Yih Chen.
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‘sah-hah’

3 1415926535897932

where the technical term ‘sah-hah’ means complete (or correct) integral. This notation of
al-Kāshī for decimal fractions is remarkably similar to the notation of Qín Jiŭ-Sháo
discussed above. In Europe, Rudolff adopted the under bar to mark the unit digit in his
book Exempel-Büchlin of 1530.49
By the time of Zhū Zài-Yù (1536-1911) and Simon Stevin (1548-1620), the
decimal fraction was a common knowledge. However, the decimal notation was still not
yet well developed in Europe. Some of the notations used for decimal fractions, appeared
in Europe after the publication of the La Disme in 1585, are tabulated in Table 3.50
Table 3. Notation for Decimal Fraction in Europe
Suggested Notations
1414
Bürgi (1592)
°
1993,273
Napier (1617)
1993,2’7”3’”
Kepler (1627)
29.032
Oughtred
0 |56
(1631)
47852° : 8’0”4’”
Metius (1633)
47852/8’0”4’”
van Schooten
17579625...3
(1657)
438
Girad (1685)
100000

Current Notation
141.4
1993.273
29.032
0.56
47852.804
17579.625
0.00438

The decimal point though first appeared in the 17th century,51 but its universal adoption
had to wait until the 19th century.
4.3 Cross-Cultural Influence on Equal Temperament
The issue on the transmission of Zhū’s work to Simon Stevin raises the question
whether there was Chinese influence on the development of well-tempered temperament
in Europe. From the comparison on the development of the equal-ratio chromatic scales
in China given in Sec. 2 with that of the well-tempered temperament in Europe given in
Sec. 3, it is seen that the two developments are independent of each other, not only in
thought process but also in methodology.
In the European approach, the central thought was how to adequately distribute
the Pythagorean comma among the twelve notes in the octave and in the mean time to
preserve some of the ‘just’ intervals. In search for an appropriate method for such
49.
50.
51.

See D. E. Smith in his book History of Mathematics, vol. II, p. 236.
See for example, D. E. Smith in his book History of Mathematics, vol. II, pp. 242-246.
The first appearance of a point for the separation of the integer from what is practically a decimal
fraction occurs in the arithmetic of Pellos in 1492 but the nature and meaning of such a point were
not recognized. See D. E. Smith, History of Mathematics, vol. II, p. 236.
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tempering, the European mathematicians and acousticians from about 1500 to 1700
developed various systems of unequal temperament, among which the mean-tone system
was prevalent well into the 18th century until equal temperament was universally adopted.
The work on equal division of the Pythagorean comma probably first appeared in the
works of Mersenne in the 17th century.
In China, on the other hand, the comma maxima did not enter the picture since the
sān-fēn sŭn-yì 三分損益 method in China for the generation of the chromatic scales as
given in the Lǚ-Shì Chūn-Qiū《呂氏春秋》(Master Lǚ’s Spring-Autumn Annals) of -239,
unlike the method of spiral of the fifths in Europe, is governed by the up-and-down
generation principle to bypass the comma maxima cuts between octaves.52 Consequently,
the sān-fēn sŭn-yì chromatic scales do not contain the comma maxima and all the octaves
are composed exactly of seven minor semitones 243
and five major semitones 2048
as given
256
2187
in Eq. (2) above.
When Zhū Zài-Yù 朱載堉 faced with the problem of constructing new chromatic
scales suitable for all the modal-shifts for artistic freedom, his thought was centered on
the cyclical property of the tonal system, unlike his counter parts in Europe on the
distribution of Pythagorean comma. In comparing his new scale system with that
generated by the sān-fēn sŭn-yì 三分損益 method, Zhū stated:
新法不拘隔八相生, 而相生有四法,
或左旋或右旋, 皆循環無端也,
以証三分損益往而不返之誤 53
°
The new method is not confined to the generation by the eight-note gap
(i.e. the fifth made up of seven-semitone intervals), but has four ways to
generate the scales. Rotating either to the left or to the right [with respect
of an imaginary central axis of the octave circle], the system circulates
without end. Thus, it confirms the ‘non-cyclic’ error of the sān-fēn sŭnyì 三分損益 method.
On his new scales system, he commented:
蓋十二律, 黃鐘為始, 應鐘為終, 終而復始, 循環無端, 此自然真理 54
°
As for the twelve-pitches system, it begins with the Huáng-zhōng 黃鐘
pitch and ends with the Yìng-zhōng 應鐘 pitch. Once it reached the end,
it begins anew. The system is cyclic and circulates repeatedly without
end. This is the truth of nature.
In these passages, Zhū Zài-Yù compared the rotational properties of the octave circle of
the new and old scale systems. In fact, he has worked out in his book all the four
alternative ways for generating the twelve notes in an octave based on the generating
numbers 1, 5, 7, and 11,55 corresponding to what is known as a C12 rotational group in
modern nomenclature.
This demonstrates that the Chinese approach and the European approach to equal
temperament were totally different in thought process. This difference also led to the
52.
53.
54.
55.

For further discussions, see Chen Cheng-Yih 程貞一 (1996), pp. 81-85.
See the Lǜ-Lǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence of Lǜology), Nèi-Piān 內篇, vol.1, sec.3, p.10.
See the Lǜ-Lǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence of Lǜology), Nèi-Piān 內篇, vol.1, sec.3, p.10.
See the Lǜ-Lǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence of Lǜology), Nèi-Piān 內篇, vol.1, sec.4, p.10.
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differences in methodology. This implies that if there was a transmission of Zhū’s work
to Stevin, the transmission probably laid dormant in Stevin’s manuscript until it was
discovered and published in 1884 by Bierens de Haan.
4.4 Equivalence in Mathematics
It is important to point out that, although the Chinese approach and the Europe
approach are different in thought process and methodology, the end product is identical.
The equal-ratio chromatic scales and the well-tempered temperament are one of the same.
The different terminology is historical, reflecting the differences in thought process in
deriving them. With modern algebra it can be easily demonstrated that the exact solution
obtained by Zhū Zài-Yù can also be derived, 56 following the European approach, by
subdividing the Pythagorean comma into 12 equal-ratio intervals and then using the
interval to temper the fifth for generating the octave.
Taking the 12th square root of comma maxima 524288
531441 , one obtains the desired
interval:
12 524288
531441

=

12

9
12

19

2
2
312 = 3

(9)

Using this interval to temper the perfect fifth 23 one obtains the tempered fifth:
2
3
12

524288
531441

19

7

2
3
1−12
−12
= (3) (
)=2
= 2 ,
19
12

(10)

2

which is also the equal-ratio fifth first obtained by Zhū Zài-Yù in 1584.57 The important
difference is that, in the Zhū’s work, the equal-ratio fifth was obtained directly from the
equal-ratio semitone given in Eq. (4) not from Pythagorean comma.
During the time of Mersenne (1588-1648), the subdividing of the Pythagorean
comma into twelve equal intervals was not a simple task, as the mathematic of solving
the 12th square root of 524288
531441 was still very difficult. If there were Chinese influence in the
development of the equal temperament in Europe, the Europeans would certainly
determine the equal temperament by solving the 12th square root of the octave 12 directly.
This again points to the earlier conclusion that there is no Chinese inference on the
development of the equal temperament in Europe and if there was a transmission of
Zhū’s work to Stevin, the transmission probably laid dormant in Stevin’s manuscript until
it was discovered and published in 1884 by Bierens de Haan.

56.
57.

It should be noted that the 12th root of 2 is an irrational number. The solution obtained by Zhū ZàiYù, 1.059463094359295264561825, though given to 25 significant figures is still an approximation.
By using this equal-ratio fifth, Zhū Zài-Yù demonstrated that the equal temperament can also be
generated according to the generating number 7. See the Lǜ-Lǚ Jīng-Yì《律呂精義》(The Essence
of Lǜology), Nèi-Piān , vol.1, sec.4, p.10.
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Toward a Theory of the Gift:
Marcel Mauss and the Maussian Model of Gift Economy
Abstract
Chen, Chung-jen
English Department
,National Taiwan Normal University
162, HePing East Road, Section 1
Taipei, Taiwan (106)
People give and receive gifts in daily lives, on Christmas, on birthdays, on
anniversaries. But, few people think about why people give and take gifts. Do we just
give and take for granted? Or do we give and take following a moral standard? Is
there a theory of the gift? Is there any principle that guides the human interaction and
that leads to a construction of ethics and moral standards in our society?
Marcel Mauss poses his theory of the gift and the relationship maintained in
ancient North American Indian and Polynesian tribes by gift giving, receiving and
reciprocating. This paper takes Mauss’s theory of the gift for discussion and explains
why Mauss and critics after him have formed an entity of a Maussian model of gift
economy. This paper also indicates that there are mainly three approaches of critiques
on Mauss: the simplified reading to take the gift and social relationship as
homogeneity; the ontological critique on the obligation to reciprocate and a
subversion of the essence of Mauss’s gift; and the dichotomy of the gift and the
commodity. This paper defenses for Mauss on these above three approaches of
critiques, while offering a critique on Mauss for the inapplicability of his theory of the
gift. Consequently, this paper would try to depart from Bourdieu’s thinking of the gift
and try to depict a dialectic and allusive essence in stead of an affirmative and
definitive one of the gift.
Keywords: Marcel Mauss, Jacque Derrida, Pierre Bourdieu, the gift, gift economy
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Toward a Theory of the Gift:
Marcel Mauss and the Maussian Model of Gift Economy
Chen, Chung-jen
On the morning of December 26, 2004, a massive earthquake off the Indonesian
Island of Sumatra triggered a powerful tsunami. Twelve countries in this area were
immensely struck. Tens of thousands across South Asia were killed. Many of the areas
were transformed into a disaster zone of broken buildings and flooded streets. And
millions more were left homeless in the devastation.
This disaster has been one of the devastating natural disasters in this century. The
death toll across the region was expected to soar at the aftermath of the tsunami. Yet,
at the same time, the international society started to show their compassion and
generosity. Almost right after the disaster happened, international disaster relief
rushed into the disaster areas. Rescue teams had been sent, government cargo carriers
launched with goods and food, and aid organizations scrambled to provide water and
medicine to the disaster areas. In the wake of the tragedy, the international society
started to raise charity campaign to help the victims across the region. After the water
went down, international charity donation rushed in. Huge donations from
industrialized countries flooded in, with media exposure and ranking of donation
changing everyday. The disaster relief was not just a rescue campaign; it was a gift
from the international society. And the ranking of donations had been turned into a
modernized version of potlatch, where countries of wealth and power seek to maintain
or enhance their influence and status in the international society.
It is at the wake of the tragedy that this paper starts to rethink Marcel Mauss’s
theory of the gift and the relationship maintained in a society by gift giving, receiving
and reciprocating. This paper summarizes Mauss’s theory of the gift and explains why
Mauss and critics after him have formed an entity of a Maussian model of gift
economy. This paper also indicates that there are mainly three approaches of critiques
on Mauss: the simplified reading to take the gift and social relationship as
homogeneity; the ontological critique on the obligation to reciprocate and a
subversion of the essence of Mauss’s gift; and the dichotomy of the gift and the
commodity. This paper defends for Mauss on these three approaches of critique, while
offering a critique on Mauss for the inapplicability of his theory of the gift.
Consequently, this paper would try to include and depart from Bourdieu’s thinking of
the gift and depict a dialectic and allusive essence in stead of an affirmative and
definitive one of the gift.
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I. Marcel Mauss and the Maussian Model of Gift Economy
Marcel Mauss (1872~1950) was among the first sociologists in modern times to
lavish attention to archaic societies in order to draw conclusion about the nature of
social cohesion and the social basis of thought and morality. Although Mauss’s works
were either scattered or collaborated with his fellow sociologists, his study of ancient
religion and ethnography made him the leading figure in French sociology during the
period between the wars. Critics such as Jonathan P. Parry and E. E. Evan-Pritchard
even honored him by claiming that it was with Mauss’s empirical study that
“sociology in France has reached its experimental stage” (Parry 152, Evan-Pritchard
vii). It was generally agreed that Mauss’s contribution had given French ethnology
“its shape as a discipline” (Thompson 3). It was also generally regarded that it was
Mauss who put “the seal on the alliance between sociology and anthropology”
(Thompson 3).
Mauss’s reputation was mostly built upon his insightful illustration of gift
exchanges in archaic societies. His masterwork, “Essai sur le don, forme archaique de
l’échange,” (translated into English as a book as The Gift: The Form and Reason for
Exchange in Archaic Societies) immensely discussed the phenomenon of gift
exchange in archaic societies.1 This renowned work published in 1925 was soon
claimed to be the most celebrated work of Mauss’s attempt to clarify the total social
fact of human societies. There were even salutary tributes to call Mauss’s renowned
work of The Gift as “probably the greatest book in modern anthropology” (Godbout
11). It was with Mauss that the subject of gift exchange had become attractive not
only to his generation, but also for the following “sixty years after its original
publication” (Thompson 2). Most importantly, it was with Mauss that the subject of
gift exchange had become an effort “to understand social life as a system of relations”
(Lévi-Strauss 50, Douglas ix), or a system of “social connection” or “social ties”
(Godbout 7).
Mauss’s theory of gift exchange is basically based on the assumption that all gift
relationships are maintained and enhanced by three obligations: the obligation to give,
1

There are two English versions of Mauss’s “Essai sur le don.” Ian Cunnison’s translation, published
in 1954, is the first translation of the book to the English speaking world. The latest version,
published in 1990, is translated by W. D. Halls. There are some differences of these two versions,
especially at the translations of Mauss’s terms. For example, Cunnison’s translation of “the
obligation to return gift” or “the obligation to repay” are taken indiscriminately as “the obligation to
reciprocate” in Halls’s version. The term of Mauss’s “prestations” was confessed as “no convenient
English word to translate” in Cunnison’s version, while Cunnisons translates the term as “total
services.” However, it is not the purpose of this paper to compare these two versions of translation.
And the decision that this paper adopts Halls’s version in my discussion of Mauss does not
necessarily imply any superiority to Halls’s translation.
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to receive, and to reciprocate. Mauss argues that in archaic societies, the exchange of
gifts is conducted by an implicit endeaqvor to win respect, to show one’s superiority
or social status, by generously inviting all the invitees in the tribe and giving away
gifts. It is essential to invite anyone who can, or wishes to come, or actually turns up.
To give away gifts is not only a demonstration of generosity but also a recognition to
“preserve his authority” (Mauss 50), to keep the host from losing “face” (Mauss 50),
or to “show one’s superiority, to be more, to be higher in rank” (Mauss 95). On the
other hand, the invitees have no right to refuse a gift, nor do the gift receivers have the
right to accept without returning gifts, namely, those who are invited are obliged to
receive and later return the gift from the host. As long as the gift is received, a “legal
tie” is secured (Mauss 16). And therefore, a gift is received with a burden or
commitment attached.
But it is the obligation to reciprocate that not only constitutes the essence of gift
exchange but also activates and prolongs the relationship of the gift. By analyzing the
potlatch of Indians in North America and the kula exchange of the Melanesian world,
Mauss claims that the recipients of one day become the givers on the next. It is
obligatory and imperative to reciprocate: as one receives a gift, a gift in return is
expected, and that gift has to be equivalent to the first gift; or in most of the times, it
is “reciprocated with interest” (Mauss 53).
By gift giving, receiving and reciprocating, a pledge of trust and a “legal tie” of a
gift relationship is built and consolidated. By noting that “to make a gift of something
to someone is to make a present of some part of oneself” (Mauss 16), Mauss follows
that to “accept something from somebody is to accept some part of the spiritual
essence of the gift giver: that is, to give someone a gift is to give away the “spiritual
power” (Mauss 15) of the giver. Mauss’s analysis naturally comes to a conclusion to
assume the gift exchanging relationship as “spiritual ties” (Mauss 17) both between
things and persons, and persons between persons. Since the gift exchanging
relationship exists not only in individual sphere but in collectivities, gift exchange has
evolved into a “phenomena” (Mauss55), or the “systems of total services” (Mauss 7).
Inside these systems of total services, everything—clans, economies, marriages,
initiations, morals, religions—is woven into an inextricable network of gifts. That is
to say, through gift exchanging, every kind of relationship is established, sustained
and consolidated. The gift exchanging relationship, for Mauss, is not only spiritual
mechanisms of ancient societies, but also “one of the human foundations on which
our societies are built” (Mauss 55).
Thus, Mauss’s intention in analyzing gift exchanging in ancient societies has
transcended the sphere of empirical analysis. Mauss holds an ambition to conduct a
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“totalistic”2 reading of ancient societies to reflect the problems of modern societies.
Mauss’s argument of gift exchange relies on the totalistic reading of gift exchange in
ancient societies into the system of economic services and then all social phenomena.
Mauss’s ambition lies not in analyzing the ancient past, but in indicating of a
trace of social evolution, or metamorphosis, from the economy of the gift in primitive
societies into the economy of commodities in modern societies. It has long been
argued that for the industrialization and capitalist accumulation, human beings in
modern western societies have been degraded into “economic animal” (Mauss 98).
Thus, Mauss returned to archaic societies to find out the enduring basis of law of the
very principle of normal social life, as an attempt to solve the modern paralysis of
capitalism. Mauss claims that it is exactly the kind of law, in due proportions, towards
which we would like to see our own societies moving” (Mauss 90). It is also the law
of primitive societies that may shed light on possible solutions to dilemma of human
beings in modern times. By analyzing the total entities of humanity, as Mauss himself
acclaims, in the light of study of archaic societies, “we can analyze better the most
general economic facts, and even this analysis helps us dimly perceive better
organizational procedures applicable in our societies” (Mauss 91) in order to
demonstrate solutions to the social evolution.
Mauss’s study of gift exchange in ancient societies is a major breakthrough not
only for French ethnography at his times, but also for discussion of issues of economy,
exchange and morals. After Mauss, many scholars elaborate his assumption of gift
exchange and apply his theories to the study of gift economy. I call this study of gift
economy initiated by Mauss and followed by David Cheal, Lewis Hyde and C. A.
Gregory and many more sociologists and economists as a Maussian model of gift
economy.3
I call this model of economy a Maussian model, not Mauss’s, because it is not
only Mauss who takes gift exchange in human societies as a form of economy. I call
this model a Maussian also because some of the fallacies of this Maussian model of
gift economy are not indicated nor implied by Mauss. These individual efforts to
analyze the gift are not held as a collective or aligned project. However, these
individual attempts all adhere to Mauss’s theory of the gift and they all offer their
2

3

As Evan-Pritchard suggests in the introduction to the Cunnisons version of translation of The Gift, he
indicates that “’Total’ is the keyword of the Essay” (vii). It is Mauss’s intention “to see social
phenomena in their totality” (vii), and to “understand ‘total’ phenomena in their totality” (vii).
Ilana Silber calls the notion to see gifts as a universal and generic phenomenon displaying an
essentially similar underlying nature across the most diverse social and cultural setting a “Maussian
perspective.” James Carrier calls the works on gift and commodity in the early 1980s a Maussian
model. I basically agree with Carrier’s point and adopt Carrier’s term of Maussian. However, I
intend to specify that this model is a model of economy of the gift, and I intend to supplement my
adoption of Carrier’s coinage and emphasize this model as a Maussian model of gift economy, as a
form and structure of economy. Cf. Ilana Silber, “Modern Philanthropy” 135-37 and James G. Carrier,
“Maussian Occidentalism: Gift and Commodity Systems.” 86-87.
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contribution to the understanding of the gift, though many of them misreading and
misapplying in a way. Therefore, I take these studies of gift economy as a consecutive
and highly coherent effort to understand the essence of the gift. And since then, I
include these efforts grossly as an entity under the collective term as the Maussian
model of gift economy.
II. Critical Mauss
Following Emile Durkheim’s dying wish, Mauss had committed the best of his
intellectual life to the editing of the Sociology journal Annee Sociologue, even to the
extent of sacrificing his time and energy for his own research. It is probably why
Mauss was notorious for his inability to bring many of his projects to completion.
However, The Gift is a joyful exception. In The Gift, he had pondered the problem of
gift exchange for over twenty years before he put his thoughts to words and he did
attempt to bring his thoughts in the gift to a completion.
However, even though Mauss tries to adumbrate and define gif exchange in
human civilizations, he has been successful more in drawing out more ambiguities
and debates than pinpointing the definition of gift exchange to a completion. The fact
that many of the sociologists and philosophers offer their critique implies that Mauss’s
discussion of the gift leaves much space for debates and controversies. Although
Mauss explores the definition of the obligations of gift exchange, the essence of the
gift still remains ambiguous to his critics.
To sum up the critiques upon Mauss and the Maussian model of gift economy,
there are mainly three approaches to criticize Mauss: the simplification to take gift
exchange as homogeneity; the ontological critique on the obligation to reciprocate and
the essence of the gift; and the dichotomy of the gift and the commodity. Yet, to note
the contradiction of the Maussian model of gift economy is by no means a denial of
the value and contribution of Mauss’s study of the gift. Quite the opposite, I intend to
indicate the abundance of the significance of the gift in order to enrich Mauss’s study
of the gift, to defense Mauss’s theory and his contribution.
Later in this paper, I would try to summarize these three approaches and to
defend Mauss respectively from these three approaches. Firstly, I would argue that a
mission to solve human conditions at the time of capitalism underlies Mauss’s study
of the gift. His contribution to theories of the gift carries upon a socialist mission as
other socialists may have: to forecast a better vision of human civilization. It is
therefore not his concern to take theories just as theories, and it is never his intention
to stay within either empirical or epistemological discussions.
Secondly, I would argue that most of the critique on Mauss’s paradox of the
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obligation to reciprocate is a result of misreading. I would argue that the “gift” is not
Mauss’s main concern; the “exchange” of the gift and the social tie fostered from the
gist exchanges are. Most critics, among them Derrida, Testart are the fiercest, miss the
rendering of exchange. The gift they are criticizing is not the gift that Mauss discusses,
and it is therefore not quite plausible to criticize something upon what someone does
not intend to be the main concern.
Thirdly, I would argue that it is not Mauss to read the gift as a counterpart to the
commodity. It is the Maussian model of gift economy which is elaborated by
following critics to situate the commodity as an antagonist to the gift. It is thus not
quite plausible to criticize Mauss for the bipolar tendency in his research. And it is
quite simplistic to sum up Mauss’s nation with a contingent and convenient approach
as a simple dichotomy.
III. Defense for Mauss: The simplification to Take Gift Exchange as Homogeneity
The first approach to criticize Mauss is his simplified and homogenized strategy
of reading of the gift. Some critics regard Mauss’s reading a simplification of the
essence of the gift, while gift giving and receiving is a much more complicated
phenomena in human society; some even criticize him for his taking social facts as a
transparent and unified homogeneity.
It is true that the society is never a whole, nor a homogeneous entity. Yet, Mauss
does not even attempt to conduct a simplified or homogenous reading as charged.
Even he is suspicious of doing so, it is because the socialist mission that makes him
suspicious of being so.
Bruce Allen Thompson criticizes that the Durkheim sociology that Mauss
follows, seems to exaggerate the homogeneity of aboriginal societies. Hence Mauss’s
attempt to explain the gift exchange in these primitive societies is a study with
“simplification.”
Durkheim initiates a sociologist approach to lavish attention upon archaic
societies, trying to “draw conclusions about the nature of social cohesion and the
social bases of thought and morality” (Thompson 1). The Durkheim approach
attempts to read the “historical temperature” of the “collective sentiments” of “social
structures” (Thompson 6). Basically, this is a totalistic approach to take the society as
a whole, and this approach has been pivotal for many French sociologists, among
them, Levi-Strauss and Mauss.4
4

Mauss is Emil Durkheim’s nephew and most distinguished pupil. Mauss helps Durkheim to found
Année Sociologique, a sociological journal of collective sentiments of Durkheim, Mauss and many
young scholars gather around them (Thompson, 1-7 and Evan-Pritchard, v-viii). Evan-Pritchard also
indicates that Mauss is not only in the line of philosophical tradition running from Montesquieu to
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Ilana Silber also echoes Thompson’s critique by claiming that Mauss sees the gift
as “a universal, generic phenomenon displaying an essentially similar underlying
nature across the most diverse social and cultural settings” (137). Mauss’s endeavors
to clarify the definition of the gift, ironically, triggers critique on his methodology to
simplify and homogenize the social relationships in archaic societies.
James G. Carrier argues that the simplification of Mauss’s assumption is a result
of the heritage of Occidentalism. The Maussian model is a convenient illustration of a
more pervasive dualism that sees Melaneian societies as gift system and Western
societies as commodity system. This assumption supports and is associated with the
distinction between the gift and the commodity. At one extreme is the gift society
where kinship relations dominate and where the objects are inalienable and the gift
defines and binds social relationships. At the other extreme is the commodity society
of modern west where people are independent individuals who transact freely with
each other. In the commodity society, objects are alienated commodities and therefore
objects could be separated from the giver and the recipient.
I would begin my defense for Mauss in two ways. On the one hand, Mauss never
intends to make his study of the gift a homogeneous one as he suggests the multiple
layers of the gift in his discussion. On the other hand, I would also defend Mauss by
exemplifying with his academic background to justify his intention in writing The Gift.
Even if there are suspicions of Mauss’s tendency of simplification and
homogenization, it is because Mauss is carrying upon himself a socialist mission to
provide a better vision of human world. The suspiciously simplified reading of the
past forecasts a better vision for human beings.
Any human society in history is never a simplified organic unit; all human
societies in history are not transparent or homogeneous. Such a notion has been well
received by most contemporary cultural theorists. However, Mauss never takes the
society as a simplified and homogeneous unit as some critics state, nor does he take
this homogenous notion as his research purpose. Indeed, Mauss has taken the
“totalistic” reading in his research; however, the “totalistic” strategy is the means of
his research, not the aim.
Mauss has never intended to give a unitary definition to the gift. Mauss even
indicates the multiple and even ambiguous meanings of the etymology of the word.
The concept of gift is abundantly elaborated in The Gift. For the German etymology
of the word gift contains two-fold meanings of both gift and poison: a gift is not just a
Comte and then Durkheim. Mauss even unselfishly neglects his research and take over the task of
editing, completing and publishing Durkheim’s manuscripts. Durkheim strongly holds the belief that
to see social phenomena, one has to see that in their totality. And to see the totality, one has to study
social life from both the inside and outside, an assignment similar to that of an anthropological
fieldworker. And one also has to be able to go straight to the sources and read the languages of that
society.
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substance to be consumed; it could also be a poison (Mauss 77-81). Even the act to
give a gift can be also ambiguous. Mauss exemplifies this point with examples. In
many archaic societies, to give someone a gift implies not only to put the seal on
alliance. Therefore, the social significance of the gift is not just an act of generosity,
but also to manifest one’s fortune and power. The gift is likely to become a
demonstration of one’s superiority and to put other people “in the shadow of his
name.” It is self evident that in gift exchange, there is not just the solidarity of the
group, but also elements of competition and rivalry.
The term “gift” itself contains multiple and ambiguous implications. Mauss even
admits that term “gift” is not sufficient to carry on the complexity in his discussion.
He admits that “the terms we have used—present and gift—are not themselves
entirely exact. We shall, however, find no others” (Mauss 93).
I would also defend for Mauss for his academic background. Young Mauss was
absolutely a fervent socialist. Ever since his early twenties, Mauss has been an active
socialist and had been intensely involved with socialist student groups. Mauss himself
was a critical Marx reader; he published substantial general articles to suggest that
Marx’s doctrine was more encompassing than the strict economism often attributed to
him. Besides, as Mauss was responding to the political pressures and convulsions of
his time, he shared a view with worker’s emancipation and he even took part in some
of the socialist cooperative movements. But Mauss rejected Marx with an optimistic
and progressive idealism: Mauss thought that a new society cannot be created out of
nothing, but would be socialized out of the juridical forms of the existing society.
Mauss’s belief in creating or evolving a new society out of the existing forms of a
society also existed at the center of his masterwork, The Gift.
Marx talked of revolution and evolution from capitalism to communism, while
Mauss talked of a return to the past. For Marx, the solution to the contemporary
human civilization was revolution, a total substitution of present systems of human
societies, while Mauss resorted to a nostalgic methodology to “turn back the clock”
(Mauss 85) to the social form of primitive societies.
Mauss’s theory was based on a nostalgic assumption that there was a historical
past when human beings were related to each other not by commercial motivations as
we are now in a capitalist society; people were related to each other by a relationship
built by gifts. In Mauss’s assumption, human beings had sacrificed a lot on the way of
their evolution that they had been transformed into a form of calculating “economic
animal” (Mauss 98). The result of this evolution is that the whole section of law that
was related to industrialists and businessmen was nowadays at odds with morality.
Therefore, it was only through the examination of gift exchange in primitive societies
could we find a way of “turning back the clock” to the old principles of human
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society.
Mauss’s belief in creating a new society out of the existing forms cast a dominant
influence in The Gift. It was by depicting the ancient society and by defining the
collective pattern of human behavior that Mauss drew a clear picture of what human
civilization has once been. For Mauss, the collective patterns of the three obligations
of the gift are the existing forms of primitive civilizations. And it is also by coming
back to the primitive civilizations can “spiritual ties” between humans and things be
remade, and a “system of total services” can be reactivated.
Even if there is a homogenous tendency of Mauss’s illustration of primitive
cultures, it is Mauss’s belief that what has been lost can be recaptured. And the lost
civilization would provide “a model for a reformed welfare state” (Mauss 89). And
that human beings should return to “the enduring bases of law, to the very principle of
normal social life” when the society was still a normal one (Mauss 89). Mauss
concludes his book with an allusion to the legacy of King Arthur and his Knights. The
ending is interesting to indicate that through establishing a mutual tie through sharing
wealth, happiness and trust can human beings and the spiritual tie of the gift that
motivates a society of altruism. As Mauss states,
Society have progressed in so far as they themselves, their subgroups, and
lately, the individuals in them, have succeeded in stabilizing relationships,
giving, receiving, and finally, giving in return. . . . Only then did people
learn how to create mutual interests, giving mutual satisfaction, and, in the
end, to defend them without having to resort to arms. Thus the clan, the
tribe, and peoples have learnt how to oppose and to give to one another
without sacrificing themselves to one another. . . . This is one of the
enduring secrets of their wisdom and solidarity. (Mauss 105-106)
Although this sentimental and nostalgic reading may sound like a
“sleeping-beauty myth without the need for a revolution, a reformist utopia”
(Thompson 9), Mauss’s perspective is never simply a nostalgic look to the good old
days. On the opposite, Mauss attempts to create a possibility in inscribing a spiritual
tie and in creating a new ritual system. Thus, it is far from plausible to criticize Mauss
for being simplistic and homogeneous in his research.
IV. Defense for Mauss: The Ontological Critique on the Obligation to Reciprocate
The most severe critique upon Mauss comes from Jacques Derrida. Derrida
astonishingly claims that “Marcel Mauss’s The Gift speaks of everything but the gift”
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(Derrida 138). In a way, Derrida’s epistemological strategy seeks an overwhelming
subversion and denial of Mauss’s notion of the gift. Derrida does not even bother
arguing whether Mauss is right or wrong in his assumption; Derrida directly accuses
Mauss of missing its objects and that Mauss is always speaking of something else
other than gift.
For Derrida, the gift should not be related to economy: the gift should not only
remain “aneconomic,” but also should keep a relation of foreignness to the circle of
gift transaction. Being “aneconomic” means both the giver and the receiver of the gift
should not be calculating the worth of the gift nor to take the gift as a debt.
According to Derrida, a gift is a gift only if the receiver of the gift does not give
back another gift and that the receiver never has contracted a debt. A gift is a gift only
if the gift does not even appear as a gift, that a gift is not perceived or received as a
gift. And most importantly, a gift is a gift only if both the giver and the receiver forget
the gift right away. For Derrida, the truth of the gift suffices to annul the gift. That is
why Derrida claims “the gift is the impossible” (124), because the gift to be granted as
a gift is not a gift:
these conditions of possibility of the gift (that some “one” gives some
“thing” to some “one other”) designate simultaneously the conditions of
the impossibility of the gift. . . . these conditions of possibility define or
produce the annulment, the annihilation, the destruction of the gift.
(Derrida 128)
For Derrida, a gift is not an object to be given, or to be taken, or to be reciprocated.
Once the giver or the receiver realizes such an obligation or a debt of the gift, there
should be no true gift. Even the term as giver or receiver should no longer exist in the
gift, since the term giver and receiver are endowed with sense of obligations.
Derrida’s approach seeks an inlaid subversion of Mauss’s notion of the gift,
while Alain Testart focuses on the paradox of the obligation to reciprocate. According
to Testart, the first paradox of Mauss is that, despite its title, “the author never tells us
what a gift is. He never gives us a definition. Nor does he explain wherein lies the
specificity of the gift” (Testart 97). Testart is more subversive in attacking Mauss’s
paradoxes of gift, especially his notion of “the obligation to reciprocate” in gift
exchange. Testart intends to justify his point with examples:
Let us imagine that a colleague invited me to dinner several months ago,
and I have not yet returned the invitation. . . . Obviously, the colleague is
not going to haul me up before the courts to assert his right to be invited;
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his case would be dismissed, for I have no legal obligation to reciprocate
him anything whatever. Equally obviously, I shall not lose my job
because I do not invite him; perhaps he is not even expecting such an
invitation. I feel obliged but I am not really obliged. There is nothing
obligatory in all this; there is no sanction attached to this ‘obligation to
reciprocate’, which is merely a feeling. (Testart 99)
Testart claims that there is a drastic difference between “feelings of obligation”
and “what is obligatory” (99). An invitation to dinner from a colleague is certainly a
gift. But the giver does not necessarily expect a returned gift, nor is there a sanction to
compel a fulfillment of the return of the gift. Moreover, even the receiver has the
intention to return the gift, it is not obligatory to do so.
Testart concludes his critique to claim that in most gift exchanges, the obligation
to reciprocate is absent. There is no social sanction, nor “public sanction to require,
and to compel the recipient to return the gift. Even though there is an obligation to
reciprocate, it is not obligatory to fulfill the obligation.
Testart concludes that Mauss’s concept of the gift is fundamentally paradoxical
because he blurs all the difference between the gift and the exchange: “the exchanger
(seller, creditor) has a jural right to return, the donor does not” (Testart 104).
I would begin my defense for Mauss in this rendering: I admit that both Derrida
and Testart are right in their notions, however, they are talking of something that
Mauss does not say. Derrida are talking of a gift different from Mauss’s gift; Testart
are talking of a gift in the sphere of individuals, while Mauss is talking of a gift
between persons. Derrida and Testart are talking of a gift other than Mauss’s gift.
Derrida’s notion in the impossibility of the gift is a misreading, or ignorance, of
Mauss’s intention in his study of the gift. For Mauss, it is not the gift, but the
exchange of the gift, that is at the center of his theory. It is essential to note that in
Mauss’s analysis of potlatch, the exchange of kula, or the spirit of hau, he is talking
about a cycling gift system in the society. Mauss is talking about a nature of human
transaction that permeates every aspect of human society; Mauss is talking about a
system of total services in which “gifts made and reciprocated” has “robustly replaced
a system of buying and selling” (Mauss 41). Mauss is discussing the essence of gift
exchange at a level of collective human behavior, not actions between individuals. As
a simplified level, Mauss is talking about gift exchange in some archaic tribes as a
system similar to the market of our time.
Testart’s critique relies on the sphere between individuals. In Testart’s paper he is
talking about a gift between colleagues and a gift given to a beggar, that is, gifts given
in the individual sphere in one’s life. However, the core of Mauss’s gift is the study of
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society considered as “a structure of person to person relationships” (Mauss 149) and
that Mauss is talking about an “all person-to-person relationships” (Mauss 150). In
Leach’s words, there is a drastic difference in the notion of individual and person in
Mauss’s discussion of the gift:
In the language of social anthropology person is sharply distinguished
from individual. The individual is a living biological animal who is born,
develops to maturity, grows old and dies; the person is the set of offices
and roles which attach to the individual at any particular stage in his life
career. (Leach 149, italic original)
In this sense, Mauss’s notion of the gift is conducted in the sphere of a
person-to-person relationship that refers to sets of rights and duties which find
expressions in more or less predictable and collective patterns of behavior in human
society. In other words, Mauss’s notion of the gift is not a discussion of gift exchange
between individuals, but a network of person-to-person relationships.
Since it is not fair to criticize upon something that someone does not say, it is not
probative to criticize Mauss on something he does not state as his main concern of
research. It is quite a misunderstanding for Derrida and Testart to criticize Mauss on
something he does not say and ignore something he actually says.
V. Defense for Mauss: The Dichotomy of the Gift and the Commodity
The other reason that the Maussian mode of gift exchange suffer from critics is
that this implicit reading strategy implies to place commodity as the counterpart of the
gift. Since the gift and the commodity are contrasted from the two extreme of the
spectrum of values, gift was composed of a connotation in contrast to the commodity.
James Carrier notifies that the thorough and nuanced rendering of the mode of
gift exchange that Mauss writes is not only a Mauss’s model, but a “Maussian” model.
Carrier exemplifies his critiques on the Maussian model by indicating an explicit
distinction between gifts and commodities:
At one extreme are gift societies, dominated by kinship relations and
groups that define individuals and their relations with and obligations to
each other. In transactions in these societies, objects are inalienably with
the giver, the recipient, and the relationship that defines and binds them.
Consequently, objects and people are seen as defined by their locations in
a web of social relationship. At the other extreme are the commodity
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systems of the modern West. Here, people are not defined by kin
relationships and groups, but are independent individuals who transact
freely with each other. In transactions in these societies, objects are
alienated commodities, separate from the giver and the recipient. (Carrier
86-87)
Carrier argues that Mauss has implied a dichotomy between the gift and the
commodity. Though Mauss never directly states this juxtaposition, he implies a
tendency to pose such a dichotomy of the gift against the commodity. Mauss also
resorts to the gift exchanging system in archaic societies as a solution to the capitalist
dilemma in the western society. And that has led Mauss’s reading to a binary
opposition between the gift and the commodity.
Mauss may never states directly the dichotomy of the gift and the commodity,
but his nostalgic interpretation of the gift economy in archaic societies in contrast to
the commodity economy in capitalist societies has laid the groundwork for developing
such a dichotomy. Furthermore, critics after Mauss seem to reinforce this dichotomy
whether they pose their critiques upon Mauss. So that makes discussions of the gift
exchange a recognizable entity of a gift economy, where morals and relationships are
emphasized, in contrast to a commodity economy, where interest reigns on the top.
As I stated earlier, many of the scholars, whether agree or disagree with Mauss,
seem to take the implicit dichotomy of the gift and the commodity. David Cheal
attacks Mauss’s elementarism of evolution theory has ignored things that are
secondary in order to concentrate the “essential” features of phenomena. Cheal
indicates that not all social lives in a capitalist society are dominated by the rational
acquisition of goods and influence, as the gift customs are not “fixed” paradigms of
human interaction.5
Cheal is paradoxical in indicating Mauss’s controversy while he further
strengthens this dichotomy with a development of the “natural economy” of “gift
economy” into a “moral economy” that has the penetrating influence on “social
relationships.” In this “moral economy,” social relationships are recognized and
supported through social ties bestowed by the gift. All forms of social relationships
are balanced and maintained by the gift.6 For Cheal, a gift is an investment in human
and social capital; a gift is a “tie sign” (Cheal 20) that triggers a debt within long term
relationships of nurturant dependence.
C. A. Gregory drastically summarizes theories of the economy into two
categories: Neoclassical Economics and Political Economics in order to develop a
5
6

Cf. David Cheal, The Gift Economy. 2-8.
Ibid. 14-19.
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constructive alternative to neoclassical economic development theory. In Gregory’s
theory, economists such as Adam Smith, David Ricardo, Karl Marx, and
anthropologists such as Lewis Henry Morgan, Mauss and Claude Levi-Strauss, belong
to the tradition of political economics, because they all use the term “commodity” to
describe objects of exchange. Only that Mauss’s approach is a “logical extension” of
the projects started by Marx and other political economists (Gregory 15).
Gregory assures that the theory of the gift and the theory of the commodity are
compatible and together they stand opposed to the theory of goods. However, he still
juxtaposes the commodity, the gift and the goods in his review of theories, suggesting
that theories of the gift and the commodity are somehow not compatible to be put into
the same category. Furthermore, in his book to find a constructive alternative reading,
Gregory ignores the part of theory of goods, and builds his theory purely on the
comparison of the gift and the commodity as “the extreme points of a continuum”
(Gregory 23). Although Gregory denies taking the gift and the commodity as a bipolar
opposition, he paradoxically consolidates the dichotomy of the gift and the
commodity by affirming an outright distinction that commodities are alienable while
gifts are inalienable:
Commodity exchange is an exchange of alienable objects between people
who are in a state of reciprocal independence that establishes a quantitative
relationship between the objects exchanged. . . . Gift exchange is an
exchange of inalienable objects between people who are in a state of
reciprocal dependence that establishes a qualitative relationship between the
transactors. (Gregory 100-101)
In Gregory’s schematic opposition, a dichotomy of the gift and the commodity is
thus being formed and further consolidated:
Commodity exchange
Alienable objects
Reciprocal independence
Quantitative relationship
between objects

Gift exchange
Inalienable objects
Reciprocal dependence
Qualitative relationship
between subjects

Lewis Hyde approves Mauss’s analysis of the gift model by adding his
observation that the gift must always move. As the gift passes from hand to hand, it
becomes the binder of many wills. And this is the primary distinction between the gift
and the commodity: a gift established a feeling-bond, also spiritual and psychological
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bond, between people, and a gift makes a connection, while the sale of a commodity
leaves no necessary connection. Furthermore, as the commodity has “value,” the gift
has “worth” (Hyde 60). As a gift constructs the worth of “emotional ties” (Hyde 65)
between the partners in the exchange, one does not expect to initiate or preserve ties
of affection in commodities. Hyde even concludes his analysis of the difference of the
gift and the commodity: the conflict between gift exchange and market exchange is so
irreconcilable that “a gift can be destroyed by the marketplace” (Hyde 273).
I would continue the discussion of the relationship of the gift and the commodity
and I would argue that such a dichotomy of the gift and the commodity not only is a
misunderstanding of the essence of the gift, but also leads to an inapplicability of the
theory of the gift. Such is the reason why discussion of the gift is trapped in a
deadlock.
To place the gift and the commodity at the opposite extremes of a spectrum is a
simplified and convenient reading of gift exchange and the complicated human
relationship established by the gift. Such a dichotomy of the gift and the commodity
only functions in fields of theoretical argumentation and is never applied to the real
world. For in gift exchange happening in everyday society, there underlies a much
more complicated phenomenon and power relationship that neither the gift nor the
commodity alone can define.
To give a simple example, in the tsunami disaster in South Asia, the rescue relief
and charity given to the victims and local government officials are certainly gifts. But
it can never satisfactorily fit into the category of neither the gift nor the commodity;
the donation to the disaster areas is both a gift and not a gift. For the international
world, the huge amount of donation accumulated during an impressively short time is
certainly a gift, yet it is hard to say that such a gift is given simply as an expression of
compassion and generosity.
Many of the celebrity and entertainers eagerly raise various kinds of donation
campaigns because such charity campaigns are helpful to their images of goodwill
altruist. Or at least, such campaigns are helpful for winning chances of international
media exposure. Many enterprises or business persons join these beneficent action
because giving donation is beneficial to their enterprise publicity and also because
giving could help them to reduce their tax. From this commercial motif, it is by giving
that one could save more and take more.
Even at the level of government authorities, giving donations to the disaster areas
is also beneficial to themselves. International superpowers such as the United States
of America will never miss the chance to enhance and consolidate their status and
power in this modernized version of Marshall Plan to maintain the interest of their
country. Countries who eagerly seek for international influence, such as Japan, China
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and Germany, give donations because giving donation provides them a chance to
expand their influence in the international society. Countries who strive to attract
attention to their existence, such as Taiwan, also cherish the chance to highlight their
international exposure. There was a time when reports on the listing of international
donation from countries were very intense and that the listing almost changed
everyday. China took the lead first, and then was soon replaced by Japan and then,
two days later, Germany came up as the country giving the most donations to the
disaster areas. In Mauss’s words, in this modern day potlatch of international powers,
each country attempts to win the superior status not only to save “face” but also to
place others at their “shadows.”
On the one hand, we can be sure of one thing: even at the wake of the colossal
disaster, gift giving is never an interest-free action. We can not be sure of whether the
givers of donations are placing their interest or the life of the victims on top of their
charity. But we can be safe to say that with a careful calculation, the charity donation
could bring the givers interest whether metaphysical as a sense of trust or compassion
or substantial as media exposure and a superior status. In this sense, givers may take
more. This is why a gift is a gift and not a gift.
On the other hand, a gift is a commodity and not a commodity. In the case of
tsunami disaster, gifts in the forms of rescue relief, money, food, medical treatment or
efforts to rebuild their homeland, appear in the form of the commodity. I use the term
of commodity here in the sense that it is something that can be bought and evaluated
with value, that is, to be very simplified, something with a price tag.
The fact that a gift appears as a commodity is self evident that many of the gifts
can be evaluated by their values. Money given directly to the disaster areas is the most
conspicuous example. Goods and relief resources given to these areas are also able to
be evaluated by the prices of their price tags and could be accumulated in the listings
of the international potlatch. Gifts to the victims are not only gifts but also
commodities.
But we are also aware that gifts given to the disaster areas are not merely
commodities as they may seem. It is true that those relief resources are bought and
sold in the markets. But the truth that the relief resources can be traded in the markets
cannot fully elaborate the goodwill under the surface. In most of the cases, the
receivers do not know from whom they receive these rescue relieves. They may know
the word “Taiwan” printed on the bag of aiding materials, but the victims may never
know from whom in Taiwan give the money to buy the rice for them. Commodity
sold and bought in the market is commodity, but it stands in different level of the
meaning of commodity since this transaction is done by unknown buyers and sellers.
In the case of tsunami disaster, we can not find a fixed definition of the meaning
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of the gift and the commodity. We can only be sure of the ambiguity and intertwining
of these two items used to be placed as extremes.
If a gift is a token of morals in human relationship, a commodity can also be
given in a similar status to endow morals to the receivers. If a commodity is alienable
and can be measured in exchange values, a gift may possibly do the same. Both the
gift and the commodity may function at the level of morals, and both can occur in
demonstrations in the sense of alienation and the exchange value.
A gift is a gift and not a gift; as much as a commodity is a commodity and not a
commodity. Most gifts can be measured as commodities; and conversely, the majority
of commodities can be taken as gifts. In most cases, the gift can be alienable and
exchangeable, as the commodity is capable of endowing moral chastity and
compassion. The simple solution to take the gift and the commodity as an extreme
opposition, as we find in the Maussian model of gift economy, only leads to paradox
and ambivalence. The gift and the commodity not only define each other; in a way,
the gift and the commodity co-exist in a form of dialectics in which they contradict or
transform the transient and ambiguous definitions of each other.
Some critics assume that Mauss’s intention to raise the theory of the gift is a
nostalgic endeavor to return to the good old days of the past which may even be
arguably an invention. It may be also true that when Mauss raises his theory, he does
carry upon himself a mission to solve the paralysis of human civilization between the
wars as he himself claims that his research of the gift is to “turn back the clock.”
However, Mauss’s theory and his intention to turn back the clock, naïve it may seem
to many critics, never intend to set up a dichotomy of the gift and the commodity
placed at the two extremes of the spectrum. He may contrast the capitalist
accumulation and exploitation in his time with the good old days when people are
bound to each other by emotional or moral ties of gifts, not the calculated principle of
capitalism. But it is not his intention to read the gift as an antagonist against the
commodity.
The misreading and misapplication of Mauss’s theory of the gift is not a result of
Mauss’s methodology nor an implication suggested between his lines. Mauss never
denies that capitalism exists long before the age of industrialization; Mauss never
denies that a form of the exchange of the gift similar to that of an ancient society of
gift economy can be found at the time of modern capitalism. It is very likely that it is
not capitalism that Mauss’s attack is after, but the politics between the wars. It is in
this sense that I offer my critique to the Maussian gift model, not Mauss’s gift model.
The paradox and deadlock of the Maussian model of gift economy is a result of
convenient but irresponsible application by scholars after him. It may be helpful to
read the gift in contrast to commodity, because they define each other in a way. But it
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hardly helps us understand the essence of the gift at the level of the applicability of
western categories of property to non-western societies, or the other way around.
VI. Beyond Mauss: Departure from Bourdieu
Mauss’s study of gift is pivotal for discussion of gift exchange. It is true that
Mauss’s theory does raise intense debates. It is true that there are paradoxes in the
Maussian gift model. But it is also true that whether his critics agree with him or not,
even eighty years after this book’s first publication, all discussions of gift still circle
around Mauss and his three obligations of the gift.
However, Mauss still leaves us a paradox he can never justify himself. It is his
intention to make his theory of the gift as a probable solution to the dilemma of
human civilization, but his theories never functions in the real sphere of application. It
is the unpracticality that Mauss is to be criticized. By unpracticality I mean that
Mauss’s definition of the three obligations has limited the application of his theory
and in a sense that makes his theory of the gift an impossibility. Because both the gift
and the gift exchange are so ambiguous and illusive that there is no definition, or a set
of definitions, to pin down their definition.
Pierre Bourdieu has correctly pointed out the paradoxes of Mauss. Bourdieu’s
critique offers us a reflection of Mauss’s theory of the gift from the three fundamental
viewpoints. Firstly, the major characteristic of the experience of the gift is the time lag
between the gift and the counter-gift that may bring ambiguity, or uncertainty, to the
gift. In Bourdieu’s words, it is
the interval that makes it possible to experience the objective exchange
as a discontinuous series of free and generous acts is what makes gift
exchange viable and acceptable by facilitating and favoring
self-deception, a lie told to oneself, as the condition of the coexistence
of recognition and misrecognition of the logic of the exchange. (232)
Bourdieu states that there should be a lapse of time between the gift and the
counter-gift to make the gift a gift.
Bourdieu’s second fundamental essence of the gift is the habitus that makes the
agent and the action. In Bourdieu’s coinage of the term, the habitus is the disposition
of the “undisputed law of practice,” or “the only thing to do” (Bourdieu 233). The
habitus is the basis of practice of the gift, not just the intention or consciousness. That
is because a gift is not a subjective object exchanged between calculators objectively
and not an analysis of a model to be accounted for their practice. This is because a gift
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is not an accumulation of “theoretical monsters” which is “impossible in practice” in
Bourdieu’s definition (234).
The third essential characteristic of the gift is that “the gift economy is based on
a denial of the economic” (Bourdieu 234). Gift exchange should be the accumulation
of symbolic capital, that is, a capital of recognition, honor and nobility. Thus, gift
exchange should be a “symbolic exchange” that is “available to agents endowed with
dispositions adjusted to the logic of ‘disinterestedness’” (Bourdieu 235).
Bourdieu’s analysis of the gift indicates a reflection of the multiplicity of the
essence of the gift and gift exchange. Other than Mauss’s definition of gift exchange,
Bourdieu provides more possibility to the complicated definitions and most
importantly, the practices of the gift and gift exchange. Besides Mauss’s three-fold
sequence of obligations of the gift, there should a fourth, a fifth and many more
supplements or alternatives to Mauss’s definition.
Jacques T. Godbout also provides an observation of the illusive essence of the
gift. He argues that besides the use value and the exchange value of the gift developed
from the Maussian model of gift economy, there is still another value of the gift: the
“bonding value” (Godbout 173). This bonding value of the gift provides a chance to
build up ties or reinforce the ties that already exist, and to “express, to facilitate, to
foster social ties” (Godbout 174). Since the bonding value is a symbolic value that
cannot be calculated, such a value of the gift has become “the rule of the implicit”
(Godbout 186).
The argument of gift exchange should not be limited with theoretical debates,
and the Maussian model of gift exchange should not be a macro-institutional
constellation that covers all the aspects of the gift. Neither Mauss nor Derrida’s
discussion of the meaning of the gift can only partly contribute to the overall
complications of the gift and gift exchange; their discussions provide more
possibilities of the essence of the gift and gift exchange. Therefore, to examine the
meaning of the gift, it is not a choice merely to take either approach. A better solution
should be a more comprehensive approach somewhere between the extremes of
Mauss and Derrida.
Lewis Hyde urges that we “still lack a comprehensive theory of gifts.” But, that
point is that maybe the problem of the gift is not that we lack a comprehensive theory
of the gift. Maybe the true problem is that the gift can never be satisfyingly pinned
down by a fixed meaning, or a set of meanings. It is maybe because the gift is always
allusive and illusive that cannot be covered simply by a definition. It is because the
gift is of a dialectic essence between the gift and the commodity. This is actually the
impossibility of the gift: it is the impossibility to pin down the dialectic essence of the
gift. Maybe this is why Godbout says that social ties established by the gift “belong to
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no discipline, and wonderful stories help us understand the gift better than the social
sciences” (195).
Maybe we do not need a comprehensive theory of the gift, because there is in
fact no comprehensive theory of the gift.
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Abstract

Why does a black man, once impotent under the gaze of white men, rape his own
daughter? Why does a black woman content herself in being an ideal servant for a
white family at the expense of her own family?

Why does a black girl believe that

having blue eyes can save her from all the troubles?
Toni Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye.

One may wonder after reading

Answers to these questions are attempted in

this paper in light of Michel Foucault’s panopticism, a disciplinary mechanism
executed through construction of a hierarchical power relation and through outward
and inward surveillance. Assimilating the invalidation that the power invests on its
subjects, the Breedloves not only accept the discipline of the white but also try to
meet its demand through their respective simulations, which lead to nothing but
disasters. This paper aims to explore how the white, the dominating power,
discipline the black by constructing the hierarchy between the white and the black and
by social and internalized surveillance, and how this discipline prompts the
Breedloves’ disastrous simulation of the white in terms of panopticism.

Key words: hierarchal power relation, surveillance, discipline, panopticism,
simulation, The Bluest Eye.
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Discipline That Mars:

A Foucauldian Reading of The Bluest Eye
Ming-hsiu Chen

National Cheng Kung University

In the prologue of The Bluest Eye, Claudia tells us metaphorically that, after
Pecola’s tragedy happened, nature is impeded.

Although Claudia dedicates herself

to narrating how it happened, her speculation, “[t]here is really nothing more to
say—except why” (9), may lure readers to ask why Pecola has been despised, why
she longs for blue eyes, and why the fulfillment of her wish is doomed.

To find the

answer, we have to pry into the mechanism which substantiates the enigma that
triggers the tragedy not only of Pecola but of her parents:

the discipline of the white

over the black and the calamity it causes to Cholly, Pauline, and Pecola in their
respective self-deceiving simulations of the powerful.

Although the dominance of

the white over the black in The Bluest Eye has been elucidated by critics1, the power
relation between the black and the white in the context of social discipline remains to
be explored. Thus, this paper aims to examine how the dominating power
disciplines the black by constructing the hierarchy between the white and the black
and by social and internalized surveillance, and how this discipline prompts the
Breedloves’ disastrous simulations of the white in light of Michel Foucault’s notion of
panopticism.
In Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, Foucault claims that people in
the modern age are “in the panoptic machine, invested by its effects of power, which

1

Edward Guerrero analyses succinctly in his essay “Tracking ‘The Look’ in the Novels of Toni
Morrison” on how the black is devalued, objectified, and destroyed under the gaze of dominate white
society. Focusing on the ideological and discursive control of the white over the black,
Mermann-Jozwiak elucidates in “Re-Membering the Body: Body Politics in Toni Morrison’s The Bluest
Eye” the containment and devastating effects of such subjugation.
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we bring to ourselves since we are part of its mechanism” (216). We may ask, then,
how this panoptic machine works in the modern society.

Actually, although we are

not physically confined in Bentham’s Panopticon, the fact that we are caught in the
hierarchical power relation and disciplined through constant surveillance from
ourselves and from other people indicates that we are confined in a Panopticon
without walls.

Foucault points out that, to exercise individual control, all the

authorities establish a hierarchy “of binary division and branding,” and “of coercive
assignment, of differential distribution” (199), which reflects the power relation
between supervisors and inmates in the Panopticon. Once such a hierarchy is
established, discipline finds its expression in “the non-reversible subordination of one
group of people by another,” as “the disciplines characterize, classify, specialize; they
distribute along a scale, around a norm, hierarchized individuals in relation to one
another and, if necessary, disqualify and invalidate” (222-23).

However, the

disciplinary censorship does not merely come from the observing central tower in the
Panopticon.

To achieve efficient discipline, the architectural design substantiates an

inner censorship in the inmates:

exposed to the surveillance of power, whose

existence is visible but whose presence is unverifiable, these inmates take on
“responsibility for the constraints of power” (202) and become “the principle of . . .
[their] own subjection” (203).

In modern society, in fact, the power that exercises

generalized surveillance is unlocked and diffused in forms like the police system, the
educational institutions, media, individuals and so on to measure and supervise people.
However, meant to control the multiplicity, this mechanism also aims to achieve
positive effects: “Its aim is to strengthen the social forces—to increase production,
to develop the economy, spread education, raise the level of public morality; to
increase and multiply” (208).
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If art imitates life, Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye exemplifies well the panoptic
discipline of the white over the black, while revealing simultaneously the disastrous
effect of such discipline. Although the actual presence of the white in the novel is
sporadic, readers cannot but notice the hierarchical relationship between the white and
the black in the dominance of the former over the latter.

Claudia describes the

“metaphysical condition” of the black as being “outdoors” because “[b]eing a
minority in both caste and class, we moved about anyway on the hem of life” (18).
Her statement points out that the black take the peripheral position in relation to the
white, who take the central one.

Powell notices this power relation as suggested in

the title of this novel, “[a]nd yet one is always aware in The Bluest Eye of the
haunting presence of that singular (white) eye of the title, the view from the center
which keeps these black characters feeling as though they have been consigned to live
on ‘the hem of life’” (50). This power relation is manifested again in the prohibition:
“Black people were not allowed” to enter Lake Shore Park, a city park “sweetly
expectant of clean, white, well-behaved children and parents” (84). Hence the
hierarchical oppositions are made clear: clean/ dirty, white/ black, well-behaved/
misbehaved, indoors/ outdoors, majority/ minority, center/ margin, controlling/
controlled, power/ subject.

Such binary oppositions remind us not only of the

relationship between the supervisors and inmates in the Panopticon but also of the
condition that makes discipline possible. As Foucault points out, “[a] multiplicity,
whether in a workshop or a nation, an army or a school, reaches the threshold of a
discipline when the relation of the one to the other becomes favourable” (220).
When the Breedloves are first introduced in the novel, they are already caught in such
a discipline that sentences them as the unfavorable by convincing them of their
ugliness:
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You looked at them and wondered why they were so ugly. . . . Then you
realized that it came from conviction, their conviction.

It was as though

some mysterious all-knowing master had given each one a cloak of ugliness
to wear, and they had each accepted it without question. The master had
said, “You are ugly people.”

They had looked about themselves and saw

nothing to contradict the statement; saw, in fact, support for it leaning at
them from every billboard, every movie, every glance.

“Yes,” they had

said. “You are right.” (34)
Acquiring knowledge from signs that construct the master’s or the white’s idea of
beauty, the Breedloves accept docilely of the negative attribute that the power gives
them, subjective to its discipline.
In addition to the hierarchical power situation, surveillance is also the means for
the power to accomplish its discipline so as to increase and multiply.

The

interruption of Cholly’s first sexual experience reveals the coercion and surveillance
of the dominating power over its subjects and the counter effect they bring about.
When Cholly loses his virginity with Darlene in the vineyard, they are surprised and
interrupted by two white men, watching over them with a flashlight.

Instead of

stopping these two juveniles from tasting the forbidden fruit, with cocked guns, these
two white men coerce Cholly to continue the sexual intercourse for them to watch,
urging Cholly to “make it good.” Cholly cannot but “simulate what had gone on
before” (117) because he becomes impotent under the coercion.

This episode

epitomizes the power relationship between the white and the black:

with guns, the

means for exercising coercion, the white dominate over the black; under the
surveillance and coercion, the black succumb to the power of the white, obedient to
the order of the dominating power as if they were emasculated. Being subjects in the
power relation, the best the black can do is merely to simulate.

In fact, the white
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men’s demand of Cholly to continue the sexual act, though for the purpose of their
entertainment, curiously fulfills the aim of discipline—to multiply the human race.
However, Cholly’s failure in delivering his mission and transference of his hatred for
the white men toward Darlene to a certain extent indicate the limit of discipline in that
it leads to a recusant response when the subject is unable to meet the demand.
According to the omniscient narrator, “[f]or some reason Cholly had not hated the
white men; he hated, despised, the girl.

Even a half-remembrance of this episode,

along with myriad other humiliations, defeats, and emasculations, could stir him into
flights of depravity that surprised himself” (37).

The reason why Cholly does not

hate the white hunters is that he recognizes the power situation he is in: “They were
big, white, armed men.

He was small, black, helpless” (119). If he dared to fight

against them, he would surely be smashed.

In addition, his picture of God as a white

man also reveals his acknowledgement of the power relation between the black and
the white. In his young mind, “God was a nice old white man . . . with little blue
eyes that looked . . . mean when they were bad” (106). For him, these white men,
with their physical resemblance with God, represent power that is too mighty to fight
against and that is watching over him to punish his misbehavior. Paradoxically
enough, his physical resemblance with these white men makes him imitate their
coercion over innocent victims.

This simulation of the exercise of power, because it

is marred by the black’s lack of power, turns out to be disastrous:

he humiliates

Darlene by exposing her body to the white men and wishes that he could actually
continue the sex to hurt Darlene painfully; he rapes his own daughter to overcome his
sense of failure through physical coercion. To heal his trauma resulting from his
impotence under the watchful coercion from the white, he ruins his own daughter
under the thrill of doing “a wild and forbidden thing” to go beyond the discipline.
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His incestuous rapes, instead of making him triumphant over the dominating power,
force him to leave home and die alone in the workhouse.
Among the Bleedloves, Pauline exemplifies best the disciplined black under the
panoptic control of the white, while her conformity to the discipline in her simulation
of the white makes her despise and tear down her own family.

There are two turning

points in Pauline’s life: the first one is when she moves with Cholly to Ohio, where
she suffers the surveillance of the white and the disciplined black, who make Pauline
“feel just as no-count” (93); the second one is when she is poisoned by the white
movies, through which she builds up an inner censorship which measures against the
aesthetic value of the white.

Coming from the South, Pauline is unable to meet at

first the censoring surveillance of the few black she meets in the way she looks,
dresses, and talks.

When she keeps on asking her husband for money to buy clothes

and makeup to make herself able to pass the examination of those watching eyes
because she “wanted other women to cast favorable glances her way” (94), she
apparently accepts the discipline by attempting to meet what the censorship demands
of her.

However, at this point, she does not really internalize this censorship since

she “did not really care for clothes and makeup” (94).

The measure which is

anchored in the standard constructed by the white is later etched into her mind
through the white movies she has been watching while she is pregnant with her first
baby.

As she is watching the movie, she absorbs the idea of absolute beauty, which

is presented in the white movie stars and which she equals with virtue. Therefore,
she begins to look at people by measuring them against this standard:

“She was

never able, after her education in the movies, to look at a face and not assign it some
category in the scale of absolute beauty, and the scale was one she absorbed in full
from the silver screen” (97). Walther specifies, “the scale, while seemingly
‘absolute,’ and thus not relative to racial or ethnic considerations, is actually an
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artificial scale that Pauline has internalized.
a white scale of visual beauty” (76).

The silver screen creates and promotes

With her internalization of the white scale,

from which she judges not only others but herself, Pauline takes on the constraint of
the power and disciplines herself.

Her copy of the hairstyle of Jean Harlow is a good

example of her self-discipline, stimulated from her internalization and execution of
the demand of the power.

Nevertheless, without the quality of the absolute beauty,

her simulation is destined to end in disillusion. When she is biting the candy to
increase her enjoyment of the beauty in the movie with her hair done like the white
movie star, her front tooth falls.

This accident makes her realize that it is impossible

for her to be a copy of the absolute beauty.

Accordingly, she accepts her secondary

role and “settled down to just being ugly” (98).
After Pauline admits her subjective role in the power relation dominated by the
white, she contents herself in being “what is known as an ideal servant” (200) in a
white family.

By allying herself with the white, “[t]he creditors and service people

who humiliated her when she went to them on her own behalf respected her, were
even intimidated by her, when she spoke for the Fishers” (101).

The reward that

Pauline receives from these people’s and her master’s approving surveillance in effect
makes her succumb more to the dominating power and become more productive as a
servant.

The other reason for her to accept so willingly her secondary role in the

white family is that it provides her with the setting which makes possible her
simulation of white movie stars.

In fact, she has never given up approximating the

power after she believes she does because her internalization of white values lingers.
In the house of her white master, “she found beauty, order, cleanliness, and praise,”
and “[p]ower, praise, and luxury were hers in this household” (101). Her
psychological need for this simulation results from the lack of these gratifying
qualities in her other life as a mistress in a poor, black family, which is full of ugliness,
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disorder, untidiness, and fights. The more she indulges herself in the white family,
the more she feels her other role unbearable.

To her, the life she leads in her own

family is just like “dark edges that made the daily life with the Fishers light, more
delicate, more lovely” (101).

Her attribution of the life in her own family to the

peripheral position exposes undoubtedly her strong absorption and application of the
measure constructed by the white. However, this attitude also inaugurates the
expense she has to pay for her successful conformity to the white’s discipline in her
betrayal to her own family.
In fact, Pauline’s attitude toward her family reveals the possible negative effect
of discipline on its subject just like what her husband experiences. Her relationship
with Cholly goes down at the first place when she tries to meet the demand of the
disciplinary surveillance of the northern people. She desires to meet the requirement
of the censorship not only in her appearance but also in her moral integrity, as “[s]he
came into her own with the women who had despised her, by being more moral than
they” (200).

To prove her moral superiority, she not only becomes an active church

woman but also gives free rein to Cholly’s depravity because “[t]he lower he sank, the
wilder and more irresponsible he became, the more splendid she and her task became”
(37).

Though, taking her husband’s place, she works very hard to earn her family’s

living, her “martyrdom” is not completely innocent because of her selfish end.

As

for educating her children, rather than teaching them with motherly affection, she
disciplines them so strictly that “[i]nto her son she beat a loud desire to run away, and
into her daughter she beat a fear of growing up, fear of other people, fear of life”
(102).

Accordingly, when she is made to choose from being an affectionate mother

and a good servant, she spontaneously chooses the latter.

Seeing the hot berry

cobbler spilt on her clean kitchen floor, instead of checking whether her daughter is
hurt, she slaps and scolds Pecola callously but comforts the frightened white girl
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tenderly. When Pecola tells her that she was raped by her father, Pauline does not
believe her at all.

Additionally, she neglects to protect Pecola from further harm as a

loving mother would do.

So violently she beats pregnant Pecola that the fetus dies.

Although Pecola loses her mind mainly because of her father’s rapes, Pauline to a
certain degree enables it to happen because she does not care and protect her own
daughter as much as she does to the white girl she serves.
While Pauline gradually internalizes the aesthetic judgment constructed by the
power through constant surveillance and education of movies, her daughter Pecola has
remained a docile and disciplined child, accepting the disqualification, verified
through social surveillance, that the dominating power attributes to her and her kind.
Unlike Claudia, who fosters an antagonism toward the universal love of “a blue-eyed,
yellow-haired, pink-skinned doll” (20), Pecola submissively takes in her inferiority,
which is bestowed on the black.

Neglected and despised by the white storekeeper,

she ascribes the “distaste” that she sees in his eyes to her blackness: “it is the
blackness that accounts for, that creates, the vacuum edged with distaste in white
eyes” (42). Her ready ascription indicates that she has already assimilated the
censorship of the power that invalidates the black people. In fact, not only does she
internalize this censorship but she censors herself through its measure so that her
anger toward such meanness is quickly devoured by her shame.

According to Matus,

shame, the experience of which is not only interpersonal but also social and cultural,
“is the result of feeling deficient . . . in relation to a more powerful social group” (39).
Judging herself from her inner censorship dictated by the white, Pecola simply
accepts her deficiency and shame.
Shame she also experiences at school as she is still under the surveillance which
censors with the measure constructed by the white.

If we contrast Pecola with

Maureen Peal, a rich mulatto who enchants the whole school, we would know that
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Pecola’s so-called “ugliness” is more ideological than physical.

Though half-white

and with bumps revealing her removed sixth finger on each hand, an indication of
deformity, Maureen is still as popular as Shirley Temple at school, adored by all.
What makes her so distinguished from the other children at school is that she shares
the attributes of the white, not only in blood but also in financial status since she is “as
rich as the richest of the white girls” (52).

Her alliance with the white is also

revealed in her censoring surveillance that approximates and disciplines the black.
Her observant gaze has the power to discipline the bullying boys:

“They [the boys]

buckled in confusion, not willing to beat up three girls under her watchful gaze” (56).
Wearing a friendly mask, she even ventures to check on the moral of the black by
interrogating whether Pecola sees her father naked and sentences eventually that
Pecola is a “black and ugly e mos” (61), inferior to the cute human being with lighter
skin color like her. To this labeling, Pecola accepts and endures again the shame she
experienced with the storekeeper’s despite.
Just as Pecola acquiesces in her undesirability as the black, so is she enamored
with the white icons, through which the dominating power transmits its censorship to
its subjects.

When sojourning in the MacTeers’ home, Pecola drinks three quarts of

milk in the “blue-and-white Shirley Temple cup” just to handle and gaze fondly of the
child actress’s sweet, dimpled face.

In fact, Pecola’s obsession with this white icon

which embodies all that is desirable in a child in the society dominated by the white
suggests how she is disciplined—taking in the censorship of the power, becoming its
agent, and constraining herself. This process of discipline is curiously fulfilled in
her gaze of the blue eyes of her idol on the cup. Pecola’s gaze at Shirley Temple
makes her simultaneously gazed by Temple with her blue eyes. This intersecting
gaze thus provides Pecola the means to apprehend what she would look like in the
eyes of the white and thus exposes herself to their censorship. In her apprehension,
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she cannot but internalize the censorship and measure herself against it. In contrast
with Shirley Temple, surely she is ugly because she is black. Lindberg-Seyersted
points out in her analysis of the constant reference to skin color in black fiction, “[t]he
esthetic evaluation of skin color is crucial to a person’s self-image and to the way he
or she is judged by other” (55).

Why Pecola has such a low self-esteem is that she

adopts the aesthetic measure of the white, censors herself against it, and recognizes
her deficiency in conforming to the standard. However, that she loves Shirley
Temple instead of hating her results from her defense mechanism—sublimation—or
in Claudia’s words, “the turning point in the development of my psyche which would
allow me to love her [Shirley Temple]” (19).

According to Anna Freud, sublimation,

which would be active “until relatively late in the process of development,” is “the
displacement of the instinctual aim in conformity with higher social values” (52).
By loving what is loved by the power, Pecola constrains her natural instinct by
displacing hatred with love in order to confirm to the social values that she has
internalized. In this circumstance, the picture of Shirley Temple turns out to be the
disciplinary apparatus, “a perfect eye that nothing would escape and a center towards
which all gazes would be turned” (Foucault, 173).

Since Shirley Temple is present

not only in movies but in cups, billboards, magazines and so on, she is almost
exhaustive and omnipresent.

Hers are the eyes that install the aesthetic censorship of

the white in her beholders to the extent that nothing can escape her surveillance or
that of the dominating power.

As the iconic signifier signifying the social consensus

of the white, the picture of Shirley Temple calls for the discipline and hides it at the
same time:

the dominating power of the white thus becomes visible and unverifiable

so that its censoring mechanism is transmitted to all its subjects.
In answer to the discipline of the white, Pecola not only believes in her ugliness
but also desires to possess blue eyes in order to pass the censorship of the power,
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while her endeavor is doomed.
simple:

For her, the reason why she longs for blue eyes is

“if those eyes of her were different, that is to say, beautiful, she herself

would be different” (40).

Instead of praying for a pretty white face like that of

Shirley Temple, Pecola yearns for blue eyes because it is through her eyes that she
sees her unworthiness in the surveillance of other people as well as her miserable life,
which she deserves. If she had pretty eyes, she would become the Jane in the first
version of the primer, living in the family, according to Mbalia, “symbolic of the
ruling class” (30).

Her acknowledgement of the censoring power residing in

observant gaze is also indicated in her later speculation:

“If she looked different,

beautiful, maybe Cholly would be different, and Mrs. Breedlove too.
say, ‘Why, look at pretty-eyed Pecola.

Maybe they’d

We mustn’t do bad things in front of those

pretty eyes’” (40). Her belief that her parents would change under the surveillance
of her blue eyes implies her recognition of the disciplining power of the white in
measuring people’s behaviors and her desire to become the agent of its execution,
which she has always been without her own acknowledgement.

However, no matter

how hard she tries to pass the censorship by having blue eyes that see beauty and love,
she can only possess them through simulation, guaranteed by the false prophet
Soaphead Church, in her madness.

Ironically enough, even when she believes that

she has blue eyes in her deluded mind, she is still caught up in her deficiency because
her eyes are not the bluest.
values she adopts.

As Tirrell maintains, “Pecola is destroyed by the cultural

Pecola has an impoverished sense of self and insufficient

self-esteem because she accepts the values of the white community” (13).

Being

black, Pecola will never be able to meet the demand of the disciplinary power; even
the fraudulent fulfillment of which is disastrous in that it deprives her of her sanity,
echoing the symbolic death of the black cat with blue eyes.
Exposing the hierarchical relationship between the white and the black by means
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of the contrast between beauty and ugliness, Toni Morrison directs our attention not
only to the visual perception but also to the constant surveillance we have been
exposed to. From the experience of the Breedloves, we may perceive the working of
the disciplinary mechanism executed through observant gaze. It is through
generalized surveillance that the power disseminates its values, installs its values in its
subjects, constrains its subjects through their inward gaze on behalf of the power, and
thus disciplines its subjects.

While this censorship tends to escape our attention

because it is internalized, its existence becomes apparent and even harmful when it is
enacted on people who cannot meet its demand like the Breedloves, who can do no
better than simulating what they lack.

While their simulations seem to ease them

from the disciplinary censorship, they cannot purge them from the scorch mark
branded on them by the dominating power or prevent them from being amputated
because of their unfitness.
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Abstract

benefit from technology, but are also unconsciously

.

influenced by it. Technological development has

The versatility and uniqueness of digital media in

become a unique cultural phenomenon that has

interactive artistry reflect well the contemporary spirit,

changed not just the way we live, but the way we

and is therefore becoming popular among artists. This

think. Between the end of the 60’s and the beginning

study combines computer vision recognition with

of the 70’s, the world saw the spread of digital media

visual arts and introduces the audio and visual

and computer technology. The media altered humans’

feedback elements to create a multimedia artwork,

perception of the world–our visions broadened, while

“Cyber God” that calls for contemplation on the

the world seemed to have grown smaller (Chang,

digital era. Through a public artwork exhibition, this

2002). Yet, digital technology did not stop at playing

research compiles the audiences’ comments and

an important role in our everyday life, but has become

provides a reference for artists who intend to engage

a design tool of artists.

in creating interactive artwork in the future.

The computer vision technology is applied on
inputted images. Through an interactive interface and

Keyword: Digital Art, Interactive Art,

a digital camera functioning as the ‘eye’, the computer

Interactive Technology, Computer Vision,

is able to automatically identify and analyze the

Human-Computer Interaction

viewer’s behavior patterns and offer real-time
responses,

1. Research Background and Motivation

making

human-computer

interaction

possible. Such capabilities have caught the attention of
artists from around the world. The cooperation

It has only been fifty years since the application

between art designers and technological professionals

of scientific inventions and devices to improve the

has also produced a new genre of interactive artistry.

everyday life of man kind, however, the extent to

This new trend is bound to encourage more use of the

which the convenience and the stimulation science has

computer vision technology in the interactive arts

brought into civilization is immeasurable. Living in an

research. Applying computer vision technology to art

extremely information-based world, we not only

is no doubt a new challenge. While fine art pieces are
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displayed in open exhibition spaces, computerized
images are highly vulnerable to the surrounding

1997).
Digital technology has proved itself to be a

conditions and the behavior of the audience. Therefore

medium

the design of this new approach would involve issues

real-time, interactive multimedia, virtual, duplicable,

that should be further explored (Wang & Wu, 2005).

and commercial (Chien, 2004). The unique beauty of

In digital designs, interactive visual and audio
mechanisms are commonly employed mediums to

of

different

features—

technological,

digital art represents the ever-changing spirit of the
modern society and exhibits art with a new look.

convey design intentions. The atmosphere within the
displayed space, as well as the study of the way the

2.2 Interactive Art and Technology

audiences receive and interpret the design ideas are
also critical issues for digital interactive designs.

Interaction has always been a part of human
culture. People interact with nature, the environment,

2. Literature Review

and each other. In the old times, fine art projects were
conceived as sacred objects that only few people could

2.1 Digital Art

own and touch. The sole interaction between the

Digital art is defined as: artifacts created by

audience and the art piece was visual. Audiences were

means of computerized technology and digital

passively categorized into those could understand, or

processing (Chien, 2004). Looking at the history,

those who could not, those who could accept it and

computer graphics was first developed in the 50’s,

those who couldn’t. As a result, the connection

when computer itself was still in the early

between art pieces and the audiences was strictly on

development stage. It was not until the 60’s that digital

the psychological level (Lin & Fan, 2004). With the

art made its first appearance, with computer engineers

help of technology platforms, “interactive” has

and scientists the major pioneers to experimentally

become the unique quality of digital arts, while due

create abstract pictures with dots, lines and planes.

technology and the ingenious mix of aesthetics,

During the 70’s and 80’s, the invention of
personal computers, price drop in software, and

audiences can now have experiences very different
from that in the past (Wang & Wu, 2005).

emergence of simple drawing software, gradually

Furthermore, with the “interactive” concept

instilled in artists the possibility of composing with

instilled into digital arts, audiences, artworks, and

computers. With the rapid development of computer

design artists now connect to each other in a very

technology and the integration of visual and audio

differently. An art piece is no longer defined simply as

effects, images, and animated movies, the 80’s and

an observable object. Rather, more value is created

90’s was a multimedia era. By then, computer artwork

through the interactive process. Design artists are

had moved from individual creations to collective

gradually handing over their authority, acknowledging

design

from

that audiences’ involvement and interactive patterns is

professionals with different specialties. From the 90’s

becoming the center of attention in design (Lin & Fan,

on, interactive drawing networks such as Graphic Net

2004).

projects

that

involved

efforts

and Virtual Reality have turned into a formidable

Interactive digital arts offer new dimensions to

trend, and design artists now carry the responsibility

the audiences’ art experience, and with the addition of

of leading humankind into a new generation (Chang,

new mediums, multimedia designs present new
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qualities that traditional arts do not possess.

The

Entertainment

Technology

Center

at

Carnegie Mellon University combines touch sensible

2.3 Computer Vision Technology

devices and a computer image projected on the table
to create an interactive interface. Rhythms are

The computer vision technology imports data

generated in accordance with the different level of

from digital cameras into computers, where the

pressure applied to the image on the table and are

algorithm of image processing or of analysis and

mixed into the existing background music, so that

identification is conducted. The principle of image

more than one person could collaboratively improvise

processing is to first convert the inputted images into

a music piece right on the spot.

digital

files,

then

taking

each

image

as

a

two-dimensional matrix, adjust the position and color
information of each pixel through algorithm, so as to
better image quality or achieve other goals. On the
other hand, the main purpose of analysis and
identification is to extract useful data from the images
for later use, such as matching the neural network with
principal

component

analysis

for

human

face

Figure 1. jam-o-drum

recognition. Computer vision technology has a wide

（Carnegie Mellon University，1998）

range of applications, ranging from auto-navigation in

Source:http://www.jamodrum.net/

cars to national defense, covering virtually everything
in our everyday life as well as the high-tech industries.

2.4.2 Virtual Air Guitar

While computer vision has become an indispensable
basic technology in the modern society, the research

Students of a computer science research group at

on its applications to real-time human-computer

Helsinki University, Finland, invented a virtual guitar

interaction has reached concrete results in the recent

that could be played in air. The player puts on a pair of

decade (Wang & Wu, 2005).

shiny gloves, and without touching an actual guitar,

In interactive arts, digital devices are no longer

the computer delivers musical tones by studying the

considered as merely tools for problem solving, but as

player’s gesture, posture, and movements, resulting in

a medium for creation. The analytical ability of

a virtual musical performance.

computer vision technology makes it a suitable
decision maker in an interactive artwork. It is in
charge of responses made to the audience and the
environment, whereas the audiences, through the
interaction, become a part of the artwork.

2.4 Related Work
Figure 2. Virtual Air Guitar
2.4.1 jam-o-drum

(Helsinki University，2005)
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Source:
http://www.newscientist.com/article.ns?id=dn8383
&feedId=online-news_rss20

3. Artwork Design
3.1 Background
In the spring of 2005, Yu-Min Chen started a
series of personal design with computer software,
aiming to present a visual plane that critiques on the
excessive digitalization of the contemporary society.
Named “Contemplation on Digital Arts,” the series is
made up of four related pieces of work. In many ways,

Figure 4. Contempt for God

technological development has not made people in

(Yu-Min Chen, 2005), size：21*29.7cm，digital print

modern times happier. In contrast, technology might

Technological developments offer better

have even resulted in more agony and greater distance

material enjoyment, yet our contempt for the

between people. Therefore, my four pieces of visual

Creator grows with our ability to play God.

representation intend to deliver four themes: man’s
control over technology, man’s power-based arrogance,
man’s vulnerability to technology, and finally, man’s
yield to technology; the four images suggest the
gradual degradation of humanity (Figure 3~6).

Figure 5. The Digital Chains
(Yu-Min Chen, 2005), size：42*59.4cm，digital print
New technologies are drivers of growth in the
modern society, yet the explosion of information
has also become invisible chains and burdens for
Figure 3. Objectification of Man
(Yu-Min Chen, 2005), size：42*59.4cm，digital print
From the discovery of DNA to the birth of
cloned sheep, the advancement of biotechnology
continues, while the human body are turning into
machines that could be taken apart.

man kind.
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Moreover, audiences of this design project are
expected to contemplate and arrive at new thoughts
about technology and the digitalized world we are in.

3.3 Mechanism of Interaction Modeling
The work presents the interaction between
Figure 6. Cyber God

virtuality and reality in the dark room. Figure 7 is a

(Yu-Min Chen, 2005),size：42*59.4cm，digital print

diagram of the system. Combining lights and

Would man become slaves to technology?

transparent plywood, a shiny keyboard is formed,
while a webcam is placed horizontally as the sensor.

Basing on the techniques from the computer

With the help of color recognition and collision

vision technology and image processing class of Prof.

sensing software, the computer determines whether

Wang of Yuan Ze University in fall 2005, audio effects

the player is playing on the keyboard. When sensing a

were made to “Cyber God,” the most visually

touch on the virtual keyboard, the computer projects a

stunning of the of the series. Recreation of the piece

corresponding

was made to make it the design project of this

atmosphere that induces the audience to ponder on the

interactive paper.

relation between digital technology and human life.

image

and

sound,

creating

Figure 8 is a diagram of the work.

3.2 Concept
As we in the 21st century endeavor to realize a
digitalized virtual world where reality is mixed into
virtuality, there remains the crisis of virtuality
replacing reality all together. Is it possible that further
into the future, we would be living in a place deprived
of humanity? To prevent from being caught up in this
blinding tidal wave of digitalization, maybe we should
slow down to contemplate and structure a more
balanced

connection

between

technology

Figure 7. System diagram

and

humanity, before we go too far.
The research addresses this issue through “Cyber
God,” which presents an eerie mixture of digital image,
electronic music, and sound effects. With the aid of an
interactive system, “Cyber God” expresses the idea of
“humanity falling slave to technology.” It is also
meant to be a forewarning of the possibility that
human may lose the appetite for wonderful things in

Figure 8. Project diagram from bystander

life if we overuse and rely too heavily on technology.

viewpoint

an
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and have lost the yearning for and perception of the

3.4 Interactive Interface Design

real world. The image of the burning bodies digs at the
thought of human worshiping a “Cyber God.”

3.4.1 Physical Visual Device

The projected piano is proportional to a real
piano, with 31white keys and 21 black ones projected
onto the tracing paper. (cf. Figure 9) The tracing paper
is placed over the transparent plywood, in which
lighting devices are positioned, so as to form a
glow-in-the-dark interface without pressure feedback.
This virtual keyboard would offer a playing
experience very different from that of the traditional
piano. In this way, the peculiarity of virtual reality is

Figure 10. Background image

emphasized. The goal is to make playing unreal.
2. For visual feedback while playing on the
virtual keyboard, each key has its own corresponding
icon, in this case 0’s and 1’s of different sizes, which
represent the idea of computer programs. The
randomized trajectories, varying sizes of the ciphers,
and the shadow of the bodies are there for aesthetic
reasons.
The

arrangement

mentioned

above

is

to

purposefully convey the moral of Apocalypse.
Figure 9. The virtual keyboard
3.4.3 Audio Feedback
3.4.2 Projection Feedback
The static sound of audio art is used as
1. The background image, as is shown in Figure

background music for the mechanical texture. For the

10, is produced by the computer. The image of the

audio feedback, the software is set up like this: when

human bodies, upside-down and burning, is a

any of the 30 keys is pressed, a corresponding sound

metaphor of incense used for worship in Taiwan. The

is made. The sounds mimic the dripping of water in

smoke shaped in 0’s and 1’s, which respectively mean

the natural world except they are remixed by the

“on” and “off’ in the programming language, curls

computer. The participant can easily detect that the

upward. This symbolizes the over-digitization of the

mechanical sounds are different from that in real-life.

human civilization, where the human bodies have

However, real-life water-dripping sounds are played

consequently metamorphosed into machines. The

when the images of 0’s and 1’s bump against one

artistry as a whole shows that human beings are so

another.

reliant on technology that we have become slaves to it

The mechanical sound of the piano symbolizes
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the coldness of virtual reality in the computer age. The

fingering.

remixed sound of dripping enhances the feeling of
contradiction, whereas the real dripping sound after

3.5 Presentation and Illustration

the collision reminds the audience of the real world.
The production was exhibited in an open space.
3.4.4 Computer Vision and Interactive Interface

Procedure of interaction is stated as follows.

This art piece establishes the human-computer
interactive interface through the computer vision
technology. The webcam is placed somewhere higher
than the virtual piano in proper distances to detect any
changes. With the webcam turned on, movements on
the virtual keyboard are transmitted continuously to
the computer. Using the color recognition and position
detection software, the computer can tell whether the
keys are played. Figure 11 and 12 are respectively the
lateral and aerial view of the webcam tracking finger
movement on the virtual piano.

Figure 11. Lateral view of the webcam sensing the
fingering.

Figure 12. Aerial view of the webcam sensing the

Figure 13. Step 1
Projection of the initial background image and
electronic music.

Figure14. Step 2:
Setting up the virtual keyboard.

Figure 15. Step 3
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Setting up the webcam and computer so they
work together to sense finger movement on the

can almost immediately participate in the design, thus
gaining an experience unique to dynamic artistry.

keyboard.

2. The dark room, the eerie image, the electronic
music, and the virtual piano help construct the queer
atmosphere, with a mechanical coldness characterized
of virtual reality.
3. The virtual piano reinforces the concept of the
art piece and brings the audience exotic experiences.
4. In the background projection, the upside-down
bodies inserted in the ground mimic the incenses in
the temple. With the electronic music, the service of
worshiping “Cyber God” echoes with the motif of the

Figure 16. Step 4

design.

Finger movements induce corresponding images.
(The 15 keys on the left make “0’s”, while the other

4. Conclusion and Suggestions

15 make “1’s.” The last key, the canceling key, erases
all projection feedbacks to keep the system stable.)

Visual art lays stress on the arrangement of

The images appear and move randomly on either the

various elements, such as the shapes, colors, materials,

near, middle, or far plane. Each key has its reciprocal

space, composition, etc. Yet it is even more

sound. When the 0’s or 1’s on the same plane collide,

complicated in interactive audio and visual art. In this

a natural dripping sound is played and the colliding

example, in addition to the visual aspect, the designer

numbers both disappear. If there is no collision, the

should also consider the interactive sound and touch

numeral images fade out after a while.

mechanisms.
In the case of visual art, the communication
between the artists and the viewers dwells on a
communion of minds. By admiring and participating
in interactive art, the audience communicates with the
designer and becomes a part of the artistry. The
audience uses every sense of the body to percept the
mechanism. These two diverse art forms excel each
other in different ways, while the audiences attain
different

Figure 17. Step 5

to

their

cultural

Designers of interactive art need not talk to their
audiences to know what they think of the artwork, but
can

3.6 Design Features

due

backgrounds.

The audience interacts with an art piece that has
both images and sounds.

information

percept

the

audiences’ responses

through

observing them on the spot. This is hardly attainable
in the traditional visual art. In addition, the effect of

1. With the help of such apparatus, the audience

interactive art can vary with different groups of
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audiences. For the artists, seeing the various facets and

dilemma of rationality and sensibility. Artists use

representations of their work also serve as a

technology to express matters of the mind so as to

stimulation.

bring the human spirit to a higher level, while

In visual art, when the artists finish their work, it

engineers aim for a better material world for man by

is done. But for interactive art, as it concerns computer

using technology for problem-solving. Any pitfalls in

technology, even after the art piece is completed,

communication could undermine the project.

maintenance is still mandatory to ensure it functions
properly in exhibition.

Basing on the experience of producing this
artwork, I have several suggestions on this point:

Through different media, the meaning and the

1. Artists should know the basic property of the

possibility of art are extended. Take this production

media they plan to use, and should draw out tangible

for example, the atmosphere gives the audience

work plans. In the meantime, they could also try out

feeling of novelty, while the interaction factor brings

new media to bring more possibilities into their work.

in new meanings.

2. Programmers should try to understand what

This production was exhibited in the Museum

artists want to convey. By reading related books to get

Café of Yuan Ze University. Suggestions from

in line with artists and become enthusiastic about art

audiences are as follows. The creation of digital art

creation they’ll be able to give useful suggestions and

needs proper techniques for a complete rendition. In

help carry out the production in the best possible way.

this production, the virtual keyboard is used as the

3. Holding workshops could help increase the

interface, intended to provide a contrasting playing

experience of cooperating across different fields in

experience to that on a traditional (real) piano.

Taiwan. Accumulated co-working experiences may

Nonetheless, in the exhibition, due to the large number

help artists and engineers find their common goals in

of keys on the keyboard, the audiences’ senses are

the creative process.

bombarded. It is suggested that there be clearer sound
segmentation through adjustment of the variety, speed,
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and intensity of sounds, to reduce interference. The
designer may also like to consider projecting the
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Abstract
Teaching the Textroom: The Classroom as Performing Text
When we think of changing our courses, we need to think not so much in terms of
juggling booklists, but of considering the changing demographics in each class section
and setting. We can teach the classroom itself as the primary text and enable our students
to apply what they come to understand about the myriad and shifting focuses of that
sentient classroom to the larger enterprise of their academic discipline, their work, and
their lives. By looking at the classroom from a textual perspective, we can examine how
its narrative, expository and even poetic constituents perform. And then, of course, we
can come to understand that this investigation, as all our investigations, are fluid layers of
performance.
As we look at narrative components of the classroom, we can call on traditional story
elements: What is the classroom about? What is the setting, who are the characters, what
is the conflict? And then we can examine whether there might be other more egalitarian
or post-modern or feminist narrative arrangements that we want to consider. In practical
terms, are there only one or two students who set the critical baseline by speaking out, or
is there a community of characters/students who contribute to that? How distributed is the
protagonism?
A good way to start honoring the classroom as text is to ask students for ways in to the
work at hand, which is the secondary text. How should we discuss Marge Piercy’s
Woman on the Edge of Time? Or what are some good ways in to Moby Dick? The
point is to show students through our behavior/performance that meaning is not in the
book in front of us but in ourselves, as components of the classroom. By doing this, we
also demonstrate through behavior/performance rather than lecture that there is no
unilateral etiquette for accessing these literary documents. And the issues that interest us
are good jumping off points for discussion. We, the students and instructor, are the main
texts to be investigated and the incursions we make into the book on the syllabus, the
secondary resource, help us see thing about ourselves as text. We need to welcome any
interrogations at any juncture of the discussion. Rather than only go in to the text, we
should go out, away from it, on excursions as well as incursions.
When studying Woman on the Edge of Time or Moby Dick, it’s valuable to take off on
discussions of madness that will in turn be generative. Is Connie’s madness real or made
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up? By whom or what? Can we formulate questions that are not so direly alternative?
How many ways can we talk about Captain Ahab’s quest? Is it maniacal, noble, practical,
transcendent, selfish, representative, economic, and so on. What are the pressure points in

those stories? What are the pressure points in our classroom as we encounter these?
Rather than only honing in, let’s also work centrifugally, and keep spinning our
discussions out. What larger arena can we play these issues in? How do those of us here
in this classroom understand madness? What experiences have we had, what associations
do we bring, and how can we access additional information to add to our considerations?
For instance, Foucault and the DSM 4 would be useful to investigate as far as theoretical
and essentialist perspectives here. What this elucidates is how we make different
meanings according to what our circumstances are as influenced and acted-on elements
of text.
Looking at the classroom as an expository expression, what is its thematic agenda? Is it
deductively foreordained or inductively arrived at or does it use some other non-Western
mode of assembling itself? What is the character of the syntax that holds the discussions
together? What is the nature of elaboration and development and support? Examining the
poetics of the classroom can involve uncovering the devices at work that contribute to its
affect. Is there a regular rhyme scheme or pattern that recurs? What is the tone? What are
the different receptions that people experience?
There is an infinite number of ways that according the classroom properties of primary
text in general and also negotiating that venue in terms of particular genres can produce a
textual consciousness that students can use beyond their English classes. We remind
ourselves that we are all performers in schemes and that we construct—and change-- the
schemes as we perform them.
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Nicknaming Patterns in the Tunisian dialect of Arabic∗

Introduction
This study on nicknaming patterns includes the study of nicknames formed out of the
Tunisian names. What I mean by Tunisian names is the pronunciation of both the name
and its nickname because all the names are spelled in the standard Arabic script but
pronounced differently in all the Arab countries. Moreover, this work checks patterns
like syllabification, germination, nicknames structures, stress, the impact of other
languages on nicknaming, and other constraints concerning the Tunisian dialect.
The Tunisian dialect is part of the Maghreb dialect which includes Mauritania, Morocco,
Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya. The Tunisian dialect is a pre-hilali dialect, also known as
sedentary dialect spoken in cities and the areas around the cities (Versteegh, 1997). As far
as the Tunisian names are concerned, they do share common things and they are mostly
influenced by Arabic, and French. Usually names in Tunisian Arabic do carry a meaning
like any other dialect of Arabic. Therefore, they can have a religious significance, say
[badrιddιn] which means “faith of the moon”, or the name of a religious personality, like
[ muħammιd]. Furthermore, they can refer to abstracts like [raʒε] carrying the meaning of
“hope” or the description of a personality like [ʂalεħ] “good person” , [kεrim]
“ generous”, or the superlative like [ lӕsʕad] “ the happiest”.

∗
∗

I would like to express my sincere appreciation to my mother who kept calling me with my
nickname during my stay in the states and also my phonology teacher who suggested doing
Mauritanian nicknames analysis which gave me the idea of doing the analysis of Tunisian nicks.
As a human being I may commit errors while doing this analysis and I am responsible for these
errors.
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There was no work done concerning the Tunisian names and their nickname formation,
most of the previous works are concerned about the prosodic features and the Tunisian
dialect is introduced as an example among the various range of dialect. The methodology
used for the accomplishment of this work is based on the data collected from fifty
Tunisian names, 25 are girls’ names and 25 are males’ names. People have been asked
about possible nicknames for the list of names see appendix A.
All in all the focus of this study is the patterns of names and their nickname and how
nicks are formed out of the Tunisian names of both males and females. It also checks
possible variables like syllabification, stress, germination, metathesis, and prosody along
side other findings. Therefore, phonological techniques will be used to help form nicks
out of names and reveal if Tunisian allows consonant cluster and vowel lengthening and
shortening.

Names and nicknames structure
There are two kinds of names for males in Tunisian Arabic can be described in the table
below. The former is compound name made up of two words with different meanings but
they give a unique significance. The latter is a single word with a particular meaning. As
far as the females are concerned, the list of names in which I included the female names
shows that their names are made up of a single word carrying a particular meaning.

male compound name
nickname
ʃ’ams iddin cvcc vccvc
ʃ’ammu:s cvccvc
br’ahim
ccvcvc
b’arhu:m cvccvc
ʕ’abd allah cvcc vcccvc
ʕabdu:ʃ cvccvc
*
In standard Arabic iz’ιn
n general
and
in
Tunisian
Arabic
i
n
p
articular,
cvcthe sound [ι] is either a vowel or a
əlʕabιdin cvc vccvcvc z’ιn
consonant, glottal stop.
b’adr ιddιn cvcc vccvc
b’adru:ʃ cvccvc
female name
nickname
*
I’kram cvccvc
ka rr’u: ma cvccvcv
ʕ ʕ’abir ccvcvc
ʕa bb’u: ra cvccvcv
n’aʒla cvccv
naʒ l’u: ta cvccvcv

3
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Table1. Females and males names and nicknames’ structure
Segmental analysis shows that masculine and feminine names and nicknames have no
more than #CC# and they can occur twice in compound names. Vowel change occurs in
the male nicknames such as i/e( front)→u (back) / −dental stop. Moreover, nicknames are
always formed by taking the first part of the compound name, and adding a long high
back vowel to it. However, in the example of [z’ιn əlʕabιdin] the first syllable makes the
nickname without adding or lengthening vowels and this leads to the following finding;
male compound nouns can be given two nicks. See table 2.
Moreover, all male nicknames start with a consonant, no vowel at word beginning and
they end with a consonant except [bashra] out of [bechir] and [burri] out of [riɖa] where
these two end with a high front unrounded vowel and a low back rounded one.
. Male manes and nicknames end with a closed syllable and another characteristic is the
use of the metathesis to form nicknames, that is to say, the consonants change their place
and the vowel remains intact, say [br’ahim] →[ b’arhu:m] the [r] changes its place and
the vowel remain intact in the first syllable, but in the second syllable the high front
vowel becomes a long front back vowel. A striking finding is that Tunisians names do
have nicknames for names having religious background or significance.
Looking at the female’s names and nicknames, the name list starts with a consonant as in
the males list and most of the time have a consonant ending, because some female
nicknames end with a vowel as in [n’aʒla] and an open syllable. Furthermore, manes and
nicks have just one #cc# compared to the male compound names that may have two #cc#,
this means that there is no compound names for females in Tunisian Arabic. moreover,
looking at the ending of the female nicks 99% of the nicknames end with a back vowel,

4
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the remaining 1% have a long high back vowel as in [ su:su:] out of [sε:miə], why? With
some female names it is hard to form a nickname or better say it will give the nickname a
negative meaning, recall that names and nicks in Arabic in general and in Tunisian in
particular, they do convey a meaning. For example, applying the rule of nickname
formation for female names will give the following nick [ sεmu:mə] which has a negative
connotation “ some one who is poisoning others”. There is an easy way out which is
taking the first consonant add a long high back vowel, and duplicate the same syllable
again.
male compound name
ʃ’ams iddin
ʃ’ams
ʕ’abd allah
ʕ’abd
b’adr
b’adr ιddιn
Table2: male compound names and their nicks

nickname

Looking at the nicknames in table two, a striking finding is detected which is the
existence of coda cluster in Tunisian Arabic.

Syllabification and stress
According to Doan Jo Napoli (1996:101), syllabification is one of the most important
variables included in the formation of new words. It includes syllable, Mora, stress, and
prosodic feature
Nicks for both masculine and feminine can be divided into three syllable categories,
mono syllables, say, [z'in] out of the masculine name [z'in el abidin], [ʂ'u:] out of the
feminine name [ ʂ'ufia]. Nicknames can also be disyllable for instance [s’aʕdun] out of
the masculine name [lasʕad], [ʂ’af/ʂaf] out of the feminine name [ʂ’afe]. A nickname
can also be made up of three syllables [‘a/mmu/na] out of the masculine name [aymin],

5
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[m’aryuma] out of [maryam]. As far as the stress is concerned, for male nicknames and
names the stress is always on the first syllable either a compound name or a single name.
For females, the primary stress is on the first syllable for names but falls on the second
syllable in the nicknames list.

Elision
In the following example [ krayem] out of [ karim], along side the existence of metathesis,
elision, the high vowel is lost and change to a glide to form a diphthong / ay/ and linked
to the /e/ will form a tripthong /aye/.

Vowel lengthening and shortening
Another fact found in the nicknames list is the shortening and lengthening of vowels, say
[ʂali:ħ] out of [ʂa:lεħ] where the long back vowel become short and the mid front vowel
becomes a long front vowel.

Gemination
The geminated consonants are always occur between back vowels vowel either high or
low, say [aabbura] and [karruma], [mahhur] out of [maher] in Arabic germination is
marked by the trill above the spoken consonant. Germination takes place on consonants
which are stops, fricatives and affricates. Both male and female nicknames do have a
geminated consonant their structure is always cvccv, cvccvcv, ccvcvc, cvcc vccvc, and
cvccvc.

Impact of the French on Tunisian nicknames

6
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Nicknames formation in Tunisian dialect is influenced by the nickname formation in
French. Vowel change front becomes back e-o and either first or second part of a name is
kept.
French name
Marque ( masculine)
Marie lea (female)

French nickname
Marco
lea or Marie

Table3: French male and female names and nicks

Conclusion
The nicknames’ patterns study revealed that male nicks formation differs from the
female’s one in terms of type of name either simple or compound. Both male and female
nicks have different endings, a vowel for females and a consonant for a male this is pretty
much the kind of gender distinction in standard Arabic that feminine ending is most of
the time [tə]. Secondly Tunisians find it easy to add and prolong the vowel at the end of
the name to form the nickname instead of pronouncing the first part of a compound name.
Thirdly, Tunisian Arabic allows coda cluster at the word ending of male nicknames or
elsewhere for the female’s. Fourthly, primary stress is always on the first syllable of the
nickname of both male and female. Finally, consonant gemination is a striking feature in
this study, and it occurs between two vowels and the geminated consonants are stops,
fricatives and affricates.
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Appendix A
The fifty male and female names and their nicknames are included in this appendix as
follow:

Males
Names

Nicknames

ʂa:lεħ

ʂali:ħ

ʕlι

ʕlu:lu:

muħammid ʕlι

dalι

lasʕad

s’aʕdu:n

bεʃιr

baʃrӕ

fatħι

ftu:ħ

br’ahim

b’arhu:m

ʕ’abd allah

ʕabdu:ʃ

b’adr ιddιn

b’adru:ʃ

meher

mahhu:r

ʃ’ams iddin

ʃ’ammu:s

xmayes

xammu:s

riɖa

bu:rrι
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ѳamεr

ѳammu;nə

naʒιb

nʒu:bε

maħrιz

ħru:z

ʕomar

ʕamru:ʃ

ʕabdlaħmid

ħamu:da

ʕabdεrrazεq

rzu:ga

ʕabdεrraħmen

rħu:ma

ʕabdεsattar

stu:ra

karim

krayem

samir

smayer

z’ιn əlʕabιdin

z’ιn

Females
Names

Nicknames

lailə

lailu:ta

nεdiə

nεddu:da

bεsmə

bεssu:mə

εħlεm

ħallu:ma

ε:mεl

ammu:la

ιkram

ka rr’u: ma

sιhεm

sahhu:m

sε:miə

su:su:

ʕafəf

ʕaffu:

9
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hεdιə

hu:dhu:d

hɛιfə

hειfu:fa

faţmə

faţţu:ma

ʕ ʕ’abir

ʕa bb’u: ra

sawsən

su:su:

huda
nəʒəħ
ʂ'ufia

haddu:
naʒʒu:ħa
su:su:

ʂafə

ʂafʂaf

marιεm

marιymə

raʒə

ʒu:ʒu:

hεnə

hannu:

ʕaιʃa

ʕaιʃu:ʃa

inεs

nu:sa

naʒla

naʒlu:ta

fεrida

fu:fu:

Appendix B
List of the Tunisian consonants and vowels
Consonants

Vowels

ʔ
b
t
ѳ
ʒ

ι / i
ε / ə
u / u:
10
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ħ
x
d
r
s
ʂ
ʃ
ţ
ʕ
ɣ
f
q
k
l
m
n
h

a / a:

z

11
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An Ethnographic Interpretation of a Contemporary Novel Portraying Reproductive
Control Practices in Tibet
Jennifer M. Chertow, Ph.D. Candidate, A.B.D.
Department of Cultural and Social Anthropology
Stanford University
Building 110
Stanford, CA 94305
Tsam la (Co-Translator and Co-Researcher)
Department of Contemporary Tibetan Studies
Tibetan Academy of Social Sciences
Lhasa, Tibet, PRC 850000
canmula86@yahoo.com.cn
In the contemporary novel, Sicheu and Her Five Children (srid chos dang moai phru gu
lngai pha rnams), the protagonist reveals the trials and tribulations of nomad encounters
with modernity on the plateau of Tibet. In a satirical rendering of the conjuncture
between government mandates for "modernity" and nomad insistence on continuing with
life as usual, the author Punstok Tashi narrates the tale of Sicheu, a young woman who
has had five children by five different men. Such birthing practices are the norm for
nomads. This tale reveals a critique of the government via a sidewise mimicry of
"bumbling country folk" who cannot live according to "modern" standards. Early in the
novel, Sicheu awakens to the cries of her ailing infant and unable to discern between her
child's medication and her contraceptive pills, she is immediately thrown into the role of
country bumpkin. At the same time, a larger critique of the ridiculous aspects of
government mandates for reproductive control in rural areas becomes evident. In another
satirical section, the protagonist is walking between one mountain pass and the next and
her intrauterine device (IUD) - ill fitted, uncomfortable, and awkward - falls out. Taking
these literary sections and juxtaposing them with ethnographic field research on
reproductive control practices in central Tibet, this paper addresses the question of shame
(ngo tsa) and stigmatization (dong chung) from a Tibetan Buddhist perspective in the
context of Chinese government reproductive control educational campaigns and
practices.
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Glowing Breasts and Sweatless Brows: Recognizing
Gods in Mortal Guise in Classical Mythology
Kathryn Chew
California State University, Long Beach
Dept. of Comp. Lit. and Classics, MHB-517, Cal.
State University, Long Beach,
Long Beach, CA 90840-2404
kchew@csulb.edu
Abstract:
Epiphany, the appearance of a god in mortal form, is a frequent topos in ancient
literature. The purpose of this paper is to examine instances in Greek, Latin, and
Sanskrit literature in which humans recognize gods in mortal guise, and then to explore
what the characteristics of such recognitions might suggest about their respective
societies. In this analysis, Greek and Latin literary epiphanies will be found to operate
under similar worldviews and contrast sharply with Sanskrit epiphany.
That is, in Greek and Latin literature, gods are generally represented in a comparative
aspect: they are taller, shinier and quicker than mortals. In the Indian exemplars, gods are
constructed as having qualities opposite to human ones: they have no shadows, they do
not blink, they do not sweat, their garlands do not wither and have no dust, and they do
not stand on the ground but hover just above it.
One way to understand the difference between these two literary groups is to consider
how each group conceptualizes power and specifically class division.
Indian society by comparison with Greco-Roman societies was much more rigid in its
social structure and this is projected onto its representation of the relationship between
mortal and divine. Humans are not deified; gods mingle only with the upper classes.
Greco-Roman societies allowed more social mobility, especially at transitional points in
their social development, and this is reflected in the mythological notion that humans can
become divine and in the close relationships between gods and mortals. Language is a
cultural tool, and the cultural diversity between Indian and Greco-Roman societies allows
for these Indo-European peoples to share similar linguistic features but employ their
languages in divergent ways. Finally, some consideration will be given to a Greek novel
that intriguingly appears to be familiar with Indian conventions regarding divine
epiphany.

Kathryn Chew, PhD
Associate Professor of Classics
Department of Comparative Literature and Classics
California State University, Long Beach
Long Beach, CA 90840-2404
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THE WORD ORDER OF MODERN ENGLISH COORDINATING
PARALLELS: A PRINCIPLE OF RELATIVE SONORITY
Ping-Jung Chiang
National Cheng Kung University
This paper is a phonological analysis of the word order of Modern English coordinating parallels
with an emphasis on vocalic alternations. I have tried to argue that coordinating parallels are ordered in
a fixed fashion. When the parallels are composed of two elements which are disyllabic or polysyllabic
words and which are connected by the coordinating conjunction and, the word order is metrically
arranged: the element having fewer syllables and/or less sonority is followed by that having more
syllables and/or greater sonority. When the two elements are monosyllabic words and are connected by
the coordinating conjunction and, the word order is determined in accordance with the relative sonority
of the rhyme in each element of the parallels. Three major types of partial reduplication are
preliminarily discussed; namely, onset reduplication (clean and clear), rhyme reduplication (pell-mell),
and vocalic ablaut (ping-pong). With the data collected and analyzed, we are in a position to present an
apophonic path to account for such alternations. In addition, convincing examples are used to illustrate
the favored rhythmical structure, namely trochaic foot, in coordinating parallels: strong/stressed +
weak/unstressed syllable sequence (SWSW), for example “nice and easy; rich and famous.” Finally,
some morphophonological generalizations are outlined to help Chinese-speaking EFL/ESL learners to
actively appreciate the rhythm of Modern English coordinating parallels.*

1. Introduction. Rhythm, an inherent quality of human language, plays a vital role
in language acquisition and learning. Young native speakers of English naturally
respond to nursery rhymes in songs and readers as well. Chinese-speaking
EFL/ESL learners are no exception; they are accustomed to the regular patterns
of the alternate strong/stressed and weak/unstressed syllables in the English
language. When they are exposed to expressions of end rhymes, alliterations,
vocalic ablauts, emphatic repetitions, and the like, Chinese-speaking EFL/ESL
learners seem geared to unconsciously sound them out either loudly or silently.
However, such appreciation of rhythm in EFL/ESL learning is considered
passive in that the learners to some extent have to learn the expressions by rote,
the coordinating parallels in particular.

* I wish to thank Roman R. Zhong and Vickie Chiang for valuable comments and suggestions
that lead to improvements in this paper. All remaining errors are my own.
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Without a doubt, there is positive transfer from their first language that can help
Chinese-speaking EFL/ESL learners to cope with such parallels as “day and night”
or “night and day” because of the similar word order in both the native language and
the target language. By contrast, when encountering new expressions, for example
“rich and famous,” “track and field,” “staff and faculty,” and “salt and pepper” the
word order of which is different from that of the equivalents of the corresponding
elements in their native language, they have little choice but to repeat and memorize
the phrases. What is worse, they seldom actively create new and novel coordinating
parallels in the course of EFL/ESL learning since they have not constructed the
relevant grammar. This paper has presented a principle of relative sonority to
account for the metrical and harmonious arrangement of the elements in Modern
English coordinating parallels.
This paper is divided into six sections. Section one is the introduction of the
motive of this research. Section two is the discussion and analysis of the data. Section
three presents the establishment of sonority scale and its application in this research.
Sections four and five outline the morphophonological generalizations and the
proposals respectively. Section six is the conclusion.
2. Data Discussed and Analyzed. There are two major types of examples discussed
in this paper. One is partial reduplication, which is further divided into two kinds:
rhyme reduplication and vocalic ablaut. The other is coordinating parallels.
2.1. Partial Reduplication.
Partial reduplication refers to a word or a phrase composed of two elements which
are connected by a hyphen or the coordinating conjunction and; the onset, the rhyme,
or the onset and the coda of the first syllable of each element together with the second
syllable are copied.
(1) Onset reduplication. The onset of each element is reduplicated. It is also known
as alliteration. For example clean and clear; wax and wane. To a great extent,
examples of onset reduplication and vocalic ablaut overlap. I merge these two
groups into one category—vocalic ablaut.
(2) Rhyme reduplication. Except for the onset, the peak and the coda of each
element are reduplicated. For example hotchpotch; pow-wow.
(3) Vocalic ablaut. Except for the peak, the onset and the coda of each element are
reduplicated. For example chit-chat; ping-pong.
2
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Table 1
Examples of rhyme reduplication.
S = strong/stressed syllable
W = weak/unstressed syllable
____________________________________________________________________
Word
Part of Speech
Foot Structure
SW(SW)
artsy-fartsy
adj
x
boogie-woogie
n
x
bow-wow
n
x
fuddy-duddy
n
x
highty-tighty
adj
x
hocus-pocus
n
x
razzle-dazzle
n
x
roly-poly
adj
x
teeny-weeny
adj
x
____________________________________________________________________
Table 2
Examples of vocalic ablaut.
_____________________________________________________________________
Word
Part of Speech
Foot Structure
SW(SW)
criss-cross
v
x
ding-dong
n
x
fiddle-faddle
n
x
knick-knack
n
x
mish-mash
n
x
riff-raff
n
x
shilly-shally
v
x
wishy-washy
adj
x
zigzag
v
x
_____________________________________________________________________
3
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2.2. Coordinating Parallels.
A coordinating parallel is a three-word phrase made up of two elements, which are
two content words of the same part of speech and which are connected by the
coordinating conjunction and.
(1) N and N: track and field; salt and pepper.
(2) V and V: come and go; rock and roll.
(3) A and A: rich and famous; hot and spicy.
(4) Ad and Ad: back and forth; now and again.
Table 3
Examples of coordinating parallels.
_____________________________________________________________________
Word
Part of Speech
Foot Structure
SWS(W)
bed and breakfast
n
x
cash and carry
n
x
dribs and drabs
n
x
hard and fast
adj
x
high and mighty
adj
x
kiss and tell
v
x
law and order
n
x
pins and needles
n
x
rank and file
n
x
skull and crossbones
n
x
time and motion
n
x
track and field
n
x
wheel and deal
v
x
___________________________________________________________________
Table 4
Additional verifying examples of coordinating parallels.
The following examples which are in accordance with the definition of coordinating
4
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parallels are taken from the address “I Have a Dream” delivered by Martin Luther
King, Jr. on August 28, 1963.
_____________________________________________________________________
More Syllables Greater Sonority Exceptions
“I Have a Dream”
dark and desolate
x
freedom and equality
x
bitterness and hatred
x
dignity and discipline
x
trials and tribulations
x
slums and ghettos
x
today and tomorrow
x
freedom and justice
x
interposition and nullification
x
sisters and brothers
x
hill and mountain
x
hill and molehill
x
_____________________________________________________________________
3. The Method.
3.1. The relative sonority principle.
With the establishment of sonority scale: low vowels > high vowels; back
vowels > front vowels; vowels > glides > liquids > nasals > voiced fricatives >
voiceless fricatives > voiced stops > voiceless stops. (> means having greater
sonority.) (Giegerich 1992:152; Ladefoged 2001:228), we are in a position to make
the following arguments: (1) When a coordinating parallel is made up of two elements
having different number of syllables, the element having fewer syllables is followed
by the element having more syllables. In other words, shorter elements precede longer
ones. (Quirk et al. 1985:§18.3; Wasow 2002) For example, rich and famous (rich: 1
syllable; famous: 2 syllables), ladies and gentlemen (ladies: 2 syllables; gentlemen: 3
syllables). (2) When a coordinating parallel is made up of two elements having the
same number of syllables, the element whose stressed vowels are of less sonority is
followed by the element whose stressed vowels are of greater sonority. Simply put,
the greater the sonority, the later the occurrence. For example, dribs and drabs (low
vowel /$/ > high vowel /0/), back and forth (back vowel /ѐ/ > front vowel /æ/). I am
5
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interested solely in the following two factors: the number of syllables and the relative
sonority of the two elements. Factors other than metrical/phonological constraints
such as information structure, animacy, semantic constraints, word-frequency
constraints and the like (Benor and Levy 2006; Rosenbach 2005) are reserved to
explain exceptions.
3.2. The trochaic foot.
Modern English coordinating parallels favor the metrical pattern of a
strong/stressed syllable followed by a weak/unstressed syllable, the trochaic foot. A
vast majority of the coordinating parallels are melodiously designed to fit the favored
trochaic foot. Phonemically speaking, every monosyllabic word is stressed and every
content word carries one primary stress in isolation. In an utterance composed of two
or more monosyllabic content words, the situation of stress clash arises. (Chiang
1996:243; Goldsmith 1990:192; Raffelsiefen 2004:93) The phrases like white house
and ice cream and the sentences “John went home” and “Girls like cute dolls” are
examples having stress clash. “To avoid having stresses on successive syllables,
English will modify the sentence stress pattern to the preferred one: stressed syllables
are surrounded by unstressed syllables; primarily-stressed syllables are surrounded by
secondarily-stressed syllables.” (Chiang 1996:244) Granted, when forming
coordinating parallels, native speakers of English will create the SWSW
(strong-weak-strong-weak) rhythmical structure, namely, trochaic foot, by connecting
one monosyllabic word to one disyllabic word with the coordinating conjunction and,
which is a function word and therefore it is usually unstressed. Of course, the selected
disyllabic word will carry the primary stress on the first syllable to ideally fit the
pattern SWSW. The examples “hot and spicy; nice and easy; rich and famous; facts
and figures” clearly perfect such a creative and productive process.
If both the elements of the coordinating parallels are monosyllabic, like
black-blue, flesh-blood, leaps-bounds, then the principle of relative sonority is applied
to the vowel/rhyme of each element. Consequently, the expressions “black and blue,”
“flesh and blood,” “leaps and bounds” are intuitively well-formed. When both the
elements of the coordinating parallels have the same rhyme and the same second
syllable, the arrangement is determined by the degree of sonority of the onset in the
first syllable, like hugger and mugger (/m/ > /h/); hither and thither (// > /h/).
4. Morphophonological Generalizations.
4.1. Vocalic Ablaut.
6
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(1) In most cases, one of the elements of the hyphenated words cannot stand
alone. For example, chic-choc, ping-pong.
(2) A majority of the expressions with vocalic ablaut are informal or
onomatopoeic. Some of them are interjections. For example pitter-patter,
hocus-pocus, teeny-weeny.
(3) In general, the primary stress falls on the first syllable to form a trochaic
foot. For example, ping-pong, tick-tock.
(4) The degree of mouth opening for the vowel increases in the second element.
In other words, the second element should be as “open and sonorous as
possible” (Bolinger 1962:35). For example, criss-cross, zig-zag.
(5) The first syllable of the element will undergo the process of Apophonic Path
or the principle of relative sonority. For example, dilly-dally; fiddle-faddle;
hippity-hoppity.
4.2. Rhyme Reduplication.
(1) In most cases, the first consonant of the onset of the second element will be
one of the two natural classes of sounds: labials (/w, b, p, f/) or coronals (/d,
t, s, n, dI/). For example, bow-wow, hodge-podge, fuddy-duddy.
(2) Except for total/exact reduplication, other things being equal, the element
beginning with /h/ or /l/ or /r/ is followed by the element beginning with
other consonants. For example, hokey-pokey, loosey-goosey, razzle-dazzle.
(3) The sonority of the onset of the first syllable of each element determines the
arrangement. For example, bow-wow, pee-wee. If the onset is a consonant
cluster, then the sonority of the consonant immediately precedes the nucleus
will decide the arrangement. For example, nitty-gritty, claptrap.
(4) If both of the elements begin with the same onset and have the same or near
nucleus, then the sonority of the coda determines the arrangement. For
example, clean and clear, curve and curl.
4.3. The Principle of Relative Sonority.
(1) The more the number of syllables, the later the occurrence. For example, hot
and spicy, slow and steady.
(2) The greater the sonority, the later the occurrence. For example, wax and
wane, kith and kin.
(3) The word-final post-vocalic sonorant sounds, liquids and nasals in particular,
7
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in the second element will increase the relative sonority. For example, curve
and curl, clean and clear.
4.4. The epenthesis of the y in honky-tonk and the a in bric-a-brac is to avoid
ill-formed consonant clusters.
5. The Proposals.
5.1. Lowering and Backing.
Based on the data discussed and analyzed, we can generate the following two
phonological processes—lowering and backing—to account for examples with
vocalic ablaut. By lowering, we mean the vowel (of the first syllable) of the first
element will undergo a feature change of [+ low], for example // → /æ/ in chit-chat
and knick-knack. And by backing, we mean the vowel (of the first syllable) of the first
element will undergo a feature change of [+ back], for example // → // or /ѐ/ in
ding-dong and flip-flop.
5.2. The Apophonic Path.
Given the phonological processes of lowering and backing, we can present an
apophonic path to specify the direction of vocalic ablaut as follows:
V2
V1
− low 
+ low 
− back  → α back 




V1 = the vowel of the first syllable of the first element. V1 = /i, /
V2 = the vowel of the first syllable of the second element. V2 = /æ, , ѐ/
6. Conclusion. Stageberg (1981:47) suggests that English is an iambic language and
its rhythm favors an alternation of weaker stresses with stronger stresses, yet Modern
English favors trochaic foot when forming coordinating parallels, which are typically
three-word, four-syllable phrases with a foot structure of SWSW. This paper has
proposed an analysis of vocalic ablaut in English hyphenated words. I have tried to
argue that these “informal” and mostly fixed expressions are arranged in accordance
with the Apophonic Path. This paper has also proposed the principle of relative
sonority to direct and determine the arrangement of the two elements in a typical
8
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coordinating parallel: a monosyllabic word followed by and, which is followed by a
disyllabic word the first syllable of which carries the primary stress, thus resulting in a
well-formed SWSW foot structure. In essence, never can this study claim to be
complete and exhaustive in that coordinating parallels connected by other
coordinating conjunctions are subject to research to enhance the argument. Further
study of the coordinating parallels in other languages, especially in non-stress-timed
languages will certainly increase our understanding in the rhythm of human language
and will help us to include the two phonological processes in vocalic alternations—
lowering and backing—as properties of the Universal Grammar.

9
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Appendix: Alphabetical List of Coordinating Parallels
Source: The following list is taken from Collins COBUILD Dictionary on CD-ROM
2006, Collins COBUILD Advanced Learner’s English Dictionary (Fourth
Edition).
Notes: (1) Proper nouns are not included. Example: Stars and Stripes.
(2) Abbreviations are not included. Example: R&D (R and D).
(3) Exact reduplications are not included. Example: so-and-so.
MS = More Syllables
GS = Greater Sonority
EX = Exceptions
COORDINATING PARALLELS
accident and emergency
assault and battery
be-all and end-all
bed and breakfast
black and white
blood and thunder
board and lodging
bread and butter
bubble and squeak
carrot and stick
cash-and-carry
cloak-and-dagger
comings and goings
cops-and-robbers
country and western
down-and-out
dribs and drabs
free and easy
hard and fast
hide-and-seek
high and mighty
hit and miss
hit-and-run
kiss and tell

MS
x
x

GS

EX

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
10
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kith and kin
law and order
lost and found
mustard and cress
odds and ends
open-and-shut
peaches and cream
pen and ink
pick ‘n’ mix
pins and needles
research and development
rank and file
rhythm and blues
rock and roll
rough and ready
rough and tumble
skull and crossbones
slash and burn
smash-and-grab
snakes and ladders
song and dance
spick and span
sweet and sour
time and motion
to-ing and fro-ing
track and field
up-and-coming
wear and tear
wheel and deal

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Elizabeth Bishop’s Eye: Surrealism in “The Man-Moth”
Abstract
In some of Elizabeth Bishop’s poems, the eye is singular, rather than the two
eyes of normal binocular vision, but the eye inspects the physical world with precision.
She approaches pain and ecstasy so immediately that she is so conscious of inner
division. The dual image of both Man and Moth in “The Man-Moth,” like the
unexpected juxtaposition of objects in Surrealist paintings, is brought together by the
power of an inner eye instead of the two eyes of normal binocular vision. The
research, therefore, intends to elaborate how the sense of detachment created by the
Man-Moth’s new position in outer reality corresponds to the inner isolation that not
only the poet but also her reader has felt in the present century.
“The Man-Moth” reveals a Surrealist image in the title already. The verbal
Surrealism of poetry rests on the linking of images that destroy the conjunction of
comparison “as” and seek their bases of association by the free volleying of thought.
Similarly, Elizabeth Bishop extends the scale of analogies and demonstrates the break
with inner and outer links. The Man-Moth, the single object in the poem, can be seen
to contain elements of dual association or function. The new associations of the
pictorial representation become possible. Like the technique of photography, when
light passes through a small hole into a dark, enclosed interior, an inverted image will
appear on the wall opposite the hole. However, the resulting configuration is
acceptable and recognizable by the viewer/reader when the reality of the exterior is
used to serve as a proof and illustration which corresponds to the reality of the
viewer’s/reader’s mind. This psychic operation well reveals the Surrealist
characteristic in Elizabeth Bishop’s “The Man-Moth.” The optical principle of
photography describes not only the status and possibilities of the observer, but also
how observation can lead to the inferences about both the external and inner worlds.
Surrealism challenges the limitation of not only the visual concept but also the
space. The Surrealist painting is usually based on a deep space in which strange
objects float or stand, casting black shadows. Generally speaking, they are like
dreams, the state of mind immediately before sleep, which gives an internal sensation
of endless space. The dream-work is characteristic of the processes of the unconscious
because it deals with the distorting, contradictory, or condensing impressions. The
hidden meanings may be revealed by the dreamer’s associations. “The Man-Moth”
also presents dream images. The effect that Elizabeth Bishop creates by placing the
Man-Moth’s state of the unconscious when he trips back home by train and his
dreaming “recurrent dreams” each night on the same range of vision in the poem is a
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result of the technique of juxtaposition. And the juxtaposition of distant realities
results in abrupt collisions. The reader/spectator, therefore, gets involved in the
dream-work, too. The mingling of the concrete and the abstract, which the
reader/spectator can note in the poem, suggests a haunting sense of reality in the poem,
and thus at the same time threatens the line between perception and imagination. In
the way, the irrational content, the absurd juxtapositions, and the metamorphoses of
the dream state all seek to indicate the characteristics of Surrealism in “The
Man-Moth.”
Key words: “The Man-Moth,” Surrealism, dual image, juxtaposition, unconscious,
photography
Elizabeth Bishop’s Eye: Surrealism in “The Man-Moth”
Many modern poets and artists not only tend to portray the reality of modern life, but
also tend to stir the unconscious latent in the human soul. That is, they strive to
reconcile the internal world of imagination with the external world of reality.
Elizabeth Bishop is exactly the poet who is conscious of the possibility of visuality in
the unconscious. Elizabeth Bishop’s fastidious eye inspects the physical world with
precision. She approaches pain and ecstasy so immediately that she is so conscious of
inner division. Therefore, the images in her poems are usually given a form of
quirkiness. For example, in “The Man-Moth,” Elizabeth Bishop shows sympathy for
animal-human plights. Just the title in the poem reveals a Surrealist image already.
The Man-Moth, the single object in the poem, contains elements of dual association
or function. Similarly, a Surrealist painting may reveal the dual images on the canvas
by distorted and irrationally juxtaposed figures. Salvador Dalí’s Impressions of Africa
(Fig. 1) reveals the double images, and also discovers new significance in the
irrational. The irrational, dreamy world is presented tangibly on the plane of reality.
Salvador Dalí puts into his common images double figurations. In the top left hand of
this painting, Gala’s eyes are shown together with the arcades in the building behind.
On the right, the rock formations turn to be human figures. The double images are
made visible to the spectator by Dalí’s Surrealist technique. Rather than inviting the
spectator to read into the painting, Dalí lets his distorted images reveal themselves and
even impose the vision on the plane of reality. In like manner, the verbal poetry rests
on the linking of images that destroy the conjunction of comparison “as,” and in so
doing seeks their bases of association by the free association of thought. The dual
image of both Man and Moth in the poem, like the unexpected juxtaposition of
objects in a Surrealist painting, is brought together and viewed by the power of an
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inner eye instead of the two eyes of normal binocular vision.

Fig. 1.

Salvador Dalí, Impressions of Africa, 1938. Oil on canvas, 91.5 × 117.5 cm.
Tate Gallery, London (Edward James Foundation).

In the first stanza of the poem, Elizabeth Bishop attempts to reveal the object’s,
namely, the Man-Moth’s, new position:
Here, above,
cracks in the buildings are filled with battered moonlight.
The whole shadow of Man is only as big as his hat.
It lies at his feet like a circle for a doll to stand on,
and he makes an inverted pin, the point magnetized to the moon.
He does not see the moon; he observes only her vast properties,
feeling the queer light on his hands, neither warm nor cold,
of a temperature impossible to record in thermometers. (1-8)
The sense of detachment created by the Man-Moth’s new position in outer reality, in
fact, corresponds to the inner isolation that not only the poet but also her reader has
felt in the present century. The new associations of the pictorial representation become
possible. The power of the mind to make the field of image conjunction is totally
unlimited so that the visibility of seeing the moon in the first stanza nearly ceases to
exist, “He does not see the moon” (6). The linking of any number of realities becomes
an unnecessary act controlled by the power of the new representation of each
individual seeing; therefore, “he observes only her properties, / feeling the queer light
on his hands, neither warm nor cold, / of a temperature impossible to record in
thermometers” (6-8). The Man-Moth’s new position in outer reality expresses a sense
of solitude. Comparatively, Salvador Dalí’s distorted images in landscape are also
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associated with bitter and solitary tones. For example, Archaeological Reminiscence
of Millet’s “Angelus” (Fig. 2) underlies his fascination with Jean François Millet’s
The Angelus (Fig. 3). In Archaeological Reminiscence of Millet’s “Angelus” the two
sculptured figures of Millet’s The Angelus are moved into a new place. Their position
in space remains the same as in the original picture; however, Gilles Néret observes in
Salvador Dalí: 1904-1989 that, “many parts of the figures have been worn away
because of erosion” and the figures “are furrowed with deep fissures” because time
has worn hard on them (35). The whole scene appears to be as frightening and solitary
as that in Elizabeth Bishop’s poem.

Fig. 2.

Salvador Dalí, Archaeological Reminiscence of Millet’s “Angelus”, 1935.
Oil on panel, 32 × 39 cm. The Salvador Dalí Museum, St. Petersburg (FL)
(On loan from the Morse Charitable Trust; formerly Collection F. Spitzer).

Fig. 3.

Jean François Millet, The Angelus, 1859.
Musée National du Louvre, Paris.

Oil on canvas, 55.5 × 66 cm.
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In the second stanza of the poem, Elizabeth Bishop goes on to extend the scale
of analogies and demonstrates the break with inner and outer links:
But when the Man-Moth
pays his rare, although occasional, visits to the surface,
the moon looks rather different to him. He emerges
from an opening under the edge of one of the sidewalks
and nervously begins to scale the faces of the buildings.
He thinks the moon is a small hole at the top of the sky,
proving the sky quite useless for protection.
He trembles, but must investigate as high as he can climb.

(9-16)

Bishop suggests that it is possible to be displaced by completely different notions of
what the reader is and of what constitutes vision. It is similar to the technique of
photography. When light passes through a small hole into a dark, enclosed interior, an
inverted image will appear on the wall opposite the hole. Similarly, when the
Man-Moth “emerges from an opening under the edge of one of the sidewalks” (12)
and starts to climb up, he himself seems to become the inverted image appearing on
“the faces of the buildings” (10). On the other hand, the “small hole at the top of the
sky” (11) may also create the same effect. An image can be produced in this way.
However, the resulting configuration is acceptable and recognizable by the
viewer/reader. The reality of the exterior, then, is served as a proof and illustration to
correspond to the reality of the viewer’s/reader’s mind. In like manner, in
Archaeological Reminiscence of Millet’s “Angelus” the light in the background helps
lengthen the shadows of the two sculptured figures. Time has worn particularly hard
on the man, eroding his body and leaving two holes on his body. As the spectator
views the light passing through the two holes on the man’s body, the inverted image
reflects upon the spectator’s mind. A different vision, thus, is constituted. This psychic
operation well reveals the Surrealist characteristic in Elizabeth Bishop’s “The
Man-Moth,” so in the third stanza the poet goes on the point of view:
Up the façades,
his shadow dragging like a photographer’s cloth behind him,
he climbs fearfully, thinking that this time he will manage
to push his small head through that round clean opening
and be forced through, as from a tube, in black scrolls on the light.
(Man, standing below him, has no such illusions.)
But what the Man-Moth fears most he must do, although
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he fails, of course, and falls back scared but quite unhurt.

(17-24)

The optical principle of photography describes the status and possibilities of the
observer; besides, it also indicates how observation can lead to the inferences about
the external and inner worlds.
The Surrealist painting is to underline the capacity of giving the spectator a
pure visual perception of the external world. By contradiction, the viewer is aware of
the existence of the extended space and the meaning embodied in it. In René
Magritte’s painting, Not To Be Reproduced (Fig. 4), the spectator is able to find the
humorous, ironic, contradictory expression. The reflection from the mirror, in front of
which a man stands, shows not the face of that person, but the back. Magritte works
on the painting to reveal the spectator’s gaze. When the spectator looks into the mirror,
the gaze is not returned. As the painter of the painting, René Magritte describes that,
“What counts is precisely this moment of panic, and not its explanation” (qtd. in
Paquet 15). Surrealism, in effect, challenges the limitation of not only the visual
concept but also the space. It is only by the spectator’s mind’s eye, can the painting
get its significance. In the fourth stanza of Bishop’s “The Man-Moth,” the reader also
perceives the funny device:
Then he returns
to the pale subways of cement he calls his home. He flits,
he flutters, and cannot get aboard the silent trains
fast enough to suit him. The doors close swiftly.
The Man-Moth always seats himself facing the wrong way
and the train starts at once at its full, terrible speed,
without a shift in gears or a gradation of any sort.
He cannot tell the rate at which he travels backwards. (25-32)
By train, the Man-Moth intends to go back home. However, “The Man-Moth always
seats himself facing the wrong way” (29), so he “cannot tell the rate at which he
travels backwards” (32). Here, the contrast exists not between different objects but
rather between the different perspectives of the same object. It is within the
combining of contrasts can the association of thought take place. By the contradiction
and strangeness, Elizabeth Bishop makes her reader discover the extended space and
meaning by his/her psychic operation. The reality depends on the reader’s mind.
The Surrealist painting is usually based on a deep space in which strange
objects float or stand, casting black shadows. Generally speaking, they are like
dreams, the state of mind immediately before sleep. And the sleep gives an internal
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Fig. 4. René Magritte, Not To Be Reproduced, 1937.
Museum Boymans-van Beuningen, Rotterdam.

Oil on canvas, 79 × 65.5 cm.

sensation of endless space. The dream-work is characteristic of the processes of the
unconscious because a dream deals with the distorting, contradictory, or condensing
impressions. The hidden meaning may be revealed through the dreamer’s associations.
The fifth stanza of “The Man-Moth” also presents dream images:
Each night he must
be carried through artificial tunnels and dream recurrent dreams.
Just as the ties recur beneath his train, there underlie
his rushing brain. He does not dare look out the window,
for the third rail, the unbroken draught of poison,
runs there besides him. He regards it as a disease
he has inherited the susceptibility to. He has to keep
his hands in his pockets, as others must wear mufflers. (33-40)
Here, Elizabeth Bishop purposely juxtaposes the Man-Moth’s state of the unconscious
when he trips back home by train with his dreaming “recurrent dreams” (34) each
night on the same range of vision. The juxtaposition of distant realities results in
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abrupt collisions. The reader/spectator, therefore, gets involved in the dream-work,
too. René Magritte’s painting, The False Mirror (Fig. 5), raises a question of inside
and outside. “Magritte is playing his game of reversal again here,” comments Marcel
Paquet in René Magritte, “one of questioning what is outside, what inside.” The eye,
like the mirror, reflects the secret desires of the painter and the observer. Magritte has
made the communication between one space and another extended space. “The
overdimensional human eye,” as Marcel Paquet puts it, “instead of providing a view
into what lies within, into man’s soul, reflects what lies without, namely a sky with
clouds in it” (11). The juxtaposition of the view together with the reflected view, the
sight together with the sight of the sight, shows the spectator the bitter dream of a
much longed-for but unattainable other place. The Man-Moth’s dreaming “recurrent
dreams” (34) each night also reflects the secret desires of his unconscious.

Fig. 5.

René Magritte, The False Mirror, 1935.
Private collection.

Oil on canvas, 19 × 27 cm.

The mingling of the concrete and the abstract, which the reader notes in the
poetry of Elizabeth Bishop, suggests hallucination and miracles in the extraordinary
realm. The last stanza of “The Man-Moth” clearly reveals the distorted and twisted
images:
If you catch him,
hold up a flashlight to his eye. It’s all dark pupil,
an entire night itself, whose haired horizon tightens
as he stares back, and closes up the eye. Then from the lids
one tear, his only possession, like the bee’s sting, slips.
Slyly he palms it, and if you’re not paying attention
he’ll swallow it. However, if you watch, he’ll hand it over,
cool as from underground springs and pure enough to drink.

(41-48)
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The description of the Man-Moth in the stanza creates a haunting sense of reality in
the poem. And the haunting sense of reality at the same time threatens the line
between perception and imagination. The irrational content, the absurd juxtapositions,
and the metamorphoses of the dreamy state in the poem all reveal the Man-Moth’s
confrontation with the stupidity and cruelty of mankind. In Magritte’s Elective
Affinities (Fig. 6), the artist draws a birdcage in which not a bird but an egg is put or
caught. By the birdcage with an egg of excessive proportions, Magritte seeks to
demonstrate the cruelty and foolishness of humans who determine to control their
own life and lock others in a prison as well. It implies the secret desires of the
individual to escape from the cage, the prison the world represents. However, the
dream of fleeing is unattainable. The shock Magritte experiences “had been provoked
precisely by the affinity of two objects—the cage and the egg—to each other,” as
Magritte puts it and he continues by saying “whereas previously this shock had been
caused by my [his] bringing together two objects that were unrelated” (qtd. in Paquet
26). By bringing two unrelated objects together on the canvas, Magritte shows the
ambiguity and struggle of modern life. No matter what is exactly caught in the cage, a
bird or an egg, a Man or a Moth, it constitutes an attack upon the stupidity and cruelty
of humans. The double images in the Surrealist work of Magritte and Elizabeth
Bishop seem to lose in identity, but they gain in mystery and otherness.

Fig. 6. René Magritte, Elective Affinities, 1933. Oil on canvas, 41 × 33 cm.
Etienne Périer Collection, Paris.
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Abstract:
During the Fall 2006 semester, a cross-disciplinary Creative Inquiry team of
Clemson undergraduates began work on creating a “taxonomy of loss” as a
starting point for evaluating the types of knowledge that are being lost. We would
like to present our findings in a workshop format, so that additional feedback and
insight can be gained from the conference participants through brainstorming
and small group discussions. As a result, we hope to refine the taxonomy of loss,
to meet other scholars who are interested in this topic, and to stimulate research
across all disciplines on the topic of Lost Knowledge and its relationship to the
Arts and Humanities.
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KING ARTHUR ON THE STAGE
In pursuing the history of the English semi-opera, King Arthur, or the British Worthy
(1691) by author John Dryden, and composer, Henry Purcell, on-stage, I made an unexpected
discovery: this semi-opera was not only a popular musical entertainment for three hundred
years, it was the major vehicle for transmission of Arthurian legend from printed page onto
theatrical stage for all of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Few, if any other dramatic
presentations featuring King Arthur and cohorts Merlin, et al, had succeeded on the stage, or for
that matter, had even been written, until later in the nineteenth century. Thus, Dryden and
Purcell’s “British Worthy” retained popular status for many years.
What did audiences think of King Arthur in the important revivals of 1735/36, the
1760’s, 1780’s-1790’s, and those of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries? While the music of
Purcell and the dances, by virtue of the music, have remained stable forces throughout most of
the semi-opera’s three hundred years, the legendary nature of historic Arthur, King of the
Britons, along with Dryden’s text, plot, and characterization have all evolved to suit the
changing theatrical tastes of audiences. In the twentieth century, director-editors have produced
wildly modern and post-modern adaptations of legend, plot, and characters while maintaining
“HIPP” (“Historically Informed Performance Practice”) standards of the music, whereas in the
late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century large-scale revivals, romantic development of
characters and imaginative visual effects prevailed, although both Dryden’s text and Purcell’s
music suffered cuts and revisions.
The revivals of the later 1700’s offered both British and Irish audiences exceptional
insight into all aspects of King Arthur’s ongoing stage career as it continued to evolve through
more adaptations of text and music. In the 1760’s in Dublin, the newly-edited and published
playbooks contained an appended “Life of Arthur” that enhanced the viewers’ further
appreciation of the story, as it presented a historic account derived from the early sources of the
legend, some of which Dryden himself had consulted. Moreover, in the 1780’s and 1790’s, great
actors of the era, including David Garrick and John Phillip Kemble, played their parts in
sustaining the heroic image of the worthy Briton.
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King Arthur on the stage has never failed to entertain. At the time of the earliest major
revival in 1735/36, before the revision process of both music and text had become customary, the
magical legend as originally designed by Dryden and Purcell, achieved the royal approbation of
Queen Caroline, especially since the sets for the staging at Goodman’s Fields Theatre were
based upon an actual Rococo-styled grotto, known as “Merlin’s Cave”, that was built for and
frequented by the Queen. Reports in the London journals of the day told of the popularity of
program illustrations of “Merlin’s Cave”, for which members of the nobility in the audiences
asked for extra copies. As an established presence on the stage then and now, Dryden and
Purcell’s semi-opera is and has been the vehicle for transportation of Arthurian legend from the
printed page onto the theatrical stage. King Arthur continues to transcend, acknowledging
within its modern image, all of the precedent phases of adaptation that have metamorphosed into
the splendid present moment of each viewer’s awareness. King Arthur is a star for all seasons.
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RESOLVING MYSTERIES:
BRINGING LOST AND ABANDONED OPERAS
BACK TO LIFE
The earliest operas of the seventeenth century addressed the subject matter of ancient
Greek and Roman tragedies, and performances took place most often within festivities at the
courts of well-known Italian noblemen who supported such humanistic scholarship. Poets wrote
the librettos, composers created the music, and singers, actors, and dancers performed. Some of
these early entertainments were lost, however, or abandoned, due to various circumstances that
were sometimes widely-known and at other times, unknown and quite puzzling. Included among
the missing, for instance, are Jacopo Peri’s Dafne (1600), Guilio Caccini’s Rapimento di Cefalo
(1600), and Claudio Monteverdi’s Arianna (1609), among others by such composers as Heinrich
Schutz in Germany and Robert Cambert in France.
The plots of each of the above early Italian works present mythological characters who
dazzled court audiences with acts of intrigue, love affairs, and supernatural events. For example,
the lost Dafne, the laurel wreath of early opera, entertained audiences at a wedding of the Medici
family in the Ufizzi Palace of Florence, with the character, Apollo, in ardent pursuit of the
goddess, Dafne until she vanishes, along with the music of Peri, from the stage, transforming
herself as she goes into the branches of laurel with which the chastened Apollo adorns his brow.
While Dafne made a few more fleeting appearances in opera over the next several years, only to
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disappear again each time, the mythological characters of other lost operas did the same, not
only in Italy, but in France, Germany and England as well.
While gods and goddesses of the earliest operas appeared and disappeared again from the
stage, taking with them their music, tragic heroes and heroines of ancient history also made their
debuts in opera, although less frequently in private performances at aristocratic palaces, and
more often for public audiences. The first commercial theatres opened in Venice in the 1630’s
and 1640’s, and the characters of classical Troy and Rome rose to become the new subjects of
operatic enterprises. Dramatists employed such audience-pleasing devices as scenes with exotic
locations, pairs of entangled lovers, villainy, disguise, magic, and spectacle, and composers
supported these elements of drama with arias, recitative, chorus, and orchestral accompaniment
that became operatic tradition. And yet, although many of these sensational works initially
flourished on-stage in Venice and were often adapted for performance in other cities, as well,
others were lost or cast aside, or for unexplained reasons, never performed. Such was the case
with operas of Francesco Cavalli, Antonio Cesti, and Allesandro Stradella, to name only a few of
the composers of early operas
In order to resolve the mysteries of the missing operas and bring them back to life, one
searches for fragments of musical scores and playbooks, contemporary descriptions and
illustrations of theatrical settings, journalistic anecdotes and legends about famous performers
within the original casts, and histories of the Court celebrations and public theatre openings at
which the operas were first presented --- and then lost or abandoned. Such has been my
endeavor, and on the following pages are the rescued and recovered stories of the early lost
operas.
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What influence did wartime conditions in Hollywood have on the development
of film noir? For years scholars have debated the nature and origins of film
noir. In 1946, after World War II, French critics viewing earlier wartime
American films for the first time coined the term “film noir.” Literally
“black film,” film noir referred to a trend of what postwar French critics
considered to be a decisively darker breed of Hollywood films produced
during the war. World War II created a complex framework of industrial and
institutional circumstances--e.g., war-related constraints on production,
changes in censorship and studio talent--that converged to generate what has
come to be termed film noir. How were these film noir productions conceived
when they were made? What did Hollywood filmmakers have in mind prior to
1946 when they created what would later be known as ‘film noir’? Studio
records and trade papers from the 1940s cited a new wartime Hollywood crime
trend by 1944 in the U.S., before the term ‘film noir’ originated in France.
Women and emigres made professional strides in Hollywood's workforce during
World War II. As a booming motion picture industry faced an immense wartime
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(male) labor shortage, women, emigres and older men unable to serve in
combat gained tremendous behind-the-scenes creative opportunity. As
Hollywood's labor force shifted, film noir challenged censorship with
violence and stronger, sexually transgressive femme fatales. I examine
wartime noir, censorship, greater production involvement by women, emigres
and older hardboiled or combat harded men in Hollywood's changing wartime
labor force, screen gender images, sexual polemics and violence coinciding
with a changing audience during World War II.
Women writer/producers included Virginia Van Upp, Joan Harrison, Catherine
Turney and Leigh Brackett. Tough wartime noir crime films promoted
misogynistic violence. Violence was heightened as federal regulation changed
and gender representation shifted--from weapons to women. Encouraging male
camaraderie (though homosexuality was censored) and reformulating gangsters
(censored as “un-American” during the war), “red meat” crime men ‘roughed up
’ tough, sexually transgressive ‘dangerous’ women in wartime-early postwar
narratives. Publicity promoted violence (simulating combat) and misogynism
(male stars beating up female co-stars) as hard-hitting ‘realism.’ Noir
captured psychic trauma and gender distress as combat vets returned home.
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Sleeping with the Emperor: sex, power, and promotion in Suetonius’ Caesares
J.H. Kim On Chong-Gossard
Centre for Classics and Archaeology, University of Melbourne, Australia
koc@unimelb.edu.au
In the early second century CE, the Roman author Suetonius wrote a
biography of the emperors of the previous century. This narrative of emperors’ lives
(called the Caesares) is dotted with salacious tales of sexual liaisons involving the
emperor, members of the imperial family, and persons from other strata of elite
society. In many cases, Suetonius implies that sex was a precursor to political
influence or advancement. For example, he relates how Vitellius (who was emperor in
69 CE) was, in his childhood, a sexual slave for the emperor Tiberius on the island of
Capri, and how this service was responsible for Vitellius’ father’s first advancement
to public office (Vitellius 3.2). Suetonius was famous in his day as a pedantic scholar
and a gossip; among his lost works were, “On Terms of Abuse in Greek,” and “Lives
of the Famous Prostitutes.” But in the Caesares, he hit upon a theme which had far
greater resonance and enduring impact (one need only compare the modern retellings
of these scandals in Robert Graves’ I, Claudius).
The connection between sex and political advancement, and the public’s
desire to gossip about the sexual liaisons of its leaders, are familiar phenomena in
many historical periods, including the 21st century. But why was Suetonius sharing his
gossip when he did? It is not characteristic of other biographies of the period, which
were more interested in drawing moral and philosophical lessons (e.g., Tacitus’
Agricola, or Plutarch’ Parallel Lives), and yet it seems to have been a great success,
spawning a whole series of imitations in the next few centuries. This paper will search
for clues in the Caesares to a social phenomenon that led Suetonius to expect that his
2nd century audience would be interested in salacious facts about 1st century emperors.
In contrast to scholars who posit a mutual animosity between Suetonius and
his boss, the emperor Hadrian, I would argue that the shocking stories of profligate
men and women in the Caesares are not a direct criticism of Hadrian’s family, or
even Hadrian’s boy-lover Antinous. Nor, on the other hand, is Suetonius merely
praising his own times by systematically lambasting the past. Instead, his salacious
comments about earlier generations reinforce traditional Roman ideals of sexual
conduct that had become associated with emperors due to (in Keith Bradley’s words)
the “lack of distinction between emperors’ public and private lives” (Bradley, RSDA
1985, 93). I will thereby consider possible causes for the topicality of issues of sexual
scandals in Suetonius’ lifetime (e.g., the change from a dynastic to an adoptive
succession, the novelty of emperors born in the provinces, and Trajanic/ Hadrianic
propaganda of a new castitas, or “chastity”), and evaluate whether, in Suetonius’ day,
there were new limits of “acceptability” to what emperors could do in their bedrooms.
By reading ancient perspectives on “sex,” “power,” and “privacy,” we better
understand our own world and the potential for miscommunication across cultures.
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The purpose of this study was to strategically develop the visual identity of
Northeastern Oklahoma Community Health Centers (NEOCHC) to communicate,
differentiate, and enhance the image of NEOCHC. The NEOCHC is a community partner
striving to provide primary health care to the residents of northeastern Oklahoma. The
organization began with one health center in Hulbert, Oklahoma and has grown to five
health center sites. The Mission of NEOCHC is to provide affordable quality health care.
The vision of NEOCHC includes a string of health centers scattered throughout
northeastern Oklahoma, with each clinic attuned to the particular needs of its community,
while tied to the larger organization for economies of scale and oversight. However, the
organization has a stigma of being the free clinic and would like to overcome this stigma
to enhance and develop health centers that provide quality affordable healthcare for all in
Northeastern Oklahoma.
The current visual identification system was investigated and the survey to the
staff of the NEOCHC was conducted to identify new visual concept of NEOCHC.
Understanding competitors’ visual identity and their future direction is important to
establish the unique position of NEOCHC’s brand and to deliver on the brand’s promise
better than any competitors. The survey results showed that NEOCHC have limited
experience in developing branding strategies. The staff of NEOCHC thought that
NEOCHC is affordable health care for all people at any time in multi locations of
Northeastern Oklahoma. It was considered good, helpful and needed facility for
community. However, staff showed negative impression in the fact that NEOCHC is
considered as free clinic or second hand provider for poor people. Disorganization and
lack of communication were expressed as well.

2
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To communicate, differentiate, and enhance the image of NEOCHC, this study
developed visual identification system, branding the new name as Neo Health.
Specifically, the logo for Neo Health was created. Neo Health represents health centers in
Northeastern Oklahoma and signals change in corporate strategy, culture and
communication as affordable primary health care. It is important that an organization
start with a branding strategy to develop its visual identity.
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ABSTRACT
No Chinese in the Classroom: Education of Mississippi Chinese, 1930s to 1940s
In the first half of the 20th century, the Chinese living in Mississippi were not allowed to
attend the white public schools because they were classified as “colored.” They could, of course,
be educated in the few black schools available, but this would not have filled the educational
needs the Chinese—who have traditionally valued education-- wanted for their children. A
handful of small towns in the Delta, where a majority of the Chinese lived, opened small schools
and hired white tutors. The largest and most successful of these schools, built in the mid-1930s,
was located in Cleveland, Mississippi. With the support of local businesses and churches, this
school was created in an effort to give the young Chinese the education they were not allowed to
have in the white public school system. Referring to historical documents, recent studies of the
Mississippi Chinese, and especially oral histories of individuals who attended as well as taught at
this school, this essay discusses the reasons for the need for such a school. What’s noteworthy is
the interest of the white community in seeing such a school built: while it may seem charitable,
generous, and neighborly, such support also ensured that the Chinese would continue to be
excluded from the public schools.
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Moving Forward by Looking Back
Chippewa Spiritual Values:
Mother Earth and Rituals of Womanhood
By Megan Church
(Directed by Dr. Virginia M. Kimball, Merrimack College)
The rivers that run underground are the veins of Mother Earth
and water is her blood, purifying her and bringing her food.
Mother Earth implies reproduction and fertility and life. 1
1. Introduction
My assignment was to choose a Native Peoples to research with whom I could
establish some kind of connection. The only connections that came to mind were the
stories I had heard my uncle tell about his military assignment at a Chippewa hospital in
Minnesota. The stories he related were horrendous, creating a picture of Chippewa life
that was – in my mind -- less than “spiritual.” I learned from his account that reservations
were infested with alcoholism; the Chippewa community was inflicted with disease such
as diabetes; many harbored a nearly lost hope; and many felt they were forced to stake
their life and struggle to raise families in a less than friendly land. I knew this was “the
connection” I needed, hoping there was another side to the story. I persisted and began
my research, only to find that a deep and fascinating Chippewa legacy still survives that
found its way into my own heart and will influence my life’s values as I graduate from
college this year and go on to medical school.
Although the Chippewa spirit and honor are not well known, the few who survive
have learned from their tradition their own value for sustenance in life. This strength, in
the face of cultural and societal obliteration, is a rich tradition that deems women as

1

Leanne R. Simpson and Paul Driben, “From Expert to Acolyte: Learning to Understand the Environment
from an Anishinabe Point of View,” American Indian Culture and Research Journal 24 no. 3 (2000):2.
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sacred. As a wife and mother, a weedjeewagun’s role is to develop cheerfulness, selfreliance, patience and a deep industrious energy. 2
The native insights of the Chippewa tradition seem extremely relevant to
professional women today. An appreciation of this native anthropology may not only
encourage the Chippewa peoples by seeing that someone totally different from
themselves honors their tradition, but can influence others in American culture at large to
better know and appreciate the heritage of the original people of our own land who have
known difficulty and yet rely on sacred truths to survive. This paper explores the spiritual
role of women in Chippewa tradition, which is clearly exhibited in the significance of
Mother Earth and demonstrated in rituals of womanhood.
2. A Chippewa culture of women
Chippewa is an anglicized name given by the United States government to specify
a unique, small clan that originated from the Great Lakes and Minnesota Region.
It is commonly observed that the Chippewa include a long list of other
Algonquin speaking tribes (now called Ojibwa speaking tribes) collectively known
as the Ojibwas. To date, the Ojibwas include the Ottawa, Pottawatami,
Mississauga, Sauk, Menominee...etc. 3
The life of a woman, no matter the culture or opinion, can never be summed up in a few
words, or even a few thousand words, nor can her value be given in the amount of
dollars. With growing time and the emerging European civilization, a woman's worth has
often been forgotten. Quick are men to bite the hands that fed them, the bodies that
nourished them, and the mothers who loved and guided them to manhood. Quick are
they to degrade and look down upon the very people who gave them life. But not all
societies, especially these surviving Ojibwa societies, viewed and treated women in this
2
3

Basil Johnston, Ojibway Heritage (Nebraska: McClelland and Stewart, 1976), 70
Johnston, 13.
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way. In the short space of this paper, we will examine a few of the traditions which honor
women as spiritual entities of survival.
Native American women were (and are still to a great extent) independent
and self reliant personalities rather than subservient dependents.
Traditionally, women had a high level of self-esteem for they knew that
their family and band economically depended on them as much or
more than it did on men. 4
Women considered in their talents and skills as “sacred”
Many thousands of moons ago...a call from Earth Mother went out to all
women of the human race. This plea has been echoed through the centuries
in the hearts of women everywhere and still reflects the Earth Mother's
5
purest desire for women to take their roles as the guardians of peace.
The word “sacred” for the Chippewa describes a human being that gives life, sustains
life, and guards life. Ultimately, she is the most viable source of peace and human
survival. To begin to understand this principle, we look at the spiritual stages of female
life in the Chippewa tradition.
Childhood
Chippewa tribes began instilling the value of gender roles midway through
childhood. At age seven, the Chippewa girl received a wooden doll carved by her father
or grandfather which was, in reality, her most important learning tool. The little girl
would talk to the toy and tell it stories. The doll helped her acquire skills that she would
need later in life: mastery of language, teaching and nurturing through the skillful
womanly art of story telling. It wouldn’t be long before her days were not all filled with
fun but a more serious preparation for life. Soon she would spend her days helping her
mother at the lodge: sweeping, folding blankets, gathering water, fetching wood,

4

Walter L. Williams, The Spirit and the Flesh: Sexual Diversity in American Indian Culture (Beacon Press
Books, 1988), 65-66.
5
Jamie Sams, The 13 Original Clan Mothers (New York City: HarperCollins Publishing Co, 1993), 290.
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watching younger brothers and sisters, monitoring cooking food, washing meal utensils,
and gathering berries, vegetables and birch bark. 6
The young girl would be taught how to gather wild rice in early Fall, so valuable
to tribes of the Great Lakes region. She would go with her mother and the women who
"...harvested from canoes poled through the standing reed … using two smooth,
lightweight sticks called knockers.” 7 She watched attentively as women of the tribe
wove baskets and prepared hides. During hours of learning to sew, this was the time to
learn stories told among the women. From age seven to the time of her marriage, a
woman was conditioned to become a mother and a weedjeewagun, or faithful companion.
She was taught to cheerfully become industrious as well as seek fortitude, self- reliance
and patience. These qualities empowered her to fulfill her special duties to family,
community and even herself.
The rite of passage
At the onset of puberty, the young girl experienced one of the most significant
times in a Chippewa woman's life. During her first menstrual cycle, a girl was removed
from her village and brought to a secluded place where there was no distraction or
interference, thus providing a sacred space. For the next four to eight days, she was
lodged there in a shelter especially prepared. She undertook a spiritual fasting period,
abstaining from food and consuming only a necessary amount of water. Only her mother
and grandmother were allowed to visit. This vigil took place to allow the young girl an
opportunity to receive the gift of empowerment, and to spiritually become aware of her

6

Johnston, 124.
Thomas Vennum, Wild Rice And the Ojibway People [on-line]; available from
www.kstrom.netlisk/books/adultlad534.html~ accessed 21 March 2004.
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body’s significance. 8
The sacred gift of womanhood, evident in this first menstrual cycle, or moon,
was recognized as her significance to the tribe. "Every cycle [like those on the Great
Medicine Wheel] and [each] spoke on the wheel [told] the lessons that [allow] all of the
Human Tribe to find meaning in their lives.” 9 She was, in reality more powerful and
spiritual than any man because she had the ability to give life. She saw that she possessed
a special place in the order of existence. During this rite of passage, "... the woman
visualized opening her womb to receive the fertilization of the Great Mystery's love,
giving force to the seeds of her dreams.” 10 She was now transformed, from girl to
woman, and returned in honor to her village.
Marriage
A young woman usually didn't have much say about whom she was married
because the choice was arranged by families. Families could, however, listen to her
choice. But whether the marriage was arranged or chosen by the young girl, a man had to
prove himself worthy of marriage and could not be within the same clan as the girl. "All
those who are of the same mark or totem [doodem] consider themselves as relations..."
and would not be permitted to marry within the clan. 11 The man sometimes had to live in
the home of the girl's parents and support the family, proving that he could adequately
support his future wife and family. Sometimes he had to perform an act of courage to
prove he was a warrior worthy of merely courting a woman. 12 The subject of marriage

8

Johnston, 70.
Sams, 181.
10
Sams, 13.
11
Laura Peers, “There is no end to relationship among the Indians: Ojibwa families and kinship in
historical perspective,” Histgory of the Family 4, no. 4 (1999):533.
12
Johnston, 80.
9
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was not taken lightly. A wife was an honor not a right. Although polygamy
wasn't very common in Chippewa tribes, men who could support more than one family,
like chiefs, did so. A woman, however, could not marry more than one man nor be with
more than one man. A woman who dishonored her husband by being with another man,
however, was disfigured by putting gashes on her cheeks and scarring her face so that she
would no longer be considered desirable. Women who were widowed had to remain
single for a year and had to ask the parents of her deceased husband for permission. After
a year they held a ceremony under which the woman was freed by spiritual Medicine to
marry any man of her choice (as long as her husband's parents approved.) If the parents
of her deceased husband presented her with a new husband of their choice at the
ceremony, she had to accept him. And if she married someone before the ceremony, she
was upbraided violently by having a braid cut from one side of her head or by getting her
throat and face gashed. 13 At first, seen brutal and unfair, it is more obvious that woman’s
ability to give birth and sustain a family was truly the most critical element of the
Chippewa way of life. Any behavior diminishing the woman’s purity and powers was a
threat to the tribe as a whole. Since men didn’t embrace this sacred spirituality, a man's
infidelity didn't impact life as did a woman's. The belief that society functions properly if
women and men behave in a certain way is typical of all societies. 14
Pregnancy
Protection of a pregnancy was the duty of both husband and wife who were bound
to avoid anything deemed "hazardous" to the outcome of the child after birth. Food was
especially restricted. If too much food was eaten, it was expected the baby would be too
13

Inez M. Hilge, Chippewa Child Life and Its Cultural Background (Minnesota: Borealis Book,

1992) , 9.
14
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large, and birth would be difficult. Turtle couldn't be eaten in the belief this caused the
baby to stretch all the time. If catfish was eaten, the baby would probably die.
Raspberries would cause red marks on the child's body. A husband couldn't strike the
wife or speak roughly to her. "A pregnant woman was not permitted to lie around; but,
she was made to do hard work, such as chopping wood because that kept the child
loosened and made birth easier. 15
Everyday life and honor in place in the wigwam

The dwelling most commonly used by the Chippewa was a wigwam, which
consisted of a dome-shaped top and poles planted in the ground brought together in
arches and covered with mats. 16 During the winter, two to three generations of family
were usually living in one wigwam. Within each wigwam, the seating placement was
related to the roles the members of the family fulfilled. The fire was placed in the middle
of the dwelling surrounded by the family. Traveling in a clockwise direction (the
direction symbolizing the four stages of life: birth, childhood; adulthood, old age; and
death), the mother sat to the right of the entrance probably where the materials to cook
the food were positioned. Next to her sat her daughters probably to aid in cooking. The
grandmother sat facing the entrance but behind the fire probably because as the eldest she
was the head of the family. The sons sat between the grandmother and father who sat to
the left of the entrance, probably for protection purposes. The youngest person stayed
always closest to the middle of the lodge because it was a rule that the youngest had to
pass their elders in entering or leaving. Men sat cross-legged, which was appropriate for
their winter-time hobbies of playing the drum, repairing things and doing woodwork.
15
16

Williams.
Francis Densmore, Chippewa Customs (Minnesota: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1979), 29.
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Women sat on their right foot with their left foot extended, in order to easily get up to reach
things for cooking and sewing. 17

During the winter, women made birch-bark transparencies, bass wood cord, fish
nets, birch-bark makuks (containers used for gathering maple sugar and other
commodities), and dishes. Women were mainly the cooks in the family, often serving
food and sending portions to other branches of the family. "They were centrally involved
in the society's economy, controlling the distribution of the food they grew or
gathered.” 18
Older women would be master storytellers, a position of honor. To be a storyteller
was to be a link between past and future generations. Myths were often used to explain
natural phenomena as well as entertain the audience. One legend, probably told around
the fire by a witty grandmother, explains why children cannot walk until they are about a
year old and why woman put children in cradle boards on their backs.
[A young woman gave birth to two divine twins and ] made cradle boards
and put the (sun) twins in these, hanging then on her back, but never letting
the babies touch the earth. If she had put the cradle boards on the ground,
the babies would have walked upright from the moment of their birth. ... But
because their mother would not let them touch earth for some months, it
now takes human babies a year or so to walk. It was the young woman's
fault. 19

Even such a basic human attribute as the age of walking was attributed to a woman.
There is also an important legend about the "first mother," Nokomis meaning
"grandmother." She was a grandmother and soul-caretaker of a boy named Odaemin who
died in his village a long time ago. After the boy's death he traveled along the path of

17
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souls to the land of souls, where he was return to life. His mission was to return to the
Land of the Living and teach the people how to be admitted into the Land of Souls. He
was also sent back to tell of the promise made by Kitche ( the Great Spirit) of the coming
of an intermediary, Nanabush, who would teach them further and do great things. The
return of Odaemin was a sacred event for the Chippewa. And so his caretaker, Nokomis,
is also honored because she nurtured the boy that returned with prophecy. To this day,
grandmothers play important roles in the Chippewa clan. 20
Earth and all mothers

Whenever a ritual is performed in honor of the earth, it is also symbolic of
gratitude toward all mothers. "[A]ll women would be called Yeo, after Yeodaze, the
Earth Mother..." 21 Women were intrinsically related to Earth Mother. Every ritual involving the
Sacred Pipe of Peace consists of first thanking Mother Earth and Father Sun.

Women are born into the world possessing the connection with the four orders. They are
creators as well, with a rock foundation of love. In honor of the Great Spirit, the first
whiff of smoke in the Sacred Pipe ceremony is offered to Kitche, the second to Mother
Earth. This type of ritual allows the Ashinabeg a way to publicly demonstrate their
feelings for Mother Earth. 22
Mothers were united symbolically even with the tree of life. A cedar post cut from
a live tree was required to be placed in the middle of a lodge before a celebration,
representing the tree of life, "Midewatik." Also, a daily ritual of praises to earth and sun
took place facing the entrances to lodges towards the East (sunrise direction). In doing so,
each person rose from sleep each morning and exited the lodge facing the sun. A small
20

Johnston, 17-19.
Johnston, 22.
22
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21
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prayer was thought and uttered, and then the day began. The tradition of this ritual was
meant to honor the sun and creation, for the gift of life which is given once, and renewed
daily in each dawning. The feminine power of birth and life-giving was at the heart of
each day’s reflection. 23
3. Integration of these traditions into culture of professional women today
The ritual and tradition of the Chippewa women offers far more wealth of values
than I have been able to present in this brief time. However, let me explain the thoughts
that come to me as I learned about this Native tradition. Women can realize that they are
naturally given all the power of life and through western culture it was artificially taken
away. Men thought they were stronger and needed to be the ones to support women.
Support, yes, but it unfortunately led to issues of control. It is important to recognize
what has happened in western history and its attitudes toward women which now we all
struggle so hard to correct. When people are treated in a certain way and for so long,
being labeled as weak and inferior, they begin to internalize it. They don’t aspire to
anything other than what society has told them is possible. Families need to recognize
their gifts of life-giving so that women, the lifeblood of any family can be empowered
and transcend perceived restrictions.
If our society can realize that women are truly sacred, truly given by nature the
essential power of life-giving, nurturing, and peace making, then we could open new
possibilities for families. The Native peoples ritualized their understanding of the value
of women. Today, we shun ritual. One form of ritual we could reclaim is that of
storytelling. Grandmothers, who in a way are still considered special, told stories that
passed on family heritage and values. This is unbelievably sacred. Our society needs to
23

Johnston, 23.
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come to realize how very irreplaceable women are in the society and how important they
are to life. All kinds of mothers should be honored including single mothers, stay at home
and working mothers, women who “mother” children as teachers and caregivers, and, of
course, grandmothers. Once women realize their true sacred identity to life itself, they are
free from belittlement and discrimination. Once women discover their own spirituality,
they can see past all this and see the truth of life.
The Chippewa recognized and marked significant points in their children’s lives.
We should be sure to develop storytelling with our children and begin the sacred trust of
appreciating the beauty and true meaning of our bodies. Dolls can be companions and
ones to “listen” to the little girl, rather than a way to teach fashion and materialistic goals.
When a young girl reaches puberty and faces the arrival of her own womanhood, she
should be made to feel proud and full of honor. Her mother and grandmother should be
in her company and explain her importance. Sexuality should not be taught as something
to hide which is dirty. Instead, the beauty of life and responsibility of nurturing others
should be praised.
I was raised by a single mom but few ever praised her efforts. When I tell people
I plan to go to medical school they are thrilled. Do they ask about my plans to someday
be a mother? In fact, some would tell me I have to give up family to have a career. But
medicine is a way of caring and nurturing. And there are ways to be a woman with
children in the professional world, if the society can come to realize the importance it has
for women.
4. Conclusion

11
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In conclusion, I would like to note that the Chippewa and even society today view
the earth as “Mother Earth.” It cannot be denied that, like earth, women are essential to
society. Without the earth, we would not be here, but people mistreat the earth. Also,
they mistreat women because they are ignorant and don’t care about others. In reality,
they are not caring for themselves. Those, however, who do care for Mother Earth do so
because she is the source of everything – all powerful and sometimes overwhelming such
as the force of Hurricane Katrina. Like women, the wrath of a woman, like the wrath of
Mother Earth, is to be feared. Let me say, our society is being threatened and may be
more in trouble in the future. Eventually, we too will need the strength that the Chippewa
have, the only thing that helps them to survive. We will need to adopt a spirituality and a
ritual that understands that women are sacred.

12
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WE NOT ONLY DANCE THE BLUES, WE PERFORM
MODERN DANCE TOO!
A Lecture-Performance
Why have dance writers historically referred to dances created and
performed onstage by African Americans differently from dances created and
performed onstage by European Americans? Is there a difference between the
concert dances created by the two racial groups? If so, what are the differences
and why do they exist? Are the concert forms of ballet, jazz and modern dance
so different when created and performed by predominantly European American
companies? In the United States can African Americans create and perform
ballet, jazz and modern dance without it being classified as Black Dance? What
is Black Dance? Why do individuals in and out of the dance field think that an
African American dancer must certainly be proficient in African and jazz dance?
Are mindsets changing and being broadened? The session will address the
issues above through word and dance. There will be discussions on the content
and intent of each work performed.
Historically, some African American choreographers have included Africanbased movements and/or popular street dances such as hip-hop in their concert
choreography. Should this lead the European American dance community to
assume that most African American dancers have no interest in classical ballet or
abstract modern dance? If this is the case, then why are there so many African
American dancers in ballet and modern dance classes across the country? Some
dance scholars may counter that question with the observation that on some

2
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university campuses the number of African American students studying ballet
and modern dance in classes offered by dance programs appears minimal. In
every circumstance, the location and demographics of a university must be taken
into consideration. In urban areas dancers of all races are studying a variety of
dance idioms, both in the university and the community.
In order to be successful in the field and develop expertise in dance styles
that are culturally significant to a dancer of color s/he may work to hone their
technique and proficiency in more than one idiom. As a dancer matures and
begins to focus on creating dances, their choreography may consist of a blending
of their eclectic training and experience. The addition of one’s cultural self to
their creative work should be closer to the rule rather than the exception. The
work that develops from this fusion can be extraordinarily exciting. Historically,
great attention to detail of the steps in European folk dances by ballet
choreographers has been given favorable consideration. Shouldn’t the inclusion
of folk dances of cultures other than Europe in choreographic works also be
given favorable consideration by dance critics and patrons?
In many disciplines, eclecticism can be a doubled-edged sword. Some
critics view the mixing of two or more styles of dance as inspired; while others,
who consider themselves purists, view eclecticism with disdain. The results of a
narrowly focused critique can be disastrous when critics and colleagues only
apply European-based standards to the analysis of works that are derivative of

3
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other cultures; it seems especially true of works derived of cultures of Africa or
the African Diaspora. Problems stem from a lack of cultural understanding.
In the academy is it wrong for a faculty member to have more than one
related area of expertise within their field? A quick review of job vacancy notices
provides evidence that universities are seeking faculty with strengths in at least
two areas within their discipline, one primary and one secondary. Therefore one
would assume that the academy embraces diversity and breadth in the work of
its faculty artists and that the addition of jazz and African dance styles, or even
hip-hop can serve to enhance a modern dance work.

4
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We Not Only Dance the Blues, We Perform Modern Dance Too
A Lecture/Performance
Program

Chase Me Blues Away (the opening solo)
Originally constructed as a group work, Chase Me Blues Away is a suite of
dances approximately 20 minutes in length. The first four dances of the suite
were later developed into a solo work; each dance makes its own independent
statement. The inspiration for the dance stemmed from the music. In its group
form the dance develops from its serious almost tragic beginning to a more
playful jazz dance with the “entertainment” values that are often associated with
and expected of dances by Black Americans.

Lynching: Then and Now
A dance grounded in the technique of Katherine Dunham, Lynching: Then and
Now is comprised of African & Afro-Caribbean Movements in a modern dance
construct. The effect of lynching in the American South is the focus of the work.
The socio-political aspect of the work is a frequently used function of mid to late
twentieth century modern dance. This work was originally created as a solo and
was later developed into a group piece so as to better address the effect and
level of intolerance in the 21st Century.

400 Years of Singin’…And Don’t Call Me Dixie! (Section)
This powerful dance cries out for the desire of African Americans to be
recognized for individual strengths, talents and abilities; that each person is seen
as an individual, yet race and heritage should not be discounted. 400 Years of
Singin’…And Don’t Call Me Dixie! a modern dance, was created as a duet with
solo sections.
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ABSTRACT*
Empowering the Actor-Combatant: Aikibojitsu and Organic Fight Choreography in Macbeth
This paper isolates basic principles from Tom Read’s Aikibojitsu and applies them to
the use of the quarterstaff on the theatrical stage. The resulting series of exercises is
used to generate a simple yet visually dynamic language of the staff that may be easily
taught, individually practiced, and quickly mastered. This language is then applied to
the process of creating mass battle sequences in a full production of Macbeth. The final
section of the paper chronicles the author’s use of this language to facilitate the actors’
creation of vibrant, organically-devised mass battles. Video of the resulting battle
sequences accompanies the presentation.
*This paper is currently in the final stages of editing and will be completed shortly. If
there is interest in the paper, I will gladly submit a draft for consideration.
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ABSTRACT
How Aikibojitsu Informs the Western Staff: Circularity and Energy Dynamics
In contemporary stage combat practices, the use of the six foot staff is almost entirely
based on the European quarterstaff tradition. This workshop allows participants the
opportunity to explore some alternative ways of using the six foot staff. Participants
will experiment with a series of exercises taken from the martial arts Aikibojitsu,
Aikido, Jujitsu and Kung Fu. Basic stick handling, warmups and attacks/defenses will
be explored, and a brief piece of choreography will be learned.
PLEASE NOTE:
This workshop requires 12 wooden staves, which I will be happy to provide.
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Self-Leadership Skills and Job Satisfaction

Abstract
Understanding the contributors to job satisfaction is of importance with
organizations today, as they are constantly searching for alternatives where they can
reduce cost and increase performance. This study looks at an intrapersonal
communication method – self-leadership – affect to job satisfaction. A sample of 239
employees from various organizations located primarily in the San Joaquin Valley shows
that individuals with high self-leadership skills are more satisfied with their job. Selfleadership is “the process of leading oneself towards performance by naturally motivating
and managing oneself.” The self-leader’s internal communicative processes leads
him/herself towards performance by motivating oneself through establishing internal set
of goals, anticipating the outcome, continuously learning through others, and by
reflecting on his/her experiences and thoughts. Job satisfaction is conceptualized as the
feeling that one has towards his or her job and is influenced by experienced
meaningfulness. Self-leadership can significantly predict job satisfaction.
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Introduction
Research has shown that job satisfaction is associated with absenteeism, turnover,
performance and organizational commitment (Harrison, Newman & Roth, 2006). With
organizations searching for alternatives where they can reduce cost and increase
performance, understanding the contributors to job satisfaction is of importance. Job
satisfaction has been studied revealing such contributors as trust in superiors and
influence of superiors (Goris, Vaught & Petit, 2003), self-esteem, locus of control,
emotional stability and self-efficacy (Bono & Judge, 2003; Chen, Goddard & Casper,
2004), and emotional intelligence and trust (Dong & Howard, 2006). However, the
relationship between an individual’s perceived self-leadership skills and job satisfaction
has not been widely studied. Organizations may find that investing in development of
these individuals’ skills will lead to increased job satisfaction; as such, reducing cost and
increasing performance.
The two different approaches which have been used in a previous study on selfleadership impact to job satisfaction were the situational approach and the dispositional
approach (Roberts & Foti, 1998). These two approaches recognize that the individual’s
feeling towards his or her job can stem from environmental factors or situations
encountered, as well as from within the person. Dong & Howard’s (2006) organizational
communication research on job satisfaction makes reference that the situational approach
is taken from a sociological perspective, while the dispositional approach is taken from
the psychological perspective. The situational approach looks at attitudes being
influenced by external factors such as the type of supervisor, peers, and job structure, and
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the dispositional approach looks at the individuals’ job attitudes and behavior being
accounted for by the individuals’ disposition – their prevailing tendency or inclination, or
who “they are” (Roberts, et al, 1998). This study will focus solely on the individual’s
disposition.
An individual possessing self-leadership skills is an important variable which is
expected to show an impact to job satisfaction. Self-leadership is defined as “the process
of influencing oneself to establish the self-direction and self-motivation needed to
perform” (Neck, Neck, Manz & Godwin, 1999, p.478). Self-leadership utilizes
intrapersonal methods of communication. There is an “inner voice within” that leads,
motivates, rewards and guides. Self-leadership is being championed as a substitute for
leadership (Neck, Ashcraft & VanSandt, 1998; Williams, 1997), and is based on the
individual applying personal meaningfulness and taking on ownership (Manz, 1986).
The self-leader employs a unique set of self-influence strategies, which gives the
individual the skills to control and enhance their perceptions about work (Neck &
Milliman, 1994). An individual applying these strategies or possessing these skills is
most likely going to be more satisfied with their jobs.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to examine the impact of self-leadership
skills on job satisfaction.
Literature Review
Self-Leadership
The concept of self-leadership is derived from the social cognitive theory
(Bandura, 1977) and the cognitive evaluation theory (Deci, 1975). Bandura’s (1986)
social cognitive theory states that the nature of persons is defined based on five
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capabilities: symbolizing capabilities (use of symbols give meaning and form, create
ideas and are a means of changing and adapting to one’s environment), forethought
capabilities (motivates oneself and guide one’s actions with the future in mind), vicarious
capabilities (learns by observing others), self-regulatory capabilities (evaluates one’s
actions based on one’s internal set of standards) and self-reflection capabilities (analyzes
one’s experiences and thinks about one’s thoughts). Social cognitive theory also posits
that our behavior is shaped by the triad interaction of person’s cognition/personal factors,
behavior and the environment (Bandura, 1986). Cognitive evaluation theory states that
persons evaluate the task in terms of how well the task meets their needs to feel in control
and competent, and if they believe that they can complete the task, they will be
intrinsically motivated to complete the task (Deci, 1975), and that this inherent intrinsic
motivation can be inspired when the individual is in conditions that contribute toward its
expression (Ryan & Deci, 2000). The self-leader’s internal communicative processes
leads him/herself towards performance by motivating oneself through establishing
internal set of goals, anticipating the outcome, continuously learning through others, and
by reflecting on his/her experiences and thoughts. Self-leadership is then conceptualized
as the process of leading oneself towards performance by naturally motivating and
managing oneself (Manz, 1986; Neck & Manz, 1996; Roberts, et al, 1998).
Self-leadership is more than just self-management. Self- leadership includes the
element of motivating oneself through the ability to naturally reward oneself; whereas,
self-management is the influence that an individual exerts over himself or herself and
where behaviors are performed because of what he/she will receive for his/her
performance (Manz, 1986). A self-lead person will do things for their intrinsic value
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(Williams, 1997; Manz, 1986) and is able to do the work that must be done but is not
naturally motivating (Manz, 1986). The challenge for this individual is finding what
activities give him/her “natural rewards” and then to incorporate these activities into the
job (Manz, 1986). This self-lead person is then fulfilled with a “natural reward” that is
internally meaningful.
A self-lead person utilizes self-influence strategies. Prussia, Anderson & Manz
(1998) made note of three distinct, but complementary categories of self-leadership
influence which are behavior-focused strategies, natural reward strategies, and
constructive thought pattern strategies, and that the use of these strategies facilitates a
perception of control and responsibility which positively affects performance outcomes.
An individual, who conducts a self-evaluation of him/herself, makes adjustments, looks
to the environment and surroundings for positive stimulation and maintains a positive
outlook is applying these three self-leadership strategies (Prussia, et al, 1998).
Similar to Prussia et al’s (1998) categories of self-leadership influence, Williams
(1997) referred to these strategies as work context strategies, task performance process
strategies, and thought-self-leadership. A work context strategy is a technique that the
individual uses “to manipulate the work context in order to maximize intrinsic
motivation” (Williams, 1997, p.141); such as, changing or finding a pleasant environment
to perform the job. He defined the task performance process strategy as the individual’s
ability in recognizing that in evaluating “how” the work is performed affects their
intrinsically motivating properties (e.g.; feelings of competence, self-control, and
purpose); such as, the individual increasing his or her competence by setting sub-goals,
achieving them and setting new goals (1997). He also gives attention to what is
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considered the most distinctive and promising type of self-leadership that is thought selfleadership, which is being able to “influence oneself through purposeful control of one’s
thought” (1997, p.141).
An individual who is taught thought self-leadership learns to use these cognitive
strategies that focus on self-talk (telling ourselves in our heads that ‘Yes, I can do it’),
mental imagery (creating the actual “imagined picture” of the results from our actions
before we actually perform) and belief and assumptions (identifying and changing
distorted beliefs) which lead to improved habitual thought patterns (Neck, et al, 1999;
Neck, et al, 1998; Manz & Neck, 1991). Neck and Manz’s (1996) study showed that
those individuals trained in thought self-leadership experienced enhanced job satisfaction,
mental performance, affective states, and significantly higher self-efficacy perceptions
over those not receiving the training. Performance is also increased, as enhancing one’s
self-efficacy is reciprocally related to performance (Manz, 1986). An individual, who
sets their goal, believes they can do it, talks themselves into believing that they can do it,
pictures the outcome and succeeds, will believe they can do more.
Now, a job can have positive aspects, as well as negative aspects associated to it.
Manz makes note that the ultimate goal from thought self-leadership is enhancing the
effectiveness of managing one’s own thoughts. He indicates to focus on the positive – “if
desirable elements (challenge, learning, variety, etc) become the focus of one’s mental
energy, the potential for motivation can be established” (1986, p.594). An individual
who is able to acquire this skill is able to take control over their job, or as Manz (1986)
indicated “in thought” has redesigned their job.
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In summary, an individual possessing these self-leadership skills is able then to
manage, analyze, motivate, improve and reward oneself to not only make the “best” out
of work, but the “best” for him/herself.
Job Satisfaction
There are several theories around job satisfaction, but in this review four
approaches are outlined. There is the two-factor theory, which states that a person is
either satisfied or dissatisfied and that the person is satisfied based on motivators
(responsibility, recognition, promotion opportunities, etc) and dissatisfied based on
hygiene factors (pay, quality of supervision, working conditions, etc) (Greenberg, 2005).
In other words, motivators that are present at one’s job, such as “chances for personal
growth” will contribute to job satisfaction; whereas, poor supervision will contribute to
job dissatisfaction. There is the value theory which argues that almost any factor can
contribute to job satisfaction as long as it is something the individual values. The value
theory focuses on the discrepancies between what a person has and what a person wants.
(Greenberg, 2005). There is also the social information processing model which states
that a person basically adopts the attitudes and behaviors of the majority – e.g. if the
group is satisfied, the person will lean to being satisfied as well (Greenberg, 2005).
Finally, there is the dispositional model of satisfaction, which states that “job satisfaction
is a relative stable characteristic that stays with people over various situations”
(Greenberg, 2005, p.169). In other words, some people have developed a disposition to
be positive and satisfied.
Job satisfaction is defined as the feeling or emotional response that one has
towards his or her job and is influenced by experienced meaningfulness (Carless, 2004).
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The negative relationships with job satisfaction; such as negative affectivity, job stressors
and counter-productive work behavior (Penney & Spector, 2005) are anti-productive and
costly to an organization. Whereas, general self-efficacy, global self-esteem, locus of
control and neuroticism are positively related to job attitudes, motivation and
performance, and enhances organizational commitment (Chen, et al, 2004). Furthermore,
Thoms, Dose and Scott’s (2003) study provides organizations with understanding the
impact that job ambiguity has on accountability and how accountability impacts job
satisfaction. The more information on job satisfaction that is given to organizations, the
better equipped they are in reducing cost and increasing performance.
In summary, the review of literature suggests that additional knowledge in the
understanding of the relationship of individuals with self-leadership skills to job
satisfaction is of value to organizations, as well as to the individual. As such, this study
proposes the following hypothesis:
“The more an individual perceives him/herself with high self-leadership skills, the
more likely the individual is satisfied with their job.”
In this hypothesis, the independent variable is the individual’s perception of
his/her self-leadership skills and the dependent variable is job satisfaction. Selfleadership is conceptualized as the process of leading oneself towards performance by
naturally motivating and managing oneself (Manz, 1986; Neck & Manz 1996; Roberts, et
al, 1998). Through a wide variety of self-influence strategies, an effective self-leader
willfully and consciously attempts to influence their own thinking and behavior towards
performance excellence (Sims, Jr. & Manz, 1996). This variable is operationalized by
using a set of 6 Likert scale statements to measure the individual’s self-leadership skills
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(e.g. “I like to work on specific goals I set for myself;” “I find personal value in my
work,” etc). The dependent variable is conceptualized as the individual’s emotional
response influenced by experience meaningfulness towards his or her job (Carless, 2004).
A set of the 8 Likert scale statements were used to measure the individual’s job
satisfaction. These statements were adapted from Schuessler’s (1982) measurement that
measured social life feelings (Dong, et al, 2006).
Method
Sample
A cross-sectional survey was administered among individuals who worked for
various organizations. The organizations included employees from a health care
insurance company, a university, junior high school and 8th grade private school, a car
dealership, a medical diagnostic company, a non-profit agency, a mental health agency, a
bank, a metals industry, a supermarket, a roof tile company, a food distribution company,
a construction company, and the armed service. The majority of workers are located in
the San Joaquin Valley with a few located on the East Coast and one in Southern
California. A total of 239 self-administered questionnaires were completed for this study.
The sample consisted of 45% male individuals and 55% female individuals.
Respondents’ average age was 39 years. Participant ranged in ethnic background with
4% African American, 57% Caucasian/Non-Hispanic, 9% Asian American, 16%
Hispanic, 2% Native American and 12% others. The combined family income among the
participants was 14% reported below $30,000, 33% between $30,001 and $60,000, 30%
between $60,001 and $90,000 and 23% above $90,000.
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Measurements
The questionnaire was developed using an existing organizational behavior
survey with modifications based on a cohort of returning evening degree Organizational
Behavior Pacific students’ literature review. Most of the survey measures were adapted
from other researchers’ instruments. The questionnaire is comprised of seven sections
including self-esteem, job satisfaction, trust, attitudes, worker relationships, emotional
intelligence and demographics variables. The study used two indices as key variables –
job satisfaction and self-leadership. Additionally, self-efficacy variable and other factors
specific to goal setting and attainment, and sense of ownership of one’s job was also
measured.
The key dependent variable in this study is job satisfaction. Job satisfaction was
measured by asking the participants to assess the way they perceive their satisfaction with
their organization. Job satisfaction was measured by a Likert scale with eight statements
adapted from Schuessler’s (1982) measurement. The reliability of this scale is at .82.
These eight statements include “My job gives me a chance to do what I do best,” “There
must be better places to work,” and “People feel like they belong where I work.” (See
the appendix for a complete scale).
The independent variable in this study is self-leadership. Self-leadership was
measured by asking the participants to assess certain attitudes about themselves. Selfleadership was measured by a Likert scale with six statements covering aspects of this
concept. The statements were created by the student based on the literature review. The
reliability of this scale is at .85. These six statements include “I like to work on specific
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goals I set for myself,” “I practice positive self-talk,” and “I view problems as
opportunities.” (See the appendix for a complete scale).
Another variable included in this study is self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is
conceptualized as one’s perception of one’s ability to perform specific tasks and activities
(Sims, Jr., et al, 1996). Self-efficacy is the individual’s belief in him/her on the
likelihood of successfully completing the task at hand. Self-efficacy was measured by
asking the participants on how they see themselves based on five descriptive words (e.g.
“Powerful,” “Strong,” etc) using the 7 points semantic differential scale. (See the
appendix for a complete scale). The reliability of this scale is at .86.
The other factors specific to goal setting and attainment, and sense of ownership
of one’s job included these individual statements: “Goal setting is important to me”
(PD1); “I find goal setting to be stressful; (PD3); “Goal attainment is important to me”
(PD4); “I enjoy working towards completing a job related goal” (PD5); “I tend to set
ambitious goals” (PD17), and “I have a sense of ownership over my job” (PD13). These
statements were measured based on the Likert scale.
Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) was used to analyze the data on a
personal computer. Frequency distribution, correlation, and regression analyses
generated findings and tested hypothesis.
Results
This study shows that the surveyed employees tend to have self-leadership skills.
Table 1 suggests that on average the participants agreed with the six statements in selfleadership measures.
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______________________________________________________________________
Table 1 Here
_______________________________________________________________________
In other words, self-leadership is rated at a mean of 2.1 in a five-point scale with 1
meaning high and 5 referring to low. The participants rated their job satisfaction level at
a mean of 3.4 in a five-point scale with 5 referring to high satisfaction while 1 meaning
low satisfaction. Furthermore, the participants, on average agreed that goal setting (PD1
mean at 2.0) and goal attainment is important (PD4 mean at 2.1), that they enjoyed
working towards completing a job related goal (PD5 mean at 2.0), and that they had a
sense of ownership over their job (PD13 mean at 2.3). However, the participants
somewhat agreed in having strong self-efficacy (mean at 2.8) and that they tended to set
ambitious goals (PD17 mean at 2.6), and reported in as neutral that goal setting is
stressful (PD3 mean at 3.2), as noted in Table 1.
_______________________________________________________________________
Table 2 Here
_______________________________________________________________________
Correlation analysis was also performed. As shown in Table 2, self-leadership is
significantly correlated to job satisfaction at .485. Self-leadership is also significantly
correlated with setting important goals (PD1 at .268), goal attainment (PD4 at .208),
enjoyment towards completing a job related goal (PD5 at .456), setting ambitious goals
(PD17 at .324), and having a sense of ownership over one’s job (PD13 at .267).
Furthermore, the strong correlation between self-leadership and self-efficacy (at .490)
supports previous studies on enhanced self-efficacy and self-leadership. In other words,
the self-leader manages and motivates oneself towards success, and as one succeeds,
one’s belief in oneself increases. “I can do it. I have done it. I can do it again.”
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Other noteworthy correlations exist with job satisfaction. Self-efficacy is
significantly correlated to job satisfaction at .269, and setting ambitious goals, enjoyment
towards completing a job related goal, and having a sense of ownership over one’s job
are significantly correlated to job satisfaction at .144, .314, and .427, respectively.
_______________________________________________________________________
Table 3 Here
_______________________________________________________________________
The hypothesis in this study stated that “The more an individual perceives
him/herself with high self-leadership skills, the more likely the individual is satisfied with
his/her job.” The regression analysis in table 3 shows significant results and the
hypothesis is supported. In other words, the more an individual perceives him/herself
with high self-leadership skills, the more likely the individual is satisfied with his/her job
(t = 8.45).
_______________________________________________________________________
Table 4 Here
_______________________________________________________________________
Furthermore, additional regression analysis as shown in table 4 suggests that “The
more an individual has a sense of ownership over his/her job, the more likely the
individual is satisfied with his/her job.” Review of literature on self-leadership indicated
that a person who develops these self-leadership skills (predominantly thought selfleadership) takes on ownership of one’s job (Manz, 1986). This study supports this
additional hypothesis (t = 5.27).
Discussion
Self-leadership is a powerful concept. As a manager with 25 years of experience
in the health care insurance industry, I see a tremendous opportunity at hand to engage
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my organization in implementing a training and development program focused on selfleadership strategies and skills. Imagine a workforce of individuals performing their best
at their job - exploring process improvements and coming up with innovative ideas and
not all for the money, but because they gain a “natural reward,” a personal meaningful
experience of satisfaction. How powerful is that?
Organizations are constantly looking for avenues to reduce cost, increase
performance and maintain a satisfied workforce. Investing in self-leadership training can
increase awareness for individuals in taking control of their work while increasing their
performance and belief in themselves. They can even apply these skills to enhance their
personal lives. This study gives organizations another tool to incorporate that leads to
increased job satisfaction, and adds to previous research on self-leadership and job
satisfaction.
This study has proven to be educational and informative, but not without some
limits. The participants came from various organizations, noting that there was no
representative sample for each of the organizations; such that, seventeen from the health
care insurance company and one from a car dealership. As such, generalization is
limited. Future research should be explored with a larger sample size with more
representation from the various organizations, or limit the specific organization to be
studied and use a more standard self-leadership scale. In addition, experimental research
methods would be worthwhile to study the magnitude (benefit) and any limitations of
such training.
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Table 1
Descriptive Analysis of Key Variables
Variable
Self-Leadership
Job Satisfaction
Self-Efficacy
Goal Setting
(PD1)
Goal Setting
Stressful (PD3)
Goal Attainment
(PD4)
Enjoy Completing
a Job Goal (PD5)
Sense of
Ownership (PD13)
Set Ambitious
Goals (PD17)
Valid N (listwise)

N
235
238
237

Minimum
1
1
1

Mean
2.1
3.4
2.8

Maximum
4.3
5.0
5.8

Std.
Deviation
0.6
0.7
0.9

Range
3.3
4.0
4.8

Variance
0.4
0.5
0.7

239

1

2.0

5.0

0.8

4.0

0.7

239

1

3.2

5.0

0.9

4.0

0.9

238

1

2.1

5.0

0.9

4.0

0.7

238

1

2.0

5.0

0.8

4.0

0.6

238

1

2.3

5.0

1.0

4.0

1.0

239
230

1

2.6

5.0

1.0

4.0

1.0
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Table 2
Correlations

SelfLeadership

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

Job
Satisfaction

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

SelfEfficacy

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

Goal
Setting

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

Goal
Setting
Stressful

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

Enjoy
Completing
a Job Goal

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

Set
Ambitious
Goals

SelfEfficacy

PD1

PD3

PD4

PD5

PD13

PD17

1

-.485(**)

.490(**)

.268(**)

-0.072

.208(**)

.456(**)

.267(**)

.324(**)

.

0

0

0

0.274

0.001

0

0

0

235

234

234

235

235

234

234

234

235

1

.269(**)

-0.092

0.118

-0.014

.314(**)

.427(**)

-.144(*)

-.485(**)
0

.

0

0.157

0.07

0.826

0

0

0.027

234

238

236

238

238

237

237

237

238

.490(**)

-.269(**)

1

.237(**)

.168(**)

.154(*)

.229(**)

.149(*)

.336(**)

0

0

.

0

0.01

0.018

0

0.022

0

234

236

237

237

237

236

236

236

237

.268(**)

-0.092

.237(**)

1

.301(**)

.610(**)

.394(**)

0.054

.534(**)

0

0.157

0

.

0

0

0

0.408

0

235

238

237

239

239

238

238

238

239

-0.072

0.118

.168(**)

.301(**)

1

-.166(*)

-.128(*)

0.024

.254(**)

0.274

0.07

0.01

0

.

0.01

0.049

0.711

0

235

238

237

239

239

238

238

238

239

.208(**)

-0.014

.154(*)

.610(**)

-.166(*)

1

.431(**)

0.002

.472(**)

0.001

0.826

0.018

0

0.01

.

0

0.98

0

234

237

236

238

238

238

237

237

238

.456(**)

-.314(**)

.229(**)

.394(**)

-.128(*)

.431(**)

1

.268(**)

.389(**)

0

0

0

0

0.049

0

.

0

0

234

237

236

238

238

237

238

237

238

.267(**)

-.427(**)

.149(*)

0.054

0.024

0.002

.268(**)

1

0.119

0

0

0.022

0.408

0.711

0.98

0

.

0.067

234

237

236

238

238

237

237

238

238

.324(**)

-.144(*)

.336(**)

.534(**)

.254(**)

.472(**)

.389(**)

0.119

1

0

0.027

0

0

0

0

0

0.067

.

235

238

237

239

239

238

238

238

239

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

Sense of
Ownership

Job
Satisfaction

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

Goal
Attainment

SelfLeadership

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table 3
Hypothesis Testing
Summary of Regression Analysis for Variable Predicting Job Satisfaction (N=239)
(Dependent Variable = Job Satisfaction)
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
1

(Constant)
SelfLeadership

Standardized
Coefficients

B
4.514

Std. Error
.139

-.525

.062

t

Beta
-.485

Sig.

32.381

.000

-8.451

.000

Table 4
Hypothesis Testing
Summary of Regression Analysis Additional Variables Predicting Job Satisfaction
(Dependent Variable = Job Satisfaction)
Unstandardized
Coefficients
Model
1

(Constant)
SelfLeadership
SelfEfficacy
Goal
Attainment
Sense of
Ownership
Set
Ambitious
Goals

Standardized
Coefficients

B
4.876

Std. Error
.168

-.383

.075

-.044

t

Beta

Sig.

29.060

.000

-.354

-5.132

.000

.053

-.054

-.835

.405

-.083

.059

-.091

-1.411

.160

-.215

.041

-.302

-5.273

.000

.048

.043

.068

1.110

.268
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Appendix
Job Satisfaction
Reliability Alpha = .82
There is too little variety in my job
I tend to get bored on the job
There must be better places to work
I have too small a share in deciding matters that affect my work
My job means more to me than just money
I am satisfied with the work I do
My job gives me a chance to do what I do best
People feel like they belong where I work
Self-Leadership
I like to work on specific goals I set for myself
I practice positive self-talk (e.g.: “yes, I can do it)
I focus on the positive
I find personal value in my work
I view myself as self-directed
I view problems as opportunities

Reliability Alpha = .85

Self-Efficacy
Powerful
Strong
Wise
Brave
Do most things well

Reliability Alpha = .86
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ABSTRACT
The most recent research on changes in academic work indicates an increased allocation
of effort toward teaching (following a decline in the 1980s). This includes a greater focus
on undergraduate teaching (and the teaching of larger classes) and a stratification of
faculty into more and more specialized groups, including those specializing in online
teaching (Schuster and Finkelstein, 2006). Commensurate with the greater focus on
teaching are increased demands to conduct research and publish. These pressures are
forcing faculty to reexamine their own values, beliefs and commitment to university
teaching as a chosen vocation. How might today’s faculty sort through the competing
demands they face as faculty? What are ways faculty can re-connect with the call to
teach many felt when they entered the profession?
Parker Palmer suggests that university teaching is not about technique, but about
the integrity and identity of the teacher. He suggests that faculty must take an inward
journey to examine their own values and beliefs in order to respond with integrity to the
competing demands of their chosen vocation. At a time when a generation of faculty and
university leaders have been overwhelmed by competing demands, the practices taught
through “Courage to Teach” and now, “Courage and Renewal” have the potential to lead
us back to our primary mission: teaching students.

Two faculty members from Educational Leadership programs will present examples of
their own “inner work” that supports their integrity as academics as they balance
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competing demands. They will take participants through a short activity to model ways
to regain balance and retain academic integrity.

Palmer, P. (1998) The courage to teach. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Schuster, J. & Finkelstein, M. (2006) The American faculty: Restructuring academic
work and careers. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press.
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The Construction of Docility By Way of Simulacra:
Jean Baudrillard and Michel Foucault in William Shakespeare’s
The Tragedy of Othello The Moor of Venice
“It is no longer a question of imitation, nor duplication, nor even parody. It is a
question of substituting the signs of the real for the real”
Baudrillard (Simulacra and Simulation 2).
Even the most temporally removed lens of theory fits quite well into the
framework of any Shakespearean play. Indeed, it is this very fact of temporal
transcendence that serves as a testament not only to the timelessness of Shakespearean
drama, but also to the glaring reality of the plays that survives along with the lifelong
struggle between the body and the mind, the human condition that is handled with such
precision by the Bard it borders on the divine. What lies herein is an illustration of how
Shakespearean drama can be approached from significantly different vantage points and
how, inevitably, these points intersect along the way to produce a variety of new and
insightful ways to ponder over and digest the subtle intricacies that compose a dramatic
Shakespearean work. For the purposes of this ongoing discussion, the application of
theory from Jean Baudrillard’s Simulacra and Simulation and Michel Foucault’s “The
Carceral” in an analysis of William Shakespeare’s The Tragedy of Othello The Moor of
Venice will serve as a way of expressing the undeniable universality and immortality of
Shakespearean tragedy. Specifically, the applied theory will be employed to analyze and
interpret the ongoing ruse of the infamous villain Iago, in an attempt to make sense of the
methods (and madness) he uses to construct, create and fashion a world of simulacra that
exists for one single purpose: to bring about docility in the protagonist, the tragic hero
Othello, and bend him to the villain’s every whim.
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It is in the very nature of the Shakespearean canon to spiral outward, to lend itself
perfectly to a concept that may seem utterly foreign to its very essence. In fact, it is
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exactly when due consideration is given that it becomes strikingly clear that even the
most temporally removed lens of theory fits quite well into the framework of any
Shakespearean play. Indeed, it is this very fact of temporal transcendence that serves as a
testament not only to the timelessness of Shakespearean drama, but also to the sheer
reality of the plays that survives along with the lifelong struggle between the body and
the mind, the human condition that is handled with such precision by the Bard it borders
on the divine. What follows is an illustration of how Shakespearean drama can be
approached from significantly different vantage points and how, inevitably, these points
intersect along the way to produce a variety of new and insightful ways to ponder over
and digest the subtle intricacies that compose the final product of a Shakespearean work.
For the purposes of this ongoing discussion, the application of theory from Jean
Baudrillard’s Simulacra and Simulation and Michel Foucault’s “The Carceral” in an
analysis of William Shakespeare’s The Tragedy of Othello The Moor of Venice will serve
as a way of expressing the awesome universality and immortality of Shakespearean
tragedy. Specifically, the applied theory will be employed to analyze and interpret the
ongoing ruse of the infamous villain Iago, in an attempt to make sense of the methods
(and madness) he uses to construct, create and fashion a world of simulacra that exists for
one single purpose: to bring about docility in the protagonist, the tragic hero Othello, and
bend him to the villain’s every whim. Finally, a consideration of like methods of
simulation in contemporary political life that share the aim of the production of docility
will be examined to shed further light on the power of rhetoric in producing both
simulacra as well as docility in any particular object in question.
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Marking a turning point in traditional Western thought regarding language and its
cultural implications, Baudrillard offers a decidedly unique way of visualizing reality and
its fabricated counterpart, simulation. As is evident from the opening of Simulacra and
Simulation, Baudrillard suggests that the world in which humanity exists is no longer
composed of the Real, a clear, identifiable entity that exists in concordance with that
which, in all actuality, is genuinely original. Instead, he proposes that the world is now
functioning in a state of simulation where the Real is no longer easily discernable, but
masked and clouded by a thick shroud of simulacra, residing in a place he somberly
christens “The desert of the real” (1). In this “desert,” replication abounds in spite of
there being originals available. The sea of simulacra swallows up the Real and replaces it
with itself, leaving no trace of evidence behind to suggest a replacement has occurred.
Therefore, what was once real is now simulacrum, and he who is left to wander, deserted
and surrounded by a swarm of simulacra, falls victim to the inability to differentiate, and
becomes a slave to the system in which he exists. As evidence begins to surface, it will
become evident in Shakespeare’s Othello that there is a set of planned events put in
motion by the villain Iago that result in a situation that can be easily likened to
Baudrillard’s world of simulacra.
Appropriate to the spirit of Iago’s villainy, Baudrillard contends “It is now the era
of death by simulation,” and it is this very death that becomes a metaphor for the literal
death of Othello by the end of the tragedy (24). From the opening scene of the play, Iago
sets forth on a personal mission of retribution (however unfounded it may seem), to undo
Othello’s place in the world. As the plays opens, there is an already-established reality in
place, a reality in which Othello is leader of the Venetian armed forces, a celebrated
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soldier of war, and a newly-wed husband to a faithful wife, Desdemona. To counter this,
Iago plots from the outset to bring this reality crumbling to the ground, leaving Othello
smothered by a barrage of simulacra. In arguing for the idea of a false reality, Marjorie
Garber, in her book Shakespeare After All, asserts “The phrase “false gaze” is a
significant one for the play as a whole,” in that the whole of the action functions out of
Iago’s ability to hold Othello in a stagnant type of trance fueled by one lie after another
(592). Indeed, as Iago and Rodrigo go forth to (truthfully) inform Desdemona’s father,
Brabantio, of the secret marriage between Othello and Desdemona, one witnesses the first
and last honest breath Iago mutters. From then on, what drives the plot is Iago’s undying
will to produce a framework of destruction built upon a foundation of simulated
premises. Therefore, as a way to focus this illustration of the production of simulacra,
concentrating on one element of Iago’s simulated “reality,” that is, the creation of an
unfaithful whore of a woman in Desdemona, will better serve the purposes of this
analysis.
Essentially, Iago knows that Othello “will as tenderly be led by th’ nose/ as asses
are,” as he asserts in the play, and uses Othello’s gullibility as a planting ground for the
seed of simulacra he plans to sow (1.3. 393-4). To begin cultivating a new “reality” to
ensnare Othello, he casually comments on Cassio’s relationship with both he and
Desdemona during their courtship, and with a brilliant measure of nonchalance, presents
the question as an honest and innocent inquiry (3.3). What is most striking in this scene is
how subtle and insidious Iago’s method is in drawing out of Othello the desire to
discover his thoughts, a method he employs to allow for the introduction of this particular
simulacrum that would otherwise seem forced and unnatural. As Iago tiptoes around
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Othello’s insistence to reveal his “real” thoughts, Iago zeros-in on the moor’s inquiry,
and jerks him across the line where the Real ends and his simulacrum begins: “O, beware
my lord, of jealousy! / It is the green-eyed monster, which doth mock/ the meat it feeds
on. That cuckold lives in bliss/ Who, certain of his fate, loves not his wronger;” (3.3. 1658). Behold the seed of simulacra, planted in the soil of Othello’s gullibility, and meant for
one purpose: to overrun the fertile plains of Othello’s reality and drag him down to a
level of baseness that can only be equated to one thing: the desert of the real. After this
point, what results from this seedling of simulacra becomes increasingly clear as the plot
progresses, and Othello’s suspicions continue to grow.
After cleverly orchestrating a drunken brawl between Rodrigo and Cassio, Iago
succeeds in his plan to displace Cassio as second-in-command, and wins favor with
Othello. Incidentally, it is this displacement of Othello’s lieutenant that allows Iago to
begin implanting in Othello’s mind the idea that Cassio and Desdemona are having a
sexual relationship behind Othello’s back, since now it appears to Othello that Cassio has
a motive to do so. However, as Baudrillard maintains, “this confusion of the fact with its
model…is what allows each time for all possible interpretations, even the most
contradictory,” explaining Othello’s willful belief in Cassio’s obviously motiveless and
alleged indiscretions (17). As it is evident when examining this scene through
Baudrillard’s lens of the Real vs. simulation, this is just another building block Iago sets
in place to more effectively present his filthy scenarios, his simulacra that become the
reality of not only Othello, but of all the other players as well.
Concerning what has been said of this play, among the vast breadth of scholarship
written on Othello, it has been argued by critics that the whole plot of play, Iago’s
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successful misdirection and Othello’s astounding receptivity to it, is only able to operate
as a result of the existence of one trivial object: a handkerchief. However, regardless of
how integral of a part it plays, the substance of stories like this does not grow out of the
presence of these types of inanimate “trifles light as air” (3.3. 322). Instead, it proves
more fruitful to approach the play as one critic, John C McCloskey, suggests: “Through
the medium of psychological suggestion, aided by eavesdropping, false report, and
manipulation of evidence, [Iago] works upon the imagination of the suggestible Othello”
(27). Here, McCloskey is making a very distinct and important point: Iago produces a
simulacrum by his “psychological suggestion,” employing the use of the handkerchief,
using it to further validate his false premises. The psychological angle that Iago is playing
on here is the vehicle the drives the simulacra, and is driven by the suggestions that,
apparently, work easily on the suspicious mind. Therefore, it should be made clear that it
is the simulacra that affect Othello’s imagination and distort his perception, not simply
the object.
The handkerchief serves the purpose of materializing the simulacra so that
Othello regards Iago’s suggestions as “real,” even though it is glaringly apparent to the
audience/reader that this is not the case. Thus does Iago induce meaning into the object
that, in truth, has no inherent meaning at all. Additionally, as Iago’s insinuations become
more abundant, the meaning Othello gives them is itself, in a sense, a self-produced
collection of simulacra that feeds his suspicions and furthers Iago’s plot to bury him
under his fabricated “reality.” To corroborate this notion, Russ McDonald, in his
introduction to Othello in The Complete Pelican Shakespeare, agrees that “Iago is not
ultimately responsible for the tragedy: he supplies the weapon, but Othello uses it on
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himself (1400). This self-destruction occurs because Othello cannot tell the difference
between what the objects represent to him and the meaning they hold in reality. For
Othello, there is no objective Truth, only subjectivity fed to him by Iago. Again,
Baudrillard predicts this in arguing that “It is a question of substituting the signs of the
real for the real,” and this is exactly what Iago does as he constructs his simulacra (2).
Unfortunately for Othello, he has already been swept up in Iago’s game of simulation and
because of this, is forced to feel out the rest of the play with his eyes closed. Interestingly
enough, however, is that the most significant turning-point in Iago’s developing
simulacra is not marked by an arbitrary object, but by a situation constructed to produce
the most implicating of simulacra.
By act four, scene one, Iago has created a strong foundation for his simulacra, and
therefore decides to take his plan to the next level by giving Othello the “ocular proof” he
had demanded earlier in the play (3.3. 360). In this scene, Iago, in a most impressive
display of manipulation, creates for the impatient Othello a simulacrum that solidifies
Othello’s suspicions, and damns him altogether. McDonald articulates this phenomenon
in arguing, “Cassio and Bianca unwittingly perform for Othello, with Iago as director of,
actor in, and, a few minutes later, reviewer of the show” (1398). Shortly thereafter, the
seriousness of Iago’s “play” is realized in one damning line spoken by Othello: “How
shall I murder him, Iago?” (4.4. 167). Essentially, this utterance illustrates the whole of
Othello consumed by the simulacra. No longer can one hope Othello frees himself of the
hold Iago has on his senses because Othello himself is utterly unaware of it, as
Baudrillard would expect. He is blinded by a rage that has no place in reality, and
therefore his rage is, in a sense, magnified to an unreal degree. Approaching the final
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scene of the play, one can see how Iago’s construction of this monumental fiction has
successfully achieved its desired end: creating a docile Othello.
Working in accordance with Baudrillard’s notions of simulacra, Iago’s ultimate
aim is to gain complete control of Othello, and as he does this, he works out of the vein
of another theorist. In Michel Foucault’s landmark work “The Carceral,” a new way of
perceiving society (and by implication, reality as well) is realized. To Foucault, the
carceral system is represented by any institution that works to produce docile bodies out
of its subjects. In drawing a comparison between Jeremy Bentham’s prison at Mettray
and everyday institutions such as marriage, the military, education systems, etc., Foucault
is bringing to light how all of these are subtly designed to convert their respective
populations into docile, controllable, obedient bodies, just as Bentham’s prison is
designed for a similar purpose. As an example of the inner workings of the prison, in
describing the personnel at Mettray, Foucault points out that the deputies of the prison
“were in a sense technicians of behaviour: engineers of conduct, orthopaedists of
individuality” (294). Hence, in looking at the deputies in this light, it becomes gradually
clearer how a parallel can be drawn between these two “technicians of behaviour” (the
deputies and Iago), as well as the drawing of a correlation between the prison itself and
the villain’s subtle simulacra.
In the real world of Venice, the world the characters live in at the beginning of
the play, Othello is in a position of power, and every other character from Desdemona to
Iago, is at his command. However, as the play progresses and Iago’s simulacra begins to
overrun reality, the social positions held by Othello and Iago are inverted, and docility
overpowers Othello, while Iago is empowered in the process. Following Foucault’s logic,
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“the establishment of power relations” is an integral element that must be understood in
an examination of any carceral system institution (295). In Othello, when Iago’s
simulacra flourishes, a new carceral system is produced out of insinuation and language,
not prison cells and guards, and facilitates this inversion of power. In essence, Iago
knows that his methods cannot work out of a physical philosophy of brute force.
Therefore, much like the prison at Mettray, Iago fashions his manipulation by subtler
means. Described by Foucault, the prisoners at Mettray were controlled by “permanent
observation” that would result in the development of “a body of knowledge” that would,
in turn, be used by the deputies to “induce modes of behaviour” in the prisoners (294).
This very method is what Iago employs in his pursuit to transform Othello into a man
who “would make a life of jealousy, / To follow still the changes of the moon/ With fresh
suspicions” (3.3. 177-9). For all intents and purposes, Iago does not need to force Othello
to do anything because Iago knows how to get Othello to act as if by his own accord,
much like the prisoners at Mettray. Also, vital assumptions about Othello’s character can
be made, evidently, because Iago has gained a working knowledge of Othello’s strengths
and weaknesses by having spent so much time with him in battle. In fact, as Foucault
would argue, Iago has indeed been exposed to “a body of knowledge” about Othello that
he can now use to “induce behaviour” in him, rendering him docile in the process. As a
testament to the effectiveness of this method, from this point forth Othello does look
upon his wife with a suspicious eye, and sees not what his heart knows to be true, only
the new simulacra Iago forces on him. And thus it becomes apparent how the simulacra
and production of docility work in harmony with each other. The combination of these
two methods of manipulation allows Iago to corrupt Othello and drive him to the ends of
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obsession, ultimately forcing him to the point of no return, as Othello smothers
Desdemona, discovers Iago’s deception, and then exacts justice upon himself by falling
on his own blade, never discovering Iago’s motive. However, the far-reaching effects of
simulacra and docility do not stop when the play ends.
In an ideal world, there could be some comfort taken in the idea that this is merely
a play and such horrors brought about by manipulative and exploitative practices do not
exist outside of the wonderful world of fiction. However, this is not an ideal world and
the application of theories of simulacra and docility is not limited to works of fiction. As
it turns out, there are elements of contemporary political life that exhibit similar
symptoms of these social forces. Therefore, an examination of one political speech in
particular, the two thousand and two State of the Union address by George W. Bush, will
better illustrate what is meant by this striking similarity between theory and the actual
application of it.
Following the attack on the World Trade Center, George W. Bush, only four
months later, gave the State of The Union address in the United States Capitol,
Washington D.C. Typically, this speech is meant to outline major problems facing the
nation and also serve as a platform to propose new legislation in response (“World
Book”). This speech, however, is a decidedly unique one, due to the fact that it followed
the attack on the Twin Towers. Because of this timing factor, then, this speech centers its
argument primarily on this one issue, and then branches off of it from time to time.
Hence, what is most compelling about this speech, what is most worthy of analysis, is the
way in which this one argument is presented, the actual language and circumstance that
binds it together. After a close investigation of the methods employed in its construction,
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it becomes clear that the language of the speech creates certain circumstances that
possess the same elements of simulacra and docility as those discussed by Baudrillard
and Foucault, respectively.
The underlying arc that the language of this speech is geared toward is one of
misdirection, very similar to Iago’s methods of deception. Even when approached from a
purely non-partisan perspective, in retrospect, it is glaringly apparent that many of the
claims made were either made with the conscious intention to deceive with an entirely
peripheral objective in mind, or simply grew out of mind crippled by a great measure of
ignorance and ineptitude. For the purposes of this analysis, however, it will be accepted
as a foundational premise that the speech was written and delivered with every last sliver
of competence and faculty that should be afforded to a President and his/her writing staff.
Therefore, in the interest of expediency and concision, one overarching and intertwining
element of Othello and the State of the Union address will be scrutinized in an effort to
yield a workable correlation between the two.
At the very core of Iago’s methodology is emotion. Behind all of his elaborate
planning and bloodless rhetoric, there is a large part of Iago that concedes to the fact that
only through emotion can he stir Othello to the point of physical and mental collapse. It is
with appeals to Othello’s base emotions that Iago can manipulate him as he does, that he
can create his simulacra and impose docility with the utmost of ease. Consequently, by
accepting this as fundamental to Iago’s success, it will likewise prove beneficial to this
analysis to consider the President’s speech in the same light.
In the opening minutes of the speech, Bush, with an obvious emotional appeal to
his audience, tells of “a memorial in New York, [where] a little boy left his football with
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a note for his father: Dear daddy, please take this to heaven. I don’t want to play football
until I can play with you again” (Bush). This story is undoubtedly engaging and evokes
emotions on several different levels. However, one must ask in response to this a crucial
question: what does one incident with a boy and his football have to do with the state of a
nation on the brink of war? The answer lies in a fundamental principle of will be called
reductive reasoning and misdirection inherent in Othello: the fact that the handkerchief
was given to Othello by his mother and was also his first gift to Desdemona punctuates
the simulacrum that suggests Desdemona gave it to Cassio. This is precisely the reason
why Iago chooses the handkerchief and not some other equally incriminating piece of
evidence in the first place. He uses Othello’s emotional investment in the handkerchief to
fuel his subsequent rage when he sees it in the hands of Cassio later in act three,
immediately before he resolves to orchestrate the murder of Cassio and Desdemona.
Added to this, the story of the boy and the football has nothing to do with the supposed
issue at hand (a nation’s strategic response to a violent attack), yet it is nonetheless
employed for the specific purpose of clouding the senses and stirring a nation to act on its
baser instincts. Thus, the same type of emotional appeal evident in Othello is occurring
in the President’s speech, and it is pervasive throughout both texts. But, in coming to this
conclusion, there is another, perhaps more important question that arises: for what
purpose, toward what end, is the rousing of emotions aimed?
Although his actual motive is relatively unclear, it is fairly obvious that Iago
consciously (and with total knowledge of the potential consequences) compels Othello to
undo himself completely, and as it was mentioned previously, that could not be possible
without appeals to his emotional weaknesses. In regard to Bush’s address, if one does
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accept the premise that the story of the little boy and others like it have nothing to do with
the state of the nation as a whole, then it naturally follows that the rationale behind the
speech is one rooted in the evocation of emotions toward the eventual outcome of the
now dubbed “call to arms” speech: war. Just as Othello could not have imagined a
scenario involving him and his wife at odds with each other prior to Iago’s simulacra
taking hold, this nation was at peace (relatively speaking), and needed something terrible,
something powerfully evocative to rouse it to its feet. For Iago, the best way to achieve
this heightened state of emotion in Othello is to tap into the soft spots of his psyche: the
first gift to his wife. For the American people, it is a vicarious experience that is called
upon to create a similar emotional reaction: a son’s final gift to his father. The point is,
regardless of what the specifics of the situation are, it remains the case that these methods
of persuasion and manipulation fall directly into the category of simulacra, for they create
for their audience an entire ambiance that grows out of false premises and has been
implemented specifically as a super-subtle system of control. The handkerchief is not
indicative of Desdemona’s supposed infidelity and the boy and his football are not related
to any direct course of action suggested by Bush. Instead, they serve the purpose of
creating a similar simulacrum that is geared to render its subject(s) docile, controllable
and useful, just as Othello becomes when he agrees to kill Desdemona, and just as the
American public became when they advocated the invasion of Iraq.
As history has shown time and again, the simulacrum will always serve its
purpose, but not without leaving a legacy of side effects in its wake. In the case of
Othello, following the classic tragic arc, Othello falls as a result of his own shortcomings
coupled with the unparalleled manipulation talents of Iago. However, at the end of the
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play, the simulacra are destroyed and the Real can rebuild itself with Cassio at the helm.
This is a phenomenon that Baudrillard would not agree is possible, since he asserts “the
duplication suffices to render the both artificial,” and the Real is lost in the process (9).
But in the case of this play, reality and order are reestablished when Iago’s conspiracy if
discovered, and Venice attains the potential to return to its once harmonious state. The
United States, on the other hand, does not exist in a world bound by genre conventions,
and is therefore subjected to the inevitable consequences the simulacra produce in a much
realer way. Even today, the struggle to sift through simulacra in an effort to find what is
real often proves to be a mission in futility to even the most inquisitive minds. What can
be learned from this, however, is not so hard to comprehend: simulacra have in them the
inherent ability to subjugate what is real and replace it with that which is not, and this
becomes increasingly more dangerous when it is discovered that docility in the populous
is a natural by-product of said substitution. Therefore, to counter this impending
substitution and indeed prevent it from ever taking place, one must acquaint oneself with
the nature of the simulacrum and its potentially dynamic employment in both literary
texts as well as in rhetoric in the political arena.
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Using Rubrics 2
Abstract
As a professor in the visual arts I describe how I came to see the value of using scoring
rubrics for assessing my students’ portfolios in an upper level undergraduate painting
class at a mid-sized urban, public university. Like many art professors, I held an
unspoken bias against using rubrics, believing that any systematic scoring method would
not be useful in evaluating the visual arts-- a field that is, by definition, highly individual
and unique. But, in the course of developing this rubric (essentially a matrix that
describes key features of a student’s work at varying performance levels), I discovered
that it was more than an assessment tool; the rubric was a way to sharpen my teaching
and enhance my students’ learning. In this paper I present the rubric that I developed for
their mid-semester review and discuss how it captures the key features of what I expect
students to learn and demonstrate in an upper-level advanced painting course:
inventiveness, craftsmanship, productivity, and idea development as recorded in their
sketchbook.
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Using Rubrics in Upper Division Studio Art
At a recent midterm review with one of my advanced painting students, I was
completely taken aback when in response to my suggestion that she look at the work of
John Constable, Susan told me that she had no time to go to the library and look at the
work of other artists. Up to this point my critique of her landscape paintings had centered
on a discussion of various painting techniques and formal issues such as color and
brushwork. When I shifted the discussion to the subject matter and meaning of the work, I
was asking Susan to reflect on the broader issues and how her research of contemporary
and historical landscape painting was driving her choices. Up to this point, I had
successfully engaged in this same conversation concerning content and meaning with six
other students. But, regardless, here was a student who thought the goal of the class was
simply “to teach her how to paint.”
I was shocked; had I really failed to communicate that research was one of the
expectations of advanced work in painting? Perhaps I made an assumption that an
advanced level art student would be cognizant of the importance of the relationship of
practice and theory, form and content? As I made other suggestions about new
techniques and approaches, Susan resisted and I backed off. It became clear to me that
she (and possibly others) did not understand, or was not aware of, the expectations of the
course even though I explicitly covered the goals on the first day of class and clearly
bulleted the criteria in the syllabus.
Ironically, it was only the day before the midterm reviews that I first designed a
rubric to use in their evaluation after attending a faculty workshop on “using scoring
rubrics to improve teaching and learning.” Although I was uncertain about using the
rubric mid-semester without showing it to the students ahead of the review, I still
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believed it would be helpful in making the grading process more objective and show the
students the rationale for their midterm grade. However, the importance of introducing
the rubric with my syllabi at the start of the semester couldn’t be more obvious to me
now. Not only would it mean fewer surprises for both instructor and students at midterm
and final review, the rubric would also clarify the course goals and expectations from the
start and allow students to take greater responsibility in their learning process.
I don’t believe that scoring rubrics are an educational panacea, but any strategy
that enhances my students’ learning, sharpens the focus of my teaching, and makes my
assessment of student work more accurate and fair is worth a closer look (Arter &
McTighe, 2001; Stiggins, 2001). This grading tool–essentially a matrix that describes the
key features of a student’s work at various performance levels–has, I believe, much to
offer to all instructors, but particularly to those in the visual arts.
This article is intended to be a pedagogical exploration rather than a systematic
study of the role that rubrics can play in a college level course. My aim was to try out a
new instructional and assessment strategy (i.e. scoring rubrics) and then describe for my
visual arts colleagues the possibilities and pitfalls of such an approach.
In this article, I explain how and why I developed a rubric for assessing my
students’ portfolios in an upper-division advanced painting class at a mid-sized urban,
public university which prides itself on its diversity, serving many “untraditional”
students along with many students of color from surrounding urban communities. My
students might be first-generation college students, or students who must balance fulltime jobs and family responsibilities. And, as in the case of Susan, there are “mature”
non-traditional students, who are either returning to college after a long hiatus or
beginning an undergraduate degree in art for the first time. It is in this context I first
describe the course content, followed by the rubric in Table I that I created in the middle
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of the semester. In the final section I talk about some of the issues that arose and the
challenges I faced.
Advanced Painting Course Description
In my undergraduate advanced painting course, students in their final year of a
four-year Bachelor in Fine Arts program focus on the development of an individual
artistic direction. Advanced level work consists of a more independent exploration of
technical, formal, conceptual and professional goals in painting. My expectations are very
high--not simply in terms of productivity and technical capability, but intellectual rigor
and awareness of contemporary and historical critical issues in painting. This course
constitutes the student’s greatest developmental challenge as an artist thus far; it is the
departure point for professional artistic activity. The development of individual artistic
direction, or ‘voice,’ as evidenced by conceptual invention and discovery, is one of the
central goals of this course.
The format of the class is self-directed studio work, critiques, and intensive
tutorial. The committed student will work in the studio is 15 hours per week as a
minimum, including class time. Individual and group critiques are the cornerstone of the
class; I support an ongoing critical dialogue that challenges my students through
interactions with other artists and their peers. Meetings with guest artists, and visits to
galleries and museums are required in addition to studio activity are critical at the
advanced level to develop an individual direction and professional attitude. Class time is
also devoted to lectures, student presentations and discussions focusing on critical issues
in historical and contemporary traditions of painting.
By semester’s end, each student is expected to create a body of 10 paintings (midsize) and related work and art historical research. Advanced level studios are a challenge
for most students who are more accustomed to frequent deadlines and written feedback to
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stay on course. Approaching midterm evaluations, I observed that several students did not
seem to fully grasp the expectations of the course even though I knew the goals were
covered in my syllabus and in my comments on the first day of class. I decided to try a
rubric as a way to underscore the goals and requirements of the course and to clearly state
how each requirement would be weighted in the grading process. Meeting with students
privately at midterm to assess their progress and to discuss the strengths and weaknesses
in their studio practice, I used the rubric to better organize my comments and questions
during the one-on-one critiques.
Rubric for the Advanced Painting Course
An advanced student’s developing artistic direction and voice is difficult to
measure. The diverse cultural, economic and social background of our undergraduates
plays a significant role in the range of ideas and attitudes they have concerning what art
is, and what it is not, and what it means to be an artist (i.e., the level of commitment
required to become a practicing studio artist.) With this in mind, I wanted to design a
rubric as a straightforward way to clearly explain my criteria to both the transfer students
from local community colleges and the upper division students accustomed to painting
courses that focused on skill-building alone.
My upper level painting students are evaluated not according to individual
projects per se, but by four process-based criteria: inventiveness, craftsmanship,
productivity and sketchbook (see rubric Table I). Each of the four criteria on the rubric is
defined by three key attributes or actions. For example, the criterion of productivity has
the following three attributes: “produces sufficient amount of work, uses class time
effectively, seeks input of instructor and peers.” The sketchbook as the fourth criterion on
the rubric is regarded not as a “project” but as evidence of the process of idea
development.
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The rubric makes explicit the range of my expectations and specific descriptions
of actions to take. My intention is to place the emphasis on process and self-motivation
as the best way to lay the groundwork for discovery of a unique style. This might seem
like stating the obvious, but I believe given the vastly different cultural backgrounds of
my students, clearly laying out the steps in the learning experience is essential. There are
many students who have had limited access to museums and are isolated from the current
trends in the art world, and who are not aware of the challenges that contemporary artists
face.
I look for evidence of risk-taking and research in all of their work, but I do not
assume students will all enter my class with a desire to do so. The rubric is one way to
stress the importance of art historical research, while also encouraging experimental and
innovative practices found in contemporary art movements. The student who is taking
risks is more likely to think critically and effectively articulate (in both verbal and written
forms) the formal and conceptual issues in their work.
Scoring is based on a 4.0 scale for each criterion; to assess quality, there are four
levels of performance—outstanding, proficient, evolving and below expectations. The
language under each level of performance follows the order of the three attributes of the
criteria (see rubric example Table I). The student can compare the difference between
outstanding and proficient, for example, under each criterion to understand why she/he
has achieved proficient rather than outstanding under the inventiveness, craftsmanship or
production categories. These three criteria are equally weighted at 25% of the final grade,
with the sketchbook at 10%. These four categories are added for a project score that
equals 85% of the final grade. The additional writing and research requirements are
graded pass/fall and comprise the remaining 15% of the final grade.
Using a rubric for an advanced course that is highly self-directed without frequent
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project deadlines felt like a huge risk. I had the fear that this was imposing a “cold and
impersonal” method of evaluation upon artwork that is inherently unique and individual.
I also had some preconceived notion that rubrics were the easy way out of writing
lengthy comments to each student following the midterm or final critique. But, to my
surprise, developing and using a rubric has been labor-intensive and very challenging,
and I realized how much in the visual arts is difficult to assess and measure. It became a
larger project as I started to examine and evaluate my teaching methods and goals. Now
that I have set the criteria, it makes me wonder if I am doing my part to help my students
reach these goals? I am encouraged by the idea that providing a rubric along with my
syllabi at the beginning of the semester will help keep my students and me on course.
Reflections on the Process
Recalling my own experience as an art student, the grading process in studio art has
always seemed shrouded in mystery. My advisor in graduate school was the only art
professor I knew who used something remotely close to a rubric for midterm and final
portfolio review in his two-dimensional design course (a detailed evaluation sheet which
I adopted). But what if I was assessing drawing or painting? As with many teaching
skills, graduate assistants had to “fake it until you make it” regarding the grading process,
and hopefully along the way become enlightened about critical teaching issues such as
assessment. In my first position after graduate school, more experienced colleagues
shared their system for reviewing and scoring portfolios. But, the grading process still felt
too wide-open and subjective on the one hand and too narrow on the other, if one were
evaluating only the “finished” product.
I have wanted to try a rubric in my studio courses to see if learning and
performance could be evaluated in a more unbiased and objective way. I must admit I
first thought about this in the context of foundation level courses, where there are very
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specific concepts being taught. A rubric for two-dimensional design would be structured
around particular projects that were assigned to introduce major principles such as
balance, rhythm, or contrast. But, as I introduced my rubric at mid-semester and with an
advanced class, I was very curious to know from the students whether it was necessary,
and fair?
About a week after they received their midterm evaluations in the form of a rubric,
I met with six of my advanced students and asked for feedback. They were all very
positive about the rubric, making comments about my level of detail and effort. When I
asked if the structure of the rubric seemed too cold and impersonal they disagreed and
said they welcomed having more structure and appreciated that it made the grading
process more objective. This brought up other comments about needing more structure
(and deadlines) in the course. One student said that it is very helpful to get a rubric at the
beginning of the semester with the syllabus to be informed of the goals of the course in a
clear, objective way. Again, this was offered as a positive suggestion, not as a complaint.
What about the areas that are difficult to measure? When I asked my students if they
would add any other criteria, they said “effort.” But, I was concerned that without a clear
definition and some kind of systematic documentation, assessing effort would depend
more on the observer's biases than on the student's behaviors. But the students said that
they trusted that their professors could fairly assess their work habits by observation,
especially given the six contact hours a week in the studio classroom.
One of my fears was a backlash or frustration from the class for not getting the
rubric well ahead of time to know what my expectations were. But as I considered the
criteria on the rubric, I knew they were clearly presented in my syllabus. By having this
discussion with my students, I was really asking them (and myself), had I communicated
the importance of the criteria in the various teaching activities—lectures, individual
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critiques, discussion groups? Had I made an assumption that they knew the importance of
art historical research to the painting process or did some students just miss the point?
Using a rubric for the first time at midterm raised the issue of how effectively did I
reinforce the goals of the course. What began as a discussion with my students about the
design of the rubric, evolved into a larger conversation about the experience of an
advanced painting course. Not only was I getting positive feedback on the rubric, I heard
useful constructive criticism on the format of the course. Getting this feedback at midsemester provided ample time before final review to make adjustments in the rubric as I
gathered suggestions from my students and colleagues. An important goal for me from
the start was to develop a fair grading tool that could assess both process and product. I
didn’t want to grade individual paintings, but rather evaluate the learning process. When I
was asked by a colleague, “shouldn’t invention be weighted more heavily than
production when it comes to evaluating art?” I was reminded of the quote attributed to
the American inventor, Thomas Edison: “Genius is one percent inspiration and ninetynine percent perspiration.” Accordingly, a genius is often merely a talented person who
has done all of his/her homework.
Looking Ahead
As the semester comes to a close, I am already thinking about the next one, anxious
to begin my classes by providing the rubric with the syllabus on the first day of class. The
most important lesson learned from my advance painting class, and in particular from my
student who “just wanted to learn how to paint,” was the importance of clarifying my
expectations at the beginning of the semester. Not only did Susan overlook the aspect of
art historical inquiry, she neglected to turn in her writing assignments. There was
obviously a connection here; this student seemed to think of painting strictly in terms of
formal and technical issues and avoided or was oblivious to the theoretical and
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philosophical dimension. As I read more about assessment, I learned that my situation
with Susan wasn’t unique. For the non-traditional student like Susan, I had a
responsibility to make explicit the various assumptions and expectations in art school or
the academic art department. With more minority, first generation and “mature” returning
students on campus, the issue of access must be considered on the most fundamental
levels. Student success depends, in part, on demystifying the process of evaluating art,
where students can see clearly what is their responsibility (under their control), and be
assured that grading isn’t dictated by the idiosyncratic taste or subjective bias of the
professor.
By changing my assessment practices, I feel my grading is more equitable and
consistent. I’ve always been mindful of grade inflation in higher education, but the idea
of a rubric in a studio art course seemed too rigid. Now with a rubric I can provide my
students detailed descriptions of the levels of development that I expected-- in fact this
specific 4-level criterion was never before clearly spelled out in my syllabus and difficult
to glean in the spontaneous process of the verbal critique. As communication tool, the
rubric encourages active learning and the artistic development of students by providing a
framework for assessing process and product and the development of a self-reflective
studio practice. The rubric also serves as an outline of my teaching philosophy-- making
clear my role is as a facilitator to actively engage the student in his/her own learning
though hard work, creative inquiry and skilled execution.
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Table Caption
Table I. Rubric for advanced painting midterm review
Below
Expectations
1 point

Evaluation
Criteria

Outstanding
4 points

Proficient
3 points

Evolving
2 points

Inventiveness (25%)
• Takes risks and tests
new approaches
• Applies knowledge
from research to solve
problems and
enhance work
• Demonstrates unique
style and voice

Shows high degree
of risk-taking by
testing new
approaches;
researches and
utilizes new
approaches to
enhance work;
expresses a unique,
personal style and
voice.
Demonstrates a
high degree of
knowledge; presents
work in a highly
professional
manner; always
seeking to learn
more about the
medium and tools to
improve expertise.

Demonstrates some
risk-taking and
experimentation;
ideas are
researched and
gathered from
different sources;
starting to take an
independent
direction and style.

Not taking risks in
process or ideas;
does not research
or seek multiple
visual sources to
approach work
from several
angles; holding
too closely to an
established style.

Risk-taking and
experimentation
are not evident;
supporting research
is missing; lacks
independent
direction.

Skilled with and
knowledgeable of
tools and materials;
presents work in a
professional
manner; carries out
research on
methods and
materials of his/her
craft.

Demonstrates
incomplete
knowledge of and
mastery of tools;
presentation of
work is not
professional;
neglects research
of craft.

No or little
evidence of
craftsmanship;
work habits appear
disorganized; care
and use of
materials and tools
appears haphazard
and unaligned with
project.

Produces more than
10 paintings in the
semester including
studies and
drawings for major
works; highly
focused in class;
actively seeks input
from instructor and
peers.
Exceeds 70 pages;
Contains drawings
from life, includes
ideas for paintings;
includes multiple
studies of one or
more master artists.

Produces the
minimum of 10
paintings in the
semester; makes
good use of time in
class; welcomes
input from
professor and
peers.

Produces less than
10 paintings in the
semester; begins
several directions,
but not able to
finish all works;
reluctant to
engage regularly
with instructor
and peers.
Does not meet the
minimum 70
pages; lacks ideas
for future
paintings;
insufficient study
of master artists.

Produces few
paintings; has
difficulty in getting
started in class or
does not attend;
shows no
consistency in
working styles;
does not engage
with others.
Sketchbook entries
are few; lacks
ideas/plans for
future painting;
master artist
studies are missing.

Craftsmanship (25%)
• Demonstrates
knowledge and
mastery of tools and
materials
• Presents work in
professional manner
• Researches
contemporary and
historical approaches
to craft
Productivity (25%)
• Produces sufficient
amount of work
• Uses class time
effectively
• Seeks input of
instructors and peers

Sketchbook (10%)
• Contains
sufficient number
of sketches
• Includes ideas/plans
for paintings
• Includes study of
modern and master
artists

Meets the
minimum 70
pages; contains
drawings from life
and ideas for
paintings; contains
studies of master
artists.

* Required writing assignments to represent the remaining 15% of the grade.
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Abstract
When Americans remember him at all, they no doubt think of Knut Hamsun (1859-1952) as
the author of Hunger or as the Norwegian who, along with Vidkun Quisling, betrayed his
country by supporting the Nazis during World War II. Yet Hamsun, winner of the Nobel Prize in
1920 for his novel The Growth of the Soil, was and remains one of the most important and
influential novelists of his time. In his early newspaper articles and essays he was also an astute,
though not always perfectly objective, observer of America, and it is his reflections on America,
in particular their “kafakesque” overtones, which will be the subject of my presentation.

Hamsun and Kafka: Small World1

When Americans remember him at all, they no doubt think of Knut Hamsun (1859-1952) as
the author of Hunger or as the Norwegian who, along with Vidkun Quisling, betrayed his
country by supporting the Nazis during World War II. Yet Hamsun, winner of the Nobel Prize in
1920 for his novel The Growth of the Soil, was and remains an important and influential
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novelist—and, I should say, a popular author: witness the numerous new editions and
translations of his most famous works, a recent major critical study by Sverre Lyngstad, and a
recently published 2-volume biography in Norway by Ingar Sletten Kolloen. In his early
newspaper articles and essays Hamsun was also an astute, though not always perfectly objective,
observer of America, and it is his writings about America, in particular their “Kafkaesque”
overtones, that will be the main focus of my presentation today.

Here I would like to accomplish several things: first, recount some specifics of Hamsun’s
American odyssey; second, look briefly at a few of the articles that make up his first collection
of articles about America, Fra Amerika (“From America”), in particular the pieces entitled
“New York” and “The American Character,” which, although quite naïve and “folksy” in their
tone, I believe, are representative of Hamsun’s mindset and overall opinion of America.
Although Hamsun had much to say about America that was good--he was impressed with
Americans’ generosity and work ethic, for example--his views were more negative than
positive. Third, and most importantly today, what I find especially striking about Hamsun’s
American writings (including his novels and memoirs) are their “Kafkaesque” overtones, and I
would like to draw your attention to these texts and Kafka’s Amerika. Not that Hamsun’s
articles evince the dreamlike, often nightmarish and fantastic qualities one normally associates
with the author of The Trial or The Castle (the two other installments of Kafka’s immortal
trilogy dedicated to the travails of modern man), at least not directly. Rather, Hamsun’s
experience of the mega city New York and of life in America generally, for that matter, is more
naïve and immature but still very much reminiscent of Kafka’s short novel, and specifically of
one of his most endearing characters, the very earnest and likeable, but oh so naïve Karl
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Rossman, a “poor boy of sixteen who had been packed off to America by his parents because a
servant girl had seduced him” (1).

Part I: Hamsun’s American Odyssey
The Norwegian Nobel laureate and novelist Knut Hamsun lived in the U.S. for about four
years as a young man in the 1880s, in two separate stints of two years each, crisscrossing the
Midwest, trying his hand at widely different occupations: itinerant (and, may I assume, poorly
paid) lecturer on Norwegian and European literature, store clerk, farm hand on the prairie,
personal assistant to an eccentric Unitarian minister in Minneapolis, manual laborer and streetcar
conductor in Chicago, the equivalent of a modern-day slave-laborer on a so-called “bonanza
farm” (i.e., an immense wheat farm) in North Dakota (15). Obviously Hamsun saw many
different facets of this country; however, he never experienced upper-class, “Jamesian,”
highbrow East Coast patrician society, which explains--I think--his categorical condemnation of
America as a cultural wasteland.

In one of his newspaper articles about America, first published in The Cultural Life of
America (Fra det moderne Amerikas Aandsliv), Hamsun does not see Americans’ generosity on
the part of a young nation with uncertain prospects as the source of American greatness or, as a
matter of fact, as anything to be proud of. On the contrary, Hamsun makes this dire prediction:
“It is a historic impossibility for America, with the same kind of citizens, to survive as long as
other nations” (18). To Hamsun America represents modernity, what he aptly calls
“Machinelust” (21), that is, technical ingenuity, which Hamsun is very much against unless it
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can somehow be harnessed and not become the moral foundation of an entire civilization. Here I
think of the indefatigable hero in The Growth of the Soil, who rejoices over every little invention
that saves him time and effort; however, at the same time (as you no doubt recall) he is pursued
by the relentless forces of modernity represented by the insatiable prospectors who come back
each spring with ever more sophisticated machinery, looking for more riches hidden even
deeper in the ground. “Onward, onward! is the eternal cry, and onward they go eagerly,
greedily” (21). Thus Americans accumulate wealth but pay the price by remaining
underdeveloped, morally speaking. Little wonder, then, that the “typical American has no real
artistic sense or substantial literary, religious, political, or social interests” (20).

Thanks to his American articles, Hamsun established himself as an early and vocal critic of
America because he identified modernity as a specifically American phenomenon. Many of
Hamsun’s observations were fashionably anti-American, and they are sure to catch the eye of
more than one reader today, who will see Hamsun’s reaction to life in an urban metropolis like
Chicago or New York City as an early contribution to a school of anti-American writing that
culminated in France during the last decades of the twentieth century.

Part II: Kafka’s Amerika
Now let me take you through Kafka’s novel and make a few comments along the way about
his idea of America. Kafka’s America--unlike Hamsun’s--is pure fiction and based entirely on
the author’s imagination, contemporary commonplaces, travel books, and, lo and behold,
Benjamin Franklin’s memoirs, which actually were one of Kafka’s favorite books. Kafka’s
friend and literary executor Max Brod, who published all of Kafka’s works posthumously,
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reveals that Kafka longed for “free space and distant lands” (301), which he presumably
associated with the vastness of America. Although Amerika is commonly considered part of his
trilogy about modern life, along with The Trial and The Castle, it is much lighter in tone than
either of these novels, yet equally dreamlike. However, as Thomas Mann said, Kafka’s works all
contain “realistic descriptions of fantastic events that make one accept the event [as real] and
pass over its fantastic quality.” Max Brod emphasizes the fact that Amerika is unfinished. The
first part of the novel is the most complete, and, not surprisingly, Kafka planned to call the novel
The Stoker, after the profession of one of the main characters in the opening chapter.

Amerika consists of eight more or less complete chapters that recount the escapades of young
Karl Rossman in the New World, from the time he arrives in New York harbor as a naïve
sixteen-year-old to his departure west, with the Nature Theatre of Oklahoma, many months later,
wiser but none the smarter despite his many harrowing experiences. Karl’s troubles begin before
he even gets off the boat, when he meets an avuncular but belligerent stoker who feels wronged
by the ship’s Rumanian chief engineer, Schubal. Karl instinctively takes the stoker’s side in his
quarrel with the captain, proving his trusting but immature nature. Now, the ship’s owner turns
out to be none other than his long-lost filthy rich American Uncle Jacob, giving a new twist to
this modern-day picaresque romance. Jacob takes it upon himself to redeem himself, as it were,
in the eyes of his European-born nephew and give him an American education. But poor Karl
messes up by accepting a young lady’s invitation to the countryside and therefore is expelled
from the American Eden by his narcissistic, not to mention sadistic, uncle. On his own again,
Karl promptly falls into the clutches of two hoboes, a drunken Irishman with the improbable
name Robinson and a foul Frenchman whose very name, Delamarche (which might be loosely
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translated as “on the road again”), conjures up visions of his misfortune. Along the way, Karl
stumbles upon a number of fair maidens, who take pity on him; but, alas, being too weak and too
naïve for his own good, he is unable to rid himself of the two vagrants until the very end of the
story when, by hook or by crook (we know not how because the novel is unfinished), he heads
west with a traveling theater company. In this respect, young Karl Rossman is much like
Hamsun’s vagabond heroes, many of whom “roll with the punches” and seldom, if ever, are in
full control of their own lives.

On the surface, the similarities between Hamsun and Kafka are obvious enough and extend
beyond the America-inspired titles just mentioned to cover both authors’ entire oeuvre. The
immediate reason for this, of course, is that Hamsun and Kafka were such an integral part of the
movement known as modernism and are usually mentioned in the same breath by literary
historians. As one critic writes: “Without Hamsun’s first four novels… we wouldn’t have had
Kafka, Joyce, or Hesse.” To this list one might add the names Gide, Musil, and Lawrence. But I
am not in the business of proving any affiliation between the two writers, not that such a
relationship, if it exists, proves anything in the first place. Hamsun clearly did not read Kafka
until after his death in 1924, when his first works finally became widely available to an
international audience, which means that Hamsun’s American writings could not very well have
been influenced by Kafka; nor do I believe the opposite, that Kafka worshipped Hamsun (his
diary entries seldom are dated and talk more about his travels than about the books he reads,
though he mentions various works on and by the likes of Beethoven and Schopenhauer).
However, I do believe that reading Hamsun and Kafka side by side, as it were, can open our
eyes to a novel dimension of the modernist theme of alienation, which isn’t to say that there
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aren’t some fundamental differences between the two writers; there are, and I will return to them
by way of conclusion.

Just like Karl, the twenty-something Knut Pedersen Hamsund (the name under which
Hamsun published his first novels) arrived in New York harbor, and (for all we know) just like
Karl Rossman, might have observed the Statue of Liberty and reflected on its allure--the
romantic exhortation: “Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to be
free”--and then noticed that the Statue of Liberty stretches aloft an ominous and unwelcoming
arm holding, not a torch, but a weapon, what appears to be a “sword” (Kafka 1). In point of fact,
so many of Hamsun’s young male protagonists, including his many autobiographical personae,
remind one of Karl Rossman, from Lieutenant Glahn in Pan and Tangen in Hunger to August in
Vagabonds and, of course, the first-person narrator of the autobiographical On Overgrown
Paths, published on the eve of the nonagenarian author’s death in 1952. As I reread Amerika
recently, it suddenly occurred to me that Karl is something straight out of Hamsun: I mean, here
is this well-intentioned, earnest, and generous sort of fellow, who may be gullible to a fault, but
who is essentially good. His adventures, which amount to an obstacle course that takes him
halfway around the globe, initiate him into the evil ways of the modern world, symbolized by
America, an experience that makes him indignant at first and then submissive, as he gradually is
co-opted and forced to buy into the so-called system, as the hero of Vagabonds ultimately does.
Karl’s only escape from his self-imposed exile on this lonely planet is his imagination, which,
by the end of the novel, leads him to join a traveling theater company, which has all the
trappings of an evangelical church.
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Hamsun could well be considered the inventor of a new subgenre of fiction known as the
absurdist Bildungsroman, a parody of the classic novelistic genre in which a modern-day picaro
parodies the search for meaning and certainty in an uncertain universe in which truth is always
out of reach but in which the narrator at least can always find solace and even salvation in the
contemplation of nature, much like the narrator in J.-J. Rousseau’s Rêveries du promeneur
solitaire (published posthumously in 1782), or in the writing of literature. Kafka’s narrator, as I
am sure you are aware, typically meets with a different fate… But Kafka, too, contributes to this
modernist reinvention of the time-honored genre of the Bildungsroman and gives it a new twist.
I mean that the story of Karl Rossman’s misfortunes in the New World mimics the travails of
Voltaire’s Candide, another well-intentioned but naïve youth who, upon being brutally ejected
from his Edenic existence in the castle of Baron Thunder-ten-tronckh in Westphalia for dallying
with his daughter, the fair Cunégonde, is left to his own devices and must learn the ways of the
world through a tragicomic process of trial and error. To be sure, Kafka’s novel exists in a kind
of existential vacuum and lacks the polemical edge of Voltaire’s philosophical tale, as well as
the numerous allusions to contemporary society that make Voltaire pre-eminent among modern
satirists. And unlike Dickens, whose plot structure Amerika also parodies, Kafka does not seem
to care one iota for using literature as a vehicle for social criticism.

Karl Rossman is, may I say, “Hamsunesque” through and through, or is it, rather, that
Hamsun’s literary alter ego somehow is “Kafkaesque”? The question of literary influence
inevitably rears its seductive head, beckoning us to enter the Oedipal labyrinth in search of a
father figure, but it is complicated by problems of anachronism, as well as a lack of reliable
information about either author’s reading habits. Kafka’s monumental diary, which covers the
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period 1910-1923, does not mention Hamsun by name and contains very little useful
information in this regard, focusing instead on the author’s personal life: “life in Prague,
accounts of his dreams, his feelings for the father he worshipped and for the woman he could
not bring himself to marry, his sense of guilt and of being an outcast, and his struggles and
triumphs in expressing himself as a writer.” Clearly, Hamsun’s 1890 novel Hunger, about an
ambitious and talented young artist whose thoughts “swing erratically between extremes of
elation and despair” somehow made a lasting impression on Kafka, who in 1922 wrote a short
piece entitled The Hunger Artist, which ostensibly is not about a hungry artist at all but still
comments incisively on the relationship between art and hunger. It is a widely held belief in the
West that art involves a sacrifice, not to mention a measure of suffering on the part of the artist,
so it is no surprise to anyone that the image of the hungry artist has become a commonplace.
Kafka’s story subverts or perhaps parodies this stereotype of the artist by creating a new kind of
protagonist, a hitherto unknown species of artist devoted to a novel form of “situation art,”
which consists of a prolonged period of self-starvation. At the end of the story, in a gesture more
typical of surrealist black humor than of the Künstlerroman à la Thomas Mann (e.g., Tonio
Kröger), this anonymous artist reveals that the only reason he starved himself was that he could
not find any food that he truly liked. By contrast, Hamsun’s artist is more in keeping with
conventions: the artist is a sensitive soul who does not fit into bourgeois society and therefore
suffers every ill under the sun, including hunger. However, this deprivation of food inspires his
art, which can be a source of nourishment as well. If he had not been down and out, chances are
he would not have become an artist in the first place.
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Finally, Hamsun’s evocation of America contains an intimation of the horrors of The Trial
and, worse, a stark reminder of the genocidal twentieth century. In his American newspaper
articles he warns of the danger of “the mixing of different kinds of people in a free,
uncontrolled, capricious environment” (17). “The danger is all the greater in America, where
shiploads of immigrants--diseased and degenerate human raw material--stream in every day
from all over the world” (17-18). Here I am reminded of the unsavory and generally
unsympathetic characters of Robinson and Delamarche in Amerika, two outstanding examples
of “degenerate human raw material;” however, with hindsight it also is easy to recognize in such
dire predictions the racist overtones of Hamsun’s later philosophy of self-reliance and wariness
of modern civilization. The sickly, Central European Jew Franz Kafka, too, would fall into the
category of “diseased and degenerate human raw material” and, as I am sure you are aware,
several members of his immediate family were exterminated by the Nazis. Now, I am not
suggesting that Hamsun anticipated the Holocaust or that he welcomed it when he did learn of
it; what I am saying is that this amoral and fascistic side of Hamsun’s personality--his ominous
reveries, evil exhortations, and eerie predictions--justifies the adjective “Kafkaesque” because
Hamsun reduces man to an object whose fate lies in the hands of a higher authority, an
omnipotent, malevolent, and unknown authority who answers to no one.

Conclusion
To conclude, let me just briefly summarize some of the similarities and differences I see between
Kafka and Hamsun (the latter are more obvious to me than the former). Their modernistic
credentials notwithstanding (chief among them the use of interior dialogue and stream of
consciousness and other techniques meant to evoke the subjective experience of their characters),
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Hamsun and Kafka display significant and marked differences with regard to plot, character,
milieu, and theme. Although modernism, technically speaking, does not begin until the early part
of the twentieth century--that is, until well after Hamsun wrote his first masterpieces--I think we
can agree that he was a heavyweight precursor, if nothing else. To begin with, there are obvious
differences: Hamsun does not display Kafka’s persecution complex (with the notable exception
of the hungry and delusional protagonist of Hunger), and Kafka, by the “absence of
particularity” (Gray) from most of his works, does not demonstrate Hamsun’s social concern.
True, in Amerika, Kafka does comment, hyperbolically, on life in the American metropolis,
showing us the “fantastic hustle of New York streets, with parallel frontages joining at some
infinite distance, lorries rolling past in traffic-columns five abreast, masses of pedestrians, and an
election campaign observed from the upper region of a skyscraper” (Gray 79); however, at the
same time it is obvious that Kafka lacks Hamsun’s realism, if for no other reason that he never
lived in America as Hamsun did. Kafka never lived the immigrant experience; he only
experienced it vicariously, through literature.

Moreover, Hamsun’s characters are more erratic than Kafka’s because they “magnify trivial
events out of all proportion “engaging in (seemingly) pointless antics and giving way to spur-ofthe moment impulses… manifested in bizarre and preposterous behavior. Kafka’s alter ego K, by
contrast, is ever so rational and self-controlled even in the most absurd situation but does not
quite win us over, perhaps because of his lack of humor, which suggests a lack of humanity. The
world of Kafka is dreamlike, creating what one critic has called “brilliant expressionistic
caricatures” (Gray 78), but then so is Hamsun’s, whose entire oeuvre is jam-packed with
dreamlike sequences that run the full gamut of human emotions. Finally, there is an opaque
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quality about Kafka’s work that some readers ascribe to a metaphysical, even religious
inspiration, which is reinforced by a prolonged state of “complete uncertainty” (Gray). Please tell
me what happens at the end of The Castle, those of you who move in K’s circle of friends and
have had a postcard from him lately. By contrast, as anyone who has visited Scandinavia knows,
whatever religion there is in Hamsun’s magic world exists primarily in man’s communion with
nature.
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Abstract
The Dreyfus affair is what one critic has called a “rising of the curtain,”1 and marks the first
time in France that the petition and manifesto became formidable political arms, rallying
supporters from all walks of life and damned near breaking the back of the republican elephant.
The affaire was the mother of all affairs, the like of which has never been seen again in France.
Most histories of the French intellectual, therefore, take the Dreyfus affair as a starting point
and, in no uncertain terms, declare that the committed intellectual was born on January 13, 1898,
when Zola wrote his famous open letter to the President of the Republic, Félix Faure, denouncing
the condemnation of Dreyfus as a sham and alleging that the army had framed Dreyfus and then
engaged in a massive cover-up.
In this paper, I will look at the affaire, beginning with the impact of Zola’s letter on the
development of a new type of intellectual community, essentially based on immediate public
intervention in the press. Zola’s passionate defense of Dreyfus is legendary, and I will briefly
review Zola’s engagement, since it constitutes the high point of intellectual commitment in
France. However, Zola was not the first dreyfusard intellectual; before Zola became involved at
all there was the courageous intervention of the relatively obscure French Jew Bernard Lazare,
whose place in the history of the Dreyfus affair is not always fully acknowledged. My paper will
focus on the contributions of Lazare, arguing that he was at the origin of what became known
around the world as the “Dreyfus affair.” However, Lazare’s place in the dreyfusard “hall of
fame” is tainted with tragedy; because of his anarchist bent he quickly fell out of favor with
other leading dreyfusard intellectuals and died prematurely in 1903 before Dreyfus had been
rehabilitated, by which time Lazare had been reduced to a solitary voice in the political desert.
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Bernard Lazare and the Dreyfus Affair

“L’affaire Dreyfus m’a toujours paru plus exceptionnelle encore par les passions qu’elle a
soulevées que par elle-même. Il s’agissait d’un crime—comme il y en a beaucoup eu, il y
en a, et il y en aura encore beaucoup en Europe. C’est devenu le combat de deux mondes,
de deux sommets de la pensée humaine, du passé et de l’avenir.”
-Romain Rolland

As Romain Rolland suggests, the Dreyfus affair constituted a watershed in modern French
history. France, quite literally, was divided into two countries, one that looked toward the future,
the other toward the past. The Dreyfus affair shook France to its core, menacing its republican
identity as an unprejudiced and open-minded regime that welcomed every citizen with open arms
into the national fraternity regardless of national origin, religion, ethnicity, or class (Birnbaum
17), in accordance with the universalist Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen of
1789. The French Republic was egalitarian and secular (“laïc” in French), or so the government
liked to think. Then came the Dreyfus affair, literally turning France upside down, pitting a
secular, rapidly industrializing, forward-looking France against a traditional, seemingly preRevolutionary avatar, which was xenophobic, racist, and intent on restoring a France that existed
no more--if it had ever existed. Zola captured the mood perfectly when, in 1898, he wrote: “Saistu où tu vas la France? Tu vas à l’Église, tu retournes au passé, à ce passé d’intolérance et de
théocratie” (Zola 106). And, as David Drake has stated so succinctly, it was public intellectuals
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such as Zola and Barrès who best articulated these two different world views (Drake 23).

The affaire became part of an ongoing confrontation between tradition and modernity;
advocates on either side organized themselves in leagues, such as the dreyfusard Ligue des
Droits de l’Homme and the vehemently anti-dreyfusard Action Française. On the one hand, the
affair appeared to be a clear-cut miscarriage of justice that overturned the Declaration of the
Rights of Man and of the Citizen of 1789 (beyond a doubt the most important document to come
out of the French Revolution), threatening the very nature of a modern constitutional state; on the
other, the affair was an overarching confrontation between two visions of France: the first based
on basic human rights: the revolutionary values of “liberty, equality, and fraternity,” the very
values that constituted the foundation of liberal parliamentary democracy, in France and
elsewhere; the second drawing on the outdated legacy of the ancien régime: tradition, authority,
and religion, in order to combat what the Right saw as the moral decadence associated with the
Republic--ranging from the numerous scandals to growing criminality in cities across France--and
the threatening rise of socialism. No doubt advocates on both sides were less concerned with the
travails of one innocently convicted man than they were with the implications of the Dreyfus
affair for the future direction of France.

Contrary to general opinion, the French Naturalist novelist and intellectual Émile Zola did not
invent the world-famous slogan “J’Accuse” (his editor at L’Aurore, Georges Clemenceau, did);
nor was he the first French intellectual to take up the defense of Dreyfus. That honor belongs to
the French-Jewish intellectual Bernard Lazare (1865-1903), little known and quite obscure,
really, when one considers his lack of recognition outside the small circle of Dreyfus scholars.
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Charles Péguy, himself an ardent dreyfusard and French nationalist who would die on the
battlefield in World War I, called him a Jewish “prophet” (“un prophète”) and a saint (“un
saint”), awed by Lazare’s uncompromising nature and unconditional idealism, his conviction
that humankind could ultimately be redeemed and liberated by anarchical socialism. Another
dreyfusard hero, Léon Blum, future Prime Minister in the Popular Front Government (1936),
was less prone to hyperbole than Péguy, and, with typical understatement, simply referred to
Lazare as a “just” man (“un juste”) (Julliard and Winock 825). Lazare was both, but he was also
a protean figure who did not fall neatly into any given category. In his November 1894 article
published in La Justice, Lazare came one step short of pronouncing the fateful phrase: J’accuse.
He came close, though, since his tone is as accusatory as Zola’s and since he identifies the main
culprits behind the conspiracy to convict Dreyfus in the army and the courts.

In this paper, I will look at the affaire, beginning with the impact of Zola’s famous letter on
the development of a new type of intellectual community, essentially based on immediate public
intervention in the press. Zola’s passionate defense of Dreyfus is legendary, and constitutes the
high point of intellectual commitment in France. However, my paper will focus on the
contributions of Lazare, arguing that he was at the origin of what became known around the
world as the “Dreyfus affair.” However, Lazare’s place in the history of the dreyfusard affair is
tainted with tragedy; because of his anarchist bent he quickly fell out of favor with other leading
dreyfusard intellectuals and died prematurely in 1903 before Dreyfus had been rehabilitated, by
which time Lazare had been reduced to a solitary voice in the political desert.
Born Lazare-Marcus Manassé Bernard, Lazare decided early on to switch the order of his
surname and first name and became simply Bernard Lazare, an innocuous enough, almost
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French-sounding surname (only underscoring his desire to assimilate and become part of the
supposedly all-embracing French Republic). In his youth he became a Symbolist author of some
repute, authoring at least one drama; Léon Blum, who had literary ambitions of his own before
entering politics, hailed him as a role model for up-and-coming poets of his generation. More
importantly, Lazare was an outspoken defender of anarchism and anarchist activists accused of
terrorism, though he never himself engaged in any form of so-called “direct action,” limiting his
support to defending a motley array of anarchists accused of acts of terrorism against the state.
France was a hotbed of political unrest at this time, and for reasons that have never been
satisfactorily explained, there was a steady stream of terrorists, such as Ravachol and Vaillant,
setting off bombs in restaurants and hotels – a fact belying the idea that France’s transition to
modernity was painless. Lazare also was a freelance political journalist and author of an
ambitious but rather idiosyncratic history of anti-Semitism in the West, L’Antisémitisme, son
histoire et ses causes (1894), at once strangely judeophobic and philosemitic, in which he
adopted the conventional wisdom (what he later would call a Jewish “self-hating” view) that the
Jew must assimilate in order to survive and prosper in France. By assimilating, French Jews
could become part of mainstream French society but in the process, of course, would lose
whatever remained of their Jewish identity. Still, as he optimistically announced in the
conclusion of this uncanny essay, anti-Semitism was bound to eventually disappear, because this
was France, an enlightened Republic that had the best interest of all its citizens at heart.

Historically, the emancipation of the Jew in France goes back to the French Revolution, to
1791, to be exact, when Robespierre (not yet the leader of the Committee on Public Safety)
helped push through a law granting Jews civil rights: “Il faut tout refuser aux Juifs comme
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Nation… et tout accorder aux Juifs comme individus” (Birnbaum 16). Overnight, French Jews
became citizens of the fledgling Republic and were sometimes compared to the survivors of the
Biblical Exodus from Egypt; however, France was not exactly the Promised Land, as the
following two centuries would show on more than one occasion. The emancipation of French
Jews did little to eradicate anti-Semitism, which Lazare would experience first-hand during the
Dreyfus affair, leading him to reevaluate his optimism regarding the prospects of an allinclusive, ethnically and racially neutral French republic. Lazare realized that the French Jew
was his own worst enemy because if he did anything at all to assert his Jewish identity he
attracted attention, suspicion, and, ultimately, persecution. And even if he did nothing at all, it
was assumed that he somehow still “looked different” and therefore must be different, i.e., a
“foreigner” who could never have the best interests of France at heart. As Sartre would later
remark in Réflexions sur l’anti-sémitisme, the Jew exists in the eyes of the other; he is the first
serious incarnation of the Other (before the arrival on French shores of the Maghrébin, during
the so-called trente glorieuses, the two decades or so of reconstruction following World War II);
if the Jew did not exist, he would have to be invented because society needed the proverbial
scapegoat. Lazare intuitively knew as much: “On ne pourra jamais détruire l’antisémitisme; on
pourra momentanément en enrayer les manifestations violentes, mais on le verra réapparaître
suivant les circonstances. Le Juif est trop nécessaire aux peuples chrétiens, l’antisemitisme trop
utile pour les possédants, les chefs d’État, les dirigeants des nations chrétiennes. Le Juif
n’existerait pas pour qu’on puisse détourner sur lui les colères de ceux qu’on spolie et sauver
ainsi les coffres-forts qu’ondoya l’eau du baptême, qu’assurément on l’inventerait” (Lazare,
Juifs et antisémites).
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Lazare would soon conclude that assimilation was impossible and turn to Zionism, which, as
it so happens, was born in the aftermath of the Dreyfus affair and quickly asserted itself as a
force to be reckoned with in the new century. After being a Jewish French nationalist, Lazare
became a Jewish nationalist tout court, but in the long run he could not sustain a working
relationship with the emerging Zionist movement. After being exposed to the views of the
Hungarian Jew Theodor Herzl, founder of modern Zionism, who found himself in Paris in a
journalistic capacity to cover the Dreyfus trial (Drake 17) and witnessed Dreyfus’s degradation
in January 1898, Lazare became a convert to the idea of creating a Jewish nation-state in
Palestine. However, he would later decide that Zionism was too “bourgeois” for his taste,
arguing that a future Jewish state would be too closely modeled on existing European nationstates and therefore, by definition, be unjust, since it would not adequately address issues of
social justice. In his March 1899 letter of resignation to the World Zionist Organization, Lazare
accused Herzl and others of being hopelessly out of touch with the needs of European Jews
generally, the overwhelming majority of whom were doubly alienated in society: not only were
they working class but, as Jews, they were also second-class citizens, confined to what amounted
to a “moral ghetto” (Lazare, Juifs et antisémites 150). Lazare wrote: “Vous êtes des bourgeois de
pensée, des bourgeois de sentiments, des bourgeois d’idées, des bourgeois de conception sociale.
Étant tels vous voulez guider un peuple, notre peuple, qui est un peuple de malheureux, de
prolétaires, vous ne pouvez le faire qu’autoritairement en voulant les conduire vers ce que vous
croyez être le bien pour eux. Vous agissez alors en dehors d’eux, au-dessus d’eux, vous voulez
faire marcher un troupeau. Avant de créer un peuple vous instituez un gouvernement agissant
financièrement et diplomatiquement et ainsi, comme tous les gouvernements, vous êtes à la
merci des échecs financiers ou diplomatiques” (Lazare, Juifs et antisemites xiii). Lazare would
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have liked to see the creation of a Jewish state incarnate the millennial dream of a utopia on
earth, a “Cité radieuse” that fulfilled the social needs and dreams of ordinary folks who just
happened to be Jewish (Lazare, Juifs et antisémites xi); however, such a scenario struck him as
highly unlikely with a moderate social democrat like Herzl at the helm of the Zionist movement.
As should be evident from all of the above, Lazare was not so much a religious visionary as a
radical socialist: “Les antisémites bourgeois et cléricaux reprochent…aux Juifs d’être des
révolutionnaires. Travaillons à mériter ce reproche. Soyons parmi les premiers de ceux qui
révendiquent les libertés humaines, parmi les premiers d’entre eux qui demandent le règne de la
justice et de l’égalité…. Nous sommes devenus un troupeau de résignés…. Il faut travailler à
nous libérer nous-mêmes et ainsi nous aiderons à libérer les autres….Nous ne devons pas nous
contenter de promener la révolution dans le monde, nous devons la réaliser en nous-mêmes, et
hors de nous en créant une nation qui accomplira la révolution sociale et idéale” (Lazare, Juifs et
anisémites xii). Herzl’s visit with the sultan of Turkey, whom Lazare denounced as the
mastermind of the Armenian genocide, consummated the break between Lazare and Herzl
(Lazare, Juifs et antisémites xiv) but also came at a time when Lazare was growing increasingly
alienated within the dreyfusard movement. Lazare would soon find himself alone, a solitary
voice in the wilderness but lacking Saint John the Baptist’s faith to sustain him.

Lazare’s history of anti-Semitism must be considered a rebuttal of the best-selling diatribe
La France Juive (1886), by Édouard Drumont (1844-1917), a wildly incongruent but vicious
pamphlet that sold hundreds of thousands of copies in its day and helped popularize antiSemitism and exacerbate racial tensions during the Dreyfus affair. It was judged so dangerous
that, along with Hitler’s Mein Kampf, it still cannot be legally purchased in France, conferring a
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certain mystique on Lazare’s work as a dreyfusard, anarchist, and Zionist who dared to
challenge Drumont and mainstream anti-Semitism and actually fought a duel with Drumont in
the summer of 1896 (two pistol shots were exchanged but neither man was injured). Who was
this Lazare, who could stand up to the centuries-old tradition of anti-Semitism? In his brochure,
Drumont presented all the well-known stereotypes of Jews, offering a “système d’explication
universelle” (Julliard and Winock 467) that “wove the three strands of Christian anti-Judaism,
‘economic’ anti-Semitism and ‘scientific’ racism into a potent synthesis” (Drake 28). By a cruel
irony of fate, it was at this precise time that various theories of racism, positing the superiority of
one race over another, were gaining ground. The theories of race offered by Joseph Arthur de
Gobineau (1816-1882) would not gain widespread acceptance until the following century, in the
Third Reich, but once again France, which gave the world the Declaration of the Rights of Man
and of the Citizen, was leading the way in “educating” the world about how to think about race
and correctly identify the racial and moral differences between Jews and Gentiles. All things
considered, the Franco-Jewish relationship is a sad chapter in an otherwise glorious history of
national self-emancipation. And, for those who question Lazare’s prescience, he did anticipate
the Holocaust, though in his estimation Europe was too civilized to even contemplate
exterminating the Jews: “je sais bien que pour les peuples chrétiens il y aurait la solution
arménienne, mais leur sensibilité ne peut leur permettre d’envisager cela” (Lazare, Juifs et
antisémites 152). Lazare was not alone in his naiveté. The unthinkable happened in Armenia, so
why could it not happen in Europe, too? Germany was a civilized country to be sure, but
Constantinople had once been the capital of the Eastern Roman Empire and was not exactly a
cultural backwater.
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Drumont’s lunatic rantings seduced the Left and the Right almost equally by explaining in
sufficient detail for the man on the street such recent traumatic events as the 1882 krach of the
Union Générale bank and the Panama Canal scandal in 1892 as part of a foreign, i.e., Jewish
conspiracy to “take over” France, situating both events in the context of a deteriorating social
climate and growing insecurity caused by the advent of a new social order based on the selfish
pursuit of riches and self-advancement, which--needless to say--was an essentially Jewish
endeavor. The irony is that Zola described the very same world in his novels; as is evident from
the twenty-odd volumes of the Rougon-Maquart cycle, Zola’s France was undergoing rapid and
fundamental change as a result of uncontrolled industrialization, and its invariable downside-economic recession--led to the all-too-familiar ills of the modern world: uncontrolled
urbanization, waves of unemployment, constant labor unrest, broken families, alcoholism,
prostitution, and, yes, growing anti-Semitism. But these analyses of France were radically
different: whereas Drumont saw an apocalyptic confrontation as the only solution for the future,
Zola adopted a gradualist, socialist approach to social change, by which France would move
slowly toward a more democratic, just, and inclusive society.

For the reactionaries, Drumont’s anti-Semitic “theories” offered a way to kill two birds with
one stone: falsely accuse the scurrilous financier as the quintessential Jew and thereby render
suspect both economic liberalism and republican secularism (Drake 29). According to Drumont,
it was all the fault of the Jews. Clearly, Barrès had understood a thing or two about elections and
knew that Jew-baiting was a winning strategy: one can almost hear him saying, “It’s the Jews,
stupid!”--anticipating Bill Clinton’s 1992 inane but winning campaign line: “It’s the economy,
stupid!” This race-baiting worked for Barrès, who got elected, and then re-elected; supporting
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Dreyfus clearly did not help Socialist Jean Jaurès, who tried to tell the truth and paid the price by
promptly losing his seat in Parliament. As for Drumont, he easily won election, albeit as a
representative of faraway French Algeria. Racial tensions were mounting in North Africa; it was
the frontline in the coming confrontation between civilizations, and its white, European-born
population (primarily French and Italian) was feeling the heat. Perhaps this explains the ease
with which Drumont sailed to victory at the polls.

To Drumont, the Jew was a cancer that threatened the health of the social body and must be
purged, literally speaking, in order for France to survive and one day prosper again. The Jew was
different, racially and culturally; he looked, acted, and talked differently, and he never
assimilated to his host culture, always working against it for his own gain. The Jew, who could
never have a homeland of his own anyway, was the quintessential traitor, a modern-day Judas.
Therefore, Dreyfus was not a real Frenchman; in the words of Le Petit Journal: “Non, le
capitaine Dreyfus ne peut pas être, n’est pas français” (Lazare, Une erreur judiciare 21). In the
words of one of Drumont’s admirers, nationalism thus could be defined as, “le Patriotisme
tourné vers les ennemis du dedans” (“patriotism directed against enemies from within”) [Julliard
and Winock 468]. In 1892, Drumont founded the newspaper La Libre Parole, which would
become the scourge of the Republic for decades to come. Drumont gradually moved toward an
authoritarian and populist form of socialism, which attempted to reconcile the working classes
with former symbols of oppression such as the monarchy and the Church; at the same time, his
ideas found fertile ground in the Left, which was still seeking its place in the new world of the
Industrial Revolution and was subject to considerable anti-Semitic bias.
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In point of fact, Lazare became the first French intellectual to publicly defend Dreyfus, already in
1895, almost three years before Zola became involved, breaking ranks with anarchism in particular and
the Left in general, which were not overly concerned about the fate of a bourgeois Jew like Dreyfus
(even though Lazare’s own background was quite similar to Dreyfus’, both men being the offspring of
wealthy provincial entrepreneurs). Not only was Dreyfus the scion of a well-to-do family and therefore a
“class enemy,” but he was also Jewish, and in fin-de-siècle France anti-Semitism was almost as rampant
on the Left as it was on the Right. What may be surprising to many readers today is that the Left was
very slow in embracing the dreyfusard cause. Future icons of French socialism such as Georges
Clemenceau and Jean Jaurès at first had been hostile to Dreyfus and did not support him until Zola
challenged them by publishing J’Accuse. Even Léon Blum (who was Jewish), did not find any reason,
initially, to object to the trial, which appeared to have been conducted above board. Future dreyfusard
heroes such as Jaurès had gone so far as to demand the death penalty for Dreyfus (Zola 27-28), while
Clemenceau had stopped at condemning Dreyfus’s “coeur abject” and “âme immonde” (Lévy, Éloge
51), adding “Si on n’a pas fusillé Dreyfus, c’est que le gouvernement ne l’a pas voulu, alors que la loi le
permettait” (Zola 28). On January 19, 1898, Jaurès signed a manifesto by the Socialist group in
Parliament, which declared: “Dans la lutte convulsive des deux fractions bourgeoises rivales, tout est
hypocrisie, tout est mensonge. Prolétaires, ne vous enrôlez dans aucun des clans de cette guerre civile
bourgeoise, méfiez-vous des ‘panamisants’ [an obvious reference to the recent Panama Canal scandal,
which led to the indictment of at least one French Jew] et des ‘judaïsants’”(Birnbaum 85). Nevertheless,
Jaurès expressed admiration for Zola’s courage and would testify on his behalf at his trial, which cost
him his seat in Parliament in the next election. Twenty years later, many on the Left still harbored strong
feelings of anti-Semitism; thus, when the notorious anti-Semitic forgery known as The Protocols of the
Elders of Zion first appeared in France after World War I, many of its readers would have situated
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themselves left of center, politically speaking, which only confirms how firmly entrenched antiSemitism was in the French national psyche.

It was not so much that the Socialist Jean Jaurès and his many comrades on the Left were antiSemites, in the modern, Nazi sense of the word--that is, that they actively sought the physical
elimination and extermination of Jews (or even their expulsion from France)--as that they were
convinced that the conflict between partisans and adversaries of Dreyfus was a confrontation between
“two rival bourgeois factions” that did not concern the Left. The French Left, including so-called
extremist fringe groups around Jules Guesde, Paul Lafargue, and the Vie Ouvrière group, who believed
that Dreyfus was innocent early on, did not have enough influence to sway public opinion (Drake 16),
and were equally suspicious of the motives of the dreyfusards to begin with. According to them, there
would not have been the same public outcry if Dreyfus had been of working class origins and the
charges different, say, promoting trade unions or calling for a strike. In Socialist circles, the affaire was
considered as an internecine bourgeois struggle between Catholics and clerics, on the one hand, and
(Jewish) capitalists, on the other, a struggle that need not need concern the working class.

How do you explain the anti-Semitism of the political Left? Marx himself had written that the worlds
of Judaism and finance were inextricably linked and constituted the foremost enemies of the working
class. Socialist leaders linked Dreyfus to the Panama scandal of 1889 (which formed the backdrop of
one of Maurice Barrès’s novels). Was not one of the most ardent dreyfusards, Joseph Reinach, the
nephew of the Jewish baron Jacques Reinach, one of the main culprits of the Panama scandal? Jaurès
wrote of Zola: “derrière lui, derrière son initiative hardie et noble, toute la bande suspecte des écumeurs
juifs marche sournoise et avide, attendant de lui je ne sais quelle réhabilitation indirecte, propices à de
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nouveaux méfaits. Derrière le semeur au geste large s’abattent les oiseaux voraces qui font leur profit de
la semence de justice avant qu’elle ait pu germer. Et par une répercussion singulière, Zola, en abbattant
une partie des forces d’oppression, risque de restaurer une partie des forces d’exploitation ” (Winock
29). The Left would remain hostage to anti-Semitism, paralyzed, as it were, and unable to fully support
Dreyfus until it was “saved” by the Right, which, as the anti-dreyfusards rallied around nationalism,
incorporated anti-Semitism as one of its leading themes, giving the Left yet another cause to adopt
whereby it might distinguish itself from the Right.

However, behind the ideological resistance of the Left to support what was essentially a bourgeois
cause one senses something else. Anti-Semitism in France has never been the purview of the Right, and
certainly not in these years when all the well-known figures on the Left were guilty of the most
outrageous slander at one time or another. Just listen to Jaurès: “Pourquoi n’y a-t-il pas en Algérie un
mouvement antijuif sérieux, tant que les juifs appliqueraient, surtout au peuple arabe, leurs procédés
d’extorsion et d’appropriation?” (Lévy, Les aventures 49). Even though he supported Zola, Jaurès still
signed the Socialist resolution quoted above. As for the prodigal Proudhon, who coined the famous
phrase “la propriété, c’est du vol,” he had this to say about Jews: “Le juif est l’ennemi du genre humain;
il faut renvoyer cette race en Asie ou l’exterminer” (Lévy, Les aventures 50).
Lazare also broke ranks with the Jewish community, which by and large kept a low profile
during the affaire, not wanting to draw unnecessary attention to itself and provoke an antiSemitic backlash by the general public. After Lazare had published his history of anti-Semitism
in the West, Mathieu Dreyfus persuaded him to investigate the case of his brother, leading to
Lazare’s publication of an inflammatory brochure, Une erreur judiciare: la vérité sur l’affaire
Dreyfus (1896; The Dreyfus Affair: A Miscarriage of Justice), which charged that Dreyfus was
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the victim of an anti-Semitic plot and urging a revision of the sentence against Dreyfus. This
eighty-odd-page brochure reviews the case against Dreyfus and provides a point-by-point
rebuttal of the charges against him, asserting beyond any reasonable doubt that he was innocent
of all of them; his one and only crime was being Jewish (though some might have added that he
was Alsatian into the bargain, bringing him that much closer to being a German!): “Il était
soldat, mais il était juif et c’est comme juif surtout qu’il a été poursuivi. C’est parce qu’il etait
juif qu’on l’a arrêté, c’est parce qu’il était juif qu’on l’a jugé, c’est parce qu’il était juif qu’on l’a
condamné, c’est parce qu’il était juif que l’on ne peut faire entendre en sa faveur la voix de la
justice et de la vérité” (Lazare, Une erreur judiciaire 6). So, in a sense, Dreyfus illustrated all
that was wrong with France in the final decade of the nineteenth century and confirmed Lazare’s
theory of anti-Semitism in the West, which he had exposed in his voluminous history of antiSemitism. To Lazare, Dreyfus was the incarnation of the persecuted Jew. Consider this: if his
name had been Dupont or Duval--and not Dreyfus--there never would have been an affair in the
first place. Dreyfus was a modern-day Calas, who was convicted because he was a Protestant, a
victim waiting for a Voltaire to come to his rescue (Lazare, Une erreur judiciaire 7). Who would
“save” Dreyfus; who would it be? Did Lazare have the clout and the public recognition to save
him? Or would it be someone else, more widely recognizable and more “French”, too, for that
matter? One hundred years later, the stakes of the Dreyfus affair have still not been definitely
resolved in France, so there is little reason to feel jubilant about the integration of ethnic
minorities in France. The riots in the suburbs, across France in the fall of 2005, as well as the
odious kidnapping and murder of a young French Jew, Ilan Halimi, at the hands of a gang of
thugs from what is euphemistically called France’s “milieux défavorisés” or “quartiers
difficiles” in the early spring of 2006, give little cause for celebration. The bad news is that
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France today is still a country racially and ethnically divided, and there is absolutely no reason to
be optimistic about the future regardless of who wins the presidential election scheduled for
spring 2007.

Unlike Voltaire, who openly condemned the wrongful conviction of the Protestant Calas on
the flimsiest of evidence, Lazare, working with Matthieu Dreyfus (Alfred’s brother), chose a
different strategy: in order not to alienate potential supporters on the Left, they decided that they
would make their case by attacking the lack of evidence against Dreyfus rather than pursue the
far more plausible (but politically “incorrect”) “Jewish trail” and charge that Dreyfus was
convicted because he happened to be a Jew in the wrong place at the right time (to be blamed for
the treason that had occurred, which was undisputable).

Rereading Lazare, one cannot help but be reminded of Zola’s incisive critique of the entire
French justice system. Lazare invokes the same grand principle of eternal justice, the same
outrage, the same grandiloquent rhetoric: “quand la liberté d’un homme est lesée, quand un
innocent est frappé, c’est là une atteinte à l’éternelle justice.…Il ne faut plus que désormais
qu’on puisse un matin saisir un homme, le retrancher du monde, étouffer sa voix, le condamner
dans un cachot clos, sans que rien de ce qui le défend ou l’accusé puisse être connu au-dehors.
La liberté de tous les citoyens se trouve atteinte par la façon atroce dont quelqu’un a été jugé, et
c’est les défendre tous que d’en défendre un seul. J’ai défendu le capitaine Dreyfus, mais j’ai
aussi défendu la justice et la liberté” (Ory and Sirinelli 23-24). He ended with an exhortation that
the guilty parties be exposed, identifying them by name, accusing them of judicial murder, much
like Zola in his famous article J’Accuse.
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Unlike his first article published in the fall of 1896, Une erreur judiciaire was noticed by all
and sundry; virtually overnight Lazare became a lodestar in the struggle to free Dreyfus. He even
fought a duel against that arch anti-Semite Edmond Drumont. However, Lazare gradually would
become alienated from the dreyfusard camp, in large part because of his growing interest in
Zionism. By 1898 he was a member of the executive committee of the Zionist Congress.
However, unlike other Jewish dreyfusards, Lazare was growing acutely aware of his ethnicity,
and feeling increasingly out of place in the supposedly all-embracing French Republic. Because
the Dreyfus affair was also about affirming the supremacy of the secular Republic against its
enemies, there was little room for a non-conformist like Lazare who, upon realizing that he was
different, sought recognition of his ethnic identity. There still is not, as the riots of November
2004 suggest; however, the French Republic still likes to think of itself as a melting pot, of
citizens who are equal in rights and opportunity, if not in origin.

Lazare’s friends promised him support but did little or nothing to help; for all practical
purposes Lazare was alone, yet he persevered and went on to publish two additional brochures,
detailing, for example, the farcical attempts by the “astrologue graphologue Bertillon” to prove
that Dreyfus had somehow forged his own handwriting and concluding that Dreyfus had been
done in by what we today would call the “system.” More than a century later one empathizes
with his frustration. Lazare soon grew disillusioned with the lack of progress and ceased to take
an active part in the affair. Besides, by now other prominent French intellectuals had come
aboard, and Lazare’s services were no longer urgently needed. One modern critic compares him
to an errand boy (Oriol in Lazare, Une erreur judiciaire ix), charged with performing menial
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clerical tasks. Much to Lazare’s chagrin he was not even invited to the banquet held to celebrate
the liberation of Picquart and the return to France of both Zola and Dreyfus in the summer of
1899 (Oriol in Lazare, Une erreur judiciaire xi).

There is no question that Lazare’s Une erreur judiciaire, la vérité sur l’affaire Dreyfus made
an impression on future dreyfusards and on the prosecution. The government could not very well
respond, because to take issue with Lazare would be to engage in a de facto review (révision) of
the 1894 conviction; for the same reason it chose not to pursue Lazare for defamation, much to
the chagrin of the anti-Semitic Parisian gutter press, which was clamoring for Jewish blood.
Tragically, Lazare would not live to see the rehabilitation of Dreyfus; in 1903 he died at the age
of thirty-eight, of colon cancer, leaving a mixed legacy. Although he was the first de facto
dreyfusard intellectual to take a public stand in favor of Dreyfus, by the time of his death, he had
been disowned by the dreyfusards as a maverick loner unwilling to see the larger picture of the
struggle, and he had become persona non grata on the Left, having denounced Karl Marx
himself as a “jealous authoritarian, unfaithful to his own ideas, driving the Internationale away
from its goals.” Lazare published his last articles on Dreyfus in the U.S., which is a sad
commentary; moreover, his reputation is equally ambiguous in Israel, no doubt because of his
anarchist politics. Perhaps, at heart, Lazare was an anarchist, suggesting that we revise our
conventional understanding of anarchism as a form of terrorism. In point of fact, the anarchists
were among the first supporters of Dreyfus; to them, his wrongful conviction was further proof
that France was still a fundamentally reactionary society in desperate need of a scapegoat to
cover up its true nature (Oriol in Lazare, Une erreur judiciaire x), so that it would be free to
continue to exploit the working class. Lazare defended Dreyfus; he decried anti-Semitism as an
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abomination; and he was unconditional in his critique of social injustice in France; however, he
was keenly aware that other ethnicities around the world also suffered unjustly and was quick,
for example, to condemn the Turkish oppression of the Armenians. Lazare was the quintessential
public intellectual, free of all ties and ready to do battle wherever and whenever against all
enemies of justice.

Notes
1

“lever de rideau” (Sirinelli, Intellectuels et passions françaises 17-18).
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Nicholas of Cusa: Absolute Art

“But I see the invisible truth of your face… not with the eyes of flesh, which examine this icon
of you, but with the eyes of the mind and the intellect. Your true face is absolute of every
contraction. It has neither quality nor quantity, nor is it of time or place, for it is the absolute
form, which is the face of faces.”
Nicholas of Cusa

Writing in the middle of the 15th century, at the height of perspectivalism, Nicholas of
Cusa’s mystical text De Visione Dei provides us with a visual experiment that is both
medieval and modern. In effect, called “the principle gatekeeper between medieval and
modern philosophy,” he both illustrates the contradiction and explains the profound continuity
between the two traditions. Ernst Cassirer explains as follows:
“Cusanus played an important role both in the re-awakening of objectivity and in the
deepening of subjectivity. His greatness and his historical singularity consist in his having
brought about this change not in opposition to the religious ideas of the Middle Ages, but
from the standpoint of these ideas themselves. His ‘discovery of nature and of man’ was
accomplished from the very heart of religion, where he sought to base and to anchor that
discovery.”1
This simultaneous deepening of objectivity and subjectivity, of a medieval God who is
absolute and omnivoyant and a modern subject limited to a perspective that is necessarily
partial, 2 finds a point of indiscretion in Cusa’s fundamental concepts of docta ignorantia and
1

Ernst Cassirer, (1963) The Individual and the Cosmos in Renaissance Italy, NY: Harper and Row, pg. 36.
Michel de Certeau describes these two visions as follows: “The work of this contradiction affects equally two
historical moments of vision: in the very framework of the renascent aesthetic, in which the analysis of points of
view, relations between moving points, is imposing little by little a problematics of perspective…[and in] a
medieval problematics of the gaze, universal and stable, which overhangs all things and each particular thing… practices which correspond to two historical and anthropological “visions.”” Michel de Certeau, The Gaze, in
Diacritics, 22.2, p. 18.
2

1
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coincidentia oppositorum.

These concepts were the fruit of his return journey from

Constantinople, where the Pope had sent him to seek Greek participation in a union council
that was to take place in Italy. His return voyage lasted from November 27, 1437 until
February 8, 1438,3 and it was during this time that the overwhelming experience of coming
into contact with the Eastern Church inspired a “celestial gift” that transformed his
understanding of God into one of mystical unknowing, a vision that would be the direct
inspirational force of his next and most famous work, On Learned Ignorance and all those to
follow. In the letter Cusa sent to Cardinal Julian which was appended to On Learned
Ignorance, Cusa wrote:
“Accept now, Reverend Father, what for so long I desired to attain by different paths of
learning but previously could not until returning by sea from Greece when by what I believe
was a celestial gift from the Father of Lights, from whom comes every perfect gift, I was led
to embrace incomprehensibles incomprehensibly in learned ignorance, by transcending those
incorruptible truths that can humanly be known. This learned ignorance I have, in the one
who is the truth, now set loose in these books…”4
If this apophatic unknowing is not unique to Cusa, his attempt to illustrate the
apophatic by means of geometric figures is indeed original. In On Learned Ignorance, Cusa
uses an infinite line to describe God, and then, by means of mathematics, shows the line to be
a triangle which he associates with the Trinity, a circle symbolizing unity, and finally a sphere
that unites contraries and symbolizes the actual existence of God, whose “center is
everywhere and circumference nowhere.”5 He takes up the figure of the sphere again in his
later works De Ludo Globi, which describes a game involving the rolling of a ball whose
surface is concave at one end, and De Beryllo, which describes a prism or lens which gives
the spectator a God’s eye view, “God’s unfolding of created being from himself,”6 by

3

This information is taken from Bond (1997) “Introduction” in Nicholas of Cusa: Selected Spiritual Writings,
opus cite, footnote 154, pg. 318. For a further discussion of this journey, see Peter Casarella, 1996, pg. 284.
4
In Learned Ignorance, cited in Nicholas of Cusa : Selected Spiritual Writings, 1997, NY: Paulist Press, pg.
205-206.
5
See book one, 1-89, pp. 85-127, cited in Nicholas of Cusa, opus cité.
6
Cited in Pauline Watts (1982) Nicolaus Cusanus : A Fifteenth-century vision of man, Leiden: Brill, pg. 154.
2
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refracting the eye’s single field of vision into multiple images.7 This “view from nowhere” is
contrasted with Cusa’s description of the necessarily situated and hence relative point of view
of the human subject. Seeing always from a single perspective, and hence incapable of
distinguishing between rest and motion, great and small, the human gaze can never reach the
shore of objectivity. In an oft-cited passage of On Learned Ignorance Cusa writes:
“How would a passenger know that one’s ship was being moved, if one did not know that the
water was flowing past and if the shores were not visible from the ship in the middle of the
water? Since it always appears to every observer, whether on the earth, the sun, or another
star, that one is, as if, at an immovable center of things and that all else is being moved, one
will always select different poles in relation to oneself, whether one is on the sun, the earth,
the moon, Mars, and so forth. Therefore, the world machine will have, one might say, its
center everywhere and its circumference nowhere, for its circumference and center is God,
who is everywhere and nowhere.”8
Yet Cusa’s most far-reaching illustration of communication between finite “quantum”
vision and the infinite spherical vision of God can be found in his text De Visione Dei, where
he juxtaposes two visions of space located in a single icon portraying both a vision of God
and God’s vision of us, as the ambiguous title indicates. He writes: “Your eye, O Lord,
reaches toward all things without turning. Our eye must turn itself toward an object because
of the quantum angle of our vision. But the angle of your vision, O God, is not quantum but
infinite. It is also a circle, or rather, an infinite sphere because your sight is an eye of
sphericity and of infinite perfection. For your sight sees all things simultaneously around and
above and below.”9 Developing the concept of infinite space10 that had found a geometrical
representation in the architectural innovation of the vanishing point, Cusa places it within

7

Cusa describes the Beryl as follows : « The beryl is a clear, bright and transparent stone, to which is given a
concave as well as a covex form, and by looking through it, one attains what was previously invisible. In the
intellectual beryl, which possesses both the maximum and the minimum in the same way, is adapted to the
intellectual eyes, the indivisible principle of all things is attained.” De Beryllo, pp. 4-5, cited in Pauline Watts,
opus cite, pg. 173.
8
De Docta Ignorantia, II, 12, 162, cited in Nicholas of Cusa: Selected Spiritual Writings, (1997), Lawrence
Bond (ed.) NY: Paulist Press, pp. 160-161.
9
Dei Visione Dei, cited in Nicholas of Cusa : Selected Spiritual Writings (1997), chapter 8:30, pg. 249.
10
Alexandre Koyré emphasizes the novelty of Cusa’s concept of infinity: “It was Nicholas of Cusa, the last great
philosopher to mark the end of the declining Middle Ages, who was the first to reject the medieval conception of
the Cosmos, and to whom is often attributed the merit, or the crime, of having asserted the infinity of the
universe.” Du monde clos à l’univers infini, Paris, pp. 8,9 (all translations from the French are my own).
3
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God’s eye, which retains its medieval and religious function by gazing out of the painting at
the monk according to the inverse perspective of the medieval icon. That is to say, by placing
the infinite vanishing point in God’s eye, which gazes out of the painting rather than receding
as linear perspective should, Cusa directly reverses the fundamental rule by means of which
artificial perspective can be correctly viewed: a fixed and unique eye not within the painting,
but from a fixed position outside it. If God’s eye is fixed and unique, Cusa’s spectator is not,
for it is not only a group of monks, and hence not single, but a group of monks who are
specifically requested to move about the room to ascertain that God’s eye effectively follows
them wherever they go.11 Rather than applying his science of infinity to the cosmos, as his
disciple Giordano Bruno would later do, Cusa’s De Visione Dei applies it to God’s gaze. This
point of infinite intensity, God’s eye, where the infinitely small and the infinitely great meet,
gazes equally on one and all. Yet to understand how the exclusive gaze can become allinclusive would entail reuniting each perspectival angle, each ray of God’s vision, and thus

11

This difference between artificial perspective and Cusa’s icon is aptly described by Clifton Olds, who writes :
“In addition to the identity of the Tegernsee image, there is also the question of whether the gaze of Cusanus’
icon can be related in any way to developments in the realm of optical theory and pictorial perspective.
Renaissance perspective, as it was formulated by Brunelleschi and Alberti, is predicated upon the laws of optics
as those were understood in the fifteenth century; but the vision of God – and for that matter the gaze of the icon
– actually runs counter to those laws, since it assumes no fixed point of reference. In fact, the principle of onepoint perspective runs absolutely counter to Cusanus’ metaphor, in that the former assumes that the viewer of the
painting is always standing directly in front of it, his eyes on a level with the vanishing point, and at a specific
distance from the image. As a demonstration of our own limited – or to use Cusanus’ adjective, « contracted » vision, Renaissance perspective is itself an ideal metaphor, one that Cusanus could have employed in drawing
the contrast between God’s all-seeing eye and our own barrel vision. It is antithetical to the limitless vision of
God, however; and Cusanus would have been the first to see the contradiction.
There is however, one way of relating linear perspective to the vision of God, in that the point to which
all parallel lines appear to converge is assumed to rest at infinity. By implication, then, the lines that converge
upon that point can also be thought to radiate from that point, a phenomenon that might serve as a limited
metaphor for God’s vision in the light of Cusanus’ constant equation of God and infinity. Indeed, the vanishing
point as it is conceived by Renaissance theorists is the perfect analogy to Cusanus’ concept of the finis sine fine.
But these analogies are mine, not Cusanus’. Cusanus was a close friend of Paolo dal Pozzo Toscanelli, the
famous Florentine scientist who may have advised Brunelleschi in his experiments with perspective ; but there is
little evidence in Cusanus’ writings that he considered or even understood the Renaissance painter’s use of
perspective devices. His treatises abound in references to what a perceptual psychologist would understand as
perspective, but not what Alberti or Masaccio understood by that term.” Cited in “Aspect and Perspective in
Renaissance Thought” in (1996) Christianson/Izbicki (eds.), Nicholas of Cusa on Christ and the Church, NY:
Brill, pg. 254.
For a different point of view, which sees Cusa as directly involved with advances in artificial
perspective, see Karsten Harries, Infinity and Perspective (2001) Cambridge: MIT, pp. 1-124. Harries does not
take into account Cusa’s text De Icona Dei in this study, and his otherwise convincing arguments appear a bit
partial, in our opinion, due to the absence of this text in his exposition of Cusa’s perspectival vision.
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each individual. Thus each singular person depends upon all other persons to come to an
understanding of the whole. If God’s gaze constitutes a vanishing point that is a “quasinothingness,”12 this reflecting point or hole does not recede as artificial perspective should,
but gazes back, advancing toward the viewer, who sees himself as the recipient of this
nothingness and, in disbelief, seeks the confirmation of the social. Rather than lying in the
individual’s experience of God’s gaze, the mystical, for Nicolas of Cusa, lies precisely in this
turn to the other, and hence in the relationship between vision and language.

12

Michel de Certeau, opus cité, pg. 14. “The gaze of the painting constitutes a point. According to the constant
theory of Nicholas of Cusa as he takes it up again in the Theological Complement, the point is in itself a “quasinothingness” (prope nihil), but it is endowed with an infinite “fecundity,” it is “at once” next to nothing in an
analytic perspective, and nearly everything in a dynamic perspective…”
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The Gaze of God

Cusa wrote De Visione Dei in 1453, when he was bishop of Bressanone-Brixen. He
wrote it at the request of the Benedictine monks of the Abbey at Tegernsee,13 who had asked
him for an explanation of the coincidence of opposites that he had expounded in his text On
Learned Ignorance. Seeking a “similitude” of God in order to “transport [the monks] to
things divine,” Cusa tells the brothers that among human works he has “found no image more
suitable for our purpose than that of an all-seeing figure.”14 He thus accompanies his written
text with “an icon of God,”15 probably depicting the face of Christ.16 The specification of an
13

De Beryllo was also written for the Tegernsee monks.
Nicolas of Cusa, “De Visione Dei”, in Nicolas of Cusa: Selected Spiritual Writings, 1997, N.Y.: Paulist Press,
pg. 235.
15
Agnès Minazzoli describes Nicolas of Cusa’s icon and text as follows: “In 1453, when the great art of the icon
is collapsing along with the empire of Constantinople, Nicholas of Cusa retains all the evocative force of the
Greek eikôn while at the same time giving it a new dimension in modern painting by attributing the iconic power
of revelation to several paintings whose subject is not necessarily religious… Nicholas of Cusa’s De Icona
attains, in the mysticism of the gaze and of the Verb, an unequalled and doubtlessly exceptional dimension.
Progressively, in effect, the term icona will take on a far more restricted and diluted meaning.” Agnès
Minazzoli, “ “Imago”/”Icona”: Esquisse d’une problématique”, pp. 314,315, cited in Nicée II : 787-1987, (1987)
Boespflug/Lossky (eds.), Paris : Cerf.
16
Only a figure portraying Christ could presume to represent the vision of God, but if this were not proof
enough, the entire end of Cusa’s work is devoted to Jesus Christ who is explicitly referred to as the subject of the
icon, and the incarnation of the coincidence of contraries. We read for instance: “The eye of the mind cannot be
satiated in seeing you, O Jesus, because you are the completion of all mental beauty, and at this icon I conjecture
about your exceedingly wonderful and astonishing gaze, O Jesus… [f]or while you walked in this world of
sense, you, Jesus, used eyes of flesh similar to ours… But to this your most perfect, although finite, human
sight, contracted to an organ, there was united an absolute and infinite sight, and through it you, as God, equally
saw all things and each, absent as well as present, past as well as future. Therefore, with your human eye, O
Jesus, you saw the visible accidents, but with your divine and absolute sight you saw the substance of things. No
one constituted in flesh, except you, O Jesus, ever perceived the substance or quiddity of things. You alone most
truly saw the soul and spirit and whatever else there is in the human being… Thus, in you, O Jesus, the
intellectual faculty of sight subsists not in itself but in the absolute power of sight.” Cited in Nicholas of Cusa:
Selected Spiritual Writings, (1997) NY: Paulist Press, pp. 278-280.
Some scholars have pointed out that the icon could have been a portrait, or even a self-portrait, painted in the
style of the Byzantine icon, as may have been the case with the painting mentioned by Cusa of Roger Van der
Weyden. This is notably the position of Erwin Panofsky in his “Facies illa Rogeri maximi pictoris” (1955) and
Early Netherlandish Painting (see page 148). He develops this position further in reference to Albrecht Dürer’s
Christ-like self-portrait painted the following century in his work The Life and Art of Albrecht Dürer. Werner
Beierwaltes also discusses this painting as suitable in reference to Cusa’s endeavor. See his Visio Facialis:
Sehen ins Angesicht, München, 1988, pp. 51-56. Clifton Olds summarizes the import of these self-portraits to
Cusa’s endeavor as follows: “…here is a case in which the original spectator of the image is not only the person
represented in the image, but a person who sees in his own face – the face that he has created – the image of the
God who sees him and who created him. Had Cusanus lived to see this remarkable picture, he might well have
considered it a simile superior to those he cited in the opening of his treatise, although the element of superbia
might have disturbed him. Cusanus did not live to see this painting however; and there is no proof that Dürer
knew the writings of Cusanus. Until such proof is forthcoming, we can say no more than that the analogy is
provocative.” Clifton Olds (1996) opus cité, pg. 263.
14
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“all seeing figure” ought not to mislead us into assuming that this icon was in fact any
different from other medieval icons, for all icons that portray a face frontally on the
intersecting line of vision will create the illusion of an omnivoyant figure. In this sense, all
icons are omnivoyant. Though the icon has been lost, its typology was most probably nothing
other than that of the Veronika, the Western version of the Eastern acheiropoietic icon, which
seems to have been in vogue in Europe at that time. Cusa himself cites three other examples,
among them a lost portrait by Roger van der Weyden in Brussels,17 and a Veronica found in
his own chapel at Koblenz. The hospice founded by Cusa in Kues also retains to this day a
Veronica figure (see Figure I).18 It is thus fairly safe to assume that the icon he sent to
Tegernsee was a copy of a Vera Icona, and this is further substantiated in that one of the
letters that Cusa wrote to the Abbot and monks of Tegernsee contains an image of Veronica’s
veil on the foreleaf.19
The monks were instructed to set up the icon on a northern wall and to undertake a
series of experiments in seeing under its gaze. First they were to stand in a semi-circle around
the icon, contemplating it in silence in order to establish that indeed their seeing was a being
seen, for they are transfixed by the gaze of God. Standing still in silent contemplation, the
monks are to recognize themselves as the sole recipient of the icon’s piercing gaze. Because
the imagination cannot conceive of the fixed gaze as capable of moving, the monks are next
asked to switch places, those in the west moving to the east, and vice versa. They are asked to
record the astonishment felt at having been followed by the gaze, for “[s]ince he knows that
the icon is fixed and unchanged, he will marvel at the changing of its unchangeable gaze.”20

17

Probably seen during his visit to Philip the Good at the end of 1452.
This image is copied from R. Haupst, who uses it as frontispiece to his “Nachwort der Herausgebers” in
MFCG, 18 (1989).
19
This information is taken from footnote 13, p. 324 of Cusa’s text, edited by Hugh Bond. In the introduction,
Bond confirms this correlation: “This sounds very much like the icon known in the West as the “Holy Visage.”
In the East it is called the “icon made without hands, or the “icon of the Lord of the cloth” (cited footnote 13,
page 81).
20
Cusa, De Visione Dei, opus cité, pg. 236.
18
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Each monk is then asked to circumambulate the icon, from east to west and back again in a
silent procession, in order to “discover that the icon’s gaze continuously follows him.”21
Cusa explained the paradox of this divine vision that was both fixed and moving by
playing upon the etymology of theos, God in Greek, deriving from it both theoro, to look or
behold, and theo, to run. In his De Querendo Deum he writes for instance: “Theos is taken
from theoro, which means “I see” and “I run.” The seeker, therefore, has to run by means of
seeing in order to be able to reach Theos, who sees all things. Therefore, seeing bears a
likeness to the path on which the seeker has to proceed.”22 The soul therefore seeks or
follows after God by means of vision. And this vision remains somehow aloof from the
objects of sight, just as the retina, according to Aristotle’s De Anima, sees all colors only
because it is itself colorless.23 Seeing then, is not a static phenomenon, but a moving and
penetrating activity. In this sense, sight is as limitless as God, and thus it represents the point
of coincidence between the human and the divine, as Cusa’s etymology indicates.24 And
because God’s seeing is infinite, the monk’s seeking must also become so, running ever
forward into the infinite vanishing point of God’s black eye. Here Cusa can be seen as
repeating Gregory of Nyssa’s epektasis, the seeing which is nothing other than an endless
seeking. Ernst Cassirer gives a beautiful analogy of this epektasis in reference to Cusa when
he writes of man’s being made in the image of ‘absolute art,’ a phrase we have borrowed as
the title of this chapter.25
21

Ibid.
De Querendo Deum, verse 19, p. 218 (again from the Paulist Press edition).
23
Clyde Lee Miller comments on this correlation as follows:
“In the domain of things visible and colored, vision is not to be found nor is it given the name of any of the
colors. In the realm of the colored (and extended), vision thus counts as nothing rather than something. Yet it is
through the discriminations made by unnamed and unseen vision that every color seen is named.” Clyde Lee
Miller, (2003) Reading Cusanus, Washington DC: The Catholic University of America Press, pg. 9.
24
This etymology is of course not unique to Cusa. It has a long history both in Greek etymology and Christian
theology, and Cusa was most probably aware of Eriugena’s comparison of God’s speaking and/as creating to his
seeing and/as creating.
25
“Let us assume that God, who is the power of creation pure and simple, is the ‘absolute art’. If this absolute
art should decide to embody itself in an image, two ways would be possible. It could create an image that
contained as much perfection as a created thing can contain. But then the image could never step beyond the
limit of possible perfection because it already stood at that very limit. Or the absolute art could produce a less
22
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Up to this point, the “perfection of seeing” attributed to God has addressed itself to
each monk as unique and individual, watching him both as he stood still and moved about the
room and teaching him individually how to see(k) God in return. The monks thus experience
that they alone receive God’s exclusive gaze, for “the face will seem to regard him alone.”26
Cusa seems to be describing a divine psychoanalysis in which the subject is constituted
through the gaze of the other and as its object of desire, or what Cusa calls love. The gaze
acts “as if it cared only for the one on whom its gaze seems to rest and for no other, and to
such an extent that the one whom it regards cannot conceive that it should care for another.”27
And again: “By no imagining, Lord, do you allow me to conceive that you love anything
other than me more than me, for it is I alone that your gaze does not abandon. And since the
eye is there wherever love is, I experience that you love me… Your seeing Lord, is your
loving.”28 But the Lord’s seeing is also his being, and as such it constitutes the monk’s being
as a being seen. The subject thus comes to be as the object of the gaze, a being desired which
is nothing other than a being seen: “…for I exist only insomuch as you are with me. And
since your seeing is your being, therefore, because you regard me, I am, and if you remove

perfect image, but one which had the power of constantly heightening itself and of making itself more and more
similar to the original. There can be no doubt which of these two images is preferable. Imagine the portrait of a
man, similar to the model in all features, but standing there mute and dead; then imagine another portrait which,
though less similar to the original, nevertheless received from its creator the gift of movement. The two images
stand in the same relationship as would these two portraits. Precisely in this sense, our mind is the complete and
living image of infinite art. For although the actual mind, at the beginning of creation, is far inferior to this
infinite art, it nevertheless possesses an innate power through which it can become more and more like it. Thus,
the proof of the mind’s specific perfection consists in its refusal to stand still at any attained goal and in its
constant questioning and striving beyond the goal. The eye, as a sense organ, is neither satiated nor limited by
anything visible; for the eye can never have too much of seeing; likewise, intellectual vision is never satisfied
with a view of the truth.” Ernst Cassirer, opus cité, pp. 68-69. Cassirer sees in this idea the very heart of
Renaissance particularity. He thus continues this citation as follows: “…with this thought, perhaps, the basic
Faustian attitude of the Renaissance received its clearest philosophical expression and its deepest philosophical
justification. The striving for the infinite, the inability to stop at anything given or attained is neither a fault nor a
shortcoming of the mind; rather, it is the seal of its divine reign and of its indestructibility. We can easily follow
this basic and characteristic Renaissance motif as it penetrates every sphere of intellectual endeavour and is
modified in each of them…” He is obviously unaware of this theme in Gregory of Nyssa and within the
apophatic mystical tradition more generally. A study thus appears to be in order tracing the influences of
apophatic mysticism on renaissance thought.
26
Cusa, De Visione Dei, opus cite, pg. 236.
27
Ibid.
28
Ibid., pg. 239.
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your face from me, I will cease to be.”29 If what the monk sees is his being seen,30 this
reflexivity works both ways, for it implies that God as well depends upon the human gaze in
order to constitute Himself as individual. “What other, O Lord, is your seeing, when you look
upon me with the eye of mercy, than your being seen by me? In seeing me, you, who are the
hidden God, give yourself to be seen by me… nor is your being seen other than your seeing
29

Ibid. pg. 240.
This reciprocity may have been inspired by Meister Eckhart, who similarly wrote : “One should know that to
know God and to be known by God, to see God and to be seen by God, are in reality one and the same. To know
and to see God [is to know and see] that he is the one who causes us to see and know.” Sermon 76, Videte
qualem caritatem, cited in Teacher and Preacher, pg. 327. Another striking passage which echoes Eckhart can
be found in Cusa’s text Dialogus de Deo abscondito, written as a dialogue between a pagan and a Christian
where we read:
“PAGAN: Who is the God you worship?
CHRISTIAN: I do not know.
PAGAN: How can you so earnestly worship that which you do not know?
CHRISTIAN: It is because I do not know that I worship.” […]
“CHRISTIAN: I know that everything I know is not God and that everything I conceive is not like God, but
rather God surpasses all these.
PAGAN: Therefore, God is nothing.
CHRISTIAN: God is not nothing, for this nothing has the name “nothing”.” (verse I, pg. 209, and verse 9, pg.
211, cited in Nicholas of Cusa (1997) opus cité)
Cusa’s complicatio (enfolding) and explicatio (unfolding) are likewise similar to Eckhart’s bullitio and ebullito.
For Cusa, as for Eckhart, the One is beyond creator and created, just as it is beyond all dualities. Cusa writes in
De visione dei: “For creation’s going out from You is creation’s going in unto You; and unfolding is enfolding.”
(Cited in Clyde Lee Miller (2003), pg. 163).
The importance of the thought of Meister Eckhart on Nicholas of Cusa is well known, especially regarding the
concept of docta ignorantia. When accused of heresy in 1442 by Johannes Wenck who noted similarities
between Cusa and the heretical Dominican, Nicholas defended Eckhart rather than marking his distance. Donald
Duclow, who points to other striking similarities, warns however, about exaggerating Eckhart’s influence on
Cusa. He writes: “The question of Eckhart’s influence thus becomes complicated as Cusanus reads, among
others, Proclus, Pseudo-Dionysios, Eriugena, and Albert the Great. Hence, even where Eckhart speaks most
directly to Nicholas’ metaphysics and spirituality, we should be wary of claiming too direct a connection
between their teachings.” Cited in Donald Duclow, “Nicholas of Cusa in the Margins of Meister Eckhart: Codex
Cusanus 21” in Nicholas of Cusa in Search of God and Wisdom, Christianson/Izbicki (eds.) NY: Brill, pp. 68-69.
Karsten Harries points to what I find to be the most meaningful correspondence when he describes the role of the
sphere for Cusa in relation to the transcendence of subjectivity. He writes: “To understand how or even that
there are perspectives different from my own, I must be capable of transcending myself. Our perspectives are
not prisons, but can be surpassed in thought. This transcendence of thought makes it possible to oppose to the
embodied concrete “I” and its perspectival vision the idea of a pure “I” whose vision would be beyond and thus
free from the distortion of all perspectives… As long as I remain a concrete individual, my vision remains
perspectival and I cannot identify myself with this pure “I” or with Eckhart’s soul. Only to disembodied thought
are all things equally close. But this possibility haunts man: can he not turn inward, away from the world of the
senses, and transcend his embodied self in thought? Thus Eckhart maintains that to the soul all things are
equally close. Again the metaphor of the sphere suggests itself, and in the case of the soul, too, the sphere must
be thought as infinite, for I cannot think of anything which would limit the reach of my soul; in thinking such
limits I am already beyond them… The self-transcendence which is the foundation of Eckhart’s mysticism is
also the foundation of the ideal of objectivity which was to govern the new science. That ideal cannot be
separated from the idea of a pure subject.” “The Infinite Sphere: Comments on the History of a Metaphor” in
Journal of the History of Philosophy, Volume XIII, January, 1975, n°1, pg. 11.
See also more generally, Josef Koch, “Nikolaus von Kues und Meister Eckhart”; Rudolf Haubst, “Nikolaus von
Kues als Interpret und Verteidiger Meister Eckharts”; Clyde Lee Miller, “Meister Eckhart in Nicholas of Cusa’s
1456 Sermon: Ubi est qui natus est rex Iudeorum?”; Elizabeth Brient, “Meister Eckhart and Nicholas of Cusa
on the “Where” of God.”
30
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one who sees you.”31 As with Brunelleschi’s perspectival painting, vision is shown to be
constituted by a reflexivity that is nothing other than the gaze of the mirror, for, as Cusa
points out, “the eye is like a mirror.”32 As Michel de Certeau has shown in his beautiful
article devoted to Cusa’s De Visione Dei, the mirror, for Cusa and his contemporaries, “is the
place located inside the painted framework… that circumscribes the appearance of another
world. Inside, it makes visible an outside… that cannot be seen in the scene represented by
the painting and that is, however, already at work in it… Geometry becomes a science of the
mirror, but to the extent that it consists in seeing something invisible in a visible place…”33
The Other, as mirror of the self, reveals that the subject is self-different, that the other is its
own invisibility, which, made visible without, is already at work invisibly within as its truth.
“Every face, therefore, which can behold your face sees nothing that is other or different from
itself, because it sees there its own truth.”34 Yet as Cusa makes clear, recognizing its truth in
the mirror does not entail understanding the mirror as a reflection of the self, but rather the
self as a reflection of the mirror, which gives its identity to each and all in its own face, but
also to each as all in the face of faces.35
“While anyone looks into this mirror, one sees one’s own form in the form of forms, which is
the mirror. And one judges the form which one sees in the mirror to be the image of one’s
own form since this is the case with a polished material mirror. Yet the contrary is true. For
that which one sees in this mirror of eternity is not an image but what one sees is the truth of
which one who sees is an image. Therefore, in you my God the image is the truth and the
exemplar of all things and of each one of them that exists or can exist.”36
Cusa follows Saint Paul’s words in his Letter to the Corinthians, when he writes that we are
all, “our faces unveiled and revealed, serving as an optical mirror to reflect the “glory of the
31

Cusa, De Visione Dei, opus cite, pg. 241.
, Ibid., pg. 249.
33
Michel de Certeau, The Gaze: Nicholas of Cusa, in Diacritics, Fall, 1987, pp. 8-10.
34
Cusa, De Visione Dei, opus cité, pg. 243.
35
Louis Dupré concurs, describing the radicality of this reversal of the mirror’s function as follows:
“From this human perfection of the divine face, Cusanus does not conclude, as projectionist theories of religion
(from Feuerback to Freud) have done, that therefore the absolute is no more than the mirror image of human
subjectivity. Quite the opposite, the divine mirror here is what constitutes the face, not the face the mirror
image.” Louis Dupré, (1996) “The Mystical Theology of Cusanus’ De Visione Dei” in Nicholas of Cusa on
Christ and the Church Christianson/Izbicki (eds.) NY: Brill, pg. 216.
36
Cusa, De Visione Dei, opus cite, pg. 264.
32
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Lord,” we are transformed into and according to his icon, moving from glory to glory…”37 In
this sense, the icon as mirror reflects not the physical face but the soul’s absolute or original
face, “the face I had before the world was born,” to quote Yeats.38 And this absolute face can
be seen and recognized only by a vision that runs (theo) ever onwards, seeing not with the
eyes of the flesh but the eyes of the mind. Cusa writes:
“But I see the invisible truth of your face, represented in this contracted shadow here, not with
the eyes of flesh, which examine this icon of you, but with the eyes of the mind and the
intellect. Your true face is absolute from every contraction. It has neither quality nor
quantity, nor is it of time or place, for it is the absolute form, which is the face of faces.”39
The icon is thus no ordinary mirror of one’s physical appearance, but the mirror of
one’s own unknown and infinite soul, of one’s own self-difference. As such it reflects the
subject’s own vanishing point, the mise-en-abyme of its own identity, which is finally as
infinitely unknowable as God. In a certain sense then, because this inner vanishing point is
difficult to accept, God’s gaze can be understood as a ruse based upon an Aristotelian
appraisal of human nature in that “there is none that doth not prefer its own-being to that of all
others.”40 But once one realizes that one’s very being depends upon the gaze of alterity, just
as one’s own gaze constitutes divine being, this interdependency reveals the very invisibility
at work in vision. If the divine can only be seen “in a mirror, in an icon, in an enigma,”41 the
monk can begin to see God’s eye as a vanishing point letting onto a dimension beyond sight, a
seeing in the dark. “In all faces, the face of faces is seen veiled and in enigma. It is not seen
unveiled so long as one does not enter into a certain secret and hidden silence beyond all faces
37

Translation by Jean-Luc Marion, Dieu sans l’être, pg. 35.
Werner Beierwaltes comments on this as follows : “Der creative Blick des absoluten Angesichts, aus sich
selbst herausgehend und dadurch Anderes, als er selbst ist, konstituierend oder formend, ist im Vergleich zur
Abschattung (umbra) des ihm Eigenen zur endlichen, bildhaften ‘contractio’ des Absoluten die Seinsbegrundende “Wahrheit und das unangemessenste Mass aller Angesichte”… In der Absoluten seine eigene
Wahrheit zu sehen, ist dem Menschen nur deshalb ‘gegeben’, weil die absolute Wahrheit als der sich selbst
durchsichtige Grund das Gegründete in ihm selbst sieht und es so zu einem “Sehenden” macht.” Cited in Visio
Facialis-Sehen ins Angesicht, (1988) Verlag der Bayerishcen Akademie der Wissenschaften, München, pp. 2021.
39
Cusa, De Visione Dei, opus cité, pg. 243.
40
Cusa, from the translation in The Medieval Reader, pg. 685. He is of course, influenced here by Aristotle’s
Nicomachean Ethics.
41
Cusa, De Visione Dei, Paulist Press edition, opus cité, pg. 240.
38
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where there is no knowledge or concept of a face… Whoever, therefore, has to leap beyond
every light must enter into that which lacks visible light and thus is darkness to the eye.”42 It
is precisely this seeing double that destroys the exclusivity of the monk’s relation to God and
pushes him, in the next phase, to address the invisible in the form of the word.

42

Ibid., pg. 244, 245.
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The Wall of Paradise

The monk’s wonder, that is, becomes utter disbelief when, in the last phase of his
ocular experiment, he realizes that he is in fact not alone before the icon, that his fellow
monks are undergoing the same experience as he is. How is he to understand the exclusivity
of the gaze that constitutes him if it simultaneously constitutes the other brethren? “His
imagination will not be able to grasp how it is moved in the same manner with someone
coming forth to meet him from the opposite direction.”43 How can the gaze fixate one and
all? This truly is the coincidentia oppositorum, and it reintroduces the invisible back into the
matrix of visibility. “Thus, my God, you are equally invisible and visible… You who are
invisible are seen in every visible thing and in every act of vision.”44 For in order to
comprehend this mystery, the monk must distrust his vision, must distrust God as vision,
break his exclusive gaze and turn aside to his neighbor. He must, that is, turn to language,
asking his fellow monk for a confirmation that he as well has experienced the icon’s exclusive
gaze. “Let him ask the other whether the icon’s gaze continuously turns with him, and he will
hear that it moves just the same in the opposite direction.”45 Re-ligio in this sense is indeed a
double-bind, for if the monk exists only through the gaze of the Other, he can believe in the
impossible and hence divine nature of this gaze only through the word of the other. In the
words of Michel de Certeau: “[D]eprived of a representable object, astonishment becomes the
gesture, at once ethical and poetic, of responding to an excess by turning toward the
imperceptible. The domain of surprise will be the birthplace of discourse. The absence of a
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visible or imaginable object serves as a prelude, still without content, empty, to the necessity
of believing the speech of the other.”46
The invisible that is speech, then, founds the very impossibility that constitutes sight,
confirming that mystical truth lies beyond subjective sight and beyond subjective
understanding. The icon thus places the monk in a relation to God that must be understood as
impossible, yet the disbelief that this impossibility inspires carries the monk to the very gates
of paradise.

“For you have shown me that you cannot be seen elsewhere than where

impossibility confronts and obstructs me… and I have discovered that the place where you are
found unveiled is girded about with the coincidence of contradictories. This is the wall of
paradise…”47 If Adam was evicted from the garden due to his wanting to understand too
much, to use his discursive reason to separate good from evil, the human soul can find its way
to the other side of this wall only by divesting itself of all that Adam knew, of his ratio, for
God is not about the separation of evil and good, creator and created, duration and eternity,
etc., but the union of contraries:
“So long as I conceive a creator creating, I am still on this side of the wall of paradise. And
so long as I imagine a creatable creator, I have not yet entered, but I am at the wall. But when
I see you as absolute infinity to whom is suited neither the name of creating creator nor that of
creatable creator, then I begin to behold you in an unveiled way and to enter the garden of
delights. For you are not anything that can be named or conceived but are absolutely and
infinitely superexalted above all such things.”48
It is only as infinity, as the infinite line that becomes a circle, that God can be fathomed. And
this involves a leap of faith that belies all logic, all reason, all subjective verification, for we
must trust the word of the other, the “you too? Yes,” that testifies to perspectives other than
our own. In other words, our subjective truth is founded upon nothing other than ignorance.
Karsten Harries writes:
“…awareness of what constitutes my point of view carries with it some awareness of other
possible points of view. To recognize the limits imposed by any particular perspective we
46
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have to be in some sense already beyond these limits, while failing to recognize them, we are
likely to mistake appearance for reality. This mistake constitutes the ignorance about which
Cusanus would have us become learned.”49
It is thus only by accepting the limitations of our individual understanding that we can step
inside the wall.50 The garden, that is, is nothing other than this learned ignorance:
“Accordingly, when I am lifted up to the highest, I see you as infinity. For this reason you
cannot be approached, comprehended, named, multiplied, or seen… The intellect, therefore,
must become ignorant and established in darkness if it wishes to see you. But what, my God,
is intellect in ignorance if not learned ignorance? O God, you are infinity, and no one can
approach you except one whose intellect abides in ignorance, that is, one whose intellect
knows that it is ignorant of you… The intellect knows that it is ignorant and that you cannot
be grasped because you are infinity. For to understand infinity is to comprehend the
incomprehensible. The intellect knows that it is ignorant of you because it knows that you
can be known only if the unknowable could be known, and the invisible seen, and the
inaccessible reached.”51
This then, is Cusa’s understanding of the via negativa, the goal of the mystical quest.
To see what cannot be seen is to see the impossibility of singular vision to capture God.
Likewise, to know what cannot be known is to know that as a singular self one cannot know
God.

It is this very humility that marks apophasis in Cusa, and represents the very

dispossession of the subject who realizes its utter dependence on others in order to understand
God. Only by understanding that this limitation is precisely what enables each Christian to
turn to his brothers and sisters, and seek the unverifiable confirmation of their word, can true
understanding begin. This dispossession then, renders the icon transparent to the infinite gaze
that pierces it. And this infinite gaze renders man transparent to his own learned ignorance.52
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surrounding Paradise; that is, their sense cannot apply in a domain of thought where the principle of
contradiction is no longer valid, where the object of thought is inconceivable. This is precisely to place God
beyond human grasp, for only there can we contact God.” Cited in “Nicholas of Cusa’s The Vision of God” in
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The Mirror of the I

If, according to Cusa’s schema, the experience of divine infinity is one of disbelief, as
each individual is incapable of understanding the whole that transcends the limitations of its
single perspective, belief in God can consequently in no way come from the individual. It
comes, that is, only by proxy, vicariously as it were, through the intermediary of the other,
through the other’s voice. Michel de Certeau comments: “At the end, it is an oral testimony
(the revelatio revelatoris) that alone makes it possible to believe what escapes sight, so that
the ears allow to be heard what the eyes cannot see; the image henceforth “requires” the
discourse…”53 The divine nature, that is, must be taken on faith, for it is founded upon a
radical unknowing. As Cusa put it in his text On Learned Ignorance: “For nothing more
perfect comes to a person, even the most zealous in learning, than to be found most learned in
the ignorance that is uniquely one’s own. One will be the more learned, the more one knows
that one is ignorant.”54 Cusa admits, what is more, that God’s sweetness is this very proxy,
for he has experienced His presence only as an absence. “Who am I, wretched sinner, … to
make savory your infinite and utterly inexpressible sweetness? I have never yet merited to
taste it.”55 If he has not tasted or seen God directly, it is because as Nicholas of Cusa, his
point of view is limited or “contracted” and thus incapable of seeing or tasting an absolute and
omnivoyant God. In order to “leap across this wall of invisible vision”56 Cusa must sacrifice
taste and sight and become “all ears,” for the impossible is made possible only through the
the divine truth as the experience of incomprehension: “in the shadows of our ignorance shines
incomprehensibly the truth defined more precisely.” This is not a description of an hypostasized apophasis, but
of a third position, the sole target ever since the beginning: “That, then, is the learned ignorance for which we
have been searching.”” Jean-Luc Marion (1999) “In the Name” in God, the Gift and Postmodernism, Indiana,
IUP, pg. 25.
53
Certeau, The Gaze, opus cité, pg. 13.
54
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voice of the other. But Cusa goes further, for he shows that just as the soul mirrored the
icon’s truth back to itself, so can the “I” mirror the truth of the other’s voice. One can, in this
sense, taste God by proxy. In Michel de Certeau’s words: “Then, no doubt, “taste” itself,
which does not belong to the personal experience of the author, may be presented, ex auditu,
by the fictive “I” of the treatise.”57
Cusa develops this second artifice of the subject in chapter four, where there is a
sudden change of voice, mirroring Cusa’s icon of God with a verbal icon of the subject. Just
as the icon could gaze at each individual exclusively while at the same time gazing at all, so
can speech address itself, as Cusa wrote, “at one and the same time both to the church
congregated and to each individual present in the church.”58 He begins the chapter speaking
directly to the monk as “you” and referring to himself as “I,” but then suddenly changes
voice, speaking for and as the monk, addressing God as “you”: “A contemplation will arise in
you, and you will be stirred saying: “Lord, in this image of you I now behold your
providence…”59 How is this pronominal musical chairs to be understood, or as Michel de
Certeau puts it, “How is it possible to speak in the name of what I believe about the other?”60
If initially the monk could only believe in God if he believed himself to be the sole recipient
of the icon’s gaze and love, and the sharing of this singular relation threw him into disbelief,
we might understand this indexical shift as Cusa’s way of leading the monks gently toward a
belief in this disbelief. Cusa stands in for the other, speaks through the artifice of a borrowed
“I” in order to leave the monk’s subjectivity intact by allowing it to retain its cherished
exclusivity. In that Cusa’s “I” stands in for the icon’s eye, language comes to take the place
of the gaze in instituting subjectivity. “The thought occurs to me, O Lord, that your gaze
57
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speaks, for your speaking is not other than your seeing.”61 And in that the reader identifies
with the narrative “I,” as it addresses its prayer to God, while at the same time identifying
with Cusa as the authorial “I,” the trick is accomplished. The “I” that is Cusa, is the monk
and is the reader, and each can only stand in for the others. As Michel de Certeau puts it:
“We have one “ego” in the place of the other. “True” discourse is entirely dominated by this
fictitious “I”. This discourse as well is thus the staging of an “appearance,” and it stems from
an enunciatory illusion just as the “praxis” was the development of an optical illusion.”62
Tricked out of its identity as a single and contracted perspective, each monk is shown the only
way to see God truthfully, through the eye/I of others.

61
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Saying is Believing

Just as the experience of God was possible for Cusa only ecstatically, under cover of
another “I,” so does he prove belief to be a social and not a solitary experience. To believe in
the invisible, unknowable, all-seeing God as anything more than a hallucination, one must be
at least two, and thus already a community.

De Certeau writes: “Belief socializes the

meaningless… Belief is thus the moment, to be repeated indefinitely, by which the insanity
of the gaze is transformed into discourse and into history.”63 Belief, that is, necessitates
language, and as such is founded upon a fault, a radical unknowing or what Michel de Certeau
calls the “ ‘necessary impossible’ at the origin of each doctrine,”64 at the origin of society
itself. We believe because others believe, or rather, we believe in their belief. Belief consists
precisely in this putting faith in the language of the other, blindly trusting the other’s word
because trust, belief, is always blind. To quote Michel de Certeau once more: “If you do not
believe the other, you remain within the impossible and the meaningless. The believing
responds, between these two interlocutors, to what the gaze is for each of them… What each
one can say, in the capacity of a subject obsessed by the gaze, cannot be seen by the other, but
only believed.”65
There is thus a coincidence between the subject and the social, between the
impossibility of belief and believing the impossible. As infinite, God’s gaze sees all. As
individuals, we cannot see all of God. Yet we can marvel at God’s infinity through believing
the testimony of the others who receive what we cannot receive, or rather what we can receive
only through identification with them.

This identification, we have seen, comes about

through language, through the verbal confirmation that yes, God’s gaze escapes my sight
63
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there as well. The individual thus forms an intellectual vision of this God that transcends the
senses, and comes to understand that only the totality of all subjective points of view, and
hence of all languages to confirm the reception of God’s gaze, could complete the circle of
God’s field of vision. The more a given subject communicates with his brothers and sisters,
then, the closer he comes to understanding God. Ernst Cassirer explains this well:
“The De Visione Dei taught us that the truth of the universal and the particularity of the
individual interpenetrate each other, so that the Divine Being can only be grasped and seen
from the infinitely multiple individual points of view. In like manner, we can see the being
that is prior to any limitation, prior to any ‘contraction’, only through the limitation itself.
The ideal towards which our knowledge must strive, then, does not lie in denying and
rejecting particularity, but in allowing it to unfold in all its richness. For only the totality of
faces gives us the One view of the Divine. The world becomes the symbol of God, not in that
we pick out one part of it and provide it with some singular mark of value, but rather in that
we pass through it in all of its forms, freely submitting ourselves to its multiplicity, to its
antitheses.”66
Michel de Certeau’s article on Cusa plots out the way in which Cusa’s visual and
scriptural torsions lead from disbelief to belief through the intermediary of the other and
hence of the social, thereby constructing a veritable mystical sociology. Just as the monk
could believe his eyes only after receiving verbal confirmation from his neighbor (“you too?”
“Yes”), the mystic believes in God vicariously, through the intermediary of the written
testimonies of the saints and mystics that came before him. His or her experience of God is
the experience of living the word of others’ descriptions of God, it is the experience of
metaphor, of identifying with the narrative “I,” and asking others to do the same. To believe
is thus essentially to cite, or to put it differently, without the textual and iconic traditions,
there can be no belief in God.67
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Just as the monks could believe in the vision of God only when this vision was
confirmed in the shared word of their brothers, we do not so much believe in the world our
eyes see as we believe in the world that other eyes have seen. We believe what we see only
when what we see is confirmed by others. As Nicolas of Cusa’s icona has shown, we cannot
live together in a community based upon what we see, for what we see cannot be shared. It is
only the “you too? Yes,” the belief in what cannot be seen, which is to say what the other
sees, that can found the social. Marie-José Mondzain writes: “To see together is not to share a
vision for no one will ever see what the other sees. We can share only that which we do not
see. And that is the invisible. To see together is to share the invisibility of a meaning.”68
Without the humility that comes with understanding that alone, we cannot see, the hubris of
vision can lead to a visual totalitarianism that equates seeing with a univocal and static
objective order.
If the dispossession or rapture of the ‘I’ and the ‘eye’ remains intact today, confirming
what Derrida called “the mystical foundation of authority” there is a fundamental difference.
If the anagogical nature of word and image can still be seen as founding the divine and human
subjects in apophatic terms, in that beneath appearance remains a fundamental void, this
kenosis has lost its most profound relationality. That is to say, it no longer testifies to the
relation between the word and the image. We have substituted eyes that see for the gaze that
sees through, that pierces to the invisible word. We have forgotten Nicolas of Cusa’s message
that the gaze blinds, or, as Gregory of Nyssa put it, mystical sight “is the seeing that consists

belief invested in it by others in order to make-believe anew. Hence the proliferation of photo-journalism and
television coverage:
“Citation is thus the absolute weapon of making believe. Because it plays on what the other is supposed to
believe, it is thus the means by which the “real” is instituted… Replacing doctrines that have become
unbelievable, citation allows technocratic devices to make themselves believable to each in the name of others.
To cite is to give reality to the simulacra created by a power, by making others believe, but without producing
any believable object. But it is also to designate the “anarchists” or “deviants” (to quote them before public
opinion); it is to doom to public aggressivity those who, affirming by their gestures that they do not believe,
demolish the fictive “reality” that each can hold “anyway” only in the name of the conviction of others.” Cited in
Michel de Certeau, (1990) L’Invention du quotidien: 1. Arts de faire, Paris: Gallimard, pg. 274, 275.
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in not seeing.” To truly see, that is, is to see the invisible geometry of relations, the schesis
that connects us to others, to our past history and also to our present community. And unless
what we see forces us to seek out these invisible pathways of the word that permit us to
transform what we see into a shared vision, a shared message, the efforts of the iconodules
have been in vain.
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Abstract:
This paper discusses a theory of the narrative and aesthetic potential of serial vision, i.e., sequential experience, as
a means for presenting and forming architectural narrative content. The discussion will include the concepts of:
goal response, line of desire, transition threshold from here to there (compression-release / anticipation-arrival),
funding and perceptual series. Other topics included range from: information theory (i.e., redundancy, periodicity,
uncertainty, noise, and symbols) to psychic/aesthetic distance and tension release as devices for aesthetic
pleasure. The topic is also examined as an analog to literary composition: i.e., the introduction of a theme, the
development of the theme in variations including various anti-climaxes leading to an ultimate climax with a
confirming epilogue/denouement. A theory of programmed boredom as a strategic tool for enabling hind sight
reconstructions of dense prior serialized experiences will be included. The presentation will include illustrated
exemplary case studies including:
•

Windsor McKay’s Little Nemo in Slumberland

•

The Borromini colonnade of the Palazzo Spada, Rome

•

the Vatican museum ramped stair by Donato Bramante

•

the Church of St. Ignazzio, Rome, and Andrea Pozzo’s illusionistic nave and anamorphic false dome

•

Porta Pia, Rome, by Michelangelo Buonarroti

•

a complexly schemed and troped sequence of space in Florence, Italy

INTRODUCTION TO A THEORY OF SERIAL VISION
SEQUENTIAL SPATIAL EXPERIENCE
Serial vision is the revelation of portions of the environment in an arranged series (or sequence) usually designed
and developed to evoke an intended response in the user. This may involve a consciously predetermined and
highly probable information display sequence (series of environmental stimuli ) along a line of desire. This setting of
stimuli and the predictable behavioral responses people are likely to make towards it may constitute a
choreographed score for an architectural narrative.
A line of desire is the specific path a user takes in going from here to there in an attempt to realize a spatial goal. It
is usually the shortest, most expedient, most ergonomic, most productive, most aesthetic, or in other ways the most
desirable route of access to the goal. Some situations (rituals, routines, etc...) contain predictable goal responses of
users for which lines of desire may be employed as choreographed spatial progressions.
Related to serial vision is the concept of perceptual funding, a psychological mechanism by which successive
perceptions are enriched and influenced due to the recent prior experiences of stimuli. A designed environment
can be structured to direct a subject's sensory receptors towards particular environmental stimuli (e.g., a frontal eye
level view; tactile reach along a path, etc...). This information display, when programmed sequentially, may
establish a desired context of images and ideas in the subject (i.e., a mental set). This possibility provides the
designer with the opportunity to develop, within limits, specific meaningful and emotional relationships. The
experiences may be choreographed to evoke such responses as: rhythm, tension, relaxation, paradox, irony,
humor, climax, surprise, etc..
A perceptual series (and the funding effect) may be operative for a constant two-dimensional image (where more
and more is found in an object of singular aspect) as well as for a three-dimensional construct which may have
many more aspects. In the two-dimensional instance, a serialization may primarily involve a sequence determined
by factors of the compositional hierarchy, i.e., dominance factors like stimulus contrast, figure ground vignetting,
symmetrical focalizations, contextual anomaly, etc... Some displays are intrinsically richer than others and require
much more funding; e.g., architecture, with its internal as well as external aspects. Architecture also involves many
more perceptual modes and is an integral part of its surroundings which are constantly changing. The serialization
of information allows for a more controlled linear presentation delivery of stimuli which allows for the establishment of
a mind set context to frame the interpretation of the later elements of the sequence. Even if the import of the first
part of the sequence is not grasped as it first gets exhibited, it avails itself to the logic of hindsight reconstruction as
well as likely lowering the perceptual threshold for appreciating related stimuli latter in the sequence.
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PSYCHIC / AESTHETIC DISTANCE
Serial vision necessitates the negotiation of the physical environment engaging the observer with quasi-mundane
perceptual tasks, i.e., low level logistical planning and the forming of a reality model of the transportation route. If
the way is programed as a meaningful narrative, then there is simultaneously a reverse polarity to this matter of fact
interpretation of the environment. It may also be interpreted as having a high level of meaning involving symbolic,
metaphoric, allegoric, or in other ways much more complex and abstract modes of perception. This polarity of
interpretive modalities usually involves differences of intellectual and emotional emphasis and degrees of selfconsciousness about the nature of intent associated with the spatial sequence. When an observer is dominated
with the emotional and empathic nature of the site stimuli, he or she is said to have a small psychic distance .
Contrarily, when an observer is engaged in intellectually analyzing and self-consciously interpreting the score of the
narrative, then the term large psychic distance is applied. (Kaplan, 1964) By engaging an observer in the full
range from small to large psychic distance over time, a designer may affect the broadest and most profound
influence on the observer’s consciousness. This may allow a maximization of associations made with the observers
mental complexes of thoughts, feelings, and other prior memories. In this way the narrative sequence gains a most
meaningful status to the observer and because of this higher value it is more likely to be preserved; i.e., it becomes
a more sustainable environment.
INFORMATION THEORY AND THE AESTHETIC PLEASURE OF TENSION RELEASE
The stimuli associated with an environment constitute a field of possible perceptual information and may be
studied in terms of information theory. Relative to serial vision, the most pertinent principles from information theory
are those of: the information bit, the information channel, periodicity and redundancy, noise, efficiency,
uncertainty, memory and symbol. The circulation path, thresholds, and spatial sequence are the elements which
govern the nature of the information channel which constitutes the score of the architectural narrative. The
recurrence of related thematic information amounts to a form of redundancy which will increase the probability of
a narrative message being perceived. It will also permit the message to be read even if parts of the information
channel gets blocked by noise (i.e., distractions, unintended information/stimuli) beyond the control of the score’s
author. However, redundancy represents a decrease in the efficiency of information transfer. It is always a
challenge to an author to successfully get his or her idea across without losing the observer’s interest with too much
non-novel information. When an information redundancy re-occurs with regularity it is perceived as being periodic
and will likely create an expectation within the mind set of the observer. Implicit in this is the principle that the
earlier an information bit (stimulus) occurs in a sequential display, the more it tends to influence the interpretation of
following information by either focusing the mind set and memory contents or by establishing an intelligible periodic
presence. Information that is perceptually proximate in the spacetime experience is also pregnant for mutual
association.
Information operates upon the observer/recipient creating uncertainty as to the proper hypothesis for its most
significant interpretation. Factors influencing this hypothesis generation and adoption are the observer’s past
knowledge (memory), immediate present mind set, and present interests and intentions.
The concept of tension reduction may be equated to the principle of psychic economy (least action/efficiency):
There is a tendency towards economy in the psychological processing and storing of information. Lack of economy
in these kinds of tasks produces stress on the nervous system of the observer which manifests as forgetfulness,
inefficiency, and general anxiety. Information that is novel, vague, ambiguous, changing, or otherwise leads to
uncertainty is typically non-economical to process and to store. One common and innate strategy to increase the
efficiency of these kinds of information is to employ associative mnemonics. This involves the merging of new
information with the previously established organization of memory contents and associated connections (e.g.,
complexes). This, in effect, is an innate tendency to perceive the unfamiliar and uncertain in a metaphorical or
symbolic manner. By doing this kind of merging, the mind simplifies the process of recall. Aspects of similarity with
things already known can be identified to supply ready-made programs of inferences.
The uncertainty of ambiguity is often used aesthetically in order to tease the mind into juggling multiple hypotheses
of interpretation. It is this very juggling that we perceive to be the origin of much aesthetic response (Kapaln, 1964).
Since perception is the seeking of meaning in the synthesis of the psycho-perceptual field of stimulus inputs and the
memories of past experiences, hypotheses are developed that presumably resolve the reality modeling of the
situation at hand. In most situations involving aesthetic forms there is more than one logical and consistent
hypothesis of interpretation. This uncertainty results in mental stress (Freud’s reality anxiety) due to the ambiguity,
the multiple possible realities, which the mind must further test in order to resolve the one true reality. This taxes short
term memory capabilities and the ability for the mind to process all of the possibilities inherent in the situation. In
most gratifying aesthetic productions there is a point in the perceptual process where some degree of resolution in
the determination of the identity of the one true reality is made. This closure event, even if incomplete in some
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ways, allows the observer to discontinue the taxing hypothesis generation and testing and thus liberates the sizable
amounts of psychic/mental energy previously being employed for that task. This sudden and dramatic release of
mental energy is experienced as aesthetic pleasure.
In most artifacts which have a sustained aesthetic value, the resolution of all the possible realities is not realized, but
instead there is usually a recognition of an essential ambiguity inherent in the form of the artifact. This multivalent,
polysemic, richly equivocal identity may often bring pleasure by the connection it imputes between the observer
and the author of the artistic score. The ability of the observer to reconstruct through hindsight, certain aspects of
the artists creative process, instills a sense of shared human understanding and contributes to our sense of security
and cognitive need. By validating our perceptual hypotheses we insure the efficacy of our reality testing and
modeling, and thus our ability to deal with the demands of our environment. This is an affirmation of our acumen
and ability to survive.
THE STORY BOARD ANALOGY
The newspaper comic strip is a familiar form of serialization. A typical strip installment consists of several boxes in a
linear story board layout where we read from left to right (line of desire). The first part is introductory and establishes
the theme (or mind set) for the remaining boxes; the middle boxes fill in the body of the episode; and the last box
usually completes some kind of moral, joke, or allegory. There is also the aspect of installments coming in a series
(such as daily newspaper editions) which enlarges the time frame of the serialization. And sometimes this
serialization is temporally extended to days between episodes as in Sunday edition serials with the thematic
completions also being extended into even longer time frames. Serials may then have sequenced information
establishing semantic closure in both the intra-installment and inter-installment modes; i.e. with immediate
gratification as well as deferred gratification aspects. Serialization which extends beyond one installment
precludes, to a major degree, reading ahead and prematurely discharging any psychic tension involved in the
resolution of the story/interpretation hypothesis. This is to say that the mind is charged with an expectation of
completing a story at a later date but must deal with the immediate mental tension by utilizing some memory
device to record the interesting issue left incomplete.
Serial vision experiences in the modes of architecture and illustrated newspaper serials are analogous in many
ways. In particular the following should be noted:
1. A designed architectural view and a comic strip box within an installment both serve as the essential
framing context which controls the development of an experiential situation at any point along the story
line.
2. A room is like a strip installment. The threshold of entry to a space controls the lines of sight giving a
hierarchical aspect to the accommodation of view points. These viewing controls allow a designer to
sequence rooms and to presume the probabilities of particular visual scanning sequences. This is similar to
how a cartoonist assumes conventional reading order and the effects of compositional hierarchies in the
development of a strip installment.
3. The architect/author may control what information is accessible within any given room/installment but
the sequence of information within that room/installment is less controllable and may differ from the
author's ideal of what the conventions imply.
4. Even if one does not follow the intended sequence of information input, it is possible to understand by
reflective logical inference, i.e., hindsight reconstruction, the intent of the programmed sequence. This,
after all, is the ultimate object of aesthetic perception in both comic strips and narrative architecture
designed for serial vision.
As important as the parallels in this analogy are the ways in which these two modes of serializing differ. Most
significant are the following:
1. Comics are limited to the visual mode where as architecture is of many senses simultaneously, many of
which may potentially be meaningfully choreographed or unintentionally distracting (full of noise,
unintended messages).
2. The contents of the field of inclusion in a comic strip are virtually totally prescribed while in the field of
architecture much more is variable. A partial list of the changeable elements or factors includes: weather
and day lighting; seasonal and maturational changes in flora; the motions of people, cars, etc.; new
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building and demolition; and the three dimensional aspect of the medium which offers infinite variety in
perspective. (We may for the most part consider any anamorphosis in the viewing of a two-dimensional
comic strip as being a factor insignificant to its content and completely discounted in the conscious
perception of virtually all its readers and authors).
3. A comic strip need not be meaningful or functional in two or more temporal-spatial directions as is usually
the case with architecture (e.g. in both the coming and going directions as well as oblique orientations).
4. Comic strips may be trivial and trite because they are avoidable, inexpensive, disposable, and of the
moment, whereas architecture must carry a deeper and more significant message because it is
unavoidable, expensive, permanent, and must often be re-encountered.
5. A comic strip is understood to have a story line, where as much, if not most, of the field of architecture is
not considered to be narrative. This brings to issue the consciousness of inquiry of the observer; i.e. psychic
distance. Given that most architectural observers will not likely be expecting a developed story or
sequential theme, the potential shift in levels of awareness may be significantly greater as consequently
would be the power of the aesthetic response.

THE ARCHETYPAL ENTRY SEQUENCE: CHOREOGRAPHY OF THE THRESHOLD BETWEEN HERE & THERE
There is a consistent formal pattern to experiences of entry involving an anticipation - arrival (compression - release)
sequence taking us from a here to a there. It has its archetypal roots in the trauma associated with the experience
of being born. Before birth the prenatal environment is one of minimal physiological stress. The temperature and
lighting are constant. Sounds are muted, soft, mostly uniformly rhythmic. There are no tactile extremes, but only a
warm, gentle, firm embrace of the womb. Then suddenly during birth the emerging infant experiences the strong
squeezing of the uterus and tight constriction in the birth canal followed by a vast variety of first time sensory
contrasts. Suddenly the infant experiences a cessation of the previously constant and uniform tactile embrace
which is replaced by significant thermal contrasts brought on by air movement and evaporative cooling. There is a
first time encounter with sharp and cacophonous air-borne sound waves with a much greater variety of pitch and
volume. The eyes, for the first time, are struck by strong light in a seemingly chaotic and dynamic display of color
and shape diversity. For the very first time the infant experiences the breath of life which initiates a wholly new
metabolic status associated with a tremendous enrichment of environmental stimuli.
The simultaneous effect of all these first-time sensory contrasts creates a psychic stress of traumatic magnitude and
serves to form the nucleus of an archetypal complex. That is, it creates a mnemonic focus in the formative mind of
the infant. This functions to organize similar events in a structured way so that this experience acts as a benchmark
in the biography of the newly forming person. It becomes the foundation of a sensory, emotional, logical, and
intuitive basis for understanding the world from the moment of birth. It is the archetype of transition and forms both
the conscious and subconscious grounds for identifying the threshold between experiences of here and there and
establishing the complex of thoughts, emotions and sensations associated with the elemental typology of entry.
The form “entry” in architectural contexts is consistent with the archetypal complex form of the experience of being
born. It begins with one long sustained sense of place followed by a constriction along a path, leading to a
rarefaction into the realization of a new world. This is especially true for a sequence of going from inside, with its
sheltering qualities, to the outside, with its diverse and extreme environmental conditions of: sounds, scale
variations, light and dark contrasts, winds and calms, wet and dry, shade and radiant heat, etc... As the
constriction of the threshold prepares the individual for the encounter with a new place, it also limits and focalizes
the sensory organs of the observer relative to the anticipated and emerging change of place. This is most
significant for a designer who has an agenda for the potential expressive content of this experience of transitional
threshold to the entry arrival. This anticipation-arrival sequence is a major expressive device, the means by which
a designer may choreograph a programmed set of experiences as an architectural narrative.

Taxis and Architectural Form
The classical tradition in architecture involved certain rules of taxonomy (the classification of forms), one of which
was the development of elements into schemes of tripartite articulation. For example, the typical form of a classical
temple has a triple stepped crepidoma as the temple base; a base, a shaft, and a capitol in the development of
the column; an architrave, a frieze, and a cornice in the three part development of the entablature, etc... The
form of entry is likewise well articulated as an experience of three parts: the approach which develops an
anticipation; the threshold which marks the climax position of the transition between here and there; and the place
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of arrival which fulfills or complements the anticipation with a release into a new space. In turn, an arrival space is
the anticipation point of the next transition of entry further into the building. Each layered progression of this
sequence builds on the preceding experiences to develop the content of the architectural message. Some
architectural settings, particularly those that embody high drama rituals, are appropriate venues for the
development of architectural narratives which may enlarge the ritual and enrich its participants. The typical
architectural narrative may also partake of the tripartite form of declension as described in the following description
of narrative form in the traditions of fine literature.

LITERARY FORMALISM

AS ARCHITECTURAL ANALOG

Elements of a Typical Episode of Narrative Architecture
Beginning:

overture / prologue - introduction of the theme(s)

Middle:

transformations and reiterations of the theme(s) - development of the climax hierarchy

End:

finale + epilogue - denouement (resolution), completion/closure of the theme

Prologue / Overture - Presentation of the Basic Thematic Motifs
This part establishes a relationship with the observer making it known that a meaningful (architectural) sequence
has been started. It states the primary formal motif in its most basic form and perhaps gives suggestions as to the
nature of its transformations. The formal motif presentation involves the introduction of the elements and their
primary relational schemes.

Transformations and Reiterations of the Themes
Here the overture theme exhibits the elaborations of its potential which usually involves repetitive sequences that
increase their dramatic timbre and psychic tension approaching the moment of climax.

Climax. Here the complexities of the thematic permutations and their relationships achieve a maximum of
complexity and amplitude; and then, with significant rapidity, the variations come together with a strong sense of
closure decreasing the psychic tension developed during the maturation of the transformation process. This
moment assembles the big picture in a way that allows a hindsight reconstruction of the narrative score. This
provides access to the logical form and emotional content of the whole; i.e., it assembles the full range of psychic
distances involved in the work allowing (virtual) completion of the synthesis of meaning.

Anti-Climaxes. Many linear compositions involve the repetitive sequencing of anti-climaxes prior to the final
climax as a way of teasing the mind of the observer so as to encourage the development of various hypotheses of
closure schemes. This strategy of presentation will create frustration in the observer, but if well done, will ultimately
generate a maximum of psychic tension for sudden tension release and thus maximize the aesthetic pleasure at the
moment of true climax. It is important that the level of frustration not exceed the observer’s motivation to resolve
closure of the compositional score. Properly developed anti-climaxes may provide the author with an opportunity
to exhibit his/her virtuosity of understanding about human nature and the ways in which observers will most likely
advance their hypotheses about the nature of the composition. They also provide multiple tension-release
experiences with the potential to progressively raise the threshold of maximum tension permitted by the observer.
Incorporating anti-climaxes also implies the need for a denouement which will assure the observer of the veracity of
the final climax.

Finale / Epilogue - Denouement
This is where the observer may reflect on the sequential experience and resolve closure on the finer points of the
composition. The content here is of a detailed nature but may involve a mini-climax of resolving points so that the
final detail completes, in a most poignant way, the message and/or form of the narrative.

BOREDOM AS AN ELEMENT OF SEQUENTIAL SPATIAL DESIGN STRATEGY
A theory about composing serial vision experiences would be incomplete without including some discussion about
the nature of boredom. In composition we are concerned about unity with interest, and boredom is the antithesis
of interest. The typical compositional strategy for increasing interest is to develop variety and to unify it by relating
everything through a thematic hierarchy and, if possible, to give it meaning. If, however, the variety is too
predictable, not meaningful, too unthematic, or too complicated to be understood (chaotic),, it then creates the
condition of boredom in an observer.
Boredom is a state of disinterested unfocused awareness, and non-arousal. Our arousal system is a product of our
evolution. Its purpose is to alert us to redirect our awareness so we can optimize the acquisition of the most
significant and important information pertinent to the continuity of our genes in the given situation. That means
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being alert to the immediate environmental things that promote (give hope to) or threaten (create anxiety about)
our physical safety and our ability to procreate, and nurture or jeopardize the maturation of our offspring. These
types of things have been naturally selected as arousal triggers which initiate our conscious attention or at least
nervous anxiety. When these types of things are present in our environment, our senses identify them as if by
matching them to pre-configured sensory templates. We become alerted to their presence by a lowering of the
awareness threshold of the pertinent sensory mode and data, and the information gains a high priority status in the
queue of things to be mentally processed. For example, a particular theme will have syntactical and semantic
associations in the complexes of the mind. These complexes will start to be energized with synaptic activity and will
begin lowering the threshold for related information and memory products.
Routine situations, like mundane domestic rituals, workplace habits, etc., though they suggest by their repetition a
deeply rooted security, are often seen as boring because they offer no new environmental stimuli. Their implicit
redundancy provides for thoughtless action and thus the mind deselects the environment as a conscious focus and
tends towards introspection and a focus on thoughts and memories versus sensory involvement. However, the
environment is always a source of potential variety and is periodically being re-sampled for novelty and
reinforcement of the expected archetypal reality (Freud’s reality testing). This means that even though an
environment may be boring, it serves as the main frame of reference and may determine many of the mental
associations one has while doing mindless or run-of-the-mill tasks. During periods of boring activity, one may have
enhanced access to influences that are on the level of subliminal stimuli. These are influences that work without the
censuring of conscious inputs (i.e., without defense mechanisms operating) and it is often at these times when
people gain the associative insights of an epiphany.
In serial vision, it may be productive to follow a very intensely complex, and environmentally rich experience with a
somewhat boring place. This is not only intrinsically powerful as a compositional contrast, but it also provides a
situation where the mind can process the overwhelming stimuli of the just previously experienced place(s) and form
a synthesis of personal meaning. The absence of new distractions of variety allow one to redirect their mental
energy from sensory recording to a reconstruction by hindsight; where memories and thoughts relating to the recent
rich experience dominate over the senses. The new but boring context should optimally be designed to exhibit a
minimum but strategically significant amount of thematic stimuli which may subliminally cue key associations with
the just previously experienced episode of events. If a designer successively executes this kind of strategy, then
user-observers will, by way of natural proclivity, experience the intended choreographed score. They will also have
the impression that they are making a unique and personally meaningful insight. Thus they will own the ideas and
develop a personal intimacy with the place and memory. In this way, boredom may play an essential role in the
realization of sublime Architecture, the experiencing of an epiphany. Places rich in personal significance and
meaning are more highly valued than mundane places and therefore are ultimately more sustainable.

SOME FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN DEVELOPING A SERIAL VISION SEQUENCE:
1.

the subject's motivation and likely mental set when beginning the sequence; i.e. to what goal(s) is the subject

2

responding?
the total sensory load of the subject: visual, aural, olfactory, tactile/thermal, gustatory, kinesthetic/equilibratory,
and apprehensive senses. An overload of stimuli will tend to diminish the effect of any one specific stimulus
although a certain degree of accentuation of given stimulus may promote a high probability of significant
awareness. Coordinated multi-sensory displays will likely be more powerful than displays executed in a single

3.

sensory mode.
the speed and mode of the subject's locomotion through space; walking, escalator, exposed elevator,

4.

wheelchair, motor vehicle, etc...
changes in orientation, both horizontal and vertical, as affected by physical barriers (e.g. a winding staircase,

5.

ramp, path, etc...)
the geometry of optics and the nature of vision: perspective, visual alignments, depth cues, etc...

6.

the spacetime movement path of the sensory receptors; i.e. eye level, limits of reach and grasp, the tactile

7.

nature of the footpath, direction of greatest sound direction discrimination, etc...
the subject's apprehension of places been, the existing sense of place, and the emerging view (the trope of
metabasis); a sense of anticipation and arrival relative to the subject's goal(s). Anticipation often is
correlated with an expectation affected by a spatial compression leading to a transition point between here
and there having a maximum compression often forming a framed entry threshold. This is then followed by a

8.

spatial rarefaction and release which in the best examples coincides with a sense of arrival at a goal place.
a possibility to develop secondary as well as primary goals to reinforce the integrity of a line of desire(s); this
may promote a higher probability of realized sequential exposure (choreographed experiences).
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9.

the value of allowing for choice by the user to deviate from the designed path in certain instances so as not to
overspecialize a route of access. (Overspecialization tends to lead to extinction.)

10, consider the nature of the observer’s relationship to the experience: e.g., is this a one-time/first-time visit, is it a
ritual sequence, does it have meaning in multiple directions of the sequence, does the targeted user group
have special interests that may be exploited for generating goals or sub-goals, etc...

SOME EXEMPLARY CASE STUDIES
•

Palazzo Spada, Rome, the colonnade by Francesco Borromini: this involves a very direct, playful, but extremely
powerful illusion of scale and spatial magnitude and its serialized transformation to a surprising opposing illusion.
This colonnade is the most contrived and self-conscious example of anamorphic space in architecture. The
approach through the Spada Palace involves a sequence of space that is rigorously orthogonal and thus
establishes a strong expectation (mental set) in the observer of this formal order as being ubiquitous here. By
the use of an anamorphic construction, i.e., forced perspective, Borromini counters this expectation, surprising
the observer. A miniature statuary piece adds to the illusion upon approach as the figure is assumed to be life
size. The experience of walking through the colonnade is one of sublime metamorphosis as the sense of scale
transforms. The experience is also reversible in terms of the scale illusion. Looking back from the small end of the
colonnade, objects and people beyond the opposite wide end appear greatly diminished in size.

•

the Vatican museum ramped stair by Donato Bramante: this involves a subtle illusion of scale and spatial
magnitude and its serialized transformation to an opposing illusion with metaphorical significance. This is a
ramped spiral stair that has an increasing radius as it ascends but with the same number of treads per cycle;
thus the slope of the stair decreases as one ascends. This creates the situation that as one gets closer to
heaven it becomes easier to ascend but the ascent becomes dilated in time since the vertical movement is
decelerated. From the lower beginning, the perspective tendency is reversed so the upper heavenly realm
appears near. From the top the lower material realm appears much more distant. Kinesthetically the decent
experience is one of acceleration as the bottom is approached.

•

the Church of St. Ignazzio, Rome, and Andrea Pozzo’s illusionistic nave and anamorphic false dome: this deals
with the programing of strategic points of view in space as a means of creating climax and surprise. There is a
metaphorical reflective aspect to the experiential sequence. Pozzo has used anamorphic painting to give the
illusion of St. Ignatius ascending to heaven when the observer views the nave from a brass marker at the very
center of the floor beneath. From that same vantage point the image of a dome, over the transept beyond, is
evident. When one reaches the transept crossing, and looks upward towards the “dome”, it is realized that
there is actually a horizontal flat surface with an image of a dome intended to be viewed from the center of
the nave. This clear realization that the dome is not real is indicative that the world is illusory and that
appearances can be deceiving. We must make responsible efforts to properly interpret the messages of our
world. This is consistent with the nature of the Jesuit order (for whom this church was built) and their
involvement with science.

•

Porta Pia, Rome, by Michelangelo Buonarroti: this deals with shifts of perception dependent upon the
observer’s viewing distance and involving rich metaphorical shifts in the implicit meaning of its iconography.
The Porta Pia was the last architectural opus of Michelangelo and was designed after a request by Pope Pius
IV. It is the west face of a gateway in the ancient Roman wall on the east side of Rome. The design
incorporates numerous personifications in the form of faces done in all levels of abstraction: from explicit
iconographic representation to images with faces embedded in faces. The personal nature of the imagery
brings a hierarchical climax to the gateway as a significant threshold of transition along a linear sequence.
Among the personifications is the keystone of the central arch which is the highly iconographical head of a
barbarian warrior. The inverted imagery of the gateway also provides an interesting variety of possible visages
increasing the range of physiognomic expressions and the depth and complexity of this thematic patterned
harmony. This subliminal variety provides the mind with a choice of tension reduction images as may be
needed in recalling the memories of the visit to Rome; for the west facade of the gateway designed by
Michelangelo is only presented to those leaving the city. As you pass through the central arch and look up you
may notice how certain parts of the gateway's relief overlap providing transient images of faces composed of
these parts with the iconographically personified keystone being first in view to advance the theme. In fact
one of the more obvious embedded faces involves the archway as its mouth. It is as if you were being
swallowed up by the forces outside of the protective wall. The aesthetic ambiguity and the metaphorical
potential climax with the paradoxical imagery involving the angels supporting the heraldy shield of the Medici
Pope, his miter, and the keys to the Holy City. Embedded in the iconographic and symbolic assembly are a
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pair of faces. One is the demonic. The angelic wings comprise the ears and horns while the subtractive crosses
in the keys mark the pupils his satanic eyes. The paradox involves the devil being constituted of the innocent
angels and the papal trappings. Another level of meaning enters in when it is realized that this evil
countenance is presented to those leaving the Holy City realm and passing into the profane world outside the
protective walls of Rome. The second embedded face occurs within the first. It is the laughing face of
comedy. The heraldy shield below the crossing keys has the six balls of the Medici crest which for both
embedded faces appears as the mouth and teeth, but paradoxically, in the Satanic visage, they are
scowling and in that of Comedy they are laughing. What were the nostrils of Satan become the eyes of the
face of comedy. Again another level of meaning is architecturally inherent; for as you approach this gateway
from the distance along the clear straight path, it is really easier to see the larger embedded image of Satan
than to make out the smaller iconography of the angels, keys, and heraldy. Only upon nearing the gate are
these things clearly visible and so the embedded laughing face mimics your own after the amusing realization
of the paradoxical devil-angel imagery. As a final note, the upper most heraldy of the gateway contains the
embedded image of an inverted skull and cross bones, another subliminal clue to the dangers that await
those leaving the sanctity of Rome.
•

A Florentine Promenade: a complexly schemed and troped sequence of space in Florence, Italy: this spatial
sequence has multiple themes derived from multiple authors working in a milieu fostering a synthesis of artistic
sensibilities. Brunelleschi's dome of the Duomo, Santa Maria del Fiore, dominates the thematics by its placement
and shear magnitude. It is the primary goal in the sequence. Elements along the way relate to this goal in
various direct and tangential ways which culminate with a superlative poignancy. Statuary of revered and
mythical figures, arched vistas, niches, thresholds, sundials, and the line-of-desire of the Vasari Corridor , all play
interactive roles in pleasing and teasing the observer. The climax occurs when one reaches the plaza south of
the Duomo and sees in an arched aedicula the seated likeness of Filippo Brunelleschi holding the drawings of
his invention and looking upward towards the dome. This encounter climaxes the repetition of the theme of
niches and statuary. Ascending to the dome’s summit and looking back to overview the elements of the
spatial sequence provides a fitting denouement for the whole experience.

SOURCES:
1.

Cullen, Gordon, Townscape, The Architectural Press, London, 1961.

2.

Goodman, Nelson, Languages of Art: An Approach to a Theory of Symbols, Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., New York,
1968.

2.

Kaplan, Abraham, and Ernst, Kris, Esthetic Ambiguity; from Art & Philosophy: Readings in Aesthetics, edited
by Kennick, W. E., St. Martin’s Press, New York, 1964 (pp. 413 - 423).
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DICTIONARY STAND: A TABLE OF MEANING
Alan R. Cook, Assoc. Professor of Architecture
Auburn University
104 Dudley Hall, Auburn University, AL 36849-5316
cookala@auburn.edu

Abstract:
This is a presentation of the design for a supporting table for a large unabridged dictionary. It discusses the semantic
aspects of the design product as an extension of the circularity of logic implicit in the acquisition of language. A
dictionary is a collection of symbols which have conventional meanings connected to their process of initiation.
The table uses the languages of design composition, geometry, gravity and tectonics to give a semantic presence
to this artifact.

CIRCULAR REASONING : AS EASY AS PI
The premise of this design is that definitions are circular; i.e. words are used to define other words which in turn are
defined by still other words until eventually certain terms repeat thus arriving at circularity in the definition. This idea
of circularity is embodied by the use of circular forms (specifically the cone, sphere and cylinder) and by references
to the term pi as it represents the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter. The numerical value of pi
(3.14159...) serves as a sizing ratio in the design of several rectangular elements. For example, the two front leg posts
of the table have notches revealing that the void they frame is proportioned as three unit squares plus a fraction
(i.e. 1:3.14159...); the four pieces fitting into these notches and connecting the two front legs to the central box
piece are also proportioned by the value of pi (thickness to width and width to length ratios). Each of these four
pieces has subtly impressed upon its front face an approximate value for pi: The upper left is the decimal value, the
lower left is the value expressed as a binary number, the upper right is a small whole number ratio expressed as a
fraction, the lower right is the pi logarithm in base ten. The central box has a similar three square plus a fraction
motif. This box also demonstrates the fundamental role of social convention as a feature of language by its use of
the inch as a measuring convention; the sides have the specific dimensions of 22" x 7" (22/7 being a simple whole
number ratio giving a close approximation to the value of pi). The tenuous nature of the social contract known as
language, where meanings are arbitrary but conventionally associated with specific forms, has a general
expression in this work by the apparent precarious balancing of the sphere and cylinder serving as the central pilar
of the foundation of language as represented by the dictionary and its anomalous oblique orientation in the
composition.

CONNECTING EXPERIENCES: AS EASY AS 1, 2, 3
The cone, sphere, and cylinder in this design each have the same unit of magnitude in their diameters and in their
altitudes (in this case seven inches). According to Archimedes, these three shapes have the respective volumetric
ratios of: one to two to three. This fact is implicitly portrayed on the left and right sides of the central box piece by
the small groups of one-inch cubes placed in rows horizontally aligned with the three profile shapes (lesserdimensioned signifiers appearing as small windows) in the back face of the central box. When these shape profiles
are revolved in a circle they produce their respective signified circular objects. The triangle correlated with the
cone is aligned with a single one inch cube, the circle for the sphere with two of these cube volumes, and the
square for the cylinder with three. All of these proportional devices and shape relationships provide a phenomenal
basis for understanding pi. They demonstrate the transcendental epistemological imperative incidental to such a
closed and self-referencing logical system as is a dictionary. Meaning, the dictionary's raison d'etre, must be based
on more than just a bunch of signs and symbols pointing to each other; it must involve the living experiences of
sentient beings engaging the world. The four horizontal rectilinear pieces connecting this central box and its
attached circular elements to the front leg posts, suggest by their extended positive-negative continuity with the
linking slots in the legs, that there is a direct correspondence between these two parts, i.e. the legs, and the box
with its attached circular forms. These phenomenally circular artifacts and the pi proportioned box are formally
framed by the symbol of pi (B).

THE VENEER OF SYMBOLIC MEANING
Appropriate observances must poignantly acknowledge that a dictionary is an enterprise of symbols (i.e. of things
representing other things). Consistent with this propriety, the entire dictionary table, made of salvaged pine, has a
material anomaly, the front facade. This thick veneer of more costly walnut incarnates an illustration of the Greek
alphabet character for pi (B). By its frontal position, its greater economic value, and its vignetted material contrast,
the primacy of symbols in the significance of a dictionary is emphasized. The twelve one-inch cubes again
demonstrate the significance of conventionality and show by their material quality (walnut hardwood) to be of a
like category to the "veneer" making the pi character. Since these small cubes have no observable structural
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function, their role must be a symbolic one. Likewise, the use of walnut in the wedges of the exposed circular dowel
connections of the table top suggests that they are more than just structural. They are dark walnut to underscore,
by their contrast, the dowel's diameter. This, along with the dowel's circumference, forms a detail thematic of the
whole work by it phenomenal instantiation of the transcendental pi ratio, i.e. the circumference divided (literally) by
its diameter.

TRIANGULATION ON MEANING
The tripod base is not only for stability but is related to the concept of the semanticist's thought-and-thing triangle
which diagrams the essential relationships between: the thought, called the reference, the thing, called the
referent; and the symbol or sign, which in this case is the graphical content of the dictionary. One vertex of this
tripod, the cone-shaped piece, is a synthesis of the triangle and the circle. So in effect, the base of this work rests
on: the cone (a referent for both the semanticist's triangle and the pi factor from the circle) and the two posts which
dovetail with the table cross-piece constituting a sign/character for pi (B). Thusly are the phenomenal and
symbolic made one.

SPECIFICATIONS
22" wide x 15" deep x 41"tall
walnut and salvaged pine with clear gloss and satin polyeurathane finishes
all joints bonded with glue only, no metal fasteners
designed and fabricated - 1993
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The Care of Making
Towards a Theory of Design Benevolence
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School of Architecture and Community Design
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3702 Spectrum Blvd. Suite 180
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cooke@arch.usf.edu

“…things once created work themselves to reproduce or transform the social contexts in which they are
encountered and move. They are active rather than passive and dialectically related to their social
conditions of existence.” 1 Christopher Tilley, Metaphor and Material Culture

The most hurtful message one can ever hear or experience through words or
someone’s actions is: “I don’t care about you”. Sadly, many of the things that we interact
with in our daily lives convey this message of indifference. Our streets, once places
accommodating the full range of human activities, have become lifeless, ugly corridors fit
only for facilitating the movement of people and goods. Our public spaces once offered a
vital neutral ground for communal discourse and celebration and now tend to lack center or
meaning. The majority of the homes today are designed and built by the thousands with a
total disregard for their environmental impact, displacing vast areas of natural open space
and habitat; and designed with little, if any, response to the local climate and those who
reside there. Then, there are those products that afflict us with their worthless quality,
inadequacy and uselessness.
Some things, thankfully, give a different message; saying, “I care”, whether they are
places, artifacts or events. These are the things that make life meaningful - that season and
refresh our world. They act beneficially within us and ennoble us in the face of life’s
challenges. The Campo in Siena, a Shaker box, a Japanese tea ceremony, an American jazz
performance, a Bolognese meal, and a Greek folk dance all have this similar life giving spirit.
As a paradigm, traditions of “care-full” making constitute a way of looking at the elements
that have, in some way, made “palpably and imaginatively available to us moments and
emblems of appreciable life”.2
Like the traditions of careful making, we can all think of those things that have
special meaning and value. There is something within their depths that communicates the
fullness of existence. All these things tell a story. With still voices they share with us their
autobiographies: their origins, conception, birth, the time and places they inhabit, the work
they have undertaken, their appearance, the comfort, pain, joy or agony they imparted to us,
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and finally their death - and for some resurrection. They speak to us in five parts. First they
tell us “where” (context – time and place) : where they are from, where they have been,
where they are now, and where they are going. They reveal the “what” (form): what they
look, feel, sound, taste and smell like, what their elements are and how they are configured.
They disclose the “who”: who conceived them, who made them and who were they made for.
They let us know the “why” (purpose): why they are here, the meaning they convey, what
they do, why they exist. And finally, they reveal to us the “how” (processes), how they were
made and continue to be sustained. Every object or happening has such a story: the
conception of a poem, the birth of a song, the life of a spoon, the shape of a car, the joy of a
meal, the death of a building and the resurrection of an icon. The care of making begins with
paying attention to and understanding this artifactual narrative, the diverse and dynamic
self-story of things - for to care for anything, you must first understand it.
When we look even closer at the inner structure of these things we encounter the
spirit of their makers that inhabits them like a phantom - a spirit whose vision of life and care
for the world either matters or it doesn’t. This generative spirit, reflected in the places,
objects and events that it engenders, is activated by those ideas and affections that it holds.
As Louis Sullivan, architect and mentor to Frank Lloyd Wright said, “…for in every building
you see is the image of the person whom you do not see,” “…they (buildings) are emanations
of the people; they visualize for us the soul of our people. They are as an open book.”3
Making is a mirror of the soul. As such, we give back and express who we are, what we
believe and desire, and what is important through our actions. This inner belief combined
with desire compels action over apathy or indifference.4
Perhaps no feeling compels one into action more than the joy of making. When we
are fully engaged in the act of making, with the fullest exercise of our abilities, our humanity
is validated and we enter into a reality bordered by difficulty and centered in joy. Though
things can act beneficially within us the mere possession of material goods does not make us
happy.5 There is, however, a happiness that consists in the free formational activity of
making. The Florida pioneer Julia Daniels Moseley (1885) captures this emotive experience
in a letter to her husband in which she describes the making of a handbag:
“It is so handsome. There is joy beyond words in creating something beautiful. As
it grows beneath your touch you are scarcely conscious of your body and when it is finished
a feeling of such exaltation sweeps over you and life seems such a splendid thing.”6
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Psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi describes this type of optimal experience as
“flow”,7 a feeling of well being during an activity where one is in a highly focused state of
consciousness that is “so engrossing and enjoyable that it becomes autotelic, that is, worth
doing for its own sake even though it may have no consequence outside itself.”8 In this case,
the making of the thing carried great personal meaning and was considered to have great
beauty.
Rather like a quartered fruit, the quality of a thing has four essential and
distinguishing attributes each working together and informing the whole. The good, the
meaningful, the beautiful and the crafted, when combined, reveal the quality of the fruit.
Sometimes one or more of these properties carries more weight than the others. However,
by themselves, they are insufficient to produce the degree of excellence we expect of a thing
made with care. It is the combination of these characteristics that generates “the quality of a
thing” engendering a feeling of joy, belonging, contentment, or simply the feeling of being
cared for.
A good thing successfully fulfills its purpose. It has a quality that facilitates the
deepest flourishing of human life and engages respectfully with the orderliness of the natural
world. We are troubled if a potato peeler doesn’t peel or if a watch doesn’t work – for a good
thing does successfully what it was intended to do. But it must do more than just fulfill its
purpose. What if its purpose is destructive? To be a good thing it must also lead to “well
being”, and contribute to the quality of life. In doing so, a good thing not only promotes a
higher quality of human life but exists respectfully and in harmony with natural ecosystems.
A good thing without any other sense of significance loses its luster over time and by itself
represents little more than sterile functionality.
A beautiful thing satisfies our longing for harmony. It delights our soul and realigns
it in the direction of eternity. It is not the individual elements such as, the petals of a flower
or the bricks of a building which satisfy, but all the diverse parts joining in unity. There is
something instinctive in our nature which responds when things harmoniously and
peacefully coexist. At the same time a beautiful thing can arouse delight within the soul as
ravenously as the smell of food can arouse hunger. This enjoyment of beauty is a “right”
feeling that makes us aware that we are living, embodied souls, connected to a place and a
moment in time that has been redeemed. But there is also something about a beautiful thing
that turns one’s heart toward the infinite as if something immortal once resided there and
now is gone. A beautiful thing by itself, however, can be manipulative and seductive – merely
providing temporary gratification. This temporal quality may leave us unfulfilled and longing
for something more.
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A meaningful thing can magnify our sense of significance and remind us of those
moments when life was full. They connect us to others who have touched our lives and can
link us to something greater than ourselves. Some things become a projection of the self,
external symbols and an extension of how we want to see ourselves and express our identity.
They become important because they convey individuality, power and status. For some,
meaning is embodied by a special car, a big house, or fine jewelry. For others it may be
unique clothing, a hat or shoes.9 In a study conducted by Csikszentmihaly to explore this very
topic – what makes a thing meaningful to someone, a wealthy attorney “whose home was full
of rare art and expensive furniture,” was asked to identify “the most special object he owned.”
Inviting the interviewer down to the basement den he took out an old trombone from a
trunk:
“He used to play this in college, he explained, when life was fresh and spontaneous.
Now he feels weighed down with cares, and whenever he is depressed he goes to the den to
play a few tunes, and some of his worries disappear for a time… the most meaningful
symbol of his private self was the trombone, which alone had the power to put him back in
touch with himself.”10
Meaningful things can also connect us to special people who have touched our lives.
Photographs are the most obvious but furniture and special places can also serve to preserve
certain memories. Finally, meaningful things surround us and can link us to something
greater than ourselves. These are the great communal arenas (street and public square), the
sacred places and objects that allow us to escape our own particularity. At the opposite
extreme, a meaningful thing that operates merely as a personal symbol could potentially
demean into something kitsch or nostalgic lacking any enduring quality.
A crafted thing is well made, reveals a deep understanding of material and
expresses a mastery of technique. Its splendor is the art of putting things together, also
considered the poetics of construction. A crafted thing reflects the maker, who lovingly
understands her material, its character, and its “song”. She has asked questions about it to
uncover its potentiality and to discover new possibilities. The masters of materials have been
her teachers and through her own disciplined experimentation and struggles have made
valuable contributions. A crafted thing comes from a craftsman who has mastered the
techniques required for its making. He is a skilled workman whose work shows the “exercise
of care, judgment and dexterity.”11 But, the crafted thing is more than just a material study or
embodiment of perfected technique it is a formal celebration of poetic relationships and
connections.
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When the paradigm of benevolence echoes among several individuals and when we
make something with or for someone with an attitude of care we unite together in
community. Making with others creates a sense of belonging and interdependence
increasing social capital. Social capital is a key component to building and maintaining
community and "refers to the collective value of all 'social networks' and the inclinations that
arise from these networks to do things for each other.”12 Two making traditions that best
demonstrate this “collective value” are the quilting bee and barn-raising. In both, the special
meaning and value of the thing crafted is magnified by many individuals communing in the
joy of making – in the making of joy. One might wonder if it wouldn’t be easier or more
expedient to hire someone to build something or go to buy a blanket at the store. In the
Foxfire narrative, just such a question is posed: “As I watch them making the final stitches, I
wonder, just why would these women spend their time quilting when it’s much cheaper to
buy a blanket at the stores nearby. Might it be that they quilt just for social enjoyment?”13
But the artifactual narrative that is composed during this socially charged and inspired
process communicates something far deeper and richer than understanding a building or a
blanket as a mere commodity. When the opportunity is removed to interact in the process of
making, the social capital is also diminished. The Foxfire chronicles goes on to explore this
relationship in a quote by Edith Darnell, a participant in quilting bees, who said:
“It helps bring people together where they’d have quiltin’. It just seems like
lot’a’pleasure. You’re quiltin’---a’talkin’ and a’quiltin too. And y’have lunch. I used t’enjoy
goin’ t’th’quiltin’s.” (Wigginton**) 14
In striving for design benevolence, all making comes at a cost. The quality we seek in
making is found by offering up those things we value most: our time, our money, our
possessions, the efforts of our bodies and minds; our egos, our very souls. Time is the most
valuable thing we posses. When we have nothing else we have time and, as such, it is the
most costly gift we can bestow for care-full making. We may be able to recoup our money but
the time spent in the cause of making is gone forever. Also, it is not without effort that we
have the great music, the great architecture, and the great cities of the world. But the time
and effort spent on little things: making a special meal, planting some flowers, composing a
scrapbook may have more impact on our lives and those around us than the grandest
cathedral. Ultimately, every time we make something, a part of us becomes exposed. Our
pride is made vulnerable and is offered up to the criticism; the praise; or, for that matter, the
indifference of others. All great making has a cost and reflects the soul of the maker and the
virtues invested in the making.
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The virtues of making can be seen radiating out of places, events and objects made
with care. Two of the virtues most important to making – diligence and love, form the
enduring disposition and attitude of the maker’s heart, guiding them to an act of goodness.
Diligence is attentiveness to the task at hand, giving the degree of care necessary through
steady effort, humility and a persevering spirit. The etymology of the word originally meant
“attention and care” (Latin – diligentia) and evolved from “love’ through “attentiveness to
“carefulness to “steady effort”.15 It is hard to imagine any of the great works created or
performed without it. In fact, what infects making more than anything else is laziness, vanity,
and cowardice.
A few weeks before he died, the great French-Swiss architect Le Corbusier wrote:
“I am 77 years old, and my moral philosophy can be reduced to this: in life it is
necessary above all else to act, and by that I mean, to act in a spirit of modesty, with
exactitude, with precision. The only possible atmosphere in which to carry on creative
work is one in which these qualities prevail: regularity, modesty, continuity,
perseverance.”16
As stated earlier, however, action is produced from the marriage of belief and desire. The
virtues of diligence and love provide the context for action to be taken. In caring for anything
or anyone, love serves as a catalyst for doing good for someone else.
It is in love we give life to things and through expressions of love that the world is
refreshed. Love-making is not just a sweet, sentimental feeling. It is active rather than
passive; tough and enduring - with demands stronger than any other force. Because of all of
its various meanings and a tendency for the word to be used carelessly, it is often difficult to
distinguish love (as in what one like’s) with Love – characterized by the qualities of the fruit
and rich with the good, the beautiful, the meaningful and the crafted. Romantic love can
help us understand the deep emotion and caring that comes with loving; and, the physical act
of love, anticipates the birth-dance as the ultimate expression of making. The other meaning
of love so fundamental to making is benevolence or the will to good – synonymous with
“caring.” This is a self-giving love. A quote from Lewis Hyde illustrates the relationship
between making and love as a gift of the self:
“That art that matters to us – which moves the heart, or revives the soul, or
delights the senses, or offers courage for living, however we describe the experience – that
work is received by us as a gift is received.” 17
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Elie Wiesel, Jewish novelist and holocaust survivor said: “The opposite of love is not
hate, it's indifference.”18 The core meaning of indifference is “seeming not to care,”19 the
message of indifference: “I don’t care about you.” This is where we began, with this message
of indifference in the things that surround our lives and, its opposite – a message of care
found in the great traditions of making. Giving attention to the things around us by
understanding their story is the beginning of care. By making something good, beautiful,
meaningful and crafted we offer our gifts and promote overall flourishing, and through our
diligence and love we refresh the world. For a thing made with love doesn’t only say, ‘look at
me, see how important I am.” No, it says, “look at you, see how important you are.”
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Embodiment and the arts: cognitive processes that illuminate how we see, feel, do, and
speak.

Artists and audiences have long understood that creative works mark a
relationship between human perception and the world. Sight, feeling, touch, sound,
motion, and scent are based in the body and enable our experience of “knowing
something” in our minds. These senses interface with the world, interjecting and
interweaving our frames into the environment. In turn, sense perception introduces the
world into our selves. Contrary to traditional Western epistemologies of knowledge that
set language hierarchically atop the senses (Esrock, 1994), bodily perception is integral to
thought. It allows the material for our thinking. Without sense information, we would not
come to knowledge.
Because seeing, feeling, touching, smelling, and hearing are the pathways that
both ground knowledge and coordinate the self with the world, we pay attention to
people, such as artists, whose mode of making either objects or sound, motion or
sensation prompts us to become conscious of the pathway itself. We notice Cezanne’s
angular cubing of mountainscape, Rodin’s oppositional roil of motion, Gertrude Stein’s
flowing coding, Dylan Thomas’s flowing flowing. Pick any artist that impresses you and
you will find the mark of his or her perceptual style of impression. Painters, sculptors,
dancers, poets, and musicians all undergo a certain experience of bodily sensation which
they simultaneously re-create as a conception of that experience. We observe this object
or action that the weaver, craftsperson, architect, or wine-maker makes. In doing so, we
also experience their sensation as, now, our sensations (Esrock, 2002).
Sensation indicates life is going on. To be alive means to be in action, bodily
action. No matter how individualized the interpretation of experience, we all hook into
the action of events. The mind and body, together, track such action as a means of
coordinating with the environment. To be alive and to be human also means to have a
creative mind. Millisecond by millisecond, all minds construct and reconstruct the
interchanges that compose our live bodies in action in the world. The point of my paper
today will be to, first, celebrate how the body grasps our experience and, in doing so,
allows us to share it with others. Secondly, in times of budget cuts to the arts, it is helpful
to know that cognitive studies on the interrelation of perception, action, and language can
valorize the wonderous nature of both everyday human creativity -- how we feel, see,
imagine, make, think -- and works of art that embody those capacities.
Few artists verbally articulate their process of invention: their work stands for,
and speaks for, itself. But a growing corpus of research from cognitive studies now
addresses how the body is invested in the environment that it both experiences and
creates. Our language, tools, and art all participate in this exchange between what we feel
and what we do. While Western thought has cordoned off mind from body, current
studies in the interdisciplinary area of cognition explore “embodiment,” a term that
indicates that sensorimotor aspects of our experience form what we feel, imagine, make,
think.
The topic, embodiment in language, is currently debated in the fields of science,
linguistics, and literature. These discussions directly bear on non-verbal fields, including
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performance and fine arts. I emphasize that the arts are fields that need no analytic
explanation to verify the value of each work. But here, I apply embodiment in language
to both the viewing and production of art. I will summarize seven distinct but related
areas of inquiry that link seeing and feeling, seeing and doing, and seeing and speaking.
The key to focus on here is the relation between perception taken in through sight and
perception taken in through the hand. Cross-modal, vision and haptic perception is deeply
connected. The seven areas briefly treated here are 1) neural images,) cross-modal vision
and touch, 3) similarity of motion style’ as the ground in metaphor, 4) visual constraint of
touch and its relation to ideomotor movement, 5) mirror neurons, 6) emergent, enactive,
or dynamic systems and embodiment in language as an example of emergence, and 7)
simulation and embodiment.

1. Neural images.
While musing on art in 1867, Walter Pater states in The Renaissance that “The
mind begins and ends with an image” (“Winckelmann”). Pater lived in a time when
social commentators began to address early forms of perceptual psychology. His
comment expresses the idea that the mind is composed of images. Pater’s thought
resonates with neuroscientist Antonio Damasio’s current work on the neural images that
constitute our minds.
I begin our discussion of how cognitive studies on perception, action, and
language illuminate how we see, feel and do art by first defining how the mind ‘begins
and ends with an image.’
According to Damasio, consciousness and its main contents, images, are neural.
An image forms when invisible microstructural changes in neural circuits become neural
representations. In turn, these representations become an image that a person experiences
as belonging to that person (Damasio, 1994, p. 90). Importantly, an image is what is
known to us (98). It becomes “known” when it becomes “salient”: when its neurological
activation becomes strong enough to separate from background activity to become overt
to us (Damasio, 1989a, 54). The ability to image indicates cognition. Images are the
content of our thought (1994, p. 89). Images are perceived; these are called “perceptual
images” (1994, p. 96). Reading is a perceptual image (96). A recalled image (97) , such
as one we remember, imagine, think upon, is more faint than a directly perceived one, but
it is an image just the same (108). These images are based on perceptions that have been
stored or mapped in the brain in a certain way. When external entities and internal body
states are mapped in feature fragment manner (1989a, p. 49), where ‘features’ include
color, shape, texture (34), or movement (34, 56), we can experience recall an experience
(or recall an complex reconstruction of images). Fragments are associated on the basis of
similarity and space-time placement (1989a, p. 39).
Thus far, we have established that perceptual senses are stored or mapped in
feature-fragment manner in the brain as neural images. These perceptual materials are the
only materials that become conscious to our mind. In other words, perception, and its
retrieval and reconstruction allows us to think, to know.
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The next point is that Damasio holds is that invocation of an image through one
mode of experience, say, invocation through words, also calls up all other knowledge
about an object or event. For example, presentation of either the spoken, written, or linedrawn picture of an object or concept, say of a "violin," generates not just semantic and
lexical information about the instrument but also a "set of time-locked activations of
sensory and motor representations" in the brain (Damasio, 1989b, p. 26).
Which particular sensory cortice takes in information, and the perceptual
interrelation of hand and eye plays an important role in how information is stored
(Damasio, 1990, p. 1046). Information taken in the hand, such as tools or playing an
instrument can affect domain inscription (“Concepts,” 1989).
Recall happens when physical fragments are reactivated by the firing of
convergence zones [CZ] and the concomitant feedback projections arising from them
(Damasio, 1989a, pp. 39, 29, 26, 45). CZ are neural ensembles, binding codes which
describe linkages in entities and events (39). To form consciousness, CZ in the early
sensory (perceptuomotor) and motor cortices must be activated as well as later areas of
the brain (TL, 28-36).
For Damasio, the interaction between perceiver and reality generates domains of
knowledge organized by neural constraints, not by conceptual-lexical labels (1989a, p.
57). A concept is not a word, definition, or picture (1989b, p. 25). There is no
permanently stored definition, list, template; there is no parallel, sequential search (27).
Damasio’s model is a recognitional (recall), and not definitional, model of concepts.
Categories are neural; they are built early, while inscribing episodes; they precede
episodic inscription (1989a, 50, 43). Domains, separable (27) and recorded materials,
vary between individuals (39-40). The abstract entity [such as complex, autobiographical
thought] is derived from the concrete [the perceptual].
Meaning is recreated in each re-instantiation (28); it is a collection of pertinent
evocations (“Concepts”). Thought is a trick of timing: recall reactivates fragments that
have been stored in a spatially discontinuous manner in the brain and that, once recalled,
are made continuous (again) by their being brought into one time window ( “Concepts”).
A concept is probability governed: its features ever-vary at each time-locked
reinstantiation. What we “know” is what is shared across time-locked recurrences
(“Concepts”).
Because images are neural, images are physical processes that are "embodied.”
The evocation of a concept involves sets of neural co-activation that "embod[y]
knowledge, and it is such knowledge that naturally constitutes the ‘idea’ or ‘concept’ of
whatever stimulus prompted it to appear” (1989a). When a word in a text activates a
concept, we come to meaning through this word because the “brain embodies
(materializes) in neural hardware the combined biological and cultural bond that culture
has assigned between a language representation (a signifier) and a segment of non-verbal
reality (a signified), to borrow Saussure’s suggestive terminology" (p. 55).
Conscious content, then, is what is known to us; it is what we can talk about (54).
The neural bond between neural activation and use of language to designate images
(thought) is automatic, uninhibitable in the healthy brain (Damasio, 1989a, p. 55).
In The Feeling of what Happens, Damasio underscores that what we know as
“feeling” is a process wherein images are reconstructed (or “duplicated”) by the body
through a series of contructions (1999). Damasio states that
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Feeling cannot be duplicated unless flesh is duplicated, unless the brain’s actions
on the flesh are duplicated, unless the brain’s sensing of the flesh after it has been
acted upon by the brain is duplicated” (1999, 315).
Here, Damasio lays out the fact that sensory impressions are taken in by the flesh or
body. We come to feel these as feelings only after the brain has registered not just our
bodily state, but also the difference in that bodily state that has been altered by experience
of sensation. Our bodies record the change against a type of background body state that
shows up the difference or alteration. This is what feeling is, a difference in bodily state.
This is also what art does: it moves us.
2. Intermodal, or cross-modal, correlation.
3. Similarity of motion style’
A brief overview of visual-haptic cross-modality aids our discussion of how
seeing, feeling, and doing are activated when we view art. We only see in two
dimensions; we learn the third dimension, depth, through our lifelong experience and
recalled memory of touch (Hoffman, 1998, pp. 23, 19, 5). Each time we see something
three-dimensionally, our mind reconstructs that image for us from our knowledge base of
touch. This is why, of the several sense modalities, vision and touch are deeply
connected. Cross-modal or intermodal correlations share information (Rock and Victor,
1964; Easton, 1975).
Cross-modal connections relate to speaking, and doing. Catherine H. Dent holds
that seeing motion can prompt metaphoric language (seeing and speaking) that employs
similar motion as the ground (Dent,1986, 1990, “Facilitating,” 231-235; “motion
information, 1607-1613). Randolph Easton holds that seeing motion can, in two ways,
prompt our muscles to physically act out a similar movement (seeing and doing).
4. Visual constraint of touch.
To understand these actions, let’s first note that vision not only is linked to haptics
also, under certain circumstances, vision biases haptics. Easton researches intersensory
compromise in visual constraint of touch (visual capture). Under normal circumstances,
sets of information affecting vision and touch are similar. But under disorientation,
[D]istortion in the visual channel would modify schema common to all senses, with the
result that [haptic information would be made] congruous with vision (Easton, 1976, p.
204). The result: vision constrains touch, making us feel what the eye wants us to see.
Visual capture relates to how covert muscle movements are correlated with
symbolic processes (Easton, 1975, p. 231). Ideomotor behavior occurs when a person’s
motor muscles unintentionally and make the movement of an object that a person sees or
imagines. A “low intensity stimuli may be confused with an image and partially
processed sensory input could trigger a seemingly autonomous image” (Easton , 1975, p.
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232). Easton also notes that The “active grasping of an object may provide nearimmediate access to three dimensional form” (1997).
5. Mirror neurons.
Hand grasping relates to mirror neurons. Research on mirror neurons shows that
our visual and manual motor systems are deeply linked: when a person’s observation of a
specific type of grasping hand gesture activates their own motor neurons for executing
that gesture. We are not conscious of this activation. Mirror neurons show congruence
between observed action and executed action; they link doing and communicating
(Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998; Gallese, 1999). Importantly, in humans, the motor capacities
for speech activate during hand-arm movements (Rizzolatti, 1998). Rizzolatti posits that
the capacity to recognize actions is the basis for language development (1998), while
Ramachandran holds that mirror neurons may be the basis for empathy, mind-reading,
and learning (2000).
Bringing together these manual, visual, action-oriented, and speech issues, my
research asks, are metaphors that show similarity of motion style enabled to do so by
means of a process of constraint (or bias) between visual and motor or haptic systems? If
motion metaphors involve bias, simulation, and blending, how are ‘constrained’ sets of
information coordinated with larger emergent processes that take into account such
‘adjusted’ sets of information as part of the moment-by-moment, “constant[ ] interaction”
of different sets of neural information active in the brain (Thompson & Varela 2001, p.
418; Gibbs, 2006s, p. 62)?
6. Emergent systems.
Researchers have sought a conceptual framework that allows them to account for
the flexible interchange, rather than retrieved representation, of neural information that
negotiates our interface between body and world. My entry point into “emergent
systems” is instances of embodied, cross-modal language. I ask, does constrained
perception also constrain language metaphors? I use this more narrowed discussion on
how action and perception inform everyday metaphors to open up a broader discussion of
how embodiment also articulates part of the creative process that undergirds the arts.
Thompson & Varella (2001) explore an enactive viewpoint that “maps” the neural
substrates of consciousness at the level of large-scale level. Emergent systems show a
two-way, local to global (upward) and global to local (downward, less discussed),
reciprocal relation between neural events and conscious activity. Consciousness is not
brain-bound but orchestrates the relationship of brain-body-world as both upward and
downward processes. Embodiment (422-424) shows emergence.
7. Simulation.
Emergence resonates with Raymond W. Gibbs’s analyses of both simulation
(2005) and the relation between language and our bodily experience of movement
(2006a, pp. 134-139). Image schemas and image schematic reasoning are emergent “inthe-moment embodied simulations” that can be understood as “experiential gestalts”
(Gibbs, 2005, pp. 132, 115). “Image-schematic reasoning is always…recreated by the
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body as people continue to engage in sensorimotor behaviors” (p.116). This reasoning is
manifested in linguistic reasoning that “involves the embodied simulation of events, and
is not simply a matter of activating pre-existing representational entities” (p. 115). We are
not necessarily conscious of how we engage in imaginative simulations but they are
nevertheless “mental actions where…one mentally engages in actions similar to those
overtly referred to (Gibbs, 2006b, p. 442).
Emotion, consciousness, and language are extensions of animate motion (Gibbs,
13). Perception is what “we do” by looking at an object; experience is “what one does” in
relation to an external object (Gibbs, pp. 65-67).
Art and images.
Rainer Maria Rilke once wrote that “We comprehend / flowering and fading
simultaneously” (1939/1967, Fourth Elegy, ll. 4-5.) Cognitive studies show that we not
only comprehend concepts simultaneously, but we also understand touch through vision,
or sound through vision. Bodily senses are orchestrated to share understanding. Before
cognitive studies, art has always taught us that the senses are evocative because they do
call up rich, mingled associations. Art is “perceptually-guided action” (Dent).
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From the Head to the Heart: Raising Awareness in Women’s Studies Courses and
Proudly Becoming the “F” Word
As the coordinator of the Women’s Studies program at Metropolitan State University, I
have the opportunity to watch the students grow through their coursework and life
experiences. One of the most painful growth stages is their working through a growing
awareness of the sexism/racism/ageism that is present in our society. I am often asked
how to deal with the frustration and anger that accompany this awareness. Through the
years, I have been able to identify the stages that students in women’s studies go through,
the resistance to these stages, and the strategies that can be used to work through the
anger and frustration.
This case study deals with a specific course in Gender and Technology. As the course
was offered at a graduate and undergraduate level, as well as through women’s studies
and technical communication, I could not assume that students had any knowledge of
feminist theory and issues. We spent a great amount of time in the beginning of the
course exploring the theoretical issues of race, class, gender, and sexuality. This was the
first time that some of the students had ever discussed these issues. Their idea of the “F”
Word (Feminism!) was that of a “Femi-Nazi” who had no sense of humor and probably
hated men.
Throughout the course, the students discovered that they were, in fact, Feminists, and that
they had experienced discrimination based on their gender, class, sexuality, religion,
and/or race. This journey was painful, but looking at their growth through stages helped
them to understand the emotions they were experiencing.
These stages, and their corresponding emotions, could be used in other women’s studies
courses, especially those course that are offered for the general population in which there
is much resistance to the idea of feminism. I will explain and give examples of these
stages, the steps that we took to get through the stages, and the final emotional and
intellectual learning that the students accomplished.
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It Takes a Village: A Case Study on Working Through the Communication Challenges
of Cross-Cultural, Cross-Organizational Service-Learning Projects
Service-learning in technical communication has always been a very important part of
our mission and history at Metropolitan State University. Throughout the years, we have
worked with various non-profits to help with their documentation, project management,
and web development needs. We thought that we had developed a seamless, effective
process that enabled our students and our clients to benefit from the various projects and
challenges. With the idea of further improving and developing our program, we attended
the 3M Campus/Corporate Engaged Department Institute for Engineering, Computer
Science and Math, and Related Fields in April, 2005. During this institute, we were
introduced to Professor John Duffy, a solar engineering expert from the University of
Massachusetts-Lowell (UML), who presented his international service-learning project
for solar engineering in remote mountainous regions of Peru. After numerous
conversations during this presentation, it became clear that one of the problems with the
Peru project was the lack of understandable, user-friendly documentation for the
sometimes complicated solar-powered equipment used by the Peruvians. As we have a
required course in international technical communication for our master’s students in
technical communication, we volunteered to help with that documentation problem.
During the fall of 2005, the graduate students in the international technical
communication course began working on this project with Professor Duffy and members
of his solar engineering program. This project required a number of skills and
proficiencies. First, the students needed to understand and evaluate various intercultural
and international technical communication theories. Then, they had to understand how
these theories would apply to a real project in Peru. The remote areas of Peru had their
own particular culture, so students also had to research these subcultures and understand
the communication challenges that would come from those particular areas.
On top of these challenges, students also needed to understand how solar power works.
The initial plan was to write documentation for maintaining solar power stations; that,
however, was refocused to writing documentation for operating solar-powered radios that
the Peruvians used to communicate health and other important information to other
villages throughout the region. Our students produced user-friendly, translated
documentation that was taken to Peru for usability-testing.
We and our partners have been pleased with the results and are continuing this project
with future projects involving solar systems for refrigeration of vaccines, solar water
pumping systems, water purification systems including motivational posters to encourage
the drinking of purified water, and maintaining and repairing solar energy sources.
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This case study illustrates how important communication is in service-learning projects.
Many, perhaps most, service-learning projects take place within and between particular
discourse communities. This project took place between two academic communities
(Metropolitan State University and the University of Massachusetts-Lowell), the
subculture of technical communication, the subculture of engineering, the various
cultures of the different communities in Peru, and the technology used to communicate
between all of these discourse communities. On top of these challenges, we had to tackle
translation issues, university and Campus Compact grant administrative procedures and
regulations, authorizing and protecting our students for out-of-country travel, and making
sure that everyone involved in the project understood what the timelines and guidelines
and budget were for this project.
Service-learning projects can rise or fall on the strength of the communication. Although
this project had a very particular communication emphasis, all service-learning projects
should research the varieties of discourse communities that are involved in the projects.
We hope through this presentation that others who may be or are attempting this type of
service-learning project will benefit from our experience and also give us some insight as
to what we might improve on as we continue with this worthwhile, sustainable project
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PRESENTATION PROPOSAL FOR PAPER SESSION
Writing and experiential learning are critical components in student preparedness and success in the academy.
Because this is true, I have made it a point to provide my students with more than a cursory treatment of the ins and
outs of business communication over the past five years that I have been teaching professional and technical writing at
Norfolk State University. To facilitate students’ understanding of real-world best practices in business communication, I
have removed the theory-based components of coursework and have turned my students into would-be apprentices
and the classroom into a boardroom of directives and consequences, modeled, not so accidentally, after the popular
reality television show The Apprentice.
My presentation proposal, then, consists of a lecture and project videos that capture teams of students
undertaking specific fundraising tasks that enable them to donate to a charitable organization of their choosing.
Students’ videotaped projects, testimonials, and candid reflections make this service-learning component a sound and
productive writing and experiential learning tool. Recently, Operation Smile, one of the designated charities,
commended my students in a letter (and Norfolk State University by extension) for their financial donation to the tune of
more than $1,300. My students also received a plaque in recognition of their “outstanding support and dedication to
putting smiles on the faces of children around the world.” In-class assignments, as one might divine, are far more
utilitarian. In short, assigning abstracts, feasibility reports, memos, cover letters and résumés to fulfill the course
requirement is more than busy work that meets the semester’s objectives; it affirms practical expectations for students,
post graduation.
Another component of the class is the job interview. Students must prepare cover letters and résumés that
are turned over to selected colleagues who have agreed to role-play prospective employers. The mock interviews
are videotaped (and produced) and shown to students for in-class critiques, and students are given annotated
matrices (employer’s critique), assessing their overall performance, marketability, and vocational readiness.
This pragmatic approach that connects students’ writing to experience, again, is invaluable. For students of
Technical Writing 303 the bar has been raised, and they are clearing it.
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5th Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities
Waikiki Beach Marriott Resort + Spa--Honolulu, Hawaii
January 12-15 2007
Abstract for Paper Presentation
“Tough Women Transforming Neo-Noir”
Dr. William B. Covey, Associate Professor of English
Department of English, Slippery Rock University
william.covey@sru.edu

One of the key differences in neo-noir films, the post-classic Hollywood crime films that
have evolved from the tradition of the noir movies of the 1940s and 50s, is the replacement of
the stock femme fatale character of the earlier films by strong female detectives and heroes in
such movies as Black Widow (1987), Blue Steel (1989), The Long Kiss Goodnight (1996), Fargo
(1996), Jackie Brown (1998) and Enough (2002). Film critics Hilary Neroni and Jans B. Wager
have begun to analyze how these new characters and newly female-centered narratives have
changed the established conventions of the older noir genre. My paper analyzes and extends
their critical insights to reveal concepts of female agency, social class, and racial stereotypes
suggested in these films. Despite market pressures for low-cost high-profit films and a past
tradition of strong male-driven crime narratives, female-centered neo-noir films continue to
provide innovations for the thriller genre that help keep it interesting. Even though many of
these films have struggled to find a large audience, critical examination of the ideas presented in
these movies will keep this topic vibrant. As Neroni and Wager argue, and my paper concurs,
female-centered neo-noirs revitalize the ongoing relevance of this genre.
AV REQUIREMENTS: Mine is a traditional essay but, if available, I may require audiovisual
equipment (DVD player, TV monitor, remote) to show a film clip. This last request is not
necessary for me to deliver my paper.
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Tough Women Transforming Neo-Noir
Hilary Neroni, in The Violent Woman: Femininity, Narrative, and Violence in
Contemporary American Cinema and Jans B. Wager in Dames in the Driver’s Seat: Rereading
Film Noir each construct an argument that gender and violence have strong meaning in
contemporary American films and both speak out about underrepresented areas of inquiry in film
studies. In fact, both critics employ their own versions of bell hooks’ “oppositional gaze”
concept in order “to develop critical spectatorship” (“Oppositional Gaze” 117) toward each topic
and to use the contemporary psychoanalytic theories of Jacques Lacan and Slavoj Zizek in
reaffirming the importance of female agency in women’s art.
I.

Neroni’s book follows two previously edited collections on cinematic violence: J. David

Slocum’s Violence and American Cinema and Martha McCaughey and Neal King’s Reel
Knockouts: Violent Women in the Movies. Slocum’s book deals only marginally with gender
and McCaughey and King’s book contains short essays by twelve different authors. Therefore,
even though some of this territory has been covered, Neroni is able to build a more sustained
psychoanalytic analysis because hers is a book-length study.
The strength of Neroni’s theory is located in her explanation and understanding of
selected film and psychoanalytic theories. The thesis, first mentioned in the book’s preface,
claims the purpose of her work is to illustrate how “violent women actually disrupt the structure
of filmic narratives, call into question our conceptions of masculinity and femininity, and reveal
the limits of, or failures of, ideology” (ix-x). The majority of The Violent Woman scrutinizes
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American films of the 1990s while the founding assumptions of Neroni’s book is that the
average women can be violent and that such violence is also connected to feminism and
femininity (37).
Neroni analyses a series of female-centered films and provides psychoanalytic insights.
In chronological order, the themes she covers are female murderers, trauma, romance, military
films, and a detailed précis on The Long Kiss Goodnight (1996). There are also some founding
theoretical concepts that guide Neroni’s analysis of these issues and films. Her analyses are built
from the ideas of Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan and supported by Slavoj Zizek. For
example, she employs two psychological terms; the first is “complementarity” and is defined as
it relates to film study:
The man protects or attacks, and the woman is protected or attacked . . . Thus,
when the woman is violent she eliminates the need for the male protector, thereby
disrupting this complementary relationship. (86)
The second concept is “splitting” which describes the literal “splitting [of] the woman’s violence
from her femininity” (138). According to the author, splitting is absolutely essential for the
movie audience, “to accept the violence of a woman as attached to her job rather than her
femininity” (139). Splitting also maintains traditional gender definitions that otherwise would
prove to be too disruptive for the audience’s comfort level because, “when the woman does not
accept her traditional role—and instead questions it—the man’s role is thrown into question as
well” (61).
When discussing murderers and trauma, Neroni summarizes real-life cases from Lizzie
Borden, Ruth Snyder and Susan Smith to filmed versions in Thelma and Louise, Terminator 2:
Judgment Day (1991), The Last Seduction (1994) and Set It Off (1996). These chapters
effectively employ specific references to sequences in each film to uncover cultural assumptions
such as the idea, “that a man who commits violence—and even murder—always acts within a
certain masculine ethos, an ethos which has limits. But women, according to this logic, do not
know what to do in violent situations because violence lies beyond their ken” (64). Violent
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female characters, such as those in the previously listed four films, symbolize a crisis for
traditional cultural assumptions. Neroni elaborates by arguing:
Once a woman commits such a murder—a woman who before the murder
inhabited symbolic roles such as mother, wife, or sister—she throws into question
all other women who come under that title. Thus, she must be distanced from
these symbolic places as quickly as possible. (69)
This idea creates a tension that Neroni continues to locate in violent women’s films between the
cultural desire to return the woman to domesticity versus the competing desire to see her as an
exciting, new, loner outlaw (84). This tension between binaries is a key aspect of psychoanalytic
theory where a third party is then brought in to mediate the conflict. This tension also leads to a
crisis, of sorts. The author argues that “the more you understand the constructed nature of
gender, the less you know about masculinity and femininity” (92) which guides her to a
deconstruction of gender terms that Neroni labels as traumatic. But trauma has positive
connotations for this analyst too because she sees such disturbances as leading to possibilities for
feminist change, arguing that once we understand that masculinity and femininity are applied
like cultural masks, we can work to eliminate negative symbolic constructs. The appeal of the
violent woman is that she can “represent the possibility of a total breakdown of traditional values
and relations” (103). Thus, the violent female character disrupts traditional filmic narratives.
In discussing violent romance films, Neroni finds patterns of extreme rebellion against
social norms. She uses Lacan’s theory of psychosis to label Mallory Knox of Natural Born
Killers (1994) as “not fully integrated into the symbolic order” (117). Mallory’s enjoyment of
extreme violence is “terrifying, destructive, and uncontrollable” (120) to both the filmmaking
(which is full of jarring jump cuts and non-traditional framing) and to the typical audience
member. Since Mallory Knox and her “excessive and stylized violence” (Owczarski 8) is seen
as too radical, Neroni argues that filmed female violence is now more commonly connected to
violent professional women such as those in the police force or military. Thus, women’s
violence is limited to her job, rather than an essential feature of her gender.
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Finally, Neroni analyzes G.I. Jane (1997), Courage Under Fire (1996) and The Long
Kiss Goodnight to illustrate this narrative pattern and argues persuasively that these three films
employ splitting in order to make female violence more palatable, stating, “Once violence
becomes a thing, rather than something a woman does, it can be made to seem as if it is
disconnected from the woman herself” (141). The splitting of violence from the woman’s
essence allows the woman to retain her femininity. This is a tricky psychological move because,
as Neroni reminds us, “The more violent a male soldier is, however, the more masculine he
becomes. But because of the way reification works with violent female soldiers, this violence
remains separate from their femininity” (141). Neroni contends that actresses like Demi Moore,
Meg Ryan, and Geena Davis, who embody traditionally desirable feminine physical traits, help
emphasize the desired split between violence and femininity. Yet, Hollywood films continually
struggle to accomplish this successful split.
As a final example, she sees The Long Kiss Goodnight as an exemplary failure (149).
This film pairs the strong, violent woman with two weaker men, a boyfriend and an ineffectual
detective. Geena Davis, named both Sam/Samantha and Charly/Charlene, exemplifies splitting
within one character. Because she comes out of an eight-year bout of amnesia at the beginning
of the movie, she is defined as both a wholesome and peaceful housewife early on and a
promiscuous and violent government agent during the action scenes. Neroni finds that the film,
once this conceit is explained, ultimately does not know what to do with her character. By film’s
end, she is living in an exurb with her peaceful boyfriend while still demonstrating violence in
her knife throwing skills. Carol Dole posits that the ending reveals, “the female hero has not
entirely set aside her toughness” (98). Yet, Neroni disagrees, claiming that the film is, “unable
to comprehend the complexities of femininity as an identity that includes violence” (161).
Neroni leaves the reader with an uneasy conclusion, stating that even a contemporary individual
film about female violence “understands the unending cycle of trauma and conflict that the
violent woman causes” (161).
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Neroni’s work would benefit from a lengthier and more contemporary consideration of
cartoon and video game heroines of recent years depicted in hybrid films such as Buffy the
Vampire Slayer (1992), Tank Girl (1995), Barb Wire (1996), Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
(2000), X-Men (2000), Lara Croft Tomb Raider (2001), Kill Bill Vol. 1 (2002), Kill Bill Vol. 2
(2004), and Aeon Flux (2005) because each would fit well into the founding ideas of this book.
Limited to American films, Neroni’s book might also have entertained the general influence and
conjunction of women’s violence in the new female-centered Asian action films and anime
movies of the past fifteen years. Analysis of issues surrounding domestic violence depicted in
films like Dolores Claiborne (1995), Enough (2002), Thirteen (2003), and North Country (2005)
could also supplement this book’s claims. To use merely one example from Enough, Slim’s
(Jennifer Lopez) training in personal combat allows her to both beat up her abusive ex-husband
Mitch (Billy Campbell), but training sessions are first shown where a male character has to
instruct her to take on aggressive male characteristics. Such a scene allows the traditional
audience member to still see her character as feminine and yet to root for the underdog to also
beat up the bully. That so many examples like these of issues raised in Neroni’s book exist only
proves its ongoing applicability and relevance.
II.

Jans B. Wager’s Dames in the Driver’s Seat: Rereading Film Noir also can be seen as

essential to the ongoing livelihood of film noir study. Along with Linda Mizejewski’s
Hardboiled & High Heeled: The Woman Detective in Popular Culture (New York: Routledge,
2004), which I have discussed in Modern Fiction Studies, Jans Wager illustrates that the most
exciting noir scholarship produced today combines cultural studies analyses with women’s
studies issues to uncover new insights into this genre.
Ironically, the strength of Wager’s book also illustrates its limitation. Influenced by the
work of social critic bell hooks, Wager makes a critical move practiced by very few noir
scholars. The author uses a cultural studies paradigm that privileges the female character in
classic and neo-noir films to bring questions of gender, class, and race to the forefront of each of
her individual discussions. This paradigm is symbolic of a larger project that Wager introduces.
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For her, “Film noir, with its focus on the mythologies of class, sex-gender, and race continues to
reflect the ambiguity and extremes of postmodern experience” (10). While the end result is a
book that is powerful in its critical insights, the work is also marred by the choice of both a
limited noir canon and the inclusion of a couple of suspicious films like Casablanca (1942) and
Fight Club (1999) used as key films when they are not actually film noirs.
As implied above, the critical ground of Wager’s text comes from a traditionally deemphasized moment in classic noir. Wager recalls the cameo of the female taxi driver in The
Big Sleep (1946) as a symbolic precursor for each woman in the nine films she discusses in
detail for the remainder of her book, because this character represents “a smart, capable, verbally
astute, often beautiful female character who goes after, and sometimes gets, what she wants” (2).
By cogently summarizing previous critical positions about pastiche and masculinity from Fredric
Jameson and Richard Martin (although also ignoring similar ideas earlier published by Frank
Krutnik), Wager illustrates that traditional noir criticism always posits a “focus on male
subjectivity and the marginalization of female subjectivity” (25). Thus, Dames in the Driver’s
Seat accepts instead the tenets of Janey Place, one of the contributors to E. Ann Kaplan’s classic
text on the subject Women In Film Noir, that the femme fatales and female investigators of this
genre come from “one of the few periods of film in which women are active, not static symbols,
are intelligent and powerful, if destructively so, and derive power, not weakness, from their
sexuality” (47).
In the opening chapters Wager’s critical paradigm divides her films into two basic
categories: noir films are either retro-noirs or neo-noirs. This first category includes films
“made in the present but set in the classic noir period [the 1940s or ‘50s] and neo noirs made and
set in the present but referring to classic noir narratively or stylistically” (3). Such an “either/or”
category may ultimately be too general to fit all neo-noir films but this model does seem to echo
Tom Conley’s claim that, “neo-noir arches back to what it calls paradigmatic traits in order to
gain an affiliation before it puts forward other agendas designed to signify” (194). The most
interesting new signifying traits Wager focuses on are gender, race, and class issues as illustrated
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by both character and culture. Four character types fit into these two general categories of retro
and neo-noir. Women can be either femme fatales or femme attrapée, either dangerous or
complicit with patriarchy respectively, (4) and men can be either homme fatales or homme
attrapée, where the male is fatal to himself or else accepting of and benefiting from patriarchy
respectively (20). Consequently, Wager argues, “retro-noirs fulfill a reactionary function while
neo-noirs often seem to reflect revisionary views” (3). As Wager makes clear, she would like all
future noirs to be neo-noirs as these films are accepting of women’s agency and also of racial
equal rights. The kinds of film noir that the author enjoys must then include characters “who
both represent and contain a potential threat to white male dominance” (33). Thus, she embraces
the label for herself as a progressive third-wave feminist (27).
For example, later in her study, Jans Wager provides a powerful analyses of Twilight, a
film about the aging of Hollywood stars from 1970’s neo-noirs. She first critiques whitecentered racial stereotypes and then includes a sensitive reading of the tensions between the
detective hero’s embrace of white working-class culture and his friendship with morally
bankrupt upper middle-class whites. As she rightly observes, “Harry [Paul Newman]
understands that he has much more in common with these two blackmailers than he does his
‘beautiful people’ employers” (124). In fact, there is an ongoing tension throughout the film
between Harry’s awareness of his chosen life of economic struggle based upon his ethical code
versus his longstanding friendships with morally bankrupt rich people he both loves and
despises. Wager’s social class analysis of Twilight is quite sensitive and accurate.
Marge Gunderson (Frances McDormand), a seven-month’s pregnant and insightful police
chief in Joel Coen’s Fargo, serves as a heroic figure for the author. While Jans Wager struggles
a bit with the odd depictions of two minor characters in this film, the Native American Shep
(Steven Reevis) and the Asian American Mike (Steve Park), she ultimately lauds this film
because it “fulfills the desire for a well-wrought story with a strong female character without
lapsing into the glossy sameness of most Hollywood productions” (141). For her, Marge
Gunderson’s actions and insights are heroic.
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Wager ends her study with Jackie Brown, a film about a self sufficient and bold female
who “has it all” (143). The author credits bell hooks’s critique of Quentin Tarantino’s
previously sexist writing of his female characters as influential to his current choice to make
amends with this movie project. She additionally praises the director for creating an African
American female whose story is driven with “intelligence and personality, rather than [her]
sexuality” (147) while still maintaining a healthy dose of all three qualities. No attrapée, the
fatale character of Jackie Brown “winds up successful and free” (154) while critic Jans Wager
also locates in this movie, “the same sort of spirit that once infused classic noir” (154).
Dames in the Driver’s Seat works best as a cultural studies text that successfully links a
handpicked selection of film noirs to questions about female agency, social class, and racial
stereotypes. Wager concludes her book with the hope that she has imitated bell hooks’s credo to
make us competent readers, a goal that serves “to instruct progressive readers who may also
become progressive artists” (156). Attempting to broaden the scope of her study could have
strengthened the overall effectiveness of this book. Nevertheless, this is a worthwhile book
despite its restricted examination of only a handful of neo-noirs and film noirs. A manuscript
that places the role of the woman character as the central concern for film noir analysis, Dames
in the Driver’s Seat ultimately conveys a rebellious attitude toward traditional noir theories that
refreshes the entire field of study.
The Violent Woman and Dames in the Driver’s Seat each should be celebrated as books
that highlight subjects of academic importance other critics either marginalized or ignored. Both
books foreground women’s agency as a central concern, reveal new ways to read texts, and open
up possibilities for future research in women’s studies. With the help of Neroni and Wager, we
no longer will pass over issues of race and violence in women’s cultural narratives. These two
books illustrate that the time to learn about such narratives is now.
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Abstract

When a hobby becomes identity theft:
German Indian Hobbyists.
Research objective: My research objective is to discover the point at which German
Indian Hobbyists, who attempt to relive Native American culture through literary and
recreational activities, crosses the line to commit a form of cultural identity theft. The
research is a deeper look into the phenomena of hobbyists studying a foreign culture and
adapting that foreign culture into their own life. My research also examines definitions of
cultural identity theft, including types of cultural research which have different objectives
and whose larcenous impact is often committed unconsciously. The research additionally
looks at how the threat of identity theft, in a variety of forms, has been increasingly
incorporated into our daily fears.
Proposed Methodology: The methodology will focus primarily on how the hobby of
reenacting a foreign culture can lead to cultural identity theft. Therefore, much emphasis
will focus on the literary and cultural analysis of works dealing with the psychology
behind the phenomenon of hobby interest in other cultures (i.e. the progression from the
study of Native Americans to the phenomenon of Indian Karneval clubs) as well as the
literature produced on and by German Indian Hobbyists. Special attention will be given
to interviews with German Indian Hobbyists in respect to how they view themselves.
Expected outcome: My paper will demonstrate how intense a hobby interest in another
culture can become when it crosses the boundary into what I have termed “cultural
identity theft.” It will be an analysis of how the hobby is manifest in the life of the
hobbyist, for example in reading books, decorating one’s home, and even taking on the
lifestyle of the other culture. The German Indian Hobbyists (Germans who spend most of
their free time exploring Native American culture) have progressed through successive
stages, from simply reading literature about Indians, to taking part in Indian help
organizations, to dressing up on weekends as Indians, to participating in pow-wows. I
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will show how the intensity within the hobby groups has transformed the hobby into the
practice of cultural identity theft rather than recreation.
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Abstract
In Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research, a shift in emphasis has occurred from a search for
language universals to an examination of diversity (Benson & Nunan, 2004) in the subjective, introspective,
biographical and autobiographical narratives of individual language learners (Bailey & Nunan, 1996; Bell, 2002;
Kanno, 2000; Pavlenko, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c among others).
By looking at narratives of how language teachers acquired their second and third languages, we may be
able to refine our definitions of motivation and learning strategies. The language corpus for this study is the personal
narratives of language teachers living and teaching in Japan, both native and non-native speakers of English. Special
attention is paid to how these teachers influence each others’ revisions of these narratives through the written
feedback they give. Information obtained from analyses such as this one has the potential to shed light on how
languages are learned.

In the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research, a shift in emphasis has
occurred from a search for language universals – what all language learners have in common – to
an examination of diversity – how language learners are different (Benson & Nunan, 2004). An
accompanying shift has occurred in which there is an emphasis on the subjective, introspective,
biographical and autobiographical narratives of individual language learners (Bailey & Nunan,
1996; Bell, 2002; Block, 1998; Cameron, 2000; Connor, 1999; Dyer & Friederich, 2002;
Goodley et al., 2004; Kanno, 2000; Kaplan, 1994; Kouritzin, 2000; Pavlenko, 2001a, 2001b,
2001c; Tse, 2000).
Autobiographical research, starting with diary studies (Bailey, 1983, 1991; Bailey &
Oschner, 1998, Cameron, 2000), also include memoir in general and more recently language
learning autobiographies, such as those collected and discussed by Benson & Nunan (2004),
Murphey (2004), Ogulnick (2000), and Tse (2000).
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Regarding written feedback, multiple perspectives have been examined in previous
research. However, as pointed out by Conrad and Goldstein (1999), “few studies have
undertaken systematic analysis of the relationship between characteristics of teacher feedback
and subsequent revision by students.” (p.149) Finally, little has been discussed about the effect
of peer feedback on subsequent revisions (Hyland, 2000).
To further complicate matters, autobiography and personal narrative are perceived
differently depending on the cultural context in which they are learned about. (Matsuda, 2001;
Dyer and Friederich, 2002). According to Dyer and Friederich, “The distinction between fiction
and autobiography is often blurred in Japanese writing, and thus the Western use of these generic
terms falters in any cross-cultural comparison.” (p. 268). They go on to describe “three striking
components” of Japanese composition education that are relevant to the present study.
“The writer is advised not to manipulate his or her experience in any artistic attempt at
drama or closure (as the Western reader would recognize these features), seikatsu [life
experience composition] is grounded in sensory description, and it is considered to be writerrather than reader-based…and students are instructed to tell it as it really was… ” (p.269).
A final area of contention in autobiographical writing is the question of voice.
Ramanathan and Atkinson (1999) argue that American composition teachers promote the use of
voice to convey a self that is private, assertive, original, and skeptical. They question whether or
not non-native speakers should be required to find their own voices in writing. Matsuda (2001),
on the other hand, states that voice is not just about Western individualism and that “the
difficulties Japanese students face in constructing voice in English written discourse are due not
to its incompatibility with their cultural orientation but to different ways in which voice is
constructed in Japanese and English.” (p.35)
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Research Questions
First, when the American students addressed the task, “State some part of the story you would
like to know more about,” regarding their Japanese peers writing, what form did their feedback
take? Second, if the Japanese writers’ language learning histories (described below) contained
what Dryer & Friederich claim do “not necessarily [have] a sense of conclusion because in
reality, resolution did not occur for the writer. Without the Western plot framework to define the
borders of experience, Japanese writers use other devices to ‘get off the stage’ – for example,
turning the narrative eye to some universal scene like a river or the falling snow.” (p.270) did the
American reader comment on and try to “correct” this, and did the Japanese writers take their
advice? Third, in what other ways did the Japanese writers respond to American feedback?
The present study took place in 2006 during a course called “TESOL Classroom
Practices” in the MA in TESOL Program at Teachers College Columbia University in the
satellite campus in Japan. The participants, all English-language teachers, had not only intimate
knowledge of the contexts of their own learning but also were immersed in an intensive course
on the historical and present-day approaches to second language learning and teaching.

Classroom Context
The students were enrolled in an MA in TESOL program taught on weekends during the
school year and in intensive three-week sessions during the summer. The school describes itself
as “the largest and most comprehensive private graduate school of education in the United
States,” stating that “in its work with teachers of English as a foreign language the TESOL
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Program has increasingly emphasized the social context in which language is taught.”
(http://www.tc-japan.edu/ retrieved October 18, 2006)
The students were assigned to write several papers during the three-week intensive course,
many of which were revised after feedback from the teacher, just one of which, described in
detail below, received peer feedback. The class met three days a week for four hours a day. Class
activities included discussions, group work, jigsaw reading, peer conferencing, and student
presentations.
The Students
The students who are the focus of this study are one Japanese man and two Japanese
women whose drafts of a Language Learning History assignment were read and responded to by
three American classmates. Their level of writing proficiency differed, the Americans being so
much more proficient that they may very well have been perceived in the role of the teachers
rather than peers by the Japanese students even though they were all enrolled in the same MA in
TESOL program. All participants in the student were between 25 and 40, had full-time jobs and
families, and were in the same class of twenty students. All were just starting the program.
The Course
The TESOL Classroom Practices course introduces fundamental concepts and principles
of the language teaching approaches in the 20th and 21st centuries. It includes historical and
current perspectives on pedagogical approaches and theories of language learning and teaching,
as well as practical guidelines for planning activities and developing materials. Students are
asked to prepare demonstrations, in teams, of several of the prominent approaches and methods
and to detail in their presentations how techniques central to these methods might be adapted to
support language teaching in the situations they know best.
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The assignment was given to the students as follows.
Language Learner History
A. First Draft
Write a short history of yourself as a language learner. Try to include all the languages you have
been in contact with, even if no formal (classroom) learning was involved. You may mention of
each experience how successful you were and how positive (or negative) and enjoyable (or dull)
it was, but don't worry about analyzing and explaining: just tell the story. Any legible medium is
fine (you will be exchanging your history with other students) and any length is fine.
B. Oral sharing
Read your history to your partner.
Rules for reader:
(1) Do not apologize, explain, or stall; just read
(2) Don't stop; don't add; just read what you wrote.
Rules for listener:
(1) during reading, don't interrupt; don't ask questions; pay attention;
(2) after listening,
a. Say back the main points of what you heard and understood; what you learned;
b. State a couple of things you liked about the account.
c. State a couple of things you'd like to know more about.
C. Exchange papers with another student (not the one who responded to you orally).
Read their history and write a brief response, stating:
-a couple of things you enjoyed about their story;
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-anything you think you have in common;
-any insights you gained about language teaching & learning;
-some part of the story you would like to know more about.
D. Individual Reflection & synthesis
Review your original text and the written response; then (1) respond to any comments you find
interesting or noteworthy, especially how the reader perceived you as a language learner; (2) add
a brief account of what you learned about yourself from the activity; (3) write a brief summary of
yourself as a language learner (no more than a page). Then, also briefly (no more than a page),
sketch the kind of language class which would be particularly helpful to you and which would
help you fulfill your various goals. Finally, revise your language learning history. Hand in
everything, including the original and the revised version of the paper.
The Findings
The twenty students in this class wrote from 200 to 2000 words in response to the “First
Draft” part of the assignment, with an average of about 500 words per person. Each person
received both oral and written feedback from another student in the class. However, it is only the
relationship between the written feedback and the revision that are discussed in this paper. To
accomplish this, a citation of the first draft, followed by the reader’s comments, followed by a
citation from the revision will be included here, followed by a discussion of the findings.

Taro (No real student names are used in this paper) wrote about how he decided to
postpone and avoid studying English in a formal classroom setting as long as possible and then,
eventually, ended up an English teacher. He left a great many of the details of his story out and
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his ending, while not glancing away at falling snow, faded away into brief descriptions of
diminishing levels of proficiency in subsequent languages he had studied.
“When I travel to foreign countries, I often try to learn some of easy expression spoken in
that country. I learned Indonesian greeting expression before I visited Indonesia. I learned some
Korean expressions before I went to Korea this March. Even just greeting or gratitude
expressions, I can communicate with the people living there. Though of course only a little, I
found it fun.”
His American peer reader, Janet, wrote as many pages in response to his paper as he
wrote. At one point she said to him
Motivation at the junior high and high school levels is problematic. You explicitly stated
that your English classes ‘did not interest’ you and that the lessons were ‘tough and
meaningless.’ It is our job as educators, if I may be so bold as to call us that, to respond to the
needs of our students and to their interests. While some of the methods we read about in the text
seem rather inapplicable to our teaching situations, they are very useful in the sense that most of
the methods encourage us to build a curriculum with our students instead of ‘against’ them.
Perhaps if you had had teachers that tried to make a connection with you and translated your
personal thoughts and questions for other members of the class so that they could respond, as in
Community Language Learning, you may not have fled to the realm of Science.
In her section called “Further Information Desired!” she said, “I would like to know what
the difference was exactly between your high school and the juku (cram school) you attended
during your high school days.” And “you do not fully explain how the ‘oral and written exercises
transformed your knowledge of English.’”
In his revision, Taro added information specifically in response to Janet’s comments and
questions.
“I still longed for foreign countries in my young heart, and I applied for the Summer
Home Stay Program at the sister school in Australia. I was chosen a member so I thought I need
to study authentic English.”
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He elaborated on the “oral and written exercises” by stating: “I was often asked to
compose English sentences orally, which was a response to her questions. I needed to think in
English. I needed to concentrate on not only the structure but also meaning. I also had a lot of
writing exercises. It was like my knowledge was sort in clear and right order. I felt that I was
learning day by day and gradually faster and faster, which was an amazing experience (I want to
experience such a process again!)”
Taro added a final paragraph to his essay, possibly inspired by Janet’s comments,
illustrating that he had other resources, besides the course they were taking together, to help him
become a better language teacher.
I am a member of IRLT, which was founded in Japan by H.E. Palmer as the Institute for
Research in English Teaching. I think I have learned a lot from that institution, but I wanted to
know the outside of the box. I wanted to know the teaching style the institution proposes is still
useful or not, and if there are better way of teaching. So far, what I found is that teaching style
the institute proposes, and the members based on, which is called the Oral Method, is no longer
the traditional Old Method, at least to me it seems. Most of the members use various ways,
which seem to be based on CLL or some modern ways. Learning at TC gives me a lot of notice
and it will help me use various ways and styles of teaching, which are appropriate at appropriate
timing.
This is a powerful and much more specific ending to meet the demands of his American
peer reader, moving him toward a “Western” style of writing.
In the next pair of writers, Mona and Yoko, again the effects of the native speaker on the
non-native speaker are evident. Mona, the American, after praising her partner’s first draft,
showered her with questions, including, “I feel very curious to know what it was that kept you
interested and excited about learning when you were in junior high and high school, though. Was
it just the challenge of the exams and the good feeling of parsing? What were you reading? Was
culture part of the motivation? Where did you grow up and go to school? Countryside? City? Did
you ever encounter English outside of the school? I liked hearing about your first experience
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using English with a native speaker. It seems amazing that three months later you were on your
way to the U.S. Why/how did you decide to go the U.S.? Where did you go?” Many of these
questions were ignored by the writer in her subsequent draft, but about going to the U.S., she
answered at length. Mona also said, “Can you tell about being a foreign student a little? Did you
make friends with English speakers? I wonder what your major was…”
Yoko added the following to her paper:
During high school I studied very hard but I was not able to get into the university I
wanted to go. I studied one more year to pass the exam, but the next year I failed again. My selfconfidence was totally lost and I felt like a big failure in the society. I was wondering about my
future; should I study one more year? Or should I get a job? Neither of the choices seemed real
to me. Then I suddenly remembered my cousin was studying at Temple University in the United
States and she seemed to be enjoying it so much. I like English and I have been studying it so
hard. Why don’t I use it for real? OK! I’ll go to America! Without any hesitation I decided to go
to the United States. Until then I had never imagined myself leaving Japan to study abroad, and I
had never traveled by plane even in domestic flight. Didn’t I feel scared? Of course I did. But I
just did not want to go through my life feeling like a failure.
Not only did she answer her peer reader’s questions, but she also imagined what another
peer reader might ask.
In answer to Mona’s questions, “Can you describe what the experience was like? Maybe
tell about a time when you felt English was your language? I mean, you were there in the
moment, using it and communicating?”
Yoko wrote this:
“In each class there were about ten students. I liked speaking class very much. In the
speaking class, the teacher brought interesting stories and let each student explain his/her opinion.
Here is one story I still remember. Suppose you are married and have a child. One day three of
you went for a drive and had an accident. You were survived but both your husband (or wife if
you are male) and your child are in critical condition and they would not live any longer without
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a life-prolong device. But you only have money for one device. What would you do? Some said
they would save their spouses and others said they would save their child. There were a few
people who said they would save neither and save money.”
Finally, Mona remembered that Yoko had mentioned she loved watching “I love Lucy”
on TV in class, but it hadn’t come up in her paper, so she asked, “About TV – What shows did
you watch and how did you watch?”
Yoko added, “I love comedies, so I was watching TV for more than 4 hours a day even
though I did not understand most of them. My favorite programs are 30-minute sit-coms: Family
Ties, Perfect Strangers, Who’s the Boss, I love Lucy, etc. I just fell in love with those comedies.
I taped them and watched them over and over again. Watching those programs surely helped
improve my listening skill so much. About one month later, I began to understand the story.”
In response to Yoko’s brief ending about learning French, which she called a big mistake,
Mona asked, “with French, I’m not sure why you say it was a big mistake. Was it because you
couldn’t converse?...Did you understand French at all when you went to France? Where did you
go? Can you tell about a time when you ‘survived’ without speaking French? What did you do to
communicate?”
Yoko added a long section to the end of her language learning history, again conforming
more closely to the Western style of ending. She also gave the essay a title, “My challenges paid
off!” Except for a few details added, the original ending of her essay was like the one below.
“After coming back to Japan, I wanted to study French again. So I went to France
countryside where not many people speak English. The town was called Annecy. It is beautiful
place at the foot of Alps near to border of France and Swiss. The town looked just like the one in
the fairy-tale story book. I stayed there for one month and went to a language school every day
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living in a dormitory. But again, my conversation skill did not improve so much. What I learned
there was I could survive without speaking French.”
After reading Mona’s feedback, Yoko added,
“People in the town were very nice to me. I always carried my English-French dictionary
with me and whenever I need to talk in French, I just pointed the French word in the dictionary.
Then the person answered by pointing another word in the dictionary. We were communicating!
We also used a lot of gestures and drawings. A good thing is that people in the town were never
in a hurry. They seemed they were willing to take time and enjoy our nonverbal communication.
“Even though I did not succeed in speaking French, I was glad to learn that a language is
not everything and nonverbal language such as facial expression and gestures are also very
important when we want to convey information and express our feelings.”
This ending provides a much stronger sense of closure.
The final pair in this study are Ruriko and Amanda. For her first draft, Ruriko wrote a
vague, four-page account of her study of English and French. Amanda responded very positively,
asking many questions.
In her first draft, Ruriko wrote:
“So far, I have studied two languages, which are English and French. As for English, my
first encounter with English was when I was about 7 years old. I attended an English
conversation school near my house. I remember that I was excited to go to the school at first,
imagining that learning English would be fun, but soon after that, I started losing interest in it.
The reason for it was that the teacher taught me songs such as ‘Yellow Submarine’, but it was
difficult and not interesting to me. In addition to that, a story from a book she introduced me was
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not so appealing. A few months later, I stopped attending the school, so my first experience as an
English learner was far from success and left me a bitter memory.”
Amanda responded by writing, “I thought most Japanese students started English at
around 12 years old. You were one of the lucky ones to start early. Too bad you ended up
disliking the teacher’s material (songs and stories.) I understand that the Beatles are not very age
appropriate for a seven year old. But, it’s not the first time I hear that students/parents find song
learning useless. I’ve always felt like songs were a lively way to practice intonation, set
expressions, and pronunciation. I love Jazz Chants! But, maybe I’m misreading my students!”
In Ruriko’s next draft, she added, in explanation about “Yellow Submarine,”
“Also, I am not good at singing, and whenever I sing, I am out of tune! Thus, perhaps I felt
ashamed that I could not sing well.”
About the story, she said, “…because the content was not interesting and it was a series
of books, so I was not able to know the ending within each lesson. Teaching songs and reading
the story were the main content of her lessons and I think she did not focus on teaching words or
pronunciation so much because I do not remember any thing related to words or pronunciation.”
An additional question Amanda asked was “Could you mention how the Masters in
TESOL classes had helped your English language skills or the way you teach English. Was it a
lot different from your prior university classes?”
This provoked the addition of a long paragraph near the end of the section of Ruriko’s
paper discussing English language learning.
Prior to enrolling in this school, I attended a graduate school in an American base in
Okinawa, where I studied International Relations. The courses I took required many tasks such
as jigsaw reading of one chapter and making a presentation, writing a paper, a group presentation,
and so on, which were challenging for me because taking part in a class with many different
kinds of assignment for the first time, and above all, I was the only Japanese among American
students, so I had to speak English all the time. I learned International Relations through English
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and English through International Relations. In a way, I learned English based on content-based
approach. This way of learning English was very helpful to me. The experience was of value to
me not only for my learning but also for my teaching. I am adopting some approaches and
methods I learned at the school. Now I attend TC where I can improve my English by listening
to lectures, speaking to my professors and classmates, making a presentation (which makes me
very nervous!), or group work. The most beneficial thing I can learn from the courses here at TC
is the many kinds of approaches, methods, and various factors related to teaching.
While this paragraph works to bolster her section on learning English, she ends with a
story of trying to learn French that still seems uncertain.
Discussion
In Conrad & Goldstein (1999), feedback from teachers in the form of questions was
generally ignored or misunderstood by students. This was certainly not the case in the personal
narratives written by practicing teachers enrolled in an MA in TESOL program. In this study,
possibly because of the level of the students, their relationships with each other, and the intensive
nature of the course, they seemed to have answered as many of their peers’ questions as they had
time to. In Dyer & Friedrich (2002), Japanese personal narrative endings were described as
inconclusive and vague, frustrating to American readers. This seems to be the case in this study
as well, but what is interesting is that all of the Japanese writers, when asked enough questions,
were provoked to move toward a more Western style conclusion, at least in the section they were
asked questions about.
Implications for further research
There is still much to discover about how language teachers narrate their perceptions of
themselves as language learners and how, in turn, their peers perceive and respond to them,
provoking what kinds of revisions. As for this study, if the size of the sample had been larger,
surely the findings could have been stated more persuasively. If different groups of language
teachers were compared with this group of teachers living in Japan, still more could be learned.
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Also of interest would be a longitudinal study of Japanese language teachers going through an
MA in TESOL program side by side with their American expatriate counterparts, measuring the
changes in their writing, their attitudes, and their language abilities over a period of years.
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Abstract

This paper examines the history, significance, and preservation of Negro spirituals. A
historical overview is presented describing the different types of Negro spiritual and their
utility. This paper also discusses the importance of their preservation through
performance.
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In a time and place in U.S. history when slavery was a way of life for African/Black
Americans, what form of art would benefit slaves socially, politically, spiritually, and
historically? Art in different cultures carries different meaning and significance (Anderson,
1990). Old or stored experiences give new life and soul to a new situation (Dewey, 1957). But
what about slavery, oppression, and suffering could possibly birth any kind of meaningful art? If
we are to draw significant cultural meaning from art, then the definition of art must remain open
(Anderson, 1990). This paper provides a historical overview of the Negro spiritual. I will discuss
the repertoire, including the different types of Negro spirituals. A discussion of the musical
characteristics of Negro spirituals is important to understanding how spirituals are interpreted
and performed. Finally, I consider the significance and preservation of Negro spirituals.
Frederick Douglass so eloquently confirmed my philosophy of the purpose on Negro
Spirituals in his Narrative of an American Slave when he said, “They breathed the prayer and
complaint of souls boiling with the bitterest anguish. Every tone was a testimony against slavery,
and a prayer to God for deliverance from chains”. He continues by saying “To those songs I trace
my first glimmering conception of the dehumanizing character of slavery, and quicken my
sympathies for my brethren in bonds” (1968). To adequately introduce Negro spirituals it is
important to answer four questions. What are Negro spirituals? Where did they come from?
What are there purpose/functions? Lastly, how do we have them today?
The United Singers International website defines Negro spirituals as the southern sacred
“Folk Songs” created and first sung by African/Black Americans during slavery (2002). Negro
spirituals are a product of the south. It was not until after 1865 when slavery was abolished did
spirituals travel to the north.
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Historically Negro spirituals have served multiple purposes and functions. After slavery,
spirituals served as fundraising opportunities for Fisk University. The Fisk Jubilee Singers
traveled around the world singing spirituals and raising much needed educational funding for
their school. Between 1925 and 1985 Negro spirituals served as a catalyst for further education
to help enhance their interpretation and performance. They also set musical standards that would
later develop into other music idioms, particularly gospel, blues, and jazz. In 1985, however, and
even today, they serve as a part of the celebration of Black American history.
Religiously Negro spirituals were used as a form of direct communication to God. This
body of sacred songs expresses in their words and in the way they are performed musically, the
deep religious feelings of the African/Black American people. They are an important part of U.S.
cultural heritage recognized as anthems of liberty that can feed the deepest aspirations of the
human soul (Cleveland & McClain, 1981).
Harry Thacker Burleigh (1866-1949) is the man most credited with saving the Negro
spiritual from oblivion. He is often referred to as the “Father” of the Negro spiritual. Although he
started his career as a singer, it is his arrangements of Negro spirituals that have stood that test of
time. He collected spirituals that were passed down to him orally and wrote them down. He
included his arrangements of Negro spirituals on several recitals. While studying at the National
Conservatory of Music, Burleigh met the famous Czech composer Antonin Dvorák. Dvorák was
so moved by Burleigh’s singing and arrangements that he put parts of the spiritual Swing low
sweet chariot in his New World Symphony. He also thought Americans should consider the
Negro spiritual their contribution to the world of music. In a letter he wrote:
The Americans expect me to show them to the promised land and kingdom of a new and
independent art, in short to create a national music. If the small Czech nation can have
such musicians, they say, why could not they, too, when their country and people is so
immense.
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In an interview with the New York Herald on May 21, 1893, Dvorák said:
I am now satisfied that the future of music in this country must be founded upon what are
called the Negro melodies. This must be the real foundation of any serious and original
school of composition to be developed in the United States. These beautiful and varied
themes are product of the soil….There is nothing in the whole range of composition that
cannot be supplied with themes from this source.
There are three types of Negro spiritual: (1) The call and response Negro spiritual is
based on African traditions that feature a sole singer. S/he sings a phrase and the on listening
congregants join in the singing following the leader. A good example of a call and response
Negro spiritual is Down by the river side. (2) The work song spiritual probably influenced
secular Black American music idioms. These songs were sung while the slaves were at work in
the cotton fields. The rhythm of the work the slaves did would often correlate with the rhythm in
the spiritual that was sang. Because the slaves always sang while working, their masters
perceived they enjoyed being slaves. A good example of a work song spiritual is Goin up to
Glory. (3) The slow or funeral spiritual was more melancholy and woeful, but nonetheless
beautiful. These songs were prayer like and devout in portraying the slaves’ belief in a better
place. Spirituals such as A City Called Heaven and Sometimes I feel like a motherless chile fit
into this category.
Composers and arrangers of Negro spirituals have three methods available to them when
creating a new arrangement of a spiritual. Consciously or unconsciously, s/he may (1) improvise
upon a song already in existence; (2) combine material from several old songs to make a new
one; or (3) compose the song entirely of new material (Southern, 1997). But the most favored by
African tradition is the first method. Nevertheless, which ever process is chosen there are
musical characteristics of Negro spirituals that make them stand alone and immediately
recognizable. Each arranger considers these characteristics when developing a new arrangement.
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The texture of Negro spirituals is the result of the aligning of African and European
traditions, which affected: the melody normally based on original slave melodies that use the
pentatonic scale. The tempo varies according to ideal or emotion being expressed in the text. The
rhythms feature syncopation with an energy that puts the focus on 2 & 4. Where as in European
traditional music the 1 & 3 are accentuated. Typically, Negro spirituals used biblical texts for
verse themes. In fact, spirituals used scriptural themes to tell about the grief and trials of slaves,
and to voice their hope for deliverance and rest (Cleveland & McClain, 1981). The
African/Black American slaves especially found significant meaning in the story of Pharaoh and
the Israelites. So much so that Harriet Tubman was identified as Moses because she led so many
of them to freedom through the underground railroad. Because the Negro slaves did not have
formal education the texts often used idiomatic spellings of certain words. For example, instead
of the word Master being spelled the way we all know it, one might find it spelled as “Masser”.
One of the most debated topics about Negro spirituals is how to interpret them. In a
recent documentary entitled Aïda’s Brothers and Sisters, several Black American opera singers
discussed different elements that must receive attention when interpreting this body of repertoire.
Mezzo-Soprano/Soprano Grace Bumbry spoke about a setting of the spiritual Little Boy How Old
Are You? She suggested that the singer performing this song pay special attention to the triplets
because sometimes the composer used quarter note triplets and at other times s/he used eight
note triplets. One might come upon a similar problem when singing Burleigh’s Sometimes I Feel
Like A Motherless Chile. In the first stanza of the spiritual he uses straight eight notes on the
words almost gone. In the second stanza he gives the singer the option of singing the text with
eight note triplets.
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Soprano Martina Arroyo spoke about the importance of pronouncing the text properly.
One does not ever want to pronounce the text too properly because it does not authentically
portray the reality of the situation that the songs, and in most cases the understanding of the texts
came from. This is especially important in interpreting spirituals because slaves did not have an
education that would have given them the basis for properly pronouncing the English language.
But this too is tricky. If too much is made of the pronunciation it begins to assume certain
stereotypical ideologies. For example, when performing contemporary arrangements of Negro
spirituals I have come across correct spellings of words and I sing them that way to maintain the
integrity of the composer’s intent.
Another soprano Camilla Williams also speaks about the importance of the text, but she
suggests the singer should have an understanding of the text that will guide their interpretations.
For example, the Negro spiritual “Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen.” At first reading of the
text, a singer may become confused because the text reads nobody knows the trouble I’ve seen,
nobody knows but Jesus, I’m sometime up, I’m sometime down, I’m sometime almost leveled to
the ground, Glory Halleluiah. Everything seems to fit fine, but when you add Glory Halleluiah it
becomes a little more difficult to understand. This spiritual, like many other spirituals, really
indicate the kind of hope through suffering slaves had during this time in U.S. history. Although
the African/Black American experience resonates within them, I do believe anyone who can
sensitively perform these songs should perform them.
Some teachers and students of singing believe that only Black artists and students should
perform Negro spirituals. This kind of thinking is a misconception. As the great Black American
Mezzo-Soprano/Soprano Shirley Verett said, “These Songs are America’s Music”. I propose, it
is more important that the songs are performed, than who is performing them. I do, however,
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suggest students who may not have the cultural knowledge for performing and understanding
this literature approach Negro spirituals in the same way they would approach a lied by Schubert
or a chanson by Debussy. Negro spirituals are different from gospel music and artists should
interpret them differently. Thoughtful consideration given to the interpreting of these songs will
avoid mimicking, trivializing, defaming, and ridiculing. Careful studying of the text, the score,
the history of the composition, the political climate of the arrangement, and any other relative
elements will help guide and inform any singer’s interpretation, performance, and understanding
of Negro spirituals.
Negro spirituals in their original form were not written down, nor were they written with
piano accompaniment. They were improvised and every note, rhythm, and melody was inspired
by a divine intervention that gave voice to a people who had no other defense against their
suffering and mistreatment. In performance these songs seem to take on a life of their on so it is
always interesting to note the audience’s response to them. At a particular recital in Salzburg,
Austria given by Marian Anderson one listener said “At the end of the last spiritual, there was no
applause at all, silence instinctive, natural, and intense, so that you were afraid to breathe.
What Anderson had done was something outside the limits of classical or romantic
music: she frightened us with the conception, in musical terms, of course, but outside the normal
limits, of a mighty suffering”. But in opposition to the above listener’s experience Southern said
“While White observers admitted the strange attraction of the shout, they generally disapproved
of it, regarding the holy dance as barbaric and even lascivious. Knowing nothing of African
traditions the observers failed to appreciate the two most important elements of the shout: (1)
shouters used dance as a means of communication with God in the same way as song and prayer
are used; and (2) shouters reached the highest level of worship when the Holy Spirit entered their
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bodies and took possession of their souls. Nowhere in the history of the Black experience in the
United States was the clash of cultures-the African versus the European-more obvious than in the
differing attitudes taken toward ritual dancing and spirit possession” (1997). Perhaps this is a
result of differing religious understandings. Yet, the singing of Negro spirituals held religious
significance to the slaves.
So how do we preserve them? My belief is that we preserve them by performing them.
Negro spirituals are often not given the same scholarly treatment in institutions of higher
education across the United States, as Jazz. But Negro spirituals are as much a part of U.S.
culture as Jazz, Pop, and Country. Negro spirituals influenced every U.S. music idiom that came
after it. Unfortunately this music is lost in the high and low art hierarchy because of its religious
and folk heritage. Why should we preserve them? Because so much of our past, present, and
future is intertwined in these songs. My belief is that these songs can stand along and tell the
world about who we were, where we came from, who we are, who we will be, and where we are
going. Thus, by preserving Negro spirituals through performance we preserve ourselves.
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(Abstract)
Although African American women are diagnosed with breast cancer less often than
white women, their rates of morbidity are higher than for their white counterparts.
Efforts have been initiated to educate African American women about the importance
of breast self-examination and regularly scheduled mammograms, yet breast cancer
death rates continue to increase due to late-stage detection. The current study seeks to
understand the effectiveness of theatre in educating African American women and the
broader community about the importance of prevention in the management of this
disease. Over 500 participants were solicited to view a theatre production entitled
Stealing Clouds, written by Howard L. Craft and directed by Karen Dacons-Brock.
Employing a retrospective/pre-post test design, researchers assessed the effectiveness
of theatre in not only increasing audience members’ awareness and knowledge about
breast cancer, but also in increasing their participation in community efforts to
address and reduce breast cancer disparities. Preliminary reviews of Stealing Clouds
indicate the play was successful in creating discourse among community stakeholders and that theatre production may prove to be an effective tool in educating
African Americans about health disparities.
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El uso de los pronombres reflexivos del español
como lengua extranjera al nivel principiante
Resumen
Este estudio investiga el uso de los pronombres reflexivos del español por parte
de seis estudiantes universitarios al nivel principiante. Los datos vienen de los primeros
dos semestres de español como lengua extranjera. Cada participante produjo cuatro
segmentos orales y dos composiciones con contextos obligatorios para los pronombres
reflexivos. Los resultados muestran que el uso más frecuente es el uso correcto, seguido
por la omisión del pronombre reflexivo. Estos resultados sugieren que en su mayoría los
estudiantes principiantes son capaces de reconocer los contextos obligatorios de los
pronombres reflexivos.

También sugieren que es más probable que los estudiantes

omitan los pronombres en lugar de hacer un uso incorrecto de los mismos.
Introducción
El uso de los pronombres del español es un rasgo gramatical que puede ser difícil
de adquirir con un uso natural y nativo. Como han mostrado estudios previos, estos
problemas con el sistema pronominal del español aparecen en todos los niveles de
adquisición (Camps, 2004).

En cuanto a los pronombres reflexivos, cuando los

estudiantes principiantes empiezan a usarlos, tampoco los usan de una manera parecida a
la de los hablantes nativos. Para estudiantes con una lengua materna sin un sistema de
reflexivos tan complejo, este concepto de verbos que requieren pronombres reflexivos
puede parecer innecesario. Además, cuando estos estudiantes continúan aprendiendo más
del sistema pronominal, se pueden confundir entre los distintos usos de los pronombres.
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Para explorar estos problemas con la adquisición de los pronombres más, este estudio
investiga cómo estudiantes al nivel principiante usan los pronombres reflexivos y el nivel
de corrección en el uso.
Revisión de la literatura
Antes de presentar los datos de esta investigación, es importante considerar las
investigaciones y los análisis previos. Estos estudios ofrecen observaciones del uso de
los pronombres reflexivos en una segunda lengua, y la mayoría de estos análisis enfocan
en los errores que cometen los aprendices.
Para investigar los tipos de errores con los pronombres reflexivos y la frecuencia
de estos errores, es importante observar cómo perciben los estudiantes los pronombres
reflexivos y su uso con los verbos reflexivos. Lozano (1997) explora las diferentes
presentaciones de los pronombres y verbos reflexivos en varios libros de texto que están
pensados principiantes. Él cree que un error muy común de los estudiantes principiantes
es una percepción de los pronombres reflexivos como los pronombres de sujeto, por lo
general con frases de pro-drop. Por ejemplo en la frase Me peino, los estudiantes
perciben el pronombre me como el pronombre yo (me = yo) (Lozano, 1997). Otro
problema que Lozano (1997) encuentra, es una confusión con el pronombre español me
(pronombre reflexivo, pronombre de objeto directo, y pronombre de objeto indirecto),
con el pronombre inglés me (pronombre de objeto directo, objeto de una preposición).
Lozano (1997) atribuye esta confusión al uso creciente del pronombre inglés me como
sujeto, (Ej. Mary and me went to the store). Según Lozano (1997), este error aparece
porque los estudiantes no entienden el concepto del reflexivo, y entonces no pueden
entender el uso de los pronombres reflexivos.
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Los verbos reflexivos más usados en los libros de texto son de la Escena de
Despertarse (mi traducción) que incluye los verbos de la rutina diaria, por ejemplo
despertarse, levantarse, ducharse, y peinarse (Lozano, 1997).

Él piensa que este

pequeño grupo de verbos no expresa la diferencia de todos los verbos reflexivos
(bañarse), los verbos pseudo-reflexivos (irse), y los verbos reflexivos que expresan un
cambio del estado mental (enojarse); la Escena de Despertarse limita la comprensión de
los estudiantes de estos tres niveles de los verbos reflexivos (Lozano, 1997). Según
Lozano (1997) los estudiantes aprecian pocas oportunidades de usar los pronombres y
verbos reflexivos.
Para continuar con el tipo de errores observados, un artículo anterior de Lozano
(1993) explica los problemas con los reflexivos encontrados por los estudiantes más
avanzados. Nuevamente los problemas son sintácticos, pero son más que una confusión
entre los pronombres reflexivos y los pronombres de sujeto.

En vez de eso, los

estudiantes tienen una tendencia a confundir la función de los pronombres me, te, y nos a
causa de su uso múltiple en español (pronombres reflexivos, objeto directo y objeto
indirecto) (Lozano, 1993). Lozano (1993) atribuye estos errores a una falta de input
completo que muestre la sintaxis de estas frases; por ejemplo él prefiere input como la
frase Tú me regalaste las gafas en vez de la frase Me las regalaste (Lozano, 1993).
Otra manera de observar la adquisición de los pronombres reflexivos es la
investigación de Klee (1989), que analiza el uso de los pronombres españoles por parte
de peruanos bilingües con quechua como la lengua dominante. Klee (1989) cree que se
puede hacer una comparación entre los errores más comunes de los hablantes de quechua
y los hablantes de inglés que adquieren español como segunda lengua. Esta investigación
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consiste en el análisis del habla de cuatro adultos bilingües con diferentes niveles de
español (Klee, 1989).
La primera hablante tenía el nivel más bajo de español, y no tenía una
competencia nativa de los pronombres reflexivos. Klee (1989) observó que la hablante
usaba pronombres reflexivos en situaciones en que no debía aparecer un pronombre
reflexivo u omitía pronombres reflexivos cuando la frase los requería.

También la

hablante tenía un doble uso de los pronombres, por ejemplo Ahorita te vas a venirte a
almorzar aquí (Klee, 1989). Otro punto interesante al respecto de esta hablante, es el uso
de la forma tú para la primera persona singular o la tercera persona singular; según Klee
(1989) el ejemplo de arriba significa Ahora él va a venir a almorzar aquí.
La segunda hablante también tenía un nivel principiante de español y tampoco
tenía una competencia nativa de los pronombres reflexivos, pero ella había tenido más
contacto y experiencia con el español que la primera hablante (Klee, 1989). Como la
primera hablante, la segunda hablante usaba pronombres reflexivos de una manera
excesiva, pero Klee (1989) descubrió que la segunda no omitía pronombres en contextos
obligatorios. Igual que la primera hablante, la segunda tenía una duplicación de los
pronombres (Klee, 1989).
Para una observación de errores en una manera muy completa, la investigación de
Germany y Salazar (1998) analiza los sistemas de interlengua de estudiantes de español
como segunda lengua.

Hay cinco lenguas nativas diferentes representadas en la

investigación: inglés, alemán, chino, japonés, y sueco.

Germany y Salazar (1998)

descubren que existen distintas categorías de errores, con cinco categorías compartidas
por todas las lenguas. Una de estas cinco categorías es el orden de palabras. Dentro de
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esta categoría, los problemas con el pronombre reflexivo se representan la mayoría de
construcciones gramaticalmente incorrectas (Germany y Salazar, 1998).
Entonces, con estas investigaciones es posible ver que los usos de pronombres
reflexivos, por parte de los hablantes no nativos, pueden tener mucha variación. Además,
al nivel principiante los pronombres reflexivos no parecen ser verdaderamente
comprendidos por estos hablantes. Sin embargo, aunque estos análisis discuten el uso de
los pronombres reflexivos al nivel principiante, no han ofrecido datos concretos de este
uso. Por lo tanto, existe la necesidad de un estudio que ofrezca datos de este tipo.
Preguntas de investigación
Este estudio procura responder a cuatro preguntas principales de investigación.
Primero, ¿mejora el nivel de corrección con el paso del tiempo? Se sospecha que con el
paso del tiempo los estudiantes mejoran sus habilidades en una lengua extranjera, pero
esto no es garantizado. Es posible que los estudiantes puedan usar un rasgo gramatical
cuando estén aprendiéndolo, pero sin adquirirlo.
La segunda pregunta de investigación es la siguiente: ¿hay un nivel de corrección
más alto en las composiciones que en los segmentos orales? Por lo general, es más fácil
escribir una composición en la lengua extranjera que producir un monólogo oral, porque
en una composición se puede tomar más tiempo para evaluar lo que se ha escrito con la
oportunidad de cambiarlo si se quiere. Entonces es probable que una composición tenga
un nivel de corrección más alto que un monólogo oral.
La tercera pregunta de investigación se deriva de los análisis de Lozano (1997,
1993) mencionados arriba, ¿hay ciertos verbos con un nivel de corrección más alto que
otros verbos? Los libros de texto y los profesores de estudiantes del nivel principiante a
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menudo refuerzan el concepto de que los reflexivos son acciones que una persona realiza
para sí misma. También los libros de texto suelen usar los verbos de la rutina diaria para
introducir los reflexivos con tareas que piden a los estudiantes hablar de su propia rutina
diaria. Entonces, es posible que ciertos verbos tengan un nivel de corrección más alto
porque los estudiantes han tenido mucha práctica con estos verbos o porque se dan cuenta
de que es una acción realizada por ellos mismos.
La última pregunta considera el uso de los pronombres en total con los usos en
diferentes momentos del aprendizaje, los usos escritos y orales, y los usos con todos los
verbos, ¿cuál es el nivel de corrección con el uso de los pronombres reflexivos de los
estudiantes principiantes? También sobre los usos incorrectos, ¿cuáles son los usos más
comunes? Esta pregunta require explorar los distintos tipos de usos incorrectos para ver
si existe algún patrón.
Metodología
Este estudio usa datos del estudio de Camps recogidos en 1998 y 1999 con
estudiantes del programa del español principiante en la Universidad de Florida. Los
estudiantes tomaron el primer semestre de español durante el otoño de 1998 y el segundo
semestre durante la primavera de 1999. Los datos vienen de seis estudiantes, cuatro
mujeres (las participantes 1, 3, 5, y 6) y dos hombres (los participantes 2 y 4). Todos los
estudiantes son hablantes nativos de inglés y tienen un contacto mínimo con el español
fuera de clase. También antes de llegar a la universidad, no habían estudiado español en
la escuela secundaria.
La base de datos consiste en 162 ejemplos de pronombres reflexivos de cuatro
segmentos orales y dos composiciones. De los segmentos orales, dos segmentos fueron
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grabados en el otoño el mismo día (F3 y F4) y los otros fueron grabados en la primavera
el mismo día (S5 y S6). En total hay 115 ejemplos de pronombres reflexivos en los
segmentos orales, con un promedio de 28,75 datos por cada segmento.

De las

composiciones, una composición fue escrita en el otoño (F2) y la otra en la primavera
(S3). En total hay 47 ejemplos de pronombres reflexivos en las composiciones, con un
promedio de 23,5 por cada composición.
Antes de grabar los segmentos orales los estudiantes recibieron las instrucciones y
los temas en inglés. Para todos los segmentos orales los estudiantes usaron unos dibujos
para ayudarles con su narración. (Cada segmento usó los mismos dibujos.) Los dibujos
mostraron la rutina diaria de dos personas, José y María. Con la excepción de los
dibujos, los estudiantes no recibieron ayuda adicional (diccionario, libro de texto,
profesor). Para F3 los estudiantes describieron un día típico para José y luego un día
típico para María. Para F4 los estudiantes compararon su propio día típico con los de
José y María. Para S5 los estudiantes describieron lo que José y María hicieron el viernes
pasado. Para S6 los estudiantes compararon lo que hicieron ellos con lo que hicieron
José y María el viernes pasado. Después de leer las instrucciones, cada estudiante tuvo
cinco minutos para hablar.
Para las composiciones, los estudiantes recibieron las instrucciones y los temas en
inglés. Para S3 los estudiantes usaron los mismos dibujos de los segmentos orales.
Nuevamente, con la excepción de los dibujos, los estudiantes no recibieron ayuda
adicional (diccionario, libro de texto, profesor). Para F2 los estudiantes describieron la
casa de su familia y las actividades típicas de su familia.

Para S3 los estudiantes
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describieron lo que José y María habían hecho el viernes pasado. Después de leer las
instrucciones, cada estudiante tuvo veinte minutos para escribir.
Resultados
En los 162 ejemplos hay seis tipos de uso de los pronombres reflexivos por parte
de los seis estudiantes: (1) El uso correcto, José se levanta a las siete. (2) La omisión del
pronombre, José levanta a las siete. (3) La posición incorrecta, Después de se levanta.
(4) El uso excesivo, José se gusta nadar. (5) El doble uso, José se levantase a las siete.
(6) El uso de pronombre incorrecto, Mí ducho por la noche. Es importante notar que hay
una diferencia entre los tipos 4 (el uso excesivo) y 5 (el doble uso). El uso excesivo se
refiere al uso de un pronombre reflexivo en un contexto donde no se debe usar un
pronombre reflexivo, (en el ejemplo de arriba el pronombre se aparece en vez del
pronombre le). El doble uso se refiere al uso de dos pronombres reflexivos en un
contexto obligatorio para un pronombre reflexivo.
Retomando la primera pregunta de investigación, ¿mejora el nivel de corrección
con el paso del tiempo?, La Tabla 1 muestra los resultados escritos del otoño y de la
primavera, y la Tabla 2 muestra los resultados orales del otoño y de la primavera.
Tabla 1: Uso de los pronombres reflexivos en las composiciones
tipo de uso
Comp F2
Comp S3
correcto
75,0
(15)
77,8
(21)
omisión
5,0
(1)
11,1
(3)
posición incorrecta
5,0
(1)
5,4
(2)
uso excesivo
15,0
(3)
2,7
(1)
doble uso
0,0
(0)
0,0
(0)
pronombre incorrecto
0,0
(0)
0,0
(0)
total
20
27

en total
76,6
(36)
8,5
(4)
6,4
(3)
8,5
(4)
0,0
(0)
0,0
(0)
47
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tipo de uso - orales
Oral F3 y Oral F4 Oral S5 y Oral S6
correcto
66,2
(45)
70,2
(33)
omisión
26,5
(18)
19,1
(9)
posición incorrecta
2,9
(2)
6,4
(3)
uso excesivo
1,5
(1)
2,2
(1)
doble uso
2,9
(2)
0,0
(0)
pronombre incorrecto
0,0
(0)
2,2
(1)
total
68
47
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en total
67,8
(78)
23,5
(27)
4,3
(5)
1,7
(2)
1,7
(2)
0,9
(1)
115

A propósito de los datos escritos, el nivel de corrección sólo mejora un poco con el paso
del tiempo, pero no se da una mejora drástica. Lo que parece cambiar mucho es el tipo
de uso incorrecto. En el otoño el uso excesivo es el uso incorrecto más frecuente, y en la
primavera la omisión es el más frecuente. Sin embargo, en cada caso sólo hay 3 ejemplos
de estos usos. Es muy probable que los resultados sean diferentes si se tienen más datos.
De los datos orales es posible ver una mejora un poco más grande. Para el otoño y la
primavera el uso incorrecto más frecuente es la omisión y con el paso del tiempo este uso
baja. También es importante notar que en la primavera el número de ejemplos baja, y es
posible que esto haya afectado los resultados. En total, el nivel de corrección mejora con
el paso de tiempo.
Para la segunda pregunta de investigación, ¿hay un nivel de corrección más alto
en las composiciones que en los segmentos orales? Las Tablas 1 y 2 también muestran
los resultados en total de los datos escritos y los datos orales. Además las Tablas 3 y 4
muestran el uso de los pronombres reflexivos por cada estudiante.
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Tabla 3: Uso de los pronombres reflexivos en las composiciones por estudiante
tipo de uso
1
2
3
4
5
correcto
81,25 (13) 88,9
(8) 80,0
(4) 66,7
(4) 0,0
(0)
omisión
0,0
(0) 11,1
(1) 0,0
(0) 16,7
(1) 100,0
(1)
posición incorrecta 6,25 (1) 0,0
(0) 20,0
(1) 16,7
(1) 0,0
(0)
uso excesivo
12,5 (2) 0,0
(0) 0,0
(0) 0,0
(0) 0,0
(0)
doble uso
0,0
(0) 0,0
(0) 0,0
(0) 0,0
(0) 0,0
(0)
pronombre
incorrecto
0,0
(0) 0,0
(0) 0,0
(0) 0,0
(0) 0,0
(0)
total
16
9
5
6
1

6
70,0
10,0
0,0
20
0,0

(7)
(1)
(0)
(2)
(0)

0,0

(0)
10

Tabla 4: Uso de los pronombres reflexivos en los segmentos orales por estudiante
tipo de uso
correcto
omisión
posición incorrecta
uso excesivo
doble uso
pronombre
incorrecto
total

1
66,7
29,2
4,2
0,0
0,0
0,0

2
(16)
(7)
(1)
(0)
(0)

(0)
24

3

4

5

6

70,5
17,6
11,8
0,0
0,0

(12)
(3)
(2)
(0)
(0)

69,2
19,2
3,8
0,0
7,7

(18)
(5)
(1)
(0)
(2)

87,5
6,25
0,0
6,25
0,0

(14)
(1)
(0)
(1)
(0)

44,0
44,0
4,0
4,0
0,0

(11)
(11)
(1)
(1)
(0)

100,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0

(7)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

0,0

(0)

0,0

(0)

0,0

(0)

4,0

(1)

0,0

(0)

17

26

16

25

De los datos de cada estudiante podemos ver que tres estudiantes (1, 2, 3) tienen un nivel
de corrección más alto en las composiciones, y tres estudiantes (4, 5, 6) tienen un nivel de
corrección más alto en los segmentos orales. Pero de estos tres estudiantes, la estudiante
5 es un caso interesante porque en las composiciones solamente produjo un ejemplo en
un contexto obligatorio para un pronombre reflexivo y en los segmentos orales produjo
25 ejemplos. Entonces es difícil saber si los resultados son confiables para la estudiante
5.

En total hay un nivel de corrección más alto en las composiciones que en los

segmentos orales, pero no hay una gran diferencia entre los dos niveles. Donde se puede
ver una diferencia es entre los tipos de usos incorrectos; en las composiciones no había
mucha diferencia en la frecuencia de los diferentes tipos, pero en los segmentos orales el
uso incorrecto más frecuente es la omisión.

7
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Con respecto a la tercera pregunta, ¿hay ciertos verbos con un nivel de corrección
más alto que otros verbos? La Tabla 5 muestra los usos con cada verbo producido por los
estudiantes en los segmentos orales y las composiciones1. Los resultados muestran que
hay tres verbos con un nivel de corrección de 100%, pero uno de estos tres es un verbo
inventado que aparece una vez, junto con otro verbo, hablarse, que también aparece una
vez. No parece ser un patrón claro en el nivel de corrección, por ejemplo los verbos
bañarse y ducharse tienen un significado semántico muy similar, pero bañarse tiene un
nivel de corrección de 89,5% y ducharse tiene un nivel de corrección de 68,6%.
Finalmente, para la cuarta pregunta, ¿cuál es el nivel de corrección con el uso de
los pronombres reflexivos de los estudiantes principiantes?, y de los usos incorrectos
¿cuáles son los usos más comunes? La Tabla 6 muestra todos los usos.
Tabla 6: Uso de los pronombres reflexivos en total
tipo de uso
en total
correcto
70,4
(114)
omisión
19,1
(31)
posición incorrecta
4,9
(8)
uso excesivo
3,7
(6)
doble uso
1,2
(2)
pronombre incorrecto
0,0
(1)
total
162
En total el nivel de corrección es 70,4%; esto es un nivel bastante alto y muestra que los
estudiantes principiantes tienen un conocimiento de los pronombres reflexivos. De los
usos incorrectos, el más común es la omisión, que tiene una frecuencia de 19,1%.
Discusión
Después de examinar los resultados, es posible ver que para la primera pregunta
de investigación, la idea de que los estudiantes mejoran sus habilidades con el paso de
1

Porque la Tabla 5 es muy grande, aparece en el Apéndice.
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tiempo es apoyada por los resultados. También apoyan los resultados del estudio de Klee
(1989) que muestra un nivel de corrección más alto con una persona en más experiencia
con el español.
En términos generales, los resultados también apoyan la idea de un nivel de
corrección más alto para las tareas escritas sobre las tareas orales. Pero dado que el nivel
de corrección no era muy diferente entre las composiciones y los segmentos orales, y que
había resultados de tres estudiantes que no apoyaban esta idea, creo que es necesario
investigar esta pregunta con más datos.
Los resultados para la tercera pregunta no muestran un patrón claro de un nivel de
corrección. A causa del estudio de Lozano (1997), sospeché que los estudiantes tenían un
nivel de corrección alto con los verbos de la rutina diaria porque debían tener mucha
práctica con estos verbos. Aunque estos verbos son muy frecuentes en las tareas, porque
los estudiantes hablaron o escribieron sobre la rutina diaria, no tenían niveles de
corrección mucho más altos que los otros verbos. Para investigar más sobre este tema, es
necesario tener más datos de una tarea que emplee contextos obligatorios para los
reflexivos, pero sin incluir la descripción de la rutina diaria.
Como lo he expresado anteriormente, los resultados en total muestran un nivel de
corrección bastante alto.

Parece por lo general que los estudiantes reconocen los

contextos obligatorios para los pronombres reflexivos y entienden cómo deben usarlos.
Los problemas con los pronombres reflexivos citados en los estudios de Lozano (1993) y
de Germany y Salazar (1998) no aparecen en estos resultados con los mismos niveles de
frecuencia que en sus estudios. En cambio, la omisión aparece como el uso incorrecto
más frecuente, seguido por la posición incorrecta (el problema discutido por Germany y
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Salazar (1998)) y luego por el uso excesivo (el problema discutido por Lozano (1993)).
La omisión tenía un nivel de frecuencia de 19,1%, mientras que la posición incorrecta y
el uso excesivo tenían niveles de frecuencia mucho más bajos, 4,9% y 3,7%. Entonces,
estos resultados sugieren que es más probable que los estudiantes no reconozcan el
contexto obligatorio para un pronombre reflexivo en vez de construir frases con un
pronombre reflexivo en la posición incorrecta o usar un pronombre reflexivo de una
manera excesiva.
Conclusión
Este estudio muestra que aparecen seis usos de los pronombres reflexivos de los
estudiantes principiantes. El uso más frecuente es el uso correcto con un nivel de
frecuencia bastante alto, especialmente cuando se lo compara con los otros usos. El uso
incorrecto más frecuente es la omisión del pronombre reflexivo. Entre los cuatro usos
restantes, no había mucha diferencia entre su frecuencia. Este estudio también muestra
que hay una mejora en el nivel de corrección con el paso del tiempo y con las tareas
escritas. Sin embargo, este estudio no puede mostrar que existe un patrón en el nivel de
corrección con el uso de los pronombres reflexivos con los diferentes verbos. Para seguir
investigando este tema, es necesario analizar más datos. Teniendo en cuenta que este
estudio se hizo solamente con seis participantes, creo que la idea de incluir más
participantes en la investigación para mejorar la fiabilidad de todos los resultados.
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What happens when college students
work with recent immigrants on literacy skills in a Chinatown community center?
teach Maya fifth graders conversational English at a rural school in Guatemala?
coach urban elementary students with math and reading skills in after-school
programs in Philadelphia?
assist Peace Corps workers with games and activities that teach respect for and
preservation of the environment in a small town on the hillside of a volcanic lake
in Central America?
So, what happens? Well, the students actively learn -- engaging all their senses, bringing
knowledge and skills from various academic disciplines, and going outside their comfort
zones to meet and work with people of diverse cultures in the people’s neighborhoods,
both locally and abroad. They learn new skills in cross-cultural communication, problem
solving, and field research, and they gain first-hand information about, and unique
insights into, socio-political-economic-religious issues they have studied in the
classroom.
This is service learning at its most effective: students exposed to unique and memorable
service experiences that arise from course work in disciplines throughout the arts and
humanities. At Penn State, Delaware County, students from any major can take
advantage of such opportunities through:
1) campus trips abroad with on-line courses specially designed by campus faculty
and/or
2) cross-disciplinary classroom courses that fulfill requirements for General
Education, the student’s major, and/or the campus’ new minor in Community and
Civic Engagement.

Cross-Discipline Collaborations for Service-Learning Abroad
These collaborations began a decade ago when Penn State Delaware County first offered
week-long trips abroad to European cities and their environs during winter and spring
break, along with semester-long, independent-learning courses, primarily from the arts
and humanities, designed specifically for the students traveling to these destinations. For
trips to Paris, Madrid, Seville, London, Ireland, Barcelona, and southern France students
could take up to two courses in art history, poetry, fiction, anthropology, theater, history,
popular culture, communications, or music. Many were co-taught by faculty from
different disciplines.
Service-Learning in Guatemala
Then, two years ago, we began expanding the trip destinations to Latin America -- first to
Guatemala and soon to Peru –with a focus on students doing service within indigenous
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communities. During two separate 10-day trips to Santiago Atitlan, Guatemala, students
– along with interested adults from the community have
1) assisted local Peace Corps volunteers with interactive lessons on health
education and environmental education in Mayan elementary schools in the town
of Santiago on Lake Atitlan and in the towns around it
2) helped older Mayan children learn conversational phrases in English, their third
language after Spanish and their native Tzutujil
3) helped clean up, scrub, paint and build cribs for a rural medical center that was
re-opening nine years after six civilians were massacred nearby during the Rebellion
4) designed, built, and painted 25 wood bookcases and delivered them to four
“bookcase-less” schools and learning centers, including a new rural pre-school and
recently-begun occupational learning center for special needs students.
The Penn State Delaware County students, freshmen through seniors from a variety of
majors (American Studies, Agriculture, Business, Education, English, Finance, Global
Studies. Spanish, and Sociology), prepare for their inter-cultural service learning by
taking two required semester-long, independent study courses focused on Guatemala: one
from the English department on intercultural studies through literature and film, and the
other from the education department on the social, political, and economic background
of the Mayan people in Guatemala in preparation for the students’ service projects. Both
courses used primary sources – folk tales, testimonials, and artwork – as well as articles,
documentaries, fiction, and feature films to help students understand the unique history
and bi-cultural social system (Mayan and Ladino) of Guatemala. Additional courses
have been proposed for this trip in art/art history , music, and anthropology. Generally,
students complete one third of the coursework before the trip, one third during the trip,
and one third after returning from the trip. (See attached syllabi.)
Exposure to Archeology, Anthropology, Geography, and Religion
As part of the Guatemala trip and course curricula, students spend a day and a half in
guided archeological exploration of the extensive ancient Mayan ruins at Tikal, study
indigenous artifacts, costumes, religious rituals, and art work at the Cultural Museum in
Guatemala City as well as during a guided walk of local Indian-Christian religious sites
in Santiago, and explore the cultural and physical geography on foot and horse back, and
by kayak, tuk-tuk, and van. Students experience both the flat terrain and rain forest
climate of the north as well as the steep hills and valleys and the warm day/cool night
climate of the southern highlands.
They are in view of several “dormant” and one live volcano during most of their trip and
see the past devastation caused by erupting volcanoes and earth quakes which moved the
location of the capital city three times. Students have seen first hand the recent
devastation in a small village outside the town of Santiago caused by a gigantic mudslide,
which destroyed homes of villagers (killing over 100 and leaving 500 displaced), as well
damaging and closing a school and the medical clinic where students the previous year
had worked so hard.
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Knowing of the mudslide tragedy ahead of time, the students collected hundreds of
pounds of educational, medical, personal, and infant supplies before their trip to take with
them and use in distributing almost 200 personal hygiene kits to the displaced families
living nearby in a tent city.
Students find the service-learning trip life-transforming, telling the story of their journey
through various media at a campus student expo, through a first person narrative in Penn
State University’s annual international outreach magazine and another on the
University’s admissions website, and through quotes for local newspaper articles. This
cross-disciplinary, cross-cultural trip and course work in the arts and humanities provide
a dynamic and exciting opportunity for learning.

Cross-Discipline Collaborations for Local Community Engagement
Despite Penn State Delaware County’s efforts to keep the cost of traveling to Guatemala
(and next year to Peru) as low as possible, many students cannot afford the time or
money required for such a trip, yet they still want the academic and pre-professional
benefits of varied service-learning experiences.
Work study students can choose to take part in the campus’ America Reads program,
administered by the campus Learning Center, through which they work in urban afterschool programs where they teach literacy and math skills to elementary school students
and are paid with federal funding.
Adding a Service-Learning Component to Established Courses
Other students, though, want service-learning experiences that are built into academic
courses by the choice and efforts of individual faculty. In the last three to four years the
number of such courses has increased steadily at Penn State Delaware County. Some of
the courses are specifically connected to a major, but most are General Education courses
open to all majors.
Establishing a Minor and On-line Center
As a result of expanding interest in service learning on the part of students and faculty,
the campus recently has established a minor in Civic and Community Engagement (see
http://www.de.psu.edu/Academics/Degrees/civcom_minor.htm?cn21) as well as an online Center for Civic and Community Engagement (see http://community.desu.edu/) .
One of the Center’s goals emphasizes the academic focus of service learning:
“To view civic engagement as a learning outcome, to understand that engagement with the
community is not just a by-product of knowledge but an integral part of how new knowledge is
generated. To help students understand community problems in a more complex way and
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develop skills in seeking solutions to challenges faced in the lives of others outside the
university.”

Currently, in addition to two required courses for the minor, students can draw on a list of
over thirty courses from twelve disciplines (American Studies, Art, Business
Administration, Communication, Education, Engineering, English, Earth Science, Human
Development/Family Studies, Information Science and Technology, Psychology, and
Sociology) which contain a service learning component in order to meet the requirements
for the minor. For example, a student can schedule:
-- an art course that designs and paints murals for the walls of local schools
-- a literacy course that involves students in tutoring recent immigrants in reading and
writing English through a partnership with the Philadelphia Indo-Asian Council and the
Pennsylvania Department of Education
-- a geoscience class for which a student designed a water science activity for Junior
and Cadette Girl Scouts
-- a freshman composition course that sends students into their neighborhoods to
advocate: to research and then write a profile about a misunderstood or generally
unknown person, place, resource, or event
-- a human development/family studies course that partners students with non-profit
organizations to assist them in designing public relations brochures or flyers.
-- an honors English class that visits the dementia unit at a local assisted-living facility
to read poetry and stories to the residents
-- an earth science course in which students create individual dinosaur-themed boxes
with toys and explanatory notes for the children at a local Ronal McDonald House.
These cross-discipline, General Education courses are open to all students, not only to
those enrolled in the Civic and Community Engagement minor, so a substantial number
of students are exposed to service learning if only in one course.
Students pursuing this minor also design a major community-centered project based on
their research about a particular community need, such as a peer counseling center for
children exposed to abuse, or an after school program that introduces children to new
hobbies or activities, as well as providing tutoring.
Whether students at Penn State Delaware County are taking advantage of servicelearning opportunities abroad or locally, the benefits of service learning for them, the
community, and the university are clear:
A new conceptualization and practice of knowledge called public scholarship is emerging at Penn
State and other institutions of higher learning. Rooted in service and service learning traditions,
public scholarship incorporates several educational practices, such as volunteerism, experiential
learning, civic engagement, and reflection. And it does more. Public scholarship is the application
of scholarship by faculty and students in their teaching and learning, research, and service to the
civic, cultural, artistic, social, economic, and educational needs of the community. -- Cohen and
Yapa (2003)

These are indeed “creative collaborations” for memorable service-learning experiences!
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Literature Review: Service Learning and Civic Engagement
Cohen, J., and Yapa, L., (2003), Introduction: What is Public Scholarship? In: J. Cohen,
L. Yapa, L.M. Donnelly (eds.), A Blueprint for Public Scholarship at Penn State.
University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State University UGE-03-27.
Hartman, D. & Rola, G. (2000, Summer). Going Global with Service Learning.
Metropolitan Universities: An International Forum, v11 n1, 15-23.
ERIC Abstract EJ611518: Discusses the advantages of international service
learning programs in developing students' language and cross-cultural
communication skills, as well as their concept of the world as an interdependent
system. Notes characteristics and outcomes of successful international service
learning programs, such as the program at the University of North Texas.
Kerrigan, S., Gelmon, S., & Spring, A. The Community as Classroom: Multiple
Perspectives on Student Learning. Metropolitan Universities: An International
Forum, v14 n3, 53-67.
ERIC Abstract EJ678812: Reports on the multiple perspectives of students,
community members, and faculty to document student participation in servicelearning courses. The study examined in this article used a large and multiple
qualitative and quantitative method over several years. The results indicate that
service-learning affects students across multiple variables.
Kiely, R. & Nielson, D. (2003, January). International Service Learning: The Importance
of Partnerships. Community College Journal, 39-41.
ERIC Abstract EJ678145: Argues that combining service learning with study
abroad is a powerful pedagogical innovation for increasing adult students'
intercultural competence, language skills, and experiential understanding of
complex global problems related to their academic program of study. Discusses
development and maintenance of such educational partnerships at TompkinsCortland Community College, New York.
Monard-Weissman, K. (2003, Summer). Fostering a Sense of Justice through
International Service-Learning. Academic Exchange Quarterly, v7 n2, 164-169.
ERIC Abstract EJ679653: Uses a case study of an international service-learning
program (ISLP) in Ecuador to assess how effectively these programs contribute to
fostering a sense of justice in students. Finds that the ISLP experience helps
students to acquire a deeper understanding of their world and reassure their
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commitment to service.

Roberts, B. (2000, Summer). Good Guidance on the Ground: Mentoring International
Service Learning Programs. Metropolitan Universities: An International Forum,
v11 n1, 45-52.
ERIC Abstract EJ611521: Describes a program at St. Mary's College of
Maryland that involves collaboration with the Peace Corps to provide "on the
ground" mentoring in the Gambia for students carrying out individual service
learning research projects. Suggests that collaboration between universities and
the Peace Corps can generate multiple benefits for all stakeholders.
Weglarz, S. (2000, November). Johnson County Community College Service Learning
Student Survey Spring 2000. Overland Park, KS: Johnson County Community
College, Office of Institutional Management.
ERIC Abstract ED454902: This study of students and service learning at Johns
County Community College (JCCC) in Overpark, Kansas, was part of an overall
evaluation process of the service-learning program at the college. In the spring of
2000, surveys were mailed to 2,390 current and former students who had
participated in a least one course of service learning (or in Las Pintas, an
international service-learning project) beginning in year 1993-94. A total of 216
surveys were returned, of which 204 were usable. This represents a response rate
of 8.5%. About 90% of respondents were satisfied with their service-learning
experience and the relevance of their service-learning project to real life. A large
majority also reported that they were satisfied with the benefit of their project to
the community and were satisfied with how much they learned as a result of their
project. Benefits reported by the students included: greater awareness of
community needs, an appreciation of differences among people, awareness of an
individual's impact on the community, empathy for others, and ability to relate to
others. Appendices include tabled survey results, the questionnaire and cover
letter used for the study, and a list of respondents' verbatim comments. Contains
19 figures.
Williams, J. (2000, Summer). Guatemala, The Gambia, and Graduation: A Student’s
Perspective. Metropolitan Universities, An International Forum, v11 n1, 53-59.
ERIC Abstract EJ611522: A graduate of St. Mary's College of Maryland
Recounts her experience on two of the college's service learning trips, one to
Guatemala and one to the Gambia. She reports that the international service
learning experience had a great impact on her in the areas of career choice,
cultural understanding, and personal reflection.
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Spring 06, Penn State Delaware County

Dr. Barbara Daniel

Comparative Literature 153 (3 cr, GH; GI)
“International Cultures through Literature and Film”
with
C I 296A and PSU Delco’s Service-Learning Trip to Guatemala

Instructor Contact Information
E-mail: bfd1@psu.edu
Office: 212H Main
Office Hours: M,T, W, R 9:30-5:00
Voice mail: 610-892-1457
Any major changes to this Syllabus will be made in writing.
Course Description and Goals
CM LIT 153 is designed to help you grow in your knowledge and understanding of the
Mayan and Ladino cultures in Guatemala through a study of their ancient and modern
literature and relevant films. This eclectic exploration will help you to work respectfully
and effectively with the Maya people in Santiago Atitlan and to reflect on that experience
in light of their tumultuous history.
GOALS:

1) Students will become familiar with a wide range of literary genres used
In the Guatemalan oral and written traditions, specifically myth, folktales,
fables, poetry, fiction, and testimonials;
2) Students will be exposed to the writing (in translation) of a variety
of 20th century Guatemalan writers, including Nobel Literature Prize
winner Miguel Angel Asturias, Nobel Peace Prize winner Rigoberta
Menchu, Arias Arturo, Otto Rene Castillo, Gasper Pedro Gonzalez, and
Victor Montejo and to the controversies that surround some of them;
3) Students will learn to use historical and cultural criticism to interpret
the literature of Guatemala and, conversely, to use the literature to better
understand both the Mayan and Ladino cultures, their conflicts, and the
external influences that helped shape these conflicts, including those from
the United States;
4) Students will be able to perform their service among the Mayan people
with a knowledge of their cultural and political history which can increase
their understanding of and respect for them;
5) Students will be able to use their travel and service learning experience
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in Guatemala to reflect on Guatemalan literature and on the people’s
interaction with the United States, including recent migration here as seen
through the film “El Norte”.

Resources for Reading and Viewing
•

The two books that you should purchase (available on-line from amazon.com,
new or used at reduced prices with free shipping for a minimum $25 order, or on
half.com with shipping charges) from the list below are:
1) Menchu, Rigoberta. I, Rigoberta Menchu: An Indian Woman in
Guatemala. New York: Verso, 1983.
2) Arias, Arturo. The Rigoberta Menchu Controversy. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2001.
The other books will be used for reading selected assigned pages and are on
Reserve at the Penn State Delaware County library (Vairo building)or can be
obtained from the Penn State library system (http://cat.libraries.psu.edu/)
or other libraries.
The films also will be on reserve in the library on specific dates, or can be
ordered by you for your use through the University’s MediaNet
(http://www.medianet.libraries.psu.edu/)
If you need assistance with ordering books or films for the course, I will be happy
to provide it.

Myths, Fables, and Folktales
Montejo, Victor. The Bird Who Cleans the World and other Mayan Fables. Willimantic,
CT: Curbstone Press, 1991.
Popol Vuh: The Creation Myth of the Maya – creative documentary film
Sexton, James D., translator and editor. Mayan Folktales: Folklore from Lake Atitlan,
Guatemala. New York: Doubleday, 1992.
Poetry
Castillo, Otto Rene. “Apolitical Intellectuals”, “Satisfaction”, and “Before the Scales,
Tomorrow” (available on ANGEL) and other selected poems by and about
him(pp. 287 – 291 in Voices from the Silence: Guatemalan Literature of Resistance.
Marc Zimmerman and Raul Rojas, editors. Ohio, University, 1998.) -- on Reserve in the
campus library.
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Fiction
Arias, Arturo. After the Bombs. Willimantic, CT: Curbstone Press, 1990.
Asturias, Miguel Angel. Men of Maize (critical edition; Gerald Martin, Coordinator).
Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1993.
Testimonials
Gonzalez, Gasper Pedro. A Mayan Life. Yaxte Foundation
Menchu, Rigoberta. I, Rigoberta Menchu: An Indian Woman in Guatemala. New York:
Verso, 1983.
Rigaberta Menchu: Broken Silence – documentary film
Non-fiction
Arias, Arturo. The Rigoberta Menchu Controversy. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2001.
Feature Film
“El Norte” (1983), directed by Gregory Nava. Screenplay by Gregory Nava and Anna
Thomas.

Assignments
Assignment I: Myan Myths, Fables, and Folklore
*Due by Feb. 10
First: 1) Read the Introduction and at least five fables (of your choosing) from The Bird
Who Cleans the World and other Mayan Fables (on Reserve at the Penn State
Delaware County library). Make a list of the titles and for each one write down a
specific value or quality that is celebrated or emphasized in the fable.
2) Read the Introduction and at least five fables (of your choosing) from Mayan
Folktales: Folklore from Lake Atitlan (on Reserve at the Penn State
Delaware County library). Make a list of the titles and for each one write down a
specific value or quality that is celebrated or emphasized in the fable
3) Watch Popol Vuh: The Creation Myth of the Maya (a film on Reserve at the
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Penn State Delaware County library Jan. 31 – Feb. 3). List specific values
or qualities that are celebrated or emphasized in the myth. (Read background
information about the Popol Vuh in your textbooks for C I 296A.)
Then: Identify from your notes the three cultural values you found most frequently
emphasized in the Popol Vuh and in the Mayan fables and folktales. In a
Thesis/Support paper (approximately 500-600 words) present these three major
cultural values of the Maya in your Thesis and illustrate them with examples and
quotes from the myth and specific fables, and folktales to show how the ancient
and modern stories give insight into the Mayan culture. Use MLA format to cite
and document your sources. ( A Proposal Sheet for the Assignment to get you
started on organizing your essay is also on ANGEL and is DUE by Feb. 7.)
----Assignment II: Voices from the Silence
Due: Feb. 21 - 14
First: 1) Read the following selected excerpts from 20th century Guatemalan writers:
•

Poetry by Otto Rene Castillo: “Apolitical Intellectuals”, “My Desire for
You”, “Satisfaction”, “Before the Scales, Tomorrow” (On ANGEL) and
other selected poems by and about him on pp. 287 – 291 in Voices from
the Silence: Guatemalan Literature of Resistance. (1998)

•

Chapter 3 in Arturo Arias’. After the Bombs (1990). (You may want to
read more!)

•

Pages xi – xv of the Introduction and pages 36 - 49 of Miguel Angel
Asturias’ Men of Maize (1949). Also read the accompanying Notes #1, 2,
4 - 7, 14, 17, 21, 24, 26 – 28, and 30 – 52 on pages 326-332.

•

Two chapters of Pedro Gasper’s A Mayan Life: the one which begins on
p. 91 and the one which begins on p. 213. But the reading is fast and easy;
I also recommend the chapter that begins on p. 33 – or the whole book if
you have time!

2) Take notes about the events, consequences, and emotions detailed in these
fictional/testimonial accounts of Guatemala’s years of political unrest and
rebellion as told by Ladino and Mayan writers. Look especially for references to
the United States. See what you can find on the Web about the authors.
Then: Take part in an on-line ANGEL discussion from Tues. Feb. 21 – Fri. Feb. 24
About the readings. ( I’ll start it with a question, and then you and the other
students in the class will be expected to add your thoughts to the discussion, as
well as post at least one discussion question of your own.) You’ll be expected to
enter, read, and add to the discussion at least four times during Feb. 21-24.
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Assignment III: The Rigaberto Menchu Testimony and Controversy
Due: Week of March 27- 31 (draft) and Week of April 3 – 6 (final copy)
First: 1) Read I, Rigaberto Menchu (especially the Introduction and Chapters 1, IV, V,
VII, X, XIII, XIV, XV, XIX, XXI, XXIV, XXV, XXVII, XXX, and XXXIII.
2) Watch Rigaberto Menchu: Broken Silence (a film on Reserve at the
Penn State Delaware County library Mar. 13 - 17).
3) Read The Rigoberta Menchu Controversy (especially “Rigoberta Menchu’s
History within the Guatemalan Context” in Section I and all the entries in Section
II. (We’ll divide up selected articles in Section III for reading and discussion.)
Then: Write an essay which presents your position on the controversial issue the above
resources address: whether the possibility of contested facts (raised by American
anthropologist David Stoll) in the book written by Rigoberta Menchu seriously
undermines its credibility.
Make use of the above sources, anything else you have read for this course, and any
sources you find on the Internet, as well as your experience in Guatemala, to:
determine your own position on the issue
present that position in your essay as your thesis statement
support your thesis with at least three intelligent reasons
support and illustrate each of your reasons with examples and quotes from
your reading, viewing, and experience in Guatemala
5) document your use of information and quotes from those sources with a
Works Cited list and in-text citations, using either MLA or APA format.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Some questions connected to the controversy which you might address in your essay:
• Doesn’t a Testimonial – the genre used by Rigoberta Menchu – by its
very definition mean “a sworn truth”?
• Which can communicate truth more effectively, fiction or historical fact?
• To what degree do most autobiographies present “the whole truth and
nothing but the truth”?
• Did the unusual process by which Rigoberta Menchu’s book was written
and published enhance or undermine the truth of the final product?
• Do cultural misunderstanding and/or disrespect play any role in this
controversy?
• Does Rigoberta Menchu’s position in the current government of
Guatemala compromise her unique voice in the literature of her country?
Reminders:
1) Your essay should be approximately 750 – 1000 words.
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2) Type it double space and give it a title.
3) Write it in the 3rd person.
4) Incorporate your own unique perspective, insight, experience, and voice in the
essay .
Proposal (see below) is due the week we return from Guatemala. You can see
me individually for about 20 minutes to go over your Proposal, or we can get
together as a group for about 45 minutes and listen to each other’s Proposals
while we are there. If you have any questions about this assignment or need
assistance at any point, please contact me.
Proposal for Assignment III
1. What position are you taking in this essay on the Rigoberta Menchu
controversy: that the possibility of contested facts in Rigoberta
Menchu’s book does or does not seriously undermine its credibility?

2. List at least three reasons that support your position;
A.
B.
C.
3. List some facts, quotes, examples, observations, or other valid
evidence to support each of your reasons:
For A. 1.
2.
For B. 1.
2.
For C. 1.
2.
For D. 1.
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2.
4. Are you using the MLA or the APA system to document your use of
sources?
----Assignment IV: Reflecting on the Literature in Light of Your Travel and Service
Learning in Guatemala – and Vice Versa
Due: Week of April 17
First: Watch “El Norte” – a feature film (1983) directed by Gregory Nava and co written by Gregory Nava and Anna Thomas. Optional: Also watch the recentlyreleased video/DVD “Motorcylce Diaries” about Che Guevera’s early
experiences exploring South America and interacting with its indigenous peoples.
(Both are on reserve at the campus library.)
Then: Choosing your own medium (video, power point, poster board display, essay or
article) communicate to the campus community at EURECA (April 20) some important
insight you have gained about Guatemala and the United States from the fiction, articles,
and poetry you have read, from the films you have viewed, from the formal and informal
discussions you have had with classmates and others, and from your experiences during
your service-learning projects and travel in Guatemala.

Final Grade Calculation
Assignment I – 100 points
Assignment II – 70 points

Assignment III – 100 points Proposals – 30 points
Assignment IV – 100 points
Total: 400 pts

Course Policies
1) Academic honesty is expected. Plagiarism of any kind will result in an “F” for
that assignment and therefore will seriously affect your final grade for the course.
2) Course Expectations are simply that respect be shown for every member of
our class, during on-line discussions, in meetings, and on the trip. Those not
doing so may be asked to leave the course.
3) Students with disabilities who need accommodations for this course should first
see Ms. Sharon Manco in the Learning Center, 203 Main.
3) Academic support is available from me during office hours or by email, from
the Writing Center 312 Main, or from the Learning Center in Room 203 Main.
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The Ethos of the Project in Architecture

Paper Submitted to:
5th Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities
Honolulu, HI, USA
January 12-15, 2007

Philippe d’Anjou, Assistant Professor
School of Architecture, Florida Atlantic University
111 East Las Olas Blvd. Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301, USA
pdanjou@fau.edu
Phone 954-762-5065
Fax 954-762-5367
Topic Area: Architecture
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The Ethos of the Project in Architecture
Philippe d'Anjou
School of Architecture
Florida Atlantic University

Abstract
The project in architecture represents per se the epistemological paradigm of the field.
This means that the designers are faced with foreseeing what does not exist yet; the
project responds to the lack of something, lack that humans create. Once involved in a
project the designers are led into possible worlds that they carry out through design, the
act of choosing and of making a project happen. The paper asserts that what the
designers are facing in architecture goes beyond the built environment, or the artefactual,
they face the ethical imperative of the project. Ontologically, any project designs people's
lives, including the designer himself in the choice of a project and in the design of it.
Therefore it becomes necessary that at all levels of design the designers develop the
ethical sense as being an integrative dimension of designing given the fact that the
human person apprehended as project-being is the one that is the end, the one that gives
meaning to architecture, to design, and to the project, and consequently to the designer.
Indeed the project is the locus where the designer encounters the other and the self and
it is where the making of the self, the other, and the self-other relation occurs. Thus, the
design attitude in architecture concerns not only the artefactual project but most
importantly the existential project.
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The Ethos of the Project in Architecture
Philippe d'Anjou
School of Architecture
Florida Atlantic University

Introduction
The project in architecture represents per se the epistemological paradigm of the field.
This means that the designers are faced with foreseeing what does not exist yet; the
project responds to the lack of something, lack that we humans create due to
consciousness. Once involved in a project the designers are led into possible worlds that
they carry out through design, the act of choosing and of making a project happen.
Nonetheless, what the designers are facing in architecture goes beyond the built
environment, they face the ethical imperative of the project. Any project designs people's
lives, including the designer himself in the choice of the project and in the design of it.
Therefore it becomes necessary that at all levels of design the designers develop the
ethical sense as being an integrative dimension of designing given the fact that the
human person is the one that is the end, the one that gives meaning to architecture, to
design, to the project, and to the designer himself.
What is at stake when engaging in a project in architecture is no less than the human
condition, for the designer, the user, and humanity as a whole. From that perspective,
"humanity" is the primary concern of any design discipline like architecture because
designing means to recreate the world at both the artefactual and the existential levels of
reality and for both the designer and the others. In that sense any project represents a
threshold where the designer encounters the others and the self; beyond the artefactual
project exists the human project, the designer's and the others'. Being a place of human
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encounter, the project becomes therefore an opportunity for choosing humanity, self and
others, in its fullest dimension as a community of beings ontologically free or as projectbeings. The project is where the making of the self-other relation occurs so there can be
community in the ethical. This stance implies that a project has to be contemplated in
regard to its intrinsic oughtness. And with the comprehension of the individual as projectbeing as a paradigm for design and the project comes the unavoidable issue of care;
caring within the scope of the responsibility for the others and for the self as being of the
others and for the others, i.e., the solicitation that is implicit in the relationship self-others.
The world of architecture can gain a deeper ethical sense if the project apprehended as a
place of human encounter where existential projects are being acted upon comes first as
design concern and attitude along with object making and process. Design would thus
aspire to have any individual involved - designer, user, client, professionals - consider the
project in the light of enlightening oneself and acting for the improvement of the
conditions of life in community; it is an attitude of stressing people's life as the disclosure
of existential projects among others' existential projects that is considered in those terms.
Because design is centered on intentional action driven by both the artefactual project
and the existential project, it is the direction of that action and the choice of the project
that is critical in architecture. Pointing toward the human person comprehended as
transcendence and existential projects, or project-beings, that define the essence of the
being may be a solid basis for disclosing ethics in architecture and in any design
discipline.
Design as Action
It may be relevant to refer to the concept of action so as to situate design and the project
in their ethical signification. Design may be understood primarily as "human action",
which means action inhabited with intentions and values; we can say that design is
ontologically an intentional action and finds its foundation in freedom of choice. In that
regard, acting is to modify the reality of the world, it is to create oneself, to relate to each
other, and to enrich the world with values. We can say that humans are in essence their
actions. If we refer to Aristotle, there are two basic types of actions: poièsis (doing) and
praxis (acting). In the perspective of doing, the action aims at the domination and
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organization of the external world, it is an action for which the end is the production of an
artefact that is outside of the agent; it concerns the world of technè. The result is the
artefactual outcome of the action. Contrary to doing, acting is an action that does not aim
at the making of an external work but it aims at the formation of the agent, his skill and
his virtues. What matters here is more how the agent carries on the action and what he
becomes than what is produced out of the action as an artefact. Acting is reflective and is
the end in itself, acting is to act well so the agent is a better person who acts for the good.
There is little emphasis put on that aspect in architecture. In general the designers are
asked to "do" (design) a project, which is the artefact oriented reasoning. But if we
integrate the perspective offered by the concept of praxis (acting) as a core element of
design, in the development of a project, we may start to envision the possibility to awaken
the designers to the development of a moral attitude that leads to practical wisdom.
But there is something to take into consideration when discussing the notion of action in
those terms. The question is can we ontologically separate the action into two types.
According to existentialism any action makes the human be what he is, man is his actions
regardless of how a person categorizes them. It means that to design and to choose a
project are one same reality, the making of the self. In these terms doing is also acting
because both types of action belong to the same ontological structure of human action.
The point is to orientate design to make that reality conscious, in other words to have the
designers grasp the fact that regardless of how they apprehend the act of design and the
project, doing or acting, they are defining their essence as persons engaged in the world.
In order to achieve that it is essential to have the designers shift their view point from
considering the project as pertaining to the outer world, outside of themselves, to
considering the project as existential constitution of the essence of the self, i.e., the
making of the being in the world.
In architecture the issue of ethics may be addressed within that perspective consisting of
envisioning the project as the making of self and the others through the making of the
artefactual. And because the project designs the self and the others, the designer
confronts the ethical dimension of architecture at the time of choosing a project and
designing it. A designer is in the position where he has to choose between what can be
the project and what ought to be the project, which means what can be man and what
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ought to be man. That choice is a free choice and it is through the consciousness of that
reality that the designer is empowered with true freedom of choice as to how to exist
among the others as a being for the others.
Project and Existence
From an existentialist perspective, the project is both that toward which man is driven and
what constitutes his true being. In a way, man becomes what he is and man is what he
becomes. In that sense we can talk of man as being project or project-being. This means
that man – in the case here designers, users, clients, etc – is always a transcendent
open-ended being who cannot be defined as entity or object in nature or in history.
This notion of project is most developped in the philosophy of Jean-Paul Sartre. Sartre
offers an interesting view that will enlighten our enquiry into the world of project related to
architecture. On the one hand, project refers to a goal, which is freely chosen, that a
counscious person establishes, it is for instance the case with building a house. On the
other hand, project refers to the moving-forwardness aspect of the consciousness of a
person who tries endlessly to reach his being. For Sartre consciousness is nothingness
that tries to actualize itself by looking ahead toward some object in the world. In that
regard temporality that is brought into the world by human’s existence is the supportive
aspect of the actualization. Besides, an individual does not have a past, present, or future
but he exists as the internal relation of the three as transcendence. This means that the
significance of existence is to go from what a person is, which is made with the person’s
actions in the past, to what the person is not yet, forseeing that person’s being in the
future. In that sense the individual chooses a project for himself and he is constantly into
that dynamic consisting of moving away from being toward a new being. The relation of
identity in the present is always denied. Thus the individual is never a static essence in
the present; he is never himself. Sartre says that consciousness is before itself, behind
itself, but never itself. That "toward-being" is driven by a freely chosen project. Here lies
the basis of the ontological meaning of project. Humans are caught in a perpetual
transition between past identity and freely reinventing themselves. The transitory nature
of human’s existence is always oriented toward a goal; the individual is projecting toward
something, this is the very sense of project that defines the ontological structure of
humans. The moving-forwardness of consciousness always aims at some end which are
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objects and that reveals it as freedom. The dynamic ontological structure of
consciousness is constituted from that sense of project that consciousness is the
exhaustive projecting-toward-an-object.
In that spirit, architecture should make that aspect revealed to the designer. He is
projecting his existential project when he chooses and designs the artefactual oriented
project. The design project is embodied in his existential project and that allows him to
define his being. But by choosing a project and designing it, the designer chooses a way
of being for the others; the artefactual project turns out to become the others' existential
project since they will be "designed" by it if realized concretely. In that regard, the
designers should be aware of that relationship and engagement between the project of
the self and the project of the others at the existential level through the artefactual design
project. Therefore the relationship becomes one of encounter and communion. The
project takes its place in the ontology of the project as communion where the designer
encounters the self and the others.
Project as Encounter
So far we have considered the project in architecture according to its two intrinsic
dimensions: the artefactual and the existential. What has been asserted is that the
artefactual is somehow a means, a mediator, to the existential project, which is what man
is ontologically, i.e., man as project-being. This is due to the fact that man is
consciousness able to choose and act intentionally. Being consciousness, man is free
and has to redefine continuously the self through actions and choices, and that includes
the choices of his existential project. Man cannot not choose a project.
With that in mind, the artefactual project in any design discipline, in other words the
foreseeing of the non existent meant to come to existence, like a building or a social
program, revolves around an encounter between self and other. This happens regardless
of the awareness of it or not; indeed, any project will relate to and act upon humanity.
This encounter is fundamental and essential and takes place according to three modes:
self-self; self-other; and other-other. An artefactual oriented project engages
simultaneously these three levels of human encounter. This encounter is ethical and the
ethical bond occurring in a design project is the most fundamental aspect for architecture
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because there is nothing that precedes it or has priority over it; it characterizes human
relations at their most basic level.
The project as encounter makes the designer realize that he shares the world and
participates intentionally in the making of man. His power and freedom are put into
question and this is ethical because existential projects depend on how he responds. The
other puts the designer into question by revealing him that his powers and freedom are
limited. The other instigates dialogue and gives the proper foundation to the designer's
freedom. Somehow, the designer's ego would like to be the only source of actions and
meanings, but the encounter with the other shows such freedom to be unjustified. The
freedom of the designer is rather conferred through the other at the place of encounter
that the design project represents. Indeed, the freedom and actions of the designer is
without purpose or meaning without the other. In the design project the other gives the
designer's freedom meaning because he is confronted with real choices between
responsibility and obligation towards the other. The other invests the designer with
genuine freedom, and will be the beneficiary or victim of how he decides to exercise it. As
such, ethics derives from the original ethical moment when the designer's self is
challenged by the acknowledgement of the presence of the other at the time of engaging
in a design project. However, the fact that the project as encounter with the other is
ethical does not mean that the designer will respond ethically. The designer is free to
choose the direction of his consciousness, or of his project-being among other projectbeings, within the project as ethical.
Project as Communion
There are two directions that appear crucial for the designer in architecture in order to
reach genuine ethics in the project. The first direction is to have the designer conquer his
own autonomy, because there is no true morality without autonomy. The second direction
is to have the designer enter within a communion with the human universe and the
soliciting encounter.
Therefore it appears important that in architecture the designer should develop a sense
of engaging at that level of communion through the project. He should become awaken to
the reality of the project as being more than the artefact or the object into which people
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will inhabit. The designer should understand that he dwells among the users of his
projects, the project is where communion happens and that in both its intention, its
conception, its making, and its use. At this point, within the perspective of communion
between the designer as a human in the becoming and the users as humans in the
becoming, design could reach beyond the making of built environments and spaces as
material embodiment toward the community of project-beings within the humanity and the
cosmos. From a personalist perspective we may say that the designer should be in the
position of engagement for the community and the community for the human person, with
the reciprocal engagement resting on the caring for the human person. Through the
relationship with the others as communion in the project, the designer is faced with the
fact that he creates his being only among the beings of the others; i.e., he becomes a
human person only among other human persons. The project is the place where that
happens.
Thus, design needs to consider the notion of freedom in the exercise of the project as
needing to be oriented toward the relationship self-others. Indeed freedom is always
situated in my relation to the others. If we are to refer to the aristotlelean concept of
action, it means that the freedom of being able to "do" be replaced by the freedom of
being able to "act" in a communion way; freedom is therefore conditional. The condition
of freedom is the project incarnated, i.e., the peopled project that is alive as opposed to
the factual project that is dead. That concept of incarnated project reveals the making of
the self, the making of the others, and the making of the relationship self-others.
Therefore the project in architecture represents the incarnation of the communion
between the self and the others where the notion of "person" is the foundation of the act
of design, and where humanity is the end of the project. To design in the context of the
paradigm of the individual as project-being is to act upon the making of both the person,
whom is the self and the others as community of beings that constantly define the selves,
and the artefact, which is the habitable built environment that provides a setting for the
disclosure of the selves.
Conclusion: the Project of the project
The project in architecture calls for more than the envisioning of the artefactual; it calls for
the conscious envisioning of oneself into the world and of the others into the world within
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the scope of a human encounter and communion. That brings the project into a different
sphere of consideration that concerns the issue of the project of the project; the human
project, self and others, through the artefactual project and the design act. Design in
general could focus on bringing the designers consciously to choose communion as a
posture in the project so they could choose ethics as the way to engage within that
human communion. The concepts of human dignity and caring for the self and the others,
as the attitude to develop in design, can be the path for reaching the awakening and
grasping of the ethical sensitivity by the designers at the moment of engaging in a
project. This can happen if there is enough emphasis put on the human person
considered as transcendent consciousness that exists as existential projects, or as
project-being, among the others as the center of concern of the act of design. In such a
perspective, the designers when engaging design could ethically address the artefactual
and the existential aspects of the project at both the individual and the social levels within
a communion of ethical beings.
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Abstract
One of the most necessary and crucially important psychological mechanisms in
realization of the internal determined activity of the self is conscious purposeful
regulation.
Self-regulative activity, as the musician’s cognition and analysis of phenomena of
his own consciousness and actions, is the most important and essential component
in the structure of creative activity. Reflective skills are related to the musician’s
skill to take into account his own individual psychological peculiarities, to
adequately estimate his mental state, as well as to carry out many-sided perception
and adequate cognition of the musician’s personality.
The construct of self-regulation refers to the degree to which individuals are metacognitively, motivationally active participants in learning process.
This research is focused on theoretical aspect of development of students’ selfregulation in piano class by means of the method of modelling.
The problem of improving and developing pianist’s self-regulation becomes the
object of interdisciplinary research, which greatly enriches traditional approaches.
Theoretical and empirical research deserve special attention, this kind of research
is devoted to the formation of performer’s personality, to the formation of his/her
professional thinking and consciousness, tolerance and empathy, study of
psychological mechanisms of reflection, analysis of the subject individual
knowledge and the transformation of motives when choosing musical activity,
genesis of professional and social status etc.
Among the above mentioned range of problems we may single out the necessity to
research specific nature and structure of professional activity of pianist, as well as
the development of musician’s personality in the process of this activity.
Professional development is a major issue in today’s world, because life demands
the working-out of the new conceptual professional position in the field of
education. The transition to the humanistic approach of education is characterised,
first of all, by the acknowledgement of the necessity of close interaction of the
student and the lecturer.
During the last decade there were significant changes in the strategy and content of
musician (pianist) training, in connection with it; it is interesting to follow the way
how study plans and programmes of musician training develop. Their correction is
based on the changes in study program taking into consideration specific national
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and regional features of musical traditions. Here, not always quite a significant
factor is taken into account: it is professional development of pianist in condition
of his/her self-regulation actualisation and development.
Pedagogical activity is the teacher’s and student’s interaction directed towards the
learner’s personality development. Latvian scientists have given the following
definition of interaction: this is mutual perception, mutual evaluation and mutual
influence on each other.
The innovative pedagogical process is running under the conditions of co-creative
teacher and student’s search for resolving the existential (insoluble, eternal,
common to all mankind) problems, but not just a number of individual tasks. There
is no common solution of existential problems, which is suitable for all cases of
life and for all people, and there couldn’t exist such a solution in principle. In this
context the culture common to all mankind turns out to be not the collection of
laws, standards and ready-made truths, but the inexhaustible reservoir of people’s
destinies. Their recomprehension is the mechanism of creating one’s own life
experience.
From this point of view the pedagogical process is connected with the creation of
special conditions of the reflective innovative environment providing the
possibility of creative search for the unique solution of existential problems.
Music performance mastery is sometimes understood in the narrow terms of
pianism: development of techniques and performance components (intonation,
melody, dynamic, emotions etc). This approach doesn’t provide pianist
understanding of musical piece as the piece of art, as well as development of
performer’s creativity.
The performance skills of pianist includes not only dexterity and adroitness of his
fingers: it includes richness and variety of sound colouring effects, juicy hues of
timbre, refinement of rhythm nuances, pedal nice points etc.. Experienced
musicians-performers usually go from the mental, ideal image to the movement:
from the inner to the outer sphere. It takes a high level of self-regulation.
The possibility and necessity of development of future musician’s self-regulation
in the pedagogical process emphasized J. Zimmerman (Zimmerman, 1998), G.
McPherson & J. Renwick (McPherson & Renwick, 2001), S. Nielsen (Nielsen,
1997), V. Ward (Ward, 2004A, 2004B), A. Williamon (Williamon, 2004), S.
Hallam (Hallam, 1998, 2006) etc.
Modern music pedagogy declared the necessity of the search for new, nontraditional approaches in working out the methodology of development of pianist’s
mastery. Method of modelling as an integrated kind of activity helps to create the
original understanding of different aspects in performer’s activity. The whole
system of elements of musical work (tempo, nuances, phrasing, bordering, accents
and others) is a kind of material basis for modelling the performance’s plan.
Aim of the research: to determine theoretical basis of the development of
performer’s self-regulation in piano class by means of the method of modelling.
The humanistic model of education is defined by such principal functions of
pedagogical activity as the social – cultural values and the development of creative
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activity of the student. The main results of pedagogical activity are the formation
of new mental growths of the learner’s personality and the improvement of the
ways of his activity, which ensures his successful entry into new pedagogical
situations, quick adaptation to new requirements, and the ability to solve new tasks.
In accordance with the general regularities of the human psychical functioning, the
musician’s consciousness is constantly acting in two directions: outside, i.e. being
aimed at the dialogue with listeners, and inside, at the dialogue with oneself, acting
in this case as an instrument of self–knowledge. The guidance of these processes is
carried out not only by the central “I” of the personality, the function of which
includes the elaboration of the general strategy of the musician’s activity and
behaviour. The reflexive “I” (from Latin reflexus – an appeal backwards,
reflection), aimed inside to self–regulation, control, evaluation and correction of
the actions performed, and the activity “I”, whose direct task is the practical
realisation of the musician’s aims, are involved here simultaneously.
Self-regulative activity, as the musician’s cognition and analysis of phenomena of
his own consciousness and actions, is the most important and essential
component in the structure of creative activity. Self-regulation skills are related to
the musician’s skill to take into account his own individual psychological
peculiarities, to adequately estimate his mental state.
A low level of self-regulation is often related to being unaware of difficulties in
the creative activity both in the field of the creative process projecting and in
communication with the listeners.
Some of the questions raised here are:
Why self-regulative activity of musician is important?
What does self-regulation mean?
What does method of modelling mean?
How can a student (future musician) develop self-regulative abilities by
means of the method of modelling?
In this research the following methods were used: analysis and summary of
psychological, pedagogical and methodological literature.
The specific peculiarity of piano teaching is in the following: mental activity takes
place in the process of performing mastering of the music piece: when the student
operates with music material not only speculatively, but also by means of practical
activity. During that process not only penetration into music takes place; what is
important is that work at music pieces (defining technical difficulties and necessary
piano tricks to overcome them, creation of performing plan and various approaches
to its realization) is connected with logical learning of performing process itself,
with ways of acquiring piano mastering. These all are necessary things for the
future musician.
It gives the task to high school pedagogues of how to apply various means of
pedagogical influence, how to find universal methods of work which could include
generally developing tendencies and the tasks of shaping professional performing
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mastery - methods, which could help the student-musician to exceed the limits of
teaching-performing process and get into the sphere of independent activity.
The musician’s creative activity can be considered in the synchronic (horizontal,
simultaneous) aspect and in the diachronic (vertical, processual-consecutive)
aspect. The present research considers the creative activity in the diachronic aspect,
noting the transformation of the pianist’s personality development in condition of
self-regulation process.
The diachronic analysis gives the possibility to see the dynamic structure of the
creative activity in its organic unity and development. The pianist’s creative
activity in the diachronic aspect appears as
the self-regulation of the preceding experience;
the formation of the moral aesthetic and musical artistic culture, as well as
it’s professional provision.
The diachronic analysis of the creative activity gives an opportunity to consider
dialectically a number of actual questions of the musicians’ training for practical
work. It should be noted that musicians’ training in the professional aspect, as
pointed out by J. Dewey (Dewey, 1904), should be considered as a form of lifelong professional improvement with all its peculiarities characteristic of training in
other professional fields. In relation to this, musicians’ training must not be carried
out only within the framework of narrow specialization and strictly prescribed
methods. The development of intellect and practical skills for solving tasks on the
basis of pedagogical purposefulness, interest, critical attitude, inventiveness,
creativity and self-assessment is indispensable (Howey & Strom, 1987).
The pianist’s professional development is characterized by the ability to go beyond
the limits of the uninterrupted flow of everyday musical practice and to see his
professional work on the whole. For this musician should have skills of seeing
creative situation not only from his/her own position, but also from the listener’s
side, understanding that, what is quite clear for the listener, might be quite unclear
for the listener. It is facilitated by the self-regulative activity.
It allows to internally accepting, to become aware and to assess the difficulties and
contradictions of the creative process and to independently and constructively
solve them in accordance with one’s own value orientations. Besides, the reflexive
activity induces the musician to continuous creative search. The major element of
the pianist’s reflexive activity is the possibility and the necessity to make a choice,
which means to feel freedom, on the one hand, and responsibility on the other.
Moreover, the musician creates for listeners the free choice conditions for the
forms of joining the cultural values.
In the process of pianist’s training it is necessary to help the future musician
to develop self-regulative skills, as well as the ability for continuous selfdevelopment and innovations;
to form in himself the professional satisfaction on the basis of the awareness
of his integrity and individuality.
The necessity of studying professional self-knowledge, i.e. being aware of oneself
as a personality in professional activity, including musician’s professional activity
(alongside with the general principles and regularities of the personality self-
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awareness development), has been repeatedly emphasised in modern psychological
and pedagogical literature: according to S. Rubinstein reflection provides “the exit
out of full absorption in the direct process of life for working out the
corresponding attitude towards life, taking the position above it, beyond it for
judgement about it” (Rubinstein, 1976, 348).
Analysing different approaches to the problem of the concept “reflection” one
should point to the existence of two traditions in the interpretation of reflective
processes:
The reflective analysis of consciousness leading to the explanation of the
meanings of objects;
Reflection as understanding the sense of interpersonal communication.
In relation to this, it is necessary to single out such reflective processes, as selfunderstanding and understanding others, self-assessment and assessment of others.
Reflection has been studied in the most serious and many-sided way in the works
devoted to the revelation of creative task solution mechanisms.
It should be noted, that many authors distinguish two close concepts – “reflection”
and “reflexivity”. Thus, D. Shön considers that reflection is the process in which
“knowledge-in-action” may be more pronounced. It may be pronounced to the
extent that the direction of attention towards control in the process of activity is
possible. This form of reflection may be achieved by creating probable situations,
within the limits of which separate aspects of activity may be analysed, traced and
presented on a more conscious level (Shön, 1983).
However, as noted by V. Richardson, this process is not a simple one: it may not
be possible for a practitioner to describe the decision-making processes that led to
an action. The concept of “knowledge-in-action” can be seen as descriptive rather
than prescriptive. This process does not only create certain requirements in relation
to creative work and inventiveness, but it may also depend on the existence of
knowledge base received in the result of an experiment (Richardson, 1990).
As regards the term “reflexivity”, many authors accept the Latin definition of this
term (return to yourself), which means the process of individual’s thought about
what is going on in his own mind (Lawson, 1985; Steier, 1991; Bourdieu &
Wacquant, 1992; Matthews & Jassel, 1998).
One should not confuse reflection and introspection (from Latin intro – inside, and
specto – I am looking, peering), treating it as a passive process of self–observation.
In its essence, reflection is an active instrument of organization of one’s own
activity, the means of its regulation and improvement. It allows the musicians not
only to govern his realisation actions, but also simultaneously to evaluate
objectively their actual results, which facilitates the effectiveness of the creative
process.
If it is a question of pianist’s personality, the above-mentioned quality is rather
essential in creative activity. The notion about musician’s activity as creative
activity, comprising potential abilities and reserves of changing the personality, is
supplemented by understanding the activity as the system with reflection and
reflexivity.
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In many philosophical and psychological papers it is spoken about the interrelation
of creative activity and reflection (Ponomarev, 1976; Schőn, 1983; Lawson, 1985;
Davidov, 1989; Adler, 1991).
M. Holly is convinced that people have to “carefully, cautiously and inexorably
tug at and remove our blindfolds and to explore and learn about the territory our
personal and professional selves so guardedly inhabit” (Holly, 1993, 58).
Musicians will be less caught in espousal of norms and stereotypical actions, and
more able to develop through critical analysis and self-control. This understanding
includes the knowledge which determines the connection between one’s own
“self”, beliefs, values, doubts – that knowledge which mainly refers to one’s own
personality.
B. Matthews and J. Jassel note that in creative activity the reflective act may be
expressed in the following way: person correlates a concrete situation with his past
experience, as well as with the help of self-analysis he can explain some aspects
and determine the interrelations of his assumptions about elements of creative
activity. It is such understanding that becomes the starting point of creative activity
(Matthews & Jassel, 1998).
Different levels of creative activity are determined by different content of
reflective activity. Thus, the content of the process of goal setting is determined by
the results of reflection on motivation sphere (the knowledge about the motive
leads to building up the aim). The subject’s activity is possible when he has the
model, the plan of activity implementation built up in the result of reflection on
goal setting. The reflective activity on processes and components of activity is
getting still more complicated, since the record of activity results and their
correlation with the forecast aim (the activity evaluation), with the content of the
image “self” and other elements of “self”–conception (self-assessment) is
necessary.
Reflection on goal setting in musician’s creative activity has the following
characteristics:
Direct analysis – goal setting from the actual state of the creative process to
the final planned aim;
Reverse analysis – goal setting from the final state to the actual state;
Goal setting from intermediate aims with the help of both direct and reverse
analysis.
The musician’s possibility to implement goal setting freely and to be aware of its
expediency depends on the following conditions:
On the level of awareness and management of the processes of goal setting,
as well as on the analysis of these processes, which gives the musician an
opportunity “to see” himself on the way of building up the musical
conception, as well as to realize the limits of his states and actions more
clearly;
On the ability to identify the importance of the creative activity motive for
him/herself;
On the ability to build the optimal algorithms of creative activity for
achieving the aim;
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On the musician’s confidence, flexibility and activity adequacy, while
analysing and assessing the results and consequences of achieving the aim.
The activisation of reflective position in creative activity is connected with the
musician’s personality, with his orientation towards self-development. The source
of this process appears to be the system of contradictions in creative activity,
which the future pianist is aware of. Therefore, in the process of future musician’s
training it is necessary to create such situations, which would actualise the
reflective position, would form positive self-perception, and would stimulate the
processes of self-assertion.
An alternative view, offered by educational psychologists, is the metaphor of “selfregulated learning” (i.e. how students acquire the tools necessary to take control
of their own learning and, thereby, learn effectively). In this approach, the
practitioner should engage in three self-regulating phases:
• forethought: the thought processes and personal beliefs that precede efforts
to engage in a task
• performance/volitional control: processes that occur during learning that
affect concentration and performance
• self-reflection: the learner’s reaction and subsequent response to the
experience (McPherson & Zimmerman, 2002).
With the objective to attract the future musicians’ attention to the problem of
creative self-realisation, as well as to develop their self-regulative abilities, it is
necessary to attract students to reflective activity in the process of their studying in
the educational establishment. The musicians’ reflective abilities are developed
very effectively using the method of modelling in the process of pedagogical
activity.
Nowadays modelling is attracting a lot of attention; it has received unusually broad
application in various fields of education; it turned into an effective tool of
learning, as well as a method of forecast, analysis and evaluation of various
variants of taken decisions and their consequences.
There are a lot of different formulations to define what a model is. The model is
something that substitutes the original; it gets constructed in order to understand its
essence and to get creative recomprehension (Koroleva, 2003; Hallam, 2006).
The model includes the notion of imitation (from Latin – ‘imitato’), imitation of
something or someone, reproduction and a model (from French – modele, or Latin
modulus- measure, pattern).
The model is not necessarily an object; it may be a mental image. Models are
rather general means of learning. They are used as for experimenting and research,
as well as for learning (Panfilova, 2006). “By the model is understood such a
mentally imagined or materially implemented system, which reproduces the object
in such a way, that the study of the model gives some new information about this
object” (Shtof, 1966, 19).
Depending on the means, conditions, and related subjects that form general
qualities of models, a big variety of models and their qualifications arise. Models
can be divided into:
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logical (according to laws of logic in human consciousness);
material (according to objective laws of nature).
In its turn, the logical ones can be subdivided into figurative, symbolic, and
figurative-symbolic (mixed models) (Koroleva, 2003).
From the notion of the model arises the content of the modelling method. Most
authors relate it to so-called specialized methods of research, which presuppose
studying not the object of learning itself, but its image, in the form of the so-called
model. And the result of research gets transferred from the model on the object. By
means of modelling educational reflective activity acquires the purposeful,
technological, searching character.
If modelling is applied for improving educational professional practice, then it is
expedient to rely on the system of the following models:
the model of pedagogical conditions (or combination of the student’s
types of activities) as pedagogical environment of coming into being
of this property;
the model of the pedagogue’s professional activity according to the
organization of pedagogical conditions (or the student’s activity),
which is provided by the previous model.
If the study of modelling becomes the main aim of the future music teacher, then
we can point out two main problems:
modelling of artistic image;
modelling music lessons.
Modelling gets included into educational activity on the basis of a certain
mechanism: students perceive the ready model, which is included into educational
process by means of methodological complex, or by the pedagogue himself; or
students model themselves, by perceiving the object and then showing their own
models as a ready task.
The process of modelling consists of the following stages:
1) defining the task and characteristics of the original, which are to be get
studied;
2) establishing the fact that it is difficult or impossible to study the original;
3) choosing the model which fixes the essential properties of the original rather
well and can be easily studied;
4) studying the model according to chosen task;
5) transferring the results of research from the model on the original.
T. Koroleva notes that the process of modelling includes the following three
stages:
1) analytical, when all the initial data – conditions are analyzed;
2) constructive (projective), in the result of which the needed model appears;
3) performing, connected with implementation of the design (Koroleva, 2003).
In music art one of the crucial moments is decoding the emotional experience. First
of all modelling is directed to getting emotional experience, to make it conscious.
The core of modelling in music art is the ability to learn to transfer emotional
experience (mood, feeling, emotion) first in speculative models, and then in real
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ones (sounds, words, voice intonations, mimics, gestures, movements, selection of
appropriate analogues from art and real life).
As for music, the three most general types of artistic-creative activity are usually
pointed out: composing (creation of artistic image and its implementation by
means of notes), performing (interpretation of an artistic image and its
materialization in its reproducing), auditory (perception of the artistic image and its
ideal, mental conceiving). Each of these types of music activity may include
modelling one way or another.
Modelling is a method of getting knowledge. This is a process of creating the
model of the object, which is convenient for making mental pictures and for visual
learning; it helps to define its most topical aspects, to present them visually; it
simplifies the ways of learning and operating the subjects of learning.
As such basic objects the following things may be pointed out: musical image and
musical piece. At first the student masters the musical material of the piece on
separate models, as if from the inside, and then he makes up the piece as the whole.
Modelling in imagining various ideas contributes to shaping and understanding of
the artistic image, it helps to brightly express the necessary feeling for a music
piece, it helps to find appropriate piano movements, ways of producing sounds,
and to develop the student’s performance mastery.
Conclusions
1. Self-regulation is a disclosure of standby potential of a musician and at the same
time development of the creative potential of a personality. Self-regulation as a
consequence is application of ways determining active participation in
development of a personality. On the surface the ability to self-regulation can be
seen as successful mastering in new types and forms of activities. It is also
expressed in successful solution of non standard tasks and in surmounting unusual
and unfamiliar situations on all the stages of learning various types of activity.
A process of individual professional becoming of pianist is perceived as a certain
structure formed from a musician’s practical knowledge, which exhibits not only
certain knowledge but also meanings calling for continual going deeper into them.
Thus, constructivism is associated to self-regulation of thought, emotions and
experience, which is verified by the musician himself/herself.
2. With the objective to attract the future pianist’s attention to the problem of
creative self-realisation, as well as to develop their self-regulative abilities, it is
necessary to attract students to reflective activity in the process of their studying in
the educational establishment. Reflection is particularly important in the creative
activity. The future pianists need to have skills and experience of reflection. The
source of the reflective position’s activization in the creative activity is the system
of contradictions.
3. Pedagogical modelling is an essential component of all the aspects of the
musician’s professional oriented training. Modelling as a basic method of scientific
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learning can be used as a methodological idea, it can ensure organic inter-subject
connection; it can be viewed as the content which is perceived by students in the
learning process, it also can be an interactive type of activity, which has its own
typical form and ensures universality and mobility of professional training.
Modelling ensures practical purposefulness and a new qualitative level, not of the
methodological aspect only, but of any element of professional training, as well as
of professionalism in general.
The whole system of designations in music works (tempo, nuances, phrasing,
differentiation, accents, ways of producing sounds, and other moments) is a
peculiar material basis for modelling the performance plan of music work.
4. At the following stage of the given research it is planned to work out the criteria
of development self-regulation activity and approbation of methods of modelling
in the teaching process in piano class.
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Abstract:
This session entails the authors reporting on their quantitative/qualitative research
conducted with fifty Black-White interracial couples from across the United States
mainland. Each participant completed a paper-pencil questionnaire and participated
in an in-depth, face-to-face, interview. Analyses of the results from empirical
measures of marital satisfaction and life satisfaction will be presented, with specific
reference to variances by race and gender. Qualitative responses from the interviews
will also be presented and discussed. Implications for interracial marriages and
families in the 21st century, and for societal change, will be highlighted. This session
should particularly benefit teachers and students of sociological and psychological
theory related to race relations in general, and to marriage and the family in
particular.
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Abstract

The following short story illustrates my interest in exploring alternative ways of framing
academic discussions. It is a piece of fiction that critiques learner autonomy by focusing on the
issues of power and control that are implicated whenever autonomy is discussed. Specifically, it
explores the Foucauldian concept that power asymmetries are sustained, and replicated, through
a range of surveillance practices that are used to monitor and control human behavior. In
particular, surveillance is widely practiced in those institutions, such as prisons and schools,
which aim to normalize behavior – the powerless are observed; the powerful, on the other hand,
are the observers. Status, then, is directly proportional to the degree of freedom from
observation; however, only God – All-Seeing, but Never Seen – is truly free from surveillance.
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Sebastian’s Journal: A short story about the darker side of learner autonomy

THE PROLOGUE

For several years now, I have been interested in the Panopticon, a special prison building that
was designed by the English philanthropist Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832). Bentham was
convinced that the Panopticon would revolutionize the treatment of offenders because of a
unique feature – its observation tower. This tower had a number of ingeniously designed portals
that enabled the prison guards to observer the prisoners, without the prisoners ever knowing
whether they were being watched or not. This experience would, Bentham claimed, cause them
to have a profound feeling of “portentous omniscience.” And this sensation – the feeling of
constant, covert surveillance – would force the prisoners to use a variety of self-monitoring
activities, designed to eliminate any deviant behaviours before they could be detected by the
guards. In short, the prisoners would regulate their own behavior.
In fact, it was Bentham’s use of the words “portentous omniscience” that particularly
caught my attention, since, some years ago, while researching social life in medieval monastic
houses, I came across the same words used in a somewhat different context.
I had discovered, quite by chance, that the ancient Carthusian monastery at Lundz also
had a most unusual building – a Learning Center constructed around a special observation tower.
At first, quite naturally, I assumed that the Learning Center was simply a scriptorium; however,
as I studied the drawing in front of me more closely, I began to notice a clear similarity to
Bentham’s Panopticon.

3
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Indeed, as I continued with my research, I began to realize that the Learning Center was,
in fact, a facility for experimenting with behavioral control, organized by the Abbot of Lundz,
Guibert the Venerable. And it was Guibert who had used the expression “portentous
omniscience” to refer, not, as one might have anticipated, to the power of the Almighty himself,
but rather to the effects of the observation tower on the monks in the Learning Center.
As I pondered this odd pair of coincidences – the similarity in design of the Learning
Center and the Panopticon, and also the use of the same words by two men who were separated
by centuries of history – I began to wonder whether Bentham, had, indeed, paid a visit to the
monastery at Lundz. Was it even possible that the Panopticon was not, after all, his original
design?
With this and other matters in mind, after making all the necessary arrangements, I
departed from my residence at Schadenberg and returned to Lundz, where, thanks to the
generosity of the archivist, Gustav Mann, I was able to peruse at my leisure the many ancient
texts that are kept in the town library.
Sadly, however, despite many hours of spirited researching, I was unable to find any
solid evidence that Bentham had visited Lundz: in short, and not without a little chagrin, I was
forced to abandon my fledgling theory.
Nevertheless, as is so often the case with research, when one door closes, then another
one promptly opens: indeed, before my very eyes, as I delved deeper into the texts that related
the history of the monastery, a most remarkable story began to unfold – a story, in brief, about
the writing of a very special book.
For Guibert the Venerable, the abbot to whom I have already referred, had a most
grandiose ambition: he wanted to synthesize everything that was known about the universe into
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one summative text. This text was to be called, “The Book of All Knowledge,” and would, he
believed, surpass all of the classical works, written by the ancient masters, that he had been
forced to read in his youth.
Guibert understood, of course, that such a project was far too much work for one man;
and so, without obtaining official authorization, he’d ordered all of the monks in the monastery
to commence working on the task.
However, as time passed, the project began to run into considerable difficulties, chiefly
because of what Guibert referred to as “gross indolence” on the part of several monks. Indeed, it
appears that Guibert had been so frustrated with their slow progress – particularly with regard to
translation duties – that he’d decided on a new policy: he would confine the less productive
monks in the specially-constructed Learning Center.
There, day and night, the monks labored – and yet Guibert was still not satisfied. He was
convinced that malevolent thoughts were clouding their minds, dampening their enthusiasm for
their studies, and inducing lethargy; moreover, since the observers in the tower had no means of
knowing what the monks in the Learning Center were actually thinking about, Guibert needed to
find a new method of surveillance.
His solution was to order the monks to keep personal learning journals, in which they
were to record a vast array of details in accordance with his instructions. Guibert regularly
inspected these journals, often making copious notes in the margins, before returning them to the
monks. He claimed that the purpose of the journals was to guide the monks on their journey
towards spiritual salvation; and so he urged each and every one of them to critically examine his
conscience, even if that meant revealing his darkest and most sinful thoughts.

5
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Any deviations from the righteous path of learning could be rectified most effectively,
Guibert insisted, by regular and rigorous mortification of the flesh. For this purpose, he
advocated the use of a special instrument of correction: a whip that was called the horribile
flagellum. This whip had small hooks attached to its ox-hide straps, making the pain from the
lash extremely unpleasant, far worse than the standard whip that was used for self-flagellation –
the normalis flagellum.

In retrospect, it seems quite clear to me that if any of Guibert’s unorthodox methods had
been discovered, then he would have been severely reprimanded, and quite possibly faced
prosecution from the Church authorities.
However, I believe that two important factors greatly reduced the chances of this ever
happening.
Firstly, although the Learning Center and the observation tower were visible from the
Abbot’s house, they were located behind the monastery church, and so they could not be seen
from the main gate, or from the guest-house where the few visitors stayed.
Secondly, Guibert himself was a noted eccentric, disliked and avoided by most in the
Church hierarchy, and especially by his former friend, and immediate superior, Adselmo von
Brock, Reverend Father of the monastery at Glasperlenspiel.

Nevertheless, on a cold November morning, many years ago, a certain event at the
monastery had a profound influence on the outcome of Guibert’s grand project….

6
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PART ONE: THE CARTHUSIAN MONASTERY AT LUNDZ

In which Guibert the Venerable, Abbot of Lundz, learns something new.

Guibert walked to the window at the side of his study and stared out at the enormous observation
tower that rose high above the Learning Center. He noticed that a little overnight snow had
settled on the roof of the tower, and that a few more snowflakes were spiraling down from the
early-morning sky.
His study was quite cold despite the blazing fire in the grate, and, as he turned from the
window, he shivered and coughed a couple of times.
He walked back across the room – slow, awkward steps – and sat down behind his desk;
and then, with a sigh, he opened the Latin grammar book that was lying in front of him. It
belonged to Herman.
Guibert turned the well-thumbed pages of the book. Recently, he’d been giving Herman
some private tutorials, and he was very pleased with the young monk’s progress. In fact, the
previous evening, after a particularly accurate piece of translation, Guibert had offered Herman a
glass of wine.
“Thank you, Father. This will fortify me against the cold,” Herman said with a grin,
before leaving for night watch duty in the observation tower.
Afterwards, Guibert had washed the empty glass carefully, smiling to himself.

Guibert looked up from the book, and glanced at the cabinet where he’d put the glass, and
then back towards the window. Someone was running across the quadrangle towards his study –
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the sound of heavy footsteps got closer and closer, thumping up the stone staircase, and then
there was a loud knock on the door.
“Come in, come in,” Guibert said.
The door opened and a young monk with powerful shoulders stepped into the room. His
face was very red, and sweat gleamed on his clean-shaven head.
“Good morning, Tomas,” Guibert said, “How good of you to come. I’ve been waiting for
some time. Where – ?”
“Father…I have some…terrible news…”
“What do you mean? What’s happened?”
“It’s Brother Sebastian.”
“Sebastian?”
“Yes… Sebastian’s…dead.”
“Dead? Are you sure?”
“Yes, Father, I’m sure,” Tomas said.
“Tomas, calm down. Now listen to me. Does anyone else know about this?”
“Only Brother Herman, Father. I went to the tower and asked him if he’d seen anything,
but he said no, and so I came straight here.”
“Herman was still in the tower? At this time?”
“Yes, Father.”
“Why? It’s already morning.”
“He…”
“What, Tomas?”

8
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“He was asleep, Father. I woke him and told him that Sebastian was dead, then I came to
see you.”
“I see.” Guibert leaned back in his chair, and looked at Tomas. “Alright. Tell me what
you found in the cell. All the details, exactly as you remember them.”
“Sebastian was lying on his bed. At first I thought he was asleep, but then I noticed the
blood -”
“Blood?”
“Yes. First I noticed blood on the bed. And then I saw the Cross and the words ‘Have
Mercy’ on the wall. Written in blood. With his own blood, Father –”
But Guibert interrupted him. “Don’t speculate, Tomas. I just want the facts.” He began to
cough – a harsh, phlegmy rattle – and he raised a white handkerchief to his lips with his left
hand. His right hand, as usual, was concealed under his habit. “Tomas, listen to me carefully. Did
you find anything unusual in his cell?”
“No, Father; his Bible, his washing bowl and his…his whip”.
“What about his whip?”
“The horribile flagellum – there were some pieces of flesh on the hooks.”
Guibert paused for a few seconds. When he spoke again, there was a slight waver in his
voice. “Sebastian must have mortified his flesh with exceptional vigor. I’m quite sure he died
with a clear conscience. But…what about his learning journal? You didn’t mention it. Haven’t
you brought it with you?”
“Father, forgive me – I left it in the cell.”
Guibert stared at Tomas, and his eyes narrowed with suspicion. “Why did you leave it?”
“I was in a hurry. I’m sorry, Father. I’ll go and get it.”

9
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“Wait Tomas. First, I need to make something clear to you.” Guibert stroked his chin a
couple of times. He glanced up at the window before continuing: “Sebastian’s death is, of course,
most distressing for all of us. But there is something that you ought to know. A few days ago, I
visited Sebastian,” Guibert glanced at the window again and lowered his voice, “and he told me
that he was having visions, and hearing voices. I inspected his journal – the evaluation sheets
were normal, but he’d made some drawings of loathsome creatures – monstrosities, inspired, no
doubt, by his frenzied imagination. I feared that the Evil One wished to possess his soul, and so I
urged him to mortify his flesh, and to make a full confession to the Lord. Regrettably, the
knowledge of his guilt must have driven him to excessive measures – he was unable to endure
the pain, and, in his final moments, he desired to make a true gesture of penance.”
Tomas shook his head, slowly. “Father, with respect, I know that Sebastian was suffering,
but not from over-powering guilt.”
“Tomas, we are all sinners, and so the Devil torments us.”
“Yes, Father, of course you are right – but Sebastian had other problems.”
“What do you mean?”
“He couldn’t concentrate on studying. Months passed, and yet he produced very little
useful work.”
“Yes, I know – that’s why I moved him from his regular cell, and placed him in the
Learning Center. To encourage him to focus on his studies.”
“But it didn’t work, Father. He didn’t respond to the isolation, to the stricture of silence. I
gave him the simple task of classifying wasps – they are such a problem in the orchard,
particularly with the plums – but he did nothing. He seemed to prefer writing sacrilegious
slogans. He called them: ‘The Commandments.’”
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Guibert frowned and pointed at Tomas. “I know why he didn’t respond. Among
Sebastian’s many sins, the most obvious was sloth. He was a lazy monk, and you were lax in
punishing him. That’s why he did so little.”
“On the contrary, Father, I gave him several chastisements in accordance with your
orders.”
“Are you implying that my punishments caused his death?”
“No, Father.”
“Then what are you saying?”
“Perhaps we can’t treat all the monks in the same way, and expect the same results – we
may need to try a different approach with some of them.”
“A different approach? Are you crazed as well? There is no time for experimenting. The
Book of All Knowledge is a massive project. I need results, not excuses. We are Carthusians,
Tomas, following the ascetic tradition of St. Bruno; not fat, indolent Benedictines gorging
ourselves on swan and mead and doing nothing.” Guibert’s blue eyes flashed angrily. “Go back
to the Center and clean Sebastian’s cell. Remove all traces of his blood. Get that journal that you
so carelessly forgot, and bring it straight to me. Do you hear me?”
“Yes, Father.”

Dismissed at last, Tomas opened the oak door, and stepped outside into the cold air. As
he hurried along the pathway that led towards his own cell, Sebastian’s journal, hidden under his
habit, pressed against his ribs.
Thomas entered his cell through the narrow door, shook some snow from his habit, and,
feeling thirsty, he filled a pewter mug with water from the conduit. He took a few gulps – the
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water was icy cold – and then he carried the mug to his desk. He sat down, lit a large candle, and
opened the journal.
The first pages were physical self-evaluation sheets – Sebastian had recorded his daily
bowel movements, hours of sleep, and the food that he’d eaten.
Tomas continued to turn the pages. The next section was: “Dialogue With Self–A Critical
Examination.” Sebastian had used a scale to make daily recordings. There were seven categories:
“self-regulation,” “self-evaluation,” “self-construction,” “self-development,” “self-reflection,”
“self-assessment,” and “self-discovery.” Underneath Sebastian had written: “The self is dialogic;
I am a multiple of selves, and all of them is me.”
The next section was: “The Development of New Learning Orthodoxies: The
Commandments.” Here Sebastian had written many sentences, double-spaced, in the form of a
manifesto:

•

The desire for God begat the love of learning.

•

Surveillance is mine, sayeth the Lord.

•

All are watched; but some are watched more than others.

•

Blessed are the vainglorious, for they shall inherit the Earth.

Tomas studied the rest of the entries until, abruptly, they stopped. On the next pages were
several drawings of monsters, the “loathsome creatures,” that Guibert had described earlier.
The pictures were indeed alarming, but not original – they were copies of illustrations
from a bestiary kept in the scriptorium. This bestiary, based on Pliny’s Natural History, was
intended for moral instruction – it described a variety of creatures in great detail.
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Sebastian had spent many happy hours copying these illustrations, his quill in his right
hand, and several pots of colored ink on the desk in front of him. The basilisk, with its power to
kill with a mere hiss or a glance, had particularly fascinated him. “The power of observation is
indeed miraculous,” Sebastian was fond of saying. “Just ask Old Claw Hand.”
Sebastian had done well in his early years at Lundz; he was popular with the senior
monks, and they often asked him for favors. It was rumored that he came from a well-connected
family, and that certain arrangements had been made to ensure his comfort at the monastery.
Indeed, after taking his solemn vows, Sebastian’s waistline had begun to bulge
alarmingly, and so he’d petitioned the Abbot to allow him to take daily walks.
Guibert had agreed, and soon afterwards Tomas began to see Sebastian walking through
the orchard with Herman, or strolling along the banks of the river.
Guibert continued to indulge Sebastian in other matters, but as his demands grew and his
work rate declined, the Abbot gradually began to lose patience.
One night in the refectory Sebastian had asked, smiling, when the next consignment of
fish would be donated to the monastery. Furious, Guibert had roared: “Remember your vows!”

Tomas heard a noise outside his cell – the monks were gathering for their weekly walk –
the spatiamentum – when, for once, they were allowed to talk freely.
In the excitement, Tomas knew that he would be able to get to the main gate unnoticed.
He turned back to the journal. The last few pages consisted of diary entries, and some
more drawings.
Then, reaching the last page, Tomas gasped with shock: Sebastian had drawn a picture of
the Antichrist, complete with hooves, horns, a long serpent’s tail, and a human face.
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The face was unmistakable.
Underneath the drawing Sebastian had scrawled: “Non Serviam – I will not serve.”
Tomas grabbed a quill, and an envelope. First, he wrote an address on the envelope in
big, bold letters. Then he reached for a piece of parchment, dipped the quill into the ink again,
and began to write:

Lundz
14, November.

My Dearest Reverend Father:

I am writing to request that you make an extraordinary visit to our house. I know that you
are most concerned with the reform of abuses, and the picture I am enclosing, drawn by a
brother in confinement, will illustrate the cause for my concern. There are also several
other matters that I feel I must inform you about…

When Tomas had finished writing, he removed the drawing of the Antichrist from the
journal, and placed it in an envelope with his letter. He affixed his seal, and raced through the
snow towards the main gate.
He needed to hurry – first he would give the letter to the messenger, and then return the
journal to Guibert.
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PART TWO: THE MONASTERY AT LUNDZ. IN GUIBERT’S STUDY

In which Young Herman makes a confession.

Herman stared at the rows of books lined up neatly on the shelves behind Guibert. There
were several classical texts among them, as well as a number of books on herbal potions and
remedies. As he waited for Guibert to speak, a solitary tear ran down his cheek.
“So, you slept all night and you saw nothing?” Guibert snarled.
“Y-Yes, Father. I’m very sorry.”
“Herman, frankly I’m disappointed in you. The death of a monk is a serious matter, and I
hold you responsible. And this couldn’t have come at a worse time – my book is nearing
completion, and if word of this misfortune were to spread, the whole project could be placed in
jeopardy.” Guibert frowned and shook his head.
“I’m sorry Father, but I fear that the news has already traveled.”
Guibert stiffened in his chair. “What do you mean?”
“Earlier this morning Tomas came to see you, didn’t he?”
“Yes, he told me about Sebastian.”
“After he left you, he went back to his cell.”
“His own cell?”
“Yes. I know because I followed him. I was coming to see you, to apologize. But when I
saw Tomas hurrying across the quadrangle, I was curious – I thought he was hiding something
inside his habit – so I followed him back to his cell and I saw him reading the journal.”
“Sebastian’s journal?”
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“Yes, Father.”
“You’re sure?”
“Yes.”
Guibert exhaled slowly. “So that means Tomas was hiding it from me. Have you any idea
why?”
“No, but there is something else.”
“Go on.”
“He tore a page from the journal.”
“He tore out a page… Why? What had Sebastian written? Did you see?”
“No, not clearly. But it looked like a drawing.”
“Of what?”
“Of some kind of…demon.”
“A demon? Ah yes, those monsters tormented him. The boy was weak, and the Devil
knew it – he was determined to seize Sebastian’s soul. But why, I wonder, did Tomas want that
particular drawing?”
“He put it into an envelope. With a letter.”
“What?” Guibert hissed. “Tomas must be truly crazed. I told him so this morning when
he tried to convince me that my methods weren’t appropriate for Sebastian. What was it he said?
‘We may have to try a different approach.’ As if we can make an exception for every brother
who has to endure a few hardships. Tomas knows our mission: to produce a text that will glorify
our Lord’s greatest triumph – The Creation. I don’t want anyone to think we have monks
possessed by demons. Just think of the consequences. We’ll have every exorcist and inquisitor in
the Church coming here and poking their noses into our affairs.” Guibert stared at Herman for a
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few seconds, and then he asked in a calmer voice: “Where was Tomas sending the letter? Did
you see the address?”
“He sent it to our Reverend Father, Adselmo von Brock. At Glasperlenspiel.”
Hearing that, Guibert got to his feet, and walked to the window.
For the second time that morning, he stared at the Learning Center where the monks,
confined in their cells, were busy with their various tasks: translating, illustrating, classifying,
and composing.
Several further seconds passed in silence, and then he turned around saying: “Herman,
you appear to have made amends for your earlier transgression – perhaps your powers of
observation are not as deficient as I’d thought. Now, listen to me carefully. Say nothing about
this. To anyone. Do you understand me?”
“Yes, Father.”
“Good. Now, go and find Tomas. I want to talk to him.”

As Herman hurried from Guibert’s study, he noticed that there were several muddy
footprints on the steps, and also that a large, strange-looking leaf was lying at the bottom of the
staircase.
Curious, he bent down, and picked it up.
Stuffing the leaf inside his habit, he raced towards the Learning Center.

As soon as Herman had gone, Guibert reached into a drawer, and took out Sebastian’s
journal. Slowly, he turned the pages. He looked at the bodily function logs, the self-evaluations,
the learning manifesto, and the drawings.
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Then, for the first time, he realized that the last page was missing.

PART THREE: THE GRAND ABBEY AT GLASPERLENSPIEL

In which Reverend Father Adselmo von Brock, Prior of the Abbey, receives a letter.

Someone knocked on the door.
“Come in,” Adselmo said, looking up from the book he was reading. The door opened,
and an elderly man, around 70, stepped into the room.
“Ah, Josef, what is it?” Adselmo asked.
“A letter for you, sir.” Josef handed the letter to Adselmo.
“Thank you. When did it arrive?”
“A few minutes ago. I brought it straight to you. Is there anything else, sir?”
Adselmo glanced at the fire. “Would you bring some more firewood?”
“Yes, sir. I’ll be back soon.” Josef turned around, walked across the room, and stepped
outside into the hall.
As soon as the door had closed, Adselmo opened the letter, and read it carefully. He
studied the drawing, and then he pressed his hands together.
As he prayed, the embers in the fire burned bright red, like the sun that used to set over
the seminary where, many years before, Adselmo had met Guibert for the first time.
From the start of his studies, Guibert had been dedicated to self-improvement. He had
developed many special learning strategies, and became very intolerant of any weaknesses in
himself, or, for that matter, in anyone else.
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In particular, he despised the habit of sleeping late in the mornings. When Adselmo
countered that even the Angelic Doctor enjoyed the benefits of a leisurely nap, Guibert had
complained, “Why must you have an answer for everything?”
Guibert sometimes talked about his childhood: his parents had passed away when he was
still young, and he’d been brought up by an impoverished bachelor uncle who lived in
Saarbrucken.
Against the uncle’s wishes, Guibert had kept a ferret in a shed at the bottom of the small
garden. The ferret’s name was Uriel, and Guibert fed it scraps of food smuggled from the
kitchen. “Hungry, he was. Always. He loved chicken. He took it from my hand. He even let me
stroke him. I was training him to keep guard – The Lord of the Shed. Uriel uber alles.”
But one morning, Guibert had forgotten to wipe the chicken grease from his fingers, and
the ferret, dazzled by the light from the open shed door, had sunk its needle-sharp teeth into his
right hand.
Unfortunately, the wound had become infected, and the local doctor used his bone saw to
amputate three fingers.
While convalescing, Guibert remained indoors reading – and it was during this time that
he first thought of his idea for a Book of All Knowledge – a text that would summarize
everything that was known about the universe.
Of course, it would be a monumental task: he envisioned a community of learners, all
pursuing their own avenues of inquiry, fuelled by intellectual fervor, working for the greater
glory of God, and the production of the seminal text.
But Adselmo was not convinced: “A Book of All Knowledge? That’s quite a project.” He
was walking with Guibert in the seminary garden, near to the lecture theater. “On the other hand,
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if you do get it written, you’ll be as famous as Aristotle; after all, he had a similar idea didn’t
he?”
“Go ahead and laugh if you want to. You’ll see. When it’s published I’ll be famous. No
one will patronize me then.”
“Patronize you? I was just making a joke.”
“Not you. Dr. Doppelganger. The learned professor of divinity, prattling away in there,”
Guibert said, pointing at the lecture theater. “In my last tutorial he was asking me some ludicrous
questions about how many angels can pass through the eye of a needle. When he’d finally
finished pontificating – he always knows the answers, of course – and I got a chance to tell him
about my idea for the book, he said: ‘Such ambition, Guibert. Really, I’m astounded. Of course,
if you are to succeed, you’ll need to make full use of the seminary archives for your research –
and I’m quite sure you’ll agree that we’ve spared no expense in obtaining the latest texts.
Perhaps, the next time you see your uncle, you might care to remind him of that fact; and also
that your tuition fee for this semester is still unpaid.’” Guibert’s voice was a shrill parody of
Doppelganger’s high-pitched tones.
The setting sun was already low in the sky, and a roosting blackbird, alarmed by the
noise, burst from a lilac bush. “God made the world, not a synod,” Guibert said, his eyes
following the bird. “I’ve no more time for Doppelganger’s tedious tutorials. Learning is
suffering, and should be endured alone. Constrain the body, and liberate the mind. It’s as simple
as that.”
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And, from around that time, Adselmo had begun to see less and less of Guibert - he was
always busy in the seminary archives – either reading a book, or drafting the first chapters of his
“great work.”
Adselmo, on the other hand, had always balanced scholarship with other, less rigorous
activities – a fact that, many years later, he sometimes had cause to regret as he sat in his large,
book-lined study at Glasperlenspiel, surrounded by a multitude of tomes, none of which bore his
name on its cover…

There was a knock on the door. Adselmo looked up, startled by the noise. “Yes?” he said.
“I’ve brought the firewood, sir.”
“Thank you, Josef.”
Josef bent down, and put the wood near the fireplace. Then he selected a few pieces, and
placed them in the fire. Next, he prodded the base of the fire with a poker. New flames flared up
from the embers, and the wood crackled in the heat.
Satisfied, Josef stood up again.
“Josef, one other thing,” Adselmo said. “Tell the stable master to saddle a horse. I’m
leaving for Lundz in the morning. I’m making an extraordinary visit to the monastery.”
“For Lundz, sir? But that’s a long way. The weather–”
“Yes, Josef, I know about the weather – I’ll just have to take my chances. If I wait any
longer, there will be too much snow on Mt. Zauberberg. And will you tell the Procurator to
prepare the necessary papers?
“Very good, sir.”
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PART FOUR: THE MONASTERY AT LUNDZ. IN THE LOCUTORY

In which Adselmo von Brock, after a long and tedious journey, confronts Guibert the Venerable.

“A prison? At Lundz?” Guibert laughed; the sharp sound was like a fox barking. “And
me as the jailer?” Guibert was about to laugh again, but then he changed his mind: “Reverend
Father, I’m afraid that you are quite mistaken. Really, the whole notion of a prison and a
surveillance tower in the middle of our peaceful community – frankly, I find the idea quite
repugnant.”
“Is that so? Then perhaps you could explain this to me.” Adselmo reached into his case,
and took out the letter from Tomas. He passed it to Guibert. “You know that Tomas sent this to
me?”
“No, I had no idea. Please let me see it.” Guibert read the letter carefully, and then he put
it down. “Reverend Father, this is fascinating, really quite remarkable – to think that Tomas
would go to such lengths to lure you here. It really is appalling. However, in his condition, such
deluded fantasies were only to be expected.”
“His condition? What are you talking about?”
“Reverend Father, I’m sorry but I have some bad news. Bad news, indeed. A few days
ago, Tomas fell victim to a serious malady, a most noxious pestilence. The physician attempted
the usual remedies – cupping, leeches and bleeding – but there was no improvement. He
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administered the usual potions, herbs and diverse elixirs; but, sadly, to no avail. Most regrettably,
poor Tomas has been welcomed into the bosom of Our Savior.”
“You mean Tomas is dead?”
“Yes, Reverend Father. Quite dead. He passed away in my arms.” Guibert’s lower lip
trembled, and he made the sign of the Cross.
A few moments passed while Adselmo waited for Guibert to recover: “Guibert, I
appreciate that this must be quite distressing for you, but please listen to me. I need to be quite
clear about this. You’re telling me that there is no prison here, no surveillance tower, and no
confinement. That all of these things were figments of poor Tomas’s frenzied imagination?
Hallucinations brought on by his sickness? And now he’s dead?”
“Yes, Reverend Father.”
“I see. This is most unfortunate, and I have to add, not a little inconvenient since I was
hoping to have a chance to speak with Tomas in private.”
“Yes, I agree. It’s most regrettable, particularly since you’ve come such a long way to
visit us. However, I’m afraid that your time may have been wasted.”
“No, not entirely – I intend to make a detailed inspection of the monastery.”
“Unfortunately, Reverend Father, that won’t be possible. You see the pestilence is still
with us. Several of the brethren have fallen ill – that’s why we are meeting here in the locutory,
and not at my house. Indeed, I think the best course of action would be for you to leave as soon
as possible. Forgive me, but I have taken the liberty of arranging for a guide to lead you back
over Mt. Zauberberg tomorrow morning, for I fear there will soon be a heavy fall of snow.”
Guibert smiled and began to get to his feet. “Please accept my apologies, but now I must tend to
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my flock. I’ve made arrangements for a brother to escort you to the guest-house. I trust you will
find your lodgings comfortable enough. And now, if there is nothing more…”
“Guibert, I appreciate your concern for my well-being – however, kindly remember that
this is an official visitation – I will decide when to leave the monastery. Now, the containment of
this pestilence is clearly of the utmost importance, and so you must close all the gates. As for the
sick, they must be isolated. Place them in the infirmary and…
“Yes, of course, forgive my interruption Father, but I have already considered these
matters, and taken the appropriate measures. But, as I’ve just said, my chief concern is for your
safety, and that is why I must insist that you leave here tomorrow. After you have departed, I will
lock the gates.”
Adselmo leaned forward, and looked more closely at Guibert: “Very well, then. If the
disease is as virulent as you claim, I would be foolish not to heed your advice; but you must
inform me as soon as it has been contained.”
“Yes, Reverend Father.”
“Good. And now, before you go, there is one more thing that I wanted to talk to you
about. It concerns your…scholarly works. You have established quite a reputation since we
studied together at the seminary, haven’t you? How many treatises have you published now?”
“I’m not sure – perhaps a hundred, maybe more.” There was a touch of pride in Guibert’s
voice.
“One hundred. Quite remarkable – and on such a wide variety of topics. You really must
have been very busy. A truly tenacious scholar.”
“I’m not sure that I understand you. Are you implying that I have neglected my duties in
some way? Because of my research?”
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“No, not at all. It’s just that, as you may know, my own studies have not been nearly so
fruitful. It has even been said by some…,” and here Adselmo paused, “that I lack a true scholarly
identity.”
“And so…?”
“I was wondering whether you could give me a few tips. Suggest a few areas of inquiry, a
few topics that might be worth exploring.”
“Reverend Father, you are surely jesting with me. I know that you are a most learned
man, an expert theologian.”
“Well, then, perhaps I could contribute something to your grand project?”
“My project?”
“Yes, the Book of All Knowledge. I remember how passionate you were about it. At the
seminary. All those hours you spent in the library, while I was…otherwise preoccupied.”
“With what? I often wondered what you were doing,” Guibert said, smiling.
“I always aimed for a well-balanced life. Some scholarship, and some sport, and so on.”
“And not a little socializing. You see, Reverend father, with respect, I never had the
benefit of your…connections. As you know, my background was far more humble. For me,
scholarship was my true hope of salvation, my passport to The Promised Land, as it were.”
“Yes, Guibert, I know – and you’ve eclipsed us all with your triumphs. But that brings
be back to the topic of your book, and my proposal to write something for it.”
Guibert laughed: “Father, while I was at the seminary, and for some time afterwards, it is
true, I continued to be preoccupied with that particular idea. But as the years passed, I began to
realize that it was quite impractical. It was just a young man’s foolish dream.”
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“I see… that must have been very disappointing for you. After all, it would have been
your crowning achievement. Still, I must say you’ve certainly not wasted your time – one
hundred publications is quite something.”
“Thank you. And now, if there is nothing else,” Guibert said, standing up and turning
towards the door, “I really must go to the infirmary, and so I’ll bid you good night.”

PART FIVE: THE MONASTERY AT LUNDZ. THE JAIL

In which Herman explains his actions.

The jail was cold and damp. Herman stepped past the jailer who was snoring loudly next
to an empty beer bottle, and reached for the large bunch of keys that were lying on the floor. He
was carrying a candle in his left hand.
“Herman? What are you doing here?” Tomas asked, peering through the shadows at the
approaching figure.
“We must talk to the Reverend Father,” Herman said, putting the candle down and
fiddling with the keys. “Now, which one is number 7? Ah, yes…”
He unlocked the door and Tomas, relieved, stepped outside. He patted Herman on the
shoulder, and the young monk grinned. Herman was about to speak, but then Tomas looked at
the jailer, and pressed his finger to his lips: “Sshhh! We don’t want to wake him,” he whispered.
But Herman shook his head and laughed. “There’s no need to worry. None at all. He
won’t wake up for another eight hours or so. I’m sure of that.”
“What do you mean?”
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“I added something to his beer. A little mandrake.”
“Mandrake? But that’s poison.”
“Yes, I know. But only in large doses. Mix a tiny amount with alcohol, and it causes a
very deep sleep. Not death. That’s why I slept all night in the tower – the night Sebastian died.
Guibert gave me a drink of wine that evening, after my Latin lesson, and as soon as I got to the
top of the tower I passed out. I slept like an angel.”
“That’s why you were still asleep in the morning. When I found you.”
“Yes.”
“But how do you know that Guibert put mandrake in your wine?”
“I found a mandrake leaf on the staircase outside his study. And then I remembered
something else. The day before he gave me the drink, I was walking past the herb garden and I
noticed a patch of freshly turned soil.”
“So?”
“Guibert must have told the gardener to get a plant for him. And he dropped a leaf on his
way up the stairs to Guibert’s study. There were muddy footprints, too. On the stairs.”
“And, if Guibert knew you were asleep in the tower…,” Tomas said, “he could have
visited Sebastian, certain that no one would see him.”
“Yes.”
“So you think Guibert killed Sebastian?”
“It’s possible. But there’s no real proof. But we should go and tell the Reverend Father
what we know. Come on.”
“Wait a minute. There’s something else.”
“What?”
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“Somehow, Guibert knew that I’d taken Sebastian’s journal. From his cell. Someone
followed me, and saw me writing a letter to the Reverend Father. You wouldn’t know anything
about that would you?” Tomas said, stepping towards Herman and clenching his fist.
“Wait! Yes, you’re right - I did tell him. About the letter, I mean. Tomas, I’m sorry. But
please listen to me. I was terrified that Guibert would punish me for sleeping on duty. But when I
realized he’d drugged me, I decided to come here to look for you. I knew he would lock you in
here.”
Tomas slowly lowered his fist.
Herman, relieved, followed Tomas out of the jail and across the quadrangle. A full moon
lit the path as they hurried along, and, as Herman glanced ahead, he saw that a candle was still
burning brightly in the guest-house.

PART SIX. THE MONASTERY AT LUNDZ. IN THE LOCUTORY

In which Adselmo talks with Guibert for a second time.

Adselmo sat at the end of a wooden table facing Guibert. Next to him there was a leather
case. Adselmo rested his hand on the case and said: “And so, Guibert, you must be wondering
why I asked to speak to you again. Am I right?”
“I assumed that it was a simple matter of courtesy. After all, you are leaving for
Glasperlenspiel this morning, and so it’s only appropriate that we should say our farewells. I
trust you slept well?”
“ Unfortunately, no.”
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“Were you disturbed by something? By the thought of the disease spreading?”
“Let’s just say that I was disturbed. Yes, ‘disturbed’ is a good word for it. I could have
done with a potion of some kind, something to help me get some rest.”
“A potion?”
“Yes, you know the kind of thing I mean. Herbal medicine is one of your many areas of
expertise, isn’t it?”
“Yes, it is…but if I knew of such a magic potion, I would surely bottle and sell it. After
all, the Carmelites have done very well with their ales, haven’t they?”
“Indeed, they have. I have an empty bottle of their celebrated brew here with me. Herman
gave it to me.” Adselmo opened the case, and took out a bottle.
“Herman gave that to you?”
“Yes. But, only after the jailer had drunk the contents. And slept very soundly afterwards,
I might add.”
“I’ve already told you that there is no jail here.”
“On the contrary, there are two: one enormous jail that houses the monks who are
laboring to write your book, and another one that confines the brothers you are punishing for
other matters.”
“I don’t know what you are talking about.”
“No? Now, listen carefully to me. I’ve been very patient so far, but I’m growing weary of
this game. Herman told me that you drugged him with mandrake. On the night that Sebastian
died, he was asleep in the observation tower and saw nothing.”
“I told you…”
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“Enough, Guibert,” Adselmo said, raising his voice. “Let me finish. Herman found a
mandrake leaf outside your study. He added some of the leaf to this bottle of beer, and used it to
drug the jailer. Then, when the jailer was asleep, he released Tomas from his cell. Tomas and
Herman came to see me last night. They told me everything.”
“You are as crazed as Tomas was,” Guibert snarled, “and now he’s dead.”
“Really?” Adselmo said. Then he stood up, walked across the room, and opened the door.
Tomas stepped into the room.
“Look, Guibert. Here is the dead monk himself – risen, like our Lord, from the tomb. I
must say he looks none the worse for the experience. Wouldn’t you agree?”
Guibert hissed: ”What are you doing here boy? I’ll have you whipped.”
“Whipped, Guibert? Is that what you said? Just like you whipped Sebastian?”
“I had no reason to whip him.”
“Then how do you explain this?” Adselmo said, reaching into the case again, and taking
out a piece of paper. He handed it to Guibert. “Why would a monk draw such a monstrous
image, and crown it with a picture of your face?”
“The boy was…possessed. By demons. He told me he that he heard their voices at night.
Calling to him. Telling him monstrous lies. I tried to comfort him…”
“Comfort him? That’s a lie. You hated Sebastian. You envied his background, his
friendship with Herman, but most of all, you hated him for not conforming, for not working on
your book. And so you whipped him.”
Some spittle rolled from the corner of Guibert’s mouth: “You have no proof of that,” he
said.
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Saying nothing in reply, Adselmo reached into the case for a third time, and threw a whip
onto the table. “Look at it. The horribile flagellum. From Sebastian’s cell. You gave it to him,
and you beat him with it.”
“Nonsense. Didn’t our Lord suffer the scourge? That insolent boy needed some
discipline. Self-discipline. I told him to whip himself – to strengthen his resolve, and to drive out
his tormentors.”
“You beat him with it. And then you left him to die, alone, in his cell.”
Guibert snorted and thrust out his right hand – three of his fingers were shriveled, ugly
stumps. “Look at this hand. It’s a punishment from the Lord. A punishment for worshipping a
false god, a feral beast in a cage. But my pain and humiliation only served to strengthen my faith,
and I resolved to glorify the name of the Almighty through my endeavors. But, I ask you, could I
use a whip with this hand?”
“With that hand, no. But you could with your left hand.”
“But Sebastian was right-handed.”
“So?”
“Think about this. If I beat Sebastian, then the marks from the whip would be on his right
shoulder. But if he whipped himself, using his right hand, the marks would be across his left
shoulder – the horribile flagellum must be used that way, to avoid injuring the eyes. Why don’t
you examine the body?”
“I have. Earlier this morning, I went to the mortuary. It was shocking.”
“Yes, but where were the marks? On the left or the right?”
“Mainly, on the left.”
A satisfied flash lit Guibert’s eyes.
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“But what if you stood behind him, Guibert? Then where would the marks be?” Adselmo
asked.
“I don’t know. I didn’t stand behind him.”
“Answer the question.”
“On the left, and on the right.”
“But mostly on the left, wouldn’t you agree? After all, the direct blow is the most
effective.”
“Yes, and as I’ve said, Sebastian whipped himself and so the marks are on the left.
You’ve admitted that already. You have no proof that I whipped him.”
“Guibert, you’ve forgotten one important detail. Look at the whip. These hooks are
regular, barbed fish hooks, are they not?”
“Yes, that’s right.”
Guibert was about to speak when Adselmo raised his hand: “Say nothing. Just watch.”
Adselmo handed the whip to Tomas. Tomas grabbed the whip with his left hand, and
raised it above his head.
“What are you doing?” Guibert asked in a hollow voice.
“Guibert, stand up. Get away from the table. Now Tomas, go ahead. Do as I told you.”
With a powerful thrust, Tomas struck downwards with the whip. The iron hooks bit into
the table. Then, with a swift, upward flick, he tore the whip free. The hooks ripped out several
splinters of wood.
Next, gripping the whip in his right hand, he turned away from the table and crouched
down. This time he struck over his left shoulder, and the hooks tore out more chunks of wood.
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Adselmo pointed at the table. “Look Guibert. The hooks tore out pieces of wood. You
saw that. But look at the marks. Here, at the place of the first strike, the biggest hole is at the top,
and then the mark narrows. Compare these marks with the second strike. Here the biggest hole is
not at the top, it’s at the bottom. The opposite pattern. And this proves that the whip was used in
two different directions. Now when I examined Sebastian’s body, the puncture wounds on his
back were like the marks from the first blow that Tomas struck. That proves that someone else
whipped him. And from the fact that the marks were on the left shoulder, that person was lefthanded. You did it. You beat him, and you left him to die.”

For several seconds, Guibert stared stonily across at Adselmo and Tomas. Then, his redrimmed eyes brimmed with tears. He knelt down on the stone floor and pressed his hands
together, sobbing: “Forgive me, Reverend Father, for I am a sick man, with little time left to live.
I wanted to see my project finished. The Book of All Knowledge.” Guibert sobbed again, and the
tears spilled down his pale, hollow cheeks. “I urged the monks to do their best; to research; to
write drafts; and to revise their work. But Sebastian was so slow. I ordered him to self-reflect, to
critically examine his conscience, and to work harder. But he refused. In the end, I decided that
solitary confinement was necessary, to chastise him, to get him to accept the rightful
omniscience of the Lord, the ever-watchful one, the prescriber of tasks, and the giver of readings.
But Sebastian never understood my methods…”
“Enough Guibert. Save your confession for the ecclesiastical court. You’ve brought
disgrace to the Order, and given the Holy Father grave cause for concern. May God have mercy
on your soul,” Adselmo said, shaking his head.
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But then, for the first time, Tomas spoke: “Reverend Father, forgive my intrusion, but I
have a suggestion to make – a simple compromise that may help us to avoid any unnecessary
embarrassment…”

PART SEVEN. THE MONASTERY AT LUNDZ. IN THE ABBOT’S STUDY

In which, after spending several months at Glasperlenspiel, Adselmo von Brock
returns to the monastery for a meeting with Tomas.

Adselmo gazed across the quadrangle at the Learning Center - the warm, spring sunshine
had already melted the last of the snow, and now the stone tiles on the roof of the observation
tower gleamed in the early-morning light.
Two crows wheeled above the tower, and their harsh cries echoed through the monastery
buildings.
Adselmo watched the birds for a few moments – they seemed to be quarrelling about
something, a piece of food, perhaps – but then he turned around and said: “Tomas, how are the
monks performing over there? In the Center?”
“Very well, Reverend Father. All of them are busy with their tasks. By the way, did you
have a chance to read any of the material that I sent you?”
“Yes, I did, and I was most impressed. The work was of a very high standard, a credit to
the Order. I can see that the monks are responding well to your supervision. But what about
Guibert? Has he produced anything worthwhile?”
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“Well, as you can imagine, he’s taking some time to adjust. I put him in Sebastian’s old
cell, and assigned him the task of classifying the smaller, carnivorous mammals.”
“And I’m sure the irony wasn’t lost on him,” Adselmo said, sitting down on a
comfortable chair near to the fireplace. “Now, Tomas, tell me, how does it feel to be Abbot? Are
you having any problems with your new role?”
“None whatsoever. I decided not to make too many changes to the system. I’m still
following most of Guibert’s methods – they were working well enough, after all, before he
became so obsessed. I’m sure the Book of All Knowledge will be finished before the summer.”
“Splendid,” Adselmo said, leaning back in the chair, and stretching his legs towards the
logs that were burning in the grate. “But now I need to talk to you about a…rather delicate
matter. You see there is still the unresolved issue of the authorship of the book. I am aware that
Guibert began this project - he first told me about it years ago, in fact - but given the current
circumstances, I think that we need to be cautious about giving him all the credit for the work.
He’s clearly been suffering from dementia brought on by ill-health, and too much excitement at
this early stage of his recovery would do him no good whatsoever.”
“Yes, Reverend Father, you’re quite right.”
“Good, I’m glad that you agree with me. And there is another thing to think about. There
will be a huge furore when the book is published – it’s certain to be a major scholastic
breakthrough, the biggest thing since the Holy Scriptures – and I’m afraid that, before long, all
kinds of people, pamphleteers and their ilk, will be asking to interview the author. Now, if they
were to think that Guibert wrote the book, then that would put us in a most awkward
position…No, that would never do,” Adselmo said clearing his throat, and then continuing:
“Now, I do realize that the work has been, shall we say, a collaborative effort, but, to simplify
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matters, I’ve decided that the book would look better with one name on the front. Mine. Written
in big letters. You may think of me as the general editor if you like, although, as you know, I’ve
no time or inclination for sorting out the fussy details. No, I’ll leave all that to you. To tell the
truth, I have bigger fish to fry. I’m going to the Vatican in October – a new Cardinal is soon to
be appointed – and the Holy Father has invited me for an interview. I’d like to have a copy of the
book to show him – I’m sure he’ll be most impressed, and, with any luck, he may even decide to
grant us a little more…autonomy.”
“That’s excellent news, Reverend Father,” Tomas said, standing up and walking towards
a small cabinet. “Now, by way of celebration, perhaps I might offer you something to drink…?”

Glossary

Adselmo
The name is derived from Adso of Melk, a character in Umberto Eco’s The Name of the Rose.
Angelic Doctor
Doctor Angelicus, St. Thomas Aquinas (1255-1274).
Basilisk
A fearsome mythological creature; part rooster, part snake. Intended as an ironic metaphor for
the power of observation.
Book of all Knowledge
The idea of synthesizing all knowledge into one text was first proposed by Aristotle (384-322).
The current web-based encyclopedia Wikipedia is, I believe, the latest attempt to do this.
Carthusians
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A Christian religious order founded by St. Bruno in 1084. Considered to be the strictest order in
the Catholic Church.
Ferret
The story of Guibert and the ferret was inspired by the short story Sredi Vashtar by Saki (18701916).
Glasperlenspiel
Magister Ludi, or The Glass Bead Game by Herman Hesse (1877-1962). This game also
synthesizes knowledge in pursuit of truth.
Guibert the Venerable
Guibert of Nogent (1053-1124) was a Benedictine theologian, a historian, and an abbot.
Non-Serviam: “I will not serve.”
Attributed to Satan in A Portrait of The Artist as a Young Man by James Joyce (1882-1941).
Locutory
A room for conversation; especially, a room in a monastery where the monks could talk.
Mt. Zauberberg.
“Der Zauberberg,” The Magic Mountain by Thomas Mann (1875-1955).
Procurator
An investigator.
Spatiamentum
An extended walk, taken once a week, when Carthusian monks can enjoy talking freely together.
Uriel
The Archangel Uriel, “The Flame of God.”
Wasps
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An oblique reference to J.R.R. Tolkien (1892-1973), the master of fantasy, who compiled the
entry on wasps in the Oxford English Dictionary.
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The Art of Knowing Throughout art, a Spinozist approach

The art, as Spinoza defines, is a proceeding way that makes easier many difficult
things because we can, throughout art, flow, capture and reach the perfect time of action,
making time itself more dynamic and fruitful.1 Art is a typical human activity and one of
the most important, because, before being a product of mass consume, art is an ancient way
of language, knowledge and expression. Art come together with all human history and the
processes of knowledge and discoveries throughout time.
Art as a way of being can be said as a living language that implies on an experience
of facts without the boundaries of limited perceptions, like cultural, religious and political
barriers. Art as an open minded experience is similar to, what Spinoza says as the adequate
ideas of taught. The process of knowledge can be upgraded with the creative view of art
and that is why we call Knowledge as ‘art of taught’. Instead of ask what is art and what is
not art, instead of trying to use categories to make art fit into them, we will let art express
itself throughout our taught, understanding that the hole nature speaks trough art.
Art is accessible to anyone who can left behind the conditioned paths of scientific
abstract and rigorous reason, to dive into the dynamic, fluid and vast way of material reality
without getting away of reason itself, but understanding its limitations, its various forms
and characteristics.
Human mind tries to understand the whole process of life as nature expresses itself
through every single thing that exists in the world. As Spinoza said, every material thing is

1
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a modification of the unique substance that we can call God or Nature, a substance that
creates itself by its power of being infinite. Art or the process of creation, is the essential
expression that human kind shares with Nature.
The process of knowledge, to Spinoza, occurs according to the experience and the
way that the ideas chain themselves in mind. Just to remember, Spinoza thinks humans as a
physical-physical unity, where body and mind are necessarily connected. Taught and Art,
Reason and Imagination, are part of the unique movement of the mind, the movement of
persecution of knowledge. The Art as an integral part of this process might have to be
understood as a method that transforms ideas, happenings and matter exploiting perception
possibilities and body dispositions.
Spinoza, in his desire to know the “real good”, the “continuous joy” and the
“supreme happiness”, understands that is the quality of the object, to which we are linked
through love, that will indicate the type and the quality of things that will feed us, and will
move our perceptions.
Identifying the types of perceptions and finding theirs roles within the mechanism
of knowledge, we can see that art is a way of living and of thinking that fulfills the needs
not only of the intellect but of the whole complex of mind and body dispositions of the
human beings.
Knowledge is moved by the process of creation because what knowledge need is to
renew itself to fit into the continuous variety of forms and facts. That is why the movement
of knowledge is infinite. Spinoza says that the truth rules itself and an adequate idea implies
in another idea that implies in another one, and successively.
The art assumes the role of perception and experience-memory reorganizer, being
able to restructure relations that chain the taught that is imprinted in all the actions made.
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The artist - or the artist of taught, not forgetting that, to Spinoza - will and taught are one
and the same due to the fact that mind and body are too one and the same. The artist of
taught is an artist of life, putting himself in different movements of nature (social, political
and esthetical ones) in the same time that can control and deal with the unpredictable
without – avoidance, retraining and repression - the affects. On the contrary, the artist uses
his own affections to better know the world of matter, feeling the differences among the
types of sensitive composition of the elements. The artist is the artist of the encounter, this
is a term used by Gilles Deleuze when he comments Spinoza’s philosophy, and this is the
freedom conquered by knowledge, the ability to paint adequate perspectives of reality so as
to live in a “continuous joy”.
Knowing full well, to Spinoza, means to know with the senses, with imagination,
reason and intuition, from the unique structure that we are: body and mind in mutual
concomitance, recognizing the immanence of taught and experience. The traditionalistic
view of reason believes that to know is an intellectual and logical experience, and the man
of the techno-science era, of information quantity, of logical and functional speed, lives an
insensibility of his soul and perceptions, forgetting that body also think, decreasing his
creative potential by the immersion in a mechanical routine of contents.
The artist in counterpart of the man-machine, feels the movements of self and social
production, and he is not so compromised with the results of what he has planned, but how
he plans, and how he creates the conditions of possibilities to be able of express himself.
Freedom and knowledge are, here, impregnated by affective content: wondering, loving,
planning, understanding and experiencing.
According to the fourteenth proposition of the second part of the Ethics, Spinoza’s
principal book, “the mind is able to percept a great number of things and is as more able as
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the body can be disposed in a great number of manners”. The disposition of the body in
space depends on the ability of expressing power according to it’s own nature in the most
different experiences. The ability to put ones’ self in any kind of situation and in every
encounter is fruit of psychophysical ability that is improved by knowledge and his creative
process, by the ability of the soul to understand itself and the space around in the plan of
immanence of reality.
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The Roots of Alethiological Relativism in Postmodernism
The title of this paper promises more than it delivers, but it has a certain catchy
pretentiousness that I loathe to give up. I maintain, as have others, that one of the
characteristics shared by structuralism, post-structuralism, and postmodernism is
relativism with respect to truth. In fact, I maintain that one of the legacies left by
structuralism to post-structuralism and postmodernism1 is alethiological relativism.
However, I’m not going to argue for this particular thesis. I’ll simply assert it and
support it with a few brief quotations from two figures identifiable as members of these
movements. I do not think that the same sort of relativism is necessarily shared by all of
the thinkers who are members of these contemporary movements. There is a plurality of
relativisms, and these movements reflect that fact. I will argue that one of the roots of
these relativisms is to be found in certain propositional attitudes about mathematics and
logic. Once one has become convinced that truth in mathematics and logic is relative
then it is easier to sustain the same claim with respect to the other sciences—natural or
human.
I. Levi-Strauss and the Deductive Sciences
In La Pensée sauvage, 2 Claude Lévi-Strauss makes the following two claims:
(1)”the truths learnt through man are ‘of the world’, and they are important for this

1

I agree with Eric Matthews that “‘post-modernism’…is a very vague term which can be used to
cover a variety of rather different developments and ideas, in society and the arts as well as in philosophy
proper, which do not always seem to have much of a connection with each other” (179). In terms of what
postmodernism is, at this point I can do no better than Matthews again. He states, “In so far as it is possible
to give it a precise philosophical sense, it refers to the movement which seeks to go beyond the
philosophical inheritance of the Enlightenment and the cultural attitudes and values which have been
supported by that inheritance” (180).
2
I have retained the French title here because the self-conscious pun in the title is completely lost
in the English translation. La Pensée sauvage is translated in the English edition as The Savage Mind; it
could just as well have been translated as Savage Thought or Wild Pansy. The floral cover of the French
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reason” and (2) “this explains why I regard anthropology as the principle of all research”
(La Pensée sauvage 328, The Savage Mind 248). The footnote to the first claim reads as
follows.
This holds even for mathematical truths of which a contemporary
logician, however, says that ‘The characteristic of mathematical thought is
that it does not convey truth about the external world’ (Heyting, pp. 8-9).
But mathematical thought at any rate reflects the free functioning of the
mind, that is, the activity of the cells of the cerebral cortex, relatively
emancipated from any external constraint and obeying only its own laws.
As the mind too is a thing, the functioning of this thing teaches us about
the nature of things: even pure reflection is in the last analysis an
internalization of the cosmos. It illustrates the structure of what lies
outside in a symbolic form: ‘Logic and logistics are empirical sciences
belonging to ethnography rather than psychology’ (Beth, p. 151).3
It is important to remember that Lévi-Strauss makes these comments in a response to
certain claims made by Jean-Paul Sartre in his Critique de la raison dialectique. Surely,
this context affects the content. However, these passages from Lévi-Strauss are still open
to differing interpretations. Part of the reason for this is simply ambiguity in the text
itself. I don’t particularly consider this a fault given the specific context. I hope to
provide an interpretation that is plausible. One way of understanding this ensemble of
passages (and I’m probably stating it with something less that charity) is that when you

edition was dispensed with in the English edition, and, thus, the Anglophone-only reader is left without a
clue. For an illuminating discussion of these issues in the works of Claude Lévi-Strauss, see Boon 170-72.
3
The references are in the text of Lévi-Strauss’s footnote.
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have a hammer all problems look like nails. Thus, to the ethnographer all problems
appear ethnographic. Let me start by examining the footnote.
Clearly, Lévi-Strauss finds the claim made by Arend Heyting objectionable.
However, his initial objections seem to be made from the standpoint of a form of
psychologism. Lévi-Strauss broadly suggests that the mind is reducible to the brain, and
that the brain operates within certain unspecified nomological boundaries peculiar to it.
Yet, at the same time and also in a way left unspecified, the mind (or brain) still
represents (“illustrates”) the external world when engaged in mathematical thinking. He
then quotes with seeming approval Evert Beth’s statement.
Usually when a mathematician speaks of mathematical thought (as Heyting does
above), she is not referring to the subjective mental processes that occur in the mind (or
the electro-chemical processes that occur in the brain) of someone who is thinking about
mathematics. The mathematician refers to mathematics as an object of thought, for
example, that a particular operation such as addition is a function in arithmetic. This is
not to deny that when any one of us is thinking mathematically there are indeed certain
brain processes occurring, but that is not a conditio sine qua non to mathematics. A
psychologist or, better, a neurophysiologist may decide to study the brain processes of
those engaged in thinking about mathematics, and this may turn out to be a very
worthwhile and fruitful area of study. However, if the investigator hopes to learn
something about mathematics in the process of conducting such a study, those hopes will
be dashed unless she is reading a mathematics book in her spare time. What Lévi-Strauss
asserts here simply seems to be an updated version of nineteenth century psychologism.
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Gottlob Frege’s arguments against the old psychologism seem just as effective today
against any new versions (33-38).
Ethnographism with respect to mathematics is not an improvement over the old
psychologism. Again, this is not to deny that ethnographic studies of the discipline of
mathematics are valuable (Aleksandrov 7-8). But if one is to understand the level of
mathematical knowledge attained by any culture or the uses to which any culture puts
mathematics, one must first have the requisite mathematical knowledge. Such
knowledge is not attainable through any other means than the study of mathematics itself.
Lévi-Strauss’s quotation from Evert W. Beth is misleading. Beth’s claim is not a
claim concerning the nature of logic, but rather the claim is made in the course of
describing Luitzen E. J. Brouwer’s intuitionism. The context for the claim is provided
below.
With regard to symbolic logic, Brouwer’s opinion is that it can teach us
nothing about mathematics, as it is condemned to remain for ever separate
from mathematics. It is a faithful, mechanical, stenographic imitation of
mathematical language; this language itself, as a matter of fact, does not
belong to mathematics proper; it is nothing more than an imperfect tool,
used by mathematicians to communicate their results and to render them
more easily retained. Logic, traditional as well as symbolic, is an
empirical science, belonging rather to ethnography than to psychology
(Beth 411).4

4

There are inconsequential differences in the wording between Lévi-Strauss’s quotation and
Beth’s text due to translation.
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Given the foregoing context, the claim is thrown into an entirely different light than the
one that one might get in the context of Lévi-Strauss’s use of it. Brouwer’s form of
intuitionism may entail the claim made by Beth concerning it, but, as Beth recognizes,
this claim is radically controversial. It is one that would be rejected by logicists such as
Betrand Russell (1-2) and formalists such as David Hilbert. A logicist claims that
mathematics is reducible to logic and set theory and thus claim against Immanuel Kant
that mathematics is analytic (B14-17). A formalist basically sides with Kant that
mathematical statements are synthetic a priori (Hilbert 65). At least, we are now able to
see, given Lévi-Strauss’s beliefs about mathematics and logic, why he is in a position to
claim that he “regards anthropology as the principle of all research.” Once mathematics
and logic are relativized, then all sciences can be relativized, with the exception, of
course, of anthropology.
II. Lyotard and the Deductive Sciences
That Lévi-Strauss’s attitude with respect to the deductive sciences was
carried over into postmoderninsm may be confirmed by examining what has become the
locus classicus of postmodernism, Jean-François Lyotard’s The Postmodern Condition:
A Report on Knowledge. Lyotard claims, “They [the sciences—whether inductive or
deductive] owe their status to the existence of a language whose rules of functioning
cannot themselves be demonstrated but are the object of consensus among experts” (43).
There can be no consensus among experts if there are no experts. Therefore,
It should be evident that research appeals to teaching as its necessary
complement: the scientist needs an addressee who can in turn become a
sender; he needs a partner. Otherwise, the verification of his statements
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would be impossible, since the nonrenewal of the requisite skills would
eventually bring an end to the necessary, contradictory debate. Not only
the truth of a scientist’s statement, but also his competence, is at stake in
that debate. One’s competence is never an accomplished fact. It depends
on whether or not the statement proposed is considered by one’s peers to
be worth discussion in a sequence of argumentation and refutation. The
truth of the statement and the competence of its sender are thus subject to
the collective approval of a group of persons who are competent on an
equal basis. Equals are needed and thus created (24).
Now initially this description may appear to apply only to the empirical sciences, but it
applies to all the sciences. Lyotard goes on to assert,
The alternative between someone who begins by establishing an axiomatic
and then uses it to produce what are defined as acceptable statements, and
a scientist who begins by establishing and stating facts and then tries to
discover the axiomatics of the language he used in making his statements,
is not a logical alternative, but only an empirical one. It is certainly of
great importance for the researcher, and also for the philosopher, but in
each case the question of the validation of statements is the same (42).
Lyotard sees a connection between the validation of statements and the
legitimation of the entire scientific enterprise. This applies as well as to the language
used by science. Lyotard then examines the properties of formal systems. He notes that
such well-known properties as consistency, completeness, decidability, and axiomatic
independence are generally considered as some of the most important properties of
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formal systems. He then observes that “Gödel has effectively established the existence in
the arithmetic system of a proposition that is neither demonstrable nor refutable within
that system; this entails that the arithmetic system fails to satisfy the condition of
completeness” (42-43). Lyotard goes on to observe,
Since it is possible to generalize this situation [of Gödelian
incompleteness], it must be accepted that all formal systems have internal
limitations. This applies to logic: the metalanguage it uses to describe an
artificial (axiomatic) language is “natural” or “everyday” language; that
language is universal, since all other languages can be translated into it,
but it is not consistent with respect to negation—it allows the formation of
paradoxes (43).
On the basis of this line of argumentation, Lyotard concludes that
This necessitates a reformulation of the question of the legitimation of
knowledge. When a denotative statement is declared true, there is a
presupposition that the axiomatic system within which it is decidable and
demonstrable has already been formulated, that it is known to the
interlocutors and that they have accepted that it is as formally satisfactory
as possible. …But analogous observations can be made for the other
sciences: they owe their status to the existence of a language whose rules
of functioning cannot themselves be demonstrated but are the object of a
consensus among experts (43).
Thus, the truth of scientific statements, whether deductive or empirical, ultimately rests
on the consensus of the experts within that scientific discipline. Clearly, this consensus
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can and does change. Thus, truth is relativized. Since truth is relativized to the
consensus of groups of interacting individuals, the proper approach to the scientific
would be a sociological or anthropological one. This is, at least in part, what Lyotard
attempts in The Postmodern Condition.
We need not worry about the truth or falsity of scientific statements except within
the context of the discussions of the relevant experts. Lyotard makes a distinction
between what he calls scientific knowledge and nonscientific or narrative knowledge.
According to Lyotard, the crucial difference between the two types of knowledge is that
scientific knowledge, on the one hand, requires evidence or proof for its assertions,
whereas narrative knowledge, on the other hand, does not. This does not mean that the
assertions of narrative knowledge are without validation, it simply means that those
sources are different from those required for scientific knowledge.
Drawing a parallel between science and nonscientific (narrative)
knowledge helps us understand, or at least sense, that the former’s
existence is no more—and no less—necessary than the latter’s. Both are
composed of sets of statements; the statements are “moves” made by the
player within the framework of generally applicable rules; these rules are
specific to each particular kind of knowledge, and the “moves” judged to
be “good” in the one cannot be of the same type as those judged “good” in
another, unless it happens that way by chance.
It is therefore impossible to judge the existence or validity of narrative
knowledge on the basis of scientific knowledge and vice versa: the
relevant criteria are different. All we can do is gaze in wonderment at the
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diversity of discursive species, just as we do at the diversity of plant or
animal species (26).
Given the above claims, it is not clear how one is even in a position to speak of the
validity of knowledge at all. In fact, it is no longer clear what the word ‘knowledge’
means given its usual usages. Perhaps the only claim that one type of knowledge can
make with respect to the other is that nonscientific or narrative knowledge may be able to
claim the moral high ground. Lyotard observes,
That narrative knowledge does not give priority to the question of its own
legitimation and that it certifies itself in the pragmatics of its own
transmission without having recourse to argumentation and proof. This is
why its incomprehension of the problems of scientific discourse is
accompanied by a certain tolerance: it approaches such discourse
primarily as a variant in the family of narrative cultures. The opposite is
not true. The scientist questions the validity of narrative statements and
concludes that they are never subject to argumentation or proof. He
classifies them as belonging to a different mentality: savage, primitive,
underdeveloped, backward, alienated, composed of opinions, customs,
authority, prejudice, ignorance, ideology. Narratives are fables, myths,
legends, fit only for women and children. At best, attempts are made to
throw some rays of light into this obscurantism, to civilize, educate,
develop.

10
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This unequal relationship is an intrinsic effect of the rules specific to
each game. We all know its symptoms. It is the entire history of cultural
imperialism from the dawn of Western civilization (43).
We see in the above passage, the clear influence of Lévi-Strauss’s ideas. In fact one of
the references in the above passage is unsurprisingly to Lévi-Strauss’s La Pensée sauvage
(26).
I think that the crucial substance of Lyotard’s argument is this. What
distinguishes the statements of scientific knowledge (whether a priori or empirical) from
other forms of discourse (which Lyotard also designates as knowledge, that is, narrative
knowledge) is the demand for proofs or evidence in support of those statements. Because
“the question of proof is problematical” (Lyotard 27), scientific knowledge has no greater
claim to “validity” than other forms of knowledge. The result is consistent with LéviStrauss’s claims concerning mathematics. The question I raise is whether this position
can be sustained given their arguments.
III. Lévi-Strauss, Lyotard, and the Relativism of the Deductive Sciences
I have already given some indication of what I think is wrong with Lévi-Strauss’s
position on this matter, therefore I will concentrate on what I see as some of the problems
with Lyotard’s account. As noted above, Lyotard asserts that scientists in general and
logicians in particular use natural languages as meta-languages. This is quite true; they
do. The problem, as Lyotard sees it, comes most dramatically to the fore when the
logician uses a natural language to describe a formal language. It is a problem because
any natural language “is not consistent with respect to negation—it allows the formation
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of paradoxes” (Lyotard 43). It is not clear here how Lyotard is using the word
‘formation’.
Paradoxes can certainly be formed in natural languages, for example, Es regnet
und nicht es regnet. Obviously, I am taking an explicit contradiction as a form of
paradox. However, such paradoxes can just as easily be formed in a formal language
such as sentential calculus, for example, R & ¬R. Presumably, this is not what Lyotard
means by ‘formation’. Several formal languages have been proven to be consistent
(Hunter 79-83; 168-69).5 This means that statements such as R & ¬R are not going to be
theorems in that system. However, the consistency of any particular formal language is
not logically dependent on the consistency of any particular natural language used to
describe the proof or proofs of consistency. Further, I don’t see why consistency is
necessarily a desirable property for natural languages. We use natural languages for an
indefinite number of purposes and some of those purposes include the formation of
paradoxes. Wittgenstein made this abundantly clear (for example, §199, §201). Thus, in
certain contexts, the ability of natural languages to form paradoxes seems to be a virtue
rather than a vice (Carroll). When we use natural languages in the sciences, we typically
want to avoid paradoxes. But in those contexts the presence of unintended paradoxes is
eventually detected. This does not mean that the scientific use of natural language need
be consistent with the use of the same language in other contexts. In fact, there are good
reasons to suspect that natural languages are non-axiomatic. I believe that Lyotard’s
criticism fails here.

5

The first is a proof of the consistency of the formal language PS, a truth-functional sentential
calculus; the second is a proof of the consistency of the formal language QS, a first order predicate
calculus.
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A more serious objection of Lyotard’s may be that regarding Gödel’s proof of
incompleteness. If you will recall, Lyotard states, “Now Gödel has effectively
established the existence in the arithmetic system of a proposition that is neither
demonstrable nor refutable within that system…” (24). Over a century ago, Richard
Dedekind observed, “In science [i.e., mathematics] nothing capable of proof ought to be
accepted without proof” (31). Gödel’s “effective establishment” of the incompleteness of
arithmetic was simply a mathematical proof.6 That proof was and is accepted by
mathematicians and logicians not because they have reached a consensus, but they have
reached a consensus because of Gödel’s proof. It seems a bit paradoxical to me for
Lyotard to depend, in his argument, on the very sort of proof that he wants to show are
undermined. His argument seems to exemplify the fallacies of non causa pro causa and
petitio principii.
The truth of statements may be relative, even though it seems quite impossible for
such elementary necessary truths as 2 + 2 = 4. However, neither Lévi-Strauss nor
Lyotard have successfully shown it to be the case in the deductive sciences. The tradition
in structuralism, post-structuralism, and postmodernism must develop a more precise and
accurate approach if it is to defend relativism.

6

The best informal exposition of Gödel’s proof is to be found in Nagel and Newman.
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It was the year 1998 when former mayor of Marikina, a city in Metro Manila,
Mayor Bayani “BF” Fernando, initiated the “Ka-Angkan Festival” or “Angkan-Angkan”.
“Angkan” which means “clan, kinfolk or tribe”, the said festival is an annual festivity in
the city celebrated every fourth month of the year by different clans that have stayed in
Marikina for not less than 100 years.

With a general slogan “Ka-Angkan Ko,

Mabubuting Tao” (“My Co-Clans are Good People”), the festival has different themes
every year.
More than 80 clans are qualified to join the “Ka-Angkan Festival”. Some of them
have “bansag” or a term associated to a clan because of a certain characteristic or a trait
that is distinctively theirs. Others retained their identity with their surnames. These are
the clan of Emang Hilot (Emma the Massager), Abeng Mamamakyaw (Abe the
Wholesaler), Adobo, Ahas (Snake), Ampalaya, Andres, Asuncion, Baboy (Pig), Baka
(Cow), Bale, Balakubak (Dandruff), Baluyot, Bangus (Milkfish), Bawang (Garlic), Belo,
Bernardino, Benga, Bobing Hipon (Bobi the Shrimp), Brosti, Bubuli, Bungbong, Butiki
(Lizard), Caro, Carlos, Daga (Rat), De Guzman, De La Paz, Desiderio, Estanislao,
Eustaquio, Fernando, Gago (Fool), Gasco, Golong, Grimaldo, Josef, Kabayo (Horse),
Kalabaw (Carabao), Kalabayang, Kalamansi, Kalampag, Kalapati (Dove), Kamatis
(Tomato), Kampana (Bell), Kanduli, Kariton, Kuba (Hunchback), Lupa (Soil), Manok
(Chicken), Mejia, Mores, Nepomuceno, Papag, Palaka (Frog), Palayok, Pasay, Pasco,
Pato, Patola, Pipit, Reyes, Santos, Moya, Severino, Tabo (Dipper), Tubo, Uga, Usok
(Smoke), among others.
Related to the “bansag” of different clans, the paper will examine the manenvironment connection (the “bansag” can be seen in the environment like the different
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animals), and its essence in the creation of a “bayan” or “community”. On the other
hand, it will also look unto the man-man connection that can be pinpointed as one reason
why some clans retained their identity through their surnames.
For almost a decade of celebration of the “Ka-Angkan Festival”, the paper will
examine the insistence of a “bayan” or “community” in spite of Marikina being an
urban/citified place. When Marikina became a city in 1996, it continues to promote and
advocate urbanization/urbanity that is reflected in a fast-changing environment of the
place. It is important to see, at this point, the complex relation of the concepts of “bayan”
and “city” that can be traced from the annual celebration of “Angkan-Angkan”.
With this paper, it opens not only the study of “angkan” but also the rich culture
of Marikina, that is incorporated in the insistence of “bayan”. The celebration of the
festival is not only for the recognition of each clan but also a showcase of Marikeños’
values, language and literature.
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There has been much discussion about Charlie Chan, the Chinese detective created by
Harvard educated writer and playwright Earl Derr Biggers. The inspiration for the hero
was not a figment of Biggers’ imagination but based on two real Chinese detectives
named Chang Apana and Lee Fook. Based on the popularity of his books, there were 47
movies made about his creation from 1925 to 1949. The viewpoints about Mr. Chan have
ranged from vilification for his “pidgin” English and perceived stereotypical
characterizations, to a place of honor and respect for his sense of justice, fairness and
observational acumen. He has been derided by Asian American scholars and critics in
countless books and essays, although not as much as the character of Fu Manchu, as
being a symbol of the negative aspect of the Asian male as viewed by the Caucasian
population. However, upon closer inspection, the majority of his detractors, if not all,
have little to no background or training in performing arts, television, popular culture,
linguistics or film. I have taken a different approach to viewing the diversity of his cases,
interaction with peers, the criminal element, his family, social strata and contributions to
society.
These elements are often overlooked or ignored, when analyzing these films. I have
initiated a fresh investigation of these elements as an author, actor, playwright
and ethnic minority. The perspective to which I have arrived, after viewing the film
anthology and study of the character, is that Mr. Chan has created a positive image for the
Asian American male and his community. Before I proceed, I must make a statement that
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some may find disturbing and not for the faint of heart or for small children. Movies are
not real, not do they always reflect reality. They are vehicles of entertainment with
realistic elements that may or may not affect the general audience.
The first two Charlie Chan films had Asian actors of Japanese ancestry in the role
of Charlie Chan. George Kuwa was the first person to play the detective in The House
Without a Key, which was a silent serial in 1925 and Sojin, a one name actor, played Mr.
Chan in the 1927 silent film The Chinese Parrot. In the first sound film in 1929, Behind
That Curtain, the famous sleuth was played by English actor E.L. Park. Now, while it is
true from that film on, Charlie Chan was played by mostly non Asian actors, the rest of
the Chan clan, sons, daughters, in-laws, grand daughter and wife were all Asian actors.
The next three actors to assume the mantle of the detective were Warner Oland, born in
Sweden in 1880 but had to his credit Asian ancestry, Sydney Toland born in Mississippi
in 1874 and finally Roland Winters born in 1904 in Boston Massachusetts.
Now to examine the character of Charlie Chan. He was no mere gumshoe, but
held a prestigious position as Chief Inspector of the Honolulu Police Department. This
would have made him financially well off for the times. Throughout the films, he had
friends in high social and political strata throughout the world. These included captains of
industry, socialites, Government attachés and, in some cases, spies against foreign
governments. To recap, this was a time period when African Americans, then called
Negroes, were portrayed as being maids, slaves or some assorted servile class who were
not allowed to mingle with the “white” race. The one highlight of this era was Hattie
McDaniel winning the Academy Award on 1939 as best Supporting Actress for Gone
With the Wind. It was however, for playing a slave. The first Asian actress to win an
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Academy Award for Supporting Actress was Miyoshi Umeki for her role in the 1957 film
Sayonara as the respectable wife of the late Red Buttons.
In Charlie Chan Carries On, the detective is allowed free access to luxury hotels in
London, Nice and San Remo at a time, in 1931, when any ethnic minority or non
Christian would not be allowed to stay as a guest. Harked back to the 1947 film
Gentleman’s Agreement starring Gregory Peck, where he was denied accommodations in
a hotel after he stated he was Jewish. These restrictions would certainly have applied to
Charlie Chan, both for his race and possible religion in real life, but any prejudice was
never stated in his films nor was his particular religious affiliation. These films displayed
no hint of religious intolerance toward Mr. Chan in his travels. The detective was
commissioned to deliver a valuable pearl necklace to a millionaire in 1934’s Charlie
Chan’s Courage when anyone of color or ethnicity could be viewed with mistrust and
suspicion. But Charlie Chan’s ethics were beyond question. He stayed with Caucasian
hosts at a English country estate that same year, seeking a murderer during a foxhunting
weekend. The British Empire was beginning to feel the reigns of authority over their
conquered lands slipping away and Mahatma Gandhi was referred to in the film, in
general discussion and in the movies’ fictional newspaper as “the little grasshopper”,
which was not a term of endearment, unlike the television show King Fu.
The Chinese Government hired Charlie Chan to track down a murderous international
smuggling ring in Shanghai, titled appropriately enough, Charlie Chan in Shanghai.
In this film, the characters responsible for the assorted nefarious deeds are all
Caucasian. This is one of the few, if not the only film of the time, that alludes to the
historical fact opium was not indigenous to Asia, but introduced to the area by white
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slave traders and so-called missionaries to the native population. The poppy plants were
grown for export and inflicted on the indigenous Chinese workers to keep them docile
and dependant, much like the early white men introduced alcohol to the Native American
Indians.
In 1936, Charlie Chan at the Opera had the distinct honor to be one of the first films to
be banned in Germany. Adolph Hitler was an opera fan, especially Wagnerian opera that
glorified the Aryan race. He was sorely offended at the positive portrayal of the Chinese
detective and worse yet, the composer of the films’ opera, Oscar Levant, who was
Jewish. The Hollywood Reporter’s version of the banning was because “it contained too
many murders”. This, coming from Hitler’s’ regime, was the height of irony.
Never to back down from a challenge, Mr. Chan was able to respond later that year at
the Berlin games, in his film Charlie Chan at the Olympics. Spies for an unnamed
“Teutonic” country kidnapped the front runner for a Gold Medal in swimming for the
American team, who happened to be Mr. Chan’s number one son, Lee. This time it was
personal. Of course, the spies were exposed and caught just in time for Lee to get to the
games and compete. Did he win? You will have to watch the film to find out.
The Charlie Chan films continued to fight Fascism as the threat of Hitler’s aggression
grew in Europe. The 1939 film Charlie Chan in the City of Darkness had the detective
ferreting out arms dealers who were illegally selling weapons to Germany, which was
forbidden under the terms of surrender after World War I. Remember, during the period
between World War I and World War II, Germany was not considered an enemy of the
United States. In fact, many well-known people lauded Hitler for “pulling his people up
by the bootstraps”. Two most notable supporters were Irish writer George Barnard Shaw
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and American hero Charles Lindberg, who traveled to Germany to meet Hitler and
receive an award from him. There was no populist press exposing Hitler’s deeds. During
this time period he was rounding up and censoring the intellectuals, artists and scholars as
he began his reign. So, the statements made in his films were bold and prophetic for any
character, real or fiction, to make in any medium available at the time.
The plots of the Charlie Chan films started to play up the World War II angle with the
detective preventing saboteurs attacking Navy ships in the Panama canal, uncovering
more saboteurs in Manhattan and assisting the Secret Service in finding the murderer of a
scientist working on a new explosive device. The films, from 1940 to 1944, not only
showed a Chinese character’s patriotism, it showed to the United States the difference
between China, our ally in World War II and our enemy, Japan. Remember
Hawaii, where Mr. Chan was based, was a United Sates territory and did not become a
State until 1959. We have to take into account, about 70% of white American citizens
had not seen an Asian person prior to 1940, except in films. And this is a very loose
estimate. During the same period, movies still portrayed black characters as slaves,
dancers, singers or servants. Native American Indians, who were not allowed to wear
shirts in a film until the conservative 1950’s, continued to be shown as blood thirsty
savages, hungry for scalps and firewater.
Later films had Charlie Chan saving three Caucasians from wrongfully being
convicted of a bank robber, avoiding International incidents by finding stolen
currency and art treasures from the Philippines and locating the killer of a visiting
Chinese princess. With these outstanding film credentials, the Charlie Chan character
overrides the negative stereotype any academic or assorted critic attempts to burden his
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persona in his films.
On the personal front, he was a married man who never made salacious comments or
was involved in any sexual way with the beautiful women who crossed his path. This was
a very big plus for the movie industry who was pushing family values and ethical
behavior with the Catholic sponsored Hayes Code adopted by the movie industry in
1930. But Charlie Chan’s potency and virility was never in question do to the fact he
sired fourteen children. No matter how you view this aspect of the character, this was a
quality to be admired by women and envied by men. No white hero character actor of the
time could boast this accomplishment. In fact, the only person who could be admired
more was Mrs. Chan who actually had all these children. The Chan family was shown at
breakfast, again a “first” for an ethnic family, and at an outing at the circus. While
Charlie Chan was usually away from his wife and brood, with all those children I don’t
think Mrs. Chan minded he was away solving crimes and saving the Western World.
As a father, how showed the same interaction of pride and frustration with his teenaged
sons as did the Andy Hardy series in the 1940’s. He was at times stern, yet always loving
and forgiving when his sons allowed their youthful enthusiasm to muddy a criminal
investigation. The only time he became angry is when they placed themselves in danger
and could have been injured or worse. He was always concerned for his children and
stressed their education and future security. The emphasis was on all his children shown
in these films, four sons and two daughters. Interestingly enough, he treated his sons and
daughters equally, at a time when women did not have equal rights. He stressed education
to both genders when the majority of society felt the education of women was a waste of
time and the word “coed” was new to the English language.
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Yet, the old chestnut has critics continuing to deride his lack of proficiency with
English pronunciation, the perceived deference to his Caucasian counterparts and
references to the sayings of ancient China and/or Confucius. A review of “pidgin”
shows that it is actually a combination of Chinese and English and not necessarily a
lower form of language. It is no different than Creole or Ebonics combining two or more
languages and local slang. Linguistically speaking, it was a fairly common usage in
Hawaii up to the 1960s, illustrated in the Ponce Ponce character from the Hawaii Eye
television show, which ran from 1959 to 1963. Charlie Chan has also taken several hits
in
films for his accent, the most notable being in the 1976 film “Murder by Death” written
by Neil Simon when Truman Capote’s character Lionel Twain rails against the thinly
disguised Inspector Sydney Wang, played by Peter Sellers, for his speech saying
“I will tell you Mr. Wang if, YOU and tell ME why a man who possess one of the most
brilliant minds of this century can’t say his prepositions or articles.” In reflection, I have
not seen the same derisive treatment of Sir Sean Connery for his unmistakable Scottish
brogue, Catherine Deneuve for her French accent, Brad Pitt for his flat American tone or
Marilyn Monroe’s breathy dialogue regardless of what character they play. But in Miss
Monroe’s defense, she used that voice to counteract the fact she stuttered. Nor do I see
critics jumping on the bandwagon for the interminable quotes of the cinema repeated ad
nauseum, such as “Frankly my dear, I don’t give a damn”, “Buckle your seatbelt, it’s
going to be a bumpy night”, “This is the beginning of a beautiful friendship” or my
personal favorite, “It’s not you, it’s me”. In revisiting all this material, I feel a less
jaundiced eye can perceive this character as a hero who embodies the positive elements
of American society of the time via an male Asian character.
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In researching any material from a historical perspective, real or fictional, there
has to be an equal balance of a positive and negative significance to show the truth of a
situation. If not, we are shattered with the emerging realities that Christopher Columbus
did not discover America, George Washington did not chop down a cherry tree, Davy
Crockett did not die in the Alamo and Teddy Roosevelt did not charge up San Juan Hill.
These are myths, falsehoods really, that have called all historical context into question.
But the more objective viewpoint, containing the most truth, can stand up to current and
future scrutiny. The same can be said of Charlie Chan’s beleaguered reputation. Only a
clear dissection of the subject, with the appropriate training, education and experience
without a political agenda or societal objective, can truly view the character of the film
hero named Charlie Chan as an Asian male in its entirety and see him for who and what
he is, a positive male image who happens to be Chinese.
“A mind is like a parachute.
It only operates when it is open”.
- Charlie Chan
Charlie Chan at the Circus

9
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Abstract
The sentences I refer to as Thing sentences are illustrated by The thing is
that it’s not my phone. These sentences and others akin to them incorporate
apparently redundant structure and/or lexis which imposes extra and
ostensibly gratuitous processing on their interpreters. The extra processing
licenses enriched interpretation of these sentences in comparison with that of
their unmarked counterparts. The markedness of Thing sentences indicates
that the information represented by the complement clause is unexpected.
The unexpectedness of the information alters the topical trajectory of the
discourse. However, because the subjects of these sentences are definite,
they are anchored in the local prior context. Consequently, they bring about
subtopical rather than complete topical change. Analysis of Thing sentences
and other sentences like them demonstrates that speakers are attuned to the
expectations of their audiences and exploit information marking to manage
such things as topical development, in the case of Thing sentences to signal
an unexpected development of the current topic, leading to a change in its
trajectory.
Introduction
All languages have means to allow speakers/writers to provide clues to their
audiences about how to interpret messages. This paper represents a part of a
larger research project that investigates the pragmatic and discourse
properties of a range of non-canonical constructions with such
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discourse/pragmatic properties (Delahunty 2006, 2001, 1997, 1995;
Delahunty and Gatzkiewicz 2000; Delahunty and Velazquez-Castillo 2002).
However, besides the major moods and a small number of non-canonical
constructions (clefts, inversions, topicalizations, and dislocations), the main
research thrust has been on lexical and phrasal discourse and pragmatic
markers, for example, so, one use of which is to indicate that the utterance it
introduces is to be interpreted as a conclusion derived from either the
linguistic or situational context (Blakemore 1987, 1992).
However, English (and other languages such as French and Spanish) use a
range of syntactic and lexico-syntactic means to pragmatic ends. For
example, when a speaker chooses a sentence with a Not that S format, e.g.,
Not that there is anything wrong with that, s/he is instructing the audience to
interpret the clause beginning with that as a conclusion inferred from
assumptions derived from the context in which the sentence is uttered. Not
indicates that the conclusion is to be rejected (Delahunty 2006).
English has several constructions characterized by apparently semantically
empty/vacuous lexis and/or gratuitous syntactic structure, for example, itclefts, inferentials, and not that sentences. The marking elements of these
constructions are semantically null, so their function must be to indicate
pragmatic and discourse properties distinct from those of their unmarked
congeners.
This paper is concerned with one of these constructions, exemplified by The
thing is that it’s not my phone (London-Lund corpus). This is a copular
sentence with The thing as subject and a tensed S as complement. I will refer
to them as Thing sentences. Although Thing sentences do not occur very
frequently, they are readily recognized by speakers of English, who can also
readily characterize the types of contexts in which they can occur and the
discourse functions they play in those contexts.
I will refer to The thing is (that) as “the matrix,” and the tensed S as “the
clause.” I will argue that the matrix is semantically null and thus a marking
structure.
Thing sentences are a subtype of a much more general type of copular
sentence with a tensed S complement and a potentially infinite range of
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subjects. The head of these subjects is a noun whose semantic specificity
may range from the very constrained, such as milagro/miracle, as in:
El milagro es que estos pinos se mantengan.
The miracle is that these pines themselves maintain
The miracle is that these pines survived.
(Corpus Oral de Referencia del Español Contemporáneo)
to the vacuous thing in:
The thing is that someone has to come forward or turn them in!
(Talkback)
These head nouns are typically definite and may be pre- and/or postmodified:
The essential thing is that an automaton tells a story and uses figures
as characters whether they are robots or broccoli-headed camels.
(Robots)
The thing about Janet Pete was that he could talk to her about things
that were hard to talk about. (Hillerman 1990: 63.)
While Thing sentences would be of interest just because they have not yet
been well researched, they are of interest primarily because discovering just
what their pragmatic properties and discourse functions are can increase our
understanding of which properties and functions communicators find so
important to signal that they create a construction specialized for the
purpose. Besides discovering what this construction communicates, it is
essential to discover how it communicates this. Thing sentence appear to
indicate that the information represented by their clauses is unexpected in
the context and this unexpectedness appears to be due to the extra,
apparently gratuitous, processing imposed by the semantic nullity of their
matrices.

Data Sources
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The data for this study consists of instances of these sentences along with as
much of their context as seems necessary for their full interpretation, or as
much as the concordancers allow. This data is taken from various corpora,
including the British National Corpus (BNC) of spoken and written English,
the London-Lund corpus (LLc), the Switch Board (SW) corpus of spoken
English, the Brown (Brown) family of corpora, as well as instances retrieved
from the internet by directly googling thing is/was (that), as well as using
WebCorp in conjunction with Google (Bergh 2005).
Prior Research
So far I have found only one reference to Thing sentences. According to
Carter and McCarthy (2006: 148):
The phrase the thing is is frequent in spoken English and functions as
a discourse marker which focuses attention on what follows and
usually signals that there is a problem. The verb form is tends to be
stressed. The is commonly ellipted in informal use:
The thing is . . . erm . . . we don’t have any money left.
Yeah, but, you know, thing is, she’s left it rather late.
No analysis of the sentence type is given, nor is any explanation provided
for how the construction licenses this interpretation. I will show that the
interpretation signaled by Thing sentences is more general than just that
there is a problem. They signal that the information represented by the
clause is unexpected in its context, which in some contexts may be
problematic.
Many scholars have approached the study of discourse by investigating the
roles that classes of words with clear semantic content play in its
organization. In one British tradition, Winter (1977, 1978) provides lists of
such words; Hoey (1983) examines problem/solution/evaluation texts and
the organizing roles that words that cluster around these three notions play;
Tadros (1994) investigates prediction in text under the categories of
enumeration, advance labeling, reporting, recapitulation, hypotheticality,
and questions and their roles in organizing following discourse; Francis
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(1986, 1994) investigates forwards and backwards labeling of stretches of
discourse with words such as approach, aspect, case, problem, and thing.
In other traditions, Blakemore (2004), Fraser (1996, 1999), Schiffrin (1987),
and others study the properties of expressions such as and, because, but,
however, oh, or, so, well, etc., some of which are claimed to have pragmatic
but not semantic meaning, and which are variously referred to as discourse
and pragmatic markers, etc. (See Fraser 1999: 932 for a list of the labels
used for these kinds of expressions.)
The analysis of Thing sentences is intended to extend these research strands.
These sentences bring two types of expression together. Thing is in
paradigmatic contrast with words such as problem, point, and the like, and
so fits into the first British tradition. However, thing and the matrix structure
in which it is embedded are semantically null, and so akin to the discourse
markers explored by Blakemore, Fraser, Schiffrin and others. Moreover,
while these pragmatic markers are typically lexical and phrasal items (Fraser
1996), the expression type studied here is a sentence type, and thus expands
the range of expression types that can be regarded as pragmatic markers.
Like discourse markers (as the term is used in Fraser 1996, 1999), this
construction imposes a pragmatic relationship between itself and
utterance(s)/sentences prior to it. However, it also has implications for the
utterances/sentences that follow it, which must also be accounted for.
The discourse properties of some of the sentence types similar to Thing
sentences are pretty well understood. Pseudo-clefts have been studied
extensively (Prince 1978; Collins 1991) and Winter (1977, 1978), Francis
(1994), and Tadros (1994) have investigated the copular types with
contentful head nouns. The subject of these sentences categorizes the
complement S in some way, e.g., as a problem. But an event or situation
only fits a particular categorization within, or relative to, a particular
context. For instance, It’s not my phone is only a problem, issue, or fact as a
response to a request for the phone, or some such context, so the full
interpretation of these sentence types is dependent upon their contexts.
I investigate this construction for two reasons: first, because it raises the
questions of what pragmatic or discourse work vacuous lexical items and
syntactic structures can accomplish and how they accomplish that work, and
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second, by investigating the discourse functions of pragmatic and discourse
markers we discover just what discourse functions language users encode
and consequently find significant.
I will argue that the matrix is semantically vacuous and that vacuous
elements in utterances are marking devices which impose greater processing
burdens on their producers and interpreters than their unmarked
counterparts.
I claim that as a result Thing sentences mark the information represented by
their clauses as unexpected. However, this information is anchored in the
prior discourse and consequently the unexpectedness effects a change in the
development of a topic, rather than a complete change of topic.
The Thing Construction
The matrix
The matrix of Thing sentences is semantically vacuous. Contrast the
following two uses of thing :
What has the cat broken now? The thing is a dreadful nuisance.
I want to believe he is truly sorry and that it won’t happen again. I am
willing to give this a second chance because I do believe it was a one
time thing and that the guilt has eat him alive and that is why it was so
hard for him to work on our marriage. The thing is that I don’t want to
be the fool again. I don’t believe it meant much to him but of course
the thought kills me and breaks my heart. (Divorce Support. Why do
Spouses Cheat?)
The first instance of The thing is referential; it refers to the cat mentioned in
the utterance just prior to it. Thing here is a general noun (Halliday and
Hasan 1976: 274-6). The second instance of The thing is not referential;
there is no entity in either its prior or following context that it could refer to.
It simply categorizes the clause. However, because thing is so semantically
vague this categorization must be vacuous—everything is a thing.
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In both instances, the is a marker of definiteness, a pragmatic category; be is
simply a marker of predication which contributes no truth conditions. In the
Thing sentence, the optional that is merely a grammatical marker of tensed
clauses, which also imposes no truth conditions. In effect, to assert that
something is a thing is to assert a tautology.
If the matrix contributes nothing semantic to the interpretation, there must be
a pragmatic reason to assert the tautology and impose additional processing
on the interpreter.
Thing sentences are akin in this respect to utterances such as:
a. The park is some distance from where I live.
b. It will take us some time to get there.
(Carston 1988: 14 a,b, p. 164)
Carston argues that utterances of this sort require enrichment in order to “be
observing pragmatic principles which enjoin relevance and informativeness”
(p. 164). She claims that the proposition expressed by utterances such as (a,
b) above must be enriched if it is to be optimally relevant. She argues that
this enrichment is to explicatures.
I believe that the extra lexical and syntactic processing imposed on an
interpreter by Thing sentences must also be offset by pragmatic enrichment.
However, I believe that this enrichment is to their implicatures rather than to
their explicatures, though establishing that is beyond the scope of this paper.
The clause
The clause of a Thing sentence is a complete, tensed S, which can be
pragmatically developed into a full proposition, along the lines laid down in
Relevance Theory for the development of explicatures. The discourse and
pragmatic characteristics of individual instances of Thing sentences are
topics for the paper that develops this one.
Thing Sentences are Specificational
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By this is meant that the subject represents a variable whose value is
represented by the copular complement (Higgins 1973). Specificational
sentences have a number of grammatical characteristics, though only some
of those described in Huddleston and Pullum (2002: 268-272) are applicable
to Thing sentences. The most prominent of the applicable characteristics is
that their subjects and complements may be reversed:
The thing is that it can be done.
That it can be done is the thing.
Clearly both of these are grammatical, although they would occur in distinct
contexts.
Another characteristic is the typical definiteness of the variable NP, which
carries “an implicature of exhaustiveness and contrast” (p. 271). These two
characteristics will feature below in my explanation of how Thing sentences
influence the discourse that follows them.
Analysis
The head of the matrix subject, thing, denotes a category to which the
situation denoted by the clause belongs. However, because everything—
entity, event, situation—is a thing, this categorization is vacuous. As be and
that are also semantically vacuous, we are left with the question of why a
speaker would utter a sentence denoting vacuous categorization of a
situation.
Information structure theorists (e.g., Ward and Birner 2004) and NeoGricean pragmaticists (e.g., Levinson 2000) are agreed that marked
constructions license inferences beyond those licensed by their unmarked
congeners, in the case of a Thing sentence, an utterance consisting of its
clause alone. The vacuous categorization denoted by thing and the copular
matrix in which it is embedded, impose extra processing costs on the
interpreter. According to Relevance Theory (e.g., Blass 1990; Sperber and
Wilson 1995; Wilson and Sperber 2004), any apparently gratuitous
processing required of an interpreter of an utterance must be offset by an
enrichment of the interpretation of that utterance in comparison with an
interpretation of the utterance without the extra processing.
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The analysis has two elements. First, because its matrix is vacuous and
therefore marked, the situation denoted by the clause of a Thing sentence is
unexpected in its context (Blass 1990). The specific characteristics of this
unexpectedness depend on the details of this context, for instance, the
unexpected information may be unwelcome, as Carter and McCarthy (2006)
claim.
Second, because its subject is definite, a Thing sentence is marked as
identifiable to the addressee in its context. In particular, its message is
anchored in the context of the sentence(s)/utterance(s) that precede it.
Additionally, not only is the message identifiable, it is exclusively
identifiable in that context (Lyons 1999: 278).
The unexpectedness of the proposition represented by the clause may trigger
an alteration of topic, which is reflected in the following context. However,
by anchoring this proposition in the prior context, Thing sentences limit the
topic change to an adjustment in the current topic, rather than a complete
shift in topic, as is sometimes signaled by so.
Thing Sentences in Context
In this and the following section I discuss Thing sentences in their prior and
following contexts.
Thing sentences and prior context
[B.18] So, you got to make, uh, so how do you keep track of where
you are in, in your monthly spending?
[A.19] Well, the thing is, is that, um, I ba, I basically know how much
I have, right?
[B.20] Right.
(SW 2092)
In this instance the Thing sentence begins A’s answer to B’s question about
how A keeps track of his finances. In addition, “how much” in [A.19] is
dependent for its full interpretation on “monthly spending” in [B.18]. It is
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elliptical for “how much money,” or something similar (not, for example,
“how much molasses”).
In the following, the Thing sentence is a reply to the prior questions and is
cohesively connected to them by the repetition of “unexpected” and the
repair of “What’s the funniest . . .” by “the whole thing . . .”:
I imagine that the hour you are onstage each week is highenergy and exhausting. Do you have fun doing the show each week?
What’s the funniest unexpected thing that’s happened onstage during
the run?
The show is very high energy and it is a lot of fun, especially
when the audience is high energy and excited as well. The thing is that
since the plays are done in random order and, since there is a lot of
audience participation, the whole thing is rather unexpected.
(Too Much Light Makes the Baby Go Blind)
Following Blass (1990) and Levinson (2000), marked expressions such as
Thing sentences are interpreted as indicating that the speaker believes that
the S introduced by that provides news that the speaker believes is
unexpected by, and often unwelcome to (Carter and McCarthy 2006: 148),
the audience. For example, The thing is it’s not my phone signals that,
contrary to expectation, the addressee cannot use an apparently available
phone. This limitation is associated with the relevant prior
utterance(s)/sentence(s) because the prior provides the most immediately
relevant context in which they are processed.
In addition, the fact that the subject is invariably definite also indicates
identifiability within the context (Lyons 1999: 278). This also connects the
clause to the prior context. And, because any definite expression will
automatically be interpreted in the context of any prior utterance(s), there is
no need to analyze Thing sentences in the way that discourse markers are
analyzed by Fraser (1999), namely as denoting two place predicates which
take as their arguments the S introduced by the marker and its relevant prior
sentence(s)/utterance(s)—predicates that “impose a relationship between
some aspect of the discourse segment they are a part of, call it S2, and some
aspect of a prior discourse segment, call it S1” (Fraser 1999: 938).
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Furthermore, Lyons (1999: 278) argues that definite expressions indicate
that the referent of the expression is unique in the context; Huddleston and
Pullum (2002: 268-72) claim that definite NPs carry “an implicature of
exhaustiveness and contrast.” Together these suggest that the clause is the
only relevant “thing” in the context and that it is to be distinguished from
potential rivals as the intended proposition.
Thing sentences and following context
By introducing an unexpected limitation on the interpretation of their priors,
Thing sentences have implications for the topical development of the
discourse that follows them.
In written English, Thing sentences may introduce paragraphs and determine
the topic of those paragraphs. Consider the following example, googled from
the internet:
Anyway. Status update. They’ve found me a room. I’ve unpacked my
adaptor plug. My PowerBook is charging itself up. I’m still not using
it, though because I am now lying in the bath. So I’m still using the
Psion. I have never written anything in the bath before. Paper gets
damp and steamy, pens won’t write upside down, typewriters hurt
your tummy, and if you are prepared to use a Powerbook then I
assume that it isn’t you own PowerBook.
So the thing is, it can be done, You can actually write on a palmtop
computer, which is something I didn’t realize before. I had tried to do
it on Sharp Wizard, but it wasn’t possible because the keyboard was
laid out alphabetically which is hopeless. (DNA/The Little Computer
that Could)
In this instance the clause of the Thing sentence denotes an inference (viz., it
is possible to write in the bath) derived from So I’m still using the Psion
bolded in the prior paragraph. The unexpectedness indicated by the matrix is
exploited here to mark a change in topic, in this instance from a discussion
about writing with various instruments in a bath to the earlier topic of using
the Psion.
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The next example works similarly:
just got this new 2003 voyager. the thing is that, the other day it
didn’t start in the morning. (would not turn the engine). I try it again
and would you believe it? No lights come on on the dashboard, wont
turn the engine nothing is happening. Change the battery, check the
fuses, etc etc. What is it with it? Could you help please????????? Ta
very much. (Voyager)
This example is from a web site to which one can write for advice about
cars. Clearly the assumption on which the query is based is that new cars can
normally be expected to start. Unexpectedly, the new Voyager didn’t. The
unexpectedness of this occurrence is marked by the Thing sentence. This
clause of this sentence, the other day it didn’t start in the morning, then
leads to a discussion of the symptoms exhibited by the car, a list of some of
the things the owner apparently did to remedy the problem, and a request for
help with the situation. If the clause of the Thing sentence had occurred
alone, the same shift of topic might have occurred. However, the Thing
matrix marks as unexpected the fact that the car didn’t start and thus makes
the writer’s intention explicit.
Conclusion
Thing sentences demonstrate that speakers are attuned to the topical and
subtopical expectations of their audiences and that they exploit the marking
of information as unexpected to manage this development, specifically to
signal an unexpected development of the current topic, leading to changes in
its trajectory.
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Abstract for research paper
Telematic Theatrics: When Virtual Bodies Span Continents
Unheimlich (2005-6) represents a new paradigm in interactive theatre and
performance, where audiences in the USA step into the virtual world of two real-life
actors/characters in the UK. Spanning thousands of miles and a five-hour time zone,
the audiences and performers meet, converse and undertake adventures in real time
and within a shared, virtual space. It is a unique collaboration between four of
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Europe’s most innovative digital arts and performance practitioners: Steve Dixon
(UK, Director), Paul Sermon (UK, Telematic Installation), Mathias Fuchs (Austria,
3D virtual worlds), and Andrea Zapp (Germany, narrative imaging).
This paper traces the conceptual, theoretical and technological contexts of the
Unheimlich performance installation, and argues that the technologies and approaches
employed provide both an 'uncanny’ audience participation experience, and a new
form of interactive theatre interface. Illustrated with video footage, Dixon also draws
on his earlier cyber-theatre experiments with The Chameleons Group, where online
audiences in a chatroom watched streaming video of a live performance, and could
control and write dialogue for the actors to deliver and improvise with in real time.
First created in 2005, and invited for six performances at this year’s SIGGRAPH
exhibition in Boston, USA, Unheimlich takes its name and inspiration from Freud’s
notion of the uncanny (Unheimlich) as something at once familiar and homelike, but
also strange, alien and uncomfortable. Utilising two identical 'blue-box’ spaces in the
US and the UK, it conjoins chromakey techniques, telematic videoconferencing, and
3D graphical backgrounds, to whisk US participants away to exotic, ever changing
locations in the company of two enigmatic sisters in England. The performances in
the USA take place in the early evening, whilst in the UK it is night. The two
performers (Anna Fenemore and Niki Woods) play mischievous and psychologically
complex sisters, who have stayed up late to (telematically) greet their guests - with a
handshake, caress or kiss - as they step into their space, in real time, thousands of
miles away.
Audiences in the USA can stand back in the darkness and watch the events unfold, or
step onto the lit, blue carpet to meet and talk to the two siblings, and participate in
their eccentric games, secret rituals and compelling conversations. Once on the blue
mat, the participants are visually merged with the sisters on the screens around the
space, and can talk to them, dance with them, ask them questions, or just 'hold hands’.
Metamorphosing graphical backgrounds surround them, from fantastical computergame landscapes to mundane English sitting rooms … depending on whether the
sisters decide to take their guests on cliff-hanging adventures, or to offer them a cup
of tea.
In Unheimlich, video conferencing, 'blue screen’ techniques and ever-shifting virtual
backgrounds create a simultaneous, shared space in which the English and Americans
literally 'hold hands’ across the ocean. Telematic technologies and sophisticated
audio-visual mixing techniques enable audience participants and actors to share the
same stage and experience dramatic interactive experiences across time zones and
continents – uncannily, as though they were literally in the same room.
Unheimlich Website: http://creativetechnology.salford.ac.uk/unheimlich/
Technical Requirements:
The paper requires video playback (preferably mini-DV, otherwise VHS, and
preferably PAL format) to be projected onto a large screen, and with manual control
of audio.

Outcomes:
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•

•
•

The Unheimlich telematic performance discussed in this paper has
already been presented at the Performance Studies International
Conference, Brown University, USA in 2005 and the SIGGRAPH
conference/art exhibition in Boston, USA in 2006, and a further
tour of performances is planned.
Publication of the results of the research, as detailed in the paper, is
being sought with the Performance Research journal.
Critical analysis of this and related telematic theatre work will be
published by MIT Press in 2007 in Dixon’s monograph Digital
Performance: A History of New Media in Theatre, Dance,
Performance Art, and Installation.
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Abstract
Plays are designed to be presented live on stage but it is an inescapable fact that, at some
point, the playwright must write all the words. As a result, dialogue is of significance in
drama. Though dialogue has its limitations, it also has special obligations and strengths
which are set by the nature of the drama itself, which amongst others is to characterise
persons who speak lines of dialogue. The fact that the dramatist uses words alone to
create his imagined characters is inescapable. Since dialogue is verbal interaction
between more than one character these characters are identified in relation to certain
interlocutors. As a result, through the exchange of speeches characters and their
personalities can be delineated. For the reader to determine how characters are created
through dialogue the principles of the theory of pragmatics are used to help the reader to
identify multiple identities of one character. This paper also focuses on deixis as it is the
process whereby words rely absolutely on context as explained by Elam (2000). The
question is, how is identity enacted through dialogue in drama?
Consequently, this paper examines how personal and cultural identity is created through
dialogue by focusing on the protagonists in the drama, using semiotic approach.
Finally, reading any drama from the perspective of dialogue as functional in the portrayal
of character identity will lead to a richer interpretation of the play and better
understanding of its meaning.
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A Hidden Wholeness in Design Studio
Practical Spiritual Strategies for Teaching & Learning
Teaching the design process to beginning design students is a disorderly continuum. There is never
really an end result. As the early design process evolves in iterative fashion, acquiring and sharing tools
while teaching and learning requires constant self-adjustment. As Thomas Merton wrote, a hidden
wholeness reveals itself in both teacher and student. It always does, but it is never complete.
This proposed research seeks to establish a methodology for developing creative and personal
wholeness in the person of the student. Gyorgy Kepes’ (1965) The Education of Vision references the
primal nature of the relationship of the artist or designer with self as one that “gives direction and order to
this formlessness…regaining the health of our creative faculties…we have to re-educate our vision and
reclaim our lost sensibilities”. (p.ii). Jerome Bruner (1962.) in On Knowing, Essays for the Left Hand
implies that learning sometimes relies on “the act of grasping the meaning or significance or structure of a
problem [project}…It is the intuitive… a kind of combinatorial playfulness that is only possible when the
consequences of error are not overpowering or sinful. (p. 102) Finally, Alain Findeli in an article
“Rethinking Design Education for the 21st Century: Theoretical Methodological and Ethical Discussion”
states:
I believe that visual intelligence, ethical sensibility and aesthetic intuition can be
developed and strengthened through some kind of basic design education….
Pierre Hadot reminds us in his writings that ancient philosophy [design] …is a
way of life, (“a mode of life, an act of living, a way of being”) and he describes
“spiritual exercises” which were designed to realize a transformation of one’s
vision of the world…..all aspects of one’s being: intellect, imagination, sensibility,
and will. (p. 11-12)
Findeli suggests that the design studio is an appropriate theatre for providing opportunity to make
connections between these complex systems by an internal dialogue whose outcome is any number of
internal/external signals, symbols, and qualities.
Indicating that students with high self-determination or self-autonomy often have the highest creative
response, Kenneth M. Sheldon in the Creativity Research Journal titled “Creativity and Self-
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Determination in Personality” indicates that students with high self-determination or autonomy are often
those whose creative response is highest.
Because visual thinking skills emanate from the self, the early design processes, conceptual and
schematic development, require constant self-dialogue. By working with beginning design students, the
objective of this study is to begin to develop self-determination, visual thinking skills, and measurable
proficiency in early design processes. To develop these intuitive skills, this study seeks to engage the
person of the student in the utilization of spiritual exercises from a multitude of sources: experiential,
sensora, and intellectual.
Proposed Methodology
For this proposed study, the idea and definition of spiritual exercise is open-ended and is taken from
the work of Pierre Hadot: “these exercises transform our view of the world…not merely of thought, but of
the individual’s entire psychism.” (p.83). As proposed by Pierre Hadot in Philosophy as a Way of Life
these exercises are based upon principles of philosophical thought embodied as: a.) Learning to live , b.)
Learning to dialogue, c.) Learning to die, and d.) Learning to read. Examples of these exercises might
include: a.) Planning and utilizing an individual project calendar making adjustments as necessary to
accommodate process b.) Developing and applying self-critiquing skills bringing projects to a
substantially new level c.) Approaching and moving through the design process without preconceptions,
and d.) Utilizing drawing and journaling for conceptual development processes. In studio, these
integrated exercises will support student expansion.
This proposed qualitative study utilizes a grounded theory methodology and a number of coding
procedures: open, axial and selective drawing parallels and contrasts to a semi-directional hypothesis.
The hypothesis proposes that students immersed in studio experiences including spiritual excercises as
part of their design processes are likely to become more effective persons and intuitive designers. The
proposed study will a.)draw comparatives between students’ experiences b.)gain information from
students’ perspectives through surveys, c.)evaluate effectiveness of design methodologies d.)evaluate
the depth of project outcomes, and d.)evaluate growth of self-determination in students.
Discussion of Expected Outcomes
Spiritual exercises applied in practical and measured manner, the author hopes to develop
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pedagogical techniques that foster growth of the student psyche. Based upon prior research activity in
the conceptual and schematic phases of the design process, the author expects that all students will grow
substantially in their understanding and application of the early design processes. By iterative
exploration, project outcomes beyond the obvious and superficial will indicate a high level of success.
Somewhere, the hidden wholeness begins to reveal itself somewhere in the disorderly continuum of
teaching and learning. It always does, in ways that are sometimes frustrating and often surprising.
Surprising teachers and students both, but the process is never complete.
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Using Technology in the University Composition Classroom:
Increasing Student Engagement and Heightening the Level of
Communication
Without Losing Your Way

As a society we are bombarded by images, which we are expected
to read and to interpret. Within this highly visual culture, it
is important to consider how students are learning to interpret
their worlds, so the classroom culture and the way we teach must
change to include the use of technology as it is now an integral
part of most students’ lives. Because those within composition
studies cannot decide “how” composition classes should be
constructed, it is no wonder that the inclusion of technology is
not embraced by a larger majority of university writing
programs. Because of this apathy towards technology, often times
teachers include technological components without first
considering “how” they will use the technology. As teachers of
composition it is our duty to assist students in finding their
way, and in doing so, we must also be careful not to lose our
own way when integrating the technological tools available to
us.
Since writing is thinking and vice versa, it is conceivable
that in a time of advanced technology students would choose a
class where they could communicate visually as well as
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textually. It is not a new concept that the way a text is chosen
and displayed can affect the meaning. Using online collaboration
and other technological tools in the classroom increases the
level of learning and fosters an environment where students feel
comfortable expressing their thoughts and ideas. Therefore,
allowing students the opportunity to think in an “anonymous”
forum such as cyberspace, opens up the possibilities for new,
enlightened dialogue. However, as composition teachers we must
also consider the students’ engrained training from past writing
classes. It is not enough to state that an open dialogue is
expected within such technological tools as blogs and MOOs.
Students have been taught that any writing can and will be read,
evaluated and graded based on content. Teachers must stress that
the writing in such forums will be free from censure and used
only to facilitate a “free space” to further communication.
This new dialogue then offers students the means to explore
ideologies they have learned from years of “education”. Within
this exploration students find themselves re-examining their own
existing stereotypes and biases within a context that leads to
new knowledge making. Not that the traditional composition
classroom does not allow for open dialogue among students, but
the level of honesty and introspection is heightened by the fact
that students have the freedom to question important issues
without the possibility of face-to-face censure from peers and
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without critique by their teachers. Students want to express
themselves, but they also desire confirmation from their
teachers; students want to say “the right thing”. The autonomy
of cyberspace dialogue affords group members the license to
consider issues, which might prove volatile in the traditional
setting. Additionally, the online classroom provides students
with new tools to further express their ideas and experiences.
Using computers in the composition classroom is the fist
step towards creating a course in which students can be active
writers, requesting feedback from student and teacher, while the
writing/thinking process is occurring. The writer is able to
question her thoughts as she makes them, confirming in that
moment that she is in fact on the right track, instead of
waiting until the next class period, after pages of writing, to
discover that she has missed the meaning of the assignment
completely. On the other hand, teachers need to watch how they
express their expectations of the class and individual
assignments. Because students feel they need to please the
teacher, sometimes what they write will be geared towards how
they feel the teacher expects them to write in lieu of what the
student actually thinks.
In addition, scheduling time in “virtual classrooms”, which
can be supported with programs such as Blackboard, enables
students to enter into a less critical sphere with peers,
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collaborating and receiving additional feedback from teachers.
This added line of communication then enhances the in-class
discussions so that the work done in the classroom is again
valued. It is difficult to communicate all of the information or
expectations between student and teacher when a fifty or seventy
minute timeframe is all there exists in which to make a new
assignment, critique a piece of writing or collaborate with
peers. This extension of the classroom too must be well
designed. Speaking from experience, students often use the tools
given to them without truly understanding them.
In the Spring of 2004, a colleague, Liz Canfield, and I
taught a sophomore composition class in researched argument
where we combined her class at Virginia Commonwealth University
in Richmond, Virginia with my class at VCU in Qatar. The idea is
that the students would communicate in real-time using streaming
software called Illuminate. Although I will discuss the outcome
more completely in my paper presentation, it was evident that
the students were not clear about how this new technology, one
we were given to as a pilot, was to be used to facilitate a
deeper level of communication.
We, as educators, must consider the way each student thinks
as a unique process. Some students find it difficult to think
“in the moment.” Because I ask my students to reflect on their
writing, allowing time outside of class to think, and then time
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in cyberspace to respond, brings a heightened level of discovery
to each student, each class, and each piece of writing.
Discovery is vital to all fields of study, and each discovery is
usually expressed through writing. Although I am speaking
specifically here about the composition classroom, the use of
technology as a way to facilitate the expression of self and
discovery applies to all fields of study. Again, this discovery
can be hindered by the pre-conceived ideas students come with to
the composition classroom. If students believe that there is a
pre-determined outcome to the assignment, they will seek to
please the instructor thereby losing sight of the true value of
reflection and introspection.
As teachers of composition, we must look at the way the
world functions, and how students view that world. Therefore, we
must push our students to create what they see in the “mind’s
eye”. How we view the world is an important aspect to consider
when teaching students to write, persuade and argue.
Additionally, I require a visual representation of students’
writing in my class. I encourage students to develop their
points of argument through some kind of visual expression using
such software as PowerPoint, Flash, and iMovie as a way to
articulate their ideas in a visual as well as textual form. Many
instructors exclude such assignments because they are not as
tech savvy as they would perhaps like to be. It is important
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that we as educators do not sell our students short. They are
already advanced in the technology arena and can accomplish so
much more than we give them credit. However, these types of
assignments should be given explicit instructions as well.
I also require students to design and create a weblog
space, which they utilize as an online journal. Allowing
students to write and publish their thoughts and opinions on
just about any topic continues the process of writing, but even
more significant is the opportunity for others to read, consider
and comment on these postings. The students’ ideas are added to
a larger community—a cyber-community, which reaches beyond the
classroom and into culture. This extension of the classroom
given to us by the Internet expands the students’ focus and
allows them to explore their ideas in relation to those unknown
to them. In addition, including components of technology in the
classroom forces students to look at different aspects of the
assignment.
Let me also add that I am not advocating the use of all of
the discussed tools in one class, and this is the point I will
discuss further during my presentation. In the spring class, Liz
and I accepted the opportunity to test and pilot so many
technological tools, that I feel the class became more about
technology and less about writing. I am not saying that the
class was not a success in many ways, but I do feel that my need
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to include technology and the desire to further the idea of a
“visual rhetoric” got in the way of the writing, the
exploration, and the human element.
The bar must be raised from year to year in the composition
classroom in order to challenge students and bring back the
excitement of learning. The inclusion of technology in the
composition classroom is essential to the continued growth of
the student, teacher and composition itself. We are all
thinkers, artists, scientists and historians. We are all
storytellers. Because we are a part of a larger consciousness,
it is necessary to utilize the tools available to reach the
“larger audience.” Teachers of composition are teachers of
critical thinking, persuasion, argumentation, memoir and poetry.
There is more to teaching composition than the stringing
together of words. Teaching composition is teaching students to
write, and thereby, reacting, creating, challenging and reinventing. Technology facilitates an environment where teachers
can form a common meeting place—a town hall—where students can
stand up, speak and exact change. Taking the “road less
traveled” is truly a journey of exploration into the unknown,
but diverging along too many paths forces us into the fog. In
doing so, we find that we have indeed lost our way, and missed
the opportunity to “[try] to learn more about what it means to
be human.”
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My paper concerns and challenges Hume’s theory, Compatibilism, which is an attempt to
bridge the gap between Free Will and Determinism by arguing that freedom consists in
being able to do what one wants to do. This argument allows for what many take to be
freedom in a limited sense. That is, freedom spurred by and having its basis in our
motivations, interests and temperaments, and, as such, it is not absolute, given that it is
necessitated by these antecedent and necessary features of our experience. Many
philosophers have taken issue with Compatibilism and I intend to do the same, with the
objective of advancing our understanding of freedom by attempting to reconcile
important problems inherent in the debate.
More specifically, I will focus on explanations of undetermined decisions and actions.
Explanations are generally regarded as indicators of understanding, and this assumption
seems to be at the heart of many misgivings in the debate, insofar as many philosophers
argue that inadequate explanations and explanatory power prove that indeterminacy is
impossible.
Because we understand and explain phenomenal interactions in terms of cause and effect,
explanations of an action that wasn’t causally determined – in both its instantiation and
conception – must prove inadequate, because we cannot explain something in non-causal
terms. Some have nevertheless attempted to get around this. Most notably, Immanuel
Kant argued there is a “noumenal self” outside of space and time, and, as such, is
untouched by causality. Though interesting, this explanation is too mysterious and
obscure for most to accept, and so does not satisfy curiosity about the nature of freedom.
Perhaps more persuasive and satisfactorily argued are Aristotle, Søren Kierkegaard and
more contemporarily Robert Kane’s arguments, who essentially argue that in a crucial,
though perhaps limited sense, we make ourselves into the kinds of persons we are. This
self-creation occurs at times when we are torn between competing visions of what we
should do or become, and we are free to choose between alternatives. Now, these selfforming choices are undetermined, but not uncaused; they are motivationally explicable
but not themselves causally determined, as they are caused by the agent’s efforts. What
this allows for is the more intuitive claim that although we are not justified in judging that
we are free, assuming justifiedness requires satisfactory causal explanations, we are not
necessarily mistaken either.
Although helpful, this does not enable us to defeat Hume’s contention that what appears
to be without a cause (be it a thought or action) must be the result of imperfect knowledge
of an event’s causal history rather than an instance of freedom, because we cannot prove
that we are not mistaken in judging that we are free.
More helpful in meeting Hume’s challenge are arguments put forth by Thomas Nagel and
Thomas Reid. These philosophers argue that we need not posit noumenal selves like Kant
or accept arguments which purport that freedom is in some way limited. Instead, they tell
us we must rely on personal perspectives and attitudes to explain and justify our freedom.
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Given these considerations, I am not convinced by any of these views in their own right,
but find each of them intuitively appealing and well-argued. What I therefore propose is a
synthesis, such that elements of each come together to form one over-arching,
encompassing, satisfactory theory. Nagel and Reid’s arguments rely on feelings and
attitudes (which many would agree are not the strongest basis for conviction),
nonetheless they do speak to our intuition that we are free and that our freedom is not
limited, which is central to the debate and its preservation is what incompatibilists aim
for. Kane’s and Kierkegaard’s arguments, though important in that they give us freedom
through the act of making meaningful choices, still make our freedom limited, which is
neither appealing nor satisfying, and does not advance the debate.
What I think will emerge of this synthesis is a satisfactory explanation for our inability to
explicate the nature of freedom. Now this is not a matter of semantics, naivety or even
simplicity, but rather the realization that we need not equate the absence of a causal
explanation with the absence of any explanation at all. Instead, it should lead us to focus
on our inability to come to that explanation and the reasons for that inability.
Thus, our inability to explain indeterminacy of thought or action in casual terms should
not threaten our belief that we are free, but rather point to and reaffirm that freedom
transcends causality, both in explanation and instantiation.
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Abstract

Wars, skirmishes, and terrorist acts plague the world. Often, parties to the
violence claim God as an ally thus justifying their side of the dispute. Three such groups
claim a connection to God through Abraham as their common ancestor: Christianity,
Judaism, and Islam. At times these groups are on opposite sides of a war or war-like
violence: whose side is God on then?
This essay uses just war theory as “home base” and moral theology as the
theoretical framework for examining the three religions’ perspectives on war and
considering whether religious just war theorists make a compelling case.
Specific to the moral framework of this paper are the Wesleyan Quadrilateral—
which acknowledges scripture, tradition, reason, and experience as the four authorities
of moral theology—and Aristotle’s virtue theory. This paper argues both for the
importance of Aristotle’s view in the structure of just war theory and on the incoherence
of such a theory if one accepts Aristotle’s view.
Following Aristotle’s lead, the most cogent defense of just war tries to locate war
as the mean between extremes, but the theology of the descendants of Abraham has
reserved that spot for shalom—the antithesis of war.

2
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Just War and the Descendants of Abraham1

We are facing a lot of very different choices, and I guess we will have to choose among
a lot of bad options.—Jan Petersen, reacting to George W. Bush’s plea to the UN to
support aggression against Iraq.

The mark of a truly peaceful people is whether their methods of dealing with peacebreakers are consistent with their visions of peace. – Duane Cady

Introduction
Wars, skirmishes, and terrorist acts plague the world. Often, parties to the
violence claim God as an ally. Three such groups claim a connection to God through
Abraham as their common ancestor: Christianity and Judaism through Isaac, Abraham’s
son with his wife Sarah; and Islam through Ishmael, Abraham’s son with Sarah’s maid
Hagar. At times these groups are on opposite sides of a war or war-like violence: whose
side is God on then?
Take the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, for example. A Muslim suicide-bomber blows
himself up in an Israeli marketplace, killing scores of non-combatants. Israel retaliates
by razing the home of the bomber’s family or by assassinating a Palestinian leader.
Whose side is God on? Maybe neither, side. Maybe God enjoys watching His children
kill each other, although their sacred texts and historical teachings suggest otherwise.
1

Special thanks to the United States Institute for Peace whose funding allowed me to present and refine
this material to several civic groups over the past two years.
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Perhaps the cause one or more of the adversaries is unjust. If so, then either war could
be just but is not just in one or more of the specific examples, or war is never just, in
which case Jews, Christians, and Muslims must acknowledge the moral shortcomings of
their violence and try harder to live as God commands.
This debate turns on the notion of just war, especially as Augustine (d. 430 CE)
and Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274 CE) argue for its logical possibility and its moral
propriety.2 For them there are six necessary conditions for waging a just war, “jus ad

bellum”: it has a just cause, the right authority is waging it, the warriors have the
right intention, war is a last resort to fix the problem, there is a strong prospect
for peace, and there promises to be a proportionate balance of good over evil.3
Once war has begun there are two basic conditions for justice in war, “jus in bello”:
discrimination between combatants and non-combatants, and a proper proportion
of evil to the good achieved.
This essay uses just war theory as “home base” to examine the three religions’
perspectives on war and to consider whether religious just war theorists make a
compelling case.

2

Augustine, The City of God, trans. Marcus Dods (New York: Random, 1950). Thomas Aquinas, Summa

Theologica, trans. Fathers of the English Dominican Province (New York: Benziger, 1948), 1 to 2.90-94.
3

Duane L. Cady, From Warism to Pacifism (Philadelphia: Temple U P, 1989), 24. Cf. Michael Walzer, Just

and Unjust Wars (New York: Basic, 1977).
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Preliminaries
Since our discussion is about religions, let’s begin by looking at moral theology
and how it helps to frame our study. We need also to get the meaning of some key
words and concepts, including peace, pacifism, war, just war, and holy war. Then we
will be ready to examine Christian, Jewish, and Islamic views of war and perhaps
understand better why many of these worshippers of a compassionate God would feel
righteous in acting contrary to compassion.
Moral Theology
Whether war can be just in Christian, Jewish, or Islamic teaching, is a question
for moral theology. Moral theology studies how one should live as an adherent to one’s
God. John Wesley (1703-1791), Methodism’s founder, offered a useful framework for
moral theology. Twentieth Century theologians dubbed this the Wesleyan Quadrilateral,
because it recognizes four primary sources of Christian moral authority, which are
similar in type for Judaism and Islam: Scripture, Tradition, Experience, and Reason.

Scripture
Scripture is the primary source of religious moral authority. The Christian
scripture is the Bible containing the Old and New Testaments; the Jewish scripture is
the Tanakh, containing the same books as the Protestant Old Testament, but in a
different order; and the Muslim scripture is the Qur’an.
There are many ways people use scripture to make moral decisions, but two
stand out. First is to regard the text as a set of laws to obey without question. Second
is to regard the text as a narrative containing morals much like fables or parables

5
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contain them. The first way faces the challenge of laws or commands that work against
moral behavior because of their anachronism, irrationality, or self-evident immorality.
For example:
When men fight with one another, and the wife of the one draws near to
rescue her husband from the hand of him who is beating him, and puts
out her hand and seizes him by the private parts,
then you shall cut off her hand; your eye shall have no pity.4

This command is brutal and unjust. Perhaps it made sense when Jews regarded
the human scrotum as the sole source of the seed of human life, which coupled with
their reverence for life, would make the helpful wife’s act disrespectful. But our
understanding of biology has changed since then and with it our sense of the proper
response to the helpful wife. So how do we distinguish between moral and immoral
biblical commands?
Biblical parables are of the second way to use scripture as a moral authority.
Consider the parable of the prodigal son (Luke 15:11-32). A son takes his inheritance
early, runs off, loses his money, comes crawling back, and begs his father to let him
return, if only as a slave. The father, overjoyed by his son’s return, calls for a
celebration, angering his other son who has remained faithfully by his father’s side. This
story is neither an historical report nor an explicit set of commands. But there is a

4

Deut. 25:11-12 RSV
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moral: perhaps it is about the power of a loving father’s grace over human notions of
justice, and the analogy one should draw to the Christian God.
In short, the Bible is an amalgam of different kinds of writing with different ends,
hence the challenge of interpreting the writing correctly as means of moral direction.

Tradition
Tradition is a second source of moral authority for religious people. It is useful to
distinguish Tradition, with a capital “T,” from tradition with a small “t.” The former is
official dogma, as Roman Catholicism, Orthodox Christianity, and Orthodox Judaism
regard it. The less formal tradition is simply the attitude, conscious or not, that “this is
how we’ve always done it” and that, therefore, this is how we should continue to do it.
In Roman Catholicism, for example, women cannot be priests because of the
tradition that Jesus Christ chose only men for his disciples. People who reject that
teaching may regard it as old fashioned, yet an organization that relies heavily on
tradition will not change its position just to fit a trend.
An interesting example of informal use of tradition is the Southern Baptist
Convention’s position that preachers must be men. The Baptist denomination developed
in opposition to tradition’s moral authority. For the Baptist, scripture is the sole
authority. But recently, the Southern Baptists decided to preclude women from
preaching, partly on the grounds that the preaching had been fine for years without
women. In effect, the organization decided to exclude women because of its tradition.

7
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Experience
As an Anglican Priest, John Wesley accepted the church’s “Three-legged stool” of
authority: scripture, tradition, and reason. But for him, the stool was missing one leg:
experience. For Wesley this meant personal experience of the Holy Spirit. But for many
moral theologians this also means scientific experience of empirical data.
When using one’s spiritual experience to support a moral position—concerning
just war, for example—how does one know whether the experience is spiritual rather
than, for example, merely psychological. Consider British philosopher Thomas Hobbes’
attack on belief in divine revelation:

[I]if a man pretend to me, that God hath spoken to him supernaturally,
and immediately, and I make doubt of it, I cannot easily perceive what
argument he can produce, to oblige me to beleeve it. …For to say that
God hath spoken to him … in a Dream, is no more than to say he
dreamed that God spake to him….5

Scientific experience may challenge religious teaching as often as it enhances
such teaching. For example, “evolutionists” argue that empirical data show the world to
be much older and more slowly developed than the “creationists” believe. Some
scientists have tried to reconcile the two views by offering an “intelligent design”
hypothesis — the theory that science disproves the creationists’ timeline but enhances

5

Leviathan (1651), Ch. 32. Original spelling retained.
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the likelihood that a divine intelligence created the world in all of its complexity and
order.

Reason
Reason is the fourth authority in moral theology. To use reason is to argue that if
one accepts certain premises then one must accept a certain conclusion. For example,
on the premise that the world has a design too intricate to have happened accidentally,
some people conclude that God is the designer. The test of an argument is two-fold: is
the premise true and if true is it relevant to the conclusion? British philosopher David
Hume, for example, notes that the mere appearance of a design does not prove
conscious intent to create that design.6 Consider the shapes one may see in clouds—a
horse’s head, a human profile, a mountain, etc.—one could acknowledge the shape
without concluding that some intelligent being is casting those shapes. Thus, the world
might have happened accidentally, contrary to the first premise.
Or suppose the design of the world is not accidental. Does this necessarily prove
God’s existence? Could the world’s designer no longer exist? Or couldn’t the designer be
less than a God, having created the world merely as a third-rate biology experiment? As
strange as the possibilities may be, they show that the premise of a worldly design does
not prove God’s existence. Reason, therefore, might disregard the argument.
Reason’s primary contribution to moral theology is through philosophical ethics,
which comprises three basic theories: an act is morally good if the consequences are

6

Hume on the teleological argument—appearance of design doesn’t guarantee design.
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morally good, an act is morally good if it obeys a rule, and an act is morally good if it
fulfills a duty. Each of these has its shortcomings

Consequentialism generally holds that the end justifies the means. Thus, one
might justify war on the ground that it will result in a greater good. But good for whom?
Probably not those who are killed or who have loved ones killed. And couldn’t the
means be so objectionable that no end would justify it? For example, in Dostoevski’s

Brothers Karamazov, the atheist Ivan asks his pious brother Alyosha whether he would
torture and kill one child if that would make the rest of the world happy.7 Alyosha says
no and rightly so—no end could possibly justify the torture of an innocent child.

Regularianism holds that morality is a matter of obeying rules, but aren’t
some rules evil and violations of those rules moral? When Mark Twain’s 11-year-old
Huck Finn helps his friend Jim, a slave, escape and then lies to bounty hunters about
Jim’s race in order to protect Jim, Huck has broken three of his society’s rules: he has
stolen property, he has broken a law against helping slaves escape, and he has lied to
authorities.8 Yet this may make him a hero. Above we saw the challenge of regarding
scripture as simply a set of rules to obey: a rule may be anachronistic, irrational, or
immoral.

Deontology, or duty-based ethics, holds that an action is morally good if it is
done from duty. In a sense this is the strongest of the three theories, since duty is by
definition what one ought to do and one ought always to do the good. It may be one’s

7

1880. Book 5, Ch. 4, “Rebellion.”

8

1884. Ch. 16.
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duty to ignore the consequences of some act; it may be one’s duty to break some rule;
but it could not be one’s duty to do something immoral—this would be a contradiction.
A problem with this theory is that it help with conflicts of duty. A Christian father has a
duty to love his enemies and a duty to protect his children. What happens if in rescuing
his young daughter from an adult assailant he must kill the assailant? How could the
killing be out of love for the assailant? More simply, consider Sophie’s Choice.9 In
William Styron’s book and the movie starring Meryl Streep, a concentration camp officer
forces a mother to give up one of her two young children lose both of them. She has
two duties: to protect her son and to protect her daughter. If she makes no choice, she
violates both duties; if she chooses she fails to protect the child she has forsaken. To
tell Sophie to do her duty is to offer insufficient moral guidance.

A Moral Synthesis: Virtue Theory
Although each of the three moral theories—consequentialism, regularianism, and
deontology—has its problems, it also has advantages. In general an act with good
consequences is a good act, we should obey rules unless there is good reason not to,
and acts done from duty are good more often than not. But philosophical ethics offers
syntheses of these theories that minimize the problems and maximize the strengths.
One such synthesis is virtue theory, which underlies classical just war theory and thus
deserves further discussion.
Aristotle defends virtue theory well. For him, morality is about the agent’s
general character more than the agent’s acts or the act’s consequences. Aristotle

9

Novel published in 1980; film premiered in 1982.
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defines virtue as the ability habitually to know the good and to do the good.10 Vice, the
opposite of virtue, is habitually failing to know the good or to do the good. By analogy,
Aristotle notes that an excellent archer knows how to aim at the bull’s-eye and hits it
routinely. A good archer understands the rudiments of aiming but misses the bull’s-eye
more often than he should. And a poor archer either does not know how to aim or
knows but consistently misses the bull’s-eye anyway. Similarly a highly virtuous person
can determine the good and do it routinely. A person of basic virtue but with room for
moral improvement can determine the good and does it frequently but not often
enough. And a person of low virtue—a vicious person—either cannot determine the
good, even though he should, or he can determine the good but usually fails to do it.
There is a close connection between virtue theory and the notion of sin in
Christianity, Judaism, and Islam. The Greek word for sin, “hamartia,” means “missing
the mark,” as do a Hebrew word for sin, “chata,” and an Arabic word for sin, “katah.”
The mark is the will of God. We miss the mark when we fail to know it, which is a sin of
ignorance, or we know it but fail to hit it, which is a sin of weakness.
If one is to habitually know and do the good, what is the good? Aristotle answers
that the good at its best would be perfect and something is perfect if it lacks nothing
and has nothing in excess. Thus, the good must be the mean between the extremes of
deficiency and excess.
To make matters more concrete, Ancient Greek thinkers recognized four cardinal
virtues—characteristics of all virtuous people. Courage is the mean between the
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deficiency of cowardice and the excess of foolhardiness. Justice is giving someone his
due, which is the mean between the deficiency of giving less than is due and the excess
of giving more than is due. Temperance is the mean between deficiently consuming too
little of an available resource and excessively consuming too much of that resource.
This includes any resource—not just food and drink, but a person’s time, a natural
resource, etc. And prudence, or practical wisdom, is the mean between acting on
insufficient knowledge and excessively waiting to act long after one knows enough to
act justifiably.
So far we have considered the framework for moral theology, the value of virtue
theory to moral inquiry, and the criteria of just war theory. Next we look more closely at
the concepts of war and peace, pacifism, just war, and holy war
War and Peace, Pacifism, Just War, and Holy War
While contemporary rhetoric treats war as “hostile contention between groups by
means of armed force,” its etymology begins with the Old High German werra, meaning
broil, confusion, or strife.11
Peace may mean inactivity12; concord and harmony, not just absence of war13;
or, theologically, shalom. Shalom, however, comprises more than peace: it is the
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opposite of chaos and regards Yaweh as righteous, compassionate, and sovereign. In
this sense war transforms shalom into chaos.14
We can imagine a continuum between radical pacifism and radical “warism.”15 At
the pacifist end are absolute pacifists who avoid violence at all costs. Quakers, for
example, refuse to harm people, since Quakers believe that Christ is in everyone and to
hurt someone is to hurt the divine. Next on the pacifist side of the spectrum come
people who believe that non-lethal force is OK, but not lethal force. Then come people
who believe that while individuals may have to act violently at times, collections of
people should never do so-since the prospect for unfair harm is too great. Some
promote pacifism not because of compassion but because we may not know enough
about the intended adversaries to justify hurting them. And finally on the pacifist side of
the spectrum come those who refrain from war because modern technology makes it
potentially too destructive.
Just war theorists put it in the middle of this spectrum, arguing that war is just
when a pacifist response would be deficient and violation of a just war criterion would
be excessive.
Warists--defenders of war as a first resort or war for war’s sake—occupy the
farthest end of the spectrum opposite absolute pacifism.16 Today such a position is
indefensible. That is why some Muslim radicals have been condemned for waging a holy
14
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war, which people often misidenty as jihad. In the past Christians waged the Crusades
marking a willingness to use war as a first resort, confident that God supported the
decision.
We have laid the foundation for considering religious perspectives of just war.
Next we look more closely at the three religions of Abraham and their thoughts on war.
The Christian Perspective
As with Judaism and Islam, Christianity has many denominations and sects. One
way they differ is in how they regard the four moral authorities. For example, as we
saw, Roman Catholics value Tradition as a moral authority while Baptists reject tradition
in favor of the Bible alone. Another difference concerns church polity. Episcopal
churches (Roman Catholic, Anglican, Methodist) have a hierarchical system, with
bishops as the central authority. In congregational churches, such as the Baptists and
the United Church of Christ, congregants have primary political and decision-making
authority. Another difference concerns specific doctrinal issues, such as the status of
the host—the bread or wafer--at communion. Roman Catholics regard it as the body of
Jesus Christ; Methodists consider it to be merely symbolic Christ’s body; and any
churches in the reform tradition regard communion merely as a memorial to Christ.
Differences aside, Christians have common beliefs that distinguish Christians
from their Abrahamic brethren. Most significant is the belief that God is a trinity of
persons—Father, Son, and Holy Spirit—and that God sacrificed his son, Jesus Christ to
absolve people of their sins so they can enter heaven. For many Christians accepting
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this sacrifice is the only way to get into heaven. For other Christians the relationship
between God and non-Christians is God’s business.
Beyond the common beliefs, Christians disagree on many issues, e.g., whether it
is permissible to drink alcohol, whether women should be allowed to preach, whether
clergy should be allowed to marry, whether baptism is for all ages or for adults only,
and which Christians may take Communion. And they disagree about the moral value of
war.

Christian Pacifism
There are two types of Christian pacifism.17 One holds that being a
disciple of Jesus entails obedience to Christ and that Christ requires peace. An adherent
of this obedient/fiduciary view of pacifism, Tertullian (160-220 CE), believed that
soldiering tempts one to sin and that Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5-7) does not
explicitly permit war.18 Origen (185-254) argued that Christ forbids homicide.19
Anabaptists such as Menno Simons (1496-1561), founder of the Mennonites, and John
Howard Yoder (d. 2001) believe that we are servants of Jesus Christ and of each
other.20 We cannot serve and wage against somebody at the same time. H. Richard
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Niebuhr (1894-1962), a prominent theologian, promotes the “Grace of Doing Nothing”
in response to war and believing that Jesus will make things right.21 Contemporary
moral theologian Stanley Hauerwas argues that Christianity preaches the importance of
community and that war is antithetical to building community.22
The other form of Christian pacifism is empathetic/compassionate. It holds that
disciples of Christ must love their enemies. Proponents of this view include Christian
humanists, such as Dutch scholar Erasmus (1466-1536); the Quakers; Social Gospel
Movement members, founded by Walter Rauschenbusch (1861-1918), who preach the
human family’s solidarity; Dorothy Day (1897-1980), founder of the Catholic Worker
movement, who argues for our common humanity; and theologian Thomas Merton
(1915-1968), who notes the urgent need for peace in a nuclear age.23
In terms of the Wesleyan Quadrilateral, Christian pacifists offer the following
justifications. Scripture says that the kingdom of God is imminent, in anticipation of
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which we should be living peaceably and prayerfully. Also, central to Christ’s teaching is
the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5-7) which declares, “Blessed are the peacemakers.”
In its earliest tradition, Christianity was pacifist, believing that Christians are in
the world, but not of it.
Further, it stands to reason that love of neighbor, which Christ demands of all of
us, is contradictory to violence.
Finally, experience shows that war hurts everyone involved.

Christian Proponents of Just War
We have listed the criteria for just war and discussed Aristotle’s virtue theory. For
Augustine and Thomas Aquinas, war is just when it is a virtue, it is a virtue when it is
the mean between extremes, and it is such a means when any other response would be
deficient or excessive relative to the problem the war is supposed to fix.
In addition to virtue theory Augustine’s and Thomas’s just war theory relies on
the Roman Catholic principel of double effect. On this principle, when to do something
right requires doing something usually considered wrong, that wrong becomes right.
Recall the example of a father protecting his young daughter from assault by a grownup. The father has two choices—let the assault continue or intervene. He intervenes,
which is the better choice, but he has to kill the assailant, since no more restrained
choice will stop him. Although Roman Catholicism teaches that it is wrong to kill, the
principle of double effect permits killing the assailant, since the father’s primary object
was, laudably, to protect his daughter. Had the father meant only to kill the assailant,
with no interest in protecting his daughter, the Church would have condemned the
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killing. Roman Catholic proponents of just war use the principle of double effect in a
similar way. While killing is generally wrong, there may come a time when war is
necessary to stop a greater evil, in which case the war becomes a just response.
Contrary to the principle of double effect is the protestant notion of “sinning
bravely”—a phrase that reformer Martin Luther (1483-1546) coined. Where Roman
Catholicism teaches that God never puts us in a position with no right path before us,
Protestantism teaches that sometimes we mismanage things so badly that the next
series of choices are all undesirable—that is, whatever one does next will be morally
wrong. In cases we must try to choose the lesser of two evils, sinning bravely in the
knowledge that we are operating under an umbrella of God’s grace. Thus, a protestant
might agree with a Roman Catholic on the need for war, although the latter would
consider the war just, while the former would regard the war as unjust but less so than
the alternative. Of course some Catholics do not believe in just war and some
protestants do believe in it, so the distinction between the principle of double effect and
the notion of sinning bravely serves best as a generalization
In Christianity there are two types of just war theory: the Augustinian and the
Thomistic.24 For Augustine, one may kill while being guided by love, somewhat in the
spirit of “tough love.” Augustine also distinguishes two kingdoms, as do reformers
Martin Luther and John Calvin (1509-64): the kingdom of man and the kingdom of
God.25 For them the evils of the former may require violent responses, while there is no
24
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violence in the Kingdom of God. Luther accepts such violence as a means for avoiding
anarchy and chaos. Calvin calls for coercion of the impious and for Christians to serve
their prince, even if he calls for war. Earlier we noted H. Richard Niebuhr’s pacifist plea
for “The Grace of Doing Nothing.” His brother Reinhold (1892-1972), defending just
war, claims that sometimes the need for social change is so great that change through
war is the only hope.26
The second type of just war theory, Thomas Aquinas’, emphasizes the natural
order in God’s kingdom and the natural justice of doing what is necessary to restore
that order when it is harmed, even if war is the only means of restoration.
In terms of the Wesleyan Quadrilateral, Christian just war theorists offer these
justifications. First, the Old Testament scripture has many positive references to war as
necessary to carrying out God’s plans. Also, the Bible claims that the Kingdom of God is
not imminent and that in its absence war may sometimes be necessary.
This distinction between the two kingdoms also underlies the tradition that just
war theorists invoke for moral support.
Appeals to reason in defense of just war include the Augustinian analogy to
loving punishment, and Thomas’ claim that natural law is a dictate of human reason,
sometimes calling rational beings to war to preserve the natural order.
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Finally, there is the Christian experience of the depravity of human nature, which
reminds us that sometimes war is the best response to acts of depravity.

Christian Proponents of Holy War
Today there are fringe groups calling themselves Christians who promote holy
war—against other races or “godless” government agents, for example. But mainstream
Christianity has no contemporary influential proponent of holy war. This was not always
true, however. The Christian Crusades are the most egregious example of Christian
support for holy war.27 Popes Urban II (c. 1095) and Innocent II (c. 1145), with the
support of church leader Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153), called for a holy war against
the Muslims in order to protect Jerusalem for the Christians.28 American Puritan William
Gouge (1575 -1653) promoted the “elevation and cultivation of violence as a core
meaning of faithfully following Christ.”29
In terms of the Wesleyan Quadrilateral, Christian just war theorists offer these
justifications. First, scripture recognizes the Lord as a warrior (Ex. 15:3; Is. 42:13; Ps.
137:8) and contains God’s command to “destroy them all” (Josh. 6:21; Sam. 15:2-3).
To the holy war theorist the Christian tradition recognizes God as a God of war.
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For the holy war theorist it stands to reason that infidels are contradictory to
Christianity and therefore are outside the order of Christendom.30
And experience, says the proponent of holy war, shows that only violence can
get our land (Jerusalem) back.
So much for the Christian perspective on just war. Now for the Jewish
perspective.

The Jewish Perspective
Judaism traces its foundation to God’s covenant with Abraham, c. 2000 BCE:
Now the Lord said to Abram, “Go from your country and your kindred and
your father’s house to the land that I shall show you. And I will make of
you a great nation, and I will bless you, and make your name great, so
that you will be a blessing. I will bless those who bless you, and him who
curses you I will curse; and by you all the families of the earth shall bless
themselves.31

Jewish Law
Central to Jewish moral theology, and hence to discussion of just war, is Jewish
law, or halakha --Hebrew for “The way to go.” It permeates all four sources of Jewish
morality: scripture, tradition, reason, and experience. The primary written source for
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halakha is the Tanakh, the Jewish Bible. “Tanakh” is a Hebrew acronym for the three
main divisions of the Bible: Torah, the teaching or law; Neviim, the prophets; and
Ketuviim, the writings or hagiographa. The Tanakh contains the same books as the
Protestant Old Testament, but in a different order. Roman Catholicism and Orthodox
Christianity add 6 more books, which the Protestants refer to collectively as the
Apocrypha.
Strictly speaking, Torah is oral law, which eventually was recorded in the first
five books of the Bible—the “five books of Moses”--Genesis, Leviticus, Exodus,
Numbers, and Deuteronomy. For much of Jewish history Torah was transmitted along
with oral tradition, until it was recorded in Mishnah, Midrash, and the Talmud. Mishnah,
Hebrew for “repetition,” is the first recording of oral law, including all Jewish law up to
200 CE. Although it lacks scriptural citations, it forms the core of the texts of rabbinic
Judaism, which started about the same time as Christianity.
Midrash and the Talmud attempt to connect Mishnah with Torah. Midrash is a
technique for explicating biblical text. Talmud means “written law” in Hebrew.
Containing biblical commentary, it attempts to expand on Mishnah and Torah, and it is
the basis for later Jewish law. Strictly speaking, the Talmud is the Mishnah coupled with
two gemaras, or “completions” in Hebrew: the Jerusalem gemara and the Babylonian
gemara. Sometimes, these are referred to as the Jerusalem and Babylonian Talmuds,
and generic use of the word Talmud usually refers to the latter. The Jerusalem Talmud,
Talmud Yerushalmi, was written c. 450 CE and is also known as the Palestinian Talmud
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or the Talmud of the Land of Israel. The Babylonian Talmud, Talmud Bavli, was written
c. 550-800 CE and is more authoritative than the Jerusalem Talmud.
For most observant Jews, Torah and Talmud are the primary textual authority.
But some Jews also regard the Kabbalah, dating back to the 13th Century, as
authoritative. In Hebrew Kabbalah means “that which is received” and allegedly
contains divine revelations to a group of saints.
Jewish Denominations
Judaism has four major denominations. Orthodox Judaism, the most traditional
and fundamentalist, follows the Jewish law, Halakha, and resists modern approaches to
study and history. Conservative Judaism, which developed in the 19th century, is nonfundamentalist and less traditional than the Orthodox. While Conservatives follow
Halakha as a rule, they also embrace modern approaches to study and history. Reform
Judaism is more comfortable with modernity than its more traditional counterparts and
it emphasizes personal autonomy over Halakha. Finally, Reconstructionist Judaism
accepts modernity, but puts a higher premium on the community than does Reform
Judaism.
Judaism on Pacifism and Just War
Since Halakha often sanctions violence, Judaism forbids quietism—a view that
one ought to do nothing in the face of aggression.
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if their death will “cause a clear incompleteness in the impending life cycle,” such as a
pregnant woman; or if their conduct would hurt army morale. For the society, pacifism
is allowed as a practical strategy to prevent war, but never beyond the point of selfdefense.
Although there are many references to war in the Tanakh—192 in the King
James Version of the Old testament—there are even more references to peace—281
KJV.33 Prooftexting yields apparently contradictory positions on war, with Is 2:4 and
Micah 4:3 calling for beating swords into plowshares and Joel 3:10 calling for beating
plowshares into swords. But these imperatives simply represent different times in
Jewish history.
Three basic principles concerning war have persisted throughout Jewish history34
First, Jews must not misuse religious authority in making war. Second, Jewish victors in
war must avoid triumphalism. And third, even justified war is always the lesser of two
evils.
There are three types of justified war in Jewish history, but only two today.35 To
wage an optional war, the Jewish fighters must have a moral reason and the enemy
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must have violated universal moral law. War is mandated when necessary for
immediate self-defense. And in the time of Joshua, God permitted war of conquest
against the Canaanites.
Recalling the basic elements of Just War theory’s “jus ad bello,” Smock notes the
following.36 There is just cause when Jews must defend themselves and there is no
alternative or when a victim of aggression needs help. After WWII, it is especially
important to save Judaism and Jewry. To ensure that the good outweighs the evil
of going to war, Jewish law requires pursuit of justice and avoidance of wanton
destruction. Scholars disagree about whether Judaism has a principle of last resort,
with some arguing that Jewish law requires only a good faith effort at avoiding war. But
Judaism does require giving the enemy a chance to surrender or flee before there is
military action. Any enemy who stands fast is an enemy combatant.37 Because of the
importance of law to Judaism, it has a much clearer notion of right authority than
does Christianity, since the New Testament offers no precise rules for waging war.
Although Judaism has no interest in proportionality, it distinguishes permissible and
impermissible wars, and demands that combatants not harm the environment
unnecessarily.38
Concerning jus in bellum, just action in the war, Broyde notes the following
principles from Jewish law. Soldiers may not use civilians as pawns. No one may kill
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innocent third party to save a life. Nobody may force someone to risk his life to save
someone else’s. And one must not kill a pursuer as punishment after his evil act has
ended.
Concerning nuclear war in particular, Broyde notes that the Talmud forbids war
where the casualty rate would exceed 1/6 of the population, so it appears to forbid the
use of nuclear strikes. Nevertheless contemporary Jewish jurists have concluded that
the threat of nuclear strikes is permissible!
We conclude that the Jewish perspective on war relies heavily on Jewish law as
found in the Tanakh and the Talmud. Judaism is less inclined toward pacifism than
some Christian denominations, and there is no provision for a Holy War, in contrast to
the Christian Crusades. Finally, it is worth noting Judaism’s concern for preservation of
the environment during war, in contrast to Christianity’s silence on that issue.
We turn next to the Muslim perspective on Just War.
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The Muslim Perspective
Islam developed quickly as a religious and political force soon after the prophet
Muhammad (570-632) declared God’s final revelation complete. Islam means
“Submission to the will of Allah” in Arabic. “Muslim” means “one who submits.” Islam
refers all questions of morality, including questions about the justice of war, to the will
of Allah, which is the focus of Muslim scripture, tradition, reason, and experience.
Similar to Judaism, Islam promotes defensive war only and it allows neither pacifism
nor holy war.
Islam’s Basic Authorities39
Islam’s basic authority is the Qur’an (recitation” or Holy Book), which the prophet
Muhammad recited intermittently from 610 to 632. It contains 114 Surah, or chapters,
not in chronological order, with all but the ninth Surah beginning “In the Name of Allah,
the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.” There are 6,616 ayats, “sign” or verses,
comprising 78,000 words in Arabic. Some men, Huffaz, have memorized the whole text.
Islam’s second most important authority are the Hadiths, or teachings and
sayings of the prophet, followed closely by the Sunnahs, or examples of the prophet,
which one can deduce from studying the Hadiths.
Next in time and authority come “The Rightly-Guided” Caliphs (successors) or

Rashadin. These include Abu Bakr (632-634); Umar (634-644); Uthman (644-656); and
Ali (656-661), the Prophet’s son-in-law and rightful heir, according to Shi’i Islam. Rather
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than see his followers slain, Ali capitulated to Mu’awiya and the caliphate became
hereditary from Mu’awiya on.
The Jurists (‘ulama) are next in authority, as Smock notes. They mediate Muslim
tradition as Talmudic officials mediate Jewish tradition.40
Beyond the Hadiths and Sunnahs, Muslim tradition expresses itself primarily
through Shariah, which is Islamic law (“the way of Islam”), and Din, which is the faith
of Islam.41 Shariah covers ways and modes of worship, standards of morals and life,
and laws that allow and prescribe. Shariah can be amended, but Din can never be
amended. In Roman Catholic terms, Shariah is canon law and Din is official dogma.
Islam’s Basic Tenets
The teachings of the Qur’an
According to Maqsood, there are nine basic teachings of the Qur’an.42 First is

Tawhid (One-ness), which declares the unity of God. Any act or belief that breaks this
unity is Shirk. The Christian Trinity, for example, is shirk for declaring that God is three
persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The Qur’an never refers to Allah as “Father”
(Abb).
The Qur’an’s second basic teaching is Allah’s love and compassion .
The third teaching is that three sorts of beings exist between God and humanity:
angels, jinn, and the devil. Angels are the servants of God and each person has two
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angels who guard him and record his good and bad deeds. Jinn (“genies”) are nonphysical beings with the free will to do good or evil. The devil (Shaitan or Iblis) is chief
of the jinn.
The fourth teaching is that humans are the highest physical beings created by
Allah, through Adam and Eve. Each human has an allotted life span; each is God’s
deputy (khalifa) on earth; and each is created equal, but becomes unequal through
exercise of free will.
The fifth teaching is that life is a test of the life to come.
The sixth teaching is the authenticity of revelation (Risalah). Muslim tradition
claims that there were 124,000 prophets before Muhammad, the final prophet. Twentysix of these prophets are named in the Qur’an, including Noah (Nu), Abraham
(Ibrahim), Moses (Musa), John the Baptist (Yunis ibn Zakriyah), Jesus (‘Isa), and
others. Nabi were prophets who taught but never wrote; rasul are prophets who wrote
books. Four holy books are mentioned in the Qur’an: Torah (Tawrat), revealed to
Moses; Psalms (Zabur), revealed to David; the Gospel (Injil), revealed to Jesus; and the
scrolls (Sahifa) dicatated to Abraham.
The Qur’an’s seventh teaching is that Jesus was a great prophet whom God
rescued from death, but He is not God’s son, since that would be shirk.
The eighth teaching is that there is life after death. Heaven (Jannam) and hell
(Jahannah) exist, and there will be a day of judgment.
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The ninth teaching is that creation is pre-destined. God controls everything even
though humans have free will. This paradox also appears in some Christian
denominations, especially those that Calvin influenced.

Worship43
Worship, Ibadah (“slavery to Allah”), is central to every Muslim’s life. It has four
parts: realization (Ihsan), faith (Iman), action (Amal), and striving (Jihad). Note that

jihad originally refers to one’s struggle against self-love and the world (dunya), not to
war against others or to holy war.

The five pillars of Islam44
Muslims recognize five basic pillars or duties. First is bearing witness (Shahadah)
that there is no God but Allah and Muhammad is his messenger.
Second is prayer (Salah). Allah orders five daily prayers: fajr (morning between
dawn and sunrise); zuhr (just after the noonday sun); asr (afternoon); maghrib (just
after sunset); and isha (during darkness). Muslims must not pray at sunrise, noon, or
sunset, since these represent pagan rituals. While individuals must pray all five prayers
each day, the only congregational prayer that is required in the mosque is the Friday

asr. In the mosque the Imam’s primary function is to lead the prayer; he does not have
the sacred role of a priest.
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The third basic duty is to pay a religious tax (zakah). This is not for the sake of
charity or sympathy, but to recognize that all we have comes from God and that we
should give some back in appreciation.
The fourth basic duty is fasting (sawm) during Ramadan (the ninth month).
The fifth basic duty is to make a pilgrimage (hajj) to Makkah (Mecca), the holiest
site in Islam, at least once. People unable to make the Hajj because of ill health or poor
finances, for example, are excused but should consider helping someone else make the
Hajj instead.

Denominiations
There are two major denominations in Islam, as well as a third of considerably
less influence. The largest denomination is Sunni, which comprises mainstream
Muslims.45 Sunnis recognize the authority of the hereditary caliphate, they regard the
consensus of the community (ijma) as authoritative, and they believe that Allah
predestines human action.
A significant and radical Sunni sect is Wahabbism, founded by Muhhamad ibn
Abdul Wahhab (1703-1792) in Saudi Arabia.46 Although Wahhabism has been around
for two hundred years, it became a significant force only around 1980, when Wahhabist
Osama bin Laden, became a public figure, principally through the terrorist acts of his
organization, al-quaeda. Wahhab made three major changes to Muslim orthodoxy: he
made jihad a war against others as a first resort, where orthodoxy makes it a last
45
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resort; he changed the status of Christians and Jews from “people of the book” to
idolaters (mushrikun); and he condemned 90% of Muslims for being impure.
The Shi’ite form the next biggest denomination of Islam. They believe that
Muhammad wanted Ali to succeed him, rather than be the 4th caliph in line. They
believe that Allah does not predestine human action. And they believe in the authority
of the Imam, as a direct descendent of Ali, rather than in the consensus of the
community (ijma). Contrary to Sunni practice, Shi’ite Muslims venerate Imams’ shrines
and tombs.
Sufiism is a third and much smaller denomination of Islam. It is a mystical sect
that developed in reaction to Islamic legalism.47
Islam on War
Although “one cannot identify a single Islamic theory of war,” one can make
some general observations about Islamic war theory.48 First, Islam recognizes two basic
types of war: Jihad (Islamic war), “a war fought in accordance with the purpose and
limits determined by God”; and Harb, “every other kind of war.”49 Since jihad is a major
topic these days, it is worth examining more closely.
There are two classical types of jihad: internal, the jihad of the Qur’an, and
external.50 Externally, as noted above, Islamic distinguishes dar al-Islam from dar al-
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harb. Islam teaches that the whole world must become dar al-Islam for there to be
lasting peace.
Johnson posits two general situations where external jihad is appropriate. A
Caliph (Sunni) or Imam (Shi’ite) with sufficient authority could call a collective, offensive
war, but no such Caliph or Imam exists today. External jihad is also appropriate in
emergencies where no milder self-defense will suffice. According to Johnson, this
generally occurs when dar al-harb crosses the border into dar al-Islam. Smock claims
that emergency Jihad is prescribed in only three cases: to eliminate oppression, to
protect human life, and to uphold Islamic principles.51 Maqsood agrees with Johnson
and Smock, noting that Islam calls for war in defense of Allah, to restore peace and
freedom of worship, and to fight tyranny.52 Maqsood goes on to note the limits of Jihad:
it excludes wars of conquest, aggression, or ambition; war should not be a response to
border disputes or tribal squabbles; war must end when everyone lays down arms; war
should not harm, the old, the young, the sick, women, trees, or crops; and war should
never be used to force people to accept a faith they don’t believe.
Osama Bin Laden has a radically different take on when war is appropriate.53 Bin
laden has four basic assumptions. First, dar al-Islam includes any territories whose
population is mainly Muslim and which were once part of the historical dar al-Islam.
Second, anyone who supports a non-Islamic presence is an aggressor. Third, since this
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jihad is based on an emergency, there are no limits. And fourth, all Muslims must fight.
Johnson claims that Bin Laden’s stand is contrary to Muslim faith and history, since he
does not tolerate “people of the book” or different interpretations of God’s will, and his
war is offensive disguised as defensive.
Just War
The foregoing suggests a general Muslim theory of just war. First, Islam
promotes peace and love over hate and war.54 But it forbids pacifism, since it believes
that complete peace will occur only when the whole world is dar al-Islam.55
Second, only jihad, not harb, could be just. A special case of jihad is war
between Muslims, which is governed by the Ahkham al-bughat, or Judgment of the
Tyrants, developed by Muslim jurists. The guidelines are stricter than for wars of Muslim
against non-Muslims. Following Ali’s lead, the Jurists prohibit chasing someone who is
fleeing, killing Muslim prisoners of war, killing the wounded in battle, enslaving women
and children, and confiscating the property of Muslims.56
Third, in all cases of war, Muslims should work to maintain the integrity of the

ummah (family of Islam).57
Fourth, mainstream Islamic just war theory agrees with Christian just war theory
in three ways: the value of international law; the requirement for a right authority to
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make war; and the aim of the common good, but never in terms of repression or
intolerance.
Holy War
While the West often refers to jihad as holy war, as do some Muslim terrorist
organizations, there is no defense of this position in Islamic scripture, tradition, reason,
or experience.
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Epilogue
This has examined Christian, Jewish, and Muslim perspectives on just war. But
just war may be logically impossible in the theology of these religions. Here’s why.
First, Christianity’s argument for just war is Aristotelian, trying to make just war
the mean between extremes. Judaism and Islam agree, although perhaps not explicitly.
Second, the Aristotelian mean is the bull’s-eye, and the bull’s-eye for Christians,
Jews, and Muslims is God’s will.
Third, God’s will in one word is “shalom” in Hebrew, or “salaam” in Arabic.
English usually translates this as “peace,’ although it means more. Shalom is the
concord of creation in the fullest realization of God’s purpose; in it there is no natural
evil and there is no moral evil. In short, the mean for the descendants of Abraham is
shalom, although it is a difficult bull’s-eye to hit.
Fourth, if war is discord and shalom is concord, then war and shalom are
contradictories, and thus war could never be the mean between extremes.
Therefore, war can never be just in the sense of being morally virtuous.
Yet, we can think of wars that may have been worth fighting. An obvious
example is World War II, where the allied powers’ involvement stopped the genocidal
march of the axis powers. Wouldn’t a more passive stand have been a deficient
response to Germany and Japan? One can answer yes without defending war as just,
by declaring that the war was the lesser of two evils.
Recall the example of a father defending his daughter against an assailant. The
father had only two choices, both evil: permit the assault to continue or stop the
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assailant even if that means killing him. We noted that Roman Catholicism’s principle of
double effect would justify this killing, while in protestant theology the killing would be
unjust, but less so than the alternative.
The same debate exists over just war: from a protestant perspective war may
never be just but could be the lesser evil; from a Roman Catholic perspective war may
be just. What’s more, there may be Jewish and Muslim scholars who argue either way.
Just War proponents might complain that this argument confuses “justified” with
“righteous,” and that they use the term only in the former way. But the most cogent
defense of just war tries to locate war as the mean between extremes and the theology
of the descendants of Abraham has reserved that spot for shalom.
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Service-learning, "the union of community service with academic reflection and
analysis" (Hale, 9), bridges the gap between theoretical and experiential learning.
Foreign language service-learning projects deliver course content in meaningful "realworld" contexts which build much more than foreign language acquisition. Servicelearning projects forge tangible ties between the practice of foreign language study,
professional work, and the goals of a liberal arts education. Despite these benefits, little
attention has been given to service-learning in foreign language teaching at the college
level, particularly with regard to the French language.
The first part of this report describes the successful design, implementation, and
assessment of a French/English translation service-learning course at a small liberal arts
college. As expected, students reported an increased understanding and ability in using
the French language thanks to the practical work of improving language skills through
translation. They also enjoyed a benefit from the projects they did not expect: a deeper
insight into their own culture and their primary language. The students gained a much
stronger sense of the importance of clear thinking and writing in English.
The second part discusses the range of learning outcomes which reinforced the
college's liberal arts education goals and the ways in which students realized the
connections between their learning and the hard to quantify goals of a liberal arts
education. For example, students showed an increased awareness of social needs and a
sense of empowerment that they were responding to a need. They became connected to a
community vastly different from their own (religion students in Cameroon) in terms of
geography and culture. Most importantly, their intellectual growth was tied to an ethics
of service, an awareness of privilege, a sense of global interdependence, and a
cultivation of humility that will enhance their future professional and personal endeavors.

Hale, A. Service Learning and Spanish: A Missing Link. In Joseph Hellebrant & Lucia
T. Varona (Eds.), Construyendo Puentes: Concepts and Models for Service-Learning
(pp. 9-31). Washington, DC: AAHE Publications.
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Abstract
Language and the Body: A Collaboration of Poetry and Dance
By Dr. Danielle Dubrasky
In the spring of 2006, Professor Kay Andersen and I involved our students in a
collaboration of poetry and choreography. My advanced poetry students and his
choreography students spent the last month of the semester creating a performance of
original poetry and dance that involved the participation of both students; each pairing of
students decided how the poet’s body and voice would be incorporated into the piece. At
the end of the semester, they gave a successful performance of their pieces. In our panel
discussion we will present the effects of using this collaboration as a teaching method to
expand the students’ understanding of both arts. We will look at how the poem and the
dance are transformed into a third creation that gives voice to the silent body of the
dancer and gives movement to the usually passive body of the poet. Dr. Robin Calland
will add to our panel by discussing how this performance reunites two art forms that have
been separated over time despite their inherent relationship with each other. She will
discuss how that relationship is apparent in the metrical language of poetics where, for
example, iambic and trochaic feet are tracings of earlier dance steps. We will include a
short clip from the show to demonstrate a correspondence between the bodies of the poet
and dancer that is shaped by both the voice of the poet and the movements of the dancer.
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Proposal for the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities
Persephone Awakened: a Performance of Poetry and Shakuhachi Flute
Interdiscplinary between music and literature
Workshop/Performance
Dr. Danielle Dubrasky
Associate Professor, Creative Writing (Poetry)
351 West University Blvd.
Southern Utah University
Cedar City, UT 84720
(435) 865-8138
Dubraksy@suu.edu
Dr. Gerard Yun
Georgetown University

Dr. Gerard Yun and I have put together a performance of poetry and flute based on the
Persephone myth. At first glance, it may not seem clear what an ancient Greek myth from
one of the Homeric Hymns dating back to the fifth century b.c. and a Japanese flute
dating back to the sixth century have in common with each other. However, since
traditionally the Greek elegies were accompanied by the flute and since the construction
of the shakuhachi is based on nature images, it was the most likely instrument to
accompany poems centered on nature. We have performed this piece and given
workshops on the nature of collaborating music with poetry at the American Literature
Association’s Contemporary Poetry Symposium, the Arts Club of Washington, DC, the
Virginia Book Festival and the Great Salt Lake Book Festival. For our workshop we will
talk about the method of our collaboration and explain the corresponding features
between the poems’ images of nature and the traditional arrangements of the shakuhachi
that evoke nature. We will then perform the piece itself, followed by a question and
answer period.
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Abstract
This presentation describes the procedures and benefits of collaborative learning and
interactive discourse in the application of elaboration strategies. The cross-cultural
interactions between ESL learners and native speaker sociology and linguistics students
demonstrate how natural interactive contexts of meaningful tasks enhance and accelerate
second language acquisition as well as provide native speaker sociology and linguistics
students with invaluable field experience to understand diverse languages and cultures.
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Abstract:
Whose Ántonia? Libby Larsen’s My Ántonia and the
Transformative Force of Memory
It is perhaps no surprise that memory plays so central a role in Libby Larsen’s My
Ántonia, a cycle of seven songs published in 2000 and based on Willa Cather’s 1918
novel. Cather modeled the novel’s central character on her childhood memories of hired
girl and eventual life-long friend, Annie Sadilek (later, Pavelka). The novel’s narrator,
Jim Burden, morever, a stand-in for Cather, in the introduction establishes memory as the
story’s diegetic space: the novel records his own recollections of Ántonia.
In this paper I argue that Larsen significantly dramatizes and extends memory’s
transformative force in her cycle of songs based on Cather’s novel. In a manner not
unlike the frequently haphazard processes of memory, Larsen, with her compilation of
texts excerpted from Cather’s work, juxtaposes past and present, and conflates events
widely separated in time in Cather’s original. Larsen reinforces these effects musically
by correlating harmonies with specific time frames, and by inserting recitative to halt
time for the purpose of reflection. Most provocative in Larsen’s cycle, though, is the
means by which she has Jim Burden take possession of Ántonia in his own mind: a
persistent musical motif setting the text “My Ántonia” becomes Burden’s own, while in
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Cather’s novel the text belonged almost exclusively to Ántonia’s father. The result: she
becomes his Ántonia, an almost mythical creature sweetened and intensified with time.
The final two songs of the cycle especially reinforce this glowing reminiscence of
Ántonia, transfigured by the narrator’s remembrance and by Larsen’s compositional
design.
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2
Opportunities and Challenges Identified:
Using 3 Service Learning Models in the College Classroom
Abstract
Key Words for indexing: service learning, models, capstone course, communication

An innovative capstone course for communication undergraduates has placed
1015 students in partnerships with nonprofit organizations over the past five
years. Students completed 12,000 hours of service developing brochures,
powerpoints, videos, flyers, campaign plans, fund raising events, etc. Three
structural models of service learning were used: the Individual Opportunity
Model, the Small Group Model and the Adopt-an-Agency Model. On-going
evaluations by service learning staff, faculty, and students have identified
opportunities and challenges in working with these three models. This
paper/presentation offers recommendations for virtually any discipline about
using one or all of the models to create high quality service learning experiences
for students.
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Opportunities and Challenges Identified:
Using 3 Service Learning Models in the College Classroom
Introduction
Reflections on out-of-classroom experiences are vital for providing quality
service learning experiences for students across varied disciplines. Assignments like
reflective essays, journal writing or oral presentations help students make cognitive
connections between planned real world experiences and classroom learning goals
(Henry, 2004; Eyler, 2002.) In addition, well-constructed summary reflections encourage
students to look holistically at their experience rather than to focus on short term,
transitory dilemmas or on their immediate emotional reactions to the experience. Thus,
reflections help students gain perspective and make sense of their real world experiences
(Isaacson et al., 2001, 4) enriching learning in ways that are enduring (Henry, 2004, 17).
Faculty and staff from varied disciplines need to gain perspective on service
learning as well. Each semester’s course evaluations, service learning questionnaires,
student online discussions, community partner feedback, volunteer center staff feedback,
student essays, student oral presentations, and student work samples provide rich data for
program review and evaluation. In the short term, this information can be used to assess
pedagogical effectiveness, to determine how well that semester’s projects met student and
community needs, and to consider immediate ways to improve course delivery.
Still, this evaluative information should do even more! A long term retrospective
reflection offers information about overall pedagogical effectiveness of the service
learning program, about patterns of student responses to service learning, and about
trends in community partner reactions to the experience. Thus, retrospective reflection
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holds valuable insights about whether the program is making a significant difference for
those participating from the university and from partners/constituents in the community.
Moreover, Bringle and Hatcher (2002) point out that relationship-building is important to
the success of a service learning program, helping to preserve the integrity of each
partner and honoring the purpose of the overall relationship. A retrospective reflection
helps assess overall relationship quality.
This article offers a five-year retrospective reflection on service learning done for
an undergraduate capstone communication course at a university in the southeastern
United States. During that time period, 1015 students completed over 12,000 hours of
service for non-profit organizations- developing brochures, short videos, powerpoint
presentations, event planning materials, fundraising materials, a billboard, flyers, media
kits, and more.
In our retrospective reflections, we wanted to evaluate the three structural models
for service learning we’d used: the Individual Opportunity Model, the Small Group
Model, and the Adopt-an-Agency Model. We also wanted to identify the best practices
for meeting our goals. These evaluative concerns would potentially have applications
beyond our course and outside our field. We posed the following questions: RQ1) Does
service learning help students integrate their learning from across the curriculum and
from this course? If so, what practices or processes are most beneficial for integration?
RQ 2) Does the service learning experience help students apply what they’ve learned
from their COMM coursework in the real world? If so, what practices or processes
appear to be most beneficial for application? RQ 3) Which service learning model(s) best
meet the needs and interests of students? Of community partners? Of faculty? Of Center
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staff? RQ 4) Which service learning model overall best fits objectives for this course (and
similar capstone courses)?
Background on the Course and the Challenges Faced
What started out as a significant curricular challenge became an opportunity for
innovation when two, formerly separate programs were brought together during major reorganization at our university. Curriculum designers placed required communication
courses at the beginning and end of a student’s program of study, with more specific
concentration offerings sandwiched in between.
Senior Seminar, the required exit course and the subject of this article, was
earmarked to provide capstone experiences for majors who represented the diverse areas
of Communication Studies, Public Relations, Journalism, Broadcast Production, and
Media Studies. These students were all studying communication, but with the intent of
going into such diverse career areas as human resources, sales, journalism, television
production, radio production, web development, advertising/marketing, fund raising, grad
school, etc. depending on their specific background and interests. An identically-titled
course used before the program merger had focused on the specialty subject of one
professor with about 30 students each semester, but this new course would be taught in
multiple sections of as many as 42 students each by several faculty members to
accommodate the rapid influx of more students.
Senior Seminar was also expected to address two faculty-approved competencies
for the curriculum: 1) Conduct systematic inquiry- the process of asking questions and
systematically attempting to answer them, and 2) Write correctly and clearly in forms and
styles appropriate for the communication professions, audiences and purposes they serve.
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Both competencies focused the Senior Seminar course on higher level thinking and
information processing according to Bloom’s Taxomony of Educational Objectives
(Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001). That is, much of the course would focus on applying,
synthesizing and evaluating information from prior experiences as well as adding more
complex information to existing knowledge structures.
Service Learning for the Capstone Experiences
After taking into account various options, service learning was chosen to offer
capstone experiences in the course (See Gardner, Vand der Veer and Associates, 1998 for
a listing of capstone options). Service learning is designed to counteract the separation of
classroom learning from real world experience, the artificial division of subject matter
into disconnected disciplines, and the tendency to acquire knowledge that cannot be
accessed and applied in new situations (Eyler and Giles, 1999). We were concerned about
those issues based upon experiences with seniors in the earlier course. For instance,
conversations with students indicated many didn’t understand how to translate their
classroom and real world learning into items for their resumes or when responding to
interview questions during a career search. We sought to change that.
Ideas about how to incorporate service learning into the course were based on
Kolb’s (1984) experiential learning cycle and his more recent writings that note
conversation (e.g. communication) is crucial to learning. (See Baker, Jensen, and Kolb,
2002.) According to Kolb and colleagues, learners begin with an experience, move to
reflections on that experience, do abstract sense-making which links observations to other
knowledge, and ask questions while actively experimenting through more experiences,
using conversation and transformed thinking throughout this process.
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In addition, four characteristics of service learning from Isaacson, Dorries, and
Brown (2001) guided our course’s development: 1) Students would offer their
communication services and expertise to a community-based group, almost always a notfor-profit organization. 2) Student service would be connected to the formal learning
experience and course objectives. 3) Students would be encouraged to learn reflectively
through written assignments and/or oral presentations. 4) Service learning projects/
experiences would be promoted as ways to foster future community service as well as a
way to become engaged in a new community after graduation. Additional ideas about
service learning came from the National Communication Association’s Service Learning
toolkit, Campus Compact materials, and other articles. (See especially Oster-AAland,
Sellnow, Nelson and Pearson, 2004; Corbett and Kendall, 1999; and Loeb, 1999).
Service Learning and Course Development
The new course was designed around a series of overlapping modules focused on:
networking, informational interviewing, job interviewing, making ethical professional
decisions, preparing for future leadership, preparing resumes and a portfolio for career
searches, as well as applying well-honed skills and expertise through service learning.
These modules and related subject matter came from thinking about Gardner ‘s (1998)
seminal book The Senior Year Experience. Gardner argues convincingly that
contemporary seniors who are about to be new alumni “will face the complex demands of
a new economy; a demanding, fluctuating, and highly competitive job market; everchanging technology; and an increasingly diverse America” (p. 3). Gardner identifies the
three most basic needs of seniors as: 1) opportunities to reflect on the meaning of the
college experience, 2) ways to achieve integration and closure, and 3) holistic facilitation
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and support of the graduating student’s transition to post college life (p. 7). Service
learning could certainly address each of these basic needs.
In addition, Holton (1998) pointed out that a series of studies conclude “most
college and universities are strongest at providing discipline-specific knowledge and
skills necessary to accomplish work tasks but are weak at providing non-task-specific
professional skills to enable students to apply their knowledge and skills in a work
context, succeed as professionals, and build a new life as professionals after they leave
college” (p. 95-96). We had the unique chance to help students develop ways to think
about and build skills for immediate situations as well as future transition times. Service
learning would become an integral part of facilitating these changes.
As noted above, reflection was important to facilitate service learning as well as
to promote other course goals. A brochure given to students early in the service learning
project encouraged them to reflect upon their experiences. Instructor-designed
Blackboard questions provided students on-going opportunities to reflect and interact
with one another. In-class discussions and problem solving times also provided on-going
reflection. Students were also given the opportunity to write about service learning in a
reflective essay assignment in the course intended to help them integrate their learning
across the entire curriculum. And finally, the students developed professional- quality
oral presentations about their service learning to deliver at the end of course. They were
expected to reflect upon their experiences and share key information about the
organization, what they did, the positives and negatives of the experiences, and
information about what they learned and how their learning might relate to future
professional goals.
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Outside the classroom, problem solving and innovation concerning the service
learning projects (and the course!) was on-going and team-based. Each semester faculty
met with Center staff to reflect and plan for upcoming classes. Through this iterative
process, three distinct models for service learning were developed and used: the
Individual Opportunity Model, the Small Group Model, and the Adopt-an-Agency
Model.
Three Models for Service Learning and Sample Student Projects
When we started out with the Individual Opportunity Model, staff from the
Volunteer and Service Learning Center brought an extensive booklet of local
opportunities to class during their orientation to service learning. Each student was
encouraged to pick an opportunity from the booklet and to contact that organization
directly. They were also strongly encouraged to avail themselves of communicationrelated experiences or at least to seek experiences that would increase their oral
communication skills, appreciation for diversity, or problem-solving abilities. The choice
of a service learning assignment was ultimately up to the students. Class time was set
aside for students to complete their service learning; faculty and Center staff were
available to help place students having difficulty selecting a project or experiencing
problems contacting an organization.
Students were expected to reflect regularly on their experience and to turn in
written summaries about the experience, to include information about the experience on
their resumes and portfolios, and to give a presentation about their learning at the end of
the semester. This service learning model focused on students contributing a minimum
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number of hours in the community, hopefully adding value to their communication
expertise and skills through the real world experience.
Sample student projects using this Individual Opportunity Model included: serving
at a local crisis center, helping design written materials for a local film festival, passing
out items at a food bank, working with kids at a therapeutic riding stable, assisting at an
afterschool program, visiting the elderly in a nursing home, as well as working in a local
non-profit resale shops.
In the second model of service learning, the Small Group Model, the Center
identified local organizations with communication-related needs that our seniors could
address. Again, faculty and Center staff conducted an orientation to service learning at
the beginning of the semester, but this time they concurrently gathered information about
student backgrounds. Faculty and staff placed each student in a small group which was
linked to a specific organization, taking care to match student expertise with available
agency projects as much as possible. Students learned about placements at a subsequent,
in-class meeting.
Reflection activities for students were varied. Students were asked to respond to a
discussion question about service learning online during the semester. They also prepared
a professional presentation about their service learning, incorporating visual aids, to
deliver at the end of the semester. Throughout the semester, periodic class discussions
focused on updates from each group and any problem solving that was necessary. Class
time was allocated to allow student groups to prepare products for their organization and
discussion invariably accompanied those working sessions.
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Center staff, rather than faculty members, took responsibility for direct contact
with the non-profits throughout the semester. This service learning model focused on
completing communication products that the organization could use while also providing
a real world experience to enhance student resumes and portfolio work and prepare them
for their future careers.
Examples of projects using this Small Group Model of service learning varied
greatly as did the agency assignments. Some student groups worked to develop
newsletter content or newsletter designs. Others worked to promote events or fund-raisers
for non-profits. Student groups developed all kind of written materials- logos, signs,
flyers, brochures, programs, and invitations, even templates for agency forms! Still other
students helped agencies by developing short videos or powerpoints to explain agency
services. Agency partners during the use of this model included a music academy, the
local Humane Society, and the local Boys and Girls Club, a waterfowl education center, a
family support center among others.
In the third model of service learning, the Adopt-an-Agency Model, the Center
identified local organizations with multiple communication-related needs. Like the two
prior models, faculty and Center staff conducted an orientation to service learning near
the beginning of the college semester. This time, though, community organization
representatives also visited the classroom to orient students about their agency’s
functions and communication needs. Then several small groups of students worked with
the representatives to complete an agreement about the communication projects to be
completed during the semester. We usually worked with two agencies per class when
using this structural approach to service learning.
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Periodically in class, updates and small group problem solving sessions were
held, but students completed much of the work outside class in time set aside for that
purpose. As with the second model, students completed discussion questions about
service learning online and gave a professional presentation at the end of the semester.
This service learning model focused on developing an on-going relationship with the
community partner while also having students meet real communication needs.
This model involved multiple projects for one agency. For example, one semester
the class worked with the local center on preventing family violence. One group
developed a game that could be displayed at heath fairs to help people explore what
family violence is in a non-threatening way. Another group researched displaced
homemakers and created a brand new brochure about this new program that the family
violence project offered. Others worked on developing new written or video products that
the agency could use. Another semester, student groups prepared a variety of written,
powerpoint, and online materials serving varied purposes for the local Girl Scouts.
Reflections and What We Learned
Faculty and Center staff reflections each semester were based on a variety of data
sources: course evaluations, service learning evaluations, hour sheets, student online
discussions, community partner verbal and written feedback, volunteer staff feedback,
student essays, student oral presentations, student work samples, and conversations
interpersonally and via email. Using this information, we gradually problem solved and
developed three different models of service learning as detailed below.
The Individual Opportunity Model gave very mixed results in helping students
integrate their learning. Some students showed connections between subjects and across
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course topics in their written work while others seemed to have a disconnect between
service learning and the subject matter. The student service learning assessment sheets
we used tended to give mid-range to low satisfaction ratings on the statement “The SL
experience helped me better understand some of the ideas presented in the course.”
In addition, student reflective papers and oral presentations showed inconsistent
results in helping students understand how this experience would help them in their
careers. Some did very well as expressed by this student:
The biggest thing that I learned from this Service Learning project is what I want
to go into after graduation. I always thought that I wanted to be a political
reporter or work in politics, but after working in the senator’s office I know that it
is not an environment that I care to work in… Finding out what it is that I don’t
like makes finding what I do like much clearer…. This cannot be learned in a
classroom.” SN
Still, other students did not apply what they’d learned in their service learning
experiences. Both the faculty and Center staff were amazed at how many students chose
to work sweeping floors or pricing items or delivering items at local resale shops,
not really the communication-related work we were intending and encouraging!
End of the semester presentations (especially for the first few semesters) were
always full of surprises! Some students learned positive yet unplanned things relevant to
what we were trying to accomplish as indicated by this written passage:
When you work in a classroom, it’s like your own little community, but everyone
basically is on the same level as opposed to a real surrounding neighborhood,
where there are different social characteristics as well as different incomes. I
believe that my volunteer experience helped me to cherish the things that I have
and the people around me. It has caused me to think in the ways of being very
fortunate when compared to other people’s situations. ST
Another student wrote:
At first, I was mad that I would be taking time out of my already busy schedule to
spend time doing something that I really did not want to do. By the end of the
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experience I had already committed to coming in for more volunteer work after
my project was over. I had the chance to work with the elderly, something I was
already experienced in… Giving back to the people who have contributed to our
well being is just a portion of our civic duties. JW
The latter student’s focus on the hours required reflected a common student concern that
we began to find troubling. We often found that the hour documentation sheets showed
students completed the bare minimum of hours, nothing more. We began to wonder how
well the community agencies were responding to the work students were doing on their
behalf if the big concern was on the number of hours. Initially we had little information
to judge this except for a few intermittent conversations with community partners,
something we resolved as the course developed.
Pedagogically, model one of service learning- the Individual Opportunity Modelscored poorly. There was little quality control and no way that the professor/ staff could
control individual student assignments; too many agencies and too many students were
involved. Feedback from students and community partners alike indicated that few saw
how this individual work related to course objectives or integrated learning.
Unfortunately, we also found that many of our students were not well prepared
with the skills of making “cold calls” to organizations or to resolve problems in getting
work that related to their intended careers. This disconnect between service learning and
our course objectives pushed us toward developing the second model for service learning
However, in retrospect, it is also clear that this model had some advantagesespecially for students who chose their experiences carefully. One student worked with
two women and developed a special event with the local Girl Scouts. She wrote:
This Service Learning Project will benefit me in many ways for my future. Most
of all this volunteer opportunity gave me hands on experience that I can use in
future jobs. It gave me confidence and (sic) skills that I already have. It enabled
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me to learn a more professional way of conversing with adults and other people in
the work force…these are all skills I will use when trying to find a job as well as
using them everyday on my job. I also will use this as a volunteer internship to
put on my resume…. I already had an internship…so this is something different
that will broaden my range of knowledge and give me a more thorough
understanding of different sides of the field of communication. EC
Reading a few papers like that one and hearing similar comments during student oral
presentations helped us overcome initial discouragement about the effectiveness of
service learning as a capstone experience. There was enough indication that what we
were trying to do was possible that we wanted to improve and earn more successes. We
gradually discovered we needed to move away from what students and community
partners considered “volunteering” towards experiences more likely be seen as service
alongside learning. That is, our focus would change to become more project based.
The next model, the Small Group Model, worked better in terms of helping us
meet pedagogical goals. More students gave written and verbal feedback that they were
learning to apply the skills learned in other classes. They also more frequently seemed to
connect different parts of the Senior Seminar course with service learning. We also found
more students saw how service learning related to goals in this course, like preparing for
their careers. For instance, one student wrote in the Blackboard discussion:
It (service learning) offers great hands-on, real world experiences that graduating
seniors need, but might not otherwise get. If you haven't done an internship …SL
is a must and will be a tremendous benefit to you. If you have, then SL will only
build on those skills and enhance your capabilities to a potential employer. It is
important to expand one's experience outside of (college) before you graduate that
way you can get a taste of what "working" on the outside is like. Service learning
is the best way to achieve that. In my project, I interacted with prominent
community members, scheduled tasks and coordinated appearances and public
relation appearances as well as appeared on TV and even did a voice-over for a
local radio PSA spot to promote our event. sic JP
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Working with a group also tended to encourage students to keep their projects
communication-oriented.
However, there were other dilemmas. Setting up the number of student projects
necessary for multiple sections of the course was extremely labor intensive for the Center
staff. They found it difficult to find enough suitable projects to match multiple student
backgrounds in a course. In addition, it was difficult to keep track of all the different
projects- one class might eight different groups working with eight different agencies!
Significant classroom time was spent trying to help students determine next steps
and to make sense of what was happening, but even with regular in-class reflection,
trying to remember which group was doing what became difficult. These coordination
dilemmas also made it hard to do problem solving with agencies when there was an issue.
Moreover, feedback from some agencies indicated that working with students to
complete one or two communication products was too labor intensive to warrant their
staff’s time.
One big advantage of this approach was that it generally appeared to be more
relationship-oriented. Students seemed to see the connections with course objectives of
mentoring and networking. One student wrote on a Blackboard discussion:
I think that this service learning experience has prepared me for a career in the
field of Communication. I learned a lot about putting together a professional
PowerPoint presentation. I also acquired some researching skills as we learned
about the organization that we were promoting...I think that doing service learning
the way that we did it is more effective than doing manual labor at a volunteer
organization. We were able to think, use our creativity to put together what we
hope is an effective PowerPoint presentation, and mentor and learn from the
leader of (the organization). He was always there to give us the advice that we
needed. JJ
This student showed confidence in his abilities to serve as a communicate expert and
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appreciated the recognition from the mentor/leader.
This model took advantage of relationships in other ways as well. Students
reinforced learning with others in their group. They also tended to solve many problems
through task delegation, setting priorities, deciding how to handle things professionally,
etc. Students also learned more about the breadth of the communication field from each
other since it was impossible to have every group project geared toward the background
of every single student in the class. Thus, the Small Group Model seemed to address
some of our concerns and objectives, but not all of them.
The Adopt-an-Agency Model form of service learning gradually emerged by
reflecting on successes in the Small Group Model and thinking about areas still needing
improvement. We decided to work with fewer community partners, with more student
projects completed for each one. On-going relationships could be formed that way, so
faculty and the community partners could work together to find optimal learning
experiences for students while meeting this agency’s needs. Also, faculty and Center time
and energy could be more targeted with fewer contacts to make on an on-going basis.
In addition, larger projects could be tackled for the community agencies since
more than one student group could work together to accomplish one goal. For instance,
one semester students from four different groups worked with an organization supporting
migrant farm workers. Two groups helped prepare for a future free dental clinic. One
group secured donations and designed a theme and logo for the event. The other group
used those products to generate publicity materials. This collaborative inter-group work
was also beneficial for students to see the broader applications of different
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communication areas of expertise and to see that they could work as teams to accomplish
broader objectives.
Another benefit from this model was the whole class connection with agency
representatives. This tended to unify the class as well as to generate interest in
accomplishing the service learning projects. This approach also tended to integrate
student learning more readily across different class assignments. Students talked with
one another informally and during class discussions about how service learning fit in.
One student wrote in an online discussion:
The service learning project gave me experience to use in the real world. The
project I did…was to create a media kit that was sent out to TV news stations,
radio stations, and newspapers around the state. This was actually used with my
byline. It was nice to do something that mattered instead of a hypothetical project
for a class. I will be able to use this on my resume and I really did enjoy working
on the media kit. I also learned the pressures of deadlines! JL
Another student wrote:
I would tell the next comm. seniors that the service learning project is a really
good experience. It helps you learn how to deal with real world business. (sic).
You learn what they expect from graduating seniors and the skills that they look
for in them. It gives you a great chance to make connections with people that
could possibly help you or you help them in the future. I would recommend that
all comm students to do a service learning project. BF
Pedagogically, this approach appeared to have the greatest advantages of the three
models for this particular class. That is, we were able to facilitate all learning objectives
as we structured our service learning projects this way.
This adopt-an-agency approach to service learning did have a few downsides
though. Students had much less flexibility about how to incorporate service into their
daily life and little say in where they might serve. In some ways it also discouraged
individual initiative because students were now required to participate as a group rather
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than working solo. For some students these limitations were frustrating. Another
drawback of this approach was that when a student in a group didn’t complete his/her
work, it could cause a whole chain reaction with other students and with agency
representatives. Peer pressure tended to resolve this issue most of the time.
Overall Conclusions Drawn from Our Reflections
We were fortunate to have the opportunity to have faculty work collaboratively
with the campus-based Volunteer and Service Learning Center. In addition to consulting
regularly with faculty, the Center’s staff set up many student placements, assisted in
problem solving, assessed student responses to the service experience, collected
information from community partners both during and after project completion, and
sometimes provided transportation for students to a worksite. In addition, developing the
three different service learning models for this course would have been difficult, if not
impossible, without the willingness of faculty and Center staff to strive to listen to one
another and work together to create a service-learning program that addressed the needs
and incorporated the goals of all parties involved.
The Adopt-an-Agency Model tended to fit best overall for our multiple course
objectives. Still, our reflections showed us that the different models for service learning
were likely to foster different kinds of learning and thus, be pedagogically effective in
different ways. For instance, while the Individual Opportunity Model tended to take
advantage of and promote individual student initiative and responsibility, the Small
Group and Adopt-an-Agency Models were more focused on building healthy networks of
relationships that might benefit all students in the groups. The Individual Opportunity
Model also allowed students to tailor their service to individual interests and needs in
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ways the other two models did not. The Small Group and Adopt-an-Agency Model, on
the other hand, were good ways to promote and develop student problem solving skills,
including how professionals would handle different situations in the career setting.
This was not possible with the Individual Opportunity Model because there was no time
to work one on one with every student’s situation.
Working through these different models helped, over time, clarify what worked
best for all the parties involved- students, faculty, Center staff, and community partners.
Being willing to re-conceptualize and adapt our thinking in ways that follow the cyclical
Kolb approach to experiential learning served us well. Our initial innovations were
gradually refined into more workable and on-going practices, promoting greater
consistency across semesters. Over time, we also found that we were developing repeated
contacts with community agencies in the senior level courses, meeting the goal of
relationship-building promoted by Bringle and Hatcher (2002). The progression of our
own learning using different approaches to service also suggested ways that service
learning might be incorporated effectively earlier into our communication curriculum.
Limitations of this Work
Learning by doing and reflecting can have big disadvantages as well as benefits.
There is no question that incorporating service learning effectively into this course
required extensive time, energy, and other resources by faculty and Center staff.
Sometimes we were spread very thin in trying to respond to immediate course concerns
which made it difficult to gather, store and tally evaluative data from the course. In
retrospect, we wish we had gathered more in-depth quantitative-style data to use in our
reflections. In the early stages of our work, for example, there was no tracking of where
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students would complete their service hours prior to their end-of-the-course reflections
and presentations. This made it impossible to communicate or follow-up with all
community agencies about student performance or to secure their suggestions for
improving our service learning methods. However, we are now collaborating to gather
more comprehensive data which should help future service learning efforts.
Our on-going experiments with service learning leave many additional
unanswered questions about the effectiveness of different models in accomplishing
course objectives. For instance, we would like to know which one of these three models
is more likely to encourage future civic involvement. While we might expect that
students independently serving an agency would be more likely to plan to be engaged
with non-profit organizations in the future, we aren’t sure whether this would be the case.
Additional information gathering in this area is important to our team and would help
indicate whether our service learning initiatives influence students just in the short haul
or for longer periods of time.
Another limitation of our retrospective reflection approach to evaluation concerns
the generalizability of our findings. Some of what we’ve learned may be related more to
our initial limited experience with service learning rather than to a particular delivery
model. Further, it may be possible to have better luck with the Individual Opportunity
Model for some culminating classes, particularly if the classes is focused heavily toward
direct application of prior learning. Future, carefully planned research should test
different specific learning goals with each or all of these three different models of service
learning.
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Characteristics of the models themselves need further attention. Qualitative
approaches to study could help describe in-depth characteristics for each model and also
add detail to how and when each model works best. Quantitative approaches could help
validate patterns of benefits and drawbacks of each model for different parties concernsstudents, faculty, Center staff, and community partners. Importantly, follow-up work
could benefit enormously by collecting data that is not subject to the limitations of selfreporting.
At best, our conclusions represent learning still under construction. Still, the rich
details we’ve gathered about the three service learning models gives us important
information to guide future targeted research and teaching. The gradual refinement of this
course has helped us to see what works and to begin to identify what we still need and
want to know.
Discussion: What this Means for Service Learning Program Planning
We recognize our learning has broader applications. For instance, we advocate
use of written agreements between students and community partners to clarify
responsibilities, due dates, and to make sure everyone is thinking similiarly. Many pitfalls
due to poor communication are possible: between group members, between a group and
an agency, between professor and students, etc. As we continue to work with service
learning, we continually look for ways to improve our communication between the
various partners in the endeavor. Regular conversations help to keep effects well
coordinated and to overcome problems that occur. These on-the-project learning
opportunities benefit students greatly- helping them to see how their learning from
various classes really applies in “the real world.”
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We also encourage service learning faculty and staff to systematically keep track
of numbers of students, to collect student samples of work, and to harness the potential
usefulness of student comments, organized oral statements, and writings. Establishing a
computerized, database approach helps sustain service learning efforts as well and
evaluate effectiveness of specific practices, especially when large numbers of students are
involved. Having samples of work as well helps make the experience tangible for
students, faculty, community partners and others interested in service learning initiatives
on a campus. We have come to value the service learning projects developed by our
students and use them regularly in college open houses as well in various campus and
alumni publications.
Planning regular problem-solving and reflection meetings between faculty and
staff each semester are a must from our view. Without these short-term reflections, we
wouldn’t have been able to readily adapt and refine our service learning models or run
the program as effectively. Adding information gleaned from communication from
community partners to regular staff and faculty discussions is also critical in program
development as well. The community partners work directly with the students to
accomplish “real world” tasks so they are well suited to see where students may need
additional work. The impact of community partner feedback on the quality of student
work is an area of research that would be valuable but is, at present, unexplored.
Involving community partners in learning is another potential goal that might be pursued.
Keeping a sense of humor in the midst of problem solving has brought new clarity
to us more than once, and by extension to our students. We have begun to have simple,
yet fun celebrations at the end of each semester inviting students, faculty, administrators
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and community partners to focus on accomplishments of our class efforts. This approach
helps focus on the big picture not on the transitory dilemmas or problems faced. We
really encourage other service learning faculty to do this! Talking about successes and
problems in a cumulative way with our students helped give a sense of closure to the
student projects as well as enabling students to really see that they’d made a difference!
Inviting the community partners back into the classroom for this event helped us build
long term relationships with the agencies involved. It also allowed the community
partners to publicly thank students and give feedback to them. This was highly
motivating for students. Importantly, this meeting also gave students a chance to ask
summary or lingering questions that might not have been addressed in other ways.
Long term retrospective assessments are vital. We encourage others to step back,
pose questions, and look at the available data to begin to answer their questions about
how service learning is meeting specific goals. Looking back at where the program has
been can be terrifically encouraging! Successes fully recognized help motivate faculty
and staff participants to continue with service learning. Problems collaboratively solved
can be very motivating as well.
Some of the greatest benefits of service learning may come about for students,
campuses and communities because of sustained efforts in service learning which
gradually build strong relationships in the community. That’s been our experience.
Going back to agencies we’ve had success with in the past, helps everyone get important
work done. Increasing significance for the community also comes about through such
sustained work. Sharing information between faculty across campus has become
important and promoted through workshops and a campus-wide advisory committee on
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service learning. This also helps make a larger impact on community problems and to
develop clearer town-gown relationships.
We encourage others to share what they are learning and to learn from groups like
Campus Compact which work with many campuses. There is no question that our
abilities to problem solve and to learn from our experience has been greatly enriched and
speeded up by interactions with others involved in service learning from other campuses
and even in other disciplines on our own campus. Relationship-building between
interested faculty and staff begins to add life to service learning projects for a course as
well as for the life of service learning on a campus and beyond.
Working with different approaches to service learning in the capstone
communication course for five years has been a training ground not only for our students,
but also for faculty and Center staff. We have benefited pedagogically and we have
learned that service learning is well worth the time and energy we’ve devoted to it- our
lives are enriched, our students learn, and the agencies benefit. The work we’ve done so
far in service learning and the tangible results we’ve seen through our retrospective
reflections only push us on so we can collaboratively accomplish even more.
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Abstract
“Conflict in the Everyday Context”
“The everyday is covered by a surface: that of modernity. News stories and the
turbulent affectations of art, fashion, and event veil without ever eradicating the
everyday blahs. Images, the cinema and television divert the everyday … at
times offering up to it its own spectacle, or sometimes the spectacle of the
distinctly noneveryday: violence, death, catastrophe, the live of kings and stars –
those who are led to believe defy everydayness.”
The Everyday and Everydayness
Henri Lefebvre
Does it take a major catastrophic event, such as Hurricane Katrina, to understand the role that
‘the everyday’ takes in shaping and influencing our lives, practice, and the built environment?
The everyday is both a set of potential influences for practice and a site/context/venue for
practice. Our day to day activities and routines exist in the background of our minds and don’t
become evident until they are disrupted and thrust to the foreground. Everything we have taken
for granted becomes a major event in our lives. The everyday has been disrupted and shaken us
out of our banality and boredom.
Everything reverberates; the everyday has a prolonged and/or continuing effects. Steven Ross
contends, “Seeing the world around you, rather than floating through it like a robot, alerts the eye,
jolts the brain – and challenges society by shining the light of authentic discovery and awareness
upon seemingly mundane aspects of social interaction, technology, and the built environment”. A
disruption in the everyday allows the chance to analyze potentialities for transformation. Can we
be self reflective, broadening our interaction and participation within the spaces created by ‘the
everyday’?
Utility poles and billboards, sidewalks and driveways, vacant lots and parking lots - these
everyday features have an significant architectural and spatial impact, influencing how a building
relates to its context. As geographer Larry R. Ford argues, “Architectural histories and
guidebooks tell us surprisingly little about the character of American cities because they
concentrate on buildings taken out of context, buildings divorced from space”. How do we design
within the context of the everyday? How long does it take for the new and touted building or
spaces to fade into our subconscious and become part of our ‘evepyday’? Do buildings that
stand out in our minds do so because they are so out of context in the built environment? How
does the designer locate themselves within the potential influence and/or context of the
everyday?
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Multimedia Keats: The Art of High Theory for Beginners
Like many of you teaching surveys of literature or period courses in the Humanities, I
despair of ever achieving my pedagological objectives: breadth of historical knowledge matched
with in-depth analysis of each work from a variety of critical perspectives. My compromise is to
occasionally spend up to an entire class period (three hours and twenty minutes at my university)
in discussion of one very short work. I consider these touchstone works an important investment:
1) such lessons more accurately demonstrate how academic work is conducted among English
majors and scholars, 2) these intensive sessions model the idea-generation and paper-writing
processes, 3) the inclusion of scholarly sources puts research in meaningful context, 4) students
begin to formulate independent critical stances, and 5) they learn to value the proliferation of
meaning. As Jerome McGann magnificently overstates the case, our methodologies should
“reintegrate the entire range of socio-historical and philological methods with an aesthetic and
ideological criticism of individual works" (32). John Keats’ “La Belle Dame sans Merci” proves
an ideal touchstone because it is a widely-known poem often referenced in popular culture
during the last two hundred years. In fact, so many "La Belle Dame" paintings exist, displaying
such a wide range of interpretive stances, that my students become more confident in expressing
their own ideas. I'm inordinately proud when I see them become invested in pursuing the
significant implications their readings bring to our understanding of both the poem and the
various theoretical stances illustrated throughout its interpretive history.
I open the lesson with a deceptively simple question about the plot of the poem. Citing
the editorial notation provided by editors of The Norton Anthology, the class repeats to me that
the poem is a “story of a mortal destroyed by his love for a supernatural femme fatale.” My
students, a racially and ethnically diverse urban population with an average age of 32, are careful
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to align their understanding of the poem with this “correct” and “authoritative” editorial version.
It’s difficult to lure them into alternative readings.
I distribute a couple of handouts: a side-by-side printout comparing the 1819 manuscript
version with the 1820 version published in the Indicator; a list of artworks, artists, dates, and
thumbnail images; and a full-page color reproduction of Sir Frank Dicksee’s 1902 masterpiece.
Dicksee’s lush painting always draws appreciative “ahhs” as well as a number of chortles and
guffaws. The snickering students, when pressed, explain that they’re amused by the knight’s
overly dramatic and excessive response to the lady’s enchantments. He is powerless, hypnotized
by her commanding spell while she takes control of the reins.1

Dicksee. La Belle Dame Sans Merci. 1902
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Initial Stances on La Belle Dame's Character
This unusual power imbalance guides our examination of illustrations of "La Belle Dame
Sans Merci" by other artists such as Hughs, Waterhouse, Crane, and Rheam. Based on the dates
of these paintings and their own musings about contemporary historical discourses involving
women and power, students link the interest in the strangely powerful La Belle Dame to a
masculine anxiety over women’s agitation for suffrage, education, and professional opportunities
in the late nineteenth century. The speculation serves as a way for me to introduce the stylistic
mannerisms and obsessive interests in femme fatales exhibited by the Pre-Raphaelites. I also use
these Victorian-era paintings to preview and illustrate the so-called Woman Question we’ll study
later in the semester.

Waterhouse (1893)

Crane (1865)

Rheam (c1900)

Hughs (1863)

A number of students will point out that the artists are referencing the 1819 version of the
poem specifying the knight-at-arms rather than the wight, leading to speculation about why the
1920 Indicator version of the poem has been almost universally condemned and how quickly the
1819 version became canonical. They conclude that this group of artists heightens the irony of
the powerful, fully-armored fighting professional rendered helpless by a maiden in filmy dress.2
They notice that Keats does not refer to armor at all. Others point out that the knight has to be
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Rossetti, 1855, Plate 93

armored as a kind of visual shorthand to his role: an unarmored
man strolling by the side of a horse wouldn’t make viewers recall
Keats’ poem at all.
Familiar, by this point in the semester, with discussions of

Mangy Old Cur, 2006

the symbolically masculine gaze, my students are intrigued by the
Pre-Raphaelites’ portrayal of a powerful and directive feminine
gaze. They note that this disturbing feminine gaze is backed up
pictorially with ensnaring hair,3 even when the subject matter has
been updated and the knight-at-arms has become an intergalactic
space crusader and La Belle Dame a tattooed space chick as in this
Barbier, c1920.

2006 painting by online artist Mangy Old Cur – or even when La
Belle Dame has become Barbier’s flapper whose emblematic
familiar, the phoenix, provides embracing, encircling tail feathers
as a hair substitute for the La Belle Dame’s modish bob. They
argue convincingly that, at times, the artists depict the gaze as
Cowper, 1926

extremely intense, but possibly mutual, rather than one-sided:
Rheam’s and Cowper’s paintings, however, suggests the power of
the gaze is maintained by the lady. In fact, Cowper elaborates upon
the ensnaring-hair pictorial tradition by depicting La Belle Dame
calmly pinning up her hair (putting away her feminine weaponry)

Rheam, c1900

once the knight lies subdued at her feet in the sleepy poppy fields.
As Utley has urged, “the story, whatever its metaphysical
implications, is a ballad about a ghost who loved an otherworldly
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creature, a fairy mistress from hell….If we have succeeded in putting Hell back into the poem
where it belongs we have done what is required” (121).4
Some students find the idea of La Belle Dame as the mistress from Hell too excessive and
argue instead for her neutrality,5 or even goodness, an interpretation they see emphasized in the
paintings by Hughs, Rossetti, Crane and Dicksee. Rather than Jacqueline Schoemaker’s
insistence on a “strong conflict between the sexes” (85), they point to the paintings’
exaggeratedly mutual gazes and unearth a back and forth pattern of exchange in the poem.6 As

Rossetti (1855) Plate 93

Crane (1865)

Rheam (c1900)

Hughs (1863)

we discuss issues of agency, complicity, and reciprocity in the poem, we consider how the knight
deploys the pronoun “she” and the resulting effects on La Belle Dame’s seeming agency.7 My
students point out that the fairy child must love the knight, for she sings to him, brings him
home, and prepares a meal for him. They hazard that she loves the knight as much as he loves
her and that, wherever she’s disappeared to, she’s another victim of whatever tragic curse is
operating upon her.
At this point, I fill in background about the medieval romance genre and its typical plot
organized around the quest . I ask my students to speculate about the possible symbolic or
allegorical content signified by La Belle Dame. They suggest multitudinous possibilities,
especially aspects of “love” and “death” and “magic.”8 Drawing their attention to her compelling
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penchant for singing “a fairy’s song” (l.24) helps steer us into fruitful discussions of the
gendered Romantic Quest motif and the tendency of male Romantic poets to figure Imagination
or Poesie as a female love object. In this way, the first-person male narrator can invoke the
physical mechanics of heterosexual desire in order to discuss such abstractions as inspiration and
writer’s block, ideal perfection and real imperfection, soul’s admiration and body’s passion,
immortality and death, exalted states of consciousness and fallibility, and ideal and profane love.
A good summary of this scholarly trend as applied to "La Belle Dame Sans Merci" is provided
by Jack Stillinger’s comment that
the burden of Keats’ poetry. . .is that the visionary imagination does not ‘work’ –
in various poems either is not authentic (a ‘fancy,’ a ‘cheat,’ a hoodwinking) or is
impractical as a solution to human problem, since by his very nature, man cannot
attain permanently the higher realms of nightingale, urn, La Belle Dame's grot, or
Lamia's palace" (141). 9
Many scholars, pointing to irresolvable ambiguities in Keats’ poem (such as whether the lady
represents evil or the highest poetic ideals) have come
to grips with her character as a symbol of the
impossibility of decoding signs. They suggest that
living with mystery -- the impossibility of knowing, the
failure of the language sign -- is the point of the poem.10
La Belle Dame’s mysterious motives and
unusually powerful gaze are parodied in a 1920 Punch
cartoon in which her purpose is decidedly mercenary
and the power of her gaze trivialized to vanity: selfPunch cartoon, 1920.
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objectifying being the major use of any feminine gaze traditionally allowed women. The cartoon
emphasizes an unromantic reading about the ridiculousness of the Knight’s victimhood. Taking
this interpretation back to the poem, my students consider what it means to see the knight’s
suffering as a joke and whether the subsequent implications must necessarily diminish the lady’s
supposed power.

Narrative Structuring
When I ask my students about the narrative structure of the poem, The Norton Anthology
footnotes again prove authoritative: “Keats imitates a frequent procedure of folk ballads by
casting the poem into the dialogue form. The first three stanzas are addressed to the knight, and
the rest of the poem is his reply” (845). Despite the lack of quotation marks, my students suggest
that the dialogue structure should be deduced from the question/answer content of the discourse.
To explore the significance of this reading, I ask my students to conclude what they can about
the first speaker, usually called the Minstrel or Interlocutor, building on Greg Kelley’s
contention that “both speakers evince a fluency in a variety of speech forms” (51) and that the
Knight’s abrupt beginning of tale, without a dialogue marker such as “Ah, let me tell you”
signifies his superiority in the “class dynamics of this system” (52).
When asked about how well the knight’s stanzas serve as a “reply,” students pick up on
the indirectness of the knight’s response in launching a tale and the dual problems of the knight’s
concluding stanza, in which he first appropriates the minstrel’s speech form and then divests it of
significance with the ambiguous pronoun “this.” Greg Kelley goes so far as to conclude that the
knight parodies the minstrel (53). Karen Swann links the dissatisfactory answer to a Romantic
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tendency, in framed narratives, to stage "a scene of instruction only to frustrate a desire to know"
(81).
Given the absence of quotation marks to indicate the speakers definitively, I ask my
students to consider alternative ways of dividing the lines among speakers. They offer a number
of options for understanding the dialogue such as the possibility “that the second pair of lines in
each of the first quatrains may be a melancholy answer by the pale Knight, whose vision is more
bleak than Nature itself” (Utley 116). They are surprised and delighted that X’s recent graphicnovel approach to the poems suggests the Knight could be speaking in soliloquy, posing
metaphysical questions about his condition to himself or, in another version, being queried by a
female interlocutor.

Cohn (2006) Version One

Version Two

Despite their growing willingness to explore the ambiguities of the narrative frame, my
students invariably assume an unquestioning belief in the knight’s narrative integrity when he
relates his tale. Thus, when he reports that “sure in language strange she said / I love thee true,”
they take for granted his ability to decode the lady’s foreign tongue. Suzanne Banning’s
enigmatic 2004 digital photo provides an opportunity to focus momentarily on the lady’s
anguish, rather than the knight’s. I ask my students why artists never depict the scene in the elfin
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grot where “she wept, and sigh’d full sore”
(l.30) and ask them to explain why she’s
crying. They cannot account very well for
her tears for, indeed, neither can the
narrating knight. This failure to explain
suggests a chink in his narrative
omniscience and my students are suddenly
Banning (2004)

involved in a discussion of narration,

agency, power, gender and voice. Importantly for me, they’re ready to begin thinking about the
knight as an untrustworthy narrator.

Heterosexual Desire vs. the Homosocial Bond
Hughs’ painting of La Belle Dame contains significant ambiguities which help my
students become more comfortable with the ambiguity inherent in Keats’ own poem. Hugh’s
knight still maintains possession of the reins, for instance, although he appears uncertain about
where to direct his footsteps. Hughs retains the mutual
gaze, which could speak to either the La Belle Dame’s
power or to the pair’s mutual love, but the knight also
raises an arm, as if to ward off her compelling look. And
though the painting is rendered in a very naturalistic
(although romanticized) manner, Hughs paints La Belle
Dame in a glaringly awkward position with her wrists
held constrainedly together. Scanning the poem’s text,
Hughs (1863)
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my students remind me that the knight “made a garland for her head, / And bracelets too, and
fragrant zone” (ll.17-18).11 At first my students joke about Hughs’ bondage imagery, but they
treat the daisy shackles more seriously as we consider the knight’s heterosexual desire as a
pattern of admiration and destruction. Admiring her “light foot” (l.15) results in her being
“set...on my pacing steed” (l.21) encumbered in daisy chains. His fascination that “her eyes were
wild” (l.16) culminates in “there I shut her wild wild eyes / With kisses four” (ll.31-2). If “she
look’d…as she did love, / And made sweet moan” (ll.19-20), we become concerned when the
sweet moan is transformed into weeping and sighing full sore (l.30).
Considering the traditional interpretation of the poem as one in which the knight is
enthralled to Inspiration or Imagination, and the lady represents the powerful vision of higher
reality who is utterly unmoved or unaffected by the knights’ plight, Hughs' painterly
interpretation suggests an investigation of the feminine experience: although the knight
manipulates his tale to focus on his own alteration during their encounter, Hughs intimates that
the experience might have profoundly affected the lady, as well. Though the knight may be
uncertain, La Belle Dame looks no less compelled. Marta Macsok finds another sympathetic
treatment of the lady in the sketches by Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Linking his early drafts of the

Rossetti (1848)

Plate 242 (1850)

Plate 93 (1850)

Frontispiece (1855)
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knight and La Belle Dame to his later interpretation of Hamlet and Ophelia, she claims that the
metamorphosis from femme fatale to the poor mad girl makes them “interchangeable figures in
the representations” which thus colors his La Belle Dame with Ophelia’s pitiable and forlorn
history (190).
Traditional interpretations, however, usually focus on the power of the lady relative to the
knight, or the dark effects of love. Citing the interlocuter’s familiarity in accosting the knight,
Grey Kelley concludes that “the pale and supine figure of the knight commands uncannily little
deference,” adding “that the Belle Dame introduces (or seduces) the knight into the visionary
realm where practical, secular authority gapes impotently” (56). Comparing issues of power in
both the 1819 and 1820 versions of the poem leads Thomas McFarland to conclude that “both
versions concur in their testimony to the dark side of the erotic force” (52) and “the debilitating
effects of love” (53).12
Students are divided as to the nature of the knight and the lady's love: many insist that
their love is unrequited and ethereal: others point out that they were, after all, sleeping together
in her elfin grot. They are amused by Mark Taylor’s explication of the sexual metaphors
accruing and compounding in the verses once the two have met: "The scene is a remarkable
performance by the Knight and the lady and also by Keats, who delays the sexual gratification of
his characters and the voyeuristic satisfaction of his readers through three quatrains of foreplay"
(58). Asked to explain her disappearance, given that they seem to be in love, student accounts
vary: she’s a love ‘em and leave ‘em type, or he got scared by his dream and ran off, or (my
personal favorite) maybe he’s not good in bed. Such a claim transforms the reading into one of
masculine performance anxiety which is allayed only by the princes and kings’ shifting of the
burden of responsibility and agency back onto La Belle Dame.
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Rheam (c1900)

Crane, watercolor, (1865)

Artistic treatments of the pale warriors by artists such as Hughs, Rheam, and Crane are
surprisingly congruent. The artists agree that La Belle Dame in the middle ground should be
interposed between the knight in the foreground and the pale princes and kings who are relegated
to the background. When I ask my students whether the warriors represent a world similar or
dissimilar to the knight’s, they are quick to point out that kings, princes, and warriors share with
the knight social class, gender, language, and unsettling encounters with La Belle Dame. The
knight’s situation is complicated by two significant utterances, each of which has the power to
profoundly alter his (and, consequently, our) understanding of what has happened. La Belle
Dame says “I love thee true”: the pale warriors and princes warn the knight that she has him
horribly in thrall. The opposition between love and thralldom seems to imply a choice between
the homosocial bonds of the comitatus versus joining with the exoticized Other (an otherness
exaggerated by the woman’s gender, fairy ethnicity, and language strange). My good students
point out, however, that there’s no real choice since the knight dreamed the princes and kings
himself. 13 Moreover, when he awakens, he finds himself “on the cold hill’s side,” “alone and
palely loitering.” Since she has apparently left him, he can’t actively choose her.
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The paintings, too, complicate the view of the knight’s seeming choice between
homosociality and alterity. La Belle Dame’s central position in these compositions illustrates an
alternative interpretation: the dichotomy here is not warriors vs. woman but rather dream vs.
reality. The painted Belle Dames literally mediate between the real world of the knight and the
dream world of the pale princes and kings. Rather than an either/or construct, the paintings’
conflation enables a reading of the poem that emphasizes a both/and construct made possible via
the medium of the La Belle Dame’s body which visually connects and controls the boundaries
between the two realms.
That the kings and warriors cry out what we already know, that La Belle Dame has the
knight in thrall, might also suggest the homosocial narrative authority by which the knight
recasts and understands his own experience: the romance genre, narrated by the princes and
kings in his dream, becomes his way of narrating the experience. As Karen Swann points out, a
critical tendency to focus on what the knight has lost means “we fail to notice what he gains at
the end of the poem--accession to an all-male community" (90).14 Such a reading, focusing on
the lady’s disappearance from the poem, is in stark contrast to the pictorial tradition which
prominently features her.

Feminist ReVisioning
By this point, my students’ trust in the knight’s narrative integrity is thoroughly shaken
and so I return their attention to Susan Banning’s disturbing visual rendition of La Belle Dame
and undertake what is for me the most significant and problematic lines of the poem: “And sure
in language strange she said – / I love thee true” (ll.27-28). Keats doesn’t use quotation marks to
set off this speech as he does with the pale kings and warriors: as a result, the woman is silent,
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translated, and spoken for whereas the kings and
princes are voluble, nonmediated, and speak for
themselves. Keith White gets right to the heart
of the problem when he concludes that the
knight must be deceiving himself, for “how else
can he understand that the woman says, “I love
Banning (2004)

thee true’ if she speaks in ‘language strange?’”
(42). Banning’s photo prompts my students to

speculate that that the knight got it wrong, that he mistranslated.15
In fact, Karen Swann considers whether the knight commits a kind of "interpretive
violence,” and further rethinking on the incidents narrated (and thus translated) by the knight
causes her to "wonder if certain signs -- moans, sighs, tears-- don't indicate resistance more than
love or duplicity" (Swann 89).16 The shift in perspective, from knight as powerless victim to
knight as powerful interpreter, narrator, and actor (of who knows what deeds?) is vertiginous to
students. The most significant consequence of the shift is that students believe they have a
reading which accounts for La Belle Dame’s tears. Reluctant students bring up the problem of
the knight’s genuine sadness (recast now as guilt)?
Applying my students’ deep mistrust in the knight’s narrative process, given that he may
be willfully mistranslating the woman’s speech and/or trying to package his experiences in a
formulaic romance narrative to gain homosocial approval, I draw their attention to Rheam’s The
Fairy Wood. The painting is sometimes included among discussions of La Belle Dame
illustrations and provides an opportunity to investigate The Norton Anthology’s claim that the
lady is “supernatural.” The painting includes elfin or pixyish characters never mentioned in
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Keats’ poem, though congruent with the idea
that La Belle Dame is a “fairy’s child.” If we
suspect, however, that fairies have more to do
with the conventions of the romance genre
than the knight’s experiences in the meads, we
might conclude that perhaps nothing
supernatural has occurred to the knight at all.
The actions, after all, are mundane enough
and require no magical explanations: she rides
a horse, she sings, she brings him roots17 and

Rheam, The Fairy Woods (1903)

honey to eat and dew to drink, she weeps and sighs, and she lulls the knight to sleep. They read
the knight's efforts to exoticize her and to insist on her otherness as a way of displacing his own
involvement in the poem's actions. Mark Jones suggests this process is a dangerous one, not only
for the party who has been defined as difference, but for the definer as well. He concludes that
Keats' “theme amounts to a pragmatic argument against othering: the point is not just that
dehumanized images of the other are false but that crediting them will desolate you” (85).
By discussion’s end, my students exhibit an empowering skepticism of The Norton
Anthology’s claims about the lady’s supposedly supernatural powers. And many of them, instead
of interpreting the lady simply as a femme fatale dangerous to men, have layered that possibility
with many others, including readings which see the lady as a victim of a normative, homosocial,
aristocratic, violent masculine project to quell the agency and silence the voice of the female
Other. They have developed an uneasy tolerance of ambiguity and become appreciative of
complexity. Without much fanfare, the art works help introduce my students, in relevant and
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practical applications, to reception theory, issues of class affiliation, feminist criticism, and
poststructuralism. I find that an interdisciplinary approach helps my students negotiate the
difficult terrain of the Critical Revolution and lays the foundation for their more advanced work
in the theory courses required by our English major. It doesn't hurt, either, that my students pick
up, in addition, an introduction to artists, genres, periods, and artistic conventions. I think it's
important to demonstrate that poems are not discreet, dusty objects collected in anthologies, but
that they have lives of their own in a culture that continues to love, confront, and rework them.
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Notes
1

In contrast to the equestrian paintings of the poem, which seem to give La Belle Dame control

of the reins, Schoemaker claims “the horse belongs to the knight, who consequently has the
power to put her on it” (87).
2

Gamers and history buffs among the students object to the artists’ depiction of the knights in

full armor, pointing out how hot and heavy armor is, that the fully-armored knight requires the
assistance of at least one squire to mount his horse, and that the process of putting on or
removing his armor takes a period of time ranging from 40 minutes to a full hour.
3

Mario D’Avanzo argues that “La Belle Dame’s long hair very subtly identifies her as a

companion to Cynthia and the muses…Apollo’s curly hair, associated with the controlling idea
of poetry and imagination, and carrying secondary connotations of beauty, fertility, youth, and
vigor, is transferred to La Belle Dame. She becomes the female presider of poetry" (195).
4

Many critics view La Belle Dame as evil. Thomas McFarland depicts her as “the feminine

agency, the succuba, who has cast the knight in his ailing state” (53). He concludes, “Everything
about La Belle Dame directs the knight outside those [ordinary societal] protections, leads him to
a realm of dread” (55). S. Homchaudhuri draws connections between La Belle Dame and Circe
(117). Walter Evert has called her a cruel “demon” (245).
5

Jacqueline Shoemaker, for instance, adamantly declares La Belle Dame to be “a neutral lady,”

free from any taint of evil or associations with such potential forerunners as Duessa or Morgan le
Faye (88) and that “the knight possesses human fervor and lacks the elf’s cool neutrality” (87).
Charles I. Patterson, Jr., claims that “she is a nonmortal, deamonic creature of Celtic origins, and
she is neutral as to good and evil because she is outside the human pale” (138). David E.
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Simpson advises a “suspension” of judgment given the various epistemological and ontological
uncertainties centering on La Belle Dame.
6

John Whale sees a certain “reciprocation” between “lovers” which results in a “slippage

between the two identities: a transference of power and agency” (65).
7

Looking at the alternating scheme of actions (I, she, I, she), Greg Kelley points out that “the

knight describes his relationship with the fairy’s child in terms of reciprocity, not of hierarchy”
(54).
8

Robert Graves declares that La Belle Dame stands for "Love, Death by Consumption, and

Poetry all at once" (500-501). Barbara Johnson sensibly draws our attention to the significant
ambiguities in the poem which tend to render our reactions to La Belle Dame as dichotomized
symbols of innocence or experience. Leon Waldoff suggests she is “a much older image of
woman” (89). Karen Swann’s reading claims that “woman functions as lure” (82 & 83).
9

Other scholars who pursue the La Belle Dame as an allegory of imagination include Walter

Jackson Bates, for instance, who wonders whether to lay the blame at the feet of La Belle Dame
or the knight: "Was it indeed a Circe-like figure that deliberately seduced the knight-at-arms into
a moment of delusive happiness; or was it not that the knight fell in love with her at once, and
then persisted in trying to establish complete contact with something not wholly human?" (479).
Earl Wasserman had linked her to the traditions of courtly love, “the ideal whom the lover must
pursue but whom he can never possess” (86). Mario D’Avanzo suggests “that the knight. . .has
been enthralled by a beautiful but deceiving fancy. Whereas she once nourished the poet with
manna dew of inspiration and fulfilled his hunger for poetic vision by offering him a long lovedream, she pitilessly withdraws her favors, starving, enfeebling, and destroying all those who
dedicate themselves to the strenuous pursuit of poetry and imagination" (200). Karla Alwes
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contends that the poem is “a song that, because of the profound loss of imagination, was
transformed into silence: ‘The sedge has wither’d from the lake, / and no birds sing’ (ll.3-4)”
(217).
10

Consider Susan Wolfson's idea that the poem is essentially about Keats' problematizing

interpretive issues.
11

Charles I. Patterson, Jr., has suggested that the garland, bracelets, and zone “together constitute

a thrice-reiterated feminine sex symbol” (143). Mario D’Avanzo links the garland to Apollo’s
laurels (195).
12

For more on the dark side of love, see Sidney Colvin on “the wasting power of love” (350).

13

Leon Waldoff attributes the dream to the psychological process of projection: "The implication

in the dream that she is sinister, however, is not directly attributable to the knight because it is
disguised by one of the silent workings of imagination -- projection….The dream in "La Belle
Dame" employs projection in this sense, displacing to the kings and princes the fears regarding
the lady that arise in the knight' mind." (97).
14

According to Karen Swann, the feminist critic is “knowing in her turn,” and she notices “that

the lady gets 'nothing' from this encounter-- it works to her disappearance -- while the knight
who encounters her, and the poet who knowingly exploits without endorsing the plot in which
figures, are enabled to experience a certain inevitable ‘fatality,’ not simply as submission to the
law of the father, but as accession to a community of poetic masters, ‘pale kings and princes’
who are already translated into text" (92).
15

Jacqueline Schoemaker would disagree, explaining that “we take the knight’s words to be true

(we have no reason to mistrust him)” (87).
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Metropolitan State University
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Andrew Bennett emphasizes the sure in “sure in language strange,” arguing for the woman’s

linguistic assurance and competence (115). Jane Mallinson claims that “’I love thee
true’…operates as a curse” in the poem (95).
17

Michael Harbinson suggests a rather mundane source of the roots: wild parsnips, which during

the autumnal setting of the poem, would "be sweet and ready to eat" (137).
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RESEARCH IN ACOUSTICS FOR ARCHITECTURE STUDIO:
LEARNING HOW TO LISTEN TO ROOMS

I. The Acoustic Performance of the Math Classroom. The idea for this study came about when
several architecture students took interest in a problem that plagued classrooms located in the
ground floor of the Math building. It was reported by the professors occupying the room that
teaching caused them extreme fatigue and that this problem was more common in the male
professors rather than the females. The teachers also complained of the extra effort exerted in
communicating with their students, and the difficulty of students in understanding the lessons.
Though Math arguably requires a greater degree of concentration as any other science based
course, the problems mentioned were less frequently in rooms found in other levels. Upon close
inspection of a math classroom in the basement, it was found that the sound in the room was not
only muffled but the sound was also ‘echo-ey’ with syllables overlapping1, affecting the intelligibility
inside the room. If the sound is garbled or muffled, the student would only hear part of the
articulation, perhaps only half the solution to a differential equation, and this would impair the ability
to understand the lessons quickly. This was also a potentially a cause of fatigue among professors
since more effort is required in articulating the lessons for the students to understand quickly. On
the other hand, the exhaustion of the speakers can also be attributed to the fact that they may not
be able to hear themselves clearly. With all these observations, it was concluded that the
complaints can directly be attributed to the acoustic performance of the room. The room was
diagnosed to reflect sound more than necessary, resulting in poor articulation and minimal sound
clarity.
II. Acoustics and Classrooms. Acoustics is a key factor in classroom design. Hearing and
understanding is fundamental in effective communication between students and teachers in the
classroom. Hearing alone may not necessarily make good communications; rather a person must
be able to understand effortlessly what is being said.2 Aside from this, the speaker should also
have ease in conveying his/her ideas without needing to raise the voice or exaggerate articulation.
A common cause of a student’s restlessness in a classroom is the discomfort and inconvenience of
straining to hear the spoken words and in deciphering them as well. Though excessive
reverberation my not be recognized as a problem for the average individual, too much

1 When a word such as Madagascar is articulated, the sound of Ma takes so long to die town that you will only hear Ma-a-a-car. The other syllables
will not be heard distinctly because of the overlap.
2 “The Importance of Acoustics.” ADA Noise Solutions. http://www.ada-noisesolutions.com/importance.html

2
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reverberation can have a devastating subtle impact on a student’s ability to understand.3 When
listening becomes an effective and easy activity, the student is more likely to stay interested and
focused. Several factors affect a student’s capability to hear and understand verbal
communications4: (1) the students hearing ability; (2) The level of the teacher's voice, (3) the
distance of the student from the teacher, (4) The background noise level perceived in the room, and
(5) the reverberation time of sounds within the room.
The study focused on the reverberation time of the sounds, and thus, the study configured a
modular design that would absorb, trap or redirect sound waves to decrease the
reverberation time of the room and thereby improve the overall acoustical performance of
the room. Using the Sabine equation5, the reverberation time in a room can be decreased by either
(i) increasing the total surface area of the room, or (ii) increasing the absorption coefficient by
installing sound-absorptive materials. These parameters will be tested to account for their individual
contribution in the change of the reverberation time.
III. Room 105 Case Study. The possible causes for poor acoustics in Room 105 include the major
sound reflector surfaces such as the ceiling, the crossbeams, windows and an odd cavity in the

Figure 1 and 2. A blackboard runs along the long side of the room. To the left of the board are glass windows arranged
on the short side of the wall of which two window-type air conditioning units are located. These windows have no
curtains. Ventilation in this room is largely provided by two air conditioning units. .

3
4

ibid.
ibid.

5 As defined by Sabine, the RT is the time taken for a continuous sound within a room to decay by 60 dB after being abruptly switched off and is
given by;

(0.161V)
RT =
A
where V is the volume of the enclosure (m³) and A is the total absorption within the enclosure (sabine). The term A is calculated as the sum of the
surface area (in m²) times the absorption coefficient (a) of each material used within the enclosure.

3
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corner of the room. The room is generally used as a lecture area but was initially intended as a
storage facility before the demand for more classrooms came about.

IV. Testing Procedure. The Source is a hammer and sounding board (wood plank) for the
Impulse sound tests. For the Intelligibility tests, the Source is an .mp3 clip of a recording in a
no-echo room from the University of the Philippines, College of Engineering, EEE Department.
These recordings are male and female voices speaking in Filipino played on a portable mp3-CD
player connected to computer speakers. The speaker volume is set to the decibel level of the
typical speaking voice of a lecturing teacher. The Listener is comprised of the Laptop, installed
with the software Cool Edit Pro; which is connected to the Mixer, which is then connected to the
Video Camera serving as the microphone for this experiment.
Figure 4. The testing was done by
situating the Listener and Source in
different stations and recording the wave
sound files using the Listener set-up. The
Cool Edit Pro software enables us to
visualize the wave form of the recorded
sounds and its decibel levels against time
which makes analyzing data easier and
more accurate.

A benchmark for the impulse test was taken outside the building to show an ideal situation. Then a
first test was done in the empty room without any treatments, the current situation of the classroom.
After testing the Untreated Room, the lanterns, newspapers, baffles, and acoustic boards were
installed as in the following set-ups, and tested accordingly.

4
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Figure 5. The anatomy of a wave for impulse reverberation

Figure 5 compares the wave profile of the benchmark test and the untreated room test for impulse
reverberation, through dissecting the anatomy of the sound wave. The benchmark test showing
the ideal wave profile is superimposed on the profile of the untreated room to show the increment in
reverberation from the original (benchmark) to the actual performance of the untreated room. The
standard value for reverberation time of 0.6 to 0.7 (for unoccupied classrooms) for education
purposes was taken from the Acoustics Performance Criteria, Design Requirements and Guidelines
for Schools by the Acoustical Society of America6.
For the intelligibility test, the estimated efficiency of the female and male sources were based on
the reduction of the reverberation time measure through taking samples of three syllables per
source set, and comparing their reverberation time lengths. For the female voice, the syllable
chosen was "pa-" from "pakiusapan ang mga doktor at nars...", for the male voice it was "po-" from
"Ako po'y bente-anim anyos..."
It was observed quantitatively that the reverberation times of the syllables for both male and female
in the room without treatment were approximately twice the reverberation time value of the

ANSI/ASA S12.60-2002. This standard sets the maximum limits for background noise to 35 decibels and the reverberation time to 0.6 to 0.7
seconds for unoccupied classrooms.
“Implementing a New Standard.” Classroom Acoustics. July 2005. http://www.access-board.gov/acoustic/index.htm

6

5
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benchmark recordings. This shows that to improve the acoustic performance of the room
significantly, the reverberation time should be reduced by 150% of the actual value.

Figure 6. The anatomy of the wave for the intelligibility test of the female voice.

VI. Experimental Set-up. Carton was used to make the sound baffles and lanterns, as it was not
only cheap, easy to cut and readily available in grocery stores, but is also because of its acoustic
properties. Carton was shaped lanterns and hung from the ceiling of the room. The acoustic
performance was initially tested in an empty room without any treatment. The other tests followed
with variations of horizontal lantern placement.

Figure 7. SET-UP A Room with 32 Horizontal Lanterns

6
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wire lines
wire hangers

lantern
lights

Figure 8. SET-UP B. Angled lanterns

Figure 9. SET-UP C. Angled lanterns filled
with newspapers

Figure 10. SET-UP D. Actual installed angled lanterns with baffles

Finally, the last set-up (E) used all possible treatments such including angled lanterns, newspapers,
baffles, and acoustic boards. The acoustic boards, regarded by the researchers as the most
expensive option, were mounted on the back walls, around the height of the listener’s head.
V. Impulse Analysis. The benchmark set-up used which is the testing outside the room only took
0.56 seconds for the impulse sound of the hammer to decrease by 60 decibels from impact to
ambient noise. This can be considered as our “ideal reverberation time”.
Evaluating the values in each data table per set-up, including the untreated room, we can see a
decreasing trend in the average reverberation time recorded despite the deviation from set-up B,
where the lanterns were angled. As more and more surface area and absorptive material were
added to the room, the shorter the reverberation time becomes. Comparing the untreated room and
set-up E, the reverberation time inside the room decreased by 5.51 seconds. This is still far off from
the “ideal reverberation time” of 0.56 seconds, but considering the quality of materials and the
many other limitations presented in the execution of this study, the results are cannot be regarded
as insignificant.

7
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Table 1. Average Reverberation time per set-up

Set-Up
Untreated room

Average Time (s)
7.74

A

4.66

B

4.53

C

3.30

D

2.47

E

2.23

Wave Profile

Two reasons can be used to explain these results. First is the increase in the total surface area of
the room by the addition of the lanterns. Second is the increase in the absorptive surface area due
to the added baffles, crumpled newspapers, cardboards and the acoustic boards.

8
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All the recorded values of the time and decibel level decrease with the treatments showed
promising results. The ‘baffling’ resulted into entrapment of the sound that enters the plenum space
that was created in between the lanterns, the baffles, and the ceiling. The sound that entered this
plenum experiences a difficult time escaping the space partly enclosed by the baffles and the
lanterns so it dies before listeners or students can get a chance to hear it. The sound is also made
to bounce around a number of times beyond hearing distance of the listener such that should any
sound escape, it is already too soft that it can not be perceived as a nuisance, if perceived at all.
The added density of the newspapers also contributed to the absorptive and sound-trapping
property of the room. And lastly, the absorptive property of the acoustic boards helped to a degree
in the absorption of the extra sound produced.
VI. Intelligibility Analysis
The primary requirement of a room for speech is that speech should be intelligible without undue
strain on the listener. The secondary requirement is to retain the natural character of the speaker’s
voice. Increasing the signal-to-noise ratio maximizes speech intelligibility. In other words,
maximizing the loudness of speech and minimizing the ambient noise level7 will result to better
speech intelligibility. It can also be noted that the most effective treatment application based on per
reverberation time length reduction was the angled lanterns with newspapers both for male and
female.
Generally, the trend that occurred from Set-up A to Set-up E (lanterns to acoustic boards) was that
the difference between the High and Low frequency increased, meaning, high frequency sound was
more susceptible to decay. However, this does not automatically indicate that the low frequency
sounds are not affected. The decibel level of the low frequency sounds also declined, but not as
extensive as the High. Also, as the syllable progresses in time (from cue 1Æcue2Æcue3Æcue4),
the frequency analysis generally becomes much steeper, which only proves further the fact that
higher frequencies die first.

7

Mehta, Madan, Jim Johnson, and Jorge Rocafort, Architectural Acoustics. Prentice Hall Inc. (New Jersey). 1999.

9
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Table 1. Average Reverberation time per set-up

Male Wave Profile

Female Wave Profile

UNTREATED ROOM
SYL
Time(s)
“pag” 0.130
“ta”
0.140
“pos” 0.201

SYL
“si”
“gu”
“ra”

SET-UP A With Horizontal Lanterns
SYL
Time(s)
“pag” 0.126
“ta”
0.133
“pos” 0.195

SYL
“si”
“gu”
“ra”

Time (s)
0.269
0.134
0.207

SET-UP B With Angled Lanterns
SYL
Time(s)
“si”
0.148
“gu”
0.130
“ra”
0.129

SYL
“si”
“gu”
“ra”

Time (s)
0.148
0.130
0.129

SET-UP C With Angled Lanterns and Newspapers
SYL
Time(s)
“pag” 0.117
“ta”
0.113
“pos” 0.176

SYL
“si”
“gu”
“ra”

Time (s)
0.130
0.130
0.125

SET-UP D With Angled Lanterns and Baffles
SYL
Time(s)
“pag” 0.112
“ta”
0.106
“pos” 0.169

SYL
“si”
“gu”
“ra”

Time (s)
0.125
0.130
0.122

SET-UP E With acoustic boards
Not recorded

Not Recorded

Time(s)
0.273
0.136
0.210

It can also be noted that the most effective treatment application based on per reverberation time
length reduction was the angled lanterns with newspapers both for male and female. The observed
drop in the lengths of the reverberation time can be attributed to the increased surface area inside
the room (through the addition of the newspapers and baffles). Reverberation time is inversely
proportional with surface area (refer to Formula 1); a room with larger surface area would therefore
theoretically yield smaller reverberation time.

10
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VII. Conclusion. When it comes to the acoustical performance of lecture halls and classrooms, the
most significant requirements are minimizing the noise level, eliminating acoustical defects and
providing an optimum reverberation time. These were used as the bases for evaluating the
performance of the prototype acoustical modules temporarily installed in the room.
The solutions formulated to address the reverberation problem of the Math Building’s room 105
were based on the factors of reverberation time which can easily be altered: Surface area and
absorption coefficient. By simply increasing these two values we obtained impressive and
significant results.
When reverberation is decreased speech is clearer and students can better understand what their
professors are trying to teach.
VIII. Recommendations. The study was first, and hopefully not the last, of its kind in attempting to
improve the classroom acoustic situation by means of an experiment using rough and easy to find
materials and equipment. Though these acoustical interventions have brought about considerable
changes in the behavior of sound in the room, these acoustical modules employed in the study are
prototypes constructed from simple materials such as recycled cardboards and old newspaper--and
that they were intended for temporary usage only. It is therefore recommended that further studies
with regard modifications and improvements of the module material be conducted, as it is possible
for prospective variants to yield an even better outcome than the initial assessments. In addition,
with the exception of the trial using acoustical boards, the study opted to focus on the enhancement
of room acoustics through augmentation of the ceiling profile, since a reflective ceiling is an
essential component of a room for speech. Supplementary experimentations with regard additional
treatments in the walls could also be conducted to further improve the results.
Use of more precise equipment for recording is also recommended for future studies. For the
impulse test, a sound gun with a greater range of frequencies would yield far more accurate results.
For the intelligibility test, the average voice must be sampled from various male and female voices
with different frequencies.
Finally, the results of these supplementary studies could also be tested on students through a
sound test/listening test using foreign words, to determine the effectiveness of each acoustical
intervention.

11
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Abstract

The 1969 movie Easy Rider has established itself, both with audiences and scholars, as a
quintessential road movie and graphic portrayal of counter-culture conflicts in 1960s America. The
movie is filled with religious – particularly Roman Catholic - images and references though,
ironically, these are rarely if ever mentioned in the literature. Using Bormann’s Symbolic
Convergence Theory (SCT), and its attendant methodological tool Fantasy Theme Analysis (FTA),
this essay examines the movie from a humanistic, dramatistic perspective and offers explanations for
the failure of the religious dramas to successfully emerge into the public consciousness. In particular,
the lack of an appropriately legitimizing sanctioning agent contributes to this failure. Contemporary
applications, looking at “new” popular culture religious imagery, are offered in the conclusion.
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The Gospel According to Wyatt: Failed Religious Dramas in “Easy Rider”

One of the most iconic scenes in film history is the image of Wyatt “Captain America” (Peter Fonda)
and Billy (Dennis Hopper) riding their motorcycles across the American vista (while Steppenwolf’s
“Born to be Wild” plays in the background) in the 1969 classic Easy Rider. In his rigorous analysis of the
film, Laderman (2002) labels it “arguably the quintessential, genre-defining road movie,” which was
instrumental in not only “launching the American independent narrative film as a successful and
profitable reflection of the counterculture,” but also for “creating a new genre centered more around the
quest for spiritual and cultural identity” (p. 66).
Laderman’s observations are consistent with similar critiques of Easy Rider, where the primary
focus is on the drug counterculture. Wyatt and Billy’s trip across the country – from Los Angeles to New
Orleans (with the goal of reaching Florida) – is funded by a drug deal. Frequently, analyses will comment
on the film’s critique of America, and the irony that Wyatt’s patriotism (e.g. flag on jacket, stars and
stripes on chopper) is ignored by law enforcement officials and Southern rednecks alike. In their search
for the real America, Wyatt and Billy establish a number of filmic motifs that serve to define the road
movie genre, e.g. buddy pairs, firelight conversations, moving landscape shots set to music – motifs
which have become the mainstay of academic Easy Rider critiques.
Though Wyatt and Billy’s trip is sometimes labeled a “spiritual journey,” a critical element that has
been thus-far ignored is the overt and covert religious and spiritual symbolism – particularly Roman
Catholic imagery – found in the film. For example, Peter Fonda’s character, Wyatt, is portrayed as an
almost Christ-like figure – or at least a prophet or preacher. Reviewers seem to ignore or downplay such
depictions, and viewers seem to miss the imagery entirely. (For example, I showed the film to my
graduate students in a class titled Rhetoric of the American Road. At the end, I asked what they thought
of the religious symbolism, and no one in the class had noticed any!) For the purposes of this paper, the
term religious symbolism or drama will be used to refer to images that are founded in organized religion
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and/or images that refer to spirituality, defined by Dale (1991) as “that attraction and movement of the
human soul (person) toward God or the divine” (p. 26).
Using Bormann’s Symbolic Convergence Theory (with its attendant methodological tool Fantasy
Theme Analysis), this essay will examine why, despite its ongoing presence in the film, the religious
symbolism has failed to emerge as a dominant theme in the minds of viewers and reviewers alike. To do
so, this essay will first present Bormann’s method, followed by a brief review of other Easy Rider
critiques as viewed through the methodological lens. A chronological summary of the film, using Fantasy
Theme Analysis to showcase religious imagery, will be offered, concluding with a discussion of reasons
why the imagery fails to disseminate to members of the viewing audience, i.e. to symbolically converge
within the rhetorical community.

Symbolic Convergence Theory

Developed in 1972 by Ernest G. Bormann, Symbolic Convergence Theory (SCT) is a theory used
to explain and interpret the “dramatizations which catch on and chain out” in group, public, or massmediated contexts (1972). From its inception, Bormann and other researchers – particularly John F.
Cragan and Donald C. Shields – continue to expand upon and develop the theory across numerous
publications. A primary assumption of SCT is that human interaction is characterized by the sharing of
stories and dramatic imagery; we make sense of our world by converging our internal symbols and
meanings with others to create a shared symbolic reality. The specific tool that a scholar uses to interpret
a community’s symbolic convergence is called Fantasy Theme Analysis (FTA), which provides the
dramatistic terminology for the critique.
The primary unit of analysis is the fantasy theme, which Bormann defines as a dramatizing
message such as “a pun or other wordplay, a double entendre, a figure of speech, an analogy, an anecdote,
allegory, fable, or narrative” (1985). Cragan and Sheids (1981, 1992) summarize all of FTA’s technical
terms, though this essay will focus only on those most pertinent to this analysis. Fantasy theme messages
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may reference a specific plotline (action) or scene (location) within a drama. Dramatic images frequently
refer to the dramatis personae (characters) within a story, which helps the audience differentiate between
protagonists, antagonists, and supporting players. Once the original fantasy theme has been shared, it can
be elicited via a symbolic cue such as a “code word, phrase, slogan, or even a nonverbal sign or gesture”
which makes a cryptic reference to the larger dramatic reality (1992, p. 200). For example, the catch
phrase “publish or perish” has specific meaning to a college professor within the larger scenario of
professional engagement and annual evaluation.
All the dramatic elements described above coalesce and create for the adherents a rhetorical
vision, that is, a composite drama that forms the basis for a common symbolic reality. Bormann, Cragan,
and Shields call it a “unified putting-together” of the various themes which “gives the participants a
broader view of things” (1994). In other words, an audience who adheres to a common set of heroes and
villains, who get the humor of the same inside-jokes, and who believe in the authority and rationale that
justifies the plotline, constitute a rhetorical community with a shared rhetorical vision.
Cragan and Shields observe that, in theory, there could be as many different rhetorical visions as
there are people, but their research concludes that individuals adhere to one of three major deep structure
dramas (1992). They call these the master analogues. The three types of underlying metaphors to which
people adhere are righteous, social, or pragmatic in nature.
A rhetorical vision based on a righteous master analogue emphasizes the correct way of doing
things with its concerns about right and wrong, proper and improper, superior and inferior, moral
and immoral, and just and unjust. A rhetorical vision with a social master analogue reflects
primary human relationships as it keys on friendship, trust, caring, comradeship, compatibility,
family ties, brotherhood, sisterhood, and humaneness. A vision with a pragmatic master analogue
stresses expediency, utility, efficiency, parsimony, simplicity, cost effectiveness, and minimal
emotional involvement. (p. 202)
Finally, and most pertinent to this essay, themes, cues, and visions also give insight into the
sanctioning agent (legitimizing force) which condones and explains the reason and motivation for the
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storyline. Examples of such forces would be “a higher power – like God, the Supreme Court, or
Democracy – or a well accepted code of conduct like the West Point honor code” (p. 202). This essay
argues that it is the sanctioning agent, or lack thereof, that is the primary cause of the film’s failed
religious symbolism.

Brief Review of Other Easy Rider Analyses

A small but insightful variety of academic analyses about Easy Rider have been proffered over
the years. Though the authors themselves may not agree with the categorizations below, each seems to
fall within one of three primary SCT/FTA groupings: plotline/scene, dramatis personae, and symbolic
cues.
The plotline and scene
Though oftentimes plotline and scene are somewhat mutually exclusive dramatic terms, they are
inextricable in Easy Rider, and together are the most frequently addressed in academic literature. The
quintessential fantasy theme for the story is captured in the tagline that appeared on the original movie
marquee posters: A man went looking for America and couldn’t find it anywhere. It is the story of one
man’s – actually two men’s – unsuccessful (and eventually fatal) quest to find their place in the American
dream. In their quest, they encounter the juxtaposition between the beauty of the landscape and the
ugliness of its bigoted inhabitants (Klinger, 1997). Set firmly in the time and politics of the 1960s, the
movie vacillates between scenes of gorgeous vistas and awe-inspiring sunsets to scenes of intimidation,
ridicule, and violence from the people they encounter.
In the director’s commentary found on the Easy Rider DVD, Dennis Hopper acknowledges that
he thought of this film as a contemporary Western. Even the names of the characters, Wyatt (as in
“Earp”) and Billy (as in “the Kid”) pay homage to the Wild West. Gallagher (2004) describes the film as
a “road movie/western amalgam” (p. 161), while Hill (1996) puts a creative spin on the fantasy theme and
describes it as an “Eastern” (i.e. the opposite of a traditional Western) because it “reverses, questions, and
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rejects the expansionist impulses many Americans held sacred prior to the 60s” (p. 32). Hopper’s goal
was not to express the manifest destiny of American expansionism, but rather to depict a counter-culture
alternative that was motivated by his anti-war and pro civil rights sensibilities (commentary, Easy Rider).
Perhaps the best summary of the plotline and scene dramas is offered by Boozer (1995), who
compares the message to that of the more recent film Thelma and Louise. He describes Easy Rider as a
story about two “laid-back motorcyclists” and their “attempt to travel peacefully across the continent
looking for escape and legitimacy, only to run headlong into a violent prejudice that belies America’s
belief in individual opportunity” (p. 190). This storyline is echoed by Klinger (1997), who argues that the
film is “a spectacular document of its time that effectively represented the hippie ethos as well as the
serious rifts between counter- and dominant cultures” (p. 179). Finally, Gallagher (2004) concludes that
the film “interrogates the promise and failure of the sixties, representing social violence in both
melodramatic and hyperrealist terms” (p. 164). Taken together, plotline and scene dramas depict a
modern day Western in which the 60s counter-culture fails in its attempt to find answers and support in
the conservative landscape of the American south.
The dramatis personae
Other analyses have focused more specifically on the characters of the film, particularly the
aforementioned protagonists Wyatt “Captain America” (Fonda) and Billy (Hopper). Briefly, Wyatt –
dressed in black leather pants, lightly tinted sunglasses, and the famous black leather jacket with flag
décor, is quiet, somber, and serene. He rides a stretched chopper (also with flag décor) which makes his
riding posture more fluid and elongated. When off the bike, he stands tall and moves slowly. Billy, in
contrast, has longer and wilder hair, a bushy mustache, and is dressed in a fringed buckskin outfit with
matching floppy hat. His motorcycle is shorter, requiring a more crouched riding posture. Off the bike,
he is similarly crouched, and his movements and comments are frenetic and erratic.
Hopper (commentary, Easy rider) acknowledges that he wanted Wyatt’s character to have a
“sensitivity” and “contemplative nature.” Wyatt is described by Laderman (2002) as a “detached,
visionary observer” who, in a “Zen sort of way” is content with who he is (p. 73). Daniel uses the phrase
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“existential doubt” to describe Wyatt’s thoughtful and almost monastic demeanor (1999, p. 75). Wyatt
rarely speaks, but when he does, it is generally to calm, soothe, or comfort, and occasionally to predict or
proclaim. Yet, in this silence, he leads. He is the one who asks the innkeeper for a room, who picks up
the hitchhiker, who confers with the leaders of the commune. People gravitate to Wyatt, while frequently
they are repelled or annoyed by Billy’s antics.
Not all interpret this positively, however. Hill (1996) admits that Wyatt, “with his long and
enigmatic silences, is clearly the more thoughtful of the two” (p. 34), but he does not see this as spiritually
founded: “His reflective passivity borders on narcissism. His sympathetic words and actions can’t quite
disguise his calculation and lack of direction” (p. 35). Hill suggests that the real “moral center” of the
film is George Hanson (Jack Nicholson), a civil rights lawyer – and drunkard - the travelers meet when all
three are temporarily incarcerated in a small town jail. Described as “the holy fool who will save them
from themselves (p. 36),” George is dramatized as the “60s ideal of a figure who can bring together
liberal and conservative, reactionary and radical, for the sake of friendship, community and the common
good” (p. 35). After getting Wyatt and Billy released from jail with just a minimal fine, George dons a
gold football helmet and joins the duo as they head for Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
For his heroic attempt to merge the two worlds, Hill concludes, George must “come to a terrible
end” (p. 36). And he does. George is killed during the night by unidentified locals who attack the three
travelers at their campsite. Hopper (commentary, Easy Rider) explains the intentionality of the message –
he wanted the conservative southerners to kill one of their own.
When examining the dramatis personae of the film, there are no specifically named antagonists.
The myriad of locals they encounter – sheriffs and deputies, townspeople, business owners, as well as the
two men in the passing pickup truck who eventually gun down Wyatt and Billy – all blur together in a
backdrop of supporting characters who collectively embody the role of villain in the film. From the
standpoint of Fantasy Theme Analysis, it becomes difficult to extend the interpretation much further; the
amorphous nature of the antagonists is easy to summarize but difficult to capture in detail.
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One final dramatis personae argument is offered by Semack (2005), who argues that there really
are no good guys in the movie. The southern antagonists are bigoted and violent, and the presumed
protagonists of the film are drug dealers and users. The hero of the movie, he concludes, is the
motorcycle, for it represents the freedom and the richness of America that the movie hopes to convey.
While an interesting twist on the notion of hero, Semack’s argument is perhaps more clever than it is
compelling.
The symbolic cues
These are the cryptic and condensed messages which allude to larger dramas in the storyline.
Chappell (2005) offers an interesting and detailed analysis of the use of the flag in the film, particular the
flag painted on the gas tank of Wyatt’s motorcycle, and the flag sewn on the back of his leather jacket.
He offers a close textual analysis of specific scenes in the film, e.g. when Wyatt and Billy are jailed, we
see the horizontal lines of the flag on Wyatt’s jacket criss-crossed, interrupted, and contained by the
horizontal cell bars. Chappell concludes that the symbolic imagery of the flag [like the religious imagery
yet to be addressed] fails in its attempt to convey a message of patriotism and Americana.
Perhaps the most analyzed symbolic cue of the film is a simple three-word sentence uttered by Wyatt
near the end of the movie. The duo has survived their cross country trip thus far, made it to New Orleans,
and are now seated by a campfire as they prepare for the final leg of their journey into Florida. Billy is
excited that they have accomplished all they set out to do, and now are able to take the remaining money
from their drug deal and retire. Wyatt stares into the fire and simply says, “We blew it.”
“We blew it.” Billy questions his comment, but finds Wyatt “enigmatically refusing to elaborate on
the most discussed line of the film” (Daniel, 1999, p. 76). It is now up to the audience member to unravel
the enthymeme and fill in the meaning. Fonda himself states that he wanted, and still wants, the line to be
enigmatic. He does not want to explain it. “The whole point is, you don’t let anybody out of this theater,
then. You have to truck it home with you and figure it out” (“Shaking the Cage,” 1999).
Cummings (2005) tries to fill in the gap by linking the message to the political conflicts of the time –
as well as some of Hopper’s publicly declared sentiments. With Wyatt’s simple line, “(h)e is casting
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judgment on American society’s failure to live up to its ideals, of course, but this comment also speaks to
American involvement in Vietnam” (n.p.). It’s important to note that there is no mention of American
involvement in Vietnam, or any other kind of international involvement, in the entire film.
Others interpret it more broadly, as a reference to the overall failure of the sixties to change American
practices. This author concurs. The Summer of Love was over. Timothy Leary was losing followers.
Hunter S. Thompson got people to read Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, but couldn’t get them to live it.
And Ken Kesey (author of One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest and leader of the day-glo bus passengers the
Merry Pranksters) had failed to unite the Hells Angels and the counter-culture at the ill-fated Rolling
Stones concert at Altamont. In fact, it was Kesey himself (as chronicled in Tom Wolfe’s 1968 The
Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test), who sat dejectedly in his “Captain America” costume (p. 328) at the final
and failed “beyond acid” party and said repeatedly, “WE BLEW IT…WE BLEW IT…WE BLEW
IT…WE BLEW IT…(p. 367-68). Ironically, none of the analyses thus far have pointed out this unique
“coincidence.”

Fantasy Theme Analysis of Religious Symbolism in Easy Rider

God is dramatically invoked (though literally “in vain”) from the very first scene of the movie.
Protagonists Wyatt and Billy complete the drug deal that will finance their cross-country trip, purchasing
cocaine from a Mexican supplier named (of course) Jesus (Antonio Mendoza). Steppenwolf’s song “The
Pusher” plays in the background. Its lyrics offer a fantasy theme that forebodes the bad times to come:
“I’ve seen a lot of people walking round with tombstones in their eyes. But the pusher don’t care if you
live or if you die. Goddamn. Goddamn the pusher.”
After procuring their new motorcycles and riding duds, Wyatt and Billy set off across the desert.
They stop at a farmhouse to repair a flat tire on Wyatt’s bike, and are invited to stay for lunch. At the
table, the owner (Warren Finnerty) asks Billy to remove his hat before they pray. He proceeds with a
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variant of the Catholic standard - “We thank thee, O Lord, for these thy gifts, received from thy bounty, in
the name of thy only begotten son, Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen.”
Wyatt is clearly enamored with the scene and tells the rancher, “You sure got a nice spread here.”
The man initially thinks Wyatt must be referring to his family; he and his wife have nine children. He
acknowledges his clan, and with a sly wink to Wyatt adds, “My wife is Catholic, you know.” Wyatt
reiterates his approval of the setting, “No, I mean it. You’ve got a nice place. It’s not every man who can
live off the land, you know. You do your own thing in your own time. You should be proud.” Hill
(1996), who earlier criticized Wyatt’s demeanor as narcissistic, admits that “Wyatt is clearly attracted to
the rancher’s simple life of hard work, family and traditional Catholic beliefs” (p. 45).
Wyatt and Billy leave the ranch and hit the open road once again. They pick up a hitchhiker – a
hippie credited as Stranger on the Highway (Luke Askew) – and stop to refuel at the cryptically named
Sacred Mountain gas station. As they depart, The Band’s song “The Weight” plays in the background,
with its references to Nazareth, the Devil, and Judgment Day.
They drop the hippie off at a desert commune, where relocated city kids are trying to plant crops in
the dry soil. While Billy belittles them for their futile efforts, Wyatt prophetically proclaims that they are
going to make it, i.e. the dry ground will somehow become fertile soil. They gather together for a meal –
the camera pans around the entire room to show all the members of the community gathered in reverent
silence - and Jack (Robert Walker, Jr.), the spiritual leader of the commune, offers this prayer: “
We have planted our seeds. We ask that our efforts be worthy to produce simple food, for our simple
taste. We ask that our efforts be rewarded. We thank you for the food we eat from other hands, that
we may share it with our fellow man. And be even more generous when it is from our own. Thank
you for our place to make a stand. Amen.
Wyatt confers with the Stranger, who gives him several tablets of LSD, and offers a fantasy theme
almost straight from Ecclesiastes about there being a right time and place for everything. Wyatt assures
him that he is “hip about time.” One of the women in the commune asks if she and a friend can hitch a
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ride across the canyon. Billy becomes indignant at the request, but Wyatt calms him down with the
admonishment, “Hey, we’re eating their food.”
(This leads to a skinny-dipping scene at a swimming hole with Billy, Wyatt, and the two women.
One could stretch the religious metaphor to argue that the water fight, in which the Billy and the two
women are set apart from Wyatt as he splashes them with water, has metaphorical resemblance to a
baptismal scene. In reality, Fonda was sick the day they filmed the shot, so the three were filmed
splashing water in one direction. Days later, Fonda was filmed alone splashing the other way.)
In the next scene, Wyatt and Billy ride their motorcycles into a small town that is having a parade
down the main street. The men decide to join in, and are arrested and jailed for parading without a
permit. In the cell, Wyatt gently places his hand upon the wall, hovering lightly near a drawing – and
symbolic cue - of a cross-shaped compass rose above a heart which reads “I Love God.” He turns and
pauses to read the fantasy theme on a plaque hanging on the cell wall: “Jesus Christ the same yesterday,
to-day and forever.”
It is here that they meet their cell mate, the ill-fated protagonist George Hanson (Jack Nicholson),
who assists with their release and joins them on their journey to reach Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
George’s reason for going is that the governor of Louisiana had recommended and given him a business
card from a brothel named Madame Tinkertoy’s House of Blue Lights. During their evening firelight
chats, George is introduced to marijuana, and regales Wyatt and Billy with tales of superior alien beings
who walk among us, and why those who spout freedom are actually afraid of what it entails.
Sadly, the trio is attacked and George is killed on the way to New Orleans. Though Wyatt is
reluctant, Billy is insistent that they visit Madame Tinkertoy’s as a tribute to George. Though they are in
a restaurant while discussing the question, the background music is a slightly modified Gregorian version
of Kyrie Eleison – Latin for “Lord Have Mercy.” The chant continues in the background, as the setting
shifts to Madame Tinkertoy’s. The scantily clad woman dancing on the table cues the viewer to the fact
that we are in the brothel, but the chant in the background continues with the discordant cue of Christie,
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i.e. “Christ.” The song, repeated three times, is an allusion to the trinity and serves as a traditional part of
the Penitential Rite of the Catholic Mass, as well as certain Lutheran and Anglican services.
Wyatt examines the premises. The backdrop of the brothel is an old house with religious paintings on
the walls and ceiling reminiscent of the Sistine Chapel. Wyatt reads aloud a fantasy theme passage
painted on the wall above him (which remains offscreen): “If God did not exist it would be necessary to
invent him.” He ponders the thought, while Billy can only swig from his drink and comment, “That’s a
humdinger.” Wyatt continues to silently read additional dramatizing statements, including an inscription
on the fireplace mantle which reads, “All paths of glory lead but to the grave.”
Wyatt then looks up to read an inscription high on the wall – “Death only closes a man’s
reputation and determines it as good or bad.” This fantasy theme actually triggers a related dramatic
scene. At this point, the viewer is provided a brief cinematic flash-forward. We see, just for a second, the
burning remains of Wyatt’s bike following his murder at the end of the film. It is a prophetic
foreshadowing on the eve of his death.
The two men are then introduced to two prostitutes. Billy asks Wyatt’s permission to take Karen, the
tall one (Karen Black). Wyatt – who is only there to support Billy and commemorate George – sits away
from the other woman (played by choreographer and future “Hey, Mickey” songstress Toni Basil). She
joins him and introduces herself as – what else? – Mary (as in Magdalene?). Wyatt suggests that they all
go outdoors and enjoy Mardi Gras. No mention is made of it, but it’s important to note the time and
setting. Mardi Gras, French for “fat Tuesday,” is the eve of the Church’s Lenten celebration. They
relocate to the street, where a parade is taking place and the crowd is moving and dancing to a stirring
rendition of “When the Saints go Marchin’ In.”
They move away from the crowd. Wyatt bends down to touch and examine a dead animal lying in
the gutter. It’s difficult to tell exactly what kind of animal it is. A cat? A dog? Whatever it is, it looks
amazingly like a lamb.
The two couples enter a cemetery. In real life, it is New Orleans Cemetery #1 – the city’s largest
Catholic burial ground. The backdrop is now replete with crosses, angelic statues, and mausoleums.
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Wyatt takes the LSD that was provided to him at the commune, and shares it with his disciples. He
places tablets on Karen and Mary’s tongues as if they were communion wafers.
At this point, the foursome experience a darkly psychedelic acid trip. The camera shots cut back and
forth quickly, and include a montage of discordant and surrealistic images. A supporting character, a
young girl, appears in the background and, during the course of the acid trip, reads aloud the Apostles
Creed, the Hail Mary, the Glory Be, and the Our Father. Mary ends up stripping down between two
crypts, and Billy and Karen engage in incessant and incoherent mumblings.
Wyatt ends up the arms of a female statue, speaking to it as if it were his deceased mother. (In the
actual filming, director Hopper convinced Fonda to act out the scene speaking to his real-life mother who
had committed suicide.) Exhausted from his emotional experience, Wyatt lies back in the arms of the
statue – in a posture that visually mimics Michelangelo’s Pieta, the Mother Mary and Jesus statue found
at the Vatican (see image in Appendix).
The closing scenes of the movie begin with the aforementioned camp fire segment with the enigmatic
symbolic cue of “We blew it.” Interpretations regarding the war and social climate aside, could this line
refer to the protagonist’s inability – despite the wealth of religious symbols encountered on their journey
– to find a spiritual reckoning?
In the final scene, the two protagonists are motorcycling their way to Florida when they are passed by
two antagonistic rednecks in a pickup truck. One taunts Billy with a shotgun and, perhaps by accident,
shoots him. The truck drives off as Wyatt stops to attend to Billy. He covers Billy with his glorious flag
jacket, and then speeds off on his motorcycle to get help. In the meantime, the truck has turned around,
and the gunman now purposefully shoots Wyatt before he has a chance to save his dying friend. We see
the shotgun blast. We see Wyatt’s disassembled motorcycle fly through the air. We see the aerial shot of
the burning bike in the ditch (as foretold at the brothel). But we do not see Wyatt. His body is not there
(a motif found not only in Christian dramas, but many Classical and Asian dramas as well). As the
camera zooms back to take in the entire landscape, we are left with the impression that Wyatt’s spirit is
ascending to the heavens.
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Results: Why the Religious Symbolism Failed

Why does nobody see the religious dramas that permeate the movie? Of the various research
discussed thus far, any references to God, the divine, religion, or spirituality are few and far between.
Daniel (1999) posits that the quest is “marked with moral overtones,” (p. 71), but fails to elaborate.
Laderman (2002) does mention the symbolism in the final aerial shot, but beyond that only notes that the
acid trip in the cemetery has “bizarre religious imagery,” (p. 78), though none of it is explained. Hill
(1996) provides scant more detail, but at least includes a religious reference, describing the acid trip as a
“sacrament of disillusionment and self-negation;” one that provides “little peace or enlightenment” (p. 50,
emphasis added). Most analyses are similar to the conclusion offered by Murphy (1993), who argues that
their “destination does not seem to promise any kind of spiritual awakening” (n.p.).
Granted, this is not a religious film. But it seems amazing that the imagery is so oft ignored and left
out of critical interpretations. People remember Easy Rider as a motorcycle film, a road movie, and
buddy flick, a protest statement, a cultural indictment, and a visual snapshot of an era – but nobody refers
to it as a critique – blasphemous or otherwise - of religion or spirituality. Using Fantasy Theme Analysis
as our interpretive tool, three reasons – the last being most compelling – seem to explain why the
religious dramas have not chained out or symbolically exploded among the generations of the film’s
adherents.
The first reason for the failure lies with the intent of the fantasy producers. One thing FTA allows the
critic to do is gain insight into the meanings, motives, and emotions of those who proffer and participate
in the dramas. By and large, Hopper and Fonda did not intend to create a film with any religious
meaning. For example, Hopper explains (commentary, Easy Rider) that the religious artwork and
paraphernalia in both the jail cell and the house which served as the set for the brothel were already there.
In the cemetery scene, Fonda admits he did not plan to simulate a religious sacrament with the LSD
tablets; only in the midst of their distribution did he realize “Oh my God, it’s a communion” (“Shaking
the Cage,” 1999). As for the Pieta pose, Hopper actually chose the statue because he thought it looked
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like the Statue of Liberty and would convey a political statement about what was going on in the country
at the time (“Shaking the Cage,” 1999). The closest that the duo came to intent was Hopper’s inspiration
for the acid trip. In his commentary on the DVD release, Hopper acknowledges that the Gospel of
Thomas served as the basis for the cemetery scene. In his live commentary, Hopper proceeds to spout –
almost unintelligibly – lines from the Gospel.1
The second reason for the failure of the religious dramas was the mismatch between the images and
their defining master analogue. As SCT/FTA theorists have argued, dramas tend to coalesce around one
of three master analogues: pragmatic, social, or righteous. The entire film is housed squarely in social
dramas, that is, the primary emphasis is on relationships. The most obvious relationship, of course, is the
one between the two (and, for a while, three) male protagonists. Positive social relationships include the
members at the commune and, to a lesser extent, the men’s interaction with Karen and Mary. Negative
social relationships are also prominent, found mostly within the myriad of antagonists discussed earlier in
the paper. The larger social and cultural milieu of the 1960s (e.g. war, civil rights) is also at the heart of
the dramas. Religious and spiritual narratives, on the other hand, are perhaps best served by a righteous
master analogue which would emphasize more dramatically the correct and moral path.
The third and most critical reason for the failure of the religious dramas is the lack of an appropriate
sanctioning agent to legitimize them. Recall that a sanctioning agent provides the underlying rationale for
the convergence of fantasy themes, symbolic cues, and the like. The list offered earlier from Cragan and
Shields (1992) included such examples as democracy, the Supreme Court, and – the one that makes all
the difference here – God. All the arguments and examples throughout this paper lead up to one simple
but undeniable conclusion: Religious dramas can be successful in catching up the minds and hearts of the
community of followers only if the sanctioning agent is religious in nature, i.e. God, a deity, a higher
power, a transcendent and transformational force. In Easy Rider, the sanctioning agents seem varied
depending on your interpretation, e.g. freedom, America, drugs, counter-culture lifestyle. All of these
come to the forefront at different times in the film as the rationale for the plotline. (Compare this to the
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cross-country buddy film that followed approximately eleven years later – The Blues Brothers. At least
Jake and Elwood were on “a mission from God.”)
Fonda himself alludes to this in the documentary “Shaking the Cage.” He acknowledges that when
hard drugs came into the movie, it was the beginning of the end. “You can’t have heroes,” he concluded,
“who smuggle hard narcotics.” In FTA terms, when the protagonists mission is underwritten by illegal
and illicit means and ends, no amount of religious symbolism is going to convince anyone that something
sacred is happening. Religious sanctioning agents, quite simply, need to be sanctified in order to be
effective; other forms of sanctioning agents lack sufficient relevance, appropriateness, or dramatic appeal.

Discussion

In addition to providing a somewhat new and novel interpretation of Easy Rider, what lessons might
this analysis give us for contemporary understandings of rhetorical messages? More than anything, it
points to the realization that simply draping oneself in the trappings of spirituality or religion does not
automatically qualify you as “a religion.”
Yet such arguments abound. Chidester (2005) presents a multifaceted review of research looking at
potential “new” religions in our culture. Many “worship” at the Church of Baseball, the “faith of fifty
million people” who share a sense of continuity, belonging, sacred space, and sacred time of ritual.
Others treat Coca-Cola as if it has a “sacred aura” (p. 219). Citing Pendergrast, Chidester notes that the
famed beverage has assumed “religious significance for the consumer” (p. 220). Rock and roll has also
achieved such divine status for some believers. Though the argument gets a little convoluted, a case is
presented in which the garbled rock classic “Louie, Louie” is discussed as being a “divine gift” (p. 223).
A similar and somewhat frightening (though equally glib) analysis of Elvis-as-Messiah is suggested
by Doss (2002), noting that:
(I)n the years since his death, a veritable Elvis religion has emerged, replete with prophets (Elvis
impersonators), sacred texts (Elvis records), disciples (Elvis fans), relics (the scarves, Cadillacs, and
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diamond rings Elvis lavished on fans and friends), pilgrimages (to Tupelo, where Elvis was born, and
Graceland), shrines (his grave site), churches (such as the Twenty-four-hour Church of Elvis in
Portland, Oregon), and all the appearances of a resurrection (with reported Elvis sightings at, among
other places, a Burger King in Kalamazoo, Michigan. (p. 65)
While the examples above demonstrate followership of quasi-religious phenomena as seen through
the eyes of supporters, the same type of argument can be offered by detractors as well. Take for example
the New York Times #1 Bestseller by Ann Coulter, Godless: The Church of Liberalism. In it, Coulter
argues that liberals reject God and have replaced traditional religion with their own sacraments (e.g.
abortion), clergy (e.g. public school teachers), and martyrs (e.g. cop-killer Mumia Abu-Jamal).
Conclusions about the doctrine of the faith are articulated, such as “Liberals are more concerned when a
tree is chopped down then when a child is aborted.”
But honestly, do we really believe that these are religions? As Clapp (2004) argues, “fifty million
Elvis fans can be wrong. So can two million Nazis, or half a million Leninists, or a majority of
Americans.” “God’s will,” he continues, “is not known by majority vote – especially not the majority
vote of unreflective masses” (p. 30). From an FTA perspective, a collection of dramas may converge into
a shared rhetorical vision for a given community – but the adherence of the collective and the appearance
of religiosity is not enough to make it sanctified. Doss, who presented the Elvis-as-Messiah summary
above, makes it clear that the Elvis religion doesn’t really exist, since “there is no totalizing institutional
religious paradigm at work in Elvis culture” (p. 80).
And what constitutes this religious paradigm? This essay started with the clarification that religious
imagery needed to reflect formalized religions or at least represent a spiritual quest for the divine. A
similar definition is given by Chidester (2005), who states that classic definitions include a “belief in
supernatural beings, the distinction between the sacred and the profane” (p. 228). Price (2005) makes a
similar observation, noting that although “religions do not necessary involve the worship of ‘God’ or
‘gods,’ they do orient their followers toward an ultimate force or pantheon of powers, whether
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personalized as ‘gods’ or identified in abstract ways, for example Buddhism’s path of enlightenment or
Shinto’s abiding sense of family and tradition” (p. 207).
Ironically, Price presents that argument as a potential rationale for classifying sports as a religion. He
argues that, “Even though sports does not have all the characteristics of a religion, neither does any
particular religious tradition, because such comprehensive definitions of ‘religion’ are simply ideal norms
against which actual religions are measured” (p. 198). Circular reasoning aside, Price admits that sports
theologians face the uphill challenge of identifying within sports “a source of ultimate powers for evoking
and inspiring radical transformation among participants and faithful spectators” (p. 208).
Of course, that’s exactly the point of this essay. Without that “source of ultimate powers” and
without that “radical transformation,” we do not have religion. What we have is the occasional
entertaining analogy or colorful metaphor. What we have is a number of exemplars that ultimately fall
short of achieving transcendent status, thereby reaffirming the unique qualities of legitimized religious
rhetoric. What we have is films like Easy Rider which, accidentally, subconsciously, or consciously
infuse religious language, imagery, and artifacts throughout the movie, with the end result being that no
one really notices or buys into them to any significant degree.
More contemporary variants of the “blank-as-religion” argument eventually wear thin. The quasireligious dramas remain at the level of simple analogy, and lack the power to create an internally
consistent and legitimately sanctioned dramatistic-based rhetorical vision.
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Endnotes

1

Hopper’s reference to the Gospel of Thomas is both interesting and surprising. The work is considered

an Apocryphal gospel – one not included by the early Christendom church in the original Septuagint
version of the Bible. Though early snippets, written in Greek, were known to exist, the entire manuscript
was not discovered until 1945 in Nag Hammadi, Egypt. Then, due to legal battles, the manuscript
remained sealed until 1956 (see Dart & Reigert, 1998). The entire gospel contains no stories or narrative;
it simply consists of 114 sayings attributed to Jesus Christ.
Easy Rider was filmed less than six years after the completion of Vatican II, and many of the
changes and updates to the Catholic Church had yet to be implemented at large. It is curious to discover
that Hopper, at that early date, had knowledge of and access to the Gospel of Thomas. Still, he credits it
as his inspiration for the cemetery scene. As mentioned in the essay, Hopper mumbles several passages
in his voiceover commentary of the film. Though difficult to understand, he seems to be quoting – among
others - the following passages:
10. I have cast fire on the world and, look, I am guarding it until it blazes.
101. He who does not hate his father and his mother as I do will not be able to be my disciple; and he
who does not love his father and mother as I do will not be able to be my disciple.
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Appendix

Peter Fonda as Wyatt (Captain America).
Still photo from acid trip cemetery scene resembling Michelangelo’s Pieta.
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FIGURATIVE CERAMIC FORM MAKING WITH USING
WHELL THROWING
A pot is the product which is made by the hardening of the material which is
formed in natural ways and called clay when it is exposed to extreme heat. ( Birks, pg.
8,1996)
With its simplest meaning, ceramic is a product which is made by the clay's being
shaped, dried and fired in the temperature suitable for its own structure with different
methods. The history of ceramic is as old as the history of mankind. The fact that Venus
sculptures and small women figures made from clay in the paleolithic period were found
confirms this idea.(ansisiclopedia art history, cilt 1, pg 11, 1938) Men, who learnt baking
and hardening the clay, have up to now produced and is still producing it by adding
aesthetic values to it in this process.
Making statues and statuettes by using clay has been a tool of expression for the
mankind since the end of the paleolithic period. Then, unique ceramic works were
uncovered by the archeologists in the mezolithic and neolithic periods. The present
situation of the ceramic is undoubtedly fostered by these works.
The Potter's Wheel is one of the tools for shaping ceramics and its invention dates
back to the neolithic period. With the invention of this wheel, art of pottery produced
incredibly beautous works of art. Facilities the wheel supplies for the shaping of circular
forms provides the ceramicists and pottery craftsmen with broad aesthetic possibilities.
Today, many pottery craftsmen and ceramicist continue producing both functional and
nonfunctional products by using the wheel.
The potter's wheel was first traditionally used for the production of functional
ceramic goods. Ceramic craftsmen began to produce works of art by using shapingwith-the-potter's-wheel technique accompanied by the ceramic's taking part in the fine
arts as a plastic expression.
The potter's wheel is quite difficult to use and requires a great deal of attention as a
shaping technique. It is essential to be highly controlled in all stages of the shaping
process. The wheel is a rather restrictive shaping tool for the production of figurative
works. It is aimed for the students who receive training for ceramics at Anadolu
University School for the Handicapped to produce figurative works by using the potter's
wheel technique.
The creation of fired clay-statue with free ceramic shaping technique has certainly
been carried out for thousands of years. Apart from this technique, the study of statues
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within the limitations of the wheel contributed to the forthcoming artistic activities of
the students.
'Creation of the Figurative Form in the Potter's Wheel' was presented as a problem
and traditional and contemporary examples about this subject from various sources
were shown to the students. In the pre-search of the project, students drew sketches of
the statue forms that they themselves had chosen. At this stage, they drew the figures
which are their own choices with either an abstract or a realistic expression.
Drawings intended for the analysis suitable for the pattern were made on the works
whose pattern process had been completed through many resource books, mainly the
'Anatomy Drawing School'. The sketches of the statues were cut into pieces without
giving harm to the main structure and by which techniques these pieces would be
shaped in the wheel was discussed. The aim was to reconstitute the main structure with
the smaller pieces having been shaped in the wheel by dividing the main form into many
pieces. In this way, the study started with this preparation composed of three stages.

Shapping of pieces

Shapped pieces

applying of pieces
The clay was kneaded to be shaped and divided into pieces suitable for the ones which
will be shaped. The pieces were preserved with their surface covered as each piece that
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was shaped was to be stuck to the other when it is as hard as leather.
After the shaping process of the pieces were completed, these pieces were stuck to each
other again by using the clay. Subsequent to their being stuck together , these works
were dried. After the drying process, the project was completed by baking biscuits and
enamel.

completed work “soldier” 50x15 cm

completed work “grape woman” 60x60x30 cm
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TRUTH OF IMAGES / IMAGES OF TRUTH: Fragments on Photographic Manifestations
of Scenes of Torture 1

I.

On the “Truth” of Images Beyond “Radical Skepticism”
Digital photography has been called the “death” of photography, as a particular form of

image production, which no longer necessitates the referral to “having been there-ness” of an
object, the “past-ness of the past,” and the “present-ness of the present.” By media theorists, art
photographers, and photojournalists, digital technology is said to have marked the end of
photography’s claim to those elements comprising the lexicon of “truth” such as veracity,
authenticity, and credibility.
Yet, the “authenticity” of the images of torture, (or of “abuse” as the US official
discourse prefers to name it) that leaked into public imagination from the US detention center
Abu Ghraib in late April 2004, which continues to reverberate in the public debate concerning
human rights violations, torture, and other “collateral damages of war on terror,” were not
doubted. This is probably because the images pointed to the already known, but was not
acknowledged as known2, or as Mark Danner puts it, “they have brought up an excess whereby it
1

I would like to thank Ann Stoler for her valuable commentaries on this paper, which was submitted as a project for her seminar Culture and

Social History of Truth, Fall 2005
2

As Hersch (2004) and Danner (2004) write in their book, torture at Abu Ghraib had already been taking place according to International Red

Cross and Human Rights Watch reports, which were largely ignored by authorities. The scandal had already begun when an Iraqi woman named
“Noor” smuggled a letter out of the prison calling for the insurgents to bomb the prison so their miseries would end, as women and children were
being raped inside Abu Ghraib. Taguba report confirms the existence of the letter, but whether someone named Noor really existed is not
verifiable.
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becomes impossible to deny what was already known” (Danner, 2004).

Although the

“authenticity” of these images were not doubted, there has been multiple interpretations
regarding their “truth” claim, and to the status of the “truth” that could be claimed through them.
What have these very much “talked” about images of physical and psychological torture,
(shot by amateur “point and shoot” cameras of the perpetrators themselves) done and continue to
do -as I choose to call their “performative effect” - in the different realms they came to be
mobilized through which their “truth” is constituted? Have they been participating in the images
of power, or in the power of images?
What has become problematic through the “reality” that gets communicated intentionally or unintentionally - is not only the reality of torture as a technique of “truth
production” employed in this case by the US against the “war on terror,” but, also, the status of
photographic truth in the production of “practical-political” knowledge.
Certainly, the status of the visual within the hierarchies of “evidentiary truths” has
become even more problematic in the age of the Photoshop. Credibility of images may be
problematic, but, when they confirm or confront “the already known but not spoken about” is not
the same thing as putting in visual circulation the “already known,” or “the already spoken
about.” Can images also then make audible “the spoken but not heard,” or can they make them
heard in a different way other than that of the “voice” of those very bodies that are “undone”
through the practices of torture? How have the images of Abu Ghraib accomplished, in Elaine
Scarry’s (1985) words, “the extension of the self out of the body undone,” outwards to a
responsive sociality, if at all, they have?
Obviously, these images have been limited in terms of political effect. George W. Bush
was re-elected as President of the United States on November 3, 2004. Was the “reality”
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emanating from them too unbelievable, or was it successfully managed by the regime, or were
they not put into effective use by the political opponents of the regime? In this paper, I ask what
acts or discourses can images of violence invite by their very objectivity – as documentary and
aesthetic forms?
II. Souvenirs and Evidences: An Introduction to a Cultural History of Images of
Torture
Documenting of torture and abuse is not a historically un-preceded phenomenon, either as
“trophy” or as another tactical enactment of torture itself. Yet, images from Abu-Ghraib were
shocking, because they effected the shocking recognition of the familiar and the confrontation
with the known. This “recognition” involves multiple levels and degrees of familiarity which can
be framed as the following: 1. Images of violence such as the ones in question are embedded in
a visual-historical continuum, constitutive of and constituted by a culture of terror (lynching
photographs, Kosovo/a war images as both agents and souvenirs of torture, 2. Images in
question are thought of as reminiscent of American popular culture, such as college fraternity
initiation rituals,3 and of pornographic imagery.4
Documenting atrocities in the form of images is nothing new, neither is it purely an
American phenomenon. Its history is as old as the history of war and violence, representational
3

Hours before President George W. Bush announced plans to address the Arab world to condemn the abuse of Iraqi prisoners by U.S. military

personnel at the Abu Ghraib prison, Rush Limbaugh, a conservative radio talk show host, justified the U.S. guards' mistreatment of the Iraqis,
stating that they were just "having a good time," and that their actions served as an "emotional release." In response to a caller of his radio talk
show on May 4th, 2004 who linked the images to a “college fraternity prank that stacked up naked man” Limbaugh declared that “it was no
different than what happens at the Skull and Bones initiation, and we’re going to ruin people’s lives over it, and we are going to hamper our
military effort, and then, we are going to really hammer them because they had a good time.” (www.mediametters.org, May 5, 2004)

4

Katherine Viner writes that there are obvious links between the culturally unacceptable behaviors of US soldiers in Abu Ghraib and culturally

acceptable actions of what happens in porn. She also notes that she received e-mails of Iraqi women being raped, confirmed by a government
report. (The Guardian, May 22nd, 2004)
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techniques of which may have changed along with technologies, particular historical contexts,
purposes, and the means of their production and circulation.
Several commentators brought up the similarity of the lynching photographs and those from
Abu Ghraib (Apel 2005, Gordon 2004, Carby 2004, Feldman 2004). After being dormant for a
long time in albums and drawers, a large body of lynching photographs were presented to the
public for the first time in January 2000 in the exhibition entitled Witness at the Roth Horowitz
Gallery in New York. These were pictures from the collections of James Allen, a white antiques
dealer from Atlanta, who had collected the photographs over the course of fifteen years. Allen
and his partner John Littlefield purchased from dealers and descendants who had claimed that
they had been obtained from Ku Klux Clan members, and from those whose photographs were
kept (Apel 2005, Allen 2000). About sixty lynching photographs were shown representing the
lynchings between 1880 and 1960 that had earlier been displayed in books and other historical
artifacts dealing with the oppression of African Americans in the Post Civil War Period. After
the wide appeal this exhibition had, it was taken up by the New York Historical Society and was
exhibited between March and October 2000 with the title Without Sanctuary: Lynching
Photography in America, along with material from the Society’s collection of anti-lynching
movements.
As Apel writes, the “lynch carnivals,” as they were described in 1930s, were captured and
detailed in radio reports and the act of looking was extended privately in photographs and
publicly in newspapers, and through the display of public and private relics. But, she adds, it was
not necessary to look to be terrorized by the spectacle of lynching; it was enough to know that
thousands of others were also looking and were amused (Apel, 2005).
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Sontag is one of those who acknowledged that it is not the first time that photographs of such
atrocities are taken, yet the conclusion she draws from her comparative example of lynching
photographs in America in terms of their uses and functions is mistaken. She refers to lynching
photographs taken between 1880s and 1930s which show white Americans grinning beneath
naked mutilated black men hanging from trees as the closest comparative example to Abu Ghraib
pictures in her New York Times article (May 21, 2004). For her, these images were the
souvenirs of collective action whose participants felt justified about what they had done, like in
the pictures of Abu Ghraib. Yet, Sontag argues, there is a shift in the use made of Abu Ghraib
pictures: they were less objects to be saved and stored than messages to be distributed. They
were composed through being carefully staged to be seen by other people. However, lynching
photographs were not merely stored. They also functioned as public documents with latent and
explicit messages. These were used as postcards, and implicitly served to function to reinforce
white supremacy, “sending a message” to black Americans. Lynching, along with its
documentation, was a tool for racialized domination and violence (Carby, 2004). In this way,
Abu Ghraib images can be thought of as direct descendants of lynching photographs, both as
celebrations, and as messages to be circulated.
In Turning Rape into Pornography McKinnon (1998) explains how filmed rape/torture of
Muslim and Croatian women in Serbian detention centers were distributed as porn videos by
Serbian militia men, as part of the strategy of torture itself. In local Serbian media, however,
these were depicted as Serbian women being raped by Muslim men, for war propaganda. Yet,
there is no simplistic and deterministic relationship between consumption of pornography and
the execution of sexualized violence and torture. What should be called for is an understanding
of ethical responsibility of torture and violence. (Hesford, 2004)
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Abu Ghraib scenes also resembled “battle proofing” endemic in Vietnam War, where new
American soldiers in the country side were ordered to bayonet massed piles of Vietnamese
corpses as an exercise in dehumanizing the enemy, thereby de-sensitizing the soldier to human
consequences of their violence (Feldman, 2005).
In all cases cited above briefly, violence is inflicted on the bodies of sexualized,
dehumanized and racialized “Others,” and neither of which is an attempt to extract information
or confession as “intelligence.” The acts are purely “aesthetic,” and spectacular, in the sense that,
they are “forms” without much purposeful “content.” In a way, these are some of the scenes of
the enactment of a ritual wherein power celebrates itself (Scarry, 1985).
The “shock value” of images from Abu Ghraib has been attributed by several commentators
to the fact that these pictures were taken by the very perpetrators of the violence depicted. The
pictures were thought to be more about the perpetrators themselves than about the photographed,
constituting the “Kodak moment” of their lives worthy of a proud documentation. It was about
their personal history, a way in which they told the “truth” about themselves (Sontag 2004, Zizek
2004). This version has been taken up both by the Bush administration and by some, if not all, of
the regime’s opponents. The major difference around the two seemingly opposing sides has been
framed around what these pictures were evidence of.
On the part of the US official discourse, the knowledge conveyed by the images of Abu
Ghraib are not countered with radical skepticism; their truth content could not be rejected
wholesale, but was managed in a way that could serve to legitimate the moral grounds of the
“war on terror:” These perpetrators were a few “bad apples,” and any American who saw these
pictures knew that this was not the “enactment of moral values of America that are so dearly
adhered to,” according to Bush. By way of managing the conflict as such, the administration
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denied its own responsibility, and the perpetrators were punished, and pictures were held as
evidence against those who were posing in their court martial trials.
The fact that these pictures were taken may be or may not be an indication of the moral status
of its perpetrators. But, the structuring of the debate as such - around the individuals and their
moral degradation, (along with considering their crimes as motivated and inspired by American
popular culture and pornography) - leaves unaddressed the political responsibility for systematic
and ritualized tactics of psychological and physical torture. The non-cropped versions of the
images obtainable from various internet sites show that there are other soldiers and personnel
who seem not to be interested in what is happening right behind them. (These people were
identified by Graner, one of the American soldiers posing behind the pyramid of naked and
hooded Iraqi men, as members of military intelligence and other civilian contractors in his trial).
This indifference, hints at the “reality” behind the few rotten apples: The scenes of degrading
torture were a systematically enacted everyday ritual.
For the American Civil Liberties Union, the photographs of Abu Ghraib constitute
“evidence” in the old authoritative mode attributed to photography in late 19th early 20th
centuries. ACLU sought the release of the photographs and videotapes that still have not been
disclosed to the public, as part of an October 2003 lawsuit, demanding information on the
treatment of detainees in US custody. A federal US district judge Alvik K. Hellerstein ordered
the release of more pictures of prisoner abuse in 29th of September. (These pictures should have
been handed to ACLU by now). They had been privately viewed by the administration and the
congress members, and had been found not suitable for public release. They had been withheld
by the administration based on the argument that they could “provoke terrorists” and incite
violence against the American troops in Iraq. The judge rejected the government argument, and
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according to a New York Times report on September 30, 2005, the judge said “terrorists do not
need pretexts for their barbarism, and that suppressing the pictures would be submitting to
blackmail. Fear of blackmail is not a legally sufficient argument to prevent us from performing
statutory command.”
What we know of these images that have not been released to the public is narratives and
stories, verbal renderings of horrendous scenes, involving women and children being raped.
Seeing the images versus speaking about the images may involve different sensorial
engagements with the atrocities, and correspond to different mnemonic capacities, while both
equally contribute to a “culture of terror.”
III. Images as Technologies and Mediators of the “Culture of Terror”
For Allen Feldman, the “ideology of spectatorship” and the visual artifacts emerging from
Abu Ghraib were not aberrations but integral components of the “visual culture of risk
management,” and the “catastrophilia” emerging from 9/11 (Feldman 2005, Feldman 2004). The
common scenography of World Trade Center as mediatized event, and that of “Shock and Awe”
are key to the spectacular expressions of the political appropriation of images that contribute to
both the “enchainment and the enchantment of ruins” (Feldman 2005: 203). Interrogating the
“perceptual systems of global risk,” Feldman calls for an understanding of the “visual structure
of catastrophe as a mediatic event” which fashions “attention and inattention,” “memory and
forgetfulness” that affects how perpetrators and victims of violence and human rights violations
depict their political experience as historical “truth.”
The “structure of risk,” that Feldman links to modernity is the structure of the
“imperceptible” as that which transcends everyday life while being immanent in it - such as
pollutants in the air, and radioactivity- to which now are added the invisible omnipresence of
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potential “terrorists.” Feldman argues that this “invisible risk” both instigates and is the product
of a technologically enhanced gaze devoted to the exposure, and optical fixation of threat and
hazard (203-205). He names this cultural and political agenda as the “actuarial gaze,” (inspired
by Foucault), which refers to the “visual organization and threat perception which cuts across
politics, public health, urban planning and media practice” (205).
“Threat perception” is subjugated to rumor, the imaginary, the phantasmic, and the market,
which mutually reinforce each other”, Feldman notes, and invokes Taussig’s notion of a “culture
of terror” that is mediated and sustained by the “symbolic” (Taussig, 1984). Technologically
structured images of catastrophe and threat take on a life of their own, and become productive
and reproductive of a “culture of terror and threat,” ceasing to merely report threat.
Feldman does acknowledge that there are people, institutions and populations at “real risk,”
however, the risk object cannot be separated from the practices of intervention mandated to
identify, classify, underwrite and interdict threat and hazard (205). In the US, in the aftermath of
9/11, risk classification has been around the categories of race, ethnicity, migration, religion,
immune system status. In a way, the “risk object” inadequately names the historically
problematic blind-spots that resist “absolute representation,” and can only be codified
“symbiotically in admissible and frequently distorting cultural symbols” (206). Naming and
managing the “risk object” through the hegemonic visuality of the “actuarial gaze” demonstrates
an instance where so called “un-representability” becomes a political tool.
The “actuarial gaze” replicates the chasm between transcendental sovereignty and the
instability of everyday life. It promotes a political technology that unifies culturally dispersed
bodies under the symbolic order of a sovereign body. “Forensic penetration” after 9/11 in the
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form of increased state surveillance5, violence and aggression has been repositioned to
investigate, visualize, expose, display and affix the identity and location of hidden terrorist
agency and other circulating national threats (ie. “agents of risk” being mobile labor, viral
bodies, refugees, ethnic and religious groups).
“Arresting power of visual technology to stabilize image flows is conjoined with military
powers of arrest and apprehension,” as Feldman argues, and in sites like Guantanamo, Abu
Ghraib (and other nameless US military detention centers and prisons elsewhere), the “actuarial
gaze” renders risk perception, tactile, penetrative and transformative (214). The second series of
pictures that became publicly available from Abu Ghraib revealed another level of reality than
the earlier ones depicting soldiers’ “private” moments: These revealed the mundane,
programmed logistics of an extremely violent sensory deprivation and behavioral modification
regime as they were taken from a remove from the scene, capturing the viewpoint of an
omnipresent spectator monitoring a series of experiments meant to capture and create “shock and
awe” ( 214).
“In these images, we see the unfolding of the everyday life, where the camera is not only a recording
instrument, but, a penetrative device appropriating the gender, psyche and sexuality of the hooded Iraqi.
Photographer is a part of the apparatus of intimidation and exposure; nothing is clandestine, shameful or hidden
[…] Clinical photography complements the jailors’ visual and spatial command over the Iraqis who are
themselves deprived from sight.
[…] Abu Ghraib photos are a continuation of American spectrum dominance over the recalcitrant body of the
“terrorist” in the televisual logic of the Gulf Wars that fused spectatorship at home with satellite imaging, realtime reportage and visualizing smart-bombs (214)
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Abu Ghraib was a forensic operation, employing forms of optical penetration to produce
images of subjugation that would conversely restore and suture the threatened thresholds of the
American military body, as a “ceremony of nostalgia,” trying to remember past success
(Feldman, 2004). While American Military was facing deathly challenge by the ever-increasing
insurgent attacks outside the prison, inside Abu Ghraib, photographing detainees was also means
of taking possession of the space in which they were insecure, as Sontag suggests as one of the
motivation of taking pictures in general (Sontag 1977).
There has been a proliferation of digitized still images and videos on the internet after the
release of Abu-Ghraib images either as for-war or anti-war propaganda, such as those of the
beheading of Nicholas Berg, Saddam’s prisons where people’s fingers and hands were being
chopped off, porn sites showing Iraqi women being raped, etc. While there is no sign that they
should be more “un-believable” than the “true” ones, the authenticity of most of the images in
circulation is disputed. What is important is not whether these images are fake, counterfeit,
photo-shopped, retouched or not. What is rather important is their “performative effect,” and
how they contribute to the historical continuum of images of terror. They constitute the visual
equivalent of rumor and gossip, along with inviting their narrative counterparts.
Michael Taussig conceives the culture of terror and torture as the work of narration, mediated
and sustained by stories and rumor which create an “infinite space of death,” through which it
becomes the mediator of colonial hegemony (Taussig, 1984). I argue that the same is also
applicable in the circulation of images as those of Abu Ghraib and the ones they have called
upon.
“People delineate themselves in stories and story-like creations; it is in the coils of rumor,
gossip, story, chit-chat where ideologies and ideas become emotionally powerful and enter into
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active circulation and meaningful existence” (494). “Visual chit-chat,” too, like its narrative
counterpart, creates an uncertain reality out of fiction in which an unstable interplay of truth and
illusion become social forces of phantasmic dimensions.
IV. Images and Words: On Seeing, Speaking and Being “Hooded”
Photos from Abu Ghraib that millions had already seen in the media were exhibited in an
installation entitled Inconvenient Evidence, simultaneously at Andy Warhol Museum in Pittsburg
and at International Center of Photography from September 17th through November 28th, 2004. It
was “curated” by Brian Wallis from ICP and Jessica Gogan from Andy Warhol Museum. The
catalogue of the exhibition and press releases about the exhibition posted on ICP’s website show
a conscious effort to avoid the “aesthetization” of pictures. They were downloaded from
www.nytimes.com, www.washingtonpost.com, www.memoryhole.com, and printed directly
from computers on plain white paper, and were hung on the walls of the galleries like office pin
up memos without being framed. In a way, the exhibition recreated the tension between formal
and informal viewing invoking the fact that Abu Ghraib pictures were both “private” and
“public” photographs. Seymour Hersch wrote in the exhibition’s catalogue, excerpted from his
book Chain of Command (2004), that these images were also part of a process of humiliation,
torture, and means of blackmail in order to recruit Iraqi spies to aid American Intelligence. Given
that, the exhibition raised questions whether public viewing of these images in an institutional
context would contribute to the further humiliation of the victims.
Arguments concerning the “truth content” of photography have been structured around the
polarities of “radical unrepresentability of trauma” versus “realist document as authoritative
evidence” (Kozol, 2004). Traumatic, as the painful, is that which resists language and
representation (Scarry, 1985) In a way, given its ultimate hyper-individuality and
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untranslatabilty, pain’s reality becomes an “aesthetic truth.” The difference between aesthetics of
beauty and that of pain, as Daniel elaborates, is that while “beauty finds language wanting
because of its profound inexhaustibility,” pain abolishes language altogether (Daniel, 1996).
Beauty opens out to the world, inviting further signs, objects, but pain closes onto itself; it is a
“sin-sign” that is exhausted in simplicity and singularity (138). In torture, where hyperindividuation takes place, pain’s privatization becomes absolute. Ironically, pain can only find an
exit into semeiosis through the metaphoric, (not the metonymic) extension, by becoming
something other than itself, such as through works of art, aesthetics of which “beautifies” that of
pain, moving beyond the level of “speechlessness” (144-147).
Sontag writes about the problems of representations of suffering through photographs
which are themselves, inevitably, both aesthetic and documentary objects. She questions the
ethical discomfort people feel towards their relationship with these images and argues that it is
actually the sense of not being able to do anything that is behind this discomfort which surfaces
as arguments about whether we should exhibit such photographs, or whether we should look at
them, or whether their circulation should be limited because they cause “image fatigue” and
callousness (Sontag, 2003). Witnessing these photographs (especially in the form of exhibitions
in museums) have been reproached for being a way of watching suffering at a distance. But,
watching close is still watching, Sontag writes, and notes that there is nothing wrong with sitting
back and thinking, because “nobody can think and hit someone at the same time” (118). I would
add to this the fact that one can only witness suffering at a distance, and think through the pain of
the “other,” because one cannot think, respond (politically, ethically or otherwise) and feel pain
at the same time, either. Political articulation, too, therefore, first of all falls on that body which
is not in pain. The political problem than becomes not one in need of an accurate or a more
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faithful, or more “truthful,” representation of the “suffering of the other,” but one that makes its
“moral/ethical pain” have political effect.
Abu Ghraib pictures hint at the political risks involved in the exercise of radical skepticism
against the “truth content” of photography as evidence. In order to assume ethical responsibility,
one should be able to penetrate the codes of the photographic evidence which can as well be a
means of the extension of the voice of the body undone outside of itself, by creative
interpretation, political appropriation, and works of art.
Sontag distinguishes images (of suffering) from “narratives.” She writes that it is through
photographs that we remember, and maybe remember only the photographs themselves, but it is
only with narratives that we can understand. However, narratives do not constitute “evidences”
in themselves, either. What is required to make sense of an image is also required from a
narrative: How it is formulated, circulated, exchanged and contextualized to create a “truth”
should be attended to. As Ginzburg suggests, instead of doing away with the “evidentiary truth”
inherent in an archival object (be it text or image) by treating them as “evidences only of
themselves” (a la Geertz), what is needed is the unveiling of what the particular archive in
question is evidence of. It can only be recovered by getting closer to its gaps and cracks, and by
paying attention to the extra-textual (or extra-visual) realities that make them possible (Ginzburg,
1991). Ginzburg’s interpretive endeavor emerges in the case of the images from Abu Ghraib, not
merely as an epistemological-methodological problem, but as an ethical-political necessity,
similar to the problem of which Taussig reminds us (Taussig, 1984). The utilization of images
from Abu Ghraib motivated by an ethical-political necessity, however, yet remains undone.
Although digital technologies translated some of these horrendous images of torture to icons of
anti-war (such as the one of the “Hooded Man” posing in posters as ironic and iconic subversions
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of the Statue of Liberty and of I-Pod commercials) which live on and will probably continue to
live on in different formulations, their political efficacy is doubtful.
J. T. Mitchell invites us to think through the frontier of the “imaginable” and the “sayable”
and where both words and images fail, where they become prohibited as obscenities that violate
a law of silence and invisibility, muteness, and blindness. Words and images are separate but
complemantary. Each simultaneously contrasts itself with and incorporates its partner, in a way
Derrida would call “invagination” (Mitchell, 2005). The word is a limit for the image, the image
a limit for the word. Signs and senses are inter-articulated in the relation of words and images,
while they remain distinct, but are weaved together in representation.
The scene of the “Hooded Man” of the images from Abu Ghraib is an instance of a
doubling of the confusion between the inability to speak and the refusal to speak as he is
“beheaded;” blindfolded, gagged, and undone as a human being. Can he ‘speak” through being
“seen,” as an extension of his self, by the very means of his humiliation in the form of a
photograph? Mitchell writes that trauma, like God, is supposed to be un-representable in word
and image. But, we insist incorrigibly, on talking about it, depicting it, and trying to render it
vivid and literal ways (295). When and how does speaking matter? When does speaking become
a contemporary form of parhessia?
Terror speaks the language of the unspeakable - both of the divine and the demonic.
Terror performs and stages the unimaginable, and their acts as producers of images and words
are more important then their acts of actual physical violence (298). Terrorizing the enemy with
a terrorizing spectacle, the image of destruction or the destruction of an image, are tactics that
unite state and non-state cultures of terror.
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The “Hooded Man” has become the icon of anti-war. This image, for some, evokes the
repertory of Christian images of martyrdom, which condenses all the unspeakable scenarios in
one eloquent form whose simplicity and directness make it ideal for duplication and repetition,
condensing multiple narratives in a single gestalt, with the potential to serve all sides (Mitchell,
2005). Still photography has the effect of freezing a short interval of equilibrium and prolong it
indefinitely: As an image, the Hooded Man is going to keep its balance forever, although he
might have stumbled and fallen off from the cardboard box on which he was ordered to stand on,
right after the moment his snapshot in the moment in equilibrium was taken.
Afterthoughts
The “truth” of this fragmented and fragmenting essay is that it arose from a multiple set
of questions, which in turn started questioning each other. In a way, it is nothing more then
bearing witness to the “battle” between a set of epistemological, political and historical questions
set in motion through the “ethical anxiety” enabled by the photographed images of torture in
question, the spark of which, I hope will produce a kind of [contingent] truth of its own.
Maybe, the questioning of a self in the process of truth production disqualifies the
truthfulness of its bearer. But, at least, or at best, it could be an invitation for a politics of
“sincerity” without succumbing to one of “apology.” How can we be sincere without being
apologetic in our own claims for truth production, if we do not want to be arrogant about our
own claims? Or, maybe, it could be the precondition of a contemporary performance of
parrhesia - being critical of the self as well as of more power bearing others as producers of
truth.

As Foucault writes, it seems that parrhesia can no longer occur in our modern

epistemological framework (2001; 14). In the Greek sense of the term, the question whether the
speaker tells the truth or what he thinks as true was irrelevant, because there was an exact
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coincidence between belief and truth which is very different from the very relation in Cartesian
(modern) thought. In the Cartesian relation, coincidence between truth and belief can be obtained
only through evidence. The images from Abu Ghraib may constitute this very evidence through
which we are not only articulating a belief that horrendous atrocities are committed in the name
of war on terror (which is hugely abstract in itself, given that culture of terror is infinitely
expandable, like those binders with the same name that can hold many many files - of “truth!”),
but we have evidence to think so and argue so without impunity (or, maybe with impunity, which
would then make our speech really a parrhesia).
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An Artistic View on The Effects of Aesthetic Perspective on Clothing
Aesthetics, suggested as a concept or as a field of study first by a German
philosopher Alexander Baumgarten, is a branch of philosophy that studies the
beauty related or suited to the feeling of beauty or the nature of Fine Arts.
Aesthetics, in the meaning of Baumgarten’s definition, is the science of
sensorial knowledge; its subject is sensorial perfection. And it demands to carry
out thinking on beauty. (Vikipedi Özgür Encyclopedia)
Aesthetics, which has an important place in people’s lives, has also an
imporatant place in the development of personality structures of people and has
an inseparable integrity with all the education fields. Social and artistic activities
of people in their whole lives have a role in increasing the aesthetic tastes and
consciousness of aesthetic view. As a result of all these activities and aesthetic
tastes, human’s capability of creativity has improved. Thinking that aesthetic, in
Eastern languages, means something surprisingly beautiful, admired, attracting
people’s attention, and just discovered; I think we have clarified the importance
of aesthetics in creating.
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Rich education stores are needed for the development of aesthetic personality
and creativity of people and art takes the most important place among these
education stores. Beauty in art was created after an intensive mental process in
the aspects of some principles. However, this beauty is not the “imitated” and
“reflected” beauty as in Aristo’s Mimesis theory; it is the “produced/created”
beauty. The human soul, which continually searches for the new and the
different, has given importance to the beauty in art besides the beauty in nature
and has carried the different beauties from past to present for centuries. (Escape
from Reality Art and Beauty, Enver Yolcu) Artist has searched for the missing
beauty, not the one in nature. At this point, getting the people appropriate to
aesthetic view has become the duty of artists and designers who create the world
of objects around.
In creating the beuty there are undeniable effects of culture and society in which
the artist or designer lives.The beauty created by the artist, in a way, is the
reflection of the society and culture shaping himself. Thus, the conceptions and
works produced with aesthetic ideals, have become the properties of society
and have exalted both the artist and the society. (Enver Yolcu)
When we look at the world of objects created by designers, we see that it should
be in harmony. The purpose of this is related to people’s establishing more
effective, healthy and rational relationships in their work and education lives.
The important thing is not people’s serving to objects, but objects’ serving to
people. Hence, the harmony in the world of objects will not be only a materialthecnical fact, but it will also be a social process. The most important part in the
world of objects is clothing. Clothes may be the first objects obtained by
primitive man who needed to be covered in order to protect himself from
various negative effects of environment conditions (Zengingönül and et al. ,
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1966:220). This covering, which came out very plain at the beginning, has
transformed into manner of dressing which has gradually become aesthetic and
standard stereotype (Uslu, 1988:11). Balsac defined clothing as “the most
energetic of all symbols” (Altınay and Yüceer, 1992:2).
Clothing is also a tool for explaining the personality in aesthetic manners. The
clothes, which are effective and defining way of solution, have served to show
the richness in people and the individual personality in them. We may also
define clothing as the outer covering of material system, it means covering the
human body in an artistic way. Clothing came out to protect human from
negative nature conditions and as time passes, it has got an important role in
showing the features of people’s personalities. In societies which are in the
process of a fast transforming, this change has reflected on clothing with the
same speed and it has become widespread. With a social aspect, we see that the
concept of fashion in clothing spreads as a result of an interaction, reflects social
values and symbolizes the level of civilization of the society.
“Art is interconnected to aesthetics” says Rene Hygue, and this is a reality
because the point of views of eras have also reflected their aesthetic views.
The criteria of beuty conception of different ethnic groups and different era are,
of course, not the same, but since the beginning of the human history, these
consciously or unconsciously formed criteria have developed undeniable
aeesthetic views. When we look at the history, it is a reality that several
branches of art are in interaction. To illustrate, we see that the works of
architecture in Gothic period are extremely reflected on and in paralel with
clothing. We may call the Gothic style, which came out in the first half of 12th
century in France and spreaded in the whole Europe in that century, as the
period of evolution of life style. (Eczacıbaşı Art Encyclopedia 2) The sharp and
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perpendicular impression, high ceilings, sharp arches, extreme finesse seen in
Gothic architecture were also seen in clothing. (Picture II Picture of Fashion and
History of clothing, Ş. Komsuoğlu, A. İmer, Ankara, 1986). As another
example, when we look back to the close past, we see that music and sinema,
other branches of art, also influenced clothing. In 1960s, the movie “Rock
Around the Clock” caused the beginning of Rock and Rock fashion and Elvis
Presley became the representative of this movement. Flower patterned shirts,
tight sleeves, clothes adorned with symbols or slogans were worn. After the
showing of the movie “Out of Afric” that had several Oscar prizes in 1980s,
safari style colours and lines became dominant on clothes. (H. Altınay, H.
Yüceler, “Fashion and its History” Ankara, 1992)
Intellectual targets should be aesthetic, they should include aestheticism; and
when we think in this aspect, it is impossible to separate the trilogy of
aesthetics-art-clothing which have been in interaction throughout the history.
Among this trilogy, clothes have carried the aesthetic ideals of the whole group
which reflects its period in some way, even the ideals of the whole period.
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Objectives:
This presentation will discuss how existing curriculum in traditional drawing studios
could incorporate digital technologies to provide greater potential for student learning
and improved drawing skills. Several methods will be examined with regard to how they
can link digital technologies to students’ traditional coursework in drawing.

Abstract:
There is an ever-growing interest in digital technologies in design education. However, in
the area of drawing, there is often a separation between traditional studio practices and
digital technologies. With advancements in digital technologies, new methods are rapidly
emerging which bring the integration of traditional and digital techniques of drawing
closer together.

Technology is an important component in many art and design curricula, yet drawing
itself is often relegated to a beginning level course or part of a fine arts program. This
distinction serves to further separate drawing from technology, which in turn causes
students to overlook the importance of drawing and therefore leave it behind as part of
their first year required studies. However, drawing is more effective if it spans all levels
of coursework in the study of art and design. The incorporation of digital technologies
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into drawing at all levels of design education could serve to increase student interest in
drawing as a medium of communication and expression.

This presentation will address methods of integrating digital technologies into a
traditional drawing curriculum. It will also examine how these new drawing methods
could foster the growth and development of curricula in other areas of art and design such
as illustration, multi-media, animation, 3-D modeling, or graphic design.
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Confessions of a Nihilist: After Reading David Clark’s Empirical Realism

Nihilism is a word with heavy negative connotations from acerbic cynicism to heinous acts of violence.
It has its roots in revolutionary movements of 19th Century Russia, famously depicted by Turgenev in
Fathers and Sons. Nihilists have been branded as people with no values, no beliefs, to tyrants with
grandiose visions of totalitarian power. While I may have entertained some of these possibilities at some
time or other, none seem to convey my take on the world. However in his book, David Clark holds a much
wider and seemingly much less dramatic conception of the word: a nihilist is a person who does not
believe that there is an objective (realist) basis of morality-- that morality for the nihilist is subjective,
based purely on feeling, tradition, the Bible or-- in the extreme-- simply an emotive ejaculation. I’m not
sure where I stand, but I hope to venture forth in this essay to better grasp where I do stand.
Certainly when I praise or condemn a person, place, or thing, I don’t believe that I’m just emoting-simply giving approval or disapproval. I usually have reasons for what I value or disvalue, but do these
“reasons” adhere to the subject in question or is it purely my projection? Is my response dictated or
compelled or is it my response which bestows value on the subject? At the outset, I don’t believe either
extreme is correct: there has to be a sympathetic or antipathetic apprehension which attunes me in one
direction or the other. I surmise that this apprehension is based on the influence of my past experience and
sensitivities up to this point in my life. In other words, there is a reciprocity between my own
apprehension and the subject in question.
Now let’s see how this view is challenged by Empirical Realism.1 Clark maintains that the
predominance of the moral action is on the side of “reality”-- the person, place, or thing that deserves
(perhaps even demands) our appreciation and validation. The ‘what’ of this demand is “intrinsic value” or
the “dignity” of the subject 2 This dignity is based on its inherent structure, its “gathering power”, its
ability to guide us and enrich our lives.3 We don’t simply learn or develop this capacity, but rather it
“happens” to us at gifted moments when we realize the greatness of the subject. These experiences become
part and parcel of “our strongest conviction”, those that guide us and give us access to the moral universe.
It is the intrinsic value of the world that speaks to us; it offers itself in its “greatness”4 Clark goes on to
distinguish between “original or substantial” and consequential or “derivative” dignity: the former inherent
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in the subject based on its structure, the latter based on developmental qualities-- those aspects of the
subject that are developed over time, e.g., the ability to create or excel in specific endeavors. He gives
priority to the substantial: “Notice the consequential dignity presupposes a dignity-- substantial dignity-which is more or less constant and cannot be surrendered as long as one exists as the thing one is.”5 Here is
the backbone of Clark’s theory, a powerful evocation of what makes the world worthy of moral valuation:
its inherent structure calls forth our recognition and appreciation, giving birth to a moral universe.
While I see great merit in Clark’s revealing exploration of important facets of morality, I believe there is
a similarity between his conception of dignity and other important but problematic conceptions in
philosophical history such as Marx’s alienation and the existentialist conception of authenticity. These
concepts are highly effective in revealing significant aspects of our existence, but they lack a strictly
objective status or empirical claim to truth. These concepts have great revelatory power and have opened
up a realm of exploration that challenges our sensibilities in areas previously unexplored. Fundamental
dignity is such a concept.
By basing his conception of dignity on structure, Clark extends his analysis beyond the human realm to
include all aspects of nature. The entire world commands our respect and offers itself in wonder and
appreciation. The scientific pursuit of structure in all of its manifestations is thereby reinforced and
promoted. This is particularly important in a time when science is being questioned and curtailed by
certain political and religious organizations. The level of structural complexity also offers a standard by
which to judge and assign moral priorities. It encourages us to explore the world in all of its complexity --a
task Clark himself has accomplished in fascinating detail. In a world of increasing violence and
intolerance, his analysis calls on us to acknowledge our human commonality and to appreciate human
differences. However there are areas of disagreement of differing emphases. Where Clark gives priority to
substantial dignity, I would maintain that derivative or consequential dignity is the decisive one. Take a
case in point. Clark artfully describes his relationship to his dog, Rocky, and by so doing, reveals that it’s
the special qualities of Rocky that make him unique and grant him a form of greatness. I believe that it is
the intimate knowledge we have of a subject that confers greatness or dignity. Only by living with and
experiencing what Clark feels and sees in Rocky would we be granted the same assessment. This analysis
can be generalized to include all of our experiences of dignity-- it is the immediate and intimate experience
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of a subject that is the basis of our judgment. That is why novels and films are much more effective in
conveying a sense of respect and appreciation rather than a philosophical treatise. The concrete description
of things in their immediacy and vividness is the power that possibly enlivens in the reader/viewer a similar
response. And I emphasize the word “response”--only when you have achieved the empathy of the
author/character will you be able to experience the desired effect. Indeed I believe this is the strength of
Clark’s book--his descriptions of derivative dignity are the most convincing and enlightening.
If as he maintains that entry into this sense of dignity is through the affective, then it is imperative that
we have that affective access. And I would maintain that affective awareness is a developmental process,
one that is cultivated over a period of time and in response to the world. In this respect Clark refers to the
example of Frederick Douglass.6 Certainly Douglas needed the affirmation of another as one step in his
path to self-realization; but there were many such steps that enabled him to make the most of Mrs. Auld’s
respect, as Clark intimates but does not fully acknowledge. I see Douglas as a man who realizes his dignity
through a series of events --not the least of which is confronting his slave master in violence. He had to
demean Mr. Gore to believe in his own dignity. Likewise Job7 is prepared for his revelation by suffering
and anguish; he is affectively prepared to hear the voice in the whirlwind. (This is not to accept the
interpretation that God is justified in Job’s suffering --in fact, the voice never mentions the prologue.)
Rather Job needed to feel a kinship with “the jackals and ostriches” before he could hear and be sustained
by the revelation of the world in all of its wonders and absurdity. As Clark points out, his dignity and
greatness is found in his realization that his human vulnerability is his greatness. However his former
absolute dependence on God is a necessary ingredient in his latter realization. Only when he is emptied of
his mistaken belief in God’s providence is he able to open himself to the wonders of the world and accept
his suffering as a natural consequence of his human vulnerability. While Clark seems to acknowledge this
background, his emphasis on the objectivity or realistic nature of the encounter obscures Job’s important
relationship to the end result. It is Job’s derivative dignity that enables him to hear and “see” the voice
while his friends cannot.
Another point to be considered is the matter of the voice, itself; Clark doesn’t clarify the relationship of
the voice to the objective natural world which it presents. For Job, it is God’s voice speaking and the world
revealed is of his making. Whether God is evil or merely indifferent to human suffering, he is still the
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foundation of Job’s world. His realization is still bound in some way to the biblical God and his authority.
This point does not directly conflict with Clark’s realism, but it does indicate a deviance from the message
of the book of Job itself.
I now want to offer an alternative to Clark’s realism by reference to Milan Kundera’s The Unbearable
Lightness of Being.8 In this novel, Kundera develops the concept of poetic memory. Poetic memory
comprises all of those experiences, stories, metaphors that form our personality and attach us to those
things/persons in our lives that give us meaning and significance. It constitutes our sensitivity to the world.
It indicates that our experiences are a joint construction of reality and through human imagination the
simplest unobtrusive event can trigger a memory that binds us to the world. It is highly individualistic,
reflecting our entire past and directing our future. I believe this concept does justice to Clark’s conception
of dignity, structure, but in a way that validates human response to brute experience. It does undermine the
strong sense of “empirical realism”, but it offers a weaker sense that I believe is more fitting with my
experience. We learn to love, admire, reveal the dignity and wonder of the world through our ability to
open ourselves to it. We actively participate and contribute to the world’s meaning. In the novel,
Kundera’s characters are not simply formed by their experiences, rather they imaginatively contribute in
their formation through empathy and creative metaphor.9
Borrowing a term from existential literature, perhaps the “authentic” person would respond to the world
as Clark believes, but that authenticity cannot have the certainty of the empirical. Rather it can only be
realized through example or what Soren Kierkegaard called existential or indirect communication-- the
calling forth of one’s own experience by way of exemplar, poetic description, and exhortation.10 It is a call,
as is Clark’s book, to live up to our best possibilities, to allow the world to lead us to a full and deep
appreciation of its greatness.
Since this is a confession of sorts, I would now like to introduce the author whose “confession” created
the modern meaning of the word and, in so doing, changed history. St. Augustine offered his confession as
a Christian exemplar, as a call to awaken a new consciousness of sin and redemption. I introduce him not
completely extraneously; I find a certain Augustinian strain in Clark’s conceptions. “In structural
gathering, there is dignity... But while dignity...is found in such gathering, in fragmentation there is
emptiness. Here we find disorder, chaos, vacuity-- nothing at all...”11 Compare this with The Confessions:
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“And gathering myself together from the scattered fragments into which I was broken and
dissipated...being turned away from you, the One, I lost myself in the distractions of the Many.”12
Augustine comes to identify God with oneness, wholeness, truth-- while emptiness, fragmentation is sinful,
evil. Contrary to Clark, Augustine relies on his conception of God’s Providence which leads him from
fragmentation to wholeness . While Clark does not make any reference to a divine power, there remains a
beneficent sense of structure, of gathering, that seems to be at the heart of his theory. But is all structure
necessarily moral or good? Can’t there be immoral, amoral, or even evil structures that destroy life and
dignity? From brutal forms of totalitarian regimes to natural forms of disaster to the criminal mind,
structure itself must be judged to be good or evil. Clark rightfully levels a similar criticism to Albert
Borgmann’s concept of “engagement” and “focal practices”13 yet doesn’t this apply to his argument for
structure? Yet Clark states:”...the more tightly knit or elegant and complex the organization of a system is
the more profound it is.”14 It seems to me that we must judge structure-- no matter how tightly knit or
complex-- rather than structure judging or guiding us. A peripheral problem comes from the possibility of
the development of “transhuman” complexity which could surpass the human capacity for complexity of
structure.15 If our sole criterion for moral superiority is derived from such a standard, we may jeopardize
our human sensibilities or at least call them into question.
Clark goes on to state: “So while some traits, even classically heroic ones, are relatively scattered,
isolated , and shallow, the trait of moral excellence has depth. Strong moral character is a deeply integrated
trait which gathers, orders and directs our lives...”16
My stress on “moral character” intimates the importance of the individual’s participation in the process
and the need to distinguish between those “deeply integrated traits” that are good from those that are bad or
injurious. I don’t believe integration bestows moral character; we are not relieved from the task of moral
judgment. Now I suspect that Clark would respond by saying that a truly integrated person would respect
and appreciate the dignity of the world in all of its fullness. But doesn’t this beg the question?
Another concern I have is his suggestion that moral awareness is progressive and that we are now more
morally perceptive than past cultures. “Why do we seem to be better guided by reality than ever before?”17
However even if we (some of us?) seem to have a greater sense of human solidarity, the preciousness of
animal life, the need to help the underprivileged, etc; haven’t we also lost an appreciation for our direct
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kinship with natural forces, animal life, a cooperative and communal spirit that native peoples around the
world had and do have? Certainly I wouldn’t deny that we have made moral progress in our awareness of
many moral issues (although appallingly short on compliance), but I cannot in good conscience judge other
cultures as morally deficient compared to ours. Western culture has been very proficient in its development
of abstract concepts both moral and non-moral, and we have made progress in some of them, but I don’t
believe that we fully realize the shallowness of our implementation or, more importantly, the moral loss
from previous cultures. We all too easily want to believe that we are the pinnacle of an ongoing process
both morally and technologically. However I suspect that the main catalyst in this process has been
technology through increased communication and dissemination of knowledge. I’m not sure that I would
agree with Dostoevsky’s Notes from Underground18 that the only progress we’ve made is having more
sensations and the ability to destroy more efficiently. But there is a certain presumption in citing our moral
awareness without more fully considering theirs. Yes, other cultures may be found to lack certain values
that we treasure, e.g., the humane treatment of minorities, the rule of law, but can we be so sure that they
don’t have a moral sensibility that we lack? My suggestion is that this would be found in their direct and
concrete awareness of the natural world, in their desire to imitate and commune with the life around them,
to celebrate their humanity with passion and abandon.
Now to conclude my confession: Clark’s analysis makes me stop and reconsider any easy-going
relativism, i.e., “nihilism”. His account cuts through the philosophical jargon and specialized focus of
much moral theory and explores aspects of the moral life that are immediate and telling. He makes me
reconsider those moral claims that guide and resonate in my life. His emphasis on structure and complexity
offers a useful and enlightening measure and guide for moral priorities and judgment. It’s main importance
for me is its insistence on our lived experience and our strongest moral convictions as the standard by
which we make moral judgments. I cannot so easily dismiss these convictions and the righteous anger that
I feel when they are violated. It helps me resist the potential quietism and passivity of the relativist
position. It offers a promising avenue for celebrating the richness and extravagance of the world and yet
also a measure of priorities. We often take for granted these guiding convictions and let them pass into
obscurity and forgetfulness. The world at times does open to us in ways that are revealing of our deepest
sensibilities and those revelations must be cherished.
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Yet I must also confess that I stop short of his realist position and find myself still dwelling on empathy,
the affective feelings that resonate within me and vouchsafe the revelation of the world. It seems to me that
there is a joint ownership, a cooperative concern between me and the world.
1
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Abstract
This paper is an examination of utilizing the J.K. Rowling Harry Potter series as a
teaching tool for introductory sociology courses. Particular strengths of the series include
illustrations of conflict theory, functionalist theory, and interactionism and explanations
for the wizard world; pictures of culture and socialization processes; examples of social
stratification; and explanations of basic sociological concepts such as norms, sanctions,
and deviance. The opportunity for application of the sociological imagination is
distinctive in incorporating Rowling into the introductory curriculum. Students are
required to watch the first two movies (they adhere closely to the first two books) and
read books three and four in the series in order to maximize the potential for
understanding sociology as it applies to the fictional world of wizards, a parallel for
understanding their own social contexts.
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Harry Potter: Cultivating the Sociological Imagination
C Wright Mills (1916-1962) wrote, “The sociological imagination enables us to
grasp history and biography and the relations between the two within society. That is its
task and its promise” (1959:6). He further described social scientists as those who ask
imaginative questions, seeking answers beyond the obvious, searching for the obscure,
the unexpected answer. In looking at the structure of any society he recommends three
questions specifically aimed at jumpstarting this sociological imagination. These are:
1) What is the structure of this particular society as a whole? It’s components and the
relationship between components? What is the meaning of continuance or
change?
2) Where does this society stand in human history? What does it contribute to the
meaning of humanity? What are its essential feature and how do they differ from
those of its past?
3) What varieties of men and women now prevail in this society and in this period?
(Mills 6-7). Beyond the scope of the classical definition of the sociological imagination,
Mills “conveys a sense of what it means to be an intellectual who concentrates on the
social nature of man and who seeks that which is significant” (Elwell, 2002: slide 80).
It is this task, to “seek that which is significant” as it defines man’s relationships
to others and social structures, that creates relevance in the classroom. Schaefer (2002)
introduces the sociological imagination as “an unusual type of creative thinking….that
allows us to comprehend the links between our immediate, personal social settings and
the remote, impersonal social world that surrounds us and helps to shape us (3). One key
to using a sociological imagination is the ability of viewing our own society as an
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outsider would. Divorcing self from the near (very well known and opinionated)
environment is a difficult task for entry level undergraduate students. Enter Harry Potter.
The wizard world of Harry Potter and Company allows students the freedom of
exercising their imaginations, applying sociological thought and theory to a parallel
society, without obvious defenses or emotional roadblocks. In writing about the Potter
series, Whited (2002) says that,
Surely any books that will be deemed ‘classics’ must reflect something
about the values of the age and society that produce them. They must
conjure a real world or one that parallels the real world in intriguing ways.
They must use language in a way that calls readers’ attention to language
itself and to how language reflects culture and cultural values (9)
In this sense, Rowling provides us with a sociological classic. After an examination of
the wizard world, Harry leads students to a more critical analysis of their own social
environments, an examination through which the explanatory lenses of theory may be
applied. Harry’s world aptly lends itself to the introductory study of sociology.
Most introductory sociology courses at the undergraduate level include five units
of general study: the history of sociology and sociological research; sociological concepts
including culture, society, and socialization; stratification and social inequality; social
institutions; and social theory. The last four of these are particularly amiable to parallel
analysis from the wizard world as described by J. K. Rowling in her Harry Potter series.
Although Ms. Rowling has published five of the seven volumes planned for the series to
date, only the first four are used to supplement the introductory text used in my course.
The American editions of these works (Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, Harry
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Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, and Harry
Potter and the Goblet of Fire) are readily available and, in most cases, very familiar to
my students. They provide students with enough information regarding Harry, his
friends, his circumstances, and his environment to draw sociological conclusions and
embrace the sociological imagination. This paper will look at each of these four areas as
they pertain to teaching sociology.
Sociological Concepts
In order to truly understand man’s relationship to others and to social institutions,
it is critical to understand the structure of society. We define ourselves in terms of
cultures and societies and use these definitions as determinants of social interaction,
groups and organizations, and deviant behavior.
Schaeffer (2002) defines culture as “the totality of learned, socially transmitted
customs, knowledge, material objects, and behavior. It includes the ideas, values,
customs, and artifacts of groups of people” (51). George Murdock initiated a list of
cultural universals, those elements common to every culture but expressed differently
from culture to culture. Examples of cultural universals are the celebration of marriage,
the use of recreation and sport, and sexual restrictions. This is a natural departure into the
wizard world. What is the place of sport at Hogwarts? How is food used to celebrate
special occasions? How are students housed by virtue of their age and sex? As students
study cultural diffusion (the process by which a cultural items spreads from group to
group) and cultural innovation (the process of introducing something new into a culture)
they distinguish cultural icons from the wizard world or from the Muggle world that may
be defined as diffusion or innovation.
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Elements of culture are reflected in language, norms, sanctions, and values.
Identifying wizard language is an easy task for students as elements of Rowling’s
imaginations have seeped into our vocabulary. McCaffrey (2003) reports that the word
“muggle” has been included in the online edition of the Oxford English Dictionary (an
obvious example of diffusion) and Consumers’ Research Magazine 2003) reports that the
U. S. Department of Health and Human Services is using the example of Hagrid’s secret
about Fluffy, the three headed dog guarding the Sorcerer’s Stone, being exposed while
under the influence of alcohol as a warning of the over use of alcohol for young
consumers.
A discussion of norms and sanctions used as Hogwarts leads to an interesting
conclusion. What is the moral use of sanctions when norms are broken? Harry makes it
fairly common to break the formal norms or rules at Hogwarts and rarely suffers the
expected sanctions for this deviance. Julian (2003), in reviewing Kern’s book on the
moral choices of Harry Potter, reminds us that by the fifth book in the series, Harry
Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, Harry is a boy “who usually fails to subordinate his
emotions to reason” (28). Kern postulates that Harry represents an “updated Stoic moral
system whose primary virtue is old-fashioned constancy—resolution in the face of
adversity” (28). This is a wonderful jumping off place for classroom discussion on the
use of norms and sanctions in shaping cultural values.
Katz (2003) addresses the use of Harry Potter’s experiences as a victim of
intergenerational trauma as a way of understanding such trauma in the context of today’s
children. Trauma is defined both culturally and socially and traumatic experiences, while
universal in nature, are distinct to culture. What is traumatic in one culture may not
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translate into trauma in another. What was traumatic for one generation, however, does
translate into trauma for its antecedents. The example of Sirius Black’s torture as a
prisoner at Azkaban in constant contact with dementors, rings in Harry’s own emotional
emptiness as a child who has no roots because of the death of his parents. Physical death
is comparable to emotional death in Azkaban, allowing Harry a connection with Black
that few others can understand. It is not only a personal connection, but also a culturally
defined one.
Consideration of culture includes discussion of subcultures, countercultures, and
culture shock…all of which are easily identified in the wizard world. Within the wizard
world there are those who continue subverting the status quo and form a counterculture of
followers of “He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named.” Students easily identify the houses of
Hogwarts as subcultures and then continue to discuss the various cliques of the school
and culture as they effect the lives of the characters. The Order of the Phoenix, itself is a
subculture and the particular subculture of which James Potter, Sirius Black, Remus
Lupin, and Peter Pettigrew were a part has grave impact on Harry’s future, most
obviously displayed in the disdain shown him by Severus Snape, himself a member of
their student out-group. Harry’s culture shock is painful every time he has to leave his
adopted culture and return to the Muggle world of Vernon, Petunia, and Dudley Dursley.
Further, the contrast of ethnocentrism as epitomized by the Malfoys with xenocentrism as
epitomized by Mr. Weasley allows students easy identification of these concepts.
Harry’s magical gifts are evidence of the effects of heredity over environment although
his inability to tap into these gifts without appropriate instruction is evidence of the
effects of environment over heredity.
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Harry’s socialization into the wizard world is an obvious one. He reflects Erving
Goffman’s ideas about the presentation of self largely by managing his wizard self
through impression management and the dramaturgical approach. He watches what
others do and them performs. We see him resocialized not only as a wizard but also as
the Boy Who Survived, both of which are new roles for him. Sociologists define the
main agents of socialization as family, school, peers, media, workplace, and the state.
We see all of these at work in the life of Harry Potter as he progresses through early
adolescence. An interesting assignment for students is to determine which of these (or
combinations thereof) are the most powerful in Harry’s life. Frank and McBee (2003)
use Harry Potter to discuss identity development with gifted adolescents. Identity
development reflects socialization at its peak.
No study of social processes is complete without a discussion of social groups and
deviance. As a product of the British Boarding School genre, Harry Potter falls in line
with other school boy heroes who succeed because they flout the rules with an almost
cavalier attitude. Smith (2003) tells us that in this genre,
The hero or heroine possesses this rule-breaking spirit, and the best
friend is usually complicit. Pranks, midnight parties, and unauthorized
excursions off campus are all part of the protagonists’ adventures.
Occasional rule-breaking is in fact a test of the character’s gumption and
originality that the hero will presumably need in order to be a success in
life (79).
Harry, however, wrestles with what he must accept as the necessity of breaking rules for
the greater good. He reminds us of Kohlberg’s ethical dilemmas while at a chronological
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stage of moral reasoning which would suggest Stage three: Interpersonal Conformity.
Harry struggles with the threat of expulsion from his new home, Hogwarts, while
breaking rules to perpetuate the way of life he accepts as necessary for his progression.
In classroom discussion, the outcome of his norm breading frequently is laced with an
awareness of positive deviance, doing something against the norm for moral or ethical
reasons. For some of my students, this is their first departure into ethical and critical
thinking, based on concepts more sophisticated than Kohlberg’s conventional morality.
In fact, Dumbledore sanctions these infractions with “messages about character and
morality” (Smith, 2003:79) superceding rules meant for ordinary wizards and reminiscent
of Kohlberg’s Postconventional Morality (Whited and Grimes, 2002). At the end of
Sorcerer’s Stone, headmaster Dumbledore sets a precident of awarding house points for
Harry, Ron, and Hermione, who clearly break the rules and then are rewarded publicly
for doing so.
Stratification and Social Inequality
The modern interpretation of stratification differs from Marx’s original ideas of
classifications of individuals within society based on economy and opportunity and has
evolved into a multidimensional concept. It is best understood as a cultural universal by
which members of society striate themselves by virtue of different criteria. In the
western world, we think in terms of “isms,” racism, ageism, sexism, classism, to
understand the socially constructed divisions between people who form societies.
Westman (2002) tells us that, “The wizarding world struggles to negotiate a very
contemporary problem in Britain: the legacy of a racial and class caste system that,
though not entirely stable, I still looked upon as by a minority of powerful individuals as
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the means to continued power and control (306). It is this very legacy that underlies the
social stratification of Harry Potter’s world. She tell us that Cornelius Fudge has
“inherited harbors of social inequalities and injustices that masquerade behind the
draperies of democracy” (307). These inequalities then, are both fictional and very real.
Other authors have addressed these issues in Harry’s life. Smith (2003) discusses
classism; Ostry (2003) discusses racism; Carey (2003) discusses slavery; Anatol (2003)
discusses ethnicity; Park (2003) discusses socioeconomic status; and Gallardo-C and
Smith (2003) and Dresang (2002) discuss gender. One of the salient themes of these
works is the acknowledgement of Rowling’s middle class biases and the reflection of her
own upbringing on social constructs. Most authors agree that she exhibits an attempt of
liberal acceptance between mudbloods and purebloods as she portrays the Malfoys as
classical representatives of upper class conservatism with all the negative intentions of a
member of the middle class. She creates a school where race and gender seem to be
unimportant but by their very unimportance, she obfuscates their very meaning to both
culture and identity. Some stereotypical characterization is obvious such as the Weasley
red hair and over abundance of children, their poverty and genial natures. This obvious
reference to the place of the Irish in British tradition is classic and is furthered by Draco
Malfoy’s blonde, pale, rather fragile stature. Malfoy says to Harry, “You’ll soon find out
some wizarding families are much better than others, Potter. You don’t want to go
making friends with the wrong sort. I can help you there” (Rowling, 1997: 108). True
to middle class values, Harry gives his earnings from winning the Triwizard Tournament
to the Weasley twins, George and Fred, “again demonstrating a preference for
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socioeconomic equity and minimizing the distance between himself and the Weasley
family” (Park 181).
Park (2003) tells us that Hagrid is an example of the lower classes in Britich
society, prone to drink, academic failure, and grammatical errors. He has a good heart
but cannot be trusted to keep secrets vital to the security of Hogwarts students and is
tolerated as a child by the wiser and kindly Hermione and Harry. Frequently, we see Ron
in much the same light as Hagrid, again referencing his social status. Ron is brave but
foolhardy. The social division between Hagrid/Ron and Hermione/Harry is reflected in
the ethnocentrism voiced by the former.
Hagrid claims that the less one has do with foreigners, the happier one will
be—‘yeh can’ trust any of em’—and Ron refuses to try bouillabaisse at
the Tournament welcome dinner. In contrast, Harry responds to Hagrid
that Viktor Krum is ‘all right!’, and Hermione not only enjoys the French
dish but develops a romantic relationship with Krum as well (Anatol,
2003:169).
We see the lower class distrust of the unfamiliar juxtaposed with middle class tolerance
and global outlook.
Perhaps the most obvious representation of social inequality is the references to
slavery and the house-elves. Park (2003) reminds us that,
House-elves bow and scrape and flagellate themselves for even thinking
badly of their owners. Rowling means to draw a parallel to slavery, but
once again, because she frequently uses the elves for comic effect, she
spoils her effort at social commentary. There is nothing funny about
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slavery, and the author’s depiction of an enslaved class as something to
entertain her readers is reprehensible (185).
It is interesting to note that the house-elves themselves, outside of Dobby, do not
wish any change in their status but prefer to remain in eternal servitude. This is
alien to every portrait of slavery in every era of time. From the Biblical portrayal
of Hebrew slaves to slavery genre American literature such as Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, passive acceptance of the social appropriateness of slavery has escaped the
reader’s imagination. Accepting this as fact is a stretch for American students,
especially on a racially diverse campus. Hermione’s ridicule at being the
champion of the house-elves in light of Ron’s disdain for her and Harry’s very
indifference, are reminiscent of classic women’s roles as “bleeding hearts” and
social reformers in the traditions of Jane Addams, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and
Mother Teresa.
Gallardo-C. and Smith (2003) suggest that gender, while less obvious in the
series, is never-the-less apparent as a definer of character. They remind us that,
“Rowling’s narrative reinforces traditional categories of labor, as it presents women
primarily as wives and mothers” (192) and illustrate their point with Petunia Dursley,
Molly Weasley, and quintessentially, Lily Potter, who sacrificed her own life for thelife
of her son. The one woman reported as working for the Minstry of Magic, Bertha
Jorkins, is of such low stature that her disappearance is disregarded by the establishment
in Goblet of Fire. Other working women teach or are reporters (and a fairly disreputable
reporter at that) and while it is true that Minerva McGonagall teaches Transformation, the
Defense Against the Dark Arts professors are all men, with the exception of Delores
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Umbridge, who is clearly a negative influence at Hogwarts, small minded and unable to
grasp the importance of events as they unfold in The Order of the Phoenix. Even clear
headed, intelligent, competitive, hard-working Hermione becomes tearful and sniveling
in the face of danger and is there, at the end, to remind Harry of his brilliance and
courage. The best example of this disintegration is when Hermione is confronted by the
troll in The Sorcerer’s Stone and Ron and Harry rushed to her rescue. Dresang (2002)
postulates that Hermione is the namesake of along tradition of women from literary
works as diverse as mythology, Shakespeare, the Bible, and D. H. Lawrence.
Both the mythical and the Shakespearean Hermiones were at the mercy of
the men who controlled their lives, yet they were strong women who used
their wits and their position to seek their due in life. Their twentieth
century heirs are much more in control of their own destinies yet still not
entirely free of male dependence (216).
Why is it that Hermione, who knows all the answers in class, indeed, teaches them to Ron
and Harry, loses her ability to think? It is easy to recognize that it is a “female thing,”
evident because even Professor McGonagall struggles to maintain her emotions. She is
given to occasional emotional outbursts, tolerated by a stellar, constant Albus
Dumbledore. For students who care to look beyond the surface story, stratification is
alive and well in the wizard world.
Social Institutions
Social institutions are those entities within society that shape our lives and give
our existence meaning. Introductory courses review the family, religion, education,
government, and medicine as institutions worthy of study in the social context. Most
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texts agree that the family is the most influential agent of socialization and therefore, the
first and most deeply imbedded source of social information and attitudes for the
individual.
As sociologists, we talk about family in interesting terms. We speak of nuclear
families (the family of origin), extended families, patrilineal and matrilineal families, and
pseudofamilies. This is rich fodder for students looking at Harry Potter’s social
environment. It is easy to define Lily and James as Harry’s nuclear family, the Dursleys
as his extended family, and his mixed blood status as a result of patrilineal and
matrilineal descent. The interesting discussion takes place when defining a
pseudofamily, or that family which substitutes for blood relations in a society. While
other authors have ignored the role of family in Harry’s life, I think it is a rich area for
consideration coupled with the emotional meaning of the word, home. The books are
replete with examples of a Dickensian attitude toward relatives who abuse and neglect
their kin. The Dursleys are the personification of evil in Harry’s life. He is enslaved by
their ignorance and intolerance and has literally, no option, but to follow Hagrid when
invited to escape their bigotry. He begins a quest to find his family, most poignantly as
he sees his desires reflected in the Mirror of Erised in The Sorcerer’s Stone. The orphan
boy finds the mysterious mirror while escaping capture during a midnight quest. He
knows he is alone but as he looks in the mirror, he sees a large group of other people.
“Mom?” he whispered. “Dad?”
They just looked at him, smiling. And slowly Harry looked into the faces
of the other people in the mirror and saw other pairs of green eyes like his,
other noses like his, even a little old man who looked as though he had
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Harry’s knobby knees—Harry was looking at his family for the first time
in his life (Rowling, 1997:209).
Dumbledore later tells Harry, “(The mirror) shows us nothing more or less than the
deepest, most desperate desires of our hearts. You who have never known your family,
see them standing around you” (213). Here, then we have the secret to understanding
Harry Potter, his deepest desire is to know his family, to experience family, to be a part of
family. In Chamber of Secrets, we see Harry on his twelfth birthday on Privet Drive.
“No cards, no presents, and he would be spending the evening pretending not to exist”
(Rowling, 1999:7) and in the Prisoner of Azkaban, we see Harry literally escaping from
Privet Drive for an early return to Diagon Alley and a certain measure of freedom. By
14, in Goblet of Fire, we see the same ache in Harry, “What he really wanted (and felt it
almost shameful to admit it to himself) was someone like---someone like a parent: an
adult wizard whose advice he could ask without feeling stupid, someone who cared about
him” (Rowling, 2000:22). And so, we trace Harry’s longing for family. My students feel
something akin to obligation to fill the void in their hero’s life and tackle the job of
finding a pseudofamily for Harry since his own is unavailable to him by virtue of death
(his family of origin) or thickheadedness (his extended family, the Dursleys). They enlist
his friends, Hermione and Ron, but must acknowledge the lack of parental guidance in
such an arrangement. They name the Weasleys although they exert no authority over
Harry. They are happy when they find Sirius Black’s connection but it is too tenuous, too
restrained by problems, and too brief to be a lasting solution to Harry’s dilemma. Some
students make Hogwarts, the professors and other students, into family for Harry but we
continue to be aware of emotional distance and some combination of distrust and respect
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between Harry and his teachers. The meaning and necessity of family have allowed for
some of the livelier discussions in the classroom.
As we look at other social institutions, parallels are apparent. The medical
institution makes use of gatekeepers to define wellness and sickness. When Gilderoy
Lockhart mistakenly assumes this role in The Chamber of Secrets, there are painful
repercussions for Harry. There is a sick role at Hogwarts with a code of behavior
expected for patients and an expectation for their own will to heal. The series indicates
an interesting mind/body tie in The Prisoner of Azkaban, with the kiss of the dementors
resulting in life being sucked out of their victims. This is reminiscent of losing your soul,
suffering the depth of despair, as opposed to more organic, traditional means of death. It
is a reminder of the results of depression and the rise of respectability of mental illness in
the current medical community.
The education institution has been widely reviewed by other authors (Pinset,
2002; Lacoss, 2002; Hopkins, 2003; Smith; 2003). Common among these works is the
reflection of the School Boy Hero in British literature and the belief of the importance of
public school connections for life success. Smith reminds us that, “The Duke of
Wellington conveyed the significance of the British public school most famously when
he claimed that, ‘The Battle of Waterloo was won on the playing fields of Eton” (73).
Booth and Booth (2003) address lessons American schools can learn from Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. They conclude that housing students of all ages in
one educational institution has a positive effect on development and education, that the
competition inherent between houses and students is appropriate and motivating, that the
prefect system emphasizes leadership and group cooperation, and that the emphasis on
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examinations (e.g. O.W.L.S.) is not as adequate a measure of academic success as regular
tests and papers. Students are encouraged to reflect on the manifest and latent functions
of education as they pertain to Hogwarts. The manifest function, the transmission of
knowledge, is evidenced through the pedagogy at the school. The latent functions of
transmitting culture, promoting social integration, maintaining social control, and serving
as agents of change are also readily identifiable for students. Transferring this
understanding from Hogwarts to their own educational processes provides an opportunity
for students to exercise critical thinking about what they are really being taught in
American classrooms. Discussions regarding the roles of teachers and students and
opportunities for alternative education for students such as Hagrid are lively and exciting.
The way that Harry Potter is introduced into educational contexts (such as the present
volume) is diverse and interesting. Publisher’s Weekly (2003) reports that the books
were translated into Latin and Welsh in 2003 and Greek and Irish translations will appear
in 2004. The hope is that being able to access Harry Potter in “dead” languages will
elevate interest in both the study and culture of these languages.
Most of the criticism of the series has come from the religious right with concerns
regarding legitimizing witchcraft in the eyes of young children and has led some
communities to ban Harry Potter from school libraries. The ban went to the courts in
Arkansas in a widely publicized case and Goldberg (2003,2) reports that the judge ruled,
“Regardless of the personal distaste with which these individuals regard ‘witchcraft,’ it is
not properly within their power and authority as members of the defendant’s school board
to prevent the students at Cedarville from reading about it” (21). The argument has
traveled the globe with the Russians deciding that Harry is not satanic (Goldberg, 2003,1)
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and a report from the Vatican declaring, “They are not bad or a banner for anti-Christian
theology. They help children understand the difference between good and evil”
(American Libraries, 2003:20). Because my college is affiliated with a religious
denomination, at the beginning of every semester I ask students if they are comfortable
reading the series. None of my students has objected on religious grounds (some have
objected because they do not want to do any supplemental reading of any
kind…basically, they may be classified as lazy). I have found several resources
addressing Harry Potter’s impact on religion and have these available for students.
Killinger’s (2003) God, The Devil and Harry Potter: A Minister’s Defense of the Boy
Wizard, Neal’s (2002) The Gospel According to Harry Potter: Spirituality in the Stories
of the World’s Favorite Seeker, Griesinger’s (2002) article from Christianity and
Literature entitled, “Harry Potter and the ‘Deeper Magic’: Narrating Hope in Children’s
Literature and McVeigh’s (2002) article in Renascence: Essays on Values in Literature
entitled, “Is Harry Potter Christian?” are readily available for students interested in more
in-depth discussion on the topic of religion and its relationship to the Harry Potter series.
Finding sociological interpretations of the religious in Harry Potter’s life is a little more
demanding for students. Rowling avoids specific references to what Durkheim defines as
a “unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things” (Schaeffer,
2002:309). What we see operating in the wizard world is an implied code of ethics that is
difficult to decipher without context. My students have suggested that Dumbledore’s
wisdom comprises the code of wizardry that promises the most success for Hogwart’s
students and have enjoyed working on an assignment to write “Dumbledore’s Words of
Wisdom” as a frame for guidance on a higher or religious plane.
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The social institution of government has received attention from Rowling’s critics
and analysts. The sociological study of government and economy is concerned with
questions of power and authority and political behavior to include political socialization,
participation, and apathy. Children’s literature is remarkable for characterizations of
children in positions of great power or authority, a departure from what most children
experience in their own environments. Anatol (2003) examines Harry Potter from a
postcolonial perspective writing that, “Rowling’s novels seem particularly influenced by
the British adventure story tradition, which promoted ‘civilized’ values—resourcefulness,
wits, ingenuity, and hierarchy headed by a legitimate democratic authority” (166). She
sees the inhabitants of Hogwarts and its environs as “morally enlightened, friendly,
respected and respectful, and powerful in many ways” (167). This powerful participatory
citizenry is expected from a generation close to the threat of totalitarian domination so
narrowly escaped by the heroics of the infant, Harry Potter. Hall (2003) sees Rowling’s
wizard world as,
Neither an anarchy nor a dictatorship and appears at first glance
considerably more attractive than the Muggle world. However, one finds
that it does not recognize the rule of law (in the Dicey sense). This
absence of an understanding of the rule of law represents a fault line in the
terrain of the wizard world on which the forces of chaos can apply
maximum pressure (147).
She reports that A. V. Dicey (1908) defines a society that operates under a rule of law as
meeting three criteria, 1) punishment for infractions of previously established rules, 2)
equity of application, and 3) constitutional norms developed by representatives of the
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society for which the rules are established. The government of the wizard world does not
meet these criteria and is thus vulnerable for forces of chaos such as that promulgated by
the reappearance of He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named and his followers.
Wizard government is composed of the Ministry of Magic which comprises the
legislative, judicial, and executive functions of a democratic model headed by a senior
representative, in this case, Cornelius Fudge. Within the Ministry, are seven departments
of varying levels of status and responsibility. On a global level, this Ministry seems to
represent the wizards from the Empire for the larger International Confederation of
Wizards. “The ministry’s lawmaking role does not seem subject to any form of
democratic scrutiny: Arthur Weasley, for example, is able to draft the law against
enchanting Muggle artifacts with a loophole to allow him to pursue his own hobby
unchecked” (Hall, 2003:149). We see the ministry acting as judge and jury in many
examples in the series. Given the opportunity to search out these examples, students
often become indignant that the ministry has such sweeping power and then must
redesign the responsibility and scope of governance with regard to Hagrid’s being
sentenced to Azkaban or Buckbeak’s death sentence. Hermione’s failure to ignite
outrage over the plight of the house-elves is evidence of the complacency of this
populace with regard to those institutions they feel do not threaten their existence.
Comparing her grass roots efforts with the furor caused by Sirius Black’s escape from
Azkaban illustrates the placement of meaningful power in this culture as well as in our
own, where grass roots efforts are so often vulnerable to those wielding significant
political power.
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Mendlesohn (2002) perhaps finds Rowling’s work a departure from other
children’s literature in the way she depicts power and authority. She refers to C. S.
Lewis’ Chronicles of Narnia, The Wizard of Oz series, and Nesbit’s The Story of Amulet
as reflective of definitive political persuasions. She writes,
Superficially, Rowlings stands apart from these clasics. There is no
obvious political or evangelical intent other than relaying an oft-told tale
about the battle of good against evil….While Rowling clearly does not
intend to engage with ideology, its role in her work is inescapable.
Rowling’s Harry Potter books are rooted in a distinctively English
liberalism that is marked as much by its inconsistencies and contradictions
as by its insistence that it is not ideological but only ‘fair’ (159).
Perhaps it is this contradictory nature of liberalism and classicism that creates a
challenge for students to identify both government and religion in the series. While
“fair” becomes the ideological guide for both governing and worship, readers recognize
that not all of life is fair, as indeed, it is unfair to lose one’s parents prior to the ability to
remember them. It is unfair to have expectations of greatness in a culture which is a
mystery. In a world of elevated “fair” social institutional support is tenuous, at best. It is
difficult to be fair at an institutional level.
Sociological Theory
An introduction to sociology includes exposure to sociological theories. The
metaphor of a pair of glasses or set of lenses seems to resonate with my students. I
explain that a theory is a way of framing the world, of gaining focus. To see things with
one set of lenses is to account for society through functionalism. To change those lenses
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and see things with a different perspective allows for an understanding of society as
explained by a conflict perspective. Trying on yet another set of lenses allows meaning
of interactionist perspective to define social life. The capstone project of this course it to
frame the wizard world in one of these theoretical contexts.
Most of my students take the easy road and define the wizard culture in terms of
functionalism in the tradition of Talcott Parsons. Schaeffer (2002) defines functionalism
as “the way that parts of a society are structured to maintain its stability” (13). The
emphasis on stability with a combination of manifest and latent functions and
dysfunctions resonates with students. The easy task of identifying functionalist elements
of the wizarding world is, sometimes, too tempting to ignore. Beginning with Harry’s
socialization process and working through the functions of stratification (to fill otherwise
difficult positions such as surgeon or professor), continuing to the functions of social
institutions and concluding with the argument that the wizard culture has survived
hundreds of years, student travel a relatively easy journey through wizardry.
More insightful students tackle the conflict perspective and, very occasionally,
interactionism. The very thematic struggle between good and evil, the class
differentiations, the unjust poverty of the Weasley family, the hidden curriculum of
Hogwarts, the wide gaps between the mudbloods and the purebloods are all evidence of
conflict theory in Harry Potter’s world. I confess that this is my personal favorite and I
silently rejoice when a student announces this as their theory of choice. Schaeffer (2002)
states,
Like Marx, contemporary conflict theorists believe that human beings are
prone to conflict over such scarce resources as wealth, status, and power.
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However, where Marx focused primarily on class conflict, more recent
theorists have extended this analysis to include conflicts based on gender,
race, age, and other dimensions (195).
Perhaps because conflict is the grandfather of feminism, it is rewarding to hear a student
analyze the story from a feminist eye. It is equally rewarding to hear a student renounce
slavery as an institution as it is reflected in Rowling’s eyes. Students selecting conflict as
the frame for the series evidence a deeper level of critical thinking, not accepting things
as they are but looking for problems and thereby, solutions.
The least attractive selection for my students has been interactionism. It may
prove difficult for students to interpret a society through a micro lens and it my belief that
introductory texts are not as clear when it comes to microsociological theory. Schaeffer
(2002) tells students that understanding of the social environment comes through analysis
of everyday interactions. Thus, it is the responsibility of the student to detail and classify
the interactions on a personal level in order to make generalities about the way wizard
culture operates. While they can grasp the importance of the common meaning of
symbols accounted for in this perspective, the task of categorizing and interpreting
human interaction seems overwhelming. All but the most hardy, fail to recognize that
this how they create meaning in their own lives. Through their own judgments of the
Dursleys or the reception of Lupin or Snapes’ antagonism toward Harry, they can come
to the understanding of the underlying theme of fairness referred to by Mendlesohn
(2002).
Perhaps LeLievre (2003) understands the differences between the theoretical lens
best when she defines the action of the Harry Potter’s world as,
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Mutually exclusive paradigms of imaginative response to the environment
within which human beings exist: one which contructs that environment
as limiting and attempts to transcend its limits by gaining power over it,
and one which attempts to adapt to existence within the limitations the
environment imposes and thus to ensure survival (25).
Understanding Harry Potter through a theoretical perspective must be framed as a method
of survival; of Harry, of his friends, of Hogwarts, and of life as he comes to know it.
And so we return to the sociological imagination as given life by C. Wright Mills.
The question at the end of every semester is not can students answer Mills’ questions
regarding wizard society, but through understanding that society, can they better
understand their own? The unusual type of creative thinking required of social scientists
should ring as true in their own lives as in the life of their fictional protagonist. The real
test will come as these students graduate and seek that which is significant in their world,
that which gives their own culture and society meaning.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Introduction
According to Doris Humphrey in The Art of Making Dances, “to compose for
himself, he must put a stethoscope on his own heart and listen to those mysterious inner
voices which are the guide to originality” (Humphrey 21).
A choreographer can also become inspired by personal life events: nature,
relationships, birth of a child, cancer, and death. These intense experiences of life that
mark individuals at certain times and places create those “mysterious inner voices.” An
event, such as the death of a close friend or relative, can infuse the thoughts of the
choreographer. This is especially true if the death was unexpected or untimely.
Out of the disappointments, joys, sympathies, and sorrows
of actual daily life, we build a world of desire; we think as
we wish they might or ought to be; we idealize, and art
affords us the opportunity of actually experiencing these
ideals….the arts are one – the expression of man’s
emotional experiences, transformed by thought and
intentionally given form in some medium perceptible to the
mind. (H’Doubler 55-56)
Background
This is a personal journey of interrelationships with an artist of extra-ordinary
talent, as a choreographer, teacher, and colleague.
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Karen Earl was a member of the Dance Faculty at Texas State University from
1986, when the university was Southwest Texas State University (SWT), to October 22,
2004. She was a brilliant teacher, exquisite choreographer, gifted artist and loyal friend.
During those years, Karen Earl and I became extremely close colleagues. In
addition to sharing an office, we shared in each other’s lives. We spent almost every
school day together from my first day as an instructor at SWT, August 22, 1995, until the
day Karen died, October 22, 2004. Throughout those years together, we became almost
sister-like. We used our office to teach each other new dance combinations and to share
in our daily happenings. Karen often assisted me with recreational dance, choreography,
and modern dance lesson planning. I worked with Karen on choreography and lesson
planning for jazz. We used each other to practice partnering for Tango, Salsa, and other
social dances. We not only shared work issues, we also shared our entire personal lives.
We spent a Christmas holiday break painting and decorating our office together.
Karen was diagnosed with breast cancer in late 1998. She uncomplainingly
underwent extensive treatment, never missing classes, and never stopping her
choreography. She showed incredible courage and strength throughout this exhausting
and debilitating ordeal. Her students and fellow faculty members were inspired by her
grace and dignity during this time.
By 2000, the cancer seemed to have relented, and she was full of life and energy.
She carefully researched the best holistic methods for staying cancer-free, eating only
organic natural foods, and developing an exercise regimen that she executed religiously.
On the outside, Karen seemed a model for health and fitness and an inspiration to all who
associated with her.
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In April of 2002, Karen learned of a ‘spot’ on her lung. She began taking a
medication, tamoxifen, and was initially able to live her normal life. However, Karen
began having some problems with her lung. It would begin filling with fluid, and she
would have to go to the hospital to have her lung drained. Her positive attitude and
demeanor never seemed affected by this physical set back.
As my close friend and office mate, Karen shared in my plan to achieve my MFA;
she actually considered going back to school with me. I would tell her all of my thesis
ideas, and she would start brainstorming on how ‘we’ were going to make it happen. The
thesis would combine dance and photography; Karen’s mind would run with every idea
that I presented. She would often say, “we can do …” She was extremely excited and
always wanted to be a part of the emerging concert. She entered into every project idea
with enthusiasm and joy. “Not everyone is guaranteed an eighty year life,” Karen would
say when there was time for private conversation. She intended to live whatever number
of years she had to the fullest.
In the spring of 2004, Karen was in a terrible car accident. A man traveling
35 mph in a truck hit Karen’s small completely stopped Camero from behind. Karen was
taken to the hospital and x-rayed for broken bones. Rather than finding the expected
broken bones, the doctors found cancer in her spine, femur, and pelvis.
With the support of the entire dance faculty, Karen finished teaching the spring
semester. She began aggressive treatment for her cancer in the summer. She
uncharacteristically decided to take the fall semester off to work on her recovery.
Throughout this time, Karen was a poster-woman for strength and determination. She
wanted to fight and survive.
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On July 13, 2004, Karen called me. She needed someone to take her to the doctor
for x-rays; she was too weak to drive herself. It was obvious that Karen was considerably
weakened. We ran errands for about an hour after the doctor’s appointment; Karen could
hardly stand on her own.
On September 18, 2004, Karen was helping me plan a dance faculty party; she
was feeling much better and announced her plans to return to Texas State in the spring of
2005. This was the last time that we were able to talk and laugh together as friends. I
had actually chosen not to attend a required university event, in order to host this dance
faculty party and spend the evening with Karen. I am so thankful that I somehow knew
that this was a very important evening.
On October 14, 2004, Karen called our office to ask me to order her class
textbooks for the spring semester. I was so excited that she was coming back; it had been
a very disjointed semester with a variety of adjunct teachers teaching her classes. Karen
was excited to return. On this day, she was very specific about what books needed to be
ordered; Karen was actually a little bossy about the books. I laughed because my ‘big
sister,’ my mentor, was her old self. This was our last conversation.
On October 22, 2004, I learned that hospice had been called to Karen’s home the
day before. That day, I was assigned to teach Karen’s spring Dance History class
because Karen was too ill to return. This was the class of the ‘text book discussion’ from
October 14. When I tried calling Karen at 10:00 am, I learned that I was not going to be
able to speak with her again. “Karen Earl, 47, of San Marcos, loving wife, daughter,
sister, teacher, and friend, passed away on Friday, October 22, 2004” (The Daily Record,
24 Oct. 2004).
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Importance of the Study
Grief has always been an emotion that all people experience in a variety of
settings throughout their lifetimes. Grief is a very difficult emotion for most American
people to experience. In the American culture, people are expected to “get over”
problems. A “quick fix” mentality expects people to quickly recover from tragic events
that, in fact, require several stages and can vary in severity. People do not spend a lot of
time, nor are they encouraged to spend a lot of time, outwardly grieving. Many people
mask their feelings of grief in order to not “burden” others around them. Sometimes this
masking of feelings ends up being a temporary solution, and emotional problems surface
later.
It takes two full years to grieve a loss. We get three days
off work, if we’re lucky…time should be made for
bereavement. But our society doesn’t even recognize that.
So people in grief get sick and end up in the hospital.
(Miller 1)
Grief is sometimes difficult to express in words. Many people avoid discussing
their grief because they realize that they are repeating the same information over and
over. They want to avoid burdening their friends or colleagues with the same repeated
stories. “The expressive arts offer us a way to combine and express the total emotional
experience that is difficult to express through talking” (Swan-Foster 2). Feelings are
expressed in concrete forms outside of the body (1).
Some people can dance what they dare not express in
words: their sadness, rage, guilt, and loss; their love and
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empathy; their wishes, dreams, and often their hidden
strengths and courage. These dances are the language of
the body, a language with which to communicate to oneself
and the others, in the language of illumination and
transformation….Dance and movements, perhaps more
than any other medium, go beyond intellectualization and
reach deeply into the soul. (Levy x)
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF SOURCES
Examine Process of Grief Recovery
Grief in American Culture
Grief is a complicated issue. Many cultures participated in communal rituals as a
way of accepting grief.
…funeral ceremonies were extremely important to the
ancient Egyptians. On the occasion of the burial of
important personages, a man skilled as a mimic was
dressed in the dead man’s garments and, having his face
covered with a mask as nearly as possible resembling the
face of the deceased, he immediately preceded the hearse.
As the procession moved slowly along to the sound of
solemn music, he performed a pantomimic dance to show
the remarkable deeds achieved during the lifetime of the
man being borne to his tomb. (Kraus, Chapman,
Hilsendager 39)
In Jewish traditions, burial takes place immediately following the death. The
simple wooden casket is lowered into the ground. Mourners walk to the casket, take a
shovel of dirt and throw it onto the lowered casket. According to Rabbi Laura Geller,
“Shoveling dirt is an incredibly healing thing to do…the actual act of burying is the
beginning of the acknowledgment that this horrible thing has happened and the world is
forever different” (Lightner and Hathaway 59).
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Attitudes about death, in American society, have changed drastically in just the
last one hundred years. Laura Dower describes the early twentieth century American
death ritual.
In their own homes many people prepared bodies for burial.
A relative’s body was placed on the kitchen table, not
placed on display at a funeral parlor. Elaborate customs
and rituals to deal with death were a part of people’s lives.
They not only talked about death; early in their mourning
process, they literally lived with a dead body.
(Dower 4)
Judy Tatelbaum expresses the change in the American family culture as part of
the change in attitude towards death. “In years gone by, finding effective supports
outside ourselves was less of a problem. We lived amid extended families where we
were often surrounded by others who could be immediately available to help us with
whatever problems arose” (Tatelbaum 86). Tatelbaum further explains that because
Americans live in isolated units, small family groups, and single parent families, other
adults are missing to share the stresses of life (86). Laura Dower also explains that our
current culture keeps death “at a distance.”
Television shows us strangers real and imagined who die.
We turn the channel and say, “Well, that just won’t happen
to us.” In many ways we are so distracted by movies or
video games that we’ve lost touch with what real death
means in our real lives….We are no longer vulnerable in
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the same human way people were years ago. We have been
desensitized. (Dower 5)
Over time, death has become a subject of massive denial for individuals and for
society as a whole (Switzer 13). Some people have been told that expressing emotion in
their grief is unacceptable to people around them. Many were raised with such societal
stereotypes as “boys don’t cry; girls don’t get angry.” They feel that expressing emotion
is wrong, and they feel judged (Schneider 256-257).
American society is uncomfortable with negative emotion and grief. “You’ll get
over it. You’re going to feel better.” These are phrases that a grieving person hears at
the time of loss (Miller 2). “What does this mean? In essence, we’re telling them, ‘I’m
uncomfortable with your grief, and want you to stop making me uncomfortable.’ The
grieving person ends up holding on to that grief, because nobody gives him or her
permission to bring it out” (2). The grieving person can also misunderstand the
intentions of listening friends who do not know what to say; people seem to naturally
want to make the grieving person feel better. By trying to say things that the listener
perceives will make the grieving person feel better, the listener is actually giving the
signal to the grieving person that this conversation should stop. Every person
experiences loss, but not everyone understands the feelings involved with grieving.
Grief is a consequence of our capacity for attachment, a
necessary precondition for many valuable things that
contribute to a good life, such as empathy, sympathy, and
the formation of families and communities.
(Kopelman 1)
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All people experience grief for a variety of reasons and at a variety of levels.
However, grief is actually a very difficult emotion for many to experience. As previously
mentioned, in the American culture, people are often expected to “get over” problems.
According to Ann Kaiser Sterns, religion informs the way we express emotion. “Some
religious traditions teach us that emotions such as anger, bitterness, and longing for a lost
loved one are inappropriate and even wrong responses in a situation of loss. In this case,
religion is not a help to the bereavement process but a hindrance which confounds one’s
sense of guilt” (Stearns 169).
People are not comfortable talking about and dealing with death. After the loss of
her daughter, Elena Lister noted,
Many people could not talk to us about Liza (the daughter)
or her death after she died. When any mention of her name
would have been music to my ears, such people ignored the
topic or avoided us. As a society, we are so frightened by
death that we leave those who are grieving alone with it.
Then it feels all the more unbearable and irresolvable. But
grief is about living. (Lister XIX)
A “quick fix” mentality expects people to quickly recover from tragic events.
People do not spend a lot of time outwardly grieving. Many people mask their feelings
perhaps because there are few models of appropriate grieving. The “stuffing” of
emotions can lead to psychological problems later.
It takes two full years to grieve a loss. We get three days
off work, if we’re lucky…time should be made for
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bereavement. But our society doesn’t even recognize that.
So people in grief get sick and end up in the hospital.
(Miller 1)
Stages of Grief
Many psychologists including: John Bowlby, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross, and Terese
Rondo suggest that there are stages of grief. Each theory involves a process which the
grieving person must go through in order to heal. “There is the beginning of grief, the
middle of grief, and the rest of your life” (Lightner 1). Each person and each situation is
different as to how long each state will take. It is important, however, that each stage of
grief is experienced. If this process is blocked because of shame or lack of a “listener,”
the person can become depressed (Miller 3).
Grief is on a continuum. You have to move from one end
of it to the other, and you can’t miss any step along the
way. If you get distracted at one point, you just stop. And
as soon as the distraction leaves, you pick up where you left
off and move further along. Each time you are distracted,
the process stops where you left it. (Miller 3)
The stages of grief identified by researchers are quite similar. According to Carol
Staudacher, grief does not have a schedule; there are no deadlines for resolution of loss
(Staudacher 2). However, she identifies three broad and overlapping stages of grief. The
“retreating” phase happens immediately following the death of the loved one. In this
phase, the grieving person experiences disbelief, shock, confusion, and disorientation.
Staudacher’s second phase is the “working through” phase. This phase involves the
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griever experiencing the full impact of the loss. The griever has feelings, reactions, and
conditions that he/she never thought possible. This phase is a time of repetition. The
griever will tell the same stories over and over and ask the same questions repeatedly.
Carol Staudacher’s final grief phase is the “resolving” phase. In this phase, the griever is
able to integrate the loss into daily life. The grieving person has days of hope and is able
to release some of the sadness. “When a loved one’s memory becomes a part of our
ongoing lives, that memory will help sustain us” (2-3).
John Bowlby also speaks of three stages of grief: protest, disorganization, and
reorganization (Bowlby 9). “Protest” corresponds to shock and disbelief.
“Disorganization” is characterized by suffering and difficulty with daily routines. During
the “reorganization” phase, the griever is able to experience relief and feel that healing is
occurring.
Wayne Oates adopts six stages of grief. They are shock, numbness, struggle
between fantasy and reality, breakthrough of mourning, selective recollection connected
with stabbing pain, and acceptance of loss and the reaffirmation of life (Oates 20).
Elisabeth Kübler-Ross and David Kessler offer the opinion that there are five stages of
grief.
“The five stages, denial, anger, bargaining, depression and
acceptance are a part of the framework that makes up our
learning to live without the one we lost.” They are tools to
help us frame and identify what we may be feeling. But
they are not stops on some linear timeline in grief. Not
everyone goes through all of them or in a prescribed
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order…. They were never meant to help tuck messy
emotions into neat packages. They are responses to loss
that many people have, but there is not a typical response to
loss as there is no typical loss. Our grief is as individual as
our lives. (Kübler-Ross and Kessler 7)
In his book, The Grief Process, Yorick Spiegel chooses the stages originally
identified by David Fulcomer.
The first stage, beginning immediately after receiving news
of the death, is characterized by shock (“immediate stage”).
It is followed by a second stage (“postimmediate stage”),
characterized by culturally patterned behavior controls. In
the third stage (“transitional stage”), “trial and error
behavior” is particularly evident. The fourth stage
(“repatterning stage”) completes the grief process. During
this period a continuous adaptive behavior gradually
becomes possible again. (Spiegel 60)
Judy Tatelbaum uses the following three stages: shock, suffering and
disorganization, and aftershocks and reorganization to classify grief stages.
The first phase, shock, can last hours, days, or weeks. The suffering and disorganization
phase is the longest; it can last months (Tatelbaum 25).
Creative Process in Grief Recovery
There is danger in ignoring grief. There are very disturbed people in our society.
These people commit crimes because they are not able to, or they refuse to deal with their
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life experiences, including experiencing grief. “The fine art of expressing feelings
creatively is seldom learned at home or in school, and each generation grows up with a
backlog of unexpressed feelings, or worse yet, feelings which sometimes are expressed in
destructive, anti-social behavior” (Bozarth 8).
Grief is a passion, something that happens to us, something
to endure. People can be stricken with it, victims of it,
stuck in it. Or they can meet it, get through it, and become
quiet victors through the honest and courageous process of
grieving. The difference between being grief-stricken and
grieving is the difference between remaining a passive
victim and actively making use of a situation. Grief is a
passion to endure, but with the courage to grieve, you make
it action. (Bozarth 22)
Grief can become productive through the creative process. “Think about loss and
its opposite: creativity” (Miller 2). “Grieving and creating are both cyclical processes
that involve the challenge of change” (Herzog 1). Jack Miller sites that loss can begin
to heal through the exercise of creativity (Miller 2). Instead of putting aside and
repressing grief, much evidence suggests that a grieving person should act on the grief.
Some extremely creative endeavors result from the artist expressing powerful emotions,
such as grief.
Joanne, a bereaved parent, acted out her emotions of
grief…creating monologues. By literally acting out her
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emotions, she found a way to act on them. She used her
creativity as a tool to help her grieve. (Doka 1)
When adults are asked about the process of grieving over lost siblings, they often
credit creative pursuits, such as writing, painting, or singing (Pollock 1). A grieving
person has much bottled energy; the grief seems to draw the person inward. Creating art
expresses those feelings and brings the person outward and allows the person to process
grief without burdening others, a self paced process. “Engaging in the creative process
through art making, writing, dancing, music, dreams, and meditation offers us the
opportunity to shift our bodily energy and attend to our grief” (Swan-Foster 1).
After recounting some of the above theories in his book, How We Grieve,
Thomas Attig notes the commonality of the above theories. “We are told that when we
grieve, we are hit hard by our bereavement. We are then immersed in the full impact of
intense and often nearly overwhelmingly painful experiences. Eventually, however, we
achieve some kind of equilibrium in living as if we had been washed up on shore after
having nearly drowned” (Attig 42).
Grieving is something that humans do. People do not remain passive; they act to
overcome, gain control of, or constructively express their emotions (47).
Whether a singer, a writer, a dancer, a playwright, a
storyteller, an actor or actress, a quilter, a seamstress, a
gardener, a builder, a cook, a woodworker, a poet, a
"rapper," a painter, a teacher, a musician, a sculptor, a
photographer, a composer, an advocate, or a volunteer—
each of us possesses our own special talents and creative
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gifts. Creative endeavors following a loss can be very
therapeutic and help the grieving find a means of
expressing grief or remembering someone lost—whether in
writing, song, or a variety of artistic media. Often the
grieving do not know the words, or the words do not exist,
to adequately express the emotion of grief—so they turn to
other means of expression. Creative expression can help to
lift one’s spirits; it can also help the grieving bring to the
surface the inner chaotic emotions deep inside and find
original ways of expressing the deep emotions generated in
grief. Creating expressions of grief or experiencing the
unique endeavors of others is a reminder of the
recuperative power of humans—the ability to create beauty
or find hope in tragedy. (Remen 1)
Grief is extremely individual. Individuals recover in different stages, and in
varying amounts of time. Working creatively can help the griever deal with the
emotions experienced. Many researchers suggest keeping a journal.
As we experience feelings and reactions caused by the
death of a loved one, we are filled with memories, wishes,
dreams, fantasies, insights, and questions. A journal is an
extraordinary friend. Writing can play an extremely
important role in healing. Writing allows the person to
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unburden himself of disturbing, painful feelings, and to
examine difficult personal issues. (Staudacher 63)
Laura Dower suggests purchasing a special journal that reminds the grieving
person of the person who died. She also suggests that the journal is a look at the
griever’s inner life and will help the writer understand how the death changed his or her
own life (Dower 6). Martin Auz and Maureen Andrews state that writing down thoughts
and emotions can be helpful during sorrow. When reading the words later, the writer can
see that the journey through grieving is progressing (Auz and Andrews 8).
John Schneider feels that encouraging creative expression is beneficial to a
grieving person. “Effective grief is one of the most creative experiences of a person’s
life” (Schneider 266). In their book, How to Survive the Loss of a Love, the authors
encourage grievers to write, sing, dance, act, or bake cherry pies; do whatever it is that is
creative (Colgrove, Bloomfield, and McWilliams 108).
Paul McCartney wrote the Beatles hit, “Let It Be,” about his mother Mary who
died of breast cancer (Majendie 1). He also chose to have the congregation sing “Let It
Be” at the funeral of his late wife, Linda McCartney, who also died of breast cancer.
Cindy Lightner and Nancy Hathaway suggest writing a letter to the deceased.
This provides the griever an opportunity to write what he or she did not have the time or
courage to say to the loved one (Lightner and Hathaway 210). Dr. Joan Hays suggests
writing the letter to loved ones before they die. She actually wrote a letter to her very
good friend, Henrietta, knowing that she was not going to live much longer. Without
making the letter sound like a ‘good bye’ letter, Joan Hays simply expressed her love for
Henrietta and for the valuable friendship that the women had shared. She knew that the
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letter had deeply touched her friend; they were able to talk about it before Henrietta
passed away. Joan Hays also expressed her gratitude and love to Karen Earl in a letter
before she died. Unfortunately, Karen passed away before she and Joan could discuss
this letter, but Joan feels that Karen appreciated the gesture of love
(Hays, Mar. 1, 2006).
Judy Tatelbaum suggests drawing as a method of working through grief. “Since
verbalizing may not be easy or effective for all of us…Drawing can be a means to get to a
deeper, less conscious level of knowing ourselves. Like dreaming, drawing may tap our
innermost selves, the unconscious part of our minds” (Tatelbaum 153).
The creative arts are an excellent avenue for working through feelings. The
following is the story of a painter who lost his daughter in a car accident. This is an
actual account of the experience of Howard Salmon in his article “Painting Through
Grief.”
I’ve always been an artist, and when things have gotten
tough in my life, I always turn to art to help me feel better.
Last November, I got into a car accident, and my daughter,
who was in the car with me, was killed in the crash. …
It took me about a month after the accident before I could
draw. I’d broken my hand (in addition to some other
bones), so drawing was difficult. When I finally did draw,
I started to scribble with a black crayon. Just making
scribbles I found to be therapeutic. Not only did it help me
give artistic expression to my feelings, but it also connected
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me to my daughter. For years, ever since my little girl was
a baby, we’d sit at the dining room table and draw together.
She’d make doodles and scribbles, and so would I. We’d
laugh at each other’s drawings. I wasn’t laughing now, but
I did feel a bond with her when I scribbled and doodled…
Often, I’d see images that reminded me of the accident, of
my daughter, and of my grief. Thus, my paintings have
been very dark and sad. I would often cry as I painted
them. The act of creating images that represented my grief
actually helped me cry. In a swirling scribble I’d see a
shrouded figure placing his hand on the silhouetted form of
my daughter’s head. I’d have a powerful image, and the
tears would flow. In another doodle, I’d see a staircase,
some shoes, broken glass, tears, a heart, and tires: all
symbols that I could somehow relate to the drama going on
inside my head. Once I’d get the images painted onto the
canvas, I’d feel drained and also I’d feel a sense of
satisfaction. I’d turned grief into art….
Now that I’ve been doing this for a few months I can see
my paintings changing. The themes are different now than
those of the first paintings. The early paintings have been
about the horror of the experience of my daughter dying
suddenly and in a violent way. Now they’re about sadness,
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regret, and longing. It’s a subtle change, but it shows how
my grief is changing over time. Like journaling, painting is
a record. …
When I create a painting that best represents my griefstricken emotional state, I don’t feel so alone. Anyone who
looks at my painting can see what I’m feeling. They can
see how I feel about my daughter and her death. They can
see how dark and scary and confusing it can be. But I don’t
feel anonymous. My paintings are big and they shout that
I’m in pain. They shout that my daughter used to be here,
that she was alive, but now she’s not—and that I’m
heartbroken as a result.
It’s so important to cry when grieving. It vents all of the
pent up emotion. I often cry when I paint, and my paintings
make me cry. Painting is my key to venting my grief.
(Salmon 1-2)
According to Anne Grant, it is extremely important for a grieving person to feel
and try to be creative to express the emotions involved in grieving. She suggests:
Vigorous physical exercise or work activity
Drawing, painting or sculpting
Writing or reading poetry
Music or interpretive dance
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Writing a journal or an ongoing letter to your loved person.
(Grant 1)
Professional sculptor, referred to as The Widow Bryant or sometimes Red, began
sculpting after the premature death of her husband of only thirteen years.
My salvation came in the guise of a box of clay. It was
pretty innocuous, lying there on my coffee table for weeks a bunch of brightly colored rectangles that Mom claimed I
could knead my grief into as I watched inane TV till the
wee hours of the morning. She called to the artist in me,
and hoped this small gift would inspire me to create
something beautiful from my pain. How many artists
throughout history have done just that?
Death touches all of us at some point in our lives. And
when it happens, we have two choices, really. We can
either drown ourselves in an ocean of grief or we can swim
for the shore. A very wise man I know says that the best
thing you can do about death is ride off from it. And he's
right. So late one night, I took clay in hand and began my
journey back to joy.
I was worried, not so much about the fact that I had never
sculpted anything before, but more about what I would turn
out. I wondered if it would be some awful grieving
howling thing, considering the experiences of the time.
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You see, when I pick up the clay, I don't really know what I
am about to create. It's more like watching what is born
from the raw material as my fingers push and pull it.
That night, under my hands, a face began to take shape.
And when I saw the abject joy in its features I knew for the
first time that I really - truly - was going to be alright. I
found hope in the fact that such a character was still inside
of me. That there might be more joy yet to be uncovered. I
finished that piece in one night, and baptized him
"Acceptance," because it seemed my turning point. And
ever since, each piece I create erases a little bit of my grief,
and releases a little bit more of my joy.
I have accepted Craig's death, and am slowly riding off
from it, yet not from him. Sculpting frees my mind to
wander through my memories, and my love for him is alive
in each piece I create. Some of my sculptures contain real
tears, kneaded into the clay, although I'll never tell which
ones. (Widow Bryant 1)
Like drawing, painting, and sculpting, dance is a nonverbal art. Grief can be
considered a reaction to something that a person is not able to speak about. Martha
Graham choreographed “Lamentation” about a person experiencing grief. In this
instance, Martha Graham is not the griever, she is portraying a griever to her audience.
Sarah Boxer notes in “The Expression of Grief and the Power of Art,” “While motifs of
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sorrow, loss, despair and mourning are common to many choreographers, grief is
sometimes the sole theme of some of the greatest works in dance history. Along with
"Lamentation," Antony Tudor's "Dark Elegies" of 1937 universalizes the same emotion
in a deeply etched ritual of communal grief” (Boxer 2).
Even though “Dark Elegies” was choreographed in the late thirties, the idea is still
effective today; there have been and will continue to be tragedies that affect entire groups
of people. Sarah Boxer states, “The less literally grief is depicted, the more effective it is
in dance. In ‘Lamentation,’ a woman encased in a tube of purple jersey moves into
abstract shapes, destabilized, off center and full of tension. Graham's program note
called the solo a dance of sorrows, ‘not the sorrow of a specific person, time or place but
the personification of grief itself’” (Boxer 2).
After the death of Margie Gillis’ brother, dancer Christopher Gillis, Margie
devoted her choreography to themes of grief.
In her first season since the death in 1993 of her brother
Christopher, Paul Taylor’s leading dancer, there is a sense
of continuity; there is also a change in dramatic register.
Mr. Gillis’s choreography for his sister in recent years dealt
with the theme of not coming to terms with death; her own
more cathartic and raging response was embodied in "Torn
Roots, Broken Branches, " a solo she created for an AIDS
benefit after Mr. Gillis died of AIDS.(Kisselgoff 1)
Sarah Boxer writes that, “Torn Roots, Broken Branches” was a “shattering, ragefilled tribute” to her brother, dancer and choreographer, Christopher Gillis (Boxer 1).
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Alvin Ailey felt that his personal relationships affected his creativity. Nearly all
of his dances have some basis in an event or emotion he has had.
In the tumultuous time of 1979 when Mr. Ailey's great,
perennial friend from his Lester Horton days, the
choreographer Joyce Trisler, died prematurely, he began
choreographing Memoria. Later, he wrote "Memoria” is
about Joyce's life, my memories of her, my image of her.
Although these are very abstract images, nobody has ever
asked me what Memoria is about. People everywhere
understand it. Making the dance was a very deep and
wrenching experience for me." (Ailey 4)
Alvin Ailey's tribute to the choreographer Joyce Trisler in "Memoria" is a
celebration of her work. It is danced in part by students from the Ailey School to
symbolize the future (Boxer 2).
Dance therapists have also created an avenue for grieving people. In a dance
therapy session, the participants are not necessarily trained dancers. Therapeutic dance
does not have to contain performance value; it can be strictly dance as a process to work
through physical or emotional pain. According to Helene Lefco, in her book, Dance
Therapy, “Dance therapy is an art and a skill which relies upon man’s basic urge to
dance….Dance therapy promotes an integration which is necessary for psychic and
physical well-being” (Lefco 1). Man has an innate need for movement.
Primitive peoples have always sought physical means to communicate with the
supernatural and to heal their spiritual ills. Rhythmic and symbolic movement has
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provided expression for people’s fears and joys throughout the centuries (Caplow-Linder,
Harpaz, and Sanderg 35).
The physical movement of dance is therapeutic.
Human movement is the organization of human energy in
response to his environment. Dance movement is the
rhymic organization – organization of human energy in
response to internal drives and reactions to the
environment. Movement carries with it awareness of the
interaction of internal and external energies. The process
of interaction is the core of all movement and the heart of
dance. (Riess xi)
The American Dance Therapy Association defines dance/movement therapy as
“the psychotherapeutic use of movement as a process which furthers the emotional and
physical intergration of the individual” (Totenbier 1). In dance/movement therapy, there
is a strong connection between the mind and body. Changes in the person’s physical
state will have an effect on this person’s emotional state. The therapist works the body to
stimulate the feeling level, with the goal of creating concurrent changes in the person’s
mental attitude. The session includes creative improvisational movement in order to
facilitate group interaction, emotional expression, and individual exploration (1).
In the dance therapy setting, according to Schoop, trained dancers are difficult to
study. They are able to mask their true feelings with their technical skill. A dance
therapy patient, who was highly trained in modern dance, began to destroy her old image
in improvisation: when she finally began to give shape to the ugly parts of her feelings,
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the dances she composed were original and expressive. Her compositions were now true
statements of emotion, and as such, were satisfying to the dancer (Schoop 154-155).
There is much documentation of the healing power of improvisation in dance.
Improvisation is a form of “physical doodling,” a process
of non-verbal free association during which the individual
permits his body to move spontaneously and unguardedly.
Elimination of the mind’s controlling influence can cause
underlying feelings to erupt into the body….It can be a
stunning experience to find your body acting out a long –
repressed sorrow….there’s no denying the authenticity of
those feelings. (Schoop 144)
Creating projects about the lost person is helpful even critical to the grieving
person. Melanie Klein suggests that creativity helps to take the place of the relationship
with the lost loved one (Pollock 1). “Telling the grief story by creating a narrative does
help the grieving person overcome the grief” (Kopelman 1). When singer Eric Clapton
lost his son in a tragic accident, he expressed his grief in a poignant song, “Tears in
Heaven” (Doka 1).
Trained dancers, as with any trained artists, express their emotions through their
art. Choreography is an excellent outlet for a grieving dancer. Grief has a way of
monopolizing the thoughts of a person. The choreography provides a place for this to
develop and expand. If an artist is depressed because of a life-changing event, the
depression consumes the thought process. Choreographing about the grief allows the
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feeling to surface, and can actually provide closure. It becomes a kind of physical
journaling.
It could prove difficult for an artist to accept an assignment revolving around
another subject matter in a time of grief. The grieving artist might need to create work
about the grief before being able to create about another subject matter. Perhaps the artist
will be able to move on to something else once the grieving results in a concrete
expression.
.

Creating something about the lost person has its benefits as well. In

choreographing about a lost friend, the choreographer can experience and remember
specific encounters with this person. Choreography based on photographs of the person,
the work of the person, and the artistic passions of the person can prove inspirational to
the grieving choreographer. The choreographer is able to experience the person as long
as is desired by creating about the person. Subsequent performances also rejuvenate that
memory.
Creating choreography does involve process. To choreograph about a specific
person, the choreographer would plan how to produce such work. Music can be selected
before the choreography begins, while the choreography is in progress, or not at all.
Movement can be selected from many choreographic avenues. The choreographer can
use videotapes of the person dancing and the person’s choreography. Still photographs of
the person dancing and the person’s choreography are useful as well. Memories and
dreams are also useful in creating the movement.
Choosing dancers is another important factor in a project such as this. It would be
desirable for the dancers to have known the person for whom they are dancing. It might
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be desirable for the dancers to have similar movement qualities as well. Discussion with
the dancers about the project is important. Some of the dancers might recall particular
movement characteristics about the person that the choreographer has forgotten to
include. The “oh yea!” moments can also prove therapeutic to the choreographer and
dancers. If the dancers knew the person, there can be a lot of reminiscing discussion that
could prove therapeutic to all.
Improvisation can be used, especially if there are photographs or other records of
the persons and their choreography. Martha Clarke discussed a piece of work that she
choreographed for the Martha Graham Company. She used the paintings of Francisco
Goya as her inspiration for the choreography. Clarke brought a book of his paintings to
rehearsal, and she and the dancers improvised using the paintings as inspiration (Clarke
March 2005). The piece that she created could be considered a moving representation of
his work.
This idea of creating choreography based on improvisation of still pictures can
prove to be very productive. Again, the choreographer is involved in the process of
creating about the lost person through re-creation, abstraction, and intuitive reminiscing.
Examine Eulogies
Written Eulogies
A eulogy is usually a spoken or written tribute to a person’s life. It can entertain
the reader or listener; it can acknowledge people who have passed away and provide
special memories of the deceased person (Stumbo 1). The eulogy should connect the
audience with the departed person. Eulogies should always acknowledge the person in a
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positive manner. It should communicate the love that the writer, reader, or choreographer
felt for this person (1).
As noted by Phyllis Theroux in her book, The Book of Eulogies, physical
characteristics are sometimes mentioned, but not the focus of the eulogy. “While not
exactly a proof for the soul’s immortality, there is nothing like reading a sizable number
of eulogies to realize that the soul is real – and all that matters” (Theroux 16).
In researching eulogies of women ages thirty to fifty who have died of breast
cancer, many of the relatives of the deceased discuss the disease and the struggle to fight
breast cancer. Greg Behrens recounts his wife’s struggle from the day of breast cancer
diagnosis to the death of his wife, Carlene Gale Kouba Behrens. He talks about Carlene
wanting him to write her eulogy before she died so that she could have input.
Early the next morning she told me "get up and write my
eulogy" so I did, starting with when we first met. Once the
eulogy was drafted, I was sleepy but ten minutes later she
said "you forgot my childhood,” so I wrote another page.
The next morning, she was not satisfied with the reading
for the funeral mass. Again I got up and searched the
Internet until I found what she wanted in Proverbs, 31.
When one finds a worthy wife, her value is far beyond
pearls. Her husband, entrusting his heart to her, has an
unfailing prize. She brings him good, and not evil, all the
days of her life. She is clothed with strength and dignity,
and she laughs at the days to come. She opens her mouth
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in wisdom, and on her tongue is kindly counsel. She
watches the conduct of her household, and eats not her
food in idleness. Her children rise up and praise her; her
husband, too, extols her: "Many are the women of proven
worth, but you have excelled them all." Charm is deceptive
and beauty fleeting; the woman who fears the LORD is to
be praised. Give her a reward of her labors, and let her
works praise her at the city gates. (Behrens 1)
John Riley, after giving the details of his wife’s battle with breast cancer, stated
that he wanted friends and family to remember the beautiful person that Rita was.
My wife, Rita Eileen Riley, was 47 when she died. She
had beautiful green eyes, a warm smile and what was
harder to describe, she had the kind of heart that made her
immediately liked by everyone she met. She was
extremely smart, though quiet, a college graduate in
architecture who had retrained herself in graphic design and
had finally been promoted to her life-long dream of
working in the art department of a major publishing house,
the same week she was diagnosed. (Riley 3)
John Riley also emphasized his appreciation for his wife, “She was a much better
person than I will ever be, though I am a better person than I would ever have been,
because of her. For sixteen years I never doubted that I was loved” (3).
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Stephanie, Jennifer’s sister, thanked all of the people who help care for her sister
in her dying state. After acknowledging the large number of people who loved and cared
for her sister, Stephanie discussed characteristics of her sister’s personality that people
would remember. She also gave examples of things that Jennifer had done.
First, Jennifer possessed a complete sense of
selflessness…. Before she bravely marched to kindergarten,
she so lovingly told us two younger sisters to enjoy her
most prized possession – her easy bake oven. She was not
concerned that we would use up all of the cake mixes or
hurt this little appliance – she just wanted us to have fun
while she was off exploring the world. That is but a small
example of Jennifer’s beautiful gift of giving.
(Stephanie 1)
Stephanie then talks about something that Jennifer taught her in her struggle with the
disease.
My sister called me one day last fall… Despite being told
that her cancer was spreading and options were narrowing,
my sister told me something profound. Jennifer proclaimed
that this had been the best year of her life. The ugly visions
of breast cancer flooded my mind for a moment until she
said that she had never experienced such an abundance of
love in her life. Jennifer said that it was probably always
there but she had never been able to accept it or to cherish
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it like she did at that very moment. She had been so
deeply touched by people’s generosity, prayers and
concern. I was moved by these comments and suddenly all
of the ugliness of the breast cancer left my mind and was
replaced with this brilliant light. (Stephanie 2)
It was important to John Wakerly, husband of Kate Wakerly, to negate the
impression that his wife’s disease had “defined her life for the past six years”
(Wakerly 1).
She did, after all, seem to spend forty to fifty percent of her
time every week on medically related activities. But let's
consider all of the wonderful things that Kate did and
experienced over that very same period of time. In the
immediate family, we had two high-school graduations and
two college graduations. Many awards and achievements,
for both the kids and for Kate - for example, the Athena
award for women in business. … Family trips to Chicago,
Boston, New York, Washington D.C., England, Scotland,
Ireland, Switzerland, Germany, Austria, France, Spain,
Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Hawaii, and the
Caribbean; many of the destinations multiple times. Three
DeMonte-family Christmas parties. About 100 day-cruises
in our boat on San Francisco Bay. Four Moody Blues and
five Chicago concerts. … One fabulous wedding. (1)
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John described his wife’s love for family and charity work. He also assured
people that she fought hard to win her battle over breast cancer. She wanted to see her
other children graduate, get married, and have their own children (2).
In Paul McCartney’s eulogy for his wife, Linda McCartney, he praised her as “a
great lover, fantastic photographer, passionate rock n'roll fan and fervent crusader for
animal rights” (Majendie 1). Paul Majendie reported of Paul McCartney at Linda
McCartney’s funeral, “He said she was like a bright, shining diamond in his life.
Recalling the first time they met, he said: ‘I caught her eye and thought I cannot let this
chance go’" (1). At Linda McCartney’s funeral, the congregation sang “Let It Be,” a
song that Paul McCartney had written for his own mother Mary, who died of breast
cancer when he was fourteen years old (1).
Unlike poetry and song, dance eulogies are not usually documented as eulogies.
This could be because sometimes the choreographer does not know he or she is creating a
dance about someone. In creating the dance, “Memoria,” Alvin Ailey did not realize the
dance was about his friend until much later in the choreographic process (Dunning 323).
Usually, creating choreography takes more time than the week preparation for the spoken
eulogy that is presented at the funeral service.
Because the delimitations of this project include: eulogies are limited to
women ages thirty to fifty who have died of breast cancer, there is not documentation at
any of the libraries cited for this project of a choreographic eulogy that meets the criteria
prescribed. Tina McDow created a thesis about everyday grief that was interesting, but it
did not pertain to this research project.
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CHAPTER III
CREATION OF THE CHOREOGRAPHIC EULOGY HONORING KAREN
EARL
Reason for the Concert
After Karen died on October 22, 2004, I could not focus on any of my activities
or responsibilities. I decided to use the photographs of Karen dancing that were
displayed in our office and create a “Karen” dance that would be uplifting and happy to
remember. In creating this piece, I found myself enjoying the process and actually
feeling less sad about the loss. I began thinking of other ideas of how to share Karen
through dance. A concert would be created to eulogize Karen Earl.
I selected three of Karen’s dances for the concert that would be held February
16 and 17, 2006. In choosing the dances, I was trying to represent Karen’s personality.
Karen was very in touch with nature and natural beauty, and this is reflected in her use of
images from the Grand Canyon to create Ancient Echos. She also had a wonderful sense
of humor and loved to laugh at herself and life, which inspired her to create Diary of a
Cellular Phonatic. Karen’s spirituality is demonstrated in Sacred Passage. I chose
Ancient Echos because I think of it as Karen’s favorite choreography. The dance is about
the Grand Canyon. Karen loved the Grand Canyon; this is where she and her husband
had shared special moments, including his marriage proposal to her. I chose Diary of a
Cellular Phonatic because it was humorous, and I remember how much Karen hated cell
phones. This dance brings back happy memories; Karen often discussed this dance with
me while she was choreographing it. She borrowed my children’s scooters for the
‘scooter scene’ in the dance. The third dance that I chose was Sacred Passage. I think
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this dance was my favorite of all of her dances. The dance involves the healing power of
the cross. The set is actually literal; there is a draped cross on stage. Dancers depicting a
variety of afflictions are healed through faith in the cross.
Dances Included
Ancient Echos
I selected dancers for Ancient Echos in May 2005. These seven female dancers
had known Karen and demonstrated mastery of the Erick Hawkins technique as Karen
would have required. A video tape of a rehearsal of this dance was available. It was
extremely helpful that all seven of the dancers in the video were wearing different
clothing, which made recreating parts easier. The dancers and I met every Monday for
three hours throughout the summer. On the first meeting, I matched my dancers with
Karen’s dancers on the tape. Together, we started recreating the movement. I made
copies of Karen’s rehearsal video for all of the dancers and asked them to try to know the
first two minutes of the dance by the following Monday.
Each Monday, we would put the individuals’ movements together, study the
tape and match what we were doing to what the taped dancers were doing. The first
several rehearsals were tedious and difficult. In the first three and a half minutes of the
dance, all of the dancers are dancing independently; there is no unison. It was extremely
difficult to make sure all of my dancers were capturing the original movement. Karen’s
work is also very intricate. Not only was I concerned with memory and execution of
movement, I had to also work with imagery that I knew was important to Karen and try to
recreate the quality she would have required. The second section of Ancient Echos is
mostly unison. This was easier to learn and document, but difficult to count. The
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challenge with the second section was timing and detail. Karen loved to teach a phrase,
do that phrase in one part of the dance; and then, change a small detail of the same phrase
and repeat the phrase with subtle variations. For example, a passé would have a pointed
foot when done with a hop, but a flexed foot when followed by an extension. The
choreography before and after the two different passés would be the same. This dance
rehearsed regularly from June 2005 to February 16, 2006. Fortunately, the dancers were
very dedicated to the dance, and they remembered and loved Karen.
I very much enjoyed reconstructing Ancient Echos as a way to honor Karen. It
helped put me into her state of mind. I felt close to her and enjoyed experiencing the
satisfaction that she must have experienced when she created this dance. I could picture
her doing the movement; I could hear the corrections that she would have made; and I
could feel and internalize the meaning behind the dance that was so special to her.
Diary of a Cellular Phonatic
I selected nine dancers at an audition on September 15, 2005 to perform Diary
of a Cellular Phonatic. Because this dance was humorous, the dancers chosen were
required to demonstrate theatrical performance quality as well as technical skill. This
group rehearsed every Friday for two hours starting September 23, 2005. I had found
Karen’s original notes for this dance in our office. The dancers and I were able to follow
her notes and a performance tape to recreate the movement. The music was not difficult
to count, and the dance was much easier to reconstruct than Ancient Echos.
Recreating Diary of a Cellular Phonatic was also a very therapeutic experience
for me. Most of the dancers had worked with Karen in class or on other pieces. We were
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able to picture her doing the movement. We shared stories about things she would say.
For two hours every Friday, I was able to work in Karen’s world.
Sacred Passage
The dance faculty at Texas State University and I decided that we would dance
Sacred Passage. This dance required maturity in the performance. Because we are a
very close faculty, we all felt that we needed to share in this experience. Three of the
dancers, LeAnne Stedman, Shay Ishii, and Anna Antoniewicz had performed the original
dance. Michelle Nance, Kaysie Sietz Brown, and I replaced the other three dancers. I
made copies of the performance video for all to help us recreate our parts. We rehearsed
two hours a week from October through February as well as twenty hours over the
Christmas holidays, and every weekend in January. The first two and a half minutes of
the dance are not at all in unison. Because of our experience as performers, we were able
to learn our parts independently. As in Ancient Echos, there were several slightly
different variations of the same choreography. We had to work meticulously to perform
the choreography as Karen had intended. Performing and directing the rehearsals was a
wonderful experience. I was surrounded by others who were grieving just as I was. We
were able to laugh, cry, and completely immerse ourselves in Karen’s memory.
Reminisce
Reminisce was created from photographs of Karen dancing that were on our
office wall. I selected six dancers who all knew Karen; most had been her dance
students. I chose one group shape of six dancers to begin the process. The dancers recreated the individual shapes in the photograph, Figure 1. We used improvisation to find
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choreography to get into and out of the shape. We created sixty-two counts of movement
from the improvisation based on the first photograph, Figure 1.

Figure 1. Beginning of the choreographic process of
Reminisce.
At another rehearsal, my dancers and I worked on the Grand Canyon formation
that had been an inspiration to Karen for Ancient Echos. I had one dancer enter the stage
alone, face the audience and sit in the far left shape from the photograph below, Figure 2.
A second dancer entered the stage, took one of Karen’s signature shapes, Figure 3, and
walked to the third position from the left in the shape, Figure 2. A third dancer entered,
used shapes Figure 3 and Figure 4. This dancer became the far right shape on the
photograph, Figure 2. A fourth dancer entered, used shapes Figure 3 and Figure 4 and
became the second position from the right in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Opening formation for Reminisce.

Figure 3. Karen hopping. This shape is used as a motif throughout Reminisce.

Figure 4. Karen leaning. This shape is also used throughout Reminisce.
We used improvisation and recounted “Karen moments” as we worked with the
choreography that would become the opening of the piece. We chose what several
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students and faculty referred to as “Karen’s step” after this opening shape. Two dancers
would do “Karen’s step” as they traveled stage left. Karen’s step was: step R, side lift R,
step L, side lift L, spiral R, walk L, R turning, lift, brush, stand to shape. I had not
chosen music at this point. I was considering silence until I found the most appropriate
music, Claude Boling’s “Caprice.” The music was exactly the mood that I was
attempting to establish.
On March 1, 2005, I attended an open rehearsal of the Martha Graham Dance
Company in Austin, Texas. Martha Clarke’s “Untitled” work was especially significant
to me. During the after show discussion, Martha Clarke explained that the choreography
was based on the paintings of Goya. She had taken books of these paintings to
rehearsals. The dancers had improvised based on their perceptions of the paintings.
Martha Clarke set movement as she saw the dancers creating movement that fit her idea.
Her choreographic process paralleled my process in Reminisce.
I continued to use Karen’s photographs and movement memories to complete
the piece. I included a very cheerful trio in white the dancers performed several pas de
chats, sissones, and step hops that were characteristic of a solo that Karen had
choreographed and performed. I also used one of my favorite photographs of Karen in a
swimsuit dance, choreographed by another faculty member. Figure 5 was the
photographic inspiration behind the foot flick section of Reminisce.

Figure 5. Karen posing on a lawn chair.
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I had a very difficult time with the ending of this dance. I loved it; I loved
working on it; and I loved the opportunity to think about Karen. I did not want it to end.
I cried every time I thought about an ending. After contemplating this for weeks, I
decided that the dance would not end. I would instruct the technical crew to fade music
and dim lights while the dancers were still dancing. Reminisce never ends. I also had a
difficult time deciding on a title. I called it “Her Dance” for months. On the day of
Karen’s memorial, I decided to title the dance Reminisce which indicates a remembering
of something or someone.
Reminisce was performed on April 21, 2005 at a memorial service for Karen
Earl. The performance was beautiful as was the tribute to Karen. The dancers
performed with extreme emotion and intensity; Karen would have been so proud of them.
The dancers and I continued to review Reminisce throughout the 2005-2006
school year. Reminisce was very special to me because it was the actual beginning of my
grief healing process.
It’s All About Me
I also chose to include It’s All About Me in this concert. This dance was my
own choreography from spring, 2004. I created this dance about people who think more
of themselves than they think of others. Karen and I would discuss seeing people in the
real world do appalling things to get ahead of others; it was an election year. I so much
appreciate that we had time to talk about our lives and random ideas. In creating It’s All
About Me, Karen and LeAnne Stedman attended my final rehearsal before Opening Door,
2004. We laughed about the dance at the rehearsal; both gave my dancers input on
‘hamming up’ the performance. However, I was still not happy with my ending; Karen
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looked at it again. She took the red scarf from my dancer, and walked through all of the
fallen white scarf dancers and created the current ending of the dance. It was a wonderful
moment. I can still picture her doing it.
I enjoyed working with my nine It’s All About Me dancers. They were selected
in the September 15, 2005 audition. We rehearsed on Fridays for two hours, starting in
September. Because it was my choreography, I felt free to make changes. I did insist on
the exact ending that Karen created. I shared the memory of Karen changing my ending
with the dancers.
Lord’s Prayer
Lord’s Prayer was my first choreography for Opening Door Dance Theatre.
Karen had loved it. When I found the music, I had called Karen and let her hear it over
the phone. She had attended several of my rehearsals. I decided to include Lord’s
Prayer in this concert, but I felt that I needed to do something more with the original
dance. It was only three minutes long, and I felt that it needed more. I cast eight dancers
on September 15, 2005 for a dance that only needed six. We rehearsed for two hours on
Sundays. I tried to incorporate the two additional male dancers into the original piece.
This led to the development of a second dance that ultimately merged with Lord’s
Prayer.
Eternal Spirit
I knew that I wanted to choreograph another dance about Karen. Oddly, during
my first semester working on my MFA at Sam Houston State University, I was working
on the required thirty-minute dance for a graduate choreography class. This thirtyminute choreography served as the basis of a solo that I really liked. It was based on the
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Lutheran hymn, I Was There to Hear Your Borning Cry. In the thirty-minute dance, I
had added more dancers to bring about a sense of relationship of a person changed
because of her relationship with others. After the performance of the ten minute
condensed version of the thirty-minute dance, I realized that the dance was about Karen.
Karen had recently realized that she was starting to have more complications from the
breast cancer. For the thirty-minute project, I had played the music for Karen in our
office. She had liked the first of three pieces of music that I had used. This was the solo.
In May 2005, I selected a student to perform a new solo, based on the original
solo idea. The original soloist had graduated and moved away. I knew the new soloist
had been very close to Karen. We worked together on a Sunday afternoon in August
2005. She reminded me of Karen’s spirit. I decided that her spirit needed a second
dimension. I chose a male student to perform the second dimension. The male dancer
joins the soloist on stage and performs a short solo. The two dancers begin a duet; the
duet signifies the completion of one person’s soul. I liked the idea of Karen’s spirit
represented in choreography. I decided to explore what life is for Karen now. I moved
the two male dancers from Lord’s Prayer to this new piece. In my mind, the two male
dancers represented the ‘other side,’ or the present for Karen’s spirit. They represent
happiness, beauty, and comfort. The male part of Karen’s spirit is taken to the other side,
and all three men gently encourage the female to join them. I used several cross motifs in
this choreography. I decided to have the angels walk onto the stage, surround the spirits
of Karen and the men and perform Lord’s Prayer. This created the vision that I had of
choreographing Karen’s journey to peace. The name of the new piece is Eternal Spirit.
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The costumes for Eternal Spirit were very significant. Karen’s favorite colors
were turquoise and brown. I found the turquoise dress in the costume closet at Texas
State University. It was originally worn by Karen in a dance choreographed by another
faculty member. I tied the long sleeves around the dancer’s neck to create a halter
neckline; I also created a ‘belt’ by gathering one layer of the chiffon skirt around the
dancer’s waist. I found the muted brown and cream fabric for the men’s costumes at
Hancock fabric store in San Marcos. I asked Anna Antoniewicz to make the males’
pants. I was unsuccessful at dying shirts for the male dancers. I purchased the shirts that
were used just days before the concert. I chose a turquoise shirt for the male that
represented Karen’s spirit. I chose brown and cream for the other two dancers. All three
men had the same pants. The white costumes that had been made for the Lord’s Prayer
section of the piece in 2001 were available and fit all of the Lord’s Prayer dancers.
Production Factors
While working on the dances for this show, I had many dreams about Karen.
The first that I remember was in April of 2005. Karen came into the studio while I was
teaching. She told me that she was dead and could no longer teach her classes. We
hugged; she told me to find someone else to teach her classes. I assured her that I
understood that she could no longer teach, but I told her that I wished she could. I told
her that we were looking for a permanent replacement.
The second vivid dream that I recall happened in May of 2005. In this dream, I
was working alone on recreating Ancient Echos. Karen and her mother came into the
studio. Karen started dancing the movement that I was trying to recreate. Her mother
said, “That’s it! Karen was always doing that in the kitchen.” Karen began to teach the
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movement to me and to her mother; the three of us were dancing together. Karen was
determined to help me get the movement down before she left. Her mother was very
happy. I kept touching Karen not wanting to let her go.
Another dream happened in September of 2005. In this dream, Karen was on
her way back, as if she had been away on some long vacation. I was working to make
everything ‘just right’ for her. Several of the faculty and I were going tubing in the river;
Karen was meeting us there. I had reserved a special tube for Karen. Someone tried to
use this special tube; I completely melted down over this. Later, I realized that I had
territorial issues with Karen’s things; I would get very upset with people who tried to take
her place.
Putting the concert together was very fulfilling for me. I loved my subject and
wanted only the best to represent Karen’s memory. I asked a former student, who I knew
to be a visual artist, to draw a picture of Karen that could be used on the program and for
the poster. The result was more than I had imagined. Kelly Wood had taken a photo of
Karen, drawn an impressionistic representation of Karen, and included symbols of things
that Karen loved, figure 6. There are birds to Karen’s right; Karen would use birds as
images during class. To the left of Karen, there are plants that represent the San Marcos
River. Karen loved the river. Kelly also emphasized Karen’s right earring. Karen loved
earrings; she and her father made jewelry together. The drawing was a very symbolic
and thoughtful representation of Karen.
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Figure 6. Kelly Wood’s drawing of Karen Earl.
A digital photograph was taken of the picture so that we could use it on the
posters, fliers, and programs. I decided to title the concert, “Reminisce: A
Choreographic Eulogy Honoring Karen Earl.” Dr. Cindy Gratz at Sam Houston State
University had actually suggested the word “eulogy” as the description of my project.

I

felt that this concert would celebrate the life of Karen Earl. In the program, the
photographs of Karen that were used in the creation of Reminisce were included, as well
as some of her original program notes and a quotation from the newspaper describing
Ancient Echos.
“When I visited the Grand Canyon, I was struck by its beauty and its spirit,”
Karen Earl said as she reflected on the origin of the piece. “I was especially drawn to its
geology and formations, the spatial relationships. This provided a springboard for the
expression of space in this dance. Whatever I saw there, it just all came together and
assimilated itself into this dance.” Susan Hanson, staff writer for the San Marcos Daily
Record, had quoted Karen in the newspaper on February 9, 1997, p. 1B. (Hanson 1)
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Thursday night “Reminisce: A Choreographic Eulogy Honoring Karen Earl,”
opened in Evans Auditorium on the Texas State University campus. I thought the
dancers and technical crew gave ‘above and beyond’ what was asked of them. Everyone
wanted the evening to be a memorable tribute to Karen. We all knew that her parents,
husband, and friends would attend. We wanted them to know, feel, and see how much
Karen had meant to all of us. The only technical problem was in Sacred Passage. The
lights decided not to turn on at all; LeAnne Stedman accused Karen of wanting us ‘to
know she was there.’
Friday night brought an entirely different set of unforseen circumstances. Two
dancers became violently ill with a stomach virus. This affected three of the seven dances
in the concert. Ancient Echo worked with some spacing adjustments. There was no time
to correct Reminisce and Diary of a Cellular Phonatic. We had to delay allowing the
audience to enter the auditorium. We quickly walked through the three dances and made
slight corrections so that the dances could be fully appreciated even with missing dancers.
It was a positive experience for all of us to deal with this sudden misfortune. This
situation actually reminded Dr. Joan Hays of one of Erick Hawkins images of having the
dancers “dancing on the razor’s edge,” describing his desire to have live music so that the
dancers were completely present, unsure of exactly what would happen live on stage.
(Hays, Mar. 1, 2006)
One student reminded us of Karen saying, “It’s not what happens to you that
determines who you are, it’s how you handle it.” We all decided to ‘handle it’ and not let
it lessen what we had all worked for over a year to create.
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I felt that the actual concert was a tremendous success, both emotionally and
financially. All of the proceeds were donated to the Karen Earl Memorial Scholarship
Fund. The concert brought in over $3400. I was very proud to present this concert for
Karen’s family and friends. Not only do I believe that the process got me through one of
the worst times in my life, I believe that the product helped the audience celebrate
Karen’s life. It was a joyous celebration of things Karen loved, right down to her favorite
choreography.
I am so glad to see so many people come together to
celebrate such a wonderful woman! To the people who
didn't get the chance to know her, I hope this concert can
give you a glimpse of what she was to us; and to those of us
extremely blessed to have had our lives cross her path, I
hope this concert reminds us of the passion we should have
for life, and the compassion we should have for people. In
remembering Karen, we should also thank Rich for sharing
her with us! We know what a wonderful spirit she has, and
that (if not for anyone else, for me) still exists, and will
always exist in our memories. Thank you also to Tammy
Fife for sharing your grief process with us and allowing us
the chance to show San Marcos, through dance, Karen's
work. We love you Tammy! Good show dancers! Break a
leg! (Black 1)
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Recovery of Grief for the Choreographer
The process of re-creating Karen Earl’s choreography was an incredible
experience. I knew that I wanted to honor Karen with a concert completely in her
memory; I felt that she deserved this. In the beginning, I feared that I might have been
overly optimistic in ‘curing’ my sadness through this experience. I feared that rehearsing
Karen’s dances, immersing myself in her choreographic aesthetic, might prove
overwhelming and emotionally draining. I feared that being so involved in her work
would create intense memories that would magnify the loss making my sadness worse.
Instead what I discovered was an exhilarating experience that I wanted to share
with all grieving people. Working with Karen’s choreographies allowed me to
experience her creative process and feel her presence. I actually enjoyed the rehearsals
that I had feared would make me too sad to function. I felt close to her throughout the
process, experiencing the satisfaction that she must have experienced with each piece.
Throughout the process of losing Karen, preparing the concert, and presenting
the choreographic eulogy in honor of Karen Earl, I experienced all stages of grief that
were identified in the review of literature. Carol Staudacher labels the first phase, the
“retreating” phase in which the mourner experiences shock, disbelief, confusion, and
disorientation (Staudacher 2). At first, upon learning of Karen’s death, I was shocked
and filled with disbelief and betrayal. After all, I had spoken with her; she was coming
back. I had ordered her textbooks; she was not supposed to die. The students and other
faculty members also experienced the shock and confusion that learning of Karen’s death
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seemed to evoke. When they would cry and express the intense sorrow that I was feeling,
I responded by sharing funny stories and happy memories to honor Karen the way she
would have wanted. I thought that it was my place to become a role model and mask my
grief in order to honor Karen and to encourage students to honor her as well. The dance
division had to thrive, as Karen would have wanted; we could not all just stop
functioning. I had to constantly remind myself of this in order to continue working with
any degree of effectiveness. This masking of grief corresponds to Kubler-Ross and
Kessler’s denial and bargaining stages (Kubler-Ross and Kessler 7). I was denying
myself and others the opportunity to grieve.
I began my creative grieving process by developing an eight-minute piece that I
titled, Reminisce. I found myself getting through the pain and enjoying working with
Karen in this new way; I would have preferred to work with her in person, alive. During
the rehearsals I began to experience Carol Staudacher’s second phase of grief, the
‘working through’ phase (Staudacher 2). Because I was able to choreograph and recreate Karen’s choreography, I did not have to speak about my grief. I was able ‘act
upon’ my grief instead. There were ideas and feelings that I needed to repeat over and
over as Carol Staudacher suggested in her description of the “working through” phase
(Staudacher 2). I was able to choreograph movement patterns rather than verbalize. I
felt that I was able to work through my grief without feeling that I was burdening others.
“Bothering” or “burdening” other people is not something that I would allow myself to
do in any situation; the choreography gave me this outlet. My dancers understood what I
was experiencing and that it was sometimes difficult, but we continued working through
it together; this helped them get through the second stage of grief as well.
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The most therapeutic activity of this concert was choreographing about Karen
Earl. Reminisce was my first journey through the recovery process. Even though the
first several rehearsals made me cry and wish for Karen to be with us, by the end of the
process, I felt a great deal of peace. I loved the dance; I also loved working on the dance.
I wanted it to represent my memories of Karen. I recognized that Karen would not have
made some of the choreographic choices that I made, but Reminisce was my personal
choreography about Karen Earl. Karen probably would not have chosen the title,
Reminisce, but the title truly represented my recollection of Karen.
I think the most satisfying experience of the entire concert for me was creating
Eternal Spirit. According to Carol Staudacher, the final phase of grief is the “resolving”
phase during which the griever integrates the loss into daily life and accepts that the
person is gone (Staudacher 2). None of the choreography of Eternal Spirit used any of
Karen’s “movement motifs.” It was entirely my perception and representation of Karen’s
spirit and her journey to the other side. There were difficult moments in the process;
taking the female dancer to join all of the male dancers was emotional for me. This
symbolized allowing Karen to leave her earthly body to journey to her spiritual body,
something that I did not want to allow. I realized however that she was already there; her
journey to the other side was peaceful and very beautiful. She was in excellent care,
surrounded by beauty and love, and no longer full of pain caused by the cancer. This
realization was affirming and healing for me. This dance seemed to be my physical
journal that finally allowed me to accept Karen Earl’s death. Eternal Spirit also helped
me realize that Karen is in a much better place. Eternal Spirit allowed me to complete
stage three of the grieving process.
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Recovery of Grief for the Performers
Performing Karen’s choreography was also an important part of the healing
process. I felt as though I was physically representing my love for Karen. In speaking
with the other performers of Sacred Passage, we all shared the desire to give the best
performance possible to honor Karen’s memory. Performing for an audience was also a
sharing of Karen to the audience, mostly her family and friends. We wanted to represent
her as the strong woman she was. The Texas State dance faculty all verbalized ‘feeling
closer’ to Karen throughout the Sacred Passage rehearsal process. Following are a series
of statements from the performers addressing their personal healing experiences. LeAnne
Stedman said, “It was poignant, heartbreaking, joyous, healing to rehearse Sacred
Passage. Hearing her voice on the rehearsal video was such a treat. I knew she was in
the studio with us…her voice was a tangible reminder of her presence” (Stedman 10
March 2006). LeAnne Stedman also shared her experience in performing Sacred
Passage.
When performing there were moments when I was
reaching out for her, missing her, connecting with her and
feeling my love for her. I also felt her love for all of us.
Karen had already begun her ‘Sacred Passage’ before
she died and being in the space of this dance helped me
know that her journey is continuing in a glorious way.
(Stedman 10 March 2006)
Michelle Nance, who had previously danced in several of Karen’s
choreographies, shared her feelings of dancing, rehearsing, and performing in the concert.
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Being a part of Tammy's MFA Concert was an amazing,
healing, and up-lifting experience. I danced in Karen Earl's
Sacred Passage. The piece itself promotes inner reflection
and solemnity, both in performing it and in witnessing it. It
is not, however, depressing or lulling; yet it is bursting with
a sense of joy, hope, and triumph. This, for me, defines
what Karen Earl inspired in others: a sense of meaningful
integrity and strength, paired with joy and harmony.
As the title implies, performing the piece provided me
with a sense of ascension. It is a journey that one has to
take individually, but not alone. Each dancer has her own
identity and her own journey, yet as an ensemble, we
support one another and revel in the interactions that come
about.
For me, performing this piece and being a part of the
concert, provided a sense of closure that I had not allowed
myself to accept since Karen's passing. It was not closure
in the sense of my relationship with her coming to an end,
yet a "passing" to the next phase of our relationship. I was
given the gift to grieve joyfully through this dance and am
forever grateful to Tammy for her dedication to carrying
out this concert in such a sophisticated, beautiful and
respectful way. (Nance, Mar. 19, 2006)
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According to Shay Ishii, an adjunct faculty member and former student of Karen Earl,
the concert was a way to interpret feelings of Karen’s loss.
I have been thinking about the impact and effectiveness
of the concert. I found that it gave me something practical
and in this case, physical, to do with my own feelings not
just about Karen's passing but about my relationship with
Karen as a teacher, mentor, choreographer, friend, all of the
many roles that she filled in my life. It allowed me to
embody more than the sadness and loss I felt because of her
death but enabled me to embody and express my love,
respect, appreciation, honor, gratitude, all the complex
emotions I experienced with and for Karen during her life.
It [the concert] also provided an opportunity to offer a
gesture of comfort to her parents and family. I had been
feeling very helpless and unable to find any words or action
that might soften their grief even in some small way. I
think that such a celebration of her life and her art was
an appropriate and genuinely heartfelt way to do so. (Ishii,
Mar. 9, 2006)
Kaysie Sietz Brown, one of Karen’s former students and ironically, the newest
Texas State University dance faculty member reflects on her experience with the concert.
How fortunate am I that I was hired to teach at Texas
State University and able to perform in this concert. More
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than words can express! Through working on Sacred
Passage, I was able to revisit Karen through the love and
memories of all who worked with her. Everyone in this
piece knew her, and we could talk about what she was
thinking and trying to portray. It was fun recalling how she
worked. She was with us the whole time, and we all knew
it. What a wonderful way to keep her close and her spirit
alive, to keep her fresh in our memories and thoughts, and
to bring her close to us. I reached deep inside myself to
hear her talk about a movement, an initiation, a feeling.
She was there. I hope I did her choreography justice
because I know she was watching. Thank you for this
opportunity to bring her to life in our souls, inside of us.
Instead of running away from the memories for fear of the
pain, we embraced it all through recreating a piece together
with those who knew and loved her. (Sietz Brown Mar. 5,
2006)
Several students, who performed in the concert, shared their experiences about
working through grief. One student, Randi Miles, danced the “Karen figure” solo in
Eternal Spirit. Randi had admired and respected Karen Earl.
This concert allowed me to express my true feelings toward
Karen through dance. I have so much love and
appreciation for her and all that she did as a professor and
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as a friend. She helped me to become what I am today.
Sometimes words are just not enough to express how
someone touches one's life. Being able to dance for her
allowed me to come closer to her than ever. I was able to
share with others the lessons she taught me without even
saying a word. The emotions were high and her spirit was
truly felt in that arena that night. I think the concert helped
me come to grips with the fact that she is physically gone,
but her lessons and her inspirations still and will forever be
left behind. One last hoorah. Another chance to show our
love. A chance to work as a family. A chance to DANCE
for HER. (Miles, Mar. 14, 2006)
Recovery from Grief for the Audience
Viewing the concert as a product without knowing the entire process offers a
unique prospective to the choreographer and performers. Were ideas translated through
movement? Does it really matter whether the audience appreciated the meaning and
emotion of each dance or not?
In speaking with Karen’s family and close friends who were invited to the
concert, I found them to have experienced joy in reflecting on Karen’s work. I also heard
them speak of how deeply touched they were to see the love for Karen that the
performers portrayed throughout the concert. Her family was extremely proud that Karen
had left such an influence on the dance students at Texas State University. Karen’s
husband shared that he was proud to see Karen and her work honored as a “loving
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tribute” to such extent. Many friends spoke of the concert as a beautiful tribute to a life
rather than a sad memory of a death.
Cindy Gratz, professor of dance at Sam Houston State University and a close
friend of Karen Earl, attended the concert on February 17, 2006. “It was such a sweet
event. From start to finish, I felt comforted and proud to be part of such endeavors.
Rather than a night of tears (as I had expected) it was a celebration of a life”
(Gratz, Feb. 18, 2006).
Some students wrote reviews of the concert. I found their interpretations of the
dances very interesting to read. Many students wrote about Eternal Spirit.
One student realized that the female dancer represented Karen’s spirit. She saw
the male with the turquoise shirt as Jesus and the other two male dancers completing the
trinity – the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit (Paredez, Feb. 20, 2006).
A second student noticed that the male dancers could not get close to the female
dancer who represented Karen. She saw the dance as people wanting to but unable to
touch Karen. When the two male dancers take the one away, she saw this as the dancers
realizing that Karen has been “taken away.” This student felt that many loved Karen and
that she affected many lives (Walker, Feb. 20, 2006)
Another student, whose mother had died of breast cancer, mentioned that she
felt touched by the entire concert. The concert actually brought a feeling of peace to her
(Dailey, Feb. 20, 2006).
Part Four. Final Conclusions
This project has been a wonderful experience for me as a choreographer, friend,
and human being. I have experienced Karen’s life in a way that allows me to completely
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accept her death. I do miss her and wish she were still on earth, but I know she is with all
of her loved ones in spirit. In a way, she has been returned to me more fully as a result of
the choreographic and performance process. The literature that was available pertaining
to the creative process and grief was very informative and practical. I have found myself
giving advice to friends who have lost loved ones. Based on the literature, I have
suggested making scrapbooks of the lost one’s lives, journaling, painting, anything
creative that the person is able to do. I am convinced that the creative process and the
handling and processing of the deceased one’s life will help ease the pain. The grieving
person will be able to accept the peace that comes from working through the experience
intellectually, physically, and emotionally.
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Taxonomizing the Unseen: a Diegesis of Spatial Myopia
Jenn Figg, University of California, Santa Barbara
Joshua Rust, Metropolitan State College, Denver

Abstract
In this paper we propose an ontology of the hidden. Our founding presupposition is the hidden
is an epistemic relationship which bears on entities in space. A taxonomy of space, then,
provides the basis for different conceptions of the hidden. The paper begins by providing a
reading of Henri Lefebvre’s classic treatise on space, The Production of Space. According to his
historical treatment, a physicalist, mathematized conception of space has been partially eclipsed
by a psychological conception of space, the advocates of which include Noam Chompski, Julia
Kristeva, and Jacques Derrida. Against the background of noted difficulties with the
psychological conception of space, Lefebvre proposes a third, social conception of space. Given
the aforementioned link between space and the hidden, we go onto propose three conceptions
of the hidden—physical, psychological, and social. In particular, we propose that the hidden,
under the social mode, resides at the point of overlap and interpenetration of our social
categories. The analytical exegesis of our theory of the hidden will be further buttressed by an
extended investigation into the ways in which the different conceptions of the hidden overlap
and distinguish themselves in case of Baroque theatre. In the interplay of that which is onstage
and offstage, we examine the seen, scene, and obscene.

Introduction
Space and the things within that space may be hidden or revealed. But the
relationship between the hidden and revealed is not a straightforward one. Something,
for example, may be said to be simultaneously hidden and public. This paper endeavors
to explore this relationship in both tangible and the intangible, in the hidden but public
conversations that take place in Supermax prisons, in the residual mass of documentary
transcripts from private offices or homes, and within both the stage setting and through
the mythos of Baroque drama .
Anthropologist Lorna Rhodes explores the paradox of conversation within the
Supermax, a high security incarceration facility designed to hide the criminal both from
the eyes of the public and from each other. The prison’s “architectural determinism”
(Rhodes 2005, 404) forces the prisoners to communicate by way of sound alone; visually
removed from one another, the penitentiary erases lines of sight, putting the convict
ostensibly “offstage” (Rhodes 2005, 403.) Though unseen to each other, their
conversations exist in the public sphere of the jail, ricocheting off the concrete walls. For
the prisoners, the Supermax thus "produces a hidden but public space." One of the aims
of this paper is to disentangle Rhodes paradoxical characterization of our modern
1
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incarceration practices.
Philosopher James C. Scott likewise characterizes narratives that exist within the
realm of transcripts as both “public and…hidden” (Scott 1990, 14). Playing out a power
struggle of domination and resistance, the transcripts often contain sensitive
information about, e.g., tax evasion, surreptitious use of hired thugs, bribery, and the
tampering with land titles (Scott 1990, 14). When the content within is considered
critical, possibly even alarming, the transcripts remain unseen and are “kept offstage”
(Scott 1990, 14). In order to preserve their social standing, the “actors” (Scott 1990, 18)
named within the transcripts live within the public view but nonetheless shield their
identity and remain disguised.
Similarly, the physical and dialectical format of Baroque theater is created in such
a way as to shape both what is seen and what is hidden through its very architecture.
In what sense can Baroque theater, our incarceration facilities, and personal
transcripts produce a hidden but public space? This seemingly paradoxical
characterization is not simply contradictory; our ordinary understanding of the notion
of the hidden is complex and layered, deserving of a kind of linguistic anthropology.
Our aim, here, is to formulate a taxonomy of the hidden—one which allows us,
minimally, to disentangle the characterization of the unseen both inside and outside our
conceptions of space.

Lefebvre’s taxonomy of space
When the hidden is found, it is found within space. Thus, a taxonomy of space
might help us in constructing a taxonomy of the hidden. We turn to Lefebvre’s
elaboration of spatial-kinds in his celebrated The Production of Space.
Lefebvre begins the text with an historical treatment of our understanding of
space. With Descartes’s separating res extensa (physical substance) and res cogitans
(thinking substance), the concept of space was severed from the role it plays in an
agent’s perceptions. With this move it became truly possible to talk about an objective
and independent physical space.
This physical space was further assumed to be a mathematical space, so that it
could be plotted out on a Cartesian grid. But mathematics happened upon types of
space that had no physical referent: multiple, non-Euclidean, curved, abstract, and xdimensional spaces. What, then, is the relation between geometrical and physical space?
The mathematicians’ response was that none were privileged, all geometries were on a
par (van Fraassen 1997). Such geometrical spaces are, then, mental rather than physical.
And yet, Lefebvre argues, the introduction of a mental space could not be limited to
geometric schemes. Freud’s exposition of the mental landscape led to the proliferation
of psychological geographies including but not limited to literary space, ideological
space, the space of the dream, psychoanalytic topologies, and knowledge space
(Lefebvre 1991, 3). Lefebvre criticizes Julia Kristeva, Jacques Derrida and Roland
Barthes for inflating or fetishizing psychological space so that it has come to envelope
even physical space. His aim of course, is not to champion the Cartesian notion of

2
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physical space, but to break the grip that the physical-psychological dichotomy has on
us altogether.
As an antidote to this tired dualism, Lefebvre seeks to articulate the contours of a
new kind of space—“social space,” he writes, “will be revealed in its particularity to the
extent that it ceases to be indistinguishable from mental space on the one hand, and
physical space on the other” (Lefebvre 1991, 27). Note that he is not reducing the
physical or mental into the social; he has, rather, provided us with a taxonomy of space:
“The fields we are concerned with are,” Lefebvre writes, “first, the physical—nature, the
Cosmos; secondly, the mental, including logical and formal abstractions; and thirdly, the
social” (Lefebvre 1991, 11).
What is social space? Lefebvre’s own answer is complicated, implicating, among
other things, an a priori commitment to Marxism. Nevertheless, a minimalist
characterization of the constituents of social space can be drawn from his work. “Social
space,” he writes, “is what permits fresh actions to occur, while suggesting others and
prohibiting yet others” (Lefebvre 1991, 73). Elsewhere he affirms that “There can be no
question but that social space is the locus of prohibition, for it is shot through with both
prohibitions and their counterparts, prescriptions” (Lefebvre 1991, 2001). What is he
getting at here? Social space, or the institutional, is uniquely normative. Normativity
might, somewhat misleadingly, be thought as a set of rules that enables, prescribes, and
prohibits certain kinds of action (Searle, 1995, 90, 104-107). These actions include speech
acts, voting, using money, and any other behavior which presupposes the existence of
an institutionalized, constitutive rule structure. To use a simple example, without the
rules of chess I would just be pushing around blocks of colored wood on a board; this is
what happens in physical space. But in social space I am, additionally, putting a king
into check, or perhaps castling. Social space both permits and prohibits action; while I
may check my opponent, I may not move the castle on the diagonal. In physical space
there no such restrictions on how I may move the piece of wood call the castle—I may
throw it across the room if I wish—but nor is there the possibility of a checkmate.
We said that the normative is constitutive of social space, a space which is a
precondition for certain types of action such as voting or playing chess. The normativity
of social space was described in terms of a certain set of rules—enablements and
prohibitions on action, at once making new actions possible and barring the execution
of behavior which is otherwise physically possible (moving the castle on the diagonal).
The explication of normativity in terms of rules is helpful in that it captures the sense in
which actions within a social space can be right or wrong; we can move the castle on the
diagonal, but we are wrong to do so—we break a constitutive rule of chess.
But the appeal to rules in other ways misarticulates the normativity of social
space, except in highly codified institutions such as chess or a Japanese Tea Ceremony.
In other institutions, such as a cocktail party or in friendship, it is possible to act
incorrectly—but to say a rule was broken overarticulates the failure. There aren’t rules
of friendship in the way that there are rules of chess, but it nevertheless is possible to be
a poor friend. The alternative is to conceive of social spaces, less in terms of a network
of rules, but as a landscape of overlapping paradigms. A worse friend falls further from

3
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the ideal type of a friend, then does a better friend. The host of a cocktail party who
serves beer has probably done something wrong, but the problem is better described in
terms of its being untypical or unparadigmatic than in terms of the breaking of a rule.
Just as Wittgenstein wrote that “the application of a word is not everywhere bounded
by rules” (Wittgenstein 1958, §84), Lefebvre flags the blurriness of these norms with a
rich metaphor. Social space is conceived as a topography of intersecting norms; each hill
or center is conceived of as either a positive or negative ideal (who to aspire to be, or
else who to aspire not to be): “Compactness and density are the ‘property’ of centres”
he writes-- “radiating out from centres, each space, each spatial interval, is a vector of
constraints and a bearer of norms and ‘values’” (Lefebvre 1991, 356). To violate a
norm—the fabric of social space—is not always to break a rule.
Moreover, the constitutive norms of social space are not merely private,
psychological norms or rules. This reduction is famously precluded by Wittgenstein’s
private language argument. Lefebvre worries about those, such as Husserl, Lewis
Caroll, and Noam Chompsky, who “displace the analysis of social space by
immediately replacing it with a geometric—neutral, empty, blank—mental space”
(Lefebvre 1991, 298; see also 61). Social space is thus distinguished from mental space.
We might explain an opponent’s careless deployment of the queen by citing a traumatic
childhood event involving his mother. This explanation of action takes place within
psychological space; his action follows a set of private, strategic rules which I may or
may not share. But notice, in this case, the explanation already presupposes the shared
rules which are constitutive of social space--the rules we must share if we are to be
playing chess in the first place. This is the sense in which, without the social, mental
space is entirely or largely “neutral, empty, and blank.”
In a chapter entitled “Spatial Architectonics” Lefebvre observes that “space
contains opacities, bodies and objects, centres of efferent actions and effervescent
energies, hidden - even impenetrable - places, areas of viscosity, and black holes”
(Lefebvre 1991, 183). While he sees a linking between his theory of space and the unseen
he, nevertheless, fails to explore the implications his theory of space might have for a
theory of the unseen. Thus, the hidden thus remains so.

A proposed taxonomy of the unseen
What we suggest is that Lefebvre’s tripartite distinction of space implies a
tripartite distinction of the hidden. Obviously things can be hidden in physical space.
Just as Freud was among the first to chart the topography of mental space, so
was he able to extend the metaphor to include a psychologized notion of the hidden. In
Dora: an Analysis of a Case of Hysteria Freud writes that “I set myself the task of bringing
to light what human beings keep hidden within them” He goes on to say that “I
thought the task was a harder one than it really is. He that has eyes to see and ears to
hear may convince himself that no mortal can keep a secret. If his lips are silent, he
chatters with his finger-tips; betrayal oozes out of him at every pore” (Freud 105, 69).
The hidden is identified with the unconscious which is, as Neitzsche describes it, a
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network of “causal relations which are entirely withheld from us” (Nietzsche 1967,
§524). But Neitzsche’s articulation undermines the sense in which mental spaces,
whether hidden or disclosed, are independent of a physical and causally interconnected
space. Indeed, the juxtaposing of Freud and Neitzsche on this begins to reveal how even
these types of space intersect at their boundaries.
In Marie Bonaparte’s reading of Poe’s “The Purloined Letter” (Bonaparte 1971)
we witness the interaction of the hidden in both physical and psychological space. The
lost letter, which is eventually found by detective Dupin to be hanging in plain view on
the fireplace, represents “regret for the missing material penis.” This fetishized object—
representing the mother’s lost penis—reveals, then, a hidden, unconscious, and
impossible desire for the mother: that which remains unseen in psychological space. In
this case there is a tidy allegorical correspondence between that which is hidden in both
physical and psychic space. And yet the fact of the objects being out in the open points
to the very contingency of the unseen—the unseen was to be seen, if, as Freud noted,
“no mortal can keep a secret.”
While Freud’s conception of unseen is psychological space is a familiar one,
Lefebvre’s positing of a uniquely social space lays the foundation for an altogether
original conception of the hidden. Social space, unlike the physical and to a lesser extent
the psychological, is a produced space. What is it to speak of the unseen in space which
entirely socially constructed by the very agents participate in that space? The puzzle is,
then: how can something be made but remain unseen, even by its makers?
The key to resolving this puzzle, we believe, lies in the aforementioned
topography of social space. The norms indicative of the social are prototypical, not
categorical. Thus, actions which are made possible by these norms imply a continuum
of membership, from exemplary to degenerate. Democrats come in all flavors, from
machine politicians and political hacks, to the cautiously skeptical. Republicans,
likewise, exhibit a spectrum of membership; but only some of these can be considered
to be especially degenerate Democrats—those who reside at the periphery of either
center, in the space of overlap. In a two-party system, we have tended to located
prospective voters between two poles. Who, then, are among the hidden? Those who
occupy the point of convergence, those who are neither both and nor either Republican
or Democrat—the, i.e., fiscally conservative, social progressive.
What is socially hidden, then, exists between--or at the intersection--of the poles
of our concepts or dichotomies, the lenses though which understand the world.
“Perlieu,” a term found in old English Forest Law, was defined by John Manwood
(1665) as “a certain territory of ground adjoining unto the forest, … which… was once
forest-land and afterwards disafforested.” Laws applying to the forest still applied to
the perlieu, so that the King’s wild beasts were to “have free recourse therein and safe
return to the forest” (The Encyclopædia Britannica 1911, 665, 645). A private owner—a
“perlieu-man”—was nevertheless permitted to cultivate the land. The perlieu was thus
a borderland, a social space of overlapping and conflicting jurisdiction. The perlieu,
which came to derogatorily denote any of place’s outlying parts, is the hidden—existing
at the point of overlap, being neither one thing nor another—nor not one thing nor
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another. Until the perlieu becomes a center of designation, as it did under Manwood, it
remains hidden. Indeed, we wish to use the term “perlieu” to designate that which is
hidden in social space.
The notion of overlap and transgression preoccupies Lefebvre. Permeability
follows from norms that, if you recall, “radiate out from centers.” "Social spaces,"
Lefebvre writes, “interpenetrate one another and/or superimpose themselves upon one
another.” He goes on to say that ““the places of social space are very different from those
of natural space in that they are not simply juxtaposed: they may be intercalated,
combined, superimposed” (Lefebvre 1991, 86-87). But what he fails to observe is that the
hidden in social space—the perlieu—is found, if it is found at all, at this point of
interpenetration and superimposition, at the points which are furthest from the dense
and articulable status centers.
Building off Lefebvre's three conceptions of space, we have formulated three
conceptions of the unseen--physical, psychological, and social. We now move to explore
how these conceptions of the unseen manifest themselves in the contexts of the personal
transcript, our institutions of incarceration, and Baroque theater.
Recall Rhodes observation that the Supermax “produces a hidden but public
space.” The dynamics of this question are already clearer. These plural spaces are
“produced” in Lefebvre’s sense. But something is not necessarily visible in virtue of its
being produced. In what sense is the space of the Supermax hidden? First, it hides
inhabitants in physical space, behind concrete, sometimes windowless cells through
which they are fed by way of a hole in the door. The physical is intended to overwhelm,
preventing the incarcerated from being seen by the public and by each other. But the
very walls which hold also amplify, enabling conversation across the tier. This is one
sense in which the physically hidden remains a public space. Language buttresses a set
of extant values or status-centers among the prisoners: the poles in this case range from
murders and sex offenders. Describing this hierarchy, one prisoner tells Rhodes: “I’m a
crack dealer, a bank robber, a murderer. It’s a lot of conversation about nothing, you
hear it a thousand times. But rapists keep it quiet” (Rhodes 2005, 399). Crime becomes
the centers of value around which the possibility or impossibility of action revolves—in
the very ability to converse. This is the sense in which Rhodes can say that a prisoner is
both hidden and public; the plexiglass hides their bodies in physical space, but
conversation creates a highly public social space in which even the physically unseen
sex offender is unable to retreat to the perlieu.
What is hidden and public survives in the form of dialogue, otherwise known as
a “transcript” (Scott 1990, 5). Transcripts are modes of documentation which record
necessarily personal transactions, from the legal to the illicit. Transcripts are a keystone
in the power play between the dominant and subordinate group, and each transcript “is
actually elaborated among a restricted public that excludes – that is hidden from –
certain specified others” (Scott 1990, 14). In this case, some of the actors know
privileged material that is withheld from others, and very clearly remains unseen,
unknown. This zone of knowledge is a “place of constant struggle” (Scott 1990, 14).
Most transcripts are physically hidden from view, thereby ensuring a psychological
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barrier between the dominant and the subordinate. Others remain in sight, but a
scrambled by way of various encryption mechanisms. Moreover, some of these
transcripts are, as in the case of the purloined letter, lost to the very persons who sought
to hide them in the first place, creating conditions for the possibility of revelation--as in
the cased leaked documents, the saved log files of private internet communications,
neglected metadata such as revision histories, the cracking of DRM, and so forth.
Turning our attention to Baroque theater, the space of elaborate Baroque stage
sets had clearly delineated boundaries separating the seen from the hidden. The entire
stage became a controlled area allowing the audience to see only the happenings of the
actors, rather than the operation of the stage sets. Within the milieu of the stage,
“theoretically true spatial relationships are represented through illusionistic means.
Stairways, windows, vents, and curtains allow us to believe that appears to extend
indefinitely, resembling our ordinary, everyday experience with the physical surround
. But this 'unseen space' is frequently not at all similar to the visible space with which it
seems to be connected. A divorce arises between intellection and perception in which
the representation of the unseen becomes a major aesthetic as well as epistemological
effort.” (Lyons 1991, 75). Residing beyond our ability to see offstage, the architectonics
of pulleys, ropes, lighting, and a variety of other mechanisms allow the stage set to
function as if it were real. These mechanisms reside offstage as the physical unseen,
remaining quite literally hidden from view to the audience.
But the mechanisms of Baroque theater are not limited to the realm of the stage
set. The labyrinthine narratives involve both the thespian and the audience in a world
exploring some of the unseen levels of the human psyche. This chronicled expedition
thus falls into the realm of the psychological hidden, as exemplified in Jean Racine’s
1677 dramatic work, “Phédre.” The play opens with Hippolyte preparing to seek the
love of Aricie, a last remaining the daughter in a rival clan. Hippolyte’s father, King
Thésée, is believed to be dead. King Thésée is survived by his wife, Phédre, who—while
not having given birth to Hippolyte—has nevertheless nurtured and raised the young
prince. The plot twist is introduced when we learn that Phédre also harbors
unconscious sexual desire for the young Hippolyte. The taboo against incestuous
relationships thus finds its way to the fore of the drama. This unconscious,
subconscious, psychologized unseen is where “illusions of uncontrolled
imagination…populate that space”(Lyons 1991, 75). The mother's desiring her son, is a
reversal of Freud’s Oedipal Complex, and is located squarely in a place of the
illegitimate, the horrid, the sordid, and the unimaginable.
But Racine’s play also provides an exhibition of the hidden in, not just physical
or psychological space, but in social space. The socially unseen is found at the points of
categorical overlap—the perlieu, which is both pasture and forest, and so neither of
these.
Hippolyte sees Phédre as an obstacle, but wrongly assumes the standing
objection to be political in nature, as his love-object, Aricie, is the last surviving
descendant of a rival clan. But it is Phédre the woman, and not Phédre the Queen, that
seeks to undermine Hippolyte’s quest—as the former harbors long-founded passion for
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her son-in-law (Han 1969, 16).
Phédre resides, then, at the intersection of the social categories of “Queen” and
“woman,” social categories which are, indeed, mutually exclusive insofar as the former
is a political, de-sexed artifact. Phédre the woman, being a Queen, is thus rendered
invisible to Hippolyte; she, and the significance of her actions, are unseen.
The irresolvable tension between the categories of Queen and woman are
explored vividly in Jayne Lewis’ study of Mary Queen of Scotts. Mary of Queen of
Scotts stands, not just as a political obstacle to the unity of England, but as a symbolic
reproach of the assumed separation of the sexual and political, as embodied in
Elizabeth I. Political and personal coherence required the cleaving of sex and policy,
particularly when the figurehead was a woman. Lewis writes,
[A]s of the moment of her death, Mary Queen of Scots could be understood … as a sacrifice to the
imagined coherence of the nature-state and its representative Elizabeth. She thereby became the
perfect figure for what had to be repressed in order for both individuals and the collective they
formed to believe the fiction of their own unity and integrity. At the same time, Mary’s prevailing
image as a sexualized mother not only distinguished her radically from the maidenly Elizabeth; it
also made her … a special problem for the self-seeking unity (Lewis 1998, 11).

Even prior to her death, the Crown's propaganda painted Mary as beautiful, decadent,
and adulterous—properties which, it was assumed, are sufficient to render her unfit to
rule (Dunnigan 2003, 402).
Indeed, even if Elizabeth I is the paradigm of this cleansing of the categories of
woman and Queen, she is not immune to libel. On November 17th, 1583 the British
ambassador to Paris, Sir Edward Stafford, wrote in confidence to Secretary Walsingham
about pictures that had been posted in Paris on the anniversary of the Queen’s
accession. He describes it as “a fowl picture of the Queen set up on horseback, her left
hand holding the bridle of the horse, and her right hand pulling up her clothes showing
her hind parts” (Montrose 1999, 121). There is some evidence to suggest that this smear
campaign was run, if not by Mary, by her supporters.
Hippolyte wrongly mistakes Phédre’s motivations for baring his pursuit of
Aricie, because he simply cannot imagine the Queen to be driven by the sexual; the fact
that the Queen is also a woman remains unseen to the young prince.
The social, in Racine’s Phédre, represents an amplification of the psychological.
Phédre’s passion for her step-son is already psychologically complete. The
intrapersonal cannot help but boil over into the interpersonal, as she confesses her
feelings to Oenone, Hipployte himself, and finally to her husband who was wrongly
reported as dead. Bernard Weinberg, in reading the play, notes that an “increase in her
guilt can come about only through its ‘publication’; since it has long ago reached a
maximum as an internal state, her knowledge that other interested person know will
constitute a new source of suffering” (Weinberg, 1963 259). The breakdown in
categories of Queen and woman, resolve into an uncanny silence en route to the play’s
inevitable and tragic conclusion.

The very idea of the unseen has remained hidden to us because we have not
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disentangled the paradigm cases. This lacuna is the target of this paper. Theorists of
space, Lefebvre argues, have been too quick in their reduction of the social to the
psychological; it is not implausible to think that a uniquely social conception of the
unseen has not been explicitly cordoned off from its physical and psychic counterparts.
Part of the aim of this paper is to get clearer about such distinctions. But in making a
tripartite distinction between the socially, psychologically, and physically hidden we
recognize that these are, in some sense, categories of convenience. If the socially unseen
is found at the point where our distinctions interpenetrate and overlap, then we should
expect other faces of the hidden to remain hidden from us. The social, after all, bleeds
over into the psychological and physical. If John Searle (1995, 40-46 ) is right, social facts
are particular configurations of physical and psychological facts. Likewise, the
psychological is informed by the social (by way of the superego) and the physical--recall
Neitzsche's characterizations of the unconscious in strictly causal terms. Finally, the
terms in which we talk about the physical depend on an elaborate social apparatus,
including the institutions of science. While we present three conceptions of the hidden,
the tentative and milky nature of these categories qualifies, but does not disqualify, the
significance of our proposed taxonomy of the unseen.
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In John Searle’s article Is the Brain’s Mind a Computer Program, he argues that the
human mind is in fact not a computer program. By constructing a set of axioms, Searle derives
several conclusions all of which ultimately state that mental phenomena (as a result of the
human brain’s neurobiological processes) is not a by-product of a computer program.
Furthermore he maintains that a computer is incapable of achieving human cognition in virtue of
running a computer program. Searle supports this conclusion with his notorious Chinese room
argument (or thought experiment). In this paper I will (1) thoroughly explain Searle’s argument,
(2) provide criticisms to the argument and finally (3) establish the belief that the human mind is
like a digital computer program and that digital computers do have the potential to achieve
human cognition.
The primary goal of artificial intelligence (AI) is to design programs that will not only
simulate human cognition, i.e., not just be a model of the human mind, but would also literally be
a mind, the way that the human mind is a mind. But Searle proposes the following philosophical
question: could a machine think the way that human beings do simply through the
implementation of a computer program? In other words, is the program itself constitutive of
thinking? Many researchers within the field of artificial intelligence (AI) believe that the answer
to the question is a positive yes. They believe that by customizing the right set of algorithms,
with the appropriate inputs and outputs, they are in fact creating minds with “abstract,
computational properties” carried out and provided by a program (Searle, 265).
Searle makes the distinction between two different types of AI: weak AI and strong AI.
The former involves the implementation of computer models that may be useful in the study and
simulation of the human mind–the same way that computer models are useful in studying and
simulating the weather, economics, or molecular biology. The latter involves the
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implementation of computer models that attempt to simulate human cognition, thereby creating
human minds. Researchers of strong AI claim that human thinking really is the mere
“manipulation of formal symbols” (Searle, 265). Above all, human thinking is like a computer’s
ability to manipulate symbols—the brain is to the computer hardware as the mind is to the
computer program (i.e., software), where the mind is an independent product of the brain.
Searle’s main task is to refute the bold claims of strong AI and so his initiative procedure
is to provide a clear-cut and significant argument, or thought experiment. It is famously known
as the “Chinese-room argument”. Searle believes his thought experiment is sufficiently
convincing to refute the claims of strong AI. Let’s examine the argument.
Chinese Room Argument
Imagine you are a monolingual, English speaking individual that doesn’t know or
understand the Chinese language. You’re placed inside a room that contains numerous baskets
filled with Chinese symbols, all of which to you are a mere collective bunch of “meaningless
squiggles” (Searle, 265). Now suppose you’re given a rule book (written in English) that is
designed to give you specific instructions for comparing and matching certain Chinese symbols
with another set of Chinese symbols. The rules defined in the book will help you clearly identify
the symbols solely based on their outward appearance. For example, one of the rules in the book
might instruct you to grab a distinctly shaped symbol, A, from basket number one and match it
with another distinctly shaped symbol, B, from basket number two. Clearly, you do not have a
genuine understanding of the meaning of each individual Chinese symbol, A and B.
Next, imagine that a group of people outside the room, whom which understand the
Chinese language, send a set of Chinese symbols to you through some slot of a door. Your
given task is to manipulate their set of symbols according to the convenient rule book and return
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another distinct set of symbols to the group of people outside the room.
At this point, we can set-up the following analogy to illustrate the situation at hand: the
rule book is the computer program, the people who wrote the computer program are the
programmers, you are the computer, while the baskets full of symbols are the data base. The
symbols that you receive for direct manipulation are questions and the corresponding set of
returned symbols are the answers to the questions.
Now the rule book is such a well-written guide that your answers to the questions make
sense to the people outside the room. In other words, your answers are indistinguishable from
answers that might have been provided by a genuine native Chinese speaker. For example, one
of the questions that might be asked is, “What is your favorite type of food?” After fumbling
through the rule book, you might supply the group of people outside with symbols that,
unbeknownst to you, express “My favorite food is Chinese, but I don’t mind Mexican now and
then.” This response could have been produced by a native Chinese speaker, in which case, the
Turing test would be satisfied.1
Searle’s Axioms (1-3) and First Conclusion
The point of Searle’s thought experiment is to show that, even if you do not understand
Chinese in virtue of the application of a rule book that’s designed for understanding Chinese,
then similarly, neither do digital computers understand Chinese in virtue of the execution of
computer software that’s designed for understanding Chinese. Digital computers manipulate
formal symbols according to specific rules written in a program, but this manipulation of
symbols itself is insufficient for demonstrating human cognition, perception, understanding, and
1

Alan Turing, one of the founding figures of AI, devised a test as follows: if an expert cannot distinguish between a
computer’s performance to that of a human individual’s performance, that is, if the ability to understand Chinese or
perform some other specific task cannot be distinguished from among the two, then the computer has that cognitive
ability, and thus the computer succeeded to simulate human cognition.
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thinking. The symbols of the written program are formal, or, “syntactic”, thus introducing
Searle’s first three axioms:
Axiom #1: Computer programs are formal (syntactic).
Axiom #2: Humans have mental contents (semantics).
Axiom #3: Syntax by itself is neither constitutive of nor sufficient for semantics.

Searle’s first axiom emphasizes that digital computers manipulate symbols in virtue of
the execution of lines of written algorithms—which essentially constitutes what a computer
program is. Yet these symbols are empty and abstract without any essential physical, causal
properties that define their meaning. In other words, formal symbols can be manipulated by
computer machines, but without any reference to meaning(s). These symbols can stand for
almost anything the programmer wants and yet leave the computer utterly oblivious to what
these symbols genuinely mean. It is in this respect that the computer program has syntax but no
semantics.
The second axiom reminds us that our thoughts, perceptions, and understandings have a
rich mental content, i.e., our thoughts can be about objects and states of affairs in the world.
Moreover, according to Searle, in any human language there will be syntax and semantics. In
simpler terms, the semantics of a particular language would be a human person’s ability to attach
specific meanings to the countless individual words and phrases or sentences.
Finally with respect to the third axiom, Searle wants to point out that the mere
manipulation of the syntactical structure of formal symbols, which is what it means for a
computer to think, according to strong AI, is not sufficient for having a semantics. Syntax alone
simply fails to demonstrate what specific symbols mean.
From these three axioms, Searle provides his first conclusion which makes it
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clear that the claims stated by researchers of strong A.I. are simply false:
Conclusion #1: Computer programs are neither constitutive of nor sufficient for minds.

Since computers have only a syntax and to “think” for a computer is to merely manipulate
symbols, computers are therefore incapable of having “minds”. Before we can thoroughly assess
Searle’s conclusion, a moderately extensive evaluation of Searle’s Chinese-Room thought
experiment is needed.
Criticisms to Searle’s Chinese-Room Argument
(1) Searle presupposes that because I don’t know or understand the meaning of Chinese
symbols, the symbols themselves must therefore be utterly meaningless. This is a false
assumption. Here I am, in the room, all alone with baskets full of “meaningless” symbols. And
yet, I wonder whether these symbols really are meaningless—i.e., without meaning. Suppose
one of the outsiders sent me a distinctly shaped symbol, A. According to Searle, all I understand
is its ostensible shape, but not its meaning. In other words, I fail to grasp the conventional
meaning of A the same way that all native Chinese speakers collectively know and understand A.
Let’s suppose that A stands for “What is your favorite color?”, in which case any native Chinese
speaker would easily know that A means, “What is your favorite color?”
Suppose that the rule book, written in English, states the following: if you see symbol A,
then associate it with symbol B, located in basket number three, and then return it to the people
outside of the room. At first, symbol A would be utterly meaningless and incomprehensible to
me, but eventually given enough time, after many associations of these particular symbols, I
would finally recognize that there exists a special relation that stands between symbol A and
symbol B. Now that recognition, in and of itself, will definitely mean something to me. I could
easily attribute or attach this specific meaning to symbol A and/or symbol B. So when I see
symbol A, it could mean to me that because of this incessant association with symbol B, there
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must exist a certain relation to symbol B.
Suppose I become creative with my personal meaning-attributions. I may arbitrarily
attribute the following specific meaning to symbol A to mean, “boat” and thus arbitrarily
attribute the following meaning to symbol B to mean, “water.” Both symbols share a certain
relation in some way or other, thereby giving rise to some meaningful expression. From my
perspective, it doesn’t really matter what the symbols really mean, or what they actually refer
to. As long as my method helps remind me to associate certain symbols with other particular
symbols, then knowing the genuine meaning of the symbols is irrelevant and unnecessary.
Either way, the symbols are not utterly void of meaning—in this case, symbol A will bear two
different meanings, one attached by the native Chinese speakers, while the other attached by me.
Of course, Searle may emphasis the point that despite my creative human capacity to
attach meanings to certain symbols, hence making them meaningful to me, it doesn’t follow that
I understand Chinese. What I understand instead are my personalized, semantic interpretations
of the given symbols. The actual symbols given to me are products of “Chinese thought
contents” and it is exactly these specific thought contents that I must comprehend in order to
know the Chinese language (Searle, 271). As stated earlier, symbol A might really mean, “What
is your favorite color?” and not, “boat.” I could delude myself into thinking that I understand
Chinese in virtue of my personal, semantic interpretations, but it would obviously be absurd to
claim that I therefore truly grasp or know Chinese.
(2) By comparing the human subject to a “computer” (Searle, 265), this leads to several
absurd situations. According to Searle, if I do not understand Chinese on the basis of running a
computer program (using the rule book), then neither does a digital computer, on the same basis.
However, as a monolingual English speaking individual, if—as illustrated in (1)—I can interpret
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the “meaningless symbols” and attach my own arbitrary yet specific meaning to each, then
according to Searle’s line of reasoning, it follows that a digital computer must also be able to
interpret and attach specific meanings to each symbol.2 This line of reasoning appears absurd
due to the fact that Searle’s thought experiment involves the existence of a human being, whom
which is fully equipped with a mind! Grant it that a computer and a human person fail to
genuinely understand what the Chinese symbols mean, there will always exist the complex and
creative human capacity to expand one’s semantic interpretations onto certain “meaningless”
symbols. For example, I may interpret the symbols to stand for the notes of a piano, whereas a
computer will completely and utterly lack this creative capacity.
By identifying a human being (with a mind) as the computer in Searle’s thought
experiment, it follows that if computers presumably cannot establish semantic interpretations and
attach specific meanings to formal symbols, then Searle is forced to maintain that neither do
human beings establish such semantic interpretations, nor attach specific meanings to formal
symbols. I highly doubt that Searle would want to make such a bold claim. Therefore, the
analogy is very weak and so the thought experiment is less convincing.
(3) Searle believes that meaning not only consists of having “mental contents”—in
which words of a language are about objects and states of affairs—but also convention. In other
words, symbol A refers to a specific mental content in which all native Chinese speakers agree to
share. Hence, at some point in time unbeknownst to me, we can assume that native Chinese
speakers agreed that symbol A stands for, or means, “What is your favorite color?” while symbol
B might mean, “green.”
2

If one were to extend the analogy to a computer manipulating symbols, then we are forced to assume the
possibility that computers are themselves capable of attaching their own specific meanings to symbols--contrary to
what the programmers know and understand their symbols to mean. The point of course is to illustrate that we just
don’t know for certain whether or not computers are in fact conscious, already attaching meanings to their symbols.
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Let’s assume that Searle’s definition of meaning as convention is true. Now suppose that
there exists a group of monolingual English speaking individuals trapped inside the room with
me. None of these individuals understand Chinese. In order to accomplish our task of
manipulating symbols efficiently we decide to agree that symbol A stands for “toothbrush” and
symbol B for “toothpaste”. Both of these symbols now stand in a specific relation to each other,
thereby making it easier for all of us to understand their corresponding “meaning”.
It turns out that what we now have are two conflicting conventional meanings for two
distinct symbols, namely A and B. One relatively large group, the native Chinese speakers,
will have their “Chinese thought contents,” while my small group will have our very own
toothbrush/toothpaste thought contents. The problem of course is, which convention of meaning
is correct? Is the conventional meaning of a particular thing universally objective? What we are
left with is a pragmatic theory of meaning. Pragmatics studies the use of language in context,
and the context-dependence of various aspects of linguistic/semantic interpretations. Hence,
symbol A will essentially express a different meaning (or proposition) from context to context,
thus leaving the symbol utterly ambiguous to relative groups of people. Searle ought to take note
of this in his article, but only if he wants to avoid the implications of his theory adopting a
pragmatic approach to meaning.
(4) Searle argues that no matter how intelligent or appropriate a computer may seem to
behave due to its sophisticated programming, since formal symbols are meaningless (i.e., lacking
semantics), the computer is not really intelligent, let alone actually thinking. Its internal states
and processes are purely syntactic in nature while lacking a semantics (meaning). Therefore a
computer doesn’t really have any intentional or meaningful mental states.
But perhaps a semantic does not exist for human beings. There might only be a syntax
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for the human language. We only assume the existence of some mysterious “mental contents” or
“thought” processes that humans possess. All that we can reasonably claim to know is that our
brain can process or calculate linguistic data: syntax. Therefore, it appears that the human brain
will more or less share similar syntactical structures and/or processes 3 (e.g., symbol
manipulation) as there are in digital computers. And why not make this claim? After all, are we
not the sole designers of these fleshless machines? Do we not provide the appropriate input and
expect the desired output for these cognitive machines to churn and process?
Semantics and mental phenomena may perhaps turn out to be a mere human illusion or
unfulfilled craving, thus leaving human beings equivalent to digital computers, at least in some
respect. As long as we continue to believe that humans do in fact carry a semantics, which I’m
sure most would firmly believe, then at least it may be safe to reasonably claim that human
beings are like digital computers with respect to syntax and symbol manipulation and/or the
ability to process countless bits of linguistic/verbal data.
Searle’s Remaining Axiom and Conclusions
We’re now left with the remainder of Searle’s axioms and conclusions:
Axiom 4: Brains cause minds.
Conclusion 2: Any other system capable of causing minds would have to have causal powers (at
least) equivalent to those of brains.
Conclusion 3: Any artifact that produced mental phenomena, any artificial brain, would have to
be able to duplicate the specific causal powers of brains, and it could not do that just by running
a formal program.
Conclusion 4: The way that human brains actually produce mental phenomena cannot be solely
by virtue of running a computer program (Searle, 269-270).
3

My understanding of a syntax for any language, more specifically, for a computer language, involves, (a)
the listing and categorizing of words and other formal symbols in order to formulate a lexicon of the language, and
(b) specifying rules that determine the set of permissible combinations of those words (i.e., the establishment of a
specific grammar). Syntax does not ultimately state what the words, and/or combination of words, mean. What is
required, as stated by Searle, is a semantics that will enable any speaker to interpret the meaning of formal symbols.

10
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As I reread the above bold claims made by Searle, many questions automatically come to
mind: for example, how exactly do brains “cause” minds? What consists of a human mind?
What are these “causal powers” that Searle makes reference to? And why must an artificial brain
need to duplicate these “specific causal powers” in order to achieve some sense of “human
cognition”? More importantly, why preclude the achievement of human cognition in virtue of a
computer executing a formal program/algorithm? And finally, as stated above, perhaps there’s
simply no such thing as “mental phenomena” or “mental contents” in the human brain/mind.
That there exists such a phenomenon is as strong a claim as our deeply held assumption that
there must be a “first cause” to the universe.
Despite these natural philosophical questions that I put forth to Searle, I would like to
argue that it is possible for digital computers to achieve human cognition. I believe that
researchers of strong AI can construct digital computer systems with minds that have similar
“causal powers” as those of human brains.
Computer Cognition
For all we know, human brains are like digital computers in that they have the capacity to
manipulate formal symbols (syntax). Searle’s fourth axiom maintains that brains cause minds4
and it is minds that consist of the semantic interpretations of a human language. If the latter is
true, then digital computers can be similar to human minds insofar as they contain the same
semantics of the human language. In other words, digital computers can have minds similar to
human beings.
4

How that is even remotely possible, I’m not completely certain. Nevertheless, whether the human brain cause
minds or whether the brain and mind are merely one and the same entity, what remains to be less ambiguous is that
language at least consists of a two-part format: syntax and semantics. Now if what inherently distinguishes a digital
computer from a human being is semantics, then all that is required for a digital computer to achieve human
cognition is a certain kind of human semantics.

11
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When a human being manipulates the words and symbols of her language is she not
solely dependent on a highly sophisticated computer program–i.e., the human brain/mind? The
“mental phenomena” of two and two equals four–let alone its simple calculation–is solely
dependent on the human brain’s ability to process information. In this respect human minds
perform like digital computers. Like a computer program, the human brain contains a preexisting set of instructions that constantly retrieves stored data from memory and processes it
accordingly. Unlike human brains or minds, the stored data (i.e., formal symbols) of a computer
program do not have any intrinsic meaning. But should we be hasty to conclude that a computer
can therefore never achieve human cognition? If we’re ready to claim that an infant who
passively receives meaningless formal symbols every day cannot achieve human cognition, then
perhaps we should be hasty. It is commonly believed that at some point in time the infant will
eventually achieve human cognition, when some form of meaning is established. So why not
make the similar claim with respect to digital computer robots? When some form of meaning is
established, cognition can be achieved.
But now we’re left with the following philosophical question: what is meaning? Perhaps
the answer lies within our general, conceptual understanding of reference, memory and belief.
We may understand memory as the ability to recall what particular words stand for or refer to. I
know what ‘boat’ means because I recall what it means—i.e., I remember what it stands for or
refers to. But what does ‘boat’ refer to? One might respond and say that it refers to the object
that I sensibly perceive. Of course, that doesn’t imply that I understand or know what boat
means. This directs us to the concept of belief, which I understand as a tool to help describe the
things that we sensibly perceive. As I reflect upon past experiences of sailing, I cannot help but
recall a set of beliefs that describe the boat-object. These belief-descriptions are about, or refer

12
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to, the word “boat”, and ultimately these set of belief-descriptions refer to the actual object itself,
in this case, boat. So unless I voluntarily or involuntarily project a specific set of beliefdescriptions to the word ‘boat’, then ‘boat’ will have no intrinsic meaning. In brief, we can
understand meaning as having two mutually-inclusive parts: (1) the actual object that a word
represents or refers to and, (2) the belief-descriptions associated with the object.5 In lieu of (1)
and (2), if as human beings we can name and point out things and thereby bestow meaning upon
the world of objects, then there’s no reason why digital computers could not fulfill the same task
of naming and pointing out objects.
Searle’s second conclusion states that in order for a computer system to have a mind, it
would need to have “causal powers” equivalent to those of brains. In some respect, I agree with
Searle. I believe that computers do lack two necessary, contributive or “causal” factors for
possibly achieving human cognition: (a) a visual/audible field of perception and (b) a specific
human lexicon with syntactical structure (e.g., the English language) and its corresponding
semantics.6 With respect to (a), if anyone were to examine their personal digital camcorder, they
would realize upon reflection that it has the capacity to fully represent the ordinary human
visual/audible field of perception; what more efficient manner to store a vivid human memory
than the use of a digital camcorder?
Camcorders effortlessly “record” both vision and sound. Yet what digital camcorders fail
to possess is a computer program designed to pick out specific objects in its visual/audio field of
perception. In picking out a certain object x within its field of perception, digital camcorders can
5

In the case of the ‘boat’ object, one could have associated a completely different word or set of belief-descriptions
to depict the same boat-object. In other words, it is logically possible to have had a different set of descriptions for
each and every object in this world.

6

Whether (a) and (b) are sufficient conditions for human cognition is easily debatable.
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associate a corresponding word/name y, where y is (1) equivalent to a word from the human
lexicon and (2) automatically locates in memory a pre-programmed list of general descriptions
referring to the actual object x. If human meaning is generally achieved in this sense, then a
digital computer can achieve human cognition. AI researchers could design a software program
that will allow a digital computer to calculate the specific spatial temporal coordinates of their
perceived objects. These (x,y) coordinates that are stored in the memory of a computer will
represent the “mental contents” of human beings, where object x stands for the object perceived,
and y stands for the name of x. In addition, y will refer to a pre-programmed list of general
descriptions (located in the memory of the digital computer) that are associated with x. In other
words, the list of descriptions is associated with its reference–the name–and its referent–the
object. So when a computer sees a ‘table’ and is prompted to talk about it with another human
being, the software can automatically produce a list of table-descriptions that will refer to the
word ‘table’ and/or the actual table-object itself. It is in this precise sense that a digital computer
can acquire a human semantics.
As a human being, at least I’d like to believe that I’m human, when I experience a tableobject, usually without so much thought, I spontaneously associate a particular set of beliefs with
the perceived object. These beliefs help saturate the word or name ‘table’ with meaning. For
example, my beliefs about that particular table help describe the object: I understand that the
table-object is brown, composed of a particular kind of wood, has a coarse surface, and stands on
at least four legs. Ultimately my beliefs are directly about the perceived table-object and
henceforth endow meaning upon the object (let alone the world of objects). In addition, my
belief-descriptions associated with the word ‘table’ could be recognizable and thus understood
by other human beings. The challenge of course is whether these general, human-collective

14
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beliefs are in fact recognizable and thus understood by digital computers. The collective
meaning or set of belief-descriptions attached to words such as ‘table’ can easily be programmed
and hardwired into a digitalized computer robot. This hardwired information that contains the
belief-descriptions (e.g., “tables are made out of wood”) can be associated with the calculated
spatial temporal coordinates of the actual table. So when the computer robot perceives an object
to be a table 7, it will therefore understand the meaning of the object as a table based on the
programmed belief-descriptions retrieved from memory. Most important, the digital computer
would then share similar beliefs about tables with ordinary human beings. So through the
execution of a highly sophisticated, formal computer program–the way the human brain is
operated by a sophisticated program–digital computers would be sharing “mental contents” with
human persons.
By hardwiring a digital computer with such dynamically expanding functions, I doubt
that this newly enhanced digital computer robot would have a difficult time understanding the
semantics of the Chinese language: in virtue of running a sophisticated computer algorithm, the
computer can associate symbol A with the stored belief-descriptions and/or semantic
interpretations the same way that a Chinese speaker would normally have stored in her memory.
I would find it quite philosophically engaging to hear what Searle would have to say in
lieu of my response, stating that digital computers can achieve some form of human cognition
just by running a formal and highly sophisticated algorithm. Given the appropriate software and
programming, researchers of strong A.I. can make it a materialized possibility for computers to
7

In so far as speculation surpasses the limits of the mind, a digital computer could understand a perceived object to
be a table in virtue of the calculation of its perceived object’s actual measurements, while comparing the results to
some kind of average-approximation measurement that denotes most table-objects. The latter must be programmed
or installed into the computer beforehand in order to make a constantly dynamic, real-time comparison-analysis with
its given perceived objects. For each particularly perceived object, the digital computer will constantly undergo
algorithms, calculating its spatial temporal measurements/coordinates and comparing these to previously stored
spatial temporal coordinates of general objects. If for e.g. the specific calculations roughly match the general
measurements of table-objects, then the computer will recognize its perceived object to be a table.
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develop a human semantics, thereby having a human mind. Furthermore, given the appropriate
software and programming, researchers of stong A.I. could even make it possible for computers
to become self-aware of their very own processes—i.e., the manipulation and use of linguistic
data. I encourage Searle to provide a substantial rebuttal regarding these claims that I set forth.
One thing I’d like to mention before I conclude this paper is that I agree with Searle when
he states that it would be impossible for a digital computer to “do the crucially human things,”
such as falling in love, or having a sense of humor. To illustrate this point, consider the
following example: suppose Will—a sensitive young human being—shares strong sentiments for
his beloved wife. He might describe his feelings by using the words, “passionate”, “warm,” and
“excitement.” Will might even jump for joy due to his passionate feelings and excitement. By
supplying the highly appropriate coding and employing specific technological advancements,
researchers in strong AI could program into a digital computer these described feelings and in
association with these feelings, a computer robot could even be programmed to ‘behave’ or ‘act’
a certain way—for e.g., to “jump for joy”. To this extent, the digital computer robot can
simulate and/or duplicate Will’s emotional behavior, insofar as the computer has an exact copy
of Will’s described sentiments. Nevertheless, what the computer ultimately fails to duplicate is
Will’s actual experience of passion, warmth and excitement.8
It appears that digital computers are restricted within the realm of human rationalization
and logical processes, where they succeed to simulate/duplicate human cognition. But with
respect to human emotion and crazed irrationality, digital computers fail to simulate/duplicate

8

To further illustrate this point, commit to the following, simple thought experiment: stand in front of a mirror and
partake in any emotive expression—does this duplicate ‘you’ in the mirror necessarily have the immanent, genuine
emotive experience itself? Presumably, no. Thus, perhaps a digital computer can never fully have any genuine
emotive experience itself.
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without a doubt. And so with respect to the former, I strongly encourage and support the
endeavors of artificial intelligence. Perhaps researchers of strong AI could create and work
within a new level of AI dedicated to the aspiration of developing future, not human, but
computer minds.
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Come on People, we really do know what The Just Society is!

Wake up people, what’s wrong with you? Don’t you see the obvious? The perennial
puzzle rega rding the just society has been solved. The good news needs to be spread
more widely! The solution has been around more than 36 years. Free people have
basically, more or less, embraced it. It’s time to make this embrace more complete and
official.
Visions of the just society have preoccupied thinkers, prophets and utopians since the
beginnings of organized societies. Plato, Thomas More, Adam Smith, Karl Marx, to
mention a few, are some of the most famous visionaries. Differences among some of
these visions have led to real wars. Different visions have led, for example, to the split
between communism and capitalism – each having important but incomplete insights.
Then came the intellectual solution. It was given by the philosopher John Rawls. The
philosophical community has partly accepted it. Only partly because philosophers are a
cantankerous bunch, and are not quick to give credit to others for ideas they themselves
should have had. But it’s time for the solution to come completely out of the academic
cloister, and into the real world of political debate. Why? For a number of reasons: (1) it
is self-evidently right; (2) history is on its side: every complex modern society, where
people have been really free to choose between systems, has inevitably veered towards
some version of it; (3) Jesus, and other spiritual teachers, would favor it; (4) the
alternatives are lousy. What more reasons do we want? This is it! Let’s not be obtuse.
The debate is over. Let’s give Mr. Rawls due credit, and let’s move on to solve other
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problems – there are plenty of them out there -- without encumbrance from unstated
fundamental socio-political disputes.

The Right View

The right view is very simple. A just society is one that is politically democratic and
that is economically a hybrid between capitalism and socialism. Politically each able
person should have a roughly equal chance in shaping the laws that govern the society.
This judgment has become relatively non-controversial. There are secondary disputes
regarding what form democracy should take. But these disputes do not really concern the
main idea of democracy. More controversial is the judgment that a just society must be
characterized by the right mix of market economy and publicly run structures. The just
society is a society in which some should have more than others (if they, by means of an
equal opportunity competitive process, really earn more than others). But the just society
is one where no one should go without the minimum (as long as there is plenty overall),
and where opportunities are indeed roughly equa l.
It is important to make sure that there is plenty overall – we don’t want an egalitarian
but poor society. For there to be plenty (assuming enough basic and sustainable natural
resources) the partial free market system must be unleashed. The economic
conservatives are partly but absolutely right here, as history shows. However, those
earning much more, compared to others, must do so with a string attached. Their earning
more must not be at the expense of, and ideally should also benefit, those at the bottom.
Their success must be part of a system that lifts all boats. This probably means that since
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the market alone will not lift everyone above the minimum, as historically shown, a little
of the wealth of the richer classes must be systematically transferred to serve the common
good, as in serving to pay for basic public schools and basic health care for all. (probably
through progressive taxes, though the method is open for discussion). The rich have to
agree to do this partly to create the equal opportunity condition for all children, a
necessity for any just society. The other reason they should agree to do so is out of basic
compassion for the less fortunate – particularly for those who are less fortunate through
no fault of their own.
Incidentally, the equal opportunity condition is a key missing feature of the current
global society, taken as a megasystem. Equal opportunity for the children of Burundi and
Bolivia compared to the children in France and US? Are we kidding? It is not even
close. Nor is there any way that the children of France and US have earned their
competitive advantage. So their average initial advantage over the children of Burundi
and Bolivia is unfair. This is not some cosmic unfairness – this is one we humans can
partly fix. The solution is simple, though not easy. We would need to try to adopt the
Just Society model for all of earth’s children – not just for those of a single nation.
Notice that at the level of single “advanced” nations the intellectual debate is nearly
over – no modern free democratic country would dream of doing without public schools
for all, or without some form of public health care for all (o.k., the US is a little behind
on public health care issue, but it will soon come to its senses). Nor would any modern
free democratic country dream of abolishing the capitalist component of their system.
The undeniable capitalist component is not just desirable for the sake of economic
productivity, but also for the sake of basic fairness. The freedom to reap the fruits of
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one’s investment in time, labor, and resources is an important freedom. Everything else
being equal (especially equal opportunity), those who produce more, deserve more.
How much more they deserve should be left up to market forces, so long as these forces
don’t undermine the basic fa irness of the overall society of which they are a component.
The upshot is that once one thinks about it a little, it becomes clear that no pure
socialist or capitalist economic system con be fair. It is no wonder that no mature free
society opts for any such pure system!

The Right Method

The real genius of Rawls’ contribution consists in pointing at a method by means of
which anyone can see for oneself that the mixed economic and democratic system is The
Just System. You just have to imagine being in a position to choose the system (the
socioeconomic conditions) for your next life in an earth setting. The catch is that you
don’t know who you’ll be (“the veil of ignorance” condition of choice). That is, you
don’t know if you’ll be male or female, short or tall, good looking or ugly, intellectually
talented or stupid, naturally energetic or lazy. Thus, for instance, you’d be crazy to
choose a system that benefits males – since there is a good chance you’ll be female! You
will choose a system that is gender neutral! And so will everyone else who takes this
next-life test. Picking gender-neutrally is similar to the impartial way musician are
sometimes selected: we make them play their instrument behind a veil, so that irrelevant
traits like their looks or their relation to us will not distract those of us who are the judges
from the music. The general lesson to be drawn from the gender example is that this
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method of picking one’s next-life social conditions is impartial and forces us to consider
the interests of everyone, since we could be anyone of them. It forces us to be fair.
So if one wants to maximize one’s opportunities and minimizes one’s risks,
whomever one turns out to be in the next life, what other skeletal features of your next
life’s system would you not pick besides gender partiality? You would not pick a society
that systematically favors short people or tall people, nor one that favors Japanese over
Chinese people. Nor, and here is the big one, would you pick a system that is partial
toward initial wealth or initial poverty: for you don’t know whether you’ll begin your
next life in a fortunate and wealthy family setting, or unfortunate and poor family setting.
You don’t want initial wealth–inheritance to mean so much -- because you might not
have any! Nor do you want initial poverty to mean so much: because you could be that
poor boy or girl. This means that none of us would opt for pure capitalism (where a child
does not have any guarantees regarding possessions and opportunities). On the other
hand you don’t want a system that fails to assigns bigger wealth rewards to the bigger
contributors! You could be one who is able to make the big contributions. Besides, at the
system- level, not rewarding special contribution with special wealth would inhibit some
of the drive that yields exceptional contribution to the community (such as new
inventions like the microscope or the pill or the internet). These big contributions by
helping the community are also likely to benefit you, whoever you will be. So, no
socialism.
You get the drift? You want the mixed economic system where wealth is
encouraged though equal initial opportunity — but with the large string attached that it
also serve to maintain a system of equal opportunity for the next generation. The
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potentially wealthy you must be willing to donate some of your wealth to the community
to pay for public schools and public hospitals and public roads. This is the mixed system,
or some version of the welfare state society. See how simple it is?

Real World Confirmation

Look around you -- The US, France, Sweden, Japan, and in fact all of the successful
and free countries where people have been able to express their choices over a long time,
have opted through trial and error for some version of this system. Give a large enough
group of people — large enough to constitute a valid sample -- enough time and enough
freedom, and they will naturally opt for some version of Rawls’s system. The fairness of
this system is somewhat self-evident, after all! And people are not stupid – at least they
cannot be fooled forever. The Soviet dictatorship could only fool people for some time.
Then people start to demand political and economic freedoms. Similarly, unregulated
free- marketism can only fool people for some time. Then people start to demand
minimal public schools for all children, as well as minimal working conditions. We in the
US are currently having a little spurt of excessive free- marketism. Perhaps. our peculiar
racial history and our obsessive anti-commie mentality has blinded many of us to the
obvious. Still, even in the US public schools for all is not at issue for real debate (the
funding system for public schools is a real issue – it is currently unfair, and that fact
contributes to maintaining the unfairness of the whole system – since educationally it
matters a great deal more in the US where and in which family you are born, than it does
in France or Japan – and this affects the equal opportunity condition for a just society).
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And let’s not forget that we would never give up Medicare and Medicaid and Social
Security – not to mention that it is simply stupid not to have everyone publicly healthensured, and then require that emergency rooms not turn sick people away. This creates
enormous social wastes since an ounce of prevention is worth ten pounds of sickness. No
wonder we spend much more money per capita in the US than in any other country in the
world, while leaving more than 40 million “uninsured.”
The upshot is that the US may have to take a couple of steps to the left to fall in line
with the Just Society. Other advanced countries may have to take a couple of steps to the
right to accomplish the same (excessive wealth and benefit guarantees may inhibit the
needed wealth production that supports the system long term). But the differences among
advanced democratic countries are really the stuff of detail, not of principle. The need for
a hybrid economy is not at issue.

Confirmation by Prophets

One more point in favor of the Rawlsian vision. It is highly likely that Jesus, Buddha,
Muhammad, and other religious teachers would favor this system. Take Jesus, for
instance. He went so far as to sound like a commie when he repeatedly denounces wealth,
and tells the rich young man who wants to reach the Kingdom of God that besides
following the commandments he has to share his wealth with others. So let’s not allow
the loud rhetoric of self-professed Christian preachers on TV tell us that pure capitalism
is the Christian thing. It simply is not. Listen to the previous Pope who denounced
savage capitalism almost as much as he denounced Eastern European socialism. He saw
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that Rawls was right – though through Christian lenses. The duty to the poor the weak
and the unfortunate is a basic teaching of Jesus – no matter how we turn and twist it.
Heck, he even claims that you have to love your enemies – you warmonger self-professed
Christians! You hypocrites (one of Jesus’ favorite terms of disparagement)! His tendency
was to talk of humanity as a large family – in which we don’t abandon the crazy uncle to
die alone, and we even provide for the lazy and disruptive teenager. No wonder he called
people “brothers.” The pure free market tends to create a coldly competitive social
climate that is antithetical to this family spirit. So we cannot use Jesus to defend pure
capitalism – try as we might. Besides, let us not forget the point that Jesus was very
worried about the impact of material wealth on a person’s spiritual consciousness. He
claims that you cannot serve two masters at the same time: God and Mammon. Thus, if
anything, Jesus is to the left of Rawls – who is himself officially neutral on what spiritual
values people should have. Rawls is neutral as to values, except for fairness and freedom
– he is not neutral regarding the value of the skeletal requirements of a just socie ty.

Key Philosophical Adversary

The main philosophical opponent of Rawls’ vision, besides egalitarian communism,
has been libertarianism. This is the view that the welfare state unfairly violates the
freedom of richer individuals by forcibly taking some of their legitimately acquired
wealth. As the term libertarianism indicates, a person’s freedom is the key va lue in this
system. Not violating a person’s freedoms (barring cases where she is using it to violate
others) is the first and foremost form of respect for that person. So, a legitimate system
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must not violate individuals by forcing them to share some of their wealth. The
libertarian insight which makes it appealing is that if you and I compete fairly and you
win, then I have no right to demand some of the spoils of your victory.
This view would apply to the real world if real world wealth (and poverty) had been
attained legitimately. But if a precondition for legitimacy is some form of equal
opportunity, then much of the current individual and family wealth is less than legitimate.
Is equal opportunity such a precondition? Undoubtedly, yes. Take the stripped down
parallel of a poker game or of a monopoly game. It is hard to see how most winners in a
poker or monopoly game will have won fairly if they start out with ten times the starting
amounts of most losers. Notice that if they start with roughly equal amounts, and some
end up with a lot more than others, without cheating, then no one has any right to
complain. That would be a case of fair outcome inequality. But any such fair outcome
inequality rests on fairness of process. The latter in turn requires equal opportunity (and
also not cheating). In the legitimacy game, equal opportunity is logically prior to fairness
of outcome. Thus for the rich winners to claim legitimacy of outcome-wealth, they (or
the system) must initially help to produce the equal opportunity condition. This, in
practice, means that I may be required to share even the wealth that I legitimately
acquire, so that both your children and mine will enga ge in a somewhat fair competition
for the next generation’s wealth, so that in turn their wealth will be legitimately acquired
(or legitimately failed to be acquired). If the current real world wealth is ill- gotten,
because it has been achieved through a non-equal opportunity process, then there is all
the more reason to redistribut e some of it! The shot story is that in the real world, where
the starting points among children is so outrageously unequal, some redistributive and
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anti- libertarian demand is more than legitimate. It is mandatory for the purpose of
creating a fair game.
Note that we have not even mentioned the special problem, for a strictly libertarian
view, posed by the fact that some of us are born with permanent sicknesses and
disabilities. Those of us who happen to be so unfortunate, and cannot compete equally
with the rest, surely have a right to some public support. If we take the next- life test, we
see that we would not opt for a system where the naturally less able are left at the mercy
of family or charity circumstances.
Think about it libertarians, respect for one’s freedom is due to everyone – and we
would not respect a poor child’s freedom by permitting a socially produced context
where that child will face obstacles that are 50 times more difficult to overcome than are
the obstacles faced by a rich child. No one would choose such an unbalanced initialcondition system if one did not in advance know that one would be a rich child – the veil
of ignorance test comes in handy here.

The Real Question

There is a real question: how far should the partial wealth redistribution go? Rawls’
answer is quite pragmatic. He says : redistribute as much or as little as it takes for the
system overall to keep creating an economic pie big enough to serve everyone, but one
that can particularly serve the people at the bottom. So in theory this pie could be
attained best by enabling large wealth disparities – if empirically it turns out that such a
large wealth gap keeps encouraging innovation, productivity, wealth creation. Such
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wealth creation in turn might make possible generous welfare state policies (such as
funding for public schools, public hospitals, public pensions, etc). So Reagan was partly
right: the trickle down economic theory can be correct! It can be, if the system really
trickles! And if the wealth is fairly acquired – the equal opportunity condition (the
missing piece in the Reagan outlook). In practice this real trickling can probably only be
done through a progressive taxatio n system. So we are back to a Rawlsian welfare state
system.
Okay, there is a second real question. After the real world wealthy person has shared
the fair amount of his or her wealth for proper maintenance of the just system, can the
rest not be given to whomever – including to the person’s children? Or must inheritance
be completely banned in the name of the equal opportunity of the next generation?
It is clear that massive inheritance must be banned. But perhaps not all inheritance
need be banned. This may have to remain one of those important details to be worked
out. Empirical factors must play a role. The total ban on inheritance could turn out to
reduce the motivation for productivity among adults – who do some of what they do for
the sake of their children. Can some of this lost motivation be off-set by the conviction
that they are working in part to maintain a fair society? Can passing on some inheritance
be consistent with roughly equal opportunity? There are lots of questions here. The
abstract answer is clear: the right amount of inheritance is that amount that will neither
excessively thwart the economic productivity of the system nor excessively interfere with
rough equal opportunity of each generation. Which amount this turns out to be remains
an open question – but, again, this is a question of detail.
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Final Confirmation

The final confirmation in favor of the Rawlsian Just Society comes from consulting
the list of top countries according to the UN Human Development Index: Norway,
Switzerland, Canada, Australia, Sweden. They do best not merely because they are the
wealthiest per capita – though that is one factor (the others being averages in life
expectancy and educational achievement). They do best because they are the most
Rawlsian countries – they have the most balanced mixed economic system, properly
combining free markets with socialist policies. They happen to have generous welfarestate policies and the wealth-production to back these up. Now if those Swedes would
just stop killing themselves, think how further ahead they would be!
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Zola’s synecdoche: the case of the wedding party as technique of characterization
in L’Assommoir.
In their Encyclopedic Dictionary of the Sciences of Language, Oswald Ducrot and
Tzvetan Todorov provide us with a succinct definition of the synecdoche: “the use of a
word in a broadened sense that includes the ordinary meaning as one aspect”. Catherine
Porter’s translation of this volume gives Matthew 6:11 as an example of this figure:
“Give us this day as our daily bread”.
There are two striking examples of synecdoches worth mentioning prior to
coming to Zola’s l’Assommoir:
First, in Vladimir Nabokov’s opening pages of his teaching copy of Madame
Bovary. Interestingly though, in his description of Charles’s cap, Nabokov is focusing on
the layers or layer-cake theme. Thus he does not identify his masterful translation of
Flaubert as a perfect rendition of this figure:
This is the fall of 1828; Charles is thirteen and on his first day in school he is
still holding his cap on his knees in the classroom: “It was one of those
headgears of a composite type in which one may trace elements of the bearskin
and otterskin cap, the Lancers’ shapska [a flat sort of helmet], the round hat of
felt, and the housecap of cotton; in fine, one of those pathetic things that are as
deeply expressive in their mute ugliness as the fact of an imbecile. Ovoid,
splayed with whalebone, it began with a kind of circular sausage repeated
three times; then, higher up, there followed two rows of lozenges, one of
velvet, the other of rabbit fur, separated by a red band; next came a kind of
bag ending in a polygon of cardboard with intricate braiding upon it; and from
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this there hung, at the end of a long, too slender cord, a twisted tassel of gold
threads. The cap was new; its visor shone.”* (We may compare this to
Gogol’s description in Dead Souls of Chichikov’s traveling case and
Korobochka’s carriage – also a layers theme!).
In this, says Nobokov, and in the three other examples he will discuss, the image
is developed layer by layer, tier by tier, room by room, coffin by coffin. Nobokov
concludes by saying: “The cap is a pathetic and tasteless affair: it symbolizes the whole
of poor Charles’s future life – equally pathetic and tasteless”.
Arguably the best first line of all literature may be attributed to Gabriel García
Marquez’s El amor en los tiempos del cólera, translated into English as: “It was
inevitable: the scent of bitter almonds always reminded him of the fate of unrequited
love”. Indeed, for the sake of creating a more powerful synecdoche I would argue that,
with its embedded connotation, as well as for its poetic sound, the English word
“unrequited” is superior to the Spanish “contrariados”. But most importantly, whoever
has read this novel will recognize in this first sentence a perfect, yet different,
synecdoche.
Coming to Chapter III of Zola’s l’Assommoir his synecdoche is of the type of the
genus which stands for the species, here a wedding party is referred successively as a
“they” (as “ils”), the “wedding party”, “she”, “the procession”, also as an impersonal
“they” (not the French ‘ils” but and undifferentiating “on” as the voice of the entire
wedding party), and also by identification “the society”, an emblematic figure which
epitomizes the entire social class, i.e. the world of Paris’s working population of
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construction workers and washerwomen, at the center of which stands out the couple
formed by the alliance of Coupeau and Gervaise.
Again, from the ordeal of saving 100 sols per head (5 francs) for a picnic at
Auguste’s Moulin d’Argent, to a slow procession which will take the characters from the
town hall, to a church ceremony, a visit to the Louvre Museum and a five hour dinnerbanquet, Zola creates a synecdoche which captures, in full colors and apparels, the
Nineteenth Century Parisian working class, circa the Second Empire. This figure
operates on two successful layers, as Charles’s cap in Madame Bovary. First it is simply
about a wedding, which soon evolves into a wedding party, which in turn becomes the
representation of an entire social class. It is an important moment of the novel from the
standpoint of its ideology and the overall narrative structure: there Gervaise and
Coupeau are clearly understood and assimilated idiosyncratically as part of a genotype
associated with their social class, while their individuality and aspirations reduced to an
almost point zero.
“Gervaise did not want a wedding. Why waste money”. Thus starts Chapter III.
Gervaise’s objection is easy to understand: for one Coupeau was dead broke. After
having borrowed 50 francs from his boss, Madinier, and then 10 francs from Lorilleux,
and also Madinier contributing a final 3 francs at the end of the meal (actually called a
picnic, presumably because everybody ended up paying his own 5 francs for the meal);
Gervaise adding 30 francs of her own savings, the couple ended up spending at least 90
francs.
We know that Zola, a man with a keen taste for arithmetic, did his research and
final addition carefully: from official statistics, in 1864 the average daily salary of a
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construction worker was between 4 and 6 francs and that of a washerwoman was around
2 francs 50; about 8 francs a day combined for a work day of 10 to 12 hours. That very
simple wedding still cost them about 11 days of combined income. Actually, during the
final scene of the meal, Coupeau did confirm earning his 5 francs per day.
Zola conducted his research so meticulously that he was even once accused of
plagiarism; this for having transported almost literally a scene of a play for his novel
Nana. We also know that there was a real person by the name of Nana, who may have
also inspired his friend the painter Cézanne. In the case of l’Assommoi,r Zola will defend
himself from his detractors by saying: “how am I supposed to write a book about the
working class during the Second Empire without digging into the sources that appeared
to me as the most authentic?”. Here Zola was referring indirectly to Denis Poulot’s
Social question, Le sublime, or the Worker as he is in 1870 or what he could be,
published by Lacroix in 1870.
Simultaneously, the original 21 chapters of the book were trimmed to thirteen,
which represents a significant change because it allowed to place the birthday celebration
in the middle, as Henri Mitterand points out in his Le regard et le signe. There the critic
argues that this narrative model ‘signifies, in the language of the narrative structures, a
fatalistic and pessimistic conception of the working class, while it subdues the effort of
the social inquiry to the needs of the tragedy” (Le regard: 225). Henri Mitterand also
indicates that: “In fact one could ponder about the links that unite this two types of
competencies: the ideological and the narrative” (idem).
In a quick cinematographic motion, the wedding party known as “they” (a “ils”)
will successively go first to the town hall and then to the church. Both episodes are
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presented as mere formalities in the mind of the couple and its entourage. Against this
backdrop, back at the town hall, the wedding has to wait after three posh-bourgeois
ceremonies, these with brides in white, bridesmaids in pink sashes, all very prim and
proper. Following this contrast, when it had struck noon, Gervaise and Coupeau were
united at the church in the interval of two proper masses, during a moment of absence of
the good Lord. In other words, again the wedding party is regarded as a group of society
owning a lower status and then treated accordingly. The scenario is dismal. It is the
cinematographic prelude to much to come, for who will view this narrative piece until the
very end. Zola’s technique both call to the use of the easel, in his portrayal of the atomic
elements forming this group, and the camera, in his creation a vast chaotic motion.
Returning to the narrative, by two o’clock then both affairs were concluded, and it
was time to focus on the picnic at Auguste’s Moulin-d’Argent, in the Boulevard de la
Chapelle. Numerous suggestions were made on how to best kill time: Bibi-la-Grillade
wanted to play cards; Boche, by nature given to anything sly and smutty, knew a very
funny little game, called ‘confessor’; Madame Gaudron thought they might go down to
the Chaussée Clignancourt for some onion tart; Madame Lerat would have enjoyed
telling stories; Gaudron wasn’t bored, he was perfectly happy to stay put, and only added
that they should sit down to eat straight away. Lorilleux, determined to put his oar in,
proposed simply walking along the outer boulevards to Père Lachaise where they could
see the tomb of Héloise and Abélard, another premonitorily sign of impossible fulfillment
of desire and achievement of marital bliss. In extremis and maybe because of his
authority over the wedding party, Madinier’s suggestion to go to the Louvre prevailed.
Then the wedding party departed, turned right and went into Paris down the Faubourg
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Saint-Denis, emerged from the Rue Saint-Denis and crossed the boulevard and finally
crossing down the Rue Croix-des-Petits-Champs “they” reached the Louvre, a place
which they will not understand. There the wedding party, not so enthusiastically, paused.
Here Zola introduces a new cast of characters: the spectator-critic who will give the
reader another view of the scene as passers-by rushed over and grinning shopkeepers rose
to their feet to watch through their windows.
Now, the camera working from the outside-in, follows a series of “mise en
abyme”: First, the wedding party remains dumb struck in front of the Paolo Veronese’s
Marriage Feast at Cana. A twist of irony is added as Gervaise asked what the painting
was about and noted that it was silly not to put the subjects on the frames. Granted, on
the painting only the Virgin and the apostles at the head of the table notice Christ, the still
center of this great canvas. Furthermore, the feast portrayed being nearly over, one may
not makeout what this get together was all about.
Emblematic also is the shipwreck, Théodore Géricault’s Raft of the Medusa,
where Michel Serres in Hermes: Literature, Science, Philosophy describes a whole class
of lame people recognizable in the cycle, a class that cannot be explained scientifically
except by means of the metaphor of the flaw. In this scene, Madinier, the only one of the
wedding party possessing some knowledge of art and appreciation and the one who had
suggested this visit to the Louvre, goes on to explain this art work which mixes the
sublime and the terrible. This vision creates an obvious transposition to the odd presence
of the wedding party at the Louvre and marks the instability of their future. As we know
Géricault had carried out prodigious research and completed numerous preliminary
studies for the work, even as far as interviewing survivors to the wreck. As in this
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unfolding drama, the wedding party is barely surviving its fate, except for Madinier who
understands what is happening on the canvas and, we assume, with the distant eye of an
art critic as Zola, in the life of the working class.
But was it maybe Rubens’s Kermesse that attracted the wedding party the most,
where they searched the canvas for smutty details, because it reminded them the most
about themselves? Madinier knew what would be their reaction as he was thrilled by his
success. In a sense, Madinier parodies the art critic scrutinizing with a certain distance
to allow the reader to participate in the appropriation of the scene. Along with Madinier,
others will join in observing the ceremony of the wedding party in motion: painters, their
mouths twitching with laughter, but also curious bystanders and attendants, all in awe in
front of this spectacle of this undifferentiated working mass in motion. All other viewers
witness the passage of the wedding party through this place of sublime art with the
greatest amazement. As an artist, Zola lets us free to draw our own conclusions. he
advocates the exact reproduction of reality, though without exposing a thesis. To us
belongs the privilege to judge the painting, for what Zola describes as a corner of nature
viewed through the temperament of the artist.
And then the wedding party as “the society”, described in collective style,
proceeds to the Moulin d’Argent on the Boulevard de la Chapelle. Even Brillat-Savarin’s
The Philosopher in the Kitchen (La Physiologie du Goût, first published in 1825) may
have found its way into Zola’s library, except that here the reader is presented with the
opposite of good taste. After all, Brillat-Savarin is the known author of the “Tell me
what you eat and I will tell you who you are”. A key word here is “goût”, artistic or
culinary, which has enormous resonance in French. “Oeuvre” belongs both to the so-
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called “chef-d’oeuvre” or the “hors-d’oeuvre”, the “chef” is also a head cook, the scenes
of the “tableau” slides ever so slightly into the “table” and its representation. The
juxtaposition of these two scenes is ironic. Both scenes, however, reinforce each other
and the sense of fatality. The next meal, to celebrate Gervaise’s anniversary will occur in
Chapter VII, exactly half way in the progression of the narrative when the goose is eaten,
but more importantly, Gervaise’s wedding ring is sold to allow for a better birthday feast.
In reality, it will anticipate more disillusionments.
As Mitterand points out, Zola poses simply as an artist, or for Phillipe Hamon as a
“regardeur-voyeur”. In this context, the synecdoche functions as a perfect vehicle for
conveying Zola’s deep commitment to exposing and explaining without ideology and let
the representation carry its own value. The color is impregnated with a system of
significations. Here with his synecdoche, and to paraphrase again Mitterand,
impressionism gives way to expressionism.
What is then Zola’s synecdoche, as witnessed in Chapter III of l’Assommoir?: it
is the parcel of vision of modern life, through the eyes of an artist from the point of view
of an epic narrative; the rustling noise of a bigger machine in motion. It is a figure that
resembles closely an “objet d’art”, in the form of the anecdote of an entire reality in its
characterization of the working class. But what happens in the case of Zola’s synecdoche
is something that functions both at the level of language, as instantaneous figures of
characters observe a work of art or eat and, at the level of the narrative progression, as the
praxis of an entire social class here doomed to a certain destiny. “Let’s be on our way”,
says Madinier to the wedding party who adds: “there is nothing else to see on this side”
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that is nothing else to do at the Louvre ever again for them. the museum, and art by
extension, will remain a closed window to their future.
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Etude sur la complexité dans le texte moderne
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L’anamorphose du personnage est presque réalisée, comme en témoigne la
révolution qu’il accomplit autour de son axe littéraire. S’agit-il là d’un élément du
discours passé de mode, voué en dernier ressort à la disparition complète dans un vortex
narratif toujours plus complexe ? L’annonce de son trépas, pris dans les tourbillons du
nouveau style, est-elle prématurée ou signifie-t-elle le cryptogramme annonciateur de la
disparition de toute une écriture, le chant du cygne de la parole écrite réalisé par effet
paronymique dans le champs des signifiés ? Le diagnostic narratif révèle-t-il un état de
collision ou de collusion du personnage sexué et du texte en question ? Cette soi-disant
abolition du personnage spécifique aux dépens du générique, signifie-t-elle une métastase
narrative où la vraie maladie résiderait dans le corps même du texte ?

La parole

individuelle est-elle morte ou a-t-elle emprunté une nouvelle voix/voie ?
Barthes sur Mallarmé écrit que ce dernier « sorte de Hamlet de l’écriture, exprime
bien ce moment fragile de l’Histoire, où le langage littéraire ne se soutient que pour
mieux chanter sa nécessité de mourir ” (Degré : 55). Aux frontières du texte il découvre
hic et nunc la présence immanente d’un langage basique où l’écrivain deviendrait
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« l’épigone de sa création primitive », celui que Camus inaugurait dans l’Etranger,
propulsé vers un type d’écriture neutre, et un style de l’absence.
Présence/absence: cette binarité permet de mieux cerner la situation du
personnage en regard du texte, d’un point de vue ontologique. Par extension idéelle on
vient à se demander ce qu’est le véritable mode d’avenir du texte. Ici Barthes parle aussi
d’une nouvelle écriture neutre comme troisième terme issu du silence, et qui aboutirait
dans l’agraphie rimbaldienne ou certaines aphasies surréalistes. Le personnage
romanesque nouvellement défini ne vit en aucun lieu, celui d’une utopie dans son
l’acception originaire du terme. De là émerge la figure neutre du personnage.
Déjà en 1957, à propos de l’œuvre de Nathalie Sarraute, Blanchot formule
clairement cette intuition en disant que << le Je qui raconte nous est présenté comme un
jeune homme alors qu’en ‘réalité’ il n’est ni lui ni elle. Le Il qu’il est est un neutre >>
(Art, 492), ce que Sarraute elle-même confirme in vitro en imaginant un narrateur du
dedans en quête de tropisme. En tous cas ce nouveau ‘lui’ ou ‘elle’ n’apparaît pas dans
une grille cartésienne, plutôt dans un espace fractal tel celui que Benoît Mandelbrot
inaugurait pour la science en ce faisant l’un des porte-parole d’une mathématique non
linéaire. Là, une faible variation dans les conditions initiales peut avoir de profondes
conséquences sur l’avenir de la science et nous pensons aussi sur celui de la prose.
L’ancien paradigme réductionniste ne reconnaissait que l’ordre comme mode
d’explication. Il est devenu un paradigme complexe où l’universalité fait maintenant
place à une relativité fondée sur un nouveau postulat. Voici un personnage dont la figure
se trouve déformée à l’extrême dans le miroir courbe du texte; ou bien le processus en
vigueur est exactement l’inverse : une narration chaotique, dans un corpus moderne que
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l’on ne finira pas de définir, assume la fonction caractérielle du personnage et sa
représentation ex nihilo. «C’est la narration qui parle », dit Philippe Sollers et il
poursuit : « . . .elle est sa propre bouche et la langue qu’elle émet est originale; la voix
n’est pas ici l’instrument, même dépersonnalisé, d’un secret : le ça qui est atteint n’est
pas celui de la personne, c’est celui de la littérature » (Critique, 1965). Par une sorte
d’ironie discursive le personnage semble en fait plus souvent maintenant adamique,
replacé in nihilo dans le paradis perdu de la phrase. Dans la manifestation prégnante du
rien, d’une réalité qui englobe à la fois le ni l’un et le ni l’autre, le lecteur implicite peut
lui-même parfois devenir personnage, kyrielle de personnages, palinodique à l’extrême,
le texte même la scène d’un drame ontologique. De l’intrigue principale il ne reste que le
parcours de la phrase, celle que Barthes décrira en lettres majuscules.
Jeté ex abrupto dans le texte l’individu singularisé a quasiment disparu. On a vidé
ses entrailles de tout contenu physiologique et psychologique. On l’a abîmé, quidamisé,
bousculé de la phrase, et il est devenu progressivement victime d’une sorte d’aporie
d’ordre textuel : un type du genre ni l’un ni l’autre. La phrase créée de lui une
interprétation vraisemblable et il devient souvent, par vertu procurative, pronom sujet
actant dans un récit qui parfois ne peut échapper à sa propre circularité narrative.
On lit ça dans un texte moderne où le « kairos », ce temps existentiel et non
linéaire, remplace souvent « chronos », ce temps linéaire et mesurable; certes pas
toujours mais malgré tout dans beaucoup de textes modernes, à l’instar de ces
bruissements de la machine zolienne, ce pied balzacien récupéré in extremis par un
Orphée écrivain, Orphée même tourné vers l’abîme pour arracher Eurydice aux silences
de l’œuvre. A en croire Carlos Fuentes, à la rigueur on risque même de perdre la totalité
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de l’œuvre : « à l’issue de chaque vision, quelque chose du tableau a disparu » (nous
traduisons, Iñez).
Cet effort de conquérir l’inexprimé, l’invisible, l’innommable beckettien – dans
un texte où figure le mot ‘aporie’ – exige du philosophe même, au-delà la métaphysique,
qu’il retrouve à l’intérieur du puits de la pensée son enracinement géométrique. C’est ce
que Bachelard fait en traversant l’oeuvre de Henri Michaux : <<L’en dehors et l’en
dedans sont tous deux intimes; ils sont toujours prêts à échanger leur hostilité. S’il y a
une surface limite entre un tel dedans et un tel dehors, cette surface est douloureuse des
deux côtés. En vivant la page de Henri Michaux, on absorbe une mixture d’être et de
néant>> (Espace : 196). Avec le neutre il s’agit d’une situation ambiguë du personnage
où l’on aurait affaire à une espèce de non-être/non-néant, ce qui aurait pour conséquence
une réduction du système oppositionnel et, une grande valeur positive à définir. De
l’inestéthique on se rapproche de plus en plus de l’anestéthique. En d’autres termes, nous
estimons que la situation du neutre vis-à-vis la sphère narrative représente une valeur
importante dans le même sens que Barthes définit la nouvelle écriture : selon lui
l’écriture proche du degré zéro est au fond une écriture indicative, ou si l’on veut
amodale, toutefois sand être nulle.
Le phénomène que nous identifions ici n’est pas nouveau on peut même retracer
son parcours depuis le premières disparitions de type lipogrammatique du De Aetatibus
du grammarien latin Fabius Planciades Fulgentius continuées de nos jours par Georges
Perec. On retrouve le personnage partout, mais de plus en plus ni présent et ni absent. Il
existe plus en vertu d’une procuration narrative où sa fonction est assumée, assurée par
l’autre que constitue la narration, et réduit à son plus petit commun dénominateur. Il n’en
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finit pas de mourir. Hidalgo, fils de ce quelque chose, le personnage doit son existence
au texte qui peut la lui soustraire au moindre mot, suggérant à ce dernier d’agir avec plus
de cautèle au risque d’être totalement supprimé. Du texte il dépend entièrement, lui seul
peut le rendre caduc.
Mais comment décrire plus précisément cette nouvelle situation du personnage ?
Nous le voyons incorporé dans un chaos de l’écriture qui sévit de façon endémique à
travers la littérature. En modifiant donc tant soit peu les propriétés et le comportement de
base du personnage, à l’extrême en le rendant neutre, le texte subit lui-même un effet
important pour créer un inconnu du roman ou bien une inconnue mathématique.
L’allusion au chaos, au sens moderne déjà avancé, est ici chose fertile.
Sans entrer plus avant dans un univers éminemment complexe, il est clair que les
nouvelles interrogations posées par la mécanique quantique et la théorie de la relativité
remettent en question l’idéal déterministe et les principes mécaniques classiques. L’une,
qui utilise et applique la théorie des quanta, se rattache à la théorie microscopique;
l’autre, la construction de modèles cohérents pour l’univers.
De même le roman moderne aura dètruit la trajectoire déterministe habituelle et la
loi de causalité dont ce principe est issu, sans pour autant porter atteinte au principe de la
vraisemblance et d’ordre, de par sa nouvelle alliance avec la notion moderne de chaos et
la naissance d’une terminologie d’ordre dans le chaos ou de chaos déterministe.
Comment peut-on transcrire les incertitudes du réel et reproduire les tâtonnements de la
nouvelle science en plein champ littéraire ? Comment faire le portrait d’un inconnu, pour
parodier Nathalie Sarraute, sinon en lui attribuant des charactéristiques génétiques
imprévisibles qui obéissent à une nouvelle cohérence, à un autre système descriptif,
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reproduisant une image de la réalité que l’on pourrait qualifier de fractale ? Ceci aura
notamment pour conséquence de transformer la fonction narrative en une manoeuvre
intellectuelle subtile, ne laissant au lecteur que des indices fondés sur une totalité
inconnue et créant la nécessité de construire de nouveaux modes explicatifs. Quant au
personnage, au sein de la macro-unité romanesque, il deviendra surtout une identité
propre et donc non réductible au tout. Comment encore situer ce dernier sinon par la
présence d’un système interactif où il s’organise et évolue et où la ntoion de chaos doit
être intégrée ?
Nous savons déjà qu’il existe de nombreux exemples de dérogations à la notion
d’ordre et une nouvelle conception de l’avenir. Citons par exemple en thermodynamique
une fonction, l’entropie : le paradigme classique qui identifiait la croissance de l’entropie
et de l’évolution vers le désordre est maintenant renversé. Ou encore, pour Prigogine et
Stengers on peut même dire que l’épilepsie, par exemple, <<loin d’être assimilable à un
comportement irrégulier, se caractériserait au contraire par une <<régularité>> trop
grande de l’activité cérébrale. . . Le <<désordre mental>> apparaîtrait, de ce point de
vue, comme la situation physiologiquement normale>> (Prigogine/Stengers : Temps,
84). Déjà Poincaré, au XIXe siècle, après avoir découvert des liens remarquables entre
les problèmes pratiques de l’astronomie et des problèmes mathématiques complexes,
avait développé une nouvelle sorte de mathématique appelée topologie qui allait devenir
un moyen puissant pour décrire le comportement chaotique. La conception des rapports
entre ordre et désordre avait commencé à se modifier grâce du théorème dit KAM, dont
le premier énoncé datant de 1954 a été significatif dans la compréhension des rapports
entre ordre, désordre et loi.
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A notre avis, la robotique chaotique pourrait représenter l’alliance idéale entre le
comportement type du personnage et le chaos exemplifié par les systèmes narratifs. En
d’autres termes cette instabilité intrinsèque de la nature vérifiée par la science, la fin d’un
idéale d’omiscience, on la retrouve dans la sphère du roman. Ce nouvel ordre
romanesque reproduira ce qui sera pour la science l’alliance de la stochastique et de
l’algorithmique, ce qui est pur produit du hasard et nécessité qui répond des impératifs
romanesques. Ce que Perferfreund écrit au sujet de la science, nous pouvons transposer
cette expérience au niveau de la dynamique du roman : « Dans le domaine de la
recherche interdisciplinaire qui s’occupe de la science du chaos, le chaos n’équivaut pas à
proprement parler au désordre. Il s’agit plutôt d’une sorte de comportement qui est
distinct à la fois de l’ordre classique et de l’ordre statistique. Tant le chaos que les
systèmes complexes servent à décrire des formes de désordre dans le sens qu’ils sont
imprévisibles, mais qui sont ordonnés dans la mesure où ils possèdent des symétries
récursives complexes et qui se reproduisent en presque totalité, mais non pas tout à fait,
dans le temps » (nous traduisons, Literature : 224-225). En corollaire, l’étude du
personnage envisagé du point de vue du neutre sert à rétablir un degré de cohérence tout
en abandonnant ce point de référence que constituait l’étude du personnage figé dans une
mécanique descriptive traditionnelle. En somme, neutre et chaos fraternisent dans le
tohu-bohu de la nouvelle poétique pour établir une nouvelle alliance interactive.
Souvent donc on retrouve la trace du personnage, mais comme ces empreintes
laissées derrière dans le désert par la robotique; une nouvelle science qui fait vogue à
travers les pages d’un article paru dans le magazine Smithsonian : « Nous ne sommes
pas des machines digitales, nous sommes des instruments analogiques » (nous traduisons
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de l’anglais, Smithsonian, February 2000: 98). Cette science est un produit non du
monde digital auquel nous nous sommes accoutumés, mais de ces circuits analogues qui
ont donné naissance au monde électronique. Alors que ces machines digitales s’occupent
des uns et des zéros, le langage de la logique, l’électronique analogique réagit aux ondes,
au langage du son. De même le personnage humain utilise ses neurons de manière
chaotique. Il est une créature chaotique rendu rationnel sous l’influence de son
environnement et qui, de par sa nature, tend à opérer suivant un système dynamique non
linéaire. L’entropie du personnage moderne servirait à caractériser son degré de
désordre, comme en thermodynamique celui de l’énergie. Littérature et science ont-elles
trouvées ici un point de connivence ? Tout en maintenant un degré de différence entre les
disciplines les points de convergence sont remarquables, là où le critique scientifique
verra l’élaboration d’un véritable archipel du chaos (Chaos Bound : 3).
Le personnage romanesque est de plus en plus conforme à ce modèle obscur, et
ceci par une impulsion vitale mimétique. De là la nouvelle typologie devrait reconnaître
l’existence d’un personnage neutre de comportement analogique dans sa protohistoire,
puisque vivant par la seul trace qu’il laisse dans le roman et qui évolue ou sein du chaos
narratif. Déjà dans Genèse, à la manière d’un manifeste, Michel Serres propose
d’importer en philosophie, ce que nous faisons ici en littérature, un concept issu de la
science : « Nous devons introduire en philosophie le concept de chaos, mythique jusqu’à
ce matin, et méprisé par la raison au point de n’être usité aujourd’hui que pour le discours
de la folie » (161).
L’absence/présence du personnage veut-elle signifier une reproduction aussi
fidèle que possible de la réalité ? La littérature tenterait-elle enfin de revenir au trou noir,
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à un objet stellaire hypothétique, à une antériorité du monde avant la conscience, à un
individu originaire? L’individu romanesque se rapproche-t-il de plus en plus d’un
homologue scientifique imaginaire? Si le personnage est dorénavant passé de son
existence relative à une sorte de non-être non-néant, le monde de l’anonymat, encore
faut-il légitimer ce passage.
Ce potentiel de chaos que nous décrivons, dans la mesure où l’invisible
romanesque peut être décrit à l’œil nu, a été exploité de manière systématique dans le
texte moderne, au point même où la fiction semble souvent imiter ces systèmes
complexes ; ceux de la réalité dont elle est issue. Le champ narratif devient de plus en
plus réalité ou, dira-t-on, l’inverse. Cette poussée vers le jour de l’être vers un neutre au
pays du ni l’un ni l’autre, s’opère d’une manière qui se rapproche fort de cette robotique
analogique. Souvent du personnage il reste au plus une trace, comparable à celle laissée
par quelque insectoïde mécanique laissé à lui seul dans le désert.
Le texte s’attache de plus en plus à représenter la forme, la figure et la réalité,
d’une écriture blanche, mais sans oublier le « yin » et le « yan » ; ces concepts neutres où
le corps est en fait une reproduction microcosmique de l’univers. On revient à l’ichnos
grec, la marque du pied, la preuve du pas au sein de l’entropie narrative. Dans le roman
moderne par exemple, cette entropie tend vers un maximum. En fait plus souvent même
le personnage n’est plus là de manière visible: soit il reste au seuil du texte ou bien il est
mis délibérément hors du texte. Mais dans la nouvelle rhétorique des signifiés où le
personnage semble rendu neutre, ou analogique, suivant le modèle scientifique, nous
pensons qu’il reste malgré tout foncièrement, quoique non fonctionnellement, une valeur
forte. Comme le dit Sollers: « un certain langage vient visiter le narrateur, l’aider à
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circonscrire sand défaillance ce qui lui advient (l’histoire véritable) » (Critique). Le texte
moderne parodie donc souvent un personnage dont la non-présence/non-absence est fort
remarquée.
Maurice Blanchot a trouvé en filigrane dans la mort du personnage le signe même
de sa survie : « En mourant, le héros ne meurt pas, il naît, il devient glorieux, il accède à
la présence, il s’établit dans la mémoire, la survie séculaire » (Entretien : 549). Nous
croyons que la création du personnage neutre ou analogique, ce concept permettant de
combiner à la fois le personnage et le texte dans lequel il est jeté, répond à cette attente.
Le chaos serait le topos de cette disparition/apparition simultanée, disons le milieu fertile
où se déroule l’expérience métonymique du personnage.
A travers une série d’observations, on pourra donner au personnage une nouvelle
fiche signalétique. Nous dirons grosso modo que la figure centrale de cette nouvelle
construction est le produit de deux mouvements simultanés: d’une part une tension vers
une qualité neutre du personnage et, d’autre part, vers un chaos de la narration, ceci pour
créer une synergie fonctionnelle.
Certes, refaire le portrait de ce personnage n’est pas chose facile. On court
toujours le risque d’écrire une histoire apogryphe du personnage moderne. Ce travail
s’apparente à la tâche du traducteur, dans les propos tenus par Walter Benjamin : « La
tâche du traducteur consiste à trouver l’effet intenté <intention> dans la langue dans
laquelle il opère sa traduction et qui produit dans celle-ci l’écho de l’original » (nous
traduisons: (Task : 76). En sommes, nous dirons que ce personnage évolue à travers un
échosystème d’une phrase où il n’est ni présent, ni d’ailleurs tout à fait absent, quoique
toujours bien vivant dans le nouveau chaos de la phrase.
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Introduction
In this paper, I side with Eve Garrard and David McNaughton in defending the
moral permissibility of unconditional forgiveness (i.e. forgiveness that is not conditional
on the wrongdoer repenting or making restitution). The widespread view of philosophers
on the subject of forgiveness has been the following: there are instances where (A) one is
required1 to forgive, (B) one is required not to forgive2, and (C) forgiveness is optional.
Along with Garrard and McNaughton, I affirm (A), but deny (B). With regards to (C), I
hold a related view: (C1) where forgiveness is not required, it is supererogatory. The
incentive for asserting (B), I will argue, stems from a misunderstanding of what
forgiveness is and/or what it entails.
My goals in this paper are the following: to make clear where the views of
philosophers who assert (B) go wrong; to clarify the notions of forgiveness and
resentment; and, finally, to expand on some points that have been made in favor of
unconditional forgiveness. I will draw support for my position by appealing to the notion
of empathy, and suggesting that we ought to consider empathy to be a virtue similar to or possibly a subspecies of – wisdom.

The Notion of Forgiveness
Perhaps the most traditional definition of forgiveness is Bishop Butler’s, which
states that forgiveness is the foreswearing of resentment.3 Some useful amendments and
clarifications have been made by Jeffrie Murphy and Norvin Richards. Acknowledging
1

When the phrase “required” appears throughout this paper, it is meant to mean morally obligated or
demanded by justice.
2
This position (the assertion of (A), (B), and (C)) is endorsed by Jeffrie Murphy (1988), Norvin Richards
(1988), and Tara Smith (1997).
3
Butler, 1726.
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the fact that one may foreswear resentment on purely selfish grounds (e.g. because it is
psychologically distressing), Murphy stipulates that forgiveness is “foreswearing
resentment on moral grounds.”4 Richards makes a slightly different claim, that “to
forgive someone for having wronged one is to abandon all negative feelings toward this
person, of whatever kind, insofar as such feelings are based on the episode in question.”5
This is an advantageous move because it recognizes that resentment does not encompass
other negative feelings such as contempt, which we seem to think are incompatible with
genuine forgiveness. Furthermore, we might forgive the same person for one or more
wrongs, but not for others; hence the stipulation that we foreswear only those negative
feelings which stem from the relevant act.
Despite the helpful clarifications of Butler’s definition, both Murphy and
Richards make serious mistakes when they assert the implications of forgiveness granted
to a wrongdoer who has not properly repented (and thus does not deserve it). In such a
case, according to Murphy, we “may reveal a lack of respect, not just for oneself, but for
others as well.”6 This is largely because, as Richards explicitly claims, abandoning
resentment in such a case “would be a poor defense against repetitions and a display of
inadequate aversion to what was done... only someone of bad character fails to resent a
wrongdoer.”7 These claims reveal essentially the same mistaken assumptions that Tara
Smith builds directly into her definition of forgiveness, which states that it is “a particular
type of moral estimate. It is the conclusion that one should understand and respond to

4

Murphy and Hampton, 1988: 24.
Richards, 1988: 79.
6
Murphy and Hampton, 1988: 18.
7
Richards, 1988: 84.
5
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another person’s breach less harshly than would normally be appropriate.”8 The
underlying mistaken assumptions are simply these: that the act of forgiving entails that
one judge the offender as not being fully culpable or responsible and that one act in
accordance with this judgment, specifically that one withhold or lessen the explicit
condemnation or punishment that the offender deserves.
All three of these philosophers are woefully mistaken in making such
assumptions, but given Murphy and Richards’ definitions of forgiveness, the error is less
excusable for them – unlike Smith, the definitions of forgiveness that they provide do not
necessarily entail this assumption. Nevertheless, they fail to provide any argument for
the assumption, so it would appear that they do believe it somehow follows from their
definitions – which simply does not seem to be the case. I believe that forgiveness is
perfectly compatible with all three of the following actions/attitudes: a) acknowledging
that the act was wrong, b) acknowledging that the perpetrator is responsible and
blameworthy, and c) administering condemnation or punishment for it. Thus, while I
acknowledge the fact that justice may demand any or all of these three actions/attitudes, I
assert that it does not ever demand that one withhold forgiveness itself.. I will cite some
reasons in favor of this claim, and thus in support of unconditional forgiveness, later on.
At this point, I simply wish to establish that I am going to follow the tradition of Butler,
Murphy, and Richards in defining forgiveness. That having been said, I turn now to some
clarifications of the emotions and attitudes which forgiveness precludes.

Resentment

8

Smith, 1997: 37.
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Jean Hampton stakes out a rather peculiar position on resentment. She claims that
in order for one to resent an action (or an “insult”) he must believe (or want to believe),
“(1) that the insulter has made a mistake about his value and rank and is treating him in a
way that is too low given his value and rank.” Further, one must believe to some degree
or at least fear that one of the following is true: “(2) that the insulter is right to think his
status is lower so that the treatment is possible; or (3) that the insulter is right to think that
his worth can be lowered and that it is permissible for him to do so.” Hampton claims
that one who is above resentment believes with confidence that (1) is true and that both
(2) and (3) are false; one who “cannot resent,” one the other hand, believes with certainty
that either (2) or (3) is true. She sums this up by saying that one who resents an insult
fears that the insulter was justified in his action, and wishes or “would have it” that this
was not so. Thus, the resentment constitutes an “act of defiance” against this claim of
having low status.9
Garrard and McNaughton rightly observe that what Hampton has given is neither
an actual definition of resentment, nor the necessary and sufficient conditions for it.
Rather, she has presented one possible form that resentment might take. “Resentment,”
they claim, “need not betray an insecure self-respect, since people whose self-respect is
secure can nonetheless rightly feel themselves to be slighted.”10 I would also suggest that
even a person who actually has very little or no self-respect can still resent an insult. To
make these points clearer, I offer the following examples.
Suppose that I was a part of some military organization. There is a hierarchical,
rank-based structure to the group. One of my subordinates in the group insults me and

9

Murphy and Hampton, 1988: 57.
Garrard and McNaughton, 2003: 43.

10
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defies my orders. Suppose that I am in the category that Hampton calls “above
resentment” – that is, I confidently believe that (1) is true and that (2) and (3) are false. It
seems that even so, I can resent what this subordinate has done – I know that he is wrong
in taking my status to be lower, and that he is wrong to think that he can lower my status
or that it is permissible for him to do so. Still, I can resent his implicit statement that I am
lower in value or that he can lower my value.
Now suppose the same action occurs, but that I am a person that Hampton claims
“cannot resent” – I believe with certainty that this subordinate is right to think that I am
lower in value or rank (e.g. I know that I am a bad drill sergeant) or that I can be lowered
in rank or value (I can lose the respect of my men and/or be demoted). Again, it seems
strange to say that I cannot resent this subordinate’s action. I like being thought to have a
certain value, and I like holding my higher rank. Thus, I resent this person’s calling them
into question or attempting to reduce them – his taking away of my façade of value. At
the very least, it seems that I am in a relevantly similar position to the person that can
resent on Hampton’s view – in that case he suspects that (2) or (3) is true, and his
resentment is an act of defiance against them (i.e. he would have it that they were not so).
Just because I do not merely fear or suspect, but am certain that (2) or (3) is true does not
necessarily entail that I could not rebel against these facts or that I would not have it that
they were not the case.
Another problem with Hampton’s view of resentment is that one could certainly
resent a wrong done to her even if she does not believe in any comparative system of
measuring people’s values. She might simply believe that people all have equal inherent
worth as human beings, and that when one person wrongs another, it is an instance of the
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wrongdoer failing to respect that worth; this would be another instance in which the
person who was wronged affirms (1), but neither (2) nor (3) – not because they happen
not to hold true in this instance, but because they could never hold true at all.
Considering the possibility of this kind of scenario, I suggest that resentment involves a
feeling that one’s own rights have been violated. What I mean by this notion of a rights
violation is simply that one’s legitimate claim (or a claim that one believes to be
legitimate) to something has not been respected. In this sense, we can take ourselves to
have many different kinds of rights – particularly, a right to a certain degree of respect or
consideration. Thus, for any act X that I can resent your doing to me, I must believe that I
have a right to not have X done to me.
According to the view I am offering, one can believe that he has this right for any
of a number of different reasons. It may be that I believe I have the right simply in virtue
of being human, or because it is specifically guaranteed to me by some formal
institutional rules, or because I have earned it through my own actions and achievements.
Thus, returning to the example of the subordinate defying my orders or insulting me, I
would probably resent his actions because I feel that I’ve earned the right, one way or
another, not to have that said to me. Even if I believe that I am a bad drill sergeant, I
might still believe that I’ve earned the right not to have someone “call me out” on my
faults, given that I’ve worked so hard to overcome them – I am still owed a basic level of
decency and consideration that this subordinate is not respecting when he insults me or
defies my orders.
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Having defended a certain understanding of the notions of forgiveness and
resentment, I now turn to a discussion of the moral permissibility of unconditional
forgiveness.

The Permissibility of Unconditional Forgiveness
The primary reason supporting unconditional forgiveness which Garrard and
McNaughton rely on is an appeal to human solidarity – the claim that as fellow members
of the human race (in virtue of moral and intellectual capacities), we ought to have a
certain level of concern for one another. As they point out, this notion of human
solidarity is based on “the sense of a common predicament we all share,” which is “partly
a refusal to be certain that we are really so different from the perpetrators.”11 This is not
meant to imply that we must believe ourselves capable of committing the same acts that a
perpetrator has specifically, but rather that when we generalize the action and consider
the possibility of having shared a relevantly similar past to the wrongdoer, we could see
ourselves as capable of committing some similarly reprehensible act. I strongly agree
with this proposal. However, I wish to make a bit clearer the intuitions and claims which
might underlie or be implicit in this position.
Specifically, I believe that this notion of human solidarity can be taken to either
presuppose or at least provide support for the idea of empathy as a virtue. Understood
properly, this should not be a particularly controversial claim. Certainly the mere ability
to understand another person’s position and reasoning (i.e. to “put oneself in another’s
shoes”) need not imply that one will be prone to act as the person with whom she is
empathizing has acted – while I may be able to empathize with and therefore forgive a
11

Ibid: 54.
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murderer, this does not mean that I have increased my propensity to murder, nor that I
fail to take murder seriously as a moral wrong. Furthermore, empathy does not imply a
weakening of one’s assessment of the perpetrator’s moral responsibility – I can
empathize with a murderer while still claiming that had I done what he did, I too would
be morally blameworthy and ought to be punished. Empathy, in my view, implies a
recognition of the frailty and vulnerability of the human condition which is evidenced in
even a rudimentary understanding of history or psychology, combined with a degree of
compassion and concern for one’s fellow human beings. It tells us that given all of the
influences in the world which can cloud or corrupt our moral judgment, humans in
general (and sometimes even one-and-the-same person) may be capable of horrendous
atrocities as well as acts of moral sainthood.
In the way of clarification, I will elaborate on what I mean when I say that
empathy is a virtue. I do not mean that it is a virtue in the Aristotelian “golden mean”
sense. Rather, I believe that empathy is a virtue similar to wisdom – i.e. a virtuous
quality which we can never have an overabundance of. As with wisdom, empathy
provides a basis for making proper assessments of when punishment, condemnation, and
of course forgiveness, is appropriate. This claim, I believe, actually has some support in
the writings of Richards, Murphy, and Smith. All of these philosophers believe that one
reason which is often suggested for extending forgiveness to a person is when that person
had good intentions when committing the offending act. As they point out, what such
circumstances actually call for is not forgiveness, but rather an acknowledgment that no
wrong was committed in the first place – however, it is empathy which allows us to
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discern when this is the case (and, considering this role for empathy, one could see it as
perhaps a subspecies of wisdom more generally).
One reason that these philosophers believe does count as a reason to forgive is
when the wrong act was of a sort that one is guilty of committing herself or that one
could easily see herself committing. Again, we need to employ empathy in order to
discern when this is the case. For example, if an Iraqi refugee were to spit in my face and
call me a murderer, the act would certainly seem to be an unforgivable wrong – absent
repentance, of course – considering that I played no part in the initiation or administration
of the Iraq war. Nevertheless, if I empathize with this person (i.e. put myself in her
position), I will likely come to view the act as a wrong which I can forgive without much
difficulty. Again, I am claiming that it was a wrong – spitting in someone’s face and
calling him a murderer is a fairly serious offense. However, given the circumstances, it
seems like I truly ought to forgive the perpetrator because I could see myself doing that
were I to be in her position.
As with Garrard and McNaughton’s notion of human solidarity, this claim that
empathy is a virtue should not be taken to suggest that unconditional forgiveness is
always morally required.. Empathy requires a faculty of imagination which varies
widely among humans as well as within one person over time – the strength of one’s
feelings of anger and moral hatred, as well as the temporal proximity of the offense can
strongly affect this faculty. Recognizing this fact, we may conclude that empathy above
some basic level is morally supererogatory, and therefore the capacity for forgiveness
above a certain level is also supererogatory. Of course, as most philosophers writing on
this topic have noted, certain factors (e.g. the passage of time, repentance of the
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perpetrator, or knowledge/recognition of conditions surrounding the act) may move the
act of forgiveness from supererogatory to obligatory.

Conclusion
Admittedly, there remains a good deal of explanation and clarification to be made
regarding my positive argument for unconditional forgiveness – especially for accepting
empathy as a virtue either distinct from but similar to wisdom, or as merely a subspecies
of wisdom. However, I believe that I have sketched a rough outline of what such an
argument would look like. The main points that I wished to make in this paper are these:
the definitions of forgiveness given by Murphy and Richards (which I affirm) fail to
imply the sorts of reasons which lead them to assert that one could be morally required to
withhold forgiveness, and thus anyone who agrees with such definitions ought to reject
Smith’s definition altogether; the notion of resentment presented by Hampton is less
intuitively plausible than a rights-based account; and finally, there are a number of
arguments to be made in favor of unconditional forgiveness which appeal to some widely
held and uncontroversial intuitions, and this position does not run the risk of violating the
demands of justice.
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(abstract) This workshop introduces the labyrinth as a metaphor for life and a symbol for these
challenging times. The labyrinth as a walking path is an ancient pattern which is found in many
cultures. In the last twenty years the labyrinth has had a rebirth and is now found in schools, hospitals,
parks, and places of worship. The labyrinth allows the walkers to bring to their experiences
their own belief systems and levels of understanding. It is common ground where acceptance of
diversity becomes part of the whole. A brief overview of the history, theory, and practical application
in education from kindergarten to college will be discussed. A large 26 or 36 foot canvas
labyrinth could be available for the whole conference to walk throughout the conference. Music and
Dance are easily incorporated into the experience of walking the path.
Objectives:
1. Attendees will gain a brief historical overview and learn the symbolic significance of the
labyrinth and learn the practical applications of the labyrinth in education.
2. Attendees will learn to draw a labyrinth and can participate in either building a temporary
labyrinth outside or set up a canvas labyrinth in a ballroom and facilitate a labyrinth walk.
3. Attendees will be able to gain direct experience by walking a labyrinth and reflecting on their
journey.
Method: Approach
I. Slide/powerpoint introduction will provide basic information on history, symbolic content,
materials and practical application with a focus on the labyrinth in schools and community. The
labyrinth will be associated with caring for the Earth.
II. Instruction:
Participants will
…. learn to draw a seven circuit classical labyrinth
….learn guidelines for facilitating a labyrinth walk
…..become aware of the wide range of uses from personal introspection to group celebrations
III. Hands on Options & Experiential
Participants will draw a labyrinth, make a rubbing of a lap labyrinth or create an embossing
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Participants can help to build an outdoor temporary labyrinth (if open space 40-70 feet is
available) or set up a 26-36 foot canvas labyrinth inside for other conference members to
walk throughout the conference.
IV. Discussion/Reflection/Creative Expression/Journaling:
A. Response to the Labyrinth Experience
B. Practical applications for education, for life
C. Resource available for further research
D. Symbolic significance: Focus attention, target intention, acceptance of many walkers
sharing common ground,

Sue Anne Foster
safoster@csus.edu
International Conference on Art & Humanities
P.O. Box 75036
Honolulu, HI, 96836, USA
808-947-2420 (Fax)
humanities@hichumanities.or
The labyrinth is a winding pathway with a single and usually circular path. It is composed
of circles and spirals, symbols of wholeness and transformation. Once almost forgotten in
the Western world, the labyrinth has been rediscovered in recent years and is recognized as
a powerful focusing tool increasingly used in schools. Older than history, labyrinths are found
among Northern American Indians, ancient Crete, medieval Europe and Egypt. Some form
of the labyrinth can be found in most major traditions.
According to some, walking in circles can straighten you out, help clarify thoughts, deepen
a question and help to quite your thinking mind so you are open to receive guidance,
inspiration and insight. For some simultaneously setting your intentions while walking a
circuitous path in concentric circles engages both hemispheres of the brain to produce a
sense of calmness and a feeling of well-being. It can be a powerful transformation tool in
these challenging times of change. Holding the space while others are walking may be as
important as the journey itself as we grow in respect for community and acceptance of
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diversity. The labyrinth is easily associated with attention for caring for the Earth so lends
itself to a deeply personal journey as well as numerous opportunities to experience
group process.
the labyrinth walk helps to “Quiet the Mind, Calm the Body and Awaken the Creative Spirit”
See Handout attached
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Abstract
The Internet continues to weave its way into our everyday communications seemingly
near the point of ubiquity. The 1990s witnessed explosive growth of the Internet (Parks &
Roberts, 1998). Today, over 100 million Americans regularly use the Internet for a variety of
communications purposes. And many of those users are no longer content with mere email (i.e.,
asynchronous written messages). More than 40% of those millions of computer users frequently
tap into instant messaging services (i.e., near synchronous, real time text) to engage in
interpersonal communications (Nielsen Netratings, 2002). Communication via the Internet has
mushroomed into nearly every facet of the interpersonal: from business practices (i.e., contact
with co-workers and customers) to personal (i.e., staying in touch with family and intimates),
school (i.e., online Blackboard™ instruction rather than FtF classrooms) and entertainment
applications. Singles are flocking to online dating services; some 15 million Americans use
Lavalife and Yahoo! Personals, among others, to forge interpersonal relationships (Krane, 2002).
For more than two decades, scholars have studied computer-mediated communication
(CMC) and interpersonal relations (Parks & Roberts, 1998; Short, Williams, & Christie, 1976;
Walther, Anderson, & Park, 1994). These studies guide our analysis of the literature; that is,
how does CMC impact interpersonal relationships?
We argue that communication lies at the heart of forging interpersonal relationships; one
cannot, as Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson (1967) claim, not communicate—especially in
interpersonal relationships. With the continued expansion of the Internet, further study of its
impact on interpersonal relationships is merited. Our overview of the literature focuses on three
prongs: a) the theoretical aspects of CMC over time, b) CMC vs. face-to-face (FtF) interpersonal
relationships, and c) conclusions and suggestions for new research.
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An Analysis of Interpersonal Relationships and Computer-Mediated Communication
Theory, CMC, and Interpersonal Relationships
What is interpersonal communication? Palmer (1995) suggests that individuals form
mental representations of self and others through “a transactional process in which humans
negotiate the nature of relationships with others” (p. 278). FtF is considered the primary model
of interpersonal communication perceived between individuals. CMC, on the otherhand, is
described as a physical channel, an electronic device, by which individuals trade behavior-based
messages. CMC may be text oriented or incorporate audio and video channels or all three.
Palmer (1995) claims that interpersonal communication is possible in any medium, but degree of
efficiency and level of personal transaction is debatable. Although multi-media technology (i.e.,
the combination of text, video, and audio) is increasingly finding its way to average consumers,
our focus is on text-based (e.g., email, electronic bulletin boards) CMC and interpersonal
relationships, which has received the lion’s share of study.
CMC, at first glance, would seem to inhibit the vibrancy of rich interpersonal
communication found in FtF scenarios (Rice & Love, 1987). Several theories have emerged in
the last 35 years that seek to address this issue and others. One of the most intriguing CMC
theoretical approaches lies in social presence theory (SPT). Short, Williams, and Christie
(1976), who formulated SPT, assume that different media exhibit varying degrees of quality in
interpersonal relationships. Interactions among differing media require a varying sense of social
presence:
Thus, the capacity to transmit information about facial expression, direction of looking,
posture, dress and non-verbal cues, all contribute to the social presence of a
communication medium . . . the weights given to these factors, is determined by the
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individual because we conceive of the social presence of a medium as a perceptual or
attitudinal dimension of the user . . . (p. 65)
Individuals then approach certain communications media with mind-sets that establish
how they perceive the effects (i.e., positive or negative qualities) of the communications device.
Studies in the 1970s do not reflect the impact of the Internet, but their conclusions suggest social
gaps between certain media and FtF. For example, vast breaches in social presence perception
were evident between FtF and speakerphones or business letters. A video source narrowed this
perception, but not entirely. Users of a two-way video system for interpersonal exchanges
struggled with perceptions of being unable to become familiar with others. People on the other
end did not seem real; however, the subjects were generally able to evaluate non-verbal reactions
in a video medium (Short, Williams, & Christie, 1976). These early studies suggest individuals
perceive communication media as less personal than FtF interpersonal contacts. As a theoretical
tool, SPT was alive and well as CMC research moved beyond the 1970s.
Steinfield (1986) utilized SPT in an organizational study involving some 400 email users
in a large corporation. He concludes that individuals use email for two reasons. Email is easy to
use and is not overly task oriented. In addition, email communicators sense a comfortable plane
of social presence; that is, even without the FtF, an acceptable level of sociability is achieved
through time and space. Another theory links CMC and the cues we use socially to
communicate.
So-called social context cues (SCS), conceived by Sproull and Kiesler (1986), focuses
not only on the settings in which communications occurs (i.e., the environment) but also the nonverbal cues (e.g., facial expressions) exhibited in social situations. These social cues impact
interpersonal exchanges “through perception, cognitive interpretation, and communication
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behavior” (Sproull & Kiesler, 1986, p. 1495). A theoretical framework accounts for lack of such
content cues in CMC and interpersonal communication. Walther (1992) ties missing non-verbals
in textual messages with the passage of time. In social information processing, email users
employ language and text in place of non-verbals; that is, impressions of individuals in CMC
must occur over time because users are unable to judge non-verbals (Walther, 1992):
These processes are posited to take longer in CMC because the function accomplished
through a variety of face-to-face cues are undertaken via fewer codes in CMC, and any
single message exchange may not carry as much social information as would the
exchange of the same qualities in a non-mediated setting. (p. 71)
Social information processing claims CMC has its own brand of richness in that CMC has the
same vigor as FtF over time (Walther, 1994). Another theoretical path worthy of interpersonal
exploration is how gratifications perceived by the individual determine media use.
Uses and gratifications is a seminal mass media theory, and a promising application for
newer technologies. The theory emerged in the 1940s when researchers began to view the
audience as an active force that seeks and uses various media to satisfy personal wants and needs
(DeFleur & Ball-Rokeach, 1989). Uses and gratifications is best described as an attempt to
understand why people use some media and bypass other media. Under uses and gratifications
theory, CMC users might use email to satisfy certain psychological elements including values,
feelings, and wants (Lowery & DeFleur, 1995). For example, an individual uses email or
Internet chat-rooms to satisfy the want of establishing new interpersonal relationships. Uses and
gratifications emerged as a mass communication theory (e.g., radio and television) some sixty
years ago; however, it is regaining popularity as a practical tool for CMC research (see Flaherty,
Pearce, & Rubin, 1998).
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Media richness theory suggests that communication systems lie along a lean to rich
continuum. Availability of cues, such as non-verbal (e.g., body language) and verbal (e.g.,
spoken vs. text), determine the relative richness of a particular communications technology. FtF
is the richest form of interpersonal contact; text-only messages (i.e., email) are much more lean
Daft and Lengel (1984) concentrated on organizational settings in their description of
information system richness:
Rich media [such as FtF] convey multiple cues and enable rapid feedback. Less rich
media [such as email] might oversimplify complex topics and may not enable the
exchange of sufficient information . . . for routine problems, which are already
understood, media of lower richness would provide sufficient information. (p. 200)
The literature on theory gives the researcher several foundational avenues from which to
study CMC and interpersonal relationships. Social presence theory focuses on closeness of
interpersonal relationships based upon media attributes. Users develop perceptions of the quality
associated with a particular communications technology; these perceptions guide their attitudes
toward CMC. The theory suggests that individuals might perceive email as efficient but less
personal than FtF interactions. Social information processing applies time as its starting point in
that email users, for example, take longer to form impressions of others due to lack of online
non-verbals. Uses and gratifications takes a different track: The wants and needs of an email
user are guided by the gratifications perceived from CMC use. Finally, media richness suggests
that communications lie somewhere on a range between lean and rich. Relative leanness and
richness is based upon available cues. Interestingly, organizational research provided the
cornerstone for much CMC theoretical development and testing (see Daft & Lengel, 1984; Short,
Williams, & Christie, 1976; Steinfield, 1986). What is missing from theory in the literature
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reviewed here, with some exceptions (e.g., uses and gratifications), are individual perceptions
formed outside of organizational settings; that is, with millions of home computers, how CMC
impacts or shapes these interpersonal communications is a viable course of future study.
CMC vs. FtF—What the Literature Reveals
A wealth of research has focused on computer-mediated communication with numerous
comparisons and contrasts between CMC and FtF communication. These studies embody a wide
variety of topics (i.e., relational development, alternatives to FtF, CMC structures, and CMC
uses), and for good reason. More than 60% surveyed in one study claim they had formed an
interpersonal relationship online (Parks & Floyd, 1996). Overall, contemporary research
suggests CMC does not necessarily take a back seat to FtF in interpersonal relationships. CMC
may not have the vibrancy of FtF, but the literature suggests that CMC users overcome, for
example, non-verbals to achieve their communication goals. From the studies reviewed, we will
outline some of the most prevalent findings that compares CMC to FtF communication, and
identify the emerging themes.
Exactly how does CMC function? Structures and scripts serve as a lens to observe and
analyze CMC interaction. Walther (1996) coined the term hyperpersonal communication to
describe CMC interaction; he claims CMC is more sociably desirable, in many instances, than
traditional FtF communication. The components of hyperpersonal communication are similar to
FtF (i.e., receivers, senders, characteristics of the channel, and feedback). Receivers of
computer-mediated messages utilize social context and personality cues found within the text.
These cues help the receiver form judgments about the sender. The CMC sender has the
opportunity to self-censor and reflect during message construction; therefore, translating only
preferable cues, and ultimately altering the impression made.
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The most defining difference between CMC and FtF channels is the asynchronous (i.e.,
nonsimultaneous exchange) nature of the process. Although instant messaging and chat-rooms
approach synchronicity, other CMC forms (i.e., email and bulletin boards) do not. An
asynchronous environment allows relationship seekers time to formulate ideas and reciprocate at
their convenience. The feedback in CMC creates what Walther (1996) calls an intensification
loop. Messages are selectively sent and selectively perceived, which “may explain how such
surprisingly intimate, sometimes intense, and hyperpersonal interaction take place in CMC”
(p. 15).
Rice and Love (1987) conclude that a structural equivalence approach (i.e.,
understanding the principal components of CMC) is better suited for identification of “slight
differences in patterns of content relations among participants and nonparticipants in the CMC
network” (p. 100). This approach allows the interactions within the CMC network, created for
the experiment, to be scored and analyzed. The results suggest that network users send messages
to anyone in the system; responses to those messages are optional. Rice and Love’s work points
to the formation of the relationship development process in CMC. Rintel and Pittam (1997) label
this process the opening phase. By analyzing the opening and closing phases of Internet relay
chat (IRC), the authors found a striking resemblance to FtF meetings. In the opening phase, the
online participant announces their presence to the other individuals online, which is followed by
textual exchanges. The closing phase involves textualized parting messages that generally
include non-verbal cues and resembles FtF parting exchanges. Mapping this process explains
channel differences between the two forms of communication and lends support to the perceived
functionality of CMC.
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Individuals use CMC to create numerous types of relationships (i.e., professional,
friendship, romantic). These CMC relationships unfold and mature through e-mail,
chat-rooms, bulletin boards, and instant messaging. Despite the lack of certain natural
communication behaviors found in FtF communication (i.e. nonverbal cues), Lea and Spears
(1995) found that users form impressions of other online participants by translating their
communication styles. Smiliefaces, punctuation, capitalization, and acronyms (e.g., LOL=lots of
love) are used to add textual emphasis to messages. These forms of textual emphasis
compensate for lack of non-verbals (i.e., the smilieface). Walther (1993) identified several
acronyms (e.g., MORFing=male or female?) and pseudonyms (e.g., tall Texan) that provide
sufficient impression bearing information “for the development of collegial relations among
previously unknown individuals” (p. 384). The impression development process takes more time
in CMC then in FtF communication, but relationships are still developed despite the lack of
nonverbal cues.
By analyzing the text and communication style of online participants, individuals seeking
virtual relationships can profile their partners with varying degrees of accuracy. The relationship
development process generally starts with the identification of common interests among
participants and either escalates or deescalates over time, much like FtF relational development.
Walther (1995) found that separate groups (i.e., CMC and FtF), given identical tasks over five
weeks, acquired differing levels of interpersonal communication. Surprisingly, the CMC groups
were more intimate and sociable than FtF groups, which suggests that FtF communication
focused more on task completion than relational development. Although the research did not
conclude that social information processing and impression development by the two groups was
equal, Walther suggests that over time CMC may catch up to FtF.
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Walther and Burgoon (1992) found that relational dimensions within CMC groups
increased to more positive levels during task completion over several weeks time. From this
finding we suggest that by attaining equal level of group unity, task accomplishment is nearly
equal, as well; thus, the CMC interpersonal elements seem positive. But, Smolensky, Carmody,
and Halcomb (1990) would disagree. They claim that “the more groups exhibited uninhibited
speech, the less productive they were in terms of number of group decisions reached” (p. 269).
In this study, CMC relationship development was positive, but task productivity was negative
because of greater interest in general chit-chat than task completion.
By the late 1990s, Walther (1997) reaffirmed the role of time in the level of intimacy and
affection attained by members of a CMC group. Culturally diverse participants in long-term
CMC task oriented groups focused on group unity and experienced greater affection then like
FtF groups. An earlier study conducted by Walther (1994) suggested “long-term versus shortterm partnerships has a larger impact on anticipated future interaction reported by computermediated, rather than FtF, partners” (p. 473). These results suggest that CMC use over longer
time periods may enhance relational development, but shorter interactions may not necessarily
trigger the opposite.
Walther (1996) acknowledges that less personal interaction is sometimes present in
CMC, but this may be an advantage for some dyadic and group encounters where speedier
impersonal interaction is welcome. For example, business and professional online relationships
require little personal interaction to conduct relational transactions; however, a romantic CMC
relationship may require greater effort to impart the missing non-verbals (e.g., smiles, intimate
touching). Task related group CMC, which guides much of Walther’s research, has steered other
CMC studies, as well.
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Valacich, Paranka, George, and Nunamaker (1993) found that “groups using computer
mediation outperformed groups using verbal communication” (p. 249). The benefits for CMC
are attributed to the unlimited amount of concurrency (i.e., number of communication episodes a
channel can support effectively) in the medium. In addition, CMC groups created more unique
and higher quality ideas then FtF groups. While CMC does not seem to overly inhibit group
tasks, it appears to offer mixed blessings for socially inept communicators.
Inhibited or shy individuals, who avoid FtF social contacts with CMC, may find new
motivation and freedom within the protection of the CMC structure. But, Phillips and Barnes
(1995) claim that time spent using email with friends translates to fewer FtF encounters. The
results fail to indicate how fewer FtF contacts impact the social lives of CMC users. For
example, does twice the email usage translate to twice as few FtF contacts? Lack of FtF contact
does facilitate another CMC attribute: anonymity.
One can communicate with CMC globally without maintaining, if one so desires,
physical contact. This lack of FtF contributes to greater self disclosure under the veil of
anonymity. Participants are less inhibited in CMC and thus engage in intimate disclosure more
readily; active users tend to share greater socioemotional content (Rice & Love 1987). CMC
relationship development then, on some levels, is more favorable than FtF interaction and thus
emerges as an alternative for online relationship seekers. Even criticism and flaming (i.e.
negative frank statements) does not necessarily deter participants from CMC relational
development. Dsilve, Maddox, and Collins (1998) found that when criticism does occur
participants generally respond jokingly or ignore it and continue participating. These negative
barriers differ from those within FtF relational development, but prove to be of little concern in
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CMC. Despite impressive results that suggest CMC is not as weak an interpersonal relations
device as once thought, still, not all scholars agree.
Differences in CMC user status may impact interpersonal relations. For example,
previous studies that suggest CMC affords a communication setting with equal footing for all
users may not be accurate. Users perceived as high status (i.e., mangers, men) may dominate
CMC group discussions over lower status users (laborers, women). This may occur even when
high status users are the minority (Weisband, Schneider, & Connolly, 1995). Further, Glaherty,
Pearce, and Rubin (1998) claim that CMC is not a functional alternative to FtF communication;
the Internet is a novelty rather than a tool. Although pleasure and time shifting needs were
equally facilitated by CMC and FtF, Glaherty et al. claim most participants preferred FtF when
meeting other interpersonal needs, such as inclusion and social interaction, which suggests the
impersonal nature of CMC as claimed in earlier research, as well.
Conceptual thinking among early scholars generally casts a dim light on CMC compared
to FtF. We provide examples relevant of the early literature (i.e., through the late 1980s). Rice
(1986) reviewed literature of studies in formal organizational settings. He outlined four
limitations of CMC: a) some statements are better left to FtF, which he does not specify, b) lack
of immediate interpersonal feedback, c) stiff or rigid communications and, d) multiple
conversation threads may trigger chaos. In a follow-up to these conclusions, Rice and Love
(1987) further claim that CMC is impersonal in that only a moderate level of emotion is feasible.
In addition, Kiesler, Siegel, and McGuire (1984) suggest that lack of non-verbals tempers CMC.
As noted throughout this literature review, few scholars today share the notion that CMC is too
socially crippling compared to FtF interpersonal interactions. The news is generally upbeat for
CMC.
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Early research suggests that CMC was far removed from FtF interpersonal relations, but a
gentler, promising paradigm has emerged in most contemporary thinking. CMC is not
necessarily the cold, impersonal communications device it was once believed to be (see Lea &
Spears, 1995; Walther, 1992; Walther, 1995). Interpersonal relationships, as the literature
suggests, may form much slower than FtF, but carefully choosing one’s words and taking the
time to form stronger interpersonal bonds are not necessarily negatives in relational development
(Walther, 1995; Walther, 1997; Walther and Burgoon, 1992).
Traditionally, CMC has largely served as an asynchronous device (i.e., email) that seems
to promote greater self disclosure under a veil of anonymity (Rice & Love, 1987). And newer,
synchronous devices (i.e., instant messaging) continue to alter our perceptions of relational
development as CMC seemingly creeps closer to encompassing more facets of FtF. But, not all
research agrees with these promising assessments. Glaherty, Pearce, and Rubin (1998) claim
that the Internet is too far removed from FtF; CMC remains a novelty and not viable alternative
for true FtF relational development.
Conclusions and Discussion
Several theoretical structures have emerged as tools for CMC and interpersonal
relationship study. Social presence theory, social information processing, uses and gratifications,
and media richness theory have addressed media use and how we interact with media from
various starting points. We side with Parks and Floyd (1996), however, on two swelling gaps
that theory has not addressed: a) many CMC interpersonal relationships occur in non-FtF settings
and, b) online interpersonal relationships with higher levels of development are increasingly the
norm more than the exception. Put another way CMC users, sitting alone in front of home
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computers, are finding ways to establish deeper interpersonal relationships that do not hinge on
frequent or, in some instances, any FtF encounters.
This is not to suggest that computers will replace all FtF; individuals use FtF for various
reasons (e.g., users who use online personals). We do suggest that CMC continues to move
relational development into greater levels of closeness that theory has not kept pace with. We
claim CMC is not necessarily too impersonal; our literature review suggests this is largely so
(Walther, 1992; Walther, 1995; Walther & Burgoon, 1992). The findings here maintain that
CMC users develop methods to account for lack of non-verbals such as short cuts in language
(i.e., acronyms, happy faces). And given the element of time, CMC users seem equipped to form
acceptable levels of interpersonal relationships that may rival some FtF relations (Walther,
1995).
The research, however, is deficient from a methodological perspective, as well. Content
analysis and qualitative research are noticeably absent. Applying these methodologies might add
new pieces to the CMC puzzle. As noted earlier, CMC seems capable of closing the impersonal
gap with FtF. But how? We have few answers. A closer examination of content might give us a
fresh perspective. Riffe, Lacy, and Fico (1998) note that content analysis is ideally suited for
media studies. For example, what subjects are email users talking about? How do users account
for missing non-verbals in textual language, and how frequently? How is the language different
for CMC users vs. other personal communication devices and FtF relational encounters?
Qualitative research provides fertile ground for a richer understanding of how individuals
use CMC to form interpersonal relationships. The ultimate aim, using a qualitative approach, is
to better interpret the thinking of CMC users. A greater or deeper understanding best describes
this methodology (Lindlof, 1995). Once we gain this deeper understanding of how, why, and
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when CMC users develop interpersonal relationships vs. FtF, we arrive one step closer to the
realization of how computers and the Internet are transforming human communication.
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This paper explores the relationship between poetry, painting and their didactic purposes.
According to Sidney, poetry’s greatest gift to man lies in its ability to compel him to
goodness. Contrary to DaVinci, Sidney is aware of the reader’s ability to create images
in the imagination, thus painting a written picture of virtue. I suggest Sidney convinces
the audience, in An Apologie for Poetry, that poetry’s visual experience creates
tangibility, illusion and exemplarity much like a painting thus making Sidney not just a
master of the pen but also a master of the brush.
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Abstract: Race, Gender, and Youth: Battling to end Lunch Counter
Segregation during the Civil Rights Movement in Dallas
The 1960s served as a time of turbulence and turmoil in American
history. In the southern region of the country, African Americans and whites
reeled from the conservatively aggressive boycotts and protests of the
1950s. However, by the 1960s, a new demographic presented itself in the
form of aggressive youth, who no longer accepted the moderate
appeasement responses by the majority leadership, whether they originated
in African American or white circles. By the early 1960s, the problem of race
and civil rights that had been characterized as a southern problem, especially
a Deep South problem, extended its reach to include national involvement.
The new players in the civil rights movement moved conservative
mobilization efforts into the arena of direct action protests and began to
deliberately agitate the once calm challenges against social, political, and
economic segregation.
The aggressive response traveled quickly across the southern states.
In Dallas, Texas, an city where racial attitudes and behaviors were deeply
rooted,, Juanita Craft, leader of the NAACP Youth Council, mobilized students
to participate in lunch counter sit-ins in order to achieve social change and
egalitarianism. Similar to the four North Carolina AT&T students who sat
down at the segregated Woolworth’s lunch counter in Greensboro, North
Carolina, students in Dallas, Texas ignited the sit-in phase of the civil rights
movement in their city.
This paper, Race, Gender and Youth: Battling to end Lunch Counter
Segregation during the Civil Rights Movement in Dallas, Texas, submits that
in Dallas, Texas there was no such thing as a free lunch and that it took
direct action protests by NAACP Youth members and their advisor, Juanita
Craft, to bring attention to the antiquated, but ever present, practice of lunch
counter jim crowism. The inherent mission of Craft and the students centered
on the implementation of direct action protests that would illuminate racially
discriminatory business in their city and severely interrupt economic benefits
received by those businesses endorsing segregation. The paper seeks to
conclude that during the early 1960s in cities in the Sunbelt South, much like
cities in the Deep South, it was the grassroots leadership of African American
women coupled with students’ direct action protests that effectively
compelled businesses and supporters of segregation to desegregate or suffer
major economic consequences.
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Title: Jane Campion’s The Piano as a Transformation of “Bluebeard”
Phyllis Frus
Department of English, Hawai`i Pacific University
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Honolulu, HI 96813
pfrus@hpu.edu
Abstract: Although the story of Bluebeard and his wives now appears in collections of
children’s fairy tale, it has its roots in adult entertainment. Jane Campion, writer and
director of the 1989 film, may have deliberately sought to return the tale to its source as a
moral cautionary tale of a woman punished for her failings: curiosity and disobedience
(weaknesses for which beheading seems too harsh; clearly someone felt that it took fear
to keep women loyal and out of trouble). Campion may have planted allusions and
parallels to Bluebeard in order to help the viewer interpret her complex story of a
Victorian woman’s sexual awakening effected by a man other than her husband (one
triangle) and her daughter’s reaction to her mother’s narcissistic response to her lover
(triangle no. 2). This seems the best explanation of why Campion transposed the tale to
19th-century New Zealand, where a husband (Stewart) is having problems
“domesticating” his mute mail-order bride (Ada) and persuading her to consummate their
marriage.
This version of the Bluebeard tale is complicated by the presence of a child from the
bride’s former life (Flora) and by various other inversions and substitutions, but, though
these transformations make the fairy tale appear to work symbolically more than literally,
on closer examination the Bluebeard parallels help to interpret Campion’s Palme d’Orwinning “period” film in a satisfactory way—as historical romance, rather than a film
based on the history of British colonists in New Zealand. Although they are distributed
differently among the characters and plot events, the movie version has all the elements
that Maria Tatar finds in the tale: “solemn mysteries, grim carnage, and damsel in
distress” as well as themes of “intimacy, vulnerability, trust, and betrayal.”
I will focus on the interpretive results of reading The Piano as a transformation of
“Bluebeard.” To give just four examples, such an interpretation
draws our attention to the husband as villain, monstrous
makes Ada’s daughter Flora important as more than a plot device (she betrays her
mother to her stepfather, causing the axe to come down on Ada in a symbolic
decapitation);
makes the characters’ motives more complex (because Stewart is clearly not as
monstrous as Bluebeard, the viewer may find it easier to blame Ada, as he does:
“you disobeyed when you promised not to; I only clipped your wing, is all.”
emphasizes the fairy-tale qualities, that is, the elements of historical romance or
gothic (Hendershot).
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ABSTRACT
ARTS MANAGEMENT: A Study of Cross Disciplinary
Management Trends in Music and the Arts
Over the last ten years, the concert industry is one that has expanded its
presentational style to include a multitude of not only music elements, but also, theatrical
elements, production elements, scenic elements and fine art components within the
concert, or production. The trend of management within the music industry has taken a
step forward in adopting different styles of management to better serve the performance.
An arts manager must be versed in all of the performing arts disciplines in order
to manage the demand in which the industry is imposing. Arts management trends such
as: marketing campaigns; artistic and administrative staffing; audience demographics;
public relations campaigns and organizational management must be examined in order to
create: artistic seasons, concerts and productions that encompass not only current artistic
demands however, cultural and societal demands as well.
In this lecture the author will discuss the future trends of primarily concerts, but
will also discuss the management techniques that have been posed on the music industry
due to increasing production elements. A comparative analysis will be viewed from past
performances at the Lincoln Center to present performances in regional theatres and
music halls across the country to future performances and new trends in performing arts
centers.
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ABSTRACT
KAMINARIMON:
A Major Music Production from a Composer’s and Production Manager’s Perspective
Kaminarimon (Japanese word meaning Thunder Gate) is the name of an extraordinary
arch in the center of Tokyo that leads to one of Japans most prestigious Buddhist temples.
Using the traditional Japanese word Kaminarimon as the title of a composition for Japanese
Taiko Drums and Flamenco Dance, the composer, Fredrick Kaufman, has created a new work
that has used traditional Japanese drum rhythms and flamenco dance forms and movements as
the basis of his composition.
In this critically acclaimed composition, Kaminarimon, the composer has ventured into
more contemporary approaches to achieve his work. He utilized the musicians and dancers
ability to improvise, has made use of jazz drumming techniques, and has drawn upon traditional
drumming patterns and traditional Flamenco dance forms as the basis for the work. Kaufman
used the ritualistic sounds of Taiko drumming and rhythmic patterns of Flamenco dance to create
a passionate, rhythmic contrapuntal interaction between the artists.
Over the past two years Kaminarimon has been presented in music festivals and concert
halls throughout the US and Mexico. It has grown from a fifteen-minute work for one dancer
and two percussionists into a full seventy-five minute major production with costumes, staging,
numerous percussion instruments, a gypsy singer, two guitarists and a full flamenco dance
ensemble. With this growth a series of challenges emerged for the production staff, the manager
and the composer. In their lecture, the authors (Professor’s Karen S. Fuller and Fredrick
Kaufman) will discuss the synthesis, challenges and creative process of the development of
Kaminarimon during creative sessions, rehearsals, production and performance.
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The following categories will be discussed:
Composer…
Major Challenges:
•

To write a seventy-five to ninety minute work that would: encompass a full evenings
production that would sustain audience interest; and explore the many different facets of
two unique art forms- Japanese Taiko Drumming and Spanish Flamenco Dance.

•

To be respectful of the traditions of Japanese Taiko Drumming and Spanish Flamenco
Dancing in the course of both writing and developing this production.

•

To integrate both art forms into a composition that explores the uniqueness of each of
these art forms, while creating yet another new art form.

•

To write rhythms and melodies for gypsy singer and rhythms that are contrapuntally and
rhythmically unique, interesting and challenging that could be interpreted by musicians
and dancers whose art form, historically, is orally based.

•

To assemble a cast of qualified performing artists who are open-minded enough to be
inspired and challenged by this composition.

Production Manager…
Unique features in producing Kaminarimon encompassed:
•

Gaining an understanding of a unique production that involves two diametrically opposed
cultures and traditions.

•

Working closely with the composer in locating artists that would be faithful and openminded to his unusual artistic concept.

•

To assemble a professional, experienced design and production team

•

To coordinate a rehearsal schedule that would be productive for each discipline with the
ultimate goal of assembling a production schedule that would combine these art forms
into one homogeneous group.

•

To identify a suitable performance space that would be sensitive to the particular needs of
both dancers and musicians.

•

To overcome the challenges of the dress and technical rehearsals, and approach the first
performance in a positive and productive manner in order to produce a successful
production.
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BIOGRAPHIES
FREDRICK KAUFMAN
Fredrick Kaufman is the composer of over one hundred published compositions that have
been performed worldwide by orchestras such as the Warsaw Philharmonic, the Moscow
Chamber Orchestra, the Moscow Symphony Orchestra, the Czech Radio Orchestra, the St.
Petersburg Philharmonic, the Lithuanian Philharmonic and Chamber Orchestra, the Israel
Philharmonic, the Jerusalem Symphony, the Instrumental Ensemble of Grenoble, the London
Sinfonietta, Orchestra Novi Musici (Naples Italy), the Dominican Republic National Orchestra,
the National Orchestra of Brazil, the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, the Los Angeles Philharmonic,
the New World Symphony and the Pittsburgh Symphony orchestras. His ballets have been
danced by companies such as the Royal Swedish Ballet, the Royal Winnipeg Ballet, the Batsheva
Dance Company, the Bat-Dor Dance Company and the Pennsylvania Dance Theater.
Kaufman is a former Fulbright Scholar, and author of The African Roots of Jazz, a
groundbreaking study that drew heavily on his early musical life as a jazz trumpet player with
the Woody Herman Band. He is the recipient of the Darius Milhaud Award in Composition from
the Aspen Music Festival, and honors and fellowships from the National Endowment for the
Arts, the Rockefeller, Guggenheim and Ford Foundations, the California, Montana and
Pennsylvania Arts Councils as well as the Norwegian Government.
In 1997, the Miami Herald voted Maestro Fredrick Kaufman one of the 10 most
influential people in the arts in the city of Miami. Kaufman continues to circle the globe with
recent performances in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Spain, Poland, France, Brazil, and Puerto Rico.
Kaufman’s latest multi-cultural works have received overwhelming praise in the press.
His Kaminarimon (for Taiko drums and Flamenco dance) has been called “remarkable” and
“stunning” and was voted as “the number one classical highlight of 2002” and “the most
imaginative new work of the year” by, music critic, James Roos of The Miami Herald.

KAREN SEOANE FULLER
Karen Seoane Fuller is an accomplished Flamenco Dancer, Educator, Concert Producer,
Arts Administrator and Artist Manager. Prior to her current position as Assistant Professor in the
School of Music and Director of the Performing Arts Management Graduate Program she
worked for Pace Theatrical Group/National Broadway Touring Circuit as well as the Broward
Center for the Performing Arts. Professor Fuller has presented papers in major national and
international conferences such as the Midwest Band and Orchestra Clinic and the International
Association for Jazz Educators and the International Conference on Arts and Humanities. She
currently sits on the Florida Higher Education Arts Network and University Arts Council, is a
member of the Association of Arts Administration Educators, Association of Performing Arts
Presenters, Chamber Music America and American Music Center, as well as many others. Fuller
is an accomplished flamenco dancer and has studied flamenco under famed artists, Beatriz
Gonzalez and Fina Escayola, and classical training in the studio of Martha Mahr. She has toured
with Pedrito Rico, Los Chavalles de Espana and Rosita Segovia throughout Europe and the
United States to the rave reviews of the press.
Recently, Professor Fuller has revived her career as a flamenco dancer with a spectacular
performance in Fredrick Kaufman’s multi-cultural composition, Kaminarimon. That
performance was chosen by The Miami Herald as “The Best Imaginative Work and Performance
of the Year (2002). The distinctive character of her performance was called “…an energetic and
rhythmically exacting dancer.” The Fort Lauderdale Sun Sentinel; “…[Fuller] had the proud
spine and machine-gun rapidity in heel stomping to stir excitement.” The Miami Herald.
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Designing for Learning: The Art of Teaching
George W. Gagnon, Jr.
Center for Underrepresented Engineering Students
College of Engineering
University of California, Berkeley

Michelle Collay
Department of Educational Leadership
California State University, East Bay
This session engages participants in developing a Constructivist Learning Design
(CLD). The format reviews the Key Questions outlined in the text and walks
participants through the process of answering these questions to develop a CLD for
their own teaching. Both presenters have taught all levels of students using this
approach: graduate, undergraduate, secondary, middle school and elementary in
several subject areas.
The six elements of the CLD are:
1. Situation
2. Groups
3. Bridge
4. Task
5. Exhibit
6. Reflection
Each element is associated with three questions to guide participants in the
development of a CLD.
Teachers at all levels of education and many disciplines have used this design
process to inform their teaching and engage students in constructing knowledge.
Students make self-meaning, social meaning, shared meaning, and standard meaning in
the course of a lesson. The design can be applied to a single lesson, a unit, or a yearlong framework.

Excerpted from Gagnon, G. & Collay, M. (2006) Constructivist Learning Design: Key
Questions for Teaching to Standards. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press.
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Introduction to Constructivist Learning Design
Education is a natural process spontaneously carried out by the human individual, and is
acquired not by listening but by experiences upon the environment.
Maria Montessori,
Education for a New World (1963)
Teachers who embrace constructivist learning constantly seek ways to create the
environment Montessori describes. Many educators have deepened our understanding
of constructivist learning (Brooks & Brooks, 1993; Fosnot, 1986; Lambert, 1998). They
described their theoretical assumptions about constructivist learning and offered
principles for applying this theory to teaching and administrative practice. Our work
with Pre K – 12 teachers has shown us that many already design classroom learning
experiences for students using a constructivist philosophy. However, few teachers can
articulate how they design for student learning., produce consistent results, or link
learning to standards. After 15 years of studying planning strategies with our teacher
colleagues, we have refined a replicable process that engages student in an active
learning episode that we call Constructivist Learning Design (CLD). We deliberately
use the words “learning episode” rather than “lesson” because we focus on active
engagement by the student learners rather than instruction by the teacher.
The CLD framework is based on three key questions:
1. What are you expecting students to learn?
2. Where are your students in their learning now?
3. How will students learn what you expect them to know?
These key questions are the core of CLD. As you respond to them, your answers will
guide your thinking and shape the elements of CLD. The graphic below depicts how
these three questions frame the overarching Situation and flow through the other five
CLD elements.

Task
Bridge
Grouping

Exhibit

Students

Reflection
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Elements of the Design
The Constructivist Learning Design Template on the next page is the framework we
use to arrange the six elements in a sequence that organizes your thinking about
designing for learning.
The following description summarized the six elements of CLD.
1. Designs a Situation that describes the purpose, determines a topic, and decides an
assessment for student learning;
2. Organizes Groups of students, materials, and furniture to facilitate meaning
making;
3. Builds a Bridge between what students already know and what they are expected
to learn by describing students’ developmental level, socioeconomic
circumstances, and cultural background, surfaces their preconceptions, and
makes connections to their lives.
4. Crafts a Task for students to accomplish that anticipates questions from students
as they engage in tasks, considers responses to these questions so that students
will sustain thinking, and describes how students are learning by making social
meaning during tasks;
5. Arranges an Exhibit for students to demonstrate the results of their collaborative
thinking by producing artifacts as a result of their learning, making presentations
of these artifacts, and offering explanations about how they made social
meaning; and
6. Invites Reflection by students on their process of thinking during the learning
episode through feelings in their emotional and physical responses, images in
their sensory representations, and languages in their consideration of shared and
common meanings.
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Constructivist Learning Design Key Questions
© 2006 George Gagnon and Michelle Collay

Level:
Subject
Title:
Designers:
Situation

Primary Questions:
1. What: What are you expecting students to learn?
2. Where: Where are your students in their learning now?
3. How: How will students learn what you expect them to know?

1. Purpose: Why are you designing this learning episode?
2. Topic: What is your topic for student learning?
3. Assessment: How will you assess student learning?

Groups

1. Students: How will students organize into groups?
2. Materials: What materials will students use to make meaning together?
3. Furniture: How will you arrange furniture to facilitate learning?

Bridge

1. Audience: Who are your students by development, socioeconomics, and culture?
2. Preconceptions: How will your surface students prior knowledge?
3. Connections: Why does the topic connect to students’ lives?

Task

1. Engaging: How will students engage in making meaning together?
2. Learning: What kind of record will document student learning?
3. Thinking: What questions will students ask and how will you respond?

Exhibit

1. Artifacts: What will students produce as a result of their learning?
2. Presentations: How will students display their artifacts?
3. Explanations: How will students explain their thinking about meaning made together?`

Reflections

1. Thinking: How will students describe emotional or physical representations (feelings),
sensory representations (images), and communication representations (languages)?

2. Meaning: How will students reflect on social meaning and negotiate shared class meaning?

3. Considering: What reflection will relate shared meaning to standard meaning?
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Deconstructing the ‘Master Narrative’ of Motherhood: Toni Morrison’s Beloved
The study of literature is in need of decolonization. As readers, both within and outside
the realm of academia, it is time for us to question the ways in which systems of colonialism
have shaped our literary imaginations. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak concludes her essay “Three
Women’s Texts and a Critique of Imperialism” by urging readers to take on this very project.
She writes: “I would hope that an informed critique of imperialism, granted some attention from
the readers in the First World, will at least expand the frontiers of the politics of reading” (322).
Spivak’s concluding remarks reiterate her essay’s main argument about the influential “role of
literature in the production of cultural representation” (306). As Spivak argues, it “should not be
possible to read nineteenth-century British literature without remembering that imperialism,
understood as England’s social mission, was a crucial part of the cultural representation of
England to the English” (306). Thus, nineteenth-century British literature is a cultural reinscription of imperialist ideology and without a more informed sense of reading, the re-reading
of this type of literature today will continue to re-inscribe imperialistic values and norms.
Furthermore, this project of literary decolonization does only pertain to British literature. As
Toni Morrison argues, it is a project that most also occur in the reading of American literature.
In Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination, Morrison, like Spivak,
argues for the development of a more politicized form of reading. However, while Spivak
develops her argument through the example of British literature, Morrison looks at the
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relationship between American literature and the country’s colonial past (Morrison 1). Moreover,
Morrison also argues for the decolonization of the very language that creates this literature. She
argues: “Through significant and underscored omissions, startling contradictions, heavily
nuanced conflicts, through the way writers peopled their work with signs and bodies of their
presences, one can see that a real or fabricated Africanist other’s presence was crucial to their
sense of Americaness” (6). In essence, Morrison is attempting to both deconstruct the privileging
of whiteness in “virtually all of American fiction” (xii) and question how “embedded
assumptions of racial language work in the literary enterprise that hopes and sometimes claims to
be humanistic” (xxi).
In addition, Morrison also argues that the construction of ‘Americaness’ in literature
relies on the presence of an ‘other’ who represents all that is ‘un-American’, and for Morrison
this opposition is made obvious through the privileging of whiteness. Consequently, by
privileging whiteness American literature fails to account for the stories and histories of African
Americans. This is problematic because this exclusion reinforces colonial ideas of racial
hierarchy, and superiority. Thus, as Morrison suggests, as readers and writers we must “learn
how to manoeuvre ways to free up language from its…sinister, frequently lazy, almost always
predictable employment of racially informed and determined chains” (xi) so that the privileging
of whiteness in the literary imagination is both problematized and questioned.
Subsequently, the purpose of this essay will be to draw upon these two theoretical
perspectives and examine the ways in which Morrison’s 1987 novel Beloved critiques and
challenges the centrality of whiteness in the American literature. Through the development of an
alternative definition of motherhood, and the employment of magical realism as a narrative
strategy, Morrison’s Beloved is a literary work that attempts to dislodge whiteness from its
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position of privilege in the American literary imagination. Therefore, Morrison’s novel can be
interpreted as an effort to recover lost histories in order to demonstrate that the concept of
whiteness needs direct challenging through processes of reading and writing that act to
decolonize literature and language.
According to Andrea O’Reilly, “motherhood is a central theme in Morrison’s fiction and
is a topic she returns to time and time again in her many interviews and articles” (1). In addition,
Morrison’s ideas of motherhood are a central component to her larger political and philosophical
stance on black womanhood (2). “Mothering”, O’Reilly argues, “is a site of power for black
women, and from this position of power black mothers engage in a maternal practice that has as
its explicit goal the empowerment of children” (2). Subsequently, for both O’Reilly and
Morrison the act of mothering is extremely political; it is a site of resistance and agency through
which African American women can fight back against systems of racism and sexism (O’Reilly
5). As O’ Reilly notes, this theory of motherhood is based in part on the work of Patricia Hill
Collins, a black feminist standpoint theorist who argues that the “traditions and practices of black
mothering give rise to a distinct black maternal perspective on motherhood that focuses on
empowering black children in a racist and sexist world” (3). Thus, in order to better understand
Morrison’s use of motherhood in Beloved, some attention must first be given to Collins’ work on
motherhood in the essay “Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics
of Empowerment”.
Collins believes that “every culture has a worldview that it uses to order and evaluate its
own experience” (O’ Reilly 10). Subsequently, African American women “fashioned an
independent standpoint about the meaning of black womanhood, [and] these self-definitions
enabled Black women to use African-derived conceptions of self and community to resist
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negative evaluations of Black womanhood advanced by dominant groups” (Collins 11). Thus,
black feminist standpoint theory developed in opposition to and “in resistance against the
dominant view” of African American womanhood (O’Reilly 2). According to Collins, the
dominant view of black womanhood is structured by four controlling images fashioned by “the
dominant ideology of the [American] slave era…that was interested in maintaining Black
women’s subordination” (71). These four controlling images included “the mammy, the
matriarch, the welfare mother, and the Jezebel (O’Reilly 2). O’Reilly argues that the standpoint
theory that Collins develops in opposition to these four controlling images is based on the
everyday experiences of African American women (O’Reilly 14). Subsequently, this standpoint
theory “provides black women the opportunity to counter and interrupt the dominant discourse of
black womanhood” (3) from a position that draws on their personal experiences, including their
experiences as mothers.
O’Reilly defines motherhood as a cultural construction “that varies with time and place”
(29), and although there is no universal definition of motherhood “many…diverse meanings and
experiences of mothering become marginalized and erased through the construction of an official
definition of motherhood” (29). As O’Reilly illustrates: “Through a complex process of
intersecting forces—economics, politics, cultural institutions—the dominant definition of
motherhood is codified as the official and only meaning of motherhood” (29). These
observations about motherhood lead O’Reilly into a discussion that reveals that the current
dominant definition of mothering is rooted in “the Victorian era…ideology of moral motherhood
that saw mothers as naturally pure, pious, and chaste” (29). Consequently, O’Reilly argues, only
white women “could wear the halo of the Madonna and transform the world through their moral
influence and social housekeeping” (29). Moreover, O’Reilly notes that “slave mothers, in
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contrast, were defined as breeders, placed not on a pedestal, as white women were, but on the
auction block” (29).
Alarmingly, this definition of African American motherhood persists today, as it can still
be found unchallenged in the reading and re-reading of the traditional American literary canon
(i.e. think of the characteristics of mothers in Louisa May Alcott’s Little Women and Margaret
Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind). Subsequently, the reading of American literature needs
politicizing, so that this dominant definition of motherhood is challenged and dislodged from its
position of privilege. In Beloved, Morrison disrupts this dominant discourse of motherhood by
first fragmenting, and thus marginalizing, the three main characteristics of white motherhood
(i.e. purity, piety, and chastity), and then Morrison repositions the concept of black motherhood
into a space of resistance and agency. As a result, Beloved challenges the centrality of whiteness
in the construction of the American literary imagination through the use of a theory of
motherhood that is based in part on Collins’s black feminist standpoint theory, and its emphasis
on the everyday experiences of African American women. To foreground this theory of
motherhood in her novel, Morrison fragments the concept of white motherhood through three
minor white female characters.
According to O’Reilly, “with the Industrial Revolution there emerged an elaborate
cultural discourse of femininity that came to be called the Cult of True Womanhood” (127), and
within this discourse a ‘good’ mother possessed the virtues of purity, piety and chastity.
However, as it has been already noted, this definition of motherhood was race-specific as it
applied only to white, middle-class women (128). Subsequently, in Beloved Morrison attempts to
challenge this dominant definition of motherhood, and its position of privilege in literature, by
regulating the virtues of purity, piety and chastity to the margins of her story. Instead of being
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represented in one (central) white maternal character, the virtues of purity, piety, and chastity are
divided between three of the story’s minor female characters; Mrs. Garner, Miss Bodwin, and the
unnamed wife of Stamp Paid’s former owner. Mrs. Garner, the mistress of Sweet Home, is a
representation of purity. In her domestic education of first Baby Suggs and then Sethe, Morrison
depicts Lillian Garner to be a modest woman who takes on a very maternal attitude towards her
slaves. Baby Suggs remembers that Mrs. Garner “never pushed, hit, or called her mean names”
(164) and also recalls the seemingly domestic tranquility of Mrs. Garner’s home: “Mrs. Garner
hummed while she worked…she stood beside the humming Lillian Garner while the two of them
cooked, preserved, washed, ironed, made candles, clothes, soap and cider” (164). Thus, it can be
argued that as ‘atypical’ plantation mistress (i.e. she never beat her slaves or treated them
‘badly’), Mrs. Garner can be thought of as a pure woman untainted by the ugliness of slave
owning; or, in her good treatment of her slaves Mrs. Garner can be read as a untainted and
morally pure woman.
Similarly, the unmarried sister of Mr. Bodwin can be read as another fragmented
characteristic of white motherhood, piety. As an Abolitionist, Morrison establishes Miss Bodwin
as a pious character whose claim to “not hold with slavery, even Garner’s kind” (186) defines
her as such. Moreover, it is the Bodwins that first help Baby Suggs, and then Sethe, find work in
Cincinnati. Subsequently, in her efforts to end slavery and help former slaves, Miss Bodwin can
be read as pious figure. Finally, the third virtue of white motherhood, chastity, can be found
briefly in Stamp Paid’s description of his former owner’s wife, the woman replaced in her
husband’s bed by Stamp Paid’s wife (275). By being removed from her sexual relationship with
her husband, this woman becomes a chaste figure and thus, a representation of the virtue of
chastity. Consequently, although each woman represents a different characteristic of white
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motherhood, when they are read together they form a representation of white motherhood that is
being challenged by Morrison in this story. Moreover, by fragmenting these characteristics
among these three marginal characters, Morrison attempts to reverse the fragmentation and
marginalization of black motherhood in other works of American literature.
However by fragmenting the characteristics of white motherhood in this way, Morrison is
not suggesting that this definition of motherhood be discounted completely. Instead, this
fragmenting serves as a way to dislodge this concept of motherhood from its position of privilege
in the literary imagination of Americans. Moreover, Morrison is not articulating a desire to
replace the dominant definition of motherhood with her theory of motherhood. Morrison,
instead, is suggesting that the concept of motherhood can be re-thought of in a way that is much
more fluid; or, instead of understanding motherhood to be hierarchical, Morrison wants her
readers to understand motherhood as a continuum of different meanings and experiences, and
Morrison articulates this idea through the character of Amy Denver and her interaction with
Sethe.
Morrison presents Amy and Sethe to be very similar characters. For example, Amy and
Sethe are both runaways looking northward in hopes of freedom. While Sethe is only looking to
cross the Ohio River, Amy is on her way to Boston to “get [her] some velvet” (40). In addition,
like Sethe, Amy is motherless. When Sethe asks Amy about her mother, Amy says “my mama
worked for these here people to pay for her passage. But then she had me and since she died right
after, well they said I had to work for em to pay it off” (40). Thus, Sethe and Amy are similar in
many ways, and by examining their interaction it can be seen that Morrison is making an
important comment about the need to re-think the concept of motherhood. By caring for Sethe
and assisting her with the birth of Denver, Amy becomes a representation of the idea of
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motherhood as a continuum. Working together, Sethe and Amy bring Denver into the world, and
although Sethe may have died without Amy’s help, there is also the possibility that Sethe may
have survived on her own. Subsequently, Sethe did not need Amy, but she does benefit from her
assistance. Morrison invites her readers to interpret this interaction between these two women as
an example of a continuum of motherhood. Amy and Sethe bring together their different
experiences as women and work together to deliver a child. As a product of the shared labour
between Amy and Sethe, Denver arrives as child who benefits from both women’s experiences
with child birth.
In the partnership between Amy and Sethe all sense of maternal hierarchy is erased Thus,
I choose to interpret Amy and Sethe’s interaction to be indicative of Morrison’s political
undertaking to decentralize the concept of whiteness from its position of privilege. However, I
also believe that Morrison uses the interaction between Sethe and Amy to demonstrate
intertwining of these two concepts. Consequently, Morrison’s challenge to the centrality of
whiteness is not a project to replace one concept of motherhood with another. Instead, it is a
project that looks to complicate the concept of motherhood and present it as a dynamic
continuum of different experiences, including those of African American women.
Yet, as it was already noted, O’Reilly indicates that the dominant definition of
motherhood is based on concepts of a Victorian era model of ‘moral motherhood’, and O’Reilly
argues that this definition of motherhood is problematic for black women because it is entirely
based on the experiences of white women (44). Subsequently, the experiences of African
American women are currently excluded from this dominant definition of motherhood.
Moreover, when this definition of motherhood is used in literature it automatically excludes the
experiences of African American mothers from existence in the American literary imagination.
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Thus, for both Morrison and O’Reilly this exclusions is not only problematic because of its
privileging of whiteness, but also because it is a discourse of motherhood that does not take into
account how certain experiences of African American women, such as slavery, influence and
shape their acts of mothering.
For example, Morrison’s theory of motherhood positions the practicing of mothering in
terms of fulfilling four specific tasks; preservation, nurturance, cultural bearing, and healing
(O’Reilly 28). However, O’Reilly argues “in traditional definitions of motherhood emphasis is
placed on the nurturance of children, and thus neglects to understand the importance of
preservation” (32). Subsequently, acting to ensure the survival of children is “a dimension of
motherhood minimized and trivialized in the dominant discourses of motherhood” (32). Yet, as
Morrison illustrates in Beloved, acting to ensure the survival of children is a central component
to the type of mothering practiced by Sethe. In fact, ensuring the survival of her children is so
important to Sethe that she is even willing to murder her children instead of having them
returned to Sweet Home to live as slaves. As Sethe tells Paul D, “I stopped him….I took and put
my babies where they’d be safe…they ain’t at Sweet Home. Schoolteacher ain’t got ‘em” (1934).
For Sethe, the very thought of returning her children to Schoolteacher is so unfathomable
that she is willing to protect her children by killing them. Thus, for Sethe ensuring the survival of
her children is not merely an issue of keeping them alive; it is an issue of keeping them out of
slavery and away from Schoolteacher. In essence, Sethe sees death to be a better option for her
children than a life with Schoolteacher, and as she notes, death was her intention for all them:
“My plan was to take us all to the other side, where my own ma’am is” (239). Hence, for Sethe
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there was no choice: she had “felt what it felt like” (239) to be a slave and she was determined
that “nobody walking or stretched out [was] going to make” her children feel it too (239).
Subsequently, Sethe’s murdering of her daughter illustrates two important points about
Morrison’s theory of motherhood. First, as a mother Sethe sees herself invested with a certain
amount of agency. By killing her child she is able to stop her family’s return to slavery and thus,
demonstrates a particular form of resistance against the institution of slavery. Moreover, it is
Sethe’s role as mother that drives her to escape slavery and protect her children from this type of
life. As she tells Paul D, “I did it. I got us all out. Without Halle too…we was here. Each and
every one of my babies and me too…I birthed them and I got em out and it wasn’t no accident”
(190). Thus, Sethe is an embodiment of Morrison’s concept of African American motherhood
because she uses her role as a mother to resist and act out against systems of oppression and
racism.
Secondly, although traditional definitions of motherhood may not be able to comprehend
how killing a child is an act of preservation, in Sethe’s situation this is exactly how this act can
be interpreted. Moreover, it illustrates Patricia Hill Collins’ argument that the definition of black
motherhood is based on the experiences of black women, which are not included in the
traditional dominant definition of white motherhood (O’Reilly 29). As Morrison noted in a 1994
interview, Sethe’s killing of her child is both right and wrong; right because she had no other
choice and wrong because it was the killing of a child (Morrison 1994). Essentially, Morrison
uses this incident in Beloved to demonstrate that African American motherhood has been
influenced and shaped by the experiences of slavery. Subsequently, Sethe’s experience of slavery
has an enormous impact on her role as a mother. For Sethe, motherhood is an act of defiance; it
is the only way she can exert any form of agency in her life.
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However, in the dominant definition of motherhood Sethe’s murdering of her child is not
interpreted in this way. Instead, the murdering of a child is viewed as a condemnable and
unforgivable act and thus, this view demonstrates the inability of the dominant definition of
motherhood to comprehend this “unspeakable act” (Morrison 217). For Morrison, this is
precisely the problem with the privileging of whiteness in literature: it reinforces the use of a
literary discourse that is unable to describe the histories and stories of African Americans.
Consequently, Beloved can be read as a discursive resistance against both the centrality of the
concept of whiteness to motherhood and language, which is what Jean Wyatt, argues in the essay
“Giving Body to the World: The Maternal Symbolic in Toni Morrison’s Beloved.
According to Wyatt, Morrison re-definition of motherhood challenges the very
construction of language by drawing upon the Lacanian concept of language and its relationship
to the symbolic order of the father. As Wyatt notes, Lacan argues that a child’s entrance into the
symbolic order is marked by that child’s move into language. Moreover, the move into language
requires the child to sever its connection to the maternal and “sacrifice its imaginary sense of
wholeness and continuity with its mother’s body” (215). Subsequently, for Lacan the formation
of subjectivity relies on the exclusion of the maternal order. However, in Beloved, Morrison
challenges the construction of a paternal symbolic order by situating her theory of motherhood at
the centre of her literary discourse. As Wyatt notes, in Morrison’s Beloved “the maternal body
becomes the locus of discourse” (217) and thus, the origin of meaning and experience for
Morrison’s characters is situated outside the paternal symbolic order in which the dominant
definition of motherhood resides.
For example, Sethe’s self-definition rests entirely in her role as a mother. Consequently,
Sethe’s “insistence on her own physical presence and connection to her children” (211) can be
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interpreted as the formation of her subjectivity. As a mother Sethe can see herself as an active
agent with the ability to resist and act out against the horror of slavery. As Wyatt notes, Sethe’s
journey from Kentucky to Ohio can be read “as a maternal quest, which is specifically a female
quest powered by the desire to get one’s milk to one’s baby” (212). As Sethe tells Paul D, she
had to “get her milk” to her daughter because “nobody was going to nurse her like me” (16-17).
It is her role as a mother that defines Sethe’s self and thus, the maternal becomes the site at
which meaning (and self) is created in Morrison’s novel. Consequently, that is why the theft of
Sethe’s breast milk by schoolteacher’s nephews is so devastating for her (O’Reilly 130). As the
“two boys with mossy teeth, one sucking her breast, one holding her down” (Morrison 16) take
her milk, Sethe is both metaphorically and literally stripped of her sense of agency as a mother.
In addition, Wyatt also argues, that “Morrison’s deviations from dominant language
practices creates an alternative language termed maternal symbolic that not only incorporates
maternal and material values, but like Lacan’s symbolic order locates subjects in relation to other
subjects” (212). As a result, in this new symbolic order language can be used to talk about the
‘unspeakable’ (217). Thus, Morrison’s theory of motherhood becomes a “project of
incorporating into texts subjects previously excluded from language and [this] causes a
breakdown and restructuring of linguistic forms; to make room for the articulation of alternative
desires” (211), and Morrison foregrounds this restructuring of language through her use of
magical realism.
Magical realism is often regarded as a regional trend, restricted to Latin American writers
such as Gabriel Garcia Marquez, who popularized it as a literary form. However, in Magical
Realism: Theory, History, Community, Lois Parkinson Zamora and Wendy Faris argue that
magical realism is in fact an international movement “with a wide-ranging history, and a
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significant influence among the literatures of the world (324). In Beloved, magical realism is a
vehicle of narration employed by Morrison to foreground her challenge to the privileging of
whiteness in the American literature. In essence, Morrison uses magical realism to ontologically
disrupt the centrality of whiteness in the re-production of dominant definitions of motherhood,
which in turns addresses the privileging of whiteness in the creation of the literary imagination.
Thus, Beloved is an example of magical realism because of its very questioning of the
construction of reality through the problematizing of the concept of whiteness.
In addition, one of the defining features of magical realism is its ability to erase the
boundaries between the “mind and the body, spirit and matter, life and death, and the real and the
imaginary” (6). By not only blurring and transgressing the boundaries between these concepts,
magically real texts are able to question the construction of ‘reality’ and the dominant norms that
it sustains. Similarly, Wyatt notes that when “the maternal body becomes the locus of discourse,
the metaphorical becomes actual, and the supernatural natural (217). Subsequently, the character
of Beloved becomes the site in which theories of magical realism intersect with Morrison’s
theories of motherhood. As Zamora and Faris note, “the supernatural is not a simple or obvious
matter, but it is an ordinary matter, an everyday occurrence admitted, accepted and integrated
into a rationality and materiality of literary realism” (3), and thus, Beloved entrance’s into
Morrison’s text denotes another challenge to the centrality of whiteness in the American literary
imagination.
Understanding the character of Beloved is a complicated task. In many ways readers of
Beloved are invited to read her as a reincarnation of Sethe’s murder daughter; in fact this is how
both Sethe and Denver initially see her. For example, Beloved is introduced in the story as a
newborn baby whose hair “was so fine and thin [that] they seemed as first like…baby hair before
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it bloomed and roped into masses of black yarn” (62). In addition, O’Reilly notes that with
Beloved’s arrival Sethe’s water breaks: “Sethe’s bladder filled to capacity…she ran around the
back…she never made the outhouse…right in front of its door she had to lift her skirts, and the
water she voided was endless” (61). However, this interpretation of Beloved is limiting and far
too simplistic. Instead, it is more fruitful to read Beloved as a metaphor, and a reference to the
“sixty million and more” that Morrison dedicates her novel. Moreover, by remembering that one
of the objectives of Morrison’s theorizing of motherhood is to find a way to articulate the
experiences of African American women as mothers, it is possible to read Beloved as a symbol
of the injury and violence that both mothers and children suffered as a result of slavery.
For example, O’Reilly argues that one of the primary objectives of black motherhood is
to install a solid sense of self-identity in children (85). However, Beloved, “a novel of slavery
and its aftermath, shows that slavery, more than any other cultural institution, severed the
African American motherline by separating families through sale…and thus robbing them of
their subjectivity and history” (85). Subsequently, this loss or disruption of the relationships
between mother and children is a historical trauma that Morrison attempts to capture in her
narrative as part of her political project of recovering lost and forgotten histories. Thus, Beloved
becomes a personification of this effort and as O’Reilly argues, “Beloved is [then] the haunting
symbol of many beloveds—generations of mothers and [children] hunted down and stolen” (86).
This reading of Beloved can be supported through the textual evidence of her
uninterrupted stream of consciousness in part two of the novel when she describes herself to be
travelling on a slave ship. Beloved tells us that she has been taken by “men without skin”
(Morrison 248) and brought over in a crowded slave ship where “storms rock us and mix the
men into the women and the women into men” (250). During the crossing, Beloved looses her
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mother and witnesses “the woman with [my] face” (249) being thrown overboard. Beloved is
then separated from the others and raped by a man who hurts her where she sleeps by placing
“his finger there” (251). Consequently, Beloved is much more then a reincarnation of Sethe’s
murdered daughter; she is an embodiment of the loss and trauma suffered by the slave mothers
who lost their children, and the slave children who loss their mothers. Moreover, she is an
example of how Morrison uses the concept of magical realism to contest the centrality of
whiteness in the American literary imagination, especially if she is thought of in relation to
theories of the carnivalesque and the female grotesque.
The carnivalseque is a critical theory of literature that was first developed by Russian
theorist Mikhail Bakhtin. According to Bakhtin, the language and practices of the carnival
environment are both transformative and disruptive. He argues that the renaissance carnival
culture involves the “temporary suspension of all hierarchic distinctions and barriers among
men…and of the prohibitions of usual life” (15). Essentially, the carnivalesque refers to the
carnivalizing of normal life in which the ‘normal’ order is inverted through extravagant
juxtapositions, including the naturalizing of the supernatural into everyday life.
Similarly, David Danow argues that the carnivalesque “supports the unsupportable,
assails the unassailable, regards the supernatural as natural, takes fiction as truth, and mixes the
extraordinary and real so that no true distinction is perceived or acknowledged between the two”
(3). Moreover, in the essay “The Spirit of Carnival: Magical Realism and the Grotesque”, Danow
argues that the grotesque figure can be marked as an intersection between theories of magical
realism and the carnivalesque. Danow describes the grotesque body as “an incarnation of this
world at the absolute lower stratum” (34). It is a counter-representation of the body as it departs
from the bodily norms established by classical ideas (40). Essentially, the grotesque is a
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representation of everything natural made unnatural by classical aesthetics (i.e. bodily fluids,
death, and decay). As Danow demonstrates, Bakhtin found his concept of the grotesque
embodied in the image of the laughing and pregnant hag, “which is a figure that combines senile,
decaying flesh with fresh new life, conceived but as yet unformed” (44). Subsequently, the
pregnant hag becomes the embodiment of the blending together of two seemingly separate
worlds. However, Mary Russo argues that Bakhtin’s figure of the grotesque remains an
underdeveloped concept because of Bakhtin’s failure to account or acknowledge the social
relations of gender that this figure represents (65).
Like Bakhtin, Russo sees the carnivalesque as a “redeployment or counter-production of
culture…and the opposing of the grotesque body to the modern classical body acts as a critique
of the modern subject” (62). In addition, Russo sees the figure of the grotesque as a “deviation of
the norm” (11) and thus, she too associates the grotesque with ideas of social transformation and
the disruption of dominant norms. However, she is critical of Bakhtin’s interpretation of the
grotesque because of his failure to account for the ways in which the pregnant hag’s gender
complicates her interpretation. In The Female Grotesque: Risk, Excess, and Modernity, Russo
argues that the pregnant hag is not simply a representation of the paradox of pregnancy and
death. Instead, the pregnant hag is the embodiment of both a fear and loathing of female
reproduction (62). Subsequently, when thought of in this way the female grotesque becomes a
figure that is both a challenge and threat to the male symbolic order, which O’Reilly argues that
the dominant definition of motherhood is a part of. Thus, within the maternal symbolic order of
Morrison’s Beloved, the character of Beloved can be interpreted as a figure of the female
grotesque, and thus a figure of transformation and disruption that challenges the very
construction of the dominant world and its definition of motherhood.
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For example, after Denver ventures out into the community, Beloved’s presence in 124
becomes known. Denver tells Janey that Beloved is plaguing her mother (299) and at Janey’s
insistence the women in the community decide to rally around Sethe and rid her of Beloved’s
presence. When they arrive at 124 they come upon Beloved, “the devil-child…who had taken the
shape of a pregnant woman, naked and smiling” (308). Consequently, as a representation of the
female grotesque, Beloved becomes a personified challenge to the construction of world that is
based on the paternal order. In essence, she is a metaphor for Morrison’s dissolution of the
boundary between the maternal and paternal symbolic worlds and thus, she can be read as direct
challenge to the very existence of a reality constructed through the privileging of whiteness.
Finally, by interpreting Beloved as a representation of the female grotesque, readers are
also able to see Beloved as a manifestation of the lost stories and histories of African American
slave women, and their exclusion from the dominant discourse of motherhood. As a supernatural
figure Beloved dissolves the boundary between life and death. Thus, her entrance into this story
demonstrates the need to incorporate the stories and experiences of African American women
into the dominant definition of motherhood. However, her disappearance into nothingness at the
end of the novel can also be read as a statement by Morrison about the lost and unrecoverable
stories of most dead slave women and children. Consequently, their story becomes Beloved’s
story; it becomes a story not to pass on because of its inability to be remembered in a literary
imagination that privileges whiteness.
Toni Morrison’s Beloved is both a literal and metaphorical challenge to the concept of
whiteness and its privileging in the American literary imagination. Through the development of
an alternative theory of African American motherhood, and the employment of magical realism
narrative techniques, Morrison’s Beloved attempts to dislodges the concept of whiteness from its
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position of privilege in literature by challenging its ontological construction of the literary
imagination. In addition, Morrison novel is an example of the production of processes that
politicize both reading and writing. Subsequently, Morrison’s novel rises to the challenge put
forth by Spivak in her essay on British literature: by challenging the privileging of whiteness in
the American literary imagination, Morrison successfully expands the ‘politics of reading’.
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Abstract - Julianne Gavino / #1590
Museum as Medium / Locality as Lens:
Excavating The Isamu Noguchi Garden Museum
Looking beyond the art museum as a self-contained entity /system, this paper
explores concepts centering around a museum's meaning and purpose quite apart from
the art objects it collects, preserves, and displays. This is set within a larger socialcultural framework of 'contested bi-cultural identity formation' and praxis that
dynamically redefines both complex and existential identity. In such a context of
museum and outlying cultural matters, the Isamu Noguchi Garden Museum in Long
Island City, New York (The Noguchi Museum), is considered. From the particulars of
The Noguchi Museum more general questions are raised about the pragmatics and theory
of integrating locality in the planning of Museums to strengthen the communities in
which they are situated.
The Noguchi Museum focuses on a single-artist, Isamu Noguchi (1904-1988)
who had a substantial hand in the creation of the site. Born to a Japanese father and an
Irish-American mother, Noguchi's bicultural heritage deeply influenced his life, art, and
philosophy. Throughout his career Noguchi defied 'category' in terms of his 'place' as an
artist, literally and figuratively. These direct connections of artist to selected notions of
'place' fill in the foreground of this discussion. This brief exploration is manifold, looking
to the museum as an artist-created space in addition to selected historical, cultural and
'life technique' influences and processes. The museum itself is excavated in how it is
utilized as a medium by the artist to express creative intention. Issues of artistic and
personal identity are looming factors in this part of the discussion. Through this 'museum
as medium' process we are then able to derive a more general model of how each
museum interrelates with its respective locality.
In this case, senses of place and locality– that is, physical, historical, cultural,
ideological aspects – are gathered through cues and symbols of the distinct cultural
landscape of urban New York within which the museum is situated. Drawing from these
cumulative impressions, the conclusion looks to the potential influence of a museum on
community-building, heritage preservation, and cross-cultural exchange – this by dint of
consciously considering locality in such strategic planning.
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C. K. Ogden’s Language Panopticon
William A. Geiger, Jr.
Albert Upton Professor of English
Whittier College
Whittier, CA 90608
(562) 907-4200
bgeiger@whittier.edu
Abstract: In January, 1929, C. K. Ogden published an editorial, “The Universal
Language,” as the lead article in Psyche (vol. 9, no. 3). This editorial (and its
accompanying single-page wordlist) was the first presentation of Ogden’s system of
Basic English, which he initially named “Panoptic English” and soon renamed Basic
English. Ogden, a significant Jeremy Bentham scholar and collector, was the first person
to apply Bentham’s Panopticonic principle to a subject outside penology. Almost all
scholarly discussions of Bentham’s Panopticon, however, have stressed its negative
characteristics, a view first articulated by Michel Foucault in his Discipline and Punish
(originally published as Surveiller et punir: Naissance de la prison in 1975). Ogden,
however, uses the Panopticonic principle in a positive way when presenting his language
system. Ogden claims that whenever English is used there is a is a core set of acts,
directions, names of things, and qualities that lies behind all thoughts that are not from
technical or specialized fields. Rather than being seen as a threat to individual human
freedom (as do most scholars in the Foucauldian tradition), Ogden sees Panoptic (or
Basic) English as liberating. My presentation will briefly describe Ogden’s system, show
how he used the Panopticonic principle, and offer a critique of the system.
Very few scholars took an interest in Jeremy Bentham’s design for the
Panopticon, his efficient plan for a prison, until Michel Foucault’s Discipline and Punish
(originally published as Surveiller et punir: Naissance de la prison in 1975). The vast
number of articles and monographs published since 1975 have demonstrated the
influence of Foucault rather than the study of Bentham.
There will be two main parts to today’s presentation: (1) a survey of the chief
interpretations of Bentham’s Panopticon, and (2) a consideration and critique of C. K.
Ogden’s application of Bentham’s Panopticonic idea to his system of Basic (originally
termed ‘Panoptic’) English.
Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon was a plan for a new kind of prison architecture
that was designed to foster the following Enlightenment and utilitarian principles: it was
rational, it functioned as the best way to reform criminals, it was efficient, it was
inexpensive to operate, it depended on a hidden surveillance system, it was designed to
be built and operated by individuals for profit, and it would lead to the greatest good for
the largest number of citizens by turning criminals into responsible members of society.
Bentham’s plan is set forth in the Panopticon Letters. The full title of this work is
“PANOPTICON; or The Inspection-House: containing the Idea of a New Principle of
construction applicable to any sort of establishment, in which persons of any description
are to be kept under inspection; and in particular to Penitentiary-Houses, prisons, houses
of industry, work-houses, poor-houses, lazarettos, manufactories, hospitals, mad-houses,
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and schools: with A PLAN OF MANAGEMENT adapted to the principle. . . .” (p. 1).
The full title makes it clear that Bentham was thinking of a form of architecture
applicable to any form of social organization in which the principle of hierarchy is
present, not just for prisons. The plan would “. . . be found applicable, I think, without
exception, to all establishments whatsoever, in which, within a space not too large to be
covered or commanded by buildings, a number of persons are meant to be kept under
inspection” (pp. 3-4). Control or power over others for the express purpose of controlling
behavior is the goal of the panopticonic architectural plan. One architectural plan would
serve multiple purposes be these “. . . punishing the incorrigible, guarding the insane,
reforming the vicious, confining the suspected, employing the idle, maintaining the
helpless, curing the sick, instructing the willing in any branch of industry, or training the
rising race in the path of education. . . .” (p. 4) The form of the discourse is a series of
letters from Bentham to an unnamed English gentleman, and the goal was to convince
this private individual that the panopticonic architectural plan was practical, efficient, and
profitable.
The most important characteristic of the Panopticon prison is that the cells are
arranged in a circular form around a central guard tower. According to this scheme, all
prisoners would be visible to whoever is in the central guard tower. Such an arrangement
would be better for surveillance and would also require fewer guards. So far the building
seems rational. However, Bentham introduces several other characteristics that make the
prison plan take on ominous characteristics. 1. Each prisoner is in his own cell, and each
prisoner is isolated from contact and communication from all other prisoners.1 2. By a
series of baffles and blinds, prisoners are not allowed to determine whether they are being
looked at or not; they are in a state of potential perpetual surveillance and inspection. It
is entirely possible that one, more than one, or no guard is looking at the prisoners at any
given time. As Bentham put it, “[t]he essence of it [the Panopticon] consists, then, in the
centrality of the inspector’s situation, combined with the well-known and most effectual
contrivances for seeing without being seen” (pp. 9-10). 3. Communication with any
given prisoner would occur by use of a series of metal tubes, one of each being directed
to each cell. 4. Even though British prison thinking had changed from privately-run
prisons to publicly-run ones supervised by the state, Bentham, because of his
entrepreneurial bent and his conviction that self-interest would cause a private person to
be a better manager than a public employee, opted for a private prison to be operated with
an end to making a profit for the owner as well as to rehabilitate the prisoners.
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Panopticon blueprint by Jeremy Bentham, 1791

Fig. 1. Bentham, Jeremy. Panopticon. In Miran Bozovic (ed.), The
Panopticon Writings, London: Verso, 1995, 29-95. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia.
Beginning with Michel Foucault’s Discipline and Punish (originally published as
Surveiller et punir: Naissance de la prison in 1975), most treatments of Bentham’s
Panopticon have stressed the theme of the power of society (especially the government)
to regulate human behavior through surveillance. The Panopticon became a device that
went through several permutations until it has become a metaphor for all intrusions into
private lives culminating in surveillance in the information age. With the exception of
Robin Evans’s The Fabrication of Virtue, the overwhelming majority of studies of and
applications of Bentham’s Panopticon see it as corrosive of individual privacy.
Some representative applications of Foucault’s model of governmental
surveillance and public pressure to conform include the following articles:
Cohn, Dorrit, “Optics and Power in the Novel,” New Literary History, 26, no. 1
(Winter, 1995), 3-20. Cohn asserts that although optics has been an important
form for criticizing and interpreting literature, since Foucault “the panoptic
conceit [or trope] is powerfully charged with negative meaning and [is] invariably
contextualized in ideological interpretations. . . . (p. 3).
Maier, Harry O., “’Manichee!’: Leo the Great and the Orthodox Panopticon,”
Journal of Early Christian Studies, 4, no. 4 (Winter, 1996), 441-460. Maier
discusses Pope Leo the Great’s methods for searching out and finding Manichees.
Reynolds, Bryan, “The Transversality of Michel de Certeau: Foucault’s Panoptic
Discourse and the Cartographic Impulse,” Diacritics, 29, No. 3 (Fall,
1999), 63-80. Although de Certeau accepts Foucault’s connecting the Panopticon
and the modern surveillance society, de Certeau sees an even more pervasive
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surveillance of modern citizens than does Foucault.
Samuels, Ellen Jean, “My Body, My Closet: Invisible Disability and the Limits
of Coming-Out Discourse,” GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies,
9, Nos. 1-2 (2003), 233-255. Samuels extends Foucault’s discussion to include
two “invisible” identities: lesbian-femmes and the disabled, pointing out the
interactions between disability and sexual orientation.
Stokes, Peter M., “Bentham, Dickens, and the Uses of the Workhouse,” SEL:
Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900, 41, No. 4 (Autumn, 2001),
711-727. Stokes expands the study of Bentham’s prison design to include an
additional use of the Panopticon, that of poorhouses. A consideration of
Bentham’s poorhouse ideas allows Stokes to consider Dickens’ use of the
workhouse in Our Mutual Friend and Oliver Twist.
Truscello, Michael, “The Architecture of Information: Open Source Software and
Tactical Poststructuralist Anarchism, Postmodern Culture, 13, No. 3
(May, 2003), on-line, no pagination. “Both the Panopticon as an architectural
innovation and bureaucracy and computer technology, foster the principles of
disciplinary control” (¶21). Indeed, “[t]oday’s ‘circuits of communication’ and
the databases they generate consititute a Superopticon, a system of surveillance
without walls, windows, towers or guards” (¶21).
Webster, Frank and Kevin Robins, “Plan and Control: Towards a Cultural History
of the Information Society, Theory and Society, 18, No. 3 (May, 1989),
323-351. The authors see the Information Revolution as a geometrical increase in
the power of information gatherers and controllers that far exceeds the Industrial
Revolution in its social effects. They see modern societies with their control over
the “machinery of surveillance” as negative, given “the inherently totalitarian
nature of the modern state” (p. 6)
The negative interpretation of the Panopticon is not the only interpretation that
has been made of Bentham’s design. In the January, 1929, edition of the journal Psyche
(vol. 9, no. 3), Ogden presented his system of Basic English which he called “Panoptic
English.” In his editorial, entitled “The Universal Language,” Ogden described his new
system. Panoptic English was a system of reduced English with which any ordinary nonspecialized thought could be expressed with a vocabulary of 850 headwords. This
vocabulary could be printed “on the back of a sheet of notepaper.”2 By being able to
print the entire vocabulary on a single sheet, the entire system could be grasped in one
glance. This ability to see the entire system at one glance is the first reason why Ogden
termed the system “panoptic”: because ‘panoptic’ means to see all at once. The second
reason why Ogden called his system “panoptic” was that it was always at work forming
English thinking.
Ogden developed the Basic [or Panoptic] vocabulary by determining what
minimum set of words could be used to express any ideas in ordinary discourse. Such a
limited vocabulary would thus be at the core of English; it would be basic or
fundamental. Basic English thus gives us what Jerome Bruner terms the “underlying
structure” of thought in English. Keeping the design of Bentham’s Panopticon in mind,
Basic English is all-seeing in two senses. First, the operators and directives [verbs and
directional prepositions] operate the remainder of the Basic English vocabulary. Second,
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Basic English as a whole operates or controls the rest of English. Basic English thus acts
as a warden, governor, or caretaker for the rest of English .3
Basic English consists of a core of 850 words, reproduced alphabetically in Fig. 2.
It is possible to say anything in general discourse using the Basic English vocabulary, and
to say anything in special fields (such as biology, economics, chemistry, religion, and
physics, for example) by supplementing the core Basic vocabulary with additional sets of
100 to 150 words. Basic English was able to be developed because English is an analytic
rather than a synthetic language. In an analytic language we take ideas apart and express
them in word clusters; in an analytic language, word order rather than word endings is
important. In an opposite kind of language, called synthetic, word endings are important
in determining meaning; Latin and German are two synthetic languages. The key to
Basic English, though, was that the number of verbs was restricted to sixteen, which,
when combined with twenty names of directions, do the work of several thousand verbs,
an idea Ogden got from Bentham.4 (You will learn about these sixteen words, called
Operators, in the next paragraph. Let us now get a more specific overview of the system.
Turning to the list as reproduced in Fig. 2, notice that there are three categories of words
in the system: Operators, Things, and Qualities. Let us examine each column in turn.
Fig. 2. Basic English wordlist5
Ogden's Basic English Words.url

The Operations column consists of 100 words. Although it is smaller than the
two other sections, the Operations words make the system work; they “operate” the
system. The heart of the Operations column consists of the first sixteen words: come, get,
give, go, keep, let, make, put, seem, take, be, do have, say, see, and send. 1) These words,
called the Operators, are the only words in the system that function as verbs. They are
the only words you can conjugate according to person, number, and tense. At least one
of these words must be used in each sentence in Basic English. Thus, you cannot say in
Basic “I telephoned my friend yesterday,” but you can say “I had a talk on the telephone
with my friend yesterday.” The next two words following the Operators, may and will,
function only as auxiliary or helping words, as in “I may go to class this morning” or
“She will be doing her chemistry lab report tonight.” 2) The next fifteen words (about
through with) in the Operations column are prepositions (or Directives, as Ogden called
them). These words are used with the Operators in order to express the thoughts we
ordinarily do with about 2,000 verbs and to link clusters of words together to express
relationships. Thus we say “It came about” in Basic rather than “It happened,” “Susan
came into some money” rather than “Susan inherited some money,” and “Please have a
look at this book” rather than “Please read this book.” 3) The words contained between as
through than express non-spatial relations (for, of, and till function as prepositions, and as
and than are conjunctions). (Americans have to learn to use till rather then until when
using Basic.) 4) The words found between a and who make up a five-part set of words
that help us make our thoughts clearer. A (which includes an) and the are articles; all
through such are indefinite pronouns; that and this are demonstratives (which become
those and these in their plural form); I through you represent all of the personal pronouns
(thus all other pronouns, in all persons and cases, may be used, even though they are not
specifically listed). Who is a headword that stands for itself and for the following
interrogatives and relatives: whom, whose, which and what. 5) The words from and
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through why form several groups that are used to join word groups. And, but, and or are
coordinating conjunctions, used to join equal word groups; because, if, though, how,
when, where and why are subordinating conjunctions, used to join unequal word groups;
while may serve either as a coordinating or as a subordinating conjunction; and words
such as if, when, and where are used to pose questions. 6) The remaining words, from
again through yes, are fundamentally adverbs. Again through well are adverbs of place,
time, or manner; almost through very signify quality; tomorrow through west signify time
and space relations; and please and yes signify affirmation and request. As you have
noticed, the Operations column, even though it is the smallest of the three sections, is the
most complicated because it has more of the parts that we use to make connections with
all the other parts of the Basic vocabulary.
Turning to the Things section, you will see that there are two sorts of things:
General and Pictured. For the most part, words in the General Things category are class
names; they do not name things that can be easily visualized, as with animal, machine,
and fruit. There are some words in this category that seem to be particular, such as tin
and gold, but unless we think of a tin of dog or cat food or a gold ring, for example, tin
and gold function as class names. Many of the words in the General Things section are
abstract, fictional, or metaphorical, such as education, order, and theory. As the names
suggest, words in the Pictured things category name picturable objects, such as scissors,
egg, and tooth. An important aspect of 200 of the General Things words and 100 of the
Pictured Things words is that they may take endings in –er, -ing, and –ed, provided that
one does not use these changed words as verbs. Thus, one may say “I gave my dog a
good brushing,” but one may not say in Basic “I brushed my dog.” In the first sentence,
gave functions as the verb and brushing functions as the name of the operation. In the
second sentence, brushed functions as a verb, and in Basic only the Operators may be
used as verbs. The –er ending names the person of thing doing an act (“the brusher,” for
example), the –ing ending tells us something about the doer or is the name of the act
being done (“a balancing act” and “Balancing is not easy,” for example), and the –ed
ending modifies the person or thing to which the act is done (“The exchanged paint was
the right color,” for example).
As with the Things section, the Qualities section has two sorts: 100 General
Qualities and 50 Opposites. Thus we have clean and its opposite dirty, kind and its
opposite cruel, and living and its opposite dead. Because there are 50 Opposites, not all
the General Quality words have opposites. To express the opposite for such words, add
the prefix un- to them. Free thus becomes unfree; clean becomes unclean. The Qualities
words are used to modify other words, as in normal hearing and parallel lines. By
adding –ly to Quality words, Basic allows you to change from adjectives to adverbs, as in
“a frequent discovery” and “We went to work frequently.”
Basic English was, then, a direct and conscious application of Bentham’s
architectural plan analogically applied to the quest for a restricted yet fundamental form
of English that could both express any thought in ordinary English and also act as the
central caretaker of the language. Ogden made two additional applications of Bentham’s
Panopticon to Basic English. The first was a multi-circular printed device, based on the
Panopticon’s circular prison plan, that depicted several sorts of English word order. The
second was a conceptual device Ogden called “Panopticonic Definition,” a visual way of
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describing how he and his assistants were able to arrive at the Basic English vocabulary
by purposeful elimination.
The Basic English Word Wheel, named the “Panopticon” at the top of the wheel,
was created and published by Ogden as a visual way to teach English syntax.6 The Word
Wheel consists of seven increasingly larger circular discs and measures 9-11/16” wide at
the end of the largest circle and 2-1/4” wide at the smallest circle, with each additional
circle being expanded from its adjacent smaller circle in 5/8” intervals. The seven wheels
are joined in the center by a brass rivet, and each disc may be rotated independently.
Each disc manifests a different grammatical function: Disc 1: The personal pronoun or
name of the doer (together with four possible auxiliaries); Disc 2: 10 operators; Disc 3:
12 adjectives; Disc 4: 20 names of things (functioning as direct objects); Disc 5: 20
Directives; Disc 6: 21 names of things (functioning as indirect objects); and Disc 7: 10
adverbs, conjunctions, and two conditionals. Not all words on each of the wheels need to
be used with each alignment of the Word Wheel. One could say “I will keep rules now”
or “I will keep good rules about the paper wisely.” (Other combinations are, of course,
possible.).7
Ogden’s second additional use of Bentham’s Panopticon was what Ogden termed
“Panoptic Definition.” This form of definition was used to reduce the number of words
down to the 850 headwords that constituted the Basic English wordlist.
As Ogden described the process of Panoptic Definition in his editorial “The
Universal Language” (Psyche, January, 1929, vol. 9, No. 3, pp. 4-6). In order to reduce
unlimited English to a useful core, certain principles must be used. Ogden suggests in
outline form two dominating principles:
“1. An application of the theory of Operators, Directives, and Contraction, for the
elimination of verb forms.
This is justified by the following reasons:
(a) The verb form has been the great barrier to all attempts at simplification, and
as a linguistic device is not in universal use. For some, therefore, it raises
difficulties too great to be mastered at the outset.
(b) Irregularities in conjugation overload the memory.
(c) Verbs involve a wasteful vocabulary in the preliminary stage. Nouns and
adjectives can be made to do double work by means of auxiliaries.
(d) Verbs, like all stylistic contractions, lead to confusion of thought at every
stage of symbolization.
1. Rigid economy in drawing up a vocabulary so as to reduce it to the neighbourhood of
500 words. This is accomplished by the following means:
(a) Elimination of all words which can be defined in 10 other words. Exception:
Common Objects
(b) Elimination of words which, whether capable of definition within the set limit
or not, are primarily emotive rather than referential, according to the
distinction established in the theory of Symbolism.
(c) Elimination of words which, though not capable of definition within the set
limit, have chiefly a literary or stylistic value.
(d) Elimination of words which, whether capable of such definition or not, are
only used in discussions too abstruse for the level of normal communication.
(e) In cases where alternatives are offered, the selection of those words which:
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i.
ii.
iii.

Are most prolific in the formation of other words.
Are conjugated according to simple rules.
Lend themselves without awkwardness to the addition of
Prefixes and suffixes.
Method of effecting the Simplification outlined above.
The establishment of a hierarchy of referential categories on the basis of
Bentham’s system of Dichotomy. . . .
The elaboration of comprehensive Panoptic Conjugation diagrams, with twenty
radial definition routes, for each of these categories.
The utilization of the diagrams for standardizing definitions in the eliminating
process.
The preparation of a geometrical chart for all the essential Directives, whereby the
possibilities of Operators may be illustrated and maximized” (pp. 4-5).
As stated earlier in my description of Basic English, the key to the system was the
elimination of all verbs save the 20 operators (and their accompanying Directives). This
is the first principle in the passage just quoted. The second principle was the elimination
of all unnecessary terms using the principle of what Ogden termed “Panoptic
Conjugation.” Panoptic Conjugation consists of what Ogden referred to as “twenty radial
definition routes,” which routes were not presented.
To find out what these routes were, it is necessary to consult the Editorial
(“Penultimata”) in the January, 1930 issue of Psyche (pp. 9-17). In this opinion piece,
Ogden stipulates the “twelve main radii” and the subsequent “eight other radial lines.”
The twelve chief radii consist of the following: Space, Time, Magnitude, Form, Material,
Cause (Physical), Cause (Psycho-physical), Attitude, Behaviour, Use, Social relations,
and Complex relations (p. 11). This set includes objective physical qualities together
with subjective and social qualities. The remaining eight radii include the following:
1. “The naming relation of Definition theory becomes the route by which our centre
term is defined.
2. Similarity.
3. Similarity of context gives us a line for metaphor.
4. The opposite or negation of any name may give rise to a conjugate.
5. Derivatives in all forms require a special line with two branches.
6. Pluralization in all forms also require a line with two branches.
7. Technical terms and scientific symbols give us synonyms which may hover on the
edge of the dictionary.
8. We may complete the picture by recording various equivalents of the centre word in
other languages” (p. 13).
By placing a given word to be considered for inclusion or exclusion in the center,
Ogden and his assistants applied these twenty forms of consideration. Those which were
seen as necessary were retained; those that failed in one or more regards were excluded
from the system of Basic English.8
Because of its reductionistic quality, one might get the idea that Basic English is
simplistic; that it is only good for writing primer prose. In the hands of a master,
however, Basic produces a spare, elegant, and clear prose style. Here are two extended
examples of serious works written as original studies in Basic English.
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The first example is a portion of the opening paragraph of Raymond McGrath’s
Twentieth Century Houses.
In all the arts there was a marked change in feeling after 1800.
For a hundred years and more before this the the qualities most
respected were those of reason, order, good sense and good taste – the
qualities, in a word, of men of birth and position. The music of Mozart,
the paintings of Reynolds, the verse of Pope and the writings of Voltaire
have something far more in common than anything to be seen in the
works of men of art of later times. Everything in its measure was their
watchword, nothing violent and nothing unwise. They were the servants
of the great, and all arts were second to the art of behavior (p. 1).
McGrath’s writing is excellent. His style accurately mirrors the carefully
balanced style of his architectural subject. McGrath’s style gives the lie direct to those
who have complained about the “flat” style of Basic English. His book, not counting the
notes and a final essay by Ogden, is 209 pages long, and the work in not flat and
uninteresting.
The second passage is from P.H. Nidditch’s The Development of Mathematical
Logic. Niddich chose to write his short but technical and specialized treatise (85 pages of
text) in Basic English because, as he states in his introduction, Basic English requires that
one “. . . take more care than one commonly does to make the dark and complex thoughts
that are at the back of one’s mind as clear and simple as possible” (p. 2). (In the
following passage, note how Nidditch defines a non-Basic English word [‘deductions’] in
the phrases the follow the word.
2.1 Mathematical Logic produced by four lines of thought. Mathematical
Logic is the outcome of the joining together of four different lines of thought.
These are the old Logic, the invention of Aristotle; the idea of a complete and
automatic language for reasoning; the new developments in algebra and
geometry which took place after 1825; and the idea of the parts of mathematics
as being systems of deductions, that is of chains of reasoning in agreement with
the rules of logic, these rules giving one the power to go from a statement s1 to
another statement s2 when s2 is necessarily true if s1 is taken to be true. We
shall say something about these four in return (p. 3).
Basic English, then, is not a simple language. It is, though, fundamental, or, to
use Ogden’s term, “Panoptic.” Basic English (1) allows one to say in a simplified system
of English a range of thoughts from ordinary to complex and (2) is able to do this because
it is at the heart of thinking in English.
Endnotes
1
As Gertrude Himmelfarb has noted (pp. 45-48), in his later postscript to the Panopticon
Letters, Bentham revised the characteristic of having one inmate to a prison cell to
allowing up to four per cell, largely for economic rather than moral motives (having
single cells would be very expensive)
2
Ogden, “The Universal Language,” 1.
3
This paragraph (and the subsequent four paragraphs) of this paper have been adapted
from my books Making Sense: An Introduction to Basic English and Reading, Thinking,
and Writing (co-authored with Ann Dahlstrom Farmer).
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4

See Bentham’s Theory of Fictions, pp. lxxxvi, cvii ff., cxli, 80,115, for a discussion of
Bentham’s ideas about verbs.
5
To see a listing of the Basic Words presented alphabetically, go to the following
website:

Ogden's Basic English Words (2).url

6

The Word Wheel is copyrighted but lacks a publication date. A small reproduction of it
and the directions for using it can be found on pp. 305-308 of Ogden’s The System of
Basic English. Ogden describes the structure, operation, and purposes behind his
Panopticon (or Word Wheel) in his editorial, “The Universal Language,” in Psyche,
January, 1929, on pp. 6-9.

7

See John Derry’s reworking of Ogden’s Panopticon Word Wheel. This depiction of the
Panopticon is superior to the original because pop-ups are imbedded in the diagram so
that a larger number of the Basic English words can be accessed than is the case in the
original.

Ogden's Word Wheel.url

8

To see the Panopticonic quality of Panoptic Conjugation at work, see the diagram
illustrating the several radii in “Penultimata,” in Psyche, 10, no. 3., p. 12.
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Requiems For a City: Popular Music’s Response to 9/11
By Christine Lee Gengaro, Ph.D.
American popular culture has often turned to music in times of adversity, to
commemorate events, to rally support for a cause, or to voice protest. The events of 11
September 2001 and the American response to those events have evoked a huge musical
outpouring from such disparate corners as art music, country music, hip hop, rock, and
mainstream pop. This body of music, especially if one considers music addressing the
subsequent political climate in the U.S., has expressed varied reactions ranging from
support and grief to criticism of the War on Terror. Since the 9/11 attacks were
perpetrated on not just the citizens, but also on the idea of America, the diversity of
responses seems to speak to the diversity of ideas about what “America” means. This is a
sentiment expressed by Martin Cloonan in an article in the collection of essays, 9/11 –
The World is Out of Tune. Cloonan states that musical responses—what he terms
“defences” of America—differ because “the idea of America is not settled, but is open to
contestation.”1 By contrast, the terrorists had no problem deciding which idea of America
they wanted to attack. The Twin Towers represented capitalism while the Pentagon
represented political power and military dominance.2

1

Martin Cloonan, “Musical Responses to September 11th: From Conservative Patriotism to Radicalism” in
9/11 – The World’s All Out of Tune: Populare Musik Nach dem 11. September 2001, Dietrich Helms and
Thomas Phleps, eds. Beitrage zur Popularmusikforschung 32, (n.p. 2004), 11.
2
Ibid.
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In this paper, I will discuss two popular music reactions to 9/11 and its aftermath.
Although neither album deals exclusively with these events, Bruce Springsteen’s The
Rising (2002) and the Beastie Boys’ To the Five Boroughs (2004) offer two very different
viewpoints of the America they wish to commemorate, defend, and support. The Rising is
a profound portrait of grief and longing told through the varied perspectives of mostly
unnamed idealized characters in narrative songs; the Beastie Boys’ album, overtly
political and anti-Bush, is rife with positive references to the resilience of New York and
to the empowerment of people to change the current political situation.
This paper will not be a comparison of the albums, per se. Differences in these
artists’ responses might render such comparisons meaningless. For instance, the
collaborative nature of the Beastie Boys’ music is quite different from the singular voice
with which Springsteen speaks. The release dates of each album likewise make
comparison problematic. Springsteen, who took a political stance during the 2004
Presidential election, did not include an overt partisan message in The Rising—released
in 2002—but rather couched issues of politics and human rights in a metaphorical and
therefore more universal context. The Beastie Boys, who released To the 5 Boroughs two
years later, a few months before the 2004 presidential election, blame political jingoism
for contributing to an anti-American world climate, in addition to addressing the events
of 9/11. I have chosen these albums as two case studies of popular music as a reaction to
a unique event in American history. Each was an opportunity for listeners to engage in
identification, both national and individual, because the consumers of each of these
products identify with the music (stylistically) and the events of 9/11 (as Americans);
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each allowed listeners to partake of a process of collective mourning and empowerment;
and both addressed the idea of America in distinct ways.
These albums follow a tradition of musical response to tragedy, to attack, to war,
to human suffering, but they also break new ground. The events of 9/11 had no historical
precedent in the U.S. There aren’t many other events in American history that can even
come close to the scope of loss we experienced, not in peace time, not on American soil,
and certainly not broadcast live on national television on every channel. We watched this
tragedy unfold in front of our very eyes, hour by hour, minute by minute. It is difficult,
then, to find a historical model for musical reactions to 9/11.
Perhaps the best historical model for this study is the Japanese bombing of Pearl
Harbor in 1941. It was a surprise attack on American forces, on American soil (although
it would not achieve statehood until 1959, Hawaii had been a U.S. possession since the
Spanish American War). Pearl Harbor is a flashpoint event, the one that officially
brought us into World War II, and there are popular musical responses to it. What is
problematic about this comparison is that, unlike the 9/11 responses, musical reaction to
Pearl Harbor was much more homogenous, with the vast majority of main stream music
supportive of the U.S.’s entrance into the war. However, musical responses to the
conflict, and more specifically to the draft, had begun a year earlier when Franklin
Roosevelt signed the Selective Training and Service Act into law (Congress passed it by
a single vote). It was the first instance in which the draft had been established in
peacetime, and people worked out their ambivalence about conscription through songs
like "I Feel The Draft Coming On," "Draftin' Blues," "In The Army Now," and "Gone
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With The Draft."3 With the attack on Pearl Harbor, the issues about peacetime draft
seemed to disappear. Music echoed this shift in the national psyche. Just ten days after
the December 7th attack, bandleader Sammy Kaye recorded a song (co-written by Dan
Reid, lyrics by Reid) called “Remember Pearl Harbor.” It peaked at #3 in January of
1942:
“Remember Pearl Harbor”
History, in ev’ry century records an act that lives forevermore.
We’ll recall, as into line we fall, the thing that happened on Hawaii’s shore.
Let’s remember Pearl Harbor
As we go to meet the foe.
Let’s remember Pearl Harbor
As we did the Alamo.
We will always remember how they died for Liberty.
Let’s remember Pearl Harbor and go on to victory.4
The attack on Pearl Harbor also inspired songwriters to give vent to their anger in
much the same way that country artist Toby Keith did in his controversial fist-pumping
anthem “Courtesy of the Red White and Blue” after 9/11. Many people were upset with
the blatant jingoism of lyrics like, “Oh justice will be served/ And the battle will rage/
This big dog will fight/ When you rattle his cage/ And you’ll be sorry that you messed
with / The U.S. of A./ [Be]cause we’ll put a boot in your ass/ it’s the American Way,”5
but it might be easy to forget that Pearl Harbor spawned such songs as, “The Son-of-agun Who Picks on Uncle Sam,” “Praise the Lord, and Pass the Ammunition,” “Let’s Put
the Axe to the Axis,” and “We’re Gonna Have to Slap the Dirty Little Jap (And Uncle

3

http://www.umkc.edu/lib/spec-col/ww2/1939/bugle-boys-txt.htm#bugle, accessed 10 October 2006.
Words by Don Reid. Music by Don Reid and Sammy Kaye. Republic Music Corp., NYC, 1941.
From the Popular American Sheet Music Collection, Department of Special Collections, Miller Nichols
Library. The sheet music can be viewed at http://www.umkc.edu/lib/spec-col/ww2/PearlHarbor/rememberph.htm, accessed 10 October 2006.
5
Lyrics by Toby Keith, from the album Unleashed, SKG DreamWorks Music Nashville, 2002.
4
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Sam’s the Guy Who Can Do It).”6 Music played an important role in the national psyche
before and during World War II. Rationing might have stopped or slowed the production
of patriotic songs because of a shortage of shellac, an important ingredient in the
manufacture of 78s. It was only after the Armed Forces realized the impact such songs
had on the war effort, both at home and abroad, that they began producing V-discs (V for
Victory) for listeners.7 Popular music was vital to national morale.8
Even thinking about popular music may, at first, seem somehow inappropriate
right after such a devastating loss, offering a modern day echo to Theodor Adorno’s
admonition that “To write poetry after Auschwitz is barbaric.”9 In the case of 9/11, the
music industry, perhaps seen as trivial in the immediate aftermath, formed one of the first
and most successful fundraising efforts less than two weeks after 9/11, America: A
Tribute to Heroes. The televised benefit concert, which featured Springsteen prominently,
raised well over $100 million dollars.
Popular music’s place in the national psyche was closely scrutinized, especially
by those who worried that certain songs might further traumatize listeners. Radio stations
began a process of self-imposed censorship of certain songs on the airways, some with
lyrics of violence or some that seemed “anti-American” to individual DJs and station
managers. There was not a government-sanctioned no-play list, but a list of 156
6

Text by Chuck Haddix & Kelly McEniry, Marr Sound Archives, http://www.umkc.edu/lib/speccol/ww2/PearlHarbor/popular-songs.htm, accessed 10 October 2006.
7
Text by Chuck Haddix & Kelly McEniry, Marr Sound Archives, http://www.umkc.edu/lib/speccol/ww2/PearlHarbor/popular-songs.htm, accessed 10 October 2006.
8
The importance of popular music’s role is underlined by archives like the Marr Sound Archives of the
Miller Nichols Library at the University of Missouri, Kansas City, which maintains an online exhibit
called: Voices of World War II: Experiences From the Front and at Home. http://www.umkc.edu/lib/speccol/ww2, accessed 10 October 2006.
9
The original German is “Nach Ausschwitz noch ein Gedicht zu schreiben ist barbarisch.” Later, Adorno
would say, “Perennial suffering has as much right to expression as the tortured have to scream…hence it
may have been wrong to say that no poem could be written after Auschwitz.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodor_Adorno, accessed 16 October 2006.
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questionable songs, allegedly compiled by a non-management employee at corporate
radio giant Clear Channel Communications, circulated among the roughly 1200 stations
the company owns.10 While it seems clear that pulling certain violent songs might
accommodate more sensitive listeners, the mere specter of censorship frightened some in
the industry. But popular music wasn’t the only type of music that experienced
censorship. Composer John Adams saw performances of his opera The Death of
Klinghoffer cancelled because critics said the opera offered a sympathetic portrayal of
Palestinian terrorists. Of course, a year later, Adams premiered what is certainly one of
the most popular and well-received art music projects responding to 9/11, On the
Transmigration of Souls. The piece, which features texts found on missing persons signs
near Ground Zero and around lower Manhattan, was commissioned and played by the
New York Philharmonic in 2002.11 At its world premiere, the Philharmonic played Souls
on the first half of the concert and then finished the program with Beethoven’s Ninth, an
anthem to universal brotherhood.
New music, written specifically for or about 9/11, and new compilations of older
music, began emerging in the months after the attacks. Country music offered some of
the first responses. Toby Keith released “Courtesy of the Red, White and Blue (The
Angry American)” on the album Unleashed; Alan Jackson sang the sentimental “Where
Were You (When the World Stopped Turning)” which featured lyrics like: “Did you
burst out with pride for the red, white, and blue and the heroes who died just doin’ what
they do. Did you look up to heaven for some kind of answer and look at yourself and

10

Mark Beaumont, “Can Music Ever Be the Same Again?” NME (29 September 2001), 20. See the list of
songs at music advocate Eric Nuzum’s website, http://ericnuzum.com/banned/incidents/00s.html, accessed
16 October 2006.
11
http://newyorkphilharmonic.org/adams/, accessed 10 October 2006.
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what really matters”; when American public opinion began to turn away from thoughts of
National Security, Daryl Worley asked, “Have You Forgotten?”
Record companies released compilation albums like the CD from the Tribute to
Heroes benefit. Columbia released God Bless America: A Collection of Songs of Hope,
Freedom, and Inspiration.12 Some bands and artists dealt with 9/11 in a tangential way
like Bon Jovi who named their 2002 album Bounce in tribute to the country’s resilience.13
There are some musicians who, in the absence of writing or recording new music for the
occasion, turned upcoming concert events and releases into benefits for victims and their
families. Just two months after 9/11, Sir Paul McCartney announced that he would donate
the proceeds from the single “From a Lover to a Friend” from the album Driving Rain to
the families of fallen members of the FDNY and NYPD.14 Old favorites made it back to
the charts like Whitney Houston’s version of “The Star-Spangled Banner” (which she
sang during the broadcast of the Super Bowl during the first Gulf War) and, of course,
Lee Greenwood’s perennial favorite “God Bless the USA.”15
Each one of these musical releases encouraged listeners to engage in a process of
identification with the recording artist, the musical style, and perhaps the narrative of the
lyrics. In listening to popular music, we are, as Simon Frith says, “drawn, haphazardly,

12

Cloonan, “Musical Responses,” 19. Springsteen appeared on both albums.
Augustin Sedgewick, “New Bon Jovi Due in October,” Rolling Stone (22 July 2002)
http://www.rollingstone.com/news/story/5934462/new_bon_jovi_due_in_october, accessed 5 October
2006.
14
Andrew Dansby, “McCartney Song to Aid NYFD” Rolling Stone (10 October 2001)
http://www.rollingstone.com/news/story/5920178/mccartney_song_to_aid_nyfd, accessed 5 October 2006.
15
There were also acts who did not want their albums to dwell on those events for various reasons. Stone
Gossard from Pearl Jam said this a year after 9/11: “There’s no obvious reference to it on the Pearl Jam
record [Riot Act]. Of course there’ll be some element of it entering the songwriting. But to write songs
about 9/11 seems like the exact opposite tact most artists would go because it’s so obvious and so overly
examined.” “Reflections from Springsteen, Moby, Coldplay and More” Rolling Stone (11 September 2002)
http://www.rollingstone.com/artists/brucespringsteen/articles/story/5935120/9112002, accessed 5 October
2006.
13
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into emotional alliances with the performers.”16 When a person listens to The Rising, for
instance, they are the fire fighters, the rescue workers, they are the grieving family
members. The listener assumes each of the identities that Springsteen assumes when he
sings. To share such grief and such courage with both the characters in the songs’
narratives, and with other listeners can be a powerful experience. The America that
Springsteen defends is the one full of the working class heroes whose job it is to keep us
safe from harm every day. Springsteen’s status as a Jersey Boy also plays into his identity
as the artist; New Jersey lost many citizens in the World Trade Center.17
The first song Springsteen performed at the telethon on 21 September 2001 was
“My City of Ruins” which Springsteen neophytes might have believed was written for
the occasion, but which was a year old by the time 9/11 happened. The “city” of the
song’s title refers to Asbury Park, but Springsteen, who, by the time of the telethon
broadcast, had already written rough versions of two songs from The Rising, opened the
telethon with the older song, and its lyrics seemed to take on new emotional meaning.
“My city” wasn’t just Asbury Park, New Jersey anymore; it was New York City,
Washington D.C., Shanksville, Pennsylvania. We might even go so far as to say with this
song, Springsteen cast America as a single community and all of us are mourning for our
city of ruins.
“My City of Ruins”
There’s a blood red circle
On the cold dark ground
And the rain is falling down
16

Simon Frith, “Music and Identity” in Questions of Cultural Identity, Stuart Hall and Paul du Gay, eds.
(London: Sage, 1996), 123.
17
Springsteen has always been keenly aware of this need for identification. In 1984, he was quoted as
saying: “A rock and roll band will last as long as you look down into the audience and see yourself, and
your audience looks up at you and sees themselves.” Quoted in “Cover Me: From the RS Files” Rolling
Stone, Issue 903 (22 August 2006), 66.
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The church door’s thrown open
I can hear the organ’s song
But the congregation’s gone
My city of ruins
My city of ruins
Now the sweet bells of mercy
Drift through the evening trees
Young men on the corner
Like scattered leaves,
The boarded up windows,
The empty streets
While my brother’s down on his knees
My city of ruins
My city of ruins
Come on, rise up!
Now there’s tears on the pillow
Darlin’ where we slept
And you took my heart
When you left
Without your sweet kiss
My soul is lost, my friend
Tell me how do I begin again?
My city of ruins
My city of ruins
With these hands…
I pray for the strength, Lord
I pray for the faith, Lord
I pray for your love, Lord
Come on, rise up.
In an interview Springsteen said: “After that performance, when I sat down to write a
song [for The Rising], whatever I wrote was in that emotional context.”18 What is most
powerful about that song is not just that we share in the mourning, but that it’s a call to
emerge from the ruins, to be reborn and, phoenix-like, rise from the ashes.

18

Quoted in Mark Binelli, “Bruce Springsteen’s American Gospel” Rolling Stone, Issue 903 (August 22,
2002), 66.
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After Springsteen’s breakout 80s hit album Born in the USA—a highly charged
political statement about Reagan-era politics—the artist’s subsequent projects tended to
shy away from expressing political opinions (with the exception of The Ghost of Tom
Joad). The artist instead chose to reflect inwardly on life and love in albums like, Tunnel
of Love, Human Touch, and Lucky Town. The Rising maintained Springsteen’s distance
from partisan politics. The grief of losing knows no politics, no ideology. Loss is loss.
Springsteen did not get overtly politicized until 2004 when he joined John Kerry on the
campaign trail. Of course, the political events after 9/11—not just the Iraq war and
allegations that Bush misled the country, but also what Springsteen saw as the Federal
government’s unjust tolerance of corporate misdeeds—added to Springsteen’s decision to
play for Kerry’s campaign rallies.
Stylistically, many of the songs on The Rising strike a balance between blues and
gospel, between grief and hope. The first song he wrote after the events of 9/11—a few
days after, as it happens—was “Into the Fire” and Springsteen has talked about the
significance of this song’s styles. The first verse exemplifies the feeling of blues:
“Into the Fire” (verse 1)
The sky was falling and
streaked with blood
I heard you calling me,
Then you disappeared
Into dust
Up the stairs, into the fire
Up the stairs, into the fire
I need your kiss, but love
And duty called
You someplace higher
Somewhere up the stairs,
Into the fire.
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The chorus, which Springsteen feels is gospel, offers the lift that “makes sense of the first
verse and, hopefully, tries to make sense of the experience itself.”19
“Into the Fire” (chorus)
May your strength
give us strength
May your faith give us faith
May your hope give us hope
May your love give us love.
In The Rising, the songs speak of the concrete things of everyday life, “shirts in
the closet/shoes in the hall,” but they also draw on metaphor, and the dominant metaphor
is rising, whether it is the rising smoke of the towers or the fire fighter rising up the
stairwell or a spirit lifting out of despair.
“The Rising” (verse 1)
Can’t see nothin’ in front of me
Can’t see nothing coming up behind
I make my way through this darkness
I can’t feel nothing but this
Chain that binds me
Lost track of how far I’ve gone
How far I’ve climbed
On my back’s a sixty pound stone
On my shoulder a half mile of line
Rolling Stone writer Mark Binelli says, “the literal image of a man rising up a smokefilled stairwell merges into a religious image of ascension.”20 And this rising lies in stark
contrast to the buildings’ collapse that the country saw countless times in the weeks after
the tragedy; the Twin Towers collapsed while the country watched. We saw it happen in
real time. So this collapse is a lasting image, one that Springsteen seized upon and
inverted.

19

Quoted in Mark Binelli, “Bruce Springsteen’s American Gospel” Rolling Stone, Issue 903 (August 22,
2002), 64.
20
Ibid.
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The feeling of why Springsteen had to make this album was, on the one hand,
wholly personal, an artist who works through his own grief with music. But on the other
hand, he wrote and recorded the music on this album out of a sense of duty. In an
interview, Springsteen told a story of being at the beach a few days after 9/11. A man
called out from a passing car: “We need ya!” It was a simple notion, but to the artist, it
was a call to duty, the same call he’d heeded his entire career, writing for the outcast and
downcast, for the discouraged, for the working class heroes.21

The Beastie Boys’s album, To the 5 Boroughs, the follow-up to 1998’s Hello
Nasty treads the familiar ground of their 1986 debut Licensed to Ill. Such a triumphant
return to their early stylistic stomping grounds speaks volumes about the identification
the group sought to cultivate after 9/11. Like Licensed to Ill, their sophomore effort,
Paul’s Boutique, produced by the Dust Brothers, still has New York as its dominant
source for imagery, but the inclusion of new stylistic elements marked the beginning of a
musical journey for the Beastie Boys. One reviewer described Paul’s Boutique this way:
[The producers] filtered a Seventies funk vibe through an Eighties hip-hop
prism, sampling old-school classics from Funky Four Plus One's "That's the
Joint" to Love Bug Starski's "Starski Live at the Disco Fever." It's one of the
most loving musical portraits of New York ever made, all the more poignant for
coming from hip-hop expatriates stuck in Los Angeles.22
Their next two albums, Check Your Head and Ill Communication, featured the Beastie
Boys playing instruments: AdRock on guitar, MCA on bass, and Mike D on drums,
giving a nod to their thrash and funk influences. The albums are eclectic jams, touching

21

Ibid., 94.
Rob Sheffield, Rolling Stone, 915, Review of Paul’s Boutique.
http://www.rollingstone.com/artists/beastieboys/albums/album/117996/review/5942329/pauls_boutique,
accessed 10 October 2006.
22
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on multiple styles and genres. Reviewer Touré describes their fourth studio album, Hello
Nasty like this: “Imagine a sonic mix that's about sixty-five to seventy percent the
frenetic, sample-crazy hip-hop eclecticism of Paul's Boutique and about twenty-five to
thirty percent the funk-punk fun of Ill Communication…it all flows so neatly, it's like a
single, multigroove, multisample, multihook sound collage that kinda morphs into
something else every few minutes.”23 Hello Nasty also features the Beastie Boys playing
instruments, but six years later on To the 5 Boroughs, the instruments are gone. Also
gone were outside producers. Stylistically speaking, the Boys’ musical reaction to 9/11 is
a return to the city that made them and the musical traditions therein. They return to some
of the conventions we heard first on Licensed to Ill, but they have returned with all of the
stylistic knowledge they gained in the intervening sixteen years.
Like The Rising, To the 5 Boroughs encourages the listener to engage in a process
of identity with the artists and with the city. In the case of the Beastie Boys, when they
sing about their native haunts and their intimacy with NYC (no mention of the Pentagon
or Pennsylvania here), every listener becomes a New Yorker as well. This provides a
powerful feeling of belonging, of shouldering the burden of grief, of sharing the process
of rebuilding.
The album contains many references to New York, more than any other album.
Like Licensed to Ill, To the 5 Boroughs uses the imagery of New York in its artwork. The
inside cover of their debut shows MCA, Adrock, and Mike D in front of the Unisphere in
Queens (left from the World’s Fair of 1964). The cover of To the 5 Boroughs features a
drawing of the New York City skyline—Twin Towers still intact—by artist Matteo
23

Touré, Review of Hello Nasty,
http://www.rollingstone.com/artists/beastieboys/albums/album/111416/review/5946286/hello_nasty,
accessed 10 October 2006.
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Pericoli.24 In the 1980s, the Beastie Boys wrote about New York because that was their
world, the only one they knew. As they toured and traveled and lived outside of New
York, their lyrics became more worldly as well. On Hello Nasty, MCA compared his fine
rapping style to a bottle of Chateau Neuf du Pap; the Beastie Boys’ experience with
Buddhism influenced tracks like “Bodhisattva Vow” (Ill Communication); on the track
“Intergalactic” from Hello Nasty, their “neighborhood” became interplanetary. The
sphere of influence in To the 5 Boroughs is still vast, but the references are local. But to
the Beastie Boys, New York is a microcosm; to be a New Yorker is to be a citizen of the
world.
The city has been so deeply intertwined with their own histories (see the
genealogy of family origin and migration in “An Open Letter to NYC” and “Oh Word?”)
and any attack on it, is an attack on themselves. So, instead of lashing out in anger at
terrorist extremists, the Beastie Boys take the opportunity of “An Open Letter to NYC”
which could have easily been called “A Love Letter to NYC,” to speak only about the
positive aspects of the city: the way all socioeconomic groups share the public
transportation system, the city’s resilience, the everyday co-existence of all racial and
ethnic groups. The Beastie Boys cast New York as the metaphorical melting pot and, as
they say in “An Open Letter to NYC” it’s the “City that blends and mends and tests.”
“An Open Letter to NYC”25
Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens, and Staten, from the Battery to the top of Manhattan, Asian,
Middle Eastern and Latin, Black, White, New York, you make it happen.
Brownstones, water towers, trees skyscrapers. Writers, prize-fighters and Wall Street
traders. We come together on the subway cars, diversity unified whoever you are.
We’re doing fine on the One and Nine line, On the L we’re doin’ swell. On the number
Ten bus, we fight and fuss. ’Cause we’re thorough in the boroughs and that’s a must. I
24
25

The drawing appears in the artist’s book Manhattan Unfurled, (New York: Random House, 2001).
These lyrics appear in the liner notes of To the 5 Boroughs, Capitol Records, Inc., 2004.
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remember when the Deuce was all porno flicks, Running home after school to play PIX.
At lunch I’d go to Blimpie’s down on Montague Street and hit the Fulton Street mall for
the sneakers on my feet. Dear New York, I hope you’re doing well. I know a lot’s
happened and you’ve been through hell. So, we give thanks for providing a home.
Through your gates at Ellis Island we passed in droves.
Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens…
The L.I.E. the B.Q.E. hippies at the bandshell with the L.S.D. get my BVD’s from V.I.M.
You know I’m repping Manhattan the best I can. Stopped of at Bleecker Bob’s, got
thrown out. Sneakin’ in at 4:00 am after going out. You didn’t rob me in the park at
Diana Ross. But everybody started looting when the lights went off. From the South
South Bronx on out to Queens Bridge. From Hollis Queens right down to Bay Ridge.
From Castle Hill to the Lower East Side. From 1010 WINS to Live at Five. Dear New
York, this is a love letter to you and how you brought us together. We can’t say enough
about all you do. ’Cause in the city we’re ourselves and electric too.
Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens…
Shout out to South Bronx where my mom hails from, right next to High Bridge across
from Harlem. To the Grand Concourse, where my mom and dad met before they moved
on down to the Upper West. I see you’re still strong after all that’s gone on. Life long we
dedicate this song. Just a little something to show some respect to the city that blends and
mends and tests. Since 9/11 we’re still livin’ and lovin’ life we’ve been given. Ain’t
nothing gonna take that away from us. We’re looking pretty and gritty ’cause in the city
we trust. Dear New York, I know a lot has changed, 2 towers down but you’re still in the
game. Home to the many, rejecting no one, accepting peoples of all places, wherever
they’re from.
Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens…
The Beastie Boys address the changes and developments that the city has
undergone since their first album, irrespective of the tumult brought by 9/11. Take, for
instance, the stretch of Forty Second Street, west of Times Square, in Manhattan. The
Beastie Boys have made numerous references to the street they call “Forty Deuce” or just
“the Deuce.” In the 1980s, the Deuce used to be the home of porno theaters, peep shows,
and prostitutes. In “She’s Crafty,” from Licensed to Ill, they say: “I think her name was
Lucy, but they all called her “loose.”/ think I might have seen her on Eighth and Forty-
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Deuce….” In their latest album, however, they acknowledge that urban renewal has since
changed the landscape of their city.
On the album, there are references to places that only New Yorkers would know,
like now-defunct stores, a small cheese shop on Bleecker Street, a housing development
in Queens, and a record store in Greenwich Village. In using references that non-New
Yorkers would not understand—something they have always done—some may feel the
Beastie Boys limit their possible audience, but in showing the richness of the culture New
York, they invite the world into their home.
By contrast to the politically neutral and generally comforting tone of The Rising,
there is quite a bit of anger on the Beastie Boy’s Boroughs, but it is an anger directed
inward, to America, to George W. Bush in particular. On “It Takes Time to Build” the
Boys say: “Maybe it’s time we impeach Tex.” On the track “That’s It That’s All” they
say, “George W’s got nothing on we. We got to take the power from he.” There are also
numerous calls for peace. On “We Got The” the Beastie Boys rap: “Got to spread the
love before the world goes pop. Never again should we use the A-bomb. We need an
international ban on all W.O.M.D.’s gone. We need a Multilateral disarm.”
Given its relative temporal distance from the tragedy, it is possible the Beastie
Boys were more comfortable dealing in specific statements, both about the tragedy and
about the political response. The group also did not feel that their album should deal
exclusively with 9/11 issues. The distance from the tragedy and the healing that occurred
in the three following years seems to have given them permission to juxtapose serious
tracks like “It Takes Time to Build” with the unabashed goofiness of “Shazam!” and “Oh
Word?” The Beastie Boys also revel in the rapping style they have cultivated over the
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years, one that values wordplay, makes reference to numerous pop culture icons, and
disparages unimaginative punk MCs.

Music has always been a vehicle for artists to deal with tragic and troubling
events. Some musicians have used their music to make money for causes while others
have taken part in large-scale aid concerts. Sometimes songs are propaganda, but some
voice dissenting opinions. In the wake of 9/11, the emotions of the country were raw.
Music very quickly became the salve. As a nation, we turned to music to unite us through
patriotic songs, and to soothe us with perennial favorites. When artists began to write new
music, they themselves were working through the same range of emotions all Americans
felt. They spoke for the victims, the families of victims, the rescue workers, and the
average American who felt powerless and vulnerable, or even angry and vengeful. In
America, the land of plenty, it is fitting that soon after 9/11 there was an abundance of
musical choices expressing everything from abject sadness to fierce hope.
Both Bruce Springsteen and the Beastie Boys understood that their respective
audiences needed them to speak out in their own unique way. Since The Rising was
released less than a year after 9/11, Springsteen eschewed specific references to the
attack, choosing instead to concentrate on the emotional aftermath of loss. The Beastie
Boys, who released To the 5 Boroughs in 2004, lovingly cast New York as a resilient
microcosm, while forcefully advocating for political change. Each album allows a
different kind of identification for the listener, and therefore each work fulfills a need.
Both manage, however, to foster feelings of community and togetherness and, at times,
even joy. These albums allowed each and every listener to feel a part of something bigger
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than himself. The burden of grief could be shouldered by many; the responsibility for
rebuilding shared by entire communities. This music, part of the historical record for
these events, captures the emotional tenor of a nation in crisis, a nation that, five years
later, is still very much in the process of healing.

Los Angeles, CA
October 2006
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6. Abstract
Seeking ways to be more effective musically, conductors often look for teachers and
methods that can improve their ensemble’s performance. Development and
refinement of efficient and effective conducting gestures has been and probably
continue to be an important part of both undergraduate and graduate curricula as well
as continuing education offerings, symposiums, and the a sundry workshops. Our
introduction of the conducting technique “Context Specific Somatic Vocabulary” is
not meant to replace current conducting practices or ideas; rather it is a description of
how the choral conductor might improve the musical implications of his/her gesture
with various metaphorically purposeful movements. Context Specific Somatic
Vocabulary —a phrase coined by Professor Gary Hill, Director of Bands, Arizona
State University—grew out of the teachings of his work with conducting pedagogue,
Elizabeth A. H. Green.i
While many of the choral instructional videotapes certainly address methods by
which the choral conductor can achieve greater ensemble engagement, or a more
efficient technique in order to achieve a finer choral sound, the use of Context
Specific Somatic Vocabulary (hereafter abbreviated as “CSSV”) distinctively
addresses the music, not primarily the group or the conductor making the music.
CSSV is based solely on the score—the music on the page—transferring the ideas
gained from a conductor’s individual score study into one’s gesture and using the
gesture to convey meaning to the ensemble (this is based on a symbiotic relationship
built between the choir and the conductor). The primary focal point is to, in
cooperation with ensemble, “Conduct the music and not the ensemble.”
This approach, while quite holistic, will vary among conductors according to their
strengths and skills, and evolves from their working relationship with their ensemble.
Through our workshop we will introduce some of the techniques used in developing a
personal Context Specific Somatic Vocabulary and then guide the participants
through a variety of activities to enable them to experience the concepts.
i

Professor Emeritus of Music at the University of Michigan and an internationally acclaimed violinist,
Elizabeth A. H. Green (d. 1995) is recognized as one of the most important and highly esteemed teachers of
conducting in the United States. Her conducting textbook The Modern Conductor, based on concepts of
Nicolai Malko, remains a favorite for graduate instrumental and choral conducting courses.
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Narratives of Consciousness & the Quest for Freedom:
A Theoretical Reading of the Lives of Frederick Douglass & Malcolm X

Inherent in autobiographical writings is a subtext concerned with freedom. Conceptually,
freedom is explored through a literary medium in hopes to identity authentic or pragmatic
traces leading to its "real" manifestation. The autobiographical writer writes all that is
written, creates all that is created, exercises control over the subjectivity that is revealed
and operates within an innate freedom granted by the system of writing. In essence, the
writer is free, given his/her power to disclose or refuse, include or exclude, reveal or hide,
illuminate or darken; he/she has the promethean gift of creativity, the ability to construct.
And given that the subject is the written self of the author, the writer has the power to
render the subject free. Hence, quite naturally, autobiographical writings, on some level,
are preoccupied with freedom-the quest, the lack, the denial, the acquisition and the
application of it. In that regard, they (the writings) often highlight the subject's or
protagonist's journey through abjectivity, agency, autonomy and freedom, the individual's
journey from absence to actualization, from lack of subjectivity to complete subjectivity.
This journey is characterized by a progression or evolution of consciousness(s), different
levels of thought that motivate, fuel or define the individual's life. It is my contention
that Althusser's theory of ideology considered alongside of Du Boisian and Freirean
conceptions of consciousness magnifies the subtext of freedom in African American
autobiographical writings.

Specifically, an examination of Narrative of the Life of

Frederick Douglass and The Autobiography of Malcolm X

under aforementioned
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theoretical optics, reveals the similar allusions to freedom; more precisely, it parallels
their journey to it.
Althusser and the Significance of Consciousness
Louis Althusser, in one of his most acclaimed works, "Ideology and Ideological
State Apparatuses" argued that subjectivity is constituted by ideology, that individuals are
subjects of their systems of thought. Expanding on Marxist theory of Repressive State
Apparatuses, Althusser asserts that ISA's create systems of ideology or thought in which
individuals function/travel.

However, he notes that the various systems created by

different ideological structures afford the individuals the power of choice, even if said
individuals are unaware of such power. He writes, "all ideology hails or interpellates
concrete individuals as concrete subjects" (Althusser 55).

By answering to the

ideological calling, through a process known as "ideological recognition," the individuals
are made subjects and their subjectivity becomes constituted by the system of thought in
which they exist. Additionally, Althusser highlights the possibility of a false reality,
where individuals possess a flawed perception of their world and their subjectivity within
it.

According to Althusser, it is possible that "ideology represents the imaginary

relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence" (52). This suggests that
individuals may have a distorted understanding of their subjectivity; they may not know
the truth of their being.1

Inevitably, Althusser's theory evokes ideas of social

determinism, yet, though noting the power of ideological control, Althusser’s theory does
provide hope in that “There are no subjects except by and for their subjection” (57). This
suggests that the power held by ideology is granted by the subject, and thus offers an
opportunity for the individual to be freed from his/her oppression. Furthermore, the
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power to influence one’s subjectivity exists within the Althusserian process of
“recognition," recognizing that it is the process by which individuals give life to ideology
and to their subjectivities. By becoming more cognizant of such processes and the power
inherent within them, individuals become more participatory in the way in which they are
constituted. Nevertheless, this recognition also requires that the individual understand
the true relationship of his/her subjectivity to ideology. Althusser states:
What really takes place in ideology seems therefore to take place outside
it. That is why those who are in ideology believe themselves by definition
outside ideology: one of the effects of ideology is the practical
denegration of the ideological character of ideology by ideology: ideology
never says, ‘I am Ideological’. (56)
The question becomes, “how does one negotiate subjectivity within the parameters of
Althusserian thought?” In realizing the critical role of “recognition,” the most obvious
answer becomes consciousness. Placing subjectivity under an Althusserian optic reveals
the critical role and importance of consciousness. Consciousness, as a modality of
thought, is the vehicle that allows the individual the ability to travel within the different
ideological structures; it is the mechanism that grants the individual control or ownership
of his/her subjectivity. Thus, consciousness' most significant quality is embedded within
its ability to fuel the individual's quest for freedom. Consciousness is essential in the
denial or acquisition of freedom.
Reading Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass and The Autobiography of
Malcolm X as narratives of consciousness allows one to read and examine the subtext of
freedom inextricably woven within the literary texts. These narratives of consciousness
1

“Being” here connotes both the individual’s state of existence and the process of existing.
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are dichotomized by conceptions of enslavement and freedom, where the state of being
enslaved is characterized by Du Boisian double-consciousness and the state of being free
is defined by a Freirean libratory consciousness. The lives of Frederick Douglass and
Malcolm X, though totally different on the surface, have strong commonalities as it
relates to the tropes of enslavement and freedom. And a non-traditional analysis of their
lives, as scripted through literature, will reveal how their quests for freedom run parallel,
how consciousness was a mode of travel and vehicle to freedom for the both of them. It
is important to understand that Du Bois' theory of double-consciousness is linked to
enslavement because the individual is plagued by abjectivity and agency, whereas
Freire's libratory theory of consciousness connotes freedom as the individual enjoys
autonomy and freedom. The question becomes, when or how does an individual progress
from a Du Boisian double-consciousness to a Freirean libratory consciousness; when do
Frederick Douglass and Malcolm X truly obtain personal freedom?
Du Boisian Double-Consciousness
W.E.B. Du Bois begins his profound 1903 work, The Souls of Black Folk, stating:
“Between me and the other world there is ever an unasked question: unasked by some
through feelings of delicacy; by others through the difficulty of rightly framing it” (Du
Bois 3). The question, which realizes the divide between Du Bois and the “other” world,
is “How does it feel to be a problem?” (4). This idea of being a problem is what shapes
the Du Boisian theories of double-consciousness2 and twoness.3 For instance, in the first
2

Hegel, in his Phenomenology of Spirit, postulates that “Self-consciousness exists in and for itself when,
and by the fact that, it so exists for another; that is, it exists only in being acknowledged” (Hegel 630). This
idea of consciousness influenced Du Bois theory of double-consciousness.
3
The idea of irreconcilability is major in Du Bois theory of twoness. It marks a major philosophical
departure from Hegel’s dialectic which “entails the confrontation of any thesis with its opposite (antithesis),
and the resultant synthesis of the two through a process of ‘overcoming’”(Leitch 626).
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chapter of The Souls of Black Folk Du Bois recounts the moment when his doubleconsciousness manifested. He writes of a time in his youth when a young girl refused to
exchange cards with him and, in her denying, made him cognizant of his difference. For
Du Bois, this awareness of his “otherness” would motivate his yearnings and efforts to be
better; it would fuel his journey throughout life. In general, this experience is one that
reveals the nature of Du Boisian double-consciousness. It is grounded in the reality of an
individual's perception of self being affected and defined by the perceptions of others.
The individual sees him/herself through the optic of the other, and in that regard,
becomes ontologically defined by external elements. According to Du Bois, "...the Negro
is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted with second sight in this American
world-a world which yields him no true self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself
through the revelation of the other world.

It is a peculiar sensation, this double-

consciousness, this sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of
measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity"
(5). Consequently, the double-consciousness that determined his perception of himself
and the world evolved into an internal conflict he described as “twoness.” According to
Du Bois this twoness is what characterizes the existence of the American Negro; is what
haunts his state of being. He writes, “One ever feels his twoness,-an American, a Negro;
two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark
body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder” [emphasis mine]
(5).

This twoness denotes a racial struggle for Du Bois; however, if carefully

reconsidered can reveal the detrimental effects of the dichotomy. It is here that Du Bois
hints at the possibly negative consequences of double-consciousness, for if one's self-
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perception is shaped/defined by an individual or world that views one as lesser,
unworthy, inferior, et cetera, one's personal viewing of self becomes weighed down with
negativity. One becomes the victim of self-hatred. More importantly, having one's
perception of self dependent on the perspective of others, renders the freedom of selfconstruction futile. An individual whose idea of his/herself is shaped by others, is
enslaved to external opinion, is subject of a foreign ideology. For this reason, Du Boisian
double-consciousness is directly linked to the trope of enslavement, and an interesting
analysis reveals that when individuals are victims of double-consciousness, they are also
victims of abjectivity or a simple agency.
The abject are those individuals completely devoid of subjectivity. Not only do
they not think for themselves, they lack the voice to speak. They are unable to assert any
forms of their individuality, for all of who they are has been determined, controlled and
created by some external being or force. They are, in essence, quintessentially enslaved,
human automatons, whose past, present and future are products of another individual's
manipulation.

Right above the abject, on the hierarchy of individuality, are those

individuals with a false perception of personal freedom. They are the people who possess
agency and feel that having a subjectivity means possessing their subjectivity. In reality,
those with agency, though possessing the potential to own their own subjectivity, have a
voice and ontology, yet still lack the power or control over such. They move as the world
dictates them to move, reacting to the world's movement as opposed to being catalysts for
movement.

Individuals who have an agency without autonomy, exist as they are

constructed to exist, they move within ideology without choice and dwell within the false
realities that define and confine their beings.

In reading Narrative of the Life of
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Frederick Douglass and The Autobiography of Malcolm X as narratives of consciousness,
the enslaved state of Douglass and X is magnified when one identifies moments of
double-consciousness and when it is shown that they both are victims of abjectivity and
an agency lacking autonomy.
Plagued by Du Boisian Double-Consciousness
The life of Frederick Douglass, as portrayed in Narrative of the Life of Frederick
Douglass can be bifurcated into two periods of consciousness. The first period, which
evokes ideas of abjectivity, agency and enslavement, represents the part of Douglass' life
where he was suffering from double-consciousness. Reminiscent of Du Bois' experience,
Douglass' self-perception became influenced by external perceptions and consequently,
he lived his life partly enslaved.

One instance, which occurs in his childhood, is

described early on in the narrative. Douglass recalls:
No words, no tears, no prayers, from his gory victim, seemed to move his
iron heart from its bloody purpose. The louder she screamed, the harder
he whipped; and where the blood ran fastest, there he whipped longest.
He would whip her to make her scream, and whip her to make her hush;
and not until overcome by fatigue, would he cease to swing the bloodclotted cowskin. I remember the first time I ever witnessed this horrible
exhibition. (Douglass 33)
An examination of this event reveals how early on Douglass' perception of self was
molded by other's. The horrible exchange of hatred for submission taught the young
Douglass that he was indeed different, and more importantly, that his difference made
him less than his oppressors. This form of double-consciousness introduces the trope of
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the abject, for the young Douglass not only learns that his subjectivity is in the hands of
his "master," but also that he has no voice to speak out against it. This is evident in the
opening lines of the quotation, for "no words" could effect change.
Douglass experiences an evolution of consciousness in chapter six of the
narrative. At this juncture he has a new mistress and attempts to operate under the same
enslaved consciousness that he learned in the previously cited example. However, he
soon learns that his mistress was "entirely unlike any other white woman [he] had ever
seen. [He] could not approach her as [he] was accustomed to approach other white
ladies. [His] early instruction was all out of place. The crouching servility, usually so
acceptable a quality in a slave, did not answer when manifested toward her" (47). The
experience with the new mistress altered the consciousness of Douglass. One later learns
that he acts quite differently under her auspices and inevitably develops a different
consciousness. Nevertheless, though his thought evolved, he was still plagued by Du
Boisian double-consciousness in the sense that his perception was very much linked to
that of others. He behaved in response to his new mistress, he thought of himself, what
her actions allowed him to think. At this point, Douglass possesses a subjectivity, he has
agency. However, one must note that this subjectivity and agency is granted by the new
mistress and the new environment; it is not personally acquired or pursued by Douglass
himself. Thus, he remains enslaved, devoid of autonomy and true freedom of being.
Douglass' progression through double-consciousness climaxes in his learning how
to read. For Douglass, reading becomes the essential element in being freed from Du
Boisian double-consciousness; it propels him towards freedom. Douglass remembers his
master's reaction and response to his mistress in learning that she was teaching Douglass
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to read. He recalls his master's words:
‘If you give a nigger an inch, he will take an ell. A nigger should know
nothing but to obey his master-to do as he is told to do. Learning would
spoil the best nigger in the world. Now,' said he, 'if you teach that nigger
(speaking of myself) how to read, here would be no keeping him. It would
forever unfit him to be a slave. He would at once become unmanageable,
and of no value to his master. As to himself, it could do him no good, but
a great deal of harm. It would make him discontented and unhappy.’
(Douglass 48)
This is one of the most critical moments in the life of Frederick Douglass. Although it
does not connote an escape from the Du Boisian double-consciousness, it marks a period
of transformation, a point of redirection, where he begins to use the double-consciousness
in a way to fuel his journey. This moment of revelation, provides Douglass with an
eclipse of the light that lies patiently for the dark to past, and if he is able to endure the
new experience of seeing the sun (the possibility of freedom) his consciousness will
forever be changed, his life will be completely altered. As it relates to agency, this is
where he begins to understand that he has some control or minute power over his
subjectivity.
Malcolm X was also plagued by Du Boisian double-consciousness early on in
life. And much like Douglass, he was enslaved by this form of ideology, this way of
seeing himself and the world. Although, the formation of his double-consciousness has
its nascence before and immediately after his father’s death, one of the most definitive
events occurred while he was at school. Malcolm X recollects, “English and history were
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the subjects I liked most. My English teacher, I recall-a Mr. Ostrowski-was always
giving advice about how to become something in life. The one thing I didn’t like about
history class was that the teacher, Mr. Williams, was a great one for “nigger” jokes” (X
29). Here one witnesses the subtle instilling of double-consciousness. Malcolm X is
viewed, or rather begins to view himself through “the eyes of others.” His professor’s
denigrating nature undermines Malcolm X’s subjectivity, renders him enslaved to the
stereotypes perpetuated within that ideology. X’s consciousness is further altered when
they “came to the textbook section on Negro history. It was exactly one paragraph long.
Mr. Williams laughed through it practically in a single breath, reading aloud how the
Negroes had been slaves and then were freed, and how they were usually lazy and dumb
and shiftless” (29). In this anecdote, Malcolm X revealed the degree in which his doubleconsciousness was ingrained by his educational institution. He was victimized by a
professor who abused history in an effort to discourage a young black youth.
Consequently, Malcolm X’s experience was so negative that it altered his destination and
forced a different path.
The change is a direct reflection of the negative consequences of doubleconsciousness. X, after listening to Mr. Ostrowski explain:
Malcolm, one of life’s first needs is for us to be realistic.

Don’t

misunderstand me, now. We all here like you, you know that. But you’ve
got to be realistic about being a nigger. A lawyer-that’s no thing you can
be. You’re good with your hands-making things. Everybody admires
your carpentry shop work. Why don’t you plan on carpentry? People like
you as a person-you’d get all kinds of work. (36)
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This marked the beginning of a series of reactions by Malcolm X. He was unable to
endure the negative perception and inevitably moved himself from the situation. One
learns that Malcolm’s journey from that point on was a response to the internalization of
that perception. He was another victim of double-consciousness, someone haunted by a
twoness, a struggle to be seen as he once viewed himself. However, unlike Du Bois who
used the negativity to fuel his quest for self-actualization, Malcolm X became one of
those individuals who were trapped by the nihilism. X evokes Du Bois' description of
those who responded differently. Du Bois writes, "With other black boys the strife was
not so fiercely sunny: their youth shrunk into tasteless sycophancy, or into silent hatred of
the pale world around them and mocking distrust of everything white; or wasted itself in
a bitter cry, Why did God make me an outcast and a stranger in mine own house?" (Du
Bois 5). Du Bois captures Malcolm X state of being immediately following his most
negative double-consciousness experience in his youth and provides an understanding
that sheds light on how/why X was still enslaved. The experiences with Du Boisian
double-consciousness reveal traces of Malcolm X's abjectivity. He was not without
subjectivity, but without the subjectivity he desired. In this sense, though possessing a
voice, it went unheard, and those who speak among those who fail to listen are in the
same position as the mute. Further, the potential agency that seemed within arm's reach
was never pursued, and not until X moved beyond being plagued by doubleconsciousness would he acquire any form of true agency.
Malcolm X experienced an evolution in consciousness through the same medium
as Frederick Douglass. He, like Douglass, discovered the power of reading and how it
was a vehicle to escape Du Boisian double-consciousness. Upon entering prison and
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after being introduced to the Nation of Islam, Malcolm X's quest for truth fueled his
hunger for knowledge. He understood that oppression is made possible by ignorance,
that power operated from an absence of knowledge and that those who exploited others
possessed an unfair advantage, an epistemic privilege. Thus, in order to alleviate his own
ignorance, in an effort to “level” the playing field (perhaps battle ground is a better
analogy) he commenced to reading any and everything. He notes the impact of reading
in stating, “I have often reflected upon the new vistas that reading opened to me. I knew
right there is prison that reading had changed forever the course of my life. As I see it
today, the ability to read awoke inside me some long dormant craving to be mentally
alive” (179). The importance of this passage lies in Malcolm X’s belief that reading
changed his life’s direction. It provided for him a way to counter the oppressive forces
demanding his subjugation. And for him, the process of being armed through reading is
paralleled by the act of being born again; for as stated, he was mentally dead prior to
dwelling in the realm of knowledge that reading afforded him.

More importantly,

reading alleviated the burden of Du Boisian double-consciousness. It allowed him to
function without being hindered by the perception of a "world that looks on in amused
contempt and pity." For once, X began to operate within a subjectivity that he enjoyed,
and though he did not construct it, he possessed agency through it.
Both Frederick Douglass and Malcolm X endured periods of abjectivity, moments
where they had no voice, or their voice made no sound. This state of being abjects
captured the profound degree in which they were oppressed through Du Boisian doubleconsciousness.

That is to say, they were severely hindered, negatively affected by

external perceptions that shaped their own. Nonetheless, as one enjoys in many literary
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novels, their are moments where the protagonists, namely Douglass and X, evolve and
progress. For them, progression is characterized by changes in consciousness(s) and
reading served as the critical element in that process. They went from abjectivity to
agency, from being plagued by double-consciousness to operating effectively within it,
from no subjectivity to some subjectivity. And all that is left, to truly understand why
these lives are read as narratives of consciousness with subtexts of freedom, is the
transformation of consciousness completely; the acquisition of autonomy-a departure
from Du Boisian double-consciousness into a Freirean libratory consciousness.
Freirean Libratory Consciousness
Paulo Freire, a Brazilian critical theorist, provides excellent insight on the role of
consciousness in the liberation of anyone oppressed. In Pedagogy of the Oppressed
Freire presents a libratory philosophy asserting that freedom or liberation can only be
actualized through the oppressed.

His theory is anchored on the thought that

consciousness plays an important role in that liberation, and how essentially, without a
change in that faculty, freedom is not attainable. The struggle for liberation thus becomes
a battle of consciousness, as the relationship of oppressor and oppressed is only changed
with the altering in mentality. Within this framework, freedom reflects an autonomy,
authority or free will that denotes the ability to influence one’s subjectivity, to choose the
ideology to which one becomes a subject. Therefore, one can conclude that freedom, or
the ability to inform one’s subjectivity, lies solely in the hand of the subject. Freire
writes:
It is only the oppressed who, by freeing themselves, can free their
oppressors. The latter, as an oppressive class, can free neither others nor
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themselves. It is therefore essential that the oppressed wage the struggle
to resolve the contradiction in which they are caught; and the contradiction
will be resolved by the appearance of the new man: neither oppressor nor
oppressed, but man in the process of liberation. (26)
Here Freire illuminates the responsibility of the subject. Only the oppressed or the
subject is capable of renegotiating the relationship he/she has within a certain ideology.
Only he/she is able to alter the conditions, to change the center. In addition to the trope
of responsibility is that of oppressor liberation. According to Freire, the oppressed
subject is not the only one enslaved; the oppressor his/herself is enslaved by the need to
oppress.

Thus, the oppressor needs to be freed from the oppressive relationship it

maintains with its subjects. This oppression manifests in the limitation of the subject in
articulating his/her own subjectivity.
The power the individual yields over the oppressor or ideology represents unused
potential inherent in the subject’s constitution. Unfortunately, the potential for liberation
is not easily manifested. Speaking of the oppressed, the subjects, Freire asserts, “they
will not gain this liberation by chance but through the praxis of their quest for it, through
their recognition of the necessity to fight for it” (27). This recognition is an awareness of
a subjectivity previously denied, but more importantly of their relationship to the
oppressive institution/ideology. Inevitably, to move beyond ignorance into an awareness
that reveals the true nature of subjectivity, the oppressed, the subject, must come to
understand some significant elements in the position he/she holds. This understanding
requires cognizance of what Freire calls a relationship of prescription:
Every prescription represents the imposition of one individual’s choice
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upon another, transforming the consciousness of the person prescribed to
into one that conforms with the prescriber’s consciousness. Thus, the
behavior of the oppressed is a prescribed behavior, following as it does the
guidelines of the oppressor. (29)
Here the role of prescriber is occupied by an oppressor. Unfortunately, the prescriptive
relationship between oppressed and oppressor, individual and ideology, subject and
master, creates a fear of freedom in the subject. In order to pursue freedom, the subject
must conquer this fear or forever remain as an oppressed subject. The question here
becomes how does one undermine or destroy the prescriptive relationship of oppressed
and oppressor, of author and discourse?
Freire asserts that the key to changing the prescriptive relationship lies within the
development of a new consciousness.

The individual is required to create a new

mentality, a new method of looking at the world. However, as Freire writes, “people
must first critically recognize its causes, so that through transforming action they can
create a new situation, one which makes possible the pursuit of a fuller humanity” (29). I
argue that the power to negotiate the relationship, to undermine the prescriptive nature, to
challenge the ideology is embedded within the act of acknowledging and asserting one's
autonomy, of demonstrating ownership of one's subjectivity, of revealing a freedom of
thought.
Movement into Libratory Consciousness
Frederick Douglass and Malcolm X both suffered from Du Boisian doubleconsciousness in a way that rendered them enslaved. Though Malcolm's enslavement
was a bit more intangible, they endured similar struggles. In the end, one realizes that
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their methods of obtaining autonomy and freedom were identical and that the
transformative element is something tightly woven in the fabric of narratives of
consciousness. Ostensibly, what afforded these two different men the same fate of
freedom was "reading." Reading proved to be the vehicle transporting both men from
dire states of double-consciousness to libratory states of consciousness.
As the Freirean theory suggests, there must be a transformation in consciousness
if the oppressed is to obtain his/her freedom. Douglass' moment occurred after fully
indulging in the act of reading. For instance, the way he describes his master's reaction to
his learning how to read and how it was a catalyst and motivation for him to pursue it
harder, illustrates the importance of said act.

He writes, "From that moment, I

understood the pathway from slavery to freedom... Though conscious of the difficulty of
learning without a teacher, I set out with high hope, and a fixed purpose, at whatever cost
of trouble, to learn how to read" (48). Douglass's master's disdain for Douglass learning
to read, did nothing but strengthen his proclivity. And this motivation fueled his pursuit
of a freedom previously denied.

This is evident as Douglass situated himself in

opposition to his master; essentially, he started to take control over his subjectivity. He
states:
What he [Douglass's master] most dreaded, that I most desired. What he
most loved, that I most hated. That which to him was a great evil, to be
carefully shunned, was to me a great good, to be diligently sought; and the
argument which he so warmly urged, against my learning to read, only
served to inspire me with a desire and determination to learn. (48)
Though articulating some form of autonomy, Douglass still lacked freedom in not
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possessing full control over his subjectivity.

For Freire, a necessary element for

Douglass was to “see in his master, something he saw within himself.”
When Douglass physically rebelled from Mr. Covey, he identified weakness as a
common agent of humanity. And with this Freirean recognition, Douglass asserted
himself, gained control over his subjectivity and got closer to freedom than ever before.
Douglass recalls his feelings in saying:
It rekindled the few expiring embers of freedom, and revived confidence,
and inspired me again with a determination to be free. The gratification
afforded by the triumph was a full compensation for whatever else might
follow, even death itself. He only can understand the deep satisfaction
which I experience, who has himself repelled by force the bloody arm of
slavery. (Douglass 69)
In accordance with the recipe of freedom, Douglass began to experience exactly what
Freire argues that the oppressed experience in transformative moments of consciousness.
He like them, “Felt as [he] never felt before. It was a glorious resurrection, for the tomb
of slavery, to the heaven of freedom. [His] long-crushed spirit rose, cowardice departed,
bold defiance took its place; and I now resolved that, however long I might remain a
slave in form, the day has passed forever when I could be a slave in fact” (69). For
Douglass’ story of freedom, the rest are details. The true glory lies in the Freirean
moment of liberation, where he broke the shackles of Du Boisian double-consciousness
to adorn himself in the cloak of Freirean libratory consciousness. Ironically, Malcolm
X’s story reads the same.
Reading served in the same capacity for Malcolm X as it did for Frederick
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Douglass. It became a mechanism of freedom, the vehicle to emancipation. Specifically,
it opened up Malcolm X to a world previously unknown; one full of thoughts never
thought, experiences never experiences and truths never fathomed. Malcolm X’s world
went from being flat to being round, from being characterized by nescience to being
defined by authentic knowledge. Paralleling Douglass’ response to the profound effects
reading had on his state of being, Malcolm X states:
Anyone who has read a great deal can imagine the new world that opened.
Let me tell you something: from then until I left that prison, in every free
moment I had, if I was not reading in the library, I was reading on my
bunk… Between Mr. Muhammad’s teachings, my correspondence, my
visitors-usually Ella and Reginald-and my reading of books, months
passed without my even thinking about being imprisoned. In fact, up to
then, I never had been so truly free in my life. (Malcolm X 173)
Malcolm took control over his subjectivity. He no longer indulged in self-deprecating
acts and assumed what was necessary to cultivate himself. However, it is important to
note that he still exalted Mr. Muhammad over himself. And consequently, this exaltation
of another man rendered his autonomy subordinate to his deference or peaceful
acquiescence to Muhammad. One learns that his glorious moment of freedom comes
when Mr. Muhammad is no longer master, when Malcolm, like Douglass does in Covey,
acknowledges the humanity of Muhammad.
The Freirean moment where Malcolm X realizes the humanity of the man he
exalted above all others, including himself, occurred when he learned of Mr.
Muhammad’s affairs. Up to that point, Muhammad appeared godlike in being free from
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Gibson 20
imperfection or lack of discipline. As Malcolm relays it, “That was [his] first major
blow. That was how [he] first began to realize that [he] had believed in Mr. Muhammad
more than he believed in himself. And that was how, after twelve years of never thinking
for as much as five minutes about [himself], [he] became able finally to muster the nerve,
and the strength, to start facing the facts, to think for [himself]” (306). This juncture of
Malcolm’s journey eclipses that which is to follow.

For it is within this Freirean

moment, this epiphanic state of being that Malcolm X steps out the chains of Du Boisian
double-consciousness. This is where he progressed to a Freirean libratory consciousness
and started to exercise his autonomy, began to claim his freedom.
The stories end differently, but the same.

Douglass eventually obtains his

physical freedom, after a mentally free state prevents him from truly serving other men.
Whereas, Malcolm X is physically freed through death, as his mental freedom is only
honored in such a way. Regardless of the method, or the end, the truth remains that both
these men’s lives can be read as narratives of consciousness. Both these men’s lives were
characterized by varying states of consciousness(s). And reading there biographies under
Du Boisian and Freirean optics, with a prefacing by Althusserian insight, provides the
reader with a profound understanding of the nature of freedom; particularly, the quest for
it. What one learns is that freedom in any form presupposes and prerequisites mental
freedom. If one is not free in thought, one is not free at all. The journey from abjectivity
and simple agency to autonomy and freedom is fueled by thought, and he/she who thinks
freely is the only one prepared and equipped to reach the destination.
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Abstract:
This paper looks at performance as popular protest by contrasting the history of
capoeira in Brazil with its ritualized world. I will approach this analysis from two
different contexts: The first approach will be historical illustrating how the performance
of capoeira is used by subaltern groups to exert power and achieve place in an
unaccepting political environment. I will analyze the changes in capoeira from slave
economy life explaining the central role that music, dance, and movement played in
resistance. This resistance was both passive and aggressive and did not end with the end
of the slave plantation economy systems. The next step is to look at the repression of
capoeira through the formation of the Brazilian nation and how the state eventually
realized the usefulness of harnessing popular culture performances to increase their
influence over the masses. I’d like to look at capoeira’s use with high-class officials in
Brazil in the 20s and 30s, capoeiristas in the Paraguayan war, and then capoeira being
named one of Brazil’s national sports in the Vargas Era. Although capoeira may continue
to be a signifier of social unrest and a catalyst for social change, the lines of distinction
between oppression and veneration becomes more complicated in the modern world.
Finally, I will look at how these conflicts of history and the confusion of delineation
between positive and negative influences on capoeira’s development get played out in the
ritual world of capoeira. I will analyze the physical inversions of movement in capoeira
as symbolic inversions of its social world.
“Lower orders were still the motor of historical change; the actions and ideas of
diasporan intellectuals can only be understood within a broader context of mass
social movements and global political economy.” (Kelley 132)

Capoeira is resistance in ritual. A capoeira player lives in a world of inversions. Just
as the upside-down aú and bananeira movements, within its play, capoeira is a
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microcosm where elements of power, prestige, politics, and existence are turned on their
heads. Only the most cunning will survive. (The capoeirista has made these capoeira
movements his weapon.) But it is not only the cunning, but also the beauty of capoeira
that makes it excruciating to watch. It is an elusive beauty that will slide through your
fingers if you reach out to embrace it. A capoeirista never stays still for long. This is his
defense and his offense. There is always more creating and recreating. A negativa out of
the way, a rolé roll to escape a kick, and then a ginga that flows from the sound of the
berimbau. These movements let the world know that the capoeirista laughs in the face of
repression and social conflict. A capoeirista gingas and sways through life. The world
becomes his creation. The movements are his art, his religion, and his tool for defense.
This paper will highlight the interplay between the ritualized world of the capoeira
circle and the historical world where capoeira emerged and embodied performative
resistance against social ills. In this analysis I will show how capoeira was and continues
to be a method of both passive and aggressive resistance, constantly changing and
responding to the social environment where it finds itself. Historically speaking, capoeira
is just as difficult to pin down as the ritual capoeira circle itself. Resistance implies a
tension between two forces, and, in historical narrative, there is, inevitably, the instict to
categorize the good forces and the bad forces: Slaves vs. masters, Afro-Brazilians vs. the
state, ruffians vs. politicians, tradition vs. corruption. (Browning 90) This easy dicotomy
cannot be created with capoeira. Just when you think you understand who is good and
who is bad, you realize you cannot tell anymore in the context of capoeira because
capoeira has survived by being so paradoxical. It is the art of disguise.

2
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Identity Formation in a World of Cultural Collision
Capoeira has emerged in a world of cultural collisions, and has developed a sense
of malleability and flexiblility that navigates cultural as well as political uncertainty,
giving the capoeira essence a secretive feeling of disguise. The most striking field where
this has occurred is in regards to ethnicity. Gerard Kubik, in his thorough analysis of the
psychological forces that have generated understandings surrounding the terms
“ethnicity” and “cultural identity” in the Americas, asserts that notions of culture, race,
and “cultural identity” are not fixed but are constantly in a state of change. Persons can
go through several different cultural profiles during their lifetime in a process of inner
cultural reconfiguration. (Kubik 17) Kubik argues that individuals constantly negotiate
their own ideas of culture with the “cultural identities” ultimately prescribed for them
from the outside. Ethnicity has received particular attention with the rise of urbanization
because of the cultural contacts occurring in highly industrialized, pluralistic, and multicultural societies. This negotiation has socio-psychological implications that affect not
only ethnicity, but, as Kubik concludes, artistic production. (Kubik 43) Capoeira has
emerged in this environment (mostly as an urban phenomenon) where the formation of
identity occurs in a social environment that is unwelcoming to capoeira practitioners who
were once seen as penniless troublemakers. Aspects of identity are concealed or appear as
something else in capoeira in attempts at self-preservation. Adaptations are constantly
occurring based on the environment where the capoeirista finds himself. This ability to
adapt a fluid identity as explained by Kubik has been the capoeirista’s survival tactic in
the face of adversity.
Derrida argues and Stuart Hall elaborates that identity formation can be captured by
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the term “differánce.” According to Derrida, this term can refer to both French verbs “to
differ” and “to defer.” This means that not only does identity describe a difference, but
also characteristics of identity are often “deferred” or “postponed” as we focus on the
more sounding and obvious differences. This deferral of difference creates bonds of
commonality. Here is where the capoeirista emerges. The capoeirista community has
always been diverse. In its beginnings, it incorporated Afro-Brazilians of different
African heritages. Hall illustrated New World “differánce” by applying the principle of
Derrida to Aimé Césaire and Leopold Senghor’s metaphor of Présence Africaine (site of
the repressed), Présence Européenne (site of the colonist), and Présence Américaine (site
of the “New World”). The “New World” is where Derrida’s différance is played out
because we see the colliding and sliding of different pieces of the identity puzzle. In the
space of collision among these three identities there exists a possibility of new
becomings. There are new imaginings of both sameness and difference. During times of
slavery, for example, traditions of different tribes and African nations were melded and
incorporated into a system of resistance made solely for the context of the New World.
(Hall 233) Today capoeira incorporates people of different nationalities, races, and world
views. Difference is “deferred” within this heterogeneous group and the differences
become homogenous as all players are capoeiristas, existing on an even field within the
context of capoeira, who learn the art of navigating a world of cultural collision no matter
where they fit into the identity puzzle. As players and the game developed, Derrida’s
differánce has become reoriented to unite people of different social classes and ethnicities
onto a global scale. A capoeira identity can unite people across oceans and across
language barriers.
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Turning Culture into Social Justice
Capoeira is not a social movement in itself, but the difference between capoeira
and classically defined social movements is subtle. Many capoeira mestres have been
active members in organized fights against racism, especially in Bahia. Mestre Cobra
Mansa, one of the most well known mestres from Bahia, has worked with the Black
Movement in Brazil and “Projecto Axé,” a street children movement project, for years
using capoeira as a tool for education and liberation. Capoeira has also found itself
incorporated into the women’s movement. Within the last ten years there have been a
series of conferences and rodas held annually worldwide for women to discuss the
women’s space in capoeira and how capoeira can be used as her personal liberation.
Grassroots movements promoting social liberation often call on the capoeira spectacle to
bring attention to their cause. In New Jersey my capoeira Senzala group was involved in
performances during meetings such as teens against drugs, Be Cool Stay in School, and
multicultural awareness, just to name a few.
Perhaps it is capoeira’s subtlety of definition that gives capoeira the ability to
unite people, inevitably making it a ripe environment for social change, regardless if it
defines itself as a social movement or not. Cultural groups, such as capoeira academies,
are venues that can be mobilized in the pursuit of social justice because culture is an
arena of life where subordinate groups often have a fair amount of control. Educational
centers (capoeira academies) breed creativity and organization that can be very
subversive and powerful if channeled accordingly. (Eckstein 35) Public spectacle has
always been an important feature of political activism. If we think about well-defined
social movements, those that are most memorable have some sort of spectacle as an
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important component to their success. George Yúdice argues that the Zapatistas in
Chiapas, Mexico, for example, are an indigenous mobilization that is dependent to a large
degree on public spectacle for the few successes that they have achieved (Yúdice 1998:
379). What would the Zapatista movement be without the mask of Marcos? Similarly,
the Movimento Sem Terra of Brazil calls for the public spectacle of land invasions and
public protest to make their cases heard.
While capoeiristas do not link themselves directly with a particular political or
social ideology, their spectacle has been and will be mobilized for social justice
campaigns dealing with underrepresented Brazilians, as this is the history of the art form.
But also, capoeira has and will be used by marginalized groups worldwide who have
coopted the capoeira tradition for their own cause. The insertion of capoeira groups into
the larger "global civil society" of grassroots community movements, NGOs,
foundations, and other initiatives, produces what George Yúdice calls a "performative
injunction" (Yúdice 48). Performative injunction creates a transformation of all cultural
practices into resources that are used and counter used to gain position by diverse social
actors.
Capoeirista’s are conscious of the possibility for resistance, deception, and power
transformation through their art. I argue that it is because of this certainty of power that
capoeirista’s practice what DeCerteau has labeled the “politics of everyday” resistance.
DeCerteau finds that average people have developed various strategies that establish their
independence in a world that seeks to dominate them. Capoeira is an art of deviant
subtleties. The capoeirista uses his cunning, the history of his art, and his surrounding
environment to perform daily acts of subtle resistance. The symbolic social inversions
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that are performed inside the circle of capoeira have come to transcend into the
capoeirista daily life. DeCerteau’s The Practice of Everyday reads and functions like a
poem, creating his argument through symbolic relationships and analogy. Capoeira is
also like this poem; a poem in motion that often does not need analyzing, for the meaning
is constantly changing, and is simply understood. The ritual of capoeira, therefore,
embodies processes of identity formation and reformation, social resistance and change,
and self-liberation.
George Yúdice discusses how performativity can be used to eradicate problems and
social tensions such as those caused by the colliding of different cultures. He considers
the relationship between performativity and the deployment of culture as a solution to
misunderstandings between actors in a given society. (Yúdice 43) He states that
performative theory has been characterized predominantly as an act that “produces that
which it names” (Yúdice 47). Thus, performing, whether it be performing and celebrating
a cultural heritage, performing and reenacting symbolic social ills of exclusion, or
performing and parodying social existence, is the creation of culture and understanding.
These different types of performances all make up the fibers of capoeira ideology and
they are represented in the different styles of games ritualized within the capoeira circle.
(Games of cunning, playful conversations, aggressive conformation, ritualized deception,
to name a few.) Yúdice argues that in parlaying culture into social justice, violence and
confrontation can often be channeled into dance and music for positive resistance. Art
becomes an opportunity to perform practices of public participation or citizenship
otherwise left unverbalized or marginalized. (Yúdice 133)
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An Historical Clash: Capoeira and Public Authority
Historically, Capoeira has done just that, performed participation and inclusion by
those left voiceless. While early records of capoeira are sparse (because of capoeira’s
persecution and because the players hide their subversion behind the “politics of
everyday” which can sometimes appear mundane) there exist references to capoeira as
early as 1770. Many songs still sung today make references to the times of slavery and
speak of everyday troubles and difficulties of living in squalor. For example:
Vou dizer a meu sinhô
Que a manteiga derramou
Vou dizer ao meu senhor
que a manteiga derramou
E a manteiga não é minha
E a manteiga é de ioiô
Vou dizer ao meu senhor
que a manteiga derramou
A manteiga é de ioiô
Caiu na água e se molhou
Vou dizer ao meu senhor
que a manteiga derramou
A manteiga é do patrão
Caiu no chão e derramou
Vou dizer ao meu senhor
que a manteiga derramou
A manteiga não é minha
É pra filha de ioiô
I will tell my master
That the butter has spilled
I will tell my master
That the butter has spilled
The butter isn't mine
It is the master's butter
I will tell my master
That the butter has spilled
The butter is the master's
It fell on the water and melted
I will tell my master
That the butter has spilled
The butter is the boss'
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It fell on floor and melted
I will tell my master
That the butter has spilled
The butter isn't mine
It's for the master's daughter
The above song refers to social aspects of life as a slave. There is a sense of irony and
metaphor in the lyrics. The spilling of the butter can be read as a sort of foot dragging.
Resisting work through techniques that seem mundane. Yet there is a sense of dignity and
pride in the lyrics. The slave will tell the master that the butter spilled, knowing that he
may be punished and that the butter did not belong to him. Letting the butter melt and
spill is a metaphoric subversion against the dominant class and a form of insurrection of
the slave. (Barbosa 87)
There was obviously a conflict of interest between public authority figures and the
lower classes that were trying to preserve their traditions through practices such as
capoeira and also looking for ways to express their resistance and criticism of the system.
Capoeiristas met to play with friends, demonstrating their flexibility and agility. They
entertained crowds who actively participated with handclapping, songs, and music. As
with other African-derived ritualistic traditions, there is an emphasis on a holistic
approach to the performance. Music and movement are seen as one. Capoeira carried a
great sense of irony not just within the circle itself, but also when it moved into public
spheres. Capoeristas would play during festivals and holidays, always attracting large
crowds. (Chvaicer 546) The capoeiristas would jump and leap in front of musical bands,
military troops, and religious processions, undermining the power and humiliating the
authorities that could never seemed to pin them down even though they strongly objected
to them (Chvaicer 547). Through their movements and their art, capoeiristas were able to
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divert attention away from whatever event was being led by the dominant group, yet they
communicated all of this through movement and not through direct protest and civil
disobedience.
In cities, capoeira circles offered a protective circle enclosing capoeiristas who
were training for an “organized transmission of techniques of resistance” (Browning 95).
The positive image of capoeira, however, gets very confused in the eighteenth century
when capoeira becomes associated with uncontrolled violence, an image narrated by
public authorities. This was the beginning of capoeira’s association with ruffianism.
Afro-Brazilian maltas (gangs) were said to have used capoeira as a form of control and
aggression in gang activity and looting. (Browning 95) In Rio in the 1830s, because of
the violent gang activity associated with capoeira, the police heavily repressed capoeira.
Although the upper classes saw this as ruffianism, the lower strata of society tended to
admire the performances of the capoeiristas and saw them as protecting their own
interests. The malandro was often seen as a heroic figure. “His misfortune was that he
began with two strikes against him. He was born a slave or in poverty, and he was not of
European racial and ethnic origin. Consequently, he had no recourse and had to learn to
live by his wits.” (Merrel 2005: 8) Capoeiristas often succeeded in escaping the police
thanks to the crowd who helped them get away. (Chvaicer 546) When two rival capoeira
groups would fight against each other, the rival forces would unite in order to elude the
public force. (Abreu 5) Conflicting interests and views of capoeira led to many clashes
when the ruling culture tried to suppress Afro Brazilian agency that the capoeira
performance invoked.
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In the public space, slaves and freed blacks played capoeira or used it as an
offensive weapon to fight for territory over different open areas. Public squares with
water fountains were spaces heavily fought over by capoeira gangs. Carioca Square was
a prominent meeting spot for capoeiristas because the public fountain on the square
attracted crowds of slaves and freed blacks queuing for water. Squares also offered many
escape routes in case of the arrival of the police. (Mattias 79)
The implications that violent clashes had on the development of the psyche of the
capoeirista should not be underestimated. This psyche is what has led to the capoeira
ritual being so charged with authoritarian resistance. The role that violence has played in
the psychological development of the colonizers and the colonized has been extensively
analyzed and has been noted to be a central force in the development of the New World’s
social psyche. Franz Fanon constructed a notion of the colonizer and the colonized as
racialized subjects in his book Black Skin, White Masks. His psychoanalytic analysis
explicated the differential paths of the neurosis generated by colonial domination,
inferiorization, and delusions on the part of the colonized, phobias and anxieties on the
part of the colonizer. Fanon was acutely aware of how individual, social, and political
consciousnesses are shaped in relation to historical events, material forces, as well as
cognitive and emotional states. Violence by capoeiristas during the nineteenth and early
twentieth century can be linked to this analysis of delusionment of the underclass and
phobia of the upper class. Violence at times became channelled into a ritualized clash in
the capoeira circle where performativity acted out roles of domination, subordination,
social inversion, and aleviated the pressures of the psychological burden of the violent
social environment. Thus, capoeira was a type of social activism performing inclusion.
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The necesity to perform violence often is far greater than merely a need to blow
off steam or to exert pure force upon others. Daniel Goldstein describes the necessity to
perform violence among marginalized groups for public acknowledgement and inclusion
in his book The Spectacular City. He describes how migrant settlements on the outskirts
of Cochabamba in neoliberal Bolivia are a staging ground for public displays (violent and
non-violent) that function as vehicles for marginalized sectors of the society to gain
visibility. (Goldstein 15) Goldstein uses the same structural framework to analyze the
folkloric street festivals of barrio Villa Pagador (legal spectacles) and vigilante lynchings
of thieves in the barrio (illegal spectacles). While street capoeira (capoeira breaking from
the ritual circle and erupting into violence in the street) was far from a staged lynching,
what is common in both is performing an act of inclusion where violence becomes
necessary to get attention among an excluded community. The act of inclusion reaches
levels of violence when interests clash with outside public forces or simply for the very
fact that these communities had very little access to resources. The seizing of public
space can be seen as an act of reclaiming space for those members of society who are left
invisible. We see this same sort of symbolic act in the Madres de la Plaza Mayo in
Argentina. The mothers seized the public square as a reclaiming of the bodies and the
persons who had physically disappeared. (Yúdice 352)
However, although violence and territoriality is part of the narrative of capoeira, it
most likely has been largely drawn out of proportion by the phobias and anxieties of the
dominant class and is likely not an accurate representation of what was really happening
in the capoeira world during the nineteenth century. For example, Chvaicer makes note of
a slave of Antonio Soares de Araujo who learned capoeira while he was in a public
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square. “He was entertained with acrobatic and agile exercises that the mob called
capoeiragem.” (Chvaicer 531) This was a note published in the Diário do Rio de Janeiro
and shows that capoeira was a positive experience for the young boy. It depicts a capoeira
where the players show their talent and capability in the art of capoeira rather than
demonstrate bloody, violent activity. The fact that capoeira called attention of a crowd
and had the potential to provoke disorder must have been seen as very dangerous to
authorities and been one of the reasons why they were so quick to pin capoeira in a
negative light. (Chvaicer 540)
The historical setting of capoeira philosophy illustrates the benefits of taking the
deceptive irony, the positive energy, and the malícia1 from the game and applying it to
the ambiguous relationship that capoeiristas often had with white authority. In the early
nineteenth century, at the start of Dom João VI’s monarchy, the first official police force
was instituted in Brazil, and the head of the Royal Guard, Major Vidigal, was said to be a
powerful capoeirista. He was in charge of both using capoeira to defend members of the
monarchy and also keeping ruffian capoeira gangs under control. (Browning 97)
In the early nineteenth century public officials in Rio de Janeiro viewed capoeira
merely as a game (jogo) played by black slaves. Although contemporary travelers'
accounts and engravings initially portrayed it as a warlike dance that embodied
certain African rituals and martial art traditions, by the end of the century they
described it as a tool that enabled slaves to commit offences and criminal acts
against their masters. The capoeiras (participants), who were by then mostly
1

A word used to describe the subtleties of personal interactions that allow a person to
gain the advantage in a particular situation. Malícia illustrates manipulation, charisma,
and charm. It is not necessarily filled with evil intentions. It is more about using cunning
to survive.
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natives of Brazil, were characterized as cold-blooded murderers who were unruly
and undermined the foundations of the local society. In other words, within a few
decades, references to capoeira changed dramatically: the "game" became
"dangerous criminal act.” (Chvaicer 525)
Capoeira players found themselves in an environment where they always had to
be on guard, no one could be trusted. But capoeira never lost its character as a playful act.
It continued to hold all of the characteristics and ironies of life. Authorities realized that
these representations had the power for both physical and spiritual mobilization of the
lower class. Capoeiristas organized public rodas for entertainment, but their songs and
their movements were poignant satires and commentaries of the unfair social order. They
played capoeira in front of military and religious processions diverting attention away
from the main event to the chagrin of the public officials. (Chvaicer 544) And their
performance was always accompanied by music, dance-like movements, and involved the
participation of its spectators. Although the public attempted to brand capoeiristas as
public hoodlums, the masses continued to respect and admire the performers.
Capoeira enjoyed a small period of respect during the War of Triple Alliance, in
which Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil formed a military league against Paraguay. The
Paraguayan war 1865-1870 resulted in a compulsory draft for the Brazilian army.
Capoeirista recruits and volunteers became associated with maintaining order in 1865
when capoeiristas were used chiefly as “canon fodder on the battlefront.” (Merrel 2005:
7) Several articles refer to capoeiristas who refused to fight in the war resisting their
arrest using movements of capoeira. (Assunção 103) But despite complaints that
capoeiristas were not complying with the law, many capoeiristas did fight valiantly in the
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Paraguayan war. Manuel Querino reports that the capoeira soldiers distinguished
themselves in assaults with bayonets. (Assunção 103)
After the war, capoeiristas returned and their acceptance into society was again
resisted. Capoeira moved underground yet again. Public authorities continued to project
the image that capoeiristas were all malandros, or vagabonds. Malandragem, unlike
malícia, is characterized by being being ill intentioned. It was a word associated with
illegal activities, lying, cheating, stealing, and violence that was projected through the
malandro image. Capoeira tries to create a line distinguishing malícia and malandragem,
but it is one that is often not fully understood by those outside of capoeira circles. Thus
malícia, a positive attribute, was often mistaken for malandragem. And because of the
malandros reputation, in 1890 a penal code was passed calling for fifteen to thirty days in
jail for vagabonds practicing capoeira, two to six months in prison if they were members
of a malta engaged in any illicit activity, and three years for repeat offenses. (Merrel
2005: 8)
A Protective Circle
With the tense public environment for capoeira, there was a need for a space of
safety and refuge. The ruffianism of the street and the malandro image signified a break
from the protective circle of the capoeira community. Malandragem was not welcomed
in capoeira circles because malandragem exemplified where class and race wars erupted
into violence outside of the controled ritual space. The malandro represented a forced
construction by dominating forces, an image that the true capoeirista used to his
advantage in his game and social life. He did not simply follow the stereotypes prescribed
for his domination. “The so-called mulatto capoeirista is a figure moving between
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categories. He exists at the anxious point of contact between blacks and whites. And
while that point of contact was sexualized in the body of the mulata sambista, it is made
violent in that of the capoeirista” (Browning 96). Capoeiristas, especially in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, came mostly from the lower strata of society. The
Capoeirista coopted the image of violence, but put depth and meaning behind the
movements, using their negative image to his advantage. Violence became channeled into
cunning expertise, malícia.
Houses known as zungus or angus were spaces where capoeira could be practiced
in a relatively protected environment, free of the violent clashes between authority and
the underclass. Zungus were residences for slaves and freed blacks for hire. They
constituted a space where blacks could unite to eat, hold parties, worship their gods, play
music, and play capoeira. Not surprisingly, zungus were under constant police
surveillance and were often shut down arbitrarily. (Mattias 79) Rolnik (1989) chronicles
the distinct spaces for slaves, free blacks, and subsequently middle-class blacks in
response to the specific conditions of racial exclusion in urban Brazil, and the utilization
of these spaces as sites of community and resistance. (Hanchard 28)
In capoeira today there is a strong focus on the establishment of a safe and
protective environment for play that stems out of capoeira’s history of being persecuted
by public authorities. The closed circle is a safety, a cosmogram of an ideal, an isolated
world where there is no violent encroachment (Browning 160). A distinction is made
between street capoeira and a capoeira roda. Street capoeira is equated to the ruffian
capoeira that often leads to violence and was persecuted by public officials. The true art
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of capoeira is always contained within the sacred space of the roda. The roda is the space
where culture can be protected and nurtured.
A capoeira community is thought of as a family. A roda is the protective circle
where these capoeira family members meet to carry out their ritual of capoeira and
preserve and practice their art. The roda is always organized in the same way. The
instruments are the focal point of the roda because it is from the music that one gets
different clues about the game and where the energy for the games is developed. The
head Mestre, or the person in the most powerful position, usually leads the head
berimbau (known as gunga) unless he has granted permission to another member of the
capoeira group. Beside him will be the médio and the viola berimbaus followed by two
pandeiros, an agogô, a reco-reco, and an atabaque.
The roda is a world within a world. In fact, when two players take a break from
the game they walk counter-clockwise around the circle. This is called roda ao mundo, to
walk around the world. Games are conversations between people. We communicate
differently with different people that we meet. At times we must be cautious and learn
their true intentions before we “make ourselves open.” Spectators surround the edges of
the circle and watch and clap in rhythm. In the time of capoeira’s persecution, these
spectators served as a shield to protect capoeiristas from the sight of public officials.
Although the circle is seen as protective space, just as in life, anything can happen
within the game. Players may dance and play, but they also fight and assert aggression.
But it is supposed to be an aggression performed in the spirit of malícia, and not dirty and
ill-willed in the spirit of malandragem. In a roda in New Orleans recently, a new visiting
student entered to play with an experienced professor. The student, unfamiliar with the
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“language” of capoeira began to throw movements that communicated a very aggressive
game. Without meaning to, she had opened the door for the more experienced capoeira
player to react to her aggression. She found herself knocked on the ground on several
occasions and left the roda feeling frustrated and flustered. The teacher stopped the roda
to explain to her what had just happened. He said, “In capoeira, people put on many acts.
You have to be prepared for anything. How do I know that you won’t pretend to be
inexperienced one minute and turn around and throw me a martelo to the face the next? I
don’t know you. I don’t know your intentions. When you do certain movements, I have
no choice but to react. Capoeira is not about proving anything, it is about conversing with
each other. If you talk aggressively towards me, I must respond. As a capoeirista, you
have to become aware of who has a larger vocabulary than you.” The language of
capoeira creates skills and a sense of being that helps deal with all sorts of aggressions.
There is a need to be familiar with the history and traditions of the ritual in order to not
find yourself in a troubling and precarious position during the game. People are often
“tested” before they are let into the familial circle. The circles of capoeira circle endlessly
back to tradition, outward into the secular, and inward into the spiritual, making the roda
a very liminal and powerful time.
What does this ritual and these lessons have to do with social mobilization? This
circular conversation is applicable to many aspects of life outside of the world of the
roda. And thus makes capoeira a vehicle to project and propel social movements forward
through its emphasis on positive change through performativity. Capoeira becomes
liberating. To describe this, Mattias Assunção wrote,
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After capoeira play comes to a close within the roda, it never really ends, for the
capoeirista walks more lightly. He returns to his day-to-day reality, with the same
problems he left aside during his brief time in the roda. But, as he nurtures and
fortifies his outlook on life as a result of his time in the roda gingando, things
gradually begin to change. His problems are the same, but they no longer oppress
him. It is not the problems that have changed, but the capoeirista himself, when in
the roda. (Assunção 53)
A Politicized Split: Capoeira Regional and Capoeira Angola
The protective circle of the Capoeira community underwent a political split in the
1930s that has complicated even further how we can define capoeira and how we read its
elements of social mobilization and resistance. The split in itself, however, is a social
commentary. Capoeira Regional emerged in the 1930s and was named “gimnástica
brasileira,” which attempted to lift capoeira from its ruffian image by marketing capoeira
as an athletic “sport,” by encouraging involvement of other social classes, and by
incorporating techniques from other martial arts to give capoeira a more modern feel.
Capoeira Angola reacted negatively to this modernization of capoeira, critiquing that the
Regional style was diverging too far from its African ancestry and heritage and, thus,
angoleiros stressed the reAfricanization of the art. The split illustrated two diverging
ways of understanding how capoeira could best be used to promote social mobility and
change.
In 1932 Manoel dos Reis Machado, better known as Mestre Bimba, opened the
first legitimate capoeira academy in Salvador, Bahia. In 1937 he offered a course
registered as “physical education” with the secretary of education. (Almeida 32) Bimba
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gained the reputation of only accepting students who had jobs or who were studying.
Many have noted that Mestre Bimba’s style of capoeira, which he called Regional
because of the region of Bahia where he was from, incorporates many aspects of Jui Jitsu
and other Asian martial arts (Merrel 2005: 9). For Bimba, modernizing capoeira meant
separating it from the malandro image, incorporating it into the national Brazilian image,
and thus gaining agency for the capoeira community that strove to create a space for the
marginalized in a culturally colliding and hierarchical world.
At the same time, Vicente Gerreira Pastinha, Mestre Pastinha, became obsessed
with the preservation of the capoeira tradition and its association with Afro Brazilian
culture. He negated changes and adaptations of capoeira from the outside world and
focused on maintaining those elements that were distinctly African derived. His style
became known as capoeira Angola. (Almeida 37) For Pastinha, capoeira must continually
highlight its African roots to be used as a vehicle for agency. For some angoleiros, if
capoeira is coopted by other social classes and groups, it loses its representative force that
allows it agency.
Over the years, capoeira slowly migrated off the street and into the academies, be
they regional or angola academies. Through capoeira regional this happened by changing
the image of capoeira from one associated with slavery to a certifiable martial art.
Regional saw the incorporation of different racial and socio-economic groups into the
study of capoeira. By the 1950s Bimba’s academies were also organized in Rio de
Janeiro and São Paulo. By the 1970s there were academies in the United States and
Europe.
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Through Angola this migration to academies occurred through an emphasis on
tradition and continuity with a dignified African past. However, although capoeira
Angola stressed tradition, it was not exempt from change. Capoeira Angola began to
distance itself from overtly combative moves and emphasized the malícia and playfulness
of the game, making it more of a ritual performance. (Merrel 2005: 10) This is not to say
that angoleiros were not athletic or able to use their art for direct physical action. Their
movements may have been slower and more deliberate, but this was all part of the
disguise because in the moment when quickness and agility were needed, an angoleiro
could respond with quickness and agility. “Capoeira Angola continued to stress malícia
over raw power, subtle unexpected moves over a fixed repertoire of moves in variant
sequences, and deception over seriousness…It remained more of a family affair than the
club-like affair that capoeira regional was becoming.” (Merrel 2005: 12)
There continues to be a great tension between the philosophies of capoeira
regional and capoeira Angola. In a book for beginners in capoeira Mestre Bola Sete, a
famous angoleiro mestre says,
Gostaria de alerter os novos capoeiristas e aqueles que realmente
pretendem aprender a autêntica capoeira Angola que não se
impressionem com a pancadaria desenfreada e nem com os saltos
espetaculares que são características de certos “capoeiristas”, pois isso
não faz parte da capoeira. Pela ginga, pela manha, pela calma, segurança
e equilíbrio no ataque e na defesa e pelo conhecimento dos rituais e
tradições da capoeira Angola é que se conhece o verdadeiro capoeirista.
(Bola Sete 187)
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I would like to alert new capoeiristas and those who really want to learn
authentic capoeira that they should not be impressed by the fast and
furious hits or the spectacular jumps and flips characteristic of certain
“capoeiristas,” because this is not part of capoeira. It is the malicious
ginga, the cunning, the calmness, the security, and the balance in attack
and defense and knowledge of the rituals and traditions of capoeira
Angola that makes a true capoeirista. (My translation)
Axé: A Common Ground
The break between Capoeira Angola and Capoeira Regional has been highly
politicized. Angoleiros often criticize regionalistas for “selling-out” to the dominant
society. The movements, the style of play, the speed of the game, and the training in
capoeira styles differ greatly. I, myself, recently made a shift from training Capoeira
Regional to training Capoeira Angola due to the fact that New Orleans, my new home,
only has an Angola academy. The pedagogy for teaching movements is very different
from the Regional style. In fact, movements even have different names. There are
different rituals and clues of conduct in the Angola game that I am just learning even
though I have been training Capoeira Regional for four years. But the truth is, in most
cases the lines between capoeira Regional and capoeira Angola become more and more
difficult to distinguish. These days, most capoeira schools lie widely on the spectrum
between strict angoleros and strict regionalistas.
If there is such a divergence in philosophy and understanding between capoeira
Angola and capoeira Regional, is it even possible to talk of a unified capoeira that can be
harnessed for social activism? I would say yes. Even though training techniques may
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differ between different schools and ideologies of capoeira, there are fundamental aspects
that always remain the same. The continuity lies in the African concept of axé that drives
the ritual of capoeira and links the capoeira performance to historical resistance
movements of marginalized communities. It is axé that should be harnessed for social
activism.
The word [axé], tinged with mystery and even mysticism, is at once more
and less than a concept. It is more, because, as mystical space, words and
concepts simply cannot account for it. It is less, for it is pre- or extralinguistic; it is prior to language; it is raw feeling; it is in the heart and guts
rather than in the head; it is spirit rather than reason. (Merrel 2005: 16)
Although capoeira has no direct link to religion, there is a strong link between
rites of capoeira and a connection to roots. Capoeiristas wish each other well by desiring
“muita axé” for that person. To wish someone “axé” is to wish the connection of body,
mind, and spirit. It is almost a trance-like state where you feel connected to those around
you and to your surrounding environment. With axé, you have the power to give and
receive energies and emotions that to drive the roda in a powerful way. The channeling
of energies and emotions, both positive and negative is a huge motivator for movements
of social justice among Afro Brazilians and other marginalized players. This image of
unity of spirit that axé encapsulates is what Yúdice calls “performative injunction” that
allows performance to be a resource to gain power. Capoeira’s concept of axé is power in
art that permeates into our social world. It is what gives capoeiristas the ability to
“perform resistance.”
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Both Capoeira Regional and Capoeira Angola diverge from social norms through
both conformity and resistance. In order for a defense technique for Afro Brazilians to
survive, it had some sense of conformity, thus the use of dance, song, and the
emphasizing of “play” over the fighting and training. Yet at the heart of capoeira’s roots
was the union of the Afro-Brazilian body, mind, and spirit. It was a black defense
technique, in both a literal and spiritual sense. Conformity is appearance, while resistance
is what is actually going on. Deception through conformity and resistance becomes a
matter of survival.
The slave created the image of conformity while scheming subtle forms of
resistance by producing ways to slow down, construct glitches in, and
even sabotage, progress on the plantation or in the mansion. In order to
bring this about, the slave fashioned deceptive strategies. He pretended to
be doing one thing while doing something else. He put on a good-natured
face while cursing between his teeth. He put on a show of obedience while
subverting the rules. He obeyed, and at the same time he practiced
clandestine noncompliance. He played the game of masters and slaves; yet
he secretly planned clever patterns of rebellion. These techniques of
deception became rooted in the practice of capoeira. This is one of the
reasons why capoeira is so hard to explain. (Merrel 2005: 23)
Retelling the World: Ironic Riddles and Metaphors of Movement
It was the axé, the subtle inversions, and the subtle rebellions in the ideology of
capoeira that first attracted me to it. My first taste was a chance conversation with a
capoeira mestre on a bus in Salvador, Bahia. He spoke of capoeira as a philosopher
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would speak, describing his art as being that of both beauty and playfulness but also
malícia and resistance. I was hooked. And later, when I began training capoeira in an
academy, I continued to be fascinated to hear capoeiristas, especially capoeira mestres,
speak about capoeira because they seemed to always talk in riddles and metaphors. They
painted pictures of life with such emotion and tied the mundane of daily existence to
something significant in the particular game of capoeira, the microcosm of the real world
turned upside down, that the students were watching.
As I began doing research and reading books written by capoeira mestres, I found
that these books contained these same elements of mysticism and constant paradoxes.
Indeed, capoeira has come to hold great philosophical significance for me and has even at
times been my own sacred therapy for the trials and tribulations of life. Capoeira has the
ability to “become.” Because of this, it is often coopted for the purposes of different
social actors. By this I mean it has the ability to become exactly what you need it to be.
In this aspect it has become mine, my own form of resistance and social chronicle for my
world. But I have also come to realize that I can never completely “be” capoeira because
capoeira is much bigger than myself. It especially evokes the struggles of resistance of
Afro Brazilians throughout history and holds the healing powers for them to confront
injustices committed against a group so often looked over and forgotten. Yúdice is right.
Art and music (capoeira) have parlayed culture into social justice. And capoeiras’ genius
is that it has managed to do so not only in the environment described by Derrida and Hall
where the African collides with the European, but it continues to be flexible and even
holds capacities for change and identity formation in contexts utterly foreign to its AfroBrazilian beginnings. But in all this change and molding, its roots are always visible. I
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am, a blonde, white girl from a small town in North Carolina, now one of the thousands
of transmitters of Afro Brazilian culture and am one more member in a conscious and
unconscious movement for marginal communities to find inclusion.
These days, capoeira is no longer practiced by people in an a slave society; it has
been commodified by many different agents and it is even practiced by people of so
called “mainstream” and “dominant” social groups. Even so, capoeira finds ways to fight
social battles, both little and big, depending on who harnesses its performative power.
One obvious social battle now being performed actively is a gender battle. Mestres have
often told me that, in the capoeira community, women have advantages in the capoeira
circle because women have had to learn the art of deception and seduction in a machista
culture no matter what their social class. The art of malícia comes more naturally for
them, while for men it is something that they have to learn. (Merrel 2005: 281) There are
a few legendary tales of women in capoeira performative history, but mainly women’s
involvement in capoeira has been a recent phenomena. Through the changes in capoeira
and integration of different groups a constant has been that ideologically and physically
capoeiristas learn to see the world “upside down,” they learn to see its underbelly (Merrel
2005: 32). The aú, a cartwheel performed by the two players turning upside down while
all the while watching each other, is always how the game begins. It is a symbolic act of
turning the world on its head. Women, then, have much to bring to a roda and the art of
seductive resistance.
Movements throughout the course of play continue the metaphor of a “world
turned upside down.” A large amount of time in capoeira is spent with your hands on the
ground and your feet in the air, but no matter what position you twist or turn, eyes are
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always on your partner. Because capoeira is a world where things are not always as they
seem. Another inverted position is the Queda de Rins (literally translated as the “fall on
the kidneys”). The capoeirista is on his head looking at the world upside down with his
elbow tucked inside his kidney for support. In the bananeira movement the player holds
himself up in a handstand while viewing his partner upside down. It is thought that these
inversions gave slaves an outlet for expressing their view of a world that was degrading
and topsy-turvy. For the socially aware, this world is still topsy-turvy and capoeira is an
outlet to express and play through the social injustices that make it such.
Myth and Social Purpose
The topsy-turvy world of the roda has historical significance based on both fact
and myth. At times theses mythic tales give the game momentous social strength. There
are multiple interpretations of the beginning and motivations for the developments of
movements in capoeira. The narratives and myths surrounding its formation are as
numerous as capoeira groups. One popular conception of capoeira is that it was
developed as a means of self-defense for slaves hoping to escape to independent black
communities known as quilombos in the backlands of the agricultural states. Quilombos
have been documented as remarkably developed urban centers with organized political
and market systems. Palmares, one of the most extensively developed of these tight-knit
communities, was located in the interior of Alagoas (Browning 94). It prided itself on
reviving African traditions and recreating a complex African inspired social order. The
warriors from Palmares carried out frequent raids on nearby plantations to liberate slaves.
Portuguese plantation owners saw Palmares as a threat and planned to destroy the
villages. Capoeiristas often claim that Palmares defended itself from attempts to return its
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members to captivity by using the art of capoeira. (Merrel 2005: 7) Most likely the
efficiency of capoeira in defending slaves against armed and mounted resistance has been
exaggerated over the years, and, in fact, capoeira has flourished as an urban phenomenon,
not as an art form emerging from the bush. Even so, these myths have been crucial in the
formation of identity and pride for the capoeirista. Aristotle once said that, “A friend of
wisdom is a friend of myth.” (Bettelheim 35) Indeed, the symbolic elements of myth link
the past, present, and future of capoeira as well as create a capacity of transcendence that
links capoeira to ideals of virtue and truth.
Myths and legends became crucial to Africans in the New World. When slaves
arrived in the New World, their direct connection to their countries of origin was cut off.
When the transatlantic slave trade to Brazil stopped in the 1850s, displaced people had to
rely on memory and oral tradition to communicate their past and their history.
Furthermore, they adapted to their new social environment, adapting people from other
ranks of society and incorporating other worldviews into those of their own. It is true
that for some people capoeira became no more than a way of training agile and dexterous
movements to help carry out criminal activity for underrepresented members of society
and confirmed charges made against them by authorities (Chaivcer 546). For example, in
O Cortiço by Aluísio de Azevedo, Firmo, leader of one of the street gangs is an avid
capoeirista. Firmo fits the image projected of capoeiristas as malandros (trouble makers).
But for many, capoeira held spiritual values and was a means to goals such as provoking
and resisting the rulers by violent and nonviolent means in the continuous “game of life.”
Thus, it is not surprising that capoeiristas were often viewed by the underclass as social
heroes who were fighting for the liberation of those discriminated against.
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Music and Rhythms: The Pulse of Social Reconfiguration
The myths of capoeira has been insipid and have permeated into the development
of pride for capoeiristas. Although capoeira is still linked to class struggle, Brazilians find
a commonality and something heroic in its performance. My first time witnessing
capoeira was a few days before my bus conversation with the capoeira mestre on the
beach in Salvador, Bahia. Capoeira is part of the pulse of that city. Even the public
phones are shaped like berimbaus, the principal instrument used in capoeira. The public
phone is a symbol of mass communication. A public phone in the form of the berimbau is
ironically very telling of what music and capoeira communicated and continue to
communicate symbolically in Bahia. (Phones insipidly permeate our daily existence
without our being aware of the great changes that have occurred in our society because of
them.) Similarly, capoeira’s power of resistance is that it does not do so overtly. The
game seems friendly and innocent. The songs and music seem fun and relaxed. Just when
you are at ease, that is when the capoeirista is able to take advantage. The rhythms of the
berimbau communicate messages beyond simple variations in beats.
For example, capoeira players invented a special rhythm known as cavalaria, an
imitation of the sound of approaching horses’ hooves, as a warning call. It was used in
colonial Brazil to warn of the approaching plantation owner or slave catchers during
colonial times and during the time of the republic to warn of the arrival of the police
surveillance or anti-capoeira officials. On that cue, the capoeira play became an innocent
samba dance. The women would jump into the roda and begin to shake their hips.
(Browning 91) Samba de roda continues to be an important aspect of capoeira culture.
When you attend a batizado, (a huge celebration that happens annually to celebrate the
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art of capoeira and to initiate students, and to advance older students), it is always
concluded by a samba de roda event. This is a preservation of a tradition that Afro
Brazilians held as important to their cultural heritage and a symbol of collective action to
protect their art and rituals.
The musical songs sung in capoeira also function as transmitters of the collective
heritage of the resistance that historically capoeira has embodied. For example, Bola Sete
composed a capoeira song that is often sung, even today, about the time period when the
berimbau and the cavalaria rhythm was used as a warning call in the fight of resistance
against the authorities.

Cavalaria
Berimbau chama,
A roda inicia
No mato, numa clareira.
É hora de alegria.
De repente . . . um toque,
Gritos . . . correria . . .
A Guarda Nacional,
A Cavalaria.
Tudo se transforma,
Tudo é terror, Luta violenta,
Não se sabe o vencedor.
Capoeiristas lutando
Ao lado da razão.
Cavalaria foge,
Fugindo da obrigação.
Capoeiristas vitoriosos,
Feridos, mas contentes.
A capoeira continua, camarada!
Vamos em frente!
(Bola Sete 89)
Berimbau calls
The roda begins
In the forest, in a clearing
It is a time of happiness
All of a sudden, a rhythm
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Shouts and running
The national Guard
The cavalry
Everything changes.
Everything is terror and violent fighting
Capoeiristas fighting
On the side of truth
The cavalry retreats
Fleeing out of obligation
Victorious capoeiristas
Wounded but happy
Capoeira continues, my friend
Let’s move forward
(My translation)
Songs in capoeira hold various functions. They mediate tensions between the outside
world and the capoeira circle, they bring energy to the game, they establish the type of
game that will be played, and they communicate the history and culture of capoeira’s past
with its present day practices.
The songs and music of capoeira always begin in a similar fashion. The berimbau
is the central instrument to capoeira and always opens the roda. The singing begins with
the ladainha. The singer may tell a story, reflect philosophically, or pass messages to
listeners who pay close attention to the song. These solos are sometimes improvised and
are one of the most important vehicles for the transmission of oral history, political
commentary, and traditional wisdom in capoeira Angola. (Grupo Capoeira Angola
Pelourinho album 1996) During the ladainha, no one enters the circle to play capoeira.
This is a time to listen to the message being passed on by the person singing and
commanding the roda. A common ladainha, written by Mestre Bimba, founder of
capoeira regional invokes images of slavery, saints, and capoeira mestres in a process of
healing.:
Menino quem foi seu mestre
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Meu mestre foi Solomão
Sou discipulo que aprende
Sou mestre que dou liçao
O Mestre que me ensinou
La no engenho da Conceição
So devo é dinheiro
Saúde e obrigação
O segredo de São Cosme
Quem sabe é São Damião,
Camara
(Mestre Bimba)
Boy, who was your mestre (capoeira teacher),
My teacher was Solomão
I am a disciple who learns
I am a mestre who teaches
My mestre taught me
on the plantation of Conceição
I owe him money
Health and thanks
The secret of Saint Cosmas
Who knows is Saint Damian
Friend
(My translation)

Songs and the Art of Mediaiton: Tensions Resolved
As you can see by reading the above ladainha, there is a strong sense of
provoking a love and respect for those that have come before you in the world of
capoeira. It is a form of passing on a tradition. Ladainhas are often improvised to talk
about problems or communicate wisdom related to the place and situation of the players
in the roda. Being able to sing and communicate philosophy through the roda of capoeira
is seen as an important aspect of becoming a true capoeira player.
What is so interesting about this ladainha is that it invokes the early medieval
physician saints, Cosmas and Demain. These saints were early medieval saints who were
often associated with the poor and who had abilities to heal. Upon arrival to Brazil
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Cosmas and Demian were synchronized with the African orixá-children known as ibejis.
(Murphy 42) Because they were children, the ibejis (Damião e Cosme) were seen as the
beginning of all things: youth, the beginning of rivers, the start of a ceremony, etc. They
were characterized as having great energy, having difficulty standing still, and being
agile. Because they were seen as children, São Cosme and São Damião were also known
to simplify their emotions, one minute being friendly and amiable, and the next being
irritable and confrontational, making them characteristically deceptive. Their sadnesses
and troubles were known to disappear just as quickly as they had come, leaving no marks
behind them. Capoeira, in essence, is “the secret of Saint Cosmas and Saint Demian” just
as the song suggests. Players embody these characteristics of the ibejis. One never knows
when the dance becomes a fight, the fight becomes a game, and the game becomes a
dance. In this sense, even though capoeira is a secular activity, it holds ritualistic
elements that make the time and space of capoeira very sacred. Capoeira songs
historically have been a way of keeping African heritage alive in times where there was
severe repression and determination to eradicate that which was not European, thus Saint
Cosmas and Saint Demian come to have a meaning beyond their European context.
African culture is heavily based on oral tradition. Capoeira became a powerful vehicle for
preservation of African derived traditions and mythology in the face of adversity.
Barbara Browning addresses the issue of syncretism and blurred lines of secular
and sacred in capoeira. She notes,
If capoeira is regarded as historical evidence of black resistance, they want
to show that African forms are in themselves valid, durable, and effective
weapons. This is doubtless true. But if part of the genius of African
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religion in Brazil is syncretism, its ability to absorb or account for
Catholic or other systems, part of capoeira’s genius has also been its
ability to absorb rather than be displaced by other forms. It is a survival
tactic consistent with the premise of the game. (Browning 102)
The chula follows the ladainha and salutes or pays homage to those deserving
respect such as God, Afro-Brazilian deities, or revered Mestres of capoeira. Capoeiristas
do not forget those who have helped their culture resist and survive. An example of a
common chula would be:
Viva meu Deus
Eee, viva meu Deus, camará
Viva meu mestre,
Eee, viva meu mestre, camará
(Long live my God
Long live my mestre)
(My translation)
Most scholars agree that capoeira as it is practiced today is a secular event and
that any connections with spiritual practices, such as candomblé or Catholicism, are
indirect. Nonetheless, rodas often begin with an invocation such as the one above that
explicitly gives praise to God (Deus). Many songs refer to saints and deities, both
Christian and African (Lewis 14). The chula creates an atmosphere of sanctity. As the
rituals of capoeira begin, the game is “blessed” by those who hold true positions of
power. In this act they negate the oppressive hegemonic forces that hold no sway during
the capoeira roda. Viewed in this light, capoeira is extremely subversive.
Finally, the corrido begins which is a call-and-response singing that marks the
beginning of the jogo (game). With the introduction of the corrido it is now the player’s
turn to mediate the tone and sentiment of the rhythm with the tone and sentiment of his
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companion inside the circle. The sung corridos often respond to what the person singing
sees in the game. They can give warnings, advise players, or simply respond to the toils
of the day. The corridos often speak ironically and invoke the constant theme of malícia
that has been historically seen as a tactic for resistance and survival among the subaltern.
Malícia as seen in capoeira is a little bit of ‘malice,’ but with a sly, clever,
ingratiating roguish gesture. It involves awareness of what’s going on under the
surface appearance. Malícia is cunningly putting something on someone before
she does it to you…The slaves developed malícia into a carefully honed
instrument by means of which to generate subversive acts against their masters.
Malícia became their way of coping with life, a way of life, the heart and soul of
which is found in Capoeira.” (Merrel 2005: 280)
A capoeirista must be playful, but also very careful. Your opponent may smile in
your face as he pulls your feet out from underneath you. In doing so, the capoeirista
embodies this subversive behavior used by slaves as a form of passive resistance. Roberto
Da Matta comments that this behavior, which he terms, “malícia” and “jeitinho” (finding
a way to make something happen when there are no resources available), have come to be
defining characteristics of the Brazilian national psyche. Although the “jeito brasileiro”
is not in itself, revolutionary, and in fact, is characterized by making changes to better
individual social situations without changing the status quo, it is a representative of the
politics of the everyday. It turns the average individual into a heroic figure resisting
dominant oppression with creativity and skill.
Capoeirista Self-Liberation
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Capoeira is an art, a fight, a dance, a musical tradition, but yet one never speaks of
“fighting” capoeira or “dancing” capoeira. A capoeirista instead “plays” capoeira: jogar
capoeira. Or, a capoeirista can simply vadiar (relax and hang out). The key to beginning
to understand capoeira’s significance as a social tool can be seen in this expression
“vadiar.” A capoeirista may put on a front of ease, yet the game of capoeira is taken very
seriously. Capoeira manages to be humorous, but it is not self-ridiculing. (Browning 89)
Move light heartedly, yet act with dignity and pride. Stand for up for who you are.
You have only to watch the movements of capoeira or listen to the words of the
songs to see how a historical past based in tradition, suffering, resistance, and finally,
liberation permeates into the ritualized circle of the game and becomes a part of all of its
practitioners, no matter what their personal historical background. Capoeira can be a
performance of differánce, a ritualized representation of the politics of the everyday, and
a game for activist cooptation in the name of social justice. Lyrics of a popular capoeira
song say,

Que navio é esse
que chegou agora
é o navio negreiro
com os escravos de Angola
aqui chegando não perderam a sua fé
criaram o samba
a capoeira e o candomblé
("Navio Negreiro" by Mestre Camisa)
What ship is this
That has just arrived?
It is a slave ship
With slaves from Angola
Arriving here they did not lose their faith
They created samba, capoeira, and candomblé
(My translation)
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Indeed, capoeira was created with faith in a past history and conviction in a fight for
social freedom that allowed capoieristas the autonomy to escape into a better world
during the sacred time of the capoeira game. The memory of these slave ships becomes
consciously and unconsciously a part of the capoeirista worldview. What is learned in the
game becomes significant for the real world. A capoeirista gingas and sways through life.
The world becomes his creation. The movements become his art, his religion, and his tool
of defense. Capoeira fights social battles not simply with physical blows, but with
ritualized action of social inversion, musical and cultural transmission of subaltern
history to the masses, and skillful training in the art of defense through disguise and
malícia. Social justice swings through the performative circles that capoeira creates.

Adeus, Adeus,
Boa viagem
Eu vou me embora
Boa viagem
Eu vou com Deus
Boa viagem
E com nossa senhora
(Public Domain)
Goodbye, Goodbye
Safe Trip
I am leaving
I am going with God
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Safe Trip
And with Our Lady
(my translation)
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5th Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts & Humanities
Abstract
“HOW TO…….”

Page One
Author: Edward Gillum

HOW TO know HOW TO do anything right
HOW TO create an ‘abstract’ seeking to be part of this ‘conference’
HOW TO remain an individual in the face of conformity
HOW TO fight peacefully for the rights of free expression
HOW TO understand the same difference
HOW TO explore a different sameness
HOW TO accept our lack of frontiers
HOW TO invent new frontiers
HOW TO find the there there that Gertrude Stein couldn’t in Oakland
HOW TO tell art from pornography
HOW TO resolve the energy of aggression
HOW TO breathe when stressed
HOW TO bake bread from scratch
HOW TO tie shoes so they don’t come undone
HOW TO make a dovetail joint
HOW TO apply David Pye’s “Nature and Art of Workmanship”
HOW TO encourage children’s imagination
HOW TO find the North Star
HOW TO whistle in the dark
HOW TO know the middle of nowhere from the center of everywhere
HOW TO start a fire
HOW TO row a boat
HOW TO skim a rock
HOW TO trisect a banana
HOW TO teach the ocularcentric to hear
HOW TO teach the z axis to the form-blind
HOW TO help the color-blind with red and green
HOW TO understand Bill Viola’s obsession with water
HOW TO delineate Byars->Beuys->Serra->Barney
HOW TO see the light like Terrell
HOW TO appreciate Eva Hesse, Maya Lynn and Tara Donovan
HOW TO find beauty along with Hume, Deleuze, Disney, Danto and Hickey
HOW TO love (unconditionally)
HOW TO synthesize ancient wisdom within the cyber-brainiac membrane
HOW TO enjoy the manic without fear of mania
HOW TO decipher if you are in the cross-hairs or at the cross-roads
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5th Annual Hawaii Intrnational Conference on Arts & Humanities
Abstract
“HOW TO…….”

Page Two
Author: Edward Gillum

Early this semester, teaching a beginning level class in sculpture, I was introducing the
students to three different types of pliers. The assignment was to do a three-dimensional
drawing in black wire, inspired by the work of Alexander Calder. Having taught art at
the university level, primarily sculpture, for just over twenty-five years, I encountered a
first. While holding up a seven-inch pair of ‘Vice-Grips’, I was thoroughly astonished to
learn that not one of the twenty-six students enrolled in this class could identify the object
in my hand, or tell me what it could be used for. Very few knew the difference between
‘phillips’ and standard slot-head screwdrivers. After thinking I had missed the deadline
for this conference, I learned of the extension. All this reinforced my desire to explore
this topic, and my thoughts that we are a society most definitely in need of HOW TO.
My choice to be an artist, and to be an educator as well, was richly inspired by my
maternal grandmother. She had the “knack” for being able to do most anything she set
her mind to, and to do it quite well, by applying vision, coordination, concentration and
loving care. She always seemed to be busy. I came to understand from her that things
worth doing were worth doing as well as humanly possible. As I began to find my way
in art, I read David Pye’s “Nature and Art of Workmanship”. He expressed deep concern
for the demise of the well-made object. Henry Petroski offers hope as he challenges our
inventiveness. Never before, as much as now, do I feel there is a need for an orientation
to life in general. We all have long lists of mistakes and people we have hurt. We have a
plethora of self-help books and religion-based tomes, but many times I wished I could
find that simple, but extensive handbook to consult and learn HOW TO.
As an artist in the twenty-first century, we have art history, from ancient to current times
to influence and channel our work. The Industrial Revolution, various atrocities and
wars, and now this ‘hyper-gizmo’ technical age of binary information all give method
and cause for art to be made. As part of a web-based global community, it is easier than
ever to learn what is being done world-wide by innovative artists. As we define the art of
the future, we wrestle with aesthetics, philosophy, culture, politics, etc., all hoping to be
able to somehow, make art that matters. It is through an exchange of ideas, like at this
conference, that artists and educators can better learn HOW TO.
I have already compiled an extensive list by asking many close friends to contribute what
they think it is important to know HOW TO do to make a better life. I have selected a
few for this abstract. I hope to be given the possibility of being a part of your conference
and having this idea grow there, and if I am lucky enough and persistent enough, it may
take suitable form and help many humans gain a better idea of HOW TO.
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Name of Author: Douglas Gittens
Affiliation: University of Lincoln UK
Address: 45 Albany Road, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham, NG7 7LX, UK.
Email: douglas.gittens@ntlworld.com
Paper abstract: Absurd Space
Absurd space is generated through the collision of two contrasting spaces that are produced
through the eb and flow of the established spatial order. Consequently, each of the two
colliding spaces is loaded with their own specific codification's, usage's and spatial meanings,
which, in effect, give each space an identity. In colliding, these separate identities become
confused, resulting in a chaotic mixture of conflicting spatial interpretations. Emptied of its
ability to make sense, the space in-between the collision produces a further space; the space
of the absurd.
The aim of this paper is to examine the phenomena of absurd space and, moreover, to
establish its credence as a meaningful and useful concept in the analysis of space. The
paper will seek to achieve this through analysing a variety of comparable, well established
spatial theories, that bare similarities to, and also contrast with, the proposed theory of absurd
space. The phenomena of absurd space is then examined in depth, presented through a
series of three case studies, each being part theoretical and part ethnographical in character.
Semi-ontological in character, the case studies cover a range of spatial configurations I have
experienced in and around my home city of Nottingham, UK. Nottingham is a highly typical
provincial English city, sufficiently dense and layered with a range of spatial practises that
provide the conditions for spatial collisions to occur. By way of conclusion, the paper aims to
confirm the distinct qualities of absurd space in general, rooting these observations in the
peculiar spatial configurations featured in the case studies. In addition, the conclusion
suggests a number of implications and questions that are raised as a result of analysing the
phenomena of absurd space.
Theoretical context.
The paper draws upon a range of well established, comparable theoretical concepts.
Comparisons and contrasts will be drawn between the proposed theory of ‘Absurd Space’ and
the following;
•

Henri Lefebvre’s description of ‘differential space’. (1)

•

Rob Shields theory of ‘marginal/liminal space’. (2)

•

Michel Foucault’s notion of the ‘Heterotopia’ and Kevin Hetherington’s development
of this model. (3)

•

Aspects of Michel de Certeau’s spatial analysis drawn from the ‘The Practice of
Everyday Life’. (4)

•

Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of smooth and striated space and the space of the
nomad. (5)

•

Freud's notion of the unheimlic or ‘unhomely’. (6)
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Assassin, Warrior, Savior, Harlot: The Many Faces of Ja’el
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Title: Assassin, Warrior, Savior, Harlot: The Many Faces of Ja'el
Author: Ildikó Glaser-Hille
Affiliation: Concordia University
Address: 169 de Callieres, St. Bruno QC, J3V 1B2, Canada
Email: glaserildiko@gmail.com

Abstract:
Judges 4-5 chronicles some of the more brutal times of Israelite mythology, describing a
time of war and uncertainty. The story describes the battle between the Israelites and the
Canaanites, with the brutal murder of the Canaanite general at the hands of a Kenite
woman, Ja’el, as its climax. Ja’el, who is often overshadowed by the more popular
Deborah, has gained some attention throughout history. Rabbinic commentators, such as
Resh Lakish and Rashi traditionally regarded the biblical character with respect: she was
celebrated as a heroine because by killing the enemy general, she saved the Israelite
nation.
Modern critics, on the other hand, are less forgiving in their interpretation of her.
Interestingly enough, while some praise her for shrugging off the patriarchal mantle
thrust upon her (such as Miller) and doing whatever necessary to ensure her, others
condemn her actions outright (such as Klein). This paper, part of a series, examines
various modern interpretations and viewpoints surrounding this little know Biblical
figure.
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Abstract
The TEACH Act of 2001, signed into law on November 2, 2002, has facilitated
the use of the Internet for the legal distribution of many resources which may be used to
enhance instruction in the applied music studio through distance education.
This paper will summarize some of the prominent new opportunities this
legislation has opened up and also point out some legal copyright restrictions that the
instructor must observe particularly with regard to how and where the materials can be
distributed.
This paper will describe several types of materials which have been found to be
useful in enhancing instruction through distance education, specifically in the applied
trumpet studio. These materials include streaming sound files of orchestral excerpts and
solo repertoire and PDF files of musical examples. By the use of screen shots and sound
clips, this paper will illustrate how these resources are currently being utilized in the
Trumpet Studio at Florida State University.
Finally, there will be a brief demonstration of how several software programs are
used to digitalize, distill, and upload files to a Blackboard® web site for the exclusive use
of students enrolled in Applied Trumpet.
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Tao and Khōra: Chiasmic Encounters of the Third Kind
Abstract
This paper examines the idea of Chineseness from a translational viewpoint. I shall argue
that the Chinese culture cannot be determined easily as postcolonial, postmodern or
poststructuralist simply because what the west arrogates from eastern philosophy or
contrariwise is an interrogative advancement that is also a detour to the selfsame.
Derrida’s deconstructive absence in Chinese writing may be surprising to those who are
acquainted with his eloquence when it comes to phonetic writing and the Egyptian
hieroglyphs. By (dis)locating the commentaries revolving around Derrida’s reticence
with regard to Chinese inscriptions in his interrogations into western metaphysics and
writing, I shall launch my argument from what most have put down merely as his “lack”
of knowledge, which will be inverted to expose the always already missing link between
the articulator and reality. The address based on his silence is no easy way out; instead, I
shall elaborate the difficulties encountered on the way in to the idea of Chineseness to
which his deconstructive silence attests - the thick void at the heart of logocentrism.
Derrida’s cryptic remark about Chinese writing as “the testimony of a powerful
movement of civilization developing outside of all logocentrism” will be read as a
suggestion of a certain parallelism between deconstruction and eastern philosophy,
accidentally encountering in this paper. The signifying dissemination in writing is most
advantageous to my reading of tao and khōra as the parallel sites, perceived as
synonymous and only meeting with a supplementary inversion at the divide between the
east and the west. Although Derrida’s deconstructive focus is on difference, he gestures
to the sameness in form as presence: the identity of the self made possible only with the
rejection of the other, a rejection that recalls the other as a trace, which is not that
different from the Lacanian splitting of the One, a doubling that speaks of the antagonism
between dichotomies as a contestation between mirror opposites; the two sides of the
same coin meet precisely because they will never meet in a face-to-face encounter. In
other words, the tension between conceptual opposites is différance speaking of sameness
within the inversion; the sameness attests to the structural problematic we confront in the
reading of texts. The Lacanian knot, a result of the encore of centres, is reconciled here
with the “parallax view” of Slavoj Zizek playing the deus ex machina. Thus, all
representations are merely illusory cords, the Derridean supplement, linking the self to
the other, open to discordance because of the Real, a favorite word of mine as it is a
clever distortion of this human need for the reassurance of the stable and univocal
measure of reality. Postmodernist culture and poststructuralist thinking are transliterated
by the east to forms that are doppelgangers retaining the silhouettes of the west but
rebutting the west with the left-handed violence of a desubstantiation owing to
permutation. What we have instead are intercultural transferences, oscillations that see
eastern philosophy making a transmigratory re-turn to China, different and, yet, the same.
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Tao and Khōra: Chiasmic Encounters of the Third Kind
The centre is at the centre of totality, and yet, since the centre does not belong to the totality (is not part of
the totality), the totality has its centre elsewhere.
Jacques Derrida
Structure, Sign and Play in the
Discourses of the Human
Sciences

To clarify this rather astounding notion of the centre of the structure as always
already on the outside, having much to do with how the core relates to the margin and
vice versa, I shall use the analogy of the Great Wall of China to expose what has been
known as the radical boundary where the trace of the other can be found. Jorg Luis
Borges speaks of “the man who ordered the almost infinite wall of China was that first
Emperor, Shih Huang Ti, who decreed that all books prior to him be burned. That these
two vast operations – the five to six hundred leagues of opposing the barbarians, the
rigorous abolition of history, that is, of the past – should originate in one person and be in
some way his attributes inexplicable satisfied and, at the same time, disturbed me. To
investigate the reason for that emotion is the purpose of this note”1. Arising from Borges’
ambivalent note on China’s contribution to the seven wonders is this arm extension of an
other note, starting from a different point of departure but moving on a parallel route,
both meeting only with the alternative meridian constructed upon the flawed cornerstones
of the east and the west. China, as the Western nominative reference to the country as
properly starting from the Ch’in dynasty, is comparable to the massive wall, both
edificatory of Shih Huang Ti’s endeavour to protect the country from the continuous
threat of nomadic invasions and, more importantly, to quell the infighting between states
and to extend his control over a greater geographical expanse. Hence, the function of the
wall is to impose an identity on the diverse people, those properly known as the original
Chinese as well as the marginalised groups (the Yue barbaric tribes are an exemplar), that
constitute what China is today, the equivalences within wall meaning something only in
relation to the differentiated. That which is included depends on that which is excluded.
The equivalential dimension of signification, when read in conjunction to the differential
plane, demonstrates the premise of the thesis, Ernesto Laclau’s empty signifier, which
comes out of the curious interweaving between Jacques Derrida’s deconstruction of
speech and writing and Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalytic theory of signification, both
gesturing to the future anterior of the Saussurean structuralist discourse on the differential
relations within the alphabetic system.
In Haun Saussy’s Great Walls of Discourse, he criticises Michel Foucault and
Philippe Sollers for their attempted articulation of a difference between the east and the
1

Borges, Jorg Luis. “The Wall and the Books”. Labyrinths. Ed. Donald A. Yates and James E. Irby. New
York: New Directions, 1964. p. 220.
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west by looking at the verticality and the horizontality of ideographic writing and
phonetic writing. In this paper, I shall look at Saussy’s statement of the x-y axis in an
endeavour to hijack his letter: “That “the [distinctive] characteristics of the entity are
none other than the entity itself” is an axiom of language but not of Chinese Studies, at
least not until the latter has been refined into a closed linguistic system. Symptoms of
such a closed system appear in the short texts we have examined: in particular their
common motif of verticality. By it Foucault and Sollers are trying to articulate a
difference. But the difference between vertical and horizontal is highly determinate; it
refers back to a point of sameness, to the origin point of an x-y axis. As long as there is a
difference between vertical and horizontal, we are not lost in space with no up or down.
The alterity operates within a common category (that of dimension and directionality).
Chinese writing is not, to sum up, necessarily vertical or timeless; it is vertical or timeless
insofar as we think of ours as horizontal and time-bound. Otherness resolves into
antithesis – a figure of speech, not a logical operator or category of being” (author’s
emphasis)2. The paper takes the attribute of the grammato-logical dimension (a deictic
gesture) to understand the existential aspect of radical alterity, the Other, as it manifest to
us in space and time. If Saussy objects to the difference of which Foucault and Sollers
state, I shall refer to Yi Jing in answer to the former’s query about the timeless east of the
poststructuralists. Foucault’s poststructuralist response to the east remarks the urge to
represent the other as distinctive only to demonstrate to us the inescapable need for
distinction in knowledge, a topographical investigation more so than a historical one, a
spatiality displacing the western focus on being and time. This spatial-temporal inversion
is happily reflected by the Chinese emphasis on the spatial as opposed to the temporal,
the mythological instead of the logical, a reading given the support by Wei Tat’s
exposition of the Yijing:
In the case of these two apparently unrelated terms “commencing” and “topmost”, for
instance, one wonders why a related couple of words such as “first and last”, or “lowest
and topmost”, or “commencing and concluding” is not adopted. The reason is that,
according to the Chinese conception of the terms, the word Ch’u … i.e., “commencing”
denotes a point of time, while the word shang … i.e., “topmost” denotes a point of space,
the idea being that, in considering the meaning and mode of transformation of the lines,
one must bear in mind the respective positions which they occupy and the different times
at which they occupy such positions3.
author’s emphasis
Wei’s description of the symbolic functioning of the trigrammes gestures to the
inseparability of text and context, words taking on meaning only in relation to the
conditions of space and time, space as the becoming-of-time and time as the becomingof-space. This space-time interaction is crucial to the materialisation of writing and being,
a conceptualisation similar to the non-concept of différance. In recognition of his debt to
Freud, Derrida demonstrates how psychoanalysis helps describe the manner signification
2

Saussy, Haun. Great Walls of Discourse and Other Adventures in Cultural China. Cambridge
(Massachusetts): Harvard University Press, 2001. pp. 152.
3
Wei, Tat. An Exposition of the I-Ching or the Book of Changes. Hong Kong: Dai Nippon Printing CO.,
(H.K.) Ltd., 1977. pp. 162.
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happens: what lies buried in the unconscious, that which can never be known, is
accessible to us only as symptomatic impulses breaking through to the conscious surface.
The transcendental signified cannot be found because of the absence of the transcendental
signifier. With no absolutes to ground us, what we have instead are travelling signifiers
denoting only the direction of the travel and the positions of the stopovers, transits in the
transmission of the message, distorted even as it is relayed. Yi Jing refers to the mobility
of the subject positions in its illustration of the figurative in Chinese writing. In the
section “Time and Place”, the nature of this mobility suggested by Wei approximates
khōra. This drifting and equivocal aural or visual mark is one grounded on “the one and
the multiple” and shown to be an issue of the “all or nothing”. With the above as the
implicit, the boundary doubles for what is within acquires its identity in and through what
is without. In other words, the two centres of this comparative effort have within their
loci the trace of the other since the splitting of the boundary marks out an in-between
space where the Lacanian Real resides or the Derridean différance occurs.
Both tao and khōra, working as a tandem machine here, gestures to the blind spot
at the centre of the Hegelian dialectical circulation, out of which emerges Ernesto
Laclau’s empty signifier. Laclau suggests that the empty signifier is different from the
equivocal or the floating signifier in that it is not just an effect of the arbitrary nature of
the sign nor is it a result of the overdetermination or underdetermination of the signifier.
It materialises at the edge of the system where the logic of equivalences gives way to the
logic of differences, notably remarking Derrida’s description of khōra – where the
oscillation swings between “two types of oscillation: the double exclusion (neither/nor)
and the participation (both/and)” (232) and not between two poles. The thesis
reproblematises the idea of Chineseness; it is a critical performance that moves back and
forth, oscillations defined in Derrida’s “Khōra” as moving between the “neither/nor” and
the “both/and” of binaries, movements corresponding to the temporal and spatial
oscillations of Chinese philosophical thinking, a four dimensional measure of the spacetime interval of an event not unlike the principles of relativity. Ch’i, the cosmic aether, to
which Yi Jing alludes is mentioned in Moritz Schlick’s Space and Time in Contemporary
Physics: “The efforts of physicists had always been directed solely at the substratum
which occupied space and time: they taught us to know, more and more accurately, the
constitution of matter and the law of events which occurred in vacuo, or as it had, till
recently, been expressed in the ‘aether’.” (2, author’s emphasis). Schlick’s discussion
contradicts traditional physics’s emphasis on “Space and Time as vessels containing this
substratum and furnishing fixed systems of reference, with the help of which the mutual
relations between bodies and events had to be determined: in short, they actually played
the part which Newton had set down for them in the well-known words: ‘Absolute, true
and mathematical time flows in virtue of its own nature uniformly and without reference
to any external object’; and ‘absolute space, by virtue of its own nature and without
reference to any external object, always remains the same and is immovable” (2). One of
the earliest objections came from epistemologists who believed that “there was no
meaning in the terms Space and Time as used without ‘reference to an object’ which was
further explored by A.H. Lorentz and Fitzgerald whose theory of contraction insists that
“very body which is in motion relatively to the aether is subject to a contraction along the
direction of motion) the so-called Lorentz-contraction), which depends upon the velocity
of the body” (2). The subject, that of enunciation as well as the enunciated, is lodged at
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the fissure between the two, tao and khōra - one as (non)being and the other as the event
– where the inscriptive potential becomes flesh. The conjunction “and” indicates a hope
for a peaceful cohesion but it does not exclude the possibility of the two sides clashing in
an explosive action. For the word, entity, to be of use here, one must see the existence of
such a thing as not just a projection from its innumerable possibilities, a rod extending
outward and toward the other, on one side but also the rowdy jostling of the various
possibilities within the vacuum of being, on the other, a disorientating whirling
experience not unlike the spiral of images, the ground upon which this thesis is founded.
Zhang Longxi’s critical assault of Derrida can be located in his commentary of
Gayatri Spivak’s remark, “reverse ethnocentrism”, in her introduction to Of
Grammatology: “As a matter of fact, not only is the East never seriously studied or
deconstructed but Derrida sees in the nonphonetic Chinese writing “the testimony of a
powerful movement of civilization developing outside of all logocentrism”4 (emphasis
mine). In order to counter Zhang’s attack, I shall refer to his questions regarding the
possible existence of logocentrism in the east since the Chinese name, “Middle
Kingdom”, for China denotes centrism at its apex, a topological centring underscoring the
hegemonic in the Legalist/Confucian ideology: “One may begin to wonder, Is it possible
that logocentrism or the metaphysical hierarchy with regard to thinking, speaking, and
writing also exists in the Eastern tradition? Do the nonphonetic Chinese scripts really
mark the outer boundaries of all logocentrism? And finally, is there a Chinese word that
denotes, as the word logos does, something equivalent or similar to the Western
metaphysical hierarchy?”5 If a word is needed to designate the analytic principles of the
Confucian/Legalist bequest to Chineseness, principles in accordance to the logicality of
logocentrism, then it must be Legalism. Although Confucius is supposedly one of the
writers of Yi Jing from which the Analects emerged, his teachings were fused with the
Legalist School because “Han Fei and Li Si (great Legalist advocators and scholars), who
later became the prime minister of the Qin state and the Qin empire, were fellow students
under the tutelage of the great renowned Confucian Xun Zi”6, effecting the outer shell of
Confucian ideology and the inner substance of Legalism in Chinese governance.
Derrida’s suggestive remark above alludes to those which have been deemed heretical in
Chinese metaphysics, namely Buddhist, Taoist and Moist teachings, whose workings are
echoed profoundly in Chinese poetics, and, by extension, Chinese thinking even though
the imperial system is predicated on the Confucian/Legalist philosophy.
Zhang’s reading of tao as a semblance of logos strives to reveal the commonality
between the metaphysical traditions of the east and the west. My proposal that tao should
be read with khōra springs from the more than subtle affinities discovered between the
two. By drawing on the Nietzschean discussion of the Dionysian and the Apollonian, the
mythological and the logical in The Birth of Tragedy, I shall found my argument from
Zhang’s discursive problematic: the Dionysian, with its emphasis on the revolutionary, is
the closest approximation of this elusive site that Derridean deconstruction refers to as
4
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khōra, which I shall read as the distorted twin of tao, the mysterious female of which
Laozi speaks in Tao Te Jing. The mismatch of tao and logos can be seen in the latter’s
temporal focus: it is Father Chronos who guides the linear writing of western analytic
philosophy. The fact that Zhang refers to the “polysemous” quality of the word “tao”, a
palimpsest emerging from the indescribability of tao, “the uncarved block”7, provides
justification for my argument prompted by the Derridean emphasis of the white space of
writing. Tao is not identical to logos because tao (the way) can be articulated only as a
reflection of the mazelike nature of writing and being (the spatiality of being qua being is
preferred here to the temporality that has inscribed western ontology prior to the advent
of poststructuralism), the variable, in this case, is khōra and tao, a variability used in this
paper to coerce a provisional cohesion. Thus, tao is likened Borges’s labyrinth, a neverending proliferation of epistemological paths. Tao and khōra, both the vessel giving to
the way and providing the maternal receptacle, impelling inscriptions to being, are the
disruptive spaces that make possible the structures of writing by first collapsing them.
Zhang’s argument caves in with his explanation of tao: “I try to make tao look like a verb
in order to capture the point of the pun in the original text. According to Laozi, tao is both
the immanent and transcendent; it is the begetter of all things; therefore, it is not and
cannot be named after any of these things. In other words, tao is the ineffable, the
“mystery of mysteries” beyond the power of language … “The tao is forever nameless.”
Laozi makes it clear that the totality of tao is kept intact only in knowing silence; hence
this famous paradox that “the one who knows does not speak; the one who speaks does
not know”” (emphasis mine). In his description of tao, Zhang’s contradiction emerges:
Derrida’s reticence correlates to the “knowing silence” essentially required in securing
the wholeness of tao, a wholeness that cannot be captured by speech. If we read Zhang
correctly, then poetic writing, with its Dionysian potential, encapsulates tao in its
sublimity just as the Aristotelian mimesis is better understood when read in and through
poiesis since poetic writing, according to Martin Heidegger (who is known to be a reader
of eastern philosophy), lets writing and being be so that the diffusion of hermeneutic
routes can lead to one’s inscriptive approach. Poetry, the dwelling of being, by letting be
existence, allows being the possibility to be all that we desire by not desiring the mastery
inherent in the totalising attempt of writing. In addition, I see Derrida’s silence as an
invitation for the other to speak, a hospitality I shall take up as the eastern other.
If Michelle Yeh wonders about the inextricable correspondence between Chinese
Culture and Chinese poetic writing and how the mention of one brings to mind the other8,
then, perhaps, she does not understand writing and its power to bring about change.
While the Chinese may have a long and rich tradition of poetry and the literati had
occupied traditionally the higher rungs of society, these are not the major reasons, in my
view, for the connection between Chinese writing and culture. Culture in Chinese, wen
hua, encompasses the notions of writing and literature, wen xue. Etymologically, the
word, “wen”, alludes to “markings; patterns; stripes, streaks; lines; veins; whorls; bands;
writing; graph; expression; composition; ceremony; culture; refinement; education;
ornament; elegance; civility; civil as opposed to military; literature (specifically
7
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belletristic prose in its distinction from poetry)”9. Saussy notes the signifying
enlargement one synonym gives to the other when the word is used tautologically,
although he adds that the statement ““wen is wen” is never a tautology”. The semantic
multiplicity of the Chinese character attests to a suggestive ambiguity, which is
celebrated rather than rejected, perceived as enriching the language instead of
impoverishing meaning. In the persisting argument about the ideographic quality of
Chinese characters and the phonetic writing of the West, I shall foreground the
contradiction in Saussy’s reference to the former as “logograms”, a word signalling the
translinguistic dimension of Chinese etymology, “an interpretant, a mediator of identity
among diverse things”10. According to him, “logograms represent the words, or – to
acknowledge the vagueness of the term “word” – the distinct meaning-bearing units of a
language through a corresponding vocabulary of distinct signs (The scholarly consensus
at present is to consider Chinese characters a mainly logographic system.)”11. When read
against his quarrel with Ernest Fenollosa’s description of the ideographic nature of
Chinese writing, one is amazed by the similarity between how a logogramme functions in
writing and the manner in which Fenollosa’s version of the ideogramme works. Saussy’s
etymological prescription of Chinese characters is convincing but that will not stop me
from debating his use of the term “logogram”, which carries with it the denotation of
“unanalyzed wholes” in our comprehension of the signifying operations of sentences and
clauses. If alphabetic writing is grasped logogrammatic, then Chinese writing will prove
that all writing can be understood grammato-logically as well.
Instead of the term “logography”, I shall work with the Derridean term
“grammatography”12 in my reference to Chinese characters, a shift from a prescriptive
take of translation to a more descriptive move: “Now we must think that writing is at the
same time more exterior to speech, not being its “image” or its “symbol,” and more
interior to speech, which is already in itself a writing. Even before it is linked to incision,
engraving, drawing, or the letter, to a signifier referring in general to a signifier signified
by it, the concept of the graphie [unit of a possible graphic system] implies the
framework of the instituted trace, as the possibility common to all systems of
signification. My efforts will be laborious and we know a priori that its effectiveness will
never be pure and absolute” (author’s emphasis)13. Citing Derrida here props my
argument that if Derrida privileges Chinese writing with his deconstructive silence, it is
not because Chinese writing is ideographic. Chinese writing, to him, indicates the
Chinese awareness of the contingent in the materiality of the inscriptive support. The
metonymic capacities of Chinese writing reverberate the associative dimension of
phonetic writing, and if one is more ideographic than the other or more phonetic, they are
just differing forms from the khoretic abyss. Both phonetic and ideographic writings
9
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grammatically give to the sliding subjectivity, leaving the unifying function to the
predicate with every signifying unit cohering only in reference to it. Writing, as
construction, has an innate deconstructive dimension, permitting the “events” of writing
to happen, “events” as processes of destructuration and restructuration. The above
etymological proliferation of “wen” exemplifies the inappropriateness of “ideography” as
a term for Chinese writing because the vertical relationship of the signifier (image) and
the signified (idea or meaning) that Ferdinand de Saussure propounds does not apply to
Chinese inscription, not that it applies to western writing before or after
poststructuralism; it lends itself to wordplays disrupting the expectations of signifying
fidelity. Instead of the signifying transparency and directness that most linguists and
translators prefer to see in Chinese characters, we have paradoxes, puns and ambiguities,
bearing witness to the lateral thinking of the Chinese, as recorded in Wei Tat’s exposition
of the Yi Jing:
Detailed logical reasoning – that function of the analytic intellect which so greatly
distinguished the ancient Greek philosophers – seems to occupy only a secondary place
in the Chinese mind. It was therefore natural that the sage-rulers of ancient China should
take advantage of this essential feature of the Chinese mind by adopting, in the absence
of abstract terminology, a pictorial or symbolic method of imparting spiritual truths.
Indeed, this symbolic way of thinking shows itself quite prominently in the Chinese
system of writing. It is significant that the written characters of the Chinese language are
not mere words but symbols of ideas. Thus, an idea can generally be expressed within
this system symbolically, in and by itself; the symbolic image of a conceptual relation is
painted and from its connection with a preceding or succeeding symbol the intended
meaning is made plain.14
(emphasis mine)
Wei Tat has shown clearly, in his reading of Yi Jing, the oldest Chinese book, that
Chinese thinking, symbolised by the horizontal tropological field of writing, values the
lateral rather than the vertical thinking of western metaphysics. What is considered
primary is always already secondary in Chinese writing and thinking. The last sentence
in the above citation connotes the chainlike movement of Chinese thought, a
grammatographic attestation to the abbreviated meaning achieved with the metaphysics
of presence, a misuse of language by the logocentric logic of western metaphysics.
Chinese writing is not and can never be “crystal”; a more suitable word is
“diamond”, illuminating the imagination with its multifaceted iridescence. Sublime in its
elision of the imaginary, Chinese characters do not embody Leibniz’s Characteristic,
which “economizes on the spirit and the imagination, whose expense must always be
husbanded … for it is this science that gives speech to writing, letters to speech, numbers
to arithmetic, notes to music; it teaches us the secret of stabilizing reasoning, and of
obliging it to leave visible marks on the paper in a little volume, to be examined at
leisure: finally, it makes us reason at little cost, putting characters in the place of things in
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order to ease the imagination”15 (emphasis mine). My emphasis here indicates the
signifying surplus of the word, which can be contained only with inscriptive mastery,
correlating to Jacques Lacan’s barred Other. Leibniz misinterpretation of the ideographic
nature of Chinese writing as the one-to-one syntactical and semantic connections, runs
contrary to Fenollosa’s valorisation of the imaginative potency of the Chinese character,
an inscriptive force that he attributes to the “vast interplay of verbs, not of nouns; nouns
or things are merely “the terminal points, or rather the meeting points of action”16, an
expansion of Friedrich Nietzsche’s answer to the question of truth in writing: “A mobile
army of metaphors, metonymies, anthropomorphisms, in a word a sum of human
relations that have been poetically and rhetorically heightened, translated and
ornamented, and after long use come to seem canonical and obligatory to a people: truths
are illusions of which one has forgotten that they are illusions”17 (emphasis mine). Citing
Nietzsche here propitiously brings to the fore the dangerous waters of inscription: writing
as the will to power, the affirmed groundless ground of the scribe, banana peels
transformed into flying carpets with creative use. I see Fenollosa’s subscription to the
pictographic dimension of Chinese writing as a fortunate iteration of Leibniz’s
problematic transcription of Chinese inscription. Saussy quotes him in order to refute his
praiseworthy attempt to elevate the status of Chinese writing: ““In reading Chinese we do
not seem to be juggling mental counters, but to be watching things work out their own
fate” (8-9)”. In explaining how this can be so, Fenollosa with remarkable subtlety and
prescience swerved away from the usual definition of the “ideograph,” the definition that
makes the character a picture of a thing”18. Fenellosa’s projection of Chinese writing is
testimonial to Lacan’s exposition of the fantasy, a link disguising what is missing, which
is ultimately the destiny of the subject. While Saussy may find Fenollosa’s emphasis on
the pictographic quality of the Chinese character debatable, as all emphases are, I want to
remind the east-west cultural translators that formal differentiation accords to the
privilege given to the voice or vision and, despite the distinctions, they are still
materialisations of the structures of writing, systematisations of archi-écriture.
Saussy’s quarrel with Fenollosa and Ezra Pound over the “ideographic” nature of
Chinese writing is given a new twist with my argument that the “grammatographic”
qualities of writing give impetus to the inscriptive thrust, an implosive emission
predicated on inflections and contradictions. My argument that Derrida has never looked
upon Chinese writing as just ideographic, much less the universal writing that Fenollosa
and Leibniz hope to find, can be supported by Derrida’s chapter “Of Grammatology as a
Positive Science”, especially his suggestion that writing appears only in relation to its
conditions of possibility found in cultural and historical contexts and it is open to change
according to the conditions of its reception and reproduction:
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This movement goes far beyond the possibilities of the “intentional consciousness.” It is
an emergence that makes the grammè appear as such (that is to say according to a new
structure of nonpresence) and undoubtedly makes possible the emergence of the systems
of writing in the narrow sense. Since “genetic inscription” and the “short programmatic
chains” regulating the behavior of the amoeba or the annelid up to the passage beyond
alphabetic writing to the orders of logos and of a certain home sapiens, the possibility of
the grammè structures the movement of its history according to rigorously original levels,
types, and rhythms. But one cannot think them without the most general concept of the
grammè. That is irreducible and impregnable. If the expression ventured by LeroiGourhan is accepted, one could speak of a “liberation of memory,” of an exteriorization
always already begun but always larger than the trace which, beginning from the
elementary programs of so-called “instinctive” behavior up to the constitution of
electronic card-indexes and reading machines, enlarges differance and the possibility of
putting in reserve: it at once and in the same movement constitutes and effaces so-called
conscious subjectivity, its logos, and its theological attributes19.
author’s emphasis
Derrida, in the above citation, strives to make understandable the workings of différance,
a difficult concept because it entails the comprehension of that which is prior to
conceptualisation. Différance, the temporal deferral and the spatial differentiation,
involves the inseparability of the interior and the exterior. The outside has always already
inhabited the inside only because identity as the interior requires an exclusion of
differences for it to mean anything, a totalising endeavour akin to the “theological
attributes” of God. The separation creates a boundary where the doubling occurs: a
demarcation shared by both the interior and the exterior. While naming is possible only
with this separation, it also means that the name is circumscribed by an exterior that has
been excluded. In order to bring about change, a deconstruction of the inside and the
outside is needed, entailing the reversal and displacement of binaries so that assumptions
and contradictions are exposed.
Saussy’s suggestion that Derrida, in the latter’s reference to Pound and Fenollosa,
has missed the point of Chinese inscription needs attention: “From a different quarter,
Jacques Derrida has cited Fenollosa/Pound as an example of grammatology on
nonphonetic, nonphonologocentric principles – not, perhaps, a wise choice. For
Fenollosa’s rejection of phonetic writing reproduces in particularly unequivocal terms the
very intuition-grounded epistemology that Derrida’s critique of phonetic theories of
writing was meant to undermine”20. At this juncture, it is imperative that I reiterate the
Derrida’s grammatological approach to writing; writing in the broad sense covers all the
aspects of inscription: phonological, ideographic or inflectional. We cannot dispute the
undoubtedly predominant ideographic element of the Chinese character and Derrida
emphasises the ideographic characteristic only as a deconstructive move to counter the
dominance of western metaphysics. The following attests to my belief that all writing has
the necessary sensorial components for transmission and significance and attention
19
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should be paid to what we can learn from the structural problematic in our address of the
historical trauma: “The greatest difficulty was already to conceive, in a manner at once
historical and systematic, the organized cohabitation, within the same graphic code, of
figurative, symbolic, abstract, and phonetic elements”21. Derrida, in his inscriptive assault
of the European hallucination of Chinese as universal writing, reads this dream as “A
blinding and misunderstood symptom of the crisis of the European consciousness”, a
consequence of the obsessive reduction of writing to the “philosophical question” with a
theological base, a universal sublation obstructing the grammatological path. The
“Chinese prejudice” sees the Enlightenment projecting its search for universality on
Chinese inscription, an inversion that becomes an ethnocentric return of writing to
logocentrism: “In an original and non-“relativist” sense, logocentrism is an ethnocentric
metaphysics. It is related to the history of the west. The Chinese model only apparently
interrupts it when Leibniz refers to it to teach the Characteristic. Not only does this model
remain a domestic representation, but also, it is praised only for the purpose of
designating a lack and to define the necessary corrections”22. Value is given to Chinese
only as contrast to phonetic writing, corresponding to the Hegelian devalorisation of
Chinese writing as a reflection of an uncultivated civilisation, a polemic argument
predicated on the binary, culture and nature. The arbitrary quality of Chinese writing is
misread by Leibniz as a gesture to the structural independence of writing from history.
By foregrounding the fluid kernels of Oriental writings, possessing the shape-shifting
capacity to change according to context, Derrida indicates not only the reciprocity
between the historical and the structural traumatic cores but also the possibility of the
disorientation of logocentrism. More precisely, Derridean deconstruction is a pointer to
the need for a detour, a retracing of the track left by our Chinese forebears in the reading
of Chinese writing and culture; the rich heritage ought to be addressed in a paradoxical
temporal suspension, offering us the way to move forward toward a Chinese renaissance.
What we have to learn from the structural problematic is Derrida’s affirmation of
the problem as a source, corresponding to the Chinese proverb, zeng xia zi yuan, as
quoted in Wei’s exposition of Yi Jing; textual deconstruction, then, is a strategic
negotiation overturning the hegemonic dominance of the centralised term. Derrida’s
deconstruction of logocentrism in Of Grammatology brings to the fore the issue of race in
the phonocentricism of Western thinking, an ironic manipulation of the metaphysics of
presence. If Derrida’s silence regarding Chinese writing is interpreted as a sign of the his
disregard for the culture, I think it will be advisable to read Of Grammatology in relation
to the writer’s oeuvre. The deconstructive silence of Derrida, first, affirms the proximity
between Chinese writing and the founding violence of deconstruction and, second, the
reticence points to the most profound connection between western writing and its eastern
counterpart: khōra and tao. Tao, the parking space, is an intersection of the feminine
principle, Yin, and masculine principle, Yang and Tao Te Jing also alludes to tao as “the
gateway of the mysterious female”23 K’un is the hexagram representing the feminine
21
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earth that gives birth to tao, the way, with the insemination from Ch’ien, the hexagram
for the masculine principle:
The K’un hexagram (the female principle of Yin) shows an empty space stretching right
through its entire length, indicating the capacity to receive and hold things … K’un is the
symbol of the Earth, the container of all things. According to the Treatise on the
Trigrams, K’un is also the symbol of cloth … the idea being that cloth covers the human
body and things in general just as the Earth covers up things. Furthermore, the Chinese
term for cloth, pu, also bears the meaning of dissemination or spreading out, analogous to
the dissemination of the Yin forces throughout nature at a certain period of time. All these
symbolisms of empty space, of capacity to hold and to cover up, and of spreading out,
point to the meaning of a sack as something empty in itself and made of spread-out cloth
in a such way as to make it capable of containing and storing things. 24
The above description bears great similarity to Derrida’s illustration of khōra, “the
feminine element”:
After these precautions and these negative hypotheses, you will understand why it is that
we left the name khōra sheltered from any translation. A translation, admittedly, seems to
be always at work, both in the Greek language and from the Greek language into some
other. Let us not regard any of them as sure. Thinking and translating here traverse the
same experience. If it must be tempted, such an experience or experiment [expérience] is
not only of concern for a word or an atom of meaning but also for a whole tropological
texture, let us not yet call it a system, and for ways of approaching, in order to name
them, the elements of this ‘tropology.’ Whether they concern the word khōra itself
(‘place,’ ‘location,’ ‘”region,’ ‘country’) or what tradition calls the figures –
comparisons, images, and metaphors – proposed by Timaeus (‘mother,’ ‘nurse,’
‘receptacle,’ ‘imprint-bearer’), the translation remain caught in networks of
interpretation. They are led astray by retrospective projections which can always be
suspected of being anachronistic. This anachronism is not necessarily, not always, and
not only a weakness from which a vigilant and rigorous interpretation would be able to
escape entirely. We shall try to show no-one escapes from it25.
(emphasis mine)
The above emphasis is my way of approaching the structural problematic of writing.
Instead of concealing it, I shall confront it in order to demonstrate the possible linkage
between the east and the west, a meeting enabled by the analogies of the key to the keyhole or the plug to the socket.
Khōra is the empty space, an absence enabling the presentation of the image or
the icon. In relation to what Derrida mentions above, khōra can be read as the Greek
version of tao, a maternal receptacle producing the name. Like tao, it has a tropological
texture, a weblike multiplication of symbols, a cover or a veil that provides the
24
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hermeneutic phantasm. Both a location and vessel, khōra is coterminous to tao, the sack
of K’un embracing the creativity of Ch’ien, allowing meaning to fill its empty space,
spreading out to the diverse paths the signifier can travel. The paradox, here, can be
found in the anachronistic signifying flight, a dissemination which cannot evade the
metaphysical grasp of the analytic principle. Both the mythological and the logical
principles are required for signification to occur but the mythological dimension of khōra
and tao ensures the diasporic dimension of signification. Relating the diasporic to
translation, we ought to note what Derrida states above: translation, according to him, is
always already occurring across cultures, and, more importantly, within the language in
which the word first appeared. This element of signifying deviance may be temporarily
incarcerated but it can never be completely controlled. While the trace is uncontrollable,
its emergence occurs with the fractious interaction between two cultural systems, thus
Derrida’s remark, “This anachronism is not necessarily, not always, and not only a
weakness from which a vigilant and rigorous interpretation would be able to escape
entirely. We shall try to show no-one escapes from it”. The anachronism lies with the fact
that the trace, once articulated, is reduced always to the selfsame.
Writing the other is a murderous act since the performance domesticates or, as
Derrida mentions above, institutes the trace. Saussy’s definition of the comparative
method invariably returns to the point of commonality, what he calls the trunk of the
genealogical tree: “the comparative method tended to dissolve identities, or at any rate
their singular expressions, into a common source. … Comparative philology could, in the
end, use up its raison d’etre: after a sufficient number of examples are adduced, laws can
be formulated and historical accounts framed. In philology, the properly comparative
moment came early in the discovery process, as parallel phonetic series were established
for the different languages and the regularity of their differences showed them to be
tributaries of a higher common source”26. To answer his question: “What is the trunk –
what does comparative literature discover?” regarding this “third thing” that will perform
the connective function between cultures, I shall refer to the confluence between Lacan’s
psychoanalytic theory and Taoism (Tao Te Jing). I shall argue that a comparative study is
achievable only with the agonistic relations between differing identities, whose
connection is the Lacanian illusory link, the tao of Taoism, a labyrinthine path on which
the signifier travels and locates itself. In other words, to facilitate translations, including
mine, parallels are connected by bridges whose essence is the inessentiality of
projections. I agree with Saussy when he states that the connection is activated by
rhetorical vehicles, the fundamentals of comparative studies but I disagree with him when
he calls forth the “exception” of the translational characteristic of world literature27. I
shall argue that there is no exception, which is supported by Lacan’s psychoanalytic
reading of knowledge, since all readings, as I shall highlight, are inherently comparative
or translational; this Saussy acknowledges in the section, “About Our Selflessness: An
Origin Story”: “The inclusion of Hungarian in an otherwise unremarkable list opens
26
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comparative literature to being something other than a science of origins. It can be seen
as the first in a long series of gestures by which comparative literature questions the
criteria for inclusion in the set of objects known as “literature,” the ultimate ancestor of
essays on orange juice jingles or shopping malls, and also the decisive swerve of an
established academic discourse (the comparative philological method) toward a Goethean
horizon in which world literature, coming from all directions, is whatever the world takes
to be literature”28 (emphasis mine). One can discover this lack of the exception in the
analogous nature of the diachronic and the synchronic in the historical method, which
does not preclude the spatial because temporality has to be spatialised for it to mean
something to us. The differential movement of différance effectively erases the
distinction between the historical and the comparative methods, which Saussy discusses
in his essay, because both require a reading that is constituted by a contextual interfacing:
different temporal contexts always already signal distinct spatial contexts. More
precisely, I shall work with difference, Derrida’s radical stance – an interstitial
positioning which Lacan believes to be impossible, to demonstrate that the entire
hermeneutic enterprise is premised on the comparative, including the use of theory to
read historical examples, which Saussy expounds later in his essay.
In the editors’ introduction to Slavoj Zizek’s Interrogating the Real, Rex Butler
and Scott Stephen suggest that Zizek’s critics have not grasped his interpretative strategy:
“For they necessarily miss the way Zizek brings these categories together in thinking of
what frames thought itself (an undertaking that in fact characterizes philosophy from the
very beginning, not merely as any kind of interdisciplinary undertaking but as the attempt
to articulate that empty place from which all disciplines come, including its own)”29.
This citation not only supports my claim above about the comparative dimension of
interpretations but also the significance of rhetoric or what Saussy would call
“literariness” in translational or interdisciplinary endeavours, connotative properties
predicated on absences. Moreover, I shall work with his diagnosis about comparative
studies: “Contextualisation is always a legitimate epistemological move, but let us not
grant any context the final authority of the real. That would be to make comparative
literature a portal for other, more meaningful, more conclusive disciplines, and so to
cheat the world of the nonreductive model of critical relation that our work at its best can
provide”30 to counter any critique that theory ignores the empirical, historical instances.
For a critical study to gain significance, one must consider the historical and contingent
in conjunction with the theoretical. In fact, it can be proven that contextualisation alone
produces inadequate readings. However, comparative studies as such cannot be said to be
the only nonreductive model of critical relation as all interpretations are essentially
translational, requiring the linkages of two or more identities. There is only the final
authority of the Real in the Lacanian sense whose hard kernel makes it impenetrable, the
Sublime of epistemology. Thus, the connection made in comparative readings, according
28
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to Zizek, is “an impossible short circuit of levels which, for structural reasons, cannot
ever meet”31. As I have explained earlier regarding the phantasmatic quality of the socalled “intersubjective” link, this adjunct indicates more about the critic’s positioning and
the path she travels than the topic of investigation. Zizek expouses this parallax view,
which differs according to how and where the object is viewed, as in the different
locations and interpretative routes of the readers: “From its beginning (the Ionian
Presocratics), philosophy emerged in the interstices of substantial social communities, as
the thought of those who were caught in a ‘parallax’ position, unable fully to identify
with any of the positive social identities”32. Zizek’s reference to philosophy emerging
from the interstices of substantial communities gives support to my assertion above that
the innovative manifests from the confrontational relations between two identities. This
emergence is only possible as a khoretic or taoist manifestation, a consequence of the
contestation between opposite, arising as tao, a link only because something or other is
missing, the fleeting parking space, in a chain of signifiers.
Zizek’s parallax view offers a difference in perspective, which depends on the
position and direction of the viewer, thus complicating the very notion of a true reading.
If reading is influenced always by the critic’s location and the hermeneutic path she
travels, then the interpretation can never escape a certain centrism because writing has to
be ordered according to the critic’s position, which acts as the centre, in order to achieve
a provisional coherence. Supplementing Saussy’s reference to David Damrosch’s
proposal that world literature ought to be considered as ““an elliptical refraction of
national literatures,” “not a set canon of texts but a mode of reading””33, I shall revert
attention to the tension inhabiting the space between world and national literatures, a
tension caused by the imperial possibilities in very act of inclusion, serving the national
interests of the dominant culture. More importantly, Saussy’s comment, here, has not
addressed the necessary interest harnessed in any east-west reading for any interpretation,
comparative or otherwise, means an appropriation and assimilation: “Another reason is
our close dependency on the very national-language-and-literature disciplines that
comparative was created to overcome”34 Thus, world literature, with its globalising
tendencies, may subsume the regional or local for what is considered world literature has
always been premised on the valued cultures of the West. Hence, this justifies my
comment that Saussy’s vision of comparative literature requires an appendix:
“Comparative literature supplies the instructions, the labor, and the glue. Our many
“modes of reading” fix on texts from elsewhere, transform them, then send them out
again”35. If we read the comparative method with Zizek’s parallax view in mind, then
what we have are never disinterested readings, the selfless contributions of comparative
studies that Saussy propounds. Moreover, the texts sent, according to Lacan, always
arrive in inverted forms as the communicative circuit is not invulnerable to interceptions,
31
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interruptions most aptly figured by the wireless connections of the internet leading to
dispersal due to misreadings.
In Saussy’s critical assault of Fenollosa, he directs our attention to the sixth
century literary critic, Liu Xie, and his description of writing as “the power of wen” in the
chapter entitled “Yuan dao” (“Tracing the Way”), felicitously supporting my assertion of
the significant chiasmus between Chinese writing or literature and Chinese philosophy,
an ephemeral interconnection facilitating my reading of Chinesenese. Chinese
philosophers have never been just philosophers; they, like the Chinese poets, have been
referred to always as pathfinders and trailblazers, the bringers of civilisation and culture.
Saussy remarks on the traditional invocation of Chinese writers as dragons, an important
note to Chinese inscription as heavenly writing, inscribed by flashes of lightning, fiery
imprints on the earthly body. Tian Shu (A Book from the Sky), an equivocal phrase
describing writing as sense emerging from nonsense, is the title given to Xu Bing’s (a
world-renowned Chinese avant garde artist) masterpiece of pseudo-Chinese characters,
showing the arbitrary nature of Chinese writing. Wen gains its power as the mediator of
heaven and earth. While Saussy objects to Fenollosa’s enterprise as fantasy not grounded
on the reality of Chinese poetry, he does not reject completely the latter’s perspective of
the reenergising possibility of wen as a medium between the transcendental and material:
“For the idea that writing, in its most sublime manifestations, speaks with the authority of
nature is both inspiring to people in the Chinese tradition and impressive to people out of
it. “Nature” is, after all, the one thing that ought to hold constant across differences
among “cultures.” But what happens when a pattern of thought – even thought about
Nature – crosses into a new context of ideas? The next stage to which the term wen (as
italicised and appropriated into the European languages) leads to a certain articulation,
held to be naturally, culturally, or historically guaranteed, of the things signified by the
characters, when those characters meet in a representative Chinese poem”36. I think the
order of nature and culture is surpassed by the supernatural, the unrecognisable in our
contact with reality or the Lacan’s Real, making our designation of what is considered
nature always already tinged with culture.
The key words in the above citation, I think, are “italicised” and “appropriated” in
the linguistic transfer of wen from culture to culture. With translation, the term undergoes
the necessary transformation so that it makes sense to people foreign to the language. Its
appropriation means that the word “wen” is taken and absorbed into the foreign culture
functioning as a symbol of difference. We have, here, an instance of a signifying unit
lodged at the boundary between inside and outside, a word representing certain ideas in
its use in a new context and recognisably distinct from the rest of the signifying units.
This exemplifies the signifying adaptability of words, making them vessels seemingly
unchanged on the outside but the inner substance mutates according to its contact with a
new cultural environment, supporting my proposal that Chinese culture is an inverted
culture in its move toward modernisation and globalisation. Thus, signifying units cannot
and will never be presentations with a direct referential function. They are, as de Man
suggests in Saussy’s quotation, self-reflexive rather than referential, revealing their
intrinsic capacity to transform in their adjustment to different contexts. The belatedness
of the letter’s arrival brings to the fore the impossibility of Truth.
36
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Lacan’s subtitle to On Female Sexuality: The Limits of Love and Knowledge37,
attests to being as compelled by the desire for wholeness, which can never be fulfilled,
and its non-fulfillment is precisely what permits intimations of the other jouissance,
ephemeral evocations constituting the drive. Being, as driven by this intuition of nonbeing, prompts the obsessive return to the objectified entity, Lacan’s objet petit a, as a
fetishisation felicitating our survival. The fetish is exposed as reification when the Real of
language breaks in, leading to the dissolution of the phantasmatic association between the
subject and object with the traumatic encounter, occasioning an affective transference
from one object to another, with the subject changing as the transference is activated. My
discussion of “wen” fits into Lacan’s exploration of being and language and how poetic
language, as the product of discourse, Lacan’s lalangue, “the cloud of language”38,
perhaps, correlating to the K’an trigramme, meaning clouds, rain and water, the
untamable kernel of writing39. Lalangue “constitutes writing”, which “only reproduces
thanks to missing what it wants to say, for what it wants to say (veut dire) – namely, as
French clearly states, its meaning (sens) – is its effective jouissance” (121). The Lacanian
espousal of the feminine excesses echoes to the non-being of K’un or Yin, the core of
multiplicity from which the One of unity is formed. Wei’s description of the Lo Script
provides the ground for my comparison: “The centre, represented by the number 5,
denotes the dawn of differentiation. The white disc represents divine Unity, from which
all things proceed, and to which all must return. It is the One life, eternal, invisible, yet
omnipresent, without beginning or end, yet periodical in its regular manifestations –
between which periods reigns the dark mystery of Non-Being (Yin)”40. The italicised
words signal the way of tao, a labyrinthine tracing and retracing similar to the Derridean
notion of iterability. Lacan continues to explain how this enigma keeps us going back for
more: “The proof is that when one leaves it all alone, it sublimates with all its might, it
sees Beauty and the Good not to mention Truth, and it is there, as I just told you, that it
comes closest to what is at stake. But what is true is that the partner of the opposite sex (l’
autre sexe) remains the Other. It is thus by missing its jouissance that it manages to be
reproduced yet again (encore) without knowing anything about what produces it … it
doesn’t know whether what reproduces it is life or death” (121). Lacan’s notion of being
as determined in and through non-being, is an indeterminate approach to the idea of
being, allowing us to sublimate the Other to the objet petit a, giving it the respectability
of the Thing, in our pursuit of the other satisfaction, the ultimate satisfaction of being
through non-being, driven by the fear of nothingness.
By transferring our love from one objet a to another, moving from one fantasy to
another, we are activating the creativity inherent to Freud’s death drive, a creativity
required for our existence. When Lacan refers to “ex-sistence”, he is alluding to the
37
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“extra knowledge of being, [which] constitutes for him his slim chance of going to the
Other, to its being, about which I noted last time – and this is the second essential point –
that it wants to know nothing. It is a passion for ignorance”41 (emphasis mine). In the
approach to “Wen”, our creative power lies precisely with its indeterminacy and it is our
desire for some kind satisfaction that stimulates this incessant return to writing, both a
burden that weighs us and the illusion that allows us to take flight, the borderline case of
Nietzsche’s Eternal Return of the Same or Freud’s compulsion for repetition. The lack of
a true connection is what motivates the obsessive compulsion, our personal tic. If
Fenollosa is considered delusional when he thinks that Chinese writing enriches the
imagination with its ideographic dimension, I will ask, then, the following questions:
What can poetic writing do with its figurative facet? Do poetic figures not imply the
ideographic quality of language? Does the term “ideograph” only signify transparency
and directness in language? The focus is on the overlapping of dichotomies; the divide
between the ideographic and the phonetic collapses with deconstruction. With his latest
essay in Comparative Literature in an Age of Globalization, Saussy’s comparative study
gives the lateral and associative field of poetic devices its due as the vehicle for linguistic
and cultural transference, the analogous aspect that aids the carrying over of meaning
from one distinct term to another, setting the conditions for the other to speak. Thus,
Derrida’s reticence is an elliptical gesture to the Chinese awareness of the poetic power
of transference, the power of the horizontal breaking through and unveiling the weakness
of the verticality of the logical. This is made possible with the imaginative nourishment
from poetry, a deciphering instead of a decoding that indicates the Lacanian imaginary
inversion incited by the real of the Other, the Other emerging only as fantastic discourse,
which destabilises the symbolic order of authenticity.
Zhang cites the Chinese philosophical convention of designating the classical
texts with the names of the writers as a justification of the writers’ authority. According
to him, “The convention in ancient China of naming a book after its author and the settled
practice of ancient writers quoting earlier writings do not so much emphasize the origin
of writing in its author, but rather make authors identifiable first in their writing and
transform the writings of philosophers like Laozi and Zhuangzi into great sourcebooks,
origins of authority, and the ultimate texts of reference in the intertextuality of Chinese
writing”42. Read in relation to Fu Zhengyuan’s China’s Legalists, I can agree only with
Zhang’s notion of the name as the authoritative marker, correlating, of course, to the
Derridean interpretation of the designative power of names. But I shall take up Zhang’s
mention of the intertextuality of Chinese writing in my iconoclastic shattering of the
deceptively infallible icon on which the idea of imperialism takes shape. My argument
rests upon the travelling signifier whose non-fixity makes it the perfect tool for the
breaking down of prosthetic projections on which recreations are made possible with
renegotiation. Derrida’s supplement and Lacan’s objet petit a, the weaponry of
inscriptive violence, are keys to the unlocking of the sovereign gate, the gate between
heaven and earth, the Tiananmen Gate (the Heavenly Peace Gate).
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Wen (writing) as arms against tyranny is evident in Saussy’s exposition of the
Five Colours recorded in Kaogong ji as the figures of wen (ornamentation): ““The
combination of green and red is called wen. That of red and white is called zhang …
[boundary]. That of white and black is called fu … [axe-head shape]; that of black and
green is called fu … [double-bow shape].” The Kaogong ji gives a “grammar of
ornament” (if I may reuse with new emphasis a fine nineteenth-century title) – a set of
rules and forms appropriate to the adornment of a Zhou king … But it is the syntax, or
combination, of the meaning of the different background colors and the different shapes
chosen for the foreground that gives the artifact as a whole its character as an
“inscriptional object” in the broadest sense or wen wu”43 This citation, especially the
description of fu, the double-bow shape metaphorised by the combination of black and
green brings to mind Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s analogy of Kairòs, biopolitics
as the democratic weapon against the global war of biopower. With the deconstructive
question, Hardt and Negri elucidate the metaphor: “When does the moment of rupture
come? Earlier we spoke of political decision-making in terms of networks of biopolitical
determinations and an apparatus of cooperation of the singular wills, but here we have to
recognise decision as an event – not the linear accumulation of Chronos and the
monotonous tickling of its clocks but the sudden expression of Kairòs. Kairòs is the
moment when the arrow is shot by the bowstring, the moment when a decision of action
is made”44. These figurative parallels will be read as analogous to the workings of
deconstruction, a tactical interception of the totality and authority of the icon.
Returning to Zhang and his textual problematic, he may have devoted a paragraph
to intertextuality but his reading of the name in terms of the authority of the classical
texts contradicts the notion of writing as intertext, the Derridean trace which disturbs the
control of the authoritative texts with difference. The fact that he refers to these texts as
the origins, “the fountain head of tradition, the great thinkers of Taoism and
Confucianism”45 and hence the authority accorded to them makes his understanding of
the term “intertext” suspect. Intertextuality, in any writing, debunks the notion of
beginnings and endings because one text is merely a repetition of another in difference.
Archaeological retrieval has to contend with the trace, which, in other words, means that
the source is only the beginning because of the incisive move in decision-making. The
trace is suppressed so that the name appears in writing. As a consequence of the structural
reduction of the name, the signifying excesses create textual fissures out of which
deconstructive possibilities emerge. My poststructuralist reading of the name ushers in an
interruption inflecting the inscriptive path, an extrication that sends the signifier in a
different direction, a disruption finding its fulcrum on D.C. Lau’s commentary of the
speculative base of the scholastic connection between text and author46. Laozi, the text, is
named after Laozi, the author, in order to highlight the supplementary purposes of both
text and writer. They are nothing but signifiers, Lacan’s objet petit a, leading to other
43
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signifiers. I recite Zhuangzi where the wheelwright tells the Duke Huan that “what you
are reading, my lord, is nothing but the dregs of the ancients”47 (emphasis mine) to
demonstrate the pleonastic characteristic of the “word” as a signifier. Countering Zhang’s
argument is my instigation against the primacy of the name, an intervention of the
totalitarian transcendental signified privileged by the imperial rule as recorded in the five
thousand year-old Chinese history. Meaning is significant in poststructuralism or
classical poetic writing only because it rests on the gliding signifier, evoking the lateral
dimension of poetic signification, figured in my dissertation as the exilic flight of the
persecuted poets and writers, emancipating the diasporas incited by the repressive
violence of communist totalitarianism. Their poetic writings, the Dionysian revolt against
the imperial aspirations of Legalism, are recyclable wastes of the ancients, traces
returning as ironic forms to haunt the analytic with a difference. These counterforces,
assets recovery, use the defective cornerstone of eastern metaphysics of presence to
unveil the ideological mask of Communism.
The famous Chinese paradox, “the one who knows does not speak; the one who
speaks does not know”, is analogous to the Lacanian equivocal “not whole and more”,
describing the desire of the Other, constituted by the inexplicable, excessive female other.
For those who insist the constructive mastery of writing, the unfaithfulness of the Chinese
character, as in all other signifying units, disrupts their autocratic intentions. Lacan, in On
Female Sexuality, notes this existential support in his discussion of institutional writing;
“none of it would stand up if I didn’t prop it up with an act of speaking that involves
language (langue), and with a practice which is that of people who give orders in the
name of a certain knowledge”48, comprising rhetorical knots, punning on “naught”, which
unravels when the fantastic core complicates with the multiplication of facets:
“Regardless of what you do with the surface of a torus, you cannot make a knot. But, on
the contrary, with the locus of a torus, as this shows you, you can make a knot. It is in this
respect, allow me to tell you, that the torus is reason, since it is what allows for knots”49
(emphasis mine). Just like Derrida’s aporia, Lacan’s knot, the problematic heart of
logocentrism, a trauma resulting from the metaphorical aspect of linguistic units, is what
allows for projections, verbalisations both confusing and adding to analytic knowledge.
Eastern logos is secured by the analytic principles of the Chinese Legalists,
philosophers of realpolitik from “the Period of the Hundred Contending Schools (551233 B.C.) in Chinese history [that] ran parallel with the Hellenic Age in the West”50,
legalism serving as the prison “bar” mentioned earlier in the Lacanian discourse of the
Other, and only policed by a law-conserving violence for its awareness of lawless
violence. According to Fu, the scholastic misinterpretations of China owe much to the
neglect of the Legalist tradition, the backbone of the more than two thousand-year-old
imperial system, leaving an ineradicable trace revived with a vengeance by the
Communist regime: “The Legalist influence on China proved to be everlasting. Its
47
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importance in Chinese politics far exceeds that of Machiavelli’s influence on Western
political discourse. In fact, many of the institutions and political practices of the
contemporary People’s Republic of China (PRC) can trace their intellectual roots to this
school of political philosophy. In late 1973 the Chinese Communist Party, with the
endorsement of Mao Zedong, launched a nationwide campaign to popularize the teaching
of the Legalists and criticise the Confucians. This nationwide ideological movement was
conducted on a gigantic scale, reaching all corners of society, and lasted more than three
years. It only ended with the official termination of the so-called Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution in 1976. This campaign was an official acknowledgement that Mao
Zedong and the Chinese Communist Party considered themselves to be the true
successors of the Legalist heritage.”51 (emphasis mine). “Popularize”, in italics, is crucial
to my exploration of legitimate/illegitimate violence in Chinese contemporary politics.
Moving with the global emphasis on capitalism and consumerism, the legalist
underpinnings in Communist China takes on a trendy twist in its adaptation to
postmodern global culture. In fact, there has been a recent return to Confucian teachings
so the political climate is one governed by a system that is known as inner Legalist and
outer Confucian, which had been the pillar of the imperial system previously. By
incorporating the postmodern, the Communist regime effectively blinds the people to its
hegemonic control using the surplus satisfaction of popular culture and consumerism in
order to assimilate the population.
The issue of globalisation in China is not something one can easily pin down, not
that it is graspable internationally, according to Fredric Jameson. It my assertion that
Communism in China has permutated in order to fit into global capitalism, a
postmodernisation, without losing its dominance over the political and social aspects of
the republic, an assertion supported by Saussy’s remark on postmodernity: “When
postmodern keywords become an apologia for cultural relativism, the notion of totality
has reclaimed, it seems to me, its old privileges”52. The postmodern culture of China can
be read as an inversion of western postmodernity. Sheldon Lu’s discussion of the
affinities between poststructuralism and Chinese postmodernity in China, Transnational
Visuality, Global Postmodernity gestures to the “time lag” mentioned by two Chinese
contemporary scholars on Chinese modernisation and postmodernity, Li Zehou and Liu
Zaifu: “In their dialogues, Li and Liu write about a fundamental “time lag” (shijian cha),
a temporal difference and an epochal difference (shidai cha) between China and the
West”53. The postmodern cultural characteristics or poststructuralist philosophical
leanings of the west have been always those of Chinese thought and culture. Thus, the
temporal slide makes it difficult to label Chinese culture as postmodern. Outwardly,
urban China looks like any other metropolis in the world, with an eclectic mix of the old
and new, but it has not absorbed wholesale American mass culture, defined by Jameson
as the pivotal facet of globalisation. In fact, the mimicry may result in a viable cultural
tool contesting the neocolonialism of the west in their global control. What we have in
51
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China is the postmodern silhouette with a substantial difference. Recalling Confucian
ideology, the Communist regime refashions a cultural climate outlined as “Confucian
capitalism” but I shall argue that politically and militarily, the regime still governs
legalistically.
The fetishisation of the commodity in mass consumerism is used by the regime to
distract the people from its political repressiveness. China’s desire to be included in the
WTO was also to ensure economic growth since the economic prosperity of the nation,
satisfying the population’s need for financial security, deflects any large-scale
insurrection. Calling China postcolonial or postmodern may not be accurate since China
has never been colonised and one cannot simply map postmodernity onto China without
considering the local conditions. According to Lu, the Chinese intellectuals’ attempts to
read China with the post – isms have only served the regime’s interests as these theories
became the catalyst for the return to tradition and nationalism: “In advocating an
academic discourse of resistance to the cultural and discursive hegemony of the West
rather than to the internal power of the state, postcolonial critics in China may have
misidentified the source of oppression. Thus, sensitive domestic issues are elided. The
Chinese style of third world criticism may very well play into the hands of conservative
politics and cater to the sentiments of Chinese nationalism”54. Lu asks several important
questions that have yet been answered and some of them refer to the “multicultural” or
“hybrid” space of so-called postmodern China, a space that has yet to bring about the
democratisation of the country: “Asian modernity is not a pale replica of Western
modernity. More important, the question of agency in Asian modernity is not merely an
issue of “enunciation,” “utterance,” “signification,” and “discourse,” as sometimes
suggested in postcolonial criticism, however critically important those concepts are, but a
matter of social praxis, the possibility of changing the material, economic, and cultural
condition of living third world subjects”55.
Agency is a question of the conditions in which the third world subject is lodged.
In order to act, one has first to consider one’s positionality within the political realm.
Second, in order to act, one may be required to seize power in a revolutionary attempt to
unsettle the oppressive regime with the creative will to power. To address the issue of
agency, I think Michel Foucault’s proposal in “The Subject and Power” should be
considered in the reading of resistance against the repressive violence of the Communist
regime: “To use another metaphor, it consists in using this resistance as a chemical
catalyst so as to bring to light power relations, locate their position, find out their point of
application and the methods used. Rather than analyzing power from the point of view of
its internal rationality, it consists of analyzing power relations through the antagonism of
strategies”56 Foucault’s carefully thought-out discourse on power demonstrates the
interrelations between the state and the individual and how one requires the other in the
systemic formation. Agency per se does not exist except in power relations and the
subject has to act within the dialectical oscillations between the state and individual.
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Contrary to Lu’s rather Marxist take on revolutionary change, I shall allude to Nuigi wa
Tiong’ O’s “decolonisation the mind”. Material change can follow only after a mental
emancipation, a transformation of thought activated by a discoursal problematisation.
Both reflection and action are crucial for the revolutionary; it is a matter of performing
one or the other with a certain untimeliness, a temporal and spatial displacement, by an
incomplete subject. This lack in the subject constitution is affirmed in the thesis
argument. Derrida’s “erasure” and “supplement” endorse my assertion that the route to
“agency”, which has a synonymous relation to “support” or “holder”, is through the
prosthesis, which supplements this lack, giving the subject the shape-shifting adaptability
to the changing conditions or the ability to take flight as the gliding signifier.
Like any signifier, “democracy”, the Marxian socialist aspiration diffuses,
yielding to the totalitarian terror and violence of the Lenin-Marxist orthodox practised in
Communist China, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, which is also the hand of the
Other, counters autocracy with Derrida’s unfaithful rendering of the democratic promise
in Spectres of Marx. The people’s passive violence against the totalitarian government,
the Tiananmen Incidents, is called into being by the extreme violence of the regime. Read
as the Lacanian rivals, the repressed fights the regime, in the political power game. The
latest massacre was nothing exceptional when interpreted against the history of state
terror practiced by the Marxist-Leninist party leaders, the rule of man as the rule by law:
Like the ancient Legalists, Lenin and Mao Zedong believed that political authority rests
on power and power ultimately derives from naked force. As Lenin so emphatically
stressed regarding the essence of the Marxist-Leninist dictatorship of the proletariat,
“dictatorship means unlimited power based on force, and not on law” (Lenin 1963-70,
vol. 10, 244). Likewise, as Mao’s famous quotation so aptly summarizes it: “Political
power grows from the barrel of a gun” (Mao Zedong 1965, vol. 2, 224). Similar to the
ancient Legalists, the ruling Marxist-Leninist party leaders (such as Lenin, Mao Zedong,
Kim II-sung, and others) always stressed the priority of building up power in the form of
armed forces, intelligence, and the mutual informer networks, and the defense industry57.
By positioning themselves above the law, these tyrannical leaders are able to
impose their will absolutely on their subordinates. In China’s Legalists, Fu tells us that
political authority backed by a strong military and an intelligence force amasses such
power that the leader plays god in his governance of the people. I shall take up Fu’s
reference to Mao’s proposal in 1949 to analyse the way the latter managed to consolidate
himself as an imperial ruler in the global era: ““Our present task is to strengthen the
people’s state apparatus – mainly the people’s army, the people’s police and the people’s
court” (Mao Zedong 1965, vol. 4, 418). Of course, one must realize that in the modern
Marxist-Leninist “newspeak” the paramount leader is equated with the “people.””58. The
term “people” is Ernesto Laclau’s “empty signifier” in which Mao hid in order to gain
absolute dominance. Laclau’s exposition of the empty signifier reveals its function in
politics, the hegemonic power that it accords the manipulator and its effectiveness as a
political instrument. Using the empty signifier to erase the political heterogeneity in the
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republic with the logic of equivalence, Mao created a vacuum around which he and his
regime dance as the sole representation of the people. As the political icon, representation
as substitution and simulation, Mao manipulates the various sections of people, pitching
not only one group against another but also one member of the family against another
with his intelligence network, so that the lack of social cohesion prevents any effective
revolutionary attempt. Lacan’s “logic of the signifier”, a variant of Nietzsche’s mobile
army, illustrates Mao’s use of “the people” as the third party bridging the regime to the
individuals, giving him both the immense political mobility in his representation of the
heterogeneous groups and the power and charisma to mobilise his subordinates to radical
violence. Mao’s persecution and execution of the deviant elements resulted in the
dispersal of these revolutionaries, a situation collocating with Hardt and Negri’s proposal
of the passive violence of democracy: “The democratic project of the multitude is thus
necessarily exposed to both military violence and police repression: war follows the
multitude in exodus, forcing it to defend itself, imposing on the project of absolute
democracy the paradox of defining itself as resistance. … Not only the multitude
configure its exodus as resistance, it must transform that resistance into a form of
constituent power, creating the social relations and institutions of a new society”59
(emphasis mine). The italicised above reinforces the attention given to the literature of
the exilic as the insurrectionary possibility, an escape permitting the relocation of the
subjectivity of the persecuted and the oppressed. It is an inscriptive networking opposing
the disguise of the regime and its party leader with mimicry, an ironic rendering in the
form of “the multitude” here, functioning as the empty signifier driving the dissidents to
action. Thus, the empty signifier can be a practicable60 means of accomplishing a goal,
empowering the individual in her performance of insurrectionary violence.
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Congregação Israelita Paulista (CIP): Musical Traditions in Sao Paulo’s Liberal
Jewish Community
According to Alexandre Edelstein, Second Hazzan1 of Congregação Israelita
Paulista (CIP), synagogue music composed by Brazilians of Jewish descent is
virtually non-existent in Sao Paulo’s only liberal2 Jewish congregation:
We don’t have so many Jewish liturgical Brazilian composers.
We have a little, little, representation of new Jewish liturgical
music in Sao Paulo. I can tell you about two or three melodies
that were composed by Brazilian composers.
The dearth of such music may seem paradoxical given the fact that liberal
congregations purportedly espouse assimilatory values that often include musical
manifestations. However, these musical practices do not always conveniently correspond
to national boundaries. In the case of CIP, a complex set of cultural, social, historical,
political, and religious factors have all but prevented the creation of Brazilian Jewish
liturgical music.
Initially, CIP’s most “liberal” feature consisted of its Portuguese name. Founded
in 1936 by German immigrants, this particular congregation immediately demonstrated at
least nominal efforts to acculturate to Brazilian society. The choice of the term Israelita,
or “Israelites”, indicated that members of this community of Brazilian “Israelites”
appreciated their new home and were not simply temporary visitors awaiting an
additional migration to British-controlled Palestine:
1

This is how Mr. Edelstein identified himself in a personal telephone interview on 12 April, 2006. This
term defines him as a second cantor, or Jewish musical worship leader employed by a synagogue that
assists the main cantor. Neither cantor of CIP has received formal training in the sense that they attended
the Union for Reform Judaism’s Jewish Institute of Religion (HUC-JIR) in order to receive the Master of
Sacred Music Degree (MSM), and hence Alexandre’s function in the United States would be designated
“Cantorial Soloist”, “Music Leader”, or some other equivalent label.
2
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Soon after arrival in Sao Paulo, the Germans formed the
religiously liberal, politically non-Zionist Congregação
Israelita Paulista (CIP), intended to assist new arrivals and
further members’ integration into Brazil… Their religious
stance projected an assimilationist orientation… The
instantaneous adoption of a Portuguese rather than a Hebrew
name conforms to the haskalah3 orientation of this group, for
whom Judaism had become only a religion, not an ethnic
identity.4
The adoption of the name “Israelite”, however, was a practice the new Paulistas
inherited from their German descendants, who founded the New Israelite Society, a
reform congregation in Hamburg, Germany in 1810. CIP’s religious practices, including
its music, also remained thoroughly German, as it exclusively utilized settings of prayers
by German-Jewish liturgical composers. Such liturgical works used Protestant Hymns as
their stylistic models, and employed Organs, Choirs, and featured four-part vocal
arrangements. Nineteenth-century German-Jewish liturgical composers created this new
aesthetic environment with the hopes of drawing in newly emancipated German Jews
who chose not to attend synagogue services with a “dignified” mode of worship that
separated them from their Eastern-European brethren5. One famous cantor and composer
from Berlin, Lewis Lewandoski (1821-94) created musical works for every occasion in
the entire Jewish liturgical year. Cantors and cantorial soloists world-wide have
performed his music for Sabbath Services and for the High Holidays, and he received
critical acclaim for his “blending the traditional and modern, the eastern European and
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western elements”6. His influence transcended temporal and geographic boundaries, as
Alexandre Edelstein notes that the congregation still requires him to sing this music,
despite the fact that his North American counterparts have long abandoned it in favor of
music by predominantly contemporary American Jewish liturgical composers. While in
the United States Cantors and cantorial soloists often employ populist instruments such as
the guitar and require simple, less virtuosic vocal techniques, the Germanic art music is
heavily embedded in CIP’s worship services:
My congregation is a yenta7 congregation. It was founded
seventy years ago by the Germans. This means that all of
the liturgy that we sing is based on Lewandoski8. Eighty
percent [of it] was Lewandoski. It was a sonority with an organ,
choir, and mixed choir. This was our model for years and years
and years….Then, the other chazzan and I tried to make some
changes. Very, very, slowly we succeeded in some changes
of melody. We had some problems. It’s not the exclusivity of our
community. They didn’t always receive the changes positively,
because they are Jewish and we love traditions and it’s important
for us. This is our community. Then we had many difficulties.
It was not so easy to bring new melodies…9
Hence, CIP presents a conundrum in the sense that its aesthetic and cultural
values nominally seem to contradict one another. A “liberal” congregation that seeks to
assimilate into Brazilian culture could logically create its own musical prayer settings in
the Portuguese language given the fact that both Germany and the United States
immediately set some prayers in their respective vernacular languages. Moreover,
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notions of reform and liberality can indicate a certain degree of flexibility in musical
praxis when younger generations of congregants perceive that the worship music does not
reflect their spiritual values, and this was also the case in the United States, where the
guitar has largely replaced the organ as the preferred liturgical accompaniment medium.
Yet, CIP’s congregants insist on perpetuating a specifically Germanic liturgical and
musical orthodoxy somewhat reminiscent of Brazilian Candomble. Although Alexandre
Edelstein has successfully implemented some North-American stylized musical reforms
by creating a smaller religious sub-community within CIP (an issue to which I shall
return later), his words regarding his “difficulties” reflect a strong commitment to
“tradition” in his congregation, even if such traditions are invented. He elaborated on the
idea of CIP’s tradition, noting that maintaining time-honored liturgical practices has itself
become a religious value, although it is difficult to discern the actual degree to which
congregants feel spiritually moved by liturgical settings of prayers in the style of German
chorales (despite whatever “eastern” elements may permeate them) that were created in
completely different national and temporal contexts:
They [older CIP congregants] are very serious in all the
praying. [They are] serious in tradition and spirituality. Of
course, this was the first generation and the second generation.
The third generation is not like this, but for them the tradition
is very important. The way that it is, [this] is the way it should be.
It doesn’t matter if it’s right. It’s right because my father did it and
my grandfather… [There is] the right way to sing, the right
everything10.
One lens through which it is useful to view these apparent contradictory values
includes the perceived and actual political threats to CIP’s existence. Undoubtedly the
Holocaust may have triggered an intra-congregational movement to maintain tradition at
10
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all costs given the fact that “the old country” was inevitably altered and the new Paulistas
would never again be able to return to the Germany from which they had migrated.
However, the 1940’s was not a decade in which Jewish liturgical music world-wide
changed to any significant degree. The Nazis did, however, influence the dictator Getuilo
Vargas to initiate defensive measures which forced all German-language based activity
(both Jewish and non-Jewish) underground. These measures effectively decimated
various elements of Jewish secular communal life in Sao Paulo, as they were also
directed at Yiddish-language activities (mainly because Brazilian authorities could not
discern the two languages from one another):
Although the Integraistas were suppressed in 1938, the
Vargas regime progressively narrowed the area of civil
liberties, and Jews were now confronted with a new threat.
The Third Reich was making an aggressive attempt to turn
Brazil’s substantial German community into a fifth column.
In the effort to abort this development, the Brazilian
government promulgated a series of laws aimed at
dissolving German, Italian and Japanese cultural nuclei.
Starting in 1938, all political activity by foreigners
was interdicted…These Brazilianization measures,
aimed at suppressing the Nazi initiative, struck at Jewish
life as well, fracturing it along several fissures.
Anti-German measures…brought Yiddish under the
ban since police were unable to distinguish between the two
languages. Dispersed Jewish communities had re-created
elements of shtetl11 life in their new surroundings,
all in Yiddish, a language of German origin. As it
became dangerous to speak German or any language but
Portuguese in public, the Yiddish theatre, newspapers,
libraries, and schools had to close, and the rich communal
life of Sao Paulo’s Bom Retiro12 and porto Alegre’s Bom
Fim neighborhoods dried up… As a religious institution,
CIP suffered no interference from the Brazilian government.
Individuals did, however, experience problems with the
Brazilian police: designated non-Germans in Germany,
in Brazil they were identified as Germans and treated as
11
12
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such.13
Thus, it is plausible that fear of losing one’s German-Jewish identity effectively
meant losing his or her Jewish identity, and the impetus to sustain this identity through
liturgical music and practice may have gained momentum behind CIP’s closed doors. If
the Nazi threat passed, however, there was also a perceived permanent threat: total
assimilation. While members of liberal Jewish congregations often have aspired to
achieve cultural assimilation in their host societies, many are also afraid that successes in
this endeavor might essentially influence their children to give up their Jewish identity
completely in favor of a secular existence. Hence, perhaps it is possible to assume that
CIP’s musical practices, while once assimilatory in a different time and place, are
presently activities designed (to some extent) for German Jewish cultural and religious
preservation. While Mr. Edelstein does not directly address this issue, he does look
unfavorably upon assimilation at the expense of Jewishness: “[CIP congregants] are
completely assimilated. Sometimes [they have assimilated] too much. We have a
problem with assimilation and mixing.”14
There are also numerous literary manifestations of this sense of fear Jews possess of
losing their religious and cultural identity, and many Jewish Brazilian writers have
utilized this theme as a dominant trope in their works. In Francisco Dzialovsky’s The
Third Testament, for example, the diminution of Jewishness manifests itself through the
airwaves as a fictional Yiddish radio program plays in the background while an
immigrant family struggles with “the comic incongruities of an Eastern European
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family’s adjustment to the heat and openness of Brazilian life”15. Over time, the program
uses increasingly more Portuguese words despite its intent to promote the Yiddish
language, symbolizing the process of complete assimilation. The book’s conclusion
satirizes the musical miscegenation of a Jewish melody with a samba rhythm, as Robert
DiAntonio aptly described the radio program as it eventually became a television
program:
The novel’s carnivalesque conclusion is embodied in the
“Fourth Testament”, a television program for the younger
Jewish community. The language is now Portuguese and the
show is ushered in with an old liturgical melody played with
a lively samba beat. Six stately and scantily clad mulatto girls
bring on the program’s announcer, who looks and acts like a
sleazy MC from a Copacabana review.
The perceived metaphorical displacement of the Jewish melody into a samba
rhythmic pattern is most likely intended to illustrate the notion that the Jew is out of
context in Brazil, the birthplace of samba. This does not mean, of course, that the two
genres are monolithic and diametrically opposed, but rather that in this context the author
dissolves the stories’ Jewish element in a secular Brazilian culture to symbolize its
diminishment. Robert DiAntonio described this vignette as typical of the authors’ “…
questioning of the…’Brazilianization’-the secularization-of Jewish life in present day
Brazil …”16
Musically, “Brazilianization” is a rare occurrence at CIP, although Alexandre
Edelstein did mention the fact that there are occasions in which he uses one particular
Brazilian melody during Sabbath worship services. He did not appear to take the matter
15
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seriously, however, and he emphasized that it happens only infrequently and that he only
uses the Brazilian melody for one particular prayer, the closing song Adon Olam (“Our
Lord and G-d”):
We don’t have so much. We have one melody that we use.
We don’t use it so much . We use it once every six months,
using a Brazilian melody. It’s not a samba. It’s from
Northwestern Brazil. It’s a forro. [It’s] Asa Branca, a
classic forro by Luis Gonzaga. It’s not really usual to
do this. 17
While it is possible to simply dismiss Asa Branca’s presence in a stronghold of
Germanic-Reform Judaism as an anomaly, it is also possible to argue that the use of this
famous forro tune in Sao Paulo’s liberal Jewish synagogue is interesting because (on
some level) it represents a union of disparate Brazilian musical elements that can (albeit
indirectly) expose deeply embedded patterns of Jewish/Christian religious syncretism.
This is because the forro tradition (in its non-nationalized, religious form) forms a
counterpart to the novena tradition of Northeastern Brazil, a manifestation of folk
Catholicism. Jews, whether or not they knew of their ancestry, had always been a part of
Northeastern Brazilian culture since that country was founded in the early sixteenth
century as a Portuguese colony, including (in some cases) its rituals of folk Catholicism.
Having left the Iberian Peninsula and entered Brazil as Marranos, Novos Christaos, or
“New Christians”, these Jews agreed to convert to Christianity under penalty of death by
agents of the Spanish Inquisition. By the time the Portuguese crown abolished the threat
of inquisitorial torture in 1773, the New Christians who had not been executed had
completely been absorbed by mainstream Brazilian catholic culture. Some New
Christians were in fact able to climb to some of the highest echelons of Brazilian colonial
17
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society, as a stroke of a pen could grant individuals certificates of “pure blood” and
immediately transform them into “Old Christians”. Ernest Pinjing discusses this religious
fluidity and its corresponding potential for racial and ethnic permeability in the context of
free blacks and mulattoes in Brazil’s complicated racial hegemony:
Conveniently, legal concepts such as “race” and “Jewishness”
were negotiable. Thus, for “mulatto” we can read “New Christian”
in the following famous words spoken by a Pernambucan man of
color to an English settler (about a mulatto sea captain): “He
used to be a mulatto, but he isn’t any more. How can a member
of the elite be a mulatto?” Members of the elite were by
definition Old Christians-even if they weren’t.18
In addition to a biological connection, Christians in Northeastern Brazil have
demonstrated a curious penchant for Old Testament personalities, places, and events to a
far greater extent than their Southern, urbanized counterparts. Regina Igel argues in “The
Holy Land in Popular Brazilian Culture “ that the Brazilian masses, particularly in the
northeast, looked toward Jerusalem as a sacred site more than the elite classes, to whom
Rome as the source of their salvation. While it is true that many New Christians were in
fact elites, undoubtedly some must have earned relatively modest wages equal to that of
their Old Christian contemporaries. Moreover, Igel states that the Old Testament further
united Jews and participants in festivals associated with Folk Catholicism because both
groups were (to varying degrees) suppressed by the Official Catholic Church:
“As in the Portuguese experience in Iberia, Jewish components are barely hinted at in the
festivities overseen by the Church. It has been the people in the fields and villages who
have uncovered links with an ancestry otherwise submerged.”19
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Igel further discusses the few examples of Old Testament subjects in a traditional
form of poetry utilized in rituals of Folk Catholicism. She has noted some of these
poems, or folhetos, utilized Old Testament themes, as one of them describes a Jewish
hero as a medieval knight, despite the fact that he was purportedly born in northeastern
Brazil:
…I am going to tell a story
Starting with the son of a Jew
Mustafa was a young lad
Very good, very handsome,
Born in Ceara
He was strong as a stone
He had a heart of gold
Majestic was his shout

Now dear reader
listen with attention
how grand was the kingdom
that existed in the hinterland
in an era before Christ
in the time of Solomon20

Another folheto mourns the destruction of crops by locusts in the backlands of the
Paraiba region by comparing the incident to the biblical plague in which locusts
destroyed the crops of the Ancient Egyptians:
…Inside the Holy Book
In its pages it is written
The twelve [sic] tyrannical plagues
That fell upon Egypt
Spread out by Moses
On the cursed Pharaoh
They pursued the Pharaoh
And today they arrived
In the Paraiban lands.
In some corners there are
So many locusts that they may
Fill any train to capacity21.
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It is not the intention of this paper to prove categorically the extent to which Asa
Branca truly belongs within the walls of CIP. However, it is particularly significant that,
while there may be very little Brazilian liturgical music, Brazilian processes of musical
miscegenation and hybridity do take place even within orthopraxic communities virtually
devoid of Brazilian music itself. Moreover, like other musical phenomena in Brazil,
layers of interconnectedness can emerge even among seemingly wholly disconnected
genres. Adon Olam also represents an interesting case study for musical hybridity
because its hymn-like rhyme scheme allows it a degree of almost universal flexibility.
This author has heard it set to numerous melodies, some of which were also not Jewish,
including It’s a Small World After All, the French National Anthem, and various jazz and
rock settings.22
While Brazilian music might be strikingly absent from CIP’s repertoire,
Alexandre has been highly successful in introducing North American contemporary
worship music in the last two years. In June of 2004 he hired a folk guitarist and began
facilitating a smaller, more egalitarian service based on the model of similar services held
throughout the United States since at least the 1980’s. While in North America it was the
children of congregants who often initiated such calls for change based on positive
experiences with popular Jewish worship services at Reform movement summer camps,
at CIP it was Alexandre who sought to connect with his own community rather than to
continually isolate himself from it on the bimah.23 His commentary about his recent
establishment of CIP’s sweeping musical reform’s seems to reveal a deep-seated artistic

22
23

See attached examples
The stage in a synagogue that houses the ark of the covenant that houses the Torah Scrolls
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and spiritual conflict regarding the difference between “leading worship” and “leading
music” experienced by many contemporary “music leaders” world-wide:
We had a curious, interesting thing happen in our community. Almost
two years ago, we started another minyan24… We have a
big synagogue and a small synagogue. The big one is for
five-hundred people, the small [one] is for eighty people.
We started to sing a new model of melody. [It was] new for us, but
not new for the US and Israel. [We used] a different model in
the melodies. The model of the big synagogue is an old model.
It’s like a show. People watch the rabbi and the Chazzan.
The rabbi talks, the chazzan sings, and the people watch.
There is no participation. We would like to change this model.
All of the people that tried to change this model, we guessed that
it would not be easy to change the big synagogue, but we could create
a new minyan. We started this in June of 2004. This model was
more participatory. [This model] has [to do] with the melodies and the
kind of singing [we use]. We didn’t have the Organ. We used an acoustic guitar.
I am the Chazzan there, but I don’t perform. I tried to make people sing
with me. I did some research and [for our melodies], [and]
the model was like Shlomo Carlebach25 stuff…things that were happening
all over the world in liberal communities, [such as] easier melodies.
That’s what we started to do in the small synagogue. We are now about
two years with this new model. The big synagogue continues as it was with
the old stuff... We tried to do these different melodies and [use] different
way of thinking.26
Some of these musical reforms Alexandre helped to introduce are also quite
revolutionary compared to older German practices, such as the institution of the
prayer for healing, or the Mi Sheberach, established by Debbie Friedman27 (which
recognizes matriarchs in addition to patriarchs), and the introduction of the Darbuka,
a north African drum. Despite these measures however, Alexandre and the majority
of CIP’s membership insist on praying completely in Hebrew, as he sings a version of
24

Prayer community that requires at least ten persons
Carlebach (1925-1994) was a famous Chasidic Guitar playing Rabbi who is one of the most popular
Jewish folk musicians, having appeared at the 1966 Berkeley Folk Festival alongside Pete Seeger, Joan
Baez, and Peter, Paul, and Mary.
26
Edelstein, Alexandre. Personal Telephone Interview. 12 April, 2006.
27
Friedman is one of the most influential contemporary Jewish songwriters, having introduced gender
neutrality into prayer as well as numerous children’s songs.
25
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the Mi Shebarach translated into Hebrew and still claims that “Singing in Portuguese
[does] not [sound] Jewish. We do all of our singing in Hebrew.”28 Thus, it seems to
be the case that while CIP’s musical repertoire or practice will not appear to be
“Brazilian” in the near future in the literal sense, it does reflect a high degree of
Brazilian diversity. Melodies from North America, Germany, and Brazil (albeit to a
very small extent), combined with instruments as diverse as the Darbuka, Guitar, and
Organ, as well as vocal repertoire with a wide range of technical demands and singing
styles have created an eclectic liberal Jewish environment which will hopefully
accommodate a diverse group of spiritual and aesthetic tastes within CIP.

28

Ibid.
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The Spiritual Violist: The Use of Improvisatory Viola in Jewish and
Christian Liturgical Contexts
Introduction
In this paper I hope to provide some scholarly commentary regarding my
unique role as (presumably) one of the few improvisatory violists who perform in
various Sabbath worship settings. I shall deal specifically with three different
religious congregations in Gainesville, Florida. These include The University of
Florida’s Hillel (a student congregation that serves Jewish students at the
University of Florida with a wide range of backgrounds) Temple Shir Shalom (a
Reform congregation), and Chapel House (an Episcopal church serving students
at the University of Florida). I shall begin with some personal reflections about
how I began to pursue this interesting musical niche, and proceed to explain why
Reform Judaism and this particular Episcopal Church offer worship experiences
that create rich opportunities for musical innovation, as well as inter-faith
collaboration. I will also deal with some ways in which I have created an
interesting religious and musical identity through the socially constructed image
of the Jew who plays a stringed instrument.
Following some personal and historical reflections, I shall expose some of
the interesting negotiation and advocacy efforts I have had to make in order to
create and execute this unique musical and religious role. These manifestations
are quite multi-faceted, as they include my status as an insider at Hillel, an
outsider-turned-insider at Shir Shalom, and as a religious outsider at Chapel
House whose admission was secured via the blessing of the most powerful
insiders. I further address some of the specific musical genres I employ during
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improvisation. These include such wide-ranging media as Bluegrass, Rock,
Country, Blues, Jazz, and Klezmer. Several members of the clergy of these
institutions, as well as my fellow musicians offered personal insights concerning
the use of these styles in worship contexts (in addition to a great deal of other
rich ethnographic data), and I shall include excerpts of my personal interviews
with them. In my conclusion, I hope to convince the reader of the implications of
this work and the value of its continued application for both Christians and Jews.
Personal Background
I grew up attending various Reform congregations. I also received
classical training on the Viola. I had never imagined that these two seemingly
diverse aspects of my identity would ever intersect. Perhaps initially what
separated these histories was my blind faith in the inevitable continuation of both
worlds: I was a Reform Jew and always would be, because that’s what I had
known. I was a Violist, and always would be, whether as an Orchestral,
Chamber, or solo performer of Western Art Music, because that’s also what I had
known. Although my religious faith remained (perhaps due to maturation that
affirmed it), I remember distinctly when my artistic maturation process left me
with serious doubts about continuing to pursue classical Viola training. I began
to develop my own personal aesthetic preferences, and was subsequently deeply
troubled with what I viewed as a limited body of (Western) music literature by
composers with a penchant for all things “modern” and “avant-garde”. I also
wondered about the career opportunities this training would offer, and came to
the conclusion that none of them would really satisfy me artistically,
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professionally, or personally. Who would listen to this music? With what
audience would I communicate? Why is the pinnacle of a career path the
opportunity to sit under some conductor’s dictatorial baton and play boring,
disengaging parts simply designated “inner voices” that might “fill out the
harmony”?
It was also around this time that I began to cognitively realize my
potentially latent improvisatory abilities. I grew up with perfect pitch, but until this
time had only used it to entertain friends and family by imitating melodies and to
effortlessly take ear-training exams. It was only upon preparation to work at a
Jewish summer camp (these are significant institutions which I shall discuss
later) that a friend who was both a guitarist and vocalist had suggested that I
didn’t just imitate the melody line, but instead try to harmonize by playing thirds
and sixths above or below it. I soon realized that this was quite effortless, and
began to “progress”, as it were, from “harmonization”, to freely improvising
counter-melodies to Jewish folk and liturgical music (where I wanted to see the
both the words and chords, as well as know “what song was next”), to what I
consider my ultimate “proficiency”: the ultimate degree of abstraction, where I
insist on not knowing anything about an upcoming song.
“Virtuosity” aside, I began to realize that this music had the power to reach
massive audiences and really provide spiritual and aesthetic appeal to a wide
range of people. After all, the process of adding “commentary” to Jewish texts,
such as Midrash1 on the Torah2 was standard practice since the Hellenistic

1
2

Midrash: stories or parables that explain lacunae in biblical events
Torah: The first five books of Moses of the Old Testament or Hebrew Bible
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period. Perhaps I naively began this process to elevate the “simple” folk settings
of Jewish secular and liturgical songs using my art music training, but Judaism
also commands its worshippers to engage in Tikkun Olam, or “saving the world”.
I saw the same Reform liturgy I had grown up with as a bit stagnant. I wondered
if this was the end of its development. Would we simply keep praying and
celebrating with a folk-singing vocal style and guitar strumming? I thought some
timbral exploration might offer alternative means of worship to people that
perhaps might have been uninterested or less interested in the status quo, and
this new niche had allowed me to fulfill what I saw as my religious obligation to
perform social action.
Although some of my most recent work as a religious improvisatory violist
has been through professional arrangements in which Reform synagogues pay
for my services, as well as for those of my various necessary Guitarist/Vocalist
partners, my initial entry into this function occurred at Reform Jewish summer
camps. The Union for Reform Judaism (URJ) oversees twelve camps throughout
North America, and they are considered to be extremely vital Jewish socialization
centers (and they are often seen as answers to an age of ever-increasing
intermarriage) and important spheres of influence, as many Rabbis, Cantors, and
Jewish educators decide to enter professional careers in Reform Judaism based
on positive experiences there. Through my work at two of these camps, I was
able to work with countless Reform song-leaders, Rabbis, Cantors, Jewish
Educators, staff members, and children. Although I was hired by the camps for
multiple other primary functions (counselor, song-leader, guitar teacher and
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musical theatre director), the often informal setting was conducive to a great deal
of musical collaboration with various song-leaders. One of the earliest comments
I received regarding these performances was quite telling. The Program Director
at one camp remarked that [I] had raised his ruach3 level about six notches.
Reform Judaism: Champion of Instrumental Worship Music
Jews have long acknowledged their ancient connection to instrumental
music. The Old Testament provides numerous examples of instances in which
instrumental music played a pivotal role. This is especially true in ancient
worship contexts, as Psalm 150 commands the Jewish people to play
instruments when praising G-d:
Praise Him with blasts of the horn; praise him with
Harp and lyre. Praise Him with timbrel and dance;
Praise Him with lute and pipe.4
Therefore, it is not simply openness to the idea of utilizing instrumental music
itself that separates Reform Judaism from Conservative or Orthodox Judaism. A
difference of opinion only arises concerning the use of instrumental music during
the Sabbath. The ancient belief regarding this issue was that the abovementioned biblical mandate originated in the context of the ancient second
temple in Jerusalem. This temple was destroyed by the Romans in 70 C.E., and
as a sign of mourning, Jews agreed not to use instrumental music in worship.
Until the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, however, nobody dared to
question this mandate, as European Jews lived on the pale of settlement as non-

3

Ruach: spirit, which is often interchangeable with spirituality
Tanakh, A New Translation Of The Holy Scriptures According To The Traditional Hebrew Text.
Philadelphia, PA: The Jewish Publication Society, 1985, p. 1284.

4
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citizens. They were subject to strict religious and cultural laws, which were
enforced by Rabbis, who until that time were invested with legal power in addition
to religious authority. The transformation that created a space for Reform
Judaism was the granting of citizenship to Jews by Western European nations.
For the first time, Jews had a choice concerning whether they wanted to be
Jewish and how they preferred to practice their religion. Reform Judaism,
created as a response to this new opportunity, offered a religious choice that was
well suited to “modern” Jewry that wanted to practice its religion while at the
same time assimilate into Western European society. This new brand of Jewry
wanted to demonstrate to its European neighbors that it too could be “civilized”
and assimilate, and ultimately built its own first synagogue in Westphalia,
Germany, in 1818. Rabbi Jonathan Siger aptly described the installation of an
Organ in this synagogue as “the shot heard round the world” and explained that
at the time, the response from more conservative factions might have been
something like “wow, what’s happening to Judaism…Pipe Organs”5. The
founders of this congregation, who called themselves the “New Israelite Temple
Association)” included the organ in a broader context of other reforms, and stated
these in their constitution:
They plan to arrange…a dignified and wellordered ritual according to which the worship
service shall be conducted on the
Sabbath…and which shall be observed in
their own temple, to be erected specifically
for this purpose. Specifically, there shall
be introduced at such services a German
sermon, and choral singing to the
5

Siger, Jonathan. Personal Interview. 22 Nov. 2004
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accompaniment of an Organ6
The emphasis on such words as “dignified” and “well-ordered” seems
intentionally assimilationist, and preceding notes to the above source also
include the use of the organ and choir into an assimilatory aesthetic that sought
“the abolition of the ‘oriental’ cantillation traditionally employed in the reading of
the weekly Torah portion…”7
German Reform Jewish immigrants brought their worship practices to the
United States in the mid-nineteenth century. Interestingly enough, the Organ has
become an American tradition now for over a century and a half in many
southern, mid-western, and rural congregations This is in spite of the fact that
over the last twenty years, many urban and sub-urban congregations have
moved toward using guitars and American folk and rock settings of the liturgy,
and where they still do employ a choir, it is often to allow the cantor to display
virtuosic vocal techniques as a soloist juxtaposed against a choir. I believe this
particular move from using Organ and Choir toward Guitars and folk melodies is
interesting because (at least from the leadership) “Reform” is constructed as an
aesthetic value as well as a religious value. Both the Reform Rabbis Jonathan
Siger and Michael Joseph, who serve The University of Florida Hillel and Temple
Shir Shalom, respectively, provided fascinating commentary regarding some of
their previous work in Reform congregations. Both bore the torch of “Reform” in
their artistic negotiations concerning the use of more “modern” musical media in

6

The Jew In The Modern World. Mendes- Flohr and Reinharz, eds. New York, NY: Oxford University
Press, 1995.
7
Ibid, p. 157.
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worship. Siger acted on his belief that “Reform is a liberal approach to Judaism”8
by introducing the Guitar and Dumbek to his extremely “Classical Reform”
congregation in Macon, GA:
They used the Organ. I think I was the first Rabbi
to ever play Guitar on the pulpit, if you can call it
playing Guitar (I’m not very good). But the Dumbek…
I think I was the first Rabbi to play a North African
drum on the Bimah9. Some people loved it.
Some people didn’t care for it. Most communities
you find are split on things. 10
Here, Siger engages in an interesting musical negotiation. For while he
introduced “modern” and perhaps exotic musical elements to a congregation that
he claimed was “a very Anglican, Protestant form of Jewish worship that had
been Americanized and Anglicized…”11 he also appreciated the heritage of the
people for whom he worked in stating that: “[their form of worship] worked very
well. It was important for generations who struggled to change”.12
Rabbi Michael Joseph shared similar tales of attempted “progress”. Like
Siger, he doesn’t act as imperialist musical missionary attempting to impose the
guitar on his congregation, although he does attempt to disseminate Reform
values by offering alternative musical choices to somewhat isolated Classical
Reform congregations. His account of his work with an old Reform congregation
in New Orleans, LA illustrates his strategy in introducing musical “reforms”:
I organized as a special project one little Saturday
morning service where were gonna not have the Organ.
8

Siger, Jonathan. Personal Interview. 22 Nov. 2004
Bimah: A Pulpit, or special podium in a synagogue where the Torah is housed and read, often the place
from which the Rabbi conducts ceremonial rituals
10
Siger, Johanthan. Personal Interview. 22 Nov. 2004
11
Ibid.
12
Ibid.
9
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I don’t know if we found a Guitar player or not, but we
had a person who could sing well who knew some of the
more modern stuff and we had to advertise this, especially
to make sure that everybody knew that this was not going to
be business as usual. Nobody complained about it as an
experiment, but they didn’t particularly like it either.
They didn’t do it again during my four years there…
We might have sang L’Chi L’Lach, but that was as close
as we got to a camp style. We also sang very little of the
modern higher music, like the Steinberg Shalom Rav.
A little Binder, Lewandowski, and Sulzer13. It was the old stuff14
Joseph discusses his greater success in promoting musical Reforms in a
different congregation in Wilkes-Barre, PA:
The music was very churchy, and they were not
agitating so much for change, but by the same token
I wanted to change it and they were ready for it.
It was much more open. We had begun to bring
in student Cantors, which actually they had arranged
during my first year… we had these young people
bringing us newer music and different talents.
It just so happened that out of 3 student Cantors, we never
really got a real Guitar player, but they were of a
much younger orientation and knew the new music.
And that helped…They were not at
all adverse to liturgical innovation.
They moved to the Piano as the main liturgical instrument,
from the Organ. There were a few from the old school
that missed the Organ. We still used the Organ on
High Holidays, but all in all we accomplished that pretty
nicely. …and it was never the folk music style, but the style
evolved and became a lot more casual.
They did very nicely with that15
In this case, Joseph appropriately recognizes and deals with the multi-faceted
nature of “Reform”. While certainly suggesting that musical change in worship
may be beneficial to the congregation, he also notes such factors as his
congregants’ history, the resources available (the lack of Guitarists), and the age
13

Famous Nineteenth Century Reform Cantors
Joseph, Michael. Personal Interview. 23 Nov. 2004
15
Ibid.
14
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and values of those who presented the musical reforms (the “younger”
Rabbinical students). I believe he notes this data not simply for the same
strategic reason that a salesperson knows the people to whom he or she must
sell a product, but he instead attempted to maintain a level of respectful
negotiation between himself and his congregation.

These clergy represent

unique political musical patrons, as neither one is officially invested with any
musical congregational “authority”, and yet they continue to advocate the use of
worship music that reflects more modern religious values. Such champions of
reform have certainly cleared the path for my particular work, and although I
personally applaud their efforts because they helped to create the artistic and
religious space for my particular niche, I recognize that, objectively, this is a
cause-and-effect relationship to some extent. These musical pioneers, if not
musicians themselves, helped to create the opportunity for people like myself to
do what I do by emphasizing the value of musical “Reform”.
The Christian (Episcopal) Connection
A similar musical trend seems to have occurred at Chapel House,
although not necessarily within all mainstream Episcopal Churches. In his
description of his first arrival at Chapel House, the Reverend B.E. Palmer offers
similar sentiments expressed by Rabbis Siger and Joseph. He had seen other
congregations enjoy widespread success with instrumentation that reflected
younger, more modern values and wanted to offer a similar musical path to
worshippers in his new congregation. For Palmer, the situation was more dire,
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as the older, “High Church” values had him with left only four students when he
first became the Chapel House Priest:
There was [an] Organ and a six-person choir.
They sang six or eight parts, depending on how
people moved. It was just awful. I mean, to tell you
the truth, it was laughable. So when I got here, there
were four students. That was all
[that had been attending]. [There were]
more [people] in the choir than the congregation,
so I came and I tried to keep it…I came in the middle
of the year in late February and people were already
placed where they were going to be.
So, I kept things like they were and suffered
along with this choir until Easter, and my
organist finally said (and I had three or four
supply organists) “I can’t do this anymore.
This is just too bad”. And I said ok, we won’t
do that. We’ll only do it once a month. Then,
when I made that announcement, everybody
left, so ….then I was left with an Organ,
and so that was pretty bad, but Brent had been
working with Ted at Church of the Apostles, and
they had decided (sort of mutually) that they were
going to stop. Ted mentioned to me that I ought
to talk to Brent, so I did, and I didn’t hear him play,
but I hired him, and then I said I ought to listen to
him. I did, and he was good. So, I just felt like
that was a gift from God. I’d known Billy,
since we went on a mission trip
together to Honduras. I didn’t know he could
play Guitar. Mary was from our church in
Orange Park. I didn’t know she could sing.
So, things just kind of happened in this really
propitious way, So…I really like our sound.16
Palmer’s knowledge about why the Organ is not really a logical choice for
Episcopal Churches and why Praise Bands are more successful seemed to help
him make informed musical choices:

16
17

Palmer, B.E.Personal Interview. 23 Nov. 2004
Ibid.
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Typically speaking, organ music is designed for
a full Orchestra. An organ is a full orchestra. That’s
what I think it’s designed for. I think its designed
for big spaces and making big music with a lot of
people, so its very appropriate in a cathedral
type-setting, but 80% of Episcopal churches
in the US are between 100-150 members, so
typically speaking, we try to do a Cathedral sound,
and always fail. I just notice it and see it real clearly
when we have a huge diocese gathering at a
Cathedral. The music is just glorious, and there’s an
organ and a choir. But, if you go to a church on
Sunday and there’s an organ and a choir, it’s barely
passable. They don’t do it well17
Palmer’s musical authority does not stem from professional musicianship. He,
like the Rabbis, is also an advocate and disseminator of contemporary worship
music18. He too can be considered a musical pioneer, and I believe his support
of modern worship media also helped to create the spiritual and artistic space for
me to join his community as an improvisatory violist, even within a praise band
and as a Jew. It seems quite compelling that his liberal thinking allowed him to
authorize the welcoming of someone who is both musically and spiritually an
outsider. This is a topic to which I will return later.
The Jewish Connection to Stringed Instruments: A Powerfully Socially
Constructed Image
In the world of Western Art Music, one can hardly ignore the names of
such famous Jewish violinists as Joseph Fuchs, Joseph Joachim, Itzach
Perlman, or Pinchas Zuckerman. Moreover, the image of the Jewish string
player is just as grounded in myth as it is reality. Perhaps the most famous
17

Ibid.
I do not mean “Contemporary Christian Music” in the technical sense, and in this case refer simply to a
generic term simply meaning “worship music that is currently performed”.
18
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illustration of this myth is derived from the famous Broadway Musical The Fiddler
On The Roof. In this musical, the “fiddler” represents the metaphor of
assimilatory “balance”. He must “balance” shtetl19 life, or cultural preservation,
with modernity, or assimilation. I think it is the combination of these images of
Jewish string musicians in both Eastern (Fiddler) and Western Europe (Perlman
and Zuckerman) and the fact that the image was transmitted to and kept alive by
the United States that grants me a certain degree of credibility. Even if the image
is ingrained subconsciously, I believe (at least to the Jewish communities of both
Hillel and Shir Shalom), the idea of a Jewish string player “makes sense”.
Perhaps a deeper understanding of this image might be gleaned from Dan
Miron’s introduction to The Image of the Shtetl. He places the fiddler’s “balance”
goal in a similar literary context: “The dichotomy…was bridged, in the shtetl
image a more personal gap between one’s past loyalties and present
commitments, between childhood and adulthood, between innocence and
experience, was narrowed and healed”20. For many Reform Jews, the
westernization of many melodies and the use of hymnody have lead to a search
for an exotic, lost “Eastern” (both the Middle East and Eastern Europe) past
which was more authentic, and which might be traced to the shtetl. Although the
visual image of myself as a Jewish string player might make sense, it is perhaps
more difficult to contextualize the fact that I do not simply express my Jewish
culture. I believe I do this through the act of playing for Jewish worship services,
but because I improvise, I believe I am also commenting on my culture and

19
20

Shtetl: Eastern European Village
Miron, Dan. The Image of the Shtetl. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2000, p. xii.
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religion. By making a conscious decision to employ distinctly non-Jewish media
in my improvisation, such as the Blues, Rock, and Bluegrass, I may be
attempting to balance my Jewish and American identities, but I think there are
broader conditions in operation. After all, I don’t remember any longing for Israel
or a return to a glorious past more “authentic” Judaism. In a broad sense,
however, because I believe I have both “Jewish” and “American” identities, and
because Judaism was until 1948 (and this is arguable) a diasporic culture, I
believe Thomas Turino’s comments offer some valuable insight regarding artists’
attempts to reconcile their seemingly disparate identities in his introduction to
Identity and the Arts in Diaspora Communities:
Diasporic identities…are dramatically hybrid because
of the multiple (“home society”, “host society”…)
iconic maps of reality and bases for cultural resources.
Children within diasporas…grow up with….
a different set of habits for being, doing, and
thinking. Diasporic cultural formations, by
necessity, incorporate elements (habits), from “here”,
“home”, and other diasporic sites…The children within
diasporic communities have a broader array of models
to use, and also to deal with. The problem of locating,
recognizing oneself is often realized through the
creation of artistic forms that, in their very makeup,
serve as a model for the new composite identities
by including icons and indices of the various
diasporic sites21
Negotiating Paths to Acceptance: Insider and Outsider
While I have already discussed the phenomena of the ways in which
Reverend Palmer and Rabbis Siger and Joeph served as advocates of modern
musical values, and the ways in which I possibly “fit the image” of a Jewish string

21

Turino, Thomas and James Lea. Identity and the Arts in Diaspora Communities. Warren, MI:
Harmonie Park Press, 2004, p. 15.
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player, it is crucial that I relate some ways in which I was able to personally forge
a path toward my particular religious musical niche, and how various clergy and
music worship leaders directly served as my allies in this process.
Within Hillel, The opportunity to play improvisatory Viola during worship
services was not so much an insider/outsider problem as it was a personnel
problem. When I first began my Doctoral studies at the University of Florida in
August of 2002, one of the first Jewish events I attended was a Reform Sabbath
Service at Hillel. The leaders at the time asked if anyone would like to sign their
names on a list to ever lead services. I volunteered to lead services in the future,
explaining that I had done this before at Jewish summer camps and at the Hillel
at the University of Arizona. The song leader at the time subsequently reduced
her duties there and handed them over to me, partially because I was deemed a
competent guitarist and singer, and partially because it allowed her the freedom
to lead services at Shir Shalom.
Not only had I immediately achieved the status of an insider, but I also
became a leader. This is also partially related to the University of Florida’s
Hillel’s official outlook regarding services at Hillel in that they prefer that students
lead services rather than Rabbis. Partially due to this leadership status, I believe
I encountered no opposition when I suggested that I perform all the liturgical
music for the High Holidays (Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur) on improvised
Viola. Once again, I think imagery also played a role, since many congregations
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will often hire a violinist, violist, or cellist to play Kol Nidre22 for the Yom Kippur
service. The personnel problem simply stemmed from the fact that I didn’t have
a consistently present, competent partner who sang and played guitar, the two
timbral pre-requisites for me to improvise in most Reform Sabbath worship
contexts.
At Shir Shalom, I was already a partial insider within the congregation, but
I nevertheless needed key leaders like Rabbi Joseph to ensure the opportunity to
introduce the congregation to my improvised viola playing. I began to teach
music at the Religious school in August of 2004. Rabbi Joseph and I had already
talked about using me as a substitute song leader for Shir Shalom’s part-time
Cantorial Soloist and Guitarist, so when the opportunity arose to introduce myself
to the community, I suggested that I play the Viola with Paul so that the
congregation would know who to look for when Paul needed to be absent.
Although Rabbi Joseph had never heard me play Viola, we did have a preexisting relationship and I was already a partial insider to parents who had
children enrolled in the Religious school. Rabbi Joseph did advertise my
appearance for pragmatic reasons, but also as a “special treat”. The
congregations seemed to like it and offered many positive comments. The door
was now open, and I returned on several subsequent occasions to play Viola
with Dave Flagler, another unique insider who also taught at the Shir Shalom
Religious School and who had played with me at Reform High Holiday services
at the University of Florida Hillel. Dave employed a more contemporary, rock
22

Medieval Jewish Prayer only recited on Yom Kippur (The Day of Atonement) meaning “All My Vows”.
This prayer represents the Jewish confession of sin, which only occurs once annually in a formal,
communal setting.
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style, and we also received much positive feedback, perhaps both in spite of and
because of our use of the rock idiom.
My entry into Chapel House was slightly more complicated due to my
outsider status. Only upon interviewing some of the critical players that made
those decisions did I learn of the complexity, and some of the often intangible,
subjective criteria that allow someone to participate in leading musical worship.
My friend and colleague Brent Swanson had originally proposed the idea that I
should play with him and his ensemble at Chapel House. We had already been
friends for some time, and he had some exposure to how I might perform in a
Christian worship ensemble because I had played with his ensemble at his
previous church for an Easter service. The criteria that extended beyond
perceived “competency” held by both Brent and Reverend Palmer were rather
interesting. Upon interviewing Brent, he explained some of what he looks for in
utilizing musical “guests” or “outsiders”:
I don’t want to get over spiritual, but whoever it is that I
want to have; I’ll pray about that person. If I feel that they’re not in
a place in life where they should be on a worship team…It is a
leadership position. It’s not just that…”we’re gonna go jam”.
It takes discipline and I believe there is spirituality
that we sort of exude. I think if your leadership is not solid
spiritually…even if you’ve got a lot of people who are just
there to show off and do whatever the heck they want to and
they’re not really into the worship aspect of it and not there
just to please God and they’re in it for themselves, then those
are people that don’t need to be on the worship team, so that
can be a Christian, a Non-Christian…it can be anyone. It
depends on their attitude. I’ve had non-Christians come.
Take Eric… I don’t know where he is spiritually. I never asked
him. He grew up Lutheran but he never really…I never said “
Do you believe in Jesus Christ as your lord and savior…?”
I don’t do that to people unless I feel a real calling to do that.
I just never did, and I never had a problem with Eric playing
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because I knew that he wasn’t there to show off and basically
show everybody how great of a Bass player he was and he was
there because he likes the music and he likes me and we were…
he respected me and he wanted to add to it and I don’t care what
background you come from…If that’s your attitude then yeah…23
Reverend Palmer offered similarly interesting commentary, and also emphasized
the fact that spirituality was an important factor in selecting members of the
musical worship ensemble:
Well, the Episcopal church has a long
tradition of kind of hiring people who are
musically good to come in and do stuff for
them, so they have tended not to be really
concerned about the religious life of the people
that are playing. They just better be good. If we’re
going to pay them, they better be good, so I’d say
that’s typical. For Easter, what would tend to
happen is that you’ll hire out for…you’ll get
yourself a trumpet or a French-Horn and make
up special music. Or, lots of places hire voices to
sing in their choir, to sort of upgrade the level of the
performance. Now, for us, people who are doing
that are interested more in the production than the
worship. I’m interested in the worship. So, the issue
for me is. I don’t want to drag some lead guitarist
out of a rock band and stick him up there just
because he’s good. We sort of need to be on the
same page about what we’re about here. So,
Brent said to me “Dave is Jewish, is that alright?”
I said “Well, is he a totally secular Jewish person
or is he a worshipping Jewish person… I said “great”. 24
What I believe is particularly interesting about these criteria is the fact that they
are not really measurable or observable in either Reform Jewish contexts or
Episcopal contexts, because at least to my knowledge, these sects that
originated in polite, “high-church” backgrounds were not until recently

23
24

Swanson, Brent. Personal Interview. 10 Oct. 2004
Palmer, B.E. Personal Interview . 30 Nov. 2004
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encouraged to express these things outwardly via excessive davening25 or
“speaking in tongues”.
There is also a long history of Jews who have hired non-Jews to perform
ritual music, and although it is often looked down upon now, both Rabbis Siger
and Joseph have told me that their former “Classical Reform” Congregations
valued their Non-Jewish choirs and Organists personally as well as aesthetically,
and that in some congregations, the Non-Jewish Organist had more political
support than the Rabbi.
Improvisation
While all of the people I interviewed offered high praise for my
improvisation and this musical spontaneity in general, I believe Reverend
Palmer’s comments on the subject are particularly fascinating. Palmer makes
the aesthetic value judgment that my improvisation provided an artistically
pleasing contrast specifically because it showcased moments of spontaneity
within the context of the fixed Episcopal liturgy:
There are parts of are service that are very improvisational,
and to have that blend of improvisational and beautifully
planned is (I think) the spot where I want us to be. I want us to
be prepared for what we’re doing but I also want us to be
improvisational. My sermons…I spend a lot of time on them
but they look improvisational. Sometimes they are. So I’m not
opposed to improvisational preaching, but I need to be…it needs
to be something I know what I’m talking about when I do it.
I don’t need to be speculating. I can be improvisational on
things that I’m fairly certain of. In other words, you are
improvisationally playing, but you’re not playing stuff you
haven’t practiced. You’re prepared to do that. You’re in
your range. You’re not going off in an area you’re not good at.
You’re kind of staying within your range. I think people
25

Davening: Swaying back and forth in private conversation with G-d. Until recently, the practice was
ridiculed as an Eastern European relic
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appreciate that. I think improvisation is appreciated.
There’s a kind of spontaneity to it. I think people like
to be impressed with stuff so I…that’s good. I know
that Brent is improvisational in his music and where
we go with it. I know sometimes we go to places we’ve
been before and he drives the video people nuts trying to
“Where’s he going now”, but I think its important for us to
be able to do that and worship in that kind of way, and I
know he’s seeking to feel the holy spirit as he does this,
so I’m ok with that.26
Conclusion: The Need For Further Timbral Exploration In Worship Contexts
Perhaps the foremost item on my agenda in sharing this research involves
my desire to continue to build musical and spiritual bridges. This experience has
taught me, and continues to teach me that despite various differences, intra-faith
and inter-faith collaborations are largely positive experiences for all involved.
Moreover, I believe there are infinite modes of worship, and that it is highly likely
that there are different musical sonorities that may enhance worship experiences
for different people. Also, I believe religious artists should continue to challenge,
re-define, and re-interpret their identities so that better forms of expression may
emerge. Lastly, but perhaps most pragmatically, I believe there may be a great
deal of latent talent within religious congregations that goes unnoticed unless
they play particular instruments. Religious music leaders should work toward
locating these individuals and helping them artistically as well as spiritually.

26
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A Remembrance of Things Past: ‘Genre History’ in the Paintings of Ferdie Pacheco

In considering a paper to present for this multidisciplinary conference on the arts and
humanities, I could think of no topic more appropriate than the life and artwork of Dr. Ferdie
Pacheco. Dr. Pacheco is famously known as a modern-day Renaissance man, for the Miami artist
has been many things in his long and varied life: pharmacist and medical doctor, author of
fourteen books on subjects ranging from fiction to art to Spanish cuisine, two-time Emmy awardwinning documentary film producer, an internationally-recognized authority on the sport of
boxing, boxing analyst and television executive, and, not least of all, a prolific and gifted painter.
To the list of Pacheco’s demonstrable endeavors, we might also add one less evident pursuit:
Pacheco as historian, if not in an academic sense, then as a keeper of stories and a chronicler of
his own past. In his writings and artwork, especially the book Ybor City Chronicles and an
ongoing series of paintings that focus on the immigrant community of Ybor City, Florida during
the 1930s and 40s, Pacheco draws upon memories of his life and the lives of people he knew (or
people he knew about). Perhaps it is more accurate to describe this pursuit as “aesthetic history,”
researched and recalled through the interpretations of an artist. As Pacheco himself wrote in Ybor
City Chronicles, “let me assure the reader that this book is not a history of Ybor City….These
stories may not be the strict truth as other witnesses remember it, but they are the truth as I
remember it. They are my truth.”1
In Pacheco’s paintings particularly, this focus on the remembered past is most intriguing,
largely because of how unusual the subject is within that art form. In contrast to painting, such
subject matter is not foreign at all to the literary arts; the memoir is a common genre in the field.
But in painting, the “visual memoir” is rare, especially as an extended series of works (the
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closest parallel to a full-length book). The most notable example is Romare Bearden’s collagepaintings of his youth in North Carolina, Pittsburgh, and Harlem. We think also of Chagall’s
reveries on the life of his Russian village, with the fantastic elements removed; Faith Ringgold’s
tapestries of the African American experience; and the work of various folk and outsider artists,
who have probably embraced the subject more than most mainstream artists. But with the
exception of Bearden, none of them so thoroughly and rigorously chronicled the life of a specific
time and place as Pacheco has done.
Though the term visual memoir is accurate, I think, in describing the pertinent works of these
artists, it seems somehow inadequate in the context of the history of painting. Moreover, visual
memoir has already gained some usage in a different context, typically describing photographic
works of a documentary or nostalgic nature, especially when presented in book form. Perhaps the
term memoir is just too closely associated with writing and with books (though the genre of the
film memoir has gained wide acceptance under that name).
How, then, shall we describe this subject matter in painting? Genre painting comes close, I
think, and it is tempting to think of artists such as Ferdie Pacheco as practitioners of this style,
that is, as chroniclers of the specific and idiosyncratic activities of everyday life. But genre
painters, at least in the conventional usage of that term, typically depict their own time and place.
The high achievers of genre painting, the Dutch “little masters” of the seventeenth century—
Vermeer, de Hooch, Terborch, Steen, and others—depicted the Holland of their day, and artists
of lesser reputation who painted in the genre genre remained faithful to their locales, as well. In
the case of Pacheco’s work, his subjects (excepting a few portraits) all reside in the past.
If genre painting does not accurately describe this subject then, we might reconsider Pacheco
“the historian.” It is reasonable to think of Pacheco as a history painter, a recorder of days long

3
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gone, and of the people and places who occupied those times. But this also presents some
difficulties, for history paintings, at least as academics use the term, are usually about more than
just the past. 2 Typically they depict grand or noble subjects, or subjects that are tragic but
morally instructive. They celebrate the accomplishments of men and women whose names the
viewer probably already knows, and whose deeds they might know, too. Although some of
Pacheco’s works, such as a suite of U.S. Civil War paintings and the single painting Martí in
Ybor City (depicting the Cuban revolutionary Jose Martí’s rally of the cigar workers in 1891),
meet these criteria, the paintings that recall the artist’s own experiences lack the grandeur that is
typical of most history paintings. Instead, these paintings recall the experience of the common
individual—or even the displaced and downtrodden—so much so that Pacheco has referred to
his work as a kind of “people’s art.”3
With regard to history painting, there is also a problem of stylistic incongruity with
Pacheco’s manner of painting. Though issues of style are often superficial to the deeper meaning
of artistic concepts or ideas, it is true that history paintings are typically rendered in a more-orless naturalistic way, or in a way that is at least very different than the more primitive style of
Pacheco’s work. Alberti himself, to whom the notion of history painting (istoria) is traditionally
credited, considered the style of such work as inseparable from its content. The istoria, in
Alberti’s judgment, was best realized in the form of illusionistic painting, the same illusionism
he championed with his concept of a painting as a “window on the world.” The greater the
illusion, the greater the istoria would impact the spirit and passions of the viewer. Though
concepts such as Alberti’s istoria certainly evolve and expand over time, in Pacheco’s art we are
stylistically a very long way from the masters of the quattrocento.

4
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Perhaps the best description of Pacheco’s art, therefore, is a combination of the subjects his
paintings don’t quite fit: that is, his art as genre history. This label, I think, would equally fit
much of the work of artists such as Bearden, Ringgold, and others. But the lack heretofore of an
appropriate term for this subject is only symptomatic of an underlying cause: namely, that the
subject of genre history is not common in painting. The reasons why so many mainstream
artists, both contemporary and throughout the ages, have ignored this subject, and why artists
such as Pacheco and others have embraced it, are worthy of discussion.
It stands to reason that in painting one’s own past, that past should afford something of
artistic interest, beyond whatever nostalgic appeal it might hold for the artist. We are all probably
interested in our own past, but whether it provides the material necessary for artistic creation—or
even the spark for artistic inspiration—is another issue. The sentiment that everyone’s life can be
turned into art may be true on some level, but in practical terms (and especially with regard to
the often narrative quality of genre history) some people’s pasts are simply more interesting than
others’.
Though I do not think it necessary that this past be distant, it is true that time makes things
less familiar, and the unfamiliar is often more intriguing, more mythic, and more poetically rich
than the commonplace. The past, it is famously said, is a foreign country, and foreign lands
entice those who would be travelers. Consequently, older artists are more likely to have a
personal history that, at least in part, is potent for artistic exploration.
However, established artists are unlikely to begin looking at their own pasts as a subject for
their art unless such subject matter relates in some way to the artist’s preexisting body of work.
After all, artists who begin making art as young adults typically develop a mature style in the
decade or two following their immersion in the field, and it is this style or “voice” (along with
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any subject matter they embrace) that often becomes the basis for their art for the remainder of
their lives. Formal training methods, the example of other artists, and pressures from within the
gallery world, among other things, all reinforce the need for artists to develop a distinct and
recognizable imagery that may change little throughout the artist’s career. In this respect, the
visual artist differs from the writer, who might navigate among different genres throughout a
career, who might explore both fiction and nonfiction writing during that time, and who can
write the autobiographical memoir without it seeming incompatible with the rest of his or her
oeuvre.
This may explain why genre history is more common as a subject in the work of untrained
artists, who often do not begin making art until later in their lives. At that point in life, their
personal history may offer much for their artwork to explore, and the art is not yet tied to any
preexisting imagery or ideas.
Certainly this was the case with Ferdie Pacheco. Though his interest in the visual arts goes
back to his childhood, and though he drew cartoons and sketched regularly through his adult
years, he did not begin to seriously paint until his mid-50s. Pacheco’s immersion in painting
followed a highly successful career running clinics in Miami and, most famously, his role as
personal physician and fight doctor for Muhammad Ali. The fact that his life at that point had not
only been reasonably long but had been one of incredible richness and opportunity provided
ample material for his art, and from a very early stage his paintings were largely
autobiographical. The first Ybor City paintings began in the mid-1980’s, with the subject
reaching maturity over the next decade. The series continues to the present day.
The evolution of these paintings coincided with Pacheco’s literary explorations into his own
past and the history of Ybor City, as recorded in the autobiography Fight Doctor (1977) and the
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book Ybor City Chronicles (1994). Whether or to what degree Pacheco’s autobiographical
writings influenced the choice of subject matter for his paintings (or whether the paintings
influenced the books) is uncertain; the artist has not acknowledged a connection either way. It is
true that Fight Doctor preceded the Ybor City paintings by several years, but that book focused
on Pacheco’s “boxing career,” not his youth in Florida. It is possible, however, that in writing
that first memoir (he has written at least three) the idea was planted that art in any form—written,
visual, or otherwise—can involve the past and one’s memories of it.
That Pacheco turned to painting later in life explains many of his views about art. “The artist
is a distillation of all he has lived, been taught, seen, and all that has affected him in his
lifetime.”4 Though undeniable, it is the kind of statement that only an artist with a great life to
draw on could say without depreciating oneself and one’s art. And while Pacheco the artist may
be a distillation of his life and experiences, his paintings are not a distillation but rather an
amplification of that same life and of that genre history.

Notes
1

Ferdie Pacheco, Ybor City Chronicles (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1994), ix.

2

For a useful discussion of history painting, see Vernon Hyde Minor, Art History’s History

2d ed. (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2001), 60-65.
3

Ferdie Pacheco, Pacheco’s Art of Ybor City (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,

1997), xviii.
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ABSTRACT
Green redevelopment and infrastructure should spread like a ripple, from sites
that have followed green principles, via streets, streams, paths, connected habitat, and
the minds of site users, to sites similar in geography, climate, culture, or ecological
need. Public awareness and early natural education can infuse regions with the
understanding and compassion necessary to spark a green movement. Landscape
architects and planners have a critical role in creating high-quality spaces for
ecological, economic, and human health.
Seeing Green: Grounds for a Renewed Urban Infrastructure presents a case study
project in La Habra, California, to recommend policy and design solutions to encourage
green redevelopment. As a part of the County of Orange’s Coyote Creek Watershed
Management Plan, the document offers specific small-scale solutions to stormwater
management that optimize urban form for ecological, economic, and human health.
These solutions are applicable beyond Southern California, and can have broad
cumulative impact.
This paper introduces the Six Principles for Policy and Design presented in
Seeing Green that can be used by cities, regions, and developers to implement and
measure green redevelopment projects. Start Upstream preserves what is working while
planning for the future. Connect the Dots fills in the gaps of current planning to make
better land use decisions and increase ecological health. Use Nature as a Guide
provides quality and resource-efficient spaces for people and wildlife. All Fronts, No
Backs treats all spaces as equally important, with nothing to hide. Manage for the Long
Term establishes deep roots now for future health. Fulfill Multiple Objectives calls for a
comprehensive approach to planning and valuing resources. These Six Principles will
provide ecological, economic, and human health benefits not only in the near term, or
for the life cycle of a space or place, but over the life cycles of generations.
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INTRODUCTION
On October 25, 2005, both The New York Times and The Los Angeles Times
reported on Wal-Mart’s intent to save energy and reduce waste, stipulating that its
suppliers reduce packaging and use recyclable materials. “The company’s
environmental initiative includes improving energy efficiency at its 1,876 supercenters,
which now consume an average of 1.5 million kilowatts of electricity annually,
according to Tara Stewart, a spokeswoman for the company (Barbaro 2005).” While the
Rocky Mountain Institute’s Amory Lovins and the Sierra Club’s Carl Pope each attested
to the potential positive change of this move (Barbaro 2005), this is a small step toward
the possible impact of commercial developments going green. Much research supports
the human, environmental and economic benefits of green development (Hawken 1999,
Johnston 2005, Vreeker 2004, Wilson 1998). “By practicing environmental
responsiveness, it is possible for a new development not only to minimize damage to the
local ecosystem, but actually to improve the surroundings. In fact, some see green
development as an ‘economic engine’ for bringing about ecological restoration (Wilson
1998).” The green movement has caught on in product development, home
construction, and advertising – Wal-Mart’s announcement signals mainstream
America’s desire to help the environment.
“Green Infrastructure is the Nation’s natural life support system — a
strategically planned and managed network of wilderness, parks, greenways,
conservation easements, and working lands with conservation value that supports
native species, maintains natural ecological processes, sustains air and water
resources, and contributes to the health and quality of life for America’s communities
and people (Green Infrastructure 2005).” On an urban scale, green infrastructure
embeds natural systems into city processes, connecting public places with streams,
swales and lines of tree canopy.
Many policies at the federal, state, and regional levels have good intentions
pertaining to watershed and human health. However, the local scale may hold the
greatest potential for further positive action, because so many of the watershed’s health
and quality-of-life issues are attributable to the automobile-dominated landscape and
its separation of land uses. In many ways, an individual municipality holds its future
in its own hands, due to its zoning authority and the power of its General Plan, along
with the impact of local codes and how they are written.
In Public Places — Urban Spaces, the authors describe commercial businesses as
“quasi-public,” or those places which are privately owned but are open to the general
public (Carmona 2003). Public spaces are those areas between private land, and
include streets, public schools, parks, and parking lots. Public and quasi-public places
bring high visibility to a large part of the population and can act as incubator sites to
spread ideas, knowledge and motivation to go green throughout a community.
This paper presents Six Principles for Policy and Design to infuse the urban landscape
with natural systems. Its focus on public and quasi-public places connected by a green
infrastructure network intends to raise awareness and spread green throughout a
community. These principles and sub-principles describe where, for whom, and how to
redevelop green. This paper introduces the Six Principles at a broad scale, and
illustrates them in action on a hypothetical green redevelopment site.
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DEFINITIONS:
Green
Integrating natural systems to increase ecological, economic and human health.
Redevelopment
The beneficial restructuring of land use.
Green redevelopment
The restructuring of land use integrating natural systems to increase ecological,
economic and human health.
Green infrastructure
Natural systems that are embedded into city processes, that connect public and quasipublic places with streams, swales and lines of tree canopy.
Nature
“The processes that shape and sustain the world and all life within it ... the processes
that will continue without human intervention (Spirn 2006).”
Ecosystem services
“The conditions and processes through which natural ecosystems and the species that
make them up, sustain and fulfill human life.” Among them are:
• Purification of air and water
• Mitigation of floods and droughts
• Detoxification and decomposition of wastes
• Maintenance of biodiversity, from which humanity has derived key elements of
its agricultural, medicinal, and industrial enterprise
• Partial stabilization of climate
• Moderation of temperature extremes and the force of winds and waves
• Support of diverse human cultures
• Providing of aesthetic beauty and intellectual stimulation that lift the human
spirit
(Daily 1997)
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SIX PRINCIPLES FOR POLICY AND DESIGN
1. Start Upstream
Start Upstream is a principle that creates green demonstration sites in public and
quasi-public places, educates children — the next generation of land planners and
developers on natural systems, urges communication among and between all parties
involved; preserves remnant habitat, and cleans stormwater runoff before it reaches
streams, rivers and the ocean.
Raise Awareness of Natural Systems in public and quasi-public places
Public places are opportunities to raise public awareness of natural systems in
the places people visit regularly. Public places include schools, parks, libraries, and
post offices.
The quasi-public realm includes commercial uses such as restaurants, shopping
centers and retail stores (Carmona 2003). By using public and quasi-public spaces as
green redevelopment models, they can act as incubator sites to spread knowledge and
interest in green design throughout the watershed. Schools tend to be relatively evenly
distributed in urban areas, and often provide large playgrounds or playing fields that
are opportunities to integrate natural systems.
Educate the next generation of environmental stewards — Children
America’s genius has been nurtured by nature — by space, both physical and
mental. What happens to the nation’s intrinsic creativity, and therefore the health of
our economy, when future generations are so restricted that they no longer have
room to stretch (Louv 2005)?
Children are the next generation of developers, environmentalists and land
planners. Schools, so frequently dominated by sub-standard buildings (Cummins
2001), asphalt playgrounds, or turf ball fields, can become landscapes for
experimentation in natural systems, monitored and documented by students for
furthering knowledge of urban natural processes. Recent research shows nature can
relieve stress, increase attention spans, raise self-confidence and increase academic
success (Herrington 2001, Louv 2005, Moore 2005). Schools are prime opportunities to
integrate nature and enrich children’s academic success, self-confidence, and
understanding of natural processes.
Open the Channels of Communication
Thus, a truly ecological landscape architecture might be less about the construction
of finished and complete works, and more about the design of ‘processes,’
‘strategies,’ ‘agencies,’ and ‘scaffoldings’ – catalytic frameworks that might enable
a diversity of relationships to create, emerge, network, interconnect, and
differentiate (Corner 1997 ).
Open the Channels of Communication is a call to communicate and harness
local knowledge. By talking to citizens, business owners, planners, and developers the
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importance of green redevelopment is communicated. It requires sharing information
freely, and harnessing local knowledge and energy to shape and care for public places.
Community involvement early and often will help shape a place to the needs of
its users, and embed community aesthetics and values into the function as well as the
form of the place.
Preserve Existing Habitat for Wildlife
Though much of Southern California is highly urban, there are important
patches of native and restored vegetation that provide habitat for wildlife. Preserving
habitat upstream means keeping what is existing, since it is extremely difficult to
restore healthy habitat. Healthy plant communities not only provide habitat, they also
prevent erosion, absorb runoff, and improve air quality. Protecting and restoring habitat
for native species is a concern in urban, suburban and rural areas alike.
Treat Runoff before it Reaches Streams
While newly developing cities have opportunities to preserve large tracts of land
for natural systems and stormwater management, built out cities dominate Southern
California. Commercial properties, schools, and parks create large blocks of building,
parking lot, and turf. Redevelopment can take advantage of these large spaces to both
integrate natural systems, and bring buildings closer to the street for a pedestrianscaled environment.
The large rooftops in these areas provide opportunities to slow runoff, cool
buildings to save energy use, and add habitat. School grounds and parks are opportune
places to use natural systems to hold and treat runoff before it reaches the stream,
while at the same time increasing shade, habitat and connectivity for wildlife,
pedestrian comfort, and public awareness of natural systems.
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1. START UPSTREAM
Building form, such as green roofs, and
constructed wetlands capture and treat runoff
before reaching the stream, decreasing the
need for end-of-the-pipe solutions.
Design reflects the history of the site, and
its users input, including a movie screen
on the former drive-in site, and wetlands
where egrets and herons gather.

Tree-planted swales capture first
flush of runoff from streets.

N

Imperial Channel

Imperial Highway
A stream corridor in
a riparian woodland
provides habitat for
wildlife, particularly
raptors and owls.
Mixed-use green redevelopment

A green commercial redevelopment
raises awareness about natural
processes where people congregate.

Community garden

Las Positas Elementary School

Imperial Middle School

Wetlands, grasslands, and woods in
two public school yards allow children
to experience natural systems for
educational, physical, and mental health.

Start Upstream educates children, preserves and restores habitat, and treats stormwater runoff on site.
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2. Connect the Dots
Connect the Dots is a principle that bridges public and quasi-public landscapes, and
remnant habitats with a green infrastructure network in order to increase ecological,
economic and human health. It addresses the root of many issues — land use decisions
that increase need for travel, and therefore increase energy used for transportation.
It All Starts with Land Use
Higher densities are required to justify the cost of the proposed mixed-use
development and its emphasis on multi-modal accessibility. Communities often resist
the idea of increased density, and its coinciding increases of demand on roadways,
schools, and other public infrastructure and facilities. Intensification comes with
benefits. Mixed-use residential communities can improve the problem of high traffic
volume and decrease the amount of parking and conduit infrastructure required by
suburban densities. Mixed-use can improve the local jobs-housing balance by
providing job and housing opportunities not only for the residents of the mixed-use
development, but also skills-matched jobs for other nearby residents. Those will be
commuters spending less time on the roads, polluting less with their cars.
By sharing responsibility for providing recreational access, commercial sites can
gain visibility, while relieving pressure to develop undeveloped land, and allowing
natural systems to inhabit school grounds and parks. This model maximizes space for
natural systems, habitat, and public access to nature. Land use decisions need to
consider the greater context for maximum ecological, economic and human health.
Plan a Green Infrastructure Network
Single-purpose infrastructure systems bear the burden of moving energy, water,
people, and vehicles, with no back-up in case of disrepair. Streets move vehicles well,
at the expense of pedestrian comfort and environmental quality. Channels move water
quickly, at the expense of water quality, wildlife habitat and human access to nature.
In Southern California, cities have little space left in which to integrate natural systems.
The sides of streets, easements, and public and quasi-public places can all be revised to
support healthier ecosystems, economies, and people with a green infrastructure
network.
A green infrastructure integrates water quality, habitat, pedestrian access, and
ecological health into redevelopment. Corridors are used to allow movement and
connection of people, habitat and/or wildlife, while increasing ecosystem health. Streets
connect public places, and offer opportunities for tree canopy to provide habitat.
Streams are opportunities to restore wildlife movement and habitat as well as human
movement. Trails and rail corridors can move pedestrians and connect wildlife patches,
while existing wildlife corridors are priorities to preserve and restore habitat.
By sharing public and private responsibility for building natural systems into
urban form, cities have a greater chance to create healthy ecological, economic, and
social connections within the community. As development pressures increase due to a
growing population, it will become imperative to find creative ways to integrate natural
systems into urban environments. In built-out cities, the expansive private sphere
inhibits the development of a community ethic and mobility options for all ages. To
foster community interaction, commerce, health, and transit use, cities should
encourage spaces that serve the public as well as private owners. The owners can also
benefit from the positive “externalities” that their properties offer to the community.
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2. CONNECT THE DOTS
This public and quasi-public place provides housing,
work, and daily needs, and optimizes its relationship
with the community by providing access to pedestrians
and mass transit.

Native plants and wetlands become a destination habitat for
birds, such as raptors, burrowing owls, egrets, and herons; and a
woodland cleans air and water, cools the area, and treats water.

Tree-planted swales capture first flush, provide habitat
connectivity with canopy, shade streets, and separate
pedestrians from traffic for easier access.

N

Imperial Channel

Imperial Highway

Mixed-use green redevelopment

Site drainage supports street-side
vegetated swales that are part of
a city-wide green infrastructure
network.

Community garden

Las Positas Elementary School

Imperial Middle School

The school yards become a wetland
system to clean water before sending
downstream, while educating children.

Connect the Dots mitigates auto-centric land use decisions, and plans a green infrastructure network.
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3. Use Nature as a Guide
The principle of Use Nature as a Guide optimizes urban form through the use of natural
systems to reduce resource use, to provide clean water and air and healthy habitats,
and to plan high-quality, flexible urban spaces that change over time.
Clean Air and Water
Vast expanses of paved surfaces and exposed rooftops collect dirt and dust from
vehicles, which are swept into the air with traffic and wind. High impermeability and
the great expanse of surfaces for automobiles degrade air quality, pollute runoff, and
decrease opportunities for biological treatment of runoff. Retail parking is usually
designed for the busiest shopping times of the year. A mixed-use parcel could agree to
share spaces with a school, so that the school would not have to pave over more land
for lots. If transit, pedestrian, and bicycle accessibility are strong enough, it will
decrease parking demand.
Designing redevelopment to capture and treat stormwater runoff for a 50-year
storm event ensures the treatment of the “first flush” of stormwater runoff — the runoff
from the first inch of rainfall, which has the highest concentration of contaminants.
Because urban runoff contributes large amounts of pollutants to streams, rivers, and
the ocean, managing this first flush from streets, parking lots, and landscapes will
greatly improve water quality, as well as reduce urban runoff amounts.
Maximize Resource Efficiency
Water is not the only limited resource in the watershed. Current development
patterns require automobile transportation, and massive infrastructure investments for
single-purpose systems. Stormwater channels, streets, and utilities each take up
valuable land, leaving less for natural landscapes, habitat, and recreation. This results
in high costs for extensive materials, loss of undeveloped land, degraded habitat, and
added healthcare for people affected by asthma, heart disease, and lack of exercise.
With the growing shortage of buildable land in Southern California, building
efficiently is more critical than ever. The demonstration site uses soil excavated from
the mixed-use development to build mounds and berms in the schoolyard to direct
water. Designing for pedestrian comfort and mass transit motivates people to leave their
cars at home, saving energy. Water collected from rooftops, walkways and graywater
systems replenish landscapes during times of drought.
Wise site planning contributes to reductions in use of fossil fuels and electricity
produced from them. Design decisions throughout the site and in the site’s relationship
to its surrounding environs should reduce the energy consumption such uses would
normally induce. Walkability, better air quality, reduced runoff contamination, lower
life cycle costs, and reduced demand for oil result.
Enhance the Quality of Space for People
Urban and suburban Southern California is a landscape developed around the
automobile, and many of its spaces reflect this priority. Wide streets are lined with
narrow sidewalks, massive parking lots separate pedestrians from buildings, and the
people in them. Windowless, tilt-up concrete industrial and commercial businesses hold
no connection to the greater community.
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Now nearly blind to the onward marching of utility poles, chain link fences,
barren streets and parking lots, the public needs and deserves quality public and quasiplaces in which to do business, congregate, and relax.
High quality spaces are welcoming, healthy, comfortable and beautiful. This
redevelopment welcomes people with entry ways on every side into human-scaled
streets and plazas that offer sun and shade for human comfort. Green design elements,
such as shaded streets, energy- and water-efficient buildings, and natural water
treatment provide clean air and water for human and environmental health.
Create Flexible Space
Buildings and their surrounding landscapes often change ownership, use, or
need. Whether these changes occur daily, seasonally, or yearly, flexibility of use is
critical to meet the needs of a community. Too often, energy and resources go into
creating single-purpose buildings and infrastructure with no further benefit beyond
their original intent.
Ideally, redevelopment maximizes the potential for re-use, in as many variations
as possible. Parking structures can be built that easily convert to office buildings in the
future. Building rooftops can accommodate recreation, allowing parks and school
grounds to provide natural function and interaction with nature. Commercial or office
buildings can use moveable walls to accommodate different types and sizes of
businesses over the years.
In landscapes, particularly ones where there are many authors, the key is to establish
a framework that provides overall structure — a structure not arbitrary but congruent
with the deep context of a place, to define a vocabulary of forms that expresses the
natural and cultural processes of the place, and then to encourage a symphony of
responses to the conditions of the place and the needs of the specific people there.
The result should be a dynamic fabric, complex and coherent, that will evolve to
meet changing needs and desires, connecting past and present (Spirn 2000).
Provide Redundant, Distributed Systems
While current development and infrastructure are highly useful at performing
one function, their single-purpose intent makes them inefficient land uses and
vulnerable to failure. The demonstration site integrates natural processes in
overlapping, redundant systems and places. These multifunctional elements, such as
tree canopies, natural stormwater treatments, and high-quality spaces, provide
redundancy for maximum effectiveness and stability for function and maintenance
requirements.
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3. USE NATURE AS A GUIDE
Public spaces are designed for pedestrian comfort and
transit accessibility, flexibility over time, and to distribute
redundant systems for maximum resource efficiency
and stability.

Native plants and wetlands become a destination habitat for
birds, such as raptors, burrowing owls, egrets, and herons; and a
woodland cleans air and water, cools the area, and treats water.

Tree-planted swales capture first flush, provide habitat
connectivity with canopy, shade streets, and separate
pedestrians from traffic for easier access.

N

Imperial Channel

Imperial Highway
Wetlands and a
woodland provide
wildlife habitat while
cleaning air and
water.
Mixed-use green redevelopment

Commercial site raises awareness,
mixed-use redevelopment optimizes
solar and wind patterns, re-uses runoff
on site, and changes over time.

Community garden

Las Positas Elementary School

Imperial Middle School

The school yards become a wetland
system to clean water before sending
downstream, while educating children.

Using Nature as a Guide creates redundant systems that provide both flexibility and stability to urban form.
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4. All Fronts, No Backs
The principle of All Fronts, No Backs maximizes all usable space, prioritizes
pedestrian access and shared transportation, and makes natural processes visible to
the public to raise awareness and access to nature.
Maximize All Space
Urban and suburban areas are filled with back spaces used for one purpose,
such as loading, trash collection, utility easements, or stormwater channels. These
back-door uses take up space that could be otherwise integrated into community uses.
Maximize All Space means using urban land in the most efficient way possible — either
through shared uses across time, combining previously distinct uses, and/or sharing
and trading responsibilities across public and private entities.
Put Pedestrians First
Bringing storefronts right to the sidewalk creates walkability and a pedestrian
scale. Variation in landscaping across properties creates interest and spurs the
pedestrian to continue onwards and to explore. Some cities already advocate curvy
sidewalks that weave in and out of the right-of-way, onto private property (Grabowski
2006). Wide landscaped areas with trees and grasses act as a barrier to the street, help
slow traffic, collect and treat runoff, and shade the street to reduce ambient heat for
maximum pedestrian comfort.
The most comfortable viewing distance for a building is from a distance of about
twice its height ... Greater variety in visual experience can be created by spaces
that, in different ways, restrict views of the surrounding structure (Carmona 2003).
La Habra contains streets fronted with large parking lots servicing big box
stores. These newer developments were designed around the automobile, and do not
offer a comfortable pedestrian environment. The section below illustrates a distance of
about 14 times the height of the building to the right, rather than the classic proportion
referred to at left. Sidewalk placement right against the street contributes to an
unwelcoming feel for people walking, as do the utility poles obstructing view and
movement.
The series of parking lots and wide streets adds monotony to these landscapes
that makes them both uncomfortable and forgettable. “If the whole space can be easily
observed, it does not invite further involvement. It may also lack subspaces and implied
movement (Carmona 2003).”
In the redevelopment, buildings front the street, creating a pedestrian scale, and
giving more elements for people to engage with to impart a sense of discovery.
The demonstration site was designed for people walking, with a narrow distance
between buildings, and a variety of building placement, height and type, adding visual
interest at a comfortable viewing distance.
Prioritize Mass Transportation
The many back spaces in La Habra can be turned into community assets with
creative land planning. The bus stop shown at the right faces a six-lane state highway,
turning its back on the creek running five feet away. Haphazard plantings and
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volunteer palms do nothing to shade people as they wait for a bus, and offer no buffer
from heavy traffic.
The redevelopment is designed in conjunction with a transit stop, as well as comfortable
pedestrian walkways and bicycle access and parking. A wide sidewalk is separated from
the street by a vegetated swale to increase safety of pedestrians and people waiting for
the bus. The bus stop acts as a welcoming, shaded entrance to the development, rather
than a bench on a narrow sidewalk.
Make Processes Visible
The processes currently visible in the landscape are the effects of human
development — cars, stormwater and people moving over pavement; soil erosion from
grading and human disturbance; and highly controlled growth and maintenance of
resource-intensive plants. Southern California’s urban and suburban areas are mostly
lacking in the natural processes that teach people about local ecosystems and native
habitat.
The redevelopment puts processes at the forefront of its landscape. Green roofs and sky
lights spill over into green walls and windows, tying viewers to the processes of growth,
solar energy and light. Cisterns, photovoltaic panels, and cool towers become a part of
the landscape, giving witness to efficient built form.
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4. ALL FRONTS, NO BACKS
Development includes a transit stop
at one entrance, connects to a biking
and walking trail, and brings buildings to
the street to increase visual interest and
create a human scale.

Native plants and wetlands become a destination habitat for
birds, such as raptors, burrowing owls, egrets, and herons; and a
woodland cleans air and water, cools the area, and treats water,
all where children and citizens have easy access.

N

Tree-planted swales between sidewalk and street
separate people from traffic and provide visibility of
natural systems at the street level.
Imperial Channel

Imperial Highway
A community
garden, woodland,
and wetlands
increase the
public’s access to
and understanding
Community garden of natural systems.

Mixed-use green redevelopment

Commercial site raises awareness,
by emphasizing visibility of natural
systems, such as shade, daylighting,
and solar energy use; water flow and
capture; and green roofs, walls, and
vegetation.

Las Positas Elementary School

Imperial Middle School

Access from all sides maximizes space,
prioritizes pedestrian movement from
neighborhood, schools, and transit, and
makes urban processes visible to all.

All Fronts, No Backs maximizes space, time and quality for human and ecological health and comfort.
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5. Manage for the Long Term
Manage for the Long Term requires that time, energy, and materials are
allocated up front to establish deep roots in community education as well as in the
physical installation. Advance planning minimizes resources and time needed for
future maintenance, and values maintenance considerations as an essential part of the
planning and design process.
Establish Deep Roots by Educating Children
Passion is lifted from the earth itself by the muddy hands of the young; it travels along
grass-stained sleeves to the heart. If we are going to save environmentalism and the
environment, we must also save an endangered indicator species: the child in
nature (Louv 2005).
The early education of future planners, gardeners, and designers cannot be
over-emphasized. Establish Deep Roots educates children on native plants and
ecosystems, trains young eyes to understand and appreciate natural plant forms, and
teaches proper planning and care for healthy landscapes.
Children need places in cities that answer the question “Why?” With the
extensive channelizing of streams and rivers in the Los Angeles region, water’s natural
cycle is hidden from view and experience. Though flooding brings nutrients, flushes out
contaminants and vegetation for re-emergence, and recharges groundwater, these
processes have been replaced in favor of constricting water courses to protect property
and develop as much land as possible for human use. There are few places left in
urban and suburban Los Angeles for children to explore nature. With nothing to
compare it to, how will the next generation develop creative alternatives for paved
parking lots, fertilized turf and asphalt playgrounds?
Children who have frequent, regular contact with nature also benefit socially,
psychologically, and academically. Natural play invites children to use imagination,
inventiveness, and creativity, rather than the physical competitiveness encouraged by
play equipment and organized sports (Herrington 2001, Louv 2005, Moore 2005).
Natural schoolyards also benefit children psychologically and academically. Research
links greenery in everyday environments, and even just views of greenery, with reducing
stress and the symptoms of attention-deficit disorder (Kaplan 1998, Louv 2005).
Nature provides the tools for learning by experience rather than memorization.
Through nature, children have at hand the opportunity to study ecology, geology,
physics, math, language arts, biology, animal science, history, and geography, to name
a few. Learning by growing things was the foundation of the very first kindergarten
(Herrington 2001).
The two case study schools are luxurious in green grass and trees, an advantage
over many in Southern California. However, optimizing the schoolyard for children to
experience nature, natural stormwater management, and wildlife habitat will greatly
improve the health of the community, as well as its greatest asset — its children.
Love It and Leave It
Love and Leave It means putting time and energy at the front end of site and
designing planting and maintenance for minimal long-term requirements for energy and
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other resources. Plants too often are not chosen for the spaces they occupy, setting up
an unending and frequent pruning and maintenance regime that requires extensive
energy and time. Mowers, blowers and trimmers produce air and noise pollution, and
use fossil fuels to run. Materials should be chosen for their sustainable characteristics,
and overall site maintenance requirements.
Value Maintenance
Landscapes are not finished when they have been constructed. It may take years to
implement a design, for it to evolve; the way a landscape is maintained can change
it fundamentally over time. Shaping the context in which landscape is shaped is an
act of design (Spirn 2000).
Establishing a maintenance plan is a critical and often neglected part of site design.
Training and education is essential to correctly choose and care for plants, and avoid
the pitfalls of conventional maintenance practices, such as an unending, frequent need
for mowing and pruning due to plants chosen that are too large for the spaces they
occupy.
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5. MANAGE FOR THE LONG TERM
Educating and immersing children in nature provides
deep roots for the future care and understanding
of ecosystem health and management by the next
generation of land planners and developers.

A Green Center provides training and
education on planning and caring for
native plants, and landscapes using
natural systems.

N

Tree-planted swales capture first flush, reducing the
need for end-of-the-pipe stormwater treatment, and
stress on infrastructure.
Imperial Channel

Imperial Highway

Mixed-use green redevelopment

The redevelopment site establishes a
maintenance plan for healthy natural
systems up front, as an integral part of the
design and development.

Community garden

Las Positas Elementary School

Plants and materials are chosen to be
climate and space-appropriate, to
minimize irrigation and maintenance
needs.

Manage for the Long Term on-site means greater returns over time.

A community
garden, woodland,
and wetlands
become public
resources for the long
term.

Imperial Middle School
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6. Fulfill Multiple Objectives
The principle Fulfill Multiple Objectives embodies both planning and evaluation
methods. It presents an approach to planning as well as for evaluating green
redevelopment strategies.
Collaborate and Plan at All Scales
A lack of inter-jurisdictional collaboration and enforceable regional planning for
the ecosystem has been a common theme in the issues this project addresses. As long
as neighboring communities are unaccountable to one another, they will make
important decisions in a vacuum, and while competing with one another. Besides interjurisdictional difficulties, there are vertically overlapping jurisdictions and intrajurisdictional issues.
As an example of a local effort that would only work through collaboration, a
bikeway network is an ambitious project requiring extensive collaboration, because of
the number of municipalities and special districts involved. There is confusion over
ownership, planning, administration, and maintenance duties.
An even more critical situation is that often regional districts perform
transportation planning while municipalities handle all land use planning. For mass
transit to succeed to its full potential, as it does in many places outside of the U.S.,
there must be full integration of land use planning and transportation planning.
Sometimes, collaboration is the missing factor in planning even within a city’s
departments, as a department can remain compartmentalized, responsible to meeting
its own duties, and missing key opportunities for collaboration and multi-objective
planning.
A further venue for collaboration is between the city and private entities. Cities
have the potential to serve as custodians of a city’s environmental health, disseminating
information to businesses and spotting opportunities for businesses to form symbiotic,
resource-conserving relationships amongst themselves.
Value Cumulative Effects
Value Cumulative Effects means counting on the big impacts of incremental
changes. Current policy does not value natural elements for their function, but only for
their aesthetics. Trees have the potential to shade pedestrians, paving, and cars,
increasing human comfort, and decreasing the heat island effect, and pollution from
parked vehicles. Trees are often considered only in relation to liability concerns and
maintenance costs, and not for their benefits to air quality, wildlife, and people,
including the offsetting of global warming.
A vegetated swale along a street takes up only slightly more space than
traditional building setbacks, but can have great impact if planned wisely. A treed swale
captures the first flush of runoff, provides pedestrian safety from traffic, cools streets
and sidewalks, and connects wildlife habitat with tree canopy. Green roofs cool
buildings through evapotranspiration while they reflect thermal energy. This decreases
the urban heat island effect, and reduces energy requirements for climate control.
Shaded cars in the parking garage mean less gasoline will volatilize. Green roofs provide
stormwater management through absorption of rainfall and filtering of airborne
pollutants. Roofs can also become parks, providing much needed recreation and
outdoor experiences, while trading space for school playing fields. These cumulative
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effects are the essence of planning with natural systems. They add stability and
effectiveness to designing with natural systems.
Measure Performance, Not Means
Measure performance, not Means describes an evaluative framework and value
system for Seeing Green. This principle eliminates prescriptive policies in favor of ones
that require achievement of a given level of effect. And, it values ecological, economic,
and human health from a holistic viewpoint, above all else in making decisions on
development and infrastructure investment.
In most Southern California cities development is happening not because of
demand, but because of opportunities that are the result of built-in obsolescence in
development over the past fifty years. Yet, a development model based upon an outdated cost-benefit analysis that perceives green development as more expensive is still
used. If a traditional cost-benefit analysis were done correctly, it would show that a
green approach, such as the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
program, is no more expensive than a similar conventional development (Matthiessen
2005). Even so, an important question to ask is “more expensive than what?” If
development choices were made from a resource based model that reflects the built-out
situation of the communities in the watershed, the cost-benefit analysis would compare
choices based upon resources used for construction and throughout the life span of the
development.
Cities, municipalities, watersheds, and regions are interested in solutions to
quality of life considerations, such as traffic congestion, long commutes, loss of green
space and tree canopy, air and water pollution, affordable housing availability, and
energy sustainability. These issues are pervasive in most urban and suburban
communities today as both community planners and developers apply a framework that
follows an economic model that burdens society with the negative effects of the built
environment and values short term gain. Policy makers, planners, and residents alike
need a new model to follow for design and planning decisions. The present model that
uses a demand analysis to prescribe design and planning must be replaced with a
model where decisions are prescribed from a resource analysis. This new model will aid
the phasing out of the present paradigm for a new paradigm that values resources for
ecological, economic, and human health values.
The new resource model can help designers, planners, and developers to make
decisions not based solely on initial construction costs, but on resources used, their
ripple effect throughout the community, region, and world, and their ecological,
economic, and human health and comfort benefits — the triple bottom line.
Green redevelopment of public and quasi-public sites is an opportunity to realize
the triple bottom line. During redevelopment developers, designers, and planners can
choose solutions that equally maximize all three benefits. In this “buy now, pay later”
American culture, society really is going to pay later if current development trends
continue to emphasize up-front costs. These Six Principles for Policy and Design invest
in solutions for long term survival and ecological, economic, and human health.
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6. FULFILL MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES
The Green Center is a place
for collaborative planning
for the community,
developers, and city and
regional planners.

The redevelopment demonstrates
the importance of investing now for
ecological, economic, and human
health.

N

Tree-planted swales capture first flush, provide habitat
connectivity with canopy, pedestrian access and
comfort, shades streets, and raises awareness.

Imperial Channel

Imperial Highway
A community garden
invites the public to
grow and tend food,
teaches children, and
reduces dependence
on shipped food.
Community garden

Mixed-use green redevelopment

Commercial site raises awareness
on natural systems, and encourages
people to take green design ideas
with them, to homes and work.

Las Positas Elementary School

Imperial Middle School

Natural systems on the school yards clean
air and water, cool the area, provide
wildlife habitat, educate children, and
allow the community access to nature.

Fulfill Multiple Objectives Fairly values nature’s services and human welfare to multiply the benefits that the site offers.
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CONCLUSION
The time for a green infrastructure is now…
Southern California is a nearly built-out region, and though surrounded by
forests and mountain ranges, natural areas are rapidly disappearing near suburban
and urban centers. The effects of nature’s absence are broad and distressing. Air and
water pollution put the public at risk of health problems. Broken ecosystems provide
less habitat for wildlife and refuge for people. Inefficient resource use puts the region at
risk of energy and water shortages — the current gasoline price escalations are a
reminder of the possible implications. In everyday places, children have little access to
nature and its physical, mental, and emotional health benefits. Furthermore, they have
no means to garner an understanding of natural systems and processes, the very things
that support their survival. Our public and quasi-public places are too often forgotten
landscapes — the leftover pieces after commerce is considered. Sidewalks and parking
lots are not amenities ... They make up the everyday experiences of their users. Their
design determines how comfortable, safe, and accessible a community is. Schoolyards
are not just places where children exercise ... They shape how children perceive
themselves, their peers, and their world. Their form and function can shape children
who think life is about turf and competition — or who think life is about constant
change, exploration, and cooperative learning.
The public has become all but immune to landscapes with little in place to
support human health and well-being. Public awareness and early natural education
can infuse this region with the understanding and compassion necessary to spark a
green movement. Planning green redevelopment for high-quality air, water, and spaces
is critical for ecological, economic, and human health.
Cities can use these Six Principles for Policy and Design to implement and
measure the effects of their own initiatives and development applications. Start
Upstream can preserve what is working while planning for the future. Connect the Dots
can fill in the gaps of current planning, to make better land use decisions and increase
ecological health. Use Nature as a Guide can provide quality and resource-efficient
spaces with high functionality and nothing to hide. All Fronts, No Backs efficiently uses
all available spaces. Manage for the Long Term will assure high-quality environments
that take less energy and time to maintain in the future. Fulfill Multiple Objectives
shows cities will have ecological, social, and economic benefits not only in the near
term, or for the life cycle of a building, but over the life cycles of generations.
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SIX PRINCIPLES FOR POLICY AND DESIGN
1. Start Upstream

4. All Fronts, No Backs

2. Connect the Dots

5. Manage for the Long-Term

3. Use Nature as a Guide

6. Fulfill Multiple Objectives

				
The
Green Center provides training and
			
education
on maintenance and is a
place for collaborative planning for the
community, developers, and city and
regional planners.

Development includes a transit stop at
one entrance, and connects to a biking
and walking trail and demonstrates
		
the importance of investing now for
ecological, economic, and human
health.

Plants and materials are chosen to be climate
and space-appropriate, to minimize irrigation
and maintenance needs.
, provide
Tree-planted swales capture first flush		
				
habitat connectivity with canopy, pedestrian
				
access and comfort, and shade streets.

N

Imperial Channel

Imperial Highway

Mixed-use green redevelopment
Community garden

Commercial site raises awareness,
mixed-use redevelopment optimizes
land use, solar and wind
patterns, re-uses runoff on site,
and changes over time.
Access on all sides maximizes space,
and prioritizes pedestrian movement
from neighborhood, schools, and
transit.

Six Principles for Policy and Design, illustrated

Las Positas Elementary School

Wetlands and
woodland clean
air and water,
provide wildlife
habitat , and
human access to
nature.

Imperial Middle School

Natural systems in two public school yards educate children,
and train the next generation of land planners.
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Title of Submission: “Lessons Learned: Former Japanese American Internees
and Holocaust Survivors”
Name of Author:
Harvey Leonard Gotliffe
Affiliation:
San Jose State University
Address:
School of Journalism, San Jose State University, San Jose, CA 95192-0055
E-Mail Address
hgotliffe@casa.sjsu.eduAbstract:
During the Second World War, two separate, perniciously racist actions were perpetrated
by the national governments of both the United States and Germany.
The government of the United States abrogated the civil rights of 120,000 Japanese
Americans, two-thirds of whom were United States citizens, and incarcerated them
primarily because they were different than the majority of the populace and looked like
the enemy.
In Europe, nearly six million Jews were first denied their basic civil rights, then were
relocated and confined, and eventually murdered by Germany’s heinous Nazi regime just
because they were Jews.
Although the final planned result for Japanese Americans was isolation and incarceration
and the end result for the Jews was annihilation, there were disturbing parallels in the
actions both governments took.
In each instance, there was an organized, systematic governmental plan initiated in
incremental steps to deprive people of their legitimate rights as human beings and place
them under complete governmental control in camps specifically created for them.
The consequences of their confinements resulted in similar postwar trauma for many
members of both groups for their lives were asunder and they had to start anew.
More important was the mental anguish they both shared that caused some to live in a
state of shame and silence. Those feelings emanated out of the belief that they may have
done something wrong that had earned them such societal enmity. There was a
concomitant feeling of many that after they had survived such a horrendous experience,
they wanted to forget it ever occurred and wanted to bury all thoughts of their ordeals.
Every person who lived through those two horrors had a different tale to tell — if they
were willing to tell them. Today, more than six decades after World War Two ended,
there are internees and survivors who still refuse to speak up about their travails.
There is another parallel with these two groups for as their members grow older and near
the end of their lives. there are those who now want to tell what happened so others can
learn what took place then. They want to emphasize that there is a dire need for vigilance
now to prevent repetition of what occurred during their lives
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Since 2000, I have been working with both former internees and survivors, conducting
extensive interviews and making presentations on the lessons they have learned from
their experiences. Many volunteer to speak wherever they can and whenever they can to
adults in houses of worship, to professional groups, in museums, and in front of students
in classrooms. They have a special passion to speak to the young who may know little
about the past and whose impact on succeeding generations can be so important.
These survivors and internees are a constant source of inspiration and a manifestation of
what is the best of the human spirit and when they boldly and emotionally tell their tales.
I would like to share and discuss their tales at the conference.
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Title of Submission: Intellectual Freedom, The First Amendment and Holocaust
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E-Mail Address
hgotliffe@casa.sjsu.edu
Abstract:
Since 1988, the Committee for the Open Debate of the Holocaust (CODOH), has run
advertisements and editorials in more than 350 college and university newspapers across
the country, trying to create doubt in the minds of student readers as to the veracity of the
Holocaust. The information in these advertisements is unencumbered by the need to
satisfy any historical standards.
Today’s students are an ideal target, with their diminished understanding of history and
historical events, and with limited time to investigate or question the content of such ads.
This campaign is led by Bradley R. Smith who founded and heads CODOH, and has tried
to create an intellectual challenge for students through subtly-worded and provocative
advertisements which ask students to “Ignore the Thought Police,” and utilize their
intellectual freedom to challenge the “Orthodox Holocaust Story.”.
Smith has stated “I try to reach the young, because they haven’t made their minds
up....they’re more open minded and readier than adults to accept ‘radical ideas.’”
In 1988, Smith began placing small advertisements in campus newspapers. With one
backer’s support, in 1991, Smith ran full-page advertisements with a headline that set
forth the major premise for the future; “The Holocaust Controversy: The Case for Open
Debate.”
Since then, he has run advertisements that have challenged the story of the gas chambers
at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, and has offered $250,000 to anyone who gets
CODOH and a member of the Anti-Defamation League on the same television network
for a prime time debate. The advertisements created publicity for CODOH and the denier
movement. Resultant coverage featured Smith in articles in Time, The New York Times,
and on a segment of “48 Hours.”
One headline read, “Holocaust Studies...Appointment with Hate.” and attempted to
defame Nobel Prize winner Elie Wiesel as a false eyewitness, while another’s headline
“Proof of ‘gas chambers?” challenged the Simon Wiesenthal Center. When any
advertisement stirs a debate about the alleged controversy surrounding the Holocaust,
then the deniers have succeeded in their efforts.
Smith introduced a web site and published a magazine titled THE REVISIONIST,
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however much to his dismay, the only controversy thus far on the campuses has not been
whether the Holocaust did indeed happen, but whether or not newspapers should run
CODOH’s advertisements.
Smith evokes his First Amendment right and confronts students demanding that they run
advertisements presenting the denier’s side of the Holocaust controversy, and attacks
“The Holocaust Industry” for diminishing intellectual freedom on campus.
For ten years, my research endeavors on Smith and CODOH have included in-person,
phone and e-mail interviews with Smith, personal and phone interviews with more than
400 student editors, advertising managers, and faculty advisors at student newspapers,
and surreptitious attendance at an international deniers conference.
My original research papers now abide in the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, the
Weisenthal Museum of Tolerance and The American Jewish Archives, and I would like
to share and discuss the effect CODOH advertising has had on intellectual freedom and
student media on college campuses.
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How can we make Art Education more
“muse-ical”?
Background and purpose
The background of the present thesis is a recent reform of Swedish teacher
education. The reform opened possibilities for restructuring the subject matter areas included in a teacher education. One example mentioned as a possible candidate for restructuring is the aesthetic and artistic area. This resulted
in a decision at the Department of Arts, Crafts and Design at Linköping University to introduce a program denoted Muse-ical Learning. The program departs from the concept muse-ical and rests on and integrates techniques,
methods, theories and perspectives from arts, drama communication, dance/
movement and music.
The purpose of my thesis was twofold (Grahn, 2005), but in this paper I
will only focus on the first part that comprises a theoretical analysis of the
concept muse-ical in an attempt to describe similarities and differences between the concepts muse-ical and aesthetic and furthermore to identify the
features of a muse-ical approach.

Methods
The first part is an analysis based on selected previous writings and research
regarding the concepts muse-ical and aesthetic/esthetical. The approach taken
to this reading is mainly hermeneutical. This approach to understanding texts
puts the reader’s preconceptions in a central position, a necessary prerequisite
as well as a potential risk as regards the nature of the outcome of the analysis.
(Gadamer, 1997; Ödman, 1994, 2004)
My previous experiences as a music teacher, a teacher educator in music
and an active participant in shaping the program Muse-ical learning have undoubtedly influenced my selection and reading of texts – for good and for
bad. I have aimed for a selection of texts that is as broad as possible and from
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as many different perspectives as possible. Hereby, I have avoided texts that
approach muse-ical learning from specifically artistic, drama, music or movement perspectives. This has been important above all as regards texts about
music for two main reasons. One of these is my own background as a music
teacher, which means that I can read such texts with another approach than
texts about arts, drama or movement. The other reason is that muse-ical is
frequently used as synonymous with musical, a confusion that I have tried to
avoid. (Grahn, 2005)
Part one, thus, is mainly about understanding and interpreting historical
texts, often clearly influenced by political values and, besides, also written in
foreign languages. (Gadamer, 1997) Some of the texts are written between
the two world wars, some shortly after the Second World War and some
more recently. Even though my work has, to a large extent, reminded of
putting together a jigsaw puzzle (Ödman, 1994, 2004), it is important to add
that the puzzle does not comprise one single motive, rather, it may be laid out
in different ways to yield different motives.

Results and discussion
In a historical perspective the origins of muse-ical can be traced back to
antique Greece and the nine muses that were given to mankind by the gods.
They were offered to us to provide opportunities for rest and recreation in
daily life. For most people the muses are associated with the fine arts and it is
probably less well known that they should also be linked to scholarship and
intellectual activities. (Kaster, 1993) This latter link is obvious in the meaning of the English word muse, which is equal to reflecting on and considering something very carefully and for a long time. The ancient Greeks realised that artistic and intellectual activities are mutually dependent on each
other. A further function of the muses, to care for the collective, social memory, seems also to have been forgotten in our time. (Havelock, 1986)
Nowadays, when we can store our experiences and knowledge in books, we
do not need rhymes, songs, dances, and pictures, etc, to support our own memories. Hence, the fine arts seem to have gradually lost their importance as
intellectual tools.
Muse-ical activities also have to be combined with rhythm and harmony
to get their ultimate form. This fact reflects the Greek conviction that order is
a significant aspect of beauty (Cosmos). Greeks aimed for a balance between
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the vivacious and engaging of Dionysus and the more strict and ordered of
Apollo. (Björk, 2000)
I have found a couple of circumstances to be quite confusing regarding
the names of the muses and what they symbolise. By utilising a translation
from Greek to English these confusions seem to be resolved. It is evident that
different translations have focused on different parts of the original descriptions. Some have merely translated the names, others have looked at what
they are usually associated with or depicted as. The confusion reveals the
danger inherent in too short descriptions. The meanings I have found are:
Κλειϖ = Cleio = The Proclaimer, muse of History
Θαλεια = Thaleia = The Flourishing, muse of comedy and of playful and
idyllic poetry
Ερατω = Erato = The Lovely, muse of love poetry and mimicry, her
instrument= lyre
Ευτερπη = Euterpe = The Giver of Pleasure, muse of music and the
inventor of the double flute
Πολυµνια = Polyhymnia = She of many Hymns, muse of sacred poetry
and also muse of geometry, mime, meditation and agriculture
Καλλιοπη = Calliope = The Fair Voiced, muse of epic poetry and the
eldest Muse
Τερψιχορη = Terpsichore = The Whirler, muse of dancing, her
instrument = lyre
Ουρανια = Urania = The Heavenly, muse of astronomy
Μελποµενη = Melponene = The Songstress, muse of tragedy in spite of
her joyous singing, the tragic mask. (Grahn, 2005 p. 27)
A second confusion concerns the translation of mousiké to mean music which
is the case in Swedish, Danish, Norwegian and English. A closer reading of
Plato’s texts has convinced me that the most reasonable would be what
Georgiades (1958) did when he suggested to preserve the word mousiké instead of translating it to music. It is not sufficient to point out that the conception of music was broader during the Antique than in our days, because this
statement is probably forgotten later on during the reading. It makes a great
difference whether our children are to be fostered in mousiké i.e. the arts of
the muses and gymnastics, or only in music and gymnastics. Some authors
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advocate that Plato refers to music when stating what is important in the upbringing of the young, but the German translation made by Georgiades
(1958) has convinced me that Plato refers to mousiké. My conclusion is that
Plato was of the opinion that the young should be fostered in mousiké and
gymnastics. (Grahn, 2005)
The word muse-ical appears in educational contexts during the mid
1920’s in Germany, when the sociologist Hans Freyer introduced the term.
Muse-ical education is, in consonance with the ideas from ancient Greece, an
integration of poetry, music and rhythmic movements. (Warner, 1954)
My first conclusion from the theoretical analyses is that the muse-ical domain should be understood as an approach to learning. It is not a subject matter area of its own or limited to certain subject matters, rather, it is a didactical principle that may be realised in different ways in different subject matter
areas. An important aspect of muse-ical learning is that it represents an integrated notion of human development comprising emotions, will, intellect and
body (Kluge, 1973). This view is reoccurring, although in somewhat different
forms, in descriptions of the concept in the four countries I have studied closer; Germany, Norway, Denmark and Sweden. Compared to the German notion above, quoted from Kluge, the Danish authors Ronnefeld and Vejleskov
(1983) refer to a balance between hand, heart and brain as the cornerstone of
muse-ical learning. In a Norwegian context Bjørkvold (1991) refers to an
ecological integrated notion combining practical and theoretical knowledge.
The Norwegian perspective has also influenced thinking in Sweden where a
more narrow definition has had some impact.
Another important aspect of the muse-ical is play. This is emphasised in
all four countries. According to Pöggeler (1973) play is a way of getting in
touch with one’s creativity. Bjørkvold (1991) refers to play as an experimental laboratory of learning, and Uddén (2001) calls play man’s original means
of scholarship. My conclusion is that to play is to experiment with learning
to make it more vivid and joyful. (Grahn, 2005)
A second conclusion to be drawn from the analysis of the scientific texts
is the risk faced when equalising approach and method. (Grahn, 2005)
In opposition to Ronnefeld (1990) I prefer to regard aesthetic and museical as two different concepts, although with some overlap in meaning. The
common parts of the two concepts pertain to harmony and rhythm, a close relationship between theory and practice, sensation and logic, imagination and
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reason. Artistic forms of expression are essential in both activities. Some aspects are borderline cases, i.e. the combined consumer and producer perspective characteristic of the aesthetic, as compared to the muse-ical emphasis on
the actor’s own creativity. The medium of imitation typical of the aesthetics,
e.g. rhythm and language, is to be compared with the stress on the less rulebound activities of play, drama and movement in the muse-ical. (Grahn,
2005)
There are also, of course, distinct differences. Aesthetics is more focused
on the product, whereas the muse-ical is more process orientated. The latter
does also stress a holistic approach and the significance of the social context.
The aesthetical emphasises balance and variation within a certain prevailing
pattern. (Grahn, 2005)
Apart from such differences and similarities there are some other remarks
to be made. The concept of muse-ical is today mainly applied in educational
settings. The foremost aim is not to give an artistic contribution but to aim towards other goals, critical for the development of the individuals. (Grahn,
2005)
Some authors conceive of the muse-ical as something that is critical or
doubtful towards technological development. My standpoint is quite different. Even a concept that originates in the Antique may be adapted to be in
consonance with the present society.
I consider the muse-ical as an approach to learning that is based on:
• A holistic attitude aiming at a balance between “hand, heart and
brain”. The muses were not only associated with the fine arts but also
with intellectual skills and scholarship. According to Plato the young
should be educated not only in music and gymnastics but in mousiké
and gymnastics. It may also be added that the muse-ical has to be
combined with rhythm and harmony. This is an expression of the
Greek strive for harmony and order, for a balance between the vivacious and engaging of Dionysus and the harmony and order of
Apollo.
• Time for reflection. To have a muse-ical approach is to allocate time
to muse, to reflect carefully on what we are learning.
• Muse-ical activities that give opportunities for applying different
forms of expression, e.g. activities that comprise movement, sound,
colour, form and drama.
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•
•
•
•

Play is an important component. This is a recurrent aspect of museical learning in most definitions. Play makes us emphasise the process of learning rather than the product.
The learner is the main actor. The aim is to permit the learner to
possess her knowledge rather than imposing it on her.
The muse-ical perspective is super-ordinate to disciplinary categories
of knowledge.
The muse-ical perspective should not be translated into a rigorous
method. It has to remain a perspective with rich opportunities for
methodological pluralism and improvising. (Grahn, 2005 p. 197-198)

Teachers in all subject matter areas may take a muse-ical approach. Mathematics, history and chemistry for instance are as close to the muse-ical as music or drama. (Grahn, 2005)
A muse-ical approach to teaching and learning requires the courage to
leave safe ground and to improvise. Teachers from different subject matter
areas have to co-operate closely and to develop their cultural, communicative, creative and social competencies. A majority of muse-ical activities take
place in social settings, which gives rich opportunities for the students to
train their social skills. Several authors point out the importance of the effects
of muse-ical learning for society at large. (Grahn, 2005)
The points and text above are what I consider as necessary to make the
art education more muse-ical.
Even though it has been a demanding task to express the essence of
muse-ical learning, theoretically as well as empirically, one may perhaps be
comforted by realising that the magic of muse-ical learning might disappear
were it possible to define it in a distinct way. (Grahn, 2005)
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Abstract
Percy Shelley, in writing his drama Prometheus Unbound, achieved a remarkable
feat in blending the plot and primary characters of ancient Greek myth and drama, with
influences and undertones of Italian art and political thought. These influences include
ballet, painting and sculpture, the contemporary political climate of many Italian cities,
and the Divine Comedy of Dante. In fact, Dante’s epic poem may be the strongest Italian
influence working on Shelley in Prometheus Unbound, particularly in terms of structure
and central theme. Ultimately, Shelley’s blending of Greek and Italian influences infused
Christian virtues within ancient Greek drama, and placed classical Greek values within
European Christian literature. Prometheus Unbound demonstrates how art may combine
seemingly opposite ideas and conceptions into an artistically satisfying whole.
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Percy Shelley, the great Romantic poet of the early 19th Century, achieved a
remarkable feat in the writing of his “closet drama” Prometheus Unbound. While the
main source of the play, especially in regards to its plot and primary characters,
undoubtedly was drawn from both the ancient Greek myth of Prometheus as well as the
classical drama of Aeschylus known as Prometheus Bound, Shelley blended these Greek
sources with Italian influences and undertones. These influences include ballet, painting
and sculpture, the contemporary political climate of many Italian cities, and the Divine
Comedy of Dante. As Shelley wrote his play while living in Rome, he was more than
likely also thinking of Italian art, literature, and politics while using the baths of Caracalla
as his outdoor writing chamber (Holmes, 489). As a result, while most readers can rather
easily discern the classical Greek elements of Prometheus Unbound, the blending of
Greek and Italian elements is ultimately what gives the drama its unique power, and
prevents it from becoming simply a revival of Aeschylus’ play. This paper will attempt
to identify many of the Greek and Italian influences in Shelley’s drama, as well as to
show how the two cultures merge to form a tale greater than the sum of its parts.
The classical Greek elements of Prometheus Unbound are, as stated earlier, rather
easily identifiable, and influence primarily the plot, main characters, and background to
the play. The story of Prometheus descends from a mythological tale and the trilogy of
“Promethean” dramas of Aeschylus. In the myth, Prometheus was one of the Titans who
preceded Zeus and the other Olympian gods. Due to his power to foretell the future
(expressed in his name, the Greek word for “foresight”), he sided with the Olympians
during their war with the Titans, which ended in victory for the new generation of gods
(Graves, 144). Prometheus later created humanity, while his brother Epimetheus made
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the animals (Graves, 34). As Epimetheus gave the animals all the available skills and
physical abilities, Prometheus was only able to give his creations the powers of
intelligence and creativity, which he knew would enable humans to eventually gain
dominance over the animals.
Prometheus defied the gods several times in an attempt to help humans better
survive the harshness of their world. In one instance, he showed humans how to deceive
the gods in their sacrifices, keeping the meat for themselves while the deities received the
bones and fat (Graves, 144). His most famous action, however, was his theft of fire from
the gods, which he gave to humanity and showed how to use it (Graves, 144). As Shelley
writes in the notes to one of his earlier works, Prometheus “was chained for this crime to
Mount Caucasus, where a vulture continually devoured his liver, that grew to meet its
hunger” (Shelley, 826).
However, Prometheus will eventually be rescued from his imprisonment by
Hercules, son of Zeus (Graves, 149). The myth also mentions, as Mary Shelley writes in
her “Note on Prometheus Unbound”, that “there was a prophecy afloat in heaven
portending the fall of Jove, the secret of averting which was known only to Prometheus”
(Shelley, 272). Prometheus was eventually persuaded to reveal the prophecy, which
involves the goddess Thetis, whose son was destined to become greater than his father
(Graves, 148). Zeus married Thetis to a human man and later gave birth to Achilles, the
great warrior described in the Iliad (Graves, 272). Thus, the cycle of violence and
usurpation which began when Zeus’s father Chronos attacked and mutilated his father
Uranous, ceased, and Zeus could rule without fear of his power or authority being
challenged.
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This is the material that Aeschylus, one of the first Athenian dramatists, used for
his trilogy of plays centered around the story of Prometheus. Unfortunately, only one,
Prometheus Bound, has survived in a completed form. This play, which scholars believe
is either the first or second in the trilogy, depicts the chaining of Prometheus and provides
the back-story to his punishment. It remains very close to the details provided in the
myth, while adding certain original elements. One of these, which will become very
important to Shelley’s own Promethean drama, is the description of Zeus as ruling and
maintaining his power and authority through force and violence. At the end of the play,
Prometheus remains bound to Mount Caucasus, as he witnesses “Zeus/come down on
me,/howling terror” (Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound, 83), yet still refusing to submit to
the tyranny and abuse of power that Zeus represents. The main emotions Prometheus
displays in this drama are that of defiance and anger, which are given less prominence in
Shelley’s adaptation. However, one can see how Shelley, with his own unorthodox
political, intellectual, and social beliefs, was attracted to Prometheus the rebel, defying
custom and tradition even in the face of unbearable torture.
So far only fragments of the other plays concerning the Prometheus cycle have
emerged, including one which seems to have been titled Prometheus Released or
Prometheus Unbound. The few fragments of this play are not particularly helpful in
reconstructing the text, as this example demonstrates: “Follow this straight road; and first
of all, thou shalt come to the north winds, where do thou beware the roaring hurricane,
lest unawares it twist thee up and snatch thee away in wintry whirlwind” (Aeschylus,
Fragments, 451). Shelley therefore had much leeway in adapting the myth and
Aeschylus’s drama to tell his own version of Prometheus’s release. Indeed, he writes in
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his “Preface to Prometheus Unbound” “Had I framed my story on this model, I should
have done no more than have attempted to restore the lost drama of Aeschylus” (Shelley,
205). Instead, he shaped the classical background and sources to fashion his own
philosophical and political understanding of humanity and its evils, as well as to infuse
the drama with his recent knowledge of music, literature, art, and politics he had acquired
from his experiences in Italy.
As stated above, Shelley composed Prometheus Unbound while living in Italy,
specifically in Rome, where, according to Richard Holmes, he “abandoned
Winkelmann’s History of Art to read Euripides and Lucretius” (Holmes, 485). It is quite
possible that Shelley was considering Italian art and politics during the writing of this
play. Indeed, Alan Weinberg asserts that even before entering the country, his “journey
through the Alps into Italy seems to have reawakened his interest in the Promethean
myth” (Weinberg, 102). What primarily seems to have struck Shelley, both in his travels
around Italy’s neighbors and Italy itself, was the political subjugation of many of the citystates. As Weinberg comments,
The poet’s early letters from Italy repeatedly comment on the discrepancy
between the overwhelming beauty of the country and the appalling degradation of the
people, few of whom had known political independence. It seems reasonable to assume,
therefore, that Shelley associated the subjection of Prometheus to Jupiter with the
condition of the contemporary Italian (Weinberg, 103).
One can easily imagine Shelley recalling Aeschylus’s Prometheus Bound drama,
with its title character defiant and raging against tyranny and abuses of power, when he
witnessed the occupation of Italy by foreign powers. However, Shelley would remove
much of the anger found in the Greek drama , for, as Weinberg states,
Shelley wished to account for the failure of the French Revolution, for he makes it
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clear in Prometheus Unbound that motives of power and revenge distort man’s ideals.
These motives explain the havoc and destruction which the Revolution caused, and which
brought about a reactionary climate of political cynicism and despair in Europe. What
was required (in Italy as elsewhere) was a change in the mental attitude of the people, a
mental revolution such as takes place in Prometheus himself (Weinberg, 105).
In fact, Shelley could link his political stance to contemporary Italian art, even to
a form which appears to many to have little relation to politics such as ballet. Weinberg
argues that “ballet reconciles music, dance, setting and the poetic ideal, and it is to this
harmony that Shelley alludes to shortly after the opening of Act IV” (Weinberg, 114).
He also comments on Shelley’s having attended a production of Prometo, by Salvatore
Vigano, that
Knowledge of the ballet together with experience of Vigano’s choreography could
have led Shelley to conceive of a revolutionary lyric drama which, drawing on the choral
techniques of song and dance, would ‘awaken public hope’ and ‘a true sense of moral
dignity and freedom’ in order to counter the reactionary climate in Europe in the
aftermath of 1815 (Weinberg, 103).
Shelley was also undoubtedly inspired in his writing of Prometheus Unbound by
other methods of Italian art besides ballet, including painting, sculpture, and poetry.
While the Divine Comedy of Dante may be the prime influence of Italian poetry on
Shelley’s drama, it is not the only one. Weinberg argues that “it is possible that Tasso’s
epic, Gerusalemme Liberata (Jerusalem Delivered), influenced Shelley’s choice of theme
in Prometheus Unbound”, for “the Italian poem, like Shelley’s, charts the release of
virtue from long captivity and the subsequent attainment of ‘la felicita civile’ (‘civil
happiness’)” (Weinberg, 104). With regard to Italian painting, Act IV of Prometheus
Unbound most directly reflects Shelley’s study. What Weinberg calls “pictorial
representation” allowed Shelley “to shift the action onto a predominately lyrical plane,
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giving his final act the self-containment of a ‘non-narrative’ and ‘non-linear’ structure”,
since “the fourth act does without a story-line, as the ‘fable’ as such has already, in Act
III, reached its climax. Its purpose is, evidently, to provide a further dimension to the
already completed action” (Weinberg, 116).
The final act of Prometheus Unbound also demonstrates Shelley’s study and
understanding of Italian sculpture as well as painting, for there
We see Shelley wholeheartedly applying what he had learnt: casting aside
realism, he elevates his poem onto a plane of such high refinement that even the main
protagonists, Prometheus and Asia, are ultimately dispensed with. Their presence is, as it
were, diffused in the visual celebrations of the Act (Weinberg, 116).
Ultimately, however, the greatest Italian influence working on Shelley during his
creation of Prometheus Unbound was the Divine Comedy of Dante, most importantly the
structure of the epic poem, the passage from Hell to Paradise, and its central theme, the
path to redemption. According to Weinberg, “In relation to Aeschylus’s ‘thesis’, Dante
represents for Shelley the ‘antithesis’ in an Hegelian dialectic”, because while
“Prometheus Bound portrays a heroic resistance to authority; the Commedia expresses
the redemptive quality of love” (Weinberg, 120). In Weinberg’s view,
A synthesis of these two take place in Shelley’s lyric drama, wherein resistance is
purged of pride and vengefulness (attitudes characterizing the hero of Aeschylus’s play,
as well as Shelley’s, before Prometheus revokes the curse on Jupiter), while the attributes
of Dante’s vision are stripped of their Catholic and scholastic connotations, and restored,
as it were, to the humanistic ideals of antiquity (Weinberg, 120).
In other words, Shelley removes the rage and defiance of Aeschylus’s drama,
which the poet understood from the French Revolution “merely replaces one tyranny with
another” (Weinberg, 107), and instead tempers the Greek drama’s emphasis on revenge
with Dante’s vision of love and redemption. At the same time, though, “Shelley presents,
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not Dante’s conception in its purity..., but Dante Hellenized, made consistent with
human-centered ideals of ancient Greece” (Weinberg, 120). In effect, Shelley takes the
best elements of both Aeschylus and Dante (and their respective cultures), and fuses them
into a poetic and dramatic vision of the human spirit.
The influence of the Comedy on Prometheus Unbound can be felt in each act, as
both works “progress from exile to the viewing of Paradise” (Weinberg, 122). Weinberg
remarks that “in the initial stages of Act I, Prometheus is a soul in hell, enslaved by this
own thoughts and actions” (Weinberg, 124). Indeed, the parallels between Dante and
Prometheus emerge rather quickly in their respective tales, as “in hearing the curse,
Prometheus confronts himself, much as Dante-pilgrim, by implication, sees himself
mirrored in the sinful condition of those he meets on his journey” (Weinberg, 124), as
well as in the fact that “Dante is forced into self-confrontation as a condition of his
pilgrimage, since his way out of the ‘selva oscura’ is, allegorically, blocked by the three
major sins which he encounters in Hell; whereas Prometheus, once having recognized
that he is in a state of error, is self-motivated” (Weinberg, 124). And one can see
Prometheus’s progression from Hell to Purgatory when, “horrified by the suffering he has
brought to mankind on the strength of a personal feud, Prometheus repents his curse,
thereby setting in motion next stage of the play which is analogous to Dante’s
Purgatorio, and covers the rest of Act I and the whole of Act II” (Weinberg, 125).
However, since Shelley in his play is attempting to remove the religious and
dogmatic doctrine of Dante in favor of a more Greek, humanistic conception of
humanity, he “characteristically eschews the notion of sin; in its place we have the
Purgatory of unjust suffering” (Weinberg, 125). In this version of Purgatory,
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“Prometheus find that - tragically - having opened the doors to love by ‘withdrawing’ the
curse, his suffering and torment, and with these the sense of exile, increase rather than
diminish” (Weinberg, 125). Shelley depicts this by having the Furies visit Prometheus
and torment him after he rejects Jupiter’s temptation through Mercury. In response to the
assault of the Furies, Prometheus “overcomes despair (the torment cognate with Dante’s
Hell) and purges himself of pride, thus following a path analogous to the ascent of Mt.
Purgatory, by means of which the penitents attain purity of soul” (Weinberg, 126).
Indeed, so closely is Prometheus Unbound modeled after the Comedy at this stage of the
story that both main characters require a female presence to guide them through their
journeys. As Weinberg argues, “like Dante-pilgrim, in his dependence on the grace of
Beatrice to safeguard his path through Purgatory, Prometheus is powerless to free himself
from Purgatory without the aid of Asia, although it is his own purged self which calls her
aid into being” (Weinberg, 126).
Asia even becomes a female counterpart to Prometheus and Dante when she
makes her own descent into the cave of Demogorgon, for she too undergoes the process
of suffering and redemption. In her dialogue with the mysterious Demogorgon, “Asia
arrives at the truth by a process of dialectical enquiry, recalling the method of the pilgrim
Dante, whose questions probe the great moral and spiritual issues of his time and lead
him forward, in the Purgatorio, to self-knowledge” (Weinberg, 127). Unlike Dante,
however, “in learning that ‘All things are subject but eternal love’, Asia...discovers what
she has always intuitively known” (Weinberg, 127). Asia can also be linked quite clearly
to Beatrice, for “both Asia and Beatrice have searching, emancipated minds, prepared to
face the eternal verities - to look truth straight in the eye. To this quality is added
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‘meekness’, which is freedom from the burden of ‘self’ and the capacity to yield to the
power of nature and love” (Weinberg, 128). Moreover, “it is this quality, in particular,
which Dante himself acquires when he reaches the Earthly Paradise (and which
Prometheus acquires in the process of reunion with Asia” (Weinberg, 128).
The movement from Purgatory to Paradise in Prometheus Unbound may be seen
after Asia’s emergence from the cave in her description of herself as “the vessel of love”,
since,
These epiphanies, as they might be called, draw on Dante’s sustained association
of light and love in the Commedia. In particular, they mark the transition between
Purgatorio and Paradiso, when at the summit of Mt. Purgatory, in the Earthly Paradise,
Beatrice unveils herself and the light which shines from her smile is too dazzling for the
enraptured but still ‘earthbound’ Dante to look on (Weinberg, 128).
The linking of Beatrice with Asia continues into the final stage, so that “as
Beatrice emancipates Dante’s spirit from worldly concerns and brings him into Paradise,
so Asia ensures the liberation of Prometheus and their regained innocence” (Weinberg,
130). However, as in Hell and Purgatory, there are differences in this vision of Paradise.
“In place of Dante’s cosmology and the stages of ascent, each stage expressing a different
aspect of beatitude, Shelley gives his Paradise an earthly setting” (Weinberg, 130). As a
result, Paradise for Shelley is quite different from Dante’s conception. At the end of the
third act, when Jupiter is deposed and Prometheus and Asia are reunited,
Shelley takes the crucial moment from the Purgatorio and transforms it into the
likeness of his own vision. Shelley’s Earthly Paradise in Prometheus Unbound is selfsufficient and egalitarian. Harmony on earth is seen as a free, dialectical exchange
between the ideal and the real world, while the real world remains subject to ‘chance and
death and mutability’, the natural condition of earthly existence. Art is the mediator
between the ideal and the real, and the quality it mediates is ‘that best worship, love’
(Weinberg, 131).
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This unique reshaping of Dante’s vision concludes with a fourth act, “which
provides a dramatic enactment of the hour of deliverance”, so that “instead of the journey
of ascent from earth, beyond the planets, to the fixed stars and beyond, Shelley presents a
ritualized account of a single moment of epiphany” (Weinberg, 131). This moment in the
drama finds a model at the end of the Comedy, for it “might be compared to Dante’s
ultimate vision of the ‘candida rosa’ in the Empyrean, wherein all the powers and
inhabitants of the celestial spheres take their rightful place in the sight of God”
(Weinberg, 131). However, Shelley’s concern at the end of Prometheus Unbound is with
the earth, since “in his concluding address to the constellated powers of the universe,
Demogorgon gives pride of place, not to highest heaven or any of the stars, but to the
Earth” (Weinberg, 131).
In addition to this emphasis on the physical world of humanity, Prometheus
Unbound also differs from the Comedy in its refusal of finality to the earthly paradise.
“While Dante, in the Paradiso, highlights the futility of earthly pursuits as he
contemplates the permanent bliss of those in Paradise, Shelley in Act IV shows how close
to collapse his Paradise is” (Weinberg, 132). Even though the power and tyranny of
Jupiter has been subdued and imprisoned, there can be no assurances that it will remain in
such a state. Humanity has the power, Demogorgon warns, to release Jupiter into the
world once more. This vision of Paradise thus lacks the permanent quality of Dante’s.
Even though the endings to both works are quite different, Prometheus Unbound
draws heavily on “Dantean imagery of music and light to give substance to his
[Shelley’s] vision in Act IV” (Weinberg, 133), so that “Shelley, like Dante, tended to rely
on emblematic or stylized figures of dance, song, and light to convey the sense of mystic
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splendor which is being experienced” (Weinberg, 133). Thus while some readers have
come away from Shelley’s drama with the sense of Act IV as “really a confession of
artistic failure” (Holmes, 507), others have seen the conclusion as a demonstration of
Shelley’s “ability to reconstitute his vision of redemption on a more elevated cosmic
plane than was achieved at the close of Act III” (Weinberg, 133). This interpretation thus
sees the unusual ending of Prometheus Unbound as a re-working and re-conception of
the conclusion to the Divine Comedy, for “one has the impression that both poets are
extending their visions into the ‘beyond’, and that each wishes to present man’s liberation
from a new and broader perspective” (Weinberg, 133).
In the end, despite their differences, “the Commedia and Prometheus Unbound
are ‘comedies’ celebrating the redemption of man” (Weinberg, 134), when one realizes
that “the structure of each progresses from ‘tragedy’ - in which the mind or soul suffers
alienation from the world - towards a ‘comic’ and ‘festive’ resolution celebrating the
recovery of wholeness of being” (Weinberg, 134). While Shelley may have taken the
plot, main characters, and “back-story” of his drama from classical myth and literature,
he nevertheless infused the story with Dante’s “conception of love as the principle upon
which the entire cosmos is founded” (Weinberg, 134), softening Prometheus’s rage and
providing an alternative to violent revolution against tyranny. In a real sense then, he
gave Christianity to the ancient Greeks, and placed Greek values within medieval
Christians. Aeschylus and Dante, Greece and Rome, the classical and the contemporary
are all contained within Prometheus Unbound, serving as an excellent example of how art
is capable of combining seemingly opposite ideas and conceptions into an artistically
satisfying whole. Shelley’s various influences come together in this drama to present his
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vision of the human condition.
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Introduction
According to the critical theory of education, no teaching is neutral, in other
words, any position we, as teachers, decide to take will align us with a political
believe or trend. I understand “political” in the sense presented by Gee (2004: 2) as
“how social goods are thought about, argued over, and distributed in society” which
are usually asymmetrical. As such, the implications of our political positions will
determine what and whose interests we are defending and in that way, perpetuate
or transform models of social reproduction.
Among the decisions we have to make as teachers, there is the selection of
contents to be covered during the semester, the type of evaluation we will use, the
teaching methodology we will implement, and of course, the materials we will use.
Regarding the last one, in some cases, teachers decide to come up with their own
materials, taking them from different sources and creating some. In other cases,
teachers rely on ready-made materials, as in the case of textbooks. These
decisions are mediated by different factors, like teacher’s beliefs, students’ context,
school policies, etc, and these decisions will influence the result of the teachinglearning process in the long term.
Why to choose a particular textbook over another, is an issue that needs to
be seriously considered since, as I mentioned above, it will influence the final result
of the learning process, not only regarding the content of a particular subject matter,
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but broadly in all aspects of the live of our students, influences their beliefs and
ideas about the world. Unfortunately it is not always the case; in Colombia, for
example, the decision of which textbook to select is constrained mainly by the
monetary value of the book and the number of courses it will be good for. This is
specially true in public schools and universities where the population served belongs
to low income class.
This situation has provoked that the publishing houses offer lots of benefits to
the schools and universities in order to have their books requested in those
institutions. They offer computers, free software, cassettes, etc to make sure
students will buy their books; as it can be seen, the decision of what textbook to
choose is not very sound.
In the particular case I am going to analyze in this paper, which is an ESL
textbook, teachers decided to select the book “Interchange” for two main reasons:
First, the price is not very high and students can afford it, and second, the variety of
English used in the book is American English, which, in the mind of many
Colombian teachers, is better because we, as Colombians, have more relationships
of different kinds with the United States than with any other English speaking
country.
Coming back to the statement that no teaching is neutral, neither is the
content of a textbook. I consider that the choices of what to include and what to
exclude are politically driven. For this reason, following the theory of Critical
Discourse Analysis (CDA) I want to explore the discourse portrayed in the textbook
“Interchange 1”, by analyzing the language choices presented and the topics
included in this textbook.
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Context
The analysis of this paper is focused on an ESL textbook used in a public
university in Colombia. This university was founded with the sole purpose of serving
low income populations in order to grant them their right to tertiary education. The
majority of the population that attend this university is the first generation who will
pursue a professional degree in their families. Their parents usually work in what is
called “informal economy”, receiving very low income and no social security. This
determines that students have to struggle with issues of social injustice to be able to
attend school (lack of resources translated in poor food habits, problems with
transportation, no money to buy school supplies, etc.)
The university is located in Bogotá (the capital of Colombia). It has four main
colleges: College of Engineering, with 15 undergraduate programs and 2 master
programs, College of Sciences and Education, with 10 undergraduate programs and
2 master programs, College of Technology, with 10 undergraduate programs, and
College of Administration, with 2 undergraduate programs.
The program in which the textbook is used, belongs to the College of
Sciences and Education and its name is “Licenciatura en Educación Básica con
Énfasis en Inglés”, which prepares pre-service teachers to teach English to children
and adolescents. The textbook I analyzed is used to teach English to pre-service
teachers in first semester. They take 10 hours of English a week. They start taking
methodology classes in their fourth semester and at the same time, they initiate their
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teaching practicum1, which lasts until their 10th semester (the last semester of
studies). All their classes are in English.
The main reason that has driven me to analyze this textbook is to unveil how
this kind of materials contribute to the “idealization” of a culture (in this case, the
American Culture) over another (the Colombian Culture) conceiving that the former
is better than the latter. This idea of the “American Dream” has motivated a huge
migration of pre-service English teachers (from this particular university) to the
United States to work as baby sitters or camping counselors (which do not have too
much to do with their professional preparation) with the idea of living here under
much better economic and social conditions.
To achieve my goal of unpacking the type of discourse used in the different
dialogues presented in the textbook “Interchange 1”, I used the CDA approach,
since I consider that its principles match my interests in looking beyond the
discourse, with a critical lens. In order to do so, in what follows, I present the
theoretical framework that supports my study.

Theoretical Framework
As I mentioned above, the approach that will guide my analysis is Critical
Discourse Analysis, which is a rather new approach to Discourse Analysis if we take
into account that it has been around since the 1980. According to Cameron (2005),
the historical context for the development of CDA, can be set in the 80s and 90s,
which have been analyzed as a time when the social and political order that had
been established after the Second World War was radically and irrevocably
changed. The fall of communism and the ending of the Cold War between USA and
the Soviet Union enabled the spread of a new political consensus based on liberal
1

I used to be the teaching practicum supervisor.
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democracy and free market capitalism. Capitalism itself took new forms as the
movement of capital across national borders was deregulated by governments
which subscribed to a free market ideology.
In many western countries, the free market became a model for non-capitalist
institutions such as hospitals, schools and universities. They began to be managed
as if it were a business, not to make profit but because the assumption that all
organizations work better when run under market principles. Patients and students
alike began to be called “customers”, and a new service provider-customer
relationship arouse.
In the ideological context, it can be said that the term “critical” is particularly
associated with the Frankfurt School of Philosophy. It returns to the foundations of
Marx’s thought and seeks to reexamine the philosophical heritage from which it
arose (in Kant, Hegel) According to Habermas, a critical science must consider the
historical context in which linguistic and social interactions take place.
More specifically CDA developed within the “Western Marxism”, which have
given considerably emphasis to cultural dimensions of societies. It states that
capitalist social relations are established and maintained (reproduced) in large part
in culture (ideology), not just in the economic base.
The ideologists of Western Marxism, include Antonio Gramsci, Frankfurt
School, and Louis Althousser. Gramsci worked on the concept of hegemony, where
the consent or acquiescence of the majority to the status quo is won. Althusser
viewed ideologies as tied to material practices embedded in social institutions. On
the other side there is Foucault whose work on discourse was explicitly directed
against Marxism and theories of ideology. For Foucault discourses are knowledge
systems of the human sciences (medicine, economics, linguistics) that inform the
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social and governmental technologies which constitute power in modern society.
Bakhtin states that linguistic signs are the material of ideology, and that all language
use is ideological. Linguistic signs are regarded as “an arena of class struggle”.
Framing the origins of CDA in its historical and ideological context leads
necessarily to how it has been defined. Cameron (2005: 126) states that “CDA has
traditionally been most concerned with uncovering “hidden agendas” in discourse”.
In this sense, CDA can be defined as the critical examination of discourse, written or
spoken, in order to unveil power relationships.
For van Dijk (2005: 352), “CDA is a type of discourse analytical research that
primarily studies the way social problems abuse, dominance, and inequality are
enacted, reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the social and political
context.” As it can be seen, power is at the core of CDA, which makes it different
from any other approach to discourse. In Fairclough’s words (1992b: 12), cited by
Mills (2004) CDA not only describes “discourse structures, but also (shows) how
discourse is shaped by relations of power and ideologies, social relations and
systems of knowledge and belief, neither of which is normally apparent to discourse
participants”. The latter statement implies that often, participants in discourse
exchanges, are not aware of the dominance or one of the participants because
discourse becomes so naturalized that it is difficult to unveil the hidden agendas of
the participants. In this line of thought, Fairclough (1995) speaks of the
“denaturalization” of discourse, which implies to show “how social structures
determine properties of discourse, and how discourse in turn determines social
structures” (p: 27). This implies that not only society influences discourse, but
discourse also shapes society.
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van Dijk (2005) also states that CDA is very diverse but, taking into account
the trends and directions of CDA, he traces a conceptual and theoretical framework
which he summarizes in two main points: Macro and Micro, and Power as Control.
On the one hand, the micro level, is composed by language use, discourse,
verbal interaction, and communication. The macro level is composed by power,
dominance, and inequality between social groups. These two levels interact and
CDA must bridge the gap between them.
On the other hand, power is a central issue in CDA and might be understood
as control. This means that a group has power as long as it has control over the
minds of the members of other groups. Power can be exerted in different ways
depending who is exercising it. There is coercive power that comes from military or
violent institutions, power exerted by the rich over the poor, or it can be persuasive,
like the power parents or teachers exert over children, students. This situation can
be perceived as “natural” by the non-dominant group who is not aware of the power
struggles.
After presenting the context and the definitions of CDA the other important
issue is how to do it. Cameron (2005) explains that the methodology used to
analyze discourse in this approach is to find common patterns in speech or in
written texts. These patterns can be of lexis, grammar, modes of address,
intertextual relations with other texts or genres, etc. Another important element in
analyzing discourse is to propose an interpretation of the pattern found and give an
account of its meaning and ideological significance.
In what follows I will present a description of the methodology I used to
analyze the textbook and then I present and discuss the findings.
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Methodology
As I mentioned above, I analyzed the textbook called “Interchange 1”. This is
the third Edition and it is published by Cambridge University Press; it is authored by
Jack Richards, Jonathan Hull and Susan Proctor. Richards was born in New
Zealand and has taught English in the United States, China, Singapore, New
Zealand, Canada, Indonesia, and Brazil. Hull has taught in Britain, Jordan, Oman,
China, Japan, United States, and Micronesia, and Proctor has taught English in
Japan, China and United States.
“Interchange 1” is written in American English, the authors of the textbook
state that they made that decision based on the communicative purpose of the
textbook, but I consider that this language choice is also a political decision which
will end in an economic interest. I consider that due to the fact that the United States
of America is the current power in the world, its English is more spread and used
widely in different fields which ensures a wide market for the textbook around the
world.
The overall organization of the textbook is as follows: There are 16 units
organized by topics. Each unit has 12 sections: 1) Snapshot, in which the authors
present different facts about American Life Style, it is accompanied by a picture; 2)
Conversation, in which there is a conversation about the main topic of the unit, it is
also accompanied by a picture of the people involved in the conversation. 3)
Grammar Focus, in which there explanations of the main grammar points, followed
by an exercise. 4) Listening, in which students have to listen to a tape or CD and fill
in a chart. 5) Role play, in which students are given cue dialogues to perform. 6)
Pronunciation, here students listen and practice the pronunciation of words and
sentences. 7) Interchange, where students are asked to perform a communicative
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task. 8) Word Power, here students practice the use of the vocabulary learned in the
lesson. 9) Conversation, in which students are presented with another dialogue
about the topic of the unit. 10) Grammar focus, here again there is grammar
practice. 11) Writing, where there is a writing task design to use the grammar and
vocabulary learned in the unit. And 12) Reading, in which there is a short reading
related to the topic of the unit, that most of the cases is about culture in the United
States. These same parts come in all units but the organization varies, so
sometimes the dialogue is first, and then the grammar focus, etc.
In order to carry out the analysis, I decided to concentrate on the written
dialogues presented in each unit. I went over all of them trying to identify common
patterns. I coded the information and came up with the categories I will discuss in
what comes next.

Discussion of Findings
In order to narrow down my study, the unit of analysis were all the written
dialogues presented in the textbook. There are two dialogues in each unit and there
are sixteen units, which means there are 32 dialogues. All the dialogues take place
between two people, the majority of them are between a man and a woman, and
very few between people of the same gender, there are no hints of dialogues in
which homosexuals participate. By examining carefully these dialogues and trying to
find patterns to analyze the language used in them, I found three main categories
which I named after the title of some of the units. The first one is: We had a great
time! Under this category I grouped the topics that were recurrent in the dialogues;
the second category is: A change for the better! Here I analyze the language
choices made by the authors to talk about life in general. The last category is: It’s a
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very exciting place! Where I analyze how we (the third world) are portrayed as “the
other”
We had a great time!
After reading carefully all the dialogues in the textbook, I realized that the
participants portrayed in the dialogues were upper middle class, heterosexual
students or young professionals whose life is characterized by having no problems
of any kind, so they can spend their time doing leisure activities like going shopping,
going to the gym, or traveling abroad. According to Groos, 1891, cited in SuttonSmith (1982), “The recreation theory of Lazarus is even more clearly a projection by
persons of higher status”, which supports the statement that the authors of
“Interchange 1” are favoring a specific social class, by including leisure activities that
only high class persons can do.
For this reason, I decided to call this category We had a great time!, in order
to show that the message conveyed is that of an “aseptic” world. A world without
problems, a world of fun and entertainment, a world where everybody has “a great
time”.
Through the dialogues, the learner comes to the idea that the American
Culture is perfect and that everybody lives like in a Coca-Cola commercial.
Everybody is happy because everybody has a job, has a car, has a house, and has
money to buy whatever he/she wants. In Colombia, the rate of unemployment
reaches the 18% and this implies that a high percentage of people live in precarious
conditions and have real problems to worry about. I think that this kind of dialogues
contribute to perpetuate the ideal of the American Dream in our students.
As I stated above, a high percentage of our pre-service students want to
immigrate to the United States pursuing the American Dream. Textbooks like
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“Interchange 1” contribute to the fallacy that the United States of America is the
paradise. They only portray the good things of the culture and leave aside critical
issues like discrimination, poverty, racism, prejudice and double standards. The
writers of the textbook attempt to reach their goal by selecting a set of topics that
are “light” enough for the class. They might think that avoiding social, economic,
political and cultural issues will prevent them from being “political”, ignoring that
pretending to be neutral really means to align themselves with the mainstream, or in
other words, with the dominant class. (Wink, 2001) In this way, they are
perpetuating models of dominance and subordinance in the learners who use their
textbook.
The most relevant topics I have found in the textbook are sports, leisure
activities, fitness, and traveling. An example of this kind of topic is the following
dialogue:
Celia: Hi, Don. How was your vacation?
Don: It was excellent! I went to Hawaii with my cousin. We had a
great time.
Celia: Lucky you. How long were you there?
Don: About a week.
Celia: Fantastic! Was the weather OK?
Don: Not really. It was cloudy most of the time. But we went surfing
every day. The waves were amazing.
Celia: So, what was the best thing about the trip?
Don: Well, something incredible happened. You won’t believe it.

This dialogue is presented in the unit 7 which is about leisure activities. In this
dialogue Celia gives for granted that Don was somewhere on vacation according to
the way she asks the question. She asks “How was your vacation?” she does not
need to ask Don, first of all, if he had a time off, and second, if he could afford going
away for vacations because that is something assumed. Everything is possible in
the United States, and that is the image this textbook is portraying, contributing to
build the ideal of the American Dream I previously talked about.
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In another dialogue, introduced in unit 16, the topic is changes in
appearance. In this case, one of the relevant changes of the person in the dialogue
is that she has lost weight. This kind of dialogues contribute to build the believe that
beauty must follow the western (Europe/North America) patterns. Extremely slim
people, very fit, good looking, tall, and blonde. The fact of emphasizing this model of
beauty, is at the same time, a way of rejecting other possibilities of beauty by not
including them. All around the world, different cultures had different concepts of
what a good looking person should be, but unfortunately, mass media, and to a
certain extent, textbooks like this one, have influenced and transformed those
beliefs in order to have only one western type of beauty. The following is an
example of the relevance given to looking slim:
Diane: Hi, Kerry. I haven’t seen you in ages. How have you been?
Kerry: Pretty good. Thanks.
Diane: Are you still in school?
Kerry: No, not anymore. I graduated last year. And I got a job at
Midstate Bank.
Diane: That’s great news. You know, you look different. Have you
changed your hair?
Kerry: Yeah, it’s shorter. And I’ve lost weight.
Diane: Well, you look fantastic!
Kerry: Thanks, so do you. And there’s one more thing. Look! I got
engaged.
Diane: Congratulations!

As it can be seen in the dialogue, Diane acknowledges that Kerry have lost
weight and that being slimmer makes her look “fantastic”, this contributes to build up
the idea that the world is for thin people and that anybody who looks different is
bound to fail in life.
In unit 6, continuing with the topic of beauty, but now concentrated in the
importance of fitness, the authors introduce the following dialogue:
Ruth: You’re in great shape, Keith.
Keith: Thanks. I guess I’m a real fitness freak.
Ruth: How often do you work out?
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Keith: Well, I do aerobics twice a week. And I play tennis every
week.
Ruth: Tennis? That sounds like a lot of fun.
Keith: Oh, do you want to play sometime?
Ruth: Uh, … how well do you play?
Keith: Pretty well, I guess.
Ruth: Well, all right. But I’m not very good.
Keith: No problem. I’ll give you a few tips.

In this dialogue, Ruth acknowledges how fit Keith is, and he reinforces the
claim by saying that he is a “fitness freak”. What can be inferred from this dialogue,
is that to be able to do aerobics twice a week you need to join a gym, which implies
that you have the money to do that, which means you belong to the upper middle
class, or to the high class. Besides, Keith plays tennis, which according to SuttonSmith and his play theory of the rich and for the poor, individual sports are, in
general, practiced by rich people. It is expensive to rent a tennis court and usually,
people who play tennis are members of clubs, which again, reinforces their
belonging to a particular social class. Once more, this dialogue is sending the
message that in the United States, everybody is upper middle class or up and can
afford this kind of leisure activities. Apart from having the money to do so, the
persons needs to have the time, which implies, that they do not have to work extra
time, or have two or more jobs to have a decent life, as it is usually the case.
After problematizing (as Pennycook would call it) the kinds of dialogues
presented by the authors of the textbook, I will unpack the second category I found,
the one I called A change for the better!
A change for the better!
I named this category after the title of unit 16, which is about life changes,
plans and hopes for the future. Within this category I want to analyze the language
choices the authors of the textbook make in order to include them in the dialogues. I
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must clarify here, though, that the main language choice made is to use only
“standard English” but I will not deal with this issue here. Instead, I will focus on
other aspects of language choices. I have found an interesting selection of
vocabulary to refer to life in general and types of activities done by people. In
agreement with the previous category, the language choices made portray a very
positive attitude towards everything, the selection of expressions give the idea,
again, of this perfect world that can be described just by using phrases that convey
only positive messages. In this sense, I think that by doing so, learners are
constraint to talk only about the good things of life, leaving aside the negative things
that accompany it, which is the ordinary case, nobody’s life is perfect and flawless.
I consider that this selection of certain words and the exclusion of others,
does bring with it a hidden agenda. The agenda that hides the desire of presenting a
“reality” that does not exist as such, a naïve world that can be talked about partially,
looking at only one side of facts, the positive ones, the “Hollywood-like world” and
ignoring the “other” reality, which is “the” reality for many people, like the Colombian
students of this public university who deal with this textbook. They can not find
themselves resembled anywhere in the textbook, because there is no room for their
critical issues. The authors of the textbook do not acknowledge the idea that
teaching a language is more than teaching some structures and expressions, is
empowering students to be able to unveil their social reality and take actions to
bring changes to their lives. A textbook like “Interchange 1” will never achieve this
goal (it is not their interest, either)
In the following dialogue presented in unit 11 it can be seen that the selection
of words convey the idea that this place is like a paradise. Deliberately, the authors
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avoid raising political and social issues, very relevant in the current state of the
world.
Eric: So, where are you from, Carmen?
Carmen: I’m from San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Eric: Wow, I’ve heard that’s a really nice city.
Carmen: Yeah, it is. The weather is great, and there are some
fantastic beaches just outside the city.
Eric: Is it expensive there?
Carmen: No, it’s not very expensive. Prices are pretty reasonable.
Eric: How big is the city?
Carmen: It’s a fairly big city, but it’s not too big.
Eric: It sounds perfect to me. Maybe I should plan a trip there
sometime.

The use of phrases and words like really nice, fantastic, and perfect create an
image in the mind of the learner, that in fact, Puerto Rico is only this. A beautiful
place where people can go to spend their vacations, ignoring critical issues like its
conflicting relationship with the United States and their national identity crises due to
that relationship that has a long history (Urciuoli, 1996).
Looking back at the first dialogue, it is interesting to see the amount of
epithets used there: excellent, fantastic, amazing, and best convey the idea that it is
all about happiness, that the world is so perfect that they do not have anything to
worry about.
Another interesting language choice has to do with the vocabulary used to
talk about sports. The sports favored by the authors of the textbook, are the ones
considered by Sutton-Smith (1982) like the sports of the rich. According to SuttonSmith, the tradition of considering certain sports as pertaining to the low social
classes, can be traced back in 1915, in which, Henry Curtis, cited by Sutton-Smith,
claims that the games that originated in the street (baseball in the American context,
soccer in the Latin American context) were a bad influence for children because in
the streets they would learn the vicious of the gangs. In the following dialogue, it can
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be seen that the sports favored are those played individually and away from the
streets.
Marie: You’re really fit, Paul. Do you exercise a lot?
Paul: Well, I almost always get up early, and I lift weights for an
hour.
Marie: Seriously?
Paul: Sure. And then I often go in-line skating.
Marie: Wow! How often do you exercise like that?
Paul: About five times a week. What about you?
Marie: Oh, I hardly ever exercise. I usually just watch TV in my free
time. I guess I’m a real couch potato!

Individual sports are more likely to be practiced by rich people because they
can afford to do so. This is the opposite of what happens in Latin American
countries, where the most popular sport is soccer. Sports like golf, tennis, roller
skating, karts, and the like, are practiced only by the elites because they are the
ones who can afford to pay their children to specialized training and to buy the
expensive equipment required to practice such sport. On the other hand, soccer can
be learned and practice everywhere, even in the streets and the monetary
requirements are minimal, it is an inclusive sport and, at least in Colombia, most
soccer players come from very low income social classes. This type of language
choice make it clear who is who and what status each sport has, in a very subtle
and hidden way.
The type of activities people engage in are also an interesting aspect to
observe. The authors portray their characters either traveling and enjoying
themselves in different places, or planning to go there in their future vacations, but
never rising critical issues related to those places, like in the following dialogue:
Jan: It’s great to see you, Todd. Have you been in New Orleans
long?
Todd: Just a few days. I’m really excited to be here.
Jan: I can’t wait to show you the city. Have you been to the jazz
club yet?
Todd: Yeah, I’ve already been to one.
Jan: On. Well, how about a riverboat tour?
Todd: Uh, I’ve already done that, too.
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Jan: Have you ridden in a streetcar? They’re a lot of fun.
Todd: Actually, that’s how I got here today.
Jan: Well, is anything you want to do?
Todd: You know, I really just want to take it easy. My feet are
killing me!

As it can be seen in this dialogue, they are talking about a trip to New
Orleans. To be able to do that, the person needs to have money and time off. Also,
the dialogue is presented from the point of view of the tourist, considering only the
superficial aspects of such rich cultural site as New Orleans (or as it used to be
before Katrina)
It is interesting to see, also, that in the language choice the authors made for
this textbook, there are no dialogues related to activities of ordinary people, like
going to work, or having to do house chores, or preparing meals for the family, etc. I
know the textbook is trying to be as international as possible, but what they are
perpetuating is the idea of a global world in which difference is not allowed. They
address everybody as an homogeneous population that belongs to a particular
social group, characterized by belonging to the group of the have’s and leaving
aside the have not’s.
By and large, this language choice is perpetuating certain culture, giving
more value as social capital, to the customs, ideas, activities, and practices, of the
elite culture, by excluding the “others”. There are always alternative ways to say
things, but it seems that these authors have decided to align with certain social and
cultural group (the dominant one).
In what follows I introduce the last main category I have found after
examining the “Interchange 1” textbook.
It’s a very exciting place!
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I gave this category the name It’s a very exciting place! after the title of the
unit number 11, which is about cities, hometowns, and countries. Under this
expression I want to group all the dialogues that have to do with “the exotic”, the
“different”, that in the case of this textbook is everything which is not Western-whitemiddle class, which is considered by the elites as the standard. Urciuoli, (1996)
considers that the base of United States assumptions about ethnicity and race lies
the idea of the “normative or generic American, white, middle-class, Englishspeaking. This persona represents a cultural default setting, the automatic point of
comparison for any kind of difference” (p. 16) This assumption can be generalized to
Europe, too. In this sense, anything that is different, is “exotic”, “ethnic”,
“picturesque”, or “funny”; by and large, the “other”.
It is true that the textbook intends to be multicultural by making reference of
non-elite places, which is good. The negative part comes when these places and
cultures are portrayed as the “other”. In a very subtle way, almost imperceptible, the
discourse is so “naturalized” that a lay person would not notice the power
relationship behind those choices. The social capital valued is that of the dominant
culture, and therefore, that is what must be perpetuated; the culture of the “other” is
treated as folklore, establishing a crucial difference in the value of the words
“culture” and “folklore”, and who has what.
In the same line of thought, van Dijk et al (1997) consider that mutual respect
and tolerance between different ethnic groups is just an ideal, it does not really
exist. In this sense, when the authors of the textbook include descriptions of “exotic”
places, they do not do this with the aim of promoting equal respect among people of
different countries and ethnicities, but to show that they are the “ones”, they are the
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“civilized” and the others are just “exciting” places, “exciting cultures” which are
nevertheless marginalized.
This “exciting” places mean for the standard (white-middle class-European or
American) locations for entertainment. In this way, the true cultural value of these
sites is belittled by not acknowledging the richness of the “other” culture. Along the
textbook there are references to this exciting places like Puerto Rico, Brazil, India,
Morocco, and Mexico but there is not a single dialogue in which the authors include
something about the “norm”, there is no inclusion of any European Country as
exotic, because they are considered the standard.
van Dijk claims that through discourse ethic prejudices and racism are
reproduced in society and identify three main ways in which ethnicity or racism is
addressed. 1) Intragroup discourse: the discourse of one group that wants to resist
inequality and dominance; 2) Intergroup discourse: discourse between different
groups; and 3) Intragroup discourse about others: the discourse used by dominant
groups to speak and write about non-dominant groups, like blacks, Mexicans, Turks,
Moroccans, Arabs, Aborigines, etc.
In the textbook I am analyzing, the third category described by van Dijk is the
one that is prominent. The dominant group, in this case the authors of the textbook,
who represent the European and North American culture, include in the dialogues
references about minority groups presenting them in an exclusive rather than an
inclusive way, as the “others” and not as members of a wide community of human
beings. This type of representation contributes to the perpetuation of models of
inequality between the majority and the minority and ignores the wider context in
which the “other” exists. According to van Dijk:
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Intercultural communication conflict and minority group discourse need a broader
explanation in the socioeconomic, political and cultural terms of the group
relations, power and inequality. The same is obviously true for our understanding
of the ways dominant group members speak about minorities and immigrants,
and thus reproduce prevalent patterns of prejudice and racism (p. 147)

I consider that the authors of the textbook are not looking for the broader
explanation proposed by van Dijk. They are only concentrating in the trivial fact that
other cultures bring to the United States their food, or they look like interesting
places to visit, but that is it. The contribution of these “other” cultures to the
American culture, in this particular case, or to Europe in a broader context, is not
regarded as important or significant. In this way, again, the social capital valued is
only the one of the dominant group. The following dialogues illustrate this point:
Dialogue 1
Jeff: Say, would you like to go out to dinner tonight?
Bob: Sure. Where do you want to go?
Jeff: Well, what do you think of Indian food?
Bob: I love it, but I’m not really in the mood for it today.
Jeff: Yeah. I’m not either, I guess. It’s a bit spicy.
Bob: Hmm. How do you like Japanese food?
Jeff: Oh, I like it a lot.
Bob: I do, too. And I know a nice Japanese restaurant near here –
it’s called Iroha.
Jeff; Oh, I’ve always wanted to go there.
Bob: Terrific! Let’s go!

Dialogue 2
Peter: I’m sorry I’m late. Have you been here long?
Mandy: No, only for a few minutes.
Peter: Have you chosen a restaurant yet?
Mandy: I can’t decide. Have you ever eaten Moroccan food?
Peter: No, I haven’t. Is it good?
Mandy: It’s delicious. I’ve had it several times.
Peter: Or how about Thai food? Have you ever had green curry?
Mandy: Actually, I have. I lived in Thailand as a teenager. I ate it a
lot there.
Peter: I didn’t know that. How long did you live there?
Mandy: I lived there for two years.

The two preceding dialogues address a topic that is very recurrent in
American culture. Cuisine. It is not a secret that the United States does not have a
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wide and rich cuisine as other parts of the world do. When the general public talk
about food and the United States, the first thought is fast food: hamburgers, hot
dogs and fries. Americans welcome an immense variety of tastes and dishes from
all around the world. The problem, as I stated earlier is that, as van Dijk states, this
relationship is not real, United States dominant classes will always regard the others
as inferior, and picturesque, something that might be interesting but that will never
have the equal status as the American things have.
According to van Dijk, one way of reproducing ethnic conflict, polarization and
dominance, is by presenting only the negative aspects of the “other’s” culture. In the
dialogues presented above, the authors do not highlight any negative aspect in
particular, but they neither point out positive aspects of these ethic groups. What is
said is as important as what is not said.
Behind these types of dialogues there is also an ideological struggle, in order
to establish hegemonic relationships through discourse. Fairclough (1995)
distinguishes two aspects of the relationship between hegemony and discourse.
One is that hegemony is exerted through discourse, written or spoken, in ways that
it brings along certain ideologies. These ideologies become so naturalized that they
become “the most effective mechanism for sustaining and reproducing cultural and
ideological dimensions of hegemony” (p. 94). The other aspect is that discourse is,
by itself, a “sphere of cultural hegemony”; which variety of language to use over
others exerts power on the non-dominant group. In the textbook I am analyzing, the
ideology that is hidden behind the discourse is to favor the dominant classes by
portraying them as powerful and civilized and the minorities as folkloric and
picturesque.
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Conclusions
The richness of CDA, to me, lies in the fact that it allows researchers to raise
questions about issues of inequality between the dominant groups and the nondominant groups. Asking these questions and unveiling hidden agendas invite
teachers and students to be critical about the materials they use in class. I am sure
that if I ask a teacher or a student who uses “Interchange 1” about his/her
perceptions of inequality or discrimination, they will say they see nothing. This is
because the discourse, as Fairclough claims, becomes so naturalized that it is
difficult to see beyond the surface. I think it is important to be aware and respond in
a critical way if we want world with more social justice.
My intention, by pointing out the lightness of the topics, the language choice
or the portrayal of the other presented in this textbook, is not to say that ESL
classes turn to be boring; I think it is important to tackle all these aspects of the
culture of the language we are learning but from a critical perspective. We need to
educate people who examine the world with a critical point of view, students who
are able to recognize injustice, discrimination, power relationships, and be
empowered to promote social change. Otherwise, the ESL will only serve the
interests of those in power and the models of dominator and dominated will continue
to be perpetuated.
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INTRODUCTION
Danto’s definition of art (the necessary and sufficient conditions) is spread out over the
course of his book, The Transfiguration of the Commonplace, but amounts, in essence, to
the following: for something to qualify as a work of art it (1) must be a representation,
i.e., it must be “about” something, and (2) it must use the means of representation in an
expressive, or metaphoric, or stylistic way. There are also a couple of sub-requirements
under the first prong that it is important to note for our purposes: (a) that the property of
aboutness is relational and (b) that the work has a causal history.1 My main concern in
what follows is to show that (1) Danto’s definition of art struggles to accommodate a
certain kind of instrumental music, and on a couple of approaches, fails to accommodate
it at all, thereby forcing us to consider the efficacy of such a definition; and (2) that such
music might come about as close as an art object can come to being indistinguishable
from a mere object (if it doesn’t, in fact, succeed). I approach this project by considering
the birth of a song, in reverse.
Before we move to the specific analysis, however, we need to be sure we are clear
on what Danto means exactly by “aboutness” and “expressiveness.” The critical thing to
note is that aboutness in art is relational. To show this, Danto refers to a dualistic model
1

And so there is no confusion, the issue of aboutness is “ontologically prior” to the issue of interpretation,
making our question here not so much what the music is about, but what the music can be about, such that
it qualifies as a work of art in the first place under Danto’s definition (after which it can then be interpreted
one way or the other, for better or worse, etc.).
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originally conceived by Frege for application to language, which serves to point up the
“distinction between the sense (Sinn) and the reference (Bedeutung) of an expression.”2
The sense of an expression is essentially its meaning; two expressions can have the same
referent and different senses (e.g., “the morning star” and “the evening star” refer to the
same object and yet have different senses); and it is not at all a requirement that the
referent actually have an extension in the actual world (i.e., the referent can be unreal,
imaginary, a Fire God, a unicorn, whatever).
The idea is that the model also generally applies to works of art. An artwork must
be relational in the sense that it must represent and refer to something, even if that
referent is primarily the work itself (or some aspect of itself), and however real or unreal
the referent is; but where it is required (to be a little more specific) that the referent be
somehow distinguishable from the work, itself, as something and as if it were real. That
is to say, any artwork must be set off in contrast to (over and against, in relation to) some
reference such that an ontological space is opened up between the work/the
representation and its referent, thereby establishing the necessary distance between the
two which is required for status as a work of art. As Danto says, “[art can] happen only
when a contrast is available between reality [(loosely conceived as some referent, as if
real)] and something else – appearance, illusion, representation, art – which sets reality
off in a total way and puts it at a distance” (TC, p. 78). So basically, if, when we
investigate an object to see whether it qualifies as art under Danto’s definition, we cannot
discover in it this dualism between the work and its referent (i.e., whatever the work is
2

Danto, Arthur C., The Transfiguration of the Commonplace (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA,
1981), p. 72). All further references are to this edition with book title abbreviation (TC) and page numbers
in parentheses.
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about), we are probably looking not at a work of art at all, but at something more like a
mere object, which presents itself simply as itself.
Danto’s notion of expressiveness is the “transfigurative” element of his definition
of art, and is employed to ensure that it is not enough that an object simply refers to, or is
about, something for it to be considered a work of art; it must also actually express, or
stress, or somehow stylistically or metaphorically emphasize the relationship and the
distance between the representation and its referent. Danto says “that works of art, in
contrast with mere representations, use the means of representation in a way that is not
exhaustively specified when one has exhaustively specified what is being represented.
This is a use that transcends semantic considerations (considerations of Sinn and
Bedeutung)” (TC, p. 148); and that “the artwork is constituted as a transfigurative
representation rather than a representation tout court” (TC, p. 172). I think it is safe to
say, then, that the expression gives us reason to believe that what the work is about is, in
fact, what the work is about, i.e., that it is suggestive of what it is about in a rather active
way, unlike an ordinary object. For instance, it can be said that the “Laundry Bag” is
about the various other things involved in its ordinary usage: clothes, cleaning,
households, chores, itself, etc. But the bag cannot be a work of art unless and until the
relationship between it and those various other things (whatever they may turn out to be,
actually) is expressed in such a way that we are caused to consider it, as standing out
against the ordinary world, or reality. Taking the laundry bag and nailing it to a board
expresses what it is about, causing us to consider what it is about. When it sits in the
corner of one’s house, it is still about all those things, but it is not art because it is not
expressed in such a way as to cause us to consider its aboutness.
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DIRECT EXTERNAL APPROACH
We are now ready to consider how music fares under Danto’s definition of art, and I want
to do so by investigating the birth of a song, but in reverse: by looking first at the work
as it exists today, and then by working backwards through the stages of evolution in
which it existed in its various other (and complete, at those times) forms.3 So imagine
that there is a rock band operating out there today called “Fist of God,” and imagine that
they are currently performing around the country and getting some national radio play for
a song they have come to know as “Bird in My Hand.”

It has lyrics fitted upon

instrumental music consisting of bass, drums, guitar, and keyboards. If it is an artwork,
then it must be about something, and it must express that aboutness, in Danto’s sense.
Let’s see if it does.
Because the song is blessed with lyrics, we have an advantage. The song is very
justifiably about whatever the lyrics say (express that) it’s about, assuming they refer to
something coherent, and they do. Interestingly, the lyrics refer to the indeterminacy of
language (in a Quinian sense), because recently, guitarist and songwriter George Lowell,
has been reading a lot of Quine. So on this analysis, the work can be directly about the
referent, the indeterminacy of language (or philosophy), and we also have a direct
expression of that aboutness through song such that we are caused to consider what it is
about; so, it can be considered a work of art under Danto’s definition. We might be

3

I have to confess; I draw from actual, personal experience for this example. I could not resist because the
truth of the story of the evolution of this song serves to point out, I think, quiet poignantly the issues I want
to raise concerning music and Danto’s aboutness requirement. I have changed any names, however, except
the title of the song under consideration.
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suspicious, however, that the music and the lyrics are actually severable, and that without
the lyrics, we would not have this directly expressed relationship. This may be true, but
as the work stands at this stage, it is music and lyrics: that is the whole work and for our
purposes, in the stage that it is in, it does represent a rather direct reference and explicitly
expresses that relationship, so it easily passes as art under Danto’s definition at this point.
The song, however, has not always been the same, i.e., it has not always been
about the same thing. There should be nothing wrong with this from an ontological
standpoint (though there is an issue with evolving/changing aboutness hanging up under
the interpretation requirements of Danto’s definition, but which is the subject of a
separate investigation). A work can be about many things as long as the work and its
referents stand in the dualistic relationship Danto requires. So prior to developing the
lyrics, but after coming up with the title, Lowell considered the tune, or the music by
itself (which they were performing live without lyrics at this particular stage, as a lyricless finished product in itself), to be about his relationship to his band. And as the title
suggests, he considered the band to be like a bird in the hand, not to be dismissed too
lightly for the two in the bush. So what is the song about at this stage? We have just said
it. And again in this case, though less directly, that aboutness is sufficiently expressed (as
intended by the author) by the title, which can be discovered by anyone who wants to
know. So let’s go back in time again to see what the music might be about in a stage
prior to both lyrics and title.
When Lowell first came up with the music, he (and this was not an unusual
“approach”) had nothing in mind at all. He was just sitting there watching TV, playing
around with his guitar in his hands, when of a sudden came a semi-coherent pattern of
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musical phrases, which he then followed out pretty much mathematically, but with some
“feeling” (very generally) as a guide as well, to an end: a tune with no title, no lyrics, no
direct notion of aboutness, and thus no direct expressiveness at all. And Lowell took it to
the band like this, and the band then began to perform it live just so, and presumably no
one consciously or directly knew, including Lowell himself, what it was about, and thus
nor did they know what it could have been expressive of, at all at that point.
Now this still does not mean the music cannot be directly about something for
Danto. Indeed, we could locate aboutness in our tune if it were directly expressive of a
particular emotion, like sadness, or of an obvious state of nature, like a storm. Granted,
Lowell would probably have intended that the music express a particular emotion or state
of nature, but that need not necessarily be the case: the music could very well, and very
clearly, simply (intentionally or unintentionally) directly express and be about, the
emotion of happiness, or the state of storminess (e.g., it’s about happiness, and expresses
happiness in its own way). If that were the case with the music in question, we would
have satisfactory notions of aboutness and expressiveness; but alas, that is not the case
with the music in question. It is neither directly expressive of, nor directly about, any
discernible emotion or natural state of affairs.

INDIRECT EXTERNAL APPROACH
So let’s say it again: we have some instrumental music without a title, being performed
out there by a group, and by a songwriter, who cannot tell you what the music is directly
about, and the music does not directly express an emotion, or state of nature, or anything,
and can therefore be about neither of these things. It may be about something, but no one
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can tell what that is because that information is either not directly available, or it is not
directly expressed. And it is by no means by intent or deception that Lowell presents the
music without a title or lyrics, or otherwise direct referent, thus distinguishing him from
Danto’s “J” and his “Untitled” work, where Danto says “the absence of content appears
to be something rather willed in J’s instance” (TC, p. 3). This means that J’s painting is
intentionally set off from, and placed in contrast to, the tradition (of “titling”) to which it
refers and about which it is a comment. Fist of God’s untitled (and it’s not even
“untitled” because that would be a name of sorts, which they did not intend it to have) is
no such work because there is no direct authorial intent at all on which to rely for
aboutness and expression. So we do, in fact, have to explore some indirect versions of
Danto’s notions of aboutness and expressiveness in order to make this music a work of
art, which it certainly seems to be, at least intuitively.
I think we can look, then, for what I want to call indirect aboutness and
expressiveness in three basic domains:

the affective, the effective, and the spatio-

temporal/historical. In the affective domain, first we are looking for indirect aboutness
for our music in human emotional and/or psychological states; that is, we will have to be
satisfied to say that this music (as perhaps almost all music) is, very generally, about
emotions and/or psychological states of some kind, though we may be unable to identify
which ones by any means. Now is it possible that Danto’s notion of aboutness would
accommodate being thinned-out in this manner? Well, when Danto says, “the Abstract
Expressionist wished to announce that paintings are paint” (TC, p. 107), he seems to be
saying that such paintings refer to the paint, itself, as the reference. So if we can accept
that emotions and/or psychological states are integral to the palette of music in the same
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way that paint is integral to the pallet of painting, and we can allow that not being able to
identify the exact emotions is analogous to not being able to identify the exact colors of
paint applied to any canvas (because of mixing, etc.), then we seem to have an argument
that Danto’s notion of aboutness may accommodate being thinned out in this manner.
However, such an argument fails in the end, I think, because we are simply given no
reason to consider (not even indirectly), by virtue of the manner of presentation of the
tune itself, that our tune (metaphorically) expresses “emotions generally, but all mixed
together.” To try to say that it does, in my opinion, is pure speculative and philosophical
reaching. Whereas, in the Abstract Expressionist’s case, the aboutness of the paint, itself,
is stylistically set off and expressed by the manner in which the painting presents itself,
and we thus have good reason to think, and are caused to consider, that the painting is
about paint, itself. I have to conclude therefore, whichever way you fall concerning
aboutness (which I think is too thin despite the argument), that because the expression
thereof is too indirect (or essentially non-existent), our tune fails as art under Danto’s
definition on this purely affective analysis.
In the effective domain we are trying to say that our music represents, or is about,
bodily movement of some kind, or dancing, I suppose.

For the music in question,

however, it only seems to stimulate dancing sometimes, making it pretty hard (though
perhaps not impossible) to say, “our music is about dancing, sometimes.”

But the

frequency issue aside, maybe we can still differentiate our music as the type that is about
rock ‘n’ roll bodily movement (i.e., cathartic movement, maybe), as opposed to music or
other activities (like waltzing, or simply walking normally), which are not; and it does
seem to be expressive of (sometimes) this type of movement, i.e., it causes people to
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consider movement in this way. However esoteric, this way of thinking may at least be
on a promising track in the sense that it does try to stand in relation to, and be expressive
of (through bodily movement), something like a tradition of music that is associated with
effecting the body in a semi-distinguishable way. Nevertheless, because of concerns that
both aboutness and expression are too vitiated by indirectness, under the effective
analysis, I find it is inconclusive whether our tune qualifies as art, or not, under Danto’s
definition.
Now in the spatio-temporal/historical domain the notion of the work’s causal
history becomes particularly important. And our tune does have a causal history: it was
derived (from silence, or static, or non-music) by an American guy, George Lowell, in
2002, within the socio-cultural and era-dependent genre, or tradition, of rock ‘n’ roll
music (with all of its concomitant and various emotions and psychological states,
ostensibly), and written for, and performed on, the instruments of the time, by a band of
that time called “Fist of God,” in front of people disposed to enjoy such things (by bodily
movement/dancing, sometimes), and in venues of the appropriate sort; and for all of this
is, at this stage, therefore, and despite its overall anonymity, nevertheless identifiable, as
itself. We might call all of the above, the tradition; and maybe our tune is about this
tradition in some way. Maybe by appropriating both the key elements of the affective
and the effective external domains (which were sort of equivocal taken alone) into the
greater, and perhaps more tangible, external domain of the spatio-temporal/historical, we
have the makings of a more satisfying indirect aboutness (or one that Danto’s definition
might stress even less to accommodate) because the tune, it can be argued, now operates
as a clearer representation of, and stands in a clearer relation to, a more substantially
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identifiable historical tradition (wherein the tune can be about, to whatever degree, as
extension of, or reaction to, all of those things on the above list). What Danto says when
discussing Lichtenstein’s work supports this conjecture: he says Lichtenstein’s paintings
are “about theories they also reject, . . . and they allude to yet further theories” (TC, p.
110), which I take to mean that they refer to the background theory and/or tradition of
which they are a part, and to which they are reacting. Furthermore, and concerning
expression now as well, our tune not only places itself in relation to its tradition (and its
various elements), it also seems to distinguish itself from it by expressing itself, as unique
enough to stand apart, such that expressing itself, gives us reason to consider the
tradition, and the individual tune’s position relative to that tradition. Albeit indirectly
then (because we don’t seem to think these types of things very automatically), through
its own expression, the tune potentially (or ostensibly) causes us, or at least gives us
reason to consider the relationship it has to its tradition, a tradition, no less, but for which
the tune would not exist as such. So, given the above example concerning Lichtenstein’s
work and its relation to tradition, and the idea that aboutness and expressiveness are
apparently required to be neither intentional nor direct, I think one could argue that our
tune, under the spatio-temporal/historical analysis, passes both aboutness and expression
requirements, therefore not slipping to a new status as mere object, as we had feared (or
perhaps hoped, depending), but remaining an object of art under Danto’s definition. But,
I submit, it is a very, very close call, and therefore still open to further analysis and
debate.
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INTERNAL APPROACH
On an internal approach, we are basically saying that, in some way or another, the tune is
only about itself, or only expresses itself; and one can take a weak or a strong internal
approach. On the weak approach, it is said that the tune refers to the individual notes of
the tune, themselves. On this view, we have an indirect aboutness which, however, is
satisfactory, probably, under Danto’s requirement, because, as the Abstract
Expressionist’s painting is about paint, so here our tune can be about the notes
themselves, and how the tune is constructed of those notes. The problem, of course is
again, that this aboutness is not stylistically expressed or suggested in/by the presentation
of the tune in question, and thus we are given no reason at all (except maybe by a
philosopher’s reaching, i.e., reading into the tune what is not really there) to consider the
relationship between the tune as a whole and its individual notes. This is not what our
tune is expressing. Maybe if, one at a time, notes were played with intervals of five
seconds separating them, we could say such a thing, but we cannot in our case.
So, I want to consider one final, fairly radical, approach to the question of
aboutness that, if it can get any support, would render our tune something more like a
mere object than an object of art. On an a strong internal approach, one would consider
any/all of the above external attempts at indirect aboutness as insufficient because they
simply represent, or refer, if at all, much too obliquely, indirectly, etc., and that Danto’s
notion of aboutness should not even be applied to the music here under investigation.
Such a strong internalist would submit as an alternative to such analyses that the tune is
simply and absolutely and only expressive or self-presenting; that is, it is not “about”
itself or its tradition, or emotions generally, or anything else; it just is itself. It just purely
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expresses itself, such that there is no aboutness to consider. The idea being, of course,
that if we cannot somehow see the tune as, at once, two things in relation to one another –
a representation and a referent (of some sort) – then we will not be able to satisfy the
aboutness requirement under Danto’s dualistic/relational model.
Along these lines, Leonard Bernstein has said that we should “[shed] extramusical
associations . . . and hear the music as music only.”4 Danto, I think, would respond
negatively to such a notion, and to our strong internalist suggestions above, by saying
that, “an artwork cannot be flattened onto its base and identified just with it, for then it
would be what the mere thing itself is” (TC, p. 101). To which the strong internalist
would say, “exactly!” The point I am trying to make here is only that it is at least
possible to hold such a strong internalist view concerning the type of music in question,
and that any adherents of such a view would have become so dissatisfied with stressful,
thin, oblique notions of aboutness in such music that they would simply reject them
altogether for an entirely expressive, non-representational, non-relational approach, but
one that would, if true, render our tune something more like a mere object, presenting
itself just as itself, and not as a work of art under Danto’s definition.

CONCLUSION
I hope I have shown through these various investigations that Danto’s definition of art
struggles to accommodate a certain kind of instrumental music. Granted, there may not
be that many examples of this exact type of music being presented as art out there in the

4

Nattiez, Jean-Jacques, Music and Discourse (Princeton University Press, 1990), p. 112. No further
references.
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world, but we do know that it exists, and that on a couple of our analytical approaches, it
either fails to be accommodated, or is just barely accommodated, by Danto’s definition of
art, thereby forcing us to consider either the efficacy of such a definition, or the “artness”
of the music itself. Of course, I submit that the type of music most in question here
(“anonymous instrumental,” for lack of a better term) is somehow more artistic than the
lyrical music that easily passes Danto’s definitional tests, but this is a subject for another
time.

I also suggest, however strange it may sound, that very thinly referential

instrumental music of the kind here discussed might come about as close as an art object
can come to being indistinguishable from a mere object, perhaps even closer than
Warhol’s “Brillo Boxes” or the “Laundry Bag,” because the gap between the
representation and what it’s about in such music can appear so thin (and on the strong
internalist’s view, completely closed!) as to be quite unobvious and largely inexpressible
without some serious philosophical strain.

POSTSCRIPT
1.

I probably should have discussed the temporality of the instrumental music at

issue: that the tune is broken into 7 sections, 2 of which repeat, that unfold over time
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(about 4 mins), making the whole thing like 7 abstract paintings, "painted onto the time,"
and making it like a journey through those seven paintings.
2.

I might also have been more clear and said that the seven sections might express

different "feels," being careful not to say "feelings," the first being sort-of an Irish feel,
the second sort-of a Reggae feel, the third sort-of a straight rock feel, etc. I should add
that if I tried to say that each section expressed a "feeling" that there would be certain
disagreement about what feeling, exactly, is being expressed by each section (some
might say the first is happy; others, contemplative and sad, etc.), which I think is an
obvious serious philosophical problem (unless we accept the skeptical/subjective angle
that: sure each section is about a feeling, it's just that which one exactly is determined
entirely subjectively). But again, I think the tune at issue deals in feels, not feelings.
3.

So then, we would still probably wind up somewhat where the paper does: saying

that the tune can certainly be about some (not "all," as the paper says)
feelings/emotions/psych states, but that it simply doesn't express them, or suggest them,
in a way that gives us good reason to say that that a certain feeling/emotion is what each
section is about. If we could, we could say that the tune is about an emotional journey,
going from one to the next and finally home (i.e., it's about the vicissitudes of emotion,
going from one to the next); but I suggest that we cannot, because each section does not
express an identifiable emotion (even indirectly); it expresses a feel, which refers us more
toward tradition(s) for what it's really about. That’s the point.
4.

The tune at issue here, “Bird in My Hand,” can be listened to on-line by going to

www.mosesguest.com and clicking on the “CDs & Music” tab. “Bird in My Hand”
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appears on the album, “Guest Motel.” A stereo icon appears next to the name of the
song, which, if clicked, will play the song. Of course, the song is also available on CD.
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ABSTRACT
The indigenous tribal societies of the north-east Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh
have time tested traditional institutions which have been dispensing justice, looking
after the social welfare and developmental works of the village, and have also been
managing land and the natural resources falling within the traditional village
boundaries. There has been a major upheaval in these relatively closed and simple
tribal societies, primarily due to an unabated exogenous contact and opening of the
economy due to the strong market forces. The powers and say of the traditional
village councils have been diluted and the younger pro-urban educated generation is
now moving away from them.
The author was working as a Divisional Forest Officer in the state. He was also
involved with Community Forestry International, Santa Barbara, USA and the
Community Forest Management Working Group, North-east India in an effort to
understand the traditional systems of resource management and community
governance. This effort facilitated formulation of recommendations for enabling legal
frameworks and strategies to support the development of effective policies and
programs to facilitate community-based forest biodiversity conservation in northeast
India.
In this paper the author draws upon his observations, learning and field experiences,
and attempts at understanding the set-up, role and functions of the traditional village
councils; assesses the importance of these councils in community self governance;
traces their evolution over the years; understands the changes in their role and
functions; and tries to suggest measures to strengthen these time-tested institutions.
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Arunachal Pradesh, community forests, India, tribes, village councils
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INTRODUCTION
Nestled in the remote north-east corner of India is the culturally and biologically rich
state of Arunachal Pradesh. It is located between 91033’-97025’ E longitude and
26039’-29028’ N latitude in the eastern Himalayan ranges. This thinly populated state
is home to nearly 25 major tribes who are a diverse cultural group and have carried
their rich traditions and customs down the years. They have evolved their beliefs &
practices, myths & folktales in close association with the nature and have an intricate
understanding of the forests and natural resources.
The tribal society is simple and unlike the popular belief it is not merely a particular
type of dress, art or song that distinguishes tribal culture, but their mainstay is kinship
that unites them in the absence of government, police or a court of law. These
societies are casteless but have classes as chiefs, aristocrats, and commoners, slaves,
freemen etc (Grewal, 2002). They practise Buddhism, Vaishnavism or elementary
form of animism based on magico-religious beliefs and practises. These societies are
highly democratic and governed by some traditional unwritten and non-codified
customary laws, which are executed by the village councils of elders.
Time-tested institutions have evolved to meet the exigencies arising out of the
different situations confronting the various aspects of the life of the tribal people. In
Arunachal Pradesh, each tribe has traditional village authorities and village councils,
that are socio-political organisations responsible for maintaining law and order, peace
and harmony, settlement of disputes as per the traditional customary laws and that
also, look after the welfare and development of the area. In these councils all vital
problems confronting the village are freely and openly discussed, all judicial matters
settled and a consensus arrived at and decisions taken on all matters related to
agriculture, land, resources and social functions & festivals.
TRADITIONAL TRIBAL INSTITUTIONS
These tribes have invariably a joint family system where social and family ties are the
backbone of the communal set up. This instinct leads them to adopt democratic,
principle-oriented body of self-governance for corporate life, with a view to extend
their fraternity, social peace and harmony. This had led them to have democratic
institutions, in the form of socio-political organisations, with a village community as
its unit. There is a general firm belief that had there been no village council; there would
be constant disorder, tension and chaos. Thus the council is the harbinger of peace,
prosperity and happiness of the village and the community.
The traditional machinery for the enforcement of customary laws varies from the highly
organised Kebang of the Adis and the well-structured Monpa councils (Mangma) to
the loosely organised councils of the other tribes as the Sulungs. These are called
variously as Builang (Apatani), Nimiyang (Buguns), Bang Nyele (Nishis), Mele (Aka),
Abbala (Idu Mishmis), Mukchup (Khamptis), Khapong (Tangsa), Ngothum (Nocte),
Ngajowa (Wancho), Bungo (Hill Miri), Jung (Sherdukpen), Tra Tangdai (Singhphoos)
and so on. Among the Khamptis, Noctes and Wanchos the chieftainship prevails and the
village council acts as body of jurists to recommend penalties. In some tribes, middlemen
are also employed for settling disputes.
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The councils could well be categorised as Autocratic as the Chiefs of Khamptis, Noctes
and Wanchos; Patriarchal as the individualistic institutions among Idu Mishmis and
groups of Nishis; and Village Republics as among the Apatanis and the Adis.
Traditional Tribal Leaders
Traditionally the supreme authority of the village is the village headman (Nyeleyangchubo among the Nishis, Khew among Akas, Thapbokhaw among Buguns,
Lungwang among Tangsas) who is recognised as the most experienced person in the
village. In addition to him, the other rich, influential persons with good oratorical
skills and having thorough knowledge of the rituals, customs, and the traditional rules
& regulations of the community are also active members of the council. The other
important attributes are age, sex, experience, influence, impartiality, integrity, wisdom
and economic status.
There is no system of electing the village leaders and there is no code of conduct for
the same. No discrimination is made on grounds of any group, clan or lineage.
However, members of the same clan or group, but of other villages are debarred from
the same. In some of the tribes, say the Nishis, Idu Mishmis, Tangsas and Apatanis,
the post of GB and other members of the council are hereditary. In many other tribal
societies as that of the Buguns, Akas, Gallongs, the post is not hereditary, though
weightage is given to the next of the kin if he stakes a claim for the post.
As a matter of tradition, the traditional leaders and GBs retain their position of
authority and prestige throughout their lifetime. They are respected and greatly
honoured and the verdict given by them is accepted. The government appoints the
GBs and they adorn a red coat as a mark of their prestige and authority. The GBs are
paid an honorarium for their role in fostering peace & harmony and for maintaining
law & order in their areas, and may also get a share of the fine imposed on the
accused.
In some of the tribal societies, as those of the Hill Miris and the Bangnis, people of
the village appoint persons having wisdom, knowledge of traditional law, expression
and impartiality as Mediators, also known as Gingdungs or Gindus. They play an
important role in settling disputes and conflicts. Even to settle longstanding disputes,
the parties involved appoint their respective Gindus who hear and settle the cases
(Pandey, Duarah & Sarkar, 1999). The Mediators enjoy a respectable position and get
an honorarium in the form of big portion of Mithun and Endi Chadar (Silk cloth).
The system of chieftainship is also prevalent among some tribes and they believe that
all laws are ultimately derived from the king or the chief and his council. Among the
Khamptis, the chief or Gohain belongs to one of the ruling clans and the office of the
chief is hereditary in the clan, but not in the family (Pandey, Duarah & Sarkar, 1999).
Chieftainship is also an important feature of the Singhpho society and the chief also
called as Agi or Mireng is both a clan chief and also a territorial chief. The Nocte chief
or Lowang is the supreme authority of the village community and plays an active role
in the proceedings of the traditional village councils as the chairman or head. Among
the Wanchos, the post of the chief or Wangham is hereditary. He is the supreme
authority of the village.

3
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Set up of the Traditional Councils
The traditional village councils are constituted with the Gaon Burah (GB) as the head
and all the adult male inhabitants of the village (village elders) as primary members.
Out of the primary members, some tribes also have a tradition of selecting some
active members, who are generally elders having long experience and knowledge of
the tribal lore. The membership of the council as also the term of the GB is generally
for the lifetime of the individual.
Fig 1: Set up of Traditional Village Council of the Nishi tribe
General Body
(Primary members)
All Male Elders from Village
Households

Activities
Judicial functions
o Civil cases
o Criminal cases
Minor Developmental works
Festivals & other Socio-religious
works

Village Council (Bang-Nyele)
Head GB
GBs of village
Active members

Resources Managed
Forests & Pasture
Jhum lands
Rivers & Water bodies
Settlement Areas

Source: Adopted from Gupta (2004)
The unwritten customary laws are made use of by these councils while dispensing
justice and settling disputes. These unwritten customary laws are handed down from
generation to generation through the word of mouth, getting amended and modified
with application over the passage of time. Each adult of the society is supposed to be
versed with the laws. The members of the council and village authorities enjoy a
respectable position in the society. The members of the village take active part in the
deliberations, though the role of women in these proceedings, as in some of the
societies as that of the Sherdukpens, Akas, Apatanis, Tangsas and Gallongs, is
insignificant. Contrary to this, women enjoy a respectable position with regard to their
participation in the affairs of the council among the Buguns, Mishmis and Nishis and
there are also instances of women GBs in the Tagin and Nishi society (Pandey,
Duarah & Sarkar, 1999).
TRADITIONAL POWERS AND FUNCTIONS OF THE INSTITUTIONS
The meetings of the councils may be called as and when required and customary laws
are made use of in settling the disputes, if any, and in dealing with management issues
related to resource use. The council meeting called to settle disputes related to land
and resources are commonly called Myoko Yallong or Kady Yallong among the
Nishis. These councils do not have any written records and the cases are settled as per
4
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traditional methods that go down from generation to generation as a legal prescription
in the form of commentary through the word of mouth.
Fig 2: The Judicial Powers of the Nishi Village Council
Cases referred
to courts

Bang-Nyele

Civil cases

Yallong-Nyele

Criminal cases

Nimai-Yallong
Marriage disputes

Dacho-Yallong
Theft cases

Kady-Yallong
Land disputes

Yoshi-Yallong
Sexual offences

Property & Inheritance

Marana-Yallong
Quarrels

Source: Adopted from Gupta (2004)
Conflict Resolution
The conflicts are sought to be resolved within the general ambit of these councils.
Both the disputing parties are given an equal opportunity to present their case. During
the proceedings, evidence is collected and placed before the council in defence of
case. Investigation and trial are generally part of the single process (Dutta and Duarah,
1997). Oaths and ordeals are also occasionally adopted in different cases to prove the
guilt or innocence. Sacrifices are often performed to avert supernatural dangers, to
implore the blessings on the deliberations and to bring peace between the contending
parties. Generally there are no rituals or ceremonies attached with the functioning of
the councils, but the services of the Njeibu (village priest) are sought to administer the
oaths.
The basic principle of judgement is almost the same all over, there is, however, difference
in the degree and seriousness of the offence and the punishment meted out as a result. If
the guilt is proved, a penalty is imposed on the guilty. Earlier the fine was to be paid
either in terms of mithun (Bos frontalis- a semi-domesticated Bison species), pigs or
cows. If the guilty was unable to pay the fine, there was a system of taking him as a
slave (Chowdhury, 1979). Now, however, the latter is rarely the case and the fines are
also paid in cash. Besides the fines, punishment is also inflicted upon the offender.
The council gives the judgement after consideration of the counter viewpoints and in
accordance with the age-old traditions and customary laws. No formal voting system
is adopted but discussion continues until consensus is reached and the conflicting
parties honour the verdict. The kinsmen of the accused are by his side and would raise
contribution for paying the fine or compensation, call upon the Sun and Moon to
5
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vindicate the accused and so on. After the compensation or fine is paid off, the restoration
of peace ceremony (Paffe amongst the Nishis) is celebrated and the case is treated as
finally settled (Gupta, 2004). The decisions/verdict given is duly honoured not only by
the people but also by the administration.
Inter Community Relationship
The territory of the village within the jurisdiction of the village council is the area of
its influence and is respected by the neighbouring villages. All the disputes arising
within the village boundary are settled in the village council. The council also has the
power to settle any inter-village and inter-tribe dispute or communal disputes. Intervillage dispute among the Nishis is called Rolo Nyele or Bari and inter-tribe dispute is
called Nyob-nyete Nyele or Barii.
In case of an inter-village dispute, the council meeting is called and authorities of both
the villages are invited and presented the nature of disputes for settlement. In case of
an inter-tribe dispute, either party may arrange the council in either party’s territory or
at a common place. The services of the Gingdungs or Gindus are also summoned. The
disputes often relate to the commercial use/sale of the resources through the outside
contractors and many a times the Forest Department (FD) has played the role of a
neutral referee in settling them (Gupta, 2004).
Fig 3: Inter-village dispute (Bari) settlement among Nishis
Bang-Nyele of Village 1
Head GB
GBs
Other Elders

Bang-Nyele of Village 2
Gingdungs (Mediators)

Head GB
GBs
Other Elders

Source: Adopted from Gupta (2004)
ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS IN SUSTAINABLE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Forests cover nearly 81.3 % of the total geographic area of the state and the ownership
of the Reserved Forests, Protected Forest, Wild-life Sanctuaries, National Parks,
Anchal Reserves and Village Reserves vests with the state and these have been legally
notified. The Unclassed State Forests (USF) are yet to be properly surveyed and
demarcated.
The USF is claimed variously as private, clan and communal property and have been
traditionally under the control of the local communities. Though termed as forest and
even included in the statistics, these USF areas are not under the control of the FD as
the land does not vest with the state and there is no well-defined land revenue
regulation. In the USF the tribal communities of the state have enjoyed unprecedented
autonomy with regard to access and control of their natural resources, quite unlike the
other parts of the country (Gupta, 2005).
The pattern of ownership of the natural resources as the forests, pastures, fisheries,
agricultural land and water resources is communal with a broad sense of individual
6
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possession. There is an understanding among the various tribes and villages regarding
the ownership of these lands that is generally respected by all concerned (Gupta,
2005). The traditional village council, in general, deals with the overall management
issues of the community lands; as distribution of land among the villagers, opening of
land for new cultivation, Jhum1 cultivation community hunting, and exploitation of
the forest produce on commercial lines and it is also the forum for the settlement of
disputes.

Picture 1: A settlement of the semi-nomadic Sulungs
The locals extract a carbohydrate from the wild sago palm (Caryota sp), seen here in the foreground, called
Rangbang that forms the staple diet

Rules & Regulations
In the areas falling under the traditional village authority, every member has a free access
to the resources for domestic use. It is also the reserve land for future expansion. Within
the general ambit of the traditional councils, rules for the harvesting and exploitation of
the forest resources are there, which are generally non-coded and passed on from
generations by the word of mouth. Every member of a village is supposed to scrupulously
follow them and breach is viewed seriously, calling for a fine ranging from the value of
a few hens (fowl) or a small pig or a goat, depending on the fault.
These rules and regulations vary from tribe to tribe; say in some these rules apply to a
clan, in some to individual family and in some to the entire village community. The
members of a particular village generally enjoy the rights and members of other
villages, though belonging to the same tribe, are excluded from the same. Breach of
the rules is dealt as per the customary laws and may lead to imposition of fines and
penalty. These are broadly listed as below;
•

Timber is to be extracted from the common reserves only for repair and
construction of the house. The right to the trees among the various groups
varies. Among the Idu Mishmis of the Dibang valley, the family holds forest
trees. The Akas, Padams & Miniyongs, own these rights on a clan basis, while
among the Gallongs, all such wild trees in the forest of the cultivated areas
1

slash-and-burn agriculture
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belong to the families, but those lying in the forests are used collectively.
Among the Noctes and Wanchos of Tirap, the right over forest is the families
right (Dutta and Duarah, 1997).
•

Fuel wood for domestic consumption can be taken from the Jhum areas of even
the other families as long as it is for subsistence requirement. In this case,
however, only dry and fallen branches are permitted to be taken. Individuals can
even refuse others the permission to extract from their own Jhum land.

•

Cane & bamboo can be extracted for own consumption as well as for
commercial purposes. Immature culms are not to be cut and immature clumps
are to be left undisturbed. Harvesting to take place only during the pre winter
(Sep-Dec) months when the culms are fully-grown.

•

In case of commercial exploitation, a regulated quantity is allowed to be
harvested, subject to the payment of some tax to the village fund. This normally
varies from Rs 2,000-3,500 per truckload. Since commercial exploitation takes
place on the strength of permit from the FD, this collection is therefore in
addition to the government royalty and portion of the proceed goes to the
common village fund.

•

The commercial cutting is permitted from some specified and earmarked area in
the village. This is with the prior approval of the council.

•

There is a clear boundary demarcation of the rivers and streams with areas of
influence of a particular community and the rights to fish in these. Among some
tribes as the Gallongs, the rivers are divided among the clan and the participants
share the catch. Among the Padams and Miniyongs, the fishing rights are
allotted to each family, while in the Nishis, it is the right of the community
(village) (Dutta and Duarah, 1997).

•

Fishing and small game can be taken from the common forestland and even
from the Jhum land whatever be the ownership.

•

Gupta, (2004) records an interesting regulation among the Nishis of East
Kameng with regard to Honeycombs. Normally the person who sights it first
becomes its rightful owner, whoever is the owner of that tree or land. He puts
some sort of symbol in front of it, say erecting a bamboo or a long stick with
folded leaves, claiming his right to extract, and the same is respected by all.

•

Fallow or abandoned Jhum lands are the common pasture grounds and there are
no specified plots for grazing of the domesticated animals. The Jhum plots are
let open after harvesting and act as pasture for the cattle.

•

The groves and plantations of bamboo, toko leaves etc that are planted by
individual families are having individual ownership. Prior consent of the owner
is a must for taking these even for subsistence use.

•

The agricultural produce from Jhum goes to the family. However, since Jhum is
a collaborative work and a team effort, the harvesting of the produce is
8
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celebrated with festivities and celebrations. The same is termed as Diram tangbi
among the Nishis (Gupta, 2004).

Picture 2: Intricate network of bamboo stilts on a Bangni longhouse- Agu namtung

Equity
The common lands are basically an open access resource to which all the members of
the village have equal rights. The requirement of timber for the construction or repair
of the house is met from the common forest tracts or even the Jhum areas depending
upon the requirement. Firewood, fodder and other requirements are also demand
based and all the members have an equal right and equal access to these resources for
their genuine domestic use. The poorer sections however have a higher relative cost in
accessing the resources as they spend a major part of their time collecting twigs and
fallen branches compared to the relatively well off farmers who even go for
purchasing the firewood and other produce for their use.
The tribal society is very small and closed one and as such members of a village are
well aware of the needs and requirements of their brethren. Most of the activities from
Jhum to construction of a long-house are collective communal efforts to which all the
members of the village contribute their labour. As such the resource requirement of
the households is known and no one is debarred from accessing the same. There have
not been many reported cases of tension or friction between members of a particular
village in terms of resource sharing (Gupta, 2004). This is more so because the
traditional areas of influence of each village are respected by the members of the other
villages and further this society is a classless one showing no distinction on caste or
clan basis.
Gupta (2004) mentions that there have been cases of friction between villages/
communities especially related to the commercial use of the resources. The permits
issued by the FD for the trade in non-timber forest produce (NTFP) are from the USF
and there have been reported cases of the villagers refusing the beneficiary or
contractors the right to harvest the NTFP from the jurisdiction of their village
boundary. These cases have been brought to the notice of the FD that has played the
role of a mediator many a times, and tried to settle these amicably.

9
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Picture 3: Sapey or Fish trapsThese are built communally and the catch is shared equally among the community members

DIRECTIONS OF CHANGE
These traditional village councils have exercised control over their resources since
time immemorial. Right from the day of the British Raj, a general policy of exclusion
was followed that manifested itself in the form of limited contacts with the people of
the hills. This led to the formulation of the Inner Line Regulation of 1873 with an aim
to discourage unnecessary interference and commercial exploitation by the people of
the plains (Assam). Another important landmark in the administration was the
extension of the penal codes to this territory in 1916, but with a rider that majority of
the cases would continue to be dispensed with the customary laws and traditional
methods by the village councils.
Upadhyay & Jain (2004) suggest that comparing the policy trends from the
Government of India Act of 1919, until the India Act of 1935, the general trend was to
maintain the autonomy of the scheduled areas and thus extending a legal mandate for
the communities and indigenous governance structures of the tribes to continue to
function and manage forests and other resources.
To bring the traditional institutions under a common umbrella, the Assam Frontier
(Administration of Justice) Regulation, 1945 was promulgated. Under it, the councils
were given powers to try civil offences and a number of criminal offences, save for the
heinous ones. The regulation also stated that the proceedings of the councils need not be
recorded in writing. In line with the underlying aim, the traditional leaders were
appointed as GBs as per the provisions of the aforesaid act. This regulation thus
recognised the authority of the village councils, village headman and the system of
chieftainship that was prevalent in the communities in different forms (Luthra, 1971).
The policy of the administration had been to accept the situation and to strengthen these
councils and to work through them (Elwin, 1965). Verrier Elwin (1965) had suggested
that these tribal councils could be strengthened to discharge most of the functions that
the statutory Panchayats could be entrusted with. He had suggested organising and
10
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developing these bodies so that they could take over most of the powers and duties of
the statutory Panchayats. The idea of electing members is alien, though the Monpas
are reported to have some sort of elections. These councils depend on the certain
recognised leaders of the village, who in practise listen to everyone. The introduction
of the elective principle to the local tribal bodies, he said, would create jealousies and
rivalries; it will break up the strongly cooperative and disciplined tribal village and
will introduce other corruptions of the electoral machine. The report of the D Ering
commission recommended to the contrary and the Panchayati Raj2 institutions (PRI)
were formally constituted in the state in 1969.
With the passage of time the traditional institution has been diluted both in terms of
the powers it exercised and also in terms of the faith reposed by the members. The GB
or the village headman is now appointed by the administration and many a time
political considerations over weigh the local considerations in his appointment. The
PRIs constituted by the government have led to a dilution in the traditional powers of
these councils with regard to administrative and developmental functions. The role of
the traditional councils is now only in the judicial sphere.
A major change over the years is the reporting of the decisions to the nearest local
administrative official, who records them, if he is satisfied that the compensation
demanded is just. If he is unsatisfied, he returns the case to the council for
reconsideration. Even after that if he is not satisfied, the case goes to the deputy
commissioner for a final decision. Thus the council settles all the cases amicably. The
unsettled cases are referred to the courts (Yallong-Nyele in case of the Nishis).
Sometimes, even these councils seek the intervention of the courts for settling the
disputes.
The younger educated pro-urban generation is gradually weaning away from these
traditional councils and they often take the cases to the modern courts of law for
settling disputes. An increasing intolerance between the members of the same clan or
village is perhaps the underlying reason for the same (Gupta, 2004). The institution of
a government appointed GB and an increasing role of politically inclined PRI
members has also led to a divide and more often than not the disputing parties do not
see eye to eye. Gupta (2004) records that the members of the council are often
accused of bias and favouritism, and there have been cases of the accused taking
revenge from the council members in retaliation of an unfavourable decision. There
are also instances of the council members going in for gratification and favours in lieu
of a favourable decision (Pandey, Duarah & Sarkar, 1999).
The spread of education in the society and increasing contacts with the outside world
has led to a modern outlook among the educated. They are now trying to grapple with
the situation by exerting their authority by forming pressure groups within the village
councils. Under the aegis of these pressure groups, village development societies/
welfare bodies have been constituted and rules and regulations have been framed so as
to reassert their traditional control over the resources and to seek the cooperation of
the administration in this effort. It is also a message or a word of caution to those
conniving with the outside contactors for their own petty gains (Gupta, 2004). A
probable reason of the same is the fact that there has been erosion of the traditional

2

Local institutions of self governance in India
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resource base due to increased contact with the outside world and the increasing
monetisation of the economy.
The rules framed by the village welfare bodies thus aim at safeguarding the forest
areas and regulating the harvesting of forest produce. It is also spelt that failure to
comply may call for a punitive action. Surprisingly in some of the resolutions of these
developmental councils, even the members of the village/community are being
charged with taxes or revenues for taking the forest produce for their own domestic
use (Gupta, 2004). Some of the major points highlighted in these declarations are as
below.
•
•
•
•
•

Felling of trees only on a valid permit of the Divisional Forest Officer (DFO).
Ban on the use of bleaching powder for poisoning of rivers and nullahs for
fishing.
Protection of the common village areas from fire, especially during the Jhum
burning season (As during this period incessant burning in the fields poses a
threat to the adjoining land).
No unauthorised collection of NTFP from the village area. Permit for NTFP to
be obtained from the DFO.
Taking up work contracts with the contactors or the government departments
with the consultation and prior approval of the village committee.

The composition of these welfare bodies comprises of the educated youth and the
progressive farmers of the village, who are nominated by the general body and there
are no elections for the same (Gupta, 2004). In the executive body there is the post of
the president, general secretary, treasurer and joint secretaries. These welfare councils
have the patronage of the village elders and GBs and are seen mainly as a mode to
express the feelings of the educated youth to the administration and the government.
Penalty and fines levied by these councils are generally utilised for some socioreligious activities. The traditional village councils adjudicate the cases relating to
default.

Picture 4: Settled agricultural practices are being adopted, though Jhum is still a major land-use in the high hills
and land for settled cultivation is limitedThis has brought a perceptible change from communal land stewardship to private holdings
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THINKING AHEAD
The traditional institutions derive their strength from the fact that these village bodies
are time-tested institutions that have evolved over ages. They relate to the problems,
hopes and aspirations of their folks, as they are the real time tested bodies which have
been functioning at the grass root levels without any exogenous pressures. The policy
of the government has been to support this institution with suitable legal and statutory
provisions, and largely a policy of non-interference has been followed.
The traditional systems have however suffered a set back over the years with an
increased outside contact. The locals especially the youth need to be channelised to
spread the traditional values and ethos related to conservation and the traditional way
of life so as to rediscover the traditional systems. The traditional institutions of
governance need to be strengthened and steps in this direction could be through
codification of the customary laws, recording of the proceedings of the local courts
and the penalty/fine imposed on the accused, and giving a basic training to the
members of the council to acquaint them with the modern procedures of working in
judiciary, executive and administration.
There is also a need to carry out an in depth survey and documentation of the
traditional conservation strategies. It could be done in collaboration with the local
societies, wherever functional, and also by roping in local resource persons. The
indigenous technical knowledge is to be checked and respected, and needs to be
incorporated in the management plans of the areas in which there is a move to have
joint management of the community lands (Gupta, 2004).
The institutional arrangement for taking up Joint Forest Management3 (JFM) is
already in place with the formation of village forest management committees (VFMC)
at the village level, under the forest development agencies (FDA) at the level of forest
divisions. The villagers have now sought recognition of the informal welfare
societies/committees as they do realise the difficulty in managing the resources on
their own owing to commercial and parochial interests, and the internal and external
socio-political dynamics.
Linkages could also be thought of between these formal committees (VFMC) and the
age-old traditional village councils, which still hold a sway in the rural society. These
village level societies could be given a formal structure of VFMC in areas that are
proposed to be taken up for JFM. The point here is not of increasing government
control and trying to suppress people’s initiative, but that of having a uniform
institutional mechanism in place as there are funds being pumped by the government,
and hence the question of fiscal responsibility. The areas where JFM is not being
extended, these informal committees could function unchanged and independently.
Given the present scarce resources of the FD, it may not be possible to play the role of
a facilitator in these areas, but it may continue playing the role of an arbitrator
whenever there are disputes or differences among the community members.
_____

3

JFM is a program of Government of India to involve communities as major stakeholders
in protection of forests and natural resources
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Abstract:
This paper is going to discuss the methodology used to inspire a group of first year
Interior Design graduate students in a studio environment. The students’ were asked to
design a retail space for a fashion designer. The client one of the fashion design faculty
members of our school. The inspiration: a piece of clothing. The elements and principles
of design explored while developing the space given to the interior designers related to
those based on the garments provided by the fashion designer. Color, line, texture,
proportion, rhythm, repetition derived from the specific garments given to each student
by the client – fashion designer. The students had to produce a design solution for their
space following the guidelines given to them by the fashion designer and using their
specific garments to generate their concept.
The project was originated to help develop students’ critical thinking and
collaboration skills, open up their mind into acquiring inspiration using a nontraditional
approach for the interior design studio. Can the collaboration between different design
disciplines provide energy and inspiration to a student? Does a nontraditional approach
generate enthusiasm and the opportunity to develop innovative and unique design
solutions? Can the students make the connection between the two disciplines?
This study will focus on the methodology used to introduce and execute the project
and will illustrate the final outcome. A number of digital photographs will be included in
the presentation to visually represent the different stages and the outcome of the project.
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6. Abstract:
In this paper I examine the causes of South Asian immigrant women’s low utilization of cancer screening
services in greater Vancouver area and offer some suggestions as to how to enhance their accessibility to
these services. Most studies on immigrant women’s use of cancer preventative health care, carried out by
nursing professionals and epidemiologists, are heavily concentrated on quantitative methods and likely to
identify socio-economic, demographic and cultural determinants that influence the under-utilization of
mammogram and Pap smear by South Asian women. A lot of them tend to focus on these women’s beliefs
and knowledge about and attitudes towards breast cancer, breast self-examination, mammogram, and/or
cervical cancer and Pap smear, which are believed to originate from their culture, and to prevent them from
engaging in cancer detection practices. As a result, most studies recommend awareness about minority
cultures among health professionals and culturally sensitive service delivery. While these are important to
ensuring better accessibility, in my research I take a feminist, antiracist and political economy approach to
heath and health care to argue that the cultural sensitive approach tends to focus on the individual and
ignores the structural inequalities in Canadian society based on race, gender, class, age, ability, and so on.
At the same time, it masks the institutionalized practices that perpetuate class or power differentials and
create barriers to health and well-being, overlooks the complex and diverse social realities of immigrant
women, and constructs South Asian women as a homogenous group. In order to ensure equitable health
care for immigrant and minority groups, drawing on antiracist scholarship, this paper calls for the removal of
structural barriers, for production of alternative and subaltern knowledge with South Asian women’s own
voices and understanding of their health, and for health care policies and public health initiatives that are
framed by analyses of the socio-political and historical processes beyond the clinic or biomedical services,
and of the complex material, everyday life practices of these women.
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Abstract
Mosaic is an art form so closely associated with the Greco-Roman world that it serves as
a marker of cultural transmission; archaelogical discoveries of mosaics almost always
signal a Roman imperial presence. Nevertheless, perhaps because mosaics were
generally domestic or commercial in intention, not monumental, mosaics also served as a
locus of cultural fusion, both within Rome and in the territories. Because of their relative
durability, mosaics thus offer a valuable gloss on Roman commercial and domestic
culture: the literal act of assembling a whole from disparate fragments serves also as a
metaphor for the cultural transactions taking place. Despite Mussolini’s attempts to draft
mosaics into serving an ideology of racially pure Romanness, the notion of Romanness
that emerges from antique mosaics is substantially more fluid, synthetic, and, in today’s
terms, multi-cultural, than anything dreamed of in Il Duce’s philosophy.
Today’s Italy carries certain echoes of Imperial Rome as post-colonial peoples and
members of former Soviet bloc countries seek economic and political opportunities in
Italy. My project—a work in progress—is to create a series of patterns for mosiacs, and
ultimately a series of mosaics, based on contemporary Italy and incorporating its new
immigrants, their home cultures and contributions to Italian society.
My presentation will show classical mosaics and the first set of sketches and mosaics in
the series. I will conclude by discussing teaching implications: how students can update
iconographic art forms to reflect contemporary realities.
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Title. The Dignitas Mosaic: Integrating Academics, Activities, Service, and
Professorial Quirks into a Coherent Program Centered on Human Dignity
Names of presenters/authors
Patricia Hagen, Professor of English and Director, Dignitas Program
The College of St. Scholastica
1200 Kenwood Ave.
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Bradley Gangnon, Assistant Professor, Communication and Theatre Arts
The College of St. Scholastica
1200 Kenwood Ave.
Duluth, MN 55811
218/723-2298
bgangnon@css.edu
Abstract: What is human dignity? What does it mean to an artist? To a literary scholar?
To a historian? A psychologist? An occupational therapist? An accountant? Faculty
teaching in Dignitas, a program centered on human dignity and required for all first-year
students, are drawn from all of the above fields and more. Each section reflects the
individual instructor’s passion (sample topics: Sports and Human Dignity; Mad
Scientists in Film and Fiction; Children and Poverty; I Can’t Believe They Believe
That!), but instructors also collaborate to create a cross disciplinary learning experience
with a common core: common print text, common film, common co-curricular and
service activities.
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This panel explores the juggling acts necessary to step outside the syllabus instructors
would create were the class located within a major but still retain disciplinary integrity—
and cross-disciplinary coherence. Ideally, in Dignitas classes, the whole truly is greater
than the sum of the parts. How does it work in reality? The four presenters represent
four perspectives: Patricia Hagen, Dignitas Director, will the genesis of this ambitious
mosaic of a program, as well as the challenges of administering, re-envisioning, and
teaching art in the program; Steve Lyons, Vice President of Student Affairs, will discuss
what it is like to be a senior administrator but rookie Dignitas instructor; Tom Zelman,
Professor of English, will talk about teaching a freshman section where the goal is NOT
principally improved written and oral skills. Rather, after 30 years of teaching first-year
students, he is seeking to deepen critical thinking, using sports as a vehicle for this.
Bradley Gangnon, Assistant Professor of Communication and Theatre Arts, will discuss
the challenges for a first-time Dignitas instructor teaching a sensitive, edgy topic (Our
Sexuality, Our Dignity). Each presentation will take no more than 15 minutes, leaving
ample time for conversation.
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Maintaining Ethical Integrity—The Rules of Engagement
The powerful technology of our age places equally powerful demands on our ability to make
responsible ethical decisions. The civilian tools of production and the military’s tools of war
stand ready upon a moment’s decision to influence millions of lives for better or worse. Moreover, modern communications technology allows both responsible and irresponsible decisions
affecting entire societies to travel toward implementation at the speed of light.
Our technology being so powerful, we feel a need for organized reflection on the farreaching consequences of our decisions. Standing in conflict with a need for reflection is an
ability to almost instantly communicate and implement decisions. We can be made to feel as if
the process of choosing an action should be as undelayed and immediate as the means of communicating it. This conflict creates tension in the boardroom and battlefield alike. The human
decision-maker increasingly becomes a scapegoat in the timeline of action. His immediate decision and action receives higher value than his responsible, thorough, and organized reflection.
How can we organize our ethical decision making and maintain ethical integrity under
the demands of this age? How can we resist arbitrary pressures from superiors, peers, society,
and our own hurriedness in order to reason responsibly and even defend our decisions when necessary?

PART I. THREE ETHICAL PERSPECTIVES
The first step in answering these questions requires a survey of the technique of moral decision. Philosophers have traditionally proposed various theoretical methods for deciding a moral
issue. Each of their methods falls under three different groups or classifications.1 I will call
each of these three groups a “perspective of reflection.”
The Benefit Perspective
Through reflection by benefit, we consider how a course of action will cause pleasure or
pain, benefit or harm, to everyone affected. Applying this perspective is often referred to as
seeking “the greatest good for the greatest number.” As a first step, we divide consequences of
the action into two categories—beneficial ones and harmful ones. We then consider how many
people will be touched by these consequences, along with the intensity of the benefit and harm
they will experience. An action is morally right if it creates more pleasure than pain, more benefit than harm. Conversely, a wrong action generates an excess of pain over pleasure.
The debate over searching the traveling public’s belongings shows a familiar application of
the benefit perspective. Such searches create delays, inconvenience, and embarrassment for
every passenger boarding a commercial airline. But why does this practice meet with so little
resistance? Applying the benefit perspective, the main considerations are the pain and inconvenience endured by the majority of travelers balanced against the preservation of pleasure in the
form of security for a minority of these travelers who would be at risk in a hijacking. Very arguably, searching travelers creates a net benefit in terms of keeping safe the very lives of the few
hundred travelers who might die in hijackings each year—a benefit which is not even offset by
inconvenience and displeasure to millions of travelers who will reach their destinations safely.
By the benefit perspective, airport searches are rightful.
The benefit perspective appears very straightforward and intuitive at first. However, it may
lead us to judge as rightful several types of actions which affront our moral sensitivity. Because
it emphasizes a balance of pleasure over pain as the touchstone of right action, it can sanction
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actions which are widely considered immoral. Consider, for example, the United States court
case of York vs. Story. The plaintiff, a woman of the State of California, was victimized by an
assault. A male police officer photographed the woman unclothed under the pretense of collecting “evidence” of her injuries. Instead of maintaining these photographs in confidential evidence
files, however, the police officer made duplicate photographs for his own use. He later distributed these photographs to other officers in a spirit of humor.2 Here it is at least possible that the
enjoyment to the officers who viewed the photographs far outweighed any embarrassment to the
woman. However, we feel very instinctively that some actions such as the policeman’s are
wrong regardless of how much net benefit or enjoyment these actions generate. For emphasis of
this point, let us suppose that the plaintiff in the case never discovered this prank. Therefore, she
would never have felt any embarrassment or displeasure. In such a case, the enjoyment of several police officers would not be balanced by any harm caused to the victim of the prank. Even
in circumstances where the victim is unaware and therefore unharmed by the deception, it is difficult to accept that the prank was an example of right action.3
Adherents to the benefit perspective are certainly correct that our moral reasoning involves
attending to the happiness and unhappiness caused to others. However, they tend to overlook the
fact that we sometimes disqualify considerations of net happiness from standing alone in the determination of rightful action.
The Perspective of Self-Interest
A second perspective requires reflection exclusively on the long-term consequences of an
action to oneself. According to this means of decision, an action is right or obligatory if it
maximizes my happiness. Pursuing self-interest, however, does not exclude me from performing
actions which benefit others. It is perfectly reasonable for me to act in the interest of others so
long as what I do will also bring about the most happiness for me. Also, it does not mandate the
performance of selfish actions. I am not required to act in such as way that pursuit of my self
interest is always accomplished at the expense of others. For example, good relations with other
people being important for my happiness, I will be careful not to alienate others by rude behavior, I may even pay other persons compliments, keep my word, or perform favors for them to
maintain their friendship. Through their friendship, I hope to receive their respect and favors at a
future date. Preserving their happiness is a means to fulfilling mine. This stands in strong contrast to the benefit perspective, according to which I guide my actions in pursuit of the greatest
net benefit for everyone.
The perspective of self-interest, like the benefit perspective, has critical weaknesses or blind
spots. For example, self-interest does not explain how to arbitrate conflicts between mutually
exclusive actions. Suppose a situation where two men are in need of a heart transplant. Both
receive news that a heart is available. Applying the benefit perspective, each will recognize his
obligation to secure the organ for his own use. Each is right to do whatever is necessary to assure that his life and happiness are preserved. Each is required to recognize the other person’s
obligation to take the heart for himself. A hopeless moral deadlock results from conflicting obligations. Yet our purpose for using ethical perspectives is to decide between conflicting actions
and decide moral priorities. Self-benefit sometimes does not provide a means for navigating a
conflict of obligation.
A more serious failing of self-interest as an ethical perspective is its arbitrary emphasis on
the happiness of the decision maker. According to the philosopher James Rachels, self-interest
forces us to separate the world into two categories, “ourselves and all the rest.” Then we are to
give our own happiness priority over the happiness of others. This can be justified only if there
are specific reasons why I am different or more deserving than others of having my happiness
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fulfilled. Unless I can give such a reason, pursuing my self-interest exclusively is a form of
moral prejudice. As Rachels sums up, “We should care about the interests of other people for
the very same reason we care about our own interests; for their needs and desires are comparable
to our own.”4 No moral contemplation can be complete unless it considers the interests of others in some respect.
The advocate of self-interest is surely correct that our personal happiness is important to determining rightness of actions. The conscientious objector is certainly making a meaningful
claim when he says he could never bring himself to kill another person. And “I could never live
with myself” is often the last word in deciding that an action is wrong . Always refusing to consider how our actions influence our individual happiness would certainly be foolish. Others being like us, however, they also deserve a place in our consideration. And under certain circumstances, we may have to set aside our happiness to be fair to others’ needs and maintain loyalty
to our moral principles.
The Principled Perspective
“It’s just wrong, and that’s all there is to it!” is sometime heard in response to arguments
for the rightness of an action according to the benefits it generates—whether the benefits accrue
to everyone affected or to an individual pursuing his self-interest. Such a strong declaration alludes to the fact that we are often willing to disregard or sacrifice nearly any benefit to uphold
principles of morality. The tragedy of war, the equality of persons in their humanity, the wrongness of theft, lying or adultery; these are some of the moral precepts we feel strongly about upholding regardless of the number of benefits one might present in argument that killing, prejudice, and acts of deception are rightful after all.
Reflection by principle is often identified with proponents of the Christian faith. After all,
killing, stealing, and adultery are not considered justifiable even when a calculation of benefit
and harm--as in the case of York vs. Story--promises a net increase in benefit to those affected.
Such actions are universally right or wrong regardless of who is affected and how. They are
wrong for any person at any time. God backed their absolute and enduring character by writing
them in stone.
Whereas the benefit and self-interest perspectives tested the rightfulness of an action by its
ability to generate favorable consequences to one or more persons, the principled perspective
proposes a test of its own: an action is right only if it can be understood by our reason as an action to be practiced freely by everyone.5 When using the principled perspective, we are to first
describe the action under consideration, formulating a “maxim”, as the philosopher Kant called
it. The maxim captures the circumstances of the action and what I intend to do. Suppose, for
example, that I require a loan of money. I must agree to repay the loan as a condition of receiving it. However, I am contemplating whether it would be rightful for me to agree to repayment
while knowing that I can never repay the sum. In this case, my maxim might be, “When I think
myself in want of money, I will borrow money by promising to repay it although I know I can
never do so.”
The principled perspective rules an action right or wrong not by the pleasure or pain it creates, but by its reasonableness and consistency. If an action is responsible for me to carry out,
surely it is responsible for everyone else to perform it in the same circumstances. It would be
inconsistent or arbitrary for me to preserve a privilege as uniquely my own, upholding myself as
a moral exception among mankind. Therefore, we must consider a world where everyone practices my maxim and no one who accepts a loan fulfills his promise to repay it. Such a world
contains a paradox: no one in such a world would be willing to loan money, it being the rule in
this world that promises to repay loans are never honored. Indeed, there would be no such thing
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as a loan. In such a world where everyone practices default, I would not be able to secure the
loan I hope to have through the use of false promises. I could never accomplish the very action I
am contemplating. The paradoxical nature of the action marks it as wrongful or irresponsible.
Reflection by principle offers us a process for determining which actions are right and
wrong. However, it fails to provide a means of determining our obligation when we must choose
between two mutually exclusive actions or obligations. James Rachels describes the situation of
Dutch fisherman who smuggled Jewish refugees to England during World War II. When
stopped by German patrol boats, the fishermen would be asked their destination and the number
of people on the ship. Caught between their absolute obligation to tell the truth and their obligation to protect innocent persons from execution, the fishermen would lie to the Germans and be
allowed to pass.6 Whereas the benefit perspective requires us to choose the action which yields
the greatest net benefit, the principled perspective provides no such means of deciding which
action has moral priority based on net benefit. Yet we do choose among conflicting moral obligations and rightful actions.
Strongly held principles binding upon everyone through the logic of reason are certainly
part of our moral thinking and instinct. But evidence that we make choices between obligations,
choices supported by reasons such as intentions to preserve the happiness of ourselves or innocent persons, suggests that principles of pure reason cannot capture all of the dynamics of moral
thinking.

PART II. THE RULES OF INTEGRITY
Preserving moral integrity requires that our personal choice of actions conforms to all sound
reasons and logical principles people habitually use to judge our behavior. Considering that each
perspective works comfortably for some ethical circumstances, but leads us to morally unsettling
decisions in others, none of the three stand out as the most accurate or useful for preserving integrity. Each has advantages and liabilities. Which one should we choose to follow to determine
our duty and moral destiny? Philosophers have debated this question for centuries. I suggest
that instead of picking and defending a “best choice” from these three candidates, philosophers
should apply their excitement for inquiry to the habits of language from which each perspective
draws validity and attend more carefully to the fundamental reasons why each perspective sometimes guides us effectively yet can also leave us feeling uncomfortable about their determinations of right and wrong. Turning our inquiry in this direction reveals a first rule for maintaining
ethical integrity.
Rule 1: Apply All Three Perspectives To Assure Moral Integrity
A language is the structure of our thoughts and our strongest habit. And the part of our language used for discourse concerning responsibility, duty, right and wrong, praise and blame is
tremendously rich and complex. We are very practiced in the subtle distinctions for the use of
moral language when our situations and actions change from context to context. The persons
who authored the perspectives I have outlined intended to provide us with a means of making
distinctions between our actions. They wished to help us conveniently and systematically distinguish which actions would excite judgments of injustice and blame, and which would evoke
judgments of rightness, fairness, and justice. Their failing was to seize upon just one of the
main considerations of right and wrong and then generalize that this consideration would capture
the whole of our use of moral language and decision. The followers of the benefit perspective,
for example, focused on benefit and harm as the principle consideration behind selecting the
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word “right” over “wrong” in a certain context. Likewise, the defenders of a principled perspective believe that ability to conceive an action as universally adopted is the motivation for calling
actions right or wrong.
Our occasional discomfort at what one of the perspectives would have us call right holds a
clue to the necessity of using all three perspectives in consort. The generalization used by each
perspective to decide right and wrong—the notion that benefit, or self interest, or principle must
be the central consideration for decision—aligns our process of decision with only a small part
of the workings of moral language. But our use of moral terms stands upon considerations much
broader and more subtle than any one of these perspectives can capture in one generalization.
Our habitual uses of language which are not aligned to the generalization built into any one these
perspectives force us to revolt against some decisions toward which that perspective guided us.
In the case of York vs. Story, for example, a benefit perspective suggested that this action was
right simple for its net benefit. However, we felt uncomfortable to affirm this.
Here is why. The human conscience, moral instinct, call it what you will--far from being a
mysterious force or division of the mind--is a rich collection of habits for making moral decisions and using moral language in various circumstances. Breaking any deeply ingrained habit
causes discomfort. The variance between our habits of using “right” and the use of “right” recommended by the benefit perspective’s underlying generalization created our discomfort.
Upon recognizing the insufficiency of any one perspective to capture our habits of moral
discourse, one reaction—already favored by some philosophers--might be to discard all of these
perspectives as vain and incomplete attempts to guide our moral thinking.
This would be a mistake. Although none of them fully captures the dynamics driving our
rich use of ethical judgments, each perspective captures some essential part of these dynamics
and reminds us of the unique species of reasoning behind our use of language in the same way
that an automotive engine—very mysterious at first with all its hidden workings--becomes more
comfortable to understand and more familiar when we have learned the operations of its distinct
systems. The three perspectives, used together, capture moral reasoning completely enough that
when one suggests behavior which our habits of language indict with an unsettled feeling, one of
the other perspectives draws our attention to our habits of language which stand in variance and
cause that feeling. In the case of York vs. Story, for example, we felt dissatisfied with a judgment that the prank played by police was right because it satisfied the interests of several people
at the expense of only one woman’s embarrassment. Important elements of moral judgment captured in the principled perspective can remind us why this is so. To wit, in certain circumstances
like York vs. Story, our habitual use of “right” is blind to net benefit and more driven by principles having no exceptions.
A need for speedy decisions in business and in warfare can force us to innocently overlook
critical circumstances and facts necessary to decide right conduct. Each of us is drawn to using
one of the perspectives as a starting point—either by considering our happiness, the benefits to
everyone involved, whether we could enforce the same moral choice for everyone, implications
of “The Golden Rule” or even the will of God. If we bend to haste, we can innocently end consideration after applying just one point of view, overlooking other perspectives which would uncover more options or more information and direct our attention to the entire pallet of judgments
our habits of language could evoke concerning right or wrong. In such a case, the three perspectives are a heuristics reminding us to attend to benefits and harms, self-interest, and universal
logical principles which--because they may all be used in judging the moral worth of our conduct--must be identified and accounted for at the start of our decision making.
Another metaphor clarifies the need for three perspectives. If we reach the summit of a
mountain and desire to choose our route ahead, we are wise to turn stepwise until we have
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looked in every direction. We would be irresponsible to choose a route from the first direction
we happen to be facing. We would instead want to consider our options in all directions. Rule
of integrity 1 reminds us to take in 3 moral vistas of 120 degrees each to assure we choose the
best path possible.
Rule 2: Resist Rationalization and Irresponsibility.
Sometimes an irresponsible decision is not a matter of oversight; it is instead very deliberate
and made in bad faith. In such situations, a person has usually decided what to do in advance of
using any moral decision model. Perhaps he has determined to satisfy his own selfishness regardless of the obvious harm or risks to others. To accommodate his choice and hide from the
influence of conscience, he uses rationalizations to distract him from an obligation to choose
wisely. The rationalizations become his “reasons” why his habits of moral language and judgment deserve to be ignored. In the words of Michael Josephson,
Moral blindness . . . is a major source of impropriety. In some cases, this
blindness results from the operation of subconscious defense mechanisms which
protect the psyche from having to cope with the fact that many of the things we
do and want to do are not consistent with our ethical beliefs. Elaborate and internally persuasive excuses and rationalizations are used to fool our consciences.
Among the most potent are:
•
Everyone does it.
•
To get along, go along.
•
They don’t understand.
•
I can’t do anyone any good if I lose my job.
•
I have no time for ethical subtleties.
•
Ethics is a luxury I can’t afford right now.
•
It’s not my job/worry/problem.7
In 1968, the B. F. Goodrich Corporation attempted to defraud one of its customers. Goodrich personnel prepared false information certifying that a brake system for a military aircraft
conformed to the customer’s requirements. In fact, the system’s capabilities fell far short of
specifications. Involved in the irony of falsifying certification reports for a brake which would
not stop the aircraft on which it would soon be installed, a test laboratory supervisor remarks,
“I’ve been an engineer for a long time, and I’ve always believed that ethics
and integrity were every bit as important as theorems and formulas, and never
once has anything happened to change my beliefs. Now this . . . . Hell, I’ve got
two sons I’ve got to put through school and I just . . . .” His voice trailed off.
“Well, it looks like we’re licked. The way it stands now, we’re going ahead
and prepare the data and other things for the graphic presentation in the report,
and when we’re finished, someone upstairs will actually write the report.
“After all, we’re just drawing some curves, and what happens to them after
they leave here, well, we’re not responsible for that.
He was trying to persuade himself that as long as we were concerned with
only one part of the completed picture, we really weren’t doing anything wrong.
He didn’t believe what he was saying, and he knew I didn’t believe it either.8
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Applying the three perspectives helps us resist rationalizations, forcing us to question
whether the rationalizations and excuses we might employ completely reflect the way in which
people will judge our motivations and the extent of our obligations. Using the techniques of all
three perspectives, we can more thoroughly test whether our self-persuasion is a true-to-life application of moral judgment or a vain and narrow-minded rationalization likely to distract us
from the fact that consideration of benefit and harm, principle, and self-interest all belong in
moral judgment. In some cases, the three perspectives allow a self-diagnosis of our moral failing and show how to recapture integrity. In the context above, the characters consider the issue
exclusively from the perspectives of benefit and self-interest, these being the most adaptable to
their need to rationalize irresponsibility.9 (In this way using just one or two moral perspectives
can actually encourage us to compromise our integrity.) Though acknowledging principle at
first, they ultimately discard from their judgment the possibility that principled reasoning applies
to their work If they had been attentive to the inflexible obligations revealed by principled
judgment, if they had used a principled perspective as an objective reminder that their rationalization conveniently ignored judgments likely to be made against them, they would have been
less likely to rationalize that the true scope of their obligation can conveniently conform to their
irresponsible intentions. Greater allegiance to principle could have helped them recapture their
moral integrity.
Rule 3. Persuade By Asserting The Moral Perspectives.
When we are confronted with irresponsible moral decisions of others, or when others
attempt to sway us to immoral action, the three perspectives provide us with powerful tools and
reminders to persuade reconsideration, defend our moral position, or rebut demands to behave
unethically.10 Let us suppose, for example, than I am encouraged by one of the officers in the
case of York vs. Story to participate in the prank. The officer might offer a rationale by benefit,
claiming that distributing the photographs will be “great fun” with no adverse consequences because the woman will never know of the activity between officers. In keeping with the perspective of principle, I might ask if he had considered “what the world might be like” if everyone
were to do such things—and even if he would be willing to choose that others might visit the
same conduct on him. For a second example, suppose the case of an anti-abortionist, his
thoughts focused exclusively on the principle that abortion is wrong or murderous because it involves killing of a child. I might admit the application of principles proscribing killing, but suggest he also examine what good or ill might come to all persons in a particular situation where an
abortion is considered. Perhaps he will be less extreme if I draw his attention to the fact that
doctors predict a low chance of survival, with much agony to the point of death, should the child
be born and leave the life-supporting environment of the womb. My comment stands as a reminder that we are accustomed to finding a middle ground between strict principle and weighing
of benefit. For surely no one would say that a deformed fetus must be born and suffer to death
so that principles may be preserved.
Rule 4: Attend To Critical Facts And Be Guided By Their Ambiguity
The advent of an ability to communicate with the speed of light has created a tendency to
devalue justified moral reflection, to oversimplify our reasoning to meet arbitrary standards of
prompt decision, and to thereby avoid accusations of “paralysis by analysis.” Indeed, willingness simply to act immediately can be elevated as more courageous than knowing when, and
upon what information, to act.
Multiple moral perspectives provide a structure allowing us to discover our obligations
more confidently—and with greater awareness of moral liabilities--in circumstances requiring
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prompt decisions on minimal information. Absent a structure for organizing our thoughts, we are
likely to be overwhelmed by the enormity of a moral decision. We simply defer to superiors or
fail to act, hoping that the situation will pass without incident. Guided by the reasoning techniques of the three perspectives, we can understand when to act, upon what information to act,
how preserve the need for ethical reflection, and how to justify our decisions to superiors and
accusers—even when a responsible decision creates a tragic result.
The press, for example, is especially attracted to the ethical implications of using highly destructive weapons in cases where weapons malfunctions or vague intelligence cause “collateral
damage” to innocent civilians. At the time of this writing, military officials are being questioned
severely about their decision to launch a cruise missile against an outpost presumed to be occupied by terrorists. The errant missile struck a nearby string of civilian homes and a clinic for the
wounded. In another incident, U.S. military commanders decided to target a convoy supposed to
contain high ranking terrorist operatives. Their decision relied on indirect information from intelligence sources and the indistinct video images from a drone aircraft carrying the missile used
to destroy the convoy. This convoy was later reported to contain a group of civilians.
As military commanders are proving in their interviews with the press, our language of
moral judgment accommodates the necessity of deciding and acting upon imperfect information,
especially when indecision and inaction will certainly cost lives. Their interviews also reveal that
we distinguish between actions with bad or unintended consequences and ones which are irresponsible because of imperfections in the reasoning behind them.
Consider a hypothetical case related to the recent news reports. Intelligence discovers a
near certainty that a terrorist outpost thought to contain 100 men will launch an attack on 200
encamped servicemen within 48 hours. Retreat and avoidance of attack is not an option. To
complicate matters, the outpost abuts a hospital containing an unknown number of civilians and
heightens the need for ethical attention to the matter. Should the outpost be attacked preemptively with remote guided ordnance, possibly risking civilians; or should the terrorists be allowed
the opportunity to attack first, risking untold casualties in both enemy and friendly forces? Universal principles applying to the situation included the sanctity of all human life and the avoidance of killing if at all possible even though the enemy may not share this aim. Relevant facts
required for benefit analysis include (1) the number of civilians at risk in the hospital, (2) the
chance of mistargeting, (3) the military capability of the enemy. In addition, self interest reminds us that we must preserve the safety of our own soldiers. Reducing risk to innocent civilians being a chief measure of success, (1) becomes a critical piece of information without which
a benefit perspective cannot be accurately applied—a severe handicap in making a decision for
or against pre-emptive action.11 Can this information be obtained in time? We should postpone
a decision if the critical information can be gathered in the next two days. If we cannot get an
on-site count in 40 hours, can we settle for a report of hospital headcount 6 months old? Let us
suppose that a definite count is impossible in the time provided and that a report of 6 months
prior states 50 souls inside. Complex as the situation is, we ultimately decide to launch a cruise
missile against this complex immediately. The worst possible consequences result: the hospital
is obliterated, and 200 people killed, the terrorist post is undamaged, and both sides take heavy
casualties in ground combat.
Rightfulness and responsibility of an agent’s actions always depend first of all on the wholeness of his perspective and knowledge of the judgments that will be applied to his action. A person must be able to demonstrate completeness of moral attention. He must make all effort to
seek the moral principles and facts relevant of the situation, especially facts having to do with
the number of people directly affected and the benefits and harms resulting from a proposed action. If the Pentagon were to admit that the value of the lives of foreign citizens are not a con-
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sideration in warfare, their decision will be judged harshly for its incompleteness of principled
perspective. Using the three perspectives helps to preserve wholeness of moral contemplation.
Second, the agent must show loyalty to the critical facts and willingness to disregard irrelevant facts of a situation. He must allow himself to be objectively guided by the facts and ignore
external influences such as pressure to decide and act promptly. The certainty of facts, their relevance to the decision, and their availability must be his guide. For example, should someone
discover that those responsible chose to act on 6 month old information out of expediency without even considering the possibility of gathering highly contemporary information, the decision
and action are more likely to be considered irresponsible.
Third, when one ethical perspective cannot be used reliably in the way that consideration of
benefit cannot be reliably informed in our hypothetical case, an agent should demonstrate a willingness to attend to logical or factual information revealed by other perspectives. When facts of
benefit and harm are indefinite, principles of the absolute worth of human life, along with selfinterested concern for our own lives, must become the stronger anchor points of justification.
Imagine the harsh judgment forthcoming if the military were to argue that a count of potential
casualties being impossible, consideration of the sanctity of human life no longer mattered! An
inability to calculate harm to lives does not entitle us to ignore principles of the importance of
human life. With no analysis of benefit to show that violating a principle against killing might
allow greater benefit than harm, possibly preserving precious lives, we expect that principled
thinking should receive greater attention. Who, after all, when losing his eyesight should not
rely more heavily on his sense of touch?
Being guided by facts revealed through ethical perspectives allows us to objectively justify
time taken to collect critical information and also to anticipate the moral liabilities of ignoring
available facts. For example, we can explain that without a knowledge of persons in the hospital, our ability to decide a course of action aligned with judgments of benefit is nearly impossible. Relying only on principle and self-interest when information to calculate benefit is available
risks placing our decision out of step with up to a third of the habits of moral judgment which
might be brought to bear against it. Specifically, we may find ourselves at a moral crossroads
between absolute obligations, with no serious means of deciding between them by investigating
benefits and harms. And though we meet one obligation such as defense of our own troops by
means of a pre-emptive strike, we may find ourselves accused--and without defense--for failing
our obligation to safeguard civilians’ lives when their death is attributable to our use of errant
weapons or poor intelligence.

PART III. QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIONS
Philosophers and professionals alike may object that my ideas for using the three perspectives leave us no closer to a single program of decision which will guide us systematically to responsible moral choices. After all, the philosophers who formalized these perspective were
seeking a systematic decision program. I should at least attempt to unite them or build a hierarchy among them to clarify and systematize their usage. I answer that any attempt to unite the
perspectives or systematize their usage would itself require generalization and simplification of
our rich moral language and concepts. Such simplification requires overlooking how our habits
of language and judgment might bear differently upon a choice of action as circumstances vary.12
The practice of ethical reflection is more akin to the practice of medicine than to systematic
mathematical, logical, or scientific inquiry. Like the circumstances of moral decision, every
doctor’s patient is a new and unique challenge. The physician uses perspectives which are
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proven to uncover the cause of disease and indicate effective treatments. The physician might
analyze a patient’s condition from the perspectives of infection, of physical dysfunction and of
psychology. Next, he uses these perspectives to gather facts about the illness by means of tests.
Because of his training, he may use one of these as his first choice, yet he remains open minded
to all three and exercises patience so long as the patient is not in danger and the discovery of further facts may help refine his diagnosis. Following the diagnosis, one or more of the perspectives may be ruled out as inapplicable to the condition. A very low hemoglobin count rules out
depression as a cause of the patient’s tiredness. If a patient is in danger and immediate action is
essential, the physician uses his experience and instincts, reminded by his perspectives that using
only immediately available information has ascertainable liabilities and risks. Sometimes the
disease is so radical, unpredictable or unfamiliar that he loses his patient despite his best effort.
As long as he was thorough in using proven techniques to find the cause of illness, his treatment
is likely to be judged responsible. But if we discover that he arbitrarily overlooked infection as a
cause of illness from the start, we will judge him irresponsible and careless even if infection was
not the main cause of death. So will we judge him if he neglects to perform tests or study key
facts because they present difficulty or require available time which he prefers to use for his golf
game or vacation.
Others may object that I place too much faith in habits of language and in conscience.
Whereas philosophers mean for us to structure our habits of thinking according to the logic of
their normative theories, I instead use the theories of ethics to remind us of our habits of moral
discourse. In this strange reversal of thinking, I take for granted that anyone’s habits of moral
analysis are themselves right and do not require the discipline of theory. But couldn’t our habits
actually be wrong?
I answer that my ideas are very much in line with the intentions of philosophical theorists,
and that these theorists themselves bow to the correctness of our habits, using them as pillars of
validity for their ideas. The benefit theorist Jeremy Bentham, for example, refers to our habits of
thought and language to persuade us that calculation of benefit and harm is not something new to
us. It is already deeply ingrained in our thinking. He means only to formalize and generalize
upon what is already a habit in our use of “right” and “wrong.” Says Bentham,
Not that there is or ever has been that human creature breathing, however stupid or
perverse, who has not on many, perhaps on most occasions of life, deferred to it. By the
natural constitution of the human frame, on most occasions of their lives men in general
embrace this principle, without thinking of it . . . .13
The philosopher Immanuel Kant also refers to our habits of language and thought to support
his principled perspective of moral reasoning, saying, “The common reason of men in its practical judgments perfectly coincides with this and always has in view of the principle suggested.”14
My thoughts depart from theirs only at the point where they claim that one perspective of
moral reasoning “in general” “perfectly” or “always” represents our habits of moral language.
Perhaps if they has not been so eager to generalize and simplify they would have noticed that
three perspectives, used without hierarchy or preferential status between them, more properly
represent all our habits of language. Then there would be no differences between us.
Finally, how will I explain how some persons have “bad habits” in the use of moral language and decision? For example, must I concede that slavery or torture is right if people are in
the “habit” of calling it a good thing? For the most part, our habits of using moral terms are so
deeply ingrained that most of us know when we resist them—just as the men at B.F. Goodrich
did. Such persons are still influenced by the habits of use common to us all despite their at-
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tempts to escape them. For the small class of those who have acted immorally or with habitual
injustice for so long that their habits are indeed corrupted, these persons stand in need of the reminders that perspectives will allow. Either they will conform or will discover themselves misplaced in society—ostracized or in prison. In the case of a slave owner, consider that slavery
violates the logic of a principled perspective representing our habits of consistency in reasoning.
To point out that something is commonly called good at some time does not mean that it conforms to the logic of moral language. The fact that persons thought it necessary to fight a war in
opposition to slavery testifies to very active principled habits of reasoning which have influence
greater than what even a large number of people might call good. The habits at the core of our
moral language (whether we use English or some other) are the anchor points and tests of any
personal, local, national or generational “habits” for applying right and wrong.
The German philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein remarked that philosophy’s true function is
to simply place everything important before us, and that the work of the philosopher consists in
assembling reminders for a particular purpose.15 Traditional moral thought encourages us to
decide our actions by means of one or another generalizations about how we make moral judgment. But generalization distracts us from seeing the breadth and intricacy of judgment at work
behind our usage of moral terms. We should instead use three common and established moral
perspectives as reminders to increase the scope of our thinking and return our attention to the
broad methods of moral judgment we commonly use yet take for granted. As reminders rather
than a single process of thought, they will show how the critical and diverse elements of moral
decision interact. And in an age where we are encouraged to generalize, rationalize and expedite
our thinking, they will help us observe important rules of moral integrity and keep our moral attention calibrated to our consciences.

NOTES
1

There are many different normative ethical theories—act and rule utilitarianism, ethical egoism, virtue ethics,
Kantian absolutism, “The Golden Rule,” etc. Each of these theories draws strength from recommending that we
decide rightness or wrongness of actions by considering either our own happiness, the happiness of others, or reasonableness of principles. Even virtue ethicists such as Philippa Foot argue that cultivating virtues and acting virtuously is better on the whole for the agent and society—a variation of the benefit perspective. See Philippa Foot,
Virtues and Vices, (Berkeley, CA: The University of California Press, 1978), p. 3. Also, “The Golden Rule” is an
interesting application of the principled perspective, asking us to consider, for example, if we would reasonably
desire all other persons to practice the same action toward us.
2
United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (Southern District of California), 1963.
3
See James Rachels, The Elements of Moral Philosophy, 3rd edition, (Boston: McGraw-Hill, 1999), p. 112.
4
Ibid., p. 95.
5
What I call the “Principled Perspective” is an adaptation from the ideas of the philosopher Immanuel Kant
(1724-1804).
6
Rachels, p. 129.
7
Michael Josephson, “Teaching Ethical Decision Making and Principled Reasoning,” in W. Michael Hoffman,
Robert E. Frederick, Mark S. Schwartz, eds., Business Ethics: Readings and Cases in Corporate Morality , 4th ed.,
(Boston: Mc Graw-Hill, 2001), p. 92.
8
Kermit Vandivier, “Why Should My Conscience Bother Me?” Ibid,. p. 129.
9
Rationalizations can also proceed from exclusive attention to principled reasoning while ignoring benefit and
self-interest. A classic example is the “Good Soldier” rationalization. Here, absolute duty to follow orders is elevated as the only moral consideration, allowing the agent to feign justification of torture, prejudice, and even mur-
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der with the claim, “I was just following orders.” In such cases, presupposing that considerations of benefit apply
will make the “Good Soldier” rationalization less tempting and can preserve our integrity.
10
In military and civilian life, we are encouraged to submit to authority and ‘follow orders.” The three perspectives can help us focus our moral instincts and help others to understand why we judge an action to be right or
wrong—potentially curbing misreasoned and irresponsible behavior. Without the structure the perspectives offer
our moral thinking and discourse, we are much more likely to become bewildered and assent to irresponsible moral
decisions out of a pressure to conform.
11
This assumes, of course, that the military’s purpose is to accomplish good ends for humanity and that the
military would prefer to use the least amount of deadly force required to attain those ends.
12
A great failing of philosophers can be an ambition to systematize so many areas of human thinking. Imagine a philosopher who proposes to systematize the process of falling in love by generalizing and simplifying the
complex language habits, instincts, concepts and decisions surrounding our emotional lives and decisions.
13
Christina Sommers, Fred Sommers, eds., Virtue and Vice in Everyday Life, 3rd ed. (Orlando, FL: Harcourt,
Brace & Company, 1985), pp. 103-4.
14
Ibid., p. 152.
15
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, (New York: Macmillan, 1968), p. 50e.
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The entire world is a musical instrument; the pole of the world celestial is intersected
where the spiritual sun divides this heavenly chord. Earthly music is an echo of this
cosmic harmony; it is a relic of heaven.
- Author unknown
THE VOICE: THE AUTHENTIC HEALER is an extension of an earlier paper I had
done on The Efficacy of “SONING, (soning - a term I coined by combining singing and
toning, as a Healing Arts experience). The format centering on ONE’S VOICE as the
AUTHENTIC HEALER is an experiential and participatory exploration intended to convey
not only the healing nature of sound, but also more specifically, the healing aspect of one’s
own voice. According to Mystic Edgar Cayce, “the voice nerve center is the highest
vibration in the whole nerve system.” The interactive and engaging experiences for
attendees include guided special breathing exercises, correlative vowel sounds that are
sung, and subtle movements that are suggested. These three-in-one experiential
activities induce an insightful awareness about healing while “sounding” certain mystical
vowels to transform the entire Body, Mind, Spirit system. Each time an exercise is to be
utilized, I use the word, “Demo.”
The healing values of music have been recognized from the earliest times and
utilized by all the ancient cultures. The general public is accustomed to the fact that
accredited practitioners seriously consider music as a healing factor, which includes
various methods endorsed by the healing and medical profession.
Demo: Make simple humming sounds. Place your hands on various parts of the
body while humming to monitor which part of the body resonates naturally.
Researchers say nothing enthralls the brain more than music. Science has a basis
on which to bank by going back in time to Pythagoras (the Master of Math and Music) who
prepared a foundation of all modern music through his research in musical acoustics and
music ratio theory. The origin of the Chant is found in the proper use of vowel sounds for
mystical purposes as attributed to the early Egyptians. Ancient Greek music gave us the
modes, which later became “married” to the Roman Catholic tradition . . . each one having
a different sense of tonal proportion, and each one, according to research, “was an
invitation for the body, mind, and spirit to come into enlightenment with a very certain ray
of empowerment.”
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Page 2 – The Voice . . .
In Africa, the Mother country, the oral tradition was the primary “voice” to tell the
“stories,” whereby the music (singing, drumming, and dancing) was and still is a way of life
for every activity and/or ceremony experienced. From birth, African children are
surrounded by and involved with sound, rhythm, and action. A good example of an African
children’s action song is “Kye, Kye, Kule,” a cheerful song from Ghana that playfully
acknowledges parts of the body.
Demo: I will first demonstrate “Kye, Kye, Kule,” after which you are invited join me in
the singing and movement. Be as child-like as possible in your participation. (Background
tape is played.)
Before music was used as entertainment as it is today, it was a primary source of
healing, in addition to serving as a supreme connection to the Divine. Plato, the great
philosopher and musician of ancient times who regarded music as indispensable to the
health of the soul, stated that, “Music is an art imbued with power to penetrate into the very
depth of the soul, imbuing man (and I add ‘woman’), with the love of virtue.” Ahead of his
time in recognizing the psychological effects of music, he also stated that “musical training
is a more potent instrument than any other in the integration of the human being, because
rhythm and harmony find their way into the inward places of the soul on which they
mightily fasten, imparting grace, and making the soul of him or her who is rightly educated
truly graceful.”
But getting back to the very first instrument, the VOICE - using one’s own voice has
been known and shown to possess transformative qualities. And why should we not focus
on the voice?

“In the beginning was the Word,” which I have paraphrased to, “In the

beginning was the VOICE.” Author Corinne Heline (Music: The Keynote of Human
Evolution) affirms that “both the universe and man were created by tone and that the
musical formula for this creative act is contained in the very first chapter of Genesis, the
Book of Eternal Beginnings, and also in the first chapter of the supreme Book of the New
Testament, the Gospel of St. John.”
Demo: Intone a mystical chant, “Ah – Ra Ma Aum,” attributed to Egyptian culture.
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Page 3 – The Voice
The first vowel, “Ah,” which denotes the “A” vowel, is the singing representation and
is considered sacred. When intoned with the “Ra”- “Ma” – the masculine and feminine
nature – and the “Aum,” the other equivalent of the universal OM, one raises the energy in
the environment in addition to raising the vibratory essence within.
Tom Kenyon, who produced a CD espousing the Mary Magdalen Energy
Meditations (known as the Alchemies of Horus), guides listeners with a set of solitary
alchemical practices given to him and his partner Judi Sion by a being who identified
herself as Mary Magdalen. He developed these guided exercises or Energy Meditations
that are drawn from ancient Egyptian alchemical practices, and are powerful tools for the
inner transformation of excess life force into increased spiritual awareness.
Demo: Take a few deep breaths while inwardly monitoring any feelings or emotions
that need releasing. At the same time, create a sound while stretching with a few audible
“yawns,” then release whatever sounds come forth. Next, rather than “tone” the ancient
“Om” (the sacred sound which encompasses all possible sounds in the universe and is considered
a healing vibration), sound “AUM” – then AUM TAM, an African chant which is a powerful

mantra for healing that enhances the endocrine system, providing feelings of JOY and
inner pleasure. While chanting the mantra, monitor your pulse while pressing a pulse
point, such as at the wrist. It has been said that sounds which emanate from within
represent the soul’s language.
Recalling the expression, "Music hath charms to soothe the savage beast, or
breast” – I am reminded that each of us has a soul, and that that soul is an extremely
dynamic, forceful, and creative unit of energy; the Soul is ALIVE in the truest, most pure
sense of the word. The Soul is that part of us that never dies, always exists, and always
IS. And since the Soul is active and dynamically alive, it requires us to be active and alive
in order to know that essence of ourselves.
Demo: I have created a “vocable” Soning that soothes the soul and heals the five
major organs of the body simultaneously. As I guide you through each organ “sound,” one
by one, I will ask that you produce the associated sound illustrated. (Singing the Healing
Organs Chant as demonstrated can soothe the Heart, Lungs, Liver, Spleen, and Kidneys. As you
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engage in the sounds, you will be told which negative emotions are also “gotten rid of”
through the transformative sounds that are emitted; e.g., shh . . . .sss . . .. whoo . . . . hah .

. . etc.)
Author Corinne Heline maintains that, “Throughout the universe there sounds a
threefold Song which is the Song of the Absolute. The song is One, but it possesses three
aspects: Power, or harmony; the Word, or melody; and Motion, or rhythm.” We can
illustrate healing forces of combining major and minor harmonies at the same time.
Demo: As participants are divided into two groups, one half is asked to sing,
“Wade in the Water” (minor), while the other half sings “Amazing Grace” (major). This
experience is said to heal the so-called subjective and objective nature of ourselves by
giving us a three-in-one participatory example (melody, harmony, rhythm). Examine what
may be experienced.
Another example of healing the Energy centers in the body, referred to as Chakras,
consists of combining Breath, Tone, and Movement with certain body postures for another
healing effect. (Chakra is a Sanskrit word that means, “wheel.”)
Demo: “Have you had a good Vowel Movement today?” . . . Take a deep breath
between each of the 5 vowels . . . “Ah – Eh – Ee – Oh - Ooh.” Vowels, as they take shape
in the mouth, are a natural toning progression for healing the areas of the body
corresponding to the seven spiritual centers, commonly referred to as chakras, as
mentioned. (The chakras are similar to wheels, in that they are spinning vortexes of
energy.) Vowels, as alluded to earlier, are considered sacred sounds; whenever one
chants or tones them with a sincere intent to connect with one’s God presence within, the
essence of purity occurs in oneself, supposedly replacing any negativity that may be
within.
With all of the exercises in our Soning experience, breath work is most important like the frosting on the cake. Breath is something we cannot live without, although we
often take it for granted. The suggestion is made to monitor the breathing periodically just
to make certain the breathing is deep, from the belly up, as opposed to shallow, from the
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chest up. The breath is power in itself and can be directed to certain places of the body.
Reflect not only on the words, but also on the breath when singing (or speaking). If one
were to focus the breath at or on the stomach chakra, the chest, the nose, the throat, and
the mouth . . . or whichever organ one chooses, energy naturally goes there as one
envisions the breath going.
Demo: Another wonderful engaging exercise involving the breath is the alternate
nostril breathing (as directed), to integrate both sides of the brain with calmness, and then
end with a “Hah” singing tone while focusing on an inner intention. This particular
breathing pattern allows the right and left hemispheres of the brain to be integrated with
one’s intent.
When one considers the notion that “singing renders soul healing,” this is another
very powerful formula that suggests focused energy. And how is this process facilitated?
If one envisions more vividly the throat chakra, which houses one’s magnificent gift, THE
VOICE, one could, perhaps, acknowledge the importance of chanting and toning.
Demo: Embrace the throat with hands on both sides, whileimaging the color blue.
Momentarily closing the eyes, create any singing or toning sounds that comes from within.
(Persons exposed to music in any form may already be aware that CHANTING and
TONING have been used for centuries for various purposes in ancient cultures.) Most of
these sounds are not only sequential, but they contain special messages according to the
specific tradition. All the world’s religious or spiritual traditions use certain chants or toning
effects to connect with the universe and higher powers.
“Sound Technician” Don Campbell, Founder of the Institute for Music, Health and
Education in Colorado, states, “Chant allows intention to be merged into manifestation.”
As one may or may not know, a mantra is another specific sound or tone which, when
chanted, can invoke a spiritual essence. In the Bible it is written that God spoke the Word
and there was Light . . . and the Word was made flesh. It is believed by ancient cultures
that the first Word that brought about creation is the name of God. When the word of God
is spoken aloud or inwardly (regardless the language), strong energy currents are emitted.
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Truly, sound is a very powerful force for healing. One can raise the frequency of the
body by chanting, for example, one of the names of God. To raise the frequency of your
body, you bring yourself that which is a factor of upliftment.
Demo: Intone the Sanskrit words Ra (for energy) and Tho (for healing). I will
demonstrate first, after which you may join me. Whenever doing meditative chanting, take
a few breaths to quiet and center yourself. Ask for the Light to be with you for protection
and for guidance and to bring forth that that is for your highest good. The heart chakra is
considered the God center, through which one can communicate directly with the soul and
the soul world.
Denyce Graves, the internationally acclaimed mezzo-soprano who sang “America
the Beautiful” at the National Cathedral in Washington just days after the 9/11 attacks in
New York and Washington was interviewed about the healing nature of music. Her reply:
“Whether or not people choose to recognize the power of music, it remains a spiritual
experience, a healing experience. It can save us.”
Hurricane Katrina, the tragedy in New Orleans last summer, brought to attention a
reported comment from an African-American living in London: “I am so happy to hear that my
people are being honored with the singing of Negro Spirituals during this time of the disastrous
hurricane.! There has been nothing but negative media here in London about our people, which
saddens me.! I feel that our music will continue to lift us spiritually as well as our spirits whatever
may come our way.”
More and more information is coming forward from unexpected sources of today’s
high-tech research laboratories exploring the power of music. Scientists are developing
research showing physiological links between melody and the mind. Doctors are seeing
how Music Therapy in hospitals and nursing homes not only makes people feel better, but
the music exposure or experience helps them to heal faster, especially if they are sung to,
but more especially if they themselves sing or simply hum.
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Final Demo: In closing, I invite you to sing a closing action song with me, written by

my esteemed cousin, the late Dr. Jester Hairston, known the world over for his popular
Page 7

AMEN song, and for being the oldest living preservationist of the Spiritual prior to his death
at age 98 in 2000. Please stand, sing and move with me Jester Hairston’s GOODBYE
SONG.

(Closing “action song”)
Give a smile to each other as we end this phase (repeat)
Give a smile to each other, to your Sister and your Brother
Give a smile to each other as we end this phase
Now let’s shake hands with each other as we sing this song (repeat)
Let’s shake hands with each other, with your Sister and your Brother
Let’s shake hands with each other as we sing this song
Now let’s dance with each other while as we use our Voice (repeat)
So let’s dance with all others, with your Sisters and your Brothers
Let’s all dance with each other while we use our Voice.
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"Healers" for Major Organs
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Added verses:
3. I have FAITH ("whooo") - 3 times - I have FAITH, which gives me COURAGE.
4. I for-give ("shooo") - 3 times - I FOR-GIVE and I'm FOR-GIV-EN.
5. I AM LOVE ("hah") - 3 times - I am LOVE and LOVE remembers.
6. I bring JOY ("ah-hah") - 3 times - I bring JOY where-ever I AM!

"Healing Sounds" for specific organs (what they increase and relieve):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

"shhh" - Liver - KINDNESS, SELF-EXPANSION - (relieves ANGER)
"ssss" - Lungs - SURRENDERING - (relieves SADNESS)
"whooo" - Spleen - COMPASSION, CENTERING, MUSIC-MAKING - (relieves WORRY, Self-pity)
"shooo" - Kidney - COURAGE, ALERTNESS - (relieves FEAR)
"hah" - Heart - JOY, CREATIVITY, RADIANCE - (relieves CRUELTY & ARROGANCE)
"ah-hah" - Whole body - LIGHT, increasing JOYFULNESS, CHEERFULNESS - (relieves DARK MOODS)

© 2002 J. Hairs Productions
(Revised 2006)
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In his Athens lecture of 1967, entitled ‘The Origin of Art and the Destination of
Thinking,’1 Heidegger spoke thus:
“The boundary, however, is not merely contour and frame, not merely that in
which something has its end. Boundary indicates that through which something is
gathered into itself, from out of which it shines in its fullness, that from which it emerges
into presence.”2
Heidegger’s thinking here is motivated by an image – that of the Goddess Athena,
from a sculptural relief in the Acropolis Museum. He invokes the image of Athena in
three different mythical aspects, in three different representations, and seeks to
interrogate these representations, to use them as guides – as signposts - towards what he
envisages as an uncovering of something like an origin of Art.3 The image of Athena, in
Heidegger’s lecture, is described as “resourceful advice-giver”, πολύµητις;4 as
γλαυκώπις - she whose eye, whose glance, “sees through the night and draws the visible
out of the invisible”;5 and as σκεπτοµένη - she who meditates (“die Sinnende”). It is in
this third aspect that the idea of boundary, of limit, comes into view. In contemplating the
relief in the Acropolis museum, Heidegger asks - “towards what is the musing regard of
the Goddess directed?” And the answer comes: “toward the boundary”.6 This image of
the Goddess, which in a sense ‘frames’ Heidegger’s lecture, brings us to the idea of
1

Die Herkunft der Kunst und die Bestimmung des Denkens, in Jaeger and Lüthe, eds, Distanz und Nähe
(Würzburg: Könighausen and Neumann, 1983), pp.11-22
2
Ibid. p.13
3
Ibid. p.12 “Wir erkunden nur, was Athene uns über Herkunft der Kunst sagt.”
4
Ibid. p.12 “vielfältig Ratende”
5
Ibid. p.13 “es blickt auch durch die Nacht hindurch and macht das sonst Unsichtbare sichtbar”
6
Ibid. p.13 “Wohin geht der sinnende Blick der Göttin?......auf die Grenze”

2
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boundary, understood not as outer edge, but as that which propels an activity of
gathering/collecting into itself, of “shining forth”, of coming into presence. The Goddess,
whose eye - in Heidegger’s metaphoric account - traverses the night, and makes the
invisible visible, regards the boundary-stone, and out of this boundary, her own thought,
her meditation, her guidance is reflected: it becomes, in a sense, what it is – it is
“gathered into itself.”
My purpose here is to investigate ways in which, in certain paintings, the idea of
boundary, of limit – whether understood literally as frame, or as extremity of expressive
possibility, or as the limit that marks the nexus of two and three-dimensional form – can
be thought of as the ‘gathering-force’ that renders the image present, can be understood
as that from out of which the image “shines in its fullness.” Three paintings will be
considered – Pesellino’s Annunciation Diptych, of ca.1450; Holbein’s ‘The Body of the
Dead Christ in the Tomb’ of 1522; and Francis Bacon’s ‘Study for a Portrait of John
Edwards,’ of 1988. The choice of these paintings is conditioned by the sense that these
works, which are themselves formed at boundaries of one sort or another – expressive,
representational, or technical – may, through their own grappling with limit, point the
way to a fuller understanding of the idea of boundary expressed at the outset of
Heidegger’s lecture.
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I.

The gestures are reciprocal. The two figures kneel opposite each other in humility,
in simple acknowledgement. Neither makes eye contact. The light falls in a powerful
diagonal across the left-hand panel, reaching across the Angel into the interior space
where the Virgin kneels - the spread, the tension in her left-hand fingers the merest sign
of an acceptance. Trace the line of her middle finger across the painting, and discover a
line exactly parallel to the shafts of divine light that emanate from a point outside the
painting but opposite to the source of terrestrial light. The two sources of illumination,
converging in a perfect triangular formation in the middle of the right-hand panel, hold
the Virgin, as it were, in a play of different intensities. The golden rays of divine light
trace their impact across the gold fleck of the Angel’s wings, across the haloes, in the
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gleam along the borders of the Virgin’s robe, whilst the terrestrial light produces a
complex interplay of shadows, reaching from the divine presence across into the interior
space, where it forms a subtle array of effects. Two forms of light, then, encountering
each other in a space made very slightly abstract, for all its concrete physical detail, by
the lack of perspectival continuity between left and right panels – an impression
enhanced on the left-hand side by the five pillars, all curiously non-identical, that form a
line hard to understand in terms of an architectural structure.
“He was a zealous student of his art, and would draw all day and night without
ceasing”7 writes Vasari of Francesco Pesellino, whose small but exquisite Annunciation
Diptych is encountered in a quiet corner of the Courtauld Gallery in London (Fig.1). The
diptych evinces a conscious and intense engagement with the work of his mentor Fra
Filippo Lippi.8 The attention to light and shadow (the very fact, for instance, that the
Angel in the diptych, as divine presence, casts a shadow at all) are elements of
Pesellino’s painting that clearly derive from his study of Lippi’s work from the 1430’s,9
and it has been suggested that this work is in fact modeled directly on a version of the
‘Annunciation’ by Pesellino’s friend and teacher that is now lost.10
Two versions of the Annunciation attributed to Pesellino have reached us.
In addition to the Courtauld Diptych, there is the so-called ‘Lanckorónski Annunciation’,
in San Francisco (Fig.2).

7

Vasari, Lives of the painters, trans. De Vere (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1996), p.460
See Christiansen, ed. From Filippo Lippi to Piero della Francesca (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 2005), pp. 58-9
9
Ibid. p.188
10
Ruda, J. Fra Filippo Lippi, Life and Work (London: Phaidon, 1993), p.335
8
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This is an earlier work than the Courtauld diptych, and a comparison may be productive.
The earlier painting demonstrates the presence - in its simplicity, its spareness - of a
different influence, that of Fra Angelico, whose treatments of this subject evince a purity
and directness quite different from the subtle chiaroscuro and formal daring of Fra
Filippo Lippi.11 In the earlier work, divine and terrestrial light both emanate from the
same source. The angel is seen in the process of appearing from a darkened entranceway,
whilst the Virgin is encountered across a bare room which appears to hover between
interior and exterior, its emptiness only intensified by the solitary ornament – a vase of
lilies placed awkwardly at the front of the painting. Within this bare, unadorned space,

11

See Kanter and Palladino, Fra Angelico, (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2005)pp.26990
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the eye is led away from the encounter by the bold lines that lead back into the blankness
of a corridor that stretches out indefinitely towards its vanishing.
The Annunciation is an encounter. It is a moment when human encounters divine
– when the divine declares itself to the human. The divine speaks, and, in speaking,
makes apparent – brings to light - its presence within the human: “Be not afraid….”12
The encounter takes place within a space. This space, in representation, involves a
context of architectural elements, domestic detail, and an interplay of interior and
exterior. Location, however, is always specified. Ever since the first stretching beyond
the iconic - for example in the versions of the scene by Giotto in Padua, or by Duccio in
the early 14th Century - particularity of location becomes the way in which the divine
becomes present to the human, the way it is drawn down into the human , enfolded into
the space of representation. It is in this aspect that the Lanckorónski Annunciation strikes
most powerfully. Rather than complexity of social and domestic detail, it is as if the very
emptiness, the spareness of the location draws attention to itself, begins to reveal itself
not as a place, but as place itself.
Hovering between specificity and abstraction, the hall or room of the encounter
suggests a reflection on the space of that encounter. This reflection draws us beyond the
representation of the appearance of divine messenger in human setting, and starts to
question the nature of that appearance, its source, perhaps its origin. Beyond the
oppositions of divine/human, terrestrial/celestial, material/spiritual, a sense emerges,
which, in bringing into focus appearance per se, challenges the self-containment of these
oppositional dyads through a questioning of their ground.

12

Luke 1:26-38
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Beyond the space of representation itself, contained within the boundaries or
frame of a painting, there is always another space - that of the work itself, of the painting
as painting – the space in which the painting becomes present for us, in which we
discover ourselves as regarding the painting. It is in this space that the encounter of
human and divine represented in the Annunciation can encounter us, can speak to us.
This second space is defined by its limits, present as edge, boundary, or specifically as
frame. And it is here, in thinking of this second space, or rather, in thinking of the
intersection of the two spaces, that the direction of Pesellino’s visual thinking, and the
full impact of the Courtauld Annunciation, can be understood. For what is most strange,
most shocking, most discomfiting about the painting is not the representation itself,
however beautiful, however expressive; neither is it the represented space itself, however
intriguing. It is the structure of the painting itself, the way in which the diptych structure
cleaves the representation, draws attention to itself, and in so doing brings into disruptive
focus the presence of the secondary space of the frame. The representation, simply put, is
split. And whether or not one views the diptych framed as it stands in the Courtauld, or
envisions it frameless, the sense of rupture, of rift, is overwhelming.
The use of an architectural feature to divide the space of angel and Virgin is
common in representations of the Annunciation – Piero’s is among the most suggestive.
(Fig.3).
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The play of outdoor and indoor spaces is likewise, as we have seen, an almost
ubiquitous feature of Annunciation settings. Neither is the diptych presentation unique to
Pesellino (there is at least one example in the work of Fra Filippo Lippi).13 What is
extraordinary in Pesellino’s work, however, is the very singular way in which the two
elements – Angel and Virgin, divine messenger and human receptor – are at once divided
from each other and simultaneously drawn, visually and conceptually, towards the central
division of the painting, into a point of rupture that has no place within the represented
space. It is the point at which the two senses of the space of the painting intersect and
double back on each other – the point towards which Angel, Virgin, and we ourselves are
drawn with the force of a magnet. In this way, not only does the painter draw us into the
space of the encounter, but at the same time insists also in drawing us into an awareness
of the second space, the space that is the painting itself, as painting. The play of these two
spaces holds us in its web, drawn always toward a represented space - a place, a home –
which cannot be fully ours (though we belong there), and yet always at the same instant
forced to recognize ourselves in the doubling of the frame, in the doubling of the spaces,
to recognize the frame as a boundary for us – pulled up short, at the limit of our own
moment….
And what of the figures themselves? Locked into an encounter in which the forces
of human and divine are intertwined, bound together by the revelation of incarnation, the
two are nonetheless drawn toward the boundary at the center of the painting. This
boundary at once establishes the space in which the opposition of human and divine can
be articulated, and also suggests that which cannot be contained within that opposition.
For it is not we alone, as onlookers, who are drawn to reflect on the boundary represented
13

See Ruda, J. op cit. pp.80-84
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by the double structure of the diptych frame: the two figures within the painting can be
seen also as engaged in a contemplation of the boundary that separates and divides their
respective spaces. They, too, are drawn to the boundary - towards that, in Heidegger’s
sense, from out of which they are ‘gathered into’ themselves, from out of which they
‘shine in their fullness’.

II.
“God is dead, God himself is dead – a monstrous, appalling idea, which brings
before the mind the deepest abyss of severance”14, wrote Hegel. It is perhaps difficult to
think of an image which more fully captures Hegel’s sense of horror than the calm,
desolate brutality of Holbein’s ‘The Body of the Dead Christ in the Tomb’, of 1522, now
in Basel. (Fig. 4) Holbein imagines, and dares to represent, the severance of human and
divine as absolute. It is an image of abject abandonment. If one thinks, with Hegel, this
severance, this cleavage (entzweiung), as expressing at its extreme outer edge the
negative moment contained within the idea of ‘God made Man’, i.e. the possibility of
rupture, then it is clear that Holbein has not hesitated to place himself, and us, at that
limit. Whatever attempts are made to neutralize the intensity of Dostoevsky’s response to
this image15 by comfortably re-inscribing Holbein’s painting within the canons of pious

14

Hegel, Vorlesungen über die Philosophie der Religion, Teil 3 (Hamburg: Felix Meiner,1984) p.60
Dostoevsky’s encounter with this painting apparently brought him close to epilepsy. Later, this visceral
response became fictionalized in ‘The Idiot’, whose central character Myshkin exclaims on encountering a
reproduction: “Why, some may lose their faith by looking at that picture!” Dostoevsky, The Idiot, trans.
Margarshack (London: Penguin Classics, 1954). See the interesting discussion in Kristeva, Black Sun:
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representation16 the suspicion must remain that the extremity of Dostoevsky’s reaction
comes closer to the blankness, the mute horror of the image, than suggestions that
Holbein’s purpose was ultimately to demonstrate the miracle of the imminent
Resurrection, as Langdon and others have claimed.
Above the painting, within the wooden paneling of the frame, is the inscription:
‘Jesus Nazarenus Rex Iudaeorum’. In the original catalogue of Holbein’s work, compiled
by Basilius Amerbach in 1543,17 the painting is described as ‘a picture of a dead man,
with the title ‘Jesus of Nazareth’, which seems in a subtle way to reach toward the heart
of the disturbance – as if Amerbach simply could not allow himself to be convinced that
this was indeed an image of Christ, and needed to cling to the possibility that the
inscription was merely an arbitrary insertion which might or might not govern the image
within the frame. ‘A picture of a dead man’ - which just happens to have such and such
an inscription…..one senses the pain in that evasion. In fact, the function of the
inscription is interesting. Holbein frequently uses inscriptions and other verbal insertions
in his paintings, in particular in his portraits, in ways that exceed the conventional
parameters of signature,18 and assert their own significance in ways that challenge and
interfere with the purely pictorial aspects of the representation (see, for example, the
‘Portrait of Georg Gizze’ of 1532 (Fig. 5)).

16

See, for example, Langdon, Holbein (London: Phaidon,1993),p.46
See Knackfuss, Holbein, (Leipzig: Velhagen, 1899) p.67
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Zwingenberger, The Shadow of Death in the work of Holbein the Younger (London: Parkstone,1999),
pp.57-65
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In ‘The Body of the Dead Christ in the Tomb’, the inscription is both within and
outside the representation, as the limits created by the frame enact a dual function as both
boundary of the painting itself and as a quasi-sculptural presence as the lid and sides of
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the tomb. In this way, the verbal inscription, insisting on the identity of the figure, has a
role in the tense interplay of two and three-dimensional space which we will locate at the
center of the painting’s hold on us.
Perhaps it is the sheer muteness, the blank physicality of the image, which seems
to beckon forth language – perhaps as defense, perhaps as support – and certainly the
painting calls forth from most commentators the richest panoply of descriptive
vocabulary. That Holbein was himself not immune to this calling of language can be
understood not just from the inscription, but in the placement of date and initials, on the
right side wall of the tomb, by the feet of the corpse. The inscription is painted as if
etched into the stone like some bizarre graffiti, as if Holbein found a need to memorialize
his own presence within the tomb itself. Kristeva, writing on Holbein, cites Pascal’s
meditation on the sepulcher in invoking the sense of hiddenness, the unknowability of
Christ within the tomb:
‘Christ was dead but seen on the cross. He is dead and hidden in the sepulcher.
…..Saints alone enter there…’19
Holbein appears to see it as his task not merely to uncover this hidden space of mystery,
but to so far violate it as to inscribe his own presence within the tomb itself. This cannot
have been far from blasphemy.
No small part of the impact of this work depends on its very striking dimensions:
2 meters long and just 30 centimeters high - the dimensions of a grave. In this sense, the
frame of the painting evokes an astounding literalness. The enclosure is, in a sense,
doubled, the frame acting within the space of representation as the border of the tomb,
whilst simultaneously marking out the limits of the artwork as such. In this double sense,
19
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the image is as trapped within the boundaries of the frame. The unusual dimensions of the
work have given rise to much speculation about its original purpose or function. It has
been suggested that the painting was originally intended as the predella to an altarpiece20.
This would place it in close relationship with Grünewald’s ‘Lamentation’ from the
Isenheim Altarpiece. Holbein is likely to have seen this work, and the graphic physicality
of Grünewald must certainly be an influence. However, the inscription above the painting
– almost certainly original – makes it unlikely that the painting was intended as part of a
larger composition.
We have begun to see already how the frame of Holbein’s painting doubles its
function as both the boundary of the work and as a functioning element of the
representation of the tomb. The frame, in that sense, can be understood as drawing the
space of representation out of a pure two-dimensionality and towards the threedimensional. Within the painting itself the folds of the cloth, the brittle hand that overlaps
the stone (in a sense in front of the picture itself), the wisps of hair that straggle over the
white shroud; all move towards an effect which is close to trompe l’oeil in its emphatic,
self-conscious three-dimensionality. And it is here that a second theory concerning the
origin and function of the painting begins to become compelling.
James Snyder21 points out that although Holbein’s painting shares an unflinching
physicality with Grünewald’s image of the ‘Lamentation’, compositionally and
conceptually it is much closer to certain sculptured images of Christ in the Tomb – the
‘Grabechristus’ – that were familiar in North German churches at the time. These
sculptures were situated in specially constructed recesses, which would be viewed in

20
21

For example, see Knackfuss, op.cit. p.67
Snyder, Northern Renaissance Art: Painting, Sculpture, Graphic Arts (New York: Abrams, 1985) p.387
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procession during Lent. Recent scholarship22 has suggested that the original placement of
Holbein’s image may have been precisely within such a recess. The possibility emerges,
then, that this image which, as we have seen, is situated on the cusp of the threedimensional, is in fact Holbein’s meticulous and conscious translation of a sculptural
form into a painterly image.
There are certainly social and historical reasons which may have motivated this
translation. As early as 1509 Holbein had contributed a series of dark and sarcastic
woodcuts for the first edition of Erasmus’ ‘Encomium Moriae,’23 which was partly
responsible for setting in motion a train of thought in Northern Europe that pushed
against the tradition of sculptural representation in churches as idolatrous. The pressure
of this thinking had grown through the second decade of the 16th century, especially in
German-speaking countries (where it was to culminate in Zwingli’s outright ban on
sculptured images in Zürich in 1524),24 and had become wrapped up in the move towards
the Protestant iconoclasm that, ironically, was to drive Holbein himself to England, and
that may have forced his retreat from religious imagery to portraiture.
Whatever the political motivations behind the ‘translation’ from sculpture into
painting that occurs in Holbein’s work, it seems nonetheless of crucial importance to
understand not just the historical background, but the nature of the translation itself.
Echoing sculpture in both form and composition, establishing its array of meanings and
functions from out of a sculptural background – breathing the very air of sculpture, as it
were - Holbein’s painting can be seen to be tracing a certain line, marking a certain limit.

22

By Werner Ueberwasser, Fridtjof Zschokke and others, cited in Zwingenberger, op. cit. p.125, and
Kristeva, op. cit. p.111
23
Bätschmann and Griener, Hans Holbein (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997) p.90-91
24
Ibid. p.90
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Here, however, the boundary is not that of the frame, as such, but is rather a kind of limitpoint that marks the possibility of separation between two and three-dimensional
representations. It might, in a sense, be described as a particular moment of
representational possibility in which the three-dimensional form of sculpture folds in on
itself, and allows the possibility of two-dimensional representation to unfold.
‘The spirit which sculpture presents is spirit compact in itself, not variously
splintered into the play of accidents and passions,’25 writes Hegel. Painting, then, would
represent a splintering, a fragmentation of a sort. Having situated Holbein’s ‘Body of the
Dead Christ in the Tomb’ at the very limit of the two-dimensional, on the cusp of
sculpture, let us try to examine, first, this ‘compactness’ which Hegel seems to locate in
sculpture - this unity of which painting would represent a splintering – and then perhaps
look again at Holbein’s work in the light of the movement from one form to the other, as
Hegel describes it.
In relation to architecture, sculpture, for Hegel, represents a ‘lightning-flash of
individuality striking and permeating the inert mass.’ The same inert matter that had, in
architecture, been initially wrested ‘from the jungle of finitude, and the monstrosity of
chance’26 into the symbolic forms of proportion and symmetry, here encounter the
corporeal, the representation of body as expression. The expressive possibilities of
sculpture are necessarily contained within the representation of the contours of the human
body – ‘no spiritual content can be perfectly represented unless it can be fully and
adequately presented to view in bodily form.’27 It is the sense of adequation, the mutual
absorption of form and expressive capacities that, for Hegel, gives to three-dimensional
25
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representation its unity, its self-sufficiency. The defining element of sculptural
expression, then, is shape, purely and simply – ‘shape according to its abstract
spatiality.’28
Ultimately, in Hegel’s schema, it is the very completeness, the self-absorption of
sculptural representation that creates a certain inaccessibility. However, beyond the limits
of this ‘compact unity’29 lies the possibility of a form of expression in which what
becomes possible is ‘not the self-sufficient presence of the god in himself, but appearance
as such, being for another.’30 It is an Art for which the very breaching, the very
splintering of the ‘immediate unity’, the totalizing self-enclosure of Classical sculpture,
becomes itself the means of visibility – an Art whose direction and function is, precisely,
‘visibility as such.’31 Sculpture, in Hegel’s system, becomes painting at the point at which
the ideality of sculptural representation, its self-sufficiency, comes into relationship with
‘community’ - the plurality of individualities – the pressure of whose gaze disperses the
unity of sculptural representation, splintering the ideality of sculptured form into the
manifold of representations of subjectivity, and bringing about the collapse of sculptural
self-containment into the two-dimensional plane of painting. In this way, ‘the wide range
of human feeling, willing, and neglect’32 can be brought into the light, into visibility.
Holbein’s painting of ‘The Body of the Dead Christ’, hovering, then just beyond
the edge of the sculptural, situated at the very opening of the possibility of painting, can
be understood as dramatizing this moment of transition. The moment of negativity
implied by the collapsing of three-dimensional shape into two-dimensional plane, is here
28
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the moment in which loss, abandonment, suffering is freed into expression, into visibility.
The breaching of the compact unity of sculpture is here precisely given expression as
loss, as severance of the divine and human; and the pain of that loss can only be freed
into visibility, for us, only in an image that is tortured, wasted, and empty.

III.

At the outset of this paper we invoked the notion of ‘boundary’, as it occurs in
Heidegger’s thinking in his Athens lecture. Boundary was understood, there, as that
‘through which something is gathered into itself.’ We have seen how the limits, the
boundaries of Holbein’s ‘Body of the Dead Christ in the Tomb’ can be understood not
only in terms of the frame that circumscribes the image, but as the limit of painting itself,
its very possibility.
The frame of the painting is both the tomb itself, and that which defines and presents the
figure to us, renders it present. But the suffering, the spiritual abandonment of Christ is
brought forth for us from out of another boundary – gathered into itself, into visibility,
from out of the three-dimensional, from out of the claim of sculptural space. In his lecture
‘Die Kunst und der Raum’ of 1969,33 Heidegger ponders the idea of sculptural form in
order to inscribe it within the boundary of an understanding of space beyond its
restrictive determination as ‘physically-technologically projected’, as ‘volume.’34 In

33
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accord with the epigraph that begins the lecture,35 Heidegger seeks an alternative
understanding of Space within the echo-chamber of language, finding within the limits of
‘Raum’ the hidden determination of space as ‘Räumen’ – ‘clearing-away.36 The
‘clearing-away’ that Heidegger hears embedded within the idea of Space, unleashes a
chain of attendant senses – ‘clearing-away’ is a ‘making-room’, a ‘granting’, a ‘release’,
a ‘yielding of places’37 – consequences of his re-attaching to the notion of space the
concealed sense of an activity. And it is at this point, in the circumscription of the notion
of place within the context of the complex of activities embedded in the word ‘Räumen’,
that we encounter once again the notion of ‘gathering’. In the Athens lecture, ‘gathering’
(Versammeln) indicated a collecting together, from out of a boundary, as from the limit
in encounter with which, from out of which (‘um daraus’) something can appear, emerge
into presence. Here, in the later lecture, gathering is a ‘releasing-sheltering of things in
their region’ where region expresses not locality, but its possibility – ‘Place always opens
a region in which it gathers the things in their belonging together.’38 The key terms in this
re-description of ‘gathering into presence’ become, here, not boundary or limit, but
‘openness’ (der Offene) – ‘the openness is urged to let to let each thing merge in its
resting in itself’39 – and ‘emptiness’ (die Leere), thought not as void, as absence, but as ‘a
bringing-forth.’40 Thinking together these different orientations of ‘gathering’, the sense
emerges of ‘boundary’, which as we recall was originally encountered in the context of a
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sculptural relief, as once again, but in a different way, far more than ‘enclosure’ or
‘edge.’ It becomes, in a fragile sense, the visible articulation of emptiness, of openness.
Given Hegel’s determination of the direction and context of painting – its
‘material’41 as ‘visibility as such’ – is it possible to conceive of a kind of painting in
which the very sense of ‘emptiness’ as a ‘bringing-forth’, in Heidegger’s sense, is
articulated visually? A painting in which, within which, ‘emerging into presence’ is
expressly thematised as ‘coming into visibility’ – visibility doubled back on itself, so to
speak, to express its own possibility? I would like to suggest that certain aspects of the
work of Francis Bacon express such a possibility.
Deleuze42 has pointed to the consistent presence in Bacon’s work of two opposing
senses of color – two systems of colorization. One of these systems relates to the painting
of the figure, of flesh, of subject, and involves subtle and varied gradations of tone.
Counterpoised against this figuration are the color-fields, the flat homogeneous areas of
intersecting planes that owe more to Abstract Expressionism than to any figurative
tradition. In the energy of Bacon’s figuration many have seen violence, but the visceral
content is more a mode of expressing a profound understanding of movement - of the
coiled intensity of the body, even in stasis. The color-fields, additionally, possess a
dynamic and a power, a vibrancy that overwhelms their function as background, and
creates energy, a motion, all of their own. And the interplay of these different energies
unleashes a force which cannot be understood in terms of either color-system taken
independently, ‘It is as though painting were able to conquer time in two ways, through
color: as eternity and light in the infinity of a field and in another way as passage, as
41
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metabolic variability in the enactment of bodies, in their flesh and in their skin’, writes
Deleuze.43
It is in the ‘Study for a Portrait of John Edwards’, of 1988, that this curious
tension of figure and ground appears to reach an apogée. (Fig.6)

43
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The intense, saturated black field, set up on either side by symmetrical fields of
raw, unprimed canvas, at once thrusts the figure forward and appears to draw it into
occlusion. The partially-realized figure is in some sense placed within the field, in such a
way as to indicate position, locality, and in another sense set apart from it. Bacon has
23
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precisely indicated his interest in the possibility of translating sculptural forms and their
supports, into painting.44 Clearly it is the sense of recession within the field that imparts a
three-dimensionality, a sense of placement to the figuration, but this is always and again
contradicted by the singular force exerted by the flatness of the field itself.
The figure, wrested from darkness, threatened at every moment with re-absorption
into its Cimmerian occlusion; the torsion of the limbs, that speaks of an experience
entirely other than the unfolding of an anatomy, the rhythms of a musculature; the
engulfing black, itself threatened by the blankness of the side areas, whose non-painting
(background of background) both establishes and cancels the field as ground of the
figure: all these are the indices of a thinking, not merely of painting, of the paintable, but
of visibility itself.
What then of ‘boundary’ here? What of frame?
The ambiguous role of blackness in this painting, at once enfolding and absorbing
the figure, and simultaneously grounding its visibility, suggests a complexity of function
that cannot be understood in terms of the play of two and three-dimensionality alone. The
field, here so far from dark ‘contrast’, from non-light, becomes itself a productive force,
which one might describe as a ‘black light’, carrying its own luminosity. We recall here
Heidegger’s thinking of emptiness – ‘no failure, but a bringing-forth’.45 In thinking
beyond negative delimitations of emptiness as simple absence, as lack – ‘emptiness is not
nothing. It is also no deficiency’46 – Heidegger establishes a productive determination of
emptiness as always bound up within a play of concealment and unconcealment – of
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becoming-present. Is it conceivable, perhaps, that the ‘black light’ of Bacon’s painting
might be seen as echoing a similar understanding? That this other luminosity, this
impenetrable otherness of color, might, in Bacon’s world, also be a representation of
boundary as gathering-force, but understood here not as limit, but as emptiness?
Black, then. Not background, but productive force. Not neutral field, but a
bringing-into-visibility. Not void, but ‘non-place.’ From out of the frame, from the
boundary, as gathering force of the visible, Bacon draws down this blackness into the
space of representation, into the domain of the representable. He forces a reflection on
visibility itself, draws us into an experience of light, of color, beyond the representation
of persons or things. And confronts us with our emptiness.
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Our communication systems are rooted in our perception of and interaction with our physical
environment, but there are other factors that play a part in shaping our communication systems.
Speed, cost, permanence, portability and accessibility are variables that have traditionally
affected the way we communicate with each other. From athletes to molecular chemists, many
agree that the ability to visualize an event, a process, a situation, and/or environment can
significantly affect the chances of a successful outcome. Life changes rapidly and the ability to
visualize, order, test, and make sense of it gives us a clear advantage.
Educational visualization is using an image or a model of an object or concept so that it can
be taught. Educators use models and simulations to teach about things that might be too fast,
slow, big, small, or fragile to be viewed with the naked eye. For instance, a sprouting of a seed is
often visualized using time-lapse cinematography because of the seed’s slow growth rate. In
addition, some objects and environments may be extremely complex or have happened in the
past, so our ability to create a model might be the only way we’ll ever be able to visualize them.
The ability to visualize or to simulate an event has a variety of educational benefits and has been
actively embraced by teachers.
Technological advances in the twenty-first century provide teachers new opportunities to
instruct with increased inventiveness and effectiveness. From the integration of televisions and
supporting devices to artificial intelligence and virtual environments, technology is linked to
education, and subsequently linked to learning.
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Unfortunately, there are many cases when technology has been introduced into a classroom
in a superficial or haphazard way. Many of these cases involve educators who bring in
technology yet teach in the same ways they have historically taught, except with a television or
computer sitting beside them. Worse yet are those cases where technology is brought in to
replace a teacher altogether. David H. Jonassen co-author of Learning to Solve Problems with
Technology believes that rather than acting as a virtual teacher, “technology should be used to
engage and facilitate thinking and knowledge construction” (12). In order to be an effective 21st
century educator, one must have the ability to effectively combine technology with pedagogy to
create an experiential learning environment. Technology is more than just hardware; it includes
the design aesthetic and environment used to engage learners.
Technology itself cannot be used to assign meaning; instead it acts as a vessel for
transporting experiences to the student who then assigns meaning. Virtual reality is a technology
that can be used to visualize an object, create a virtual environment, and subsequently deliver an
experience. Many people have written about how to integrate this technology into a classroom
and use it as a means to disseminate knowledge. I believe that there is tremendous potential in
using virtual reality, but how should we structure information in this medium so that it can be
absorbed effectively? The goal of creating a model or a virtual environment shouldn’t be to
create a realistic visualization of an object or concept but to create patterns of learning and
facilitate an experience for the learner.
An experience is generated by the engagement of our senses and leads to either
understanding or the propagation of questions. If the experience leads to more questions, they are
answered in turn by the continued engagement of the senses or [again] more questions. It is this
process that our mind uses to create patterns of learning. It’s important to think of these patterns
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as being fluid and dynamic rather than static. The mind continually re-orders, links and compares
patterns that have been stored in our memory with new patterns that are generated by new
experiences.
When we have an “Ah-ha!” moment, we are experiencing the sensation of creating a new
pattern or have found similarities between a pattern that has been stored in our memory and a
new experience. Every experience is affected by our previous experiences, and each in turn will
also be affected by future experiences. Our mind sorts through our sensory data to find
similarities and patterns, but it also has the ability to discard patterns in lieu of stronger ones.
Plasticity is the term used to describe our brain’s ability to grow and change and is a
byproduct of neuronal activity. When we repeatedly activate or stimulate a particular neuronal
pattern over time those neurons become thicker, and the effect is referred to as strengthening the
synapse. A physical change occurs, and subsequently a stronger pattern in the mind emerges.
Alternatively, when a neuronal pattern is not being stimulated, it becomes impoverished and
weakened. This means that patterns that are used often become dominant and patterns that are
used less are more likely to be restructured or replaced. Learning at its most basic level is about
connectivity, patterns, relationships and experiences.
How do we account for a student’s past and future when we are designing a learning
experience? We all have different backgrounds, experiences and abilities. Jorge Trindade, Carlos
Fiohais and Leandro Almeida comment in their paper Science Learning in Virtual Environments:
A Descriptive Study that “imagery experiments are likely to play a major role in strategies to
discard previous misconception” (473). Students were more accepting of departing from their
preconceived models by being able to visualize a new model. Students experienced an event
within a learning environment and subsequently became a part of the process. They did not have
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to hold on to old beliefs, stalling the learning process. They were able to move away and join in
the experience thereby creating an atmosphere that facilitated learning and understanding
through their experience. One of the students who participated in the experiment by Trinidade,
Fiohais and Almeida commented, “When I work on a physics or chemistry problem for an hour,
all I have to show for my efforts is a number, which doesn’t always mean anything to me. This
program gave me a chance to see water molecules behavior for the first time” (486). It could be
argued that the student better understands how water molecules behave having witnessed the
simulation than by only knowing about the process empirically.
Of course, at some point a designer or teacher will have to limit or generalize an experience
(just as our mind does) for several reasons. First, programming an experiential learning
environment without establishing certain parameters would require programming for an infinite
number of possibilities and would take an unlimited amount of time and financial resources.
Secondly, the learning objectives might be lost if there are no inherent guidelines or limitations.
Parameters for exploration not only set a scope for the design of a virtual environment but also
keep students on task by giving them constraints in their exploration of this environment.
Although it’s hard to qualify, the best learning experiences are those that have not only
accounted for the primary area of investigation but are also able to predict tertiary questions as
well.
Learning theories have developed out of attempts to identify how we learn and our need to
establish principles for the development of learning environments. Each theory identifies
considerations for the teacher or designer to take into account when attempting to create a
learning environment, or as stated in Sonny and Jamie Kirkley’s article, Creating Next
Generation Blended Learning Environments Using Mixed Reality, Video Games and
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Simulations, “Learning theories help designers determine what instructional methods, strategies
and tactics are appropriate and how to situate them within the overall learning environment”
(43). While each learning theory has its own advantages and strengths, none are perfect and all
have inherent limitations. As learning theories ebb and flow, teaching paradigms have shifted
correspondingly. Aspects of behaviorism and cognitive theory are still evident in the classroom
today.
In the past, teachers taught out of textbooks and spoke with an authoritative voice. They were
the disseminators of knowledge, and in the eyes of the student, experts on the particular subject.
Behind the scenes, instructors kept a teacher’s edition of the textbook, which held the answers to
the most commonly asked questions. The learning process was broken down into a series of
small steps and then learned incrementally by the students making active responses at each step.
The student’s behavior was reinforced with either positive or negative conditioning. When
behaviorist theory of learning was done well, the results indicated that it was an effective way to
teach, but when it was done poorly, the material was often boring and ineffective. As researchers
used behaviorist theory as their learning model, some felt that it provided a rather limited view of
the learning process. According to Drew Tiene and Albert Ingram, in their book, Exploring
Current Issues in Educational Technology, “Behaviorism was unable to effectively address a
critical issue: How do people think? Critics noted that people are more then just the sum total of
their behaviors that they engage in” (28). Behaviorist theory was unable to provide answers
about how people think, and because the cognitive theory of learning focused on the human
thought process, it seemed to be a progressive step in the right direction.
The catalyst in this change in thinking was the digital computer. Cognitive theorists wanted
to understand the human thought process, and the computer seemed to provide a means for doing
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so. Many cognitive theorists felt that the human mind and a computer’s central processing unit
worked similarly. They proposed a “human information-processing model” and suggested that
people, like computers, processed information through a series of systems. They claimed that
‘human sensory systems’ took in stimuli from the environment; ‘attention and control systems’
determined what information was processed and acted on; and ‘memory systems’ determined
whether to store information in our long or short-term memory (Tiene 2001).
The cognitive theory of learning appeared impressive at first glance because computers were
being “taught” to beat master chess players and a better, smarter new world seemed eminent, but
cognitive theory soon hit an unexpected glass ceiling. Computers could be programmed to
accomplish specific tasks but quickly ran into problems when asked to accomplish more
generalized tasks. The failure of teaching computers to perform generalized tasks was due to the
linear nature of programming, which was written in a series of if/then statements. When the
computers were given a specific environment and a list of rules, they performed beautifully, but
when put in a changing environment (like the environment you and I live in) and asked to
perform a generalized task, the cognitive theory of learning began to reveal its flaws. Cognitive
theorists realized quickly that the brain and computer analogy that spawned their theory was
incomplete. The human brain acted like much more than a central processing unit and the
limitations of computer programming supported this fact.
Despite the flaws in the brain and computer comparison, cognitive theory helped educators
realize that there was a developmental readiness component to learning. Cognitive theories of
learning emphasized a relationship between a student’s prior knowledge and his or her ability to
learn new material, or what many cognitive theorists call an “advanced organizer.” Jean Piaget’s
research on cognitive structures in children had a significant impact on primary and elementary
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school educators. Piaget’s research suggested that that there was an inherent developmental
readiness that was linked to childhood development and age; therefore, certain concepts are
unable to be understood until the learners reach a certain developmental maturity (Tiene 2001).
Children need time to explore, play and interact with their environment to develop a context of
the world. In short, children needed time to experience the world and begin to develop a
foundation of patterns and experiences before being asked to learn and work with abstract
concepts. Later, this principle would be used to develop another learning theory, constructivism.
Constructivism refers to the idea that students “construct” their own sense of the world based
on their own perspectives, interests and identities. The constructivist theory of learning shifts the
responsibility of ‘teaching the material’ from the teacher to ‘learning the material’ by initiatives
on the part of the student. The process emphasizes self-discovery and independent thinking on
the part of the student and de-emphasizes the authoritative voice of the teacher, who acts as a copilot or guide in the learning process.
In her 1987 Presidential Address titled Learning In School and Out, educational researcher
Lauren Resnick addressed the commonly held idea that “common sense outweighs school
learning for getting along in the world—that there exists a practical intelligence, different from
school intelligence, that matters more in real life” (13). Resnick pointed out several contrasts
between the types of knowledge learned in school versus out of school. She noted that learning
within a school environment is predominately an independent task, while learning outside the
school environment takes place within a social system. Grades are usually an index of what
individuals are able to accomplish alone, but often what is accomplished in real life is the
byproduct of a group effort. In addition, schools often require students to work without external
tools, for example working on a math problem without the aid of a calculator. While this isn’t
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wrong in and of itself, Resnick notes that most mental activities that take place outside the
classroom are “engaged intimately with tools” (13). Resnick observed that not only do tools aid
people with limited education and experience, but they also help educated individuals
accomplish tasks well beyond what they could accomplish independently.
Language is considered a tool and often success depends upon memorization and learning the
meaning of symbols. For a child to do well in school he or she has to learn a symbol-based
language rooted in abstract concepts that isn’t always connected with objects and events outside
the school learning environment. The disconnection between objects, events and concepts creates
a division between school knowledge and real-life knowledge, and information becomes
compartmentalized in the process. To widen this gap even further, in school knowledge aims to
teach generalized skills and theories, while the real-life tasks require specialized, situation
specific forms of knowledge.
Resnick’s purpose wasn’t to undermine efforts in education, but rather to run a diagnostic
and record her observations in an effort to create a cohesive learning environment. From her
article, one might conclude that there is room for improvements in the way educators teach and
in the way students learn and apply knowledge. A shift in the role of teachers as ‘knowledge
dispensers’ to guides in a learning environment creates an opportunity to bridge in-school
learning experiences with real-world applications. If teachers can minimize the
compartmentalization of knowledge then learning takes on a much more active form. Not only is
it important to provide context when posing a problem, but it is also important to simultaneously
activate the student’s logical and creative mind.
When teaching a beginning Typography class I usually begin by outlining the history and
evolution of typography. Then I assign a series of problems designed to incrementally explore
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specific typographic nuances. Concepts like form, counter form, letter spacing, typographic
anatomy, typographic composition, and using type as an image are typically explored and
critiqued in detail. By providing historical context and breaking subtleties of typography down
into small parts, students are able to sufficiently demonstrate their understanding of basic
typographic principles.
While teaching Typography at Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar in 2005, I
designed a final project that required students to culminate all of their fundamental typographic
knowledge, in a way that did not allow them to simply recontextualize the information I had
given them throughout the semester. In other words, I wanted to create a learning experience and
give the students an opportunity to explore typography.
The assignment was called “Typographic Magic” and students physically created typography
that performed a particular magic trick. The final product was a three-dimensional composition
that was shot photographically with a stereoscopic camera and displayed using two polarized
LCD projectors that were projected on a lenticular screen, where viewers could watch the magic
show wearing inexpensive polarized glasses.
Upon announcing the project in class and teaching students the principles of stereoscopic
projection, they eagerly embraced the project. They were excited to build, carve and decorate
their typography and actively looked for ways to tighten their concepts. They took deliberate and
careful measures to kern and compose their three-dimensional scene in a flurry of unprecedented
activity. To encourage their enthusiasm, I hired a professional photographer for the photo shoot,
and students began sketching how they wanted their composition framed and shot.
Minutes before the photo shoot, students helped each other set up their three-dimensional
scenes by hanging their typography from a suspended wooden frame that was placed just out of
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the camera’s view. Some of the student’s concepts involved typography that jumped out of a hat,
or appeared to levitate in mid-air, or looked like it was being smashed into pieces. I noticed that
the students were enjoying role-playing and many came dressed up like magicians, fortunetellers
and strongmen. Playtime aside, the students remained focused on their assignment and tasks.
After the shoot concluded and photographic proofs were available to view, everyone actively
participated in choosing the best shots. Slides were scanned in digitally and then threads,
supporting devices, and shadows were retouched and/or removed. These final slides were then
loaded onto two computers and projected stereoscopically during the exam week, with much
positive feedback from both the participants and observers.
On exam day, the class met and we discussed the project and what they had learned. Students
commented on how much they enjoyed the non-traditional and experimental aspects of the
project, but also how it helped them link the historical context of typography to the present day. I
asked them to explain further and one student stated, “It helped me realize that type was a
physical thing. If you drop it, it gets dented or breaks. I’ve always thought of typography as
being purely digital.” In addition, several students commented that the project made them think
about typography as a sculptural form. The students were used to dealing with type in a twodimensional form and only after carving their words out of Styrofoam blocks did they begin to
consider that a component of typography is rooted in three-dimensional forms.
Not only did students learn about typography, but they actively participated in a project that
allowed them to experience typography in a new context. By having them physically build type
and display the solution in a stereoscopic format, they were able to engage multiple senses and
establish a link between their experience and the typographic history I provided earlier in the
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semester. This activation of the senses stimulated patterns of thought in their minds and engaged
both the left and right hemispheres of the brain.
While teachers don’t normally design projects to activate the left and right sides of the brain,
I believe the Typographic Magic project did exactly that. It’s common knowledge that our brains
are divided into a left and right hemisphere. The left hemisphere processes speech, analysis, time
and sequences while the right hemisphere processes creativity, patterns, spatial awareness, and
context.
Although both hemispheres perform different functions, most people have a dominant side of
the brain that goes into effect when thinking becomes more complex. This explains why some
people tend to be artistic or better at math—they are using the dominant side of their brain.
Despite the different tendencies in right-brain versus left-brain thinkers, we all have a left and
right hemisphere. No one thinks in a completely logical or creative way and that is why both left
and right brain functions should be considered when creating a learning environment.
How do we construct learning environments that are able to integrate technology, create an
experience, provide context for the problem being explored, promote active exploration,
minimize the compartmentalization of information and stimulate both left and right brain
functions? Perhaps the place to begin is with our five senses; after all they are the only tools with
which we’re born. Diane Ackerman in her book, A Natural History of the Senses states, “The
senses don’t just make sense of life in bold or subtle acts of clarity; they tear reality apart into
vibrant morsels and reassemble them into a meaningful pattern. They take contingency
samples…the senses feed shards of information to the brain like microscopic pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle” (xvii).
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If Ackerman is correct, then we are led to the question, “Which pieces of the puzzle should
we keep and which should we discard?” I believe the answer is to include all of the five senses
when creating a learning environment, but restrain from activating them all at once. Creating a
hypersensitive extension of any particular sense heightens a level of engagement but does not
necessarily foster learning.
In fact, there might come a time when we consider designing our learning environments to
temporarily neutralize a particular sense in order to heighten a particular aspect of an experience
and create a more indelible pattern in the learner’s mind. In his book, On Intelligence, Jeff
Hawkins comments,
If you look at a dog, for example, a set of patterns will flow through the fibers of your
optic nerve into the visual part of your cortex [brain]. If you listen to a dog bark, a
different set of patterns will flow along your auditory nerve and into the hearing parts of
your brain. If you pet the dog, a set of touch-sensation patterns will flow from your hand,
through fibers in your spine, and into the parts of your brain that deal with touch…your
perceptions and knowledge about the world are built from these patterns (56).
If our senses are the only tools with which we’re born, then the creation of a learning
environment is a matter of picking the right tools to deliver the intended content in a way that is
gives meaning to the learner.
Although most virtual reality environments are primarily a visual experience, they can also
include additional sensory information. A medium like virtual reality has the ability to activate
both hemispheres of the brain because it can be used to incorporate sound, time and sequence as
well as the ability to facilitate creativity, patterns, and spatial awareness.
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Sound can be built into a virtual experience through speakers or headphones, and as Paul
Doornbusch and Sarah Kenderdine state in their paper, Presence and Sound; Identifying Sonic
Means to Be There, “sound is indispensable for creating complete engagement with virtual
environments of almost all kinds” (1). Interestingly, it is both sense of sound and vision that
humans use to orient themselves within a three-dimensional environment. If the goal of a
particular learning environment were to give the student a sense of immersion, an environment
that uses visual and audible components would be a good place to begin.
Unfortunately, sight and sound are the only senses that we are currently able to replicate
almost flawlessly. Despite the recent improvements in haptic systems, or systems that let us feel
virtual objects, we are unable to generate all the various touch sensations found in our physical
world. While haptic systems allow us to feel rudimentary shapes, they cannot accurately
reproduce touch sensations such as the touching of fur, the granular feeling of sand, or more
delicate sensations like the tickle of a feather. In the future, when this technology has been
improved, the sense of touch can be incorporated into learning environments because it creates a
tactile sensation with an experience and aids in creating a rich experience for the user.
Prior to our invention of the computer almost all human tasks involved the use of sensorymotor skills, or the sense of touch. The computer has found its way into almost every facet of our
lives, but for the most part we don’t take advantage of the human capacity of touch as a mode of
interaction between human and computer interfaces. In his book, Eye and Brain, author Richard
L. Gregory comments, “The brain’s task is not to see retinal images, but to relate signals from
the eyes to objects of the external world, as essentially known by touch. Exploratory touch is
very important for vision” (6). Our sense of touch allows us to have an intimate experience with
objects and reinforces the notion that we exist within a three-dimensional world. For some
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learners, the ability to hold an object in their hand and examine it is a necessary step to
establishing a link between an object and a symbol, concept or idea.
Like the sense of touch, the senses of smell and taste are also currently unable to be
effectively reproduced in a virtual environment. We have the ability to artificially reproduce a
small sample of smells, but lack the technology to produce a wide range of smells in real-time.
In 2005 the Sony Corporation revealed it had filed for and received a patent for a machine
that will beam patterns of ultrasonic waves into the brain to recreate the five senses. According
to a Forbes Online article, Sony says its aim is “to create sensory experiences ranging from
moving images to tastes and sounds.” Sadly, we will have to wait for technology to develop
further before we can incorporate the senses of taste and smell into a virtual learning
environment.
The senses of smell and taste are inextricably linked. When stimulated, they are strong
triggers for memory. These two senses are described as ‘social senses,’ or senses used create a
communal connection. Whether it is the taste of a cultural delicacy or the familiar smell of a
particular place, these senses are designed to give us context within a community. As mentioned
earlier, learning often takes place within a social setting. It could be argued that the sense of
smell and taste might play a part in identifying these social settings and subsequently aid in the
learning process.
When learners are put into a learning environment that engages their senses, allowing for
individual exploration and facilitating active participation, it creates a pattern of experiences that
transcends the capabilities of our current learning models. In addition, learning in this type of
environment creates a shift in the education process from the teacher being responsible for the
delivery of information to acting as a guide within a learning environment. As a result, the
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responsibility for learning transfers from the teacher to the student, giving students a much
stronger voice in an educational context.
Is it acceptable to use our experiences and perspectives as sources of information? This
question was answered in my mind by a paper presented by Elaine Kuo and Marc Levis titled, A
New Roman World: Using Virtual Reality Technology as a Critical Teaching Tool. This paper
presented a case study of an architectural history class that used four computer-generated models
of the Temple of Saturn, the Roman Forum, the Roman Colosseum, and the Bascilica of Santa
Maria Maggiore, which were viewed in a virtual reality environment. Throughout the semester
the instructor commented that she found herself thinking differently about architectural history.
The professor states, “I realized I was speaking more about the experiential aspect in lectures,
even when (traditional) slides were used. Part of the value of virtual reality is that it can push you
to think outside the box—to think more experientially” (16). In addition to her comments about
working with virtual reality, I believe the professor was either unconsciously or intuitively
responding to a shift in her teaching paradigm—she was learning along with her students rather
than lecturing them didactically.
Throughout the semester the professor encouraged her students to spend time within the
virtual reality environment and explore. Kuo and Levis state, “there was no single fixed
perspective that could be accepted as fact. As part of the class lectures, the professor mentioned
that one’s experience of history was heavily dependent on one’s status in society and one’s
unique perspective would ultimately affect what information gets recorded as fact” (19).
Students were later asked to consider how the different seating assignments might have led to
different experiences and memories about the Colosseum and to present their ideas in the form of
a written paper.
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Students were able to virtually sit in the seats that were historically reserved for privileged
members of society, and alternatively sit in the seats that were used by people of more common
stature to use their first-person experiences as a source of information. When reviewing the
student’s writing assignments, it was noted that several students “wrote essays that were very
geared towards the portal experience, and they were clearly reliving it as they were writing” (18).
It is significant that these students were exposed to architectural history through a virtual
learning environment. Their learning experience went beyond memorizing information that was
covered by the instructor, by making connections in their minds, drawing their own conclusions
and activating their preferred learning style. Students interacted with the virtual Colosseum, and
from that experience, combined with other similar experiences from their past, they were able to
synthesize an intelligent hypothesis about how social status effected the perception of the
building.
When we think about intelligence as a product of the condition and quality of people’s
minds, we often feel the need to compare everyone with the same mental ruler. After all, we
want to be even-handed with our assessment, and consequently label a person’s mental
capabilities. In Howard Gardner’s book, Multiple Intelligences: The Theory in Practice, he
discusses Alfred Binet’s development a test designed to predict which children would succeed
and which would fail in primary school. Binet’s test would subsequently be known as the “IQ”
test and is still used as a barometer for intelligence to this day (5). Critics of the intelligence test
and other standardized tests argue that intelligence is not one-dimensional and therefore cannot
be measured by a standardized format. Consider how Vincent Van Gogh, Helen Keller, and
Albert Einstein might score on a standardized test, and then weigh that against their contributions
to society and their historical significance.
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Gardner believes that mankind possesses multiple intelligences and diverges from traditional
points of view. “Multiple intelligences theory pluralizes the traditional concept. An intelligence
entails the ability to solve problems or fashion products that are of consequence in a particular
cultural setting or community” (15). Rather than ascribing to one particular means of accessing
intelligence, Gardner looks at intelligence through a series of seven filters. These seven
intelligences are: musical, bodily-kinesthetic, logical-mathematical, linguistic, spatial,
interpersonal and intrapersonal. Gardner believes that Binet’s IQ test gives a good indication of
the logical-mathematical mind, but fails to account for other aspects of intelligence.
Gardner isn’t the only person that believes standardized testing doesn’t give an accurate
indication of future successes. Yale professor, Robert Sternberg has developed an alternative test
called the Rainbow Project. In his book, A Whole New Mind: Why Right-Brainers will Rule the
Future, Daniel Pink describes Sternberg’s Rainbow Project test:
Students are given five blank New Yorker cartoons and must craft captions for each on.
They must also write or narrate a story, using as their guide only a title supplied by the
test givers like, “The Octopus’s Sneakers”. Students are presented with various real-life
challenges like arriving at a party where they don’t know anybody, or trying to convince
friends to help move furniture and how they’d respond. (59)
Although the test is still in its experimental stages, Pink reports “the Rainbow Project has been
twice as successful as the SAT in predicting how well students perform in college…what’s more,
the gap in performance between white students and racial minorities evident on the SAT narrows
considerably” (59). Evaluating a student’s abilities is a necessary task, and one that is delicate
and important enough to take the time to design into a learning environment. Educators strive to
improve not only their content delivery, but also how they evaluate their students, constantly
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looking for ways to improve both. Educators are responsible for fairly evaluating student
progress, but the rubric used to gauge a student’s efforts should adapt with changes in content.
If learning environments are designed to give students flexibility then I believe the learning
criteria on which the student is judged needs to adapt as well. As the Rainbow Project suggests,
there may be other ways to evaluate student learning and many of these methods could be built
into a learning environment. Technology can assist in this endeavor if it is designed with the
teacher’s pedagogy in mind. The goal of engaging a student mind is to facilitate active
involvement and establish patterns of learning so that he or she will retain the experience in
memory and apply subsequent experiences they might have to it. Simulations provide a means
for students to take advantage of these experiences and provide an opportunity for them to depart
from models that are incomplete or misconceived. Being able to depart from one model and
visualize another allows students to join in an experience and become and active participants.
Active learning environments help students minimize the compartmentalization of
information and apply the knowledge they acquire in school with the real world. These types of
active learning environments also shift the responsibilities of learning from the teacher to the
student and allow for individual growth and identification of areas of interest. Active learning
environments must connect content with the student’s senses in a controlled and meaningful
way. This goes beyond simply activating the senses, to purposefully designing an environment
that triggers senses in a specific way to create memories and establish patterns for learning.
These types of sensorial experiences could be used as first-hand knowledge sources, which
would allow students to contribute to the educational process and give their experiences validity.
While resources might initially prevent active learning environments from being integrated
into public education, the costs associated with this type of technology continue to drop as
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manufacturing processes become streamlined and the capitalist competition for education dollars
increase. Creating an experience that engages the five senses is a difficult but not impossible
task. Such an endeavor would require the cooperation and collaboration of educators, designers,
computer programmers and the like, but the rewards would be significant.
Our education models need to be updated and teachers need to be able to compete with the
“distractions” that capture the attention of their students. Video games are immersive
environments where children can place themselves in the form of avatars and explore wonderful
interactive environments. Should education distance itself from fun and entertainment? Of course
not! I believe that education should be an enjoyable experience that isn’t viewed as a chore, but
rather an opportunity to engage with the world. Teachers and parents shouldn’t be responsible
for making a student learn, instead they should guide students toward making good choices,
taking advantage of opportunities, and identifying themselves within a social context. We have
the technology and knowledge to create active learning environments, but it’s naïve to think that
money is the only thing that is keeping up from implementing them. I believe that we need to rethink how we teach now that we find ourselves at a point in time with so many technological
advances at our disposal.
Ignorance never settled a question, and I believe that an informed society will always make
better choices about its future than an uninformed society. I didn’t become a teacher and visual
communicator to exist only in academia or to sell more products to consumers. I became a visual
communicator so I could help improve our quality of life. I believe education is the key to
improving our world, and that it’s our responsibility to actively pursue any means possible to
create a better society. Our five senses need to be incorporated into learning environments. If we
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don’t incorporate them, we won’t be able to take advantage of their ability to aid us in
understanding, remembering, and structuring the world around us.
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When one thinks of the Golden Age of the American musical, those beloved
entertainments that have become part of our country’s collective unconscious, certain
titles come to mind: West Side Story, The Sound of Music, Hello, Dolly!, Camelot, My
Fair Lady, On the Town. They represent a spectrum of the best talent Broadway had to
offer with creative teams consisting of the likes of Rodgers and Hammerstein, Lerner and
Loewe, Leonard Bernstein, Betty Comden and Adolphe Green, Stephen Sondheim, Jerry
Herman, Jerome Robbins, and Gower Champion. This group of artists created shows set
in such diverse locations as Edwardian England, the Austrian Alps, Arthurian England,
turn-of-the-century and wartime New York; yet each production, along with scores of
others, displayed a master painter’s sense of color and the innovative delineation of
perspective and theatrical space. What was it that these legendary productions had in
common? The scenic designer, Oliver Smith, a patrician gentleman who claimed he got
started in theatre by accident, yet became one of America’s most artistic and prolific set
designers, a “Smith of smiths,” as critic Clive Barnes described him (“Oliver: a Smith of
smiths” 118). Smith believed that the theatre is where the action is (Pecktal 159), and
with a fifty-year career that included set designs for close to 400 Broadway musicals,
straight plays, operas, ballets, and films, Smith was at the epicenter of that action. During
the height of his career, there were some years during which Smith was represented on
Broadway in one out of every five shows (Gratz 50). Smith was also a producer and
served as co-director with Lucia Chase of American Ballet Theatre from 1945 to 1980.
As if that were not enough, this true Renaissance man eventually became a beloved and
influential teacher, training young designers for over twenty years in the Department of
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Design at New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts. While there, he received the
Distinguished Teacher Award in 1981, adding to the 22 Tony nominations, eight Tony
Awards (more than any other stage designer), five Donaldson Awards, four Drama
Critics Circle Awards, Academy Award nomination, Shubert Award for Achievement in
the Theatre, and New York City Handel Medallion for contribution to the arts that he
already possessed (Sinisi correspondence, Smith private collection, and Mikotowicz 1,
226)
Few hints in Smith’s early life would lead one to imagine such a diversity of
future achievements. He was born in Waupun, Wisconsin, in 1918, but moved east with
his family at a young age and grew up in Pennsylvania. He did admit to being stage
struck at the age of ten when he saw his first production of Carmen (“A Man for all
Scenes” 86); however, did not consider the possibility of a theatre career until much later,
even though he was interested in the arts—both visual and performing. As a boy at
boarding school, he created scenery for a marionette theatre. Smith he began his college
career at Penn State University as an architecture major, though he jokingly admitted to
having flunked “cement mixing” (qtd. in Rich). He eventually switched his major to Fine
Arts. Smith, in fact, never officially studied scene design, although he designed scenery
as an extra-curricular activity. It was this foray into the theatre that led to his future
career. Professional designer, Lee Simonson saw his design for The Dybbuk and
encouraged him. Smith still was not thinking about an actual career as a set designer,
though. He applied and was accepted to Yale for the playwriting program, but with no
money to go to school, he ended up supporting himself for a year with odd jobs,
including ushering at the Roxy and working at the Flatbush Library in Brooklyn. Smith
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had the good fortune to have a cousin in the theatre, the writer, Paul Bowles, who
recognized Smith’s talent at painting and encouraged him to put that together with his
architecture studies and go into scenic design (Rich).
While starting out, Smith’s connection with Bowles also led him to become a
resident at the famous “February House” in Brooklyn, a communal house of artists whose
inhabitants included W. H. Auden, Benjamin Britten, Carson McCullers, and Gypsy Rose
Lee. Later in his career, with money earned from designing Hollywood films such as The
Bandwagon and Guys and Dolls, Smith bought his own house in the same neighborhood.
For a time, he rented out the top floor to director Tyrone Guthrie, and the basement
apartment to aspiring writer, Truman Capote, whose novel, In Cold Blood, was written
there. Surely his associations with such creative housemates, as well as his early
collaborators like Jerome Robbins, Agnes De Mille, Leonard Bernstein, and George
Abbott fostered his own desire and inspiration for his life in the arts. Much later in his
career, Smith noted the importance of collaboration, particularly with a gifted director, in
order to bring out his own best work. As he put it, “You can do a scenic design with an
idiot, but you can’t do really a beautiful scenic design” (Pecktal 159).
As a young, aspiring designer, Smith designed shows on speculation, taking his
work to be viewed by the likes of director Abbott and scene designer, Jo Mielziner, both
of whom were encouraging. It was not until playwright, William Saroyan saw an exhibit
of Smith’s paintings that he was given his first opportunity to design for the professional
stage (Rich interview). He designed his first Broadway play, Saroyan’s Beautiful People,
at age twenty-three (“A Man for all Scenes” 86). During the year following, Smith
worked to establish himself, expanding into the area of dance design. It was in this arena
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that Smith eventually made a name for himself. In an interview for the New York
Performing Arts Library, Smith noted wryly that his first foray into ballet design was less
than stellar. Lincoln Kirsten, then General Director of New York’s Ballet Theatre,
tersely commented on Smith’s designs for the Ballet Russe: “Picasso you are not” (qtd. in
Rich). His second production, however, paired him with composer, Aaron Copeland,
and choreographer, Agnes De Mille, whose friendship and encouragement were essential
to the launching of Smith’s career. The result of this collaboration was the highly
successful Rodeo, which remains in the repertoire of American ballet (Barnes, “Oliver
Smith of Ballet Theatre” 29). The success of that ballet led to greater things for both
Smith and De Mille, whose blend of American physicality and graceful ballet would be
seen a year later in the landmark Broadway musical, Oklahoma! Though Smith did not
design the original Broadway production of that musical, he did later design the sets for
the film version.
After venturing into the world of opera with productions such as Die Fledermaus
and the original performances of Menotti’s The Medium (Sinisi, personal interview),
Smith returned to the ballet with a production that would eventually launch his Broadway
musical career. A new idea for a ballet had been submitted to Ballet Theatre by a thenunknown member of the company, Jerome Robbins. Smith was not the first choice to
design, nor was the eventual composer, but with the creative team of Robbins, Smith, and
Leonard Bernstein, the ballet came to be titled Fancy Free and opened on April 18, 1944.
“The next morning Smith, Robbins, and Bernstein woke up to find themselves famous”
(Barnes, “Oliver Smith of Ballet Theatre” 29). The three eventually turned their ballet
about three sailors on shore leave into a full-fledged Broadway musical. With book and
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lyrics by Betty Comden and Adolphe Green, and direction by George Abbott, On the
Town opened in December of 1944 and marked Smith’s first venture as both set designer
and co-producer. The scenery for On the Town was described by one critic as “built for
speed” in its ability to change quickly (Morehouse 46). The settings, representing
everything from the Brooklyn Navy Yard to Manhattan nightclubs and the Museum of
Natural History, represented not only Smith’s love affair with New York City, but also an
innovation in the staging of Broadway musicals, one that tends to be overlooked as
audiences and theatre students today have become used to Broadway musicals that are
technologically dependent. As Barnes describes it, what Smith brought to the stage was
“a new fluidity and elusiveness that has led, through time and computers, to today’s
almost cinematic musical stagings” (Barnes, “Oliver Smith of Ballet Theatre” 29).
Smith, of course, worked in the theatre at a time before computerized scenery
How did he achieve these cinematic scenic effects at a time when the theatre relied on
strong stage hands and physical machinery such as winches? Often, a song, short scene,
or dance in front of the curtain had to be inserted into a show to cover a major scene
change. Smith was one of the first to plan particular scene changes to take place a vista,
that is, in full view of the audience. He had an uncanny ability to organize his scene
changes so that they moved swiftly and gracefully, allowing the performance to flow
smoothly and not come to a grinding halt while the set was changed. Breathtaking scene
changes in view of the audience are consistently mentioned in reviews of the musicals he
designed, along with comments on the beauty of the settings, and his development of this
kind of “mobile scenery” is considered to be his most lasting innovation (“A Man for all
Scenes” 86). For Smith, a design was not “a static thing in itself, but part of the
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choreography” (qtd. in Mikotowicz, Theatrical Designers 226). The production that
perhaps best displays the Smith genius for graceful transitions is My Fair Lady.
Having had what he described as a “loving” relationship with Lerner and Loewe
working on Brigadoon in 1947 (qtd in Rich), Smith was happy to have the opportunity to
work with them again on My Fair Lady nine years later, and his experience working on
this musical adaptation of George Bernard Shaw’s, Pygmalion, was exhilarating, though
difficult. It took a long time for the book of the musical to be written and rewritten.
Smith was told to read the original Shaw play and design the stage sets; as the book was
revised, he would then be given a running order for the scenes.
Once the running order was determined, the challenge was set: how to enable
eleven different, elaborate, full-stage sets representing Edwardian London to shift on and
off stage rapidly so as not to interrupt the flow of the musical. From previous work with
Abbott, Smith had learned that “scenery has to move and move rapidly” (qtd. in Rich).
He gleefully tackled these kinds of challenges, making the complicated seem simple
(Baird, personal interview). Perhaps Smith’s greatest gift, and one which made him the
sought-after designer for large, multi-set musicals, was his uncanny ability to work out
complicated ground plans in his head before he drafted them on paper. Amazingly, he
was able to foresee where each piece of scenery, furniture, or prop would be flown in,
pushed into place, revolved on a turntable, or brought on stage as if by magic through a
device in the stage floor known as a “dog and fin.” He was, incredibly, able to visualize
the technical underpinnings all at once without a lot of laborious trial and error. His onetime assistant and friend, Rosaria Sinisi, comments on how clean the original drafting is,
and the dearth of any notes or sketches that gave the impression that Smith had to work
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his preliminary technical ideas out on paper. Once the ground plans were finished, very
few changes had to be made (Sinisi, personal interview). Lighting designer, Ken
Billington, who collaborated with Smith on a number of productions, agrees that drops or
masking rarely had to be changed on a Smith show because it was considered and figured
out beforehand. When Smith had this “skeleton” of the show, and knew that it would
work physically on the stage and in the allotted time, he could begin to render and paint
the actual designs elevations. Billington also notes that Smith’s artistic renderings
illustrated what the scene should look like, giving motivation for the mood and
atmosphere to the lighting designer (Telephone interview).
For a complicated, multi-set musical such as My Fair Lady, Smith started with
this “master plan,” a set of ground plans for each scene that illustrates where each and
every piece of scenery is placed, not only those visible to the audience, but also the
unseen pieces that are stored backstage, having been struck from the scene before or
waiting to be moved into place for the next scene. The set of plans for My Fair Lady,
with a separate page for each scene, suggests a set of giant jigsaw puzzles, making the
most efficient use of accessible storage space and “traffic patterns” in the cramped
quarters of a Broadway theatre’s backstage area. And, to add to the speed of the
changes, Smith surprisingly decided to use not one, but two stage turntables, side by side.
He was certainly among the first, if not the first, designer to use them a vista, and
contemporary designers such as Robin Wagner, who assisted Smith for a time,
acknowledge the influence Smith’s innovation has had on their own designs (personal
interview). On each turntable, scenery or furniture could be placed at intervals like
numbers on a clock. Each turntable could then be turned a small or large amount in
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either direction, lining up each scene’s necessary pieces by hatch marks on the
circumference. By placing two twenty foot turntables side by side on the stage, revolving
set pieces and furniture, and combining those movements with scenery flying in, Smith
was able to create his scenic transformations in very little time. One of Smith’s
colleagues describes the set of Professor Higgins’ study as having “exploded” onto the
stage (Burlingame, personal interview).
Aside from the brilliant mechanics of the changes, the true artistry and grace
comes from the fact that Smith’s set changes were driven by and choreographed to the
music (Sinisi, personal interview), creating organic scene changes that are extremely
complicated, yet look effortless and beautiful, and allow the show to flow smoothly from
one scene to the next. His experience with dance as producer and designer undoubtedly
influenced his conceptualizing of scenery movement, producing a kind of “scenic ballet”
whose graceful transitions became an integral part of the action (Sinisi, personal
interview). For a designer such as Smith, the book of a musical is the outline, but he
acknowledged that music gave him his “cues and inspiration . . . the score and the lyrics
. . . tell me where to go—or try to go” (qtd. in Loney 365); he designed around the
structure and flow of a show. The change from Act I, scene 10 to scene 11, the Embassy
Ball at which Eliza is to make her public appearance, is the best example in My Fair
Lady. At first, the audience sees the Embassy staircase opening onto the stage, flanked
by colonnades; but then, the scrim inside it fades through and flies up, revealing couples
dancing behind. The turntables rotate, bringing on the ballroom portals, as four rows of
chandeliers drop successively from upstage to down, and the dancing couples sweep
around the stage. The kaleidoscopic set change, choreographed to the music, consistently
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stopped the show (“A Man for all Scenes” 86). Though Smith claimed he never set out to
steal any scene, he admitted to enjoying that kind of audience recognition of his work
(Rich). Defying legendary scene designer, Robert Edmund Jones’ pronouncement that
scenery should not be applauded on its own, the practical Smith responded, “That’s a lot
of crap” (qtd. in Baird, personal interview). During a production of Naughty Marietta,
whose scenery had been drastically reduced due to budget cuts, lighting designer
Billington knew that Smith would be disappointed if the audience did not clap upon
seeing his scenery, so he planted two assistant designers in the house on opening night to
start the applause. Smith, unaware of the plan, was satisfied (Telephone interview).
In addition to the breathtaking scene changes, no one could design beautifully
painted drops like Oliver Smith (Wagner, personal interview). If On the Town illustrated
Smith’s love affair with New York, the settings for My Fair Lady were his valentines to
London, capturing the vistas of its Edwardian era with a painter’s eye for color. As
usual, Smith’s sets were praised in the reviews, with the physical production being
described variously as “splendorous,” glorious,” “lush and lavish,” and “glittering”
(Coffin 345-48). Richard Watts, Jr. of the New York Post was perceptive enough to make
mention of Smith’s scenic innovation: “Oliver Smith’s double turntables spun round and
round to show off ever more dazzling pavilions, ballrooms, and gaslit living rooms”
(Coffin 346).
Though he particularly enjoyed doing painted drops, Smith was able to work in a
variety of styles—romantic and painterly, realistic, three-dimensional and sculptural, or
abstract. A painter, himself, Smith took his inspiration from studies of artists such as
Bosch, Breugel, Turner, and Constable, but the result was pure Smith. Having been born
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at a time when European styles influenced the art of the theatre, Smith matured into an
artist whose American vision, painterly use of color, and ability to define and manipulate
theatrical space with clear lines and unexpected perspectives illuminated some of the
most creative work on the twentieth-century stage. Smith’s college studies enabled him
to relate the human form to architectural spaces (Sinisi, personal interview) and use
forced perspectives in new and different ways to give his scenery depth. His sense of
color, and mastery of its visual and psychological power, was recognized by his
collaborators as unequalled among scene designers. Even director David Merrick, not
one to lavish praise, is quoted on the breadth of Smith’s talents: “Most designers are
masters of a single color. So if the basic color of your show is red, you get so-and-so; if
it’s green, you get somebody else. You can get Smith for anything.” (qtd. in “A Man for
all Scenes” 86).
Smith’s cool professionalism and meticulous planning, along with his talent,
made him highly sought-after as a collaborator. During the height of his career, he
sometimes worked on ten to twelve productions a year, and traveled with a collapsible
bed he had specially built to rest on during scenery load-ins (Baird, personal interview).
His devoted friend, choreographer Agnes De Mille, perhaps had the best answer when
asked what Smith did while preparing a show. She replied, “Two others . . . and a
delightful six-day trip. Why do people put up with all of this? Because he’s just that
good. They want him. Present or absent, his scenery is delivered on time and it works.
His best scenery makes theater history” (qtd. in Mikotowicz 1). Smith’s lengthy and
prolific career, which spanned the Golden Age of the Broadway Musical, placed him at
the center of “a large segment of 20th century American theatre history” (Loney
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introduction), working with such theatrical luminaries as George Abbott, Jerome
Robbins, Leonard Bernstein, Lerner and Loewe, and Rodgers and Hammerstein. He
admitted that he was lucky to be working at the same time that Broadway’s greatest
composers were working, and musicals emphasized dance in a way that has since
diminished (Rich).
Smith’s personal style was as elegant as his scenery. Appearing soft-spoken and
cultured, his professional demeanor and discretion embodied, as playwright Jean Kerr put
it, “an island of calm in a sea of temperament” (qtd. in obituary, The Independent). His
tastes ran to the patrician; when going out of town with a show trying-out, Smith would
have his assistant call ahead to find the best French restaurant in town. Smith also
remained flexible and unflappable under pressure as when changes were unexpectedly
made to Hello, Dolly! during out-of-town tryouts and a new musical number had been put
in. Smith, thinking his job was finished, was on vacation during those previews. Robin
Wagner, his assistant at the time, called him out of town the morning after one of the
previews with the news that new scenery was needed. Smith was able to tell his young
assistant exactly where to go in his studio, what books to find, what pages and pictures to
mark as research for the new set; he then called his scene painter and told him exactly
which colors from previous Smith shows he should use on this one (Wagner, personal
interview). Thus, Smith had designed an entirely new set for Hello, Dolly! over the
phone. He felt that any good designer should be able to think on the spot and sketch
ideas in front of a director as they discussed or to change his own ideas when a better one
struck him. When he finally came upon the look he thought was right for the show, he
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famously redesigned West Side Story only ten days before the plans were due in the scene
shop contracted to build it (Baird, Burlingame, personal interviews).
Smith did, in fact, have a sharp sense of humor and enjoyed a good laugh, even if
it was on him. He became friendly with Barnes even after the critic had written of a
ballet Smith designed, “that such and such is politely called a good vehicle, but then so is
a subway car.” Smith was so amused by the quote that he bought Barnes a drink when he
ran into him at the theatre one night (Barnes, “Oliver Smith of Ballet Theatre” 29). Of
the problems during technical rehearsals with My Fair Lady’s double turntables, Smith
gleefully admitted, “I get a really big thrill watching these 20 foot units miss each other
by inches.” (qtd. in Baird, personal interviews). He was an acknowledged genius at
solving problems. Billington tells of a production he and Smith designed which played
the Kennedy Center in Washington, D. C., before moving to Broadway. During the
Washington load-in, it was discovered that the scenery did not fit the stage. Rather than
panicking, Smith’s devised a simple solution and hung everything one foot off center.
Working with the large egos of directors and actors alike, Smith was able to
handle the tantrums of others with ease and just the right amount of sarcasm wrapped
sweetly with a pithy bow. As Barnes notes, “He was always so wickedly, if tactfully,
tactless.” (Barnes, “Smith of smiths”118). Of the first, extremely lengthy, run-through
of Camelot, Smith declared, “It’s exactly the length of Parsifal but without the laughs”
(Baird, personal interview), and turned to a ranting Jerome Robbins during a technical
rehearsal of another show to declare sweetly, “Jerry, you’re being a bad boy” (Billington,
personal interview). Unafraid to tell an actor to his face that he hadn’t done his
homework, or to show a nervous Rex Harrison how to walk down a staircase, Smith also
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knew how to coddle when necessary. When Bette Davis complained about his steeply
raked set for Night of the Iguana, he took her aside and pointed out how much taller her
co-star was, and that if Davis stayed upstage on the rake, she would always be in the
audience’s view--to which Davis replied, “We’ll get along” (qtd. in Baird, personal
interview). To those who worked for him and to his students, Smith was gracious and
professional. The morning after a hit show had opened, Smith would hold court for his
assistants at his Brooklyn Heights home and pass out bonus checks (Wagner, personal
interview).
For the last twenty years of his life, Smith was also a dedicated and beloved
teacher in one of the country’s most prestigious theatre design programs at New York
University’s Tisch School of the Arts. When the program was beginning, chair Lloyd
Burlingame approached Smith to join the faculty. Burlingame enjoys telling of Smith’s
blunt reply, “I am a very famous person, and I want to know what I may be getting into”
(Personal interview and “An Appreciation” 2). Smith did, of course, accept and became
the cornerstone for the fledgling program. In the early days, the classes were taught in
less than ideal quarters in a leaky building on Manhattan’s lower east side. With water
dripping in from the skylights and buckets placed around the classroom, the impeccably
dressed Smith taught his class while holding an umbrella, pointing out to Burlingame in
his usual understated way, “Really, Lloyd, something has to be done” (Burlingame,
personal interview). Smith regarded his students as individuals and trained them for a
life in the professional theatre. He taught them the basic rules he had learned during his
decades in the business, and then showed them how rules could be creatively and
successfully broken, for “when you really get skillful, then you can break all the rules”
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(qtd. in Pecktal 158). His dedication to teaching was obvious, however, as when the
master scene designer flew four hundred miles through a blizzard to be present for the
final presentation of his students’ ballet design projects. Even at the end of his life, weak
from his battle with emphysema, Smith showed up each week to teach his Thursday set
design class. In fact, he was there teaching only three days before he died, just shy of his
seventy-sixth birthday.
While Smith worked at a time when scenery was mostly moved manually and
mechanically, his legacy is carried on today in the intricately organized movement of
computerized scenery. In fact, in an interview during the seventies, Smith acknowledged
that a style he had achieved two decades before had become the norm: “Everything has to
happen in full view. It’s all choreographed” (qtd. in Loney 366). Fortunately, Smith
documented much of career by saving his work. “When I started My Fair Lady, I
decided I would save my sketches. So I do have a large collection—which I propose to
hang on to!” (qtd. in Loney 369). The amount of material from the Smith estate is so
huge, however, that since his death it has been stored in boxes stacked floor to ceiling in
a mid-Manhattan storage facility. Comprising ten thousand pieces of artwork alone, the
collection also includes ground plans, correspondence, citations, awards, etc., and is
desperately in need of a permanent home where theatre scholars and researchers have
access to materials that represent fifty years of performing arts history in America,
including what is generally acknowledged to be the Golden Age of the Broadway
musical. Having designed such illustrious and beloved productions as On the Town,
Brigadoon, West Side Story, My Fair Lady, Camelot, The Sound of Music, and Hello,
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Dolly!, Smith certainly helped to create that Golden Age. Critic Barnes expressed simple
gratitude on the occasion of Smith’s retirement from Ballet Theatre:
Dear Oliver: Thank you for all you’ve done for us, in that quiet avuncular
way of yours. It’s been a long trip . . . and a great one. And you were
irreplaceable.

16
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Edward Van Halen was the influential guitarist in the popular rock group, Van
Halen. His technical prowess was significant reason for the group’s popularity. This paper
discusses how Eric Clapton, his primary influence, affected a hero among rock guitarists of
the 1980s. Edward Van Halen (defined during this study as EVH to avoid confusion
between a band member and the group,) seems to fit into the category of guitarists who are
technical but not obsessive, who are emotional in their playing, and who do not dwell on the
showmanship of their live performances. Though EVH was innovative with his techniques
on the guitar, he was not self-indulgent on the technique overkill. This advanced technical
characteristic is important as it defines EVH’s attitudes towards what has been widely called
by guitarists as self-gratifying masturbatory guitar techniques that have been used to describe
players who played at rapid tempos towards the end of the 1980s.
EVH’s playing was full of an energy not found in earlier guitarists. Extensive fills in
between vocal melodies, often lasting over a measure in length, helped songs retain an
exciting quality. Mark Hale remarks that EVH’s technique was such “that a lot of it could be
(and was) duplicated by guitarists of average ability”.1 Hale’s opinion stems from the fact that
younger guitarists could easily understand the concepts of slurs and artificial harmonics.
Few of the guitarists who followed could perform these techniques as EVH could, much less
extend them. The notable exceptions include guitarists Brad Gillis’ tremolo use and Jeff
Watson’s eight-finger technique, both of Night Ranger. Steve Vai, who modified his guitars
to accommodate more extreme uses of the tremolo and played the slurs at rapid speeds,
executed advanced use of these techniques. Stanley Jordan’s impressive polyphonic
technique of using both hands on the fretboard enabled him to play both melodic and

1

Hale, M. (1993), Headbangers: The Worldwide Megabook Of Heavy Metal Bands Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Popular Culture, Ink, 373.
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accompaniment lines Each of these extended techniques pioneered by EVH’s guitar
playing emerged just a few years after he had introduced them to the mainstream audience.
EVH was a master in both realms of expression necessary for a rock band to
become popular: studio and live performances. In the recording studio, the focus is on
capturing the best, or even career defining, performance. Because EVH’s technique was so
advanced, he could play freely in the studio. His music was technically precise, yet it always
had the flow of an improvised performance. In the words of Mark Hale, “He was known for
his clean, glassy tone, which allowed for strong string sustain without excessively “dirty”
distortion and his intricate, melodic chording, reminiscent of Pete Townsend.”2
Popular guitarist Dweezil Zappa, son of Frank Zappa, renowned guitarist in his own
right, noted on his website that EVH was one main reason he became obsessed with playing
the guitar. Zappa also cited that his own use of advanced techniques and his guitar timbre
were significantly influenced by EVH.3 The utilization of these techniques, along with his
unique timbre, made EVH a guitar hero during 1978-1986.

Eric Clapton

With his professional career emerging in the mid 1960s, Eric Clapton has had a long
history in rock music. His primary influence was American Blues, with his idols ranging
from Robert Johnson to the more contemporary Chicago blues players such as Buddy Guy,
Otis Rush, and Magic Sam,4 in addition to his main influence, B.B. King. His attitudes
towards reviving the blues for a modern audience led to him joining John Mayall’s
2

Hale, 1993, 373.
Discussed on Zappa’s website located at http://www.musicforpets.com/dweez.html; accessed 1st February
2002.
4
Sheila Whiteley, The Space Between the Notes, (London: Routledge, 1992), 6.
3
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Bluesbreakers in the spring of 1965 after a start with the Yardbirds, famous for the 1965 hit
“For Your Love.” He developed a reputation as one of the guitarists working in British
blues bands like Graham Bond Organisation, John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers, the Alexis Korner
band, and the Yardbirds [who] abstracted and reified the virtuosity and romanticised the
position of the musician.5 While he was in Mayall’s group, he met bassist Jack Bruce. After
leaving the group, Clapton subsequently formed Cream with drummer Ginger Baker and
Jack Bruce in 1966.
During this period, EVH became interested in Clapton’s playing to the point that
Clapton became EVH’s favorite guitarist and appropriately so: Cream was one of the first
super groups in rock music to have three accomplished musicians.6 All three were eager to
show their technical prowess on in live performance. They became commercially successful
with hits ranging from “I Feel Free,” and “Strange Brew,” to a revival of Johnson’s
“Crossroads.” Many of Cream’s attitudes would transfer into Van Halen’s career because
the three instrumentalists in EVH performed lengthy solos in their own live performances
and became commercially successful too. As noted in Chapter 2, they had no qualms about
playing covers of groups they admired. Van Halen even wrote a song with the same title as a
Cream song called “Dance the Night Away.” As EVH has acknowledged that his main
influence was Clapton, this section discusses how Clapton compares with EVH’s approach
to playing over a similar chord progression.

5
6

Blake, 1997, 106.
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Clapton and his own influences

Among the qualities that EVH incorporated into his style from listening to Clapton’s
solos, were the use of bent notes and blues notes. Of these notes, the diminished fifth, or
tritone away from the tonic of the key in which the player is improvising, is prevalent in
improvisations and accompaniments used by blues vocalists. Only one Van Halen song,
“Ice Cream Man,” from Van Halen, early in the band’s career, uses a blues progression so
common in Cream’s songs. However, Clapton was not just a blues player. His guitar timbre
was loud and distorted in the same way as EVH’s when he emerged a decade later. The
volume and distortion that Clapton used was different from that used by Jimi Hendrix,
another influential guitarist of the time. With the extensive use of feedback, Hendrix’s style
was wilder than Clapton’s and more rhythmically oriented than Clapton who was more
reserved and melodic in his approach. By listening closely to EVH’s playing, some of the
same conservative qualities can be noted. EVH did not use the tremolo bar for an effect as
often as Hendrix did. For example, consider his rendition of the “Star Spangled Banner,”
recorded at Woodstock. More often, he would use it to move smoothly from note to note,
resolving to a specific pitch or use it to give sustained notes drive that is more rhythmic.
Sheila Whiteley says of Hendrix,

“While there are blue notes, pitch inflection, vocalized

guitar tone, triplet beats and off-beat accenting and a call and response relationship in
Hendrix’s own commentary to his guitar solo and verse line, the way in which these
elements are pulled together are typically Hendrix.”7 Though influenced by blues tonality,
EVH ignored much of the call and response that Whiteley regards as such a strong element
in Hendrix’s music.
7
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Each of the guitarists had a desire to be innovative with guitar equipment by
incorporating special effects devices. Clapton’s use of “Hendrix inspired effects, in
particular the wah-wah pedal, fuzz tone, and reverb”8 were countered by EVH’s use of an
Echoplex (delay), chorus, and phase shifting (see Chapter 4). Early evidence of the use of a
wah-wah pedal comes in “Tales of Brave Ulysses,”9 from Disraeli Gears, produced early in
Clapton’s career. A fuzz tone, creating distortion, is usually created by using a foot pedal
and is different from overdrive in that the tone is created by turning the amplifier up until
the signal distorts, thus, overdriving the valves in the amp itself.
In her discussion on Clapton, Hendrix, and Pink Floyd, Whiteley elaborates on the
progressive qualities of each of these artists and questions if “rock, acid rock, and
progressive rock are interchangeable terms.”10 For Van Halen, they are not. The
progressive rock that followed Cream and Hendrix continued its tradition with groups such
as Yes, Genesis, and Emerson, Lake, and Palmer. This type of music was seen as music for
the thinking man, with a focus on the art of virtuosity. EVH was a virtuoso as well, but he
used less of his time developing a new standard of guitar playing because Van Halen
emphasised fun. An examination of “Ice Cream Man,” the only blues progression song on
any of the first seven albums, shows that the lyrics tend to focus on a man’s sexual abilities
as “all (his) flavors are guaranteed to satisfy,” a far cry from the more serious and
introspective “Crossroads”. Even Clapton remarked that trying to focus consciously on
virtuosity was one of the factors that eventually broke up Cream as “everyone got into too
much of a heavy ego-trip...You should never allow yourself to think at any time that you’re

8
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the best at what you’re doing - it’s ridiculous.”11 The factors that led to Van Halen’s own
parting with vocalist David Lee Roth in the mid-1980s were, without doubt, fuelled by the
egos of the band members. These egos were not based on who was the better
instrumentalist so much as considerations concerning the band’s future direction.
What is notable about EVH’s playing is that elements of the blues scale were present
in many of the solos, yet from a chord progression perspective, they are absent;
“‘Sunshine of Your Love’, became, and remains, the most famous track on the popular
Cream album, Disreali Gears. It has been described as ‘the riff that launched a thousand
bands’ and ‘the birthplace of heavy metal.’”12 John Platt described the riff for ‘Sunshine of
Your Love’ as a pre-heavy metal type riff that could have easily influenced one of the many
bands of the 1970s and 1980s who used chromatic progressions based on scale degrees 4,
flattened-fifth and 5 of the blues scale13. Van Halen is a hard rock band first and used
elements of heavy metal in their earlier writing style.14 To understand in what proportions
Clapton influenced EVH, a comparison will be made between the playing styles of each.
EVH often cited Clapton’s influence in his interviews, but he rarely mentioned
Hendrix. Hendrix, in the words of Charles Shaar Murray, was not a person who tried to
become a blues player in the manner Clapton strived for in the 1960s but was “hugely and
quixotically himself; he was everything which the Townsends and Mayalls and Jaggers and
Claptons had only pretended to be.”15 This statement implies that Hendrix was authentic as
a guitarist and performer in the eyes of his audience, traits EVH exemplified early in his
career. Murray further says that Hendrix “remains imitated but unassimilated; Eddie Van
11
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Halen, by far the most influential hard and heavy guitarist of the eighties, has borrowed the
Hendrix vocabulary - and all - in order to say very little, while defiantly citing Eric Clapton…
as his primary influence.”16 Even though both EVH’s and Hendrix’s use of the innovation
of the tremolo bar can be seen as the most extensive of their time, the point that Murray
misses is that Clapton did have a more restrained approach to his guitar playing, one that
was less noisy because Hendrix incorporated feedback regularly as part of his performance.
This use of feedback is a very important reason why EVH gravitated towards Clapton and
not to Hendrix.
Somewhat surprisingly, Hendrix told guitarist Michael Bloomfield that “he wanted to
burn Clapton to death because he couldn’t play rhythm,” a misconception similar to that
many in the rock guitar community feel about EVH. Some think of him as a lead guitarist
who just happens to fill the space between solos with some chords and fills.17 However, to
be more accurate, two reasons may explain why EVH might not have held Hendrix in the
same high regard as Clapton. The first concerns the type of group of which Hendrix was a
member. Van Halen was a group of individuals who aimed for a unified effort. Roth and
EVH were both bona fide stars in their own right, and they relished the rhythm section in
the solo spots afforded to them in concert. This attitude is similar to Cream, although their
short career was full of conflict between members. Significantly, they did not feature a solo
artist with two other musicians who were essentially background musicians. Instead, they
performed as three virtuoso musicians who had come together to extend the potential of the
blues. EVH gravitated towards Clapton simply because Clapton was the best guitarist in a
unified group in the late 1960s.

16
17
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The other reason was Hendrix’s supposed “stirring element of black sexual
fantasy.”18 EVH was a virtuoso who had a good time, but he never overtly flaunted his
desire for sex and women, as David Lee Roth quite willing did. A virtuoso, Clapton played
his guitar to the best of his ability and went about his business, whereas Hendrix was
notorious for sexual incidents including the famous ‘Plaster Caster’ experience19. Clapton
commented to Melvyn Bragg on the 1987 program, The South Band Show, “I felt, through
most of my youth, that my back was against the wall and that the only way to survive was
with dignity and pride and courage. I heard that in certain forms of music, and I heard it
most of all in the blues, because it was always an individual. It was one man and his guitar
against the world.”20 A similar quote can be attributed to EVH from early in his career.
“When I’m at home on a break, I lock myself in my room and play guitar. After two or
three hours I start getting into this total meditation. It’s a feeling I think few people
experience. It’s usually then that I come up with weird stuff. It just flows. I can’t force
myself.”21

A comparison between Clapton and Van Halen solos

Because “Ice Cream Man” was the only song Van Halen recorded based on a blues
progression, it can be used to compare the differences that exist between the improvisations
of EVH and Clapton while playing over the same chord progression. The Clapton song
chosen is “Crossroads” (Fresh Cream). There are two reasons for this selection. Any number
18
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of blues songs from the second side of their first record might have been chosen, but
Crossroads was the most successful blues-based song released by Cream. Most likely EVH
heard it early in his development as a guitarist. In addition, the song has received some
comparison between Clapton’s version and the original “Cross Road Blues” as recorded by
Robert Johnson in 1936-1937.22 These differences will be addressed in terms of scale or
mode used in the context of its relationship to the key it is in because the blues progression
used by each player is the traditional 12 measure format seen in music of early blues players,
including the music of Robert Johnson, one of Clapton’s main influences.23 The traditional
progression is as follows:

Measure

1-2

Chord

Either I for two measures or I for one measure followed by one measure of IV

3-4

I

5-6

IV

7-8

I

9

V

10

IV

11

I

12

V

22

Dave Hedlam, “Blues Formations in the music of Cream,” in Theodore Gracyk, Rhythm And Noise: An
Aesthetics Of Rock (Durham, NC : Duke University Press, 1996), 62.
23
Hedlam, 1996, 62.
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In one instance, the traditional progression is expanded at the first chorus of the “Ice
Cream Man” solo, where the first four measures (each over a I harmony) are expanded to
eight measures. In order to show the close differences between the two guitarists, I will
make comparisons between the notes that the two guitarists play after analyzing the fourmeasure phrases in each chorus. The sole exception is the expanded eight-measure phrase in
“Ice Cream Man,” which I will treat as a four-measure phrase. This phrase will be followed
by the second four-measure phrase in each chorus and then the third four-measure phrase. I
will not discuss the historical background of the blues, which is far beyond the scope of this
study, nor compare the walking bass line played by Michael Anthony or similarities
concerning the duple shuffle patterns played by the rhythm guitar, bass, or drummer.24
For blues music to use a blues scale 1-flattened-third-4-flattened-fifth-5-flattened
seventh in the improvisations is customary. This of the blues scale has been influenced by
“the use of certain tones and inflections, such as bent notes, blue notes (flattened-fifth), and
portamenti, or scoops, which are present in instrumental accompaniments and
improvisations derived from the techniques used by Blues singers.”25 Because this
application of the blues scale is not the only way to improvise over a blues progression for
some artists to use a Mixolydian mode over each of the chords, changing to a new
Mixolydian mode based on the root note of each chord is common. Thus, three different
types of Mixolydian would be found on the I, IV, and V chords of the progression. For
example, in the key of A, an A Mixolydian mode would play over the I (A) chord, the D
Mixolydian mode would play over the IV (D) chord, and the E Mixolydian mode would play

24

Though information on these elements and how Clapton compares with Robert Johnson is found in
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25
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over the V (E) chord. Often, the A minor third outside the mode would resolve to the
major third.
The first measure of the first chorus contains the tonic of the progression. Clapton
uses the Mixolydian mode that is characterized by the second and sixth scale degrees. The
sixth scale degree is of particular importance because it is the only note that differs from the
natural minor scale other than the third as mentioned above, giving a clue to which mode
Clapton incorporates. The second measure contains an extension of the motive found in the
first part (he does not shift to the sub-dominant form of the Mixolydian mode as many
others have) and emphasizes the same scale degrees that he uses in the first measure (2 and 6
of the I mode). After measures three and four switch back to the Mixolydian mode, he
begins to combine it with the flattened-third that resolves to the 3 of the chord.

Even

though this flattened-third note is a part of the blues scale, it is used as more of an ornament
of the third because it resolves to the third that is followed by the tonic of the chord,
implying a dominant arpeggio instead. To add extra tension, Clapton holds the dissonant
note to the harmonic background on beat three in measures 2 and four, a 3 in measure two
(a major 7th interval when compared to the harmonic background), and a flattened-third in
measure four (the flattened-third that resolves to the third later in the measure).
EVH, uses a similar non-blues-scale approach, in the first phrase (eight measures) of
his first chorus, but he tends to emphasize chord notes. Only occasional incorporation of
the second degree is used and can arguably be considered a passing tone because it seems to
bear no great significance towards the mode established by the rest of the notes in the
arpeggio. The main differences between the two players concern the register in which EVH
plays, much toward the highest notes of the instrument whereas Clapton stays in the middle
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portion of the instrument’s register , and Van Halen’s use of hammer-on and tremolo bar
technique to provide added excitement at the end of the phrase.
Clapton’s first phrase in the second chorus ignores the IV chord in the second
measure because it was used in the first chorus. He tends to use notes that frame a tonality
of I for the whole phrase. The biggest difference in this four-measure phrase is the octave in
which the notes are played,. He plays the notes in the third octave of the instrument and
incorporates repeated notes on degrees 5 and 7, different to the mostly single-note approach
he utilized in the first chorus. EVH wants to continue his arpeggio-based approach in the
first phrase of the second chorus because he plays an arpeggio in a triplet rhythm during the
first measure. Instead, he switches to a chromatic figure that resembles the first measure
portion lowered by a half step. This figure results in tension against the IV chord that the
bass is outlining not only because the flattened seventh is used (which fits into the chord)
but also because an flattened second is used against the tonic, creating dissonance. The note
is resolved upward by a half step when the I chord returns in measures three and four. The
notes are played in an alternate fashion during the arpeggio, giving added importance to each
note . When Clapton played notes in his figure simultaneously, the notes became a chordal
type figure rather than an arpeggiated one.
The beginning of the second phrase in the first chorus (over the IV chords) is
the point that Clapton begins to lean on notes from either a blues or pentatonic scale. The
identifying characteristic of the blues scale is the flattened-fifth degree, but because this
phrase contains no flattened-fifth, it is obviously a blues progression harmonically, I will
interpret the scale as a blues scale without a flattened-fifth. However, when the I chord
returns in measure 5, Clapton begins to use arpeggio type figures and the tension release
found in the flattened-third to third motive shown earlier in the first chorus, first four
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measure phrase. He begins to climb to the higher portion of the scale gradually as he
reaches the tonic of the phrase initially in the first measure of the phrase, descending briefly
during measures 6 and 7, then returning to the octave at the end of the phrase to reestablish tonality. EVH begins to add his version of the flattened-third to 3 motive, but he
attacks the note instead of bending to it. What appears only a once during this second
phrase of the first chorus. This section of the solo is the point in which EVH first plays the
flattened-fifth (blue note). EVH, and not Clapton, was the one who emphasizes the
characteristic blues note. This pattern becomes very clear in measures seven and eight of
the first chorus as he emphasizes the note before descending down to play the flattenedthird of the key with the tremolo bar. The use of the bar highlights the descending melodic
line that EVH begins in the seventh measure. A similar ascending portion from the
flattened-third to the 3 is found in the second phrase of Clapton’s second chorus. This type
of walk-up might have been influential on EVH’s appliance of it.
Clapton’s second chorus is quite different than his first because he builds tension by
emphasizing the 5 of the key by bending the fourth degree up a whole step. The fourth
degree of the key does not create dissonance with the harmonic background because it is the
root of that chord. The bent fifth of the key is a major second interval away from the root of
the IV chord, one of the more dissonant intervals. Clapton does employ some of the
repeated notes seen in the first phrase of this chorus, a unifying figure that is unique to only
this chorus. EVH has no instances of similar reoccurring patterns. Similar to Clapton,
EVH utilizes the same type of bending procedure in the second phrase of his second chorus
to create tension, bending up a whole step throughout measures 5 and 6, and then
introducing bends that emphasize the flattened-fifth (blue note) of the key to create the
additional tension. Similar also is the use of two notes repeated in the second phrase of the
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second chorus when he bends the flattened-fifth and the 7th degree of the key in a manner
consistent with Clapton’s first and second phrases of the second chorus.
Clapton returns to use of the blues scale throughout the last four measures of the
first chorus (see Example 1). This use of the blues scale is notable because he seems to stay
away from the Mixolydian notes he incorporated in instances where the harmony was the I.
He is clearly avoids use of the Mixolydian mode unless the I is the harmony for an extended
period of time and opts to use a blues scale when other harmonies are used, or when the I is
not emphasized.
Example 1

He does descend into the original octave of the first chorus and builds tension by
incorporating the flattened-third to third bend he employed in the phrases just prior to this
final phrase. EVH, on the other hand, seems to be comfortable incorporating notes outside
the blues scale as his first chorus enters its final four measures, using initially a few bent
notes of the blues scale (flattened-third and flattened-fifth of the key) prior to playing notes
in the Mixolydian scale and applying some semi-harmonic effect before using the tremolo to
create a sense of finality as the chorus ends (see Example 2).
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Example 2

In the final phrase of the second chorus, they players use different techniques to end
their solos. Clapton ascends through a blues scale before finally beginning to use notes in a
Mixolydian scale that begin as the IV chord is resolving to the I chord at the end of the
chorus. Similar to the beginning of the solo, extensive application of the 6th degree returns,
with the notes tending to be closely located to the tonic to establish tonality one final time.
EVH seems intent on picking up the pace of the notes by playing a descending triplet
pattern over the four-measure phrase as the section ends.
Though Clapton was considered by EVH to be one of his influences, the
comparison seems to show that Clapton uses scales that are more elaborate than the blues
scale used by his own blues heroes, the Mixolydian. EVH tends to employ more of the
blues scale, unlike the more elaborate scales of his hero, Clapton. However, while their
playing is not as similar as EVH might believe, the impact these two guitarists had on the
generations that followed was considerable. Future scrutiny into how guitarists influence
each other is necessary to better understand guitar techniques by today’s popular players, and
to understand fan reception for a emerging generation of guitarists.
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ABSTRACT

Privacy is a concept that is philosophically vague and legally weak in the
Australian common law. Considered in philosophical terms, the issue has been
bedevilled by spatial, bodily and proprietary concepts. Meanwhile, threats to
privacy and data security multiply as technological change creates more
privacy-invasive opportunities. This is particularly so in the post-September 11
world, where the surveillance powers of the State are in the ascendant. At the
moment there are two parallel streams: a non-State regime in which protection
of individual privacy is fragmented and weak; and a State-driven one based on
profiling and interventionist strategies of risk identification and management.

Encryption enhances privacy, but in the contemporary climate it conflicts with
the interests of the State. The ethical issues need to be clarified before they can
be resolved.
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Privacy, the War on Terror and the Modern Australian State: From the
Embodied Self to the Digital Persona in a post-September 11 World

The aim of this paper is not to provide a detailed account or analysis of
Australian legislative responses to terrorist threats in the post-September 11
world. Our aim is both narrower and broader than that. The aim of this paper is
to explore cultural, political and legal aspects of privacy in an Australian
context, while recognising that intersecting discourses and values are now
rendered more complex and problematic by the parallel emergence of terrorist
threats.

In this paper we argue that the Australian law relating to privacy is in a state of
confusion and contradiction in the post-September 11 world. There are now
two divergent streams, each with its own paradigm, and each with its own
history and trajectory. First, there is a weak statutory regime developed from a
fragmented common law tradition; and there is a second stream, legitimised in
the age of terror, that seeks to use the technology of a surveillance society in
order to enhance collective security.

The first stream, which is based on nineteenth century conceptions of the liberal
autonomous individual, fails in fundamental ways to protect individuals. The
legislative regime is a complaints-based framework based on vague concepts of
fair dealing, and it contains so many exemptions that its supposed purpose is
effectively negated. Moreover, the legislation is contained in numerous Acts at
both State and Commonwealth level1.

1

See, for example: Privacy Act (Cth) 1988; Privacy Amendment (Private Sector) Act (Cth)
2000; Information Privacy Act (Vic) 2000; Workplace Video Surveillance Act 1998
(NSW;Surveillance Devices Act 1999 (Vic). It is not the purpose of this paper to undertake a
detailed analysis of the legislation, but rather to discuss the conceptual issues, particularly of an
ethical nature, that arise from the overall approach adopted in the legislation.

2
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Such a mish-mash has emerged from a common law in which there is no right to
privacy as such. At common law, threats to the integrity of the individual are
conceived in terms of boundaries that protect the bodily integrity, and the public
character, of the individual from external invasions. Philosophically, this
conception of privacy is based on the protection of a physically embodied
person. In the Australian philosophical imagination, the liberal autonomous
individual stands tall and alone. Historically, the rights of the individual have
therefore been reduced to a set of boundaries that must not be transgressed.

Considered in terms of both legal and cultural discursive strategies, the issue of
privacy has therefore been dispersed into legal categories such as trespass,
assault, nuisance, defamation, passing off, infringement of intellectual property
rights, and breach of a duty of confidentiality. As causes of action, these were
generally adequate for most nineteenth and twentieth century violations of an
individual’s privacy. The law was concerned to prevent discrete or singular
transgressions across the various boundaries that separated the individual from
the public world. The aim was the creation of a civil society based on nonviolent social interaction.

The imaginative power of this conception can be traced back to Thomas
Hobbes. In the Hobbesian world view, other human beings are potential threats.
In effect, the law — or the sovereign entity in whom power is contractually
vested — exists in order to prevent transgressions against the individual. Such
bodily and proprietary based conceptions are effectively irrelevant to the digital
world, where the threat to the individual arises not from a singular transgression
of any discernible boundary but from the anonymous, continuous accumulation
of data relating to the individual’s digital persona. Moreover, the threat is
intensified by the potential to merge data bases.

3
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September 11 and the Rise of the Surveillance State

The second paradigm, based on monitoring and surveillance by the State, aims
to enhance collective security by applying computer technology to the tasks of
risk identification and assessment. This represents a departure from traditional
criminal law because there is a focus initially on the task of identifying
individuals of interest, supported by subsequent endeavours to collect
information relating to their connections, associations and patterns of
communication. Operations within this surveillance paradigm may even focus
on ideas that an individual holds, or is presumed to hold. In all such cases there
need be no existing evidence of a crime, or even of an intention to commit a
crime. Such an approach represents a shift away from a criminal law paradigm
to one of risk identification and management. Such an approach is inherently
pre-emptive, and it is inevitably based on profiling (Lyon, 2002, 2003).
Considered from this perspective, the paradigm is potentially in conflict with
the values of a free and tolerant multicultural society.

Two Paradigms: A New Confusion added to Old Confusions

The ethical confusions that arise from the existence of these two paradigms
reflect not only the tensions, contradictions and confusions of contemporary
Australian culture in the context of multiculturalism, globalization and a postSeptemnber 11 environment; they also reflect the ambivalent potential of the
digital revolution. Digital technology poses an enormous threat to individual
privacy, yet it also enhances collective security in the war against terror.

Individual freedom and collective security, however, are not necessarily
antithetical; and nor are democratic rights inconsistent with the existence of a
strong State. The question that needs to be asked is this: how can safeguards
4
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for ordinary citizens be strengthened, and yet how can the State also have the
powers it needs in order to prevent terrorists from achieving their objectives?
Before this question can be addressed, other questions need to be answered:
who determines if a citizen is or is not an ordinary citizen, and when, and by
what processes, and by which persons or bodies, is such a determination to be
made?

It is crucial that the two paradigms be kept distinct, and it is crucial that
processes be put in place in order to ensure that this is the case. If we are
effectively looking at the emergence of parallel systems of law and ethics, then
the question is whether Western democracy is sufficiently sophisticated and
flexible to accommodate two parallel regimes. There is, of course, one other
difficult question: how do we keep those regimes separate on an ongoing basis?

Australian Common Law Treatment of Privacy and Individualism:
Protection of the Body and Property

Unlike the USA, which has both a Bill of Rights and a tort of privacy,
Australian conceptions of privacy have to be teased out of a dispersed set of
laws and philosophical principles. These, in turn, can only be understood in
relation to Australian culture. The Australian character is robustly
individualistic, and it is marked by a healthy resistance to authority. These
features are rooted in the convict origins of Australian society, and also in the
myth of egalitarianism (Carter, 2006). In the early twentieth century, in the
decades following Federation, Australian democracy was well ahead of Europe
in its headlong surge to modernity. On the other hand, there is also a
recognition that the State has a role to play in civil society.

5
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These elements came together and found expression in one of the early
landmark cases relating to privacy: Victoria Racing Park and Recreation
Grounds Co Ltd v Taylor (1937) 58 CLR 479. In this case conceptions of
property, and a desire to prevent the transgression of boundaries, prevailed. The
matter in dispute involved a radio station that had sought to avoid payment of
rights to broadcast by setting itself up outside the ground, but with a clear view
of the races that were taking place inside the ground. Importantly, no trespass
had taken place.

As generally understood, this case was taken to stand for the principle that there
was no general right to privacy at common law. It was, of course, a poor set of
facts from which to draw such a conclusion. The relationship between the
parties was a relationship between impersonal organisations rather than between
individuals, and the issue at stake was essentially a commercial one rather than
an intimate or emotional aspect of an individual's existence. Rather than
privacy, the case turned on the issue of who had proprietary rights to the open
spaces of the racecourse and the very public spectacle that took place there.
There was little about these facts that was private other than in the proprietary
sense of the term.

The more recent Queensland case of Grosse v Purvis [2003] QDC 151,
however, suggests that the issue is no longer as settled as it recently seemed.

Privacy, Data and the Digital Persona

A conception of privacy based on spatial, bodily, and proprietary metaphors,
and on singular or discrete physical acts, is ill-suited to the present-day threats
posed by data collection, merged data bases, cookies, web-bugs, cyber tracking
and dataveillance. These acts do not involve a trespass as conventionally
6
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conceived, and nor do they constitute an assault, or even a nuisance, as the law
currently stands. Whereas conventional conceptions of invasions of privacy
evoke a spatial metaphor, or a sense of inner and outer, in a digital environment
we are faced with a situation in which there has been a scattering of personal
data in a decentred cyber world beyond our sensual experience. Individuals and
organisations unknown to us aim to collect and amalgamate otherwise
innocuous pieces of data of a more or less public nature, for the purpose of
constructing a digital persona. On its own, little of this data would be
considered private, at least in the traditional sense of the term. Today, the threat
to individual 'privacy' often arises not from any particular act, or from any
particular piece of data per se, but from the pervasive, constant, cumulative and
secretive nature of the process. It is the loss of autonomy that is the threat, and
not the invasion of our private or emotional life.

A number of interrelated trends have exacerbated this threat: rapid
developments in telecommunications, informatics, biotechnology and genetics
have coincided with a convergence of new technologies. The result has been an
explosion of sensitive, centralised and cheaply retrieved data that is now stored,
not in paper format at separate geographic locations, as was once the case, but
in cheaply and easily accessible data bases that can be merged with the click of
a mouse (Waters, 1997). As Kirby (1998: 5) observes, the technology of the
internet ‘tends to favour the spread of information’ while ‘the protection of
competing values is weak’.

This is the calculus of a surveillance society in which traditional liberties based
on ex-poste evidence are in retreat and the new surveillance technology and will
of the State, based on ex-ante assessments, are in the ascendancy (Lyon, 2001;
Lyon, 2002).

7
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Perhaps this explains the observations of those such as Robert Warren (2002:
614), who notes the conflation of the public and private and the subjugation of
civil society to an increasing militarisation of urban space. Clearly, in the
aftermath of September 11 the modern State will seek to use all available
technology at its disposal to analyse and evaluate a vast amount of personal
data. (Etzioni, 2002: 274-80; Hunter, 2002). Technologies, political will and
administrative capabilities have coalesced at a juncture where it is possible to
track cars and mobile phones, and to integrate this data with increasingly
sophisticated genetic and biometric data, as well as with data bases developed
by various private organisations at different cyber locations.

The problem here is that when any person or organisation is given power, that
power must be codified and constrained. The argument that the State should
have certain rights might be sound in principle but it is a right that is subject to
abuse. Indeed, as Simon Davies (2001) cautions, such arguments feed ‘on
hypocrisy, deception and a total absence of any intellectual or analytical
foundation, resulting in unreasonable extensions of surveillance’. For this
reason there is a strong argument that the degree of independent external
scrutiny should rise in proportion to the concessions that are made in the
interests of public safety. This approach would place the burden on government
to demonstrate that such concessions are needed. For this purpose, the bar
would be set very high (Strossen, 2001).

The Issue of Privacy-Enhancing Technologies: Privacy, Encryption and
the State

Some American observers see cryptographers as existential heroes in a new
techno-frontier, defeating the malevolent and conspiratorial impulses of national
government. Westin (1998), for example, in his keynote address to a 1998
8
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conference on Privacy and the Internet, invoked Western frontier imagery when
he said: 'As in the earliest days in America, the Internet abounds with modern
day cattlemen, sheep-herders, farmers, saloon keepers, whores, and hackergunmen, with the influences of the schoolmarm, minister, sheriff, and judge also
struggling to be heard and felt'. Mike Godwin (2003:158) suggests that 'at a
deep level, the philosophical issues raised by cryptography...centre on the
question of whether we believe that human beings, once empowered to speak
anonymously and secretly, are more likely to use their new powers unjustly, to
do harm to others, than to act with integrity'.

In the post-September 11 world (Graham, 2002; Lyon, 2003), can such a
utopian ontology of the human subject really be the basis for legal and ethical
thinking about the issue of data security in a global environment of transnational
terrorist cells?

Godwin can only conduct his argument along these lines by fixating on one
principle and ignoring all other competing principles, such as risk identification
and management. The management of risk, however, is not antithetical to the
defence of civil liberties, and nor is a strong State antithetical to the
preservation of either individual freedoms or individual autonomy. Only a
strong State is capable of preserving the processes and procedures, the checks
and balances, and the dispersal of decentred governmental and corporate power
that are essential for the preservation of privacy and individual rights.

Does the State have a reasonable and legitimate interest in searching an
individual's private location in cyberspace, just as it has an interest in searching
inside real private spaces, such as houses and workplaces? Such a right in the
physical world is commonly accepted, so long as it is subject to proper legal

9
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process. The issue at hand here is whether the processes and protocols of real
space apply, or can be reasoned by analogy to apply, in the digital world.

Cryptography should not be seen in essentialist terms, as though it naturally and
automatically enhances the value of privacy. There is always a human context
to the use of technology. In certain circumstances encryption can be used to
perpetrate the most serious violations of individual privacy. The Privacy and
Innovation Unit Report on encryption provided to the UK Government in 1999
highlights some key examples of such violations in the area of child
pornography, where encrypted images were sent to contacts around the world
(1999: 7).

The problem with powerful encryption, as Amitai Etzioni (2002: 265) observes,
is that 'it is qualitatively different from the impact of other privacy-enhancing
technologies'. He argues that in the past the main factor that constrained public
authorities when new technologies emerged was the obsolescence of existing
laws. In the case of strong encryption, however, 'the technology imposes its
own barrier'. The problem can no longer be solved by updating the law. Public
authorities now understand that 'no court order can enable strong encryption to
be broken'.

Cryptography undoubtedly makes an important contribution to internet security,
and there is a strong case for its universal availability, but there is also a strong
argument that it should be subject to the checks, controls and due processes of
civil society. Etzioni (2002: 281-82) is surely right when he says that 'it is
difficult to sustain the argument that the government should be unable to
decrypt any messages or be unable to gain the authority to do so'. The most
important objectives are to determine which messages can be decrypted; under
what circumstances and by what processes permission to do is to be granted;
10
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who is to verify that independently determined limits have been observed; and
by what means such verification will be undertaken.

The need to address these issues is urgent. Denning (1996) suggests that 'the
widespread availability of unbreakable encryption coupled with anonymous
services could lead to a situation where practically all communications are
immune from lawful interception (wiretaps) and documents from lawful search
and seizure, and where all electronic transactions are beyond the reach of any
government regulation or oversight'. She argues that the consequences would
be 'devastating'. In her view, computers and telecommunications systems would
'become safe havens for criminal activity' of various kinds: tax evasion, money
laundering, industrial espionage, the purchase and sale of electronic information
on black networks, the corruption of corporate records, and the rendering of
corporate and other information inaccessible. Denning (1996) suggests that 'by
strengthening the integrity of evidence and binding it to its source,
cryptographic tools for authentication are a forensic aid to criminal
investigations'.

In a democracy, the desirable principle is that power should be divided and then
dispersed in such a way that it is subject to discussion, review and even
contestation. Negotiation and due legal processes ideally exist wherever power
is present.

One option is to develop legislation designed to encourage the wide use of
trusted third parties. This would have the effect of maintaining data security,
privacy and confidentiality under normal circumstances while providing for a
dispersal and fragmentation of power. There is also one other benefit: as
Greenleaf (1996) suggests, third parties are easier to serve with warrants while
maintaining covert operations. If Trusted Third Parties are licensed, then law
11
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enforcement agencies are able to pursue serious crime by establishing
procedures by which encryption keys would be disclosed to them. These
procedures would have safeguards similar to those that already exist with
respect to telecommunications legislation.

CONCLUSION

The Australian legislation is notable not for its strict protection of privacy, but
for the large number of exemptions it allows. In this context, Davies (2001:7) is
surely correct when he argues that ‘(t)he preservation of privacy should not be
viewed as an encumbrance that can be diluted through ‘public interest’
exemptions, but as a public interest in itself’.

12
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BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW
Newspapers traditionally have promoted and encouraged several activities for
schoolchildren and college students that have been correlated with the likelihood of
becoming newspaper readers as adults.
The activities include working for the high school newspaper, working for the
high school yearbook, working for the college newspaper, working for the college
yearbook, participation in Newspapers-in-Education programs in elementary and
secondary schools, growing up in a household where the parents read a daily newspaper,
and attending a college where free daily newspapers are made available in the
dormitories and dining areas (Hartman-e, 2000).
Early in the 21st century with daily newspaper readership and circulation
declining, doubts have begun to be raised about the effectiveness of the above activities
in promoting daily newspaper reading among participants once they reach adulthood
(Hartman-c, 2003). Newspaper publishers need to revisit both the conventional wisdom
and the research data regarding these assumptions.
Newspapers have tried to respond to the challenge of declining readership and
circulation by changing and updating their products for young readers. Color pictures
have been added. Attractive designs have been implemented. Newspapers cover more
soft news such as features, sports and entertainment and less hard news. Nothing has
worked and the hemorrhage of newspaper readership has continued (Hartman-c, 2003).
Brown (2005) discovered that only 19 percent of young adults checked daily
newspapers for news. Brown wrote that it was unlikely that many young adults would
develop the newspaper reading habit. Every-day newspaper reading among 18- to 29-
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year-olds slipped to 16 percent in 2000, according to a survey (Stepp, 2001).
Publishers used to cling to the notion that people picked up the newspaper habit as
they grew older, but this was no longer true, according to John Bartolomeo, a newspaper
consultant (Baron, 2001).
Research has shown that young adults are not very interested in reading the print
version of a daily newspaper and that they prefer non-newspaper sites for web news and
information. Newspapers have tried to liven up their print products with little success
among the young and at the risk of alienating their older, loyal readers (Hartman-c,
2003).
As part of a survey of readership of the new tabloid newspaper aimed at young
adults in Chicago, the RedEye, questions were asked about the activities listed above that
have been connected to promoting newspaper readership among adults. Through
cooperating professors, a convenience sample of 112 students in journalism and
communication classes was administered at two colleges located in downtown Chicago in
fall 2003.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Half of the 112 respondents were in the 17-24 age category. Nearly 3 in 10 were
in the 25-29 group and slightly more than 1 in 10 were 30-34.
Of the 111 respondents who reported gender, 78 (70 percent) were female and 31
(28 percent) were male. Of the 110 who reported ethnicity, 43 (39 percent) were
Caucasian, 31 (28 percent) were African American, 19 (17 percent) were Hispanic, 6 (6
percent) were Asian, 2 (2 percent) were Native American, and 9 (8 percent) said “other.”
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Sixty-five (58 percent) of the 112 respondents were from Roosevelt University
and 47 (42 percent) were from Columbia College-Chicago, both in downtown Chicago.

RESULTS
Regarding working for their high school newspaper, 34 or 31 percent of the
college students responding said they had and 75 said they had not. Eighteen or 16
percent said they had worked for their high school yearbook and 92 said they had not.
Twenty-seven or 25 percent reported that they worked for their college newspaper
and 82 said they did not. Only 6 or 5 percent reported working for their college yearbook
while 104 said “no.”
A total of 37 or 35 percent stated they had participated in Newspapers-InEducation programs as schoolchildren while 70 stated they had not.
Sixty-nine or 65 percent said their colleges offered free daily newspapers in
dormitories and dining areas while 37 said free papers were not available.
Eighty-one or 80 percent said their parents read daily newspapers at home when
they were growing up while 20 percent said their parents did not.
The respondents appeared more interested than average in newspapers. For
instance, 4 in 5 respondents described themselves as familiar with the RedEye newspaper.
Among the students familiar with RedEye, about 1 in 4 said they had read a copy of the
newspaper in the last 24 hours, 3 in 8 said they had read it in the last week, 1 in 7 said in
the last month, and 2 in 9 said more than a month ago.

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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The results likely were skewed in the direction of more frequency of newspaper
use because the respondents were students in journalism and communication classes and
more likely to be users of media products for professional reasons and for academic
reasons such as a requirement to read newspapers for class.
Nonetheless, the respondents appeared to have participated in the so-called
predictors of newspaper usage that are promoted by the newspaper industry, thus hinting
at some correlation.
Nearly one-third reporting that they worked for their high school newspaper is
evidence that scholastic journalism is a net benefit for the newspaper industry and that
newspapers should do more to promote high school newspapers and qualified advisers for
them. High school yearbook participation was much lower and seemingly less significant
as a predictor of newspaper usage.
With one-quarter of the respondents reporting working for their college
newspaper, the collegiate press remains a viable way to promote newspaper reading.
Publishers may want to provide more support to college newspapers while deliberating
about whether to start a competing product to tap into the substantial advertising revenue
on larger campuses. College yearbook participation was less than half of high school
yearbook participation and even less significant as a predictor of newspaper usage.
More than one-third reporting that the Newspapers-In-Education program was
part of the curriculum as schoolchildren is a clear indication that the venerable program
that is being questioned in some quarters may still deliver future newspaper readers.
Publishers should not be hasty in pulling the plug on NIE programs. Publishers who
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provide free tabloid products in their markets may want to replace their flagship with the
flashier minidailies or miniweeklies in NIE programs.
Nearly two-thirds saying that free newspapers were made available to them in
dormitories and dining areas suggests a correlation between the so-called dailies-indorms program and the respondents’ elevated newspaper reading usage. Several hundred
college campuses around the country have inaugurated the dailies-in-dorms program in
the past decade. Any newspaper publisher who does not try to have the program at
colleges and universities in her circulation area is missing a golden opportunity to expand
circulation and win over future readers in my opinion.
The four of five respondents saying their parents read daily newspapers at home
reminds of the fact that newspaper reading is traditional, passed down from generation to
generation. Children of parents who did not read newspapers at home are highly unlikely
to ever get the newspaper reading habit. If free newspapers are the way to go to reverse
the circulation and readership tide, then at least it guarantees that parents will have the
product in their home and expose their children to that powerful tradition.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Correlation studies of random samples of young adults should be undertaken to
measure the influence that predictors such as Newspapers-In-Education, high school
journalism participation, college journalism participation, dailies-in-dorms and parental
newspaper reading have on future newspaper reading.
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Additional studies on the effects that minidailies and miniweeklies such as the
Chicago RedEye are having on young-adult newspaper reading should be conducted,
including the notion of substituting them for flagship newspapers in NIE programs.
The influence of newspaper web sites and the possibilities for combined usage of
newspapers in print and online by young adults should not be ignored.
The future of the newspaper industry appears to be hanging in the balance.
Journalism researchers should rise to the occasion and look for answers to the industry’s
most pressing problem: the disappearance of young-adult readers.

(Editorial assistance provided by Jacqueline Hartman Ashley of Asheville, N.C.)
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Abstract: Do online students exhibit different learning styles than onsite
students; and, if so, what accommodations relating to learning style differences
may be made for online students?
Instructional Issues
Most of us that have been teaching online classes are bothered by a fundamental question. That question
centers around the effectiveness of online instruction. We do not wish to beg the question of how
effective we might be in our “on ground” onsite or traditional classes but we assumed that when we have
face to face contact with students that we may be able to pick up feedback from our students that indicates
whether or not we have been effective –and, as a result, give us time to change strategies within our
classes. Indicators such as the raised hand or body language may give us messages relating to student
comprehension that are missing in online delivery. Such direct feedback does not occur within the online
instruction format. Over the years, we have had above average success in online class instruction, and our
failure rate has not been much different than what has occurred within onsite classes using the traditional
methods. Perhaps we have done more to retain students in online classes or maybe we have just been
lucky. We have held several assumptions about the makeup of online classes and wanted to explore our
assumptions further. As we explored the question of effectiveness, it occurred to us that students who
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take online classes might do so to satisfy particular needs and might even have different learning styles
than those students in our onsite classes. We decided to find out.
We used several measures to collect data. We developed our own online questionnaire to survey students
at the beginning and end of online and onsite classes. This would allow us to get attitudinal information
from first time online users. We could also sample students who had previously taken online courses to
see if their expectations were different from those of first time online students. We also wanted to
measure any attitudinal changes occurring by the end of the course. The results confirmed many of our
suspicions but also gave us some new insights into student motivation within our classes.
We also wanted to look at learning styles for online learners and contrast it with those of students in our
traditional offerings. Rather than develop our own learning styles instrument, we looked at measures
already in use. Of those we surveyed, (listed at the end of the paper) we found the Solomon and Felder
survey from North Carolina State University to be well suited to our needs. It has high validity and has
been in use for some time. Results from the survey are returned quickly and could be correlated rather
easily. The survey could be completed quickly, and students also enjoyed taking the survey. We have
collected data for three years from a variety of groups in an attempt to gather learning profiles for these
students. Data were collected from graduate and undergraduate students in both online and traditional
onsite classes. Our hope was that we would see a difference in the learning profiles for our online
students from that of our onsite students. We had two purposes for collecting and analyzing the
information. We thought, at the very least, this information would enable us to enhance our online
offerings by developing assignments that would meet this “online” student profile. And, even if there was
no difference in the learning styles, by ascertaining our current students’ profiles, we could adjust our
teaching styles and assignments from semester to semester. This last assumption proved to be very
timely.
Background Information
At MTSU, we have offered online instruction for over ten years. Like most schools, we have learned
much about the process. We are still trying to discover what “best practice” is for online classes. All of
us involved in this study have approached online learning based on our traditional teaching methods and
experiences. We share a variety of teaching styles, and so our online offerings, while similar in many
respects, have also all been somewhat different. We have had the benefit of working with our information
technology staff and have had to work with the administration choice of WebCT, or work with no front
end shell program (our own websites). Through our experiences, we have been able to share our triumphs
and failures. Not only has his made us individually better, but it has also enabled us to collectively
identify some weaknesses in our delivery.
Tennessee is a largely rural area. Our service area covers all of middle Tennessee – an area of several
hundred square miles and more than 30 counties. When we started our online offerings, we discovered
our area had grown both in size and complexity. Not only were we dealing with a wide area, but we were
also dealing with almost a dozen different service providers and we had students from other states and
countries. Some of our students had access to T1 lines and others had dial-up connections. We mention
this not just because we are serving a different clientele than other states -- we are not -- but because we
spent much of our energy on delivery problems rather than refining our curricular offerings. Though all
of us work with practicing teachers (or preservice teachers), our programs range from undergraduate
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teacher licensure preparation through Masters and Ed.S. Degrees in Curriculum and Instruction involving
add-on licensure in areas as diverse as English as a Second Language and Professional Administration.
Finally, after solving most of our start-up problems, we were ready to look at the quality of our courses.
Our Online Survey
We developed several surveys to attempt to understand our students’ perceptions about online classes.
We had done this individually for some time to get feedback on our own courses, but thought it was time
to get departmental input on all our courses. The survey used (See Online Class Survey Instrument
[Appendix A]) is our own and probably similar to those used by other universities. We originally
suspected that techno-savvy students would be those most likely to take online classes and many students
might prefer onsite traditional course offerings. We had other ideas that were both confirmed and
rebuked by our results. We also wanted to measure students’ attitudinal changes form start to end of the
classes.
We learned students take online classes for the convenience of pursuing a degree on their own timetable.
They want to be with their families; they don’t like the commute, and they don’t want to fight for a
parking place. Another thing we learned is that people who take online classes have a tendency to work
on assignments at times which we would never offer to on-campus classes. Parents get online after their
children are in bed. Professionals and educators stay at work to take advantage of business internet
connections. Undergraduates tend to be online after midnight. In other words, online classes meet at any
time a user is ready. Perhaps one of the biggest reasons students took online classes was not to have to
come on to the MTSU campus at all! Finally, many students who did not like online classes said it did
not meet their learning styles or they preferred a traditional classroom setting.
Once we understood that it was not the techno-savvy folks making up the largest portion of our online
students, we were faced with the challenge of finding out how to improve instruction further. Did
students with certain learning characteristics or abilities do better than others? Perhaps there was a profile
of the successful online student – or at least we could find some multiple personalities that might tell us
more about who we were dealing with and how best to meet their needs. Would the research by Howard
Gardner and Associates help define students who had gifts in spatial, logical, or linear thinking as having
some advantages in online classes? Unfortunately, no easy way to identify those folks seemed to readily
apparent to us.
Learning Styles
As a result, we considered examining educational research which focused on learning styles. It is
important that instructors provide assignments to complement learning styles. Matching instructional
style to learning style has been shown to enhance learning, that is, “…retain information longer, apply it
more effectively, and have more positive attitudes toward the subject of the course.” (Moallem, 2003)
Were some student’s learning styles predisposed to success in an online class? We discovered an online
survey tool to assist us in defining and examining these learning pre-dispositions. Barbara Soloman and
Richard Felder at North Carolina State University have developed a simple online survey to give students
feedback on their learning styles. The survey is short (44 questions), has been used since 1997, and
returns results to students in a short time. The four matched learning style areas contained in the survey
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are:
Solomon – Felder Learning Styles Summary
Active – like to use new material such as
Reflective – need time to think about new
discussion, explaining, group work. Taking
information, not good at memorization or just
notes is difficult. Active learners must be
reading material one time
involved in learning by doing what
Sequential – like information presented in
Global – big picture learners can learn
linear steps. Need some help putting the “big” different things and then put them together
picture together
Sensing – like learning facts, follow proven
Intuitive – like discovering possibilities and
methods of exploration and problem solving,
relationships, tend to take risks in learning,
good at memorization, careful, practical
don’t like to bog down in repetitive tasks, may
learners, like real world connections
be prone to careless mistakes
Visual – learn best by what they see, like
Verbal – learn more from written or spoken
charts graphs, pictures, films, demonstrations
presentations, like hearing discussion and
explanation
The survey asks student to choose their preferences and gives them feedback concerning their own
learning style. (See attached printout). Obviously, each student has some of all the learning styles but not
necessarily a balance of each. Students who have a predilection for one style over another may have
difficulty learning in some areas. By assessing not only our students’ learning styles but also looking at
our assignments in our classes, we were able to “map” student preferences and our offerings. Some
studies have found that student with indicators of extroversion (Active), intuition (Intuitive), thinking and
judging (Active and Sequential) tend to be more satisfied with online learning. (Altman, 1988). Learner
satisfaction has a high correlation with distance education success. (Kelly, 1994) We were able to bear
out these results when we compared the responses to our survey and the Learning Styles Index results.
Online Learning Styles
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While we found students who preferred visual learning were slightly less inclined to prefer online classes,
we found no one discernable learning style to be prevalent in most of our online classes. Preferences
were more likely dictated by other considerations than learning styles. For example, setting one’s own
pace of learning outweighed the visual learning style preference one might expect as a consideration in
choosing online classes. What we did find was that satisfaction in online course seemed to increase when
we were careful to design assignments to cover all learning styles. This confirms earlier findings in
classes where teachers design a variety of assignments, the students use all learning styles. (Feldman,
1996)
We found the following modifications and design considerations to be useful in meeting all learning
styles.
Active/Reflective

Visual/Verbal

Post notes or guides to information
Use guided readings
Add field experiences to online classes
Use online discussions through software or list serves
Add group work to get students to exchange information
Organizers as product (webbing, charts, flow charts)
Teleresearch
Audio presentations (PowerPoint/Impactica)
Assignment details are elaborated in written document

Sensing/Intuitive

Case studies.
Analogies / Examples before theory.

Sequential/Global

Connect new material to old.
Overview of assignment and objectives defined.
Road map for a complex assignment

We would strongly recommend the use of this survey at the beginning of courses so modifications may be
made. The website for the survey can be found at http://www.engr.ncsu.edu/learningstyles/ilsweb.html.
Of course, if good course design is used at the onset, all learning styles should be met but it is possible to
have a class with a imbalance or learning preference quite different from design expectations. We have
certainly found each class may have quite a difference in balance of learning styles. Some of this may be
due to the use of screening tools for certain classes or perhaps it is the luck of the draw. “Learning styles
are a way to help improve your quality of learning. By understanding your own personal styles, you can
adapt the learning process and techniques you use.” (Learning-styles-online.com, homepage) We have
found helpful information at Learning-styles-online.com website http://www.learning-styles-online.com/
this site is dedicated to helping you better understand learning styles, as well as providing an easy way to
discover your own styles.”
A consideration that is not found in any survey is a measure focusing on whether or not students have a
propensity to procrastinate. No student will initially admit to procrastination – especially if it might affect
entry into a class. There is no disputing that some students not faced with mandatory attendance will not
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be on time. Deadlines help, but this does not force students to participate in discussion or other areas
where they must be active, on-time participants. Assessment should include incentives to not only get
students to participate in a timely fashion but also in a meaningful way. Calendars and timelines help, but
students can still “sit” in the back of the room if you let them. Course design and instructor persistence
also help but cannot make all students successful if they choose to procrastinate. Even time logs with
WebCT and other programs do not provide any indication of quality time spent on task. These logs are
measures of access time and login events only. The logs though are useful tools for knowing which
students might need some “prodding” to keep up with assignments.
Conclusions
Our “Best Practice” ideas have been continually evolving to keep up with our students. We have tried a
variety of things to make sure students understand what kinds of challenges they face in an online class.
Though we are now teaching the “computer generation,” most students have been trained to succeed in an
“on-ground” atmosphere for at least 12 years before they enter college. Many must relearn how to
succeed in another setting. It is important to remember to remove as many obstacles to their success as
possible to that online delivery is centered on learning content usable by various learning styles. Our
advice is to keep the process dynamic and to seek feedback from students to be sure learning is as student
centered as possible.
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Appendix A: - Online Class Survey Instrument
Instructions for completing this survey:
There are 4 parts to this survey:
• The first part consists of your perceptions about online classes before you enrolled and should be
answered based on ideas you had prior to enrolling.
• The second part deals with your perceptions now that you have completed or are currently
enrolled in an online class.
• The third part is filling out the online survey to determine your learning style.
• Finally, in the fourth section you are asked to indicate how well the online course has met your
learning needs. This information not only gives us feedback about your motivation for taking an
online class but will be invaluable in helping us design online classes that fit a variety of learning
styles.
What you need to do:
1. Answer the questions in Parts 1, 2, & 4 on this form, save it as “perceptions-yourlastname.doc” &
attach the file to an email to your instructor.
2. After you complete the online “learning styles” survey (Part 3) save it as “surveyresults.htm” and
attach to an email to your instructor.
If you have problems emailing the files as attachments, please contact your instructor.
Part One
Online Course Perceptions Prior to Enrolling
Place an X next to all that are reasons that you considered before taking this course (what
you considered before the course started)
A
I don't want to drive to campus
B
I don't like to sit in a classroom
C
It was not possible for me to be available on the day/time that the on ground
class was offered
D
I have a learning style that matches online learning style
E
I like to do my coursework at any time during the day or week
F
I have taken online classes before and knew what to expect
G
Online courses usually have less work
H
I find the online assignments compatible with my needs and abilities
I
I am computer/technology proficient and am at ease with technology
J
This course is only offered in an online format
L
I like being the person responsible for my own learning
M
I was curious about how to take on online class
N
I like being able to set the pace of learning
O
I like being able to see all of the course content at any time
P
Obligations to family
Q
Distance from MTSU
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1. If there are any other reasons not listed for taking an online course, please tell me
below.
2

Would you take another online course? (Check yes or no)
Yes
No

Part Two
Online Course Perceptions While in Course
Now that you have enrolled or have completed an online class, place an X by ALL of the
reasons that you think are GOOD REASONS for taking an online class.
A
I don't want to drive to campus
B
I don't like to sit in a classroom
C
It was not possible for me to be available on the day/time that the on ground
class was offered
D
I have a learning style that matches online learning style
E
I like to do my coursework at any time during the day or week
F
I have taken online classes before and knew what to expect
G
Online courses usually have less work
H
I find the online assignments compatible with my needs and abilities
I
I am computer/technology proficient and am at ease with technology
J
This course is only offered in an online format
K
I would not take this course if it were not required
L
I like being the person responsible for my own learning
M
I was curious about how to take on online class
N
I like being able to set the pace of learning
O
I like being able to see all of the course content at any time
P
Obligations to family
Q
Distance from MTSU
2. Are there reasons that would prevent or deter you from taking another online class? Please
explain below.
Part Three
Take the Learning Styles Assessment at http://www.engr.ncsu.edu/learningstyles/ilsweb.html (or use
previous results) please do so to help us answer questions we have concerning our online courses. Once
you have completed the survey, save it as “surveyresults.htm” and attach it to an email to your instructor.
Part Four
After you have taken the online survey, look at your results to answer the survey questions in Part 4.
Please read the following information and answer the questions following this section about this online
course.
Brief Description of Learning Styles
Active and Reflective Learners:

9
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Active learners tend to retain and understand information best by doing something active with it –
discussing or applying it or explaining it to others. Reflective learners tend to think about it quietly
before responding. They tend to like to work alone. Active learners might be described by “Let’s
try it and see how it works” while reflective learners might prefer “Let’s think it through first”.
Sensing and Intuitive Learners:
Sensing learners like learning facts and solving problems by established patterns, while intuitive
learners prefer discovering possibilities and don’t depend on explained material. Sensors tend to
be good at memorization and hands-on learning, while intuitive learners tend to grasp new
concepts and abstractions.
Sensors are more careful and practical than intuitors while intuitors tend to be more innovative and
work faster. Sensors like courses with connection to the real world while intuitors don’t want to
get bogged down in routines “plug-in” courses.
Visual and Verbal Learners:
Visual learners learn best when they can “see” pictures, diagrams, time lines, and etc. while verbal
learners create pictures out of words – spoken or read.
Sequential and Global Learners:
Sequential learners understand best when things are laid out in a linear fashion – each step
logically follows the previous one. Global learners tend to make connections in large jumps,
absorbing material randomly without any seeming connection. Sequential learners follow logical
paths in coming up with solutions to complex problems but global learners can solve problems
quickly once they have grasped the “big” picture. Sequential learners can explain problem
solution step by step whereas global learners may have difficulty explaining how they arrived at
the solution.
For more explanation of your Learning Styles Survey, http://www.ncsu.edu/felder-public/ILSdir/styles.htm Now take a look at your Learning Styles Survey results from the online survey
and consider the following questions:
3. How does this online course fit with your learning styles?
4. Specifically, how has the arrangement of this course met your learning style? Conversely, if the
course has not met your learning style, identify how your needs were unmet. (If you have some needs
met and some not met, so much the better.)
5. Finally, if the course could be changed to meet your learning needs, what changes would you
suggest?
Use space below to answer questions 3-5:
3. The course fits will because I can see what’s expected of me through the examples that are given
for each assignment.
4. As I said, everything that is expected of me is laid out in a clear manner. I can easily obtain help
from the instructor for any problem that I am experiencing.
5. I do not suggest any changes. This course works really well for me.
6. Answer the questions in Parts 1, 2, & 4 on this form, save it as “perceptions-yourlastname.doc” &
attach the file to an email to your instructor.
7. After you complete the online “learning styles” survey (Part 3) save it as “surveyresults.htm” and
attach to an email to your instructor. Thanks for your help!
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Appendix B – Felder-Solomon Learning Styles Questionnaire
NC STATE UNIVERSITY

Index of Learning Styles Questionnaire
Barbara A. Soloman
First-Year College
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina 27695
Richard M. Felder
Department of Chemical Engineering
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27695-7905

Directions
Please provide us with your full name. Your name will be printed on the information that is returned
to you.
Full Name
For each of the 44 questions below select either "a" or "b" to indicate your answer. Please choose only one answer for each
question. If both "a" and "b" seem to apply to you, choose the one that applies more frequently. When you are finished
selecting answers to each question please select the submit button at the end of the form.

1.

I understand something better after I
(a) try it out.

2.

(b) think it through.
I would rather be considered
(a) realistic.

3.

(b) innovative.
When I think about what I did yesterday, I am most likely to get
(a) a picture.

4.

(b) words.
I tend to
(a) understand details of a subject but may be fuzzy about its overall structure.
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5.

(b) understand the overall structure but may be fuzzy about details.
When I am learning something new, it helps me to
(a) talk about it.

6.

(b) think about it.
If I were a teacher, I would rather teach a course
(a) that deals with facts and real life situations.

7.

(b) that deals with ideas and theories.
I prefer to get new information in
(a) pictures, diagrams, graphs, or maps.

8.

(b) written directions or verbal information.
Once I understand
(a) all the parts, I understand the whole thing.

9.

(b) the whole thing, I see how the parts fit.
In a study group working on difficult material, I am more likely to
(a) jump in and contribute ideas.

(b) sit back and listen.
10. I find it easier
(a) to learn facts.
(b) to learn concepts.
11. In a book with lots of pictures and charts, I am likely to
(a) look over the pictures and charts carefully.
(b) focus on the written text.
12. When I solve math problems
(a) I usually work my way to the solutions one step at a time.
(b) I often just see the solutions but then have to struggle to figure out the steps to get to them.
13. In classes I have taken
(a) I have usually gotten to know many of the students.
(b) I have rarely gotten to know many of the students.
14. In reading nonfiction, I prefer
(a) something that teaches me new facts or tells me how to do something.
(b) something that gives me new ideas to think about.
15. I like teachers
(a) who put a lot of diagrams on the board.
(b) who spend a lot of time explaining.
16. When I'm analyzing a story or a novel
(a) I think of the incidents and try to put them together to figure out the themes.
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(b) I just know what the themes are when I finish reading and then I have to go back and find the incidents that
demonstrate them.
17. When I start a homework problem, I am more likely to
(a) start working on the solution immediately.
(b) try to fully understand the problem first.
18. I prefer the idea of
(a) certainty.
(b) theory.
19. I remember best
(a) what I see.
(b) what I hear.
20. It is more important to me that an instructor
(a) lay out the material in clear sequential steps.
(b) give me an overall picture and relate the material to other subjects.
21. I prefer to study
(a) in a study group.
(b) alone.
22. I am more likely to be considered
(a) careful about the details of my work.
(b) creative about how to do my work.
23. When I get directions to a new place, I prefer
(a) a map.
(b) written instructions.
24. I learn
(a) at a fairly regular pace. If I study hard, I'll "get it."
(b) in fits and starts. I'll be totally confused and then suddenly it all "clicks."
25. I would rather first
(a) try things out.
(b) think about how I'm going to do it.
26. When I am reading for enjoyment, I like writers to
(a) clearly say what they mean.
(b) say things in creative, interesting ways.
27. When I see a diagram or sketch in class, I am most likely to remember
(a) the picture.
(b) what the instructor said about it.
28. When considering a body of information, I am more likely to
(a) focus on details and miss the big picture.
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(b) try to understand the big picture before getting into the details.
29. I more easily remember
(a) something I have done.
(b) something I have thought a lot about.
30. When I have to perform a task, I prefer to
(a) master one way of doing it.
(b) come up with new ways of doing it.
31. When someone is showing me data, I prefer
(a) charts or graphs.
(b) text summarizing the results.
32. When writing a paper, I am more likely to
(a) work on (think about or write) the beginning of the paper and progress forward.
(b) work on (think about or write) different parts of the paper and then order them.
33. When I have to work on a group project, I first want to
(a) have "group brainstorming" where everyone contributes ideas.
(b) brainstorm individually and then come together as a group to compare ideas.
34. I consider it higher praise to call someone
(a) sensible.
(b) imaginative.
35. When I meet people at a party, I am more likely to remember
(a) what they looked like.
(b) what they said about themselves.
36. When I am learning a new subject, I prefer to
(a) stay focused on that subject, learning as much about it as I can.
(b) try to make connections between that subject and related subjects.
37. I am more likely to be considered
(a) outgoing.
(b) reserved.
38. I prefer courses that emphasize
(a) concrete material (facts, data).
(b) abstract material (concepts, theories).
39. For entertainment, I would rather
(a) watch television.
(b) read a book.
40. Some teachers start their lectures with an outline of what they will cover. Such outlines are
(a) somewhat helpful to me.
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(b) very helpful to me.
41. The idea of doing homework in groups, with one grade for the entire group,
(a) appeals to me.
(b) does not appeal to me.
42. When I am doing long calculations,
(a) I tend to repeat all my steps and check my work carefully.
(b) I find checking my work tiresome and have to force myself to do it.
43. I tend to picture places I have been
(a) easily and fairly accurately.
(b) with difficulty and without much detail.
44. When solving problems in a group, I would be more likely to
(a) think of the steps in the solution process.
(b) think of possible consequences or applications of the solution in a wide range of areas.
When you have completed filling out the above form please click on the Submit button below. Your results will be returned to
you. If you are not satisified with your answers above please click on Reset to clear the form.
Submit

Reset
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Dandy Indeed: Vandalizing Victorian Morality with the Works of Oscar Wilde

Throughout the legendary mocker’s revered bibliography, Oscar Wilde’s assault
on Victorian society is rendered predominantly through the lens of a figure exalting
surface, not sentiment. This radiant pose amongst the wintry elite perpetuates an
effective surveillance of Victorian society’s moral pretense with an exclusive allure. In
Wilde’s world, this fashioned figure cascading down the Victorian stratosphere delivers a
vital consciousness its own fashioned existence, exposing the moral cloak of Victorian
society as a costume itself. Through this shrewd indictment of moral artifice, the dandy
disembarks.
In Wilde’s lauded canon of Victorian vandalism, the dandy’s contempt for
Victorian sentimentalism personifies immunity to the innocence of love and morals,
postural constructs embodied by the society he inhabits. This disposition epitomizes a
connective tissue between audience and performance based on the implication that the
audience will exalt the dandy’s satirically invulnerable palette – thus deeming elite
society accessible to the masses through a shared condemnation of its ignorance. This
assessment is animated through an analysis of two of Wilde’s most revered works for the
stage: Lady Windermere’s Fan and The Importance of Being Earnest.
Lady Windermere’s Fan is strategically punctuated by the appearance of Cecil
Graham, the loquacious nephew of one Lady Jedburgh, a prominent installation in
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London society. Cecil’s derision of high society attracts the audience with the prospect
of a shared elitism -- one defined by his scorn and sanctioned by their participation.
When the Aristotelian model of tragedy is juxtaposed onto this text, it minimizes the
distance between Wilde’s satire and the observing masses through a shared access to
knowledge, as defined by its contrast to what Cecil deems ignorant. Within this construct,
Wilde orchestrates the grand feat of fusing audience and satirist in a collective critique
condemning the hypocrisy of the Victorian era.
The subversively arresting suggestion that morality can (and perhaps should) be
desecrated is galvanized by Cecil’s suggestion that it is something that he would never
practice. The satire of Lady Windermere’s Fan is thus navigated by this gorgeously
amoral “man of experience,” possessing a rare “instinct about life” (83). Our ambassador
consistently stabs at the mere mention of morality, indicting the moral life with a series of
knowledgeable incisions. Cecil valiantly articulates this disposition in Act III,
proclaiming to a society of Lords, “A man who moralizes is usually a hypocrite, and a
woman who moralizes in invariably plain” (81). Throughout Lady Windermere’s Fan
Cecil never moralizes, and those figures that do become the pathetic victims of his
elevated wit.
In Acts II and III, the spectator secures elevation over the same privileged society
through a constant defeat of society’s ignorance with an enlightened knowledge
ostensibly shared with Cecil. The proposed ignorance of Cecil’s peers is perpetually
blitzed by his sardonically knowledgeable (in the Aristotelian sense) asides and the
spectator’s certification of them. This knowledge stands in diametric contrast to that of
the sentimentalist Lords, the victims of the play’s satirical critique. Figures espousing
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value are shattered by Cecil’s homicidal coding of the sentimentalist as, “the man who
sees absurd value in everything and doesn’t know the market price of a single thing” (83).
Audience and ambassador (Cecil) can thus collectively marvel at what they know – and
what the subjects of their shared contempt do not.
The invitation to join Cecil in a zone of moral neutrality also immunizes the
spectator from his attacks -- if the proposal is accepted. If the spectator adopts morality
as a sartorial device, their experience is consequently protected from Cecil’s knowing
criticism. As the legendarily ornate loafer suggests to both Lord Darlington and the
observing masses, “My dear fellow, what on earth should we men do going about with
purity and innocence? A carefully thought-out buttonhole is more effective” (82).
Therein, the spectator’s designation of Victorian sentimentalism as grossly inadequate
tailoring results in protection from a poorly attired moral existence.
The principled existence of the Victorian age darts further out of fashion through
Cecil’s conclusive appraisal of values as relics of his father’s era, equating morals with
age -- placing the ethical life in a rather obsolescent sphere. In Act II Cecil boldly attests,
“My father would talk morality after dinner. I told him he was old enough to know better.
But my experience is that as soon as people are old enough to know better, they know
nothing at all” (59). Throughout Lady Windermere’s Fan the spectator’s alliance with
Cecil Graham yields a collectively sanctimonious satire, enriching the spectator with an
enormous sense of well being – one entrenched in the shared experience of knowing
better.
Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest strikes a pose illustrating the emerging
utility of postural morality within the affected code of Victorian society. The
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construction of dual identities by Algernon and Jack accordant to their sphere of
inhabitation (city or country) personifies the dandy’s necessary immunity to morality –
and their reliance on it to capably tilt Victorian Society toward their favor. The piece
also asserts that individual success may be maximized by the adoption of morality as a
textural device in the art of postural deception. This code is arrested in Algernon’s
execution of “Bunburyism,” defined as the propensity of the individual to lead a
deceptive dual life – allowing the dandy to perform morally or immorally in order to
maximize their own pleasure in a relevant context.
The subjection of morality as a sartorial tool is most stridently exemplified in
Jack’s construction of “Ernest,” an additional identity serving a deliciously double
purpose. Jack constructs the illness stricken “Ernest” to perpetuate Victorian morality to
his ward by caring for the health of a false person, his ostensible moral tutelage
galvanized by a compassion for the sick. However, the sickly Ernest (no pun intended)
also provides an agency of deceptive escape from the moral country to the immorality of
the vulgar city. Jack suggests:
When one is placed in the position of guardian, one has to adopt a very
high moral tone on all subjects. It’s one’s duty to do so. And as a high
moral tone can hardly be said to conduce to one’s health or happiness, in
order to get up to town I have always pretended to have a younger brother
of the name of Ernest, who lives in Alban, and gets into the most dreadful
scrapes. (285)
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Thus, the development of an additional identity illustrates Jack’s dependence on an
outward observance of morality (in order to “guard” effectively) to engage in the
immoral wickedness of urban dandyism.
When Jack ultimately decides to abandon this inherent immorality in favor of
exposing his lack of “Ernest” – ness, he is a man without a language, an amorphous
figure without skeletal assistance. Jack suggests, “Gwendolyn – Cecily – it is very
painful for me to be forced to speak the truth. It is the first time in my life I have ever
been reduced to such a painful position, and I am really quite inexperienced in doing
anything of the kind” (325). Further, upon hearing the revelation that his true name is in
fact Ernest, Jack again notes the significance of deceit in the posture of the dandy,
suggesting, “it is a terrible thing for a man to find out suddenly that he has been speaking
nothing but the truth” (343).
In order to effectively note the significance of an immoral posture in elite society,
it is necessary to exhibit the tendency of the privileged to celebrate wickedness, which
The Importance of Being Earnest suggests in high-fi resolution. This assessment is
summoned in young Cecily’s suggestion that elite society is dependent upon the
transgressor of morality as a rather grand topic amongst the upper classes. Cecily
suggests to Algernon, “Well, ever since dear Uncle Jack first confessed to us that he had
a younger brother who was very wicked and bad, you of course have formed the chief
topic of conversation between myself and Miss Prism. And of course a man who is
talked about is always very attractive” (315). In The Importance of Being Earnest, the
dandy continues to thrive as the topic of conversation, his deception occupying and
ultimately replacing Victorian virtue with sartorial flare.
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In both Lady Windermere’s Fan and The Importance of Being Earnest the
replacement of ethics with elegance echoes boldly, signaling the aptitude of the audience
to supersede the “moral” existence through a consciousness of its inherent absurdity.
Throughout the Wildean canon, the Victorian world of these texts is ultimately a selfperpetuating bazaar of moral masquerade, punctuated only by the critique of the
individual who arrives in costume. The dandy’s stratification of artifice over earnestness
introduces an ultimate insider – one who escorts the audience with a satirical mirror,
unlocking the absurdities of Victorian society’s moral pageantry with its own reflection.
Accordingly, in the context of this masquerade of sentimental morality, the dandy who
dresses for the ball is also the most capable of undressing it.
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NO MORE ROCKING CHAIRS: POSITIVE IMAGES
OF SENIORS IN RECENT FILMS
Many recent movies featuring veteran actors such as
Robert Duvall, Clint Eastwood, and Paul Newman focus on
positive images of aging. Eastwood’s UNFORGIVEN
(1992), for instance, shows an aging gunslinger realizing that
killing people isn’t all that satisfying. In Big Whiskey,
Wyoming, 1880, Eastwood is William Munny, retired,
reformed, and guilty about his bloody past—gunslinger is
really too soft a word for the murders he’s committed. Now a
widower with two children, he’s an unsuccessful and inept
pig farmer, who’s tempted to get back into action for a
worthy cause: a woman has been ripped up badly. Her
friends have put out a contract on the guys who did it, as the
sheriff (Gene Hackman) merely winked at the crime.
The movie is hard to watch at times, as its offbeat
heroes and villains alike are vicious and often sadistic,
kicking and beating because it feels good to them. Guys in
black hats and guys in white hats die, and no audience could
come away feeling that the dead guys are going to get up
again in the old RoadRunner tradition. One bit of dialogue
indicates what this revisionist Western attempts: Munny says
to a young character, “It’s a hell of a thing, killin’ a man—
take away all he’s got and all he’s ever gonna have.” The
other character says, not understanding, “He had it comin’.”
Munny replies, “We all have it comin’, kid.”
In some ways, Munny is like John Wayne’s character,
J.B. Brooks, in a much earlier movie, Wayne’s last, THE
SHOOTIST (1976). Brooks, another aging gunslinger, has
come to a small town to die as comfortably as possible at the
turn of the last century. He arranges his death in such a way
as to teach a young man that guns and death are serious
business, not to be trifled with or trivialized. Both
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UNFORGIVEN and THE SHOOTIST show their aging
heroes as men who have learned the hard way about the
overarching effects of violence, and who try to pass on their
knowledge to others.
In A FAMILY THING (1996), veteran actors Robert
Duvall and James Earl Jones play men who discover
unhappily that they are half-brothers, and reluctantly figure
out how to reconcile their relationship. Both from strong,
polite, and loyal family backgrounds, these men when they
finally meet face more than either of them could have
imagined. Slowly, almost in real time, we come to know
these men, their strengths and weaknesses, as they reveal
themselves to us, to each other, and to themselves. Earl, for
instance (Duvall), confronts unwisely some toughs at a stop
sign. They shoot him in the leg and steal his truck. Ray
(Jones), looking for Earl later that night, runs out of gas;
when similar guys confront him, he shows his street smarts
honed from years as a police officer.
Given that both men are in their 60s, it’s easy to
understand why they are reluctant to embrace each other.
They’ve each grown up in the shadow of racism: Ray has
lived in it; Earl has received it from his father, if not from his
mother. But the now-dead mother they share has affected
them both. Her influence continues in the person of her
sister (Irma P. Hall), still very much alive. Blind,
cantankerous, and straightforward, she lives with Ray and
Ray’s son, temporarily at home as his marriage is breaking
up.
These seniors in A FAMILY THING demonstrate that
some of the tightest bonds we can form reflect our
upbringing, as if we ingested our values with the very air we
breathed. Surprises about that upbringing and our reactions
to it are still possible, maybe even especially past 60.
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Paul Newman’s Sully, a ne’er do well canny
construction worker in 1994’s NOBODY’S FOOL, isn’t about
to go gentle anywhere. He’s never really grown up and has
figured out how to make his lifestyle support his adolescent
behaviors: avoiding his son and grandsons, spending time
on a frat-boy prank of stealing and retrieving his boss’s
snowblower, for instance. Still, he reveres and is kind to his
landlady, who was his eighth-grade teacher. And he is
(usually) compassionate towards his slow friend, Rub. The
events provoking Sully’s gradual changes are partly forced
upon him, but he reacts, finally, in more mature ways than
earlier in the movie, both refusing some actions that earlier
would have been second nature, and taking on new
behaviors that would have been unthinkable. Such late-inlife adaptability is as necessary for healthy seniors as a
sense of humor is in a marriage.
In movies that contain positive portrayals of seniors, the
stereotypes are mostly absent: no rocking-chair grumpy
codgers or false-teeth flipping grannies, as in those two
models of unpleasant stereotypes, Cocoon and The
Wedding Crashers. Instead, the seniors in these exemplary
movies are involved in what one documentary called
“productive aging.” These folks don’t feel sorry for
themselves despite their many, often devastating, losses.
They are part of the 80% of seniors who are active and
healthy, even though they may be facing very clearly their
own mortality. Many are summing-up, taking stock, reevaluating and re-assessing their lives, even while they are
moving forward in the day-to-day.
Some seniors continue to adventure and explore. For
instance, in STRANGERS IN GOOD COMPANY, a 1990
Canadian film directed by Cynthia Scott, a group of senior
women on a rickety tour bus figure out how to cope when the
bus breaks down in a remote area, where cell phones
wouldn’t work even if someone had one. They share
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knowledge and ignorance, expertise and experience,
confiding in each other as they experience a common
disaster. Other adventuresome seniors are portrayed in
2005’s MRS. HENDERSON PRESENTS and
LACKAWANNA BLUES, 2003’s SOMETHING’S GOTTA
GIVE, and, earlier, SHIRLEY VALENTINE (1989).
Somewhat problematic in this category of
adventuresome elders is 2003’s THE MOTHER. At first you
think the movie will be a version of Shirley Valentine, the
90’s movie about the woman who took a solo vacation to find
herself, or Enchanted April, where women who barely know
one another take a few weeks in Italy to decide what’s next
in their lives.
And at first you feel sorry for May (Anne Reid), the title
character. She is her husband’s caretaker, tying his shoes
and urging him to come along. He rolls his own carryon,
though, so he’s not incapacitated. His grandchildren
clamber to see him; her, they barely tolerate, moving aside
when she looks at their drawings, for instance.
But almost immediately into the movie, May’s husband
dies, and at loose ends, she comes to babysit with the
children of her daughter Paula (Cathryn Bradshaw). When
May discovers that Paula is having an affair with a married
man and expecting him to leave his wife, something dark is
triggered in her, and May herself steals her daughter’s lover.
Under different circumstances you might feel conflicted
because of the enormous difference in their ages and their
social status: where could this relationship possibly go?
Then you might feel aghast when she offers to pay for his
ticket so they can go away somewhere: it’s clear that she
can’t see beyond the moment. At all.
But the main problem is that the guy she takes for her
lover is her daughter’s boyfriend. It’s not just another
woman’s guy; that would be bad enough. But the betrayal of
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a daughter by a mother is abhorrent, the worst of bad
mothering.
Then later in the film we learn that this is not the first
betrayal. In a public setting in her daughter’s presence (in
her daughter’s classroom), she reveals that she hated her
children, that she used to go out and leave them in their
beds, crying. One can certainly understand hating one’s
own children, but not announcing it for the first time in a
public setting.
And yet. It can still be argued that May, no matter what
the circumstances, shows a certain kind of courage in the
fact of overwhelming adversity. That she values honesty,
including self-honesty, above love, and is willing to remake
her life at her advanced age and unwilling to settle into
disrepair and disuse.
In contrast to May are more traditional elders who value
long-term relationships and the importance of healthy
connections, how they provide comfort and sustenance,
even at the cost of facing one’s pride. Shirley MacLaine and
Anne Bancroft, for instance, are dancers and former rivals in
1977’s THE TURNING POINT. They figure out that their
shared experience is more important than the many qualities
that separate them. In THE STRAIGHT STORY (1999), the
incapacitated Alvin Straight (Richard Farnsworth) rides a
tractor across the country in order to reconnect with his
estranged and ailing brother. He overcomes the objections
of his own body, and he faces down the questioning of those
he meets. Along the way he befriends briefly a young
woman running away from home; he also maintains contact
with his own disabled daughter (Sissy Spacek) at home.
The taciturn Alvin is convincing not for what he says about
his quest, which is very little, but for the fact that he
undertakes it at all. Other movies depicting seniors in their
struggle to maintain long-term connections are ON GOLDEN
POND (1981), DRIVING MISS DAISY (1989), and, much
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earlier, THE LIFE AND DEATH OF COLONEL BLIMP
(1943).
And, of course, seniors must face the diminishing
powers related to aging, including confronting death itself,
their own or others’. For instance, ROBIN AND MARIAN
(1976) stars Sean Connery and Audrey Hepburn as the
mature Robin Hood and Maid Marian, as they reunite after
twenty years. In what’s been called a “meditation on all our
twilights,” they each show an enviable maturity and
acceptance of where they are now in their lives. As they
renew their previous dormant relationship, they are all too
aware of its inevitable conclusion, and they are content and
fulfilled at its completion.
In 2002’s ABOUT SCHMIDT, Jack Nicholson is a
recent retiree and an even more recent widower, lost without
two important parts of his identity. Searching for ways to
deal with these overwhelming losses, he takes a motor
home trek across America, focused on reuniting with an
estranged daughter. Similarly, Helen Mirren and Julie
Walters find creative ways to cope with widowhood in 2003’s
CALENDAR GIRLS. These women would be offended at
customary terms of admiration for seniors. They are neither
“spry” nor “alert,” but rather vital and fully present as they
mourn with affection the loss of their marriages to death and
other vagaries. Seniors cope with end of life issues in other
movies as well, including SHADOWLANDS (1993) and
HAROLD AND MAUDE (1972).
It’s refreshing to note that while the current movie
market is aimed at twelve- to fifteen-year-old boys, there still
is a wealth of good material presenting courageous, funloving, mature folks. You just have to know where to look.
All these movies are available to purchase or rent.
Remember, too, around Academy Award time, the AARP
lists its picks for that year’s movies that seniors will enjoy.
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Abstract
Research exploring corporate communication is entering its fifth decade. During this period, the
main body of literature typically has explored marketing and public relations unilaterally.
Traditional corporate communication research has focused myopically upon specific strategic
methodologies – isolating marketing and public relations procedures as independent
phenomena. As a result, many organizations seem to be miscast with respect to the roles they
play relating to their emphasis on public relations and marketing. While the existing literature
typically recognizes these functions as being separate, it analyzes them differently. Surprisingly,
very little literature exists related to the interdependency of these time-honored functions.
This study seeks to break new ground by extending the traditional one-dimensional focus on
corporate communication to a multi-dimensional and interdisciplinary consideration. In practice,
it appears numerous dimensions of corporate communication exist and may relate to different
and varying combinations of multiple corporate communication strategies. It is the goal of this
study to uncover the nature some of these relationships and to infuse these findings into the
current literature.
This study should enable investigators to:
1. Establish a broader research perspective relating to the study of integrated marketing
communication (or “IMC”: the management of all organizational communication-building
relationships with audiences) to help identify the evolution of task infringement by marketing
functions upon public relations functions within organizations, and;
2. Test the validity of an alternative model of corporate communication structure and its
application to the broad field of communication research, and;
3. Explore why some public relations departments use an integrated marketing communication
approach to public relations problem solving.
Four hundred questionnaires were mailed to North American public relations and marketing
managers whose companies varied in size, location and industry type. Follow-up questionnaires
were mailed to the chief operating officers of the responding organizations. The data reveal
significant relationships between selected demographics (years in business, departmental title,
size, location) and the level of public relations and marketing activity within private and public
organizations
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Background
The emergence of integrated marketing communication (or “IMC”) has had a significant impact
on the current practice of public relations across the American corporate landscape. Yet, little
research exists attempting to describe this transformation or explain its occurrence.
One possible explanation for the recent inclination of marketing organizations to assume more
traditional public relations functions within their organizations is a broadening definition of
“marketing” itself. Blech & Blech (2004) point out the confusion often associated with the term.
“One popular conception of marketing is that it primarily involves sales. Other perspectives view
marketing as consisting of advertising or retailing activities. For some…, market research,
pricing or product planning may come to mind. While all these activities are part of marketing, it
encompasses more than just these individual elements.” (1)
Zyman (1999) expands on this view in expressing the emerging viewpoint “marketing is a lot of
things:
• How the brand is positioned and how its identity is forged.
• How the product is designed and produced.
• How the product is sold and delivered.
• How customers are serviced.
• And all the way down the line to how employees are recruited and compensated.” (2)
Such a broad and inclusive view of marketing as a corporate discipline naturally leads to a more
inclusive (and perhaps more acquisitive) role as a corporate function and “gatekeeper” for
formerly separate functions such as public relations.
In line with this expanded definition, many companies now embrace integrated marketing
communications as a way to coordinate the various promotional elements and other marketing
activities that communicate with their customers. The rationale behind this customer-centered
approach is simple, Blech & Blech continue. “Consumers' perceptions of a company and/or its
various brands are a synthesis of the bundle of messages they receive or contacts they have,
such as media advertisements, price, package design, direct-marketing efforts, publicity, sales
promotions, websites, point-of-purchase displays, and even the type of store where a product or
service is sold. The integrated marketing communications approach … calls for a centralized
messaging function so that everything a company says and does communicates a common
theme and positioning.”
In fact, the American Marketing Association (AMA) recently updated its definition of marketing
as “an organizational function and a set of processes for creating, communicating and delivering
value to customers and for managing customer relationships in ways that benefit the
organization and its stakeholders.” (3)
A task force from the American Association of Advertising Agencies (the "4As") even went so far
as to include public relations within its definition of integrated marketing communications: “a
concept of marketing communications planning that recognizes the added value of a comprehensive plan that evaluates the strategic roles of a variety of communication disciplines— for
example, general advertising, direct response, sales promotion, and public relations—and
combines these disciplines to provide clarity, consistency, and maximum communications
impact.” (4)
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In other words, “marketing” isn’t just marketing anymore.

…
Philip Kotler and others (5) have written extensively to describe the functional relationship
between public relations and marketing. These functions encompass established corporate
responsibilities and, appropriately, play a key role in the major external and internal operations
of an organization.
Normally these responsibilities operate separately; some say at some loss in overall
effectiveness as they compete for position. It was this factor, according to some authors (6),
which has led to recent activity merging the functions in many organizations.
Kotler (op. cit.) and others (7) have established organizational categories with respect to the use
of marketing and public relations. The literature (8), however, does not contain a systematic and
identifiable typology of the two functions. A summary of the existing viewpoints of the two
frequently competing functions would yield the following typology:
I.

Organizations not using these functions in a formal sense. Little or no recognition of
marketing problems and no budgets to support a formal public relations staff. Examples
cited often include small, no-profit organizations with a decidedly local perspective.

II.

Organizations having well-established public relations functions but no formal
marketing function. Typically, the marketing function has been subsumed under public
relations. Organizations most often cited include large non-profit agencies with a global (or
at least national) perspective. Some literature (9) places hospitals and colleges within this
framework.

III. Organizations having well-established and formal marketing functions but nonexistent public relations operations. Examples include small manufacturing companies
which are heavily involved in locating and serving customers, but doing little to cultivate
other publics (including employees).
IV. Organizations supporting strong public relations and marketing departments. In
some of these organizations, marketing and public relations departments operate
separately and independently and both report to top management. The environment could
best be described as "competing," as these functions frequently seek similar budgetary
lines within the organization and compete for the attention of top management, occasionally
resulting in an unnecessary duplication of resources.
In many organizations (according to Kotler, the majority), the function is “blended” or
integrated to reflect a multiplicity of resources designed to build all organizational
communication relationships (Kotler, op.cit). These organizations attempt to gain the
attention of targeted audiences, or markets, resulting in an integration of efforts by sending
similar messages employing diverse communication methodologies. Typical are the large
Fortune 500 companies whose activities warrant sizable public relations and marketing
departments. The typology, however, assumes these firms do not exist, even though there
is ample evidence of “blended” or integrated marketing communication activity.
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Table 1: Marketing and Public Relations Typology
As Suggested by the Literature

Within the typologies, a number of assumptions are made. Depending upon existing situations,
organizations may tend to move from one typology to another as top management styles and
philosophies evolve and as personnel changes occur in management of either the public
relations or marketing functions. It is assumed there are some companies not using marketing
or public relations as part of their organizational methodology. It is also assumed, within the
Competing Function Environment, size, budget and reporting channels will be comparable.

…
The purpose of the study is to test this typology to obtain a clearer understanding of the
relationship between marketing and public relations within organizations. Stidsen (10) describes
organizations with well-established marketing functions (but low-powered public relations
functions) as typical in American industry. According to Stidsen, "American industry has bought
the concept of marketing hook, line and sinker...consequently, marketing dominates the
communication scene in most industries. Many communication practices which had earlier been
the responsibility of others (including public affairs and public relations and advertising) are
subsumed under the aegis of marketing...and this seems to be the dominant trend in American
industry."
Memmel, however, indicates, "the public relations concept is firmly entrenched in American
industry. The larger and more traditional companies still retain the function in spite of pressure
from areas such as marketing, advertising and government relations to add elements to their
internal responsibilities. Public relations seems to lose out to `empire' pressures only in rare
instances of mismanagement by communication specialists....or typically when public relations
operations are located within industry-types which are marketing-based such as banks and
utilities (11)."
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****
The data should help to identify organizations where integrated marketing communication is
practiced:
• with slight emphasis on public relations or marketing activity, or;
• with a public relations emphasis, or;
• with a marketing emphasis, or;
• within a competing environment (silo), or;
• with a blended or integrated marketing communication approach.
The data will also help identify where these organizations are located, how large they are, how
many years they have been in existence and their industry type.

Methodology
Five hundred questionnaires were mailed to North American public relations and marketing
managers whose companies varied in size, location and industry type. One hundred and sixtysix responded, for a 33.2% return rate. Follow-up questionnaires were mailed to the chief
operating officers of the non-responding organizations (35 or 11.9% responded). Each
respondent was asked to answer a series of questions seeking to measure the level of
marketing and public relations activity within his/her organization. Respondents were also asked
a series of demographic questions about organizational size, location, and structure and
product/service type.
The sample was generated to include a balance between organizations with the following
attributes:
1. Demographics:
a. Staff Size:
Varied from small (less than 2 employees) to large (26+ employees).
b. Location:
Organizations were selected from the Public Relations Society of America's ten districts.
Results were collapsed into four regions to represent the United States (North; South;
East; West).
c. Years in Business:
Varied from less than five to more than twenty years.
d. Titles:
Department/manager titles consisted of marketing, public relations, communication or
other.
e. Type:
Organizations represented industrial typologies including companies providing either a
consumable, durable, service or other type of product (retailing, banking, manufacturing,
for-profit hospitals, broadcasting, publishing, government, utilities, colleges and
universities, service (Red Cross, United Way).
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Communication functions within the organization:
Function categories included public relations, marketing and other.

g. Public or Private:
Some companies were publicly traded, others were not.

2. Criterion Variables:
Each respondent was asked to respond to a series of questions seeking to measure the
level of marketing and public relations activity within his/her organization.
a. Marketing Presence.
This was measured by examining the extent of personnel involvement in pricing, product
offering, placement and promotion (the traditional "four p's" of marketing) (12). Each of
these four attributes was measured by asking three Likert-type questions. A higher sumscore in each of the four categories reflected a higher presence of marketing activity
within the respondent's organization. The score varied from three (low presence) to nine
(high presence) within each of the four marketing categories.
Once the scores were established for each of the four categories they were summed
(mktadsum) to provide an overall measure for marketing presence. These sum scores
were then indexed (mktadndx) to provide a more precise overall measure for marketing
presence.
b. Public Relations Presence.
The public relations scores were generated by employing a method similar to that used
to establish marketing presence. Respondents were asked several questions on each of
the four traditional steps of the public relations process (research, planning,
communication and evaluation).
This variable was measured by asking a series of Likert-type questions about the extent
of personnel involvement in setting communication objectives, identifying and
communicating with targeted publics, facilitating communication with media, and
program evaluation. A higher sum-score in each of the four categories reflected a higher
presence of public relations activity within the respondent's organization. The scores
varied from four (low presence) to sixteen (high presence) within each of the four public
relations categories.
Once the scores were established for each of the four categories they were summed
(prsum) to provide an overall measure for public relations presence. These sum scores
were then indexed (prndx) to provide a more precise overall measure for public relations
presence.
c. Blended presence:
Others (13) (Mayer, op.cit.) have used this methodology to demonstrate the presence of
a competing or blended communication environment within an organization. Marketing
presence and public relations presence scores were summed for each organization
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(blendedsum). These sum scores were then indexed (blendedndx) to provide a more
precise overall measure for the blended environment.

RESULTS.
The survey yielded 201 responses from communication managers in North American firms and
organizations.

A. Sample Validity
The demographic variables were used to reflect the true population. They provided a realistic
measure of the distribution of the demographics of marketing and public relations organizations
across the United States. Six of the seven demographic variables proved especially significant
in the analysis.
1. The first variable, location, initially employed the 10 North American membership districts of
the Public Relations Society of America, Inc. After the results were initially scanned, the
districts were collapsed into four main quadrants:
a. North (New York, New England, Maryland, DC, Philadelphia and Connecticut);
b. South (Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, and Oklahoma,;
c. Midwest (Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska, Minnesota, and
Michigan), and;
d. West (California, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Washington State, Alaska,
Nevada, Arizona and New Mexico.
The distribution across the four location quadrants was reasonably balanced with 26 percent
from the North; 25 percent from the South; 22 percent from the Midwest and 27 percent from
the West. (Figure 1).
Figure 1: The Sample: Location
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2. A second variable, years in business, measured the longevity of each of the organizations
surveyed. Once again, there was balance between the four categories (less than 5 years, 6
to 10 years, 11 to 20 years and more than 20 years in business). The percentages for each
of the four categories were 34%, 22%, 21%and 23%, respectively.
3. Organizational size was measured by computing the number of employees working for each
organization to provide a balanced mix of small versus large companies (1-5 employees, 612 employees, 12-25 employees, and 26 or more employees). The percentages for each of
the four categories of size were 13%, 40%, 21% and 26% respectively. (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The Sample: Staff Size

4. Since the survey was primarily directed toward public relations organizations, the majority of
the responses indicated the title of the department was, in fact, public relations (35%). 6% of
the total had marketing as the title with 29% reporting a title of communication. The
remainder, (30%) reflected “other” titles (such as information services, public affairs,
community affairs, etc). (Figure 3).
Figure 3: The Sample: Title of Department
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Similarly, the survey reflected a substantial number of organizations employed either public
relations methodologies (49%) or blended methodologies (45%) exclusively. Very few
organizations (9%) responding to the survey employed marketing methodologies
exclusively. (Figure 4).
Figure 4: The Sample: Functions

5. The sample also reflected whether the organization was privately or publicly held (47% of
the firms were privately held and 53% were publicly held).
6. Lastly, the sample data indicated the organization type, i.e., the type of product or service
generated by the company. Forty percent of the firms generated consumable or durable
products (automotive products; food products…etc) and 25% created services for
clients/customers (banks; public relations/marketing/advertising firms; telephone
services…etc). Thirty-five percent reported a combination of the two – they supplied both a
product and a service.
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B. Criterion Variables:
1. Each organization was also asked to respond to a set of questions regarding their degree of
marketing and/or public relations activity. Once again, because the sample was composed
primarily of public relations organizations/managers, the degree of marketing activity was
reported as lower than the degree of public relations activity. Fifty-seven percent reported a
low degree of marketing activity (mktadndx) (Figure 5) compared to 94% percent reporting a
high degree of public relations activity (prndx). (Figure 6).
Figure 5: Marketing Activity Index

Figure 6: PR Activity Index
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2. Once the activity levels of public relations and marketing were measured, the two indexes
were summed and indexed to demonstrate the presence of a blended communication
environment within an organization. At the heart of the study was the mix between public
relations activity and marketing activity found in each of the organizations surveyed. All of
the organizations rated themselves as “blended” (blendedndx) with a 50/50 split between
those reporting a high degree of blended activity and those reporting a medium degree of
blended activity. No one reported a low degree of blending. (Figure 7).
Figure 7: Blended Index
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3. Cross tabulations. Cross tabulations were generated to determine if any significant
relationships existed between the demographic (predictor) variables and the criterion
measures of marketing, public relations and blended communication activity.
a. One of the most robust findings of the survey was the high correlation (r=.381) between
the location and the degree of “blending” or integration of marketing and public relations.
The highest degree of blending occurred in the Western quadrant (53% of the
organizations in that quadrant were blended). Those in the Eastern quadrant were a
close second (41% reported using a blended approach). There was much less blending
occurring in the Midwest (1%) and the South (3%). (Tables 2-4).
Tables 2-4: Location X Blended Index
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
N
location * Blended Index

202

Missing
Percent
100.0%

N
0

Total

Percent
.0%

N
202

Percent
100.0%

location * Blended Index Crosstabulation
Count
Blended Index
med
location

Total

hi

East Central

16

2

18

MidAtlantic

11

8

19

Midwest

26

0

26

Northeast

4

16

20

NorthPacific

0

22

22

Southeast

7

6

13

Southwest

21

0

21

Sunshine

16

0

16

Tristate

0

13

13

Western

0

34

34

101

101

202

Total

Symmetric Measures

Interval by Interval

Pearson's R

Ordinal by Ordinal

Spearman Correlation

N of Valid Cases

Value
.391

Asymp.
Std.
Error(a)
.057

Approx.
T(b)
6.003

Approx. Sig.
.000(c)

.398

.062

6.144

.000(c)

202

a Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c Based on normal approximation.
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b. Another significant finding was the extent of marketing tools used by companies who
were considered “blended.” (Tables 5-7) If the organization employed a blended
approach to communication (one using integrated marketing strategies), then they were
more likely to also heavily use traditional marketing tools like cost planning, pre-testing
of copy, branding, promotion and overall marketing activity. These relationships between
blended organizations and the heavy use of marketing tools were significant (p <.02; r =
.850).
Tables 5-7: Marketing Activity Sum X Blended Index
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
N
mkt activity sum
* Blended Index

Missing
Percent

202

N

Total

Percent

100.0%

0

.0%

N

Percent
202

100.0%

mkt activity sum * Blended Index Crosstabulation
Count
Blended Index
med
mkt
activity
sum

lo
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
med
29.00
30.00
33.00
34.00
35.00
hi

Total

5
4
8
23
13
24
3
20
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
101

Total

hi
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
5
2
21
1
1
11
44
101

5
4
8
23
13
24
3
36
6
2
21
1
1
11
44
202

Symmetric Measures

Interval by Interval
Ordinal by Ordinal
N of Valid Cases

Pearson's R
Spearman Correlation

Value
.850
.845
202

Asymp.
Std.
Error(a)
.024
.009

Approx.
T(b)
22.816
22.305

Approx. Sig.
.000(c)
.000(c)

a Not assuming the null hypothesis.
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b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c Based on normal approximation.

c. The number of years in business (organizational longevity) was cross tabulated with the
blended index to determine if relationships existed between the two variables. (Tables 810). The data indicated companies in existence for less than five years, as well as those
organizations who were in business for more than 20 years, were more likely to employ
blended communication procedures.
Tables 8-10: Years in Business X Blended Index

Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
N
yrs in business *
Blended Index

Missing
Percent

202

N

Total

Percent

100.0%

0

.0%

N

Percent
202

100.0%

yrs in business * Blended Index Crosstabulation
Count
Blended Index
med
yrs in
business

Total

hi

less than 5

36

33

69

6 to 10

36

9

45

11 to 20

23

19

42

6

40

46

101

101

202

more than 20
Total

Symmetric Measures

Interval by Interval

Pearson's R

Ordinal by Ordinal

Spearman Correlation

N of Valid Cases

Value
.285

Asymp.
Std.
Error(a)
.065

Approx.
T(b)
4.201

Approx. Sig.
.000(c)

.262

.069

3.837

.000(c)

202

a Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c Based on normal approximation.
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d. Organizational size was run against the blended index (Tables 11-13) to determine if
there was a relationship between the two variables. Moderately-sized organizations
(from six to 12 employees) displayed the strongest and most significant correlation to
blended activity. Twenty-five percent of the organizations in this size category employed
a high level of blended communication procedures (p < .02; r = .441). Only 19% of the
large organizations (26 or more employees) showed a significant relationship (p < .02; r
= .399) between their size and the use of blended communication procedures, but their
usage of the procedures was at a moderate level.
Tables 11-13: Staff X Blended Index
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
N
# staff * Blended Index

202

Missing
Percent
100.0%

N
0

Total

Percent
.0%

N
202

Percent
100.0%

# staff * Blended Index Crosstabulation
Count
Blended Index
med
# staff

Total

hi

1-5

5

22

27

6-12

29

51

80

12-25

26

17

43

26+

41

11

52

101

101

202

Total

Symmetric Measures

Interval by Interval

Pearson's R

Ordinal by Ordinal

Spearman Correlation

N of Valid Cases

Value
-.421

Asymp.
Std.
Error(a)
.060

Approx.
T(b)
-6.561

Approx. Sig.
.000(c)

-.421

.060

-6.573

.000(c)

202

a Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c Based on normal approximation.
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e. The traditional public relations steps involving research were cross-tabulated with the
blended communications activity index (Tables 14-16). Those organizations reporting a
high activity level of public relations research tended to display a high level of blended
communication activity (p, .02; r = .687).
Tables 14-16: PR Research Sum X Blended Index
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
N
pr research sum *
Blended Index

Missing
Percent

202

N

Total

Percent

100.0%

0

N

Percent

.0%

202

100.0%

Value
.687

Asymp.
Std.
Error(a)
.033

Approx.
T(b)
13.360

Approx. Sig.
.000(c)

.713

.042

14.395

.000(c)

pr research sum * Blended Index Crosstabulation
Count
Blended Index
med
pr
research
sum

low

Total

hi
8

0

8

10.00

22

0

22

11.00

10

0

10

med

19

1

20

13.00

27

0

27

14.00

3

48

51

hi
Total

12

52

64

101

101

202

Symmetric Measures

Interval by Interval

Pearson's R

Ordinal by Ordinal

Spearman Correlation

N of Valid Cases

202
a Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c Based on normal approximation.

Additionally, the blended index correlated very highly (.538) with the collapsed marketing
index (which measured the activity level of the traditional 4 “P’s” of marketing, product,
place, promotion and price). This finding indicated the companies who were blended did
more marketing than those who were not.
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Conclusions:
Marketing appears to be an active player in the public relations process. All of the organizations
surveyed reported they were blending the public relations process with marketing procedures.
Half of them were heavily blending the function – the other half reported a moderate blending of
the procedures. No one indicated they were not employing marketing procedures.
Are marketing procedures accepted by communication managers as well as public relations
executives? Yes.
Is marketing dominating or encroaching on public relations?
No. It appears to be blending with and, to some extent, driving public relations. Competing
function environments are probably being rendered obsolete as communication managers
recognize they are duplicating efforts and wasting resources. The data show the blended
function is replacing this duplication of effort. It may also be communication managers are
taking advantage of the cost-efficiencies of blended technologies and resources to help drive
the profit needle up. Effective public relations has always been about adding value and quality,
and enhancing the bottom line.
Location proved to be the most predictive variable related to the practice of blended
communication. The innovators, according to the data, are located on the West Coast of the
United States, In addition, the overwhelming majority of those practicing blended
communication are located in the West. It may be organizations located in the West have
greater access to cutting-edge technologies making it easier for them to access and employ
more advanced procedures. It may also be the organizations located on the West Coast are not
tightly structured and can more easily facilitate innovation.
Surprisingly, organizations located in the traditional “corporate home” of public relations. (i.e.,
the U.S. East Coast) are the second-most active employers of the blended public relations
procedure.
There is a bi-polar relationship between organizational longevity and using blended
communication procedures – newer companies (less than five years old) and more established
companies (26+ years in existence) are the heaviest users.
The study revealed one very intriguing finding; those communication mangers who heavily
employ public relations research procedures are the same individuals who practice a high level
of blended communication. It may be these managers recognize the value of the precision of
measurement marketing procedures bring to the table and are able to effectively blend them
into value-added public relations efforts.
Lastly, this study has uncovered some questions which remain to be answered. Why, for
example, is the blended function much more prevalent on the U.S. West Coast? How can we
explain the bi-polar relationship between organizational longevity and use of blended
communication procedures? Why is the employment public relations research methodology so
tightly linked to the practice of blended communication? Why have managers blended marketing
and advertising principles and procedures into the public relations process? Obviously, more
research is required to shed additional light on some of these questions and findings.
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Losing Neverland: The Homes that Colonized Women Imagine from Homer's Calypso to
Rhys’ Antoinette
"It is the main earthly business of a human being to make his home, and the
immediate surroundings of his home, as symbolic and significant to his own
imagination as he can." –G.K. Chesterton, “The Coloured Lands.”

In Homer's Odyssey, delicate Calypso has constructed a small world on
her island of Ogygia that gladdens even the gods:
A big fire was blazing on the hearth and the scent from burning logs of
split juniper and cedar was wafted far across the island. Inside, Calypso was
singing in a beautiful voice as she wove at the loom and moved her golden
shuttle to and fro. The cave was sheltered by a verdant copse of alders,
aspens, and fragrant cypresses [...] and in soft meadows on either side the iris
and the parsley flourished. It was indeed a spot where even an immortal
visitor must pause to gaze in wonder and delight. (Homer 89-90)
Calypso had designed the ground and planted the trees, vines and flowers in agreeable
groupings. She polished the chairs, put food on the table and mixed the wine. She perfected
this bower for her elected companion, Odysseus, whom she rescued and welcomed "as he
was drifting alone astride the keel of his ship, when Zeus had shattered it with his lightningbolt" (91). Her work of elaboration, however, remains unrewarded, for Odysseus is never at
rest here; he weeps on the shore, "looking out across the barren sea with streaming eyes"
(90). As natural and deep-rooted as it may appear, Calypso's cave-home eventually reveals
itself as an unacknowledged imaginary world.. As such, it is emblematic of the notional
places that female literary characters have constructed as homes throughout time.
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Calypso's creation of a home is strictly notional or imaginary because all the
appearances here are unreliable; destiny’s players have already eviscerated this fetal
existence before it had a chance to breathe. Athena, who has Odysseus’ poetic fame in her
care, had argued before the gods that returning Odysseus to his home in Ithaca would be the
only apt way to reward his earlier practice of honorable kingship, and complained that
Odysseus instead was being left to languish on Ogygia, while "not one of the people he
once ruled like a loving father gives him a single thought" (88). Zeus responds favorably to
Athena’s outburst, and promises that Odysseus will reach his native home and hearth. Once
Calypso learns Zeus’ will, she makes a last effort to deflect Odysseus from his purpose, but
Odysseus is still not disposed to live as her consort, and flings himself toward Zeus’
promised goal. In the end, then, Calypso helps Odysseus on his way, for no goddess can
resist Zeus’ command except briefly. Calypso’s fabrication therefore remains a pseudocreation, a tender only, because the mark of ‘authentic’ reality is denied by Ulysses’ refusal
to rest in her care and companionship; the place, though still physically capable of giving
pleasure (if not solace), is desacralized, robbed of its sacred aura, when stripped of the
notional elements of home. The forged objectivity of the narrative blankets Calypso’s
experience, which otherwise might have been read as sympathetically as Dido’s.
Calypso can be said to have been colonized by Odysseus inasmuch as he occupied
the island and consumed her material and spiritual resources while he found it expedient to
do so. Other women in the Odyssey were transported instead to the demesne of their
husbands; their bodies and minds occupied or cherished, but not, as far as we know, their
territories. These women invest less of their original capital, if they had any, in their homes,
but have less title to the productions of their labor. In Sparta, for example, on the surface,
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Menelaus and Helen’s home seems happy and at peace, and by its narrative proximity to the
Ogygia episode, one might hypothesize that this home is placed in counterpoint to the
unhappy and transitory alliance between Calypso and Odysseus. However, Helen has been
brought back to Sparta by force, the greatest war-prize from Troy. Whatever home she
creates here fulfills Menelaus’ desire, or, in any case, it is impossible to discern whether she
is pleasing herself, or placating him. Finally, one must count Helen as sui generis; the story
of this home required an Iliad to narrate only a portion of its complexity.
There is only one unambiguously successful home shown in the Odyssey: Alcinous’
palace. Its long description implies excellence, from the radiance “like that of the sun or
moon” (114) that lights its halls, to its bronze walls, to the never-failing garden. When
Odysseus arrives, he stands and enjoys the palace’s beauty just as Hermes had stopped to
admire Calypso’s work. Great-hearted Alcinous rules here while white-armed Arete, his
first cousin, runs the household. The line that implies the deepest sense of stability and
happiness is perhaps the last of Book VII, when “Alcinous lay down for the night in his
room at the back of the high building with his consort, who made and shared his bed” (121).
Arete has done more than made his bed, she has given him an ordered, comfortable place
from which to rule (‘comfort’ from Late Latin confortare, to strengthen), a shelter “from
tempest’s welter and war’s alarms” (Gilbert 51). The effectiveness of this home seems to
abide in Alcinous’ assent to Arete’s notion of the home, his agreement to rest in the
construction she has imagined.
Penelope counts as a potentially ironic exception among the other women of the
Odyssey, since her (albeit inherited) home, like Calypso’s, is invaded and her substance
consumed by the suitors. One is thus oddly led to gaze at both women as colonized.
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Penelope’s situation, in a sense, is more acute on this score because she is held within a
social group rather than living as a solitary. Paradoxically, this gives us more information
about her inner choices and individual nature, as we see her in a variety of interactions and
moments of strategizing or decision. In another sense, though, Homer’s characters are to be
understood as representational as opposed to illusionist; their function is not to demonstrate
complicated inner lives and the consequences of subtle moral judgments, but to act as
whatever placeholder is needed at that moment in the poem to move the action to its fated
end (the end fated by Homer, that is). Penelope’s narrative function in relation to the suitors
is cleverly and faithfully to fend off the total destruction of Odysseus’ property, including
her own body, until Odysseus arrives.
The story of Penelope’s home with Odysseus himself, in contrast, is not told in the
Odyssey, which ends with Odysseus’ return. There is, however, something that might be
called a literary tradition about this home, running conspicuously through Dante.
Acquaintance with the enthusiastic sentiments of Odysseus’ homecoming scenes in
Homer’s poem lends an additional air of perversity to Tennyson's portrait of Ulysses, lifted
tangentially from Dante’s. Tennyson’s Ulysses has at least this in common with Homer's
Odysseus—he is still not at rest. "How dull it is to pause" (22), exclaims this unuxorial
Ulysses, seeking his own notional and imaginary seignory, the ever-receding "untraveled
world" he glimpses through the arch of experience (19-21). This small piece of writing
emerges like recruitment rhetoric for the British colonial project, but it undermines itself.
The mundane law-loving practice of kingship, those mere "common duties" (40)
which (according to Homer) had merited Odysseus’ return to home in the first place, and
which heretofore have purportedly grounded Odysseus’ actions, are now detested and
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fobbed off on his son Telemachus; for himself, Ulysses longs rather for what he thinks will
be "some work of noble note" (52). It is hard to uncover what might be counted as more
noble than kingship. Tennyson cannot have Ulysses here seriously proposing some kind of
virtue as the true, authentic foundation of nobility, for the abdicant Ulysses commits the
very fault he blames his people for, resisting and despising the good, not to mention
derogating Zeus’ promise of the king’s return. Consider the poem's final line: "To strive, to
seek, to find, and not to yield" (70). For what does one strive and seek if not for the useful
and the good (by the very definitions of those things)? To what does one refuse to yield, if
not to the obstacles standing in the way of the good? Who, then, is the savage, the rugged
person not yet subdued to the useful and the good (37-8) but Ulysses himself? He is almost
a hollow man: "I am become a name; / For always roaming with a hungry heart" (11-12).
Thus, in this poem, the home Penelope creates for Ulysses finishes as imaginary as
Calypso's, an abandoned shrine to the sounded and fractured idols called "the useful and the
good" (38).
On the one hand, however cautiously we agree to prescind from historicizing or
relativistic considerations, we might yet suppose that the idea of home has something that
crosses many cultures, contains common elements of comfort, stability, rest and order. On
the other, I suggest that while we take many things about the word ‘home’ for granted
through habituation, the notion of home in a woman writer often contains significant
ambivalence, indeed, may be quite difficult to locate and define1. Therefore, it is fruitful to
notice that the women discussed so far are all written by men, even if we are unwilling to
define a particular connection from that to certain features of their works. I claim this much:
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that in many works by women writers, we are required to do more inferring, testing and
interrogating over the choices, difficulties and human costs of bonding and homemaking.
These inscriptions of homes have several notable features, then, and one of serious interest
is whether the work of imagining the home is acknowledged and credited to its genuine
author. Those works that take up nostos as a theme often hide the act of authorship that
creates the idea of the particular home to which the protagonist attempts to return. We may
then notice that this (in literature, usually female) act of construction itself introduces a
potential conflict into the nascent home, for the success of the project hangs on whether men
are willing to rest in that female production. Odysseus’ rejection erases Calypso’s homeidea; Ulysses’ fresh departure robs Penelope’s domestic object of legitimacy. These
inscriptions show the men’s consent as that which effects the realization of the notion of the
home, which provides its authentication, and when they reject the woman’s labor or depart,
the home that remains is shown as a fractured crust.
In Wide Sargasso Sea Jean Rhys writes the narrative of a home that on the surface
may appear similar to the stories of homes in Homer and Tennyson: an imaginary place that
falls tragically when the husband refuses the home as invented by his wife. A clear source of
energy within the book, though, is that Antoinette’s notion of home was never as simple and
unproblematic as classical (male) versions like Homer’s or Tennyson’s. Moreover, Wide
Sargasso Sea’s intertextual relationship with Brönte’s homes in Jane Eyre shows the
complexity of the constitutions of those homes as well. Within the two works by Rhys and
Brönte, all the homes fail until the end of Jane Eyre, when Rochester has become
immobilized and incapable, when his consent has lost its power.
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Antoinette’s imaginary of ‘home’ is complicated by the careless destruction of her
original home, Coulibri Estate, during a post-Emancipation confrontation, and by the doom
of her mother. Perhaps not careless; whether the estate’s burning is a random event in the
social upheavals of the time or conspicuously merited is left rather carefully undefined. At
tale’s opening, the father is gone—dead, we learn, but Antoinette’s mother terms herself
abandoned, and we suspect the absent plantation owner’s history of economic practices long
before we hear an additional account of him from his illegitimate son, Daniel.
The island’s societies are in gargantuan flux, working through the tasks of the new
emancipation and economic readjustment. Antoinette occupies a weird kind of no-man’s
land; an heiress, which keeps the wrong people interested in her—a female with little legal
protection except through the status of her male relatives, but with lands and resources
sufficient to make her own body a target for colonization. She is rejected on the emotional
level by every cultural community available to her: she is neither able to participate in the
rising nationalist aspirations of the exploited indigenous and hapa peoples, to whom she,
both as a neglected offspring, and as the inheritor of a (rapidly disappearing) social code, is
drawn in complicated ways, nor is she able to believe in the conventions of the home-born
British and those trying to reproduce themselves as such, who are anxious about and
unfriendly to “mixed” French and English families like Antoinette’s. She is tenuously
aligned only with a few people who themselves live on the margins of the indigenous
population: Christophine from Martinique, or Antoinette’s hapa cousin, Sandi. She absorbs
some of Christophine’s traditional wisdom and oral practices, and a little colonial schooling.
She calls the only community that even partially tolerates her (or the tuition paid on her
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behalf), the convent school, “my refuge, a place of sunshine and of death” (56), which is not
very reassuring.
Rhys skillfully complicates the imaginary of ‘home’ held by each spouse both
before and after Antoinette’s marriage to “that man.” Each spouse feels the other’s notional
idea of home and its objective correlative in the world (e.g. ‘Thornhurst’ or ‘Granbois’) to
have the quality of a (nightmarish) dream. “That man” has an additional fatal desperation
and pride which cause shipwreck; his need to establish his position in the world gives him “a
honey tongue, a heart of gall” (Ralegh 918) that tricks Antoinette, who understands the
importance of speech, into following him to an unspeakable doom. The frustrating quality of
their thick discourse and failed attempts to translate to each other springs from the conflicts
between two codes, neither of which function well in the other’s territory, codes that
determine social positioning through objects and practices. At the same time, each of them is
aware of the new razor’s edge in the islands that those inhabit who seek to maintain a
teleology of domination among the just-emancipated and bonded laboring populations.
These high stakes, and on the husband’s part, bumbling efforts interact balefully with their
personal orbits as younger English son and orphaned West Indies daughter/heiress. This is
the wide Sargasso Sea between England and the West Indies, and it cannot be traversed in a
straight line, or indeed at all without great circumspection. In fact, it is a journey that never
takes place, but is only simulated.
As a final and extreme example of the complications of a notional home available to
women writers I turn to Emily Bronte, who utters a longing almost analogous to Ulysses’
but with a striking difference: "I'm happiest when most away / I can bear my soul from its
home of clay" (Bronte 1-2). When one cannot rest at home anywhere in the world, then
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perhaps it is a sign that one is not at home even in one's own body. The narrator’s voice in
this poem imagines leaving house, family, and finally body and nature itself:
When I am not and none beside—
Nor earth nor sea nor cloudless sky—
But only spirit wandering wide
Through infinite immensity. (5-8)
This is the most unreal construction yet, a home without any human, natural or even
supernatural props.
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Project Title: Educational Design: A Middle School for the 21st Century
This Paper will present work executed in a unique design studio at the University
of Illinois Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). Graduate students and faculty from UIUC
worked directly with FGM Architects/Engineers Inc. (website: http://www.fgminc.com/) to design a middle school for the future generations of a rural Illinois
community. These studies took place in the fall semester of 2005.
The Process involved participation from an Architecture and Engineering firm that
has a national reputation for school design. FGM assisted the studio in a variety
of ways including financial sponsorship, field trip venues, presentations, and
reviews. The studio group visited their Oakbrook office and several schools
designed by FGM. The studio also presented its investigations to FGM and its
clients.
The Studio designed a Middle School (grades 6-8) for the Village of Mahomet.
The Superintendent of Schools for the Village and the Principal of the Middle
School agreed to participate in assisting the studio. The Principal of the Mahomet
Middle School presented the philosophy of education used in Mahomet and the
students toured the existing facilities.
A site west adjacent to an abandoned sand and gravel quarry and south of the
Sangamon River was selected for this investigation. The site is adjacent to a
Champaign County forest preserve (website: http://www.ccfpd.org/riverbnd.htm).
The Illinois Department of Natural Resources indicated this is its most bio-diverse
property in the entire state. The developer of The Lakes at Riverbend property
agreed to supply site information and access to the selected site for the project.
The studio examined the difference between program driven design and
typological design methods while exploring new possibilities in designing for
education. This project was programmed and designed using individual
investigations. Results of this studio investigation are being compiled in a studio
publication.
Student’s work was evaluated by faculty and external reviewers, including
architects and school superintendents.
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The following is an excerpt from the International Treehouse Competition Winner Announcement
HANA, Hawaii, September 28, 2001
…The creations of over 500 architects from forty-six countries were funnelled into a small group
of winning designs with the completion THIS MONTH of the 2001 International Treehouse Design
Competition…
The program called for real tree houses that could be built in real trees that would be part of a
project by Treehouses of Hawaii Inc., a Maui based firm involved in treehouse eco-resorts in
China and Hawaii, which was under contract to build about 100 of the structures in those tropical
locations.
On February 9 in Santa Monica, California at a large space in Frank Gehry's Edgemar Center a
Jury of 11 architects, designers and artists including Ming Fung, the architect for the National
Endowment for the Arts, artists Ken Price and Billy Al Bengston as well as Designer Deborah
Sussman. Architect Elise Grinstein was the foreman of the review board. After six hours of
looking at the projects filling the walls and more hours of deliberation and group descussion, 100
projects were commended…

http://www.treehousesofhawaii.com/pressrelease.html

This paper will examine the results of the International Treehouse Competition and the
ensuing built projects [The authors of the paper had one of the projects selected for
commendation, and their project will be featured]. These resorts offer alternative
solutions to common problems in the hospitality industry. We will examine competition
projects that offer alternative approaches to tropical tourism with projects addressing
issues including: globalism, local culture and economics, energy use, and ecological
sensitivity.
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A Comparative Analysis of Letarouilly's "Edifices de Rome Moderne"- Then and
Now
Submitted by Kevin Hinders
Proposal Summary
Edifices de Rome Moderne forms the basis for an investigation of Rome - then and now,
a comparison of the Rome depicted by Paul Marie Letarouilly and the existing state of
the edifices. The research conducted by Kevin Hinders with Research Assistants Carole
Pekney, Michael Waters and Cory Colman locates and documents the existing structures
and the present state of the buildings depicted in 354 plates. The subsequent
investigations illustrate both historic changes and original misrepresentations.
The project proposed herein is for the presentation of reproductions of engravings and
original photographs documenting buildings of Renaissance and Baroque Rome as
depicted by Paul Marie Letarouilly in his three volume Edifices de Rome Moderne. The
main body of research for this paper was done from 2003- 2006. A hyperlinked matrix
including project, plate and rione information, address location and photographs has been
compiled to accompany the investigation.

Proposal Narrative
Overview of the Subject and State of the Research:
About the Letarouilly Publication: Edifices de Rome Moderne
One of the most widely consulted plate books of the nineteenth century, Paul
Letarouilly’s three volumes on palaces and churches of Renaissance and Baroque
Rome served generations of architects at the Ecole des Beax-Arts and in
American architectural offices as a compendium of plans and facades both of
historical interest and practical application to the building needs of the
expanding metropolises of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Adolfk. Placzek, General Editor, Avery’s Choice Five Centuries of Great
Architectural Books (New York: G. K. Hall and Co., 1997). p 204.
Letarouilly published Volume I (Plates 1-114) in 1840, followed by Volume 2 (plates
115-231) in 1850, and finally Volume 3 (plates 232-354) published in 1857 two years
after Letarouilly’s death (1855). A companion publication, Table of Materials, was
published to go with the set in 1857. The engravings were so popular that Volume 1 was
substantially upgraded and reprinted in 1851. The enhanced rendering of the perspectives
in the 1851 version became the basis for all subsequent versions of the publication.
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The three volume set was used by Architects worldwide as it was an accurate and
relatively extensive set of engravings. The publication includes 296 plans, 116 elevations,
115 sections, 163 perspective views, 25 reflected ceilings and 560 details.
The majority of the illustrations fell into the following types: Churches, 75; Palaces 100;
Houses, 40; Chapels, 13; Gates and doorways, 18; Fountains,19; Tombs, 19; Stairs, 4.
These measured drawings were used by offices to create the classical buildings of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century, including the 1893 Chicago World’s Exposition.
The publication was used by American architects and urban designers like Daniel
Burnham and Charles F. McKim who executed designs for Chicago, Washington D.C.,
San Francisco, Denver and other US metropolitan areas.
The Renaissance Architecture in Rome; a series of photographs illustrating Les Edifices
de Rome Moderne by Heinrich Strack was published in 1900. This text is a folio edition
of 100 plates. The publication is currently being sought through interlibrary loan to
explore possible relevance to the proposed exhibition. It is anticipated that this text will
add a dimension that is worth exploring further.
I have documented (using digital photography) 130 of the 163 perspective views shown
in Edifices de Rome Moderne. Out of the remaining images 7 structures are verified
demolished, 2 are presumed demolished and the remaining views have not been obtained
due to accessibility and/or security reasons. Most of the proposed exhibit derives from
these 130 perspective views. Digital images have been obtained using several cameras
but the vast majority have been captured with a Nikon D 70 using a Nikon 18 mm-70 mm
lens, a Sigma 28-70mm lens and a Sigma 70-200mm lens then using Adobe Photoshop
CS and Adobe Photoshop CS2 to do preliminary editing and preparation of images.
From the unique point of view of an architect who specializes in urban design, I am
creating a traveling exhibit illustrating the importance of studying historical types and
their many variations as they combine to form the rich tapestry which is the city of Rome.
This presentation will:
-

-

Examine the accuracy of Letarouilly. The images are often idealized to make
connections which, though intellectually interesting, are not visually possible.
While at other occasions the ability to delineate views is only possible in drawingphotographs are impossible to capture- due to site constraints, raised station points
and the presence of buildings.
Investigate the choice of the subjects Letarouilly chose to illustrate. Letarouilly
was very selective due to taste and politics. This exhibition calls attention to
French, nineteenth century biases.
Explore and document changes in the city based primarily upon the Unification of
Italy and the creation of Rome as the capital city n 1870 (which are post
Letarouilly). The largest causes for change include the building of the Tiber
embankments, the widening and introduction of the city Streets to accommodate
modernization, and the ambitious, and sometimes tragic, renovation of the historic
center of the city under Benito Mussolini.
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-

Explore and document changes in the architecture based upon aging, the
adaptation and alteration to fit changing needs, and cultural preferences.
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THE BERSERKERS: WAS IT SOMETHING THEY ATE?
THEIR HISTORY AND THEIR LEGEND
To go berserk is to go into an irrational frenzy, to be out of control. This modern
English word comes from an old Viking word: berserker. Berserkers were Viking
warriors who entered a frenzied state, often a howling battle rage in which they savaged
their enemies and seemed impervious to pain. Their conquests earned them a fearsome
reputation and they were held in awe. As their legend grew, the Berserkers were
transformed from men to beasts.
The Berserkers are a tantalizing blend of history and folklore. Certainly, the
Berserkers were men that actually lived centuries ago, but their attributes may well have
become a blend of reality and legend. We cannot know with certainty how much is
history and how much is folklore, but by focusing on their most prominent characteristics
we can answer a question that has intrigued scholars for centuries: How did the
Berserkers acquire their fearsome and remarkable powers?
To address this question we need to start with an examination of the information
sources about them. First, almost all of the contemporary accounts were written by
others, usually the people who were survivors of Berserker attacks or by those who had
heard tales from survivors. Understandably, such accounts are often distorted. Second,
the Vikings were an oral society. They did read and write in runes, but not extensively.
Runes were used for marking possessions, for inscribing memorial stones, and for casting
spells; they were not used to record history or to write literature. Therefore, first-hand
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accounts by the Vikings themselves would be told, not written and thus be subject to
distortion as the accounts were told and retold from generation to generation. Finally,
writings about the Berserkers were made by Nordic people two or three centuries after
the events had occurred. The primary Nordic written accounts are the Icelandic Sagas,
quasi-historic accounts of people or communities, which were initially passed down
through oral tradition.
What were the definitive qualities of the Berserkers? The first was rage. In the
words of others and in the sagas, Berserkers were enraged, in a mad frenzy that eclipsed
reason and often became a murderous fury. Berserkers could hew down an enemy, and
they could also turn upon a comrade or even upon family members. In Egil’s Saga, Egil
was saved from being killed by his Berserker father only through the intervention of a
servant woman, who was killed by the possessed father.
Second, Berserkers were reported to possess super-human strength that made them
formidable, often invincible, foes. While in their battle fury, they seemed to become as
strong as two, three, or more men, and many accounts describe them as having the
strength of wild animals.
Third, while in this rage, the Berserkers seemed impervious to pain and thus
invincible. In the Ynglinga Saga they are described in battle:
“like mad dogs or wolves, biting their shields, strong like bears or bulls,
mowing down everything in their path, impervious to fire and iron.”
Konstam, p. 119
More than one observer noted that only a mortal wound could stop them.
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Fourth, Berserkers were believed to be fearless. In the Heimskringla (the history
of the kings of Norway) Snorri Sturlusson, Icelandic poet and historian, describes them as
acting like wild animals and fighting without armor. They often fought naked, except for
the skin of a bear or a wolf flung over their head and shoulders. In fact, the name
berserker means “bear” ber “shirt” serk. These awesome warriors were also called
Ulfheðner, “wolf” ulf “skins” heðnr. They fought with weapons but without armor, and
this recklessness terrified their enemies.

www.vikinganswerlady.com/berserke.html

Finally, Berserkers fought and howled like wild animals, and it was believed that
in their war-ecstasy they actually became bears and wolves and ceased to be men. In
Hrolf’s Saga and Egil’s Saga, Berserkers are described as taking the form of either a bear
or a wolf. People who saw them in battle, cloaked in their animal hides and in a
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murderous rage, could easily believe that these warriors had indeed been taken over by
the spirits of beasts.
The Berserkers were the most feared warriors of their time because of their rage,
super-human strength, imperviousness to pain, fearlessness, and animal-like behavior.
How did they become such ferocious warriors? To answer this question we need to
apply modern science to our examination of both Berserker history and folklore.
Several explanations for their fearsome behaviors have been postulated. One of
these explanations presumes that their rages had a genetic component. For example,
there are accounts of entire families of Berserker fathers, brothers, and sons being
consumed by rage. Perhaps these rages can be explained by aberrant neurochemistry
resulting from a “faulty” gene(s). Similarly, hereditary seizure disorders could also
explain Berserker behavior. This is supported by accounts in which the Berserkers were
physically drained after their battle-rages and fell into a deep sleep or stupor like that
following a grand mal seizure. Indeed, it was in this state that their enemies were able to
wound or kill them. However, seizure activity is unpredictable, and that would preclude
the timing and precision required by elite “shock” troops.
A more attractive explanation recurrent in the literature suggests that the
Berserkers ingested Amanita muscaria, “fly agaric,” to achieve an altered state of
consciousness. There is well-supported evidence that shamans in circumpolar and other
northern European cultures used Amanita muscaria to enter into trances to be in
touch with the spirit world and sometimes to take on the spirit of various animals, for
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example, the bear and wolf. However, ingestion of Amanita muscaria primarily results in
hallucinations, nausea, vomiting, and somnolence. In addition, these effects occur in
random order and have physiological actions that are of variable onset and duration.
Hallucinations might be useful for producing fearless warriors, but nausea,

www.vikinganswerlady.com/berserke.html
vomiting, and somnolence are not. Moreover, because the effects and their onset are
variable, Amanita muscaria is far too undependable for making a man ready for battle.
A third explanation is that the Berserkers fueled their fury and attained their
powers through alcohol-induced self-hypnosis. This explanation is supported by the
well-documented role that alcohol played in Viking feasts and other social events. One
traditional drinking vessel was the horn, the hollowed out horn of an ox or bull. It was
necessary to consume the contents of the horn all at once because any remaining alcohol
would spill as soon as the horn was put down. This would result in the consumption of
large quantities of alcohol. Contemporary accounts of Berserkers describe them as
howling and screaming and biting their shields before battles, inciting themselves into a
frenzy; and there are numerous accounts of this kind of self-hypnosis. Moreover,
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alcohol-fueled, self-induced, recklessness is not limited to the Berserkers of the 9th and
10th centuries; it can be witnessed on the television screens of the 21st century.
Another factor may have contributed to this self-hypnotic rage. The Berserkers
believed that they were the special warriors of Odin; they attributed their power to Odin,
the Norse god of war and the father of the Norse gods. Interestingly, the name “Odin”
comes from Old Norse oðr, which means “rage” or “fury.” Odin himself was a “shape
shifter” who could and did take animal form to change the course of battles and to
intervene in human lives. The Berserkers believed that they, too, could be transformed
into animals. It was Odin who sent his daughters the Valkyries, the warrior maidens, to
the corpse-strewn battle fields to claim the bodies of fallen heroes and carry them off to
.

Walrus ivory Berserker chess piece from Isle of Lewis chess set – 12th Century
Konstam, p. 119
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Valhalla, where they would continue to feast and fight until the end of the world. The
Berserkers believed that they would join Odin and the fallen heroes, feasting and fighting
until the end of the world. It was Odin who received the prayers of warriors and kings
who were going into battle. He was the aristocrat, he was the ultimate warrior. Odin was
the inspiration for the Berserkers.
So, what do we really know about the Berserkers? Certainly there were onceliving warriors who were called Berserkers. These men most likely did fight in a battlefury that made them seem inordinately strong and indestructible. They may well have
fore-sworn armor and instead fought wearing bear skins and wolf hides. Some may even
have believed themselves to be possessed by animal spirits and many of their victims
believed it, too.
So, what was the source of the Berserkers’ powers? According to folklore, they
became intoxicated by ingesting hallucinogenic mushrooms, but science tells us that the
biochemical effects of these mushrooms are largely contrary to achieving battle
readiness. It is also unlikely that the Berserkers’ remarkable and fearsome powers
resulted from hereditary seizure disorders because the seizure-associated rage would be
too unpredictable to be useful. It is most likely that the Berserkers entered their battle
rage through self-hypnosis, fueled by alcohol intoxication, and enhanced by their
devotion to the aristocratic war god Odin. Thus, Berserker behavior is best explained by
combining history, folklore, and science.
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Autistic Children’s Play with Toys
Robyn M. Holmes and Jill K. Procaccino
The present study explored autistic children’s play with toys and their ability to
remain engaged in play with objects. The sample was six children, five boys and one girl.
All the children were European American and ages ranged from 6 ½ to 7 years (mean age
80 months). The children were autistic and communicated non-verbally through
vocalizations and gestures. The methodological approach was participant and naturalistic
observation. The researchers initially interacted with the children during the school day
for about a month to help the children adjust to their presence. For example, they greeted
the children upon their arrival and helped them get organized for the day (e.g., taking off
coats, putting items in their cubbies). When they weren’t recording behavior during free
play, they played and interacted with the children when possible. Children were observed
during free play and only play episodes involving objects were recorded. The length of
time children played with each object, the number of times a child played with an object,
and how the child played with the object were all recorded. Order of observation was
counterbalanced and observations were recorded using instantaneous sampling.
Our findings suggest that these children stay focused on play with objects longer
if they are playing with an adult and that certain toys held the child’s attention longer
than others. As a group, autistic children due in part to their social and cognitive
limitations also may not use toys in the same way their normally developed peers might
traditionally do. For example, the computer is one toy that sustained some of the
children’s attention. However, the children did not interact with it in the traditional way.
Rather they were mesmerized by the screen and stared at the monitor rather than
following the interactive instructions of the game. We also found that they gravitated as a
group to toys that stimulate the senses such as a large exercise ball and trampoline and
individual differences in play choice and actions on and with the objects emerged. Play
object choice remained consistent throughout the academic year. Additionally, we also
found that although the children displayed the characteristic repetitive and stereotypical
play with objects common in many autistic children, they also demonstrated novel
actions on objects as well. Finally, play experiences with adult playmates and the
properties of certain toys facilitated social contact between children. The children were
then able to extend these experiences to contact and play with peers.
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Holzman 2
Kerouac’s “curse of Melville…” (Kerouac Selected Letters 239)
Mark Dunphy suggests that Jack Kerouac’s best-known novel, On the Road was
influenced by Herman Melville’s best-known novel, Moby-Dick in his article “Call me Sal,
Jack.” However, it is more accurate to say that several of Melville’s works indicate ties to On
the Road. While On the Road contains numerous clear references to Moby-Dick in On the Road,
there are also passages that suggest Melville’s other works such as Typee: A Peep at Polynesian
Life, The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade and Pierre, or The Ambiguities. Kerouac’s
references to these classical works are more than a simple writing device. The parallels between
the two bodies of works suggest a literary seriousness in On the Road that many critics continue
to deny Kerouac.
In an article published in 1973, nearly sixteen years after On the Road was published
Carole Gottlieb Vopat stated
Nothing has been published about Jack Kerouac for seven years. Most of what has
been written is either hostile or condescending or both.[…] Certainly, Kerouac is
not a great writer, but he is a good writer, and has more depth and control than his
critics allow. (Vopat 385)
She also states that “[…]it may perhaps be true, as Melvin W. Askew suggests[…]that to speak
of Jack Kerouac in the same breath with Melville, Twain and Hawthorne is to leave a smirch on
the configuration of classic American literature[…]” (Vopat 385). The curiosity of Ms. Vopat’s
and Mr. Askew’s statements are that they fail to take into account Herman Melville’s perceived
lack of writing ability that his contemporary critics accused him of—in addition to other
criticism leveled at him. As this paper will demonstrate, their distinction between Melville and
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Kerouac could not be further from the truth: Kerouac and Melville should be spoken of in the
same breath, and often.
Several of Kerouac’s letters and journal entries written during the period he was writing
On the Road emphasize his preoccupation with Melville—a preoccupation focused on Melville’s
writing and Melville’s life. In 1953, frustrated by the boredom of a brakeman’s job in San Luis
Obispo Kerouac laments in a letter to Neal Cassady, “I don’t even believe in
Melville[…]anymore” (Selected Letters 401). For Kerouac, Melville was not just an author
whose work he admired. What likely resonated for Kerouac was the response to Melville’s work
and the challenges for him as a writer that persisted to the end of his life.
Melville’s and Kerouac’s similarities can be found in multiple ways. Melville, although
writing in the 19th century, was a relatively “new” novelist to Americans in the 1950s. He
experienced little critical acclaim in his lifetime for the works he is best known for now. In fact,
Melville received his first widespread critical success in Kerouac’s lifetime. Moby-Dick became
a famous novel, worthy of scholarly discussion in the early 20th century, thirty years after
Melville’s death and less than twenty years before Kerouac became a student at Columbia
University. It should be no surprise that Kerouac found Melville’s works inspiring. In a letter,
dated February 20, 1951 Kerouac writes to the nineteenth century American literary critic Alfred
Kazin, “I consider you ‘creative’ more than a critic, as did everyone else in 1948-49 when you
‘blow’ [sic] on Whitman, Melville Twain, Thoreau and Emerson so marvelously. I myself don’t
read anything contemporary[…]—fiction is become FETID.” (Selected Letters 312-13).
Kerouac is clarifying his position that great literature, which influenced him enormously in the
writing of On the Road was written in the 19th century. His perception of the lack of quality
literature in the 20th century clearly fueled his own desire to rewrite the great American novel.
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Before he wrote On the Road, Kerouac thought that a Melville-influenced novel would
have to focus on his experiences as sea, as Melville’s famous work, Moby-Dick did. In a journal
entry from December of 1947 he writes, “I started writing the ‘Greenland narrative’ for my novel
[The Town and the City], although, since it bears only slightly on the novel’s theme, I decided to
fuse it swiftly, moodfully. There’s a novel in itself there, with Mevillean possibilities, so I’ll
generally ‘save it for later[…]’” (Windblown World 39). What Kerouac “saves for later”
ultimately becomes a prototype for On the Road. A sea novel never emerges from Kerouac’s
body of work, but On the Road becomes laden with sea imagery and references.
Existing literary criticism suggests that the most important similarities between Melville
and Kerouac’s work appears in the influence that Melville’s novel Moby-Dick had on On the
Road. Several letters written by Kerouac during the period in which he was writing and
conceiving On the Road indicate a focus on Melville. There are two important parallels to be
drawn between the two works: the first are the figures of Dean as Ahab and Sal as Ishmael. The
second is the concept of the quest; for Ahab and Ishmael it is Moby-Dick, and for Dean and Sal,
it is “IT.”
According to Regina Weinreich, On the Road deals with “disillusion with the American
Dream—and develops it into a quest for new values; that quest, however, ends only in increased
despair and desolation” (Weinreich 35). Moby-Dick and On the Road each outline an epic
adventure; indeed, “Kerouac thought of On the Road as a quest or pilgrimage[…]” (Hunt 21-3).
In each novel, both Sal and Ishmael express similar reasons for departure. In Chapter 1 of On
the Road, Sal says: “I had just gotten over a serious illness that I won’t bother to talk about,
expect that it had something to do with the miserably weary spilt up [with my wife] and my
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feeling that everything was dead[…]I’d often dreamed of going West to see the country[…]” (On
the Road 1). Moby-Dick begins similarly with the voice of Ishmael:
Some years ago[…]having little or no money in my purse…I thought I would sail
about a little and see the watery part of the world[….] Whenever I find myself
growing grim about the mouth; whenever it is a damp, drizzly November in my
soul[…]I account it high time to get to the sea as soon as I can (18).
Both characters admit to abandoning their lives to pursue their quest. The quest is not
about simply seeing a part of the world they are unfamiliar with, but about shedding old habits
and places in favor of new experiences, and possibly new versions of themselves. Additionally,
each quest is an effort to replace something “missing” in the protagonist’s life.
The missing pieces, or new versions of Sal and Ishmael, are found and then ultimately
rejected in the characters of Dean and Ahab. In chapter 9 of part 2 of On the Road, Sal describes
the experience of driving with Dean like being in a ship with “that mad Ahab at the wheel.”
(234). In this light, the character of Sal becomes Ishmael in Moby-Dick: a minor character in
comparison to the protagonist, or hero of the novel; an observer more than directly involved in
the action. This seems intentional on the part of Kerouac. Critic Tim Hunt argues: “Sal, like
Ishmael, has signed on for the cruise and must see it through whether or not a mad captain holds
the wheel. A reference to Dean as Ahab is more than a mere tag” (5).
This comparison of two distinct personality types in On the Road hearkens back to the
Ahab/Ishmael struggle in Moby-Dick. Sal is both intensely attracted to and frequently “turned
off by” or frightened of Dean: “Dean literally is the spirit of the text[…]Dean/Neal is also the
driver of the cars in which Sal/Kerouac sometimes travels[…]Kerouac is not the driving force of
his own vision” (Swartz 66). The same can be said of Ishmael who, in Moby-Dick states, “a
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wild, mystical, sympathetical feeling was in me; Ahab’s quenchless feud seemed mine” (152) as
evidence that the men on the Pequod have been taken over by Ahab’s will. Similarly, Sal is
taken over by Dean’s will in On the Road.
Both Dean and Ahab are the characters in each novel that are in pursuit of something
bigger than themselves. Ahab, in his rousing speech to the crew of the Pequod tells the men
what their quest is for: “[…]this is what ye have shipped for, men! To chase that white whale on
both sides of the land, and over all sides of earth till he spouts black blood and rolls fin out”
(139). In chapter 5 of part 2 of On the Road, Dean and Sal have an extended conversation about
“IT” which results in Dean exclaiming:
And it’s not even the beginning of it—and now here we are at last going east
together, we’ve never gone east together, Sal, think of it, we’ll dig Denver
together and see what everybody’s doing although that matters little to us, the
point being that we know what IT is and we know TIME and we know that
everything is really FINE (209).
Dean, like Ahab tells Sal what his journey is for. And, Sal tries his “wildest best” (210) to
understand Dean while the crew of the Pequod meets Ahab with “wild eyes” (141).
Additionally, Kerouac’s journals support the notion that Kerouac was trying to emulate
Ahab in the character of Dean. While writing On the Road, Kerouac lists several of the works he
is reading as research for the novel. Among them are “the magnificent speeches of Ahab in
Moby Dick” (Windblown World 237).
“IT” is as difficult to possess or understand as the whale, Moby-Dick. “IT”, like MobyDick is largely symbolic. In Chapter 36 of Moby-Dick when Starbuck scolds Ahab, informing
him that Moby-Dick is just a “dumb brute,” Ahab fires back, “How can the prisoner reach
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outside except by thrusting through the wall? To me, the white whale is that wall, shoved near
me. Sometimes I think there’s naught beyond” (Moby-Dick 140). This abstract concept of
Moby-Dick is captured in Kerouac’s idea of “IT.” According to the critic Omar Swartz, “IT! is a
existential moment, perhaps the existential moment, when the truth that is locked behind the
plastic and painted and artificial constraints of our identities is allowed to break through and
consume consciousness” (Swartz 20). Neither Moby-Dick nor “IT” can be possessed. Thus, it
is ironic, and perhaps not accidental, that the characters of each novel should be in pursuit of
something that cannot be attained.
Evidence suggests that Kerouac deliberately created a quest theme. In Kerouac’s first
mention of On the Road in his journals, he describes the book as being “about two guys hitchhiking to California in search of something the don’t really find, and losing themselves on the
road, and coming all the way back hopeful of something else” (Windblown World 123). The
significant difference between On the Road and Moby-Dick is that, unfortunately, the crew of the
Pequod do find what they are in search of.
In Kerouac’s Crooked Road, author Tim Hunt points out that “other parallels to MobyDick (consider such things as the marriage of Dean and Sal, Ishmael and Queequeg) underscore
that it is finally a question for the narrator and reader whether Dean is … Ahab, whether the car
is the […] the Pequod” (44-6).
In both Moby-Dick and On the Road, the quest fails, leaving the narrator behind to “pick
up the pieces.” Consider the final scene in Moby-Dick after the Pequod has sunk, Ahab having
gone down with the ship and Ishamel’s final vision is left to the reader: “Now small fowls flew
screaming over the yet yawning gulf; a sullen white surf beat against its steep sides; then all
collapsed, and the great shroud of the sea rolled in as it rolled five thousand years ago” (427).
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Kerouac’s closing paragraph of On the Road closely echoes Melville’s words, “So in America
when the sun goes down and I sit on the old broken-down river pier watching the long, long
skies over New Jersey and sense all that raw land that rolls in one unbelievable huge bulge over
to the West Coast[…]” (307). Both authors use the sea metaphor to describe the eternal quality
of life on earth. Kerouac’s description of the expanse of land to the west coast that swallows
Dean is similar to Melville’s ocean as Ahab’s watery grave.
The Sal/Dean and Ishmael/Ahab parallels exhibit other similarities as well. Critic Regina
Weinreich states that Dean “does not mellow; he experiences no enlightenment, his character
remains constant. Instead, the squire[…]Sal is the center of attention. It is his character that
develops and it is his enlightenment we must try to understand” (Weinreich 37). This same
theory can be applied to Ahab and Ishmael. Ahab never appears to learn anything throughout the
entire novel of Moby-Dick; it is Ishmael that the reader must identify with and learn from.
While one can see that On the Road shares much with Moby-Dick, and there is significant
evidence to support this, On the Road additionally shows the influence of several of Melville’s
other works. Kerouac tells Neal Cassady in a letter written in May of 1951 that his plans for his
writing include, “starting with my own life, pure aspects, [writing] no fiction till I can
invent[…]” (Selected Letters 317). This admission is an allusion to the very autobiographical
nature of Melville’s earlier works, such as Typee, and foreshadows Kerouac’s later, oftenconfessional narrative style, which is similar to Melville’s extremely personal works like MobyDick and Pierre.
The personal narrative is clear in both author’s works. In a reference that could have
come directly from Melville’s Typee, Sal describes the young Mexican girls selling crystals in
part 2 of On the Road, lamenting “They had come down from the back mountains and higher
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places to hold forth their hands for something they thought civilization could offer, and they
never dreamed the sadness and the poor broken delusion of it” (298). Compare this to a
comment made by Tommo at the beginning of Typee: “Alas for the poor savages when exposed
to the influence of these [European] polluting examples! Unsophisticated and
confiding[…]humanity weeps over the ruin thus remorselessly inflicted upon them by
their[…]civilizers” (15). There is a romanticism of the primitive man that both Kerouac and
Melville participate in. They see themselves as conquerors and feel guilt for it at the same time.
This similarity in view points regarding people from other cultures is a classic American
sentiment, and continues to perpetuate the distinctly American sensibility of On the Road.
In their novels, both Kerouac and Melville characterize women in a similar fashion. In
fact, “women in American literature frequently represent the imposition of civilizing influences
over the frontier-pushing males” (Theado 59). This statement is quite accurate when applied to
both Melville’s and Kerouac’s writing. In Melville’s Typee, when the ship The Dolly approaches
the port of Nukuheva a group of local women swim out to greet the ship and board it. The
protagonist Tommo states, “The ‘Dolly’ was fairly captured…the ship taken, we could not do
otherwise than yield ourselves prisoners” (Typee 15). When Sal goes to the Mexican brothel in
On the Road, a similar sentiment is expressed. Sal claims that one girl “set upon” him, while
another “hooked” him (287). He tries to “break loose” but finally lets “the leech take [him] off
to the back” (287). In both novels, the women are conquerors and the men are the captives.
This is a intriguing reversal on the colonization concept. The critic Omar Swartz supports this
notion regarding On the Road: “Sex become a perverse spectacle of colonization and
consumption. The women are not even whores: they are leeches” (79).
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Kerouac’s writing style was widely criticized. While critic Regina Weinreich somewhat
simplistically suggests that “Kerouac liked to think his rambling second novel was written in a
manner unlike that of any other” (Weinreich 4), Kerouac’s journal entries suggest the opposite is
true. Kerouac wanted to emulate the sound and poetry of previous authors, Herman Melville
among them. Traces of Melville’s sound and poetics can be found throughout On the Road. In a
journal entry Kerouac asks, “What is my tradition? In form, Melville of Confidence Man & parts
of Moby Dick” (Windblown World 246).
Kerouac’s “tradition” translates into an emphasis on the qualities that makes Americans
unique. The fascination with these qualities is expressed in different aspects of Melville’s and
Kerouac’s works. Both make attempts to write specific dialects and intersperse this with a
narrator’s voice that is more articulate. While many might attribute this use of dialect in
Kerouac’s On the Road to Mark Twain, evidence suggests that it is Melville’s influence.
Kerouac, in a letter written to Neal Cassady while he was working on On the Road states,
“Melville in Confidence Man is the strangest voice ever heard in America[…]the voice of
Confidence Man is partly Shakespearean with a beautiful interspersion of backwoods voices and
nigger voices and all kinds [of] voices” (Selected Letters 233). Kerouac employs this device in
On the Road. In chapter 3, at the beginning of Sal’s quest, he describes the voice of a man in a
diner: “I said to myself, Wham, listen to that man laugh. That’s the West, here I am in the
West[…] ‘Maw, rustle me up some grub afore I have to start eatin myself raw or some silly idee
like that.’ And he threw himself on a stool and went hyaw hyaw hyaw hyaw” (19). Such use of
dialect can also be seen throughout Melville’s last novel, The Confidence-Man. In The
Confidence-Man, a young boy selling travelers’ conveniences states with a decidedly Mississippi
accent, “‘Loose bait ain’t bad,’ said the boy, ‘look a lie and find the truth; don’t care about a
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Counterfeit Detector, do ye? Or is the wind East d’ye think?” (212). The use of dialect on
Kerouac’s part is both experimental and a classic reference to 19th century American Literature.
Arguably, no one work by Herman Melville is harder to understand nor seems to have
influenced Kerouac more than Pierre, or the Ambiguities. Melville’s novel is considered by
many scholars to be embarrassingly autobiographical. According to Matt Theado in
Understanding Jack Kerouac, the same is true of Kerouac’s work: “more than that of most
novelists, Kerouac’s ‘fiction’ is generally autobiographical[…]he wrote directly from the
experiences of his life, transforming the details into art via intensified language” (9). Whether
Kerouac was able to relate to Melville’s personal life, or the life described though the character
Pierre (which are very close), he most certainly found multiple aspects to connect to in Pierre.
In Kerouac’s novel The Subterraneans, he states:
the mystery, the silence of the subterraneans, ‘urban Thoreaus’ Mac called them,
as from Alfred Zazin in New York New School lectures back East commenting
on all the students being interested in Whitman from a sexual revolution
standpoint and in Thoreau from a contemplative mystic and antimaterialistic as if
existentialist or whatever standpoint, the Pierre-of-Melville goof and wonder of
it… (15).
The “Pierre-of-Melville goof and wonder of it” refers to sections of Pierre where the
novel’s protagonist moves to New York City to live in an abandoned church with individuals
Melville characterizes as transcendentalists. The bohemian lifestyle lived by Melville’s
transcendentalists in Pierre bears striking similarity to the “beat” lifestyle described by Kerouac,
particularly the scenes in On the Road that occur in Denver. Sal comments on another young
writer in Denver, “Major sat in his silk dressing gown composing his latest Hemingwayan short
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story—a choleric, red-faced, pudgy hater of everything, who could turn on the warmest and most
charming smile in the world when real life confronted him sweetly in the night.” (40). Kerouac’s
description of “Major” and the words used to describe his character or “type” in this section is
reminiscent of the way in which Melville frequently describes his characters. Consider the
description of Charlie Millthorpe, one of the transcendentalists that lives in the Church of the
Apostles with Pierre, “At the age of fifteen, the ambition of Charles Millthorpe was to be either
an orator, or a poet; at any rate, a great genius of one sort or other” (Pierre 279).
Additionally, Kerouac either deliberately sought to, or inadvertently mimicked much of
Melville’s unconventional writing style. Kerouac makes a brief reference to Melville in a letter
to Allen Ginsberg, “due in town Feb 8…Will you please be kind and return my Melville to me
before then? Anytime in N.Y. bring it to Lou’s or Holmes” (Selected Letters 310). The book he
is likely referring to is Pierre, or the Ambiguities. In his introduction to Kerouac’s Visions of
Cody Ginsberg alludes more to Kerouac’s Melville references when he discusses and quotes
from Visions of Cody as
this book [Visions of Cody], then, an education on perceptions of the mind of
Person: “and I dig you as we together dig the lostness and the fact that of course
nothing’s ever to be gained but death.” Thus a panoramic consciousness. “The
wide surroundment brooding over him[…]” (K.’d been reading Melville’s
Pierre), “long ago in the red sun” (Ginsberg, viii).
Ginsberg is addressing not the similarities in subject matter that Melville and Kerouac exhibit,
but the style in which they write. Words like “lostness” and “sorroundment” clearly indicate a
Melvillean influence.
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Kerouac received a tremendous amount of criticism for the style in which On the Road
was written. In an article by Norman Podhoretz entitled “The Know-Nothing Bohemians” he
blasts Kerouac’s writing style stating:
Kerouac, however, manages to remain true to hipster slang while making forays
into enemy territory (i.e., the English Language) by his simple inability to express
anything in words. The only method he has of describing an object is the same
half-dozen adjectives over and over again: ‘greatest,’ ‘tremendous,’ ‘crazy,’
‘mad,’ ‘wild,’ and perhaps one or two others[…] (351).
A similar criticism was leveled at Melville—for somewhat different reasons—yet it is even
summed up by a similar list of literary offenses. Regarding Pierre, a reviewer for the Whig
Review
[quoted] with extravagant sarcasm […]objectionable passages and denounced
Melville’s “scheme for accomplishing” the improvement of the English language:
“The essence of this great eureka, this philological reform, consists in ‘est’ and
‘ness,’ added to every word to which they have no earthly right to belong.”
Appending a list of twenty-one words like “Magnifiedly” and “Undoffable,”
along with page citations, he exclaimed: “After such a list, what shall we say?”
(Parker 389).
Both writers seem willing to create their own grammar and words as the need arises. Indeed, it
makes one wonder what On the Road would have been like if it were not so heavily edited by its
publisher. In fact, this is a frequently asked question regarding On the Road. According to Matt
Theado, “almost since the date of its publication, Kerouac readers have speculated about the
famous scroll of paper the Kerouac ran through his typewriter[…]some critics have suggested
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that if the original typescript were unveiled, readers might have access to a work with a greater
stylistic achievement than what was published” (54). The flow of language in Kerouac’s and
Melville’s works are important contributing factors to their status as classic American literature.
Like the dialects each author sought to emulate in their works, each novel stands as its own
evidence of the creativity of Americanized English.
In another important link, Melville’s Pierre
…had been published in a new edition in 1949 with an introduction by the
psychologist Henry A, Murray. Murray had said that in Melville’s “quasiautobiographical novel,” he “was not writing an autobiography in the usual sense,
but, from first to last, the biography of his self-image.”[…]Kerouac might have
been influenced by these comments a short time later[…][he] decided to make a
fresh start on On the Road, recasting the book as a confessional picaresque
memoir about his adventures with Cassady. (Charters, Selected Letters 310).
Melville’s most challenging work was available and being widely discussed while Kerouac
worked on On the Road. This may have been his motivation to make it more personal,
ironically, the very aspect of the novel that Kerouac was often criticized for.
In Pierre, Kerouac also may have found inspiration to characterize his mother more
accurately, although cast as Sal’s aunt. In On the Road, Sal’s aunt is the domineering maternal
figure: “My aunt got up and looked at me. ‘Poor little Salvatore,’ she said in Italian. ‘You’re
thin, you’re thin. Where have you been all this time?’” (On the Road 107). Pierre, who also
disappears in the novel Pierre, returns to his mother, who questions, “What haggard thing
possesses thee my son? Speak, this is incomprehensible[...]speak, speak, my darling boy!”
(Melville 95). In On the Road, Kerouac describes a maternal character with affinity, although it
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is easy to see the implied controlling nature of Sal’s mother: “My aunt said I was wasting my
time hanging around with Dean and his gang.” (On the Road 129). We also see evidence of
Kerouac’s relationship with his mother in The Subterraneans, when he directly refers to “my
really but sweetly but nevertheless really tyrannical (because of my subjective view of her and
her influence mother’s sway over me—sway or whatever)” (47). We can likely assume that
Sal’s aunt and Leo’s mother represent the same person. Pierre’s mother has often been
characterized as possessing similar qualities to Melville’s mother who was living with the author
while he wrote Pierre.
Additionally, “fathers, in their absence represent an important theme in On the Road”
(Theado 64). Similarly, in Melville’s Pierre, the protagonist’s father dies when Pierre is young,
leaving behind a dubious legacy that unfolds in the novel—which is the source of Pierre’s
destruction. In Pierre, Pierre’s father is a key theme and represents Pierre’s future.
Interestingly,
Kerouac’s originally roll manuscript of On the Road begins, “I first met Neal not
long after my father died”[…]Sal never mentions his mother and mentions his
father only obliquely[…]Dean’s father looms invisibly over the story, presenting
a warning of an ominous possible future for Dean himself—or for any road goer
(Theado 64).
Both novels are marked by controlling maternal figures and absent fathers that represent destiny.
There are other important similarities between On the Road and Pierre. Pierre
represents Melville’s fascination with the subconscious. This fascination clearly possessed
Kerouac as well.
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In its broad outline, Pierre is an initiation story—the account of a young man’s
introduction to life[…]but Pierre[…]is a record of the hero’s growing awareness
of his limitations rather than his powers[...]Pierre’s progress is indeed marked by
the stripping away of illusions, but what remains in the end is not truth but only
further layers of illusion (Bowen 159).
In On the Road, Sal also experiences a growing awareness of his limitations, or more
importantly, Dean’s limitations. In Chapter 3 of part three of On the Road, Sal witnesses a group
of his female friends criticizing Dean for his behavior. While Sal at first suggests that Dean’s
behavior makes him the “Saint of the lot” (194), by the end of the evening, both men feel beaten.
Sal says, “where once Dean would have talked his way out, he now fell silent himself…standing
in front of everybody, ragged and broken and idiotic…” (195). This passage foreshadows the
conclusion of the novel, where Sal basically chooses a woman—his new love—over Dean.
These passages also reemphasize the theme of women as conquerors in On the Road.
Kerouac indicates a desire to write characters as Melville would. In a 1948 journal entry,
Kerouac promises,
It’s the sheer humanness of a man that comes first, whether geek, fag, “Negro,” or
criminal, whether preacher, financier, father, or senator, whether whore, child, or
gravedigger. I don’t care who or what—and that I should have cared before is an
insult to Dostoyevsky, Melville, Jesus, and my fathers. (Windblown World 56).
This “humanness” can be found in many of Melville’s works. In Pierre, the narrator alludes to
Pierre’s inevitable destruction: “Pierre is quite conscious of much that is so anomalously hard
and bitter in his lot, of much that is black and terrific in his soul. Yet knowing his fatal condition
does not one whit enable him to change or better his condition” (Pierre 303). This same self-
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awareness can be found on the character of Sal in On the Road. In an argument with Dean, Sal
admits to himself, “Everything I had ever secretly held against my brother was coming out: how
ugly I was and what filth I was discovering in the depths of my own impure psychologies” (214).
Melville and Kerouac share a passion for the subconscious mind. “There is one thing that all [of
Melville’s novels] have in common, and that is a concern with the problem of self-discovery,
self-realization” (Bowen 2). Certainly, this would have appealed to Kerouac.
Critic Merlin Bowen believes that “in Pierre Melville has given us a much more
elaborate and intricately worked out treatment of this theme of self-discovery than in any other
work” (Bowen 6). This theme of self-discovery is constantly referenced in Kerouac’s journals.
In diary begun while Kerouac worked on Dr. Sax and On the Road, he states, “Thus—my new
dairy begins. And its purpose, simply, to rediscover my real voice which is yours too, all our
real, one voice, that’s so often drowned by criticism and fear” (Windblown World 159).
Kerouac’s thirst for self-discovery is revealed in his novels as well. Merlin Bowen’s work on
Melville was published in 1960, indication that the process of self-discovery that Kerouac writes
about was an important theme of the period.
This paper has demonstrated that much Melville’s body of works influenced Kerouac’s
works, specifically On the Road, but to what end? Moby-Dick, Typee: A Peep at Polynesian Life,
The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade and Pierre, or The Ambiguities can all be found to have
influenced On the Road—how much was done intentionally by Kerouac is unclear. Yet, all facts
such as the republication of Pierre, widespread popularity of Moby-Dick and Kerouac’s many
references in letters to Melville’s life and works indicate a clear suggestion: Kerouac was
crafting the great American novel in On the Road. In an anticipation of his best known work,
before setting down to write On the Road, Kerouac proclaims, “Nothing’s impossible[…]the
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great novel of the future is going to have all the virtues of Melville, Dostoyevsky, Celine, Wolfe,
Balzac, Dickens and the poets in it[…]” (Windblown World 95).
Kerouac was not writing in the style of the generation of writers that went before him, the
Lost Generation, borrowing from European influences and “Americanizing” them (Kerouac,
“Aftermath” (Good Blonde 47). Kerouac was attempting to create literature that hearkened back
to the American Renaissance, while also pushing the limits of innovation in the 20th century at
the same time, just as Melville did in the 19th century. Many of Kerouac’s journal entries in
Windblown World offer “riveting proof of Kerouac’s deep desire to become a great and enduring
American novelist.” (Brinkley, “Introduction” Windblown World xiv)
On the Road would be a very different novel without Melville’s influence. In fact, it may
have been Melville’s influence that convinced Kerouac to try a new format. Books such as
Pierre and The Confidence-Man certainly suggest this. In his ruminations while writing On the
Road, Kerouac writes in a journal, “I want to say things that only Melville has allowed himself to
say on ‘The Novel’” (Windblown World 242). While On the Road is autobiographical in nature,
that point should not take away from the literary significance of it.
Sal’s attempt retrospectively to order the competing realities of imagination and
social world explains in part the pervasiveness of references to earlier American
texts.[…] It is as if Sal is able to give significance to his experiences only as he is
able to relate them to the cultural patters evoked in these earlier texts[...]” (Hunt
51-3).
Sal is, first and foremost, a character in an American novel. His voice indicates a deep
understanding of the American experience, much like the voices of Melville’s protagonists. This
knowledge tempers all of his behavior, and is deliberately written that way by Kerouac. On the
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Road is literature, cultural criticism and brilliant, innovative writing combined into a distinctly
American novel, adding substantially to the body of work that is considered classic American
Literature.
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Author: Hong Wee Seng, Jeffrey
Paper to be presented: Manifesto of Revolts: Comments on the
Linguistic Features of Bei Dao and Allen Ginsberg
This paper aims to make a comparative study on Bei Dao, one of
the most eminent contemporary Chinese poets, and Allen Ginsberg,
poet of the so-called Beat Generation in the U.S. By means of this
investigation, the paper will touch upon a set of sensitive and
significant issues in the contemporary culture and literature of both
China and America, as well as reflect on how complications and
intricacies in the discourse of modernity for the two nations has
shaped and “created” the two poetic rebels.
The second half of the 20 t h century is an era in the history of
mankind when various social forces, as well as various cultural and
ideological trends, serve to exercise complicated influences. In
U.S., the unnerving political atmosphere brought about by the Cold
War had the impact of triggering off subsequent rebellious cultural
trends, which turned out to be an inerasable milestone in the history
of western culture. On the other hand, in China, the never-before
socialist regime set up and the degeneration of its initial ideals
thereafter, as reflected in the most devastating Cultural Revolution,
was a rude shock to an entire generation, which unfortunately were
made to feel the complicated experience of excited expectations
being thwarted into blank disillusionments. All these serve as the
background for this paper’s discussion of how different cultural
settings can be critical in catalysing the works of Beidao and
Ginsberg.
Any literary analysis of writers is incomplete without textual
reference. As such, this paper, from the context of different periods,
will probe into the textual worlds of Beidao and Ginsberg. From my
analysis of their works, I have come to interpret the personal
bearings of the two as “solemn” (Beidao) and “carnival” (Ginsberg).
Comparing the keynote in their conveyance of feelings, I find that
whilst Beidao appeared “cold”, Ginsberg was “warm with emotion”.
Wherever possible, this paper will cite appropriate examples of the
imagery in their works to compare their tactics of expression, with
Beidao’s “obscurity” being a stark contrast to Ginsberg’s unabashed
“candidness”.
After precisely analysing the differences in the poetry of Beidao
and Ginsberg, this paper will then go on to compare their many
similarities in seeking freedom of thought and expression, as well as
their identities as poetical “prophets”.
It is hoped that through this inquiry, the paper will better
facilitate the understanding of how different cultural contexts can be
crucial in the shaping of literary writings.
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Using Your Outside Voice: Sexual Identity and Nature Writing
I am proposing a paper that will explore the possible connections between writers’
genders and sexual identities, as witnessed in nature writing. Drawing upon the poetry
and memoirs of James Schuyler, and Monique Wittig’s theories of gender, this paper will
be looking specifically at Ecocomposition (a branch of Ecotheory which examines the
role that place plays in the production of writing), and writers who do not fit within
traditional cultural stereotypes of Western male/female binaries. I believe that while there
is much being written on Ecoracism, Ecofeminism, and Ecocolonialism within the Arts
and Humanities field, there is little being written on how sexual identity and gender are
influenced by one’s environment
If we take into consideration that gender may, to an extent, be a performance (in
the sense that men and women behave according to Society’s notions of masculinity and
femininity), what happens to the writer’s notions of self once the writer is placed outside
of Civilization’s confines? For example, a gay man is neither seen as “normal” (in a
hyper-masculine, conqueror-of-the-Earth way); nor is he seen as a nurturing Earth
Mother (because his identity clashes with our tendency to feminize Nature biologically-i.e. Nature as a womb). When we consider that a gay man may approach writing about
Nature from a framework which is significantly different from what is currently being put
forth by academia, we open the conversation to an important area in which we are able to
explore new facets of this multi-dimensional identity.
I would like to show how Nature’s identity, much like human identity, is socially
constructed, and we can no longer use the “unnatural” argument to discredit one’s
experience or relevance. Emerging ideas about homosexuality and Nature suggest that
essentialist arguments, such as men and women only write in certain ways, are no longer
relevant. Do gay men interact with Nature differently from straight men? Can
transgender men and women “find themselves” in the wilderness in ways that are just as
illuminating as the ways traditional genders have? As we examine the Ecoqueer
identities that these historically marginalized genders / sexual orientations produce in
their writing, we are also introducing new ways in which writers (students) can construct
and interpret their own sense of self. Nature may be one setting in which a myriad of
writers can transgress their own gender performances which could have otherwise limited
their self-expression.
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ABSTRACT:

Meditations in Blue is an ordered collection of fourteen original pieces for solo piano, 45
minutes in length, performed by the composer. The guiding musical aesthetic is one of
“understated elegance.” This is not music intended to dazzle (or accost) an audience, or
even to demand the attention of the listener, for that matter. Rather, it is intended to
invite reflection or simply to contribute an atmosphere of warmth in a variety of settings.
I believe attentive listening is rewarded, but it is not essential to the enjoyment of this
music. The sequencing of the pieces gently leads the listener, consciously or not, along a
path of progressive introspection.
Almost all of the pieces are tonal—in the expanded sense of tonal practices that have
developed through the twentieth century. As such, one of the strong compositional
influences is jazz.
PROGRAM
Part I
Second Spring
Cheshire Blues
Autumn River
Ian Grove Blues
Gethsemane
Midnight (Too Beautiful for Words)
Part II
Windfall
Pleasure
Solstice
Part III
Oasis Café
Sanctus
Winterlude
Jasmine & Sage
Heaven and Earth
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Abstract
Engaged reading is practiced instinctively by most avid readers of literature. It is not,
however, often taught as a way to comprehend and interpret a work of literature. In our
current educational climate, students often find themselves hungry for a meaning and
disconnected from the learning process. Engaged reading is one way to help students
comprehend a text so as to make meaning of their lives and experiences. This paper
provides a brief description of the theory of engaged reading and the six common arenas
in which engaged readers connect with a text: growing in understanding of themselves,
growing in understanding of and empathy for others, comprehending their own and other
cultures from a variety of lenses, coping with the human condition, developing an ethical
and moral response to various issues, and obtaining a sense of transcendence. Finally,
the paper offers an example of engaged reading approaches to teaching "Sonny's Blues"
by James Baldwin, a story that is frequently anthologized in college textbooks.

Key Words
Literature, Literary Studies, Criticism, English Studies, Reading, Transformative
Learning, Transformative Education
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Engaged Reading: Teaching for Transformation in the Literature Classroom
Introduction
For too long, the idea that literature has any meaning or ability to effect personal
change has been academic heresy. Students in today’s postmodern world often come to
the academy hungry for meaning and resistant to thinking. Parker Palmer explains this:
“There is a simple reason why some students resist thinking: they live in a world where
relationships are often quite fragile. They are desperate for more community, not less, so
when thinking is presented to them as a way of disconnecting themselves from each other
and from the world, they want nothing of it. If we could represent knowing for what it
is–a way of creating community, not destroying it–we would draw more young people
into the great adventure of learning” (1993, p. xvi).
As a professor of literature at a faith-based institution, I am encouraged by both
the mission and the curricular environment of my university to teach English literature in
a way that retains the traditional skills emphasis while encouraging the transformation of
students and building of community. Out of this experience, I have researched and
defined the theory of engaged reading. Engaged reading is an instinctive process and
practice utilized by avid readers when they read literature in a way that helps them make
meaning of their lives. Although not all students will become readers, engaged reading
as a way to encounter and offer criticism of a text is a practice that can be encouraged in
the college literature classroom, creating an integrative learning experience for the
student.
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The Theory of Engaged Reading
The field of English studies, of course, concerns itself with the reading and study
of literature and with the ways that readers respond to a work of literature, given various
social, economic, and political contexts. In recent years, a peripheral phenomenon has
emerged: the prevalence of literary scholars, teachers, and writers turning to the popular,
rather than the scholarly, press to write about their reading experiences. The most
famous of these books is Reading Lolita in Tehran by Azar Nafisi (2003), although there
are many other examples that did not make it to the bestseller lists (Fadiman, 1998;
Weinstein, 2003; Sheshadri, 2005). What is behind this? Arnold Weinstein comments
on the reasons in an interview published at the end of his book A Scream Goes Through
the House:
Published literary criticism and literary scholarship are understood as a scholarly
pursuit for information. . . . In teaching literature, I have come to understand that
the far richer and more engaging story is not informational, but personal. . . . In
short, I think the academy has it wrong—we . . . simply walk right by the actual
treasure in front of us. . . . I have noted, over and over, the surprised look of
interest and excitement in students' eyes each time I become personal, each time I
relate a point to my life, to their life. There is an elemental logic in play here, the
logic of a species that is seeking the best nourishment it can find, that inevitably
asks of what it encounters: What good will this do me? What is of sustenance
here? And very often, we the professors come up short. (2003, pp. 426-7)
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Engaged reading offers an alternative to traditional practices in criticism and teaching by
encouraging the practitioner to offer an interpretation of a text that combines the
informational and the personal in a way that offers "nourishment" and "sustenance."
An examination of the popular writings of some contemporary scholars, teachers,
and writers reveals that there are six common arenas in which engaged readers connect
with a text: growing in understanding of themselves, growing in understanding of and
empathy for others, comprehending their own and other cultures from a variety of lenses,
coping with the human condition, developing an ethical and moral response to various
issues, and obtaining a sense of transcendence (Hopkins, in process). It seems possible
that offering these same six concepts to students in teaching a work of literature might
allow them access to the "actual treasure" that Weinstein describes.

Engaged Reading in the Classroom
As I enter my 19th year of teaching literature to college students, I find myself
comforted by the words of both Palmer and Weinstein. For many years, I felt guilty, or at
the very least insecure, about the way I taught literature. While I certainly exposed
students to various critical concepts and controversies about the works of literature that I
taught, over time I came to take my teaching a step further by sharing the meaning I had
found in various works of literature, and encouraging students to find insights and
meaning in readings that appealed to them. I sensed that I was leaving myself open to the
common criticism of alternative teaching styles—that there was all fluff and no
substance, and that interpretation of a work of literature boiled down to nothing more
than a response of "I think it means ___ and you can't tell me otherwise," or "Yeah, it
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reminds me of ____," or, worse yet, "I like it (or hate it) because ______." But teaching
of engaged reading does not mean lack of intellectual grappling with the work. Perhaps
I'm just deluding myself, but in my experience I have found that careful yet personal
teaching of a work of literature can increase both intellectual understanding and personal
comprehension.
By way of illustration, I would like to illustrate the six facets of engaged reading
by referring to "Sonny's Blues" by James Baldwin (1993), which is frequently
anthologized in works of short stories, composition texts, or collections of American
literature. It is the story of two African-American brothers, one of whom is successful
and has become a teacher, the other of whom is a jazz musician and drug addict who is
being released from prison. The story is told in the first person from the perspective of
the older "successful" brother, and it involves the brothers’ reunion after many years of
having no contact. The older brother did not contact Sonny when he was thrown into
prison, until the death of his own young daughter finally helped him to empathize and
reach out to Sonny. During the course of the story, we learn about the difficult past of the
brothers' family, and some of the struggles they have had with racism, violence and
poverty. The turning point in the story comes when the narrator finally has a real
conversation with Sonny, listening to him and trying to understand his world for perhaps
the first time. Although the narrator still worries that Sonny won't be able to stay off of
drugs, he comes to a place where he can accept and respect Sonny for who he is, and can
celebrate Sonny's musical talent. In the final scene of the short story, the narrator visits a
nightclub where Sonny is playing, and has an almost mystical experience with the music,
where he is carried through the sorrows and suffering of his parents and of himself, and
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finds the grace and strength to move through the pain to a place of redemption, realizing
in the process that Sonny has to bear the torment and pain of others every time he plays
the blues.
The Basics
With any work of literature, I begin with the basic things that any student needs to
develop an interpretation. For example, in "Sonny's Blues," I point out the numerous
uses of "inside" and "outside" imagery, with their multiple inversions of freedom and
captivity; I expose the symbolism of the music in the story; I reveal the effect of the
narrative structure; and so forth.
Understanding Self
After covering the basics and making sure students understand the literary
features of the story, I then go on to explore with the class some aspects of the story that
might help them understand themselves better, thus offering them both a way to connect
to the story, and a way to understand their own lives better. In the case of "Sonny's
Blues," this would likely mean a discussion of the character attributes of the narrator
(older, responsible, successful, together, judgmental) and of Sonny (creative, artistic,
impulsive, spontaneous, relational, sensitive). I ask students which of the brothers most
closely approximates their approach to life, along with sharing some of my own story. I
share my similarities with the older brother, and talk about the shadow side of even his
good personality traits, including stories of how I have reacted judgmentally to others. I
then invite them to share about themselves and to tell their stories.
Understanding the Other
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The same discussion then segues into a discussion of the "other." Because
everyone identifies more with one brother than another, reading the stories of both
characters and hearing the stories of classmates who identify with the other brother
provides a glimpse into the very different worlds of the stoic and the artist. In this
process, we all increase our understanding and empathy for those who are wired
differently from us and thus might appear either hyper-critical or flaky, along with
obtaining a realization about how we might appear to others.
Comprehending Cultures
Because it is set in Harlem prior to the Civil Rights Movement, "Sonny's Blues"
offers a window into a culture that is American, yet foreign at the same time. The story
provides a perfect opportunity to discuss such things as "white privilege" and entitlement.
Students of European descent will often express their confusion and irritation with what
they see as an over-emphasis on institutional racism, which, to their minds, no longer
exists. With encouragement, students of color will often share their stories of being
pulled over by the police for "DWB's" (Driving While Black or Brown), or of being
followed by a store clerk when they are browsing in the mall. In the best cases, the white
students have their eyes opened to the way the world looks for people of color such as the
characters in the story, as well as the way the world looks for some of their classmates.
The Human Condition
Most, if not all, literature portrays some aspect of the human condition. Collegeage students often experience existential angst, without necessarily having tragic
experiences to link it too. Some young people, of course, have already encountered a
lifetime of pain. I explore "Sonny's Blues" from the perspective of different types of
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grief and suffering, different possible responses to pain, and the picture it paints of the
inevitability of death. Students are often willing to process their own typical responses to
pain, and I encourage them to do this by reflecting on what, in their lives, performs the
function that music does for Sonny. How do they engage the pain of being human to
avoid the denial/withdrawal mechanism of the narrator? Students will often share
experiences of running or playing a sport until they reach an altered state, or writing,
playing music, or creating artwork.
An Ethical Response
With the issues that the story raises about relationships, reaching out and staying
connected with others, coming alongside and bearing the burdens of those whose lives
are falling apart, racial inequalities, family dynamics, poverty, etc., there is much material
to enable a discussion about moral and ethical responses. The big question is: How
should we live differently as a result of what we've learned from the story? I sometimes
tell stories of individuals and communities that have reached out to others to break the
cycle of violence and to offer human connection.
Transcendence
Most people who are avid readers have had the experience where a literary text
precipitates a moment of transcendence, where we are taken out of ourselves and
suddenly see the world in an entirely new way, at least for a time. In that moment, we
have a sense of the meaning of life and of death, and, like the narrator when he finally
hears Sonny play the blues, we feel that we can go on, that we will make it after all. Such
moments are serendipitous, and they have as much to do with our current life experiences
as they do with the text. I don't know that such an experience can be taught; perhaps it
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can only be "caught" by a reader in a moment of grace. Despite this, I do whatever I can
to help students have a transcendent experience with a text, by choosing texts that have
given me the experience, reading passages aloud and with feeling, and encouraging
students to lose themselves in the text. I have been blessed to have the experience,
numerous times, of having students come up to me after a class or at the end of a term,
and tell me, "I never really liked reading books before. But all of a sudden, I really enjoy
it now. It doesn't seem like a waste of time anymore."
Conclusion
Engaged reading is not the only way to read a text, of course, and not all texts are
appropriate for all of the various facets of engaged reading. It can, however, offer
disenfranchised or disenchanted students a way of encountering a text that makes it
meaningful, and even life-changing. Most of us that teach literature have had engaged
reading experiences, or else we would not have wanted to spend our lives teaching about
literature. I would like to see the culture of secondary and post-secondary English studies
broadened to welcome a personal encounter with the text by both teachers and students.
This methodology is also applicable in other disciplines as they begin to adapt the
growing practice of using narrative and other literature in courses on sociology,
psychology, history, and in “common reading” programs.
At the end of “Sonny’s Blues,” Baldwin writes that Sonny pours all that he knows
of life, suffering, and hope into his music so that “he could help us to be free if we would
listen.” He took in others’ pain and “was giving it back, as everything must be given
back, so that, passing through death, it can live forever” (Baldwin, 1996 p. 286).
Baldwin was a writer, not a musician; the medium that he used to bring about the
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redemption of his listeners was words, not music. As educators, the medium that we use
is also words, but in a different way. If we can teach with that same redemptive power, if
our words can pass through death to live forever, then we can help students to be free, if
they would listen.
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ABSTRACT:

The history of art song—much like the broader history of art music—submerges itself in
murky waters during the latter half of the twentieth century. The proliferation of
electronic replication and amplification of musical sound, and the prevalence and
dominance of pop culture have perhaps dealt a death blow to the “historic continuity” we
have customarily associated with the art music of the previous five centuries. However,
serious scholarly attention given to musical works within the worlds of jazz and cinema
suggests that artistic developments in these and other quarters might yet be connected
historically with, say, chamber music and opera of earlier centuries.
The art song, though, presents a more tightly prescribed historic “problem”: That is, we
know it as a sophisticated song by a learned composer, characteristically with piano
accompaniment, married to a poetic text of high artistic merit, with the expectation of
performance by trained musicians. No doubt, such works continue to be composed and
performed within the academy. But if we are willing to admit that enduring art music has
to gain at least some measure of popularity among a sophisticated listening audience
outside the academy, then we are obliged to search elsewhere. We might then be inclined
to look to the song book of British and American theatre, and I think there are some
strong candidates within the repertoire. What jumps out for me, though, is the recent
collaboration of Herbie Hancock and Sting in a performance of Sting’s song, “Sister
Moon” (Herbie Hancock, Possibilities, 2005).
The song’s title, which begins and ends a beautifully poetic text, is suggestive of St.
Francis’ “Canticle of the Sun;” and the third and final verse begins with the opening line
of Shakespeare’s Sonnet 130: “My mistress’ eyes are nothing like the sun.” Granted,
such quotations do not ensure literary quality; but the former schoolteacher has a way
with words, as well as a gift for song.
The driving force behind this collaborative effort, though, is Herbie Hancock, who
performs on acoustic piano on this recording. Among living musicians, no one has been
more innovative and influential in the history of jazz over the last forty-five years. While
Sting’s original recording of “Sister Moon” in 1987 is itself a pop masterpiece infused
with some great jazz performances, Herbie Hancock’s conception and performance of the
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piece with Sting invite comparison to the great art songs of the nineteenth century, even
as they stretch the boundaries and expectations we customarily associate with the genre.
In my paper I will examine and discuss innovative aspects of the song as performed and
recorded, including those relating to rhythm, harmony, improvisation, and vocal quality.
I will suggest that the time is ripe to recognize the greatness and importance of such
artistic developments, which are occurring now in tandem with—and as a result of—
associated technological and cultural developments.
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Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451, though originally published over 50 years ago, remains a
timeless and essential example of censorship today. With recent conspiracy theories regarding
September 11th and the possible censorship of newspapers such as The New York Times to
publish certain material, the determination of what the public has a right to know becomes even
more prevalent and important. Bradbury foreshadowed a world that we very well may live in
today, where new advances in technology can over-simplify the public’s appetite to the lowest
and simplest common denominator. Bradbury also juxtaposes the primal image and uses of fire
with his ideas of technology and the all-too-prevalent “dumbing down” of society that may
occur. Does man rule society, striving to keep his free will, or does society rule man, parceling
out information (through ever-leaping bounds in technology) that society has deemed best for
man? Fittingly enough, Bradbury’s own work was censored for some time in the 90’s in some
middle schools, yet still serves as a prime example and forewarning to the attempts at censorship
today by the government and special interest groups alike.
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Abstract
Taste is central to the practices that shape and organize our everyday life experiences,
behaviors, perceptions, and values (Strauss 2005: 1428). This study presents synaesthetic
metaphors with the focus on the sense ‘taste’ (e.g., chi1-xiang1 吃香 'eat-fragrance = be
popular, in current demand or fashion' contains “taste” as primary sense and “smell” as
synaesthetic sense). Our theoretical background is in light of Day’s (1996) hypothesis of
“hierarchical distribution” and Cytowic’s (1993) approach about neurological
synaesthesia. Mandarin Chinese and Russian are examined with data taken from
dictionaries and literature texts.
Our research outcome shows that (1) all senses that we investigate (touch, vision, hearing,
temperature, smell, and emotion) can be transferred to taste in both Chinese and Russian,
and (2) emotion and touch are the most active senses for this transfer. In addition to
linguistic universality, our data indicate the following language diversity: (i) Chinese
synaesthetic metaphors are mostly done through compounding while many synaesthetic
metaphors in Russian are achieved through sense transfer in an attributive word
combination, (ii) Most of Russian GSMs are attributive word combinations, while
Chinese has no such linguistic feature because the so-called part-of-speech in Chinese is
context dependent.

Keywords: synaesthetic metaphors, gustatory synaesthetic metaphors, hierarchical
distribution, language diversity, Chinese, Russian

1. Introduction
A synaesthetic metaphor is a metaphor that suggests a similarity between
experiences in different senses, as ‘sweet voice’ (taste + hearing) and ‘sharp eyes’ (touch
+ vision). Cognitive linguistics suggests that human meaning and understanding are
fundamentally constrained by the function of our body in the environment, and by the
constitution of our sense organs (Yu 2003:31). According to modern cognitive scientific
paradigm, the major interest of research is a human being’s perception, cognition and
feelings. Synaesthesia (also spelled synaesthesia) from Greek syn (with or joined
together) and aesthesis (sensation), means ‘the union of senses’. The synaesthesia, being

1
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the most mysterious and the least studied phenomenon of human sense perception, is now
in the centre of scientific research.
The published works on synaesthesia are usually done on the basis of one language
and investigate only one side of this phenomenon – the interaction of sensorial adjectives
within different lexical-semantic groupings. The meaningful analysis of our data was
made according to exterior/interior feelings and the sensation of the psychic modality.
Within these two language groups we classified synaesthetic metaphors according to the
type and subtype of synaesthetic transfer.
This study presents synaesthetic metaphors with the focus on the sense ‘taste’, e.g.,
chi1-xiang1 吃香 ‘eat-fragrance = be popular, in current demand or fashion’ contains
“taste” as primary sense and “smell” as synaesthetic sense, and кисло ухмыляясь
‘grinning sourly’ has “emotion” as primary sense and “taste” as synaesthetic sense.
Examples will be referred to as gustatory synaesthetic metaphors (GSM). Our theoretical
background is in light of Day’s (1996) hypothesis of “hierarchical distribution” and
Cytowic’s (1993) approach about neurological synaesthesia. Mandarin Chinese and
Russian are examined with data taken from Dictionaries and literature works.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows: (1) introduction, (2) theoretical
framework, (3) previous research related to synaesthesia, (4) gustatory synaesthetic
metaphors in the languages in question which includes data presentation and discussion,
and (5) conclusion.

2. Theoretical Framework
In this paper we study a particular kind of metaphor, synaesthetic metaphor, i.e.,
metaphor that maps across various sensory domains. Though traditionally, literary
synaesthesia is regarded as “the exploitation of verbal synaesthesia for specific literary
effects”, which “is typically concerned with verbal constructs and not with ‘dual
perceptions’” (Tsur 1992: 245), the empirical studies demonstrate that even literary
synaesthesia is constrained as it does not map randomly from any sensory domain to any
other one. Sensory domains, coinciding with human sense modalities, traditionally fall
into five categories: touch, taste, smell, sound, and sight, hierarchically from the lowest to
the highest. Therefore, there should be twenty theoretically possible kinds of cross-modal
transfers.
The theory of conceptual metaphor provides support for Day’s (1996) theoretical
framework of “hierarchical distribution”, which is a further development of Ullmann’s
approach. According to Ullmann’s classic work on synaesthesia in poetry, there are three
overall tendencies in synaesthetic transfers (1959: 276–284). Ullmann proposes a pattern
as below:
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smell/taste Æ hearing/vision Æ touch
This can be understood as “smell/taste will develop to being talked about in terms
of hearing/vision, and likewise hearing/vision will develop towards being talked about in
terms of touch.” Day (1996) has a further investigation and suggests that:
hearing Æ vision Æ smell Æ temperature Æ taste Æ touch
The tendency of ‘hierarchical distribution’ means that synaesthetic transfers tend to
go from the “lower” to the “higher” sensory modes. For the convenience of discussion,
we can revolve Day’s hierarchy around, namely,

hearing
↑
vision
↑
smell
↑
temperature
↑
taste
↑
touch

Cytowic (2002: 67-69; 2003: 76-77) expresses that synaesthesia is involuntary and
automatic. Synaesthetic images are spatially extended. Cytowic posits a complex way of
scientific and epistemological points to analyze the phenomenon. An explanation of his
work is essential to getting inside the synaesthesia debate. Instead of seeing synaesthesia
as a neurobiological concern, Cytowic (1995) elucidates how multidisciplinary work will
offer insight into “consciousness, the nature of reality, and the relationship between
reason and emotion”. He intends to look both at experimental data as well as at a broad
overview of the scientific concept of the brain to answer the synaesthesia question.
Cytowic (1993) indicates that neurological synaesthesia does not involve “common
sensibles”, except for motion, that happens frequently. According to common British and
American cultural standard, Cytowic separated five senses: touch, sight, smell, taste, and
hearing. Day (1996:6) added a sixth sense of temperature perception, separating it from
touch. So as we will do in the present paper. We will not differentiate the sense of sight
and other senses in our research except the cases when different subcategories of one
sense are manifested in one and the same composite synaesthetic metaphor.
3
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Our data are collected from dictionaries and literary texts: Chinese Mandarin
Online Dictionary (Committee of Official Language Promotion, 1997), The Wild Fire
(Walther 1985), and Russian Literature From Nestor to Mayakovsky (Litvina &
Yermoshin, 2003). We use both literary texts and ordinary language, as one of the central
claims of the theory of conceptual metaphor is that metaphor in poetry is not an
essentially different phenomenon from metaphor in ordinary language; poetic metaphor
basically uses the same cognitive mechanisms as everyday metaphor; and what makes
poetic metaphor look different, however, is its extension, elaboration, and combination of
those mechanisms in ways that go beyond the ordinary (Lakoff and Turner, 1989).

3. Previous Research
The study of the specifics and regularities of formation of synaesthetic expressions
implies the integration of theoretical and practical studies of the coordination of the
organs of sense perception and the language in the processes of human perception in such
sciences as philosophy, psychology, psycholinguistics, aesthetics and the theory of arts.
Synaesthetic metaphors and expressions are well-liked research data in the subfields
of linguistics. Focusing on vision, Rich, Bradshaw and Mattingley (2005) have a largescale study of synaesthesia. They delve into the role of early experience in lexical-color
associations. Derrig (1978) proposes that dimension is a primary sensory area from which
there is a transfer to sight and sound. Lien (1994: 442) suggests that at least in Taiwanese
Southern Min or possibly Chinese dialects at large a tendency that dimension as the
primary sensory area is the highest in the implicational hierarchy and touch is the second
important sensory area from which other sensory areas are derived. Kolodkina and Hsieh
(2006) study on the synesthetic metaphors in Mandarin Chinese, Russian and English
with a focus on vision. They found that emotion, sound, and touch are major target
domains for visual synesthetic metaphors in the giving languages. It contradicts
Ullmann's (1959) hypothesis of “hierarchical distribution”, but is backed by the cognitive
theory of metaphor and interdisciplinary studies of intermodality. They also propose that
a synesthetic word combination is a particular case of manifestation of intermodality.
Studying hearing, Tsur (2006) investigates size-sound symbolism on the basis that
there is a subtle inter-sensory quality found in thick things and bass voices. Lai (2004)
has a study on the Japanese hearing adjectives. Her findings include that there are many
meaning-feature of such adjectives in Japanese, such as unbalance, limitation, fuzziness,
etc. Chen (1988) presents a local variety of the northern Mandarin dialect at Mancheng in
central Hebei next to Baoding. She found that the sense covers both sound and smell such
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as in the following example, ni ting yi ting zhe hua xiang bu? 你聽一聽這花香不 ‘you-listen
to-this- flower-fragrant-not = Sniff at the flower and see if it semells good?’
Focusing on smelling, Morrot, Brochet and Dubourdieu (2001) show that the odors
of a wine are, for the most part, stood for by objects that have the color of the wine.
Ibarretxe (1999: 41) proves that the sense of smell is not weaker than that of other
perception domains like hearing or vision. Focusing on emotion, Ward (2004) believes
that words that have emotional connotations, such as love, have a tendency to bring out a
synaesthetic response.
Turning to taste, Strauss (2005) studies the linguistic aestheticization of food in
which she looks at food commercials in Japan, Korea, and the United States. Probing into
linguistic and conceptual factors, Ward and Simner (2003) study the synaesthesia in
which speech sound induce an involuntary sensation of taste that is subjectively located
in the mouth. Yu (2003) also investigates synesthetic metaphor from a cognitive
perspective. He believes that poetic metaphor basically uses the same cognitive
mechanisms as everyday metaphor and studies Chinese novels and stories. His finding
supports the claim that “human meaning and understanding are embodied, constrained by
the kind of body we have and how it functions” (Yu 2003: 19).
Metaphor has the capacity to “introduce a sensory logic at the semantic level
alluding to a more complex scenario of interrelated meanings and experiences of the
world” (Cacciari 1998: 128). According to a cognitive theory of metaphor known as “the
theory of conceptual metaphor”, metaphor is recognized not only a figure of speech, but
also as “a figure of thought” (Lakoff 1986). It is primarily conceptual in nature, with
surface manifestations in language. As a basic cognitive structure, metaphor allows us to
understand a relatively abstract concept in terms of a more concrete or more structured
concept. Structurally, metaphors are mappings across conceptual domains, involving
projections from a source domain to a target domain. Such mappings are asymmetric in
that they are uni-directional, that is, from the more concrete to the more abstract.
According to Yu (2003), they are partial in that only part of the structure of the source
domain is projected to the target domain.

4. Gustatory synaesthetic metaphors in Chinese and Russian
Data of these two languages and their cross-linguistic study may reflect some
general mechanisms in human language and cognition that are rooted in embodied
experience. We present some important examples of our data with classification and a
discussion then follows.
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Table 1 and Table 2 give the frequencies of some of our collected data. It is noted
that the key words, such as tasty and tasteless have no correspondents in Table 1 Chinese
data and Table 2 Russian data. The reason is that tasty and tasteless are compounds in
Chinese hao-chi 好吃 ‘good-eat = tasty’, and nan-chi 難吃 ‘difficult-eat = tasteless’,
respectively. They are categorized in eat. This is to say, we list only some equivalents in
Table 1 and Table 2. As a result, eat (chi 吃, shi 食, dan 啖), spicy (la 辣), drink (he 喝,
yin 飲), sour (suan 酸), sweet (gan 甘, tian 甜), taste (chang 嚐, wei 味), astringent (se
澀), bitter (ku 苦), crisp (cui 脆), licking (tian 舔, shi 舐), swallow (tun 吞), hold in the
mouth (han 含, diao 叼), inhale (xi 吸) are keywords for Chinese data in Table 1, while
tasty (вкусный), tasteless (безвкусный), sweet (сладкий), bitter (горький), sour
(кислый), salty (соленый), tart (терпкий), sugary (приторный), and astringent
(вяжущий) are given to display Russian data in Table 2.

Table 1. The domains of synaesthetic transfers of GSMs in Chinese data
eat
spicy
drink
sour
sweet
taste
astringent
bitter
crisp
licking
swallow
hold in mouth

inhale
Total

vision
9
2
5
1
4
21

hearing
1
2
1
1
6
3
15

smell
1
1
1
3

touch
17
6
3
2
1
1
10
2
7
8
7
64

emotion
23
1
9
9
11
2
19
4
4
2
23
1
111

Total
50
1
20
14
20
3
1
29
4
6
16
36
11
211

Table 1 shows that emotion and touch are the most popular senses for taste
transference. Emotion is the most salient transfer for taste, especially when emotion
transfers to eat, bitter, and hold in mouth. Bitter, drink, eat, hold in mouth center on
emotion and touch. This prominent transference of emotion and touch shall be discussed
below.
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On the other hand, drink, sour, swallow and hold in mouth have wider distribution
to the rare synaesthetic sense for taste like vision, smell, and hearing. As for the minor
transference like vision and hearing, although vision is not a salient transfer for taste, but
sweet + vision gives five metaphors that is 2.6% of the sweet GSMs, next to the most
productive transference for emotion (5.8%). Though hearing is not a salient transfer for
taste, but swallow + hearing gives six metaphors, 3.8% of the swallow GSM, next to the
most productive transference for touch (4.4%). In general, verbs produce more GSMs
than nouns and adjectives do which will be discussed later.

Table 2. The domains of synaesthetic transfers of GSMs in Russian data
tasty
tasteless
sweet
bitter
sour
salty
tart
sugary
insipid
Total

vision
5
6
11
6
10
2
3
5
6
54

hearing
8
1
32
12
7
2
1
4
2
69

smell
6
1
20
4
9
3
3
3
1
49

touch
7
1
48
9
6
2
5
78

emotion
4
3
51
40
13
2
9
11
5
139

Total
30
11
162
71
45
11
16
28
14
388

As we can see in Table 2, emotion and touch are also the most salient senses for
taste transference. Emotion is the most salient transfer for taste, especially when emotion
transfers to sweet, and bitter. Sweet, bitter, sour, tart, and sugary center on emotion,
whereas sweet centers on touch. Again, this prominent transference of emotion and touch
shall be discussed below.
Sweet (282) and bitter (104) are the most popular ones in Russian. They are also
productive senses for producing GSM. But the negative evaluated taste bitter (29) enjoys
more GSM than sweet (19) does. We hereby give some examples as below.
(1a) Chinese (sweet, bitter)
1. bu4-gan1-ji2-mo4 不甘寂寞 ‘not-sweet-lonesome-lonely = unwilling to
remain out of the limelight’
2. gan1-xin1 甘心 ‘sweet-heart = willingly; to be resigned to’
3. ku3-xiao4 苦笑 ‘bitter-smile = a forced smile’
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4. ku3-kou3-po2-xin1 苦口婆心 ‘bitter-mouth-grandma-heart = to urge
somebody time and again with good intentions’
(1b) Russian (sweet, bitter)
1. сладкий шепот ‘sweet whisper’
2. Как сладко жить! Как сладко танцевать! '‘How sweet is to live! How sweet
is to dance!’
3. горько-радостное лицо ‘bitter-joyful face’
4. горький смех ‘bitter laughter’
As theoretical framework of our study is the cognitive theory of metaphor,
developed in the broad context of cognitive sciences with the emphasis on cognitive
psychology and neurosciences, we support the broad concept of linguistic synaesthesia as
backed by the newest findings about the great role of emotions in the sphere of human
cognition. So we regard emotion as one of the domains of synaesthetic transfers and
study the cases of emotional synaesthesia.1
The examples in (1) are GSMs in Chinese and Russian, mapping from taste to
emotion.
(2a) Chinese (taste Æ emotion)
1. suan1-tong4 酸痛 ‘sour-pain = to ache’
2. suan1-chu3 酸楚 ‘sour-bitter = hardship’
3. han2-xiou1-ren3-ru4 含羞忍辱 ‘hold-exmbarrasse-tolerate-injustice = suffer
humiliations’
4. han2-lei4 含淚 ‘hold tears = restraining one's tears’
(2b) Russian (taste Æ emotion)
1. Он принес с собой мне сладкую надежду ‘He brought me a sweet hope.’
2. улыбка – вкусное сочетание науки с жизнию ‘a smile is a tasty
combination of science and life’
3. скучать в пресноте повседневщины ‘to be bored in the insipidity of
humdrum’
4. наша горькая, терпкая, бобыльная жизнь ‘our bitter, tart, lonely life’

1

we regard emotion and sense as one of the domains of synesthetic transfers alongside with tactile,
gustatory, olfactory, auditory, and visual synesthesias.
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In terms of semantic salience, licking centers on emotion in which most of them are
used to describe love between parents and children, such as tian3-du2-qing2-shen1 舔犢
情深 ‘lick-calf-sentiment-deep = very affectionate toward one's children’. The transfer
taste Æ emotion is most salient in both languages, eat, bitter, and hold in mouth produce
the most of such metaphors in this category. In this case, eat is often used to mean ‘joy’
and ‘satisfaction’, for example, hao4-chi1-lan3-zuo4 好吃懶做 ‘like-eat-lazy-do = caring
for nothing but eating’, chi1-he1-wan2-le4 吃喝玩樂 ‘eating, drinking, playing and be
happy; fool around all day’, chi1-ni4-le 吃膩了 ‘eat-greasy-end = satiated with eating’.
However, they show negative connotations. The first two examples are used to refer to a
lazy and meaningless life and the last example denotes that a certain food is no more
appetizing. Bitter is often used to be collocated with a motion to describe the hardship of
involving in this motion, e.g., ku3-si1 苦思 ‘bitter-think = to cudgel one’s brains; to rack
one's wits’, ku3-yi4 苦憶 ‘bitter-remember = to remember bitterly’, ku3-tong4 苦痛
‘bitter-pain = pain; sufferings; torments; trouble’. Hold in mouth refers to both positive
and negative emotions like ‘love’, ‘hatred’, ‘shy’ etc. For example, han2-qing2-mo4-mo4
含情脈脈 ‘hold-love-vein-vein = with one's eyes beaming with affection’, han2-hen4 含
恨 ‘hold-hate = to nurse regret, hatred’ and han2-xiou1 含羞 ‘hold-ashame = ashamed or
shy’.
Emotion is also the most common target domain in Russian, many Russian words
centers on different kinds of emotions. Thus, bitter is very often used to demonstrate
negative feeling, e.g. горькая грусть’bitter sadness’, горькое отчаяние ‘bitter despair’,
горькая с судьба ‘bitter destiny’. Likewise, sugary is always used with negative
connotation, e.g. приторная сентиментальность ‘sugary sentimentality’, приторная
вежливость sugary politenesses. But sweet is used to denote both positive and negative
emotions, e.g. сладкая мечта ‘sweet dream’, сладкое чувство ‘sweet feeling’, сладий
соблазн ‘sweet temptation’, and сладкий грех ‘sweet sin’. For Russian tasty the major
target domain is sound, where it is mainly used to describe the human voice, e.g. вкусный
голос ‘tasty voice’, вкусные слова ‘tasty words’.
The examples in (2) below recur the second highest frequency in both Chinese and
Russian. Quality in objects such as texture (soft, hard), temperature (hot, cold), and space
(separating, through) are included in touch. All above submodalities of touch are
presented in Chinese examples. As for Russian data, they are constrained to temperature
and space submodalities, in space submodality mainly denoting movement.
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(3a) Chinese (taste Ætouch)
1. han2-sha1-she4-ying3 含沙射影 ‘hold-sand-take-shadow = to spit sand on a
shadow; to make innuendos, spread groundless rumors’
2. han2-yi2-nong4-suen1 含飴弄孫 ‘hold-candy-use-grandson = to play with
grandchildren with candy in mouth’
3. zi4-shi2-qi2-li4 自食其力 ‘self-eat-it-force = earn one's own living’
4. jian1-suan1-ke4-bo2 尖酸刻薄 ‘shrill-sour-carve-thin = acrimonious’
(3b) Russian (taste Æ touch)
1. Горько во мне шевельнулась кровь ‘bitterly in me moved the blood’
2. кисло ухмыляясь ‘sourly grinning’
3. Бралась она все за большие роли, но играла грубо, безвкусно, приторной
сентиментальностью ‘she set to all major parts, but played crudely, tastelessly,
with sugary sentimentality’
4. Ветерок подул, соленой щекоткой прошел по лицу ’the breeze blew, with
salty tickling touched the face’
The next examples in (3) below contain synaesthetic transfers from taste to vision.
Transfers from taste to vision is abundant in Russian but not obvious in our Chinese data
which is against our hypothesis. Among the 21 metaphors from taste to vision, eat has the
most metaphors.
(4a) Chinese (taste Æ vision):
1. bu4-shi2-yan1-huo3 不食煙火 ‘not-eat-smoke-fire = (Taoist) stop eating
cooked food’
2. chi1-guang1 吃光 ‘eat-bright = with nothing left, everything gone’
3. chi1-yan3-qian2-kuei1 吃眼前虧 ‘eat-eye-front-loss = accept a present loss’
4. tian2-mei3 甜美 ‘sweet-beauty = mellifluous’
(4b) Russian (taste Æ vision)
1. Как сладко светит месяц золотой! 'How sweetly the golden Moon shines.’
2. безвкусно одетая немка ‘a tastelessly dressed German woman’
3. Занавеси висели смятыми, кислыми складками 'The curtains hung with
crumpled sour folds’
4. соленые люди ‘salted people’
5. тоскливый и кислый вид ‘dreary and sour look”
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Transfers from taste to sound are abundant in Russian, but rather rare in Chinese.
Those two entries that are in our collected Chinese data so far are not commonly used in
Modern Chinese. They are gan1-jiou3-shi4-yin1 甘酒嗜音 ‘sweet-wine-like-sound = be
fond of wine and music’ and er3-shi2 耳食 ‘ear-food = to believe all that one hears’
where the first one is a semantic collocation to refer to sensory joy, and the second one is
a metaphorical extension to mean taking (like eating) all one hears.
(6a) Chinese (taste Æsmell)
1. qiang4-bi2-zi 嗆鼻子 ‘choke-nose = (smoke) irritates the nose’
2.

chi1-xiang1 吃香 ‘eat-fragrance = be popular, in current demand or fashion’

3.

chi1-xiang1-he1-la4 吃香喝辣 ‘eat-savoury-drink-spicy = have influence’

Kolodkina and Hsieh (2006: 96) investigate synaesthetic metaphors concerning
vision and they also draw a conclusion that mapping from vision to sound is typical for
Russian and English, but not characteristic for Chinese. Lien (1994: 439) reminds us of
the polysemous usage of wen 聞 ‘hear; smell’ in Chinese. The sense of hearing developed
into that of smell in the Chinese linguistic history. The etymology arose some debates
and Lien considers the finding of Wen (1941) be plausible which explains the
development in terms of phonetic affinity. As Lien (1994: 439) cites that the phonetic
affinity between hear and smell in Proto-Tibeto-Burman forms makes clear that “the
auditory and olfactory senses were confused in the Old Chinese period. Ting 聽 ‘hear’
may be a descendant of the general word wen 聞 ‘hear; smell’ of sense perceptions.”
As for the mapping from taste to smell, Ibarretxe (1999: 41) proposes that the sense
of smell is not weaker than that of other perception domains. Heiz (in Ibarretxe 1999: 37)
has found that memories evoked by the sense of smell are more emotional than those
evoked by other senses, including vision, hearing and touch. It thus proves that the
connection between smell and memory is strong. This is true to our Russian data, it is,
however, not the case in Chinese. The examples in (5) contain GSMs mapping from taste
to smell.
The transfer taste Æ vision and taste Æ vision deserve more detail discussion in a
separate study.
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(6a) Chinese (taste Æsmell)
1. tong2-chou4-wei4 銅臭味 ‘copper-stinking-taste = the stink of money;
profits-before-everything mentality’
2. chou4-wei4 臭味 ‘stinking-taste = foul smell; stink’
3. chou4-wei4-xiang1-tou2 臭味相投 ‘stinking-taste-look-toss = to share the
same rotten tastes, habits, etc.; to be two of a kind’
4. xiang1-wei4 香味 ‘savoury-taste = fragrance; scent’
(6b) Russian (taste Æ smell)
1 сладко-грустный запах втекал в комнату ‘sweet-sad smell flew into the
room’
2 вкусный церковный воздух ‘tasty church air’
3 бабушка, вкусно понюхивая табачок ‘the grandmother, tasty sniffing the
snuff’
4 Кому зима - полынь и горький дым к ночлегу ‘t o somebody winter is a
wormwood and a bitter smoke of a night’s lodging’
The prominent transference of emotion and touch shall be discussed. Chinese
mainly focuses on emotion and touch, while Russian, though have much wider
distribution than Chinese GSMs, still have emotion and touch as the topic transfers.
Emotion pushes sense shift, thus eyes can hear, ears can see. The inter-transference of the
senses is mainly used to describe human emotion.
This is one of our research findings based on the observation of the sense ‘taste’.
However, Kolodkina and Hsieh (2006) focus on the synesthetic sense vision and propose
that touch is the major destination of synesthetic transfers in Chinese vision. The
difference of the research foci of these two studies is that Kolodkina and Hsieh (2006)
study the opposite type of mapping, i.e., from the highest sense – vision – to the lower
ones. More comparison between the different directions of mapping is worth researching.
To look into the data from a morphosyntactic point of view, Chinese synaesthetic
metaphors are mostly done through compounding, e.g., xiang1-tian2 香甜 ‘fragrancesweet’ means ‘delicious’ or ‘sleep soundly’ and chi1-guang1 吃光 ‘eat-bright = with
nothing left, everything gone’. Chinese characters are different from alphabetic languages.
Gao (1986: 30) says that Mandarin Chinese is basically a monosyllabic-word language.
In one hand, it is convenient to combine monosyllabic words to form a compound, Gao
(1986: 97) thus declares that most Mandarin innovations are compounds. On the other
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hand, Mandarin Chinese gives a lot of homonyms. When the pronunciation of some
words is the same, semantic ambiguity arose. Compounds are a solution to prevent from
possible confusing in meanings (Li 2002: 18, Yang 1984: 11). We therefore observe a
high percentage of compounds in Chinese synaesthetic metaphors.
Chinese is different for its syntactic structure. One sensitive issue regarding the
Chinese data is that the so-called part-of-speech (e.g., adjectives, verbs) is context
dependent. On the other hand, most of Russian GSMs are attributive word combinations,
e.g. соленый воздух ‘salty air’, сладкие слова ‘sweet words’ (66% of all GSMs).
Adverbial word combinations rank the second in our Russian data, e.g. звучать сладко
‘to sound sweetly’, горько плакать ‘to cry bitterly’ (32%). Some Russian GSMs are
compound words, e.g. сладкоголосый ‘sweet-voiced’, сладкопоющий ‘sweet-singing’
(about 1%). Our data contradict to the generally accepted assertion (Gak 1988, Yelina
2002) that the only one or the most typical type of grammatical pattern of a synesthetic
metaphor is an attributive word combination, giving the unique possibility to reveal the
direction of synesthetic transfer.
It’s interesting to note that adverbial word combinations in our Russian data are
mainly found in the two types of transfers: from taste to sound, e.g., плакать горько ‘to
cry bitterly’, звенеть сладко ‘to chime sweetly’ and from taste to touch, e.g. горько
шевельнулась кровь ‘bitterly moved the blood’, кисло морщить рожу ‘ to wrinkle the
face sourly’. We mentioned above that in the transfer from taste to touch the space
(movement) submodality dominates. As we see in the above examples, the actions are
described in both types of transfer. No wonder that verbs are mainly used to denote
action.

5. Conclusion
This study presents synaesthetic metaphors in Mandarin Chinese and Russian and
focuses on the sense ‘taste’ in light of Day’s (1996) hypothesis of “hierarchical
distribution” and Cytowic’s (1993) approach about neurological synaesthesia.
Russian GSMs have much wider distribution than Chinese GSMs, while Chinese
mainly focuses on emotion and touch. Emotion and touch are also the most salient senses
for taste transference. We support the broad concept of linguistic synaesthesia as backed
by the newest findings about the great role of emotions in the sphere of human cognition.
The research result shows both the universal tendencies and language diversity in the
directionality of metaphorical mapping.
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Ibarretxe (1999: 41) proposes that the sense of smell is not weaker than that of other
perception domains. This is true to our Russian data, it is, however, not the case in
Chinese. The mapping from taste to smell is very weak.
Many synaesthetic metaphors in Russian are achieved through sense transfer in an
attributive word combination, e.g., сладкий огонь (sweet fire), where the sense word
сладкий ‘sweet’ was transferred from taste to touch; (приторный голос) sugary voice,
where the sense attribute ‘sugary’ was transferred from taste to sound. Chinese
synaesthetic metaphors are mostly done through compounding, e.g., xiang1-tian2 香甜
‘fragrance-sweet’ means ‘delicious’ or ‘sleep soundly’ for the nature of the Chinese
characters and Mandarin Chinese being a monosyllabic-word language that compounds
can avoid semantic ambiguity.
Our data contradict to the generally accepted assertion (Gak 1988, Yelina 2002)
that the only one or the most typical type of grammatical pattern of a synesthetic
metaphor is an attributive word combination, giving the unique possibility to reveal the
direction of synesthetic transfer.
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Abstract
Public speaking can be very threatening to any native speakers of English, not to
mention non-native EFL learners. Impromptu speech, perhaps the most challenging
form of public speaking, is however being promoted in every city of the EFL countries.
The case in Taiwan is no exceptional. Every year, dozens of impromptu speech contexts
are held throughout the island. Over the past decade, many studies have investigated the
strategies and techniques successful EFL impromptu speech contestants adapted.
Hardly has any study touched upon the language used by the prize-winning contestants.
Also at the same time, a growing number of studies on second language speaking
acquisition have pinpointed that multiword lexical units (i.e., lexical collocations,
fixed-/semi-fixed expressions, and idioms) could be the key to better speaking
proficiency. Therefore, the study intends to examine the possible relationship between
MLUs and impromptu speeches.
Data of the current study draws on the biggest annual national impromptu speech
contest of Taiwan where EFL contestants competed to show their language proficiency
as well as skills in delivering spoken messages. The 11 participants are English majors
of technological universities in Taiwan and have never lived in an English speaking
country for more than 6 months. In the contest, each contestant selected a topic 15
minutes before going on the stage, and each had 3 minutes to deliver a speech in
English. The researcher video-taped, transcribed, and analyzed all the impromptu
speeches. The data were examined to answer the three research questions for
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1. Introduction
In a country where English has been the official first foreign language, students of
Taiwan devote tremendous time and energy to their learning of such target language.
Grabbing every opportunity to improve one’
s English is common among students at all
ages. Speech contests, among many others, are perhaps the most recognizable activity
in which they demonstrate, polish, and reevaluate their language skills in the current
learning environment. Within speech contests, impromptu speeches are always
considered the most challenging as they required the contestants to speak on a sudden
assigned topic with a limited time for preparation (Seleskovitch, 1982; Wood, 2001).
Impromptu or spontaneous speeches can be threatening enough if delivering in a
mother tongue. The fear and challenges to an EFL speaker can be overwhelmingly
unbearable when giving an on-the-spot impromptu speech in a foreign language. Thus,
it is at the heart of EFL Taiwanese learners to search for the most effective ways in
presenting an impressive and convincing impromptu speech with a great command of
English.
In the past, studies on speech contests came mainly from L1 researchers. The
emphasis has been placed on public speaking in general with various minor
concentrations on preparation process and speech quality (Daly, Vangelisti, and Weber,
1995), anxiety (Bippus and Daly, 1999), and speech assessment (Carlson and
Smith-Howell, 1995). Studies conducted with second language learners on the same
issue are limited. Particularly, the case with Taiwanese EFL learners is still in its
infancy (Fang, 2005). Several studies reported by scholars in Taiwan have investigated
speech apprehension (Her, 1984, 1986), speech evaluation (Ing, 1987, 1993),
improvement in public speeches (Katchen, 1996, 2002) or the strategies and techniques
successful EFL impromptu speech contestants adapted (Fang, 2005). It is interesting
that none of the studies focused on “
the English language”used by the prize-winning
contestants. EFL learners may be wondering and curious about, after knowing so much
on mental readiness, assessments, strategies and techniques, how successful impromptu
speech contestants actually use their English to outperform the rest. Almost at the same
time, a growing number of studies on second language speaking acquisition have
pinpointed that multiword lexical units, such as lexical collocations, fixed-/semi-fixed
expressions, and idioms1, could be the key to better speaking proficiency (Farghal and
Obiedat, 1995; Nation and Newton, 1997; Nattinger, 1980; Smith, 1983; Sung, 2003).
In an attempt to understand the language components uniquely used in the English
of impromptu speech contestants, this study proposes to take a closer to first look at the
1

Moon (1997) used “
multi-word items
”to describe this group of longer and somewhat prefabricated
lexical phrases; in the current study, no differences are made between “
multi-word items”and
“
multiword lexical units (MLUs).”
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spoken messages conveyed by the contestants and further examine the possible
relationship between the contestants’use of MLUs and impromptu speeches. It is the
goal of the current study to find out new possible ways which future Taiwanese or
worldwide EFL students can adopt if determined to not only become proficient English
speakers but also competitive impromptu speech contestants.
2. Review of the Related Studies
2.1 Empirical Studies on Impromptu Speeches with EFL Learners in Taiwan
Up to this moment, merely four studies have been undertaken to specifically
investigate Taiwanese learners’performance on impromptu speeches. Liu (2003), an
elementary school teacher, was the first to bring in classroom activities with impromptu
speeches. Her systematic and consistent public speaking training had improved
students’cognition, ability, and psychological preparation for making impromptu
speeches.
Strictly speaking, Liu’
s study can not be seen as an EFL-focused because the
instructional language as well as the language for speech presentation was students’
first language (i.e., Chinese Mandarin). The official pioneer EFL study in Taiwan was
carried out by Chou (2003). By introducing a series of formal public speaking mini
courses, Chou reported that the adult learners in the class were found to have improved
their communicating skills in general. Adapting a wide variety of instructional tools
(such as peer feedback and speech self-reflection), another college teacher, Huang
(2004), also indicated that explicit instruction on impromptu speeches could actually
enhance EFL learners’speaking fluency.
In addition to the first few attempts to empirically study how direct teaching of
impromptu speeches might have affected EFL students’language skills, Fang (2005)
went beyond the scope of previous studies. Conducting a nation-wide interview-based
research, he aimed to investigate Taiwanese college students’strategy use in making
impromptu speeches. Fang’
s analysis of 19 contestants’videotaped speeches and
face-to-face interviews with 10 contestants from the 2003 National English Speech
Contest in Taiwan brought out many interesting results. His findings can be
summarized as below: (1) the less successful contestants used more communication
strategies but fewer public speaking strategies; (2) the more successful contestants
employed a greater variety of organizational strategies; and 3) many factors also
affecting the contestants’use of strategies, including language proficiency, knowledge
structures, and contexts among others.
To sum up, it is not too difficult to see the limited number of studies conducted
particularly in the EFL setting of Taiwan. The findings so far fall into two categories:
“
the integration of impromptu speeches into second language learning”and “
the use of
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strategies upon delivering a speech.”It will be too early to draw down any conclusion
either on the teaching effect of impromptu speeches or public speaking trainings or
strategy use observed during many speeches.
2.2 Empirical Studies on the Relationship between MLUs and Speaking Fluency
Research on the role of multiword lexical units (MLUs) is just starting to receive
some attention in recent years, but the current consensus is best described by Moon
(1997) as she indicated:
The appropriate use and interpretation of multi-word items
by L2 speakers is a sign of their proficiency,…particularly
with regard to the creative exploitation and manipulation of
multi-word items….these items are hard, but they need to be
acquired at some stage (p. 58).
Overall, L2 researchers, TESOL pedagogists, and classroom teachers tend to agree
that MLUs can help improve language learning (Farghal and Obiedat, 1995; Kjellmer,
1991; Lewis, 1993, 1997, and 2000; Low, 1988; Nattinger and DeCarrico, 1992;
Pawley and Syder, 1983; Woolard; 2000).
The empirical studies examining the relationship between multiword lexical units
and EFL learners’speaking fluency, however, are just about to begin. Only two
researchers, Sung (2003) and Chiu (2006), have had empirical evidence to support that
learning collocations (the majority of MLUs, according to Moon, 1997)2 seemed to
somewhat enhance EFL learners’speaking fluency.
Sung (2003) was the leading scholar who investigated the relationship between
collocations and speaking fluency. She explored knowledge and use of English lexical
collocations in their relation to speaking proficiency. In her experiment, 96 university
students in the United States, 24 native and 72 non-native English speakers, were
invited to participate. Each subject had to complete two tests: one collocation test and
ones
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In Taiwan, Chiu (2006) conducted the first study to explore the knowledge and
use of English lexical collocations and their relation to speaking proficiency of
Taiwanese EFL university learners. Data for the study were collected from 56 junior
2

Moon (1997), taking perhaps the broadest perspective, equated “
multi-word items”with
“
extreme collocations”(p. 63) and included “
compounds,”“
phrasal verbs,”“
idioms,”“
fixed phrases,”
and “
prefabs.”Nevertheless, in the studies of Sung (2003) and Chiu (2006), only lexical collocations
were investigated in relation to EFL students’language skills.
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English majors at a national university of science and technology in southern Taiwan.
Each student was asked to take three tests: (1) one lexical collocation test, measuring
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Test results were examined to
answer 3 major questions for correlation (1) between the subjects’knowledge of
lexical collocations and their speaking proficiency, (2) between their use of lexical
collocations and their speaking proficiency, and (3) between their knowledge of
lexical collocations and their use of lexical collocations. Findings of the study
showed that only a significant correlation existed be
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knowledge of lexical collocations and their speaking proficiency. Chiu concluded that
knowledge of lexical collocations was more likely to be an indicator for determining
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Based on the two studies, it is still necessary to accumulate more evidence to
determine whether there is a persuasive cause-and-effect relationship between
collocations and the improvement of speaking ability. Nevertheless, the findings from
Sung’
s and Chiu’
s studies have specified a possible direction for later research: the
relation between MLUs and EFL learners speaking fluency. Sung collected her
subjects’spoken English data from a film-describing test while Chiu used the same
instrument along with one additional standardized oral test, PhonePass. They inspired
the present study to investigate further if there could be some connection between EFL
speakers’collocational proficiency and speaking performance in impromptu speeches
(also a form of speaking in a different discourse).
2.3 Significance of the Study
Le Feal (1982) defined impromptu speech as it is characterized by the
simultaneous processes of ideation (i.e., the elaboration and structuring of reasoning
by the speaker as he/she improvises) and expression in the speaker. Many other
components tag along with this characteristic, such as segmented speech flows,
acoustic sounds in the form of word stress following a pause, and both accidental and
intentional redundancy. It is the presence of all of these characteristics that helps the
listener to understand the speaker's meaning. Seleskovitch (1982) described
impromptu speech as a kind of modified talk specifically adapted to the listeners; it is
characterized by a constant interconnection between cognitive competence and
language competence and between sound and meaning. When written texts are
delivered orally, these characteristics disappear and the listeners’cognitive awareness
is also being diminished. Impromptu speech is an unusual spoken discourse which
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involves the interaction between the speaker and his/her audience. This could be one
of the major reasons that impromptu speech may seem simplified and easier to
understand than prepared speech
Noticing the features of successful impromptu speeches, an English conversation
teacher and speech researcher, Wood (2001), drew us to emphasize on the automatic
processing and importance of retrieval of a repertoire of formulaic language units in
spontaneous speech. He posited that any contestant is understood and appreciated
because he/she rapidly and effectively retrieves longer and formulaic lexical units or
chunks which affect both perception and comprehension of the speech, facilitating the
entire processing of language.
These scholars’suggestions all direct to the same possibility: an impromptu
speech contestant might win over the judges’hearts if demonstrating his/her
efficiency and accuracy in retrieving MLUs in the processing and delivering of speech
within a limited given time. No previous study has ever investigated the relation
between MLUs and impromptu speeches. The present one is aimed to look at such
connection in general and specifically intended to answer the three research questions
for correlations:
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3. Research Method and Analysis
Data of the current study were collected from the biggest annual college-level
impromptu speech contest, 2006 National English Speech Contest of Taiwan. The
contest was conducted in a 2-round process, i.e., a qualifying and a final. To be eligible,
a contestant must be a Taiwan citizen who has never lived in an English speaking
country for more than 6 months and needed to win the contest in his/her own institute
first. Nation-wisely, only 40 EFL students of English majors from colleges and
universities in Taiwan were accepted to compete in order to advance to the 20 spaces of
the final round. In the contest (at both stages), each contestant selected a topic 15
3

Fixed- and semi-fixed expressions both consist of word groups used in a particular context; often
they are used as longer institutionalized phrases attached with specific social functions or pragmatic
meanings. Fixed expressions differ slightly from semi-fixed expressions in that they allow no
replacement in any of their components (Gillard, 2003; Nattinger & DeCarrico, 1992; Lewis, 1993,
1997); they are treated as 1 single group in the study.
4
The current study investigated only 3 types of MLUs, lexical collocations, fixed-/semi-fixed
expressions, and idioms, because other MLUs were not found in the contestants’spoken data.
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minutes before going on the stage, and each had 3 minutes to deliver a speech in
English. At the final round, the researcher video-taped, transcribed, and analyzed the
impromptu speeches of 11 contestants. Eight contestants gave up their chance upon the
contest while the last one’
s speech was lost due to the mechanical problem of the
camcorder. Altogether, the data were based on the 11 participants’speeches.
Pearson correlation (i.e., SPSS 13.0) was also adapted in order to investigate if there
were connections between t
hes
ubj
e
c
t
s
’pe
r
f
or
ma
nc
eofi
mpr
omptu speeches and their
use of the 3 MLU types. Descriptive statistics was used to report the study findings.
4. Results and Discussions
4.1 Preliminary Analysis
As the study looked at the use (i.e., frequency or quantity) of MLUs, the number
of MLUs recorded in the 11 contestants’impromptu speeches was counted manually
from the videotaped transcripts. Table 1 lists the contestants’names5, ranking as
awarded by the judges6, their use of each type of MLU, total MLUs, and total words
of each speech.
Table 1
Contestants’
Performance and Use of MLUs
Names of
Lexical Fixed-/Semi-fixed- Total
Ranking*
Contestants
Collocations
Expressions
MLUs

Total
Words

Wen

11

42

9

51

451

Chung

10

43

8

51

393

Lee

9

30

20

50

456

Tai-ke

8

20

8

28

282

Ai

7

46

6

52

445

Neg

6

38

4

42

339

Mei

5

30

3

33

338

Nan

4

29

3

32

348

Frame

3

28

20

48

339

Abo

2

24

9

33

334

Tong

1

24

3

27

615

Note. The number 11 indicates the champion while 1 refers to the worst speech performance.

5

Pseudo names are used to protect the contestants’identity.
The ranking goes completely opposite to the real one for the use of Pearson correlation. Typically,
the champion receives the smallest number, 1 or the 1st place, whereas he/she should receive the largest
number in the table in order to show the best performance.
6
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A quick look at Table 1 indicates two interesting findings. First, none of the contestants
used any idiom at all. This was completely unexpected. In addition, the length of each
speech (total word), in a 3-minute period, differed greatly from one contestant to
another. The last position was even given to the contestant who spoke the longest.
4.2 Speech Contestants’Performance of Impromptu Speeches and Their Use of
Multiword Lexical Units
To find out the possible connection between the 11 contestants’speech
performances and their use of MLUs, correlations were further examined between the 2
sets of variables. In Table 2, Pearson correlations are adapted to describe the
relationship between contestants’rankings and variables of the other 4 groups; namely,
lexical collocations, fixed-/semi-fixed expressions, total MLUs, and total words of each
speech.
Table 2
Pearson Correlations between Rankings and Frequency of Three MLUs

Rankings

Lexical
Collocations

Fixed-/Semi-fixedExpressions

Total MLUs

Total Words

.589*

.190

.623*

-.084

Note. * = Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

Table 2 clearly shows that significant correlations can be found between the
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The findings observed in the current study were partially supported by Sung
(2003). Her results showed that there was a moderately significant correlation between
the quantity (i.e., use) ofl
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among her non-native speakers residing in the United States. On the contrary, such
findings differ from the 2 studies from Hsu (2005) and Chiu (2006), both of which
asserting that correlations can be only found between EFL learners’knowledge of
lexical collocations (as measured by blank-filling tests) and their speaking fluency.
Many possible factors could be all at play, drawing a convincing conclusion is
beyond the scope of the study. For instance, it can be due to the different focuses on the
categories of MLUs. Sung (2003) included all 7 subtypes of lexical collocations in her
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awhile excluding the other possible groups of MLUs.
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In this study, the researcher both looked at the subjects’7 subtypes of lexical
collocations as well as the other types of MLUs which are more t
ha
nSung’
s. In contrast,
while Hsu (2005) collected his spoken data from a business English course, Chiu (2006)
obtained hers from a telephone-based oral test and a film-describing spoken test. The
researcher here relied on a collection of 3-minute only impromptu speeches. The
diverse sources of spoken data could have affected the comparability among these
study results. The relationship between MLUs and speaking fluency is still far from
being fully understood. Therefore, further larger scale research could investigate the
correlation between the two variables.
4.3 Speech Contestants’Performance of Impromptu Speeches and the Density of
Their Multiword Lexical Units
One additional worth investigating point in this study is the interaction between
the contestants’performances and their density of MLUs since the frequency of each
MLU type is observable. The concept of “
MLU density”derives from “
l
e
xi
c
a
ldensity”
proposed by Laufer and Nation (1995) (cited in Schmitt, 2000, p. 75). It is a tool to
determine the relative simplicity of a text. “
Lexical density”is measured by the formula:
number of content words/total number of words in the text X 100. In the present study,
“
MLU density”is therefore measured by the formula: number of MLUs/total number of
words in the text X 100. Table 3 illustrates the MLU density for each MLU type along
with the contestants’names and their rankings.
Table 3
Contestants’Rankings and MLU Density
Ranking

Collocation
Density

Fixed-/Semi-fixedExpressions
Density

MLU
Density

Wen

11

9.3%

1.9%

11.2%

Chung

10

10.9%

2%

12.9%

Lee

9

6.5%

4.3

10.8%

Tai-ke

8

7.1%

2.8

9.9%

Ai

7

10.3%

1.3

11.6%

Neg

6

11.2%

1.1

12.3%

Mei

5

8.8%

0.8

9.6%

Nan

4

8.3%

0.9

9.2%

Frame

3

8.2%

5.9

14.1%

Abo

2

7.1%

2.7

9.8%

Tong

1

3.9%

0.5

4.4%

Name of
Contestants
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Again, Pearson correlation was used to describe the relationship between
contestants’speech rankings and their MLU density of each type. Table 4 lists the
results of the correlations. Compared to the results from the frequency of MLUs, it
seems that MLU density has not much to do with the contestants’rankings. It could be
concluded that there did not seem to be a significant correlation between an EFL
Taiwanese impromptu speech contestant’
s performance and his/her MLU density
recorded in the speech.
Table 4
Pearson Correlations between Rankings and Density of Three MLUs

Rankings

Collocation
Density

Fixed-/Semi-fixedExpressions
Density

MLU
Density

.509

-.218

.474

Note. * = Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

5. Conclusion
5.1 Concluding Remarks
This current study examined the relationships between Taiwanese college EFL
speakers’performance of impromptu speeches and their use of lexical collocations,
fixed-/semi-fixed expressions, and idioms respectively. Pearson correlation was used
to describe such possible connections. The study findings showed that:
(1) a significant correlation seemed to exist between the 11 impromptu speech
contestants’performance and their use of lexical collocations;
(2) no significant correlations could be found between this group of contestants’
speech performance and their use of fixed-/semi-fixed expressions or idioms
(as no idiom was used);
(3) and an observable correlation somewhat existed between this group of
contestants’speech performance and their use of total MLUs.
It could be concluded that the frequency of MLUs, especially lexical collocations,
might be the key that affects the overall performance of college/university EFL
speakers’performance while competing in an impromptu speech.
5.2 Limitations of the Study
Obviously, the biggest limitation in the study was that only 11 subjects were
involved. Had all the 20 contestants advancing to the final rounds been included, this
study would have been able to provide more evidence. To present more convincing
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findings, it is best if a bigger group of EFL speakers of all levels in Taiwan can be
invited and selected randomly for the purpose of a quantitative study of this kind.
Another limitation of this study is related to the scope of MLUs investigated.
This study only examined 4 types of MLUs and did not include the others, such as
compound nouns and phrasal verbs. As a result, the recorded MLUs might have been
comprised and did not represent their overall knowledge and use of the subjects’
MLUs.
5.3 Recommendations for Future Research
Studies on longer lexical units have just started. Only a limited number of reports
can be found even up to this moment. The majority emphasized heavily on the role of
lexical collocations. Still too much has been ignored on the role of other MLU
categories. The current study merely found that t
hes
ubj
e
c
t
s
’us
eoflexical
collocations and total number of MLUs seemed to have some possible connections
with their speech performance. Several recommendations may be made for future
research.
First, a strong relationship was found between the use of lexical collocations and
speaking proficiency among the Taiwanese university EFL learners in the study.
Howe
ve
r
,t
hes
ubj
e
c
t
s
’us
eoffixed-/semi-fixed expressions and idioms did not show
significant correlation with their speaking proficiency. Thus, Taiwanese EFLl
e
a
r
ne
r
s
’
use of fixed-/semi-fixed expressions and idioms could be further examined. A longer
speech time or a new format speech (like a prepared speech) may reveal different
results.
Besides, the relationship between MLUs and EFL learners’language fluency is
also a worth exploring direction. Many possible studies can be further undertaken to
investigate whether the knowledge or use of MLUs relates to the overall proficiency
of EFL learners’listening, reading, or writing skills.
Lastly, merely a very small number of studies were conducted on the role of
English idioms. Whether teachers should encourage explicit or implicit instruction on
idioms in a classroom setting is also controversial. The connection between
acquisition of idioms and language proficiency can be another study direction future
research can take on.
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Abstract
Technology is rapidly changing in this age, the
exhibition of the digital art has than former more
diverse performance interaction. With the new
technology of human-computer interaction we can not
only experience the meaning in the artwork but also
connect mind with each other. This paper puts forward
marking use multimedia of interaction to create an
interactive painting - 「Simulation Environment」. It
combines technology and art. With digitalized image
and voice to performance a virtual reality environment.
The viewer can experience the natural what city can’t
have, through the interactive setting. In this interactive
painting, the viewer can change day and night
environment by himself to connect works and viewer
mind.
The overall design of this paper can not only
construct the experience of the vision design, but also
establish the incitement of the mental level and reach
the interactive new scenario result mixed with by
physical-and-virtual interaction.
Keywords: Interactive Multimedia, Tech Arts, Digital
Art, Human-Computer Interaction

1. Introduction
Because of continuous development of new media
and innovative technologies, the concept of art
esthetics therefore can be transferred through digital
media for creative works or new dissemination
combination. This changes the way we think of
traditional pictures and recognition, and thus leading
us to step into the era of digital cyber pictures (Wang,
D.M. 2000). Entering the digital technology ages, the
content of digital media expression is no longer
limited to immobile locations. Digital technology
brings various methods of expression for arts. If

combined with interaction, then art will be no only
restricted in one way expression, but also to provide
more imagination and show the ides of the artists. All
of the methods have changed the experience and
feeling of the past

2. Motivation and Purpose
As new technology such as personal computer, and
Internet using are becoming popular nowadays, digital
technology penetrates human’s daily life in a great
deal. It is no doubt that the influence to human caused
by digital technology is enormous and no other media
can compete with it.
It is seen that people keep use digitalization as the
goal and slogan, and continuously get closer to the
cyber world established by computers. People’s daily
life is becoming more convenient, but people are lack
of communicating with the nature. Therefore this
creation is intended to combine the nature
environment that modern city residents lack of and the
virtual art to make the viewers enjoy in the nature. It is
to make the viewers further put the feeling into the
paintings in the self controlled circumstances.

3. Related Researches
3.1 The concept of interaction
“Interaction” happens to be always a part of human
culture. We actually keep interact with the nature, the
environment, people, events, objectives frequently in
our circumstances. Back to 1960s, artists had already
interested in how to interact with the viewers when
they are looking at the art piece to obtain some
feedbacks (Ernest Edmonds, 2004). If lack of the
interaction between the viewers and the art piece,
there is only visual communication between, it is
therefore makes the level of communication stays in
mental interaction level. As the “interaction” concept
was integrated in to the modern technology art piece,
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there are brand new positions among the viewers, art
piece and the artists. The meaning of art is no longer
the substantial object which can be seen, more value
should be created along the interaction process.
Distant observing aesthetic feeling is not the only way
of art. Artists start to hand over the rights of control.
The involvement of viewers and interaction models
start to become the focus (Lin, P.C., 2004).
To review the “interaction” feature of art piece from
the history point of view, the major impact was
coming from the development of ideological art
activity. For examples, the Marcel Duchamp’s
Dadaism raised in New York, the forthcoming
Happening, and Fluxes (WU, C.D., 2005). Because of
the change of era identification and the continuous
evolution of new media, how artiest and art pieces
communicate with viewers became the focus of
discussion. Due to the development of technology
platforms, interaction became one of the most
important unique features for art pieces. Utilizing the
assistance from technology and art aesthetics, it
provides the brand new experience for the viewers.
Interactive aesthetics has been raised in twenty
century. Wang (2004) had mentioned:「interaction
feature is always been thought as the important feature
of digital art. However the evolution of art concept is
hardly mentioned. The art piece was seen as a piece of
“work” till now it is seen as “an objective” controlled
by the artiest. Until after the middle of twenty century,
the inventor of “reception theory”, Hans Robert Jauss,
indicated “Horizon of Expectation” theory, which
emphasized (reading) observing arts, is the continuous
process of horizon of expectation. It points out the
process of experience establishment is the whole
meaning of the arts. This point of view is making a
major impact on the basis of technology interaction
arts developed since the eighties. 」

3.3 Related Works
3.3.1 Liquid Sculpture
The main body of interactive device is a cylinder
object which is 60 cm in diameter, and 210 cm in
height. Inside of it is full of substances with high
viscosity. There are 249 bubbles flowing in it and
emitted from the bottom of the cylinder in identical
speed. By utilizing the bubbles and sounds as the
media, the viewers could experience interesting
experiences for sound and vision. The device has five
infrared sensors to receive the existence of the
audiences. Not only the bubbles are aligned in order,
the audiences can make the Liquid Sculpture to
produce desired shapes such as triangle, circle etc.
simply by standing on the ground. This work is under
the MAX/MSP software scenario in Apple computers
to carry out the interactive device. It utilized the “to
express analogy by digital technology and to express
technology by analogy elements” thinking as the basic
concept for extension development.

(a) Viewer can interact with the work through the
device on the ground.

3.2 The Speciality of Interactive Multimedia
Digital media totally have changed people’s vision,
thoughts, behaviors and the way of getting know each
other. The overall popularization of digital media will
lead the multimedia image culture based on artificial
thoughts and information process took place of the
basic culture style based on writing and graphic
images (Zen, G., 2002).
However, combining the interactive multimedia and
digital media, the characteristics of it allow the artists
to easily combine graphics, animations, sounds,
images and written words. The expression method of
multimedia has broken the style simply “look” and
combined with sound and light effects, dynamic
images, digital devices and space scenario
development. Except for the impact on visual feelings,
there are additional experiences on hearing and
touching. Digital art combines the existing sensory
experience and recombine them to provide the
unprecedented way of art experiencing.

(b) The changes of vision.

(c) The changes of vision. ( No one there )

Figure 1 : Liquid Sculpture – In exhibition
(http://www.low-tech-ism.com/ELS.html, 2005)

3.3.2 Tangible Musical Interfaces Lists
This is the work put together by MTG (Music
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Technology Group). It included the various interactive
music desk cloths invested by the media laboratories
and research institutes in the world. Every piece has
the same invention motive, to create a substantial
controllable and high sense new music controlling
media, however, the differences in the concept, the
interpretation
of
music
and
the
trying
technology …..etc. will result in different expression
styles. It puts things with similar features and
compares them and finds out there is a common goal
for everyone, it is quite interesting. Figure 2 is
illustration of one of the arts—Race Table.

media (3D positioning system) to project the shadow
to water basin to make the audience to be able to use
substantial object to trigger the virtual events. The
audience can use water ladles to ladle out water and
flowers, also to pour the lotus down to the water pool
from certain heights. It creates the 3D virtual space
and makes the feeling more real. Flowers in the mirror,
moon in the water, looks like real but it is not. It
presents the flowers in the mirror and the moon in the
water. The conception of virtual is the consciousness
of this work.

(a) The viewer can move the checkers to
Figure 3 : The Marriage of Flowers in the Mirror
(http://techart.tnua.edu.tw/, 2004)

3.3.4 Interactive Digital Device Art –
The Painting

(b) The viewer can put stuff on the table and it will
show the related animation

This is an interactive digital device art. The work is
mimicking tow of the two classical still life paintings
hanged on the pillars. The sensor is trigger when the
viewer is getting close to look at it. It is lead to the
actions of the all kinds of objects, such as blooming,
light flashing and wind blowing…etc. It presents the
interlaced aesthetics of classics and digital. This work
combines the video capture system and allows the
viewers to interact with the flowers in the painting
when getting close to the painting. The combination of
interaction shows more the artiest wanted to present.

(c) The viewer can interact with computer by
Bar-code System
Figure 2: Race Table
(http://www.iua.upf.es/mtg/reacTable/?related, 2005)

3.3.3 Virtual Reality Interactive Device art –
The Marriage of Flowers in the Mirror
This is a virtual reality interactive device art. The
artistic theme is obtained from “The Marriage of
Flowers in the Mirror”. That describes story of the
goddess of flowers, the flower fairy, and the goddess
of moon, Chang-er. This work mainly utilized the
virtual reality technology and combined it with digital

Figure 4: The flower will be blooming when the
viewer approaching.
(http://techart.tnua.edu.tw/, 2004)
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4. Work Design
4.1 Introduction
This work “Simulation Environment” is under a
relatively dark environment to utilize projector to
project the images onto huge frame. By the interaction
device between the scene on the painting and the
interactive device behind the frame, the viewers can
interact by instincts while looking at the painting. For
instance, the twisting of the windmill or the day-night
switching sandglass which can switch the daytime and
nighttime and also switching the music, it can change
the music to might piano playing at night and also
combine the little cabin and fireflies to make the
viewers immersed in the work and the nature.

4.2 System Design
Figure 5 is the photo of system design. In hardware,
the device of display is projector. We project the
image in front of the frame, and setting interactive
sensor, sparker and computer back of the frame. The
interactive devices are on the table.
The electronic equipments back of the frame which
is USB that can connect with computer. The figure 6 is
the photo of scene design.

Figure 6 : Scene design（Made by this researcher）

4.3 System Technique
This work use software 3D-Max to model the
environment first and export to Virtools to
programming. Then project to the painting. So we can
use the electronic equipments and interactive setting
to interact with viewer.

4.4 Interactive Interface and Electronic
Equipments Design
(a) In phrase 1, the frame is 115 cm in length and 85
cm in height. [Table 1(a)]
(b) There are interactive electron equipments in the
back of the frame. And the device is USB that we can
connect with computer easier. [Table 1(b)]
(c) We can use the match can light up the torch of the
painting. (There is a magnet in this match and it can
interact with sensor.)[Table 1(c)]
(d) The sandglass can switch the daytime and
nighttime. (There is a mercurial switch in the
sandglass.)[Table 1(d)]
(e) The ring can flip the windmill.(There is a magnet
in it.)[Table 1 (e)]

Figure 5 : System design（Made by this researcher）

Table 1 : Interactive interface design
（Made by this researcher）

(a) Front of the frame.
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(b) Back of the frame.

(c) The fireflies sparkle (d) Flipping on the torch
and lighting up the
of the painting
torch

Figure 7: Visual design（Made by this researcher）

(c) The match can light up the torch of
the painting. (There is a magnet in it)

(d) The sandglass can switch the
daytime and nighttime.

The visual design hopes the viewers could use
instinct to interact with the scene and objects in the
painting through the interactive device behind the
painting. It starts from a daytime environment, water
flows and wind waves the grass; and birds flying
freely in the sky. We can use the ring to flip the
windmill in the painting. The time can be controlled
by sandglass, afterward it turns to the nighttime. The
fireflies sparkle when the sky becoming dark. It also
can play the music in accordance with the scenario to
make the viewers feel immersed in the feeling of the
nature which is gone long ago in the city. At nights,
the viewer can use the matches to light up the torch in
the painting. At this moment, the torch will be lighting
up from darkness and adds some more warmness for
the nights. Then the viewers can gently flip on the
torch in the painting to put it out. The daytime can be
restart when reverse the sandglass. By the assistance
of technology, the presentation design has more
multiple creation spaces and to make the viewers
immersed inside. It no longer expressed by solely
abstract meaning expression but further connection the
inside feeling of the viewers.

4.6 Practical Operation
In visual and interface device, I hope that the
viewer can interact with painting intuitively. Table 2 is
the photos of practical interaction.
(e) The ring can flip the windmill.
(There is a magnet in it)
Steps

4.5 Visual Design

(a) In the morning

Explanation of the
interactivity
The ring can flip the
windmill.

(b) In the night
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The sandglass can
switch the daytime and
nighttime.

The match can light up
the torch of the
painting.

Figure 10: Exhibition environment.
（Made by this researcher）

The viewers can gently
flip on the torch of the
painting.

Figure 11: The projection on frame.
（Made by this researcher）
Table 2: Practical Operation

4.7 In the Exhibition
This work had been exhibited in Yuan Ze University
Museum Café during June 2006. Figures 9 ~12 are the
photos of exhibition.

Figure 12: The viewers were interacting with the
painting.
（Made by this researcher）

5. Conclusions and Suggestion
Figure 9: The ring flips the windmill.
（Made by this researcher）

This paper raised an art creation concept utilizing
interactive multimedia technology fusion scenario and
to actually produce a interactive painting--「Simulation
Environment」work. By presenting it in public, we
obtained some recommendations as the following:
interactive image and sound work is easily affected by
the environment. If we want to present the content
appropriately to make the viewers immersed inside,
we need to appropriately control the environment,
such as the light control, and the installation of the
devices etc. The usual practice of the uses must be
considered. The research in terms of vision, touching
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and hearing is necessary. In addition, optimization of
the human-device interface is also the major element
of if the interactive art will make the viewers feel
immersed inside. In this real work presentation, there
were frequent interactions between the viewers and
the painting itself. Also the mental feeling and
reaction is intense. Especially during the night times,
the scenario made by the torch and the fireflies is hard
to be experience in the city life nowadays. During the
exhibit, we should be very careful with the device and
interaction operation to avoid possible damages of the
device.
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Abstract:
“Songs for the Unsung”: Integrating Music into Class Curriculum
This music workshop is a tribute, through song, to the enormous influence folk
music has on our cultural and historical narrative. The presentation focuses on
folk songs that originate from social movements: environmental, civil rights,
peace and human rights. We will examine both the structural influences of music
within a cultural context, and the influence of lyric within a socio-political context.
The workshop demonstrates the impact of music on social change and how
music continues to inform the problems of recognition in a just society.
“Songs for the Unsung” will be of interest to all conference participants, as
everyone can sing! The participatory (singing) workshop will combine music with
historical and personal narrative, including outreach teaching in Africa, to
demonstrate how musical components can be integrated into humanities
curriculum for post-secondary students. The presentation consists of original and
traditional folk songs with a strong improvisational feature to encourage
participants to have fun!
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The curriculum in these pages envisions the introduction of the two disciplines unfolding
in an integrated course of study. In this system the essential elements of design (such as
color, texture and composition) are explored sequentially, alongside a series of exercises
that allow for an organized evolution of their implementation. The end result is an
aesthetic understanding of design principles as they are applied both to architecture and
to the related arts.
Through my own studies in the fields of art and architecture, and my research into the
methods of art education, I’ve discovered that introductory art courses in architecture
programs don’t differ significantly from comparable courses offered in fine art and
design programs. The primary difference in experience for the beginning architecture
student lies in the prevailing attitude within architecture programs toward essential
instruction in design. As a result, art is seen as a discipline outside the main focus of
study, having little bearing on the development of the architect’s skills and
understanding. Furthermore, from the students part, factors related to liberating nature of
the art assignments such as lack of rigid requirements in scale and order, relative
vagueness in task, etc. inevitably lead to the “important, but not essential” attitude toward
the art course.
It is absurd to suppose that architects do not require reinforcement in development of
their aesthetic sensibilities. They, in fact, regardless of their conscious awareness,
constantly refer to those sensibilities during the architectural design process. Indeed,
scientific research has demonstrated that the cognitive processes engaged in drawing an
object from observation are functions of the right hemisphere of the human brain. The
left hemisphere, is in charge of drawing symbolic shapes from memory. Architecture is
uniquely multifaceted in the way that it engages these creative cognitive processes.
Diagrammatical design work, architecture’s primary vehicle for thinking and solving
problems, engages a fourfold mode of creativity, as the architect must simultaneously
depict, envision, analyze and verbalize. Some might nonetheless argue that, diagrammatic
design being primarily a combination of abstract symbols, the entire process belongs to
the left side of the brain. Yet the essence of architectural design is not merely that of form
but rather the combination of form and space into a meaningful whole. Spatial
perception, seeing objects in relation to one another and understanding these plastic
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relationships, is the province of the right side of the brain and must be engaged through
the process of design and analysis in architecture.
In order to overwrite the “non-serious—out of reality” attitude toward the subject of
art, its introduction should be conducted the way suitable for architectural perception and
methodology of practice. The main intention of course curricula that meets these
conditions is to support this idea and prepare instructors to introduce to architecture
students the basic principles of art theory and practice, by means of adopting of the latter
in to both tools in problem solving as well as driving forces for inspiration.
This is reinforced by several means, including conducting the exercises and
assignments in conceptual, problem-solving way, just as it happens in architectural
design process.
In order to use architectural design process ( or some of its aspects) as prototype for art
exercises we must examine its elements and then draw parallel between the design
elements from both disciplines—art and architecture.
First and foremost in order to proceed with design an architect meets 2 conditions—
program ( a task) and site ( location and context). Second, based on task and existent
conditions the designer develops a concept. A concept is an idea of interpretation of the
design, it can be represented in a form of sketch, text or diagram. Once the concept is
defined other aspects of the design come in to play. Those aspects include form,
structure, composition of forms and spaces that dictate character of design and style,
context, etc.. Furthermore, the aspects of architecture design do not arise in a linear order
neither they are being resolved in a fixed, linear way. Faculty of Architecture at Delft in
“Design and Analysis” (1997) describe the process as: “ it is a creative operation in
which designers formulate a possible formal collaboration, test it against
requirements…At each step he or she also looks back whether the original concept still
holds or requires modification”.
At first a brief description of basic elements in architecture design process have very
little if anything at all with those involved in creation of an art piece. However, once
included in a simple system of table the elements from both disciplines obviously fall into
similar categories enabling us to draw series of strong conceptual parallels.

ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
ELEMENTS
Program—general and specific
requirements of the project: its description,
purpose, special and material elements and
their parameters
Site—location and context as historical
information, cultural background, etc
Defining the concept
Design aspects: form, structure,
composition, typology, etc..

ART DESIGN ELEMENTS
Task—purpose of the piece, size, media,
etc..
Definition of the audience—location, age,
gender, cultural specifics, etc
Defining the concept
Design aspects: form, color, composition,
texture, etc…
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Conceptual resolution to various design problems in art was used by many famous artists
without any elimination of creativity, or harm to aesthetical beauty. For example
Johanness Itten in his “The art of Color”(2002) comments the constructive use of color:
Matisse, seemingly guided mainly by his own feelings, made little sketches of projected
paintings, and indicated the selection and distribution of colors in writing, before
beginning to paint. In other words, he too, like Rodin and other masters, devised a
rationally calculated composition, which he would afterwards use or reject according to
his subjective feeling during the course of the work.
The exercises offered in proposed course curricula designed in a similar constructive way
Each aspect has to be applied constructively, balanced with one another with regards to
the original concept and the given requirements.
The structural organization of the course is one aspect of conceptual and esthetical
design resolution. Series of its exercises strengthen development of the visual memory,
study of objective and subjective approaches in design, fortify computer imaging skills,
verifying advance of artistic approach and envision of students.
The course has no prerequisites and suggested for the first year of study of any 4 or 5
year college architecture program.
Description of main topics of the course
Introduction – gives general information about the course and its complexity, describes
theoretical and practical approaches in the course and its similarity with architectural
design process.
Week 1/2 – objective and subjective approach in art, theory of contrasts
Week 3/4 – form and composition, drawing
Week 5/6 materials and texture studies, tactile representation, pattern and rhythm
Week 7/8– history, geography and theory of colors. seven color contrasts
Week 9/10– study of perspective. Atmospheric and linear perspective.
Week 11/12– introduction to computer graphics. Still images, 3D environment
Week 13/14– introduction to optics. history of optics. masters of illusion
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6. Abstract and/or full paper:
a. Blackness in the Black Rain Films (by Yoko Ima-Izumi)
Two Black Rain films were made in 1989 (one by Shohei Imamura and the other by
Ridley Scott), and the identical titles have been regarded as a mere coincidence. It is true that
the two films may have nothing in common: the American Black Rain is a bloody action film
focusing on conflicts between mafia and police while the Japanese film deals with the
psychologically heavy issue of the effect of the atomic bombings on ordinary people. But the
two films bear a profound similarity to each other, despite the evident differences, in that they
refer to the fallout, or black rain, of August 1945 as a significant factor in determining human
psyche and relationships.
Among the atomic bombing films, Imamura’s film is the only example that vividly
depicts the black rain falling on people's faces and explores the effect of these black drops on
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human relationships. Scott’s Black Rain has no visual representation of the rain itself, but it is
nonetheless unique in its way of making “black rain” relevant to the psyche of the mafia.
This presentation will clarify the meaning of “black rain” in each film by analyzing some
specific sequences about the blackness transforming the human form and mind. It will also
examine the backdrop of the year 1989, when the two noted filmmakers, on both sides of the
Pacific, suddenly became interested in making a film related to the fallout of August 1945.
b. The Representation of Japan-U.S. Relations in Scott’s Black Rain (by Hikaru Masuda)
In many of Ridley Scott’s films, white male protagonists explore the cross-cultural
landscape of the past, present and future. Scott’s sixth feature film Black Rain (1989) is not an
exception. The film is set in the then contemporary Osaka, Japan. It revolves around the two
central Caucasian characters, Nick Conkline and Charlie Vincent, both being charged with
escorting a Japanese gangster named Sato to Osaka Airport. Significantly, the city of Osaka has
a similar sci-fi film noir atmosphere to Blade Runner, with both Osaka and the futuristic city in
Blade Runner showing an eerie cityscape representative of the chaotic underworld.
Through the exploration of a foreign landscape, Conklin learns about cross-cultural
differences and develops a friendship with a Japanese police detective named Masahiro
Matsumoto. Yet, under the guise of this West-meets-East international context, the traditional
Western genre’s dichotomy of civilization versus wilderness, white pioneers versus native
Americans, and the good character versus the evil character is hidden as a subplot of the film.
The primary task of this presentation is to elucidate upon Scott’s systematic and strategic
portrayal of Japan and its people, the reflection and refraction of the relationship between Japan
and the U.S. in Black Rain.
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Abstract
Archeological evidence has claimed that the Goddess was one of the foremost
deities in ancient worship. Her influence was extremely significant and embedded in the
social fabric of ancient culture. With the changing of the gods from polytheism to
Christian monotheism, people needed a way to cope. It is this need that has been
suppressed for two thousand years; yet even this suppression, could not completely erase
the spiritual connection between the feminine and the divine. This paper will discuss the
psychological need for a female deity that dates back to prehistoric traditions of worship.

Background: Mary replaces Artemis
Many archeological discoveries show evidence that the Goddess was one of the
foremost deities in ancient worship. Her influence was extremely significant and
embedded in the social fabric of ancient culture. Goddesses such as Isis, Artemis, Athena
and Aphrodite enjoyed all the benefits and privileges of their male counterparts.
Consequently, Goddesses were not seen as female oriented deities, or as divine
reflections of the female gender; their worshipers included men, and they were held in
high regard throughout the ancient world. With the dawn of Christianity, this view of
Goddesses as equal to male deities began to shift. In fact, as Christianity progressed there
was to be only one God; and he was male. All adoration for female sacredness, or the
feminine in worship, was deemed illegal or ‘pagan’ and therefore not ‘truly’ Christian.
Hence, a culture that had enjoyed the protection and affection of feminine deities
were now left without. Nature became the realm of one God; birth, sexuality and
mothering became the realm of one God; He was all powerful and not always kind.
Festivals and rituals became masculinaized and the blessings of the Goddess were no
more. However, the need for a female god could not be completely erased from the
subconscious of Greco-Roman culture, even if worshiping such deities meant
worshipping against Early Christian doctrine.
The Goddess Artemis, and her city, Ephesus, are at the center of this replacement.
The holy city, once renowned for housing the great Goddess, continued its spiritual
tradition by relying on the reverence of Mary, the mother of Jesus. This paper will show
that Ephesus is one of the cities where the human need for a female deity is best
expressed. Thus, this cultural necessity was redirected from the Greco-Roman Goddess
tradition of Artemis to the monotheist tradition of Judeo-Christian lore of the Virgin
Mary.

The earliest tradition of the Goddess
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Many scholars have studied Goddess worship in ancient times. Most agree that
such worship was not only a spiritual experience, but a part of the complete experience of
life for prehistoric cultures. As an indispensable deity, it is only logical that GrecoRoman society could not have easily shifted from such traditions, to the Early Christian
tradition of a monotheistic male God. Scholars have argued that the need for a female
deity was suppressed but not erased. As a result, a city like Ephesus could have
maintained its female worship by subtly replacing one Goddess for another. According to
the scholar Elinor Gadon, “In habits of devotion, especially those of women, there may
have been no great discontinuity between the worship of the Virgin and that of the
Goddess” (Elinor Gadon, pp. 194, 1989). Because Artemis Ephesia was also a virgin, a
fertility Goddess, as well as the Goddess of childbirth, her worshiper’s could easily
transition from her, to the Virgin. My argument is not only that the shift from the ‘pagan’
Goddess to the Christian Mother happened, but that it was necessary for this transition to
take place in order for the citizens of Ephesus to continue in harmony with both their
sacred past, and their changing present.

2. Ephesus and Artemis
The City of Ephesus.
Ephesus (Efes) is close to the town of Selcuk about an hour drive south of Izmir.
The Temple of Artemis at Ephesus was one of the seven wonders of the ancient world
and was built around 550 BCE; it was about four times the size of the Parthenon. Situated
at the mouth of the Cayster River on a gulf of the Aegean sea, it flourished as an
important commercial and export centre for Asia. By NT times it had grown to at least
250,000 people (Mounce).
There is much to be said about the image of Artemis Ephesia. Many scholars have
noted that the figures which depict the Goddess at Ephesus are significantly different than
the Greek sculptures or paintings of Artemis. Some of the reasons for this discrepancy are
described in Table 1:

Artemis at Ephesus
PowerPoint (picture)

Artemis in Greece
PowerPoint (picture)

Ephesus has historical connections to the Known and sculpted as the "Mistress of
famed Amazons. This connection may have mythology Animals" and the protectress of
influenced both how they envisioned the children.
Goddess Artemis, and how they sculpted
her.
“…we find Artemis of Anatolian Ephesus She was also a huntress and the Goddess
as a mature Mother Goddess, clearly who could bring death with her arrows.
associated with the Amazons” (Stone, pp. Also known as strong willed and powerful,
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381, 1991).

The protrusions on her breasts have been
described as eggs, testicles, and breasts.
The best explanation seems to be that they
are bags attached to a sacred vest such as
the Aegis that Athena wore. The bags
contained sacred objects and substances
(Thomas, pp 86-7, 1995).

a female deity who could punish injustices
against the gods with ferocious and deadly
accuracy
.
There are no protrusions on the depiction
of the traditional Artemis. She was known
as the daughter of Leto and Zeus and
Apollo’s twin sister. She enjoyed the status
and privileges of an Olympian.

Thomas’ research suggests that in Ephesus, the two images of Artemis were
understood as belonging to the same Goddess, “Representations of Artemis the virgin
huntress are common at Ephesus. Only from the second century BCE onward does the
well-known cult statue appear on the coinage of Ephesus”. (Thomas, pp. 95, 1995).
The temple of Artemis at Ephesus was not only a wonder for the eyes, but it was
one of the most inviolable spaces known in the Greco-Roman world, “The security of the
temple [was] praised even above its wealth…the Ephesians, although no wealthier than
the citizens of any other city, would sooner strip off the clothing of the Goddess then
touch one of the deposits in her sanctuary” (Thomas, pp. 99, 1995). Not only were money
safe in this sanctuary, but many individuals who were wanted by the law, or by creditors,
would find refuge in this temple. This asylum becomes wildly known throughout the
Greco-Roman world and many aristocratic and political refugees made use of Artemis’
sanctuary. In this way the Goddess, and her city, became an excellent candidate for
Christianity’s Virgin Mary.
It is safe to say that Artemisia was the religious life line of this city. One
inscription tells of how she was granted her own month of celebration, in which no one
was allowed to work, and worship was at the center of all rituals. This inscription was
found on a statue base at Ephesus1. It is written by Gaius Popilius Carus Pedo who is a
proconsul, during 162/3 or 163/4 CE. The month of Artemision is to be honoured by all,
and her holy days are civic holidays. Thus, Artemis was embedded into the psyche of the
Ephesians. She was the founder and protector of the city; she could not have easily been
displaced. “The birth of Artemisia was not just a story told to Ephesian children by their
parents; it was the event of the Ephesian year, performed by generations of Ephesians, at
the most important religious festival in the city” (MacLean, pp. 145, 1991). As such, a
culture that had a psychological, political and spiritual connection to the Goddess could
not have completely shifted to a monotheistic God. As we can clearly see, Artemis’
worship was at the core of Ephesian existence. Part of her worship included a yearly
procession which was the highlight of the Ephesian religious calendar,
3. Ephesus and Mary
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With the arrival of Early Christianity into Ephesus, the removal all female deities
began. By ascertaining that all things feminine could not possibly be divine, early
Christians were deposing not only the Goddess Artemis, but all aspects of the sacred
feminine and its power. As such, Ephesians, although influenced by such rhetoric, could
not be completely convinced. The arrival of Mary in the city of Ephesus, allowed for its
continual servitude to a female deity. This continuance of worship, balanced the
subconscious of the community whose sacred ties to the feminine produced such deep
historical devotion to Artemis.

The Virgin as Goddess
Very little is known about the historical Mary of Nazareth. Mary is most
prominently known for her own special birth (immaculate conception), her “virgin” birth
of Jesus, and her complete devotion to Him throughout his life, and after his crucifixion.
She is briefly mentioned in the gospels of Mark and Matthew, in relation to these
accounts, but there is little else known about her life, her sacrifices, or her death.
Early Christianity originally denied the divinity of Mary and concentrated its
efforts in collecting evidence to support the divine aspects of the Christ. However, over
and over again, they came up against the argument that if Jesus is God, and God created
Him in the Virgin’s womb, then she must have some special qualities.
According to the Infancy Gospel of James, written around 150 CE, Mary was
conceived of immaculately, that is, her mother Anna became pregnant without the
involvement of her father. She is brought up in the Temple and subsequently put under
the protection of Joseph, an elderly widow. Shortly after her Son’s death, Mary was
visited by an angel who told her that she would be soon reunited with her Son, and that
her grief would soon be over. Mary is said to have died surrounded by the apostles, and
that both her spirit and her body were brought up to God and reunited with her Son
(Matter, pp. 84, 1983). According to research, these texts were necessary for the
promotion of Christendom, “…obviously the body from which Christ was born must
itself have been brought into the world by special signs. Similarly, this body could not
have suffered common corruption after death. The message of the Marian pseudepigrapha
is simply that Mary neither was born nor died in the way of other human beings” (Matter,
pp. 84, 1983). Thus, Mary, like many Goddesses before her, acquired a mythological tale
of birth and death. Her connection as an intermediary to God made her easily accessible
to all followers and not as intimidating as the male figures within Christianity.
It is speculated that the apostle John and Mary, settled at Ephesus. According to
Gadon, “No tomb or bodily remains of the Virgin have ever been found. The actual place
of her death has not been established. Many believed it was Jerusalem, others Ephesus”
(Gadon, pp. 205, 1989). Scholars like Gadon, Stone, and Rizzoti, claim that Mary
traveled to Ephesus and lived there until her death. Without any physical evidence this is
purely speculation. However, the Ephesians needed nothing more then speculation to
transition their sacred past into a sacred present.
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4. The Linkage: Mary and Artemis
It is for this reason that the Council of Ephesus struggled to give her the title of
theotokos, which is Greek for the title God-bearer, in 431 CE. Another ancient female
deity that bears this tile is the Egyptian Goddess Isis. Interestingly, Isis and Mary share
the common imagery of a mother holding her infant son on her pal. (PP Pictures)
Since 431 CE, Mary’s worship has shown an almost identical resemblance to the
ancient worship of Artemis, “Mary’s worship, especially if seen by non-Catholics, is in
many ways comparable to the Goddess” (Rizzoti, pp. 124, 1992). Thus, Ephesians
celebrate the festivals of Mary such as her birth and death. They offer her prayers and
incense instead of animal sacrifices, and they commence a pilgrimage to her home and
her statues that have been deemed sacred and ‘divine’, “…Ephesus is where the Virgin
Mary was traditionally believed to have spent her last years as well as the place of
assumption in bodily form to heaven. The house where Mary is said to have lived is
today a place of pilgrimage” (Gadon, pp. 197, 1989). The issue of the human need for a
feminine deity continues.
5. The Psychological Need for the Goddess
Many scholars have argued that it is difficult to completely convert a community
with a strong religious history, “…people do not easily abandon the deities to whom they
are devoted. Even when powerful new ideas are abroad and notions of the sacred are
changing, the old rituals and images continue to retain their power…this may be
especially so for the Goddess because her embodied form was the essential symbol of her
being” (Gadon, pp. 199, 1989). The place of worship changes hands with the infiltration
and influence of Christianity, but the locations of sacredness and rituals remain either the
same or within a close region.
Such concepts explain the excessive need for the Virgin – not only is she female,
but she is a connection to God through which a follower can approach the deity of a
monotheistic tradition without fear. Her influence on divinity speaks to her regarded
powers. She is a communicator, a messenger and she is also granted her own abilities to
perform miracles and answer prayers. Thus, she is deity as well, although in traditional
Christianity she cannot be more powerful or equally powerful to God. She is a secondary
deity and thus problematic for the empowerment of women – but her continuous
following is a testament to the need for the feminine in the sharing of the divine. The
divine must have a feminine – it cannot fully command without it.
The significance of Ephesus as a sacred city was central to its structure and
history. Its psychological sense of self was focused on the birth of an influential Goddess
within its boundaries. Ephesus was vastly known in the Greco-Roman world because of
Artemis. Thus, its identity could not have survived without her. Ephesus presented itself
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to the world essentially as a sacred community. Within that sacred community,
individuals were bound together in relation to the institutional roles they played in the
great drama of the sacred past of Ephesus, which was performed each year during the
celebrations of the mysteries of Artemis” (MacLean, pp. 147, 1991).
Ephesus was primed for the worship of Mary. Without intention, a city that had
historically worshiped a powerful and influential virgin was developing a deep
psychological need for the Virgin as Goddess. The human need for female divine
authority cannot be erased, “It just shows that the archetype of the Goddess principle is
always present deep in the human psyche” (Rizzoti, pp. 126, 1992). The fact that this
need was so promptly fulfilled at Ephesus did not surprise most scholars.
Thus, the city had transitioned successfully without losing much of its original
appeal. Today the Virgin Mary has as much, if not more, sacredness then many of the
Goddesses of ancient times, “The Virgin Mary is the most venerated image in western
culture. Her continuing importance in popular piety would appear to be more than just the
assigned official role as intercessor with her son. Her images carry the embodied
presence of divine female power” (Gadon, pp. 199, 1989). Thus, the Virgin Mary has
allowed Ephesians to maintain their identity as a sacred culture. In fact, because they
have been favored by so many female deities, they have the right to the claim of the city
of Goddesses. For them, this transition was made significantly easier because of their
already established traditions of female divinity. Their credibility lies in the history of
this tradition. Many travel to Ephesus every year to see the place where such powerful
Goddesses called their home.
Conclusion
In conclusion, with the changing of the gods from polytheism to Christian
monotheism, people needed a way to cope. It is this need that has been suppressed by
monotheism for two thousand years; yet even this suppression, could not completely
erase the spiritual connection between the feminine and the divine. There is so much to
be said for both the city of Ephesus, as well as the transition from ancient Goddess
worship to the modern day cult of Marianism. This paper has merely scratched the
surface of a deep and psychological need for a female deity that dates back to prehistoric
traditions of worship.
The city of Ephesus is a prime example of how this connection between the past
and the present can be balanced by replacing an ancient Goddess with a modern female
deity. There is little doubt that such replacements have happened all over the world.
Places such as Guatemala, Sicily and even Northern Ireland have transitioned from
traditional Goddess worship into a monotheist’s worship of the Virgin. Many processions
have replaced the Goddess of fertility and creation with the images of Mary. Such
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continuous and lateral worship of female divinity harkens back to a prehistoric need for
the harmonious relationship between humans and gods.
However, the issue of virginity still remains. Although the Virgin is widely
accepted as both Saint and Holy Spirit, her role is always secondary to both God and His
Son. This is significantly different from traditional Goddess worship because Goddesses
such as Artemis and Isis were worshiped alone, and without being secondary to any other
deity. This issue of femininity and what it means to worship only the Virgin Mary should
be further studied in the future. Although cities like Ephesus have been allowed to
continue their identity as a sacred community, one cannot help but wonder what aspects
of this sacredness they have lost. The Goddess Artemis was after all, independent, strong
willed and, at times, even ruthless. Such aspects of her personality created some freedoms
for the women who worshipped her and asked for her assistance. Whether or not these
same features are available to the followers of the Virgin Mary remains to be studied.
Overall, the Goddess has remained a central part of the human experience for
thousands of years. The idea of ‘true’ spiritual knowledge has been debated by
intellectuals and religious ascetics alike. However, the undeniable remains; no matter
how much modern man has attempted to figure out, control and distort the concept of the
feminine in the divine, he has to this day, been unsuccessful.
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Summary:
New methods of teaching in the humanities encourage instructors to design courses by
concept rather than chronologically. However, it can be of some value to divide an
Introduction to Asian Art course (or textbook) into three or four major parts emphasizing
India, Southeast Asia, China and Japan, and then arrange each chronologically. Each
section may include introductory geography with background information on religions,
historical traditions, literature, and other cultural aspects that influence the visual arts.
Each section, of a course or textbook, should also have a summarizing conclusion at the
end and show the contemporary art of the culture in an international context. A textbook
should also include maps and timelines throughout the chapters. In addition, there should
be a final summarizing chapter on Asian contributions to contemporary international art
currents at the end of the book or course. This may seem like out-dated pedagogy, but
this basic grid can provide the underlying facts that students of Western cultures may not
have enough background in.
Furthermore, when beginning students study the visual history of a culture that they are
not familiar with, they see images that appear to emphasize stereotypes that they have
been exposed to in the past. By studying only the ancient arts of unfamiliar cultures,
students begin to think that the cultures are “old fashioned”. By covering the history of
art from Neolithic times up into the 20th century, and then addressing contemporary art in
the international arena, this will help students to understand that these cultures are very
modern, up-to-date members of our international society today.
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Rationale:
Teaching the Art of Asia is of strategic concern, especially in the Continental United
States. Unlike the surveys of Western Art, an Asian Art course must include introduction
to religions, cultures, customs, and histories that students may not be familiar with. In
fact, there are students who cannot even distinguish between the cultures of the major
geographic areas of Asia.
The underlying organizational structure of a course (or a text book) can and should be
utilized to provide a basic support grid of geographic and chronological facts upon which
the more abstract concepts and ideas can be laid out. In teaching the survey of Asian art
course, it is of utmost importance to first arrange the course by geographic area, then
chronologically and finally by concept. I have attempted to teach my own Aspects of
Asian Art class based on concepts influencing art trends, following Sherman Lee’s
example in History of Far Eastern Art, but I have found that at the end of the semester,
many students still cannot distinguish between India, China and Japan, even though they
were extremely excited by the concepts that they learned.
Using, for example, a fifteen-week semester, it is useful to divide the course into three
five-week sessions. The first session focuses on India and Southeast Asia; the second
five-week session emphasizes China, and the third emphasizes Japan. Each five-week
session begins with the prehistoric art of that major culture and works chronologically.
This may, at first, seem too tedious and unexciting – too much history and geography; not
enough concept – but it provides a basic underlying structure for students to organize
what they learn so as not to confuse the separate cultural concepts with one another. I
believe that it is easier to understand the cross-cultural influences in spiritual and
philosophical aspects of art once the basic geographic and historical grid is established,
and the structure and layout of the course can provide that organizational grid.
It is also a good idea to begin each new culture with a travelogue-type slide show.
Students often find this easy to relate to – they can imagine themselves as the traveler. In
the slide show, it can be beneficial to contrast high-rise buildings with more traditional
structures, congested city areas with open rural areas, wealthy housing and poor housing.
This is a preventative measure, so that students who have never been exposed to the
culture being introduced will not latch on to the first image they see, and assume that it is
representative of the whole culture.
Conclusion:
Some of these organizational techniques may seem very basic or not necessary to an
academic discussion, but as university faculty, we often forget how naïve incoming
students can be, and how essential an underlying structure is to the overall success of a
course. Naturally, the most important content of the course would be the abstract
concepts, and teaching students to be able to do inquiry, carry out research and scrutinize
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material on their own, but for a entry-level Asian arts course, the factual details must be
in order before analytical thinking can be successfully carried out.
This theoretical inquiry into the methods of teaching an introduction to Asian art course
will lead to the creation of a textbook to be published by McGraw-Hill. The working
table of contents follows:
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HISTORY OF THE VISUAL ARTS OF ASIA
WORKING TABLE OF CONTENTS
Introduction to the Arts of Asia
PART I: India and Southeast Asia
1. Indus Valley Civilization
2. Vedic period
3. Mauryan Period
4. Andhra and Shunga periods
5. Kushan period
6. Buddhist Art of the Gupta period
7. Hindu Art of the Gupta and later dynasties
8. Mughal period
9. 19th and 20th century India
PART II: Buddhist and Hindu Art outside of India
10. Buddhist Art of Nepal and Tibet
11. Buddhist Art of Sri Lanka
12. Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam
13. Buddhist and Hindu Art of Indonesia
PART III: China
14. Neolithic China
15. Bronze Age China, Shang and Zhou dynasties:
16. Qin and Han dynasties:
17. Age of Disunity (N. Wei and Six dynasties):
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18. The Sui and Tang dynasties
19. Five dynasties and Song:
20. Yuan dynasty:
21. Ming and Qing dynasties:
22. 20th century Chinese Art:
PART IV: Korea and Japan
23. Neolithic Art of Korea
24. Three Kingdoms period:
25. Japanese Jomon period:
26. Yayoi and Kofun periods:
14. Asuka through Nara periods:
15. Heian period:
16. Kamakura and Muromachi period:
17. Momoyama and Edo period:
18. Meiji and 20th century, Japan:
PART V: Asian Artists in the International Art Arena of the 21st century
Kanya Chareonsupkul
M. S. Husain
Xu Bing
Nam June Paik
Tadashi Kawamata
Yasumasa Morimura
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Japanese Ceramics in 21st Century
Yoshie Itani
Introduction
The producers of modern Japanese export porcelains prospered greatly during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. Their products, often inspired by European ceramics, became highly
regarded and popular among a middle-class America enjoying the “Pax Americana” that characterized
the times. However, the emergence and increasing dominance of the fast food and convenience food
industries that has taken place in the U.S. and other industrialized nations since around the 1970s has
since reduced the need for sophisticated ceramic table wares. Japanese porcelain producers have also
been forced to contend with the less expensive ceramic wares now being produced in developing
nations. These trends lead to questions about the position of ceramic table wares in the twenty-first
century, and about what kind of new designs the Japanese ceramic industry will need to develop in order
remain competitive. With these things in mind, I would like to take a look at ceramic design in general
during the twentieth century, then move on to speculate about some of the directions Japanese ceramic
design may take in the future.

1. The emergence and development of Morimura-kumi as a producer of Japanese export
porcelains in the twentieth century
The success of porcelain producer Morimura-kumi in entering the U.S. market was based largely
on the company’s ability to study popular European designs, to understand their aesthetic appeal, then
apply added-value elements—like decorative gold gilding—to essentially traditional Japanese designs.
Equally important were the company’s efforts to control production and export expenses, which made
the resulting products more accessible to more consumers in terms of cost. The company also took very
seriously its own stated commitment “to give highest priority to American directives.” This meant that
information about the United States was given the highest priority and all efforts were made to
accommodate whatever that market seemed to need. It was by evaluating and acting upon all possible
clues about American consumer tastes and requirements that Morimura-kumi grew to become one of
2
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the world’s leading ceramic manufacturers.

2. Ideals of Japanese eating styles in the 20th century as seen in “Licca chan House”
Cabinets for storing and displaying porcelain wares first appeared in trade catalogues in the United
States during the 1880s, and by 1900 they were in common use. Taxidermy pieces were gradually
replaced by cabinet displays of porcelain and silverware as the primary dining room decoration. The
custom of formal dining was adopted more and more by the middle class, a trend accompanied by the
establishment of a new custom of giving porcelain and silverware as wedding gifts.
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a “gender change” occurred in dining room
interiors, with middle-class women taking the lead in the preparation and presentation of food, both in
the United States and in most of the world’s modern cities. There remained, still, huge gaps between the
Japanese and Western ways of life, but these gaps narrowed as modernization progressed, and food,
meal-taking styles, and table wares became increasingly borderless. The ideals surrounding food and
eating began to homogenize across the developed nations of the world. This trend continues today, for
example in the spread of chains like MacDonald’s and Starbucks; in movements such as the drive
toward organic produce; and in fads such as the burgeoning popularity of sushi as a “health food.”
In thinking about the future of food and table wares, it may be instructional to review what has
happened with these things during twentieth century. To do this, I’d like to look at one particular
socio-cultural artefact, the “Licca chan House” dollhouse series, which has served throughout the years
as an excellent model of Japanese lifestyle ideals. “Licca chan” is the name of a Japanese doll
introduced by Takara Co. Ltd in Japan in 1967. The name “Licca chan” is the cute, familiar form of the
doll’s “real” name, which was “Rica Kayama.” Licca chan is eternally eleven years old and has been
loved by Japanese girls for three generations. Besides the doll herself, the company has also always sold
places for her to live and pursue her doll life—dollhouses, in other words. The “Licca chan House”
dollhouse series has been updated yearly or every couple of years, and by now includes other settings
such as a department store, a supermarket, a second vacation home, a beauty salon, a MacDonald’s, a
sushi bar, and so on. “Playing house” with Licca chan in these various environments has long been a
3
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favourite pastime for Japanese girls. What is interesting for our purposes is that Licca chan House
throughout the generations has provided a good glimpse of what its users considered an ideal life style.
These “users” include not only the girls themselves, but also their mothers, who make the decision about
whether or not to buy the houses. Many of the mothers visiting the toy shop with their daughters
undoubtedly owned their own versions of Licca chan when they were girls, and thus tend to have strong
opinions about the doll and its accoutrements. For this reason, the designers and planners at Takara take
considerable pains to make Licca chan House appealing to both mothers and children.
The first Licca chan House included just one room with a bedroom. But, as Japanese kitchens and
eating styles have become more luxurious in real life, so have the kitchen and dining styles represented
in Licca chan House. Around 1977, the dollhouse kitchen was almost the same as in real life, including
even a modern stainless steel sink and appliances like rice cooker, toaster, and juicer. By 1985, the
dollhouse included an over-the-counter–style system kitchen with oven, three-door refrigerator, and
double sinks.
Around the 1980s, the table wares on the table in Licca chan House included a full dinner ware set
complete with candles and flower vase, all underneath a ceiling chandelier. Looking at the 2006 version,
you can see that the kitchen is once again simple, as are the toy meals, which include simple Japanese
fare like curry rice and hamburger steaks with fried eggs. The dish we can see here is instant macaroni
gratin, which can be cooked quite easily. Most of the kitchen tools are stored away and unseen. This
simplicity reflects the relative simplicity of lifestyle popular in the early twenty-first century. Instant
foods have become more popular; people eat pre-packaged foods from convenience stores much more
frequently; and housewives are less interested in spending time in the kitchen. Even wealthier families,
who may have kitchens outfitted with all the latest modern equipment, still tend to spend more time than
ever dining out at restaurants.
All of this does not mean that there will be no place for ceramic table wares in the future.
Eating customs and table wares in the twenty-first century.
The question at hand now is, “What will happen to table wares in the modern world, amidst the
4
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general plenty of the twenty-first centuries?” With so much take-away and delivered food
available—pizza, hamburgers, fried chicken, coffee—and served in disposable paper and plastic, what
will happen to traditional ceramic table wares? Would it be reasonable to suspect that such disposable
wares may even eventually displace such traditional wares entirely in the twenty-first century?
As Japanese food has come to be regarded as “healthy,” the position and significance of traditional
table wares must be re-evaluated. Namely, they must be understood as being not only functional, but
also as connoting some greater social significance to their users.

Conclusion
To paraphrase an idea about the value of goods from philosopher Roland Barthes, which appears in
his Semiotics: The denotation of a fashion is simply, for example, a dress which many people buy. But,
in addition to this direct meaning, there is also an associated connotation, namely, that those who have
purchased such a fashionable item obviously have good taste, and further that they also know they may
be perceived as being “out of fashion” without it.
With this in mind, we can imagine that traditional ceramic wares may come to be viewed more in
terms of their connotation, which includes such assignations of meaning and value among those who
choose to own and use them. Similarly, from the denotative perceptions of traditional Japanese food as
“a healthy way of eating,” there will emerge their connotation that people who choose to eat such food
are those who want to be regarded people who care about health.
Consequently, it is probably safe to say that traditional food will not be entirely displaced or
disappear. Rather, food and eating styles will become bipolarized into two options: those who want to
eat fast food quickly and casually using paper and plastic wares; and people who want to enjoy their
meals slowly and luxuriously using precious porcelain wares. These two approaches to eating will likely
continue to exist in parallel.
Plastics, of course, despite their somewhat ill reputation, are actually coming into their own and
sophisticating. Items once regarded as “disposable” are now becoming “reusable” in many cases, and
there are also now table wares made from enzyme-decomposed corn starch that helpfully disintegrate
5
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by microbial decomposition and return to the soil when buried in a moist environment. For this reason,
such products offer connotations of their own about the values of their users.

We can see the bipolarization of table wares and their connotative values in another example: airline
meals. On airplanes, coffee and tea are served in paper cups in economy class, in porcelain tea cups in
business class, and in porcelain teacups accompanied by porcelain teapots in first class. Here again we
see the realm of connotation, in which porcelain is equated with “upper class service.” (Incidentally,
about 70% of the porcelain used on the world’s passenger airlines is produced by Noritake.) It is because
of these connotative associations that Japanese porcelain will survive, even though disposable papers
and plastics might be more expedient.

6
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Meeting the Other: Finding Identity on the Road
At some point in his journey across America as recounted in On the Road, Kerouac (in
the guise of his character Sal Paradise) walks along, “wishing I were a Negro, feeling that the
best the white world had offered was not enough ecstasy for me, not enough life, joys, kicks,
darkness, music, not enough night ... I wished I were a Denver Mexican, or even a poor
overworked Jap, anything but what I was so drearily, a ‘white man’ disillusioned” (180). This
romantic wish to be something other than he was reverberates throughout the novel, and indeed
most of Kerouac’s work; it is amplified by many of the voices of the Beat Generation and echoes
down into our own celebrated countercultures. What prompted Kerouac – and for that matter
what prompts many of us – to disavow our inherited identity and turn towards the Other with
such violent longing? Without circumnavigating semantics or discursive ontology, let me posit
that identity is a construct of a variety of forces and influences, not least those of society. Again,
to be necessarily simplistic, an individual can either adhere to these social forces or rebel against
them in the formation of his or her own identity. What I want to propose, as a sort of extremely
generalized theory with which to explicate Kerouac’s desire, is that this rebellion as construction
of identity can take place when one is dissatisfied with the prevailing culture. John Panish
explains this phenomenon as follows: “In times when people are discontented with the progress
of their society, these so-called civilized people look to the ‘other’ – usually a Noble Savage – as
a remedy for their dissatisfaction” (108). The underlying assumption may be that if the dominant
culture is missing the values one seeks, then those values must have fallen into the possession of
the minority culture. Of course, this presupposes the notion that those values exist at all. The
practice goes both ways, with members of minority cultures often seeking out the dominant
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culture for its supposed offers of progress; the irony is, of course, that the material values they
seek are often the very elements the discontents in the cultural majority are opposing.
I wish to focus, however, more on dissenters from mainstream culture and models of the
Other in the philosophical tradition of Hegel, in which synthesis is the attempted means to
resolve the feeling of alienation produced by separateness; specifically, I am employing Levinas’
‘ethics-first’ approach to the Other as teacher, with objective knowledge of the Other
ontologically limited. This is the idea that the love of the other, or the means to construct the
idealized identity, stems from a perceived loss in the actual identity. In Kerouac’s case, he found
fault and ultimately disappointment with the postwar US hegemony, and so turned to the Other
as a source of spiritual regeneration; this desire was so intense that he even wished to be a
minority figure, anything other than his inherited identity. What is troubling about this desire is
how he constructed the identity of that Other he wished to be. While not overtly racist in his
wish, Kerouac is certainly guilty of racial romanticism, of projecting his idealized identity upon
an alternative social reality that can only fail to match up. His life and literature chronicle what is
essentially a romantic quest to find meaning and create identity, if not by becoming, than by
being among, and presumably coming to know, this Other.
What exactly did Kerouac, and many of the Beats, find so troubling about the postwar
US? Its society certainly lost no time in forming an identity. In her examination of the Fifties,
Teresa Alves comments on the new opportunities provided by the burgeoning postwar economy,
and how the common American citizen was more than willing to exchange unpleasant memories
for the so-called American dream (28). The shaping of this dream into a family with a house in
the suburbs, or what was essentially the search for stability and prosperity, seems to have been a
natural reaction to the uncertainty and chaos of the war years and the Great Depression that had
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come before. Likewise, the growing threats of communism and the escalation of the Cold War,
especially as wielded in the US under McCarthy, provoked a general consensus towards
conformity. I do not wish to embark upon a treatise of postwar US society, but rather to make a
few generalized historical observations from which I hope to construct a sort of reductionist
template of the 1950s, against which to oppose the Beats. Perhaps it would be better then to let
them speak for themselves; John B. Eete (likely a pseudonym) published one such critique in The
New York Times in 1952:
For without listening, without understanding, you who are neither lost nor beat,
but are only satisfied – you give us, as answers to our questions and hopes and
desires, the American Way, and the Church Down the Block, and the Proper Life
to Live, and worst of all, the Hand-Me-Down Beliefs. The worn-out, learned-byrote beliefs that – God help you you don’t believe, but expect us to accept. (Eete
79)
Those complaints echo Kerouac’s own definition of the term Beat, who described the postwar
generation of outsiders as displaying “a weariness with all the forms, all the conventions of the
world . . . So I guess you might say we’re a beat generation” (qtd. in Holladay 2308). What we
see here is the rejection of dominant white society wished for above, and Panish attempted to
classify. Although the historical context can vary, the core of Panish’s theory is perfectly
illustrated here, and seems to imply the sense of a spiritual malaise by a certain segment of
society. Kerouac and many others were clearly disillusioned with the orthodox American dream
and its emphasis on consumerism and conformity. In the wake of events like Hiroshima, there
also existed a strong attitude of mistrust and disrespect towards symbols of authority (Scott 155).
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An alternative way of living thus became necessary, and so, as Panish theorized, these
discontents sought after the Other as a cure to their discontent.
Typically the usage of the term Other usually caries negative connotations of fear and
separation, but in this case the Other represented an idealized symbol of some fundamental need.
In this historical instance that became a search for meaning outside the bounds of conventional
society. In 1950s America this “Noble Savage” took the form of ethnic and racial minorities, the
homeless, or any open practitioners of unorthodoxy. To make contact with these outsiders
Kerouac and others joined them, effectively becoming outsiders themselves. Steve Wilson
comments that in the manufactured world of moribund America, “the life of the outsider was for
them the last place where authenticity survived” (303). Unfortunately, the image of the outsider,
this Other, was quite uninformed, and therefore very romanticized. Of course many of the Beats
were outsiders already (Ginsberg was a homosexual Jew, Burroughs an opiate addict among
other things), and less naive in their understandings of minority cultures, but even they glorified
that lifestyle as superior. Barry Wallenstein questions whether figures like Kerouac, Burroughs,
and Ginsberg, all highly educated, “ever truly escaped the values implicit in such an education,”
or truly connected to “the hipsters, the anti-intellectuals, the true outlaws” (547). In fact, he
claims Kerouac and Burroughs were innately conservative, with a “distaste for Marxist ideology
and a basic lack of sympathy for materialistic notions of social betterment” (547). Perhaps
because he had so little in common with true outsiders, Kerouac sought all the more to connect
and identify with them. He believed that they possessed the panacea for he and his culture’s
discontent. Kerouac’s appreciation was one of romantic idealism, not social reality or political
concern; his attraction to the Other was, in short, less love than lust. Even after a lifetime among
them, Kerouac’s depictions of outsiders betray his essential lack of understanding about their
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culture and experience. Panish is one author who has studied what he calls “Romantic
Primitivism” in Kerouac’s writings. He complaint is that such writers do not see the Other for
what he or she really is – a person like any other, involved in the complex relations of their own
culture – but instead as a static, unreal image, which Panish feels helps to perpetuate racist
ideology (108). Indeed, his argument calls for the need to make a distinction between
“voluntary” outsiders such as the Beats and “involuntary” outsiders like African-Americans.
While the former can freely cross the cultural dividing line in either direction, the latter are
forced to remain on the outside permanently because of their racial background. They are the
true outsiders, or as Panish expresses it, “Outsiders among outsiders” (11).
It is easy to be critical of Kerouac and other Beats’ romantic fallacies while ignoring or
overlooking the sincerity of their efforts. For his part Kerouac never claimed to be attempting to
objectively understand the Other, and in fact eventually began to question his own motives for
the relationships and lifestyles he entered into (Wilson 303-04). His actual intentions were more
along the lines of creating stylized representations for his art and finding personal satisfaction for
himself. To fulfill the former goal, Kerouac not only used outsiders and minority groups (and
even geographic locales) as thematic elements in his writing, but also used their art for
inspiration. For example, according to Panish, Kerouac’s fascination with jazz, largely an
African-American art form, was due to his perception of it as more alive, vital, and honest than
the fake, impotent, and artificial forms of art emanating from the establishment; he consequently
appropriated a form of it in his spontaneous writing style (108). Kerouac’s other intent was
perhaps even more important to him, as it was more personal. His life and work was first and
foremost a spiritual quest, which he believed the Other held the answers to. When considered in
this light, his romanticism, while not justified, is explainable. Kerouac truly believed that
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outsiders, as a result of their harsh experiences, were consequently instilled with spiritual virtues;
as the original, natural outsiders, racial minorities were especially overflowing with wisdom.
Ginsberg explains this belief quite clearly: “The point of Beat is that you get beat down to
a certain nakedness where you actually are able to see the world in a visionary way, which is the
old classical understanding of what happens in the dark night of the soul" (Schumacher 261). In
fact, both Ginsberg and Kerouac shared a Spenglerian eschatological attitude towards the
outsider or ‘Fellaheen,’ those that John Lardas refers to as “on the margins of Civilization and
uncorrupted by Faustian decline” (qtd. in Grace 318). In an article linking their desire to be
outsiders with a spiritual protest, Stephen Prothero says:
The beats were liminal figures who expressed their cultural marginality by living
spontaneously, dressing like bums, sharing their property, celebrating nakedness
and sexuality, seeking mystical awareness through drugs and medication, acting
like ‘Zen Lunatics’ or holy fools, and perhaps above all stressing the chaotic
sacrality of human interrelatedness or communitas over the pragmatic
functionality of social structure. (211)
For many of the Beats, existing on the margins of civilization was as much a religion as a way of
life. The argument can be made that such excessive lifestyle was more about irresponsibility and
licentiousness than holiness, and probably this was more often than not the case, but there is too
prevalent a strand of spirituality in many of the works, especially Kerouac’s, to deny sincerity to
all. Indeed, as a rebellion against rigid conservatism, it was difficult not to veer towards excess,
but as one Beat sympathizer expressed, “Inwardly, these excesses are made to serve a spiritual
purpose, the purpose of an affirmation still unfocused, still to be defined, unsystematic”
(Millstein 27).
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Although Kerouac searched for this spiritual fulfillment among many outside cultures, its
fullest embodiment came in the form of Neal Cassidy, not part of any minority ethnic group but
in Kerouac’s eyes a true outsider. Neal was from the West, the frontier, and a representative of
its rich promises and vigorous life. His energy, insight, and spontaneity flowed into and
bewitched Kerouac with the scent of meaning; in Neal he had found life itself, and followed him
in his footsteps across the country, from the stale East of New York to the virgin land of the
West, meeting and identifying with other outsiders along the way. This journey is the story
recounted in On the Road, in which Kerouac and Cassidy become the characters Sal Paradise and
Dean Moriarty. Of course, this ties us into the instance initially quoted in this paper, in which we
find Kerouac wishing he were anything other than white. Rachel Adams writes that, “In On the
Road, the exhaustion of whiteness is countered by the lure of contact with the Other” (62). For
Kerouac, Neal and the West were apparently not true enough contact with the Other, and so the
pair turns south and cross the border into Mexico. There, among what they perceive as the
primitive people of the world (and naturally largely silent in the novel), they find a pure and
simple understanding and acceptance of life. “Not surprisingly,” Adams comments, “Mexico
looks very much like an idealized version of the Beats’ own subculture” (63). Witnesses to the
terrible consequences of civilization as embodied by the US, the travelers naturally look to the
“primitives” of Mexico as an alternative, idealized version of history, elevating them to mythic
status even while writing them out of modern historical time (63-64). In Kerouac’s own words:
[We were] driving across the world and into the places where we would finally
learn ourselves among the Fellahin Indians of the world, the essential strain of the
basic primitive, wailing humanity that stretches in a belt around the equatorial
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belly of the world [...] They were great, grave Indians and they were the source of
mankind and the fathers of it. (280-81)
Here, at last, Kerouac finds the Other he has so long been searching for, which turns out to be
none other than the fountainhead of humanity, the apotheosis of virtue. If the modern, civilized
US is the climax of spiritual degradation, than here must be the atavistic essence of
enlightenment.
On the Road, while certainly romanticized, never promises to be anything other than a
story. I feel that we must allow Kerouac the liberty of his intent. He uses the realities of Mexican
ethnicity, history, and geography as literary devices, transforming them into thematic symbols
that he uses as framework for his novel. Whether or not one agrees with this practice, it must be
admitted that as an artist he largely succeeds in constructing a coherent thematic framework.
Furthermore, while we routinely critique such depictions in a work of art, we need to be far more
careful in presuming to understand or criticize a person’s sincere spiritual intents. This, like the
construction of identity, is necessarily a subjective process. To favor either the values of our own
culture or those of another’s always requires a simplification of understanding, a certain strain of
romanticism. We will always be attracted to a certain perception of the world and position it as
our own personal hegemonic viewpoint. We fault Kerouac for it as a component of his art, while
forgetting that his works were first and foremost autobiographical in nature, the canonization of
his own spiritual odyssey. In fact, Steve Wilson comes to a very good conclusion, writing, “One
could convincingly argue that Kerouac romanticizes the life of the downtrodden, as well as his
own life, but of course this may be the very point. Creating fiction from autobiography is an act
of conscious myth-making” (314). Myths, while extremely romanticized accounts of the world,
tend to embody great truths about life; perhaps in mythologizing his own life, Kerouac obtained
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some of that spiritual enlightenment he always traveled after. In a letter published in The New
York Times in 1952, Kerouac’s close friend John Clellon Holmes states, “Dostoevski wrote in the
early Eighteen Eighties that ‘Young Russia is talking of nothing but the eternal questions now.’
With appropriate changes, something very like that is beginning to happen in America, in an
American way; a re-evaluation of which the exploits and attitudes of this generation are only
symptoms” (10). Despite its all-too human blunders along the way, when viewed in the light of a
spiritual search for values perceived as otherwise lacking, an attempt through contact with the
Other to construct a meaningful identity, the Beat movement is revealed as marching down the
road on a quest for eventual enlightenment.
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Prelude: Framing the debate
Consumption of communication media in the United States far outweighs
participation in the live visual and performing arts. Though Americans engage slightly
more with the fine arts via secondary participation—through broadcast and electronic
media channels such as audio and video recordings, television and the Internet—the
nearly $400 billion U.S. communications market1 eclipses the American arts. Information
technologies are reshaping American culture. In 2003 alone, the information
industries2—which encompass the communications market—earned an estimated $889
billion in revenue. As America’s relationship with information technology matures, its
cultural landscape changes. Cutler (1996) purports that “adopting new communications
technologies results in changed social situations … with the changed social context
comes a widening range of possible relationships … changed relationships result in new
social roles” (p. 318). Thus, the cultural role of the live arts in the digital age is
challenged as the information industries reshape American consumptive behaviors and,
ultimately, its cultural identity.
Several factors punctuate the trend toward the consumption of the secondary
arts—via electronic channels—versus the participation in live arts programs: Broadcast

1

The U.S. Census Bureau classifies communication industries as the following:
advertising, specialty media and marketing services; broadcast, cable and satellite
television; radio; entertainment media; consumer internet services; newspaper, consumer
book and magazine publishing; business-to-business communications and business
information services; and professional, educational and training media. Television alone
earned roughly $86 billion, with recorded entertainment earning an estimated $54 billion.
2
The U.S. Census Bureau noted the combined information industries as the publishing,
motion picture and recording and broadcasting and telecommunications industries, as
well as information and data processing services.
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and electronic media channels provide increased access and low-risk/low-cost
opportunities for gateway engagement with arts and entertainment programming, while
much of arts participation is expensive and time-consuming; information networks
promote individual consumptive behaviors which contrast the collective behaviors that
characterize arts participation; the culture industries saturate the market providing realtime, supra-territorial access to entertainment events and programming, whereas the arts
are still temporally and territorially bound; the communication industries’ rate of
innovation rapidly reinvents consumptive behavior and revises the medium through
which content is distributed in order to attract new audiences, while the arts gain salience
through stylistic fidelity and repeat participation; electronic media appeals to recreation
and entertainment, whereas the arts appeal to aestheticism and cultural education; in
contrast to communication markets, where the funding, production and circulation of
content is diffuse, the arts face myriad administrative and creative limitations applied
from the top down within traditional institutional hierarchies. These oppositions create
myriad challenges for the arts in the information age.
Innovative arts programs already are adopting commercial media practices, such
as interactive and online programming, to garner support and profit. Arts educators and
producers collectively have espoused a new art-as-entertainment mentality to attract
younger audiences to dynamic art “events” rather than static art “performances.” During
its 1996 concert season, for example, the Fort Wayne Philharmonic launched its first
annual Unplugged series geared at attracting youth patrons with well-known repertoire
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and pop culture references, digital enhancements and social mixers3. Policy also is
working to innovate arts programs, applying technological innovation to traditional arts
programming in the hopes of reaching broader audiences. The federally funded
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., for example, has spent more than a decade
developing a comprehensive virtual institution that would grant worldwide audiences
open access to its cultural programs and holdings. Half of all arts education programs in
U.S. public schools now employ technology in the classroom4 and many arts institutions
have developed interactive digital programs for youth audiences; websites like the
Baltimore Museum of Art’s educational “Matisse for Kids” site5, for example, provide
youth patrons with free, accessible multimedia enhancements to the live arts experience.
In addition to building websites and applying multimedia technologies to live
performance settings, arts producers also are developing partnerships with commercial
media producers to transmit the arts to new audiences via popular media outlets such as
Apple Computer’s iTunes store. By adopting these innovative programs and policies,
Arts managers are crafting a new aesthetic identity for the arts in the hopes of preserving
and sustaining the living arts in the future.
As digital culture continues to increase in complexity—becoming more
networked and continually expanding into global markets—the arts face a new challenge.
Recent consumption of arts broadcasts over electronic channels has slipped6, even though

3

From the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation (2004) “Magic of Music” fifth issues
brief, “Smart Concerts: Orchestras in the Age of Edutainment.”
4
From the “Statistical Analysis Report” on arts education in the United States, published
in 1995 by the National Center for Education Statistics.
5
Access: http://www.artbma.org/education/matisse_kids_frame.
6
Published in 2004 by the National Endowment for the Arts, pulled from the “2002
Survey of Public Participation in the Arts.”
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policymakers and producers alike are working to bridge the digital divide. Few arts
models exist that have been successful in preventing participant decline; thus, policy,
innovation and funding is not enough to build and sustain widespread global support of
the arts. Taylor (2001) identifies the present “moment of complexity” as characterized by
vast information networks and technologies that mediate cultural consciousness; he
separates information-gathering and knowledge-formation behaviors from the creation of
meaning:
Information, of course, is not knowledge, and knowledge is not necessarily
meaningful. We can know many things about the world and ourselves without
grasping their meaning. The articulation of meaning extends the information
processing, which begins in sensation and perception, and continues in
consciousness and self-consciousness, by screening knowledge to form coherent
and relatively comprehensive patterns. The process takes place through reasoning.
… Just as consciousness and self-consciousness gather the data of sensation and
perception to form coherent subjects and objects of knowledge, so reason collects
what is known to form meaningful patterns. (p. 210)
When applied to the practice of innovating the arts, Taylor’s treatise on collective
consciousness in the networked economy resonates with the following warning: The
application of information technologies (for technology’s sake) to the fine arts, does not
implicitly yield a new cultural appreciation for arts programs. Information is not
meaning; thus, enhancing cultural programs with information technologies does just that
and little more.
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A single model has emerged which is able to curb the downturn in arts
participation: Cultural programs that employ vast information networks, such as the
Smithsonian Institution, have been successful in rivaling the mass communication
conglomerates that otherwise eclipse the arts market. In 2005, the Smithsonian Institution
enjoyed 24 million visitors to its 16 museums in Washington, D.C. and New York. It
expanded its Smithsonian Business Ventures—magazines, museum stores, restaurants,
IMAX theaters, a gift catalog, consumer product licensing, e-commerce and commercial
media enterprises—earning $171.7 million in unrestricted income to apply to its
programs. The “At Your Doorstep” program which utilized online services and traveling
exhibits to reach local U.S. communities saw 109 million web visitors to the more than
447 Smithsonian websites, and 4.6 million visitors to traveling exhibitions7. By
employing information technologies and commercial market practices alongside its local
outreach and education programs, the Smithsonian has been able to connect with both
institutional and individual stakeholders for support and increased sustainability in all its
programs.
Arts programs that likewise build horizontal information networks, establish
creative production methods and offer engaging local programming successfully facilitate
the formation of a new, shared cultural consciousness for arts consumers across physical,
social and economic boundaries. The challenge for arts stakeholders, however, is to
traverse institutional classifications in order to bridge the network gap that emerges from
the privatized arts. Whereas the Smithsonian operates within a top-down structure that
facilitates interconnected objectives among stakeholders (both housed by and affiliated

7

From the Smithsonian Institution 2005 annual report.
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with the institution), the privatized arts sector comprises independent, and sometimes
adversarial, stakeholders who must build horizontal partnerships across institutional
boundaries to create collaborative, bottom-up support for the arts community as an
organic entity. As arts programs and institutions collaborate to build vast information
networks and synergized market practices alongside developing innovative live
programs, a new horizon for the arts emerges—one far brighter than ever before.

Requiem: The arts in decline
In 2005, an unfamiliar sound resonated in the corridors of John Philip Sousa8
Middle School in southeast Washington, D.C. Sousa Middle School—a Washington,
D.C. National Historic Landmark named after the famous “Stars and Stripes Forever”
composer and memorialized for its role in the 1954 desegregation of D.C. public
schools—introduced music into its curriculum. The belated addition of music to the
school’s academic line-up is uncharacteristic of the majority of U.S. public secondary
schools. According to a 1995 Statistical Analysis Report on arts education in the United
States performed by the National Center for Education Statistics, roughly 94 percent of
U.S. secondary schools offered instruction in music between 1993 and 1994, with an
even higher percentage, 99 percent, in urban and suburban schools. Though the majority
of schools reflected having some form of music instruction in their curricula, only 82
percent of school districts provided specific instructional guidelines in music. And
although only 38 percent of schools employed arts specialists on the school staff, nearly

8

John Philip Sousa, a southeast Washington, D.C. native, was a legendary bandmaster
and composer and was director of the United States Marine Band from 18801892(www.marineband.usmc.mil).
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half reported that they employed instructional and other technologies in the music
classroom. These statistics provide an optimistic view for music education in United
States public schools; outside the classroom, however, participation in the musical arts
suffers a significant decline. During the 2003-2004 academic year, only 2 percent of
college students were enrolled as music majors9, and of the 4,168 higher education
institutions, only 1,797 offered either degree-granting or non-degree-granting programs
in music.
Classical music is just one player in the crisis facing the visual and performing
arts today. The National Endowment for the Arts’ (NEA) “2002 Survey of Public
Participation in the Arts” reported that from September 2001 through August 2002, “76
percent of adults, or 157 million people, made the arts part of their lives,” in levels of
participation ranging from “viewing or listening to performing arts on television or radio,
reading literature, visiting historic sites, performing and creating art, owning art and
taking classes” (1). When dissected, however, the NEA’s all-encompassing overview of
arts participation reveals that in 2002, only 11.6 percent of American adults participated
in classical music activities (down from 13 percent in 1982 and 12.5 percent in 1992),
followed by 10.8 percent participation in jazz and 3.2 in opera (see Table 1). Musicals—
performed on Broadway and elsewhere—garnered 17.1 percent of arts participation. Onequarter to one-third of all adult participation in the arts was spent in cultural tourism
arenas—i.e., museums, fairs and festivals, national parks and historic sites—with
consumption of literature representing nearly one-half of all arts participation. The NEA
study also cited one of the most notable participatory declines as the drop in arts
9

Date taken from the College Music Society, “Facts and Figures Concerning Music and
Higher Education in the United States,” revised December 1, 2004.
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consumption via traditional broadcast media: radio, television and recorded media. And
though the Internet emerged as a new media resource, only one-third of all Internet users
reported that they researched “at least one arts topic on the Internet” (3).

Table 1
U.S. Adults Participating in the Arts at Least Once in a 12-Month Period: 1982, 1992,
2002

Note: From “2002 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts,” Research Division Report No. 45, by T.
Bradshaw and B. Nichols, 2004, Research Division, The National Endowment for the Arts.

When the definition of art as employed by the NEA is further refined into
subcategories such as fine and performing art, media arts, commercial media, literature,
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cultural heritage programs or national parks, for example, the argument for the American
arts as “76 percent” sustained is complicated. In music alone, comparing live and
broadcast participation in musical arts contrasts an 18.9 percent live attendance rate
against a 47.9 broadcast consumption rate, according to the survey. The “Classical Music
Consumer Segmentation Study: How Americans Relate to Classical Music and Their
Local Orchestras”—conducted in 2002 by Audience Insight, LLC, on commission from
15 community orchestras and the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation—reflected
that of 1,295 potential classical music consumers10 polled in a national telephone survey
over the course of 12 months, only 17 percent had attended a classical music concert as
opposed to 72 percent who had consumed classical music via the radio, 66 percent via
recorded audio media, 65 percent via television or recorded video and 5 percent via the
Internet. The evidence makes clear that live arts participation, as compared to electronic
media consumption, is in decline.
The ubiquity of electronic consumption of the arts is characteristic of the broadranging media consumption that punctuates today’s information economy. The United
States Census Bureau reported in 2003 that American consumers each spent an average
of $234.68 on cable and satellite television and watched roughly 1,745 hours
(approximately 72 days) of television programming. Considering satellite radio, Internet,
video gaming, home videos, recorded music, books, newspapers, magazines and other
communication media together, the Census Bureau reported individual spending on
combined consumer media as $777.73 per person in 2003, with a projected increase to

10

According to the study the potential classical consumers group was comprised of 59
percent of nationally-surveyed adults, who qualified for lengthier interviews based on an
initial series of questions about arts activities (Audience Insights, LLC.).
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$1,030.22 by 2006. The communications industry’s 2003 earnings of more than $361
billion far outweighed that of the combined performing arts, which earned a meager $9.5
billion11. The Census Bureau figures confirm why the majority of American arts
participants elect to access the arts through electronic media: It is the medium of the
information age.
More pervasive than communication media is the dominance of information
networks over the consumer media market. In May 2006, media giant Time Warner, Inc.
reported a 60 percent increase in profit “driven by growth in its cable TV division and
gains from the sale of its book group and other assets” (Sutel). Among Time Warner’s
business holdings are America Online, Time Warner Cable, Turner Broadcasting System,
Home Box Office, New Line Cinema, Warner Brothers Entertainment and Time, Inc.,
which saturate the communications market with myriad products and services in print,
broadcast and electronic forms. In 2002, when the NEA was noting a decline in national
arts participation, the “Big Ten”12 media conglomerates—Time Warner, AT&T
Corporation, General Electric, News Corporation, Viacom, Inc., Bertelsmann, the Walt
Disney Company, Vivendi Universal, Liberty Media Corporation, and Sony—were
dominating the media market with $439 billion in revenues. Today, media saturation
extends to portable media devices, with cellular phones and iPods offering new venues
for information dissemination and sharing.

11

The U.S. Census Bureau’s combined entertainment and recreation revenue—which
includes the performing arts, sports, amusements such as theme parks and gambling and
cultural tourism—totaled approximately $146 billion.
12
Information drawn from Miller’s “What’s Wrong with This Picture,” published in 2002
by The Nation online. Access: http://www.thenation.com/special/bigten.html.
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The problem facing U.S. arts policymakers in today’s information age seems twofold—how can new arts policies help generate interest in the arts across both physical and
social boundaries and how can they sustain participation in the live arts at the institutional
and individual levels? The burgeoning information market poses a new problem,
however: How can arts programs effectively apply new technologies to develop and
sustain collective public interest in the fine arts? Because the arts are a shifting, dynamic
force, effective policies must both address the present and anticipate the future. U.S. arts
programs largely are independent and decentralized, however, and policy traditionally is
structured around specific, local aims rather than holistic cultural objectives. Though
policymakers and arts managers are employing innovative methods and tools to bolster
arts programs directly, they are not working to build comprehensive information
networks to sustain arts programs indirectly. Only by developing programs to enhance
the arts as an organic, networked unit, will policy help to protect arts programs at both
national and local levels.

Overture: A new medium for Mozart
Innovation in the arts traditionally has followed new developments in the culture
industries13. When recording technology was introduced in the late 1800s, for example,
the Columbia Phonograph Company’s first release was wax-cylinder recordings of the

13

Adorno and Horkheimer (1944) coined the term in their seminal work “The Culture
Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception,” referring to the subversion of traditional
cultural production by new modes in industrial production which yield standardized
products with mass market appeal.
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United States Marine Band under director John Philip Sousa14. After radio emerged in the
early 1900s, the Marine Band quickly adopted the medium, launching weekly radio
broadcasts in 1921; in 1931, NBC began airing the Marine Band during a “Dream Hour”
broadcast, which ran weekly for 29 years15. Soon after television became a household
commodity mid-century, the New York Philharmonic introduced their trademark “Young
Peoples’ Concerts” telecasts, which composer Leonard Bernstein hosted four times a year
between 1958-197216. In 1976, the Philharmonic joined PBS’ Emmy award-winning Live
from Lincoln Center broadcast for annual televised performances. Today, the New York
Philharmonic supports an interactive website which includes streaming broadcasts of
performances and an educational site for children. In early 2006, it partnered with
Deutsche Grammophon (DG) to release four live “DG Concerts” each year through
iTunes as well as “an additional concert on CD” (nyphil.org). Across the board, large and
small American arts institutions alike have embraced new technologies in support of their
programs and events.
Though reproducing the arts experience digitally may help arts programs cross
physical and social barriers to access, it also opens new questions regarding
sustainability. Benjamin (1936) cautioned that digital reproduction reduces the
authenticity of art works such that their original form and intent is obscured; thus, as a
work of art enters a new, mechanized context, its original meaning and value ultimately is

14

The earliest known Marine Band recordings date to 1889, and include recordings of
works composed by Sousa alongside other popular works of the time. Tracks are
available for download at www.marineband.usmc.mil.
15
Information was taken from materials produced in 2004 for the “Tour of Duty”
Barracks Row heritage trail by Cultural Tourism D.C.
16
Program transcripts are archived in The Leonard Bernstein collection at the Library of
Congress’ Music Division.
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destroyed. Evoking a traditional institutional contextualization of art as “high” versus
popular or “low” culture, however, Benjamin’s argument is somewhat muted in the
information age, where cultural boundaries are blurred and art frequently is a hybrid of
multiple forms. Cassidy (1996) counters Benjamin, arguing that modern technology
improves the arts experience and open venues for arts participation where no
opportunities presently exist:
As with older methods of reproduction, perhaps people will learn about art,
history, or music through an interactive media experience, thus enabling them to
appreciate the original that they otherwise might not have known about at all. A
computer simulation will not be the same as physically being there, but it would
be better than nothing. (p. 228)
If secondary participation in art—participation through digital means—becomes the new
primary participation, however, what will become of the traditional craft, or creation, of
art works? As digital technologies enhance the arts, they also revise modes of art
production, the use of art tools and the transmission of artistic value. Computer-aided art
forms such as graphic design, electronic audio composition and digital photography
already have changed the creative landscape. Adobe’s PhotoShop software, for example,
digitizes darkroom techniques and terms—such as the lightening and darkening of
images through “dodging” and “burning”—in order to electronically duplicate the
physical act of developing photographs in the darkroom. PhotoShop is simulated
behavior, however, and requires no physical connection to the actual darkroom; it
employs the traditional language of film photography only as a way to appeal to the
collective consciousness of photographic artists. Digital arts promise greater speed and
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ease of production, circulation and consumption, and thus have a broad cultural appeal.
Sustainability of the live arts requires that arts programs and producers actively combat
the remediation17 of traditional art forms—instrumental music, painting, sculpting, film
photography, etc.—by their new, digital counterparts.
Effective innovation enables arts programs to both broaden access to the arts and
preserve the traditional creative forms that enrich culture. Rather than replacing the live
arts experience with mechanized substitutes, innovations such as the New York
Philharmonic’s DG Concerts initiative help to enhance and sustain the live arts by
offering low-cost gateway access to cultural programs. In a market dominated by
commercial media, however, the intent of such programs is easily lost. Alongside the
Philharmonic’s February 2006 release of its first DG Concert, “Mozart: The Last
Symphonies,” for example, consumers also could choose from myriad commercial
releases such as first-time iTunes video downloads of the Showtime Network’s “Sleeper
Cell” and “Weeds” programs, and more than 60 other offerings from ABC, Bravo, NBC,
MTV Networks and CBS18. Entertainment media lacks the aesthetic agenda of cultural
programs, and therefore facilitates “networked individualism,” a digitally-mediated social
organization where consumers have increased privacy in and control over consumptive
practices away from the “ ‘ascriptive’ characteristics people are born with—such as age,
gender, race and social class—and towards those based on ‘achieved’ characteristics that
they have adopted throughout the life course—such as lifestyles, shared norms and
voluntary interests” (Wellman, p. 24). Whereas anonymity, individualism and privacy
17

The term is taken from Bolter and Grusin (1999) and identifies the replacement then
erasure of one productive method by another.
18
Information was drawn from an Apple Computers press release entitled “iTunes Music
Store Downloads Top One Billion Songs,” released February 23, 2006.
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characterize consumptive behaviors for entertainment media, live arts participation
requires personal, collective and public interaction.
Sustaining the arts in the information age requires arts stakeholders to recognize
the ubiquity of information networks and to adopt commercial market practices into their
program development and support. At the same time, they must sustain living practices—
both the creation of and participation in—the arts, using networks to supplement, rather
than replace, live art. By constructing extensive national and transnational information
networks, developing unique marketplace initiatives and continuing to present innovative
educational outreach programs at the local level, the arts community as a whole can
counter the pervasive influence of commercial media to sustain the living arts in the
future.

Intermezzo: The Smithsonian Institution, a case study
The Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. engages information networks
and market practices alongside localized education and outreach programs to preserve
and sustain the American arts and humanities. Combining initiatives in communication
media and consumer product development, cultural tourism programs and international
research and scholarship, the Smithsonian has generated worldwide interest and
participation in its programs through both primary and secondary means. It provides a
strong model for stakeholders to reference when fashioning sustainable programs and
policies in the visual and performing arts.
An Act of Congress established the Smithsonian Institution in 1846, 15 years after
British scientist James Smithson bequeathed more than $500,000 to the “ ‘United States
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of America’ ” upon his death, for the purpose of founding “ ‘at Washington, under the
name of the Smithsonian Institution, an establishment for the increase and diffusion of
knowledge among men’ ” (www.si.edu/about/history.htm). Today, the Smithsonian
Institution houses 16 museums in Washington, D.C. and New York; 11 scientific and two
conservation research centers, distributed world-wide; seven international programs in
cultural scholarship; nine online collections and more than 447 affiliated websites;
myriad education and outreach programs such as fellowships and traveling exhibitions;
22 branch libraries with more than 1.5 million holdings and 40,000 rare books; an
extensive archive with more than 50,000 cubic feet of paper documents, seven million
photographs and thousands of film and audio recordings; a publications department that
produces books, magazines and countless educational texts; an educational tourism
program; a business ventures department which works to build Smithsonian products and
branding; and more19.
The Smithsonian’s information network is vast, dynamic and pervasive. In print
media alone, particularly in the production of non-fiction scientific and cultural materials,
the Smithsonian Institution has built a lucrative business that helps fund institution
programs. In 1970, the Smithsonian circulated the first issue of its Smithsonian Magazine
to 160,000 readers; it began turning a profit three years later and by 1975 had expanded
to a readership of one million. In 2005, the magazine circulated to more than seven
million households. Also in 2005, the Smithsonian Institution Press partnered with
HarperCollins Publishers in New York to release “approximately 100 Smithsonian
branded titles a year in categories such as Science, American History, Natural History,

19

Data collected from the Smithsonian Institution website at www.si.edu.
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Native American History, Biography, Popular Reference, Art and Design”
(HarperCollins). The Smithsonian print initiatives’ reach to millions of households
annually has helped solidify a 94 percent brand recognition among American adults20.
Over the past decade, the Smithsonian Institution has supplemented its print
media programs with sophisticated ventures in electronic communications. In addition to
its primary website, www.si.edu, the institution’s combined 447 affiliated websites
attracted 109 million global viewers to more than 430 million viewed web pages in 2005.
With online educational resources such as Smithsonian Source, which offers lesson plans
and materials to U.S. history teachers; audio and video downloads and webcasts through
online programs such as Smithsonian Folkways; virtual lectures and museum tours; webbased libraries and archives; and a comprehensive photographic imaging service with
free Internet downloads and e-cards; and more, the Smithsonian’s vast, dynamic
electronic information network provides global audiences with a low-cost, low-risk
gateway to its cultural programs.
Following the Smithsonian’s successful induction into the commercial print
industry in 2005, the institution moved to conquer the commercial airwaves. In March
2006, the Smithsonian Business Ventures joined Viacom’s Showtime Network to
announce the launch of Smithsonian Networks, a television service intended to “develop,
launch, and operate Smithsonian-branded television programming services for
distribution to multi-channel video distributors and new media platforms” (Showtime
Networks Online). The Smithsonian Networks will couple the institution’s governmentfunded initiatives with its private, and profitable, Smithsonian Business Ventures, to
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insert educational programming into the commercial media market; the network is
specifically geared toward expanding access to Smithsonian’s cultural programs and
strengthen its brand. The partnership between Showtime and Smithsonian Business
Ventures has stirred criticism from individuals and institutions alike—including Congress
and “a coalition of 215 filmmakers and historians, the American Historical Association,
Society of American Historians, Society of American Archivists, American Library
Association and the Association of Research Libraries” (The Washington Post)—who
caution that the partnership violates the institution’s role as a public resource.
The Smithsonian Business Ventures’ myriad tested programs facilitate a
noteworthy portion of institution operations. Profits from the institution’s IMAX
theaters—which now program blockbuster films alongside educational documentaries—
consumer products, education travel programs, business partnerships and more, increased
almost 10 percent from 2004 to 2005, earning an estimated $171.1 million in 2005. Using
market practices such as new product development and licensing, increasing corporate
partnerships, expanding advertising and retail sales opportunities and more, the
Smithsonian successfully translates its resources and mission into consumable products;
in 2005 those products helped fund roughly 4 percent of institution programs.
More important than the Smithsonian’s logbook of commercial successes, is the
purpose behind its work: The institution builds information networks and market
initiatives to supplement and sustain its ongoing, living practices. The institution was
founded to promote scientific and cultural discovery and education, build cultural values
and foster their awareness nationally and globally, preserve the nation’s heritage and
sustain living cultural practices for the future. Today, it continues to operate on the above
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principles. The Smithsonian’s communication and commercial initiatives continually
direct patrons toward live interaction with its scientific and cultural programs that include
education and outreach initiatives such as the Washington, D.C. museum magnet schools;
international scholarship projects such as the Smithsonian Tropical Research Center in
Panama; cultural events and exhibitions such as the Smithsonian Folklife festival; and
personal and professional development programs such as the Smithsonian Associates.
Though the institution has adopted information networks and market practices as a new
medium for transmitting its programs to the public, its objective to sustain practices in
cultural and scientific development remains. Supplementing its living practices with
consumable media—the new medium of the information age—the Smithsonian
Institution has evidenced that it will continue to advance and to adapt its programs
alongside cultural innovation, without sacrificing the authenticity of its work.

Sostenuto: Achieving sustainability
The Smithsonian easily could have allowed its digital networks to cloud its living
programs. Public accessibility to information networks and consumable media is
pervasive. Media also is less restricted by physical and social constructs and can increase
profit without great financial investment. Communication technologies likewise promise
an ease of access that live participation in cultural activities oftentimes does not. Had the
Smithsonian dedicated resources toward developing electronic media in lieu of, rather
than in addition to, its traditional education and outreach initiatives, its cultural programs
would have been inextricably altered.
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The Smithsonian model has succeeded for several reasons. First, its publicly
funded programs largely are cost-free and thus allow greater access for primary
participation to widespread audiences. Second, by developing commercial vehicles to
support its primary programs, the Smithsonian reformed its patronage experience into a
hybrid collective-individual consumptive behavior based in both education and
recreation. As the NEA affirmed in its “2002 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts,”
cultural tourism is among the highest-performing arts arenas in the United States, a trend
that bolsters the Smithsonian’s success. Third, the Smithsonian enhanced its traditional
live educational and outreach programs with interactive digital resources that could
effectively reach diverse audiences and strengthen its brand appeal through secondary
participation opportunities. Fourth, the Smithsonian maintains a rapid rate of
innovation—in both live and electronic forms—to develop real-time programming that
attracts new and repeat patrons to both primary and secondary participation opportunities.
Fifth, the Smithsonian has decentralized control of its programs across the institution in
order to allow affiliated programs to independently develop live and electronic initiatives
and increased participation opportunities for patrons. Finally, the Smithsonian Institution
has effectively built a singular, networked mass communication strategy to publicly
promote its programs, thus creating a holistic, integrated cultural consciousness about its
resources and mission.
Stakeholders in the visual and performing arts similarly are challenged with
effectively adopting information networks and market practices to modernize their
programs and policies, while still supporting the authenticity of the traditional live arts.
The Smithsonian model of adapting live programs for the communication media,
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innovating digital programs and technologies to remain on the cutting edge, expanding
communication networks across diverse institutional boundaries and collaborating with
independent stakeholders to establish and promote cultural programs as a whole, provides
the arts community with an actionable framework for sustaining public participation in
the live arts. An additional obstacle for independent arts stakeholders, however, is finding
a way to network existing arts programs across independent institutional boundaries. This
requires the arts community to redefine their present network of relations and identify
collective aesthetic, social, cultural and economic values upon which to build effective,
collaborative arts programs.
Horizontal partnerships already are emerging within the arts community; they
represent new, networked models for sustaining the live arts. In 2005, the Music
Educators National Conference (MENC) launched a National Anthem Project geared
toward increasing awareness about the importance of music education in America’s
schools. Partners in the initiative included the National Endowment for the Arts, the
Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American History, the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts’ Very Special Arts program, MusicFriends, the United
States Marine Band and myriad governmental, corporate, educational, entertainment and
private organizations and individual contributors. Program initiatives included the
development of a National Anthem Project website (www.tnap.org/index.html); the
release of an award-winning interactive CD, recorded by the Marine Band and featuring
narrations by artists such as actor Gary Sinise and singer Amy Grant; countless live
performances across the nation as part of the National Anthem Project Road Show; print
and online educational resources for music educators; public appearances by Honorary
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Chairperson First Lady Laura Bush and Musical Ambassadors the Oak Ridge Boys and
more. Though the project is set to conclude in summer 2007, it provides a lasting model
on how arts stakeholders can build collaborative, intra-institutional networks to spur local
interest and participation in the live arts.

Coda: Future perspectives
The goal of constructing information networks and collective market practices is
to enable arts stakeholders to establish a new collective framework upon which to sustain
living participation in the visual and performing arts. Arts producers and administrators
can act independently to innovate arts programs, but they do so without the agency to
affect significant change in the way Americans consider the arts. The information
economy is rife with commercial media producers who saturate the market and dominate
the collective mentality of American consumers. American arts programs cannot sustain
participation in the visual and performing arts if they continue to be eclipsed by the
culture industries.
Information technology benefits the arts in myriad ways, most importantly by
supporting primary, or live, arts programs while also building secondary channels
through which either prospective or casual patrons can discover the arts. When
communication media offers low-cost/low-risk gateway opportunities for public
participation in the arts, it has the potential of sparking patrons’ interests in attending or
supporting live programs. Likewise, digital resources in the arts can help enhance the live
cultural experience by offering committed patrons more frequent new and/or enhanced
arts experiences at minimal or no additional cost.
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American arts stakeholders need to utilize networks and innovation to construct
collaborative partnerships within the arts community so they effectively can foster a new
public consciousness about the visual and performing arts. For the arts to survive the
information age, producers and administrators must shatter the institutional boundaries of
the past in favor of collectively developing innovative, engaging and sustainable
programs for the future. As networks continue to overshadow the global market, the arts
community must continue to innovate its programs and, more importantly, its ideology.
Because innovation opens new questions about production, circulation, authenticity and
sustainability, arts stakeholders also must continue to develop programs and policies with
future perspectives in mind.
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Iago Agonistes: Homoeroticism in the Filmed “Othello” of 1995
On a cloud-muffled night a gondola glides toward us across a quiet canal. Slowly we
begin to make out its passengers: a dark-skinned man and a fair-faced woman, who is
resting her head on his shoulder. As the boat approaches, the man hides himself from the
occupants of another gondola (and, coincidentally, from us) by concealing his face
behind a white mask, its mouth turned down in tragic fashion.
This opening of Oliver Parker’s 1995 film version of “Othello” serves as a dumbshow
setting up what is to come: a tale of secret love and hidden identity in a tragic vein. But
in Parker’s rendering of Shakespeare’s play, the secret love and hidden identity extend
beyond Othello and Desdemona to include Iago, a man in agony over a homoerotic
passion that he cannot comprehend and must mask not just from his companions but even
from himself. Director Parker and Actor Kenneth Branagh combine to create the portrait
of an agonized Iago, a man who cannot love and who has measured his success and selfworth by the degree of his control of those around him. As the story opens, he has just
learned that there are certain events in the outside world that have escaped his control; he
will soon discover that there are forces within himself that are similarly uncontrollable.
His frustration and anguish spring from the jealousy and envy he feels toward his
superior officer and companion-at-arms, Othello the Moor.
Branagh’s many-layered Iago is about as far as one can get from the wittily posturing
sadist so beloved of second-rate acting companies. He is, instead, a bluff, no-nonsense
kind of guy – back-pounding and shoulder punching, as sturdy and utilitarian as a
fireplug. He would feel as easy in a gym as on a battlefield, pumping iron and patting
backsides with the most macho of jocks. A man’s man, who likes the company of males,
who likes to be liked. A drinking buddy who is as convivial as an insurance salesman,
except when jabbing at his pals under the guise of compassionate concern, a guise that
has won him their love along with the reputation of being utterly honest, if sometimes
painfully so. But beneath his companionable mask, he is an icy control freak, reveling in
the gamesmanship he must excel in. He is a caricaturist as sexually ambiguous as a
seahorse; a self-immured loner who is both drawn to and repelled by the thought of
merging with the one man whose very coolness towards him inflames his guilty passions.
Parker abets Branagh in constructing this homoerotic Iago by his revision of
Shakespeare’s text (through cutting, rearrangement, and addition) and by his use of such
cinematographic techniques as camera placement and movement, mise-en-scene, and
editing. He tips his hand in the opening minutes of the film, after the scene described
above, by showing Roderigo and Iago spying on Othello and Desdemona’s secret
marriage, with Cassio in attendance. This scenic addition to Shakespeare’s text gives the
audience a specific situational and emotional context for Iago’s hatred of the Moor and
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suggests a sexual connotation for his first statement, “I am worth no worse a place,” not
just as Othello’s right-hand man but also as his most intimate companion. It is Iago’s
excruciating sense of displacement from his General’s professional esteem and personal
affection that starts the doom machine working.
If the gondola scene foreshadows plot and theme, Desdemona and Othello’s wedding
scene (also invented by Parker) establishes four cinematographic devices that the director
will use throughout the film to help define non-verbally Iago’s secret identity – his
duplicitous and cruel manipulation of others and his passionate attachment to Othello.
These devices include (1) a peep-hole shot, which is one variation of the many ensuing
depictions of secret watching and eavesdropping; (2) a direct gaze into the camera by
Iago that establishes a one-on-one relationship with the audience; (3) a close-up of two
clasped hands in the center of the frame; (4) the presentation of two intensely related
people in vertically parallel positions at the left and right edges of the frame.
The wedding scene opens with a cut to an embracing Othello and Desdemona, slowly
expanding to include a book-holding priest and an attendant Cassio. Then the camera
pulls back to reveal a peephole through which Roderigo (as well as the audience) is
watching this private ceremony. Although the black man in the gondola scene has
donned a mask to keep his liaison and his identity hidden, Othello has been unable to
hide his marriage from prying eyes, including our own. Indeed, Parker’s presentation of
this material from the point of view of a peeping Tom initiates a series of spying scenes
which thicken the psychological texture of the movie and which will later help to
characterize Iago as a puppetmaster watching his victims performing the actions he has
assigned to them – often, in fact, seeming to watch over them to make sure the puppet
strings remain untangled. We will later see him hiding behind pillars, eavesdropping in
doorways, even spying on Desdemona and Cassio as they are reflected in a knifeblade
that he is using to pare a piece of fruit. Most excruciatingly, in the dungeon scene, we
watch him delightedly watching Othello watching Cassio.
This image of spying connotes deviousness and deceit, the exact opposite of the
appearance of honesty in which Iago cloaks himself. In addition, it suggests Iago’s
isolation as the alienated observer, a man incapable of love, manipulating others to gain a
sense of power and control, his source of self-esteem. In two extraordinary nonsequential cuts later in the film, Parker crystallizes this notion of Iago-the-manipulator by
showing him as a chessplayer, strategizing the fate of a black king and a white queen. In
the first scene Iago thrusts between the two figures a rampant white knight – the chess
equivalent of an Ensign? In the second, he dismissively and callously backhands both
figures into a garden pool, where we watch them slowly sink. This image Parker will
repeat in the final shot of the film when Cassio lowers into the waters surrounding
Cyprus the enshrouded corpses of Othello and his bride.
A second cinematographic device used in Othello and Desdemona’s wedding scene both
mitigates and intensifies Iago’s malice by pushing the viewer into complicity with him
(as we have been complicit in our spying upon the secret wedding ceremony). When
Iago directly addresses the camera/audience (as a cinematic equivalent of the Elizabethan
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self-revealing aside and soliloquy), we find ourselves involved with him in a particularly
flattering if discomfiting manner. On the one hand, this clever – if despicable – man,
untrusting and contemptuous of those about him, respects and trusts us enough to disclose
to us his darkest secrets. Often, in fact, at his most evilly manipulative, he glances briefly
at us as if wanting to make sure that we appreciate his villainy. Yet in all this we may get
a sense of déjà vu. Are we being as gullible as the victims that Iago has been scornfully
parading before us? Although he seems to want us to believe in his honesty, there are
times when he feels he must conceal himself from even our eyes. Two times in particular
are jarring: First, after Iago declares that he will create a net “that will enmesh them all”
(Cassio, Othello, and Desdemona), he is so overwrought that he throws up his arm at the
camera, pushing us away into a momentary black-out. Second, after Othello embraces
him at the end of the symbolic wedding scene of 3.3., Iago turns his head from us to
conceal his powerful, if mixed, emotions.
Because Parker has used the direct address device throughout the film to allow Iago to
expose his wickedness to us, it seems logical that what he thinks he must conceal even
from us, his confidants, must be truly horrific. Or, at least, in his imagining. Iago seems
unable to accept his homoerotic passion for Othello, to escape from which he has
plummeted to such depths of rage and to submit to which fills him with such ecstasy and
horror.
This homoerotic longing for Othello Parker implies in a variety of cinematographic ways,
beginning with two devices that appear in Othello and Desdemona’s wedding scene. The
extreme close-up on the clasped hands of Desdemona and Othello, united in matrimony,
makes narrational as well as symbolic sense. Numerous close-ups of hands will follow –
the joining of the couple’s hands before the Senators; Othello’s hand encompassing
Desdemona’s as, in the throes of sex, she clutches their white wedding sheet, which is
dotted with symbolic drops of blood-red rose petals; a parallel close-up of Cassio’s white
hand on Desdemona’s in Othello’s fantasies of their coupling; Othello’s clasping, then
dropping, of Desdemona’s hand on that same wedding sheet after he has killed her. Most
importantly for the purposes of this paper, however, this visual pattern intensifies and
sexualizes the moment in 3.3. when Othello ritualizes his union with Iago by the
intermingling of their blood, which springs from the slits they have cut in their palms.
Parker gives us a three-second-long, center-frame, extreme close-up of the two men’s
clasped hands raised in triumph.
After the close-up on Othello’s and Desdemona’s hands in their marriage scene, Parker
tilts the camera up to present the two in profile at the left and right edges of the frame,
looking lovingly at each other and held for a micro-second before Othello leans across
frame-center and kisses Desdemona. After Othello stabs Iago, Parker will repeat this
framing device in a 20-second still shot in which Iago’s profile has replaced
Desdemona’s on the other side of the frame. Although Othello is addressing remarks not
only to Iago but also to Lodovico and Cassio, he never turns his gaze from Iago, nor does
Iago from Othello. The intensity of the different passions linking them Parker
demonstrates when he shows us that they truly have eyes only for each other.
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These cinematographic implications of Iago’s sexual connection to Othello merely
reinforce other homoerotic valences in the production. Iago places the scene of Iago’s
first verbal “seduction” of Othello, for example, in an armory like a phallic forest,
bristling with row upon row of long guns, spears, and swords, which occupy more screen
space than the characters themselves; in fact, Othello is carefully filling a gun barrel with
powder while Iago is busily filling him with suspicions. To press the point further,
Parker cuts twice to a close-up of Othello’s hands at work, inserting the explosives in the
tube of the gun. At the end of the scene, Othello levels the gun at the chest of his
insinuating Ensign in mock-serious (and, in this reading mock-sexual) warning.
Furthermore, in Branagh’s hands, Iago displays a propensity to feminize himself in his
fondness for play-acting female sexuality. During the victory celebration on Cyprus
(2.1.), for instance, he turns Roderigo against Cassio by declaring that Desdemona has
fallen in love with Othello’s new lieutenant. Parker places Iago and Roderigo out of
doors beneath a wagon, in the bed of which a heterosexual couple are making vocal and
exuberant love. As Iago mounts his attack verbally, so does the man above him,
physically, and to the accompaniment of the couple’s thumping sex, Iago mimes
Desdemona’s “lechery,” his face moving closer and closer to Roderigo’s, his hand
inching slowly up Roderigo’s thigh toward his crotch, until, the goal almost reached,
Roderigo breaks violently away from him. Later, in the dungeon scene (4.1.), Iago again
play-acts love-making, this time with Othello, attempting to convince the Moor of his
wife’s treachery. Deceitfully telling Othello that he will draw out Cassio concerning his
relations with Desdemona, Iago instead, unbeknownst to the Moor, mimics a flirtatious
Bianca and kisses Cassio playfully on the cheek. Cassio’s ensuing laughter turns the
screw even tighter on the misperceiving Othello. Indeed, Iago even manages to
“become” Desdemona momentarily when he supplies Othello with aural (but not ocular)
“proof” of his wife’s adultery. In a graphically sexual speech, Iago describes to his
General a dreaming Cassio who, purportedly, once took his bed-sharer Iago to be
Desdemona, and in his dream kissed Iago “hard” and “laid his leg over [Iago’s] thigh”
(3.3.410-423). Branagh’s delivery of these lines is virtually without affect, certainly
without the mimetic juiciness of the two female enactments mentioned previously. It is
tempting to interpret Iago’s emotional reticence here as caused by a falsehood that lies
too close to his secret desires for him to risk a more whole-hearted presentation. Most
interestingly, the playfulness and the passion of the foregoing sexual theatrics are notably
absent from Iago’s one actual heterosexual encounter. When his wife Emilia flirtatiously
teases him with her mistress’s handkerchief, which Iago has long machiavellianly
coveted, he pushes her down on their bed as a gesture of sarcastic gratitude, violently
turns her on her stomach, and takes her from behind. In a film that has visualized sex as
romantically tender, erotically passionate, or just plain, wagon-thumpingly fun, Iago’s
treatment of Emilia is nasty, brutish, and short – more punishment than pleasure, more
rape than rapport.
Perhaps Iago’s most devastating homoerotic moment in the film occurs at the end of
Shakespeare’s Act 3 Scene 3, in which Othello and Iago join in an unholy union and
pledge to be true to each other in their mutual enactment of vengeance on Desdemona’s
supposed perfidy. Iago has finally convinced Othello of the need to do away with Cassio
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and Desdemona, the two people whom, at the beginning of the film, Iago perceived as
having displaced him in the Moor’s affections. Furthermore, Iago has become
indispensable to Othello and is about to receive public and professional acknowledgment
of his central place in Othello’s life. The scene opens with Othello pacing in a mediumshot, hyperactive, unable to calm his passion as he talks about the revenge that he will
take. In contrast, Parker alternates this image with a motionless Iago in a tight close-up
that gives him more bulk and more seeming stability than the nervous Othello, suggesting
that Iago is holding the leash on a straining greyhound (a variation on the
puppetmaster/chessplayer conceit). Iago’s words are few but authoritative, bringing
Othello to heel, refining the Moor’s rage into even more cruelty. When Othello kneels to
make his “sacred” vow of vengeance, Iago joins him on his knees, swearing to give
himself up totally to Othello’s command. As he pledges his “wit and hands” to his
master’s service, his eyes remain fixed on the heavens, but when he also promises his
“heart,” Iago suddenly look directly into Othello’s eyes. At the Moor’s prompting, Iago
joins him in an act of blood-letting that links their hands in a center-frame close-up,
clasped like Othello’s and Desdemona’s in their wedding scene. Othello then tells Iago,
“I greet thy love,” and so saying, presents Iago with his reward, Cassio’s place as
Lieutenant. Suddenly the camera pulls backwards and upwards, looking down on the two
kneeling men embracing each other, as Othello had embraced Cassio in the real wedding
scene after promoting him and had embraced Desdemona in the marriage service. Parker
then cuts to a close-up of the two, Iago facing us, cheek to cheek with this man he has
told us he hated. And now, in a final perversion of the wedding rite, Iago stammers, “I
am your own forever.” His voice broken, his eyes brimming with tears, reminding us of
his agonized reaction to Othello’s marriage ceremony, he darts a tortured glance at us,
then shuts his eyes and buries his face against Othello’s shoulder – hiding from us and, it
would seem, from himself as well. Iago has finally achieved what he has yearned for
since the beginning of the film – and it is unbearable.
As he comes to the end of his journey, Iago slowly comprehends the agony of his
success: to become the central figure in Othello’s world but, at the same time, never to be
more than the faithful Ensign – and at the probable cost of both their lives. One by one,
the puppets now break away from the puppetmaster – Roderigo turns against him; Cassio
is wounded but not killed, and therefore able to refute Iago’s charges against him; Emilia
denounces his duplicity. And finally it is Othello’s turn to loosen the strings. After
admitting his own and Iago’s guilt in the death of Desdemona, Othello stabs his new
Lieutenant. Iago’s response to the wound seems, surprisingly, triumphant. He states
with an apparently whole-hearted, irony-free smile, in the manner of an intimate friend,
“I bleed, sir, but not killed.” Next, tenderly: “Demand me nothing. You know what you
know.” And then his final speech in the play, quietly and gently: “From this time forth, I
never will speak word.” At this point Iago sinks to the floor, where Othello joins him. In
this moment of intense concentration, their eyes never leaving each other’s faces, the
kneeling couple repeat their physical postures in the symbolic wedding scene as well as
the profile-framing cinematographic positioning of Desdemona and Othello in their
actual wedding scene. In his refusal to speak more, Iago voluntarily relinquishes his most
potent weapon – words. Moreover, he will deny Othello the satisfaction of learning
from Iago why the man has treated him so cruelly. And because Othello will thus be
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doomed to live the rest of his life in bewilderment -- and acknowledgment that he has
been treated with such unfathomable malevolence by this man, Iago may indeed remain
at the center of Othello’s world, with Othello trapped forever in Iago’s awful embrace.
But with one knife slash, Othello kills himself and cuts the puppet strings forever.
Othello’s suicide, which stupefies the bystanders, leaves Iago’s partially unmasked face
bare to the bone. Still and wordless, only his eyebrows raised in bewilderment, Iago
nevertheless seems to ask how he can bear this (literally) unutterable loss. A few seconds
later, we see his answer, as he achieves what the deepest part of him has been moving
towards since the film’s beginning. He pulls himself up inch by inch onto the tragically
loaded bed to consummate his union with Othello by lying, finally, alongside the body of
the Moor, his head pillowed on Othello’s knee (as, in the first shot of the film, the head of
the woman in the gondola had been pillowed on her consort’s shoulder). As the camera
pulls upwards, Iago gazes at us for one last time, all passion spent. He may be telling us
that we, who have believed ourselves to be his confidants, his most trusted intimates,
nevertheless, like Othello, know only what we know – that is, only what he has been
willing to disclose to us (and perhaps only that which he has been willing, or able, to
disclose to himself). But with the help of Branagh and Parker, we know much more. We
know very much indeed.
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Appendix
Oliver Parker and Kenneth Branagh’s homoerotic interpretation of Iago’s motivation in
the 1995 film of “Othello” follows a stage tradition stretching back at least as far as 1937,
when Director Tyrone Guthrie and his Iago-to-be, Sir Laurence Olivier, received the
following reading of the character from psychoanalyst Ernest Jones, whose book “Hamlet
and Oedipus” had recently created a stir in theatrical, academic, and psychoanalytic
circles. Olivier remembers Jones saying that “the clue to the play was not Iago’s hatred
of Othello, but his deep affection for him. His jealousy was not because he envied
Othello’s position [or Cassio’s], nor because he was in love with Desdemona, but
because he himself possessed a subconscious affection for the Moor, the homosexual
foundation of which he did not understand.”(1) My contention is that Branagh’s
presentation of Iago demonstrates a growing awareness of that affection – a latent
attraction developing into a realization of his passion.
By now, a homoerotic take on Iago is no longer revolutionary. See, for example, three
notable stage examples: Ian Banner’s Iago in the Stratford-upon-Avon production of
1961, David Suchet’s in the Stratford production of 1985, and Tony Amendola’s in the
ACT (San Francisco) production of 1995. Furthermore, the two other best-known film
versions of the play give the role similar emphases. Micheal MacLiammoir, who played
the part in Orson Welles’s film of the play, has written that “impotence” was the key to
Iago, whom Welles saw as simultaneously drawn towards and murderously envious of
Othello’s virility. (2) Likewise, in John Dexter’s 1965 stage production of the play
(filmed that year by Stuart Burge), Frank Finlay played Iago as a “repressed
homosexual,” (3) who has been “impotent for years – hence his loathing of Othello’s
sexuality.”(4) Critics commented on Finlay’s sharing with Othello “a bond uniting
them closer than marriage”(5); and on his “jealousy sliding into ambiguous
fascination.”(6)
For a discussion of various critical considerations of Iago’s homoerotic interest in the
Moor, see Stanley Edgar Hyman, “Iago: Some Approaches to the Illusion of His
Motivation” (NY:Atheneum, 1970), pp.101-121. For an actor’s consideration of this
reading of Iago’s character, see David Suchet, “Iago in “Othello” in “Players of
Shakespeare 2,” ed. Russell Jackson and Robert Smallwood (Cambridge [Eng.]:
Cambridge UP, 1988), pp. 179-199.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Notes
Sir Laurence Olivier, quoted in Anthony Holden, “Laurence Olivier” (NY:
Atheneum, 1988), p. 133.
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p.28.
Kenneth Tynan, “Othello – The National Theatre Production,” ed. Kenneth Tynan
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Absract:
This paper proposes to explore aspects of feminism or proto-feminism in the
poetry of a small number of women poets from Anglophone Canada, Australia
and New Zealand in the 1920s to -40s. What were women writing about in
these British colonial-settler societies in the ‘transition period’ between
the Woman Movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and
the feminist movement of the 1960s to -70s? While women are not an
homogeneous group, and not all women poets would call themselves feminist
at this time, nevertheless they may share some common concerns and
experiences. In androcentric colonial societies a rugged masculinity dominated
as an ideal, and women were somewhat sidelined as secondary to men, rather than
seen as individuals in their own right. Anglophone Canada had a longer
tradition of women’s writing, a greater number of nineteenth-century ‘creative
foremothers’, and moved into modernist writing sooner than Australia and New
Zealand.
Women after the First World War wanted more independence, and this is
reflected in the poetry of the era. Although perhaps more muted or masked
than in later feminist poetry, women poets of the period sought a female
speaking subjectivity, resisted conventional stereotypes and expectations
for women, envisioned new possibilities, articulated women’s experiences in
the domestic and work realms and experiences such as pregnancy, birth and
motherhood, in their poetry. Love relationships from a female perspective,
and the conflict between love and romance and the desire for independent
thought and action are also voiced. Most published poets were white, middle
or sometimes working class at this time, but some did consider the impact of
colonial invasion on indigenous peoples and their subsequent dispossession.
While indigenous peoples would prefer to speak for themselves, it seems
important that white poets do not ignore what indigenous people have
suffered.
My paper will look at poets such as Dorothy Livesay and Floris Clark
McLaren (Canada), Dorothea MacKellar and Judith Wright (Australia) and
Robin Hyde (New Zealand).
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THE INTIMACY OF SEYN AS PHILOSOPHY’S FUTURE
Words surge and dissipate into nothing; words submerge you, the reader, drowned and
forgotten. But you re-emerge with traces of word moments hidden and curled within you. The
glass shifts back into sand. Metaphysics is shattered but never dissolved. It erodes into the gritty
sand of the beach that soaks in the sun’s blaze; it crosses over into the earth that cups the body.
Words begin to melt their cold severity into that sweet substance grinding between playful toes.
These words we encounter have a pull on us. Is it the words themselves, or is it something
beyond the words that hold sway that plays forth in the in-between of gods and humans? We are
reminded of something long past and begin to open up through the words of poets—ironically
enough, this is sometimes articulated through the work of those sick poets: philosophers. In
particular, I refer to the esoteric work of Martin Heidegger, a philosopher whose counter-word is
not without difficulty hashed out in the minds of those who devote their lives to studying the
most perverse writings.
We may ask, what is the future of philosophy? Is it rigorous academic scholarship? Or
could we find it in texts that are more fugue-like and poetic? In Contributions to Philosophy,
Heidegger poses an intimacy of be-ing that sounds forth the coming of the other beginning, while
reiterating the importance of not forgetting the history of Western philosophy. In this paper I
will approach the question of philosophy’s future using a performative Denken that demonstrates
an intimacy with Heidegger and a playing forth into the future. In doing this I am attempting to
think without merely thinking about Heidegger; I am adding more impenetrable words to what is
already esoteric.
The esoteric text echoing the essential sway of be-ing is the striving for the impossible. Is
the future of philosophy the kind of text? The Beiträge incites in the reader a yearning to escape
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the text eventually. This yearning is thinking–the Beiträge is about thinking be-ing, a most
intimate encounter, an opening up, the intimacy between noise and silence. One travels within
Contributions in order to exit. One walks on the shore in order to enter the water. We are still
walking on the shore, while most of us believe ourselves to be swimming in the current of Truth.
How do we exit when words are so seductive? We realize that it is not the words themselves that
are inciting a sway within us, rather it is the essential swaying of be-ing itself that plays forth
onto our parched lips. And that something that always seems out of reach remains so. Hence we
strive and ache while be-ing remains that insatiable distress that cannot be extracted from mere
language or words or the text that couches these sublimations.
Heraclitus notes, as if to Heidegger himself, that “Unless he hopes for the unhoped for, he
will not find it, since it is not to be hunted out and is impassible” (Heraclitus 1996, 33). Be-ing’s
essential sway is hoping for the impossible. This is the most intimate of experiences because we
are constantly postponing the coming, which drives us crazy with expectation of the constant
opening (and closing) of Da-sein. In German the word for future (Zukunft) literally means, “to
come.” The future never comes, but we strive for it nonetheless. The future of philosophy is the
intimate text, the text that incites this lust for thinking and the impossible, and regards this quest
as the projecting open out of the text into an experience of thinking.
Heidegger urges the reader to get out of the text, to escape the words that ensnare the
reader-victim, to open up to be-ing and go beyond philosophy. After all, hasn’t philosophy failed
us? If metaphysics cannot help us answer the question, “But do we know who we are?” then a
turn to something is called for. By getting out of the text–all of our precious philosophy books
we carefully nestle in various book shelves within our homes, our lives, our thoughts–we can
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begin to live the thought that emerges from the words of these texts. We will never know who we
are if we remain in this state of comfort: clutching our books to our hearts as we drift into sleep,
dreaming the somnambulistic song of the scholar. Security-books are the pillars in our ivory
towers. We are penned inside while the waves crash on the shore outside. Something is opening
up out there, but we continue to abide in the world while refusing the earth. The ones to come
never forget this refusal. Truth is never forgetting while moving beyond.
Poetic dwelling is the exit from Western texts that Heidegger foresees opening up. In
philosophy we question the book-orientation because this is not where revolution is. Heidegger
is addressing an inner revolution of Denken unto be-ing where the philosophy of the future
includes poetry as one Stimmung or attunement. Poetry is one form of dissent that expresses the
unity of beauty and earth, which for Hölderlin is the feeling of the impending revolution, while
for Heidegger this “feeling” is called Seyn, where feeling in not be-ing but a part of be-ing.
Hölderlin, one of the few and the rare, ushers in the coming of the other beginning (a
continuation of this river-song in flux) when he speaks of “you yearning rivers” that provide a
futural darkness, a refusal of “sultry dog-days” for that which “casts prophetic shade” (Hölderlin
1990, 209). This shade is the darkness that hides Seyn. Poetry’s door is an opening, but do we
have what it takes to open up to this dangerous, seductive philosophy of the future while never
forgetting the first beginning? Are we the few and the rare? Are we the ones to come? I would
like to come. I would certainly enjoy this coming, but I do not see this happening in academia.
Academics don’t come; they sit in their dark offices alone pouring over research, so they
may retain these jobs that confine them. Academics forget that their original longing was that of
coming. Academics forget–that is, if they succumb to the machination of the university.
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Heidegger writes texts geared toward an audience versed in philosophy–hence the “public title”
of this work: Contributions to Philosophy. I think that academic philosophers have come to this
place seeking something in particular, otherwise we would become lawyers or doctors or some
other well-paid professional. It’s the seeking that becomes perverse, thwarted by the institution,
and slowly abandoned throughout the years.
Academics run the risk of forgetting to think (Denken). Whilst meeting the next
deadline, preparing for class, and catering to the bureaucracy, something is lost. Who is willing
to break with convention, to leap into the abyss, the unknown, the ungrounded ground of what it
is to be here now? Who has the “utmost courage for solitude, in order to think the nobility of being and to speak of its uniqueness” (Heidegger 1999, 9)? How do we academic philosophers
work within this reservedness, this reticence; how do we listen instead of noisily arguing with
one another when the “nearness of the last god is silence” (Heidegger 1999, 9). We must
recognize this distress instead of medicating and perpetuating it.
Hölderlin believes words are not enough, although poetry is not considered as text per se
by Heidegger. So if words are not enough, what is? What is being t/here? Is Da-sein an erotic
celebration? Da-sein is the in-between (zwischen) of humans and gods enowned by be-ing. Dasein is not only the human, nor is it solely concerned with temporality (as in Being and Time) but
with the time-space (Zeitraum) of this in-between: the cleavage. Does Da-sein help us answer
the guiding question, “But do we know who we are?” (Heidegger 1999, 9). This life can be an
ecstasy of the world when the essential swaying of history turns out to be Da-sein. To yield to
be-ing’s sway is to cast off the “feeble mediating rescue attempt” which “entangles beings even
more in the abandonment of being and makes the forgottenness of being the sole form of truth,
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namely the untruth of be-ing” (Heidegger 1999, 87). In the other beginning, beings will no
longer rely on the traditional philosophical text as their inflatable life preserver. Academics may
willingly swim out to dark unknown depths and be forced to create poetic words that add to the
fugue of Seyn, while remembering the shore from whence they came.
We must exit the text eventually, but after a familiarity with what the text offers has
established a kind of wonder within us—not the wonder of be-ing, but a substitute. Heraclitus
and Parmenides did not have the Western canon to immerse themselves in, so those of the first
beginning expressed something closer to be-ing. They were like the children who have not
become inundated with words and language yet, who can still “think” words like music–the state
that Heidegger so desires to open into. This is why he discusses truth as alethia. One cannot
forget the past, the tradition, the texts that have brought history to its present state–but one also
wishes to return to that child-like newness and wonder where play is simply play. It is
impossible for us to return to our childhood play, but we can still attend to the “mystery of the
play in which humans are engaged throughout their life” (Heidegger 1999, 170).
Heraclitus expressed a similar notion when he exclaimed that although we step into the
river, we never step into the same river–it is always changing, always in flux: “we are and we are
not” (Heraclitus 1996, 36). For Heidegger, striving for the impossible opens up the future and
clears the way for Da-sein to leap into the abyss toward the other beginning. The first beginning
is the song being played, while the other beginning is the song not yet played: both are really one
song, a repetitious fugue that never forgets, but is never the same. All repetition conceals within
it a novelty that inspires thinking, a thinking that reveals.
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Heidegger’s work is esoteric because he is attempting to articulate that which layers of
philosophical traditions have buried. These traditions inform our language and our thought.
This thought has become stagnant and dead; it is inadequate to express be-ing. Heidegger
characterized the present as “the epoch of total lack of questioning” in which we should react
with a “distress of lack of distress” (Heidegger 1999, 75). Our obsession with the history of
philosophy has led us to accept and not question our philosophical roots. Denken for Heidegger
is leaping from this first beginning over the abyss to the other beginning. It is challenging to unbury oneself from a casket that is burdened by such thick layers of metaphysical rot. And what
is the metaphorical shovel that will break through the decomposing wood that envelops us like
the tight binding of a book? Thinking what is ownmost to us: Seyn.
Thinking is the vehicle for the possibility of the exit. We are given to thinking when we
allow our thinking to be open to be-ing, which invites us to be open, spontaneous, imaginative,
and poetic. We exit the text by asking questions. First we ask guiding questions, which should
lead to the grounding question: be-ing. Is this question one cast to hungry academics that lay in
wait for a morsel to tear apart with their rigorous methodologies and reasonable arguments
among the rabble? No. The question of Seyn is one that goes beyond dry, abstract, and distant
argumentation. Seyn is intimately involved with all of us; so close that it is sometimes impossible
to notice. It is near and distant. There is no traditional foundation on which a systematic and
representational “Truth” rests. Be-ing points to the abyss; the grounding of Da-sein is this
Abgrund. Be-ing enowns the abyss between the first beginning and the other beginning, while
the simple marks the cleavage of god’s needing and human belonging to Seyn.
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Be-ing is realized only through the leap into the abandonment of beings–a rousing
distress. The leap is not academic. Heidegger’s notion of the leap is on the verge of departing
from academia because it is one step closer to exiting the text into the earth. The leap is not a
leap back into the text, rather leaping into the opening of thinking, which is the experience of the
pull of being thrown into Seyn. The leap is not that of leaping back into our bookshelves, into
Borges’s labyrinth world, a world made up of all possible texts, the library of Babel: “It is
credible that those grave mysteries can be explained in words: if the language of the philosophers
does not suffice, the multiform Library will have produced the unexpected language required”
(Borges 1962, 84). It is not the Library that creates the impossible language that plays forth unto
the other beginning, rather it is a performative Denken, which is also the ability to be silent and
listen.
The public title of this work stands for something: Contributions to Philosophy.
Although Denken is the underlying river that–sometimes gushing, sometimes silently trickling–
guides this musical text out into the open, beyond the river into that unsayable sea of Seyn. A
need for a public title and an essential heading exists because Heidegger is playing with
language. The Beiträge is the Anklang that Heidegger echoes as a setting the tone; this work
demonstrates a beginning to play that implies a change or transition where philosophy begins to
play and something begins to happen. Heidegger says, “The question remains whether and how,
hearing the movements of this play, play along and accommodate ourselves to the play”
(Heidegger 1996, 113). Heidegger is beginning the song, namely the song of the other
beginning in Western philosophy. Maybe this is just a faint echo of a song whose notes are just
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beginning to become audible–it is only an intimation of be-ing’s essential swaying in the
transition from the first to the other beginning as being played out in thinking.
Keep in mind that Heidegger does not want the other beginning to be a return to the first
beginning. A lover can never return to her beloved as a stranger. She can never relive the
moment of their first meeting or the first seduction. She may experience a different seduction
while keeping with her traces of the first meeting in order to shed new light on the new
beginning to come. Likened to these two lovers, philosophy’s story cannot revert to the wonder
of the first beginning. Heidegger sets forth on a mission to show how philosophy and Da-sein
play within the Western tradition. This is why Seyn arouses be-ing historical thinking. It is not
what philosophy is to come to be–although Heidegger is irrefutably directed toward the future–
rather it is how philosophy will come to be within Western history. History is about the future as
a projecting open (Entwurf) and is not a closed project.
The task of philosophy is to “restore beings from within the truth of be-ing” and this is
the question that is most unique in a time of no questioning at all where “the infinite needing that
originates according to the hidden distress is no-distress-at-all” (Heidegger 1999, 8). Seyn is the
grounding question beyond the guiding question “Do we know who we are?” The grounding
question is also the groundless question: the abyss, the nothing, the impossible; beyond Good,
Beauty, and Truth. Guiding questions can be found while swimming through words, but the
grounding question cannot. Philosophy needs to be distressed and to play. Playing is a symbol of
the strife of earth and world, and to play is to open up to the call of be-ing. Philosophy’s
impotence is seen in its inability to play. The Western philosophical tradition is so wrapped up
in attaining the shining light of the “Truth” that it has lost any sense of the distress that
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characterized being t/here. However this abandonment of be-ing is a part of be-ing just as a part
of the human experience is falling into the abyss. Is this be-ing historical thinking able to be
articulated to a community of philosophers? Can philosophers find the strife of world and earth
in books?
We will never be cosmically satisfied by words that echo be-ing. We may only
experience le petit morte as we shut the Beiträge and awaken to the earth as an opening of
thinking; we begin to think! That is what Seyn is calling our epoch toward: Exit the text, open up,
yield to be-ing and don’t forget the strife of world and earth that has brought you t/here. We lust
for the word to come that has not yet come. The Beiträge is intimate; it speaks about the
intimacy of be-ing. Heidegger’s words are the breath released from expectant lips: silent,
withdrawing, expressing the swaying that weighs heavily upon the lips, but denying speech.
That breath cannot release the totality of be-ing, rather the essential swaying of Seyn can be
hinted at through the withdrawal of all those banal words that make up the language we work
within. This also explains the strange language of the Beiträge: echo, last god, gigantic, the ones
to come. These are simple childlike words, unlike the convoluted traditional philosophical
jargon.
One cannot delimit be-ing to a set of propositions. Strange and simple, Seyn is esoteric.
Be-ing is not first experienced while immersed in text. It is first experienced as that void in the
body after a release of breath–it is first intimated at during the experience of abandonment and
the resulting distress. Something is missing, but what? Be-ing is that which we have forgotten,
although that forsaking has left its trace in us. Similar to a craving we can’t place–an unnamable
desire that plagues our life and leaves us biting our lips in expectation–forgotten and abandoned
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be-ing leaves us squirming in an anticipatory distress. This is the experience of our epoch in
Western history: we are all biting our lips asking: “What am I missing?”
Answering this question is not as easy as opening the New York Times and reading the
latest op-ed. Seyn must remain unreadable. To render be-ing “readable” would be to collapse
thinking altogether. Thinking cannot be reduced to a “Seyn For Dummies” manual. If it were
that easy it would not be thinking. That is the problem with our culture today. Thinking is passé;
fun is in. Cyndi Lauper asserted that “Girls just want to have fun,” becoming a catch phrase,
replaced by the similar truth claim of the contemporary college-inspired “Girls Gone Wild,”
where the entertained are now the entertainers. Culture abandons be-ing for an imperial sort of
truth: having fun, maximizing pleasure. Obedience to this trend is the definitive aspect of our
culture: the pleasure of the entertained-entertainer category of truth.
We are asleep in front of our televisions. We forget to think. Our epoch is one where the
living are dead and the dead are living. Thinking becomes hidden underneath all the
machinations of modern life as well as the traditions that bury us alive. And those who seem
most alive are the dead white men that pound more nails in the coffin of Western history. We
are, after all, historical necrophiliacs. The rational embrace of a discourse that presumes to have
special insight into “Truth” or reality has always seduced philosophy. Denken is a mood, not
another rational embrace of our beloved corpses, my favorite being that of Socrates.
We too often take ourselves so seriously that we forget the only thing to be taken
seriously is Denken. If we cannot think, especially in philosophy, then we are dead–we join our
brethren in the coffin of the Western philosophical tradition. When we remember that we have
forgotten, then we awake to the faint echo of the essential sway of be-ing, and can begin to join
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in the fugue that has already begun and awaits a new chorus. As academics in philosophy, we
need to rekindle the essential sway of be-ing and open ourselves to the “distress that forces
thinking saying of be-ing into word” (Heidegger 1999, 171). Be-ing is unreadable, but we strive
to create the words that arouse us and possibly others to leap into the abandonment of be-ing as
that refusal which awakens be-ing historical thinking in poetic dwelling. Our time-space is rife
for an intimate thinking of be-ing.
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“ONE OF THE BYPATHS” TOWARD THE ESSENTIAL SELF AND OTHER:
THE MASOCHISTIC ATTITUDE AND EROTIC SUBJECTIVITY
Oscillating between philosophy and literature, scholarship and lived experience,
observations on human nature and self-reflection, Simone de Beauvoir is a woman who
performs philosophical thinking in her life and literary works. She is a writerphilosopher: one who experiences and expresses thought more tangibly than most
traditional intellectuals. After reading The Second Sex I found that the philosophy of
Beauvoir informed why and how woman is characterized through the myth of the eternal
feminine by patriarchal structures through a detailed description of woman’s lived
experience. Trying to discover what Beauvoir’s “solution” to women’s status as the
inessential to other of man, I encountered several questions that will form the framework
for this paper.
The first stepping stone on the path towards a potential resolution to this imposed
definition of woman is the idea that the feminine is a complex web of mythology that
came down to the following statement: Woman is the inessential Other to Man as the
absolute Subject. The second step towards resolving this issue of subjectivity is the
attitude women have towards their ontological status in relation to their own identity and
to that of others. After that step I discovered a seemingly small and tangential trail
leading to the place of the masochistic attitude taken by women during sexual initiation.
Following the three discussions of masochism in The Second Sex I came upon a reference
to Jean-Paul Sartre’s Being and Nothingness, which also discusses masochism in detail.
Then I came to a stopping point, and asked, “Does eroticism have a place in discovering
subjectivity for Beauvoir?” Debra Bergoffen offered a close reading of Beauvoir’s muted
discussion of the erotic experience as leading toward the resolution I was first seeking:
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women attaining a sense of subjectivity apart from man’s myth that we are the inessential
other. I hope to show a progressive understanding of women as it is propounded in The
Second Sex and the burgeoning of women’s subjectivity beyond the inessential other
toward an ethic of the erotic as brought to the foreground of conversation through the
question of masochism.
I. Woman as the Inessential Other in The Second Sex
The Second Sex analyses how patriarchal power structures have influenced the
construction of women’s subjectivity—or rather the negation of women’s subjectivity—
by detailing the everyday manifestations of this negation. One way this is accomplished
is through the discussion of mythology. The chapter entitled “Dreams, Fears, Idols”
describes the myths of the feminine conveying woman as mankind’s inessential other. In
this section, Beauvoir does not set forth a logical argument explaining how women were
originally oppressed. Rather, she describes the myths that both expose and mask
women’s subordination. Debra Bergoffen claims that “woman is the fantasy of the
feminine” and that myths are central in relaying how women are in the status of Other to
men.1 These myths are often contradictory, as the title suggests: women elicit fears,
dreams, and become goddesses. In one sense the eternal feminine evokes the horror of
death, in another instance the fecundity of the earth. Even among these blatant
paradoxes, a common thread uniting the myth of the feminine emerges.
What all these myths have in common is that they are forms of mystification that
mask the patriarchal subordination of women to the realm of inessential other. In these
myths woman has the power of life and death within her shadowy force as mother and

1
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lover. However, these myths are underwritten by masculine structures to fulfill the needs
men project upon women. Women do not create their own myths with which to inspire,
rather men provide a framework for what they want the eternal feminine to radiate upon
them. The patriarchal structure retains its stability by subduing women with such things
as myths, which implicitly serve men, not women.
To further explain how men have shaped the myth of the eternal feminine without
the approval or criticism of women, Beauvoir states:
A myth always implies a subject who projects his hopes and his fears toward a
sky of transcendence. Women do not set themselves up as Subject and hence have
erected no virile myth in which their projects are reflected; they have no religion
or poetry of their own; they still dream through the dreams of men. Gods made
by males are the gods they worship.2
Since women do not create the myths that surround and express their life projects,
women stagnate in this status of child-like submission to the man as Absolute. Women
remain in this status because these myths fed to them from childhood tell of their given
and fixed roles in the world: You are virgin, you are lover, you are beloved wife and
nurturing mother, you are life. The dark side of the feminine paradox permeates
mythology: you are taboo, you are carnal flesh, you are seductress and enchantress, witch
and mother-in-law. An example of this is the Hindu goddess Kali. She is a protective,
motherly woman, full of compassion and tenderness. However, she is also the goddess of
creation and destruction—an intensely sexual and violent force. She is the hungry earth
that devours her own children while nurturing life and creation on their corpses. She is

2
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often depicted squatting over her dead consort Shiva devouring his entrails while
simultaneously consuming him in the sexual act. Beauvoir uses this goddess to show that
the myth of woman includes horror, death, and the dark magic of generating new life.
Thus the myths associated with women are not solely the dreams of motherhood,
the erotic idol of Venus, or the allegorical and spiritual Beatrice. “The Other is evil,” as
Beauvoir reminds us, “but necessary to the Good, it turns into the Good.”3 Man seeks
transcendence through facing his finitude in Nature, and through this he breaches his
limits and touches the transcendent truth he believes himself to be.
Nonetheless, these man-made myths hinder women from rebelling and creating
themselves as meaning-giving singular subjects. Beauvoir claims that the solution to this
indirect captivity is for women to “assert themselves as human beings” in order to rid
themselves from their place as the inessential Other of man, and in doing so the myth of
woman will also be extinguished.4
Why do I keep mentioning the woman as the other while prefacing it with the
word “inessential?” A fundamental fact of the human condition for Beauvoir is Hegel’s
basic claim that human consciousness is always hostile to other consciousness.
Bergoffen emphasizes this point to distinguish women’s situation from that of other
oppressed groups, which participate in the master-slave dialectic that Beauvoir
appropriates from Hegel.5 While other groups, like slaves, can see their master as
inessential without the existence of the slaves themselves, woman can never view man as
inessential. Man would still be man without the existence of woman. A man without a
woman is not an inessential existence, while a master without a slave, by definition does
3
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not exist. Without a slave a person cannot be considered a “master of a slave.” Man
places woman in the category of the inessential, constructing a patriarchal structure that
denies women their subjectivity as autonomous singularities. A woman exists in order to
set up the dialectic of man-woman, where the man is the essential Absolute and woman
affirms this ontological status by being that which is not essential—the Other-than-Man.
Also, slaves form a group solidarity that women do not have. Bergoffen says, “Instead of
coming together as allies, women ally with their oppressors.”6 Instead of identifying with
others in the same situation, women rely on men to affirm their identities.
Beauvoir makes the universal claim that “Otherness is a fundamental category of
human thought” because “no group ever sets itself up as the One without at once setting
up the Other over against itself.”7 Man, in seeking self-realization and completion, looks
to the woman as that component or object that confirms his ontological status as essential
subject. In this way can man becomes a complete subject, he transcends his immanence
and possesses this object of the eternal feminine that makes him whole, he finds the truth
of his being that he constantly struggles to find.
Beauvoir also likens man to absolute Spirit or pure Idea and woman to Life, a
myth that seems widespread in Christianity, as expressed by such Church Fathers as St.
Augustine. Woman condemns man to suffering and death by sealing him in the carnal
body that denigrates the Spirit that transcends the immanent Life tainted by original sin.
This, in turn, is transformed through the magical new birth, where woman is the fertile
earth, passive and ready to be plowed with seeds by the active male, thereby continuing

6
7
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the life of humanity. The feminine is likened to Nature, which man, primarily Western
man, wishes to dominate.
Woman as Other is more than the opportunity for domination. Beauvoir states:
Appearing as the Other, woman appears at the same time as an abundance of
being in contrast to that existence the nothingness of which man senses in
himself; the Other, being regarded as the object in the eyes of the subject, is
regarded as en soi; therefore as a being.8
Beauvoir explains how the for-itself as consciousness is associated with men as they
sense in themselves as nothingness, and that men associate the in-itself as being in
women as objects. Women are upheld as containing being because they are considered
objects to men. Men, as subjects, are only a consciousness and facticity. Women’s
situation is described as that which is first and foremost in relation to men and the
structures men have propounded and “confuse with absolute truth.”9 Men are humans,
and women are defined solely in relation to men and the truth men construct, hence
women are gratuitous beings, not singularities.10 Men are autonomous; women are men’s
automatons—resembling humans but not containing all the properties of a free human
subject. Women are essentially inessential and created as men’s helper’s by God—a
myth from Genesis oft quoted to “put women in their place” by some religious
fundamentalists.
To sum up, the myth of the feminine propels beliefs held by both men and
women, although the definitions of woman in her different roles serve to affirm men as
the absolute, essential subject and not woman as an autonomous, free singularity.
8
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Women are defined in their relation to men, as the Other-than-man, hence their
ontological status is “inessential.”
Although the chapter “Dreams, Fears, Idols” in The Second Sex by no means
gives a thorough, universal, or accurate account of mythology surrounding the feminine,
especially in comparison with contemporary scholarship in those areas, I think it furthers
Beauvoir’s project by relating how women are seen as the inessential Other in patriarchal
societies, and how these descriptions come to fruition.
My question is now: What are the consequences of these myths for women?
What types of relationships between men and women have arisen from such myths?
Throughout The Second Sex, the theme of masochism occurred in relation to the
definition of the feminine. Is the masochistic attitude one way that woman understands
her subjectivity, or lack thereof, when she is man’s inessential other? And how do
women play this out in their relationships with others? If and when women become
“aware of [them]selves as the other and subject,”11 is masochism one attitude adopted to
incorporate these two aspects of identity? Or is the masochistic outlook retrograding
toward the man-made myth of the eternal feminine? For my purposes, I will describe
what both Beauvoir and Sartre describe as masochism regarding human relationships.
This will convey one consequence of the myth of woman as man’s inessential other while
questioning its validity.
II. Masochism as an Attitude Towards the Self and Others
I will present an exegesis of Sartre’s and Beauvoir’s definitions of masochism. I
include Sartre mainly because Beauvoir quotes him as a source, and I found that Sartre’s
definition informs Beauvoir’s understanding of this attitude toward others. This method
11
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also offers a more dynamic interpretation of woman as other vis-à-vis masochism, and
one’s relation to others through this attitude. Keep in mind that Beauvoir does not simply
purloin Sartre’s theory, but she applies some of his key concepts to her description of
women’s place relative man’s subjectivity.
Jean Paul Sartre’s brief exegesis of masochism presents one attitude adopted in
concrete relations to others as an existential and ontological view of masochistic
tendencies. His claims rest on the idea that the for-itself as characterized as
consciousness is always seeking in-itself—the being in-itself exhibited in objects.
However, the dilemma is that in this pursuit of being, the for-itself affirms its
consciousness as a form of nothingness all the more; his or her status as for-itself is
further solidified. So consciousness seeks novel ways to reach out toward being. One of
these ways is through the other person. A for-itself only becomes a being-for-others in
the presence of the other. Hence, the presence of others is necessary for a being-forothers, which is one form of searching for the in-itself.
One particular seeming path of being-for-others reaching toward being is the
masochistic attitude. The rationale for this attitude is that if the Other is what makes me a
being-for-others, then when I rely on the Other for my existence, I become an in-itself
“founded in its being by a freedom.”12 In the eyes of the Other I am an object, an initself, pure being. So, if I see myself through the eyes of the Other I will simultaneously
see myself as an in-itself as well. Sartre says, “I shall project causing myself to be
absorbed by the Other and losing myself in his subjectivity in order to get rid of my

12
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own.”13 My for-itself as my own consciousness is reflected through an object, therefore
my consciousness is made an object, making it being itself. In the black pupils of the
other whom I submit myself to, I finally see myself as being, and my pursuit for the initself can end. I am no longer nothingness. The other who humiliates me in my
objectivity absorbs my subjectivity. Masochism is “[a] perpetual effort to annihilate the
subject’s subjectivity by causing it to be assimilated by the Other.”14 Hence, the Other is
objectified through the subject’s masochistic cause, while the subject attempts to
objectify himself by being “fascinated by my self-as-object.”15
Beauvoir quotes Sartre as saying: “Masochism is an attempt not to fascinate the
Other by means of my objectivity but to cause myself to be fascinated by my objectivityfor-others,” or as worded in the Beauvoir translation, “to be myself fascinated by my
objectivity in the eyes of the other.”16 A subject’s objectivity-for-others is clearly
delineated in the Beauvoir translation as being the fascination with oneself through the
eyes of another person. The masochist is not concerned with consciousness of the self,
but consciousness of an object that reflects his or her own status as an object or in-itself.
Contrasting Simone de Beauvoir’s explication of masochism in women, Sartre’s
explication is narrated from a “neutral” perspective using masculine pronouns. This
stands out from Beauvoir’s discussion because it seemingly describes masochism from
the perspective of the man, where a man is the masochist and the woman his role-playing
partner. For example, Sartre fittingly uses Leopold von Sacher-Masoch—the novelist
who wrote semi-autobiographical fantasies depicting a man subjugated and humiliated by
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a “Venus in Furs.”17 The woman willingly engages in this contractual relationship,
forced to play the part of torturer because of the contract drawn by Sacher-Masoch, and
signed by her in the spirit of love. In relation to these women, Sacher-Masoch “act[ed]
upon then just in so far as they experienced themselves as an object for him.”18 Although
the woman was not the “masochist” in these role-playing episodes, she is still forced by
man to abide by her contract that she signed as an ultimatum. Instead of desiring
humiliation or servitude and being beaten by the man, she is forced to wield the whip in
the compulsory dialectic of masochism.
In contrast, both Beauvoir and Sartre understand the masochistic attitude as a
more “philosophical” stance. Sartre’s description is based on the idea that the for-itself is
constantly seeking to become an in-itself, and to do this it embraces certain attitudes
toward others. Beauvoir explains masochism as one characteristic commonly describing
the situation of women and the feminine ideal. Women subject themselves to men for
several reasons, and receive pleasure from the humiliation and guilt of being man’s slave.
Beauvoir quotes Sartre’s definition of masochism in several places as, although she adds
to his ontological theory a phenomenological description of woman’s specific role during
the enactment of masochism.
Beauvoir’s conception of masochism is mostly concerned with the erotic playing
out of servility and punishment, where the woman is in the position of the masochist to
whom humiliation and self-hatred is given by the master as man. She is less concerned
with the methodology of an ontological undertaking, than in “walking with one’s eyes

17
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open” in order to observe the phenomenological status of women as Other.19 This is why
Beauvoir renders more practical instantiations of masochistic tendencies via erotic
encounters in contrast to the Sartrean ontology in Being and Nothingness.
In The Second Sex the first portion of text dedicated to the topic of masochism is
located in “The Formative Years: Sexual Initiation.” Beauvoir bases her discussion of
masochism in young women on “some psychoanalysts.”20 Using Freud, Beauvoir lists
three types of masochism: 1) combining pain and sexual pleasure, 2) the “feminine
acceptance of erotic dependency,” and 3) means to self-punishment.21 The masochistic
attitude that Beauvoir is most interested in is the second, where masochism is a
characteristic of women in particular, and is a source of adapting to a young woman’s
“erotic destiny.”22 Beauvoir does explain why women take up the first attitude where
women are masochistic when “pleasure and pain, for her, are allied through defloration
and childbirth, and because she accepts her passive role.”23 Later on Beauvoir disputes
the claim that pleasure and pain are mixed in defloration and childbirth, and that some
pain in erotic activities stimulates pleasure as a “sharp beam of light flashing in the night
of the flesh.”24 In her insistence to include the more universal claim that masochism is
tied to women’s passive status (even in the erotic event, it seems) proves that this is her
main interest, and not one of psychosis involving perversion. Masochism, for Beauvoir,
more generally expresses a main characteristic of the eternal feminine, which include
passivity, servitude, dependent on others, objectified, and alienated: “Masochism exists

19
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when the individual chooses to be made purely a thing under the conscious will of others,
to see herself as a thing, to play at being a thing.”25
The second discussion of masochism is in “Woman’s Life Today: Justifications:
The Woman in Love.” The woman who has finally fallen in love remembers her
childhood dream of loving a man who will guide her toward “attain[ing] supreme
existence through losing herself in the Other.”26 She loves her man so much that she
desires to be totally absorbed in his existence, his subjectivity, by losing her own. This
desire for the destruction of her ego leads to masochistic tendencies. Beauvoir’s
discussion here sounds similar to Sartre’s, especially when she says that when the
woman’s consciousness is “directed back toward the ego to see it in a humiliating
position” that the masochist feels pleasure to see herself as servile to the man.27 Man
holds the key to the infinite and absolute subjectivity, so through man’s intervention in
her life, woman can attain this status as in-itself.
Masochism is last mentioned in “Toward Liberation: The Independent Woman.”
As autonomous, the woman exhibits characteristically male traits. She is the master of
her will, she challenges the endoxa of everyday life, she has a career and labors most of
the day to maintain her status as a part of the working community, she is not supported by
anyone but herself, she is strong and intelligent. However, this independent woman is
still a component of the patriarchal society that she seems to want to mimic in her
independence. In a seemingly autobiographical note, Beauvoir laments that:
Through twenty years of waiting, dreaming, hoping, the young girl has cherished
the myth of the liberating savior-hero, and hence the independence she has won
25
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through work is not enough to abolish her desire for glorious abdication…she
none the less reveres man, and if she encounters him, she is ready to fall on her
knees.28
Therefore, when she returns to her home or private life, she may be overwhelmed
by the desire to play “feminine” for a while. This is where the masochistic attitude
intervenes. It is an exaggeration of the feminine structure providing the independent
woman a relief from her masculine burdens of career-life and fulfilling her fantasizes that
she is the paradigmatic woman desired by men finding “deep submissive pleasure in
masculine arms.”29 The independent woman’s subjectivity is still intertwined with the
idea that woman is man’s inessential other in the spirit of submission. Her masochistic
attitude is a watered-down version of erotic experiences between an absolute subject and
his inessential other. She wants to affirm her identity through this patriarchal structure
that has defined her since birth.
III. The Question of Masochism as Man’s Myth or Erotic Subjectivity
Is masochism a myth of the feminine created by man? For Beauvoir, the
masochistic attitude expresses a key component of the myth of the eternal feminine,
while for Sartre masochism is the expression of one fundamental to his project—that the
for-itself wants to be an in-itself. Beauvoir’s explanation is phenomenological, Sartre’s’
is ontological. Are these two thinkers saying the same thing? Beauvoir sees that women
are so caught in the complex web of the myth of woman as man’s inessential other, that
even her unconscious desires play out this vicious mythology; her consciousness, or foritself, seeks recognition by man in order to reach the pinnacle of her existence: as an in-
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itself. Beauvoir would agree with Sartre that women generally seek to become objects in
the eyes of the other—who is man. When women’s other is man, Beauvoir notices that
she engages in a failed project imbued with the guilt that she never fully attains the status
of the in-itself that man needs her to be in order to fulfill his status as subject.
If this is so, then what is the most fruitful attitude for women to take regarding
their own subjectivity, along with their attitude toward others? How can women break
free from the myth of the feminine and create herself as a singular subject without
denying her physical facticity, especially since most of these myths revolve around her as
a sexual being? Beauvoir states:
We have seen that it is possible to avoid the temptations of sadism and masochism
when the two partners recognize each other as equals; if both the man and the
woman have a little modestly and some generosity, ideas of victory and defeat are
abolished: the act of love becomes a free exchange.30
The solution seems to rest in the equality of sexual partners, modesty, generosity, and
love as a free exchange. Beauvoir does not believe that masochism is a “normal and
happy flowering of feminine eroticism”31 because it does not express an awareness of the
equality between partners. But this equality is skewed because of the myth of the
inessential other, so what does Beauvoir mean here?
Bergoffen asserts that in The Second Sex an ethic based on the erotic experience is
imbedded throughout the text, muted though it may be. Women’s subjectivity is
characterized not be being the inessential other to man, but as being both subject and
other. This ambiguous subjectivity is universal for all humans. “As ambiguous, the
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subject is also expressed in its immanence. The ambiguity of all embodies subjects now
becomes a fluidity that escapes patriarchal, bi-polarized sexed identities.”32 I understand
this to mean that both men and women can recognize their ontological status as both a
subject and an other to another subject most palpably in the erotic act. Beauvoir echoes
that the awareness of the erotic subjectivity as both subject and other when she says one
healthy attitude affirming woman as essential is the “mutual recognition of the ego and of
the other in the keenest awareness of the other and of the ego.”33 Erotic subjectivity is
also an intersubjective awareness—or simply “human interrelation”34—because a
singular autonomous being is always defined by those around her; as humans we live as
bodies that yearn to feel, touch, embrace, and experience. This is not necessarily a sexual
yearning; it could be felt among friends, the parent and child, the teacher and student, or
any other human interaction. As bodies, human beings need meaningful interaction with
others to survive. However, this is most intensely felt in the erotic act, when one feels
oneself as ego and feels the body of her partner as other, but simultaneously perceives her
body as the other of the ego she has locked her gaze in. One realizes that he or she is
both for-itself and in-itself, both consciousness and being, both subject and other.
Through this awareness one stops the pursuit of in-itself by objectifying others or oneself
because no other is pure being or object, but also a consciousness like one’s self.
Does it matter, for Beauvoir, what type of erotic experiences engender this
ambiguous subjectivity, or is masochism on the part of either man or woman an erotic act
that stimulates the sense of identity as both subject and other? Bergoffen answers, “As
your lover I risk my subjectivity, not by daring you to kill or dominate me, but by asking
32
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you to accept the gift of my vulnerability as you recognize me as your other.”35 Mutual
recognition of the other as a subject that is gifting him or herself to you is part of the ethic
of the erotic that discloses the ambiguous subject. Beauvoir says, “the erotic experience
is one that most poignantly discloses to human beings the ambiguity of their condition; in
it they are aware of themselves as flesh and spirit, as the other and as subject.”36 In
masochism, one person is pursuing the ontological status of in-itself by losing
subjectivity to the subjectivity of the other. This is not an erotic act laden with the
generosity of the gift or the expression of “two liberties,”37 but rather a means to an
end—that of the elusive in-itself.
Beauvoir views masochism as one of the tangential paths that—although on the
way toward an erotic subjectivity—falls away from the path of mutual recognition, love,
and awareness of one’s status as ambiguous.:
On the level of love, as on that of eroticism, it seems evident that masochism is
one of the bypaths taken by the unsatisfied woman, disappointed in both the other
and herself…Masochism perpetuates the presence of the ego in a bruised and
degraded condition; love brings forgetfulness of self in favor of the essential
subject.38
The self is not forgotten in an annihilating masochistic strategy fulfilling the myth of
woman as the inessential other. Rather, the self is breached momentarily in the ecstasy of
union during the erotic act, where the other appears as an ego and not an object, and the
self appears as both ego and other. Subjectivity as ambiguous is revealed in the erotic act
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between equals, lovers, and satisfied singularities expressing the coexisting freedom of
two people.
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In 1985 the distinguished Peruvian musicologist Aurelio Tello made an inventory and catalogue of the
archives of the Cathedral of Oaxaca in Mexico, and published the contents in 1990.1 Subsequently Jorge
Mejía Torres completed the inventory of previously uncatalogued works in the Cathedral archive that
were integrated into the Archivo Histórico de la Arquidiócesis de Oaxaca in 1990, and that he listed in his
listing of the contents in a 1998 publication.2 Among the items in Tello’s catalogue and Torres’ list is a
manuscript of organ music, Cuaderno de Tonos de Maitines de Sor María Clara del Santísimo
Sacramento. As the cover indicates, it is a collection of versets for organ for use at Matins. This
manuscript is of singular importance as being the earliest known music for organ presumably of Mexican
origin. There is in Mexico an earlier manuscript of divided keyboard music for organ by José Torres y
Martínez Bravo (c.1670-1738), music master of the royal court, but this earlier manuscript is of Spanish
origin.
Jorge Mejía Torres inferred from the annotation on the cover of the manuscript that the nun María Clara
del Santísimo Sacramento must have been the composer of the pieces in the manuscript. However, the
presence of a name on the cover of a manuscript is no guarantee of authorship. In fact, even a quick
perusal of the manuscript demonstrates a variety of penmanships, both of musical notation and of text.
While it is possible that Sor María Clara may have composed some of the music, it is evident that the
manuscript is in fact a compilation of manuscripts written in diverse handwritings. A stylistic study
indicates that the versets range in style from something one might compare to Scarlatti and Soler to
Haydn and Mozart and even early 19th century approaches to music. In fact, we all know of numerous
examples of manuscripts that have on the cover (or elsewhere) the name of the owner (or user) of the
manuscript—no guarantee of authorship.
Because of the possibility that this manuscript contains the earliest Mexican organ music, and is
potentially of Oaxacan origin even, Cicely Winter, director of the Instituto de Órganos Históricos de
Oaxaca, was keenly interested in a study and publication of the manuscript. She invited me to prepare the
edition due to my work on early women composers of keyboard music and my book on the historic
performance practices of early Spanish organ music, with its obvious connections to colonial Mexican
organs. Cicely sent me a photocopy of the manuscript in November 2004, and John Forbes, engraver for
Wayne Leupold Editions, prepared a first set of proofs for my use. I flew to Oaxaca in January 2005 to
examine the manuscript itself. Cicely invited Aurelio Tello to join me, and he came from Mexico City to
Oaxaca for two days while I was there.
The first question we all had was, “who was María Clara del Santísimo Sacramento”? Apparently a
seminarian Enrique Chávez of Oaxaca had seen a document in the Cathedral Archives identifying her as a
nun at the Conceptionist convent of Regina Coeli, founded in Antequera in 1596. Antequera is the
colonial name of Oaxaca city. Unfortunately, Mr. Chávez could not remember exactly where he had seen
this document, and never made himself available to retrace his steps in the archive. Aurelio Tello and I
started looking through Cathedral documents transported from various convents, particularly that of the
Regina Coeli convent, and in particular looking at dates from the 1770s through 1810s, assuming that the
1
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style of the music found in the manuscript pointed to this period in time. We found no mention of a Sor
María Clara del Santísimo Sacramento.
Quite by accident, a Polish organist, Ricardo Rodys, married to a Oaxacan woman, had joined the IOHIO
staff to teach organ lessons to local Mexicans in Oaxaca city and in the small rural towns of the state of
Oaxaca where historic organs are located—so that these organs can be used again in worship as well as
for concerts, and played upon by local organists. In late October 2005, Mr. Rodys was looking for
information about some persons connected with his wife in a catalogue of the Archivo Histórico de la
Notaria of Oaxaca, recorded on a CD-ROM for the first time in mid-October 2005, enabling ease in
searching. Another researcher who knew about plans to publish this notebook, came across a document
with María Clara’s name on it. Just out of curiousity, he did a search for Sor María Clara del Santísimo
Sacramento, and found multiple documents in the index with her name.
Mr. Rodys shared his findings in a paper at the Conference in Oaxaca surrounding the publication of the
manuscript of organ music, In just the two weeks before the conference, in his searches on the CD-Rom,
he found the first document—a will indicating that her real name is María Clara Lucía Josepha Orocia
Martínez Ramírez—a nice confirmation since so often nuns took another name upon entering an order. It
seems that in January 1835, she entered the convent of La Santísima Madre de Dios Regina Coeli y
Purísima Imaculada Concepción of Antequera, capitol city of the state of Oaxaca. Upon entering a
convent, typically a nun would “die to the world” and need to have a will to allocate her earthly
belongings. This will gave the names of her parents and of her five siblings. Needless to say, Señor Tello
and I had been looking at documents that were too early. In all likelihood, the manuscript came into her
hands no sooner than 1835 since the Santísimo Sacramento was attached to her name after she joined the
order. The same document indicated that her parents were Don Joseph Nicolás Martínez and Bárbara
Ramírez, and willed her possessions to her five siblings. AND her signature on the document matched the
one found on the cover of the organ manuscript, hence it had to be person that everybody had been
looking for.
Mr. Rodys then searched the CD-ROM for the names of her parents, since this Notary Archive included
such things as wedding certificates and baptisms as well as listings of occupations and professions of
persons resident in the state. In short, her parents’ wedding certificate is dated 5 August 1805, and states
that her mother was an Indian and native of Oaxaca while her father is given as a castizo, that is a person
of Spanish blood with a little indigenous ancestry, whose hometown of San Dionisio Ocotepec is near
modern Oaxaca city. The birth certificates of all six siblings could now be located with ease. María
Clara’s date of birth was 18 August 1806, and hence she was 29 when she entered the convent.
In searching the grandparents’ names (since they were given on the birth certificates of María Clara’s
parents), Mr. Rodys found the names of her uncle. He also was engaged in a research project concerning
organists of Oaxaca Cathedral. One second organist, Joseph Domingo Martinez had the same parents as
those of Sor María Clara’s father, verifying that the two men were brothers. Checking on the list of
organists of the Cathedral, it turns out that the grandfather, Juan Martínez Vasconcelas, was also an
organist. He was appointed organist of the parish church in Tlacolula in 1773, and first organist of Oaxaca
Cathedral from 1786. His younger son Joseph Domingo Martinez had at least four sons whose names
were given in the list of professions as organ builders. Furthermore, it is known that there were organs in
the small towns where her father, uncle, and grandfather lived while she was a child, and hence there was
a good chance that she knew these instruments. The grandfather, Juan Martínez, also from 1786 was a
teacher at the Colegio de Infantes in Oaxaca, and it is possible that he composed some fairly simple
pieces for the keyboard students (he also taught solfège and directed their choir). Some of these pieces
may have ended up in María Clara’s notebook.

3
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María Clara had three aunts, and one of them entered a convent in 1794, and it was probably the same
convent as María Clara, since relatives tended to enter the same convent. We aren’t sure which of the
aunts it was, but the youngest is the least likely since she was only 13 in 1794, and would have been too
young to have been accepted as the convent organist. So it was one of the two older aunts, who were
twins: María Nicolasa Martínez Olivera and Juana Gertrudis Martínes Olivera, both born 25 June 1773.3
It is regrettable that this CD-ROM of the Notary Archive for the state of Oaxaca was only made available
in October, after the edition of this manuscript had been published. There was no index or other
systematic way to search this archive’s manuscripts and documents until the CD-ROM was created and
simple searching by keywords and names was enabled. But at least now we know who María Clara was,
and something of her ethnicity. And now we will be able to search with more specificity instead of
looking for a needle in a haystack.
Another paper given at the same conference was given by Dr. Anne Staples of Mexico City.4 She has
done considerable research on convents in that city. Various orders of convents specifically attracted
persons from various social classes. The Concepcionistas targeted women from the upper class, especially
those of pure Spanish blood as well as the offspring of the daughters of the ruling families of various
Indian tribes who married Spaniards—for example, the Tlaxcalans were allies of the Spanish in
conquering the Aztecs, and to seal their alliance, Tlaxcalan princesses married the leaders of the Spanish
conquistadors following the conversion and baptism of the Tlaxcalan nobility. This military and political
alliance, sealed by such marriages, was practiced by the Native Mexicans in central Mexico just as it was
practiced by the ruling families of Europe in the Middle Ages and Renaissance and on into our own day.
The cost of the 3000 pesos dowry for entering such a convent would have been prohibitive for all but
wealthy families. The dowry would ensure that the nun’s living expenses would be covered through her
lifetime.
There were five convents in Oaxaca. Four of them were closed to indigenous women. We have the
membership lists for two of the other convents, but the names of neither María Clara nor her aunts appear
on these lists. That leaves only the Concepcionista Convent of Regina Coeli and the Spanish Capucin
convent of San José. Knowing from María Clara’s will that she entered the Concepcionista convent, this
process of elimination gives strength to the conclusion that her aunt also entered this same convent.
So how did a woman who was mestiza, i.e. with indigenous ancestry as well as Spanish, get admitted to
the order? Especially if she were not from a wealthy family? We know that Juan Martínez only earned
350 pesos per year as first organist at Oaxaca Cathedral, with which he supported a family of five
children. There is a document in the Cathedral Archive that indicates that he took out a loan for 200
pesos, and at his early death in 1795, he had repaid 120 pesos. The Cathedral’s governing council waived
repayment of the remainder.
Aurelio Tello and Anne Staples in their papers at the Organ Conference in Oaxaca both quoted documents
stipulating that women with valued skills—such as the ability to play the organ or bassoon, or accounting
skills—were indeed admitted to the upper class convents on this basis alone, and that the requisite dowry
was also waived or reduced since typically such women did not have such resources. As Josefina Muriel
wrote in Cultura femenina novohispana, “Even more, good musical performance came to be so highly
valued that the young women were exempt from paying a dowry to the convent merely by virtue of
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holding the title of musician.”5 Tello cites the case of Ana de San Ildefonso who was admitted to the
Conceptionist convent of the Santísima Trinidad in Puebla in 1639 as an organist, and that the entire
Conceptionist community requested of the archbishop of Puebla that she be admitted as a nun of the
[black] veil—that is, as a full-fledged member of the first rank—and exempt from the full dowry because
of her skill as an able singer and even better, as an organist.6 However, the scribe who wrote María
Clara’s will indicated that she was entering the convent as a nun of the black veil, but “black” is crossed
out and “white” substituted. What this indicates is that by not paying the full dowry, she would be
economically dependent on the convent, and thus would not enjoy the full privileges of convent
membership open to those who were of pure or nearly pure Spanish blood and who had paid the full price
of admission.
Now that we know something about this Sor María Clara, what are the contents of this manuscript that
bears her name? There are sets of versets for use at Matins for each of the eight Psalm tones that would
have been used for chanting the Psalms. In fact there are four sets for the first tone and two for the second
and third tones, but only one set for each of the other tones. After a brief intonation, there is a
harmonization of the Psalm tone itself, often transposed. The versions found in this manuscript match or
only slightly deviate from those given in the Tridentine Liber usualis, and at least two of the alternative
endings appear for the first tone, making it more useful depending on which antiphon was used. The
number of versets varies from four to thirteen, with an average number being six, and there are sufficient
numbers in each tone to correspond rather closely to the number of breaks between groups of Psalm
verses. In other words, apparently the organ versets were used where the antiphon would alternate with
groups of Psalm verses. Several sets include a verset to be played after the Gloria patri that concludes
each Psalm before returning one last time to the antiphon.
I’ll play the set of versets for the “Primer Tono con la final en fa” (First Tone with the Final on F). There
is a short intonation on the tonic-dominant-tonic chords in D Minor, with registration of “Clarines y
tronpeta” (horizontal trumpet and vertical trumpet). If we were actually chanting the Psalm at Matins, we
would all join in singing the antiphon, but I’m not going to ask you to sing today, and I’m not going to do
so either! Then there is a harmonization of the first Psalm tone with the alternative ending on F. There are
then six versets in late 18th century style—similar to easy Haydn or Clementi— including:
1) A melody in 2/4 with block chord accompaniment, balanced 4-measure phrases, and a circle of
fifths sequential passage, and return to the opening idea.
2) An Adagio esprecibo in 6/8
3) An Alberti-bass allegro in 2/4
4) An Andantino with broken chord accompaniment in 4/4 supporting a melody ornamented with
turns and grace notes and a cadential turned trill
5) An Allegro assai in ¾ featuring a broken-chord melody supported by left hand octaves and a
sequential imitation.
6) A concluding Pastorela in 6/8 featuring a dotted rhythm and two-measure phrases that reminds of
Mexican folk band music.
What remains to be done? We do not know the specifications of a number of organs that can be
associated with María Clara, including the one in the Cathedral of Oaxaca when her grandfather was first
organist and her uncle was second organist. The current organ at the Cathedral is actually a composite of
two 18th-century Mexican organs. We also do not know about the organ at the Conceptionist convent. But
5
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we do know that when King Carlos III expelled the Jesuits from all Spanish territories in 1767, that their
large and sumptuous monastery on the Zócalo or Plaza Mayor of Oaxaca was given to the Conceptionists
and renamed the convent of Regina Coeli, according to a document in the Cathedral Archives.7 The
Jesuits typically had good organs in their chapels, and we need to locate some documentation about their
organ that remained for the Conceptionist nuns to use.
We also need to study the various handwritings in the manuscript. Barbara Owen has identified four
distinct hands, but I think there may be seven or possibly more. I have started making a chart of the way
things are written, including the treble and bass clefs, the occasional C clefs, rests, individual eighth,
sixteenth, quarter, half and whole notes, note heads, stems, flags, and beams, as well as individual letters
and groups of letters in text (and sometimes the titles, tempo markings, and registrations are in different
hands from the music of a given verset). Sometimes a set of versets is in more than one handwriting.
Once all the material is sorted out by handwriting, this needs to be compared with other music
manuscripts found in the Cathedral archive. It might be possible to connect some versets with the
handwriting used for specific choral and instrumental music in the archive—and thereby identify the
composer of some of the music in the manuscript. The handwriting observed in María Clara’s signature
suggests a hand not used to refined penmanship, but this same handwriting is found for some of the
registrations and even a few versets share the thick lettering of this signature. Perhaps these versets were
composed by her, or at least copied by her. It is possible that some of the versets can be connected to her
grandfather, uncle, or aunt. In fact, it is also likely that her aunt brought the notebook with her upon
entering the convent.
In my study of the manuscript, I found that the manuscript had been taken apart and put back together
with new stitching—the current threads not necessarily matching some of the holes. In addition, some
pages were inserted backwards, but have stitching holes on the outer margin, thus indicating that they had
been correctly inserted at some point. No doubt some pages were added along the way, and the whole
sewn back together again. Perhaps María Clara replaced the title page to give her own name as the
custodian of the collection rather than that of her aunt. If the birth-death dates or professional dates of
some of the composers can be ascertained, it might be possible to get a sense of the order in which versets
were added to the compilation. Further handwriting analysis needs to be undertaken to see if it matches
that of her grandfather, uncle, aunt, or organist/organero cousins.
And it might be possible, now that we have definite names and dates for family members as well as for
María Clara, to seek out information about these persons, their training in music, their careers, and their
contributions. Much remains to be done, but at least María Clara preserved for us this interesting
collection of Oaxacan organ music, providing a window onto musical life in the convents of colonial
Mexico. Wayne Leupold has made it possible for us all to have access to the music, and a better
understanding of organ playing in the late 18th through mid-19th centuries in colonial and post-colonial
Mexico.
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The concept of “non-convergent dialect”: is it useful?
Paul A. Johnston, Jr. , Dept. of English, Western Michigan University
The concept of “divergent dialect”, revised to “non-convergent dialect”, was first
introduced in 1983 to describe cases where a dialect was far enough apart from the Standard
form of the language it coexisted with to allow for the potential of code-switching between the
varieties. In non-convergent dialect areas, bidialectal speakers feel that they have two complete
linguistic systems in their heads, much as bilinguals do, though not all speakers necessarily have
command of the entirety of both varieties. Non-convergent dialects include both (1) traditional
dialects descended from a different ancestral dialect base from the Standard, as, in the Englishspeaking domain, the dialects of Lowland Scotland, Ulster, and Northern and North Midland
England are and (2) dialects where the localised form is in fact a creole or a variety descended
from one, now held in a post-creole continuum with the local form of the Standard, as is the case
in the Caribbean. The concept could easily be applied to other languages also, although it was
never designed for universal application, but only for those cases where an accepted Standard
existed and was used by at least some of the local population alongside the local vernacular. In
practice, the concept mainly applied to Europe and the Americas, and areas elsewhere that
possessed an acknowledged Standard variety–it was never proposed to apply it to most of the
native American, African, Australian or tribal Asian languages, for instance.
In the days when early Labovian sociolinguistic theories held sway, this concept proved
very useful as a classificatory device, particularly within English. The sociolinguistic variables
within a non-convergent dialect area formed into two groups: those where the variants were
identified solely with one or the other of the two “poles” (Hill 1958), and where a choice of
variant could signal code-switching, and others where the connection of variants with a particular
pole was less obvious. The first type of variables, which included syntactic, morphological and
“dialect” phonological variables in the terminology of Petyt (1980), generally showed the same
kind of class/style/gender patterns of classic regular variables in studies like Labov (1969) or
Trudgill (1974), found in other kinds of dialect area, and might well be overtly commented on by
informants. The second, more subtle kind, might show irregularities in variation pattern, by
gender (as with Milroy’s (1980) Belfast study and Nicholls’ (1986) study of Gullah and AAVE
in South Carolina) and by style (as with Milroy, Newbrook (1982) in Cheshire and Johnston
(1983) in Edinburgh). In fact, all cases of such irregularities were found in such dialect area. In
addition, cases where social class was less inevitably tied to the Standard/vernacular distinction,
common enough outside of English, tended also to be most evident in non-convergent areas, and
was only found in such regions (Northern Scotland, Orkney, and Shetland) within the English
sphere.
In recent years, sociolinguists have grown away from categorizing their speakers by such
large-scale predetermined social factors and looked instead at groupings such as social networks
and even individual characteristics (cf. Clark, forthcoming) that informants actually can and do
identify themselves with. They have also been more attuned to style as dependent on smallerscale factors including the flow of the interactional process, so that the explanations given in the
1980's (e. g. looking at the choice of a given variant as an expression of class, ethnic or regional
identity) look more suspect. In addition, agencies such as the European Union, in the name of
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promoting minority languages, have “hived off” many formerly accepted non-convergent dialect
groups by declaring them full languages, whether or not the majority of their speakers agree,
turning what was regarded as a special kind of dialect/vernacular situation into a bilingual one.
More informal declarations have been made by other groups, so that if one looks at a language
like Italian or Spanish in the Ethnologue list of languages, no non-convergent dialect groups
exist: there is no Italian but the Standard and Tuscan, and no Spanish but the Standard, Castilian
and the settlers’ varieties overseas.
Nevertheless, the concept of non-convergency still seems useful, if we go back to the idea
of the two types of variables. The behavior of code-switching, of awareness of and an
exploitation of a choice between dialects remains true even if the early Labovian framework is
just a first approximation, and people have more agency in how they speak than the early
researchers knew. That persists, and in not all cases would the speakers necessarily think of their
varieties as being two languages. It is true that poles can erode and crumble under the force of
levelling, as is happening today in Northern England, as it had already done in the Midlands and
the Southwest, which were undoubtedly non-convergent areas in the eighteenth century. It is
equally true that social and historical pressures can raise up dialectal differences to higher
awareness. The difference between Serbian, Croatian and Bosnian in Sarajevo today is not
linguistically profound and affects mainly an overlay of borrowed cultured terms. Yet
Sarajevans regard them as separate languages, not dialects of Serbo-Croat because of the recent
political situation. The awareness of two varieties as separate systems depends on linguistic
distance, yes, but just as languagehood does, it also depends on perception. Non-convergent
dialects are thus varieties where there is a perception of an autonomous grammar from the
Standard, but, for whatever reason, no generally-accepted perception of independent
languagehood, and its interaction in the behavior of its speakers with the Standard has both
characteristics shared with true bilingualism and the style-drifting of the more convergent areas.
It is thus a useful intermediate category.
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University of West Florida
Citizenship Model

Model Citizenship in a Rural Northwest Florida University
The Edward R. Murrow Symposium held on April 3, 2006 in the ASEAN Auditorium
was hosted by Ted Koppel, former Nightline host, who claimed, “I can not remember a
time in my life when I did not want to be Edward R. Murrow.” In an article from The
Tufts Observer online, author Mike Skocay reflects on Edward R. Murrow’s contribution
to the “golden age” of broadcasting and the subsequent “downfall of television news” and
the “rise of cable news networks.” The author records Murrow’s concern “with the
commercialization of news programs and the rise of entertainment programs,” concluding
with the statement that “networks now rely on the news as a growth sector of their
programming and thus journalistic integrity has been usurped by financial concerns”
(Skocay). “The real problem,” says Skocay,
with the state of television journalism is that without knowledge of important
current events, viewers are left as unarmed citizens. While the media once
supported a democracy by encouraging debate and dissent, it has helped to create
a young generation of disaffected, uneducated, and apathetic individuals.
Fortunately, for the nations’s future, very few young people watch network news
stations and many are turning to the Internet as a primary source of media.

In the article Ted Koppel goes on to criticize Internet sources, “pointing out their biased
viewpoints and lack of credibility” (Skocay). Certainly we must be concerned with where
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our students receive their news and with the credibility of that news, for their views are
largely shaped by what they hear or read. Skocay concludes his article by saying that
Eward R. Murrow would “favor a democratized media that promotes active citizenship
and the production of serious news stories funded directly by public interest.” It is this
interest in democracy, model citizenship, and creation of social identity that has prompted
our universities’ interest in the topic of model citizenship.

The University of West Florida is a small rural university located in the panhandle of
northwest Florida, in the city of Pensacola, Cradle of Naval Aviation and home to the
Navy’s Blue Angel’s aviation team. The university is one of Florida’s eleven state
universities with an annual enrollment of just under 10,000 students. Located on a natural
reserve in a patriotic, largely military community, the beautiful campus is perhaps most
famous for its marine biology program which affords students hands-on experience in the
adjacent emerald Gulf waters and on its sugar-white sandy beaches.

For the past several semesters, the university has been under a SACS evaluation,
requiring each department to compose and print Academic Learning Compacts that
specify Mission Statements and Student Outcomes. The addition of this material has
brought about several changes in our composition program. This paper will discuss the
changes in our composition program over the past three years with its emphasis on
“Democracy.” It will describe our program, its Mission Statement, its “Basic Tenets,” its
pedagogy and its methodology, as well as some of its successes and its failures which
were identified in recent survey responses from the composition faculty.
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Our university vision statement is “To distinguish UWF as the premier creative, studentcentered university focused on excellence.” Our university mission is “To empower each
individual we serve with knowledge and opportunity to contribute responsibly and
creatively to a complex world.” To these university-wide goals, the English Department,
specifically the Composition Committee of the English Department, under the direction
of Dr. MJ Braun, composed the following “First-Year English Composition Program
Philosophy and Mission” statement:
•

Democracy is best sustained by an educated and informed public versed in
the practices of critical perception and expression.

•

University students need preparation not just for their academic careers,
but also for dealing with the world at large, beyond the campus. This
preparation should include the teaching of those practices of critical
perception and expression that will enable them to become contributing
members not only of the academy but also of the democratic public.

•

Composition courses teach not just writing, but also critical reading,
evaluation, and synthesis of information and ideas.

•

Students learn best to write in real genres by practicing those real genres,
as opposed to artificial genres manufactured exclusively for the writing
classroom.

•

All good writing, academic or public, is based on sound research.

Along with the above Mission Statement, our syllabus lists several Student Outcomes
that specify what students should master in their semesters of ENC 1101 and ENC 1102.
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In addition to the printed information on students’ syllabi, Dr. Braun has proposed
Student Outcomes for Composition II that list Communication as a primary domain and
Project Management, Service, and Critical Thinking as secondary domains. Categories of
these domains include speaking, technical literacies, team work skills, analysis and
evaluation. The class description emphasizes that “students work on becoming citizen
critics” and “demonstrate their public writing proficiencies in ‘real world’ contexts”
(Braun, “Academic Foundations: ENC 1102, Composition II”). An assessment rubric for
Composition II is being fashioned for use at the end of the spring 2007 semester. This
rubric will evaluate such areas of student work as “organizational character, stylistic
aspects, argument methods, awareness of disciplinary genres, complexity of project,
quality of prose, and quality of grammar and mechanics” (Braun, “Scoring Rubric”). A
spring conference, similar to those of the past two years, is again planned for students to
present their semester proposals and projects at the end of the spring 2007 semester.

In short, the methodology for Composition I and II follows the thrust of the department’s
Mission Statement and the Composition Committee’s philosophy statement: Composition
I emphasizes skills necessary for students to develop competence in academic research
and writing. Composition I students begin to experiment in cultural and media literacies
to understand “how we are all shaped as political and social subjects by the texts that
constitute the environment in which we are all necessarily immersed” (MJ Braun,
“Composition Philosophy”).
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UWF’s Composition II, on the other hand, focuses on public, popular reading and
writing. Students work on becoming “citizen critics,” learning “ways in which
knowledges are either included in or excluded from public spheres.” Students learn how
“to participate in civic discourse and activism…and civic engagement in the American
political scene” (Braun, “First-Year English Composition Program Philosophy and
Mission”).

Currently each composition instructor chooses a topic of interest that reflects a shift to
cultural and political studies and centers the reading and writing around that topic. Topics
this semester include such titles as “Literacy and Popular Reading,” “Academic
Freedom,” “Environmental Advocacy,” “Philosophy of The Simpsons,” “Embryonic
Stem Research,” “Rhetoric of Rock Music,” “The Rhetoric of Media With Fashion and
Flesh,” “Good Night and Good Luck,” “Videogames as Literature,” “The Iraq War: a
War of Words,” “Rhetoric of Fairy Tales,” “The Language of Science,” and “Why We
Fight the War on Terrorism: Truth or Propaganda.” Several of these topics directly
reflect an interest in politics.

In a survey recently circulated to and returned from the composition faculty, 40%
identified themselves as liberal, using terms such as progressive and left; another 40%
chose moderate, and 20% chose conservative as a political identification. No matter
which political persuasion, all those who responded agreed that course work should stress
the principles mentioned in the university’s and department’s mission statements. One
response added that citizens are “alienated from political decision making” by “highly
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managed discourses orchestrated by public relations professionals.” This assessment
echoes Murrow’s and Koppel’s concern about journalistic integrity and its effect on the
reading and viewing public.

When asked about their specific assignments that stress the model citizenship approach to
composition, faculty offered the following responses:

1. A teach-in on academic freedom that allows students to write persuasive
speeches, to use letters, invitations, and leaflets to advertise the teach-in.
2. A popular article to be submitted to a newspaper, a print or online magazine, or a
local television show that stresses environmental advocacy.
3.

Analysis of Bush’s speeches on embryonic stem cell research as well as articles
on stem cell research from academic and popular journals.

4. Organization of a Clothesline Project in which battered women are given a voice
in messages printed on t-shirts hung from a clothesline during our Festival on the
Green.

My Composition II classes this semester center on literacy, emphasizing research from
several organizations such as ProLiteracy, Florida Literacy, Florida Department of
Educational, National Association of Adult Literacy, The Chronicle of Higher
Education, and others. Students also read a handbook Public Literacy, written by
Elizabeth Ervin, and two novels (Mitch Albom’s Five People You Meet in Heaven and
Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code, books on the 2006 Chronicle’s campus bestseller list.
Using the research done throughout the semester, students compose letters that analyze
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literacy posters and bookmarks, create book and DVD reviews of the campus bestseller
novels read in class, compose opinion letters, viewpoints, movie and book reviews
submitted to the campus newspaper and to the Pensacola News Journal... During the
course of their collaborative end-of-the-semester assignment, students create power point
presentations and a host of visual materials such as flyers, bookmarks, posters, and press
releases that educate other students about the literacy facts they have learned during the
semester.

Collaborative groups in this class designed to improve literacy on campus and in the local
community have proposed organizing campus book clubs, printing columns in the school
newspaper that review books and movies, establishing better distribution sites for the
school newspaper as well as creating an online version of the newspaper. Others have set
up celebrations of International Literacy Day in a local elementary school and have
proposed setting up a literacy booth on campus during our Festival on the Green. Another
group is creating greater awareness of battered women and illiteracy by collecting books
and funds for a local women’s shelter.

Our department’s shift to a model citizen approach has caused some students to feel
discomfort in their classes. Last semester an Iraq veteran felt discouraged in her
documentary film class, professing that her instructor chose only films that painted a
negative picture of the war and of current political leadership. On the survey this
semester, one instructor reports that some Christian students refuse to “acknowledge
viewpoints that …conflict with their beliefs” in their study of embryonic stem cell
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research. Yet positive responses from the survey include those students who say that “if
American history had been taught…in its complexity, not as a simple story of the
country’s achievements” that the study would have been fascinating. Students in my class
report being surprised and alarmed at the current worldwide and national illiteracy
statistics. Through their research in both academic sources and in popular sources,
students are becoming “more aware of…the dangers of misrepresenting what others have
said,” reports one instructor in the survey. Clearly these students are recognizing, as this
instructor goes on, that “identity is shaped by social interaction.”

The potential to misuse the classroom podium and assignments as tools to issue
propaganda or to promote personal politics is certainly evident in such an approach to
teaching a model citizenship composition class. However, we must balance the possible
harm against the probable good that can come out of such an approach to composition
studies. With a faculty dedicated to sharing ideas between student and instructor in a
respectful, non-intimidating manner, and with concentrated effort on critical analysis and
unbiased research, our classrooms can produce students who are armed with unbiased
knowledge. These students can become active in arguing their views as educated citizens.
Instructors must use media wisely to keep the materials from being just “wires and lights
in a box,” as Edward R. Murrow warned. If they do so, perhaps our students will no
longer graduate college being “unarmed citizens” (Skocay).
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University of Alabama at Birmingham
Citizenship Model

Group Project: A Citizenship Model

Unlike Pensacola, a city that champions the Blue Angels and military bases and still flies
the six flags representing past ruling countries that resulted in an international
community, Birmingham’s history is one of civil divisiveness. Historical enslavement of
its black population, followed by years of legal segregation and enforcement of Jim Crow
laws divided the city along racial lines. Agrarian landowners pitted against industrial
concern further separated inhabitants by philosophical differences. Wealth and education
contrasted with poverty, and illiteracy entrenched a class structure that continues to
dominate the city. Once known as the Pittsburg of the South, Birmingham’s nickname of
The Magic City derived from its quick shift from reliance on agriculture to steel mills as a
primary means of income. Arlington, the last Antebellum plantation in the city, now
houses a museum and caters to weddings on the spacious lawns, and the mills haven’t
poured steel since the late Sixties; the city is re-conceptualizing itself. The University of
Alabama at Birmingham along with its world-renowned medical complex is now the
largest employer in the state.

While Pensacola and Birmingham’s backgrounds are quite different, we do share one
common interest. Similar to the University of West Florida’s concern about preparing
model citizens, the University of Alabama in Birmingham has mandated that instruction
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on Ethics and Civic Responsibility be included in each course in the undergraduate core
curriculum. As part of our Quality Enhancement Plan that responds to our most recent
SACS re-accreditation review, developing Ethics and Civic Responsibility-- in
conjunction with attaining Quantitative Literacy and Written and Oral Competency—is
identified as a goal for all UAB undergraduates. According to the SACS document,
The QEP prioritizes ethics and civic responsibility because the role of a university
is to prepare students to function effectively and engage responsibly in both the
academic community and post-graduate life. Effective and responsible living
depends upon the ability of individuals to make informed and ethical decisions to
accept responsibility for one’s choices, and to participate as a part of multiple
larger social units. (QEP 20-21)

Inclusion of Ethics and Civic Responsibility as a primary focus of undergraduate
education responds both to national and local concerns. Nationally the Harris Interactive
survey reports that recruiters identified two of the three top-ranked attributes for M.B.A.
graduates as “Personal ethics and integrity (85%)” and “Ability to work well within a
team (87%)” (Alsop 2004). Echoing this sentiment, Ambassador Philip Lader and David
Gergen emphasize that “higher education’s goal, as well as duty, is to produce graduates
who embrace service at the local, national, and international levels” (SACS-COC 2004).
Our own faculty’s response to a similar survey elicited specific concerns such as
students’ perceived inability to “Understand the significance of the UAB Academic
Honor Code” or to “Apply ethical considerations to decision making” (UAB survey
2003). These concerns coalesced into repeated calls that “students needed to explore the
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dimension of ethical and moral choices, take personal responsibility, give back to the
community, nation, and world, and practice citizenship” (UAB survey 2003).

No doubt Birmingham’s checkered history of disenfranchisement of significant segments
of its population figured into the university’s passion to develop ethical and responsible
citizens who will continue to shape our future. But much like the quest to find the
elusive chalice, embracing this noble objective turned out to be the easy part;
implementing it became a more formidable task.

While the QEP directs that teaching ethical and civic responsibility be included in all
undergraduate core courses, it provides neither definitional nor implemental guidelines.
Individual instructors are left to determine what and how to fulfill this mandate. While a
variety of approaches have resulted, perhaps the most promising model is the one
developed by the university’s First Year Experience advisory board. Simply called Group
Project, a prototype is distributed to instructors of all course sections who can present
either the original form or modify it at will. Regardless, completion of the project is
required for all students and counts as 20% of their course grade.

The stated purpose of the Group Project is to “have students participate in activities
outside the classroom that will support critical thinking and active engagement with the
larger University or Birmingham community” (U101 Group Project). Streamline in its
design, the Project encompasses four objectives:
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•

To define a problem and address possible solutions for it.

•

To identify and report what you believe to be true about the problem.

•

To infer possible solutions and judge or evaluate those that are best.

•

To analyze and organize the information into a cohesive argument suitable for
presentation to the class or other campus audiences.

Assessment of the project is based on three criteria with a noted caveat: “Each member of
the group will receive the grade assigned to the project report, with the following
exception: Along with the report, each group will construct and turn in a ‘work table’
that identifies each member’s participation toward the final product. In the event that one
or more team member failed to contribute an adequate amount of work toward the whole
project, the team member(s) may be assigned a grade less than that given to the final
report” (U101 Group Project). The areas of evaluation include
•

Project materials (0-25 points)
o Medium
o Neatness
o Organization
o Clarity

•

Project presentation (0-25 points)

•

Project content (0-50 points)
o Clear statement of issue or problem
o Information required to answer question or problem
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o Demonstrates critical thinking skills were used to address issue, interpret
the information collected, analyze the information, and present a wellorganized argument

Dr. Robert Corley, Director of Urban Studies, identified a range of “larger communities”
the groups could select for engagement. Ranging from local to regional areas, the topics
provide specific issues to investigate. For example, one question asks the students to
consider living within a city:
Living Downtown: A number of UAB professors, and even some students, live in
the downtown area. Why do they choose to live in the urban center? What are
the advantages and disadvantages? Is it more expensive? Do they feel safe?
How is living downtown different from living in other parts of the region?
Another question considers UABs relationship to the city’s medical care:
Health care: UAB is a major provider of health care services for the Birmingham
region, through both University Hospital and the Kirklin Clinic. Who are the
primary users of this system? Where do they come from? How do most of these
patients pay for their care? What happens if the expense of their care is greater
than their ability to pay?
Yet another question delves into socioeconomic subcultures:
Homeless People: Birmingham has a visible number of homeless citizens who
live on the streets or frequent shelters. Sometimes there are whole families who
are homeless, as well as a number of women with children. How does the
community address the problem of sheltering these homeless people? How does
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the city regulate the activities of the homeless? What happens when a homeless
person becomes ill? Why do most homeless congregate in the downtown area?
(U101 Group Project)

These questions, along with similar others provided to instructors, require the students to
consider the mutual interrelationship between themselves and various groups that
constitute their larger society. To be sure, the group project is an artificial construct, first
placing individuals into small groups of their classmates and then moving those groups
into even larger societal groups. This concentric movement serves the purpose of having
the individual recognize, confront, and then assimilate into communities external or even
marginal to himself. Assimilation into the small group, the class members, becomes an
individually vested interest since each student’s contribution to the group’s success will
be objectively evaluated as part of his course grade. The individual’s responsibility to the
group will be rewarded while neglect will be penalized. Similarly, the group’s vestment
in assimilating—or at least understanding—the external group will be treated in a like
manner. Theoretically the individual comes to accept that he is a part of a number of
interlocking communities that make up a greater society, that he is a citizen of a world
larger than his immediate family and social circle. His understanding of the
interrelatedness of these communities and their coherent functioning depend on each
individual’s ethical treatment of the other. If the Group Project helps students
conceptually grasp their relationship and their responsibility to their larger communities,
it will have been well worth the time and effort expended on it.
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The genesis of Axiom Asunder began over five years ago at The International Association for Jazz
Education Conference in New Orleans. After participating in an interactive session on Afro-Cuban rhythms
with Jazz historian and performer Rueben Alvaréz, I focused my energies on creating a composition that
traced the development of Jazz from its West African rhythmic roots to the early decades in New Orleans
and its ultimate migration north. Melding dance and African-American poetry for a broad audience of
listeners was a primary goal of the project.
In 2003, I traveled to three city centers where jazz flourished in its infancy. My excursion began at the
Chicago Public Library’s Blues Archives and continued on to Kansas City. The jazz clubs at 18th and Vine
Streets were a hotbed of activity for legendary territory bands like the Bennie Moten Orchestra who honed
their skills in the 1930-40s. A few days later I found my way to New Orleans. The most informative part
of my time in the Crescent City was visiting the oral jazz history archive at Tulane University. Cassette
tapes from the 1950s reveled musicians like Kid Ory, Nick LaRocca, and Barney Bigard sharing their
recollections of the New Orleans jazz scene just after World War I. A visit to the New Orleans Performing
Arts High School was also helpful in allowing me to speak with some passionate young jazz musicians.
I have long been intrigued with the explosion of African-American poetry during the 1920s that was
part of the Harlem Renaissance. Gifted writers such as W.E.B. DuBois, Claude McKay, Zora Neale
Thurston, and James Weldon Johnson wrote passionately about racial consciousness. Cultural pride became
a focal point of the movement within the context of appreciating one’s African origins. I ultimately chose
the poetry of Langston Hughes as a connecting element in Axiom Asunder because of Hughes’ ability to
write convincingly about Jazz and the musicians who risked so much to bare their souls.
The final part of the puzzle was dance. At its core, Jazz is about rhythm. It seemed particularly
appropriate that a plethora of choreographed dances -- Bembé, Charleston, Swing, Bebop, Bossa Nova, and
gospel -- could be aurally enhanced by the breadth of timbres found in the modern jazz orchestra.
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Axiom Asunder
Four Episodes for Jazz Orchestra, Dance Ensemble & Choir
Poetry by Langston Hughes

Composed and Orchestrated by John William Jones

OCEANS APART
1. Elegua
Negro – Poem 1

2. Cape Roca
Our Land - Caribbean Sunset

NORTHERN TANGENTS
3. Konkomba
As Befits A Man

4. Red Dawn Blues
Saturday Night

5. 18th and Vine
Boogie: 1 a.m. - Gone Boy

COAST TO COAST
6. Lenox Ave. at Midnight
Harlem Night Song - Lenox Avenue: Midnight

7. Dig and Be Dug
Jazzonia - Motto

8. Silver Rain
In Time of Silver Rain

GROOVE MACHINE
9. LuLu’s
Afro-American Fragment

10. The Old Tan Path
Tambourines

EPISODE ONE — OCEANS APART
An African-inspired dance is followed by a hypnotic vamp underscoring the Hughes poem “Negro.”
Elegua was a god worshiped by the Yoruban tribe of West Africa. The Afro-Cuban folkloric style of
Bembé is in triple meter and emphasizes the clave (or key) rhythm which has permeated Jazz since its
beginnings. I composed Cape Roca while visiting Portugal in 1996. Cape Roca is the western-most point
of continental Europe and slave traders passed this way in the 1700s.
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EPISODE 2 — NORTHERN TANGENTS
A New Orleans brass band offers a solemn chorale as the narrator speaks of “a row of long tall mamas
fanning, fainting, and crying” at his funeral. Konkomba (literal translation: “poor man’s brass band”) is a
celebration of life by the musicians using a Second Line percussion beat so common in New Orleans
funeral processions. The dancers soon join in on the ever popular Charleston.
Jazz musicians migrated north in the early 1920s as the collective improvisation of New Orleans gave
way to more stylistically adventurous solos found in Chicago clubs and speakeasies. Chicago is, and
remains, a city with a deep Blues tradition. The poem “Saturday Night” is set to music as a gut-bucket
blues with the entire band singing a refrain in response to the vocalist’s sordid story.
To the southwest lay Kansas City. 18th and Vine is a straight-ahead “riff” tune that is a tribute to Count
Basie and his seminal musicians: Lester Young, Jo Jones, Walter Page and Freddie Green to name a few.
Swing dancing ruled the day as big bands across the country offered up hot rhythms for folks of all ages.
EPISODE 3 — COAST TO COAST
Envision yourself in 1940s Harlem during the early morning hours of a cool spring night. Lenox Ave. at
Midnight is an alto saxophone ballad feature with a broad palette of supporting colors and Bossa Nova
interlude. The band segues into Dig and be Dug, a Bebop tune for sextet you would have listened to at
Minton’s Playhouse after World War II. Fiery pyrotechnics and virtuosic solos abound.
By the early 1950s Cool and Third Stream Jazz began to surface on both coasts of the United States.
These styles emphasized smoother textures, relaxed tempos, and often incorporated orchestral instruments
as well as classical forms. Silver Rain is a waltz composed as a passacaglia and fugue. Jazz aficionados
may recognize a nod to the Don Ellis Orchestra’s 1966 recording of Hank Levy’s Passacaglia and Fugue.
EPISODE 4 — GROOVE MACHINE
A bass ostinato in 7/8 meter sets up a reprise of the opening Afro-funk motive. LuLu was a madam who
owned the most notorious brothel in the Storyville section of turn-of-the-century New Orleans. The Old Tan
Path, based on the chord progression of Oscar Peterson’s Hymn to Freedom, was the third movement of my
2001 cantata Glory Ridge commissioned by the Gettysburg Chamber Orchestra. The “tan path” in question
was a 19th century dirt road leading from the Gettysburg Lutheran Theological Seminary down to the
borough of Gettysburg. Text for the choir is based on verses from the Old Testament books of Daniel and
Isaiah. The dancers join the orchestra and singers for a joyous gospel “shout” in the finale.
Axiom Asunder was premiered at Gettysburg College in April 2004 and has received subsequent
performances in Lancaster, Carlisle, and Harrisburg and as part of the inaugural Majestic Jazz Festival in
May 2006.
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Abstract
As learners, we all comprehend and process information differently. Each person
possesses his or her own unique learning style and may be at different stages of
intellectual development. Where one person responds more effectively to sound, another
requires hands-on stimulus to better comprehend information. We all retain dominant
modes of learning, consciously and unconsciously. My intent is to focus on those
learners with a proclivity towards the use of visual stimuli to comprehend information,
the visual spatial learner.
I.

Research Objectives

My research involves the study of methodologies for using film to enhance the
education of visual spacial learners. My goal is to employ proven methods of film use
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as catalysts for the development of my own teaching methodologies. Additional
objectives include:
a. Exploration of the effects visual stimulation has on the acquisition of
knowledge
b. Determining ways in which film might be used to portray the inner
workings of the law
c. The analysis of methods of film use in order to determine which methods
have greater impact
II.

Proposed Methodology

Students acquire information through various methods. Many students respond
positively to visual stimuli. Proposed teaching methodologies include screening relevant
portions of films and at times entire films.
Student reactions will be identified through surveys, test scores, observation of the
level of student engagement and the quality of student analysis.
Sources such as surveys, standardized tests, studies and scholarly journals will be
used for research and analysis. Legal-themed Films will be utilized to:
a. Teach substantive law
b. Illustrate legal concepts
c. Illustrate legal inconsistencies presented in motion pictures

III.

Expected outcomes

I believe that utilizing film within my curriculum will lead to a greater
understanding of legal theory. Once students know and understand legal terms and
concepts, they will be better equipped to properly utilize them. As a result of my
research I anticipate the creation of in-class activities and take home exercises that
will:
a. Allow visual learners to comprehend, analyze and retain information
b. Enable students to become active partners in the learning process whereby
they will
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i. Perform critical analysis
ii. Sharpen research skills
iii. Strengthen oral presentation skills
c. Enable students to identify legal concepts and perform legal analysis
d. Assist students in leaning about different areas of the law
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Title: Teaching with Blogs, Podcasts & Wikis
Dr. June Julian
Department of Art Education
The University of the Arts
Philadelphia, PA
Mailing address: P.O. Box 81, Gladstone, NJ 07934
e-mail address: jjulian@uarts.edu
ABSTRACT
Blogs, Podcasts and Wikis are freely accessible Web tools that can easily be
used in arts education at all levels to enrich teaching and to engage student
learning. Examples of virtual art galleries created by University students are
shown, along with their embedded Podcasts and Wikis. How these Internet tools
are used in the arts classroom for student curated exhibitions, critiques, and
reflections is discussed.
PAPER
Imagine a group project with boundaries as fluid as the Pacific Ocean and
with the fantastic reach of a Hawaiian rainbow. Current Internet tools, Blogs,
Wikis and Podcasts provide a spectrum of possibilities and have created a sea
change for teaching and learning in the arts. Easy to access from the Web, free
of charge, and simple to use, these tools enable students to create exciting
personal digital spaces and give teachers an exciting arena unlike any other in
educational history.
With Blogs and Wikis, the operational dynamic is community authorship. An
abbreviation of the word, Weblog, a Blog is essentially an online journal arranged
in chronological order. The author creates postings that may include text,
hyperlinks, images, sound files and movies, that may or may not center on a
specific theme.
Sample artist Blogs often include online portfolios of art work. One interesting
example of a Photo Blog is Kathleen Connally's, A Walk Through Durham
Township, Pennsylvania. This artist takes beautiful photos on her daily walks
and posts them on her Blog. (Connally, 2006)
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A simple Google search will result with hundreds of artists' Sketchbook Blogs
and some interesting art project making Blogs such as SwarmSketch by Peter
Edmunds (Edmunds 2006) and Learning to Love You More, by Yuri Ono (Ono,
2006), to name a few. Viewing these few examples will inspire new pedagogical
applications in the arts.
Blogs may be enabled to accept, limit, or deny general access. These
parameters may be arranged in the initial set-up to allow for maximum security or
exposure. Visitors to the Blog may comment on the page and build content.
In my graduate courses at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia, I have
used Blogs for group asynchronous glossary building, for conducting online
project collaborations with art professors at other universities, for showcasing
student project portfolios, and for critiques and reflections. (Julian, 2006) In my
courses, Blogs have proven to be a perfect venue for an eLecture, either as a
supplement to my face to face course meetings, or by inviting guest artists and
eLecturers into the classroom. (Julian 2004)
Opening up the arts classroom to input from distant authors and outposts
reflects the current sociological phenomenon of crowdsourcing. Coined by J.
Howe in Wired Magazine in 2006, crowdsourcing is a term to describe the
outsourcing of knowledge work to geographically remote persons on the Internet.
Popular web sites like Wikipedia, Ebay, YouTube and Blogger enlist the outside
participation by unrelated persons to create content. (Howe, 2006)
In a recent exhibit, Phantom Captain, Art & Crowdsourcing, at Apex Art
Gallery in Tribeca, New York, curator Andrea Grover displays the works of artists
who explore "distributed creativity." Volunteers from 10 - 10,000 contribute to an
ongoing art project. "The effort is an exploration of a crowd's aptitude for creative
consensus, rendering something akin to a portrait of contemporary collective
unconscious." (Grover, 2006)
Art Education graduate students enrolled in my Interactive Media course at
Uarts explored the potential of Blogs, Wikis, and Podcasts for small scale
crowdsourcing in a recent project. Their challenge was to create a virtual art
gallery on Blogger using all three tools. Blogger is an extremely user friendly
Internet application. The students were instructed to post a minimum of six Web
ready jpgs with corresponding image credits, either their of their own personal
artwork or that of invited artists. To view them on Blogger, they downloaded their
images to Image Shack, Photo Bucket, or Flickr, popular image hosting sites.
Additionally, they were instructed to include their curators' statements as text
and also as a Podcast sound file on their Blogs. Podcasts are amateur digital
radio on the Internet. To create the Podcasts, they used an iPod with an attached
Griffin iTalk mic, their cell phones with Audio Blogger, or by simply speaking into
the computer microphone and using Gab Cast.
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Each student's virtual exhibit Blog also included an original Quicktime movie,
Ink City, made with iMovie. For this project, inspired by the work of Chen
Shaoxiong, students took digital photographs of urban scenes in Philadelphia,
then rendered them in black washes on paper, scanned them, and imported
them into iMovie. They worked individually to combine the class images or to
use only their own for their piece. After uploading their movies to Ourmedia.org,
they placed the corresponding link in their Blog.
Using Peanut Butter Wiki, each student also incorporated a Wiki into his or
her virtual galleries. A Wiki's appearance is similar to a Blog with the added
feature "that anyone can edit anything anytime they want." (Richardson, 2006)
Unlike a Blog, where each post is separate and stacked in chronological order, a
Wiki's content may be constantly edited.
Because of this interesting aspect, after each student began their virtual art
gallery Wiki by briefly writing out their artist's intention for the works, members of
the class were able to go into each of their classmates Wikis to make edits. They
could add new insights and interpretations of the work, references and hyperlinks
to other artist and also images, all on the original posting.
With a Wiki it is possible to create a community authored critique or art review
on the Internet, one that includes multiple perspectives and experiences, one that
could potentially be scaleable and crowdsourced.
Gallery 605, the course Wiki, was created simultaneously, to function as a
metacritique of the students' entire virtual gallery experience where they could
build a consensus of their virtual gallery experience using Blogs, Wikis, and
Podcasts. It also proved to be an effective formative assessment method for the
project, unfolding in real time.
In summary, the tradition of artist collaborations takes on an entirely new
significance and scope when conducted on the Internet. The phenomena of
crowdsourcing and Blogs, Wikis and Podcasts are artifacts of our very interesting
socioeconomic times, with exciting applications to the art classroom. Like
Hawaiian rainbows they bridge vast distances and connect distant points in
space, and like the Pacific ocean, they are a fluid medium of great exploration
and joy.
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The Revolutionary Power of a Feminist Aesthetic of Writing
My paper deals with the sixteenth-century French author, Helisenne de Crenne and her specific way of
addressing herself, as a woman writer to other women. The interest of this analysis lies in the fact that women in
the Renaissance society were not allowed to have a public voice and were simply required to be chaste and silent,
in the shadow of any male upon whom they depended. In this perspective, I will examine if women writers today
encounter the same problems as in the Renaissance period, if any changes occurred and if it is the case, in which
ways. I will try to see if it is a burden today to be a feminist writer and even more, a female writer.
In my conclusion, I will argue that what is needed is a feminist writing that helps in transforming the structures of
language, hence, the political, cultural and social systems. Writing can redirect power, and women have used this
means to improve their own ends.
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The Revolutionary Power of a Feminist Aesthetic of Writing

My paper will deal with the French author, Helisenne de Crenne and her specific way of
addressing herself, as a woman writer to other women. The interest of this analysis is that
women in the Renaissance society were not allowed to have a public voice and were simply
required to be chaste and silent, in the shadow of any male upon whom they depended, either
father, brother or husband. In this light, I will show how women writers today fare and I will try
to see if any changes occurred, and if it is the case, in which ways. I will try to highlight how it
is today to be a feminist writer, and even more, a female writer.
In her own case, Helisenne was married but had an unhappy relationship. Helisenne and
her husband separated after a rough time together. Most of her work is related to her personal
life, being close to a biography, but she only borrowed some elements from her own life.
Helisenne de Crenne wrote two main works: Les angoysses douloureuses qui procedent
de l’amour (1538) and Epitres familieres et invectives (1539). The first one tells the story of an
unhappy woman who falls in love and is beaten and imprisoned by her husband after he
discovers the relationship between Guenelic (the lover) and Helisenne. It is interesting to
underline the fact here that the name of the female protagonist is the same as that of the author,
which leads us to consider it rather like a biography, even if all the elements of Helisenne’s life
are not present in this story. Like her heroine, Helisenne, the writer, may have been
sequestered. The description of the husband is that of a violent and jealous person. He is so

2
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violent that he beats her many times, and even breaks her teeth during one of his beatings. But
this was not unusual in the sixteenth century for women to be beaten by their husbands, even if
this sounds shocking to us, as twenty-first century beings. As Wendy Gibson writes1: “Women
in matrimony were obliged to serve their husband, follow him wherever he wanted”and the fact
that he could “correct his wife for her faults still subsisted intact from the medieval period when
codification of the Coutumes first began.” We must also realize here that this practice, even if
blamed and punished today, still exists. Hence the behavior of Helisenne’s husband does not
sound as if it was monstrous according to her own words (even if she was upset about that)
since it was considered as normal. At that time, the use of the stick had been abandoned but
husbands were still using slaps, punches and kicks, as we see in Helisenne’s story. Yet the
punishment Helisenne receives is not the result of her cheating because she never had any
physical contact with Guenelic. Her only deeds were to have written and declare her love to
him. This aspect is also interesting to analyze. Wives, contrary to husbands were forbidden to
have any extra conjugal relationship, whereas men were recognized this right. They were even
encouraged to have as many sexual relationships as possible before their marriage to be up to
their wives’ needs. This was of course, not an option for Helisenne. The blame Helisenne
receives is due to her writing which is considered treacherous to her husband for different
reasons. Women were not supposed to have feelings for someone else other than their
husbands. This matrimonial love rarely happened since women were married by force in

1

Gibson, Wendy. Women in the 17th Century. (Macmillan: London, 1989), p.61.
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general, they always ended up with some older men and love was never the reason for sexual
relationship but rather, procreation and conjugal duty were. The second reason is that women
were not supposed to have a voice on their own, such as in writing. In real life, Helisenne’s
husband was outraged by the fact that she wrote, and also he thought the book represented her
very own life. But writing was in this case more a means to escape mentally than a means to
represent her own repressed being (even if it was partly that). Even today readers have a
tendency to misinterpret writing, as Colette ( a famous French writer of the 20th century)
underlines it concerning her own work in Break of Day 2:“ Do you imagine in reading my
books that I am drawing my own portrait? Patience: it’s only my model.” This aspect puts into
question the ability of readers to understand the difference between reality (in our case,
autobiography) and fiction, life and art. The second work Epitres familieres et invectives is part
of the epistolary genre. The letters are inspired by Cicero, especially the notions of betrayal,
adversity, and banishment. In these letters, many misogynist examples are given throughout the
preceding centuries, as well as numerous references to Antiquity, which underlines a degree of
knowledge- from Helisenne’s part. The main message of this book is, as Mustacchi and
Archambault write, 3 that “life should be guided by reason and chastity, setting aside passion”
But it is also a response to classical and Judeo-Christian antifeminism.
Helisenne’s knowledge, as well as the humanistic issues she deals with, sets her apart
from her contemporaries. Mentioning women’s rights in the sixteenth century was not
2

Miller, Nancy. Subject to change. (Columbia University Press: New York, 1988), p.46.
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widespread among women and that makes Helisenne different from many other women of her
century. Helisenne does not openly mention women’s rights but rather, by addressing herself to
women, as a woman, she acknowledges the right for women to come into contact with
literature, therefore, with some form of education. Helisenne points out through her works, that
women should have been entitled to have, as Mustacchi and Archambault put it in A
Renaissance Woman the: “right to sexual and emotional life, right to love, marriage, education,
and a literary career”(18). Actually, women could receive a certain degree of education, only if
they were from bourgeois or higher classes. The rest, the mass of women, remained ignorant
and no one thought of giving them the right to some culture (or if it had been contemplated, it
was thought to be dangerous for society and its institutions). As Madeleine Lazard mentions4“:
in the fifteenth century there was a raise of antifeminism linked to the development of the
“esprit bourgeois,” which tended to impose a narrow conception of the role of women”[. .
.]”Humanism and Reform helped in rehabilitating the image of women” (my translation). But
whatever the amount of education and instruction, the aim was the same: women had to be
good Christians, spouses, and mothers, chastity being the most important aspect of their
expected qualities. The education of women only became a social reality from the seventeenth
century on.

3

Mustacchi, Marianna &Archambault, Paul .eds. A Renaissance Woman. (Syracuse University
Press: New York, 1986), p.4.

4

Lazard, Madeleine. Images littéraires de la femme àla Renaissance. (PUF: Paris, 1985), p.96.
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The second part of my paper approaches the literary career aspect. The choice to write,
whereas women were silenced by society in every single aspect of their everyday life, is the
next main issue I propose to study.
Helisenne understood that help was needed to change the patriarchal rules of society
and in order to achieve this goal, it had to come, as Larsen and Winn mention5: “from within
the closed network of communication among women.” Helisenne addressed herself to women
as can be read in her preface of Les angoysses qui procedent d’amours. The dedication is
directed to women. Men are omitted and this silences their voices, as well as prevents them, in
a way, from criticizing her work.
Through her work, women become an intellectual and reasonable entity, and refuse to
be the traditional object of desire of men. Actually, roles are reversed. With characters such as
Guenelic, men are objectified and women become the mind. To her, the best way to escape
men’s control and abuse was to enter the convent but since she was prevented from doing that
by her family, and being forced to marry according to her parents’ will, the only way to
partially avoid the enslavement of marriage and get a certain amount of freedom, was to use her
mind and imagination. Helisenne took the opportunity through her work to enjoy some
intellectual and artistic autonomy which was denied to women in general. She frees herself
through the process of writing. This aspect is the one I concentrate on since by then it was

5

Larsen, Anne & Winn, Colette.eds. Renaissance Women Writers. (Wayne State University Press:
Detroit, 1994), p.30.
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completely revolutionary. As Constance Jordan points 6out:" her mental life is the only life that
permits her to confront her authentic self" and it will allow her to mentally establish a
separation line between her true being and the one she has to show in public, to live peacefully
and to be respected. Nevertheless, her writing violates patriarchal rules and by asserting her
freedom of writing she is claiming not only her social equality, as well as a certain amount of
social freedom but also her right to literary creation as well as a right to study (this is reflected
in the numerous references to the past and to History she gives.). Being able to get a certain
artistic autonomy freed women from the constraints they had from imposed social behaviors.
The interest here is to show if this attitude, being revolutionary, helped in shaping
mental attitudes differently, and if today, issues concerning feminism have really changed from
that. If yes, let us see in what ways.
The fact that some women wrote in the sixteenth century, was considered as a threat to
society, since they were supposed to be silent. Bahktin writes7: “silence, the closed mouth is
made a sign of chastity.” This establishes an equation between women’s writing and a lack of
chastity, which was a threat to the men in charge. Being silent at that time for a woman meant a
well-ordered state with stable hierarchies.
Helisenne recognizes in her writing that she is guilty of having no will to resist her
passion for another man, but nevertheless, she is the embodiment of a victim. She writes to free
herself, but mainly to warn other women to try and avoid the dangers of love, by resisting it
6

Jordan, Constance. Renaissance Feminism. (Cornell University Press: New York, 1990), p.179.

7

Bahktin, Michael. Rabelais and his World. (MIT Press: Cambridge, MA, 1968), p.126.
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right from the start. But writing in itself was obviously an act of protest, as well as a feminist
awareness of her own condition, marital, social, or political.
The link we develop with today and modern criticism is that of private and public life in
women’s writing, which expands with the concept of race, class and sexuality. According to
Kristeva8: “When literature is in conflict with social norms, it diffuses knowledge, and
occasionally the truth about a repressed, secret and unconscious universe.” This is what
interests us from the sixteenth century to our present era.
Do they have anything in common? Does writing answer the same questions, solve or
raise the same problems?
Whether today or in the sixteenth century, writing for women, the textualization of a
female I is and was a way of escaping from a world in which the main experiences were those
existing through men’s lives and rules. The fact that women write in the name of women is by
itself, an act of creating a female world, an independent one from that created by men.
But female writing does not necessarily means writing about her own sex, or gender, but
writing as a writer who happens to be a woman in a male dominated world. The truth of a
writer has to be deciphered by the reader itself who has to get to the very body of her writing
and not to the writing of her body as can be confused, and is confused by Helisenne’s husband.
We can nonetheless wonder if Helisenne in her writing was merely interested in writing
about the injustice done to her sex, or if she did not intend mainly to display her erudition. It is

8

Kristeva, Julia. The Portable Kristeva. Kelly Oliver ed. (Columbia University Press: New York,
1997), p.364.
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indeed a warning as is stated in her preface against the dangers of love, but apart from that, she
does not revolt herself openly. She undergoes her condition silently and never really rebels
herself against her husband. Her only rebellion would be that of writing actually. In her 4th
Invective she appears to be more aggressive toward men. She attacks a representative of those
who feel that a woman has no right to be educated. Hence, displaying her own knowledge in
the other work pinpoints the fact that as a woman she has received some education and is able
to use it in her writing as any man of her own era would do, and actually did.
She addressed herself directly to women, maybe because she really felt she had to warn
them, but also maybe, by fear of being mocked in her showing of an impulse to improve her
mind and to commit herself in print. That may be the reason why many women of her time
wrote letters, since those were supposed to have a personal audience. Her own personal
audience would have been women. She restricts the sphere of her readers, hence the people
who were prone to criticize her.
We have seen that there was a close link between private and public life in women’s
writing and today we witness the same aspect. The only difference is that today, this concept
expands with the issues of race and sexuality. Class could also be mentioned because women
from a certain social rank wrote at that time and we can wonder about the type of women who
write today too. There are mainly from academic fields or educated backgrounds, which leads
to say that they also belong to a certain social level.
The tone Helisenne adopts is aggressive in the Invectives and more casual in the other
work. This establishes a link between her and H.Cixous today, even if Cixous through her
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works is more vindictive and mainly focused on women’s writing and its theoretical aspect.
Susan Rubin Suleiman describes Cixous’s writing as9 alternating “in tone between the
aggressive and the hortatory, and it suggests a program that implies both a revolutionary
practice of writing and the disruption of existing cultural and social institutions and
ideologies.”In Helisenne’s works, we find the same aspect: the revolutionary part, through her
very writing, represented by the fact that she raises her voice, hence she goes against the
patriarchal rules and she also disrupts existing institutions by going against what had been
established for centuries regarding women’s behavior in public life. The mere fact of writing
for both is an act of protestation.
In both eras, to speak about women was (is) best done by women. One cannot expect
men to talk truthfully about women’s lives. Even if not mentioned or referred to as feminism
in the sixteenth century, feminist and anti-feminist writings belong to a tradition which cannot
be traced precisely into time since the differences and similitudes of both genres have always
been literary preoccupations. In the Renaissance period and even more in the seventeenth
century, women were allowed to have some education and to play an active role in society. The
same issues are being raised again today, especially that concerning the part women should
have in society. There has been some changes along the centuries but women are still fighting
for equal rights, which considered as a whole, underlines the fact that progress still has to be
achieved. The debate should not exist anymore and it seems that in these five centuries, not so
9

Rubin Suleiman, Susan. “Reflection on Women Writers and the Avant-Garde in France”. In
Displacements. Ed.Joan Dejean & Nancy K Miller.( Johns Hopkins University Press: Baltimore,
1991), p.187.
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much has changed, considering the big amount of time which has elapsed. Will women need
another half of a millennium to see another slight evolution regarding women’s rights? This
aspect over time is quite disturbing.
For Cixous, the only way of escaping a gloomy future is through writing, by women and
for women (as Helisenne did). Men have understood that well and it may be the reason why
women in the sixteenth century were prevented from having a public voice.
Is women writing today better accepted? It does seem so considering the number of
women writers in the feminist field. But women are still welcome to adapt to men’s social and
political rules. Writing as a woman means writing out of the phallocentric domain. It becomes,
and has actually always been, a political strategy designed to do justice to cultural and social
life.
Since Helisenne de Crenne, feminine writing has been embodied by different styles,
from epistolary novels, diaries, etc . . . to today critical theories, but no style is representing
feminine writing better than any other since, as Cixous puts it, it is an ongoing process,
challenging authority which itself evolves according to time. This writing cannot be restricted
to a theory or to a static system because feminism, like words, like signifiers, like systems in
which the latter progress, evolves itself over decades, centuries, and even millennia, as we
mentioned earlier.
Pertinently, in her preface, Susan Sellers mentions:" For French feminists, the key is not
what has been said (...) but the process by which meaning has been achieved.” All is a question
of process, of ongoing systems. There is no fixed truth, no fixed writings, and that why we can
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say that whatever the century, even if definitions were not the same, the meaning for writing
was and still is the same for women, i.e., to have their own voices in a world which ideally
would be equally shared.
Simone de Beauvoir in Le second sexe (p.16) describes women today (and this
description also corresponds to that of women in Helisenne’s century) as “defined and
differentiated with reference to man, and not he with reference to her: she is incidental, the
inessential as opposed to the essential. He is the subject, he is the absolute- she is the other.” To
Foucault the same idea emerges. A norm has been established for the benefit of those in power.
Laws have also been made by the same ones, and they use it to justify the punishment of those
who do not fit into the norm.
But to avoid playing men’s game, women have to be cautious not to speak within the
framework organized by men: doing so would only reproduce an existing hierarchy. To avoid
this, only language can help and it has to create new forms and new ongoing systems.
What women need is a feminine writing that will help in transforming the structures of
language, hence the political, cultural and social systems. Writing has a tremendous amount of
revolutionary power, and whether through De Crenne’s writing, or those of contemporary
women writers, women have understood it and used this to their own improved personal ends.
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A Study of Advertising Creativity Implementation
Tsui Yu Jung , Ching Chung Yaw
Department of Communications Management, Shih Hsin University
Abstract
The American Association of Advertising Agencies defines an advertising
agency as “an independent business composed of creative and business people, who
develop, prepare and place advertising in advertising media for sellers seeking to find
customers for their goods and services.”(Russell et al. 1988）For all the avocation of
advertising such as creativity and art (Schudson 1984), we should recognize first and
foremost that the advertising industry is concerned with the business interests of those
who advertise, and of those who create and run the advertising campaigns on their
behalf. The core products in the advertising agency are implementation of advertising
creativity. Advertising creativity is a set of purposeful thinking activities. It provides
the functions for communication, education, economics and social promotion.
Advertisement, which deeply influences modern people’s lives and its values, is a
kind of life experience. The value of creativity depends on developing messages and
conveying it to audiences and consumers. The difference between advertising
creativity and art creativity is that the former put sales power mechanisms into
consideration. David Ogilvy said: “Great creativity needs sales power, and creators
need to make the words with sales power.” There is no doubt that creativity works
best when there is a controlled tension (Nixon, 2003). More specifically, during the
checking process, good creativity needs to take the controlled factors into account.
For advertising agencies in Taiwan, due to the severe competition, the media
environment becomes more complicated, and divisions of labor also need more
expertise. These lead to the slender earnings for the organization. The advertisers need
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the professional services to look after both of quality and cost, so that media and
public relation divisions detach from the full service advertising agency, and form
new companies. Dismissing the media service from the traditional advertising agency,
the only two things they can provide to their advertisers at present days are creativity
and strategic planning.
Advertising agencies are commercial corporative type organizations, and cannot
avoid considering profits and efficiency. Since resources are limited, only
implementing creativity within the availability generates optimized rewards. For the
sake of tapping new resources and economizing on expense, the managers of Taiwan
advertising agencies are continuously seeking ways to reduce expenditure, expand
services, and develop operational strategies. In reviewing the performance of
advertising creativity, the advertisers and advertising agencies always focus on the
communication and its effects while inspecting advertising creativity. They always
concern the following questions: Does the advertising message convey exactly the
concept of the product while targeting the right audience? Does the sales amount
increase? Does the quality of product maintain, even improve, under the pressure of
environmental change and short working schedule.
All media businesses are involved, to some degree, in one or more of four basic
activities: development, production, distribution and exhibition (Sherman, 1995).
Reviewing the performance by focusing on communication and its effects indicates
that more weight is put on the distribution stage and exhibition stage. But from
integrated marketing perspective, the development stage and production stage deserve
equal weight as the latter two stages. That is, the focus should shift from the latter two
to former two. Based on the integrating marketing, the critical factors of core product
are creativity and production. Unfortunately, the researches either on process flow and
its related operations or planning control techniques within implementation process is
3
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rarely be found in academic or practice publications.
Every creativity developer has his or her own creation process. In general, there
is a motivation that pops out in the initial stage, and what follows is a catalyst to paste
together a variety of unrelated events, from different space, time, and place, to
generate a product with significant meaning. So the creativity is not a flash that comes
out in a sudden, but a process of a series of activities. Leonard and Swap（1999）tried
to express the creativity process as a five linear stage. These are preparation,
innovation opportunity, divergence, incubation, and convergence. For the advertising
creativity process, these refer to the relationships between the starting and ending
points, critical quality related points. In addition, collaborative creativity
implementation techniques are also utilized for solving more difficult problems
encountered. In recent years, the media environment, the digital media platform in
particular, has changed rapidly. This changes audience communication from a passive
receiver mode, to a two-way interaction. Such behavioral pattern influences not only
the content of advertising creativity, but also the advertising creativity implementation.
Hence, the study of advertising creativity implementation becomes much more
important than ever before.
This paper focuses on the development stage of the advertising creativity
implementation lifecycle. This study categorizes the creativity implementation
process based on operations and process management and the characteristics of
advertising industry and advertising products,. The aim is to screen out the key core
activities or the shortage of the planning and control area, to anticipate the
improvement of the implementation process, to reduce lead time to the market, to
meet specific requirements of advertiser in terms of quality and cost. In this paper, the
effects on the creativity implementation process and creativity group in respect to the
difference of mission, resource, contents are also address in depth.
4
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How to Change the ‘World’ one ‘W’ at a Time
‘The Lark Ascending’
Choreography by David Justin

The ‘Lark Ascending’ is a fifteen-minute choreographic work for solo male dancer
with a subliminal essence that speaks of the inner evolution of the individual. To
change ones own ‘World’, one ‘World’ at a time.
The narrative follows first a bird, and it’s expression of freedom, serenity and a
sense of self knowing through choreographic patterns of apparent simplicity;
lyricism between the dancer and the music; and elements of strength performed
by the dancer. These things are all hidden, as they are in nature, only to be
revealed and appreciated by those who stop to see.
The second part of the narrative focuses on a young boy discovering the great
wide world. He is innocent, playful and struck by the ‘bigness’ of the world; at
times almost overwhelmed by its size and all that it contains.
The two threads come together as the boy spies the bird and begins to chase it.
He is filled by the possibilities the bird represents. It seems to move with grace
that is not reliant on any force this world knows. It is unbound by a heavy life.
The bird has a sense of self, place, and purpose that create harmony.
But the bird, because of these traits either cannot or will not be caught and the
boy finally gives up to the fact that some things will not be pursued. It is in this
moment of quiet reflection that the bird returns; landing softly on the boy’s
shoulder to whisper in his ear. The bird tells the boy that he is not of the world,
but rather contains the world within himself. The bird tells the boy he is a man.
The bird tells the man all of the things he admires in nature are already within
him, and all he must do is live them.
The boy, filled with the bird’s song in his ear feels a transformation from within
himself. He becomes the man. And because his metamorphosis came from the
interior of his soul, he sees the great world outside with awe, freedom, respect
and wonder. The lightness of a bird.
Ultimately, the boy wakes and realizes it was all a dream, and the bird has been
singing him awake from outside his window. But he is left with the feeling that all
possibilities lie within himself. He begins a new day with awe, wonder, joy,
respect, and grace.
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This work was originally made in 2002 after a series of profound personal losses.
And while relevant and cathartic for its time, an argument can be made for its
insights into greater issues beyond the personal and into the communal. Against
a backdrop of current affairs of state and individual ideologies, the idea that true
change cannot come from external forces but only through an internal
commitment of every fiber of existence seems to be lost in the current climate.
While the arts have the power to express ideologies in bold and loud
exclamations, maybe it is in a moment of quiet reflection humanity will discover
the way to live in awe, freedom, respect and wonder as in nature. If only we
would stop to see.
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INTEGRATION OF LEED INTO ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION:
CASE STUDY OF THE SUNSET DRIVE OFFICE
Abstract
With energy prices on the rise and political tension surmounting, more than ever
sustainability has become a major issue in the field of architecture. This concerns all
issues of the building process and its users in that it is important to design the building
around the user, while still being environmentally friendly. Despite the increasing need
for sustainable design, and the myriad of topics concerning environmental design, there is
a lack of education on sustainability in the field of architecture.
This paper presents the research framework for a study currently in progress which will
examine different aspects of sustainability within the Gold LEED certified Sunset Drive
Office Building in Johnson County, Kansas. There will be a focus on human comfort,
including aspects of lighting, signage, air quality, utilization of personal space, and
stormwater management with a broad study of the technological uses of green building
design strategies. In order to carry out this research, extensive observation and analysis
of the building, users, and designers and consultants will be undertaken, while it will also
be enhanced through interviews with current professionals fluent with sustainable
language. The findings of this research will be utilized to influence the education of
architects both in the field and in the classroom.
Introduction
The Sunset Drive Office Building was procured and designed to exist in harmony with
the site, its neighbors, and the environment, for the health of its occupants and for the
good of the community. This was a design/build project which planned the project
around the environment, and in turn, Johnson County can celebrate its first highly
environmentally friendly public-use building that uses the earth’s resources wisely while
promoting its Kansas heritage. The building opened to the public in early 2006 and is
currently undergoing the first phases of post occupancy surveys. Through this research,
we hope to learn of the successes and failures of a sustainable building and the ways to
more effectively design and build an office building which suits not only the occupants
but also the environment. In turn, these findings can be applied to future Johnson County
sustainably built projects.

Images of the Sunset Drive Office Building
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Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
The first area of research that is critically important to the Sunset Drive Office Building
is the study of the measures through which Johnson County went about rating their
sustainable project, and to also understand the methods behind this rating system. For
reasons including ease of the process, compatibility with the project, and popularity with
the system, Johnson County decided to use the U.S. Green Building Council’s (USGBC)
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System.
The necessity of the installation of a program to control the standards of green design and
construction is the driving force behind the creation of the USGBC and thus their
establishment of the LEED rating system.
Today the USGBC “is the nation’s foremost coalition of leaders from across the building
industry working to promote buildings that are environmentally responsible, profitable
and healthy places to live and work” (USGBC). Meanwhile, their rating system has
become a branded metric that establishes a means of comparison in the building industry.
As described by the Building Design and Construction White Paper on Sustainability,
“[LEED has become] a national consensus-based, market-driven building rating system
designed to accelerate the development and implementation of green building practices.
In short, it is a leading-edge system for designing, constructing, and certifying the
world’s greenest and best buildings” (8). Most importantly, the creation of LEED is used
as “[t]he design guideline…intended to prevent exaggerated or false claims of
sustainability…” (Boake and Prochazka 30).
The creation of LEED responds to the need for an improved building type, a place that is
sensitive to the environment. Currently, buildings account for more than “30 percent of
primary energy consumption, 18 percent of potable water usage, and billions of tons of
solid waste. The efforts of many to green the built environment not only will improve the
profitability and value of buildings themselves, but also will help to improve the total
environment” (Fedrizzi 21). The USGBC responded to these statistics and saw the
opportunity to, “…[reawake] to the concept that we are part of natural systems and
natural laws, and that by designing and working within these systems and laws, we are
able to use them to our benefit, to the betterment of the environment and of the
community” (Flynn 112).
Considering the previous information, the qualifications for sustainable design became a
challenge for the USBGC. Nevertheless, the LEED rating system was developed. LEED
consists of five categories related to siting, water conservation, energy, materials, and
indoor environmental quality, plus an innovation and design category. Each category
contains a specific number of credits, and the total of these credits determines the
building’s LEED rating. Total credits can range from 26 points (LEED certified) to 52 or
more points (LEED platinum).
Since the implementation of the LEED program, controversy has surfaced around its
successes and imperfections. The White Paper on Sustainability also suggests that the
success of the LEED program is “its appeal to Americans’ competitive nature. It takes a
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complex, multifaceted problem –sustainable design and development- and turns it into a
game, with clearly established rules and intricate strategies…” (9). It also appeals “to
groups in it for the long haul – typically government, corporate, institutional clients who
measure payback in terms of energy savings, employee productivity and health, operating
costs, and positive environmental effects” (Bowen 118). This obviously gives credit to
the program’s successes; however, included in this disagreement is that LEED is not a
market based program because, presently, the majority of users of the system include the
government and schools. These institutions do not have the same financial limitations as
developers, and therefore limits the LEED program as a widely used system across the
building and design industry.
Understanding the principles of a sustainable building is a challenge, “… [It] requires
integrating a green agenda at the earliest stages of the design process” (Malin 46). This is
a practice which the Sunset Drive Office Building utilized in their design/build approach
as they took it upon themselves to include numerous environmental elements in their
building and program. It is through these sustainable elements we will study the
building’s performance now that it is complete.
Specifically concerning the LEED certification process and the Sunset Drive Office
Building, we are going to look into the ease of the process of striving for LEED
certification. What were the challenges in achieving Gold LEED status? Who were the
key players in making the green decisions? What points were designed for, but not
achieved, and why? Through this investigation, we hope to discover the ability for
which green certification programs can be implemented most economically,
resourcefully, and easily. And perhaps discover a better method for rating sustainable
design, because despite the fact that the LEED guidelines are helpful in strategizing,
“well-designed buildings are not created by blindly following checklists. Sustainable
design requires thinking in terms of the integral relationship between natural systems and
human activity” (Flynn 112).
Daylighting and Views
The second area of research that is important in evaluating the Sunset Office Drive
Building lies in its use of daylighting and views to enhance the work experience for all of
its occupants. It seems that the further humans evolve the further we move away from
the natural world in our work environments in exchange for an artificial and sterile one.
Nature is a part of humans, and that need should not be severed. “A separation from
nature can be detrimental to our physical, emotional, spiritual and mental health”
(Beelman 10). Since a connection with nature is a vital aspect to human health and
comfort it should be more than just a design consideration, but as much a necessity as the
structure that holds the building up. “It is fundamental that we use light to create visual
environments that instill a sense of calm, excitement, or of well being; environments that
stimulate us” (Langford 33).
Outdoor views have also become an important component in the health and well being of
building occupants. Having a view to the outside, taking a brief walk outside, or
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introducing plants into the office environment has been seen to assist in cognitive
processing (Heerwagen 30). Having the ability to connect to the outdoor environment
whether visually or physically has been found to calm them and allow for a greater sense
of happiness during work hours.
To study the success of daylighting and views in the Sunset Drive Office Building the
research will focus on the different areas that occupants spend lengthy amounts of time in
daily, such as their individual workstations and break rooms. With regard to individual
workstations, light level measurements will be taken to determine the amount of daylight
available in the workstations in relation to its location in the open office environment and
proximity to windows. This will help to quantitatively determine if every individual
workspace receives an adequate amount of natural light as originally intended with the
building’s design. Furthermore, the amount of time an occupant spends in the building is
also an important issue. With both part time and full time workers in the building,
questioning their satisfaction working in the building could potentially change depending
on how much time is spent in the building. For instance, a hypothesis is that if a worker
is a full time employee, a view to the outdoors and daylighting is more important than to
an employee who is only part time in the building.
In relation to other areas of the building, another important space for workers is the break
room. The break room has large windows and views out to a walking trail and trees. It
will be important to study the importance of the break room to employees, as well as how
the space is utilized in regards to a connection with nature.
Finally, the study will involve a comparative analysis of the satisfaction of the break
room and office environment of these workers with those at an office building that does
not utilize views and natural day light for its occupants. Comparing the two groups will
help to understand what some of the desires are of office workers in relation to their
wishes to have a connection with nature.
To study these aspects in the building multiple research tools will be implemented.
Occupants will be observed in their individual spaces as well as in the break room and
outside. There will also be interviews, surveys, and light measurements to understand the
amount of light received in each cubicle in relation to the perimeter and the core offices.
The hope is that with this research the implementation of daylighting and view will be
more than just a consideration, but a requirement. From all of this research a set of
design guidelines will be created that designers can use to create a successful space that
occupants feel a sense of well being in and are comfortable to work, in relation to
daylighting and view.
Wayfinding and Signage
The third area of research is wayfinding and signage. As the significance of signage has
increased drastically in recent years, it has become an important factor in our research.
Today most signage goes beyond its basic purpose of navigation. In the Sunset Drive
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Office Building for instance the signage system encompasses different aspects of identity
and is used to add a new dimension within the space. Perhaps best described by Karen
Finucan, “Once viewed exclusively as a navigational aid, ‘wayfinding' programs now are
seen as a way to market an area's resources, alter negative perceptions, evoke a sense
of… history and character and improve the streetscape” (Finucan 18).
To gain a sufficient background in the area of signage for this particular building, it’s
necessary to look at how signage evolved throughout the early stages of the building
development. Most of the general information at the development stage has been
documented and can be obtained through the different parties involved in the wayfinding
process. Some determinant factors in the area of signage and wayfinding are “location,
building type, space configuration, number of tenants, and code requirements” (Monroe
72). The main challenge is to find harmony among all these elements and establishing a
balance between aesthetics and wayfinding while complying with safety code
requirements.
The research will focus primarily on the effect of signage on both employees and visitors.
To determine whether or not all the preplanning signage issues were resolved one can
look at how efficient it is to navigate the building. For instance, according to the
facilities project manager Danni S. Livingston, the open plan layout of the building
hindered the designers’ ability to incorporate the navigation signs. Therefore, the
designers resorted to monument (free standing) signage. Through observations and
surveys this study may determine the competence of the monument signage as well as
other navigation techniques that were envisioned in the preplanning process.
Although “transportation researchers have conducted significant studies of sign legibility
and visibility, both for traffic and highway signs and for on-premises signs” (Morris),
professionals lack the appropriate expertise when it comes to signage in an architectural
context. Thus, the findings from this aspect of the study may be beneficial in the
planning and execution of navigation systems for future public building projects. This
type of research can serve as a guideline to assist designers in achieving appealing and
functional signage systems.
Indoor Air Quality and Thermal Comfort
The fourth area of research deals with indoor air quality (IAQ). With constantly
changing office layouts, advancements in technology, lack of routine maintenance and
poor HVAC system designs, achieving high quality indoor air environments in office
buildings can be quite a challenge. Existing studies show that with good air quality,
office productivity can increase up to 16 %, absenteeism can be reduced by 40%, energy
costs reduced by 90%, and overall High Performance Buildings with great air quality can
retain market value up to 100% (High Performance Buildings Deliver Better Learning
Environments).
This study will focus on evaluating the indoor air quality and thermal comfort of the
Sunset Drive Office Building which utilizes an underfloor air supply system. This
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system allows for each occupant to individually control their air supply and temperature
through individual floor diffusers. Unlike an overhead air supply system which mixes
supply air with room air, the underfloor air supply system displaces room air with fresh
supply air using buoyancy and the principle that warm air rises. The underfloor air
supply system was chosen by the engineers in order to gain LEED points for air quality
and controllability of thermal comfort.
The study will initially involve collecting physical data related to air quality and the
layout of the underfloor air supply system. Environmental variables to be measured are
air velocity, air temperature, humidity, particulates, volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
CO2, and other airborne pollutants. Based on the collected data, the environment will be
modeled and simulated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to study different
configurations of the work environment and its impact on IAQ and thermal comfort. In
addition to the environmental measurements and computer simulations, questionnaires
regarding air quality and thermal comfort will be given to the occupants. The
questionnaires will be used to study if any correlation exists between measured
environmental data and occupant response to their perception of the environment.
With the building industry booming in many parts of United States, architects and
builders are trying to provide healthier and more sustainable built environments. Many
turn to LEED as a guide in order to achieve their goals and to provide the client with
safer, occupant-friendly environments. This study will provide a better understanding of
the underfloor air supply system, and the affect the underfloor system has on occupant
comfort levels, air quality, and user satisfaction.
Stormwater Management
Water is the essence of life—as such, water pollution in our cities is a critical concern.
Fresh water around the world is in high demand and short supply, and is in constant
danger of over-taxation and contamination. Potable water is used for everything from
cooking and cleaning to irrigation and sanitation. Yet, this potable water has been treated
extensively at treatment plants due to pollutants that are infiltrating our water sources.
Stormwater runoff contributes to the water’s pollution due to contaminants accumulated
on the streets, roofs, and the many other impervious surfaces in cities. These
hydrological concerns have captured the attention of environmental and building
professionals leading to their inclusion in many of the LEED points.
Although water is the most vital life-sustaining substance on the planet, only 2.4% of the
total amount of this substance is usable by living things; and of this percentage, only 13%
is in liquid form (Cunningham 227). The hydrologic cycle is the constant movement of
water through aquatic, atmospheric, and terrestrial compartments driven by solar energy
and gravity (Cunningham 40). Urban development drastically alters this natural cycle.
In nature, water that does not evaporate percolates into the soil; in urban areas, full of
impervious surfaces, water is unable to infiltrate and in so doing runs off into storm
sewers where it rushes through pipes and ends in nearby bodies of water—this results in
dramatic variations in volume leading to flashfloods and erosion.
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The LEED points based around stormwater management are Sustainable Sites credits 6.1
and 6.2. SS credit 6.1, “Stormwater Design: Quantity Control” is intended to “limit
disruption of natural hydrology by reducing impervious cover, increasing on-site
infiltration, and managing stormwater runoff” (LEED-NC 2.2 75). This credit suggests
using minimal impervious surfaces, such as a smaller building footprint, pervious paving
materials, stormwater harvesting for reuse in irrigation and/or buildings, green roofs,
bioswales/vegetated filter strips, retention ponds, and clustering development to reduce
paved surfaces (LEED-NC 2.2 76). SS credit 6.2, “Stormwater Design: Quality Control”
is intended to “reduce or eliminate water pollution by reducing impervious cover,
increasing onsite infiltration, eliminating sources of contaminants, and removing
pollutants from stormwater runoff” (LEED-NC 2.2 83). This credit suggests using
“alternative surfaces (e.g., vegetated roofs, pervious pavement or grid pavers) and
nonstructural techniques (e.g., rain gardens, vegetated swales, disconnection of
imperviousness, rainwater recycling) to reduce imperviousness and promote infiltration,
thereby reducing pollutant loadings” (LEED-NC 2.2 83).
At the Johnson County Sunset Drive Office Building, multiple stormwater management
techniques were implemented. One of the primary focuses of the design of the building
was the approach to water conservation and treatment. The intent of the systems used is
to reduce the amount of stormwater leaving the site, and to treat the water that does leave
the site to ensure that it is pollutant-free. Rainwater is captured from the roof and
collected in a cistern and bio-garden in the entry lobby; the bio-garden naturally cleans
the water and releases it back to the outdoors. The design team utilized bioswales,
“grassy trenches that catch and absorb storm runoff” (Ritter), between the aisles of the
parking lot. The challenge to this method is the amount of space used in their
implementation, but they capture and treat runoff naturally as part of the hydrologic
cycle. The designers also included two detention ponds on the site to hold rain-water
onsite to slow the rates in the storm sewers. Another technique used was filterstrips; a
filterstrip is a narrow area adjacent to the building that allows water running off the
building to infiltrate the ground. The various methods used are intended to reduce the
quantity of stormwater leaving the site through storm sewers and to improve the quality
of the water before it leaves the site.
The goal of this research is to identify the benefits and advantages of stormwater
management techniques. In order to understand the pluses of these methods, this study
will focus on both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of stormwater design. Surveys,
observation and water and soil samples testing will be used to fulfill the goals of this
research.
Quantitatively, the goal of the research is to be able to state the improvements to water
quality due to the various treatment methods utilized on the site. Samples of soil in the
bioswales and filterstrips will be taken and tested to find out if the water contained is
being cleaned. Water samples will also be taken at the beginning and end of the filter
cycle; water on the impervious surfaces will represent the polluted water and water taken
from the detention ponds will represent the treated water.
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Qualitatively, the goal of this research is to discover if there is any impact on building
users from these techniques. These systems are intended to be educational as well as
environmentally friendly, so one question that will be asked is whether or not the users
leave with a better understanding of stormwater mitigation techniques. Another aspect
will be to understand if users find the techniques aesthetically pleasing and if they would
like to see them used more in other facilities.
The final goal of this research is to determine whether or not building ‘green’ is in fact
beneficial to the environment as well as to building users and to be able to produce
general guidelines for this type of design.
Conclusion
The ongoing interest for builders and designers to create sustainable structures has given
rise to organizations like USGBC, and scholarly research of existing buildings like the
Johnson County Sunset Drive Building. Environmental and sustainable design is not
only necessary, but crucial to the future of architecture and the built environment.
Analyzing the Sunset Drive building, and its implications of sustainability, including the
LEED process, lighting, signage and wayfinding, IEQ, and stormwater management
allows increased effectiveness of future sustainable buildings, and increased awareness of
the critical need to design with people and place in mind.
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Art and Science: Measuring Emotional Responses to Music Using a Multimethodological
Approach – Some Empirical Findings
Abstract
The present work summarizes the results of a series of experiments that focused on the
emotional effects of music per se, in particular background music on other activities such
as reading or listening to news messages, as well as on the potential moderating influence
of various individual difference variables on the relationship of music with emotional
responses. We defined emotions as processes that are influenced by various interactive
components, such as musical attributes (e.g., tempo, harmony, musical genre), individual
attributes (e.g., musical preferences, personality), and contextual attributes (e.g., music in
connection with everyday activities or multimodal information). In order to control the
various factors related to musical emotions, we proposed a multimethodological research
approach, which consists of (a) measuring subjective responses, psychophysiological
responses, and various traits, and (b) examining the relationships between the musical,
individual, and contextual attributes that may influence emotions. The results suggest, for
example, that music is a multidimensional phenomenon, and that musical emotions are
heterogeneous and hierarchical. The results also suggest that music often arouses
emotions that are very similar to the ones it is evaluated as being expressive of. We also
found that the interaction between personality and musical stimuli can usually be
explained by similarity-attraction. That is, people are attracted to persons or media
stimuli similar to their own personality. The results also suggest that the interaction
between (background) music and some other stimuli (e.g., reading) can usually be
explained by mood congruency (i.e., individuals preferentially process emotional stimuli
that are emotionally congruent with each other and/or with their current mood state). In
sum, the multimethodological research approach seems to produce many interesting
results that are presumably more precise than those yielded by previous research on
emotional effects of music. However, it should be acknowledged that more research is
needed to understand the functions of different components of musical emotions.
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Research Paper Abstract, Charalabos Kalpakidis, Ph.D.
In Fitzgerald’s novel The Great Gatsby, the commonly ignored forces and principles active in
the nexus of colonial and post-colonial experiences surface in the space of a finely articulated
conceptual difference. While Fitzgerald drew from a variety of conceptual metaphors and
archetypal, that is culturally universal, concepts, for the portrayal of the heroes’ respective
quests, he highlighted a conceptual space that so far seems to have escaped literary critics.
Surely, LIFE IS A JOURNEY (More Than Cool Reason 3-5), but really, because of the
culturally motivated purposes of life in America, we must also understand that it is possible
to hold the concept that LIFE IS A CONQUEST, a constant struggle for domination with
“Space” as “the Final Frontier” (Star Trek Introductory Monolog).
This paper attempts to provide evidence suggesting that the basic conceptual metaphor LIFE
IS A CONQUEST is “part of the common conceptual apparatus shared by [the] members of
[the American] culture.” However, in part because of the strongly negative connotations that
LIFE IS A CONQUEST imposes on the American way of life, it seems prudent to suggest
that this concept is not shared (let alone found in a ‘romantic’ novel such as Gatsby) by all
members of culture, but that it is one of “many conventional metaphors” used to
“conceptualize the wealth of our experiences” of the domain of life (52). Following one of
Foucault’s concepts, one can read this novel as fiction inducing the “effects of truth”—the
truth of the historical reality of American imperialism and American neocolonialism with
their respective physical and psychic markings on a colonized as well as colonizing people.
This truth forms part of a discourse which “’fictions’ history on the basis of a political
reality” (Foucault, Power/Knowledge, 193), which in turn always constitutes experience
mediated through culture.
The analysis begins with a quick look at previous mainstream interpretations of Gatsby. It
then discusses how the concepts of post-colonial criticism are applicable to this novel that has
so far not been scrutinized under this methodology—certainly not with a focus on the
underlying conceptual metaphors. By beginning the process of collecting convergent
evidence, ranging from linguistic expressions and discourse analysis to cultural scripts, with a
focus on various dichotomies and image-schemas, we develop the idea that by combining the
analysis of metaphorical concepts and cultural scripts in the form of archetypes it becomes
possible to reveal yet another story of Gatsby. Gatsby is not merely the story of a romantic in
a pink suit, but also the story of a culture that lives to conquer territory in its various
representations (nature, women, etc.), from east to west, and from west to east.
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“Soldiers of Fortune, or Mercenaries in Suits? Colonization and Counter-colonization in F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s ‘The Great Gatsby’.”
In 1985, Emory Elliot characterized Gatsby criticism of recently preceding decades
from a postmodern perspective. He observed that “there was a sense that [. . .] many
American novels had come to be taken for granted [. . .] as having an established set of
recognized interpretations [. . .] that the canon was established and that the larger thematic
and interpretative issues had been decided” (Bruccoli vii). In Matthew Bruccoli’s
introduction to New Essays on The Great Gatsby (1985), we furthermore read that “[f]or a
long time, The Great Gatsby was classified as ‘a book about the Roaring Twenties.’ It is one
of those novels that so richly evoke the texture of their time that they become, in the fullness
of time, more than literary classics; they become a supplementary or even substitute form of
history” (6).
It is true that Fitzgerald’s Gatsby has shaped the history and understanding of the
American Dream-become-nightmare (Freese 59-61; see page 18 below). This is due, among
other reasons, to the fact that, “before The Great Gatsby became a required textbook in the
fifties and sixties, some half million [sic] copies were in the hands of readers who were
reading it because they wanted to read it” (6). The figures regarding the “growth of
readership” and the “equivalent explosion of critical and scholarly commentary” (26) led
Richard Anderson to the conclusion that “no other figure in our literature has become so
eponymous” (23) as Gatsby, and that consequently, “only a few writers [. . .] receive more
attention” (27)—both critical and biographical—than Fitzgerald.
Responding to the various critiques of the concept of the author in literary theory,
Foucault’s essay “What is an Author?” undertakes a specific analysis of the author in terms
of the interrelationships in/of power and discourse. As a constructing and constructed part of
a discourse, the author’s name enacts or embodies the assertions set forth by the discourse
itself. The author’s name is a form of classification that groups together certain texts and
differentiates these texts from others. This classification not only distinguishes texts
attributed to one author from those attributed to other authors, but also distinguishes them
from all the texts that do not have authors. Foucault points out that although private letters,
contracts, anonymous wall posters, etc., all have writers, they do not have authors. The
author-function thus distinguishes certain discourses within society from other discourses
(“What is an Author?” 101-112).
Foucault’s notion of the construction of the author through discourse is relevant here
because it forces us to acknowledge that “ideology will also govern our construction of the
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author, especially but not only if the author becomes un sujet a aimer, a someone to love”
(Walker 556)—an apposition certainly applicable to Fitzgerald. Foucault suggests that the
author exists in a variety of functions in discourse. As a rational entity that the reader
constructs, a person can become a cultural category through the influence they exert on our
understanding of what it means to be human or how the human mind functions. This is the
case with Marx and Freud, whose names can be used adjectivally, as in “Freudian” or
“Marxist,” perhaps expressing the classificatory “function” they serve in our culture.
Similarly, we can—and perhaps must—regard Fitzgerald as a representative
American novelist in this respect. Accordingly, The Great Gatsby could typify an American
colonialist agenda that cloaks itself in some naive reading of the story as a romantic narrative,
as opposed to Bakhtin’s notion of a politically interested agenda. Foucault’s construction of
the author function explains how, since the eighteenth century, the author has become an
ideological figure (“What is an Author?” 112-119). Some critics have regarded Fitzgerald as
an author “whose writing transcended the narrow concerns of one particular time and place”
(Bicknell 556). But other critics see in this a “premature judgment” because “the weight of
critical opinion is in favor of viewing The Great Gatsby as a novel about the 1920s” and
because “readers still regard Fitzgerald as a writer firmly rooted in the 1920s” (Matterson 2).
In this sense, Fitzgerald is the ideological figure of the Jazz Age, and not of American
Imperialism. This fact could certainly explain the dearth of post-colonial criticism of Gatsby.
Gatsby is an American classic that has often been read as a story about a forlorn romantic
who is willing to deny his family origins and engage in illegal transactions in the name of
financial success, and even lose his life for the woman that, to him, represents ultimate
emotional and material fulfillment.
And yet, the novel has accomplished even more than the creation of a now
eponymous character. As a widely read, appreciated, and discussed cultural artifact, it
necessarily influences what Foucault calls an episteme, which can be defined as an
anonymous formation of knowledge (see, for example, Foucault 1971). The critical
discourses revolving around Gatsby—that is, the inherited principles governing how we view
this novel—have changed before. In order to take into account the ideas and analytical
methodologies pertaining to the realization of new realities at the beginning of a new
millennium, these discourses will have to change again. The modes and categories inherited
even from the recent past seem to no longer do justice to the realities experienced by a new
generation, “since the erosion of theoretical assumptions and presuppositions that support the
social sciences in their conventional form has proven fundamental” (Ashcroft et al. vii).
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The Great Gatsby: A Post-colonial Novel?
Few Americans like to remember that the US was once a colony. Still fewer are aware
of imperialist forces at work even today, for these forces, rather than launching an outdated
military adventure, work through capitalist exploitation of other countries with less advanced
infrastructures and subsequently create economic dependence. In recent decades, the modus
operandi of colonial and post-colonial versions of reality has been scrutinized and analyzed
based on obvious historical examples of international struggles deriving from the relationship
of mother country and colony (see, for example, Mohanram and Rajan 1996). Often,
however, we do not even have to look beyond a country’s borders to be confronted with the
power mechanisms that are traditional components of the relationship between colonizing
and colonized cultures: colonialist-imperialist forces and mechanisms, under the precepts of
post-colonial capitalist democracy, can also be found at work within a nation, discriminating
against religiously, geographically, or ethnically marginalized groups.
After a privileging norm is established as part of the mainstream of a culture, it often
functions “as a template for the denial of the value of the ‘peripheral,’ the ‘marginal,’ the
‘uncanonized.’” Then, certain elements of the periphery and margin can rise up to threaten
“the exclusive claims of the centre they were rapidly incorporating” (Ashcroft et al. 4). The
relationship between margin and center, in other words, is not one-sided and exclusive, but
reversible, and the result of the colonizing flow is a countercurrent, where the margin seeks in
some sense to capture the center. In Said’s terms, this phenomenon can be described as a
process [. . .] of conscious affiliation proceeding under the guise of filiation [. .
.] a mimicry of the centre proceeding from a desire not only to be accepted but
to be adopted and absorbed. It caused those from the periphery to immerse
themselves in the imported culture, denying their origins in an attempt to
become ‘more English than the English’. We see examples of this in such
writers as Henry James and T.S. Eliot. (Ashcroft et al. 4).
Following the definitions provided in the Oxford English Dictionary, to affiliate is to “bring
into close connection as a member or branch,” in other words and to the point, to be
“typically in a dependent or subordinate position” (Vol. 1 217) while filiation is “the
adjudication of paternity” and, also more pointedly, “descent or derivation[,] especially from
a culture or language” (Vol. 5 906). In other words, if affiliation—subordination—can be
seen to proceed under the guise of filiation—“legitimate” descent in some form—then we
have elaborated the mechanism of Rudyard Kipling’s imperial apologia of the white man’s
burden, whereby a deliberate subordination is carried out under the guise of a legitimate and
even charitable act. Now, this is somewhat different in an American context, to be sure, but
realistically only insofar as the costumes of the actors on the world’s stage are concerned. In
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America, we had Bluecoats and Gray-coats, instead of Redcoats, and enslaved Africans and
dispossessed Native Americans instead of Hindus and coolies. To go still further, the
countercurrent of affiliation/filiation is also manifest in the American capitalist colonization
of even white Americans, at least in terms of economic exploitation—labor relations instead
of warfare, or the riot in Haymarket Square of 1886 instead of the Battle of the Khyber Pass
of 1842. It is in this sense that a post-colonial dissection becomes possible in an American
context.
Largely, the ignorance of the workings of subtler modern forms of imperialism in
American society derives from our capitalist-based culture, with its “set[s] of control
mechanisms—plans, recipes, rules, instructions” (Geertz, qtd. in Bressler 243) for the
governing of behavior. A novel like Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, published in 1899,
obviously invites analysis from a critical perspective based on the theories and methodologies
of post-colonial criticism, because of its setting in the Belgian Congo at a time when
European imperialism was at its peak. However, The Great Gatsby, published only 26 years
later, seems a much less likely target for post-colonial theories, for Gatsby is set on the
mainland of the United States, and not in the wilderness of a barbaric, uncharted continent.
Hence, overlooking The Great Gatsby as a subject for analysis according to the
methodologies of Post-colonialism seems reasonable at first.
Still, as the authors of The Empire Writes Back have suggested, the term post-colonial
can and must be used to cover “all the culture[s] affected by the imperial process from the
moment of colonization to the present day [. . .] because there is a continuity of
preoccupations throughout the historical process initiated by European imperial aggression”
(Ashcroft et al. 2). This statement may endorse post-colonial criticism of the Heart of
Darkness, Henderson, the Rain King (1959), or Beloved (1987), but on an intranational level,
a “continuity of preoccupations” is also a structuring principle of The Great Gatsby, often
masking the interested discourse that has surrounded it. Frantz Fanon has written that only
through the appropriation and re-telling of the past can a people move toward a future that is
liberated from the claims, abuse and exploitation of the colonizers (210). Suddenly, we
realize that narration, such as in Gatsby, could be essential to the empowerment and
liberation of colonized peoples. Of course, such projected liberation can hardly ever be
total—after all, as Gatsby shows, one cannot relive the past.
Consequently, a re-reading of The Great Gatsby from a previously unoccupied postcolonial perspective reveals one more reason why this novel, as a “supplementary or even
substitute form of history,” has enjoyed such popularity. It deploys and displays subtle
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mechanisms of imperialist power structures that surround readers even in today’s postcolonial world. Similarly, one could of course argue that post-colonial readings of The Great
Gatsby have received so little critical attention because of the apparent denial of the forces of
colonialism the novel represents. Because of these factors, it seems all the more plausible to
consider the novel’s imperialist subtext, for Fitzgerald is likely to have been aware of the
underlying cultural attitudes of American Imperialism of his time and of America’s not so
innocent past. Late in his life, Fitzgerald wrote to his daughter, “You speak of how good your
generation is. But I think they share with every generation since the Civil War the sense of
being somehow about to inherit the earth” (qtd. in Callahan 9). The American generations
“since the Civil War” are the same generations that brought the European conquest of North
America to final fruition. Moreover, far from arriving at some putative enlightenment,
Fitzgerald’s daughter perpetuates the same implicit attitude—that these generations and their
heirs, ad infinitum, are the rightful owners of all they survey, regardless of any other current
or previous residents. Fitzgerald himself may have been more subject to such attitudes than
he knew.
Strongly influenced by the traumatic experiences of historical events like World War
I, Fitzgerald lived in a time when his contemporary epistemes, the dominant ideological
discourses of the 1920s, suggested that overt imperialism as an excessively European
militarist version of the American Dream was not politically correct, that it was immoral, and
everything but admirable. Clearly, from our perspective at the dawn of the twenty-first
century, we cannot expect to find lucid symbols or explicit signs promoting imperialist views
in The Great Gatsby. A stance anticipating a lack of explicit evidence of an imperialist
ideology also seems to be in accordance with the largely unconscious nature of conceptual
metaphor.
So instead, we have to examine cultural artifacts like Fitzgerald’s novel that shape our
perception of reality in our search for understanding what Derrida calls the “trace, [which] is
not a presence but rather the simulacrum of a presence that dislocates, displaces, and refers
beyond itself” (156). Traces of an Americanized colonialist ideology, inherently based on the
(not so) original European colonizers’ postulation of superiority, permeate The Great Gatsby
as well as American mainstream culture at any given moment during the past, extending into
the twenty-first century. Said commented on exactly this fact during a lecture on Culture and
Imperialism, which he presented at York University in Toronto, Canada. He stated:
Curiously, though, so influential has been the discourse insisting on
American specialness, altruism and opportunity, that imperialism in the United
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States as a word or ideology has turned up only rarely and recently in accounts
of the United States culture, politics and history. But the connection between
imperial politics and culture in North America, and in particular in the United
States, is astonishingly direct. American attitudes to greatness, to hierarchies
of race, to the perils of other revolutions—the American Revolution being
considered unique and somehow unrepeatable anywhere else in the world—
these have remained constant, have dictated, have obscured the realities of
empire while apologists for overseas American interests have insisted on
American innocence, doing good, fighting for freedom.
Following the major theoretical tendency of one of Foucault’s works, which is to regard the
literary text as part of a larger framework of texts, institutions, and practices (Foucault, The
Order of Things)—a tendency that seems to be in accord with the notion of Cultural
Cognitive Models (CCM)—scholars should strive to be sensitive to the political impact of the
text and the political unconscious behind The Great Gatsby. Both the language of this novel
and the relevant historical, political, and social practices related to it can serve as expressions
that we can analyze to find and explore underlying mental concepts to learn more about the
human mind, and to help unravel the complexities of American culture.

The Center (East)/Margin (West) Metaphor in
American History and Gatsby
The Great Gatsby is an excellent artifact with which to discuss the possibility of a
modernist counter-migration, a reversal of the archetypal East-moving-West direction of the
American literary tradition implicit in the PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS concept—at
least from an American perspective. Gatsby discusses an attempted raid on the center by the
margin, and we find nowhere a more artistic expression of both its process and its cost.
Preceding this discussion, we must first clarify the theories and implications of the archetypal
East/West dichotomy, which forms the basis for the directional journeys in Gatsby.
Based upon our discussion so far, it is safe to suggest that the historical and
mythological movements of Western cultural scripts and their artifacts in one direction surely
beget movement in the other direction, as we find it to be the case in Gatsby. If adoption
(affiliation) is mythically transformed into a true filial relationship, then filiation
(father/offspring, the correlative of center/marginal relations) may likewise shift, echoing
even so dated an idea as Frederick Jackson Turner’s seminal Frontier Thesis. He argued that
the frontier had meant that every American generation returned “to primitive conditions on a
continually advancing frontier line.” Along this frontier—which he also trenchantly described
as “the meeting point between savagery and civilization”—Americans again and again
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recapitulated the developmental stages of the emerging industrial order of the 1890’s. This
development, in Turner’s description of the frontier, begins with the Indian and the hunter; it
goes on with the disintegration of savagery by the entrance of the trader, the pathfinder of
civilization; [. . .] the pastoral stage in ranch life; the exploitation of the soil by the raising of
unrotated crops of corn and wheat in sparsely settled farm communities; the intensive culture
of the denser farm settlement; and finally the manufacturing organization with the city and
the factory system (J. F. Turner 11).
Ray Allen Billington interprets Turner’s thesis as a process of “atomization and
reversion” of institutions and cultures on the American frontier, reiterated in subsequent
redevelopment as the frontier moved west, such that each region in the westward movement
ultimately and notably differs from earlier-settled eastern counterparts (1-2). Following
Billington, the western frontier has been figured as a safety valve, in that
nonconformistssuch as Huckleberry Finnrather than stay in the sedate east, and either
disrupt it or be ultimately subsumed, “light out for the territories,” thus nipping in the bud any
counter-current praxis. As Richard Chase has pointed out, if Gatsby is a myth of America,
then it is about America’s failure to live up to its stated ideals and to its past of frontier and
pioneer (299-302). Unlike Natty Bumpo and Huck Finn, who had a frontier or a territory to
which they could escape, Gatsby has nowhere; “significantly in the novel, he moves from
West to East, reversing the pattern of the pioneer and settler,” while mirroring their attitude
of conquest (Matterson 5).
Turner and others have characterized the frontier as the nursery of democracy, in that
as institutions moved westward with the line of the frontier, the impact of shifting cultural
and environmental circumstances created and conditioned continuing democratic
development. The frontier has also been describedmost often in self-congratulatory
termsas the incubator of stereotypically American traits, such as diversity, mobility, and
ultimately, abundance, in the conjunction of the economic exploitation of the occupied
landscape with the successive remix of and addition to the ever-more-polyglot population.
Such cross-pollination of cultures gives rise in American history to distinctively American
stories of distinctively American circumstances, and the Frontier Thesis sets out the trappings
of a sort of westward-mobile environment within which all this other flux may be thought to
have occurred.
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But the fact that this permutation westward might, in Said’s terms, be a very similar
cultural looting of the margins by the center, also stereotypically American, has not
heretofore been much discussed by literary critics. This is perhaps because it presents us with
a reversal of the original historical and archetypal (for the notion of archetypes, see, for
example, Joseph Campbell, 1972) eastward movement of initially mercantile, and
subsequently, military, colonization starting with the endeavors of Marco Polo and
proceeding to those of James Cook. After all, the desire to go west was motivated by the
longing to find a more suitable route for exploiting the treasures of the East. Nor has the
possibility of a modernist counter-migrationan attempted raid on the center by the margin,
so to speakapparently been discussed at all, except perhaps by John F. Callahan in The
Illusions of a Nation (1972), and there evocatively in terms of “those myths summoned to
explain the facts of history” (3). For Callahan, myth is the body of narrative created to justify
those “facts of history” that might otherwise be readily construed to the discredit of the
originating culture. Certainly, since all cultures have an ample share of such facts, the mythos
of American culture is no exception.
The US is indeed a former European colony, but unlike most other colonies of
European powers, it is descendants of white Europeans who inhabit it predominantly. In the
course of the development of post-colonial theories as critical models for political, cultural,
and literary discourse, the term “white diaspora” was coined to describe the process of
settlement for countries such as the US, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, among which
the US was “the first post-colonial society to develop a ‘national’ literature” (Ashcroft et al.
16). The alienation of self and vision described in The Empire Writes Back leads to the
“widely shared discursive practice [. . .] which can be identified” as “the construction of
place” (9). This is even more important in our case, since early in colonial history it led to
emblematic terminology like “the New England States,” “the Tidewater,” or “the Old
Dominion”—suggestive of conceptual metaphors for the new territories—as descriptive
phrases for several of the thirteen founding states of the new country.
These labels point toward the necessity not to merely dismantle and abolish the
central importance of the motherland, but to replace one set of values with another while
maintaining the same conceptual value structure. This value structure receives its
organizational elements from “orientational metaphors, [. . .] which organize[s] a whole
system of concepts with respect to one another.” As such,
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most of them have to do with spatial orientation” such as “up-down, in-out, [. .
.], central-peripheral. These spatial orientations arise from the fact that we
have bodies of the sort we have and that they function as they do in our
physical environment. Orientational metaphors give a concept a spatial
orientation. (Lakoff/Johnson, Metaphors We Live By 14; from now MWLB)
It seems that the entire concept of supremacy, of being in an elevated position, is based on the
existence of orientational metaphors. There is ample evidence that GOOD IS UP, HIGH
STATUS IS UP, VIRTUE IS UP (15-16), that CONTROL IS UP (Lakoff/Turner, More than
Cool Reason 149; from now MTCR), and that DIVINE IS UP (150-151). It is not at all
surprising, then, that white Europeans, as well as white Americans, understood, and to some
extent, even today understand themselves as being ‘up’ since ‘up’ “organizes a whole system
of concepts with respect to one another.” White Caucasians are also conceptualized (or
perhaps more aptly, conceptualize themselves) via the GOOD IS WHITE (185) concept. This
is the knowledge that allows us to conclude that American nationals, former colonists, were
able to create an American antithesis of the thesis of European supremacy while maintaining
the same conceptual value structure, still basing supremacy on Anglo-Germanic European
descent: in a word, white supremacy.
The term “New England” is in wide use today, and while metropolitan centers have
developed all across the US, the East coast is still looked upon as the metropolitan center.
The American Northeast represents the intellectual stronghold of the entire nation:
Washington D.C. is the nation’s capital; New York City, the “city of luxury and mystery”
(Fitzgerald, The Beautiful and Damned, 282) is the home of the stock market; more
importantly, it is home to most major publishing houses as the creators and guardians of
archives of knowledge; the American Northeast is the seat of a number of traditionally
conservatively oriented Ivy League schools. Americans, now colonizers in their own right,
broke off the colony-to-motherland relationship, only to reinstate several new versions of
their own.
The identification of Nick Carraway with the frontier is inevitable and obvious, for
only shortly after his arrival on West Egg, he defines himself as “a guide, a pathfinder”
(Fitzgerald 7), ascribing to himself activities inherent to life on the frontier. Gatsby is also
depicted as Western: he is the protégé of Dan Cody, whose name, it has been suggested, is
derived from two larger than life figures of American history—the pioneer Daniel Boone, and
Bill Cody, the Westerner (Matterson 6). Unfortunately, Cody, whose photograph hangs in
Gatsby’s bedroom, is characterized as the “pioneer debauchee” who “brought back to the
Eastern seaboard the savage violence of the frontier brothel and saloon” (Fitzgerald 78).
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Residing in one of the “white palaces of fashionable East Egg” (8, emphasis added), and
having spent “a year in France, for no particular reason,” the Buchanans’ identification with
the metropolitan center, and the allusion to GOOD IS WHITE, are just as obvious. Critics
have gone as far as suggesting that “the Buchanans represent a kind of wealthy aristocratic
class in America, a class based on inherited money and the manners and attitudes that
supposedly go with it” (Matterson 28). They form, so to speak, a natural contrast both to the
Jeffersonian dream of a society open to all, and to Gatsby, who lacks the manners and
background that would designate him as a member of the leisure class.
If Nick Carraway is indeed “a guide, a pathfinder, an original settler,” then he is also
an echo of earlier, more blatant, and more violent American colonizations. His movement
East, from the not-long-before colonized and pacified West, recapitulates in reverse the thrust
of nineteenth-century American history. Yet Gatsby recalls most explicitly, in his
juxtaposition with Tom Buchanan, the pairing in Herman Melville’s The Confidence-Man of
Colonel Moredock—“he never let pass an opportunity for quenching an Indian” (134)—and
the Indian Mocmohoc, practitioner of “circling wiles and bloody lusts” (129). The Indianhater is a figure of long standing in America, from colonial times to the climactic subjugation
of Native American power at Wounded Knee in December 1890. Buchanan’s racism is the
echo of Moredock’s; Mocmohoc’s tactical treacheries are reflected in Gatsby’s deceptions.
In the battle over Daisy, Gatsby and Buchanan employ wiles “circling and bloody”
indeed. There is Gatsby’s camouflage of Eastern legitimacy on the one hand, and Buchanan’s
brute establishment force in a “cruel body” on the other (Fitzgerald 9). Of course, the climax
of their conflict is three useless deaths. Yet these are the deaths of marginalized peoples—
Myrtle and George Wilson, and, of course, Gatsby himself—and in the case of Gatsby, a
marginalized person of emblematic Western origin. The Indian Wars are thus carried on,
against a new set of the economically dispossessed. Buchanan and Gatsby, like Moredock
and Mocmohoc, are linked in that they are on opposite sides of some essential conflict,
presumably (from both viewpoints) a war of all that is good against all that is evil—and yet in
the practice of that war, they are not different in any fundamentally important way.
But our suggested pairing is complicated by the pairings that follow it. A series of
shifting alliances are enacted, as the loyalties of first Carraway and then Daisy are influenced
by Gatsby and Buchanan’s conflict of margin and center. The initial situation—Gatsby vs.
Buchanan—becomes sequentially Gatsby/Carraway vs. Buchanan, Daisy/Gatsby/Carraway
vs. Buchanan, and finally Gatsby/Carraway vs. Daisy/Buchanan. The prize itself—Daisy—is
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ultimately marshaled to the arsenal of resources of the victor, Buchanan, in the same way that
the resources of the newly possessed land were marshaled to fuel the conquest of the land. In
the end, of course, it is Carraway alone against Tom and Daisy Buchanan.
The point is that the lines between colonizers and the colonized are anything but
clearly drawn, and in fact almost seem to have been intentionally blurred—most likely,
originally, for reasons relating to the similarity of Gatsby and Buchanan, with respect to
Daisy. The sympathy of the reader shifts, that is, according to the most recent revelations
about Gatsby. Our sympathies are fully engaged by Gatsby’s “romantic readiness” in the first
place, just as Fitzgerald seems to have intended. Gatsby’s readiness to falsify the
impoverished reality of his Midwestern history, to risk the physical danger of combat in
World War I, and, later, the more subtle dangers of the war with Buchanan over Daisy, in
some sense display Gatsby’s readiness to dispossess his historical dispossessors. But the
shifts of sympathy on the part of the readers, just like the shifting alliances within the
narrative, speak as clearly to the moral ambivalence of the relationship between conquered
and conqueror—in whatever direction it flows—as they do to the concerns Fitzgerald himself
brought to his text initially.
The quest for legitimacy—legitimacy at the East/Center—is the guiding behavioral
principle of Nick Carraway, and of Jay Gatsby. Both characters are examples of “the special
post-colonial crisis of identity” through their “concern with the development or recovery of
an effective identifying relationship between self and place,” a phenomenon that critics such
as Desmond Ernest Stewart Maxwell have made the defining model of post-coloniality
(Ashcroft et al. 8-9). Nick fled the world of the Middle West because it was, to him, “like the
ragged edge of the universe” (Fitzgerald 6). While grammatically this expression is a simile,
it is nonetheless an expression that serves as a telling metaphor of the margin, which, as we
read earlier, can also be characterized by the “savage violence of the frontier brothel and
saloon.” Incidentally, this quote seems to provide proof of the correlation between the West
and the concept that THE WEST IS THE UNCIVILIZED MARGIN OF THE UNIVERSE.
This concept is consistent with other concepts such as ESSENCE IS CENTRAL and
IMPORTANT IS CENTRAL, and the implied LESS IMPORTANT IS PERIPHERAL
(MTCR 148).
Accordingly, the West is far from the right place for a young man wanting to find his
way to prosperity. Gatsby declares that he, too, is from the West: “I am the son of some
wealthy people in the middle-west—all dead now” (52). Gatsby’s statement is particularly
important, because it clarifies how he views the West, whether his statement is actually true
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or not. He not only associates the West with death, and thus turns it into a location he fears
and despises and wants to put behind him, but he associates West and Death by analogy, by a
metaphorical mode of transference through which THE WEST IS (cultural, political,
economical and emotional) DEATH. As we have already seen, this cultural concept is
coherent with the bodily experience of seeing the sun “die” in the West, and it is coherent
with other mental concepts that form one of the frames of the East/West dichotomy. Once
Gatsby declares that his ties with the West have been severed, it becomes much easier for
him to associate with the East—the archetypal locus amicus of intellectual growth and
fulfillment. Albeit recently established by European measures, THE EAST IS THE
STRONGHOLD OF CIVILIZATION whence the colonization of the West sprang up, and
the model toward which the altered Western institutions look for example. The East embodies
the source of political authority, and of wealth by its ultimate American measure: not
property, but money. Even so marginalized a character as Myrtle Wilson can attest to the
absolute importance of money over other commodities: “[T]hese fellas” she says, “all they
think of is money.” (27) While Myrtle makes this statement in reference to Mrs. Eberhardt,
who is in charge of Myrtle Wilson’s pedicure, with the East as an enigmatic metaphor for
money, this statement also holds validity for all the characters in the novel. For Fitzgerald’s
Western characters, the East is a metaphor and model for the cultural, and consequently,
political, economical, and emotional center; the East is everything the West merely imitates.
It is this Eastern authenticity that Gatsby seeks—the authenticity that will make him
legitimate in the eyes of Daisy Fay. The relationship between the traditionally privileged
center of white European descent and traditionally marginalized and dispossessed minorities
of color is recapitulated in this relationship between dominant and subordinate segments of
the larger privileged white culture. In that equation, THE WEST IS THE UNCIVILIZED
MARGIN OF THE UNIVERSE and THE EAST IS CIVILIZED CENTER OF THE
UNIVERSE, displaying the directional reversal of the arguments Said and others have
presented,

in

which

THE

EAST

IS

THE

STRONGHOLD

OF

CIVILIZATION/LEGITIMACY.
In spite of living in the East, both Carraway and Gatsby still live on West Egg, not on
the more prominent East Egg, and the macrocosmic East/West dichotomy is continued on a
microcosmic scale between the eastern and western counterparts of Long Island. Nick
himself describes West Egg as, “the—well, less fashionable of the two” (8), and despite the
“proximity of millionaires” (8), he only is able to rent a place he considers “an eye-sore”
among mansions. Furthermore, Gatsby’s mansion is, after all, not only “a factual imitation of
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some Hotel de Ville in Normandy” (8, emphasis added)—a fake that can only constantly
defer to the trace of old money, the physical sign of legitimacy neither Gatsby nor his house
possesses—but also a “huge incoherent failure of a house” (140) inasmuch as it fails to grant
legitimacy or protect its inhabitant as it is supposed to. The “eye-sore” and the “imitation” are
testimonies to the peripheral nature of West Egg and the Westerners, and to the stigma of
their illegitimacy.
From this perspective, Gatsby becomes the symbolic quest of the uncivilized
Westerners, or genuinely othered people like Wolfsheim, who “are in the East to earn their
livings, to pursue ‘the shining secrets’ that only Midas and Morgan and Maecenas knew”
(Lewis 50-51). These “shining secrets” are just such as the US itself had pursued in the
Indian and Mexican wars of the preceding century, the quest for land as the ultimate
wellspring of wealth. In a process of protracted and bloody conquest, the events of American
history gave rise to myths such as that of the Frontier—vitally important myths, since they
help us draw “back from the horrors of [our] history” (Callahan 5). The myth that makes
horror permissible is itself the process of filiation, overriding the earlier, contingent affiliation
of the frontier period. The facts of history are subsumed within the larger and far more
flattering narrative about the US.
In following the colonizing pattern subconsciously laid out by Easterners in the
previous century, the Westerners begin, as Gatsby attests, an attempt to subdue the politically
dominant discourse by reversing the direction of the conquest. After Easterners subdued the
West, now the Westerners must attempt to conquer the East. Additionally, Gatsby’s eastward
journey is motivated and fueled by a dream—his dream-wish to reinstate the past, to “fix
everything just the way it was before” in some “transitory, enchanted moment” (Fitzgerald
86), some Edenic, revolutionary epoch, before the nation’s promise was bought and sold in
places like Wall Street, where Carraway ironically works to establish his own legitimacy. We
accept this, however, more fully from Gatsby than we do from the equally likable Carraway.
Whatever “qualification independent of class” (12) Carraway may possess, Gatsby possesses
his own infinite virtues in still greater abundance—just because he, “wild, unknown man” (5)
that he is, has achieved his heroic deeds against steeper odds than the advantaged Carraway
will ever be required to face. It becomes apparent that the power that drives both Gatsby’s
and Carraway’s quest eastward is conceptualized through the DREAMS ARE
MOTIVATING FORCES FOR REACHING DESTINATIONS metaphor.
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Dreams are Motivating Forces for Reaching Destinations
The lives of prototypical US-Americans were, and still are, centered on the ideas of
progress, success, Manifest Destiny, and liberty and equality. American lives are shaped,
willy-nilly, by the Declaration of Independence, signed in 1776, and the Bill of Rights, signed
in 1789, as much as they shape and are shaped by novels like The Great Gatsby, which is
“yet the most cogent literary comment” (Freese 59) on the American Dream—a dream that,
according to Nick Carraway’s own words, was “the last and greatest of all human dreams; for
a transitory enchanted moment man must have held his breath in the presence of this
continent, compelled into an aesthetic contemplation he neither understood nor desired, face
to face for the last time in history with something commensurate for his capacity to wonder”
(Fitzgerald 140).
Peter Freese suggests that if Jay Gatsby “is understood as a representative of America,
then the novel insists that the [American] Dream was ruined because the idealistic promise
was tainted by materialism, was betrayed by egotism and greediness” (59). Many American
artists have explored this theme. William James exclaimed, “the excessive worship of the
bitch-goddess success is our national disease” (qtd. in Freese 24). In his travelogue The Airconditioned Nightmare (1945), Henry Miller flatly declared, “there is only ‘one thing
America has to give,’” and that with emphasis: “MONEY” (48).
Incidentally, in their idiosyncratically shaped versions of the American Dream, both
Gatsby and Carraway work to acquire wealth. Both men also begin with superiority based on
a kind of personalized origin-myth that, if less than wholly truthful, also derives from
something more substantial than class. Carraway has come east for the purpose of making
money, implicitly shunning the comfort and ease of the hometown scion; Gatsby has come
east for a similar purpose, from real origins even more humble than Carraway’s. Yet Gatsby’s
conquest of the East is actually at the cusp of complete success—all he lacks is Daisy, the
necessary symbol of success, and his ultimate dream-desire. The idealized model of action—
relevant for any attempt to understand what motivates Gatsby as well as Nick—concerns an
agent with an intention, who performs an action that has consequences. The belief that action
A (in Gatsby’s case, moving east, and making money) will produce consequence C (winning
over Daisy, and being respected as a legitimate member of Eastern society) and the desire to
produce consequence C constitutes the intention to produce consequence C. In this model,
intentions cause actions and actions cause their intended consequences. This model is what
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underlies Americans’ (and D’Andrade 1987 suggests the model holds for many Europeans as
well) interpretations of their own and each other’s actions.
Our default assumption is that all human acts are caused by intentions. If we observe a
person performing an action (e.g. opening a door) we assume that the act is caused by the
person’s intention (the intention to open the door). We do not mention intentions in our
description of actions because it is implicit to the very notion of action that it be mediated by
an intention. It is not adequate to explain an action by pointing to the intention that caused it.
Because all actions are assumed to stem from intentions, this information is seen as trivial.
However, it is considered relevant to specify the cause of the intentions. Because
desires, wishes, needs, beliefs, and combinations of these can cause intentions, one might
explain another person’s actions by having recourse to the desire that gave rise to the
intention, which, in turn, gave rise to the action. Alternatively, one might simply refer to the
external cause which gave rise to the desire (wish, need, etc.) which, in turn, gave rise to the
intention and, consequently, to the action.
While it is arguable that Gatsby is the more admirable for pulling himself up so far,
the context of the times demeans his origins—and thus suggests the necessity for an invention
of an origin-myth. In effect, Gatsby dreams himself a novel legitimacy, while Carraway’s
father already has dreamed it for Carraway, in the delusion that the sense of “fundamental
decency” (Fitzgerald 5) of father and son alike is inborn rather than learned. In either case,
the goal for both men is the accumulation of wealth through effort, by means however
dubious, rather than through inheritance. Sympathy between Carraway and Gatsby grows
naturally out of this affinity. For both, at heart, are much less than secure about their positions
in East Egg; on the one hand, they are bereft of family, and on the other, their social standing
is poised on a precarious structure of lies which they are required to hide, from themselves
and from others, because their DREAMS ARE ILLUSIONS.
In Robert Emmet Long’s intricate study The Achieving of The Great Gatsby (1979),
we read that
This Side of Paradise announces Fitzgerald’s theme of romantic
disillusionment but does not focus it clearly; in The Beautiful and Damned,
influenced by Mencken, Fitzgerald social perspective is sharpened. His view
of contemporary society is wholly depreciatory, and his protagonist, who is
committed to a higher aspiration than his culture’s, is doomed to failure. The
novel is an attempted study in the ironic mode endorsed by Mencken, and
although it fails, it does lead Fitzgerald toward The Great Gatsby, in which the
irony of the aspiration has been maturely grasped. This Side of Paradise and
The Beautiful and Damned both reflect Fitzgerald’s preoccupation with
illusion, and in a number of apprenticeship stories, such as “The Diamond as
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Big as the Ritz” and “Winter Dreams,” [. . .] he schooled himself further in the
subject of illusion—that of both the individual and the nation—before the
vision of The Great Gatsby was achieved. (10, emphasis added)
Additionally, “in all his novels’” John B. Chambers aptly writes of Fitzgerald, “his treatment
of man’s most fundamental illusion – that he is destined to achieve happiness – is centred
upon the illusion that it is love which will transport him to a magical world of eternal
happiness” (96, emphasis added). Even worse, Gatsby’s fundamental mistake, as described
by Carraway, is the belief in the illusion of “the unreality of reality, a promise that the rock of
the world was founded securely on a fairy’s wing” (Fitzgerald 100). Gatsby is ‘great’ because
of his dream, which distinguishes him from the other, disillusioned, characters, who have lost
their capacity to wonder and to dream. As for Gatsby, it is not just Daisy that must have
“tumbled short of his dreams [. . .] because of the vitality of his illusion. It had gone beyond
her, beyond everything” (97). And so, all of Gatsby’s, and perhaps all of Gatsby’s, DREAMS
ARE ILLUSIONS to the point where characters could be regarded as utterly delusional if
they have any dreams left.
In the first chapter of The American Dream and the American Nightmare (1987),
Freese eloquently sums up the uniqueness of the US and grounds its current role in world
politics and the inhabitants’ self-perception in the historical myth of an America:
Long before “America” became a country, it was a continent, and long before it was
known to exist as a continent, it was a vision and a dream. Thus, before Americans
ever began to dream their national dream, Europeans of all nations used to dream their
dream about an America of the mind and, later, about an America which slowly
emerged from the reports of the first discoverers, exploiters and settlers. (5)
Freese does not stand alone in his assessment of this sentiment. Among many others, Robert
Frost expressed the same feelings in “The Gift Outright,” the poem recited at John F.
Kennedy’s 1960 inauguration—an event also notable as the final entry of a previously
marginalized group, the Catholic Irish-American, into the center of American life and culture.
“The land was ours before we were the land’s,” Frost wrote. “She was our land more than a
hundred years /Before we were her people” (Frost 348). Thus Turner’s Frontier Thesis—the
continuous frontier impact on institutions of cultural, economic, demographic, and social
circumstance, of the morphing landscape itself, and of sheer remoteness from the putative
center—is rendered into an aesthetic formulation, but one which articulates the necessity of
possession. The religiously motivated Puritan dream of a city upon a hill had become Horatio
Alger, Jr.,’s materialistically motivated dream of the rise from rags to riches, and the endless,
resource-rich land westward, with all the wealth that could be extracted from it. The mythical
west that had existed for centuries in the minds of yearning Europeans was the place of new
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origins, the place where the past supposedly did not matter, and where a new future lay
waiting. In Gatsby, however, because of the reversed thrust of the dreamers Nick and Gatsby,
all this also becomes emblematically true of the East.
Apart from Carraway’s geographically distant family in the Midwest, there is one
extraordinary person in the narrator’s life. This singled-out person is “only Gatsby”
(Fitzgerald 5), a late urban echo of Daniel Boone, as is Carraway himself, in his
“pathfinder”/Natty Bumpo aspect—certainly a truer echo of the Jeffersonian Yeoman than
the brutish Buchanan. According to the description provided by the narrator, Gatsby is unlike
others; there is “something gorgeous” about Gatsby, because he possesses “an extraordinary
gift for hope, a romantic readiness such as I have never found in any other person and which
it is not likely I shall ever find again” (6, emphasis added). Nick finds in Gatsby someone
special, someone who stands out from the rest of the people he has encountered on his
“riotous excursions” (5) because of Gatsby’s romantic readiness manifested in the apparent
and all-encompassing pursuit of a dream.
On a more material level, Gatsby’s special status is repeatedly highlighted in the
novel—for example, one day on the way to lunch, when Nick and Gatsby are pulled over by
a police officer:
With fenders spread like wings we scattered light through half Astoria—only
half, for as we twisted among the pillars of the elevated I heard the familiar
“jug-jug-spat!” of a motor cycle, and a frantic policeman rode alongside. “All
right, old sport,” called Gatsby. We slowed down. Taking a white card from
his wallet he waived it before the man’s eyes. “Right you are,” agreed the
policeman, tipping his cap. “Know you next time, Mr. Gatsby. Excuse me!”
(54)
It is, of course, possible to argue that this practice of “manus manum lavat” [literally: one
hand washes the other hand; the equivalent of the English saying, “I’ll scratch your back if
you scratch mine.”] is a de facto standard practice among members of a community and the
local law. Then Gatsby would not be receiving any special treatment at all. Yet, we are rather
hesitant to ascribe such a notion of playing favorites to common practice; at any rate, this
practice would only be common among the accepted/integrated members of a community.
Outsiders, like Gatsby, would be very unlikely to receive preferential treatment, especially if
their illegal actions—the selling of liquor during the Prohibition—are publicly known, as
Tom can attest about his rival:
You’re one of that bunch that hangs around with Meyer Wolfhiem—that much
I happen to know. [. . .] [Gatsby] and this Wolfhiem bought up a lot of sidestreet drug stores here and in Chicago and sold grain alcohol over the counter.
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That’s one of his little stunts. I picked him for a bootlegger the first time I saw
him and I wasn’t far wrong. (104)
Rather, we understand the picture that we get here of Gatsby as similar to Nick’s self-image,
and reminiscent of the portrait of the colonizer in Albert Memmi’s The Colonizer and the
Colonized (1961; translated into English 1991). Memmi reveals the mechanisms at the base
of colonial oppression, thereby also revealing the springs of all oppressions of one group by
another. Memmi’s model provides a powerful template for a brief analysis of Gatsby’s
colonial attitudes displayed in the pursuit of his dreams. From the previously quoted scene of
the novel, we can discern that Gatsby is granted “astounding privileges” of the colonizer, “not
by virtue of local laws, but by upsetting the established rules and substituting his own” (9).
Gatsby himself states, “I did the commissioner a favor once, and he sends me a Christmas
card every year” (Fitzgerald 54). This trading of favors is his means of achieving the status of
a privileged being when everyone should be treated equally in the eyes of the law. Not that
Gatsby has committed an apparent violation of traffic laws, but to escape a frantic policeman
by waving a card before his eyes is much like what Memmi must have had in mind when he
declared that, “if he [the colonizer] is in trouble with the law, the police [. . .] will be more
lenient to [sic] him” (12).
It suddenly becomes more difficult to see a resemblance between Gatsby and an
idealized romantic dreamer who simply and innocently possesses “an extraordinary gift for
hope” (Fitzgerald 6), at least for the readers alert to Gatsby’s illegal transactions and to his
connection to members of the underworld like Wolfsheim, whose name may very well be an
allusion to its German translation ‘wolf’s home,’ and which may evoke the negative
connotations readers could have when thinking of wolves as carnivorous predators that hunt
in packs. One way or another, Gatsby is presented by the imperialist subtext as someone who
“appears doubly unjust. He is a privileged being, and an illegitimately privileged one; that is,
a usurper” (Memmi 9). Instead of revealing any overtly negative judgment of Gatsby for
desiring superiority, the text indeed seems to obscure Gatsby’s illegal dealings. As Bruccoli
writes, “Fitzgerald deliberately used a strategy of vagueness,” because he “wished Gatsby to
be mysterious” (6). Fitzgerald’s main motivation for the vagueness regarding Gatsby has
been suggested to be the
requirement that the reader should not be allowed to become morally critical
of Gatsby. It is essential that his bootlegging activities should not be
particularly clear or prominent, otherwise the reader’s sympathy for him,
directed by Carraway, is likely to recede. (Matterson 3)
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Furthermore, through Carraway, the text not only obscures Gatsby illegal transactions, but
also elevates him to the status of an ultimately legal, legitimate, and superior being: “Jay
Gatsby of West Egg, Long Island, [. . .] was a son of God” (Fitzgerald 105, emphasis added).
The text hereby seems to suggest that, quite naturally, only as a (illegitimately) privileged
being—a usurper—can anyone possibly be successful as long as one keeps up appearances
Thus, if there is one statement we can make about Gatsby safely, it must be this: that in his
dreams of success, his agency as a colonizer is not condemned—at least not by the narrator
Nick Carraway.
Nevertheless, perhaps because he is, in the words of rival Tom Buchanan, a “nobody
from nowhere” (136), Gatsby’s dream breaks on the reef of history, on Callahan’s “horror of
history,” which proves, in Gatsby’s “depleted emotional capacity,” the insufficiency and final
falseness of “myths summoned to explain the facts” of a history “conceived, carried out, and
justified in the crucible of American myth” (Callahan 13). Gatsby dies, and the narrator Nick
Carraway returns to the West. He has taken a bite of the Big Apple, and found in it a moist,
healthy worm. On the other hand, the Eastern American proto-male, Tom Buchanan, stands
strong as an apostle of race supremacy. Daisy’s characterization of him states that he is a
“brute of a man, a great big hulking specimen” (Fitzgerald 13) who believes in the ideas of
white supremacy—in other words, his supremacy.
By reading The Rise of the Coloured Empires, Tom has found a scientific validation
for his behavior; his attitude of superiority towards virtually everybody else in the novel now
stands on scientific ground. “Civilization’s going to pieces,” he says “violently.” Knowing
that “we are Nordics”, and that “we’ve produced all the things that go to make civilization”
(14, emphasis added), Tom is readily able to discriminate against the real outsiders—that is,
colored people—and also to apply the conceptual principles of white superiority to
discriminate against less apparent outsiders like Wilson or Gatsby. Since ‘knowledge,’ as
Foucault has pointed out in Power/Knowledge, and Said has amply demonstrated in
Orientalism, cannot escape power, and indeed may remain one of its major modes of
operation, Tom’s voice is the frightening “paternal voice” expressing the “dicta of Western
civilization” that has found absolute truth (Griffin xv-xvi). In other words, Tom is a
representative of ethnocentric power and knowledge par excellence, perhaps foreshadowing
the defeat of the ‘other’ in the persona of Gatsby.
Our first view of Tom Buchanan reveals a very physically powerful man, with a
“cruel [. . .] body capable of enormous leverage [. . .] standing in “riding clothes with his legs
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apart on his front porch.” He likes his power, and like the potentates of Eastern kingdoms, he
expects the obedience of his subjects. Readers are ushered into the living room with a
“frosted wedding cake” ceiling, its wine-colored rug, and its enormous couch on which are
seated two princesses, both “dressed in white” with their ‘king’ presiding: Jordan Baker and
Tom’s wife, Daisy Buchanan. Fitzgerald controls the whole scene through his use of colors—
white and gold mainly—suggesting a combination of beauty and wealth (Fitzgerald 9-10) and
alluding to several concepts such as WHITE IS GOOD. Fitzgerald thus sets the mood for the
climax of the conflict between East and West, and perhaps foreshadows that Tom, “whose
racism and manner of the plantation revolts even Daisy and Jordan” (Callahan 51), will
disappear at the novel’s end, with the definitively beautiful and desirable woman still firmly
in his grasp.
The Western dream of usurping the Eastern center of power has failed, and “the
American male, isolate[d], beyond continuity and society” (15) who ultimately “lives by
death, by killing, but who is pure white” (D.H. Lawrence, qtd. in Callahan 15), rides off into
the sunset. “Immediately,” Callahan writes, in a similar connection, “history murders
sensibility” (18). Consequently, the wishful “sensibility” of “romantic readiness” is impaled
and deflated at the twentieth century intersection of an overarching, colonizing ethos with an
internal, counter-colonizing counter-ethos.
War as a Tool of Legitimacy
Military metaphors have become part of our language over hundreds, if not thousands,
of years. There exists, after all, a normal metaphoric process by which people tend naturally
to draw upon experiences in one area of life in order to give fresh insight and understanding
to experiences in another. The transfer of a set of metaphors from one domain of experience
to another is evident through various expressions. One can find examples in the language that
sailors have brought from the sea to the land—“to know the ropes”—, that urban dwellers
have adapted from farms—“to put the cart before the horse”—, or that people have brought
home from places of work—“to strike while the iron is hot.”
As integral parts of most human societies, soldiers have had vivid, sometimes
traumatic, experiences during military duty that they have then applied in non-military
situations. Today, we may ask someone to “spearhead the discussion” or to “get off your high
horse.” From marching, someone may “get off on the wrong foot” or “mark time;” from
strategy, we might “close ranks” or “beat a hasty retreat;” from weapons, we can “cross
swords” with an adversary or “look daggers” to the extent that words are weapons and “looks
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can kill.” From the military hierarchy, we refer to “the top brass” or “the rank and file.” There
are scores of military metaphors used in everyday speech and writing. One may well argue
that at the relatively shallow level of vocabulary, or even of metaphorical expression, the use
of militaristic language is harmless, and serves to make our communication more colorful,
more precise, and perhaps, as Aristotle claimed, to convey fresh meaning or perspective.
Indeed, there are words in use that we do not link at all to their origins with the military
establishment, such as the word “harbinger,” which refers to someone who went before an
army to find accommodations, especially for officers. If no violence or military meaning is
associated with the word, surely its use is innocuous (Smith 3-6).
However, what has concerned some linguists and philosophers is not the use of
military language per se, but patterns of metaphorical thinking at the cognitive level. Lakoff
and Johnson give clear examples of such metaphorical thinking. They assert that in Englishspeaking society we conceive of “argument as war” as shown by the following set of
linguistic metaphors:
Your claims are indefensible.
He attacked every point in my argument.
I have lots of ammunition in my arsenal.
His criticisms were right on target.
I demolished his argument.
If you use that strategy, she’ll wipe you out. (MWLB 4)
While there are many alternative metaphors, we may often think of “love as war”:
She fought for him, but his mistress won out.
He is slowly gaining ground with her.
He won her hand in marriage.
She is besieged by suitors.
He is known for his many conquests. (49)
Both of the concepts ARGUMENT IS WAR and LOVE IS WAR consist of coherent and
consistent sets of metaphorical expressions. Such related clusters are referred to as structural
metaphors, and these metaphors may become part of our generally unarticulated, “largely
unconscious,” belief system (“De-Militarizing Language” 6).
In Language and Peace (1995), Christine Schäffner and Anita Wenden assert that
structural metaphors like these do not exist in our belief systems as separate ideas, but that
they relate to one another as systematically organized into metaphors at an even higher,
ideological level. The metaphor “Life is a (an uphill) battle” would be one such ideological
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metaphor. In presenting the research of linguists and philosophers over the past ten years, the
authors conclude that the language of journalists and diplomats frequently represents a
particular set of ideological stances. These stances accept and promote war as a legitimate
way of regulating international relations and settling inter-group conflict (legitimization); that
language unquestioningly promotes values, sustains attitudes and encourages actions that
create conditions that can lead to war (propagation); and that language itself creates the kind
of enemy image essential to provoking and maintaining hostility that can help justify war
(justification). In Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby, we can find a similar stance toward
legitimacy through a close inspection of the attitudes displayed by the major characters.
Throughout the novel, the various characters engage in verbal scrimmages such as the
heated argument between Tom and Gatsby on the afternoon everybody meets in a suite at the
New York Plaza Hotel. The narrative describes “compressed heat exploding,” Jordan Baker’s
father dying, “music [that] died,” warnings of caution, insults, and events of World War I
(Fitzgerald 99-101), creating an atmosphere clearly indicative of the concept ARGUMENT
IS WAR, (MWLB 4-6). The tides of this ‘war’ move back and forth between the two
combatants as they gain and lose ground on the verbal battlefield; this is evident when Nick,
observing Tom and Gatsby argue, wants to “get up and slap him [Gatsby] on the back,”
because he had one of those renewals of complete faith in him that I’d experienced before,”
after Nick has observed Gatsby regain “substantial ground.” Tom is attacking Gatsby because
he suspects him to be “trying to cause [. . .] a row” in his house. Tom sees Gatsby as
subverting civilized values. Once Tom would allow Gatsby to “make love to your [Tom’s]
wife, [. . .] people will throw everything overboard and have intermarriages between black
and white” (Fitzgerald 101). Tom is vehemently arguing Gatsby into the ground for he feels
that he is not only defending his own realm and his white princess Daisy, but he is also,
“flushed with his impassioned gibberish, [. . .] standing alone on the last barrier of
civilization” (101). Finally, Gatsby, who looks “as if he had ‘killed a man,’” loses this battle,
not against Tom, but against Daisy, while he is “defending his name against accusations that
had not been made.” He gives up, “and only the dead dream fought on as the afternoon
slipped away” (105).
This verbal battle represents Gatsby’s ultimate and final opportunity to win over
Daisy. A victory would have bestowed on him the legitimacy of whiteness, the legitimacy of
publicly being the significant other of a princess dressed in white, and the legitimacy that
comes with defeating your opponent. But this scene in the novel is not the only evidence we
can find for the concept that WAR IS A TOOL OF LEGITIMACY. In a European context,
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the concept that WAR IS A TOOL TO LEGITIMACY is probably derived from Carl Phillipp
Gottlieb von Clausewitz’s notion that war is the continuation of politics through different
means. Diplomacy, the prototypical activity of a legitimate government, is thus possible both
in a conference room and on the battlefield.
For Americans, the best-known historical example of war as establishing legitimacy is
the American Revolution. Though the Declaration of Independence was signed and delivered
to George III in 1776, it was not until the British Army had been defeated by the Colonial
Army—indicating that the United States defined and defended its borders—that the United
States came into being as a nation, legitimized by military victory, despite the inevitable cost
in human life, while defying its continuing colonization by the British. Today, the two main
sources for the idea that “war is a continuation of diplomacy by other means” are found best
in the Eastern writings of Sun Tzu—The Art of War (ca. 510 BCE)—and the Western
writings of Alfred Thayer Mahan—The Influence of Sea-power upon History (1898). Both
these texts are part of the curriculum at West Point, and most major military academies
around the World.
We may indeed hope that the concept that WAR IS A TOOL OF LEGITIMACY is a
thing of the past. However, as the various pieces of evidence presented above show, the time
is not long past—indeed, it is as reasonable to assert that the time is not past altogether, nor
likely ever will be. The same Americans who bemoan the maltreatment of Native Americans
were stirred at least as deeply by the narrative mythologies of West, Midwest, South,
Northeast—Oriskany, Lewis and Clark, the Alamo, the Civil War, Adobe Walls, Little Big
Horn—mythologies, that is, of a heroic age that was also an age of hidden conquest and
ongoing pillage. Gatsby’s readiness, however romantic, cannot but be tempered by the
altogether different historical record of omnipresent warfare motivated by what we have
come to know as the American Dream.
While the territories of what has now become the US were colonies of the Russians,
French, Spanish, and British, the white colonials were the marginalized people. After the
Declaration of Independence, the white European settlers, once colonists under the auspices
of European powers, the “old countries” and former homelands, became colonizers in their
own right, and the new margin lay to the unexplored west. Under the pretext of Manifest
Destiny, they invaded the North American continent, subjecting Native Americans and other
incipient nationalities to an imperialist agenda, thus giving this former colony a unique status.
Gatsby, as a mirror image of historical events guided by imperialist efforts, could be said to
mirror the concept that WAR IS A TOOL OF LEGITIMACY.
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Initially, the novel presents an alliance of two characters—a fact mentioned earlier,
but requiring further clarification in the context of the assumption that WAR IS A TOOL OF
LEGITIMACY. The first character introduced to the reader is the narrator Nick Carraway,
who, according to his father, must “remember that all the people in this world haven’t had the
advantages that you’ve had” (5). Furthermore, as the narrator’s father “snobbishly suggested
and I [Nick] snobbishly repeat, a sense of the fundamental decencies is parceled out
unequally at birth” (5). With these few words, young Carraway tries to present himself as a
privileged person. He begins to draw a picture of his social status that we recognize as
analogous to the colonizers’ assumption of superiority. He is at an advantage in comparison
to other people, and he has reasons to be snobbish, because the way he talks about
fundamental decencies implies that he and his father think he was born with them.
Hence, from the very beginning of this novel, the narrator puts himself “in a position
which is common to all Europeans living in a colony” (Memmi 17). Through the cultural
power of paternal authority and through the rhetorical power of repetition, Nick, who comes
from a family of hardware store owners, attempts to convince us that he, “from the time of
his birth [. . .] possesses a qualification independent of his [. . .] actual class” and his “father’s
stock of proverbial truth and material hardware” (Fitzgerald 12). Both these possessions
provide Carraway with “nourishment and identity” (Callahan 60). In other words, Nick not
only has similar roots, but also is actually engaged in a project similar to Gatsby’s—that is,
the project of disassociation from the conceptually and pragmatically lower class of
Westerners. This statement remains true even if one takes into consideration that Nick and
Gatsby are repeatedly referred to as “mid-Westerners,” for the classification of who or what
is Western does not depend so much on how far West one’s origins are located. Rather, the
relevant parameter lies in the relative perspective occupied by Easterners such as Tom
Buchanan, for whom everybody who lives further east than he does is in some sense a
Westerner.
The alliance between Nick and Gatsby is multileveled. In their first encounter at one
of Gatsby’s parties, the two speak, but Nick does not know at first that he is talking to the
host. Interestingly enough, the war in Europe is the topic of conversation when the character
who gives the novel its title eventually appears, as something more than “a figure [. . .]
emerged from the shadow” (Fitzgerald 20). This conversation, however, fails even to touch
on the devastating personal experiences that come automatically with participation in any
armed conflict. Erich Maria Remarque, in All Quiet on the Western Front (1929),
meticulously constructs a reality for this particularly modern, industrialized war in stomach-
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wrenching detail. The war, as Gatsby and Carraway are said to have experienced it, is akin to
the picture provided in Mark Meigs’ Optimism at Armageddon (1997), where the
comparatively brief American experience of World War I trench warfare is described as
notably different in its sociological and psychological effects from the four-year bloodletting
endured by European armies, in that first truly technological, twentieth-century war. The
practice of obscuring the gory, devastating, and senseless aspects of military conflict as we
find it in Gatsby and other writings as well as political discourse, seems a condition sine qua
non. If indeed war were thought of as being about severed bodies, mourning families, and
countless body bags, then it would be impossible to think of war as a ‘civilized’ legitimizing
process, or, for that matter, of life as a conquest. It is not surprising then, that the presentation
of war in Gatsby emphasizes the more civilized aspects of combat—promotions,
camaraderie, and so forth. In fact, war becomes party-talk.
The characters use the topic of the war as a means to establish their connection as
would-be colonizers. Like Carraway, Gatsby participated in World War I, and the two
characters come to realize that they met before, some years earlier in France. Apart from the
fact that Nick “was one of the few guests who had actually been invited,” the honor of Nick’s
presence “would be entirely Gatsby’s” (34-35). This constitutes a gesture suggesting that
Gatsby regards Carraway as a welcomed equal, even an asset to the party. The shared
endeavor of going east connects the two men as would-be invaders. Moreover, of course,
since the war commenced with a German invasion, this is yet another reversal.
Moreover, even before Gatsby became actively involved in World War I, the
conceptual metaphor that LIFE IS A CONQUEST found expression as the predominant
structuring principle of his life. He had managed to invade Daisy’s house, even if it had been
“by a colossal accident,” and “he took what he could get, ravenously and unscrupulously—
eventually he took Daisy one still October night, took her because he had no real right to
touch her hand” (Fitzgerald 116). Callahan has suggested that the October month of love,
which Gatsby and Daisy had shared, is a reference to Christopher Columbus’ discovery of
America in October of 1492 (20). Gatsby, by association, then, becomes linked to the man
who ultimately initiated white colonization of the Americas; Gatsby similarly invades the
Buchanan marriage, just as the culture in which he is embedded had invaded and
appropriated the North American continent in the preceding three centuries (Matterson 2426).
Paralleling these conquests in Gatsby’s life, we must recall that Nick, in the beginning
passages of the novel, talks about his endeavors, his traveling, as “riotous excursions.” He
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describes the war he participated in as “that delayed Teutonic raid” (6). Readers may very
well associate these phrases with Roman imperial warfare of the first century BCE in general,
and with military leader and politician Gaius Julius Caesar’s De bello gallico (58-52) in
particular. For these accounts of the conquest and re-conquest of Gaul and Germania use the
Latin word excursiones [ekskursiónēs; military endeavors] to refer to military campaigns.
Incidentally, virility and warfare also are common correlatives in American literature and
popular culture—even today, in ostensibly liberal American society. This is quite evident
from the latest successes of an unusually large number of recently released, high-profile war
movies such as Saving Private Ryan (1998), A Thin Red Line (1998), Savior (1998), Three
Kings (1999), The Patriot (2000), Pearl Harbor (2001), No Man’s Land (2001), Enemy at the
Gates (2001), Band of Brothers (2001), The Lost Battalion (2001), Captain Corelli’s
Mandolin (2001), Behind Enemy Lines (2001), Black Hawk Down (2001), Windtalkers
(2002), and We Were Soldiers (2002). The cavalier attitude toward combat evident in these
narratives is also emblematic of Fitzgerald’s own experience—but it is emblematic of nothing
else so much as that conquest and violence are seemingly indispensable ingredients of virility
and manhood. To claim manhood, one must have killed one’s man. Gatsby’s “success” in the
World War is viewed as his ticket to legitimacy, and to Daisy—he shall henceforth have the
real right to touch her hand. Such a narration of masculinity certainly can be seen to indicate
a latent colonizing ethos.
Nick admits that he “enjoyed the counter-raid [. . .] thoroughly” (6) as if he were not
talking about the first war in human history in which weapons of mass destruction had been
used, and in which almost ten million humans died senseless deaths. This cavalier attitude is
recapitulated in a new counter-raid. We come to realize that at the party, some years after the
war, both Carraway and Gatsby repeat and relive the wartime quest eastward, but they do so
without any reference to the horrors of World War I, for that would invalidate the practice of
war as a legitimizing, culturally tolerable tool. Nick decided to go East in order to “learn the
bond business” (6)—in other words, he went East to fulfill his dreams of making money, and
eventually becoming rich by taking advantage of the possibilities and resources available in
the East.
James Gatz, on the other hand, after he had realized “his Platonic conception of
himself” resided in the East for seemingly completely different reasons (77). Eventually these
reasons turn out to be hardly different after all, but only a conquest of a somewhat different
kind—that is, a reversed migration, equally aggressive, and, in the end, simply one more of
those “riotous excursions.” Gatsby’s “platonic conception of himself serves as a reference
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indicating the possibility that Gatsby has utilized something like Said’s ‘othering’ to justify
his aggression against the East, transforming himself thereby into Jay Gatz the officer, and
later on, Jay Gatsby the millionaire. These examples expose a variety of subtle imperialist
mechanisms, traces of an ideology of colonization surfacing through the language the
narrator uses, and traces, too—though these are not important to the present analysis—of the
largely submerged, almost effaced American revolutionary egalitarianism. While it seems
that Nick, in the novel’s beginning passages, is merely giving an introductory setup for the
story to follow, the subtext presents us with characters who think highly enough of
themselves to be “boasting” (5) about their allegedly natural characteristics.
The opening passages depict seemingly superior colonizer-type characters with their
superiority complex. They see themselves at the center of the world, while the colonized are
at the margins. The colonizers regard themselves as the embodiment of what a human being
should be, the proper ‘self’; outsiders to this group were ‘other,’ different, and therefore
inferior. Thus, the allied characters of Nick and Gatsby carry traces of the stereotypical
colonizers/invaders we encounter throughout politically motivated discourse. The work of
Rudyard Kipling, for example—who built his highly successful career as a sort of apologistin-chief for the British Empire—is saturated with just such attitudes; the same attitude is clear
as well in such American cowboys-and-Indians film epics as John Ford’s (1895-1975)
Stagecoach (1939), to name only one. Carraway and Gatsby attempt a colonization/invasion
in reverse, but they are themselves finally colonized, invaded, conquered. The East emerges
triumphant and resists colonization with the help of the self-appointed superior other in the
form of Tom Buchanan. The supreme irony rests, however, not with the differences between
the likes of Buchanan and the likes of Gatsby, but with the similarities of their dreams of
plunder. Possessing Daisy Fay explicitly correlates with this dream of plunder, and Gatsby’s
dream of re-possessing Daisy is the imperialist dream motivating absolute possession.

Women are Territories
Annette Kolodny’s studies The Lay of the Land (1975) and The Land Before Her
(1984), examine critically “the various ways writers in the United States have feminized
nature, thus combining the aims of patriarchal and territorial domination, gender hierarchies,
and the ideology of imperialism” (Rowe 205). These studies suggest we can interpret Daisy
Fay as representative of a “woman’s body [that] has often been treated as a territory to be
‘conquered’” (199). Suddenly, the image of Daisy gleaming “like silver” (Fitzgerald 117)
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must be seen differently. Gatsby’s expression ceases to be a simple statement of appreciation
and becomes a statement about Daisy’s value as a commodity to be possessed. Daisy, whose
“voice is full of money” (Fitzgerald 55) as Gatsby says admiringly, is the colonizer’s dream,
is a personification of the land conquered in the process of American history. On a larger
scale, Daisy is also the victim of the “infinite false polarities of patriarchy, [where] both the
exploiter-rapists and the sexist ecology have lumped women and nature together in a view
negative for [. . .] both” (Griffin, n.p.)
As much as the texts Kolodny and Griffin analyze use the Idealized Cognitive Model
(ICM) TERRITORY IS FEMALE, this ICM is also evident in Gatsby through the
descriptions the text uses for the female characters. Jordan Baker’s voice is “murmurous and
uninflected [. . .] running in a soothing tune” like the waters of a river, and the color of her
hair is “autumn-leaf yellow,” reminiscent of both a tree in autumn and the earth on which the
leaves fall when they reach this color (Fitzgerald 18). However, the more important aspect of
this model is that, unlike is the case with most conceptual metaphors, the role of the source
and the target domain is reversible—it is not an instance of novel metaphor to say that
WOMEN ARE TERRITORIES. And so, for Gatsby, Daisy Fay actually constitutes a
territory to be conquered as part of his quest for legitimacy. When Gatsby conquers and
subdues Daisy with a kiss, this kiss correlates explicitly with the mythologized conquest of
the land and its crop, this time “vaguely realizing eastward.” Given the centrality of bodily
experience to cognitive theory, as suggested by the title of George Lakoff and Mark
Johnson’s comprehensive recent overview, Philosophy in the Flesh, it is striking that the field
has paid relatively little attention to gender as a possible category of analysis. Of the twentyfour representative primary metaphors grounded in sensori-motor experience listed in
Philosophy in the Flesh, for example, none suggests that the body’s biological sex plays any
role in the formation of primary metaphors.
Recalling Said, Daisy is the mechanism of Gatsby’s filiation following on the heels of
his affiliation with the wealth and power of the established East. Naturally, the Easterners—
Buchanan—react defensively with an othering of their own. The balance of competing claims
is struck in that Gatsby, by the same action, conquers and subdues his own god-ness—his
Platonic conception—and in his new status as mere mortal, becomes fatally vulnerable. This
fall into mortality, then, is simultaneously a voluntary sacrifice on Gatsby’s part, and the
price exacted by the East for both his would-be reversal of the received mythology of
conquest, and of normative social and economic class.
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The Power of a Classic
Both Gatsby and Nick, anxious and insecure, are glancing eastward. If they have, at
least to some extent, both conquered what they desire, they fail to realize that they have also
been conquered by the ideological discourse that the Easterners have established as the
episteme of all conflicts fought out on American ground. Gatsby is rich, but he still “stretches
out his arms toward the dark waters” (20), in a gesture of either unfulfilled desire, or
unconscious or even unwilling adoration of his colonizers, who are evermore in the east, and
who came to the American shores across the water. Only for a moment can Gatsby, who is
conquered, too, by his desire for Daisy, ever hold her. Daisy, the epitome of eastness, the
dream of reaching the stars, is forever out of his western reach.
Despite the traces of the successful conqueror that Gatsby carries in himself, he is
merely “a figure [that] had emerged out of the shadow.” A moment later, “Gatsby had
vanished” (20). As conquerors, Gatsby and Nick defy the dominant culture by making it into
the East to begin with, and by associating themselves with members of the dominant class,
who develop the dominant imperialist discourse. However, they are simultaneously
subjugated by it, because in the mere act of migrating to the eastern Mecca that is New York
City, in search for what-have-you, wealth or Daisy herself, they actually submit to this
ideology. Ultimately, we come to realize that there is no single underlying metaphorical
concept for these characters. For them, as for the novel as a whole, it is not only true that
LIFE IS A JOURNEY, but also that LIFE IS A CONQUEST, a constant struggle for
domination of what one renders, by the value narrated into it, worth dominating or exploiting.
Richard Anderson asserts that “the character Jay Gatsby” influences modern
American fiction like “no other figure from American literature.” He asserts further that the
novel “is admired, emulated and used as a basis of reference and allusion to an extent only a
few works—Huckleberry Finn, The Waste Land, arguably Moby Dick—can claim”
(Anderson 18). But he fails to realize that the permanence of Gatsby, beyond literary
achievement and the extraordinary skill of Fitzgerald, emerges from a conceptual subtext that
is largely unconsciously incorporated in the novel. LIFE IS A CONQUEST, even if we desire
to conquer only in an attempt to resurrect “those illusions that give such color to the world
that you don’t care whether things are true or false as long as they partake of the magical
glory,” and in that even though
[. . .] the long shadow of Jay Gatsby has faded from the lawns of West Egg [.
. .] it falls more and more deeply across the hearts and minds of each
succeeding generation of American readers and writers. Like Gatsby, even the
most hardheaded Americans conceive of themselves [. . .] as idealists whose
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dreams can be made true, as eternal youths whose innocence can never really
be lost, as magicians who can mesmerize the world into accepting their
dreams. Fitzgerald, in tapping that cultural myth, made The Great Gatsby an
American—indeed, a world—classic, a persistent and permanent presence in
American culture. (Richard Anderson 37)
We can now understand that the novel is not simply an epitaph mourning the loss of
American innocence. What Anderson is really telling us is that Gatsby is so popular with
readers and critics in the US and around the world as a story with mythical appeal because it
claims that the only way we can possibly get close to fulfilling our dreams, to reinstating a
romanticized past, to following the grail and acquiring it, is to be obedient actors on the
world’s stage, reading the lines the culture has given us.
We have to constantly shift identities and fluctuate between existing as the colonizers
and the colonized, because, in one way or another, “cultural syncreticity is a valuable as well
as an inescapable characteristic feature” (Ashcroft et al. 30) not only of all post-colonial
societies, but of all societies—all societies that is, which have opened themselves to and
become enmeshed in a contemporary, postmodern multicultural reality. Through this practice
of constant role shifting, we may eventually be able to grow beyond the usual categories of
individual and social alienation such as colonizer/colonized, master/slave, East/West and
metropolitan/provincial by denying any of these categories superiority over any other.
Fitzgerald, however, despite the fact that The Great Gatsby ends with the image of a
benighted continent, of a “vast obscurity beyond the city, where the dark fields of the
republic rolled on under the night” (141), sustained the cultural model of his place and time,
even as he critiqued it.
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The Complex Intersection of Western and Indigenous Health Belief Systems:
Ethical Dilemmas1
The issue of indigenous rights and cultural relativism is one of the most controversial
topics in recent academic health literature. United Nations guidelines and declarations (Brock,
2002) have led to an international political and cultural process that is attempting to convert
neocolonial sociocultural forms into forms of indigenous respect and self-determination.
However, in many arenas, such as philosophy and medicine, the absolute application of this
concept is under fire. Challengers raise issues such as difficulties in determining or validating
ethnic membership and broaches of so-called “universal” or “fundamental” human rights
(Bishop, 2004; Brock, 2002; Macklin, 1999; Shapiro and Kymlicka, 1997). This debate has
transformed the landscape of health research on many specific issues, from indigenous supported
differential access to HIV prevention measures (Duffy, 2005), to petrol sniffing (Kowal and
Paradies, 2005), to the practice of clitoridectomy (Macklin, 1999), and researchers are now
paying close attention to discursive neocolonial practices by western researchers on the one hand,
and to the inequitable dynamics that indigenous applications may present on the other.
Numerous writers protest or condemn inequities of indigenous applications, often in the
context of clitoridectomy (Duffy, 2005; Esu-Williams, 2000; Macklin, 1999). Others take
personal stances against clitoridectomy and similar practices, yet argue that there are traditions
justifying these cultural forms. In essence, they believe that culture is a window to the world, a
window that permits observations while at the same time framing those observations. Our
perspectives and thus our judgments are always contingent. With this viewpoint, it becomes
difficult to justify interventions, for as Bishop (2004) notes, we may be imposing our own bias,
our western symbolic notions of political and sexual freedom, onto other people, using beliefs
1

The use of a lowercase ‘w’ for ‘western’ is used to correspond to the lower case ‘i’ in ‘indigenous.’
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that dovetail with our own western liberal tradition. Together, the World Health Organization
and the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences have established guidelines
for the implementation of ethical universalism, but as several scholars have noted (Bishop, 2004;
Guen, 2001; Kleinman, 1995), the determination and application of what is considered universal
is often difficult in nonwestern experiential practice. Others see the taint of hypocrisy in the
western stance of ethical universalism when it is taken to condemn clitoridectomy, for there is
ample evidence of medically questionable western procedures that similarly impair genital
sensation and alter psychosocial health (Cannon S., Berman D., 2004; Frank, 2003; Dreger, 1999;
Minto, Liao, Woodhouse, Ransley and Creighton, 2003).
Finally, there are those who believe in complete and non-negotiable autonomy for
indigenous peoples. To them, western researchers and healthcare professionals are uninvited
guests in others’ lands, unjustified to present outside perspectives. According to Trask (2000)
and Awatare (1984), capitalism and racism are intertwined in an ideological matrix of aggression
and individualism from which U.S. researchers can not escape. Thus, in the context of the
Hawaiian people’s response to haole efforts to correct women’s perceived victimization, Trask
writes, “struggle with our men occurs laterally, across and within our movement. It does not
occur vertically between white women and indigenous women on one side and white men and
Hawaiian men on the opposing side.”(page 914). These assertions are based on the notion that
western philosophy, with roots in colonialization, subjugation, and victimization, is deeply
embedded in western forms, including feminism, and thus it can never be a positive force. Only
indigenous values can be positive, and interfering with indigenous practice is misguided.
The discussions in the literature generally involve arguments that fall into two camps, via
western forms: rational justification versus relativism and self-determination. As Kowal and
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Paradies (2005) note, considerations of these forms lead to an inescapable dilemma for western
health practitioners in indigenous settings, and indeed for anyone in the same setting who is
nonindigenous. To utilize western medicine and perspectives to relieve ill health or analyze
health conditions among indigenous peoples is impossible without acting upon these peoples or
changing them, a stance that runs counter to relativism and self-determination; yet to sanction
indigenous forms is to struggle with some practices that are morally questionable from western
perspectives. Compromises prove difficult. How does one partially allow self-determination for
an adult? How can rights be universal yet special, without acknowledging that ‘universal’ is
specific to a particular, and generally western, culture (Parekh, 1999)? The issues are difficult
to tease apart, let alone resolve. Today, it is impossible to support, sustain and improve world
health, and also avoid ethically difficult transcultural interactions. Within this dynamic, we
quickly see the difficulty in recognizing the limitations of outside perspectives, and in knowing
when to curtail what is unwelcome jurisdiction in healthcare. These complicated interactions
evolve between and within groups, and culture, ever the bedrock, prohibits any rapid or simple
adaptation. These issues are at the forefront of healthcare discussions within and about the
Australian aboriginal community, various African peoples, and Native Americans.
This article is a summary of an exploration of indigenous perspectives on the island of
Guam, a U.S. neocolonial territory whose indigenous people are the Chamorro, in terms of the
Chamorro’s negotiation of a western-based healthcare network. The article includes a
delineation of the problems that evolve in accommodating indigenous cultural forms, as well as a
discussion of proposed potential solutions to the conflicting ethical stances introduced earlier.
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What follows is a brief description of the methodological concerns as well as some brief features
of method and analysis, as a background for the narratives and interpretations that follow. This
is not detailed since the research itself is not the focus of this article.
Methodological Framework
Critical ethnography was chosen as the method for this assessment, for a variety of
reasons. The initial goal was to determine how Chamorro with chronic illness (HIV/AIDS,
diabetes, hypertension) negotiate interaction with western healthcare staff. Given the
neocolonial status of Guam, issues of power and empowerment were crucial considerations.
Critical ethnographic research situates cultural practices in meaning-making, explores power
relations in the context of historically constituted forms, and involves praxis as a goal. The
attention to meanings helps illuminate the specifics of the healthcare relationship and the focus
on praxis offers the possibility of change should the need be evidenced (Averill, 2002).
It is important to retain the difference between an ethnography that situates meaning in
cultural difference, and this form of ethnography, where temporal difference based on historical
measure becomes a focal explanatory concern. As Foucault (1978) noted, the latter form of
historical analysis moves away from the naturalization of difference and instead concentrates on
historical conditions of emergence explaining the conditions of the present. This perspective,
when assumed by the researcher, guides the attempt away from reification of difference, of the
construction of essentialisms. As a process, and not a cultural categorization, it serves to reduce
the etic/emic differential that has been the center of concern in ethnographic circles. The
perspective offers what Burke (1969) calls consubstantiation, an understanding of the
commonalities in interactions, the self in another. And the focus on culture as formed through
historical antecedents yields not only descriptive results but also permits location of
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understanding, a foundational explanation for cultural patterns and for observed behaviors: not
just the “what is [but]…why this is…’ that Kay E. Cook (2005) promotes. Thus, in terms of
illuminating meaning, as well as encouraging praxis, critical ethnography offers a powerful
means to access the personal and political in the healthcare interaction.
The Study
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Iowa;
institutions on Guam had a reciprocal arrangement to honor this approval. Methods aligned with
the ontological and epistemological values of critical ethnography. In-depth interviews and reinterviews with 37 Chamorro experiencing chronic illness were conducted. These findings were
augmented through a general canvassing of Chamorro and healthcare staff, adding 47 more
individual accounts.
Analysis of the ethnography involved analytical induction of transcriptions and memos,
clustering by conceptual grouping or graphic representation of relationships, and constant
comparative method (the continuing development of categories over the time frame of the study,
an inductive tool [Janesick, 1994]). The process led to categories, domains, and themes. This
included use of full data sets to use in relation to newly displayed text segments and emerging
patterns (Huberman & Miles, 1994). One of the major themes that emerged was the
decolonizing mind, and from this emerged indigenous postures among Chamorro, including
varied forms of resistance to western constructs.
Historical Influences
In order to understand the healthcare setting, it is necessary to have some historical
background of the Chamorro and Guam.
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Colonialism: The Chamorro first encountered the West in 1565, when Spain claimed
Guam. Despite pervasive resistance, Spain gained control and a 300 year period of brutal
colonialism and wartime atrocities began. War and newly introduced diseases reduced the
Chamorro population from 80,000 in 1668 to 5,000 by 1741 (Thompson, 1991). Subsequent
events would serve to reinforce the problematic nature of outside influence. Guam was ceded to
the U.S. after the Spanish-American War and later occupied by Japan during World War II.
During the occupation by Japan, Chamorro were herded into concentration camps. Many
Chamorro men and Caucasian priests were executed en masse. (Carano & Sanchez, 1964;
Sanchez, 1989).
In 1944, Guam was captured by the U.S. and turned into an armed camp (Carano &
Sanchez, 1964). Present-day feelings about the U.S. are complex. Heralded as a liberator, the
U.S. was sometimes generous with funds for Guam, and billions have been spent helping island
residents recover from recurrent and damaging typhoons. Alternatively, large tracts of land were
appropriated by the U.S. government and remain in military hands today (Stanley, 1992). For
many years, displaced residents received no compensation, and although in 1986 a 40 million
dollar lawsuit brought by Chamorros against the U.S. was settled out of court, not everyone
accepted this restitution as sufficient (Underwood, 2000).
One effect of this history has been the recent move toward indigenous rights, and the
assertion of indigenous culture as a way to counteract western hegemony. Colonization in
general affects the interaction between mainstream western health services and indigenous
clients, with western healthcare staff often unwittingly colonizing agents (Browne & Fiske, 1995;
Moffit, 2004). This political separation of the powerful and powerless permeates the clinical
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encounter, with indigenous responses ranging from attitudes of acceptance to quiet resignation to
resentment.
This historical framework creates a complicated interaction between western healthcare
and the Chamorro. Most Chamorro appreciate western healthcare, yet they also recognize the
health issues western culture has brought. Adopted aspects of western culture have layered
dietary and lifestyle changes that have adversely affected Chamorro health. Hypertension,
diabetes and HIV/AIDS are correctly perceived in the larger context of western and global
influences. There is an excessive premature male mortality rate for men on the island that was
not evident in pre-colonial periods, with a life expectancy of 49 years for men as compared to 61
for females (1990 Census). Accident and injuries are the leading causes of death, with motor
vehicle accidents predominating. Cardiovascular disease and diabetes form a close second,
largely due to the introduction of Spam and sugar to the diet (Carpenter, 1998; 1990 Census).
These health risks were not present before U.S. takeover. Within the context of appeals for
greater autonomy among indigenous peoples, the healthcare difficulties emanating from western
influences adds justification for healthcare self-determination to the already growing indigenous
rights movement on Guam.
One solution to these concerns involves advocating for more indigenous healthcare, and
certainly there is great merit to this. Yet during the critical ethnography, it became apparent that
indigenous traditions would place certain groups in more jeopardy than others. Two central
concerns along these lines that prompt ethical concerns, of gendered issues and the threat to
citizens from the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), are illustrated in the next section.
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These issues highlight the fact that indigenous health care efforts can create controversies that
are difficult to resolve for western sensibilities, and the final section of this article offers some
suggestions on how to bridge that impasse.
Gender and Ethnicity
Gender is particularly important to explore since inequalities are often present but
difficult to discern on the surface. In this context, it is also important to explore a wide age range,
as was done in this study, since older women often become co-opted into reinforcing gender
inequity (Brock, 2002).
The Chamorro had a matrilineal society until Spanish colonization. This history lends a
sense of empowerment to Chamorro women, a sense of pride in a tradition that honors the role of
the woman. [Unless otherwise noted, the referents in this article to women and men will mean
Chamorro women and Chamorro men]. Yet the move to an indigenous past belies the
transformations that have taken place during the Spanish and U.S. periods, and also tends to
idealize concepts that may not obtain in practice or may be problematic in terms of western
ethics.
While pre-colonial women may have been powerful, the overlay of western culture has
interacted with these traditions. Women are largely limited to power in the home, as caregivers
and caretakers. Thus, a paradox emerges. The traces of the powerful matrilineal society still
exist in women’s speech, yet issues of empowerment linked to matrilineal heritage often work
against empowerment from a western perspective. For many women reacting to the latter, the
response is similar to the aforementioned reaction of Hawaiians to any western influence (Trask,
2002). In the reaction many Chamorro women have to feminism there appears great power, but
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the response serves to undermine women’s equality as they reconfigure it along the lines of their
own particular situatedness:
No, I am not a feminist, We don’t like that here on the island. Look at our culture, how
many women work in politics or business or are educators. We come from a strong
matrilineal culture and don’t need some mainland idea to tell us how powerful we are.
We are the daughters of the island, the equal of our brothers, different in what we can do
but equal. So feminism, we were there before the feminists even got started.
And another woman remarked:
I’m simple, keep my story simple. I’ve never thought about any of this much, so don’t
label me a feminist! I am Chamorro first!
Thus women are perceived as powerful, even if they have never held higher public office
or represent more than a small percentage of leadership. The indigenous role has other gendered
repercussions. Many women discussed how demanding and contradictory the various roles
could be, as this woman in the midst of a chronic illness notes:
But it takes a lot for many of us to keep the family together. Most of us, the father left
long ago. So we do it on our own. Maybe it is easier for us [given our history as
Chamorro women] to accept the big changes. We take charge personally, not looking for
others to do it, and to avoid the ‘woe is me’ syndrome. As a mother, I have to be selfreliant, and I have to rely on my own initiative to get things done and take care of my
kids. But…I feel sick so much of the time, and all I do is run in place.
And then there was the sign on a southern road that said a woman who had HIV “was a puta” or
whore. According to interviewers this is an all too common way Chamorro women with
HIV/AIDS are configured on Guam.
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Thus notions of indigenous rights pulls to an idyllic return to a community with strong
family and caring networks, yet no consideration is given to what it means for Chamorro
women’s health if new gendered formations such as feminism challenge old assumptions, and if
men are given freedom to disregard familial obligations in altered economic circumstances. And
certainly concurrent with the powerful matrilineal construct is another tale revealed beneath the
matrilineal label: the statistics on family violence. There were 1,386 incidents of family violence
in 1997 in the 18-41 age group, in a population of 98,000, with women 78% of the victims. The
situation is further complicated by the fact that the police have no common definition of rape
(Carpenter, 1997). Some of these behaviors get reinforced or rationalized by indigenous beliefs.
For men, the recovery of the ideal warrior or chief of ancient times, the maga lahi, creates
expectations of the ideal Chamorro man, imbued with a sense of mastery and force. Certainly
the maga lahi role expectations aligned with discussions of sexual coercion and expectations that
counter condom use. Many women had stories of sexual and physical abuse:
A wife or lover dare not withhold sexual duties, for it will not deter most men from
seeking comfort outside the home or even elsewhere in the same home. Yes, molestation
and incest is present on the island, too present for me, as well as other islands, as I have
found by talking with other communities. It is a real problem.
Women also can be subject to strong patriarchal control within the context of indigenous health
care. One western nurse stated:
There are a few Chamorro physicians, and generally they do not want to cause marital
problems and thus they indirectly perpetuate misconceptions concerning
STDs…[Chamorro] health care providers do not [generally] refer to STDs as sexually
transmitted…so lots of women have little understanding of what happened, and more to
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the point, the DPHSS (Department of Health and Social Services) never find out about
the cases.
Another nurse stated:
The Chlamydia rate is far greater than the average on the mainland, yet…DPHSS – hell,
most Chamorro docs on the island – will not acknowledge this, they just refuse to talk of
[the sexual nature of] Chlamydia.
Indigenous beliefs also affect women’s healthcare in more subtle, unanticipated ways.
Being a lesbian on Guam is more difficult than being a gay man. The reasons appear to be
linked to Chamorro strong expectations that women will serve as childbearer and unifying
maternal force in the family (Diaz, 1995). Interestingly, during informal interviews lesbians did
complain of limited social support during periods of ill health, a striking finding in a sociocentric
culture. Thus lesbians with diabetes or other health issues had fewer social structures for
assistance than other Chamorro. The lesser acceptance of lesbians on Guam also has a subtle
effect on nontraditional women’s groups. One, called Palao’an Plus for women with
HIV/AIDS, met sporadically and finally disbanded. Some members remarked that on Guam,
women’s attention to women at this level of interaction has links to lesbianism, and it makes
such groups difficult to establish and sustain.
The Threat to Those from the FSM
Limited resources - with attendant interests in ownership - have given Chamorro a new
focus on ethnic claims to belonging and indigenous rights. Ethnic divisions delineate striking
differences in healthcare practices and access to healthcare. The Chamorro were 99% of the
population of Guam in 1901 but only 37% of the population by 2002 (source: the 2002 U.S.
Department of Commerce Bureau of the Census or CDC). The Chamorro are becoming a
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minority on their own island. The second and third largest ethnic groups are Filipinos and
stateside Caucasians, respectively. These three groups have access to various forms of
healthcare. The fourth largest group is non-Chamorro Micronesian island immigrants who
primarily work as unskilled laborers on Guam. They arrived after the 1982 Compact of Free
Association, which provided free entry into the U.S. and its territories to all citizens of the
Federated States of Micronesia (FSM). (Schwab, 1998, Micron, 2000) This last group has a
significant part in Guam’s economy but also plays into ethnic tensions that have ramifications for
healthcare.
Ironically, as the Chamorro indigenous rights movement takes hold on Guam, European
notions of inheritance (based on genetics) are being utilized, much as they have been in Hawaii.
The indigenous tradition of ethnic inclusion, often on a relational basis, is giving way to a
genetic inclusion of ethnic belonging traced along blood lines (Schwab, 1998). Those from the
FSM are not considered part of this lineage by many Chamorro and are treated by these
Chamorro as a lesser class. Tomlinson (1991) notes that like many agendas that evoke an
idealized past, the indigenous rights movement often serves conservative elements whose
purpose is financial acquisition and reinforcement of class as well as ethnic divisiveness. Given
this aspect of the indigenous rights movement, how ethnic and class groups move through the
political and cultural landscape, with the FSM groups the least served in all arenas, including
health, becomes a primary concern for equitable healthcare. One man interviewed from the FSM
had several chronic illnesses and he was not receiving any formal healthcare. The financial and
healthcare issues that beset him, in part due to his status as a worker from the FSM, are indicated
in his remarks:
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I work here to get money that I send home to my family. But with this [his diseases] I am
not able to finish. I am afraid of death so far from home and still do not have money to
get back. Men are strong but I can not help but have fear.
The scope of the differential access that was observed has serious potential repercussions.
The relative lack of FSM islander presence - observed both at informal groups and at most health
related gatherings and points of information dispersal – was striking. In terms of STDS,
informal discussions with professed male and female sex-workers revealed that FSM islanders,
military personnel and some tourists account for a significant number of clients. Immigrants
from the FSM were often observed frequenting local parks for anonymous sexual encounters. If
these individuals are not reached, they are at risk not only for STDS, and not only for acquiring
HIV, but for transmitting the diseases both on Guam and on their home island, and not least, for
unnecessary suffering in a system that does not address their needs. While the Chamorro have a
social nexus that on some levels extends to other members of Guam’s communities, and a group
solidarity that extends from the local government (the governor is Chamorro as are most staff) to
the network of fiestas, those from the FSM are largely discriminated against and isolated, living
in various places as they can afford.
Those from the FSM face several disadvantages including the lack of voting rights
because they are not U.S. citizens, little power because they are few in numbers, and limited
economic clout because as laborers they are the poorest economic segment on Guam. Simply
put, they are at the bottom of the economic, political, and cultural hierarchy. On the other hand,
those from the FSM have two benefits that Chamorro do not: Ryan White benefits and
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), although not all take advantage of these offerings since
many do not access the requisite institutional systems. These two benefits also serve to create
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resentment among the Chamorro, evident in comments that it was not worth having to live in the
“pitiful FSM community...in order to get SSI.” Again, the surfacing of caste and class issues that
are naturalized and prevent interactions between groups, a pattern familiar in other cultures
(Musto, 1988; Harvey, 1996; Banquet et. al., 1991), is evident in the treatment of those from the
FSM, and evidenced in their differing access to health care.
ISSUES
If the goal of the critical ethnographer is praxis, then in the context of this research,
praxis toward what? If western practitioners wish to help, how can they assist in some contexts
and ignore others? Empowerment of Chamorro perspectives is justifiable and offers significant
gains but also entails disempowerment of those from the FSM and reification of constraining
gender roles. In the enthusiasm for championing cultural diversity, the researcher ironically may
support indigenous beliefs at the expense of context, of the full realization of inequitable
heterogeneity within that indigenicity. Yet the absence of an attempt toward promoting
indigenous rights means sanctioning problematic neocolonial practices.
What solutions are evident from the scholarly literature? Brock (2002) suggests moving
away from ethnic rights to general subsistence rights, which, to anticipate all contingencies,
requires a concomitant set of rights for autonomy, health and agency among all who wish to
reside in an area. Yet the approach is idealistic in that it presupposes a utopian realm and ignores
the very real issues of ideology and hegemony, or the very real harm that can be done to
someone living in a society with supposed autonomy and agency, for these terms are contextual.
The notion of ranking societies on a continuum of moral progress (Macklin, 1999) will likely
fail, largely because the author postulates responses based on her own liberal tradition of
universal rights based on western individualism, a tradition that is decidedly not universal.
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Legislation is proposed as one means of averting harm (Momoh, 2004), yet historical analysis
belies this or any simplistic solution. Legislation to control female circumcision in 1906 and all
subsequent efforts have failed (Gruenbaum, 2001; Bishop, 2004). Legislation and price
regulation was useful in curtailing cigarette smoking in the United States, but only after
incidence of lung cancer and medical evidence created context and awareness, a process that
took decades (Chassin, 1987). Alternately, the difficulties with legal recourse is well
documented in the history of attempts in the U.S. to legislate alcohol consumption. In the
complex phenomenon of enduring change, legislation as the initial or sole intervention rarely
works, and imposition of supposedly superior moral grounds never has.
One commentator of Macklin’s proposal is Levine, who uses I. MacIntyre’s notion of
moral inquiry to approach the issue championing neither relativism nor neocolonialism, without
resorting to compromise. For MacIntyre, much like Gruenbaum (2001), unsolicited change
occurs when someone within the tradition begins to question cultural beliefs, or when two
traditions discover each other and begin a dialectic. The latter can happen through migration,
war, imperialism and neocolonialism, and through interaction with NGOs. This offers the most
viable solution to the impasse on Guam. The essential point for MacIntyre is that the dialectic
can not be unidirectional. Western liberal tradition itself has to be examined and open to
suggestion, truth claims have to be challenged without recourse to universal truths. It is
predicated on the notion that traditions change not from external demand but from internal
analysis and that analysis must involve mutuality, not didacticism nor intransigence. Thus moral
inquiry would not be an appropriate response to Trask’s (2002) stance.
One consequence of moral inquiry is the time frame for change. Culture is the
foundation of tradition, so a significant amount of time is required to effect change. Saffo
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(2003), Ogan (2002) and Kuhn (1970) have observed the need for at least one generation to pass
for enduring sociocultural, technical or paradigmatic change. Should change occur with an open
dialectic, the consistent measure appears to be 30 years or two generations. This time frame
necessary to observe pervasive, permanent change, if unsolicited change within any tradition is
to be made, may not appeal to present sensibilities, but it appears to be an inevitable part of the
process.
Another consequence of moral inquiry is that there is no singular or universal solution.
For MacIntyre, the issue is contextual and contingent. Approaches may have commonalities, but
they need to be tailored once the dialectic has begun. It is within the context of this sort of effort
that the few successes have been noted, culling resources such as NGOs, informal social groups,
and/or government assistance, with dialectic a central concern. Examples include the
intercultural hospital in Cuetzalan, Puebla (Duarte-Gomez, et al., 2004) and women’s healthcare
in northeastern India (Cullen, 2005). Significantly, these efforts took many years to initiate, and
will take many more years to reach actual, embedded change.
Moral inquiry appears to offer a solution to many cases of cultural clash involving health
concerns, yet it is not generally utilized. There are some central problems creating the impasse.
Committees talk of honoring indigenous perspectives, yet discussion is often limited to etic
research results, and there is a failure to include indigenous people in the decision-making
process (Smylie, 2005). A dialectic can not be formed under these conditions. Alternately,
researchers and practitioners feel they must assume a position of complete relativism lest the
process of western neocolonialism be exposed (Kowal and Paradies, 2005). This inserts a
convoluted form of rationality into the rhetoric as researchers take care to avoid the label of
neocolonialist, thus silencing what are often serious concerns. In the first case, the voice of the
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indigenous is acknowledged but withheld; in the latter, the voice of the researcher and
practitioner is filtered and muted through a meandering rationale of moral integrity. Moral
inquiry makes such stances difficult to maintain - as long as a relatively neutral intermediary
participates in the interaction.
On Guam, NGOs are present that support dialogue and praxis. At present, most decisions
are made through U.S. federal channels, which may not always attend to Chamorro concerns.
Chamorro have pertinent health related appeals, yet also exist in a global context and on an
island with multiple ethnicities (thus the conversation involves more than simply western and
indigenous participants). Moral inquiry appears to be a reasonable approach to the conflict, and
NGOs represent a reasonable intermediary. NGOs could serve to initiate and sustain a
meaningful dialogue, using moral inquiry as an epistemological foundation. The
operationalization of this concept would involve challenges but offers greater opportunities for
mutually satisfying and lasting outcomes than present forms of negotiation.
The ethical issues in these conflicts are complex and contextual. The sites of contestation
are present, the analysis has tentatively begun and practitioners have taken note of the more
sensationalistic issues. But the actual conversation has not occurred. The serious, substantive
dialectic is still contained and insular, constrained within academic, western discourse and
limited by real but unnecessary politically correct fears of infringing on self-determination, a
hesitancy to move away from relativism when needed (Kowal & Paradies, 2005). We need to
follow the contours of other perspectives without letting them become determinant, but who is
making the decision of what to embrace and what to ignore?: everyone is affected. Transcultural
truths and realities are formed through discursive interactions with implications of power
relations, which can be somewhat minimized by valuing the ontological assumptions of all
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involved. I. MacIntyre’s notion of moral inquiry offers a strong epistemological base from
which to approach the power-laden interactions of western and indigenous health beliefs by
fostering an appreciation of the multiplicity of perspectives and delineating the communication
forms most pertinent for a meaningful dialectic in this rapidly globalizing world community.
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Abstract of Paper:
Theravadan Buddhism in Cambodia: Changing Religious Practices in a Changing
Society.
Prior to 1975 when the Khmer Rouge came into power, Theravadan Buddhism was the
national religion of Cambodia, was supported by the monarchy, and was an integral part
of the daily lives of approximately ninety percent of Cambodians. This paper explores
the Cambodian people’s opinions as to how Theravadan Buddhism, the national religion
of Cambodia, has changed since the fall of the Khmer Rouge regime in 1979.
During the period from 1975 to 1979, the Khmer Rouge did everything in its power to
abolish the practice of Theravadan Buddhism in Cambodia in an attempt to eradicate
from the country those things that went against the principles of communism. After
being removed from power by the Vietnamese in 1979, and with the establishment of a
new government, the Cambodian people were once again able to return to the practice of
Buddhism.
While the Khmer Rouge had eradicated the practice of Buddhism in Cambodia from
1975 through 1979 that resulted in modifications to its re-mergence post-1979, other
factors must also be considered when assessing cultural and religious change within
Cambodia. This paper proposes that other variables resulting from modernization and
globalization may have had a greater impact on changes to the practice of Theravadan
Buddhism in Cambodia than did the actions of the Khmer Rouge regime.
This paper utilizes data collected during an ethnographic field school conducted in
villages outside Phnom Penh, Cambodia in July 2003.
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Introduction
The characteristics or factors that people choose as signifiers to identify or define
themselves as individuals, or as part of a group, are varied. These characteristics could
be tied to local, national, regional, political, ethnic, racial, sex, gender, religious, or any
combination of affiliations. What is significant is that self and/or group identity speaks in
some way about how people see themselves in their daily lives, their local communities
or the world.
This paper examines how Theravadan Buddhism, the national religion of
Cambodia and primary identifier of the majority of Khmer people, has changed since the
fall of the Khmer Rouge regime in 1979. Prior to 1975 when the Khmer Rouge came
into power, Buddhism was the national religion of Cambodia, was supported by the
monarchy, and was an integral part of the daily lives of approximately ninety percent of
Cambodians. Data collected during an ethnographic field school in Cambodia in July
2003 indicates that respondents believe that factors such as modernization and/or
Westernization have impacted the practice of Buddhism in Cambodia today.
Khmer Identity
There are a number of different ethnic groups living in Cambodia. The Khmer
are the primary ethnic group having occupied the country for over 2000 years. Alongside
the Khmer live smaller numbers of Sino-Cambodians (Cambodians of Chinese ancestry),
Vietnamese, and Cham (descendants of the kingdom of Champa, an area absorbed by
Viet Nam), as well as other ethnic groups such as the Kuy and Pear, who are very small
in number. Ethnicity, religion, and language are factors that figure predominately in
Khmer identity on both individual and group levels.
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The Khmer have a saying “To be Khmer is to be Buddhist” (“Khmae preah
putesasna”) (Smith-Hefner, 1999: 32). If this is true, then Khmer identity cannot be
explored without examining the role of Buddhism in the lives of the people who practice
it. Approximately 95% of Khmer are Theravadan Buddhists (the Doctrine of the Elders).
Theravadan Buddhism, “which has been regarded as the original orthodox Buddhism”
(Rahula, 1974: xii), has been an integral part of the lives of the Khmer people of
Cambodia for a very long time.
As the national religion of Cambodia prior to its being abolished by the Khmer
Rouge during their reign from 1975 to 1979, Theravadan Buddhism was subject to the
influence of the monarchy and the government. During the period from 1975 to 1979,
the Khmer Rouge regime did everything in its power to abolish the practice of Buddhism
in Cambodia. After being removed from power by the Vietnamese in 1979, and with the
establishment of a new government, the Cambodian people were once again able to
return to the practice of Buddhism. However, it was not until 1989 that Buddhism was
once re-instated as the national religion of Cambodia.
Modernization
Definitions of modernism, modernization, or modernity are varied, contested, and
loaded with emotion as well as meaning (Alatas 1972, Attir 1981, Bassand 1981, Deutsch
1961, Harvey 1989, Singh 1981, Stockman 1981). What is fairly consistent among
definitions is the assumption that modernization is a social process, in which one culture
or society adopting the characteristics of another culture or society. Typically the
“giving” culture is more “advanced” or “developed” in some respect than the “receiving”
culture. A common example is the perceived influence of countries of the West
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(America and Europe) on those of the East (Asia). Berman, quoted by Harvey, states,
“To be modern is to find ourselves in an environment that promises adventure, power,
joy, growth, transformation of ourselves and the world – and at the same time, that
threatens to destroy everything we have, everything we know, everything we are”
(1989:10). Bassand’s description of modernization speaks volumes. He remarks,
Modernization – a term loaded with meanings, if ever there was one! It connotes the
multiple, more or less interdependent changes that have over taken industrial societies…a
break with tradition or with all known social and cultural forms of the past (1981:215).

The tensions surrounding the consequences, positive and negative, of modernization exist
not only with local communities undergoing development but also within the scholarly
and activist literature. Attir and Peterson, speaking of “Societal modernization,” note that
“no consensus exists as to a definition of modernization” however it has certain
characteristics such as socioeconomic development, including “increased literacy, greater
industrialization and urbanization, and higher living standards” (1981:197). Deutsch,
quoted in Attir & Peterson, defines modernization as “the process in which major clusters
of old social commitments are eroded and broken and people become available for new
patterns of socialization and behavior” (1981:197).
Alatas, writing on modernization and social change in South East Asia, states that
modernization is attributable to “one basic process, the development and application of
modern science” (1972:23). He points to a need to distinguish modernization from
Westernization, observing that though, “the basic ingredients of modernization are
derived from the West, nevertheless it is possible to consider them as autonomous
cultural elements which are subject to diffusion without necessarily being accompanied
by Western culture” (1972:24). Stockman observes that, “nearly all modernization
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theorists have agreed that the process of modernization refers to following in the
footsteps of societies like those of the Western world” (1999:233). Pulling it all together,
Harvey observes that, “Modernism is a troubled and fluctuating aesthetic response to
conditions of modernity produced by a particular process of modernization” (1989:99).
Cambodia is a country with a long history of maintaining a “traditional” culture,
especially when it comes to the practice of Theravadan Buddhism. Alatas speaks of the
complex relation between religion and modernization in Southeast Asia (1972:23),
implying that to understand the influence of one on the other is more than just difficult.
Marston, who has worked extensively in Cambodia and with Cambodian refugees
in Thai refuge camps, speaks of “the ambiguity of our feelings about modernity”
(Marston 2002:38) and describes how definitions of modernity are vague and may not
always be applicable to what is going on, or has gone on in Cambodia. He speaks of how
“it remains an elusive task to try to articulate exactly what modernity has meant in a
Cambodian context” (ibid). The theories of modernization that Marston offers including
capitalist modernity; individual identity in relation to the modern world; and peoples’
conception of modernity, each have their merits. It is his statement about how “the
modern, whether in terms of technology or ideology, becomes a way of constructing a
sense of how the past and the future are connected” (2002:39) that best gets at what I
believe is happening to the practice of Buddhism in Cambodia today.
Douglas, discussing the “effects of modernization on religious change”
(1988:437) looks at those phenomena that bring about change in religion and religious
practices. Speaking of modernity, she states, “no one doubts that our modernity follows
from a unique development of technology, science, and bureaucracy,” but rather one
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doubts that “modernity adversely affects religion by taking the wonder and mystery out
of the universe” (1988:459). Can religion encourage or inhibit modernization? What
role does religion play in the progress or modernization of society? Yang notes that,
Modernization and progress in secular education brought many new ideas into Khmer
society. New attitudes for many people towards religion were molded. With new
knowledge in the sciences, the younger generation of urban Khmers in particular came to
hold a skeptical attitude toward religion. (187:32).

Modernization appears to be at least partly responsible for the changes in how
Buddhism is practiced in Cambodia today. When respondents were asked what had
changed about Buddhism since the end of Democratic Kampuchea, they cited practices
such as a relaxed sense of discipline (vinaya) among monks, exhibited by behaviors such
as having cell phones, taking motor bikes into the city to go to school, watching
television, handling money, or looking directly at females. While collecting data for this
paper, I asked Cambodians how the practice of Buddhism has changed since the period
prior to Democratic Kampuchea. The respondents typically indicated that their religion
was being influenced by contact with those people or things that are not of their society
Many respondents interviewed believed that Buddhism has changed due to the
influence of technology, such as the use of cell phones, cars and television by monks, as
well as monks participating in city-based education, which required their traveling either
by motorbike or car to Phnom Penh. Respondents were more concerned with perceived
changes in the moral behavior and discipline (vinaya) of monks and its impact on the
practice of Buddhism than they were with any other factor that appears to be impacting
Buddhism in Cambodia. With the perceived changing role of monks, as well as a gradual
alteration in their traditional discipline, it follows that the practice of Buddhism in
Cambodia might also change.
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If modernization is the “development and application of modern science” (Alatas
1972:23), then the influx of technology items such as cells phones and televisions into
Cambodian villages could certainly impact the religious practices of this traditional
society. Alternately, one could argue that modernization “does not refer to a person or
groups of persons creating some new norms or standards…modernization means learning
to accept or being made to accept preexisting norms or standards” (Stockman 1981:233),
including standards from the outside.
Methodology
The goal of the research was to determine if Cambodians who self identified as
Theravadan Buddhist returned to the Buddhist practices they traditionally followed prior
to the time of the Khmer Rouge, or, had they made alterations to their belief system and
methods of religious observation in response to the prior actions of the Khmer Rouge? If
changes have been made in their practice and observation of Buddhism, what has most
likely caused this change?
Respondents were Cambodians who self identified as Buddhist, including those
who lived before, during, and after the Khmer Rouge regime, as well as those
respondents who were not yet born, or were very young children, during the Khmer
Rouge reign. Methodology included interviews, administering surveys, and taking life
histories of Cambodian citizens, including monks, nuns, lay people, and villagers.
Respondents were between 20 and 86 years of age living in villages to the south and the
east of the capital city, Phnom Penh. A total of 141 villagers who patronized six different
wats in communities to the south and east of the capital city Phnom Penh responded to
the 55-item interview schedule. Interviews were conducted at participants’ homes,
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lasting approximately thirty minutes. Interview questions were close-ended utilizing a
Likert scale for the most part with a section at the end of the interview schedule with
open-ended questions where respondents could share their general opinions on the topic
of Buddhism in Cambodia after the Khmer Rouge, along with any perceived changes to
the practice of Buddhism in Cambodia since 1979.
Findings
Demographic data for respondents included: gender: 67.1% female, 32.9% male;
occupation: rice farmer (29.8%); seller (5.0%); plantation, (2.8%); stay at home (5.7%);
rice farmer and plantation (14.9 %); and other occupations, such as weaver (women
only), motorbike driver, teacher, etc. (41.8%). Excluding the “other” category, most
people in the villages are engaged in some type of agricultural work, with 62.1% owning
less than 0.5 hectares of land (Figure 3). Education level ranged from less than a year
(4.5%) to more than ten years (6.0%), with 26.1% having had no education.
The open-ended question of most interest to this paper is: “How has Buddhism
changed?” Some respondents did elaborate on those things that they believe are different
about the practice of Buddhism today. The majority of respondents (58.8%) indicated
that Buddhism in Cambodia has changed, to some degree, since the end of the Khmer
Rouge Regime. Responses to the question “Is Buddhism the same or different from
before the Khmer Rouge” were varied. Twenty-five percent responded that they “Did not
know if Buddhism had changed or remained the same.” A third (32.6%) of these
respondents were between 20-39 years of age. Some of the respondents in these two age
groups were either not born or very young when the Khmer Rouge was in power. I
expect that their opinions on Buddhism to differ from a 50 year old who lived through the
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revolution. Respondents in the 50-59 year age range were adults when the Khmer Rouge
were in power, and most likely experienced first hand the effects of their rule, as did the
respondents aged 40-49 (17%), 60-69 (14.2%), 70-79 (13.5%), and 80-89 (2.1%).
Questions were asked about attendance at Buddhist festivals, participation in alms
rounds, and the taking of precepts – all factors indicative of traditional Buddhist
practices. Ninety-eight percent of respondents stated that they go to the temple on
Buddhist holy days. Buddhist festivals are also an important part of daily life. Festivals
celebrated at the wats include: Pchum Ben, Bun Phka, Pisak Bochea, Bun Katan, Bachai
Bourn, and New Year. There is a festival for the start of the rainy season, Chol Vossa,
and one for the end of the rainy season, Chan Vossa. As for attendance at the temple on
days other than festivals 47.4% of respondents do attend, while 52.6% do not. For
frequency of attendance at the temple, meaning going to the temple on days not
associated with a festival or holiday, 14.5% attend very often; 41.3% attend often; 32.6%
attend sometimes, and 11.6% attend rarely.
Theravadan Buddhist monks who live at the wat and conduct various ceremonies
are dependant on the laity for support via donations that may include food or cash. In this
reciprocal relationship of exchange, monks who receive donations provide a vehicle for
earning merit for those making donations. By donating food at alms rounds villagers earn
merit for this life or their next life, as well as for themselves or their family members.
Most respondents stated that they give food at alms rounds (91.4%), with 17.9% giving
food always; 48.6% giving food occasionally, 25% giving rarely and 8.6% never giving
food. Becoming ordained as a monk or nun is another way for villagers to earn merit.
Only 24% of respondents said they had a family member that had been ordained as a
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monk. The numbers were even less (6.8%) for respondents who said they had a family
member that had been ordained as a nun.
Sponsoring ceremonies is tied to earning merit, and is an important aspect of
Buddhist practice in Cambodia. Only 18% of respondents sponsored ceremonies. This is
an interesting finding when we look at the reasons why someone sponsors ceremonies.
The largest single answer was to procure happiness (27.2%). The largest category was
“multiple answers” (36%), meaning someone could sponsor a ceremony to earn merit,
procure happiness, make a dedication to ancestors, get more money, or some other reason
they specified that was not included in our list of close-ended, or forced answers.
Has Buddhism in Cambodia Changed?
When asked if Buddhism in Cambodia is the same today as it was prior to the
Khmer Rouge, the majority of respondent’s (33.3%) stated that it is “somewhat
different,” 20.3% who felt it was the same, and 10.1% felt it was somewhat the same. It
is interesting that 10.1% also believed that Buddhism was very different (the same
percentage as those who felt it was “somewhat the same”). There were a significant
number of respondents (25.4%) who stated that they “don’t know” if Buddhism is the
same or if it has changed. Forty-two percent of respondents believe that Buddhism is the
same as before the Khmer Rouge, and 58% believe that it is different.
It is possible that something other than the actions of the Khmer Rouge, namely
modernization, has brought about changes in the practice of Buddhism in Cambodia
today. Of the 141 individuals who responded to the interview schedule, 107 chose to
reply to the open-end question “How was Buddhism changed?” This was an opportunity
for respondents to share their opinions without having to choose from predetermined
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responses such as “sometimes,” “always,” or "never.” Responses to this question were
varied, but centered on a few themes: monk’s behavior, adult villager’s behavior, and
young people’s behavior as they relate to Buddhism.
Some respondents who believe Buddhism in Cambodia has changed from how it
was practiced prior to the Khmer Rouge attribute these changes to modern devices,
media, and phenomena that have resulted in personal conduct such as: laxity in the
discipline of monks (demonstrated by their use of “modern” items such as cell phones,
televisions, or cars); a decrease in the morality of adults, as well as young people lacking
interest in Buddhism (demonstrated by their not participating in festivals or attending the
temple, and a decreasing number of males ordaining). Respondents made comments such
as: “monks do not respect the discipline correctly,” "rules for monks are not as strict,"
"monks are more modern - TV, radio," "before, monks think about dhamma (teachings of
the Buddha), now they think about TV and film - against the discipline," “monks do
things that are not allowed by Buddhist philosophy,” “monks learn secular stuff which is
irrelevant to temple life,” “some monks preach about politics, disobey rules by looking in
the face of people who speak to them,” or "young monks do not know the rules well."
Monks watching television was mentioned in 11 of 107 comments as to how Buddhism
has changed. The use of cell phones by monks was mentioned in 9 responses out of 107.
Examining the influence of the Buddhist temple on villagers and how they
conduct their lives, some respondents replied that the influence of Western media such as
movies has resulted in a decrease in moral discipline among the laity. One respondent
stated “Buddhism is the same, but person has changed.” Yet another respondent stated
that “now people are split in their beliefs, before shared and unified.” Speaking of the
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temple and its role in the community, a respondent observed, “before pagodas were more
powerful, now because of modernization monks have become lazy,” another noted that
“before, the magic power inside the pagoda was stronger, now, if you do something bad
inside the pagoda you will not be damaged so much as you would have before when you
acted disrespectfully,”
Asked about youth and their involvement in Buddhism responses were consistent
in that those who responded felt that, “young people do not like Buddhism” or “young
people involved in modern society do not accept advice of the old.” Other comments
about how Buddhism has changed pertain to issues related to temple building
development. One respondent noted that a temple was more modern because it allowed
people to sit in chairs rather than on the floor, another spoke of the manner in which the
temple was run by the abbot and temple committee members, a couple mentioned how
quickly temples were being built, and another voiced concern about the use of
loudspeaker systems during ceremonies. Also noted was an increase in the amount of
materials used during ceremonies, and the elimination of some steps in the performance
of ceremonies. A couple of respondents stated that Buddhism has changed due to the
influence of Christianity, as well as the presence of Christian missionaries in Cambodia,
and the subsequent conversion of villagers who were raised Buddhist.
Conclusion
“Religious traditions are not static. They respond to social, economic, and
political change: indeed they help such change” (Swearer 1995:107). If this statement is
true then it is logical that a number of variables could result in changes to the practice of
Theravadan Buddhism in Cambodia today. Religious traditions tend to remain the same
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during periods of relative calm, while change is more likely during “more volatile times”
and that “the disruption and transformation of religious institutions and worldviews keeps
pace with and sometimes outstrips changes in other areas of life (Swearer, 1995:107).
There have been a number of significant changes in the political system in Cambodia
over the past few decades. It follows that religious changes could also come about.
It is evident that the majority of respondents believe that Buddhism in Cambodia
has changed at least somewhat from how it was before the Khmer Rouge. The cause or
causes of that change are not clear. I cannot definitively say that it was the actions of the
Khmer Rouge that caused people to believe that Buddhism has changed. The actions of
the Khmer Rouge regime had an impact on how Theravadan Buddhism is practiced in
Cambodia today - to varying degrees. The Khmer Rouge completely or partially
destroyed buildings within the wat complex, desecrated temples by using them as prisons
or to house livestock, disfigured or beheaded statues of the Buddha, ruined Buddhist
paintings, burned sacred writings, forced monks to disrobe, and prohibited Cambodian
citizens from any practice of Buddhism. With this profound loss of physical and material
artifacts, as well the brutal disruption of a well established and accepted spiritual practice,
it is impossible to eliminate the actions of the Khmer Rouge regime as a variable when
assessing perceived changes in how Theravadan Buddhism is practiced in Cambodia
today.
It is also too limiting to attribute all post-1979 changes in the practice of
Theravadan Buddhism solely to the Khmer Rouge. Cultures are not two-dimensional,
nor are they confined to a Petri dish where they may be sheltered from the activities and
goings on of the rest of the world. There could be a number of variables that brought
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about the perceived change. The majority of respondents believe that the practice of
Buddhism in Cambodia has changed from how it was practiced in the time period prior to
the Khmer Rouge, with many stating that factors indicative of modernization have
exerted some influence on how Buddhism is practiced in Cambodia today.
While the number of people surveyed is small, and not entirely representative of
the Cambodian population, I believe this data does lay the foundation for the
development of additional research design that could provide for the true voice of the
population. This topic needs additional research. While it may seem easy to attribute
perceived changes to a number of variables, be they the actions of the Khmer Rouge, or
the influence of modernization or Western cultural phenomena on Cambodian culture,
additional research could further explore differences between how Buddhism was
practiced before and after the Khmer Rouge.
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A Cognitive Note on the Use of Deixis:
A Comparative Study between Japanese and English
Aki Katakami, Mami Matsunaga, Takuma Asai, and Soichi Kozai (Kansai Gaidai University)
soichi@kansaigaidai.ac.jp

Deixis is words whose meanings are relative to the situation in which they are used (Fillmore
1982, Lyons 1982, Levinson 1983, and many others). It is widely believed that Japanese
deixis is speaker-centered while English is hearer-centered. In this study, however, we argue
that deictic centers of these languages are not simply determined by speaker-hearer
distinction but more intricate speaker's construal of the situation (Langacker 1985, Ikegami
2005, among others), namely, benefactive condition within the situation. Examining some
politeness expressions of the two languages, we will show that Japanese deixis is
beneficiary-centered whereas English deixis is benefactor-centered.
The use of come and go verbs is one of the most salient cases that mislead to the idea of the
speaker-hearer bifurcation of Japanese and English deixis. For example, speakers of Japanese
usually use the verb go, an action viewed from the speaker, such as in Anata-no uti e
iki-masu (I will go to your house). On the other hand, speakers of English prefer to say with
the verb come, an action viewed from the hearer, like I will come to your house. So, it
appears that a deictic center in Japanese is the speaker and that in English is the hearer.
But, when the speaker's visiting were desired or ordered explicitly by the hearer,
Japanese speakers would use the other verb ki-masu (come) – Dewa, asu ai-ni kimasu (Then,
(I'll) come to see (you), tomorrow). Although the use of the verb go in English sounds
intrusive – I will go to your house; if the speaker's visiting is already welcomed by the hearer,
English speakers may use this verb instead of come. So, deictic centers of the moving action
to the hearer shift (Kozai 2002) from the speaker to the hearer or vice versa in both languages,
depending on the speaker's construal of the benefactive condition within the context.
As shown with the English example of I will go to your house, we can say visiting
someone else's house can be carried out, in general, by the courtesy of the host. Presumably,
because the visitor is moving into the host's territory (Kamio 1997), the host has power over
the visiting of the guest. Thus, the visitor is a beneficiary and the host is a benefactor in this
context. Therefore, deictic centers of coming/going verbs are determined by not the
speaker-hearer but the benefactor-beneficiary bifurcation. The deictic center in Japanese is
the beneficiary, while that in English is the benefactor. These findings can be supported by
the use of deixis in polite expressions in both the languages.
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Speech acts of offers or requests involve benefactive condition. Although there is some
universality in politeness among the languages (Brown and Levinson 1987), there are
preferred expressions unique to particular languages (Usami 2002). See examples in (1) and
(2) for offers of help in Japanese and English, respectively:
(1)

a.

??Tetudatte-age-yoo ka?
helping-give1-Vol

(2)

a.

Can I help you?

b.

Q

Tetudaw-asete kure-masen ka?
help-Cau/ing

b.

give2-Pol/Neg/Prs

Q

??Do you need help?

Deictic verbs used in Japanese example are ageru (give1) and kureru (give2), and those
in English are help and need. (There are two give's in Japanese, of which a speaker can be
only a giver with give1 but a receiver with give2.) In both pairs, deictic centers of the first
verbs are the speakers and those of the second are the hearers. Japanese speakers enjoy using
the give2, whereas English speakers appreciate a give1-like verb help. The deictic centers of
those preferred expressions are the hearer in Japanese but the speaker in English. Now,
Japanese seems hearer-centered and English speaker-centered. These results do not conform
to the idea of deictic centers of the two languages widely believed.
However, the benefactor-beneficiary bifurcation will solve this contradiction. Offers are
favors to the hearer from the speaker. The beneficiary is the hearer and the benefactor is the
speaker. Therefore, as we have seen with the examples of come and go verbs above, Japanese
deictic center is the beneficiary, while it is the benefactor in English.
A cognitive approach can, thus, account for the use of deixis in Japanese and English. We
will further examine more deictic words, such as person, place, and social deixis, and
examples from other speech acts, such as orders and requests, to show the key to
understanding the use of deixis is the speaker's construal of the situation with regard to
benefactive condition.
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A Cognitive Note on the Use of Deixis:
A Comparative Study between Japanese and English
Aki Katakami, Mami Matsunaga, Takuma Asai, and Soichi Kozai
(Kansai Gaidai University)

0. Introduction
Lyons (1982) state that the deictic context is egocentric since it is centered on the speaker's
here-and-now. This should be true for any speakers of any language. However, we can
actually find the use of deixis that does not follow this principle. The motion verbs (come and
go) are sometimes contrastively used between Japanese and English. For example, in the
following case, the more natural form is iku in Japanese but come in English to indicate the
speaker's motion toward the hearer:

(When you hear someone calling you,)
(1)

a. Ima*ki-/iki- masu.
*come go

b. I'm coming/*going.

The Japanese speaker uses the verb iku to indicate the motion from his/her viewpoint. But,
against the nature of deixis, the English speaker uses the verb come to view the motion from
the hearer's viewpoint. The English speaker has shifted the deictic center (Kozai 2002) to the
hearer. Deictic centers in the two languages are, thus, opposite to each other. This
phenomenon is introduced in many language text books as just language-specific feature.

This study is to investigate what lies behind this apparently incoherent use of deictic centers
of the two languages. We will argue that the benefactive condition is responsible for the
phenomenon. If we take a close look at this particular condition implied in the context, we
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will find the principle of the deictic center shift peculiar to each language. The key notion
used in this study is the speaker's viewpoint, that is, the speaker's construal of roles of
discourse participants in particular speech events (Langacker 1985, Ikegami 2005, among
others).

I. Deixis
Deixis depends on the time and place of utterance and on the roles of speaker and hearer in
the utterance-act itself (Fillmore 1982, Levinson 1982, and many others). As we already
know demonstratives, personal pronouns, and spatio-temporal words are typical examples of
deictics that directly relate utterance to a person, place, or time to the context in which the
utterance occurs. For example, the person referred to by the pronoun I points out a different
entity depending on who the speaker is during the conversation.
Social Deixis
There is social deixis in addition to the three conventionally accepted categories – person,
place, and time. As the name indicates, it is directly and exclusively associated with
sociocultural factors of the speech situation regarding to the participants' roles in the
discourse. The devices for person-marking or the various ways of separating speech-levels
are examples of social deixis (Fillmore 1997). For example, consider the utterances in (2) –
replies to the hearer – in which first person pronouns are followed by copular verbs:

(2)

(Someone asks, "Who is it?")
b. Watasi desu.
a. Ore da.
1/Sg/M Cp
1/Sg/Pol Cp/Pol

Both utterances indicate the person referred to is the speaker himself. Propositional contents
of these utterances are the same, but only (2.b) shows addressee deference because polite
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forms of the masculine pronoun and the verb are used. This is the type of deixis we will
examine in this study with regard to the benefactive condition implied in the context.

1. Motion verbs
Now, let's get back to the motions verbs – come and go. As we have seen, while the Japanese
speaker follows the principle of the use of deictic center, the English speaker, violating
egocentricity, uses the verb come to indicate his/her motion to the hearer. Let's see another
example that holds this contrast. When you ask someone to let you visit, you would (not) say:

(3)
– On the phone –
a. [Soodan ga aru no desu ga,]
b. [I need to talk with you in person.]
Asu ??kite-/itte- mo ii desu ka?
??coming going

May I come/??go to see you tomorrow?

The deictic center is the speaker in Japanese but the hearer in English like those in example
(1). However, there are some cases in which the other forms can be used. For example,

(4) (Your friend is moving out, but has no truck to transport the movables. You have
the truck, but you are very busy now. Then, the friend calls you up on the
phone.)
– On the phone –
a. [Tanomu-kara, tasuke ni kite-kure yo.]
Wakat-ta yo. Zyaa, kuru/iku yo.
come go
b. [I beg a favor of you. Come to my place to help me out.]
All right. I'll come/go to help you.
Interestingly, either verb is acceptable, and the deictic center may shift to the hearer in
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Japanese, and shift back to the speaker in English.
What made these shifts feasible is the benefactive condition, involved in the context,
that switches the participants' roles. The speaker's want to the hearer is expressed with
examples in (3), where the speaker is an anticipating beneficiary and the hearer is an
expected benefactor. However, these roles get reversed in (4) in which the hearer's want to
the speaker is presented.
The distribution of the deictic center in examples (1, 3, and 4), focusing on the shift, is
as in Table 1:

(1)
Name called
(3)
Wanting to visit
(4)
Asked to visit

Japanese
Speaker
(Beneficiary)
Speaker
Beneficiary
Hearer
Beneficiary

English
Hearer
(Benefactor)
Hearer
Benefactor
Speaker
Benefactor
Table 1. Distribution of Deictic Center

The speaker is the deictic center by default. However, it shifts to the hearer in Japanese in
example (4). By contrast, it has already shifted to the hearer as the basic reference point in
English, as in example (1), when the hearer is at the end point of the motion. It, then, holds
for the utterance of a request in (3), but shifts back to the speaker in (4). These results seem
chaotic. But if we consider the participants' roles, we can find a consistency in the deictic
center: It is the beneficiary in Japanese and the benefactor in English out through the
examples.
As for example (1), the reason why the speaker is an implied beneficiary and the
hearer is an implied benefactor is that moving to the hearer means moving into the hearer's
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territory, conceptually or physically. You may get arrested if you go inside someone else's
house, for example, without permission from the house-owner. It is the host who has the
power to allow you to visit the house. So, the benefactor is the hearer who is the deictic
center of the motion verb used in (1). Therefore, these presupposed participants' roles have
the effect on the use of the motion deixis. Kamio (1997), also, points out the importance of
the notion of territory for language production.

2. Address terms
The use of address terms, especially, that of kinship terms, is another place to look for the
contrastive use of deixis between Japanese and English, with respect to the benefactive
condition. First, consider,

(When you call your husband,)
(5)

a. Anata.

b. (My) Dear/Darling.

Both in Japanese and English, the utterances are made from the speaker's viewpoint. The
second-person pronoun is used in Japanese, and the first-person pronoun possessive is used
in English.
However, there is another common term used in Japanese when a child is present at
the time of the utterance:

(6)

a. Otoo-san.

b. *Father.

The Japanese speaker may address her husband as if she were his daughter, and its English
counterpart cannot be used to refer to the husband. When this mother addresses her father in
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this situation, she would say:

(7)

a. Ozii-tyan.

b. *Grandpa/Father.

As expected, she calls him grandfather in Japanese, but its English counterpart doesn't sound
right and the English speaker would call him Father.
What is going on here is that the Japanese speaker is taking the viewpoint of her
child, while the English speaker's viewpoint stays with her. This is well-known viewpoint
shift in Japanese that the speaker takes viewpoint of the youngest of a family to refer to other
family members. To run a family, especially a good one, the husband and wife must
cooperate with each other. They are in the equal status in this sense – each one of them is the
benefactor as well as the beneficiary. However, the role as a mother of the wife is not
dualistic but exclusively the benefactor to her child. Cooperating with the husband, she has to
feed and bring up the child, the beneficiary. Therefore, the Japanese speaker is taking this
beneficiary's viewpoint in examples (6) and (7), whereas the English speaker does not shift
her viewpoint but it remains with the speaker – the benefactor as a mother.
This is supported by utterance addressing the child.

(8)

a. *Ki-nasai, musuko.

b. Come here, son.

The English speaker can call him from the benefactor's viewpoint as a parent, while the
Japanese speaker cannot do so.
In an extended sense of the family, school teachers in Japan can call themselves
sensei to each other. This is because school is the place where teachers bring up students, so
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that a teacher takes students' viewpoint to address the other teachers. But this cannot be
carried out in English, as in (9):

(9)

a. Sensei.

b. *Teacher.

3. Requests and offers
Finally, we will consider speech acts of requests and offers where we can easily find the
benefactive condition involved in the context of discourse. They are the speech acts that are
necessarily related to the politeness of the language; because they 'explicitly' imply who the
benefactor or the beneficiary is during the discourse and, thus, threaten the face of the
interlocutors (Brown and Levinson 1987).
With respect to the politeness, there are some expressions preferred peculiar to each
language (Usami 2002). Consider, examples of requests,

(When you need help,)
(10)

a. Tetudatte kure- < morae- masen ka?
give2 < can-receive
b. Can you give me a hand? > Can I get a hand?

Both utterances in Japanese and English are possible request forms. But one is more polite
and acceptable than the other. The designated agent who grants the request is the hearer. Thus,
the deictic center with the hearer – the benefactor – is regarded as the default location.
In Japanese, the receiving verb – an action described from the speaker – sounds
more polite than the giving verb – an action viewed from the hearer. The expected benefactor
is, of course, the hearer, and the anticipating beneficiary is the speaker. So, the deictic center
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in the preferred request form has shifted to the beneficiary. On the other hand, your giving a
hand is more polite than my getting a hand in English. Thus, the deictic center remains with
the hearer – the benefactor.
Next, let's examine the speech act of offers. An offer indicates an action to be
practiced on the hearer by the speaker. So, the participants' roles in this speech act are
opposite from those in requests: The speaker is the benefactor and the hearer is the
beneficiary. Therefore, the default deictic center is the speaker, the benefactor. For example,

(When you offer help to your friend,)
(11)

a. Tetudatte age-yoo ka? ＜ Tetudaw-asete (kure- < morae-) masen ka?
give1

Cau (give2 < can-receive)

b. Can I help you? > Do you need help?

Consider English examples, first. When the helping action is viewed from the speaker's
viewpoint, the utterance sounds more polite. So, the deictic center stays with the default
place of the benefactor in this speech act.
On the other hand, it is not that easy in Japanese examples to identify the
participant's role of the deictic center in the most preferred form. What we can notice, first, is
that the utterances with a causative morpheme sound more polite than the one without. Of the
more preferred utterances, the receiving verb is more polite to use than the giving verb. As
we have seen in the speech act of request, the receiving is an action viewed from the speaker.
And the speaker is the benefactor in this case, so the Japanese speaker appears to take the
benefactor's viewpoint as does the English speaker. However, once the helping action is
being caused by the hearer, it becomes an act by the hearer. So, the speaker is, now,
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requesting this act to be granted, using either the giving or receiving verb. In short, these
utterances are, now, requests but not offers from the speaker. Because it is a request, the
speaker has turned to the beneficiary and the hearer has turned to the benefactor.
Consequently, the deictic center of the most preferred utterance is the speaker whose role has
been transformed from the benefactor to the beneficiary. Therefore, the Japanese speaker
consistently takes the deictic center of the beneficiary. In this case, it is not the designated
role of the benefactor, but the beneficiary by the deictic center shift. This is schematized in
(12):
(12)
Agent

Tetudaw-asete
[[[helping] Causing]
[[[S]

(kure- < morae-) masen ka?
give2 < can-receive]

H]

Role

H <
S]
[[[-or]
-ry]
-ry < -or]
[[(Act by H)ÆRequest] (S wants to have)]

Role transformed

[

-or

<

-ry]

II. Conclusion
Considering the benefactive condition and the associated deictic center shift, we can get a
more generalized account for the deictic center in Japanese and English. But why the
Japanese speaker likes to take the beneficiary's viewpoint and the English speaker prefers the
benefactor's viewpoint remains questioned. Niimura (2006) argues that the demonstrative
deixis in English is conceptually oriented and, thus, the deictic center can shift quite freely
(See ex. (13)), whereas those in Japanese is physically determined. This is true but why the
come not the go in English? We need further study to investigate this problem.
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Abstract
The findings of some studies (e.g., Nunan, 1988; Schulz, 1996, 2001) show dramatic
mismatches between teachers’ views and practices and learners’ preferences and
expectations. Many language educators and researchers (e.g., Horwitz, 1988; McCargar,
1993) support the view that matching the preferences of learners and the practices of
teachers is important for successful language learning. Accordingly, it is useful for
teachers to understand their students’ preferences in pedagogical practices. English as a
Foreign Language classes in Japanese universities are almost always large, and it would
be especially difficult for teachers to modify their pedagogical practices in order to cater
to each individual student's expectations and needs. Therefore, it is beneficial for the
teachers to know the commonly held expectations of their students.
This paper presents and discusses the results of a questionnaire administered to
588 students enrolled in English language classes at several Japanese universities. The
questionnaire, utilizing 5-point Likert-scales, investigated (1) students' attitudes toward
correction of oral errors in the classroom; (2) their preferences for correction of different
types of oral errors; and (3) their preferences for particular correction methods. Openended questions solicited the reasons for the students' ratings. Frequency distributions
were used to analyze the Likert-scale responses. ANOVAs and t-tests explored whether
the students' perceptions differed according to their levels of proficiency or their gender.
The results show that the students had strongly positive attitudes toward teacher
correction of errors. Furthermore, they indicated a clear preference for correction of
pragmatic errors over other kinds of errors. The most favored correction method was for
the teacher to give the student a hint which might enable the student to notice the error
and self-correct. Another striking finding concerned significant attitudinal differences
among groups at varying levels of proficiency and between genders.
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Students’ Perceptions toward Corrective Feedback to Oral Errors
1. Introduction
The findings of some studies (e.g., Cathcart and Olsen, 1976; Nunan, 1988; McCargar,
1993; Oladejo, 1993; Shulz, 1996, 2001) show significant mismatches between teachers’
teaching preferences and learners’ learning preferences. Many foreign language educators
and researchers support the view that a gap between teacher and student perceptions
regarding the efficacy of instructional practices can be harmful to learning (e.g., Nunan,
1987; Horwitz, 1988; Green, 1993; McCargar, 1993; Schulz, 2001). Therefore, it is
useful for teachers to understand their students’ preferences in pedagogical practices.
Making errors is unavoidable and a natural part of language learning process.
Naturally, learner errors and error treatment have been great concerns among foreign
language teachers and researchers. Although the literature on teachers’ responses to
students’ errors is numerous, the literature on students’ perceptions regarding error
correction is limited in both EFL and ESL research. (Bang, 1999; Cathcart and Olsen,
1976; Chenoweth et al., 1983; Oladejo, 1993). Specifically concerning Japanese
learners’ preferences for oral error correction, there is very little research in the literature.
(Chenoweth et al, 1983; McCargar, 1993).
The present study examines attitudes and preferences in classroom oral error
correction among EFL students in Japanese universities.
2. Research Design and Methods
2.1. Research Questions
The following questions were addressed in the study in order to investigate the students’
attitudes toward error correction.
1. What are the attitudes toward classroom oral error correction among EFL students in
Japanese universities?
2. What are the students’ general preferences for classroom error correction of different
types of errors?
3. What are the students’ general preferences for particular types of error correction
methods?
2.2. Data Collection Instrument
The instrument used to elicit information on students’ attitudes regarding error correction
was a questionnaire developed for this study. It utilized information obtained from an
extensive literature review. The original questionnaire was constructed in English and
translated into Japanese. The original questionnaire was constructed in English and
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translated into Japanese. Both versions were reviewed to assess the reliability by
bilingual professors of Japanese teaching in the US. The Japanese version was pre-tested
and revised based on the results of the pretest. The revised questionnaire was pre-tested
to reexamine some of the questions. Then, some modifications were made to the
questionnaire. The modified version was employed in this study. The questionnaire in
English is included in the Appendix.
The questionnaire contains four sections, the first relating to demographic
information, the second asking about the respondents’ general views on classroom oral
error correction, the third asking about their preferences for classroom corrections of
different types of oral errors, and the fourth asking about their preferences for particular
types of error correction methods. Data was collected from 588 students enrolled in 21
EFL classes at six universities located in three different cities in Japan.
Frequency distributions were calculated to analyze the Likert-scale responses.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Attitudes toward Error Correction
Section B of the questionnaire examined students’ general views on classroom oral error
correction by asking them to indicate their degree of agreement or disagreement with four
different statements. The statements illustrate certain views that have been controversial
among language researchers and educators for decades.
3.1.1. Error Correction: Whether or Not to Correct
The first statement was “ I want teachers to correct my errors in speaking English.” As
seen in Table 1, 77% of the students agreed, some strongly, with the statement. The
students were given the option of explaining the reasons for their rating. The following
discussion considers only those who offered responses. The responses were categorized,
and frequencies calculated. The reason most frequently cited for this positive attitude
toward error correction was that students wanted to improve their accuracy in English.
The students’ strongly favorable attitudes toward receiving error correction in the
present study conform with the results of studies conducted among ESL students by
Cathcart and Olsen (1976), Chenoweth et al. (1983), and McCargar (1993) as well as
those among EFL students conducted by Oladejo (1993) and Bang (1999). In a later
study, I investigated students’ perceptions toward oral error correction in Japanese
classrooms in the US, and found that 92% of the respondents expressed their strongly
favorable attitudes toward teacher correction.
Possible influence of the curriculum on student attitudes might account for these
observed positive attitudes toward error correction. Regardless of the type of instruction,
whether it emphasizes form-focused activities or communication-based activities,
students are usually evaluated based on their knowledge of correct forms.
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3.1.2. Correcting All Errors vs Selective Correction
As seen in Table 1, nearly half of the respondents (47%) disagreed with the statement,
“Teachers should correct all errors that learners make in speaking English.” Correcting
all errors is ‘discouraging’ was the reason most frequently cited for why the students did
not desire the correction of all errors.
When asked whether or not they agreed with the statement, “Teachers should
correct only the errors that interfere with communication,” 40% expressed agreement,
33% disagreed, and 27% neither agreed nor disagreed as seen in Table 1. The reason
most frequently mentioned to agree with selective correction was that ‘erroneous English
is all right as long as it’s understandable.” On the other hand, ‘correcting only errors that
interfere with communication is not sufficient’ was the most frequent reason to oppose
selective correction.
Considering the large sizes of classes in which the respondents enrolled, it is not
feasible for the teachers to correct all errors that they make. This might have affected
their responses for the correction of all errors. It could also explain why selective
correction received mixed responses.
3.1.3. Peer Correction
A total of 50% agreed, and some strongly agreed with the statement, “I want my
classmates to correct my oral errors in group work” (Table 1). That peer correction is
beneficial was the most frequent reason for the positive attitude.
I postulated that EFL students in Japan have negative attitudes toward peer
correction based on the assumption that the students do not expect to have their oral
errors corrected because peer correction violates the concept called “ingroup harmony”
(Gudykunst and Nishida, 1993). Nakanishi (1986) notes that within a group, Japanese
people try to avoid expressing their opinions that may differ or oppose those of other
group members and destroy the harmonious relationship with the members. Contrary to
my assumption, only a few respondents expressed that they felt uncomfortable with peer
correction.
3.2. Types of Errors Students Wanted to Have Corrected
In Section C of the questionnaire, the students were asked how often they wanted
classroom error correction of different types of errors: grammatical and phonological
errors, as well as errors in vocabulary, pragmatics, and discourse. Participants rated each
item on a 5-point scale with two scale labels that ranged from “never” for 1 to “always”
for 5 with respect to frequency of correction. As can be seen in Table 2, errors in
pragmatics ranked first in order of preference for correction, closely followed by
phonological errors. Interestingly, 62% wanted to have their errors in pragmatics
“Always” corrected.
The strong positive attitude toward correction of this type of error might be
explained by the Japanese education system. Through junior and senior high school,
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students are taught the English language through grammar-oriented instruction. The end
product of this instruction is graduates who have good knowledge of English grammar
and a wide range of vocabulary. However, as Sturman (1992) comments, most of them
cannot apply this knowledge to hold even a basic conversation in English. They may
produce grammatically correct sentences, but may not be sure whether or not their
utterances are appropriate in a specific context. This may help to explain why the
students in this study showed great interest in correction of their errors in pragmatics.
Another striking finding is the strongly positive attitude toward correction of
phonological errors. Japanese phonology does not share the same features as English
phonology. Therefore, the acquisition of English pronunciation, accent, and intonation
patterns is difficult for many Japanese EFL learners. In addition, EFL classes are usually
taught by Japanese teachers in junior and senior high schools. Consequently, the students
lack exposure to English from native speakers. The students’ high interest in correction
of phonological errors is very predictable as I remember when I was an EFL learner in
Japan.
Regarding vocabulary errors, the students’ high interest in correction of vocabulary
errors could be explained by the education they received in junior and senior high schools.
In Japan, much of the training in high school is dedicated to preparing students to pass
university entrance examinations. The English language is not an exception. According to
my knowledge as a Japanese native speaker, test-takers are expected to have a wide range
of vocabulary that is covered in entrance examinations. The English instruction in junior
and senior high schools, which is basically the Grammar Translation method, emphasizes
the mastery of complex grammar and the increase of vocabulary. The students simply
memorize words and phrases instead of learning them in meaningful contexts.
Consequently, they may not be confident about their use of appropriate words and
phrases in a real-life setting. Therefore, it is not surprising that the students in this study
showed high interest in correction of vocabulary errors.
3.3. Methods of Classroom Error Correction
In the last section of the questionnaire, the students were asked to rate ten different
methods of error correction provided by teachers, first as feedback to students’
grammatical errors, and then as feedback to students’ pronunciation errors for each
technique. The rating for students’ opinions about each method was measured on a fivepoint scale, ranging from 1 representing “no good” to 5 representing “very good.”
3.3.1. Favored Correction Methods for Grammatical Errors
Table 3 lists the methods of grammar correction that the majority of the students favored.
These methods are listed in the order of preference based on the percentage of the
respondents who gave scores of 4 and 5. Categories 4 and 5 were lumped together; 5
represents “very good.”
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The most preferred among the ten types of correction was the one in which the
teacher gives a hint which might enable the student to notice the error and self-correct.
The second most favored grammar correction was the one in which the teacher explains
why the student’s utterance is incorrect. Another popular method was that in which the
teacher points out the error, and provides the correct form. One last favored method was
that in which the teacher presents the correct form when repeating all or part of the
student’s utterance.
3.3.2. Favored Correction Methods for Pronunciation Errors
Table 4 displays the methods of pronunciation correction that a majority of the students
favored. The students’ most favored technique was the one in which the teacher gives a
hint which might enable the student to notice the error and self-correct; 64.4% favored
this method. The second most favored correction method was the technique in which the
teacher points out the error, and provides the correct pronunciation. Another popular
method was the one in which the teacher presents the correct form when repeating all or
part of the student’s utterance.
One other favored method was that in which the teacher explains why the student’s
utterance is incorrect.
The majority of the students favored four out of the ten possible correction methods.
The most favored method of correction for both grammatical and phonological errors was
the one in which the teacher gives a hint which might enable the student to notice the
error and self-correct. This indirect correction method is intended to indicate that the
student has made an error without embarrassing the student, allowing the student to save
‘face.’ In large classes of Japanese universities, the students might feel more comfortable
with this correction method. Another favored method that attempt to elicit self-correction
was the technique in which the teacher explains why the student’s utterance is incorrect.
Many researchers have proposed that language learners could benefit more from selfcorrection for their interlanguage development than from being provided with correct
forms. Van Lier (1988) argued that delaying the use of error correction “would promote
the development of self-monitoring and pragmatic adjustment which is essential to
competence in the target language” (p.211).
Ellis (1994) suggested that self-correction is less likely to receive a negative affective
response from students.
As these findings indicate, one of the favored correction methods was the one in
which the teacher presents the correct form when repeating all or part of the student’s
utterance. The findings of some studies revealed that teachers frequently employed this
type of error correction. Lyster and Ranta (1997) term this type of correction ‘recast.’
Some studies suggest that recasts have a positive effect on acquisition (e.g., Doughty and
Varela, 1998; Long, Inagaki, and Ortega, 1998). However, some researchers have pointed
out that recasts might be confusing to learners because they may be perceived as
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conversational moves such as accepting and confirming (Chaudron, 1988; Truscott,
1999).
One of the methods that can draw the student’s attention to the error is the one in
which the teacher overtly points out the error and provides the correct form. The students
in this study favored this method in which the erroneous form and the correct form are
contrasted. Grew (1964) claimed that teachers should never give the erroneous form
because “for some strange reason the class is more apt to retain the wrong form than the
right, when it has heard the teacher use it” (p.86).
3.3.3. Disfavored Correction Method
As seen in Table 5, the respondents did not favor two methods of correction for
grammatical and phonological errors.
The least favored method was the technique in which teacher ignores the student’s
errors. 88.8% rated this method 1 and 2, with 1 representing “no good”
The students in the studies of Cathcart and Olsen (1976) and Oladejo (1993) also disliked
this technique. Despite its lack of popularity among learners, teachers in the study of
Fanselow (1977) often employed this technique. The second least favored method was
the one in which the teacher repeats the original question asked of the student. 65.8%
rated 1 and 2 for pronunciation errors, and 61.8% for grammatical errors.
3.3.4. Methods Neither Favored Nor Disfavored
Several correction methods received mixed responses from the students. One of them is
the method in which the teacher indicates that the student has made an error by using
nonverbal behavior, such as gestures and facial expressions. Another method is that in
which the teacher repeats the student’s utterance up to the error, and waits for selfcorrection. The method in which the teacher asks the student to repeat the utterance also
elicited varied responses from the students. One last method was that in which the teacher
simply indicates the error.
4. Implications
In Japanese universities, the English language classes are usually large. Therefore, it is
impractical to spend much of the instruction time dealing with students’ errors. The
teachers often require the students to engage in communicative tasks in pairs and groups
(O’Sullivan, 1996). Inevitably, the teachers cannot observe all the errors made by the
students. Even if the teachers notice errors, they may consider interrupting the students
by correcting their errors as inappropriate.
One obvious implication of the findings of the study is that certain differences
appear to exist between the students’ expectations and the teachers’ pedagogical practice.
Some researchers believe that matching the expectations of teachers and learners
contributes to successful language learning (Horwitz, 1988; McCargar, 1993). However,
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when the situation does not allow the teachers to modify their classroom practice, they
can explain the reason to their students. Such an explanation could at least partially
minimize conflict in expectations between the teachers and the students.
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Table 1. Attitudes toward error correction
1 = strongly disagree
5 = strongly agree
1&2
3
4&5
N
(%)
(%)
(%)

Item

I want teachers to correct my errors in speaking Japanese.

586

6

17

78

Teachers should correct all errors that learners make in
speaking Japanese.

587

47

32

20

Teachers should correct only the errors that interfere with
communication.

587

33

27

40

I want my classmates to correct my oral errors in group
work.

584

18

31

50

* Total does not add to 100% due to rounding.

Table 2. Types of errors students wanted to have corrected
Never

Item
Pragmatics
Phonology
Vocabulary
Discourse
Grammar
* Total does not add to 100% due to rounding.

Always

N

1
(%)

2
(%)

3
(%)

4
(%)

5
(%)

586
586
586
586
587

1
6
6
3
2

2
4
4
13
10

8
11
18
34
36

28
39
47
32
2

62
46
30
18
20

Table 3. Most favored correction methods for grammatical errors
1 = no good 5 = very good
1&2
3
4&5
N
(%)
(%)
(%)

Item
T gives a hint which might enable S to notice and self-correct.

576

13

17

70

T points out the error, and provides the correct form.

574

14

22

64

T explains why the utterance is incorrect.

575

16

20

64

T presents the correct form when repeating all or part of the
S’s utterance.

569

12

27

61
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Table 4. Most favored correction methods for pronunciation errors
Item

N

1 = no good 5 = very good
1&2
3
4&5
(%)
(%)
(%)

T gives a hint which might enable S to notice and self-correct.

569

17

19

64

T points out the error, and provides the correct pronunciation.

567

14

22

64

T presents the correct form when repeating all or part of the S’s
utterance.

557

11

26

63

T explains why the utterance is incorrect.

569

17

20

63

Table 5. Disfavored correction methods
Item

N

1 = no good 5 = very good
1&2
3
4&5
(%)
(%)
(%)

T ignores the S’s error.

578

89

10

2

T repeats the original question asked of the student.
For grammatical errors.
For pronunciation errors.
* Total does not add to 100% due to rounding.

574
565

62
66

20
20

19
15
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Appendix
Questionnaire Completed by Participants
A.
1.

Please check the appropriate answers or write an answer in the space provided.
University Name
______________________________

2.

Major:

3.

Gender:

3.

How long have you stayed in an English-speaking country?
______ years ______ months

5.

Do you speak English outside of class?

6.

Do you want to improve your speaking skills in English? 1. (

B.

The following questions concern correction of spoken errors. For each question,
make your choice based on your foreign language learning experience up until
now including in high schools and private conversation classes. If you strongly
disagree to a statement, circle “1.” If you strongly agree, circle “5.”

______________________________
1. (

) Male

2. (

) Female

1. (

) Yes 2. (

) No

) Yes 2. (

) No

strongly
disagree
a)

strong
agree

I want teachers to correct my errors in speaking Japanese.
1
2
3

4

5

Please try to provide the reason for your choice.
______________________________________
b)

Teachers should correct all errors that learners
make in speaking Japanese.
1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Please try to provide the reason for your choice.
______________________________________
c)

Teachers should correct only the errors that
interfere with communication.
1
Please try to provide the reason for your choice.
______________________________________
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d)

I want my classmates to correct my oral errors
in group work.
1

2

3

4

5

Please try to provide the reason for your choice.
______________________________________
C.

How often do you want to have your errors corrected? If you prefer never, circle
“1.” If you prefer always, circle “5.” Circle the appropriate number for each item.
never

always

a)

grammar

1

2

3

4

5

b)

pronunciation, accent, & intonation

1

2

3

4

5

c)

vocabulary (words, phrases) usage

1

2

3

4

5

d)

inappropriate expressions
1
(e.g., When offering a drink in English:
“Would you like some coffee”? is more
appropriate than “Do you want to drink coffee”?)

2

3

4

5

e)

organization of discourse
(e.g., how to negotiate or persuade)

2

3

4

5

D.

1

Teachers’ reactions to students’ errors in speaking the target language are various.
The following a) - j) are examples of correction techniques. They are sometimes
used in combination. However, please rate them as individual methods here.
If you think a method no good, circle “1.” If you think a method very good, circle
“5.”
Example of grammatical error:
Teacher: “Where did you go
Student: “I go to the park.”

Example of pronunciation error:

yesterday”? T: “What kind of flowers do you like best”?
S: “I like loses best.”
no good

a)

Teacher (T) ignores Student’s (S) error.
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

T presents the correct response or part of the response.
For grammatical error:
1
2
“I went to the park.” or “Went.”
For pronunciation error:
“I like roses best.” or “Roses.”
1
2

3

4

5

3

4

5

T points out the error, and provides the correct response.
G: “Go is wrong. You should say went.”
1
2
P: “Loses is wrong. You should say roses.” 1
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

T indicates that an error occurred by nonverbal
behavior, such as gesture and facial expressions.
1

2

3

4

5

T repeats the original question.
G: “Where did you go yesterday”?
1
P: “What kind of flowers do you like best”? 1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

T asks S to repeat the utterance.
G: “Please say that again.”
P: “Please say that again.”

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1
1

g)

T gives S a hint which might enable S to notice the error and self-correct.
G: “Where did you say you went yesterday”?1
2
3
4
5
P: “What color of roses do you like”?
1
2
3
4
5

h)

T repeats S’ utterance up to the error, and waits for
self-correction.
G: “I…”
1
2
P: “I like…”
1
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

T indicates the error.
G: “No. Not go.”
P: “No. Not loses.”

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

i)

j)

1
1

T explains why the response is incorrect.
G: “Go is the present tense. You need the past
tense here.”
1
P: (Using a picture of a mouth) “When you
pronounce r for roses, your tongue should not
touch the roof of the mouth. It should…”
1
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FILM WITH HISTORICAL THEMES: CREATING TODAY’S
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Abstract: Film with historical themes, though often filled with error, does has a legitimate place
in the historical process. It is today’s equivalent of myth and popular history, which existed long
before the first historian ever wrote.
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FILM WITH HISTORICAL THEMES: CREATING TODAY’S
MYTHOLOGY AND POPULAR HISTORY
Robert B. Kebric

I.

History: A Servant for Many Masters
Herodotus, the world’s first historian, wrote in the fifth century B.C. and meant to entertain
his audience, much like modern filmmakers do. He also wished to keep vibrant by his record of
the Persian Wars the great and wonderful deeds of the Greeks and barbarians and their reasons
for fighting (History 1.1). What had passed for “history” before him was mostly a combination
of genealogy, ethnography, geography, mythology, heroic lays, and folktale. Inevitably, much of
this also spilled into Herodotus’ work, though his lengthy history is still surprisingly accurate.
The next great historian, also a fifth-century B.C. Greek, was Thucydides, who eschewed the
almost folksy, “pleasure of the moment” style of Herodotus, insisting that “self-interest” was the
driving force behind the actions of both institutions and humans. Thucydides sought to instruct
mostly through contemporary political and military examples from the Peloponnesian War-though he was still unable to avoid an overall dramatic construct for his work and narrative. He
also noted (History 6.54.1) while correcting an erroneous story embraced by the Athenians, that
they were no more accurate about the facts of their own history than the rest of the world, a
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revealing affirmation of how easy it has always been for popular tradition to muddy the waters of
historical recollection. Even while applying such criticism, however, Thucydides, like
Herodotus, appears to accept the debatable earlier Homeric tradition as generally correct– much
in the manner that many educated people today might unquestionably accept with childlike
credulity time-honored (and usually erroneous) popular stories about heroic figures like
Columbus and George Washington.
In subsequent centuries, successors of Herodotus and Thucydides attempted to enliven their
more lengthy (and thereby potentially tedious) narratives with extensive dramatic dialogue,
emotional turmoil, sensationalism, moral dilemmas, and vivid descriptions of individuals,
battles, and just about everything else. They painted literary “pictures” for their audience to help
them experience vicariously what they were reading. And they were not especially critical about
the accuracy of their information. They probably would have been the film makers of our day
because, in their own times, they fulfilled the same public cravings that films do now. Still,
these chroniclers identified themselves, and were recognized by their eager public, as
“historians”– even though their style of writing did not go unchallenged. Titillating narrators of
the Hellenistic period like Duris of Samos and Phylarchus earned the later criticism of Polybius
(second century B.C.) and other more sober colleagues, who, nonetheless, found themselves in
the uncomfortable position of having to defend themselves as to why they would not engage in
similar audience-pleasing antics. Historians have continued to hurl charges at one another of
being “popularizers,” “uncritical,” or “amateurs”-- but it always seems to have been the case
that, while serious practitioners of the craft may be more accurate, they usually end up gratifying
one another more than the general public. Individuals and entire societies can be swayed by
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what they wish or want to believe rather than what is factual, and the issue of “truth in history”
has been debated from ancient times to the present. The Romans, for example, desirous of
appropriate ancestors to match what they felt was their glorious destiny, believed that they were
descended from the Trojans. They were not, but the entire society embraced the belief for
centuries; and it was so enduring that at the end of the Middle Ages, the British and French were
still tracing their ancestry back to specific Trojans through the Romans!
From the beginning, then, it is clear that what has passed for history in many peoples’ minds
has been a mixed bag. Theories have been debated, as has the purpose for writing history, and in
today’s charged atmosphere of political correctness, diversity, and gender, there are agendahistorians who are more concerned about pressing a particular point of view than letting the
“muse” of history speak for herself. Practicing historians all believe they are serious historians–
but the quality, methodology, and reasons for writing can be wildly diverse. Anyone can call
oneself, or be called, a historian, though he or she may not have any training or expertise. The
public is usually in no position to judge. Often the public will accept the theories and ideas of
such people– sometimes more readily than those of bona fide historians, especially if they are
more sensational or in sympathy with its own views. Alternatively, budding historians who are
asked to teach (as is often the case in university classrooms today) material which is far removed
from their own specialties, frequently trip over the “bodies” of past civilizations and
unintentionally disseminate incorrect information. Even a work embraced by society as
“classic” such as Edward Gibbon’s eighteenth century literary masterpiece, The Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire, which appears in “Great Books” series and would probably be the logical
choice for an interested amateur to learn about Rome, is outdated after over two centuries of
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subsequent scholarship and refinement. It is filled with errors, misinterpretations, personal
indulgence, and contemporary allusions that are more about British politics during Gibbon’s
time than Roman. So, too, while there is little dependable information about William Wallace
(he was barely remembered), better known as Braveheart, a mostly fictionalized film (1995)
about his life stirred nationalistic feelings in Scotland, affected politics with England, increased
tourism, spawned a cottage and commercial industry, and re-sparked interest in that country’s
earlier historical experience. The bottom line seems to be that the potential for distortion of
information, purposeful and accidental, has, is, and will always be a part of the historical
process-- and, ultimately, for a large segment of the population history is what is in the eye of the
beholder.
Can film with historical themes be called history? Many among the general public would
probably respond “yes.” More knowledgeable critics, however, would rightly counter that
mostly fictional film stories, often based on historically suspect earlier film versions of the same
or similar subject, will only result in more historical fiction. A case in point is the heavy
borrowing by the blockbuster on Rome, Gladiator (2000), from the earlier Fall of the Roman
Empire (1965) for its plot. Even though it ends differently and details vary, Gladiator begins
with the same erroneous premise as Fall about the relationships of Marcus Aurelius, Commodus,
Lucilla, and an entirely fictional outsider-- a general called Livius in Fall and a general named
Maximus in Gladiator-- whose role becomes the determining factor in the future of the Roman
Empire. It is almost like a Star Trek episode of alternative universes. There is nothing wrong
with borrowing from previous works. There would be no creative process without some
imitation. In the case of art, little harm may done; but for the historical process, the damage is
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potentially significant-- if actual historical characters and circumstances are mixed with fictional
ones solely for the purpose of entertainment and profit. The casual film viewer is presented
with a confused impression about what really happened-- a blend of fact and fiction that will
most likely become that viewer’s permanent frame of reference. This is, nonetheless, consistent
with what “popular history” is-- a pool of aggregate impressions about the past to which we are
exposed simply by living in our society, “know” to be true, and seldom question. Film has
become a major contributor to the world’s body of popular history. It is also, in many respects,
a return to, and continuation of, the mythological process.

Film and Mythology
Before George Lucas and the first Star Wars trilogy, few movie-goers associated much of
what they saw at the theater with mythology-- unless it was in a film like Jason and the
Argonauts or Clash of the Titans, which have direct links (though loose ones) to Greek
mythology. Lucas collaborated with Joseph Campbell, whose works such as The Hero with a
Thousand Faces, the Masks of God series, and more recently, The Power of Myth (with Bill
Moyers), have familiarized more than one generation with the mythological process. They have
helped make clear how interrelated the themes inherent in myth are for any people in any age.
The result of that collaboration has been a wildly-popular futuristic film journey whose
foundations lay directly atop a multitude of past and present mythological traditions of a variety
of peoples. Many which influenced Lucas’ trilogy have been catalogued in Mary Henderson’s
very readable companion volume to the Star Wars: The Magic of Myth (1997) exhibition held at
the National Air and Space Museum of the Smithsonian Institute in Washington D.C. But
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anyone who is familiar with myth and is sensitive to the evolution of the human mind and its
relation to the environment, has already noticed time and again the archetypical patterns that are
inherent in the Star Wars trilogy. To put it in Campbell’s own words, “Throughout the inhabited
world, in all times and under every circumstance, the myths of man have flourished; and they
have been the living inspiration of whatever else may have appeared out of the activities of the
human body and mind” (Hero [first paperback edition, 1972], 3). We should not need Campbell
to remind us of universal themes such as good versus evil (light versus dark), death, rebirth, the
quest, temptation, redemption, and revelation which are inherent in every good, long-lived story,
including those now told in film. Lucas, himself, admits as much when he states that he finally
gave up trying to fit his story to past mythological traditions because, ultimately, everything
more or less fell into place on its own (Henderson, Star Wars,10). That is because the stories
embracing the themes he wanted to incorporate in his saga have always been universal. Thus, it
should not be surprising that the Japanese film classic, The Seven Samurai was transformed
without difficulty into the American western, The Magnificent Seven; that Shakespeare’s
seventeenth century moral drama, The Tempest, could become the model for the futuristic,
Forbidden Planet; and that the World War II drama, The Enemy Below, provides the storyline
for Balance of Terror, an episode of the original Star Trek series. For Lucas, it was another
Japanese film, The Hidden Treasure, which first inspired his basic story line for Star Wars. The
settings are not important for these kinds of stories because they are not constrained by time.
Their origins are at the heart of world mythologies. Mythology is one of the few constants in the
human experience. It is the process by which we have always explained things we cannot
understand and reassured ourselves that there is some purpose to our lives-- or at least a reason
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why we exist. Robert J. Lenardon succinctly summarizes it as follows:

Myth is a many-faceted personal and cultural phenomenon created to provide
a reality and a unity to what is transitory and fragmented in the world that we
experience....Myth provides us with absolutes in the place of ephemeral values
and a comforting perception of the world that is necessary to make the
insecurity and terror of existence bearable. (The Companion to Classical
Mythology, 5th ed. (1997), 3)

While most associate mythology with times long past, there are still primitive peoples in the
world today who live their lives based on concepts that arose tens of thousands of years ago.
Not a few Australian aborigines, for example, are unable to comprehend how their “Dreamtime”
equates with the contradictory contemporary scientific and technological world in which they
now find themselves-- or how they fit into it. We never really leave mythology behind.
Conceptions may change but the mythologizing process never stops. To quote Lenardon again:

Myth in a sense is the highest reality; and the thoughtless dismissal of myth as
untruth, fiction, or a lie is the most barren and misleading definition of all.
The dancer and choreographer Martha Graham, sublimely aware of the timeless
“blood memory” that binds our human race and that is continually revoked by the
archetypal transformations of mythic art, offers a beautifully concise summation:
as opposed to the discoveries of science that “will in time change and perhaps
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grow obsolete...art is eternal, for it reveals the inner landscape, which is the soul
of man. (p.4)
We continually create new mythologies and revise old ones to suit our tastes. Just as mythology
helped us to define the past, today it is a part of how we define the future. And now through
film, as Lucas and Campbell have delineated for us, the technology is available to make these
“lessons” even more a part of our common pysche. The film audience has, quite unintentionally,
become an integral part of the current mythologizing process.

Film and Mythic Heroes

Mythology began because there was no written record, and, inevitably, people who have no
history will make one up. Mythology explained the things that all people have always wanted
explained but about which they were always short on answers-- how the universe was formed,
who the gods were, how man and woman were created, how all other forms, animate and
inanimate, began, and why things are the way they are. Deathless heroes of one sort or another
also become involved to save us from what threatens us, real or imagined. The greatest fear of
human kind has always been death, which makes every situation into which we place ourselves a
potentially fatal one. Life was, and still is, a fragile thing. What raised many early mythological
heroes to their elevated and celebrated status was their ability to overcome death. They had
special births, special weapons, and special magic that allowed them to do what we could only
wish to do. We die– and they do not (or at least, if they do, there is almost always some promise
of return). Today, we transfer many of these same insecurities about ourselves to our own
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version of mythic heroes on the screen, who like their earlier counterparts, typically transcend
death. John Wayne became a universal hero because, no matter what the situation, we knew he
would always make things right. He was supposed to die in In Harm’s Way (the film died,
instead), but it was thought that his death would have such an adverse effect on both audience
and box office that he ended up losing only a leg-- disturbing enough for fans of “Duke”. That is
one of the things that makes film so compelling because, unlike us in similar situations, its
heroes seldom die. We can watch, for instance, James Bond escape a barrage of bullets,
knowing beforehand that he cannot be killed and will always be there to protect us from the
world’s most evil villains. Time, too, as in myth, has been suspended by film because an actor’s
celluloid performance continues even after he or she dies. The images of those who were
“superstars” in their day but are now dead continue, ageless, as their films are shown and reshown. Almost daily, we watch movies on T.V. in which an actor or the entire cast is deceased,
yet we respond to them as “living individuals” because they “appear” to be alive. Those same
images take on lives of their own which continue to grow as each generation becomes fascinated
with them. Intellectually, we should be able to separate the real from the imaginary, but usually
we do not and “cults” surrounding an actor’s persona often replace the facts about who the actor
really was. Marilyn Monroe, for instance, continues to grow in stature and is mythologized by
many born years after her death. James Dean is another example. John Wayne’s mythic power
has become so great that he was even briefly “resurrected” to pitch beer in T.V. commercials a
few years ago. Other deceased stars have also appeared in newly-filmed commercials, and the
movie industry boasts that it has the ability to manufacture complete movies, digitally, that will
star famous dead actors-- literally allowing them to conquer death like mythological heroes.
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Oliver Reed already did as much in Gladiator when he died before production end and was
“resurrected” for scenes in which he was still needed. Even fictional personalities can become
so strong that many the world over believe they are real-- and timeless. Sherlock Holmes,
whose powerful skills of deduction took him from the pages of popular literature to the silver
screen and television, is for many an actual person. He routinely receives mail at his Baker
Street address, where his non-existent flat has been recreated for those who wish to visit (and
argue over where the furniture should rightly be placed!). Personality cults are as old as human
society and play their roles in all mythologies. Magical, supernatural, clairvoyant, as well as
healing powers can be assigned by society to their heroic personages.
There has always been the idea that there are sinister forces in existence which are deathless
and against which we cannot defend ourselves-- so every society in every age has needed and
will continue to need its James Bonds. Good and Evil are always in conflict, but now we also
have in Lucas’ film trilogy the help of the “Force,” Luke, Han, Leia, Obi-Wan, and Yoda. In
creating such superheroes as Superman, Batman, Spiderman, Electra, Catwoman, and even the
Power Rangers, we share with our most ancient forebearers the same primitive instinct for
survival and the need for reassurance against harm. In times of trouble, myths, as we have seen,
have provided consistency, continuity, and hope. We now also find this in the heroes on the
screens of our theaters. Arguably, the golden age of film was during the Great Depression. In
that difficult era, movies provided what society could not. We want everything to turn out
right– and it usually does in films. In Gladiator, the only reason Maximus’ death is acceptable
(we still do not like it) is that throughout the film, we have been prepared for it. We know his
greatest desire is to be with his deceased wife and child and the recurring “heaven theme” in the
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picture conditions us for what is going to happen. Before he departs this life to join them,
however, he has accomplished everything he is expected to as a “protector figure.” He has made
things right for Rome, for Marcus Aurelius, for Lucilla and her son, and for his friends. The
film’s religious overtones also make him a “savior figure” in the tradition of Christ. Resurrected
in a supernatural light from the depths of the Colosseum after being chained in a cross-like
position and stabbed in the side by his archrival, Commodus, he dispatches the latter in a final
battle-- sacrificing himself to save his world from evil. “Go to them,” Lucilla knowingly urges
the dying Maximus as he peacefully drifts away from the bloodied floor of the arena to join his
family. It is where he wants to be, and, ultimately, where we want him to be. Still, it is almost
unique for the hero in an epic of this magnitude and popularity to die (Braveheart was another-but history, not screen writers, mandated that end!).
For many in today’s theaters, this kind of playing out of events on the screen is history-- just
as what passed for “history” in primitive societies was what was seen, heard, remembered, or
borrowed from others. If there were no compelling contradictions, these impressions became
“fact.” The cumulative result gave people a sense of who they were, where they came from, and
traditions from which to draw. It was by nature also largely inaccurate. This process, however,
should be understood as ongoing. The same kind of orally-transmitted myths and stories like the
kind that once inspired Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey are still with us today-- many in the visual
form of film. There always exist, even in a literate society like our own, traditions which have
mixed myth with fact-- and these traditions are typically embraced without study or refinement,
providing, in the process, an informal sense of history for all those who know no better.
However, myth need not be seen as entirely exclusive from factual truth:
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A story embodying eternal values may contain what was imagined, at any one period
to be scientifically correct in every factual detail; and the accuracy of that information may
be a vital component of its mythical raison d’etre. Indeed one can create a myth out of a
actual story, as a great historian must do; any interpretation of the facts, no manner how
incredible, create a nonhistorical myth for the ages, and whether it is factually accurate or
not may be quite beside the point. (Lenardon, Myth, p.4).

It is the last line of this quote that is particularly crucial when we depend on film for our
historical instruction.

II

Mythic Trinity or False Prophets: Star Wars, The Fall of the Roman Empire, and Gladiator
In the rather recent age of film, movies contribute to our general bank of “popular
knowledge,” and sometimes, as seen in the case of Braveheart, myth can have more impact on a
country and its people than any history book. In his era, C.B. DeMille was known as a stickler
for historical accuracy, yet when one views his now dated films, some, such as Cleopatra (with
Claudette Colbert), seem more like unintentional comedies than any attempt to get history right.
John Ford continued in the tradition of the just as creative (but more cinematically-challenged)
Buffalo Bill and his “Wild West Show.” Ford almost single-handedly created in film the
mythology that most Americans still believe to be true about the “Old West”-- a mythology
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utilized by George Lucas in Star Wars and Ridley Scott in Gladiator. One would think that the
actual facts would generally be known, but the popular traditions passed on by word of mouth,
read somewhere, or seen someplace, still appear to constitute what the majority of people know
best and relate to most about “history.”
In the past decade or so, numerous works have been published about the historical credibility
of film and, also, how myths and other ideas from past civilizations and cultures have been
integrated or recycled into the “new” genre. In fact, it has become a field of study. One of the
more recent efforts is Martin M. Winkler’s collection of essays in Classical Myth & Culture in
the Cinema, now published in second edition by Oxford University Press (2001). For the most
part, such studies seem to concentrate more on revealing how modern cinema has drawn
specifically from earlier societies’ themes, ideas, and mythological archetypes than on history or
the historical process. Winkler, himself, spends a large part of his own essay comparing the
Star Wars trilogy to The Fall of the Roman Empire (pp. 280-290), a film mentioned previously
that also had a large impact on Gladiator. Consequently, a few observations about Winkler’s
suggested parallels (none of which, he acknowledges, have ever been confirmed by George
Lucas) are worth advancing.
Winkler’s remarks about Fall are surprisingly laudatory. He offers that, “despite the liberties
it takes with historical fact for the sake of a coherent plot, [Anthony] Mann’s [the director]
Roman world looks as good and convincing today as it did over thirty-five years ago. This is
because a highly accomplished vision of the past such as his better preserves its fascination.”
One might legitimately ask, what “highly accomplished vision of the past”? Such a conclusion
would certainly puzzle many who are familiar with the film and consider it, albeit a star-studded
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effort, a plodding, uninspired, and sometimes silly distortion of Roman Imperial history.
Nonetheless, despite the problems with Fall, it would be difficult for any knowledgeable viewer
not to see some parallels between what happens in Star Wars and what occurred during the
Roman Empire. The question is, however, to what extent did Fall contribute to these parallels?

The Fall of the Roman Empire does not usually come to mind when discussing Star Wars.
However, anyone who has seen Alec Guinness in Fall cannot help but be struck by the
similarities between his performance as Marcus Aurelius and as Obi-Wan Kenobi in Star Wars.
Nonetheless, it does not sound like Lucas ever had Guinness foremost in mind for Obi-Wan
since he first thought about casting Toshiro Mifune, the Japanese star of The Hidden Treasure
which most inspired Lucas’ vision for Star Wars. Lucas only later contacted Alec Guinness,
who happened to be in Hollywood finishing a movie (G. Jenkins, Empire Building: The
Remarkable Story of Star Wars [1999], 83). Furthermore, Lucas, himself, indicates in an
interview with Leonard Maltin accompanying the 1995 video release of the trilogy, that he cast
the first Star Wars film as a group-- not individually. He wanted to see how people worked
together and had five possible candidates for each role. The five actors who worked best with
one another were the ones he chose. Presumably, one of these “interacting” roles was Obi-Wan.
Hence, it would appear that Alec Guinness was never a “shoe-in” for the job. In fact, he was
not even considered seriously until March, 1976 (Jenkins, Empire, 83), when shooting was about
to start. Furthermore, Guinness himself admitted in the second issue of a “chatter” magazine
called Talk in September of 1999, that once involved in the project, he considered Star Wars
“bloody awful” and desperately wanted out. One wonders why he had even considered the
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“low-budget” project in the first place, a sentiment echoed by at least one of his fellow Brits on
the set. Some suggest “twilight of one’s career syndrome”, but a reported five-figure a week
check and two and a quarter percent share in the film’s profit (Empire, 94) is probably more
indicative of why Sir Alec decided to become one with the “Force.” Lucas had originally
envisioned the character of Obi-Wan as something of a “crackpot”-- “a slightly deranged mix of
a Samurai warrior and Merlin, Dr. Dolittle, and Ben Gunn from Treasure Island” (Empire, 84).
One wonders how this would have played on the screen. It was Guinness, fortunately, who
deepened the role and gave it the character we all know now to be Obi-Wan Kenobi. Ultimately,
Sir Alec also offers it was he, not Lucas, who had the idea to kill off Obi-Wan. He just could not
continue “speaking those bloody awful, banal lines. I’d had enough of the mumbo jumbo.”
Lucas agreed to alter the script so that the character of Obi-Wan would be more “poignant” in
the guise of a “ghost”-- and, of course, it is largely that aspect of Obi-Wan which makes him
memorable, gives him additional dimension, and enhances the mystery of the “Force.”
Consequently, since Guinness was not Lucas’ original choice for Obi-Wan and the gravitas of
Obi-Wan, which most evokes Guinness’ role as Marcus Aurelius in the Fall of the Roman
Empire, was not even originally conceived by Lucas to be a part of the character, it is difficult to
support any suggestion that the roles in the two films are purposefully related. It is credible,
however, that Guinness himself, once confronted with the motley character of Obi-Wan, decided
to play it along the lines of his earlier Marcus Aurelius. Of course, people who are familiar with
Alec Guinness’ career would probably agree that, at least in his most memorable later roles (e.g.
Fall, Lawrence of Arabia, Dr. Zhivago), he was always playing a variation of the same
character-- Alec Guinness. Inevitably, he would bring recognizable baggage from his
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cumulative career onto the set of Star Wars.

If Obi-Wan could just have easily have been Toshiro Mifune, or, even worse, Dr. Dolittle,
then we probably need not take too close a look at Winkler’s suggestion, while also imaginative,
that the “Force”(described by Obi-Wan as, “what gives a Jedi his power. It’s an energy field
created by all living things. It surrounds us and penetrates us. “It binds the galaxy…. together”)
is not unlike Guinness’ elevated Stoic ramblings as Marcus in The Fall of the Roman Empire. It
might just as well have been inspired by Rex Harrison singing “Talk to the Animals”, which also
has a certain universality about it. The idea, too, that the speeder bike sequence in Return of the
Jedi is drawn from the chariot duel in the forest between Livius and Commodus in the Fall is not
compelling. It certainly is not so pronounced as the “Colosseum” sequence in Star Wars II,
Attack of the Clones, which followed close upon the heels of the spectacular Colosseum
sequences in Gladiator– or the pod-racing arena in Star Wars I, The Phantom Menace, which
was unquestionably modeled on the dramatic circus race in Ben-Hur. But Lucas, himself,
explains the reason for the forest setting in an interview accompanying the first reissue of Jedi
and it has nothing to do with Fall. He states that he tried to set each of the three films of his saga
in a different environment (his “color-environment” motif), and the forest was all he had left. As
for the “drag-race” quality of the futuristic speeder bike action, a more logical inspiration than a
minor Roman chariot race would have been Lucas’ own American Graffiti and his intense
attraction to the California car culture of the late fifties and early sixties. More productive is
Winkler’s discussion about what impact our own society’s popular, and mostly negative,
impressions about the Roman Empire had on Star Wars. We live in a primarily Judeo-Christian
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society, and a prevailing stereotype– even a mythology in itself-- was that the Empire was
mostly a Roman versus Christian society. That, of course, is not true, but it is not difficult to see
much of Star Wars’ story line in this vein. Just as the “evil” Romans oppressed and persecuted
the “good” Christians, the “evil” Galactic Empire is intent on persecuting and destroying all the
good guys, who arguably embrace a Christian-like doctrine in the “Force” and hold what can
readily be perceived as Christian-like values.

A More Enduring Example of Myth’s Influence on Film-- Star Wars and the Arthurian Romance
Whatever merit Winkler’s conclusions do have, his is still a worthwhile exercise to stimulate
discussion. In respect to the Star Wars trilogy, however, one might better start to unravel its
mysteries by looking past detail in a transitory, contemporary film like The Fall of the Roman
Empire. One of the mythic cornerstones of Western society, the Arthurian Romance probably
more than any other single source, encompasses the multiple themes and characterizations Lucas
incorporates in his saga. Just as the magical, pre-Christian plenipotentiary stew brewing in the
witch’s cauldron was transformed into the Holy Grail (Sangreal) in the Romance and the mythic
Golden Bough which could only be loosed from its dark tree by one called by fate is changed
into the sword only Arthur can draw from its stone, the same mystical ingredients were “baked
up” anew in Lucas’ futuristic Star Wars saga. The Romance’s medieval setting is also the
probable reason why we see so much that evokes the Middle Ages in Star Wars. This includes
the fairy tale-like opening graphic (“A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away....”); Jedi Knights;
“Sir Luke” (C3P0's address to his new “owner”); “Princess Leia”; Lord Vader; some inspiration
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for “armor” worn by Darth Vader and the Empire’s Storm Troopers; the medieval “look”to ObiWan’s and Leia’s garb (and her hairstyle); and the Rebel Alliance leadership assembling in
circular fashion, as if at a “Roundtable.” It is not our intention to analyze in depth aspects of the
Arthurian Romance that seem to have influenced Lucas. Many are collected intermittently in
Star Wars: The Magic of Myth, and Star Wars: The Power of Myth (1999). We only mention a
few that appear most obvious. There is Uther Pendragon, Arthur’s father, who, as in the case of
Luke’s father, Darth Vader (Anakin Skywalker), was previously unknown to him. In both
stories, fathers are “replaced” by the sons, who start their youthful journeys of destiny armed
with extraordinary weapons: “Excalibur,” the flashing sword symbolic of the “rightful” king of
England, and its transformed future equivalent, the Jedi Light Saber, once wielded in defense of
“right” by Luke’s father. In Arthur’s enchantress sister, Morgan le Fey; in his love for
Guenevere; in his friendship and rivalry with Lancelot; and in Merlin and his magic of bygone
days are foundations for the relationships of Luke, Leia, Han Solo, and Obi-Wan Kenobi. In the
Holy Grail; in the power of the Grail; in the father-son relationship of Lancelot and Galahad; and
in the innocence and virtue of Galahad, to whom the Grail and its hidden secrets are revealed,
lay inspirations for the “Force”; its power; reinforcement of the father-son relationship of Luke
and Anakin; and the innocence and virtue of Luke, to whom the hidden secrets of the “Force” are
revealed. And, finally, in Arthur’s duel with his son, Mordred (Darth Vader and Luke); in
Arthur’s death as a result of that duel (Vader’s death); and in the conviction that Arthur, freed
from his earthly transgressions, “lives” on at Avalon ready to vanquish all who would threaten
his kingdom (as Anakin, freed from the “Dark Side,” “lives” on to defend the “Force”) we can
perceive other themes which contributed, directly or indirectly, to Lucas’ mythological concept
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for Star Wars. We, of course, should not expect Lucas to have followed the many facets of the
Arthurian tradition exclusively (in a video interview, for example, he admits that his own
relationship with his father played a role in the Vader-Luke relationship) but only used it as one
primary well from which to draw. The tradition, itself, already incorporated many familiar
archetypes from more ancient myths tapped by Lucas, including the “Hero’s Journey” from
innocence, ignorance, and dependence, to initiation, to experience and enlightenment. At the
end of that same journey, much as Arthur ensures the true kingdom and becomes a savior figure,
Luke becomes one with the “Force” and saves the Republic from the evil Empire. We cannot
know what ultimately lays ahead for him since Lucas’ storyline ends– but, it is not
inconceivable, as mythic and human cycles go, that there will be some future time when Luke,
like his father, is turned to the “Dark Side” and must himself clash with the Force and die.
With other familiar examples of folktale, saga, and myth-- and with Joseph Campbell as his
guide-- George Lucas combined personal impressions about Rome, the “Old West”, World War
II, Eastern and Western religion and philosophy, and contemporary themes and life (“Mythic
Images: The Look of Star Wars”, Chapter Three, in Star Wars: The Magic of Myth). Much of
this was gained through his own viewing of earlier films, which he “repackaged” for Star Wars.
In the end, though he sets his story in the context of events from a past we have never
experienced, Lucas has distilled for us a modern mythology about the future-- his vision about
where our technologically-complex society may be taking us. In Charles Champlin’s words, he
has reminded us of “the capacity of the human imagination to conceive alternate realities to cope
with reality: futures and places and events that were before now or beyond now but were rich
with meaning to our present” (George Lucas: The Creative Impulse [1992], 4).
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What this digression has dramatically demonstrated is the “power of ilm.” The Fall of the
Roman Empire, already based on previous films which incorporated stereotypical ideas about the
Romans and their Empire, was made in 1965. We have now seen how it not only influenced the
storyline for Gladiator, a wildly successful kindred period piece made thirty-five years later, but
also exerted influence enough to compel serious inquirers to find in it precedents for a seemingly
unrelated mythological epic set far in the future. Even if Fall’s connections with Star Wars
cannot be successfully demonstrated, the perceived similarities between the two films has
established the plausibility that they are somehow related and created a link, no matter how
tenuous, between them. It has led us to discuss the possibilities here. The idea that all three
films, Fall, Gladiator, and Star Wars, are in some way interrelated is now public domain-- and,
we might offer, is now a part of our own cultural mythology about Rome, the future, and
ourselves.

III
Film and “Creative” Mythology
Perhaps the more apt question to ask about film is not how much it recreates, follows, or reemphasizes mythological archetypes that are already a recognizable part of our cultural heritage,
but how much the medium itself creates new mythology and is responsible for expanding our
existing mythological base-- independent of any previous influence. Film does not necessarily
just reformulate myths from the past and place them in modern guise, unless they are
purposefully calculated to do so. If a filmmaker wishes to base the storyline of his or her movie
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on a certain well-known Greek myth and sets it in contemporary society (as is often done), it is a
conscious decision to do so. But most movie-goers know very little about myth. They will not
immediately say to themselves this is a variation of a theme found in such-and-such a Greek,
Roman, Norse, Chinese, African, or Indian myth. For them, such a recreation– and Star Wars
remains a good example-- may be the first time they have ever been confronted with age-old
themes. It can be a completely new experience for them. Similarly, an unknowledgeable film
maker can fashion a movie which he or she may think has a unique story to tell, but, in actuality,
it may be one that has been told many times before in many cultures. What has attracted the
attention of people in past millennia continues to attract our attention today-- and will do so in
the future. “Titanic” (1998), for example, tells a story that is not even a century old, yet it is
already one that has been retold many times-- and will continue to be told. It does not matter
what story (Jack and Rose never existed) is created within the actual details of the sinking of the
Titanic because it will always be compelling against the backdrop of the great liner’s end and the
human tragedy associated with it. So, too, one does not have to have a certain body of myth in
mind when relating human stories which have a universality about them. One of the most
interesting results of reviewing web-sites for reactions to Gladiator is that many with a Christian
point of view saw biblical implications in practically everything that happened in the film.
There are unquestionably some direct parallels with Christian belief and practice in the film,
many of which seem to be almost unconsciously “required” in any Hollywood epic about Rome.
However, it would absurd to assume that David Franzoni and staff were so steeped in biblical
tradition that it was the overriding influence in constructing their story. People will see whatever
they wish in a film such as Gladiator because universal themes are universal for a reason.
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Everyone can relate to them no matter what their creed or ethnic background because we are all
human beings and relate in our own ways to things which are human. Mythologies are probably
the single best demonstration of our common humanity.
There is also a basic misconception, previously mentioned, that mythology exists only in the
past. We study it as if it were some detached intellectual discipline in a curriculum. Few seem
to realize that mythology is as much a part of human society today as it has ever been– and it
continues to characterize much of what we think we know about our past, our religion, our
government, our professions, and our daily activities. Important decisions we make are often
influenced more by a mythologized understanding of how things are than how they actually are.
Films and their makers now “create” new mythologies that inevitably become part of our
societal mythology--or, to put it in Joseph Campbell’s words, “The artist is the one who
communicates myth for today.” A good example is The Perfect Storm (2000). Few had
probably ever heard of the Gloucester sword boat, “Andrea Gail,” or of its crew lost in 1991 in
Hurricane Grace, but it is the kind of compelling story that in an earlier age could be transformed
through its continual retelling from a local myth to one embraced by an entire society. The film,
based on the book by Sebastian Junger, took the experience of an unknown group of unfortunate
fishermen, played memorably by popular actors, and transformed their experience into an
unforgettable human drama. These were the kind of brave souls who can take on the trappings
of heroic figures of myth. They battled the forces of nature and, since their bodies were never
recovered, are not really dead. The fact that it was no ordinary storm but The Perfect Storm that
took their lives evokes an almost religious, ethereal quality about their disappearance. They are
still out there “somewhere,” ready to serve in whatever capacity those who remember them wish.
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The film certainly leaves us with that impression. Had it not been made, who would know
anything about these men-- or care? It was made and is now a small part of American myth-based not on what actually happened, but what the film has created for us. Some of our most
memorable heroic figures of the past may have arisen from similar humble origins.
What we must realize, then, is that there is an ongoing mythological process wherein people,
even in a society as literate as ours, depend on many unreliable sources for “education.”

This

now includes film. That erroneous education passes into the common psyche and becomes for
many more real than the reality itself. As film makers, in particular, build knowingly or not on
these erroneous traditions, the mythology continues to expand so that it can, in fact, become for
this and succeeding generations what actually did happen.

IV
Concluding Remarks
In recent years, films with historical themes have become “hot” properties, more so after the
unanticipated success of the Ridley Scott epic, Gladiator. However, the result has been mostly
uneven. Troy (2004) managed to mangle Homer’s timeless epic and what we know about the
Trojan War, content to exploit new digital technology to recreate massive battle scenes which
never occurred and to feature Brad Pitt’s bare behind. An overly tedious Alexander (2004),
racked with a myriad of problems, not the least of which included Macedonians who spoke with
Scottish accents, died faster at the box office than the real Alexander did during his fatal illness.
Elizabeth (1998) featured powerful acting, but the actual queen would neither have
comprehended much of the “goings on” around her nor the characterization of many of the
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leading personalities at her court. Alamo (2004) was not entirely bad, but the scathing remarks
of critics compelled Disney to pull it from theaters. Gangs of New York (2004) is entertainment
at its best with a riveting performance by Daniel Day Lewis, but it depended too much on
violence to tell its story of the “Five Points” and in the end was, to quote Martin Scorsese’s own
words, “still a film more of an opera than history.” A flat Kingdom of Heaven (2005) would
have been a better film had Ridley Scott been able to restrain himself from recycling so many
hackneyed formulae from past films-- and kept his Islamic/Christian message to himself.
Interestingly, probably the best film of the lot was already based on historical fiction-- Master
and Commander: The Far Side of the World (2003). While the events and characters of the film
were mostly fabricated, life aboard a British warship in the early nineteenth century was lovingly
recreated-- though aside from the beginning and ending sea battles, it was at times tedious and
needlessly melodramatic.
These films and others like them were no small budget affairs, and they earned their share of
Academy Award and Golden Globe nominations and trophies. Interest and discussion was
stimulated, which is no small thing in a morbidly disinterested “ipod society.” Hollywood stars
were created or reaffirmed, and some of the heroes’ weapons were recreated and sold to the
enchanted over the Internet. Nonetheless, the overall historical impression created by these
films, too, belongs not so much to the realm of accurate history as it does to popular history and
most particularly, mythology. Ironically, perhaps the most useful recent theater experience for
introducing today’s audiences to the many layered drama of the human experience is the Lord of
the Rings trilogy. While regarded as fantasy-- and liberties in interpretation were certainly
taken by Peter Jackson-- the films still basically follow J.R.R. Tolkien’s construct of the world of
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Middle Earth. A learned man who knew his mythology, Tolkien followed well-know patterns of
myth, saga, and folktale to fashion a fictional world-- but one that still contains all the key
ingredients which characterize enduring epics of universal appeal that spring from the most basic
elements of human existence. In Jackson’s trilogy, audiences may have learned more, as was the
case with Star Wars, about their connections with a distant past than they ever did in any film
with a more recognizable historical theme.
Mythology is not simply making up a past. It is also making the past what we want it to be.
In film with historical themes, as with myth, there is always a kernel of truth-- but finding that
kernel becomes more and more difficult as new layers are added to the story over time. As
shown earlier, Gladiator follows much too closely the already fictionalized story line of Fall of
the Roman Empire– and there is also generous borrowing from other historically inaccurate films
about Rome from the 1950s and 1960s. Thirty years from now, someone else may make a film
about Rome based mostly on what was seen in Gladiator. Film specifically resembles myth in
that popular movies on the same or similar themes are often remade with a modern twist for a
contemporary audience. In earlier mythology, less relevant versions of stories merged or
disappeared in favor of more popular ones-- reflecting the tastes, composition, and beliefs of
contemporary society. Those myths that were not reprocessed, adapted, or no longer had any
meaning failed to survive, as did many of the peoples who created them. In the case of
Gladiator, it presents Rome as today’s society wishes to see it. If that were not true, it would
not have become the blockbuster that it did. The film, mostly mythologized history, nonetheless
still has a place in the overall historical process. Gladiator and other movies like it should not
be viewed so much as history based on fact-- but, rather as “history” based on myth and popular
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appeal. Film will continue to mythologize and uphold common impressions about past societies.
It is simply a more recent form of mythology and popular history-- the initial elements of which
existed long before the first historian ever wrote.
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TO BE OAR NOT TO BE: NEW IDEAS ON ROWING A GREEK TRIREME
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ABSTRACT:

The ancient Greek trireme was one of the longest-lived and most successful warships in history. How
its three banks of oars were successfully coordinated so that they would not interfere with or foul one
another while in operation is a question that has never been satisfactorily answered. The “Lenormant”
stone relief in the Acropolis Museum at Athens depicts a portion of an ancient trireme. Using it as a
guide, this paper proposes new ideas about how the problem of oar interference was simply and
effectively solved.
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TO BE OAR NOT TO BE: NEW IDEAS ON ROWING A GREEK TRIREME
By Robert B. Kebric
The “Lenormant” stone relief (410-400 B.C.) in the Acropolis Museum at Athens (1) depicts what is
usually identified as the middle portion of an ancient Greek trireme and appears to hold the answer to the
long troublesome question about how a trireme’s three banks of oars were coordinated without fouling or
interfering with one another. It was not so long ago that even our concept of the trireme as a vessel
operating three separate banks of oars was suspect. Now, most conventional wisdom-- and that which has
been applied to Olympias, the modern reconstruction of a trireme-- holds that the oar problem was simply
overcome through “practice, practice…practice.” Crews of each bank just learned to avoid each other’s oars
by the “doing of it.” Academic exercises aside, however, common sense would seem to dictate otherwise-particularly in the vicissitudes of battle (2). One of The Trireme Trust’s own website publicity shots of the
Olympias (Photo 1.) bristles with oars protruding in disarray, unintentionally revealing better than anything
that can be said here the problem of keeping the individual oars of the trireme’s three banks separated from
one another (“coordinating three banks of oars [of the Olympias] is tricky business,” is the assessment of one
knowledgeable website: academic.brooklyn.cuny. edu/classic/ wilson/core/trireme.htm).

Photo 1.
The reconstructed trireme, Olympias, whose scattered array of oars shown here illustrates better than words can the
potential for entanglements (Photo, courtesy The Trireme Trust).

Most neophytes placed in a simple oared boat today and told to row would inevitably experience
some difficulty before mastering the task—if they do at all. We can imagine the confusion of an
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ancient neophyte set inside a 200 foot long, cramped trireme about to go into battle with 170 oars
situated on three levels, instructed to stroke for his life in precise co-ordination with his fellow
oarsmen! Such a daunting situation would, by itself, cause many to panic. And everyone has
experienced an occasion in which a diverse group of individuals-- a classroom of students, for
example-- is given simple instructions to follow. A few will catch on immediately; others will, with
additional reinforcement; and some will never comprehend. Not everyone’s abilities are the same,
and in terms of mastering a coordinated act like the rowing of a trireme, one must, in addition, be in
good physical condition to respond well. Consequently, it is unrealistic to accept that there was
always enough time to train untested rowers and that the tens-of-thousands of men who manned
hundreds of triremes in Ancient Greece at a time were all experienced seamen in top physical shape-confident in their abilities as oarsmen and able to execute every battle maneuver on a “drachma.” The
trireme’s pilot was the most important single factor in determining its successful performance in battle,
but there was not much he could accomplish if he did not also have a compliment of oarsmen fit for the
task. For the Second Persian War, at least, Athens alone had over 200 ships. Most (if not all) were
triremes-- requiring a number of rowers exceeding 34,000! Despite Herodotus’ statement that Athens’
huge fleet forced its citizens to become men of the seas (7.144) and “The Old Oligarch’s” reassurance
that the majority of Athenian crews were able to row as soon as they got on board because they had
practiced all their lives (3), the suggestion that each and every oarsman was a proficient rower is
simply not credible (and what of the other Greek states which operated triremes and had much smaller
populations from which to draw their crews?). The majority of recruits would have been
unenthusiastic peasant farmers and shepherds, ill at ease on water and having only a passing idea about
what they were supposed to do and how to do it. And even with such landlubbers making up a high
percentage of crews, there were still apparently manpower shortages (4). Just placing a body on a ship
does not guarantee it will perform as directed. The first thing many recruits probably would have
done was become seasick and because of physical ability, size, age (5), and other realistic
considerations, the pool of acceptable rowers would necessarily have been limited. Dealing with the
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personalities, emotions, and bodily functions of co-rowers in the closest of quarters would have been
too much for some; and just mastering one’s rowing seat cushion (see below, p.8 and n.11) would have
severely distracted a beginner while attempting to man his oar—a problem which never would have
entirely gone away for any oarsman whenever a hard row was required (just the effort exerted circling
around to pick up the current before a battle began, e.g. Diodorus 13.39.5, would have taxed many a
calloused behind and bicep). The turnover of individual crewmen during war, in particular, must also
have been terrific (6). Many inevitably got scared, demoralized, arm weary (e.g. Diodorus 13.77.4),
sick, wounded, killed, or fell overboard during battle; and we can envision their deserted oars swinging
into the other banks or falling prostrate into the water. The idea that every contingency associated
with the operation of a trireme could have been successfully anticipated and overcome through
“practice” is like saying there is no logical reason why the Titanic should have sunk. And from where
did replacements come for men lost in battle or at sea far away from home? They could only be
secured through local raids and pressed unwillingly into service. Likewise, who manned empty
captured ships? Diodorus (13.68.3) mentions on one occasion that some two hundred seized vessels
(many of which had to be triremes) were brought back to Athens with the fleet. That number would
seem to have stretched the availability of crewmen on hand well beyond any reasonable limit because
it would certainly be miraculous if at no time during the journey home, these 200 ships did not need to
be rowed.
Simple need for numbers dictates that many untrained men, even slaves if need be (a suggestion
usually denied—but, see Xenophon, Hellenica 1.6.24 and nn.3 and 7), had to be available to man all
three banks of a trireme’s oars at a moment’s notice-- and row them effectively enough for the ships to
have some chance in battle. Interesting, too, is a passage from Xenophon, who indicates in his
Hellenica (2.1.28) that triremes were really not manageable with only one or two banks of oars
manned—and in the dangerous situation he describes, only the triremes which had all three banks fully
operational were able to put to sea. Hence, we are talking about a craft that could not operate
effectively without its entire compliment of oarsmen. Obviously, there is a reason why they were
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called triremes! This was also a vessel which, through experience, the Greeks knew could easily
founder and sink in rough seas (Diodorus, 13.41.2-3, provides a particularly devastating example from
this period; cf. also 13.46.4), and the fortunes of more than one ship must have depended upon the
physical ability of the individual crewmen to hold to their cumbersome oars during quick changes in
weather. Other passages from Xenophon reinforce the variety of problems mentioned above-- at least
for the end of the fifth century B.C., the period to which the Lenormant trireme relief has been dated
(7).
It would appear, then, that rowers on triremes had to have been like interchangeable parts;
otherwise, the Greeks would have faced a situation not unlike the Japanese in World War II when their
pilots dwindled as the war progressed since only those of certain social rank were allowed to fly. For
triremes, there had to have been a fail-safe, “no brain,” instant instruction which provided anybody
who was breathing with more than a passing chance of managing a large oar in any type of situation—
something akin to the training wheels on a bicycle. Detail on the Acropolis relief, at least, provides
enough evidence for us to propose that such a system did exist.
Let us make clear from the start that our observations here are necessarily restricted to what can be
seen on the remains of the trireme relief in the Acropolis Museum, a photo of which is shown in Figure
1-- and that our only concern is the way in which the relief demonstrates how that trireme’s three banks
of oars were deployed. Answers to corollary questions we leave to other inquiries. It must also be
noted that judging from the sculpted image, the artist appears to have taken great pains to recapture
details about the vessel and had more than a passing knowledge of the technical aspects of his subject
(8). Otherwise, he would not have included in his work what someone with only an artist’s interest
would have considered unnecessary clutter. Consequently, the Acropolis Museum representation of a
Greek trireme does not appear to be a haphazard one— all the better for this inquiry.
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In the relief, there are three prominent outward extensions running the length of what is shown of
the craft, which we have identified as “wales” and have labeled A, B, and C in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Photo of the Acropolis Museum Trireme

From the positioning of the trireme’s top bank of oars shown in Figure 1, especially the oar of the first
fully-represented oarsman on the left in the photo, it seems more likely than not that the oars extend
over wale “A” (perhaps illustrated even more emphatically by the oar of the last oarsman to the right,
were it not for damage to the relief in that area), often identified as the “outrigger.” This would, of
course, be contrary to the generally accepted reconstruction which has the oars extending through
openings in the outrigger, though this idea is not founded on any incontrovertible evidence about
triremes. On the Olympias, for instance, the oars have been secured by running them directly through
close sets of “supports” in the outrigger, thus forming a kind of simple oarlock; but this is not justified
by any detail in the Lenormant relief. It is even more unlikely for the top bank of oars to have gone
through such openings because, as can also be observed in Figure 1, the outrigger itself would have
6
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obstructed the movement of several of them. For example, the oar of the third rower from the left in
the photo is positioned at such an angle that it covers the more perpendicular outrigger support below
it. The oar in question has already passed the point at which it would have been stopped abruptly by
the same support (readily demonstrated by laying a straight edge along the length of the same oar in
Figure 1 and observing the result). Simple physics dictates that two objects cannot occupy the same
space at the same time—and, clearly, the oar in the relief has not been impeded by the support. The
artist would not likely have rendered an impossible situation, so the oar must go over wale “A”. Also
in the relief, the spacing between the openings in the outrigger is irregular along its length -- and most
of the openings which the oars supposedly go through are much too wide to secure the oars.
Therefore, it would seemingly be impossible for the outrigger to have provided any kind of an
effective “oarlock” (as on the Olympias: see Photo 2, where “insertions” have been added) because the
oars could not be firmly held in place while in operation and would move about uncontrollably.

Photo 2. View of the Olympias’ oar banks. The Lenormant relief shows neither the disposition of top oars through uniform
openings in the outrigger, nor rowers positioned below the outrigger (Photo, courtesy The Trireme Trust).

That being the case, there appears to be no functional reason to position the oars through spaces in the
outrigger (9). There obviously was some system of “oarlocks” on or through which the trireme’s oars
could pivot-- but this was not it. Unfortunately, the artist of the Lenormant relief has provided no
assistance in this matter, and any conclusions regarding oarlocks must remain speculative (10).
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One other outcome of situating the top oars above the outrigger instead of through it would be that
the oarsmen were slightly more elevated, thus providing additional and welcome room for the two
other tiers of rowers beneath them. The relief itself appears to indicate as much because the full
buttocks and thighs (and in several cases, it appears, the seats on which they are sitting) of the crew are
visible, particularly oarsman six who is probably shown “taking a stroke” upon his sliding seat cushion
(11) -- and they are all represented in a position clearly above the outrigger.

This, too, is contrary to

prevailing wisdom about triremes, as well as to how things are situated on the Olympias, whose crew
can be seen sitting below the top of the outrigger in Photos 1 and 2.
Not only do conventional ideas about trireme configuration have the oars of the first bank going
through the outrigger, but they also accept that the oars of the second and third banks go over the
second (B) and third (C) wales (12). Presumably, this, too, is what the Acropolis relief would have
shown if portions of it had not been “worn away”—in what, we might add, is a very peculiar pattern of
wear. For example, while the oars of the top bank in the relief clearly extend over wale B, no
convincing tracings remain to demonstrate that any of the oars of the second bank do. If they
originally did, it would present what would seem an impossible situation: We would have to accept
that a pattern of erosion had taken place which was so precise that it destroyed only those portions of
the second bank oars that went over wale B while everything else was left untouched—an idea so
contrary to any natural process of deterioration that it defies logic. There appears to be no satisfactory
answer for these discrepancies—unless the oars of the second bank in the Acropolis trireme relief
never went over wale B in the first place. There are, as previously indicated, no compelling remains on
the relief to suggest they ever did (traces directly below the outrigger between rowers three and four
cannot be part of any oar). In fact, from what is shown, it is far more likely (and logical, as we shall
see) to conclude that the oars of the second bank were always depicted as going under wale B.
Conversely, there are sufficiently convincing traces from the second bank of oars still visible on the
third wale (C) of the relief to suggest that at one time they did extend over it -- and we propose that
they did. Furthermore, the remains of an “orphan” oar, which partially comes into view at the extreme
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left of the relief near the bottom (just to the right of where the stone is broken) and does go over wale
C, appear to uphold this view. Unless our ancient artist, who maintained so meticulously the angles
and separation of each bank of oars throughout what remains of the composition, abandoned
completely his precision of alignment, the oar in question cannot belong to the top bank (A). Its
placement is too cramped—and its angle does not match that of the other oars from that bank (it also
does not line up with the oar fragment in the hands of the only top bank rower who could have held it
and who is still partially visible at the extreme left of the relief where it is cracked [not shown in Figure
1]; in fact, if extended upward, the shaft of this orphan oar would hit this oarsman in the thigh). It
must, therefore, be an oar from the second or third bank.
The oar in question also does not appear from its positioning to belong to the third bank. From the
sequence of oars shown in the relief, the order up to this point has gone first bank, second bank, third
bank-- and this should be a third bank oar. However, both the angle and spacing are wrong. Also, in
the relief the oars from that bank clearly emerge from what look to be circular holes, or ports, in the
lower hull-- but what is of most interest to our inquiry is that if these ports are indeed circular, the
lower portion of each has been obscured by what can only be the third wale (C) passing over them.
This is the only logical explanation for what is shown in the relief-- and it would necessarily indicate
that the wale is not just another part of the hull, as is usually thought, but a major piece which extends
out from it along the entire length of the vessel and partially covers the oar ports as it runs in front of
them. Therefore, the oars projecting from these ports cannot possibly go over wale C because, from
what is shown in the relief, there would be no way for them to enter the water without being obstructed
by the same wale. They must come out from underneath it. Finally, there are no convincing traces
remaining on the relief to indicate that the lowest bank of oars was ever represented as going over the
third wale.
These details about the third bank of oars allow us to eliminate our orphan oar from that bank, too,
because it neither emerges from a circular port nor passes under wale C. We have already established
that the oar in question cannot be from the top bank, and if it is not from the bottom row either, the
9
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only remaining choice for its position is in the second bank of oars. That it is a second bank oar is
further supported by the fact that the angle at which it is set in the relief accords best with all the other
oars from the second bank (the shafts of which would also hit the individual rowers in the thigh area if
their lines were extended upward). Consequently, this oar is to be identified as a second bank oar (13)
and demonstrates, along with the aforementioned traces left on wale C from other oars of the second
bank, that the Acropolis relief had originally portrayed all second bank oars as going over the third
wale.
The results of our inquiry justify the following reconstruction of the Acropolis trireme’s oar system
(14). The top oars go over wales A, B, and C. In such a position, they were prevented as much as was
humanly possible from interfering with any of the oars below. The oars of the second bank extend out
below wale B and above wale C. They are, thereby, separated from the top bank of oars by wale B
and the third bank of oars beneath them by wale C. This arrangement would also have been designed
to keep the oars of that bank from tangling with the oars above and below it. Finally, the relief shows
the individual oars of the bottom row emerging from round holes, or ports, beneath wale C, which
restricted them from being raised too high and interfering with the second bank of oars. Each oar
bank was thus separated from the others and even the most incompetent oarsman would have difficulty
fouling his oar with those below him, while upward movement in all banks but the top would have
been restricted to the minimum. Also, under this scheme, the staggering of oars in each of the three
banks of the trireme (dictated, of course, by the positioning of the rowers inside) which, besides the
oarsmen’s skill, was previously thought to have been the ship’s main preventive against oars fouling,
should now be viewed only as an additional feature in a much more structured system of oar operation.
Such a system would have all but eliminated the otherwise continuous opportunity for any of the oars
in the three banks of a trireme to interfere with one another. Furthermore, wales A and B would also
have relieved much of the burden for the first two banks of oarsmen (as well as lessened any
unnecessary strain on whatever form of oarlock was used) since the major weight of their oars would
have rested on the wales and not in their hands. So, too, the positioning of the wales would have
10
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continually maintained all oars at the correct angle for utmost rowing efficiency. This would have
been particularly crucial for oarsmen in the top row if, as the relief appears to indicate, their oars were
longer—and thereby heavier, more difficult to manipulate, and probably more prone to crack higher up
under stress.
More than enough detail, then, is provided by the Acropolis relief (which, it may be argued, already
reveals some attempt by the artist to make his rendering more than two-dimensional) to enable us to
construct a computer overlay of the trireme’s wales and oars. Little speculation is necessary in the
reconstruction since, for the most part, the imaging simply follows the remains of the outline depicted
by the sculptor over two thousand years ago (the individual who did the imaging, for example, had no
prior knowledge of triremes and no pre-conceived notions about its configuration). The result is
shown in Figure 2*. Figure 3* is generated from the same computer image and provides a threedimensional view of the surface.

Figure 2. Disposition (simplified) of wales and oar banks of the Acropolis Museum trireme generated from a computer
overlay.
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Figure 3. A three- dimensional image produced from the same computer overlay illustration the position of the trireme’s
wales and oar banks.

Moreover, since the top rower’s widest possible range of oar stroke (while he slid back and forth on his
rowing cushion) was ultimately restricted by the close framework which surrounds him in the relief, it
is very probable that the method by which wales B and C were attached to the hull also established
some sort of pre-set operational zone for oars in banks two and three. This assumption is not
unfounded since there appear to be “slats” of some sort located at regular intervals between wales B
and C in the original relief (see examples marked with an “a” in Figure 1). There would seem to be no
other reason for their presence than to attach the wales to the hull, and, coincidentally, dictate the range
of movement for each oar set between them. A computer image representing a possible reconstruction
is offered in Figure 4* (15).

_________________________
*Images copyright © 2005 by Robert B. Kebric and U of L Television Services
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Figure 4. Computer rendering of probable inner workings of rowing system and wale attachment based on detail in the
Acropolis trireme relief.

It appears, then, that everything in respect to the rowing of an ancient Greek trireme had been fully
systemized— and all the oarsman had to do was take his place like a cog in a machine and listen for
the stroke call. This would certainly seem the most logical explanation for how hundreds of triremes
could be so successfully manned, especially in battle situations, by thousands of diversely qualified
individuals on any given occasion over so many centuries.
The Acropolis relief may also demonstrate (outwardly at least) that those who maintain that each of
the trireme’s three banks of oars had oars of different lengths are correct because it clearly shows the
top oars to be longer than those in the second bank, and the third bank shortest of all, reaching almost
immediately to the sea. Furthermore, it has already been noted that while the top bank of oars is
usually represented in illustrations and models as going through the openings in the outrigger and has
been so situated on the Olympias, our relief more likely shows those oars as going over—not through
the openings. In a practical way, this would make more sense since the top oars were the longest, had
the furthest to go before hitting the water, and were certainly the most difficult to manage. Set above
the outrigger, it would be much easier in the heat of battle for the crew to ship oars when attacked
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(vessels often tried and did break each other’s oar banks in straight-on assaults, e.g. Diodorus 13.78.1;
99.3), replace broken or lost oars, to keep opponent’s ships at length, and to repel borders. These top
oars could also be more readily used to help guide a ship into berth, and to man blockades which
required facile handing of oars to meet any defensive or offensive situation that might rapidly develop.
Conversely, trying to manipulate the long top oars in immediate and often dangerous situations
through openings as small as the ones shown in the Acropolis relief (made even smaller on the
Olympias) would be difficult, if not impossible, and oar movement would necessarily be limited. Oar
blades would also have to have been almost impractically thin or oars could not be quickly pulled
through the outrigger openings into the body of the ship to replace, stow, or use as weapons (cramped
quarters inside would also seem to preclude easy handling since long oars could not be withdrawn and
wielded successfully without interfering with everyone else). If the top oars could only be extracted
outwardly, their use would be severely limited. These problems do not appear to have been fully
resolved on the Olympias (based on interior and exterior photos), which, of course, will never be tested
in battle conditions.
As for the outrigger, it is difficult to know from the relief exactly how to reconstruct it. If it were
not there to keep the top oars in place (16), it must have had other functions. It could not have been
flimsy or it would have been crushed or knocked out of alignment by larger, taller ships hitting it and
rendering useless not only the oars at the immediate impact point but also others down the length of the
ship. It is far more logical to suggest that the outrigger was substantial and designed (as were, we
suggest, the two lower wales) to act partly as an extended cushion to protect the hull and the rowers.
It also could serve as a multi-purpose catwalk, affording movement up and down the length of the ship
for whatever task-- and in war, of course, to provide a foothold for rowers to “step out” on and defend
against would be boarders with their oars or other weapons (e.g. Aristophanes, Lysistrata, ll. 674-675:
“next thing we know, we’re all at sea, fending off… boarding parties” [17]), and to hurl grappling
hooks (e.g. Diodorus 13.67.1-2; 99.4). The openings in the outrigger also would have provided
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ventilation for the lower rows of oarsmen, who would have been breathing hard and sweating
profusely, as well as affording them a look outside.
Before concluding our discussion, we might ask the question: Why would a system like the one
described here not be employed if it made the rowing of a trireme so much easier? Why would ships
and crews continue to suffer unnecessary chances for mishap and catastrophe when such a simple and
dependable method of operation was so readily available?

Triremes had been in use for more than a

century by the date of the Lenormant relief. Thousands had been built and manned. It seems almost
contrary to the enduring human genius for discovering easier ways to do things if by that time, the
Greeks had not recognized the most persistent problems associated with the smooth running of the
craft—and eliminated them. And why, we might also add, are wales B and C of the trireme in the
Acropolis relief highlighted so dramatically—as much as the seemingly more important outrigger-- if
they did not have a more significant purpose than is usually thought? If they were little more than
standard hull features, there would have been no reason for the artist to emphasize them as much as he
did-- a simple suggestion of line would have been all that was necessary to note their presence.
Instead, these two lower wales appear almost to “jump out” at the viewer-- clear evidence, we would
argue, that the sculptor could not deny their conspicuousness and importance in the operation of the
trireme’s oar system.
Perhaps the modern racing scull, or shell, provides the most useful illustration of the concepts we
have advanced here. One might, at first, offer that since it is relatively easy for an inexperienced
crewman on a racing shell to learn his job and participant rather quickly and effectively with his fellow
oarsman, the degree of difficulty for a rower on an ancient trireme would not have been much different
(18). The fact that one is a large, complex warship and the other a small recreational craft is certainly
one reason to argue against such a viewpoint (19) – but, ultimately, the assertion does more to confirm
our argument than dissuade it. The sliding seat of a modern racing shell, for example, is little different
in concept from the rowing cushion on which the ancient Greeks used to slide while manning their
triremes’ oars. Mastering the sliding seat concept markedly improved the performance of racing
15
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shells. Although millennia apart, both ancient Greek and modern rowers ultimately reached the same
conclusion, in this respect, about how best to row their craft. Another feature of the modern racing
shell which makes rowing a much simpler task for both inexperienced and experienced oarsmen is the
exaggerated oarlock apparatuses which are attached to the sides of the craft and can
extend outward some distance. Not only do they firmly secure the oar (Figures 5 and 6)

Figure 5. A simple illustration of a modern racing shell. The extended mountings lock the individual oars in a defined
position, thereby making the oarsman’s job an easier task --- the same basic concept argued here for the three banks of a
Greek trireme (FOTOSEARCH.com).
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Figure 6. An eight man shell in action, demonstrating a uniform sweep because each of the oars has already been prepositioned and, in this case, set in an extended oarlock. A system not unlike this was probably once applied to the rowing
of an ancient trireme (FOTOSEARCH.com)

but they also set it at the best angle to propel the shell forward– dictating how and where the oar will
hit the water for utmost efficiency and speed (see Figure 6). Hence, since everything on a modern
shell has been pre-set for the rower, there is no reason why an inexperienced but physically-fit
individual placed in one for the first time should have much trouble performing adequately. Basically,
this is no different from what we have been saying about the rowing of an ancient Greek trireme—that
the oars, on three different levels in this case, were similarly deployed in a pre-set fashion so that even
the most inexperienced oarsman could perform adequately from the start. It is only logical that the
ancients would have discovered, as the designers of modern shells have, the most efficient and
effective ways to row their craft and that the same fundamental principles of operation apply to both.
In conclusion, a close examination of the Lenormant relief in the Acropolis Museum has resulted in
compelling new evidence as to how the Ancient Greeks so successfully rowed and coordinated the
three banks of oars on their triremes-- achieving, in the process, the craft’s maximum speed and
17
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ramming efficiency. A trireme’s purpose was, after all, to sink enemy ships—not serve as a rowboat.
The utmost force was required to ram through and crush an enemy’s hull on impact, and everything to
achieve such a result was in place with the oar system described here. Simplicity of operation resulted
in minimal liabilities and optimum battle capabilities for both crew and vessel and probably best
explains why the trireme remained one of the longest lived warships in history. In the end, our
interpretation makes the trireme the early human-driven equivalent of the later mechanical uniformity
of stroke evidenced in steam-driven craft of the eighteenth century like John Fitch’s Perserverance
(Figure 7) —and, ultimately, paddle wheel vessels, the apex of “oar-based” technology before the
advent of screw-driven ships.

Figure 7. Illustration of John Fitch’s 1786 steamboat, the first mechanical application
of the kind of pre-set and uniform system of rowing argued here for a Greek trireme
(Photo, courtesy of Clipart ETC).
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NOTES

(1) See Figure 1 for image. L. Beschi, “Il Rilievo della Trireme Paralos,” Annuario della Scuola
Archeologica di Atene e delle Missioni Italiane in Oriente 31-32, 1969-70, 117-132, is the definitive
article on the relief. The Lenormant trireme is dated 410-400 B.C. This was mostly a period of
declining fortunes for the Athenian fleet and occasions for an artist to choose a trireme as his subject
were few -- even if, as Beschi believes, it is to be identified as the Paralos (especially pp.130ff. [p.132,
n.2, should read Plutarch, Lysander 11—not 9]). In 405 B.C., for instance, Athens had 180 ships in
the East (Xenophon, Hellenica 2.1.20). After the Athenians lost the battle of Aegospotami in the same
year, they escaped with only eight warships (2.1.28-29). Since captured Athenian prisoners were put
to death by the Spartans following the battle (2.1.32), the city, for all intents and purposes, had no
experienced seaman left. No navy is spoken of by Xenophon after Athens surrendered to Sparta in 404
B.C., except that the city was allowed to keep twelve triremes (2.2.20; 3.8). The rest (?) were taken by
the Spartans (2.3.8). It is unlikely that the Athenians would be interested in representing a trireme of
any sort in art at this time. A few years earlier, however, in 406 B.C., the Athenians had won a great
naval victory at Arginusae. We would offer that, since there is really nothing conclusive about
Beschi’s arguments that it is the Paralos which is represented in the relief-- or anything compelling
about the historical circumstances he cites which might be behind its dedication—Arginusae is the
most likely event during this decade to have prompted something like the Lenormant relief (presuming
it has been dated correctly). Such a major triumph recommends a trophy of some sort (possibly,
among those mentioned by Diodorus at 13.102.4; also along the lines of the earlier trophy set up by
Thrasybulus after his defeat of the Spartan fleet in 411 B.C [cf. Diodorus 13.40.6]; or the one raised by
the Athenians the following year for the naval victory at Cyzicus [Diodorus 13.51.7]). Portraying a
trireme on such a trophy would certainly seem appropriate. Conversely, a trireme could also have
been represented on a memorial (like the one at Diodorus 13.41.2-3) to the crewmen of the 25
Athenian ships (as many as 5,000 men) lost at Arginusae (Xenophon 1.6.34; cf. also Diodorus
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13.100.3)—or as part of a public dedication for one or all of the six generals, who, victorious in the
battle, returned to Athens only to be put on trial and executed for not rescuing the shipwrecked during
the battle. This action was regretted almost immediately by the Athenian citizenry (Xenophon 1.7.35;
Diodorus 13.102.5) and such an outpouring of civic self-reproach might have been just the kind of
thing to prompt an appropriately solemn monument, including an image of a trireme, to be set up on
the Acropolis.
(2) It also must be remembered that under ordinary circumstances, sails not oars were the major
propulsion for triremes (Diodorus mentions [13.77.4] how continued exertion at the oars could wear
out the rowers). In fact, ancient warships had to be readied before battle by clearing the decks and
leaving sails and tack behind (e.g. Xenophon, Hellenica 1.1.13; 2.1.29). Battles (or battle practice)
also could not take place on rough seas (e.g. Xenophon, Hellenica 1.6.28) since triremes apparently
could founder rather easily (the third bank of oars was dangerously close to sea level) Consequently,
oar clearance was based on minor swells at best, and the only other times it might be necessary to row
a trireme was when there was no wind-- or a larger enemy force was unexpectedly encountered and
flight was more important than any other consideration.
(3) No one is quite sure what to make of the small pamphlet which has been given the modern name,
“The Old Oligarch.” Its author is usually referred to as pseudo-Xenophon (Constitution of Athens),
and how much one can depend on its content is speculative at best. Even its dating to the second part
of the fifth century B.C. need not hold true if it were originally a rhetorical essay of some sort. Such
works often hark back to an earlier time for their themes. It does, however, contain a remarkable
number of naval references for such a short work, reaffirming in the author’s mind at least, the
connection between navy and democracy at Athens in the fifth century. Certainly, the line (1.20) about
many Athenians always being prepared to row, however, rests on very shaky ground since whoever
wrote the piece apparently believed that Athenians were continuously involved in seafaring. This
simply is not true, as detailed below in note 6 (and also apparently contradicted by Diodorus [13.38.3],
who mentions that at Samos in 411 B.C., Athenian soldiers had to be trained for battle at sea through
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“daily exercises”; he also indicates that it was not atypical for “rehearsals” to take place among the
Greeks that could go on as long as five days before a battle to make sure ships and rowers were up to
snuff [13.39.3]). Ordinarily, only a small percentage of the population would have had prolonged
experience at sea since most were small farmers and shepherds. The Oligarch’s brief reference to
slaves of seafaring men, too, taking up oars and learning naval terms (1.19) is also of interest (see n. 7
below).
(4) Herodotus (8.1) is revealing when he says that while Athens provided 127 ships for the battle at
Artemisium in 480 B.C., allies from nearby Plataea served with the Athenian crews-- even though they
were inexperienced as sailors. He also states that the Athenians provided twenty ships for the
Chalcidians. Altruism aside, it is unlikely that Athens would risk the real chance of losing expensive
and indispensable warships by placing amateur Plataeans on them or provide craft for an ally to man
independently—unless they did not have the manpower to fully compliment the ships themselves. The
evacuation of Attica was presumably still going on, but the above examples surely indicate the point to
which Athens could be stretched in respect to gathering experienced crews.
(5) Since military age typically ended at sixty, the advanced years of not a few rowers must also be
considered in the mix.
(6) Unlike the crews of the Olympias-- usually composed of “interested” young male and female
college student-volunteers dressed in T-shirts, shorts, and baseball caps (see Photo 1) who will never
be required to row a trireme or manage their craft in the actual heat of battle-- the crews of ancient
triremes were faced with both, as well as a variety of political, social, economic considerations which
could affect the running of their ships. In Athens, for example, while the state provided the trireme
and equipment and normally paid the crew, the command was placed in the hands of a trierarch, a
wealthy citizen who also paid the sizable expenses to maintain and repair the craft for a year’s time
(the wooden hulls of these ships, for example, needed constant maintenance and drying out so they
would not become water logged or rot, especially during wartime [e.g. Xenophon, Hellenica 1.5.10]).
Consequently, the random abilities of the many trireme commanders, themselves, would have been in
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question-- and, if the trierarch could not meet necessary expenses, disrepair might certainly affect the
efficient running of his ship. This became so serious a financial burden that after 411 B.C., the
Athenians relieved single commanders of such expenses. As for the crews, only a small portion of the
Athenian population would have been professional sailors. Most, as mentioned in the text, were small
farmers and shepherds, living not in the urban center of Athens but in Attica, the thousand square mile
area around it. It was well known that Athens regularly could not raise a quorum to do business in its
assembly of citizens, especially during those times of the year when farmers and shepherds were busy
and weather was good. This was usually also when required military training would take place.
Unlike the assembly, citizens did get paid for military service; but if their crops and herds were at
stake, no one was going to be anxious to spend time training for what they did not want to do anyway.
People are always more concerned about their normal routines than preparing themselves for possible
involvement in war—doubly so at Athens since the same citizens who did the fighting also had to pay
a war tax (e.g. Diodorus 18.52.5). It was double indemnity. And one also wonders just how much
training could take place during wartime when enemies were close by during the summer and weather
was poor during the winter. Considering all these factors, one wonders what kind of consistent (or
effective) training schedule there could really have been.
As for the fleet of Athens, there were also political problems. The fleet was viewed as the
democratic arm of the military since it was manned by most of the citizenry. Many of the trierarchs,
by their station, would have to have been wealthy conservatives. Democrats and conservatives at
Athens never got along. There was even an ultra-conservative overthrow of Athens’ democratic
government in 411 B.C. while the fleet, which was also temporarily compromised, was in Ionia.
Many in Athens were also pro-Persian, or pro-Spartan. They had neither the desire nor motivation to
fight people with whom they were sympathetic to protect democratic ideals. They also did not want to
suffer economic hardship when they did not have to. The same thing was true, for example, about
many of the non-participants in the American Revolution, who were sympathetic with the British—or
simply did not care. At Athens, there was always the possibility of an “impressed” oarsman or even a
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trierarch sabotaging his vessel during wartime. (Similarly, one of the greatest concerns at Pearl Harbor
before the bombing in 1941 was that Hawaiian residents of Japanese background—even JapaneseAmerican citizens-- would do what they could to impede any U.S. response to an attack.) Also, as
previously mentioned, not every Athenian was physically capable of manning these ships for long
periods of time. It was not a professional navy. We tend look at things from hindsight in a vacuum, as
if, in this case, there was one block of highly-motivated, cooperative teams of crewmen on hundreds of
ships with a single focus. Reality, however, has shown many times before what actually happens when
a mass of people of different ages, occupations, statuses, and beliefs are involved in a “common”
effort.
(7) Xenophon, who is our best source for these years, touches upon or reaffirms almost everything we
have said here about the crews and workings of a trireme in his Hellenica. The Athenian crews were
not good ones—apparently, a sign of the times. For the battle of Arginusae in 406 B.C., the Athenians
voted 110 ships and required everyone of military age, slave or free, to serve on them-- including many
of the wealthiest citizens, normally exempt from sea duty (Hellenica 1.6.24). With crews of such
diverse elements—slave and free, rich and poor, young and old, it is no wonder that Xenophon
observes before the actual battle (which the Athenians ultimately did win!) that while the triremes of
the Athenians ultimately outnumbered the Spartan fleet, their seamanship was inferior (Hellenica
1.6.31-32). (This is contrary to Diodorus 13.99.2, who says the majority on both sides were
experienced because the war had gone on such long time [an observation which does not seem to mesh
well with the great loss of life suffered in previous sea battles over the years— the kind of loss of life
Diodorus, himself, so vividly describes after Arginusae, 13.100.3-4]; however, Diodorus provides
none of the detail Xenophon does about Athens’ difficulty in recruiting crews before the battle and
seems more intent on purposefully equalizing the sides because this was, in his words, the greatest sea
battle ever waged by Greek against Greek [13.98.5; 102.4]). In the previous year, Xenophon (1.5.4)
also recorded a comment made by the Spartans that Athenian sailors would desert their ships if the
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price were right, and he later describes the Athenian fleet as despondent after the battle of Notium
(1.5.20).
(8) A view opposite that expressed by Beschi ( p.129) in one specific instance—an instance, one
might add, which is by no means settled in Beschi’s reconstruction of the trireme (p.127).
(9) Similarly, the artist of Figure 1 in Peter Connolly’s Greece and Rome at War (London, 1998, p.
264), which is an illustration of the Lenormant trireme, has (while disinterestedly following the lines of
the original relief) also shown several oars in the top bank in a position that would necessarily make
them go over and not through the openings in the outrigger. Oars 2, 3, and 4, in particular, if followed
along their entire lengths, are already past the point at which they should have been stopped by
outrigger supports.
(10) As already mentioned, the outrigger “oarlocks” employed on the Olympias are not justified by
what is represented in the Lenormant relief. In other words, the system has been “created,” based on
the best of what modern specialists can come up with to make the Olympias work. Consequently, it is
just as likely some alternative system was in place 2,500 years ago which operated differently.
Interestingly, in Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, there are a number of naval and nautical references which
one might not expect to find, including the mention of a shortage of timber for oars (ll.420ff.) In one
facetious passage (ll.674-680) relating to women mounting naval attacks against the men and boarding
their vessels in the style of Artemisia at Salamis, Aristophanes also mentions pillorying—in this case
as a woman’s proper punishment. Obviously, the pillory was a well-established instrument in Greek
society, and it can be safely assumed that its simple principles of operation were applied generally—
perhaps even as oarlocks. It might be that, as Aristophanes was writing this passage which is filled
with naval allusions, he was reminded that pillories, too, had a maritime context—in the form of some
type of unobtrusive pillory system that secured the oars on a trireme. This is certainly not an
unrealistic supposition. An individual rower could have “locked” his oar in a pillory oarlock in an
instant—and removed it just as quickly (an oar might also be set in just the lower half of a pillory-like
station, and its weight would keep it in place—much like the oarlock of modern rowboat). However,
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the question of oarlocks is not our primary concern here, and we leave it to others to consider the
merits of such a proposal.
(11) See C. Dodd, “The Sliding Seat. A Story for the Net,” January 1995. River and Rowing
Museum at http://archive.comlab.ox.ac.uk/other/museums/rowing/sliding-seat.html. Cf. also, J. Hale,
Scientific American, May, 1996.
(12) Connolly also implies that they do. In a second illustration next to the one mentioned above (n.9),
he offers a reconstructed side view of the trireme’s hull and what its three wales would have looked
like. They are depicted as almost flat, extending only a minimal distance from the hull. That being the
case, it would have been impossible for the second and third oar banks to do anything other than go
over the wales-- and thus follow conventional ideas about trireme configuration.
(13) Because of the incomplete condition of the Lenormant relief, we will never know exactly why the
artist has portrayed the sequence of oars differently here. As already indicated, the oar in question
should belong to the third bank. However, our conclusion that it can only come from the second bank
presents an interesting possibility. Most ideas about trireme construction assume that as the craft
narrows at the stern, the oar configuration necessarily changes because of space limitations.
Illustrations of triremes (e.g. Connolly, pp.264-265; and Scientific American, April 1989) show how
this tapering of the hull inward affects the final disposition of the trireme’s oar banks. There is no
longer room for all three-- and the third and lowest bank disappears first, followed by the second, and,
finally, the only oars left in operation are a few in the top bank. This process of declining oars is the
most likely explanation for why an oar from the second bank can appear where an oar from the third
bank should be in the Lenormant relief. The last third bank oar shown in the relief must be the final
oar of that bank-- but oars from the second bank are still in operation where the crack appears. We
would offer that what we are viewing, then, is the final, or one of the last oars, from the second bank,
which is also about to end. Everything would seem to indicate that this is the case and that the
Acropolis relief is not a piece from the middle of a trireme where Beschi has placed it (n.1)—but one
which should instead be placed more toward the end of the vessel. (It is also worth mentioning that
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such a conclusion might help explain why the stone cracked where it did. It broke precisely at the
point where the artist would have begun to change the line of his work in order to show the curvature
in the trireme’s stern as it starts to rise up from the keel. It is not impossible that this change in
direction-- one which certainly would have caused the artist to chip away more stone as he executed it- was just enough to weaken the piece and later [under whatever stress] cause it to crack more readily
here.) Some might argue, however, that the section of trireme in the Lenormant relief cannot be from
the stern because, if it were, the remaining detail would show the hull already turning upward as it
approached the end of the craft. Such a dramatic change in hull contour would certainly be visible in
the sculpture. Nonetheless, there is another fragment (see n.14 below) that unmistakably depicts the
stern section of an ancient warship, which, coincidentally, has been identified as a trireme—and even
associated with the Lenormant relief. Whether this is true or not remains to be seen, but in this
fragment, the artist has depicted the hull changing shape as the contour of the ship begins to turn
upward at the end. Contrary to what might be expected, the stern does not rise up gradually from the
keel over a sizable length of hull. It occurs rather abruptly, starting just under what are certainly the
final two oarsmen (top row) in the ship. If this approximates in any way what was originally shown in
the Acropolis relief, there is no reason to expect to see signs of change in its hull contour yet because it
was just on the point of beginning to happen where the stone is broken. On the other hand, we should
see the angle of the trireme’s “roof” (i.e., just above the heads of the oarsmen) changing and already
turning upward as it approaches the end of the ship—and there is indisputable evidence in the relief
that this is happening (Beschi, too, reproduces it in his reconstruction). Consequently, in light of these
considerations, there is more reason to put the piece represented in the Lenormant relief at the end of
the trireme than in the middle.
(14) We are aware of an additional fragment discovered in Italy of what Beschi describes as “the stern
of a trireme” (see photo of Frammento di Rilievo, Inv. 117 in L’Aquila, Museo Nazionale
dell’Abruzzo on p.122 of the previously cited Annuario della Scuola Archeologica in n.1), showing
what appear to be the final four top oarsmen at their posts. The style of the piece is strikingly similar
26
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to the Lenormant relief (Beschi calls it a “replica” or “copy” [p.122]), though the execution is
clumsier. It has been included by Beschi in his reconstruction of the Lenormant trireme as a rear
portion of the vessel (p.127). Initially, we had viewed this same fragment as additional evidence to
support our own case since, as we have argued, the oar of the first of the four rowers (left to right)
certainly looks to go over the outrigger, not through it-- and nothing else about the remaining detail in
the L’Aquila fragment seemed to discourage our primary arguments. However, as Beschi himself
admits (pp.122-123), the fragment is not without its problems. Its provenance cannot be firmly
established, and there are enough doubts about it to question whether it should be included in any
reconstruction of the Lenormant trireme. In fact, it cannot even be established that this was a vessel
with three banks of oars. Clearly, there are only two banks visible in the piece—and they are arranged
in a completely improbable sequence of oars, with each remaining top bank oar immediately followed
by not one, but two oars from the second bank. What to make of this hybrid oar configuration remains
a question—but with only two banks of oars showing and no trace of a third, the L’Aquila fragment is
more likely to have been some type of representation of a bireme, a vessel with two banks of oars
which preceded the trireme and was, in many respects, similar to it.
(15) The images reconstructed in Figures 2, 3 and 4 are, of course, not meant to be definitive but are
for illustrative purposes only. They convey a simplified visual idea of our concept. The flat surface of
the relief provides nothing to help us determine much else about the wales except that they were there.
Their actual design, how they were attached to the hull, the angle at which they were set, and the
spacing between them would have eliminated the potential rowing problems we have discussed-- or at
least dealt with them in as an effective a manner as was functionally possible. It is impossible to
know the angle at which the oars resting on the wales were deployed, or how far out each bank of oars
extended from the ship. In respect to the latter, however, it is very unlikely from what the relief does
show (and our reconstructions follow) that the oars of all three banks entered the water at about the
same distance from the hull, which is typically shown (e.g. Connolly, p. 264; see n.9). We can say,
however, that the oars at all levels in this system would obviously have been provided enough room
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between wales so that they would not have been restricted when raised for a reverse stroke. Under
normal circumstances, there is no reason they would have needed to be lifted above a minimal height
in calm waters for maximum rowing efficiency—as with a racing shell (see pp.15-17).
(16) Suggestions that oars had to be set firmly in place in order for crewmen to use them regularly to
beach their ships, a process which would most certainly have involved the outrigger, are also now to be
rejected since there is no evidence this was ever done (Cf. C.M. Harrison JHS 119, 168ff., 1999).
(17) We use here the translation of D. Parker (New York: New American Library, 1964), p. 67. The
outrigger would seem to have been the first line of defense against such attacks since “side screens”
were typically deployed along a trireme’s bulwarks to protect from missiles during battle and to
conceal what was not wished to be seen (e.g. Xenophon, Hellenica 1.6.19-20; 2.1.22). It would have
been difficult to penetrate these screens, which must have been fairly high, thus making the prow and
the more accessible outrigger the principle objective for any who tried to board from an enemy ship.
Diodorus’ descriptions of close fighting among triremes at 13.40.2-3; 45.7-46.2; 79.1-5; and 99.1-5 are
of interest here, also.
(18) So a colleague and ancient marine archaeologist, Professor John Hale (who is familiar with both
the operation of the Olympias and has rowed racing shells for Yale and Cambridge University), has
observed, based particularly on his experience with shells.
(19) Racing shells are not warships. They are, of course, very light, narrow craft designed specifically
for speed. On an eight-man shell, for example (see Figure 6), crews are typically made up of intensely
motivated, physically-fit individuals, who row with one oar apiece, four to a side, and aim their
efficiently-designed craft down a designated course in “friendly” competition toward a finish line in
short bursts of speed. They are not coordinating three banks of long, heavy oars on an ancient warship
weighing tons, not pounds, to attain enough speed to ram and sink an enemy warship. They are not
trying to kill anyone—and they know there is no possibility of being killed as a result of their rowing
abilities or lack of same! Nothing is on the line but a prize and prestige.
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THE IMPACT OF SUPRANATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS ON
ENVIRONMENTALIST CIVIL ORGANIZATIONS
Introduction:
The mankind and the environment have been in interaction for centuries. However,
the contemporary meaning of the term “environment” has developed recently. Since the
industrial revolution, the modern nations develop continuously in terms of industry and
technology. The pace and contents of this development effected these societies in various
ways. These effects become obvious in many fields from the organization of society to the
utilization of natural resources, and from education to health. And everyday they give rise to
new discussions. In that manner, environment is an issue that occurred together with the
mankind’s “progress” in technology and production. In relation to that, “environmentalism”
and “environmental problems” are issues that can be considered as an outcome of the critique
of capitalism (Tekeli,2000:10).
Today, the term “environment” is related to many other fields ranging from economics
to human rights. The issue of environment is a considerable social subject matter now. This
is because of the fact that all human activities have impacts on environment, either positive or
negative. As the human activities increase in variety and gets more and more complex, the
environmental issues gets bigger and extends towards new dimensions. The aim of this study
is to reveal the extent of the social complexity of the environmental issue and to examine the
“environmentalist” civil movements in this context.
Environment as a Global Phenomenon
Environmental issues are considered global in two different ways. First of all, the
physical limits of the environmental issues cannot be drawn. This is also the very fact that
distinguishes technological developments, industrialization and innovations in production
from the environmental issues. A country can mark its territory in terms of raw material,
production and market; however it cannot limit the effects of the process on environment and
1
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society. Moreover, in most cases these effects are unpredictable. According to Kışlalıoğlu
and Berkes (1989), some environmental problems are beyond boarders. USA and England
send a lot of acid rains to Canada and Scandinavia, respectively (p.23). This is a very
important point to be considered carefully within the studies on environment and the
interaction must be taken into account objectively. As Ulrich Back (1998), who discusses the
concept of “risk society” with a considerable emphasis on environment, argues that even
tough years passed after the Chernobyl disaster, most of the injured are not even born yet.
Second aspect of the environmental issues which make them global is the action
aspect. Given the extent and the severity of the issues, any action to be taken must have an
international/global agenda.

The environmental issues started to be discussed in the

international arena more than three decades ago.

1972 Stockholm Conference and

Declaration are considered to be the initiation of the international environmental action
(Elliot, 1998). The contents and the focus of the discussion were transformed considerably
ever since. We can call this process of transformation as an evolution which was to some
extent effected by the contemporary issues of economic development and its international
aspects. In that manner, the international/ supranational organizations such as UN became the
key actors of this evolution. The international conferences and summits hosted by UN since
1972 set the stage for the nations and groups to argue on the issues. These international
meetings determined the global agenda in terms of the environmental actiom. Therefore, by
looking at the topics of these conferences and to the contents of the documents that were
published at the end of each conference or summit, we can track down the transformation.
International Conferences and Documents on Environmental Issues
As mentioned before, 1972 Stockholm Declaration on Human Environment is
considered the first attempt to attract the attention of the international community to the
environmental issues.

Therefore, the contents and the approach included in this

internationally recognized document is worth consideration in order to be able to observe the
transformation (if any) ever since.
First of all, this document relates the environmental issues with the technology to a
great extent. In that manner, it suggests that the problems regarding the environment can be
resumed by more technology.

This viewpoint is quite obvious in the Article 4 of the
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Declaration. This Article implies that the environmental problems in developing countries are
results of their being “underdeveloped”. Moreover, when we read through the Declaration, it
is understood that the capacity of the mankind to transform nature by technological progress
and science is the major emphasis of this documents. Therefore, the primary cause of the
damage done to the planet is “ignorance” and “indifference”.

Another point which is

implied throughout the 1972 Stockholm Declaration is the idea regarding the superiority of
mankind in nature. In other words, human beings are considered as the most valuable and
they have the right to transform nature and their environment.
When we look at the principles of environmental protection that were considered as
common inspiration by all the signing countries, we can talk about two major titles. One of
them is “safeguarding” and the second one is “saving the non-renewable resources”. This is
because of the fact that the Declaration approaches the environmental problems as problems
of “misuse of resources” and “pollution”. The major concern is to protect resources from
exhaustion and pollution. Especially the development and use of renewable resources are
emphasized.
1972 Stockholm Declaration offers planning as the tool for the solution and prevention
of environmental problems. This also verify the point that we made before which indicates
that the Declaration perceives under-development as the primary cause of environmental
problems. In that manner, the document suggests that the developing countries can overcome
the gap in technological progress between their countries and the developed countries. This
way, the environmental problems and damage caused by under-development can be
minimized, plus a nature- friendly utilization of resource use can be adopted. In addition, in
this context, it is stated that the developed countries should support developing countries in
this process. The support includes both financial aid and technology.
The second international document that will be examined within the aims of this study
is 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development. This document is considered
important because it shows the transformation in approach to environmental problems after
1972. Plus, it includes some concepts such as “sustainability” and “sustainable development”
which are still relevant and significant.
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In 1992 Rio Declaration, as indicated by its title, the relationship between
development and environmental problems is emphasized. In that manner, the major argument
of the Declaration is that the human beings’ right to engage in activities towards development
should be fulfilled with a considering approach for the development needs of the future
generations.
One of the most remarkable points made by the document is about the global
approach. It is stated in the document that the development needs of the developing countries
and their vulnerabilities with regard to the environmental issues must be handled in the global
scale. On the other hand, the document also includes the national measures to be taken in
relation to environmental problems. In other words, the national tasks and global cooperation
are organized by this declaration.

For example, the promotion for implementation of

appropriate population policies in order to provide sustainability in production and
consumption is considered a national task as well as constructing awareness by providing the
society with the access to information about environment.
The viewpoint of the declaration which combines national and global approaches to
environmental problems is manifested in the Principle 11 of the document. It implies that the
states of individual nations should resort to legislation to enforce environmental measures.
However, the standards they apply may have inappropriate or unwarranted social
consequences for some developing countries. These must be considered in the process.
The most important aspect of the 1992 Rio Declaration is its contents towards
minimizing the environmental impacts of international economic relations and process. For
example, the documents emphasizes the issues such as the transfer of materials and
production activities which have damaging effects on environment abroad and it suggests that
this kind of issues must be solved by international cooperation.
When we compare these two international documents, namely 1972 Stockholm
Declaration on Human Environment and 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and
Development, we see that the general approach to the environmental issues has changed
considerably. First of all, the change can be understood from the titles of the documents. In
Stockholm, the title indicated that the only concern was environment or the nature. However,
20 years later in Rio, the concept of “development” took its place in the title as one of the
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major aspects of the issue. This means that the environmental issues started to be discussed in
a multidimensional manner.
In the 1972 Stockholm Declaration, development was o concern only within the
planning purposes. As a matter of fact, the control of the use of resources was the only
objective. On the other hand, the level of development was perceived in a causal relationship
with the environmental problems.

Therefore, the only remedy for the problems is also

considered to be development.
The concept of development as well as the other key concept “sustainability” has
given whole new meanings in 1992 Rio Declaration. First of all, the new meaning attributed
to the concept of development includes social advancement as well as economic
improvement. In this context, it is argued that public awareness should be raised by providing
access to information. The major aim of this approach is to facilitate participation by local
community and groups in order to be able to solve the problems in a sustainable mode. To
conclude, we can suggest that Rio Declaration takes both global and local aspects of the
environmental issues which indicates a major transformation compared to the Stockholm
Declaration.
The Implementation of International Environmental Principles: Cases from
Turkey and Europe
The international agenda with regard to the environmental issues are determined by
the conferences and declarations which are realized with the contribution of many nations
which are members of the international/supranational organizations such as various agencies
of United Nations.

For this reason, the environmental problems are discussed on a rather

non-governmental basis, aside from the legal and governmental aspects of the issue. In other
words, international civil society plays a key role in the formation of international standards
and action plans for environmental protection as well as the principles. However, as
mentioned before and as emphasized by 1992 Rio Declaration, local participation is
considered essential to the implementation. Again, as implied in the same document, the local
and international civil societies have the responsibility of facilitating this participation.
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As mentioned before, the aim of this study is to examine the local civil organizations
in the context explained above. The local cases from Turkey and Europe will be described in
order to be able to determine the level of impact the internationally accepted principles and
standards made on the local environmentalist activities. The necessary information about the
activities of the cases will be provided by the content analysis of the official websites of the
cases.
Environment Foundation of Turkey
Environment Foundation of Turkey (EFT) was established in 1978 as one of the first
civil environmentalist organizations in Turkey.

The foundation defines itself as a non-

governmental, non- profit voluntary organization. EFT started to work in partnership with
international organizations and foreign partners in 1983.

The major activities of the

organization are research, publications and other activities aimed to raise public awareness.
The foundation is significant for being the first organized movement to introduce the
major environmentalist issues and concepts to the Turkish public as well as the national
politics.

More importantly, EFT started as a merely national initiative without any

international contribution. On the other hand, in the time period that the foundation started its
activities, the major concern was economic development. At that time, a few years after the
1972 Stockholm Declaration, it was an important step forward. In this context, the successful
efforts of the foundation to introduce environmental issues into the Constitution and legal
system can be considered as one of the greatest contributions of the organization.
When we examine the activities of the foundation, we see that after the contribution
provided to the constitution, it started to work on publications. These publications also had an
important impact because they introduced significant concepts like “sustainability” and
“biological diversity” to the public as well as to the Turkish literature on environment.
However, the recent publications and the other activities such as seminars and panel
discussions that were organized are focused rather on technical issues about environment and
biology. Therefore, the foundation has started to become an organization of the specialists.
Some of the titles of the recent publications are; “Kyoto Protocol and Turkey”, “Bio-security
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Control and Incentives in Biodiversity Agreement” and “The Biological Riches of Turkey”. 3
These are obviously important materials on important environmental issues, but they are not
that useful for communicating with the public.
When we make an overall assessment of the activities of EFT, we see that the concept
of sustainability is emphasized by the organization. However, that does not mean that the
principles outlined in 1992 Rio Declaration are implemented in a complete manner. The
activities are rather focused on the introduction and promotion of the concept itself.
Therefore, the participation aspect is not fulfilled entirely.

The seminars and panel

discussions that were organized by the foundation were rather scientific and did not contribute
to the public consciousness. On the other hand, the activities of the foundation as a pressure
group on legislation must be considered as a success in the Turkish context.
Swedish Society for Nature Conservation
The Swedish Society for Nature Conservation (SSNC) was established in 1909 and
today it is the biggest environmental organization in Sweden. The activities of the foundation
are various and include many areas such as urban environmental issues, environment-friendly
sports and global warming.
The organizational structure of the society is very significant because the organization
has 274 local branches. These branches work locally as well as in cooperation with each
other for some national campaigns etc. Moreover, the participation is very much emphasized
by the organization. They focus on “government by members”. The administrative structure
of SSCN is explained by the society as composed of delegates, governing board and a
national office. Delegates at the SSNC Assembly outline the guidelines for the work of the
national organization and elect a governing board. A national office coordinates activities and
provides services for the members.4
The agricultural issues constitute an important ratio of the activities of SSNC. For
example they public reports about sustainable agriculture and hazardous pesticide. SSNC
worked as a pressure group in 1970s and promoted legislation banning mercury, DDt and
PCBs.These reports that are published by the society are loaded with technical information
3
4

See www.cevre.org
See www.snf.se/english.cfm
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and they usually refer to international documents such as declarations of United Nations on
particular issues. However, they provide more simple explanations for the general public.
As comprehended from the contents of the website of the society, the campaigns are
the major activities of the organization. For example, they are running a campaign about
conservation of forests and promoting legal measures.
If we look at the activities of SSNC from a general perspective, we see that the society
is well- organized in terms of administration and tasks. In that manner, they fulfill the
participation principles of 1992 Rio Declaration. Sustainability on the other hand, is handled
in a rather technical approach. Therefore, some activities can be considered as popular
activities and some can be regarded as technical and legal debates and issues.
The Comparison of Two Cases
The general overview of the two civil organizations shows that concerns regarding
environmental issues vary between countries. In other words, the priorities and the types of
action may not be the same in each case. Looking at the examples from Turkey and Sweden,
we can say that the local/national is blended with global when it comes to the environmental
issues. Both in Turkey and in Sweden the concepts and issues emphasized in relation to the
environmental protection are almost the same. For example, “sustainability” is a common
concern across these countries. However, what make each case particular are the approach
and the action types utilized.

In that manner, we can conclude that the international

documents and especially the declarations of international conferences are effective in
determining the framework of the environmental issue. More specifically, these documents
tell us which environmental problem should be our priority and what should be the framework
of our approach. Given the fact that, the contents of these declarations are shaped around
these aims, we can suggest that they accomplished their mission. On the other hand, the
effectiveness of the separate activities on attaining the ultimate goal, that is to solve the
environmental problems, should be studied for the better evaluation of the civil action for
environment.
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Abstract
Toward a Genealogy of Ethics: Foucault’s Final Project
As every reader of Foucault knows, the trajectory of his work took many turns and traversed
numerous domains of thought--history, philosophy, psychology, sociology, literary and political
theory, even medicine. In both theory and practice, Foucault transgressed the traditional bounds
of established disciplines, unraveling texts and unearthing subjugated knowledges, forgotten
discourses, and the lowly origins of institutions and practices. By doing so, he taught us to see
ourselves and our world differently, taught us to ask new questions, to “problematize” our
experience in new ways. In short, he taught us to recognize the possibility of “thinking
otherwise” about whatever seems familiar and unproblematic in our knowledge and our
experience.
In his last two books--published just weeks before his sudden death in 1984--and in numerous
interviews in the final years and months of his life, Foucault came more and more to focus his
attention on what, broadly speaking, could be called the moral dimension of our experience. He
sought to examine the formation of the individual as a moral subject, to analyze and to
problematize how one becomes a subject of moral action and an object of moral judgment.
In an important interview conducted by philosopher Hubert Dreyfus and anthropologist Paul
Rabinow in 1983, Foucault discussed in detail his work in progress. In this interview, he adopts,
as the name of his current efforts, “the genealogy of ethics.” With this title Foucault pays
homage to Nietzsche, whose seminal work, “On the Genealogy of Morals,” opened up a
radically new path of moral reflection by posing the question of the “value of our values” and
exposing the “lowly origins, ” the pre-history and hidden agendas of various moral systems and
sets of values. In invoking the name of this important text, Foucault also transforms both
Nietzsche’s title and his task: Foucault’s project is to write a genealogy not of morals but of
ethics.
According to Foucault’s analysis, ethics is to be conceived as one of the three distinct, but
interactive, dimensions of morals. It is the dimension that is all to often overlooked by
historians, philosophers and other theorists (including Nietzsche). Traditional thought has
focused on one or the other (or both) of two dimensions of morals that might be called codes and
acts. Moral codes are those prescriptive ensembles of values and rules defining which actions
are permitted, forbidden or required and what value is attached to various behaviors. Acts refer
to the actual behavior of individuals in relation to the rules and values prescribed, the manner in
which they more or less comply with the code.
Foucault, while acknowledging the importance of moral codes and concrete behaviors, focuses
his keen eye on that third dimension of morals, ethics--that rapport á soi, that relationship to
oneself or self-constitution by which the individual becomes a moral subject. Thus, whereas
Nietzsche’s genealogy, as radical as it may have been, provided an interpretive historical

2
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analysis of the emergence of various moral codes and sets of values, Foucault undertakes a sort
of micro-genealogy, an interpretive analytic of the various components of that dynamic
relationship to oneself by which one constitutes oneself as subject of moral conduct.
Through his analysis of texts and practices from pagan antiquity and the first centuries of the
Christian era, Foucault discerns four key elements of ethics, elements which, though interrelated,
operate and change independently of each other. He names these four components of the self’s
relationship to itself the “ethical substance” (that aspect of ourselves that is to be worked on or
worked over, that which is taken to be relevant to moral conduct and judgment), the “mode of
subjection” (the way in which people are brought to recognize their moral obligations), the “selfforming activity” or “techniques of self” (the ways in which we might work on ourselves to
become moral), and the “telos” (the kind of being to which we aspire when we behave morally).
The central aim of this paper to clarify the nature and trace the contours of this “newly opened”
field of ethics in which Foucault labored in his final works. I also wish to suggest something of
the richness and significance of this conception of ethics, and to point to the new modes of being
that Foucault seems to have envisioned as possible when we come to think otherwise about
ourselves as ethical subjects.
This paper, then, consists of three parts. In the first part I seek to locate Foucault--to situate him
historically and philosophically within the Western intellectual tradition and situate his project of
a genealogy of ethics within the broad framework of moral reflection.
The second, and central, part of the paper examines the basic features of Foucault’s provocative
re-conception of the notion of ethics as a “rapport á soi ”--a relationship to oneself involving a
complex interplay of techniques and telos, ethical substance and modes of subjection.
The final part of the paper points toward the rich and intriguing possibilities of Foucault’s
unfinished project, toward what he referred to as a new “aesthetics of existence” in which ethics
would be disentangled from its supposed analytic links to a juridical apparatus, freed to function
(as it had other ages) as a techne tou biou--an art of living.

3
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Toward a Genealogy of Ethics: Foucault’s Final Project
Kim Kipling

When Michel Foucault was elected to a Chair at the prestigious Collège de France in
1969, he coined for himself the title “Professor of the History of Systems of Thought.” Such an
unwieldy designation was surely intended to reflect the fact that he, and his intellectual work,
could not easily be positioned using the coordinates of the traditional academic landscape. For,
as every reader of Foucault knows, the trajectory of his work cut across many academic fields -from medicine to metaphysics, from criminology to critical theory. And the course of his work
was marked by frequent methodological and theoretical shifts, punctuated by new questions and
new objects of investigation, subject to sudden detours and reversals. Indeed, in a now-famous
passage from the introduction to The Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault playfully issues the
following warning to those who would position him, pin him down to a fixed identity and set
project:
. . . no, no, I’m not where you are lying in wait for me, but over here laughing at you. . . .
Do not ask who I am and do not ask me to remain the same: leave it to our bureaucrats
and our police to see that our papers are in order.1
Heedless of such a warning, critics and commentators have saddled Foucault with many
labels over the years. He has been classified as an historian, a philosopher, a sociologist, a
psychologist, a literary or political theorist. He has been read as a Kantian, a Nietzschean, a
Heideggerian. He has been considered a structuralist, a post-structuralist, a relativist, a skeptic,
an idealist, a nihilist. And he has been positioned everywhere on the political chessboard-dubbed “an agent of the Gaullist government,” a “new conservative,” a “new liberal,” a “cryptoMarxist,” and a “dangerous left-wing anarchist.”2
For those of us who take Foucault’s warning, and his laughter, more seriously, can
anything be said with certainty about the work of this wily professor of the history of systems of
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thought? Can anything true be said of Foucault?
Perhaps only what he said of himself and of his work in an interview conducted just a
month before his death and published, interestingly enough, under the title “The Concern for
Truth.” Here Foucault explicitly, though not without a degree of trepidation, accepts a title, an
identity: “I claim this title of intellectual, though, at the present time, it seems to make certain
people sick.”3 And he states his conception of the proper work of an intellectual: “. . . to
question over and over again what is postulated as self-evident, to disturb people’s mental habits,
the way they do and think things, to dissipate what is familiar and accepted, to reexamine rules
and institutions . . . .”4 Elsewhere in this interview Foucault introduces the term
“problematization” to describe his work, the critical work of an intellectual. “Problematization,”
says Foucault, takes aim at “the totality of discursive or non-discursive practices that introduces
something into the play of true and false and constitutes it as an object for thought (whether in
the form of moral reflection, scientific knowledge, political analysis, etc.).”5 In this definition of
problematization Foucault alludes to the various methods and fields of research that occupied
him at different periods of his life: the excavation of discursive practices was the work of
archaeology; the historical analysis of non-discursive practices was the task of genealogy;
“scientific knowledge,” “political analysis,” and “moral reflection” name, broadly speaking, the
objective domains of his investigations--systems of knowledge, modalities of power, and the
self’s relationships to itself.
Occasionally in his late work Foucault suggests that his various archaeological and
genealogical studies--of the human sciences, of madness, of illness, of delinquency, of sexuality- should be seen not as discrete researches but as “different or successive fragments” of a unitary
project of a “history of truth.” Thus in an important interview conducted by the philosopher
Hubert Dreyfus and the anthropologist Paul Rabinow in 1983, Foucault characterizes these
“successive fragments” in terms of the three dimensions or axes of his historical project:
knowledge, power, and subjectivation.6 In his early work such as Madness and Civilization, The
Birth of the Clinic, and, especially The Order of Things, Foucault’s focus had been primarily on
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the “knowledge” axis--analyzing the constitution of systems of knowledge and of ourselves as
subjects and objects of “scientific” knowledge. In Discipline and Punish and the first volume of
The History of Sexuality, Foucault developed an historical ontology of ourselves as subjects and
objects constituted through relations of power. The third axis of the history of truth--the
genealogy of ourselves as subjects of moral conduct and objects of moral judgment--was the
focus of his final work, which included The Use of Pleasure and The Care of the Self (Volumes
2 and 3 of the History of Sexuality, which were published simultaneously just weeks before his
death), the unpublished fourth volume of the History of Sexuality series, the interviews
conducted in 1983 and 1984, and the final lectures delivered at the Collège de France and
elsewhere.
In very general terms, then, the final phase of Foucault’s work was centered on writing a
history of moral experience, a history of morality. In the extensive 1983 interview with Dreyfus
and Rabinow, which provides the fullest discussion the work then in progress, Foucault proposes
to name this project “the genealogy of ethics.”7 With this title Foucault clearly pays homage to
Nietzsche, whose seminal work, On the Genealogy of Morals, opened up a radically new path of
moral reflection by posing the question of the “value of our values” and exposing the “lowly
origins,” the pre-history and hidden agendas of various moral systems and sets of values. In
invoking the name of Nietzsche and this important text, Foucault also transforms both
Nietzsche’s title and his task: Foucault’s project is to write a genealogy not of morals but of
ethics.
The distinction is crucial to an understanding and appreciation of Foucault’s project. As
he sees it, “morals” is an ambiguous notion that encompasses and conceals several different
realities, different strata of experience, and “ethics” is one of these strata. It is the dimension that
is all-too-often overlooked by historians, philosophers and other theorists in their concern with
“moral codes” and “moral behaviors.”
“Moral codes,” as Foucault understands the notion, refers to those “prescriptive
ensembles” of values and rules defining which actions are permitted, forbidden or required and
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what value is attached to various behaviors. This codified set of values and rules of behavior is
prescribed to individuals through the intermediary of various agencies of power such as a church,
a council of tribal elders, the head of a family, the leader of the pack. These rules and values
may be set forth explicitly in a unified doctrine or teaching, for example the Ten
Commandments, or the Pythagorean Symbola. But it is also possible for such codes to be
transmitted implicitly and to form no coherently articulated or systematic whole--such as the
“morality of custom” in a particular culture or organization. The study of moral codes is
generally considered to be the task of the philosopher or the historian and takes the form of an
analysis of the different systems of rules and values operative in a given society or era, an
investigation of the origins of those codes and the mechanisms of enforcement, a determination
of the coherence of the values and the rules, and, most essentially, the clarification of the
principles of justification of the code.
“Moral behavior” refers to the actual conduct of individuals in relation to the values and
rules prescribed in the code: the manner and degree to which individuals comply with the
standard of conduct, the manner in which they obey or resist a prescription, respect or disregard a
set of values. Reflection on this aspect of morality tends to take the form of “case studies” and
empirico-statistical investigations, a sociology of morality that seeks to describe how, and within
what margins of variation, individuals or groups conduct themselves in reference to the moral
code operative within their cultural milieu.
Foucault, while acknowledging the importance of moral codes and concrete behaviors, is
primarily interested in neither of these: his project is neither a sociology of morals nor a history
of moral philosophy. Instead, he focuses his keen eye on that third dimension of morality,
“ethics,” which he defines as a rapport á soi, a relationship to oneself, by which the individual
constitutes him or herself as a subject of moral conduct. Thus, whereas Nietzsche’s genealogy
provided an interpretive historical analysis of the emergence of various moral codes and sets of
values, Foucault undertakes a sort of micro-genealogy, an interpretive analytic of the various
components of that dynamic relationship to oneself by which one fashions oneself as a moral
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subject.
Through an analysis of texts and practices from pagan Antiquity and the first centuries of
the Christian era, Foucault identifies four key elements of ethics, elements which, though
interrelated, can be seen to operate and change independently of each other. He names these
components of the self’s relationship to itself the ethical substance (substance éthique), the mode
of subjection (mode d’assujettissement), the self-forming activity (pratique de soi) or asceticism,
and the telos (téléologie).8
What Foucault calls the ethical substance is that part of ourselves or aspect of our
behavior that is taken to be relevant to moral conduct and moral judgment. It is the “material”
that is to be worked on, worked over, transformed through various intentional efforts so as to
conform to the moral code. This ethical substance can be seen to be quite different in different
cultures and historical periods. For example, it might be feelings, or intentions, or desires, or
certain classes of actions to which moral concern is directed and ethical judgment applied. In
our contemporary secular society the part of ourselves considered most relevant for morality is
feelings (compassion, kindness, jealousy, greed) while from a Kantian perspective it is intention
that matters (good will is the only thing that is good in itself). From the Christian point of view
desire is the target of moral judgment and the material to be worked on (thus former president
Jimmy Carter’s famous confession that, although he never committed adultery, he did have lust
in his heart). For the Greeks, according to Foucault’s research, the ethical substance, that which
had to be taken into account and mastered, was aphrodisia--“pleasurable actions” or “sexual
pleasures.”
The second major aspect of ethics, what Foucault called the mode of subjection, concerns
“the way in which people are invited or incited to recognize their moral obligations.”9 What
“voice of authority” is brought into play to prompt our attention to our ethical substance and to
set us to work on it. Is it, for example, divine law as revealed in a text or transmitted through our
tradition? Is it natural law as inscribed in the cosmological order? Is it perhaps a rational rule, a
universal rational principle as invoked by the Stoic philosophers and, in a somewhat different
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form, by Kant? Is it the authority of custom and the weight of convention? Or is it perhaps, as
Foucault suggest was the case among the ancient Greek aristocracy, an aesthetic/political
compulsion--the imperative to give one’s existence a beautiful form? One and the same “moral”
behavior may be the result of quite different modes of subjection to the code. Consider the
conduct of promise keeping. Do I keep my word out of fear or deference to divine command?
Or because it is my duty as a rational being? Or because such conduct demonstrates my ability
to master myself and thus my right to command others?
The third aspect of ethics in Foucault’s account has to do with the ways we work on the
ethical substance: “the means by which we can change ourselves in order to become ethical
subjects.”10 Foucault named this aspect variously, “the self-forming activity,” or “techniques of
the self,” or “asceticism.” It can involve all sorts the ascetic practices by which we attempt to
either moderate our acts, or eradicate our desires, or decipher our impulses, or cultivate specific
habits, or give form to our lives, or in some other way reconfigure ourselves. It is this aspect of
ethics that has given rise to an enormous and diverse body of “self-improvement” texts and
techniques over the past several millennia, ranging from the fabled austerity practices of the
Pythagoreans (silence, abstinence, dietary restrictions, memory exercises) to the practice of
fasting or self-flagellation among certain Christian sects, to sex therapy and self-actualization
training among today’s unhappy jet set.
The kind of being to which we aspire through these diverse techniques of the self is the
fourth aspect of ethics, what Foucault refers to as the telos. Just as the ethical substance, the
mode of subjection, and the ascetic practices vary over time and culture, so does the telos. The
goal to which one may aspire in behaving “morally” may be, for instance, purity or immortality
or eternal happiness. Or the telos may be tranquility of soul, or freedom from desire, or selfmastery, or self-actualization.
These four elements of ethics, though clearly interrelated, operate and change
independently of one another--and independently of the moral code--as Foucault’s study of
ethics from the fourth century B.C. to the second century A.D. was intended to show. Thus, for
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example, according to the texts that Foucault examines, between the classical Greek culture and
the Hellenistic-Roman world the moral code remains more or less stable, the ethical telos
remains self-mastery, and the “ethical substance” remains the same: aphrodisia. But significant
changes occur in the other two aspects of ethics. In place of the politico-aesthetic choice of
giving beautiful form to one’s life, the mode of subjection becomes the imperative of universal
reason: ‘I must practice fidelity,’ for example, ‘because I am a human and rational being.’ And
during this period the asceticism, the techniques of the self by which one constitutes oneself as
an ethical subject, undergo dramatic changes as Foucault shows by juxtaposing a text from
Xenophon with one from Seneca:
According to Xenophon, the way to become a good husband is to know exactly what
your role is inside your home or outside, what kind of authority you have to exercise on
your wife, what are your expectations of your wife’s behavior, and so on. All this
calculation gives you the rules for behavior, and defines the way you have to be toward
yourself. But for Epictetus, or for Seneca, for instance, in order to be really master of
yourself, you don’t have to know what your role in society or in your home is, but you do
have to do some exercises like depriving yourself of eating for two or three days, in order
to be sure that you can control yourself. If one day you are in prison, you won’t suffer
from being deprived of food, and so on. And you have to do that for all the pleasures-that’s a kind of asceticism you can’t find in Plato or Socrates or Aristotle.11
According to Foucault’s analysis, between the Hellenistic-Roman period and the
Christian age, all four aspects of ethics underwent profound changes, while the basic themes of
the moral code remained constant. The telos was no longer self-mastery but purity, immortality,
salvation. The mode of subjection became divine law rather than universal reason. The ethical
substance was transformed from aphrodisia to concupiscence, desires of the flesh. And the
techniques of the self take the form of a meticulous self-deciphering, an endless hermeneutics of
the soul.
The primary aim of Foucault’s research into Greek, Roman and early Christian practices,
the purpose of his detailed analyses of obscure medical and philosophical texts, was not the
“academic” goal of gaining and sharing knowledge of these distant periods of our history and
the moral codes and ethical concerns then circulating. As an “intellectual,” his goal, rather, was
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to problematize moral experience, to open up for questioning “the forms of moral subjectivation
and of the practices of self that are meant to ensure it.”12
This problematization can be directed toward any historical period or any cultural milieu.
Thus, for example, we can analyze the changes in the modes of ethical self-formation between
the pre- and post-Enlightenment periods of European history. Between the seventeenth and the
nineteenth centuries in western Europe the moral code remains relatively constant while a shift
takes place the ethical substance from “desires of the flesh” to the “autonomous will.” An even
more apparent shift takes place in the mode of subjection. At least since the time of Kant, the
imperative to act in accord with the moral code (to keep promises, for example, or to treat others
“as ends and not as means”) is no longer thought to be given by revealed divine law or based on
metaphysical/cosmological “knowledge.” Instead the authority that incites recognition of our
moral obligations becomes a form of universal procedural or critical rationality. And by the
nineteenth century the authoritative voice inviting ethical self-formation begins to take the form
of a juridical injunction or of “scientific” knowledge, whether medical or psychological.
With the ascendency of the human sciences in the nineteenth and twentieth century,
scientific rationality became the entrenched mode of ethical subjection in Western secular
culture. Thus in our age, that which incites the recognition of our moral obligations, the
recognition of ourselves as ethical subjects, is not the command of a God or a daímn, not the
whisper of conscience or of practical reason, not the declaration of law, but the authoritative
voice of the “expert.” As Foucault puts it, today we believe that our ethics is based on “so-called
scientific knowledge of what the self is, what desire is, what the unconscious is . . . .”13 People
think that “if they do what they do, if they live as they live, the reason is that they know the truth
about desire, life, nature, body, and so on.”14 Our ethical substance is considered to be neither
sexual acts nor unruly passions nor hidden desires, but “feelings”--about ourselves (self-esteem,
vanity, shame) and about others (compassion, tolerance, respect). We have many “doctorrecommended” techniques for working on our ethical substance--diet and exercise regimens,
marriage counseling, anger management, self-image therapies, transcendental meditation--all
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“guaranteed” to bring us to our telos--now understood as a stress-free state of happy, healthy,
productive, normality.
In uncovering and problematizing that dimension of experience concerned with the
constitution of ourselves as subjects of moral conduct, in thinking about ethics as a dynamic
interplay of heterogeneous elements, Foucault opened a fertile new field for moral reflection, a
field that is vast, complex, and rich in possibilities.
In the two decades since Foucault’s death, philosophers, historians, theorists and
researchers from many traditions and disciplines (including sociology, anthropology, gender
studies, education, and even counseling) have begun to venture into this new territory, tracing
various transformations in the ethical substance or the mode of subjection from one period of our
history to another, exploring the differences between the ethical telos or the techniques of the self
between one culture or subculture and another. The significance of Foucault’s pioneering work
is recognized by many. University of Chicago philosopher and theologian, Arnold Davidson, for
example, states: “An exceptionally important lesson to draw from Foucault’s last work is that the
study of ethics can be fruitful even when there is little or no change in the moral codes
examined.”15 By way of clarification, he adds: “. . . by isolating the relation to oneself as a
separate component [of morality, Foucault] opened up a domain of analysis that can be
profitably investigated both when moral codes are relatively static and when they undergo great
upheaval.”16 Going even further in his recognition of the significance of Foucault’s
accomplishment, Davidson declares:
What we have here is nothing less than a prolegomena to any future study of the
comparative history of [ethics], whose articulation is made possible by conceiving
of ethics in a decisively new way. . . . Unless moral philosophers supplement their
discussions of moral codes with ethics à la Foucault, we will have no excuse
against the charge that our treatises suffer from an unnecessary but debilitating
poverty.17
Davidson’s allusion here to Kant’s Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics and the
suggestion that Foucault’s work in ethics may be of similar significance is echoed in a brief
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article published shortly after Foucault’s death by the well-known analytic philosopher, Ian
Hacking. “Foucault was a remarkably able Kantian,” suggests Hacking. “What did Kant do?
One thing was to make something quite new out of ethics.”18 And so did Foucault. While
profoundly different in their conceptions of the self and the world, both suggest that the moral
subject is not something given but something that must be constructed. And, ultimately, both
suggest that this formative work takes place not on the foundation of our scientific knowledge
but on the “ground” of freedom. “Ethics,” as Foucault says repeatedly, “is a practice of
freedom.”19
Not only does Foucault “make something quite new out of ethics,” opening up new
territory for moral theory, but, perhaps even more importantly, given his understanding of the
proper work of an “intellectual,” he encourages new practice. In problematizing our experience
of ourselves as ethical subjects, he incites us not only to think otherwise but to act otherwise, to
explore new modes of forming, configuring, fashioning ourselves, new modes of living, of
being.
By demonstrating that the “ethical subject” is constituted historically and variously
through the interplay of techniques and telos, ethical “substance” and modes of subjection,
Foucault solicits the emergence of a new ethical subject--indeed, endlessly new ethical subjects.
But he does not propose to offer a blueprint or set of rules for the formation of such a new
subject: he will write no a bio-engineering manual. On the contrary what Foucault calls for is
creativity. He suggests that we view the work of ethical self-formation not as a science but--as
has been done in other cultures and at different periods in our history--as an art, an “aesthetics of
existence.”
This art, like all arts, does not create ex nihilo; it operates on material already emergent in
an historical nexus and it makes use of tools and techniques at hand. As Foucault reminds us:
Among the cultural inventions of mankind there is a treasury of devices,
techniques, ideas, procedures, and so on, that cannot exactly be reactivated, but at
least constitute, or help to constitute, a certain point of view which can be very
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useful as a tool for analyzing what’s going on now--and to change it.20
With his genealogical work, Foucault provides us with some of those tools; he reminds
us of the availability of some of those techniques; he clarifies the history and prehistory of the
present in which we must undertake our task. But is up to each of us to undertake the creative
work of self-formation, to configure and reconfigure our ethos, to fashion our ethical lives as
works in progress.
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Welcome to the World of Parallel: A Journey From Ballet to Ballroom

I wanted to step into the world of competitive ballroom dance, to reveal something of the
nature of this dance form. Having watched Juliet Prowse host the competitive ballroom
programs on PBS I was familiar with this particular style of dancing. It looked nothing
like the kind of ballroom danced by my family. The waltz couples appeared glued to a
framework restricting any type of circular, whirling motion of the waltz I had learned as a
child. Also the couples seemed to be waltzing off the music. The Latin dances appeared
choreographed with the fewest number of recognizable Latin steps. But there was
something about it, something that had engaged me since those PBS days, had stayed
with me through twenty years as a professional ballet dancer.
Analyzing competitive ballroom dance not only required my standing outside the training
process to view this “culture” but my stepping into the shoes, costume and make-up of
the dancer, feeling my way through the training and competition, and stepping out to
reflect on the experience. I became the ethnographer and the subject. As Jennifer
Jackson so eloquently states in My Dance and the Ideal Body: Looking at Ballet Practice
from the Inside Out, “I can not simultaneously represent all the ideas and processes that
are revealed in one moment of dancing. A challenge is in communicating the experience
from the perspective of practical knowledge of the ‘how and ‘why’ of those processes
and ideas” (Jackson 26). This “en dehors and en dedans” methodology, as referred to by
Jackson, balancing a sense of outward viewing with an inward viewing of one’s dancing
to complete a body/mind connection and self-reflection, supported my analysis of
competitive ballroom dance (Jackson 25). As I ventured into competitive ballroom
lessons I found myself in a world of classical training principles, standards of etiquette,
and rigorous physical effort much like those I had experienced in my study of classical
ballet. There were other similarities, and one major difference. As a very good friend,
and co-competitive ballroom student, said to me upon hearing of my venturing into this
new world, “Welcome to the World of Parallel”.
My first observations revealed several similarities between ballet and competitive
ballroom. The term “ballroom” derives its origins from “balare” the Latin word “to
dance” (Herbison-Evans). The term “ballet” derives its origin from the Italian word
“ballo” for dance (Greskovic 6). Ballroom denotes a grand space where balls and social
events are held much like the grandeur of the French court of Louis the XIV, the founder
of ballet. The concept of the master teacher: a training methodology found in both ballet
and competitive ballroom whereby a dancing master, given the responsibility of
preserving the established pedagogy, instructs the student on a one-on-one basis. Each
level of competition: by age and by pedagogy: bronze, silver and gold, requires a specific
demonstration of required steps much like the beginner, intermediate, and advanced, and
ages K-12, teenage, and adult levels of classical ballet (Moore). Professional ballroom
instructors have spent time competing and being schooled in both the pedagogy of the
male and female required steps, and can easily move from either role when
demonstrating. Again a similarity to the ballet instructor who, most likely, has spent time
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as a professional and can teach both male and female specific steps. Also, much like the
ballet choreographer or director who considers every detail of a performance, the
ballroom instructor advises on all levels of the competitor’s performance including
costume, shoes, make-up, and choreographed dances that highlight the required steps
which act as the basis for high marks from the judges. The concept of partnered dancing a shared experience of harmonic, kinetic energy sculpting two bodies through direction
and intention as witnessed in the grand pas de deux or in the more contemporary or
abstract ballets. So it is with the competitive ballroom couple who either captures the
sensation of one unit floating effortlessly across the dance floor in the waltz or attacks the
more sensual movements of the rumba. The concept of performance – the inclusion of
tangible, collaborative, theatricalized elements to a ballroom competition: theatrical
lighting directs the viewer to the central dance space; chairs are arranged facing the dance
floor; the competitors wear specific “costumes” and make-up, and they arrive at the
competitors’ “waiting area” until their section is announced, so similar to those of a ballet
concert, raise the level of expectation for the competition to that of an opening night.
My analysis began with the Smooth or American style waltz. The waltz, the beginnings
in the seventeenth century in Vienna with the weller or turning dance and also the
countredanse which required arms intertwined at the shoulder adding later the closedhold position, requiring men and women to face each other and dance within each other’s
arms, was hardly received with the popularity of more modern times. (Heikkika) The
waltz was originally viewed as vulgar. Why? Just any man could sweep any woman into
his arms. In July of 1816, the waltz was editorialized in London by The Times:
We remarked with pain that the indecent foreign dance called the Waltz was
introduced (we believe for the first time) at the English court on Friday last ... it is
quite sufficient to cast one's eyes on the voluptuous intertwining of the limbs and
close compressure on the bodies in their dance, to see that it is indeed far removed
from the modest reserve which has hitherto been considered distinctive of English
females. So long as this obscene display was confined to prostitutes and
adulteresses, we did not think it deserving of notice; but now that it is attempted
to be forced on the respectable classes of society by the civil examples of their
superiors, we feel it a duty to warn every parent against exposing his daughter to
so fatal a contagion (Heikkika).
But as history proves, and with the support of some notaries, the waltz began to increase
in popularity.
In the competitive waltz of the Smooth or American style the image of the whirling
couple has been replaced through competition rules and assessment by an emblematic
couple whose main objective is to move covering as much dance floor as possible
through long strides. The architecture enabling these strides is sustained by a counterbalance of the centrifugal force of the two bodies pulling away from each other as they
move. The man emphasizes the oppositional force of the woman through his body while
the woman reaches through the top of her head counterbalancing the position of the man.
The upper body position requires a superior, cervical and thoracic hyperextension of the
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woman; the ribs press into the man’s allowing the energy to move forward. The pelvis’
hyperextension and anterior rotation, counterbalances the upper-body hyperextension.
These combined curves and counterbalances allow the woman to be in balance alone and
when dancing with her partner. It is an aggressive use of the spine. Faults lie in allowing
the pelvis to rotate too much producing a look of extreme lordosis. So important is the
upper body position that an instructional device, worn only during lessons, has been
designed to assist the man in learning how to retain this proper position during the many
required steps. When together, in sync, a couple becomes a unit, a kinetic sculpture.
The Smooth or American style waltz requires the partners address each other in a position
where there are five points of contact: the man’s left hand and the woman’s right hand,
the woman’s left hand and the man’s right shoulder, the woman’s left elbow and the
man’s right upper arm, the man’s right rib cage and the woman’s right rib cage, and the
woman’s right hip and the man’s right hip. The woman’s arm rests lightly on the man’s
much like silk chiffon.
To facilitate a true sagittal movement, the legs on both partners remain parallel with the
woman striding with her right leg through the legs of the man and the man striding with
his right leg through the legs of the woman. The foot pattern is also parallel with the
front foot flexed as to lead with the heel. This parallel action allows for ease of passage,
the full stride of both and the “push” of the stride from the back foot which drives the
“effortless” flow of the dance.
My classically trained sense of moving forward is to push off the back foot, turned-out of
course, and reach forward with the front foot, turned-out of course and pointed. What the
turned-out leg doesn’t allow for is the unfettered passage of the legs in the parallel
strides. I can attest to this. More importantly, so can my instructor, Alex Borodko, who
suffered numerous bashings of my knees into his legs as I tried to retrain my very turnedout legs in this newly required parallel position. Also the heel leading stride was an
enormous challenge. I was so use to presenting the pointed foot. This, I found, was
frowned upon. Only the full stride, heel-driven shape was rewarded in competition.
When wearing heeled shoes, the issue became where exactly the heel could strike the
floor, how far away from my center of balance, before it slipped out from under me. This
technique, the knowing exactly how far to stretch the stride to allow for optimum
movement without sliding, required diligent attention on every stride until the kinetic
sensibilities guided my efforts.
My issues with parallel were further exaggerated during the lesson in which I put my
waltz competition costume on. For some unknown reason, perhaps a reaction to the
addition of a “costume”, my body and legs became “ballerina performance” body and
legs. I felt a morphing action that seemed to call upon ancient longings of “en dehors” as
I watched my legs slowly turn-out. My use of aplomb, the wonderful sense of carriage
through the spine, head and arms that are so conditioned in ballet training, was
welcomed, but the en dehors of my legs and feet was not. After that experience I
reserved several minutes before each waltz competition, in costume, for striding along the
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dance floor in parallel just to counteract this response in my legs and feet while releasing
the aplomb of my upper body.
Any analysis of Latin dances had to center on the torso. The Rhythm or American rumba
of competitive ballroom, not the social form of rumba that evolved from Cuban dances
brought to New York around 1914 for the burgeoning Cuban clubs, required an attitude
of seductive charm with an air of performance all generated by a rotating, rhythm of the
torso (Heilkkika). It is movement identified by Rudolf Laban as postural-gestural which
germinates in the body, not the appendages (Maletic). The Latin movement, body, hips
and legs, and arms curve through the dance space, creating a more intimate relationship
between the partners; not moving with the need to stride along the dance floor as with the
waltz, the couple draws the viewer into their dance space, requiring the judges to look
closer to “watch us”, to “see us”.
The rumba couple dances through various connecting points: the woman’s left hand on
the man’s right shoulder, the woman’s right hand and man’s left which is considered the
closed position or just either by one hand to one hand – right to left or left to right, or by
two hands to two hands – right to left and left to right. The movements flow easily from
the closed position to the opened position.
Every Latin lesson, practice, or competition began with the rumba walk. Much like the
training of classical ballet that focuses on both the standing leg and the gesture leg
working equally, the rumba walk requires an equal effort from both legs during the stride.
The “tracking” of the stride on a parallel line allows for a slight hip rotation of the back
leg on the horizontal plane that creates a more balanced position. The balance centers in
a lengthened spine relaxed and connected to the hips. Although dancing parallel was still
an issue, my ballerina legs and feet were finally an asset when training in the rumba. To
reinforce not taking my feet off the floor, another skill highly rewarded by the judges, I
practiced the feeling of moving tissue paper along the floor with my toes. The prized
high-arched foot position of the women in the rumba emphasizes a strongly pronated foot
often resulting in a misalignment of the metatarsalphalangeal joint, referred to as a hallux
valgus alignment where the big toe moves laterally with the resulting bunion of the big
toe. This also occurs in the pointe dancer due, however, to poorly fitting pointe shoes,
poor training or weakness in the foot and leg muscles.
The real “acting” part of ballroom dance comes through in the Latin dances. The rumba
character is described as seductive and passionate projecting a self-confidant attitude
toward the audience, and to the judges. Having trained with Antony Tudor, master
choreographer who is often referred to as the “psychological” choreographer, and having
performed roles choreographed from an intention to develop character rather than
abstract movement, I was well aware of how one moves from internal motivations
(Chazin-Bennahum). It was my upper body that had to be adjusted out of the aplomb of
ballet and waltzing to the rotating, pulsating, torso of the rumba. As I proceeded through
the training, my instructor, Alex Borodko, required I rehearse the intended “look”, one
that sent a message, embodied an attitude. All of this: the defined character, undulating
torso, rotating hips, articulated legs and feet, strides along on a narrow parallel track.
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I was grateful for the connections I was discovering between ballet and ballroom. My
ballet training, which taught me to assimilate new material quickly, to replicate
movement accurately, to retain corrections, to strive to improve, to enjoy the process, to
love performing, and to find master teachers to work with, all supported my journey
through the ballroom training. I designed my own rehearsal schedule between ballroom
lessons easing into the same persistent “repetition” mode of my ballet training. I utilized
my “pre-performance” ballet rituals to prepare myself for competition. I researched and
purchased two styles of Smooth ballroom shoes, and two styles of Latin shoes. One style
of each was reserved for final “dress” lessons and the competitions. I had my
competition dresses designed and built for me by one of my costume designers.
Every detail for the competition had been considered from make-up to stockings to shoes,
to warm-ups and nutrition. This part of the experience I handled with ease and
efficiency. It was like stepping back into a world I know all too well.
My initial research has revealed some of the nature of competitive ballroom dance. In
preparation for my first competition I explained to Alex my concerns about having to
dance off the music. This question truly perplexed him and he asked for some
clarification. I explained how I had watched couples on television dancing off the music,
and he explained that the video must surely have been out of sic, for all the professionals
dance on the music. I was relieved. Also I’m not sure I feel comfortable with the style of
make-up and costume many of the professionals wear. There is a trend toward
exaggerated eye make-up for the women. The women’s Latin costumes are often
revealing in ways that are not always flattering or tasteful in my estimation; however, I
do understand the need for the Latin costumes to move with the torso and hips. And now
I understand the license given to professionals to include choreographic elements in their
routines. These are highly theatricalized dances having evolved from their ethnic and
social contexts through years of professional evaluations.
I relish the opportunity to step into this world of elegant dancing, skillful partnering, and
respectful training by these master teachers. The phenomenon that is ballroom dance and
its evolution to competition, professional and into the Olympics, speaks to its social
relevance. There is a social contact or connection that happens in ballroom dance.
Perhaps it is the need to socialize one-to-one that makes ballroom dancing, and therefore
ballroom competitions, such popular social events. Even at the competitions during the
evenings when the professionals compete, there are specific times allotted for social
dancing. As a beginner I was asked to dance at the first competition I observed. No one
cared that I was a beginner. It is a joining of couples who meet, and dance enjoying the
closeness of personal contact. Cell phones are off. No cameras are allowed. And as they
say, “Come Dance with Me” or “Shall We Dance” or as my very good friend said,
“Welcome to the World of Parallel”.
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The Lures of Multiculturalism and Diaspora1:
Chang-Rae’s Lee’s Native Speaker
It was not until the 1990s when Asian American writers entered the central stage
of American literature. With the expansion of global capitalism, continuous increase of
immigrants, and influence of postmodernism, contemporary Asian American literature
has shifted its stress from cultural nationalism to multiculturalism and diasporic
sensibility. Furthermore, the contradictions of cultural nationalism, such as an
1

This title is to rephrase Rey Chow’s phrase, “Against the Lures of Diaspora” (Chow 1993; 99).
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androcentric solution to racism and undue quest for ethnicity, justify this change in
Asian American literature (Cheung 1; 10).
Chang-Rae Lee’s debut novel, Native Speaker (1995), which has often been
regarded as an Asian American version of Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man (1952), seems
to epitomize this trend. As the characterizations and plot of the novel imply, Lee’s
novel justifies multiculturalism and pays eulogies to the ‘diasporic identity,’ that is, an
oscillating self between the quests for ethnic identity and for assimilation. Although
some critics find Lee’s positive vision of multiculturalism and diasporic sensibility
convincing, this paper argues that Lee’s negligence of material realities and his liberal
approach to immigrant problems in Native Speaker are considerably problematic.
It is through representation of John Kwang that Lee justifies the necessity of
multiculturalism. Kwang, who materialized ‘American Dream’ through his own efforts,
is an influential Korean American councilman and harbors a mayoral ambition. Kwang
plays a crucial role in the process of the narrative by reflecting the author’s alternative
political vision fundamentally different from the ‘model minority’ discourse. He serves
“as a kind of surrogate father” for the protagonist Henry Park (Kim 235), a role model
whom Henry finds “how I imagined a Korean would be, 〔 …〕 unafraid to speak the
language like a Puritan and like a Chinaman and like every boat person in between”
(304).2 Kwang’s new race politics is brought to the fore by the author, as seen in his
following statement: “Soon there will be more brown and yellow than black and white.
And yet the politics, especially minority politics, remain cast in terms that barely
acknowledge us. It’s an old syntax” (196). In other words, as Daniel Y. Kim indicates,
Lee clarifies the necessity of multiculturalism attuned to new multiracial surroundings,
through the representation of Kwang (Kim 234). Moreover, Lee’s rosy description of the
final scene where plural minority languages have their own voices suggests that Native
Speaker proposes the multiculturalism as a new alternative in the multiracial U. S.
society.
None of these optimistic perspectives on multiculturalism, however, has fully
represented most Asian American’s experiences and political reality. According to E.
2

Chang-Rae Lee. Native Speaker. New York: Riverhead Books, 1995. All references to this work will be
noted parenthetically in the text.
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San Juan Jr., a liberal ideology which premises that all problems are resolved through
individual efforts could privatize issues of Asian Americans (549). The American
‘Dream of Success’ which has long been ‘consumed’ in the conventional Asian American
literature, of course, is based on the liberal individualism. Kwang, who seems to have
insight into the multiracial milieu of the U. S. society by presenting new paradigms such
as multiculturalism, also repeats the liberal politics. As the very man who has realized
the typical ‘American Dream’, he tries to expand his constituency, saying to immigrants
of color, “Kwang is like you. You will be an American” (143). However, Kwang who
enjoys “the American executive look” (137) adorned with the luxury accessories, and
owns the highly intellectual ability and considerable wealth, cannot be identified with
most Asian-origin immigrants who occupy the underclass of the U. S. society. Besides,
reflecting upon the fact “immigrant law reproduces a racially segmented and stratified
labor force for capital needs” (Lowe 32), we come to see that Kwang’s insight is short of
pinpointing the essence of minority problems. Of course, rashly identifying Kwang’s
vision with Lee’s might be problematic, since Kwang’s negative aspects such as illegal
political funds or sex scandal are also represented. However, as mentioned previously,
the conclusion of the novel which ends in the eulogy to multiculturalism, without any
critical perspective on severe reality, leads us to guess that Native Speaker fails to
penetrate the reality of immigrants.
Lelia gives each one a sticker. She uses the class list to write their names inside the sunburst-shaped badge.
Everybody, she says, has been a good citizen 〔 …〕 Now, she calls out each one as best as she can, taking
care of every last pitch and accent, and I hear her speaking a dozen lovely and native languages,

calling all the

difficult names of who we are. (349)

In this scene in which all conflicts and contradictions passing through the novel seem to
be dissolved, we can recollect Fazal Rizvi’s opinions without much difficulty. According
to him, the multiculturalism that preaches a “harmonious multicultural society in which
all cultural traditions can be maintained” is
really about a politics of assimilation concerned with domesticating egalitarian demands. By invoking
the universalist ideal of a society governed by a set of social principles for a common humanity, in which
we can all participate happily without reference to class, ethnicity, race or gender, multiculturalism obscures
the issues of power and privilege. (qtd. in Chow 1998; 12)
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As Rizvi implies, the excessive emphasis on multiculturalism devoid of speculating upon
such issues as class could leave the unequal status quo intact. Making a ‘gesture’ of
‘tolerance’ for other cultures cannot guarantee the coexistence of ethnic groups in a
realistic context. Therefore, aside from his ambiguous attitude towards Kwang, Lee’s
rosy depiction of multiculturalism in the conclusion reveals his negligence of politicoeconomic reality (Pak 138).
Diasporic self, a schizoid identity oscillating “between the worlds,” which is
emerging as one of major themes of Asian American literature, has been explored
meticulously in the novel, through the characterization of Henry who reflects Lee’s
experience as a second immigrant generation. At first, effacing his Korean cultural
backgrounds, Henry tries to assimilate to the dominant white society. Henry’s desire for
perfect assimilation is apparently detected in his following confession:
And despite Lelia’s insistence that he go to Korean school on the weekends, I knew our son would never
learn the old language, this was never in question, and my hope was that he would grow up with a singular
scene of his world, a life univocal, which might have offered him the authority and confidence that his
broad half-yellow face could not. (266-7)

Henry, though, in spite of his efforts such as a marriage with a white woman, is obliged
to admit that he is still an alien: “Is this my assimilation, so many years in the making? Is
this the long-sought sweetness?” (202). With the intercourse with such figures as Kwang
and Emile Luzan, however, Henry comes to look at his life from “the crucible of a larger
narrative” (206), through which he can delve into his own ethnicity. In particular, the
communication with Kwang, as many critics indicate, affords Henry the decisive
opportunity to affirm his ethnic heritage, which is dramatically expressed in his nostalgia
for his father’s language that had been ridiculed by himself in his youth: “But now, I
think I would give most anything to hear my father’s talk again, the crash and bang and
stop of his language, always hurtling by” (337).
The representation of Kwang, who functions as the catalyst to awaken Henry’s
ethnic legacy, however, is problematic, since Kwang is a successfully ‘Americanized’
figure; he spoke “a beautiful, almost formal English” (23), used to “duck into a clothier in
Manhattan and buy a French-cuffed shirt and several ties”(137), and “drove a new
Lincoln Continental,” owning “several different cars” (178-9). In contrast to Henry’s
father who spoke “Konglish” and was “bound to 600 square feet of ghetto retailed space”
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(182-3), Kwang bears the public identity recognized by American mainstream society.
Therefore, the ethnicity that Henry dwells upon is a ‘transformed’ one that safely could
assimilate into the dominant white culture. In other words, the foregrounding of Kwang
as the stronghold of ethnicity is unpersuasive in that he was trained through American
education and internalized the rule of American politics. The episode in which he forced
a Korean retailer to make an unfair concession to an African American for political needs
vividly verifies it. Additionally, the fact that Henry had failed to understand his father
before he met Kwang, despite of his lifelong intercourse with his father, leads us to
question the genuineness of Henry’s affirmation of ethnic heritage. The ‘diasporic
identity’ that freely straddles between ‘dream of home’ and ‘dream of America,’ which
seemingly has been embedded in Henry, therefore, could be substantially an illusion
isolated from a realistic context.
Ostensibly, Native Speaker sheds light on the new multiracial and transnational
surroundings by proposing justifications of multiculturalism and disporic identity. In
particular, the elaborate and fascinating description of the protagonist Henry’s
psychological fissure seems to justify such comment as “a work of tremendous grace and
discomforting resonance.” However, as discussed above, the liberal vision and idealized
multiculturalism embedded in the characters and the narrative do not fully reflect most
Asian Americans’ experience, nor does the protagonist’s titular quest for ethnicity, which
is remote from historical context, attain the authenticity of the novel that deals with the
identity crisis of Asian Americans. It is, therefore, on this ground that a critical
reappraisal of Native Speaker is necessary. With the lack of sincere inquiry into stern
realities, Lee’s vision might be just another version of ‘American Dream.’
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Regardless of their singing abilities, people sing a song and hum a melody, not
only when they are alone but also when they are with other people. Singing a song while
talking with other people is not an individual activity, but a social activity that has
significant interactional consequences. This study investigates what participants are
doing through singing a song as a social activity in talk-in-interaction. More specifically,
it examines how participants co-construct the activity of singing a song, and how they
establish their identity in interaction with other members of a social or cultural group
through the activity of singing.
Co-construction in interaction has been extensively studied at the utterance level
(Lerner 1991, Lerner and Takagi 1999, Hayashi and Mori 1998, Hayashi 2002) as well as
at the social activity level (C. Goodwin, 1981, 1995, 2004; M. H. Goodwin 1990, 1995).
However, none of these studies have fully discussed co-construction during the activity
of singing a song in talk-in-interaction. In addition, although there have been numerous
studies on paralinguistic aspects of interaction such as laughter, silence, uses of
intonation, and gestures, no studies have examined singing or humming in interaction.
This study explores the practice of co-construction during the social activity of singing or
humming in mundane talk-in-interaction.
In this study, I use conversational data occurring in videotaped natural and
spontaneous face-to-face interactions between native speakers of Japanese, and select
extended sequences where participants, who are not professional musicians, sing a song
or hum a melody while they are engaged in other activities such as telling stories or
naming songs. I show how singing a song or humming a melody is used as a social
activity, through which participants jointly co-construct ideas. I found that when one
participant started singing or humming, other participants joined him/her in singing or
humming in order to show their understanding and to enjoy the joint activity. I also
demonstrate that by singing or humming, participants not only test their musical skills,
e.g., an ability to sing as well or recognize a song, but also test if they have common
interests. Moreover, I argue that being able to recognize a song or sing along with other
participants shows participants’ solidarity as a particular social or cultural group:
knowing and/or singing a particular song together demonstrates that participants belong
to the same social or cultural group.
My research will contribute to the field of interactional studies by highlighting the
significance of singing or humming as a joint social activity in talk-in-interaction.
Singing a song or humming a melody in interaction may have been neglected in the past,
because it is not talk or gesture. However, my research suggests that singing or humming
in interaction is one of the important human activities culturally and socially embedded
within daily talk-in-interaction, through which participants share their ideas, establish a
group identity, and develop interpersonal relationships.
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Abstract
Integration into European Union is a main priority for the nearest future as it is
defined in the documents of Ministry Cabinet of Latvian Republic. The majority of
administration staff in European Union countries has a status of official and their
activity is regulated in accordance with the law of civil service. It is necessary for
the civil service of the state level to have a systematic analysis of its activity and
problems connected with that activity, assessment and further development of its
further perspectives of development and timely realization of the corresponding study
program and professional training of the staff members.
The offered professional master studies in the program “Community and
Establishment Administration” widens students’ knowledge and professional
competence in many aspects of establishment administration issues. The research
envisaged by and done within the framework of the program carries the problem of
changing the life quality of people, and this pertains to Latvia’s integration with the
European Union as well.
This research is focused on philosophical basis of the master study programme
“Community and establishments administration” in the context of community’s
democratisation in Latvia.
Introduction
Latvia’s government has given a priority to the administrative territorial and state
administration reform. The reform of education of the Republic of Latvia depends
fundamentally on the progress achieved in solving those issues that applies to all
dimensions of Latvia’s policy and reach far beyond the boundaries of education.
After Latvia has joined EU, these are very important aspects for establishing such sub
national, regional structure that will be able to function well. To the great extent, this
depends on the education level and qualification of employers working in the State
Administration institutions and enterprises, which directly affects the quality of
education.
Integration into European Union is the main priority for the nearest future as it is
defined in the documents of Ministry of Latvia Republic. The majority of
administration in European Union countries has official status and their activity is
regulated in accordance with the law of civil service. It is necessary for the civil
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service of the state level has a systematic analysis of its activity and problems
connected with that activity, assessment and forecast of its further perspectives of
development and timely realization of the corresponding study program and
professional training of staff members.
Integration into European Union is in close relation with:
• EU legislation with national legislation of Latvian Republic;
• Practical realization of laws;
• Administrative structure and its implementation corresponding to financial
support;
• Training of specialists of a corresponding field.
The legislation in accordance with the EU requirements, development and
implementation of the principle and strategy of civil service in the State depends on
ability and professionalism of the civil service staff to meet those requirements. There
is a lack of such people who have an academic and professional education
corresponding to requirements for institutions of local governance in Latgale region
as well as in State in general. At the moment there is an exigency of specialists who
are able to promote the development of structure of civil service and realization of
functions in the processes of changes in which political, economic, social and
environmental factors are not in concordance as in cooperation as well as in its inner
development. Under such circumstances there emerges an exigency for
implementation of professional study program, which will provide a possibility for
theoretical and practical training in the field of community and administration.
In most of the European Union countries there is developed structure of education
of state official staff, which provide different levels of educational programs as well
as research possibilities in philosophy and methodology of such programs, its
content, methods and connected with state official staff specific activity investigation
and assessment. Thus, there was a realization and development of a study program
“Community and Establishment Administration”. Realization of this professional
postgraduate study program is necessary for state official’s staff’s education.
The professional master study program “Community and Establishment
Administration” designed at Daugavpils University is vital for educating new
employers as well as for those who are already working in State administration
institutions, but have not yet received education adequate to the requirements for such
kind of employers. Though these problems are especially topical for Latgale. They
concern the whole Latvia as well, because during the last decade, crucial changes
have taken place in its political system, in the systems of establishment management,
economic planning and human values, in ethnical relations etc.
In most of the EU member states, the majority of those employed in the
administration have a status of a clerk with the adequate education. In Latvia, too, it
is essential to promote purposeful activities of State establishments and enterprises
for the benefit of people, by ensuring efficient management of these establishments
and achieving loyalty to the state and local governments as self-controlling, stable
and decision-taking institutions. All this would enable to improve the life quality of
Latvia’s people in a comparatively short time.
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Research aim: to determine the philosophical basis of the professional master study
program “Community and Establishment Administration” and evaluate how this basis
is reflected in the program content and in the program implementation.
Research methods:
• the analysis of literature on philosophy;
• the analysis of the content, structure and functioning of the program;
• Program’s students’ opinion polls.
Philosophical background of program
Latvia, being a small country with an open economy and limited resources, is
especially interested in getting integrated with global economic cooperation. We live
in the world in which transnational and global processes are already an everyday
reality. We have to be able to live in this world and take the new opportunities which
these processes offer to Latvia’s state and society.
By understanding education as a united system, we emphasize a holistic view on
education, which is one of the many trends in contemporary philosophy – the trend of
holism. Holism is a philosophic category which deals with the understanding of
mutual relations between the integrated whole and its parts. Holism includes
integrated knowledge, empiricism, the development of intelligentsia, orientation to
education, orientation to the humanities; it focuses on the dimensions of qualitative
and quantitative values, economic basis of education (Nava, 2001).
The ideas of holism have been discussed in works by several authors (Salite, 1993;
Nakagawa, 2000; Nava, 2001; Forbes, 2003 etc.).
Holism does not exclude but supplement the existing approaches to education
philosophy. Formal education has often pragmatic features. The founders of ideas of
pragmatism are Ch.S. Peirce and J. Dewey. A characteristic feature of pragmatism
is the transformation of empiricism, which is based on understanding experience in
its widest sense, and stresses the significance of science, social research, education
and democracy. The philosophy of pragmatism helps a person in the flow of
experience move on towards concrete goals.
Globalization is an inevitable part of world development, therefore, under the
conditions of globalization, the integration of our state into international economic,
cultural and political processes has to be implemented so that Latvia’s peculiarities
and – what is the most important thing – human intellectual potential should be
preserved.
Democratic changes in the society are closely connected with the humanity in all
levels - state (criteria for state policy – welfare of each person), state institutions
(criteria – main care about culture, education, mastering professional competence and
health) as well as interrelatedness. Humanism determines a person, freedom of
persons’ potential, self realizaion and possibilities of self development (Shpona,
2001).
Humānism has many sides, its not possible to locate one definition of humanism,
because humanism may have different phylosophical, scientific and technological
basis.
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As the most particular characteristics of humanism according to I. Salite, A. Pipere
is:
• Respoct towards the person pret cilvēku and his or her potential, his or her
freedom, responsibility about one’ s abilities;
• Determination, that nobody has a complete truth towards the beautiful and the
truth;
• The mind of a person is the basis for solving problems;
• The basis of everything is universal human values (Salite, Pipere, 1998).
E. Bruking, one of the most recognized researchers of human intellectual
capital, notes: “… human assets – these are properties that are characteristic of
people. No enterprise could function without people. Unlike other components of
intellectual capital, human assets do not belong to the enterprise, they are knowledge
which is adapted in every person’s mind, belongs only to this person and nobody
else. Therefore, it is essential to know what skills and abilities each of the employers
has. Knowing this it is possible to assess the value degree of each particular
employer and decide on his adequate role in the enterprise” (Bruking, 2001, 31-35).
Person is an indicator, bearer and user of knowledge resources; in our contemporary
society he/she becomes the principal development and value creating factor. Creating
knowledge implies generation and synthesis of new ideas, creative use of brain
potential, and introduction of innovations. However, a rapid growth in flows of
information, a general access to information (speed, easiness, completeness), and, at
the same time, overload of information make an impact on man’s activity. Global
scale of knowledge processes, the large and growing number of contact partners with
whom all kind of information is being exchanged, make the information processing
very complicated. This position allows us to conclude that man’s experience and his
analytical abilities can no longer independently and spontaneously cope with the
large amount of information to be processed and the growing need for it.
Analyzing the system of education opportunities for professional perfections we have
to admit that changeability, diversity and flexibility of impacts of outer
environmental factors can be observed in it. In an unbalanced state, the dynamics of
the system becomes non-linear, new properties appear suddenly, and in order to
understand them, we have to apply holistic approach (Silinsh, 1999). This is why the
education of professional perfection incorporates contexts of various education
philosophies. However, after analyzing the peculiarities of the process of professional
perfection of education as well as its specific structure, we have to admit that such
philosophical trends as existentionalism and constructivism characterize its essence
most directly.
Professional perfection philosophy is grounded on existentionalism, because every
individual is a subject who searches for sense of life realization, and existentionalism
emphasizes the priority of subjectivity. As Latvian scientists I. Zhogla, M. Kule and
R. Kulis (Zhogla, 2001; Kule & Kulis 1996) observes, the philosophy of
existentionalism tried to find a solution to the problem of how to help an individual to
preserve himself, to feel free in the world of things and processes created by people
themselves, which in their turn, dictated to people merciless rules. Existentionalism is
a subjective philosophy which results from the individual’s viewpoints.
It is
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philosophy which is interested in “I” and in how this “I” lives. Representatives of
existentionalism try to give an answer to cardinal issues pertaining to the crisis of
Western culture and the meaning of personal life, to the essence of man and his place
in the world. The basic concepts in the works of existentionalists are such concepts as
“freedom” “individuality”, “responsibility”, “choice”. By analyzing the ideas of the
humanistic existentionalist M. Heidegger, we can conclude that man himself finds
sense and fulfils his life. Thus, we are able to understand people’s attempts to find
their place in the world, to find the fulfillment of their existence. Having analyzed M.
Heidegger’s ideas, B. Megi (Megi, 2000) observes that we are always obliged to take
into account the unforeseen future and make innumerable choices, without knowing
what expects us. Man craves for finding safe metaphysical foundation and sense for
his life, but we do not have any guarantee that such things really exist. The only sense
which our life may have is the sense we ourselves impart to it. In this world, we
ourselves have to find the motivation of our system of values. If K. Jaspers’ (Jaspers,
2003) ideas are considered, we have to observe that he reveals a very essential aspect
of existentionalism by mentioning communication and some aspects as existence
components of freedom.
Communication envisages intelligible conversation; therefore it pertains to people
only. Communication is a way to one’s peers; the way to the peers, in its turn, is a
way to oneself. Communication is possible only, in case the self chooses itself in its
own freedom and desires the self of others in their freedom. Freedom is the
unconditioned basis of existence, where existence without freedom is not possible.
The liminality component emphasizes an individual’s ability to overcome difficulties,
accidents, world’s unreliability, death. The way the individual experiences these
liminalities often makes the basis for what he becomes in his life. According to
K.Jaspers, any of our actions entail certain consequences; overcoming difficulties
means also change. In this way existentionalism reminds us about responsibility
(responsibility for our own education, too).
Having analyzed the theoretical approaches of the before mentioned authors, we may
conclude that the philosophy of existentionalisms can serve for a methodological
basis of the designed professional master study program “Community and
Establishment Administration”, because this theory focuses on the meaningful
manifestations of subjectivity, sense of life, communication, responsibility,
overcoming difficulties and freedom.
On analyzing the essence, process and structure of the offered professional master
study program, we have to state that features characteristic of constructivism can also
be observed in the offered education process. Constructivism is a theory of
developing contexts of meaning. According to this theory, people in everything create
their own meaning and understanding, by linking what they already know and
consider true with the new experience they have gained (Richardson, 1997).
Constructivism grows from fenomenological philosophy and interpretative
understanding of E. Husserl, V. Diltejs, psychologists K. Levin, K. Keller, A. Kofka
at the beginning of 20th century. In a contemporary view cconstructivism has been
researched by such scholars as G.K. Brook and M.G. Brooks (Brook & Brooks,
1993), P. Cobb (Cobb, 1994), G.K. Gender (Gender, 1995), P. Taylor (Taylor, 1998),
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A. Pipere (Pipere, 2005) etc. Social constructivism underlines the idea of assessing
people’s meaningful activity rather than the orientation to correct answers (Wood,
Cobb & Yackel, 1995). In our professional master study program, this principle
manifests itself in various students’ study activities – discussions, group work,
presentations of themes, experience exchange etc. P. Taylor in his theory deals also
with critical constructivism, which is treated within the social and cultural context. P.
Taylor’s theory strongly focuses on promoting communicative ethics. It is concerned
with the care for maintaining empathic and confidence-based relations, for dialoguebased relations, where the partners orient themselves to achieving common goals and
to mutual understanding in joint activity (Taylor, 1996).
At summarizing the ideas on constructivism expressed by different authors, we have
to observe that, within a wider context, constructivism is a philosophical position,
according to which any reality is a mental construction developed by those who are
of the opinion that they themselves have discovered and researched it. According to
constructivism, those who study are actively involved in the study process: they
analyze, compare, investigate, cooperate, generate new ideas etc. Everything they do
is based on the existing knowledge and previous experience in understanding various
processes. From this we can make a conclusion that the analysis of the offered study
program shows that the program is really based on constructivism ideas, because,
during the study process, the experience of every individual is being respected, and
the student himself constructs the needed knowledge by interacting with other
students’ knowledge, lecturers’ opinions, opinions developed by theoreticians and, of
course, interacting with the surrounding environment.
On the basis of the analysis of various authors’ opinions on the philosophical
foundation of education, we can state that the philosophy of education is extremely
diverse. The philosophical basis of our study program lies in existentionalism,
constructivism and holism, which elucidate three essential aspects of education:
personal, social and formal.
The program content and implementation procedures
The aim of the study programme “Community and establishments administration” is
to educate qualified specialists who meet Latvian and international requirements and
are able to implement in full the state and municipal establishments administration
and development in accordance with interests of state and community.
The tasks of the programme are as follows:
1. To promote development of the state and municipalities administration system by
means of
• providing a possibility for students to form a monolithic concept on state
administration structure and functions;
• developing students’ ability to analyse and solve the problems corresponding
to existed legislation and choose theoretical ground of the problem, which is
integrated in many different scientific fields;
• developing professional need to make critical assessment of own activity and
decisions in the context of Latvian State and EU development.
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2. To provide such type of organization of the study programme, which could
develop practical skills necessary for achievement of practical experience of state and
municipality official staff, that is very important in this professional sphere;
3. To promote development of professional abilities to realize professional functions
of state and municipality structure and involve them in the process of practical
realization and perfection.
The most important features in the quality of the study programme are:
Analysis of the content of the study programme, its realization and assessment
is confirmed on DU Study Council meetings, DU methodological conferences,
international forums involving foreign cooperation partners;
Analysis of the study process and its control is carried regularly on DU EMF
Council and Department Meeting (by means of analysis of students opinion
poll after each study course, their progress in studies, competitive capacity,
etc.);
Integration of study process and researching activity, accepted as an important
part of the quality of studies;
Strategic planning of the study process analyzing further developmental
possibilities and other aspects connected with the study programme.
The scope of professional postgraduate study programme “community and
establishments administration” is 80 credits (CP). It consists of 50 CP of theoretical
and practical courses included in A,B and C parts of the programme, 20 CP takes
development of master’ s thesis and its defence and 10 CP goes to specialized
practice in state administration (corresponding to DU regulation on practice). There
are 2 final examinations included in the programme: Integrated exam in
“Administration of establishment activity” and defence of master’s thesis.
Table1: Structure of the study programme “Community and establishment administration”
NR.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PART

OF
PROGRAMME

A
B
C
Practice
Master’s thesis
Total:

THE

CP

SCOPE %

25
19
6
10
20
80

31,25
23,75
7,5
12,5
25
100%

Courses included in programme’s part A are compulsory to all students. There are
economics, political science, social psychology, administration, theoretical and
practical courses of legislation, etc. All these courses offer knowledge in the most
important fields of state administration.
Part A provides a possibility to deeper explore the basic concepts of different
sciences that is a necessary condition in the field of civil service and develop
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students’ skills to integrate this experience in corresponding state administration
activity.
Courses included in Part B of the programme offer deeper knowledge in economics,
politics and administration science in the offered fields. Students have possibilities to
achieve knowledge related to planning and administration of establishments, carrying
researching activity, and preparing scientific article for publication.
Courses included in Part C of the programme are offered as optional possibility for
students to develop practical skills, which is necessary for the effective administrative
activity.
Practice is an important part of professional postgraduate study programme
“community and establishments administration” and is an integration of theory and
practical activity. It takes 10 CP of the programme and is developed in accordance
with DU practice regulations.
The aim of the field work is to learn about work od State and Municipal Institutions
To learn skills, necessary for international and State criteria in a corrisponding field
which would be able to maintain structures of State nd Municipal institutions about
the development of management structures and functionsin accordance with ar Latvia
state interests.
The tasks of the field work:
1. To offer students to develop holistic view about the essence of structures of state
management and functions;
2. To develop skills to evaluate analyticaly problems and their context according to
legislation of the state;
3. To develop skills of problem solving which integrates knowledge from any
sciences;
4. To develop professional need of students to evaluate critically one’ s actions in a
wider context of tendencies of development of state processes in Latvia and
European context;
5. To develop professional skills to develop carry on one’ s duties and functions in
fulfillment of politics in state structures.
The aim of master’s thesis is to carry out an independent research of some topical
practical problems. There should be found possible ways how to solve the tasks,
which are connected with deeper understanding of the problem. Master’s thesis
develops the students’ skills to carry out research independently and promotes
creative thinking and analytical ability.
The main sources of a master’s thesis are fundamental scientific researches, Latvian
and other states’ legislation, normative documents, general and specific scientific
references, statistical data, periodicals, and other published materials.
Development of the master’s thesis occurs in accordance with plan of the
programme: the topic of the master’s thesis and scientific advisor should be
confirmed in the beginning of the 1st year of studies. Scientific advisor cooperates
with student during the whole researching process. By the end of the 1st term each
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student should complete introduction part where the structure of work, its scientific
importance and methods of the research would be clearly represented. There are
developed definite criterions for assessment of the master’s thesis of this programme.
Dissertation is written according to set requirements: at the beginning of the first year
the theme and a scientific advisor is being selected. The leader cooperates
systematically with the student during the whole research project and is planning
regular meetings with the student with the means of electronic communication. At the
end of the semester each student has to submit the beginning of the research, where
the whole structure of work can be foreseen. Student needs to formulate scientific
categories. At the end of a study process, student has to defend Master theses. For the
defense of Master theses, there is a scientific committee, which is confirmed by the
faculty. At the defense student reports about the aim, procedure, results of the
research, as well as a report of the review and a discussion with other students and
professors, that helps students to show readiness for an independent research, and to
master one’s professionalism. The majority of Master papers have gain at a certain
workplace.
In a professional study programm ‘Community and Establishment Administration’
the level of knowledge of students has been evaluaeted by independent forms of
work: scientific reports, colloquiums, tests, participation at the seminars, practical
tasks, as well as exams (in a written form), and tests. During the sessions students
demonstrate their skills to present paper, by demonstrating their view on a number of
issues and literature, which student is using for studies in a certain study course. The
number of the exams and tests in each semester is determined by the curriculum.
Each study course ends with the written or oral examination. Evaluation of a study
course is being developed according to set aims and tasks – by evaluating critically
theories, by evaluating how to use knowledge in practice and developing independent
skills fr studies:
Exams, to evaluate students’ critical thinking skills, independent decision
making skills;
Presentation of the research, that demonstrates students’ understanding about
what he/she has learned at the course, as well as skills to express arguments
and demonstrate one’ s understanding;
Discussions about different theories, analysis of theories that demonstrates
students’ ability to integrate theories of foreign scientists and traditions of
management experience in Latvia in the context of a contemporary situation;
Reports demonstrate students’ ability to work with diverse sources and to
integrate knowledge, to develop skills of presentation, and the use of
contemporary technologies;
Seminars are directed towards systematic work of theoretical sources;
Self evaluation is being practiced in all forms of self evaluation in accordance
with the evaluation of the teacher;
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Theoretical evaluation of one’s professional experience in presentations of
practical work.
Evaluation is a continuous process. All study courses include independent work,
discussions during the seminars to prepare students for independent research. Results
are being evalusted at the end of the course. Such practice provides individualized,
objective, and systematic evaluation , where participants are the students themselves.
To quarantee the quality of a study course, the study program is deigned , improved,
basing on democratic principles. Professors and teachers are involved in the process
of the exchange of information, in fostering reflectivity.
To ensure the quakity of educational process:
The analysus of the content of study process, and the evaluation has been
discussed in management meetings in university, at the conferences, in
educational study programs, discussion in international forums in cooperation
with foreign experts;
By the analysys of educational process, carried out on a regular basis,
discussions at the faculty meetings, ensuring study quality;
Ensuring integrity of study and researchn processes bu evaluation as an
essential part of educational process;
Strategical planning of the educational process, by analyzing perspectives of
further development of educational programms and related aspects.
High meaning in ensuring the quality of the programm, in DU Senate, study
programm commitee sets the following activities:
Seminars in study programm before each study year offers space for
program professors to discuss about the fulfilment of a study course
during the whole year, as well as to participate in the evaluation process;
In introductory seminars, as well as final seminars students discuss
requirements and the procedure of the study process;
Evaluation of a study course takes place after the student passes the test.
The evaluation of the content of the course takes palce by evaluating if it
includes latest literature, new developments, new scientific literature
according ot a state requiremants in standarts in Europe. Each professor
is respoinsible for the quality of ones own designed study course
Evaluation of teh coursework takes place at the end of eachh course;
Problems and issues of a study courses are being submited to program
Commitee;
Self evaluation is being done by the head of the program at teh end of a
study year and it is submited in SK and published in Duhome page
(http://dau.lv/post/sknc.php).
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Results of the opinion poll for students
The quality of teaching is assessed by the results of the students’ opinion poll. It is
regularly practised that during the study process of each course a staff member
receives information on necessity of this course, quality of teaching, students’
satisfaction with lectures and practical activities, literature and study material
support, teaching style of academic staff and its effectiveness, psychological climate
during the lessons, etc. The results of the latest opinion poll are represented below on
f ig u r e 1 .

Partly
satisfied with
studies
16%
Satisfied
37%

Satisfied on
the highest
level
47%

Figure 1: Students satisfaction with studies

Analysing the results of the students’ opinion poll it is evident, that students in
general assess the programme as very important with a very high level of teaching.
Answering the question “Are you satisfied with chosen study programme in
general?” it is turned out, that 47% of students assessed their satisfaction on the
highest level, 37% are satisfied with their studies and 16% are satisfied in part.
Analysing students’ opinion on cooperation with academic staff – 100% of students
agreed that its cooperation is on a higher level. Processing students’ proposals on
quality of the study programme the most of expressions were like:
“This programme emerged timely, because it increases our labour market
capacity”;
“You should keep that way: to get accreditation for the programme and offer
that for students”;
“We would like to meet good administrators, participate in video trainings in
order to be able to assess ourselves from the outside”.
There also some critical notices like:
“There is a lack of study books in the library for all the students”;
“It would be nice to invite more foreign lecturers”.
The most of students would like to increase the number of hours for “Political
sociology”, Training of professional growth”, “Introduction to practical psychology”,
“Management psychology”, “Work with staff and process of cooperation”, “Labour
legislation”. Some of the students have pointed at we can reduce hours for
“Macroeconomics”, “Thinking systemology”, “General formulations of European
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Union”, “Introduction to computer science”. Assessing students satisfaction with
study materials and books –approximately 50% of students found it satisfied, but
approximately another 50% are unsatisfied.
The notes of the students’ opinion poll allow us to distinguish the following features
of the study process as more effective:
Management style of the academic staff;
Ability of academic staff to direct their attention to useful information;
Attitudes towards the students;
Scientific importance of proposed topics;
Problems discussed on seminars.
The main problems in the process of studies are related to:
A lack of literature;
Problems with foreign languages;
A big quantity of work for each lesson.
Analysing the students’ suggestions for improvement of the study programme it is
necessary to notice:
To increase a number of practical activities such as seminars;
To obtain more exemplars of new books and study materials.
Sometimes academic staff practises work assessment activities right after each lesson.
This helps them to plan correction activities and to be better methodologically
prepared in order to adequately react to any possible situation.
In general, majority of graduates have chosen study of educational and highly
evaluate gained knowledge.
To evaluate effectivity of the study process, several questionnaires have been offered.
The aim was to evaluate the appropriateness of study programs with market
requirements. Questionnaires were offered for the managers of educational
establishments, were graduates are involved.
The results of the questionnaires indicate that:
Master degree programm respond to market requirements;
Programm offers professional knowledge for mastering knowledge;
Programm helps students in career development;
Knowledge gained in study program can raise competitiveness of the
enterprise;
Programm gives proper professional satisfaction;
Offered study courses can fully satisfy emploees.
The main advantage of the program is a good balance between practice and the
theory, and the ability of students to use knowledge in parctice.
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System of study quality assessment
Study quality assessment is aimed at controlling the implementation of the study
programme and planning its development so that to achieve head advanced aims and
carries out tasks assigned by the programme.
The system of quality assessment consists of:
1. Evaluation and harmonizing the content of study courses;
2. Assessment of the teaching of study courses;
3. Assessment of the level of students’ knowledge;
4. Evaluation and analysis of lecturers’ methodological and scientific activities;
5. Evaluation of material and technical assurance of studies.
The evaluation and harmonizing of the content of courses are carried out by the
respective chairs, which determine the conformity of the course content with the
latest achievements in science with the latest teaching literature. The courses are also
compared with the corresponding courses in the higher education establishments of
Latvia, USA and EU states. A lecturer appointed by the chair is responsible for
working out the programme of each study course.
The assessment of quality of teaching study courses is carried out on three levels:
by the results of the students’ opinion poll. The faculty administration carries
out a written master students’ opinion poll after they have finished a full course
of studies and their knowledge’s has been controlled. On opinion poll is also
carried out before the elections of lecturers. The results of the opinion poll are
discussed at the chair meetings of the academic staff;
after control visits of lectures and classes. The results of the visits are discussed
at the meetings’ of the academic staff;
at joint seminars of master programme graduates, employers and lecturers,
which are organized once a year.
The level of students’ knowledge is controlled as during the period of studies using
the different forms of control such as essays, colloquiums, tests, presentations on
seminars, practical activities, etc. as well as during examination sessions using oral
and writing exams and differentiated tests. The study plan determines the number of
examinations and test for each semester. Students take examinations and tests in
accordance with a special timetable. The level of knowledge is assessed by 10-grade
scale.
At the beginning of the academic year each lecturer makes up an individual plan of
study, methodological and scientific activities. It is discussed and adopted by the
chair meeting of the academic staff. At the end of the academic year the lecturers
hand in a report about the implementation of the plan. The report is again discussed at
the Chair of Social psychology meeting.
The material and technical assurance of studies (technical facilities of lecturer rooms
and premises, audio-, video- and computer technologies, assurance of the programme
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with literature and periodicals) is evaluated at annual reviews organized by the Study
Department at the beginning at the academic year.
Analysing the content and realization process of the program, as well students’
opinions about quality of this program the following directions of the program
development were determined:
• improvement of the quality of the study process;
• changes in the programme’s structure and content;
• organisation of the laboratory of administrative science within the framework
of Institute of sustainable development;
• expansion of the research of the academic staff and students;
• establishment of new international relations;
• organization of regional and international scientific conferences;
• enlarging the library tends with new scientific literature and periodicals;
• participation of the lecturers and master students in international conferences
and in professional seminars;
• improvement of material and technical basis, renewal and modernization of
facilities.
Table 2: Professional master degree program “Community and establishment management” and
SVID analysis
Disadvantages
Stronger sides
Educational rocess
Educational process
Students participate at the scientific
The content has been enriched with the
reserch
zinātniskajā
pētniecībā
content
(competitions, konferences, grants)
Students have a chance to influence
Students’ research has not been
study process. Master degree reserch
popularized
are used in a professional work
Material basis
requirements

according

to

the
Students

Students
Qualitative education gas been offered
High educational prestige and good
professional career oportunities
High
motivation
professionally

to

Possibilities to
technical basis

libraries

Akademic personal

use

Immatriculated students have different
level of knowledge
Students are busy at work

develop
Academic personal:
Lack of books in latvian
and
Professors are very busy, the number of
professors are limited

Cooperation within the programm
fosters relatedness of study courses

Not many foreign lecturers

Professors took part in differs scale
projects and are publishing research
findings a swell as presenting in
scientific conferences, by raising their Other factors
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competence

High number of students

Good relatedness between teachers in
the program

Nor much sources from the outside
being used

Other factors
High interest about the program
High percentage of students

Possibilities
To cooperate with other universitues
programs;
To master program and work on
continuity of the programm- doctoral
program

Difficulties
Lack of statre financing
Difficilties with low ability of payment
of students for their studies

To investigate and to solve societal
problems in master research papers
To involve master degree students in
scientific conferences and reserch
projects.

Conclusions
1. In the Conditions of Community’s democratization in Latvia the professional
master study program “Community and Establishment Administration”
designed at Daugavpils University is vital for educating new employers as
well as for those who are already working in State administration institutions,
but have not yet received education adequate to the requirements for such
kind of employers.
2. The philosophical basis of study program “Community and Establishment
Administration” designed at Daugavpils University lies in existentionalism,
constructivism and holism, which elucidate three essential aspects of
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education: personal, social and formal. Philosophical basis can be seen in the
content of the program.
3. Analysing the content and realization process of the program, as well
students’ opinions about quality of this program the main directions of the
program development were determined.
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Guiding Flow: how to achieve, sustain,
and measure a state of flow in the applied/private studio environment
People are said to have entered a state of flow when absorbed so completely in a specific
activity that they tend to lose their sense of time. The reported results of having been in a
sustained state of flow often include feelings of great satisfaction. Surprisingly, while the
term “flow” is quite frequently used, the concept itself remains vague: one may hear, for
instance, of an athlete’s improved performance while “in the zone,” or a musician being
“in a groove,” but precise understanding of the idea remains elusive. Is “flow” a
metaphor, or is it a measurable physical and/or psychological state that may be created
and sustained through training, to achieve measurable positive results? In this paper I
will utilize multiple case studies to define the psychological state of flow, and will
proceed to investigate the precise methods of achieving, sustaining, and measuring the
flow, as applied specifically to teaching music. My research draws on the eight stages of
learning utilized in the discipline of yoga in order to create a similar multi-stage process
of achieving flow. I will then explore the implications of my analysis to a private studio
environment, and will offer approaches that could be used by a music teacher to assess
and measure students’ progress through performance-based testing and the use of
teaching portfolios.
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Two Tales of Tyranny: Images of Despotism in the Odyssey
Submission to Literature Division
Research Paper
Author: Mark Kremer, Assistant Professor, Kennesaw State University, Ph.D. University of Chicago
1000 Chastain Rd.
Building #23, Office 208
Kennesaw, GA 30144
mkremer@kennesaw.edu
Abstract:Homer's Odyssey educates man towards self-knowledge through myths. Two of the
most important myths are the Lotus Eaters and the Cyclops. Through these two stories Homer
teaches man about the nature and temptations of despotism. The Lotus Eaters teach man about
the despotism of pleasure whereas the Cyclops is a despotism of blood and iron. Education
requires an awareness of these extremes and how they threaten virtue.
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Stylistics of the Poetic Text: Reading Visual Elements
(Article)

In our twenty-first century, vision is constantly stimulated and readers may be
suffering from a visual overload. Visual innovations and experimentations have been part
of the poetic text for the past two centuries, thus transforming the reader’s expectations
concerning the visible form of poems. Because all the visual, syntactical, and lexical
transgressions are well accepted as part of the stylistics of modern poetry, it is therefore
much more difficult for our contemporary readers to understand the magnitude of the
visual elements in a “normal” poem. Nowadays readers are the victims of their
overexposure to the visual, desensitizing their vision. Most of the studies on visual
phenomena in literature spring from the research on vision and visual perception.1 The
study of vision, within its biological realm, and through anatomical observations, has
deepened our knowledge of the visual apparatus (eye + optic nerve + stimuli), linking
perception to vision.2
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This tight link existing between vision and perception is a favored research topic
for both neurology and neuropsychology. In fact vision, extending to the visual, is an
interdisciplinary subject, bringing together psychology, psychophysics, as well as
neurolinguistics.3 Studies on visual phenomena have helped us understand the motor and
psychological mechanisms of the visual apparatus; however, they are not meant to be
applied directly to the literary text. Their applications to the study of poems is, in fact, a
misappropriation of their primary goal: the perception of objects. Nonetheless, reappropriating them for the reading of the poetic text can be justified because it allows
readers to refocus their interest on the physical aspect of the text: its visible and
perceptible aspect. It also allows for a new perspective on the relationship between the
reader and the reading of any poetic text to be formed, a relationship that cannot be
established without the visual apparatus.
It can be difficult to draw a direct link between visual elements within a poem and
the stylistic impact carried by their mere presence, for they are often amalgamated within
a psychoanalytical, or subjective reading of the text. Even if the visible parts of the poem
cannot be seen without being influenced, consciously or unconsciously, by the reader’s
subjectivity, the poem can still be admitted as the receptacle of an eye turned toward the
reader. It is a perceptive text, inviting the reader’s gaze, trapping the perception inside a
double relationship between the “I” of the text and the “eye” perceiving it: “The eye
controls the self, the vision makes up the personality of the ‘I.’”4 In this instance, the
visual is completely absorbed by perception, and can only be retrieved through the study
of the different linguistic and semantic levels composing the text (c.f. Mary Ann Caws’
study). Unfortunately, it leaves the visual buried under the linguistic elements of the text,
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and although a linguistic study is necessary, it contributes to the smothering of the visual
elements present in the poetic text. Therefore, without being strictly semiotic, the reading
process must attempt to pull out the visual from the linguistic and semantic flow carrying
the analysis of the text.5 I do not believe that to uncover the visible of the poetic text, the
study of visual elements should be tied to the study of perception. That is why I propose a
new reading method of the visible, incorporating visual elements into the pool of figures
needed to fully read and understand any poem. My stylistics project strives to restore its
stylistic worth to the visual elements, visible, under normal circumstances in any text, and
belonging consciously or unconsciously to the structure of the poem. It finds its place
into the close, perceptive reading process of all stylistic elements to be revealed in any
poetic text. The only difference here rests on the characteristics of the elements to be
noted: visual rather than linguistic.
What forms the visual of a poem? The short answer is: everything that can be
seen. As soon as the reader’s eyes meet the poem, its physical presence, everything
seized by the eyes, even unconsciously, contributes to the creation of a visual perception
of the poem in its true visibility. This visible perception happens even before any
semantic, syntactic, or thematic information has been grasped. Therefore, it is this visible
whole, taken at first glance, that allows the reader to enter his reading according to a
holistic dynamic, because an active, dynamic reading is set in place as soon as the
reader’s eyes come in contact with the poem, and before it is segmented into
differentiable visual elements. The form of the poem does not need to be extraordinary,
or belong to any cataloged visual / concrete poetry, all the more since defining visual
poetry is problematic:
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To even the casual observer it would be clear that no satisfactory definition could
embrace all the forms of visual poetry, variously identified as technopaegnia,
pattern-poems, concretism, spatialism, and so forth. Yet what holds true for all of
visual poetry is that to achieve its full effect, language must be visually
perceived.6
This also holds true for any poem, even in its most classical forms, and I will even
venture in any language. What is necessary is that visual elements, in their whole, must
be considered as a dynamic whole that is in constant transformation under the reader’s
gaze, because of the reader’s orientation, his choice in adopting a reading method for the
poem. The whole, of course, is made of individual dynamisms (letters, accent marks,
punctuation, whites, blacks, blocks, etc.) subjected to the same transformations during the
reading process.
Indeed, visual elements are no longer perceived because they are at the disposal of
other rhetorical figures, a simple support provided to study the various semantic and
linguistic fields. Visual elements are able to reach their stylistic complexity only if each
element of the visible whole is de-normalized by a conscious heightened visual
perception. In order to reach their full stylistic potential, visual elements must be
considered as an aesthetic object placed within the poetic text, itself already perceived as
an aesthetic object:
For as is well known, the poetic text as an aesthetic object makes possible, in
contrast to everyday perception that degenerates into a norm, a mode of
perception at once more complex and more meaningful, which as aesthetic
pleasure is able to rejuvenate cognitive vision or visual recognition (aisthesis).7
Thus, as to restitute their stylistic worth to the visual elements, the reader must achieve a
double recognition: first recognize each visual element as an aesthetic object, made so by
the poetic text in which it is seen; then recognize the aesthetic quality to be specific to
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that particular element, so that it symbolizes the spirit of the text. This stylistic endeavor
requires the reader to notice the stylistic figures, here visual instead of linguistic, during
an attentive / perceptive reading of the poem. Habits are the main difficulty to overcome
for this reading to be successful: usually readers look at the visible elements of a text as a
simple support, a medium almost void of communication, and of stylistic implications.
This reading method opens the way for the inclusion of a visual stylistics in all
readings of poetic texts, looking at stylistics as a bridge between the poem and the reader.
Indeed, style is both the mark within a poem (its fingerprint), as well as the reader’s
acknowledgment of this mark, since: “all work stays both turned towards the author and
the consumer.”8 Therefore, the stylistic mark must be sought within the poem among the
visual elements it comprises. Leo Spitzer’s teaching is most useful for this phase of the
reader’s quest (the sustained perceptive reading).9 Indeed, for Spitzer, any stylistic mark
constitutes a digression from the linguistic norm, meaning that all the different stylistic
imprints “mark the individuality of the writer.”10 Any digression, therefore, allows the
reader to emphasize the individual nature of the poem, but above all, it allows the
individualization of the sign (the individual visual element) within the poem. By
recognizing the digression as the active principle for the recognition of the stylistic mark,
we can thus admit that within the visual signs normalized by the reading process, any
emphasis on a particular sign, isolating it from the whole of the visible signs contained
within the poem, creates a stylistic digression.
A stylistic reading leads, of course, to the recognition of the author inscribed
within his poem, and in his digressions. However it also implies a strong presence of the
reader because, as Michael Riffaterre points out, if a text cannot exist without an author,
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just as well, there cannot be a text without a reader.11 Although Riffaterre’s statement is
now commonly accepted, it is important to reemphasize it since it allows us to consider
the visual elements constituting a poem. It is thanks to the reader that they can be brought
to light through stylistics criteria, because we are considering the reader’s point of view,
looking at the poem, independently from the author’s intention. Moreover, if stylistics is
the representation of the author’s mark on his text, it also demonstrates the existence of
the text on its own, closed up on the inner links that regulate it. There the reader’s work
bears on the poem defined as a “closed space.”12 Digressions can be sought only within
this space, and will be meaningful, in a first reading, only according to that space. This
part of the stylistic reading allows us to focus on the poem within its digressions, but is
not adequate to prove the stylistic worth of the elements thus emphasized. The reading,
through its analytical process, must isolate all visual elements showing any potential for
digression in order to bestow upon them a stylistic significance.
Finally, it is up to the reader, through his analytical reading of the poem, to bring
to light the stylistic significance of the different elements isolated by the deviant use
(from a norm reflecting stylistic neutrality: a “zero degree”)13 within the poem. By
recognizing their particularity, the reading process can magnify their significance to
create a “system of relationships,” a “network of converging elements”14 within the
poem, among its varied stylistically meaningful elements. Therefore, the stylistic reading
of visual elements, read as part of a network, allows us to accept them as stylistic marks,
not only within the text from which they are extracted, but also from within any text.
Establishing the visual in its stylistic role leads us to accept that visual elements
must be part of the analytical process of the poem. This role cannot be considered only
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for obviously visual / concrete poems, where their visibility is on the foreground, and
cannot be ignored in a thorough analysis. Besides, this obvious visibility is the very mark
of an extreme stylistic digression between an a-significant and over-significant visual
norm. Thus, integrating visual elements into the pool of stylistic figures allows the reader
to incorporate them in any reading process of any poetic text. It does not mean, however,
that every single poem contains stylistically significant visual elements, but that seeking
them out during a careful reading is part of the analytical process of the poem. Therefore,
the reading of visual elements must proceed from a “stylistic course,” described by
Foyard as:
From now on the stylistic course must be clear: taking the text as a starting point,
describing its structures in their converging aspects, and using linguistics, that
indispensable auxiliary, the reader-analyst will seek to reach beyond structures to
the meaning of the author’s discourse throughout the text.15
Since the visual whole can be isolated into elements that are integrated to the discourse of
the poem, ignoring their stylistic function amputates one of the networks of significance
from the text. The reader being the critical eye, it is not necessary for the author to have
been fully conscious of the visual discourse of his poem since the reader can still account
for all visual characteristics. In this process, the reader must be careful not to force a
visual quality upon the poem, his analytical part is, rather, to note the visual presence
enriching and deepening the traditional linguistic and stylistic analysis, and adding to it in
order to hone his understanding of the poem.
In conclusion, and before embarking on a visual reading, it is important to notice
that, even after acknowledging the stylistic quality of visual elements, it is still
impossible to gather them all in a general rule. Therefore a generalization of the visual
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within a cataloguing stylistics (where each element is attributed a specific meaning) is
made impossible since visual elements will be redefined within each poem. Connections,
networking from poem to poem can be done, but a definitive value, forever significant,
when looking at any visible aspect of a poem, cannot exist. Contrary to the stylistic worth
of linguistic figures established once and for all (allowing us to recognize comparisons,
metaphors, chiasms, etc.), a visual stylistics can be described as a particularizing stylistics
as opposed to a generalizing stylistics; each reading forces the reader to reevaluate the
network of signs to uncover their stylistic dimension. Even if this particularizing
characteristic can be seen as a detrimental limitation to the reading of visual aspects, it
nevertheless leads us to reconsider the particularity of a visual stylistics. Visual stylistics
is not made of definite figures (forms), it is not a cataloguing stylistics, the simple
pertinence of a visual element within a poem is enough to signal its stylistic significance,
eliminating the need for categorization. The careful and detailed study of a poem alone
can emphasize the stylistic impact of visual elements, discreet allies to the form and
meaning, forever imprinting the shape of the poem in the reader’s memory.
1

Here is a very limited sample of studies on visual phenomena, a tribute to the vast interest the visual has
aroused for a long time: Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phénoménologie de la perception. Paris: Gallimard,
1945; and Le Visible et l’invisible, 1964; Rudolf Arnheim, Art and Visual Perception: a Psychology of the
Creative Eye. Berkeley and Los Angeles: U of California P, 1954; and Visual Thinking, 1969; Marshall H.
Segall, Donald T. Campbell, and Melville J. Herskovits, The Influence of Culture on Visual Perception.
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1966; Guy Gauthier, Vingt leçons sur l’image et le sens. Paris:
Ediling, 1986; Fernande Saint-Martin, Sémiologie du langage visuel. Sillery, Québec: P de l’U de Québec,
1987; Groupe µ, Traité du signe visual: Pour une rhétorique de l’image. Paris: Seuil, 1992.

2

C.f. Renée Déjean’s pioneer study: La Perception visuelle. Etude psychologique de la distance: Les
conditions objectives. Paris: Librairie Félix Alcan, 1926.

3

C.f. for example Understanding Vision: An Interdisciplinary Perspective. Glyn W. Humphreys, ed.
Oxford, UK and Cambridge, USA: Blackwell, 1992; Egon Weigl, Neuropsychology and Neurolinguistics:
Selected Papers. The Hague: Mouton, 1981.

4

Mary Ann Caws, The Eye in the Text: Essays on Perception, Mannerist to Modern. Princeton: Princeton
UP, 1891 (64).
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5

Giving a very broad definition, Groupe µ reminds us that: “la sémiotique est la science des signes et,
classiquement, le signe se définit de la façon la plus simple par la formule aliquid stat pro aliquot” (Traité
du signe visuel 45). Sharpening their definition, they add: “pour qu’on puisse parler de sémiotique, il faut
deux plans—celui de l’expression et celui du contenu, segmenté suivant les règles qui varient avec chaque
sémiotique particulière—, et que ces plans soient en correspondence. Dans une sémiotique visuelle,
l’expression sera un ensemble de stimuli visuels, et le contenu sera tout simplement l’univers sémantique”
(46). Ferdinand Saussure defines “sémiologie” as: “une science qui étudie la vie des signes au sein de la vie
sociale; . . . Elle nous apprendrait en quoi consistent les signes, quelles lois les régissent” (Cours de
linguistique générale. Paris: Payot, 1955 [33]).
6

Richard Kostelanetz, Visual Literature Criticism: A New Collection. Carbondale and Edwardsville:
Southern Illinois UP, 1979 (“Introduction” 11).
7

Hans Robert Jauss, Towards an Aesthetic of Reception. Trans. Timothy Bahti. Theory and History of
Literature. Vol. 2. Ed. Wlad Godzich and Jochen Schutte-Sasse. Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 1982
(142).

8

(My translation) “toute oeuvre reste à la fois tournée vers l’auteur et vers la consommateur” (Pierre
Guiraud, Essais de stylistique. Paris: Klincksieck, 1969 [27]). For Guiraud, as well as Leo Spitzer, and
numerous other stylicists, style reflects “the author’s spirit” (“l’esprit de son auteur” [32]). I prefer to refer
to the text / poem rather than the author, since the reading is of the text.
9

Leo Spitzer, “Art du langage et linguistique.” Etudes de style. Paris: Gallimard, 1970. 45-78.

10

(My translation) “marquent l’individualité d’un écrivain” (54).

11

Michael Riffaterre, La Production du texte. Paris: Seuil, 1979 (9).

12

This definition of the text is loosely inspired by structuralism, presented by Jean Foyard, Stylistique et
genres littéraires. Dijon: Edition U de Dijon, 1991 (13).
13

(My translation) “degré zéro” (Groupe µ, Rhétorique générale. Paris: Seuil, 1982 [35-8]).

14

(My translations) “système de relations,” “réseau de convergences” (Foyard 15).

15

(My translation) “Dorénavant le trajet stylistique doit être clair: partant du texte dont il décrira les
structures dans ce qu’elles ont de convergent et à l’aide de cet auxiliaire indispensable qu’est la
linguistique, le lecteur-analyste cherchera à atteindre cet au-delà des structures qu’est le sens du discours
que tient l’auteur à travers le texte” (15).
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ABSTRACT
This is a study to research the relationship between color choice and software
design. The research is used to study the role color has in the understandability, usability,
and the overall success of a software product. Qualitative research was performed in a
classroom of an intermediate-level web design class at the University of North Dakota in
Grand Forks, ND. Data collection occurred through the use of surveys, interviews, and
classroom observations. Literature on research strategies, color communication, graphic
design, and software design provided the methodological foundation and validity for this
study.
A user interface is defined as the characteristics of a computer system or software
program which can be seen by the human user. The user interface is used for the
communication between user and software by the use of commands and other input
and/or output devices to control its operation. Most software user interfaces are a
utilitarian gray in color. This gray has become the standard that companies select. The
gray interface has been the standard for over a decade. Recently, some companies have
expanded to include the use of blue tones for interfaces. Learning to understand and
apply the theory of color to the user interface design could increase the understandability,
usability, and the software success.
The patterns or themes of this research were discovered through data analysis,
which included surveys, participant interviews, and classroom observations. The general
categories that emerged during this study include background information, software

1
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knowledge and experience, graphic design knowledge and experience, and color
preference. The data was classified and coded, then analyzed for themes.
The data for this study is currently being collected and analyzed. The collection
and analysis will be completed in December of 2006. The expected outcome of the study
is that personal opinions of color selection may sway the user color preferences. When
color is used in a software user interface the color preferences will have a slight effect
upon the user’s preferred software color choice. The slight predisposition to a specific
color will have little effect upon the general category the interface colors are selected
from. It is believed that subtle, lighter colors will be an interface preference.
Additionally, other outcomes are likely to occur, but at this time they cannot be predicted.

2
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Introduction
Color is the most powerful form of nonverbal communication. Communication
through color is almost immediate. The use of color communication on the World Wide
Web relies on the visual imagery provided by color. The understanding of the aspects of
color in communication must be addressed to successfully apply two-dimensional design
for the Web. The effects of color when viewed on the Web are gauged by the
physiological, psychological, and aesthetic properties of color. The visual effects of color
can be measured by the viewer’s eyes, mind, and emotional response. Adept visual
design of user interfaces, one that takes into account color, typography, layout, icons, and
graphics, creates an interface of quality and usability. The first part of this paper is an
overview of the three properties that influence website design: psychological,
physiological, and aesthetic.
Additionally, this paper is research into the use of color via the three properties in
informational websites. Four educational and military websites were selected for analysis
of the application of the three selected visual properties. The education websites are
University of Phoenix (www.universityofphoenix.com) and Devry University
(www.devry.edu). The military websites selected are two promotional sites, the Air Force
(www.airforce.com) and Go Army (www.goarmy.com).
The websites were selected because they are targeted at a national market as
opposed to the constraints of a regional market. The educational websites are for two
providers of online and distance education. These forms of educational websites were
selected because the color selection would not be dictated by the school colors often used

1
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on traditional education websites. The military sites were selected because they are the
marketing and promotional tools used for recruitment purposes.
The parallels between the educational and military websites contributed to the site
selection. The general age of the website target audience is the same: late teens to mid
twenties. The sites are for informational and marketing purposes.
Psychological
Color induces an emotional or psychological response in the viewer. Color
associations are a powerful device for the delivery of meaning (Eiseman, 2000).
Perception of color is “not an art involving only the retina and consciousness but the
body as a totality” (Birren, 1982). The associations can either help or hinder the purpose
of a website. Color symbolism is a complex combination of perceptions affected by the
viewer’s sex, age, culture, and a number of other attributes (Birren, 1982).
The gender role in the psychological response to color is a major attribute to color
perception. According to Sharpe (1982), when viewing color men will prefer blue more
than red and orange more than yellow. Conversely, women viewing the same colors will
prefer red more than blue and yellow more than orange. These color preferences must be
acknowledged when a website is designed.
The attribute of age is related to cultural and sociological impacts on color
meanings as the viewer’s age increases. For example, infants have a preference of red and
blue (Eiseman, 2000). As the child grows, the external impacts begin to affect the color
preference. At the adolescent stage of development, fad colors become preferred.
Eiseman (2000) theorizes that this is because of the desire for acceptance and recognition
from peers. When a viewer has aged, fads will provide some influence in the color

2
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selection, but many choices will be made based upon personal preferences that developed
over the years.
Culturally colors may have a different meaning. The classic example of difference
in cultural symbolism of color is white (Eiseman, 2000). In the United States, white is a
symbol for purity and used in wedding ceremonies. In traditional Chinese culture, white
is a symbol for death. Although, the younger generations in China are accepting a more
western view of culture, the acceptance is shifting the meaning of white for that age
group.
Sex, age, and culture are major attributes to an individual’s color preference.
When a website is developed each of the factors are taken into account in relation to the
website’s target audience and general purpose.
Physiological
Carefully selected color choices, for a website, can increase the readability,
usability, and understandability of the site. When colors are not selected properly, the eye
will have a difficult time viewing the website successfully (Wong, 1987).
Physiologically color is perceived by the complex mechanics of the human eye.
The mechanics of the eye establish when a color movement is perceived, such as the
receding of a color or the advancing of a color (Kuehni, 2000). In web design, the color
movement can be used as indicators of primary and secondary importance.
The viewing of dark characters on a light background, providing a high contrast
of colors creates (figure 1) an easily viewed and read environment, while the opposite is
true for low contrast between similar colors (Wong, 1987). The concern when using
colors with low contrast is that the message may fade into the background. The ease of

3
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viewing increases the visual comfort of the viewer. The visual comfort is essential for
long periods of viewing of a website. To correct the low contrast problem the designer
should change the light value of one of the colors to increase the contrast.

Figure 1. Low contrast colors.
Large blocks of a single color affect the viewer. When the color is a strong
saturation, it can be distracting and fatiguing to the eye (Kuehni, 2000). When the color
has been muted, the eye will be able to center its attention on the important portions of
the image. Text that is a dark color printed upon a light background (figure 2) is read at a
quicker pace, while light text on a dark background (figure 3) requires a slower reading
pace (Eiseman, 2000). This could be attributed to the effect that saturation has upon the
visual comfort of the viewer.

Figure 2. Dark characters with a light background.

Figure 3. Light characters with a dark background.

4
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Visual disability is a factor that must be taken into account for website design.
Red and green color blindness affects a significant percentage of the male population
(Eiseman, 2000). When the website has a target audience of males the use of red and
green is cautioned. An additional consideration is the aging eye. The aging eye has
reduced color perception of all colors. It is especially true with the blues and greens hues
(Sharpe, 1982).
Three main properties are used to help the designer select the color used. The
properties are: “Is there an urgency of an event to be recognized?”, “Is the color giving
the user a cue related to the information?”, and “Is the color creating a mood?” (Eiseman,
2000).
Physiological factors have an effect on the viewing of colors. The factors are true
cross cultural and national boundaries. The effects must be understood to effectively
design websites.
Aesthetic
Color use for websites follows the principles of design. Computer systems are
capable of displaying either a color depth of 64 thousand colors (high color 16-bit) or
highest quality of 16.7 million colors (true color 24-bit). Although the medium through
which websites are created and viewed is technologically driven, traditional color theory
can be applied to web design. A successfully designed website has selected colors that
are harmonious with one another.
Light sources for computer screens differ from traditional light sources. Computer
monitors use backlighting or an illumination source from the back of the displayed item.
Backlighting is used to increase readability when used in low light environments. A less

5
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common form of lighting for computer screens is front lighting. Front lighting is when
the light source is from the front of the displayed item. A front light source will appear
dull when compared to a backlit display. A traditional light source is reflected light.
Reflected light is light that bounces off an image or object to create the color that is
viewed.
Websites are dynamic virtual space. A single website is a collection of many
different webpages. The continuation of a harmonious color scheme throughout the
website will fuse the whole website together. To maintain the color harmony and define
the space, organize graphics to create the structure of the website. Continue this structure
throughout the webpages. Use negative space with or without color to create a pause for
the eyes (Eiseman, 2000).
Due to the physiological factors discussed previously, color selections of the
fewest number of colors are most desired (Eiseman, 2000). When color schemes include
too many colors the scheme becomes too busy for the eye. When the image is too busy,
the design is overcrowded and cluttered with detail causing the viewer’s eye to become
fatigued. The less is more concept is most successful. The less is more concept is the
creation of clear, simple and ordered design (Eiseman, 2000).
The qualities of a color are affected by the shape of color, the amount of color, the
location, and the adjacent colors (Wong, 1987). Colors have properties of warm and cool,
that creating advancing and receding of color for the viewer’s eye. Other color properties
that affect web design are light and dark, high saturation and low saturation. These
properties are used to create visual dominance or less dominance.

6
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Successful selection of color creates a comfortable environment for the viewer.
Maintaining the color harmony throughout all the pages of a website is crucial to avoid
confused and difficult to view websites.
Content Analysis
The psychological, physiological, and aesthetic effects of color can be used to
analyze the four selected websites’ color selection. The analysis gives insight into the
websites’ purpose and intent.
The University of Phoenix website was the first to be analyzed (see figure 4). The
color scheme of the University of Phoenix website is a combination of gray, charcoal
gray, white, slate blue, brick red, and gold. This color combination is used to invoke a
traditional feeling (Eiseman, 2000). According to Eiseman (2000), the traditional color
combinations are used to create a sense of being historically significant with a sense of
connectedness. This color combination is appropriate to create a sense of trust and
security for the viewer.

Figure 4: University of Phoenix Website
7
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The Devry University website is comprised of blue, white, red, light blue, and
gold (see figure 5). The Devry website has colors that are playful (Eiseman, 2000).
Playful color combinations are uninhibited and extroverted with a combination of warm
and cool colors. The colors express movement and activity (Eiseman, 2000). When
viewing the photo selection of the website the feeling of playfulness is reiterated. The
people are smiling and laughing, creating a carefree feeling.

Figure 5: Devry University Website
The Air Force website was the third website analyzed (see figure 6). The website
is made up of the colors gray, charcoal gray, and blue. A classic feeling is created by the
color selection (Eiseman, 2000). According to Eiseman (2000), a classic combination is
the most elemental and non-changing of all selections. It is the symbolism of antiquity,
weathered buildings, and ancient monuments (Eiseman, 2000).

8
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Figure 6: U.S. Air Force Website
The Go Army website is produced with charcoal gray, black, gold, and gray (see
figure 7). The color combination of the Go Army website is a powerful combination
(Eiseman, 2000). This powerful color combination is representative of predatory beasts
and stinging insects (Eiseman, 2000). The powerful color combination is appropriate for
the intended feel of the website. The Army is a powerful military component.

Figure 7: U.S. Army Website
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Conclusion
Website color selection is a complex task that can not be adequately addressed
without taking into consideration the symbolism of color, color theory principles,
marketing tools, and general user-interface design. Website designers must be well
versed in each of these areas, meshing the disciplines of art and science.

10
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Abstract
Willa Cather’s 1905 short story “Paul’s Case” is set at the time when
psychological and medical interpretations of human behaviors were still considerably
guided by moral or religious discourses. The purpose of this paper is to explicate and
explore how the conception of “abnormality” is constructed under the discursive
practices of bio-power in “Paul’s Case.” Michel Foucault’s insights into discourse
analysis of power/knowledge relations and of bio-power are employed to help
navigate the discursive formations of abnormality. The first part of this paper centers
on the power of medical gaze as an epistemological gaze. Engrossed in detailed
descriptions of Paul’s symptoms, Paul’s teachers, peers, and even readers of the story
undertake the practice of clinical gaze and come up with the diagnosis of Paul’s
abnormality and illness. The second part analyzes the milieu of why and how Paul’s
“sexual deviation” is pathologized as well as how Paul’s family are driven to rectify,
namely, to “normalize” and “docilize” Paul’s body through the exercise of bio-power.
Embedded in a field of power/knowledge network, bodies are transformed from
something physical into something discursive. According to Foucault, “Where there is
power, there is resistance.”1 The third part deals with Paul’s “technologies of self”
which substantiate his resistance: by staying in the concert hall and theater which are
regarded as “heterotopias,” he flees from the hegemonic network that attempts to
subjugate him and normalize him into a governable subject. Paul’s decision to leave,
to a certain degree, echoes Foucault’s concept of “the practice of freedom.”

Keywords: “Paul’s Case”, Michel Foucault, medical gaze, bio-power, discourse
analysis, normalization, heterotopia

1

Michel Foucault. “The Deployment of Sexuality.”The History of Sexuality: An Introduction Volume 1.
Trans. Robert Hurley. New York: Vintage Books, 1990. p. 95.
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Pathology of Body Politics:
Bio-Power in Willa Cather’s “Paul’s Case”

It seems to me that one of the basic
phenomena of the nineteenth century
was what might be called power’s
hold over life.
---- Michel Foucault, Society Must Be Defended 237

Hailed as one of the most significant realist writers throughout the early
twentieth century, Willa Cather and her work have been rediscovered and
reinterpreted by recent critics, who detect in her work a subtext that challenges and
questions the paradigmatic narrative. “Paul’s Case,” the last of seven stories in her
first collection, The Troll Garden, was published in 1905. Most critics share the
consensus that “Paul’s Case” influenced F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby – in
that it centers on a young man who lives for ideals and who is endowed with the
belief that wealth can guarantee him an identity in reality. Aside from this “American
Dream”2 motif, many critics have explored some of the other issues found in “Paul’s
Case.” This is a “turn-of-the -century” work3 that takes place during the pivotal shift
from the nineteenth to twentieth century. Given her outsider status,4 it can be
assumed that Willa Cather sought to challenge the contemporary paradigm in her

2

In “Is Cather’s Paul A Case,” Loretta Wasserman asserts that “Paul’s Case” is a “very American
dream, the romance of money” (128) and indicates its influence on F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great
Gatsby.
3
Terrell Scott Herring, in his essay “Willa Cather’s Lost Boy: ‘Paul’s Case’ and Bohemian Tramping,”
suggests that “Paul’s Case” is the “first literary attempts to question turn-of-the-century discourses on
perverse sexuality and male adolescence” (88).
4
Recent critiques have shifted their attention to Willa Cather’s undocumented lesbianism. There is no
irrefutable evidence to corroborate Cather’s sexual orientation, yet many critics share the idea that her
novels and stories display ambivalence toward female sexuality.
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work, and thus question the so-called Zeitgeist of her era.
Willa Cather asks a question in “Paul’s Case,” yet her stance towards the
question is ambiguous. Her ambiguity, or neutral attitude, towards Paul’s predicament
draws my attention. Eventually, who or what causes Paul’s death? Is the society
supposed to be reproached? Or is Paul simply an odd case? As a twenty-first century
reader re-exploring the story, I would like to draw support from some theoretical
approaches to probe the questions that interest me. In this paper, I intend to explore
and elaborate issues concerning Paul’s resistance in terms of Michel Foucault’s
notions of bio-power. The first part of this paper will deal with previous studies of
“Paul’s Case” and examine whether there are limitations to these perspectives due to
their temporal-spatial contexts. In the second part, I intend to assert that Paul’s
abnormality is fabricated or created by the society. Further, I will propose that,
struggling to the power of normalization, Paul could maintain a slight “individual
freedom” by entering his “heterotopia.” Finally, I would like to ask: is it justified to
declare that Paul’s death symbolizes an eternal resistance and escape from the power
network?

Heredity or Environmental Determinism?

Roughly classifying recent critiques, one can discern that there are two kinds of
contentions concerning Paul’s tragedy: one is psychologically oriented and the other
socially determined. Loretta Wasserman and Marilyn Arnold both argue that “Paul’s
Case” should be regarded as a psychiatric case study. Paul indulges himself in an
imaginary world and has difficulty living in reality: “[f]rom glitter and stage effects,
then, Paul builds a dream world that comforts and sustains. Music and art are merely a
means of entrance a ‘portal of romance’” (Wasserman 125). Marilyn Arnold also sees
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in Paul a psychological deficiency, viewing him as “eccentric, maybe even
half-crazy” (43), destroyed by his own illusions. Rob Saari even diagnoses Paul as
having a narcissistic personality disorder (DSM-IV Code 301.81).5 For Saari, Paul
“appears to be a prototypical case” (390), meeting all nine diagnostic criteria of
narcissistic personality disorder. Paul is simply a man with psychological illnesses,
therefore his pathos is due to his mental disorder.
In contrast, some other critics ascribe Paul’s behavior to sociological causes.
David Carpenter considers Paul a victim of his environment, saying his story is “an
extremely bleak and seemingly irremediable type of determinism” (591). Carpenter
further explains that Paul’s stress comes from the dominant bourgeoisie ideology
which is pervasive in his society. The emphasis on business and industry stresses
“uncreative, superficial and life-destroying values” (Carpenter 608) which just
suffocate Paul. Another two critics, Larry Rubin and Claude Summers, consider
Paul’s possible homosexuality a crucial point. Rubin discerns that the story first
appeared in 1905, “at the height of the period of Victorian repressiveness”6 (127),
Paul’s effeminacy and “deviation from ... the sexual norm” (129) symbolizes the
violation of the “petty bourgeois milieu” (128). Rubin’s argument is more sociological
than psychological, for him it “would seem important to be aware of the
homosexuality of the sensitive protagonist in order to comprehend the full depth of
his alienation from the ‘normal’ American society in which he feels trapped and hence
the full pathos of his situation” (Rubin 131). Henceforth, Paul will be pursed by the
powers of normalization and standardization: “Cather is trying to show us the tragic
consequences of the conflict between a sensitive and hence alienated temperament, on
5

DSM-IV stands for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, which is used most often
in diagnosing mental disorders in the U.S. 301.81 is the code number that refers to certain criteria in
DSM.
6
In light of Michel Foucault’s notion of sexuality, the hypothesis of sexual repression in Victorian
society may not be plausible. See the discussion of sexuality in The History of Sexuality: An
Introduction.
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the one hand, and a narrowly ‘moral,’ bourgeois environment, on the other” (Rubin
131). Bearing the notion of Paul’s homosexuality in mind, Claude J. Summers further
suggests that “Paul is not merely the homosexual victim hounded to his suicide by a
society that persecutes him. Paul’s society, including especially his teachers and father,
is indeed culpable; but the youth himself partakes of the lack of imagination that
culminates in tragedy” (110).
Of these critiques, the argument at issue is to elaborate whether Paul’s behavior
originates in heredity or is cultivated by environment. To quote Paul’s drawing
master – “There is something wrong about the fellow.” These critiques intend to
explicate the phenomenon of Paul’s wrongness or strangeness on the basis of
psychological or societal analysis. Yet what concerns me is that perhaps Paul’s
“wrongness” or “strangeness” has been taken for granted. Most critics try to answer
“what makes Paul wrong?” but ignore the essential question of “is there really
something wrong about Paul?” Is there any possibility that Paul’s abnormality is
fabricated or invented by society? Perhaps the question we should ask is: what makes
us think that there is something wrong with Paul? To answer this question, the
employment of Michel Foucault’s genealogy of power and abnormality will be used
to examine the mechanism of the discursive formation of Paul’s “abnormality”7 and
enrich the textual analysis.

Abnormal Body under the Medical / Epistemological Gaze

To see is to dominate. In her noted article “Visual Pleasure and Narrative
7

The term “abnormality” as used in this essay should be perceived as a neutral expression, with no
negative connotations. The concepts of normal and abnormal are employed to serve the articulation of
the power relationships between Paul and society. Abnormal and normal are not a dichotomy endowed
with absolute transcendental inherencies. In a sense, they are relatively placed in the spectrum of social
norms. The less one conforms to the social norms, the more abnormal one is, and vice versa.
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Cinema,” Laura Mulvey observes that the female body becomes the spectacle and is
objectified under male’s “voyeuristic gaze” or desires of “scopophilia” (587). Yet, in
“Is the Gaze Male?” E. Ann Kaplan tends to suggest that “[t]he gaze is not necessarily
male, but to own and activate the gaze, given our language and the structure of the
unconscious, is to be in the masculine position” (130). Therefore, the notion of female
body or male body is not taken literally. Whoever controls the gaze would be
dominant in the exercise of power, whereas the one being gazed on is seen as the
projection of the gazer’s desires.
In this part, I would like to explore how Paul’s abnormality is discursively
formed and pathologized in terms of medical discourse on sexuality and of the rise of
capitalism. Foucault’s notion of the “clinical eye” (“Seeing and Knowing” BC 122)
would be a good start to probe into the core of power formations. First, “Paul’s Case”,
with a subtitle “A Study in Temperament,” to a certain degree implies a
medical/psychiatric case study of the character. With regard to Cather’s early
experiences with medical practice, it would be reasonable to assume that this title is at
least making a reference to medical discourse.8 “Paul’s Case” puts the narrator as
well as the reader into the role of an investigative physician who must carefully track
and interpret Paul’s symptoms in order to arrive at a plausible explanation for his
abnormality (Toby 252). From the first two paragraphs, the reader is engaged with the
“eye of power”:
His clothes were a trifle outgrown and the tan velvet on the collar of
his open overcoat was frayed and worn; but for all that there was something
of the dandy about him, and he wore an opal pin in his neatly knotted black

8

Planning to become a doctor, Willa Cather spent time as a probationer in a local physician’s clinic
and was given the chance to assist him. Later on, she intended to study medicine when she was
admitted to the University of Nebraska. Nurtured by her early medical experiences involving
doctor-patient relationship, Cather’s “Paul’s Case” accordingly is permeated with medical discourse.
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four-in-hand, and a red carnation in his buttonhole. This latter adornment of
the faculty somehow felt was not properly significant of the contrite spirit
befitting a boy under the ban of suspension.
Paul was tall for his age and very thin, with high, cramped shoulders
and a narrow chest. His eyes were remarkable for a certain hysterical
brilliancy and he continually used them in a conscious, theatrical sort of
way, peculiarly offensive in a boy. The pupils were abnormally large, as
though he were addicted to belladonna, but there was a glassy glitter about
them which that drug does not produce. (Cather 243)
From these two passages, readers are granted the chance to examine Paul’s body in a
very detailed way. Here the reader/narrator’s investigation of Paul’s physical
appearance intersects with Foucault’s notion of medical gaze. Foucault’s The Birth of
the Clinic, in fact, describes the medical innovations of the classical age in terms of an
“intensified faith in visual evidence” (Jay, “In the Empire of the Gaze” 182): “‘The
breadth of the experiment,’ Foucault argues, ‘seems to be identified with the domain
of the careful gaze, and of an empirical vigilance receptive only to the evidence of
visible contents. The eye becomes the depository and source of clarity’’’ (BC xiii).
In other words, whoever has the authority of the medical gaze has the power to
explain the body being gazed at in the name of searching for epistemological truth.
The reader and the narrator are practicing their privileged method of visual
examination: the reader/narrator’s gaze is a clinical gaze “that burns things to their
furthest truth” (Foucault, BC 120). Though Foucault’s intention is to place disease as
the object that requires study, isolation and analysis, in a metaphorical respect, Paul’s
unaccepted abnormality in his neighborhood could be regarded as a defect that needs
to be examined, diagnosed and corrected. The eyes scanning Paul become probing
eyes, moving into the space of Paul’s body to analyze and explain his abnormality.
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Paul’s drawing master even further dissects Paul’s body into parts and dehumanizes
him as a whole: “in looking at Paul, one saw only his white teeth and the forced
animation of his eyes. … [H]is master had noted with amazement what a white,
blue-veined face it was; drawn and wrinkled like an old man’s about the eyes, the lips
twitching even in his sleep, and stiff with a nervous tension that drew them back from
his teeth” (Cather 245). Under the drawing master’s gaze, Paul is metaphorically
dissected into “eyes,” “lips” and “teeth.” All these descriptions suggest the
objectification and dehumanization of Paul. The emphasis on visual examination and
analysis impliesd as it does the segmented descriptions of Paul’s physical appearance
defines power as specifically invasive as well as omniscient. In the domain of “Eye of
Power,” Paul’s abnormality is discursively pathologized. For Paul’s teachers, his
problem needs to “bring to the surface that which is layered in depth” (Foucault, “The
Visible Invisible” 162) and their clinical gaze is to “map a volume” (Foucault, “The
Visible Invisible” 163) of Paul’s pathological events.

Normalization: Technologies of Power

Secondly, I would like to discuss the discursive formation of “abnormality.” In a
way, neither abnormality and normality are dichotomous nor are they inherently
ontological. These two terms should be put in a spectrum of relativism, and there is no
universal or unitary consensus around them. When abnormality is referred to, one has
to take the cultivated social/cultural norms of certain contexts into consideration. In
this part, my emphasis is not to elaborate whether Paul is abnormal or normal, nor
will I trace where Paul’s abnormality derives from. My aim is to explore why people
ask the following question: “what’s wrong with Paul?”, since abnormality is socially
and culturally constructed.
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Foucault asserts that “there [is] an explosion of numerous and diverse techniques
for achieving the subjugation of bodies and the control of populations, marking the
beginning of an era of ‘bio-power’” (“Right of Death and Power over Life” 138)” and
“[a] normalizing society is the historical outcome of a technology of power centered
on life” (“Right of Death and Power over Life” 144). There are two keywords in
Foucault’s statement: bio-power and norm. When there is an “explosion of numerous
and diverse techniques for achieving the subjugation of bodies and the control of
populations” (“Right of Death and Power over Life” 140), the beginning of an era of
bio-power has been marked. Subjugated or docile bodies and modulation of
populations are the aims of bio-power. Gradually, bio-power has become of growing
importance, assuming the power of the norm. Foucault elaborates the notion of
bio-power in a more detail, asserting that bio-power is “a new technology of power,
but this time it is not [just] disciplinary, … it does dovetail into [disciplinary],
integrate it, modify it to some extent” (Foucault, Society Must Be Defended 242). Not
only addressed to man-as-body, “the new non-disciplinary power” is also applied to
the living man, to “man-as-living-being”:
The new technology that is being established is addressed to a multiplicity
of men, not to the extent that they are nothing more than their individual
bodies, but to the extent that they form, on the contrary, a global mass that is
affected by overall processes characteristic of birth, death, production,
illness and so on. (Society Must Be Defended 242-43).
In other words, the society transforms gradually from the society of disciplinary to the
society of control on the basis of the development of bio-power. And the power of
normalization accounts for this development.
To apply notions of disciplinary and bio-power in the analysis of “Paul’s Case,”
it is apparent that Paul is the object of bio-power which intends to transform him into
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a subjugated subject. Metaphorically speaking, bodies are required to be portioned
into the smallest part and be well-trained. One example is when Paul is asked to make
a synopsis of a paragraph at the blackboard, his English teacher even steps to his side
and attempts to guide his hand. Bio-power is to discipline bodies in terms of a
micro-political perspective. In this case, Paul is required to use certain standardized
gestures while he is writing. So when Paul started back “with a shudder and thrust his
hands violently behind him,” his rejection turns out to be a sign of resistance the norm
and is thus abnormal. Compared to the “commonness” in his neighborhood, which
can be regarded as standardization, Paul’s deviation from the social norms distinguish
him from the domain of so-called normality. Yet the bio-power of normalization still
tries to hunt Paul down and attempts to turn him into a “docile body” which would
make a valid contribution to a normalizing society.
Perhaps we should then ask what links bio-power with a normalizing society.
“Paul’s Case” was published in 1905. From 1900 to 1910, the U.S. witnessed great
growth in business and industry, with noted tycoons making their fortunes, such as
Andrew Carnegie. In “Paul’s Case,” Carnegie Hall and the discussions of “iron kings”
on Cordelia Street on Sunday afternoons are references to the bloom of capitalism in
the U.S. Corresponding to his conceptions of capitalism and bio-power, Foucault
asserts that “[t]his bio-power [i]s without question an indispensable element in the
development of capitalism, the latter would not have been possible without the
controlled insertion of bodies into the machinery of production and the adjustment of
the phenomena of population to economic processes” (“Right of Death and Power
over Life” 140-41). The essential spirit of capitalism is to achieve more and more
efficiency and profit. Therefore,
[i]f the development of the great instruments of the state, as institutions of
power, ensured the maintenance of production relations, the rudiments of
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anatomo- and bio-politics, created … as techniques of power present at
every level of the social body and utilized by very diverse institutions (the
family and the army, schools and the police, individual medicine and the
administration of collective bodies), operated in the sphere of economic
processes, their development, and the forces working to sustain them.
(“Right of Death and Power over Life” 141)
Through these institutions, power can be exercised upon every individual body. And
the purpose to forge a docile as well as subjugated subject which “joins the analyzable
body to be subjected, used, transformed and improved” (Foucault, “Docile Bodies”
136). Hence the idea of capitalism has linked bio-power with the normalizing society.
And this combination would guarantee the sustainability of production. Cordelia
Street is exactly the manifestation of capitalism as well as normalization. On Cordelia
Street, every Sunday afternoon, neighbors would get together and discuss business
tycoon anecdotes and how they made and spent their fortunes. Stories concerning the
rise of a middle-class individual would be taught as examples for others to follow.
Today Paul’s father sat on the top step, talking to a young man who shifted a
restless baby from knee to knee. He happened to be the young man who was
daily held up to Paul as a model, and after whom it was his father’s dearest
hope that he would pattern. … He was clerk to one of the magnates of a
great steel corporation, and was looked upon in Cordelia Street as a young
man with a future. (Cather 250)
Paul is considered abnormal, in part, because of his rejection of this bourgeoisie
philosophy of hard work and gregariousness.
In order to forge a “docile body,” discipline operates through a combination of
“hierarchical observation” and “normalizing judgment” and combines them into a
central technique of disciplinary power (Foucault, “The Genealogy of the Modern
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Individual as Object” 156). Paul also detests the normalizing society which
corresponds to the rise of capitalism. According to Paul, Cordelia Street is
a highly respectable street, where all the houses were exactly alike, and
where business men of moderate means begot and reared large families of
children, all of whom went to Sabbath-school and learned the shorter
catechism, and were interested in arithmetic; all of whom were as exactly
alike as their homes, and of a piece with the monotony in which they lived.
(Cather 248)
Sameness and commonness bore Paul. What makes them unbearable to him is the
disciplinary power represented by his education institutes, the Sabbath school, and his
family. According to Foucault, the family is “indispensable to the functioning of
disciplinary systems because it is a cell of sovereignty, … [T]he family is in societies
of disciplinary systems” (Psychiatric Power 82). School and family have transformed
the discipline of the body into a 24-hour mechanism of surveillance, all working to
bend Paul to the social norm. These apparatuses normalization indicate the
suffocation of his life:
It is the family exercising its internal power or managing its economy, or,
even more, in its relations with the institutions adjoining or supporting it.
The individual to be corrected emerges in the play of relations of conflict
and support that exist between the family and the school, workshop, street,
quarter, parish, church, police, and so on. This, then, is the field in which
the individual to be corrected appears. (Foucault, Abnormal 57-58)
In the bourgeoisie community, Cordelia Street, family becomes a strong apparatus of
sovereignty in which power was exercised. In a society like Cordelia Street, family
has not been dissolved by discipline; rather, it is concentrated, limited, and intensified.
Therefore, Paul resists the power of normalization.
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Foucault asserts that “[w]here there is power, there is resistance” (“The
Deployment of Sexuality” 95). Paul is aware of the “gaze of power” and the force of
normalization. Along with “his shrug and his flippantly red carnation flower” (Cather
244), Paul’s smile plays a crucial role in highlighting his abnormality as perceived by
his teachers. Under his teachers’ gaze, Paul’s whole attitude is an affront to existing
norms. Responding to the power of others’ gaze, Paul keeps smiling: “Paul was
always smiling, … seeming to feel that people might be watching him and trying to
detect something” (Cather 244). Rather than aggressive reactions or behavior, Paul
chooses smiles to face the power that intends to force him into becoming a
“normalized” individual. At this point, his smile can be regarded as a force of
resistance to the power regime of discipline, namely the school in this case. To a
certain degree, Paul is conscious of the permeation of disciplinary power upon his
body. Yet he responds to the gaze with a counter-force, his smile as a camouflage to
the penetrating clinical eye: Paul feels that “people might be watching him and trying
to detect something” (Cather 244). The Principal, the teachers, his father, and the
whole community try very hard to subjugate him and make his behavior conform with
the societal norms. Paul thus puts on the mask of smile to confront with this power,
but power and resistance is not a binary confrontation. The relationship between
power and resistance actually is circular and floating. Rather than entering into
endless arguments, Paul chooses to be silent and smile. His smile confuses and
problematizes the perception of normalized behaviors. Paul’s smile cannot be
deciphered or perceived. To a certain extent, his smile as a way of resistance
undermines the “essentially demystifying” power of the clinical gaze. The only
explanation is that “[t]his conscious expression, since it was as far as possible from
boyish mirthfulness, was usually attributed to insolence or ‘smartness’” (Cather 244).
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When the Principal asks whether Paul should have a more courteous speech towards
teachers, Paul’s reaction gets even more subversive. He replies “I didn’t mean to be
polite or impolite, either. I guess it’s a sort of way I have of saying things regardless”
(Cather 244). He is “regardless” to the norm of inter-personal relationships or courtesy.
Yet when he is told that he can go, “he bow[s] gracefully and went out” (Cather 244).
Paul’s action at this point is unpredictable as well. How could he be rude and polite at
the same time? The accepted standards of being polite or impolite seems not to apply
toPaul. His behaviors are unpredictable and unexplainable. He is not doing great
damage to the community but he is on the verge of the boundary of norms. Paul’s
drawing master declared that “there was something about the boy which none of them
understood” (Cather 244). He added that “I don’t’ really believe that smile of his
comes altogether from insolence; … The boy is not strong, for one thing. I happen to
know that he was born in Colorado, only a few months before his mother died out
there of a long illness. There is something wrong about the fellow” (Cather 244-45,
emphasis added ).
“There is something wrong about the fellow.” Paul’s school teacher and his
father want to know what exactly is the wrongness that causes Paul’s nonconformity,
what is the hidden “truth” that is not unpacked yet? Under the ocular empire of the
medical gaze, Paul’s body has become a “tangible space of the body,” a site of opaque
mass in which “secrets, invisible lesions, and the very mystery of origins lie hidden”
(Foucault , “Seeing and Knowing” 122). Since the medical gaze would require a
“sensible truth”, there must be an explanation or analysis to satisfy “its norm and
epistemological structure” (Foucault, “Seeing and Knowing” 122). According to his
drawing master, the true cause of Paul’s abnormality probably lies in the fact that Paul
is a “motherless lad.” Since the nineteenth century, the judgment of normality
transfers many regulatory functions partly or completely to the family and in
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particular, to the mother of the family (Danaher 75-76). Accordingly, endowed with
this responsibility, mothers become the surrogate agents to ensure the production of
normalized children in the society. In a way, as a motherless child, Paul’s abnormality
seems to be understandable to his drawing master. These ratiocinations of Paul’s
abnormality are given in the name of epistemological truth. Yet, one should consider
the discursive formation of Paul’s abnormality – who is endowed with a justified
position to declare that Paul is abnormal?
For Paul’s neighborhood, no matter what caused him to become an abnormal
individual, for the society’s good the boy needs to be corrected and normalized. In
Foucault’s genealogy of abnormality, Paul is called the “individual to be corrected”
(Abnormal 57). According to Foucault,
because the individual to be corrected is a very frequent phenomenon,
because he is very close to the rule, it is always very difficult to define him.
There is a kind of familiar, everyday obviousness that renders him
immediately recognizable; but he is so familiar that we do not have any
definite evidence that an individual is this character. Consequently, being
unable to provide any proof, we can never really demonstrate that an
individual is incorrigible. He verges precisely on undecidability. (Abnormal
58)
According to his school teachers and his father, Paul’s indifference to the social norms
simply represents that he is an “incorrigible” individual who needs to be re-educated
and made to a normal one. Paul’s struggles with the power of normalization lead him
to his flights.

Freedom in Heterotopias: Hiatus inside the Power Network
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The discussion of space here would lead to the analysis of the power
relationships between Paul and society. As Foucault mentioned in an interview,
“Space is fundamental in any form of communal life; space is fundamental in any
exercise of power” (“Space, Knowledge, and Power” 361). Space and architecture
play an important role in Foucault’s discussions of technologies of power. He asserts
that “[a] whole history remains to be written of spaces – which would at the same
time be the history of powers” (“The Eye of Power” 149). Yet space should not be
perceived as a “void” wherein individuals and things are placed. According to Edward
Soja, the conception of space is “a creative recombination and extension that builds
on a firstspace perspective that is focused on the ‘real’ material world and a
secondspace perspective that interprets this reality through ‘imagined’ representations
of spatiality. A thirdspace, therefore, is an investigation into a multiplicity of
‘real-and-imagined places” (6). What at issue concerning space is the idea of the
thirdspace. This “real-and-imagined place” corresponds to Foucault’s notions of space.
In his essay “Of Other Spaces,” Foucault states that “we live inside a set of relations
that delineates sites which are irreducible to one another and absolutely not
superimposable on one another” (23). Through the arrangement of space, the power
network can articulate itself. Foucault’s contentions of “heterotopia” as a non-place
and undefined space serves as a substantial outlook in the analysis of Paul’s
technologies of resistance.
Before Paul is bound for New York City, he has his own way of coping with the
difficulties in his life – to be an usher in Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Hall. The concert hall
symbolizes an exit for Paul. Living up to the commonness of Cordelia Street, a
perfectly respectable part of town, would be suffocating to Paul, and he only lives for
his weekends at Carnegie Hall as an usher, the only way he can escape from the
conformity of his neighborhood. The Carnegie Hall represents a “heterotopia,” a
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hiatus from which Paul’s freedom from and resistance against the normalization of
bourgeoisie ideology highlighted by Cordelia Street can be guaranteed.
According to Foucault, “heterotopias” are real places “that do exist and that are
formed in the very founding of society – which are something like counter-sites, …
all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously
represented, contested, and inverted. Places of this kind are outside of all places, even
though it may be possible to indicate their location in reality” (Foucault, “Of Other
Spaces” 24).
In other words, Foucault’s heterotopias represent places for “otherness;” places
offering multiple possibilities within which a spatialized “otherness” can flourish
(Harvey 6). To a certain degree, Paul’s uniqueness and attitude to social norms
alienate him from his neighborhood. Paul’s sense of displacement, his lack of sense of
belonging to the society, has driven himself to a heterogeneous space wherein
“otherness” dwells. It is only at the theater and Carnegie Hall that Paul really lives;
the rest of his life is but a sleep and a forgetting: “This was Paul’s fairy tale, and it had
for him all the allurement of a secret love. The moment he inhaled the gassy, painty,
dusty odor behind the scenes, he breathed like a prisoner set free, and felt within him
the possibility of doing or saying splendid, brilliant, poetic things” (Cather 251). Yet
readers should be aware that Paul does not project his own desires in the heterotopia.
His longing for staying in the concert hall and theater is not an implication that he
wants to be an actor or artist on stage. What he urges for is simply to be there in the
concert hall. Only in the concert hall can Paul “[feel] a sudden zest of life” and let go
“some hilarious and potent spirit within him” (Cather 246).
Bearing in his mind the awareness of his unsuitability for Cordelia Street, Paul
simply reconstructs “the world in his image of it, and then he tries to inhabit the
world he conceives” (Arnold 181 emphasis added). From inside out, Paul’s excessive
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feeling towards music and art is not an artist’s genuine passions for art: “He had no
desire to become an actor, any more than he had to become a musician. He felt no
necessity to do any of these things; what he wanted was to see, to be in the
atmosphere, float on the wave of it, to be carried out, blue league after blue league,
away from everything” (Cather 252). He finds his only pleasure as an usher in the
theater, and does not intend to be one of the artists performing there. In a sense, he
tries to live his life in this fantastic heterogeneous space rather than in the realistic
Cordelia Street.
Paul’s fleeing to the concert hall could be interpreted as a resistance to the
“interpellation” of social norms in his society. Cordelia Street symbolizes a site where
Paul is forced to conform to the invisible as well as pervasive power of normalization.
No matter how much he hates gathering on front steps with his neighbors, as is a local
custom, Paul is pinned down to a certain image and identity that requires him to
satisfy the expectations of his family and community. While at Carnegie Hall, as an
usher, it seems that Paul is also playing some other roles in his life. According to
Foucault’s notions of heteropology, theater and cinema are “the heterotopia [which] is
capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several sites that are in
themselves incompatible. Thus it is that the theater brings onto the rectangle of the
stage, one after the other, a whole series of places that are foreign to one another”
(“Of Other Spaces” 25). In this verisimilitude world of performance, every identity is
in disguise. For their moments on stage, performers are endowed with the privilege to
experience and live some glittering character’s life:
The soloist chanced to be a German woman, by no means in her first youth,
and the mother of many children; but she wore an elaborate gown and a
tiara, and above all she had that indefinable air of achievement, that
world-shine upon her, which, in Paul’s eyes, made her a veritable queen of
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Romance. (Cather 246)
In the theater, everyone and everything seems to be “real-and-imagined.” The blurring
and transgression of the boundaries between reality and fiction are exactly the essence
of heterotopias. The politics of recognition/identity has lost its function and power of
interpellation. In this heterogeneous space, no one cares who Paul is or what social
responsibilities he should have. The name “Paul” does not refer to any forced identity
or responsibility. Without the subjectivity subjugated by a name, Paul, he refuses to
respond to the “interpellation” of his society. In this regard, he is an individual who is
out of reach of power network represented by Cordelia Street and guaranteed a certain
degree of freedom.
Paul’s flight to New York City after he is forbidden to enter Carnegie Hall also
echoes this pattern of technologies of resistance. In an interview, Foucault once
asserted that if at “the heart of power relations as a permanent condition of their
existence there is an insubordination and a certain essential obstinacy on the part of
the principles of freedom, then there is no relationship of power without the means of
escape or possible flight” (“Subject and Power” 225 emphasis added). Paradoxically,
the only way to maintain the power network depends on Paul’s ceaseless resistance of
escape and flight, and his strategy of resisting power is flight into the heterotopias. In
other words, power and resistance are considered two sides of the same coin, and it is
the balance of power and resistance that forms life.
Here New York City symbolically serves as another heterotopia marking Paul’s
resistance and freedom. As soon as he arrives in New York City with his stolen money,
Paul spends a lot of time and money improving his physical appearance. He then
registers in the Waldorf Hotel with a fake name and a fake story: he lies to the counter
that he is the descendent of some wealthy family. He begins to live the high life he has
dreamed about for such a long time: “He doubted the reality of his past. Had he ever
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known a place called Cordelia Street, … Cordelia Street – Ah! that belonged to
another time and country; had he not always been thus, had he not sat here night after
night, from as far back as he could remember” (Cather 256-57). Just as he could find
his peaceful mind in Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Hall, so Paul now also feels contented. Just
as he has no intention to be an artist in Carnegie Hall, neither does he have any
“especial desire to meet or to know any of these people” (Cather 257) in the Waldorf
Hotel. At this moment, he is no longer the abnormal Paul in Pittsburgh. Given a fake
name and respectable family history he is living someone else’s life. His past story
and identity as Paul in Cordelia Street are of no importance. Again, the
“interpellation” of his identity as Paul in Cordelia Street cannot capture him. New
York City has become another heterogeneous space that gives him freedom.
Yet this freedom is again and again in jeopardy due to his excessive behaviors. At
the very heart of the power relationship, and consequently provoking it, are the
“recalcitrance of the will and the intransigence of freedom” (“Subject and Power”
221-22). Freedom as resistance to power must appear as the condition for the exercise
of power, since freedom must exist for power to be exerted (“Subject and Power”
221). In a sense, Paul’s technologies of resistance for freedom can be identified as
well as his technologies of the self. In light of Foucauldian technologies of the self,
Paul’s practices of flight to heterogeneous spaces represent his strategy of resistance.
To borrow the idea from Foucault’s discussion of “aesthetics of existence” in his “On
the Genealogy of Ethics,” it is the “excess” of behaviors that lead to the destruction of
the self (235). The core issue lies not in deviancy, but in excess or moderation. If Paul
could maintain the balance between his life in reality and his experience in Carnegie
Hall, the status quo would be unchanged.
To a certain extent, Paul could have his freedom by “dividing practices”
(“Subject and Power” 208). In a sense, Paul could enter the power network by
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accepting certain social norms and then become the resistant subject defying the
power by dividing himself from other people who abide by those social norms. The
equilibrium of power and resistance would have been maintained. Yet Paul’s
challenging attitude and behavior become excessive: “Matters went steadily worse
with Paul at school. In the itch to let his instructors know how heartily he despised
them and their homilies, and how thoroughly he was appreciated elsewhere, he
mentioned once or twice that had no time to fool with theorems” (Cather 252). Excess
and hubris endanger Paul’s “aesthetics of existence.” He has more problems with his
school days and his job in the concert hall is blamed for his worse manners.
Eventually, the manager at Carnegie Hall is told to get another usher and the theater
won’t allow Paul to enter. Hereafter, Paul’s heterotopia is forever barred to him.
According to Foucault, technologies of the self “permit individuals to effect by
their own means or with the help of others a certain number of operations on their
own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to transform
themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection,
or immortality” (“Technologies of the self” 225). Paul’s excessive behavior and theft
gradually relieve Paul his pleasure of existence.

Conclusion
I would argue that Paul’s abnormality, as defined by habitants on Cordelia Street,
is discursively formed to serve the interest of bourgeois social norms. The whole story
could be considered as Paul’s resistance to the normalization of bio-power that seeks
to maintain a society of control. Paul’s most effective technology of resistance is to
put himself in the concert hall or theater which symbolize heterotopias – spatial hiatus
that grant him some degree of freedom within the suffocated power network. Yet
Paul’s excessive behaviors highlight him as a prominent figure that requires
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normalization. Therefore those in power deal with the assault severely and shut his
heterotopias. Yet it is difficult to draw conclusions from Paul’s final act – ending his
life by jumping in front of a train. It is even paradoxical to define whether his suicide
is an act of resistance or not. Though “death is power’s limit, the moment that escapes
it; death becomes the most secret aspect of existence, the most ‘private’” (“Right of
Death and Power over Life” 138), the disappearance of physical body as a site for
exercise of power doesn’t maintain the “agonistic” relationship between power and
resistance. The relationship between power and resistance is “at the same time
reciprocal incitation and struggle” (“Subject and Power” 222). Once the body
disappears, the power would vaporize as well. In death, an unknown arena to
epistemology, neither the discourse of power nor resistance could last.
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Abstract
This paper describes the ongoing development and validation of the Foreign Language Competence Scale
(FLCS), an instrument to assess the foreign language competence for those who intend to cross cultural
borders either as corporate expatriates or as international students. This measure is part of the
Intercultural Communication Competence Inventory (ICCI), a comprehensive instrument to evaluate
intercultural communication competence developed by Kupka & Everett (2006). The web-based FLCS
quantitatively assesses knowledge, skills, motivation, appropriateness, and effectiveness for the languages
in which participants indicate they have a certain level of proficiency, in a self- and peer-evaluation, testretest format. The results of the validation and reliability study of the FLCS are presented here. Data from
656 university students in New Zealand and the USA were collected. The FLCS is characterized by a very
stable factor structure with mostly very high factor loadings along with high reliability, KMO, explained
variance scores, and no social desirability biases. Furthermore, solid test-retest correlations were found.
Peer-evaluations of foreign language competence are slightly higher than self-evaluations. The FLCS was
created to enable organizations to tailor foreign language training to the specific needs of individuals
aspiring to cross cultural borders. Potential utilization channels for the FLCS are discussed.
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Today, the “global village” (McLuhan, 1989) is reality. Increasing international trade (Maddison, 2001) and
transnational mergers, acquisitions, expansions and joint ventures (Gabel & Bruner, 2003) have transformed
societies across the globe. This new economic landscape demands human resources, who face the challenge
to interact with partners, suppliers, customers, and competitors from other parts of the world on a consistent
basis, to be cognitively, behaviorally, and attitudinally mobile and flexible. Frequently, these interactions
are intercultural in nature. In order to be perceived as competent, accommodating, and friendly, these
intercultural interactions repeatedly require the use of one or more foreign language(s). It is, therefore,
necessary that individuals who are involved in intercultural communicative exchanges acquire a certain
level of foreign language competence in order to fulfill their assignments.
Masgoret (2006) argues that foreign language competence is one of the most important descriptors of
individuals communicating across cultural and linguistic borders. Modern concepts of communication
portray the process as the interactive/transactional, purposeful, and interdependent exchange of verbal
and/or non-verbal symbols (Canary, Cody, & Manusov, 2003). Martin (1993) argues that one major element
of competent communication is the skill to en- and decode linguistic and non-verbal symbols appropriately
and effectively. Matveev and Mol et al. (2005), Nelson (2004), and Thomas and Hagemann (1996) reiterate
the importance of foreign language competence for the success of multi-cultural teams. Giles (1977) detects
a positive association between intercultural communication competence and host language fluency.
In much of the management literature, however, foreign language competence has been associated primarily
with either skills or knowledge (Chen, 1989; Gertsen, 1990; Gudykunst, 1992; Hammer, et al., 1996;
Littlejohn & Jabusch, 1982; Triandis, 1983). In contrast to this notion, we partially agree with Canale and
Swain (1980) and extend their concept by taking an interdisciplinary approach, conceptualizing foreign
language competence according to Spitzberg’s (2000) five-factor model of intercultural communication
competence: Knowledge, skills, motivation, appropriateness, and effectiveness. Only the effective and
contextually appropriate interplay of knowledge (grammar, vocabulary), skills (pronunciation, fluency), and
motivation to use the knowledge and skills effectively and contextually appropriately facilitates an
impression of competence. These five components of foreign language competence are introduced in the
following paragraphs.
The first component of foreign language competence is knowledge, which is defined as “the capacity to
conceptualize and articulate variables, dimensions, and issues that need to be taken into account to explain
or predict effective functioning in a particular situation” (Ruben, 1976, p. 336). Knowledge is required to
understand and interpret speech acts contextually appropriately (Le Pair, 1996). Canale and Swain (1980)
identify that knowledge of linguistic codes, i.e., grammar, and vocabulary are part of foreign language
competence. Knowledge alone, however, is insufficient as a condition of competence. Knowledge must be
behaviorally applied in the form of skills.
Ruben (1976) defines the second component of communication competence, skills, as the repeatable and
goal-oriented “capacity to display behaviors that are defined as appropriate and functional by others” (p.
336). The importance of foreign language skills is highlighted by Masgoret (2006) who points out that
“language skills are relevant to the performance of daily tasks and are important in establishing
interpersonal relationships in a foreign country as they affect the quality and quantity of intercultural
interactions” (p. 312). Foreign language skills have been positively associated with various forms of
adaptation to the foreign culture (Gullahorn & Gullahorn, 1966; Ward & Kennedy, 1993). This relationship
between foreign language skills and intercultural adaptation has been suggested to be reciprocal (Clément et
al, 2001), i.e., as foreign language skills increase intercultural adaptation improves, which in turn facilitates
further improvements of foreign language skills as a consequence. These improved foreign language skills
encourage cultural visitors to engage in more interactions with native speakers and build social networks,
which in turn decreases the levels of anxiety and increases self-efficacy (Ward, 2004), potentially leading to
enhanced motivation.
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Motivation, being the third component in Spitzberg’s (2000) competence model, has been defined as “the
set of feelings, intentions, needs, and drives associated with the anticipation of or actual engagement in
intercultural communication” (Wiseman, 2002, p. 211). Research by Masgoret and Gardner (2003) has
demonstrated the dominance of motivation in second language proficiency. The motivation to use foreign
languages is primarily influenced by two components identified by Mills et al. (2006): Self-efficacy and
anxiety. Self-efficacy, originating in Bandura’s (1986) social cognitive theory, is defined as the personal
beliefs of individuals in their capabilities. High levels of self-efficacy have been found to predict greater
academic achievements and persistence (Bandura & Schunk, 1981). In contrast, high levels of anxiety,
defined as “a state of anticipatory apprehension over possible deleterious happenings” (Bandura, 1997, p.
137), have been identified as a contributor to foreign language use apprehension (Price, 1991). Bandura’s
social cognitive theory suggests that self-efficacy and anxiety have a negatively reciprocal relationship, i.e.,
as self-efficacy increases anxiety decreases. Bailey et al. (2000) have demonstrated this relationship. As a
result of high levels of self-efficacy and low levels of anxiety, individuals develop linguistic selfconfidence. Long (1986) and Clément and Bourhis (1996) propose that an increase in receptive skills can
result in higher levels of linguistic self-confidence, which is defined as the belief in one’s ability to use
foreign languages appropriately and effectively.
Appropriateness, which is the fourth element of communication competence, is similar to what Canale and
Swain (1980) term sociolinguistic competence. Spitzberg (2000) defines appropriateness as “valued rules,
norms, and expectancies of the relationship” that “are not violated significantly” (p. 380). Le Pair (1996)
argues that senders, as one part of the relationship, need to formulate messages using appropriate
vocabulary and conversational styles. Receivers of these messages, as the other part of the relationship, need
to interpret them appropriately by drawing on their knowledge of the foreign language and their motivation
to make the effort to understand and interpret the messages. Furthermore, receivers also need to take the
socio-cultural context into account, which determines the meaning of the speech act (Blum-Kulka, 1989).
Bialystok (1993) specifies that “selecting the appropriate form requires an assessment of contextual and
social factors. Thus the mapping is not between form and meaning – the usual problem in semantics – but
between form and social context, with meaning held constant across intentions within a socially defined
situation” (p. 51). Appropriateness might save the face of senders and receivers; it might, however, be an
insufficient condition to achieve the goal of the communicative act, i.e., being effective.
Effectiveness, or the “accomplishment of valued goals or rewards relative to costs and alternatives”
(Spitzberg, 2000, p. 380), is the fifth part of foreign language competence. Canale and Swain (1980) use the
term strategic competence to describe this component of competence. Foreign language effectiveness
requires the use of accurate and specific utterances so that senders achieve the goals that are either set or
evolving. Knowledge of effective vocabulary and grammatical structures to formulate such messages, skills
to convey them fluently and correctly pronounced, and motivation to use these utterances in the appropriate
context and way are essential components to construct messages that are effective, i.e., reach the objectives
of the senders and receivers co-dependently.
The interdependence of appropriateness and effectiveness extends to include knowledge, skills, and
motivation (Spitzberg, 2000), forming the concept of foreign language competence. Wiseman (2002) and Le
Pair (1996) argue that competence is a function of social evaluation and, therefore, needs to be investigated
through both self- and peer-evaluations. Mills et al. (2006) suggest that individuals’ “self-perceptions of
their abilities to process and control this oral and written input may provide valuable information to
language instructors” (p. 277).
It is the purpose of this investigation to assist language instructors in the diagnosis and prediction of foreign
language strengths and weaknesses of individuals who intend to engage in intercultural communication. For
this purpose the Foreign Language Competence Scale (FLCS) was developed as a short and viable tool for
the practitioner. This research project investigates the psychometric properties of this measure of foreign
language competence.
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METHOD
Achievement tests assess the understanding of material that individuals have been taught (Liskin-Gasparro,
1984). In contrast, proficiency assessments measure competence, e.g., foreign language competence.
Therefore, none of the complex and comprehensive existing tools were deemed practical, i.e., quick and
with as little survey burden as possible, for the appraisal of an individual’s foreign language competence in
situations where several other components, such as intercultural communication competence, need to be
tested. To the knowledge of the authors, however, no other practical foreign language assessment tool exists
that has a sound theoretical foundation, which characterizes the FLCS. The FLCS was developed and tested
in several studies, which are described in the following sections.
Samples
Students from three universities in New Zealand and one university in the USA participated in this study,
which was conducted in a test-retest format with a time gap of approximately three months in between
administrations. The study consists of four samples: 1. test self-evaluations (N = 656), 2. retest selfevaluations (N = 549), 3. test peer-evaluations (N = 565), and 4. retest peer-evaluations (N = 490). Both self
test-retest (N = 468) and peer test-retest (N = 396) samples were created. On average, the four samples had a
gender distribution of 60% females and 40% males among participants.
Measures
The web-based FLCS consists of five items, which the first two authors of this article developed based on
the five components of the foreign language competence concept. The FLCS is part of another instrument,
the Intercultural Communication Competence Inventory™ (ICCI), which was created by the first two
authors and consists of ten dimensions, including knowledge, skills, motivation, appropriateness, and
effectiveness. Initially, the items of the FLCS were dispersed over these five dimensions. Eventually, after
these items proved to be disruptive in the factor structures of these five dimensions, the FLCS was created
as a unified scale. The scoring of the FLCS ranges between 0 – 5, with zero being no competence and five
as the highest level of foreign language competence.
The second measure used only in the study tests (not the retests) is the adjusted ten-item 2004 Oral
Proficiency Rating Scale (OPRS) for Language Training created by the Canadian Department of Foreign
Affairs, which resembles similar scales, such as the 2001 Oral Assessment Criteria Grid by the Council of
Europe and the 1999 ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines C Speaking by the American Council on the Teaching
of Foreign Languages. The advantage of the Canadian version of these proficiency scales is its relative
simplicity and practicality, which was a main criterion for this investigation. The OPRS scores range
between 0 – 10, with zero indicating no proficiency at all and ten designated as an educated native speaker.
In order to detect social desirability biases, a third measure was implemented. An adjusted, eight-item
version of Crowne and Marlowe’s (1964) Social Desirability Scale (SDS) was administered along with the
FLCS and the Oral Proficiency Rating Scale (OPRS). The SDS scoring ranges between 0-8, i.e., zero
meaning no social desirability bias and eight following the social desirability motive completely.
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RESULTS
Statistics
Age
Min-Max
FLCS Item 1
FLCS Item 2
FLCS Item 3
FLCS Item 4
FLCS Item 5
FLCS Total
KMO
Total Variance Explained
Number of Factors
Range of Factor Loadings (Principle
Component Analysis with Varimax Rotation
Cronbach α
Range of Inter-Item Correlations
OPRS
Correlation FLCS - OPRS
SDS
Correlation FLCS – SDS
Correlation OPRS – SDS
Test vs. ReTest Difference FLCS
Test – ReTest Correlations

Self Test
Mean
SD
22.03
4.09
18-55
2.75
1.81
2.61
1.79
3.30
1.48
3.44
1.36
3.23
1.45
3.03
1.41
.82
75.7%
1
.78-.94

Self ReTest
Mean
SD
22.13
3.89
18-49
3.03
1.65
2.91
1.67
3.61
1.32
3.53
1.27
3.44
1.29
3.27
1.29
.82
78.0%
1
.80-.94

.92
.93
.60-.94
.64-.93
5.95
3.73
n/a
.54
n/a
(at the .01 Level)
3.03
1.41
2.74
1.91
-.00 (ns)
-.01 (ns)
.032 (ns)
n/a
t(468) = -2.61, p<.01
.42 (at the .01 Level)

Peer Test
Mean
SD
22.00
3.92
18-48
3.39
1.61
3.31
1.63
3.61
1.34
3.69
1.21
3.63
1.28
3.50
1.30
.86
82.6%
1
.86-.95

Peer ReTest
Mean
SD
22.01
3.85
18-49
3.41
1.47
3.35
1.49
3.61
1.26
3.73
1.14
3.65
1.19
3.52
1.21
.85
82.6%
1
.87-.94

.95
.95
.72-.93
.72-.91
7.01
3.48
n/a
.71
n/a
(at the .01 Level)
2.95
1.91
2.83
1.97
-.05 (ns)
-.012 (ns)
-.07 (ns)
n/a
T(395) = -.111, p>.05
.59 (at the .01 Level)

DISCUSSION
The results of this study indicate that the Foreign Language Competence Scale is a stable and reliable
instrument that enhances the needs assessment for foreign language training in a practical and quick way.
The FLCS provides practitioners with valuable feedback about strengths and weaknesses of individuals who
learn foreign languages. Furthermore, the FLCS is able to detect changes during the language competence
development process. Therefore, the FLCS can also assist in training effectiveness evaluations. The results
of the FLCS are particularly valuable since the FLCS is free of a social desirability bias.
The FLCS can be used to prepare individuals for short-term and long-term international expeditions and
missions, such as students and expatriates and their families. The test-retest format of the FLCS allows
practitioners to gain insight into the foreign language knowledge, skills, and motivation to use the
knowledge and skills appropriately and effectively. The incorporation of peers, particularly peers who are
native speakers, enhances the analytical and predictive capabilities of practitioners. Additionally, the FLCS
could also serve academic language instructors to assess new course participants or students transfering
from other universities and schools in a non-threatening way to facilitate their integration into the new
learning environment.
As other research has noted (Longenecker et al., 1987) the motives for peer-evaluations to remain stable at
higher levels than self-evaluations, which improved for the FLCS and the OPRS, indicate different criteria
for the evaluation of competence between peers and those who are (self-)evaluated. This is an area of
further investigation. The potential impact of gender as a confounding variable on self- and peer-evaluations
needs to be examined. A clean match between learners and native speakers as well as the inclusion of
trainers and potentially supervisors besides peers could provide more insight into the analytical and
predictive qualities of the FLCS. None of the courses the students took were designated foreign language
acquisition courses. The administration of the FLCS in such learning environments could enhance the
analysis of the capabilities of the FLCS.
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Lighting Designs That Appear to Alter
Alzheimer’s Behaviors and Blood Chemistry
ABSTRACT
Research Objective
The research objective for this pilot study was to test methodologies for
determining if specific wavelengths of ambient light in an experimental environment
can affect behaviors common to those with Alzheimer’s disease and affect changes
in the participants’ blood chemistry.

Further, if they do have an effect, 1) determine which colors of ambient light have
specific effects on particular behaviors and changes in blood chemistry; and 2)
determine if there is a correspondence between changes in behaviors and changes in
blood chemistry.
Methodology
Research participants were individually exposed to four different wavelengths of
electric light and white light in a windowless environment for a period of three
hours for each of the five different light exposures.

2
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Participants were videotaped for the entirety of the five three-hour sessions in order
to assess behaviors by systematic behavior observation protocols. Blood samples
were drawn from participants before entering the experimental environment, at
mid-way through the session, and at the end of each three-hour session before
leaving the experimental environment. Radiological plasma assays were then
performed to determine any changes in blood chemistry. Findings regarding the
Alzheimer’s participants are the focus of this paper.
Findings and Implications
Methodologies were found to be effective for addressing the research questions.
Slight modifications for improving the methodologies were discovered and are
discussed in the paper and conference presentation. Findings from the systematic
behavior observations and the radiological plasma assays tend to corroborate each
other. Greater validation of research findings may be achieved by employing both
behavioral and physiological research methodologies.

Application to Design of the Built Environment
If findings from this study are supported by larger, longer-term studies, then
designers should gain confidence in prescribing specific wavelengths of light to illicit
particular human responses in the built environment.
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Topic: Architecture
Presentation Format: Research Paper
PAPER

Lighting Designs for the Built Environment That Appear to Alter
Alzheimer’s Behaviors and Blood Chemistry
PURPOSE:
The primary purpose of this pilot study was to test methodologies for
determining if specific wavelengths of ambient light in an experimental environment
can affect behaviors common to those with Alzheimer’s disease and affect changes
in the participants’ blood chemistry. If the methodologies do work, then determine
which specific wavelengths (colors) of ambient light have effects on 1) behaviors and
on 2) blood chemistry; determine 3) what those particular effects are; and
determine if there is a correspondence between changes in behaviors and changes in
blood chemistry.

BACKGROUND AND THEORY:
Neuroscientists and environmental behaviorists now know that the built
environment can affect, not only behaviors, but the structural organization and
physiological actions of the brain as attested to by all references cited . Recent
acknowledgement of the significance of such effects is giving rise to promising new
research ventures joining neuroscientists and researchers/designers of the built
environment. Such ventures hold the promise of 1) providing greater
understanding of just how dramatically the built environment can, and does, affect
human physiology and behavior, and 2) of providing applicable new design tools for
creating environments that help people achieve their full potential and that can, as
4
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needed, be therapeutic. Examples of such joint research ventures are the work of
this author from the School of Architecture with colleagues in the School of
Medicine and School of Allied Health at Southern Illinois University – Carbondale
(LaGarce, Debeljuk, Smaga, 2005; LaGarce, Falvo, Smaga, 2000, 1999), and the
Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture sponsored by the University of
California – San Diego, The Neurosciences Institute in La Jolla and the San Diego
Architectural Foundation (Armusch, 2003). It is quite possible that such joint
research ventures could form a whole new discipline.
The research hypothesis is: specific ambient wavelengths of light (440nm
blue, 500nm green, 580 nm yellow, 680 nm red)

and white light have different effects on behaviors of the Alzheimer’s type and on
blood chemistry of the research participants.
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The design issue is: if blood chemistry, hence, behaviors of the Alzheimer’s type are
increased or intensified by specific wavelengths of ambient light, then those specific
wavelengths of light could be eliminated from the ambient light in environments for
those with probable Alzheimer’s disease. Conversely if specific wavelengths of light
are found to decrease negative behaviors common to the disease, then therapeutic
application of those specific colors of ambient light could be prescribed to help
relieve those negative behaviors.
Lighting is known to affect hormonal and metabolic balance (Ancoli-Israel,
et al., 2003; Brainard, 1994; Fellman, 1985; Figueiro, et al., 2002; Figueiro, et al.,
2003; Klein, 1986; McColl and Veitch, 2001; Rea, et al., 2002, 2002, 2001; Reiter,
1986; Reiter and Karasek, 1986; Stevens and Rea, 2001; Veitch and McColl, 2001;
Wurtman, et al., 1985). The photobiological impact of light on the human body is
dependent on wavelengths from the electromagnetic spectrum both visible and
invisible, striking the retina of the eye (Bertolucci and Foa, 2004; Brainard, et al.,
2001; Figueiro, et al., 2003; Provencio, et al., 2000).

This, in turn influences the production of several neurotransmitters in the brain
that are believed to affect the entire nervous system (Waxler, et al., 1992; Rea, et al.,
2002; Thapan, et al., 2001; Hut, et al., 2002; Wright and Lack, 2002), have
neuroprotective effects (Savaskan, et al., 2002), behavioral consequences (Reiter,
1990), affect mood disorders in adults, adolescents, and children (Wetterberg, et al.,
1990; Shafii, et al., 1990; Mayeda, et al., 1990; James, 1990), and affect agitated
behaviors in dementia patients (LaGarce, 2004; LaGarce, 2002; Lyketsos et al.,
1999).
6
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Serotonin

Dopamine

Norepinephrine

This production process can be greatly influenced by the frequency, duration, and
intensity of environmental light (Feierman, 1982; Reiter, 1990; McIntyre, 1990;
Wetterberg, 1997). Manipulation of environmental lighting then becomes a distinct
possibility for stimulating increased or decreased production of neurotransmitters
in the brain that in turn stimulate the production of enzymes and hormones that
affect human behaviors and psychological feelings (Sorensen and Brunnstrom,
1995; Rubin, 1997; Schulmeister, 2002).
Very recently, significant seminal discoveries have been made that make
direct linkages from environmental light entering the eye to particular brain
functions: 1) a novel photopigment receptor in the human eye (that acts
independently from photoreceptors for vision) has been identified that is directly
responsible for reacting to light and influencing the biological effects of light
(Brainard, 2001);

2) direct monitoring of the levels of three brain neurotransmitters that affect human
behaviors has been made while durations and types of light exposure were changed
(Baker Heart research Institute: Neurological Research Team, 2002); and 3) laser
scans of the eyes have thus far been 100 % accurate as an early detector for
Alzheimer’s disease in mice. This is proof-of-concept evidence for early detection in
7
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humans (Goldstein, 2006). These discoveries are having an immediate impact on
further research for the therapeutic use of light, and have further validated the
hypotheses and methodologies of this researcher which began in 1995 (Falvo,
LaGarce, Smaga, 1997).

METHODOLOGY:
The research project was approved by the Human Subjects Committee of the
University. Eight research participants were individually exposed to four different
wavelengths of electric light and white light in a windowless environment for a
period of three hours for each of the five different light exposures. Participants
were screened as normal healthy subjects with no extraordinary eye, vision or
colorblindness conditions. Alzheimer’s participants either had a physician’s
diagnosis of probable Alzheimer’s disease or were given standard screening protocol
for determining probable Alzheimer’s disease. The ADHD participant had a
physician’s diagnosis of ADHD and the non-ADHD participant was screened by a
clinical psychologist as not having ADHD. Alzheimer’s behaviors to be observed
were determined by standard Alzheimer’s protocol markers and behaviors
identified by family caregivers. Findings regarding the Alzheimer’s participants are
the focus of this paper.
All participants were videotaped for the entirety of the five three-hour
sessions in order to assess behaviors by systematic behavior observation protocols
performed by trained observers. Blood samples were drawn from all participants
before entering the experimental environment, at mid-way during the three-hour
session, and at the end of each three-hour session. Radiological plasma assays were
then performed to determine the presence of particular enzymes/hormones/or
neurotransmitters known to affect human behaviors.

FINDINGS and IMPLICATIONS:
Methodologies for this pilot study were found to be effective for determining
if specific wavelengths of ambient light in an experimental environmental can affect
8
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behaviors common to those with Alzheimer’s disease and affect changes in
Alzheimer’s participants’ blood chemistry. Slight modifications for improving the
methodologies were discovered.
Additionally, systematic behavior observations (SBO) of Alzheimer’s
behaviors found that:
1) light wavelengths at 440nm (blue) produced the most passive behaviors;
2) light at 680nm (red) produced intensely disruptive and negative behaviors;
3) white light (91 CRI and 5550 K) produced the most positive behaviors; ported a
4) light at 580nm (yellow) produced a high percentage of negative behaviors second
only to red; and
5) light at 500nm (green) produced moderately positive behaviors.
Percentage of change in plasma chemistry from Alzheimer’s samples found:
1) the greatest change to be after the prescribed exposure to 680nm;
2) the second greatest change to be white light;
3) the least change after the prescribed exposure to 500nm;
4) findings from the systematic behavior observations and the radiological plasma
assays tend to corroborate each other; and
5) greater validation of research findings may be achieved by employing both
behavioral and physiological research methodologies.
Implications include:
1) white light may be the best ambient light in environments for those with
Alzheimer’s disease;
2) blue light may be selectively added to induce calmness;
3) blue light may have therapeutic application in environments for those with
Alzheimer’s disease;
4) red light may need to be eliminated from Alzheimer’s environments;
5) yellow light may need to be avoided in Alzheimer’s environments;
6) a greater variety of specific wavelengths of light should be studied under the
9
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methodology;
7) larger scale studies with many more participants are required to validate the
findings; and
8) if findings from this study are supported by larger studies, then designers should
gain confidence in prescribing specific wavelengths of light to illicit particular
human responses in the built environment.
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Topic: Architecture
Presentation Format: Report of Work in Progress
“MW Boo”
Midwest Bamboo Environmental Cash Cow for Building Structures,
Finish Materials & (oh, yes) Harmony
ABSTRACT
Purpose: Demonstrate the suitability of particular bamboo species grown,
harvested and processed in southern Illinois, USA as profitable cash crops for
application by the architectural and interior design professions in the building
industries.
This report presents the methodology for demonstrating:
. the viability of processed bamboo species grown in southern
Illinois, USA as
1)

structural building components meeting International
Building Code structure criteria (trusses, columns,
beams, studs, laminated panels);

2)

reinforcement members for fly ash concrete – fly ash is a
by-product of coal indigenous to the region;

3)

finish materials for interior and exterior building use;
and

4)

instigation for the creation of interior and exterior
harmonious environments;

. the contribution of MW Boo to the economy base of this
economically deprived region;
2
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. the seismic importance of this lightweight, flexible structural
material in a region located along a major fault line;
. the sustainability importance of this rapidly renewable
materials resource that contributes to cleaner air during its
growth period;
. the contribution of MW Boo to environmental restoration of
degraded lands, natural water control, and water pollution
mitigation; and
. the greater potential for bamboo’s suitability as a thriving cash
crop in Zone 6a regions in the midwest USA and globally when
considering the global climate forecast.
Additionally presented are:
. the art of deforming bamboo for application as particular
structural members and as aesthetic design elements; and
. the art and techniques of joinery and finishing.
Examples from the work of Oscar Hidalgo, Simon Velez, Carlos Vergara,
Shigeru Ban, Dean Maltz, Dr. Jules Jannson, et al will be presented.
Examples of traditional bamboo architectural style and state-of-the-art
environmentally and technically innovative architectural style will be
presented.
Bamboo forests on Ohau and Maui are cited.
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Topic: Architecture
Presentation Format: Report of Work in Progress
PAPER
“MW Boo”
Midwest Bamboo –
Environmental Cash Cow for Building Structures,
Finish Materials & (oh, yes) Harmony
PURPOSE:
The primary purpose of this report is to demonstrate the methodology for
determining the suitability of particular bamboo species to be grown, harvested, and
processed in regions of the Midwest United States so that the products may be used in
building structures and building finish materials, and may contribute to sustainable
environmental harmony.

METHODOLOGY:
Determine –
. present and forecasted climate conditions for Zones 5, 6 and 7
. appropriate hardy bamboo species suitable for experimentation in
Zones 5, 6 and 7 (specifically Zone 6a for initial experimentation)

. existing soil conditions in the region
. available land and amount of acreage required for experimentation
. sources for bamboo species supply
4
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. suitable regional facilities for processing and warehousing
. funding sources
Develop –
. planting, harvesting, and processing techniques suitable for regional site
conditions and regional labor forces

. root (rhizome) containment techniques suitable for the region
. specialized bamboo deforming techniques
. specialized joinery techniques particularly suitable for seismic building
construction

. treatment applications for species preservatives
. treatment applications for species fire retardation
. preparation methods for standards testing – e.g., ICBO (ICC, IRC),
ASTM, AWPA, NFPA, UL

. training methods for the labor force
. product distribution channels
Investigate –
. potential for developing bamboo processing by-products such as flyash/bamboo compounds and bioethanol fuels

Evaluate –
. planting, harvesting, processing, distribution methods
. economic benefit to the region
5
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. contribution to sustainable environmental harmony to the region
. value-added

Examples of the work of master artisans, architects and designers of bamboo
are made at the paper presentation. Bamboo forests and plantations on Oahu
and Maui are cited and also shown at the paper presentation.

Madrid Barajas Airport – Richard Rogers Partnership – RIBA Stirling Prize
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When scholars are not hampered by Victorian sensibilities, the study of religious
sexuality in the ancient Near East proves to be one rich in complexity and wide in scope.
The data and theories surrounding the sacred marriage rite, erotic and love poetry, and
temple prostitution merit and receive due consideration. There is also significant
research into the various forms of transgressive, liminal, and ambiguous sexualities
practised in ancient cultures, ones that form a spectrum hardly less broad than can be
observed in modern times. This paper shall attempt to describe several of these, their
nature and functions, including those of eunuchs, transvestite and sexually ambiguous
priests, male cult prostitutes, and homosexual relationships in myth and religion.
Eunuchs in Mesopotamian Society and Religion
Castrated men, commonly called eunuchs, formed an important sector of society
throughout much of ancient Near Eastern history. The Greeks attributed the creation of
the first eunuch to the legendary Assyrian queen Semiramis; and although castration was
used as a punishment for slaves and prisoners of war, historically, eunuchs were also
often associated with the royal court.1 They served as prominent officials in the Hittite
and Urartian governments, and especially in Assyria in the second and first millennia
BCE.

Less information is available on Babylonian

eunuchs.2 The most commonly used Akkadian term
was sa resi, usually translated as “eunuch” but literally
meaning “[one] of the head”, i.e., “chief”. Saris, the
1
2

Johansson (1990), pp. 376-377.
Bienkowski (2000), p. 110.
Relief from Nimrud c. 883-859 BCE showing
King Ashurnasirpal II and a eunuch attendant.
2
Image taken from
http://www.metmuseum.org/special/ane/an32.
143.4.L.htm
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Hebrew word for “eunuch” or “official” is derived from the Akkadian term.3 Both usages
show a conflation between the ideas of the eunuch and of the person in power, which was
often reflective of reality. Assyrian sa resi served as palace officials, high-ranking army
officers, scribes, and musicians, as well as servants and slaves. It is estimated that some
ten percent of Assyrian court officials in the ninth and eighth centuries BCE were
eunuchs.4 Their value lay largely in the belief that a man without progeny of his own
would hold greater loyalty to his overlord; as well, eunuchs were able to serve in royal
harems without the risk of compromising the king’s wives and concubines.5
Eunuchs also had roles in religion. Mythic texts describe the creation of eunuchs
and asexual human beings by the god Enki from the blood of the slain god Kingi.6
Mesopotamian temples were staffed by a complex hierarchy of priests and officials, of
whom many titles but little information are preserved.7 Eunuch priests were attested in
Sumerian Inanna temples8, while a variety of castrated and sexually ambiguous singers
and performers are known through the history of the ancient Near East. The castrated
performers were known to chant, wear masks, and carry spindles (an attribute of
femininity), and were recorded doing such as late as in the fourth century BCE, in the
writings of Eusebius. The Roman Emperor Constantine, he adds, destroyed their moon
goddess shrine on Mount Lebanon.9 In Sumer, liturgical singers called the gala or kalu
performed ritual songs and laments in the Emesal (“thin” or “attenuated speech”) dialect,

3

Bienkowski (2000), p. 110.
Bienkowski (2000), p. 110.
5
Bienkowski (2000), p. 110.
6
Bullough (1976). 57.
7
Ringgren (1973), p. 25.
8
Ringgren (1973), p. 25.
9
Spencer (1995), p. 56.
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a “kind of falsetto.”10 This “women’s language” was used in literary works primarily to
record the speech of women and female deities, as well as in lamentations, this latter
frequently considered the province of women.11 Gala-chanters seem to have been both
male and female, and the males are frequently believed to have been eunuchs or
transvestites.12 The name may be preserved or at least echoed in the Latin gallus, which
refers to the castrated and transvestite priests of the Anatolian mother goddess Cybele.13
Ritual laments and mourning chants were performed by other singers such as the ecstatic
mahhe who practised self-mutilation, and the pilipili, sometimes translated as
“homosexual lover”.14
The Devotees of Inanna/Ishtar
Transgressive sexuality as a whole fell under the province of the goddess
Inanna/Ishtar, herself a liminal figure. A female figure who was also a warrior, a goddess
of love and of violence, a pure virgin and a sacred harlot, Inanna/Ishtar embodied those
forms of gender and sexuality that were outside the proper spheres proscribed for most
humans, especially women. Some scholars believe that her devotees used androgyny and
transvestism as a means of identifying with and bringing themselves closer to the
goddess.15 There were certainly a variety of groups within the cultic personnel of
Inanna/Ishtar whose appearance and behaviour set them outside or between the usual
boundaries of masculine and feminine. Notable among these were the assinnu and the
kurgarru. The first millennium epic of Erra and Ishum described these groups, their
nature and role in the goddess’ entourage:
10

Hallo (1995), p. 1875.
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 160.
12
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 160.
13
Crompton (2003), p. 41.
11
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They remove from Eanna the kurgarru and issinnu (=assinnu), whose manhood
Ishtar changed to womanhood in order to strike awe into the people, the wielders
of daggers and razors, vintner’s shears and flint knives, who take part in tabooed
acts for the entertainment of Ishtar.16

Ishtar’s power to turn men into women was also invoked in prayers and curses regarding
the breaking of treaties.17 The association of weapons and sharp tools with the assinnu
and kurgarru seems to be suggestive of self-castration, as well as an apotropaic
function.18 Their sword dances in processions may have served to frighten off evil
forces, and ritual texts for the sick ask Ishtar to command her
assinnu to throw their illnesses out of the window.19 They also
served as prophets, performing incantations and oracles.20
During a lunar eclipse, protection from evil omens could be
secured for the king by either his touching the head of an
assinnu or vice versa.21 Records from the city of Mari on the
Upper Euphrates mentioned by name two assinnuprophets of Anunitum (=Ishtar) who provided oracles for
the king. 22 Prophecies given to the Neo-Assyrian king

Statuette of Ur-Nanshe, an assinnu, from
Mari c.2500. Image taken from
http://digilander.libero.it/giovannidallorto/
testi/greci/luciano/assinnu.jpg

Esarhaddon record the names of the prophets with female determinatives but masculine
signifiers and pronouns, reflecting a dual or ambiguous gender.23

14

Lapinkivi (2004), pp. 160-161.
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 165.
16
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 159.
17
Greenberg (1988), p. 96.
18
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 159.
19
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 161.
20
Johansson (1990), p. 377.
21
Greenberg (1988), p. 96.
22
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 160.
23
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 160.
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These sexually ambiguous devotees appeared in processions, as the Iddin Dagan
text states:
Dressed with men’s clothing on the right side, they parade before her, holy
Inanna…Adorned (?) with women’s clothing on the left side, they parade before
her, holy Inanna…24

Iddin Dagan goes on to say that the assinnu dressed as deities and were identified with
Inanna herself.25 Their participance in ritual dramas was also documented. A first
millennium BCE text from the library of Ashurbanipal describes a rite called the “lament
of Zarpanitu, games/pleasures of Marduk”, which relates the tale of the wrath of the god
Marduk’s wife Zarpanitu towards Ishtar, his mistress. The actors speaking the parts of
the three deities often included assinnu, and the whole ritual was steeped in bawdiness
and mockery, also facets of sexuality as ruled by Ishtar.26
The story of the descent of Inanna/Ishtar to the netherworld provides a further
mythic role for sexually ambiguous persons. In the Sumerian version, when Inanna is
trapped by her sister Ereshkigal in the land of the dead, Enki creates from the dirt under
his fingernails two beings, a kurgarra and a galaturra. Scholar Pirjo Lapinkivi states that
“the word galaturra (gala-tur) means ‘junior chanter (of lamentations)’ and no doubt
refers to castrate choirboys.” They are given the “life-giving plant and life-giving water”
and charged with brining the goddess back to the surface. These initially unclean beings
become purified by their possession of the life-giving substances.27 Their ability to safely
cross the boundaries between the worlds of the living and the dead is linked to their
liminal status, neither fully male nor fully female.28 The Akkadian version of the same
24

Lapinkivi (2004), p. 159.
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 159.
26
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 89.
27
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 161.
28
Lapinkivi (2004), p. 161.
25
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myth names Asushu-Namir as a “sexless or effeminate person” who helped rescue
Ishtar.29 Though “his” ambiguity rendered him immune from the dread “great
enchantment” of Ereshkigal, she cursed him with other woes.30 This is given as a reason
for the stigma suffered by the “descendants” of Asushu-Namir, that is, the transvestites
and male prostitutes of the Mesopotamian world. The word assinnu, for example, is
formed from the signs for “woman” and “dog”, in a pejorative sense.31
For though they held an acknowledge place in society serving public roles, their
perception in mainstream culture was ambivalent, and included marginalization and
contempt for being “men transformed into women.”32 Texts called assinnu “neither male
nor female”, “incomplete”, “half-men”, and “lacking something”33, and there is evidence
their status was even lower than that of women. A Neo-Assyrian text has an assinnu
state, in regards to the fees he can command for sexual services: “You (woman) are
wealth (mesru), I am half (meslu)”, a pun suggesting that an assinnu’s worth was but half
thatof a female prostitute.34 There was also an association with violence and destruction.
In the Umi-Amirabi (“The City That Has Been Pillaged”) text which describes Ama-namtag-ga, the “Mother-of-Sin”, punished by Inanna for sexual misconduct, the kurgarru and
galu appear as agents of violence:
And the girl, the Mother-of-Sin, is thrown from the wall,
Let the shepherd kill her with his staff!
Let the gala-priest kill her with his drum!
Let the potter kill her with his pitcher!
Let the kurgarru kill her with his dagger and knife.35
29

Bullough (1976), p. 57.
Bullough (1976), p. 57.
31
Greenberg (1988), p. 96.
32
Johansson (1990), p. 801.
33
Greenberg (1988), p. 96.
34
Leick (1994), p. 160.
35
Leick (1994), p. 214.
30
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Male Prostitutes in Ancient Near Eastern Religious Life
The inclusion of temple prostitution as a part of the worship of Inanna/Ishtar is
often discussed; the mixed genders of the prostitutes are somewhat less well-known.
Assinnu and kurgarru were the male counterparts of female sacred prostitutes such as the
naditu (“infertile”), harimtu (“consecrated”), and istaritu (“belonging to Ishtar”).36 Male
prostitutes, castrated or otherwise, generally took on a passive role with male clients, and
were identified, to some degree, as female. The Akkadian description of eunuchs as
sinnisanu (“effeminate”) reflects that.37 Some took female names, and one astrological
text predicted that, under a certain alignment of the planets “men will install kurgarru in
their homes and the latter will bear them children.”38 Others, presumably with intact
genitalia, were married and some texts allude to their children.39
The Bible provides not insignificant, though heavily biased, information about
male cult prostitutes, through a variety of direct and veiled references. The Hebrew word
kadesh (plural kedeshim) literally meaning “holy” or “consecrated one” appears at least
six times in the Old Testament, usually translated as “sodomite”, in reference to the
certain foreigners in the kingdom of Judah during the First Temple Period (ca.950-622
BCE).

Their role as cult prostitutes involved in the Ishtar-Tammuz worship that clashed

with the growth of monotheism helped foster the Biblical equation of homosexuality with
idolatry and paganism.40 In II Samuel 3:29 David curses an enemy with unfortunate
descendants, including lepers, murder victims, and those “who hold the spindle”; this
36

Ringgren (1973), p. 81.
Johansson (1990), p. 377.
38
Johansson (1990), p. 801.
37
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echoes the Assyrian epithet nas pilaqqi (“spindle-bearer”) for the assinnu and kurgarru.41
Despite the critique of the later writers, there are Biblical references of kedeshim having
actual living quarters within the Temple in Jerusalem, which II Kings 23:7 records as
being destroyed by the reformer king Josiah:
And he broke down the house of the sodomites [=kedeshim] that were in the
house of the Lord, where the women wove coverings for Asherah.42

This continues the theme of the association between cult prostitutes of both genders and
the worship of ancient Near Eastern female deities.
Homosexuality in Ancient Near Eastern Law, Myth, and Religion

39

Johansson (1990), p. 801.
Johansson (1990), p. 653.
41
Johansson (1990), p. 801.
42
Hayes and Miller (1986) p. 398.
40
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In contrast to the Biblical strictures against homosexuality laid out in the Book of
Leviticus, the Mesopotamian legal systems seem to have largely ignored the matter.
Middle Assyrian laws proscribed that a man who raped his male equal was to be castrated
and forcibly penetrated (as a form of the lex talionis), but there seems to have been no
legal penalty for consensual homosexual relations.43
It is believed by some scholars that the Biblical prohibitions against
homosexuality may have been influenced by Persian religion. It is known that Judaism
was influenced by Zoroastrianism, especially under the reign of King Darius (d. 486
BCE),

the first Persian ruler known to definitely have been Zoroastrian. Under his rule,

certain Jews were placed in positions of power and encouraged in the writing of their
statutes. The Holiness Code of Leviticus, that is, the strictures laid out for the moral and
ritual purity of Israel, bears some marked similarities to the Zoroastrian Zend Avesta44. In
regards to homosexuality, the latter states:
Who is the man who is a Daeva [a bad or unclean spirit, counterpart to the good spirits,
the Ahuras]?…Ahura Mazda answered: “The man that lies with mankind as man lies
with womankind or as a woman lies with mankind, is that man that is a Daeva.
(Vendidad, Fargard VIII v.31-32).45

Both Judaism and Zoroastrianism were monotheistic religions set in a cultural milieu of
polytheism that included cult prostitutes of both genders, with a need to differentiate their
members from those of the surrounding communities. There has thus been suggestion
that both the Biblical and Avestan prohibitions against homosexuality were originally
intended as purity laws regarding participation in polytheistic rituals, rather than a ban on
homosexual relationships in general.46

43

Johansson (1990), p. 800.
Horner (1990), p. 1418.
45
Horner (1990), pp. 1417-1418.
46
Horner (1990), p. 1418.
44
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Art and literature attest that Mesopotamian homosexuality
was not merely silently tolerated by acknowledged with the earliest
artistic representations of homoerotic acts dating to the beginning of

the third millennium BCE and lead figurines depicting
two men engaged in intercourse being produced from

Clay plaque depicting homosexual intercourse,
early third millennium BCE. Image taken from
http://www.well.com/user/aquarius/assinnu2.jpg

the end of the second millennium BCE.47 The account of the origins of the sexes and
sexual desire in Plato’s Symposium is based upon a Babylonian version recorded by
Berossus, a native Babylonian writing in Greek during the Seleucid period.48
Along with virtually every other facet of Mesopotamian life, homosexual
relationships received treatment in mythic and religious texts. Babylonian divination
manuals described the predicted outcomes from different sorts of homosexual unions:
intercourse with an equal would make a man “foremost among his peers” while
penetrating a slave would bring trouble. A year-long relationship with a male courtier
was said to banish all troubles. The theme seemed to have been that a man gained good
luck from taking the active role in homosexual intercourse with his equal or superior.
Sexual disgrace was a consequence not of the partner’s sex, but of their status, or the type
of act performed.49 Texts interpreting erotic dreams discussed the significance of a ma n
who dreamt of a union with various other men, including a king, a god, or his own fatherin-law, while a series of prayers for divine favour on love affairs included “the love of a

47

Johansson (1990), p. 800.
Percy (1990), p. 1001. Plato’s character Aristophanes describes the original humans as dual beings with
two heads, eight limbs, and two sets of genitalia – some both male, some both female, and some male and
female. When their insolence caused Zeus to split them apart, the separated males sought each other as
mates, the former female pairs coupled with other women, and the male and female pairs desired the
opposite sex.
49
Spencer (1995), p. 30.
48
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man for a man.”50 A Neo-Babylonian text dated from ca. 500

BCE

stated that male

homosexual love was under the province of the constellation Scorpio.51 Given the lack of
representation of female experiences throughout the Mesopotamian corpus, it is
unsurprising that there is but a single reference to lesbianism yet attested: an astrological
text predicting that “women will be coupled with women” under certain celestial
circumstances.52
Gilgamesh and Enkidu
As with the epic friendship of Achilles and
Patroclus in Homer’s Iliad, there has been speculation
about the exact nature of the relationship between
Gilgamesh and Enkidu fighting the Bull of Heaven. Neo-Assyrian
cylinder seal, seventh century BCE. Image taken from
http://www.mythfolklore.net/3043mythfolklore/reading/gilgamesh/images/
gilgameshseal.htm

Gilgamesh and his comrade Enkidu in The Epic of Gilgamesh and the corresponding
myths. The beginning of the epic describes the unlimited sexual voracity of the hero who
ravages the people of Uruk without regard to gender:
No son is left with his father, for Gilgamesh takes them all…
His lust leaves no virgin to her lover...53

After Enkidu is defeated by Gilgamesh in combat, the pair become close friends. Both
Gilgamesh and Enkidu reject the advances of Ishtar, the goddess of love and sex, and
Gilgamesh grieves deeply for his comrade after Enkidu’s death, all of which is open to a
broad interpretation.54 More specific to this paper, the Akkadian version of the original
50

Johansson (1990), pp. 800-801.
Johansson (1990), p. 86.
52
Johansson (1990), p. 802.
53
Johansson (1990), p. 479.
54
Johansson (1990), pp. 479-480.
51
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Sumerian text also contains “subtle patterns of erotic double-entendre”.55 Puns appear on
the words kizru (“ball [of fire]”, “meteorite” or “block”) and kezru (“male with curled
hair”, i.e., a male prostitute), as well as on hassinu (“axe”) and assinnu.56 Both these
instances occur in dreams Gilgamesh relates to his mother Ninsun before the introduction
of Enkidu, and in both the hero describes his affections for the objects described. When
he dreamt of the “meteorite” falling from the heavens:
The people of Uruk were gathering to see it…
The young men massed over [to see it]
And kissed its feet like small children.
For myself, I loved it like a wife.57

Ninsun also interprets the dream of the “axe” for her son, telling him:
A mighty companion will come to you,
Who can save his friend’s life.
He will be the most powerful [in the land],
The most vigourous,
His strength like that of the block [fallen] from heaven.58

These dreams and portents precede the meeting and friendship between Gilgamesh and
Enkidu which eventually leads to the latter’s death.

Gilgamesh erects a statue in

Enkidu’s honour, refuses to bury the corpse for seven days and becomes emaciated in
mourning the loss of one “whom [he] loved so much, who experienced every hardship
with [him], Enkidu, [his] friend, whom [he] loved so much.”59
Without suggesting any anachronistic notions of complete equality of all sexual
orientations (and remembering that sexual orientation, as opposed to sexual practices, is
essentially a modern concept), it is valuable to acknowledge that diversity in human

55

Johansson (1990), p. 801.
Johansson (1990), p. 479.
57
Leick (1994), p. 265.
58
Leick (1994), p. 265.
59
Leick (1994), pp. 266-267.
56
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relationships is found in virtually every civilization in every age. It should be held as
neither an esoteric nor a controversial matter, but simply one of many to be studied by
historians, scholars and lay-people alike.
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“WHAT I ASSUME YOU SHALL ASSUME”:
DEMOCRACY, THE FIRST LEAVES OF GRASS AND THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN
POETRY

It isn't quite the literary equivalent of Nostradamus, but it certainly is remarkable how much
Alexis de Tocqueville's Democracy in America seems to know about the future of American poetry
– particularly given his claim that, as of the 1830’s, "the Americans have not yet, properly speaking,
got any literature" (471).1 For example, Tocqueville's prediction that "formal qualities will be
neglected or actually despised. The style will often be strange, incorrect, overburdened, and loose,
and almost always strong and bold ... There will be a rude and untutored vigor of thought with great
variety and singular fecundity" is sounds much like Randall Jarrell's description of modern
American poetry: “extreme intensity, forced emotion--violence; a good deal of obscurity; emphasis
on sensation, perceptual nuances; ... experimental or novel qualities of some sort; a tendency toward
external formlessness and internal disorganization...; lack of restraint--all tendencies are forced to
their limits” (Tocqueville 474; Ransom 331-2). And Tocqueville’s assertion that future American
writing will reflect and respond to hunger for “things unexpected and new ... vivid, lively
emotions, sudden revelations, brilliant truths” seems to anticipate Robert Frost ’s insistence that
“[the poem] must be more felt than seen ahead like prophecy. It must be a revelation, or a series of
revelations, as much for the poet as for the reader” (Tocqueville 474; Frost 127).
In terms of poetry, the American literary scene did not begin to resemble Tocqueville’s
projections until the second decade of the twentieth century. But in 1855, Tocqueville’s prophecies
came to startling – though highly localized – fruition in the first edition of Leaves of Grass. In fact,
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as Robert Adolph has noted, many scholars have found Tocqueville’s “famous prediction … of
the genuinely American literature soon to come … to be most applicable to Whitman’s theory
and practice of literature,” and Adolph’s inventory of parallels between Tocqueville’s theory and
Whitman’s practice demonstrates that “Tocqueville’s predictions [were] uncannily accurate,
especially for the early Whitman” (65, 79).2 Indeed, Tocqueville’s crystal ball seems markedly
more accurate with regard to the early Whitman than to most other “genuinely American”
poetry. While modernist and post-modernist American poetry is rife with the “strange”
language, how many other American poets fit this bill?
None of the single, nearly equal, roughly similar citizens of a democracy will do as a subject
for poetry, but the nation itself calls for poetic treatment. The very likeness of individuals,
which rules them out as subjects for poetry o their own, helps the poet to group them in
imagination and make a coherent picture of the nation as a whole. (485)
Given twentieth-century American poetry’s obsession with “I”-centered verse, this particular
prophecy rather spectacularly misses the mark – but it “uncannily” describes the practice thenadolescent Walt Whitman would adopt in Leaves of Grass’ panoramic depictions of “the nation
as a whole.” The correspondence between Tocqueville’s theory and Whitman’s practice is all
the more striking, given that, as Adolph details, each man experienced and evaluated American
democracy and literature from strikingly different perspectives. Tocqueville was a social
scientist from another country trying to imagine a literature that did not yet exist, Whitman a
journalist, political activist and would-be poet who was an attentive, opinionated observer of the
literary trends of his time; Tocqueville worried about a “tyranny of the majority,” Whitman
about the shattering of the Union into schismatic shards; Whitman idealized democracy, while
Tocqueville viewed it skeptically, as a problematic but inevitable development.
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Given such differences, why should Whitman’s verse fit Tocqueville’s predictions so
much closely than other American poets’? As we will see, this seemingly question leads to some
of the most puzzling aspects of the history of American poetry: the complete rupture between
nineteenth- and twentieth-century ideas of poetic diction, and Whitman’s paradoxical status as a
definitive American poet who seems to belong in neither century.
Let’s start by examining the aspects of Tocqueville’s prophecies that apply to both Whitman
and to later American poetic innovators. They are not hard to recognize. Whitman, followed closely
by Dickinson, of whom I will say more below, represented the first tremor of what in the twentieth
century became an avalanche of “strange, incorrect, overburdened, and loose” verse that all but
buried the mildly Romantic, conventionally Victorian poetry lauded and loved by nineteenthcentury American readers. Indeed, the twentieth century’s “Make it new” approach to poetics was
so pronounced that, as Janet Gray has noted, critical acceptance of modernist American poets was
directly linked with critical dismissal of their nineteenth-century predecessors (xxix). As
Tocqueville predicted, American “democratic style” became synonymous with anti-conventional
innovation, and most nineteenth-century poetry was erased from the American literary canon,
leaving only the idiosyncratic figures of Whitman and Dickinson behind.
Of course, despite the emphasis on innovation, which otherwise fulfills Tocqueville's
prediction that "formal qualities [would] be neglected or actually despised” by American writers,
Dickinson wrote almost exclusively in traditional prosodic forms, and many twentieth-century
poets, such as Robert Frost and Edna St. Vincent Millay, continued to use forms inherited from
nineteenth-century predecessors. However, those forms were “made new” – or, from a
nineteenth-century perspective, rendered strange and incorrect – by a practice that is also central
to the poetics of the most avant modernists: the incorporation of language that patently violates
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the conventions of refined poetic diction. Frost, for example, infused blank verse – the height of
poetic refinement – with New England vernacular; Moore stitched modernist epigrams out of
"`business documents and // school-books'"; Pound studded satires with snatches of ancient
Greek and vulgarities such as “an old bitch gone in the teeth.”
In broadening the bounds of poetic diction beyond the refinement prescribed by
nineteenth-century poetics, American poets were rather belatedly manifesting in literature a
tendency Tocqueville noted in all American discourse: “The rules of style are almost destroyed.
Hardly any expressions seem, by their nature, vulgar, and hardly any seem refined” (480).3
Whitman’s stylistic experiments – the poetic language Whitman himself termed his “barbaric
yawp” – appear to be the earliest examples of this assault on linguistic propriety. The 1855
Leaves boasts bewildering collocations of vulgarity and refinement such as “This day I am
jetting the stuff of far more arrogant republics,” and brings together an unprecedented range of
dictions, from the “vulgarity” of “the prostitute [whose] … bonnet bobs on her tipsy and pimply
neck” to soaring flights of Transcendentalist refinement: “I fly the flight of the fluid and
swallowing soul” (45, 22, 38). With the exception of Dickinson, which I will consider below, no
other nineteenth-century American poet mounted so frontal an assault on “the rules of style” that
conventionally segregated of refined and “vulgar” diction.4 But by the second decade of the
twentieth century, rule-threatening was all the rage among cutting-edge American poets. For
example, in his 1917 "Homage to Sextus Propertius," Pound, who found Whitman’s approach to
language crude, adopts an approach that, beneath the Greco-Roman bric-a-brac, is essentially
similar: “A new-fangled chariot follows the flower-hung horses; / A young Muse with young loves
clustered about her / ascends with me into the aether” (205). Pound’s fusion of refinement (here
represented by Classical lyricism) and “vulgarity” (the modern colloquialism “new-fangled”)
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creates a hybrid that would have confirmed Tocqueville’s worst nightmares about the devolution
of diction in a democracy. According to Tocqueville, such linguistic miscegenation produces a
Babel-like breakdown in social and semantic order: “the origin of words is as much forgotten as
that of men, and language is in as much confusion as society” (481). Because Tocqueville
equates the stylistic segregation of refined from unrefined diction with social segregation of
refined and unrefined classes, he sees American diction-mixing as a symptom of democracy’s
dissolution of social distinctions.
But if diction-mixing had actually caused the social origins and connotations of American
words to be forgotten, Whitman’s barbaric yawps would not sound barbaric, and Pound’s
“Homage” would not seem studded with anachronistic slang. What we find when we read
Whitman and his twentieth-century successors is precisely the opposite. American poets
demonstrate an extraordinarily keen sense of what Bakhtin called “linguistic stratification”; in
fact, the “origins” of a term like “new-fangled” in modern vulgarity and commodification are
emphasized rather than obscured by juxtaposition with the staid, bas-relief refinement of the
Classicized diction that surrounds it.5 In short, Tocqueville was both right and wrong about the
effects of democracy on American diction. Democracy does indeed engender combinations of
words that transgress social distinctions between refined and unrefined diction. However, these
transgressions actually reinforce the stratification of language, highlighting incongruities between
words’ social origins and connotations.
Tocqueville’s mistake reflects his incomplete understanding of the sources of Americans’
diction-mixing propensities, which he saw as a byproduct of Americans’ class-confounding social
mobility: “Individuals from different strata of society have brought along with them, to whatever
station they may have risen, the expressions and phrases they were accustomed to use” (480-1).
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Kenneth Cmiel’s Democratic Eloquence, a groundbreaking study of nineteenth-century American
language use, places the phenomenon of diction mixing in a broader historical context. Cmiel
argues that the American propensity for combining refined and unrefined diction reflects the
destabilization of the relationship between language and authority in the wake of the American
revolution. According to Cmiel, refined language was the accepted language of authority during
Colonial times; those who wielded social, political and economic authority did so in refined
language. Though refined language continued to be standard diction in upper-class spheres, to
post-Revolutionary American ears, refined language “presume[d] power and demand[ed]
subordination,” and thus smacked too much of aristocratic hierarchy to be an appropriate
language of authority for a democratic republic (45): “The fear of aristocratic overrefinement, of
using civil forms solely to maintain social distinctions, surfaced in many ways …. Literate
Americans were preoccupied with the illicit uses of refined language” (45, 46). But though
educated Americans worried that refined language tacitly reinstating anti-democratic social
hierarchies, “Democratic sentiment created contradictory cultural pressures” (56). On the one
hand, American democracy “encouraged rough, familiar speech” in public discourse that attested
to public speakers’ rejection of the aristocratic hierarchy refined speech implied and affirmed
their identification with the unrefined masses of the electorate. On the other hand, the
democratic process required broad diffusion of linguistic refinement, to broaden the number of
citizens capable of the eloquence required to participate effectively in public and legislative
debate. A political representative who only used refined language would seem anti-democratic;
one who used only “rough, familiar” unrefined diction would seem unqualified to hold elective
office. As a result of these contradictory pressures, by the late eighteenth century, Cmiel argues,
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in America, “the traditional language of civil authority became unsteady” – so unsteady that it
wasn’t clear whether there could “be a language of authority in a democratic culture” (56, 57).
If Cmiel is right, though Americans mobilize and exercise “civil authority” through
language, there is no universally acceptable language of authority those Americans can use.
Americans seeking or wielding public authority must negotiate the contradictory imperatives that
demand speakers to demonstrate both refined eloquence and demotic informality. Those
pressures, and the rhetorical innovation that developed in response to them, are showcased in
Walt Whitman’s 1855 attempt to seize center-stage in American public discourse:
I CELEBRATE myself,
And what I assume you shall assume,
For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you. (13)6
Despite the unseemly bravado of “CELEBRATE,” the first two lines’ intellectual vocabulary
(“assume,” “atom”) and carefully calibrated phrasing demonstrate a refinement that underwrites
the epistemological imperialism of “what I assume you shall assume.” However, the speaker
immediately abandons both his imperious posture and rhetorical refinement, swerving into a
distinctly colloquial communitarian pronouncement: “every atom belonging to me as good
belongs to you.” This downshift into the demotic – the very sort of diction-mixing that dismayed
Tocqueville – is a textbook example of what Cmiel calls “middling style,” a nineteenth-century
technique for negotiating the unsteady waters of American public discourse.7
Cmiel defines middling style, which “appeared in political oratory, popular preaching and
daily conversation,” as “fluid movement between high and low, refined and vulgar. Speakers
might shift from the formal to folksy … [or] merge refined and unrefined behavior in a single
moment” (58). Whitman’s “fluid movement” from “formal to folksy” in line three is “merged”
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by syntax merges into a single, atemporal assertion. This middling maneuver shores up his
speaker’s authority by enabling the speaker to demonstrate the refined eloquence required for
authoritative public discourse (“What I assume you shall assume”) while maintaining democratic
identification with an unrefined audience (“every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you”)
demanded by democracy. In other words, Whitman’s “fantastic, incorrect, overburdened, and
loose” combinations of refined and unrefined diction – and those of his twentieth-century
successors – represent a poetic adaptation of what was, by the mid-nineteenth century, an
extremely successful oratorical response to the destabilizing effects of democracy on authority in
American public discourse.
According to Cmiel, by the 1840s, “all mainstream politicians accepted [middling] style”
(61). Yet despite middling style’s dominance in political and popular discourse, only two
nineteenth-century American poets – Whitman and Dickinson – adapted middling style to
poetry. Whitman and Dickinson are normally portrayed as the yin and yang of American poetry:
Whitman’s garrulous, overtly sexual male to Dickinson’s reticent, reclusive female; Whitman’s
emphasis on life to Dickinson’s probing of death; Whitman’s obsessive baring of self, soul and
body to Dickinson’s equally obsessive masking; Whitman’s overflowing lists of overflowing lines
to Dickinson’s dash-riddled concision; Whitman’s shaggy metrical liberty to Dickinson’s carefully
metered quatrains. But Dickinson shared at least one of Whitman’s defining characteristics: she
too made middling-style diction the basis of her poetics.
While Whitman’s exuberant middling fusions of “high and low, refined and vulgar” are
readily apparent, Dickinson’s middling experiments are characteristically more oblique, often
compressed into a single word or phrase, as in the closing stanzas of “Like her the Saints retire,”
an early exercise dated 1860:
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Like her the evenings steal
Purple and Cochineal
After the Day!

"Departed" - both - they say!
i.e., gathered away,
Not found,

Argues the Aster still Reasons the Daffodil
Profound! (Fr150B)
The middling nature of this disheveled divertimento is hardly apparent until the interjection of what
may be the least poetic term in the English language: "i.e.,” a flagrant import from the “vulgar”
world of "`business documents and // school-books" Marianne Moore would later laud as poetic
source material. Though barely even a word, “i.e.” gives a middling cast to the lines that follow;
thanks to “i.e.”’s school-book aura, words which otherwise might fit seamlessly into refined poetic
discourse – “not found,” “reasons,” “Profound” – take on a pedantic, prosaic quality that jangles
against the refined lyricism of “Like her the evenings steal.”
But though Dickinson, like Whitman, embraced middling expansion of poetic diction, there
are crucial differences in their adaptations of middling style to poetry. Whitman’s long lines and
panoramic sentences showcase the “fluid movement between high and low.”8 Dickinson’s
gnomic notations so drastically compress middling effects that they are often imperceptible
without close analysis. In this respect, Dickinson is much closer to twentieth-century modernist
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poetry than Whitman. Like the prosaic penumbra of “i.e.,” the full middling impact of Pound’s
“new-fangled” is only apparent to those who read closely enough to note its subtle vulgarization
of “follows the flower-hung horses,” the whiff of distinctly unrefined physicality (“hung horses”)
it communicates to that otherwise irreproachably refined phrase. Whitman’s middling effects are
much more pronounced:
My voice is the wife’s voice, the screech by the rail of the stairs,
They fetch my man’s body up dripping and drowned.

I understand the large hearts of heroes. (38)
The first phrase’s balanced cadence gives its homely monosyllables a distinctly refined
eloquence that is almost viscerally disrupted by the “screech” of the following clause. In the
second line, Whitman slides further down the scale of linguistic stratification, using the out-andout colloquialism of “fetch my man’s body up” to dramatize his speaker’s identification with
“the wife’s voice,” while alliteration of “dripping and drowned” slides back up toward the
refined oratory of the final line. Close reading and analysis magnify these effects, but unlike
Dickinson’s and Pound’s, Whitman’s middling movements are so bound up with shifts in tone
and perspective that it would be hard to read his verse without in some way noting them.
The differences between Whitman’s and Dickinson’s adaptations of middling style are not
coincidental; rather, they reflect an underlying difference in each poet’s attitude toward the social
role of poetry – a difference that turned out to be decisive for the later trajectory of American
poetics. At a time when poetry – even poetry by women – commanded popular attention,
Dickinson eschewed publication, cultivating a style even contemporary scholars find difficult to
penetrate (Bennett, “Emily Dickinson” 216). Bennett argues that Dickinson self-consciously turned
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her back on the popular acclaim other women poets of her time achieved, and wrote, as she put it in
Fr536, for “Immortality” rather than “Time.” Be that as it may, it is clear that Dickinson
approached poetry as an elite, aesthetic discourse rather than a popular medium.9 In this decision,
Dickinson anticipated the course that the twentieth-century modernist poets, with their little
magazine venues and limited-edition book publications, would follow. While some twentiethcentury poets, like Millay, carried on the nineteenth-century tradition of popular poetry written in
traditional forms and readily accessible language, modernists turned poetry into a high art that
demanded and to some extent created an expert readership trained and supported by the academy.10
Whitman too defied nineteenth-century literary conventions by adopting middling-style
diction. But unlike Dickinson and the twentieth-century modernists, Whitman remained committed
to a distinctly nineteenth-century notion of poetry as a popular mode of public discourse – as the
“word en-masse,” rather than an elite aesthetic medium, and struggled his whole life to achieve the
mass readership he dreamed of. Since the early-twentieth-century institutionalization of the split
between poetry and popular culture – poetry’s retreat from mass accessibility into aesthetic
difficulty and academe – this has seemed like a quixotic goal. Though Whitman famously failed
to achieve the mass readership he sought, in nineteenth-century America, poetry did enjoy a
popular audience. In fact, from the 1840’s on, Longfellow’s average income from poetry
equaled his salary as a Harvard professor; in 1856 alone, Longfellow’s poetry sales reached
seventy thousand copies (Beach 37-8).11
In the robust mid-nineteenth-century poetry market, the few hundred copies the 1855
edition of Leaves of Grass sold – a respectable number for today’s small-press poets –
“amounted to the public’s rejection” (Reynolds, Walt Whitman’s America 340). But hungry as
Whitman was for popular acclaim, his sights were set far higher. As David S. Reynolds has
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shown, Whitman “dreamed of his … poetry having an immense impact on American life. `The
poets I would have must be a power in the state, and an engrossing power in the state,’ he wrote
in his notebook” (“Politics and Poetry” 89). The 1855 Preface to Leaves of Grass makes clear
the breadth of public authority Whitman envisioned for poets: “Presidents shall not be
[Americans’] common referee so much as their poets shall,” he declared. “[The poet] is the
arbiter of the diverse and he is the key. He is the equalizer of his age and land” (iv). As these
pronouncements suggest, the first edition of Leaves of Grass represented a serious effort to
establish the performative authority of poetry in American public discourse – to use poetic
language to “equalize” a racially, politically and economically splintered America.12
Today, Whitman’s desire to establish poetic rather than political discourse as the primary
medium for “refereeing” public values sound naïve or even delusional. But according to
Bennett’s recent Poets in the Public Sphere, in nineteenth-century America, poetry “function[ed]
as a form of public speech” that played a “vital role … within the intersubjective framework of
the public sphere” (5). Poets of “every caste and class, region and religion” wrote frequently,
forcefully and with real effect on public issues of the day; “public” poetry was featured in both
national magazines such as The Atlantic, and small regional or ethnically oriented publications
such as American Indian Magazine, American Hebrew, Irish World and the Louisville Daily
Journal (5).13 In the context of this vigorous, longstanding tradition, Whitman’s vision of poetic
language that would be performative on a national scale represented a logical, if grandiose,
extension of poetry’s status as public discourse. Moreover, in the 1850’s, the period of
Whitman’s most intense commitment to poetry’s “equalizing” potential, Whitman’s experiences
as a journalist and politico offered numerous examples of the performative potency of language,
as Congress repeatedly relegislated where African Americans were to be treated as human beings
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and where they were to be treated as chattel. At the same time, the bitter, never-settled process
of legislating the territorial boundaries of African Americans’ humanity paradoxically
demonstrated the ineffectuality of political discourse in “refereeing” the conflicts between states’
rights and national unity, abolitionists and slaveholders that were tearing the Union apart. With
the potency of language and the impotence of political discourse ever more in evidence,
Whitman began to envision poetry as a performative mode of public discourse, poetry charged
with “an engrossing power in the state” that could “resolv[e] thorny political issues by linguistic
fiat” (Reynolds, Walt Whitman’s America 119). In this sense, as Reynolds writes, “The social
forces that drove Whitman to despair simultaneously opened up new vistas of selfempowerment” (“Politics and Poetry” 67).
However, in terms of American democratic ideology, public authority does not grow out
of individual “self-empowerment”; it is consensually delegated to representatives by the mass
electorate in whom all public authority ultimately resides. According to Reynolds, “The basic
problem of the conflicting rights of the individual and the mass, to appear on many levels
throughout [Whitman’s] poetry, was resolved by poetic fiat in the ringing opening lines of the
1855 edition” (146). This problem does indeed permeate the first edition of Leaves of Grass.
However, it is not, and, given Whitman’s commitment to democracy, could not be “resolved by
poetic fiat.” Rather, Leaves’ “ringing opening lines” dramatize the conflict inherent in
Whitman’s effort to establish exercise poetic authority as “arbiter of the diverse” and “equalizer
of his age and land.”14 From the opening assertion that “what I assume you shall assume” to its
concluding declaration that “Sure as the stars return again after they merge in the light, death is
great as life,” the 1855 edition asserts its speaker’s superhuman qualifications to equalize not
only American society but the very terms of existence (13, 95). Moreover, unlike
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democratically vested representative authority, the equalizing power Whitman claims is inherent
in the person of the poet, not in an office filled by a temporary, duly elected representative. The
“great poets” envisioned by the Preface are not elected to their equalizing post; they assume it by
virtue of inherent superiority.
Though the Preface presents poetic authority as a fait accompli, Whitman’s use of
middling style suggests that he understood the paradoxical democratic imperative to
simultaneously demonstrate superiority over and identification with the mass you whose assent is
the basis of democratic authority. In effect, the first edition of Leaves of Grass is an extended
stump speech in a campaign for the office of Great Poet that the Preface attempts to establish – a
dazzling, dizzying display of middling tactics for finessing the contradiction between asserting
the absolute superiority that qualifies him to “referee” his nation and the absolute egalitarian
identification with Americans en masse necessary to convince readers to offer democratizing
consent to the authority Whitman claimed by “linguistic fiat.” In short, Whitman turned to
middling style not for aesthetic purposes, like Dickinson and the twentieth-century modernists,
but in an attempt to simultaneously equalize and identify himself with America.
As “equalizing” public discourse, Whitman’s work was an unmitigated failure. His
country never “affectionately absorbed” the equalizing values his poetry promotes or the
linguistic formulae in which it promotes them. However, America did eventually absorb
Whitman as a poet, posthumously according him the “centrality to American culture” and at least
a measure of the identification between poet and nation he asserted: “[R]egardless of whether
one today accepts him in his claim to representative stature, studies of [Whitman] have typically
gone beyond or through him to become analyses of American culture and society” (Greenspan
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3). Though it never became the medium for reconfiguring social values Whitman envisioned, to
think about Whitman’s poetry is, to an extraordinary degree, to think about America.
Whitman has long enjoyed a unique status in American literature as “the poet of
democracy” – that is, as the poet who best represents and expresses democratic ideas and ideals.
When we recognize the role of middling style in Whitman’s work, we see that the “poet of
democracy” equation works in both directions. Not only did Whitman’s poetry express his
vision of American democracy; because Whitman sought to exercise public authority through his
poetry, his poetics was profoundly shaped by the pressures of democratic discourse.15 Alone
among American poets, Whitman used what would become twentieth-century modernist means –
middling-style mixtures of diction and perspective – to pursue a distinctly nineteenth-century
vision of poetry as a vital mode of public discourse.16 Whitman’s desire to exercise public
authority through his poetry exposed his verse to the contradictory pressures of democracy to a
much higher degree than we find in Dickinson’s or twentieth-century modernists’ verse. That is
why Whitman so uncannily fulfills Tocqueville’s predictions, which are largely based on the
assumption that democratic style will be shaped by the needs and characteristics of a mass
audience rather than the elite readerships modernists addressed. Whitman’s unique positioning
at the long-lost intersection of poetry and American public discourse illuminates what poetry’s
twentieth-century demotion to aesthetic discourse obscures: the degree to which the history of
American poetry has been shaped by the difficulty of formulating a democratic “language of
authority.” Despite their differences, as Pound reluctantly affirmed, Whitman and modernism do
indeed “have one sap and one root”: middling style, and the dynamics of American democracy
that inspired it.
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NOTES

1

There were, of course, American writers, but in Tocqueville's estimation, most were "English in origin and, notably, in
ways of thought" (471). Interestingly, given Whitman’s primary vocation during the years leading up to Leaves of
Grass, Tocqueville makes an exception to this dismissal: “Only the journalists strike me as truly American … [and]
speak their country’s language.”

2

See especially pages 78 through 82. Adolph examines the differences between Tocqueville’s and Whitman’s
views of language and democracy with equal perspicacity elsewhere in his essay.

3

As Tocqueville himself points out, his sense of the American propensity to “mix their styles in an odd way” was
shared by English observers (478). Kenneth Cmiel notes that many “European visitors were fascinated by the way
Americans self-confidently slid from the refined to the coarse” (58).
4

Some nineteenth-century verse, such as Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s “Aunt Chloe” poems, was written in
vernacular English. However, these poems reinforced rather than threatening the lines between refined and nonrefined language, using non-refined language to reflect the lower (than the poems’ presumed readers) social position
of their first-prreson speakers – a practice that directly presages developments in twentieth-century American poetry,
when “persona” poems that evoked the subject positions of speakers through vernacularity became a popular genre.
5

Gerald Bruns has gone so far as to claim that American poetry is inherently heteroglossic, that we cannot read most
American poets without ears attuned with Bakhtinian precision to their "many-layered discourse of contrary voices
in diverse tongues, each expressing its own `socio-ideological' outlook" (30). I would take Bruns’ claim even
farther than he does, for I see his exclusion of Stevens' work from this "heteroglot" American poetics as reflecting a
too-narrow definition of heteroglossia.

6

I want to focus on the 1855 edition of Leaves of Grass for several reasons. As Adolph points out, it is in early
Whitman that practice corresponds most directly with Tocquevillian prognostication. More importantly, the 1855
edition was written in the full flush of Whitman’s confidence that America would embrace his poetics – and that his
poetics would command performative authority in American public discourse.
7

While Cmiel discusses middling style as a cultural phenomenon that extended far beyond political discourse, he
locates its origins in the need for a democratically acceptable language of authority.

8

Several of Whitman’s contemporary reviewers remarked on his mixtures of diction. But by transplanting middling
style from oratory to writing – and to a form of writing, poetry, that foregrounds language – Whitman intensified
and defamiliarized middling style’s effects, so that even contemporaries who reflected on his combinations of
diverse modes of diction did not connect Whitman’s style with that of middling orators.
9

I discuss Dickinson’s peculiar position vis a vis her nineteenth-century peers and her twentieth-century modernist
successors in “`So Anthracite – to live: Emily Dickinson and American Literary History.”

10

While modernist American poetry comprises a much wider range of difficulty than is often acknowledged, as
anyone who has taught the subject knows, even a relatively simple poem like William Carlos Williams’ “The Red
Wheelbarrow” is mystifying to the uninitiated. Robert Frost, of course, is another story – which is why he is often
excluded from the modernist canon. As Frank Lentricchia has pointed out, Frost tried to have it both ways – to write
poetry that would offer the mass accessibility of nineteenth-century poetry to “unrefined” readers and modernist
complexity to connoisseurs.
11

By comparison, despite the vast increase in the American book market over the past 150 years, few volumes of
contemporary verse ever sell more than a couple of thousand.
12

Reynolds’ foregrounding of Whitman’s efforts to use poetry to intervene in American politics is unusual among
Whitman scholars. Even Betsy Erkkila’s Whitman the Political Poet, a self-proclaimed attempt to push the political
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aspects of Whitman’s poetics to the forefront of critical discussion, downplays Whitman’s ambitions to exercise
public influence through his poetry: “His assertion … that poets rather than presidents will become the `common
referee’ of the nation is … uttered at a time when the poet was becoming increasingly marginalized” (11). While
Erkkila insists on critical recognition of Whitman’s poetry as an outgrowth and an expression of his political
engagements and investments, she as this historically inaccurate comment suggests, she shies away from taking
seriously Whitman’s stated ambitions for poets to exercise authority in American public discourse, presenting
Leaves of Grass as symbolic rather than performative language.
13

While Bennett’s study focuses on women, public poetry was widely published by writers of both genders. For
example, Reynolds notes that Daniel Webster’s “momentous speech before the Senate … supporting the fugitive
slave law prompted poetic polemics by Whitman, Whittier, and Longfellow, among others (Walt Whitman’s
America 128-9).
14

Whitman’s critics have a tendency to overlook this conflict, and thus Whitman’s middling strategies for defusing
it. For example, Reynolds states that Whitman’s “I” asserts both “total equality with others” and “total control”
(Walt Whitman’s America 326). Most critics have followed Whitman in reading his poetry as quintessentially
democratic while overlooking the unilateral, distinctly undemocratic authority his speaker often assumes.
15

While many scholars, particularly in the past two decades, have examined the ways in which Whitman’s poetry
reflects his political engagement, far less attention has been paid to how Whitman’s ambition to exercise
“equalizing” authority through his verse shaped his poetics.
16

Of course, some modernist poems – Pound’s later “Cantos,” for example – do address national issues. However,
the authority that such poems assume is not public but literary. Pound railed against usura in the midst of verses
whose polyglot technique and dizzying range of reference continue to daunt all but the most devoted and
sophisticated readers – readers who recognize Pound’s stature as a poet, regardless of what they think of his politics.
It is also true that many post-nineteenth century poets, such as Edna St. Vincent Millay and Amiri Baraka, wrote and
continue to write “public” poems in accessible, non-modernist modes. Though these poems are direct descendants
of the nineteenth-century tradition of poetry as public discourse, they did not and do not enjoy the attention their
predecessors received before poetry became marginalized as an essentially high cultural discourse.
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Developing an Archive at Phoenix College:
Challenges and Rewards
Phoenix College, the founding college of the Maricopa Community College District,
recently celebrated 85 years of distinguished service to the inner city neighborhoods of
central Phoenix. Maricopa, the largest and one of the most innovative community
college districts in North America, comprises ten colleges and several off-campus sites.
Phoenix College, home to some 30,000 students each year, serves students from over 100
countries speaking fifty different languages. Our students reflect the rich fabric of
diversity that makes up our surrounding community. With over 455 full-time faculty and
staff and more than 500 adjunct instructors, Phoenix College employees reflect the
diverse and dynamic community they serve.
However, in common with most other educational institutions, Phoenix College faces the
prospect of nearly 20% of her employees becoming eligible for retirement in the next ten
years. This daunting prospect required that she develop an archive that encouraged
continuity and knowledge of our cultural property in an era of rapid employee change.
The archive would help protect against widespread amnesia about our past and preserve it
for future generations of students, employees and the community. The archive
challenged us to preserve the intellectual, social and cultural history of Phoenix College
by collecting administrative records and materials relating to the College and the
community.
The staff of the archive as of September 2006 comprised a half-time employee and a fulltime librarian. The lady who worked half-time, a long term employee of Phoenix
College, served in the archive while she transitioned into retirement. We had been
extremely fortunate that several employees, under the supervision of the Office of
Alumni & Development, took great care to collect and organize our cultural and
organizational heritage. Our challenge for the immediate future called for an expansion
of this rich resource and the creation of online access.
After assessing the extent of the collection, the college needed to develop a mission for
the collection and to establish guidelines for its successful management. While a small
number of employees who had direct contact with the collection had definite views on
how the collection should grow, we needed a formal structure to formulate a mission and
goals. Phoenix College follows the shared governance model of administration.
Therefore, we needed buy-in from the faculty, as well as the administration. After much
discussion, we decided to request that the college form an archives committee, similar to
other academic committees already in operation. However, we requested that the
archives committee include representatives from the Alumni Association. The Alumni
Association is very active at Phoenix College, raising money for scholarships,
maintaining contact with alumni and seeking contacts to raise the profile of the college
within the community. Our request was granted and the committee should start
functioning by the end of January 2007.
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Major issues the committee will need to address include the extent of the collection, how
to access the collection and publicity for the archive.
Proposals for consideration regarding the extent of the collection include; if we should
include administrative and departmental records, if we should encourage alumni to
donate their papers and if we should encourage/require faculty and staff to deposit a copy
of conference papers and publications.
Administrative and departmental records from previous years, held in on-campus storage,
posed major challenges regarding confidentiality and management. The confidentiality
issue raises the possibility that information may be made public that should not. By this,
I do not mean that might be any hint of scandal; the issue revolves around who has the
right to know, or the need to know. These are not simple issues and I suspect that the
issue will be resolved on the more practical matter of management. Due to the sheer
volume of records and the shortage of space and staff time at the archive, there appears to
be little possibility that these records could be managed in a responsible and professional
manner in the near future.
However, alumni and previous employees donating their papers pose a different set of
challenges. On the one hand, we want to be responsive to requests from previous
employees, who, upon retirement, organize their professional documents. Typically, they
want somewhere to deposit these items where they will be of use to future researchers.
On the other hand, items considered priceless information by the donor may be of little
practical use for research. Furthermore, several requests come from the families of
deceased alumni, who ask us to take their papers, whether they relate to the college, or
not. In this instance, we find great difficulty in refusing their request, as we do not want
to appear heartless after the deceased had heaped praise on their alma mater. My own
view is that we should respond to all such requests by accepting the documents with the
understanding that we have the right to keep or discard at will. Nonetheless, I see the
problems that could arise by discarding a document that the family valued and thought
we would keep forever. I do not believe that the committee will decide to actively
encourage the donation of papers, but I hope they will agree to accept all donations
offered.
The third major issue, in my view, revolves around whether we should require or
encourage faculty and staff to deposit a copy of papers they present at conferences,
workshops, seminars and similar meetings. Should I deposit a copy of this paper I am
presenting today? Who would be interested in reading it tomorrow, or in ten years time?
I address the issue of compulsion as I have heard the view that if our college pays part, or
all, of the expenses to send a person to a conference the least they can expect in return is
a copy of what the presenter said. I would suggest that encouraging our employees to
deposit a copy of their presentations, as well as published articles, would be a more
reasonable approach. I do not know about you, but I have often been interested in what
my colleagues are speaking and writing about and the college archive seems a natural
location for these documents.
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Challenges regarding access to the archive involve deciding which online platform to use,
copyright and physical access to the collection.
We had originally thought that the colleges’ uniform system (Content Management
Systems-CMS) would be suitable for online access to the archive, as it had been
successfully used for an electronic library for our recent Self Study for accreditation.
However, the CMS did not allow the search flexibility desired. Therefore, the library and
alumni directors suggested incorporating the online archive into the Dynix library system.
At the time of writing they debate whether we should continue to search for a method of
customizing Dynix, or purchase space on one of the several commercial platforms
created for institutional repositories.
As with all libraries and archives who want to make documents available online there is
the thorny issue of copyright. Our paper archive contains several documents clipped
from local newspapers and magazines, as well as other items copyrighted by various
entities. To bypass the enormous amounts of time and expense involved in getting
copyright clearances, the best approach may be to concentrate on documents published
by the College, our District and by current and former employees. In these instances,
copyright clearances may be readily available, or owned by our institution. As we are at
the early stages of development, building content may be a better strategy than spending
a great deal of time and effort following copyright clearances for a few items. Besides, I
believe our college community needs basic information on college personalities and
history, especially people whose names appears on buildings. For myself, college
publications from the mid-century fascinate me. I discovered that during WW11 the
military used the college for a pilot training school and our school remained free from
racial segregation.
If online access poses challenges, physical access poses other issues. The Office of
Alumni and Development houses the current archive and they afford access to
researchers, mostly alumni and current employees. However, when the archive receives
greater publicity by going online, the increased numbers of researchers may pose
problems. The college currently experiences a period of great building renovation and
new construction and these projects result in space being at a premium as employees and
departments are shifted from place to place. Therefore, finding a new space for the
archive, even if that were desirable, seems to be out of the question for the next eight
years—the length of the building program. Nonetheless, spending an afternoon going
through the current archive and finding information on the college and her personalities
remains one of the great rewards of this job.
Publicity for the archive involves communicating with our internal community—students
and employees and with the external community, especially alumni.
The online archive will be especially helpful to students whose assignments include
researching famous alumni (Nick Nolte and Stella Pope Duarte) or getting to know the
person behind the name on a building (Bulpitt Auditorium and the John Paul Theater—
no, not the recently deceased Pope). Publicity targeted at students might include a link
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from the college and library homepages and my giving a brief introduction to the online
archive at selected classes. Also, information sent to faculty should include a request that
they inform their students about the archive. The librarians could also cooperate with
faculty who assigned archival projects in the past by becoming involved in the planning
and execution of new assignments.
An online newsletter, sent via our email system, may be an excellent suggestion for
communicating with our employees. Several other departments in our district follow this
pattern with a monthly email incorporating news, events and significant happenings. “PC
Archives,” a title already mentioned, sounds rather unappealing, but I am sure other titles
will suggest themselves as we move through the process of creating the document.
Meanwhile, word of mouth remains the greatest means of publicity with faculty and staff.
As one employee finds something of interest in the online archive, they will tell others
and, hopefully, suggest additions and donate items to the collection.
Our greatest supporters, the alumni community and especially the Phoenix College
Alumni Association, deserve special attention. Their commitment and contribution to the
college, whether in time, energy, or scholarship donations comprise an essential
component of our past, present and future. The Office of Alumni and Development, with
special mention for the director, have been tireless in their successful efforts to create a
vibrant and supportive alumni community. Their knowledge of the past and ability to
support future endeavors comprise an essential source of information, documents and
financial contributions. Alumni participation on the archives committee and frequent
contact with the Alumni Office ensures this important constituents’ support.
In the short term, information targeted to the wider community will include brief articles
in local newspapers and magazines, as well as conference presentations—like this one.
Later, after we have significantly developed the online archive, periodical articles would
be appropriate.
Presenting today allowed me to highlight important developments at our college. If I
have been able to shed some light on the issues facing us in establishing an online
archive, I am well satisfied. Please contact me via the email in the program as I welcome
suggestions, comments and questions. Please enjoy the remainder of the conference and
have a safe journey home. Thank you.
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Paper Abstract:
During the 21st century, much attention has been focused on educational
curriculum. Reformers attempt to analyze current educational programs and offer advice
toward improvement. Over the last few decades, the arts have begun to be placed at the
center of new ideas pertaining to the restructuring of school curriculum. In order to
promote high levels of student learning, researchers have suggested the incorporation of
arts infusion programs. Art infusion programs concentrate on the arts ability to teach
across the curriculum and transcend the traditional boundaries of school subjects. As
Pinar (2004) states, a goal of curriculum should be “to enable students to connect their
lived experience with academic knowledge, to foster students’ intellectual development,
and students’ capacities for critical thinking” (p. 21). Arts infusion projects attempt to
accomplish such tasks and encourage students to make personal meaningful connections
between themselves and the rest of the world.
This paper focuses on my personal experiences teaching the visual arts in an arts
infused elementary program. The presentation will include images of the students’ works
of art as well a critical examination of the program. Although there is no clear
undisputable evidence yet that arts infusion programs improve standardized test scores, I
have witnessed positive effects that it has had on this particular elementary school. It is
my hope that more teachers and administrators will acknowledge the importance of the
arts and the potential it can have within the educational setting. Arts infusion programs
offer an innovative approach to learning, experiencing, and understanding. Perhaps art
infusion is the revolutionary concept that the academic world has been searching for over
the past many years.
Pinar, W.F. (2004). What is curriculum theory? Mahwah, New Jersey: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, Inc.
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Jade Vessels from the Xuzhou Shizishan Western Han Tomb
Abstract
Han jade vessels are very precious and rarely found; currently, there are less than 20
pieces discovered from Han tombs. Among the excavations, four jade containers have
been unearthed at the Jiangsu Xuzhou Shizishan Western Han tomb, including an
ear-cup, a circular zhi and two stemmed cups. In addition, they are laid along with
numerous lacquer ear-cups and zhi, and different bronze vessels, like basin, ding
tripod etc. This paper will discuss various interesting but underresearched issues
which generate from the jade vessels of Shizishan. First, to explore and trace the
sources of the forms, particularly the stemmed cup which is a type that almost solely
exists in Western Han and has not been discussed until present. Second, to examine
the reasons of why some objects, for instance the ear-cup and zhi, were made of
different material and put together in the burial. Through the process of approaching
these questions, would try to search the reasons of the occurrence as well as the
motives of arrangement of these three jade vessel types in the tomb. Besides, it is also
expected to understand the phenomenon attached to the cultural and social
development from pre-Han to Western Han.
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5th Annual Hawaii International Conference on the Arts and Humanities
Renaissance Ilikai Waikiki Hotel
Honolulu, Hawaii
January 11 – 14, 2007
Abstract

"You Ask Me to Walk with You, Dance with You, Marry You, Why
Don't You Ask Me to Vote with You?": The Different Effects of
Suffrage in the East vs. the West
Dr. Gail Landberg
Gender and Women's Studies
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI
The Women's Suffrage Movement embodied an awe-inspiring story of seventytwo years of women laboring diligently and determinedly generation after generation
beginning with the Women's Rights Convention in 1848 in Seneca Falls, NY, and
climaxing when Congress finally ratified the Nineteenth Amendment granting women
full voting rights in 1920, more than 144 years after the Declaration of Independence.
This Constitutional Amendment simply declared: "The right of citizens of the United
States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or any state on account
of sex." Only one person who attended the First Women's Rights Convention in New
York was able to vote after the passage of this amendment: Charlotte Woodard Pierce.
She was 19 years old at the Seneca Falls convention, and when she voted for the first
time, she was 91.
Interestingly enough, several Western states had already granted women the right
to vote before 1896, either as a territory, as in the case of Wyoming, who had
accomplished this as far back as 1869, fifty-one years before the passage of the
Nineteenth Amendment, and Utah (1870), or as a state, as in the case of Colorado (1893)
and Idaho (1896). Both Wyoming and Utah came into the union with woman suffrage
intact in 1890 and 1896 respectively. It is interesting that all these states lie in the heart of
the West and all border one another.
By 1912, five more states from the West, for a total of nine, enfranchised women,
and this total doubled between 1917 and 1919. Even though a few Eastern states
enfranchised women at this time, once again, the bulk of the first group consisted of
Western states. Some of these states felt very strongly about granting women the right to
vote despite external pressures not to do so (Cooney, 1995).
Historians differ as to the reason the West was so precocious in its
adoption of the woman suffrage. One theory was that frontier conditions
undermined traditional gender roles and that women, having proven their
ability to conquer difficult conditions and do "men's work," were rewarded with
the vote. Another theory was that the politicians hoped that women voters
would help to "civilize" the West. Most historians stress practical politics as
opposed to advanced ideology as the explanation, arguing that western
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politicians found it expedient to enfranchise women for a variety of reasons. In
Utah, for example, Mormons hoped that the votes of women would help tip the
balance of power in their favor in their ongoing power struggle with the nonMormon populations, consisting largely of miners, railroad construction
workers, cowboys, and prospectors, who tended not to have women with them
(Cooney, 1995, p. 4.)

It would be interesting to examine the consequence of the West granting the right
to vote so early and examining the women's attitudes toward themselves, their place in
society, and how they regarded the women in the states where the right to vote wasn't so
eagerly granted. What affects the way women viewed the world?
"The early gains were made in states west of the Mississippi. Perhaps the
frontier experiences, which made life, seem more fleeting and precious, or the
lack of established traditions and precedents made these states more flexible
relative to women's issues. In any event, the early states granting women the
right to vote were all in the trans-Mississippi West. Because the states were in
the West, they had smaller populations and therefore less clout. Furthermore,
as frontier states, they were seen to be "on the fringe" and somehow less
central to the power structure. Canadians had the same experience, in that
women in Manitoba, Alberta, and Saskatchewan won the vote two years
earlier than did women in Canada generally" (Women's Issues, 1997, p. 835).

The following research questions will guide this study:
*What forces lead to "full enfranchisement" of women "so easily" in these
Western states, when obtaining suffrage was such a battle in the east?
*Some sources seem to show a mutual negative attitude toward or
criticism of each other (women of the West and women of the East). Is this a valid
appraisal of their attitudes during this time period?
*What about the state's acceptance of their equality? What factors
contributed to the men's "ease of acceptance" of the women's right to vote in the Western
states?
*What was the West's contribution to the national suffrage movement?
*Are both groups of women affected by the structure and enforcement of
the patriarchy?
*How did the issues and profiles of freedom create different attitudes and
perceptions in the women and men across the country?
*How much of an influence was the Quaker religion and women of
Quaker background to the Women's Movement and the accomplishments of the gaining
the right to vote and the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment? Did the fact that Susan
B. Anthony and Alice Paul were both Quakers have anything to do with their
accomplishment in the movement? Is there any Quaker influence in the West?
*Was there much influence from the Progressive Era which enhanced the
women's movement's accomplishments? Was there any effect of the Progressive Era on
the women's movement and their accomplishing the right to vote?
The answers to the above questions should be fascinating, as they contribute to a
wider view of the dedication of suffragists in their struggle over the 72-year-period from
the Seneca Falls convention to national enfranchisement, and should delineate the effects
of early enfranchisement on the consciousness of the West and particularly Western
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women, about themselves and their place in society. Their viewpoint about women in
states where the right to vote isn't granted until the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment
may well shed some light on the attitudes toward the Women's Movement generally, with
relevant implications leading up to the present. This is a gripping story, remarkably
unknown by most people, especially women, of the struggles of those women who fought
for suffrage, that urgently needs to be included in U. S. history.
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ABSTRACT
In Book III of Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, “Contayning The Legend of
Britomartis,” chaste damsels and brave knights alike must heed two injunctions on
boldness in the realm of romance involving both courtly love and chivalric adventure.
Boldness, the disposition towards action, must be prudently weighed with reflected selfrestraint to bring about best actions: depending on the circumstance, one must be bold
and one must not be too bold. In Book III, the end toward which these actions are taken is
chastity, the virtue of personal integrity including and transcending sexual purity.
Chastity, in Spenser’s view, is not a narcissistic guarding of the inviolate self but rather
its strengthening in readiness for the virtuous integration with another, by which “simple
truth and mutuall good will/ Seekes with sweet peace to salve each others wound”
(Amoretti, 65,11-12). In the light of his confirmed classical learning, chastity, I argue, is
Spenser’s revival of ancient Greek virtue, entailing personal and civic excellence; and
boldness, his elaboration on Aristotelian practical wisdom, the enactment of virtue in the
world, or, virtuosity. Put another way, Spenser’s depiction of classical virtue in romantic
epic is chastity enacted and enriched through judicious boldness, the deliberation and
execution of the proper action in every instance. Spenserian virtue in chivalric romance
entails the fusion of martial and marital chastity within the converging spheres of love
and war, bella and bellum.
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Boldness, Chastity, and Virtue in Book III of Spenser’s The Faerie Queene
“Be bold.”
“Be not too bold.”
In Book III of Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, “Contayning The Legend of
Britomartis,” chaste damsels and brave knights alike must heed these two injunctions on
boldness in the realm of romance involving both courtly love and chivalric adventure.
Boldness, the disposition towards action, must be prudently weighed with reflected selfrestraint to bring about best actions: depending on the circumstance, one must be bold
and one must not be too bold. In Book III, the end toward which these actions are taken is
chastity, the virtue of personal integrity including and transcending sexual purity.
Chastity, in Spenser’s view, is not a narcissistic guarding of the inviolate self but rather
its strengthening in readiness for the virtuous integration with another, by which “simple
truth and mutuall good will/ Seekes with sweet peace to salve each others wound”
(Amoretti, 65,11-12).1 In the light of his confirmed classical learning, chastity, I argue, is
Spenser’s revival of ancient Greek virtue, entailing personal and civic excellence; and
boldness, his elaboration on Aristotelian practical wisdom, the enactment of virtue in the
world, or, virtuosity.2 Put another way, Spenser’s depiction of classical virtue in romantic
epic is chastity enacted and enriched through judicious boldness, the deliberation and
execution of the proper action in every instance. Spenserian virtue in chivalric romance
entails the fusion of martial and marital chastity within the converging spheres of love
and war, bella and bellum.
Book III depicts the progress of the martial maid, Britomart, who epitomizes the
confusion and difficulty of pursuing true chastity through virtuosity against constraining
gender norms—all in readiness for companionate union. In Canto 1, the woman warrior
exhibits an overeager masculinity indicative of a knight freshly on the field, a woman
trying to mask her female sex: “The whiles faire Britomart, whose constant mind,/ Would
not so lightly follow beauties chace,/ Ne reckt of Ladies Love, did stay behind” (1.19.13). Here, her very devotion to the masculine pursuit of bellum makes Britomart disdain
bella and its metonymic women and this contempt towards her own sex, paradoxically,
makes her misconstrue the heroic ethic she ought to follow: damsels-in-distress, by
definition, unable to protect themselves, should be aided because of their vulnerability to
dangers not just because of their erotic attraction to men. However, later in the same
canto, Britomart is able to sympathize with a woman, Malacasta who falls in love with
her, “All ignoraunt of her contrary sex” (1.47.2).
Britomart’s partiality for lovelornness makes her improperly assess the boldness
1

All citations are from Edmund Spenser’s Poetry: A Norton Critical Edition. ed. Hugh McClean
and Anne Prescott, (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1993).
2
The ancient Greek term for practical wisdom is phronēsis. A Machiavellian rendering of virtuosity is
virtù, which, properly enacted, is neither ruthless political strategizing nor power inconsistent with moral
virtue but rather a deliberative faculty which “allows for effective action in the contingent realm of fortune”
(Victoria Kahn, Machiavellian Rhetoric, From the Counter-Reformation to Milton, Princeton, NJ:
Princeton UP, 1994, 20).
The ancient Greek fusion of contemplative and practical wisdom becomes the Machiavellian integration of
the lion and the fox. Virtuoso action imbricates with Machiavellian “force and fraud” in the less-thanheroic world of constant change.
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with which to turn down Malacasta’s advances. Her “sympathetic identification with
Malacasta,” to use Harry Berger’s term, initially prompts in the martial maid due
courtesy dictated by male chivalry at the same time that it encourages self-interested
gestures contrary to true marital chastity. This courteous gesture, at first indicating
chivalric progress through genuine empathy, betrays itself to be a narcissistic response of
identifying with Malacasta’s sorrow through her own pining after Artegall. Callow in
love, Britomart thinks of her love-sickness as a malady to be mastered—in order to
protect her inviolate, “masculine” self: “Sympathetic identification with Malacasta
modulates” and shifts to Britomart’s identification with the male other—Artegall—in her
aim to master “the male source of ‘imperial love’ that [her] ‘hart did vexe’ (1.54),”3 the
counteractive virtuous response to defending her female chastity. The martial ethic of
mastery and subjection, however, will induce neither personal integrity nor marital
harmony; virtuous boldness must be tempered with chaste understanding and empathy of
the other to engender the discordia concors of marriage. With regard to Britomart,
“Chaste affection was prematurely bestowed … before she was prepared for the
communion of true love” (RP 190).4
Britomart’s ingenuous or possibly disingenuous gentleness, or lack of boldness,
towards Malacasta’s advances causes the latter to misconstrue her “faire countenaunce”
(1.55.5) and prompts the lewd woman’s own bold act of slipping into her bed.
Britomart’s female virtuosity modulated into imprudent masculine courtesy, leads to the
awkward situation of gender expectations reversing moral outcomes: Malacasta, the
“loathed leachour,” appears as a soft, swooning damsel-in-distress, while Britomart, the
victim, appears as an aggressive violator: Malacasta’s six knights “fownd/Their Lady
lying on the sencelesse grownd;/ On th’other side, they saw the warlike Mayd/ All in her
snow-white smocke, with locks unbownd,/ Threatning the point of her avenging blade,/
That with so troublous terrour they were all dismayde” (2.63.4-9). Indeed, gynephobic
discourses are “disseminated among [Archimago’s] surrogates” in the legend of
Britomart, all overseen by the narrator. 5 The arch image underwriting this scene as well
as the rest of the poem is the self-protective patriarchal ideology which prescribes binary
gender norms establishing male as superior to female. Suddenly confronting a warlike
maid in white, signifying feminine chastity, the six knights—defenders of male
hegemony—see a virago figure present herself as not quite masculine or feminine but as
other, a subversive agent arising from the dark liminality between the two genders.
Britomart so shocks them with “troublous terrour” that they can only aim to be “dismaid”
of her—precisely what ensues:
one of the those sixe knights, Gardante hight,
Drew out a deadly bow and arrow keene,
Which forth he sent with felonous despight,
And fell intent against the virgin sheene:
… drops of purple bloud thereout did weepe,
Which did her lilly smock with staines of vermeil steepe. (2.65.1-4,8-9)
3

Harry Berger, Jr., Resisting Allegory: Interpretive Delirium in Spenser’s 1590 Faerie Queene, Ch. 7 on
FQ, Book III, (New York: Fordham UP, forthcoming 2007).
4
Harry Berger, Jr., 190, Revisionary Play: Studies in the Spenserian Dynamics (Berkeley: U of California
P, 1988).
5
Berger, Resisting Allegory.
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This is the gynephobic response to Britomart’s gender transgression troubling inscribed
social norms. Gardante’s cowardly shooting of the arrow not only symbolizes “specular
rape”6 but also the priapic putting down of the virago (male-enacting) Britomart—with a
reedy phallus. Britomart is punished for not conforming to chivalric conduct: a “man”
simply cannot threaten a fainting female, however much she is at fault. Britomart
transgresses this courtly ethic because even as a virago, she still subscribes to the norm of
female chastity: Britomart, as a virgin maid, automatically feels compelled to defend
herself against the lewd woman. Ironically, however, her effort backfires as she becomes
symbolically raped, thereby restituting the patriarchal order. The emblematic names of
the six knights, suggesting “the chronology of seduction,”7 further press the issue. On a
subliminal level, Britomart is also punished for impersonating a male and enjoying the
command of female passion.
Hence, Britomart’s misguided defense of female/marital chastity ultimately
works against her effort to enact courtly virtuosity—here, male chivalry—chastely (i.e.,
in “androgenetic” purity). Adulterated by the imperatives of female chastity, Britomart’s
ingenuous (or possibly disingenuous) attempts at male chivalry go completely awry with
the consequence that knights partial to “Ladies Love” (1.19.2) chastise the martial maid
for what they misconstrue as her monstrous aggression against a helpless female. The
final irony here is that Britomart’s enactment of male courtesy is shot down as female
subversiveness and male chivalric misconduct when actually her gentle conduct such as
towards Malacasta was preparing her eventually for the heterosexual imperative tempered
by marital chastity, the dynastic basis of patriarchal rule. This erotically fraught scene
illustrates Britomart’s difficulty in navigating before a gynephobic audience between the
delusively divergent imperatives of feminine chastity and masculine virtuosity, which
ideally harmonize in marital union. Britomart’s sympathy for lovelornness makes her
improperly assess the boldness with which to confront Malacasta—the character, the
lewdness she represents, and finally the false chastity that Britomart herself enacts. Right
assessment of how boldly one should act in courtly love entails genuine, sensitive
consideration of the other, the essence of both feminine chastity and masculine virtuosity.
Towards the end of Book III, the weakening influence of female passion upon
Britomart’s virtuosity is mediated through male love-sickness. This corrective translated
into increased virtuosity, results in the successful defeat of Busirane, a psychic victory.
When she hears Scudamour’s plaint, Britomart, through her attraction to males from her
female stance and her “homosocial” identification with males from her martial stance, is
more moved by his lovelornness than the plight of his lady Amoret, though she adds
gratuitously, “For nothing so much pitty doth implore,/ As gentle Ladies helplesse
misery” (11.18.5-6). Aiding this knight-in-distress promotes both her male chivalry and
her female subversion of male virtuosity. Like All’s Well’s Helena, who must rouse the
psychically and sexually weakened King of France to take her cure against fistula,
Britomart must rouse Scudamour out of his despondent resignation to fortune:
What boots it plaine, that cannot be redrest,
And sow vaine sorrow in a fruitlesse eare,
Sith power of hand, nor skill of learned brest,
Ne worldly price cannot redeeme my deare,
6
7

Berger, Resisting Allegory.
Norton, 243, n. 5.
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Out of her thraldome and continuall feare? (11.16.1-5)
To which Britomart gives the heroic response: “I will with proofe of last extremity,/
Deliver her fro thence, or with her for you dy…. Life is not lost … for which is bought/
Endlesse renowm, that more then death is to be sought” (11.18.8-9, 19.8-9). It will take,
however, prudent action to show that her speech-act is cautious boldness, not mere
foolhardiness.
Already at the sulfurous entrance of Busirane’s hell-like domain, Spenser makes
Britomart’s prudence clear. The woman warrior is “dismayd” but not “dismaid,” or
outdone, by this initial, baleful obstruction to her enterprise. Noting the foolhardiness of
attempting “Daunger without discretion” (11.23.1), Britomart exercises virtu-ous
deliberation, continuing to play the foil to Scudamour’s defeatist attitude: “neither may/
This fire be quencht by any wit or might,/ Ne yet by any meanes removed away,/ So
mighty be th’enchauntments” (11.23.5-9). Britomart resolves precisely to find the means
by wit or might to traverse the fiery hall. Having assessed the nature of danger ahead,
she reflects on how to take action. Ostensibly ruled by reason, or “wit,” her action relies
more on magic and “might”—the proven virtue of her powerful shield and enchanted
sword (3.60). What seems to the rational Scudamour like foolhardiness is Britomart’s
deceptive boldness rationally based on the faith of her magical gear. If he could read her
mental bubble, he would see her split-second psychic preparation as such: “Covering my
face with my ample shield, I will assail the flame with my mighty sword magically
wrought by Bladud. As the fire divides, I will pass through like a ‘thunder bolt/ Perc[ing]
the yielding ayre’ (11.6-7).” No sooner thought than done: “It fortunéd, as [Britomart]
devizéd” (5.18.1), demonstrating her virtuosity. At the same time her virtuosity is snidely
disparaged by narratorial reference to divine intervention. The simile comparing
Britomart to a thunderbolt reduces her to a medium of patriarchal Zeus, possibly lanced
in vengeful retaliation against Vulcan for siding with Hera in a dispute.
When Scudamour decides to follow Britomart by imitation, his failure proves his
insufficient virtuosity:
With greedy will, and envious desire,
And bad the stubborne flames to yield him way:
But cruell Mulciber would not obay
His threatfull pride, but did the more augment
His mighty rage, and with imperious sway
Him forst (maulgre) his fiercenesse to relent,
And backe retire, all scorcht and pitifully brent. (11.26.3-9)
Success in action is granted to those pure in mind: virtuosity implies chastity. His
endeavor tainted by concupiscence and envy, Scudamour’s fire is chastised by the
mightier Vulcan fire. Symbolically, this punishment serves also to chasten Scudamour’s
passion for Amoret in preparation for a real communion of love. The word “forst” (8),
subtly linking the fiery knight back to the lewd “forster” of Canto 1, serves to correct in
Scudamour greedy lust in its various manifestations. “Britomart is judiciously ‘bold,’ but
in his intemperate eagerness, Scudamour may be ‘too bold’.”8
The successful actions of other chaste maidens underscore an archetypal female
chastity composed of wisdom, conviction, and perseverance, which lends psychic
strength towards the success of actions. “Only Palladine [etymologically related to ‘a
8

Norton, 388, n. 2.
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knightly champion’ and ‘the giant-fighter Pallas Athena’ possibly representing ‘an early
version of Britomart] can rout Argante [a menacing giantess]: only true chastity counters
perverted lust.”9 Her twin brother, Ollyphant, likewise, fears “Britomart the flower of
chastity,” “For he the power of chast hands might not beare” (11.6.2-3). At Malbecco’s
castle, where Britomart displays her martial prowess, Britomart, moreover, is compared
to Bellona, whom E.K. identifies with Pallas (Minerva).10 The archetypal tradition of
chaste female warriors suggests that psychic purity, not weakened by sensual pleasure,
lends an awesome, concentrated power to successful actions.
More tests of how boldly one must act lie ahead for Britomart. Once she passes
through the fiery obstacle, Britomart, eager to fight dangerous foes, “ne could satisfie/
Her greedy eyes with [merely] gazing” at endless panels of tapestries depicting Love’s
overarching mastery even over powerful gods. Gods, monarchs, nobles, commoners—all
tasting “the sweet consuming woe” (11.45.4), are brought into the thralldom of Love.
One magnificently arrayed room pays homage to cruel love with its walls depicting, all in
gold, the follies of “wilde Antickes” (11.51.5), and hung with Cupid’s myriad trophies
and spoils. This room is flanked by two doors with the contrary injunctions, “Be bold,”
and “Be not too bold,” which completely befuddle Britomart. Yet it behooves the bold
maid, presently engrossed in martial vigilance but latently suffering the torments of love,
to be more vigilant about assessing boldness in the treacherous affairs of love.
Busirane’s castle, presented at the end of the second half of Book III, invites its
comparison to the Garden of Adonis, presented at the end of the first half. The latter,
illustrating the continuity of life-substance through perpetually changing forms, is
depicted both as a nursery for regenerating decayed life forms and a garden of erotic play
since sex is the natural means to propagation. Though subject to temporal flux unlike the
Garden of Eden, the Garden of Adonis is portrayed as a place of “sweet love” and erotic
joy “Without fell rancor, or fond gealosie” (6.41.5-6). The earthly world, however, is
subject to the ravages of both time and cruel love. Busirane’s castle symbolizes the busy
reign11 of Cupid wreaking havoc through contrary love. From a gender perspective,
Busirane, in relation to the Garden of Adonis, represents the male effort, through a
fantasy of male parthenogenesis, to undermine natural generation as overseen by Venus.
This two-step process is reinforced by the correspondence of double doors, gold and iron,
in both the Garden of Adonis and Busirane’s castle. Busirane tries first to obstruct female
generation by obstructing the passage between the Garden of Adonis’s double doors of
death and life. When that goal proves futile through all the illusory instruments of
patriarchal culture, or image-making, the enchanter Busirane presents the born and living
man and woman confounding doors of conduct towards the sexual other: a gold one
enjoining leonine boldness and an iron one constraining it.
The choice is easy in the presence of fatal foes, but in Busirane’s castle, no “wight
appeared, but wastefull emptinesse” (12.53.6). In Britomart’s situation, boldness becomes
patient, watchful waiting in this psychic battle where cure comes of itself—i.e., the
automatic disappearance of the frightful masque figures—if one finds the psychic key—
the power to withstand illusion. In her watchful waiting, Britomart “drew her selfe aside
in sickernesse” (12.55.8), Spenser’s use of the paradoxical word, “sickernesse,”
9

Norton, 332, n. 7.
Norton, 352, n. 3.
11
Berger, RP, 173.
10
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underscores the notion that safety lies in healing the psychic sickness in oneself, as
applied to the three characters involved in this episode—Scudamour, Britomart,
Amoret—as well as other characters discussed in this essay. Notably, Britomart’s martial
stance of choosing between life or death ill suits the more complex negotiation of erotic
politics in her future relationship with Artegall: how boldly one should assert oneself in
the intricacies of intimate living is vastly complicated by the constant flux of being.
Despite the malicious trickery of Busirane’s enchantments, they have the positive sideeffect of foiling Britomart’s martial readiness, thereby directing her in the right exercise
of boldness in chaste affection.
In her final test of virtuosity, Britomart displays both martial boldness and
gentleness, a propitious combination for her marital joining with Artegall. Britomart
adeptly foils Busirane’s attempt to stab Amoret, although for “maister[ing] his might”
(12.32.9), the gynephobic narrative cannot help once again snidely conceding the spiteful
symbolic rape by another insecure male: “The wicked weapon … stroke into her snowie
chest,/ That little drops empurpled her faire brest” (12.33.2,4-5). Yet these do not taint
her chastity but rather, as battle scars, symbolize the ongoing strengthening of her
integrity by virtue of experience. Britomart’s virtuosity of flexible action enables her,
moreover, to desist in her own retaliation at Amoret’s plea to abstain. This is Britomart’s
ultimate virtuous and chaste decision, which not only chivalrously saves Amoret’s life
but also in saving Love and marital chastity symbolically, allows these possibilities in her
own future with Artegall.
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Paper Title
Go South, Young Man: Strauss’s Italian Bildungsreise
Abstract
Richard Strauss’s trip to Italy in April-May 1886 proved to be of huge importance for
the development of his art. It was undertaken on the recommendation of Brahms, who
had noticed a lack of melodic richness in Strauss’s compositions to that point.
Strauss’s encounter with Italian music during his two-month sojourn did lead to his
incorporating tarantella idioms and, more prominently, the infamous ‘Funiculì
funiculà’ into his Aus Italien Suite (1886); he was under the impression that the latter
tune was a genuine Neapolitan folksong. However, the orchestral fantasy Aus Italien
is particularly significant for reasons other than the fusion of the German symphonic
style with Italianate idioms: it marks Strauss’s first foray into programme music. In a
letter he wrote on his return, Strauss revealed the discovery he had made: ‘I have
never really believed in inspiration through the beauty of Nature, but in the Roman
ruins I learnt better, for ideas just came flying to me’. Hitherto a composer of
symphonies, Strauss discovered how the extra-musical could stimulate his creativity,
and the famous series of tone poems which followed demonstrate how much he took
this to heart. This paper will explore the interconnections between travel and
creativity for Strauss, focussing mainly on this 1886 journey, but also including
consideration of later visits to Italy, and other Southern destinations (including Egypt
in 1892/3). These foreign excursions can without exaggeration be called ‘voyages of
discovery’ since Strauss soon learned that he could only find inspiration in these
warm climes.
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Abstract

In To Have Done With the Judgment of God, a radio play, Antonin Artaud
declares war on the organs. At that time, in November of 1947, he demands to have a
“body without organs,” calls for a readjustment of the self, so as “to deliver man from his
automatic reactions” and “restore him to his true freedom”. Artaud writes: “Then you will
teach him again to dance wrong side out as in the frenzy of dance halls and this wrong
side out will be his real place.” In this paper, I address the process of attaining a “body
without organs” and explore the magnitude of existing inside-out, so to speak. I will
explain what this “real place” is for Artaud and how one is forever in-transit to get there,
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like a nomad, a wanderer, a seeker of a new freedom. Subsequently in 1987, Gilles
Deleuze and Félix Guattari devote chapter six in A Thousand Plateaus to Artaud’s
evocative phrase “body without organs”. They clarify what this expression must mean,
why it is vital, what anchors it opposes, and how this “continually self-constructing
milieu” evades control; and, most importantly, how the “body without organs” is a
component of passage and is recurrently reshaping itself in travel. Through the
dismantling of the self, one can begin a journey towards an endless becoming. What
attracts Deleuze and Guattari to the BwO (as they refer to it) seems synonymous with a
forever attaining life force, without which possibility is limited and creativity stifled.
In January 2005, Richard Foreman, a New York City downtown experimental
theater director, introduces The Gods Are Pounding My Head (aka Lumberjack Messiah)
to the public. In this, roughly, 80 minute play, written, designed, and directed by
Foreman, containing no intermission, three characters and a six-person ensemble of
androgynous ‘props men’ referred to as dwarves, persistently reorient themselves in a
world overloaded with communication, signs, and information. Two lumberjacks (Dutch
and Frenchie) and one princess of the forest (Maude), with the aid of six darkly clad
servants, journey together to discover and become something else, to question, desire,
and establish connections in a world increasingly void of assurance.
In this paper, I will demonstrate that The Gods Are Pounding My Head is an
experiment in accessing what Artaud and, later, Deleuze refer to as a “body without
organs,” and, therefore, an exercise in approaching an unexplored freedom and a new
territory. Through an explication of a BwO, one comes to a clearer understanding of the
desires and “assemblages,” the twisting and unfolding of the body and machine, and how
these manifest themselves in the search for an invigorated bodily form in The Gods Are
Pounding My Head. All three characters, Dutch, Frenchie, and Maude, patiently
“destratify” through a series of postulations and becoming-animal, molecular, other. I
believe that The Gods Are Pounding My Head explores, precisely, these aspects in
question. Understanding the BwO will help elucidate Richard Foreman’s stylistic images
and playfully intricate language on stage. Likewise, explicating The Gods Are Pounding
My Head will bring us to a clearer comprehension of Artaud’s original and revolutionary
request in 1947.
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Abstract Page
Title:
An attempt of studying and applying cultural aesthetics to product design

Abstract:
Eleven Industrial Design students from Auburn University visited Taiwan for a
period of two months to join with students from Shu-Te University. These 11
Auburn students were teamed with Shu-Te student to work on design projects.
One of the essential requirements of the projects was to apply Taiwan’s cultural
aesthetics to the form of the forms of their designs. The purpose of the project is
that through intentional study of cultural aesthetics, students might be able to
identify certain visual elements that were cultural related thus learn about the
culture in a deeper way.
Each Auburn student was assigned to three to four Shu-Te students to form 11
different design teams. Each team picked a specialized robot, researched and
defined the robot, then developed a form for the robot that signifies essences of
Taiwan’s cultural aesthetics. This paper is a report of the process and results of
the attempt.
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Title: An attempt of studying and applying cultural aesthetics to product design
INTRODUCTION
In the recent decades the speedy growth of technology has made a rapid change to the
world we live in. Travel distance has seems to be extended by airplanes, trains, buses,
and cars. Many people nowadays can travel much farther distance in their life time than
two hundred years ago. Communication distance has also been extended by technologies
like the telephone, radio, television, cell phone, audio and video equipment, and of course
the internet with email and the World Wide Web. These technological progresses have
brought cultures closer together. It now comes to a point that cultures affect one another.
There is a tendency that the lines between cultures have becomes blurrier and there are
more and more overlapping areas among cultures. Because of this tendency, people are
more receptive to diversity. Moreover, people are easier to adjust to live in other cultures.
More understanding and adapting to other cultures hopefully would bring more peace and
harmony to the world. It was obvious when the Auburn students arrived to Taiwan and
discovered that CNN and ESPN are available, they certainly felt more comfortable than
having all channels available only in Mandarin and Taiwanese. As overlapping of
cultures increases, learning about and adjusting to others cultures has become easier.
However there is a negative side of the tendency: the blurry line and overlapping cultures
might result in a more and more homogeneous world with diminishing cultural identity.
Because of that most developed countries now can not maintain their own traditional
culture in a purer form. Core values of individual culture could be affected or even
discarded. Heritages and traditions might slowly be forgotten. As the world is being more
and more westernized, we witnessing that fashion, housing, furniture, and even consumer
products sometimes are so similar and familiar that when we travel around from country
to country we do not even notice much difference.
The tendency on one hand does make it easier to adjust while traveling, but on the other
hand it takes away the excitement of having different experiences and the value of
diversity. This risk of losing identity and diversity is happening and it might bring an
irreversible result of losing uniqueness of each culture. Therefore, retaining and
maintaining different cultures would certainly make the world more interesting and
exciting especially for travelers.
Industrial designers should pay more attention to the culture they design for and should
develop a sense of cultural difference. Not only it makes a product have cultural identity,
it also enhances the user’s experience. Tractinsky (1997) believed that aesthetics is
deeply related to culture in design of Human-Computer Interaction:
Clearly, aesthetic perceptions are culturally dependent. Thus, one can
reasonably expect the relationships between aesthetics and apparent
usability to vary across cultures. For example, whereas Japanese culture is
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known for its aesthetic tradition, Israeli culture is probably better known
for its action orientation.
To enhance students’ learning experience in other cultures, Auburn University in recent
years set a goal of 20 percent students would have study abroad experience. Because of
this goal, several study abroad programs have been set up. This has been the third year
for Auburn industrial design students and faculty with that of the Shu-Te University in
Taiwan to work together in such setting. Since the period of stay is only two months, we
have tried different ways to help students to benefit from the program as much as
possible.
Eleven Industrial Design students from Auburn University and about 40 Product Design
students from Shu-Te University were teamed to work on design projects in a period of
two months. It was hoped that using an immature high-tech product which did not have a
defined form, students had more freedom in function and from development. One of the
essential requirements of the projects was to apply Taiwan’s cultural aesthetics to the
form of the design.
Cultural aesthetics in this case is defined as visual aesthetics value that members of a
specific society use to apply within their world and with one another, and that are passed
down from generation to generation. It is composed of the visual effects related to
architecture, religion, custom, clothing, daily used utensils, and ceremonial traditions.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the project is that through intentional study of cultural aesthetics, students
might be able to identify certain visual elements that were cultural related thus learn
about the culture in a deeper way.
For the Auburn students, students were exposed to a culture that is totally different from
their own. Visual impacts they received were very likely unique to Taiwan. When they
received these visual elements they may not be consciously organizing the data except
taking a lot of pictures. Assigning students a design project that required application of
cultural aesthetics would hopefully enforce the importance of not only paying attention to
the objects but to assimilate and generalize the information to form descriptive patterns.
For the Shu-Te students, they are the Taiwanese who grown up in the culture. However
when they were assigned the project, they were not able to identify right away what
visually symbolize Taiwan’s culture.
The concept of the applying cultural aesthetics to product design was based on several
assumptions that might contribute interesting results. Firstly, it was assumed that since
the Auburn students had arrived Taiwan there should be visual impacts bombarding their
minds regardless of their previous knowledge learned from traveling guides and internet.
These visual impacts were distinctly different from their past experience in America. If
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these images were retrieved and verified by Taiwan nationals, i.e. Shu-Te students, there
should be impressions and images which may visually represent Taiwan’s culture.
Secondly, it is assumed that Shu-Te students know their own culture subconsciously but
do not have a solid and literal list. When they were exposed to the Auburn students’
impressions, they should be able to verify what would be considered Taiwan’s and what
would be not.

PROCEDURES AND METHODS
Research and defining criteria of the robot
Each Auburn student was assigned to three to four Shu-Te students to form 11 different
design teams. Each team conceptualized a specialized robot firstly by researching on
available and new technologies. They also research on identifying a problematic situation
that could be solved by using robotic device. Then they proposed a possible robotic
device as their project with definition and specifications of functions of the robot.
Research on traditional cultural aesthetics and development of product form
Students collected images of traditional artifacts such as household items, traditional
architecture, art works, religious ceremony, etc. After the robot is defined in terms of
functions and technology, students began to develop a form for the robot that
incorporated essences of Taiwan’s cultural aesthetics. The development of the concept
and form included group discussions, sketches, scale models, and full-size model. Below
are some works during the development stage.
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The final design
From the sketches and models, the best solution from each group was chosen, evaluated,
and refined. The final design was presented with a scale finished model. The following
are images of cultural aesthetics each design referred to and pictures of the final design
from each group.
Bebe – a Pet-sitting Robot
Designers: Sally Denham, 周元品,
周元品 李怡慧,
李怡慧 李佳頤,
李佳頤 王睿宏
Taking imagery of the traditional Chinese / Taiwan culture of bowing and greeting, as
well as the form and proportions of vases and containers, this group has designed a robot
that would watch pets while the pet owner is gone.
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Cultural aesthetics images:

Final computer rendering and the final model of the design:

MAX – a Medical Assistant Examiner
Designers: Cliff Hare, 李欣蓉, 王斌鶴, 林佳蓁, 方柏翔
This group developed a nurse/receptionist robot for a doctor office. Taking flower Calla
Lilly (popular for visiting patients) and a vase form, they develop the robot nurse.
Cultural aesthetics images and final model of the design:

Japple -- Kitchen Assistant
Designers: Richard James Jr., 陳怡儒, 蘇于倫, 葉伯宏, 許曉菁
This group developed a kitchen robot that would help preparing, cooking, and cleaning.
The body of the robot signified the Taiwanese culture through the use of tiling, which can
be found anywhere in Taiwan. The arms of the robot are cylindrical extrusions that
resemble the roofing tiles that blanket the cities in their every so prevalent history.
Cultural aesthetics images and final model of the design:
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Geri – Geriatrics Physical Therapy Robot
Designers: Jennifer Shamburger, 陳玉鳳, 林邑沁, 羅雅儀, 杜政修
The speakers for Geri are a popular Taiwanese Design. The curve of the body is a mimic
of the shape of Taiwanese vases. The color of Geri is inspired by the colors of the
Taiwanese flag. Blue and white because blue gives a more calm feeling for the patient.
Cultural aesthetics images:

Final model of the design:

Elderly Assistant
Designers: Josh Ascolese, 彭麟婷, 杜思惟, 陳幸均, 林佩玲
The sides of our robot to curve down towards each other in the middle. This was
influenced by the old Taiwan architecture and specifically the old temples with the
pointy, curved roofs.
Cultural aesthetics images and final model of the design:
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Lawn Care Robot
Designers: Kevin Montenegro, 蔡坤益, 洪瑜邦, 鄧家欣, 周政宇
The design uses the image of the ridge of the unique slope roofs of the culture. The shape
of the body represents aquatic life in its form, a factor which is important to an island
nation.
Cultural aesthetics images, final computer rendering, and final model of the design:

Golf Caddy
Designers: Matthew Sullivan, 許佳雯, 周京穎, 林志堅, 陳思安
The design was inspired through traditional Taiwan furniture, ornamental patterns, and
Chinese painting.
Cultural aesthetics images, design sketch, computer rendering, and final model of the
design:

Search & Rescue Robot
Designers: Laura Whitacre, 邱惠琳, 陳怡華, 姜亞欣, 歐育松
This design inspired by Taiwan Pangolin. Color choices are yellow, red and gold which
are very traditional color in Taiwan.
Cultural aesthetics images, computer rendering, and final model of the design:
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Gardening Robot
Designers: Jennifer White, 楊玉如, 高嘉彌, 吳佳融, 陳俊甫
The design of the robot is inspired by a buffalo. The buffalo is used to help in farming.
Essence from Taiwan traditional furniture and color pattern are also used for the design.
Cultural aesthetics images and final model of the design:

Shopping Robot
Designers: Ryan Yearwood, 曾愛倫, 廖彥婷, 葉書宏, 林揚智
The design applied subtle hints of Architecture and furniture, with a little splash of
traditional color.
Cultural aesthetics images and final model of the design:

DISCUSSION
This is our first attempt to apply cultural aesthetics to product design using cross-cultural
experience as a backdrop. The purpose of this endeavor is two folds. On one hand, it is an
initial development of an approach to design consumer products with cultural aesthetics
in mind. On the other hand it is a means to enforce students to pay attention to cultural
aesthetics. Because of the requirement of the project, through research, discussions, and
even debates, students learned more in the cross-cultural experience. Although cultural
aesthetics is not obviously evidential in most of the final designs, students have
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somewhat developed a primary system in classifying cultural aesthetics and applying the
interpretation of their understanding onto their design. It is hoped that the experience of
this design project would help the students in learning to appreciate other cultures as they
travel again to different parts of the world.

CONCLUSION
With the limited time of the program of two months, trying to travel and visit a country
and in the same time working on a design project from scratch to finish is a challenging
task. Although the result may not be noticeably convincing and has just scratched the
surface, the process was surely helpful to the students in understanding cultural aesthetics.
The study has been only focused on aesthetics at the traditional level but not the
indigenous level. Further study in this area would be beneficial to designers in design of
new products with consideration of cultural aesthetics in mind as practice, thus continues
the excitement of diversity of different cultures on our planet earth.
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Abstract Page
Title:
Worth for the efforts – statistical supports to a design exchange program

Abstract:
Having conducted three years of an annual exchange program, questions have
been always asked. Is it worth it to put so much man power and efforts in
planning, organizing, and managing the program? How do students think about
the program? Are there any changes in attitude and perception? What do they
think about the classes that are totally different from their ordinary classes?
Three sets of surveys were done by means of questionnaires. Although the sample
space was small and not everyone in the program has participated all surveys. The
statistical analysis of these surveys shed some light about how the students think
from both schools thus helps evaluate the program and hopefully bring
improvements. Surveys being done were focused on comparison of students’
understanding of other culture between before the program and after the program;
evaluation of one of the craft classes that was different from their ordinary classes;
and self evaluation of students at the end of the program. All surveys show
supportive evidences to the exchange program.
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Title: Worth for the efforts – statistical supports to a design exchange program
INTRODUCTION
Having conducted three years of an annual exchange program, questions have been
always asked. Is it worth it to put so much man power and efforts in planning, organizing,
and managing the program? How do students think about the program? Are there any
changes in attitude? What do they think about the classes that are totally different from
their ordinary classes?
Three sets of surveys were done by means of questionnaires. Although the sample space
was small and not everyone in the program has participated all surveys. The statistical
analysis of these surveys shed some light about how the students think from both schools
thus helps evaluate the program and hopefully bring improvements. Surveys being done
were focused on self evaluation of students at the end of the program; comparison of
students’ understanding of other culture between before the program and after the
program; and evaluation of one of the classes that was different from their ordinary
classes.
THE PROGRAM
The exchange program has been conducted for the third time. Eleven Auburn students
from Alabama, USA, came to Shu-Te University in Taiwan for a period of roughly two
months. The purpose of the program is to offer students from both schools an opportunity
and environment to enjoy and experience cultural exchange, to cultivate a broader world
view, to learn to accept and respect those who are different, to exercise communication
skills through different means as designers, to develop lasting friendship, and to
recognize equality cross-culturally.
Exchange is expected to happen in classroom setting as well as outside the classroom.
The goal for students from both schools is that they would learn to respect and appreciate
other people and cultures. Through design studio projects, craft classes, and
extracurricular activities, students spent time with one another in daily life. It is hoped
that through the program, students would learn to appreciate diversity, and develop
lasting friendship.
Auburn students were required to take a design studio class teamed with Shu-Te students
working on different design projects. On the top of the studio class, they were also
required to take four different craft classes, namely, glasswork, metal craft, pottery, and
Chinese painting. Craft classes were taught by Shu-Te faculty as well as students. There
were also student assistants from Shu-Te to help out the classes. These classes provided
plenty of opportunities of interactions in classroom setting. Classes were arranged only
from Monday to Thursday during the day time. Evenings, Fridays, and weekends were
for traveling, sightseeing, and social activities.
The Design Studio Class
Each Auburn student was assigned to three to four Shu-Te students to form 11 different
design teams. Each team picked a topic for their design project with approval of the
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instructor. The class met twice a week for a period of four hours each time on Mondays
and Thursdays. Students were given a schedule of the whole design process and worked
along the schedule. Lectures, discussions between the instructor and students, discussions
among students, and sketching were activities happened in the classroom. All class
assignments such as research, scale models, full size models, and final models were done
mostly outside the class meeting time. Students were expected to work together as a team
inside and outside the class. The class time provided a lot of opportunities for interaction.
Students were required to stay in class unless with official excuses such as other classes
and examinations.

Figure 1. Interactions during class periods
Craft Classes
Craft classes were conducted in four sections, namely, glass class, metal class, pottery
class, and Chinese painting class. These classes were conducted by Shu-Te faculty and
students. The glasswork class was taught by Professor Chiu-Ter Chiu 邱秋德 who
provide immense support to the program since the program started. This year, the metal
craft class, the pottery class, and the Chinese painting class were taught by Shu-Te
students who were strong in these areas. Although not all the craft instructors were
available to teach this year, Shu-Te students did a great job in teaching and
accommodating the Auburn students. They worked together and actually offered extra
time for Auburn students to catch up and finish their work. Through the classes,
relationships were built among students from two schools.
• Glasswork class
This year the glass class was focused on the kiln cast process. Pictures below are students
in class and their work. Auburn students do not have opportunity to learn about glass
work in Auburn’s curriculum. The results of the class show much of interest in glass
work. This was a weekly class met three hours each time. Unfortunately, because of
traveling schedule, there were only five class meeting times. Most students were eager to
learn and create. Within the three years’ program, this was the class used up most
materials and produces most work. Obviously, students enjoyed this class very much.
Most students exceeded what they were required to make.
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Figure 2. Glasswork class and Auburn students work
• Metal craft class
Metal craft class was taught by Shu-Te students Yu-Feng Chen 陳玉鳳, Yi-Chin Lin 林
邑沁, and Ya-Yi Lo 羅雅儀. The student teachers spent much time with the Auburn
students. They were willing to offer extra hours so that Auburn students can catch up and
finish their work. Below are pictures in class and students’ work. Auburn students did not
have metal craft class in their curriculum. Although it was a lot of hard work, from their
work it seemed students really enjoy this class. Again, this class has provided an
opportunity to students from both schools to interact with one another.

Figure 3. Metal Craft class and students work
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• Chinese painting
The Chinese painting was taught by Yu-Lun Su 蘇于倫, and Yi-Ju Chen 陳怡儒. With
only five meeting times, students learned to write their name with brush and ink as well
as drawing different things such as bamboo, plants, birds, fish, and animals. Considering
no prior experience with brush, Chinese calligraphy, and Chinese painting, students did
extremely well and were willing to learn. Several students did a marvelous job that can be
seen from pictures below.

Figure 4. Chinese Painting class and students work
• Pottery class
Pottery class was taught by Yi-Hua Chen 陳怡華 and Hui-Ling Chiu 邱惠琳. These two
student teachers spent a lot of time with the Auburn students teaching different ways of
pottery. Although this was the first time for Auburn student to take a pottery class, the
result was very satisfactory.
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Figure 5. Pottery Class and students work
Other Activities
• Visiting schools, factory and design firm
Part of the program was to visit schools, manufactory and design firms. Auburn students
visited the National Cheng Kung University, the National Taiwan University of Science
and Technology, Taiwan Design Center, New Dimension Design, and KYMCO, etc.
Most of these activities were accompanied by Shu-Te students. Not only students learned
from the visits, these activities also provide casual settings for students to mingle with
one another, thus friendship was established.
• Sight-seeing and hanging out
Sight-seeing was part of the program although it was not the key purpose. There were
planned trips as well as free time that students could tour the country as they will.
Through the trips, students got to know one another very well.
Class interactions
Since each Auburn student was assigned to 3 to 4 Shu-Te students, everyone was forced
to communicate by all means. Although Shu-Te students know English, language
probably was the most problem. However, because of language barrier, interactions were
even more interesting. Many students have mentioned at the end of the program that their
drawing skill has improved a lot because they often have to use drawing to communicate
ideas. Besides drawing skill, facial expressions, gestures, and even sounds are used to
help communicate. On one hand it may be frustrating to communicate idea like this, but
on the other hand this was a good opportunity to train students about how to
communicate people with different background from their own. During the course of the
program, several Auburn students had asked what they should do when they had difficult
time to communicate. However, laughter was often the atmosphere of the classroom.
Because of the interaction in the classroom, relationship was built, and it extended to
outside the classroom. Often students from both schools would go for dinner together
after classes.
SURVEYS
Three different surveys were conducted using questionnaires. Two of these surveys were
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conducted to the Auburn students and one was conducted to both Auburn and Stu-Te
students.
The first survey was to study the attitudes change of Auburn students before and after the
exchange program. The second survey was to study the attitudes of Auburn students
towards a craft class that they did not have an opportunity to take at Auburn. The third
survey was an evaluation of the overall exchange program by both Auburn and Shu-Te
students. The purpose of these studies was to investigate what change does the exchange
program brings to the involved students and how the exchange program was viewed by
them from different angles.
Survey one – change of perception:
A questionnaire was given to the traveling group from Auburn University few months
before the trip. The questionnaire was made up of 31 perceptions about the Taiwan
students using a semantic differential scale between two extremes. The same
questionnaire was given to the students again right before they left Taiwan. The two sets
of data were then compared to see if there was any significance in perception change that
the program might have brought. Not all students were willing to do the questionnaire
before the program but all have answered the questionnaire at the end of the program.
Survey two – attitude on a new craft class:
At Auburn’s industrial design curriculum, students do not have any opportunity to take
craft classes while Shu-Te’s product design curriculum offers several craft classes.
Students from Auburn had the opportunity to take four different craft classes, namely,
glasswork, pottery, metal craft, and Chinese painting, while they were staying at Shu-Te.
We chose the glasswork class to conduct the survey, and want to see if the attitude of
students toward a craft class, that was new to them, was positive or negative. This survey
consists of 27 questions.
Survey three – self evaluation and evaluation of the program:
At the end of the exchange program, both Auburn students and Shu-Te students were
asked to evaluate the program with a questionnaire using a semantic differential scale
between two extremes. The questionnaire used for the evaluation was designed to allow
student firstly self-evaluate on whether the exchange program had helped them improve
themselves in 35 aspects, and secondly evaluate how they thought about the program.
It was hoped that through the results of these surveys, we might have a glimpse of the
value of the exchange program from the students’ point of view, thus give us indications
of what kind of improvement would be needed to sustain or better the program, or even if
we should continue the program at all. These surveys dealt with students perception
change, evaluation of a hands-on craft class, as well as self and program evaluation at the
end.
FINDINGS
Survey 1:
AU males =6, AU females=5, Age=22.5 ± 1.4
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Assigned values to semantic differential scale are from -3 to +3.
The data was analyzed by independent sample test.
Before

At the end

Mind Close—Mind Open
Subject--Objective
Lazy--Hard
Extreme--Moderate
Traditional--Fashionable
Dirty--Clean

mean ± sd
1.9 ± 1.1
0.6 ± 0.9
1.3 ± 1.9
-0.1 ± 2.0
0.0 ± 1.1
0.4 ± 0.9

mean ± sd
2.3 ± 0.8
1.0 ± 1.6
2.1 ± 1.2
0.5 ± 1.0
0.5± 1.9
1.5 ± 1.5

Late--Punctual**
Spontaneous--Organized
Shy--Bold
Gentle--Rude
Serious--Humorous
Quiet--Talkative
Emotional--Rational

1.4 ± 1.9
0.8 ± 1.8
0.0 ± 2.3
-0.9 ± 2.0
-0.1 ± 1.7
0.1 ± 1.8
0.9 ± 0.8

-1.4 ± 1.1
0.4 ± 1.4
0.4 ± 1.5
-2.1 ± 0.5
1.1 ± 1.1
0.6 ± 1.3
0.7 ± 1.4

Miser--Generous**
Careless--Passionate
Carefree--Uptight
Hostile--Friendly
Cunning--Honest
Unwelcoming--Hospitable

1.5 ± 0.8
1.9 ± 1.1
0.4 ± 1.6
1.6 ± 1.4
1.1 ± 2.0
1.9 ± 1.4

2.6 ± 0.7
2.1 ± 1.1
-0.6 ± 1.2
2.5 ± 0.9
2.3 ± 0.6
2.8 ± 0.4

Selfish--Selfless*

1.3 ± 1.0

2.5 ± 0.7

Unforgiving--Forgiving**
Undependable--Trustworthy
Unexpressive--Expressive
Arrogant--Humble
Passive--Active

0.3 ± 1.6

2.3 ± 0.7

1.3 ± 1.2
1.1 ± 1.5
1.6 ± 0.9
1.4 ± 1.6

2.1 ± 1.5
1.8 ± 1.0
2.0 ± 0.8
1.4 ± 1.6

Cold--Affectionate**

0.3 ± 1.5

2.0 ± 0.9

Stubborn--Flexible*
Individual--Relational
Conservative--Creative
Wasteful--Economical
Unwise--Intelligent

0.4 ± 1.6

1.8 ± 1.0

0.9 ± 1.4
1.1 ± 1.1
2.0 ± 1.4
2.3 ± 0.7

1.9 ± 1.1
1.9 ± 1.2
1.7 ± 2.0
2.6 ± 0.5

Figure 6. Perception evaluation of SD description (mean ± sd) of AU students (before
n=8 and after n=11). * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 by independent samples tests between
perceptions before the program and at the end of the program for significant difference.
•

From the above statistics, most mean values of the before test are less than that of the
at the end test, except in items of “Late--Punctual”, “Spontaneous--Organized”,
“Gentle--Rude”, and “Carefree--Uptight”.

•

There are four aspects: “Late--Punctual”, “Miser--Generous”, “Unforgiving-Forgiving”, and “Cold--Affectionate” indicate strong significant differences between
before the program and at the end of the program. There are also two aspects:
“Selfish--Selfless”, and “Stubborn--Flexible” show significant differences between
before the program and at the end of the program.
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•

These findings have shown the perception of Auburn students towards the Shu-Te
students in certain aspects were changed significantly through the program. At the
end of the program Auburn students found Shu-Te students were less punctual, more
generous, more forgiving, more affectionate, more selfless, and more flexible than
they had perceived before they spend time in the program with one another.

Survey 2:
AU males =6, AU females=5, Age=22.5 ± 1.4
Questions
1. Previous experience with glass art
2. Previous experience of glasswork class
3. Interested in glasswork
4. Enjoyed glasswork class
5. Difficult to learn glasswork
6. Glasswork class is interesting
7. Created some glasswork in class
8. Glasswork class useful
9. The class is too short
10. Want to learn more about other glasswork processes
11. Glasswork is worth to learn
12. Learning glasswork is helpful to other applications
13. Like your own glass creations
14. Sense of achievement from your glasswork
15. Glasswork can be applied to other design professions
16. More glasswork classes
17. Apply glass to design
18. Glasswork is helpful to design students
19. Design curricula should include glasswork class
20. Learning glasswork is fresh and interesting
21. Other schools you know of have glasswork class
22. Agree having glasswork class in the program is good
23. Easy to find a class to learn glasswork
24. Use glass in your future design when appropriate
25. This class has initiate your interest in glass
26. Work with glass in the future if possible
27. How many pieces have you made (mean)

Yes
90.91%
9.09%
100.00%
100.00%
45.45%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
36.36%
100.00%
100.00%
90.91%
81.82%
100.00%
90.91%
90.91%
100.00%
100.00%
72.73%
100.00%
0.00%
100.00%
9.09%
100.00%
90.91%
100.00%
mean ± sd

No
0.00%
90.91%
0.00%
0.00%
45.45%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
36.36%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
9.09%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
72.73%
0.00%
9.09%
0.00%

Don’t know
9.09%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
9.09%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
27.27%
0.00%
0.00%
9.09%
18.18%
0.00%
9.09%
9.09%
0.00%
0.00%
18.18%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
18.18%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

3.64 ± 1.43

Figure 7. Glasswork class evaluation by Auburn students
•

From this survey, very high percentage on most questions indicates that the Auburn
students feel very strongly about the class in a positive way. Out of the 26 questions,
there were 15 questions with 100%, 6 questions with greater than 90.91%, one
question with 81.82%, and two questions with 72.73%.

•

The only two exceptions that are controversial are question 5 and 9 on the difficulty
and length of the class.
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•
•

The last question shows that the average number of work students had created was
3.64.
Although this was a new class to the Auburn students and was not required in their
curriculum, they are very positive about the class and supportive of having it.

Survey 3:
AU males =6, AU females=5, STU males=10, STU females=17, Total males=16, Total
females=22, Age=22.7 ± 1.8
Assigned values to semantic differential scale are from -4 to +4.
Question 1:
After completion of the exchange program, please indicate the changes of your personal
skills and design capabilities. 參加此計畫後，請問以下各因素對您個人及設計相關能
力之進步性為何？

1. 藝術美感 artistic/aesthetic
2. 造形概念 conceptualize form
3. 傳統工藝 traditional crafts
4. 數位媒體 digital media**
5. 設計企劃 design planning
6. 產品評價 product evaluation
7. 成本概念 cost consideration**
8. 設計方法 design method
9. 人因工程 human factors
10. 材料特性 material properties
11. 製造程序 manufacture process**
12. 素描基礎能力 sketching skill
13. 2D 電腦輔助設計 2D CAD**
14. 3D 電腦輔助設計 3D CAD**
15. 電 腦 輔 助 製 造 computer aided
manufacturing**
16. 模型製作 model making
17. 外語方言能力 foreign language skill
18. 設計細節處理 design details*
19. 人際關係 people skills
20. 工作態度 work ethics**
21. 領導統御能力 leadership ability
22. 獨 立 思 考 能 力 ability to think
independently
23. 專業表達技巧 professional presentation
skill*
24. 溝通能力 communication ability
25. 學習態度 learning attitudes
26. 抗壓性 persistent to pressure**

AU
mean ± sd
1.7 ± 1.3
1.9 ± 1.2
2.2 ± 1.1
-1.4 ± 2.1
1.4 ± 2.2
1.1 ± 2.1
-0.6 ± 2.2
1.1 ± 2.3
1.1 ± 2.6
1.2 ± 1.3
0.5 ± 2.0
2.3 ± 1.6
-1.5 ± 2.5
-1.6 ± 2.6
-1.1 ± 2.5
2.1 ± 1.4
1.3 ± 1.6
0.8 ± 2.5
2.2 ± 1.4
1.7 ± 1.4
1.6 ± 1.4
2.2 ± 1.6

STU
mean ± sd
1.8 ± 1.4
1.9 ± 1.4
1.4 ± 1.4
1.2 ± 1.6
1.9 ± 1.3
1.9 ± 1.2
1.4 ± 1.4
2.1 ± 1.3
1.8 ± 1.1
1.8 ± 1.5
1.9 ± 1.4
1.8 ± 1.3
1.4 ± 1.6
1.7 ± 1.6
1.6 ± 1.4
2.5 ± 1.3
2.2 ± 1.5
2.1 ± 1.3
2.5 ± 1.1
2.5 ± 1.1
2.2 ± 1.3
2.4 ± 1.3

Combine
mean ± sd
1.8
1.8 ± 1.3
1.9
1.9 ± 1.3
1.6
1.6 ± 1.4
1.4
0.5 ± 2.1
1.7 ± 1.6
1.7 ± 1.5
0.8 ± 1.9
1.8 ± 1.7
1.6 ± 1.7
1.7 ± 1.4
1.4 ± 1.7
1.9 ± 1.4
0.5 ± 2.3
0.7 ± 2.4
0.8 ± 2.1
2.4 ± 1.3
1.9 ± 1.6
1.7 ± 1.8
2.4 ± 1.2
2.3 ± 1.2
2.1 ± 1.3
2.4 ± 1.4

1.0 ± 1.7

2.3 ± 1.4

1.9 ± 1.6

2.0 ± 1.9

2.1 ± 1.4

2.1 ± 1.5

1.5 ± 2.1

2.4 ± 1.3

2.1 ± 1.6

0.5 ± 2.2

2.4 ± 1.3

1.8 ± 1.9
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27. 挫折承受 withstanding frustration
28. 生活習慣融入 adjustment to life style
29. 發 現 問 題 能 力 ability to discover
problems*
30. 概念化能力 ability to conceptualize
31. 計畫管理能力 ability to plan and manage
32. 獨立作業能力 ability to work alone**

2.0 ± 1.7

2.5 ± 1.2

2.3 ± 1.4

3.1 ± 1.1

2.3 ± 1.4

2.6 ± 1.4

1.2 ± 1.4

2.2 ± 1.2

1.9 ± 1.3

1.4 ± 1.3

2.2 ± 1.4

1.9
1.9 ± 1.4

33. 行動執行力 ability to take actions
34. 運用技術能力 ability to apply technology
35. 決 策 影 響 力 influential in decision
making

1.3 ± 1.7

2.0 ± 1.4

1.8 ± 1.5

0.0 ± 2.1

2.3 ± 1.2

1.6 ± 1.8

1.5 ± 1.4

2.2 ± 1.2

2.0 ± 1.3

1.2 ± 1.1

1.9 ± 1.4

1.7 ± 1.3

2.1 ± 1.4

2.1 ± 1.4

2.1 ± 1.4

Figure 8. Subjective self evaluation on design capability improvement (mean ± sd) of AU
students (n=11) and STU students (n=27). * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 by independent samples
tests between AU and STU students for significant difference.
•

From the above statistics, most mean values in the “Combine” column are higher than
1.0, except in cases of “digital media” ,“cost consideration”, “2D CAD” ,“3D CAD”,
and “CAM”.

•

In the AU column, 9 items mean values of AU students were less then 1.0, and 5 of
the 9 items were less than 0.0.

•

In the STU column all items of mean values of STU students were more than 1.0.

•

Statistics in this section shows the self-evaluation of Shu-Te students indicated
improvements more then that of Auburn students, except in those items of “traditional
crafts”, “sketching skill”, and “adjustment to life style”.

•

When compare Auburn students with Shu-Te students, there are nine aspects show
strong significant differences of capabilities change according to their self-evaluation.
These aspects are “digital media”, “cost consideration”, “manufacture process”, “2D
CAD”, “3D CAD”, “CAM”, “work ethics”, “persistent to pressure”, and “ability to
work alone”.

•

There are three aspects show significant difference of capabilities change. These
aspects are “design details”, “professional presentation skill”, and “ability to discover
problems”. Those means of 12 items from Shu-Te students were significantly higher
than that of Auburn students. According to the statistics, Shu-Te students believed
they have improved their design capabilities in the above-mentioned 12 aspects, more
so than the Auburn students.

Question 2:
What is your satisfaction level concerning the exchange program? 參加此計畫後，您對
以下各項目之滿意程度？
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1. 住宿安排 dormitory arrangement
2. 飲食餐飲 food
3. 教室安排 classroom arrangement
4. 設備器材安排 equipment
5. 教師授課內容 contents of classes
6. 師生互動 interaction between instructor and
students

7. 指 派 作 業 之 適 切 性 appropriateness of
assignments

8.課後同學互動 outside class interaction with
classmates

9. 校外參觀旅行 visits and tours
10. 交通安排 transportation arrangement
11. 異國文化互動 cultural exchange

AU
mean ± sd
0.9 ± 1.6
1.0 ± 1.2
2.5 ± 1.4
1.4
2.4 ± 1.7
1.7
3.3 ± 0.9

STU
mean ± sd
1.1 ± 1.8
1.4 ± 1.8
1.7 ± 1.4
1.8 ± 1.7
2.4 ± 1.4
1.4

Total
mean ± sd
1.0 ± 1.7
1.3 ± 1.6
1.9 ± 1.4
2.0 ± 1.7
1.7
2.6 ± 1.3
1.3

2.9 ± 1.1

2.8 ± 1.1
1.1

2.8 ± 1.0
1.0

2.9 ± 0.9

2.4 ± 1.2
1.2

2.5
2.5 ± 1.2
1.2

3.2 ± 0.9

2.7 ± 1.1
1.1

2.8 ± 1.1
1.1

3.1 ± 1.4

2.3 ± 1.4
1.4

2.5 ± 1.4
1.4

2.8 ± 1.5

1.9 ± 1.6

2.1 ± 1.6
1.6

3.0 ± 1.3

2.6 ± 1.5
1.5

2.7 ± 1.4
1.4

12. 語言交互學習 learning other language**

0.6 ± 1.9
2.7 ± 1.4
2.1 ± 1.8
1.4
1.8
Figure 9. Subjective evaluation on program quality (mean ± sd) of AU students (n=11)
and STU students (n=27). * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 by independent samples tests between
AU and STU students for significant difference.

•

In this question, most mean values are higher than 1.0. In most aspects, means in the
AU column (more than 2.0 and some are around 3.0) are higher than that of STU
column, except in items of “dormitory arrangement”, “food”, and “learning other
language”.

•

In those items of “contents of classes”, “interaction between instructor and students”,
“appropriateness of assignments”, “outside class interaction with classmates”, “visits
and tours” , and “cultural exchange” showed higher mean values (more then 2.5) of
total students.

•

When compare the AU column with the STU column, the only aspect that showed
strong significant difference was the “learning other language”. Shu-Te students
indicated very satisfactory in learning other language while Auburn students showed
somewhat unsatisfactory.

Question 3:
AU
mean ± sd
參加此計畫後，您是否會對學弟妹或其
他同學推薦？
After participation of this exchange
program, will you recommend the program
to under-classmates?

3.9

± 0.3

Figure 10. Willingness to recommend the program

STU
mean ± sd

Total
mean ± sd

3.5 ± 0.8

3.6 ± 0.7
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Question 4:
參加此計畫後，您認為此類活動需持續舉
辦？
After participation of this exchange program,
do you think we should continue this
program?

4.0

± 0.0

3.9 ± 0.3

3.9 ± 0.3

Figure 11. Continuation of the program
•

In both questions 3 and 4, results reveal both Auburn students and Shu-Te students
are highly supportive to the exchange program and would recommend the program to
others.

DISCUSSION
From the findings of the three separate surveys, it is safe to state that the exchange
program is beneficial to students from both schools.
In the first survey, Auburn students had perception changed towards Taiwan students at
the end of the exchange program. Obviously, the program had helped Auburn students
learn to deal with people from other culture not through assumptions but interactions. The
experience should prepare these Auburn students to further learning in cultural
differences and challenges. In the first survey, Shu-Te students were not tested because
many of the participants were also in the previous year’s program. Their data therefore
might be skewed.
The second survey not only shows how Auburn students think positively concerning a
new craft class that Auburn does not offer or requires. It also supported the continuation
of having craft class in the exchange program.
The third survey shows how students from both schools view the program in relate to
their improvement in their design capabilities. The overall evaluation is very positive
even students from both sides improved in different degree. Furthermore, most of the
students support the existence of the exchange program as well as its continuation.
CONCLUSION
There were tremendous works, efforts, and man power behind the scene so that the
exchange program made possible and successful. These statistical findings for the
surveys had brought worthiness to the program and to those who work so hard to support
it. It is rewarding and encouraging to all of us who had chipped in our hard work to the
program in exchange for the satisfactory result.
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“Zhuqing” of Liaozhai Zhiyi
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Tuen Mun, Hong Kong
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Abstract

“Frog God”(〈青蛙神〉)and “Zhu-qing” (〈竹青〉) of Liaozhai Zhiyi reflect different
marital problems such as without posterity, marital disharmony and difficult paths of
personal development. The Bird-Goddess of “Zhu-qing” gives birth to two sons to
solve the problem of male-heirs. Before giving birth to the heirs, the fact that wife of
the male protagonist who is considered to be a barren woman--cannot give birth to
sons or daughters really “creates” a serious problem. According to the law of the Qing
Dynasty, wealth of a family without heir would be confiscated to the civil government.
Besides, name of the family cannot be carried to the next generation. The
Bird-Goddess of “Zhu-qing” gives birth to two heirs can be viewed as a kind of
“compensation” for the miserable family without posterity. Furthermore, pragmatic
issues such as marital discord is reflected in “Frog God”. The quarrelsome
Frog-Goddess has lots of conflicts with the hot-tempered husband. Actually, “hot
-temper” is one of the characteristic of the Frog God. When frogs get “stimulated”,
they will become “swollen” as if they were very angry. The Frog-Goddess in “Frog
God” has the characteristic of an angry goddess. Though characters have to face
difficulties in marriage, they have undergone personal growth in the path of
development. The Frog-Goddess grows from a hot-tempered angry Goddess to a
mother Goddess—always wears a smile on her face. This young Goddess has become
a mature Goddess who gives blessing to the people in need. “Frog God” and
“Zhu-qing” reflect realistic problems in marital relationship instead of pure romantic
love that make them outstanding in the sacred-profane love fiction.
2
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Marital Problems in the Sacred-Profane Love Fiction of “Frog God” and
“Zhuqing” of Liaozhai Zhiyi
Dr Yin-ping Grace Lau
Associate Professor
Lingnan University (Hong Kong)
Chinese Department
8 Castle Peak Road, Tuen Mun,
Hong Kong
yplau@ln.edu.hk
Introduction
Liaozhai Zhiyi was written by Pu Songling (蒲松齡 1640-1715) in the early Qing
Dynasty. Liaozhai was the name of Pu Songling’s private library where he
composed his book. In Liaozhai Zhiyi, Pu Songling makes use of gods (shen 神),
immortal beings (xian 仙), ghosts (gui 鬼), fox spirits (hu 狐) and demons (yao 妖) to
reflect his lonely grief (孤憤) and indignation.
There is a total of sixteen sacred-profane love fiction in Liaozhai Zhiyi (聊齋誌
異) such as “The Rakshas Sea Market” (羅剎海市 Liaozhai chap.4), “Jin Se” (錦瑟
Liaozhai chap. 12) and “Butterfly” (翩翩 Liaozhai chap. 3). The two stories “Frog
God” (青蛙神 Liaozhai chap. 11) and “Zhuqing” (竹青 Liaozhai chap. 11) which will
be discussed in this article differ from the scholar-beauty romantic fiction (才子佳人)
of the same category. These two sacred-profane love stories reflect pragmatic issues
such as without posterity, marital disharmony and difficult paths of personal growth.1
1. “Generative Power” of the Bird-Mother and Frog-mother
“Zhuqing” and “Frog God” both stress the “generative power” of the alien species.
Zhuqing the Bird-mother (in “Zhuqing”) gives birth to two sons and one daughter,
helps solving the detrimental marital problem of the male protagonist Yu Ke (魚客)
and his first wife (Zhuqing is the concubine [妾] of Yu Ke legally speaking)---without
posterity. Furthermore, the amazing “generative power” of Shiniang (十娘) in “Frog
1

Quotations used in this article based on Pu Songling 蒲松齡, Liaozhai Zhiyi 聊齋誌異 (Shanghai:
Shanghai Guji Chu Ban She, 1986) San Hui Ben 三會本. English translation of Liaozhai Zhiyi,
see Pu Songling Strange Tales from a Chnese Studio, translated and edited by John Minford
(London: Penguin Books Ltd, 2006) and Strange Tales of Liaozhai 聊齋誌異選, translated by Lu
Yunzhong, Chen Tifang, Yang Liyi, Yang Zhihong (Hong Kong: Commercial Press, 1988).
4
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God” of giving birth to many children is a symbol of fertility that satisfies the
aspiration of fecundity.2 Actually, giving birth to heirs of the family is one of the
main issues in the marital relationship of Liaozhai.3 The “important instruction” left
by the jealous wife of “Duan Shi” (段氏 Liaozhai chap. 11) to the female protagonists
before her death is to get concubines for their husbands if they cannot give birth to
male heirs at the age of thirty. The last words uttered by the jealous wife reflects the
ultimate importance of getting heirs to inherit both the name and wealth of the
family.4
(1) Bird-Breeding
A.

Bird-Mother

A serious problem Yu Ke in “Zhuqing” needs to confront is the lack of a male
heir in the Yu family. Zhuqing the Bird-goddess provides the “solution” by giving
birth to two male-heirs. In fact, there is a developmental process in Zhuqing’s
goddess identity. At first Zhuqing is one of the “sacred crows” (神鴉) of the King
Wu Temple (吳王廟). As described in Junlang Oubi (筠廊偶筆), these “sacred
crows” lived in the King Wu Temple. Passengers on board when passed by would
throw up morsels of meat to them. The crows in return would “protect” passengers’
safety in their river voyage.5 The second stage of Zhuqing’s goddess identity can be
viewed as a kind of “promotion” from a “sacred crow” to become “a goddess of the
Han River (漢江)”. When Zhuqing is a “sacred crow”, she takes the form of a bird.
When she becomes a goddess of the Han River, she is in human form, “a beautiful
young lady about twenty years of age”. The archetype of the Bird-goddess can be
traced back to Xuan Zhong Ji (玄中記) and Sou Shen Ji (搜神記) where the bird takes
off its “feather-robe” (毛衣) and is transformed into a woman.6
2

3

4

5

6

Discussion of the aspiration and religious worship for fecundity, see Zhang Kai 張慨, “Shengzhi
Chongbai Guannian Zai Guoren Minsu Wenhua Zhong de Yingxiang” 生殖崇拜觀念在國人民俗
文化中的影響, in Qian Xi Nan Minzu Shizhuan Xue Bao 黔西南民族師專學報, Sept 2001, vol: 3,
pp. 31-34; Zhao Guo-hua 趙國華, “Waiyu de Shengzhi Chongbai” 外域的生殖崇拜 in Shijie
Zongjiao Wenhua 世界宗教文化, 1995 vol: 3, pp. 34-41.
Ma Rui-fang 馬瑞芳, “Liaozhai Zhiyi de Nanquan Huayu he Qingai Wutuobang” 聊齋誌異的男
權話語和情愛烏托邦, in Wen Shi Zhe 文史哲, 2000 vol: 4, pp. 73-79.
Discussion of the importance of male-heirs, see Li Yi-yuan 李亦園, Renlei de Shiye 人類的視野
(Shanghai, Shanghai Wenji Chu Ban She, 1996), pp. 201-202.
Song Luo 宋犖, Jun Lang Ou Bi 筠廊偶筆, in Cong Shu Ji Cheng Xu Bian 叢書集成續編 (Taibei,
Xin Wen Feng Chu Ban Gong Si, 1989), p. 570. Life of King Wu, see Su Yuan-lei 蘇淵雷, San
Guo Zhi Jin Zhu Jin Yi 三國志今注今譯 (Changsha, Hunan Shifan Daxue Chu Ban She, 1992),
chap. 55, pp. 2716-2720.
Myth of the Bird-lady, see Xuan Zhong Ji 玄中記, in Lu Xun 魯迅, Gu Xiaoshuo Gou Chen 古小
說鈎沉 (Jinan, Qi Lu Shu She, 1977), pp. 238-239; Gan Bao 干寶, Soushen Ji 搜神記 (Beijing,
5
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Zhuqing is not a jealous concubine, that is a great “merit” which enables her to
“produce” heirs for the Yu family.7 Zhuqing tells Yu Ke “even if I were willing to go,
where would you put me since you already have a wedded wife? Better let me
remain here, and you can make this a second home”. Zhuqing’s proposal of keeping
her place in Hanyang (漢陽) as the “second home” for Yu Ke would avoid the
possible conflicts with Yu’s wedded wife in Hunan (湖南). Despites Zhuqing’s
goddess status, she is willing to become a humble secondary wife. Her “sacrifice”
eventually wins the acceptance of Yu Ke’s wife. Zhuqing has successfully given
birth to a boy named Hanchan (漢產) and the twins, a boy and a girl named Hansheng
(漢生) and Yupei (玉佩). With the “help” of the Bird-goddess, the Yu family gets
two male-heirs. The role of the Bird-goddess in “Zhuqing” is indispensable as to
alter Yu Ke’s fate of not having a male heir.8
B.

Oviparous-Breeding

The three children Hanchan, Hansheng and Yupei are offsprings of the
oviparous-breeding, children come from the giant eggs “produced” by Zhuqing.
“She gave birth to something wrapped up in a thick afterbirth which looked like a
giant egg. When the egg was broken, out came a baby boy (Hanchan)”.9 Since
Zhuqing is a Bird-goddess, it is just “natural” that she gives birth to children in forms
of eggs. In fact, extra-ordinary breedings produce extra-ordinary offsprings. The
founder of Korea Zhu Meng (朱蒙) [Samguk Sagi 三國史記]10 and King Xu Yan (徐

7

8

9

10

Zhong Hua Shu Ju, 1985), chap. 14, p. 175.
Jealousy is easily aroused in close relationship especially in love and marriage, see Peter Van
Sommers, Jealousy (London: Penguin Books, 1998), pp. 80-94. Jealousy in Ming-Qing Dynasty,
see Wu Xiu-hua 吳秀華, Yin Chu-bing 尹楚彬, “Lun Ming Mo Qing Chu de Du Feng ji Dufu
Xingxiang” 論明末清初的妒風及妒婦形象, in Zhongguo Wenxue Yanjiu 中國文學研究, 2002
vol: 3, pp. 42-47.
Goddess in Liaozhai gives birth to children such as Liaozhai Zhiyi (San Hui Ben) chap. 3
“Butterfly”. Myth of the Bird-lady in Xuan Zhong Ji and Soushen Ji is the archetype of the Swan
Maiden Tale, see Zhong Jing-wen 鍾敬文, “Zhongguo De Tian E Chunü Xing Gushi-Xiangei
Xicun Zhen Ci he Gu Jie-gang Liang Xiansheng” 中國的天鵝處女型故事――獻給西村真次和
顧頡剛兩先生, in Zhong Jing-wen Wen Ji 鍾敬文文集 (Hefei, Anhui Jiaoyu Chu Ban She, 2002),
p. 585; Gao Mu Min Xiong 高木敏雄, “Yu Mao Chuan Shuo の Yanjiu”羽毛伝說の研究, in
Riben Shenhua Chuanshuo の Yanjiu 日本神話伝說の研究 (Dongjing, Ping Fan She, 1974), pp.
75-76.
Oviparous-breeding is a kind of magical breeding 魔力生殖. According to the myth of the
Zhuang clan 壯族, human-beings come from under the arms of their Goddess Mou Liu Jia 姆六甲
that is also a kind of magical breeding. See Qiu Zhen Sheng 丘振聲, Zhuang Zu Tuteng Kao 壯
族圖騰考 (Nanning: Guangxi Jiaoyu Chu Ban She, 1996), p. 365.
The birth of Zhu Meng, see Geng Tie-hua 耿鐵華, Hao Tai Wang Bei Yiqian Wubai Bashi Nian Ji
好太王碑一千五百八十年祭 (Beijing, Zhongguo Shehui Kexue Chu Ban She, 2003), pp.
403-404; Jin fu-shi 金富軾, Li Bing-shou 李丙壽(trans.) San Guo Shi Ji 三國史記 (서울, Yi You
6
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偃王) of ancient China (Bo Wu Zhi 博物志)11 were “egg-born-children”. Both Zhu
Meng and King Xu Yan were brilliant, they became founder and king of a nation and
country.
The “egg-born-children” of Zhuqing are talented, “at the age of twelve, Hanchan
passed the imperial examination at the county level”.
To pass the
“Boy-Examination” (童生) is to possess the “valid licence” for the Civil Service
Examination.12 The smart protagonist Liu Chi Shui (劉赤水) in “Feng Xian” (鳳仙
Liaozhai chap. 9) passes the mentioned “Boy-Examination” at the age of fifteen.
The fact that Hanchan can make it at the age of twelve is gorgeous.13
One interesting issue regarding the three children is their “settlement”
arrangements. Actually, the captioned arrangements are designed in a way for the
male heirs Hanchan and Hansheng to inherit Yu’s family. Firstly, Hanchan the elder
son is taken by Yu Ke back to the Yu family in Hunan to be raised by his first wife.
According to Qing-laws “if the legal wife (嫡妻) cannot give birth to a son at the age
of fifty or above, son of the concubine (庶子) would become the legitimate
descendant” (Da Qing Liü Li 大清律例 chap. 8). Since the first wife of Yu Ke who
is considered to be a barren woman---cannot give birth to male-heirs, Hanchan then
becomes the legitimate inheritor. The arrangement of Hanchan to be settled in
Hunan’s home is to make it more “convenient” for the heir to inherit the Yu family.
Secondly, another male-heir Hansheng who also has the right of inheritance according
to Qing-laws (Da Qing Liü Li chap. 8)14 is left in Yu’s family after the death of Yu’s
first wife. The only child taken away by Zhuqing and Yu (may be to the other-world
since they never return again to the human world) is the daughter Yupei. Male

11

12

13

14

Wen Hua She, 1983), chap. 13, pp. 252-254, 260-261. Myth of Zhu Meng’s birth comes from
the Chinese myth of the birth of Qi 契, see Chu Shi Cheng Yan 出石誠彥, “Shangdai Zhina の
Yichang Chusheng Shuohua”上代支那の異常出生說話について, in Zhina Shenhua Chuanshuo
の Yanjiu 支那神話傳說の研究 (Dongjing, Zhongyang Gong Lun She, Zhao He 48), pp.
142-143.
Myth of King Xu Yan, see Fan Ning 范寧校釋,Bo Wu Zhi Jiao Shi 博物志校釋 (Beijing, Zhong
Hua Shu Ju, 1980), chap. 7, p. 84.
Students had to pass the “Boy-Examination” in order to get into the government schools. Only
students from the government schools could attend the Civil Service Examinations. See Xie
Qing 謝青, Tang De-yong 湯德用 and others, Zhongguo Kaoshi Zhidu Shi 中國考試制度史
(Anhui, Huang Shan Shu She, 1995), pp. 439-441.
“Egg” is considered to be the magical source of life, see Wu Ji-wen 吳繼文, “Luan Sheng Shenhua
Pian”卵生神話篇, in Ma Chang-yi (ed.) 馬昌儀編, Zhongguo Shenhua Xue Wenlun Xuancui 中
國神話學文論選萃 (Beijing, Zhongguo Guangbo Dianshi Chu Ban She, 1994), p. 545.
For the inheritance laws of Qing, see Tiao Tao 田濤, Zheng Qin 鄭泰點校, Zhonghua Chuan Shi
Fa Dian: Da Qing Lü Li 中華傳世法典：大清律例 (Beijing, Fa Lü Chu Ban She, 1999), chap. 8,
pp. 178, 187; Zhu Yong 朱勇, Qing Dai Zong Zu Fa Yanjiu 清代宗族法研究 (Changsha, Hunan
Jiaoyu Chu Ban She, 1987), p. 49.
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inheritors are left behind in the human world by the Bird-mother since they are
legitimate heirs to inherit the Yu family.

C.

“Feather-Man” (羽人) Father

Another character who plays an important role in the bird-breeding is the male
protagonist Yu Ke. The crucial problem faced by Zhuqing and Yu Ke is “distance”.
Yu Ke’s home is in Hunan while Zhuqing has to perform her goddess duty in
Hanyang. Yu Ke is “rooted” in the south with his family and political career over
there (after his success in the Civil Service Examination). On the other hand,
Zhuqing has her “sacred mission” (as a goddess) in the west. It is the amazing
“black suit” (黑衣) that provides a wonderful solution to the problematic issue.
When Yu Ke puts on the “black robe”, he becomes a “feather-man”15－“immediately
two wings grew from his ribs, and with a flap he soared high into the air”. When he
takes off the “black suit” he would be transformed into human shape again, “Zhuqing
came out and bade her servants undo the knots. In no time all his feathers came off”,
Yu Ke then changes from a bird to man again.
The archetype of “feather-man” can be traced back to Shan Hai Jing (山海經)
and Bo Wu Zhi where the “feather-men” possessed feather and wings that enabled
them to fly.16 Furthermore, in ancient Chinese myth, the emperor Shun (舜) was
also a “feather-man”. The “feather-robe” helped Shun to fly away from a sea of fire
and saved his life (Shi Ji Zheng Yi 史記正義).17
Without a male-heir is a matter of deep regret. Financially speaking, such a
family would become a “discontinued house-hold” (絕戶) according to Qing-laws
(Da Qing Liü Li chap 8). Wealth and property of the “discontinued house-hold”
would be confiscated to the civil government.18 Bird-breeding of Zhuqing “saves”
the Yu family from becoming a “discontinued house-hold” and “compensates” Yu’s
remorse of not having a male heir. The Japanese writer Dazai Osamu (太宰治
15

16

17

18

“Feather-man” in ancient China also meant immortal living humans, see Hong Xing-zu 洪興祖,
Chu Ci Bu Zhu 楚辭補注 (Xianggang, Xianggang Zhong Hua Shu Ju, 1963), chap. 5, p. 5.
“Feather-man”, see Yuan Ke 袁珂, Shan Hai Jing Quan Yi 山海經全譯 (Guiyang, Guizhou
Renmin Chu Ban She, 1995), chap. 6, p. 191; Bo Wu Zhi Jiao Shi, chap. 2, p. 22.
Zhang Shou Jie 張守節, Shi Ji Zheng Yi 史記正義 in Si Ma-qian 司馬遷, Shi Ji 史記 (Beijing,
Zhong Hua Shu Ju, 1962), chap. 1, pp. 34-35.
“Discontinued house-hold”, see Zhonghua Chuan Shi Fa Dian: Da Qing Lü Li, chap. 8, p. 187;
Liang Feng-rong 梁鳳榮, Zhongguo Chuantong Minfa Linian yu Guifan 中國傳統民法理念與規
範 (Zhengzhou, Zhengzhou Daxue Chu Ban She, 2003), p. 310.
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1909-1948) rewrote the story of “Zhuqing” without the plot of bird-breeding.19 In
comparison, bird-breeding in “Zhuqing” of Liaozhai is more fascinating and
charming.
(2) Frog-Breeding
Zhuqing “saves” the Yu family by providing them with two male-heirs. The
“generative power” of Shiniang the frog-Goddess in “Frog God” is also amazing. In
fact, frog is a symbol of fertility.20 Big-bellied frogs resemble the bulging body
features of pregnant women. Besides, the enormous breeding power of frogs also
represents the aspiration of fecundity. Totem of the Naxi clan (納西族 minority in
China) is a frog, a Golden Frog (金黃大蛙) [Appendix 1]. This Golden Frog is the
first ancestor of all living creatures.21 Furthermore, there were lots of frog-patterns
painted on ancient Chinese potteries (Appendix 2, 3) and bronzes (Appendix 4).22
The Old-Frog-Lady Stone (蛙婆石 Appendix 5) and the frog-dance wall-paintings of
the Zhuang clan (壯族 Minority in China) (Appendix 6) 23 also reflect people’s
longing for fertility.
The Frog-goddess Shiniang comes from a big family of frogs. The meaning of
Shiniang in Chinese is the tenth daughter of the house. Her name is an indicator that
this Frog-goddess may have many brothers and sisters. After her marriage with Xue
Kunsheng (薛崑生) “frogs flooded Kunsheng’s house, filling the doorway, the hall,
the yard and the lavatory”.
19

20

21

22

23

Numerous frogs accompany Shiniang to the Xue family

Japanese version of “Zhiqing”, see Dazai Osamu Zenshu 太宰治全集 (Tokyo: Chikumashobo,
1989-1992), chap. 7, pp. 131-146.
Frog is a symbol of fertility, see Liao Ming-jun 廖明君, Zhuang Zu Shengzhi Chongbai Wenhua 壯
族生殖崇拜文化 (Nanning, Guangxi Ren Min Chu Ban She, 1994), pp. 85-86. Furthermore,
frog is also a god of rain, see the practice of magic of using frogs to beg for rainfall from God in
Dong Zhong-shu 董仲舒, Chun Qiu Fan Lu Jin Zhu Jin Yi 春秋繁露今註今譯 (Taibei, Taiwan
commercial Press, 1992), chap. 16, p. 400.
Discussion of frog as the totem of the Naxi clan, see Yang Fu-quan 楊福泉, “Naxi Zu de Qingwa
Wuhang yu Shengming Guan”納西族的青蛙五行與生命觀, in Yunnan Minzu Xueyuan Xue Bao
雲南民族學院學報, 1995 vol: 4, pp. 67-72; Yang Zhi-yong 楊知勇, “Cong Qingwa Qi Shou de
Dansheng Tan Tuteng Yishu de Yanbian” 從青蛙騎手的誕生談圖騰藝術的演變, in Min Jian
Wen Xue 民間文學, 1982 vol: 6, pp. 58-61.
See Zhao Guo-hua 趙 國華 , Shengzhi Chongbai Wenhua Lun 生 殖 崇 拜 文化 論 (Beijing,
Zhongguo Shehui Kexue Chu Ban She, 1990), pp. 180-206; Zhuang Zu Tuteng Kao 壯族圖騰考,
p. 92.
Worship of the Old-Frog-Lady Stone, frog-dance and frog-dance wall-paintings, see Zhuang Zu
Tuteng Kao 壯族圖騰考, pp. 76-79; Guangxi Tongzi．Shehui Kexue Zhi 廣西通志．社會科學志
(Nanning, Guangxi Ren Min Chu Ban She, 1999), pp. 348-349; Pan Qi-xu 潘其旭, “Huashan Ya
Bihua-Tuteng Ru She Yishi de Yishu Zai Xian he Yanhua” 花山崖壁畫――圖騰入社儀式的藝
術再現和演化, in Min Zu Yi Shu 民族藝術, 1995 vol: 3, pp. 21-40; Tan De-qing (ed.) 覃德清編,
Zhuang Zu Lun Gao 壯族論稿 (Nanning, Guangxi Ren Min Chu Ban She, 1989), p. 317.
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is a reflection of the “huge population” of this “frog nation”. The big family of frogs
represent their enormous breeding power. In fact, Shiniang also possesses such
“characteristic”. The Frog-goddess gives birth to two twin-boys in her first
pregnancy. Eventually, Shiniang produces many children that turns the Xue family
into a big family. Neighbors even nicknamed them as “the frog family of Xue”.24
The Frog-goddess and Bird-goddess in “Frog God” and “Zhuqing” are alien
apecies yet these alien creatures possess amazing breeding ability.
The
Frog-goddess makes the Xue family a big family which is well-known in their
neighborhood while Zhuqing “saves” the Yu family from turning into a “discontinued
house-hold” by giving birth to two male-heirs. With the “intervention” of the
supernatural force, even detrimental problems such as without posterity can also be
solved.
2. Marital Disharmony
The main characteristic of Shiniang the Frog-goddess in “Frog God” is her rage.
“Anger” is an outstanding feature of frogs. When frogs get stimulated or “irritated”,
their bodies become swollen as if they get angry. Gou Jian the king of Yue (越王勾
踐) gave a salute to the angry frog (with swollen belly) he met on his way due to the
“bravery” that the small animal had shown (Han Feizi 韓非子).25 “Bravery” of frogs
was being adored by the people of Yue in ancient China.26 Shiniang in “Frog God”
is also an angry goddess. Shiniang’s extreme emotion leads to three separations with
her husband Xue Kunsheng.27
24

25

26

27

Frog as a symbol of fertility is reflected in stories of the “Frog-children”. Such stories usually
follow the pattern that an aged lonely woman gets a “strange child”－a “frog-child”. The
“frog-child” grown up, get married and takes care of the lonely old lady in return. See Lin Ji-fu
林繼富, “Zhongguo Guai-hai-zi Xingxiang de Minsu Wenhua Diyun” 中國怪孩子形象的民俗文
化底蘊 in Wulu Muqi Zhiye Daxue Xue Bao 烏魯木齊職業大學學報, 10:1 (March 2001), pp.
42-45; “Qingwa he Da Ma Guniang” 青蛙和達瑪姑娘, in Zhongguo Minjian Gushi Quan Ji．
Yunnan Minjian Gu Shi Ji 中國民間故事全集．雲南民間故事集 (Taibei, Yuanliu Chu Ban Shi Ye
Gu Fen Youxian Gongsi, 1989), pp. 238-247.
The angry frog and Gou Jian, see Han Feizi 韓非子, chap. 9, in Zhuzi Ji Cheng Xin Bian 諸子集成
新編 (Chengdu, Sichuan Ren Min Chu Ban She, 1998), pp. 8-428; Zhao Ye 趙曄, Wu Yue Chuan
Qiu 吳越春秋 (Nanjing, Jiangshu Guji Chu Ban She, 1999), chap. 10, p. 165.
Frog is a symbol of bravery, see “Wa Po Jie” 蛙婆節, in Zhongguo Minjian Gushi Ji Cheng．
Guangxi Juan 中國民間故事集成．廣西卷, pp. 342-343, 637-639; Guangxi Minjian Wenxue
Zuopin Jingxuan．Ningming Xian Juan Huashan Fengyun 廣西民間文學作品精選．寧明縣卷花
山風韻 (Guangxi, Guangxi Minzu Chu Ban She, 1998), pp. 85-86.
Shiniang in “Frog God” reflects the characteristics of an angry frog and a lovely young lady. See
Chen Bing-xi 陳炳熙, “Huanhua Guaiyi Yu She Feng Shi-Er Lun Liaozhai Zhiyi Zhong de
Dongwu Miaoxie” 幻化怪異喻世諷時――二論聊齋誌異中的動物描寫, in Nan Kai Xue Bao
南開學報, 1994 vol: 6, pp. 60-67.
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A.

“Frog-killing”

The crucial point of dispute that leads to the tense relationship of Shiniang and
Kunsheng is “taboo” and taboo-offences. Kunsheng is a “frog-taboo” offender from
time to time. “Taboo” means something prohibited to do or touch for religious or
other reasons.28 The Goddess Baishui Sunü (白水素女) is not supposed to be seen
by human-beings. Once she has been peeped by Xie Duan (謝端), Baishui Sunü has
to leave immediately (Soushen Houji 搜神後記 chap. 5).29 Xie Duan is an offender
of the peeping-taboo.
The first discord of Shiniang and Kunsheng is caused by “frog-killing”.
“Kunsheng, as he was young and headstrong, forgot them when he was happy and
trampled them to death when he was angry. He did not care about the frogs”.
Shiniang is a member of the “frog nation”, her original shape is a frog. Killing of
frogs is a serious offence of the “frog-taboo”. For those who have frogs as their
totems such as the Li clan (黎族 minority in China), people do not eat frogs. Li clan
even use frog-patterns to tattoo their bodies (Appendix 7) which serve as indicators
that they belong to the frog-family (their totem).30 Killing of frogs would lead to
rigorous punishment of the death of plants and living things as stated in the

28

29

30

For the definition and discussion of “taboo”, see Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo (London:
George Routledge And Sons Ltd, 1919?), pp. 30-31; J.G. Frazer, The Golden Bough A Study in
Magic and Religion (London and Basingstoke: The Macmillan Press Ltd., 1971), pp. 294-295;
Ernst Cassirer, An Essay on Man An Introduction To a Philosophy of Human Culture (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1951), pp. 104-105; V. Propp, Morphology of the Folktale (Austin and
London, University of Texas Press, 1977), pp. 26-28.
“Baishui Sunü” (Soushen Houji) in Soushen Ji．Soushen Houji Yi Zhu 搜神記．搜神後記譯注
(Changchun, Jilin Wen Shi Chu Ban She, 1997), chap. 5, pp. 612-613. It is a taboo offence for
the protagonists to peep secretly at the original shapes of the alien species, see Liu Shou-hua 劉守
華, Zhongguo Minjian Gushi Shi 中國民間故事史 (Hankou, Hubei Jiaoyu Chu Ban She, 1999),
p.156. Discussion of punishment inflicted on taboo-offenders, see Chen Jian-xian 陳建憲,
“Banshui Sunü: Xing Jinji yu Toukui Xinli” 白水素女：性禁忌與偷窺心理, in Minjian Wenhua
民間文化, 1999 vol: 1, pp. 36-41.
Tattoo of the Li clan, see Qu Da-jun 屈大均, Guangdong Xin Yu 廣東新語 (Beijing, Zhong Hua
Shu Ju, 1985), chap. 7, p. 240; Fan Cheng-da 范成大, Qi Zhi-ping (jiaobu) 齊治平校補, Gui Hai
Yu Heng Zhi Xiao Bu 桂海虞衡志校補 (Guangxi, Guangxi Minzu Chu Ban She, 1984), p. 58;
Feng Cheng-jun 馮承鈞校注, Zhu Fan Zhi Jiao Zhu 諸蕃志校注 (Taibei, Commercial Press,
1970), p. 150. Discussion of totem-tattoo, see J.G. Frazer, Marriage and Worship in Early
Societies A Treatise on Totemism Exogamy (Delhi, Mittal Publications, 1986), p. 36. Discussion
of the totem-tattoo of frog patterns, see Yao Li-juan 姚麗娟, “Hainan Dao Li Zu Funü Wenshen
Yanjiu” 海南島黎族婦女文身研究, in Zhongyang Min Zu Daxue Xue Bao 中央民族大學學報,
2005 vol: 3, pp. 94-97.
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“Frog-Song” of the Zhuang clan.31 Kunsheng’s of mischievous deed of frog-killing
provokes Shiniang and causes their first qurrel.
B.

“Frog-Naming”

Kunsheng uses the word “frog” to name Shiniang instead of calling her actual
name provokes the Frog-goddess to fly into a towering rage. To call the totem by
name is a kind of taboo-offence.32 In fact, alien species are resentful of being
reminded of their original shapes. In the Chinese story “Tianbao Xuan Ren” (天寶
選人), the Tiger-girl and Xuan Ren return to the temple where they first meet. Xuan
Ren teases the Tiger-girl, the alien creature is being reminded of her original shape as
a tiger. The Tiger-girl gets very angry, she is in a towering passion when leaving
Xuan Ren (Taiping Guang Ji 太平廣記 chap. 427).33
Kunsheng uses “frog” to name his wife “as a man I do not afraid of frog
(Shiniang)” reflects his attitude to view Shiniang as an alien species.34 In fact,
Kunsheng’s father shares the similar attitude. He is extremely unwilling to give his
permission to this “sacred-profane-marriage”. He uses every means to forestall it, he
even engages Kunsheng to a human girl. Kunsheng’s father represents society’s
prejudice towards an alien species.
Kunsheng names Shiniang as a “frog” reminds the Frog-goddess of her original
shape. “Frog was a forbidden talk to Shiniang”, Kunsheng’s taboo-offence behavior
provokes her into a great resentment. Shiniang regards Kunsheng as really
ungrateful “since I became your wife, you had made good harvest from land and good
profits from business. The whole family had been enjoying a satisfied living”. To
Shiniang, she has brought blessing to the Xue family via marriage yet Kunsheng
insults and disgraces her, that is absolutely unbearable. The “frog-naming” incident
31

32

33

34

People of the frog-totems do not eat or kill frogs, see Zhuang Zu Tuteng Kao, p. 110; Zhongguo
Minjian Gushi Quanji Guangxi Minjian Gushi Ji, p. 445. Frog-song see Guangxi Shaoshu Minzu
Fengqing Lu 廣西少數民族風情錄 (Nanning, Guangxi Minzu Chu Ban She, 1985), pp. 63-64.
Jiang Dong-yuan 蔣棟元, “Dongwu Tuteng Chongbai” 動物圖騰崇拜, in Da Lian Min Zu Xue
Yuan Xue Bao 大連民族學院學報, 6:2 (March 2004), p. 9.
Li Fang 李昉 and others (ed.) Tai Ping Guang Ji 太平廣記 (Beijing, Zhong Hua Shu Ju, 1986),
chap. 427, p. 3479. Taboo-offenders reveal their disgust at the alien-species, see Peng Song-qiao
彭松喬, “Jinji Cang Tianji－Zhongguo Tian E Chunü Xing Gushi Yiyun de Shengtai Jiedu” 禁忌
藏天機――中國天鵝處女型故事意蘊的生態解讀, in Minzu Wenxue Yanjiu 民族文學研究,
2004 vol: 4, pp. 59-63.
Wan Jian-zhong 萬建中, “Yi Chang Guanyu Ren yu Ziran Guanxi de Shenki Duihua－Cong Jinji
Muti Jiaodu Jiedu Tian E Chunü Xing Gushi” 一場關於人與自然關係的深刻對話――從禁忌
母題角度解讀天鵝處女型故事, in Beijing Shifan Daxue Xue Bao 北京師範大學學報, 2000 vol:
6, pp. 42-50.
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leads to their first separation.

C.

“Frog-teasing”

“Frog-teasing” incident causes the third and most detrimental separation of
Shiniang and Kunsheng. “Frog-teasing” starts with a trick, “Shiniang hated snakes,
Kunsheng put a snake in a package and tricked her into opening it. Shiniang got
irritated, Kunsheng also turned from joking to anger and they started to quarrel”. To
tease the Frog-goddess with her enemy is a harmful offence of the “frog-taboo”.
Snakes are the fatal enemies of frogs (snakes eat frogs). Jinxi Xian Zhi (金溪縣
志) recorded an incident of the famous frog-snake-fight in 1674. The Frog God of
Jinxi (a living frog worshipped in the temple as god) was killed by the big snake after
a terrible attack. When people of Jinxi thought the frog had died,35 the amazing
Frog God then resurrected from its death. Jinxi Xian Juan (金溪縣卷) described the
captioned incident in more details. After a fierce battle, the Frog God finally
destroyed the snake demon and saved Jinxi from the fatal disaster of great damage.36
The above-mentioned frog-snake legend serves as examples to reflect the “fatal
opposition” of frogs and snakes. The “frog-teasing” incident initiated by Kunsheng
is just like a child’s mischief at the beginning, yet snakes are enemies of frogs and
Shiniang is deeply offended. The “frog-teasing” issue causes their third separation.
The internal cause of Shiniang and Kunsheng’s marital discord is Shiniang’s
furious response provoked by Kunsheng’s taboo-offences. The external cause is the
dispute of Shiniang with her mother-in-law. Kunsheng’s mother complains Shiniang
of failing to do needlework which the old Chinese society required of a married
woman. Shiniang’s qurrel with her leads to Shiniang’s second separation with
Kunsheng. According to the ancient marital laws of China as recorded in Da Dai Li
Ji (大戴禮記), unfilial acts was one of the seven reasons for husbands to “expel” their
wives.37
35

36

37

Though Shiniang has some disputes with Kunsheng’s mother, the crucial

Cheng Fang 程芳, Zheng Yu-xiu 鄭浴脩 and others, Tongzhi Jin Xi Xian Zhi 同治金溪縣志, in
Zhongguo Difang Zhi Ji Cheng．Jiangxi Fu Xian Zhi Ji 中國地方志集成．江西府縣志輯
(Nanjing, Jiangsu Guji Chu Ban She, 1996), chap. 36, p. 587.
Chen Yang-gui 陳樣貴, Lu Bing-cai 陸炳才, Hu De-long 胡德龍 and others (ed.), Fuzhou Di Qu
Minjian Wenxue Ji Cheng．Jin Xi Xian Juan 撫州地區民間文學集成．金溪縣卷 (Jin Xi Xian, Jin
Xi Xian Min Jian Wenxue Ji Cheng Ban Gong Shi, 1986), pp. 87-90.
Wang Pin-zhen 王聘珍, Da Dai Li Ji Jie Gu 大戴禮記解詁 (Beijing, Zhonghua Shu Ju, 1992),
chap. 13, p. 255.
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and internal cause of their marital disharmony is Kunsheng’s mischievous
taboo-offences and Shiniang’s hot temper. Causes of the three separations are listed
as follows:

Martial Discord

Taboo-Offences

Shiniang’s dispute with Kunsheng’s
mother (causes the second separation)

“Frog-killing” (causes

“Frog-naming”

(causes

the first dispute)

the first separation)

3.

Personal Development

A.

“Resurrection ” from starvation and failure

“Frog-teasing” (causes
the third separation)

In “Zhuqing” and “Frog God”, characters have undergone changes via the
sacred-profane relationship. Yu Ke’s experience in the other-world (in “Zhuqing”)
can be viewed as a kind of “resurrection” from the “dark age” of life and preparation
for a “stronger self” in his later development. Before the male protagonist changes
into a bird and enters the birds’ world, he is in a desperate condition. “(Yu Ke) was
on his way home after he had failed in the Civil Service Examination, he ran short of
money. Ashamed to go begging and feeling terribly hungry”.38 At that critical
moment, Yu Ke gets an opportunity to enter the strange world of Birds. King Wu
allows him to become one of the “sacred crows”. “Yu was given a black robe. The
moment he put it on he was changed into a crow”. To become a bird, Yu Ke would
be able to obtain bird-food---passengers throw up meat to the crows, Yu Ke manages
to catch it that saves him from dying of starvation.39
38

39

The qurrel between a husband and wife after he has failed the examinations is a common situation
in Liaozhai. See Judith T. Zeitlin, Pu Songling’s (1640-1715) Liaozhai Zhiyi and the Chinese
discourse on the strange (PhD dissertation of Harvard University, 1988), p. 121. In “Zhuqing”
Yu Ke’s failure in the Civil Service Examination is a turning point in his life of meeting Zhiqing.
Pu Songling has continually renewed the category of the strange in Liaozhai Zhiyi. See Judith T.
Zeitlin, Historian of the Strange Pu Songling and the Chinese Classical Tale (Stanford, California,
Stanford University Press, 1993), p. 198. Yu Ke survives from poverty and starvation by means
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Besides solving the important issue of starvation, the appearance of Zhuqing also
provides Yu Ke with the spiritual comfort that revitalize him from the failure in life
(failure in the Civil Service Examination). “The king, now taking pity on his
mateless state, provided him with a female crow name Zhuqing”. Zhuqing is a loyal
lover and conscientious guardian as well as protector of Yu Ke. The male
protagonist has a disastrous accident “one of the passing soldiers shot him in the
breast with a cross-bow”. At the risk of losing her life, Zhuqing tries her best to save
Yu Ke. “Zhuqing was able to carry him back before he was captured”. “(She)
fetched food for Yu, who by the end of the day, however, succumbed to his severe
wound”. Zhuqing’s loyality and devotion to Yu Ke till his death in the birds’ world
is very touching and impressive. It is the love, care and concern of Zhuqing the
Bird-goddess that brightens up Yu Ke’s miserable life.40
Yu Ke’s experience of being transformed into a bird and enters the birds’ world
has strong impact in his personal development. He manages to get “physical
compensation” from the supernatural power by getting food to maintain his life.
Besides, care and concern of the Bird-goddess also provides a kind of “soothing
lotion” to his distress that serves as the “spiritual compensation” in the midst of his
hardship. When Yu Ke returns from the birds’ world and “wakes up” in the human
world, he revives from the set-back of life and re-attempts the Civil Service
Examination which he attains successful results eventually.
B.

Mutual Growth

In the story of “Frog God”, both the Frog-goddess and the male protagonist have
undergone developmental changes in their path of growth after the marital discord of
three separations and three times of getting together.
The uncontrollable rage out-burst of Shiniang is a major cause of the marital
disharmony. There is a total of three separations in “Frog God”. Each separation is
a trial faced by Shiniang for introspection. Take the second separation for instance,

40

of entering the world of birds is also a remarkable use of the “strange”.
Shiniang in “Frog God” is one of the most outspoken and independent female characters created
by Pu Songling. See Rui Yang, Liaozhai Zhiyi Reinterpreted From A Psychoanalytic Point of
View (PhD dissertation of the University of Massachusetts, 1991), p. 74. Zhiqing is another
striking character who devotes absolute loyality to Yu Ke with love. Male protagonists always
get comfort from young and pretty ladies at the time of hardship. See Chen Jin-wen 陳金文,
“Liaozhai Zhiyi Hunlian Xiaoshuo yu Minjian Hunlian Gushi zhi Bijiao” 聊齋誌異婚戀小說與
民間婚戀故事之比較, in Qi Lu Xue Kan 齊魯學刊, 1999 vol: 5, p. 80.
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when Shiniang returns, “her character became pleasant, within the two years there
was no more qurrel”. Shiniang has exercised self-control and tried to get along well
with the Xue family.
The most significant growth is the change of Shiniang after the third and the last
separation. The Frog-goddess has been transformed from an “angry goddess” to a
“smiling goddess”. “When people incurred Frog God’s anger, they would approach
Kunsheng and send ladies in full dress to worship Shiniang. If Shiniang smiled,
their problems would also be solved”. “A smiling goddess” is a sign that Shiniang
has grown into maturity. She even helps settling difference between the Frog God
(her father) and worshippers. Actually, Frog God in Chinese religious belief is a god
who brings joy and happiness to people (Min Za Ji 閩雜記).41 Furthermore, he is
also a god of wealth who would bring people fortune (San Gang Shi Lüe 三岡識略).42
Shiniang as the daughter of the Frog God finally becomes mature enough to perform
her sacred duties.
Besides Shiniang, Kunsheng has undergone changes in the marital discord. The
male protagonist is a hot-tempered person. He even threatens to burn the Frog God
Temple as a revenge in one of the separation with Shiniang. Actually, the
immaturity of Kunsheng is responsible for the “frog-killing”, “frog-naming” and
“frog-teasing” incidents which lead to the three separations with Shiniang. The
significant change of Kunsheng comes after his third separation with Shiniang.
Shiniang moves out of the house. After a year, it is given out that Shiniang will
marry someone else. This finally urges Kunsheng to have sincere reflection on their
maritial relationship. The male protagonist finally realizes the merits of his wife.
Kunsheng’s changes and self control reflect his growth into adulthood. Both
Shiniang and Kunsheng have made improvement in the path of self-realization via
their maritial discord.
Conclusion
In “Zhuiqing” and “Frog God”, the male protagonists and their supernatural
wives have to face marital trials. Their final harmonious relationship actually derives
from the hardship they have been struggling through in marriage. Zhuiqng has
demonstrated impressive loyality to nurse the dying husband in the birds’ world.
41

42

Shi Hong-bao 施鴻保, Min Za Ji 閩雜記, chap. 5, in Min Xiao Ji．Min Za Ji 閩小紀．閩雜記
(Fuzhou, Fujian Ren Min Chu Ban She, 1985), pp. 85-86.
Dong Han 董含, San Gang Shi Lue 三岡識略 (Shenyang, Liaoning Jiaoyu Chu Ban She, 2000),
chap. 4, p. 96.
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Though there are three separations in “Frog God”, Shiniang has shown perseverance
when confronting the marital trials. “Zhuqing” and “Frog God” differ from the pure
romantic sacred-profane love fiction in a way that these two stories bring out the
pragmatic issues of without posterity, marital discord and difficult path of personal
growth as follows:

Giving birth to children

Maritial discord

Pragmatic issues in
marriage

Problem of male-heir

Separations

Personal Growth

Problems of male-heirs and quarrels are pragmatic issues in marriage. With the
help of the supernatural force and determination of the characters, these problems
have finally been solved. Besides, characters have undergone personal development
in the process of problem-solving. The struggle of self-realization in the midst of
hardship conveys a positive message of life other than just romantic love in these two
sacred-profane love stories.
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Appendix 1: The “Golden Frog” of Ba Ge Tu 巴格圖中的金黃大蛙

(Zhao Shi-hong 趙世紅, He Pin-Zheng 和品正, Dong Ba Yishu 東巴藝術)
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Appendix 2: Frog patterns on ancient Chinese potteries (仰韶文化)

(Qiu Zhen-sheng 丘振聲, Zhuang Zu Tuteng Kao 壯族圖騰考)
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Appendix 3: Frog patterns on ancient Chinese potteries 蛙紋彩陶

(Zhao Guo-hua 趙國華, Shengzhi Chongbai Wenhua Lun 生殖崇拜文化論)
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Appendix 4: Ancient bronzes with frog patterns discovered in Guangdong of China
(春秋／漢)

(Qiu Zhen-sheng 丘振聲, Zhuang Zu Tuteng Kao 壯族圖騰考)
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Appendix 5: Old-Frog-Lady stone 蛙婆石 of the Zhuang clan

(Qiu Zhen-sheng 丘振聲, Zhuang Zu Tuteng Kao 壯族圖騰考)
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Appendix 6: Frog-Dance Wall-Paintings of the Zhuang clan

(Qiu Zhen-sheng 丘振聲, Zhuang Zu Tuteng Kao 壯族圖騰考)
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Appendix 7: Frog-patterned tattoo of the Li clan

(Li Lu-lu 李露露, “Hainan Li Zu Wenshen Xisu”海南黎族文身習俗)
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A Weighty Issue: The Perceptions of Too Fat or Too Thin
as Measured Through the Celebrity Media Lens
Kathleen A. Lawrence, PhD

Dowd Fine Arts Building
Communication Studies Dept.
SUNY College at Cortland
PO Box 2000
Cortland, New York
13045-0900
lawrencek@cortland.edu

The poster will contain images from magazines with a high circulation rate that illustrate
the measurable differences between what is expected of female celebrities in respect to
body shape and weight. A rhetorical analysis of the articles, celebrity photo spreads,
cover pictures and weekly "body critique" columns will illuminate the prevalence and
persuasive qualities of such waiting room reading. Distinctions will be examined between
the different expectations of gender. Copy on the Poster will discuss the effects of the
popularized media view of attractiveness as related to body composition. The author
looks forward to discussing with conference participants some examples of the extreme
emphasis in popular culture to conform to a "Hollywood Ideal" especially placed on
women. The author will argue that these prevalent red carpet images have influenced the
Main Street thinking in the USA, particularly among impressionable girls. Lawrence will
also explore in her study how media impacts those women who struggle with self-esteem
issues by reinforcing that they "don't measure up."
Some of the periodicals to be examined are:
People, US Weekly, In Touch, Star, Entertainment Weekly, Life & Style, TV
Guide and OK! (These publications are all within the entertainment/celebrity/people/
pop culture category. They are considered G to PG rated.)
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“A Fuller Statement of the Case: Mary Reilly as a Transformation of The Strange Case
of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.”
Laurie F. Leach, Professor of English, Hawaii Pacific University
1188 Fort Street Mall, Suite 440
Honolulu, HI 96813
lleach@hpu.edu
Abstract: I will examine Valerie Martin’s novel Mary Reilly as transformation of Robert
Louis Stevenson’s The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Martin’s novel is
written as the diary of a servant girl in the employ of Dr Jekyll, allowing Martin to
explore the conditions of the serving class in Victorian England. While retelling
Stevenson’s story from Mary’s perspective, Martin inserts scenes between the girl and
both Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde that reveal gaps in “Henry Jekyll’s Full Statement of the
Case” and expose Jekyll’s culpability. Sheltered by his wealth and power, he continued to
court the dark side of his nature longer than he admits in the “full confession” that closes
Stevenson’s version. Although Mary forgives her master, the readers of Martin’s novel
will likely judge Jekyll more harshly.
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Anthologizing Canadian Literature: Material Conditions and the Making of a Canon

Robert Lecker
email: leckerlink@aol.com
Department of English
McGill University
853 Sherbrooke Street West
Montreal, Quebec
H3A 2T6
Canada

National literature anthologies are always deeply troubled books. Their editors inevitably
have to wrestle with questions about how the nation is to be represented through its
literature and about the extent to which its literary canon should be repudiated or
reproduced. In this conflicted task, editors are also forced to make difficult decisions
about genre, gender, chronology, abridgement, and the repertoire of every single author
to be included in the chosen group. Early anthologies were often described as literary
feasts that offered sustenance to a wide variety of readers. As Barbara Benedict points
out, “In its elevation of appetite to cultural capital, the metaphor of consumption is
significant. Literary miscellanies and anthologies, indeed, promote the commodification
of literature itself” (11). Although the root term for “anthology” comes from the Greek
word for garland, or a bouquet of flowers, the process of editing anthologies of national
literatures is seldom a sweet-smelling affair. In fact, editors are routinely taken to task for
upsetting the status quo or for making choices deemed to be overly conservative in the
way they reproduce existing literary values.
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In American literature, the most prominent twentieth-century example of the
controversial nature of anthology-making is Paul Lauter’s editorship of the Heath
Anthology of American Literature (originally published in 1989). Lauter’s anthology was
the end-product of a project called Reconstructing American Literature begun by The
Feminist Press in the late 1970s. During this period, Lauter realized, some academics
began to see that the American canon was not complete. His controversial anthology
significantly revised the canon by introducing a wide variety of previously excluded or
marginalized works. The debate about Lauter’s anthology project consists of two
questions: Should national anthologies collect great works, and if so, “great” by whose
standards? And should national anthologies collect those works that have survived the
test of time, or should they reflect the contemporary writing of the culture that will use
them?
Anthologies of Canadian literature have always been preoccupied with similar
questions as they navigate the intertwined concepts of canon and nation. Reading
Canadian literature anthologies involves people in the activity of constructing Canada;
every anthology presents them with textual versions of the country they know or are
getting to know. The idea of Canada presented in anthologies varies widely and is
constantly changing in response to shifting concepts of the country and to notions of
literary value current in any given period. And different anthologists working in the same
era often construct Canada in very different ways. By doing so, they show how the idea
of Canada is multiple and evolving. Beyond the extrinsic constructions of nation that shift
from collection to collection and over time, every anthology displays anxieties about the
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form it takes, the values it enshrines, the structure it imposes, and the way it frames its
unstable national subject.
Most commentaries on the process of anthology-making have focused on the
canonical implications of producing literary collections that are by definition both
inclusive and exclusive of a wide range of values and interests related to race, region,
gender, genre, theme, and subject matter—to name only a few of the variables involved
in the anthological selection process. While debates about national literary canons are
typically focused on these areas of inclusion and exclusion, they very seldom consider the
material factors affecting anthology formation and, by extension, the creation of national
literary canons or canonical ideals.
I am currently editing a new, comprehensive anthology of Canadian literature
which will cover poetry and short fiction from the eighteenth century to the present.
When published (in 2008), it will be the first such anthology in the past decade, a factor
which invites an examination of how the literary representation of Canada has changed
over this period. At the same time, as editor, I have also become familiar with a range of
issues related to the material conditions influencing my selections—issues that usually
remain invisible to the readers of anthologies in their final, published form. Yet these
material factors are crucial to the kinds of selections I am making, and they also account
for the fact that users of the anthology—mainly students and their professors—will be
denied access to much of the literature that could contribute to a redefinition of canon and
nation.
This paper is about those material factors and the limitations they impose upon
anthology formation, not only in my case, but necessarily in the case of most editors of
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national literature anthologies. The point I want to make is that, despite the best
intentions of their editors, material conditions and limitations inevitably lead to decisions
that distort the canon and literary history. This may result in the creation of bold and
creative anthologies, but it will in no way result in a selection that accurately represents
the larger picture, which is ironic, given the fact that anthologies are usually perceived, in
terms of synecdoche, as vehicles that use parts to represent the whole. Another way of
saying this is to assert that national literature anthologies paradoxically become the
opposite of what they are designed to be. So when we use such anthologies to introduce
students to Canadian literature, we are really introducing them to a severely compromised
narrative governed largely by material concerns.
I’d like to discuss a few of these concerns as I’ve experienced them.
National literary anthologies are usually pretty big beasts. Before commissioning
such a project the publisher will have made detailed calculations about a number of
related questions. How many pages can be printed? At what cost? What is the budget for
permissions? Is the permissions budget sufficient to obtain current work? Is it sufficient
to include works by the best-known writers? If not, how can the anthology be
representative? How much money will be spent on copy-editing? On visual material?
How much money will the editor demand? Is his or her name and experience worth the
cost?
When I was approached to edit the anthology, I was told that it would contain
1,200 pages, divided about equally between poetry and fiction. The permissions budget
was estimated to be $120,000. Unaware of what the actual permissions costs might be, I
proceeded to make my selections based on a series of criteria I had established. But no
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sooner had I started on this process than the first problem appeared. One of the most
prominent genres in Canadian poetry is the long poem, or serial poem. Many of Canada’s
most accomplished poets have done their best work in this form, and some of these
poems can run to forty pages or more. In other words, they are short books. Obviously it
isn’t possible to include the entire work. At least, this has not yet been done. The typical
way of dealing with this problem is to use an excerpt. But then professors complain that
their students don’t really see the entire landscape, and that what started out as a long
poem can in fact look like a much shorter lyric poem in its excerpted form. In other
words, the book budget has erased the long poem form and in doing so has denied
students exposure to a crucial arm of Canadian poetry. I wanted to avoid this kind of
truncation, so I pleaded with the publisher to allow me another 200 pages so that I could
include the full text of such poems as Isabella Valancy Crawford’s Malcolm’s Katie or
Robert Kroetsch’s Seed Catalogue (or many other poems too numerous to list here). The
answer came back all too quickly: the budget was set, the book could not be bigger, I
would have to compromise. The limitations of the anthology in this regard are much
more a function of cost than of editorial taste, yet you can be sure that I will be taken to
task for falling back on the conventional solution to this problem—excerpting—even
though I am well aware of the extent to which it distorts the genre.
Just as cost factors influence the ways in which long poems are handled, so do
they influence the kind of fiction that is selected to represent the canon. Since every
printed page costs money, editors have to be constantly aware of the length of the
material they are selecting. This makes the process of anthology selection particularly
hard on authors who favor the novella. Examples include Eden Robinson and John
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Metcalf. I wanted to include Robinson’s “Traplines” in my collection, but I had forgotten
that it ran to close to fifty pages, far too long for inclusion in the anthology. By the same
token, I was drawn to Metcalf’s more recent fiction, which tends to take the novella form.
But the length of those novellas forced me back to his earlier short stories. Other painful
decisions have to be made. Take Alice Munro. Some of her finest material is quite recent,
but it is also quite long. In this case, I got indignant and decided to include “The Bear
Came over the Mountain,” even though it rang in at a whopping twenty-seven pages—
certainly a number destined to displace another worthy entry. But now that I have
decided to include this story, which verges on a novella, how can I justify the exclusion
of the slightly longer pieces by other writers? To the uninitiated reader, the canon would
seem lopsided indeed.
The budgetary constraints that result in space limitations take a big toll on the
ways in which genre is represented. For example, novels obviously cannot be included,
given the fact that I have 1,200 pages in which to collect the best of Canada’s literature. I
am well aware that other national anthologies—particularly the Norton anthologies—try
to deal with this issue by including one or more chapters from canonical novels. But in
the eyes of the student, these excerpts assume the status of short story; in fact, the
anthologizing process tends to reconfigure longer works as shorter works by selecting a
chapter to represent the whole, or by truncating the original works in other ways, through
excerpting, condensation, or elision. The net effect on the new reader of the national
canon is the sense that canonical works are more or less consistent in length, generally
short, and generally not novels. In other words, the material conditions affecting selection
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introduce an unstated bias against longer forms by excluding or modifying length. If The
Great Gatsby can be reduced to its first chapter, something has gone terribly wrong.
Material limitations don’t only affect the size of poems included in anthologies.
They affect the range of poems available to editors as they make their choices. For
example, Anne Carson is one of Canada’s most accomplished and famous poets, yet her
current publisher charges exorbitant fees for her most recent work, mainly because she
has become famous. Those publishers, and perhaps Carson herself, have done us a
disservice, for now, faced with these escalating permissions costs, anthologists turn to her
earlier work, which can be obtained at a lower cost. The result? Students are not exposed
to her most recent poetry, and cannot get an accurate sense of her evolution as a poet,
mainly because the recent poetry is so seldom seen outside its original book publication,
which few students can afford. To make matters worse, Carson also frequently employs
the long poem form, which to an editor only signals further hurdles to be overcome.
When I spoke with another editor about the Carson poems I hoped to use, he gave me this
quick bit of advice: “Don’t even bother asking for the later poems. The prices are through
the roof.” So I didn’t bother, and instead looked for a much earlier Carson poem. A short
one. Of course, I could have left her out entirely, but then people would have complained
that the anthology was unrepresentative. But how representative is it, now that she’s in?
Let’s just say she’s in, although I won’t know for certain until the entire process
of arriving at a final table of contents has run its conflicted course. For only after a
tentative table of contents is selected and then modified in response to peer review can
the ideal table of contents be established. Even then, however, that ideal table of contents
is subject to revision, for only when the ideal contents are established will the publisher
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actually attempt to determine the permissions costs. If those costs are too high, the
contents will have to be modified again and again until the budget ceiling is met. So a
convoluted series of editorial negotiations over selection and cost is finally modified by
an overarching determination of total cost.
Editors can’t help but be aware of these material restrictions. Or, if they are not,
they will be rudely awakened. For many, this awakening produces some obvious costsaving strategies. One temptation is to seek out authors whose work is in the public
domain and therefore free for anyone to reproduce, a status obtained after 50 years have
passed since the author’s death. Since cost is a factor in the creation of any anthology,
editors are naturally drawn to material that can be obtained without charge. The result?
There is a tension between the desire to use this free material versus the realization that it
is frequently not the best material and is never current. For example, Duncan Campbell
Scott, a respected poet, died in 1947. Therefore his work has been in the public domain
for eight years. Recent anthologies are using more of Scott’s work Why? Has opinion
about the quality of his work shifted radically? No. The increase is due to the fact that his
work entered the public domain after 1997. So the inclusion of early Canadian poetry
may be driven by its inherent quality, but it may equally be driven by the desire to flesh
out the historical perspective through the use of works that have paradoxically lost their
currency in terms of cold hard cash.
As for me, I want to create an anthology that is a little less dependent on these
earlier works while emphasizing the work of younger writers who may not be that well
known to the general public. So I’m thinking, That shouldn’t cost me too much, since the
younger writers don’t charge an arm and a leg, like Anne Carson does now. But if I
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include too many of those relatively inexpensive new writers, what will happen to the
more established but expensive ones? Should they be pushed out? Obviously, Margaret
Atwood needs to be in, so does Alice Munro, but must they be in at the expense of a great
young short story writer who is just happy to have her story in the collection and who
will let me use it gratis? The cost of producing an anthology with an emphasis on
contemporary writing might appeal to some users, but others will object to the fact that
this takes space away from the more established writers, who are seen as crucial markers
of the national canon.
Material conditions often lead to the exclusion of experimental writers whose
work cannot be easily reproduced within the anthology’s given design. For example,
concrete and visual poets such as bpNichol or bill bissett often present their work in very
unconventional ways: as paper fragments emerging from a box, as a series of colored
prints or paintings interlaced with printed words, as visual fragments that run across the
page or that are housed in books of odd dimensions that can accommodate the visual
elements. Contemporary writers such as Lisa Robertson and Erin Mouré use exaggerated
fonts to create visual effects and their writing often challenges conventional book
margins. In order to publish works of this kind, these poets found friendly publishers who
were often as interested in the book as artifact as they were in the poetry those books
contained. But the large-scale anthology is never friendly to printing and design
experimentation. Once the margins are established and the book gutters set, it becomes
very expensive to run signatures of the book that defy these overall parameters, just as it
becomes costly to introduce color. As a result, such boundary-breaking works are often
made to fit the pre-established anthology mold, or the editor is forced to make selections
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that will fit that mold. The process robs the work of its subversive elements, or distorts
them by civilizing their presence. In many cases, the work that cannot be accommodated
is simply left out so that students gain only a partial sense of the writer’s experimental
methods.
Up to this point, I’ve been talking about what may seem to be some of the more
obvious material conditions that account for the distortion of national literary canons
through the anthologizing process. Yet, surprisingly, most discussions of anthology
formation scarcely mention these material concerns, as if they were somehow secondary
to the process of selection, rather than inextricably linked to that process. This is
particularly surprising given the fact that people writing about anthologies often
recognize that the process of selection is simultaneously an act of commodification. Yet
commentary on anthology formation usually focuses on what Barbara Benedict calls “the
‘demand’ or consumer side of the literary culture of anthologies, the way they were
received and read,” while bypassing “the ‘supply’ side—the story of the material
connections informing the construction of value and cultural currency in anthologies”
(31). The few discussions of the supply side that do exist tend to come from disgruntled
editors who have to make choices that are always compromised by material concerns.
Kevin Dettmar, who has served as the co-editor of the twentieth-century
selections for the Longman Anthology of British Literature for more than a decade,
observes that because he was involved in overseeing permissions costs he was “in a
position to witness how those costs influence decision about what is included and what is
not (and why).” As he says, “one begins to think about how much one can afford, and
what one can afford to do without.” He complains: “I resent being forced to make absurd
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calculations, such as five lines of Auden equals one page of Salman Rushdie.” Dettmar
wanted to include some poems by American Sylvia Plath to accompany the poetry of her
British husband, Ted Hughes. But eventually Plath had to be dropped because the fees
for reproducing her work suddenly rose. “One goes into the project with big dreams,” he
says, “but after meeting with the architects and builders, certain features go by the
boards; even more desires are sacrificed during construction, as costs overrun estimates.
In our third edition, a smattering of poems by Sylvia Plath became those skylights in the
kitchen that would have to wait for later.” Dettmar concludes: “one of the hidden forces
shaping the evolving canon of modern literature, in ways not always having much to do
with literary value, is the shortsightedness of copyright holders.”
If we examine the supply side with a bit more cynicism it becomes clear that there
are even crasser material factors at work in the creation of national literary canons as they
are exemplified by these national literature anthologies.
Take, for example, weight. I am not talking about the weightiness of ideas here. I
am talking about pure physical poundage. In the peer review of my own anthology I was
made all too aware of how important weight is. My reviewers reminded the publisher
repeatedly that the final anthology must not be too heavy. And it had to be designed in
such a way as to fit into a backpack. And the paper should not be too thin. And lots of
room should be left on the pages for notes. You begin to see the problem: somehow, I
have to fill 1,200 pages, but I have to make sure that the final book weighs less than those
of my competitors. I needed to create the Weight-Watcher’s version of a national literary
canon. Perhaps we could use a lighter-weight paper, anything to slim down the book. But
I knew the idea would fall on deaf ears: certain industry-sanctioned papers would have to
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be used. What else could be done with this canonical waistline? Chop an inch off the
overall dimensions of the book. That’s good for the backpack, but it reduces the margins
inside. Bad for note-takers. Bad for the experimental poets who like to play with the
distinction between margin and centre. Bad for the overall look of the book, which will
seem cramped. Yes, it’s true—every book encounters design limitations, but in this case,
I would argue that the material appearance of one anthology—which is itself a function
of mediation and compromise—transmits a different sense of the canon than another
anthology which appears in a different physical form, even if the contents are identical.
So national literary canons truly can be perceived in terms of physical dimensions and
weight, and one’s response to holding that canon or stuffing it into a backpack is directly
related to the kind of reception that canon will receive. In other words, the gross
materiality of the product contributes to its reception just as much as the content itself. To
add to this perception of the book’s value, we could also consider such material factors as
the kind of artwork selected for the anthology’s cover, the technology involved in
printing and binding the book in a cost-efficient manner, the amount allocated to
marketing and promoting the title.
Because most small and medium-sized publishing houses will not be able to
compete with larger houses in offering the editor an advance against royalties, or in
making a substantial financial commitment to the permissions budget and other costs
associated with production, large-scale national literature anthologies tend to be
published by a few well-known companies that have literally cornered the market. This
situation differs markedly from the conditions that apply to other kinds of smaller and
less costly anthologies, which are often undertaken by independent publishing
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companies. But the big literature anthology seems by definition these days to be the
creation of a few big companies and it is necessarily imprinted with the institutional
values that allow those companies to succeed. So, in fact, the presentation of national
literary canons is always restricted and partial, and always a function of the material
resources available to the companies that produce them. It is never simply a matter of
editorial innovation or intelligence. There are too many material factors that stand in the
way.
When I feel down about the monetary issues that inevitably compromise my
selections, I always turn back to the selections themselves, trying to reassure myself that,
in the end, a viable collection will somehow emerge. And just when I have entered the
dream state of believing that my anthology will somehow be representative and fair, I am
brought back to reality by the voices of my anonymous assessors (there were seven of
them), who insist on reminding me how tainted a product I am bound to produce. Some
of them applaud the poetry selections but think the fiction choices are weak. Some like
the fiction, but think I should include more selections by Aboriginal writers. Some think
my inclusion of Aboriginal writers is just an example of political correctness. Two
reviewers say my choices are far too canonical. Others disagree. In the end, the mixture
that is produced will inevitably be a tortured compromise, a compromise mediated further
by a host of material conditions that are usually invisible to those who will examine the
anthology. Its title, at the moment, is all-encompassing: Canadian Literature: An
Anthology. Of course, as I’m learning, nothing could be further from the truth.
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Darla Luz: Fashioning the Spirit of the Maya
INTRODUCTION
This paper will describe a project on product development with Maya artisans in
Guatemala, whose goal is to create viable apparel and accessories for North American
consumers. The project is a practicum conducted by the author and her students from Virginia
Commonwealth University (VCU), School of the Arts. In the summer of 2006, eight fashion
students began the process of designing and sourcing a line of contemporary clothing inspired by
the indigenous textiles of Maya women in Guatemala. Named Darla Luz, “to bring the light,”
this line was created under the standards and spirit of fair trade.
The class worked with the Highland Support Project, a non-governmental organization
(NGO) based in Richmond, Virginia. Founded by Ben Blevins and his Guatemalan wife,
Guadalupe, the Highland Support Project approached VCU about creating a line for their store,
Alter Natives, in Richmond. The couple founded the organization 15 years ago to empower
Maya women, who like many other nations, have been subjected to years of labor exploitation.
The NGO conducts “transformation trips” to the highlands of Guatemala with church and higher
education groups. Church groups and college students continually visit indigenous communities
on various trips to build stoves and homes for the neediest families. Recently, VCU art students
went on their Spring break to teach young school age children how to draw and paint. The
fashion students on my trip assisted in the development of an apparel line to be produced by
artisans, through which women can produce and market their skills.
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My paper discusses the process of creating a new boundary textile art. Boundary art is a
term used to describe art which “crosses the boundary where two cultures meet.”1 Our project
couples Western views about colors, design and fashion trends, while cross-fertilizing the style
and design of traditional Maya dress. With an understanding of a culture as ancient as the Maya,
the project gives us the context to appreciate the challenges involved in globally marketing to
suit contemporary consumer needs while at the same time preserving the Maya culture
worldview.
Production techniques employed from traditional Maya textile making include foot loom
weaving or hand embroidery. Each embroidery design or textile detail incorporated in the Darla
Luz line creates a demand for the production skills of Maya artisans. Hand weaving and
embroidery skills are increasingly in danger of extinction because of predatory Western
commercial trends that often supplant indigenous design. DarLa Luz’s goal is to sustain the
cultural identity and economic survival of the Maya indigenous to the Western Highlands of
Guatemala.
DESCRIPTION OF PRACTICUM
In April 2006, the Highland Support Project approached the VCU Fashion Design and
Merchandising Department to explore the possibility of students developing a product line that
would benefit the women’s groups in Guatemala. Subsequently, eight students from
merchandising and design classes signed up. They were excited about the prospect to combine
their fashion studies with creating new opportunities for women and families less fortunate than
ourselves. In preparation for the trip, the students were given information on Guatemala,
1

Brodman, Barbara, “Paris or Perish: The Plight of the American Indian in a Westernized World,” in Damhorst,
Mary Lynn, Kimberly A. Miller, and Susan O. Michelman (eds.), The Meanings of Dress, New York: Fairchild
Books, 2005, p. 136.
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including local weaving techniques, cultural practices, history, current events, trade development
in the region, and articles on the Central American Federated Trade Association (CAFTA) and
the Guatemalan Apparel Association.
The three-week project took place from May 27th to June 15th, 2006. It began with three
days in Richmond; building a consensus on the target customer, development of the mood
boards, colors, silhouettes, pattern work and most importantly, developing a partnership before
leaving the VCU campus. For two weeks, the class traveled to various towns as Panachel,
Chantola, Chichicastenango, and Chiavoc in Guatemala to meet with local Maya artisans. At the
conclusion of the project, the class produced six sketches with prototypes made of hand loomed
coban, home spun, and jaspe (ikat) cloth. These garments were cut out and sewn by three
students, one local sewer, myself, and were hand or machine embroidered by the women from
the cooperatives.
The first class assignment for the students was to research a specific target market prior
to the start of class. They were charged to do an in-depth analysis of Cary town, a middle-toupper middle class income shopping district in Richmond, Virginia. The area of selected study
was based on the location of Alter Natives, a fair trade boutique we were to market to and sell
our product line. Students went to numerous shops and asked store managers and clerks to talk
about their customer base and the lifestyle their stores catered to. One student interviewed the
President of the Cary town store owners association. Summarizing their fact-finding, students
came to the consensus our target customer was a middle aged, 35-55 year old woman, who is
well-educated, has one to two children and money to spend particularly for clothes with a
conscious. This shopping area has attracted another fair trade store, Ten Thousand Villages, and
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the sweatshop free store, American Apparel, which appeals to the large college market segment
in the area.
The students then developed trend presentation boards and color forecasting for the FallWinter 2007 season. The boards are intended to illustrate what our customers want, based on our
research for the line. The students were organized in teams of three to develop boards focusing
on the key looks; tops, jackets and skirts.
In class, we discussed and examined various garment styles and shapes deemed
appropriate from the younger to older spectrum of our target market. Once we determined the
silhouettes for our collection, design students began work on patterning the designs, while
merchandising students prepared size specification sheets, fabric information sheets and cost
sheets for our technical packs. Other tasks I assigned to design students were to gather findings,
fabrics, and buttons to sew and complete the garments while in Guatemala. Merchandising
students had to gather prices on materials, findings, and labels through the Guatemalan Apparel
association, and plan a promotional package to launch our product line.
The students realized that our project would be one they would not easily forget. As a
real life lab, everyone took part in the development of a product line in an underdeveloped
nation. Materials we readily take for granted such as purchasing rayon lining in the states was
not found in the towns we canvassed in Guatemala. There is also the language barrier we
encountered in shops we went to where only K’iche and Spanish are the spoken language and
English is non-existent. At one point, we required two translators: from Spanish to K’iche to
English and then in reverse.
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Figure 1: Class visiting Women’s Weaving Cooperative in Chontola (Megan Brathwaite)

On October 5, 2006, the Fashion Design and Merchandising Department held the official
product launch of the Darla Luz apparel line. The Highland Support Project was introduced to
the audience to tell their mission and involvement with cooperatives in Guatemala. I gave the
academic perspective of the class objectives and the aspirations of the artisans we worked with.
Lastly, six of the original eight students who participated in the project told a specific aspect of
the story of our two weeks in Guatemala, and what they learned from the course.2
DISCUSSION
Traditional Maya Textiles and Symbolism
From the moment we arrived in Guatemala City, we experienced an extraordinary and
colorful scene filled with women, men and children dressed in brilliantly designed clothing at the
2

Carrington, Penelope, “Trade Mission,” Richmond Times Dispatch, October 3, 2006, p. C1.
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airport. We became eyewitnesses to the splendid and complex textiles of the Maya culture that
have served as artistic expressions for over 500 years. Within their clothing, weavers
communicate layers of meaning both to the Maya themselves and to informed outsiders. Today,
the women continue to weave symbols and messages into their clothing that teaches one to
respect one’s place of origin, social status and mythology. Maya women dress with the same
dignity and steadfastness to tradition, found in the Americas for thousands of years.
In Xela, we attended a lecture given by Dr. Daniel Matul Morales, a noted Maya author
of the book, The Way We Dress. Dr. Matul Morales states, “tell me how you dress, and I’ll tell
you who you are.” The most sacred symbol of the Maya is the quetzal, the national bird of
Guatemala, which can be found woven into women’s huipils (blouses) and cortes (skirts).
To the ancient Mayas, the quetzal symbolized freedom and wealth. The quetzal
symbolizes freedom, because a quetzal will die in captivity. It symbolizes wealth, because the
Mayas were traders. And, quetzal feathers were their most sought after treasures. The colors of
the quetzal are red and green. Red signifies hope, love and life; and green (Verde) symbolizes the
earth, eternity and fertility. The patterns woven with these colors illuminate aspects of the
wearer’s life such as her marital status. The corte (skirt) is usually twin panels of cloth that may
be sewn and fastened together with a randa, a decorative embroidered seam. The placement of
the randa on the wearer is significant, especially on a woman’s corte. A randa worn to the right
side tells you she is married; a randa worn to the left side tells you she is single; and a randa
worn in between tells you that she’s not available. 3 The embroidered randa that encircles the
bottom of the corte signifies the amount of days on the Maya calendar.

3

Presentation by Daniel Matul Morales, Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, June 1, 2006.
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Figure 2: Traje (dress) from Museo de Traje (Linda Lee)

At present, Maya dress is in danger of cultural extinction. Their textiles are closely linked
to their indigenous identity. Rigoberta Menchu, a well-known Maya woman, who won the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1992, wears the indigenous dress of her Guatemalan highlands village as a part of
her political message. Sadly, the very wearing of native dress in Guatemala has marked the
majority population of Indians as social outcasts in a minority led Ladino society. Adoption of
Western dress has been an on-going process of acceptance for the Maya by the leading society.
Cross Cultural Interactions and Perceptions
Our goal as educators and fashion students in Guatemala is to foster greater knowledge
and understanding about Maya culture and textiles, while working alongside the artisan
cooperatives. We accomplish this goal by promoting the preservation of traditional designs,
textile making, and embroidery skills in our product line. We also seek to empower the women’s
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participation and leadership in the cooperatives, with the assistance of the Highland Support
Project. By producing an alternative apparel line for fair trade, named Darla Luz, we create
greater knowledge of the indigenous Maya women’s need for a living wage and preservation of
their priceless heritage.
Our students learned many things during this product development process. Our students
learned about the abject poverty and lack of literacy among the Maya in the Western Highlands.
However, they observed how families work closely together to help one other within the tight
knit community. The cold dismal environment and lack of economic sustenance place the Maya
at the mercy of wealthy landowners and large corporations. Among the communities we visited,
it was clear that the Maya collectively hold their traditions dear and have not willingly
abandoned their cultural values.
Adult males have adopted Western dress such as dungarees, and cowboy hats more
readily, since most males work outside of their communities. An American language teacher,
working with school-aged children in Antigua, pointed out that Maya boys are adopting Western
wear more quickly than Maya girls. Unfortunately, young boys tease their fellow male
classmates for retaining their native dress. On the other hand, girls, who remain close to home,
continue to wear their traditional dress. The girls who wear the clothes their mothers weave
represent a historic connection between the past and the present.
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Figure 3: Men in mixed dress in Western Highlands (Linda Lee)

An artisan cooperative, Ruth and Naomi, was organized by a Methodist minister, Don
Diego, during the 1980s, and consists of widows who suffered from the 36 year long civil war.
The organization started because the women needed a means to sustain themselves and their
families. By banding together, the women employed their knowledge of handicraft skills and
sold their wares. We watched these women demonstrate back strap weaving; a labor-intensive
process that goes back thousands of years before the Spanish conquest.
While traveling in the highlands, the West’s influence on indigenous dress can be seen
widely. Maya women carry enormous baskets on their heads and babies on their backs while
traveling up and down the hills in high heels. We saw women, children and men wear Western
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style sweaters and pants that were donated by relief organizations from the United States. Sadly,
such acts of charity may lead to the loss of the local women’s desire to continue weaving, by
making the Western dress available.
Economic Challenges for Indigenous Industry
The current plight of Maya artisans raises the question of how do we protect the
indigenous industry from the greed of outsiders? Many artisans sell their textiles to foreign
tourists or shop owners who force them to capitulate to a lower price regardless of the time and
effort devoted to their textiles. Gradually, the production of textiles for the tourist trade
diminishes the use of the symbols and aesthetics once passed on from generation to generation.
Looking towards the future of our product line, I wish to see our students revive patterns
from the Bowdler collection of Maya Textiles held at the Anderson Gallery at VCU. The
collection consists of 250 splendid textiles, huipils and cortes, all authentic patterns collected
from different regions of Guatemala during the 1970s, by a former US Ambassador to
Guatemala. I feel one of our greatest contribution can be applied to the archival research and
study of the Bowdler collection as well as the revival of these patterns; whereas the Maya
artisans will weave these magnificent and historic textiles once again, so they will not become a
lost art. There is much intrinsic information to determine and introduce to the collection in
regards to motifs, design, weaving technique, fiber, color, and symbolic meaning to the weaver.
The Bowdler collection has no current funding to maintain its upkeep or conservation after it was
donated to the Anderson Gallery during the 1990s.
.

The Darla Luz project made a conscious decision to develop a product line of clothing

and accessories designed for a Western market inspired by the Maya aesthetics. We want our
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product to provide an alterative, a fair trade line. Our objective is to help the women’s collectives
to grow, to gain a living wage and encourage development in the highlands. The growths of local
cooperatives nurture both women and men, so they can collectively participate and become
economically empowered to have a strong voice. Dr. Matul Morales said he has a dream that
“one day Mayan designers will show their collections in the fashion capitals of the world.”4
Boundary Art and Fair Trade
As stated earlier, my paper explores the role of boundary textile art, a term used to
describe art which “crosses the boundary where two cultures meet.” Boundary art “revolves
around the ongoing, dynamic interactions between artisans and consumers and the mediators
which bring them together. In this process mediators or cultural brokers often advise articles on
how to alter existing forms to meet market demands.”5
During our course development, we designed six new silhouettes that incorporated
traditional hand loomed textiles as homespun, St. Catarina (Indigo dyed) and jaspe (ikat). Our
approach to traditional textiles utilizes existing patterns, but we determined that we had to alter
the traditional colors within the patterns by creating a new color range geared to the upcoming
fall season of the North American consumer’s market. The new color palette, selected by the
students and myself, was culled from market trend research sources as The Color Association
and Promostyl. Therefore, “the final work we produce for our market becomes a statement about
the identity of the artists and a commentary on the audience on which it is produced.”6

4

Ibid.
Demaray, Elyse, Melody Keim-Shenk, and Mary A. Littrell, “Representations of Tradition in Latin American
Boundary Textile Art,” in Root, Regina A. (ed.), The Latin American Textile Reader, Oxford: Berg Publishers,
1995, p. 142.
6
Ibid.
5
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Figure 4: Jacket incorporating jaspe and homespun textile
(sketch by Rebecca Marks)

Significant challenges exist when attempting to produce boundary textile art that
succeeds commercially as well retain cultural integrity. As discussed earlier, native dress
typically conveys “the blueprint of an entire social system: agriculturally based, community
oriented and decidedly non-western.”7 In contrast, Western fashions “change with the seasons
and at a whim of the Fashion Industry.”8
To be sure, introducing new designs and color combinations to traditional textile
practices is a delicate issue. However, a study of two apparel companies that sell Latin American

7
8

Brodman, Op. Cit, p. 136.
Ibid.
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boundary art found that other efforts have successfully accomplished the goal of producing
commercially viable products that retain traditional integrity. The following account of Maya
Traditions, a fair trade, not-for-profit company with a mission similar to Darla Luz, provides
inspiration that our attempt to create a new fashion line will also retain the integrity of traditional
textile weaving in the highland Maya.
Maya Traditions strives to perpetuate Maya weaving methods and motifs in order
to help weavers maintain their culture in Guatemala where they live as a nondominant people among the more dominant Ladinos. “Our primary focus,” states
owner Jane Mintz, “is the creation of high-quality weaving and hand crochet
products while preserving the integrity of traditional crafts.” The company does
this by selling small items made from high-quality back strap weaving (for
example, bags, hats and scarves) with motifs that tie Maya weavers to their ethnic
and local community identities. While the items they sell and the colors of the
weavings change from time to time, the method of production–blackstrap
weaving–and the motifs handed down among the Maya women remain the same.9
Boundary art is most often connected to, but not identical with, art made for use in Indian
communities. While the items we sell and the colors of the weaving change from season to
season, the method of production and the motifs handed down among the Maya women will
remain the same. We will emphasize and focus on the women’s understanding of and
relationship to their textile traditions as opposed to profits as our primary goal.

9

Demarray, et. al., Op. Cit., p. 157-158.
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Coetzee’s Disgrace: Romanticism and Acknowledgement of the Racial Other in
Post-Apartheid South Africa
Being an Afrikaner male is not a light burden for sensible, fair-minded writers
of South Africa. Among them is J. M. Coetzee who, albeit acclaimed one of the
world’s greatest writers, still cannot easily escape from the white men’s guilt of having
been unjustly privileged. Coetzee was often criticized for his allegorical or nonrealistic novels, accused of evading the keen political situation of the Apartheid South
Africa; most of his works in the eyes of radical critics are nothing but a literary selfdefense of those privileged. In Disgrace1, Coetzee’s booker-prized work, the author
deals with a white male character David Lurie and his daughter Lucy’s socially and
sexually ‘disgraceful’ occurrences that eventually result in both characters’ acceptance
of the post-apartheid conditions of living with blacks, even if harmonious coexistence
seems difficult.
Coetzee portrays the dilemma of a white man in South Africa who has to live in
a complicated and changed political condition—arguably allusive to ‘Truth and
Reconciliation Commision.’ In the characterization of Lurie, the author makes use of
embedded allusions to English Romantics. Although Pamela Cooper2 and Kimberly
Wedeven Segall3 note Romantic or literary metaphors of this novel, serious attempts to
read the main character David Lurie in relation with Romantic poets, Lord Byron and
William Wordsworth in particular, are yet to be made. This paper intends to trace
Lurie’s fall and slow change for redemption in terms of adoption and radical modulation
of Romanticism. The premises of this paper are that Romanticism and Byron function
as powerful metaphors throughout the novel and especially that Romanticism serves as
a trope for the past-orientedness of Lurie.
David Lurie, a fifty-two year-old professor in Communications (formally
Classics and Modern Languages) resigns from Cape Technical University due to his
sexual harassment of one of his Romantics course students, Melanie Issacs. He is a
problematic character defending himself with cleverly chosen words. For instance, he
imagines himself as “colorless 4 Mr. Right” (Disgrace 14) even in the most
1

J. M. Coetzee, Disgrace (New York: Penguin, 1999).
Pamela Cooper, “Metamorphosis and Sexuality: Reading the Strange Passions of Disgrace,”
Research in African Literatures 36.4 (2005): 22-39.
3
Kimberly Wedeven Segall, “Pursuing Ghosts: The Traumatic Sublime in J.M. Coetzee’s
Disgrace,” Research in African Literatures 36.4 (2005): 40-53.
4
In here the word “colorless” seems to mean his alleged lack of color bias as well as his lack of
‘color’ contrasting to darker image of “Melanie.”
2
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inappropriate time when he spends private time with an unwilling student. These
‘words’ represent the western culture in which Lurie finds his authority and strength.
Cooper rightly noted that “[Lurie] entices [Melanie] with Italian food and Shakespeare,
and the unspoken contract of seduction is held entirely within the rules of Western
representation” (25). One of the protagonist’s tragic flaws is that “the rules of Western
representation” is no longer working.
While many pieces from European high culture—Beethoven and Janacek,
Mozart and Scarlatti witnessing Lurie’s seducing Melanie, Shakespeare, Wordsworth,
purebred Dobermans, etc.—are ostentationally mentioned, the Romantic poets Byron
and Wordsworth are specially marked by the protagonist. When Lurie is accused of
sexual harassment charge, the newspaper describes him as an “author of a book on
English nature-poet William Wordsworth.” Lurie himself thinks with bitterness that he
is a “commentator upon, and disgraced disciple of, William Wordsworth” (46). With
the meaningful family name “Words-Worth,” Lurie proudly upholds Wordsworth as
“one of his masters” (13). It turns out that just like the Romantics—namely
Wordsworth dealing with nature,--Lurie perceives reality and nature as a “thing” he can
appropriate and impose his notions as if they came from ‘nature.’ His understanding
of the world around him is often imaginary in the sense he speaks for others under the
guise of thinking in their shoes: he believes Soraya to be Muslim, he believes Lucy to be
lesbian, he believes that his relationship with others goes well: “to some degree, he
believes, this affection is reciprocated” (2).
Lurie’s life is deeply wrapped with Romantic terms and impulses. Byron is
the one who guides David Lurie’s life through all the “disgraces.” Lurie holds on to
one thing—a “Byron project” (121) as he calls it. He plans to write a chamber opera
on Byron and Teresa in Italy. Cooper notes that Lurie “perceives himself as “a servent
of Eros” (52), placing himself and his pursuit of Melanie within the tradition of
heroically dissolute virility typified by his hero, Byron” (25). Lurie’s stubborn
insistence on pleading guilty, yet refusing to repent, also shows a Byronic hero’s mettle,
denying himself any chance for redemption. “Mad, bad, and dangerous to know,”
quotes Lucy as pointing out that Lurie is “determined to go on being bad” (77).
Lurie’s inappropriate sexual relations with young, exotic women also resemble Byron’s
behavior. With “black hair, wide, almost Chinese cheekbones, large, dark eyes” (11),
Melanie has something “exotic” (7) in common with a prostitute Soraya with whom
Lurie had a stable sexual relationship for a period. In his Oriental Tales, Byron
depicted middle-east countries and also mentioned lengthily about Muslim women in
harem in his poem Don Juan. Lurie could have been happy, absorbed in male-,

3
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western- centered Romanticism. Yet, as often repeated in the novel, romanticism is
acceptable “not at this place, not in this time.” The ways of canonical male writers, the
older generation do not fit the future. Romanticism, symbolically, is in league with
European oldness thus to be overcome.
When he needs to leave the city after his disgraceful resignation, Lurie decides
to go to the “country,” consoling himself that “[a]ll at once he has become a recluse, a
country recluse” (120 Italics mine). He claims to “visit” Lucy, which implies his
denial of real connection with the land and resembles Byron’s fleeing after his
scandalous relation with his half-sister is revealed. However, this could-be-romantic
setting turns out to a nightmare to one who turns to nature for strength due to three
African men’s break-in. As a consequence Lucy finds herself pregnant and decides to
give birth to the child, marrying an African middle-aged man Petrus for protection.
Towards the end of the novel, Lurie realizes that his refuge in the Romantics
does not enable him to deal with the new world. Even though Lurie enjoyed his power
in language and words, it is restricted in European context only: his knowledge covers
English, Italian, French and German, but none of the African languages. When
hearing an African language from TV, he could just turn the volume down, but when the
robbers roam in Lucy’s house, he becomes painfully aware of his handicap. “More
and more he is convinced that English is an unfit medium for the truth of South Africa”
(117). While Lurie recollects Wordsworth’s watching a pantomime in which a killer is
“protected by the word”—a “Invisible” sign on his chest— he realizes that the
delightful protection would never be his. “From where he stands, from where Lucy
stands, Byron looks very old-fashioned indeed” (160).
In the rest of the paper, I intend to point out the way Lurie’s changing ideas
about “the Byronic project” indicate and, at the same time, are reinforced by his slow
acceptance of the changes in his life. A tentative conclusion of this paper is that
Lurie’s thematic modulation of Romanticism, i.e., giving up Byron for Teresa, who was
quite a few years junior to the canonical poet, points to the protagonist’s break with the
male- and white-centered culture of Europe that was behind his earlier refusal to
acknowledge the presence of the blacks and the arrival of their world.

4
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6. abstract
Seventeenth century Japanese screen paintings are notable in the sudden increase of
female beauties represented in their imagery. Even more intriguing is the fact that these women
are not just any type of woman, but most often prostitutes. The social and economic context for
the phenomenon was the establishment of prostitution as a commercial business in the urban
centers of cities like Edo (old name for Tokyo), Kyoto, and Osaka in the early seventeenth
century. The new commerical industry of prostitution—symbiotically acting with the nascent
print publication industry—was instrumental in the construction of a new erotic culture; the ideal
of the “cultured courtesan” as the paradigmatic beauty and the most desirable object of love and
sex proved to be central to this erotic cultural discourse.
This paper centers on the painting commonly referred to as the Honda Screen (Figure 1).
The two-panel screen pictures an ideal beauty (a tayū prostitute, the highest ranked courtesan of
the time) engaged in a familiar courting ritual of the prostitution quarters. Such paintings have
conventionally been interpreted as “genre” imagery, that is, unmediated documentations of the
social reality; the argument goes that “prostitution flourished and thus pictures recording such
social phenomena were produced.” I argue, however, that paintings like the Honda Screen are
anything but transparent; they were significant texts promoting a new ideal female cultural
paradigm of the seventeenth century. Furthermore, this exemplary figure was complicit in a
larger political discourse on estate status and identity.
Prostitution in early seventeenth century was based on a complicated hierarchy of
assorted types of men and women. The tayū is more accurately described as a “courtesan”; her
identity was not limited to the selling of sex, but demanded the mastery of the arts and noble
comportment following the traditional courtly codes of nobility. The “tayū”—mythified in the
productions of the erotic culture—was described as a beautiful and artistically cultivated woman
of aristocratic or high military lineage who, through unfortunate circumstances beyond her
control, was forced to live the life of a courtesan. According to the myth, she practiced her arts,
and because of her noble breeding she demanded control over the choice of patron. The level of
connoisseurship of the male patron was expressed not only through his ability to discriminate an
artistically worthy and true-hearted tayū but more importantly by the courtesan’s acceptance of
him as her lover. This male lover—constructed as a samurai dandy in contemporary literary and
visual texts—functioned to define a uniquely samurai aesthetic and cultural identity.
In this paper, I argue that the beauty of the “cultured courtesan” pictured in images like the
Honda Screen referred not merely to a valued attribute of the individual woman represented-whether real or fictional—but signified a privileged urbanity, one that was coded “samurai” and
was complicit in a wider discourse concerned with the contestation over cultural authority
between the aristocracy and the ruling warrior elite.
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ABSTRACT
Site and Sensibility:
The Site-Specific Dances of Collage Dance Theater as a Kinetic History of Los
Angeles
Author: Camille LeFevre

Much contemporary writing on postmodernism and space references Fredric Jameson’s
“crisis of historicity”—the declining interest in and attention to the multiple layers of
history in urban places. The commercialization of urban space, theorists argue, is creating
a featureless landscape of placelessness, a shiny simulacrum of superficiality, with Los
Angeles as the nadir of such spatial amnesia. In The Power of Place, however, Dolores
Hayden describes the necessity of re-inscribing places in Los Angeles with the strata of
their messy, incongruous pasts. The site-specific dances of Collage Dance Theater in Los
Angeles do just that. This paper examines three recent site-specific dances by Collage
Dance Theater in historic, dilapidated buildings in Los Angeles, in which choreographer
Heidi Duckler researched the site for the dance’s concept and content; generated a
movement vocabulary based on the body’s interaction with the site; and engaged the site
and the audience as collaborators during the performance. As a kinesthetic manifestation
of cultural knowledge in which performers and audiences take part, site-specific dance is
crucial to our understanding and valuing of history and place in a 21st-century global
culture, and to our ability as individuals to re-engage with art and place.
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Performance Art as a Metaphor for Professionalism
Carol Leininger, PhD
F.Hoffmann-La Roche, Ltd
cleinin52@yahoo.com
Work and work behavior are referred to as “professions” and “professional
behavior”, generic terms to indicate what is meant by professional behavior (“act
in a professional manner”) within a given profession.
What does it mean to “act professional?” How much of professionalism is acting
in the full sense of the word, from auditioning (interviewing) to rehearsal
(practicing) to staging with props (what to wear, what tools to display) to the
actual performance, with its attendant reviews?
The language of action, acting, is imbedded in the vocabulary of the workplace.
Using this understanding of workplace performance more directly, I am
experimenting with the term “performance art” as a metaphor for professionalism
in my own workplace (a large traditional firm) and in counseling people from
diverse professions who report feeling disaffected or dissatisfied with their work
in ways to change their own experience and perception of worth.
“Performance art” conjures up different images, with more creative or imaginative
interpretations, than does the broader term “professional behavior.” Rather than
focus on categorizing the actions that define professionalism for a person’s paid
work, the metaphorical admonition “Think performance art” opens up a
continuum of actions to satisfy and exceed expectations of the contract between
an organization (employer/firm, audience) and an individual (employee, actor).
The actors (employees), intrigued by the novelty of the metaphor, think of
applications of the concept and see the possibilities for creative subversion,
which, rather than being a negative force in how they and their workplace
performance are viewed, becomes a positive force to create both a better
workplace performance for the audience (employer) and a better workplace
experience for the actors (employees).
Examples of the metaphor as applied in practice and projected applications to
teaching will be presented.
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Abstract
In this paper, we are looking at the Roman Catholic Social Thought and
specifically at how contemporary ideas relating to it offer support to the just conduct of
humanitarian assistance. In the first section we provide a definition of humanitarian
assistance and highlight its differences from humanitarian intervention. We, then, go on
to present our main idea, namely that the practice of humanitarian assistance marks a
positive step towards helping, and even, rescuing non-combatants. In that direction,
Roman Catholic Social Thought has played an important role: as a proof, we look at its
normative framework for humanitarian aid. We conclude by discussing various topics
relating to the role of public policies, Non Governmental Organizations and church
initiatives in the conduct of humanitarian assistance.
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[Abstract] A Musical Reflection: Jewish Exiles in Republican China
In the study of Jewish Diaspora around the world, the mass exodus of German Jews from their beloved
fatherland as a result of Hitler’s anti-Semitic policies remains as one of the most tragic occurrences in Jewish
history. The rise of Nazism marked the end of Jewish existence. Within a few years, a chronic bias became
evident in social and economic plans that aimed to exclude Jewish participation, and ultimately robbed them of
their livelihood. However this was only the beginning, with the enactment of the Nuremberg Laws of 1935,
Jews and those with Jewish blood were stripped of their German citizenship.1 In the ensuing years, terror and
physical violence quickly became the hallmark of the Third Reich. It began with the Anschluss, or the inclusion
of Austria into Germany, that occurred in mid March of 1938, and quickly followed in the same year, the
infamous November 9-10 Kristallnacht, “night of [broken] glass” that signified the burgeoning of Nazi fury. In
both events, Austrian and German Jews were beaten and killed, Jewish properties were destroyed and looted,
and about 20,000 German Jews were arrested and sent to concentration camps.2 As the onslaught of Nazi
regime continued to spread across Europe, many Jewish refugees found themselves ended up in an unusual
haven nestled in the east coast of China. Shanghai, a city of divided sovereignty under Japanese rule and
Western powers, became the new home for more than 18,000 Jewish refugees that came mostly from Germany
and Austria. The new impoverished arrivals became neighbors of other more established Jewish communities in
Shanghai, namely the Iraqi and Russian Jews who came to their aid. Among the newcomers were some of the
most talented musicians, music theorists and scholars in their native countries. The arrival of all these welltrained musical talents not only transformed the music scenes of the metropolis but also raised the level of
music appreciation for many Shanghai residents. Besides Shanghai, some of these musicians were also
relocated south, to the province of Fujian. Their stories and contributions have since, eluded the attention of
musicologists until now.
Music scholarship in recent years, though limited, mainly adopted a biographical approach. This method
of inquiry thus revealed an early stage of development in the research of musical life of Jewish refugees in
Shanghai. As part of my dissertation research, I had uncovered numerous primary and secondary sources at the
Shanghai Public Library and music institutions in Beijing. The information helps me to create a new paradigm
that incorporates factual details of biographical nature in a broader, more meaningful and imaginative
perspective. The thrust of my paper is then to argument that music, as a powerful social agent, is utilized to
affirm and to mirror the social status of Jewish refugees they once belonged to, before Hitler drove them out of
Germany. There is no doubt that a visible Jewish enclave was present in the 1930s and 1940s. Music historian
Tang Yating argues that in order to preserve their “Jewish/European” ethnicity, music is used “to erect
boundaries [i.e., preferred performing locales] and maintain distinctions between local Shanghainese (nonJewish Western/Chinese/Japanese) and themselves.”3

1

Marcia Ristaino, Port of Last Resort (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 2001), 98.
David Kranzler, Japanese, Nazis & Jews (New York: Balshon Printing & Offset Co., 1976), 28-29.
3
Tang Yating, “Musical Life in the Jewish Refugee Community in Shanghai: Popular and Art Music” Journal of Music in China 4
(2002): 178. This article is based on the author’s two earlier reports in Chinese, “Shanghai Youtai nanmin shequ de yinyue shenghou”
Art of Music 4 (1998): 7-13, 28 and “1943-1944 nian Shanghai Hongkou ‘gedu’ de yinyue shenghuo” Art of Music 3 (1999): 21-26.
2
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Yet Austrian and German Jews were already highly assimilated in their respective native lands and many of
them were nonobservants. Their Jewish identity therefore, as I argue, has less to do with religion but strongly
rooted in their cultural heritage, which they proudly embraced as middle-class citizens. Their class expressions
are found in the use-value of music, manifest in varying but identifiable differences in Shanghai, as evident in
areas of music education, entertainment, and politics. This approach of examining how music interacts with the
values of middle-class Austro-German refugees that consist of a sizable number of music artists who facilitate
the realization of those ideals, has to my knowledge, never been taken. Such an investigation is vital because it
allows us to see and appreciate the transforming powers of music. For example, chamber music was revered as
the highest spiritual and intellectual form of representation in European culture. This genre was reserved for
social elites who had the means to foster its growth and the musical cultivation to appreciate its value. As part
of the music education scheme in Shanghai, chamber music was promoted with zeal precisely for its intellectual
value. Yet how did the mostly poor Austro-German Jews reconcile the dialectical social relationship they had
with chamber music without addressing their conflicted existence? And what musical and social impact did they
have as music professors of the state-run Fujian Institute of Music? During those years in exile, Jews struggled
with the daily demands of living in China but music had always bound them to a sonic world of familiar Europe,
whose meanings are found beyond the realm of reality.
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ABSTRACT
“African Americans and Racial Ideology in Hawaii During WWII Years”
This paper will focus on the lives of African Americans in Hawaii in
the community during World War II, with emphasis on the roles of Black
soldiers and civilians, and how the treatment they experienced influenced
their behavior toward race relations in mainland American society. The
war had increased the presence of African Americans on the islands, and
in doing so, made them integral in fashioning race relations.
African Americans still faced discrimination, segregation, and
violence in spite of the war, however in Hawaii, they experienced racial
uplift and equality. It was feared that the islands would dictate race
relations in the rest of the United States where different standards had
been established for African Americans, in attempts to relegate them to
second class citizenship. Hawaii’s diverse population made African
American soldiers, as exemplified by the 369th infantry, as well as African
American workers, feel inclusive. They represented a new population to fit
into Hawaii’s “rainbow” society (as some liked to call it).
The 369th had assumed responsibility for defending Hawaii from air
attack during the war while the islands had been placed under military
control. As a result, Black soldiers gained respect from the people,
although some Southern white soldiers attempted to influence racial views
through rumors of racial inferiority and stories of rape.
While color lines existed, many African Americans found the racial
barriers less rigid that those they knew at home, thus they experienced a
certain freedom. In conclusion, this paper will show how African
Americans overcame racial obstacles, to gain acceptance and respect in
Hawaii, in the midst of WWII and efforts made by fellow white comrades
to racially stereotype them similar to that in mainland America
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Broadway is not America: Towards a New Definition of American Theatre
Abstract

What is American Theatre today? If we were to try to define it, how would we describe
it? What types of performances, plays and theatre practitioners would we want to include? The
general public sees American Theatre as Broadway or possibly the triumvirate of O’NeillWilliams-Miller, but the most vital theatre is coming out of formerly marginalized groups such
as African American theatre, Asian American theatre, Hispanic American theatre, Native
American theatre, feminist theatre and queer theatre. This still does not take into account other
forms of indigenous American theatre, some of which are popular, commercial, amateur or
which straddle theatre or other art forms. How do we create a new way of defining American
Theatre that reflects the diversity of both the culture and the modes of performance? Further,
how do we disseminate this broader theatre to the American public? The big budget Broadway
musical is a very American type of theatre, but it is only one of many types. This is a chance to
discuss not only what American theatre currently is, but what it can be.
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Lou Harrison (Portland, 1917-2003) was one of the most prolific and influential
20th-century American composers. He composed a large amount of works in a Pacific
style for various combinations of Eastern and Western instruments. He was composerin-residence at the University of Hawaii in 1963 when he composed Pacifika Rondo, a
seven-movement ensemble. Pacifika Rondo, composed for the University of Hawaii’s
Festival of Music and Art of This Century, reflects his aesthetic ideas of classical EastAsian and Pacific music, California Spanish-colonial music, and his response to the
atomic bomb and the “Intrusion of common ‘Atlantic’ modernism.”
Many studies discuss Harrison’s music and his relationships with American
avant-garde composers, emphasizing Harrison as an American original, but Harrison
considered himself a resident of the Pacific region and a Pacific composer. The words,
“American composer” and “West coast composer” are too narrow to describe Harrison.
Therefore, this paper will resituate Lou Harrison in a large milieu of Pacific cultures by
examining the historical influences on Harrison’s aesthetics. Then, I will discuss his
presentation of Pacific classical music and aesthetics in Pacifika Rondo.
Harrison’s father, Clarence Harrison, was an immigrant from Norway; his mother
Calline Lillian Silver was a native of Seattle from an adventurous and prosperous family.
During his childhood, Harrison’s family frequently moved from city to city in the Pacific
coast areas, which helped develop his perspectives of the Pacific culture. His mother’s
collection of Asian arts, including Japanese and Chinese decorations and furniture,
foreshadowed Harrison’s love of Asian arts and music. Lou Harrison said, “My drama is
to try to recapture childhood riches, the beauties of Asian things.”
(See Figure 1. Major influences on Harrison’s aesthetics in Pacifika Rondo.)
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Figure 1. Major Influences on Lou Harrison’s Aesthetics in Pacifika Rondo
Family Influence:
Asian art collections, comprehensive education, science, music interests in pre-Baroque
European music, arts, poetry, dance.
Henry Cowell (1897-1965):
Course “Music of the Peoples of the World:” Asian, Amerindian Latin American music,
New Musical Resources (book).
Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951):
Twelve-tone technique, method of structure Expressionism.
Charles Ives (1874-1954):
Inclusivity, freedom of arranging and juxtaposing sources.
Asian music:
Music in Chinatown, San Francisco, trips to Japan Korea, Taiwan in
1960s; Asian musicians Lee Hye-ku, Kim T’aesop, Liang Tsai Ping.
Lester Horton:
Mexican history and folk culture, Aztec music.
Poetry:
Italian poetic rhyme-scheme “Terza Rima,” rhyme in Esperanto international language.
German Expressionist paintings: Intense black and whiteness, brilliant colors.
World arts/paintings: Intense black and whiteness, vivid colors.
Chinese treatise:

Yue-ji, Chinese verses.

*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

His parents supported Harrison’s comprehensive education. He took courses in
sciences, arts, dance, and music. Since his early childhood, Harrison participated in
singing and acting in plays. In high school, he composed for school events and wrote
poems. Harrison began to read the Chinese treatise on music Yue-ji. At the same time, he
developed interests in pre-Baroque Spanish and French dance music estampie.
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In 1934 Harrison enrolled in the San Francisco State Collage and studied in Henry
Cowell’s course “Music of the Peoples of the World.” The most significant influence of
Cowell, the home-grown American composer, on Harrison was his advocacy and ideas of
non-western music: Latin American, Amerindian music, especially Asian music.
Harrison studied composition privately with Cowell and described Cowell as a “central
information booth.” To learn Pacific culture and music, Harrison frequently visited
Chinatown in San Francisco. He listened to Chinese chamber music and Chinese operas.
He said that he had “a fair inkling of Asian musics, dominantly Northeast Asia.” In 1938,
composer Lester Horton introduced Harrison to Mexican history and folk culture. They
worked together to compose dance music. Horton used Mexican subjects, music, and
instruments in his works. Thus, Harrison became acquainted with Mexican folk melodies
and music in the Aztec culture.
In the 1930s and 1940s, Harrison contacted Charles Ives, avant-garde American
composer. Harrison edited and performed Ive’s works, which creatively integrate
indigenous American fork and art music. Harrison was influenced by Ives’s inclusivity
and freedom in arranging diverse sources. In 1943, Harrison studied composition with
Arnold Schoenberg, outstanding and influential Austrian-born composer, at UCLA. He
mastered serial techniques and composed twelve-tone works. The influences of
Schoernberg’s aesthetics (Expressionist dissonance, strong contrasts, and intensity) can
be seen in Movement 6 of Pacifika Rondo.
In the 1960s after attending the East-West Music Encounter Conference in Tokyo,
Harrison visited Korea and Taiwan. During these trips, he studied intensively with
eminent Asian musicians. Learning from Maestro Kim T’aesop, Harrison became an
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expert performer on the Korean flute p’iri. He studied theory and history of Korean music
with Professor Lee Hye-Ku. Harrison remarked that Korean court music is “exceptionally
noble and elegant.” In Taiwan, Harrison studied zheng, the Chinese zither, with the Prof.
Liang Tsai-Ping and took lessons on several other instruments. He said, “I love the
sound of Chinese chamber music. I think it’s exquisite, delicate, poetic.”
(See Figure 2. Lou Harrison playing Asian instruments.)
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Another source of Harrison’s inspiration is poetry. Harrison had an extensive
collection of poetry. He often wrote poems and drew the sound and rhythms from poetry.
He loved to use poetic form to build musical forms. In Pacifika Rondo, he derived a
musical form from the Italian rhyme-scheme “Terza Rima.” Harrison also had an
impressive collection of paintings. German Expressionist art contrasts intense black and
whiteness and treats vivid color separately. Harrison noted that African art and Japanese
prints are similar to German Expressionist’s usage of color. After briefly discussing the
influences on Harrison’s aesthetics, I’ll show how Harrison created sonic pictures of
Pacific music in Pacifika Rondo.
Each movement of Pacifika Rondo represents “a section of the Pacific basin, but
Movement 6 is a protest against the atomic bomb” and “intrusion of common Atlantic
modernism.” Movements 1, 3, and 7 vary the same type of music combining Japanese
gagaku, Chinese and Korean court music, and chamber music. Movement 4 reflects
California Spanish-colonial music: estampie, a step-dance; Movement 5 Mexican
Aztecindian celebratory music. The titles in Esperanto international language have a
poetic rhyme and sound; each title evokes a picture of scene in a region of Pacific.
(See Figure 3. The Movements of Pacifika Rondo.)
Figure 3. The Movements of Pacifika Rondo
For an Orchestra of Western and Oriental Instruments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

La Familio de la Regha Korto (The Family of the Court)
Ludado de L’Delfenoj (A Play of Dolphins)
Lotuso (Lotus)
En Sekvoj-Ombro (In Sequoia’s Shade)
Netzahualcoyotl fabrikas Piramidon (Netzahualcoyotl buikds a Pyramid)
Malamo pri la malpuregaj bomboj (A Hatred of the filthy bomb)
El la Draka Lago (From the Dragon Pool)
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Movement 1 of Pacifika Roundo portrays the life of Korean court. It seems to
reflect an image of Chinese Tang Dynasty orchestra and Confucian ceremony. The
pentatonic melody in elastic rhythm evokes a noble, elegant, and archaic atmosphere. The
instruments tuned in just intonation play consonant intervals. (Listen to Pacifika Roundo,
Movement 1, The Family of the Court. 30”) Harrison notes that pentatonic melodies are
found in cultures around the world. Thus, he called these melodies “human songs.”
According to Harrison, Movement 2 “‘A Play of the Dolphins’ is in a scene of mid-ocean
music and the sound of the psalteries suggests the movement of waves and the dancing
dolphins.” The embellishment of each tone is characteristic of Asian musical style.
(Listen to “A Play of the Dolphins.” 20”)
Movement 3 “‘Lotus’ is a tribute to Buddhism,” Harrison notes. The lotus is
associated with the image of Avalokitesvara, Baddha of love and compassion. Harrison
uses bells, chimes, and a serene pentatonic melody to symbolize the temple music.
Movement 4 “In Sequoia’s Shade” refers to California’s colonial music. Sequoia is a kind
of tall tree in California. In Sequoia’s shade, an estampie, Spanish dance piece is played.
This estampie uses a new form derived from the poetic rhyme-scheme “Terza Rima.”
The form is “ABA, BCB, CDC, DED. . . .” The melody is modal in just intonation.
(Listen to “In Sequoia’s Shade.” 30”)
Movement 5 (Netzahualcoyotl builds a Pyramid) recreates Aztecindian folk music.
Harrison writes that “Netzahualcoyotl is the Aztec emperor, a king of wisdom and
goodness.” The active drumming expresses emotions of Aztec ceremony for the Pyramid.
The main melodic instruments are flutes (Fig.2). The texture is monophonic or
heterophonic. (Listen to Netzahualcoyotl builds a Pyramid. 30”)
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Movement 6 is an ugly outcry against the atomic bomb in Expressionist style.
Expressionism beginning from the 1910s reflects anxious emotions and intensity of
modern life. The treatment of contrasts in this movement is similar to Expressionist
paintings. Harrison uses serial techniques to arrange sets of dissonant tones. The restless
rhythm resembles the desperate feelings in Schoenberg’s Expressionist compositions.
Movement 6 sharply contrasts the styles and emotions in other movements around it.
(Listen to Movement 6 “A Hatred of the Filthy Bomb.” 30”) Movement 7, The Dragon
Pool, refers to China. The dragon is a cultural icon in China and “is considered
benevolent.” The elegant pentatonic melody varies the music in Movement 1, finishing
the rondo in a cyclic form. (Listen to “From the Dragon Pool.” 20”) Pacifika Rondo
shows Harrison’s vision of the beauty and diversity in Pacific music.
See Figure 4. Main Aesthetics Elements in Harrisonian Vision of Pacific Music.
1. modal melodies with ornaments in elegant style,
2. instruments tuned in just intonation playing unison and consonant intervals,
3. monophonic or heterophonic texture,
4. ritualistic opening and ending,
5. elastic rhythm and idiomatic rhythmic patterns,
6. strong contrasts of musical styles as the use of colors in German Expressionist
arts and world arts, in which the intense black-white and vivid fresh colors are
treated separately. That is common in East and West.
7. metaphors and referential meanings in the titles and musical passages,
8. special combinations of Eastern and Western instruments for expression,
(See Figure 5. Instrumentation in Pacifika Rondo.)
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Figure 5. Instrumentation in Pacifika Rondo
Eastern instruments:

Western Instruments

Mexican instruments

Strings

Maracas

zheng, Chinese zither

Organ

Ocarinas, Mexican flutes

psalteries

Piano

Jalataranga

changgo (Korean hourglass drum)

Vibraphone

Tin whistles

daiko (Japanese two-headed

Flute

Miguk p’iri

(Korean flute)

drum)

pak (Korean wooden clapper)

Celesta

gongs

Trombone

sheng/sho (mouthorgan)

Piccolo

kayagum

Harp

fang hsiang (steel tubes)

Snare drum

elephant bells

Bass drum

Conclusion
Pacifika Rondo suggests that Harrison’s musical style is not determined by his
nationality but by his aesthetics of world music. Resituating Harrison in the Pacific
milieu can help us understand his vision of Pacific music. As a set of symbolic messages,
Pacifika Rondo presents not only Harrisonian “trans-ethnic music” but also his assets in
poetic form, contrasting color in musical-painting, and use of metaphors. Therefore, this
paper attempts to call for interdisciplinary studies on Lou Harrison on the subjects
relating to combining aesthetics, ethnomusicology-musicology, poetry, painting, and
Asian/American studies, as an important part of studies of Pacific music culture.
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In the summer of 1976, Ana Mendieta made two art pieces inside niches on an unfinished
basilica near Oaxaca, Mexico.1 Mendieta put her work into these niches as a conscious artistic
decision. Yet over twenty years after her death, critics and art historians continue to put
Mendieta's work into niches of their own choosing, confining it neatly within categories that
limit readings of her art. The question is, why should her art be fitted to these superficial niches,
and how can it removed from these niches and viewed in broader terms?
Ana Mendieta's art challenges the fixity, definitiveness, and cohesion of identity, actively
playing with and reshaping identity as a fluid entity and presenting the body in ambiguous terms
as a site for the negotiation of meaning. In this paper I will use her multi-layered Silueta series to
demonstrate that a singular, definitive reading of Mendieta's character, or the character of her
work, is neither possible nor desirable. To quote Michael A. Holly, "The chasm between words
and images, past and present, can never . . . be bridged by a dazzling act of interpretive
ingenuity."2 Writing about any artist or work of art will never fully explain the art nor the artist;
there will always be slippage.3 Yet acknowledging the slippage between word and image and
past and present, can provide a productive basis for considering an artist and his or her work in
open-ended terms. With respect to Ana Mendieta's Silueta series, I wish to embrace this idea of
slippage between words and images as entirely suited to examining Mendieta's work, as her art
"[resists] any simple identification with . . . totalizing categories"4 and "pleads with the viewer to
perceive differently."5
Mendieta produced the Silueta series between 1973-1980, repeatedly inscribing her
silhouette on a variety of landscapes (and, rarely, on architectural forms) and in a multitude of
materials including flowers, grass, mud, fireworks, gunpowder, blood, and snow and ice. Most of
the works are untitled or called simply Silueta. While they possess a formal beauty, the Siluetas
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are ephemeral works created at the crossroads of earth, body, feminist, and performance art. As
such, they are complex, nuanced works that function on many different levels. They challenge
fixed categories, asserting and negating bodily presence, acting as sites for the negotiation of
identity, and functioning both in specific and general terms.
Yet art historians and critics have often compartmentalized Mendieta and her art,
consigning her to categories of exile, Other, "primitive," Latina, woman, feminist, and so on.
Strict biographical readings, romantic universal readings focused on the myth of the tragic artist
or the esoteric feminist-priestess, and racist readings that exoticize Mendieta as a "primitive"
Other whose work can be explained only though consideration of Santeria, are just some of the
slippery practices to which Mendieta and her art have been subjected. These narrowly focused
readings limit rather than expand the way her work is understood. Jane Blocker has eloquently
summarized the problem:
Although the feminist and ethnic labels are to some extent useful, they are often a
means by which critics or their audiences can distance themselves from the more
important and perhaps threatening implications of her work. The reductive quality
of these labels helps produce superficial interpretations resembling contemporary
advertising. The work's perceived personal significance ("it helped her heal the
wounds of her exile"), gender significance ("it's about the experience of woman"),
and ethnic significance ("it's about being a Latina") are turned into memorable
slogans. Such characterizations isolate her work to a specialized demographic and
may occlude its relevance to broader questions of identity and nationhood.6
In order to avoid marginalizing or compartmentalizing Mendieta's art, it is critical to consider the
Siluetas as sites of negotiation and shifting meaning. From this perspective, their ambiguity,
impermanence, and multiplicity are not problems, but significant attributes of the works.
In my exploration of how Mendieta employed ritual, identity, and body in her art, I seek
to come closer to the locations Mendieta occupied within the frameworks of time, space, history,
and art history without confining her to any one absolute, immobile location. I draw on Gayatri
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Chakravorty Spivak's contention that "there are many subject positions which one must inhabit;
one is not just one thing," 7and thus do not aim to construct a context in which Mendieta can be
placed, but rather look for the context(s) in which she existed. I do not "desire a final resting
place, and essence that we can comfortably attach ourselves to, but a 'position' that works against
disembodiment, immobilization and silence."8
It is crucial that Mendieta not be consigned to ahistorical disembodiment for a host of
reasons, not the least of which is that the works she produced in the Silueta series are
inextricably about the body. It is not enough to say that the Siluetas are related to the body, as it
is the subject, object, and means by which the artworks were produced. Mendieta most often
created the works in the series by laying her nude body on the ground in order to leave an
impression on the landscape--her silhouette--which she could then shape and change by the
addition of other materials, most often natural items.9 Mendieta repeatedly molded the earth with
her hands, building it up along the lines of her frame and scooping it out of the center to create a
shallow depression that could be left empty or filled with materials like flowers, feathers, or
pigment. The work was inherently physical, utilizing the entire body in a way that is atypical of
painting, ceramics, metallurgy, and many other forms of art production. Even Jackson Pollock,
often noted as one of the most physical painters in the history of art, used his body as part of his
process and performance but created his paintings with only his arm or hand, while Mendieta
used her entire body as an implement, a living brush with which she enacted a full-body
gesture.10 For Mendieta, "her body in performance was a bridge that altered the subject-object
relations of knowing."11
This concept of Mendieta's use of her body as living brushstroke has appeared in
numerous texts, generating comparisons and contrasts with Yves Klein's Anthropométries or
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living brush series.12 This comparison is useful if only to show how utterly dissimilar Mendieta's
process was to Klein's.13 In his living brush paintings, Klein either directed nude models covered
in his signature blue paint to push and pull one another across paper, leaving traces where their
bodies had been, or to make static impressions of their paint-covered bodies on the paper. In
directing the women, "Klein never touched the work, remaining at a pure, 'immaterial'
distance."14 Klein's performances took place in front of an audience, with the artist quite literally
acting as conductor.15
Where Klein sought to keep "immaterial distance," Mendieta immersed herself in her
work. While Klein remarked, "I no longer dirtied myself with color, not even the tips of my
fingers,"16 Mendieta stated, "I have thrown myself into the very elements that produced me,
using the earth as my canvas and my soul as my tools."17 Klein used the bodies of others as
creative implements and thus did not need to sully his hands, but Mendieta used her own body,
pressing it into dirt, grass, and sand, carving it into ice and snow, and shaping its likeness with
twigs and flowers.
Although Klein removed himself from the immediacy of artistic creation, his productions
were designed as spectacle in which an audience directly observed the creation of artwork. By
contrast, Mendieta's working method constituted a personal ritual in which she usually worked
alone, scouting her location, gathering materials, and designating the space as sacred.18 Viewers
were generally not invited to observe Mendieta's artistic process, nor to view the actual earthbody sculptures in the landscapes where Mendieta created them, but were shown photographs or
videos at a later time. 19 The photographs and videos thus became the art since they constituted
the only format in which Mendieta showed her work to the public. Where Klein offered
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immediacy to his audience, Mendieta saved it for herself, enacting her solitary rituals and using
her body intimately and personally.
Mendieta referred to the Siluetas as "earth-body sculptures," but they were created
through performance.20 Both Mendieta's creative process and the artwork it yielded expressed an
intimate and immediate physical connection between her body and the landscape. She likened
the creation of the Siluetas to an African ritual that uses the physical earth as a means of bridging
space or closing gaps:
There is an African ritual which I think deals with the same ideas I explore in my
art: When a native brings back a wife. . ., they carry with them a little dirt from
her homeland. Every day she eats a little of this dirt to accustom herself to the
change of residency. In a sense that is what I am doing here. By making my image
in nature I can deal with the two cultures. My earth-body sculptures are not the
final stage of a ritual but a way and a means of asserting my emotional ties with
nature and conceptualizing religion and culture.21
Yet Mendieta did not ingest the earth like the subjects in the story she quoted, but rather, she
temporarily let the earth ingest her, fusing her body with the landscape. In creating the Siluetas,
Mendieta expressed the "emotional ties" she felt to the earth, but the Siluetas also functioned
strategically for Mendieta as a way for her to bridge the space between nature and culture, and
even between two different cultures that shaped her identity: the Cuban culture in which she was
born and the American culture in which she lived. Her work served as "a visual reminder of
these cultural negotiations."22 As a Cuban exile who fled her homeland at the age of thirteen,
Mendieta underwent a process of acculturation that never quite ended, leaving her identity in
flux between two concepts of nationality. In his book Life on the Hyphen: The Cuban-American
Way, Gustavo Pérez Firmat describes individuals born in Cuba but who came of age in America
as "the 1.5 generation," bound neither completely to Cuban culture nor completely to American
culture, but able to move back and forth between the two and embody cultural hybridity.23 The
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ritual creation of the Siluetas was a means by which Mendieta could "deal with two cultures" in a
productive way, a strategy for living in a complex situation.
Crucial in understanding Mendieta's ritual process is the concept that ritual is not just an
act or an isolated event, but rather a functional tool with which people create, maintain, and
reinvent meanings, ideals, and social relations. Ritual is not stagnant, but is characterized by
potential and liminality and is thus generative, creative, and sometimes spontaneous. This
looseness engenders transformations that, far from being arbitrary, are "bodily, physical,
emotional, and life-shaping."24 Mendieta's account of her creative process as ritual demonstrates
the strategic usefulness of ritual. Describing it as "a way and a means of asserting my emotional
ties with nature and conceptualizing religion and culture" and also as a means of "deal[ing] with
the two cultures," Mendieta marks ritual as a tactic for creating and exploring meaning. Yet
Mendieta stated that the "earth-body sculptures are not the final stage of a ritual." What is
important in this description is the phrase "final stage." Mendieta did not deny that the Siluetas
were created in a ritual context; she merely stated that they do not represent culmination, an
important point (and one that will be returned to) in understanding how her ritual process
worked.
In the ritual performances that created the Siluetas, Mendieta transformed the earth into
artistic representations of the relationship she felt with the natural environment. Through her
shaping of the earth into the form of her body, Mendieta was shaping her life, giving physical
form to her beliefs and values. This process constituted an enactment or performance of identity,
for, as human beings, "we constitute ourselves through our actions."25 The creation of each
Silueta was a performance in which Mendieta performed her identity and acted her body. Judith
Butler writes, "one is not simply a body, but, in some very key sense, one does one's body."26
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The ritual creation of the Siluetas is just such an instance; Mendieta performs or "does" her body
through physical ritual action. The way in which she "does" her body tells us something about
how she conceived of herself.
The Siluetas do not just express a relationship between the body and nature. They also
express the equation of the self with the body. In the quotation describing the parallels between
her own process and the African bride's ritual, Mendieta indicates that making her image in the
landscape was a strategy, a way to explore relationships and meanings. Ritual performance is an
instance in which the mind and the body cannot conceivably be separated:
A performance, being never purely mental nor entirely imaginary, is a material as
well as a rational event. It takes place in an environment both physical and
mental, both actual and imaginary, both immanent and transcendent. In
performance the body that does is of no less importance than the mind that knows,
for performance is the unity of doing and observing.27
The silhouettes thus serves as the tangible mark of a bodily performance by which Ana Mendieta
asserted herself as a subject, both mental and physical. She used her body to convey a
perspective that is fundamentally both bodily and psychic. And yet this marker is incomplete, the
trace of a performance that has been lost. While the marker of Mendieta's body signifies Ana
Mendieta as a subject, it certainly does not signify the whole of her personality and experience. It
is an ambiguous indicator of Mendieta that opens onto broader issues of identity and body as
fluid categories.
The Siluetas embody effectively embody liminality because they are fluid spaces.
Associated with the "in-between" stage of ritual, liminality is a vague state of being between two
clearly defined poles or stages. While conducting her creative personal rituals, Mendieta was
removed from social structure, operating in a space where social coding can be challenged and
reinvented:
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This space between, where Mendieta's body is located, is a space for the
renegotiation of concepts, social relations, and the production of meaning. It is a
critical space, a fluid space, and a multiple space. It is a space of possibilities, a
space of education and learning. "The interesting thing, said Mendieta, "is that
education is about un-educating yourself."28
In creating the Siluetas, Mendieta put herself in the position of both subject and object. She
fused her body into the earth in a way that broke down society's nature/culture or human/earth
boundaries, hence acting as an exercise in "un-educating" not just herself, but her viewers. The
space of the Siluetas both is and is not about Mendieta. They are fluid, indistinct, undefined; they
defy the clear revelation of any one identity. As Jane Blocker has astutely noted, "in the
performance of identity, and in identity as performance, Mendieta is and is not 'herself.' She
negotiates among identity possibilities."29 The Siluetas do not provide a clear picture of
Mendieta, but a multi-layered work of art that can be read in a variety of different ways and
negotiated by a wide range of viewers.
The Siluetas are also liminal in that they are the visible markers of Mendieta's ritual
performance and therefore serve the important function of providing a locus for the formulation,
interpretation, and negotiation of meaning to an audience that did not witness or participate in the
ritual. This is not to deny or diminish the significance and beauty of the Siluetas in their own
right, but it is an acknowledgment that there is as much art in the performative aspect as in the
artwork it generated. It is in the performative aspect of the Siluetas that Mendieta enacted her
embodied identity, and in the artwork that the complexity and ambiguity of identity is made
legible to the viewer. The Siluetas are like shallow stages that act as sites of interpretation and
negotiation. The works of art that remain after the performance play with notions of seeing and
being, denying the fixity of the body, of identity, and of interpretation. In rejecting the unilateral
and the cohesive, Mendieta creates in the Siluetas "new homes for identity, new conditions of
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being and identifying."30 In this respect, the Siluetas draw the viewer in, bringing him or her into
an undefined space where he or she is somewhere between past and present, self and Other, order
and chaos.
In denying the fixity of identity, Mendieta also dealt a blow to the way in which
constructs of race, gender, class, sexual orientation, and notions of dominant and minority groups
are used in society, history, and art history to compartmentalize and stereotype identity. The trace
of Mendieta's body left by the Siluetas is both personal and general. As Petra Barreras Del Rio
has noted, "An element of performance, whether she set gunpowder on fire or scorched the sod,
always remained, and although the artist was removed from the finished piece, a reference to her
body was invariably present."31 While the reference is specific to Ana Mendieta's body, it is also a
sign for the body in a generic sense. The Siluetas do not offer any concrete indication of sex, and
no indication whatsoever of gender. While some would read the small stature and curve of the
hips as female, there is no mark of genitalia and thus no certain way of ascribing sex to the
Siluetas. Thus while they are specific to Mendieta's lived bodily experience, as she used her body
in their creation, there is also a universal quality to the Siluetas. While Mendieta's body was
inscribed with biological and cultural signifiers such as sex, gender, race, ethnicity, class, and
sexual orientation, the traces of her body are not, thus allowing members of any race, class, sex,
gender, or sexual orientation to identify themselves and their own bodies with her work. I do not
mean to suggest that the Siluetas invite a kind of colonization of Mendieta's body, but rather that
they have a general enough appeal to implicate the viewer, to recall an archetypal body and
suggest an identification between different kinds of viewers and the work of art. The Siluetas
become sites that embody not just the liminality of Mendieta's identity, but of the viewer's as well.
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Since the Siluetas are sites in which many different meanings are negotiated, it is
unsurprising that Mendieta did not conceive of her works as the final stage of a ritual. Mendieta's
ritual performances are rites of passage in which she moved between identities and created art
from raw materials. As Arnold van Gennep described the three stages of rites of passage-separation, transition, and incorporation32--they imply a fixed ending in which a transformation
has been completed. 33 The Siluetas have an unstable quality because they were not complete even
when Mendieta was technically finished making them. There was another stage in their life in
which they were returned to the earth, consumed by natural forces that either ran their course or
were helped along by Mendieta. Her earth-body sculptures were left to be washed away by the
rain or waves, or to be covered by snow or debris. The flowers or plant material would die and
decay, or Mendieta would set fire to the silhouettes, burning them until only ash remained.
Instead of resolution, the Siluetas offered impermanence. Just as the Siluetas denied the fixity of
identity, they also denied their own fixity. They were either obliterated, or they endure in a
continuously changing form. In this respect, they mirror the activity of the physical body, pointing
to its lack of fixity as well.
Owing to this unfinished quality in the Siluetas, I propose that Mendieta's ritual process
does not fit the concrete schema van Gennep offered, but that it is better suited to Ladelle
McWhorter's notion of rites of "passing rather than passage, open possibility rather than finality,
completion, or static goal."34 McWhorter's view of ritual is rooted in a belief that identity is a
fluid concept that has been normalized by the strictures of society. She suggests that rites of
passing defy expectation and are "a part of an anti-normalizing ethical way of life" and therefore
potentially function as "a practice of freedom."35 Mendieta's ritual creation of the Siluetas was a
practice of freedom in which she could connect with the earth in a satisfying way, while
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critiquing society and "question[ing] the limits and fixity of identity."36 Because identity is
always in flux, and because Mendieta's art denies fixity, her ritual was not an isolated incident
engendering a transformation, but one transformation in an ongoing series of identity
performances. The Siluetas embody pieces of Mendieta's identity-- changing fragments of a fluid
totality.
The manner in which the public encountered Mendieta's work adds another layer of
meaning to the Siluetas, one that avows the impossibility of tangibly reconciling past and present
or words and images. In using her body, Mendieta's creative process was immediate and
material, but she distanced the public from her personal ritual and from her work by permitting
viewers to see films or photographs of the performance only after it was over. Similarly, viewers
were seldom shown an actual Silueta, but documentation that one had existed. What Mendieta
offered her viewers in this documentation is akin to an inversion of Yves Klein's "immaterial
distance." In this inversion, the audience sees neither Mendieta's ritual performance nor the
earth-body sculpture in the landscape where it was created, but, rather, are offered photos and
videos of the performance or of the sculptures which, in many cases, have long since
disappeared. While the viewer can still have an intimate connection to Mendieta's artwork, there
is a kind of superficiality to this connection. It is as if the viewer always arrives too late for the
main event.
This style of presentation fundamentally conveys the idea of slippage; "The photograph
marks a play of rupture and repetition, a space between experience and representation, between
the materiality of the body and the work."37 As such, the photographs and videos take on the
status of simulacrum, "[subverting] the cherished dichotomy of model and copy, original and
reproduction, image and likeness."38 These documentations or copies become Mendieta's body of
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work. Furthermore, the photographs and films of the Siluetas capture a trace of the body and
become a sign for Ana Mendieta's actual body, twice removed. Amelia Jones explains how the
lines between an actual body and a photographed body can become blurred:
We attach ourselves to pictures (of bodies) as indicators of subjects who live or
lived in the world. Far from only a secondary copy, the picture "is" in this sense a
"body" and, in turn, a self or subject . . . The picture is just as "tangible" and
"corporeal" as a person living in the world--it's just tangible in a different way.39
The lines are even more blurred in the photographs of the Siluetas, which are photographs of
sculptures which are themselves traces of the absent body; the photos are thus a trace of a trace.
The photographs and videos become the only reminders of pieces, performances, and an artist
that have long ceased to exist.40 Viewing them reminds us that both stem from a now
"irretrievable origin."41
The notion of "irretrievable origin" permeates the discourse on Mendieta. Perhaps it is the
perplexing situation of being able to view photographs that seem to capture both Mendieta's
presence and absence that leads to the focus on biography in so many texts about her work,
whether on the conditions of her life or the controversial circumstances of her death.42 Mendieta
was a Cuban exile living and working in America, a fact that some scholars have used to
narrowly read Mendieta's work as solely inspired by and responding to her condition of exile.
Mendieta often stated that the painful experience of exile played a role in shaping her life, even
citing it as an important factor in the creation of the Silueta series:
I have been carrying on a dialogue between the landscape and the female body
(based on my own silhouette). I believe this has been a direct result of my having
been torn from my homeland (Cuba) during my adolescence. I am overwhelmed
by the feeling of having been cast from the womb (nature). My art is the way I reestablish the bonds that unite me to the universe.43
The strong image of being cast from the womb simultaneously conveys a sense of
disembodiment and embodiment; it is a wrenching moment in which an infant is forced outside
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of the mother's body and forced into the first real experience of his or her own body. Read in this
manner, the Siluetas are in the liminal space between absence and presence, embodiment and
disembodiment, and even self and Other.
Even while Mendieta pointed to the experience of exile as having a profound effect on
her identity and her art, the focus on a strictly biographical reading emphasizing the experience
of exile ignores broader issues in her work. It is impossible to truly know the degree to which
Mendieta's experience of exile informed her identity or her work. As Gustavo Pérez Firmat has
written, "Once an exile, always an exile; but it doesn't follow that once an exile, always only an
exile."44
The Siluetas explore and question the concept of identity, itself inevitably complicated by
issues of gender, culture, class, race, and the subject/object paradigm. However, they do so on a
metaphoric level and on shifting ground, in which neither identity nor meaning are stable. Anne
Raine argues that as such, the Siluetas "provoke a desire for a recuperating narrative that can
restore stability of meaning."45 Yet reading the Siluetas strictly in relation to Mendieta's
biography is reductive, denying the multiplicity of meaning in favor of oversimplification and in
some instances, exoticism. The condition of exile is a specific circumstance separate from the
average person's everyday life. As such, it holds the allure of the Other and serves as a tragic
Romantic drama that seems to capture the imaginations of some writers all too well. In this sense,
Mendieta's biography and the photographs of her work become fetishized, serving as stand-ins for
the artist's absent body. As Miwon Kwon notes, ""The biographical turn, indeed, is the narrative
invention that continuously misrecognizes its 'context of perpetual consumption' for the 'context
of origin.'"46 The story of Mendieta's life can be repeated and the photos can be reproduced, thus
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caught in a cycle of "perpetual consumption," while the origin of the works, Mendieta's subjective
experience and her ritual performance, cannot be recovered.
The fact that the Siluetas attest to both the absence and presence of Mendieta's physical
body, and their challenge to concepts of identity, create a situation in which writing about her
work is tricky; just as one cannot focus solely on biographical readings of Mendieta's work,
neither can one completely ignore her biography. Identity is both performed and embodied, as the
body is the tool of action and performance. It is an object in space that functions as the object and
subject of lived experience. Nick Crossley has eloquently refuted the Cartesian separation of the
body and the mind, stressing the role of the body in experience:
Our body is not an external object in our experience. Rather our experience is, in
the first instance, an embodied experience of a world which transcends us, that is,
a world beyond our own embodied being. Sensuous experience is directed
outwards and the body is the very texture of this experience.47
The body and the self are intertwined to create one's subjective experience of the world, the sum
of which can be called identity. As such, Mendieta's body, and her silhouette, are inherently
linked to her subjectivity, specificity, and lived experience. The Siluetas are neither just about
Mendieta's biography, nor just about her critique of identity, but about both simultaneously. The
Siluetas are characterized by liminality and constitute a balancing act, for they exist in a murky
space between the specific and the general, between Mendieta's actual body and identity and the
archetype of "the" body or "identity" as philosophical subjects. Ana Mendieta was a real person
who existed in time and space, within a real context that was her lived experience and thus her
reality. Her biography is part of her location or positionality within the fabric of (art) history, but
isolated pieces of that biography, such as her status as an exile, a woman, or a Latina, are not the
sole markers of her position. If "her art pleads with the viewer to perceive differently," then it
also pleads with discursive formations, like art history, to perceive differently as well. The
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Siluetas engender fluidity of meaning and embody the fluidity of identity. They also act as a
challenge to absolute binary oppositions and definite categories. Interpretations of these works,
therefore, must also be characterized by fluidity--a willingness to engage in passing rather than
passage.
Jane blockers cleverly titled book, Where is Ana Mendieta, is one example of an
academic "passing," or re-reading and negotiating, in which the author embraces multiplicity of
meaning and therefore seeks to illuminate rather than compartmentalize Mendieta's art. In Where
is Ana Mendieta? Blocker demonstrates the problematic inherent in this question: "To say that
she is in exile is both to answer the question and to render it unanswerable."48 Within the text,
Blocker questions notions of exile and home, broadening the concept of exile to mean a
perpetual state of liminality that is both a biographical condition and a critical position.49 She
suggests that Mendieta performed exile--that it was enacted as an "active condition" rather than a
passive abstract entity.50 In so doing, Blocker restores Mendieta's agency. Presenting exile as a
position that Mendieta used strategically does not downplay the historical situation of political
exile, but rather creates a mobile space in which Mendieta is not confined to the label of victim.
It is texts like Blocker's, with its different view of Mendieta, with its reconsideration and
negotiation of her work and the way that she has authored herself and been authored by others
that avoids the trap of the author function as described by Michel Foucault.51 Within the author
function, "the author [in this case an artist] is therefore the ideological figure by which one marks
the manner in which we fear the proliferation of meaning."52 Foucault's point is that we expect an
author to produce a cohesive oeuvre, to sign his or her name to it as an admission of
responsibility for the ideas contained therein, and to be signified by his or her name, which
assumes "a classificatory function."53 I would argue that it is far more advantageous to embrace a
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"proliferation of meaning," even when it does not lead to conclusions, rather than confining an
artists and their work to stifling, absolute spaces that can no longer be generative or liminal.
Categorization has its purposes. But, if we see categorization as schematic, as a guideline rather
than a rule, reinterpretations and new directions in research will continue to emerge.
Acknowledging the chasm Michael A. Holly described, the gap between word and image, past
and present, and the impossibility of reconciling them, opens up a creative space for thinking
about and re-thinking about works of art and their place in an ever-changing world.
Richard Meyer has written a call for art historians to be increasingly sensitive to how
they construct or record an artist's identity:
In writing the history of art, let us allow artists not only to embody the terms of
gender, race, religion, and sexuality but also to exceed or elude them. Let us
recognize the individual's need not only to inhabit the space of identity but also,
and even simultaneously, to get the hell out of there.54
Far from delivering a complete biographical sketch of Ana Mendieta's life, or an exhaustive
cataloging of her artwork, I choose to embrace gaps, slippage, and multiplicity. Ana Mendieta's
complex, nuanced, multivalent Siluetas engage the viewer in a cycle of assertion, negation, and
reinterpretation, enveloping the viewer, the art historian, and the critic in their own rite of
passing. As I continue passing through gray areas and treading on shifting ground, I realize that
my work on Mendieta has only just begun. What I have learned thus far, however, is that as I
continue passing through stages of questioning and understanding, I will endeavor to leave open
spaces through which meanings can continue to move and change.
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Abstract
Graphic design is considered a professional field for the practice of developing visual
representation. However, it was not until the end of the twentieth century that
information design in graphics grew from being a small branch within graphic design
to an independent discipline of notable stature.
Developments in technology (paper, pencil, ball pen, typewriter, and computer) have
continued to influence both the thinking about and the doing of many design practices.
This paper aims to examine graphic design and visual information design. This
cross-disciplinary discussion will link design and learning together and find a role of
information design for learning in society.
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Introduction
Graphic design is considered a professional field for the practice of developing visual
representation.

A designer can make significant contributions to the manipulating of

how data are presented, how information is integrated, and how output is organized to
augment their creativity and products’ accessibility (Gallienne, 1992). However, the
essential role of visual representation has not been fully acknowledgment, much less
rigorously explored. it was not until the end of the twentieth century that information
design in graphics grew from being a small branch within graphic design to an
independent discipline of notable stature.

The development of graphical information design can open new venues in which to
demonstrate how design influences the use of materials and how design can influence
learning.

For examining the graphical information from a visual learning approach,

this paper seeks to rethink graphical information design from a new design
perspective.

In doing so, a fusion of visual language (Horn, 1998), information

architecture (Wurman, 1989), explanation graphics (Holmes, 1984, 1991; Tufte, 1990,
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1997) is employed and this consideration is based upon the application of basic design
concepts. The fundamental concepts of design conventions and principles include
visual elements of forms (point, line, plane, and shape), volume, and structure, as well
as the physical attributes of forms, such as color, space, depth, and distance
(Wallschlaeger, Busic-Snyder, & Morgan, 1992). From the standpoint of visual
information design, this paper looks for how the fusion of graphics and textual
elements changes readers’ reading patterns and their understanding of complex
concepts. With the above premise and consideration, I discuss how students interact
with an existing material and what publication and design practices inhibit the use of
the current textbook.

Observation and Users’ Feedback
This examination combines Participative Research and User Experience to obtain its
data, to analyze its result, and to reconsider its design approach.

Data collection

includes classroom observation and users’ feedback from interviews.

The primary

task in conducting the test was to gather users’ feedback on a topic of the content in
the materials. The data collection involved participants from three groups—students,
professors and scientists, and designers— who were asked to respond to
questionnaires and answer open-ended questions on the material.

This collection is
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comprised of a questionnaire divided into two sections and an interview phase. The
first questionnaire section is made up of general questions about the participants’
reading experiences, and seeks participants’ viewpoints and their reading experiences
on the material.

The second section of the questionnaire poses questions which are

related to explanation graphics in the currently used material, and looks for
participants’ feedback about the graphics that explains the concepts of projectile
motion.

Participants indicate, using five-point scales (strongly disagree, disagree,

undecided, agree, and strongly agree), their level of agreement to statements regarding
their viewpoints and experiences with the material in the first two sections.

In the

interview phase I posed open-ended questions to participants so they could verbalize
their feedback and make suggestions about the currently used material.

Student interviews were conducted one half hour before the class when the
participants were able to be present 15-20 minutes prior to their classes. Interviews
also took place in consultation rooms for students who were willing to schedule extra
time for the interview. Professional and designer interviews were conducted during
their office hours, and typically lasted about 30 minutes to an hour.
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Information Anxiety
A learning object or communicative interface that cannot convey information
successfully triggers anxiety in readers.

The anxiety not only erects barriers to

learning processes but also affects users’ interest in accessing the material, the ways in
which users retrieve information, users’ understanding of the material, and users’
self-esteem.

It is important that designers alter and improve instructional material in

order to reduce such anxiety as much as possible.

Results show that the design of the existing material is weak in terms of the material’s
ability (1) to encourage users to read the material and (2) to stimulate research on the
topic.

The material is a major source of information that students have to study for

hours and hours each week. My objective relative to my suggestion on rethinking
and reconstructing the existing material is to increase both the material’s clarity and
users’ interest in the material.

I suggest that textual and visual explanations play

equally important roles in the development of materials versatile in serving various
readers and their multiple uses.

In particular, students who are unfamiliar with the topic (for example, projectile
motion) and who are required to know the concepts well enough to pass the course’s
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examinations must be able to read the textual explanations in order to understand the
concepts as quickly as possible. After students have the basic concepts in mind, the
students then tend to read only visuals and some highlights. This pattern was made
very evident by the results corresponding to the professionals’ group.

Professionals

can read a graphic and describe a narrative on the basis of their knowledge alone; they
have to spend no or only a little time reading the text.

Professionals frequently

access visual explanations because professionals understand most theories and
fundamental knowledge.

Visuals become a quick, handy reference.

Designers, like

students, are a group of people who are unfamiliar with the concepts, but designers
are more sensitive to visual representations.

They can often adeptly extract

information from the graphics and have a critical eye for visual representation.

The

evidence from this study shows that the designers were not satisfied with the graphics
in the currently used material.

They thought that the layout of the currently used

material, in general, was clean but boring.

Visuals in the currently used material

present the concepts that are referred to in the text in a clear and simple way, but these
visuals do not adequately convey complex ideas that enable readers to gain a deeper
understanding therein.
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Conclusion
Under these circumstances, visuals and graphics are secondary and supplemental to
the textual explanation. Although the visuals can make the concepts clearer and
more efficient for understanding, readers have to rely primarily on the explanations
within the text body in order to construct a complete idea. This positioning forces
readers either to lose certain information or, if the readers are intent on making the
connections, to make an extra effort in going back and forth between the text body
and the graphics.

Furthermore, the visual design of the material in the currently used material does not
employ sophisticated information architecture; rather, it operates at a single level of
visual representation.

The use of visual design here is currently limited to graphics

rendering, illustration drawing, and page layouts.

In order to augment more

completely the use and the function of visuals and to extend its communication
potential, it is essential to rethink the visuals in the currently used material from an
information-design perspective.

This effort not only puts the readers on more equal

ground, but also makes the material’s delivery of information to diverse readers more
effective.
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Information communication has to be seriously reconsidered within the educational
community.

Formerly, the problem was how and when to seek information; but

nowadays, the problem is how to organize and delineate information.

The shift on

what a society and economy is built on is underway from an Information Age to a
Conceptual Age (Pink, 2006), which is the capabilities of invention, innovation, and
empathy beyond of information management and retrieval. The goal underlying this
research is not simply to present concepts in an accessible manner but to delineate the
relationships among the variables of textual and visual elements.

I believe that

understanding these relationships will lead to representing the depth of information as
a unified whole.
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Abstract
Aaron Copland’s Gothic Ballet, or
Grohg: a Search for Love
Grohg was born out of Aaron Copland and Harold Clurman’s active imaginations in
1921. Who was this magical being that has been called a vampire, a magician, and a
necromancer? What was going on at the time and in that location that prompted these two young
men to create such a “person?” These questions are the focus of this paper. During this
presentation, I will examine the time period and locale into which these two young men (both in
their early 20s) found themselves. I will also describe how this ballet’s libretto and music
represent the gothic genre made popular by the works of Edgar Allen Poe, and Bram Stoker.
The year is 1921 and France is recovering from the trauma of World War I, as was the
rest of Europe. Although, many European countries were welcoming American tourists, an
undercurrent of dissatisfaction still prevailed. Perhaps the gaiety was just a mask hiding the
discontent that still festered at the end of the war, and which would give rise to another
conflagration.
Two young Jewish men from American, Aaron Copland and his cousin Harold Clurman,
make their appearance into this world. Despite the uncomfortable welcome from some
Europeans, these young men were convinced that they were invincible. The world was waiting
for them—to witness their extraordinary talent as both a musician and a dramatist. Aaron
Copland spent a summer at the American Conservatory of Music in Fontainebleau before
moving to Paris to study with Nadia Boulanger, and Harold Clurman studied drama and
literature at the Sorbonne. From 1921 until 1924, these two lived together in various apartments
on the left bank of Paris. They also traveled together, when possible, to Germany, Italy, and
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England, exploring the various cultures of each of these countries. So how did they come to
create Grohg and what or who is it?
The first indication we have of this doomed love story is from the title: Grohg, le
necromancer, or Grohg, lover of the dead. The word necromancer is used incorrectly in the
French, but neither Copland nor Clurman was fluent in the language in 1921. Approximately 40
years later, Copland related that Grohg was a vampire created in the fashion of Murnau’s
Nosferatu, a direct copy of Stoker’s Dracula. Which was true? Was Grohg a lover of the dead
or a vampire? The answer to this question was waiting to be found in the Copland Archives of
the Library of Congress’s Music Division.
It was from this beginning that the remarkable story of Grohg and Copland’s first ballet
was born. This presentation will demonstrate that Copland and Clurman did indeed create a
gothic story and music full of darkness, secrets, and love.
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ABSTRACT
Transnationality and Hawaii's Adopted Son: Siu Kam Wen’s The Last Stretch

This is a study of Siu Kam Wen (b. 1951), a Chinese-Peruvian author
who writes in Spanish. Siu, born and raised in China and taken to Peru at the
age of nine, reveals to the Spanish-speaking world the experience of ethnic
Chinese who have been transposed to Peruvian cultural spaces and are
operating out of transcultural identities. In 1985 Siu emigrated to Hawaii out
of frustration, for, even after 25 years, Peru’s strict immigration laws
prevented him from
obtaining citizenship.

This study will first provide an overview of his first collection of short stories—El
tramo final (The Last Stretch) (1985), which depicts the socio-historical experience of the
Chinese-Peruvian enclave in the 1970s and ‘80s. It will then analyze the stories from
historical and sociological perspectives. This study will demonstrate the literary and
sociological significance of key elements that define, characterize and distinguish the
author's work. It will conclude that the artistry exhibited in these stories establishes Siu as
an important contributor in the fields of ethnic studies and transnationality.

2
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My paper is based on a close examination of the collection. In addition, the
following sources of information are critical to this study: personal interviews and
correspondence with the author, and the published works of contemporary scholars which
explore the historical and sociological aspects of the Chinese community in Peru.
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Transnationality and Hawaii’s Adopted Son: Siu Kam Wen’s El tramo final (The Last
Stretch)
Jenny Lin-Martínez

This essay aims to study the historical and sociological aspects of a collection of
short stories by the Chinese-Peruvian writer Siu Kam Wen. In El tramo final (The Last
Stretch), Siu depicts life in the Chinese enclave of Peru.
Before turning to Siu Kam Wen’s work, it is important to offer briefly Siu’s
personal background and to introduce the multicultural literary atmosphere in Lima from
which Siu emerges. Siu was born in the Guandong Province of China in 1951 and moved
to Peru when he was nine. In 1985, frustrated that after 25 years, Peru’s strict
immigration laws still denied him citizenship, Siu decided to emigrate to the United
States with his family. In Peru, without citizen status, he could not get a permanent job.
In an interview he granted me, he told me that the constantly grey and gloomy sky over
Lima used to depress him, but that he has not been depressed since moving to the relative
paradise of Hawaii. Leaving behind the oppressive weather of Lima and the job
insecurity he suffered there, he finds himself, in Hawaii, a much happier man. And this is
so in spite of his feeling of being a “triple exile.” He feels neither completely Peruvian,
nor completely Chinese, and though his arrival in America was happy for him, he does
not feel completely at home in the United States either.
Twentieth-century Peruvian literature is commonly categorized by decades. Siu
belongs to the decade of the Eighties. The critic and writer Guillermo Niño de Guzmán,
who belongs to this group as well, defines it as a generation of disillusionment whose

4
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members have in common the frustration and disappointment that arise from Peru’s
economic crisis, political turmoil, and social problems. Many writers of the Eighties, like
Cronwell Jara, write stories full of dreadful images that reflect the pessimism of their
down-and-out characters. The Chinese-Peruvian characters of the short stories of El
tramo final illustrate that pessimism in their inability to communicate and in their
alienation from the mainstream society.
Peruvian society is multicultural, and, starting with the Seventies group, writers
from ethnic communities have explored the interethnic relations and the multicultural
dimensions (Indian, African, Chinese, Japanese, Jewish) of Peruvian society. Gregorio
Martínez (b. 1942), for instance, writes about the African-Peruvian community, and is
one of Peru’s most important contemporary writers. Isaac Goldemberg (b. 1945),
describes the life of the Jewish community in Peru in his novels. Siu Kam Wen follows in
their footsteps in his first collection, El tramo final, which contains neo-realist stories
about the Chinese community in Peru. In these stories, Siu portrays the socio-historical
experience of the Chinese-Peruvian enclave in the 1970s and ‘80s.
In El tramo final Siu works towards stories that have not only literary value, but
faithfully record a socio-historical reality that has been neglected. Siu maintains that his
aims as a writer go beyond the purely aesthetic: “Aparte de consideraciones puramente
literarias, artísticas, cuando escribí El tramo final, lo hice teniendo muy en cuenta su
posible valor sociológico: quería que los cuentos fueran no sólo un testimonio humano,
sino un testimonio social que reflejara cierta época y cierta sociedad determinadas”
(Besides purely literary and artistic considerations, when I wrote El tramo final, I very
much kept in mind its possible sociological value. I wanted these short stories to be not
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only a human testimony, but also a social testimony that reflects a certain period and
society) (Cáceres-Letourneaux, L'oeuvre 835).
The literary critic Orellana Quintanilla, noticing the socio-historical features of El
tramo final, describes Siu as a follower of James Joyce: “Siu Kam Wen, a quien se
encuentra siguiendo a James Joyce dentro de ‘un fresco de la vida y la cultura de los
migrantes chinos’” (We find Siu Kam Wen following James Joyce within “a fresco of the
life and culture of the Chinese immigrants”) (Tamayo Vargas 945).
Rodríguez Pastor also praises Siu for his depiction of the social reality of the
Chinese community in Peru: “Así como los libros de Arona y Stewart son los más
valiosos para conocer la historia de los culíes, el de Siu Kam Wen nos presenta su propio
mundo, el de la colonia china en Lima. Para un científico social tiene valor por ser casi
un testimonio que realmente refleja la vida de los chinos en la actualidad” (So like Arona
and Stewart’s books, which are the most valuable for understanding the history of the
coolies, Siu Kam Wen’s book presents us with its own world, the world of the Chinese
enclave in Lima. For a social scientist it has value as a nearly factual document, reflecting
the life of today’s Chinese) (Hijos 239).
Siu says that reading Isaac Goldemberg’s novel La vida a plazos de Jacobo Lerner
(Jacob Lerner’s Life by Installments), which depicts the Jewish-Peruvian community, led
him to write about Peru’s Chinese community, which had yet to be explored in literature.
He also reveals that reading The Magic Barrel, by the Jewish-American author Bernard
Malamud, liberated him from excessive worries about style that had, until then, crippled
his creativity. Conceding that his sociological interests may have given his short stories
the flat characteristics of a report, which some critics have considered an awkward
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technique, he responds that he has never been a dogmatist concerning how to write a
short story; his attitude is that he should not stop using a certain technique just because
other writers consider it a throwback to the nineteenth century. The result of Siu’s
liberation from concerns about styles is a collection of observant and moving stories
written in a simple and straightforward style reminiscent of Zola’s realism. The style has
earned Guillermo Niño de Guzmán’s praise: “Me impresionaron su sobriedad estilística,
su manera de contar sencilla y natural, de corte más bien tradicional aunque de gran
efectividad, al igual que su dominio en el diseño protagónico y el planteamiento de
tensiones dramáticas” (I was impressed by his straightforward style, his simple and
natural way of telling a story in a rather traditional manner, though with great
effectiveness, as well as his command in the construction of the main characters and in
the building of the tension in the plot) (“Triple” 68). Niño de Guzmán goes on to say that
Siu shows how one does not need technical innovation to tell a story well or to move a
reader.
Out of the nine short stories of the collection, one, titled “En alta mar” (“On the
High Sees”), presents the terrifying conditions that the coolies endured in their journey
from China to Peru; the other eight stories describe the lives of Chinese immigrants in
Peru.
Some background is in order. Between 1849 and 1874, approximately 100,000
Chinese arrived in Peru through the infamous "coolie trade." Peru was in great need of
labor during this period: a large number of males had been killed during the civil war,
black slaves were being freed in large numbers, and Indians were unwilling to leave their
families to work in the mines or on the coast.

7
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Many of the Chinese coolies were deceived into boarding ships, and some were
even kidnapped. Many died enroute due to inhuman conditions; the coolie ships, known
as "floating hells" or "floating coffins," had mortality rates as high as 41% (Stewart 75).
More misery awaited those who made it to Peru. They worked on plantations and bird
guano islands, in mines, and on railroad construction projects. They suffered exploitation
and inhumane treatment, often receiving physical punishment and finding themselves
"locked in their quarters and kept under guard at night," according to I. P. Christiancy, an
American minister in Lima at the time (Martínez Montiel 40). The Chinese coolies left
their misery in China in search of a better life, but found their situation in Peru just as
miserable.
After their eight-year contracts expired, the freed coolies usually strove to open
their own businesses. With the help of other ex-coolies, many managed to open Chinese
restaurants or small shops of various sorts. Some settled in towns near where they had
worked as coolies; many settled in Lima, where a "Barrio Chino" (Chinatown) had
formed by 1850. By the end of the nineteenth century, Chinese-owned businesses were
established throughout Peru.
During the twenty-five years of the coolie trade, only males under forty years of
age were contracted to come to Peru. As a result, many of them married Peruvian women
(mostly mestizas). Today their mixed descendants, though derogatorily called injertos,
find no obstacles to social advancement, if they are well-educated. Chinese men and
women continue to immigrate to Peru, many choosing to settle in the Chinese enclave in
Lima.

8
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One of these new immigrants was Siu Kam Wen’s father, Siu Chian-Man. After
working for many years, and managing to open his own store, he returned to China to
marry a Chinese national. When he knew his wife was pregnant, he returned to Peru to
take care of his grocery store there. Siu Kam Wen was born in China, and when he was
nine, he and and his mother moved to Peru to be with his father.
In Lima, besides helping in his father’s store, Siu Kam Wen began to cultivate his
literary interests. In 1985, he published his first collection of short stories El tramo final,
and thus became known in the Peruvian literary world. As mentioned above, this
collection depicts a Chinese community embedded in a language, culture and society
very different from its own. Not surprisingly, in many stories we find characters who
cannot adapt to the new environment and become alienated. In “El tramo final,” from the
book of the same title, the plot centers on the alienation of its main character, an older
woman who, after twenty years in Peru, still cannot adjust to life there. She has lived
isolated within the Chinese community, has not learned to speak Spanish, and is content
only when she is with her own people who speak her language. She feels distant from her
own grandchildren, because they are not completely Chinese—their mother is Peruvian—
but, more importantly, because they do not speak Chinese, and because their values are
those of the Peruvians.
In fact, all the stories in the collection that take place in Peru convey a sense of
alienation, a sense that stems in part from the fact that virtually no Peruvian characters
are included in the stories. Two insignificant female characters who are married to
Chinese men are the only exceptions: Mercedes in "El tramo final," and Rosa's unnamed
mother in "La doncella roja" (“The Red Maiden”). The isolation is not accidental. The

9
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Chinese in Peru prefer not to associate with the Peruvians, and refer to them by the
derogatory term kueis, which literally means "devils." Tío Keng in "La conversión de
Uei-kuong" (“The Conversion of Uei-kuong”) will not hire any kueis because he thinks
“los kueis no son de fiar” (the kueis cannot be trusted) (Siu 72). His rejection of the kueis
is so strong that he hesitates before hiring Uei-Kuong, a kuei who, adopted by a Chinese
man, grew up in China and is one hundred percent Chinese in his values and in the
language he speaks (Cantonese). Only his physical appearance is Peruvian.
Interestingly, as Tío Keng observes, Uei-kuong, like most Chinese people, has great
difficulty learning Spanish.
Siu's Chinese characters come from different backgrounds. They come from
different regions of China (in the story “Los compadres,” “The Buddies”), Lou Chou is
hakka1, and Lou Lam is from Zhongshan, Guangdong), speak different dialects--though
Cantonese is a language they have in common—and together form a complex community
showing many different degrees of transculturation. There are new immigrants, called
sén-haks, and immigrants who arrived many years ago, and Chinese born in Peru, called
tusans, and in addition the offspring of Chinese/non-Chinese marriages. The different
degrees of transculturation create conflicts within the Chinese community: for instance,
among the Chinese, tusans are mistrusted, believed to be more prone to laziness and
promiscuity--negative characteristics generally associated with the kueis.
Seeking some sociological value for his stories, Siu includes all aspects of the
Chinese community by portraying the full range of human relationships. In Siu's own
words:

10
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Opté . . . describir una serie de cuentos, donde insistí en incluir
personajes de todas las variedades (niños, jóvenes, adultos, y
viejos; kueis, chinos "netos", chinos adoptivos como Uei-kuong,
tusans de padres chinos, tusans de padre chino y madre peruana
como Rosa, etc.), y tratar de abarcar la mayoría de los temas del
espectro humano que a veces son peculiares a la colonia china en
el Perú, a veces universales (vejez, brecha generacional, amor o
desamor, soledad, matrimonio, identidad racial, muerte,
polarización política, etc.). Cada cuento debía de comunicar un
mensaje particular, pero leídos como conjunto, debían de
proporcionar al lector un panorama completo de la vida en el
microcosmo de los chinos en el Perú (Caceres-Letourneaux,
“Essai” 41).
I chose . . . to write a series of short stories that included
characters of all kinds (children, youths, adults, and the elderly;
kueis, "pure" Chinese, adopted Chinese like Uei-kuong, tusans of
Chinese parents, tusans of a Chinese father and a Peruvian
mother like Rosa, etc.), and to try to embrace most of the themes
of the human spectrum that are sometimes peculiar to the
Chinese enclave in Peru, sometimes universal (old age, the
generation gap, love, enmity, solitude, marriage, racial identity,
death, political polarization, etc.). Each story should
communicate a particular message, but, read as a group, they
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should provide the reader with a complete panorama of life of
the Chinese microcosm in Peru (Caceres-Letourneaux, “Essai”
41).
For example, in "El deterioro" (“The Worsening”), the reader observes how
Chinese born in Asia discriminate against the tusans. The immigrants' children
are not viewed kindly because, among other reasons, many of them do not speak
Chinese. The reader gains an understanding of what a tusan is, and of his social
position among the Chinese, far more complex than any glossary definition could
provide. Reading the same story, the reader learns that a sén-hák is a new
immigrant who, without complaint, makes little money, and who, after learning
his job and enough basic Spanish to deal with customers, gets a loan from his
relatives to start his own business. When in other stories the term sén-hák recurs,
the reader's sense of what a sén-hák is grows deeper.
Some words used by the Chinese community show the influence of Spanish, and
vice versa. The Peruvian-Cantonese word chicuchei (boy), is an excellent example of
linguistic transculturation, combining the Spanish word chico and the Cantonese word
chei, both of which mean "boy." Chifa, a word that appears often in the collection, tells a
different story: it is a Chinese word that has been incorporated into the Spanish
vocabulary. Literally it means "to eat rice," but idiomatically "to eat," and in Peruvian
Spanish, chifa refers to Chinese restaurants or Chinese food. The formation of these
words is a good example of how different cultures, co-existing in one country, exert
constant influence on each other.

12
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The short story “El deterioro,” as well as the other stories of The Last Stretch,
have both aesthetic and sociological purposes. Siu Kam Wen tries to present, with great
realism, the life of the most important social group of the Chinese-Peruvian community:
those who work in grocery stores. This short story functions as a microcosm that includes
the thousands of Chinese grocery workers and owners that live in Lima and who spend
their free time going to the different tea houses and playing mah-jong. Like other stories,
“El deterioro” illustrates the isolation of the Chinese community in Peru, and it does not
include any Peruvian characters. The sociological interest of Siu Kam Wen’s stories is
also evident in the importance that he gives to the social position of the tusans and of the
sén-haks.
Siu Kam Wen is representative of the diasporic Chinese who have been
transposed to other cultural spaces and are operating out of a transcultural identity. With
his stories about Chinese in the Hispanic world, Siu both contributes to the ethnic study
field and introduces new themes to Latin American literature. He offers an important
Chinese perspective that enriches Latin American, and especially Peruvian, literature, and
his stories reveal the heterogeneity that characterize that body of writing.
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Notes
1

The word hakka refers to a group of people who live in certain parts of Taiwan
and in Fujian, Jiangxi, Guangdong, Hunan, and Sichuan provinces. It also refers to the
language they speak.
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ABSTRACT
“Making Love: A Fable for the Times”
Released in 1982, Making Love challenged many of the stereotypical portrayals of gay
men in films. In the movie, Zach, a gay man in the midst of coming out, is married to
Claire, a straight woman. Zach has an affair with Bart, a gay man. Zach tells Claire that
he is gay and they get a divorce. Zach ends up in a long-term relationship with another
gay man. So how did this “soap opera,” as some critics have called it, challenge the
prevailing portrayals. For one, Zach, Bart, and Zach’s eventual partner, were not
perverts, killers, misfits, nor effeminate. Second, the gay man in a heterosexual
relationship did not have to kill himself nor stay in that relationship. Third, the gay man
found true love and “lived happily ever after.” In this essay, I discuss the stereotypical
portrayals of gay men in film to 1982, consider two different meanings of fable 1. as a
story with a moral and 2. as an unbelievable tall tale, apply these two meanings to the
movie, and finally consider the implications for future portrayals of gay men in film.
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为陈同甫赋壮词以寄之

To the tune Pozhenzi
A heroic piece dedicated to Chen Tongfu

醉里挑灯看剑
梦回吹角连营
八百里分麾下炙
五十弦翻塞外声
沙场秋点兵

With drunken eyes, I trimmed the lamp and inspected my sword;
Waking up from dream, I heard bugle calls resonating from camp to camp.
Roasted meat of the “eight-hundred-li” oxen were portioned out to my soldiers.
Frontier music rolled out from fifty zither strings.
On the battlefield of autumn I inspected my men.

马作的卢飞快
弓如霹雳弦惊
了却君王天下事
赢得生前身后名
可怜白发生

Horses galloped as lightning,
Bows twanged like thunder.
I could have accomplished all the emperor’s task,
And won the fame that would survive my life span.
But, alas, white hairs have crept onto my head.1

破阵子

The first line captures a sentimental moment: A drunken general returned to his camp late in the night.
Instead of lending himself to the haziness caused by wine-drinking, he trimmed the darkling lamp, slowly
unsheathed his sword and inspected it under the dim light. The act of sword-watching generates a
melancholic ambiance for the whole lyric. The sword, instead of fulfilling its militant function in the
battlefield, becomes nothing but an object of gaze. Why would Xin Qiji choose to capture this sentimental
moment? What historical and psychological urgencies did he invest into this moment to make it
meaningful? What literary and cultural tradition did he invoke to enable this moment to transcend its
spatiotemporal boundary and acquire a kind of universal resonance among its readers? In short, what
makes Xin Qiji decide to depict his sword as an object of gaze?
Instead of doing intertextual reading or a historical and biographical examination of Xin’s writing,
this research proposes to explore these questions from three interrelated cultural perspectives: One is to
examine the ornaments on sword, by which I wish to find out how the practical value and the aesthetical
value of sword have been constantly interweaving and interacting with each other, and how this
interaction has created a perpetual tension within the image of sword which will eventually make the
gazing upon it especially meaningful in Xin Qiqi’s writing. The second section will be devoted to an
analysis of the changing length of the sword. A purpose of this analysis is to reveal, by examining the
constant change in sword-length, how the three key symbolic notions--personal prowess, patriotic
accomplishment and a sense of nobility--have been gradually incorporated into the image of sword. While
these two sections will mainly focus on the materiality of sword and the influences that it had on the
literary representation of sword in Xin’s writing, in the third section I will turn my focus to the cultural
tradition that have been accumulated through centuries of narratives on sword. I will particularly focus on
1

Translated by Lian Xinda with a few revisions. See Lian Xinda, The Wild and Arrogant: Expression of Self in Xin Qiji’s Song
Lyrics. (New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 1999), 82.
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stories and folklores concerning sword-making, and try to find out how these stories have gradually
endowed sword with a “human soul” and thus made many later writing concerning sword inseparable
from a simultaneous self-examination of the writer’s own subjectivity.
I would regard my arguments in this study not so much as answers to those questions but rather as a
gesture, a gesture that can constantly remind me to go beyond the scope of my own discipline, and to
situate the study of literature in a more open and dynamic realm in which it can interact with various other
fields of research. Writing, as Lydia Liu and Judith Zeitlin argues in the introduction to their edited book,
“speaks to us through a variety of media and forms.”2 One purpose of this study is to explore one of those
often neglected media and forms through which writing can speak to us. It is intended to situate the
examination of writing within a larger cultural and historical frame, where we can, on the one hand,
perceive how the powerful sound of literature gathers its voice from all the small details of culture and
history, and on the other, how the cultural and historical details speak to us persistently in their
remarkable literary beauty.
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Abstract
In this article, the mind mapping was utilized for implementing and managing
collaborative design creativity. This technique was applied to a team of four members,
which is common practice in Taiwan for implementing collaborative design creativity
to develop a product. The aims of this article are to explore (1) the possibility if mind
mapping for individuals can also be utilized by group; (2) the degree of the tacit
understanding increased; and (3) the effectiveness of the collaborative creative design
group.
Design is an activity that emphasizes creativity in particular, because creativity plays
an important role during the designing process. However, we do not necessarily have
to produce unique new products with such creativity, but to bring forth a novel feeling
of originality by the display of concept, presentation and techniques. The
implementation of creativity is a sequence of target-oriented activities that solves
problems effectively. It has been a widely debated issue among the designers whether
creativity should be developed by individual or by group.
During late 1990s, the digital media industry has risen rapidly and become prosperous.
Gradually, cross designers platform is replaced by the computer .The full scale
digitization of organization is now common in recent years, due to the fact that design
software are easy to access. Consequently, the communication between designers and
the creativity group developers are increased. This has become an interesting topic of
how to stimulate creativity among designers to increase communication and
management with one another. Osborn first published the “techniques of
brainstorming” in 1941. Since then, according to the categories of the Foundation of
Creative Education, there are 77 creativity development methodologies used for
individual (Gelb, 1999), and mind mapping (Buzan, 1996) is one of them.
In this article, the experiment case is reported and in conclusion, mind mapping is an
effective method for collaborative creativity design that increases the tacit
understanding of group members and it benefits management of the process.
Keyword: collaborative design, Ishikawa diagram, mind mapping.
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1.Introduction
With the prosperity of the cultural creative industry (CCI), the originality and the
content development of the cultural creativity has come into focus. Creativity is very
important to the designers, the industry, and the managers not only because it’s
absolutely necessary for designing, but also because a product can attract attention
only if such creativity caters to the social trend and fashion. Creativity has been
criticized as disorganized and uncontrollable, but all kinds of problem-solving
methods with the application of creativity have been raised since Osborn’s
“brainstorming technique” in 1941. However, there is no conclusion on the best
method so far.
Leonard and Swap (1999) think that the managers of almost all teams can
provide the successful tools and techniques to facilitate the shaping of the process of
creation, the organization of creative team and the modification of physical
environment, and thus lead their teams to a broader area of creativity. They believe
that creativity can be inspired through the team management even if the individual
team members are not particularly creative. During the designing process, the
breeding and presentation of creativity are the most difficult stages. Creativity was
once thought as an unalterable innate ability, but now scholars prove that anybody can
develop this ability through nurture.
The application of computer technology caused the greatest change in our
environment. Due to the advancement of computer technology, it is already the trend
to convey knowledge and receive information via Internet for tasks as simple as
E-mails or as complicated as videoconference and remote education. In the early
years of the Taiwanese design business, handmade character designs were the
majority. Until the late 1990s, with the rise of digital media, computer technology,
networking in particular, was introduced into the designing process. The mechanical
needs for designing have decreased to its lowest after the introduction of
computer-aiding system and various softwares.(Xu, 1991) Gradually, cross designers
-platform has been replaced by the computer, and the digitization of the platform has
increased noticeably in recent years. Furthermore, the digitization and advancement of
information technology, easily accessed design software and communication allow
designers to create by group more frequently. Therefore, increasing communication
and stimulating creativity among designers has become an important issue.
This research focuses mainly on the application of design and presents the result with
the method of electronic-aided system. There are a great variety of researches on the
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creative methods as many as that of the methods themselves, yet different methods
would require different steps of realization and have different goals. This research
first analyzes and integrates the 77 methods of creative techniques according to “The
Creative Education Foundation,” and then discusses whether the creative techniques
have positive help to the production of creative design. This research use mind
mapping as a tool to assist the fulfillment and management of creativity, with the
premise of collaboration, which is common in Taiwanese design business, of three to
five people to complete one designing product. With this primary analysis of directing
the creating method into the designing management of collective creation from the
individual mind mapping the objective of this research is to examine whether the
application of personal thinking tool can increase the tacit understanding, the level of
designing integration, and the effectiveness of implementing creativity of the creative
design group.
2.Literature Review
In 1941 Alex Osborn, an advertising executive, found that conventional business
meetings were inhibiting the creation of new ideas and proposed some rules, now
known as brainstorming, designed to help stimulate them. Brainstorming has spread
throughout the world. Since then, the Creative Education Foundation lists 77 methods
of creative techniques. This is a general category of Creativity and Innovation
Techniques. Like most tools these creativity techniques all have their pros and cons.
All creative technology can break down into five sub-categories which will
identify Techniques for;
1. Problem Definition - including problem analysis, redefinition, and all aspects
associated with defining the problem clearly.
2. Idea Generation - The divergent process of coming up with ideas.
3. Idea Selection - The convergent process of reducing all the many ideas into
realistic solutions
4. Idea Implementation - Turning the refined ideas in reality.
5. Processes - Schemes and techniques which look at the overall process from start
to finish (or at least 3 of the above 4 areas).
Figure1 shows how the 77 processes are distributed among the quadrants and modes
of the Whole Brain Model(Herrmann, 1996).
Ned Herrmann (1996) viewed the 77 processes in terms of the four-quadrant
model and each process reflects a particular mental orientation. Some are quite logical,
analytic, and quantitative, and therefore fall in the A quadrant. Others are consistent
with the B-quadrant qualities: more structured, procedural, and step-by-step. The
humanistic, team-oriented, and relationship-based methods naturally fall in line with
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the C quadrant. When sensing solutions is done intuitively, experimenting,
conceptualizing and putting problems and solutions in metaphoric terms, the process
is very D quadrant. Of course, not all processes fit neatly in one quadrant or another;
many represent combinations of quadrants, including left mode (A and B), right
mode(C and D), limbic(B and C), and cerebral (A and D) process.

Figure 1 77 Creative Processes of the Whole Brain Model .
(Herrmann,1996)
Table1 is a comparison of creative technologies by Ned Herrmann’s 77 creative
processes in terms of the Whole Brain Model. We chose well-knows technologies in
Taiwan , including procedures; communication type and application.
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Table 1 Comparison of Creative Technologies
Procedures

Communication

Applications

type
1.Arrange the meeting for a group of the right size and makeup (typically 4-8 people)
2. Write the initial topic on a whiteboard or other medium where everyone can see it. The clearer
the problem is defined, the better the session tends to be.
3.Make sure that everyone understands the problem or issue
1.

Free association

2.

Group thinking

3.

Get the most

4.Review the ground rules
BBS
5. Have someone to enforce the rules and write down all the ideas as they arise (the scribe can
oral

Electronic
be a second person).

creativity in a short

Brainstorming
6.Generate ideas - either in an unstructured way (anyone can propose

period of time.
an idea at any time) or structured (going round the table and allowing people to pass if they have
no new ideas).
7. Clarify and conclude the session. Ideas that are identical can be combined, all others should
be kept. It is useful to get a consensus of which ideas should be looked into further.
Give between 2 to 5 consecutive questionnaires to a group of 15 to 25 people (occasionally up to
100) selected either as experts in the matter being investigated (if the intention of the exercise is
to gather expert opinions on some issue) or as people directly concerned in some issue (if the
purpose is to survey social or organizational concerns). Other uses for Delphi are in the

Written

1.

Combine information

2.

Improve the

Delphi
surfacing and judging components of messy issues. Its main disadvantage being it’s high

weaknesses.

administrative overhead. However, the method has been successfully incorporated in some
computerized problem solving systems.
1. Start in the center with an image of the topic, using at least 3 colors.
2. Use images, symbols, codes and dimensions throughout your Mind Map.
3. Select key words and print using upper or lower case letters.
4. Each word/image must be alone and sitting on its own line.
5. The lines must be connected, starting from the central image. The central lines are thicker, and
Mind

1.

Free association

2.

Group thinking

6.Make the lines the same length as the word/image.

3.

Combine information.

7.Use colors – your own code – throughout the Mind Map.

4.

Improve weaknesses

Oral

1.

Improve weaknesses

Oral

1.

Free association

flowing, becoming thinner as they radiate out from the center.
Written

mapping

8.Develop your own personal style of Mind Mapping.
9.Use emphasis and show associations in your Mind Map.
10.Keep the Mind Map clear by using radial hierarchy, numerical order or outlines to embrace
your branches.
Lateral thinking is about moving sideways when working on a problem to try different
Lateral

perceptions, different concepts and different points of entry. The term covers a variety of

thinking

methods including provocations to get out of the usual line of thought. Lateral thinking is
cutting across patterns in a self-organizing system, and has very much to do with perception

Symbolic

Use creativity to symbolize an idea.
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Based on the analysis, Delphi and mind map is belong to the written type
communication because they can overcome the limits of time and space. These are
better than oral methods. The graph tool of mind mapping can represent ideas
graphically simultaneously. This enables “seeing what you said. The mind mapping
technique was selected for this research.

3.Mind mapping
Mind mapping is a full-brain thinking method which is used to inspire creative
thinking and to organize ideas. The term of mind mapping was brought up by an
English psychologist named Tony Buzan in the late 1960s. He applied this method
widely, recorded and studied this method of visual thinking. In the book “How to
Think Like Leonardo Da Vinci: Seven Steps to Genius Every Day,” (1999) Michael
Gelb mentions that Tony Buzan was mainly inspired by Leonardo Da Vinci’s
note-taking method to develop this learning method for solving daily problems, such
as scheming for life goals, daily plans, effective learning, information management,
idea organization, or solving relationship problems. It is very helpful for people’s
work, family relationship or any kinds of goal setting. What’s more, it is also very
helpful for the agile manipulation of both of our right and left brains; thus it would an
effective learning method to train the balance thinking of our brain. (Gelb, 1999)
Mind mapping is a visual and imagery note-taking method that employs the qualities
of both right and left brains, such as color, keywords, signs, pictures and lines, and
presents a general concept of the ideas and knowledge with the full-brain thinking and
divergent thinking method. Mind mapping is also a creative thinking strategy and tool
if we apply it to aspects such as idea organization, brainstorming, free association,
creativity inspiring and effective memorizing.
4.The Derivational Foundation of Mind mapping
4.1Concept Mapping
Concept mapping was developed by Novak (1977) and was applied successfully to
the aspects such as academic teaching, research, and learning assistance. Concept
mapping helps arranging a large amount of information and knowledge, and
mindmapping has the function and features of idea organization of concept mapping.
With the frame of concept mapping, mindmapping use concept mapping as an
imagery techniques to evaluate and study students’ concept structure. It can be used
not only as a teaching equipment to detect the knowledge structure and the mistaken
assumption of the learners(Novak, 1977), but also as a study tactics.
4.2Divergent Thinking
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Buzan (1993) claims that the mind mapping is a vastly superior note taking method
because it does not lead to the alleged "semi-hypnotic trance" state induced by the
other note forms.
Tony Buzan (1996) raised the mind mapping technique to change the traditional linear
thinking and convergent thinking and present the divergent thinking which owns the
features of lateral thinking and vertical thinking to enable the free radiation and free
association of brain thinking. He also points out that divergent thinking can be called
radiant thinking. “Radiate” has the meaning of disperse and diverge, or it means the
expansion from a center point. Buzan once introduced that the features of mind
mapping is applying simply images, colors and keywords to take notes or to organize
creativity. Plus the full application of divergent thinking, mind mapping has
overturned the conventional linear and List thinking mode, it harnesses the full range
of cortical skills - word, image, number, logic, rhythm, color and spatial awareness in a single, uniquely powerful manner.
In view of the preceding explanation, we can know that mind mapping with the
application divergent thinking is beneficial to the creative inspiration and idea
organization.
5.Fishbone diagram
Fishbone diagram, also called “Ishikawa diagram,” with the expandable thinking
mode, gains an identical name with Kaoru Ishikawa’s case-and-effect diagram
because of its fishbone shape. The Fishbone diagram is helpful for analyzing and
exploring questions and presenting ideas through brainstorming. Another feature of
the fishbone diagram is the ability to discover the factors and the effects.
Although similar to mind mapping which employs the divergent thinking,
fishbone diagram does not make use of the features of right and left brains but only
develops the aspects of brainstorming and idea organization. As for mind mapping, it
does not only combine the divergent thinking method of fishbone diagram, but also
further develops the right brain features, such as the function of color, three dimension,
image, vision, rhythm and space.
Therefore, mind mapping can not only present the cause-and-effect relation of
fishbone diagram to discover factors and effects, but also includes the right-brain
function to present visually images, signs, three dimension and keywords. It is an
effective organizing tool helpful to the full-brain divergent thinking, brainstorming,
idea organizing and project analyzing.
6.Features of min mapping application
According to Peterson & Snyder (1998), mind mapping include a variety of
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methods: mental maps, concept maps, clusters, concept clusters, concept diagrams,
webs, and even art maps to name just a few words and phrases that in essence the
same things. Each of these terms refers to the ways that users create a visual
representation of their thinking patterns.
Essentially, those who use and recommend mind mapping cite the following
justifications for their use: mind mapping (1) require active, rather than passive,
learning; (2) utilize full cognitive ability; (3) improve memory and the learning skills;
(4) promote creative thinking by helping users generate ideas, see logical association,
and view issues from a holistic perspective; (5) facilitate problem-solving; (6) enable
the sharing or ideas; (7) serve as evaluation tools; and(8) honor different learning
styles.
6.1 Require active, rather than passive, learning.
While using themind mapping , the users must generally spend some time
practicing in this respect until they acquire enough skills and develop the habit of
active learning.
6.2 Utilize full cognitive ability
Mind mapping can apply effectively the characteristics of the brain. The left
brain is now seen as the place which controls the abilities of words, logic, reason,
mathematical calculations, and other thinking abilities associated with school success
reside, while the right brain, by contrast, sees images, patterns, similarities, symbols,
rhythms, generalities, and wholes. Mind mapping can enhance a balance development
of left and right brains and the cognitive ability.
6.3 Improve memory and the learning skills
Using mind mapping can improve memory and studying skills. Mind mapping
not only help us to remember more easily what we learn, but also enable us to share
knowledge with others.
6.4 Promote creative thinking by
Helping users generate ideas, see logical association, and view issues from a
holistic perspective. Probably the most cited rationale of the use of the mind mapping
is that it is useful for promoting all aspects of creative thinking: the generation of
ideas, the ability to see patterns and relationships among ideas, and the ability to
organize a set of ideas into a unified and meaningful whole.
6.5 Facilitate problem-solving.
By helping users view the complexity of a social problem as a whole, the process
of mind mapping helps them understand its causes and consequence as well as its
relationships with other social problems.
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6.6 Enable the sharing or ideas.
Once a mind mapping has been constructed, other people can examine it and
understand how another person may conceptualize s set of idea in a way that is quite
different from their own. Mind mapping can thus become a basis for group work and
group consensus building (Buzan and Buzan, 1996, Novak …etc.). Furthermore,
groups can work together constructing mind mapping. Several business firms have
used the mind mapping techniques of Tony Buzan and others to help them clarify
their planning process and clarify their goals.
6.7 Serve as evaluation tools
Another benefit of mind mapping is that it makes a person's thinking "public"
and observable. A college instructor can "see" how a student understands a particular
issue and can quickly spot if there are flaws in logic or limited conceptualization.
Mind mapping can be use to determine what a person already knows or how that
person's thinking is progressing. (Novak, 1977).
6.8 Honor different learning styles.
Finally, the process of mind mapping offers options to users who lack or are
working on their writing and verbal expressive skills. It also offers an alternative to
the more traditional ways of teaching and learning that some people find difficult to
master. As a more active, visual form of learning and self-expression, mind mapping
permits people with different learning styles an alternative way of thinking and
expressing their ideas.
From the explanation above, we can see that mind mapping is a diagram used to
represent words, ideas, tasks or other items linked to and arranged radically around a
central key word or idea. When applied to learning, it is useful for generating,
visualizing, structuring and classify ideas, and it is also helpful for us as an aid in
study, organization, problem solving, and decision making.
7 The case
7.1 Background
The case study of this research came from one information communication course,
a special project of the project research and development, at Yuan Ze University. The
content of the main special project was to make advertisement poster of the school
dormitory for the office of student affair. This course did not have exclusive course
time.
This project was run by four students from the Graduate Institute of Information
Dissemination, including the author and three other students from the design group.
All members have their individual specialties, which are drawing, PHOTOSHOP,
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performing and drama enterprise planning and photograph respectively, but none of
them has the experience of creating poster with a group. Because the split class
schedule of the team members, thus instant message became the best way to
communicate one another.
Before making the poster, the only information that the team had was the desirable
vision and goal provided the office of student affair. It hoped to express the
wholehearted care of the school for the campus life and the intimate relationship
between the school and the students. The theme of the poster is to remind the students
in dormitory of some daily manners and details that they should pay attention to. The
students' dormitory of the Yuan Ze University once voted for 10 kinds of unbearable
dormitory life behaviors, so we thought of using this idea as the starting point for this
poster. Meanwhile the school offered a Japanese subway poster as a model, and hoped
that we could demonstrate a poster in similar quality.
Therefore, we utilized FREEMIND, a mind mapping software, to begin our
communication and creation. Compared to the on-line link up software (instant
message) we couldn’t arrange systematically the information we want, FREEMIND
software became an effective tool to organize our opinions.
The characteristic that we had utilized intelligence to pursue (mind mapping): List
3 great sub questions first
1. Team Member's cognition of the dormitory
After Combining members to the cognition of the dormitory, we discovered that
someone really gets accommodation and crosses in many people's school dormitory ,
but the experience that someone only gets accommodation alone among, even
someone had never lived in the school dormitory. So member's experience at the
beginning is shared , the experience that gives up that tell oneself and get
accommodation , it is the habits and customs that let people be unable to stand what is
experienced in person with visit the school dormitory on the spot .
2. How to appear
To Vote for 10 kinds of dormitory life conducts that let people are unable to stand
before arranging
3. Make time table
Because this is one assignment of the class, so we only had a period of 6 weeks to
finish
At the same time, the style that we want and possible making way that we
confirmed well at the same time, we think that outdoor scene poster make visitors
knowing and smile most. But in shooting, unable single shooting is finished, so we
must dissect the picture, and utilized the way of image composition to finish poster. We
had assigned and pursued to assign in work on in intelligence according to the
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characteristic of making the member, responsible for taking a photograph of the
member that format with the image to pay close attention to on the issue that how to
present mainly, member that draw by hand to be it appears member after the cognition
in dormitory to put in order, voted for and draw and imagine the sketch map
according to 10. Another member began to establish roles to 10 habits with characters
description.
We had combined all things in a mind mapping, in order to find out about the
progress of the other side, and we could propose doubt or the idea to the other side's
thing. At the stage of the sketch map , classmates who had responded for shooting and
image composition to shoot it once on the spot first , would row the surface and dissert
the position to settle , would let hands paint classmates and confirmed in the position
that the role puts also, in formatting and photographing, through the way of the
scenarios, we could learn each other which pictures could be formatted out , which
were unable, the restriction that the furnishing which include the props must avoid
being formatted too, for example can not put the exhibit at the border that need to
format , in this way the picture will be twisted unevenly.
Before shooting the homework formally, we had given the scenarios of what the
characters and hand paint for a poster performer above the left where we had amind
mapping, let them could have concept appear, this was it shoot course quite smooth,
and then the performer also had pointed out that this was performed in the experience
by themselves, entered once of the role's most quickly, it could be very easy to know
what we want through such a way, there is level which it could be performed out.
7.2 Creative process model
“When sparks fly” propose a creative process model. A physical model of the
process would look more like a plate of spaghetti than the linear stages we lay out
below. However, we need an organizing scheme for our discussion, and these five 5
steps: preparation, innovation opportunity, divergence, generating options, incubation,
and convergence, (as shown in Figure 2) capture the essential features of the creative
process.( Leonard & Swap, 1999)
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Figure 2 Creative Process Model
( Leonard & Swap, 1999)
Step 1: Preparation
Deep relevant knowledge and experience precede creative expression. Groups have a
potential advantage over an individual because multiple reservoirs of deep expertise
can be tapped. Two (or more) heads are better than one, however, only if (1) there is
useful knowledge inside the heads; (2) all that useful knowledge can be accessed; and
(3) all that accessed, useful knowledge can be accessed; and (3) all that accessed,
useful knowledge can be shared, processed, and synthesized by the group. So, at this
step, the right group composition is important.
Step 2 Innovation Opportunity
Most groups lack this single-minded focus on innovation. Far more have the need for
creativity thrust upon them. The trigger for creative activity may knock at the door in
the guise of a fairy godmother－a chance to improve conditions－or it may look more
like a chainsaw murderer－a threat requiring immediate response to survive. Often
the call for creativity comes as a problem to be solves.One innovation often engenders
the need for another – an opportunity for creative thinking. Therefore, the most
important thing is to look for the possible innovative chance, or point out that needs
the question of creative.
Step 3 Generating Options
Once the opportunity or problem appears, the temptation in this rush-hour, info- snack
world we occupy is to grab an option and run with it. But creative solutions are
usually selected from a menu of alternatives, and the higher number of options we
start with, the more likely one will be novel. So, we want some divergent thinking
before we converge on the best solution. In a group, the sparks can fly. But the
manager may have to provide the flints- and show group members how to use them as
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well as bank some of the resulting fires.
Step 4 Incubation
Showers, it turns out, are useful for more than cleanliness. Groups, like individuals,
need time to mull over the opportunity they have identified or crisis they have been
presented with to consider various of action and test them mentally particularly if the
group members feel “stuck.”successful managers of innovation often deliberately
interrupt a stalled group process so as to break mental wheel-spinning and force
incubation. Indeed, the group need not be stalled to require managerial intervention.
Surprisingly, a group that is hotly pursuing a tempting solution may need to be
interrupted midgallop in order to pause for incubation. The invisible fermentation that
occurs when group members reflect seems integral to the creative process.
Step 5 Convergence: Selecting Option
What to choose? Make the final decision. How to reach consensus or at least
acquiescence from group member? This is a very important point at this step. The
skill needed for guiding convergence is very different from those for stimulating
divergence.
Converging on an option does not mean, of course, that the fount of creativity is shut
off at that moment. The selected alternative has to be assessed and implemented, and
each of these group activities can stimulate new innovation opportunities.
Based on the above procedure, the case was carried out in five stages:
Step 1 Preparation
This team of poster design was formed by classmates who are familiar with one
another. As for the presentation of the content of our poster, we spent a great effort
surveying the condition of the school dormitory, and shared our knowledge and ideas
on this topic with the help of mindmapping. However, we did not aim at choosing.
Team members, but to let the members exert their specialties.
Step 2 Opportunity for innovation
This poster required the design similar to advertisement poster in Japanese metro,
and it was a big challenge to our creativity. The members were not willing to imitate
because of their ideals of designers, and that poster, presenting only static activities,
was different from our ten target living habits, which presented different time, space
and even gender difference.
Step 3 Divergence: generating options
The center of our problem focused on that Japanese metro poster. Every one of
us prepared three ways to express our poster, and then we held discussion and
integrated the advantages of our ideas into the final expression of our poster design: 1.
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Combine the male and female dormitory; 2. Present the roles in a style of comical
exaggeration.
Step 4 Incubation
We did not have much disagreement on this part although there was a short
deadlock on the image cutting and compounding. While we discussed about the
creative imagery, there was the situation that many suppositional images could not be
presented.
Step 5 Convergence: selecting options
We employed mind mapping to organize our ideas and to understand the needs
of one another. Since the teammates have known one another quite well, the
organizing process was easy. However, to avoid further obstacles, we stopped
organizing ideas and abandoned multi-project evaluation once we reached a common
understanding.
From this brief consideration of creativity myths, they draw a number of
conclusions:
1. Creativity is a process, and the process is similar regardless of the magnitude or
industry location of the project.
2. Creative individuals are important to creative groups, but not the most important
factor.
3. The right group composition is important.
4. Creativity is a process that can be learned by groups. As a result, it must be
managed effectively.
5. The creative process goes beyond just generating novel ideas although divergent
thinking is crucial.
6. Creativity involves more than just being different or unusual
This team of poster design was formed by classmates who are familiar with one
another. As for the presentation of the content of our poster, we spent a great effort
surveying the condition of the school dormitory, and shared our knowledge and ideas
on this topic with the help of mind mapping.
In the case of our design, we discovered a few conclusions similar with those
above. Because of the different characteristics of the team members, we could easily
do the Continuty Script and dispatch the scripts with character descriptions to the
poster-shooting actors to facilitate the role play. What’s more, thanks to the
professionals of photography and image compounding in the team, we were able to fit
all the dormitory scenes into one poster after discussion and calculation. We actually
did not realize the importance of the right combination of teammates until the work
began, but fortunately the teammates all contributed their talents and formed a
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suitable team for doing creation.
We think that creativity is a process of learning, in which we learn to contribute
our best qualities to achieve our creative teamwork. For example, if we had a different
combination of teammates, we might not easily try the method of image compounding
but probably use other methods, such as FLASH. There were often interesting ideas
popping out during the discussion, such as a special suggestion of shooting a whirl of
flies in one of the scene. However, since it was a motional scene that could not be
captured by graphic images, it was then necessary to have someone to redirect the
discussion at the right moment. Therefore, it is obvious that creativity is formed
through a process that could be similar to projects of different sizes or kinds. However,
due to our limited experience, further comments will be suspended here.
8. Conclusion
From this experiment of using mind mapping for creative teamwork, we have
found that this method facilitated the knowledge sharing and problem solving among
the teammates. By integrating the ideas through mind mapping, we were able to look
at all the viewpoints, to make reasonable associations, to organize the ideas, and to
combine the team knowledge for further creation and quality elevation.
Meanwhile, such environment offers the managers an assessment environment.
In the foremost setting of our mind mapping, we took the time limit into consideration,
and figured out the exact work schedule for every time period, so our mind mapping
showed clearly every teammate’s work and whether there was any work behind
schedule. With this information from the mind mapping, we were able to develop the
positive team communication and the active attitude of helping and encouraging one
another. Therefore, the mind mapping not only generated ideas for further discussion
in our next research, but also invigorates our morale for a successful collaboration.
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ABSTRACT
DIANA LOOSER
Radical Bodies and Dangerous Ladies: Martial Arts and Feminist Performance,
1900-1914
In her 1995 article, “Liberating the Amazon: Feminism and the Martial Arts,” Sharon R.
Guthrie maintains that, “Since the late 1960s, feminist martial artists and self defense
teachers have emphasized self defense as a critical survival skill for women living in
misogynist cultures” (117).1 While western feminist engagement with the martial arts is
generally considered to be a legacy of the second-wave movement, in this paper I
examine women’s martial arts activities that precede this period by several decades.
Specifically, I explore women’s practice of jujutsu and judo in the early years of the
twentieth century in the United States, Britain, and Australasia, using performance theory
to read women’s early reception of Japanese martial arts in the west; and how these arts
were employed for feminist ends in an era of sought-after personal and political
autonomy. I argue that, in various ways, jujutsu and judo were adopted as radical
physical and political performances that disrupted existing western assumptions of the
capabilities of female bodies, advancing new possibilities for women’s self-dependence.
My discussion centers around three figures in particular: in the United States, Fuda
Yamashita, wife of judo pioneer Professor Yoshiaki Yamashita, who tutored women
from upper-class Washington D.C. society and performed judo demonstrations on the
American stage; the British militant vote-seeker and jujutsu practitioner, Edith Garrud,
co-ordinator of the “fighting suffragettes” that served as the bodyguard unit for Mrs.
Emmeline Pankhurst, and proponent of jujutsu as a political activist performance; and the
New Zealander, Florence Le Mar, feminist vaudeville performer and “World’s Famous
Ju-Jitsu Girl,” who enthralled Australasian audiences with her spectacular show designed
as an educational enterprise to empower women through transferable martial arts and
self-defense skills.
In bringing together these three figures, I analyze the ways in which women combated
patriarchal structures with their bodies in a time of significant social change. Performance
theory provides an organizing framework for assessing the correlations between political
activism, theatrical presentation, and everyday practice. Moreover, paying attention to the
actions of first-wave feminists encourages us to rethink established genealogies of
women’s participation in the martial arts, with useful implications for contemporary
martial arts, feminist, and performance scholars.

1

Guthrie, Sharon R. “Liberating the Amazon: Feminism and the Martial Arts.” Women and Therapy
(Special Issue: Women’s Spirituality, Women’s Lives) 16.2-3 (1995): 107-19.
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Abstract: Neo-Darwinian Steven Pinker (2003) believes that music (as well as abstraction, aesthetics,
and semantics) is part of a group of basic activities which is able to define the Human Race (i.e. Human
Universals). Therefore, if the Human capacity for creating music is rooted in our genetic code, one
should not be surprised to find throughout the ages music as an integral part of our existence. Today,
we are commonly exposed to music (i.e. an organisation of sounds based upon aesthetic values) that
comes in many different forms and styles, which result from its particular cultural and geographic
origin. This reality makes some believe that the ‘Human Universal’ Music is simply the fondness for
organising different sounds; for them, there is not one Music, but several which are then a product of
different cultures. Considering Rhythm as one of the fundamental parameters of the overall music
experience (i.e. composition, performance, reception), this paper will tackle musical rhythm in three
different music contexts: temporal, geographical, and cultural.
rhythmic analysis tool as presented in Lopes 2003.

For this, it will be introduced a

This analytical tool will then be used in

differentiated music patterns such as the ones present in music from sub-Saharan Africa, the American
Jazz, and the German Baroque Bach. As a result of the rhythmic analyses, one can effortless observe
an intercultural stance that goes well beyond geographical and temporal boundaries. Consequently,
through the study of musical rhythm, this paper shows that the post-modern concept of globalisation
has been always present in music; and when one discards the most exterior layers of music,
straightforwardly comes to light its true universality.

This research is co-sponsored by POCI 2010 and the European Social Fund
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1 - Introduction

As a professional percussionist coming from an ethnic Caucasian European
background, I always feel rather uncomfortable whenever I come across the common
saying ‘the rhythm is in Africa’; meaning, that the natives of the African continent
have a genetic predisposition for the perception and realisation of musical rhythm. It
is not hard to understand that the previous concept (saying) comes from Europe, and
is mainly used by Europeans in a way of self awareness of their lack of proficiency
regarding the music parameter of rhythm. This translates even awkwardly since the
duality Europe/Africa regarding rhythmic proficiency is not used in different cultural
contexts: for instance: Africans ‘have’ more rhythm than the natives of the MiddleEast, or the Asians, or even the Americans – but they only ‘have’ more rhythm than
the Europeans.

Somehow in opposition to the previous, and considering the

professional musicians from all over the world that I met, I honestly never came
across the realization that Europeans have some kind of genetic deficiency regarding
the musical rhythm.

It is true, though, that if on one hand what today comes to us as the African musical
canon is synonym of highly rhythmic music structures, on the other hand the crux of
the European musical canon seems to imply the use of highly refined
melodic/harmonic music structures. One knows that musical canons are some kind of
reliquaries where we put what better defines ours (or others) music ‘progresses’, one
can only start to understand why African music comes as rhythmic music, while
European music is highly related to melodic and harmonic structures. It is a well
accepted fact that the conception, maintenance (and even guard) of the European
music canon has been in the hands of musicians associated with the clergy, or more
recently some modern academics (in which, from an ideological and modus operandi
point of view, the last are not that different from the first). Therefore, if the tradition
to catalogue, define, and criticism has been on the hands of the architects of the
European canon, it comes as no surprise that these might be the ones who created the
African canon. (One should read ‘African canon’ not in the strict European meaning
of well devised set of works/composers, but rather as what we perceive as best
representative). In this way, one might come to conclusion, that at least in some

2
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manner, the parallelism Europe/melody/harmony and Africa/rhythm is subconscienly
inferred in music listeners.

The goal of this paper is not so much to question the above concepts, but to try to
understand where they come from, what is at their core, and, as almost as an
arqueologist, to find what one may have lost throughout the times.

2 – The (a)Culture of Genes

If generally speaking, Culture is defined as the artistic and literary concepts of a
particular group of people, for sociology Culture encompasses all practices and values
(material and social) which are part of a civilization. Some sociologist believe that is
geography that is mainly responsible for the arise of a particular Culture.

Fig. 1
Geographic map Africa
(Google Satellite)

Figure 1 shows a geographic map of Africa which clearly identifies the ecological
boundaries which delimit what is commonly known as the sub-Saharan Africa. As a
result of these natural boundaries, the sub-Saharan region is considered to carry a
particular culture (although there are several micro-cultures). It is also in this region
of Africa, where the perceived highly rhythmic African music that was mentioned
above has its origin. In this way, one might begin to argue that the highly rhythmic
stance of this African music has its origin in its particular culture, at least in relation
to European music – considering the great geographical barrier of the Sahara.

Even though geographical cultural issues might interfered in the development of the
basic characteristics of European music, I believe it has been Europe’s

3
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Judaic/Christian tradition (as a cultural factor) that most influenced what one now
calls music of European tradition. As mentioned earlier, and for reasons well beyond
the scope of this paper, it is an historical fact that the European Clergy called upon
itself the task of devising a music academy (e.g. theory, criticism, and library).

Without even having to go back many centuries in history in order to observe how
religious thought inspired European music, let us see how a great composer and
academic of the first half of the 20th century (himself already part of the Western
music canon) justifies through religion his preference towards the music parameter of
melody. Olivier Messiaen (1994:13) says the following:

Knowing that music is a language, we shall seek at first to make melody “speak”. The melody is the
point of departure. May it remain sovereign! And whatever may be the complexities of our rhythms
and our harmonies, they shall not draw it along in their wake, but, on the contrary, shall obey it as
faithful servants; the harmony especially shall always remain the “true”, which exists in a latent state in
the melody, has always been the outcome of it. (...) this music should be able to express some noble
sentiments (and especially the most noble of all, the religious sentiments exalted by the theology and
the truths of our Catholic faith).

Although some view Messiaen’s combination of straightforward technical description
with mystical Catholicism as similar to that a medieval craftsman (thus further back
from the Romantic notions of the Artist), the above statement stands as a good
illustration of the way in which religious thought is able to form some kind of
backdrop for modernist conceptions regarding the music’s durational issues (i.e.
rhythm and metre). One can read in the above citation that the noble sentiments of
the Catholic faith are mainly expressed (and ruled) by melody (with harmony as its
aid); rhythm is then left in the position of servant.

As quoted above, assumed by himself, and extensively documented, Catholic faith (as
inspirational force) is behind life and work of Messiaen. Among many other things,
Christianity uses music as a means to induce its doctrines. Apparently, melody was
chosen as the music parameter that better conveys the essence of the Christian
message. The sensation of lightness (just like moon-walking) present in the melodies
of Gregorian Chant, easily conveys an image of Heaven (from an after life

4
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perspective), and it is a common denominator in most European Christian music – as
one can easily observe in the church hymns. Conversely, rhythm is easily associated
with Earth; the musical beats tend to be synonym of heart-beats, therefore
representing a state of life. Summarising, Christianity tends to associate Heaven (its
main message) to melody, while associating rhythm to Earth (a lesser state of
existence), which result in deeming pagan early music which included salient
rhythmic structures and even percussion instruments (e.g. troubadour music, and
some court music).

Let us now examine how the above concepts are present in the writings of maybe the
greatest, but definitely the most influential music theorist of the 20th century. Having
conceptualised background as basically melody and harmony, and foreground as
rhythmic constructions, Heinrich Schenker (1935:3-4) says the following:

The masses, however, lack the soul of genius. They are not aware of background , they have no feeling
for the future. Their lives are merely an eternally disordered foreground, a continuous present without
connection, unwinding chaotically in empty, animal fashion. It is always the individual who creates
and transmits connection and coherence. (...)

The history of music reveals that music really began and flourished in ecclesiastical, royal, and
aristocratic circles. This is confirmed by the fact that music developed polyphony, which must forever
remain alien to the masses. For them music has always been and remains only an accompaniment to
dance, march, or song: at best, a kind of utilitarian art, if one can accept the inherent contradiction. A
feeling for such music fills head and heart, even those of the masses, but this feeling is not adequate to
comprehend the true and lofty art of Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven.

Even though through out the 20th century the inflamed and politically orientated
Schenker’s discourse has been widely criticised, the reality is that his theoretical
constructions, and in particular his view of rhythm as an hierarchically inferior
parameter of music, is unfortunately still quite present in Western music theory.

Today one knows that any practice of cultural origin is relative and conditioned to its
original concept, therefore cannot be addressed as an unconditional truth. Several
examples of this can be found in anthropological and ethnological studies. One of
this cases relates the first known southeast American natives. Although these were

5
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initially hunters, as soon as they contacted with Mexico, they incorporated agriculture
as part of their life and culture, and this becoming the model for future American
native generations.

The recent revival in anthropology of neo-Darwinian concepts and theories (in which
the case study regarding the agriculture in some American native tribes is a good
example), together with the Genome Project and the advances of Human DNA
decode, has been of some influence in the study of music as a science. From an
epistemological point of view, the previous lead to some resurgence of writings on
music theory that were less concerned with cultural issues.

The psychologist and Harvard professor Howard Gardner proposed in 1985 the
concept of Multiple Intelligences. For him, Humans are equipped with a set of eight
capacities which define all our existence: Linguistic, Logical-Mathematical, Spatial,
Bodily-Kinesthetic, Musical, Interpersonal, Intrapersonal, Naturalist. Later and under
the name of Human Universals, Pinker (2003) in a way sub-categorises Gardner’s
Intelligences as realities and basic activities of Humans. In the case of the Musical
Intelligence, Pinker also identifies among others: music/dance, musical repetition, and
musical variation. It is then with no surprise that one may conclude that in fact music
is part of the Human race identity.

Considering musical rhythm (with duration as its basic expression) one of the most
important parameters of music, it is expected that it plays an important role in all
music. But as mentioned above, Western culture relegated rhythm to a second plan in
its music; while at the same time (and probably for the same reasons) never actually
considered the melodic constructions present in African music. It is true that for the
common listener the perception of rhythm in a Gahu or Sovu piece from West Africa
is much more easier than, let us say, in a Bach’s fugue. But one should bear in mind
that many African pieces use a great amount of percussion instruments; and the highly
sympathetic relation between these and the general notion of rhythm. One might also
argue that it is for geographical/social/cultural reasons that sub-Saharan music uses in
great measure percussion instruments; since these cultures tend to promote a way of
living much more in contact with nature (in opposition to Europe’s more interior
character), where the percussion instruments seem to relate better.
6
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If then on one hand one might conclude that it were cultural (and their agents) reasons
that defined our vision about rhythm and its second plan positioning within Western
music, on the other hand its well accepted cognitive importance as a basic element of
sound should by no means be ignored. Should it be possible that the great masters of
European music did not understand rhythm and did not allow it to play its important
role in music? Or will we find in these composers a much more refined use of rhythm
once we discard Western cultural concepts? If music is in fact an Universal, and
rhythm one of its most important parameters, one should expect in all quality music a
significant and well devised use of rhythm.

3 – Just in Time: towards a theory of rhythm and metre

Many musicians (whether composers, performers, or writers) see rhythm as the most
fundamental and indispensable element of music. But paradoxically, the general
recognition of the paramount importance of the durational parameters of music
(rhythm and metre), ended up working against them: the ‘naturalness’ of rhythm and
metre made theorists feel too confident that their own aesthetic preferences reflected
the essence of these parameters. The result is the subordinate position attributed to
rhythm and metre by traditional music theory, which seeks to understand them in
relation to pitch structure. Just in Time (Lopes 2003) instead proposes a purely
durational approach which assesses the operation and qualities (mainly salience and
kinesis) of rhythm and metre, and their interaction with other music parameters.

Considering that a sound event can be basically characterised by its duration and
frequency, Maury Yeston (1976) schematises two basic theoretical approaches to
music – the pitch-to-rhythm methodology and the rhythm-to-pitch methodology. If
traditional theory represents the pitch-to-rhythm approach, assuming that rhythmic
structure is significant only to the extent that pitch structure makes it so, then a more
adequate theory of rhythm and metre inspired by the rhythm-to-pitch approach,
should be able to address and ultimately model perceptual qualities arising entirely
from the durational parameters of music. Some indications of this can be seen in the
empirical work conducted by Drake, Dowling and Palmer (1991; 1993) and Richard
Parncutt (in progress), where the perceptual significance of accent structures derived
7
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entirely from the durational parameters of music is compared to those derived from
pitch. Inevitably, the theoretical models of rhythm and metre presented in those
studies are simplistic or even naïve, as compared to the counterpart theories of melody
and harmony, developed over a period of centuries. Even so, the empirical data
derived from those experiments reveal a minor but systematic difference favouring
the perceptual importance of duration-related parameters.

Just in Time was developed in three parts: (1) studying the perceptual behaviour of
rhythm and metre as a rhythmic unity – in the shape they are presented to listeners;
(2) studying independently rhythm and metre in order to produce two separate
taxonomies or operational models; (3) reintegrating rhythm and metre as a perceptual
unity (rhythmic construction), in order to measure its perceptual qualities such as
salience and kinesis.

The rhythm stratum taxonomy

During the process of beat sequence inference, the relative proportion of pulses
durations is what defines the subdivision of beats. For instance, a durational sequence
composed of pulses with the duration 250/250/250/250/1000 msec. would be
perceived as two 1000 msec. beats, the first starting at the first 250 msec. event, and
the second at the 1000 msec. event. Because the duration of the pulses stands in a
powers-of-two relation to that of the beats (to be more precise a 1:4 relation), the
subdivision of the beat is assessed as binary.

Fig. 2 shows examples of binary subdivision rhythm cells, based on a crotchet beat. It
should be borne in mind that the long/short notation relates only to internal
relationships within a particular cell; given the infinite number of possible rhythm
cells (giving rise to an infinite number of internal organisations), I have adopted a
rather open notation, which nevertheless efficiently illustrates the basic organisation
of the rhythm cells.

8
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Fig. 2
Internal organisation of
rhythm cells

By contrast with the rhythm cells shown in Fig. 2, those shown in Fig. 3 do not
invoke an internal pulse salience hierarchy; such cells can only be assessed within a
metrical context, or – as will be addressed later – through the concept of rhythm
motifs, in other words as part of a group of cells.

Fig. 3
Isochronous rhythm

cells
In a binary subdivision context, rhythm cells composed of groups of pulses that are
not multiples of two create a perceptually dissonant effect; this dissonance makes
these cells extremely salient. Fig. 4 shows several examples of dissonant binary
subdivision rhythm cells and their internal organisation; these are notated based on a
crotchet beat.

9
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Fig. 4
Some dissonant binary
subdivision rhythm cells

For cognitive reasons ternary subdivision rhythm cells are second in importance only
to binary ones. Fig. 5 shows several examples of ternary subdivision rhythm cells and
their internal organisation; these are notated based on beats with the duration of a
dotted crotchet.

Fig. 5
Some ternary subdivision
rhythm cells

It is interesting to observe that, again due to the perceptual primacy of binary
organisation, the sub-subdivision of non-binary rhythm cells is frequently binary. Fig.
6 a) shows an example of a ternary subdivision rhythm cell with a binary subsubdivision; Fig. 6 b) shows the less common ternary sub-subdivision in a ternary
subdivision rhythm cell.

10
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3

Fig. 6
Binary and ternary
sub-subdivision of rhythm cells

In a ternary subdivision context, occasional rhythm cells composed of groups of
pulses that are not multiples of three create a perceptually dissonant effect; this
dissonance again makes these cells extremely salient. Fig. 7 shows several examples
of ternary subdivision dissonant rhythm cells, and their internal organisation; these are
again notated based on beats with the duration of a dotted crotchet.

Fig. 7
Some dissonant ternary
subdivision rhythm cells

Though less widespread than binary and ternary subdivisions, and harder for listeners
to infer, quintuple and septuple subdivisions are also possible. Fig. 8 shows several
examples of quintuple subdivision rhythm cells and their internal organisation,
notated based on beats with the duration of five quavers.

11
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Fig. 8
Quintuple subdivision
rhythm cells

Fig. 9 shows several examples of septuple subdivision rhythm cells, and their internal
organisation, notated based on beats with the duration of seven quavers.

Fig. 9
Septuple subdivision
rhythm cells

At a higher level of the rhythm stratum, perceptually identifiable groups of rhythm
cells (such as those preceded and followed by clear rests) are called rhythmic motifs.
Operating similarly to rhythm cells, rhythm motifs can function as the ultimate means
of further accentuation. Fig. 10 shows the accentuation process of two rhythm motifs,
again notated based on beats with the duration of a crotchet. In rhythm motif a) the
crotchet is extremely accentuated through being preceded by a large amount of small
pulses; the large accentuation that the quaver receives in rhythm motif b) is due not
only to the large amount of small beats that precede it, but also to the crescendo of
accentuation resulting from the diminution of the pulses’ duration.

12
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a)

b)
Fig. 10
Accentuation through
rhythm motifs

The metre stratum taxonomy

Regular binary metres play a primary role in the process of metrical organisation in
music. Metres of this kind are composed of two beats, with the first beat perceptually
accentuated (Fig. 11). It is assumed that the metres discussed in the remainder of this
section fall comfortably within the proposed tactus range (e.g. 100 M.M.).
Notation Legend:
 - Bar Line
• - Beat
. - Perceptual Weight
(the more dots the stronger the
beat,

as

in

Lerdahl

and

Jackendoff’s (1983) notation).

• •
. .
.
Fig. 11
Internal organisation of
a binary metre.

We may conceive a ternary metre as a kind of elaboration of the primary binary
organisation to which an extra beat has been added (Fig 12).
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• •+•
. .
.
Fig. 12
Derivation of
a ternary metre

What weight should then be assigned to the extra beat? The principle of successively
weaker beats from the first to the last was confirmed by empirical experiments, and
gives rise to the organisation of a regular ternary metre shown in Fig. 13.

• • •
. . .
. .
.
Fig. 13
Internal organisation
of a ternary metre

Along the same lines of binary and ternary metres, would give rise to a quaternary
metre in which each beat was weaker than the preceding one (Fig. 14).

• • • •
. . . .
. . .
. .
.
Fig. 14
Internal organisation
of a quaternary metre

However, the data derived from the experiments regarding the organisation of
quaternary metre was in accordance with the common idea that quaternary metre is a
hierarchical elaboration of the primary binary metre (Fig. 15). One should bear in
mind that the cognitive principle of binary and ternary organisation works at all stages
of the rhythmic inference process; any organisation derived from each new step of the
rhythmic model is at first always measured against a preferable binary or ternary
organisation. Therefore, only if it is not possible to base an organisation on a binary
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and ternary unit is another considered (a good example of this is the preferred binary
sub-subdivision level of a ternary subdivision rhythm cell). It comes as no surprise,
then, that any metre above the primary binary and ternary metres is liable to be
constructed as an elaboration of these.

•
.
.



•
.



+

 • •• •

=

• •

•

•

.
.
.
.

.
.
.

.

. .
.

. .
.

.

Fig. 15
A quaternary metre as a hierarchical
elaboration of a binary metre

Although it can in this way be seen as an elaboration of a binary metre, I believe that
widespread use of the quaternary metre in different musical cultures and genres has
led to its separation from the binary metre and the rise of its own identity. After all, a
quaternary metre is different from a binary metre precisely in the alteration of
stronger and weaker parts of beats, which give it an additional dimension and
complexity of its own. In this model it was then theoretically decided to treat the last
beat as the weakest (as shown in Fig. 16); this approach is the most straightforward
because: (1) it clearly expresses the hierarchical construction through the parallelism
between beats 1-2 and 3-4; and (2) it results in a simpler and more consistent handling
of irregular metres. What justifies this theoretical simplification of an evidently more
complex reality is that the relative weighting of these subordinate beats has little
practical impact on the analytical application of the rhythmic model.
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• • • •
. . . .
. . .
.
.
.
Fig. 16
The proposed internal organisation
of a quaternary metre

Metres that do not imply any kind of binary or ternary organisation within the tactus
range are hard to infer; moreover, even within the tactus range, the successful
inference of a quintuple metre is only achieved if the rhythm stratum, or another
music parameter, maintains a clear and ongoing accentuation of the first beat. Metres
based on prime numbers such as 5 and 7 may then be defined in terms of a
gravitational concept, in other words a continuous decrease from the first to the last
beat, as shown in Fig. 17; this assumes a successful inference and a tempo well within
the tactus range. The essential rhythmic issue is the extent to which this organisation
in maintained, rather than breaking up into unequal groups based on the primacy of
binary and ternary organisation (more on this later).

• • • • •
.
.
.
.
.

. . . .
. . .
. .
.

Fig. 17
Internal organisation
of a quintuple metre

Theoretically speaking, sextuple metres might have the internal organisation shown in
Fig. 17. Because six is not a prime number, however, the metre is in practice unlikely
to be heard in this way: depending on the tempo, the perceptual primacy of binary and
ternary organisations will result in a rearrangement of the metre’s internal
organisation which will ultimately dissipate its own identity. This process can take
two forms, depending on the tempo. At the low range of the tactus, the theoretical
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sextuple metre may take the shape of two ternary metres (Fig. 18 a)), or three binary
metres (Fig. 18 b)).
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.
.
.
.
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.
.
.
.

. . . .
. . .
. .
.

Fig. 17
Internal organisation
of a sextuple metre
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. .
. .
.
.
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. .
.

. .
.

a)

. .
.

b)
Fig. 18
Two possibilities derived from
a relatively slow sextuple metre

At the higher range of the tactus, by contrast, the sextuple metre may take the shape of
either a ternary subdivision binary metre (Fig. 19 a)), or a regular ternary metre (Fig.
19 b)); this process comprises a perceptual rearrangement of the beat level, in which
the previously strong pulses become beats. This process will be especially significant
when dealing with irregular metres in the next section.

••

•••

. .
.

. . .
. .
.

a)

b)

Fig. 19
Two possibilities derived from
a relatively fast sextuple metre

The effects of the perceptual primacy of binary and ternary organisation apply
especially to metres comprising an uneven number of beats, such as 5 or 7. Because
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there is no perceptually obvious relationship between quintuple and septuple metres
and either a binary or ternary organisation, these metres are more likely to be inferred
than the ‘theoretical’ sextuple organisation of Fig. 17. Nevertheless, the cognitive
importance of binary and ternary organisation is such that they, too, are liable to break
up into two or three-beat parts: for instance, towards the low range of the tactus, the
quintuple metre will take the shape of either a binary metre followed by a ternary
metre (Fig. 20 a)), or a ternary metre followed by a binary metre (Fig. 20 b)).

• • • • • • • • • •
. . . . .
.
. .
.
a)

. . .
. .
.

. .
.

b)

Fig. 20
Two possibilities derived from
a relatively slow quintuple metre

If the organisations in Fig. 20 are successfully inferred at a fast tempo, then the
downbeats of the two bars may in each case become beats. This gives rise to what, in
this thesis, I define as irregular metres: metres in which some beats of the bar are
longer than others. Fig 21 shows two irregular binary metres based on quintuple
organisation (the number inside the circle indicates the relative duration of the beat).
Irregular ternary metres are also possible, as shown in Fig. 22; due to the principle of
agogic accentuation, the irregular metres that have more chance of practical
realisation are the ones that locate the beats in a bar from longest to shortest (thus in
Fig. 22, a) is preferable to b), which is in turn preferable to c)). Similar irregular
metres based on septuple metres are also possible but will not be illustrated here.





a)

b)

Fig. 21
Irregular binary metres derived
from 3x2 and 2x3 quintuple organisation
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 22
Irregular ternary metres derived
from quintuple organisation

Irregular metres may however be more a theoretical than a practical possibility: from
a cognitive point of view, their inference will be even harder than that of uneven
metres (e.g. quintuple and septuple). The basic problem with irregular metres is that
they comprise a non-isochronous beat sequence. After all, successful inference of
beats depends on a ‘clock’ which measures out equal units of time: from this, one can
easily comprehend the cognitive problems arising from a perceptual measure which,
like a metronome with a faulty pendulum, keeps on changing the size of its unit.
Therefore any possibility of a successful inference of these metres depends on strong
accentuation in other parameters; if this is not the case, the smallest variation in the
rhythm stratum will terminate any irregular metre inference. It is because irregular
metres are not able to sustain themselves in the same way as regular metres (mainly
binary, ternary, and quaternary), therefore not implying their own qualities, that the
proposed rhythmic model does not assess them as part of the metre stratum, instead
positioning them in a hypothetical parallel stage.

Nevertheless, their theoretical

possibility, justifies their inclusion in this construct.

In order to assess the overall rhythmic salience of a pulse one has to consider three
factors. Two of these are related to the rhythm stratum: agogic accentuation (i.e. the
duration of a particular pulse), and the accentuation effect due to the action of rhythm
cells or rhythm motifs. The third relates to the metre stratum: any pulse placed on a
strong metrical point is perceived as stable, so receiving some accentuation and hence
becoming more salient. In addition to these three factors, a fourth factor, kinesis, will
be addressed in this section.

Fig. 23 shows an analysis of a rhythmic sequence; it is assumed that a successful
inference of the notated rhythm and metre has taken place (so that the metrical
framework is known from the start). As shown in the example, the crotchet at [1:1] is
an extremely salient pulse: not only it is stable because of its strong metrical
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placement, but also it is a long pulse (agogic accentuation), and further accentuated by
the preceding two small pulses (rhythm cell accentuation). The rhythm cell on the
second beat is isochronous and does not accentuate the following pulse [1:3] (because
it is longer than the ensuing semiquavers) – more on this later.

Fig. 23
Analysis of a rhythmic
sequence

Legend:
U

A non-salient pulse

U

A slightly salient pulse (due to agogic accentuation, or the further accentuating effect
by a rhythm cell, or the resolution of a kinetic momentum)

_

A salient pulse (due to the same reasons as the previous)

_

An extremely salient pulse (due to the same reasons as the previous)

.

The strength of a metrical point (the more vertical dots the stronger it is)
A rhythm cell or rhythm motif
The further accentuating effect of a rhythm cell, and the resolution of a stepwise
kinetic momentum
An unresolved highly kinetic momentum
The resolution of a highly kinetic momentum

The internal organisation of the rhythm cell at [1:3] accentuates the quaver on the
upbeat.

Although similar to that at [1:2], the rhythm cell at [1:4] receives an

analytical notation because it precedes a longer pulse, which it further accentuates. In
this way, and similarly to that at [1:1], the crotchet at [2:1] is an extremely salient
pulse. In bar 2, the second, third, and fourth beats create a rhythm motif, as notated,
with the short pulses in beats two and three further accentuating the crotchet at [2:4];
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this too becomes an extremely salient pulse, as indeed is the minim at [3:1] – the
longest duration in the sequence.

While these are the primary saliences, there are others, such as the quavers at [1:2]
and [2:2].

These quavers are, after all, long as compared to the surrounding

semiquavers, and they are also placed on the first part of the second beat of a
quaternary metre; as the metre stratum notation indicates, this metrical point is the
third strongest of the sixteen points which comprise the lowest realised metrical level
in this sequence (that is, the semiquaver level). The quaver at the first part of [1:4]
will also receive some extra accentuation due to the resolution of a high kinetic
momentum, and again I shall come back to this.

Considering the quality of kinesis which is conveyed by this sequence, following the
stable crotchet on [1:1], we can now better assess the isochronous rhythm cell at [1:2]:
it is part of an increase in pulse density which culminates in the accentuation of the
second quaver of [1:3].

This pulse density increase (two quavers plus two

semiquavers) also creates an increase of kinesis. The kinetic quality implied by pulse
density relates to the linkage between small time-points, and therefore is assessed as
stepwise kinetic quality; the implied motion is then proportional to the number of
steps taken from one point to another of the metrical space.

The second quaver of [1:3] also releases kinesis because is a salient pulse on a weak
metrical point. Unlike the stepwise kinesis resulting from pulse density, this type of
perceptual motion implies a far-reaching release of kinesis. Because this highly
kinetic momentum causes great instability, it needs resolution, which is accomplished
through the charging of the next relatively strong metrical point: as shown in Fig. 8.6,
the expected resolution of this highly kinetic momentum further accentuates the
quaver on [1:4].

Implying stepwise kinesis, the rhythm cell at [1:4] in turn

accentuates [2:1]; if the sequence is being heard for the first time, then it will be only
here, following this highly kinetic momentum, that the metrical context will be
stabilised. Further stepwise kinetic potential starts to be realised at [2:2], which
culminates in the extreme salience of [2:4], releasing an even greater amount of
kinesis; as before, this momentum is resolved at [3:1], and hence further accentuating
the crotchet, and stabilising the metrical context.
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In short, the rhythmic structure of the sequence makes some pulses more salient or
kinetic than others, and hence more prominent to the listener. In this way, the
qualities resulting from a rhythmic construct can be measured against that resulting
from other musical parameters. By providing a means to assess rhythmic pulse
salience, the proposed rhythmic model becomes a specialised tool within an overall
analytical approach.

4 – A case study
Since the second half of the 20th century that the Jacques Loussier Trio and The
Modern Jazz Quartet, among jazz ensembles, start to arrange and perform pieces by J.
S. Bach in a jazz context. The justification for this was mainly that Bach’s music
somehow worked well within a jazzistic context. Every jazz musician knows that the
basic rhythmic signature of the mainstream jazz is the rhythmic accentuation of beats
2 and 4 of a quaternary metre – the swing backbeat. Fig. 24 shows the basic swing
rhythmic construct as it is performed in the drum-set.

Fig. 24
Basic swing
rhythmic construct

One can easily observe in Fig. 24 that beats 2 and 4 receive two types of accentuation:
agogic rhythmic accentuation (long notes on the hi-hat – lower notation), and
dynamics (two instruments in unison – higher notation cymbal). So what is in the
music of Bach that allows a clear partnership with highly rhythmic music such as
jazz? Which for some is a perfect fusion which highlights the qualities of Bach’s
music elevating it even more to other dimensions as its success in jazz demonstrates.
Let us then see if the rhythmic analytical construct Just in Time is able to shed some
light on the issue of Bach and rhythm.
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Fig. 25 is the score of the exposition of the C minor fugue (WTC I) by J. S. Bach; Fig.
26 is the rhythmic analysis of the same excerpt.

Fig. 25
Exposition of the C minor fugue
by J. S. Bach

1

5

Fig. 26
Rhythmic analysis
of the C minor fugue
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Without wanting to get in to much detail regarding the rhythmic analysis of the fugue,
it is quite clear Bach’s rhythmic accentuation on beats 2 and four of the quaternary
metre. This accentuation recurs in the first two bars of the fugue (subject), and is
realised through rhythm cells accentuation (two sixteenth notes that perceptually
accentuate the following eighth note). As a result of the constant accentuation of
beats 2 and 4 (relatively weak metrical points in a quaternary bar), the subject earlier
conveys a highly kinetic and light momentum. An exception to this occurs in the
second half of [2:3]. At this point, the strong accentuation on the weakest metrical
point so far, releases a high amount of kinesis. Since it is a very strong accentuation,
it will be resolved on [3:1] – closest strong metrical point. Yet, this resolution does
not tend to stop the initiated kinetic momentum since it occurs in the middle of a
sequence of sixteenth notes. In this way, the two sixteenth that precede [3:1] sort of
disguise the kinesis resolution, and initiate at the same time a stepwise kinetic
momentum. This rhythmic construction is repeated in the other two voices of the
fugue, perceptually conveying the same rhythmic qualities (this under an isochronous
counter-subject that perceptually works in a blank way).

Summarising, the rhythmic construction of the C minor fugue’s subject (and
consequently the whole fugue’s rhythmic construction since it uses the same
material), perceptually conveys a great sense of kinesis which can be divided in two
types: first, the light and regular motion which is initiated by the accentuations on
beats 2 and 4; secondly, the high accentuation on the second part of beat 3 that
releases a great amount of kinesis, and introduces another light and regular kinetic
momentum. One can then say that in this fugue, Bach rhythmically accentuates beats
2 and 4 cresting an ongoing motion, and designs an occasional peak of kinesis
through the accentuation on the second part of beat 3.

Figs. 27 and 28 show transcriptions of sub-Saharan rhythms found throughout Ghana,
Togo, Benin, Nigeria, and Gabon, which are performed on percussion instruments,
and serve as music for dance and vocal songs.
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1

2

3
Fig. 27
Three rhythmic sequences
which are part of Bell Gamamla

1

2

3

4
Fig. 28
Basic rhythms that support
Sovu dance

Without even the need to elaborate a graphical rhythmic analysis, it is immediately
clear the rhythmic similarities between Figs. 27, 28 and the rhythmic structures
devised by Bach in the C minor fugue. The rhythmic sequence 1 in Bell Gamamla is
almost identical to the beginning of the fugue’s subject, with the exception of the
eighth note on the first beat. Rhythmic sequences 2 and 3 are isochronous just like
the counter-subject. In the same manner, the rhythmic sequence 4 in Fig. 28 simply
differs from the subject in the fact that it does not rhythmically accentuate the fourth
beat. But on the other hand, the previous in compensated in sequence 2 through the
action of the sixteenth notes (small notes) placed on the last part of beats 1 and 3. In
this particular rhythmic structure, sequences 1 and 3 perceptually raise the kinesis of
the overall structure because they are extremely syncopated (notes on weak metrical
points).
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I believe it became clear that equipped with a purely rhythmic analysis tool it was
easy to observe similarities between the rhythmic structures used by Bach in his
fugue, some sub-Saharan basic rhythms, and even the mainstream jazz. Although
Bach’s music also makes use of other music parameters (i.e. melody, harmony) –
which also imply their own perceptual qualities – the rhythmic structure of his music
also makes its voice being heard in some proportion; and probably this is the reason
why Bach’s music has been consistently performed in jazz settings, and in a way
exploring even more its intrinsic rhythmic qualities.

5 - Conclusions

This paper attempted to demonstrate that at least in some of his music Bach use
rhythm in a similar way to certain music of Africa (as well as the American jazz). In
this way, one might conclude that Western music also incorporates rhythmic qualities.
Of course this conclusion seemed only to be possible with the existence of an analysis
tool which was developed based on empirical studies that proved the cognitive
importance of the durational parameters of music. Without Just in Time, and with all
the existent analytical tools of the traditional music theory (culturally biased towards
other music parameters), the great rhythmic qualities of Bach’s music (as probably
music from other European composers), together with his mastery of rhythmic design,
would probably still be buried some more time under centuries of layers of cultural
musical thought.

If rhythm is considered as one of the most important parameters of music, and music a
necessity and property of all Humans, one might conclude that rhythm is also Global.
And as Paulo Coelho’s Alchemist, sometimes one does not need to go far in order to
find something he treasures – we just need to look a bit deeper or around into us.
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Deconstructing/ Alienating Voyeuristic Pleasure and Narcissistic Identification:
A Study of Sally Potter’s Orlando
By
Lu Huey-Yann (National Cheng Kung University)
Laura Mulvey is an American filmmaker and critic. Written in 1973, her
authoritative essay “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” is still widely quoted and
referred to in subject matter dealing with the representation of women and gender in
contemporary film theory.
In the eyes of Mulvey, making pleasure for men is the only intention of
mainstream cinema. She appropriates the psychoanalytic theory of Sigmund Freud
and Jacques Lacan as a political weapon to “[demonstrate] the way the unconscious of
patriarchal society has structured film form” (Mulvey 438). She further explains in
detail that males control the production of film to create images which satisfy their
needs and unconscious desires. She argues that based on sexual difference, the
experience of watching movies builds on the fact that the active/male spectator
controls the passive/female screen object. Thus the cinema turns out to be a
male-oriented place for scopophilia, where pleasure is secured through the voyeuristic
act of watching.
Mulvey’s theory of scopophilia and narcissism corresponds to the psychological
view of Freud’s voyeurism1 and Lacan’s mirror stage2. Mulvey parallels cinematic
pleasure with scopophilia.

Scopophilia is defined as the pleasure of looking, and is

the “erotic basis for pleasure in looking at another person as object” (Mulvey 440).
Not only does the male character in the film objectify the female character with his
gaze, but by the theory of narcissistic identification, Mulvey identifies the men in the
1
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audience with the male character. Most importantly, these two aspects of pleasure
belong to the male since “[i]n a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in
looking has been split between active/male and passive/female.

The determining

male gaze projects its fantasy onto the female figure, which is styled accordingly”
(Mulvey 442).
To conclude this summary of Mulvey’s theory, there are three types of male
gaze which achieve the effect of scopophilia and narcissism in watching films.

The

first is the gaze of the camera lens, the second is the gaze of the movie’s characters,
and the last is the gaze of the audience (Kaplan 30). The woman displays herself
on-screen. Her body is put up for viewing pleasure by the male performers in the
movie and the male audience in the auditorium
After examining the visual pleasure created by the mainstream films and
exposing the hidden nature of phallocentrism, Mulvey strives to establish a discursive
space for alternative cinema. Almost twenty years later, Potter’s Orlando meets her
expectations. Using Brechtian experimental narrative techniques and alternative
cinematic devices, the film indeed breaks the spectators’ illusion of reality by
preventing them from indulging in empathy with characters on screen, subsequently
highlighting the instability of gender identity.
Bertolt Brecht was one of the most original Western playwrights and theatre
theorists of the twentieth-century. His idea that man and society could be
intellectually analyzed led him to develop his theory of “epic theatre.”

“The

essential point of the epic theatre is . . . that it appeals less to the feelings than to the
spectator’s reason.

Instead of sharing an experience the spectator must come to grips

with things” (Brecht 23). Just as Mulvey reveals in the Hollywood mainstream
cinema, Brecht demonstrated that in the realistic theatre of illusion the spectator tends
2
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to identify with the characters on stage and become emotionally involved with them,
thus leading the art to be expended.
To encourage the audience to assume a more critical attitude to what was
happening on stage, Brecht developed the concept of alienation, the most widely
discussed element of Brecht’s theory. The original German phrase for this theory is
Verfremdung-effekt,

sometimes

translated

as

“estrangement-effect”

or

“alienation-effect”. Using Alienation-effect, Brecht forced the audience to see events
on stage in a new light, to “alienate” or “estrange” the audience from what has
become familiar to it, i.e., “to make the incidents represented appear strange to the
public” (Brecht 91). Furthermore, he used this anti-illusive technique to remind the
spectators that they were in a theatre watching the performance of reality instead of
reality itself.
In order to break the illusion of watching what is happening on stage, Brecht
regulates the activity of the actor and spectator separately. This regulation just
achieves Mulvey’s expectation of deconstructing and alienating the possibility of
scopophilia and narcissism. So far as the actor is concerned, Brecht says, “[t]he
actors . . . refrained from going over wholly into their role, remaining detached from
the character they were playing and clearly inviting criticism of him” (71).

As far as

the spectator is concerned, he says, “The spectator was no longer in any way allowed
to submit to an experience uncritically . . . by means of simple empathy with the
characters in a play” (71).
Hence, this paper sets out to explore the experimental cinematic devices and
narrative techniques in Sally Potter’s 1992 film adaptation of Virginia Woolf’s
Orlando, and further to show how these devices serve to break the illusion of
scopophilia and narcissism coming from the male gaze and undermine patriarchal
3
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society’s stereotypes of fixed gender. Laura Mulvey’s essay, “Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema” and Bertolt Brecht’s theory of “alienation” will be used as
theoretical basis.
Brecht rejected the conventions of the theatre of illusion which cause events to
happen on stage in verisimilitude to real life. It should be clear that Brecht’s notions
of structure, staging, and acting all contributed to the alternative theatre, especially the
effect of alienation. Just as Mulvey would claim of Hollywood mainstream films,
Brecht believed that the traditional dramatic form is based on artificial and
unnecessary restrictions, for example, that a play deals with a single action, be limited
in the range of time and place it covers, and that each scene be important only for
what it contributes to the whole.
As an alternative Brecht suggests an “epic” structure, that is, a structure based
on the epic, with a looser, episodic narrative form in which each episode is significant,
not only for what it contributes to the whole, but in itself (Kenney 13). That is, the
theatre “presents a structure of signs which, semiotically read and interpreted,
constitute a detailed punctuation which combines temporal with conceptual references.
They explicated a complex relationship between each other, whether it is a date or a
concept” (Degli-Esposti 76). In short, the epic structure is one in which episode
follows episode rather than scene builds upon scene. Orlando’s story is divided into
seven sections, by black screens with white bold captions announcing changes in time
(1600, 1610, 1650, 1700, 1750, [1992]) and theme (Death, Love, Poetry, Politics,
Society, Sex, Birth). “[T]hese intertitles effectively frame, foreground and
methodically interrupt the film’s narrative flow” (Pidduck 174). In other words, as a
transitional device, the bold captions cut up the continuum of the narrative which
conventional films promise the spectators, and thus simultaneously challenge the
4
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spectators’ expectation.
The arrangement of the segment and the sequence of dates and themes, plus the
use of the unconventional structure, Orlando contradicts the spectators’ expectations,
and then breaks their illusions.
In Orlando, Sally Potter uses different sets, colors, sound-effect, and costumes
to shape the visual style of each represented period of English history. The most
striking visual presentation is the grand mise-en-scene and dazzling spectacles. The
panoramic sweep of the cinematography surely enraptures spectators. The remarkable
sets include the gorgeous skating party on the frozen Thames, the brilliant
tent-caravan in the East, and the carefully designed bedrooms.
Potter also uses color to signify the particular periods of English history. For
example, the 17th century is portrayed in rich and royal reds, the 19th century is dark
and foggy, and the 20th century is sharp and bright. Degli-Esposti describes the colors
in each period in more depth:
Green, airy colors prevail in the opening sequence, red and gold in the
Elizabethan period, gray and silver in the James I section, white and sand
in the Middle East scenes, dusty blur in the nineteenth century, and green,
watery, transparent hues in the twentieth century. (79)
These representations of the spectacle highlight the effect of non-realism. The
four-hundred-year English history is but a fantasy. The unreal spectacle thus breaks
the modern spectator’s illusion because audiences only identify with the lifelike
verisimilitude.
As for the sound, Potter’s prescription is precise, as revealed in an interview.
A lot of people commented that sound was often mentioned in the script.
And I wanted a sound-effect structure and score that would mirror the
5
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scale of the film. Our policy during the mix was to make a broad
dynamic range and then highlight certain evocative or pointed
sounds—such as the peacock’s cry when Orlando is walking down the
gallery of long white drapes, or the sound of the ice cracking, or of rain
taking over the soundtrack.

(Donohue 220)

Sally Potter also used the costume design and cinematography in the film to full
effect. At the start of the film the voice-over says, in reference to Orlando, “. . . there
is no doubt about his sex, despite the feminine appearance that every young man of
the time aspires to.” The voice over, combined with the visual realization, definitely
weakens Orlando’s masculinity, which in turn mitigates the audience’s narcissistic
identity with the hero. Also, the costumes are always exaggerated rather than obeying
the conventions of realism. For example, at the opening of the Turkish battle scene,
the excess of the costumes and ridiculousness of the British ambassadorial delegate in
Khiva are ludicrous. The impracticality of the clothing highlights the artificiality of
the scene and further breaks with audience’s illusion of realism. As Pidduck puts it,
“[t]his self-conscious artifice of set and costume emphasizes a divergence from the
conventions of realist period film—and a refusal of its implicit claim to represent a
historically ‘authentic’ narrative space (176).
Thus, the design of sets, colors, sound-effect, and costumes helps to subvert and
alienate the spectators’ expectations of voyeuristic pleasure and narcissistic
identification.
The acting of Orlando is also unconventional.While associating the
theatre of illusion with Aristotle3, Brecht often refers to his own anti-illusionist theatre
as “non-Aristotelian.” The basic convention of Aristotelian theatre is that what we are
watching on the stage is life itself. It is as though the audience were looking into
6
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an enclosed room with the fourth wall. The wall has been traditionally conceived as
an invisible and imaginary one completing the enclosure of the stage and has
separated the audience from the action of a theatrical performance. That is to say, in
realistic plays, in order to create the atmosphere of verisimilitude, facing the audience,
a transparent wall is constructed on the stage, so that the stage is like a real room.
The actor does not play, but lives his/her life on the stage. The audience seems to peep
into the private life of the actors when watching. In other words, the theatre of illusion
demands of the audience a nonintellectual, emotional response based primarily on
empathy, or the tendency to put oneself in the place of characters on the stage, to feel
what they feel. Sets, lighting, make-up, and even acting are all designed to intensify
this illusion4.

No device is permitted to destroy this illusion.

For a long time the

audience has been accustomed to the conventions of the theatre of illusion.
Accustomed as the audience had become to the theatre of illusion, it sometimes jumps
to a conclusion that the theatre of illusion is the only way of true theatre, and thus
considers Brecht’s plays to be strange. Of course, the sense of strangeness or
unfamiliarity is what Brecht tries to evoke from the audience, along with the
realization that theatre does not have to be Aristotelian. Brecht uses the alternative
devices to surprise and shock the audience; for example, a narrator intruding to
interrupt the story line, a direct address to the audience to break the fourth wall. The
aim of these devices is to keep the audience awake, not lost in empathy, but awake to
exercise critical judgment toward what it sees on the stage. This notion corresponds to
Mulvey’s argument that mainstream film, and the conventions within it, has
consciously evolved to portray a hermetically sealed world which unwinds magically.
It is indifferent to the presence of the audience, and produces for it a sense of
separation that plays upon their voyeuristic fantasy.
7
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In Orlando, the first acting or staging technique that matches the theory of
Brecht and Mulvey is the appearance of the voiceover. Although Potter says, “The
function of the voice-over at the beginning and end is to dispatch with certain issues
as neatly as possible” (Donohue 220). I don’t think the function is as simple as this.
I do believe that the function of the voice-over is the same as the narrator in Brechtian
theatre. Both of them are to introduce the characters, to comment on their actions, and
to break the consistency of the narrative. In the beginning of the film, Orlando appears
in a field, sitting against a tree. In a voice-over, the spectators hear, “there can be no
doubt about his sex—despite the feminine appearance that every young man of the
time aspires to . . . .”

The voice-over or the narrator introduces the main character to

the spectators and comments on the fashion of his contemporary time, and thus break
the conventional way of shooting the film.
Furthermore, combining the voice-over and Orlando’s direct address, Potter
creates the most creative device in the film. Within the first two minutes of Orlando,
Orlando makes visual contact with the camera and directly addresses the audience
watching the film. That is, before the voice-over resumes, Orlando turns to the camera,
addresses the spectators, and declares, “That is I.” This intrusion results in the
fragmentation of the scene and also functions as Bertolt Brecht’s alienating device of
epic theatre to dismantle the fourth wall that separates actors and audience. Even more
when Orlando looks directly into the camera and at the audience, the shock and
surprise could arise from within the audience since the visual contact announces that
Orlando recognizes that the spectators are there. Thus the possibility of voyeurism is
dispelled at the beginning of the film. It seems that Orlando senses the watching of the
spectators and calls the spectators directly through the expression in her/his eyes and
the brief words. Through the device of direct address, the spectator is signaled by
8
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the character that what is occurring in the movie is not true, causing the spectator’s
illusion to be broken. In so doing, Orlando works to subvert conventional spectators’
expectations, effectively breaking the illusion and changing the way the spectators
watch the film and the way they understand gender and identity. Thus, the device of
direct address removes Mulvey’s worries that, in mainstream films, through the
mechanism of scopophilia and narcissism, male spectators dominate the pleasure of
watching because what she points out about “the illusion of voyeuristic separation”
(440) will not exist. Therefore, Christina Lane’s argument could be questioned. She
says, “Potter saw this technique [direct address] as ‘a golden thread that would
connect’ the audience, through the lens, with Orlando, and in his way the spectacle
and spectator would become one through the release of laughter” (Lane 2).
In the film, not only is Queen Elizabeth I played by a man, but the male
Orlando is played by a woman. As soon as the camera shows the face of the character
in close-up, we are aware that the actor playing Orlando is a woman. Orlando’s
gender, neither a woman nor a man, also serves to disillusion the male gaze. In other
words, Sally Potter chooses an androgynous character as the leading protagonist of
the film to subvert the concept of sex difference displayed in the conventional
mainstream films dominated by patriarchal ideology.
Orlando is a film about an aristocrat who undergoes a change from a man to a
woman half-way through the film. In other words, it is a film which perfectly presents
a person who feels androgynous and transgendered. Potter carefully chooses narrative
techniques and cinematic devices to portray her androgynous character. She uses an
actress to play both Orlando as a man and as a woman. When Tilda Swinton dresses
up as a man, it will remind the spectator of a drag show—a woman dressed like a man.
Orlando’s words in the sex change scene are good proof—“Same person; no different
9
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at all.”

Indeed, the sex change scene is crucial. First, it shatters the stereotype that

man is masculine and brave. Orlando changes his gender because he is afraid of war.
Second, because it offers visual representation of the clothed androgyne and further
serves as proof that Orlando’s identity is not fixed. Third, Potter breaks with the
notion that women can just be the supporting role. For example, when Orlando
attends the tea party, in the company of Jonathan Swift and Alexander Pope, she
experiences misogyny for the first time; this experience essentially sets the mood for
the rest of the film, not only developing the story line but taking it forward. Fourth,
Mulvey argues that “the male figure cannot bear the burden of sexual objectification”
(443). She means that mainstream films present men as active, dominating subjects
and regard women as passive objects of desire for man both in the story and in the
spectators, and do not allow women to be desiring sexual subjects.
Potter’s film subverts this concept.

In the film, the male Orlando adores the

female Sasha; the female Orlando adores the male Shelmerdine. The former pair is
likely to be associated with female homoeroticism (butch-femme) because two
characters are played by women. The later pair is more complicated. Regarding the
inability of the male figure to bear the burden of sexual objectification, Shelmerdine,
Orlando’s lover after she transforms into a woman, and possibly the father of her
daughter, not only bears objectification but surrenders to it. Shelmerdine is seen as the
desirable one, rather than Orlando. Additionally, Orlando remains in control of desire
and thus in control of the process of looking. Contrary to Mulvey’s definition of
mainstream cinema, the audience is confronted with the male body, Shelmerdine’s, on
display and thus offers us the possibility of an active female gaze. The most striking
example of this occurs at the point when Orlando sits up in bed and stares at
Shelmerdine. The camera first pans left to right and then right to left over
10
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Shelmerdine in a way generally reserved to display a woman in the mainstream film.
Then the camera pulls slightly up, fixing on an overhead, medium close-up of
Shelmerdine’s face from Orlando’s perspective. And Orlando is observing and
caressing him in a way which is filled with her own active desire. Again, Shelmerdine
is being gazed at in a manner typically reserved only for the objectified woman in the
conventional cinema. He turns his eyes, slightly blushes, a little upset, and then
nervously smiles. Orlando is no longer a passive and objectified woman, but
expresses female desire and looks back. “The camera becomes the tool for his/her
own intention.
Sally Potter tries to show the motif of sexual oscillation from the themes of
transvesting and transgendering, she further uses camera movement to achieve this
goal. For example, in the film’s opening scene, under the tree, Orlando reads a book
and walks right to left. However, the camera pans from left to right while Orlando
walks from right to left, and vice versa. The repetition of this kind of camera
movement reveals the existence of the camera and its way of movement. It also
produces the effect of visual oscillation. In the closing scene, Orlando sits beneath a
tree with tranquility. Her small daughter is operating a hand-held video camera. This
scene is composed of two frames which are separated by white interference: one is the
hand-held video camera held by the small girl, the other is the wobbly and unsteady
images captured by the camera. Brecht preferred a simplified stage that did not
pretend to be anything but a stage, so he placed his theatrical props on the stage to be
seen by the audience as much as possible. Similarly, in this scene from Orlando, the
spectator sees the camera and the operator is a girl and the image is swaying. This
closing scene seems to assure that it is possible to see the movie from the female point
of view, and the filmmaker can be a woman. Furthermore, the swaying picture further
11
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proves that the gender is fluid and flexible, not fixed just as; Brecht emphasizes that
truth is changing with the occasion rather than absolute. These techniques and ideas
demystify the myth of conventional notions of gender and truth. Orlando’s final word,
“Look,” directs our visual attention to the androgenous angel as we listen to his/her
singing: “At last I’m free, neither woman nor a man; we are joined, we are one; . . .
on earth and in outer space.” With the camera movement, the images, the lyrics, and
the music, Potter seems to convey that gender is fluid and Orlando’s transgendered
experience has created a sexual escape, “no longer trapped by destiny.” The wobbly
images and the androgenous character destroy the male gaze to the core.
Sally Potter uses Orlando to show that gender identity is not determined by
biological sex. Orlando’s four-hundred-year journey teaches both the protagonist and
the film’s spectators about the irony and absurdity of patriarchal definitions of
masculinity and femininity. Going beyond a simple display of woman’s social
inequality, Potter highlights that both woman and man are in an unfavorabale
condition according to gender norms. The more fluid, flexible conception of gender
roles and relations, such as, androgeny matches human nature. According to Lacanian
psychoanalytic theory, androgeny subverts the symbolic order and goes back to the
imaginary stage: neither a woman nor a man. Androgeny is also a disavowal of sexual
difference. As Peter Barry observed:
For her notion of the basic opposition between the semiotic and the
symbolic Kristeva is indebted to Jacques Lacan and his distinction
between two realms, the Imaginary and the Symbolic. The Imaginary
realm is that of the young child at the pre-linguistic, pre-Oedipal stage.
The self is not yet distinguished from what is other than the self, and the
body’s sense of being separate from the rest of the world is not yet
12
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established.

(129-30)

Therefore, androgeny subverts the male gaze and the desire of scopophilia, and most
importantly, exposes patriarchal ideology and then destroys it. In Orlando, Sally
Potter uses the alternative cinematic devices and narrative techniques such as
structure, staging, and acting to disillusion the male gaze, and subverts the
conventional mainstream movies which are dominated by patriarchal ideology. She
also uses an actress to play both man and woman to create perfect image of an
androgenous character. Combining these elements, Orlando the film fulfills Mulvey’s
dream of creating an alternative Brechtian film.
Sally Potter’s striking visual Orlando gives the Virginia Woof novel an
enlivening postmodern twist. . . . The film highlights instability of
identity in its use of direct address, non-linear narrative, and parodic
framing, reconstructing Woolf’s novel as a postmodern text.

(Ferriss

110).
Most importantly, “it broke all boundaries of time, gender, space, and place in a very
light, kind of intoxicating way” (Dowell 16). This way shatters the fourth wall of the
theatre of the mainstream and subverts the theatre of illusion which demands of the
audience a nonintellectual, emotional response based primarily on empathy, the
intention to put the audience in the place of characters on the stage, to feel what they
feel. Brecht’s theatre demands the audience not indulge in empathy, but exercise
critical and intellectual judgment toward what it sees on the stage, and then to
improve society. Sally Potter’s Orlando carries out Brecht’s and Mulvey’s dreams to
some degree.

In an interview, Peter Travers asked Potter, “What should people take

from the film?” She answered, “A sense of the largeness of their humanity—that their
invisible life has been made visible and recognized on the screen. I hope
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they’ll leave cinema feeling pleasured, moved and empowered.” She once
acknowledged that she was influenced by Brecht. She says, “I don’t know what this is
due to—probably too much Brecht when at school—but it’s also something to do with
a feeling of subverting the idea of being gazed upon—as a woman” (West 6).
What Mulvey and Brecht rigorously wanted to change was the relationship
between the audience and what happens on the stage or screen. The audience must not
be enchanted into accepting the theater as “real.” Since most of the enchanted effect
of the theater is derived from the darkened state of the auditorium, Brecht believes
that if the auditorium remains light, the audience would remain conscious and
intellectually aware. Thus the spectator or the audience will be alienated from
voyeuristic pleasure and narcissistic identification of which Mulvey disapproved.
Sally Potter’s Orlando has subverted the mainstream cinematic conventions; however,
the question that exists between the characters and the darkened auditorium still waits
to be resolved.
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Notes
1

See Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema.”

She believes that “Libido

is Eros” in the “Three Essays on Sexuality.”
2

The mirror phase occurs at a time when children’s physical ambitions outstrip their
motor capacity, with the result that their recognition of themselves is joyous in that
they imagine their mirror image to be more complete, more perfect than they
experience in their own body.

Recognition is thus overlaid with misrecognition:

the image recognized is conceived as the reflected body of the self, but its
misrecognition as superior projects this body outside itself as an ideal ego. . . . This
mirror moment predates for the child.
3

(Mulvey 441)

Aristotle is the Greek philosopher whose Poetics is the most influential critical study
of drama ever written. See Aristotle’s Poetics. Translated by S.H. Butcher, New
York:

4

Hill & Wang, 1961.

See Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure and Narcissistic.”
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Abstract
Confinement and Transgression in Liu Heng’s Fu-shi, Fu-shi
Ting-Yi Lu (Panelist 2)
National Cheng Kung University
Department of Foreign Languages and Literature
Tainan, Taiwan
mickylu0701@yahoo.com.tw
In Liu Heng’s Fu-shi, Fu-shi, women tend to be prisoners confined
in the patriarchal panopticon under the close surveillance of male
dominating power. During the epoch of Chinese Cultural Revolution in
1966, Chinese people are confined to the confirmed ideology under the
manipulation of governmentalism. The dominator attempted to convert
their thought and conduct the radical reformation of thought toward
Chinese people. Through the mechanism of panopticon, dominator finds
its expression especially in formulating the “docile” body; and further, the
patriarchal panopticon intend to shape a docile female body by means of
the rooted ideology the patriarchal society constructed. The patriarchal
institutions are actually institutions through which “the docile female
body” is normalized. People in the panopticon are never equal because
there is always a hierarchy: the ruler and the ruled; the supervisor and the
prisoner; subject and object; patriarchy, motherhood, and female subject.
Through rigidly surveillance and self-surveillance, the prisoners are made
meek, subservient and docile not only physically but also mentally. They
become docile gradually, and follow the rigid regulations the male
supervisors have established; their belief and self-identity are thus
constructed. In Liu Heng’s Fu-shi, Fu-shi, the story background occurred
1
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in China from the 1940s, the 1950s to the 1960s. Chinese people were
confined to the obsolete society, and the dominator manipulated their
supporters.

Ju Dou, the female protagonist, overwhelmed by

conservative patriarchal institution, couldn’t transgress the ethical
boundary to search for self-identity. First, I will extract Foucault’s
ideology of panopticism as well as the internalized gaze to interpret how
did Chinese males and females confined and manipulated by outmoded
patriarchal ideology to normalize the docile body. Second, the ideology
derived from Foucault’s Discipline and Punish will be quoted to clarify
the intricate tangled relationship between knowledge, power, and
sexuality. Moreover, I will interpret the theme of incest and sexual
abnormality in Fu-shi, Fu-shi. My main concern of this paper will focus
on patriarchal panopticon and the relationship between knowledge, power,
and sexuality.
Key words: Foucault, patriarchal panopticon, panopticism, and
internalized gaze, and Fu-shi, Fu-shi.
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My topic highlights on the issue of confinement and transgression
under the dominance of Chinese conservative political ideology. During
the reign of Chinese Cultural Revolution, Chinese ideology was deeply
influenced by the politics. This is so-called “Chinese Cultural
Revolution” happened from 1966 to 1976. During the epoch of Chinese
Cultural Revolution, the national sovereignty terminated Chinese’s the
right of education as well as the right of domesticity for ten years. I will
interpret the issue of confinement and transgression in the Chinese novel,
Fu-shi, Fu-shi, written by Chinese famous novelist, Liu Heng. In terms of
the issue of Foucault’s panopticism and internalized the gaze, I will
analyze the ideology how did male and female character confine in the
obsolete institution the patriarchal society constructed and how did they
transgress the moral and ethical boundary to seek for self-identity.
goddess. I will use the origin and the explanations of Nu-wa and Fu-shi
myth to interpret Liu-heng’s Fu-shi, Fu-shi in terms of the disciplines of
the classics, Chinese history, and Foucault’s theory of “panopticism”
and “internalized the gaze” in the Discipline and Punish.
First, I will explain the title of the story, “Fu-shi, Fu-shi” in the
light of Chinese folk mythology. Fu-shi originated from Chinese legend,
and he is so-called Father God. On the contrary, his wife or sister is
Nu-wa, who is mythological character best known for reproducing people
after a great calamity. Fu-shi and his sister Nu-wa, a goodness, both had
snake-shaped body but a human face. Fu-shi was seen as the ancestor for
ancient Chinese civilization. Nu-wa was portrayed as the primeval creator.
3
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In Chinese mythology, Nu-wa has been the Great Goddess in matriarchal
society. She is Mother Goddess personifying Mother Earth and the source
of all human life. In visual arts, Nu-wa has long been portrayed as a
human head and a snake body, and is commonly considered a were-snake
diety. She was formed like a human being except that, instead of having
legs, she had a tail and glided over the earth. Similarly, the name Fu-shi
literally denotes that he had a prostrate and curvy body, like a snake.
Apparently, both Nu-wa and Fu-shi had snake-like bodies, and perhaps
because of their physical resemblance, legend maintains that Nu-wa was
the sister and wife of Fu-shi. They are regarded as the first divine married
people. By the Han Dynasty, she is described in literature with her
husband Fu-shi as “parents of humankind.” However, paintings depicting
them joined as half people—half snake or dragon date to the Warring
States period. Both of them are often represented as partly human and
partly supernatural; the lower part of their bodies being in the form of
entwined tails of serpents. This representation is to symbolize mating. In
the tombs of the Han dynasty (206 B.C.— 220A.D.), there are
archaeological findings showing Nu-wa and Fu-shi with human heads
and interlacing snake tails.
According to Michael Grant, out of fifty representative
mythologies of the world no less than thirty-nine include incest among
their subject matter (Grant, 1963:230). In line with Grant’s observation,
Carl Jung has maintained:
“Whenever the dive for wholeness appears, it begins by
disguising itself under the symbolism of incest, for, unless he
seeks it in himself, a man’s nearest feminine counterpart is to be
4
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found in his mother, sister, or daughter.” (Jung, 1966: 471)
According to Jung’s speculation, incest in itself symbolizes the longing
for union with the essence of one’s own self, or, in other words, for
individuation. This hypothesis may explain why the gods of antiquity
very frequently engendered offspring through incestuous relations. For
example, in Fu-shi, Fu-shi, written by Liu-heng, the male protagonist,
Yang Tian-qing had incestuous relationship with Ju-dou, the second wife
Yang Jin-shan had bought with 30 acreages of his farmland. Yang
Jin-shan is Tian-qing’s uncle in light of pedigree. Yang Jin-shan suffered
from sexual impotence for a long time. Before second wife, his first wife
died of shoot of firearm by Japanese soldiers. Japanese soldiers regarded
her as Chinese communist guerilla hidden under the meadow, and killed
her. His first wife didn’t propagate any descendant for him during the
period of thirty years marriage life.
The story background occurred in the period of the Japanese
occupation of China. Japanese engaged in battle during the period from
1942 to 1945. At that time, it was the Communist Party and the
Kuomintang that directed Chinese efforts in the war and did everything to
resist the Japanese invasion. Finally, the Janpanese troops in China
formally surrendered on September 9, 1945. Moreover, according to the
provisions of the Cairo Conference of 1943, the Japanese troops must
reverted these lands, the lands of Manchuria, Taiwan and the Pescadores
Islands, to China. Unfortunately, starvation came in the wake of the war,
and millions were rendered homeless by floods and the unsettled
conditions in many parts of the country. Her origins of Ju-Dou were so
humble that Ju-dou’s father needed to sell her for a better life. From then
5
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on, Ju-dou lived a miserable life. Owing to his impotence, Yan Jin-shan
tormented Ju-dou’s body by means of sexual mistreatment. Yan Jin-shan
regarded Ju-dou as sexual object and production tool. Many people were
homeless in the aftermath of the World War II. Under the manipulation of
the conservative institution, Ju-dou couldn’t choose her own destiny.
Owning to her fatalism, she must sacrifice her own marriage to change
impoverished life of her parents. Restricted by the aftermath of war,
Ju-dou was forced to confine in miserable marriage life. For the sake of
the promise of her parents, she couldn’t transgress the boundary of
established marriage law in order to search for her true love, Yan
Tian-qing. Their love sprout must thrive surreptitiously because they were
afraid of being gazed by villagers, Ju-dou’s old husband, and their son,
Yang Tian-bai. Their sex location was situated in the cave of the suburbs
rather than lodging for fear of being gazed.
Patriarchal society traps women in an inferior position works
metaphorically like the prisoners confined in Jeremy Bentham’s
panopticon or the panopticism offered later by Michel Foucault. That is to
say, women are confined in the panopticon system of society.
Furthermore, my thesis will also interpret how Chinese people are
confined in the panopticon system of Chinese communist society.
Because women are subordinate to the male power, whether visible or
invisible, then the discipline power is internalized within them. Through
the disciplinary practices of the panopticon, the prisoners are made
malleable and docile. Chinese people are like prisoners confined in the
Communist panopticon under the close surveillance of China Communist
Party. For example, many surviving Kuomintang officers and soldiers
6
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were not able to evacuate to Taiwan following the Chinese Civil War, the
war between China Communist Party and Kuomintang. In addition, their
descendants and relatives also faced hardships as they were categorized
as “counter-revolutionaries” during the Cultural Revolution. They were
persecuted by the communist government and sent to labor camps, just
like a Communist panopticon. They were imprisoned in the panopticon
system of the communist government; likewise, they must drudge for the
communist government. Under the close surveillance of government and
self-surveillance, they gradually became malleable and docile bodies who
comply with the regulations set up by the supervisor. In this regard, the
communist government was regarded as the supervisor. On the contrary,
Chinese people were trained as docile bodies, and were observed as well
as were gazed under their manipulation of the communist authority.
During the Cultural Revolution, young people from the cities were
forcibly moved to the countryside, where they were forced to abandon all
forms of standard education for the propaganda teachings of the
Communist Party of China. Chinese people were like the prisoners
confined in the Communist panopticon. If they committed the crime
against the government, they were brutally and publicly punished. People
were forced to walk through the streets naked, and were flogged publicly.
Many deaths occurred in police custody, although they were often
covered up as suicides. Communist Party attempted to make their people
docile and malleable in the light of the communist tenet. Furthermore,
their power, knowledge, and gaze were everywhere. People had to carry
two or more copies of Mao’s Little Red Book to avoid being accused of
not supporting Mao. They regarded Mao Ze-dong as a god-like status,
7
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and tried to use the Red Guards to spread the old ideas, culture, customs,
corrupt the masses, and capture their minds of Chinese people. The Red
Guards were formed and organized by the masses of the workers,
peasants, soldiers, revolutionary intellectuals, and revolutionary cadres.
The Red Guards represented the Communist government to scrutinize
and examine their behaviors of Chinese people. The Communist
government was the embodiment of the panopticon system, which
observed their actions of Chinese people by sending the Red Guards to
gaze and manipulate Chinese people. Moreover, power and gaze is
everywhere in terms of Foucault’s ideology. Under close surveillance of
the Red Guards, Chinese people are made docile bodies. The Communist
Party exploited Mao’s Little Red Book to spread their authoritarian
thinking around, and manipulate their thought of Chinese people by
means of Maoist thinking. In 1968, students activists such as the Red
Guards expanded their areas of authority, accelerated their efforts at
socialist reconstruction, assembled in large groups, held public debates to
criticize and solicit self-criticism from suspected counter-revolutionaries.
These struggle sessions often led to physical violence.
The background of the story occurred in the period of Japanese
occupation of China and Chinese Cultural Revolution. As a realistic
novelist, Liu Heng depicted the story satirically by using cynical remarks
to criticize China Cultural Revolutionary in this novel, “Fu-shi, Fu-shi,”
which was regarded as taboo book at that period. It is tough for the
characters of the story to transgress the boundary of socialist
reconstruction, especially in Ju-dou. She couldn’t not only transgress the
boundary of the communist panopticon, but also escape from the
8
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confirmed ideology of patriarchal panopticon. Under self-surveillance,
male characters must yield to the communist domination because of
omnipresent scrutiny and gaze; in other words, Ju-dou are made docile
body and malleable female because of the confirmed ideology of
patriarchal society.
“Women’s social inferiority is reinforced and complicated by
the fact that woman does not have any access to language,
except through recourse to masculine system of representation
which disappropriate her from her relation to herself (Luce
Irigaray 85)
That is to say, Ju-dou’s social inferiority made her surrender to Chinese
conservative patriarchal society. Her father had authority to sell her as a
product.
At that time, the war strengthened the Communists because Soviet
Union expected any major conflict between the Japanese and the Chinese
to hamper any Kuomintang effort to remove the Communist Party of
China opposition. In the best case, Soviet Union hoped to install a
Comintern ally surreptitiously after the dwindling of Kuomintang
authority. Mao was able to adapt Marxism-Leninism to Chinese
conditions. He taught party cadres to lead the masses by living and
working with them and thinking their thoughts. More repressive forms of
coercion, indoctrination and ostracization were also employed. The Red
Army fostered an image of conducting guerilla warfare in defense of the
people. Mao also began preparing for the establishment of a new China.
In 1940, he outlined the program of the Chinese Communists for an
eventual seizure of power and began his final push for consolidation of
9
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China Communists Party power under his authority. His teachings
became the central tenets of the China Communists Party doctrine that
came to be formalized as “Mao Zedong Thought”. With skillful
organization and propaganda work, the Communists increased limitless
party membership by 1945. Finally, the Communists defeated
Kuomingtang in the battle and left Kuomingtang banished to Taiwan.
Formally, the Communists ruled China until now.
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Abstract
Questions concerning the nature of reality have occupied some of the greatest thinkers in history. Parmenides and
Zeno envisioned reality as a unity and thereby applied a monistic approach to understanding the structure of the
universe. Monism developed into an ontological system which later influenced the thinking of such philosophers as
Baruch Spinoza and Georg Hegel, among others.
Ancient thinkers such as Plato conceived of reality as a union of body and mind. Plato's dualistic
influences are readily observed in the ontology of René Déscartes. A third ontological argument was postulated by
Democritus and Epicurus. Their pluralistic ontological systems are represented in the writings of modern
philosophers such as Thomas Hobbes and William James.
While there is some overlapping between the various ontological systems, the answers provided by these
three schools of thought reflect widely divergent views of reality. At the same time, each view has contributed to
the philosophical bases upon which much of modern knowledge is founded.
This truth is apparent in the rhetorical theory of Kenneth Burke. According to Burke, both monistic and p
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2

luralistic views of reality figure into the act of persuasion. This is clearly demonstrated in the Burkean concept of
identification, the principal dynamic of persuasion. The purpose of this investigation is to examine Kenneth Burke's
concept of identification and its role in the act of persuasion.
Based on the premise that the rhetorical methods of Kenneth Burke are derived from the philosophical
discussions of the nature of reality, Burkean ‘identification’ reflects the view that rhetoricians must first recognize
the diversity in their audiences and then seek to establish the parameters of common ground (substance). In this way,
identification performs a central role in the act of communication and facilitates persuasion. Burke’s concept of
identification is a major contribution to communication theory and practice.
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The Sharing of Substance:

An Examination of Kenneth Burke's

Concept of Identification and its Role in Persuasion
Introduction:

The Ontological Argument

Questions concerning the nature of reality have occupied
some of the greatest thinkers in history.

Parmenides and Zeno

envisioned reality as a unity and thereby espoused monism, an
ontological system which later influenced the thinking of such
philosophers as Baruch Spinoza and Georg Hegel, among others.
Other ancient thinkers such as Plato conceived of reality
as a union of body and mind.

Plato's dualistic influences are

readily observed in the ontology of Rene Descartes.

A third

ontological argument was postulated by Democritus and Epicurus.
Their pluralistic ontological systems are represented in the
writings of modern philosophers such as Thomas Hobbes and
William James.
While there is some overlapping between the various
ontological systems, the answers provided by these three schools
of thought reflect widely divergent views of reality.

At the

same time, each view has contributed to the philosophical bases
upon which much of modern knowledge is founded.
This truth is apparent in the rhetorical theory of Kenneth
Burke.

According to Burke, both monistic and pluralistic views

of reality figure into the act of persuasion.

This is clearly

demonstrated in the Burkean concept of identification, the

3
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principal dynamic of persuasion.

The purpose of this paper is

to examine Kenneth Burke's concept of identification and its
role in the act of persuasion.
Recognition of Diversity in an Audience
For Burke, all of human behavior is drama.

The development

of Burke's Dramatistic Pentad for analyzing a rhetorical
artifact presupposes the need for rhetoricians to identify with
their audiences.

As Burke wrote:

Identification is affirmed with earnestness precisely
because there is division.
compensatory to division.

Identification is
If men were not apart from

one another, there would be no need for the
rhetorician to proclaim their unity. If men were
wholly and truly of one substance, absolute
communication would be of man's very essence.
(A Rhetoric of Motives 22)
In a poem in which he offered a definition for human
beings, Burke expressed the need for locating a common ground of
experience within a vast realm of diversity:
From within or from out of the vast expanses of the
infinite wordless universe, we wordy human bodies have
carved many overlapping universes of discourse which
add up to a pluriverse of discourses, local dialects
of dialectic. (qtd. in Simons and Melia 263)

4
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For Burke, then, in order for a rhetorician to persuade an
audience, the areas of universal "overlapping" must be
discovered through identification.

While an audience may be

comprised of many "dialects of dialectic," the rhetorician must
discover ways to effect group solidarity.

As William Rueckert

indicated, the process of identification may be described as a
function of the self:
The self identifies with one thing or another, consciously
or unconsciously; it accepts and rejects various
alternatives, merges with and separates from certain
things; its growth is the drama of ethical choice and its
ideal is that unity of being which demonstrates the
determined and forward-moving self in a universal pattern
of experience; though the pattern is almost similar no
matter who undergoes it, and though all selves are
basically alike in so far as they

have similar biological

and neurological equipment, the individual self and the
quest are capable of almost infinite variety. (43)
Burke's Pentad, while providing a framework for analyzing
and interpreting a rhetorical text, allows the critic to derive
a multiplicity of meanings from the artifact. Each locus of the
Pentad can serve as a tool for analyzing the manner in which the
rhetorician has sought to persuade an intended audience through
identification.

5
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Joseph Gusfield discussed Pentadic analysis from this
perspective, contrasting Burke's pluralistic approach to textual
analysis with monolithic structuralism:
This focus on the Pentad as a universal system for
making sense of reality might lead one to consider
Burke a precursor to Levi-Strauss and the
structuralists. There are two significant differences.
First, structuralists present a monistic sense of how
"deep structure" affects thought and behavior (LeviStrauss 1966; Leach 1976).

Burke presents a deep-

seated pluralism. There is much more than one meaning,
one interpretation, one possible "structure."
(Gusfield 17)
Definitions and Purposes of Rhetoric
Rhetoric is the tool of language which can be used by a
speaker to convince an audience of the merits of a particular
view of reality. Or, as Francis Bacon maintained, "The duty of
rhetoric is to apply Reason to imagination for the better moving
of the will" (qtd.in Griffin 296).
According to Kenneth Burke, unless a speaker can
effectively identify with the audience, it is very unlikely that
the audience will be persuaded to accept the speaker's view of
reality as the correct one. Therefore, rhetoric may be described

6
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as the "art of discovering ways to make truth seem more probable
to an audience that isn't quite convinced" (Griffin 299).
According to Sonja K. Foss, rhetoric is performed by all
human speakers as they "use symbols for the purpose of
communicating with one another" (14). As symbols are employed to
convey meaning, speakers must ascertain that their selections of
linguistic signs are understood by their audience in the same
manner in which they are intended. Since manifestations of
speech are "individual and momentary" (Saussure 19), in order
for understanding to exist between speaker and audience, "it
must be that the concept which each attaches to a given
signifier has the same formal value..." (Harris 238).
When members of an audience perceive that a speaker
understands and appreciates their world view, a sense of group
solidarity is formed and the likelihood that the audience will
adopt the speaker's view of reality is increased through
identification. This sense of communion may occur as the speaker
and audience share beliefs, experiences, attitudes, or hopes and
dreams for the future.
While Aristotle developed categories of logical, ethical
and emotional proof in an effort to "[discover] all available
means of persuasion..." (Griffin 296), Plato, in response to the
Sophists, had been concerned with alerting hearers to the
dangers of rhetoric. As Griffin noted:

7
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Plato scoffed at the Sophists' oratorical devices,
dismissing their crowd-pleasing techniques as similar
to the knack of cookery or the flattering use of
cosmetics- both of which he perceived as being aimed
at making something appear better than it really is.
(298)
Augustine, in De Doctrina Christiana, discussed how an
individual is persuaded through the use of rhetoric. A person is
persuaded by an argument if,
he likes what you promise, fears what you say is
imminent, hates what you censure, embraces what you
commend, regrets what you build up as regrettable,
rejoices at what you say is cause for rejoicing...
affect[ing] the minds of your hearers, bringing them
not merely to know what should be done, but to do what
they know should be done. (qtd.in Burke, A Rhetoric of
Motives 50)
Kenneth Burke's Concept of Identification
By stressing the central role of identification in the act
of persuasion, Burke claimed that "speaker identification with
an audience is a better way to understand the human drama than
Aristotle's 'old rhetoric' of persuasion" (Griffin 297). As
Gusfield noted, Burke understood identification as a process
which can function as a bid to join or oppose:

8
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Identification is the Key process through which poets
and ordinary people further rhetorical purposes in
attempts to persuade others. In the use of symbols
there is a bid toward others or to self, to be joined
or to oppose the identities which are proffered. (18)
Implicit and Explicit Identification
Identification, as a critical concept, occurs frequently in
much of Burke's criticism; "the major critical term used in
discussing Samson Agonistes in the Rhetoric and Plato's Phaedrus
in A Grammar of Motives" (Oravec 174). Burke maintained that
identification could occur in implicit or explicit modes as
speakers sought to identify with and persuade their audiences.
Whereas Aristotle's Rhetoric focused upon the speaker's explicit
designs in confronting an audience, Burke argued that "there are
also ways in which we spontaneously, intuitively, even
unconsciously persuade ourselves" (Language As Symbolic Action
301). An examination of both modes of identification are
necessary in order to understand the way identification
functions in the act of persuasion.
Even when the process of identification is understood
according to Burke's bipolar model, speaker-audience
identification can never be complete because of the diversity
which defines a particular group of people. Griffin articulated
this point:

9
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But identification in either direction will never be
complete. If nothing else, our tennis elbow or clogged
sinuses constantly remind us that we are separate from
the rest of the human race. But without some kind of
division in the first place, there would be no need
for identification. (Griffin 310)
Identification, then, is "the common ground that exists
between speaker and audience" (Griffin 309). The same dynamic is
expressed by behavioral scientists in the concept of homophily.
Burke used the word substance to describe:
a person's physical characteristics, talents,
occupation, background, personality, beliefs, and
values. The greater the substance of the speaker and
the substance of the listener, the greater the
identification" (Griffin 309)
Consubstantiality
Burke expressed this sharing of substance by using the
religious concept of consubstantiality which expresses the
mystical union of Christian believers during Holy Communion:
Here are the ambiguities of substance. In being
identified with B, A is 'substantially one' with a
person other than himself. Yet at the same time he
remains unique, an individual locus of motives. Thus
he is both joined and separate, at once a distinct
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substance and consubstantial with another. (A Rhetoric
of Motives 21)
As Burke noted, such a doctrine of consubstantiality may
serve as an integral part of any world view:
For substance, in the old philosophies, was an act;
and a way of life is acting-together; and in acting
together, men have common sensations, concepts,
images, ideas, attitudes that make them
consubstantial. (A Rhetoric of Motives 21)
Other theorists have expressed the concept of
identification using different terminology. In the Coordinated
Management of Meaning theory, articulated by W. Barnett Pearce
and Vernon Cronen, Burkean identification finds parallels in
such concepts as coherence and life script. Walter Fisher's
Narrative Paradigm describes the identification process as
narrative fidelity and narrative rationality (Griffin 323). In
George Herbert Mead's Symbolic Interactionism, concepts such as
"taking the role of the other" presuppose the central role of
identification in human interaction and communication (Griffin
115).
Role of Identification in Persuasion
Physical Characteristics and Identification
As Gusfield has noted, identification is the key concept in
Burke's analysis of rhetoric. "Here the analytical tools are
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brought to bear in understanding how texts and performance are
seen in relation to an audience" (Gusfield 18). When an audience
observes or listens to a performance, physical characteristics
such as the speaker's appearance (including dress and
hairstyle), dialect, verbal pacing and voice intonation, and a
host of other features provide material for favorable or
unfavorable identifications. For example, an audience which has
been accustomed to speakers who have worn business suits may be
unable to relate to an orator who dresses casually. If audience
members have a preference for a particular hairstyle, they may
find it difficult to listen to a speaker who deviates from their
perceived norm. In the same manner, it may be difficult for an
audience to identify with a speaker whose voice tone or dialect
produces speech which they perceive to be unpleasant to the ear.
According to Burke, these physical characteristics provide
a speaker with an opportunity to identify with an audience. If
the audience is able to "share substance" with the speaker's
physical qualities and attributes, the speaker's ability to
persuade the listeners may be heightened. If, on the other hand,
the speaker's physical characteristics somehow preclude audience
identification, the orator's chances of persuading the audience
will probably be diminished.
Talent and Identification
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Sometimes, however, speakers may be able to bypass certain
audience expectations of physical characteristics, if special
talents are possessed. Audiences may be able to disregard
improprieties of dress or speech if the speaker has, for
example, a comedic personality, good storytelling skills, a
beautiful singing voice, etc.
Audience identification may be hindered, on the other hand,
if the performer does not display talents and abilities which
might be expected as a normal part of the presentation. Some
members of religious assemblies may not relate favorably to a
minister who has difficulty quoting well-known Bible verses, or
who must continually refer to notes during a sermon
presentation. In some religious circles, such perceived
inadequacies may diminish the minister's credibility. Comments
such as, "If I were a minister, I would at least be able to
quote John 3:16," reveal a lack of audience identification.
Relationship between Action and Identification
As Burke wrote, "You persuade a man only insofar as you can
talk his language by speech, gesture, tonality, order, image
attitude, idea, identifying your ways with his" (A Rhetoric of
Motives 55).

Whenever a speaker fails to identify with an

audience in any of these areas, the result is a diminished
capacity for persuasive communication.
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Persuading an audience, according to Burke, is tantamount
to compelling a group of people to take an action that they have
been convinced is right. Burke described the relationship
between action and identification:
Action is fundamentally ethical, since it involves
preferences. Poetry is ethical. Occupation and
preoccupation are ethical. The ethical shapes our
selection of means. It shapes our structures of
orientation, while these in turn shape the perceptions
of individuals born within the orientation. Hence it
radically affects our cooperative processes. The
ethical is thus linked with the communicative
(particularly when we consider communication in its
broadest sense, not merely as the purveying of
information, but also the shaping of sympathies and
purposes, the doing of acts in common. (Permanence and
Change 250)
Personal Background and Identification
According to Burke, the drama of human relations is built
on seven interlocking moments: the negative, hierarchy, guilt,
mortification, victimage, catharsis, and redemption (Ruechert
131). Life experience, then, provides several loci for favorable
or unfavorable identifications. These foundational moments, in
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turn, serve as primary motivational loci for verbal and physical
actions (Ruechert 153).
Speakers can identify with their audiences through shared
past experiences as well as present attitudes that have been
shaped by these experiences. Audience identification can be
attempted by selecting any of the seven motivational loci and
delineating the common ground between the speaker and the
audience.
Values and Identification
Closely related to shared life experience is the mutual
appreciation of value systems. Values include personal beliefs
and interests as well as mythic explanations for realities as
they exist. In a speech to the American Writer's Congress, on
April 26, 1935, Burke expounded the important relationship
between myth and social cooperation:
"Myths" may be wrong, or they may be used to bad ends,
but they cannot be dispensed with. In the last
analysis, they are our basic psychological tools for
working together. A hammer is a carpenter's tool; a
wrench is a mechanic's tool; and a myth is a social
tool for welding the sense of interrelationships by
which the carpenter and the mechanic, though
differently occupied, can work together for common
social ends. (Simons and Melia 267)
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Essentially, Burke is describing unity in diversity. The
metaphor is appropriately applied to rhetoric as persuasive
communication. Once a speaker has discovered the value system of
an intended audience, identification can be achieved by
establishing chords of consonance between the speaker's personal
values and those held by members of the audience.
Burke described how values can be shared through
identification with epic heroes in literature:
The epic...lends dignity to the necessities of
existence, "advertising" courage and individual
sacrifice for group advantage--and it enables the
humble man to share the worth of the hero by the
process of "identification." The hero, real or
legendary, thus risks himself and dies that others
may be vicariously heroic. (Attitudes Toward History
1:44)
Burke also discussed the role of interest as an important
component of identification.

An audience will not identify with

or be persuaded by a speaker whose presentation does not address
their interests. As Burke explained:
Even if one speaks very clearly and simply on a
subject of great moment to himself, for instance, one
is hardly communicating in the desired sense if his
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auditor does not care in the least what he is saying.
(Permanence and Change 37)
According to Burke, when interests are joined, people
identify with each other and the capacity for persuasive
communication is enhanced.
Style and Identification
A final consideration of the role of identification in
persuasion is the relationship between style and speakeraudience identification. As Burke noted, "Men seek for
vocabularies that will be faithful reflections of reality. To
this end, they must develop vocabularies that are selections of
reality" (A Grammar of Motives 59).
The ancient rhetorician Longinus once observed, "A great
style is the natural outcome of weighty thoughts" (qtd.in
McCarty 99). Burke defined style as "ingratiation...an attempt
to gain favor by the hypnotic or suggestive process of 'saying
the right thing'" (Permanence and Change 50).
Inherent to a discussion of style is the need for clarity
in a rhetorical performance. Audiences will not be able to
identify with a speaker who muddles through a presentation with
meaningless phrases which lack specificity. Barry McCarty's
comment is relevant here:
God didn't stop the building of the Tower of Babel
with a thunderbolt. Instead, He said, "Let us go down

17
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and confound their language, that they may not
understand one another's speech" (Gen. 11:7, KJV). It
stopped them cold. Fuzzy, inexact speech will
stop...listeners..." (126)
As Burke has suggested, if clarity does not characterize a
rhetorical presentation, members of the audience will not
identify with the speaker; neither will they be persuaded by
arguments and points they cannot follow. If the listeners are
able to follow a speaker's clearly presented arguments and
supporting material, the prospect of speaker-audience
identification will be improved, and the likelihood that the
audience will be moved to act upon the speaker's words of
persuasion will be greatly increased.
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, the writer has situated the rhetorical
methods of Kenneth Burke within the context of the philosophical
discussion of the nature of reality. Burke's concept of
identification, which is central to the act of persuasion,
reflects the view that rhetoricians must first recognize the
diversity in their audiences and then seek to establish the
parameters of common ground (substance) which will facilitate
persuasive communication.
The Burkean concept of rhetoric as identification is a
major contribution to communication theory. As Griffin has
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stated, "Kenneth Burke is perhaps the foremost rhetorician of
the twentieth century. Burke writes about rhetoric; other
rhetoricians write about Burke" (315). Although Burke, himself,
would have probably cringed at these words, preferring his own
appellation of "gypsy scholar," Griffin's words are the
substance of truth with which this writer can readily identify.
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Bertolt Brecht (1898-1956) is a significant theorist and playwright of the 20thc.
European drama. Brecht established many of the conventions of what he called “epic theatre”
between the two world wars. Brechtian epic theatre is “sweeping, panoramic theatre which
intends to teach political and moral lessons.” (Wilson, 322) The German playwright’s purpose
was to highlight the need for social change. In particular, he propagandized for socialism.
Brecht believed that the audience should be intellectually, not emotionally, involved in a stage
production and should be aware of the fact that they were in a theatre. He reflected Marxist
ideas through his plays. He wanted an active audience who could think and find solutions to
the social problems foregrounded by his drama. He believed he should inject substantial
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dynamism to the audience by means of his plays. In his epic theater, the playwright “adapted
the Russian formalist concept of ‘defamiliarization’ into what he called estrangement effects,
which are used to make familiar aspects of reality seem strange, and so to prevent the
emotional identification or involvement of the audience with the characters and subject matter
of the play.” (Abrams, 47) Brecht reacted against realist drama. All his attempts were to break
the illusion of realistic theater. “Attacking the Stanislavski system of realistic acting, Brecht
instructed actors to present their roles as if telling a story so that the audience would not
identify too closely with the characters.” (Wilson, 322) Brecht attacked Stanislavski’s realistic
acting, for this technique entails the actor’s entire identification with the character. According
to Stanislavskian technique, “the performer must be aware of the character’s background,
environment, relationships, motives, as well as any additional information the dramatist
provides.” (Wilson, 286) In brief, this technique served to create a real flesh and blood
character on stage. However, Brecht in his attempts to break the realistic illusion, for instance,
wanted lighting instruments and other theatrical elements made visible to the audience. On a
Brechtian open and naked stage, wherein there is a backdrop, all the lights are bright and
lamps can be seen by the audience, no matter it is night or day. The minimal scenery, the
lights, and the characters emphasize the idea that what is performed on stage is a play, not an
illusion. In 1933 the Nazis forced Brecht to flee from Germany. During his years in exile,
Brecht further refined his ideas on epic theater. The plays like Mother Courage, The Good
Women of Setzuan, and The Caucasian Chalk Circle are the products of this refinement.
While developing what he termed “epic theater”, Brecht was deeply influenced by the
German director, Erwin Piscator, with whom he worked in the 1920s. Many conventions of
epic theater were first established by Piscator and later borrowed by Brecht. As a director
Brecht made an international impact with East Berlin's Berliner Ensemble from 1947 until his
death in 1956. Berliner Ensemble, “under his wife’s management, gave him an opportunity of
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putting his theatrical ideas into practice.” (Chambers, 107) Brecht’s theories, most of which
were formulated in the 1930s but frequently revised, have influenced many contemporary
playwrights. This paper is an attempt to discuss how Caryl Churchill’s Mad Forest (1990)
incorporates. Brecht’s philosophy of the epic theater.
Epic theater, as the term indicates, is epic in scope. Brecht’s plays are episodic in
structure. They usually “deal with history of foreign lands, cover a great deal of time, shift
locale frequently, have intricate plots, and contain large number of characters.” (Wilson, 321)
The aim of epic theater is to instruct. As a socialist, Brecht believed that theater could
instigate the intellectual climate for social change. In the early 1930s Brecht wrote short
dramas which he named “learning pieces”. The playwright reacted against theatrical works
created merely “for mass consumption and entertainment, referring to them as ‘culinary art’.”
(Wilson, 321) Caryl Churchill wrote Mad Forest three months after the Romanian revolution
of 1989. The play depicts the Romanian life style before, during, and after the uprising. “Mad
Forest is an expansive meditation on the 1989 Romanian revolution.” (Chambers, 157), an
awakening social and political consciousness, the reasons that triggered off the overpowering
of the husband-wife dictators. Mad Forest is the epic of the desire to change the oppressive
socio-political structure of Romania. Brecht’s formulation of epic theatre, which influenced
Churchill greatly, has episodes with very loose connections. Following the Brechtian idea,
Churchill’s episodes in the Mad Forest are very loosely connected. Each episode is a
complete unit in itself. Each episode has to be listened to and seen and then assessed. The play
falls into three parts: the first part is titled “Lucia’s Wedding”, the middle part “December”,
and the last part is about Florina’s Wedding. The three parts of the play point out Churchill’s,
just like Brecht’s, “preference for a discontinuous, scene –by- scene structure rather than that
of the ‘well-made’ play.” (Chambers, 107)
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The first part titled “Lucia’s Wedding” is about Romanian life style. The headings in
the play also reflect Brecht’s influence on Churchill. “In order to prevent the audience from
becoming too involved in the dramatic action, scenes in Brecht’s plays have opening titles
which indicate what is to happen.” (Wilson, 321) Churchill’s headings are in two languages.
The heading is given first in Romanian, then in English: “Lucia are patru oua. Lucia has four
eggs.” (MF 15) The headings in two different languages help Churchill establish the
estrangement effect which she adapted from Brecht. In doing so, Churchill not only reminds
the audience of the existence of other languages and lives but also minimizes the significance
of knowing a language. There are two families presented in the first part: the family of
Bogdan and the family of Mihai. Bits and pieces of episodes in the first part depict a deprived
society trying to survive under a would-be socialist regime Lucia, Bogdan’s daughter, has an
American boyfriend, Wayne and she is going to marry him. Lucia’s decision to marry an
American leads to her dismissal from her job. Like all the other characters in the play, Lucia
is trying to keep the body and soul together. In order to maintain a better life style, she has no
other option than marrying Wayne. Bogdan is questioned by Securitate for Lucia’s marriage.
The inquiry scene reveals the paranoia of the regime; how all the Romanian citizens are
treated like potential criminals:
Securitate: Your daughter was trained as a primary school
teacher, she can no longer be employed… When they [Bogdan’s
acquaintants] know your daughter wants to marry an American,
people may confide their own shameful secrets. They may
mistakenly think you are someone who has sympathy with
foreign regimes. (MF 18)
At the end of the inquiry Bogdan is forced to become an informer “to make a report once a
week” (MF 19) Bogdan has to accept this because otherwise he will jeopardize the lives of
his family members. The scene about Lucia’s eggs shows how Romanians live on the verge of
starvation. Even eggs are considered luxurious items. Lucia brings four eggs which she finds
by means of Wayne. The eggs hurt Bogdan, for he is a true patriot like other Romanians. He
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breaks one of the eggs but they are all so deprived that Florina tries to take the broken egg.
The first signs of revolution come with the food queues. People are queuing for food all the
time. At first, the fear of the oppressive regime is so prevalent that when Radu, the young
rebel, shouts in the queue, “Down with Ceausescu” (MF 17), people around him either
pretend not to hear him or step away from him. Under such deprivation, oppression nourishes
the corruption in the society inevitably. The doctor receives bribe from Lucia for abortion.
Although the doctor says, “There is no abortion in Romania. I am shocked that you even think
of it. I am appalled that you dare suggest I might commit this crime.” (MF 19), he accepts
Lucia’s envelope “thick with money and some more money.” (MF 19) The fear of being
bugged contaminated even the Romanian church. The only one whom the Priest can confide
his confessions is the Angel. The Priest says, “I can talk to you, no one ever known an angel
work for the Securitate.” (MF 21) Nevertheless, the Angel’s reply to the Priest’s complaints is
far from comforting: “Politics, you see… I try to keep clear of the political side. You should
do the same.” (MF 22) The Romanian church remains silent against the tyrannical regime in
power. The church and the Angel assume a seemingly pacifist stance and refuse to take sides.
However, the Romanians cannot remain colorless in this political upheaval. They want the
church to lead them, to acknowledge their right to get rid of the dictator and thus to be free.
Gabriel, Bogdan’s son, also confronts with the Securitate and signs the document given by it
submissively. The other family presented in the first part of the play is Mihai’s. Mihai, Flavia,
and their son, Radu, are living in a little bit better condition when compared to Bogdan’s
family. Mihai is an architect; Flavia is a teacher and Radu is a painter. Yet it is still a working
class family, working in a candle light. Flavia converses with her dead grandmother. The
ghost of Flavia’s grandmother tells her that people cannot be blamed for changing sides or
being passive for survival:
Grandmother: When I was your age the war was starting. I
welcomed the Nazis because I thought they’d protect us from
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the Russians and I welcomed the Communists because I thought
they’d protect us from the Germans. I had no principles…
It was me doing nothing (MF 26)
Flavia is a history teacher. She fulfils her duty according to the regime’s expectations. As an
ordinary Romanian, Flavia is afraid of doing the wrong deed in the eyes of the regime. Her
lecture about the biography of Nicolae Ceauşescu is pure propaganda:
Flavia: Today we are going to learn about a life dedicated to
happiness of the people and noble ideas of socialism… He is the
founder of the country. More, he is founder of man… his life
and struggle cannot be detached from the most burning moments
of the people’s fight against fascism and war to achieve the
ideals of freedom and aspirations of justice and progress. (MF
16)
Flavia tries to protect her own mini world by acting in accordance with the expectations of the
regime. Nevertheless, later in the play Flavia is put on the black list and her own son accuses
her of being a supporter of the old regime. The first part ends with Lucia’s wedding. The
whole family, Bogdan, Irina, Florina, Gabriel and other guests are at the church. Lucia’s
wedding is the first wedding taking place before the revolution. The latter will be Florina’s
and it will be after the revolution.
Brecht’s estrangement (or alienation) effects can be traced in the second part of
Churchill’s play:
Brecht rejected what he called the “Aristotelian” concept of a
tragic play as an imitation of reality that has a unified plot and a
universal theme and establishes an identification of the audience
with the hero which produces a catharsis of the spectator’s
emotions. (Abrams, 243)
In Mad Forest, there are only ten actors, playing the roles of thirty seven characters. The
minimum use of actors on stage is another Brechtian idea which Churchill barrowed.
According to Brechtian stagecraft, the actor does not fully identify himself with the character
he or she is portraying. Performing a role is an attitude of showing rather than total
embodiment. This is intended to create a detached attitude on the part of actors and audience
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alike. Since Brecht’s perspective was social rather than psychological, “he was interested not
so much in characterization developed from inside autonomous individual as in the readable
gestures of human interaction (what Brecht called the ‘gestus’ of the play).” (Chambers, 108)
Parallel to Brecht’s idea, characterization in Mad Forest is minimum. Churchill’s ten actors
playing thirty seven characters, make the audience feel distant from the characters. For
example, Gabriel plays the bulldozer driver; Bogdan plays Toma, the little boy, and one of the
boy students. The stage direction at the beginning of the second part titled December,
indicates how Churchill prevent the audience from concentrated on the characters emotionally:
None of the characters in this section are characters in the play
that began in part I. They are all Romanians speaking to us in
English with Romanian accents. Each behaves as if the others
are not there and each is the only one telling what happened.
(MF 29)
Thus the audiences cannot identify themselves with the characters. They would focus not on
the individual problems of the characters but on social problems. Churchill employs
journalistic method in the second part. Many individual reports narrate the chaos of revolution.
Uncertainty, fear and bloodshed are prevailing in the country. Nobody knows what is
happening or who is shooting; is it the securitate or the army? The Painter says, “That night
the terror shooting started. There was no quiet place.” (MF 39) Through these individual
narratives the audience concentrates on the effects of the uprising on Romanian people.
Surrounded by that violent uncertainty, all Romanians try to protect their mini worlds,
maintain their own safety and survival:
Flowerseller: When the revolution start I am home with my
children. The shooting is very big. I hold my children and stay
there. (MF 33)
BulldozerDriver: In the square there is much army and tanks.
My son is six years old, I am scared for him. I take him home
and we watch what happens on TV with my wife and daughter.
(MF 32)
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Churchill’s individual narrators reporting the chaos of revolution are very much like Brecht’s
narrators who are frequently employed to comment on the dramatic action. This device
enabled both playwrights to heighten theatricality, create estrangement effect and thus make
the audience be aware that they are watching an actor play a character. The Ceauşescus are
captured, put to trial and executed in the second part of the play. The Student 1 reports that
“On the 25 we hear about the trial and their deaths.” (MF 45) Despite the number of dead and
wounded, the revolution has achieved its utmost aim that is to take the dictator down. Yet the
chaos still threats the country.
The third part titled Florina’s Wedding dramatizes the aftermath of revolution. The
first scene between the Vampire and the dog emphasizes the unchanging nature of mankind.
The dog beggs the Vampire to be owned by him. The dog stands for the conformist man who
can do anything for his self-interest, including war, destruction, killing for seemingly right
causes. The dialogue between the Vampire and the dog reveals the bloodthirst inherent in man:
Dog: I’m your dog. Nice. Yes? Your dog?
Vampire: You want me to make you into a Vampire? A vampire
dog?
Dog: Yes please, yes yes.
Vampire: It means sleeping all day and going about at night.
Dog: I’d like that.
Vampire: Living forever, you’ve no idea. All happens is you begin to
want blood, you try to put it off, you’re bored with killing,
but you can’t sit quiet, you can’t settle to anything, your
limbs ache, your head burns, you have to keep moving
faster and faster, that eases the pain, seeking (MF 46)
The Vampire’s effort to dissuade the dog from becoming a vampire dog remains futile.
Consequently, he “puts his mouth to the dog’s neck”(MF 46), and makes it a vampire dog.
Likewise, no matter how human beings seem to be against war and bloodshed, they never
give up the idea of killing. Man is a hypocritical opportunist who can do anything to preserve
his self-interest. History shows that revolutions change nothing, for there are always those
who are living for blood just like vampires. Then comes the hospital scene. Gabriel is crippled;
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he is in bed in the hospital. Florina is working there as a nurse. Bogdan and Irina bring a
bottle of whisky to the doctor to ensure their son a gentle treatment. Gabriel says that
things have changed after the revolution. There is no need to bring such a gift to receive the
necessary health service. Gabriel is young and impatient, however, Bogdan and Irina know
quite well that things do not change quickly. Mihai, Flavia and Radu, the second family in the
play, come to visit Gabriel “to pay our [their] respects to a hero.” (MF 48) The older ones
want to leave the misdeeds of the past behind and move forward; they do not to want to
question the painful past, nor do they want to judge the former oppressors:
Mihai: We’re so glad the young people no longer have a
misunderstanding. We have to put the past behind us and go
forward on a new basis.
Bogdan: Yes, nobody can be blamed for what happened in the
past. (MF 49)
Yet, the long speech of a patient in the same hospital questions the meaning of the revolution.
His speech reveals that there are numerous questions that are left unanswered; everything
about the revolution is still vague. In the meantime Lucia comes from America and visits
Gabriel. There are a lot of references to food in Lucia’s speech because the need to feed
oneself is the primary concern of the Romanians at those times. Lucia brings chocolate.
Symbolically, chocolate is very rich food making oneself happy. However, Lucia’s chocolate
irritates Radu, the young radical rebel: “We are not greedy, Lucia. We don’t just think about
food.” (MF 53) There is also racial discrimination and hostility against the Hungarians and
Gypsies in the play. There is a Hungarian named Ianoş. Ianoş adopts Toma who is an orphan.
Where Ianoş finds Toma is unknown. Ianoş, the one who is humiliated for being a Hungarian,
takes care of Toma and wants to marry Lucia: “Would your family let you marry a
Hungarian?” (MF 60), asks Ianoş hopelessly. The next scene is set between Radu and Florina.
They are quarrelling. Radu is harsh. Since he is the rebel, he has to be serious. His social
consciousness prevents him from enjoying even his own wedding plans. He is dissatisfied
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with the new leader, IIiescu. To Radu, there is no difference between Ceauşescu and IIiescu,
and IIiescu has proven to be worse than Ceauşescu:
Radu: I hate him worse. Human face. And he’ll get in because
they’re stupid and do what they’re told. Ceauşescu Ceauşescu.
IIiescu IIiescu. (MF 61)
Radu’s hatred for both the former and the present leaders shows that nothing has changed. In
the picnic scene the characters talk about their individual dreams. It is understood that all they
want is a secure existence, enough food, and a satisfying job. The wedding party of Florina
and Radu ends the play. There is a lot of drinking and political talking in the wedding.
Towards the end, there appeared a quarrel. Almost all the characters hit, push, and attack each
other because of Ianoş’s Hungarian origin and his love for Lucia:
Gabriel: … Hungarians- you think we’re stupid?
Ianoş : You were under the Turks too long, it made you like
slaves.
Lucia : You think I’m a slave? I’m not you slave. (MF 84)
On seeing Ianoş and Gabriel pushing each other Bogdan shouts:
Bogdan : Leave my son alone. Hungarian bastard. And don’t
come near my daughter.
Ianoş : I’m already fucking your daughter, you stupid
peasant. (MF 84)
With Flavia’s announcement the row stops, music and dancing start. Like Brecht, Churchill
uses music and dancing to break the illusion. Brecht often used music in his plays as an
element of epic production:
Like other elements of epic production, the music does not
simply blend imperceptibility into the flow of events: songs do
not arise, as it were ‘naturally’, out of the action but are clearly
separate from it; the score does not simply illustrate the text but
makes its own, frequently contrapuntal, statement; the
instrumentalists may play in full view of the audience.
(Chambers, 108)
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In the last scene all the characters repeat what they have said before in both Romanian and
English; their doubts, uncertainties, assessments, beliefs and disbeliefs are all repeated. This
repetition emphasizes that questions never change and are never answered. The play ends
with repetitious words of the Vampire reminding the unchangeability of human nature, the
very seeds of which is defiled with the thirst for blood.
To conclude, Churchill’s Mad Forest is a play following the Brechtian model of epic
theater. Brecht’s idea of the epic theater serves the playwright’s desire to dramatize the effects
of a bloody revolution, the overpowering of a tyrannical regime, and its aftermath. Churchill’s
use of an episodic structure, ordinary characters who do not attract the audiences’ sympathy
and thus enable them involve in the play not emotionally but intellectually, the estrangement
effects employed to break the illusion all contribute the playwright’s aim to arouse political
and social consciousness.
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FOUNDATIONS FOR AN “ASIAN” APPROACH TO CONSERVATION OF
THE CULTURAL BUILT HERITAGE IN ASIA: A study of the cultural and
philosophical traditions of the sub-continent, south and Southeast Asia.
ABSTRACT
Throughout millennia there has been a divide of cultures across the world
labelled in numerous ways: East and West, Occidental and Oriental,
Western/European and Asian. One clear manifestation of this divide is in the
built heritage that has been produced from these cultures.
The beginnings of conservation in a Eurocentric sense lies in the awareness
of the heritage of Greek and Roman culture parallel to the enthusiasm for the
protection, research, studies and writings of many people. Philosophers such
as Kant, Heidegger, Nietzche have influenced the theories and ideas
developed by some of the leading intellectuals of conservation in the west
such as Ruskin, Morris, Riegl, Brandi, and Argan.
While there have been recent trends toward inclusiveness of other cultures
and views (Nara Documents 1994, Burra Charter 1999, Principles for the
Conservation of Sites in China 2002) the current pervasive view of
conservation and restoration has been driven by Eurocentric forces and now
forms the basis of global heritage protection enshrined in the clauses of
international charters and guidelines.
The cultures of the sub-continent, south and southeast Asia and their cultural
built heritage has its roots in the cultural traditions of the sub-continent and
have developed independently of the those in Europe. As a result the
traditional view is that the cultural systems of the sub-continent have been
based on spiritual values, norms and beliefs, communalism, and holism while
western culture has evolved towards the development of values founded on
the reality of the material world or materialism, rationalism and empiricism. In
this art and architecture have had a distinctive role in presenting the
differences between the western mode of thinking and that of the Asia.
Through a review of literature and an exploration of the cultural and
philosophical traditions this paper proposes that any theories of conservation
in the sub-continent, south and Southeast Asia must be based on the cultural
and philosophical traditions that have underpinned the formation of the
cultural built heritage. The paper concludes by arguing for a systems
approach as the appropriate foundation for conservation in the sub-continent,
south and Southeast Asia. Such an approach highlights the uniqueness of the
cultural traditions, place-making and spatial relationships particularly of nonsecular monuments.
Keywords: Subcontinent, south and Southeast Asia, conservation theories,
systems approach.
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INTRODUCTION
The conservation3 of cultural heritage in the west has been founded on
centuries of practice and thinking supported by concurrent development in
philosophical thought and cultural traditions (Jokilehto 1999). The history of
ideas and theories of conservation in the west have been influenced by and
evolved within societies whose attitudes have been changed by the
philosophies proposed by people like Kant, Hegel, Husserl, Heidegger,
Nietzche (among many others) and the doctrines of religious movements
through the ages. This has resulted in western culture identified as rational,
empiricist and materialist. (Du Plessis 1999, 2000, 2001) Intellectuals in the
fields of art history, architecture and conservation like Viollet Le Duc (1854),
Ruskin, Morris (1877), Dehio, Riegl, Croce, Brandi (1963a, 1963b, 1963c) and
Argan have developed theories on restoration and conservation within these
milieus. International agencies such as UNESCO and ICOMOS have
sponsored the formation of charters, policies and guidelines influenced by
these theories (Jokilehto 1999). Whether by default or design the outcome of
these approaches has become the basis of standard practice for the
conservation of the very unique cultural built heritage in the Asian region. This
paper deals with cultural built heritage as opposed to the broader definitions
of cultural artefacts including tangible and intangible objects, and
geographically confines the scope of the Asian region to the subcontinent,
south and Southeast Asian for the purposes of the study for this paper.
Since the mid 1970s there has been a growing interest in the way in which the
interpretation, protection and conservation of Asian cultural built heritage may
differ to that of the west. This interest in part has been based on the growing
knowledge around cultural landscapes, cultural traditions and the general
awareness of Asia and its cultural and philosophical traditions (Taylor and
Altenburg 2006, Seung-Jim 2005, 1998, Taylor 2004, MacKee and Briffett
2002, 2000, Chen and Aass 1989, Agrawal 1975). These having been
defined as holistic, spiritual and non-materialistic. However, there is growing
awareness that it is not viable to impose on other cultures concepts of
historicity and relativity of values as evolved in the European context. Instead
each cultural region should define its own process and relevant values
(Heidegger 1989: cited in Jokilehto 1999).
European theories have focused on values, authenticity, significance (Riegl
1903, Brandi 1963a, 1963b, 1963c, Philippot 1982, 197a, 1972b). In contrast
Asian regions drawing on their own special cultural traditions have found
practical solutions to these problems. However these are in conflict with the
dominant approaches and theories of the west (Tomaszewski 2003).
This aim of this paper is to investigate the cultural and philosophical traditions
of the subcontinent, south and Southeast Asia exploring the basis for
developing a theoretical approach to Asian conservation. In the same way
that conservation in the west has been founded on solid theoretical practices
supported by the philosophical trends, this paper argues that the same
3
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process should take place in the context of Asian philosophies leading toward
workable theories and attitudes to the issues surrounding conservation
practice.
The study confines its focus to the predominant philosophies of the
subcontinent whose sources are the Vedic texts and the Upanishads as the
fountainhead of all major philosophies of the subcontinent, south and
Southeast Asia (Cooper 2003, Reyna 1971, Raju 1971). This is done with
two objectives, firstly looking at these traditions as the basis of attitudes, and
secondly discussing these in the context of systems theory which is based on
the idea of holism and opposed to reductionism, similar in concept to the
basis of Asian cultures (Macy 1976, 1991a 1991b, du Plessis 1999, 2000,
2001, Checkland 1991, Laszlo 1972). Systems theory is proposed as a
foundation for the concepts of values, authenticity and significance in the
Asian context.
BACKGROUND
The heritage of the subcontinent is one of the oldest in the world with its
source in the Indus valley. Over four millennia a very rich and extremely
vibrant and multi-layered culture with unique religious and philosophical
traditions has developed that are markedly different from the European
experiences.
Oral and written traditions detailed in the Vedic texts and the Upanishads form
the basis of many philosophical schools of thought (Reyna 1971, Raju 1971,
Radhakrishnan 1923, Cooper, 2003) from India through Sri Lanka, Thailand,
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Indonesia, and China to Vietnam in the form of
the prominent philosophies and religious schools such as Hinduism,
Buddhism and Jainism.
It is these that form the basis of discussion here and the basis for the
exploration of an appropriate approach to the protection and conservation of
the cultural built heritage in the subcontinent, south and Southeast Asia. This
discussion provides the context of the cultural and philosophical traditions for
understanding the milieu in which the cultural built heritage has been
formulated can be understood.
The ancient philosophies; the foundations for the present.
The philosophical traditions of the subcontinent have enjoyed considerable
continuity for more than millennia due to the early and persistent penchant for
taking certain texts as authoritative. For example the Upanishads in the case
of Hinduism, and the Dharma in the case of Buddhism evidence this. For this
reason the twenty first century prominent thinkers in the region still share a
framework of assumptions whose sources can be traced back to at least
500BCE.
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The common understanding and/or misunderstanding of the philosophical
traditions of the subcontinent are based on mysticism and spirituality. While
this in part maybe true, the main interpretation from literature is one of an
environment of heated debate (Cooper 2003 Maitra 2001, Reyna 1971). In
trying to look at the Indian philosophical traditions it is convention to look into
the main six main “orthodox” school and two “unorthodox” schools, Buddhism
and Jainism. The division based on their supposed acceptance, as
authoritative, of the Vedic texts and Upanishads scriptures. These are the
vast body of works, religious verses, treatises on sacrifices, instructions for
meditations, and philosophical speculations, compiled and written during the
millennium after the Aryan invasion of India around 1500 BCE (Cooper 2003,
Harvey 2003, Gupta 2003, Carr 2003, Carr I. 2003). One school that hasn’t
managed to survive through the millennium, the materialists named after their
founder Cãrvakã, which flourished around the time 600 BCE must also be
mentioned. Cãrvakã taught that nothing really exists except for matter and
that the goal of life should be a hedonist one. However while it is a testament
to Indian philosophy that this school failed to survive, its legacy can still be
discerned in the writings of the longest surviving schools that treat seriously
the threat of materialism (Reyna 1971, Raju 1971).
The primary principle that has formed the basis of continual and ongoing
debate is the concept of Brahman, the idea of absolute reality or the ultimate
goal for understanding the self (Reyna 1971, Raju 1971, Radhakrishnan
1929, Carr 2003). The concept of Brahman or Atman is the key concept of
the orthodox Hindu schools viewed in many different ways and is linked to the
idea of nirvana of Buddhism. This concepts support the notion of Asian
religious and philosophy being monist and polytheist, similar to the idea of
holism (du Plessis 1999, 2000, 2001). Secondary notions at the heart of the
philosophical underpinnings of all the schools; orthodox and unorthodox, are a
number of key concepts, while being the basis of all these schools are
variously interpreted in different ways but influence a worldview. These
concepts are samsãra, karma, dharma, moksa, avidyã and dukkha. In
explaining these concepts it is easier to look at the orthodox schools together
and Buddhism and Jainism separately. These concepts have long been
debated, argued and speculated by many Asian scholars and philosophers,
and with Brahman are at the core of the worldview of the subcontinent, south
and Southeast Asia.
The idea of samsãra refers to the mundane world of ordinary experience
(Cooper 2003, Gupta 2003, Carr 2003, Carr I. 2003). The various schools
interpret this differently, but in essence it encompasses the cycle of rebirth or
transmigration from one body to another. This leads to the second doctrine of
karma, which are probably the most well known in western minds. Karma
relates to the actions in ones past lives influencing the outcome of present
and future lives, karmic action. In Buddhism karma is also influenced by acts
of merit one performs in the present life to overcome the poor influences
carried from a previous life or to try and inform the next life.
The doctrine of dharma has several meanings for Buddhists. It refers to the
body of the Buddha’s teachings and to the ultimate of elements of which
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grosser things are constructed. For the other schools it can refer to
something like duty or moral obligation. In many of its uses, dharma can also
mean law akin to the Christian concept of natural law. Moksa conversely
refers to the liberation for the cycle of rebirth (samsãra) and thereby enter into
the timeless unchanging state, for example similar to the nirvana of Buddhism
(Harvey 2003). However in some of the writings liberation is believed to be
dependent on something akin to the grace of God, but they did not overlook
the fact that it also relies on one’s own efforts, if not to strive for liberation
would be pointless! The notion of avidyã relates to ignorance and right
knowledge that is a condition necessary to release oneself from the cycle of
rebirth. This right knowledge is conditioned by a belief in the self and reality
(Reyna 1971, Raju 1971). The final concept, dukkha, on the other hand is
usually translated as suffering, but this is too simple as an explanation and is
more related to an existence, a nothingness, a mundane existence from which
it becomes imperative that one must seek release (Reyna 1971, Raju 1971).
From this cursory examination a number of key points arise that are crucial to
the discussion of this paper. The first is the notion of monism, the idea that
reality in the context outlined here is a unified whole grounded in a single
basic principle that of Brahman or in the case of Buddhism causality. This is
important to understand as a basis for attempting to develop an approach to
conserving heritage that is a product of this environment. The idea of monism
can be extrapolated to the second notion of universality or holism a significant
issue when exploring the foundation for an “Asian” approach to conservation.
The idea of Holism or universality can be seen as the opposite the
reductionist and empiricist approach levelled at western philosophical
traditions.
In summary, the cultural and philosophical traditions discussed here have
influenced the societies whose attitudes have been formed by the
philosophies and traditions arsing from the interpretations of the Vedic texts,
the Upanishads and the doctrines of the Buddha and other religious
movements through the ages. This discussion has also highlighted the
pervasive influence of Buddhism as it has travelled throughout Asia and
become the predominate philosophical base for many of the cultures
throughout the region particularly Sri Lanka, Thailand, Cambodia and Laos
and under another manifestation has played a significant role in the
development of Chinese and Japanese philosophical traditions. It is for this
reason that Buddhism will provide the springboard from which to search for an
appropriate approach to conservation in the subcontinent, south and
Southeast Asia.
In the occidental tradition intellectuals in the fields of art history, architecture
and conservation like Viollet Le Duc, Ruskin, Morris, Riegl, Croce, Brandi and
Argan have developed theories on restoration and conservation within there
cultural and philosophical milieus, that has been described in the context of a
rationalist, empiricist tradition (Cooper 2003, Burns and Rayment-Pickard,
2000). These traditions exist within the reductionist, rationalist, empiricist
traditions of the west, and in the context of the previous discussion are seen
in opposition to the holistic and intuitive approach of Asia. This leads to the
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identification of two worldviews; the mechanistic worldview of the west and the
systemic worldview of Asia (du Plessis 1999, 2000, 2001, Bell and Morse
2005). These differences in worldviews form the basis of the search for an
appropriate to the conservation of Asian cultural built heritage.
The reductionist approach of the philosophical traditions of Eurocentric
conservation has resulted in three theoretical ideas dominating international
discussions among conservators. These ideas are authenticity, significance
and the values contained within the monuments. How these are interpreted
and dealt with in the Asian context will impact on any proposal for an “Asian”
approach and forms the basis for the following discussion.
A SYSTEMIC WORLD VIEW AS AN ASIAN WORLD VIEW: The idea of
systems theory.
The discussions of the cultural and philosophical traditions and experiences of
the subcontinent, south and Southeast Asia have reiterated the general
philosophical foundations. This supports broader theories of universal
interconnectedness, mutual conditioning and radical interdependence of all
phenomena and the interrelationship of nature and humans (Macy 1976,
1991a, 1991b, Macy cited in Schmithausen, 1997, Cooper 2003, Harvey
2003, Gupta, 2003, Carr, 2003, Carr I., 2003). In essence these philosophies
support attitudes of holism and communalism. While these theories have
supported beliefs and approaches to specific ways of life and possible
foundations for a system of governance. Attempting to make connections to
attitudes towards and as a basis for a potential approach to the protection of
the cultural built heritage is not so straightforward.
The American Buddhist and theorist writer Joanna Macy in her work makes a
connection between the core Buddhist tenets and general systems theory
(Macy cited in p4 Schmithausen, 1997, Macy, 1991a, 1991b, 1976), stating
that “….[L]ike Buddhism, general systems theory (or, more particularly, in this
context a systems philosophy) recognises that consciousness is endemic to
the universe, immanent in all forms of life” (Macy, p82, 1991a). Macy’s
statement and broader work (1991b) implies the commonality of holism
between Buddhist philosophy and systems thinking. Notwithstanding that
Macy’s work looks at the connection between these philosophies in the
context of natural systems, there is sufficient basis for exploring the potential
of general systems theory or systems thinking for developing an approach to
conservation in the subcontinent, south and Southeast Asia.
At the broader level of the consideration of culture in issues of sustainability
and heritage Christine du Plessis in her work on sustainability in the African
continent argues, “[T]he systemic worldview draws on the cultural heritage of
the south/east. Based on the ideas of holism and communalism… and it
resides in the cyclical causal framework” (du Plessis p1/8, 2000). This is
supported in further work where she argues for an approach to sustainability
in Africa based on African cultural and philosophical traditions (du Plessis
1999, 2000, 2001). Du Plessis’s work and the work of Bell and Morse (2005)
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links systems theory and systems thinking to the cultural traditions and beliefs
of the east and south, and when seen with Macy’s work provides further
support for the notion that systems theory would provide a valid basis for an
“Asian” approach to conservation in the region.
Systems theory is based on the concept of a holistic approach to problem
solving and opposes the reductionist view of the world (Laszlo 1972,
Checkland 1991). Systems theory sees the world as an organism, a system
containing many subsystems within subsystems all of equal importance.
Together they form a whole greater that its parts (Ackoff, 1974, Checkland,
1999). A systems approach is more interested in putting things together
rather than pulling them apart. In this approach a problem is not solved by
taking it apart but by viewing it as apart of a larger problem (Ackoff 1974). The
concept of systems theory has is beginnings in the sciences when people
such as Von Bertalanffy began looking at biology in terms of a system with
subsystems that was related to cells. He developed a general systems theory
that saw the world as a large complex system with many interlinked and
equally complex subsystems. Traditionally, and coming from the western
scientific approach of reducing problems to smaller and smaller parts,
systems theory tends to view problems as part of a greater system.
Checkland (1999) argues that systems theory is ideally suited to “messy”
complex problems and has developed the concept of soft systems theory as a
way of dealing with the “softer” problems (Checkland 1999, Checkland and
Scholes 1991). Consequently the underpinning belief of systems theory is
holism and if holism is one of the basic components of an “Asian” worldview,
then there may be a potential for looking at this idea as basis for an Asian
approach to conservation.
DISCUSSION: Systems theory as a theory of Asian conservation?
Essentially this discussion has attempted to coalesce the disparate links
between the cultural and philosophical traditions of the region under study and
a viable and established theory, systems theory that will provide a credible
foundation to an “Asian” approach to the protection and conservation of the
cultural built heritage in the subcontinent, south and Southeast Asia.
A number of writers have discussed the idea of two worldviews existing that of
the west and east and classified these differences in terms of mechanistic and
systemic worldviews.
Against this could be propositioned that the
conservation practices, guidelines and policies of the west arise from a
mechanistic worldview drawing on the philosophical heritage of the
west/Europe. Based on doctrines of rationalism and empiricism, its tools are
observation, measurement and rational analysis and it lies within a linear
causal framework.
This mechanistic worldview is goal-orientated, the
systems worldview is process orientated (Du Plessis 1999, 2000)
The basic principles of current global conservation practice are based on the
test of authenticity, the significance of the monument, and the values that are
contained within the monument. These principles have been formulated with
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this mechanistic worldview supported by the rationalist and empiricist
philosophical supported by a reductionist model. For example, the test of
authenticity has sought to assess the monument by the “reduction” to a set of
nine criteria4. Except for those qualities implied by the spirit, feeling and
traditions the other criteria seek to analyse the monument in a rationalist
framework concerned with components rather than in a holistic sense.
Concepts that define the monument or CBH within very rationalist boundaries
are in contradiction to Asian values and philosophies. Different values require
very different conservation approaches.
As the systemic approach has been linked to the cultural traditions and values
of the east any approach to conservation developed within this milieu would
recognise the uniqueness of the subcontinent, south and Southeast Asia. In
this context the protection and conservation of the cultural built heritage would
be seen as a system within the larger complex system of the cultural and
philosophical systems of the subcontinent, south and Southeast Asia. In this
way it is necessary to view the whole larger system in which the CBH is a
subsystem, and not reduce the system to its smaller components such as
authenticity, significance or its various values and look at these in isolation.
A systems approach allows those wishing to conserve the CBH study
holistically the process of conserving accounting for subsystems within the
larger systems of culture and nation. The subsystems could encompass
issues of spirituality, naturalistic sensibilities (Seung-Jim 1998, 2005) and the
cultural landscapes (Taylor, 2004; Taylor, Altenburg, 2006) along with
authenticity, values, aesthetics and other issues or systems that may form
part of the larger system.
This discussion has analysed the philosophical and cultural traditions in an
attempt to synthesise the foundation for an Asian approach to the
conservation and protection to the cultural built heritage in Asia. This has
argued that systems theory has strong associations with Asian cultural and
philosophical thought and could be appropriate as the foundation from which
to build a framework for the conservation of monuments in Asia. There is
evidence that systems’ thinking has the ability to account for the differences
and uniqueness of those monuments.
CONCLUSION
This paper has explored the cultural and philosophical traditions of the
subcontinent, south and Southeast Asia. This has been done within the
context of investigating the basis for a theoretical foundation for an Asian
approach to the protection for the cultural built heritage.
The rationale for exploring these traditions is the fact that conservation in the
west has evolved from the long tradition of philosophical debate and
investigation to arrive at its present position. The conservation in Asia has
4

The nine criteria are design, material, workmanship, setting, traditions, techniques, language,
intangible heritage and spirit and feelings. The last six were added in an amendment in 2005.
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been straight-jacketed to conform to these same policies, guidelines and
theories. The investigation has explored the environment that has created the
cultural built heritage of the subcontinent, south and Southeast Asia
establishing the significant role of a number of schools of philosophy and the
dominate positions gained by Buddhism.
Through the work of Macy (1976, 1991a, 1991b) links between this dominate
school and systems theory and systems thinking was established. This was
also supported by a number of other writers (du Plessis 1999, 2000, 2001;
Bell and Morse 2005) looking at role of systems thinking in providing a more
holistic approach to sustainable development in the developing worlds.
In the context of conserving the cultural built heritage in Asia, systems theory
provides a holistic approach by looking at the monument as a complete
system within a much larger and complex system of the culture in which it was
created. This avoids the reductionist approach of analysing the parts and
assessing these in the context of the components of authenticity and nonmaterials, allowing the opportunity to explore the greater range of potential
values and issues as they relate to the monuments.
The author is following future work looking at the elements of a structured
framework for conserving the cultural built heritage in the subcontinent, south
and Southeast Asia based on systems theory and systems thinking.
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Aim of the Study
To identify the floor control aspects in the conversations of a local radio talk show
Objectives
The study is meant to achieve the following objectives:
To demonstrate
- how the host initially opens the show
- how the listeners assigns he floor by the host
- how the different speakers manage to keep the floor
To identify
- the role of interruptions in the conversations
- the role of code-switching in the conversations
Background and Setting
The study is based on a popular Botswana radio talk show (Daily Grind), where
participants are a combination of both first language English speakers and second or third
language speakers. Various callers phone in and contribute to the show. The show host is
in control of the conversations, which centre round a topic/area of discussion. In some
situations the talk show host invites experts in a particular field related to the topic of
discussion. Sometimes the show has two hosts and they take turns in controlling the floor.
The conversations are both in English and Setswana.
Methodology/ Data collection
The data collected will be recorded conversations from a specific talk show and focus
will be on the aspect of turn-taking, where yielding a right to speak or giving the floor to
the next speaker constitutes a turn. Sections of conversation that demonstrate how
different speakers take the floor will be transcribed using techniques as in Sacks (1974).
Recorded data from the radio is used because it is clearer since there is little or no
background noise and a wide range of data can be obtained. The participants are not
aware that they are being recorded and though formal because they are on public radio,
they are natural in the way they take turns.
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1. The case for transforming the Kenya Broadcasting Corporation (KBC) into a
Public Service Broadcaster
2. By Dr Murej Mak’Ochieng, PhD
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Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
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Port Elizabeth, 6031,
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6. Abstract
This paper will identify and discuss the policy challenges that face public
broadcasting in Kenya in this era of multi-party democracy and market
economics. The purpose of this discussion is to argue for the transformation of
the Kenya Broadcasting Corporation (KBC) from a State broadcaster into a
public service broadcaster. The discussion is informed by the fact that the public
communication media have been at the centre of debates relating to
democratisation and social-cultural change processes in Africa for a long time.
Theories in political communication and communication for social-cultural change
acknowledge that the media are important as agents and multipliers of positive
political and social change. In this sense they play the roles of information
dissemination, representation, advocacy, education and entertainment. As a
result of these functions they are a locus of contestation and target of various
societal actors who would love to have access to them or control them for
political, social economic and cultural purposes.
But the public communication media are also economic institutions which are
affected my market dynamics at the local and global levels. Important though
they are to the democratisation and social change in Africa, their effectiveness is
hamstrung by the fact that they are expensive to run and are not easy to access
by the poor and economically marginalised peoples of Africa who are in the
majority. For these reasons, broadcasting, especially in radio, is arguably the
most viable media. However, as a result of globalisation, most African
broadcasting institutions have also been forced to adopt neo-liberal market
imperatives that may have exacerbated the problem. The other problem is that
public broadcasting in Kenya has been owned and controlled by the government
since independence from British rule in 1963. Even after the advent of multi-party
politics and the partial liberalisation of the airwaves, the only truly national
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broadcaster, the KBC, is still controlled by the government. Since the newlyestablished commercial broadcasters are influenced by the profit motif and
therefore target mostly the urban educated class, there is an urgent need to free
KBC from government control so that it can freely serve the communication
needs of all Kenyans.
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The life of the desert lives by adapting itself to the conditions of the desert
…And so it happens that those things that can live in the desert become stamped after
a time with a peculiar desert character…The struggle seems to develop in them special
characteristics and make them, not different from their kind; but more positive, more
insistent. 1
JOHN C. VAN DYKE

SONORAN GEOLOGY
Since arriving in Arizona, the brightness of the morning
sky prompts me to get up early. What I do at sunrise is
walk around my garden in the Santa Catalinas
Mountains foothills — though the notion of a garden
here is different, mostly a fence or a wall erected to
claim a portion of the desert as it is. Vegetation is
sparse, as the perimeter of the root structure establishes
the water rights of each and every plant. Yet, it is the
quality of the surface that is particularly seductive to the
eye, under the low incident rays of the morning sun.
Gravelly or stony alluvial fans that spill out of the
surrounding mountains through drainages or canyons
cover much of the surface of the Sonoran Desert. They
vary greatly in color and texture, from sandy and porous
to rock-hard and crystalline, from white and opalescent
to jet black and basaltic — with all the hues in-between.
The frequency of igneous and metamorphic rocks gives
evidence of a very active volcanic past.
Geology challenges reason and imagination. The
notion of time relative to biological cycles, or life spans,
becomes fleeting when compared to geological cycles
that last millions of years. Equally provocative is the
notion of geological space. We wonder, what caused the
land to take its present form and what may become of it
in the future? There is a definition that I have consigned
to hard memory, tectonics: the deformation of the
earth’s crust, the forces involved and the resulting
forms.
The Tucson basin is a broad valley at 2400 feet of
median altitude, circumscribed by the Santa Catalinas
(north), Tucson (west), Santa Ritas (south) and Rincon
(east) mountains. Intense heat rising from the earth’s
core melted the crust into a viscous fluid. This heated
zone across Arizona responded to the pull-apart
northwest movement of the adjacent Pacific Ocean
tectonic plate by forming a huge fault zone. The Catalina
detachment was one of several nearly flat faults. Once

released by the faulting these mountains rose and
arched further due to heat and buoyancy. The detached
edges of the Catalina gneiss (foliated metamorphic rock)
moved a considerable distance, ten miles or farther on
either side, forming the San Pedro and the Tucson
valleys, in a process that lasted a few million years.2
The lesson for today, as I garden on the foothills of
the Catalinas, is derived from the notion of force.
Intentionally, I forget the canons of beauty, which may
turn me into ‘a beautician’, and go along with the
Portuguese poet Fernando Pessoa’s suggestion that I
may formulate an aesthetic not based on the notion of
beauty but rather on that of force.3 Force not understood
as violence, but as the transitive event between my
body and the material. The search for expression goes
directly through the choice of a material. Whether the
material is tensile or compressive, the point is that your
work must reveal the force— the line of inflection is
actualized in the mind but realized in matter —in
preference of the Aristotelian sense of energeia over the
Platonic notion of idea.
Once in his life a man ought to concentrate his mind
upon the remembered earth, I believe. He ought to
give himself to a particular landscape in his
experience, to look at it from as many angles as he
can, to wonder about it, to dwell upon it…I am
interested in the way that a man looks at a given
landscape and takes possession of it in his blood
and brain.4
WATER
The word Tucson is derived from the original Cuk Son
that in the language of the native Tohono O’odham, also
called Papago or “Desert People”, means “at the foot of
the black mountain.” 5 The black mountain, now called
“A” Mountain, is a volcanic lava cone that submerges
deep below the surface and intersects the flood plain of
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the Santa Cruz River at the precise geographical
location of modern downtown Tucson. Less than ten
miles upstream alongside I-19 is another lava cone
called Wa:k, which means “the spring” and is located in
the Tohono O’odham Nation San Xavier District —
where the Jesuit missionary Eusebio Kino built the
renowned Mission of San Xavier del Bac. These rocky
plugs inflected upwards the vector of underground water
flow forcing it to spring to the surface, making of both
Bac and Tucson the two places where Tohono O’odham
native settlements, and the Hohokam for thousands of
years ahead of them, prospered before the arrival of the
Spanish conquistadors.
There is an unsettled discussion of the etymology
and meaning of the name Arizona. It may have come
from two Piman words, ali and shonak, which mean
“small springs.” Or the Basque settlers of the region,
descendants of Anza the Elder who founded Alta
California, may have called the area arritz onac, or
“rocky places.”6 Whatever the linguistic origin that
bequeathed the name, the phonetic coincidence of
many languages seems to fit well most of the attributes
of the territory. Today people think intuitively that the
name means “arid zone” — they are also right.
Rainfall in the Sonoran Desert averages three
inches in Yuma, Arizona, to fifteen inches a year in the
Arizona Uplands. The Tucson Valley, located in the
latter, gets approximately twelve inches distributed
primarily in two rainy seasons: a winter one in
December and January, and a summer one in July
through early September. Winter rains are typically
gentle and steady. In contrast, summer rains can be
torrential and abrupt dumping several inches in a few
hours — they arrive on the back of the summer winds
called monsoons, which flow inland from the sea to fill in
the vacuum created by rising air heated by the summer
sun.7
Water is the lifeblood of the Sonoran Desert. The
rain that falls in the mountains and foothills and washes
down the canyons to the alluvial valleys and aquifers
sustains the riparian areas of the Sonoran Desert. The
drainage pattern of the Tucson Basin is an infinitely
diverse system of hydraulic geometries: deep mountain
canyons, shallower foothill arroyos and broad valley
washes, further exhibiting the typical wave patterns of
horizontal meanders and braids and vertical riffles and
ponds.
Excessive pumping of water for agriculture, industry
and human consumption in urban areas has lowered the
water table well below the native plants’ root zone.
Cottonwood and willow forests that once lined the
riparian corridors of the Sonoran Desert, including the

Salt, Gila, Santa Cruz and Rillito rivers are now lost or
disappearing.

1. Echo Cliffs, on the edge of Kaibeto Plateau, near Tuba
City, Navajo Reservation, Arizona.

2. Tucson Mountains, Tumamoc Hill foreground, looking east
to downtown Tucson, Arizona.

The aquifer underlying central Tucson has fallen
more than 200 feet in the last 50 years. To supplement
the deficiency, water from the Colorado River basin,
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several hundred miles north, has been diverted south by
the enormous water transportation infrastructure of the
Central Arizona Project.

birds: all seem to compress the aerial perspective into a
thin shimmering veil.

Pumping fossil groundwater and importing water
from other regions has delayed the inevitable need that
people migrating into the desert have to moderate their
habits of limitless consumption — they continue to
reproduce the world that they have fled. The ethical
lesson that I am learning from the dessert is that my
mind is beginning to share nature’s intentions. It is a
lesson well inscribed in Joseph Wood Krutch’s
experience, “…the desert is conservative, not radical.” It
encourages “…the heroism of endurance, not that of
conquest.” The desert is the last frontier, “…a frontier
that cannot be crossed. It brings man up against his
limitations.”8
Water, water, water…There is no shortage of water
in the desert but exactly the right amount, a perfect
ratio of water to rock, of water to sand, insuring that
wide free open generous spacing among plants and
animals, homes and towns and cities, which makes
the arid West so different from any other parts of
the nation. There is no lack of water here, unless
you try to establish a city where no city should be.9
AIR AND LIGHT
My house sits on a ten percent southward incline on the
Santa Catalinas foothills. It is a one-story affair of great
simplicity: a spatial rectangle with floor to ceiling glass
shaded by a sixty by fourteen feet open wood portico
running lengthwise the entire southern façade. From this
aerie, with my back to the Catalinas, I can see clearly
the amplitude of the Tucson Basin framed by mountains
on all sides: the Tucsons to my right, the Rincons to my
left and the Santa Ritas straight ahead — and I imagine,
not far beyond them the Mexican border and the rest of
America, all the way south to Tierra del Fuego.
The “deep blue” that overhangs the desert is most
intense in the morning before sunrise, a dark blue
bordering on purple. By noon it has crossed the
spectrum through pale blue, yellowish and lilac. By
sunset it has passed again through magenta, rose and
orange. After twilight a warm purple veil has returned to
envelope all things, seen and unseen.
In the dry and relatively pure desert air, nearby
volcanic rocks, blossoming palo verde trees, saguaros
and sand verbenas show a remarkable variety of vibrant
hues — red, orange, yellow, green. But in the distance,
the more the air intervenes, everything here seems to
have a bluish glow. Blue skies, blue mountains and blue

3. Inner gorge of Canyon de Chelly, Navajo Reservation,
Arizona.

4. Granite Reef Aqueduct, Central Arizona Project, in the
Tonopah Desert, Arizona.

On the mountain ranges, the cooler and more
humid regions of the upper elevations are ecologically
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as well as optically separated from one another. As they
seem to float on seas of hot air, uplifted by conjured up
“lakes”, or arid habitats in the open desert, they are
called “sky islands” — both the product of distinct
ecological communities and aesthetic reveries. As the
night falls, I see the city lights below through the
southern glass wall and the image doubled on the
northern glass across the room, creating the illusion of a
mountain saddle or a sky island of my own.
With the dawn we face the sunrise.
We face it with all our humility.
We are mere beings.
All we can do is extend our hands toward the first
light.
In our hands we capture the first light.
We take it and cleanse ourselves.
We touch our eyes with it.
We touch our faces with it.
We touch our hair with it.
We touch our limbs.
We rub our hands together, we want to keep this
light with us.
We are complete with this light.
This is the way we begin and end things.10
LAND ETHIC ~ AESTHETIC RESEARCH
The Spanish architect Juan Navarro Baldeweg, who is
also a painter and begins his projects through painting,
has reminded us that the analysis of energies,
turbulence, hot air, the sun, light or the wind in
landscapes also appears in architecture. They are
things that he calls “the coordinates within which we
move.” The different variables that intervene in the
physical situation that surrounds us have a form of
expression that through different combinations makes
up the order of reality — a reality of which we inevitably
become a part.
Vittorio Gregotti advises architects to begin their
work on a geographical scale, to ensure that the built
frame institutes a network of connections that structure
or modify the “shape of the territory.” Geography is not
just a territory that awaits mapping and subdivision — a
resource to be developed. It is also a field of forces
whose vectors await experiencing — a source of
sensibility. The Norwegian philosopher Arne Naes
opens us up, through his concept of ecosophy11, to the
notion that we may partake of the nature of the stone in
the wash, the brittlebush in the mesas and the falcon
that soars in the air currents. Having undergone
successive migrations from the Andean highlands of
South America, to the lowlands of the Everglades of

Florida, to the uplands of the Sonoran Desert in Arizona,
I am prepared to say that the vector of inflexion linking
geography to geometry internalizes the surface of the
land; or, following Spinoza’s Ethics, rather extends
the surface of our body onto the

5. Malo House, Catalina Foothills. Tucson, Arizona.

6. Little Colorado River Canyon, looking west toward junction
with Grand Canyon, Arizona.

landscape offering a continuity that prolongs the very
nature of things.
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The ‘natural composition’ between different things is
defined by the capacities for affecting and being affected
that characterize each thing. It is a question of “whether
relations can compound directly to form a new more
extensive relation, or whether capacities can compound
directly to constitute a more intensive capacity or
power.” On the wake of Spinoza, borrowing the terms
from geography we would define a body, neither by its
form nor by its organs and functions, but rather by
longitude and latitude. In this schema, longitude is the
set of mechanical relations of extension and orientation
in space, and latitude is the set of motive, or emotive,
forces and intensive states in time. Thus, we may
construct a map of the body, “forming a natural
geometry that allows us to comprehend the unity of
composition of all of Nature and the modes of variation
of that unity.”12
Not unlike the play of tectonic forces on the earth’s
crust, the primary relationship of my body to the ground
is the transaction with gravity. The recognition of gravity
prepares the geometrical act of grounding, making the
ground ready to raise screens to other forces: light, wind
and rain. My experience is that this usually begins, and
in most cases ends, with excavation:

8.

Joseph Wood Krutch, The Voice of the Desert. New
York: William Morrow & Co, 1954, 221.
9. Edward Abbey, Desert Solitaire. New York:
Touchstone/Simon & Schuster, 1990, 126.
10. Ofelia Zepeda, Ocean Power: Poems from the Desert.
Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1995, 13.
11. Arne Naess, Ecology, community and lifestyle.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989.

7. Chollas and brittlebush, Sonoran Desert, Arizona.

But where is the surface of a hole? I once believed
that the surface of a whole is level with the surface
of the ground around it. From observation I have
come to realize that this is not true…A whole has
only sides and a bottom from which it extends
infinitely upward, like a shaft of light: and as the
earth revolves, it moves with great care and
precision between the stars.13
NOTES:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

John C. Van Dyke, The Desert: Further Studies in
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8. Ramada House, Catalina Foothills, Tucson, Arizona.
(Judith Chafee, Architect)
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12. Gilles Deleuze, Spinoza: Practical Philosophy. San
Francisco: City Light Books, 1988, 125-128.
13. Richard Shelton, The Other Side of the Story. Lewiston:
Confluence Press, 1987, 22.
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“The Healing Power of Storytelling in María Amparo Escandón’s González & Daughter
Trucking Co.: A Road Novel with Literary License.”
Judy Maloof, Associate Professor of Spanish, The University of New Mexico, MSC03
2100, Albuquerque, NM 87131
jmaloof@unm.edu
María Amparo Escandón was born and raised in Mexico and currently lives in
Los Angeles. She is the author of the best-selling first novel Esperanza’s Box of Saints,
and its Spanish version Santitos (1999), which was made into an award-winning Mexican
film. In this novel, the protagonist Esperanza (whose name translates at Hope) embarks
upon an oddessy in search of her missing daughter that takes her from the humble village
of Tlacotalpan, in Veracruz, Mexico to seedy brothels in Tijuana and finally to the huge
metropolis of Los Angeles. Throughout her journey she encounters an array of offbeat
and shady characters and is introduced to the harsh realities of prostitution, drug
trafficking, and smuggling to which she had previously been ignorant. In Los Angeles,
Esperanza doesn’t find her daughter but she does discover herself. She also falls in love
with Angel Galvan, a handsome immigrant wrestler also known as El Angel Justiciero.
Esperanza is portrayed as a courageous, adventurous heroine who is transformed from an
innocent, somewhat sheltered and deeply religious girl into a passionate and independent
woman.
Like Esperanza, Libertad (translated as Liberty), the protagonist of Escandon’s
second novel, González & Daughter Trucking Co.: A Road Novel with Literary License
takes us with her on a journey that leads to love, redemption, and self-discovery. This
novel, like Santitos traces the female protagonist’s journey across the U.S.-Mexican
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border; Libertad’s geographical journey is intimately related her personal journey of selfawareness and maturity. In this paper, I argue that González & Daughter Trucking Co. is
a prime example of a female bildungsroman, a coming-of-age novel that reveals the
protagonist’s process of self-development or self-definition through the art of
storytelling.
Critics of the female bildungsroman point out that “although the traditional term
Bildung has been adopted to indicate this developmental process, its implications are
quite unorthodox when it comes to female characters. By depicting the female journey
out of the ‘cramped confines of patriarchal space’ (Showalter, 1981, 201), a notion that
applies to the social as well as the literary space, women writers are transforming the very
concept of Bildung and creating a female discourse based on distinctive female
paradigms of self-development” (Eysturoy, 20).
González & Daughter Trucking Co., published in 2005 by Three Rivers Press, is a
clever, humorous, and suspenseful narrative about Libertad González and her
relationship with her fugitive father. Joaquín González is a trucker; he and his daugther
make their home in the cab of an 18-wheeler. When the novel opens we meet Libertad in
an all-women’s prison in Mexicali, Mexico. In order to pass the time and entertain her
fellow inmates, she establishes a weekly Literary Club, in which she reads from books
found on the shelves of the prison library. However, instead of reading the actual words
on the pages of The Three Musketeers or Fodor’s Caribbean Ports of Call, Libertad
invents a compelling story which captivates the inmates; as the narrative progresses
Libertad’s riveted audience comes to suspect that she is telling the story of her own
adventurous life on the road with her father. However, like in most fiction, this
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protagonist uses literary license to embellish and transform “reality” to suit her whims
and entertain her audience. Thus, neither the inmates nor the reader are certain as to what
is fact and what is fiction. Libertad deliberately blurrs the boundaries between real life
events and the creation of a fictional identity through the art of narration.
I analyze the power of storytelling in González & Daughter Trucking Co. and
show how this compelling novel can be read as a female buildungsroman. Libertad, the
protagonist of this novel, overcomes major traumas in her past as she writes in her journal
and then narrates her adventures and mishaps in the form of a fictional narrative. I also
illustrate how storytelling, confiding secrets, and even gossip between women is a
foundation for friendships that contribute to personal growth and the creation of a sense
of community the among women in this novel.
The theoretical foundation for my reading of this text is based on concepts found
in Tey Diana Rebolledo’s Women Singing in the Snow, about the construction of Latina
identity and the transformation of the self through writing. I also draw on theories about
the female bildungsroman, presented by Annie Eysturoy in her book Daughters of SelfCreation: The Contemporary Chicana Novel. I focus especially on the importance of
creativity and storytelling as a catalyst for self-discovery. I argue that in this novel the
protagonist’s narration of her own life story disguised as “fiction” has a transforming
power that enables her to accept the reality of the tragic circumstances that have shaped
her identity. The actual telling of her story functions as a crucial “confession” or “ritual
of redemption” in the protagonist’s life.
Diana Rebolledo affirms that many Latina authors construct identities for their
female protagonists as writers. She states that writing “forms an explanation of the
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meaning of existence; it can order choas, introduce reason into ambiguity, re-create loss,
call up the past, and create new models and traditions. In sum, it orders existence and
invents new worlds” (117). This is the case with respect to Libertad as she attempts make
sense of the tragic events that have marked her life through the acts of telling of her story
to her fellow prisoners and writing in her diary, which is actually a roll of toilet paper
allotted to each inmate.
The novel opens with the following shocking confession: “Bringing back to life
all the people I killed is the one wish at the top of my list” (1). Thus, from the moment we
meet Libertad, there is a great mystery surrounding her identity. We are curious about
whom she has killed and why she is in prison. We know she is suffering from an
overwhelming feeling of guilt. We also understand that her wish to ressurect the dead is
doomed to failure. When questioned by another inmate, Maciza, about whom she had
killed, Libertad responds by saying “It’s none of your business” (1). The third person
narrator tells us “Libertad couldn’t get herself to confess anything. She opened her
journal and in the darkness searched for her pen between the folds of her blanket” (1).
This passage suggests that this novel will be about the relationship between writing and
redemption; the protagonist needs to write down her feelings in order to make sense of
them. For Libertad, both writing and storytelling will help her to confront her past and to
liberate herself from paralyzing traumas that she is unable to talk about when we first
meet her in prison.
Fragments of Libertad’s journal are included in the text, revealing the
protagonist’s intimate thoughts and feelings. For example, she writes: “I am alive and
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that is my punishment. I have been spared death to feel remorse. It happens every day. I
wake up, I remember. I feel the weight of their absence” (270).
The protagonist’s voluntary silence, that is, refusal to confesss her crime, creates
great suspense and curiosity in her fellow inmates and in the readers. As the third person
narrator affirms, “In her readings, she revealed bits of her life, insignificant events as well
as milestones, all coming to her memory in spurts, disobeying chronology, defying her
desire to alter them in favor of what she wished the truth to have been. But since no one
could tell for sure if what she read was fact or fiction, she managed to replace the
inmates’ burning curiosity about her crime with an aura of mystery that surrounded her
everywhere she went” (30). One inmate, Rata, speculates that she is a political prisoner;
Rarotonga thinks she might be a secret agent or “some wealthy bastard’s mistress”; yet,
another prisoner is of the opinion that none of the stories that Libertad reads to them at
the library are true. They question if she is really the trucker’s daughter or someone else
who is lying about her identity.
Through her powerful gift of storytelling, Libertad keeps the prisoners enthralled
and in suspense. She blends fact and fiction to create a magical tale, refusing to reveal,
until the very end of the novel, the details of the “crime” that landed her in prison. She
tells about her father’s past as a literature professor and activist in Mexico; his escape
from the Mexican authorities and crossing the border into the United States; how he falls
in love with Libertad’s mother, a wild, eccentric trucker who is tragically killed in a freak
accident.
In Libertad’s fictional autobiographical narrative, she talks about how she and her
father shared a passion for books, stories, and adventure as they travelled across the
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country. It is not until Libertad reads some books about psychology while in prison that
she comes to realize her father suffers from an extreme case of paranoia and may even be
delusional; this discovery makes her question the validity and accuracy of many of his
stories about fleeing from the Mexican authorities whom he fears are still pursuing him
decades later on the U.S. side of the border. Therefore, we the readers are made aware
that there may be several unreliable narrators contributing to the story we are reading.
This literary devise reminds us that all stories are in some sense, inventions and
constructed narratives or interpretations of events from a particular perspective. Escandón
suggests that the truth is not absolute; the same event will be told differently depending
on each person’s perspective or point of view.
As Libertad tells her story she takes us, the readers, and female prisoners who
form her audience in the text, on an oddessy that mirrors her spiritual quest for selfdiscovery. This female bildungsroman explores the themes of a relationship between a
father and a daughter, the absence of a mother, the protagonist’s romance with a young
man she meets on the road, leading to a giant rift between her and her father, and finally,
a tragic accident. In the novel’s denoument, Libertad is finally capable of articulating to
her new friends in prison the reason for her incarceration. After a terrible fight with her
father, Libertad was fleeing in their semi-truck and suddenly crashed into a bus: “As it
turned out, the crane’s boom unlatched and swung to the other side of the road just as the
passenger bus approached in the opposite lane. With the impact twenty-six passengers
lost their heads, including the driver” (265). Upon conviction for involuntary
manslaughter and other felonies due to the mystery surrounding her counterfeit
documentation and hundreds of thousands of dollars stashed in every compartment of the
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truck, the protagonist was arrested and imprisoned. Ironically, at the Mexicali Penal
Institute for Women, Libertad, who had spent her entire life on the road, finds a home;
she confides near the end of the novel “And it was here, in this prison, where I finally
learned what it is to live in a home with no wheels” (267).
González & Daughter Trucking Co. is a female bildungsroman that highlights the
theme of the bonds of friendship that Libertad establishes with the women at the
Mexicali Penal Institution for Women. This book does not present a realistic portrayal of
the harsh reality of prison life. On the contrary, life in lock up is depicted very
idealistically through rose-colored glasses. For example, when Libertad’s release date is
coming up, she asks the female warden for help to stay as long as possible. She tells
Warden Guzmán: “It’s just that we have a great thing going with Library Club. I
wouldn’t want to leave that” (101). And when asked if there are other reasons she wants
to stay in prison, Libertad replies: “I never went to school, so I wouldn’t know exactly
what it’s like, but somehow you make me feel as if this is my alma mater.” Warden
Guzmán responds by saying that very few recognize her efforts and explains her
philosophy: “I believe that creating a sense of community, an atmosphere of belonging, is
a positive strategy for rehabilitation” (102).
The solidarity that is formed as the women share their secrets, their crimes, and
their past suffering--often due to being victims of violence and sexual abuse --is one of
the novel’s most important themes. The women are empowered by Libertad’s story and
by the therapeutic value of storytelling itself. As each inmate reveals her own personal
narrative bridges of understanding and compassion are forged. For example, when
Maciza unbuttons her shirt and shows Libertad a burn scar on her back and confesses that
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her mother burned her with an iron when she was eleven “in order to teach her a lesson,”
the third-person narrator comments: “There was an unspoken understanding between the
two women. Libertad knew that Maciza had withstood much more pain than the scar
could show” (57).
This kind of personal confession followed by compassion and empathy abounds
in this text. In this respect, this novel is characteristic of the female bildungsroman which
feminist critics have pointed out differs from the traditional bildungsroman written by
male authors. In the “Introduction” to an edited volume entitled The Voyage In: Fictions
ofFemale Development, critics Abel, Hirsh and Langland argue that “a distinctive female
‘I’ implies a distinctive value system and unorthodox developmental goals, defined in
terms of community and empathy rather that achievement and autonomy” (10).
Libertad uses a device commonly found in telenovelas to keep her audience
hungry for more. She interrupts each weekly session at the most exciting, suspenseful
moment and refuses to say anything until the next episode. This keeps her listeners
gossiping all week long about what will happen next and begging her to continue telling
her story. There is a fine line between suspense and fear as well as between confession
and narration in this text. When Maciza asks Libertad to “unload her garbage” once and
for all because the counselor says it’s healthy, she remains silent. As the narrator points
out, “Libertad needed to tell her story, to let out everything she had been holding in since
she first arrived at the prison, her life in the shape of the truth, a confession, not a
narration, but again her voice did not listen to her command, and she did not answer”
(58). When Maciza tells her friend that everyone is wondering and some say she’s in for
murder and others say it’s fraud, Libertad defends her right to remain silent: “ ‘It’s about
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suspense,’ said Libertad, although the word on her mind was fear” (59). By the end of
the novel, Libertad has overcome her fear and is able to confess to her fellow inmates the
details surrounding her incarceration.
Another narrative technique used by Libertad in her weekly reading sessions is
literary license. For example, she describes her lover Martin as much more handsome
than he is in real life, as the inmates discover when he unexpectedly shows up one day at
the prison. The following dialogue between Rata and Diva reveals that the flesh and
blood Martin doesn’t look anything like the fictional, romantic hunk:
“It is Martin!” said Diva from behind the gate.
“It can’t be. That guy is as ugly as a mug shot. Martin is supposed to be a
handsome stud.”
“You’re right. This one’s way too scrawny to be him.”
“And where are the blond curls shining in the afternoon sun?”
“She did say her stories were all made up.”
“Fucking liar.” (284)
In conclusion, I hope to have demonstrated that González & Daughter Trucking
Co. is a female bildungroman that reveals Libertad’s process of growth and selfdiscovery through the act of narration. This novel attests to the creative and therapeutic
value of confession, the power of storytelling, and the solidarity and bridges of
understanding created by the sharing of personal stories. In this coming-of-age novel,
storytelling itself is represented as a “ritual of redemption.”
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ABSTRACT
The American Experience: Roderick Nash’s Wilderness in the American Mind in
American-European-Indonesian Conservation Practices.
The colonial power of the European and the American’s concept of land use is a foreign
idea to the Indonesian, especially in terms of applying economic and esthetics values.
The western countries have regarded land for exploitation and profit. America has
developed a different phenomenon from that of the European. A lesson of a century on
the domestic American policy on wilderness experienced destruction and restoration in
land use. On the contrary, the colonial European was more into maintaining and
exploiting land and its resources in their colonies. On the hindsight, Roderick Nash’s
thesis on the international perspective of national park is both philosophical and practical
as it describes from appreciation to transnational “import and export” of nature. The
interest of white people in big games and scenic beauties, in America or in the third
world, has laid a post-colonial diplomacy between the western and developing countries
to establish national parks and promoting conservation. Thus, conservation, from once an
instrument of colonization of the western power, has now been accepted internationally.
This paper consists of four parts. Part one is about current situation of environmental
consequences of resource use. Part two describes the basic understanding of different
groups of people in understanding about nature, that is the American, European/the
colonial, and the Indonesian. Part three is about the international perspective of national
parks. Part four is on ways for problem solving or ways to increase preservation.
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A worldwide awareness nowadays has been about environmental destruction.
Land around the world has been modified since mankind has introduced a way to sustain
their lives. A classic example of the colonial occupation in different parts of the world
has moved plants from its original place to other parts of the world, such as the case of
maze, coffee, tobacco, chocolate, tea and many others. This paper consists of four parts.
Part one is about current situation of environmental consequences of resource use and
some positive efforts that have been in constant process. Part two describes the basic
understanding of different groups of people in understanding about nature, that is the
American, European/the colonial, and the Indonesian. The Western concept of nature as
opposed to the Indonesian has left a social gap of practice and concern. Part three is about
the international perspective of national parks. Part four is on ways that have been
practiced for problem solving or ways to increase preservation.
Part one: Current situation of environmental consequences of resource use
This is a description of home materials pictured by Arnulf Grubler. Imagine
where you live. One is a traditional house in Mali, Africa, where the walls and all the
cooking utensils are made of clay and two, is a modern house in Japan, where a family
owns more materials than the family in Mali. The washing machine, television, stove,
rice cooker, warmer to wall closet and furniture obviously use natural sources other than
just clay; it is obviously wood and electricity. Borrowing Grubler’s productivity growth
makes one think about how we relate ourselves to the environment around us and how we
have made use of the resources. His theme of how people do more with less is quite a
challenging idea. On one hand, people in general tend to exploit essential resources, such
as energy or water as maximal as possible, whereas on the other hand, environmentalists
see this as a possible threat in the way these ingredients are produced or consumed.
Grubler writes such “environmental productivity” measures include tons of CO2 (or
other air pollutants) emitted per kilowatt-hour (kwh) of electricity produced in a power
plant or the emissions per vehicle-mile driven by an automobile. However, there is a
change in the global level of awareness of the objective of use of resources. Grubler says
that people today advocate the reduction of environmental impact through increased
environmental productivity; previous efforts to promote the alternative – reducing input
by scaling back production and consumption (that is, by curtailing material well-being) –
have turned out to be generally unpopular. When one-third of the world has voiced its
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concern like the one stated above, two-third of the world population may express
different agenda.
The irony of the world use of natural resources lies in the fact that the potential
skill has been practiced by one-third of the world population. They have consumed the
largest amount of world energy for comfort and outstanding technological marvels. The
two-third part of the world has suffered from energy depletion while their level of living
in general is pretty low and poor in standard. There is a huge gap between the well
exploited natural resources as those that had been implemented in advanced societies and
those in the developing countries where there is no coordination between land use for
profit or to prosper the people. Most of the societies in the region where natural resources
are rich live in carelessness and abandonment on the part of the local government and its
officers. A question such as one which is raised by Grubler is how can the benefits that
productivity growth has brought to currently affluent be shared with the majority of the
world’s citizens? The expressed concern being voiced is such that involves assimilative
capacity of local, regional, and global environments to dissipate waste streams and
pollution arising from highly productive (and thus high-output) human systems, because
these wastes ultimately threaten the basic life-support functions of the biosphere. Here is
where this paper probes as a way of looking the gap, and to present the concept of
exploitation of natural resources which may vary from one culture to another.
Reduction of adverse impacts of use of natural resources is definitely not the
apprehension of the colonial governments. It was a wonder when the colonial power
anywhere in the world introduced ammunition and vehicles of all sorts to the indigenous
people. Various imprints of colonial touch that affected the lives of the locals when
bicycles, motorcycles, water pumps, faucets, shower deuces, gas stoves, toilet flush,
bowls and even bathroom placed inside the house. This is the time when the colonial
power parading indigenous regions like in the Philippines, Indonesia, and other Southeast
Asian countries and in South Asia like India. In Africa, the process was somewhat slower
as colonial power did not transfer their technology in direct manner. They exploited the
gold, diamond, and eager to preserve the game for hunting so as not to establish Western
infra structure. South Africa is exceptional since the white people had separated the
western life from the indigenous. The soul of the sphere is exploitation. Plantations of all
sorts were laid and the colonized countries were the supplier of all the luxury of the
westerners. The pattern has been obvious where supplier of tea, coffee, chocolate,
tobacco, rubber, tin, copper, aluminum, iron, oil, gold, and other minerals is totally the
responsibility of the subdued. A West Java research institute established during the Dutch
colonial time is a case in point where the colonial government extracted yields in
maximum way. Coster mentions that the West-Java Research Institute in Buitenzorg
(now: Bogor) held botanical and chemical research and plant selection of tea plantations
of 138,000 ha, rubber plantations of the western half of Java and South and West
Sumatra of 160,000 ha, and cinchona bark cultivations (quinine) to the extent of over
17,000 ha. The connection of colonial and colonized has been the secured relationship for
about two decades in terms of exploitation and supplies. Even it has been a catch word
for some historians that colonization brought modernization to the indigenous people.
This especially related to the situation when after the independence of the Republic of
Indonesia, the Indonesian government under Sukarno acquisitioned assets of colonial
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plantations and factories and Indonesians learned to be the managers instead of mere
employees.
Pollution of all sorts & contrast
To make environmental issues closer to us, it is good to consider the impact of the
use of natural resource which has created different and sometimes similar problems.
From raw material to modification of production has resulted an ever larger variety of
services and products at ever higher quality (Grubler, 25). In one side of the globe, there
has been a progress that is worth noted. Many environmental problems that plagued
industrial societies in the nineteenth century – from horse manure on the streets to the
excessively high levels of pollution that went along with coal-burning in residential and
commercial applications – are no longer known today to the citizens of industrialized
countries although they continue to be very well known to urban residents in many cities
in the developing world (Grubler, 26). In the case of horse manure, it is still a problem to
the town dwellers in North Sulawesi /Celebes of Indonesia. Streets are strewn with
unbelievable dirt and smells. For comparison, there has been a severe air pollution within
4 year period, from 1948 to 1952, 14,000 inhabitants of Donora, Pennsylvania, were
hospitalized or became ill and in 1952 the city of London has suffered Great London
Smog of which more than 4,000 deaths occurred (Parris). The Donora and London smogs
were examples of “sulfurous smog,” which arises from burning fossil fuels (such as some
coals) that have a high sulfur content. A decade ago, cities in central Kalimantan /Borneo
and in the adjacent areas have been plagued by smog of forest fire for quite a long time in
1990s and continuing to the present and it has now become a world concern. Most
developed countries aggressively monitor tropospheric ozone levels. For example, the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA); the National Park Service; and other tribal. State, and local
agencies have combined forces to publish http://airnow.gov/ (Parris, 3). In developing
countries such as Indonesia and Thailand, they have never equipped with adequate
instrument to monitor tsunami or other coastal connected type of disaster. In contrast,
in advanced countries, over the last 100 years, income has grown on average 3 percent
per year, translating into a 20-fold increase in real incomes. At the same time, life
expectancy has doubled and working time has halved, implying a fourfold increase in
free time. Higher incomes and more free time enable us to consume unprecedented
quantities of (ever cheaper) products and services of unprecedented quality and variety.
The production side of our consumer society has led to unprecedented levels of material
use and environmental impacts as improvements in resource and environmental
productivity have been outpaced by output growth to date. The essential fact is that we
use resources and make products more efficiently, but we always produce and consume
more (Grubler, 26). It is known that income per capita of majority in Indonesia is far
below the income standard and even children in Lombok in southern part of Bali island,
and some parts in Java have suffered malnutrition. Milk and food are hard to access in the
places far from towns and they are more expensive than the prices in cities because of
more cost of transport. Women in developing countries are at higher risk of developing
biomass-smoke-induced that causes chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
because they spend the most time with a family’s wood stove. The World Health
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Organization says that indoor air pollution generated by the use if solid fuel is
responsible for more than 1.6 million deaths annually and for 2.7 percent of the global
burden of COPD (M.P.). More so now, with potential natural disasters in Indonesian
archipelago, places that were hit by earthquake, torrents and tsunamis are in total mess.
There has been a hot mud flow that came from an oil well in East Java that plagued the
people. In Indonesia and other Asian countries there has been problems of management
and coordination of disaster whereas a greater chance of supported rehabilitation had
been in progress after the poor handling of Katrina hurricane.
Indonesia’s practice of land use & policy
People of the developing countries have been used to follow the colonial system
of land use and exploitation. There has been duplication of the manner of the way the
current government regulate their resources. They divide land in terms of zones of which
the most part is under the ownership of the government and they leave a little part or even
nothing to the advantage of the local. Most produce is use for commodity and is left a
little or nothing to prosper the indigenous. Hoare writes the majority of the land area has
been classified as “State Forest Zone.” Figures for the forest estate vary from 147
million to 119 million hectares. This land and its resources are the property of the state,
lying under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Forestry, and is designated for production,
protection or conversion forest. Thus, the huge amount of land is under the government
authority and the elite in power had been obviously in command of the yields. There is
some part of the land that is allocated for the local people but it is far for any substantial
share. Hoare says the traditional rights of forest-dependent communities to this land are
given some recognition in law, but only as long as these do not come into conflict with
state interests. Typically, state interests have been equated with timber exploitation, and
the government’s policy has been to exclude local communities from the forest land.
Consequently, Hoare continues, ignoring traditional rights has eroded local
communities’ incentives to manage the forest for the long term and engendered conflict.
So, it is not only exploited in an exclusive way, it is also a place of lawlessness. Of this,
Hoare states the scale and remoteness of the area has overwhelmed the government’s
ability to enforce the law. It is therefore, there is a situation where the communities have
lost the authority or incentive to restrict forest use, while the forest ministry lacks the
capacity to do so. The outcome of this has been widespread unsustainable and illegal
logging (Hoare, 31). The deprived hands of the local ironically are not reluctant in
participating in the destruction of their land for survival and greed.
The colonial era has introduced the Agrarian Acts of 1870. It says that all lands
without certified ownership, or not under constant cultivation (which included fallow
swidden land, and forests used for hunting and gathering), belonged to the state. The
1960 Basic Agrarian Law (of the Indonesian Republic) reiterated this principle. Under
this law, customary rights (adat) were recognized, although they had to be registered, a
requirement of which many indigenous communities remained unaware of. However,
state sovereignty took precedence overt these (Hoare, 31). Suharto’s “New Order”
government (1966-1998) further strengthened the state property regime. In 1967, the
Basic Forestry Law (No. 5/ 1967) was passed, under which “all forests within the
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territory of the Republic of Indonesia, including the natural resources they contain, are
taken charge of by the state” (Hoare, 31). By 1979 Indonesia was the world’s largest
producer of tropical timber (Hoare, 32). In the mid-70s a regulation was passed
determine the extent of forest land 75% of the nation’s land area as forest (Hoare, 32).
Large areas designated as forest had actually been converted to agricultural use or
settlements (Hoare, 33). Extensive areas of community forests were allocated to outside
interests, such as plantation managers and transmigration planners. With the loss of
their property rights , local communities were viewed as squatters by the government,
and their use of forest resources as theft. Many communities were resettled from
protected areas, and programmes were implemented to settle shifting cultivators and to
relocate “isolated and backward tribes” (Hoare, 34). From sole proprietor to absolute
manager, the government’s role of land management was obviously unsympathetic
toward its own people. The colonial government’s only objective was to drain natural
resources and the government of the republic acted like the former oppressor, that is to
deprive the governed from assets for welfare.
It has been a gruesome pattern where countries with rich natural resources is in
the lowest level of decent living standard and left with chaotic and corrupt management
by their own local government, whereas the developed countries of the industrialized
world have enjoyed rules and regulations that embraced both the utilization and
conservation aspect of use of natural resources. The case in point is the Indonesian
excessive use and other countries of fossil fuel, crushed stones, sand, and wood for
construction. In the U.S. more cars and more driving per passenger transported, and
more light trucks and SUVs (Grubler, 34) have become a positive trend and introduction
of lead-free gasoline (Grubler, 34) has been nationwide although the measurement device
of emissions is varied. The greening movement has been launched for lesser energy and
more efficient for use is on the way while in developing world, policies of land use are
not well implemented and on the part of the government, in many cases it is the root of
the problem.
Part two: The concept of land use: America, European/Netherlands-Indonesia
Roderick Nash has pointed out the concept of wilderness in the American mind
that is different from that of the Native America. He quoted Chief Standing Bear of the
Ogalala Sioux who said, we did not think of the great open plains, the beautiful rolling
hills and the winding streams with tangled growth as ‘wild.’ Only to the white man was
nature a ‘wilderness’ and … the land ‘infested’ with ‘wild’ animals and ‘savage’ people
(Nash, “Preface,” xiii). In European/Anglo-American mind, human and nature-animals
although they co-habitation, they have totally a distinct realm. The Judeo-Christian
worldview never thought of man as part of animal or vegetation. The Jews and Christians
view themselves in terms of lordship over the land and animal. The only church order
under St. Francis has determined the place of the convent among the domesticated
creatures in remote and uninhabited place. This practice is also known among the Essenes
who lived in caves near the Dead Sea (Nash, “Old World Roots of Opinion,” 17). Most
Europeans consider the wilderness as an evil place where demons and pagans lived. In
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the case in the New World, the white civilized people have to dwell among the wild.
There has been farming and cooking preparation practiced in the wilderness or in
domesticated places especially the time when settlers have to penetrate the wilderness.
Therefore it is proper for Chief Standing Bear representing his people to comment on the
white people of their animosity towards the Indians who consider themselves equal to
animal and nature. For white people, consequently, Native American and the wilderness,
have to be subdued and transformed into civilized ways.
In the beginning, the understanding of wilderness is arbitrary. In the context of the
New World, the Indians have been identical with wilderness. Later it is defined as some
place where there is no trace of civilization, such as the sight of an empty beer can (Nash,
“Prologue: The Condition of Wilderness,” 4). Quoting Robert Marshall, explorer and
crusader for wilderness preservation, he demanded an area so large that it could not be
traversed without mechanical means in a single day (Nash, “Prologue: The Condition of
Wilderness,” 4). The attached words following ‘wilderness’ are thought to be “primitive,”
“roadless,” and “natural” (Nash, “Prologue: The Condition of Wilderness, 5). Originally,
wilderness is an Old World concept, American defined her own. In 1847, George Perkins
Marsh, a U.S. Congressman from Vermont, voiced his concern of the destructive impact
of human activity on the land, especially through deforestation and he proposed a
conservationist approach to the management of forested lands (The Library of Congress).
So, back then by the time of the white people’s influx to the New World, not only the
Indians were exterminated, the game was also diminished rapidly, and the land shrank.
The conquest of the continent reflected a mindset where wilderness has been meant to be
scaped and domesticated. As a result of this, land depletion and rigorous farming have
caused alarming sign. Marsh’s fellow New Englander, George Emerson has written a
book, A Report on the Trees and Shrubs Growing Naturally in the Forests of
Massachusetts and it was delivered before the Agricultural Society of Rutland County.
Thus, the American idea of conservation has attached to land use philosophy and the U.S.
Department of Interior was established in 1849.
In retrospective, the European imprinted experience in the Netherlands India is
like the efforts of the American wilderness preservation movement. Botanical Gardens in
Buitenzorg (Bogor) and another in Tjibodas resemble the creation of National Parks in
America, such as the case of Congress passes a bill granting Yosemite Valley to the State
of California as a public park in 1864. Over a period of two centuries, European
botanists and landscapists were fascinated by the rich exotic varieties of flora and the
biologists, zoologists to the birds, mammals and others. Dammerman mentions that in
1884 visitors’ laboratory of the Botanic Gardens in Bogor (formerly Buitenzorg) opened
and offered an opportunity for botanical study in practically every respect. Henry Forbes,
a British naturalist who happened to visit the island of Java in 1879 described his
admiration of the variety of bird species and at the same time lamented the local
inhabitants to felling in the unbroken forest (Forbes, 109). His comment on the local
practice of land use is worth noted. He said, the native in the hill regions does not make
sawahs (which are good from year to year), but constantly takes in his fields by felling,
where he lists, in the unbroken forest. As, after reaping for only two seasons this new
land, (on which he scatters his seed between the fallen trunks), he deserts it for a newer
patch, broad tracts of the island are every year becoming covered with this ineradicable
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exhauster of the soil, and bye-and-bye the virgin forests of this country will have entirely
ceased (Forbes, 109). Conservation was undoubtedly a strange word. Forbes here
represents a colonial attitude of land use management and he mentions the need of the
Government to regulate native practices of land use. He said, (and bye-and-bye the virgin
forests of this country will have entirely ceased), if some sharper supervision be not
exercised by the Government over the timber-felling mania of the native. The outcome of
nineteenth century colonial land use practice for Indonesia is a legacy of government
superior role in possessing and exploiting the natural resources as natives were not geared
towards monetary value and participating in preservation. Their life subsistence is
basically instant yield of any natural resource. The case of massive logging expounded by
the government such as the case during the Suharto government had not been a surprise.
What is more, the government has impoverished its own people by ignoring their basic
needs for income raise, education, and some community–based development. The
European, in this case, the Netherlands, has not experienced possessing lavish supply of
natural resources like the American have from the continent. Crops and plantation of the
European were mostly derived from the colonies. Likewise, the colonial experience in
Indonesia has positioned the government as the central leadership in land use and its
resources as it encouraged the officers to be corrupt and selfish. It is therefore, as we see
now, the Indonesian have to learn from foreigners to conserve.
Part three: The international perspective of national parks
Roderick Nash’s chapter on the international perspective of national parks is
worth mentioned. From April 1909 to March 1910, ex-President Theodore Roosevelet
conducted a safari holiday to now, Uganda and Kenya, and brought home, over 3,000
specimens of African wildlife. Ironically, the New World has become a haven for hunting
for Englishmen. From 1854 to 1857 Sir St. George Gore, a British nobleman, has shot
2,000 buffalo, 1,600 deer and elk, and 105 bears. From 1847 proposal on conservation to
Roosevelt’s establishment of national parks has gone a well noted processes. Since the
arrival of European settlers to the western expansion, the American continent has
undergone a transformation. A colonial uncompassionate attitude towards Native
Americans has ironically been compensated by the meticulous concern over the natural
resources, bisons and other big games, and the plants and landscape of the continent. For
an Indonesian who generally identifies herself to once-oppressed or colonized people, the
Indians are resemblance of colonized people. It has been a peculiar history of the
American people, where the Indians have to be relocated in the reservations while the
continent is fully transformed into progress and order under the Anglo-American rules
and authority. In lieu with the preservation of scenic beauty, which is bountiful in the
American continent, national parks establishment are distinct result of land management.
Nash mentions to extend the export-import metaphor, national parks and wilderness
systems might be thought of as the institutional “containers” that developed nations send
to underdeveloped ones for the purpose of “packaging’ a fragile resource (Nash, “The
International Perspective,” 344).
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The legacy of “wilderness cult” (Nash, “The Wilderness Cult”) has a positive
outlet for developing countries. Julius Nyerere in 1961 has marked a learned attitude for
preservation and survival of Tanganyika. He says, I personally am not very interested in
animals. I do not want to spend my holidays watching crocodiles. Nevertheless, I am
entirely in favor of their survival. I believe that after diamonds and sisal, wild animals
will provide Tanganyika with its greatest source of income. Thousands of Americans and
Europeans have the strange urge to see these animals (Nash, “The International
Perspective,” 342). He mentions about his bias feeling about white people who love big
hunt and keep the game last, and again it shows that indigenous people like most people
in Asia and Africa basically do not inherit a sense of mission to preserve the
environment. Preservation, conservation or reservation are all strange and foreign ideas,
and are not originated in their worldview. The Indians have some sense of keeping the
game multiplied in order for them to survive, but for Asian and African, they will devour
anything edible or cut and chop for instant need and later for accumulation of wealth.
Nash says the preservation of game animals in Africa is an excellent illustration
of nature exporting and importing at work. Colonization made it easy. Developed nations
found themselves in control of a huge area rich in wildness which had been exhausted at
home. From here, the international bargaining power has been added. Control over
natural resources in developing countries is no longer a secret.
Part four: Solution
Preservation, conservation and reservation have penetrated educated people
around the world. It has been a successful effort to be the guardian of nature. A western
concept originally, but now it is expressed anywhere. Businesses and production of
merchandise have used these three catch-words both in popular and technical ways.
Conservation covers land management and it is philosophical and practical.
A worldwide movement initiated with the idea of ecotourism has also affected
cruise industry. Cruise lines, local governments, and show operators are working with
civil society organizations (which include indigenous groups, local communities, and
nongovernmental organizations) to be proactive in preserving cruise destinations while
ensuring a sustainable future for cruise tourism. More than 11 million passengers set sail
on cruise ships in 2005. Between 2000 and 2004, 62 new ships were added to the North
American market, and 20 new vessels are expected to begin service by 2009. The report
From Ship to Shore: Sustainable Stewardship in Cruise Destinations, issued by
Conservation International’s Center for Environmental Leadership in Business has
reported that Norwegian Cruise Line has partnered with Bermuda restaurants to
encourage passengers to sample the local fare and support island businesses. Similarly,
Holland America initiated a passenger education program in its Alaskan cruises,
bringing an artisan affiliated with the Alaska Native Heritage Center onboard to
demonstrate traditional crafts as well as a ranger from the National Park Service to
discuss the ecology, history, and cultural heritage of the area (M.J., May 2006). The
Royal Caribbean International’s Explorer of the Seas has onboard instrumentation and
atmospheric and oceanographic laboratories designed to help scientists answer ocean
and climate research questions (M.J., May 2006). The above models of preserving
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natural assets may become an example for marine tourism in Indonesia and despite the
almost recurrent incidents of resource destruction such as that happened in the forests of
Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Sumatera, Indonesia has contributed a new-found bird specie,
an orange-faced honeyeater of the wide Mamberamo Basin in western New Guinea on
the remote Foja Mountains (D.H.). Preventing overfishing, management of inland
fisheries should be guided by enforcing sustainable yields, maintaining biodiversity,
protecting against habitat degradation and other anthropogenic stressors, and providing
socioeconomic benefits to a broad spectrum of consumers (M.J., January/February 2006).
A 50-hectare plot in a tropical forest may serve as habitat for more than 1,000 tree
species (M.P., January/February 2006). This may suggest the establishment of such plot
in any place of conservation where rare-species advantage regulate dynamics and
therefore permits the coexistence of many species in a community (M.P., January/
February 2006). It is advisable to assess regeneration potential after a fire, effects of
post-fire logging on regeneration, and fire risks in the area (M.P., March 2006). Forest
fire like those that happened in Kalimantan/Borneo should prompt people to initiate tree
nursery project. The United Nations has recognized a new classification, environmental
refugees that is those that are displaced due to sea level rise, expanding deserts,
catastrophic weather-induced flooding (M.P., March 2006). Nature-based source of
income should be in constant watch because natural systems decline through soil
depletion, deforestation, overexploitation, and pollution thus a contributor to increasing
poverty (Mock and Steele, 12). For non-timber forests, other products should be proposed
such as bamboo, mushrooms, herbs, and other collectibles (Mock and Steele, 14). Rural
industries – such as local processing of agriculture or fishing products, crafts
production, and eco-tourism will benefit from a sound approach to ecosystem
management (Mock and Steele, 16). This shows a sound management of natural
resources that plays an important contribution to the wealth of the community. Secure
tenure is crucial to guarantee the continuity of resource subsistence for the locals (Mock
and Steele, 16). Natural resource concessions in remote areas which are granted to
individual such as Bob Hasan, Indonesia’s former Minister of Industry and Trade, the
timber magnate and close associate of former President Suharto (Mock and Steele, 18)
should be avoided. The elite capture of state resources such as once Indonesia’s plywood
trade had controlled over 60 percent of world tropical plywood exports, but it has let
Indonesian people impoverished. Mock and Steele describe demands by local officials
for bribes … for access to resources placer a special burden on the poor and encourage
low-income families to themselves engage in illegal logging, fishing, and other
sustainable resource use. In other words, the impoverished locals are victim of a
dragging system which is counter productive.
Not only conservation, but proper implementation of resource use and
management may result a healthy community development. In the 1980s poor fishers in
the Indian state of Kerala organize to demand a seasonal ban on industrial trawlers that
directly competed with local fishers and reduced their catch. Using tactics such as public
fasts, road blockades, and marches against the government, the fishers became a
political force that eventually coaxed fisheries managers to adopt a three-month seasonal
ban on trawlers (Mock and Steele, 19). Indonesia’s WALHI is a prominent
environmental group, was one of the few NGOs tolerated by the Suharto government in
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the 1980s (Mock and Steele, 19). Environmental watch groups are in the increase and
awareness of depletion and depravity is intense.
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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CONVENTIONAL IMPLICATURE AND GRAMMATICAL CHANGE.
FROM LATIN MIDDLE TO ROMANCE REFLEXIVE
Maria M Manoliu
University of California, Davis, USA
Whether they were traces of an ancient merger or just an economical tool for
expressing lack of interest in speaking about the Agent, the non-active Latin forms -otherwise called “medio-passive” -- constitute another example of how interpretations
governed by the grammar of contemporary languages can lead to an inappropriate
description of a dead language.1 If there has been little discussion about the
interpretation of the active voice, the forms in -R have been subjected to a variety of
interpretations mostly guided by translations in a specific contemporary language. One
might think that looking for an invariant semantic feature capable of explaining all these
derived values, contextually determined by the verbal stem, is an exercise in futility.
However, in our opinion, it is at least worth trying to find a link between all these
multiple functions encoded in a single morphemic paradigm. But before presenting our
arguments in favor of a unifying discourse model, we shall examine the positive trends
as well as the weaknesses of a few models of the category of voice in general, and of
Romance voice in particular.2
1. A few basic concepts.
1.1. Cognitive Grammars.
According to Langacker's cognitive grammar, the passive imposes a choice of
the trajector that reverses the relation between the figure and the ground of the active
construction. (1982, 1987, 351-352). The figure is “the structure perceived as ‘standing
out’ from the remainder, which is represented by the ground” (Langacker, 1987, 120).
The function of the past participle in English is two-fold:
“(i) it suspends the sequential scanning of the verb stem, converting it into a complex
atemporal relation (hence the temporalizing be is required in a finite clause);
and
1

The Latin forms in –R represent a type unknown to Greek, Sanskrit, and most of the IE languages, but
are common to the Italic and Celtic branches ( see Buck ,1962: 251)
2
If there seems to be a consensus about the fact that the term diathesis corresponds to the semantic area
expressed by voices (a universal feature of language), the definition of voice as a grammatical category
(language specific) is not without its controversial aspects.
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(ii) it imposes a figure/ground alignment distinct from that of the stem, specifically with
respect to the choice of trajector.” (see Langacker (1987, 351)).”

In our opinion, the choice of the figure/ground alignment is the basis for a staging
strategy, which we propose to interpret metaphorically as “highlighting” or “mise-enlumière”. Figuratively, it can be viewed as directing light at the scene. At this point
it is necessary to specify that “highlighting” and “topicality”, although coinciding
most of the time, belong to different levels of information. Topicality can be defined
roughly as the “entity speakers want to talk about”; the topic is usually identifiable
across sentence boundaries (see ‘scalar topicality’ in Sells, 2001 bellow).
Highlighting does not exclude the repeated presence of a protagonist on the stage.
See, for example, (1):
(1) Fr. Raymond voulait fuir, mais, en même temps, se cacher, ne pas être vu
(Mauriac, Le désert de l’amour, 1925, Paris: Grasset [Livre de Poche]), p. 44)
“Raymond wanted to flee, but at the same time, to hide, not to be seen”
In utterance (1) the topic is Raymond, as the subject of all the clauses. The first clause
has an active construction and, therefore, highlights Raymond, the Experiencer, in the
third clause the affected participant, Raymond is highlighted, as the subject of a
passive construction, but in the second clause the reflexive construction se cacher
highlights the whole event of “hiding”, and not just Raymond.
1.2 Discourse organization.
Touratier (1984:90) stresses that voice is the effect of a structural reorganization
of the sentence which corresponds to a reorientation at the level of meaning:
Mais du fait de la suppression du premier argument et de la promotion
structurale du second argument à la fonction de sujet, il y a forcément une
réorganisation de cette signification. Celle-ci est orientée différemment: son
contenu, inchangé, est rapporté au second argument et non plus au premier
argument, qui ayant été supprimé ne peut plus être pris en compte.
In his OT model of voices, Sells (2001) introduces topicality beside the role of
participants, agent and patient, in order to calculate the possibilities that voices can
encode in any language. In fact, Sells speaks of a scalar topicality:
Scalar Topicality is determined by the discourse measures of Referential Distance
and Topic Persistence. Referential Distance is the measure how far back in discourse
the previous mention of a referent is, from a given point; the lower the measure of
Referential Distance, the more topical the entity is. Topic Persistence measures how
many times in succeeding discourse a referent is mentioned, from a given point;
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hence the higher the measure, the more frequent and topical the entity in question
is (Sells, 2001:360).

The possible combinations of these parameters may be summarized as follows (Sell,
2001: 363):
Voice Type

Expression

Linking

LRS

Active

a1-p1

aS1-pO1

AP

Inverse–GR

a1-p1

aO1-pS1

Antipassive

a1-p0

aS1-pOBL0

Ap

Passive

a0-p1

aOBL0-pS1

aP

Super Active

a2-p1

aS2-pO1

Super Inverse-GR

a1-p2

aO1-pS2

Super Antipassive

a2-p0

aS2-pOBL0

Super Passive

a0-p2

aOBL0-pS2

equivalent

This model, which takes into account only two roles, the Agent and the Patient,
cannot account for languages which encode grammatically the difference between
constructions with a subject referring to an Agent and those with a subject referring to
an Experiencer. This is the case with Latin forms in –r (the so-called medio-passive)
and the Romance reflexive, which can have an Experiencer as their subject as distinct
from active constructions (see (3)).3
(2) Lat. laetor (middle) “I am happy”, “I rejoice”, and
(3) Fr je me réjouis, Sp. me alegro, It. si rallegra, Rom. mă bucur (reflexive) “I rejoice/I
am glad”.

Further evidence for the fact that Latin syntax was sensitive to the difference between
Experiencer and Agent is to be found in constructions with the so-called “impersonal
verbs of feeling” such as pudet “it shames”; piget “it irks”, paenitet “it regrets”, uti
“tu turn around”, etc. These constructions have a dummy subject in the 3rd person, the
Experiencer is encoded in an accusative NP and the noun referring to the cause takes
the genitive case (see (4)):4

3

Romance syntax is still sensitive to the difference between Agent and Experiencer: see, for example,
constructions in which the topical personal Experiencer is either in the dative or in the accusative:
Rom. mi-e frig lit “to me is cold”, i.e. “I am cold”, mi-e foame “to me is hunger”, i.e. “I am hungry”,
mă doare capul lit. “‘me:ACC hurts head”, i.e. “my head hurts”, Sp. me duele la cabeza lit. “to me
hurts the head”, i.e. “my head hurts”, etc. Cf. also Lat mihi placet – Sp. me gusta, It. mi piace, Rom.
îmi place lit. “to me pleases”, i.e. “I like...”
4
See also: me miseret reginae lit. “me:ACC sorry is queen:GEN”, i.e.“I am sorry for the queen”; me
paenitet dictorum, lit. “me:ACC regret:3rd.SG words:GEN”, i.e. “I regret my words” etc. (Morwood,
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(4)

me
piget
stultitiae
irks.it.is
stupidity:GEN.SG
me:ACC
approx.“I am irked at my stupidity”.

meae (Cicero, Do. 29)
mine:GEN.SG

In spoken and late Latin there is a preference for developing medio-passive forms (the
so called deponent forms) for verbs of feeling (doleor, CIL, 6. 23176 for doleo “I
suffer”, gaudeor for gaudeo “I rejoice”) and psychological verbs (dubitor beside
dubito “I doubt”), which also shows that the category of the Experiencer was
conceived of as being in opposition to the category of the Agent (active force). As has
already been emphasized, spoken Latin was characterized – like any oral register – by
a higher use of affectively marked linguistic formants and conversational markers,
which is also proven by the frequent use of demonstratives and diminutives with a
hypocoristic value (see inter alios, Muller, 1945).
2. A synchronic view of Latin voices.
Everybody agrees that, in Latin, the category of Voice had only two members: (i) Active
and (ii) the so-called Medio-passive.
The active voice was highlighting the initiator (was agent-centered). It
represented the neutral term of the category, since it also occurred with non-agentive
verbs, such as esse “to be”, habeo “to have”, etc.
According to classic descriptions, often conditioned by translations in a variety
of contemporary languages (either Romance or Germanic), the values of the forms in
–tur are characterized by a mosaic-like variety:
(a) impersonal (with either transitive or intransitive verbs):
(5)

dicitur lit. “there is saying”, “it is said”; itur lit.” there is going”, “they go” (Ernout-

Thomas, 1953: 204-205); dabitur tibi amphora Pl., Cas.121; cf. Fr on te donnera une amphore
“they will give you an amphora”;5
(b) middle-reflexive (when the subject shares the roles of both Agent and Patient):
(6)

lavari, tergeri (Poen. 219) “to wash, to clean [oneself]” (intrinsic passive);

(c) middle/ active (especially verbs of feeling) (the subject refers to an Experiencer, who is both
the inner cause and the location of the feeling)6:
(7)

laetor “I rejoice”, miror “I am amazed [at], I am surprised, I admire”, queri “to

1999: 107).
5
See also Morwood (1999: 106): captiuis parcetur lit.“there will be sparing of the prisoners”, “the
prisoners will be spared”; Woodcock (2002: 43): curritur lit. “running is taken place”, i.e. “people are
running”, etc.
6
The feeling experienced by the referent of the subject depends upon the person in question: for
example, the unexpected arrival of a person might make somebody happy but annoy somebody else
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complain, to lament”, cf. also the semi-deponent gavisus sum “I rejoiced”.
(d) inchoative (the subject is the Locative (i.e. where the change takes place)):
(8)

ignis exstinxitur “the fire went out [by itself]”; see also moritur “to pass away”;

(e) verbs of change in position (the referent of the subject is the initiator of the movement and the
entity that moves):
(9)

ferri “to rush, to flee”, moueri “to move [oneself]”, uehi “to transport [oneself]’, uerti “to
turn around”, etc.;

(f) passive:
(10)

amor “I am loved”;

(g) factitive (the subject refers to the Patient acted upon and the Agent which makes it happen):
(11)

aduruntur (Tusc.5, 27, 77) “they let themselves be burnt” (cf. Fr. ils se laissent brûler -Touratier, 1984:81) ;

(h) deponent:
(12)

imitor “I imitate”; sequor “I follow”.

For more than thirty years -- due to the preponderance of syntactic models -descriptions of the Latin forms in -tur have been concerned only with the syntactic
characteristics of the forms under discussion. Consequently, the medio-passive forms
have been categorized as means of intransitivizing the verb; in other words, of reducing
the number of verb-valences. If it is true that the impersonal and the passive
constructions can be used for demoting the Agent from the core structure of the sentence
(either by not mentioning it at all or by presenting it as a focalized prepositional
complement), the syntactic hypothesis that the medio-passive forms were a means of
intransitivizing the verb cannot account for the behavior of all forms in -tur.

7

Several

Latin verbs, including the deponents, were transitive. For example, dexteras “[right]
hands” is the object of copulari in (13) and ferrum “the sword” is the direct object of
cingor in (14): 8
(13)

7

copulari dexteras
“to shake [the] right [hands]”.

See Touratier 1984. For generative approaches see Golopenţia, S.&Vasiliu E.K. 1968, Vasiliu, Laura
1969, Saltarelli, 1970, Roldán, Mercedes (1971), Vincenz, I. 1971, Ruwet, Nicholas 1972, Schroten, J.
1972, Suñer, Martha (1974), Costa, R. 1975, McCawley, N.A. (1975), Cinque, G. 1976, Luhán,
Martha 1976, Napoli, D.J. 1976, Naro, A.J. (1976), Zribi-Hertz, A. 1978, Stéfanini, J. (1982), Everaert,
1986, Dobrovie-Sorin, 1994; Zygmunt Frajzyngier & Traci S. Curl, 2000.
8
See also other transitive medio-passive verbs: conspicor “to spot, to see [something], to catch sight
of”; aemulor “to emulate [somebody], to rival”; aggredior “to approach, to address, to attack”; sequor
“suivre [somebody]”, etc. A verb such as suggredior changes its meaning according to its transitive or
intransitive use, namely: when transitive, suggredior means “to board a ship, to tackle a question” - cf. Fr.
“aborder [qc]”; when intransitive, it means “to get close to something” -- cf. Fr. “s'approcher [de qc]”.
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(14)

ferrum
cingitur (Virg. Aen. 7, 640)
girds.he/himself
sword:ACC
“He girds on his sword”

As I hope to have demonstrated eleswhere (see Manoliu 2006) various interpretations of
the Latin medio-passive (by Ernout and Thomas (19531 - 1993), Touratier (1984), Guillaume
(1971.2), Flobert (1975), Joffre (1995), Kemmer(1993)) support our discourse hypothesis

that Latin diathesis (the semantic area expressed by morphologically or syntactically
marked voices) was organized around agency, interpreted as the capacity of influencing
human life (which is not the same as the feature “animate” referring to the property of
“living”). 9 The active voice typically highlighted the participant that had the power of
affecting human life in positive or negative ways, which was in agreement with the
most common perceptive strategy. The form in –tur signaled the fact that the speaker
did not want to talk about the initiator. As such, it could be used as a staging strategy for
highlighting the whole event.10 This hypothesis does not excludes the fact that these
forms could be exploited in such a way as to convey a variety of contextual
interpretations (middle, impersonal, inchoative, etc.).
3. The Middle Voice and Latin reflexive pronouns.
In classical Latin, when the reflexive pronoun co-occurs with the active form, it
expresses overtly a “double role played by the referent of the subject”, whereas most of
the forms in –R carry the conventional implicature that the subject refers to two Roles.
(cf. (6) , (9) and (11) supra). According to Flobert (1975: 387):
“Il s'opère alors un véritable dédoublement du sujet tout à la fois agissant et agi;
le procès reflète une volonté délibérée de soi sur soi: le reflexif est donc dualiste”.

(15)

mulier quae se suamque aetatem spernit, Plaut. Mo 250
“the/a woman who spurns herself and her own age”

(16)

ubi se adiuvat ibi me adiuvat, Per. 304
“when he helps himself then he helps me”.

9

For the hypothesis that the agent was envisaged as an acting force, capable of influencing human life, rather
than humans, because human beings were viewed as an intrinsic part of nature, is supported by the gylanic (female
oriented) mentality favoring a social organization based on partnership, which dominated the Old European and
Old Near/ Middle East agricultural cultures. As Eisler (1988: 36) emphasizes: “in the mythical images of Crete –
the Goddess Mother of the universe, and humans, animals, plants, water, and sky as her manifestations here on
earth – we find the recognition of our oneness with nature, a theme that is today also reemerging as a prerequisite
for economical survival”.
10
The appropriateness of including pragmatic criteria in the description of Romance voices was advocated in
Manoliu (1988). See also Bazzanella (1991, 1997). Another staging strategy used when reconstructing
linguistically the narrated events consists in the use of tenses for either foregrounding or backgrounding.
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The reflexive pronoun can also co-occur with verbs of change:
(17)

convertit
se
in
turned
himself
into
‘he turned himself into a swallow”.

hirundinem (Plaut)
(a) swallow

With verbs of movement (such as se mouere), the reflexive pronoun
souligne que l'initiative du mouvement appartient au sujet, tandis que le passif
intrinsèque moueri “se mouvoir” marque seulement l'implication du sujet dans un
mouvement. Le tour réfléchi est donc plus fort, plus expressif. (Flobert, 1975: 387):

(18)

se

mouit ex
REFL.3rd
moved out-of
“he went out of town”

urbe
town

According to Flobert, in Virgil one can find the beginning of a metaphorical use, the
“personification of inanimate subjects”, a phenomenon that is frequently used in Late
Latin: “par un souci de personnification ou plus précisément d'animisation”. (p. 389)
(19)

frangitur
inque sinus scindit sese
unda (Virg. Aen.1, 161)
breaks:MIDDLE
in-and curves divides itself wave
approx. “the wave divides itself and breaks in curves” (Flobert, 1975: 388)
As (19) above and (20), (21) below show, se could also accompany a form in –tur.
-- middle:
(20) repens (= serpens) torquebatur se (Vit, Anton, 9) .
“the snake twisted (itself) around”
- deponent:
(21) me nunc commoror ( Plaut, Ps. 1131)
“as for me, I now refrain [myself]”
In our opinion, in cases such as (20) and (21), -se had a pragmatic value, similar to that
of an intensifier expressing the denial of an expected non-identity by overtly expressing
the fact that the referent of the subject had two roles at the same time. A similar function
had the reinforcement pronoun ipse “self” when added to a reflexive construction with
an active verb (see (22)).
(22)

ualuae [...]
se
ipsae aperuerunt (Ciceron, Diu. I)
doors
REFL self
opened
“the doors opened by themselves”

It is very likely that, at that time, one usually did not expect that a door opened by itself
(see Manoliu, 2003).
Further on Flobert (1975: 387) notes that “le choix stylistique a vite entrainé la
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banalisation au point qu'il a fallu renforcer la réflexivité: se ipsum mouere”. In other
words, in colloquial and Late Latin, se started to loose its pragmatic function, as did ipse,
as proven by the necessity of adding another intensifier such as met (cf. metipse > Fr.
même, Sp. medesimo, etc.).11
In brief, instead of Flobert’s stylistic interpretation, we think that a pragmatic
approach is more appropriate for describing the functions of SE constructions. As a
pragmatic marker, SE acquired the function of bringing in the event-highlighted
perspective (cf. Flobert’s “dynamicity of expression”) As such, SE could spread, from
the contexts in which it accompanied middle constructions, to other forms in –tur, such
as impersonal and even passive, when the referent of the subject did not have two roles.
As shown by (23), in the case of the so-called passive, the Object was subjectivized and
the Agent was omitted as undetermined:
(23)

litterae
se
scribunt
letters
REFL.3rd
write.3rd.PL
“one writes letters”--> “letters are written”.

4. The Romance reflexive.
The forms in – tur, carrying the conventional implicature of coreferentiality have
constituted the favorable contexts in which SE could replace the morphologically
expressed Latin medio-passive. From the contexts in which it expressed the
coreferentiality of two Roles that corresponded to the syntactic subject, the Romance
reflexive pronoun spread also to the cases in which the subject did not refer to two Roles,
namely in the case of impersonal and passive constructions. Consequently, in Romance
languages, the reflexive pronoun is no longer just a signal of coreference but has
acquired a new function, as a marker of an event-highlighted linguistic reconstruction
(with or without coreferentiality -- Manoliu (1988), Kemmer (1993:161)).12 This
11

See also its value of a personal pronoun in O.Rom. însu “he” and its function as a definite article:
Sard. su “the” .
12

In order to define the distinction between middle and reflexive constructions, Kemmer (1993:66) introduces
two cognitive dimensions: (i) the relative distinguishability of participants in the event, i.e. “the degree to
which a single physico-mental entity is conceptually distingushed into separate participants, whether body vs.
mind, or Agent vs. unexpectedly contrasting Patient;” and (ii) the relative elaboration of events (Kemmer
1993:121) i. e. “the degreee to which the participants and component subevents in a particular verbal event are
distinguished”. The variation in elaboration of events reflects alternative conceptualizations by the speaker, who
has the choice of either making reference to events as undifferentiated wholes, or making reference to their
substructures or component parts.” The middle is characterized by a low degree of elaboration of events,
subsuming low participant and sub-event distinguishability. However, “the relative disinguishablity of participants”
cannot account for passive and impersonal middles, since in both cases there is no referent playing two

roles in the event.
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hypothesis does not excludes the fact that, like the Latin forms in –R, the reflexive
constructions could be exploited in such a way as to convey a variety of contextual
interpretations (middle, impersonal, inchoative, etc.). In fact, if one considers the
Romance reflexive in syntactic terms, SE occurs in a variety of structures, in which two
Roles are played by the same referent at the same time:
a. objective (transitive reflexive), Agent = Patient. Compare (6) and (24):
(24) Fr je
I

me
lave
myself wash.I
“I wash”

versus (23)

je
lave
mon
I
wash my
“I wash my child”

enfant
child

b. middle, Experiencer = Inner cause of feelings, states. Compare (7) with (25):
(25)

Fr je me réjouis, Sp. me alegro, It. si rallegra, Rom. mă bucur “I rejoice/ I am
glad”.13

Romanian also has a dative reflexive construction with verbs of knowing:
(26) Rom.

Petru îşi
aminteşte
Peter to himself
remembers
“Peter remembers you”

de
of

tine
you

c. reciprocal, Agent1= Patient1 and Agent2 = Patient2.
(27)

Fr.
Sp.
Rom.

il
se
bat
he
REFl:3rd.ACC fights
“he fights with everybody”
se pelean
“they fight [with one another]”

avec
with

tout le monde
everybody
It.

si sono salutati
“they greeted [each other]”

se privesc “they look [at each other]”

(d) inchoative, (the subject refers to an Experiencer, who is both the inner cause and the
location of the feeling).

The reflexive construction has become the most common form of expressing a change,
in either the psychological states (comp. (7) and (28, 29)) or position (comp. (9) with
(30)):
Experiencer = Inner Cause of change:
(28) Sp. Juan se enfada de nada
“John gets angry for nothing”

Pg. emoborrastarse
“to get bored”

(29)

Rom. a se plictisi
“to get bored”

13

It. offendersi
“to get offended”

In Romanian, the middle reflexive may also be found with verbs of cognition such as “to think”:
gândeşte mereu la
tine
Rom.
se
REFL:3rd.ACC
think-he always at
you
“he is thinking of you continuously”.
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(ii) change in position.
(30) Fr. se plier
“to bend [oneself]”
Rom. a se apleca
“to bend’

Sp. acostarse
“to [make oneself to] lie down,i.e. to go to bed”
It. muoversi
“to move [oneself]”

Although the syntactic approach is useful especially for translation purposes in
contrastive grammars, it has less explanatory power than the discourse hypothesis when
it comes to accounting for the fact that the same construction can have so many
functions.
The variety of interpretations of Spanish reflexives has been explored by
Maldonado (1996) in interesting ways that support our hypothesis of an eventhighlighted reflexive. As Maldonado puts it, on the one hand, SE may serve to
focus on the characteristics of the process and to background the participant who has
the initiative; on the other hand, it favors the interpretation of the event as an
unexpected happening.14 As a means of highlighting the event, it could be also
exploited as an aspectual marker.15
5. Reflexive passive versus plain passive.

14

The fact that these dynamic constructions downplay the Initiative Force allows for SE to give impression
that events happen suddenly by overcoming or overriding some resisting force. Often the speaker's
expectations refer to an abstract resisting force. Maldonado gives examples such as:
lluvia (*se)
cae
(i)
la
the
rain
falls
Since rain is expected to fall, SE is unacceptable. But since human beings are expected to resist gravity
and stay upright, the following situations require SE:
(ii)
Juan se (*0) cayó al agua con su mejor traje puesto
or with encoger “to shrink”:
(iii)
la lana (*SE) encoge
A pesar de que estos pantalones son prelavados, se (*0) encogieron.
(iv)
In (iii) wool is expected to shrink when washed, so SE is not used. In (iv), however, our expectation is that
prewashed pants do not shrink, thus SE must be used.
15

Maldonado's notion of “terminal prominence” works well with verbs in the preterit where we can see the
resultative state is in focus and the initiative agent is backgrounded:
ella se peinó/ ella se levantó
(i)
“she brushed (her hair)”/ “she got up”
But with the imperfect or the present progressive, the focus is on the energy less than on the “terminal
prominence”:
ella se peinaba com mucha atención
(ii)
“she was brushing her hair with a lot of care/ very carefully”
llevas una hora peinándote.
(iii)
“you spend an hour on burshing your hair”.
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The hypothesis that voice is the expression of the intersection between two
parameters, the Role structure and the cognitive-discourse staging strategy, can explain
the difference between the Romance plain passive and the reflexive passive.
(a)

The active and the plain passive are expressions of a part-highlighted

perspective, but differ as to the part in question.
(i) As the neutral term of the paradigm, the active voice highlights its first
argument, the doer; consequently, its second argument (the undergoer) may be deleted
(e.g. Fr. dans ce restaurant on mange bien; on a bien mangé lit. “in this restaurant one
can eat well, we have eaten [very] well”).
(ii) The plain passive is undergoer-highlighted. It explains the fact that the first
argument (the doer) can be deleted and occurs only if it is focalized (see (31),(34) and
(43) below):
(31) Fr. Pierre a été battu par deux policiers
“Peter has been bitten by two policemen”.
(b)

Like its Latin counterpart (i.e. the forms in -tur), the reflexive highlits the whole

event (whether it is an activity or a state).
This hypothesis can explain the following syntactic phenomena characterzing
reflexive constructions:
(i)

The reflexive constructions may function as an “impersonal” and then both the

first and the second argument of the verbs can be omitted. See (32) with a transitive
verb:
(32)

Sp.
Rom.

aquí
se
come
se
mănâncă
aici
here
REFL eats
“here one eats well”.

bien
bine
well

(ii)

The growing incompatibility of the reflexive -- even passive -- with an agentive

by + NP. Limited to certain categories in Old Portuguese, Old Spanish Italian and
Romanian, the agentive complement has become even more unacceptable16 Compare:
(33) Sp. En
In

el
the

palacio
palace

de
of

Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz

se
REFL:3rd

un
convenio [...] entre
España
y
Italia
a
treaty [...]
betweenSpain
and
Italy
“In the palace of Santa Cruz a treaty was signed between Spain and Italy.”
Firmaron
16

el

Ministro

español de

See Gili y Gaya (1970), Naro (1976), Manoliu (1985: 228), inter alios.

Asuntos

firmó
signed
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Signed:3.pl
the
Minister
Spanish of
Affairs
Exteriores
y
el
subsecretario italiano.
External
and
the
undersecretary Italian
“The Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Italian Undersecretary of State signed
[it].”

and
(34)

La
paz
fue
firmada por
los
embajadores de
peace was
signed
by
the
ambassadors
of
paises
two
countries.
The peace [treaty] was signed by the ambassadors of both countries”

los
the

the
dos

The reflexive is less likely when the by NP is focalized:
(35)

?Se
firmó
la
paz
por
los
embajadores de
the
peace by
the
ambassadors
of
?REFL:3 signed
dos
paises.
two
countries.
?“there was a signing of the peace [treaty] by the ambassadors of both countries”

los
the

(iii) Its preference for expressing telic (and not categorial) predicates, that is when the
whole sentence is rhematic (see Manoliu,1985: 228, Moortgat , 1990):
(36) Sp .

se
REFL
se
REFL

hace
does
pintan
paint

limpieza,
se
cleaning
REFL:3rd
las
portas...
the
doors

lavan
wash

ventanas,
windows

approx. “A big cleaning job is done, the windows are washed, the doors are painted...”
(37) It. Con
un
carretto se
portavano
le
reti
With a
cart
REFL:3rd
took
the
nets
sulla spiaggia,
si
stendevano ...
REFL:3rd
spread...
to-the beach,
“With a cart the nets were taken to the beach, they were spread ...”
(38) Rom. În
casă se
face
curăţenie
In
house REFL:3rd
does cleaning
approx. “A big cleaning job is being done in the house”

mare
big

The plain passive construction is unacceptable for expressing rhematic utterances:
(39) Rom.*în casă este
făcută curăţenie
in house is
done cleaning
“in the house a big cleaning job is done”.

mare
big

Even when functioning as a facilitative reflexive (Fr. réflechi facilitant), it gives equal
discourse salience to both the subject and the verb. The quality entails the type of activity
(40) Fr.
approx.

le
vin
rouge se
boit
chambré.
the
wine red
REFL:3rd
drinks room.temperature: ADJ
“the red wine must be at the room-temperature when one drinks it”

Sp. las camisias

de seda

no

se

lavan

facilmente
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the shirts
of silk
“silk shirts do not wash easily”

not

REFL:3rd

wash

easily

The reflexive construction is also the preferred choice when the verb belongs to one of
the following categories: verbs of saying, perlocutionary verbs (“to order”), and verbs of
ascertaining (“to ascertain, to notice”), when the speaker prefers not to mention the
source:
(41) Sp. se había comunicado [...] a los oficiales de infanteria que las primeras tropas
de relevo ...
“the infantry officers were informed that the first relief forces...”
se
que
viera
(42)Pg. ConstatouAcertained
REFL:3rd
that
came.he
“It has been ascertained that he came in vain”

em vão
in vain

but
(43)

Fue constatado por todos que viera em vão (with focalized by NP)
“It was realized by everybody that he came in vain”. i.e. “everybody realized that
came in vain”.

he

Conclusions:
Our discourse hypothesis assuming that voices are means of a scenic strategy (of
highlighting) has the advantage of accounting for the following phenomena in both Latin
and Romance:
1. Synchronically, it provides a unified description of both the Latin forms in –tur and
the Romance reflexive constructions. The so called Latin medio-passive, signals the
speaker’s intention of not talking about the Agent. As such it can serve as a scenic
strategy for highlighting the event.
2. Diachronically, it provides an explanation for the fact that the reflexive constructions
took the functions of the forms in –tur. Coreferentiality of two Roles constituted a
conventional implicature carried by several forms in –tur. This provided the favorable
contexts where the reflexive, overtly marking the coreferentiality of two Roles, could
replace the middle.
3. In Romance languages, the reflexive pronoun is not just a sign of coreference but has
acquired a new function, as a marker of a linguistic reconstruction which highlits the
event (with or without coreferentiality: passives, impersonals). This hypothesis accounts
for the following phenomena: (a) their preference for rhematic sentences, when there is
no contrast between topic and comment; and (b) the incompatibility of the reflexive
passive constructions with an agentive by + NP.
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“Hidden Gems: Music for Oboe and Bass Continuo by Eighteenth-Century French
Composers”
Margaret R. Marco
Associate Professor of Oboe
University of Kansas
1530 Naismith Dr.
Department of Music and Dance
Lawrence, KS, 66045
mmarco@ku.edu
In this lecture/recital, I will present four sonatas written for the oboe and harpsichord by
eighteenth-century French composers. I chose these pieces from over the nearly 100 that I
collected while researching this music at the Bibliotheque National in Paris, France.
These works, which are true musical gems from the French Baroque period, are not
currently published in modern editions. This period is one of the most significant eras of
repertoire development for the oboe, yet also one of the most neglected by modern
scholars and performers. Inasmuch as these sonatas are virtually inaccessible to most
performers, it is conceivable that they have not been performed for nearly 300 years. It is
my desire to bring this valuable and currently untilled collection of music to the attention
of modern musicians. The presentation will include: 1) a detailed description of the
pieces, 2) biographical information on the composers, and 3) a brief discussion of French
Baroque performance-practice issues relevant to this collection of pieces.
Program:
Nicolas Chedeville
(1705-1782)
Premiere Sonate
I. Legerement
II. Rondeau : Le Gracieux
III. Rondeau : La Graciuse
IV. Le Duc de la Trimouille
Sixieme Sonate from Troisieme Livre D’Amusements Champetres
I. La Rivier d’hier, Prelude
II. La Dificile
III. Rondeau
IV. Les Adiuex de Brunoy
Jean Francois Bouin
(dates unknown)
Cinquième Suitte from Les Muses Suittes
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I. Le Prudent-La Prudent
II. Tambourin
III. Musette
IV. Les Oiseaux
Jacques-Christophe Huguenet
1680-1729
Sonate XII from Première Oeuvre de Sonates
I. Allemande
II. Gay
III. Air
IV. Un peu gay

Editions and figured bass realization by Margaret Marco
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Human Nature and Ritual Behaviour (li) in Hsun Tzu
By
Michael R. Martin
Department of Philosophy
The University of Hong Kong
Abstract
In this essay I look at Hsun Tzu’s development of li (rites, ritual, ritual behaviour)
against the background conceptions of li found in Hsun Tzu’s main predecessors,
Confucius and Mencius. Using the techniques and methodology of modern comparative
and analytical philosophy (broadly conceived), I argue that li should be taken as the
dominant concept in Hsun Tzu’s moral and political philosophy and that in his discussion
of li Hsun Tzu was concerned mainly to develop and defend conservative, authoritarian
elements in Confucius against liberalizing tendencies found in Mencius. I believe that
the famous dispute between Mencius and Hsun Tzu concerning whether human nature is
basically good or evil needs to be reassessed in this context. In particular I will argue that
some of the recent attempts to read Hsun Tzu as concerned mainly with moral
development or “moral agency”, and some of the recent attempts to minimize the
differences between Hsun Tzu and Mencius as a way of highlighting and defending Hsun
Tzu’s Confucianism, result in an unbalanced and misleading interpretation of Hsun Tzu.
I argue that more attention needs to be given to Hsun Tzu’s authoritarian and
metaphysical commitments. The wider question of the extent to which Hsun Tzu should
be considered a moral philosopher as opposed to a metaphysician and political strategist
will also be considered. I comment in passing on a number of recent articles, including
articles by Brian van Norden, David Wong, P.J. Ivanhoe and others, as well as some of
the more traditional accounts given by D.C Lau, Homer Dubs and A.C. Graham.
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“The Car as Masculine Space in Y tu mamá también”
Victoria Martinez, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Spanish
Dept. Modern Languages and Literatures
Union College
Schenectady, NY 12308
martinev@union.edu
Y tu mamá también is a film about a road trip that two testosterone-driven young men,
Tenoch and Julio, undertake to an isolated beach in Oaxaca, Mexico with Luisa, Tenoch’s 28year-old Spanish cousin by marriage. The film has been described as “a provocative sexual
coming-of-age tale,” (Los Angeles Times), a “ribald comedy” (Village Voice) and a movie that
is “sexually obsessed” (San Francisco Chronicle); but as a number of critics point out, it is much
more–it is a sharp critique of class differences and social ills, particularly in rural Mexico. In an
unusual overlapping of discursive voices, the film shows the action and dialog of the characters,
but cuts away constantly to an anonymous narrative voice-over that gives the audience details
about the characters’ lives and informs the viewers about events and details of lives of people
who have nothing to do with the action of the film.
Y tu mamá también broke box-office records when it opened in Mexico, grossing 22
million dollars its first week. It also grossed more than 13 million dollars in the United States,
and was enormously popular in other countries. Citing the explicit sex scenes, one critic contends
that the director, Alfonso Cuarón, is “unburdened by the commercially-driven motivations of
Hollywood, [he] can show things that he never would have been able to had the film been
1
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bankrolled by a studio” (Berardinelli). To some degree that may be true, but the choice of genre
and adolescent characters suggests that Cuarón had the Hollywood system and the audience it
attracts in mind when he made the film. Ella Shohat and Robert Stam suggest that “the
Eurocentrism of audiences can inflect cinematic production. Here the dominant audience, whose
ideological assumptions must be represented if a film is to be successful, or even made at all,
exerts a kind of indirect hegemony” (186). In Mexico, where Hollywood films have long
dominated the screen, Y tu mamá también was an exception. One could argue that by using the
road-movie genre--a genre clearly established by Hollywood–with two young, popular actors and
the over-the-top sex scenes Cuarón was indeed motivated by commercial interests, because the
young people are the ones who attend movies in Mexico and in the U.S. In fact, Cuarón talks in
an interview about an improving Mexican economy that is bringing the middle class back to
theaters (Basoli 27). In addition to its characters and graphic sexual scenes, references to U. S.
popular culture and to the upper and middle classes reflect the Eurocentrism that Shohat and Stam
refer to. Nevertheless, while the film might cater to the middle class youth, it also clearly
criticizes the political and economic systems of which the characters (and I would say, the
viewers) are the products (as Cuarón points out in the interview). He wanted to attract the very
audience he meant to critique, and through the scenes of Mexico and the anonymous voice-over
that expose flaws in the socio-political national structure, Cuarón questions the very hegemonic
powers that control the production and marketing of his film; and as he explains, through film
“we can tell our story, and through our stories the denunciation will be done. If you’re Mexican
and you live there, or even if you don’t live there but you are close and you care about it, you
cannot ignore what’s going on. You have to take a stand” (Basoli 27).
2
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As I have mentioned, the road trip is a typical Hollywood genre, and Jessie Gibbs notes
that it is “constructed as a male escapist fantasy, inheriting frontier symbolism (masculinity,
individualism, and aggression) from the Hollywood western” (1). 1 The car plays an integral role
where much of action and dialogue take place; and the camera moves in, out and around the
vehicle providing visual images that may or may not have anything to do with the action or the
characters. The car the trio travels in is one that Julio and his sister share; and it is a run-down
station wagon, obviously made by an American company. The fantasy begins when Tenoch and
Julio flirt with Luisa at an exclusive wedding. They concoct a description of a fictional beach
(Boca del Cielo) in a juvenile attempt to convince her to take a trip with them. No one is more
surprised than they when she takes them up on the offer; and the road trip with Luisa seems to be
the answer to their libidinal desires.
In the car, where most of the sexual discourse (and some of the sexual action) takes place,
the trio generally travel like their middle and upper-class counterparts in the audience live,
according to Cuarón: “in a bubble and [not connected] with what is going on around them”
(Basoli 26). There is a great deal of masculine bragging that goes on in the car, while the camera
shows images outside where, with the voice-over, the audience is made aware of the effects of the
overwhelming privileging and power of the elite, ruling class and the total marginalization of the
working classes. The visual images depict a rural economy in shambles as the car passes through
poor, dusty towns with dilapidated buildings, garbage and debris strewn about, modest herds of
livestock, cows crossing the road, goats in small yards and chickens wandering about. There are
1

From Jessie Gibbs referring to Shari Roberts “Western Meets Eastwood: Subtext, Genre
and Gender on the Road,” The Road Movie Book, ed. Stevan Cohan and Ina Rae Hark (London:
Routledge, 1997), 45-69.
3
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also several references to death as the car passes by crosses on the road and a funeral procession
moving on foot to a dry, forlorn cemetery. The narrative voice informs the audience of people
having died transporting livestock, crossing a busy highway in Mexico City to shorten the long
walk to work, and crossing the border into the U.S. The audience learns that Tenoch’s nanny left
her town at the age of thirteen to find work in Mexico City, and that Mexico is selling land to U.S.
interests to build resorts, depriving the locals of their livelihood and forcing them into
subservient, menial jobs. While the audience takes in this information, Tenoch and Julio seem to
notice none of this, subsumed by their own juvenile, sex-driven interests; therefore, the discourse
becomes the metaphor for the masculine posturing that as the next generation of privilege, they
will like others before them, disregard the poverty and misery of their own nation. .
In his study of masculinity as behavior, Timothy Beneke defines “compulsive
masculinity;” as the need to “create, stress or distress as a means of both proving manhood and
conferring on boys and men superiority over women and other men” (36). Beneke notes certain
stress-producing situations that threaten masculinity, specifically sporting competitions, women
and homoerotic desire (36); and all three are evident in this film. On one level, the relationship
between these two best friends involves constant competition to see who is more “macho.” They
constantly talk about sex, compete physically and clown around aggressively. On another level,
there is a classist element to their competition, and the audience becomes aware of their class
differences as the film progresses. In this respect, it is possible to consider the competition on a
larger, socio-political scale as the film also makes it very clear that Tenoch is the son of one of the
most powerful elite in the government; and one could regard his efforts at proving his manhood as
his own endeavor to maintain and prove his superiority over Julio.
4
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In the friendship between the two young men, Tenoch clearly has the upper hand: his
father is a powerful member of the ruling PRI party, the family lives in a palatial house that looks
more like a museum with its large rooms (one filled with pre-Colombian artifacts), Tenoch enjoys
the run of the country club on days that it is closed because his father is on the board of directors,
he has his own air conditioned American-made car, his mother does not work, he has maids, and a
nanny who caters to him. Scenes of his house show a number of servants cleaning windows,
carrying flowers in vases, working in the kitchen and in one impressive scene of upper class
entitlement, Tenoch’s nanny (she is still there although he is nearly a man) walks through the
huge house, up the stairs carrying a plate of food. As she walks the phone rings a total of eight
times. The audience discovers that Tenoch has been sitting next to the phone waiting for
someone to answer it; and the nanny does while she serves him his favorite lunch and pats him on
the head. Before she hands him the phone she cleans off the mouthpiece with her apron, so as not
to “contaminate” it. Tenoch offers her a tepid, “thanks” and then dismisses her with a hand
gesture. This scene represents the elite sense of superiority that maintains the majority of the
population on a socio-economic level that is far inferior, and it serves as a preview for Tenoch’s
total disregard for scenes of poverty and tragedy outside the car on the road trip. Nevetheless, the
sense of superiority is not reserved for the elite alone, it extends to the middle class (represented
by Julio) that rides the coattails of the powerful represented.
As a middle class young man Julio is depicted as not needing to work, and he is able to
attend college; but in contrast to Tenoch’s social position Julio’s father is absent, his mother
supports the family working as a secretary, and his apartment is modest and cluttered. On the

5
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other hand, he benefits from his friendship with Tenoch, swimming at the country club (although
he always loses their races in the pool), cruising around in Tenoch’s car (until Tenoch lose that
privilege because he decides to major in literature rather than economics), and attending social
events of the elite, such as the wedding where they boys meet Luisa. Nevertheless, he is clearly
regarded as inferior by Tenoch and his family. The narrative voice tells the audience that Tenoch
never touches the toilet seat at Julio’s place but lifts it with his foot. Tenoch’s mother advises
Julio to dress very nicely for the wedding because the president will be there. At the wedding
guests come up to Tenoch and talk to him, and they all but ignore Julio, even when they are
introduced. Tenoch’s father does not even look at Julio; and Luisa’s husband, Jano, shakes
Julio’s hand without even looking at him as he continues his conversation with Tenoch. Julio is
always shown as secondary to Tenoch, and on the screen he is even physically marginalized as he
is pushed away from the center. He is painfully aware of the snubs, and at one point makes a
comment about the “snobs” to the bartender in a moment of solidarity. Nevertheless, he seems to
harbor the illusion that his friendship with Tenoch supersedes any class differences; and this
apparent lack of awareness mirrors the middle class that tries to place itself to be on the same
level as the elite. The film contains a subtle critique of bourgeois aspirations to be part of a class
that looks down on every other social group.
In this film Tenoch represents the ruling party’s socio-economic superiority; and his
masculine posturing mirrors the patriarchal system that empowers the upper classes and maintains
women and the lower classes in a subservient and submissive position. One could also suggest
that the blatant sexuality and sexual posturing , the “compulsive masculinity” in the film reflects

6
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the socio-economic flexing of power on the part of the ruling and middle classes that work in
collusion and allow the government to maintain a stronghold over the feminized, weaker masses.
If machismo and power represents one end of the scale, femininity and weakness represent the
other.
The wedding provides the perfect example of masculine icons that symbolize government
power. Attended by the movers and shakers of the PRI, and even the president of the republic
this event is obviously important. In fact as Tenoch’s father toasts the bride and groom, he talks
only about the president and praises him for taking time out of his busy schedule to take part in
this “humble” celebration. Rather than focusing on the wedding couple (the audience only sees
one profile shot of them), the images of the wedding represent masculinity and power. The
reception takes place at a charro arena; and the camera focuses on close-ups of several beefy body
guards against the backdrop of the entertainment of men riding horses and demonstrating their
skills while the audience hears the voice of Tenoch counting them.2 At one point a scene shows
a lone waitress taking a tray of lunch to one of the dozens of black-suited chauffeur/ body guards,
a perfect example of feminine and working class subservience; and the audience will recall this
when it sees the Leo, the nanny catering to Tenoch. These images all serve to reinforce and link
the power of the government to patriarchal, masculine control.
2

Most Mexican audiences will understand the link between the charro and the government
it they recall the placement of Jesús Díaz de León as leader of the Confederación de Trabajadores
Mexicanos (CTM), the principal labor union in 1947. He was a rodeo aficionado, and as Daniela
Spenser points out in her review of Kevin J. Middilebrook’s The Paradox of Revolution: Labor,
the State and Authoritarianism in Mexico on Mexican labor unions, “leaders like him who have
acquiesced to the government’s actions which disregard the interests of workers have been known
as charros” (3).
7
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As I have noted, the visual images in the film expose endless economic problems, and
through narrative comments about the government and its connections to the United States the
film suggests that many of the problems in Mexico result from the PRI and Mexico’s neo-liberal
policies. In that respect, if we regard this film as a critique of governmental and hegemonic
power of the U.S., the pervasive references to U.S. products make it possible to regard Cuarón’s
film as a metaphor of what Ricardo Gutierrez Mouat calls “cultural penetration” (81) referring to
the “spread of U.S. mass cultural products in Latin America” (81). In fact, the constant allusions
to sexual penetration, scenes of intercourse coupled with (pardon the pun) pervasive references to
U.S. products, globalization and the economic interconnection between the Mexican elite and the
United States, cleverly reinforce the metaphor. This economic and cultural “penetration” of
Mexico is shown through the film to be progressively destroying the rural working class as well
as thousands of years of culture; and Cuarón conveys that in the manner in which he films the
decaying, poverty-stricken southern rural region of the nation.
References to products from the U.S. and U.S popular culture abound in the film. As I
pointed out in the beginning, the movie uses a classic Hollywood genre, and a classic American
icon, the car. The boys and their friends smoke pot and take Ecstasy imported from San
Francisco, there are references to Tenoch having a Ninja Turtle or a Thundercat as a child, one of
the group of friends is nick-named “Fruiti-Lupi,” a reference to Fruit Loops cereal, and another
friend, on instructing the boys on how to get to the beach in Oaxaca informs them at one turn they
will see a huge Coke bottle. Tenoch wears an Adida’s brand t-shirt in one scene and others, he
and Julio wear t-shirts in English (one says ironically, “it only hurts when I think,”), Tenoch’s
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girlfriend has a Harold and Maude poster on her wall, Julio refers to Team America and asks
Luisa if she is a Victoria’s Secret model. Tenoch and Julio pick out items for the trip that include
beer and chips at a place that reminds the viewer of any superstore market in the US. In fact, the
camera shots in that scene emphasize the vast, cold, factory-like atmosphere. In the opening shot,
Julio’s head appears looking beyond the top of a shelf–searching for something. Behind him,
dominating the scene is a vast ceiling of exposed metal joists and cold, florescent lighting. When
the camera moves to the aisle, we see few people, wide aisles, and what looks like acres of
packaged food. For anyone who lives in or has spent time in Mexico, this scene is jarring as the
image contrasts with mental images one might have of the open markets with piles of fresh food
and flowers, filled with people buying and bartering.
The United States is the destination for elite education, vacations and doing business.
Tenoch’s father was educated at Harvard, and the family vacations in Lake Tahoe. The narrative
voice tells the audience that the president has to leave the wedding in order to give a press
conference denying involvement in a massacre of poor and then is on his way to a conference in
Seattle (one would assume that it’s the WTO).
The music used in the movie reflects the influence of U.S. culture. In fact, many of the
artists featured are American artists, including Natalie Imbruglia and Frank Zappa; and many
songs are in English or are bilingual. One hears the influence of rap and rock; and many of the
lyrics are graphically sexual, and others reinforce the theme of consumerism and superficial
interests, such as “Me go shopping” and “Showroom dummies.”

9
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This cultural “penetration” brings me back to the representation of sex in the film as it
relates to what becomes a power struggle between Julio and Tenoch. One of the points Beneke
makes about compulsive masculinity is that women pose the “greatest threat to manhood” (36),
and Luisa becomes the catalyst that brings the young men to the brink of understanding the
realities behind their relationship. I have mentioned that they talk constantly about sex; and
their discourse reveals their objectification of women. They only talk about body parts; and from
the very first time they meet Luisa, Tenoch and Julio both see her as the object of their desires,
and leave little doubt in the audience’s mind that they have a ménage-a-trois in mind. However,
as the trip progresses, what begins as a lark turns into an intense competition that exposes their
class differences and Tenoch’s real disdain for Julio. The first night on the road Tenoch and
Julio sneak a peek at Luisa through the window of her hotel room (they want to see her naked,
but they only see her crying while she sits on the bed). Peeping through the window is a mutual
undertaking, but when Tenoch has sex with Luisa in the next hotel and Julio sees them through
the open door the competition heats up, and in a moment of vengeful fury, Julio confesses that he
slept with Tenoch’s girlfriend. To quell the competitive tension, Luisa has sex with Julio in the
car the next day, an act that results in Tenoch confessing that he had sex with Julio’s girlfriend.
The conflict between the two accelerates to the turning point that, in my opinion, is the real
moment in which the friendship disintegrates because it reveals the real dividing line between the
two young men—race and class. At the most heated moment of the fight between Tenoch and
Julio, Tenoch calls Julio a “naco,” often described as an insulting classist epithet; but the word
really is a racist slur more often used to refer to indigenous people. More than a sexual coming-
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of-age movie, this is also a social coming-of-age film where Julio discovers the real feelings that
Tenoch has for him and is forced to see the disdain that the ruling party has for the indigenous
and the mestizaje (people of mixed European and indigenous heritage). This echoes José Antonio
Alguilar Rivera’s suggestion the concept of the mestizaje “produced in Mexican society a racism
that has been buried and shameful. The superiority of the “whites” has never gone away, it has
simply been hidden away and disguised. In Mexico it was always clear that some were more
mestizo than others.”3 Although the two young men seem to resolve their issues as they continue
the trip with Luisa, at a bar at the beach they banter drunkenly, but the insults fly, although
veiled in laughter. Tenoch calls Julio a social climber and repeats the “naco” insults, but Julio
throws out one last dig: “y tu mamá también, suggesting, by adding to his confession that, in
addition to having sex with his girlfriend he had sex with his mother too. Whether or not his
statement is true, the implications of a middle-class kid having sex with Tenoch’s mother is not
lost on the audience in terms of the implications that a “naco” would have sexual access to the
mother of a person of Tenoch’s social class.
In yet another complicated twist to the story, on their last night at the beach Tenoch and
Julio have sex together; and while that may be considered the moment that the friendship ends, it
is also the moment that brings into question the very masculinity that they have been striving to
establish. According to Beneke, homoerotic desire threatens masculinity just as much as women

3

The translation is mine, and the original text reads: “el mestizaje engendró en la
sociedad mexicana un racismo soterrado y vergonzante…la superioridad de los ‘blancos’ nunca
desapareció; simplemente se domesticó y embozó. En México siempre fue claro que algunos
eran mas mestizos que otros” (25).
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(36). Their sexual intimacy could be a metaphorical turning point for the new generation since
the homoerotic experience moves them away from patriarchal established behavior that could
extend to their own socio-political behavior. A relationship between the two could also signify
the elimination of their class differences. They might turn away from another aspect of
compulsive masculinity, “resisting the impulse to ‘go soft’ and empathize with or nurture those
who are suffering or weaker” (41). If compulsive masculinity posits on its side
power and superiority over women and weaker elements of society, moving away from that
paradigm threatens the very system that perpetuates that superiority be it over women, or over
the underprivileged classes. If Tenoch abandons his gender and social identity (like he turns
away from economics to study literature), then he abandons the foundations of the system
established by the elite class to which he belongs. And if he abandons those foundations, he
might “go soft” and begin to notice the suffering of those people around him, those people that
he barely looks at throughout the film, including his nanny.
The sexual act leaves the outcome hanging in the balance until the final scene where the
two, who have not seen each other for months, encounter each other on the street and have a last
cup of coffee in a restaurant (the voice-over informs the audience that they will never see each
other again). As the scene opens the narrative voice-over announces the change in the
government as a result of elections that replaced the powerful PRI party with the PAN, a
historical election that ended the 71-year PRI control of the government. While this may portend
change, the conversation between Julio and Tenoch quickly reveals that the social and sexual
parameters have been reestablished. The two have new girlfriends, they are going to begin
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college, and the class differences re-emerge as Tenoch announces that he has been accepted at
the university and has decided after all to major in economics, while Julio states that he will be
attending community college. And Luisa, the woman who brought them to the brink of sexual
and social self-discovery has died, as has their friendship. If we regard the sexual coming
together as a metaphor for social change, the moment has passed. As other critics note, “Julio
and Tenoch end up fulfilling the social and gender roles that will help preserve the status quo”
(Baer and Long 164). Nevertheless, there is one significant difference; Julio understands that no
matter what level of education he reaches, the ruling class will always shut him out. Even with a
new government, the neo-liberal policies will continue—after all, Vicente Fox was CEO for
Coca Cola in Mexico. The urban center, where the film ends, will continue as the economic hub
of the nation whose economy in inextricably connected to the United States; and the rural
population, forgotten by the two young men (and abandoned by the camera and voice-over) as
soon as they left Oaxaca, is again forgotten in the face of the neo-liberal economy. When all is
said and done, nothing seems likely to change; and in a certain respect, the film foreshadows the
upheaval of the presidential elections of 2006 that revealed a nation divided.
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Abstract:
The history of philosophical inquiry has sponsored the development of two great
enterprises that have significantly affected the progression of human civilization: science
and ethics. Both ventures rested originally upon forms of metaphysical realism for their
alleged integrity, objectivity and truth. Now, in our more sophisticated and skeptical
post-modern circumstances, such naïve metaphysical reliance is no longer intellectually
acceptable: science and ethics must each be redefined suitably as to scope, content and
intellectual status. Having been orphaned by similar loss of illegitimate metaphysical
grounding, science and ethics face comparable foundational challenges. Fortunately,
work within the philosophy of science has generated several plausible but competing
strategies to redefine science as a philosophically reputable enterprise. In this paper I
examine these competing strategies and then explore their prospective application toward
the philosophical rehabilitation of ethics.
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Introduction
Karl Popper maintained that “only through the growth of knowledge” can
we become “liberated from … enslavement by prejudice, idols and avoidable
errors”; through such liberating endeavors he urged that we “bestow meanings …
worthy of human beings” upon our individual lives and upon our collective history.
In typically Socratic manner, Popper saw in “the growth of knowledge” prospective
paths toward such truth as was obtainable by human enterprise. Such paths,
however, could only be created and pursued by those willing to systematically detect
and eliminate error from their own personal beliefs and from the ideas of others;
but significant and sustained opportunities for such endeavors required tolerant
and collegial relations that could occur routinely only within broader social
conditions afforded in a “pluralist” or “open society” and only amid peaceful
human relations. Popper adamantly opposed all forms of dogma and fanaticism,
including sheer insistence on moral, cultural or intellectual relativism; he
condemned them both as threats to peaceful coexistence of people and as
impediments to such human progress as was possible both intellectually and
socially. It was against this background that Popper focused contemporary
philosophical attention upon problems of “demarcation” and “theory choice”.
Foundational problems of demarcation and theory choice are relatively
modern issues plaguing philosophical reflections about collaborative intellectual
enterprises; these issues emerged originally as central concerns within the
philosophy of science in writings of Ludwig Wittgenstein and Karl Popper; Popper
also raised comparable issues, although less influentially, concerning political
enterprises; it was John Rawls who – while he did not use this terminology – most
significantly addressed such issues within ethics, particularly in relation to matters
of political justice.
Importantly, problems of “demarcation” and “theory choice” do not arise
within contexts ruled by dogma or other forms of intellectual insistence. Problems
of demarcation refer to matters of defining the distinguishing nature of an
intellectual enterprise: its aims, its methodological standards, and the intellectual
grounds for its proper development and criticism; resolution of these matters rests
ultimately upon an integrated array of conventional agreements and embraced
intellectual and epistemic standards. The aims to be pursued must be shown
obtainable by a coherent interplay of accessible intellectual standards and
acceptable methodological conventions: these integrated accomplishments (i) permit
informed distinction between what belongs to such enterprise and what -- however
otherwise interesting or attractive -- does not; and they (ii) establish objective, i.e.,
inter-subjective, bases for determining intellectual progress and criticism within
such ventures. Problems of “theory choice” are more derivative than those of
“demarcation”: they concern grounds for deciding which among alternative
intellectual constructions -- acknowledged to satisfy our accepted demarcating
dimensions -- are to be endorsed and further explored, however tentatively and
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provisionally. Standards for “theory choice” may be designed for pursuits involving
theoretical explanation as well as normative justification: hence they may pertain
respectively to appropriately disciplined endeavors within science and ethics. In the
course of human history, the emergence and development of potentially
collaborative enterprises such as science and ethics originally showed no unified
aims, standards or investigative methodologies. A brief review in respect of science
follows.
Demarcation and Theory Choice in Science
Scholars may quarrel endlessly as to the respective impact of religion,
politics, economics and other provocative resources and circumstances upon the
emergence and development of science. Certainly, prior to modern times, science
was typically pursued against a background of naïve metaphysical presumptions:
essentialism, determinism, rationalism and realism guided its development,
allegedly justified its pursuit and assured its authority. The task of science was to
reveal the design of Nature, to discover its underlying blueprint -- the essential
character, purpose and operation of things as naturally arranged or even as divinely
designed. Even the illustrious Galileo was captivated by such presumptions,
asserting that God had evidently inscribed the Book of Nature in mathematical
script.
Science was often interwoven with theology: not only were its tasks
generally described as efforts to discern the formative ideas of the god or gods who
fashioned and maintained the universe, but the conceptual architecture of scientific
thought had to conform to established theological ideology. The very nature of
things and the laws governing their interaction had to reflect Divine Rationality: so
the cosmos investigated by science had to be comprised of entities whose essential
natures had been divinely fashioned and were bound together by and interacted
according to inherently rational and determinative Laws of Nature. The structure
and operation of the cosmos simply could not be otherwise!
Under such theologically-induced essentialism, it was assumed that the
rational structure of the human mind was naturally correlated with and could thus
disclose the intelligible character of reality. Once pure realistic rationalism slowly
admitted assistance from inductive empirical verification, this provided fuel for
later collisions between Rationalism and Empiricism, and led eventually to the
dominance of positivism as the alternative scientific ideology. Opposition to such
scientific positivism by Heinrich Hertz and Ludwig Wittgenstein, by French
conventionalists Henri Poincare and Pierre Duhem, and even more influentially the
strident criticism from Karl Popper showed that positivism -- even its highly
sophisticated version offered by logical positivists from the famed Vienna Circle -was just another set of metaphysical theses disguised as science and preventing
clearer view of its intellectual character, status and potential.
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After some 2500 years of its evolution under sometimes sporadic intellectual
scrutiny and criticism, philosophers of science now characterize science
independently of any metaphysical theses. Such theses are now seen as wholly
unnecessary to and contaminative of science: they obscured its intellectually viable
aims, warped its methods of inquiry and distorted the status of its knowledge claims.
While there remain colloquial senses in which “science” may include any disciplined
effort to record facts – including natural history and statistical profiling -- in its
most refined or paradigmatic sense science now refers to explanatory enterprises
designed to render objectively discernible facts intelligible under increasingly
universalized empirically-testable theoretical constructions (hypothesized
theoretical laws and principles). There is now substantial consensus within the
scientific community: (i) that, regardless of degree of empirical success and
explanatory range, scientific explanations express our theoretical constructions -they are human inventions offering hypothesized formats for disclosing intelligible
features of empirical reality; (ii) that scientific explanations should be rigorously
tested for their empirical adequacy (scope) and accurateness (precision); (iii) that
“facts” organized under theoretical explanations are not neutrally discerned but
rendered intelligible precisely through the conceptual framework and theoretical
ontology imposed by the theory; (iv) that each well-designed scientific theory
expresses a distinction between two prospective empirical realms -- that of facts
corroborating what the theory asserts and that or facts conflicting with its
assertions; (v) that efforts towards scientific explanation should be guided toward
ever-increasing breath or comprehensiveness; (vi) that even while collaborative
researches continue under the auspices of well-established scientific theories, the
status of “scientific laws and principles” should not devolve into dogma; they must
remain forever at risk of possible competition from newer theoretical constructions,
especially where the latter show promise of improved accuracy or comprehensive or
even greater conceptual economy.
It is imperative to note that none of these assertions are empirical claims: all
express matters of agreement about the aims, design and conduct of science. Such
agreements permit, guide and regulate collegial, corroborative and critical
enterprises within the scientific community. Indeed, shared commitment to such
agreements about aims and standards is precisely what fashions a scientific
community, permitting its members to work collaboratively and to make and
commonly recognize scientific progress. Such progress may be marked in several
ways, including: theoretically-induced empirical discoveries, successful refinements
of theories in the face of recalcitrant empirical circumstances, and integrations of
theories from formerly separated fields of inquiry.
It is equally important to note that to speak here of agreements and shared
commitments is not to speak of any specific historical event: there was no
constitutional convention for scientists! Rather, under the slowly permeating effects
of philosophical analyses and criticism, and the substantial influence of work from
Karl Popper, such agreements and shared commitments emerged and are now
evident within common features of scientific practices, within collaborative scientific
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endeavors and through notices and critical rejoinders published by members of the
scientific community. Just as what counts as respectable “science” in any particular
field is subject to some latitude with respect to well-settled core recognitions and
more controversial peripheries, so too there is comparable distinction between wellrespected scientists and those seen as radicals (or even as nearer to “the lunatic
fringe”). As Wittgenstein warned so often: our naturally emergent concepts rarely
have sharp, well-defined edges! Still, that does not usually interfere with their use
in ordinary circumstances; and, where we wish or require greater precision, we can
impose it for those specified contexts and purposes.
The historical refinement of science from its metaphysical, even
theologically-laden past to its present design was not entirely accidental inasmuch as
this resulted from increasingly convergent concerns to seek under the title “science”
an intellectually justified enterprise -- an heir, perhaps, to what used to be called
science, a version that remained proximate and serviceable to at least some of its
historical goals but could also survive the most stringent philosophical criticism so
far generated. Many historically significant goals for science would have to be
abandoned because there were no known human capacities for their realization:
science would no longer seek to read the mind of God, no longer pursue apodictic
and certain knowledge of reality, and no longer claim metaphysical status. Such
retrenchment derived significantly from improved philosophical understanding of
what we can justifiably claim to know: greater sensitivity for the limits of inductive
reasoning toward universality; a formalized understanding of the rigorous
character of logical deduction; clearer distinction between empirical description and
theoretical postulation; keener appreciation for the creative role of scientists in
designing theorized objects and relationships; and more astute understanding of the
conventional character of relationships between language and its empirical
referents. These improvements in philosophical understanding, and the limitations
they impose upon what we may justifiably claim to know, hold comparable weight
in respect of serious considerations about ethics.
Demarcation and Theory Choice in Ethics
The history of ethics, not so much as matters of moral practice but rather as
an object of philosophical reflection, paralleled that of science: likely mired in its
earliest history were unfathomable influences – conflictive and confluent -- of
religion, politics, economics and myriad other factors. Rationalism, essentialism,
realism and other metaphysical presumptions long dominated philosophical
inquiries here too. However, the realm of human action was held to have special
exemption from deterministic laws of nature: human beings had a distinctive
capacity for the exercise of free will and this marked them as moral agents who
could not only initiate free action but were accordingly to be held accountable for
such -- by divine or political authorities or just by fellow human beings. For many,
ethics made sense only if its norms were both absolutely authoritative and uniformly
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if not universally imposed; here, religiously grounded ethics seemed eminently
plausible, and these were often eagerly imposed by self-appointed designees of god.
Others, equally committed to seeking absoluteness in and ethics, attempted to find
such in individual conscience, in social circumstances, in the nature of man, or in
Nature more generally. Intellectual and normative complexities spiraled as
advocates championed disparate moral parameters and competing routes for
human access to such. Was virtue primary? Was goodness more primitive than
what was right or dutiful? Was the proper moral target one’s own psychic
integrity, the perfection of one’s own soul, social cohesion, remaining true to one’s
station and its duties, or equitable regard for humankind? Was the proper route of
access to moral knowledge through introspection, religious instruction, emulation of
noble men, compliance with political authority, or some sort of scientific inquiry?
Such listed parameters for and alleged routes to moral knowledge hardly begin to
exhaust those offered over the course of human history, and the history of our
divided loyalties to such coupled with our abject lack of toleration for those who
chose otherwise explains much about the sad, violent and tragic events comprising
human history.
Those who formed the historically evolving scientific community generally
shared some significant, if rather diffuse goals: chiefly, they wanted to understand
empirical reality, preferably in a comprehensive and integrated manner. As they
become more cognizant of and more philosophically disciplined concerning how
acknowledged intellectual limitations affected their more purported goals, methods
and standards, greater consensus emerged allowing significant truncation and
refinement of their enterprises pursuant toward intellectually achievable ends
marked by collaboratively reviewable means. No such convergence is necessitated
in the natural history of human endeavors and no comparable convergence is
apparent in the realm of philosophical ethics: it is perhaps even more divided today
than in Plato’s day.
Part of the problem here is that while the philosophy of science distinguished
itself from science and concentrated on matters of coherent and pursuable
intellectual design rather than substantive knowledge claims, this sort of distinction
has occurred only in relatively limited circumstances in philosophical ethics. Unlike
science, the theoretical dimension of philosophical ethics is not intended to
intellectually integrate an array of commonly acknowledged “facts”. Admittedly,
this is really an oversimplified characterization of scientific tasks because such facts
are themselves in some important respects matters of theory-laden discernment.
Nevertheless, allowing for some exaggeration here, we should recognize that in stark
contrast there is fundamental, pervasive, substantive and seemingly un-eliminable
disagreement about “What ethics should even do?”; “What its proper elements and
parameters truly are?”; “What the relevant moral facts are?”, etc. And, because
we orient our personal lives, our social relations, and our political structures and
policies in accordance with our diverse responses and priorities on these matters, we
have long been willing to impose these latter upon others by available political and
even violent means.
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Popper’s hope for peaceful coexistence and the “pluralist and open societies”
he thought necessary for the development of collaborative human enterprises, the
“growth of knowledge”, and the conferral of a common meaning upon history
“worthy of human beings” seems permanently jeopardized by the divisiveness of
human moral orientations. Among contemporary philosophers, John Rawls has
most plausibly addressed these seemingly Sisyphean tasks, although he was
extraordinarily cautious in doing so and specifically limited the focus of his efforts.
Rawls distinguished between the “comprehensive moral theories” which
generally guide individuals’ lives and social groups, and the precisely limited
domain of political ethics focused upon the demands of justice in law and
throughout the pubic sphere. For those already committed to a political culture
that has officially endorsed both egalitarian respect for persons and democratic
governance, there may be a disciplined opportunity to minimize our ethical
disagreements over many aspects of law and public policy even while each of us
could retain considerable moral autonomy in respect our private lives and personal
associations. Rawls’s scheme can not tolerate all “comprehensive moral theories”
for some conflict directly with our collective and foundational endorsement of
egalitarian democratic ideals, and some would use democratic procedures such as
majority rule not to implement egalitarian principles in concrete laws and policies
but precisely to vitiate such presumptive equal status of persons and subjugate the
apostate under their personal moral visions which they’d gladly impose -- for the
good of themselves and others – through the coercive power of law. Rawls offered a
method of “reflective equilibrium” which, applied to such matters of political ethics
effectively mimics, mutatis mutandis, what Popper offered in respect of science.
Rawls urged that we first identify what we collectively recognize as our “wellconsidered moral judgments” concerning the public ethic for our shared political
life: these might include, e.g., the “self evident” truths listed in our Declaration of
Independence -- that all our created equal and hold certain unalienable rights; our
constitutional stricture against “cruel and unusual punishment”; our subsequent
rejection of slavery; our endorsement of human rights under the UN declaration,
etc. Next, he would have us move from such agreed upon judgments to the
theoretical level and review from our cultural history and from ongoing discussions
putative “principles of justice”, assessing their compatibility and “comprehensive
fit” with our well-considered moral judgments.
Following Popper, Rawls attributed no absoluteness to either such particular
judgments or to theoretical apriority: both are treated tentatively and provisionally,
although unless and until there is compelling reason to abandon long agreed upon
particular judgments, Rawls’ “well-considered moral judgments about our shared
political life” serve rather like Popper’s “basic propositions of currently
acknowledged scientific findings” – that is, both serve as the immediate grounds
against which to select the most suitable and coherently integrative principles from
among proffered theoretical espousals. Importantly, for Popper the latter were
explanatory theoretical principles of our own construction; for Rawls the latter are
justificatory ethical principles for our shared political life – but no less matters of
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our own construction. In both science and ethics, we can imagine newer and
modified future agreements about particular judgments and we can imagine newer
theorizings more eminently satisfying future integrative requirements and guiding
future practical implementations.
Conclusion
Rawls sought, comparably to Popper, a design that rested upon foundational
agreements among those who would be party to an ongoing intellectually disciplined
collegial enterprise; Rawls’ work was designed to be as free of any metaphysical
thesis or any dogmatic reliance as was Popper’s. For those willing to constrain
their respective metaphysical believes and leanings to their private and associative
lives, Popper showed how we could choose to conduct a philosophically-disciplined
collaboratively-pursued version of science; for those committed to egalitarian
democratic foundations, Rawls provided a comparable scheme to show how we
could conduct our common political life guided by a coherent integration of shared
historically emergent foundational moral judgments and espoused integrative
ethical principles while safeguarding the same range of liberty for each member of
society. Problematically, however, it remains unclear how many would really be
willing to commit themselves to participate in political life under such self-imposed
constraints – even if they are constraints implied by what they allege to be their
cherished and foundational political recognitions.
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6. Abstract:
The long journey from Freiberg to Dresden:
The evolution of Gottfried Silbermann’s organs
After more than three centuries, the surviving organs built by Gottfried Silbermann
(1683-1753) are still revered for both the quality of their sound and the quality of the
original workmanship. They also contributed to the Orgelbewegung , in which Albert
Schweitzer was one of the prominent leaders.
Gottfried Silbermann built his first large organ in Freiberg and his last organ in
Dresden. The towns of Freiberg and Dresden (both in Saxony, Germany) are not far
apart, but the two organs show the growth and development of Gottfried Silbermann as
an organ builder.
Following World War II and until 1989 when the Iron Curtain in Germany
collapsed, organs in the eastern states of Germany were neglected by the communist
regime. It is our fortune that this neglect and general lack of funds also prevented
alterations of Silbermann’s organs.
We will present facts about and comparisons of several of the masterpieces
created by Silbermann.
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A HEADWORD IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM OF NOUNS IN ISIZULU
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4041, South Africa. Phone: 2601424 (031); E-mail: Mathonsi@ukzn.ac.za; Fax: 0312602816.

ABSTRACT
The ongoing uncertainty about whether it is the stem or word tradition that should be
employed in the iSiZulu dictionaries to make them user-friendly (van Wyk, 1995), has
prompted the need to revisit this problem. The stem tradition is not consistently used.
Some authors begin with what they call a stem tradition and end up employing a word
tradition when they encounter problems as regards the un-traceability of the stem (van
Wyk, 1995). Those who claim they are using the word tradition sometimes employ
morpho-syntactic words (phrases). This article will highlight the problem and then
revisit the root and stem relationship in order to explore the manner in which root and
stem definition has been handled by Doke’s school. The article proposes re-opening
the argument on the difference between a root and a stem by raising that a class prefix
(base prefix) be considered as part of the noun stem or word. In short the article
argues that the whole word method of dictionary entries for nouns is not only more
user-friendly but also better justified linguistically for iSiZulu¹ dictionaries. This
would hopefully provide solution to the problem of user-unfriendliness of Zulu
dictionaries, both the monolingual and the bilingual dictionaries.

0
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INTRODUCTION
ISiZulu dictionaries that are readily available are user-unfriendly products because
they lack proper lexicographical planning. For example, there is an ongoing
uncertainty about whether it is the stem or word tradition that should be employed in
iSiZulu dictionaries to make them user-friendly (van Wyk, 1995). In dictionaries of
Bantu languages, there are two traditions of lexical entries for nouns. One includes
noun prefixes in the entries for nouns, so that all the words with the same prefixes are
listed together. The other lists nouns as well as verbs by root or stem. The article
seeks to raise the argument that the complete word method of dictionary entries for
nouns is not only more user-friendly but also better justified linguistically for iSiZulu
dictionaries from a user perspective and the frequency of occurrence/use of words.
Compilers of general user dictionaries, with iSiZulu as the target language, can no
longer ignore the importance of word initial segment or alphabetisation, more
especially in the era when there is a greater need for people to be multilingual in
South Africa. Alphabetisation refers to the arrangement of lexical entries in an
alphabetical order. This is done by considering the first letter of each lexical item
entered in a dictionary. A dictionary’s headword list is ideally arranged alphabetically
so that the users can readily access the item they are seeking.
Van Wyk has proposed the abandonment of practice of lemmatising word stems. He
asserts that:
The stem principle ... less “scientific” than word principle, since it is
based on erroneous assumption as regards noun morphology. It is not
and cannot be applied consistently, as many nouns have of necessity to
be lemmatised with prefixes. Its only possible gain is that it reveals
lexical relations, which is in any case questionable from the point of
view of the general user. In addition, it loses in user-friendliness in
that it assumes considerable linguistic sophistication on the part of the
user. (Van Wyk, 1995:93-94)
He suggests either the inclusion of the pre-prefix or real prefix to effect the word
principle he prefers over the stem principle. Word-hood is on its own very confusing
in that while some morphemes are words in their own right (they are free
morphemes), others are bound. The question of where a word begins and ends, cannot
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be easily answered, since word-hood may take place beyond the lexicon. Some
languages have, as a result, different kinds of words, ranging from lexical,
phonological and morphological to morpho-syntactic words. I would like to extend
this argument by specifically proposing the lemmatization of lexical words for
iSiZulu dictionary noun entries.
RESEARCH PROBLEM
The aim of a dictionary compiler, to put it in Kotzé’s (1992) terms, is to provide:
The user with the necessary lexis and structure in a learner-friendly
fashion. (Kotzé, 1992:139)
A lexeme or stem is the form in which a word usually occurs in a dictionary, but the
agglutinative nature of iSiZulu makes it necessary to intelligently disentangle the item
before the user can relate to it. This places very high analytical demands on the user,
impedes learning and dis-empowers the learner. Information should be presented in
no problematic way in a dictionary to make it easy for users to retrieve it. Entries
should therefore not deviate from the basic form in which words occur in a discourse
to such an extent that the users who have not yet acquired the necessary
morphological or phonological skills would not recognise the word as the same
lexical item they are looking for.
Here is an illustration of potentially confusing instances, showing the type of noun
entries in iSiZulu dictionaries. Doke and Vilakazi’s (1972) stem dictionary entries are
as follows:
(1)

-ntu (isintu), <[umuntu.] African characteristics, culture
-ntu (ubuntu), <[umuntu.] Human nature
-ntu (u(lu)ntu), <[umuntu.] Common people
-ntu (umuntu, abantu), <[ubuntu; isintu; u(lu)ntu.] Human being

As regards this entry, Doke says:

2
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It is especially convenient to consider stems in lexicography; thus the
words umuntu, abantu, isintu, izintu, ubuntu, will all be grouped under
the stem -ntu. (Doke, 1926:287)
It is quite fascinating that Doke does consider -ntu to be a stem while it is also a root
for its immutable nature. In lexicographical grouping he is more concerned with
ensuring that the influenced form (transformed form due to nasal influences) is never
entered. However, when we consider the frequency of occurrence of words, they are
more likely to occur in transformed forms. Doke, further paradoxically states that:
Prefixes in Zulu are mainly noun formatives, and by altering the prefix
used with any noun stem, the meaning of the noun may be altered.
(Doke, ibid.)
Imvula (rain) and inhliziyo (heart) are lemmatised as –vula and –hliziyo respectively
in Doke and Vilakazi (1972), thus totally disregarding the phonological changes that
have occurred. This clearly suggests that dictionary compilers will need to provide
information such as what happens to foreign simple stems when a large number of
iSiZulu words are borrowed from Afrikaans and English through contact of these
languages with iSiZulu. They will also need to give dictionary users information on
the issues of vowel assimilation and nasalization (Phonology).
The words umfazi, isaho, umsaho, umntwana, isitulo, isipunu, isikole and impesheni
are lemmatised as –fazi, -aho, -saho, -ntwana, -tulo, -punu, -kole, -mpesheni in stem
dictionaries compiled by Doke and Vilakazi as well as by Dent and Nyembezi (1988).
Moreover there is a tendency for iSiZulu dictionaries to label locative nouns, such as
emfuleni ‘in the river’, ekhaya ‘at home’, okhambeni ‘in the beer pot’, obisini ‘in the
milk’, as adverbs, without looking at the nature of phrases involved, that is, analysing
the internal structure (internal cohesion) of the phrases. In Nyembezi’s (1992)
Isichazimazwi Sanamuhla Nangomuso, for example, words such as obala ‘in the
open’, impela ‘indeed’, ebusuku ‘at night’, are incorrectly characterised as nouns
(Nkabinde, 1993:322).
Regarding the preceding examples of stem categorisation, van Wyk seems to rightly
argue when he writes:
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The stem tradition, uncritically regarded by many linguists as more
scientific, is based on incorrect assumption with reference to the
morphology of nouns, that it is not applied consistently, .. (van Wyk,
1995:82).
In iSiZulu the so called noun stems present a major problem because they are not
simple but complex stems (polymorphemic) as compared to verb stems which have
mostly simple stems (monomorphemic). Noun stems are made of a prefixes plus
roots, for example, um-saho, um-ntwana, isi-tulo, isi-punu, isi-kole while verb stems
such as hamba, lala, hlala are just simple stems/roots. I hypothesise that those who
claim they are using the stem tradition sometimes they employ meaningless simple
bases (roots) whilst they are trying to avoid multi-base stems as will be illustrated in
the next section.
The unsatisfactory state of affairs shows clearly that some lexicographers have a
tendency to lemmatise and describe the uses of nouns instead of providing them as
illustrative examples of grammatical inflection. No dictionary user would take kindly
to the lemmatization of words such as – fazi, -aho, -saho, -ntwana, -tulo, -ntu, -zi, etc.
The mischaracterization (or incorrect labelling) found in most Zulu dictionaries is due
to the unsatisfactory linguistic analysis. Although the word tradition could be best
justified linguistically, the best thing to do is to limit to lexical items than include
morpho-syntactic words.
Looking up the meaning of unfamiliar words or senses, a dictionary
user may experience more difficulty in locating information, ….
(Jackson, 2002: 133).
Frawley (1996:07) warns that lexicographical tradition should avoid reproducing
“outdated and misleading grammatical theory” or mischaracterization. The public
should see exactly what it wants to see in the dictionary. Compilers should not leave
terms or categories too inclusive and too “abstruse” to the user. This can be achieved
by using “modern syntactic and discourse theory for proper identification and
description” (Frawley, 1996:12).
Today we can no longer avoid the theoretical influence on the compilation of
dictionaries and just arbitrarily select lexical segments with which lemmas are
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entered. This has to be in accordance with a sound theoretical base, bearing in mind
the user perspective as an important criterion in the treatment of word-initial segment.
A general dictionary user compiler should be thinking about accommodating as many
readers as possible and has to make sure that a general dictionary user, prospective
student in the indigenous languages, is not discouraged by the nature of handling
entries in the Nguni dictionaries. A root/simple stem tradition dictionary only (cf.
ISiZulu dictionary) should be a specialised dictionary aimed at challenging linguistics
students.
ISiZulu Noun Structure
Nouns, prefix plus stem, are words in iSiZulu. The composition of a noun word in
terms of morphemes is as follows:
(2)

INIVIDUALIZER

PREF

ROOT/STEM

u-

m(u)

-ntu (person)

a-

ba

-ntu (persons)

u-

m(u)

-zi (homestead)

i-

mi

-zi (homesteads)

This illustration shows how the roots are related to prefixes the word has; how they
modify the meaning of the root.
A Review of Root and Stem Literature and Discussion
Dictionaries, like any other book publication, are subjected to review in magazines
and journals. As linguistic descriptions they are of interest to linguistics and language
scholars who subject them to scrutiny and criticism. This exercise “contributes to
advances in lexicography and to developments in dictionaries” (Jackson, 2002: 30).
Since van Wyk (1995) raised the issue of noun initial segment, very few attempts
geared towards addressing the problem of user-friendliness have appeared. Dictionary
writing in the new iSiZulu Lexicography Unit should have been preceded by a revisit
to the difference between root and stem types, so as to address the issue of user5
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friendliness of Nguni dictionaries which has become a sensitive issue today.
Revisiting the issue becomes necessary when one thinks of dwindling student
numbers in indigenous African languages classes at tertiary institutions.
The stem-root problem in iSiZulu had been at rest for about a century when
Posthumus (1994) revisited the problem by arguing that there is no justification for
root plus a suffix equals stem. He dismissed the notion of -ntu as a stem as well as the
notion of deverbatives as nouns derived from verbs in a root-based morphology.
Some roots are not stems, while all stems comprise a root. Hence he says, “The stem
has a word correlate in the lexicon” (Posthumus, 1994: 31). In the recent publication
Posthumus (2000) argues that –de, usually labelled as adjective stem, is actually the
root.
Canonici (1995) tried to make a follow-up but after that this debate grinded to a halt.
While Canonici (1995:6) acknowledges that a root morpheme can also be referred to
as the stem, because of “some overlapping in identifying definitions of stem and
root”, he tries to disentangle this problem by resorting to the following definitions:
ROOT: That part of the word left when all affixes are removed.
STEM: That part of the word (which may include derivational
morphemes) to which inflectional affixes can be attached. (Canonici,
1995:6)
The above stem definition differs from Doke’s, who considers it to be:
That part of the word which is shorn of its prefixal elements. (Doke,
1926:287)
Doke’s iSiZulu definition of stem implies that the stem excludes prefixes but includes
suffixes, be they derivational or inflectional. David Crystal, however, defines the stem
thus:
The element of word structure to which inflectional affixes are
attached. It may consist solely of root morpheme (a simple stem, e.g.
girl), or of two root morphemes (a compound stem, e.g. blackbird), or
of a root morpheme plus a derivational affix (a complex stem, e.g.
manliness). (Crystal, 1992:367)
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This definition appears to be more relevant since iSiZulu nouns seem to be more
closely related to the latter portion of the definition, consisting “of a root morpheme
plus a derivational affix (a complex stem, e.g. manliness).” To a not-so-careful reader
David Crystal’s ‘are’ could imply that the inflectional affixes are already attached to
‘the word structure’. The meaning, however, is that the inflectional affixes are not yet
attached to the stem, the ‘word structure’, but they can be attached to it (and not to the
root).
There are two types of roots: those that have a lexical meaning (dictionary) and those
which only acquire full meaning when they are conjoined with other elements. In
English roots such as - ceive, -ceipt, -mit {receive, receipt, submit), have lost their
meaning and cannot be used on their own. They are bound derivational morphemes
that are used to form derived lexemes. ISiZulu lexical roots such as –ntu, -thi, -zi are
typical of the second type above, and unlike simple stems, they are basically bound.

The tendency to isolate derivational affixes from the stem has created problems for
linguists who follow Doke’s school of thought, because what they call a stem is
actually a bound root morpheme in iSiZulu (cf. Posthumus 1994; Krűger, 1994.).
Doke’s stem definition is similar to Crystal’s definition of root, which is:
The base form of a word, which cannot be further analysed without
loss of the word’s identity; alternatively, that part of the word left
when all affixes are removed (Italics mine). Roots may be free
morphemes (e.g. go, hat) or bound morphemes (e.g. -ceive in receive,
conceive, etc.). (Crystal, 1992:336)
This is probably due to English word influence. ISiZulu, unlike English and other
isolating languages, has polymorphemic words. Brown and Miller have the same
definition as Doke. They also define the stem as:
That part of a word form to which derivational or inflectional affixes
can be added. (Brown and Miller, 1988: 176).
Brown and Miller (1988: ibid.) in their morphological analysis of an English noun,
say:
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Morphologically a simple word must consist of a simple free
morpheme. A morphologically complex word may consist of a free
and a bound morpheme (boy-ish). (Brown and Miller, ibid.)
They (Brown and Miller, 1988:177) further argue that a “morphologically
simple stem is often called a root.” This characterisation is due to the fact that
single free morphemes are common in English, and so their definition relates
to morphologically simple stems rather than to complex ones. The simple free
morphemes referred to by Brown and Miller, are common in English. The
language has more morphologically simple stems compared to complex ones.
The word duckling, for example, has both duck and duckling as its stems.
Duckling is a complex stem because -ling is a derivational suffix
(morphologically complex stem). Duck is both a root and a simple stem, while
duckling cannot be both. Duck is a base (root) or simple stem to which
derivational elements have been added. The derivational morpheme (-ling) has
been conjoined to the other morpheme (duck) so as to derive a new word
(Fromkin and Rodman, 1990; Brown and Miller, 1988).
What has transpired from the preceding review is that roots and simple stems
generally can be both bases, as bases range from simple, plain ones to multi bases.
The only difference is that the roots which lack lexical item status cannot take
grammatical affixes, while such affixes (grammatical) can be attached to bases called
plain and multi-bases stems. Katamba (1989), in this regard, argues thus:
Many roots to which affixes are attached do not have their own
specific and constant semantic content. It is not possible to say for
instance what the roots -trib-, -duce and -tend mean below (unless you
happen to know their original Latin meanings: ....) (Katamba,
1989:268)
He (Katamba) then concludes that:
We must abandon the view that the morpheme per se is the minimal
meaningful unit. The meaning of a root or affix is often unclear until it
is put together with other morphemes in a word. (Katamba, 1989:268)
Some iSiZul roots select the kinds of noun class prefixes with which they may occur,
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therefore they are not dedicated to one particular class prefix. For example, -ntu
occurs with (u)mu-, (i)si-, (u)bu, (a)ba, and not with (i)N(i)-, (u)ku-, etc. Most iSiZulu
noun roots resemble what Coates calls multi-part bases, which:
Are structured in more complicated ways. They have a central element
or root to which all affixes are attached, and those affixes –BOUND
DERIVATIONAL MORPHEMES OR LEXICAL AFFIXES –do not
express grammatical meaning but have as their main job the formation
of a lexeme with a different sense or senses from the root itself.
(Coates, 1999:36)
The only difference between the above mentioned roots and the iSiZulu noun roots is
that iSiZulu noun roots are pre-determined as far as their grammatical affixes are
concerned, whist the rest of the definition suits their characterisation as well. They are
lexical formatives/derivatives by means of which lexical stems are derived and
categorised.
Prefixes may differ, and bring out nuances (shades of meaning) in those nouns.
ISiZulu noun class prefixes are both lexical and grammatical affixes that can change
the meaning of noun roots or stems in unpredictable ways. Nouns formed by prefix
plus root or simple stem should therefore be regarded as multi-bases stems and words.
To this end van Wyk says:
Class prefixes are partially semantic and partially grammatical
classifiers, comparable to the gender markers of European languages.
(Wyk, 1995: 87)
Most noun class markers are true prefixes since they form, with the following
root, a domain that is opaque to such syntactic processes as anaphora and
gapping (Bresnan and Mchombo, 1995:182). Class prefixes indicate
singular/plural of a noun. They are sometimes referred to as class genders and
are usually called primary prefixes, as opposed to secondary prefixes
(Dembetembe, 1996). Carstens argues:
While gender is a lexical property of nouns, number is a functional
head whose features spell out as the gender-specific class prefixes.
(Carstens, in Mchombo, 1993:176)

9
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Given that “gender is the property” of lexical nouns (Carstens, 1993), it follows then
that any root or stem morpheme shorn of its gender ‘property’ is not a lexical item.
Each class is in reality singular or plural of a given gender.
Without the noun class prefixes iSiZulu nouns are no complex stems/words but roots.
In most African languages, word-formation may have to be taken back to roots, which
are not always lexical categories. Prefixes convert radicals or noun roots and make the
derived nouns classifiable. When you give a root unchanged, i.e. before it has
undergone any phonological change, it is not always easy to categorise it. In a rootinflected language, inflections affect the internal phonological structure of the root but
in iSiZulu they are invariable.
The prefix of iSiZulu noun has fairly complex morphological rules, with nasals
causing egressiveness. With nouns of classes 9 &10 -N(i)- cannot be separated from
the root’s initial consonant it has become so homorganic and merged with (Mini,
1995; Mpungose, 1998). These classes pose problems because of egressiveness,
affrication and de-aspiration involved. Nasalisation, as defined by Katamba is:
A process whereby an oral segment acquires nasality from a
neighbouring segment. (Katamba, 1989: 93)
The nasal shares the place of articulation of the following consonant and it often
homorganic with the succeeding element, that is, two consonants receive a compound
status rather than an individual status (cf. Mathonsi, 1994: 80).
(3)

in- + -khomo >inkomo
in- + -thombi >intombi

The egressiveness is sometimes caused by plural formation as observed in Cl11
plural.
(4)

Cl11

(lu)khamba (beer-pot)

Cl10/9

zinkamba (beer-pots)
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This advocates that some first layer variation of nouns should be alphabetised. In
support of this, Taylor (1995) is of the opinion that:
Word should be assigned to word categories in terms of ‘syntactic
properties’ which include phonological, morphological and
distributional considerations. (Taylor, 1995:184, in Posthumus,
2000:150)
Towards a Solution
ISiZulu, unlike English and other isolating languages, has polymorphemic words. In
English the stem and root are sometimes seen and used interchangeably, because
some stems are just root morphemes. The confusion with regard to the derivational
nature of the noun class prefixes is created by the fact that the same affix will
categorise a noun for number (singular) and thus make it (prefix) inflectional as well.
Moreover, the plural prefixes do not inflect the noun in the usual way (familiar to the
morphologists), but are mostly substitutional. That such a behaviour makes noun class
prefixes both derivational and inflectional, is another major problem for some
linguists. However, sense prevails if we consider Spencer’s statement that:
There is no unitary distinction to be drawn between inflection and
derivation. (Spencer, 1991:458)
The foregoing discussion does not completely resolve the problem at hand. There is a
need to distinguish a morphological word from a grammatical word. In iSiZulu a
morphological noun is close to the idea of a lexical unit while a grammatical noun is
marked by the presence of an initial vowel to show that it is a morpho-syntactic word.
Von Staden (1973) states that the presence of the initial vowel of a class prefix carries
a definite particular individual connotation. Its absence indicates vocative /imperative,
that is, no reference is made to a particular individual or noun and spells out that there
is no possibility of an object concord.
(5)

Ababonanga ngane (They did not see any child) vs Ngibone
ingane (I saw a child)

(6)

Mfana khahlela ibhola (Boy, kick the ball)
(Morphological word)
11
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versus
Umfana ukhahlela ibhola (The boy kicks the ball)
(Grammatical word)
The pre-prefix (initial vowel) is not morphologically part of the noun prefix. It serves
to make the word grammatical, and it is “euphonically determined in that it duplicates
the vowel of the prefix (real prefix)” (van Wyk, 1995:87). The prefix (-m) attached to
-fana root in (u)mfana makes the two morpheme structure (mfana) a morphological
word, while the inclusion of an (u-) makes it a grammatical word (cf. Mchombo,
1993:11). This means that the complex stem or word of the grammatical word umfana
is mfana. It is only in a sentence that we put the individualizer (u-). In isolation the
word is shorn of its individualizer, as would be the case with vocative nouns and
imperative mood sentences. In such cases the ‘word structure’ is both a complex stem
and a word.
In iSiZulu dictionaries the hyphen is used for both noun roots and stems or words as
well as for verbal roots/stems. The proposed solution would be to remove the hyphen
for both noun and verb stems and reserve it for what are considered to be real roots,
like –ntu, -thi, etc. (if ever these are going to be entered as they are). Adding a hyphen
before a morpheme shows that one is predicting what will happen to it when it is used
in a sentence. There is no need to do this because a lexicon (dictionary) lists lexical
items and not sentences. Sentences are mostly given as illustrative examples where
necessary.
The result could be the following format (Proposed lemmatisation of nouns in iSiZulu
dictionaries):
(7) Roots/simple stems Grammatical Nouns

Complex

stems/words

(Current Entries)

(Current noun class set-up) (Proposed Lemmas)

-ntu

Cl1 umuntu

muntu (human being)

-fana

Cl 2 abafana (boys)

bafana (boys)

-saha

Cl 3 umsaho

msaho (hillside cutting)

-thi

Cl3 umuthi

muthi (medicine/tree)

-ona

Cl 3 umona

mona (jealousy)
12
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-tshe

Cl5 itshe

(li)tshe (stone)

-kati

Cl6 amakati

makati (cats)

-aho

Cl7 isaho

saho (loud noise)

-khotha

Cl 7 isikhotha

sikhotha (long grass)

-ona

Cl 7 isona

sona (witchweed)

-ondlo

Cl 7 isondlo

sondlo (church
levy/maintenance)

-qwayi

Cl 7 isiqwayi

siqwayi (thick fighting
stick as opposed to qwayi
(winking))

-ono

Cl 7 isono

sono (sin)

-khomo

Cl 9 inkomo

nkomo (cow/beast)

-nkwa

Cl10 izinkwa

zinkwa (breads)

-khamba

Cl10/9 izinkamba

zinkamba (beer-pots)

-khamba

Cl11 ukhamba

(lu)khamba (beer-pot)

-ubuso

Cl14 ubuso

buso (face)

-ukufa

Cl15 ukufa

kufa (death)

The list on the extreme right does not present any difficulty to the dictionary user. Of
course, words which are derived by prefixation will be entered without identifying the
relation between the root and the derivative. With this friendly listing, it is unlikely to
find entries which are neither homophones nor polysemies together. For example the
entries, sona and mona, will not be unnecessarily grouped under the root –ona but
will be entered separately.
The new application, listing nouns with the prefix shorn of individualizer, will
definitely avoid linguistic inconsistencies and attract more people to learn iSiZulu.
For example, regarding the nouns beginning with the fricative /s/, the “si” syllable
(e.g. sikhotha) will have to be retained and made part of the stem/word, so that khotha as a root/ simple stem will not convey the idea of long, thick grass but refer to
lick (khotha -verb).
The most user-friendly dictionary entry is to list multi-bases stems, which are equal to
words. ISiZulu complex noun stems or words in their uninflected forms have
13
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independent existence and can serve as dictionary entries. Noun roots coupled with
appropriate prefixes should therefore be entered as dictionary entries. Reducing words
to roots makes the idea of syntactic category (n.)/part of speech and lexical insertion
rule ambiguous and senseless. With nouns the value of the root would, of course, be
of great use for a classification of roots in a comparative Bantu study, but not in
language use, as characterised by a dictionary entry.
Krűger argues thus:
A word-based morphology should be opted for, since a root-based
morphology leads to inconsistencies with respect to morphological
constituents. (Krűger, 1994:23)
In iSiZulu I therefore suggest that the dictionary compilers confine themselves to
basic prefix plus root/stem words and not include morpho-syntactic words or phrases.
Locative nouns, for example, cannot be lemmatised as they are cases of extra nominal
inflection. Second, the initial vowel (individualiser) of the prefix should be downplayed or dropped so that we remain with the basic prefix as part of a complex stem
or word. Only where there are no basic prefixes will the issue of basic prefix addition
be ruled out. The examples I have in mind of hidden basic prefixes are (li) kati (class
5) and (lu)bisi (class 11) respectively. These lexical items can appear under the letter
K and B because they seem to be complete words.
Conclusion
The discussion has shown that what Mtuze (1992), Mini (1995), van Wyk (1995), and
Mpungose (1998) realise is a problem with African-language dictionaries is actually a
failure to realise that the merging of the simple root base results in a complex noun
stem formation, otherwise the base element, before prefixation, remains a common
denominator, i.e. a root. This is the root cause of problems facing the Nguni
dictionaries in general. The stem tradition assumed to be employed is based on
incorrect characterisation of noun stems, based on Doke’s (1926) definition of a stem.
The discussion has confirmed that the noun class prefixes plus roots/simple stems
form multi-bases stems/words. Nouns in iSiZulu show internal structure, while nouns
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in most European languages usually do not. Most noun stems in European languages
coincide with lexical units, whereas the same cannot be said with stems in iSiZulu.
There is nothing strange about this coincidence. It happens with most isolating
languages of the world.
Considering the fact that the plural prefixes are sometimes substitutional or added on,
the article concludes that prefixes in Zulu are predetermined as both derivational and
inflectional. We inflect nouns for plural and derive new ones by substituting one
prefix for the other.
(9)

(i) mu-ntu (Cl 1) > ba-ntu (Cl 2)
(ii) n-khomo (Cl 9) > zin-k(h)omo (Cl 10-9)

Plural forms could be given alongside singular forms or re-entered separately and
back-referenced in an iSiZulu dictionary.
With other lexical categories, e.g. adjectives, dictionary compilers may choose to list
lexical items smaller than words. No dictionary is solely based on stem or word
tradition. Dictionary compilers employ a number of strategies rather confining
themselves to one strategy. Entries range from roots to words, depending on the
categories of word forms.
ISiZulu dictionary as a macrostructure type of dictionary cannot be confined to one
tradition only. In this regard, Prinsloo and Gouws advise that:
The lexicon does not only consist of words but also includes lexical
items smaller and bigger than words. (1995: 100)
De Schryver (2003: 15-16), in support of the Prinsloo and Gouws, says: “there are
numerous ‘hybrid’ approaches” to lemmatization. The multiword lexical items and
sub-lexical items have to be included along with words as lemmas in any given
dictionary. The macrostructure of a dictionary demands that all the lemmas of the
specific dictionary be included to reflect the true nature of the lexicon of the target
language. In a general user dictionary, entries should be of hybrid nature in
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accordance with frequency of occurrence, so that words, stems, roots and particles
should find their way into the dictionary.

Note: iSiZulu¹: I have decided to cap ‘S’ in the word ‘SiZulu’ because in this article
I am arguing that the basic prefix is part of the word in iSiZulu. The word does
not begin with “i” for the simple reason that the initial vowel “i” is a
grammatical element.
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Abstract
This study aimed at analyzing learner language (or interlanguage) among American
college and university students studying Japanese as a second language. It focused on
describing various errors and other idiosyncratic forms in the learner language. Oral
proficiency interviews with seven American university students studying advanced
(fourth-year) Japanese were audio recorded and later transcribed according to the typical
procedure of Error Analysis (EA). The interview topics were provided to the students in
advance. The entire sample data of learner language took approximately two hours. The
results indicated that many of the students' errors were related to the usage of (1)
Japanese post postpositions (particles) (40.5%), (2) verbs/verb phases (21.5%) (including
[2.1] the long ます/です and short forms, [2.2] transitive and intransitive verbs, [2.3] an
animate noun + います and an inanimate noun + あります, [2.4] giving and receiving
verb patterns, and [2.5] the active and passive forms), (3) conjugations of naadjectives/nouns (10.1%), (4) nouns (5.1%), and (5) speech fillers (5.1%). The students'
constant efforts to monitor, anticipate, and self-correct their idiosyncratic utterances were
also identifies.

1. Introduction
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Almost all of us human beings, except some with certain disabilities, can attain
native-speaker level speech in our first language (L1). In contrast, it seems that only a
fragment, approximately 5 % as suggested by Selinker (1972), of adult second language
(L2) learners can actually achieve the same level of nativelikeness in the target language
speech. More conservatively, Scovel (1988) estimated the "success" rate should be
approximately .1 % (one in 1000 L2 learners) while Long (1990, 1993) claimed 0 % (no
L2 learners at all) could achieve the same level of nativelikeness. While the acquisition
process of our first language (spoken) is often represented by such expressions as
“success,” “error-free,” and "perfect," in the process of second language acquisition,
mistakes, errors, and failure in learning are almost inevitable and common phenomena
that many L2 learners experience every day (Littlewood, 2002). As our own experiences
as L2 learners and many anecdotal/observational accounts (Krashen, 1981; VanBuren,
2001; MacWhinney, 2001) show, the process of acquiring a second language is
occasionally accompanied with an enormous amount of imperfection, frustration, and
even failure.
For more scientific/empirical accounts, constructs and terms such as
"interlanguage," (Selinker, 1972; Larsen-Freeman, 1997; Ellis, 2000) "language-learner
language," (Corder, 1978; Littlewood, 2002) and "learner language" (Ellis & Barkhuizen,
2005) have been introduced to indicate that the language system L2 learners develop is
neither that of their L1 nor their target language, but comprises elements from both.
These concepts suggest that L2 learners speak an in-between or intermediate language
that may exist at some point along the continuum between their L1 and L2 systems. In
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many cases, the end point of target language acquisition, that is, native-like proficiency,
is never reached.
As L2 learners make progress in improving their proficiency, we wish we could
expect their interlanguage (IL) to progress along the learning continuum, gradually
approximate to the end point, and eventually become congruent with the target language
system. In actuality, however, some errors they commit, including pronunciation errors
in their "foreign accent," are not likely to disappear entirely no matter how hard they
attempt to correct them. Instead, they become permanent features in their speech. For
instance, Jarvis & Pavlenko's (2000) longitudinal study showed that a female native
speaker of Finnish named "Aino," who had lived in the United States for 10 years
consecutively, continued to commit the same errors in her speech regarding (1) tense and
aspect (for example, "She had called today to say that she won’t be there."), and (2)
countability (as found in "I think she's got fever."). Various studies on "fossilization" in
L2 acquisition attempt to provide scientific explanations as to why these L2 errors never
disappear even if the learners have optimal abilities, motivation, and learning
environments (Selinker, 1972; Han & Odlin, 2006; Tarone, 2006).
As we examine more carefully how infants and young children develop their first
language, however, it becomes apparent that the process of first language acquisition is
not necessarily totally exempt from errors and mistakes, either. For instance, people who
have opportunities to observe infants and young children speaking English as their first
language are well aware that they undergo a certain developmental period when they
utter sentences like “Where my spoon goed?” "I no want envelope." or “He don't want
it.” (Littlewood, 2002). In a similar way, Japanese infants and young children
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undergoing a certain developmental stage sometimes say “Hazukashii da yo!” (instead of
“Hazukashii yo!”) as they want to express their shy feelings about meeting new people
for the first time.
It appears that infants and young children are constantly attempting
subconsciously to draw and construct certain "in-between" grammar rules while
processing the linguistic information provided to them and making inferences and
hypotheses (Littlewood, 2002). Their idiosyncratic utterances are not likely to be made
merely by lack of attention and learning, but there seem to be certain systematic
processes and mechanisms underlying their deviant utterances and grammatical errors. It
is true that salient features and phenomena observed in second language acquisition may
not always be analogous to those in first language acquisition. However, the study of L2
learners' interlanguage or learner language and its various errors may still be able to
uncover important insights about the specific processes and mechanisms that underlie the
target language acquisition.
Therefore, it was the main goal of this paper to examine learner language, its
errors and any other distinctive features, among American college and university students
who are studying Japanese (as a second) language and shed light on their underlying
language acquisition system. This paper also aimed at exploring some methodological
issues surrounding various analysis tools to investigate learner language and its errors

2. Various Views and Theories on L2 Learner Language
The field of second language acquisition (SLA) research has made significant
progress in the last two decades, especially in the following six areas: (1) input and
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interaction (Gass, 1997, 2003; Matsumoto, 1998; Doughty, 2004; VanPatten, Williams,
Rott, & Overstreet, 2004), (2) form-focused instruction (Long, 1991; Doughty &
Williams, 1998; Long & Robinson, 1998), (3) second language learners' communication
strategies (Kasper & Kellerman, 1997), (4) contextual variability (i.e., social, situational,
and linguistic contexts where a target language is used) (Ellis, 1986; Tarone, 1988;
Tarone & Liu, 1995), (5) individual variability or individual learner differences (such as
age, motivation, personality, and learning styles) (Skehan, 1989; Brown, 2001; Dörnyei
& Skehan 2003) and (6) interlanguage or learner language (Ellis, 2000; Ellis &
Barkhuizen, 2005; Han & Odlin, 2006). Focusing on the last area among the above six,
this section (Section 2) intends to provide readers with more specific knowledge and
findings about learner language and to outline major views and theories on learner
language and its underlying mechanisms and processes.

2.1 Contrastive Analysis and the Behaviorist Theory
Historically, the first analysis method developed to attempt to untangle
mechanisms and processes underlying learner language was contrastive analysis (CA).
With the behaviorist views on second language acquisition as its theoretical
underpinnings, contrastive analysis was the paramount tool that aimed at explaining and
predicting various errors in L2 learner language until about the mid-1960s.
The behaviorist theory (Skinner, 1957; Brooks, 1960) maintained that language is
a set of structured habits, or verbal behavior (rather than mental phenomenon) learned
through habit formation, brought about by imitation, reinforcement, and repetition of
behavior. Within the framework of such behaviorist perspective, second language
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acquisition was viewed as the process in which the "new" habits of the target language
are added to the learner's verbal behavior in such a way that they become coexistent with
the already established "old" habits of the first language. Many behavioristic/structural
linguists argued that in this process of adding second language new habits the first
language may facilitate (i.e., positively transfer to) the target language acquisition when
the elements of both languages are similar while hinder (i.e., negatively transfer to or
linguistically interfere with) the second language acquisition when they are different.
Lado (1957) formulated this claim in his well-know work "Linguistics Across Cultures"
as follows: "Those elements that are similar to his (or the learner's) native language will
be simple for him, and those elements that are different will be difficult." (p.2)
This formulation had enormous implications for second language acquisition and
learner language research, especially the conception of the famous "contrastive analysis
hypothesis." According to this hypothesis, as we compare the learner's first language
with second language and identify the linguistic differences, we can predict the specific
target language items (such as syntactic/morphological rules or phonological features)
that will cause difficulties and, therefore, specific errors the learner will be prone to
make. Then, those language items were catered to and used for as a source of
pedagogical information to which second language teachers needed to pay special
attention in helping students.
The contrastive analysis hypothesis was further operationalized by a number of
scholars and practitioners into more specific schemes that showed varying degrees of
differences between two languages as to certain grammatical and phonological features
and, thus, varying degrees of difficulties among second language students. For example,
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Stockwell, Bowen, & Martin (1965) identified major grammatical and phonological
differences between the English and Spanish languages and delineated the "hierarchy of
difficulty" for English learners of Spanish with eight and sixteen levels of difficulty in
phonology and grammar respectively.
As many readers are aware, however, the very theoretical rationale and
foundations of the contrastive analysis hypothesis were challenged by Chomsky (1959),
who underscored that language is not verbal behavior learned through habit formation,
but rather creative rule-governed behavior. Drawing on his mentalistic conceptualization
of generative-transformational grammar and creative construction theory, Chomsky
emphasized that language acquisition is an innate and creative human ability and human
beings can create/generate an infinite number of sentences they have never heard or read
before based on a finite number of rules.
In addition, the important theoretical assumption of the contrastive hypothesis that
degrees of difference should correspond to degrees of difficulty was also intensely
attacked by many researchers revealing that "difference" derives from linguistic
descriptions and "difficulty" perceptional or psychological mechanisms. Furthermore,
more practical challenge was brought about by second language instructors and learners
who came to notice that grammar or phonological rules with no equivalents found in their
first language (e.g., the pronunciation of Japanese non-loan words such as 喫茶店 and お
菓子 for English learners of Japanese) may occasionally turn out to be easier than those
items subtly different from the corresponding features in the first language (e.g., the
pronunciation of Japanese loan words from English, such as コーヒーショップ and チ
ョコレート). When very different from the first language equivalents, we may tend to
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pay more attention to the items. On the contrary, only slightly different rules or sounds
may cause more confusion.
Finally, the contrastive analysis hypothesis was attacked by the results of
empirical studies. Whitman & Jackson (1972), for instance, utilized four different
contrastive analyses of the English and Japanese languages to predict types of errors and
idiosyncratic features that Japanese learners of English would be prone to make. They
compared their predictions with actual errors made by the students in a series of tests and
found that, whichever analysis they used, the predicted errors were not a dominant
portion of the actual errors. They concluded that contrastive analysis was relatively
limited in its power to explain and predict errors.
Dulay & Burt (1974) were another empirical study that challenged the contrastive
analysis hypothesis. They recorded and analyzed the English (as a second) language
speech of 145 children (aged between five and eight) whose first language was Spanish.
Compared to so-called interference errors caused by the effect of the first language
features (for example, "They have hunger" on the pattern of Spanish "Ellos tienen
hambre"), they found much more "developmental errors" (such as "They hungry")
appearing to have nothing to do with their first language but rather resembling the
idiosyncratic features made by children speaking English as L1. Other studies about
learner language errors (e.g., Wardhaugh, 1970; Richards, 1974) also provided empirical
support that L2 learner language seems to comprise not only interlingual or transfer
errors, but also intralingual or developmental errors.
In general, it seems that Chomsky's creative construction theory and error
analysis, included in the next subsection, are able to offer us more comprehensive
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explanations and predictions about learner language and its idiosyncratic forms than
contrastive analysis. However, it does not mean that the behaviorist theory or habit
formation has no place in explaining learner language and its underlying mechanisms.
They can still offer useful insights, for example, about the acquisition of
prefabricated/unanalyzed patterns and formulas in L2 learner language. It also appears to
be true that contrastive analysis can offer some explanatory power about L2 learner
language and its underlying processes, especially the mechanism of positive and negative
transfer from L1 to L2.

2.2 Error Analysis and Creative Construction Theory
Closely associated with the emergence of Chomsky's (1959, 1968/1972) creative
construction theory on language and language acquisition and Selinker's (1972)
interlanguage theory, Error Analysis (EA) was developed as a new analysis method to
study L2 interlanguage/learner language in a more comprehensive manner than
Contrastive Analysis. It aimed at analyzing various types of errors, both interlingual and
intralingual, in learner language and exploring the learners' underlying processes and
mechanisms. In Contrastive Analysis, errors in learner language were regarded in
general as signs of learning failure. They should never be tolerated in teaching and
educational settings. In Error Analysis, on the contrary, errors in learner language were
regarded as helpful clues or a "mirror" to show the L2 learners' gradually developing
interlanguage system. In teaching and educational contexts, they were considered as part
of the natural acquisition process that many L2 learners undergo and which should be
capitalized on in a more constructive way to help the learners.
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Corder (1967, 1981) was the first to lay out the theoretical rationale and practical
procedures of Error Analysis in many ways. Because of his work, Error Analysis came
to be recognized, instead of Contrastive Analysis, as the indispensable analysis tool to
study learner language errors and uncover their underlying processes and mechanisms,
providing empirical evidence to lend support to the theory of creative construction,
interlanguage theory, and fossilization research. Its theoretical framework and practical
analysis techniques, however, continued to evolve and expand during the last two
decades, as well, by the work of Taylor (1988), Ellis (1990), Lennon (1991), Foster &
Skehan (1996), James (1998), and Ellis & Barkhuizen (2005).
Usually, the practical procedure of Error Analysis that has been established for
the last two decades comprises the following five steps: (1) collecting a sample of learner
language, (2) identification of errors, (3) description of errors, (4) explanation of errors,
and (5) error evaluation (Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005). As for the sample data collection
phase, usually researchers attempt to specify/operationally define the learner language
sample according its (a) language (such as which target language [including L1 or L2],
medium [oral or written], genre [e.g., narrative, conversation, oral proficiency interview,
or essay], and topic of the discourse), (b) learner characteristics (such as proficiency level
and previous language learning experiences), and (c) production method (planned or
unplanned/spontaneous).
The second phase of identifying errors consists of (a) making a reconstruction of
the sample learner language as it would have been produced by the native speaker
counterpart, (b) comparing the reconstructed version with the actual L2 learner language
sample, (c) eliminating the sentences/portions of the sample that are well-formed, and (d)
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identifying the parts of the sentences that differ from the reconstructed version. As James
(1998) indicated, reconstructing a native speaker version is a real challenge since it is
occasionally extremely difficult to determine which particular construction the L2 learner
was really attempting to use. This issue will be discussed further later in this paper.
The error description phase usually consists of (a) making a set of descriptive
categories for coding the identified errors and (b) recording the frequency of errors in
each descriptive category. As James (1998) emphasized, the descriptive categories need
to be specific and elaborated upon with maximum care while utilizing both a linguistic
taxonomy and a surface structure taxonomy. The former is usually based on categories
of descriptive grammar of the target language, including (1) noun phrase, (2) verb phrase
(such as subject-verb agreement and simple past tense), and (3) complex sentence, as
presented in Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartvik (1985). The latter refers to the ways
surface structure is altered, including (1) omission, (2) addition, (3) misinformation (the
use of wrong forms of morpheme and syntax), (4) misordering (the use of wrong word
order), and (5) blends (over-including more than one forms necessary in one sentence
reflecting the learner's uncertainty to choose which form; e.g., "the only one thing I want"
is a combination of "the only thing I want" and "the one thing I want").
The fourth phase, error explanation, is one of the most crucial stages of Error
Analysis as the analysis method to provide empirical evidence supporting the creative
construction and interlanguage theories. This phase aims at determining why these errors
took place and uncovering the underlying processes and mechanisms of second language
acquisition whether in speaking or writing.
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As mentioned before, two major types of errors are recognized by many Error
Analysis experts and researchers: interlingual and intralingual errors. According to
James (1998), interlingual errors are caused by the process/mechanism of (a) transfer and
borrowing from the learners' L1 to L2. Intralingual errors are attributed to the
processes/mechanisms of (b) false analogy (or overgeneralization), (c) misanalysis (i.e.,
when the learner mistakably assumes the singular possessive pronoun "its" as plural
because of –s), (d) incomplete rule application (or under-generalization) (i.e., when the
learner fails to use indicative word order in "I knew where was he."), (e) exploiting
redundancy (that is, omitting grammatical features that do not contribute to the meaning,
such as omitting the third person –s as in "John play tennis."), (f) overlooking cooccurrence restrictions (for instance, though "quick" and "fast" are synonymous, "quick
food" is not possible to say), or (g) system simplification (i.e., substituting a single form
where the target language uses more than two forms and reducing the burden of learning,
like the use of "that" as a ubiquitous relative pronoun "that"). Littlewood (2002), on the
other hand, identified in a more straightforward fashion the following processes as
causing learner language errors: (1) overgeneralization, (2) transfer (both positive and
negative), (3) simplification (or redundancy reduction) by omission, (4) the effects of
teaching, and (5) non-systematic processes (such as communication strategies and
performance).
As Littlewood (2002) and Ellis & Barkhuizen (2005) acknowledged, there are
many instances of errors whose source processes are extremely difficult or almost
impossible to determine. For example, a German speaker of English hears her child
being naughty in another room and asks "Are your stupid there, Jan?" instead of "Are you
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being stupid there, Jan?" This could be considered as the instance of overgeneralization
of the English grammar rule that prevents "to be" from taking place in the present
progressive form (as in "Are you hungry?"), or as caused by transfer from her L1
German, which has no special progressive form equivalent to the English "copula + being
+ adjective/verb –ing" form (Littlewood, 2002). Actually, many errors are ambiguous
and likely to be explicable in terms of multiple sources.
Finally, error evaluation is a stage where the gravity of various errors and amount
of need for instructional feedback are determined. Usually, the error evaluation stage is
composed of (a) selecting a subset of errors found in the analysis, (b) determining the
criterion to judge the gravity of various errors, such as "seriousness," "intelligibility," or
"irritability," and (c) making a list (or error evaluation instrument) that ranks various
error sentences, for example, from "most serious" to "not at all serious."

3. Goal of This Study
Following the aforementioned protocol procedure of Error Analysis established
for the last two decades, this study aimed at investigating learner language among
American college and university students studying Japanese as a second language. More
specifically, this study focused on describing various errors and other idiosyncratic
features in the learner language. Therefore, it concentrated on the first three steps of
Error Analysis procedure: (1) collecting a sample of learner language, (2) identification
of errors, and (3) description of errors. In addition to errors and other idiosyncratic
features, the present study also attempted to describe some other salient features of the
learner language identified in the process of conducting the above three steps.
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4. Research Method
4.1 Participants and Learner Language Sample Collection
To collect a sample of learner language among American college and university
students studying Japanese as a second language, the present study used oral proficiency
interviews with, in all, seven students studying advanced (fourth-year level) Japanese at
an American university located in the Pacific coast. As for the gender of the subjects,
four of them were female students while three students were male. The interviews were
conducted around the end of autumn quarter in the 2002 academic year. The investigator
was teaching the advanced Japanese class, and conducted the interviews with all the
seven students as the interviewer.
As for the topics of the interview, each student was asked to do two things. First,
the interviewee played two role plays in which s/he had to make various requests to the
interviewer in each situation/context appropriately (i.e., making requests to friends,
company colleagues, supervisors, or professors). Then, each student was asked to share
and describe about the most interesting/exciting trip s/he had ever experienced.
The students had been informed about the interview topics and contents one week
before the interview took place. For the second topic, the interviewer encouraged each
student to not only describe/narrate his/her most exciting trip experience, but also
elaborate and expand the topic further so that each interviewee's feelings, views, and
attitudes might also be expressed and included into the conversations.
For the purpose of collecting a sample of learner language, the present study used
the conversations of the second topic alone. This was done mainly to access to a type of
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learner language that would be spoken in relatively natural conversations rather than roleplay situations similar to those practiced several times in class before. Therefore, the
production method used for this learner language was a mixture of both planned and
unplanned/spontaneous speech production.
As for the time length of each interview, the entire interview took about 30
minutes. The second part of the interview about the most interesting trip experience took
approximately 15 minutes. Thus, the entire sample data collection of learner language
took about two hours. All the interviews were audio-recorded and later transcribed for
data analysis.

4.2 Data Analysis
The date analysis followed the protocol procedure of Error Analysis, including the
phases of identifying and describing errors in learner language. As for the error
identification phase, each of the seven subjects was coded and identified as Student A, B,
C, D, E, F, and G, and the entire portion of each subject's learner language sample was
transcribed. Students A, C, D, and E were female students while Students B, F, and G
male. The investigator then reconstructed all the sentences and utterances in the learner
language sample as they would have been produced by a native speaker of the Japanese
language. Then, the reconstructed version was compared with the actual learner language
sample, and the parts of the sentences differing from the reconstructed version were
identified.
As for the error description phase, the investigator developed linguistic categories
to describe major errors occurring most occasionally while relying on the concepts of a
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linguistic taxonomy and a surface structure taxonomy (James, 1998). As explained
before, the former refers to categories of descriptive grammar of the target language,
including (1) noun phrase, (2) verb phrase (such as subject-verb agreement and simple
past tense), and (3) complex sentence. The latter taxonomy signifies the ways surface
structure is altered, including (1) omission, (2) addition, (3) misinformation (the use of
wrong forms of morpheme and syntax), (4) misordering (the use of wrong word order),
and blends (over-including more than one forms necessary in one sentence reflecting the
learner's uncertainty to choose which form).
After all the errors were described and categorized, then the investigator analyzed
the frequency of the errors according to the protocol procedure of error description.

5. Results of Data Analysis
The following linguistic categories of errors (Tables 1.1-7.1) were developed to
describe/categorize all the errors that occurred in the learner language sample collected
from the seven American university students studying advanced Japanese as a second
language. All the sentences/utterances identified as errors are included in each
category/subcategory. The Æ symbol indicates the reconstructed forms that would be
produced by native speakers of the Japanese language. The (….) and ― symbols indicate
a brief pause and a long sound respectively. The frequency of errors in each linguistic
category is also shown in Tables 1.1-6.1 except the categories of misordering and
"difficult to reconstruct" errors, both of which had only one error.

5.1 Error Type Categories and Frequency
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(1) Errors in the Category of Misinformation at the Sentence Level
Misinformation errors were divided into two categories, that is, misinformation at
the sentence and discourse levels. As for misinformation errors at the sentence level
(Table 1.1), five major subcategories were made: misinformation about (1.1)
postpositions/particles, (1.2) verbs and verb phrases, (1.3) adverbs, (1.4) adjectives and
noun, and (1.5) conjunctions. All the error sentences and utterances pertaining to each
subcategory were included.
As for errors fitted into the category of (1.1) misinformation about
postpositions/particles, they were further specified into four sub-subcategories while
using the concept of a linguistic taxonomy: (1.1.1) In NP + Object Marker
Postposition/Particle + VP, (1.1.2) In NP + Subject Marker Postposition/Particle +
VP/AP, (1.1.3) In NP + Postpositional Phrase Marker Postposition/Particle + VP, and
(1.1.4) In Sentence-final Postpositions/Particles.
In a similar manner, all the error sentences in the subcategory of (1.2)
misinformation about verb phrases were also further specified into five subsubcategories: (1.2.1) Misinformation about Transitive and Intransitive Verbs, (1.2.2)
Misinformation about Giving/Receiving Verbs among あげる (さしあげる、やる), く
れる（くださる）, and もらう（いただく）, (1.2.3) Misinformation about an
Animate Noun/Noun Phrase + います and an Inanimate Noun/Noun Phrase + あります,
(1.2.4) Misinformation regarding the Passive and Active Forms, and (1.2.5)
Misinformation about Verb Conjugations.
Regarding the subcategory of (1.3) misinformation about adverbs, the
error sentences were divided into three sub-subcategories: (1.3.1) Misinformation about
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Table 1.1
(1) Misinformation Made at the Sentence Level
1.1 Misinformation about Postpositions/Particles
1.1.1 In NP + Object Marker Postposition/Particle + VP
NP に登る
(Ex)
NNS: 週末に、あのー、八月のはじめごろ、宮城県に行って、栗駒という山を登って、そして鹿
島に、 (住んでいる町、鹿島という町です) 鹿島に帰って、、、
(Student B)
Æ 山に登って
(The verb 登る takes the object marker に, different from many other Japanese verbs that take を)
NP ができる
(Ex)
NS: アメリカのご両親も日本に行かれたんですか？
NNS: 私の両親もすばらしい体験をできました。私のホストファミリーは本当にすばらしい人。
そして私は日本大好き。
(Student C)
Æ 体験ができました
(できる, the verb potential form of する, takes the postpositional が almost all the time; while other
Japanese verb potential forms can take either を or が)
NP (Giver) に + verb gerund (te-form) もらう / いただく
(Ex)
NNS: バス停の漢字はあんまり読めなかったので、ちょっとどこにいるのか場所がわからなく
て、そこにいた親切そうな日本人の人が読んでいただきました**。
(Student B)
Æ 日本人の人に読んでいただきました
(In the verb gerund form + receiving verb もらう / いただく structure, the noun phrase indicating the
giver takes に)
** The restructured form of this sentence could be 日本人の人が読んでくださいました. Please see
Section 2.2 of this table, as well.
NP1 とか NP2
(Ex)
NNS: えっと―、金閣寺とか銀閣寺も見に行きましたか。見に行ったことがありますか。
(Student G)
Æ金閣寺とか銀閣寺とか (or を)
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(In this sentence, the compound particle とか, which means "….for example," is used. The も particle
should be changed into とか or を)

1.1.2 In NP + Subject Marker Postposition/Particle + VP/AP
Plural number + counter + とも (all of the ~)
(Ex)
NNS: 今年の夏休み、小林君という友達と L.A. へ行ったんですよ。
NS: おー、ロサンジェルスへ？
NNS: はいそうです。で、二人も夏休み、何しようかと迷ったんだけど。
(Student D)
Æ 二人とも
(A noun phrase that has plural number + counter and indicates "more than one ~," such as two people and
three desks, takes とも when it needs to signify all of the two, three, and etc.)
NP + が + Intransitive verb 始まる
始まる / 始める
(Ex)
NS: ちょっと聞いたんですが、旅行に行ったそうですね。
NNS: はい。もうすぐ仕事を始まります**ので、ちょっとだけ京都に行きました。
(Student G)
Æ 仕事がはじまります
(Judging from the context, it seems more natural if we assume that the student intended to use 仕事が + the
intransitive verb はじまります, rather than 仕事を + the transitive verb 始めます. Intransitive verbs take
the subject marker postposition が instead of the object marker を)
** This error can also be categorized under the following section 1.2. Misinformation regarding Transitive
and Intransitive Verbs, as well.
は (topic marker particle) vs. が (subject marker particle)
(Ex)
NNS: でもそんな大きな魚は、世界でハワイは一番いい所です。でも全然取れなかったんです。
(Student F)
Æ そんな大きな魚は、世界でハワイが一番いいところです
(In this sentence, the student is comparing Hawaii with other places regarding such big fish. Therefore, the
subject marker が should be used rather than topic marker は)
Other categories
(Ex)
NNS: 二ヶ月ぐらい。楽しかった。だいたい毎夜（まいよ）、仕事のあとでテレビを見てからば
かりでした。夜はニューヨークシティで、ちょっとこわい。ひとりで。
(Student A)
Æ ニューヨークシティは、ちょっとこわい。
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1.1.3 In NP + Postpositional Phrase Marker Postposition/Particle + VP
NP (locative) + に住む
(Ex)
NNS: そしてハワイには、アメリカとしては日本人はたくさんいますね。日本から来た日本人も
いるし、そこで住んでいる日本人もたくさんいます。
(Student E)
Æ そこに住んでいる
(Usually, the postposition that indicates locations would be で. However, the verb 住む causes an
exception in that it takes に as the location marker. The Japanese postposition に is usually used to
indicate (1) goal of movement/directional location (as in 学校に行く) and (2) time (as in １１時に寝ま
す, but not used to indicate a stative location).
NP (locative) + に留学する
(Ex)
NNS: あ―えっと、その前は学生としては、えっと、青山学院大学で留学しました。
(Student G)
Æ 青山学院大学に留学する
(Similar to the above 住む, the compound verb 留学する takes に to indicate the location. According to
the general rule for Japanese particle usage, で would be a correct postposition. Again, the verb 留学する
brings about an exception for the usage of particles に / で)
NP (means/instruments) + で 話す
(Ex)
NNS: その所では東京弁に話して、京都は関西弁よく使いますので、京都の人が話すことは時々
よくわかりませんでした。
(Student G)
Æ 東京弁で話して
(The postposition that indicates the means or instruments, like "by means of," is で instead of に)
NP1 に NP 2 がある / ない
(There is NP2 in/at NP 2)
(Ex)
NNS: L.A. の友達もせっかく僕に会えたんだから、「どこかに行こうよ。」と言っていたんです
が、小林君がお金がなかったから行けないんじゃないんですか。
NS: あー、なるほど。
(Student D)
Æ 小林君にお金がなかったから、
NP + に来る
(Ex)
NS: ニューヨークで一番楽しかった経験は何ですか。
NNS: よくわかりませんけど、たぶんボーイフレンド。オレゴンからニューヨークで来ました。
楽しかった。
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(Student A)
Æ オレゴンからニューヨークに来ました

1.1.4 In Sentence-final Postpositions/Particles
Sentence final ～ね / よ
(Ex)
NS: ちょっと旅行に行ったそうですね。
NNS: そうですね。私は、ハワイから帰って来たばかりです。
(Student E)
Æ そうです or そうですよ。
(The sentence final ～ね helps to seek the listener's confirmation while ～よ is used when the speaker
wants to assure the listener of what has been said for an authoritative decree)

1.2. Misinformation regarding Verbs and Verb Phrases
1.2.1 Misinformation about Transitive and Intransitive Verbs
あく / あける
(Ex)
NNS: 栗駒という山を登って、そして鹿島に、 (住んでいる町、鹿島という町です) 鹿島に帰っ
て、そのアパートのドアをあくと、
NS: あけると、
NNS: ドアをあけると、すみません、ドアを開けると蟻がいっぱいいました。
(Student B)
Æ ドアをあけると
(Judging from the context, it is obvious that the student intended to use the transitive verb あける instead
of the intransitive verb あく. Therefore, this error was not reconstructed into ドアがあくと nor
categorized under 1.1.2 Use of Wrong Postposition/Particles in NP +Postposition/Particle as Subject
Marker + VP)
始まる / 始める
NP + が + Intransitive verb 始まる
(Ex)
NS: ちょっと聞いたんですが、旅行に行ったそうですね。
NNS: はい。もうすぐ仕事を始まります**ので、ちょっとだけ京都に行きました。
(Student G)
Æ 仕事がはじまります
(Judging from the context, it seems more natural if we assume that the student intended to use 仕事が + the
intransitive verb はじまります, rather than 仕事を + the transitive verb 始めます. Intransitive verbs take
the subject marker postposition が instead of the object marker を)
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1.2.2 Misinformation about Giving/Receiving Verbs among あげる (さしあげる、や
る), くれる（くださる）, and もらう（いただく）
NP (Giver) に + verb gerund (te-form) + もらう / いただく
(Ex)
NNS: バス停の漢字はあんまり読めなかったので、ちょっとどこにいるのか場所がわからなく
て、そこにいた親切そうな日本人の人が読んでいただきました**。
(Student B)
Æ 日本人の人が読んでくださいました
(In the verb gerund form + receiving verb くれる / くださる structure, the noun phrase indicating the
giver takes が)
** The restructured form of this sentence could be 日本人の人に読んでいただきました. Please see the
above Section 1.1, as well.

1.2.3 Misinformation about an Animate Noun/Noun Phrase + います and an
Inanimate Noun/Noun Phrase + あります
(Ex)
NS: 日本はどうでしたか。
NNS: 日本はとても楽しかった。新潟県と、、、
NS: どうして新潟県に行ったんですか。
NNS: 新潟県に親戚がありますから。母の方の親戚です。二週間ぐらいいました。
(Student E)
Æ 親戚がいます
(親戚 is an animate noun and takes います)
Verb た (past-tense short form) ことが + あります
(Have the experience of ~)
(Ex)
NS: 日本には以前行ったことがありますか。
NNS: はい、います。五年前ぐらいです。
(Student C)
Æ あります
(In response to the question spoken by the NS, the NNS should have used あります instead of います)

1.2.4 Misinformation regarding the Passive and Active Forms
(Ex)
NNS: それで、一回おじいさんといっしょに、スクーバをしに行きましたね。世界で、ハワイは
一番いい所と思っています。スクーバの場合は。
(Student F)
Æ 思われています
(The underlined portion should be reconstructed into the passive form)
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1.2.5 Misinformation about Verb Conjugations
(Ex-1)
NS: あ―、おはようございます。
NNS: あ―、おはようございます、先生。私はハワイから帰ってところですね。
(Student F)
Æ 帰ったところです
(It seems that the student intended to mean "I have just come back from Hawaii," and the sentence should
be 私はハワイから帰ったところです)
(Ex-2)
NNS: ホテルは高すぎるのに、楽しみました。
(Student F)
Æ ホテルは高すぎたのに、楽しみました
(The tense should be in the past tense for the subordinate clause ～のに in this sentence)
(Ex-3)
NNS: 十日間の中では、九日（くにち）で、雨が降ったばかりでした。
(Student F)
Æ 雨が降ってばかりでした

1.3. Misinformation about Adverbs
1.3.1 Misinformation about Interrogative Adverbs どう / どうして
(Ex)
NS: ほ―、たくさん魚が取れましたか。
NNS: 全然取れなかった。
NS: あは― ((laughter)) 。
NNS: どうか分かりません。でもそんな大きな魚は、世界でハワイは一番いい所です。でも全然
取れなかったんです。
(Student F)
Æ どうしてか
(It seems that this student incorrectly used どうか (= how) although what he meant was どうしてか (=
why))

1.3.2 Misinformation about Adverbs もうすぐ / もう少し
NNS: えっと―、最初の一週間に泊まって、ちょっとオリエンテーションをやって、やったり、
もうすぐ、えっと、旅行してからアメリカに帰りました。
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(Student G)
Æ もう少し

1.3.3 Misinformation about Adverb 全く + negative ない
(Ex)
NS: そうですか。それは数珠（じゅず）ですね。
NNS: そうですね。まったく驚きました。
NS: まあ、お坊さんって言った方がいいですね。
(Student G)
Æ とても （or とっても、非常に）
(The adverb is usually used in a negative sentence, not in an affirmative sentence)

1.4 Misinformation about Nouns
1.4.1 Misinformation between Adjective 近い / noun 近く
(Ex)
NNS: おじいさんは、飛行機の運転が上手から、近いで、 (….) 近いで見えたんでも、曇ったか
ら、全然見えなかったんです。
(Student F)
Æ 近くで
(The correct form should be noun 近く + particle で rather than adjective 近い + particle で)

1.4.2 Misinformation between Nouns
(Ex-1)
NNS: 家族で行きました。そして、弟と私、ボートに乗って、海行って、そこにあの
―、えっと、スカイダイビングのような縄で (…) 。ボートが走ったら上に、 (….) 上さ
に行って、ボートが止まったら、下に、 (….) 下たに下がる。でも、ダウンのそれがあ
るから、ボートで走ったら、空気が入って上さに行く。
(Student E)
Æ 上の方に行って
Æ 下の方に下がる
Æ 上の方に行く
(Ex-2)
NNS: 私のお父さんの弟は、 (…) 私のおじいさんは、ハワイに住んでいるのに、
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(Student F)
Æ 私のおじ ø さんは、
(Ex-3)
NNS: それで一回、おじいさんといっしょに、キラウエというの、キラウエというの山
に行きました。
(Student F)
Æ おじ ø さんといっしょに

1.5. Misinformation about Conjunctions
1.5.1 Misinformation about けど, でも , and から
(Ex-1)
NS: で、困ったことなんかありました？
NNS: ちょっとありました。あの、ニューヨークで、何でも楽しかったから、ひとりで行ったか
ら、ちょっと寂しかった。だから、毎日友だちとボーイフレンド、電話しました。
(Student A)
Æ 何でも楽しかったけど、
(Judging from the context, the proper conjunction would be けど.)
(Ex-2)
NNS: やっぱり一番楽しかったことは、サーフィンのことですね。ハワイは「波」と言うです
か？ (….) 波は強いからいい所です。小さいでも、強いです。
(Student F)
Æ 小さいけど
(This student uses でも without using a pause according to the audio-record. Therefore, another
conjunction けど should be used with the adjective short form)
** Please see Section 6. Mixture of the Above Categories, (Ex-3) and (Ex-4), for the same type of errors
made by Student F.
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Interrogative Adverbs どう / どうして, (1.3.2) Misinformation about Adverbs もうすぐ
/ もう少し, and (1.3.3) Misinformation about Adverb 全く + negative ない.
Finally, the subcategories of (1.4) misinformation about Adjectives and Nouns and (1.5)
misinformation about conjunctions had only one sub-subcategory for each: (1.4.1)
Misinformation between Adjective 近い / noun 近く and (1.5.1) Misinformation about
けど, でも, and から, respectively.
Table 1.2 shows the frequency of error types in the category of misinformation at
the sentence level. According to the results of data analysis, approximately 44% were
related to the usage of postpositions/particles, 28% verbs and verb phrases, 13% nouns,
9% adverbs, and 6% conjunctions among misinformation errors at the sentence level.

(2) Errors in the Category of Misinformation at the Discourse Level
Table 2.1 shows all the errors fitted into the category of misinformation at the
discourse level. More specifically, they were divided into three subcategories: (2.1)
Misinformation between Demonstrative Pronouns それ (= that thing just mentioned) and
あれ (= that thing already familiar) and between Noun Modifiers その and あの, (2.2)
Inconsistent Use between the ます / です Forms (Distal Style) and the Short Forms
(Direct Style), and (2.3) Inconsistent Use between the Present and Past tenses.
Table 2.2 shows the frequency of error types in the category of misinformation at
the discourse level. As the results of data analysis indicates, approximately 56% of the
misinformation errors at the discourse level were related to (2.2) inconsistent use between
the ます / です forms (distal style) and the short forms (direct style), 22% (2.1)
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Table 1.2
Frequency of Error Types
in the Category of (1) Misinformation at the Sentence Level

1.1
Misinformation about
Postpositions/ Particles
1.1.1
In NP + Object Marker
Postposition/ Particle + VP
1.1.2
In NP + Subject Marker
Postposition/ Particle + VP/AP
1.1.3
In NP + Postpositional Phrase
Marker Postposition/Particle +
VP
1.1.4
In Sentence-final
Postpositions/Particles
1.2.
Misinformation regarding Verbs
and Verb Phrases
1.2.1
Misinformation about Transitive
and Intransitive Verbs
1.2.2
Misinformation about
Giving/Receiving Verbs
1.2.3
Misinformation about an
Animate Noun/Noun Phrase + い
ます and an Inanimate
Noun/Noun Phrase + あります
1.2.4
Misinformation regarding the
Passive and Active Forms
1.2.5
Misinformation about Verb
Conjugations
1.3.
Misinformation about Adverbs
1.3.1
Misinformation about
Interrogative Adverbs どう / ど

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Total
(%)

2

2

1

2

2

1

4

14
(43.8%)

0

2

1

0

0

0

1

4

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

4

1

0

0

1

1

0

2

5

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

2

1

0

1

4

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

3
(9.4%)

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1
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うして
1.3.2
Misinformation about Adverbs
もうすぐ / もう少し
1.3.3
Misinformation about Adverb 全
く + negative ない
1.4
Misinformation about Nouns
1.4.1
Misinformation between
Adjective 近い / noun 近く
1.4.2
Misinformation between Nouns
1.5.
Misinformation about
Conjunctions
1.5.1
Misinformation about けど, で
も , and から

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

2
(6.3%)

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

3

4

2

2

4

10

7

32
(100%)

Total

4
(12.5%)

Table 2.1
(2) Misinformation Made at the Discourse Level
2.1 Misinformation between Demonstrative Pronouns それ (= that thing just mentioned) and
あれ (= that thing already familiar) and between Noun Modifiers その and あの
(Ex-1)
NNS: それでとなりのアパートに先生が住んでいました。
NS: 英語の先生？
NNS: 英語の先生じゃありません。隣の人にノックして問題がある顔をして、でも
「蟻」の単語が分からないもんで、、でもあの人は、私に何か問題があると分かりまし
た。それでこのジェスチャーを覚えました。
(Student B)
Æ その人は
(Ex-2)
NNS: L.A. の友達もせっかく僕に会えたんだから、「どこかに行こうよ。」と言ってい
たんですが、小林君がお金がなかったから行けないんじゃないんですか。
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NS: あー、なるほど。
NNS: 僕はもうどこにも行かなくていいって言うんだけど、そうだったら L.A. の友達は
がっかりするし、どっかに行くなら小林君は小林君で一人残ることになるし、あれもで
きないし、だから、それでちょっと困ったんです。
(Student D)
Æ それもできないし

2.2 Inconsistent Use between the ます / です Forms (Distal Style) and the Short Forms (Direct
Style)
(Ex-1)
NNS: ニューヨークシティーでアパートひとりで住んでいました。1
ちょっと怖かった。2
NS: へえー、どのぐらいいたんですか、ニューヨークに。
NNS: 二ヶ月ぐらい。3 楽しかった。4 だいたい毎夜、仕事のあとでテレビを見てから
ばかりでした。5
(Student A)
Æ 怖かったです
Æ 二ヶ月ぐらいでした
Æ 楽しかったです
(This student uses the distal style for sentences 1 and 5. However, s/he uses the direct style for
sentences 2, 3, and 4)
(Ex-2)
NS: それで日本人の人に会いましたか。
NNS: はい、日本人と会いました。私の部長さんは日本人。彼は去年日本に行った時
は、国連大学で仕事をしました。
(Student A)
Æ 日本人です
(The student uses the distal style in the first and third sentences. However, s/he uses the direct
style in the second sentence.)
(Ex-3)
NS: ニューヨークで一番楽しかった経験は何ですか。
NNS: よくわかりませんけど、たぶんボーイフレンド。オレゴンからニューヨークで来
ました。楽しかった。
(Student A)
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Æ よくわかりませんけど、たぶんボーイフレンドでしょう
Æ 楽しかったです
(Ex-4)
NNS: あの、それにジェスチャーを良く使いました。
NS: 例えば？
NNS: あの、例えば、うーん。七月に行って、日本の学校は、うーん、夏休みが終わっ
たところは、あの八月、八月の終わりごろので、その間一ヶ月仕事があまりなかった。
その時、日本語があまり話せなかったんですね。
(Student B)
Æ仕事があまりなかったんです。
(This student uses the distal style for the first and last utterance sentences in this discourse.
However, the underlined potion in the discourse is in the direct style.)
(Ex-5)
NS: アメリカ人のご両親も日本へ行かれたんですか。
NNS: 私の両親もすばらしい体験をできました。私のホストファミリーは本当にすばら
しい人。そして私は日本大好き。
(Student C)
Æ 私の両親もすばらしい体験をできました。私のホストファミリーは本当にすばらしい
人です。そして私は日本が大好きです。
(The student uses the distal style for the first sentence. However, the second and third sentences
take the direct style.)
2.3 Inconsistent Use between the Present and Past tenses
(Ex-1)
NNS: だから、えっと―、ちょっと最初は、えっと―、京都に行ったのに、えっと―、
天気があまりよくないですね。
(Student G)
Æ よくなかったです
(The student uses the past tense in the subordinate clause with ～のに. Therefore, the main
clause of this sentence should be the past tense, as well)
(Ex-2)
NS: ユ―ジ―ンと日本と、どちらがいいと思いますか。
NNS: そうですね。日本にいる時、剣道、書道など勉強していますから、えっと、アメ
リカでは日本の伝統的なことはあまりないんですけど。
(Student G)
Æ 勉強していましたから
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Table 2.2
Frequency of Error Types
in the Category of (2) Misinformation at the Discourse Level

2.1
Misinformation between
Demonstrative Pronouns
それ and あれ and
between その and あの
(as noun modifiers)
2.2
Inconsistent Use between
the ます / です Forms
(Distal Style) and the
Short Forms (Direct
Style)
2.3
Inconsistent Use between
the Present and Past
tenses
Total

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Total
(%)\

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

2
(22.2%)

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

5
(55.6%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2
(22.2%)

3

2

1

1

0

0

2

9
(100%)
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misinformation between demonstrative pronouns それ and あれ and between Noun
Modifiers その and あの, and another 22% (2.3) inconsistent use between the present
and past tenses.

(3) Omission
Table 3.1 shows all the error sentences and utterances that were considered to be
fitted into the category of omission. This category was further divided into two
subcategories: (3.1) Omission of a Postposition/Particle and (3.2) Omission of だ / な for
the Conjugations of Na-adjectives (such as 好き, 嫌い, and 上手) and Nouns/Noun
Phrases. As for the subcategory of (3.1) Omission of a Postposition/Particle, the errors
were further specified into six sub-subcategories, that is, (3.1.1) Omission of Postposition
は, (3.1.2) Omission of Postposition が, (3.1.3) Omission of Postposition の, (3.1.4)
Omission of Postposition を, (3.1.5) Omission of Postposition に / へ, and (3.1.6)
Omission of Postposition とか.
Regarding the subcategory of (3.2) Omission of だ / な for the Conjugations of
Na-adjectives (such as 好き, 嫌い, and 上手) and Nouns/Noun Phrases, the errors were
further divided into two sub-subcategories, that is, (3.2.1) Omission of だ and (3.2.2)
Omission of な.
Table 3.2 shows the frequency of error types in the category of omission. Similar
to the category of (1) Misinformation at the Sentence Level, the largest number of
omission errors (65%) were related to postpositions/particles. The rest (35%) of
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Table 3.1
Errors in the Category of (3) Omission
3.1 Omission of a Postposition/Particle
ø indicates the portion where an omitted particle may be inserted.
3.1.1 Omission of Postposition は
(Ex-1)
NNS: 二ヶ月ぐらい。楽しかった。だいたい毎夜（まいよ）、仕事のあとでテレビを見
てからばかりでした。夜はニューヨークシティで、ちょっとこわい。ひとりで ø。
(Student A)
Æ ひとりでは
(Ex-2)
NNS: ハワイで ø ホテルは高すぎるのに、楽しみました。
(Student F)
Æ ハワイではホテルは高すぎるのに
(Ex-3)
NNS: えっと―、ホテルは、えっと―、一人泊まったら、えっと―、一万円ぐらいだと
思います。一泊はね。ちょっと安いだと思います。京都のホテルについて ø 。ちょっと
安いだと思いました。
(Student G)
Æ 京都のホテルについては
3.1.2 Omission of Postposition が
(Ex-1)
NS: アメリカ人のご両親も日本へ行かれたんですか。
NNS: 私の両親もすばらしい体験をできました。私のホストファミリーは本当にすばら
しい人。そして私は日本 ø 大好き。
(Student C)
Æ 日本が大好き
(Ex-2)
NNS: 私の一番楽しい、一番いい、一番よかった経験は、えっと―、家族と友達。私は
本当にたくさん友だち ø いました。
(Student C)
Æ 友だちがいました
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3.1.3 Omission of Postposition の
(Ex-1)
NNS: ニューヨークで国連について、たくさん ø ことを学びました。
(Student A)
Æ たくさんのことを
(Ex-2)
NNS: やっぱり一番楽しかったことは、サーフィンのことですね。ハワイは「波」と言
うですか？
(Student F)
Æ 言うの （or ん）ですか？
(It seems that the student wanted to use the extended predicate form. However, according to the
audio record, the の （or ん） sound is missing)
3.1.4 Omission of Postposition を
(Ex-1)
NNS: あーえっと、その前は学生としては、えっと、青山学院大学で留学しました。そ
の所では東京弁に話して、京都は関西弁 ø よく使いますので、京都の人が話すことは
時々よくわかりませんでした。
(Student G)
Æ 京都は関西弁をよく使いますので
3.1.5 Omission of Postposition に / へ
(Ex-1)
NNS: ニューヨークシティーでアパート ø ひとりで住んでいました。ちょっと怖かっ
た。
NS: へえー、どのぐらいいたんですか、ニューヨークに。
(Student A)
Æ アパートにひとりで住んでいました
(Ex-2)
NS: で、困ったことなんかありました？
NNS: ちょっとありました。あの、ニューヨークで、何でも楽しかったから、ひとりで
行ったから、ちょっと寂しかった。だから、毎日友だちとボーイフレンド ø、電話しま
した。
(Student A)
Æ 毎日友だちとボーイフレンドに、電話しました。
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(Ex-3)
NNS: 天気がとてもよかったから、海岸 ø 行ったり、買い物したり、ショーもいろいろ
見に行きました。
(Student E)
Æ 海岸に / へ行ったり
(Ex-4)
NS: それはひとりでいったんですか？
NNS: 家族で行きました。そして、弟と私、ボートに乗って、海 ø 行って、そこにあの
―、えっと、スカイダイビングのような縄で (…)
(Student E)
Æ 海に / へ行って
3.1.6 Omission of Postposition とか
(Ex-1)
NNS: ショーは、踊りのですね、いろいろの、あの―、 (….) ハワイとか、タヒチとか、
ニュージーランド ø 、いろいろ見に行きました。
(Student E)
Æ ニュージーランドとか

3.2 Omission of だ / な for the Conjugations of Na-adjectives (such as 好き, 嫌い, and 上手)
and Nouns/Noun Phrases
3.2.1 Omission of だ
Na-adjective short form (= ～だ) + から
(Because ~)
(Ex)
NNS: おじいさんは、飛行機の運転が上手 ø から、近いで、 (….) 近いで見えたんでも、
曇ったから、全然見えなかったんです。
(Student F)
Æ 上手だから
(The predicate in the subordinate clause with the conjunction から takes the short form for a
verb, i-adjective, na-adjective, and noun.)
Na-adjective short form (= ～だ) + quotation particle と + 思います
(…think that ~)
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(Ex)
NS: ユ―ジ―ンと日本と、どちらがいいと思いますか。
NNS: そうですね。日本にいる時、剣道、書道など勉強していますから、えっと、アメ
リカでは日本の伝統的なことはあまりないんですけど。伝統的なことは、たぶん日本の
方が好き ø と思います。
(Student G)
Æ 好きだと思います
(The predicate in the subordinate clause with the quotation particle と takes the short form of a
verb, i-adjective, na-adjective, and noun.)
Noun/Na-adjective short form (～だ) in a indirect question sentence
(Ex)
NNS: たとえば、アメリカの家族はどんな人 ø とか。そして、私は日本の子にいろいろ
アメリカのこと、説明しました。
(Student C)
Æ アメリカの家族はどんな人だとか

3.2.2 Omission of な
Na-adjective stem /NP + な + ので
(Because ~)
(Ex-1)
NS: そうですね。会津の方は雪がよく降るでしょうね。
NNS: でも私にとって雪は好きので、もっと雪の方がいいと思いまして。
(Student B)
Æ 好きなので
(The predicate in the subordinate clause with the conjunction ので takes the short form for a verb
and i-adjective. However, for a na-adjective and noun, だ drops and な comes in between.)
(Ex-2)
NNS: あの、それにジェスチャーを良く使いました。
NS: 例えば？
NNS: あの、例えば、うーん。七月に行って、日本の学校は、うーん、夏休みが終わっ
たところは、あの八月、八月の終わりごろので、その間一ヶ月仕事があまりなかった。
その時、日本語があまり話せなかったんですね。
(Student B)
Æ八月の終わりごろなので
(Time expression + ごろ is a noun phrase that means "around ~." For nouns and noun phrases,
the conjunction ので needs な after the noun/noun phrase.)
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(Ex-3)
NNS: 日本へ行った時、納豆は嫌いので、なかなか食べられませんでした。
(Student B)
Æ 嫌いなので
(The same as the above: The predicate in the subordinate clause with the conjunction ので takes
the short form for a verb and i-adjective. However, for a na-adjective and noun, だ drops and な
comes in between.)
Na-adjective stem + な + のに
(Although ~)
(Ex)
NNS: 困ったことは、東京は大好きのに、とっても混んでいました。私は南オレゴンの
小さい町に住んでいましたから。
(Student C)
Æ 大好きなのに
(The predicate in the subordinate clause with the conjunction のに takes the short form for a verb
and i-adjective. However, for a na-adjective and noun, だ drops and な comes in between.)

Table 3.2
Frequency of Error Types
in the Category of (3) Omission

3.1
Omission of a
Postposition/Particle
3.2
Omission of だ / な for
the Conjugations of Naadjectives (such as 好き,
嫌い, and 上手) and
Nouns/Noun Phrases
Total

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Total
(%)\

4

0

2

0

3

2

2

13
(65%)

0

3

2

0

0

1

1

7
(35%)

4

3

4

0

3

3

3

20
(100%)
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omission errors were made related to the conjugations of na-adjectives and nouns/noun
phrases.

(4) Addition
Table 4.1 presents all the error sentences and utterances in the learner language
sample that were fitted into the category of addition. They were further specified into
three subcategories: (4.1) Addition of a Postposition/Particle, (4.2) Addition of a
Conjunction, (4.3) Addition of a Part of a Verb Conjugation, (4.4) Addition of a Part of a
Na-adjective Conjugation, and (4.5) Addition/Overuse of Speech Fillers. The errors in
the subcategory (4.5) Addition/Overuse of Speech Fillers were further divided into two
sub-subcategories: (4.5.1) Addition/Overuse of Speech Filler あの― and (4.5.2)
Addition/Overuse of Speech filler えっと.
Table 4.2 shows the frequency of error types in the category of addition. Similar
to the categories of (1) Misinformation at the Sentence Level and (3) Omission, the
largest number of addition errors (about 42%) were related to postpositions/particles.
The next largest number of errors (about 33%) belonged to the subcategory of the
overuse/addition of speech fillers

(5) Misordering
The category of misordering or the use of wrong word order is shown in Table 5.1.
Only one error was found for this category.
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Table 4.1
Errors in the Category of (4) Addition
4.1 Addition of a Postposition/Particle
(Ex-1)
NNS: そして、最初はホテルはワイキキビーチの前にだから、すぐ階段の下。そして、
ハワイはアメリカとしては。日本人はたくさんいますね。
(Student E)
Æ ワイキキビーチの前 ø だから、
(The particle に is not necessary here in this sentence)
(Ex-2)
NNS: 十日間の中では、九日（くにち）で、雨が降ったばかりでした。
(Student F)
Æ 九日（ここのか） ø 、
(The particle で is not necessary here in this sentence)
(Ex-3)
NNS: それで一回、おじいさんといっしょに、キラウエというの、キラウエというの山
に行きました。
(Student F)
Æ キラウエという ø 、
Æ キラウエという ø 山に行きました
(The particle の is not necessary in both portions)
(Ex-4)
NNS: 僕は、えっと―、いろいろの場所に行って、ちょっとすばらしいかと思いまし
た。
(Student G)
Æ ちょっとすばらしい ø と思いました
(The particle か is used in questions within larger sentences [= indirect questions]. However, the
student uses a non-question sentence within a larger sentence. Therefore, the particle か is not
necessary)
(Ex-5)
NNS: えっと―、最初の一週間に泊まって、ちょっとオリエンテーションをやって、や
ったり、もうすぐ、えっと、旅行してからアメリカに帰りました。
(Student G)
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Æ 一週間 ø 泊まって
(The time expression 一週間 does not take any particle)

4.2 Addition of a Conjunction
(Ex)
NNS: 二ヶ月ぐらい。楽しかった。だいたい毎夜、仕事のあとでテレビを見てからばか
りでした。
(Student A)
Æ 見て ø ばかりでした
(The conjunction から is not necessary here in this sentence)

4.3 Addition of a Part of a Verb Conjugation
(Ex)
NNS: 火山です。火山、見えに行ったんでも、曇ってたから、見えなかった。
(Student F)
Æ 見 ø に行った
(It seems that the student tried to say/use Verb stem + に行く [go for the purpose of ~]. Thus, え
to form the potential form is not necessary)

4.4 Addition of a Part of a Na-adjective Conjugation
(Ex)
NNS: えっと―、ホテルは、えっと―、一人泊まったら、えっと―、一万円ぐらいだと
思います。一泊はね。ちょっと安いだと思います。京都のホテルについて。ちょっと安
いだと思いました。
(Student G)
Æ 安い ø と思います
Æ 安い ø と思いました
(It seems that the student uses the na-adjective short form final だ although 安い is an i-adjective
and it does not need だ here in these sentences)
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4. 5 Addition/Overuse of Speech Fillers
4.5.1 Addition/Overuse of Speech Filler あの―
(Ex)
NNS: 一月だけ、私たち、あの―、バスであちこち行ったから、あの―、あの―、あの
―、バスで、あの―、町まで行って、あの―、私たちのバスの時間ははっきり分からな
かったから、最後のバスはもう行ってしまって、ホテルまで歩いて帰りました。
(Student E)
Æ Less frequent use of speech filler あの― would be more appropriate.

4.5.2 Addition/Overuse of Speech filler えっと
(Ex-1)
NNS: えっと、最初の一週間旅館に泊まって、ちょっとオリエンテーションをやりまし
た。京都の旅館は安いと思いました。えっと、毎日雨が降ったりやんだりしました。え
っと、スティーブさんを覚えていますか。彼と、えっと、清水寺も見に行きました。
(Student G)
Æ Less frequent use of speech filler えっと would be more appropriate.
(Ex-2)
NNS: だから、えっと―、ちょっと最初は、えっと―、京都に行ったのに、えっと―、
天気があまりよくないですね。
(Student G)
Æ Less frequent use of speech filler えっと would be more appropriate.
(Ex-3)
NNS: えっと―、ホテルは、えっと―、一人泊まったら、えっと―、一万円ぐらいだと
思います。一泊はね。ちょっと安いだと思います。京都のホテルについて。ちょっと安
いだと思いました。
(Student G)
Æ Less frequent use of speech filler えっと would be more appropriate.
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Table 4.2
Frequency of Error Types
in the Category of (4) Addition
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Total
(%)\

0

0

0

0

1

2

2

5
(41.7%)

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
(8.3%)

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1
(8.3%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1
(8.3%)

4. 5
Addition/Overuse of
Speech Fillers

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

4
(33.3%)

Total

1

0

0

0

2

3

6

12
(100%)

4.1
Addition of a
Postposition/Particle
4.2
Addition of a
Conjunction
4.3
Addition of a Part of a
Verb Conjugation
4.4
Addition of a Part of a
Na-adjective Conjugation

Table 5.1
Errors Fitted into the Category of (5) Misordering

(Ex)
NNS: 二ヶ月ぐらい。楽しかった。だいたい毎夜（まいよ）、仕事のあとでテレビを見
てからばかりでした。夜はニューヨークシティで、ちょっとこわい。ひとりで。
(Student A)
Æ 夜はニューヨークシティは、ひとりでは、ちょっとこわい。
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(6) Mixture of the Above Categories
Table 6.1 shows the errors pertinent to "Mixture of the Above Categories," that is,
error sentences and utterances that contain more than one category of error components.
Four instances of errors were found for this category. Table 6.2 shows the frequency of
this error type made by each student.

(7) Difficult to Reconstruct
Finally, one error sentence/utterance difficult to reconstruct was identified. It is
shown in Table 7.1.
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Table 6.1
Errors fitted into the Category of (6) “Mixtures of the Above Categories”
(Ex-1)
NNS: 二ヶ月ぐらい。楽しかった。だいたい毎夜（まいよ）、仕事のあとでテレビを見
てからばかりでした。夜はニューヨークシティで、ちょっとこわい。ひとりで。
(Student A)
Æ 夜はニューヨークシティは、ひとりでは、ちょっとこわい。
(The particle で should be changed into は [misinformation about particle]. ひとりで should be
placed into before the phrase ちょっとこわい [misordering]. And, the particle should be
inserted after ひとりで [omission])
(Ex-2)
NNS: あの、鳥や花全部、公園みたいな空港です。だからとても気持ちがいいですね。
NS: 窓にガラスがないんですか。
NNS: そう、全部じゃないけど、窓、窓、 (….) 大きな窓みたいな、 (….) でもガラスが
ない。そこからきれいな鳥や花や、たくさん (….)
(Student E)
Æ そこからきれいな鳥や花が、たくさん（見えました）
(The last sentence in this discourse is incomplete [omission]. In addition, the second や should
be changed into が [misinformation between や and が for the second や])
(Ex-3)
NNS: おじいさんは、飛行機の運転が上手から、近いで、 (….) 近いで見えたんでも、曇
ったから、全然見えなかったんです。
(Student F)
Æ 見えたんだけど、
(The student uses でも without using a pause according to the audio-record. Therefore, another
conjunction けど should be used with the short form だ of です; the mixture of misinformation
and omission)
(Ex-4)
NNS: 火山、見えに行ったんでも、曇ってたから、見えなかった。
(Student F)
Æ 行ったんだけど
(Similar to the above Ex-3, Student F tries to use でも without taking a pause according to the
audio-record. Thus, conjunction けど should be used instead of でも with the short form だ of
です [mixture of misinformation and omission)
** Please see 4.3 Addition of a Part of a Verb Conjugation for 見えに行った, as well.
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Table 6.2
Frequency of Error Types
in the Category of (6) “Mixtures of the Above Categories”

Total

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Total
(%)\

1

0

0

0

1

2

0

4
(100%)

Table 7.1
(7) "Difficult to Reconstruct" Errors
(Ex)
NNS: 私のお父さんの弟は、 (…) 私のおじいさんは、ハワイに住んでいるのに、 (…) あ
―、住んでいるでは、ガイド、ハワイでガイドしました。普通のガイドしました。
(Student F)
Æハワイに住んでいたとき / けど （？？）
(The speaker's intended sentence is very hard to reconstruct)
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5.2 Frequency Comparisons among All Error Types
Table 8.1 includes all the categories, subcategories, and sub-subcategories of
errors identified in this study. In total, 79 instances of errors were found in the learner
language sample from the seven students studying advanced Japanese as a second
language.
Tables 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, 8.7, and 8.8 show the frequencies of various error
types according to a linguistic taxonomy. The results of data analysis revealed that the
largest number of error sentences/utterances (32 instances of errors; 40.5%) were related
to the usage of Japanese postpositions/particles. The second most frequent errors
observed (17 instances of errors; 21.5%) came from the categories concerned with verbs
and verb phrases, including the usage of (2.2) the ます / です forms (distal style) and the
short forms (direct style) (5 instances of errors; 6.3%), (2.3) the present and past tenses (2
instances of errors; 2.5%), (1.2.1) transitive and intransitive verbs (2 instances; 2.5%),
(1.2.3) an animate noun/noun phrase + います and an inanimate noun/noun phrase + あ
ります (2 instances; 2.5%), (1.2.2) giving and receiving verbs (1 instance; 1.3%), and
(1.2.4) the passive and active forms (1 instance; 1.3%).
The third largest number of error instances (8 instances of errors; 10.1%) derived
from the conjugations of na-adjectives and nouns, including the subcategories of (3.2)
omission of だ / な for the conjugations of na-adjectives (such as 好き, 嫌い, and 上手)
and nouns/noun Phrases (7 instances; 8.8%) and (4.4) addition of a part of a na-adjective
conjugation (1 instance; 1.3%).

The fourth largest number of error instances were found to be related to nouns (4
instances; 5.1%) as well as speech fillers (4 instances; 5.1%). Errors concerned with
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Table 8.1
Frequency of Error Types for all Categories/Subcategories

(1) Misinformation at
the Sentence Level
1.1 Misinformation about
Postpositions/ Particles
1.1.1
In NP + Object Marker
Postposition/ Particle + VP
1.1.2
In NP + Subject Marker
Postposition/ Particle + VP/AP
1.1.3
In NP + Postpositional Phrase
Marker Postposition/Particle +
VP
1.1.4
In Sentence-final
Postpositions/Particles
1.2. Misinformation
regarding Verbs and Verb
Phrases
1.2.1
Misinformation about
Transitive and Intransitive
Verbs
1.2.2
Misinformation about
Giving/Receiving Verbs
1.2.3
Misinformation about an
Animate Noun/Noun Phrase +
います and an Inanimate
Noun/Noun Phrase + あります
1.2.4
Misinformation regarding the
Passive and Active Forms
1.2.5
Misinformation about Verb
Conjugations
1.3. Misinformation
about Adverbs
1.3.1
Misinformation about

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

3

4

2

2

4

10

7

2

2

1

2

2

1

4

0

2

1

0

0

0

1

4

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

4

1

0

0

1

1

0

2

5

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

2

1

0

1

4

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

3
(3.8%)

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1
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14
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9
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Interrogative Adverbs どう / ど
うして
1.3.2
Misinformation about Adverbs
もうすぐ / もう少し
1.3.3
Misinformation about Adverb
全く + negative ない
1.4 Misinformation about
Nouns
1.4.1
Misinformation between
Adjective 近い / noun 近く
1.4.2
Misinformation between
Nouns
1.5. Misinformation
about Conjunctions
1.5.1
Misinformation about けど,
でも , and から
(2) Misinformation at
the Discourse Level
2.1
Misinformation between
Demonstrative Pronouns
それ and あれ and
between Noun Modifiers
その and あの
2.2
Inconsistent Use between
the ます / です Forms
(Distal Style) and the
Short Forms (Direct
Style)
2.3
Inconsistent Use between
the Present and Past
tenses
(3) Omission
3.1
Omission of a
Postposition/Particle
3.2
Omission of だ / な for
the Conjugations of Naadjectives (such as 好き,

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

3

0

4
(5.1%)

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

2
(2.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

3

2

1

1

0

0

2

9
(11.4%)

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

2
(2.5%)

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

5
(6.3%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2
(2.5%)

4

3

4

0

3

3

3

4

0

2

0

3

2

2

20
(25.3%)
13
(16.5%)

0

3

2

0

0

1

1

7
(8.9%)
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嫌い, and 上手) and
Nouns/Noun Phrases
(4) Addition
4.1 Addition of a
Postposition/Particle
4.2 Addition of a
Conjunction
4.3 Addition of a Part of a
Verb Conjugation
4.4 Addition of a Part of a
Na-adjective Conjugation
4. 5 Addition/Overuse of
Speech Fillers

1

0

0

0

2

3

6

0

0

0

0

1

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1
(1.3%)

13

9

7

3

10

19

18

79
(100%)

(5) Misordering
(6) Mixtures of the
Above Categories
(7) Difficult to
Reconstruct
Total

49

12
(15.2%)
5
(6.3%)
1
(1.3%)
1
(1.3%)
1
(1.3%)
4
(5.1%)
1
(1.3%)
4
(5.1%)
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Table 8.2
Frequency of Postpositions/Particles related Errors
1.1 Misinformation about
Postpositions/ Particles
1.1.1
In NP + Object Marker
Postposition/ Particle + VP
1.1.2
In NP + Subject Marker
Postposition/ Particle + VP/AP
1.1.3
In NP + Postpositional Phrase
Marker Postposition/Particle +
VP
1.1.4
In Sentence-final
Postpositions/Particles
3.1
Omission of a
Postposition/Particle
4.1 Addition of a
Postposition/Particle
Total

14
(17.7%)

2

2

1

2

2

1

4

0

2

1

0

0

0

1

4

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

4

1

0

0

1

1

0

2

5

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

4

0

2

0

3

2

2

13
(16.5%)

0

0

0

0

1

2

2

5
(6.3%)

6

2

3

2

6

5

8
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Table 8.3
Frequency of Verbs/Verb Phrase related Errors
1.2. Misinformation
regarding Verb Phrase
1.2.1
Misinformation about
Transitive and Intransitive
Verbs
1.2.2
Misinformation about
Giving/Receiving Verbs
1.2.3
Misinformation about an
Animate Noun/Noun Phrase +
います and an Inanimate
Noun/Noun Phrase + あります
1.2.4
Misinformation regarding the
Passive and Active Forms
1.2.5
Misinformation about Verb
Conjugations
2.2
Inconsistent Use between
the ます / です Forms
(Distal Style) and the
Short Forms (Direct
Style)
2.3
Inconsistent Use between
the Present and Past
tenses
4.3
Addition of a Part of a
Verb Conjugation
Total

9
(11.4%)

0

2

1

0

1

4

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

5
(6.3%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2
(2.5%)

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

3

2

0

1

5

3
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1
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Table 8.4
Frequency of Na-adjectives/Noun Conjugation Errors
3.2
0
Omission of だ / な for
the Conjugations of Naadjectives (such as 好き,
嫌い, and 上手) and
Nouns/Noun Phrases
4.4 Addition of a Part of a
Na-adjective Conjugation 0

3

2

0

0

1

1

7
(8.9%)

0

0

0

0

0

1

1
(1.3%)

Total

3

2

0

0

1

2

0

8
(10.1%)

Table 8.5
Frequency of Noun related Errors
1.4 Misinformation about
Nouns
1.4.1
Misinformation between
Adjective 近い / noun 近く
1.4.2
Misinformation between Nouns
Total

0

0

0

0

1

3

0

4
(5.1%)

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

3

0

4
(5.1%)

Table 8.6
Frequency of Conjunction related Errors
1.5. Misinformation
about Conjunctions
1.5.1
Misinformation about けど, で
も , and から
4.2 Addition of a
Conjunction
Total

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

2
(2.5%)

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
(1.3%)

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

52

3
(3.8%)
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Table 8.7
Frequency of Adverb related Errors
1.3. Misinformation
about Adverbs
1.3.1
Misinformation about
Interrogative Adverbs どう / ど
うして
1.3.2
Misinformation about Adverbs
もうすぐ / もう少し
1.3.3
Misinformation about Adverb
全く + negative ない
Total

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

3
(3.8%)

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

3
(3.8%)

Table 8.8
Frequency of Pronoun related Errors
2.1
Misinformation between
Demonstrative Pronouns
それ and あれ and
between Noun Modifiers
その and あの
Total

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

2
(2.5%)

2
(2.5%)

Table 8.8
Frequency of Speech Filler related Errors
4. 5
Addition/Overuse of
Speech Fillers

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

Total

0

0

0

0

1

0

3

53

4
(5.1%)
4
(5.1%)
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Table 9
Frequency of Errors Types
according to a Linguistic Taxonomy and a Surface Structure Taxonomy
Error Categories

Frequency

% of total errors

1. Postpositions/Particles related Errors

32

40.5%

2. Verbs/Verb Phrase related Errors

17

21.5%

3. Na-adjectives/Noun Conjugation Errors

8

10.1%

4. Noun related Errors

4

5.1%

5. Speech Filler related Errors

4

5.1%

6. Conjunction related Errors

3

3.8%

7. Adverb related Errors

3

3.8%

8. Pronoun related Errors

2

2.5%

9. Other

6

7.6%

1. Misinformation at the Sentence Level

32

40.5%

2. Omission

20

25.3%

3. Addition

12

15.2%

4. Misinformation at the Discourse Level

9

11.4%

5. Misordering

1

1.3%

6. Mixture of the Above Categories

4

5.1%

7. Difficult to Reconstruct Errors

1

1.3%

Total

79

100%

A. Linguistic Taxonomy

B. Surface Structure Taxonomy
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Conjunctions (3 instances; 3.8%) and adverbs (3 instances; 3.8%) followed
Table 9 shows frequency comparisons among all error types according to a
surface structure taxonomy. According to the analysis results, the largest number of
errors (32 instances of errors; 40.5%) derived from the category of (1) misinformation at
the sentence level. The second largest number of errors (20 instances; 25.3%) derived
from the category of (3) Omission. The third largest number of errors (12 instances;
15.2%) occurred from the category of (4) addition. Then, errors related to (2)
misinformation at the discourse level followed (9 instance; 11.4%).

6. Discussion
6.1 Important Insights from this Study
According to the above analysis results, a large portion (approximately 70%) of
errors were related to the usage of (1) Japanese post postpositions (particles) (40.5%), (2)
verbs/verb phases (21.5%), and (3) conjugations of na- adjectives/nouns (10.1%).
Further, almost 80 % of all the errors derived from the above three types plus (4) nouns
(5.1%) and (5) speech fillers (5.1%).
Regarding errors related to postpositions/particle, this error type outnumbered all
other error types in all of the three surface structure categories: (1) misinformation at the
sentence level, (3) omission, and (4) addition as shown by Table 8.1. Studies about the
process of Japanese (as a second) language acquisition among American college and
university students (Matsumoto, 2005, forthcoming) suggested that learning complex
grammar rules is one of the most challenging aspects they experience in their target
language acquisition. According to the results of the present study, the usage of
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postpositions appears to be the most challenging aspect of Japanese grammar acquisition
many American college and university students need to face.
Regadring verbs and verb phrases, the results of this study indicated that errors
derived from (2.2) inconsistent use between the long ます/です and short forms, (1.2.1)
misinformation about transitive and intransitive verbs, (1.2.3) misinformation about an
animate noun + います and an inanimate noun + あります, (1.2.2) misinformation about
giving and receiving verb patterns, and (1.2.4) misinformation about the active and
passive forms. It seems that these aspects of verbs and verb phrases certainly require a
lot of attention in the process of Japanese (as a second) language learning and teaching.
In addition to Japanese postpositions and verbs/verb phrases, the results of this
study indicated that the conjugations of na-adjectives and nouns are the third most
challenging grammar rule among advanced students of the Japanese language. These
conjugations are usually taught at the beginning level. However, it appears that advanced
level of students are still experiencing difficulties of conjugating the na-adjectives and
nouns into the short forms correctly.

6.2 Directions for Further Studies
This study aimed at studying learner language among American college and
university students studying advanced Japanese while focusing on analyzing various error
types. More specifically, the study concentrated on describing various errors. The error
analysis study needs to further proceed to another crucial phase of explaining, as well.
Directions of further studies should also include the use of some other analysis
tools, such as interactionnal analysis and conversation analysis. In the process of
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transcription and identifying errors, some other salient characteristics of the learner
language sample were noticed. These characteristics and processes may be examined
more carefully by utilizing interactionnal analysis and conversation analysis.\
One salient feature observed among the seven students' speech sample was that
many of the students were demonstrating their constant efforts to monitor, anticipate, and
self-correct their idiosyncratic forms before they completely ended their utterances (Table
10). Another salient characteristics observed in the student learner language sample was
the use of avoidance strategies to help avoid uttering certain portions of a sentence or
discourse so that they would not need to make grammatical errors (Table 11).

7. Conclusion
This study focused on describing various error types and their frequency
according to the concepts of a linguistic taxonomy and a surface structure taxonomy.
The results showed that almost 80% of the learner language errors among the seven
American university students studying advanced Japanese came from the usage of (1)
Japanese post postpositions, (2) verbs/verb phases, (3) conjugations of naadjectives/nouns, (4) nouns, and (5) speech fillers. Japanese language teachers who teach
advanced Japanese at the college and university level may focus on the above five
linguistic categories when they have a chance to review grammar rules for their students.
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Table 10
Discourses Showing Learners’ Efforts
for Monitoring their Speech and Self-Correction
― indicates, a long sound
(….) indicates a brief pause
(Ex-1)
NNS: 日本ではいろんな問題がありました。たとえば、言語 (….) 言語ですね。日本に言
ったばかりの時、私は日本語があまり話せなかったし、あの― (….) その田舎の町の人
は英語が全然話せない人が多かったですね。でも、あの― (….) 英語が１、あの― (….)
英語を使うと 2、う― (….) 英語を使わないと 3、 (….) 英語が使えないと 4、日本語を使
わなければならないので、二年間そこに住んで少し話せるようになりました。
(Student B)
(This student started with (1) 英語が (NP + が), then self-corrected it into (2) 英語を使うと (NP
+ を + V short form/affirmative + the conditional と), then (3) 英語を使わないと (NP + を + V
short from/negative + the conditional と, and then finally (4) the correct form s/he intended: 英語
が使えないと (NP + が + V potential form/negative + the conditional と))
(Ex-2)
NNS: 私の一番楽しい、一番いい、一番よかった経験は、えっと―、家族と友達。私は
本当にたくさん友達、いました。
(Student C)
(The student self-correct the present tense いい into the past tense よかった)
(Ex-3)
NNS: 私はもし意見があったら言う。(….) 言います。そしてたぶん宮崎さんは言いたい
ことをあまり言いません。それで、よーこちゃんに聞いてアドバイスをあげました。
(….) もらいました。
(Student C)
(The student self-corrects the short form 言う into the distal style 言います for style accuracy,
and あげました into もらいました for grammatical accuracy)
(Ex-4)
NS: どのぐらい行ったんですか。
NNS: えっと、五日間行きました。はい。そして、天気はとてもよかったです。梅雨、
(….)梅雨なのに、二月だけ雨でした。そして、ハワイの空港は他の空港と違いますね。
(Student E)
(The student is not sure about which conjunction should be used for the first time when she uses
the word 梅雨, but for the second time, she appropriately adds the な + conjunction のに form)
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(Ex-5)
NNS: あ―、おもしろかったですよ。お父さんと弟は一週間前にハワイに行きました。
それでそのあと僕は―、(….)僕も行きました。
(Student F)
(The student self-corrects the particle は into も in his utterance)
(Ex-6)
NNS: そうですね。弟といっしょ ø 六回、海に行きました。
NS: おほ―、六回も行ったんですか。
NNS: 海の方はおもしろいから、弟と一緒にサーフィンをしました。
(Student F)
(The first time the student uses いっしょ in this discourse, he does not add the necessary particle
に. However, he does add the necessary に for the second time)

Table 11
Discourses Showing Students’ Avoidance Strategies

(Ex)
NNS: 私はもし意見があったら言う。(….) 言います。そしてたぶん宮崎さんは言いたい
ことをあまり言いません。それで、よーこちゃんに聞いてアドバイスをあげました。
(….) もらいました。
NS: 友達から助言をもらったんですね。
NNS: はい、助言を (….) 。そしてよーこちゃんはいい友達。いい助言を (….) 。
(Student C)
Æ いい助言をもらいました
(In her second turn, it seems that the student is still not sure which form she should use and uses
avoidance in this discourse)
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2
Hawaii today is a booming metropolis of over a million people. Commonly called a
melting pot of cultures, only 25% of the population classify themselves as Caucasian.1 Growing
up in Hawaii means celebrating not only Christmas but also Kamehameha Day and Japanese
Girls Day. You know that Chinese are chang (tight with money), Portuguese and Filipinos are
the butt of all jokes and that you never mess with someone from a Samoan family. Another
aspect of growing up in Hawaii is being able to immediately distinguish the tourists from the
locals. Each year millions of tourists travel to Hawaii in search of white sandy beaches, high end
retail shopping and endless sunshine. In 2004 nearly seven million visitors arrived in Hawaii.2
Hawaii is the perfect getaway because it features an exotic culture situated within a modern
world with all its amenities. A visitor can spend the day venturing back to the 18th century with a
trip to the Polynesian Culture Center, experiencing fire dancers, Hawaiian food and hula. The
nights can be as easily spent indulging one’s inner diva at the Ala Moana Shopping Center,
Mecca for many Asian tourists. By the time their trip is over, tourists may leave satisfied with
the idea that they have really experienced Hawaii. The locals know better. Behind the gloss of
travel brochures lies a history unique to Hawaii and those of Hawaiian descent. Currently only
around 9.4% of the population,3 the Hawaiian people have struggled for the past two centuries to
retain their culture and traditions. In a little over two hundred years the Hawaiian people have
gone from being the majority to the minority in Hawaii, they have lost control of their land and
sovereignty. How did Hawaii go from being a small independent kingdom to a multi ethnic
1

U.S. Census Bureau, Hawaii quick facts from the census bureau 6 May 2006, online, available
from: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/15000.html.
2
Research and Economic Analysis Division of
The Hawaii State Department of Business, Economic Development & Tourism (DBEDT), 2004
Annual Visitor Research Report 6 May 2006, online, available from:
http://www.hawaii.gov/dbedt/info/visitor-stats/visitor-research/2004-annual-visitor.pdf.
3
U.S. Census Bureau, Hawaii quick facts from the census bureau 6 May 2006, online, available
from: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/15000.html.
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tourist haven? Many authors such as; A. Grove Day, Maenette K.P. Benham, Ronald Heck and
Linda Menton have written articles and books on this topic. All have examined the role of
education in the colonization of Hawaii; few have explored the education of the monarchs. For
all, the story of Hawaii’s colonization begins in 1778.
Hawaii’s entry into the Western world began in 1778 when Captain Cook and his crew
became the first Europeans to set foot on the Hawaiian Islands. The arrival of Captain Cook
ushered in the beginning of trade and commerce between Hawaii and Europe, with the first
merchant ship reaching the islands in 1785 while on its way to China.4 Hawaii quickly became a
popular stopping point for whalers and other trade ships and by the turn of the 19th century,
Lahaina and Honolulu had become bustling port towns with permanent foreign residents.5 As
increasing numbers of foreign traders arrived in the islands, a few Hawaiians attached
themselves to trade ships and sailed for America. One of these Hawaiians, an orphan named
Henry Opukahaia was taken in by various Christians who “cherished the reasonable hope that
suitable efforts to enlighten and convert [the Hawaiian youths], would tend to the evangelization
of their nation.”6 Opukahaia and other Hawaiian youths were trained for missionary service with
the intent of deploying them back to Hawaii to spread the Christian faith. Although Opukahaia
died before returning to Hawaii, Hiram Bingham remembers that he and his fellow missionaries
retained their “ardor […] for evangelizing the Hawaiians, who had now lost such a friend and
intended teacher.”7 On October 23, 1819, the religious zeal of Opukahaia’s teachers was realized
when the first American missionary party boarded the “Thaddeus” to the tune of “When Shall
4

A. Grove Day, Hawaii and its People (Australia: Mutual Publishing, 1993), 36.
For more information regarding the history of Hawaii refer to: A. Grove Day, Hawaii and its
People (Australia: Mutual Publishing, 1993)
6
Hiram Bingham. A Residence of Twenty One Years in the Sandwhich Islands (Hartford:
Hezekiah Huntington, 1848), 57
7
Ibid., 59
5
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4
We Meet Again,” and set sail for the Hawaiian Islands.8 The group was sponsored by the
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (A.B.C.F.M.) and consisted of not only
American missionaries but returning Hawaiians as well.
Upon arrival the missionaries received permission from the Hawaiian Chiefs to “teach
them and their people, Christianity and the arts.”9 Hence, the missionaries became the bearers of
Western style education in the Hawaiian Islands; over time they spread the English language,
morals and customs throughout the Hawaiian population. As Hawaii became more and more
enmeshed with the Western world through trade, a Western education became a valuable tool in
achieving economic, political and social, status and success. Missionaries and their educational
policies dominated, allowing them to gain access to political power and influence the Hawaiian
royalty. A close reading of Amos and Juliette Cooke’s missionary accounts reveals that the
educational policies implemented by the missionaries during the 19th century in Hawaii reflected
a desire to subordinate Native culture to Western ideals and religion, hence reinforcing racial and
class stratification within the Hawaiian kingdom.
When the missionaries arrived in Hawaii they found a Native culture in flux. After the
arrival of Captain Cook, the kapu system (set of rules and regulations similar to laws) began to
break down. Traditionally the kapu system maintained all aspects of Hawaiian life ranging from
religious practice to social structures.10 Following the arrival of foreigners, this system was

8

A. Grove Day, Hawaii and its People (Australia: Mutual Publishing, 1993), 71
Hiram Bingham. A Residence of Twenty One Years in the Sandwhich Islands (Hartford:
Hezekiah Huntington, 1848), 101.
10
For more information regarding the kapu system see; A. Grove Day, Hawaii and its People
(Australia: Mutual Publishing, 1993), and Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, Culture
and Educational Policy in Hawaii (New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1998).
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5
eventually replaced by economic and political bureaucratic systems.11 The rapid upheaval of the
kapu system resulted in a temporary political and religious void for the Native Hawaiian people
as they struggled to adapt to a new Westernized society. The missionaries were able to use this
religious void to their advantage, offering up their own God as the savior of the Hawaiian people.
While the missionaries found themselves in an ideal situation to preach, they found that the
implementation of a Western style education over a traditional Hawaiian style education was
slightly more difficult. Authors, Maenett K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, provide background
information on traditional education, drawing their arguments from other scholars and Hawaiian
elders. Their findings reveal that traditional Hawaiian education was orally based, there was no
written language and the history of the Hawaiian people was memorized through chants and
genealogies. Education was a family process with the child “observing family members in their
daily activities and eventually trying tasks for themselves.”12 Values were passed down orally
and “were tied to mysticism as well as the practicality of survival.”13 Education was community
oriented with children preparing to take on adult roles in their society. The ali’i or royal class
was educated by kahunas, who can be defined as a “priest, minister, sorcerer, expert in any
profession.”14 The kahuna provided oral instruction in various areas including, politics, hula,

11

Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, Culture and Educational Policy in Hawaii (New
Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1998), 41.
12

M. Kelly, To Teach the Children (Honolulu: Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum), 4-13 cited in
Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, 36.
13
M. K. Pukui, S.H. Elbert and E.T. Mookini, Nana I ke Kumu (Honolulu: Hui Hanai, 1972)
cited in Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, 39.
14
Mary Kawena Pukui and Samuel H. Elbert, New Pocket Hawaiian Dictionary (Hawaii:
University of Hawaii Press,1975), s.v. “kahuna.”
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religion and chiefly genealogies.15 Also important in the education of the royalty were kahus, or
“honored attendants and guardians.”16 Kahus were extremely influential as they provided the
royal children with round the clock care and education. From them the children learned
traditional values and how to function within their society.
Although kahunas and kahus traditionally held the position of primary educators, the
arrival of the missionaries and their “magic of reading and writing”17 disrupted this social order.
The ali’i recognized literacy and the English language as avenues to power and gaining leverage
with European traders and diplomats. Therefore in April of 1824, Queen Ka’ahumanu and her
ministers declared “their determination to adhere to the instruction of [all their people.]”18
Within five years of their arrival in Hawaii the missionaries were able to impress upon the
Hawaiian royalty the importance of a Western style education.
As a result of Queen Ka’ahumanu’s dedication to Western learning and the missionaries’
diligent work, by 1832, 10,000 Native Hawaiians on the island of Oahu were connected in some
ways with local schools. Of these, 6,526 were able to read.19 As literacy boomed, Hawaiian
newspapers and magazines became increasingly popular as alternate ways for missionaries to
influence Hawaiians. Two newspapers, Ka Nohanoha and La’elele Hawaii, targeted children

15

M. Kelly, To Teach the Children (Honolulu: Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum), 4-13 cited in
Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, Culture and Educational Policy in Hawaii (New
Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1998), 36.
16
Mary Kawena Pukui and Samuel H. Elbert, New Pocket Hawaiian Dictionary (Hawaii:
University of Hawaii Press,1975), s.v. “kahu.”
17
R.K. Makanani, (July 15,1991, April 6,1992, May 12, 1992). Native Hawaiian historian and
educator ( interviews) cited in Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, Culture and
Educational Policy in Hawaii (New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1998), 54.
18
Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, Culture and Educational Policy in Hawaii (New
Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1998), 57.
19
B.Judd, School Statistics, 1832 cited in Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck,), 58
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and their parents, providing readers with “civilized” reading material and moral instruction.20
Using written and spoken Hawaiian through newspapers and in classrooms, the missionaries
were able to impress upon the Hawaiian people Western values and morals. In his book, “A
Residence of Twenty One Years in the Sandwich Islands,” missionary Hiram Bingham stated
that the object of a Western education was to “supply, in some measure, the want of family
government and education, the want of a well regulated civil government, to refrain from vice
and crime, and to supply amply, by a mild and salutary influence the want of power derived from
a horrid superstition.”21 Hawaiian values were subordinated to Western ones and for the first
time Hawaiian children were educated away from their family and home. Traditional myth and
oral genealogies were replaced with “spelling in unison, reciting a refusal to keep wooden gods,
[…] and the Ten Commandments.”22 As the population of Native scholars increased,
missionaries began to train Native teachers to educate the common people. Native scholars only
taught Native students and often received scant training in teaching. The majority of the
curriculum focused on literacy and Western morals and ethics.23 The intent of education for the
common people was not to raise their status but to indoctrinate them with Western ideals and
eradicate Native Hawaiian tradition and culture.
While the education of the common people began to be relegated to Native teachers, the
education of the royalty remained firmly within the missionary domain. Although education was
initially focused on adults, in June of 1839, King Kamehmeha III and two other chiefs sent a
20

Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, Culture and Educational Policy in Hawaii (New
Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1998), 71.
21
Hiram Bingham. A Residence of Twenty One Years in the Sandwhich Islands (Hartford:
Hezekiah Huntington, 1848), 471.
22
Maenette K.P. Benham, “The Voiceless Hawaiian,” The Hawaiian Journal of History
32(1998):125.
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Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1998), 35
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letter to one of the missionaries, Mr. Cooke, stating, “Where are you, all you teachers. We ask
Mr. Cooke to be teacher for our royal children. He is the teacher of the royal children and Dr.
Judd is the one to take care of the royal children.”24 The King’s petition for a school, The Royal
School also known as the Chief’s Children’s School, was granted with Mr. and Mrs. Cooke
selected as the primary teachers and caretakers of the children. On June 13th, the first six children
arrived; Moses, presumptive Governor of Kauai, Lot, presumptive Governor of Maui, Alexander,
heir apparent, Princess Bernice Pauahi, Kelii and William, acting Premier.25 By 1844 the school
had grown to the size of fifteen children, the next generation of Hawaiian monarchs, including
the last sovereign Queen Liliuokalani. The Polynesian, an English-language newspaper,
reported that the primary goal of the Chief’s Children’s School was to educate the children to
“imbibe the spirit of the gospel and avoid sin in all its forms, that they may eventually be
qualified to take the lead of a civilized and Christian nation.”26 By educating the future leaders of
Hawaii to lead Christian and civilized lives, the missionaries not only created role models for the
Hawaiian population but also ensured the continuation of Christianity and Western ideals for
future generations.
The Royal School was a boarding school with Mr. and Mrs. Cooke providing round the
clock care for the children. The transition was difficult as the kahus were discouraged from
attending to the children. By removing the children from their traditional role models and care
givers the Cookes were able to disconnect the children from tradition and the Hawaiian culture.

24

“Letter from King Kamehameha and Chiefs” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, The Hawaiian
Chiefs’ Children’s School (Vermont: Rutland, 1969), 26.
25
“ Diary entry by Mr. Cooke” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, 27.
26
Sheldon Dibble, A History of the Sandwich Islands ( Honolulu, 1909), 209; “Family School for
the Children of the Chiefs,” Polynsian 4 (4 July 1840):14 cited in Linda K. Menton, “A Christian
and “Civilized” Education: The Hawaiian Chiefs’ Children’s School, 1839-50,” History of
Education Quarterly 32(1992): 226
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They themselves replaced kahunas, kahus and parents as the bearers of knowledge to the
children. Kalauwalu, Alexander’s kahu, was so opposed to The Royal School that he fled with
Alexander to Maui. In a letter to her sister, Mrs. Cooke remarks that Kalauwalu had “ been
opposed to our school because it would deprive him of his office. He had more power over the
boy than the King.”27 Alexander was returned to school only after Kalauwalu’s death. Having
missed several months of school Mrs. Cooke lamented that “if Alexander does not improve his
mind, he will never reign over this nation.” 28 The Cookes requested that the kahus cease visiting
the children, a rule that wrought many tears from both kahu and child. However, within a year
Mr. Cooke was able to report to the A.B.C.F.M. that their influence over the royal children had
increased and “is daily increasing both with children and parents. The latter have almost
universally acquiesced in our plans.”29 By 1843, Mr. Cooke reported to the A.B.C.F.M that the
children’s studies “[had] all been and still are in the English language. […] They now use very
little Native even among themselves in common conversation.”30 One of the children, Princess
Victoria was raised speaking no Hawaiian at all. The Royal School was viewed as a success by
visiting missionaries such as Mr. Lyman who recorded in his journal “I was much gratified with
the appearance of the young chiefs. The older ones appear like well educated and refined young
gentlemen and ladies in America.”31
The Royal School remained exclusively for the Hawaiian royalty and was run by Mr. and
Mrs. Cooke until 1849. During this time the influence the Cookes held over both the children

27

“Mrs. Cooke’s letter to her sister” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, The Hawaiian Chiefs’
Children’s School (Vermont: Rutland, 1969), 47
28
Ibid., 48
29
“Report to the Mission” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, 107.
30
“Official Report to Mr. Anderson of the A.B.C.F. M.” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, 173.
31
“Mr. Lyman’s diary, ‘Around the Horn to the Sandwich Islands and Califrornia, 1845-1850”
cited in Mary Atherton Richards, 251.
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and their parents grew considerably. The growing political clout of the missionaries as a whole is
especially evident as the young royals prepared to depart the school for jobs and marriage. Lot
and Alexander, the fourth and fifth Kings of the Kamehameha dynasty left the school for work in
foreign offices with Mr.Lee and Mr. Bates.32 While the Cookes’ correspondence fails to denote
what type of jobs they obtained, in a letter to her mother, Mrs. Cooke reflected on the lack of job
opportunities for Native scholars. She noted that the Native Chiefs were rejoicing as the
foreigners left Hawaii for the California gold rush as the departure would “allow our scholars an
opportunity [to] get initiated into office.”33 Although Lot and Alexander had nine years of
Western education and were to be the next Kings of Hawaii, Mrs. Cooke viewed the boys as
“New England hardened sinners” and prayed that the Privy Council would guide them after their
departure from the school.34 Despite the fact that Lot and Alexander would both eventually reign
as Kings, the Privy Council had the power to determine when and if the young Princes were
allowed to leave the Royal School and what jobs they could obtain. The power of this White
dominated council over the lives and futures of the royals is evident, the Hawaiian sovereigns no
longer held the exclusive right to determine the careers and lives of their children.
The Privy Council was responsible for all decisions regarding the young royals, including
marriage. The Privy Council was composed of governors from each island and other members
appointed by the King.35 Composed of seventy-five members in 1848, only seventeen were
Hawaiian.36 An important and influential organ of the Hawaiian government, the Privy Council

32

“Mr. Cooke’s Diary Entry” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, 320.
“Mrs. Cooke’s Diary Entry” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, 313.
34
Ibid., 313.
35
Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, Culture and Educational Policy in Hawaii (New
Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1998), 125.
36
“Diary Entry” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, The Hawaiian Chiefs’ Children’s School
(Vermont: Rutland, 1969), 288.
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believed that because the government had partially paid for the royals’ education, the Privy
Council was allowed to determine the futures of the young Princes and Princesses after they
graduated.37 The Privy Council was heavily involved in orchestrating the marriages of both
Bernice Pauahi and Jane Loeau. Dominated by missionary families, the Privy Council overturned
betrothals and ignored parental wishes. Originally betrothed to Moses, Jane was courted by a
foreign lawyer, John R. Jasper. In a letter to the American Board, Mr. Cooke explained his
preference for Jasper who would “best appreciate the education that had been given her and
make her more happy than a native could.”38 The Privy Council, which did not include her
parents, decided her marriage; indeed there is no mention of parental involvement in the
marriage plans. By educating the young royals the missionaries were able to gain vast control
over all aspects of their personal and professional lives.
The influence of the Privy Council and the Cookes on the young royals is even more
apparent in the marriage arrangements of Bernice Pauahi. Having attended The Royal School
from the age of eight, Mr. Cooke recorded in his diary that he and his wife could not bear to end
The Royal School and leave “till [Bernice was] lodged in safer hands than those of her own
parents, who [were] kind enough, but who [were] ignorant of what civilization consists, and
[wished] their daughter to be great in their way.”39 The Cookes postponed their departure from
The Royal School for several months in order to ensure a proper marriage for Bernice. As the
last descendent of King Kamehameha the first, Bernice’s parents, Paki and Konia, proposed her
marriage to Lot, which would have made her Queen of Hawaii. However, Bernice was
interested in the Collector General of Customs, Charles Bishop, and disregarded her parents’
37
38
39

“Mr. Cooke’s Official Letter to the American Board” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, 289.
Ibid., 289.
“Mr. Cooke’s Diary entry” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, 325.
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wishes, seeking support from the Cookes. Regarding Bernice’s marriage prospects, Mr. Cooke
wrote that he “prefers she would take up with such a man as he [Bishop], than with either of the
Princes. […] But such is not the feeling of her parents or of her native friends. In my opinion,
they both are unworthy of her, however much they may be lauded in a foreign clime.”40 Despite
the Western education and overseas experiences of the Princes, Mr. Cooke viewed them as
inherently inferior to Charles Bishop. Paki and Konia refused to attend the wedding, asking Mr.
Cooke why he had turned their daughter against them and informed him that Bernice “must
[now] look to [you], Mr. and Mrs. Cooke for all her pono [morality.]”41 Had Bernice been raised
at home she would have derived her pono from parents, kahus and kahunas. However, having
been removed from their daughter’s life for eight years, Paki and Konia were forced to bitterly
accept the fact that their daughter had to look to the missionaries and their Western morals for
guidance.
Bernice Pauahi, Jane Loeau, the Princes and the rest of the Cooke’s students represented
the first generation of Hawaiian royals to receive a full Western education. The Royal School
was originally founded by the command of King Kamehameha III for the benefit of this
generation, with the hopes that an education would aid them in leading the Hawaiian nation. By
the time this generation graduated, the power to regulate education had swung almost entirely to
the missionaries. In 1840, education was centralized as a government responsibility; it was also
the year that the Hawaiian kingdom moved from being an absolute monarchy to a constitutional
monarchy. The move towards centralized education for children was planned and orchestrated in
order to indoctrinate them with democratic ideals through compulsory education. In order to

40
41

“Letter Written by Mr. Cooke” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, 341.
“Diary Entry” cited in Mary Atherton Richards, , 343.
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create a constitutional monarchy it was necessary to disintegrate the Hawaiian’s peoples’ beliefs
in absolute monarchial rule and communal land. 42
One of the key players in centralizing education was Reverend William Richards, the first
Minister of Public Instruction.43 As advisor to the King, Richards also played an instrumental
role in creating the Constitution of 1840. Richards created the first school laws in Hawaii in an
effort to utilize education to promote the success of the Constitution and the growth of
democracy in Hawaii. In their book, Culture and Educational Policy in Hawaii: The Silencing of
Native Voices, Professors Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck explore the evolution of
educational policy in Hawaii. The authors provide ample information regarding the policies of
public education for the common people. Benham and Heck detail the first school laws, which
made parents and local communities accountable for the education of their youth. Among these
laws the most powerful regarded taxation and mandatory schooling. Parents were to pay taxes
and children were required to attend school from the age of four. Benham and Heck recount
that any man who didn’t send his child to school would “not be freed from the public labor of the
King and the land agent. [Also, any] child (over eight years of age) who does not go to school,
shall [not] be freed from public labor; they shall all go to work.”44 Education became compulsory
in order to ensure the acculturation of the Native Hawaiians to Western ideals. Traditional
customs and oral knowledge were forgotten and in some cases outlawed. Local communities
were able to choose their own school board, however, the centralization of education posited all

42

Maenette K.P. Benham and Ronald H. Heck, Culture and Educational Policy in Hawaii (New
Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1998), 63.
43
Ibid., 90.
44
Ibid., 64.
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policy-making power in the hands of an elite few. All school activities and expenditures were
determined and monitored by the high ali’i and missionary advisors.”45
A result of the new educational policy was the creation of three classes amongst the
Native Hawaiians, the Chiefs, the professionals and the commoners. The commoners or
maka’ainana were the largest and lowest class in the Island’s social hierarchy.46 Despite the fact
that educational policy intended to educate all Natives, the maka’ainana benefited little from the
reforms. When education was centralized in 1840 the majority of missionary schools became
common or public schools. Benham and Heck explain that these schools were funded by
community tax money and “provided only what the community could afford, which was in most
cases minimal.”47 Select schools such as The Royal School received government assistance as
well as funding from wealthy benefactors. In 1850 The Royal School opened its doors to day
students, the majority of which came from the white families in the neighborhood.48 In a report
to the King and Hawaiian legislature, William Richards, relates that tuition at the Royal School
was $200 and that “the Hawaiian government […] has for years sustained the entire expense of
this institution. According to the new laws it is incumbent upon the parents or guardians of the
pupils to bear a due proportion of the aggregate expense in sustaining the school.”49 The high
tuition fee restricted the maka’ainana from entering The Royal School. Hence, they were
confined to the common schools, taught in Hawaiian, which “did not provide the [maka’ainana]

45

Ibid., 65.
Ibid., 41.
47
Ibid., 69.
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with the skills to compete in a new Western, capitalist system.”50 In order to receive a better
education many maka’ainana were forced to seek entry into English only select schools, which
benefited from trained teachers and educational resources such as books. Another select school,
Punahou, was established for the education of the missionaries’ children. Mrs. Cooke rejoiced
over the founding of Punahou writing “I shall send my boy very early. I have felt very unhappy
on account of his being surrounded so entirely by Native influence.”51 While the presence of
Punahou may have comforted worried missionary mothers, the institution of select and common
schools reinforced social and racial hierarchy in Hawaii. The creation of two distinct school
categories established the supremacy of the White foreigner. Within the Hawaiian community,
Benham and Heck state, people were “divided into two distinct classes of the elite and
underclass.”52 Prestige and class were now determined by the adoption of Western culture and
the possession of Western knowledge and custom.
A prime example of the importance of acculturation was Princess Kaiulani. Princess
Kaiulani belonged to the last generation of Hawaiian royals prior to the annexation of Hawaii to
the United States in 1898. The half Hawaiian niece of childless Queen Liliuokalani, Princess
Kaiulani was viewed by the Hawaiian people as the last hope for their monarchy.53 In 1889, at
the age of thirteen, the Princess was sent to Harrowden Hall in England to receive an “education
in all subjects required for a future queen.”54 Princess Kaiulani’s studies and travels consumed
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her life for eight years. While abroad, Princess Kaiulani received news of the overthrow of
Queen Liliuoklani by the Annexation Club. She issued statements in London and New York in
defense of Hawaii, becoming a symbol of it to the American public. In New York, on her way to
a meeting with President Cleveland, she eloquently stated “I have [the] strength to stand up for
the rights of my people. Even now I hear their wail in my heart. […] I am strong, […] strong in
the knowledge that I am right, strong in the strength of seventy million people who in this free
land will hear my cry and will refuse to let their flag cover dishonor to mine.”55 The media
applauded Princess Kaiulani’s grace, “The Call,” remarked, “her accent says London; her figure
says New York; her heart says Hawaii. […] She has been made a woman of the world by the life
she has led.”56 Pictures depicted the Princess as a beautiful, dark complexed Hawaiian woman,
dressed in the latest European fashions. Princess Kaiulani intended her statements, eloquent
English and European fashion to “counteract some of the vicious propaganda written by the PGs
[Provisional Government] in which they accused Hawaii’s rulers of being undisciplined
savages.”57 She understood the necessity for Hawaii to appear Westernized to gain support from
the American population. The missionaries had succeeded in completely subjugating the
Hawaiian culture to their own through education. As the Hawaiians became “civilized” they lost
their land, identity and eventually their sovereignty.
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Statement by Princess Kaiulani read on March 1st at the New York Harbor, cited in Kristin
Zambucka, 65.
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Excerpt from “The Call” cited in in Kristin Zambucka, 105.
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The building of the first school in Hawaii signified the breaking down of the Native
Hawaiian identity. The missionaries wielded education as a tool of domination, influencing the
Hawaiian culture with their own Western one. By centralizing education as a government
function, the missionaries gained the power to press all eligible children into Western style
schools. The entire population was now subject to the ideology of Western culture and
knowledge as being superior, Hawaiian culture was denounced as inferior and backwards. In less
than a century a Western education had been transformed from being an asset in trade relations
with the United States to being a necessity for the survival of the Hawaiian kingdom. By January
17th, 1893, the day that Queen Liliuokalani was overthrown by the Annexation Club, it was
apparent that the influence and dominance of a Western style education over Native culture had
aided in destroying the Hawaiian kingdom from within. From the small schoolhouse and the
pulpit the missionaries were able to move the Hawaiian nation into the domain of the United
States. Since the arrival of the missionaries, the Hawaiian culture and language has at times been
outlawed or exploited for the benefit of foreigners. It was only in the 1970s due to the Hawaiian
Renaissance that a surge of pride and interest in the Hawaiian identity began to reappear. Today
all of the people of Hawaii, Native Hawaiian or not, are aware of the colonization of the islands,
the injustice of the overthrow and the struggle for sovereignty by Native Hawaiian organizations.
Hawaii is not simply a made-for-tourists tropical paradise, it is a once independent nation
conquered in part by a schoolhouse.
If a big wave comes in large fishes will come from the dark ocean which you never saw before,
and when they see the small fishes they will eat them up; such also is the case with large animals,
they will prey on the smaller ones; the ships of the white men have come, and smart people have
arrived from the Great Countries which you have never seen before, they know our people are
few in number and living in a small country; they will eat us up, such has always been the case
with large countries, the small ones have been gobbled up.
David Malo, 1837 prophesy.
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Functional Categories, Features, and Morphological Inflection
in Second Language Acquisition1
AKEMI MATSUYA
Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology

1.

Introduction

This paper investigates how Japanese learners of English gain access to the second language (L2) grammar,
especially, functional categories, feature values, and morphological inflection, presupposing that adult L2
acquisition is constrained by universal grammar (UG).

In other words, I will demonstrate that Japanese

learners arrive at the syntactic and morphological system of English independently of their first language
(L1) (full access) (Epstein, Flynn and Martohardjono (1996) (henceforth, Epstein et al. (1996))) not via
their L1 grammar (partial access) (Eubank (1996), Schwartz and Sprouse (1996), Vainikka and
Young-Scholten (1996), and White (2000, 2003)).

Analyzing the output of the elicited production under

the Minimalist program (Chomsky (1991, 1993, 1994, 1995, 2000), I will present support for full access to
L2 grammar and will provide evidence for syntax-before-morphology acquisition process.
This paper is organized as follows.
language acquisition.
(NPIs).

Section 3 is a short introduction of theoretical framework on negative polarity items

Section 4 presents elicited production tasks to explore how Japanese L2 learners of English

acquire NPIs.

2.

Section 2 briefly reviews the UG-based models on second

Section 5 discusses the experimental results.

UG-based Models

This section deals with four hypotheses on second language acquisition: Full Access Full Transfer (FA/FT)
(Schwarts and Sprouse (1996)), Minimal Trees (Vainikka and

Young-Scholten (1996)), Valueless

Features (Eubank (1996)), and Full Access (without transfer) (Epstein et al. (1996)).
First, I touch on Full Access/Full Transfer hypothesis. Analyzing the spontaneous production data
from a Turkish L2 learner of German, Schwartz and Sprouse (1996) propose this model, which is
characterized as follows: the L2 initial state contain L1 lexical and functional categories, features, and
feature strength.

L2 learners restructure functional properties via UG in exposure of L2 input.

words, L2 input triggers grammar change constrained by UG.

In other

However, L2 grammar identical to that of a

native speaker is not guaranteed in this hypothesis.
Eubank (1996) criticizes FA/FT, discussing the spontaneous production data (1) from French

1

I would like to express my gratitude to Naoyuki Takagi and Yoko Uchida for arranging my experiments.

I must also thank Patricia Hironymous for valuable comments on the draft of this paper.
all remaining errors are mine.

Needless to say,
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speaking children learning English.2

As examples in (1) show, thematic verbs are located in the right of

the negator, whereas nonthematic verbs are located in both the right and the left of the negator.
(1)

a. he don’t know, Joel no knows bike.
b. he is not very sad.
c. the bike no, no, no is forward.

(2)

Eubank (1996:78)

a. Ne pas prendre le métro est dangereux.
CL Neg ride;INF the metro is dangerous.
‘Not to ride the metro is dangerous.’
b. *Ne prendre pas le métro est dangereux.
c. Ne pas être malade est bien.
CL NEG be+INF sick is nice
‘Not to be sick is nice.’
d. N’ être pas malade est bien.

Eubank (1996:77)

In French nonfinite clauses, non thematic verbs can appear on either side of the negator, whereas thematic
verbs can only appear on the right position, as illustrated in (2).3

Applying this difference to finite clauses

in English, the learners produces (1). These sentences show not what finite clauses allow but what
nonfinite clauses allow in French.

This implies that full native language grammar is not transferred in

second language acquisition.
Second, I take up Minimal Trees.

Based on the data from the L2 acquisition of English, German,

and French, Vainikka and Young-Scholten (1996) suggest this model: in the L2 initial grammar, neither L1
functional categories nor L2 functional categories exist.
appear in the L2 initial state.

Only L1 lexical categories with its properties

To accommodate L2 input, functional categories gradually emerge with L2

properties, independently of L1 and constrained by UG.

Specifically speaking, first IP appears, and then

CP emerges.
Unfortunately, Epstein et al. (1996) present some evidence, which proves this hypothesis is
inadequate. They conducted elicited imitation tasks on 33 Japanese adult learners and 18 child learners.
The following stimulus sentences include extraction from IP and CP, as (3) shows.
and 60% of child subjects could imitate these sentences exactly.

59% of adult subjects

Judging from the high production rate of

the child learners, they concluded that L2 learners acquire functional categories (IP and CP) and their
properties without any L1 influence.

This is evidence against Minimal Trees.

2

These data are originally presented in Tiphine (1983).

3

In French finite clauses, the verbs are allowed to appear only to the left of the negative element.
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(3) Examples of Stimulus Sentences
Inflection Phrase
a.Present tense
The Nervous professor inspects the broken television.
b.

Past tense
The Nervous doctor wanted a new lawyer in the office.

c.Modal
The little girl can see a tiny flower in the picture.
d.

Progressive
The clever student is inspecting the expensive basket.

e.Negation

do-support

The happy janitor does not want the new television.
f.

Negation-progressive
The elderly grandfather is not picking the blue flower.

Complementizer Phrase
a.

Topicalization (one clause)
Breakfast, the wealthy businessman prepares __ in the kitchen.

b.

Topicalization (two clause)
i. Subject gap:
The pencil, the talented architect says __ in the kitchen.
ii. Object gap:
The photograph, the happy architect says he understands __ .

c.

Relative Clauses
The lawyer slices the vegetables which the father eats.

d.

Wh-questions
i. Subject question:
Which young girl __ erases the tiny picture in the notebook?
ii. Object question:
Which secret message does the young girl fine __ in the basket?
Epstein et al. (1996:704)

Third, I turn to the Valueless Features Hypothesis.

Discussing negation in early German-English

interlanguage, Eubank (1996) suggests that L1 lexical and functional categories with some inert features
are implemented in the L2 initial state.

In the course of L2 acquisition, inert features are replaced by L2

feature strength and L2-like grammar is acquired.

Prévost and White (2000) argue against the inertness of

features, examining the V-Neg word order in L2 French and L2 German.
systematically precede the negator.

As (4) illustrates, finite verbs

This means that the learners know functional categories, the features

and the feature strength for verb raising and feature checking.
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(4)

a. mais on peut pas dormer

(Abdelmalek, month 17.7)

but one can-1/2/3S not sleep-INF
b. i mange pas

(Zahra, month 26.7)

he eat-1/2/3S not
c. ich studiere nicht

(Zita, month 3.7)

I study-1S not
d. ich spreche nicht Deutsch

(Ana, month 4.5)

I speak-1S not German
Pévost and White (2000:117)
Finally, I consider Full Access (without Transfer).

Epstein et al. (1996) claim full complement of

lexical and functional categories, features and feature strength.

In this model, no properties of functional

categories gradually develop and L2-like grammar is finally acquired via UG.

This model accounts not

only for the process of bilingual acquisition but also for the following data collected from Turkish child
learners of English.

Within the first three months, their word order, (5a)-(5d), is similar to that of Turkish,

which is head-final in lexical and functional projections.
order about for four months.

As in (5e)-(5h), they present the English word

We can infer from this fact that the L2 grammar of Turkish child learners

converged into English grammar via UG in exposure to English.
(5)

a. I something eating.
b. Would you like to outside ball playing?
c. Finish no.
d. Play no.
e. You eating apple.
f. I am talking very very fast.
g. I not eat cornflake.
h. I don’t know where I go.

Haznedar (1997:247-251)

From the above arguments on L2 acquisition models, I will follow Full Access (without transfer) proposed
in Epstein et al. (1996).

In other words, I will assume that learners acquire their second language via UG

without any L1 influence.

3.

Theoretical Assumptions

Under the framework of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky (1991, 1993, 1994, 1995, 2000)), [+Neg]
features are assumed to be checked off overtly, as (6) illustrates.
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(6)

CP
C’
AgrSP
NPi

[+Neg]
AgrS’

NegP
NPj

AgrS
NegP

ti’’

Neg’
TP

ti’

Neg
T’

AgrOP
tj’

T
AgrO’

VP

AgrO
… ti…tj…

This checking system accounts for the linguistic phenomena peculiar to Japanese NPIs (7).6

(7a), (7b) and

(7c) show that NPIs in subject and object positions are symmetrically licensed via checking [+ Neg]
features in the Spec-head relation along with overt verb raising.

Since the CP is not specified for [+Neg]

by a negative verb, a negated verb and a negative operator, NPIs is not licensed beyond the clause boundary,
which is exemplified by (7d).

In Japanese, NPIs are not licensed by the operators of yes-no question,

4

As for licensing Japanese NPIs, see Matsuya (2004).

5

In addition, unlike English, Japanese NPIs are not licensed by the operators of conditionals and

comparatives, which occupy the Spec of CP.
6

As for licensing Japanese NPIs, see Matsuya (2004).
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which fill in the Spec of CP, as in (7e) and (7f).7
(7)

a. Dare-mo ko-nakat-ta
anyone

come-Neg-Past

‘No one came’
b. Mary-ga nani-mo tabe-nakat-ta.
Mary-Nom anything eat-Neg-Past
‘Mary did not eat anything’
c. Dare-mo Nani-mo tabe-nakat-ta
anybody anything eat-Neg-Past
‘Nobody ate anything’
d. *Mary-ga [John-ga nani-mo kat-ta to] iwa-nakat-ta
Mary-Nom John-Nom anything buy-Past Comp say-Neg-Past
Mary did not say that John bought anything’
e. *Nani-mo hen desu ka?
Anything strange is Q
‘Is anything strange?’
f. *Mary-ga nani-mo kaimasi-ta ka?
Mary-Nom anything buy-Past Q
‘Did Mary buy anything?’
English has two types of licensing NPIs as illustrated in (8) and (9).
and object NPIs check [+Neg] features at different positons.

This means that subject NPIs

The former is licensed via [+Neg] feature

checking between Spec-head relation in CP, which is specified as [+Neg] by a negative element of the main
clause or by negative operators.8

The latter is licensed by [+Neg] feature checking between Spec-head

relation in local NegP or between Spec-head relation in CP specified for [+Neg] like subject NPIs.

Both

of them check [+Neg] features covertly at LF.
(8)

CP
NPi

7

C’

In addition, unlike English, Japanese NPIs are not licensed by the operators of conditionals and

comparatives, which occupy the Spec of CP.
8

As for this [+Neg] feature specification, see Kawashima and Kitahara (1992).

9

Fiengo (1977) states that Proper Binding Condition operates only at S-structure while Lasnik and Saito

(1992) claims it functions throughout derivation.
applicable not only to derivation but also to LF.

Here I assume the Proper Binding Condition is
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[+Neg]

AgrSP

specification by a negative

ti’

AgrS’

element of a main clause or
a negative operator

TP

… ti …
(9)

AgrSP
AgrS’
TP
T’
NegP
NPj

NegP
not

Neg’
[Neg]

AgrOP
tj’

AgrO’
VP

…tj…
This feature checking mechanism accounts for the English-specific phenomena with respect of NPIs (10).
As (10a) and (10b) show, object NPIs are licensed, while subject NPIs are not.

In (10a) and (10b), there is

no CP specified for [+Neg] and NegP is the only place for licensing NPIs.

As in (9), object NPIs can

move to the Spec of NegP at LF in order to check a [+Neg] feature.

On the other hand, subject NPIs

cannot go down to the Spec of NegP at LF because its trace cannot be bound, which violates the Proper
Binding Condition (11).10

10

In (10c) and (10d), both subject and object NPIs are licensed by [+Neg] feature

Fiengo (1977) states that Proper Binding Condition operates only at S-structure while Lasnik and Saito

(1992) claims it functions throughout derivation.
applicable not only to derivation but also to LF.

Here I assume the Proper Binding Condition is
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checking in the Spec-head relation of CP without violating the Proper Binding Condition. Likewise,
subject and object NPIs symmetrically check [+Neg] features at LF in (10e) and (10f).
(10)

a. *Anybody didn’t come.
b. Mary didn’t buy anything.
c. Mary did not say that John bought anything.
d. Mary did not say that anybody bought her cakes.
e. Is anything strange?
f. Did Mary buy anything?’

(11)

The Proper Binding Condition
A trace must be bound.

4.

The Design of Experiments

The experiments, which I conducted on students in order to clarify how adult learners of English acquire
NPIs, are outlined as follows.

I planned several elicited production tasks, in which the subject first read

the context and then translated a Japanese sentence into English.11

The first-year students of Tokyo

University of Marine Science and Technology participated in my experiments.
TOEIC is 352.3.

Their average score on the

In order to collect as much data from them as possible, I let them know some English

words necessary to produce the target sentences. The experimental hypothesis, on which these elicited
production tasks are based, and the expected results are described as (12) and (13), respectively.
(12)

The Experimental Hypothesis:
Adult L2 learners can entertain covert [+NEG] feature checking in CP and NegP.

(13)

The Expected results:
(i)

Learners will allow subject and object NPIs to be licensed beyond the clause boundary.

(ii)

Learners will prevent subject NPIs from being locally licensed in AgrSP.

(iii)

Learners will permit subject and object NPIs to be locally licensed in CP with negative
operators.

I conducted six elicited production tasks in all on Japanese university students learning English.

Each

experiment, whose sample stimuli are translated from the actual Japanese version into English one for
convenience, is depicted as seen in (14)-(16).

11

As Crain and Thornton (1998) point out, elicited production can set the proper situations that call for

particular linguistic constructions and can gather a great deal of requested data from the subjects.
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(14)

a. Experiment 1
i. target sentence: John didn’t buy anything.
ii. sample stimuli:
John sent to a department store to buy a tie.
didn’t like them.

He looked around and tried many ties.

But he

Finally, ….

‘John-wa nani-mo kawa-nakat-ta’ (Translate this into English)
b. Experiment 2
i. target sentence: Nobody showed up.
ii. sample stimuli:
Mary was waiting for her friends in the promised restaurant to have a meal with them.
an hour passed.

And an hour passed.

Half

In the end, ….

‘Dare-mo araware-nakat-ta’ (Translate this into English)
(15)

a. Experiment 3
i. target sentence: Did you meet anybody in Tokyo Disneyland?
ii. sample stimuli:
Linda and her younger sister went to Tokyo Disneyland.
enjoying many attractions and vehicles.

They were beside themselves with

When they came back home, their mother asked

them like this.
‘Tokyo Dizuniirando-de pro (=you) dareka-ni at-ta?’ (Translate this into English.)
b. Experiment 4
i. target sentence: Did anybody forget to bring pencils?

ii. sample stimuli:
Before the final exam started in the classroom, the teacher asked the students as follows.
Dare-ka empitu-o wasuremashi-ta ka?’ (Translate this into English.)
(16)

a. Experiment 5
i. target sentence: Mr. Yamada didn’t believe that anybody passed the exam.
ii. sample stimuli:
Mr. Yamada, a history teacher, conducted a difficult final exam on his students. Most of the
students seemed to give up this exam on the way.

So, …

‘Yamada sensee-wa dare-mo sono siken-o toor-anakat-ta to sinzite-ta.’
(Translate this into English.)
b. Experiment 6
i. target sentence: Mr. Sato didn’t believe that the students understood anything.
ii. sample stimuli:
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Mr. Sato, a physics teacher, talked about the theory of relativity. All the students
seemed to be stunned.

So, …

Satoo sensee-wa seetotachi-ga nani-mo rikaisi-nakat-ta to sinzite-ta.’
(Translate this into English.)

5. Results and Discussion
The following results and samples were obtained from the 6 elicited experiments.12
almost half of the subjects produced the target sentence in Experiment 1.
licensed by [+Neg] feature checking in NegP.

As (17) shows,

This means that object NPIs are

In Experiment 2, more than half of the subjects produced

the target sentence with nobody/no one not with NPIs, as in (18a) and (18b). Only a few of them
presented [+Neg] feature checking for subject NPIs, which is undesirable, as is observed in (18c) and (18d).
We may say that the L2 learners know that subject and object NPIs are asymmetrically licensed within a
mono clause without any L1 influence. The rates of morphological mistakes such as tense and agreement
are very low: 19.77% (17/86) in Experiment 1 and 6.72% (8/119) in Experiment 2.

We can assume that

the L2 learners acquire functional categories and features earlier than inflection.
(17)

The Result of Experiment 1
a. The correct rate: 48.31% (86 /178)
b. The data from the subjects:
John didn’t buy anything. (62)
John hadn’t bought anything. (1)
John didn’t buy anything of those. (1)
John didn’t buy any tie. (1)
John didn’t buy any. (1)
John doesn’t buy anything. (2)
John didn’t bought anything. (1)
John wasn’t bought anything. (1)
John didn’t buy anyone. (3)
John haven’t bought anyone. (1)
John didn’t bought anyone. (12)

(18) The Result of Experiment 2
a. The correct rate: 63.98% (119/186)
b. The data from the subjects:

12

I admit sentences with some morphological mistakes in tense and agreement if [+Neg] feature checking

is fulfilled.
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Nobody showed up. (56)
No people showed up. (1)
No one have showed up. (2)
None showed up. (1)
No one showed up. (45)
No person showed up. (2)
No one came here. (1)
No one showed up me. (1)
Nobody shows up. (1)
No one had showed up. (2)
No man show up. (1)
No one has showed up. (1)
No one would show up. (1)
No one had showed up. (1)
Nobody shown up here. (1)
Nobody/No one show up. (1)
Nothing showed up. (1)
c. The incorrect rate: 5.91% (11/186)
d. The data from the subjects:
Anyone don’t show up. (1)
Anyone show up. (1)
Anyone doesn’t show up. (1)
Anybody/Anyone didn’t show up. (8)
The correct answer rate of licensing object NPIs in Experiment 3 is lower than that of Experiment 1:
30.36% vs. 48.31%.

The same phenomenon is observed between Experiment 2 and Experiment 4:

13

This implies that the [+Neg] feature checking system in CP is more difficult for the

19.64% vs. 63.98%.

L2 learners to acquire than that within IP.

The rates of morphological mistakes in Experiment 3 and

Experiment 4 are higher than those of Experiment 3 and Experiment 4: 21.57% (11/51) in Experiment 3
and 57.58% (19/33) in Experiment 4.

It can be said that the acquisition of morphological inflection is

related to acquisition of functional categories, features and feature checking: first the L2 learners acquire
syntactic properties and then morphological ones.
(19)

The Result of Experiment 3
a. The correct rate: 30.36% (51/168)
b. The data from the subjects:

13

As for Experiment 4, I treat echo questions as the target sentences when [+Neg] features are checked.
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Did you meet anyone/anybody in Tokyo Disneyland? (19)
Did you see any character in Tokyo Disneyland? (1)
Did you come across anyone in Tokyo Disneyland? (1)
Did you see anyone/anybody in Tokyo Disneyland? (14)
Did you visit anyone? (1)
Did you saw anyone in Tokyo Disneyland? (2)
Did you met anybody in Tokyo Disneyland? (4)
Have you seen/met anyone in Tokyo Disneyland? (4)
Do you meet anyone in Tokyo Disneyland? (2)
Do you see anyone in Tokyo Disneyland? (1)
Are you met anyone in Tokyo Disneyland? (1)
You meet anyone in Tokyo Disneyland? (1)
(20)

The Result of Experiment 4
a. The correct rate: 19.64% (33/168)
b. The data from the subjects:
Did anybody/anyone forget to bring pencils? (11)
Does anyone/anybody forget to bring pencils? (8)
Does anyone forgot to bring pencils? (1)
Anyone forgot to bring pencils? (3)
Anyone forget to bring pencils? (4)
Are there anybody who forget to bring pencils? (1)
Is there anyone who forgets to bring pencils? (2)
Were there anybody who forgot to bring pencils? (1)
Is anyone forgot to bring pencils? (1)
Are there any student forgot to bring pencils? (1)

The correct rates of Experiment 5 and Experiment 6 are much lower than the other four experiments.
These low rates may come from either syntactic or semantic reasons:

the specification of [+Neg] feature

to CP by a negative element of the main clause is more difficult for the L2 learners to acquire than that by a
negative operator in the head of CP.
(22)

They may not have understood the scope of ‘not’ under the context.14

The Result of Experiment 5
a. The correct rate: 2.20% (4/181)

14

Patricia Hironymous (personal communication) pointed out a semantic difference between the following

sentences: ‘Mr. Yamada didn’t believe that anybody passed the exam’ and ‘Mr. Yamada believed that
nobody passed the exam.’ The latter is more subjective than the former.
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b. The data from the subjects:
Mr. Yamada didn’t believe anyone passed the exam. (3)
Mr. Yamada didn’t believe anyone to pass the exam. (1)
(23)

The Result of Experiment 6
a. The correct rate: 1.25% (2/160)
b. The data from the subjects:
Mr. Sato didn’t believe that the students understood anything. (1)
Mr. Sato didn’t believe students understood anything. (1)

6.

Concluding remarks

Based on the outputs of the elicited production tasks, I concluded that Japanese-speaking learners of
English acquire English grammar without any mediation of their L1 grammar, Japanese grammar.
other words, they fully access UG to acquire English grammar.

In

In addition, it can be inferred that the

acquisition of syntax takes place before that of morphology.
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Discovering Self through Alexander Technique
This semester I took a look at my body and decided to make some conscious
changes on how I used it. I was in pain a lot and simple everyday things seemed more
difficult to execute than they should. Since my father is a myofascial trigger point
therapist and has a back ground in dance, he knew that the study of Alexander Technique
would be beneficial to all aspects of my life. John Grey in his book Your Guide to The
Alexander Technique called the technique, “…in ‘simple terms’ a “‘kinesthetic reeducation, a way of teaching you to react more appropriately’, or ‘a way of eliminating
unnecessary tension in the way we move, react and use our bodies’,” (Grey 13). I started
down my path of discovery first with Carolyn Johnston an Alexander teacher in
Pittsburgh. Then during my recognition period I started to notice the similar habits in my
fellow dancers, actors, and vocalists. Being a Theatre major here at Penn State, I had the
opportunity to observe my acting teacher Richard Nicoles, himself a student of the
Alexander Technique, apply the practice in my acting class. Lastly I was able to relate
what I was learning to help some of my peers start to rediscover their own bodies through
the technique. In this I was able to relate to the early experience of Alexander himself…
“…my experience may one day be recognized as a signpost directing the explorer
to a country hitherto “undiscovered,” and one which offers unlimited opportunity
for fruitful research to the patient and observant pioneer.”– F. Matthias Alexander
Who exactly is this F.M. Alexander fellow? Frederick Matthias Alexander (18691955), was an actor who got his start as a Shakespearean orator, and over time developed
chronic laryngitis while performing. Since voice happens to be quite important when one
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is performing Shakespeare, he was determined to regain the full use of his. He started the
process of figuring out how to correct his problem by the examination of his use of his
own self as he performed tasks, evaluating the decisions he would make in performing
them. F.M Alexander would carefully stare at himself in a mirror while speaking, and
thus observed that his unnecessary muscular tension accounted for his vocal problem.
From there he sought a way to make choices to help eliminate the restrictions which he
saw. As time passed, he made a discipline for discovery, from his work on himself and
others, and came up with a principle of health and well-being: “when neck tension is
reduced, the head no longer compresses the spine and the spine is free to lengthen”.
Carolyn Johnston told me that originally he called his technique ‘breathing reeducation’
and focused on curing himself of asthma that he had suffered from since age nine. F.M.
Alexander was able to restore his own natural ability for ease and effortlessness by
changing the way he thought when initiating an action.

F. M. Alexander would

frequently say, "Anyone can do what I have done, if they do what I have done", which
was spend countless hours before the mirror observing his habits and making choices of
nonrestrictive movement to free himself from learned behaviors that inhibited his
freedom. As most people do not possess this discipline for discovery, from the work on
him and others, he created a hands-on teaching method that encouraged all the body's
processes to work more efficiently - as an integrated, dynamic whole.
There are seven basic concepts or principles of the Alexander Technique:
Recognition, Inhibition, Primary Control, Giving Direction, Feelings (body maps), EndGaining, and Non-doing. The first basic concept of Alexander technique is recognition.
It seems that the first step in any 10 step self help process is recognizing a problem exists.
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Kelly McEvenue in her book The Actor and the Alexander Technique commented,
“Taking a moment to heighten awareness of the body in action gives the actor a good
deal of information” (McEvenue12). A major element of the success of the Alexander
hands on technique is while discovering new freedoms one returns to explore one’s habit
and compare and contrast that habit with the differences of the new freedom.
Second is inhibition or the pausing for an instant to stop, consciously explore and
confront a habit. This is the idea of stopping or pausing to undo the unwanted habitual
response to an activity.

In his book Body Learning: An Introduction to the Alexander

Technique, Michael Gelb commented on F.M Alexander’s concept of inhibitions, “… [It]
is a matter of common sense – writ large. ‘Stop, look and listen’ is familiar advice. What
Alexander did was to translate this advice into practical technique based on the natural
functioning of the organism” (Gelb 59). You are always free to choose habit or its
inhibition. As a student of theatre, I find that in my acting classes we pause to correct
“untruths”. If when doing a scene our “B.S.” meter goes off we pause and assess what
happened. The book Movement for Actors confirms the connection between our work
and Alexander Technique, “That space in which choice can operate allows for the
moment of living truthfully onstage. Pause…Listen…Choose” (Potter 71).
The third basic concept is called primary control. This ‘primary control’ is
observable in all natural (or animal) movement. Michael J. Gelb wrote about primary
control in his book Body Learning, “…there is a primary control of the use of the self,
which governs the working of all the mechanisms, and so renders the control of the
complex human organism relatively simple” (Gelb 42). When an animal moves its head,
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be it a dog, horse, cat or lizard, it moves from the top of the spine in a forward and
upward direction, which employs the spine to lengthen and widen.

“The Primary

Control…” Mr. Gelb wrote, “…is a dynamic, ever changing relationship that functions
all the time, for better or worse, in every position” (Gelb 44). Over the past summer
when I studied Alexander Technique with Carolyn Johnston, I studied both privately and
in a group. The nice thing about group sessions is the ability to see the teacher work with
others and compare their changing process with yours. In exploring "Primary Control"
Carolyn took us through a study of developmental movement.

This began with

"Wriggling" which is the movement of the living human embryo in the womb. We lay
supine (on our backs) on the floor or on a table. If all inhibitions are released when the
head rotates to the right the movement will reflect through the spine and the sacrum will
wag to the right. Likewise the left rotation of the head will produce a tail movement to
the left. One could also think of the movement starting with the tail, this head-tail
connection can be reversed and explored. This “test” can be used to determine areas of
holding and help the student and teacher to look for freedom of movement in the spine.
As Mr. Gelb states, “An infant keeps its head poised through balance, the muscles in its
back supporting the spine perfectly erect. There is no tension in the neck muscles and no
sense of the fatigue that adults associate with sitting up straight” (Gelb 43). When
watching my six month baby cousin Christina, I could not help but notice how she
moves. In fact I was in awe of her every gesture and smile. When I held her and walked
around the room I could see how her eyes were fully open and there was a natural
connection between her head and spine which made her move. This reminds me of how
my father instructs his patents to walk around the room. When reeducating his pain
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patient’s movements he instructs them while walking to open their vision to see the
ceiling, the floor, and the walls on both sides; to open their bodies to ease their walking.
Now, I highly doubt that my uncle and aunt lectured their baby girl on anatomical
awareness and freeness of movement. In fact I can guarantee that any movement she
makes was and is considered a miracle. Christina’s movements are natural, and they
stem from a hunger. This is a hunger either in its primary sense for food, nourishment,
and love; or hunger to explore and to learn.

At birth the human baby is born with a

single primary "C" curve of the spine from head to tail. When lying prone (On ones
stomach) on the floor a sense of hunger causes the baby to seek food with his head which
leads to lift the head developing the secondary curve of the cervical spine. This process
will continue to integrate the arms where the baby becomes able to mobilize with
head/spine/arms with "Creeping" pulling herself along on the elbows dragging the legs.
Over Easter my family and I were trying to get little Christina to start this process, I saw
her struggle to reach her toys we set in front of her so that she would push up on her
arms. During this stage, which I got to witness first hand, the secondary curve of the
lumbar spine begins to develop and the legs become more involved in the spiral of the
head/neck/spine movement, allowing the legs to start pushing with the "Creeping"
movement.

As the secondary curve of the lumbar spine continues to develop and

strengthen, the infant will eventually straighten out the arms and push himself back into
the "Childs Pose". From here, by lengthening the thighs, she moves to "Crawling" on
hands and knees. The development of the secondary curves of the cervical and lumbar
spine continues to develop to a short period of the "Bear Walk" on all fours (hands and
feet) head leading the head/neck/spine integrating the arms and legs ... strengthening into
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"Walking". All of these basic/primary movements we revisited in my Alexander class
with Carolyn. I found it fascinating that any step that we missed as a child we can reteach ourselves through dedicated remapping and relearning.
Giving direction is fourth. This is the art of learning to use your own thinking to
make change. Here we are trying to use your brain and thought patterns to redirect your
movement in orderly sequence to mobilize the primary control of the head/neck/spine
connection. “Chair” work is often one of the first directional lessons taught in an
Alexander session. When my father, certified myofascial triggerpoint therapist with over
3000 hours of Alexander classes, works with most of his patients he helps them to
understand a freedom of movement in learning how to get up out of a chair without
straining in the thighs.

This involves sitting in the chair and coming up with an

awareness of the sits bones. After the discovery of the sensation, he then helps the
patient with a forward and up movement (starting from the head) that engages the
head/neck/spine connection in such a way that the patient can rock forward on the sits
bones until the weight is redistributed from the sits bones into the feet. In this position
the head continues to lead so that the hips and knees can unfold without gripping in the
thighs. Michael Gelb summed up the direction process with, “‘Allow the neck to be free
to let the head go forward and up so that the back may lengthen and widen.’ The
expansion which these directions suggest takes place through a sequence of spirals
operating throughout the body” (Gelb 69). Then again, John Grey says, “If the teacher is
at all skilled and has introduced the idea of Inhibition, which in this situation means
refusing to react to the teacher’s hands coaxing and manipulating the pupil into a better
state, he or she should be able to give the pupil vivid experiences of being better
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coordinated and connected, lighter and easier” (Grey 32). Carolyn, being an amazingly
kind and gentle teacher, guided me through the technique with loving hands, teaching me
the “new” feeling that was openness. The source of her success is maximizing her own
use. An Alexander Teachers hands will not free someone else’s neck if their own neck is
giving in to downward pull. So, a good teacher is teaching, learning, and being very
conscious of their use of his or her self. In working with her on re mapping my
inhibitions she told me to think of a hill. The top is where we want to be. Our downward
pulls are either down and back or forward and down. My personal habit was crunching
back and down (like a military salute). With hands on guidance when I paused I was able
to inhibit the tensing of my muscles that shortened and narrowed my back. As that
pattern of tension released I felt a sensation of my back opening and I moved forward and
up out of my downward pull. Another found problem was a holding in my sternum that
needs to lengthen to fully open my self. We also worked on the idea of freedom of
movement. When I stated how “I felt” I would say “un-gripped”, thus defining my
movement by the negative old habit. So by planting a new word, “freedom” into my
vocabulary I was able to have a whole new realm of thought and movement. Through
her one on one direction I was consciously able to choose my new direction over my old
habit, creating more open and efficient movement.
Another example of great direction was what I witnessed from my acting
professor Richard Nicoles. I saw countless hours of work being done over the past year
in which his application of the technique changed a young actor’s performance. But one
experience that stands out. A young actress stood up in front of the class to recite her
Shakespeare Sonnet. Having observed her all year I noticed that she has a tendency to
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stand on only one foot, slouch a little (compressing her sternum and neck), and wring her
hands. Richard worked with one frustrated young actress on her sonnet for about eight
minutes. During that time she complained how she could not remember all the words and
got quite flustered with herself. Richard calmly sat next to her and placed his one hand
on her back, with a light touch of his finger tips to the sternum. He planted her feet and
asked her to just breathe and try again, all the while encouraging her to lengthen and
widen. After a couple of frustrated breaths in this “foreign” world of alignment, she
began to speak. The difference was monumental. The voice that came out of her was
fuller, and the words rolled off her tongue. She stopped herself because the class was
“oo-ing” and “awing” too much, and she became embarrassed too quickly. By Richard’s
guided direction this young actress was able to more efficiently use her body for her craft.
Isn’t it what we all struggle to do? Funny how the right hands in just the right places
make all the difference in the world.
Five is a tricky one.

Our “feelings” (what we think to be true) may give

unreliable feedback. We seek out to recognize faulty sensory feedback. We learn that
our kinesthetic sense is tied to the habit, thereby giving unreliable sensory feedback in the
early stage of our learning experience. Our feelings are accustomed to our habits, they
are like children who hold hands and cling to each other when told they have to go home.
When we make a change, the nervous system responds with new sensations and we
become unsure of our feelings. John Grey states, “When we tense our bodies, or indeed
misuse them in a way, we interfere with the freedom and flexibility in the joints, and also
certain receptors that are situated there. It is from this that problems can develop” (Grey
83). Whether we know it or not we have a body map. Our body map is simply how we
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see our body. The trouble with our body maps is that they are usually inaccurate or
incomplete.

Over the years we have either consciously or unconsciously made

definitions of how our body moves and functions. Now, for any number of factors and
reasons, we have inaccuracies in this map. When working with an Alexander teacher a
common starter point of recognition is the hip. They will ask you to close your eye and
point to your hip (or your hip joint). When my father asked this very question in my
movement analysis class it was so interesting to open my eyes and see where everyone
was pointing. There were variations from up near the waist [not an anatomical reality],
near the iliac crest of the pelvis, and all the way down to the leg. Another common
misconception is “where does your arm structure attach to the torso?” Again when
opening my eyes I saw my class pointing to everywhere from the back (scapula area), on
the side of the shoulder, and to the front. I started to ask myself just why there were so
many different answers. The answer was simple, we all had either never thought about
how they attached at the sterno-clavicular joint or how freely they moved, or somewhere
along the way we wrongly mapped it. After each question my dad started a process
called body mapping.

Body mapping is the process of constructively applying an

understanding of anatomy to improve how we move. There are several ways to start the
body mapping process. The first is figuring out exactly what you are doing “incorrectly”.
Then by the use of diagrams, other people, or your own hands on work start to “re-map”
yourself.
Because of the inaccuracy of our own body maps, conscious effort needs to be put
into the “remapping” process. One helpful way of remapping is the use of diagrams or
pictures. Having some sort of visual road map when working with your body and its
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movement is just as helpful as having one when you drive a car; whether it’s figuring out
how to finagle through a new town or just traveling down an old road that you have not
visited in years. When starting to change a movement pattern I find myself looking at an
anatomy book. I look at how the bones are placed and attach to each other. It is
important to understand the skeletal structure of our bodies as our natural tendency is to
muscle things which causes us to over use the muscles involved in concentric
(shortening) contractions and overlook the eccentric (lengthening) contractions. When
we move through our skeletal system our concentric and eccentric contractions will work
in a natural balance. After closing my eyes and visualizing it, I try to walk and move
with the new information. I then find myself referencing the book or diagram again, this
time focusing on those with muscles, balancing the muscles on all sides of the bones.
Seeing how they move and interact with each other. I repeated this process a couple
different times making certain to compare and contrast the new information with my
current habits to maximize my understanding of the change in my new decisions. That in
itself helped to change how I thought, felt and moved.
Yet this is not the cure all treatment. Another really effective body mapping
technique is the work done with others (the idea of why direction is important). By this I
mean either having someone help you figure out this process, or you helping them. I
have found when I have professionals or even friends lay hands on my problem areas I
can find or access ease of movement faster than when working by myself. During one
such private session with Carolyn, she placed me on “the horse”. The idea of this
contraption is to separate the legs from the head/neck/torso/pelvis, something which I
definitely have not be able to recreate that sensation of freedom by myself. I sat on a tall
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skinny wooden table that had saddle on its top.

We started by releasing the gluteus

muscles, let the knee go away to release gluts. Then, releasing quadriceps muscles to the
back of femur. Next to the adductors, pubic bone releases away from inside of femur, all
the time allowing the knees to release. All the while she works; she shows me pictures so
that I can visualize the connections. She continues with the idea of knees away, rolls my
leg in to release all the way through the foot. She connects it back by rolling and rocking
me back and forth on my sits bones. Opposed to being constantly too far back on them
(which shortens the hamstrings).

She did the same with my other leg, alternating

direction with my knee away. She used mapping of the bones for releasing muscles.
Carolyn stressed that we must always release in both directions. For example: pubic bone
is away from or separate from the inside of the femur; at the same time visa versa inside
of femur from pubic bone (allowing my leg to spiral in).
Over the past year or so, I have been trying to study this technique and apply it on
friends of mine who are dancers and actors. I notice similar problems with them as in
myself. To be effective while working with them in 45 minute session I must be aware of
my own use of myself. Is my own neck free so that my head can lead and my spine can
follow? Are my feet released to the floor? Are my elbows away from my shoulder, my
knees away from my hips? Are my wrists free so that my hands can allow the person to
discover the natural poise inside them or am I trying to push or force them into some kind
of posture? After the session I can use the discoveries of my friend to ask similar
questions of myself. Am I holding my pelvis the same way as them? Do I strain my hip
flexors when I walk? Do I clench my jaw? By applying this work I discovered this is not
my hands "working on" someone’s bad shoulder, but rather that I am one complete
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physical, mental and spiritual being ‘working with’ another complete physical, mental
and spiritual being to maximize the natural poise we both possess. Alexander called that
‘natural poise’ and titles one of his book’s Man’s Supreme Inheritance.
End-gaining is big bad number six, which is my personal cross to bear. We all
have heard the age old question “Does the ends justify the means”, but, in our lives do we
rush to the end without spending time to consider what it takes to get there? End-gaining
is when “the student” becomes too focused on the end of a desired goal and does not
allow for the ‘in the moment’. Michael Gelb stated:
Each of us is so complex that we must carefully reason the means we employ to
reach any goal. Alexander found that most of us let our attention; he called this
‘endgaining’ or the ‘one brick track’ method. If we adopt an ‘endgaining’
approach to changing our habits, the muscles that habitually perform an act will
automatically be activated, so that a stimulus such as the idea ‘speak a sentence’
will result in a misuse of the organism (Gelb 80).
In Alexander work, the student’s attention will be in the moment of the means whereby
they achieve their end; never skipping the process for the goal. In the book Movement for
Actors they outline how the technique is useful for performers. It states:
[About the actor’s process]…He is constantly responding to internal and external
stimuli during a given performance. The actor’s ability to free himself from
unconscious habitual responses will allow the actor to listen and respond in the
moment of being in the given circumstance of the character” (Potter 65).
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In other words, how an actor uses himself determines his functioning onstage. As a great
teacher of mine, Elisha Clark, once said, “Kait, it’s not a goal we are trying to get to, it’s
a process… Life is a process”. And you know what, it truly is a process.

Kelly

McEvenue believed that, “One of our great habits when approaching the learning process
is attempting to ‘get it right’ immediately” (McEvenue 24). Every day we are attempting
to move through what life gives us, and maybe, just maybe we can start to figure out who
we truly are. Jim Scarano wrote, “To know yourself means to learn to watch, observe
and understand the processes involved which put you where you are; which make you
what you are” (Scarano 21).

I find myself benefiting more when I step back and

observe. I can say to myself that it is “alright that I’m not perfect”.

Then I begin to

allow myself to relax and “let be”; it is in this state that I can move more forward. “In
general our reactions on any level tend to be over-quick, frequently there are strong reflex
responses present in us and quite early on in life we develop countless automatic habitual
ways of reacting, to which we give no thought and over which we seem to have little
control” (Grey 71). This is all too true. I know that I can be overly rash and push toohard too-fast. In our fast paced society we no longer ‘multi-task’, but instead we are now
‘mega-tasking’. As a culture we have trained ourselves to be in five places at once, and
available to everyone at the touch of any number of buttons on cell phones, pagers and
IMS. We have created automated habits from our machines. So, to come back to some
sort of normalcy, we need to stop trying to reach the end of the dialogue and start
listening to the soul at the other end of the line, and enjoy the conversation.
Lastly, seven is Non-doing or the idea of “less is more”. Grey stated about F.M.
Alexander, “…In fact trying to do something to sort himself out was getting him into a
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thorough muddle. What he needed was to STOP DOING certain things to himself,”
(Grey 22).

This is the truthfulness of the adage “less is more” with observing to the

quality of free movement. As quoted from The Alexander Technique in Daily Life,
“[Non-Doing]…does not mean to be indifferent, careless or inactive. On the contrary, it
means that any activity you may be performing is done whilst care is being given to
direction and minimization of effort” (Scarano 43). Simply put, we don’t stop what
we’re doing, but the effort that is required is reduced. I can honestly say that I found part
of the beauty of non-doing through my ankle sprain this semester. The injury forced me
into a state of non-doing in all dance classes. It physically stopped me and challenged me
to look at how I was moving. In The Actor and the Alexander Technique it notates that,
“The concept of ‘non-doing’ is a means for allowing a new experience without the effort
and stress of the habitual action” (McEvenue 27). In my sprain, I had to allow this
experience to take its course. As a result I found new ways of conquering my habits, and
attacking them one by one. John Grey stated, “As the Body is not designed to work in
the way most people are forcing it into, if we give it a chance to work in the natural
balanced manner for which it was designed, it actually prefers this way and begins to
function more efficiently” (Grey 16). Now, I do not claim to have fixed everything. But
I have started down a path of self discovery and have made some substantial changes and
improvements. To take from Carolyn once more, “We are human beings, not human
doings.” So it is in our very nature to JUST BE. Yet, we must remember that we have to
be aware that we are attempting to be human doings, before we can come back to our
selves as beings.
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I am just at the beginning stages of my work with the Alexander Technique, and
through this I have made many discoveries about myself. I have relieved some of my
own pain problems as well as helping others to relieve theirs. I have discovered new
ways to approach the work born out of the uniqueness of being me. My work with this
technique has given me new ways to interact and grow with my fellow actors and
dancers. I eagerly look forward to the discoveries that this work will unveil as I continue
onward so that “…my experience may one day be recognized as a signpost directing the
explorer to a country hitherto “undiscovered,” (F.M Alexander).
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No Safe Haven: American Housing and Its Pathologies in John Cheever’s Fictions

In her canonical study of American domestic housing patterns, Redesigning the
American Dream, Dolores Hayden points our that Americans have rarely been satisfied
with considering their homes as being mere shelters, practical places that keep out snow
and rain. Instead, she says, they have sought to achieve three ideals: the city on a hill in
the 17h and 18th centuries, various forms of what might be called industrial housing in the
20th century, and the suburban haven that became ubiquitous in the last half of the 20th
century but whose ancestry includes important 19th-century variants (1). Each of these
forms of housing has its own way of organizing spaces and activities, either by
integrating or separating them with one another; each has its own social geography,
including class and gender relationships; each has its own ways of negotiating
interactions between the public and private spheres. In addition, each has been
represented in American literature by a variety of authors who have translated spatial
characteristics into narrative form.
The City on the Hill
This ideal, of course, can be traced to the Puritans and John Winthrop’s famous
1630 sermon in which he warns his fellow immigrants that they will be seen, “as a City
upon a Hill, the eyes of all people are upon us; so that if we shall deal falsely with our
god . . . we shall be made a story and a byword through the world.” Many New England
towns and even a few large ones, such as Boston, still maintain a secular version of this
ideal in the form of greens or commons. Moreover, as New Englanders migrated
westward, they sometimes duplicated this pattern in the Midwestern or Plains states, so
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that one can find similar town plans elsewhere in the nation. In earlier times, cattle would
graze and the militia would train on these greens. They usually were polling places, and
important buildings were (or are) clustered around them: church, courthouse, bank, and
so forth. Baptisms, funerals, trials, parades, and weddings generally happen at or near
these greens. Thus, they are hubs for the community’s spiritual, commercial, political,
legal, and social activities. They integrate the private lives of their citizens into public
activities by giving people opportunities to pray, mourn, and celebrate together. They
also reinforce the towns’ social hierarchies by providing settings in which authority
figures, such as mayors, ministers, and judges, can dramatize their authority—political
rallies, pulpits, and courtrooms.
What this ideal city on a hill ideal also assumes socially is that its inhabitants will
be socially and culturally homogeneous. Winthrop does not use the first person plural
lightly when he says, “we shall be as a city on a hill.” Seen through a haze of nostalgia
and Norman Rockwell paintings, it is easy to over-idealize these small towns and not be
aware that there is a substantial body of American literature criticizing them because their
social geography can blight as well as nurture the people who live in or near them. First
of all, there are the individuals who lack the social skills or the economic means to
participate in town life. These people are described especially well in Edward Arlington
Robinson’s Tilbury Town, Edgar Lee Masters’ Spoon River, Sherwood Anderson’s
Winesburg, and Susan Glaspel’s “Trifles.” Second, life in cities on hills can be even
harder for individuals who defy or refuse to live by the city’s values. Here the classic is
The Scarlet Letter and its scenes at the scaffold. For town greens, as Hawthorne reminds
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us, often contain jails and scaffolds to punish people whose lives do not conform to
communal codes.
Industrial, High Density Housing, Public and Private
As the industrial revolution arrived in America after the Civil War, a new ideal
arrived. The industrial ideal, as Hayden calls it, was focused on the machine, the factory,
and the technologies that they introduced. Industrial methods of construction, planning,
and organization, the use of building materials such as steel and aluminum, the utilization
of appliances such as washing machines, all could potentially be applied to domestic life
and architecture. Instead of being housed in tenements and row houses workers could live
in clean, well-designed low- or high-rise apartment buildings. Instead of paying high
rents to landlords, buildings would be owned cooperatively by the occupants themselves,
or they would be partially or completely subsidized by public housing authorities. Child
care centers and some form of collective food service could be available, so that women,
instead of being segregated in their homes and flats, could be wage-earners.
Attempts to realize this concept took various forms, chiefly in Scandinavia and
England (2), but there was one major American attempt, Vanport, Oregon. Planned and
built so rapidly during World War II that it was called a “Miracle City,” Vanport was
constructed midway between Portland, Oregon, and Vancouver, Washington (hence its
name), to house workers at Kaiser shipyards on the Columbia River. Kaiser’s engineers
and planners employed the same precision and efficiency to build Vanport that they used
to build ships, although the ships were better constructed. At its peak in 1943 and 1944 it
had 35,000 inhabitants, its own police station, library, five schools, a movie theatre, and
an Extension College (3). Since Kaiser’s yards were working three shifts and employed
many women, there were twenty-four-hour childcare centers and a food service so
mothers could pick up meals with their children The entire city, like a factory, was
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organized so all of its inhabitants—even the children—were like an “efficient machine”
for production and consumption (4).
When the war ended, the population dropped to approximately 18,000, and
Vanport became, in effect, just another public housing project, albeit a rather large one.
Whether it could have survived and ever prospered can never be known. Like many other
American experiments, Vanport was a compromise between good intentions and costcutting compounded by some poor planning. Built on a floodplain because the land was
cheap and close to Kaiser’s shipyards, Vanport was protected by dikes that were as
flimsy as the town’s housing. The Columbia—which does not flood often, despite its
size—did flood on May 30, 1948. In only four hours Vanport was destroyed, and the site
later was turned into a public park.
Vanport’s demise has a hint of symbolism about it. Most planned, public housing
in the United States, it is generally agreed, was (or is) a failure. Too poorly constructed,
funded, and maintained to attract “good” occupants, it became the housing of last resort
for the poor and the segregated. Stigmatized as “projects,” much of it has been abandoned
or even dynamited. More privatized industrial housing, planned for middle-class
occupants, has fared better in some cases. The largest and most successful example is
Coop City in the Bronx. Designed in the 1960s specifically to keep middle-class workers
in New York by offering them large apartments at low prices, Coop was funded by bonds
issued by the state of New York, and its legal and political status is a mélange of semisocialist and quasi-capitalist policies that are too arcane to describe, except to say that its
inhabitants are called Cooperators, rather than owners, tenets, or renters. It has survived
protracted legal and political battles with the housing authority supposed to control it
(including a major rent strike), and a shift in demographics (from Jewish to Latino and
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African American) without losing its cachet as a good place for middle-class people to
live (5). With 60,000 inhabitants in over 15,000 units in 42 buildings, Coop is a city in its
own right with enough economic clout to have amenities within its boundaries that
underclass “projects” could not dream of having: shopping malls, schools, restaurants,
and its own Barnes & Noble outlet.
Despite moderate success stories like Coop City, a great deal of high-density
industrial housing in the US has been a disaster. Disastrous attempts to provide such
housing for the poor in “projects” have already been described, and privately funded
housing for the middle classes and even the moderately rich is also problematical because
it is often disastrously expensive, especially in cities such as New York and Los Angeles.
Those not lucky enough to find an apartment in a Coop City or its equivalent are often
doomed to lifetimes in tiny rooms with no views, flimsy walls, prohibitively high rents or
condo fees, and rules imposed by tenants’ associations who behave more like prison
wardens than one’s friends and neighbors (6).
Besides these problems there are the social issues that inevitably arise when the
heterogonous inhabitants of modern cities have to mingle with one another in highdensity housing. Only the rich can afford the space needed to insulate themselves from
people who do not share similar ethnic backgrounds, gender orientations, musical tastes,
and child rearing practices—to name a few reasons why people in many apartment
buildings may hate instead of love their neighbors. This problem and other difficulties of
urban life are confronted with tact and sensitivity in the short stories of John Cheever.
Cheever’s narratives often appeared in the New Yorker magazine in the 1940s
through the 1970s, so his audience was composed of readers who would have been well-
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acquainted with the characters, situations, and social geography that he describes. Besides
the generally high quality of the writing it publishes, the New Yorker had (and has) a
number of other significant features. The magazine’s politics and social values—
expressed mainly in the “Talk of the Town” section— are impeccably liberal and and
frequently witty combining a high degree of toleration regarding racial, cultural, and
sexual issues with a zero tolerance for fools and knaves in high places. The magazine’s
advertising, however, often seems targeted for people who read the Wall Street Journal.
So it is not surprising that themes involving tolerance and money are subtexts in
many of the stories by one of the magazine’s most reliable (120 stories) and prestigious
authors (a Guggenheim fellowship, the National Book Award in 1957, and the Pulitzer
Prize in 1979). Both of these concerns are discretely present in what is one of Cheever’s
best-known, stories, “The Enormous Radio.” A surreal, darkly comic story about privacy
and technology, “Radio’s main characters are a married couple, Jim and Irene Westcott,
who have two children and are affluent enough to live in a 12th-story apartment near
Sutton Place on Manhattan’s East Side. They have no difficulties with living in their upscale neighborhood because they conform so closely to its values that, Cheever says, they
seemed “to strike that satisfactory average of income, endeavor, and respectability that is
reached by the statistical reports in college alumni bulletins” (7). The Westcotts do not
have to adapt themselves to their society’s norms because they are the norm.
Their only difference from their peers is that they are very fond of good music. So
when their old radio becomes dysfunctional, Jim buys a new one. (The story was written
before the advent of television.) This radio has a good tone, but it also has a disturbing,
surreal ability to transmit sounds from other parts of the Westcotts’ apartment building.
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At first it’s noises from elevators and doorbells, but soon they hear voices, phonograph
music, parties, and conversations, including quarrels--intimate ones. At first they are
amused by their ability to invade their neighbors’ privacy. But gradually what they hear
becomes more disturbing and pathetic—especially when money is the subject—and Irene
begins to be both addicted to and depressed by the “overheard demonstrations of
indigestion, carnal love, abysmal vanity, faith, and despair,” that she hears expressed in
the “sometimes brutal language that came from the loudspeaker” (37). Her tolerance for
her neighbors and their problems diminishes as she hears more of these “marks of
weakness, marks of woe” (8), and she learns that one tenant beats his wife and another is
a “common whore.” Her trust in their neighbors is shaken, and she tearfully implores her
husband not to quarrel with her, because
All the others have been quarreling. . . . They’re all worried about money. Mrs.
Hutchinson’s mother is dying of cancer and they don’t have enough money to send her to
the Mayo Clinic . . .. And some woman in this building is having an affair with the
handyman . . . . It’s too disgusting. And Mrs. Melville has heart trouble and Mr.
Hendricks is going to lose his job in April and Mrs. Hendricks is horrid about the whole
thing. . . . But we’ve never been like that, have we, darling? Have we? I mean, we’ve
always been good and decent and loving to one another . . . And we’re not hypocritical or
worried about money or dishonest, are we? (40)
Irene’s tolerance and respect for her neighbors is, by implication, contingent upon
privacy. Once that barrier is breached, her ability to co-exist with them is impaired, and
she informs her husband that “life is too terrible, too sordid and awful.” Jim answers with
a reassuring hug, and a promise to have the radio fixed. A repairman does that the next
morning,, and the radio behaves—but the damage has been done. The Westcotts have
apparently been contaminated by what they heard. When Jim arrives home, he tells Irene
he is worried about his company’s future, and he becomes verbally abusive as he starts
haranguing her about money, accuses her of lying to him about her bills, and reveals her
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past, sordid dishonesties and hypocrisies, as well as his own anger and bitterness. He’s
worked hard, he tells her, and he doesn’t want “all of my energies, all of my youth,
wasted in fur coats and radios . . . . Why are you so Christly all of sudden?” he shouts, “ .
. . . You stole your mother’s jewelry before they probated her will. You never gave your
sister a cent of that money that was intended for her . . . . and where was all your piety
and your virtue when you went to that abortionist?” (41) Instead of being voyeurs
enjoying or being shocked by their neighbors’ disasters and transgressions, the Westcotts
have become like them—miserable, quarrelsome, and angry at one another.
Early on in the story, Cheever confides that the Westcotts hoped to move
someday to Westchester County, and—if their marriage survives—perhaps they do. For
millions of Americans during the past 60 years, the suburbs have been considered marks
of success and escapes from the problems of urban living. For it was especially after
World War II, as Hayden points out, that the American middle and blue-collar classes
began to emigrate en masse to the suburbs that cropped up around the nation’s cities and
replaced both the ideal city and the industrial high rise “as the spatial representation of
American hopes for the good life” (9).
The Haven on the Interstate
Many of these new suburbs, such as the famous Levittown in Long Island, were
mass-produced by builders who adapted 20th-century industrial techniques and materials
so they could be used to construct detached, single-family units rapidly and cheaply. But
some of the mentality that made the suburbs seem so ideal to Americans was inherited
from the late 18th and the 19th century. Thomas Jefferson’s ideas about agrarian
democracy, Hayden argues, were influential because they valorized the small family farm
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as being “the framework for a national ideal of land ownership”(10). The earth, Jefferson
told James Madison in 1785, “is given as a common stock for man to labor and live on. . .
. It is not too soon to provide by every possible means that as few as possible shall be
without a little portion of land. The small landholders are the most precious part of a
state"(11). Secure in his freehold acres, the American yeoman would be uncorrupted and
independent. Unlike the inhabitants of cities on hills or industrial housing, he would be
separated from the city, but, in compensation, he and his labor would be integrated with
his means of production, the land. Thus, to use Hayden’s terminology, the farmer’s land
would be his “haven” against poverty and insecurity.
This ideal remained a viable though sometimes precarious ideal during the 19th
century, but first mechanization and then the Depression dispossessed many 20th-century
small farmers, a process that continued after World War II as agribusinesses came to
dominate farming. Nevertheless, the ideal persisted in suburban form as the little house
on the prairie became the 2- or 3-bedroom ranch home (or cape cod) in a subdivision
designed to be affordable to thousands of veterans and their wives and babies. That these
husbands/fathers were blue- or white-collar employees and commuters, not farmers, was
not considered significant; what mattered was that they had a “place of their own” with
its own garden and lawn (12).
A second influential 19th-century ideal that migrated to the 20th century and the
suburbs is what Hayden calls the haven, the suburban home as refuge, as described by
Catherine Beecher in her 1869 book, The American Woman’s Home. Instead of being
focused on the Jeffersonian male “small landholder,” this ideal was designed for his
spouse. Based on an acceptance of 19th-century gender roles, this ideal assumed that it
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was proper for women to be excluded from the public sphere if they were allowed to
dominate the private sphere of home, hearth, and motherhood. However, to do that
properly, instead of delegating household work to servants, the American woman needed
the kind of better-designed work areas Beecher described. Instead of changing her role in
American society—for example, by becoming a wage-earner—the American woman
would, in effect, change her domestic space. By making it more efficient, she would have
more time to nurture her children and give emotional support to her husband. Then the
home would become “a spiritual and physical shelter from the competition and
exploitation of industrial capitalist society . . . a haven in a heartless world” (13).
With its overtly “spiritual” element excised, this ideal adapted easily to postworld-war II suburban living. Still excluded from the public sphere, the unpaid
wife/mother was expected to derive satisfaction and status by blending childcare,
volunteer work, socializing with neighbors, and housekeeping into a routine so efficient
that she would still have a casserole ready when her husband—still the 19th-century
breadwinner--arrived home from his commute. In addition, because suburban houses
occupy only a relatively small amount of their lots, there was space for parents to pursue
hobbies and for children to play. Moreover, because suburban houses were detached from
one another and because most subdivisions were detached from any kind of commons or
civic center, suburban living created a sense of privacy and autonomy: contact with
bothersome neighbors, like those in industrial housing, was diminished, and contact with
authority figures, like those in cities on a hill, was eliminated or voluntary.
But this, of course, was the ideal. In reality, suburban time and space can be much
less enticing and interesting. Childcare, cooking, and housekeeping can be dreary and
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time-consuming, and the down side of the suburbs’ separation from cities is that they
rarely provide their inhabitants with the stimuli, movement, and sense of community that
occur in urban milieus and make them seem lively. The absence of racial, class, or
architectural diversity in most suburbs and the frustrations of coping with traffic—all can
combine to make suburban life seem colorless, rushed, and boring. As for privacy and
autonomy, they can easily become isolation and alienation. Fortunately the canny Mr.
Levitt had helpful though superficial solutions to these problems. One of his innovations
was to sell houses equipped with appliances, and it was significant that two of these
appliances were automatic washing machines and television sets (14). The washer would
be one of the many appliances that would supposedly make housekeeping more efficient
and thus save time. The TV would eliminate boredom and isolation by providing
distraction. In addition, in the evening the re-united family could gather around it and
enjoy togetherness—another value taken seriously in 1950s and 1960s suburbia.
However, even though nuclear families might be united when watching Leave It to
Beaver, the suburbs also foster important kinds of separateness.
Unlike the cities on a hill with their commons that integrated their citizens’
activities, most suburbs sprawl literally as well as metaphorically. Because of zoning
regulations, they often locate civic and commercial activities in clusters or strips that are
separated from one another and from residential housing. Thus, symbolically and socially
such suburbs have no centers, no sites that focus communal vales and authority. Unlike
industrial housing, such as Vanport, which sought to integrate work with domestic
residency, especially for the benefit of women, suburbs generally separate residency from
work by forcing wage-earners to commute, and they often segregate women in their
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homes and kitchens. Or when it becomes necessary for both spouses to work,
togetherness has to be sacrificed as families go their separate way to schools, jobs, and so
forth.
For a writer of Cheever’s skeptical temperament and sly wit, suburbia was a
wonderful target, and he rose to the challenge by creating his own suburb: Shady Hill, a
Westchester community that is his equivalent to Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha County, an
imaginary but highly realistic fictional world whose manners and mores are well-known
to the author and his readers. As its name—shady—implies, this is a problematical world
that mixes dark and light, good and bad, right and wrong. An older, more affluent suburb
than the Levittowns that expanded like crabgrass after World War II, its inhabitants are
often nevertheless insecure and worried about money, rather like the Westcotts in
“Radio.” Though many of them have decamped from the City to avoid undesirable
neighbors and/or have babies, they are not, like Jefferson’s yeoman, able to become
independent farmers, but instead remain dependent on the city jobs that pay their bills.
Though they presumably have good jobs--or they would not be able to afford Shady Hill
mortgages--- neither they nor Cheever comments in much detail on what exactly they do
to earn their salaries, and whether they do it well or poorly. Therefore, virtually all of
their sense of status and self-esteem is based on their standing in Shady Hill, a factor that
encourages hypocrisy, conformity, and “keeping up appearances.”
Cheever’s most scathing indictment of these values occurs in his portrait of
Donald and Irene Wryson. Dull and conservative, their fear of change and irregularity is
expressed in their obsession with something called “upzoning,” that is supposed to
protect Shady Hill from “unwashed, tirelessly scheming, foreign” people with beards
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“who will depreciate their real-estate investment” (319). The Wrysons themselves have
no positive virtues. They don’t read books; their taste in art is awful, and their social
skills are limited to sending large numbers of Christmas cards. The only “odd” or
interesting things about them is that Irene dreams every month about the hydrogen bomb,
and Donald has an obsession with baking cakes when he has insomnia. Because of their
conservatism, the only change that can occur to them is death: Donald dies in a car
accident, and a month later Irene trips on a dust ruffle, breaks her hip, and dies of
pneumonia. The only legacy they leave their daughter is that she continues to receive
Christmas cards from people who don’t update their lists.
Other Shady Hill characters in Cheever’s stories have more colorful and,
sometimes, less fatal difficulties. For even though they give their children riding and
tennis lessons, even though many of them travel to interesting places and read good
books, and even though some of them, like Johnnie Hake, in “The Housebreaker of
Shady Hill,” have all the caste marks of the old WASP gentry and upper-middle
classes—conceived in the Hotel St. Regis, born in Presbyterian Hospital and raised on
Sutton Place, confirmed at St. Bartholomew’s, drilled with the Knickerbocker Greys, and
so forth—they still find ways to get themselves in serious trouble due to lechery, folly,
insolvency, alcoholism, and other weaknesses. And, when things go astray, their suburbs
become traps rather than havens protecting them from their difficulties.
One of the best examples in Cheever’s fictions of this pattern, along with the
related themes of isolation and insecurity, is “The Housebreaker of Shady Hill.” Despite
his upper-middle-class WASP antecedents, Hake, the title character, has no resources,
financial or otherwise to assist him when his boss, a capricious old tyrant, fires him. He is
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so isolated from his neighbors and his need to maintain appearances is so strong, that he
is incapable of asking anyone in Shady Hill for a job, advice, or a loan. Though he loves
his wife, he is afraid of disrupting her pleasant but expensive life by telling her the truth,
because that “would make her cry and ruin her make-up” (255).
To conceal the fact that he is unemployed, Hake continues to commute to the city
to a basement cubicle with a telephone where he can make calls and write letters in his
desperate quest for a new job. Overdrawn at his bank, he succumbs to temptation, enters
a rich neighbor’s house in the middle of the night, and steals the man’s wallet.
Overwhelmed by guilt, Hake quickly realizes that he is too decent and moral to be a
criminal. When a sleazy acquaintance offers to let him participate in some kind of
swindle, he becomes so literally and violently sick to his stomach that he cannot continue
with the scam. His marriage and his relationship with his children deteriorate, and he is
rude and malicious toward his friends. Thanks to the privacy and autonomy conferred
upon him by suburban living, Hake’s existence in his basement cubicle has become a
kind of Westchester No Exit whose hell is the absence of any meaningful relationships
with other people whom he can trust (15). Escape and redemption do occur at the end of
the story, but they arrive strictly by chance—not from any spiritual or communal source
and not because Hake has discovered a rational solution for his dilemma. His former
boss, he learns, is dying, and the old ogre’s successor, who is his friend, immediately
gives him his job back. With an advance on his salary, he promptly pays back the money
he stole from his neighbor in the same way he took it—in the middle of the night. As he
is walking home, he faces a final disaster. A policeman in a patrol car who knows him,
sees him, asks what he’s doing, and the story ends with a wonderful comic epiphany in
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which the negative side of suburban living—the alienation and lack of deep or
meaningful relationships—becomes a lucky advantage. “’I’m walking the dog,’” Hake
cheerfully assures the patrolman, “there was no dog in sight, but they didn’t look. ‘Here,
Toby! Here, Toby! Good dog!’ I called, and off I went, whistling merrily in the dark”
(269). There is, of course, no Toby, but since the policeman does not know Hake well
enough to know that, the “housebreaker” is able to end his criminal career happily.
Endnotes
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Facebook.com is typically rated as the seventh most visited web site. It is an
informational site where individuals post photos and informative word profiles of
themselves. Divided into sections (My Profile, My Friends, My Photos, My
Groups, My Events, My Messages) facebook is structured for easy viewing and,
more importantly, easy uploading of information. Offering direct access to friends
through links, facebook promotes networking in both the code and personal
sense. You are literally, the friend of your friend’s friend.
Further, facebook has used advanced technology to enhance its
networking capabilities. For example, when looking at a group picture, the viewer
can move his mouse over a name and an electronic box appears around that
individuals face. A new innovation allows members to use RSS feeds to import
blog information to their facebook pages.
In the last academic year a typical college freshman class found that over
70% of it members had joined facebook. For many academicians the most
alarming fact is the amount of time a student spends visiting on facebook. It is
not uncommon for a person to post over 200 photos of him/her self, usually in
social situations. Many of these photos are in questionable taste, put up in the
mistaken notion that each facebook personal space is private except for friends.
Posting and editing these photos, along with chatting to and searching out
friends, can consume substantial amounts of time.
In addition, there have been instances where employers have rescinded,
or not made, job offers because of facebook photo material. The situation has
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become so alarming that many schools now offer orientation sessions on
facebook for incoming students and parents.
While the site content might be alarming to some, its organization is clean
and accessible. Facebook’s structure takes advantage of advanced database
programming to allow searches by name, age, sex, or a number of different
qualities. It is not surprising that many students also see the site as an easy way
of keeping up with high school classmates who have scattered to many different
colleges.
In this paper we look at the structure of facebook.com to see how it allows
the mixture of easy information uploading and exchange while still providing the
illusion of security. Questions examined include: what technological innovations
allow facebook to make information management easy for the typical student;
how does the internal structure of facebook promote student interaction; and
what linguistic and code processes enable facebook to present a secure, friendly,
trustworthy image to its student users.
We also address the question of whether facebook is indeed the menace
that may administrators and professors believe it to be.
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Deconstructing facebook.com
ABSTRACT
Social networking has become part of the college experience. Students take
advantage of both increased technological literacy and availability of
electronic hardware and software to stay in continuous touch with friends
and family. This paper explores reasons for the popularity of one social
networking site, facebook.com. Presented here as a work in process, we first
examine the structure of facebook.com. Then we asked students how that
structure affected their online experience and what role it played in making
facebook.com particularly popular with college students.
INTRODUCTION
Prior to the advent of social networking on the Web, a face book was a collection of head
shots that provided faces, names, hometowns and high school addresses of your fellow
college freshman class members. You could quickly the name and basic background of that
classmate you met the night before. In the odd downtime moment it was good for browsing
through just to see who you would spend the next four years with.
Today the situation is completely changed. University of North Carolina researcher
Fred Stutzman1, noted that on the first day of school in the Fall, 2006 semester, over 85%
of the UNC entering class already had facebook.com accounts. When Stutzman looked into
this situation further, he saw that the months of June and July represented the greatest
amount of activity in UNC freshman facebook account creation. Then he noted that, in the
two days following June and July freshman orientation sessions, there was a 200 – 500%

1

http://chimprawk.blogspot.com/2006/01/student-life-on-facebook.html
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increase in the average daily account creation. From this he concluded, “It became obvious
that many students learned of the Facebook at orientation, most likely through friends,
though it is also quite possible they learned of the service through semi-official means such
as orientation leaders. Due to this, the students joined the site early, and were already
comfortable users when school started.”2 Throughout the country student life staff have
been having orientation sessions warning about the dangers of facebook.com. The UNC
experience might at least suggest that these very warnings are helping to make the social
networking site more popular with incoming freshmen.

Figure 1: Sample page from the Williams College freshman facebook, September, 1964.

2
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This fall facebook announced that it would open its membership to anyone, not just
those with the previously required college or university e-mail address. The long-term effect
of this decision remains to be seen. For now, however, facebook remains enormously
popular with college students. In the May, 2006 survey, comScore Media Metrix ranked
facebook.com as the 44th most popular World Wide Web site. It was a close third among all
social networking sites. In the table below the six top social networking sites are shown in
descending order of popularity.
Social Networking Sites by Unique Visitors
Source: comScore Media Metrix
Social Networking Site

May, 2006 (000)

myspace.com

51,441

facebook.com

14,792

MSN spaces

9,566

xanga.com

7,146

flickr.com

5,163

Yahoo! 360

4,936

Figure 2: Social networking site use measurement.

To put this information in perspective, consider that there were 172,120,000 unique
visitors on the entire Internet during May, 2006. Clearly, social networking sites are a force
to be reckoned with. Just as clearly, they are an important topic for college educators to
consider. When such a large percentage of our population is attracted to anything, it is
worth our time to take a look at understanding the phenomenon. This paper is a work in
progress, representing the beginning stages of research into the facebook.com phenomenon.
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One of our theses is that college freshmen typically migrate from myspace to facebook as
part of the maturation process.
Our results so far are based on a sample size of 170 fulltime students at Sacred Heart
University in Fairfield, Connecticut. Depending on how you measure, Sacred Heart is either
the second or third largest Catholic university in New England. Boston College is the largest
and Providence College is roughly the same size as Sacred Heart.
It attracts students primarily from Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Delaware and Pennsylvania. Listed on the U.S. News &
World Report grouping of best Master’s universities in the Northeast, Sacred Heart attracts a
relatively homogeneous student body from suburban Catholic and public high schools. The
student body is a social group that tends to be interested in athletics, with 27% of all
undergraduates being members of one of the University’s 32 Division 1 athletic teams.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Research Question 1: Do college freshmen tend to migrate to
facebook.com from myspace.com?
Current facebook wisdom says that the site appeals primarily to a college audience.
Obtaining a facebook.com account is one of the rites of passage. Along with this comes the
shedding of allegiance to myspace.com. According to this thinking, then, freshmen should
be developing an allegiance to facebook during the college year. By early November, 2006,
99 Sacred Heart freshmen had the following preferences:
facebook.com:

53 (53.5%)

myspace.com:

10 (10.1%)

no preference:

36 (36.4%)
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Those expressing “no preference” were not necessarily unenthusiastic. In fact many
expressed the fact that they had a strong liking for both sites. Of the 63 who were willing to
express a preference, there was a strong leaning (84.1%) toward facebook. Given the fact
that they could not open an account until after receiving an e-mail address at summer
orientation, this indicates a relatively quick adoption of facebook loyalty. When looked at as
a percentage of the total freshman sample population, 53.5% indicated a preference for
facebook, with 36.4% undecided. It is, of course, not known what percentage of the
undecided might eventually opt for facebook.
One very interesting finding was that 52 of the 53 freshmen who preferred facebook
had myspace accounts in high school. Although this research is still very much in the
beginning stages, this finding indicates that experienced social networking site users do tend
to leave myspace for facebook once they arrive in college.
Research Question 2: Do upperclassmen exhibit the same social
networking site preferences as freshmen?
If the thesis about college students preferring facebook is correct, then upperclassmen
should continue the migration pattern exhibited by freshmen. That is, they should prefer
facebook by a greater margin than freshmen. The results here so far are interesting, but
inconclusive: 56.3% of all upperclassmen (n=71) listed facebook as their preferred social
networking site. Only 15.5% (n=11) preferred myspace. 28.2% did not list either site as a
preference.
facebook.com:

40 (56.3%)

myspace.com:

11 (15.5%)

no preference:

20 (28.2%)
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The number of “no preference” choices was slightly smaller, but there does not
appear to be a pronounced movement toward facebook. Since this research is only at the
beginning stage, it would be too early to draw any definitive conclusion.
Research Question 3: Do facebook users primarily confine their social
networking to existing friends?
In his ongoing North Carolina study, Stutzman noted that “The average number of friends a
freshman on the Facebook had on day one was 46, and at the end of the semester, he or she
had 111 friends. This gives us a picture of how many friends a freshman might make the first
semester of college: 65.”3 We looked at the question somewhat differently. Instead of
wondering how many friends the average college freshman makes in a semester, we wanted
to know whether any facebook users actually met new people because of facebook. In other
words, did students’ use of facebook remain in the virtual world, or did they use it as a way
of actually meeting people in the real world. So we asked whether the user had in fact met
any new people because of contacts made through facebook.
met at least one new person

81 (47.4%)

did not meet anyone

90 (52.9%)

Next, we looked at whether there were any gender differences. The sample
breakdown was 93 females, 78 males. The large difference in results is only surprising
females met at least one new person

23 (24.8%)

males met at least one new person

41 ((52.6%)

at first glance. We suspect this is consistent with male/female viewpoints on meeting new
people through the Internet. Young men are probably more likely to be less afraid and
threatened by the prospect of meeting someone in person after only having online contact.
3

Ibid.
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Clearly any definitive comment on this finding would have to also look at other studies that
consider the difference in male/female attitudes toward Internet safety.
OTHER RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS
At this point it is too early to draw even preliminary conclusions, but our additional research
will be focused on determining what specific factors contribute to facebook’s popularity.
One of these factors is straightforward: facebook is reliable and works quickly. An early
social networking sites, friendster.com, had floundered because its infrastructure was not
robust enough to support the large number of users who subscribed.
Facebook made sure its technical structure and support systems were strong, and
that they continue to respond as the number of users expands. Early respondents have
indicated that this was an important factor in their use.
The second main area we are investigating is: what are the particular features that
attract users to facebook? So far users have pointed to three areas: photographs, the wall for
leaving messages, and privacy.
Facebook allows almost unlimited photographs to be posted to a user’s account.
Typically, posted photos fall into three categories:

Figure 3: The Solo Shot introduces a facebook resident to the world.
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Figure 4: The Hug is a way of showing the world that you have friends who love you.

Figure 5: The Embarrassment pokes fun at your friends by catching them in compromising moments.

In early interviews facebook users have told us that scrolling through friends photographs
and posting their own is a favorite activity. Some have also reported that they spend some
time doing this during class. The fact that you can also link to the friends of your friend’
photographs opens up an entirely new area for this voyeur type browsing. This ability to
travel from friend to friend is one structural element that has added substantially to the
facebook popularity.
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The Wall is another structural element that users like. It provides them with an easy
place to post, read, and store messages. One advantage the wall has over Instant Messaging
is the facebook’s Wall does not require that the message recipient also be online. So it
combines elements of spontaneity and permanence that attract users.

Figure 6: The Wall allows the creation of a permanent record of spontaneity.

One final facebook attractive feature is largely an illusory one: Private Messaging.
Users feel that facebooks’s privacy features protect them and somehow make this their own
space. The fact is, however, that because the friends linking capability, this privacy is an
illusion. Nevertheless facebook persists in calling it a Private Message and users persist in
buying into the perception.
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Figure 7: The Private Message is not as private as users would believe.

As we continue the facebook research, we will focus on how the code structure of
facebook allows dependable ease of use and how the features are designed to appeal
specifically to the target college audience. When a Student Life staff member warns
freshman about the dangers of facebook, she might actually be increasing the site’s
attractiveness. Unwittingly that staff member, often no more than one or two years out of
college herself, does not realize that she is identifying herself as coming from another
generation. Facebook was created by college students. They adopt it as their own.
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Regional Preferences: Sculpture from the Mausoleum of Halikarnassos and the Question of an
Ionian Style
Abstract
This research pertains to the sculptures of “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” which were part of the sculptural
program on the fourth century B.C. Mausoleum of Halikarnassos in Caria (present Bodrum, Turkey). These
statues are possessive of features that make them distinctive among other Greek works of the fourth century.
Through the presentation of stylistic evidence, the examination of carving methods and comparison with
other related statues, it is suggested that the distinctive features of “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” are
indicative of the stylistic preferences of sculptors trained in the region. These sculptors possess an Ionian
style that is unique from that of sculptors trained elsewhere.
The Mausoleum of Halikarnassos with its grand sculptural program was magnificent enough to be included
among the Seven Wonders of the World. Despite its fame in ancient times, there exists little solid
information on its history. The names, however, of the sculptors involved do exist and this has spurred great
debate as to the degree that these artists were involved and what extant sculpture is by their hands. Through
all of this interesting debate one thing remains clear. The two free standing colossal statues of “Artemisia”
and “Maussolos” are masterpieces that offer scholars the possibility to learn more about Greek sculpture of
the fourth century BC.
The political change that took place at the end of the fifth century B.C. had an enormous impact on fourth
century art. At the end of the Peloponnesian War in 404 B.C., the once dominant political structure of
Athens was in shambles. The ensuing economic conditions forced artists to spread throughout the Greek
world in search of commissions, including Ionia (southwestern coastal Anatolia) where the great
Mausoleum was begun in the mid - 360s. For this reason, fourth century art appears to be disorderly in
comparison to the art of the fifth century, in which artistic accomplishments occurred mostly within the
confines of Athens, and Attica itself.
These artists of the fourth century left sculptural evidence of their regional styles and of their specific
workshop styles. The statues of “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” have distinct features that are representative
of the regional style of Ionia. They are also remarkably similar to a statue from Ephesus, which is indicative
of a particular workshop style. In regards to regional style, a close examination of the two Mausoleum
statues reveals certain characteristics that separate them from Attic work. Among these are the patterns of
the drapery folds, the carving of the heads and the use of folds for defining the body. These characteristics
also appear on the figures of a well known carved column drum from the temple of Artemis at Ephesus
which further advances the notion of an Ionian style. With the differences between Ionian and Attic styles
outlined, the characteristics of a specific Ionian workshop become apparent. There are peculiarities in the
carving and placement of drapery, as well as in the presentation of the figures, which suggest that
“Artemisia” and “Maussolos” were carved by sculptors of the same workshop. The statue of a female figure
found in Ephesus is markedly similar to these Mausoleum sculptures in the carving of the head and drapery
and in the proportions of the body. It is accurate to state that the statue from Ephesus, “Artemisia,” and
“Maussolos” are from the same workshop, which, with the additional evidence of the column drum from the
temple of Artemis at Ephesus, can be said to have been Ionian.
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Regional Preferences: Sculpture from the Mausoleum of Halikarnassos and the Question of an
Ionian Style
The Mausoleum of Halikarnassos with its grand sculptural program was magnificent enough to
be included among the Seven Wonders of the World. Despite its fame in ancient times, there exists little
solid information on its history. There is no literary evidence for the exact construction period of the
Mausoleum, but it could not have been less than about fifteen years: fourteen years between Maussolos’
replanning of the city of Halikarnassos in 367 and death in 353, and a minimum of about one year when his
wife, Artemisia, continued its construction. Some information concerning the sculptural work on the
Mausoleum comes from an ancient account by the author Pliny (Naturalis Historia 36.30 1), in which it is
recorded that Skopas, Bryaxis, Timotheos, and Leochares were each responsible for one side of the
Mausoleum while being in friendly competition with one another. During construction, Maussolos died;
responsibility for its continuation passed on to Artemisia, who died shortly after. Pliny, however, assures us
that Artemisia’s death did not hinder the sculptors, who decided to complete the project as a monument to
themselves and to their art.
Pliny (N.H. 36.30 1) states that Skopas worked on the east side of the Mausoleum, Bryaxis
worked on the north side, Timotheos on the south, and Leochares on the west. A different version of the
story, recorded by the ancient author Vitruvius (De Architectura 7.12 12), names Praxiteles as one of the
four sculptors at work and only acknowledges Timotheos in a parenthetical remark as a possible sculptor.
The inclusion of Praxiteles among this group of sculptors is not taken seriously by most scholars; it is
believed that he was included because of his enormous popularity in the fourth century. It is important to
note that there is no evidence of his style present on the Mausoleum.1
A concise discussion of the careers of these artists will demonstrate the potential that each was in
Ionia, with the exception of Timotheos, and available to work on the Mausoleum during the same period
(late 360s through early to mid-340s). Skopas of Paros was a prolific artist. He is recorded as architect of
the temple of Athena Alea at Tegea of about 345 (Pausanias 8.45.4-7) and as sculptor of numerous statues
all over the Greek world, including Asia Minor.2 His presence at Halikarnassos is recorded by Pliny and
Vitruvius and is supported by the discovery of a relief sculpture from Tegea (London, British Museum)
depicting Ada and Idreus, who assumed the throne after Artemisia’s death. It is generally accepted that an
assistant of Skopas, also employed at the Mausoleum, carved the relief after his return to Tegea from
Halikarnassos. The chronology of the temple at Tegea relative to the Mausoleum provides time for Skopas’
activity from the late 360s until about 345.
The sculptor Bryaxis has no dated works that directly conflict with the proposed period of the
Mausoleum’s construction. There is no doubt that he was active in the area; for he is recorded as sculptor of
the statues of Zeus and Apollo in Lycia (Clement of Alexandria Protrepticus 4.47), of Dionysos at Cnidus
1

All dates are “before Christ” unless otherwise noted. As is common in scholarship on ancient art, the
titles of sculptures are not italicized. This paper focuses upon the Mausoleum sculptures. For further
information regarding the Mausoleum, the most in depth study is provided by G. B. Waywell, The FreeStanding Sculptures of the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus in the British Museum (London: British Museum
Publications, 1978).
Although there is no solid chronology for his sculptural work, there is little doubt that Praxiteles worked in
east Greece in the fourth century, but, considering the lack of his personal style among the surviving
fragments, his presence on the Mausoleum is doubtful. Andrew Stewart suggests Timotheos died and was
replaced by Praxiteles in Greek Sculpture (Park Ridge, New Jersey: Noyes Press, 1977), 180-1.
2
Skopas’ presence in Ionia is discussed in Pausanias 8.45.4 7. Other geographical areas are mentioned in
Strabo 13.1.48 and Pliny N.H. 36.95 7.
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(Pliny N.H. 36.22), and of five colossal deities in Rhodes (Pliny N.H. 34.42). The intricate problem
concerning a second sculptor named Bryaxis at the end of the fourth century and into the first quarter of the
third century is fascinating and well worth further study.
A building inscription documents Timotheos’ sculptural work on the temple of Asklepios at
Epidauros, which is traditionally dated to about 380.3 There is little significant recorded information about
Timotheos’ career other than his recorded activity on the Mausoleum in Pliny. Despite the lack of
information about Timotheos, there is little reason to reject Pliny’s account or accept Vitruvius’ account,
which mentions Timotheos’ presence as a possibility.
Leochares is credited with a large amount of sculpture throughout the Greek world, including his
work on the Mausoleum. Evidence for his presence in Halikarnassos is strengthened by Vitruvius’ (De
Arch. 2.8.11) record of a colossal statue by his hand in the sanctuary of Ares.4 Most works attributed to him
date to the third quarter of the fourth century, so the possibility of Leochares working on the Mausoleum
from about 360 to the early to mid-340s presents no chronological conflict. There is great debate as to the
degree that these artists were involved and what extant sculpture is by their hands. Through all of this
interesting debate one thing remains clear. The two free standing colossal statues of “Artemisia” and
“Maussolos” (London, British Museum 1000, 1001) are masterpieces that offer scholars the possibility to
learn more about Greek sculpture of the fourth century BC.
The political change that took place at the end of the fifth century had an enormous impact upon
fourth century art. At the end of the Peloponnesian War in 404, the previously dominant political structure
of Athens was in shambles, the long walls of Athens were demolished, and half of the population had fled.
The ensuing economic conditions forced artists to spread throughout the Greek world in search of
commissions, including Ionia (southwestern coastal Anatolia/Asia Minor) which was under Persian rule and
where the great Mausoleum was begun in the mid - 360s. For this reason, fourth century art appears to be
disorderly in comparison to the art of the fifth century, in which artistic accomplishments occurred mostly
within the confines of Athens, and Attica itself. These often overlooked fourth century artists left sculptural
evidence of their regional styles and of their specific workshop styles. The statues of “Artemisia” and
“Maussolos” have distinct features that are representative of the regional style of Ionia. A close
examination of the two Mausoleum statues reveals certain characteristics that separate them from Attic
work. Among these are the patterns of the drapery folds, the carving of the heads and the use of folds for
defining the body. These characteristics also appear on the figures of a well known carved column drum
from the temple of Artemis at Ephesus which further advances the notion of an Ionian style.
In regards to the patterns of the drapery folds, they flow in varied directions on each statue. The
chiton folds plunge downward in the center of the chest and are horizontally traversed by the gathering folds
of the mantle, creating two sharply opposing drapery fold directions on the frontal planes of the figures.
These deep, energetic folds serve to raise interest in the opposing elements. To better understand the unique
quality of this pattern, it is helpful to consider the drapery of other statues and compare them with these.
Unlike “Maussolos,” “Artemisia” has a mantle that is not simply pulled across the waist, but twisted. Other
female statues of the period, which are Attic in style, have the twisted mantle folds in common with
3

For the building inscription see Alison Burford, The Greek Temple Builders at Epidauros (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1969), 216.
4
Authors citing works of Leochares throughout Greek world: Pliny N.H. 36.30-1 and 34.79; Plutarch
Lives of Ten Orators; Isocrates 27.
The colossal statue in the sanctuary of Ares is cited in Vitr. De Arch. 2.8.11. He raises the possibility that
Timotheos was the sculptor. Vitruvius seems to imply that most people believed it was the work of
Leochares by his stating that it was Leochares’ in the first place.
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“Artemisia,” but none of the comparable statues have the twisted, wrapped mantle in combination with the
aforementioned drapery peculiarities. Instead, there is typically one major direction that the folds follow.
The Demeter of Cnidus (Br. Mus. 1300)5 is an excellent example of this point. The drapery folds move
predominantly on a rising angle from left to right across the chest with no intervening drapery directions.
This is echoed throughout the remaining drapery as seen from the front of the statue. The arrangement of
the drill channels does enliven the drapery, but their consistent diagonal position does not serve to hold
one’s interest. The Kore in Florence (Uffizi 129)6 also displays the twisted himation across the chest as the
predominant element. All of the lower drapery folds leading from hip to foot follow the general direction of
this twisted drapery, as in the Demeter of Cnidus. Although this statue has a small part of the chiton
exposed from beneath the himation on the shoulder, no drastic directional changes occur as on “Artemisia”.
Dated from 365-50, the drapery of the Aphrodite from Arles (Paris, Louvre MA 439)7 is useful
for illustrating the visual strength of the contrast between the chiton and twisted himation of “Artemisia.”
The Aphrodite wears no chiton and has a wrapping himation around the waist. When she is compared to
“Artemisia,” it becomes apparent that it is the prominent use of the chiton as an element perpendicular to the
himation that is so arresting. However, not all of the statues with vertically pleated chiton folds countering a
diagonal himation have the same powerful effect as that of “Artemisia.” The Kore from Cos (Cos Mus.),8
which is a Hellenistic version of a fourth century Athenian Kore type, has a chiton with narrow folds equally
spaced across the entire visible chest. In contrast, the chiton of “Artemisia” has folds that vary in width
across the chest and subtly flatten as they fall over the breasts. As a result, the gathering of folds between
the breasts creates a cascading effect, which is abruptly halted by the wrapping himation. This is
unparalleled in any of the otherwise comparable statues, which are all Attic in style.9
The statue of “Maussolos” differs most noticeably from “Artemisia” in the crossing folds of the
himation. Hers is twisted, whereas his is pulled taut across the stomach, and it fans out more loosely across
the hips and thighs. Other statues of the period have draping of the himation in common with “Maussolos,”
but they do not wear tunics; bare chests preclude vertical fold patterns. Carian dress, such as that of
“Maussolos,” typically includes a tunic beneath the himation.10 Proper Greeks wear nothing under the
himation. The statuette of Socrates (Br. Mus. 1925.11-18)11 and the statue from Kertch (St. Petersburg,

5

The Demeter of Cnidus is accepted as an original of the third quarter of the fourth century by all except
Rhys Carpenter, Greek Sculpture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960), 213-14 and Christine
Havelock, Hellenistic Art (New York: W.W. Norton, 1981), 138, who believe it to be second century work.
6
The Kore in Florence is dated 340-30 by Renate Kabus-Jahn, “Studien zu Frauenfiguren des vierten
Jahrhunderts vor Christus” (Ph.D. diss., University of Freiburg im Breisgau, 1962), 2-4.
7
The Aphrodite from Arles (Roman copy) is generally accepted as a work of Praxiteles dating to 365-50.
The head, which does not join perfectly, was reset, the arms restored, and the body smoothed by Francois
Girardon in 1865. Another copy (Athens, National Museum 227) was not smoothed, but does not preserve
the drapery.
8
The Kore form Cos is identified as a Hellenistic version of a fourth century Athenian type by Kabus-Jahn,
“Frauenfiguren,” 18.
9
The other Attic-style statues are the following: an Artemis from Cyprus (Roman copy), a Hygieia (Berlin,
Staatliche Museum 38), and an Athena (Benevento Museum 28).
10
Waywell, Free-Standing, 41, gives information on Carian dress as pertaining to “Maussolos.”
11
The statuette of Socrates from Alexandria is a Hellenistic or Roman copy of “type B,” dating to about
340-20. “Portrait type B” dates to the period of Lysippos and could possibly reproduce one of his statues.
“Portrait type A” dates to the early fourth century. An example is the Roman copy of a head of Socrates
from Italy (Naples, National Museum 6129) of about 390.
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Hermitage)12 are good examples of works with himations like that of “Maussolos,” but without tunics.
Upon comparison, it cannot be denied that the folds of the tunic of “Maussolos” create interest because of
their opposing direction to the himation. These folds are wider and flatter than those of the linen chiton of
“Artemisia,” but they do form a similar V-shape in the center of the chest.
There are other contemporary statues that use this wrapping of drapery across the body and they
help to demonstrate just how common it was in the styles of the fourth century. The Grimani statuette
(Venice Mus.)13 is a female example. The statue of Sophocles from Terracina (Vatican ex-Lateran, 9973), 14
a Roman copy, has drapery in which the himation wraps around the right arm to support it and is thrown
over the left shoulder. The wrapping of the drapery across the body is a motif that helps to place
“Artemisia” and “Maussolos” near this period. Part of what makes these statues so unusual is the distinctive
drapery fold directions within this fourth century motif. They are both ordinary and extraordinary at the
same time.
Additional characteristics that separate these statues from Attic works are found in the carving of
the heads. The heads of “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” are fascinating in their differences with
contemporary sculpture. The loss of “Artemisia’s” face does not lessen one’s interest because her hairstyle
is so arresting. “Artemisia” has an ornate hairstyle that was popular during the late Archaic period. This
hairstyle consists of three rows of tight snail curls framing the face and a sakkos that covers and confines the
remainder of the hair. Four other colossal female statues from the Mausoleum have this hairstyle, which
suggests that it was worn by the female members of the (Carian) court. As during the Roman period, it was
not uncommon for the queen to establish a hairstyle that was worn by the upper class women, who strove to
be as fashionable as she. As suggested by G. B. Waywell, the use of this archaizing hairstyle by women of
the court may be a reference to the preceding Queen Artemisia, who ruled Halikarnassos under the Persians
and joined with them in the Battle of Salamis.15
In discussing the elements of the face of “Maussolos” that are treated differently from Attic
examples, it must be remembered that this head of the so-called “Maussolos” is a portrait of a Carian man.
According to his dress, sword scabbard and size, this individual is almost surely a member of the ruling
Hectomnid dynasty and not Maussolos, the satrap of Caria, in whose honor this Mausoleum was erected.16
Regardless of the statue’s identity, there are certain ethnic characteristics of this portrait that must be
disregarded when studying its execution. Coins with the portraits of Persian governors (satraps) are useful
in extracting such Asiatic physiognomic traits. Among these characteristics is the length of the hair and
beard, as well as the high, sweeping eyebrows.17
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The Kertch statue is dated to 350 by Oscar Waldhauer in Archaologische Mitteilungen aus Russischen
Sammlungen, vol. 1, Die Antiken Skulpturen der Ermitage (Berlin: Walter Gruyter, 1928), 259. Waldhauer,
in “Ancient Marbles in the Moscow Historical Museum,” JHS 44 (1924): 51, states that the drapery of
“Maussolos” and the Kertch statue were likely sculpted by the same artist.
13
Kabus-Jahn, “Frauenfiguren,” 14, states that the drapery motif of the Grimani statuette is one of the midfourth century. Photograph on plate 12.
14
The Sophocles is thought to be a Roman copy of a bronze original set up in the Theater of Dionysos
along with the bronzes of Aeschylus and Euripides. The originals date to about 338. The Sophocles was reworked in the nineteenth century.
15
The four other colossal female statues with the archaic hairstyle are the following: Br. Mus. 1051, 1052,
1053, and Reg. 1972.4-2.11. Waywell’s suggestion of an earlier Queen Artemisia is in Free-Standing, 41.
16
“Maussolos” as a representative of the Hectomnid dynasty is from Waywell, Free-Standing, 103.
17
The coin of Orontos was minted at Lampsakos in 362. Photograph in Gisela Richter The Portraits of the
Greeks, abridged and revised by R. R. R. Smith (Oxford: Phaidon Press, 1984), 42, fig.8.
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The treatment of the eyes, hair and face of “Maussolos” is unlike the majority of contemporary
Attic portraits and this different handling suggests the hand of an Ionian, rather than Attic, sculptor. The
first discussion concentrates on the handling of the eyes, with the understanding that deeply set eyes are
characteristic of the period. As seen in profile, the eyes of “Maussolos” are carved relatively deeply into the
marble. The result is a greater distance, relative to the proportions of the face, from the surface of the
eyeball to the root of the nose. The eyes are literally deeper into the marble. Attic work of the same period,
such as the portrait of Xenophon (Alexandria Mus.) displays a shorter distance between the eyeball and the
root of the nose. The eyes appear to be deeply seated into the marble, but it is apparent in profile that the
eyebrows protrude far over the eyes, in order to make them look deeply set. Another notable difference in
the treatment of the eyes concerns the eye socket. The circular eye socket of “Maussolos” wraps around the
protruding side of the forehead. Once again in profile, this opens up the eye cavity and allows for a fuller
view of the eyes, which appear more rounded. In Attic works, such as the portrait of Isokrates from the
Villa Albani (Rome, Mus. 951),18 the eye socket is carved on the front plane of the face. In profile, the eye
socket does not curve deeply onto the side of the face by wrapping around the forehead as in “Maussolos.”
The upper eyelid curves to the side of the face, but it slants downward at a sharp angle and disallows an eye
socket of circular shape.
The treatment of the hair is the second area in which “Maussolos” differs from contemporary
Attic work. His hair is spaced into many sections that consist of two or three clumps. These sections are
rectangular in shape. The wide grooves between these sections are also rectilinear and each one can be
clearly followed down the length of the hair. On the Attic heads, such as the portrait of Plato in Geneva
(private collection)19 and of Archidamos III in Naples (N.M. 6156),20 the hair is rendered in closely spaced
sections consisting of strands of hair as opposed to clumps. The grooves are shallow and narrow, and the
hair is treated in a more flowing manner, which enhances the face.
The treatment of the face supplies the third distinction between Ionic and Attic carving. The
modeling of the face of “Maussolos” provokes great interest in the variations that occur between the nose
and the cheek. This is denoted by the slight swelling in this area. The Athenian portrait of the Young
Alexander (Athens, Acropolis Mus. 1331)21 is an excellent example of how this modeling differs on Attic
works. On the portrait of Alexander, there is more interest in the transition from the cheek to the mouth,
rather than from the nose to the cheek; the fullness between the cheeks and upper lip is handled with great
care. On the face of “Maussolos,” there is only an indentation between the cheek and the mouth. This area
is not treated with the same concern as on the Attic works.
The dissimilar treatment of the three areas of the head, which distinguishes “Maussolos” from
other Attic portraits, is also found on fourth century Attic deities. These include the marble statues of
Hermes with Dionysos (Olympia Mus.)22 and the Demeter of Cnidus. On the statue of Artemis from the
Piraeus (Piraeus Mus. 4647)23 and the “Antikythera Youth” (Athens, N. M. 13396)24 of the third quarter of

18

Isokrates’ death in 338 places this portrait in the late 330s.
Richter, Portraits (abridged), 182, states that the style of the Plato is of the mid-fourth century and that it
is possibly a Roman copy of an original by Silanion of Athens.
20
According to Richter, Portraits (abridged), 93, the style corresponds to the date of his death in 338.
21
The Alexander was proven to be the work of Leochares because of its affinities with the Demeter of
Cnidus by Ashmole, “Demeter,” 13-28. The accepted date is 340-35.
22
Discovery of the copyist’s casts at Baiae show that the sandal style, also found on the fourth-century
Apollo Belvedere, was popular in the fourth century. Photograph in Stewart, Gr. Sc., fig. 107.
23
The Artemis from the Piraeus has a generally accepted date of about 330. Photograph in Stewart, Gr. Sc.,
fig. 569.
19
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the fourth century, the Attic qualities concerning the treatment of the face are present even though these
statues are made of bronze.
As demonstrated, it is the subtle difference in treatment on the head of “Maussolos” that suggests
a non-Attic sculptor. An Ionian discovery site does not automatically signify that a work is by an Ionian
sculptor, because the fourth century is full of works by artists who traveled great distances for commissions.
For example, the Demeter of Cnidus, a city located just south of Halikarnassos, is widely accepted as a work
of Leochares, an Athenian artist. Leochares is also known to have worked on the Mausoleum, and the
portrait of the young Alexander from the Acropolis in Athens is also attributed to him. The head of a
Bearded Male (London, Br. Mus. 1054)25 from the Mausoleum has modeling comparable to Attic heads.
Although this head was found on the same side of the Mausoleum as the head of “Maussolos,” the different
treatments of their eyes, hair, and cheeks show that sculptors of Attic and non-Attic, probably Ionic, training
worked on the same building.
The use of folds for defining the body is the third characteristic that sets “Artemisia” and
“Maussolos” apart from contemporary Attic works. The non-Attic sculptor of these statues appears to have
had great interest in the way in which drapery could be carved to define the body. The himation of each
figure pulls tightly around the right hip and leg to create slightly concave folds. These folds echo the
rounded shape of the leg beneath the drapery. As best seen in side view, these folds are not adhering to the
legs, as in the comparatively “wet” drapery style of fifth-century Athens, which persists on many Attic grave
reliefs of the fourth century. Instead, there appears to be a different understanding of how to define the body
parts on “Artemisia” and “Maussolos”; disposition of the folds of the drapery indicates the position and
forms of the body. This is also the case for the drapery over the stomach and on the chest. The difference
between these two methods of handling drapery is subtle, but significant.
The actual carving of the drapery folds on “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” also helps in
distinguishing them from Attic work. The folds of “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” are rather flat in
comparison to the folds of Attic drapery. This occurs because the folds of these statues tend to be carved at
a sharp angle from the surface of the marble. Unlike those on Attic works, such as the Demeter of Cnidus,
these folds are not created by a deep hollowing or drilling on either side of the fold, but are only hollowed in
the area above. This creates the appearance of sharpness on the edges of the drapery and is drastically
different from the flowing quality of Attic carving. These sharp edges, carved just off of the surface of the
marble, form a pattern of flat strips which adds variety to the surface of the drapery. This is especially
noticeable across the legs and overfolding himation of “Maussolos.”
All of these differences in carving style between these statues and Attic works point to the
probability that “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” were carved by an Ionian sculptor. The figures on a carved
column drum from the temple of Artemis at Ephesus (London, Br. Mus. 1206)26 display a style similar to
that of “Artemisia” and “Maussolos.” Once again, this could be the work of an Ionian sculptor. The
knowledge of the artists involved in the carving of the column drum is limited. According to Pliny (N. H.
36.95-7), there were thirty-six carved column drums, one of which was carved by Skopas of Paros. It is
unlikely that the column drum in question, which happens to be the most complete, is by his hand. A study

24

The “Antikythera Youth” has a generally accepted date of the mid-fourth century. Photograph in
Stewart, Gr. Sc., fig. 550.
25
The Bearded Male was found on the north side of the Mausoleum according to Waywell, Free-Standing,
115.
26
The original archaic temple at Ephesus was burned in 356 and reconstructed over the next half century.
This column drum is from the reconstructed temple and dates to approximately 340-30.
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of the heads and drapery of the column drum figures will show that they have, instead, a great affinity to
some of the statues from the Mausoleum.
The heads survive only on Thanatos and Hermes Psychopompos,27 but their treatment is very
similar to that of “Maussolos”. On each, the eyes are set back into the marble at a distance from the root of
the nose that is proportionately comparable to that of “Maussolos,” and the eye socket of each wraps around
the protruding side of the forehead. It is a necessity that the eye socket wrap around the forehead since the
figures are in relief. It is not, however, a necessity to carve an eye socket of circular shape. It is this
execution of the eye that is visible on “Maussolos.” The circular eye socket opens the eye cavity and allows
for deep eyes without greatly projecting eye brows. In this regard, the heads in the style of Skopas from the
temple of Alea Athena at Tegea (Athens, N.M. 180; Tegea Mus. 60) are useful for comparison to the heads
of Thanatos and Hermes. On any Tegean head, the eye brow projects over the eye and the brow also slants
sharply downward to preclude a circular eye socket. This formation of the eye is unlike that of Thanatos,
Hermes, and “Maussolos.”
The handling of the hair of “Maussolos” is also present on Thanatos and Hermes. Of that pair,
the hair of Thanatos is more like that of “Maussolos” because of the clumpy and generalized appearance.
Although this head is very weathered, it is possible to distinguish rectangular strips of hair, with wide
grooves between them, which can be traced down the full length of the hair. The head of Hermes appears to
differ from that of Thanatos because of his differing hairstyle and the varying directions of the short hair.
The treatment of his hair, however, is like that of “Maussolos” in the straight locks above the forehead.
The surviving forepart of a horse from a chariot group (London, Br. Mus. 1002) of the
Mausoleum has a mane that is carved similarity to the hair of Thanatos, Hermes, and “Maussolos”. The
horse’s forelock flows in the same direction as the hair of Thanatos and for that reason is readily
comparable. The same rectangular strips and grooves are present. The way in which the hair on the horse’s
head flows downward and gently curves to avoid the eye is strikingly similar to the way in which the hair of
Thanatos flows downward and curves to follow the ear and the back of the head. It is entirely conceivable
that an Ionian workshop was responsible for this column drum from Ephesus and some of the work on the
Mausoleum of Halikarnassos.
Returning to consideration of the treatment of the face, neither Thanatos nor Hermes displays a
sculptor’s interest in the relationship of the nose to the cheek, as on “Maussolos.” There is also no particular
interest in the transition from the cheek to the mouth, as on Attic works. It is possible that such modeling of
facial subtleties applies to statues in the round and not to relief sculptures.
The handling of the drapery on “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” is also present on figures of the
column drum. The figure of the woman (Persephone? Alcestis? Iphigeneia?) between Thanatos and
Hermes has drapery that is pulled tightly around her right hip and leg and across her waist as on “Artemisia”
and “Maussolos.” This drapery has folds that indicate the location of the body, without clinging to it. The
understanding of how to define the body that was discussed concerning the drapery of “Artemisia” and
“Maussolos” is displayed in this woman’s drapery.
It is the carving of the folds on the draped male and female figures of the column drum that is
most like that of “Artemisia” and “Maussolos.” As on the drapery of Kalchas(?) and the woman between
Thanatos and Hermes, the folds are carved at a similar angle from the surface of the marble and they look

27

Identification of the column drum figures are borrowed from Stewart, Gr. Sc., 195, and are used for
convenience. Other interpretations of their identities are given by Robertson, who states that Thanatos, in
his youthfulness and gentleness, is reminiscent of his brother Sleep and could also possibly be Orpheus. His
detailed interpretations are in A History of Greek Art, 407-8.
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like flat, sharp-edged strips. The figure of Klytemnestra(?) next to Kalchas(?) is draped like the Athenian
statue of Eirene and Ploutos.28 This suggests that the sculptor of the column drum was familiar enough with
Athenian work to represent the type. The drapery on the chest of this woman does not, however, have the
flowing quality that is typical of Attic carving. Instead, there are many drill channels running in odd
directions and a different execution of the overflowing chiton. It is, perhaps, a rather rudimentary attempt
by a non-Attic sculptor to copy an Athenian drapery type. The carving of the few sharp-edged strips of
drapery on the calf of the protruding leg demonstrates that this figure is related to the other draped figures
on the column drum.
With the differences between Ionian and Attic styles evidenced, the characteristics of a specific
Ionian workshop become apparent. There are peculiarities in the carving and placement of drapery, as well
as in the presentation of the figures, which suggest that “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” were carved by
sculptors of the same workshop. The chiton and tunic on the chests of “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” have
similar hook folds below the neck. In each, there are approximately three of these bordered by cascading
folds. It is noteworthy that the female figure between Thanatos and Hermes on the column drum from
Ephesus has a chiton of similar arrangement. The colossal female torso (Demokratia?) from the Stoa
Basileos in the Athenian Agora in Athens (Athens, Agora 2370) is useful for comparison because the chiton
is so different from those of “Artemisia” and “Maussolos.” “Artemisia’s” chiton has a multitude of
cascading folds because of the lighter weight of the chiton material. The thicker tunic of “Maussolos” has
fewer and wider cascading folds. On the front of each statue, a nearly identical concave trapezoid shape,
formed by the gathered folds over the pectorals, is apparent. This trapezoidal configuration is interrupted at
the same level on each figure by the crossing himation, which is carved so that the drapery appears tightly
pulled and linear. This effect is achieved by the use of relatively deep channels that are parallel to one
another. Just below the crossing himation of each figure, there is a catenary fold slanting off towards the
right hip. This fold is carved at a protruding acute angle from the marble, which defines corpulent stomachs
in the figures. The drapery that is pulled around the right sides of “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” has
identically carved folds on the same parts of the legs. This is especially notable because the position of the
right leg differs between the figures. The right leg of “Artemisia” is forward and bent at the knee. The right
leg of “Maussolos” is the supporting leg and is therefore straight. The drapery, however, has folds in
analogous positions on each figure. The way in which the drapery gathers and loops around the right ankle
of each figure is also the same. All of these similarities point to a common workshop.
The presentation of the body is also analogous in both. The relationship of the buttocks to the
thighs and of the thighs to the calves is alike. On the backs of the figures, the shoulders relate to the
buttocks and hips in a nearly identical fashion. Overall, the body types are comparable. In view of all of the
affinities discussed, these two statues must be contemporary works from the same workshop.
The statue of a female figure found in Ephesus (Head: Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Mus.; Body:
Izmir Mus. 39)29 is markedly similar to “Artemisia” and “Maussolos” in the carving of the head and drapery
and in the proportions of the body. It is probable that these three statues are from the same Ionian
workshop. Although the statue from Ephesus in an Antonine copy of a lost original work, it is still possible
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Martin Robertson, in A History of Greek Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), 409,
supports the proposal that Klytemnestra is related to the Eirene of Kephisodotos.
29
There are other copies of this torso in Vienna (Kunsthistorisches Mus.), Munich (Glyptothek 476),
Beirut, and Rome (Antiquarium Comunale). Copies of the head are in Munich (Glyptothek 476) and St.
Petersburg (Hermitage).
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to make such a claim. Since this statue was discovered alongside other exact Antonine copies of earlier
works, it may be safely assumed that the statue of Ephesus is an accurate reproduction of the original.30
The three traits of Ionian carving which were observed on the head of “Maussolos” are also
apparent on the head of the Ephesus statue. The eyes are deeply set into the marble, resulting in a great
distance from the eyeball to the root of the nose; much importance is placed on the transition from the nose
to the cheek; and her hair tends to clump into sections with rectangular grooves. Her hair is not rendered as
roughly as that of “Maussolos” because of the different hairstyle and different expressive purpose. The head
of “Maussolos” is of a barbaric man and the Ephesus head is of a sensitive woman.
There are other corresponding details on the face which suggest that “Maussolos” and the
original of the Ephesus statue were by the same hand. The way that the eyelids cover the eyeball is similar.
The lids are comparably thick and they cover the same part of the eye.31 The carving of the eyebrows is also
the same; they are long and thin and their relationship to the nose is exactly alike in each statue. Not only is
the nose similarly proportional, but the swelling on its outer sides is also. The indentations that divide the
cheeks from the mouth show affinity as well.
The drapery of the Ephesus statue also displays traits that reflect an Ionian carving style. As on
“Artemisia” and “Maussolos,” the drapery defines the body by use of particular kinds of folds and
hollowing. The artist clearly found importance in displaying how drapery responds in transition from a
protruding position to a recessed one. The primary folds of the drapery tend to be carved outward at a sharp
angle from the body of the statue.
It is in the drapery of the Ephesus statue, “Artemisia,” and “Maussolos” that the hand of a single
sculptor can best be seen. Most noticeable are the broad, flat folds that cross the front of each statue. In
both the Ephesus statue and “Maussolos,” the folds that run across the overfolding drapery are irregular,
producing a variety of shadow-tones, which are similarly carved. In each there are many variations on the
surface of the drapery. The placement and carving of the folds between the legs of these two statues are
very similar, as are the catenary folds around the supporting right leg of each figure. The drapery that wraps
around the right hip of each statue is nearly identical because of the similarities in the size, bearing, and
placement of the folds. The drapery on the backs of these statues also corresponds; it falls from the left
shoulder, gets caught up at the small of the back and makes a sharp right turn above the right buttock of the
figure. This detail is identical in each.
The bodily proportions of the Ephesus statue correspond most closely to those of “Artemisia”
since each is female. Each figure has a broad chest and wide hips with a pronounced outward swing. It is in
back view, however, that their similarities in proportions are most convincing. The shoulders are wide and
slightly hunched, and the broad hips of the Ephesus statue relate proportionately to the shoulders, as they do
on “Artemisia.” An analysis of the back of the Athena from the Piraeus (Pir. Mus. 4646) which is an
original bronze of the mid-fourth century, attributed to Euphranor, demonstrates how similar “Artemisia”
and the Ephesus statue are and how, together, they differ from works of other artists. The Athena has gently
sloping shoulders that hunch over, pushing out the center of her back. The hips are not noticeably wide, nor

30

Other copies of statues found with the Ephesus statue are the following: Hestia Giustiniani, Aspasia,
Discobolos by Myron, and a larger Herculaneum woman. Eduard Schmidt, “Silanion der Meister des
Platonbildes,” Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts 47 (1932): 263.
31
It is important to note that the marble copies of bronze originals often have thick eyelids. As discussed
by Gisela M. A. Richter, “An Aristogeiton from Baiae,” AJA 74 (1970): 296-7, a statue with bronze
eyelashes had to be protected during casting by a coat of clay or wax, resulting in an unnatural thickness on
the copy. This may or may not be the case for the Ephesus statue.
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prominent. Generally, the back is rectangular with no marked contrapposto and it is treated very differently
from the backs of “Artemisia” and the Ephesus statue.
Any attempt to assign a specific sculptor’s name to the Ephesus statue, “Artemisia,” and
“Maussolos” is pure conjecture. For years, art historians have studied the evidence and have attempted to
assign sculptors’ names to these works that may or may not be warranted. In studying these three
sculptures, it is best to concentrate upon the observation of tangible traits, such as the manner of carving the
features of the head and the folds of the drapery, the proportions of the body, and the overall rhythm of the
figure. It is accurate to state that the statue from Ephesus, “Artemisia,” and “Maussolos” are from the same
workshop, which, with the additional evidence of the column drum from the temple of Artemis at Ephesus,
can be said to have been an Ionian workshop.32

32

Further study is required concerning the identification of the workshop involved. The possibility of
Bryaxis as sculptor is tantalizing and the subject of my current research.
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Abstract
Differential impact on the self-concept following stranger or acquaintance
rape: Implications for therapy and recovery in survivors

Commonly, research on rape has found little differential symptomatology in
acquaintance and stranger-rape survivors. This study investigated the theory that this is
due to a focus on other trauma symptomotologies (McCann & Pearlman, 1990) than a
potentially impaired self-concept (Katz, 1991). Differential symptomatology between
these groups may involve another piece of the pie, impaired sense of self-trust,
engendering an inability to make self-protective judgements (McCann & Pearlman,
1990). In this study an instrument was developed to investigate this possibility, the
McEwan Internal Self-Trust scale (MIST).
Two hundred and forty one women were administered the MIST, the Trauma
Symptom Inventory (Briere, 1995), the Risk in Intimacy Inventory (Pilkington &
Richardson, 1988), the Locus of Control scale (Levenson, 1981), and the Ego-Identity
Scale (Tan, Kendis, Fine, & Porac, 1977). Results supported the hypothesis that survivors
of acquaintance rape, compared to stranger rape, would demonstrate greater impaired
self-trust. The MIST was found to have strong reliability and validity and to have a
greater predictive value in relation to both developmental-stage at the time of trauma, and
the survivors’ relationship to the assailant, than any other tests used in the study. This
finding implies that in order to avoid re-traumatisation, an impaired self-concept must be
the focus of therapeutic intervention prior to commencing traditional therapy.
65
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ABSTRACT:
What is the best path in establishing connections between all the various elements of
theatre such as acting, playwriting, directing and designing (to name a few) for the
purpose of eventually creating a complete picture that would resonate significance in
the eye of each student. Taking its origin in ritual process, the mask was found to be
an excellent tool to produce a better teaching method to clarify and expand on the
fact that theatre is not only a form of artistic expression, but a representation of reality
not limited to the stage. More specifically, the making and usage of masks facilitated
the understanding of storyboards, theatrical spaces, climactic and episodic structures,
composition of the theatre of diversity, set and costume designs. It provided a
unifying foundation to all the elements of theatre into which two realities (theatrical
and personal) were merged into one global perspective. This paper shows how it was
used and the impact of its application on students learning.
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Observations on Teaching Programming
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USA
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The introductory course in computer programming is considered a significant challenge.
In this presentation, I will provide a very brief overview on programming; compare
programming courses to courses in writing and digital graphics; and describe and reflect
on teaching programming using simple computer games. The presentation will include
ideas for combining the teaching of writing and programming that could benefit students
and teachers.
Programming involves problem solving, articulation of the problem solving in discrete
actions and responses, representing those actions and responses in a computer
programming language and, lastly, using the appropriate computer program to enter the
code and/or set up the action. Typically, programming involves considerable testing and
revision, termed debugging in computer jargon. It is possible to draw correspondences
between these steps and what needs to go on in the production of a written essay or a
work in graphics. However, students seldom do this and are surprised by how difficult
programming is and how difficult it remains over time. This may not be how they
experience the use of computer applications such as email or ITunes but is similar to
composition of essays or creation of art: the initial creative, problem-solving phase can be
easy or difficult depending on the topic. Students may consider themselves experts, even
if they are not, at using many computer applications and that tends to make teaching and
learning programming a larger hurdle, not a smaller one. The fact that computer
languages have an unforgiving grammar and syntax contributes to the problems students
face and can lead to a pre-occupation with mechanics. The approach taken by this
teacher is to make references to writing and other tasks just in passing and stress a
pragmatic approach.
Though this approach does not mitigate all problems, we have had some level of success
introducing students to programming through the device of focusing on the creation of
simple computer games. Students follow directions to create their versions of several
basic games (for example, cannonball, craps, rock-paper-scissors, jigsaw puzzle) and then
build their own versions of more complex games (for example, hangman, tetris,
mindsweeper, tic tac toe) or create games of their own design. The problem domain of
games appears to provide motivation as well as help in understanding by combining the
‘why’ and the ‘how’. For example, one aspect of writing and programming that is
challenging to students is the notion of audience. The concept of working for the enduser is more authentic when it is the player of the game than when the program is one of
the assignments in the more typical Comp Sci I class. Games also have the advantage of
requiring focus on the graphics design, invoking artistic and communication skills.
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Games fit well into the paradigm of event-driven programming: identify an event that
may occur and specify the program’s response. Even the simplest game requires close
attention to detail and it always is possible to design enhancements and elaborations. This
is important for teaching students the important strategy of working in stages. It could be
worthwhile to examine and compare the role of revision in writing with debugging and
enhancing in programming. To any that dismiss computer games as not being serious
enough to be the focus of a college course, we note that computer games are not easy to
build and the computer game industry is large and growing.
The Programming Games course at Purchase College serves multiple roles. It satisfies
the programming requirement for the New Media majors and it also satisfies the
mathematics/quantitative reasoning general education requirement imposed by Purchase
College and the State University of New York. In this second role as a course for all
liberal arts students, attention to the problem-solving and reasoning aspects are critical.
An additional aspect of the course is that it serves as a recruiting device and as a gateway
to attract and to filter students to the New Media or mathematics/computer science
majors. Though the course is an introduction to programming, students with
programming experience often choose to take it as an elective. The course has the
flexibility to invoke these students to build games with more intricate logic just as it has
the flexibility to encourage the artistically talented students to create more interesting
screen displays.
The presentation will include audience participation to demonstrate what is done in the
actual course. The lecture notes and preparation guides for the midterm and final
examinations are available at http://newmedia.purchase.edu/~Jeanine/charts.html.
Combining writing and programming by pairing two classes (cluster or learning
communities model), or by incorporating writing in the programming (writing across the
disciplines) each has potential for improved teaching and learning. The presentation will
elaborate on these ideas and, hopefully, generate discussion and follow-on activity.
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PAPER ABSTRACT:
A popular anecdote about the painter Arshile Gorky humorously conveys the
American public’s bemused response to abstract art in the 1940s. Observing Gorky at
work “en plein air,” an acquaintance expressed chagrin that the artist would “do such
terrible things to those beautiful trees!” “Ah, but you see,” Gorky retorted, “I’m not
drawing the trees, I’m drawing the space between the trees.”
What did Gorky mean by this statement? Why would the artist emphasize the spaces
between solid objects instead of recognizable visual reality? What is the metaphorical
meaning of negative space in Gorky’s art? Aside from its implicit humor, Gorky’s
response contains an important nugget of truth regarding the significance of negative
space in 20th century abstract painting.
My proposed presentation, drawn from an article I am currently preparing on Gorky
and Abstract Expressionism, traces the artist’s handling of negative space from his
early cubist-inspired still lives to the fluid abstractions of his maturity which, I argue,
stand among the earliest successful examples of Abstract Expressionist painting. I
show how Gorky transforms the dynamics of cubist space—or the spaces between
objects—into a metaphor for the unconscious—or the spaces between awareness. In
this way, I provide a concrete example of how one artist achieved the Abstract
Expressionists’ stated goal—to synthesize the Surrealists’ radical new subject matter,
the unconscious, with the radical formal innovations of modernist abstraction.
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Young Adult Fiction is a genre of literature written especially for readers in the
teen years (give or take a year or two) to engage them with the pleasures and challenges
of the literary experience. As those attending this conference well understand, twentyfirst century adolescents are offered myriad distractions that can prevent them from
connecting with the joys of reading and the particular aesthetic and intellectual benefits
associated with the imaginative literary enterprise. Wishing to make literature explicitly
relevant to the particular needs and interests of teen readers, there are a number of
talented Young Adult authors now garnering growing young adult readerships. One of
the most interesting of these is the novelist Alex Sanchez, a new voice who has carved
out a special niche for himself. In this paper I will discuss the five novels that Sanchez
has published in the last seven years and offer some prefatory observations about their
importance to the world in which we live.
“When I was growing up I had no images of people like me. You see, I am an
immigrant, born in Mexico. When I was five, my family immigrated to Texas. . . . When
I started school I did not know a word of English,” Sanchez has written (2004b, p. 56).
How inspiring these words are for so many students today, and what an
outstanding role model their author, award winning young adult author Alex Sanchez,
can be for these students.
For Sanchez, “people like me” also includes this: gay. Realizing at the age of
thirteen that he was gay, Sanchez felt such self-hatred as he sat alone in the school
cafeteria that he started skipping lunch and retreated to the school library. “I estimate our
school library had several thousand books. How many of those books told me it was
okay to have the feelings I experienced? That I wasn’t sick for wanting to love and be
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loved by another boy like me? None” (Sanchez, 2004b, p. 57). Writing in the English
Journal recently, Sanchez (2005) observes, “Gay boys and girls, like any others, need
positive images and affirming stories to help guide them through the often painful and
confusing terrain of childhood and adolescence, to glimpse a world in which they’re not
bad or shameful but in which they’re part of the good world. Books can provide a moral
compass, a system of values, a way to understand feelings” (p. 47).
The Societal and Educational Context
There are many important reasons why stories of significance to gay and lesbian
young adult readers need are important. One such reason is inclusiveness, establishing a
safe and supportive environment in which all individuals, regardless of ethnicity, race,
gender, disability, cultural background and sexual orientation, can achieve their fullest
potential. “The core of safe schools work,” Perrotti and Westheimer (2001) assert, “is
cultivating empathy and compassion” (p. 5), and we at this conference know well the
potential of the arts and humanities to cultivate these traits.
Another reason relates to the benefits for both gay and straight students alike. As
Norton and Vare (2004) comment, “While literature may not alleviate homophobia nor
alleviate the risks stemming from it, well-written books may help subvert the culture of
silence still current in many school environments and offer a supportive framework for
self-understanding by gay and lesbian teens. Moreover, books . . . may help heterosexual
students who are homophobic question their traditional assumptions in order to lead lives
not bound and threatened by prejudices and fears” (p. 69).
Still another reason relates to recognizing that the profound loneliness and
isolation which gay and lesbian youth often experience can lead to grave consequences:
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depression, low self esteem, anxiety—the “psychological crippling and loss of potential
endured by so many gay and lesbian young people,” as Besner and Spungin (1995, p. xv)
summarize—school failure, alcohol and chemical abuse, truancy, running away, physical
and verbal abuse, sexually transmitted disease, and suicide, now the leading cause of
death among gay and lesbian teens. The Center for Disease Control estimates that in our
country gay, lesbian, and bisexual youth commit suicide at an average of one every six
hours, and eight times that many attempt it (Sanchez, 2005). The “soul numbing
persecution” experienced in school by many gay and lesbian students may also lead, as
Rofes (2005, p. 7) notes, not just to violence against self but to school violence against
classmates and educators. Empirical research reports that gay and lesbian youth
“experience intolerance and harassment more often than any other group of youth”
(Campos, 2003, p. 4).
The Novels of Alex Sanchez
Alex Sanchez’s web site, www.alexsanchez.com, provides excellent information
about the author and his writing, but it is my pleasure now to tell you a little about each
of his five novels.
Getting It.
“Fifteen and still a virgin, Carlos Amoroso wanted more than anything to get a
girlfriend—and hopefully get laid.” So opens Getting It, the most recent of the young
adult novels written by Alex Sanchez. The object of Carlos’s desire is fellow Lone Star
High student foxy Roxy Rodriguez, an Aztec princess of a cheerleader. In his dreams,
Roxy swarms all over him; in his waking life, she does not see him.
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Carlos is one a quartet of boys who have been friends since second grade: Pulga,
his wisecracking jokester of a friend; Toro, the muscular wrestler; and Playboy, the
lady’s man of the four and the most sexually experienced. Into this mix is introduced Sal
Encarnación, a willowy classmate with spiky brown hair and shiny small hoop earrings
whom everyone thinks is gay, correctly so. Channel surfing, Carlos comes across Queer
Eye for the Straight Guy, and to change his status as invisible man with Roxy (aka screen
name Glittergirl), he decides to ask Sal to help him with a makeover. Sal agrees to help
him if Carlos, as part of his remuneration for his consultant services, will help him start a
chapter of the Gay-Straight Alliance at school. Sal wants Carlos to join the handful of
students meeting with Mr. Harris, Lone Star’s principal who opposes forming a GSA, to
represent the perspective of a heterosexual male with the message that homophobia hurts
everyone, gay and straight alike.
As the book unfolds, transformation is what transpires. Sal and Carlos overcome
their mutual suspicion of each other and bond as true friends. Under Sal’s tutelage,
Carlos becomes a confident, well dressed, coolly coifed, well mannered water-drinking,
vitamin-taking, healthy eating young man. Roxy takes an interest in Carlos to the point
of inviting over when she is home alone for some sexual activity, which is seconds away
from happening when it is nixed by the unexpected arrival of her mother. Despite her
physical attractiveness, the interior Roxy turns out to be selfish and shallow and
interested not in having Carlos as a boyfriend, which is what he wants, but only in
hooking up with multiple partners. Carlos’s three best friends also change as a result of
their awareness of his changes and his friendship with Sal: Pulga becomes more sensitive
and accepting, Toro gains self-confidence and self respect and comes out of the closet,
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and Playboy rejects him, trapped in his old ways of thinking. When Principal Harris
denies the application for the GSA, it is the newly conscious Carlos who provides
evidence that reverses his decision, citing the Supreme Court’s Federal Equal Access Act
which requires the school to allow such a student club.
Carlos’s parents have been divorced for three years and he lives with his mother,
and in the course of the novel his relationships with both parents undergo important
changes. Though there is some initial serious alienation from his father because of the unmacho changes Carlos makes resulting from his friendship with Sal, there is a
reconciliation at the end, when Carlos opens up to his father and tells him he would like
the two of them to spend time together, without his second wife and infant son. His
relationship with his mother also becomes closer because he learns to speak truthfully
and from the heart with her, thanks chiefly to Sal’s counsel. When Carlos tells Sal that
he can hear his mother and her boyfriend (who is her fiancé by the end of the novel)
having sex through the wall in his bedroom and that he hates that but has never told her,
Sal tells him that he has to tell her. “Dude . . . If you want people to change, you’ve got
to change first. It’s like that Gandhi quote in the library: ‘Be the change you wish to see
in the world.’ If you keep bottling up stuff inside, one of these days you’re going to
explode.” (p. 103) This is the it Carlos gets by the conclusion of the novel.
True to the ethnicity of its main characters, some Spanish is included in Getting
It: “Pendejo” is the boys’ favorite put-down of one another, and Carlos’s parents refer to
him as “mi’jo.” There is also great recognition of the role computers and cell phones
play in teens’ lives, with much IMing, personals web sites, and speed dialing. The
differences between hookups and dating, between immediate gratification and long term
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fulfillment, between commitment and irresponsible behavior, between friendship and
apathy, and ultimately between acceptance and intolerance are what Sanchez interrogates
in this fine work.
Rainbow Boys
Rainbow Boys, Alex Sanchez’s first novel and the first in the Rainbow trilogy,
was selected by the American Library Association as a “Best Book for Young Adults”
and by the International Reading Association as a “Young Adult’s Choice.” Three Walt
Whitman High School seniors who are at different stages of personal awareness and
acceptance of their sexual orientations are its protagonists. Nelson Glassman, who is out
as gay to the entire world, has an activist mother who belongs to PFLAG (Parents and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays) and a father who is basically absent from his life as a
result of divorce. Kyle Meeks accepts his sexual orientation, but for him it is a deeply
private matter and at the beginning of the novel he is secretive about it with everyone but
Nelson, his best friend (who has romantic feelings for Kyle which Kyle does not
reciprocate). Both of these young men are virgins. Jason Carrillo is the star of the
school basketball team and has a girlfriend with whom he has sex, but he is aware of a
gnawing attraction to males and fantasizes about them sexually; unbeknownst to him,
Jason is the young man on whom Kyle has a crush. The three protagonists’ parents cover
a wide range of responses to gays, from the totally accepting, to the trying hard to be
accepting but not quite there yet, to the confused, the indifferent, and the hostile and
abusive. Antagonists include gay bashing classmates whose intolerance goes unpunished
and a principal seemingly more committed to the reputation of his school than to the
learning of his students.
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The partially omniscient narration unfolds with an alternating focus on one of
these three protagonists in each chapter. In Chapter One we are introduced to high school
jock Jason Carrillo as he nervously makes his way one Saturday to a Washington, D.C.
area brownstone where he has read in his school newspaper that a Gay Youth meeting is
taking place. He has lied to his parents, saying he is going to the park to shoot some
baskets. Jason is scared and very confused: he has a steady girlfriend, but he is also
troubled by performance anxiety with her and by dreams of naked men and the memory
of intimately touching another boy seven years earlier. Once at the meeting Jason is
embarrassed and uncomfortable, all the more so because two of the people present in this
wide cross section of young people are fellow Whitman High seniors Kyle Meeks and
Nelson Glassman, and he is panicked that they will tell others that they saw him there.
In Chapter Two, the focus shifts to Kyle Meeks. Kyle sensed from childhood that
he was different, though he did not initially know why. Despite Kyle’s physical fitness
as a member of the school swim team, “[b]etween braces and glasses, he felt like the
ugliest, most lonely boy in the universe” (p. 13). Kyle comes from a very solid home
environment with two loving professional parents, but they are in the dark about his
sexual orientation. The future he hopes for is one of monogamous domesticity with Mr.
Right. As it turns out, he thinks Jason is the man of his dreams.
In Chapter Three, the narration switches to Nelson Glassman, whose effeminacy
has made him the “school fag” during his twelve years of school, years that have included
physical and mental torment because he is gay. As his last name suggests, Nelson is both
transparent and fragile, but he is also strong, using the shards of his campy wit for self
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defense. While Nelson is proudly and in-your-face out, he is also troubled by self esteem
and body image issues that cause him to have an eating disorder.
In Chapter Four the narrative focus returns to Jason, in Five to Kyle, and in Six it
is back to Nelson; the novel’s alternating focus provides an easy to follow yet complex
tripartite narrative, concluding in its twenty-second chapter as it started—on Jason. In
some ways, Rainbow Boys is Jason Carrillo’s novel, since it is he who goes through the
profoundest changes in understanding himself, his place in his family, on his basketball
team, in school, and in the world. All three of the protagonists undergo great changes as
a result of the decisions they make, and this novel could be especially important reading
for any young adult questing for clearer understanding of his or her identity and making
any important decision and trying to anticipate its consequences—and what young adult
does not fall into that category?
Rainbow Boys is instructive for the numerous issues relevant to many teens that it
raises, such as bullying, peer pressure, low self esteem, online dating, unprotected sex,
and alcohol abuse. While the novel is not didactic in tone, it does offer many lessons. It
also offers practical information inasmuch as its final pages include contact information
for organizations supporting gay and lesbian teens. Ultimately it is a story about love in
many forms (and its difficulties), particularly love between teenage friends and between
teenagers and their parents, and especially self love. Rainbow Boys provides a satisfying
literary experience by itself, but it ends with unfinished business, laying the groundwork
for the sequel. Dedicated “To the courage of youth—present and past,” it offers a
heartening message about being true to oneself, about being courageous, and also about
the struggles that are sometimes necessary to endure in choosing to be either, or both.
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Rainbow High
Published two years later and a Lambda Literary Award Finalist as well as one of
the “Books for the Teen Age” recognized by the New York Public Library, Rainbow
High retains the setting, characters, and narrative structure of Rainbow Boys. The
novel’s first words are “Words have power,” spoken by the faculty advisor of Whitman
High's Gay-Straight Alliance, of which the three protagonists are members, and those
three words constitute one of the most powerful themes of this novel. Thanks to an
opening chapter in which the three young men write essays on the topic of “Describe
what is going on for you in school, your family. Write about your hopes and dreams—
whatever is most important to you,” readers who have not read Rainbow Boys are given a
crash course on who Jason, Kyle, and Nelson are.
The novel chronicles the final months before graduation, a period when the
protagonists intensify their journeys of awareness and experience and are challenged by
critical and difficult decisions. Jason, feeling that he will explode or implode if he
remains closeted, must decide whether he wants to publicly announce that he is gay
(having come out to his family toward the end of Rainbow Boys) and risk losing the
athletic scholarship he has to college next year. He does, receives a lot of media
coverage, and the scholarship offer is rescinded. Kyle must decide whether to accept
Princeton University’s offer of admission or to stay closer to home to be with Jason (with
whom he is now in a relationship). He opts for Princeton but still hopes for domestic
bliss with Jason as his committed life partner in years to come. Nelson has a health scare
and is tested for HIV; he is negative, but a young man who is positive emerges as a
potential love interest and Nelson must make some key decisions about his personal and
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professional future. While the novel ends on a happy note—a festive prom night, Kyle
and Jason each other’s dates and Nelson’s HIV+ young man his—the future is still rather
uncertain.
In Rainbow High Sanchez offers young adults important opportunities to reflect
on critical decisions of all sorts which they are in the process of (or soon will be) making.
The book is appropriately dedicated “To integrity—and our imperfect strivings to attain
it.” Within the Nelson narrative Sanchez also smoothly incorporates some potentially life
saving HIV-AIDS information for teen readers, and like its predecessor, Rainbow High
ends with a “For More Information” section with contact information for organizations
supporting gay and lesbian teens.
Rainbow Road
Rainbow Road. published in 2005, concludes the Rainbow trilogy. In Rainbow
Road, which has the same narrative structure and point of view of the two other novels,
Jason, Kyle, and Nelson have graduated from Whitman High and take an August road
trip across the country. This, as you may imagine, is a journey of continued self
discovery. The premise of the trip is that Jason, as a result of the media coverage of his
coming out, has been invited to speak at the opening of a high school for gay and lesbian
teens in Los Angeles, and the three young men travel in the old Taurus that Nelson’s
mother has given him, from suburban Washington, D.C. to L.A., camping out (not to be
confused with camping it up, though there is also a little of that) along the way. The car
has a rainbow flag bumper sticker on it, rainbow beads hanging from the rear-view
mirror, a hula girl bobbing atop the dashboard, and a bumper sticker above the radio that
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reads, “I Can’t Even Drive Straight,” so they are indeed visibly out in the world, though
the only one who is really comfortable about that is Nelson, who has dyed his hair pink.
The road trip structure allows Sanchez to create an episodic plot structure with
various slices of life, often related to gay life. The diversity of both the American
landscape and the gay experience is a strong message here, and there are a number of
interesting stops along the way. Among the kaleidoscope of experiences the protagonists
have are these:
Staying overnight in Tennessee at the Radical Faerie sanctuary for gays and lesbians,
where they meet the likes of Goat Guy and Bug Dude, Goat Guy wearing horns on his
head and a pelt skirt, leather sandals, and a panpipe dangling from his neck, Bug Dude
wearing wire antennas with Styrofoam balls at the ends on his head, black polka-dot
boxers with combat boots, and a T-shirt that reads “Queen of the Universe.” Nelson
loves the eccentricity of the sanctuary and feels totally at home joining them in their
ritual frenzied bare-chested drum-beat dance around the campfire. Kyle is intrigued, but
Jason finds it too weird.
They stop in Nashville and have their pictures taken at the Grand Ole Opry, dressed
up as country music stars. They take time in Memphis to visit Graceland and the Martin
Luther King Civil Rights Museum.
At a gas station on the way to New Orleans they meet BJ. BJ looks just like Britney
Spears—sexy brown eyes, silky blond hair, luscious lips—but BJ is a male, and this is
their first acquaintance with a transgendered teen. Once they get to New Orleans they go
to a Britney Spears lookalike contest at a gay bar, the gay bar is also a first for them.
Nelson even competes, and though he does not win, he loves the attention.
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In Austin they go to a mixed dance club on Sixth Street, and in a small diner in the
small town of Ozona, Texas, they meet a gay couple celebrating their twentieth
anniversary. At a campground at Carlsbad Caverns, New Mexico they befriend an
effeminate 6-year-old boy who loves Nelson’s pink hair and they confront the boy’s
homophobic bully of a father. Elsewhere in New Mexico they have a high-speed car
chase with homophobes who try to run them off the mountain roads, and in Arizona they
see the sun rise and set at the Grand Canyon. Once they get to L. A., they arrive at the
school and are taken to their hotel by a young man who works at the school, Manny, who
like Nelson, has pink hair. Jason gives his speech, introduces Kyle as his boyfriend and
Nelson as his best friend, and all three receive an emotional standing ovation.
Manny and Nelson sense something very special between them and Manny invites
Nelson to stay in LA with him. He does, and Kyle and Jason drive the car back East.
Kyle is headed to Princeton in a few days, and Jason will attend the local community
college in Virginia, where his high school basketball coach has arranged for him to play
on their basketball team and get a scholarship. All ends optimistically in the Rainbow
trilogy, each protagonist confidently out in the world and if not actually wearing it, at
least metaphorically donning that t-shirt mentioned by Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick in
Epistemology of the Closet, the one that reads, “I am out, therefore I am.”
So Hard To Say
Like the Rainbow novels, So Hard to Say is also an award winner, for it has
received the Lambda Literary Award and was honored as a Borders Bookstores “Original
Voices: New And Emerging Writers” Selection. So Hard to Say is set in San Cayetano
Middle School in sunny California, and its two protagonists are smart, good-hearted
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eighth graders trying to navigate the whitewater rapids of those early teen years. Maria
Xiomara Iris Juarez Hidalgo, a.k.a. “Xio” (pronounced C.O.), is a feisty Leo and native
Californian who loves her Mami (a single mom), her six-year-old brother, her cell phone,
chocolate, and her best friends (who, like her, are all children of immigrants). Frederick,
a sensitive, neat freak Cancer, is the new boy in school, a Wisconsin transplant who feels
a bit culture shocked and out of place until he is befriended by Xio, who is irresistibly
attracted to his blue eyed, blond spiky haired self on the day when he is assigned to sit
next to her and tells his teacher when she introduces him to the class as “Fred” that his
name is Frederick.
In the course of the novel their friendship grows: the novel is filled with Internet
instant messaging, telephone calls, cafeteria scenes, group dates, hand holding, and
parties (things many teen readers could relate to), but when Xio thinks of Frederick as her
boyfriend, Frederick is uncertain about his feelings for her. He knows that he likes her as
a friend, but he cannot tell if he feels that way about her. Indeed, he is more than a little
confused that he is so attracted, both physically and emotionally, to his soccer teammate
Victor (the boyfriend of one of Xio’s best friends, Carmen). That attraction is
complicated by Frederick’s dawning awareness that this might mean that he is gay,
something he fears, especially since he has seen his classmate Iggy taunted and roughed
up because he is gay. The novel has the immediacy and power of a diary as it is entirely
first person narration, one chapter from Xio’s point of view, the next from Frederick’s.
So Hard to Say is filled with a diversity of friendships: between Xio and her circle
friends; between Xio and her mother; between Frederick and his friends; between
Frederick and his mother and father, who says, when Frederick asks him what he thinks
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of gay people, “I guess gay people aren’t any different than the rest of us. Except they’re
gay.” (p. 92); between Frederick and Victor, who is macho but who stands up for him as
a loyal friend when Frederick speaks out against Iggy’s persecution; and between
Frederick and Iggy, whom Frederick initially ignores, then befriends, then shuns, and
finally once again befriends—with a kiss, no less. This novel answers the question, “Can
a straight Mexican-American California Catholic chica and a gay Anglo Protestant boy
from America’s Heartland find happiness together?” with humor, insight, and heart, and
that answer is: Yes, as great friends who are honest with one another. An upbeat
exploration of truth telling and respecting individual differences, So Hard to Say is a
wonderful story of courage and acceptance worthy of its dedication, “To friendship—in
all its wondrous forms.” It is also multicultural in its characters as well as its style, as
Spanish words and phrases are used throughout, always with sufficient context clues to
make them easily understood by readers who do not know the language.
Conclusion
The young adult novels of Alex Sanchez constitute a unique contribution to arts
and humanities. Thank you for your interest in them and their potential to make the
world, including the world of arts and humanities, a better place.
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Abstract
This work addresses a phenomenon known as “code-switching,” the alternating use of
two (or more) languages in the discourse of bilingual individuals. Spanish-English code-switching
studies to date have primarily focused on code-switching in spoken language but research on the
written level remains at an early stage. Whereas code-switching orally has traditionally led to
social prejudice it appears that the written level has acquired some legitimacy, as the growth of
bilingual literature in the U.S. shows.
Code-switching at the oral level has proved to serve a number of socio-pragmatic
functions. In bilingual literature, code-switching may be used for aesthetic purposes or as a
source of credibility. It may also communicate biculturalism, humor, criticism, ethnicity, and other
stylistic purposes. Previous studies on code-switching in bilingual literature have been mainly
concerned with Chicano poetry and/or with the relationship between literary language and natural
production. However, the purpose of the present work is to analyze the socio-pragmatic functions
typically ascribed to oral code-switching within Cuban-American bilingual literature. The expected
outcome is that similar functions can be found in a literary corpus along with more deviant, genrespecific, uses. To this end, selected bilingual works of poetry, drama, and novel written by several
Cuban-American writers are explored in terms of language alternation.
Introduction
This work addresses the discussion of a phenomenon known as “code-switching,” the
alternating use of two (or more) languages in the discourse of bilingual individuals. SpanishEnglish code-switching has been studied with increasing interest within the last four decades.
However, the research to date has primarily focused on code-switching in spoken language,
whereas research on the written level remains at an early stage. Whereas code-switching orally
has traditionally led to social prejudice and disgrace, being largely attributed to illiteracy and poor
linguistic competence, it appears that code-switching at the written level has acquired some
legitimacy, as shown by the publication of bilingual magazines and the growth of bilingual
literature in the United States in the last decades.1
Code-switching at the oral level has been proved to serve a number of socio-pragmatic
functions (quotations, emphasis, clarification or elaboration, parenthetical comments, among
others). The linguistic options available to U.S. Latino writers—like to any other member of the
bilingual community—are English, Spanish, and code-switching. In bilingual literature, codeswitching may be used for aesthetic purposes, as a source of credibility, to express biculturalism,
humor, criticism, ethnicity, and other stylistic purposes. Gary Keller and Randall G. Keller (1993)
also list a number of functions served by code-switching in bilingual texts and claim that “codeswitching is a primary phenomenon which, we would argue, is the single most unique
characteristic element of U.S. Hispanic creative literature” (166).
Previous studies on code-switching in bilingual literature have been mainly concerned
with Chicano poetry and/or with the relationship between literary language and natural
1 Thus, Frances Aparicio (1994) claims that, “while some prescriptive linguists, editors, and authorities in
education would judge the interference of Spanish and English as a deficit, a postmodern and transcreative
approach would validate it as a positively creative innovation in literature” (797).
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production. However, the purpose of the present work is to analyze those socio-pragmatic
functions typically ascribed to oral code-switching in Cuban-American bilingual literature and to
ascertain whether the same types of socio-pragmatic functions apply to both oral and literary
code-switching. To this end, selected works in poetry, drama, and novel of several CubanAmerican writers are explored in terms of language alternation.2
In contemporary U.S. Latino literature, the alternative use of both Spanish and English in
the same literary text became popular and almost fashionable in the late 1960s at the time of the
Civil Rights movement and continued through the 1970s. Cuban American literature appeared
after Fidel Castro’s revolution, in the context of the Cuban diaspora, but while the first generations
used to write exclusively in Spanish, the introduction of bilingualism in literature appeared in
second or “one-and-a-half” generations of writers.3 Yet, most of these bilingual texts have not
been given full consideration within canonical Latino literature and the tendency in recent works
by Latino authors is towards a monolingual (either Spanish or English) text.
Previous studies
Within the limited amount of works concerned with written code-switching in literature,
most of them have targeted in Chicano literature (mainly poetry). Guadalupe Valdés-Fallis (1977),
John Lipski (1982), Gary D. Keller (1976, 1979), Carol W. Pfaff and Laura Chávez (1986) among
others have analyzed bilingual literary works and studied the relationship between literary
language and natural production in terms of language switching. Bilingual literature has also been
the topic of a few Masters’ theses.4 In most of these studies, it follows that code-switching in
literature differs from code-switching in society. While some of these studies establish a direct
relationship between compound/coordinate bilinguals and the type of code-switching in the
literary text, others attempt to create a comprehensive glossary of traditional rhetorical devices
(metaphor, metonimy, chiasmus, etc.) achieved through literary code-switching.
The present work departs from those above in two ways. First, my aim is to analyze a
wider sample of data in terms of genres (not only poetry, but also drama and narrative) from
Cuban American literature. Second, the purpose of this analysis is to determine whether most or
all of the socio-pragmatic functions revealed in oral code-switching can be found in literary texts,
rather than a classification of traditional rhetorical devices expressed through the alternation of
languages.
Methodology and data collection
The methodology followed consists of a collection of language switches in a broad literary
corpus (poetry, drama and narrative) and a subsequent classification of those switches according
to the socio-pragmatic functions they perform. The data includes selected works of a number of
contemporary Cuban American authors and the single requisite for the inclusion in the corpus
was the alternation of Spanish and English through the entire text. To this end ten poems, two
Cuban American plays, and one Cuban American novel were analyzed. Finally, I sought to find in

2 I chose Gustavo Pérez-Firmat, Pablo Medina, Roberto G. Fernández and Dolores Prida. It is worth
emphasizing that inasmuch as the rationale is to analyze the language of these works, the only criteria for
selecting the foregoing authors was the simultaneous use of both Spanish and English in their texts. Thus,
the aforementioned list does not intend to be comprehensive or representative of canonical Cuban-American
writers by any means.
3 Isabel Alvarez Borland (1998) describes the so-called “one-and-a-half” generation (also known as “los
atrevidos”) as the subgroup of writers who left Cuba in their early adolescence and thus had Cuban
childhoods and U.S. adulthoods, such as the case of Gustavo Pérez-Firmat.
4 Denise L. Hatcher (1994) analyzes the works of Alurista and Sandra Cisneros. Zaida A. Cintron (1997)
studies code-switching in Nuyorican and Chicano poetry from the perspective of Carol Myers-Scotton’s
markedness model in an attempt to connect poetics, stylistics and linguistics. Myers-Scotton’s (1993) model
can be explained in terms of polarities, where the unmarked linguistic choice is the more natural or expected
one. Usually, code-switching constitutes the marked choice—to call attention, except in bilingual
communities where code-switching is the norm.
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the literary corpus the same socio-pragmatic motivations that have been traditionally displayed in
oral code-switching.
Analysis and discussion of the data
For the analysis of the data I start with a general division by genres. Then, the data is
organized according to the socio-pragmatic functions performed using the traditional sociopragmatic functions revealed in oral code-switching.
1. Poetry.
Poetry has typically been the most fertile ground for code-switching in literature. The fact
that poetic license allows the author to break grammatical rules and other linguistic restrictions
accounts for the freedom to alternate languages, but this is not the only reason to code-switch.
The ensuing analysis discusses a variety of socio-pragmatic and stylistic functions revealed in
two Cuban American poets. In the examples, the only alterations are omissions indicated by
square brackets and the use of small capitals for the Spanish parts to distinguish it from the
English ones.
A. Quotes. Although reported speech appears most frequently in narrative passages, two
examples of code-switching for quotations appear, both from English into Spanish.
a) We took David back up just when
he was beginning to learn to speak,
to say AGUA and MAMÁ and GALLETICA.
(from “Limen,” by Gustavo Pérez-Firmat)
b) “VEN” he said, accented
but impervious, “DAME LO QUE DAS.”
(from “Madame America,” by Pablo Medina)
B. Emphasis. Apparently, code-switching for emphatic purposes is not one of the main
motivations in Cuban American poetry. Two examples were found; the first one shows a swear
word uttered in Spanish which makes it more emphatic while in the second example the stress is
placed on regular words, both English and Spanish, that help also keep the rhyme.
with a southern drawl.
(from “Carolina Cuban (1),” by Gustavo Pérez-Firmat)
b) Name your TEMA, I’ll hedge;
name your CERCA, I’ll straddle it
like a CUBANO.
[………….]
psycho SOY, CANTANDO VOY:
(from “Bilingual Blues,” by Gustavo Pérez-Firmat)
a)

COÑO,

C. Clarification or elaboration. In the following examples code-switching is used to develop
and explain an idea. Most of the times this is done through the simple repetition of the same
element in both languages, like in the first part of a) or in b), while the second part of a) clearly
shows how both languages work together to elaborate the concept.
a) Let’s call the hole
UN HUECO, the thing
a COSA, and if the COSA goes into the HUECO,
consider yourself EN CASA,
consider yourself part of the family.
SOY UN AJIACO DE CONTRADICCIONES,
UN POTAJE DE PARADOJAS:
a little square from Rubik’s Cuba
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QUE NADIE NUNCA ACOPLARÁ.

(from “Bilingual Blues,” by Gustavo Pérez-Firmat)
b) My life, MI VIDA, ERES too mush.
(from “Mad for Mush,” by Gustavo Pérez-Firmat)
D. Lexical need. The need to code-switch lexical items does not stem from a lack of proficiency
in the language, but it is rather associated to other factors such as culture-specific words. The
examples illustrate how the bicultural background of the poet allows him or her to switch to
Spanish to express certain concepts associated with the Hispanic culture, such as “lechón con
gris,” “la raza cósmica” or “bata.” In the same fashion, English is used for the expression “dame
un break.” Finally, in other instances, such as “corazoncito” or “varices,” the switches seem to
obey the author’s preference for one language rather than the other based on the connotations of
those words in a given language.
a) But you will be a rare
Carolina blue plate of
LECHÓN CON GRIS;
iced tea and TASAJO:
[…………………..]
You, Miriam or David,
first of LA RAZA CÓSMICA,
(from “Carolina Cuban (I),” by Gustavo Pérez-Firmat)
b) this little pain in my CORAZONCITO
that makes me stutter BARBARISMOS Y BARBARIDADES
[………………………………]
(from “Mumble King”, by Gustavo Pérez-Firmat)
DAME UN break.
c) Home is where my mother hangs her BATA.
[……………………………….]
The MANÍA makes the man.
[……………………………….]
VARICES is the spice of life. (from “Aforritmos,” by G. Pérez-Firmat)
E. Stylistic. Code-switching was found to serve as a stylistic device to play with words
humorously. The first example reproduces the poem “Son-Sequence” where Pérez-Firmat
amuses the bilingual readership playing with the possible homonyms of the word “son” from
Spanish into English and viceversa. The remaining examples are excerpts where a similar
technique is used, i.e. word games based on the phonetics of both Spanish and English.
a) “Son-Sequence”
Call these poems a son-sequence:
SON as plural being.
SON as rumba beat.
Son as progeny.
SON, FUERON, SERÁN.
SON, DANZÓN, GUARACHA.
Son, his father’s son.
Is he?
b) You into TÚ
[………….]
Nothing into NADA
(from “Turning the Times Tables,” by Gustavo Pérez-Firmat)
c) DAME MÁS.
DAME mash.
(from “Mad for Mush,” by Gustavo Pérez-Firmat)
DAME mush.
d) POESÍA: HACER DE trips CORAZÓN
[…………………..]
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NO SÓLO DE puns VIVE EL HOMBRE.
[…………………..]
Publish or PÉREZ. (from “Aforritmos,” by G. Pérez-Firmat)
As presented, the foregoing results provide evidence that code-switching is finely used in
these Cuban American poets of the second and one-and-a-half generations.
2. DRAMA
After poetry, drama is the second most prolific source of code-switching in bilingual
literature. This is not surprising, given that in most of the cases theater attempts to depict reality
and that it is highly based in dialogues, which resemble real-life communication. Bilingual drama
in Cuban American literature is not common. Here, two bilingual plays by playwright Dolores
Prida are analyzed: Botánica and Beautiful Señoritas. Botánica is written in Spanish and the only
characters who code-switch are Millie and Rubén, two youngsters who were born in New York.
The rest of the characters are older and born in Puerto Rico, and they only speak Spanish.
Beautiful Señoritas is written in English and the characters are not well defined (i.e. the four
señoritas play also assorted characters) but code-switching is used sparingly by several
characters.
A. Quotes. Only one example of code-switching for quotations was found in both plays.
a) MILLIE. ES QUE EN LA UNIVERSIDAD… CADA VEZ QUE LES EXPLICABA LO QUE QUERÍA DECIR SE
REÍAN: “Miracles, what kind of a name is that!” DECÍAN. (from Dolores Prida’s Botánica)
B. Emphasis. Several examples were found where code-switching is used to emphasize or call
attention to a word, sentence or idea.
a) MILLIE. […] QUE SE PONGA BIEN YA, SAN LÁZARO. And make it quick, SANTO, please make it
quick… (from Botánica)
b) CARMEN. […] Y, NO LO VA A CREER… I have a boyfriend! (from Botánica)
c) DON JOSÉ. A girl! ¡NO PUEDE SER! ¡IMPOSIBLE! What do you mean a girl!
¡CÓMO PUEDE PASARME ESTO A MÍ? The first child that will bear my name and
it is a… girl! ¡UNA CHANCLETA! ¡CARAJO! (from Beautiful Señoritas)
d) PRIEST. SOCORRO ESPIRITUAL, DIOS MÍO. Help these lost souls! (from Beautiful Señoritas)
e) BROTHER. I’ll kill him. I know who did it. I’ll wring his neck. He’ll pay for
this! ABUSADOR SIN ESCRÚPULOS… Dishonoring decent girls… And I thought
he was my friend. He’ll pay dearly for my sister’s virginity. ¡LO PAGARÁ CON
SANGRE! (from Beautiful Señoritas)
C. Clarification or elaboration. In the following examples code-switching is used to clarify an
idea through the repetition of the same word in both languages:
a) CARMEN. SÍ, ESA ES PA’ LA GENTE FLACA… for skinny people.
MILLIE. It’s a computer, ABUELA! UNA COMPUTADORA! (from Botánica)
b) MARÍA LA O. […] Wait, wait for me! ESPÉRAME! (from Beautiful Señoritas)
c) MISS COMMONWEALTH. Oh, I don’t know about that. LA BELLEZA Y LA POLÍTICA NO SE
MEZCLAN. Beauty and politics don’t mix. (from Beautiful Señoritas)
d) SEÑORITA 2. I did it. Yes. LO HICE. I did it, father. (from Beautiful Señoritas)
In the ensuing examples not only do we observe repetition for clarification, but also a further
elaboration of the sentence follows:
e) NUN. ¡ARRODÍLLATE! Kneel down on these roses! (from Beautiful Señoritas)
f) RUBÉN. BUENO, YA ESO PASÓ. You’re home now. AHORA ESTÁS AQUÍ Y TU FAMILIA ESTÁ MUY
CONTENTA […]. (from Botánica)
g) MILLIE. NADA DE ESO. HICE UN TRATO. I made a deal with the santos. (from Botánica)
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Again, in these two ensuing examples we observe how code-switching helps to clarify an idea,
although repetition is not used in this case.
h) MILLIE. What do you mean “busines is busines”? ESTO NO ES UN NEGOCIO—we are talking
miracles here… Okay? (from Botánica)
i) MILLIE. YO NO HICE NINGUNA PROMESA. I made a deal. (from Botánica)
Finally, code-switching for elaboration purposes without repetition is shown in these last
examples:
j) SAN LÁZARO. […] SE HACE LO QUE SE PUEDE, HIJA. We win one, we lose one. But we keep
trying. (from Botánica)
k) MARÍA LA O. No, not tonight. Somebody is taking care of the kid. I’m so tired that I don’t feel
like moving from here. ESTOY MUERTA, M’IJA. (from Beautiful Señoritas)
l) MARTYR 1. Cry my child. LAS MUJERES NACIMOS PARA SUFRIR. There’s no
other way but to cry. (from Beautiful Señoritas)
D. Lexical need. Code-switching in specific lexical items was one of the most common
motivations in both plays. It merits emphasizing that the characters depicted in these plays are
placed in a bicultural setting and therefore we find code-switching in specific cultural items from
both cultures. The following examples illustrate Hispanic lexical switches, some of them related to
Hispanic culture, such as “la migra,” “tazas de tilo” or “burrito de machaca.”
a) MISS CHILI TAMALE. Oh no, no no. But you see, I need my green card. LA MIGRA is after me.
(from Beautiful Señoritas)
b) CATCH WOMAN 3. […] I’ll make you a BURRITO DE MACHACA CON HUEVO, SÍ? (from Beautiful
Señoritas)
c) MARTYR 1. […] They always had JAQUECAS. I inherited the pain and TAZAS
DE TILO, the Valiums and the Libriums. (from Beautiful Señoritas)
d) MILLIE. Rubén, if you think I got a degree in business administration to run a
BOTÁNICA, you are out of your mind. (from Botánica)
Those instances where code-switching serves to express English lexical items follow
below. Most of them belong to the everyday American life (like “subway,” “downtown,”
“mortgage,” “file cabinet”) or are germane to American culture (like “high shool,” “college”) and
thus they render better in English than in Spanish.
e) MILLIE. […] CUANDO ERA CHIQUITA ÍBAMOS A Orchard Beach EN EL subway.
[…] YO IBA CARGANDO shopping bags LLENOS DE PASTELES Y ARROZ CON GANDULES. (from
Botánica)
f) MILLIE. PUES NO, EN CUANTO EMPIECE A TRABAJAR ME VOY A MUDAR downtown. (from Botánica)
g) MILLIE. […] A ELLA LE HACE FALTA LA RENTA PARA EL mortgage. (from Botánica)
h) MILLIE. NO ME INTERESA ESO. NO SOY UNA social worker. (from Botánica)
i) MILLIE. […] LA ÚLTIMA VEZ QUE ESTUVE AQUÍ TE COMPRÉ UN file cabinet Y UN ledger, TE
ORGANICÉ TODOS LOS PAPELES: […]. (from Botánica)
j) ANAMÚ. […] CUANDO ESTABA EN high school… YO PENSABA… YO SOÑABA CON—TE VAS A
REIR… (from Botánica)
k) MILLIE. … EL PRIMER AÑO DE college. ESA FUE MI PRUEBA DE FUEGO, ABUELA. […] Y ESCONDÍ
LOS RESGUARDOS Y LOS COLLARES Y LOS DESPOJOS QUE TÚ ME ENVIABAS—TUS “survival
kits”. […] ME LLEVARON AL BOSQUE, DE NOCHE… ME VISTIERON CON UNA TOGA, ME HICIERON
CAMINAR DESCALZA SOBRE LOS pine cones, ME AMARRARON A UNO DE LOS PINOS…
(from Botánica)
l) MILLIE. PÁSAME LA CUCHUFLETA DEL input. (from Botánica)
In the last example, one of the characters from Botánica expresses how he feels about
his bilingual/bicultural environment through code-switching:
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m) RUBÉN. […] PUES… PA’MÍ “SER DE AQUÍ” ES… PUES… ES MANGO Y strawberries… ALCAPURRIAS
Y pretzels… YEMAYÁ Y LOS Yankees… […] You see, I decide what it means to be from
here, PORQUE ALLÁ AFUERA HAY MUCHOS QUE PIENSAN QUE AUNQUE HAYAS NACIDO AQUÍ Y TE
CAMBIES EL NOMBRE A Joe O A Millie, they think you’re not from here anyway. (from
Botánica)
E. Idioms/ linguistic routines. Several examples were found where code-switching is used for
English linguistic fillers such as “you know what I mean,” “anyway,” etc.
a) RUBÉN. LO MALO ES QUE A “LOS BUEYES DEL BRONX” NO HAY NÁUSEA QUE LOS MAREE. PERO,
anyway, DOÑA GENO, PARA ESTAR SEGURO DEME ACÁ UNA ESENCIA DE “AMANSAGUAPO.”
(from Botánica)
b) MILLIE. […] ESTO NO ES PARTE DE MI EQUIPAJE… you know what I mean. (from Botánica)
c) MILLIE. ESO ES UN TRATO, isn’t it, ABUELA? (from Botánica)
In other cases code-switching is used for English idiomatic expressions:
d) RUBÉN. SI QUIERES EMPEZAR OTRA PELEA, I’m not in the mood. Anyway, VINE A OTRA COSA.
(from Botánica)
e) RUBÉN. […] YO NO VEO LA DIFERENCIA. What’s the big deal? (from Botánica)
G. Stylistic. In a few instances, code-switching was used merely as a stylistic device to add
color to the text like in examples a) and b), to create a new word as in example d), or to play with
words, as in example c).
a) MILLIE. ABUELA, DE ESO NO TE PREOCUPES. It is okay with them, I assure you. (from Botánica)
b) MIDWIFE. And I am so full of undelivered smiles! So pregnant with undetected laughter!
SONRISAS, SONRISAS, who would exchange a butterfly for a permanent smile! (from
Beautiful Señoritas)
c) MC. As you can see, ladies and gentlemen, FINA ES MUY FINA. Really fine, he, he, he. (from
Beautiful Señoritas)
d) MC. True, true, PRECIOSA-POR-SER-UN-ENCANTO-POR-SER-UN EDÉN. (from Beautiful Señoritas)
Although limited to selected characters, Prida’s drama makes use of code-switching for a
number of socio-pragmatic (and less so stylistic) functions roughly comparable to oral codeswitching and it was widely used to characterize and depict the atmosphere of the plays.
3. NARRATIVE
According to previous studies in the literature, code-switching is difficult to encounter in
fiction. While it is true that most of bilingual literature is made up of poetry and drama, in this
section I analyze one Cuban American narrative work by Roberto G. Fernández: La Vida es un
Special. The book contains a good deal of code-switching in the context of the Cuban exile in
Miami.
A. Quotes. Only one example was revealed in the corpus of data where code-switching is used
to quote somebody’s words:
a) EL PRELADO DECLARÓ: “Everything is fine, but playing the skeletal game is a little bit too
much.”
B. Emphasis. Special attention is given to the code-switched words in the following examples,
all of them representing switches from Spanish to English to highlight the expression.
a) LA “sweet” DULCE, VESTIDA DE CLEOPATRA, HIZO SU ENTRADA TRIUNFAL MONTADA EN UN CAMELLO
DE RAZA.
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b) YO DE VEZ EN CUANDO HAGO UNAS CUANTAS PESITAS PARA MANTENERME in shape, Y DESPUÉS, UN
PAR DE TRAGUITOS CON LOS DEL Yacht Club.
c) “This jewel” DEL BUEN VESTIR, ENCLAVADA EN PRINCIPAL VIA DE ESTA “magic city,” SERÁ DE
MERCED INCALCULABLE PARA TODOS LOS “jet-setters” DE ESTA “sunshine capital.” […], EN EL
ACTO DE DISECTAR EL “inaugural ribbon”, Y A SU LADO, PODRÁN CONTEMPLAR LA PURA FIGURA DE
MONSIGNOR WILLIAMS.
C. Clarification or elaboration. This example illustrates the already seen tendency to repeat
the same concept in both languages to clarify a given concept.
a) – ME VIENE A VER YO LA CHEQUEO Y LE DOY OTRA. SON LAS LEYES FEDERALES, Federal Laws, you
know!
D. Lexical need. Most of the following examples show how code-switching is used to express
concepts or items idiosyncratic to the Anglo lifestyle and culture. Although all of these words are
translatable into Spanish, the use of English helps to portray and make more credible the
bicultural atmosphere in which the actions take place.
a) VOY AL grocery A COMPRAR COLORANTE.
b) – BUENOS DÍAS PRIMITIVO. ME DA TRES CAJITAS DE dye, DOS CARTUCHITOS DE PIEDRA VOLCÁNICA
fine grain Y UNA BOTELLA DE sun tan QUE TENGA coconut oil.
c) – ¿Y EN UN baggie?
-- EN UN baggie NO CABE.
d) Y KANTI LE OFRECE EL MEJOR PLAN DE liability Y COLICHION [sic]. SEÑORA, SI LO QUE BUSCA ES UN
special PAPITO BENÍTEZ’S Grocery ESTÁ BOTANDO LA CASA POR LA VENTANA.
e) EL MARISCO FUE CONDUCIDO AL CENTRO DEL SALÓN POR SU “boy-friend,” EVARISTO BERMÚDEZ
SOUSSA.
f) – PERDONE QUE TENÍA EL dryer EN on SECÁNDOME EL PELO.
g) EN EL Gypsy Room DEL Hotel Triumph SE DESPLEGÓ EL ELEGANTÍSIMO “gathering” EN
CONMEMORACIÓN DEL GRAN “opening” DE ESPERANZITA [sic] RODRÍGUEZ Hohenzollern’s
Boutique. […] Y SE REPARTIERON “little crabs.”
h) – […] Y RECUERDE QUE PEPSI COLA ESTÁ ARROLLANDO, DOCE ONZAS SIGUE DANDO, MÁS CALIDAD
POR DOS quarters DA.
j) – […] ES PARA PAGAR EL expressway.
k) HIZO LAS VECES DE “best-man” TIM ROMERO, HERMANO DEL NOVIO, Y FUNGIERON DE “ushers”
PEDRO VARGAS, ANGEL PÉREZ, AGUSTÍN LORENZO Y ARMANDO LORENZO. […] EN SUS
TORNABODAS, LA PAREJA SE RETIRÓ A LA SUITE DE “honey mooners” DEL MISMO HOTEL PARA
DISFRUTAR DE SU BIEN MERECIDO PALO ACHAMPANADO.
As observed, code-switching for lexical need is by far the most fruitful area in La Vida es
un Special. The fact that this work attempts to depict the bicultural Cuban society of the exile
accounts for the large number of lexical switches found.
E. Parenthetical comments. Use of code-switching for parenthetical comments was not
common, with the exception of the following episode where the author plays with both languages
to describe a scene where the character is addressing two people alternatively. In this particular
episode, the character is speaking in Spanish to one of the persons (Sra. Betina) while also
giving directions in Spanish to a second person (Susie). Sra. Betina does not know Susie is there
and since the parenthetical comments are made in Spanish, that makes them inaudible to her.
a) – PERO SRA. BETINA SI UD. ES UNA SUPERDOTADA. (Faster Susie, Faster!)
– PERO SI SRA. BETINA UD. TIENE UNA DESTREZA EN LAS MANOS QUE NI SU HIJA.
(Easy now. Not so hard. Suavecito, easy).
– […] LA MÚSICA MODERNA ME RESULTA ALGO NOISI [sic]. (Ok, Susie let it go.
Susie, suéltala. Susie let go of it! […]).
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F. Idiomatic expressions. Several cases of code-switching to express English idiomatic
expressions appear:
a) SEGUIDAMENTE, FUERON SECUNDADOS, POR VARIAS DANZANTES PAREJAS QUE “breaking the ice,”
SE AVENTURARON HACIA LA PISTA FOSFORESCENTE […].
b) LOS AMPLIOS SALONES DEL POLISH-HUNGARIAN CLUB PRESENCIARON “the happening of the year”
CON LA QUINCEAÑERA FIESTA DE LOURDES DE VIVO Y OBREGÓN.
c) – SÍ RECIBÍ LA INVITACIÓN. HASTA ME HABÍA COMPRADO UN TRAJE DE 50% ALGODÓN 50%
polyester, wash and wear.
d) APARECEN EN EL “close-up:” Esperanzita [sic] Rodríguez […]
I. Stylistic. The following examples show code-switching in specific lexical items, but in this
case the motivation seems to be simply stylistic rather than due to culturally loaded words or to
lexical gaps in the language of the characters. This type of switching obeys stylistic
considerations, to imprint a certain color to the narration, to typify a character or to make the text
flow in a more vivacious way.
a) […] CONTINUANDO ASÍ EL party MÁS chic Y LLENO DE ambiance DE LA “new season.” EN LA
magic city 89 GRADOS […].
b) FUE ABIERTO EL “event” AL COMPÁS DEL “traditional” VALS […] SUSIE, EN PLENA SOBERANÍA,
“opened the party” DANZANDO CON SU PROMETIDO, WALDO REY […].
c) – That’s funny. MI ABUELA never talks DE UN AREÍTO. But she had many CRIADAS. Y TENÍA UNA
FINCA MUY GRANDE that almost reached the sea. Sometimes, IBAN A LA CAPITAL EN UN private
train. Now, MI ABUELO was really something else. He was cool. TENÍA UN YATE Y UN private
driver. LOS summers SE LOS PASABA EN UN private key. But they never talk about UN AREÍTO.
d) – My uncle never says anything DE UN SIBONEY. But he had a sugar mill Y many people
worked for him. He used to go A CAZAR CON SUS AMIGOS. […] He told me QUE when he was
JOVEN, he used to fool around CON TODAS LAS CRIADAS DE SU CASA. […] When I get older, I
want to be COMO ÉL. He says there’s NO MÁS [sic] JAMÓN over there.
As presented, the work analyzed here reveals almost all the socio-pragmatic functions
ascribed to oral code-switching. Lexical switches were especially numerous throughout the book.
The use of code-switching in this work provides further evidence of the resources available to the
bilingual writer of fiction in order to depict and recreate the bicultural atmosphere of the narration
(in this case, the Cuban exile in the United States.)
Conclusions
The main purpose of the present work was to study the use of code-switching in several
Cuban-American bilingual authors. Whereas code-switching at the oral level has led to social
stigma, being traditionally attributed to illiteracy and poor linguistic skills, the rise of bilingual
literature in the U.S. indicates that code-switching at the written level has been finally legitimized.
In spite of the various rhetorical functions attributed to code-switching in literature in previous
studies, the underlying hypothesis of the present study was that the same socio-pragmatic
functions ascribed to oral discourse could be found in a literary corpus along with more peculiar,
genre-specific, uses.
Poetry has typically been the focus of most studies about code-switching in literature.
The poetic license that allows the author to break grammatical rules and other linguistic
restrictions partially explains why poetry is the most fertile ground for code-switching. However, I
have shown how many socio-pragmatic and stylistic functions present in the oral discourse apply
to bilingual poetry as well.
Being the closest to oral speech of all genres due to the abundance of dialogues, drama
proved to be the second most prolific source of code-switching. The Cuban American plays
analyzed revealed wide use of most of the socio-pragmatic and stylistic functions ascribed to oral
code-switching although only in specific characters. In addition to fulfilling socio-pragmatic and
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stylistic functions, code-switching proved a valid resource to depict both bilingual characters and
bicultural settings in the plays analyzed.
Despite the general lack of bilingual fiction, the Cuban American piece examined here
roughly revealed all of the traditional socio-pragmatic functions with special emphasis in the
lexical switches. It also helped recreate the atmosphere of a bicultural environment and it was
used as a means of characterization as well.
The results shown here provide further evidence that written code-switching is not a
marginal or arbitrary phenomenon, nor does it stem from illiteracy. There is no cast of doubt on
the literacy of the subjects analyzed here and their works make evident that code-switching is a
valid option for the bilingual writer. As John Lipski (1982) points out, “it is obvious that language
switching in literature is not the result of confusion or inability to separate the languages, but
rather stems from a conscious desire to juxtapose the two codes to achieve some particular
literary effect” (191). Be it an aesthetic device in poetry, or a characterization technique in drama
and fiction, code-switching serves a wide array of socio-pragmatic and stylistic purposes and it
constitutes a substantial part of Cuban-American literature.
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Abstract
Technology has very often been considered in terms of its relation to science and its
ability to apply critical scientific discoveries. However, the relationship between
technology and art has been investigated less intensely. Architecture is one of the
disciplines that encompass both technology and art. In architecture, especially in modern
architecture, its functional and performance attributes as well as its esthetic aspects are
produced through the functionalities and limitations of technology.
Tall buildings are, in a sense, the accumulation of the most advanced modern
architectural technologies due to their extreme height. The interrelationship between the
technology and architecture of tall buildings is investigated from the emergence of tall
buildings in the late 19th century to the present. Finding symbiotic interrelationships
between technology and esthetics is fraught with misleading and sometimes erroneous
linkages. Tracing both chronologically, technologies follow evolutionary paths with
fluctuating rates; and styles, in a sense, follow cyclic paths with varying periods. From a
wider viewpoint, this research investigates the way of their marriages and divorces
following their historical paths up to the present and the reasons for the paths. From a
narrower viewpoint, this research studies specifically which technologies are in the
domain of both function/performance and esthetics, which other technologies are in the
domain of only function/performance, and what the specific characteristics of these
technologies of different natures are.
The concept of original technology – revolutionary technology that redefines the artifact
in terms of both function/performance and esthetics – and remedial technology –
evolutionary technology that refines original technology mostly in the domain of
function/performance – is developed, and its incorporation with the architectural style of
tall buildings is investigated. In this way, through the filter of historical facts, current
situations regarding these relationships can be clearly illuminated. Further, based on that,
more desirable visions for the future may be constructed.
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RURAL CULTURE OF NORTH INDIA:
GLIMPSES FROM LEADING NORTH INDIAN STATES
JASBIR SINGH MOR

The culture of North India traces its roots in past and rich
ancient civilization of Hindustan. It has a very close proximity with the
culture of South India too. Though it is very difficult to demarcate between
the two cultures as these two have a thin line separating each other. The
culture of North India has some distinct features, which I am trying to
depict through some posters.

The posters will reflect some of the

dominating elements of the culture of North Indian States. I have divided
the poster in four parts. All the posters are very interesting and informative
reflecting rural culture of the Northern part of the country.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The presenter is junior Lecturer & teaching English Literature since last
twelve years at different Government educational institutions.

1
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The first poster deals with the RURAL CULTURE OF RAJASTHAN,
a leading state of North India.

It explains the life style of the people living in the countryside. It is a dry
state.

There is always a shortage of rainfall, which results in low

production of crops, pulses and cereals. This poor quality of production
affects the society as a whole and thus economic growth has a direct
bearing on the lifestyle of the people. In this poster, we can see people
still travel in camel-cart. This is the only and very important means of
transport in rural area of Rajasthan in this age of post-modernization.
Even the process of globalization has not affected some of the remote
areas of this State. The poster also reveals that people also use donkeys
for traveling from one place to another. They take shelter under the shed

2
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of a tree during the hot summer. They have no access to scientific
innovations like AC’s and Coolers.

They live in mud-houses (Kachha

houses) made of leaves and not of bricks, cement and iron rods. These
societies are animal lovers and have domesticated all kinds of animals and
birds such as buffaloes, sheep, goats, dogs, cocks and hens etc. Their
main source of income is milk i.e. milk of cows, buffaloes and goats etc.
In nutshell, this poster speaks volumes of rural culture in
Rajasthan, which have no linkage with the process of development,
modernization and globalization.

3
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The second poster reflects the life of RURAL CULTURE OF

PUNJAB.

It will not be out of context to mention that Punjab is an agriculturally
advance state.

It has been highly benefited by the advent of ‘Green

Revolution’ during 60’s and 70’s.

It has some developed industries too.

The bulk of the Punjabi population have migrated to developed countries,
such as U.S.A., Canada and Germany, etc. in search of jobs and better
career opportunities.

The state has also developed work culture as a

result of the impact of the culture of western developed capitalist
industrialized societies.

But still there are certain areas in this age of

development, which still follow the traditional lifestyle.

Their way of

working is highly traditional. We can see in the poster lady making curd

4
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and butter (ghee) from milk with the help of traditional instruments, i.e.
Rahi and Madhani. The lady is assisted by two other women. A small girl
child is also trying to learn the same process, which leads to transmission
of values from one generation to the next. In the same poster, a woman is
making the hair of another women. A small child is playing with the lamb
and is being watched by an old man. Another old man standing beside a
tree wearing turban is feeding a cow. But this society is a mixture of
tradition and modernity. On the one hand we can see a hand pump and on
the other, an electric water pump, a symbol of modern machine. People in
Punjab also use tractor (considered to be a modern machine) for
cultivating their farms, harvesting etc. In this semi-modern society, people
are also fond of domesticating the animals and birds. In Punjabi society (as
depicted in the poster), the male fellow wears a Kurta and Payjama while
the females wear Salwar and Kameej. They also cover their heads with
Dupatta popularly known as Pulkari.
No doubt, this is a semi-urban society, which is highly under
the influence of the process of development, modernization and
globalization.

5
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The third poster relates to RURAL CULTURE OF GUJRAT.

It is a state where father of the nation, Mohan Das Karam Chand Gandhi/
Mahatma Gandhi was born. It is a state where first spinning cotton mill
was started. As a result of this, handicrafts were replaced by big spinning
mills. Mahatma Gandhi preached the idea of small cottage and Charkha
in this state.

6
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The poster narrates the story of the people engaged in
handicrafts. Who have no permanent place of settlement. They are like
gypsy popularly known as ‘Banzara’ *. They keep on moving from one
place to other making their bed in the open sky during nights. Their main
means of transport is Donkey. Even a small child of this particular
community can ride a donkey since he/she is trained in this profession.
Due to lack of education and unawareness, the persons from this
community do not migrate to other profession. The same profession
continues for many generations to come.
It will be surprising to know that lifestyle of these communities
is just like that of tribes. These people speak simple Gujarati language. It is
again interesting to know that they are not aware of modern means and
due to economic constraints they are bound to live in the old-aged
traditional system. They may be interested in modern developments but,
perhaps, in their given social milieu they are forced/compelled to survive
with outdated customs of their culture. They cultivate/transmit the same
values to the next generation.

* homeless wanderer
7
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The fourth and last poster depicts some of the dominating features of

RURAL CULTURE OF HARYANA.

Like Punjab, Haryana has a relatively affluent society. It is situated at the
threshold of national capital, New Delhi. It also shares its boundaries with
Rajasthan, Punjab, H.P. and Uttar Pradesh. The metro culture of national
capital has a direct bearing on Haryanvi culture due to its close proximity.
Modern means of communication have changed the lifestyle up to a
certain extent. But despite all this, its culture is deeply rooted in past
traditions. The poster narrates the story of those traditions, which are still
alive in some of the areas of southern most part of Haryana and in some
other rural areas. People still use bullock-carts for carrying their goods. A

8
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farmer is taking his bundles of wheat-canes to some place in his own cart.
A woman is carrying water-pot on his head in such an area where there is
no water pump or water tap available. She has to meet the needs of the
entire family. Simultaneously, she is driving domesticated animals. They
also keep buffaloes but perhaps, sheep and goats are their pet animals.
These people have Kachha houses made of mud and leaves. These
societies are also still untouched by the process of development and
modernization. Women wear traditional dresses like Salwar and Kurta
and her male counterpart wears Dhoti and Kameej and covers his head
with a small piece of cloth or turban.

By nature, people are very

humourous. They cut jokes at each other and they do not mind laughing.
They enjoy traditional songs and Haryanavi folk dance.
No doubt, Haryanavi culture is a blend of many things
representing trio features, i.e., remote countryside still rooted in traditions
of old age, highly modern cities influenced by metro culture and we can
find a mixture of the above two too.
Thus, all the posters project rare features of the culture of
North India. Though these leading states of North India have minute
differences in their customs, traditions and lifestyles but they have some
glaring similarities in their culture. Particularly in rural areas and that in
remote countryside people live almost same kind of life. And there is a

9
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least impact of the process of development modernization and
globalization in the areas discussed above. They use traditional tools and
old means of livelihood. Still the people are living under age-old customs
and traditions as duly depicted by the posters.

10
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Abstract
This paper explores Eve Ensler’s play, The Vagina Monologues to show how it
celebrates women and how it is a social protest against the abuses of women through out
the world. It also compares The Vagina Monologues to the early women’s rights activists
to establish a historical context. As a three time cast member in the show, I utilize
participant observation and interviews with fellow performers to analyze the play based
on the concepts of women speaking out, body image, sexuality and control over one’s
own body. The play reveals taboos and negative beliefs society holds about women as
well as the negative views women have of themselves. It is a vehicle of protest by its
revelation of atrocities committed against women, such as the rape camps of Bosnia. I
conclude that The Vagina Monologues celebrates women by: speaking publicly about
abandoned parts of the self, creating an atmosphere and a language of acceptance and by
demonstrating through stories the beauty, ability and strength of women. Furthermore,
the play protests abuses of women by exposing them publicly and allowing women to
reclaim themselves and banish societally induced shame.
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Introduction
Since it’s beginning in 1996, Eve Ensler’s play, The Vagina Monologues, has become
a world wide phenomenon that led to the creation of a campaign to stop violence against
women called V-Day. According to executive director Willa Shalit, V-Day is “a
catalyst, a movement, a performance that simply demands that the violence must end”
(cited in Ensler, 2001, p.174). The play is performed as a means of raising awareness and
money to combat abuses committed against women. In 2005 V-Day raised
approximately 4 million dollars and the play was performed in 1116 colleges and
communities around the world (V-Day). The play itself consists of a series of
monologues intertwined with facts and statistics about abuses of women and
introductions by a narrator. Ensler writes, “ Some of the monologues are close to
verbatim interviews, some are composite interviews, and with some I just began with the
seed of an interview and had a good time” (2001, p. 7).
Ensler’s journey in writing the play began with a simple phone conversation and a
discussion with another woman about menopause that led her to question “Is this what
women think of their vaginas?” (Ensler cited in Lewis, p. 39). This innocent beginning
led to interviews with over 200 women of all ages, backgrounds and ethnicities which
Ensler used to create composite monologues and poems reflecting the women’s views of
themselves and their bodies, and ultimately reflecting how society views women in
general. She addresses the most taboo subjects and words with a mix of humor, sarcasm
and drama.
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According to the V-Day website, “The Vagina Monologues has proven vastly
liberating because it gives voice to experiences and feelings not previously exposed in
public, and reflects how shame and self-deprecating thoughts of women’s bodies has kept
women separate from power and pleasure” (cited in V-Day). Michael Ventura points out
that silence is a key factor in the survival of taboos, one must either maintain silence or
“pay the price for not keeping it” (1998, p. 33). He goes on to say, “Keeping silent has
it’s own price: for then silence begins to fill the heart, until silence becomes the heart- a
heart swelling with restraint until it bursts in frustration, anger, even madness (1998, p.
33).
In order to implement change there must be a realization of the truth. The Vagina
Monologues has managed to bring into the spot light the most unmentionable of words
and subject matter. In effect it has brought out into the open a sampling of the secret
thoughts, feelings and experiences of women around the world. This paper is an
exploration of Ensler’s play and how it celebrates womanhood and protests the abuses of
women based on the concepts of women speaking out, body image, control over one’s
own body and sexuality. The researcher utilized participant observation as a means of
analyzing the monologues and the play in its entirety in regard to the main concepts of
study mentioned above.

Literature Review
Eve Ensler’s play, The Vagina Monologues, is utilized as part of a campaign to end
violence against women through V-Day (Ensler, 2001, p.173-174). The monologues are
presented between Ensler’s narratives and statistics on violent acts committed against
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women through out the world. It was on an Off-Broadway stage in 1996 when the onewoman show called The Vagina Monologues was born to the public. The powerful
subject matter combined with exposing the most unspoken taboos thrust Ensler and The
Vagina Monologues into a spotlight of controversy. For example, according to Lisa M.
O’Neil, “The Cardinal Newman Society… ran full-page ads on Feb.17 [2004] in some
editions of USA Today asking Catholics and non-Catholics alike to protest the
performances at Catholic Universities” (2004, p.18).
In my research I used Feminist Theory to explore and compare aspects of the early
woman’s movement to The Vagina Monologues, which established a historical context; I
also used Feminist Theory to analyze the contents of the play based on the four main
concepts of women speaking out, body image, control over one’s own body and
sexuality. H. Leslie Steeves said, “Feminist theories aim to understand the origins and
continuing nature of women’s nearly universal devaluation in society” (1987, June, p.
96). “[Feminism] brings to consciousness facets of our experience as women that have
hitherto escaped attention because they have not been part of, and may even have
contradicted, predominant theoretical accounts of human life” (Deohane, Rosaldo,&
Gelpe, 1982, cited in Hayden, 1997, p.127).
Pioneering activist women from the time of the first female abolitionists to Margaret
Sanger and her fight for birth control have all met with opposition and controversy. The
silencing of the female voice is as old as humankind itself. This silencing is a denial of
the woman herself. Lana Rakow and Laura Wackwitz, “[a]dvocate using the term voice
to mean the means and ability to speak and to have one’s speech heard and be taken into
account in social and political life” (2004, p.95). The women who stood publicly, not
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for themselves but against the enslavement of others, were ostracized. Jacqueline Bacon
(1999) analyzed the rhetoric used by women abolitionists, who at the time were
prohibited from speaking publicly by social and religious doctrine. Women such as
Abbey Kelley, Maria Stewart and Angelina Grimke faced not only the taboo of women
speaking in a public forum, but also the biblical interpretations that led to the
prohibition of women speaking. These women faced the dilemma of doing what they felt
was their moral and religious duty by protesting against slavery and facing condemnation
by society and their religion, or denying their most inner belief to adhere to mankind’s
controlling interpretations of the bible and society’s adherence to those interpretations.
The abolitionists argued that it was their divine calling to speak out against slavery and
that this divine calling was what they answered to. They did not reject their religion,
merely certain aspects of man’s interpretation of it (Bacon 1999). According to Bacon,
the abolitionist women “…offered empowering alternative interpretation of passages
often marshaled against women rhetors” (1999, p. 2). They chose to challenge neither
the bible nor their Christian beliefs, but the interpretation of the words. Bacon sites
numerous examples of letters, speeches, sermons, editorials and newspaper articles used
as vehicles of abolitionist persuasion.
Although it may seem that this antiquated view of women being exempt from the
public forum is long past, Bacon (1999) points out that it isn’t altogether dead. She
underscores events such as “The 1998 declaration by Southern Baptists, that the bible
teaches that women should submit to their husband…” or protests in 1998 against women
speaking in church (Bacon, 1999, p. 28). The abolitionists neither ran from nor ignored
the biblical teachings; they addressed the issues of female repression in a direct and
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highly organized manner, recognizing that the beliefs of both women and men had to be
altered. The creation of new interpretations of the bible passages was a main feature of
the rhetoric of the abolitionists (Bacon, 1999).
This willingness to examine and bring into public view the hegemonic norms is
where the abolitionist and Ensler intersect. Ensler’s exploration of women, their bodies
and their feelings about themselves stems from a willingness to; investigate from a new
point of view, to be true to the inner self, to defy convention and to speak up. The
struggle over and for women’s voice is so significant for feminists that M.J. Hardman and
Anita Taylor claim, “… coming to realize we had voices that count and struggling to
exercise those voices is in many ways ‘THE’ story of this modern women’s movement”
(Cited in Rakow & Wackwitz 2004, p.93-94).
Victoria Woodhull, an activist and sexual revolutionary in the 1870’s, was branded a
dangerous public figure for her views on women, sex and marriage and her relentless
challenge to the status quo. Amanda Frisken (2000) explored the views and public life
of Woodhull as well as the treatment of her by the press and women’s groups. According
to Frisken (2000), Woodhull’s public behavior, political and sexual views made her a
scapegoat for opponents of the suffrage movement, furthermore the leading women’s
organizations of the time each had their own criteria for what they considered appropriate
female behavior, and Woodhull was condemned by most and defended by only a few.
In February of 1870 Woodhull and her sister opened Woodhull, Claflin, & Co.,
Brokers and became the first women to open a Wall Street brokerage. This met with
media coverage touting their lack of morality and scruples. This is one of many taboo
areas that Woodhull would publicly venture into. However, as Frisken notes, “[e]ven
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those who supported women’s work balked at brokering as the one business not suitable
for women” (2000, p. 93). Woodhull and Claflin were considered vulgar for their brazen
public lifestyles. Just as with the abolitionist women, Woodhull and her sister were
accused of perpetuating the fears of public women being “fast”. Through their weekly
newspaper, Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly, the sisters addressed prostitution as the
exploitation of women and called for legislation to hold men accountable for their part in
it. They believed that the double standard exhibited by society, in which women were
held accountable for their behavior but men were not, was a cause of the abuse of women
(Frisken, 2000). In an August article in the Weekly, Woodhull wrote:
The names of the women should not only be registered but published,
along with them the names of the men who first caused them to become
so… We will guarantee that such a course would do more to suppress the
‘social evil’ than anything that has yet been attempted (Frisken, 2000, p. 94).

Woodhull was not only willing to publicly talk about the problem of prostitution but she
was also calling for support of women by bringing the issue out into the open. Frisken
sums it up by saying, “[s]ilence, coupled with the double standard that punished women
but not men for sexual transgressions, made women more vulnerable to exploitation”
(2000, p. 94). In The Vagina Monologues we see a similar attitude toward women and
accountability of abusers. It is the breaking of silence and bringing the issue of violence
against women into the forefront that allows women to ultimately open up to themselves
about their own sexuality. It is with this awakening that women can then hold men
accountable for their behaviors and attitudes against women.
Woodhull created tremendous controversy when, in her crusade for sexual equality,
she wrote, “She who marries for support and not for love is a lazy pauper, coward and
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prostitute” (Cited in Frisken, 2000, p. 94). In fact, Woodhull demolished the entire
societal ideal of marriage and of man and wife. She called for women to be independent
of men. She didn’t condemn those who were considered “fallen women”; she
acknowledged their sexuality and their sexual desires and encouraged them in a very
public forum (Frisken, 2000).
In comparison with Ensler we can see similarities in methods of addressing the most
taboo of subjects. Both women tackle controversial subject matter with full blown, noholds-barred, frontal attack. Woodhull and Ensler are impressive in their use of the most
shocking language and subject matter of their times. Both women brought attention to
women as individuals and sexual beings and, in November of 1871 in a speech called
“The Principles of Social Freedom,” Woodhull announced, “Yes, I am a free lover. I have
an inalienable, constitutional and natural right to love whom I may, to love as long or as
short a period as I can; to change that love every day if I please” (Cited in Frisken, 2000,
p. 97). Both men and women saw Woodhull as brazen, immoral and unscrupulous; even
women involved with the suffrage movement disapproved of her. People, including one
of her sisters, spoke out against her and she was considered a detriment to the suffrage
movement resulting in most organizations disassociating from her. Those that did not
deny her, accepted her not because of her beliefs, but because of the publicity she brought
to the cause. Those who associated with her were looked down upon as immoral people
themselves (Frisken, 2000). Frisken (2000) makes a notable observation regarding “The
Principles of Social Freedom”, that because of all the sensationalism that surrounded
Woodhull due to her reputation, brazen comments and the chaotic atmosphere that
surrounded her, the serious message of her speech may have been smothered (p. 98).
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Like Ensler, Woodhull called for an end to the violence against women, particularly
married women.
I have seen the most damning misery resulting for legalized
prostitution, [i.e., marriage]. Thousands of poor, weak, unresisting
wives are yearly murdered. Who stand in spirit-life looking down
upon the sickly, half made-up children left behind imploring
humanity for the sake of home and virtue to look into this matter,
to look into it to the very bottom (Cited in Frisken, 2000, p. 97).
The Vagina Monologues seem to have reinvigorated the movement to end all violence
against women in the form of V-Day. It is the action portion of the movement created by
Ensler: a call to action for both men and women. One hundred and twenty years after
Woodhull’s plea for help for abused wives, similar, if not the same issues regarding
women are being addressed through V-Day.
In 1912, a nurse from New York City, seeing a vital need for birth control education
of poor women, began an exploration of the methods of contraception that were used in
this country and Europe. Margaret Sanger began her quest to uncover all possible
methods of controlling pregnancy and educating women about these methods after she
witnessed the effects of many botched abortions, both self inflicted and administered by
an abortionist (Forster, 1986). According to Margaret Forster (1986), Sanger recognized
early on that nothing would change for women until a contraceptive method was in their
control and not in the hands of men. No amount of education of women regarding
condoms or what is now called the “rhythm method” would alleviate their suffering
because men were in control (p. 252). Sanger wrote, “I resolved to do something to
change the destiny of the mothers whose miseries were as vast as the sky” (Cited in
Forster, 1986, p. 252).
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Sanger began with educational articles published in Call, a New York newspaper,
and then pamphlets to educate women on health issues; she wrote facts regarding sex,
birth and women’s bodies. These pamphlets became more and more explicit regarding
prevention of pregnancy and even addressed methods to remain free of venereal diseases.
When she published a monthly magazine called The Woman Rebel, she was arrested for
violation of The Comstock Act of 1873, which barred the use of the postal service as a
means of distributing “obscene literature”; and scientific discourse on contraception was
considered to be obscene (Buckman, 1944, p. 421).
In October,1916, in Brooklyn, New York, Sanger opened her first clinic for which
she was arrested only days later. It was during this time in prison, according to Rilma
Buckman (1944), that Sanger began to strategically plan the course of the birth control
movement. Buckman analyzes the methods employed by Sanger in relation to Social
Engineering, which is defined as “[t]he rational scientific molding of the structural
organization of society with the purpose of promoting social progress” (Buckman, 1944,
p. 420).
The Comstock Act, which made it “illegal for physicians to offer contraceptive
information to married women whose health or wellbeing would be endangered by
childbearing”, was reinterpreted in 1923, resulting in the allowance of physicians to offer
women contraceptive information and treatment (Buckman, 1944, p. 421). The first
permanent clinic called the Clinical Research Bureau was opened in the United States.
Lobbying in Washington became an integral part of the movement, and in 1942, through
the merging of several birth control organizations Planned Parenthood Federation of
America, Inc. was formed.
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It is Rilma Buckman’s (1944) contention that in order for a movement to produce
change it must “mobilize public support if it is to succeed” (p. 425). Sanger’s
methodology began with agitation. She published a monthly magazine that both agitated
the public and officials while educating them at the same time. Similarly, The Vagina
Monologues have created great controversy while educating the public. Sanger
interestingly points out in the April, 1918 issue of The Birth Control Review:
When one sums up the activities of the movement throughout the
United Stated during the year, it is interesting to note that where
arrests were made, where sentences were imposed upon advocates,
there the movement is now strongest (Buckman, 1944, p. 422).

Methods of educating for Sanger involved every possible means of media of the
time, books, leaflets, magazines and press releases, talking-slide films and the use of a
letter writing committee. Sanger felt that letter writing and replies were ‘of great
importance in this educational work, not only because they informed,but because they
were a means of enlisting help for the movement. The Vagina Monologues is presented as
a play (entertainment), but it is also a means of educating and enlisting support. The
play’s author has allowed the taped Madison Square garden performance to be broadcast
on HBO. Ensler’s creation of V-Day is also used as a means of educating through annual
celebrations and presentations of the play (Ensler, 2001, p. 174-176).
Methods of organization are also similar in that the birth control movement spawned
local groups, which ran their own programs within the parameters of the national
standards. Ensler keeps a very tight rein on the requirements for the production and
performance of her play. The movement to end violence against women is based on
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grass roots organizations that collect donations and funds and distribute them directly to
those in need through local battered woman’s shelters (V-Day).
Sanger was able to counter controversy by rallying public support when the
government claimed that population growth was essential to the defense of the country in
the form of quantity of soldiers by debating several points. First, that the military by its
own policy enlisted people of sound health both in the physical and mental sense,
therefore, birth control affords a larger viable population of candidates to choose from
because it severely reduces the number of infant deaths and the births of ill and
handicapped babies born of parents without the means to care for them (Buckman, 1944).
According to Buckman (1944), the movement also countered the teachings of the
Catholic Church, which held that birth control is “unnatural” and therefore a sin, by
pointing out that much of what humankind does is “unnatural” such as wearing glasses or
going to a doctor or wearing clothes (p. 426). Birth control advocate Henry Pratt
Fairchild, in response to the church’s contention that birth control was immoral, said that
simply because something was deemed immoral was not an argument against it. He went
on to say:
Granted that a certain immoral innovation is in line with progress,
the construction procedure is not to abandon the innovation but to
change the canons of morality. Consequently, attacks upon the birth
control movement on the grounds that it is immoral may logically be
met with the answer, “of course it’s immoral. But it is socially useful,
therefore, we propose to make it moral (cited in Buckman, 1944, p. 426).
Ensler seems to subscribe to a similar philosophy in her show, not by agreeing that
her monologues are immoral, but that we must change what is considered acceptable
because it too is socially useful. Lisa Isherwood (2003) describes The Vagina
Monologues as “A humorous, sad, horrifying, expressive and liberating book full of
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stories that will resonate with many women” (p. 141). She believes that we live in a
“phallocentric world where women are taught to deny themselves” (Isherwood, 2003, p.
142). Isherwood says, “Perhaps less theology and a vagina monologue is the first and
most appropriate response to centuries of enforced silence and (worse) enforced
dialogues by men (fathers, husbands, clerics and medics), which resulted in an inbred
distrust of our own feelings and our own bodies” (Isherwood, 2003, p. 142). In her
research, she concludes that women are forced to live in a male defined world that
isolates and shuns the most sacred parts of women and womanhood (Isherwood, 2003,
p.142). This denial of self or part of the self, namely the vagina and women’s sexuality,
is the basis for Ensler’s play.
As a child, Ensler was raped and badly abused; she believes this caused her to
disassociate with herself and her body. She said, “I think the connection between how
women regard their vaginas, and how women feel, and the state of women in the world is
deeply connected” (cited in Braun, 1999, p. 517). It is her belief that, “[c]onnecting with
the vagina is fundamental” (cited in Braun p, 519). She goes on, “I think that by focusing
on a piece that has been cut off we end fragmentation…” (Ensler cited in Braun, 1999, p.
519). Ensler uses her play as a platform to create social reformation and awareness with
the main focus of ending violence toward women (Braun, 1999, pg 521). According to
Maria Lugones and Elizabeth Spelman, “Part of human life, human living, is talking
about it, and we can be sure that being silenced in one’s own account of one’s life is a
kind of amputation that signals oppression” (Cited in Rakow & Wackwitz, 2004, p. 96).
Karen Ocamb, a performer in the production, says, “The Vagina Monologues seeks to
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reclaim, recover, revel and rejoice in what traditionally has been considered the nether
region ‘down there'” (2000, p. 2).
Ronald Bishop addresses the issue of body image and the detrimental effects a
negative image can have. He focuses on eating disorders such as anorexia and bulimia as
a means of gaining control and acceptance in society. Bishop said, “The victim suffers
alone, self-absorbed, fixated on images of thinness offered by the media, driven by
perfectionism, trapped by a feverish need to exert control” (2001, p. 227). This socially
produced ideal of the body, which is plastered in every magazine, creates an unattainable
goal that leads to “…depression, poor self-esteem, and social incompetence” (Bishop,
2001, p. 223). According to Stacey L. Sinclair (January, 2006), in her study of body
consciousness in women, the sociocultural element cannot be overlooked when analyzing
women’s attitudes toward their bodies. She bases her study on the Objectified Body
Consciousness theory which “…[p]roposes that cultural constructions of the female body
as an object and expectations of physical and sexual appeal lead to a myriad of negative
mental health outcomes for women” (Mckinley, cited in Sinclair, 2006 p. 48).
Objectification is defined as “separating out a person’s body parts or sexual functions
from the rest of her identity and reducing that to the status of mere instruments or
regarding them as if they were capable of representing her” (Bartky, cited in
Sinclair,1990, p. 51). According to Mckinley and Hyde, “A consequence of this habitual
body monitoring, or self-objectification, is that many women develop identities or selfworth that are strongly rooted in and defined by their physical appearance” (Cited in
Sinclair, 2006, p. 51). Furthermore, Sinclair’s analysis indicated “Women who report
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greater personal endorsement or acceptance of societal standards of appearance will
experience increases in body shame” (2006, p. 60).
Ensler’s play has been showered with both praise and criticism. Virginia Braun
(1999) says one strong criticism of the play suggests that it actually objectifies body parts
by singling out the vagina, which serves to fragment women’s bodies. Ensler responds,
“[t]hat fragmentation’s already occurred. I could be accused of objectifying the vagina,
but in fact the vagina has been objectified. The vagina has been singled out, fragmented,
so should we pretend that hasn’t occurred? Or should we say, ‘O.K. this is part of
ourselves we have to reclaim, reconnect with, reintegrate’” (cited in Braun, 1999, p. 519).
It is important to note that Ensler’s use of the word “vagina” encompasses the vagina,
cervix, clitoris, labia, and sexual experience (Bell & Reverby, 2005, p. 431). Ensler said,
“We haven’t come up with a word that’s more inclusive, that really describes the entire
area and all its parts…” (Cited in Braun, 1999, p. 515). Susan Bell and Susan Reverby
(2005) note that “vagina” is used metaphorically in the play as representative of sexuality
and not just an anatomical part (p. 434 & 442).
Kim Hall analyzes the ways in which the text of the play “…both challenges and
reinscribes (albeit unintentionally) systems of patriarchy, compulsory heterosexuality,
and ableism” (2005, p. 100). Hall believes that Ensler fails to address issues of
intersexed people and perpetuates the idea of the “normal” body. Intersexed people are
defined as, “…people born with sex chromosomes, external genitalia, or internal
reproductive systems that are not considered “standard” for either male or female”
(Intersex Society of North America, 2005). “As disability studies demonstrate, such
pretensions of the normal are always based on exclusion, marginalization, and
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pathologization of the bodies defined as abnormal” (Hall, 2005, p. 115). Hall also
believes that by celebrating the vagina, as the play does, “…it reinforces heteropatriarchal
regulatory norms that have historically infused the vagina with the very meanings Ensler
wishes to critique” (Hall, 2005, p. 103). She contends that The Vagina Monologues must
challenge two beliefs: “[t]he belief that genitals are prediscursive and thus natural” and
“[t]he belief that the vagina is an essential part of normal female embodiment” (Hall,
2005, p.115). She concludes that Ensler’s expose of the vagina only serves to objectify
women further, thus continuing the dominant discourse (Hall, 2005).
After being inspired by The Vagina Monologues, Sea Ling Cheng created a
performance piece entitled Little Sisters that explored the relationship women of Hong
Kong have with their bodies (Cheng, 2004, p. 326). Although Cheng praised Ensler’s
play, she felt it was American based and failed to include aspects of cultures that were
non-American. Cheng wrote, “If bodies and sexualities are socially constructed, there
must also be significant differences between the experiences of American women and, as
is the case here, their counterparts in HK, given the very different political, social and
economic contexts” (2005, p. 327). Cheng contends, “Ensler’s representation of female
genital mutilation as a violent practice that is predominately practiced in Africa runs the
risk of isolating it as a cruelty found only in ‘other’ cultures” (2005, p. 330). Kim Q. Hall
points to genital mutilation of intersex people in America today in relation to Ensler’s
narrative about a girl who discovers she has no vagina or uterus. The girl’s father takes
her to a doctor who builds her “the best homemade pussy in America” (Ensler cited in
Hall, 2005, p.103). Hall believes that the girl is forced to undergo a type of genital
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mutilation when she is encouraged to reject what she was born with and be transformed
into what society thinks she should look like (2005, p. 104).

Method
The analysis of The Vagina Monologues for this paper is done through participant
observation, with the researcher being a past and present performer in the production.
Analysis of the content of the play involved the current script of the show with the strict
directorial requirements set forth by Ensler regarding how the material is to be delivered
on stage. The performers in the play were asked and consented to comment on their
individual monologues and what they thought and felt about them and the play it self.
An analysis of the play is executed with regard to the main concepts of women speaking
out, body image, sexuality and control over one’s own body, as well as the play as a
whole to ultimately address the question of how The Vagina Monologues celebrates
women and protests abuses against them.
Ethnography, a method of researching and learning about a specific group of people,
a culture or an individual, involves the following components according to Paul Atkinson
and Martyn Hammersley:
- A strong emphasis on exploring the nature of particular social phenomena,
rather than setting out to test hypothesis against them
- A tendency to work primarily with “unstructured” data, that is, data that have
not been coded at the point of data collection in terms of a closed set of
analytic categories
- Investigation of a small number of cases
- Analysis of data that involves explicit interpretation of the meanings and
functions of human actions, the product of which mainly takes the form of
verbal description and explanation (1994, p. 248).
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Participant observation, defined by Atkinson and Hammersley as,“[o]bservation carried
out when the researcher is playing an established participant role in the scene studied”, is
a means by which an ethnographic study can be carried out (1994, p.248). The researcher
becomes part of the culture, the community or, in this case, the play by immersing herself
in the material, the information and the emotions.
I chose to use participant observation in my study of The Vagina Monologues because
it allows a deep emotional exploration of individuals as a reflection of societal actions,
beliefs and attitudes. Hammersley and Atkinson have argued “… [i]n a sense all social
research is a form of participant observation, because we cannot study the social world
without being part of it” (1994, p. 249). The Vagina Monologues is a representation of
the issues relative to women expressed through the use of one voice telling her story;
participant observation gives a much fuller, deeper exploration of the issues because it
facilitates the understanding of experiences, feelings and emotions that the researcher
may not have any previous knowledge of herself.
In order to truly research the monologues, I had to experience (as nearly as possible)
the emotions of the characters, the other performers and myself. Participation is
described by Diane Conrad as, “…research “for,” “with” and “by” the people rather than
“on” the people, it seeks to break down the distinction between researchers and
researched – the subject/object relationship of traditional research instead creating a
subject/subject relationship” (2004, p. 7). Therefore, participant observation allowed me
to become a part of a group dealing with the most sensitive of subject matter and the
emotions and thoughts associated with talking about such subjects. It opened doors to
subject matter that is normally taboo and allowed other performers in the show the
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security and comfort to express their thoughts, feelings and reactions. According to
Catherine Marshall and Gretchen Rossman, “[p]articipant observation allows researchers
to…observe events that informants may be unable or unwilling to share when doing so
would be impolitic, impolite, or insensitive…” (1995, p. 8).
Furthermore, “[p]articipatory research stresses the inherent capacity for participants to
create their own knowledge based on their experiences” (Conrad, 2004, p.7). This
creates a broader base of information from which to analyze the monologues themselves
as individual performers interpretations are taken into consideration, as well as the
researcher.

Analysis
My first experience with The Vagina Monologues was that of an audience member. I
left thinking, “Yes, it’s funny, very funny and I can relate to a lot of what has been said
and I was squirming with emotional discomfort and embarrassment a number of times
during the show, but what’s all the hype about?” However, when I started to think about
the play not just in terms of it being humorous stories with explicit language and
descriptions of body parts, I began an appreciation of the material and its effect, its
purpose and its promise. I have since been a performer in three presentations of the play
and I was involved in the production process in March of 2006 at a midsize Eastern
University. In this project, I use my experiences as a means of analyzing The Vagina
Monologues to show how the play celebrates women and protests abuses against them by
addressing the issues of women speaking out, body image, sexuality and rights over one’s
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own body. For the purpose of this research, I use the word “vagina” in a general sense to
represent the labia, clitoris, cervix and vagina, as Ensler does in the play.
The play, even by its title, begins to eliminate the shame, guilt and denial of the
female body and body parts by simply naming them. This “naming” is a way to accept
and claim this long denied part of a woman’s self; it’s a way of honoring the female body
and altering negative images held by society and, ultimately, it’s a way of celebrating
women. The play doesn’t just “name” body parts; it “names” them proudly and loudly.
“Naming” is: acknowledging denied parts of one’s self, making the public aware,
smashing taboos and banishing shame, bringing light to the darkest corners of the psyche,
a call arms (politically and financially), a means of celebrating and protesting, of
supporting victims and denouncing perpetrators of violence, it is the vehicle Ensler has
used to create a campaign to try to stop all violence against women (Ensler, 2006a) Isn’t
naming simply telling the truth?
In the monologue entitled, The Vulva Club, a woman tells of her obsession with
naming things. As a child, she named her stuffed animals with joy and ceremony. She
named the parts of her body. However, “Naming my ‘down there’ was not so easy”
(Ensler, 2001, p. 87). She goes on to express how the lack of naming her “down there”
kept it “…untamed, unknown” (Ensler, 2001, p. 87). She eventually called her vagina
“Itsy Bitsy” because she heard it called that once by a baby sitter and the name “stuck”.
However, she was never happy with that name. At one point in her relationship with her
husband “Itsy Bitsy” would no longer respond sexually. While talking to a friend about
the problem with “Itsy Bitsy”, the friend asked, “You mean your vulva, girl?” (Ensler,
2001, p. 89). “Vulva. Vulva. I could feel something unlock. Itsy Bitsy was wrong. I
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knew this all along. I could not see Itsy Bitsy. I never knew who or what she was, and
she did not sound like an opening or a lip” (Ensler, 2001, p. 89). That night “Itsy Bitsy”
was renamed “Vulva” by the woman and her husband in a joyful, loving, ceremonious
song and dance that stirred “Vulva” (Ensler, 2001, p. 85-90). This monologue represents
the power of acknowledgement and the awakening that can result. When the woman
finally named that sexual, alive part of her body, she accepted herself and she freed
herself of negative images of the female body. “Itsy Bitsy” was a name that represented
something tiny, unimportant and obscure. The name held shame; it was an attempt to
deny her vulva. By speaking about her vulva with dignity and joy, she rejected societal
taboos and became a whole person. She had replaced a negative image of her body with
reverence for it.
The Vagina Monologues, by naming and bringing into public view atrocities
committed against women such as rape, domestic abuse and genital mutilation, gives
women who have suffered in silence a voice. Speaking up and clearly naming and
identifying the abuses of women around the world liberates victims from their isolation
and shame, they can be seen as people and not objects and they can begin to value
themselves. The play gives the public an opportunity to experience a victimized woman,
she is there in the room telling her story, she is no longer some unimaginable object
somewhere out there in the world. Furthermore, speaking up about abuse holds the
perpetrators responsible and appeals to the public’s conscience to demand consequences
for such abuses.
This past March I performed My Vagina Was My Village. The poem is based on a
woman’s story who is a survivor of the rape camps in the former Yugoslavia (Ensler,
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2001, p. 60). This piece speaks of the horrifying acts of violence that this woman
endured and of her disconnect with part of herself as a means of psychological survival,
as well as the loss of any right over her own body. The poem is written in two voices,
one being her loving, tender, accepting, sweetly sexual memories of her vagina and in
essence, her former self. She speaks of “a sweet boyfriend touching” and sexual
pleasantries, of “clean spilling water” and her singing vagina, which all represent a
joyous, sexual, relationship with her body and herself. The other voice, (still the same
woman) is that of a woman who is deeply separated from herself. She recalls the horror
inflicted upon her, but only from a psychological distance. It’s as if she cannot ever go
there in her mind because the pain is too great. She endures only through separating part
of herself and her memories. The two voices of the woman alternate back and forth in a
schizophrenic exchange. In the end, the wounded, present voice says, “My Vagina was
my village. They invaded it. Butchered it and burned it down” (Ensler, 2001, p. 63).
She was at home in herself and with herself until she was invaded, and freedom over her
own body was brutally taken from her. In the end she say’s, “I live someplace else now.
I don’t know where that is”, which represents a loss of oneness with herself, a loss of the
joy of sexuality and love of her body (Ensler, 2001, p.63). She is deeply fragmented and
vacant of emotion. The images used in this poem are so profoundly graphic on their own
that little acting was required of me. The images said it all. Ensler’s own words best
express how speaking out and exposing truth can begin a process of healing. “…I believe
as each woman tells her story for the first time, she breaks the silence, and by doing so
breaks her isolation, begins to melt her shame and guilt, making her experience real,
lifting her pain” (Ensler, 2006a).
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My Vagina Was My Village brings to light the damage that is inflicted upon women
by the loss of control over their own bodies. Freedom of choice is ripped violently from
them through torture and rape leaving them shamed. “… [T]heir culture compounds the
tragedy of rape by expelling these “ruined” women from their communities” (Ensler,
2006b).
In the following section I will look at freedom over one’s own body from another
perspective. I contend that socially produced ideals and expectations hold women
hostage and they are forced to comply with certain acts or images in order to fit in, in
order to be loved or accepted. One of my fellow performers, whom I will call April, said,
“I just want to shake young women and remind them that their body is THEIRS not
another’s. I also understand that many women still feel that they should yield to others
even when they don’t feel so inclined” (Anonymous, 2006a).
The monologue Hair, performed by April, is an example of how women sacrifice
themselves and give in to demands, desires and ideals of others. The speaker tells of her
first husband’s dislike of hair and how he made her shave her vagina. She disliked the
way it looked shaved, it was painful and itchy with “screaming red bumps” (Ensler, 2001,
p.10). When she refused to shave again, her husband had an affair. In marital therapy
she said, “He screwed around because I wouldn’t please him sexually. I wouldn’t shave
my vagina” (Ensler, 2001, p.10). The therapist, a woman (an issue I will address later),
said the woman had to compromise. The woman explained that it was uncomfortable and
caused her pain and that she felt like a baby without hair. She went on to ask the
therapist, “if shaving my vagina would stop him from screwing around” (Ensler, 2001,
p.10). The therapist said the woman needed to, “Jump right in” (Ensler, 2001, p.10).
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When the woman and her husband got home, he shaved her in the bathtub. He cut her
and caused bleeding, but was oblivious, later when they had intercourse, the woman felt
exposed and unprotected. She came to realize that to love the vagina, means to love it as
it is, hair and all. There can be no separation of parts or attempts to eliminate them. In
the end she says, “You can’t pick the parts you want. And besides, my husband never
stopped screwing around” (Ensler, 2001, p. 11). This woman succumbed to her
husband’s wishes against her own. She gave up her freedom to choose what to do with
her own body because of her hope of keeping her husband or perhaps her fear of being
alone or both.
The woman had lost her dignity and self-respect when she complied with someone
else’s vision of her, when she allowed herself to be blackmailed into shaving a second
time. I see this as a loss of choice because she thought she either had to shave it to please
him or he would have affairs. Again, we see denial of the self, as in most of the other
monologues. Women, young women and girls consent to sex everyday, but do some
consent under pressure? Absolutely. How many teen girls have sex so as not to lose
their boyfriends? How many wives have sex when they don’t want to because it’s
believed to be part of a husband’s rights? In the early 1870’s, activist Victoria Woodhull
called marriage “Legalized prostitution” and called on women to be “independent of
men” (Cited in Frisken, 2000, p. 94). She essentially was telling women to make the
choice to free themselves. How many women buy into a socially constructed idea of
what a woman should look like? How many women shave their vaginas because they
think he’ll stay?
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This monologue also exposes another way in which society shames and suppresses
women in the form of the female therapist. It is my contention that society is able to
shame women into submitting to the rules or ideals of beauty and behavior because they
are enforced and perpetuated by other women. The therapist, a person in a position of
power because of her supposed knowledge, more than encourages the woman to succumb
to her husband’s wishes; she shames her into it. There is an admonishment of the woman
because of her dislike of the shaving. The therapist speaks to her as if she is a child who
needs to be taught right from wrong instead of a woman in need of support and
encouragement to stand up for herself. Women seem to be as much the suppressors of
women as men. Women keep women down with a lack of acceptance. By lack of
acceptance, I mean lack of support, lack of understanding, perpetuating taboos such as
the vagina being something dirty or shameful. Is lack of acceptance also a lack of
acceptance of the self? Ensler shows throughout her play how profoundly women reject
themselves and most fundamentally through the denial of the vagina. A running theme
through the women’s movement has been the lack of acceptance and support of women
speaking out, women expressing sexuality and desire or those rejecting the standard body
image by other women. The abolitionists had to convince men and women that they
were not immoral for speaking in public. Victoria Woodhull was rejected by fellow
suffragists because they felt her behavior and public life immoral regardless of the
message.
This lack of acceptance and support I speak about is demonstrated in the piece
entitled, I Was Twelve. My Mother Slapped Me. Ensler explores reactions to young
women who have begun to menstruate. One mother was not able to even acknowledge
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her daughter’s question about menstruation when she responded to the question “What’s
a period?” with “It’s punctuation, you put it at the end of a sentence” (Ensler, 2001,
p.35). Another voice says, “My mother had found the used pads and put them between
the sheets of my bed” (Ensler, 2001, p. 35). The piece goes on with examples of mothers
who are “uncomfortable” and who give their daughter’s no emotional comfort and no
information to help them accept and understand what is happening. This rejection of a
natural bodily function by one’s own mother leaves women with the feeling that
menstruation is something dirty or shameful, something to be hidden and never spoken
of. Again, we see denial of the self, silencing of women’s voices and shame. The final
voice of the piece says this: “I was twelve. My mother slapped me and brought me a red
cotton shirt. My father went out for a bottle of sangria” (Ensler, 2001, p. 40).
Let me clearly express, as I do not wish to misrepresent the piece, that it encompasses
more than just the negative experiences of women and menstruation. Some of the
characters speak of their anticipation of menstruation with reverence and excitement.
“We all wanted our period. We all wanted it now” (Ensler, 2001, p. 37). In one case a
girl tells of her friend Marcia, “They celebrated when she got hers. They had dinner for
her” (Ensler, 2001, p. 37). These joyful experiences voiced by women reveal an
acceptance of the body and its natural function. These young girls not only celebrated
themselves but they were celebrated. There was no shame inflicted upon them and selfacceptance and confidence emerged, instead of a negative stereotype of menstruation.
Women are beings with sexuality and not sexual objects, although treatment of
women as objects is rampant in society. This objectification of women’s bodies leads
society to continually look at women in terms of sexual appeal and body parts, which I
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think is evidenced by the number of breast augmentation surgeries that are performed
each year. When women accept this view of themselves as objects and attempt to live up
to some unattainable physical body image, then women suffer for it mentally with
depression, insecurities and low self-esteem (Bishop, 2001; Sinclair, 2006). Magazines,
television, clothing styles, all promote women as some sort of object to sell products or to
be dressed up like a Barbie-doll. There is a vast difference between women having
sexuality and women being viewed and used as sex objects. Ensler seeks to
acknowledge women’s sexuality and to help women embrace it. Although it has been
argued by Kim Hall (2005) that she simply reinforces objectification by singling out the
vagina, I see it as an acknowledgement and reclamation of the forgotten, misused, abused
and denied part of the self both physically and emotionally. I believe the play speaks of
the vagina in the physical sense but also metaphorically. It is only by this recognition
and acceptance that the whole being is able to heal and be complete.
The Vagina Workshop is a monologue based on an interview with a woman who had
taken a vagina workshop. In the workshop the woman was asked to do tasks such as
drawing a picture of her vagina, examining it using a hand mirror while on her back, and
looking at other women’s vaginas. The whole purpose of the workshop was to help
women who had never seen or acknowledged their vaginas to see them, to find the
pleasure in them and to understand what they were capable of. The woman goes from
being completely unfamiliar with her vagina to seeing it, admiring it, understanding it,
utilizing it for pleasure and finally being completely connected to it. The metaphorical
meaning seems clear in this monologue. As the woman sees, accepts and finds purpose
in her vagina, she also finds acceptance and purpose in herself and her sexuality.
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The performer of this monologue (Jane) said, “I had never been to [a vagina
workshop] and I was fascinated by it, in that I didn’t know how I’d react to it; if I would
be open to all that. But it made me realize that we need to be open about what our bodies
are and how they respond to stimuli” (Anonymous, 2006b). Jane expressed that she was
uncomfortable with the monologue at first but then she said, “I realized it was a teaching
experience as well, because you’re trying to get other people comfortable with the subject
matter” (Anonymous, 2006b).
The Flood is a compilation of interviews Ensler conducted with women between the
ages of sixty-five and seventy-five about their vaginas. The speaker in the monologue is
not only unfamiliar with her body, but she speaks about her vagina with disdain and
disgust, calling it a “cellar”, “nauseating”, and “damp and clammy” (Ensler, 2001, pg
25). This negative image of her body was created when an encounter with a “cute” boy
excited her when she was young. “I got excited, so excited, and, well, there was a flood
down there. I couldn’t control it” (Ensler, 2001, p. 27). The boy was cruel about the
“flood” and said, “I was a stinky weird girl” (Ensler, 2001, p. 27). From then on the
woman “…Closed the whole store. Locked it. Never opened for business again” (Ensler,
2001, p. 27). She was so afraid of being humiliated by “flooding” again that she denied
her sexuality and ignored her vagina. At the end of the monologue she berates the
interviewer for asking questions about “down there” and for “making” her talk about it.
In this case, the woman’s life has been limited by her degrading self-image and absolute
denial of her sexuality. That generation of women suffered in utter isolation, silence and
shame. Society offered no facts, no information, only reasons for women to hide their
true selves as this woman did. Speaking about these secret shames is a way of honoring
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women’s bodies and women’s sexuality, and at the very close of the monologue the
woman says, “You know, actually, you’re the first person I ever talked to about this, and
I feel a little better” (Ensler, 2001, p. 30). This final line speaks to a need to be heard and
to share painful secrets. The Vagina Monologues gives light to these dark secrets, it gives
a voice to the silent pain that is suffered in isolation, it exposes taboos and the shame
inflicted upon women by others and by themselves, it allows women to recognize their
own story and connect with their own feelings through the voice in the monologue. The
exposing of secrets allows women to realize they are not alone, and others have
experienced the same “flood”.
Another monologue, The Woman Who Loved to Make Vaginas Happy, speaks to
women’s ability to love and enjoy sex and to accept and admire one another. The
speaker, a dominatrix, relates the story of how she came into her particular line of work
through the love of moaning and of hearing other women moan during sex. The
monologue culminates in the actress performing a very humorous string of moans, such
as the “Grace Slick moan”, the “mountain top” moan (yodeling), the “college moan” (“I
should be studying, I should be studying”) with a triple orgasmic moan as the finale
(Ensler, 2001, p.105-111). This monologue, although lighter and more humorous than
some, really speaks volumes in regard to women’s acceptance of women and to women’s
expression and acceptance of their own sexuality. Furthermore, this monologue works
well as a means of redefining women as sexual, participative players and not sex objects.
The woman who performed this piece (June) said, “[The Woman Who Loved to Make
Vaginas Happy] hit so close to home.” June is bisexual and she felt uncomfortable with
performing the piece at first, she said, “[b]ut then at the first rehearsal seeing it as a big
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picture rather than just mine alone made me feel a lot better…I’m open about my
bisexuality, [the play] made me more open about it” (Anonymous, 2006c).
The play takes a word that is probably considered one of the most vulgar in American
society and prompts the audience to chant it with the actors in Reclaiming Cunt. The
play strives to demystify words that have come to represent something ugly, dirty and
shameful. In March of 2006, Ensler said, “The public utterance of a banished word,
which represented a buried, neglected, dishonored part of the body [is] an energy
exploding, a story unraveling” (Ensler, 2006a).
Before my first performance of the play, I found myself dealing with the anxiety of
having to chant “that” word in front of people I know, people I associate with or people
who might find it offensive. I was not the only person with Reclaiming Cunt anxiety, one
fellow performer was so concerned that she wouldn’t be able to say “it” when the time
came that she asked me to hold her hand on stage. I did and we chanted; at first I felt
embarrassed, then I started to like it, I felt like a little kid getting away with saying a bad
word, then I started to shout with giddiness, then power. The word was no longer a
mysterious, evil force. The word was simply letters put together and given a meaning by
society, a meaning that we all rejected as we chanted, and a meaning that lost all power
over us because we dared to say it, to shout it, to embrace it. Reclaiming the word means
we no longer accept the derogatory connotations associated with it; we take the word
back. Words only have meaning if that meaning is accepted. By shouting and chanting
“Cunt” the audience and performers are rejecting a socially produced meaning of the
word and reclaiming it or redefining it. In my experience, to speak out is to empower the
individual, to collectively empower women and to free us from negative attitudes and
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images. The director’s notes from Ensler state, “The actress who performs “Cunt” needs
to transform the word from something vile and derogatory into something powerful, sexy
and delicious” (Ensler, 2006b, n.p.).
Each year the V-Day organization highlights one cause in particular to address; this
year it was “Comfort Women” and their fight for simple recognition. Comfort Women
were young girls and women of various ethnicities who were deceived and/ or forced into
sexual slavery by the Japanese government during World War II. Their purpose was to
service Japan’s fighting force. These women were starved, brutalized, beaten and raped
over and over. The Japanese government refuses to acknowledge these atrocities and all
mention of them has been removed from Japan’s history and textbooks. The remaining
“Comfort Women”, now between 70-90 years old, wish only for an official apology from
the Japanese government; they seek to be acknowledged, to be heard. Violence against
women and systematic rape has been used as a weapon of war in the past and it continues
today; by shining light on it we give the victims back some dignity, we allow them to
express their pain, and by doing so perhaps some healing can occur. Bringing these war
crimes into the public’s view puts perpetrators on notice that
someone knows and the hope is that the public will call for consequences for such
actions.
Ensler’s poem, Say It For the Comfort Women, is simply written, with a minimum of
words, the impact, however, is profound. The voice is a compilation of the surviving
Comfort Women’s testimonies about their experiences, then and now. It begins, “Our
stories only exist inside our heads, inside our ravaged bodies…” and goes on to tell how
the women were tricked or threatened into following recruiters away from their homes
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and families with promises of jobs and something better (Ensler 2006c). What the
women found can only be described as Hell. They were stripped of their names and
identities, their hair was chopped off, and they were forced to wear one-piece dresses
with a single button and no panties so their bodies could be easily accessed at any time.
They were forced to have sex with countless men, sometimes 50 in a single day; barbaric
men who raped, beat, bloodied, drugged and tortured without mercy. The women
witnessed the murders of fellow prisoners in many heinous forms as well as suicides to
escape the torture. They were not allowed to wash, they received no medical care, they
could not run away, they could not use condoms and they could not keep their babies.
They contracted all manner of illness, from gonorrhea and syphilis to malaria, heart
disease and nervous breakdowns. They were starved of food and dignity. They became
empty, ruined, infertile, exiled, silenced “holes” (Ensler 2006c). They were left with
nothing: no home, no family, no respect, nothing but guilt and shame. They were further
shamed by their own cultures’ rejection of them after the war. Now, in their advanced
years, they ask only for an apology. They ask the Japanese government to say, “We are
sorry, Comfort Women”, they demand, “Say sorry. Say we are sorry. Say Me. See Me.
Say it, Sorry” (Ensler 2006c).
Mae, who performed Say it... For the Comfort Women said, “The first time I read it I
was alone in my room and I cried. It’s a very visual piece that evokes these really strong
images”. When asked about the Comfort Women’s image of themselves, Mae said,
“Their body was not their own…they’re a shell of a person because they’re just using you
every minute of everyday, you just don’t exist. You are a tool. After you’re told day in
and day out that you’re nothing you begin to believe it”(Anonymous, 2006d).
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This poem, new to the 2006 script, was deeply moving for me because of the dignity
and courage of these surviving women. These women have somehow managed to
overcome the shame and degradation they felt within themselves and the fear that they
have had to endure over so many years to speak out and speak up. What was taken from
them is so much and what they ask for now is so little. They simply wish to be
acknowledged and for their long denied stories to be heard before they leave this earth.
Mae said, “By asking for the government’s apology, it’s validating that everything [the
Comfort Women] experienced wasn’t in vain and at least people can learn from it”
(Anonymous, 2006d). This poem is a strong representation of the power of the desire to
expose truth and be heard. It shows the need to reclaim that which has been taken,
including one’s dignity, control over one’s own body and voice. The Comfort Women
seek to de-objectify themselves as they demand, “See Me” (Ensler 2006c). It is through
self- respect and self-acceptance and no longer seeing themselves as “Shugyofu-women
of indecent occupation” that these women gain the courage to stand up (Ensler, 2006c).
The Vagina Monologues, although praised by many, is not without criticism.
Virginia Braun points out that Ensler further objectifies women by singling out and
focusing on the vagina. The play talks about and describes and gives voice to the vagina,
but it is not as a means of singling out the body part. It is done as a reclamation of that
which has been abandoned or rejected. Jane said, “There is a simplistic misconception of
the play…because [people] don’t realize [the vagina] is part of the whole persona of a
woman and you see that in every single one of the monologues” (Anonymous, 2006b). I
believe the intent is not to separate the vagina from the woman but to bring them back
together. For example, in the monologue Because He Liked to Look at It, a woman relates
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the story of how she came to love her vagina. She meets and becomes involved with a
man who loved everything about vaginas and especially loved to look at them. “He
stayed looking for almost an hour, as if he were studying a map…but it was my vagina. I
began to see myself the way he saw me…began to love my vagina. And Bob lost himself
there and I was there with him, in my vagina, and we were gone” (Ensler, 2001, p. 57).
The story-teller is united with herself and her denied body part; this speaks to reaching a
deeper intimacy with oneself and with another person through acceptance and
incorporation, not separation through objectification.
Kim Hall points out the lack of diversity in the representation of those people who do
not fit into the category of “normal” such as intersexed people. The Vagina Monologues
are lacking in representation of certain groups, it is true that there are no monologues to
date that represent transgender or intersexed people. This is not an oversight on Ensler’s
part, however; she said, “Whenever I have tried to write a monologue to serve a
politically correct agenda, for example, it always fails. Note the lack of monologues
about menopause or transgender women. I tried. The Vagina Monologues is about
attraction, not promotion” (Ensler, 2001, p. XXVI). There is no intention of exclusion,
nor does the play seek to define women as having a specific genital structure; it does
none-the-less omit certain groups thus far.
There is a narrative part in Ensler’s book that was not in the 2006 script. It is an
interview with a woman who felt that Ensler had not captured the pleasure and love of the
vagina from a lesbian perspective. In the resulting interview the woman describes her
view of the vagina from, “…a lesbian centered place, not framed within a heterosexual
context” (Ensler, 2001, p. 115). She goes on to vividly describe how to thoroughly enjoy
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sex with a vagina, how to love it and pleasure it. This monologue is purely about the
pleasure and sexuality of the vagina from a lesbian’s perspective, but it does not represent
the uniqueness of a lesbian relationship or the unique experiences of lesbians. In another
monologue called The Little Coochie Snorcher that Could, a young woman has an
enlightening, loving and pleasurable encounter with an older, more experienced woman.
The older woman teaches the younger woman to love herself and her vagina and “[s]he
teaches me all the different ways to give myself pleasure”. She never sees the woman
again after that but she says, “I realized later she was my surprising, unexpected,
politically incorrect salvation. She transformed my sorry-ass coochi snorcher and raised it
up to a kind of heaven” (Ensler, 2001, p. 82). Although this monologue is generally part
of the performances, the play still fails to represent those groups of people who are
outside what is considered the norm.
The play has been accused of being too American or being seen only through the lens
of American culture (Cheng, 2004). I think this is true simply because the author is
American, she writes the stories of other women of many different cultures but always
with a filter of her own culture. For the most part, each monologue is a compilation of
many interviews and where there is a commonality is where the monologue is probably
written. The play does not fail to recognize or address the experiences of women of other
cultures altogether, which is evidenced by such monologues as Under the Burqa, The
Memory of Her Face which tells the stories of women from Baghdad, Islamabad and
Juarez, My Vagina was My Village and Say It for The Comfort Women.

Discussion
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As I have previously stated, my analysis of The Vagina Monologues is based on the
concepts of women speaking out, sexuality, body image and freedom over one’s own
body. I have discovered that each of the monologues touches on all of these concepts in
some way, some of the monologues appear to be dominated by one or more of the
concepts but they all are present. This has led me to conclude that the experiences of the
individual cannot be singled out and categorized into neat little paragraphs, each of these
concepts is inter-connected within each monologue and with in each person. For
example, sexuality cannot be celebrated without having a positive image of one’s body
and one cannot have a positive image of her body if it is a taboo subject. To speak
openly about a taboo subject, such as the vagina, is to loosen its hold and diminish its
power. Michael Ventura said, “…America’s fundamental stance against both the taboos
of Europe and the taboos of our own Puritans, was our insistence upon freedom of
speech”, he goes on to say, “And it is through that freedom, the freedom to break the
silence, that we’ve destroyed so many other taboos” (1998, p. 36). Ultimately, to have
freedom over our own bodies we must be able to speak about them. To speak about the
atrocities, to speak up and say, “No”, and not be manipulated, coerced or blackmailed
into giving up those freedoms.
Women through out history have clearly fought to be heard, to have their thoughts,
opinions and ideas matter. The early abolitionist women refused to be silenced and
voiced their protests against slavery. Victoria Woodhull could not be stopped from
bringing the abuses of women out into a public forum. She talked about taboo subjects
and the abuses of married women and prostitutes and called for accountability of the
abusers. Ensler is really doing the same thing except she delivers her message through
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performance art, and like Woodhull, she does not shy away from any taboo or
uncomfortable subject matter. Woodhull’s boldness in speaking about sexuality and
abuses of women may have been a major stepping stone with out which there may have
been no birth control movement, no voting rights and no Vagina Monologues. Ventura
points out, “once a taboo has been broken, then for good or ill it’s very hard, perhaps
impossible, to reinstate it” (1998, p. 36). Unlike a rubber band, once a word has been
spoken or a subject has been revealed, it cannot snap back to the original position of
denial in our minds. The Vagina Monologues, by “naming” atrocities has given voice to
the voice-less, shamed women who have endured abuses. It has given voice to the shame
women feel about their own bodies because of socially constructed attitudes about them.
Ventura says, in regard to speaking out about taboos, “Bad marriages can be resolved
without social sigma. Children born out of wedlock are not damned as “bastards” for
something that wasn’t their fault. And those of us who’ve experienced incest and abuses
have finally found a voice, and through our voices we’ve achieved a certain amount of
liberation from shame and pain” (1998, p.36). It is my contention that Ensler’s play is
the voice for so many women and that voice allows others to see themselves and gives
them the courage to speak out and up for themselves. “Voice, then, in its complexity and
with attention to its political implications, should be a fundamental concern of feminist
theorists seeking to produce change for women by enabling social and political
participation and efficacy of all”, say Rakow and Wackwitz (2004, p. 96).
The Vagina Monologues is one way of utilizing a public forum to reveal abuses and
crush damaging taboos that hold women in an inferior position or mindset. It cannot be
denied that the V-Day movement has had an impact and has accomplished much as a
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movement of awareness and financial support for women, raising over $25 million for
victims of abuse. In 2004, there were over 2000 V-day benefit events presented in 76
countries throughout the world. (V-Day). In Margaret Sanger’s fight for birth control,
she utilized any means available to her to educate the public including pamphlets,
newsletters, newspapers and mailings. She addressed subjects that were not only taboo
but also illegal such as the distribution of scientific discourse on birth control methods
(Buckman, 1944, p. 421). All of these women, including Ensler, have brought into the
light of the public eye, issues and subjects that were not comfortable or acceptable to talk
about, some approached their fight from a religious perspective, some from a political or
legal perspective or, like Ensler, from a more personal, intimate connection with people.
Comparatively, all these women engaged in movements designed to enlighten men and
women about the needs, desires, capabilities and abuses of women.
The Vagina Monologues is what radical feminists call “consciousness-raising”
(Hayden, 1997, p. 128). “The communication that occurred in feminist consciousnessraising sessions was personal and based on the particulars of women’s lives, yet the
purpose of consciousness-raising, [Karlyn Kohrs] Campbell wrote, was “to make the
personal political; to create awareness (through shared experiences) that what were
thought to be personal deficiencies and individual problems are common and shared”
(Hayden, 1997, p. 128). I believe it is sharing of personal experiences and finding a
common thread or a link between oneself and others that begins a process of selfacceptance. According to Marilyn Frye, “In consciousness-raising women engage in a
communication that has aptly been called ‘hearing each other into speech.’ It is speaking
in spoken facts and feelings, in unburying the data of our lives. This type of
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communication can create new webs of meaning” (Cited in Hayden, 1997, p. 128). The
Vagina Monologues is a means of creating new “webs of meaning” because it is able to
redefine what it is to be a woman. The play manages to not only redefine derogatory
words, such as “cunt”, but to give new meaning to women’s experiences. It helps to
redefine the sexual experiences of women and their bodies as natural, purposeful, healthy
and beautiful. It also redefines the experiences of women who have endured rape,
violence, and oppression as crimes, not as shameful secrets to be buried.
I have found in my own personal experience as a performer, and in those
experiences of my fellow performers, that the play has the power to reach people. One of
the performers I interviewed spoke very openly about being bisexual and having little
acceptance of herself. She said, “It’s taken awhile for me to accept myself, I was a very
sad little girl. I was a self-mutilator for a good while…six years of my life in and out of
hospitals because I wasn’t happy with who I was”. When I asked her if she thought
seeing this play at a younger age might have helped her, she replied, “I do think this play
would have affected me in a positive way. It makes you feel good about being a woman”
(Anonymous, 2006c). When we look at the value of The Vagina Monologues we must
look at its ability to help people recognize their value.
The play seeks to uncover the denied parts of women and this can ultimately change
how women view their own bodies. Lisa Isherwood’s conclusion, that women live in a
world that forces them to deny and shun parts of themselves, is evident in almost all of
the monologues (Isherwood, 2003, p.142). The point in telling these stories is to reclaim
parts of the self, both physically and emotionally, that have been denied by society and
by the individual. According to Cash and Pruzinsky, “An important aspect of helping
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women develop better relationships with their bodies is sharing experiences with other
women” (Cited in Sinclair, 2006, p.64). Sinclair points out, in regard to methods of
helping women with negative images of themselves, “[i]t is important to note that
feminist and narrative practices are differentiated from other forms of therapy in that they
appreciate fully the extent to which people are seduced by culture and its imperatives to
behave in certain ways” (2006, p. 64). The sharing of stories, as in Ensler’s play, is a
form of therapy in which women can see themselves and the powerful influence cultural
and society have on their image of themselves.
Claims that The Vagina Monologues further objectifies women by singling out the
vagina fail to see that reclamation can only result from acknowledgement and acceptance
(Braun, 1999). In other words, to speak about the vagina is not to objectify it but to break
the silence and taboo about it. In regard to taboos, Michael Ventura said, we must break
the silence or “pay the price for not keeping it” (1998, p.33).
It is true that The Vagina Monologues does not adequately address the issues of
lesbianism, it also lacks any mention of transgender or intersex people; this omission,
however, does not take away from the value of the play as a means of creating awareness
and social change. I think there is no intent to exclude any group from the play; it is only
that the piece has not been written yet. It is not that the play perpetuates the idea of the
“normal” body, as Kim Hall (2005) contends; it simply exposes one form of the female
body and the particular experiences of these women (p. 115). I would also point out that,
to date, there is only one monologue dealing with women who voluntarily use their
bodies to make a living. I would like to see an exploration of the how women involved in
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prostitution, stripping or pornography truly feel about themselves, their work and their
bodies.
I think it must be kept in mind that the monologues are based on the interviews of
many women from different cultures, backgrounds and countries. If it appears that a
culture or cultural aspect has not been represented in the presentation of the play that
does not necessarily mean that it has not been part of the process of creating a
monologue. The play was written by an American and many of the monologues are from
interviews with American women, but it would be incorrect to say that Ensler explores
other cultures entirely through the eyes of America. For example, Under the Burqa and
My Vagina was my Village are stories from women in Bosnia and the Middle East where
Ensler traveled to meet and interview them. Say It for The Comfort Women is the story of
Japanese and Korean sex slaves relating their own experiences. Yes, it’s written from a
predominantly American perspective but again, that does not diminish its ability to reach
people, to raise awareness and be a catalyst for social change.
I think it’s also important to keep in mind that Eve Ensler is not the ultimate authority
on women or women’s issues, her play is just one view and the stories that have not been
told may be told later or perhaps someone else or another play could fill the gap that The
Vagina Monologues has not filled. Each year this play is slightly different because new
monologues are always being written; with that in mind I would consider this
performance piece a perpetual work in progress and forgive its fallacies in recognition of
its value as a means of social reformation.

Limitations
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This study consists of only the 2006 college version of The Vagina Monologues; each
year the play is altered with new monologues and information being added, therefore,
there is limitation in studying only one performance of the play, which may give a
skewed analysis of the content with certain monologues being omitted on certain years.
Furthermore, the college version of the play is presented with students in mind;
performances given for the general public may cover a broader base of subjects
(monologues) to accommodate a more diverse audience and may include monologues
that are not presented in collegiate arenas.
The study of this play would greatly benefit from an expansion of the number of
researchers, as well as the number of units studied with a comparison of the resulting
findings. This method would allow for the utilization of a broader range of experiences,
knowledge and cultural perspectives than just the single observer and analyst.

Proposal for Further Research
An area of The Vagina Monologues that could be addressed in the future is that of
audience impact. This paper analyzed the play from a performer’s perspective, but it
would be of further benefit to measure the play’s effect on the people in the audience, and
to reveal just what those effects are. Another area of future research might be to measure
the impact of the play on changing social attitudes. In other words, has the play had an
impact and if so, what is it and how much of an impact has it made? This type of study
might measure the before and after attitudes of certain areas of the population, it could
also research laws, customs and morals that may have been altered due to the influence of
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this piece. Further research might also delve into the V-Day movement to measure its
impact on change in different parts of the world.
Another avenue of continued research might look at this play from a performative
aspect to analyze how the theatrics of it have served to heighten its popularity and impact.
What methods of performance are used? How is the script written? How is the
performance formulated? This is a way of looking at the value of performance art as it
relates to social reformation.

Conclusion
The Vagina Monologues protests abuses against women by naming the crimes
perpetuated against them, it brings them out in the open for all to hear, gives a voice to
the silent victims and allows them to speak up and be heard. It unites not just women, but
people, in a shared knowledge of atrocities and abuses and appeals to the public’s
conscience simply by telling the story. Furthermore, The Vagina Monologues is the
inspiration for the formation of the V-Day campaign to end violence against women. As
I have stated previously, it is a call to action. Donations of money, food and other
essentials are collected at V-Day events, which include performances of the play, and are
donated to local women’s shelters.
I think the play also does something else that is unnoticed or unspoken of. It protests
the abuses we women inflict upon ourselves when we accept and internalize socially
produced views of our bodies and ourselves. By speaking about such subjects as “hair”,
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“flooding” and “moaning” the play frees women from self-loathing, doubt, denial of self,
secrecy and the need to comply with society’s standards. In a sense the play calls on us
to stop denying and subsequently to stop abusing ourselves. The Vagina Monologues
reveals to us our own stories because we can relate to at least some of the stories being
told and ultimately, women are united in a bond of common experience and feeling.
The celebration of women begins with the very title of the play. Ensler boldly speaks
about parts of the female anatomy not as shameful secrets but as denied, misunderstood
parts to be revered and attended to. By illuminating the struggles of women, The Vagina
Monologues reminds women that they are sexual beings and sex and the body are to be
enjoyed, as in The Woman Who Loved to Make Vaginas Happy. The Vagina Monologues
reminds women to accept the self, to love all parts of the self and revel in them.
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This study reports and analyzes English test results achieved by university students
in Japan.

The students are given a practice TOEIC® at the beginning and at the end of the

classes I teach.

These classes are not special courses for TOEIC®; the purpose of giving

the tests is rather to assess each student’s present ability as well as their improvement by the
end of the course.

By making each student aware of his or her level of English ability at the

beginning, the student is thereby motivated to succeed in the course; additionally the students
feel rewarded at the end of the course based on the improvement in their test scores, thus
motivating them to study English further.
The students vary in many respects, as do the courses they take.

Some classes

meet once a week for the duration of one academic year, while the others meet twice a week
for a semester.
classes.

Some classes consist of selected advanced students while some are regular

Some courses are for freshmen, others for sophomores, still others for students

who did not pass a course the previous year.
others for students of law.

Some classes are for students of English,

I will report and analyze the test scores of this variety of students

before and after taking my courses, and show what factors made the difference in the
improvement of their scores.
In Japan, TOEIC® is becoming more and more popular and widely used by
employers for the evaluation of their employees’ English ability.

Also, university students are

expected to obtain a certain score by the time they start job hunting.

This study aims to

determine the factors important in learning English and to find clues to effective ways of
teaching English to university students.
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Abstract:
This paper explores the history of the architecture of the Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA) in New York City. Extensive photographic and drawing analyses reveal the
history of how the original building’s architecture represented the ‘public face’ of the
Museum and how that face was changed through subsequent renovation projects.
MoMA, an early champion of modern art in America, is an institution whose mission is
“to engage the public with its programs and ideas.”1 Since the construction of its original
building on 53rd Street in Manhattan in 1939, MoMA has purposefully pursued
interaction with the public through its architecture, which presents the ‘public face’ of the
Museum to its context in the city of New York. The Museum has conceived of its own
building as a way to engage the public; modern architecture defines its exterior presence,
just as modern art defines its interior purpose. The historian Talbot Hamlin in 1939
wrote of the Museum:
“Since architecture is one of the arts in which it is deeply interested, its
own new building had to serve as a public evidence of its aims and ideals.
Thus, the design… became, in all truth, a part of the museum collection –
the only part permanently and indefinitely on display.”2
Over the course of its 75 year history, the Museum has undergone numerous expansion
and renovation projects, bringing changes which have had significant impact on the
public face of this institution. The original building, designed by architects Philip
Goodwin and Edward Durell Stone, was built in 1939 (10 years after MoMA’s founding)
at the start of the ascendancy of modernism in American architecture. With the design
and construction of its own facility, the Museum sought “to produce a building that
would serve as a three-dimensional demonstration of all that the Museum stood for,
commensurate with a reputation grown to nationwide dimensions.”3
The building’s main façade (or public face) on 53rd Street, representing one of the earliest
examples of international style architecture on an institutional scale in the U.S., became
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the Museum’s emblem of modernity. Its stark elevation, comprised of white marble
cladding, ribbon windows, and translucent Thermolux glass, contrasted sharply with the
building’s context of traditional brownstone houses lining the streets of midtown
Manhattan (see Figure 2). As the architectural critic Paul Goldberger has written:
“The contrast between the Museum of Modern Art and the townhouses
flanking it on West 53rd Street was overwhelming, as was intended. How
better to show the power of the new than to juxtapose it sharply with the
old.”4
The symbolic quality of the building’s exterior aesthetic was so important to the Museum
that images of the façade were used in publications to represent MoMA in graphic form,
becoming a ‘logo’ of not only the Museum but also of the rise of modernism in America
(see Figure 3).
By the end of the 20th century, however, the Museum as originally constructed would
exist only in photographs and drawings. As it grew and changed through the first
decades of its existence, the original building was transformed through a number of
expansions and revisions, essentially erasing many of the most interesting aspects of the
original 1939 façade. The first major revisions were carried out by architects Philip
Johnson in the 1950s and 1960s and Cesar Pelli in the 1980s. The most recent expansion
project, completed in 2004, was designed by Japanese architect Yoshio Taniguchi,
working with the New York firm of Kohn Pedersen Fox (KPF). This project added about
250,000 square feet to the Museum at a cost of $425 million. It was during this recent
renovation that the Museum decided to re-assess the institution’s relationship to its own
architecture.
A primary element of Goodwin and Stone’s original façade that was drastically changed
over the years was the distinctive double-height Thermolux curtain wall enclosing the
galleries on the second and third floors. As originally built, the curtain wall, with its
Thermolux glass – a material produced by Libbey-Owens-Ford Company consisting of a
translucent glass fiber ‘tissue’ laminated between two plies of clear glass – was the major
design element of the building’s façade. It transmitted diffuse natural sunlight into the
gallery spaces by day and was illuminated like a lantern by internal lighting at night.
According to the manufacturer of Thermolux, “the tiny fibers of translucent glass, each
about six ten-thousandths of an inch in diameter, break up light rays into thousands of
miniature rays, giving a soft, evenly diffused light over a wide area.”5 The delicate
texture of the Thermolux glass fibers also complemented the natural veining of the
façade’s white marble cladding. Eventually, however, the Thermolux glass was replaced
with opaque spandrel glass, perhaps due to the eventual unavailability of replacement
glass (Libbey-Owens-Ford discontinued the product at some point in the late 1940s). The
magical quality of light transmission, an important part of experiencing the building and
its art, was thus lost.
By 1984 the two-story curtain wall was completely covered over and hidden by a plaster
partition wall on the interior, where available wall space for hanging art was at a
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premium. Visitors to the Museum after this point would see no indication of the “great
window,” which the architectural critic Lewis Mumford had hailed as one of the
building’s “specially rewarding spots” in his 1939 review of the new building in The New
Yorker magazine.6
The 2004 expansion project added entirely new wings to the Museum complex, creating a
much larger presence in midtown Manhattan by virtue of its immense size as well as a
distinctive design of white glass and black granite cladding (see Figure 4). But part of
the project also addressed the original 1939 building façade. MoMA and its architects,
Yoshio Taniguchi and KPF, decided to attempt to “un-do” this history of transformation
and return the façade to its original design by rebuilding those elements which had been
lost over time, including the Thermolux curtain wall and the curvilinear entrance canopy
and storefront which had been demolished during Philip Johnson’s 1950s renovations.
The design team (of which the author was a part) was successful in locating a Swiss
company that is still producing Thermolux glass today. Newly revealed inside and out
(see Figures 5 and 6), the restored 2004 Thermolux curtain wall creates an experience for
the Museum visitor that has not been possible for decades, and links the contemporary
version of the Museum of Modern Art to its past.
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Introduction
Glass is an essential material in architecture; it is a part of almost every building in use
today. In the 20th century, glass became increasingly important as it was aligned with the
aspirations and accomplishments of modern architecture. In his 1943 book, The Place of
Glass in Buildings, architect John Gloag described the growing importance of glass as a
material in modern construction:
Glass is a revolutionary material; it enables the architect to fabricate and
manipulate something that is universal but impalpable, beyond price but without
cost – daylight.1

In its basic form, the material of glass is a mixture of sand, soda, and limestone, heated
until molten at a temperature of about 2400°F and then slowly cooled to a solid.
However, a number of fabrication techniques have been developed which can transform
this basic material of glass into varied forms which produce a wide array of effects
related to light, vision, and texture. The versatility of glass is remarkable – it can be
transparent, translucent, reflective, or opaque – and architects continue to experiment
with its potential effects. This paper explores the concept of translucency as it is
manifested in contemporary architecture.
Because glass can be fabricated to take many forms, it can produce varied phenomenon
of experience in architecture. While glass is perhaps most often associated with
transparency, which in turn suggests clarity, visibility, and openness, glass which is
translucent can seem like an entirely different material. Translucent glass seems to
capture and hold light within it, while simultaneously transmitting diffuse rays; it glows.
It does not allow direct views through it, rather it provides a hint or suggestion of what
lies on the other side. For these reasons, translucency is often characterized by mystery
and ambiguity. The architectural theorist Juhani Pallasmaa has written of the lure of
ambiguity:

p. 1
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Mist and twilight awaken the imagination by making visual images unclear and
ambiguous: a Chinese painting of a foggy mountain landscape, or the raked sand
garden of Ryoan-ji Zen Gerden give rise to an unfocused way of looking, evoking
a trance-like, meditative state. The absent-minded gaze penetrates the surface of
the physical image and focuses in infinity.2

In this sense, ambiguity can produce a depth of experience. Some architects working
today have become interested in architecture which can achieve this depth of experience
through the deliberate use of certain cladding materials, forms, and techniques. There is
a sense, in their architecture, that the totality of experience is not immediately apparent
upon first glance. These buildings tend to employ current technologies in glass
fabrication to assemble building skins imbued with mystery and ambiguity, which
respond to changes in lighting conditions and reveal themselves fully only through the
exploration of both interior and exterior.
Early Visions of Glass Architecture
A study of translucent glass in contemporary architecture must begin with an
understanding of the history of glass in modern architecture. The early modern
movement was characterized by a fascination with glass and transparency. The
phenomenon of the all-glass building enclosure has its roots in the visionary projects of
the early modernists and was eventually realized as revolutionary advancements were
made in structural framing and glass fabrication technology. In the early 20th century,
transparency was often equated with enlightenment and was considered a bellwether of
modern culture.
The Berlin-based poet and novelist Paul Scheerbart, one of modernism’s “missing
pioneers,”3 published an influential book, Glasarchitektur, in 1914. He enthusiastically
described the potential of glass architecture to effect cultural change:
Our culture is to a certain extent the product of our architecture. If we want our
culture to rise to a higher level, we are obliged, for better or for worse, to change
our architecture… We can only do that by introducing glass architecture, which
lets in the light of the sun, the moon, and the stars, not merely through a few
windows, but through every possible wall, which will be made entirely of glass –
of colored glass. The new environment, which we thus create, must bring us a
new culture.4

Scheerbart’s lyrical enthusiasm found a counterpart in Frank Lloyd Wright, who also
wrote of an imagined future world constructed of glass:
Imagine a city iridescent by day, luminous by night, imperishable! Buildings,
shimmering fabrics, woven of rich glass… we have yet to give glass proper
architectural recognition.5

The drive for an all-glass building enclosure was initially characterized by a desire for
transparency in architecture achieved through the dissolution of the traditional solid
perimeter wall and its replacement with clear glass. The intended effect was to render the
p. 2
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building enclosure invisible, as the German architect and author Arthur Korn wrote in
1926:
The contribution of the present age is that it is now possible to have an
independent wall of glass, a skin of glass around a building; no longer a solid
wall with windows. Even though the window might be the dominant part – this
window is the wall itself, or in other words, this wall is itself the window. And
with this we have come to a turning point… it is the disappearance of the outside
wall.6

Henry Plummer, who has written extensively on the relationship between modern
architecture and light, describes the link between the disappearance of the outside wall
and a shift in modern thinking about light:
It is not just the quantity of light, therefore, that changes with the modern age,
but more importantly the character of light. With modernism’s simplification of
form and surface, architecture becomes more physically tranquil, allowing
subtleties of light and shadow to appear that are more nuanced and prominent
than in the past. Rather than serving merely to model form, light displays
increasingly a presence of its own, as a real ingredient in architecture that is
free, in part, of its clarifying function and even its past symbolic value.7

European architects such as Bruno Taut, Walter Gropius, and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe,
among others, led the early modern design movement toward glass and light, which
represented, for them, the future of architecture. Taut and Gropius each designed a
building for the 1914 Cologne Werkbund Exhibition. Taut’s Glass Pavilion was a study
in glass, which was used virtually everwhere – walls, roof, floors, and stairs. Gropius’s
contribution to the exhibition was a model factory and office building designed in
collaboration with Adolph Meyer. Their building featured remarkable glass-enclosed
stair towers and a striking early version of a glass curtain wall enclosing the offices
spaces. Mies van der Rohe produced two visionary designs for glass skyscrapers – a
faceted scheme in 1920 and a curvilinear plan in 1922 – that were particularly influential.
They must have been startling visions at the time: skyscrapers, 20 to 30-stories tall,
encased in a continuous surface of clear glass. The technology did not yet exist in the
glass industry to solve the technical requirements of constructing such a curtain wall.
However, Mies’s skyscraper designs are remarkable both for their startling and
unprecedented use of an all-glass enclosure on an immense scale and for their prescience.
Although these skyscraper projects were never realized by Mies, he went on to build a
number of other influential buildings with glass, including the Farnsworth House (1950),
Lakeshore Drive Apartments (1951), and the Seagram Building (1958).
Translucency in Contemporary Architecture
In the last 10 to 15 years, some of contemporary architecture’s leading practitioners have
developed a new paradigm in the field of glass building enclosures, utilizing various glass
fabrication techniques – acid-etching, sandblasting, curving, laminating, and casting – to
transform glass from an ‘invisible’ transparent surface to a material with depth and
presence. To revise Arthur Korn’s formulation, the window is still the wall itself, but the
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glass is now more present than absent. Through these various treatments, the glass is
rendered translucent, so that it captures and disperses light. During daytime, sunlight is
diffused through the façade into the interior, bathing it in natural light. At night, interior
lighting illuminates the entire skin of the building, causing it to glow like a lantern. This
represents a fundamental change in the material presence of glass. As opposed to
transparent glass, which primarily transmits light, the new translucent glass products
absorb and disperse light, creating a new condition which is neither transparent nor
opaque. The buildings which are the focus of this paper further exploit this phenomenon
by utilizing the glass as a continuous, all-over building skin, imparting the qualities of the
glass to the building as a whole, rather than to individual windows within an opaque wall.
It should be noted that the idea of a translucent glass skin is not without precedent in
modern architecture. Early examples include the Maison de Verre in Paris by Chareau
and Bijvoet (1932), Goodwin and Stone’s Museum of Modern Art in New York City
(1939), and the Johnson Wax Research Tower by Frank Lloyd Wright in Racine,
Wisconsin (1951). However, two recent buildings, constructed within the last 10 years,
are exemplary in their realization of the current concept of translucency in glass
construction, their utilization of contemporary glass technologies, and their impact on
contemporary architecture. The first is an art museum in Bregenz, Austria – the
Kunsthaus Bregenz, designed by Swiss architect Peter Zumthor and completed in 1997.
The second is an auditorium and conference hall in San Sebastian, Spain – the Kursaal
Congress Center, designed by Spanish architect Rafael Moneo and built in 1999. These
two architects are widely considered to be among the leading designers in contemporary
practice. Moneo was awarded the 1996 Pritzker Prize. Zumthor won the Carlsberg
Architecture Prize in 1998. The buildings, likewise, have received international
recognition. The Mies van der Rohe Prize is awarded every two years by the European
Union for the most accomplished new building in Europe. Zumthor’s Kunsthaus won the
prize in 1998; Moneo’s Kursaal won it in 2001.
Although almost all architectural glass today is produced by the float process from a
basic mix of silica, lime and sodium carbonate, the two buildings analyzed below use a
number of different secondary fabrication techniques to transform the raw material of
float glass into new and unusual forms.
The Ambiguous Cube
Peter Zumthor’s Kunsthaus, built near the shore of Lake Constance in Bregenz, Austria,
achieves the effects of ambiguity through the unique design of it glass skin. Shortly after
opening in 1997, the four-story art museum building was described as “a triumph of
intellect and imagination” that is “devoted to mystery.”8 Animal metaphors have been
used in an attempt to classify the qualities of the building’s exterior presence: “the skin
has the elegance and suppleness of a lizard’s”9 and is “like a chrysalis surrounding an
emerging animal.”10 Zumthor himself has written that the building’s skin “looks like
slightly ruffled feathers or like a scaly structure.”11
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The building enclosure is actually comprised of two layers: an outer skin of glass which
stands about three feet in front of an inner wall of concrete and glass. The outer layer,
which is consistent on all four sides of the building, is constructed of hundreds of
identical panels of laminated glass. The panels are supported not by continuous frames
but by intermittent stainless steel clips at the top and bottom corners of each panel. Thus,
the glass panels are expressed as autonomous plates, with all four edges exposed. The
glass, which has been given an acid-etched surface treatment, is arranged in a shingle-like
manner, with the top and one side of each panel tilted behind the edges of the adjacent
panels. The panels do not actually touch, however; the joints are left completely open,
contributing to the perception of the glass as abstract floating planes. Because the entire
building is covered with these translucent glass ‘shingles,’ there are no direct views into
the building from the outside. Rather, there is the ambiguous suggestion of what lies
beyond the surface – shadows of the fine steel structure which supports the outer skin,
faint indications of the concrete wall behind, and the diffuse glow of interior lighting at
night. One can walk directly up to the building’s glass skin to feel its slightly rough
etched surface and catch glimpses through the open joints between each glass panel.
Upon visiting the building, one writer found that “many fingerprints are left on the first
row of panels as people peer through the gaps in the skin to solve the mystery of the
building’s anatomy.”12 The mystery of the building arises from its effects, not its
substance. Upon examination, the building itself is not difficult to comprehend: it is
concrete, steel and glass. The question shifts from what it is to how it is; the way in
which the materials are put together and their interplay with light create the sense of
intrigue.
The acid-etched surface of the glass gives the building an ever-changing outward
appearance, as the material visually transforms with shifts in sunlight and cloud cover
and angle of view. Of the external character of the building, Zumthor wrote, “it absorbs
the changing light of the sky, the haze of the lake; it reflects light and color and gives an
intimation of its inner life according to the angle of vision, the daylight and the
weather.”13
Acid-etching is a process in which a piece of glass is laid flat horizontally while a
chemical bath is poured onto the top surface for a predetermined amount of time and then
washed off, thus producing a microscopically roughened surface which scatters light rays
and transforms the normally reflective glass surface to a matte finish. The Kunsthuas
was among the first significant buildings to use the type of acid-etching in an exterior
application.
The interior spaces of the Kunsthaus are the true beneficiaries of Zumthor’s ingenious
approach to the manipulation of daylight. The walls of the galleries are made of
concrete, while the ceilings consist entirely of acid-etched glass panels suspended from
above. Above each ceiling is an eight-foot tall cavity with perimeter clerestory glass,
which transmits natural daylight from the outer glass enclosure to the translucent ceiling,
creating a glowing effect that changes with the external environmental conditions. One
has a sense of where the sun is and what the character if the sky is, without actually
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seeing either. The effect is subtle yet powerful, serving well the function of displaying
art while also creating an indirect connection to the outside world.
The Chameleon
The Kursaal Congress Center, designed by Rafael Moneo, occupies a prominent site in
the seaside town of San Sebastian, Spain, where the city grid, the Urumea River, and the
Bay of Biscay converge. In response to this dramatic setting, Moneo conceived of the
building as an element of the landscape, like “two gigantic rocks stranded at the mouth of
the river, forming part of the landscape, rather than belonging to the city.”14 The
geological metaphor is enhanced by a slight shift in form away from the orthogonal; the
buildings tilt slightly at an inclination of 5 degrees in the vertical plane and 3 degrees in
the horizontal.
The Kursaal consists of two prismatic volumes, one containing a large concert hall and
the other a smaller auditorium, which are essentially ‘buildings within a building.’ The
concert hall and auditorium each sit within a larger shell clad almost entirely in a unique
“translucent glass skin which changes and shimmers like a chameleon in different
climatic conditions.”15 The appearance of the building changes with its atmospheric
context – in direct sun it becomes opaque and solid; with sunlight behind it, it
mysteriously reveals its depth in shadow; at night it glows and is reflected in the waters
of the river and the sea. The effects of the glass skin create a unique interior experience
as well, prompting this description from one reviewer: “These remarkable cubes promise
spatial magic. And inside, they deliver: soaring lobbies that surround each freestanding
auditorium are wondrous spaces, insulated from the outside, as if under water.”16
Like the Kunsthaus, the Kursaal’s enclosure is a double skin. A ‘cage’ of load-bearing
structural steel framework, approximately eight feet deep from inside to outside, supports
an exterior skin of concave glass planks and an interior skin of flat, sandblasted low-iron
glass. Complex combinations of different glass treatments and surfaces were necessary
to achieve the intended effects. The outer glass skin is a composite of two different glass
types which are bent and laminated together. The first of these types is a textured glass
which is produced by heating the glass and passing it over a series of patterned ceramic
rollers which impart their ribbed profile onto the surface of the glass. The second type is
a low-iron-content glass with a sandblasted surface treatment. Both of these types are
translucent, and when combined they create a unique effect not normally expected from
glass. Richard Weston has described the effect of the translucent glass as “transforming
[the building’s] crystalline forms into an interplay of texture and light in tune with the
figurative surfaces of sea and sky.”17
Conclusion
The versatility of glass as a material in architecture is evident in the number and variety
of different fabrication techniques available today as well as in the variety of experiential
effects achieved through its use. Although traditionally used as a transparent, even
‘invisible,’ membrane in buildings, contemporary architects are exploring other
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manifestations of the glass enclosure, including the concept of translucency. The result
of this work, as manifested in exemplary buildings of the last ten years, is a combination
of experiential design and material research, of mystery and technology. Arthur Korn’s
words from 1926 still ring true: “the peculiar characteristic of glass as compared to all
other materials hitherto in use becomes apparent: glass is noticeable yet not quite visible.
It is the great membrane, full of mystery, delicate yet tough.”18
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Abstract
This model builds on an understanding of cultural and aesthetic values of the music,
dance, and cultural life of Panay Bukidnons, an indigenous group found in the highlands of
Panay in Western Visayas, Philippines. We draw upon these values to inform and animate
institutional forms and structures which grant the Panay Bukidnons greater agency regarding
their cultural resources. This gives the Panay Bukidnons the capacity to sustain their culture
through various means, especially teaching and trade.
We examine in particular their local construct called sibod, which is articulated within the
binanog music-dance practice. Binanog refers to the movements of a banog, a hawk-eagle which is
native to the highlands of Panay. Specific to the overall practice is the way sibod isused as a form
of ‘self-vocality.’ Self-vocality in this context is an expression that springs from limog
(sound/voice). Prior to articulation, a limog is thought of in the form of mnemonic words. These
words bear patterns of sound containing communally-shared information and meaning
associated with gender, the manner of dancing, playing of musical instruments, among other
expressions. Note that although the word ‘vocality’ is associated with the voice or limog, the
usage of the term by Panay Bukidnons transcends the limits of speech and singing — this ‘voice’
is heard from the mind via mnemonics and this, in turn, sounded as limog through instruments,
and is physically animated through dance. When self-vocality is expressed, the meaning of sibod
moves from self-vocality to co-vocality. This leads to the synchronization of different forces
involved in music-making and dance. This synchronization reflects the workings of life in the
Panay Bukidnon community in the same way as how their music and dance connect to courtship,
healing, and other rituals.
Co-vocality is not achieved without first dealing with self-vocality. But ironically, even as
self-vocality permeates cultural expression, it is almost totally absent in socioeconomic thinking
and action. For instance, Panay Bukidnons have come to rely almost exclusively on national
agencies to support their cultural activities rather than their own efforts. National agencies in the
Philippines such as the National Commission for Culture and the Arts (NCCA) and the National
Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) have subsidized the expenses of the Balay Turun-an
or the School for Living Tradition for about five years. There are about four or more Balay Turunans now in Panay. This is where Panay Bukidnons conduct classes for their youth, teaching them
the Binanog music-dance tradition, playing music instruments, and chanting. The physically
disabled, the elders in their community who are physically weak and can no longer work in
farming, and others who are knowledgeable of cultural traditions in music and dance, are the
teachers of this Balay Turun-an. In exchange for their services, they are given incentives in cash or
in-kind support to acquire food, medicine, and other needs. The problem arises when financial
support is interrupted; this disrupts the continuity of learning. In relation to their community
principles and beliefs, this sense of dependence disables ‘self-vocality’, undermining a sense of
cultural agency.
This abstract describes a project for creating institutions to realize a self-sustaining
cultural and economic community grounded within the community value of sibod. This initiative
proceeds from self-vocality to the workings of synchronized and collaborative group-play in the
binanog music-dance practice. Thus, a socioeconomic scheme is designed from this principle to
reinforce the individual’s role within the community context and how both contribute to the
larger society, even at the international level:
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SOCIOECONOMIC INITIATIVES
in Balay Patawili

with PANAY BUKIDNON FOUNDATION

Balay Turun-an

Community Fund

and
----------------------

Larger Society

The socioeconomic initiatives will take place in the Balay Patawili (House of
Gathering/Production). Traditionally, patawili among Panay Bukidnons is a traditional call for
community members to get together for the purpose of assisting a needy member in farm work,
or to celebrate an occasion with dancing and singing, among other activities. In the context of
this project, this term is used to signify the community’s spirit of camaraderie with the objective
of sustaining cultural activities. The Balay Patawili will include the following:

1) Production, distribution, and sales of material culture-- musical instruments, e.g.
bamboo flutes, drums, bamboo percussions, and zithers, etc.; dancing apparel types,
e.g. sinobrahang pula/sinobrahang puti or embroidered blouses; bags, wallets,
placemats, shawls, etc.; coin-embellished headgear, necklaces, waistbands, and
anklets; baskets with traditional designs; sculptures and pottery; and so on.
Revenues will pay artisans and provide support for the operations of the Balay
Patawili .
2) Educational and training extension camp for non-natives offering individual and
package tuition rates while learning the local cultural forms. Revenues will pay
artisans and provide support for the operations of the Balay Patawili but prices will be
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kept low enough that many persons will have the opportunity to come in contact
with Panay Bukidnon culture.
3) Creation of audiovisual media of their music-dance traditions, as well as print
materials such as children’s illustrated book about their fables, myths, and so on. As
with the extension camp, these ventures serve to generate revenue, but also help to
inform a wider public of the cultural forms of the Panay Bukidnons.
These initiatives in the Balay Patawili will be organized by the Panay Bukidnon
Foundation which will create a system for production, distribution and sales of proposed
materials, as well as marshalling manpower, technical expertise, and financial support. The
foundation will consist of cultural workers, entrepreneurs and most importantly, a council of
respected elders from the community such as their parangkutan (adviser), husay (arranger), and
some ginikanan (parents), alongside a group of dedicated individuals from the community. Part
of the foundation’s function is to look for ways to train community members to manage the
marketing and sales of their products so they can systematize negotiation and management of the
business while respecting core principles of the community. The training process will be geared
towards self and community empowerment, with an eye toward complete self-governance of the
foundation and projects associated with it.
These institutional initiatives building toward developing a self-sustaining model which
includes: 1) the Balay Turun-an and culture in the broadest sense; and 2) a Community Fund
which will assist in covering medical, judicial/legal, agricultural and other basic needs. These
needs must be met and included in a holistic cultural support model in order for the music and
dance culture to also thrive.
A small-scale business effort to test the market can be launched as a pilot project. This
pilot project would have capitalization at 3.5 million pesos. This initial capital infusion will come
from institutional and private funding agencies (national or international) as well as ‘social
entrepreneurship’ funds. A breakdown of expenses is shown below:
Prospective
Funding
Agencies/Institutions

Proposed
Amount

Financing Allocations

Japan Foundation

1 Million Pesos

Ford Foundation

1 Million Pesos

UNICEF

500,000 pesos

National Commission
for Culture and the
Arts
Donors, Art Patrons,
Commercial
Transport
Establishments,
LGU/Tourism Office

500,000 pesos

Construction of Balay Patawili,
Systems Planning and Manpower Training,
Production expenses
Educational camp modules, musical instruments,
other materials
Production of Children’s Illustrated books about
traditional tales
Two-year support for Balay Turun-an (educator’s
fees, food, physical maintenance of facilities). Balay
Patawili will take-over expenses after 2 years
Delivery Vehicle
Messenger’s Motorbike
Information Brochure (Communication Materials)

In-Kind Support
estimated at
500,000 pesos
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If the three million peso and five thousand pesos threshold is not met within a year of the
launch, a slower start up based on revenue from sales will fund the growth of the fund. In either
scenario, funds would cover the development of the necessary physical plant, acquisition of startup raw materials (e.g. cloth, thread), transportation to deliver products, labor/service fees, etc. To
help this small-scale operation to thrive, production facilities will be located in Garangan
(Calinog, Iloilo) where there is access to public transport. Also, this is a hub for cultural activity
as a Balay Turun-an has already been established in this area. Interest in panubuk (embroidery)
has led to a few small-scale commissions being offered to artisans for about three years already.
Commissions for making musical instruments have also started. In essence, a “proto-pilot
project” is already in effect; additional funding would systematize and expand current activities,
and more important, create the Foundation, which would provide a much needed durable
institution in helping the Panay Bukidnons to sustain their culture and to use artistic activities to
develop a grater sense of cultural and economic agency.
Part of the marketing effort will involve the Local Government Unit (LGU) of the
municipality of Calinog and Tapaz, particularly its Tourism Council. The idea is to propose a
tourism outpost as part of larger tourism development efforts for the provinces of Iloilo and
Capiz. Every LGU has a Tourism Officer and projects can be suggested to promote and boost the
economy of the province. With the assistance of this council, ordinances can be formulated to
support the Panay Bukidnons in their institutional initiatives. The LGU can also be an
information center regarding the institutional initiatives and can exhibit/sell in support of
cultural products.
Reaching the much larger in Iloilo is already in the planning stages. Iloilo, which is about
50 kilometers from the town of Calinog, is the center of commercial trade for domestic/foreign
consumers in Panay. Goods will be offered on a consignment basis in places which exhibit/sell
local products such as the Department of Tourism and Industry (DTI) display center; department
stores such as Shoemart, Robinsons, Gaisano; and other local stalls. Consignments allow material
to get into markets at relatively low cost and low risk, thus producing more visibility for
heretofore unknown goods.
Necessary to the success of this project is to connect economic benefits with support for a
social institution such as the Balay Turun-an. This will strengthen cultural values and cohesion,
which in turn supports the larger society, and contributes to revenue. In a tangible sense, the
Balay Turun-an would be a practical investment in making musical and cultural expressions more
visible through performances and workshops. The Panay Bukidnon Foundation would assist in
this effort by developing and supporting outreach and marketing efforts. Through this process,
both the cultural community and larger society coexist while sharing social, cultural, and
symbolic sustenance.
This project, by linking socio-cultural values to socioeconomic needs, will promote the
circulation of material and symbolic values using local and global settings to contribute to the
dynamic growth of a culture. In this context, culture is not merely an inward-looking, stable set
of traditions. Rather, it is dynamic, reacting to and informing external relations with other
communities, and thereby contributing to the community’s socioeconomic and cultural
awareness and identity. Raul Pertierra writes in his The Work of Culture (2002) that: “culture can
no longer be seen as boundedly local; it continues to be located within particular structures of
experience, encompassing positioned subjects who reproduce it both from their perspectives and
from the wider contexts within which such perspectives are embedded.” Connecting the local to
the global framework is an attempt to comprehend a sense of totality regarding the wholeness or
integration of parts such as local activities and productivity into a larger global system. Thus,
self-vocality as a local principle among Panay Bukidnons will be acted upon to meet the
community’s goal of cultural sustenance and coexistence with its external surroundings thus
achieving co-vocality. Sibod then as a local construct in music and dance extends to the more
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meaningful context of cultural sustainability. However, this will entail a commitment of hard
work from the community and a consciousness of support from larger societies.
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Limog ,translated as voice or sound, is core to the rhythmic modes used in the binanog musicdance tradition of Panay Bukidnons in the highlands of Western Visayas, Philippines. The
Binanog is a stylised mimesis of the movements and energies of a banog, a hawk-eagle native to
the highlands of Panay (scientific name: Spizaelus Philippensis). In the pre-operative stage (or
prior to sounding), limog is in a mnemonic form which one informant described as the ‘voice
inside my head.’1
Mnemonics are transformed into limog via musical instruments and the natural voice;
sometimes, with a quiet almost whisper-like motions of the mouth articulating the syllables.
Aside from being audible, realising limog would require that a physical dimension of the mode
be realised through the body in different dance movements.
The said transformation from the mind to a more tangible state, e.g. physical expression,
entails a process of creativity and (re)structural activity. Limog provides the information about
the communal structures of music and movement and this becomes the basis for restructuring.
Structures here are model frameworks defined within the people’s traditional practice of dance
and music-making whereas restructuring is a play on musical and dance elements around a
defined structure. Such act is called ‘rhythmicizing.’ Before playing an instrument, a musician
goes through a process of thought, deliberate or otherwise, instantaneously. A choice is being
made on what particular mnemonic phrase would be used to produce the intended limog. It is
relevant and in fact appropriate that the produced limog should correspond to certain
requirements of a binanog event, be it in consideration of gender (e.g. should women alone or
should men and women dance together?), of age, physical capacity, among others. The
instrument players then bring the musical (rhythm and tone) contents of the mnemonics into
play.
Dancers identify the limog rendered by musicians and this becomes the basis for them to
execute various boses (dance movements) in imitation of the banog. To rhythmicize for the
dancers would mean to put into physical form the acoustical qualities of the mnemonics. Further
on, communal participation happens in response to a working musical and dancing process.
Limog is transformed to other vocables or ta-ta by the binanog’s participants/audience. These
participants form syllabic equivalences of a particular limog and use them as vocal calls to excite
and heighten the whole binanog event.
In the creative application of limog, different techniques are at work. Accented and unaccented
syllables of the limog determine the intensity of the basal or the beating of a drum/gong. As a
result of varying intensities, there would be variations in pitch levels. For instance, pitch level is
relatively higher when the basal is done with accents or even just by open beating/undampened
strokes. Conversely, a lower pitch level is produced by pangmidya or the dampening of sound on
instruments.
At a higher level, limog is fully realized with the distinct affectations of individual binanog
players. It is felt and expressed, in fact physicalised. From limog, dancers get their cue on
executing the kido-kido or the movement of the dancers’ shoulders. The shoulders have to be in
time with the rhythm of the instruments. The instrument player in doing the pang-midya feels an
1
Mr. Mansueto Parle, a Tambur player from Batu-Batu, Tapaz, says that he determines the sound that he’s
going to play by first “thinking about it” (gina-isip ko); while he said this, he was pointing to his head, “I
think about it here” (gina-isip ko dya).
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inward rhythm of the kido-kido or has a detailed imagination of the body movements of the
dancers. Fluctuations of relative high-low pitch formations from the music instruments provide an
imaginary shape from which dancers base the flowing gestures of their shoulders and arms in
imitation the banog’s flight.
The local structuring of limog brings about cognitive aspects to memory. It is a marking
and structuring of creative space that does not place strict boundaries on form or expression. This
structuring of rhythms in music-making and dancing reflects the Panay Bukidnons’ conversant
language, open to short-cuts and prolongation of sound. It is also a form of cultural art.
Transformations from limog to basal and boses, including the audience’s ta-ta are all processes
involved in the performance of the binanog tradition.
The final consummation of limog is in the spontaneous expression of its structures so that
it blends almost imperceptibly with physical and sound expressions, becoming part of an
encompassing experience or event. Such is the essence of binanog brought to its fullest by the
process of rhythmicizing its core, the limog
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Quantifier Scope, P Feature, and Interface Economy *
Koichiro Nakamura
Hiroshima Jogakuin University
nakamura@gaines.hju.ac.jp
1. Introduction.
One of the central issues in the syntactic researches has been how to give an account for the
quantifier scope interaction in the examples such as below.
(1) a. Every tourist read some guidebook.

every>some & some>every

b. (Every tourist x (some guidebook y (x read y)))
(Reinhart 2006, 54)

c. (Some guidebook y (every tourist x (x read y)))

(1a) has two readings represented in (1b&c), which means both of the quantifiers every and some
can have wider scope . This fact led May (1985), for example, to propose QR, which should apply
to every quantifier, and it represents scope ambiguity between quantifiers. QR is considered to be
an adjunction operation, which adjoins the object to TP at LF, as in (2).
(2) [TP some guidebook [TP every tourist [vP tsubj [VP read tobj]]]]
In this way, quantifier scope is represented at LF properly.
However, the fact is not this simple. As Reinhart (2006,54) shows, (3a) has only the
interpretation shown in (3b). That is to say, the object cannot scope over the subject. This means
QR does not have to apply to the object in (3a).
(3) a. Some tourist read every guidebook.

*

*some>every, every>some

A portion of this paper was presented at Fukuoka Linguistic Circle, held in Kyushu University on
July 15, 2006. I would like to thank the audience there, especially Tadashi Eguchi, Toshiaki Inada,
Nobuaki Nishioka, and Hiroaki Tada. All remaining inadequacy is mine. This research is supported
by the Research Grant from Hiroshima Jogakuin University, for which I am grateful.
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b. (Some tourist x (every guidebook y (x read y)))
c. (Every guidebook y (some tourist x (x read y)))
If QR is an obligatory operation that applies to every quantifier, as is assumed in the literature, the
object QP in (3a) should be adjoined to VP, where it takes scope. This is the view taken also by Fox
(2000) , who assumes that QR is an obligatory operation.
The purpose of this paper is to show that a scope shifting operation like QR does not apply to
every quantifier, and that it applies only when it has an effect on scopal interpretation. It is in line
with the Interface Economy, advocated by Reinhart (1995, 2006). We propose , with Chomsky
(2001), that such a scope shifting operation is triggered by an optional P feature onT or v. We go no
to propose that we can extend the view to object scrambling in languages such as Japanese,
German, and Dutch, which should be seen as an overt version of scope shifting operation (cf.
Nakamura 2006, to appear). The organization of the paper is as follows: In section 2 we discuss
English examples and claim that quantifier scope cannot be accounted for uniformly. Quantifier
scope can be ambiguous, regardless of the types of quantifiers involved. In section 3, we claim that
a scope shifting operation such as QR is involved only when it is required for the interface need,
and introduce its syntactic mechanism. In section 4 we move on to scrambling, which is considered
to be an overt scope shifting operation, and argue that it fixes quantifier scope. In section 5 we take
up an apparent problem of the analysis here, and section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Examples of quantifier scope (dis)ambiguity.
It is generally considered since May(1977, 1985) that the sentence such as (4a) has scope
ambiguity between quantifiers. The interpretations are given in (4b&c).
(4) a. Some boy admires every professor.

some>every & every>some

b. There is some (particular) boy such that he admires every professor.
c. For every professor, there is some boy or other such that he admires them.
However, this is not always the case. Let us begin by giving some examples.
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(5) a. A tablecloth covers every table.

*a>every, every>a

b. (A table cloth x (every table y (x covers y)))
c.(Every table y (a tablecloth x (x covers y)))
(6)a.A tablecloth covers two tables.

a>every, ??every>a

b. (A table cloth x (two tables y (x covers y)))
( Reinhart 2006,121)

c. ( Two tables y (a tablecloth x(x covers y)))

(5a) has only the interpretation shown in (5c), where every table scopes over a tablecloth, whereas
in the case of (6a), the much preferred reading is that the subject has wider scope. That is to say,
non-overt scope is possible in(5a), but it is not in the case of (6a). Further examples confirm the
point.
??a>every, every>a

(7) a. A doctor will examine every patient.
b. (A doctor x ( every patient y (x will examine y)))
c. .(Every patient y (a doctor x (x will examine y)))
(8)a. A doctor will examine twenty patients.

a>twenty, ??twenty>a

b.(A doctor x (twenty patient y (x will examine y)))
c.(Twenty patient y (a doctor x (x will examine y)))

(Reinhart 2006,121)

Here, the preferred reading for (7a) is the one shown in (7c), where the object scopes over the
subject. On the other hand, (8a) hardly has the interpretation represented in (8c). This constitutes
another evidence that non-overt scope is possible only in some cases.
We can give a further example to show the same point from Liu (1997, 162)
(9) Nobody loves everyone.

no>every, *every>no
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Here, only the subject has wider scope.1
To summarize the point up to now, in (3a) in section 1, with some in the subject and every in the
object, only the former has wider scope. On the other hand, (4a), with the same pattern, is scopally
ambiguous. In (5a), where a numeral quantifier is the subject and a universal quantifier is the object,
only the former has wider scope. On the other hand, in (7a), with the same pattern involved, the
preferred reading is that the subject has wider scope. In (6a), where both the subject and the object
are numeral quantifiers, the preferred reading is that the subject scopes over the object. On the other
hand, in (8a), with the same pattern, the preferred reading is that the object scopes over the subject.
In an example such as (9), where a negated QP is the subject and a universal quantifier is the object,
only the former has wider scope. These facts clearly indicate that quantifier scope cannot be
accounted for uniformly. If we follow May(1985), for example, QR should apply to every
quantifier, but this violates the general economy principle, which requires that an operation be
involved only when it is necessary. The object QP in (8a), for example, should not be raised by QR,
since quantifier scope can be computed without its application. The idea taken in Beghelli (1993)
and Sato-Zhu (1996) has also to be reconsidered, since they claim that only the universal quantifiers
can have wider scope even in the object positions. Our next concern is, then, to consider when it
has to be involved.
3. QR triggered by P feature applies to quantifiers only when necessary.
In section 2, we saw that quantifier scope is ambiguous in some cases, and not in other. We
have to reconsider the view taken by May (1985), where QR applies to every quantifier. We should
also investigate what motivates a scope shifting operation such as QR. We cannot bring here
universals for quantifier scope advocated by Ioup (1975) either, which says that universal
quantifiers have inherent tendency toward highest scope. This is because the universals contradict
the fact we saw in section 2, where every cannot have wide scope, at least in some cases.
At this point, basically following Reinhart (2006) and Chomsky (2001), let us propose the

1

Hornstein (1995) and Kitahara (1996) try to explain quantifier scope without recourse to QR.
They claim that quantifier scope can be computed only with case-triggered A-movement. However,
their account wrongly predicts the scope ambiguity between the quantifiers in examples such as (8),
since the object obligatorily moves across the subject.
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followings.
(10) a. QR applies to quantifiers only when its application affects scope interpretation.
b. An optional P feature on T or v triggers QR.
c. P feature is assigned to T or v only when it has an effect on scope interpretation.
We depart from Reinhart in that we do not make use of the reference set. Let us illustrate the point.
(11) a. A doctor will examine every patient and Lucie will too.
b. [TP every patient1 [Lucie will [VP examine e1]]
c. Lucie will [VP every patient1 [VP examine e1]]

(Reinhart 2006, 107)

(11a) is not ambiguous. Only the subject has wider scope. Reinhart makes use of the reference set
to give an account for this in an ellipsis construction. Namely, the object every patient can be QRed
to TP, as in (11b), or to VP as in (11c). These are the reference set. (11c) blocks (11b) because the
latter is the simpler derivation. This means that QR applies to the object even in (11a), with no
scope ambiguity. We reject this redundancy, and claim that QR applies only when it changes scope
relation.
Let us show how the derivation proceeds, taking up (7a) as an example.
(12) a. [vP a doctor [VP examine every patient]]
b.[TP a doctor [T’ will[vP tsubj [VP examine every patient]]]]
c.[TP every patient [TP a doctor [T’ will(P) [vP tsubj [VP examine tevery patient]]]]]
In (12b), where the modal will is introduced into the derivation, its EPP feature attracts the subject
toits specifier. Then in (12c), where P feature on T remains unchecked, it attracts the object every
patient to its adjoined position. This attraction may violate Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC),
since P feature attracts the object crossing the vP boundary, the phase. However, this application is
licit just because it is the only way to properly represent scope construal. The view taken here is
reminiscent of Interface Economy of Reinhart (1995, 8), which says that less economical derivation
is permitted only if it is required for interface needs. Alternatively, we can say that v is assigned an
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optional P feature, which attracts the object to its adjoined position. The object can further move up
to TP adjoined position by an optional P feature assigned to matrix T, where it takes scope. This
successive cyclic adjunction should be possible, since the assignment of an optional P feature on v
confirms (10c). P feature on the object may be checked at vP boundary, but it remains activated
because it is the only one that can check P feature on the matrix T.
The derivation in (12) is not applicable to (8a), for example, where only the subject has wider
scope. This means that the proper scope construal is obtained without QR, and its application is not
required.
To sum up, in this section, we proposed that QR applies to QPs only when its application has an
effect on quantifier interpretation. It is triggered by an optional P feature on v or T. Up to this point,
we have examined cases where quantifier scope is determined byQR, which is considered to be a
covert operation. Our next task is then, to think of circumstances where quantifier scope is
computed overtly.
4. Object scrambling: where quantifier scope is computed overtly
Let us turn our eyes to cases of scrambling. Since Hoji (1985), object scrambling is generally
considered to create scope ambiguity. Let us begin by a typical example.
(13) a. Dareka-ga

daremo-o

sonkei-siteiru

some>every , *every>some

someone-Nom everyone-Acc respects
b. Daremo-o

dareka-ga

sonkei-siteiru

some>every & every>some

everyone-Acc someone-Nom respects
Shibatani (1990), on the other hand, claims that object scrambling has scope fixing effect.2
(14) a. Minna-ga dareka-o
all-Nom

2

aisiteiru

all>some & some>all

someone-Acc loves

Minna, which is similar to all in English, is sometimes not regarded as a quantifier because it
somehow forces group reading, but here we simply assume that it is a quantifier.
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b. Dareka-o

minna-ga

someone-Acc all-Nom

aisiteiru

*all>some, some>all

loves

We agree with Hoji (1985) in that the subject scopes over the object in (13a), but we agree with
Shibatani (1990) in that only the object has wider scope when object scrambling is involved. The
aim of theis section is to show that object scrambling should be considered as an instance of “overt”
version of scope shifting operation. Let us begin by some examples
(15) a. Hitori-no kodomo-ga dono ki-nimo
one-Gen child-Nom
b. Dono ki-nimo

one>every, *every>one

every tree-Dat climb-Past

hitori-no kodomo-ga

every tree-Dat one-Gen child-Nom
(16) a. Dareka-ga

nobo-tta.
nobo-tta

??one>every, every>one

climb-Past

(toshokan-no) hotondo-no hon-o yonde-iru some>most, *most>some

someone-Nom (library-Gen) most Gen books-Acc read-has
b. (Toshokan-no) hotondo-no hon-o dareka-ga

yonde-iru ??some>most, most>some

library-Gen most-Gen books-Acc someone-Nom read-has
In (15a), only the subject takes wider scope. On the other hand, in (15b), with object scrambling,
the object scopes over the subject. Likewise in (16b), only the object takes wider scope. If the
judgment here is on the right track, this indicates that Japanese object scrambling is a scope shifting
operation. Put differently, this further means that quantifier scope is computed overtly. If this is the
case, scrambling is, like QR, triggered by an optional P feature. We can represent the derivation for
(15b), for example, as follows.
(17) a. [vP hitori-no kodomo-ga [VP dono ki-nimo-no bor]]
b. [TP hitori-no kodomo-ga [vP tsubj [VP 3dono ki-nimo nobor]]tta]
c. [TP dono ki-nimo [TP hitori-no kodomo-ga [vP tsubj [VP tobj nobor]]tta(P)]]

In (17c), where an optional P feature is assigned to T, it attracts the object to its adjoined position.
This is in line with the facts often discussed in German and Dutch. Diesing(1996, 71)presents
examples in (18a,b) . In (18a), with the base order, only the subject has wider scope. On the other
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hand, in (18b) with object scrambling, the object has wider scope.

(18) a. dass eine Sopranistin jedes Schubertlied
that one soprano

gesungen hat

every Schubert song sung

b. dass jedes Schubertlied

has

eine Sopranistin gesungen hat

that every Schubert song one soprano

sung

has

We can see the same contrast in Dutch examples from Ruys (2001,55)

(19)a. … dat Jan waarschijinliik een oplossing heeft gevonden
that Jan probably

a solution

has found

“that Jan probably found a solution”
b. … dat Jan een oplossing waarschijinlijk heeft gevonden
that Jan a solution

probably

has found

“that there is a solution that Jan has probably found”
In (19a), with the base order, een oplossing (=a solution) means some solution or other such that
Jan found, while in (19b), with object scrambling, it means a (particular) solution such that Jan
found. These again indicate that objects can have wider scope when they are scrambled across VP
boundary. This is another indication that object scrambling is an overt scope fixing operation..3

4

One may wonder, at this point, why object scrambling is discussed here, because it is an overt
operation, and QR is a covert operation. That is the topic for the next section.

5. Apparent problems for the analysis

In sections 2 and 3, we took up QR, and claimed that it applies only when it has an effect on
scope interpretation. In sectiion4 we discussed object scrambling in Japanese, German, and Dutch,
and argued that the scrambling investigated here is an overt version of scope fixing operation.
3

Soh (1998) observes a similar fact in Chinese.
Ishii (1998) discusses Japanese weak DPs can also have a strong, partitive reading when they are
scrambled into sentence initial position.
4
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However, there exists crucial difference between QR and object scrambling, since the former is a
covert operation, while the latter is an overt operation. How can we give an account for the
difference? Here, we can make use of the Earliness principle, which is advocated by Pesetsky
(1989). Its main point is that an operation should be applied as early as possible. This gives rise to
the preference for the overt operations over the covert ones, but we still need a covert operation like
QR because non-overt scope cannot be computed only with overt operation. This is where
Reinhart ‘s (2006) interface repair strategy is at issue. Let us cite an economy condition proposed in
Reinhart (2006, 104)

(20) If a derivation D converges without application of covert operation, then that application is
disallowed.

By (20), a covert operation is allowed only when it is necessary for convergence. An “illicit” QR is
allowed because it is the only way to properly schematize the scope relation between quantifiers.
This amounts to saying that it is not allowed if it not required for convergence.
On the other hand, scrambling is an overt operation, so it poses no problem for any of the
economy principles, and it does obey Earliness principle. This also indicates that object scrambling
is an obligatory movement required for computing proper scope interpretation.
An alternative idea is to put forth the derivational model, which is advocated by Epstein and
Seely (2006). They suggest, in line with Chomsky and Uriagereka, dispensing with the overt/covert
distinction. Their model aims at computing derivation and interpretation at the same time. When
the derivation converges, all the interpretations are also sent to the interface.
Here, we cannot decide exactly which way to choose, but at least we can say that a scope
shifting operation like QR is needed anyway, to schematize proper scope relations between
quantifiers.

6. Conclusion and future issues.
To summarize, in this paper we have argued that a scope shifting operation like QR does not
apply to quantifiers when its application does not change scope relations between quantifiers. We
have also argued that an optional P feature on T or v triggers QR. We have further claimed that
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Japanese object scrambling is a scope shifting operation that fixes scope of quantifiers. This overt
operation is also triggered by an optional P feature on T or v. Object scrambling obeys the Earliness
principle advocated by Pesetsky, but QR does not. QR is allowed all the same because it is the only
way to properly represent the scope construal between quantifiers. We can make use of the
derivational model by Epstein and Seely (2006) to dispense with the overt/covert distinction, but
we have to wait for the further extensive discussion for the matter.
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Abstract
The Internet offers opportunities far beyond those of previous media in that it is
the ultimate form of multi-media. This study focused on the use of the Internet as a
political communication channel for constituents of state legislators to remain informed of
state legislative decisions and actions, as well as legislative issues. Included in this
research is an examination of how state legislators use the Internet as a means of political
communication through use of a content analysis of politicians’ official home pages
provided by state legislative web sites. It was found that many sites do not differ from
legislator-to-legislator, but more from state-to-state. For the most part, the states dictate
what the sites have or do not have on them. Since each state site is controlled by its state
government body, it is up to the legislature to make changes reflective of the needs of the
constituents it serves.
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Introduction
The veiling of women in the Middle East has a complex history within the
religion of Islam and Arab culture. The common misconception in today’s western
society is that the veiled and segregated Arab woman is a Middle Eastern phenomenon,
when in actuality the veiling of women was present during antiquity. In Hellenic Athens,
and later in Byzantine times, women of the upper class stayed within the confines of the
home and wore veils, robes, or mantles when appearing in public.1 By analyzing the
visual mediums of film and photography through the use of feminist and post-colonial
theories, I will argue that the veil is an invented tradition; the word veil is a colonial term;
and that western feminism is misinterpreting the hijab resulting in a misrepresentation of
Muslim women.
The Middle Eastern veil as it is known in the twenty-first century is an invented
tradition. According to Eric Hobsbawm, a British Marxist historian, an
‘invented tradition’ is taken to mean a set of practices, normally governed by
overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to
inculcate certain values and norms of behavior by repetition, which automatically
implies continuity with the past. In fact, where possible, they normally attempt to
establish continuity with a suitable historic past...reference to a historical past, the
peculiarity of ‘invented’ traditions is that the continuity with it is largely
factitious.2
Extreme Islamic fundamentalist régimes like the Taliban and the post-revolutionary
government of Iran exemplify this theory. They do this by talking the set practices of
seclusion, veiling, and other civil rights denied to women, normally governed by tacitly
accepted rule from the Qu’ranic scripture “draw their veils over their bosom” and then
intentionally connect to the quote to The Prophet Mohammed. New generations
observing, living, and learning from older generations continue to perpetuate the
1
2

Galt, Caroline M. “Veiled Ladies, “American Journal of Archaeology 35 no. 3 (Oct.-Dec. 1931) 373.
Hobsbawm, Eric. The Invention of tradition. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983. 1-2
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repetition of values and norms of behavior. Implied continuity to the suitable historic
past, Islam, enables fundamentalists to claim a long factitious history of women veiling.
In looking at the history of the veil’s entrance into the Middle East and Islam, one can see
that it was actually adopted and invented into tradition.
The veiled woman in the history of the East shows up long before Islam in the
Assyrian Empire, where the veiling of women was originally confined to the royal harem.
Assyrian law specified who was allowed and who was forbidden to veil themselves. The
“ladies-by-birth”, those born into nobility, married women, and free women were allowed
to cover themselves in public, while the unwed, harlot, and slave were restricted.3
The full scale introduction of the veil along with the growing practice of
secluding women from the public sphere took root during Islam’s second century. At this
time, as in the previous eras of the Athenians and Assyrians, the veil was most commonly
used by the rich and powerful as a status symbol. The nomadic populations of Islam in
the country side often did not veil, it was the wealthy families in the urban areas that
could afford for the women in the family to stay at home and when in public veil
themselves.4
The veil started to become common rule around the tenth century. 5 New laws
were issued restricting women from the public sphere. The discussion surrounding this
seclusion and requirement of veiling the body continues today. Iran in 1979 through the
late 1990’s, and more recently in Afghanistan, veiling and seclusion of women has
appeared the most restrictive, and as a result the most controversial in global news.

3

Guindi, Fadwa El. Veil: Modesty, Privacy and Resistance. New York: Berg, 1999. 14-16
Historical Perspectives On Islamic Dress. http://www,womeninworldhistory.com/essay-01.html.
(accessed April 13, 2005).
5
Ibid.
4
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Definitions and Meanings
Fadwa Guindi points out in her book, Veil: Modesty, Privacy, and Resistance, that
the word “’veil’ has no singular Arabic linguistic referent, whereas Hijab has cultural and
linguistic roots that are integral to Islamic (and Arab) culture as a whole.”6 For the
purpose of this article I would like to define the word veil into two terms: veil and hijab.
I feel that the distinction will help in defining the differences between how the word
functions in the “West” and in the “East”. By defining the differences in how the words
function, one can start to understand how new meanings have been injected into the word
veil through the context of colonialism, modernity, and recently oppression.
Islamic women in the East have many different types of body and head covering.
The most recognized coverings to the Western eye are the hijab and the burqah. The
hijab is worn to cover the hair, arms, and legs. Women in Islam wear the covering as a
sign of modesty and religious devotion. While it does serve its function to separate the
two sexes visually, in the colonial occupation it became a functioning agent of resistance
to western ideology.
Because the word veil has no roots in Arabic language or culture, I identify this
word as a Western expression. I do this because of the historical link of the use of the veil
during the Hellenic Athens, Byzantine, and especially European colonization periods.
The use of the word and imagery of the veil during colonialism was often used by
Europeans as reference to what they could not observe or understand about the traditions,
culture, religion, and private living spaces of the indigenous people. For example, Fadwa
Guindi notes the Arabic word harim, accent on the second syllable, means sacred and
actually referred to the women’s quarter, an area which was off limits to European men.
6

Guindi, xi
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Because European men were forbidden from the harim, they erotized it in their minds7
and invented the harem fantasy of women as sexual objects. What could not be seen was
misunderstood and resulted in European imagery of eastern women in erotica.
In colonial Algeria, photographs were taken of veiled women exposing their
breast, women lying together like odalisques, and women topless with arms raised above
the head to lift the breast were sent back to France as postcards. The postcard called
Femme Arabe avec le Yachmak, is a portrait of a woman wearing a yachmak but her veil
has been divided to expose her naked breast underneath. Additionally, photographs were
taken of groups of women without mentioning the circumstance for which they had come
together or their relation to each other. The photographs fetishized the harem fantasy of
one man and his multiple choices of sexual objects.
What could be observed by European men was then “unveiled”, and this in art is
often depicted with the veil drawn back. Frederick Bridgman’s Harem Fountain depicts
Algerian women in traditional clothing surrounding a water fountain. Through the
European voyeuristic eye, he places one young woman in the forefront of the image
unveiling from the sea of beautiful white linen, exposing her face. The unveiled woman
opens up a dialog of intimacy and eroticism by staring directly out to meet the viewer’s
gaze. Both the woman and the viewer understand the forbiddances of this action of
unveiling.
European colonialism slowly and deliberately choked the people in the region of
their tradition, culture, and religion, and infiltrated into private spheres. Middle Eastern
men sought to combat images of eastern women as sexual erotica and the eastern world
as savage, which had been used by European colonialist as justification for occupation.
7

Ibid, 26
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Ultimately the hijab changed functions of during colonialism from the symbol for
modesty and religious devotion by Muslim women to a veil of separation by the
European creation of the Orient as other. Once the West finally took complete
occupation of the eastern colonies, the veil became the division marker for modernity and
progress. In post-colonial times the West has redefined the veil once again into the visual
signifier for oppression and subservience.
Third Wave and Third World Feminism
Feminism is not a new word in the west and actually not that new in the east.
Third World feminism deals with the issues of women in third world areas such as the
Middle East, Africa, and South America. Each of these feminist groups has issues that
correspond directly to their region and differ from the concern of Western feminist
movements. I want to near down the term “Western” in this discussion to the feminist
movement in the United States. Susan Muaddi Darraj argues in her essay that western
feminist have misunderstood what women in the third world are fighting for; it is not the
separation from the veil8. Rather, some women in these countries are lacking formal
education, health care, voting and property rights not to mention war and foreign
occupation. The Western mind is still so clouded with the connotation of the veil, what it
hides and reveals, that the feminist movement in the west has again veiled the true issues
at hand.
In examining film and art coming out of the Islamic countries in the east, one can
see that the hijab is present but not the issue. In Dariush Mehjui film Leila (1996), set in
post-revolutionary Iran, we see a young woman battling the issues of polygamy and the
8

Darraj, Susan Muaddi. “Third World, Third Wave Feminism(s): The Evolution of Arab American
Feminism” in Catching the Wave: Reclaiming Feminism for the 21st Century, ed. Rory Dicker and
Alison Piepmeier 188-205 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2003).
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ability to produce a male heir. She and her co-starring female characters wear the
mandatory hijab and chador. In the opening scene of the movie the audience learns that
Leila is happily married but unfortunately barren. Leila and her husband, Rez,
unsuccessfully go through all the modern medical means of conception. As a result of
hearing the news that a biological grandchild will not be possible for the couple, Leila’s
mother-in-law convinces her to allow Rez to take a second wife so that he will not be
without a male heir.
There is an obvious division between the older traditional mother and the young
women in the family, including Leila’s sisters-in –law, over if it is morally right for the
husband to take a second wife. At the end of the movie the second wife, often referred to
as number two, agrees to a divorce and leaves the child with Rez. Number two
understood and accepted that her purpose was to procreate. Ironically, the mother-in-law
that insisted having an heir was left to care for the baby girl. The message the movie
sends is that women are viewed as and valued by the ability to bare children. The stress to
produce a child, specifically a male child, is so overwhelming that some women feel
ashamed and forced into allowing their husbands to take a second wife. This displaces the
responsibility to produce an heir to the new wife.
The misconception of the hijab as an oppressing veil arises in Leila because the
women never remove the hijab the entire movie, which is a false representation of
Muslim women. In reality, the hijab is only worn when non-family males are in the
presence of women, and since the audience, the actors, and the crew members are not
related the actresses must be covered at all times. Dariush Mehjui’s film is commenting
on the unfair stress placed on Muslim women to produce a male child. Thus, the western
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feminist view of separation from the veil, as this movie demonstrates, would not liberate
women from the responsibility of procreator.
The Circle (2000), directed by Jaraf Panahi, is a film about abortion, prison, and
shame. The movie takes place in one day, and all the women have either been in prison
or will potentially end up there. Pari has escaped from prison because she is pregnant
and needs an abortion; however, since her husband is dead she must get permission from
her father and her father-in-law. Knowing this permission will not be granted, she runs to
the hospital to seek help from a former inmate, who is now a nurse. The nurse married a
Pakistani doctor, and he knows nothing of her past. The doctor keeps asking her to go
meet his family, but she keeps refusing because her prison record would come out.
However, dressed in her white uniform including hijab the nurse is able to keep her
shame veiled from her husband.
Nargess and Arezou have temporary leave from the prison, and are trying to get
back to Nargess’ family in the country, and one can assume never come back. Nargess
is very timid and tugs on her hijab often when she feels she is in danger, and in extreme
anxiety she pulls out her chador. At the bus station, Nargess tells the ticket agent that she
is a student otherwise she must have a chaperon. After she has convinced the guy to sell
her ticket she goes to board the bus. Reaching the platform she notices guards are
checking people’s bags and papers, and in a panic she pulls out her chador and runs.
The last scene of the movie is the view from behind the prison door. The guard
calls through a small hole for a woman; this name he calls out is of the woman in the
opening scene that gave birth to a baby girl instead of the expected boy. Even though
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the audience cannot hear the voice on the other end of the phone, one can infer it is her
mother checking to see if the father’s family has sent her to jail.
The typical hijab and chador function as a veil to hide the women from the
authority and from their shame. When the women feel they are in danger of being
discovered or harassed, they often check to make sure their hair is covered, tug at the
hijab, and cover in the chador. The director’s message is that the women are not only
physically imprisoned, but they do not have control of their own bodies. The women in
the film use the hijab and chador as protecting agents yet western feminist’s
preoccupation with liberation of the veil creates an association of veil as oppressive to the
denial of a women’s right control her body.
Shadi Ghairian’s cleverly plays off the veil as a visual signifier for the denied
equal rights of women by the government, militants, or by gender roles; however, a
western audiences reading could be different. In one of her photographs from the Qajar
series, Ghairian chooses to have the women completely covered, including the faces,
holding a mirror in front of them reflecting shelves of books. Educational privileges
differ in each of the eastern countries, for instance in post-revolutionary Iran the women
were not denied education rather the government banned certain books from being read
by men and women. In the recent past of Afghanistan the female gender was forbidden
from education, where as in India and Pakistan the ability to attend school is based more
off economic capabilities.
Ghairian’s Qajar series photograph of the women holding the mirror reflecting
books represents the past, the present, and the future of women in the Middle East. The
past is represented by the backdrop, a direct reflection of the Qajar Dynasty, with the
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significance being the age during which the constitution and university were established,
and this beginning the progression into modernism. The veiled bodies represent the
colonial and post-colonial nation. Colonial in that the people have lost their national
identity through the gradual adoption of western ideas, and post-colonial as people try to
reestablish the national identity from the past, sometimes through extreme measures like
the strict veiling and separation of women into the private sphere of domesticity. The
mirror functions as the present, a barrier to the forbidden knowledge that will lift the
women out of segregation, while the reflection in the mirror is the future where through
education third world women can make their identities and voices known to the world.
The picture is cunning, but can also be misunderstood by some western feminist, that the
hijab is keeping the women from education instead of the true meaning that the Islamic
male mind is still veiled by colonialism.
The veil, hijab, and Middle Eastern women have been misinterpreted by the West
and the East. During the 20th and 21st centuries extreme fundamentalist Islamic
governments have used the imposed hijab and justified it through tradition, an invented
tradition. The hijab and the veil function quit differently in colonialism, and because of
the western voyeuristic mind what was hidden from them was automatically deemed
erotic. And yet as western women we still only see what is in front of our face, which is
the media projection of crying women in hijabs or a ghostly bodies in burqahs.
Naturally, we feel empathy for our third world sister, but we have not learned to listen.
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“I dread to see my children grow”: Race, Slavery and the Sexualization of Black
Girls in Western Art
“I dread to see my children grow. I know not their fate. Where the white girl has
one temptation, mine will have many. Where the white boy has every opportunity
and protection, mine will have few opportunities and no protection. It does not
matter how good or wise my children may be, they are colored. When I have said
that, all is said.”
“The Race Problem - An Autobiography,
by “A Southern Colored Woman”
The Independent, vol. 56, no. 2885 (March 17, 1904)
Many scholars concur that western notions of childhood, as an explicit stage
of human development to be separated from adulthood, emerged within eighteenthcentury discourses of the family. Although they have noted how distinctions in
class status provoke major shifts in the social status, position and life experience of
children, fewer have investigated the implications of race. An historical
understanding of the subjectivity and identity of black girls in the west is
inseparable from their oppression and exploitation within slavery. Often physically
or sexually abused by white masters and mistresses, black girls arguably could not
experience the privileged notion of a protected and idealized childhood under
Trans Atlantic Slavery. Visual representations of black girls will be analysed not as
documentary evidence of factual experiences, but as powerful colonial cultural
sites which helped to fabricate the vast social disparities between white and black
children.
Nineteenth and twentieth century western art (Canadian art, America,
Caribbean), mainly produced by white artists, provide an interesting opportunity to
explore the representation of black slave girls. While historical images of
individual black children in western art are often quite rare, black girls and boys
were often represented as luxury objects within the context of the aristocratic and
bourgeois portraiture of white families. As slaves in white households, their
labouring bodies were often represented decked out in “exotic” costumes to serve
as signifiers of the families wealth and colonial reach. At other times they stood for
the sexual agency or license of the questionable white sitters; exhibiting cunning
and sexual knowledge beyond their years. The roots of this visible racial, sexual
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and class disparity can be traced to the exploitation of black children as slaves
within Trans Atlantic Slavery and the continuing legacy of racism thereafter. These
art works have long been taken at “face value”, their centrality in the active
production of definitions of black “childhood” ignored. This paper seeks to
problematize and interrogate the limits of western childhood and girlhood (as
partially produced in visual culture), by examining racial identity in conjunction
with gender, sex and class. It is my contention that some of the problems within
white representations of black girls foreshadows the west’s prolific stereotypical
representation of black women.
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Abstract
The popular view of the Netherlands has been shaped by older images of a small,
idyllic country with a landscape dominated by tulips, windmills and wooden shoes on
one hand, and by undisturbed, old traditional settlements, on the other. While it is true
that the Dutch have had a deeply rooted urban culture in old medieval centers, it is also
true that multiple postwar challenges including population, urban, housing, personal
mobility and land shortages have brought about many changes in their evolving
settlement landscape. As a result, in the last five decades, the Dutch polycentric
metropolis has undergone an outward planned spatial and urban expansion towards its
northern fringe, where new land and new urban settlements have been recently shaped.
This paper draws on the author’s urban morphological research and fieldwork
conducted in Almere New City - the most recently planned and built city in the
Netherlands. The goal is to examine the ways in which urban space and form were
shaped over time, and to capture the urban metamorphosis that has occurred at the
northern edge of the Dutch polycentric metropolis. More specifically, this research
was guided by a set of at least 3 specific objectives: 1) capture the spatial changes that
have occurred in the Ijsselmeer Polders;
2) discuss the context for the planned urban change that eventually shaped the youngest
Dutch city located on the most recently reclaimed polder land, at only 25 kilometers
east of Amsterdam; and 3) illustrate selected spatial and morphological features of
Almere New City. In order to capture this urban metamorphosis the author employed
the urban morphogenesis approach as a primary tool of analysis and used the case
study method focused on Almere New City.
Keywords: urban metamorphosis, spatial change, urban morphology, the Netherlands,
Almere New City
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Abstract:

Structuralist and communicative approaches to the descriptions of South

African Black English (SABE) tend to wrongly assume democratic attitudes towards
discourse communities. While they accept that discourse conventions are different in
different communities, structuralist and communicative approaches seldom equate
differences with the unequal power conferred to varieties of the same language. Because
of this, they normally disregard the disempowerment and alienation students who use
peripheral writing encounter. The present study uses an ethnographic multi-method
research approach, including an examination of 72 essays of first-year law students
taking an English remedial course on academic writing, to investigate written English of
SABE speakers at university.

It defines SABE and outlines its characteristics.

It

considers discourses as not neutral because they have cultural and ideological
implications and they influence the way people perceive themselves and their roles in
society. While acknowledging that periphery learners ought to observe grammar rules
and communicate appropriately, the paper raises questions such as: Whose interests do
such rules serve? Are there any other sets of rules that can expand learners’ possibilities?
It then explores the question of whether a pedagogy, using SABE as a resource and a
means to access standard English, should be adopted.

Although such a pedagogy

recognizes the need for peripheral learners to acquire standard English because if they do
not, they will perpetuate their own marginalization, it ensures that these learners’ unique
style, identity, and values are retained.

Such a pedagogy will not only empower

peripheral learners materially but also in the way they perceive themselves and their
society roles.
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A DYNAMIC THEORY OF IDENTITY
D.X. NICHOLSON

Abstract. In this paper we provide an analysis of the relationship between
diachrony and synchrony, which entails a dynamic extensional mereological
theory of identity. By ‘extensional mereological’ we mean that it is assumed
that an individual, at any given time, is the sum of the properties and relations
which he or she instantiates; by ‘dynamic’ we mean that change is incorporated as a fundamental part of the theory of identity which is proposed. In
what follows, the theory of hypergraphs, particularly the theory of transverse
hypergraphs, is used to prove that the relationship between diachrony and
synchrony is one of ‘weak duality’. What is meant by ‘duality’ here (strong
duality), stems from the duality between the logical operators ‘or’ and ‘and’ of
propositional logic. Furthermore, by invoking a quasi-Leibnizian identity principle, viz., that no two distinct properties of the same kind are possessed by an
individual at any specific time, an intermediate duality between diachronic and
synchronic perspectives is represented. It is also proved that there is a subclass of individuals whose diachronic and synchronic perspectives are strongly
dual. Then, by exploiting the harmonic theory of hypergraphs, it is shown to
how to devise well-defined measures of inter- and intra-personal resemblance.
Lastly, using the colouring theory of hypergraphs, we consider an application
to gender identity. It is proved that given a certain richness in our taxonomy
of properties, if the collection of an individual’s behaviours in his or her respective social settings is sufficiently cohesive, and there is an appropriate relation
of duality between his or her synchronic and diachronic representations, then
it is possible that some social role in which he or she engages will witness him
or her behaving in both of two differently gendered ways–at the same time, no
less.

1. Introduction
Accounting for change, in a single individual, over time is a common obstacle
for identity theorists. To what extent must something change in order to become
something else? To what extent must someone change in order to become someone
else? The questions are related but not identical. Prima facie, if Leibniz’s Principle
of the Indiscernibility of Identicals 1 is right, then if I’m the same person I was six
years ago, I should have all and only the properties I did then. But, as many
would claim, just because I do not, does not mean that I am a different person.
Apparently, the crux of what appears to be a conflict between Leibniz’s principle—
as applied to the (dis)continuity of personhood through time—and our intuitions
about identity, has to do with which properties of a person we are to take as
constitutive of personal identity; for clearly, not all properties which we apply to
persons are strictly relevant to their identities as persons.
Key words and phrases. hypergraphs; transverse hypergraphs; diachrony; synchrony; identity;
Leibniz; harmonic number; chromatic number; duality; gender; intersex .
1
The principle is: If x and y are identical entities, then x has a property δ if and only if y has
δ.
1
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For instance, that one has just been passed on the street by a stranger, and
one with whom one has no further interaction, would not seem to be particularly
relevant to who one is as a person. There is, perhaps, a more or less baroque
causal story that can be told to make this occurrence salient to one’s identity,
but in the main it would seem that unless such a story occurs to oneself, the
property at issue is not indicative of something which is integral to personal identity.
However, considerations such as these underscore the difficulty we have pointed to,
and suggest that whether or not some property is relevant to the conservation of
personal identity can in some, if not all, contexts be a matter of degree.
Thus we may ask, “To what extent must a property, or a collection of properties, be preserved in order for an entity to preserve its identity through time?”
In what follows we employ hypergraphic tools in the construction of a dynamic
theory of identity, that is, one which incorporates change as a fundamental part of
its structure, by simultaneously incorporating diachronic and synchronic perspectives of an individual. The theory is not restricted to personal identity, but it can
be instructive to keep this in mind as a special subcase. One virtue of applying
hypergraphs in this way is that we obtain a mathematical measure of the degree to
which an entity resembles other entities, including itself at an earlier time. This is
useful, moreover, not only because it suggests a solution to the dilemma posed by
Leibniz’s Principle, but also because it lays theoretical groundwork for a concept
of identity with potential applications in the social sciences. To illustrate this we
consider the question of gender and its relationship to personal identity.
2. Dual views
Whereas diachronicity refers to change over time, a synchronic image is a
representation at a single time. Thus, a snapshot is roughly synchronic, and a
video recording which lasts for some non-empty non-singleton interval is diachronic.
The first issue we consider can be framed by the following question: “What is the
relationship between synchronic and diachronic views of the same individual?” The
theory of hypergraphs is used to explain this relationship.
2.1. A Formal Model. A hypergraph H, is a non-empty family of non-empty
sets {e1 , e2 , ..., ei , ..., es }. Each set ei is called an edge of H, and the collection of
elements of edges of H is called the set of vertices of H. It will be convenient to
abbreviate hypergraph to graph. We’ll begin with a formal definition of a synchronic
perspective of an individual I. For any given moment in time, or instant, as we’ll
call it, s, we call the property function, PI (s) the set of properties of I, at instant
s, and we let γ be a set of instants. Then the instance graph for I, relative to γ,
viz., ‘Eγ (I)’, is just PI [γ], that is, it is the graph:
(2.1)

Eγ (I) := {PI (s) | s ∈ γ}.

Where context allows we drop subscripts and reference to a particular individual
I. An instance graph E then, can be construed as a set of synchronic images,
the edges of which may be ordered in accordance with the parameter γ, where γ
determines how many, and which, such images are to be given. For convenience we
sometimes refer to the edges of E by ‘instants’, where confusion with the elements
of γ is unlikely to be significant. We also stipulate that for each pair of instants s
and t in γ, there is a function µ : P(s) → P(t) such that µ(α) = β only if α and β
are properties of the same kind. Nothing more is meant by this, however, than is
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required to ensure that, in effect, each edge of E displays a complete picture of the
individual, relative to the selected parameters. In other words, we stipulate that
each kind of property which is available for representation is in fact represented in
every instant of E. For example, if P(s) includes the individual’s gender, then so
would P(t)—the property kind in this case being gender. Two properties can be
thought of as being of the same kind, if they have been grouped together as such
under some selected rubric.
We now show how to relate a diachronic picture of an individual I to the
instance graph E for I.
Let κ be the set {π1 , π2 , ..., πt , ..., πv } of distinct kinds of properties instantiated in the edges of instance graph E, and define a function σ from κ to the power
set of vertices of E, where for each t (1 ≤ t ≤ v):
(2.2)

σ(πt ) := {x | x is of kind πt }.

In effect σ sorts the properties instantiated in instants of E into distinct kinds which
are named in κ. And the property graph for individual I relative to κ is the graph:
(2.3)

Πκ (I) := {σ(πt ) | πt ∈ κ}.

Again, we drop subscripts and reference to I when context allows, and speak simply of the property graph Π. A property graph Π = {k1 , k2 , ..., kv } then, can be
understood as a set of diachronic images of an individual, relative to single kinds
of properties—diachronic in the sense that the elements of an edge k of Π can be
ordered using a temporal ordering of the set γ, thereby providing an image of the
change a property kind πt undergoes across the instants in E, ordered similarly.
2.2. (Weak) Duality. The relationship between an instance graph E and its corresponding property graph Π, can be explained mathematically by utilizing the
notion of the dual of a graph: Where H is any graph, a cover for H is a set e with
a non-empty intersection with every edge of H; a minimal cover e for H is a cover
for H such that ∀f ⊂ e, f is not a cover for H. The dual of H, Hd , is the set of all
minimal covers for H. If e is a cover for a graph H then we also say ‘e covers H’.
Proposition 2.1. ∀H, Hdd ⊆ H. [2, 1]
Proof. Let e ∈ Hdd . Suppose that e 6∈ H. Note that ∀f ∈ H, f is a cover for Hd .
Therefore, ∀f ∈ H, e 6⊇ f , else e is not a minimal cover for Hd . But then ∃g ∈ Hd
such that g ∩ e = ∅, which is impossible if e ∈ Hdd . Whence e ∈ H.
¤
For any H, H and Hd are said to be dual because of a correspondence between
H and Hd , respectively, and pairs of logically dual formulae of propositional logic—
logically dual in the sense in which the ∨ and ∧ truth functions of propositional
logic are dual to one another, viz., that from the graph of one, one may obtain the
other’s graph by interchanging all 1’s and 0’s. In the same way, letting the vertices
of a graph H be sentences, we may say that

(2.4)

|H| |ep |
_
^
p=1 q=1

xq ∈ ep ∈ H is dual to

|H| |ep |
^
_
p=1 q=1

xq ∈ ep ∈ H.
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But since for any graph G, Gdd ⊆ G (Proposition 2.1), it follows that
|H| |ep |
_
^

(2.5)

p=1 q=1

|Hd | |er |

^ _

xq ∈ ep ∈ H =| |=

r=1 s=1

d

|H | |er |

_ ^

(2.6)

r=1 s=1

xs ∈ er ∈ Hd , and

xs ∈ er ∈ Hd =| |=

|H| |ep |
^
_

xq ∈ ep ∈ H.

p=1 q=1

Therefore

(2.7)

|H| |ep |
_
^

|Hd | |er |

xq ∈ ep ∈ H is dual to

p=1 q=1

_ ^

xs ∈ er ∈ Hd .

r=1 s=1

And similarly,

(2.8)

|H| |ep |
^
_
p=1 q=1

|Hd | |er |

xq ∈ ep ∈ H is dual to

^ _

xs ∈ er ∈ Hd .

r=1 s=1

Whence we say that H and Hd are dual in this strong sense of logical duality.
But thus by replacing truth-functional equivalence with entailment in Conditions 2.5 and 2.6, we obtain a sense of weak duality for graphs. We also thereby
obtain a description of the logical relationship between an instance graph E and its
corresponding property graph Π. Graph-theoretically weak duality between hypergraphs amounts to the condition that every edge of either is a cover for the other ;
in other words, if H and G are graphs then H and G are weakly dual if and only if:
(2.9)

∀e ∈ H, ∃f ∈ Gd : e ⊇ f and ∀f ∈ G, ∃e ∈ Hd : f ⊇ e.

If H and G are graphs then H is dual to G if and only if H = Gd .
Proposition 2.2. ∀H, G, if H is dual to G then H and G are weakly dual.
Proof. Assume that H is dual to G—i.e., assume that H = Gd . Let e ∈ H. Then e
covers G. Now let f ∈ G. Then ∀g ∈ Gd , g ∩ f 6= ∅. I.e., f covers Gd , in which case
f covers H, by our initial assumption.
¤
Note that just because a graph H is dual to a graph G, it doesn’t follow
that G is dual to H. For example, let H = {{1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}}, and let
G = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4}}. Then H = Gd , but G 6= Hd . Symmetry of duality
does obtain, however, if we restrict our attention to simple graphs. A graph H is
simple if no two distinct edges e, f , belonging to H are such that e ⊆ f .
Proposition 2.3. ∀H, G, if H and G are simple, then H = Gd ⇔ G = Hd .
Proof. Suppose that H and G are simple.
[⇒] Assume that H = Gd . Let e ∈ G. Then e covers Gd , in which case e covers
H. Suppose that ∃f such that f ⊂ e and f ∈ Hd . Then f ∈ Gdd , by substitution
into our assumption. So f ∈ G (Proposition 2.1), which contradicts our supposition
that H is simple.
[⇐] This direction follows by symmetry.
¤
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Theorem 2.4. ∀H, G, H and G are weakly dual if and only if:
(2.10)

|H| |ep |
_
^

xq ∈ ep ∈ H |=

p=1 q=1

(2.11)

|G| |er |
_
^
r=1 s=1

|G| |er |
^
_

xs ∈ er ∈ G, and

r=1 s=1

xs ∈ er ∈ G |=

|H| |ep |
^
_

xq ∈ ep ∈ H.

p=1 q=1

Proof. The result is easily demonstrated using propositional logic.

¤

Theorem 2.5. If E is an instance graph and Π the corresponding property graph
then E and Π are weakly dual.
Proof. The result follows from our requirement that every instant include at least
one property of every kind.
¤
2.3. An Intermediate Duality. Now, by invoking a quasi-Leibnizian identity
principle, a different relation between E and Π can be specified vis-à-vis duality.
For example, if E satisfies the condition that at any instant if properties α and β
are of the same kind then they are identical, then E and Π can be shown to satisfy:
(2.12)

E ⊆ Πd , and

(2.13)

Π ⊆ Ed .

That is, E and Π satisfy a condition which is intermediate between weak duality and
duality simpliciter. The condition is quasi-Leibnizian only because it is similar to
a generalization of a version of Leibniz’s principle of the Identity of Indiscernibles2
stated for properties and property kinds (and relative to instants), as opposed to
entities and properties.
Theorem 2.6. If E is an instance graph and Π the corresponding property graph
then: if for every edge e ∈ E, if x ∈ e, y ∈ e, and x 6= y, then x and y are of
different kinds, then, E ⊆ Πd , and Π ⊆ Ed .
Proof. Assume that for every edge e ∈ E, if x ∈ e, y ∈ e, and x 6= y, then x and y
are of different kinds. Let e ∈ E. Then e is a cover for Π by Theorem 2.5. Suppose
that e is not minimal; let f ⊂ e be such that f ∈ Πd . Then by a pigeonhole
argument, ∃x, y ∈ e, x 6= y, and x and y are properties of the same kind, contrary
to assumption. ∴ e ∈ Πd , and E ⊆ Πd . By parallel reasoning it follows that Π ⊆ Ed .
¤
2.4. Duality and potential. Although Conditions 2.12 and 2.13 do not clearly
entail that Π is dual to E or conversely, we can characterize a subclass of graphs
satisfying these conditions, which are dual. Intuitively, the notion of duality for
instance graphs and their corresponding property graphs suggests an idea of maximum actualized potential on the part of an individual. For if Π is dual to E, that
is, if Π = Ed , then given that ∀H, Hdd ⊆ H (Proposition 2.1), it follows that every
minimal selection of properties of distinct kinds is an instant of E and thus also a
synchronic image of the individual I.
2The principle is: If entities x and y are such that for any property δ, x has δ iff y has δ, then
x and y are identical.
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And similarly, if E is not dual to Π, i.e., E 6= Πd , but Conditions 2.12 and
2.13 are satisfied, then there is a minimal cover for Π which is not an instant of
E—in other words, there is a way of instantiating properties of I which I has not
realized; in this way, the individual retains some growth potential, be it for better
or worse. We can make this notion of an individual’s potential precise by defining
a growth parameter ξ: Let E be an instance graph, and let E maximized be the
graph:
Em := Πd .

(2.14)
Then the growth potential of E is:
(2.15)

ξ(E) := |Em | − |E|.

Theorem 2.7. For any instance graph E with its corresponding property graph Π,
if E ⊆ Πd then E is dual to Π if and only if ξ(E) = 0.
Proof. Assume that E ⊆ Πd .
[⇒] Suppose that E = Πd . Then E = Em , in which case |Em | − |E| = ξ(E) = 0.
[⇐] Let ξ(E) = 0. Then |Em | − |E| = 0. But by assumption E ⊆ Πd . So E ⊆ Em ,
and therefore E = Em = Πd .
¤
Theorem 2.8. For any instance graph E with its corresponding property graph Π,
if E and Π are simple then Π = E d ⇒ ξ(E) = 0.
Proof. Assume that E and Π are simple and that E ⊆ Πd . Assume further that
Π = E d . If E is simple then it can be shown that E = Edd using Proposition 2.1. But
in that case |Πd | = |Edd | = |E|, in which case |Πd | − |E| = 0—that is, ξ(E) = 0. ¤
Theorem 2.9. For any instance graph E with its corresponding property graph Π,
if E ⊆ Πd and E and Π are simple then ξ(E) = 0 ⇒ Π = Ed .
Proof. Assume that ξ(E) = 0. Then |Πd | − |E| = 0. But E ⊆ Πd , whence E = Πd .
But E and Π are simple, by assumption. Therefore Π = E d (Proposition 2.3). ¤
Corollary 2.10. For any instance graph E with its corresponding property graph
Π, if E and Π are simple and E ⊆ Πd then Π = E d ⇔ ξ(E) = 0.
3. Harmonic number
3.1. A Measure of Similarity. To further illustrate how graph theory may be
applied to questions of identity, here the notion of the harmonic number of a hypergraph is employed to define a measure of intra- and interpersonal resemblance.
If H is a graph, we say that H is m-wise intersecting, for m ≥ 1, if every
m edges of H share a common element. The harmonic number of H, η(H), is
the smallest integer n such that H is not n-wise intersecting. For example, if
H = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3, 4}}, then η(H) = 3. This is because every pair of
edges of H share a common element, and there is also a triple of H-edges with an
empty intersection, for instance, {{1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3, 4}}. In the case where H is a
graph such that ∩H 6= ∅, there is no finite number m such that H is not m-wise
intersecting. In such cases we use ‘∞’ to refer to a number which is arbitrarily large
and set η(H) := ∞. Since a graph is a collection of non-empty sets, the minimum
harmonic number for any graph is 2.
The harmonic number of a graph H is an expression of the internal cohesion,
or cohesiveness, of H, and, prima facie it seems reasonable to suppose that for
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many applications, individuals would tend to have instance graphs exhibiting a
large degree of this cohesiveness; to suppose otherwise generates a view of identity
whereby an individual changes radically from one instant to the next, altering most
or all of its properties. A similar prima facie case can be made for the union of
instance graphs drawn from various subclasses of individuals; it would seem that in
many cases, e.g., family relations, the union would exhibit harmonic number above
some roughly predictable degree.
To make these ideas more precise we can use harmonic number to define a
relation of closeness of resemblance, and of d-resemblance, or ‘resemblance of degree
d’: Given instance graphs E1 , E2 , and E3 , E2 more closely resembles E1 than E3 does
if:
(3.1)

η(E1 ∪ E2 ) > η(E1 ∪ E3 ).

And, where d ≥ 1,
(3.2)

E1 d-resembles E2 iff η(E1 ∪ E2 ) > η(E1 ) − d.

Intuitively, if E1 d-resembles E2 then d can be thought of as a measurement of how
much of the harmonic number of E1 is attenuated or lost when E1 is united with
E2 , the smallest value of d satisfying the statement ‘E1 d-resembles E2 ’ giving the
most accurate reading in this regard. In order to deal with graphs with arbitrarily
large harmonic number, we allow that d can refer to the arbitrarily high value ‘∞’.
Thus, for example, letting E1 = {{1, 2}}, and E2 = {{3, 4}}, we have η(E1 ∪ E2 ) =
2 > (η(E1 ) = ∞) − ∞, in which case E1 is said to ∞-resemble E2 .
We now state some elementary propositions regarding d-resemblance.
Proposition 3.1. An instance graph E1 1-resembles instance graph E2 if and only
if η(E1 ∪ E2 ) = η(E1 ).
Proposition 3.2. For instance graphs E1 and E2 , if d ≥ η(E1 ) − 1 then E1 dresembles E2 .
Proposition 3.3. For any pair of graphs E1 and E2 , there is some value d such
that E1 d-resembles E2 .
Proposition 3.4. If an instance graph E1 d-resembles instance graph E2 then E1
(d + 1)-resembles E2 .
To find an application for d-resemblance we have only to look as far as the
question of which this article is the progeny. One may object to using Leibniz’s
Principle of the Indiscernibility of Identicals in discussions of the preservation of
identity through time, on the grounds that a change in an entity’s properties does
not imply that it is discontinuous with itself. The principle in question can be
formulated thus:
(3.3)

∀x, y[x = y ⇒ ∀δ(δx ⇔ δy)]

Using the theory of hypergraphs this statement can be reformulated to make allowances for change through time; in particular, we can say that:
(3.4)

∀x, y[x = y ⇒ E(x) d-resembles E(y)]

where the value for d is chosen in accordance with standards appropriate to some
particular application.
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3.2. Chromatic Number. Returning to the issue of the quasi-Leibnizian condition, akin to the Identity of Indiscernibles, that no two properties of the same kind
appear in the same instant,3 we now consider its relationship to harmonic number.
In fact we will show that for any instance graph E, in the event that η(E) > 2, this
condition cannot be satisfied if the property kinds corresponding to E each have at
least two members, and if Π is the dual of E. To prove this we exploit a notion
logically dual to harmonic number, viz., that of chromatic number.
If H is a graph and m > 1, then H is m-colourable if there is a partition of
∪H into m pairwise disjoint mutually exhaustive sets, none of which is a superset
of any edge of H. Such a partition is called an m-colouring of H. The chromatic
number of H, χ(H), is the least integer n for which H is n-colourable. In the event
that H is not n-colourable for any finite n, as, for example, occurs with H = {{1}},
then we set χ(H) := ∞.
Lemma 3.5. ∀H, η(H) > n ⇔ χ(H d ) > n. [2]
Proof.
[⇒] Assume that χ(H d ) ≤ n. Then there is an n-colouring {e1 , ..., en } of H d . Let
{f1 , ..., fn } = {∪H − ei | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Then ∀i, fi covers H d , and ∩{f1 , ..., fn } = ∅
(1 ≤ i ≤ n). Therefore ∃j ≤ n such that there is a j-tuple of edges of H dd with an
empty intersection. But H dd ⊆ H (Proposition 2.1). Whence η(H) ≤ j ≤ n.
[⇐] Suppose that η(H) ≤ n. Then for some j ≤ n, there is a j-tuple {e1 , ..., ej } of
edges of H with an empty intersection. Let {f1 , ..., fj } = {∪H − ei | 1 ≤ i ≤ j}.
Then ∪{f1 , ..., fj } = ∪H, else ∩{e1 , ..., ej } 6= ∅, and ∀g ∈ H d , ∀i, g 6⊆ fi (1 ≤ i ≤ j),
else for some i, ei does not cover H d (1 ≤ i ≤ j). Therefore, using {f1 , ..., fj } we
may construct a j-colouring of H d by deleting repetitions of vertices occurring in
the elements of {f1 , ..., fj }. That is, χ(H d ) ≤ j ≤ n.
¤
For any graph H and set s, the subgraph of H induced by s is the graph:
(3.5)

H[s] := {e ∈ H | e ⊆ s}.

Lemma 3.6. ∀H, n ≥ 2, χ(H) > n ⇒ ∀e ∈ Hd , χ(H[e]) > n − 1.
Proof. Assume that n ≥ 2 and that χ(H) > n. Let e ∈ Hd . Suppose that H[e] is
(n − 1)-colourable. Then there is an (n − 1)-partition of e into pairwise disjoint
mutually exhaustive sets {f1 , ..., fn−1 } such that ∀i, ∀g ∈ H[e], g 6⊆ fi (1 ≤ i ≤
n − 1). But then {f1 , ..., fn−1 , ∪H − e} is an n-partition of ∪H into pairwise disjoint
mutually exhaustive sets such that ∀g ∈ H, g is not a subset of any element of the
partition. Therefore H is n-colourable, contrary to assumption.
¤
Theorem 3.7. If η(E) > 2, ∀f ∈ Π, |f | ≥ 2, and Π is the dual of E—i.e., Π = Ed ,
then ∃e ∈ E, ∃d ∈ Π such that |e ∩ d| ≥ 2.
Proof. Assume that η(E) > 2, ∀f ∈ Π, |f | ≥ 2, and Π is the dual of E. Since
η(E) > 2, we have χ(Ed ) > 2. So ∀g ∈ Edd , χ(Ed [g]) > 1 (Lemma 3.6). But Edd ⊆ E
[2]. Therefore ∃e ∈ E, ∃d ∈ Ed such that e ⊇ d. But by assumption, Ed = Π, and
∀f ∈ Π, |f | ≥ 2. Whence ∃e ∈ E, ∃d ∈ Π such that |e ∩ d| ≥ 2.
¤
3See section 2.3.
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4. Conclusion
To conclude, let us take gender as an example of a property which is relevant
to the preservation or integrity of personal, or self-identity. Let us say that what
is meant by ‘the instantiation (or preservation) of an exclusive gender’ is the instantiation of some one kind of gender (i.e., to the exclusion of other genders) at
a fixed time. (Probably most people think that they satisfy this constraint for all
fixed times in their lives.) For the sake of argument, let us allow that an individual
can change genders over time, but let us also exclude the possibility that he or she
possesses no gender. One could then argue as follows:
The preservation of an exclusive gender is necessary for the preservation of self-identity because humans—in order for their sense of
identity to develop normally—are necessarily social beings, selfidentity is essentially an expression of social dimensionality—of
adopting different roles in different social settings—and at the intersection of any non-empty collection of sets of behaviours for different social contexts we find highly specific, and differing, genderappropriate mores.
The point behind this passage is not so much the argument as its conclusion,
and the language in which the inference is couched. The language suggests a hypergraphic representation to which the formalism of harmonics can be applied. Indeed,
as an individual’s behaviours in a social circumstance can be encoded as a collection
of properties of the individual, we can also apply the formalism of instance graphs.
The question before us then, is whether exclusivity of gendered behaviour of a
particular kind, at a fixed time, is a requirement for an associated instance graph
to be representative of a single individual.
In our consideration of the chromatics of hypergraphs we have seen that if
η(E) > 2, every property kind has at least two elements, and the property graph Π
is the dual of E, then some instant of E will include two distinct properties of the
same kind (Theorem 3.7). We may therefore conclude that given a certain richness
in our classification schema, if the collection of an individual’s behaviours in his
or her respective social settings is sufficiently cohesive, and there is an appropriate
relation of duality between her or his synchronic and diachronic representations,
then it is possible that some social role in which she or he engages will witness him
or her behaving in both of two differently gendered ways—at the same time, no
less. But this is a striking result, for it lays well-defined theoretical groundwork for
theorizing about gender in terms which move beyond those enmeshed in standard
bivalent thinking about sex, whereby a person is either male, or female, not both,
and not neither. The existence of hermaphroditic, or intersexed, individuals alone
should suffice for biological evidence against this pervasive view;4 the present result
shows further that adopting a broader theory of gender, which is not restricted to
biological sex (and which allows e.g., that one can change gender over time) is also
feasible.

4Consider, for example, the existence of people with so-called ‘mosaic genetics’: some cells
have XX chromosomes, whereas others have XY .[3]
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6. abstract of the paper
In The Holocaust and the Postmodern, Robert Eaglestone emphasizes the ethical
influence of the Holocaust on postmodern philosophers such as Jacques Derrida and
Emmanuel Levinas, and even claims that “postmodernism in the West begins with
thinking about the Holocaust” (2). Many of the characteristics he points out, however, are
so widespread in postmodernism in general that the Holocaust does not seem to have
molded postmodernism itself.

Still, there have apparently been some postmodern

characteristics in the intellectual climate since World War II, especially those in relation
to ethical and historical responsibility, with which the problems raised by the Holocaust
have an affinity. And the works of Walter Abish, one of today’s leading Jewish American
writers, share many of these characteristics.
Abish was born in Austria in 1931 and was forced to leave because of the Anschluss in
1938. This is why when his second and Pen-Faulkner award winning novel, How
German Is It, dealt with the German history of the Nazi regime, many critics commented
on its relationship to the Holocaust. A much more important influence of the Holocaust,
however, is found in the ethical postmodern characteristics of his writing which are
similar to Derrida’s and Levinas’s. These characteristics prevail not only in How German
Is It but also in his other books. Actually, it is this combination of postmodernism and the
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ethical influence of the Holocaust that lends his work a most powerful and original
charm.
In the next Hawaii Intrnational Conference of Arts and Humanities, therefore, I would
like to discuss Abish’s first and most innovative work, Alphabetical Africa (1974), in
order to describe how postmodernism and the ethical influence of the Holocaust are
blended into a new anti-war novel, concluding by extending the analysis into other books
of his.
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Scientific Mind as a Racial Privilege:
Ernest Thompson Seton’s Woodcraft Indians and Pedagogic Discourses during the Progressive Era

In 1901, Ernest Thompson Seton, already known as a naturalist, illustrator, and animal-story
writer at that time, formed a youth organization called Woodcraft Indians, which is recognized
now as one of the origins of American Boy Scouting. After purchasing farmland called
“Wyndygoul” near New York city, Seton was pestered by vandalism by the neighborhood boys.
In order to resolve this issue, Seton invited these boys to camp at his estate, and holding up James
Fenimore Cooper’s “Indian” as an ideal, began to teach the boys Native American ways and lore.
Serial articles entitled “Ernest Thompson Seton’s Boys,” starting to be published in Ladies’ Home
Journal in 1902, also contributed to the growth of Seton’s organization and its great popularity
among middle-class whites (Deloria 96-7; Macleod 130-1).
According to a current historian, Philip J. Deloria, the popularity of Seton’s Woodcraft
Indians was based on the increasing anxiety regarding the “identity” in postbellum America. In
a period of rapid industrialization and urbanization, many Americans expressed the anxiety of
losing their individuality and questioned the concept of “progress.” In the midst of such identity
crisis, Deloria argues, modern Americans began to imagine “Indian Others” as a kind of “us” in
order to “feel a natural affinity with the continent” (Deloria 1998, 5, 199-203) and retrieve their
authenticity as “Americans.” In this context, Ernest Thompson Seton is also understood by
Deloria as one of those who was “wracked…by the anxieties generated by late
nineteenth-century urban industrial capitalism”(Deloria 99).

2
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However, to articulate the historical meaning of Seton’s Woodcraft Indians more precisely,
it is crucial to notify the fact that Seton’s concept of Woodcraft did not merely stem from the
modern anxiety about the loss of identity in the rapid process of industrialization. Indeed,
Seton’s idea of Woodcraft, which drew on some newly suggested psychological theories at that
time as well as his abundant experience as a naturalist, was unique as compared with other
contemporaries. It is also necessary to consider Seton’s continual discontent with “science”
when we examine the reason for the fall of Seton’s social fame in his later years. Actually, the
boom and decline of Seton’s Woodcraft Indians was closely connected with the wide-ranging
controversy over a new school curriculum called “nature-study” and its relationship with
“science teaching.” This study, involving the analysis of Seton’s animal stories as well as his
contemporaries’ pedagogical literature, reinterprets the historical meaning of Seton’s
Woodcraft Indians, and his unique philosophy on the human-nature dynamic in relation to the
dominance of “scientific” discourses during the Progressive Era.

The term “nature-study” was first used by Frank Owen Payne in 1884 (Minton 84). By the
late 1880s, nature-study as “object lessons, claiming to teach the elements of natural science”
(Alling 601) drew attention from US teachers and parents. Such advocacy of nature-study was
derived from the potential discontent shared among educators, who criticized the “too bookish”
tendency of school education, especially natural science. For example, Charles A. McMurry,
one educationist at that time, said, “In nearly all other studies we can get along with books and
deceive ourselves, more or less, with words. But in introducing children to nature studies the
absurdity of mere book-work is more apparent than in other branches of learning”(McMurry
1904, 3-4). For, according to Charles B. Scott, one of the major nature-study leaders, (Minton
1980, 110), “field lessons are a necessity for the best work” of nature-study because “nature

3
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belongs out-of-doors, and out-of-doors we must go to study many of her manifestations”(Scott
1900, 97).
The growing popularity of Seton’s Woodcraft Indians corresponded to the surge of the
nature-study movement. It was not merely because Seton featured “nature-study” as a key part
of his program but rather his aim of teaching children to “appreciate and value nature” through
outdoor experiences perfectly fit the ideal of nature-study.1
There is another link between Seton’s Woodcraft Indians and nature-study. As John Henry
Wadland points out, Seton created his concept of Woodcraft Indians based on the
“recapitulation theory,” developed by G. Stanley Hall, an authority of child psychology and
pedagogy in the Progressive Era (Wadland 1978, 335-379) The recapitulation theory, which
assumed that human children recapitulated “the primitive and pastoral stages of man’s
development” (Schmitt 18) in their mental growing process, was not a brand new notion with
Hall. However, Hall was the first who popularized the idea that there was a biologically
inherent link between the Anglo-Saxon child’s psychological development and racial
civilizations of so-called “primitive” people like the Native Americans.
In addition, Hall was well-known as an enthusiastic promoter of the nature-study
movement (Minton 86). He specifically advocated nature-study as a curriculum that measured
up to the recapitulative development of the child. In his magnum opus Adolescence, published
in 1904, Hall presented “a few basal principles” observed in the psychic development of the
youth. According to his theory, adolescence marks “the rise of the first sentimental response to
nature” of human beings that take forms such as myth, poetry, or religion of nature. After the
stage of sentiment, the stage of the “popular science” follows. After that, the stage of “the need
1

Seton himself mentioned that “Sport is the great incentive to Outdoor Life; Nature Study is
the intellectual side of sport” (Seton 1922, 462). Thus, Seton saw nature-study as an important
element of his outdoor program.
4
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of utilities” comes next. As the last and highest stage in their mental development, the child
eventually reaches the phase of “pure science,” in which man becomes “freed from all alloy of
myth, generic stage or utility, and cultivated for its own sake, with no motive but love of
truth”(Hall 1916, vol.2. 153-4).
Hall articulated the significance of nature-study as follows:
Race history and the nature of youth demand that science should be taught at first in a large,
all-comprehensive way, not without a distinctly religious spirit… We must have an introduction to science
that touches rather lightly on nearly all the great hypotheses, frontier questions, and larger syntheses over
the whole field…(Hall 1916 vol.2: 151)

However, why did Hall and his contemporaries find nature-study as “an introduction to
science” so crucial? The following comment provides an answer for this question:
The child with whom we have to deal has always about him the appliances of modern science and the
products of modern thought. …In his learning, unlike the savages or the ancients, [the child] has behind
him the accumulated knowledge and experience gained by multitudes of men in centuries of time.
Therefore, in so far as he is able to take advantage of this priceless legacy he may advance by leaps and
bounds where the race was obliged to crawl at a snail’s pace (Twiss 1917, 39)

Thus, the acquaintance of scientific knowledge, especially for white middle-class children,
functioned as a marker that divided them as “civilized” Anglo-Saxons from the “savages” or
other “lower” races. In other words, the failure of reaching the scientific stage of white children
meant the loss of accumulated knowledge of the white race, and eventually, the loss of social
privileges that white Anglo-Saxons were exclusively allowed to possess as a higher race.
Such anxiety about losing racial privileges was stimulated by the increasing fear
motivated by “racial degeneration” in the early 20th century. For example, a research on the
intelligence of elementary school children in the Boston areas conducted by Hall in 1880
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revealed the higher rate of city children’s ignorance of natural objects than that of country
children. Hall concluded his report that “we realize that city life is unnatural, and that those
who grow up without knowing the country are defrauded of that without which childhood can
never be complete or normal”(Hall 1891, 155-156). According to Hall, the reason for such
“intellectual regression” of urban children lied in the misdirection of people, who were too
prone to forget that they could only “accelerate nature’s way, but never short-circuit it without
violence”(Hall 1916, vol.2, 157). Nevertheless, Hall lamented, many teachers still “violate the
basal law of psychic growth, ignore the deep springs of natural interest, and attempt to force
precocity.” As a result, “all branches of science are so disappointing to their promoters in high
school and colleges”(Hall 1916, vol.2, 150).
In the same period, Seton was also fascinated with Hall’s recapitulation theory and
applied it to his Woodcraft program.2 However, despite his reliance on Hall’s theory, Seton’s
view was so different from Hall and other contemporaries. For instance, he said, “All children
come here direct from God and are pure as God can make them. We do not have to reform them,
but rather keep them from being deformed”(Seton 1940, 375). For Seton, what was at stake was
not the failure of development but rather the damage of the primary perfection of human
instincts. Certainly, Seton believed that “a large number of [boys] have places in the big cities
where they adapt themselves to an environment that …is the reverse of uplifting”(Seton 1910,
804) like many contemporaries. However, unlike others, Seton regarded the process that Hall
and other recapitulation theorists perceived as racial “progress” rather as the “degeneration” of
the white race. He even asserted that “the civilization of the Whiteman is a failure”(Seton 1966,

2

Indeed, in his Woodcraft essay, Seton wrote, “Gang instinct is the real religion of the normal
boy. …He is simply going through an ancestral experience. It was through woodcraft pursuits
and gang government that our race attained manhood; and our children go through these same
experiences”(Seton 1931, 436).
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107) while highly acclaiming Native Americans, so-called the “primitive race,” as “the most
heroic race the world has ever seen”(Seton 1966, 107).
Seton presented another unique perspective. As Phillip Deloria points out, “absolute
obedience” was always enforced in Seton’s organization. While such demand for obedience
served “modern social orders and corporate hierarchies” (Deloria 1998, 107), as Deloria argues,
it is crucial to acknowledge that Seton’s demand for obedience was based on his rich
experiences as a field naturalist. Before founding his Woodcraft Indians, Seton already had
earned his fame as a writer of animal stories in the 1890s. It is interesting to note that in his
animal stories, Seton repeatedly mentioned the importance of “obedience.” For instance, in the
story of Raggylug, a story of a young cottontail rabbit, Rag and his mother Molly were chased
by a dog. After having baffled the dog, Rag’s mother found her son “standing bolt upright,” and
his “disobedience” made the mother so angry (Seton 1991, 83) because disobedience means the
immediate death of the animal.3 Moreover, in The Natural History of the Ten Commandments
published in 1907, Seton reinterpreted the fifth of Mose’s Ten Commandments, “Honor thy
father and thy mother,” as the doctrine of “obedience” in the animal world (Seton 1907, 7).
Such ideas were based on his long-term observance of wild animals and their virtues. He
said:
In my previous books I have tried to emphasize our kinship with the animals by showing that in them we
can find the virtues most admired in Man. Lobo stands for Dignity and Love-constancy; Silverspot, for
Sagacity; Redruff, for Obedience; Bingo, for Fidelity; Vixen and Molly Cottontail, for Mother-love; Wahb,
for Physical Force; and the Pacing Mustang, for the Love of Liberty (Seton 1901, 9).

3

Seton also articulated in “Redruff: the story of a partridge” that “obedience is long life”(Seton
1991, 222).
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Witnessing such virtues that wild animals acquired in natural environments, Seton began to
believe that any creatures, including human beings, were born innately “good” (Seton 1940,
375). This notion fuelled Seton’s esteem for the Native American’s life, because for Seton,
Indians were those who “perfectly embodied” human instincts that he believed to be “deep
rooted in human history and full of possibilities as ready-made power when rightly guided”
(Seton 1940 376). Certainly, Seton’s view, relied upon a stereotype of Native Americans as
so-called “primitive savages,” might be problematic from a contemporary perspective.
However, it is important to understand that the goal of human civilization, for Seton, was not
attaining the stage of “science” as G. Stanley Hall had claimed, but rather the civilization of
Redman, who was the only successor of original human perfection.
In this regard, Seton’s view was namely a total subversion of Hall’s vision of “progress.”
This fact is also proved by Seton’s continuous dissatisfaction with “scientific discourse.” For
instance, Seton adopted a technique called “composite” in writing his wild animal stories. With
this method, multiple episodes of animal individuals in the same species were integrated into a
seamless biography of a single, heroic animal. Interestingly, Seton fully recognized that his
animal stories, written by the method of “composite,” could be excluded from the category of
“science” (Seton 1905, 5). He once wrote:
I believe that natural history has lost much by the vague general treatment that is so common. What
satisfaction would be derived from a ten-page sketch of the habits and customs of Man? How much more
profitable it would be to devote that space to the life of some one great man. This is the principle I have
endeavored to apply to my animals (Seton 1991, 13)

Thus, Seton believed that scientific objectivity and generalization disappointingly reduced the
individuality of each animal to a mere part of the general characteristics of a species, and made
people overlook the “truth” of animal life. Therefore, through creating fictional stories, Seton
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attempted rather to save the truth of animals.
Interestingly, Seton’s displeasure at “science” corresponded to the discontent shared by
some advocates of nature-study. As Richard Olmsted indicates, there was continuous conflict in
the nature-study movement, specifically over the relationship of nature-study with “science
teaching.” While some advocates regarded nature-study as the introductory part of science
teaching, others claimed that nature-study was “not science instruction” in any aspects (Olmsted
1967, 139). One of those who asserted nature-study’s independence of science was Liberty Hyde
Bailey, who claimed that “nature-study…is not science. It is not knowledge. It is not facts. It is
spirit”(Bailey 1903, 5). Bailey also wrote:
Nature-Study is a revolt from the teaching of mere science in the elementary grades. In teaching-practice, the
work and the methods of the two intergrade, to be sure, and as the high school and college are approached,
nature-study passes into science-teaching…; but the ideals are distinct—they should be contrasted rather
than compared (Bailey 1903, 4-5)

Bailey’s emphasis on the “contrast” between nature-study and science teaching well represents
his and his advocates’ irritation against “science.” However, once the cultivation of the “scientific
mind” became a primary task of education in its anxiety towards “racial degeneration,” it must
have been difficult for people such as Seton and Bailey, who asserted the universal and distinct
value of nature-study and who maintained their discontent with science, to survive in society.
By the end of the 1930s, “the nature-study movement seemed all but end”(Minton 1980,
139). Also, when Seton died in 1946, “he had... already passed into obscurity”(Morris 1970, 183).
In 1915, Seton announced his resignation from the Boy Scouts of America, a developed form of
his Woodcraft organization. After his resignation, Seton founded his own Woodcraft organization
in Santa Fe, NM. Today, Seton is referred to by scholars as “America’s forgotten
artist-naturalist”(Anderson 1980).
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This study examines the interrelation between culture, education, and science in the
Progressive Era. To conclude, the domination of scientific discourses in this era should not be
considered as a historical necessity but rather a result of political intentions of maintaining the
racial privileges of the white race, which were threatened by the imminence of racial degradation
through the exclusive possession of “scientific knowledge.” This study also explores the
ideological aspect of education, specifically its link with the political and popular notion of
“race” and “progress.” Given this historical background, another focus of this study is to
rearticulate the historical meaning of Ernest Thompson Seton’s Woodcraft Indians. Specifically,
recognizing Seton’s unique view on human-animal relationship reveals to us that when we
consider the “going native phenomenon” at the turn of the 20th century, it could be misleading to
have a monolithic image of white majority as one-sided “exploiters” of Native American cultures
because numerous conflicts also existed even among the white majority. In this period, Anglo
writers and educators and such as Seton and Bailey resisted the trend of so-called progressivism,
yet their philosophies were eventually weeded out before the dominance of the scientific
discourse. In other words, we need to presume more complicated power relations when
examining the Playing Indian movement including Seton’s Woodcraft program and the rise of the
scientific view on nature in the Progressive Era. On that basis, cultural meanings and the ideology
of “science teaching,” as well as its influence on the current educational system, must be
reconsidered.

Note: This paper is the revised version of a paper presented at 2004 National Meeting of PCA(Popular Culture Association). Part
of the revision is based on research funded by the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture, Grant-in-Aid for JSPS
Research Fellows in 2006(17-10964).
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Abstract
We live in a visually intensive culture bombarded daily with a steady stream of visual
stimulation from all media. We see mediated images more than we read words. Images can be
used beneficially to educate people about social problems within our own communities and
around the world. Social documentation style of photography has the capacity to spark interest
and convey emotional messages. For example, the Farm Security Administration (an agency of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture) photographers documented the living conditions of
homeless people for the U.S. government during the Great Depression. “The Migrant Mother”
picture became an American classic with a life of its own.
When controlled by economic interest and corporate consideration, images can be powerful tools
to persuade and to perpetuate ideas that words alone cannot. They can be used to mislead and
misinform the public through image manipulations. Critics are concerned that image
manipulations are going well beyond simple cropping or color balance adjustments. Image
manipulations are considered both a serious threat to the integrity of the media industry and a
powerful instrument to affect individuals.
Digital tampering started in 1929 shortly after the first camera became available commercially.
Meanwhile, 3D computer graphics software such as Maya, LightWave, & 3ds Max have added
greater capability to such tampering by generating highly photorealistic images. Differentiating
between photorealistic and photographic images is a bit difficult in the print media. So, the
purpose of this paper is to content analyze the techniques that have been used in digital
tampering of 2D (photographic) and 3D (photorealistic) images in the print media while taking
into consideration the impact of such tampering on individuals.
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Each Path Meant for Another: A Study of Visual Path Markers in Ladakh
Three salient networks of site markers delineate human navigational relationships to the terrain in the
Ladakh region of the state of Jammu and Kashmir in northwestern India. The networks are Buddhist pathmarking structures, the Indian government’s Border Roads Organization (BRO) highway project signs, and
non-governmental organization (NGO)-produced “Eco-Tourism Maps.” While they function as wayfinding
systems, locating the traveler on a particular path and providing information about what lies ahead, the
analysis of representational devices deployed for each of these systems reveals currently shifting structures
of order in the region.
Situated in the Himalayas and comprised of many remote villages, monasteries and the central town of Leh,
the region sustained a traditional, integrally Buddhist way of life for indigenous Ladakhis until being open
to tourism and trade 30 years ago. With the influx of outside populations of both tourists and new residents,
came a cash-based economy and an acceleration of visual culture as has been traced in Western culture
since the Industrial Revolution. Sergio Correa de Jesus refers to the work of Donald Preziosi when he
describes such development in the West:
“. . . the shift from the ‘environment and architecture as signs’ to ‘visual/typo-graphic signs’
meant a disproportionate advance of a verbal form of communication in place of a more stable and
permanent codification of meaning through buildings.”1
The shift in prominence of communicative form parallels that of the role of site markers in Ladakh.
Buddhist structures such as mani walls built of stone and conforming to and stretching across the landscape
in the direction of the next monastery, and the piles of stones mounted with wooden poles flying Tibetan
prayer flags at the summits of the highest passes, serve dual purposes of indicating spiritual devotion and
pragmatically marking the paths between villages.
The visual/typographic manifestation of the shift described above occurs in the form of bright yellow
signage elements posted by the BRO along the newly constructed thoroughfare connecting Leh with the
next large town in the state. The markers display the name of the road construction project and often feature
colloquial safety messages aimed at the predominantly male drivers who use the road. Though the
predominant language of the region remains Ladakhi, the languages printed on these markers are Hindi and
English, official languages of India.
Michel de Certeau provides an analytical tool for studying these networks of site markers with his theory of
strategies and tactics. A strategy is evident “when a subject of will and power can be isolated from an
‘environment.’”2 The BRO markers reflect this strategic model in every sense. From their locations along a
road that was constructed by altering the land to conform to its path, to the language of exclusion employed
on their surfaces, the markers reflect the subject position the government defines for itself in relation to the
people of Ladakh.
A tactic, according to de Certeau, “insinuates itself into the other’s place without taking over entirely,
without being able to keep it at a distance”3 The Buddhist structures are tactical in their engagement with
travelers, be they Ladakhis or tourists, as the structures conform to the path and the traveler learns to “read”
them for wayfinding purposes.
The NGO-produced “Eco-Tourism Maps” are linking elements in de Certeau’s bilateral model as they are
located tactically but employ strategic representational languages. Written in English only, they are meant
for the predominantly Western trekkers in the region.
This paper explores the differences between these networks of site markers and seeks the locations of
intersection between them. I analyze the representational devices at work on the signage elements and
consider the possibilities for the role of graphic design in the region.
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Notes
1. Sergio Correa de Jesus, “Environmental Communication: Design Planning for Wayfinding” in Design
Issues, Vol. 10, No. 3 (Autumn 1994), 32-51.
2. Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: The University of California Press, 1988).
3. ibid.
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Metaphysical Pluralism without Conceptual Schemes
(1) The Argument Against Conceptual Schemes
“On the Very Idea of a Conceptual Scheme” (1974) was Davidson’s first
sustained criticism of the notion of conceptual schemes. Conceptual schemes are
identified by their alleged incommensurability. Differing conceptual schemes can be
identified with languages that do not afford translation into other languages. In cases in
which translation fails, we are confronted with different conceptual schemes. Reality
itself is then characterized relative to a particular scheme. What counts as real in one
scheme may not count as real in another (1974, 183). Ontological relativity is sustained
by the possibility of incommensurable languages. Davidson examines both complete
failures of translation and cases of partial failure. Complete failure of translation occurs
when “no significant range of sentences in one language could be translated into the
other” (1974, 185). Partial failure occurs when some range of sentences is translatable
while some other range of sentences is not.
Davidson argues we cannot make sense of total failure; such a situation is simply
unintelligible. Davidson begins by comparing Strawson’s notion of different worlds with
Kuhn’s notion of different worlds. For Strawson, possible worlds differ from the actual
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world simply in the redistribution of truth values over the same sets of sentences. Kuhn,
by way of contrast, suggests there is a single uninterpreted world whose different
observers come up with incommensurable schemes, and so arrive at different ways of
carving this reality. Strawson’s version requires a fixed set of concepts we then use to
describe different worlds. Kuhn’s version requires a radical separation of scheme and
content. Various conceptual schemes categorize the uninterpreted content in differing
ways. This scheme-content dichotomy is of course what Davidson calls “the third dogma
of empiricism” (1974, 189). Davidson intends to overcome the Kuhnian version of
conceptual schemes.
Davidson notes that rejecting the analytic-synthetic distinction does not entail a
rejection of empirical content. Instead of believing some sentences are true simply in
terms of their meaning, while others are true because of their empirical content, we can
now believe all sentences have empirical content. It is this notion—the third dogma of
scheme-content—that affords the possibility of conceptual relativism. Davidson states:
“It is essential to this idea [of conceptual relativism] that there be something neutral and
common that lies outside all schemes” (1974, 190). The problem with the third dogma is
that there is no intelligible way to make sense of the “something neutral and common that
lies outside all schemes,” nor is there a way to make intelligible the functioning of the
schemes themselves in terms of “organizing” or “fitting”. The content that the schemes
organize or fit is usually characterized as reality (the universe, the world, nature), or as
experience (the passing show, surface irritations, sensory promptings, sense-data, the
given) (1974, 192). Davidson begins with the metaphor of “organizing”.
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How could a scheme organize the world, universe, or nature in such a radically
different and untranslatable fashion? The notion of organization makes sense only if there
are individual objects and events to be organized. If schemes organize the universe, then
that universe must already contain a multiplicity of objects. A language may have
predicates whose extensions do not match the single predicate in our language, or perhaps
any combination of predicates at all in our language, but the intelligibility of such a case
depends on a largely shared background. Davidson states: “We can be clear about
breakdowns in translation when they are local enough, for a background of generally
successful translation provides what is needed to make failures intelligible” (1974, 192).
Davidson concludes that the intelligibility of a total failure of translation cannot be
explained by the metaphor of organizing the world. The allegedly different organizing
schemes are just different ways of grouping the same common objects and events. The
different schemes are only just words apart.
The metaphor of schemes organizing experience itself fairs no better in explaining
ontological relativity. There are two problems here. The first is analogous to the previous
problem. Talk of organizing of any sort presupposes some “things” are already
individuated. Second, languages are necessarily public, so any system of signs which
only organized sensations, sense data, or surface irritations would not be a language at
all. What about the metaphor of “fitting”?
The notion of fitting the totality of experience is analogous to the notion of fitting
the facts, or of being made true by the facts, notions which are theoretically useless
according to Davidson. The metaphor of fitting adds nothing to our understanding not
already captured more clearly by claiming a sentence is true. The background to
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Davidson’s view is presented in “Truth and Meaning” (1967) and “True to the Facts”
(1969). Both early articles make use of the slingshot argument to show that if we accept
some notion of individual facts making sentences true, then all sentences are made true
by the same fact. For Davidson, this result suggests we should take the concept of truth as
primitive and use the concept to elucidate other concepts. Since the metaphor of “fitting”
amounts to acceptable schemes being true, the issue becomes whether or not we can
make sense of sentences being true but not translatable. Davidson claims Convention T
suggests we cannot. We can’t use a criterion of “true but not translatable” to test for
radical divergences in schemes.
Davidson’s argument against a partial failure of translation hinges on the
principles needed to understand specific differences. Essentially, meaningful
disagreement is possible only if we can assign specific content to the differences. For
Davidson, the assignment of content is holistic. As a result, to suppose another language
user holds radically different beliefs than us and means radically different things by his
utterances, is to eliminate the possibility of any understanding at all. Nothing forces us to
choose between believing the foreign speaker has different beliefs than us and deciding
he has different concepts than us. The intelligibility of either interpretation requires a
common background, and so the notion of incommensurability has little significance.
Thus, the “heady and exotic” doctrine of conceptual relativism is unintelligible.
(2) The Internal Critique Using the Notion of Primitive Triangulation
Davidson’s later philosophy published in the mid to late 1990’s emphasizes
explicitly for the first time the necessity of what he calls “primitive triangulation”. The
notion of primitive triangulation first appears in two articles published in 1997, “Seeing
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Through Language” and “The Emergence of Thought”. Prior to these two articles,
Davidson does mention a primitive and mutual recognition of social responses and salient
environmental features, but he does not explicitly call such situations “triangulation”.
Davidson (1992), in “The Second Person,” claims: “For this [linguistic
understanding] to work, it is clear that the innate similarity responses of child and
teacher—what they naturally group together—must be much alike…” (1992, 264). The
same point appears in publication two years later in “The Social Aspect of Language”:
“You must also in some primitive sense, find my pointings similar; the evidence for this
is your similar responses” (1994, 15). By 1997, Davidson explicitly refers to this basic,
mutual recognition as primitive triangulation. He states: “The primitive triangle…thus
provides the framework in which thought and language can evolve” (1997a, 27). In the
same article he states: “Of course, language reflects our native interests and our
historically accumulated needs and values, our built-in and learned inductive
dispositions” (1997a, 17).
Davidson credits evolution and our resulting biological constitution for many of
our most basic ways of responding to the environment and each other. “What makes
these the relevant similarities? The answer again is obvious; it is we, because of the way
we are constructed (evolution had something to do with this), that find these responses
natural and easy to class together” (1991a, 200). Davidson continues to emphasize the
necessity of primitive triangulation in more elaborate ways:
There is a prelinguistic, precognitive situation which seems to me to
constitute a necessary condition for thought and language…. Both in
the case of nonhuman animals and in the case of small children, it is a
condition that can be observed to obtain. The basic situation is one that
involves two or more creatures simultaneously in interaction with each
other and with the world they share; it is what I call triangulation. (1997b, 128)
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Davidson gives the example of primates which make three different types of sounds
depending on whether they see a snake, an eagle, or a lion. Other primates come to
expect certain kinds of predators based on the sounds made by their companions.
Davidson classifies the primate behavior as “complex and purposeful” but as not
involving propositional beliefs, desires, or intentions (1997b, 128). Conceptualization,
thought, and language require the possibility of error; the primitive triangle introduces the
possibility of error through “the occasional failure of expectation; the reactions do not
correlate” (1997b, 129).
Davidson continues to emphasize primitive triangulation after the 1990’s. In his
paper “Externalisms,” he states: “Here is my thesis: an interconnected triangle such as
this (two lionesses, one gazelle) constitutes a necessary condition for the existence of
conceptualization, thought, and language” (2001a, 7). He reiterates this theme the same
year in his “Comments on the Karlovy Vary Papers”: “there is first, the primitive
situation, which does not require intentional attitudes…” (2001b, 292-293).
Consider Davidson’s claim that language reflects our natural and learned
inductive dispositions, innate interests, and culturally and historically accumulated needs
and values. Consider also that primitive triangulation is a necessary condition for
language and thought. It is reasonable to suppose that for human children primitive
triangulation involves biological dispositions such as the salience of faces, voices and
expressions. Our common biology provides the basic set of shared abilities needed to
recognize members of our kind and the basic, publicly available features of the
environment, such as colors, textures, and sounds. However, biology doesn’t tell us the
whole story of primitive triangulation.

6
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Human children are socialized into ways of dealing with things. The process of
socialization is always culturally and historically situated. These primitive ways of
coping are necessary for understanding the content of the speech acts of others. Davidson
claims understanding an utterance of “That’s a spoon” involves a “prior theory” and
“tacit understanding” otherwise “the content would be totally unlike what we would think
of as the meaning” (1997a, 24). I contend the most tenable way to understand Davidson’s
use of the expression “tacit understanding” is in terms of competence in the “complex
and purposive” behaviors of one’s culture. Thus, the tacit understanding one has when
understanding the content of the utterance “Spoon” is just the basic ability to use spoons
for contextually appropriate purposes.
Davidson denies a realm of ontological givens, or some privileged set of entities
that count as the world. Indeed, the method of truth in metaphysics suggests that we start
with truth and then posit whatever entities we need to make our true sentences come out
true. Davidson rejects “dividing reality at the joints as Plato and Aristotle attempted to
do” and claims the notion of relevant similarity belongs in “the realm of animal interests”
(2001a, 12). The role of triangulation in establishing the relevant similarity of stimuli in
the environment and of the responses of others features prominently in Davidson’s work.
He states: “The relevant stimuli are the objects or events we naturally find similar which
are correlated with the responses of the child we find similar” (1992, 262-263).
For Davidson, the vectors along which sameness is determined develop within the
context of primitive triangulation. Davidson explains the necessity of primitive
triangulation metaphorically in terms of primitive triangulation “making room for”
language and thought, being “the space in which” language and thought evolve, and
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“providing the framework” for language and thought. Primitive triangulation provides the
initial level of shared intelligibility that grounds the possibility of linguistic and
conceptual intelligibility. This basic level of intelligibility depends on the purposive,
social, and non-mentalistic behaviors of organisms engaging in their shared environment.
An interesting side note is that Davidson claims the progression from mindless
nature, such as rocks and plants, to thinking creatures with propositional content such as
ourselves, is difficult if not impossible to describe. Davidson claims we have no way of
adequately describing the purposive social behaviors of animals, including nonmentalistic human behaviors, which are a necessary step to full conceptualization.
We have many vocabularies for describing nature when we regard it as mindless,
and we have a mentalistic vocabulary for describing thought and intentional
action; what we lack is a way of describing what is in between. This is
particularly evident when we speak of the ‘intentions’ and ‘desires’ of simple
animals. (1997b, 128)
Of course, this kind of description appears throughout the phenomenological tradition,
particularly in the work of Heidegger. Indeed, Heidegger provides the kind of structural
analysis of this primitive mode of intelligibility Davidson claims is impossible to describe
adequately.1 Those with more naturalistic inclinations could find the kinds of descriptions
Davidson lacks in the ecological theory of perception advanced by James Gibson in the
1970’s. For Gibson, the environment of sentient organisms is not the abstract space of the
physicist or mathematician; the environment is comprised of objective affordances that
must be defined in terms of both the organism’s abilities and the world. There have been
a number of philosophers who have commented on similarities and differences between
Davidson and Heidegger. My analysis suggests both philosophers recognize the necessity
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of pre-linguistic, pre-conceptual intelligibility, but Davidson lacks the conceptual
resources to explain fully this foundational intelligibility.
Given Davidson’s denial of uninterpreted empirical content and his denial of
ontological givens, there is no way of describing any reality outside of what becomes
intelligible in primitive triangulation. The notion of Reality Itself or of raw sense data is
philosophically useless. We must always characterize the world in relation to our
involvements. There is simply the world as it is there for us. The world appears as it is,
given our biological abilities and forms of socialization. Such a world is objective since
without this common world language and thought would be impossible. The shared
intelligibility of primitive triangulation affords the possibility of linguistic interpretation.
However, Davidson never provides an argument to guarantee the possibility of
triangulation. If primitive triangulation need not always obtain between groups of
language users then interpretation is not possible in some cases. The result is
untranslatable languages, the very languages Davidson rejects in “On the Very Idea of a
Conceptual Scheme”. It is easy enough to imagine beings with a radically different
biological constitution than us. We may not be able to imagine exactly what a world
would be like for such beings, but we can approximate the situation. Imagine an organism
incapable of movement. Any concepts with content related to spatial distance would be
poorly understood at best. Davidson states: “If I were bolted to the earth, I would have no
way of determining the distance from me of many objects….I could have no way of
giving content to the question where they were” (1982, 105). The point is not that he
couldn’t answer the question, but that he couldn’t understand it to begin with. If we had
enough in common with an immobile individual perhaps using metaphorical extensions
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of shared concepts we could approximate for him what we mean by our distance
concepts; but it would only be a very rough approximation.
Davidson has made similar claims about cultural artifacts. Some understanding of
the artifact is needed for grasping the content of concepts that refer to the artifact.
Understanding the terms of the foreign speaker requires understanding the background
practices of the speaker. Language interpretation is just one part of an overall project of
interpreting the totality of behavior according to Davidson. In cases where we have
limited access to these background behaviors due to vast temporal distance or radical
differences in cultural practices, our ability to interpret language behavior is limited.
Davidson is likely correct in claiming we can’t assign specific differences in belief or
meaning without enough in common. However, we can notice our failure to understand a
foreign speaker, recognize that there is some difference in content, without knowing what
exactly constitutes the differences. We need only extend these partial failures of
interpretation to arrive at completely untranslatable languages. Perhaps Wittgenstein was
correct when said “if a lion could talk, we could not understand him”. It all depends on
whether or not we can triangulate sufficiently with the speaking lion.
(3) Different Schemes or Different Worlds?
Returning to Davidson’s 1974 article, how does the lack of guaranteed
triangulation lead to untranslatable languages when they were explicitly denied by
Davidson? Davidson’s famous argument against conceptual schemes and a plurality of
worlds develops from a rejection of language as a medium which carves an uninterpreted
reality in incommensurable ways. Davidson discusses two kinds of plurality in relation to
worlds. The first is Strawson’s version that varies the facts of our world in different
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possible worlds but keeps the conceptual repertoire fixed. The second is Kuhn’s version
which keeps some neutral, uninterpreted reality fixed, which is then carved into different
worlds by the imposition of various conceptual schemes. The position I have presented in
this paper fits neither type of ontological pluralism mentioned by Davidson.
Varying the background conditions of primitive triangulation produces different
basic patterns of intelligibility, different worlds. The languages emerging from different
forms of primitive triangulation put those language users directly in touch with their
world. Davidson states:
In giving up the dualism of scheme and world, we do not give up the world,
but re-establish unmediated touch with the familiar objects whose antics make
our sentences and opinions true or false. (1974, 198)
We can continue to reject the scheme-content dogma and accept that language puts us
directly in touch with our world. By extending Davidson’s theory of primitive
triangulation, the result is a potential plurality of objective worlds. These worlds are
objective because they are intersubjectively accessible and ground the possibility of
language and thought. Different languages do not create these worlds but emerge from
these different worlds revealed in primitive triangulation. I have argued elsewhere that
Davidson could make good use of a Heideggerian conception of worldhood; a
Heideggerian notion of worldhood offers objectivity and public accessibility without
ontological givens. It is beyond the scope of this paper to make that connection here. I
mention Heidegger only to the highlight the fact that the notion of a shared world in
Davidson’s work requires clarification, and Heidegger offers one way of satisfying that
requirement.
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An additional strength of my account is that it maintains the objectivity of truth, a
key feature of Davidson’s philosophy. Truth cannot be relative to a scheme; truth cannot
be lost. If the content expressed by an utterance is true, relative to a time and place, then
that content is always true. Davidson rejects Kuhn’s incommensurability, Quine’s
immanent truth, and Putnam’s internal realism because they all make truth relative to a
background theory or scheme. Truth is not an epistemic concept for Davidson.
Sentences that are true in our world will not be true or false in worlds that lack the
initial conditions that provide intelligibility to the content of these sentences. Developing
Davidson’s earlier example, imagine a world with completely immobile creatures. Any
claims about spatial distance will not be true, nor will they be false; such claims would be
unintelligible. The truth of any claim will depend on just two things: the content of the
claim and the world to which the claim refers. If we imagine a world with beings that do
not need to eat, then eating utensils will not exist. Setting aside difficulties of how we can
refer to worlds that are not our own, the sentence “There are no forks in that possible
world” is true given the content we assign to the sentence. The same sentence uttered by
creatures in the other world, would lack content since there are not any activities that
would afford triangulation on an object as an eating utensil.
I’ve attempted to show how we can have a plurality of objective worlds without
subscribing to some notion of conceptual schemes vulnerable to Davidson’s criticisms.
My argument developed using the conceptual resources offered from within the
parameters of Davidson’s own theory. We can reconcile the apparent inconsistency in
Davidson’s theory by distinguishing the sources of metaphysical pluralism. The 1974
article only criticizes metaphysical pluralism resulting from the imposition of different
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conceptual schemes; it says nothing about metaphysical pluralism resulting from
divergences in primitive triangulation. Lastly, the metaphysical pluralism I advocate does
not violate Davidson’s central tenet of truth’s objectivity.
1

See my other published and forthcoming work on this topic.
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The Art of envisioning Change

Its been said the only constant is change. Paradoxically, it has also been said the more
things change, the more they remain the same. If change is constant how is it we stay in
the same place? We have not solved world hunger, learned to house the world
population nor have we achieved world peace. In fact as we speak war dominates all
corners of the globe, our environment is in jeopardy and our fear of difference is growing
along with the realization that many of us live lives we feel lack relevance. As evidenced
by the amount of money spent in feel good, how to, spiritual and psychological guidance,
it seems human beings are aware we need to change some things. We crave change but
we seem to lack the art of it.
Of the many fractions that call for change none cry as stridently as the so called
marginalized. Those farthest from the centers of decision suffer the most from the
conditions we as humane human beings envision changing. Many marginalized groups
look to higher education as the path to sustainable change and the brightest of those
outside the main discourse submit their selves to the rigors of academic training and still
we find our selves short of the tipping point required for sustainable change. Perhaps
our method, and its object-centered approach, is complicit in our failure to enact
sustainable change.

In this paper I look at art as a venue for envisioning and fostering change, as well as a
vehicle for enacting transformation in marginalized communities. I examine my own
practice of the arts to find connections between sustainable shifts in individual world
view, embodied transformation in marginalized communities and the creation and
consumption of art in community.
It is the artisan that constructs, deconstructs and then reconstructs the world. We are
reflected in art as artisans project their vision of reality and possible realities upon the
canvas of the world. In art, all is considered, disassembled, reassembled, no thing great or
small escapes the eye of the artist. How might an artist’s way of seeing give us insight
into the mystery of “being” and help us enact sustainable changes in our realities?

Einstein says you cannot solve a problem using the logic of the same paradigm that
created it and perhaps this is the crux of our problem. When we seek to make change in
our realities we are limited by what we allow ourselves to consider. As Dr. Seuss
observes: we have difficulty seeing pass Z. Even the envisioning of change is dictated by
what is. It is difficult to perceive of what has never been. African proverb that says if you
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want what you have never had you must do what you have never done. So how do we
learn to see outside the box, beyond Z, into new and more humane paradigms?
Perhaps a different kind of science is needed to unravel the challenges of the day a
science of firesides and song, a science of theater and ritual, which re-envisions the
possibilities of isness and allows room beyond z for changes.
This paper approaches the practice of community based art as such a science and an arts
based education as a type of libratory education that can empower participants to
reconstruct /transform their realities.
I will look at the role of the arts in the community, the potentially of community based art
and use specifics of my own 35 year practice of the arts to discuss self authoring, story
based reality, embodied transformation though the arts, and the potential application of
art based methodologies to enhance, empower and transform marginalized communities.
I am the literary resident and Dramaturge in residence at the Prescott Joseph Center For
Community Enhancement, where I am the Artistic Director of their outdoor theater, The
Sister Thea Bowman Theater and the founder of the troupe in residence the Lower
Bottom Playaz. I am also an associate director for Recovery Theater San Francisco,
which is a spin off of the Recovery Theater founded by the Marvin X. I have a longstanding artistic relationship with Marvin X, which began with me directing his play In
the Name of Love at Laney College in the 80’s. I also directed Marvin’s play One Day in
the Life, which is the longest running North American African theatrical production in
the United States. I am also one third of the creative collaboration known as the Black
Apes Project, My partners Shaka Redman, and Adimu Madyun and I are currently in
postproduction on a music video and a movie short both pieces premiered in the Oakland
International Film Festival in 2006.
I, am a creator, I create. All of us have the power, and indeed do exercise our ability to ,in
that we create for ourselves a reality. Some may be disconnected form their inner-power
to create and succumb/ subscribe to the stories proffered. They are set at what we can
describe as default. They reside in the story of reality as it is constructed by those whose
trade and stock is the construction of reality. Most assume this is the only reality and they
live in its boundaries without question or conscious choice.
Lets name the, they, here, lets call them, Mass Media, they present us with an ever
present image of reality. We are wired into it’s seeming permanence, it is displayed on
the nightly news, on the morning rag we consume over coffee, over clear channel air
waves, as well as on glossy corporate owned magazine covers 24/7. In this proffered
reality you cannot fight city hall, fight the law and the law wins, you cannot feed or house
all the poor, and there will always be war.
My interest here is in this segment of the populace that sleeps with their eyes open. They
are imaged as the underground. The academic term would be fringe, the government
floated image is the marginalized, these people live in different realities, making better
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use of their agency, their ability to act, to create, a reality more suited to their lived
realities. Here lies an untapped potentiality. I suggest it as an opportunity to tap into a
force that already exist and mindfully expand upon its possibilities.
For me the tradition of creating reality though the arts starts as the first American ships
dock on African soil. Out of these notorious meetings the trickster tales of Africa
emerged. This is the point I choose to recognize as the beginning of the African
continuum of arts of which I am a disciple. In my devotion to this discipline I have come
to understand art is a discourse. It is a conversation with the audience/the listening world.
Further, it is a foil for Mass Media or commercial/corporate driven art and it is
distinguished by its lack of mass distribution through corporate institutions.
In the story I live in we are the mammoths, the consistent fly in the ointment of the
dominant cultures sleeping balm. We persevere because we are powerful and they live
spending huge amounts of time and money trying to keep us asleep because they know.
Points for further Consideration:
Art is saying /Voice writ Large
I see art as a powerful ritual enactment akin to visual/aural voodoo/hoodoo/ it
constructs an image of reality that can and does lead what we perceive as reality.
There is a symbiotic open circuit created by artist presentation in the presence of
even a remote witness (audience)—flow/circuitry—in this space their lives the
power of co-creation.
The artist as seed---growing story in consciousness
Much of what is considered in art is considered mythically, abstractly, in
metaphor, reinforcing our innate story based nature and our reliance on/ affinity
for symbolism and metaphor.
Art gives voice to people and issues. It helps to establish things in the visible
realm. The ritual of out of spirit and into the world, help me carry my
burden/story.
It aims at the heart, which is a necessary component in the changing of minds. In
order to be universal things are involved with the heart space. In the heart we find
universality seated, what is good for me is good for you what kills and hobbles me
will kill and hobble you at least in spirit if not in reality.
The systematic use of story/myth/and metaphor has constructed this capitalist
reality with the assistance of mass media, which is the voice of the government.
The people/society is the alter to government, for society, it is art that has the
potential to speak beyond Z
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It is all a matter of story, reality, is a matter of your construction of it, it is a
matter of the story you tell yourself and even more important is the story you
believe.
Audrey Lourde--“the master’s house & the master’s tools
To solve the problems created in it we must be able to vision beyond/outside it.
Hazel Henderson ---A attention deficit economy
Danser-- art as a venue for reflection and contemplation.
Plato’s cave --What if mass media had a consciousness, what if consciousness
had a mass media—the internet, the underground, BAM’s child.
Dr. Seuss --beyond z- art as a method of seeing out of this paradigm/ out of your
current story, in art you get magic beans, the extra ordinary is possible/demanded.
Art as a venue for exploration of the other.
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Abstract:
Every year thousands of Japanese couples travel internationally for their wedding
ceremonies. Hawaii is by far the most popular destination for Japanese wedding tourists.
Yet, the trend has spread throughout the Pacific and beyond. By means of the
anthropological lens on tourism as a social process and globalization theories on the
transnational movements of people and cultural flows, the present poster presentation
raises questions as to how international wedding tourism sites operate as emerging
locations of cultural negotiation. Specifically, through a comparative analysis of travel
imagery geared towards the Japanese consumer, the poster asks how the commoditization
of culture interacts with issues of how locality emerges in a globalizing world. Materials
depicting Hawaii will be contrasted with material on Vancouver to illuminate the salient
features of the construction of place.
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Barragan’s Encounter with Sixteenth Century Mexican Monastic
Architecture
Being a Catholic, I have frequently visited with reverence the now empty
monumental monastic buildings that we inherited from the powerful religious faith
and architectural genius of our colonial ancestors, and I have always been deeply
moved by the peace and wellbeing to be experienced in those uninhabited cloisters
and solitary courts. How I have wished that these feelings may leave their mark on
my work.
Luis Barragan, 1980
Introduction. The quiet scenes Luis Barragan, the photographer, recorded with his
camera are as revealing about his interest as the books in his library. In both,
photographs and books we see the imprint of ideas that gave birth to his art and
architecture. The photographs, in particular, record his observations of beautiful,
although roughly imperfect, traditional Mexican architecture. His aging prints picture
village streets, vernacular houses and softly decaying and abandoned sixteenth-century
monastic structures1. In the pictures of the cloister spaces the viewer shares the solitude
and peace of the photographer as Barragan preserved a moment on a sunlit surface
crossed and penetrated by deep shadows.
The unique later-years architectural expression of Luis Barragan after the mid-1940’s has
been attributed to a blending of contemporary minimalist design with Mexican vernacular
ranches, villages and convents.2 However, among these design precursors the spiritual
architectural quality infused into his designs through the incorporation of ideas from
colonial mendicant structures has been less explicitly developed by previous writers
discussing his work. Barragan was devoutly religious and he was very aware of the
hundreds of monastery churches built throughout Mexico during the sixteenth century.
He stated often his belief that attention to the spiritual aspect of design was as important
as the design response to physical, biological and creative needs.3 For Barragan spiritual
design promoted a sense of tranquility and an undisturbed state of mind.
His library includes preeminent volumes on sixteenth-century Mexican monastic
architecture with the earliest books dating from the 1940’s. Three books are of particular
interest. He owned both Volume I and II of George Kuber’s Mexican Architecture of the
Sixteenth Century, published in 1948; John McAndrew’s The Open-Air Churches of
Sixteenth-Century Mexico, published in 1965; and Luis Mac Gregor’s Actopan, published
in 1955. The first two entries are detailed, scholarly documentations about the multitude
of primarily religious structures that were built after Cortez landed in Mexico in 1519 and
directed the Spanish conquest, with the climax occurring by 1521. The Franciscans
landed in Mexico in 1524. They were followed by the Dominicans in 1526, and the
Augustinians in 1533. The friars were granted a papal decree to propagate Catholism
throughout the native American population. A feverish building period proceeded after
the friars’ arrival and lasted through most of the remaining sixteenth-century.
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Mac Gregor’s edition about the Actopan church and monastery is especially noteworthy
as it is Actopan that is featured in Barragan’s photographs. The Augustinian missions,
Actopan and Acolman, and the Franciscan mission of Huejotzingo were among
Barragan’s favorite destinations. All three structures are considered exceptional
examples of the best of the sixteenth-century missions. Although it is unknown when
Barragan actually acquired the books about this architecture, they were in existence
during the active developmental period of his mature design stage. It is plausible that he
purchased the books soon after they were published.
We should remember that Barragan and the people who worked with him described part
of his design process as one in which he spent his evenings reading his books and his
days in directing his staff. Barragan did not draw with drafting tools, but drew sketches,
or used verbal descriptions, pictures out of books or other sources to describe his design
intentions to his draftsmen.4 Images of Mexican monastic architecture were easily
available to him during his design process. These references came from his memories of
his solitary visits to the convents and through the direct visual recordings he made with
his camera. He could also draw design ideas from his scholarly books on the subject. It
is by studying his books and photographs that we can reconstruct his process and
determine the extent of monastic influences on his work.
The monastery churches were based on Spanish models, but interestingly altered by
native laborers to reflect local building practices and attributes of pre-conquest
monuments.5 Examining Barragan’s home in Tacubaya with Mexican sixteenth century
monastic structures illustrates a striking similarity in the treatment of the wall surfaces,
and the shape, proportion, organization, and lighting of his architectural spaces.6 An
examination of other Barragan projects reveals the significant impact of his religious
heritage.
Were Barragan’s designs influenced by general memories of his walks through monastic
structures or by specific details? It can be argued that his desire for privacy and
architectural intimacy are created through a conceptual appreciation of generalized
monastic spaces. At other times, certainly his photographs and books could help him
recall poignant moments that could be translated into a literal source for a particular
design image. There is a history of Barragan utilizing both general and specific ideas in
his work. Broader influences include the following examples: the Mediterranean houses
viewed during his trips abroad that spawned the design themes for his early twentiethcentury houses in Guadalajara; the Moorish gardens described by Ferdinand Bac that
shaped Barragan’s early gardens; and the influence of Corbusian design methods that
informed his work in the early 1940’s. Whereas, we see more precise influence in
examples such as: a postcard of the twelfth-century towers of San Gimignano that were
the inspiration for the Las Torres de Cuidad Satelite;7 the perspective drawings from a
book on Jean Vredeman that ostensibly suggested the cantileavered wooden stairs in
Barragan’s library;8 and the 1930 Jose Clemente Orozco lithograph familiarly reproduced
in Barragan’s 1940 massing of the exterior forms for a series of house designs. The most
obvious example of this last example is the Villasenor House in Mexico City.9
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General Influences. In a broad sense, Barragan’s interest in sixteenth-century monastic
design can be understood by his intuitive appreciation of the Franciscan religious order’s
dedication to humility, simplicity and austerity. The early monastic structures were of
necessity simpler and more basic than the Catholic churches that followed in later
centuries. The sober spaces of the earlier structures appealed to Barragan’s ascetic taste.
In contrast to the home of his friend and influential design consultant Jesus Reyes, whose
design spaces were happy cluttered collections of special objects, Barragan’s own living
spaces were always minimally furnished even prior to the 1940’s when he began living in
his final Tacubaya home. His early Guadalajara house designs can also be described as
simple geometric volumes and spaces. However, at that time he added Mediterranean
inspired decorative details. These kinds of embellishments disappeared in his more
mature work. He credited Le Corbusier, with gratitude, for promoting the use of simple
wall planes stripped of decoration. His growing self-awareness of his need for spiritual
and peaceful spaces infused his architecture with studied monastic forms.
Walls, Light and Shadow. The overwhelming, fundamental role that monastic
architecture had in shaping Barragan’s mature designs is expressed in his preference for
the solid wall with perforations for openings rather than the modern glass wall. Barragan
through his involvement with architect Max Cetto -- who built some of the earliest houses
in Barragan’s El Pedregal subdivision project -- became aware of contemporary
California housing design and especially that of Richard Neutra. Max Cetto had worked
for a time for Neutra prior to his arrival in Mexico City. Indeed, the El Pedregal model
home designed in 1949 by both Barragan and Cetto resembled the Neutra design in1946
for Edgar Kaufmann House in Palm Springs, California10. For Barragan, Richard
Neutra’s modernism replaced Le Corbusier’s modernism. Not only did the model home
resemble Neutra’s work, but the paving and walls in the El Pedregal entry garden were
similar to Richard Neutra’s patios he designed for the houses he built in Southern
California.
It could be argued that Barragan’s need for privacy could be accomplished at the street
edge by creating a solid wall in the manner of the Mexican village housing street facades
that he photographed. Beyond that wall, Barragan could then have produced a modern
glass-walled house similar to Richard Neutra. Had he done this it would have been more
in keeping with his earlier design influence patterns. After he met someone whose design
ideas he admired such as Ferdinand Bac and later Le Corbusier, he would embrace their
styles. However, by the time he became aware of Richard Neutra’s work, the more
mature Barragan had acquired other conflicting design influences.
Barragan’s designs did maintain an appreciation for Neutra’s idea of extending interior
walls to the exterior, and the idea of interlocking spaces. He even used some large areas
of glass inserted into the perimeter boundary of his solid walls. However, the glass was
always located in a place where it was shielded from the public view and the intense
Mexican sun. Barrragan spoke forcefully in favor of the solid wall. He objected to the
visual openness and the even light that resulted from unrelenting modern glass walls. He
preferred instead the focused, dim, spiritual light from small openings in his solid
masonry walls. This light breaks through the otherwise engulfing deep shadows of the
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spaces. The changing light casts white to yellow light on the wall as the day moves from
morning to late afternoon and connects the viewer to nature. The light redefines the size
and mood of the space depending on the angle and intensity of the sun. It is the solid
masonry wall with the lighting opportunities it afforded that are the primary gift of his
fascination with the abandoned convents of Mexico. These roughly textured solid walls
containing spiritually lit spaces evoke a serene sense of peace.
The abandoned convents opened up to him a range of suggestions to introduce light
directly or indirectly into a space. There is an indirect light in his house from a glass
painted yellow and located above and to the side of the masonry stair landing that
connects the lower floors with the bedrooms above. This opening splashes light and
shadow across the rough finished wall surfaces and illuminates a gold gilded painting by
Mathias Goeritz. In another example, the soft beams of sun coming from a high
rectangular window in Barragan’s study capture illuminated dust particles and create a
penumbra. This opening emulates similar windows in hundreds of Mexican colonial
convents, and is repeated with endless variations in the houses designed by Luis
Barragan. The quality of light in his designs is one of the most important memorable
aspects of his work. It creates a spiritual retreat, which evokes the haunting images of
peace and beauty.
Specific Influences. More instructive and perhaps interesting are the examples of
specific monastic images that may have been incorporated directly into Barragan’s work.
When studying his photographs and the books that he owned on the subject we often
experience an uncanny familiarity. Admittedly, the monastic forms are subject to
extensive transformations within the modernist language, but it can be argued that
specific monastic scenes provide direct inspiration for portions of his work.
Light and Shadow. Of particular interest is the window and built-in seating at the end of
the second floor corridor in Barragan’s Galvez House.11 This setting at the end of the
corridor can be seen to be similar to a photograph he took showing built-in seating and a
large window at the end of a corridor in the Actopan Monastery in the State of Hidalgo.12
The entering insolation casts a soft glow on the walls surrounding that space and directs
the procession forward. More often than not at the end of Barragan’s corridors there is an
outdoor light source whether in the ceiling at the end of the hallway at the Prieto Lopez
House,13 or the light at the stair landing at the end of the first floor corridor in his house
as discussed previously.
Another example of compelling interiorly lit monastery space to be found in the
photographs in Barragan’s possession of a cloister’s repetitive light patterns formed by
the openings between columns. One such example appears in the book he owned on the
Actopan monastery.14 This connecting corridor of light and shadow has been adapted in
Barragan’s designs. The entry hallway at the Gilardi House is painted yellow and
contains sixteen slotted windows located on one side of the space. The light from the
long side wall casts patterns and overlooks an exterior patio simulating a monastery
cloister. Another variation of the cloistered space and light occurs in the
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outdoor entry corridor located next to the small atrium in the convent he designed,
Capilla en Tlalpan. Rather than columns or slotted windows along the corridor edge, the
wall is porous as it is filled in with perforated concrete blocks painted yellow. This has
the effect of a grided glowing space with complex shadows and light patterns.15
Screens and Altarpiece. Similar grided screens are located within the chapel space.
These grided screens separate two auxiliary spaces, the transept and the choir, from the
nave. The separation is handled with three dimensional modernist screens about 4 inches
thick again painted yellow. These screens, although articulated in a modernist language,
are still in the manner of the narrower grided screens that typically separate similar
spaces in the sixteenth-century chapels16.
The gold triptych altarpiece in the convent chapel designed by both Barragan and
Mathias Goeritz is similar to a single gold painting, designed by Goeritz, located in the
stairway landing at the Barragan home in Tacubaya. Prior to the picture’s stair location
the gold painting was hung on a wall in the study. A picture taken at the time shows a
low table covered with a white cloth placed in front of the painting. Two candlesticks
have been placed on the table. The ensemble looks like a small religious altar, and one
can imagine Barragan praying in front of this sacred place.17 The solid gilded-gold is
almost evenly distributed across the surfaces of Barragan’s single picture and the
convents triptych altarpiece. The triptych is reminiscent of the ornamental sixteenthcentury altarpieces in the gilded-gold Plateresque form, again as in the chapel screens
they are designed as minimalist art. The main altarpiece at the monastery at Huejotzingo,
one of Barragan’s favorite monastic structures, is a magnificent specimen of the
Plateresque style and one of the few remaining altarpieces left in existence in Mexico.18
Color. The Augustinian monastery, Acoman, is known for, among other things, its
spectacular colored frescoes.19 Located near the pyramids of Teotihuacan, the monastery
best illustrates the Aztec influence through its use of color. The color palette of the
monastery is similar to the Aztec pyramids. Among the colors used, the rosy orange of
the frescoes is most memorable. Barragan employed this brilliant color on the interior
surfaces of his chapel at Tlalpan and also on the free standing cross located within the
chapel. There is a second free standing cross in the nun’s refectory that is painted a
pinkish-red color.20
Freestanding Atrio Cross. The free standing atrio cross that stands in the sixteenth
open-air church yards had its unique historical beginning in Mexico. When the Spaniards
conquered Mexico there were two goals. The first was that with conquest came material
riches, and the second, which was equally important to the crown was the conversion of
the natives to Catholism. Although these two concepts were often at odds with each
other, the crown was committed to both ideas. With the arrival of the friars, conversion
of the natives was taken on with frantic dedication. The time and place seemed to be
conducive for proselytizing, and starting in 1526 the Great Conversion began. The speed
of conversion and the numbers of converted were incredible. During the first five years
of the friars’ arrival there were 1,000,000 converts. There were 9,000,000 reported by
1543. By 1546 it was said that all of Mexico had been converted. Perhaps it was because
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of the ambitions of the friars, or their incorporation of the native-Mexicans’ previous
religious practices into Catholism that the unprecedented success of this mission
occurred.21
The newly built structures were meant to look like European churches and convents.
Built by native laborers the Mexican structures often incorporated Aztec building
customs and motifs. There was one additional element added to the Mexican church and
monastery block, a large walled-in forecourt called the atrio. The atrio or courtyard is
uniquely Mexican. There are hundreds and hundreds of these courtyards originally
connected to every rural or urban church. The courtyard did not appear in any European
religious structures. Since the population of the converted Mexicans was in the millions,
it was impossible to fit all of the parishioners within the church for daily religious
service. Therefore, the Mexican Mendicants celebrated Mass in the courtyards. The
native-Mexicans were comfortable with this arrangement as it was similar to their Aztec
pagan courts. The courtyard was normally a simple rectangle placed symmetrically in
front of the church. Occasionally it was L-shaped with one side of the L placed along the
side of the church. The average length of a side of the courtyard was 250 feet. The
courtyard was used as the nave of the church. A single large free-standing cross was
placed in a prominent central location in the atrio. The cross is seen everywhere in
Mexico. It is made large and there were examples of both simple wood constructions and
richly adorned crosses. The cross placed in an atrio is especially stately.
Cortez raised big wooden free-standing crosses as soon as he arrived. Crosses were
placed when new towns were formed, and also when the atrio was designated. Natives
decorated the crosses with flowers for service and fiestas. Because the cross is so revered
in Mexico they could be placed unguarded without fear of vandalism. The original wood
crosses were later shifted to stone so that they would survive weathering conditions.22
With this background we can understand the importance and meaning of the cross to
Barragan. He used the religious symbol in many ways such as the cross formed from the
frame and mullions in many of the windows he designed. His use of the free-standing
cross occurred only two times in his projects, and they were appropriately placed in the
religious structure he designed for the nuns. One large simple wooden cross with its
powerful shadow is located to the side and adjacent to the altar in the chapel. This
interior space to the side of the nave and altar has been transformed symbolically from an
L shaped atrio precedent. The free standing cross dominates the space. As the light
moves across the illuminating yellow glass window at the end of this adjacent space the
shadow moves across the floor and wall next to the altar. The space is made dynamic and
the red walls are yellowed. Those that believe and are committed to Christ, the nuns, see
the cross from their vantage point where they sit in the transept. Those that are not
committed, the visitors, see only the shadow from their seat in the nave. The other free
standing cross designed by Barragan has been placed prominently in the nun’s private
eating area, the refectory. The cross and space again replicate a miniaturized version of a
sixteenth-century atrio.
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Masonry Projecting Cross. Also a large cross projecting from a masonry wall has been
placed in the convent entry atrium of the chapel, and appears to be another miniaturized
version of the atrio cross. The diminutive size of the atrium requires the cross to be
pressed against the wall rather than be free standing in the space. There were examples
of masonry crosses that were built against solid walls in sixteenth-century churches.
Pictures of three of these crosses are in John McAndrew’s book that is in Barragan’s
library.23 These crosses were placed next to the atrio walls of a monastic complex in
such a way that they would be in the sight of a procession exiting the church. Barragan
had previously incorporated similar projecting masonry crosses located in his own house
on a masonry wall in the pantry next to his dining room and on a masonry wall that
encircles his atrio like roof garden.
Towers and Cloisters. The roof garden also plays the role of the quiet cloister. A tall
square dovecoted tower projects above the roof garden walls providing Barragan a
private solitary contemplation space. The dovecoted tower is Barragan’s church tower. A
perspective view of Barragan’s dovecoted tower and enclosed roof garden24 is close to
identical in massing and profile as a perspective view of the Actopan cloister with the
church tower in the background pictured in Barragan’s Actopan book.25 Barragan’s
interest in towers as a design form has already been mentioned in connection to Ciudad
Satelite tower designs. Barragan used towers in his small sales pavilion in El Pedregal.
He also used towers at the Prieto Lopez House and two demonstration homes in El
Pedregal.26 These towers added an upward lift to the otherwise heavy horizontal
buildings, and they also added the sense of a peaceful churchyard setting for the
structures.
Evolution of the Monastic Style. Barragan’s two houses on General Farancisco
Ramirez Street were his laboratory where the architectural influences and lessons from
sixteenth-century monasteries were first absorbed. In 1940, he began incorporating
religious ideas in his first house on this street, Number 10, now called the Ortega House;
he placed antique angel statues throughout the house and a statue of Mother Mary in the
garden.27 In 1939, he had just renewed his friendship with the artist Jesus Reyes, who was
formerly an antique dealer when he lived in Barragan’s home city, Guadalajara. Reyes
probably encouraged the statues purchase and inclusion in Barragan’s house.
In 1947, however, it was his second house and final residence on the street, Number 14,
where his monastic style matured. After passing through the heavy masonry wall of the
street façade one enters a vestibule with a side bench slab similar to the entry to a
convent. The roughly finished plastered monastic walls continue throughout the home.
Proceeding up a small set of stairs into the central hall one sees another set of masonry
stairs on the right. Both sets of stairs are built with the same materials as convent stairs
and capture the sense of mystery that fills sixteenth-century monasteries.28 Similar to the
convents, the ceilings in Barragan’s home are high and the spaces are blocky. The rich
dark joists that hold up the ceiling are exposed for view. Even the furniture, which are
made of dark wood and substantially scaled add to the feeling of a convent. The living
room prominently features a lectern, which is used to display oversized books, and is
similar in style to church lecterns. The feeling of the home is spare, but also beautiful.
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There are modern touches, but overall his home and roof garden is convincingly the first
convent that Barragan designed and built.
By 1948 Barragan finished the Eduardo Prieto Lopez House. In this house there is a
blending of the hacienda and the convent. The outer street walls are built of roughly cut
stone29 similar to the church walls at Actopan. 30 Passing through the front gate one
enters a forecourt based on a hacienda precedent. The house itself in its low horizontal
layout and room proportions resembles a hacienda more than a convent. There is a
prominent antique crucifix and a modern angel sculpture br Mathais Goeritz that have
been located within the house. The houses and convent that followed these first houses
mixed in design ideas from other sources, but the work he created to the end of his life
drew heavily from his interest in monastic structures.
Conclusion. Starting in the late 1930’s and after Barragan moved away from his more
active international-style professional practice a more mature style emerged. His
withdrawal from architectural modernism paralleled his personal retreat to a quiet life
filled with the planning of gardens, solitary reading and religious meditation. His design
process drew heavily on others’ work. He had the sense of style and genius to breath new
life into the precedents he found from other times and places. His friendships were
lively, intellectually challenging and influential on his work. His design skills grew
throughout his life as he attained a more precise self-awareness. In studying Barragan’s
work in more focused detail we see that the influence of monastic structures is far more
extensive than scholars have previously understood. The general and specific design
ideas from monastic structures that he absorbed into his work are the primary precursors
that distinguish his style. Barragan’s final legacy is the delight he has provided all of us
who have discovered his unique monastic-inspired designs in books or by visiting his few
remaining projects.
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Abstract
As obesity rates rise in developed nations worldwide,
what can teachers do to help their students learn
how to lead healthier lives? This poster describes
an interactive, collaborative unit based on
authentic materials that gives Japanese students of
English the opportunity to consider their own habits
and needs in light of current research on nutrition
and exercise. In the content-language integrated
learning environment of a second-year, pre-Study
Abroad class on ‘Cultures of the US,’ students
focused initially on obesity issues in the US by
viewing the film “Supersize Me” with listening
exercises and background readings. Students then
engaged in individual and collaborative activities
employing various learning modalities. These
activities included research on individual
nutritional needs, assessment of physical activity
level, and construction of a day’s menu -- including
one fast-food meal -- that met individual needs.
Students also learned various types of exercise in
groups and conducted interactive presentations of
the various exercises. Student reflections indicate
that they found the unit interesting and worthwhile.
The poster will display various materials and
samples of student work in hopes of fostering
further discussion about incorporating similar
issues into EFL and other classrooms.
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Abs tr ac t:

This panel will explore the cultural relationship between Japan and
the United States, focusing on popular cultural phenomena at present
under the concept of what we could call J-A hybrids.
Japan, and A for America)

(Here, J stands for

After World War II, Japan has constantly

been exposed to American culture.

We can observe the effects in many

areas of Japanese daily life today.

As a concomitant effect of adapting

various forms of American culture, Japan has internalized American
perspectives, values and ideologies to a considerable degree.

At the

same time, however, while American cultural objects have functioned as
media for Japanese to pursue the ideal modern way of life, they have
been remolded, recreated and re-interpreted to fit into Japanese social
environment.

What was initially American has changed into something

particularly Japanese and the distinction between what is American and
what is Japanese becomes ambiguous.
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The purpose of this panel is to examine how contemporary cultural
phenomena in the United States as well as in Japan have been
transformed
national

and

internalized

borders.

The

their

validities

presenters

will

after

examine

they
the

trespassed
process

of

hybridization and the social impact the cultural blending has had upon the
identity of both sides.

The cultural spheres which will be dealt with are

Butoh by Tamah Nakamura, comics by Fusami Ogi and Hip Hop by
Masashi Ichiki.
Nakamura uses butoh dance as a vehicle to explore theories of
identity and globalization across performance flows and cultural borders
to interweave aspects of butoh dancers in Japan and the USA toward an
interpretation of the meaning for individual and national identities
prescribed on the body.
Ogi will deal with Japanese comics for women as an example
which

has

interwoven

prevailing

concepts

of

femininity

with

the

prototypical images of girls' dreams since the 1950s, exploring their
ideals affected by images from the United States and now cross-culturally
accepted by the United States, as well as by Asian countries.
Ichiki will start his discussion by tracing the history of Hip Hop in
Japan.

In so doing, he will point out that, as a result of accepting,

modifying and internalizing a popular cultural form which keeps strong traits
of its cultural origin, Japanese Hip Hop becomes not an indicator of a
globalized,

hybrid

Japanese-ness.

identity,

but

a

vehicle

to

strongly

advocate

the
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Abstract
This multiple case study describes the network of
relationships that emerge in the artistic pursuit of five
academically educated artists including experimental film
maker Stephanie Barber, photographer Elinor Carucci and
Chris Verene, painter Tianbing Li, and multi mixed media
artist Rainer Ganahl. The artists’ system of
relationships is examined from two perspectives: (1) the
art world where artwork is exhibited and promoted, and
(2) the ancillary jobs that creatively and financially
support the artists. Thus, the study sought to identify
the shared dimensions of the practices of artists and the
art world by exploring the negotiations that take place
regarding aesthetic and cultural issues surrounding the
production of art works, as well as those market concerns
related to ways of generating financial income so the
artists continue producing their artworks.
This descriptive multi case study gathered data from
various sources of
information including document collection regarding the
artists’ works, personal
interviews with the artists, interviews with art world
professionals connected to
their practice, and observations of some of the artists’
teaching. The study
documents, describes, and analyzes how the individual
artist’s diverse networks
emerge, and in which ways these connections contribute to
the professionalization of the artist. The cross case
analysis identifies three roles of
emergent network of relationships: artistic role,
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dealers’ role, and the teaching
role within institutions, and argues that these different
roles are interwoven in
shaping the artists’ career paths.
The research suggests that contemporary artistic
practices call for collaboration among the individuals
involved. The artists’ practices are contextualized with
reference to the art world, and in a similar way, the art
world professionals are constantly challenged to
accommodate newly developed artistic ideas. The changes
in the artists; practices require changes in dealership
and art collecting practices. This study shed light on
these integrated operations among artists and the art
world that creates room for the development of innovative
artworks.
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Complex Growths: Ice-Candy-Man and Sisterhood
Bapsi Sidhwa’s Ice-Candy-Man (1988) (published as Cracking India in America) is a story of the
Partition of India and Pakistan in 1947, when “a mob mentality” surfaced in this politically unstable
situation. It is also a modern version of Sita’s tale, the story of Ayah, a woman abducted by the
mobs, a representative “fallen woman”, and thus a story of violence against women, but more
importantly, a story of love and friendship among women and their fight against communalism.
Sidhwa (1938- ) clearly deals with communal troubles before and after Partition from a feminist
point of view. She herself claims to be “a very ardent feminist” (F. Jussawall, 202). So why did she
give her novel such the title Ice-Candy-Man, the name of an accomplice in the abduction, place him
as a central figure, and delineate his psychology in more detail and more subtly than with Ayah who
is “deeply, irrevocably ashamed” (253) and remains silenced as well as the other abductees, who
can only cry, being deprived of their own voices and feelings?
First, let us look at what Sidhwa told Feroza Jussawall, who interviewed her about Ice-Candy-Man
(abbreviated to ICM), because her comments are highly suggestive:
…Ice-candy-man too is changed because he has fallen in love with her [Ayah], and this
coldness of hers is making him a more devout adorer, and he’s miserable….
…I’m showing how man’s nature changes into something very bestial when savage things
happen. But it wasn’t just he who kidnapped Ayah, it was a gang of people. And it was
inevitable that they would rape her. That was part of the syndrome of Partition events.
Ice-candy-man here played his role as having belonged to Hira Mandi—the area of prostitutes
in Lahore. He forced her into prostitution as a lot of kidnapped women were forced into it.
From the beginning he had lusted for her, and at this point, affected by the bestiality around
him, he took advantage of the situation. He wasn’t a very savory character to begin with in any
case. But he soon realized he was doing her a great wrong and his conscience acted up because
he had genuinely fallen in love with her.(205)
According to Sidhwa, the figure she based Ice-candy-man on is a Sikh who kidnapped a Muslim
woman, and married her, but “lay down on tracks and committed suicide” because she, after
escaping from him, went to Pakistan and was married to somebody else, though he followed her and
“pitched a tent in front of her house.”(205) Ice-candy-man, a Muslim is not so genuinely in love with
Ayah as the Sikh man, nor can he be summed up as simply as Sidhwa’s comments suggest. What sort
of man is ICM ? He keeps changing and acquiring new aspects. Lenny also often changes her
understanding. If the communal violence did not arouse his revenge and rage against his enemies
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(Hindu and Sikh), would he have remained “a shady almost disreputable” (28) but a harmless type?
We learn much about this through the eyes of a girl named Lenny. There is something about ICM
that mesmerizes Lenny: his toes which love to crawl beneath Ayah’s sari and his absorbing gossip.
He is “a ranconteur” and his words “flow off his glib tongue like a torrent”(28); his version of the
news of the world, politics, gossip, and other colourful topics sometimes hold Ayah’s attention as
well as that of

Ayah’s admirers.

Lenny can be easily bribed with his candies, too. When Ayah is

angry with his mischief he grins sheepishly, apologizes, and looks so ridiculous with his
self-punishing posture that Ayah and Lenny may laugh. He seems a disreputable comic type, but
basically a harmless man. However, ICM loses his senses when he finds “two gunny-bags full of
women’s breasts,” (149) on a train from Gurdaspur. He wants to “kill someone for each of the
breasts they cut off the Muslim women…”(156) But it is suggested that he kills Hasan, Ayah’s lover,
not someone from the Hindu or Sikh communities but his Muslim friend. Did his desperate desire to
possess Ayah and jealousy cause his aggression or did communal violence arouse his desire to a
limitless madness?
Through an innocent child’s fresh eyes we see how suddenly the male admirers of Ayah, who
dwindle into “symbols” (93) become “Hindu, Muslim, Sihk, Christian…,’(93), and how antipathy
toward a different religion is generated among friends and neighbors. Ramzana, the butcher, who is
one of Ayah’s admirers, also changes, and loots a money-lender’s house with ICM. However, we see
the most striking transformation in ICM. When they are gathered on the Shankar’s abandoned
veranda, ICM spouts wrathful words and tells them he “lobbed grenades through the windows of
Hindus and Sikhs” he’d known all his life(156). Lenny then notices his “darkly grieving look” when
he reports to them the grim news of the train-load of dead Muslims, and how he has acquired “an
unpleasant swagger and strange way of looking at Hari and Moti”, his friends(154). He loses “his
lithe, cat-like movements” and he seems to Lenny more substantial and “bloated with triumph (158).
This transformation forebodes his change into a Judas figure. But we see another crucial reason he
participates in the mobs and help them abduct Ayah. At the moment his love is rejected by her, his
bestiality is unleashed.
Ice-Candy-Man is a unique partition novel in telling the story of an aggressor. ICM’s human
weakness surfaces in the political upheaval. He is both an aggressor and a victim of the riot (His
relatives are apparently killed). As Butalia points out, “There had been, at Partition, no ‘good’ people
and no ‘bad’ ones; virtually every family had a history of being both victims and aggressors in the
violence” (11), nobody is innocent.

ICM represents millions of both aggressors and victims. This

complicity is subtly represented by Lenny’s betrayal, which accompanies the process of her sexual
awakening, but is more closely delineated by ICM’s betrayal, his anguish, repentance, and despair,
which reflect the complicity of almost everyone involved in the Partition history.
Ice-Candy-Man is strikingly unique in its way of making this story of complicity finally a story of a
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protagonist’s growth. Ice-candy-man involves Lenny in his betrayal, by coaxing her to tell him
where Ayah is hiding. Putting his arms around Lenny he whispers, “I’ll protect Ayah with my life!
You know I will…I know she’s here. Where is she?” (182) And Lenny answers, “On the roof—or in
one of the godowns…” Thus she betrays Ayah.

In this way Lenny’s “Ayah-ful” life begins to give

way to a story of an “Ayah-less” life of guilt, grief and loneliness. In this way Lenny’s “Ayah-ful”
Eden-like world is lost. But Lenny’s own innocence is lost in other ways.

This novel delineates in

detail how the Partition affected people’s lives, but the focus is always on Lenny’s daily life and the
events and women around her, and in the latter half the focus shifts to an “Ayahless” loneliness, an
attempt to rescue her beloved Ayah, an awakening to the reality of women, and a powerful network
of women. Lenny tells Ayah’s personal story, and through which she participates in the narratives of
women, the collective memories of women’s experiences, on which she may build.

Lenny also

tells the story of her own betrayal as well as ICM’s complicity with the mobs, which leads to Ayah’s
abduction, making her into a so-called “fallen woman.”

What I would like to focus on here is not

only these phases but also the way Lenny loses innocence and joins the adult world of experience,
and the way ICM grows as a result.
Ice-Candy-Man, however, is not basiclly a story about a boy’s but a girl’s growing up;1 it
dramatizes the process by which Lenny acquires self-knowledge, sexual identity and an awareness of
the reality of women.

It is thus a kind of Buildungsroman (Feroza. Jussawall), but not one like

Forster’s The Longest Journey (1907) which ends with the tragic death of the hero himself, nor an
intrinsically paradoxical Buildungroman like Forster’s Maurice (1971) in which the protagonist
recognizes his sexual identity, faces the reality of homo-phobic society and attains a self-realization
which necessitates his deviation from the expected path of respectable citizens. Ice-Candy Man is
unique in the way it depicts Lenny’s loss of innocence and the meaning of that loss.
It appears that Lenny’s innocence is lost through the traumatic violence of mobs, but she tells a
different story about her maturation:
The innocence that my parents’ vigilance, the servants’ care and Godmother’s love sheltered in
me, that neither Cousin’s carnal cravings, nor the stories of the violence of the mobs, could
quite destroy, was laid waste that evening by the emotional storm that raged round me. The
confrontation between Ice-candy-man and Godmother opened my eyes to the wisdom of
righteous indignation over compassion. To the demands of gratification—and the unscrupulous
nature of desire.
To the pitiless face of love. (252)
This does not mean that wisdom of good and evil is revealed to Lenny because she is enticed by
Judas-like ICM into betraying Ayah. Rather, Lenny’s awakening corresponds to that of
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The Longest Journey,

who painfully awakes to the “Primal Curse”(171) that nobody will be either

good or evil, but anybody may be both good and evil simultaneously. Ayah, ICM, and Godmother
are closely bound up with Lenny’s awakening. Sidhwa says, “…they [the events of the Partition] are
maturing her, she is losing her innocence and with it comes her sexual awakening. She’s learning
about good and evil from the adults inhabiting her world,…”( Jussawalla, 202).

I think, however,

that the text goes beyond the understanding of the author herself about the meaning of Lenny’s loss
of innocence. Lenny knows that a female body has sexual power through both her Cousin’s and
Ayah’s admirers’ infatuation, and that it will be the object of male desire and sexual harassment, an
ambivalent treacherous body. She becomes aware of the reality of women and her gender through
Ayah and others labeled as “fallen women,” and realizes what being gendered means in a society in
which the “will of men” controls women’s sexuality.

But more importantly she is awakened to “the

formidable power” of Godmother, a positive image of the female body.

ICM forces Lenny to open

her eyes to “the unscrupulous nature of desire” and to “the pitiless face of love”, which are both
lawless. But this awakening comes after the battle between ICM and Godmother, who exposes how
he has treated Ayah. ICM insists he has married Ayah, but Godmother exposes this deception, and
the confrontation opens Lenny’s eyes to “the wisdom of righteous indignation over compassion”
(252).
Criticism of this book has tended to have focus on the symbolic meaning of Ice-candy-man,2 and
does not examine closely his characterization in terms of the thematic construction. ICM, a shadowy
figure who follows Ayah everywhere she goes as if he were a shadow of Ayah’s traumatic past or her
unconscious self as well as a male figure suffering from his perverted desire, rage, humiliation, and
despair, is uniquely represented in this text. We look at in detail at the relationship between ICM and
women, since it leads to Lenny’s awakening.
Let us examine the scene in which ICM visits Godmother and tells her that he is married to Ayah.
Lenny realizes that the lean and languid man beside Ayah is ICM, who is incredibly transformed.
He has changed from a chest-thrusting paan-spitting and strutting goonda into a spitless
poet…His narrow hawkish face,…has softened into a sensuous oval. He is thinner, softer,
droopier: his stream of brash talk replaced by a canny silence. (245)
ICM’s incredible transformation keeps absorbing Lenny’s attention but not Godmother’s. Though
she starts her interrogation pleasantly, she soon touches the core: “…I thought you died in the riots!”
ICM is startled for a moment and his eyes “loses their poetic mist and focus as clearly as an eagle’s
on Godmother” (245). But he quickly regains his composure, apologizes for his silence and recites
Faiz. But Godmother is not deceived and never relaxes her interrogation: “You have become a gifted
poet! And not, as rumoured, a Mandi pimp (245-46)!” “…why do you live in the Hira Mandi? It is
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the red-light district, isn’t it?...It is not a suitable place for a family man.” ICM responds with a
history of Hira Mandi, which was built to “house their illegitimate offspring and favourite
concubines”, his “story of family connection.” Under questioning, his voice and entire mode of
speech change and his “delivery is flawless, formal, like an educated and cultured man’s.” He tells
Godmother in a confiding manner that he belongs to the Kotha, “the cradle of royal bastards,” with
shining eyes and “a curious, prickly mixture of shame and pride.”(246) Lenny is beguiled by “the
play of emotion on Ice-candy-man’s elastic face: by the music in his voice conjuring voluptuous
images of smitten Mogul princes and of Ayah dancing as statues of Hindu goddesses come to life”
(247), but Godmother’s ironic words or stony silence causes an “uncertain smile” as ICM lowers his
eyes.

ICM says, “I am her slave, Baijee. I worship her. She can come to no harm with me.” And

this arouse her venomous words of anger, wrapped in “a deceptively cool voice”(248). She arches
“her back like a scorpion its tail, she closes in for the kill”, and asks,” You permit her to be raped by
butchers, drunks, and goondas and say she has come to no harm?”

This continues:

Ice-candy-man’s head jolts back as if it’s been struck.
“Is that why you had her lifted off—let hundreds of eyes probe her—so that you could marry
her? You would have your own mother carried off it suited you! You are a shameless badmash!
Nimakharam! Faithless!”
“ Yes, I’m faithless! Stung intolerably, and taken back by surprise, Ice-candy-man
permits his insolence to confront Godmother…
“…What kind of man would allow his wife to dance like a performing monkey before other
men? …”
Ice-candy-man is visibly shaken. His hazel eyes dart frantically –like the sparrows he once
trapped for the mems....he stares at Godmother with naked malevolence. (248)
Now Lenny can see him as Godmother does. He is treacherous, dangerous, contemptible. But
Godmother never relaxes her interrogation and Lenny’s awakening continues apace. “You have
permitted your wife to be disgraced! Destroyed her modesty!.” “You’re the son of pigs and pimps!
You’re not worth the two-cowries on throws at lepers!” (249) ICM’s response is as follows:
Struck by the naked power and fury of her attack, Ice-candy-man’s body twitches.

His head

jerks forward and his long fingers gouge the earth between his sandals….
“I s-saved her,” he stammers. “They would’ve…killed her…I married her!”(249)
When Godmother responds to this by saying, “I can have you lashed,…I can have you hung upside
down in the Old Fort until you rot!”, ICM capitulates. He shift his eyes to the ground, and “tears, and
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a long strand of mucus from his nose, drip into the fissures at his feet.” It is frightening for Lenny to
watch “the silent tumult of Ice-candy-man’s capitulation.” Though Godmother says, ”Get out of my
sight, you whining haramzada!”, Ice-candy-man just squats there, lost in pain and tears.

Now

Lenny realizes “there is more to his turmoil than the rage and terror generated by Godmother’s
attack. This “magnitude of grief” makes Lenny’s eyes smart with sudden tears. ICM then turns
defiant in desperation, and answers back, “What do you want to do? Slit my throat? Stab my heart?”
Godmother orders him to restore her to her family in Amritsar, but ICM is still elusive. “No one has
touched her since our nikah.” Godmother ignores this and pushes towards the crucial moment of
Lenny’s awakening as follows:
“She was lifted in February and you married her in May? What were you doing all that time?”
Ice-candy-man remains silent.
“Why don’t you speak? Can’t you bring yourself to say you played the drums when she
danced? Counted money while drunks, pedlars, sahibs, and cut-throats used her like a sewer?”
Godmother’s face is slippery with sweat. Her thighs beneath me are trembling. I have a potent
sense of her presence now. And when I inhale I can smell the formidable power of her attack.
“Did you marry her, then, when you realized that Lenny’s mother had arranged to have her
sent to Amritsar?” (250)
At this, Ice-candy-man has a startling emotional explosion. He suddenly “clenches his hair in his
fists” with his eyes bloodshot and his face a patchwork of tears and mud. “He tugs his hair back in
such a way that his throat swells and bulges like a goat’s before a knife,…” He says in a scratchy
voice: ‘I can’t exist without her.” “I’m less than the dust beneath her feet! I don’t seek forgiveness…’
(251) In short, he becomes the very symbold of a sacrificial goat in front of an old woman in
righteous anger.
This confrontation brings about a breathless spasm in Lenny. “There is a suffocation explosion
within my eyes and head. A blinding blast of pity and disillusion and a savage rage.” She sees
“Ice-candy-man float away in a bubble and dwindle to a grey speck in the aftermath of the blast and
then come so close that” she “can see every pore and muddy crease in his skin magnified in dazzling
luminosity.” (251) This tumult is comically delineated. Lenny clings to Godmother, and though
Slavesister tries to pull her away, Lenny rubbing her face in Godmother’s bound bosom, grinds the
cloth between her teeth and shakes her head till the khaddar tears. She smells blood and tastes it.
“Ouch! Stop it! You’ve turned into a puppy have you?” (251) cries Godmother. Meanwhile, ICM
stands before them with Jinnah-cap in hand. “His ravaged face, caked with mud, has turned into a
tragedian’s mask. Repentance, grief and shock are compressed into the mould of his features…And
his inflamed eyes are raw with despair” (252).
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This is the way Lenny’s innocence is lost, and as we have seen, neither her betrayal, guilt, grief,
sexual awakening, nor the traumatic violence of mobs have awakened her

so into a world of

experience. Lenny is overwhelmed with Godmother’s rage, with “a potent sense of her presence”
and “the formidable power of her attack.” (250)

Thus is she is awakened to “the demands of

gratification—and the unscrupulous nature of desire”, to the “pitiless face of love.”（252）“The
emotional storm” that raged around her now rages within her, and a “blinding blast of pity and
disillusion and a savage rage” which should not coexist within a child’s simple mind, initiate Lenny
into the adult world of experience, something like Rickie in Forster’s story, who is doomed to the
palpable burden of the “Primal Curse” of both good and evil.
Godmother next decides to visit Ayah in the red light district with Lenny. They find Ayah has lost
the inward glow she had when she was in love with Masseur, and has lost her angelic voice. “Her
voice is harsh, gruff: as if someone has mutilated her vocal cords” (261). Ayah “frenziedly, starkly”
says: “I want to go to my family” (261). She is not persuaded by Godmother’s urgings to stay with
her husband, and insists she will go back to her family whether they want her or not. (According to
Butalia, many families refused to take their daughters back.) Ayah grasps Godmother’s legs and
pleads with her to help her get away from ICM. Lenny also thinks Ayah must get away from “the
monster who has killed her spirit and mutilated her “angel’s voice.”
Later, ICM displays “the exquisite courtesy of Mogul courtiers, and ushers Godmother and Lenny
into the sitting room. He serves tea to them and Ayah, too. When Ayah refuses it he coaxes, calling
her Mumtaz (Ayah’s Muslim name). He assumes the role of the misused lover.

Yet his inner

turmoil is clearly delineated as follows: “The poet’s manner is subdued, his face drawn,
apprehensive: and his eyes, red with the strain of containing his eyes, hover caressingly on Ayah.
They flit to Godmother in mutual appeal”(263). After Ayah leaves the room Godmother confronts
ICM again. This time he seems to “wipe off all artifice, all pride: his humility and despair are
manifest” (264). He clasps Godmother’s hands and places them on “his bowed, penitent’s head”,
asks her to persuade Ayah not to leave him, and succumbing to the pressure of his pent-up misery
starts weeping”(264). Godmother withdraws her hands, and he turns his beguiling eyes to Lenny,
who is still willing to be beguiled.

But even Lenny concludes that Ayah must get away from the

monster who has killed her spirit and mutilated her ‘angel’s voice” (264). When Lenny looks at
Ice-candy-man’s “naked humility and grief”, and she sees him “as undeserving of his beloved’s
heartless disdain” (265), her illusion is dispelled.
Godmother subsequently appeals to the police and they go to Ice-candy-man’s house in Kotha and
rescue Ayah, arranging for her to be accommodated in a camp. His threats and pleading can not
affect her any more. Yet he can not give up, and chases after Ayah with other men in their carts. After
a battle with a Sikh guard, ICM’s face and arms are grimed with blood and dirt and his hand is
twisted at an unnatural angle. Lenny sees his “frantic amber eyes” (272).
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After this, ICM patrols Warris Road with his broken arm supported in a sling, sometimes squats
and watches the gates of the camp. The Sikh threatens to tear him limb from limb, but “is getting
used to his presence; and to his poetic outbursts.” He is now considered “harmless” and “his
indefatigable persistence” generates “a certain awe” in the guard’s mind. ICM acquires “a new
aspect—that of a moonstruck fakir who has renounce the world for his beloved” (276). Lenny also
sees him as harmless again and her heart melts, leaving her faint with pity. “Zauq’s poems and
Ice-candy-man’s voice humming in our minds, we murmur: “Don’t berate me, beloved, I’m
God-intoxicated! / I’ll wrap myself about you; I’m mystically mad.” Ayah then goes to her family in
Amritsar and the text ends with “…And Ice-candy-man, too, disappears across the Wagah border
into India (277).
Sidhwa story highlights how the bodies of women are exploited by men during a period of
religious strife. Butalia, a contributor to a book on the history of the

Partition, The Other Side of

Silence: Voices from the Partition of India (1998), also emphasizes that it was “a history of deep
violation …for women” (131), with gender discrimination a consistent element of the communal
strife. The axis of discord based on religion is diverted into the axis of gender in the latter half of this
novel. And with this shift of focus, we can see Sidhwa’s feminist perspective on overcoming
communal trouble. Although women’s bodies are exploited by men for their group identity,
communalism hides this problem of gender. On the other hand, the concept of a women’s
community hides the differences among women,3 though in this novel the myth of a women’s
community is momentarily created in the scene of Lenny’s chant for Ayah in the Recovery Camp.
Hamida, a new nanny, and Lenny run to the servants’ roof and look down with other
women and children from the quarters. Lenny’s call for Ayah is responded to by the other women
there, which may remind us of that memorable call in the court scene in

Forster’s A Passage to

India. (1924)
And I chant:’Ayah! Ayah! Ayah! Ayah!” until my heart pounds with the chant and the children
on the roof picking it up shout with all their heart: Ayah! Ayah! Ayah! Ayah! And our chant
flows into the pulse of the women below, and the women on the roof, and they beat their breasts
and cry: ‘Hai! Hai! Hai! Hai!’ reflecting the history of their cumulative sorrows and the sorrows
of their Muslim, Hindu, Sikh and Rajput great-grandmothers who burnt themselves alive rather
than surrender their honour to the invading hordes besieging their ancestral fortresses.
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
‘Ayah! Ayah! Ayah! Ayah!’ we chant and ‘Hai! Hai! Hai!’ the weeping women: and supported
by two old women Ayah appears in the courtyard. She looks up at us out of glazed and
unfeeling eyes for a moment, as if we are strangers, and goes in again. (273-74)
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Lenny’s heart pounds, echoing with her ardent chant, which is further echoed by the children and
women on the roof and the women below.

The voices of women who have been suppressed,

silenced and buried in a history of anonymity now rise to the surface through the women around
Lenny. Lenny’s evocative chant becomes “our” chant and “our” chant becomes a cry which
transcends religious differences, barriers of generation and caste, and unites all women with sorrows.
This novel thus becomes a powerful narrative of women fighting against communal violence
against women.

It gives us impressive characters such as Lenny, Godmother and Mother, but also

it is unique among partition novels in representing such powerful women fighters as role models,
heroines in the context of political upheaval, especially Godmother when she confronts ICM and
exposes how he has treated Ayah in front of the naive Lenny, who is often beguiled into
sympathizing with him or enchanted by his storyteller’s art.4
This novel also suggests that communal strife is a disguised secular problem rather than a religious
one by focusing on men’s desire for women and greed for others’ property, on the jealousy behind
communal riots, and especially on ICM’s kaleidoscopic character and psychology. ICM is elusive
and complex, which makes this text impressive among partition novels, which mainly delineate
without nuance the victims of communal violence. His elusiveness, repentance, and despair, which
reflect the untold story of widespread complicity in partition history, are subtly delineated. ICM is a
key figure without whom the narrative might have been a simplistic fable or a conventional
Bildungsroman. His enigmatic characterization is entwined with the central themes of Lenny’s
growth, Ayah’s abduction and the network of women fighting against communal violence.
Thus, this narrative of a union of women against communalism does not glitter falsely, for it also
shows the shadowy face of communal guilt. Still it is bright with the voices of the suppressed
women, which echo the history of the cumulative grief of women. This is therapeutic, for the more
knotty the situation becomes, the more we need powerful, positive stories, too.

Sidhwa puts her

myth-creating power into full play in this novel by showing how Lenny grows up supported by adult
women’s power, which is closely related to the complex history of an enigmatic aggressor and the
victimized.

ICM’s role in the story strengthens the fable of the formidable power of women by

revealing the complicated human face of the oppressor.

Notes
1. Alamgir Hashmi points out, “Sidhwa …is even-handed in her treatment of the Sikhs, Hindus, and
Muslims; but she fails to examine the patterns of complicity and the Parsi path to success on account
of the socio-political (dis)order of the day. Thus, rather than being the last word on Partition, the
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novel remains Lenny’s story.”(Encyclopedia of Post-Colonial Literature in English, vol. II, 1490) I
agree, this novel remains Lenny’s story, but here, I think, lies the secret of its power and success. I
also agree with Aamer Hussein’s opinion, “Bapsi has been accused by some diehard Indian
nationalists of presenting a Pakistani view of history, but we must remind ourselves that this is a
novel and not a work of social documentation; it limits itself to one girl child’s perspective through
which the dissenting, disagreeing voices she hears are refracted.” (Intro. of The Bapsi Sidhwa
Omnibus)
2.

For example: “The titular Ice-Candy Man is the ravisher. He covets her femininity and

fecundity.”（Bharucha “Parsi Voice”81）“Ice-Candy-Man could be read symbolically as representing
male sexuality perverted by social upbringing, by denial, by warped concepts of masculinity.”
(Kudchedkar “The Second Coming” 69)
3. Cf. “As the multiply othered victim, Ayah serves finally as a tool to emphasize the goodness of the
ethnically neutral and upper-class Parsee (border) women who volunteer to save her and others like
her.”(Ambreen Hai 391)
4. We have about 20 Partition novels in English, but only a few are written from such a feminist
perspective, and more representations of the voices of the victimized are expected to appear.
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Abstract
The 2006 immigration issue in the United States has created a diversity of positions on
the structure of immigration policy and international relations. The two prominent
arguments that have emerged in the debates are consistent with social stratification
models in the United States, and the way members of other nations are perceived. The
first argument hinges on the idea that no one, not even those born in the U.S. have rights
to complete ownership (taking into consideration the perpetual immigrant nature of past
and present citizenry), and so address the immigrant question as the condition of undocumentation needing rectification. The second position views immigrants as
foreigners, “them versus us,” who must follow all prescribed immigration laws. Entering
the United States without respect for these rules constitute the condition of illegality
requiring punitive sanctions. This paper attempts to clarify the issue and debates by
deciphering the positions of proponents and opponents, and by pointing out a number of
positive implications that change in policy may have on United States’ internal structure
of justice and international relations.
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AGATEWARE TECNIQUES IN CERAMIC ART
As his aesthetic concerns developed in time, men, who learnt making ceramic pots by mixing the
soil with water and firing them, began both shaping the clay and seeking for different materials .
Ceramic, which developed with men's requirement of pottery, diversified with the concern
for nutrition, the main requirement, and the preservation of food. At the same time, admiration
for the nature, which is an aesthetic whole, brought with it the imitation of nature for centuries.
When we take a look at the historical development of ceramic, it can be seen that the first
imitated pots emerged in 3000 B.C, the beginning of the Bronze Age, that is, it arose with the
making of metal pots.
During the history of the ceramic, the admiration for the nature has been manifested from
time to time with a rich expression by imitating the metal pots, seashells and sometimes the
natural gems. One of the ceramic techniques which arose as a result of this is the ceramics which
are the imitations of agate that has eminently rich colours and patterns.

Agate Stone, detail

This technique emerged as a result of different-coloured clay's being put together and
molded and as it looks like the agate with its grainy appearance, it is named 'Agateware' in
English.
The history of agateware technique is very old and dates back to ancient times. Chinese and
Japanese ceramic craftsmen in the East have been specialized in all aspects of this technique for
hundreds of years. There are agate-like patterns in folk pottery in the 7th century in China.
Chinese ceramicists produced perfume bottles, bowls, cups and things like these by using this
technique from the 10th century to the 13rd century during the period of Sung. These masters of
the ceramic art devoted all their attention and skills to the field of stoneware until the 20th
century.(www.Amazon.com/102-92517629727316?v=glance&s=books&vi=reader&img=5&jumbo,18.02.2003).
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The best examples of agateware, which spread in Europe after China, are in England. From
the 1670s onward, jugs, glasses and other pots have been produced by this technique in John
Dwight Factory in England.
In the second quarter of the 18th century, Thomas Whieldon, who was one of the leading
ceramicists of that period in Staffordshire in England made a multicolor structure by mixing
white, brown and blue clay. He used this structure which was called as Agateware in England in
the ceramics he produced, especially in the knife-handles he produced for Sheffield knives before
1740.

Agateware Teapot, (13 cm.), Staffordshire,
1745, Samuel Bell

This technique was adopted by Josiah Wedgwood after a short while. Whieldon and
Wedgwood started to produce Staffordshire ceramics and the ones called Agateware between
1754 and 1759 as associates. This technique which became widespread and was also adopted in
France has become a frequently- used technique in almost the whole Europe.
Various techniques can be used while producing the ceramics called Agateware. However,
these can be classified into four main groups:
1- Shaping with Throwing: Shaping with lathe, which is one of the fundamental shaping
techniques, enables the emergence of random effects and agate-like surfaces. Clay with different
colours are kneaded or pressed after they are put together, and then they are shaped on the lathe.
It becomes possible to see the agate-effect by scraping the surface when the product gets as hard
as leather.
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2- Shaping with Press Moulding: The coloured mass which is prepared by mixing two or more
coloured clay is cut in the desired sizes and stamped into plaster moulds prepared beforehand.
This is a technique many ceramicist use quite often. There are two different phases to make
agate-like ceramics: The first one is the mixing of the two or more clay to produce the agate
structure and the second one is shaping this clay in a mould.
3- Shaping with Slip Casting: As in the colouration of the plastic clay, casting clay can also
be coloured with okside or dyes. In order to get agate-like surfaces by shaping with casting
technique, two or more coloured clay and plaster are cast into the mold at the same time and the
mold is shaken.
The effects of all surfaces shaped with this method are different from each other and no
piece is similar to the other. (Uzuner, 1998, pg 61)
4- Shaping By Hand: Coloured clay with the same degree of density as plastic and coloured
clay masses prepared by using coiling, slabbing and pinching techniques which are shaping-byhand techniques turn into ceramic pots full of extremely complex and random effects.
There are lots of ceramicists who work by using coloured clay. Among these, Dorothy
Feibleman is the first one to be remembered. It is necessary to remember not only him, but also
Lucie Rie, David Hewitt, Linda Caswell, Hana Schneider and Thomas Hoadley.
As a result, agateware which is a coloured clay technique, always gives the craftsman various
chances of expression in terms of the richness of colour and pattern . The craftsman who knows
how to use it effectively can form a rather intense and rich expression by also adding his/her own
experiences. Agateware is preferred by many ceramicist thanks to this property of it.
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Father Damien: Between the Sacred and the Virtual
There are a number of trickster figures in Erdrich’s novels. June, Fleur, and Gerry
Nanapush all possess the fluidity commonly associated with the trickster. The ability to
transcend worlds, time, and place is just part of it. Erdrich’s fascination with the trickster,
I believe, comes from what Susan Bordo calls “spirit of epistemological jouissance”i that
typifies the trickster. Throughout Erdrich’s novels, traditionally stable binary oppositions
become fluid and interchangeable. These separate and contrasting constructs display
uncertain boundaries; the “either … or” relationship between them is blurred, and they
can flow into each other. Deconstructing the cultural constructs of race, ethnicity, class,
and religion, as well as gender, seems to be Erdrich’s main preoccupation, as is the
fluidity of reality. The trickster is, not surprisingly, the dominant figure in her fiction.
Erdrich uses the trickster as the norm in creating Father Damien a character that,
in its turn, spells out the rules for gender construction in her novels. This shape-shifter of
indeterminate sex and interchangeable gender, who floats across time and place and has
the ability to create and re-create identity very much along the line of Judith Butler’s
“performative theory,”ii provides the basis for a wicked surprise Erdrich has in store for
her readers in The Last Report on the Miracles at Little No Horse. The priest who had a
cameo role in earlier novels is actually a nun named Agnes DeWitt. Father Damien is a
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character built on paradox, inversion, and subversions. Turning a priest, the most credible
authority figure of the Catholic Church from her previous novels into the ultimate fraud
as a sexual transgressor can be read as her way of poking fun at the venerable institution
of the Catholic Church, which I’m sure it is in part, but that would be a simplistic
reading.
The trickster, just like Erdrich herself in her novels, refuses to limit himself to one
shape, exposing a mythic appetite to experience different perspectives. Erdrich’s
fascination with the trickster may have a personal basis. Caught between two worldsIndian and white- she can be part of either as she chooses. As a mixedblood, her ethnicity
can easily oscillate between Native American and white mainstream. While she has wellestablished roots in the Turtle Mountain Band of the Chippewas, (her grandfather Patrick
Gourneau was a tribal chairman), she was raised off the reservation in Wahpeton, North
Dakota where her parents were schoolteachers for the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Erdrich
was later educated at Dartmouth College and Johns Hopkins University. During college
she became interested in recovering her native roots, especially the language, traditions,
and stories she did not grow up with. Although she takes pride in being Native American,
she looks white so that color never limited her to the fixity of one category, which is a lot
more than most of her fellow Native Americans can hope for. Whether they experience
racial discrimination or not, race sticks with them wherever they go.iii
When Erdrich now revisits her Ojibwe roots, she does so as an academic, a
celebrated novelist, part and parcel of Western culture. Raised Catholic, she later became
interested in Ojibwe religious beliefs. I am not discussing here the politics of her choices,
which would be an intriguing topic in itself. I just want to make the point that choices
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were available to her, that she experienced the ability to transgress fixed categories, and
that she experienced first-hand the fluidity of her reality and the arbitrary nature of such
cultural constructs.
While a novelist can experiment with different perspectives, can take on a
multitude of personae, Erdrich seems to have a particular fascination with assuming
different identities. Her novels, in which every chapter has a different narrator and point
of view, are ample proof of the extent to which she enjoys ludic exploits.
Making Father Damien a woman exposes the arbitrary nature of the way
oppositions like man/woman, moral/immoral, sacred/sacrilegious are culturally
constructed. We deal with a relentlessly heterogeneous reality in her fiction. From Miss
Agnes DeWitt to Sister Cecilia to Father Damien, Erdrich puts her hero/heroine through a
number of perplexing transformations experimenting with constructions of identity and
social perceptions of identity. This one character, Agnes/Damien changes from a chaste
novice/nun to a virtuoso/a pianist to a passionate woman of boundless sexual appetite
who lives in sin. All that is before s/he becomes a Catholic priest. Erdrich compares her
approach to identity and creation to that of Shakespeare, the master of “[i] dentities
disguised continually, in a combative dance of illusion and discovery” (LR, 199).
The way Father Damien evolves is a textbook illustration of Judith Butler’s
argument that our gendered identities are the mere effect of our performances and not the
other way around. “It came to her that both Sister Cecilia and then Agnes were as heavily
manufactured of gesture and pose as was Father Damien. And within this, what sifting of
identity was she? What mote? What nothing?”(LR, 76). The character may have
metaphysical dilemmas about the nature of identity, but the implications of having a
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Catholic priest of the inappropriate sex subject to close, uncomfortable scrutiny not only
of the nature of the social constructions of the opposition man/woman, but, also, as a
direct consequence, categories like moral/immoral, and sacred/sacrilegious.
Father Damien continually changes shape, with excess as his only constant, just
like the trickster. And just like the trickster, who often finds himself at the losing end of
the tricks, Damien sets out to convert the Indians to Catholicism, to the white way of life
and values, but ends up converting himself to the Chippewa religion. S/he goes native,
prays in Anishinaabe in his/her most intimate moments, “preferred the Ojibwe word for
praying, anama’ay” “began to address the trinity as four and to include the spirit of each
direction” (LR, 182), and makes his/her confession to Fleur. The most surprising
revelation of all, of course, turns out to be her womanhood.
Among the key paradigms deconstructed by Erdrich’s handling of this character
are: white/Indian, catholic/midé, man/woman. There can be no question as to the first
terms being the privileged ones in the binaries, considering the demographics of her
readership. Thus, when Father Damien turns native, adopts the midé, that is Chippewa
religion, and turns out to be a woman within the system of power and domination, he
takes a step down from a privileged to a subordinate position of inferiority and
marginality. It turns out that the last opposition –man/woman- is problematic, because
actually the nature of the change is very different from its perception and has the opposite
direction from woman to man and, therefore, has very different hierarchic implications.
The transgression of moving to a presumably higher status, that is, from woman to man,
is not perceived as a rise in status at all, thus upsetting the patriarchal system of values.
Nanapush tells him/her: “You’ve been tricking everybody! Still, that is what your spirits
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instructed you to do, so you must do it. Your spirits must be powerful to require such a
sacrifice [my italics]” (LR, 232).
The opposition moral/immoral, closely connected in the context of the narrative
with that of sacred/sacrilege, is played out in several configurations. First, there is the
issue of Sister Leopolda’s sainthood. Sister Leopolda, The Vatican is considering making
the old murderess a saint. Father Damien is neutralized by a paradox. On the one hand,
not revealing that she committed murder, among many other lesser transgressions, would
lead to her beatification in the Catholic Church. On the other hand, revealing it would be
a violation of the sanctity of the confessional. At the core of the situation is the gendered
construction of the other moral and religious questions debated here. Father Damien’s
being a woman changes the nature of the moral and religious value attached to
commonly-accepted and distinct practices, therefore, making clear that morality and
religion are not only socially and culturally constructed but also clearly gendered issues
and, thus, opening for debate the morality of hierarchical domination.
To begin with, the opposition male/female itself is presented as not diametrically
opposed after all since there are traceable shades in between.iv
Nanapush, who is uncertain as to the true nature of his friend, Father Damien,
tries to clarify his confusion, voicing his ponderings in terms that make the opposition
even more ambiguous and the boundaries, if anything, more unclear: “So you’re not a
woman-acting man, you’re a man-acting woman” (LR, 232). This is not much of an
operating distinction at all if identity is performance/role-play. Thus, the way Nanapush
figures it, and phrases it, too, the crux of the distinction is founded on acting or
performance, behavior, that is, a social construction which can only be shaped by the
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dominant discourse and, is not permanent or immutable. Furthermore, the syntactic
structure of Nanapush’s remarks makes apparent a playful reversibility between the terms
that only destabilizes distinctions even more.
Similarly, in an episode dealing with the ongoing conflict between the Ojibwe and
the Sioux, there is a debate about the gender identity of one of the candidates for a race
between the tribes. The person in question “was an ikwe-inini, a woman-man called a
winkte ” by the Sioux (LR, 153). The way in which he is characterized in this passage
relies entirely on gesture and performance, on social construction of negative female
behavior seen from a male perspective. He is “a graceful, sly boy who sighed, poised
with grave nuance, combed his hair, and peered into the tortoiseshell mirror that hung
around his neck by a rawhide thong” (LR, 153). Yet, although by way of biology, since
the character is specifically labeled “boy,” the choice would seem clear the Sioux have a
hard time deciding “ [w]as the winkte a man or a woman for the purposes of this race?”
(LR, 153), that is, to compete against an Ojibwe man. They know how fast he is and that
it would be to their advantage to pick him. The argument in his favor is that given the
nature of his biological equipment, “he was enough of a male to suit the terms” (LR,
154). The quantifier itself, enough of a male, points more to something like a scale with
varying degrees of ascertaining malehood and not to an either-or, binary opposition. One
thing is clear: the assumed symbol of malehood alone is not enough to grant him the
status. “Some of the Ojibwa, who judged his catlike stance too threatening, rejected him
as a male runner on account of his female spirit” (LR, 153). Although the decision
eventually goes in favor of his being considered a man, the mere fact that it even comes
into debate makes it quite clear that biology alone is in no way the decisive factor and
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that there is room for ambivalence in between the main terms of the opposition. Also, the
way in which the decision is reached, through the recognition of the community to which
he belongs and which must validate his status as a man, highlights the nature of the
processes involved in gender construction and also highlights Butler’s claim that “the
social construction of the natural presupposes the cancellation of the natural by the
social.”v
But the fact is that the confusion and uncertainty are not resolved by the official
recognition, because the winkte, although validated as a male for the purpose of the race,
has an unfair advantage nevertheless, precisely because of his gender status, because of
being a woman, an advantage that almost jeopardizes the fair outcome of the race for the
other contestant because: “his opponent, whose job it was as a woman [my italics] to
study men and whose immediacy of manhood gave him an uncanny understanding, read
…[his] mind ” (LR, 154).
Nor are the two main categories –male/female- uncontaminated. As if to add to
the confusion, the presumably defining features sometime intersect. For the rules that
govern gender construction and the grounds for validating the masculine and the
feminine, it’s worth having a closer look at Agnes prior to her transgression, while she
was in the eyes of the world still a woman, because there are scores of features that point
in the opposite direction. “[H]er voice was husky and bossy” (LR, 13) when she shows
up in Berndt’s doorway starved and with no place to go, qualities clearly not accounted
for by her miserable state, thus, not context generated. She is “a female who did not blush
or looked away but held him with an honest and calm look” (LR, 13) clearly running
against the norms of her gender.
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Whereas some elements, like the way she “bound [her breasts] tight to her chest
with strips of cloth”(LR, 13), might be accounted for by her previous experience as a nun,
a situation in which she had ample practice in denying her femininity for reasons
unconnected with gender per se but rather with the negative stereotypes of temptation
that religion traditionally endeavored to wipe out in women, her stance of being in
charge, instead of meek and humble as a nun should be, or at least, again, as her pitiful
circumstances would require, looks very much like masculine behavior. Just as Father
Damien later on would look “girlish”(LR, 63) at times, Agnes seems to be from the very
beginning a very manly girl. “She had a square boy’s chin and a sturdy, graceful neck.
Her arms were brown, muscular” (LR, 19). Nor does Agnes follow the well-established
social gender roles of sexual encounters. She is no prey, and she is not passive or subdued
in any way. She initiates and fully participates in whatever is going on between her and
Berndt. She imposes the terms in her own time. And Agnes is by no means unique in
being a woman who displays masculine traits; if anything, she is a mild case compared to
Mary Kashpaw.
There are many features in Father Damien that point to his feminine nature, which
can be easily dismissed on account of his actually being a woman. “ Father Damien was
not beautiful. Agnes wanted to touch back her hair and bite her lips”(LR, 300). When in
love again, she is more coquettish than she ever appeared to be as a girl. It’s almost as if
gender transgression brings out her feminine side. While Agnes looked tough and
muscular, the priest has “long, narrow, tender white feet…vulnerable feet” (LR, 203).
Father Damien’s soft spot for feminine props and accessories, which didn’t stand out
much in Agnes, seems to increase with age. “Even in his [old] age he was charmed by
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pure harmless feminine vanity”(LR, 267). Sister Hildergarde sometimes considers him
“either too fanciful or too tender of heart” (LR, 117). As Father Damien, Agnes “behaved
by perfect instinct”(LR, 183), a typically feminine weapon.vi
While Mary Kashpaw “came to wonder why she saw no whiskers and recorded
no beard growth on his chin” while “[o]ther white men had them”(LR, 212), not even his
bitter enemy, Sister Leopolda who in her rage turns on him, can deny Father Damien’s
masculine side: “You have the voice of a priest,… you are mannish, unwomanly” (LR,
274). And irony of all ironies, the most cherished and distinctive feature of masculinity is
rendered totally irrelevant by his condition: “Apparent that you haven’t a man’s
equipment, though that is useless anyway upon a priest” (LR, 274). This, considered in
conjunction with the absolute demand for masculinity as constitutive of a priest, makes
an interesting paradox, and quite revealing for the rules of the Catholic Church in regard
to chastity.
But maybe more revealing for the way Erdrich constructs gender is the ambiguity,
the split, dual nature of his gender identity, the male-female coexistence sometimes at
odds. “Father Damien didn’t want to pray. Nevertheless Agnes went down on her knees
and spoke earnestly aloud” (LR, 66). And once again it is the feminine side that imposes
her will.
Thus, at times Father Damien is both man and woman, a “combination of delicacy
and shrewd toughness” (LR, 162). At times, he is even oscillating between the two as,
when the Lazarres and the Morrisseys have a row in church, almost destroying it. ”Father
Damien…patrolled inside nervously, then outside…Agnes stopped, put her hands
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on her hips, rallied her wits and her strength. Was her priest to be driven from his own
church? She rocked on her heels….She clenched and unclenched her fists, and at last
threw her power into the voice and demeanor of Father Damien” (LR, 167). Damien
grabs a whip from one of the mourners and begins wielding it around to chase everyone
out of the church.
Erdrich displays the whole arsenal of masculine and feminine gestures that make
up the gender prescribed mandatory response required by the scene. She displays them
side-by-side, contrasted and analyzed as to their specificity. They stay nicely within their
categories for a while, but then mingle as Agnes starts clenching and unclenching her
fists like a man, with the dénouement that the stereotypes don’t work as advertised at all,
for it is Father Damien who is hesitant and lacks determination and Agnes who coldbloodedly takes control of the situation instead of the other way around. Thus, it is
obvious that visual aids can be misleading. The figure of authority that restores order and
the respect of the church is nevertheless unmistakably male. Domination by violence
works. Father Damien’s congregation gets the message loud and clear and adjusts
accordingly. The whip’s owner is full of admiration when he “crept back and begged
Father Damien to return his whip”(LR, 167). But the explosion of violence that won him
the day leaves Father Damien full of shame at his loss of temper. Again, we have gender
generated ambivalence. Father Damien is man enough to take control of the situation in a
forceful manner and make those involved yield to his will, but can’t follow up with
enjoying the satisfaction of his well deserved status of victor and is embarrassed by it.
More than anything else, then, gender construction seems to be a matter of
perception, and as such it is doubly constructed, that is, at both ends. And once again,
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Erdrich does not shy away from pointing us to exactly what she means in the making of
her narrative. “ Father Jude blinked. In that instance a strange thing happened. He saw,
inhabiting the same cassock as the priest, an old woman. She was a sly, pleasant
contradictory-looking female of stark intelligence. He shook his head, craned forward,
but no, there was Father Damien again, tottering into the comfort of his room” (LR, 139).
Now the mere possibility of such gender transgression should have been not only
perplexing but also extremely troubling for Father Jude considering the sacrilegious
implications from the perspective of the Church. Throughout the novel, Father Damien’s
countless musings on the issue as well as his arguments with Father Gregory illuminate
all the facets of the possible implications of his gender for his position within the
Catholic Church. But once more it is the costume that makes the part. All Father Jude is
confronted with here is the reality of Father Damien’s gender fabrication, on the one
hand, and the manufactured system of symbols, on the other. Yet the symbols, namely the
priestly cassock in this case, have more power than he trusts the fallible reality of his
human being with, and he dismisses the incident.vii Although it can be argued that the
context is slightly different, slanted, because of the Catholic Church, the truth is that
other specialized contexts will be equally slanted, only in different ways, as they have
manufactured rules of constructing reality and determining the role and value symbols
play in it that are just as arbitrarily fabricated. Once again, Foucault’s reading of the
Middle Ages with their use of visual props, that manufactured the message and got it
across too, don’t look very remote after all. In fact, they seem to be still working pretty
well.
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Father Jude goes through a very similar unsettling experience later in the novel:
“As he watched Father Damien closely, that troubling sensation once more came upon
him. It was a problem of perception. A distinct uncanny sense he could only name in one
way. ‘Father Damien, if you don’t mind my asking, have you got a twin?’ ‘I do not.’
‘Never mind.’ Jude shook his head to clear his vision” (LR, 146).
But let’s have a closer look at the main terms of the equation and what they’re
made of first. While working on the ways to accomplish the gender deception, Father
Damien comes up with a set of rules of manhood he needs to closely observe.
Some Rules to Assist in My Transformation
1. Make requests in the form of orders.
2. Give compliments in the form of concessions.
3. Ask questions in the form of statements.
4. Exercises to enhance the muscles of the neck?
5. Admire women’s handiwork with copious amazement.
6. Stride, swing arms, stop abruptly, stroke chin.
7. Sharpen razor daily.
8. Advance no explanations.
9. Accept no explanations.
10. Hum an occasional resolute march. (LR, 74)
Now, hilarious as they may seem at first glance, these not accidentally Ten
Commandments of manhood can be reduced to one main idea: domination.viii This
version of the essence of malehood consists entirely of prescribed social behavior, which
is to say, acting; in fact, most of them could easily pass for stage directions. The one
constant that links them all is ascertaining at all times a privileged status, making sure all
the external signs clearly point out who’s in charge. No dissenting perspectives will be
tolerated to interfere with authority and power. The royal spectacle of power doesn’t look
so preposterous after all,ix and the earlier reference to Shakespeare is quite appropriate.
Once again, but more forcefully here, gender is constructed as role play, as something
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that is acquired through careful practice. Because it is the masculine gender, it is all about
making the right noises to enforce one’s will to dominate. And it is not the context of
fabricating a fraud that influences the substance of gender as fabrication; it only makes it
more obvious.
This view of masculinity is developed further in the novel. From the first steps of
her transformation, Agnes notices a substantial change in the way people perceive her.
Fabricated or not, the spectacle of domination works, and it is automatically transferred
to all things masculine, even to an incipient and clumsy fraud like herself: “the driver
treated her with much more respect as a priest than she’d ever known as a nun” (LR, 62).
Agnes quickly learns what it feels like not to be subordinated. In fact, for her,
masculinity looks very much like the lifting of all restrictions and sanctions that held her
back: “As Agnes, she’d always felt too inhibited to closely question men. Questions from
women to men always raised questions of a different nature. As a man, she found that
Father Damien was free to pursue all questions with frankness and ease” (LR, 62). Thus,
apart from the visual aids, a more meaningful sign of malehood is losing one’s
inhibitions, acting on one’s true inclinations, losing the position of the dominated, feeling
free. That would make femininity a negative construct based entirely on interdictions and
restrictions.
The relationship between Father Gregory and Father Damien adds a new
dimension to the understanding of the masculine position this time within gender
interaction. We get a clear view of the fact that, although gender construction may be a
matter of perception, riddled with ambivalence and plagued by ambiguity, male
domination is real. And it looks like the rule of thumb is that any traceable feminine
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feature equals a fall in status, very much like the one drop of African blood rule that used
to operate in the South. Any transgression into female territory is severely sanctioned.
Although doubly disabled by his terminal illness and his precarious situation of
throwing himself at his former lover’s mercy, Father Gregory automatically plays out the
social prescriptions for his gender, automatically assuming a position of domination
towards a subordinated Agnes. She is amazed to notice his behavior.
“Father Wekkle subtly condescended to her. He was unaware of it, but in all
worldly situations, where they stood side by side, he treated her as somehow less”(LR,
303). “It was never anything that others might note, but when they were together, he
spoke first, took charge even when he felt most ill, took information from doctors
regarding his disease and translated it for her into terms, simpler, he thought she would
understand”(LR, p.303). And it is not his assuming the expected public performance
elicited by his gender role either. “And there was another thing: that tone in his voice
when they were alone. An indulgent tone, frankly anticipating some lesser capacity in her
– whether intellectual, moral, or spiritual, she could not say”(LR, 303). The situation is
even more revealing considering that under the circumstances, right or wrong, they were
equal in every way, both priests, although Father Gregory had renounced priesthood.
Anyway you look at it, the only difference between the two seems to be gender.
Therefore, it is very difficult to come up with any other motivation as grounds for
domination. It is hard to conclude from Erdrich’s narrative, even Father Damien wonders,
whether he treated her in the same way during their first encounter. The situation was
very different though because for the greatest part Father Gregory believed Father
Damien to be a man and, thus, treated him accordingly, with the respect commended by
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his gender. And then things changed – they became lovers - and in the confusion and
frustration that followed it is more difficult to figure out what had priority, probably the
multiple shock of finding out she was a woman, the astounding implications of the fact
that she was a fraud not a priest, and the seriously disturbing realization that the right
moral choice for her would be to follow the reality of her calling and not that of her
gender.
It is quite significant for the making of the character that Father Damien / Agnes
refused to accept the domestic role designated for her gender as wife and mother. There is
a consistent opposition on her part to accept the institution of marriage and to assume a
subordinated position in a social and religious arrangement. And it wasn’t just that she
felt comfortable with whom she became late in her life when she met Father Gregory
either; even in her beginnings as Agnes she refused stubbornly to perform the role of wife
to Berndt. Her explanation for refusing it is feeble and unconvincing, if not totally
illogical. The fact that she was to become a nun and therefore was almost Christ’s bride,
that is, her strong religious convictions and values can hardly account for her choice of
living in sin rather than accepting the socially and religiously prescribed ritual. And it
needs to be noted that she lives with Berndt according to her own rules and her own will,
that she is the one in charge of the relationship and she decides where to go with it. She
refuses the passive stereotype to the extent also of earning her own money.
On the other hand, it is more likely that during the many years as Father Damien
Agnes got used to the proper respect due to a man and moreover a man of the cloth and
therefore Father Gregory’s behavior towards him immediately struck a discordant note. It
is possible that she forgot what it was like to be treated like a woman. The sudden
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realization makes him wonder whether he got so accustomed to his status, whether by
slipping into his male character he unwittingly acquired all the prescribed gender role
attributes: “Did she patronize women too, now that she’d made herself so thoroughly into
a priest?” (LR, 303).
It is the change of status that provides Father Damien with the necessary distance
to realize domination when it stares her into the face. Other women are not just used to it,
taking it for granted as they know that it comes with the territory, but they construct it as
a sign of manhood, something to be desired in a real man. They need a man to be their
superior in order to place any value on him as a man. Pauline’s mother expresses this idea
in no uncertain terms: “She would not stoop to marry a man who could not beat her. She
vowed she would marry the one who could” (LR, 151). She actually means beating her at
running as “she had, in fact, challenged the young men who came to court her to
footraces” (LR, 151). The issue of male dominance is nevertheless real. And, although
gender is culturally constructed, it cannot be inferred that Ojibwe culture is particularly
misogynistic either.x As a matter of fact, in Native cultures, according to Paula Gunn
Allen, women used to have a more prominent position before the white contact. Nor has
this particular construction of manhood disappeared with time. In fact, in the same
novel, Father Jude has a similar moment of illumination when he falls for Lulu, a
moment determined by his very limited interaction with women on a social (not
religious) basis: “He realized that he’d never let any woman drive him anywhere before”
(LR, 335).
Male dominance and superiority come at a price, though, as sometimes
circumstances demand proof. Pauline’s mother knew that “[i]n pride before his
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compatriots, her man would have to offer up his life for her own” (LR, 152) and takes
full advantage of this piece of knowledge.
For Erdrich, male dominance and superiority are very much real, whereas gender
construction, upon which they are based, seems a lot more of a virtuality than a reality.
Nevertheless, there is so much riding on the carefully staged enactment of that virtuality,
as well as on its social perception. Gender, be it fluid or even reversible, is still a
determining factor. Father Damien is suspended between the sacred, some might argue a
virtuality in itself and the virtuality of gender.
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Notes
i

Susan Bordo, Unbearable Weight, p.228
Judith Butler, Gender Trouble.
iii
Sherman Alexis has a very enlightening take on the issue of race that clarifies the
distinctions of being Indian in “The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven” in the
volume with the same title, New York: HarperPerennial, 1994
iv
Reversibility cuts both ways, obviously. In The Antelope Wife, a murderous soldier
who raises a little girl he finds, literally turns into a mother and starts lactating, so he can
feed the child.
v
Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter p.5.
vi
For more on this see J. Rollins, Between Women: Domestics and their Employers
(Philadelphia: Temple UP, 1985).
vii
It should be noted that symbols have a different power and axiology within the
religious faith of the Catholic Church then they have even for other denominations, let
alone for the purpose of a literary work. The wine and bread of the sacrament, for
instance, are believed to be the true body of Christ, not just symbols of the body of Christ
the way they are for other religions.
viii
For more on the this see Bourdieu, Masculine Domination.
ix
See Foucault, Discipline and Punish
x
See M. Bozon on contemporary French women who are similarly afflicted: ‘Les femmes
et l’écart d’âge entre conjoints: une domination consentie’, I:’Types d’union et attentes
en matière d’écart d’âge’, Population 2 (1990), pp.327-60; ‘Apparence physicque et
choix du conjoint’, INED [Institute Nationale des Études Démographiques], Congrès et
colloques, 7 (1991), pp. 91-110.
ii
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Learning From An-Other Las Vegas: Insurgent Practices en la Frontera Nueva.
The City of Las Vegas, Nevada has long been recognized as one of America’s most flamboyant urban
icons. The seminal architectural treatise Learning From Las Vegas lifted Las Vegas from its
postmodernist pedestal and offered a view of the City’s contributions to the worlds of urban design,
semiotics, and contemporary societal issues as they apply to architecture. Where Venturi, et. al.,
posited that there was much to learn from Las Vegas, their text was primarily limited to architectural
examples found on the Las Vegas Strip. This work will attempt to learn from “An-other” Las Vegas, a
Las Vegas that is ground to a complex urban landscape. Las Vegas is one of the fastest growing
metropolitan areas in the country. This essay will focus on the influence of a burgeoning Latino
population on the city’s urban landscape. As of the year 2000 Clark County, Nevada, the county in
which Las Vegas is located, had an overall population of nearly 1.4 million people, 22 percent of that
population is documented as Hispanic in origin. The collective cultural memory of this region formerly
being a part of Mexico’s territories plays a role in the intellectual notion of “Shifting Ground” as it will be
discussed in this paper. (quoted term taken from the call for papers) As such, the practices of place
making by such a significant segment of the population requires an investigation into the realities of
everyday (democratic) practices as significant elements in the creation of a re-newed Las Vegas. More
specifically, this work will focus on this groups contribution to the built fabric of Las Vegas as crafted by
visual elements found in the landscape, i.e. signage, murals, street art, etc., as critically determinant
factors in the creation of a newly understood urban landscape. By focusing on empirical case study
analyses of some of these graphics, this work will revisit research done by urban theorists Margaret
Crawford and Nancy Frasier as well as examine what the anthropologist James Holston has labeled as
“insurgent practices” of place creation. This investigation will work to illustrate how the practices being
articulated by a specific cultural group, one that is re-claiming its identity of place, can help the
discipline of landscape architecture learn from its public constituents as to how to “acknowledge and
respond to the demands and requirements of our complex societies” (quote taken from the call for
papers)
Preferred Presentation Format
Abstract represents research in progress- preferred format: Paper Presentation
Selected Bibliography
Crawford, M argaret, Introduction, in Everyday Urbanism ed by, Chase, J., Crawford, M., and Kaliski, J., New
York: Monacelli Press, 1999.
Crawford, Margaret, Blurring the Boundaries: Public Space and Private Life, in Everyday Urbanism, ed by,
Chase, J., Crawford, M., and Kaliski, J., New York: Monacelli Press, 1999.
de Certeau, Michel, The Practice of Everyday Life, Berkley and Los Angeles: U.C. Press, 1988.
Frasier, Nancy, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy”
in The Phantom Public Sphere ed. by Bruce Robbins. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 1993. pp.1-32
Holston, James, “ Spaces of Insurgent Citizenship” in “Making The Invisible Visible: A Multicultural Planning
History. Ed. by Leonie Sandercock. Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1998. pp.37-56
LeFebvre, Henri, Everyday Life in the Modern World, New York: Harper, 1971.
LeFebvre, Henri, Critique of Everyday Life, New York: Harper, 1991.
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Grammar, Grammar, and More Grammar, or?
Karl F Otto Jr
Professor Emeritus
Department of Germanic Languages / Literatures
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia PA 19104-6305
Mailing Address:
1640 Maple Ave (1503)
Evanston IL 60201
e-mail: karlotto@comcast.net
Abstract
All too often teachers of world languages concentrate on rote learning of grammatical
principles and the manipulation of grammatical forms rather than on the use of grammar
for performing certain linguistic functions, for developing specific skills, or for meeting
various standards or proficiency guidelines. This presentation looks at grammar in light
of the proficiency guidelines of the American Council on Teaching of Foreign Languages
and seeks to filter out those aspects of grammar that might not be essential in first or
second year language courses. Some attention is given to the guidelines of the Defense
Language Institute in determining the number of hours needed to attain various levels of
proficiency and the role that grammar plays in attaining those levels. Examples of
“superfluous” grammar might include, but, depending on the language involved, not be
limited to, some of the compound tenses, the passive voice, the conditional mode,
overemphasis on adjective endings, and the like. The purpose of the presentation is to
stimulate thought processes on the part of the participants so that they begin to question
the role that grammar plays in their own teaching practices, particularly in basic language
courses.
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Socio-Economic Change in the Dispersal Zone around Kumasi,
Ghana

JUSTICE K. OWUSU-ANSAH
Abstract— Several villages around Kumasi, the second largest
Ghanaian city, have been incorporated into the larger
metropolitan area over several decades as the city has
dispersed. This case study focuses one of such villages located
within the metropolitan boundary that is now undergoing
socio-economic change as a result of recent accelerated urban
dispersal from the city. New subdivisions are created from
agricultural lands and farmers are neither consulted about the
land use change nor adequately compensated. The landscape
around the traditional village core is now dotted with new
modern houses interspersed with skeletal building structures.
The apparent physical disarray of unauthorized wooden
structures, metal containers and table tops along main streets
in traditional village cores reflects the shift from subsistence
agricultural pursuits to informal trading activities. Policies
designed to ameliorate dispersal outcomes should strengthen
the underlying local land release mechanisms and the official
land administrative structures that operate within traditional
land management systems.
Keywords- Kumasi, urban dispersal, villages
I. INTRODUCTION
Urban dispersal has been a long established process. However,
in recent times, it has accelerated in both geographic scale and
number of participants in most countries due to improvements
in transportation and communication systems, changing
household choices that have favored space available at lower
settlement densities (O’Connor, 2003:28), and higher rates of
urbanization especially in less developed countries (LDCs).
Industrial decentralization has played a critical role in urban
dispersal over a long period. Indeed, Walker (2001:3) has
suggested that current trends of industrial decentralization are
just ‘extensions of past trends’. The pursuit of cheap labor,
less restrictive land use and environmental regulations, and
changing industrial technologies in some sectors that require
large areas of inexpensive land continue to hasten the dispersal
of economic activities into outer suburbs and beyond into the
countryside. Urban dispersal is often channeled along major
transportation corridors as new investments in transportation
extend the city’s sphere of influence and open up previously
inaccessible lands for physical expansion.
Justice Owusu-Ansah is enrolled in PhD Architecture and Planning program
at the University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria, 3010
Contact address: 2/16 Lyon Street, Essendon, Victoria, Australia
e-mail: j.owusu-ansah@pgrad.unimelb.edu.au
Phone: +613 9337 7347

The existing land use at the edges of cities, generally
agriculture, recedes while residential housing, leisure
activities, manufacturing and other economic activities gain
increasing prominence. This outcome has been variously
labeled ‘peri-urban interface’ (DPU), the urban field
(Friedman & Miller, 1965); extended metropolitan region
(McGee, 1995); the urban fringe (Johnson, 1974; Pahl, 1965)
and metropolitan fringe (Pahl, 1965; Browder et al, 1995).
Several studies of South Eastern Asian cities (McGee, 1995;
Browder et al, 1995; Leaf, 1996, Webster, 2000; Houston and
Hogan, 2000) also show that previously rural villages have
been gradually transformed by domestic and multi-national
manufacturing industries investing in new facilities typically
utilizing improved road infrastructure. This outcome was
captured in Friedman and Miller’s (1965) initial work on what
they called the ‘urban field’. They saw the spread of cities
largely as a transport issue, as improved access created by new
road construction facilitated the dispersal of economic
activities and housing construction and population mostly
from cities.
This empirical research focuses on the village of Ayeduase
which was incorporated into the larger Kumasi metropolitan
area when the city boundary was extended in 1963. Recent
physical expansion around Kumasi is not driven by the outmigration of the urban poor as in many developing countries
or by the dispersal and relocation of economic activities into
urban fringe villages as the case is in advanced countries or in
some Southeast Asian countries. Rather urban dispersal is
driven by a complex mix of accelerated residential land
demand by urban middle class and weak capacities of the
official land administrative structures that operate within
traditional land management systems.
Fringe development has occurred around Kumasi in
number of stages and forces dating back to the pre-colonial
era. The next section explores these processes and outcomes
around Kumasi.
II. FRINGE GROWTH IN KUMASI
Kumasi, the second largest Ghanaian city, is home to nearly
1.2 million people representing a third of the regional
population. Its strategic location and the concentration of
industrial and commercial activities have enabled the city to
function as an entrepot and extended its sphere of influence
into all regions in the country and in neighbouring West
African countries. Kumasi is now a conglomeration of preexisting villages some of which trace their significance to
historic times when such villages performed specialized

1
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services to the Asantehene (King of Asante) or to the Asante
Confederacy.
Consistent with Pahl’s (1965) observation, early inmigrants into Kumasi were mostly from urban fringe villages.
However, a number of farmers in villages around Kumasi
migrated not into the city but into remoter cocoa growing
areas of the country. A counter-stream migration of urban
residents seen in dispersed areas in developed countries did
not occur in the 1960s due to presence of large tracks of
undeveloped lands within the city boundaries and the general
lack of good transportation infrastructure leading to such
villages. Inter-regional and international in-migration began
once the city was linked to the coast by a railway line in 1901,
resulting in the founding of several community enclaves called
zongos (involving migrants from northern Ghana and Burkina
Faso) and Fanti New Town (migrants from coastal territories)
on lands donated by chiefs on the peripheries of the city.
The second stage of urban fringe growth occurred during
the cocoa boom in 1960’s which saw investments in particular
housing types in the immediate and intermediate areas of the
urban fringe by successful farmers and urban residents. The
Kumasi Planning Scheme (1963) extended the city’s
boundaries and incorporated several urban fringe villages
thereby making large areas of vacant land available for
residential, industrial and commercial uses. Several residential
estates were also constructed in areas that were previously
considered as the edges of the city by the State Housing
Corporation. For urban residents whose home villages were
located on the edges of the city, constructing a house in that
village served to maintain the cultural attachment to the city
and to the ancestral village at the same time.
The period between 1984 and 2000 marked the third phase
of urban dispersal in Kumasi. This was the period of
accelerated rate of change of population and housing of 8.6
percent and 5.6 percent respectively in the city in general.
Villages

2000

1984

1970

19701984
3.1

19842000
13.2

ESERESO

4,871

673

441

MAAKRO

2,436

392

212

4.5

12.1

APATRAPA

5028

869

622

2.4

11.6

MANHYIA

2,578

507

315

3.5

10.7

KOTWITWINDURASE
AYEDUASE

1,261

327

197

3.7

8.8

7438

1834

1311

2.4

9.1

AHENEMA
KOKOBEN
SEPAASE

3,404

1,074

711

3

7.5

ATWIMA
KOFORIDUA

3,743

1,393

881

3.3

6.4

6,626

2,494

1,587

3.3

6.3

Table 1 Population change in selected villages around Kumasi

Table 1 shows annual rate of population change in selected
urban fringe villages. Change occurred slowly during 19701984 mostly by natural increase rather than dispersal from the
city. However, the rate of change accelerated during the last
inter-censual period with some villages generally from a small
housing and population base. Comparative figures for housing
change, where available, were even higher in some villages.
This is because many completed homes in the urban fringe

villages actually belong to Ghanaians living abroad and as
such are either unoccupied or partially occupied by family
members of caretakers. Physical proximity to the city center or
contiguity with older suburbs to be a significant factor shaping
population and housing dispersal rather than the long
established association transportation infrastructure and
reduction in actual travel time.
Accelerated dispersal of housing and population into
urban fringe villages is due general economic growth
following the implementation of the IMF/World Bank
economic policies, investments in transportation infrastructure
during the 1990s, the nature of land market (costs and security
of land titles) and changing housing preferences among
middle-class urban residents.
The general economic growth following the
implementation of IMF/World Bank’s economic policies
introduced during the 1980s with its central focus on market
and currency deregulation inadvertently accelerated urban
dispersal. Housing investments was considered as a safe
investment under the inflationary spiral created by market
deregulation. Secondly, a large fleet of vehicles were imported
into the country thus increasing mobility and opening up the
urban fringe for development (Briggs and Yeboah, 2001).
Currency deregulation enabled Ghanaian emigrants with
foreign funds to invest in home construction around Kumasi
and Accra where they are likely to be based upon their
eventual return. According to provisional estimates by the
Bank of Ghana, foreign remittances by Ghanaian emigrants
increased from US$410 million in 1990 to US$1.4b in 2003.
Research conducted in the Netherlands showed that nearly 16
percent of all private remittances from that country were
utilized for home construction in Ghana (Mazzucato, 2005:5).
Anecdotal evidence backed by studies conducted by
Mazzucato et al (2005) indicates that a substantial proportion
of all foreign investments into the country are channeled into
housing investments. Investment in housing in hometowns or
in Kumasi and Accra has been a long established practice
among Ghanaian emigrants. Homeownership back home
symbolizes success and ensures security upon ones eventual
return. These land purchasers with foreign funds brought
overseas housing styles and construction techniques into urban
fringe villages.
Market deregulation facilitated the importation of a large
fleet of vehicles which increased mobility and thereby opening
up the urban fringe for development. This was complemented
by major road investments that occurred around Kumasi
during the 1990s enabled urban residents to satisfy their
changing preference for single family homes at lower densities
in urban fringe villages. These investments involved the
reconstruction and repaving of city streets and the conversion
of the most important roads into dual carriageways. This was
followed up by investments in arterial roads leading out from
the edges of the city to district and regional capitals. In
addition, some traffic management measures were introduced
to facilitate the free flow of traffic. These road investments
extended the city’s sphere of influence beyond areas that were
up to that period considered as edges of the city for housing
construction and population dispersal. The administrative
structures operating under the traditional land tenure system
lack the capacity to respond to the fast growth around the city.
2
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Finally, urban dispersal around Kumasi is shaped by the
changing preference for single-family housing at lower
densities rather than large compound housing entire maternal
families which was traditionally the case. Nearly 90 percent of
all new constructions around the city are single-family
housing as compared multi-housing tenements built in older
suburbs during the 1960s and 1970s.
The official land administrative institutions are unable to
respond to fast growth now occurring in urban fringe villages
by producing planning schemes ahead of physical
development. These institutions operate under the traditional
land management structures. Land is released by village chiefs
who hold the land in trust for villages, and this is mostly done
in an uncoordinated manner. Many subdivisions are created
ahead of cadastral surveys and approved village planning
schemes. Building and planning regulations are hardly
enforced as official land administrative institutions are
handicapped by lack of resources and other institutional
problems. Hence the pattern of urban development in the
dispersal zone is mostly physically and aesthetically
unplanned.
The next section is a detailed study of the urban dispersal
outcomes in a previously rural village which is now
incorporated into the larger metropolitan area.
III.

THE CASE STUDY: THE VILLLAGE OF AYEDUASE, KUMASI
METROPOLITAN AUTHORITY (KMA)

The village of Ayeduase was founded by migrating families
nearly 300 years ago on land ceded from pre-existing villages.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the village is located about nine
kilometers from the center of the city and adjacent the Kwame
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST).
The village is accessed via the Kumasi-Accra Highway (24th
February Road) leading outwards from the city in an easterly
direction and a three-kilometer secondary road through the
university campus.

A. Population and Housing Change
As compared to other urban fringe villages, Ayeduase was
demographically diverse by 1970 due to the influx of migrants
looking for work in the university. Nearly 23 percent of the
residents during that period were born outside the village.
However, despite its proximity to the university and to the
city, development remained slow in the village. Nearly a third
of all the plots made available under the village planning
scheme of 1975 remained undeveloped by 1984. This is due to
its indirectly location. In addition, the staff and students of the
university were accommodated within the university campus
which was fenced off from the village. This physical
separation resulted in weak socio-economic linkages and
limited opportunities for physical expansion. The slow rate of
change is shown in Table 1. The annual rates of change of
population and housing between 1970 and 1984 were only 2.4
and 1.7 respectively as compared to 9.1 and 9.8 during the last
inter-censual period.
1960

1970

1984

2000
7343

19601970
4.1

19701984
2.4

19842000
9.1

Population

876

1311

1834

Housing

NA

103

131

587

NA

1.7

9.8

Table 2 Change in Population and housing at Ayeduase (1960-2000)

This accelerated change of population and housing is
associated with the university’s policy of expansion displayed
in Table 2. The KNUST more than doubled its student
enrolment in the 1990s, and nearly 60 percent classified as
non-residential students who looked for accommodation in the
village.
Years
Students
Academic
Staff

19921993
4374

19931994
4451

19941995
5222

19961997
6238

19971998
7611

1998
-1999
8573

19992000
9501

20002001
10333

475

479

479

479

489

489

499

506

Table 3 Student and staff population increase (1992-2001) Source:
KNUST Corporate Plan

This created high demand for rental housing resulting in
homes being hurriedly constructed or extended and converted
into rental housing. As a result, Ayeduase is often referred to
as the ‘university town’.

Figure 1 The map of Kumasi showing the study area

B. Impact on Physical Development
Despite the long periods of settlement, the village core shown
in Figure 2 has experienced limited physical improvements.
Compound houses constructed of traditional materials and
designed with interior multi-purpose courtyards are huddled
together on small and irregularly-shaped plots and separated
by narrow alleys. Different sections of the village were
devoted to particular family lineages, a spatial pattern which
reflected the shared socio-economic values that were critical
during the past. Housing and population have both intensified
in the village core. Some old compound houses in the village
core have been rehabilitated and converted into rental housing
or mixed. The recycling and intensification of land use in the
village core have compelled some rural youth to find
alternative accommodation in other villages. In extreme cases,
some family members have rented rooms to students at highly
3
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attractive rates and relocated to other villages, contrary to the
established cultural practices and the sanctity of the extended
family system linked to housing location.
Currently, traditional lifestyles are juxtaposed with the
modern as reflected by the large number of television
antennae, telephone and electricity poles and lines, all jostling
for space in the village core. The apparent physical disarray of
unauthorized wooden structures, metal containers and table
tops along that street is evidence of the shift of employment
from mostly agriculture to small-scale trading activities.

construction in the short term. The subdivision has a rural
outlook due the intermixing of food crops he intermixing of
housing units with food crops, the absence of landscaping and
well-defined internal streets systems.

Figure 3 The Village of Ayeduase (not drawn to scale)

Figure 2 Ayeduase village core. Note the new buildings in the horizon

Unlike many villages in the dispersal zone around Kumasi
that experienced physical development without planning, the
expansion of the Ayeduase was based on firm cadastral
surveys and a village planning scheme in 1975 and 1990.
Between the immediate core and the new subdivision are areas
of architectural contrasts. Here, many plots originally offered
by the local chief to some members of the rural village
population at highly discounted prices ultimately ended up in
the secondary market thus resulting in the intermixing of new
modern homes beside cheaply constructed homes; the latter
belong mostly to the rural village population.
New housing has spread into the subdivision around the
village (see Figure 3). Thus the village core is bustling with
in-movers including middle-class urban residents, tertiary
students and caretakers and other low income groups. Home
owners often share homes with extended family members and
vacant homes owned by Ghanaian residents abroad are offered
for rented out to students. This is unlike new subdivisions in
developed countries which are dominated by the middle and
higher class.
The relatively smaller share of incomplete homes and
undeveloped lots at Ayeduase (13 percent) is largely due to
the high demand of rental housing by tertiary students rather
than proximity to the city or to improved roads. Complete and
incomplete housing units are interspersed due to the lack of
mortgage finance resulting in self-paced construction
mechanisms based on personal resources and the lack of
pressure on developers resulting from the general lack of
enforcements of building regulations. Hence some footings
and skeletal structures are constructed with the sole purpose of
securing defacto land titles even without legal documentation.
Such land owners have no intension of completing

The village landscape is now dotted with modern housing
units, skeletal housing structures and undeveloped land all
interspersed with food crops and weeds. This sort of landscape
is a significant feature of housing dispersal around Kumasi
due the self-paced construction based on personal finance and
the lack of enforcement of land use building and planning
regulations. Indeed, some footings are constructed on lots as a
way of securing defacto land titles when new owners have no
intension of completing them in the short-run. Nearly 10 of the
land in the village fall into this category while 13 percent of
the new housing units are uncompleted despite the proximity
to the university and high demand for rental lands. Most of
these housing units were however initially planned as singlefamily units.
Large hostels and modern buildings that had already been
constructed in areas previously reserved as open spaces,
sanitary areas and recreational sites are were regularized by
the Town and Country Planning during the last revision of the
village plan, mostly under pressure from their owners and
village chief.
C. Impacts on Local Economy
Prior to 1970, nearly 56 percent of the village residents
were engaged in subsistence agriculture and the rest classified
as either homemakers, unemployed or engaged in other
activities. This suggests neither residents nor immigrants
could not access jobs created at the nearby university. With
years of increased population pressure on land and
fragmentation due to successive generations of land
inheritance, subsistence agriculture had become increasingly
unsustainable to the community and relocation into the central
parts of city occurred to a limited extent. The small population
thresholds in the village could only support few trading
activities mostly operated on part-time basis. Currently,
several business activities have mushroomed, and the
relatively larger ones such as pharmacies, grocery stores and
internet cafes are generally owned and staffed by in-movers
4
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while the rural residents mostly operate smaller-scale activities
mostly operated on table tops in front of homes.

cons truction
13.33%

une m ploye d/re tire d
20.00%

othe r activitie s
10.00%
farm er
3.33%
dres sm ak er/tailors
6.67%

re pairs
10.00%
public se rvant
6.67%

trader
30.00%

Figure 4 Occupations among sample population

Thus occupational diversification has occurred (Figure 4), and
only 3 percent of the respondents were engaged in farming
activities. Farming was practiced mainly along streams or on
undeveloped plots due to the disappearance of agricultural
land. Nearly a third of all respondents were engaged in trading
activities while the rest are engaged in construction, repairs
and dressmaking or tailoring. This transition from subsistence
agricultural economy to an urban economy has been
particularly difficult to the old and the unskilled as they
featured prominently among the unemployed population of
about 20 percent. Despite the lack of tension among the inmovers and the rural village population, a long-established
licensed chemical seller raised concerns about the loss of
customers to two new pharmacies as a result of this new
competition.
C. Land Management Institutions
Increased demand for buildable land has changed the
established cultural values and mythical beliefs associated
with land around Kumasi. The new subdivision around the
village was created from agricultural lands by the village chief
in consultation with the Town and Country Planning
Department (TCPD). Land prices disguised as ‘drink money’
now reflects market value rather than the cost of few bottles
gin as the case was traditionally the case. The farmers that had
tilled the land for generations were hardly consulted nor
compensated for the loss of the land.
The TCPD and other official land administrative
institutions that operate under the traditional land market
buckled under pressure from the village chief and wealthy
individuals to rezone areas reserved for educational
institutions, playgrounds and sanitary areas for residential
housing. Though houses appear professionally designed and
constructed, nearly 65 percent of new homes in the village
were commenced and completed or converted into rental
housing without obtaining building authorization. Critics point
out that opaque practices associated with these institutions
have resulted in complicated, lengthy and costly processes in
applications for permits and land title registrations.

IV.

OVERVIEWS AND CONCLUSIONS

This research has shown that the process and outcomes of
urban dispersal are shaped weak capacities of official land
institutions operating within that land management systems.
Physical development at Ayeduase is associated with the
KNUST rather than proximity to the city or new road
constructions. While the loss of land has created challenges
for the unskilled and the old among the rural village
population, it has also opened up the village for modernization
and new urban activities. Future challenges to ameliorate
outcomes of urban dispersal will entail addressing the
underlying traditional land market and strengthening the
official administrative institutions operating under the
traditional land market.
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TO MARRY OR NOT TO MARRY, THAT IS THE QUESTION !

An anti-marriage campaigner tells that marriage is a murderer. As because, it ultimately
murders an individual who is sincerely dynamic in nature and behavior. But the society
remains silent.
Before discussing the overall effect of marriage on human beings, the present author
desires to define love, sex and also marriage in the light of psychology and physiology
according to his belief.
What is love? The reply is: it’s simply a psychological approach. What is sex? The reply
is: it’s simply a physiological approach. Then what is marriage ? Here the reply is: it’s
simply the combination of love and sex i.e. it’s quite a psycho-physiological approach.
Some people believe that love gets its perfection in marriage; while some other declines
to confess it. According to the latter, a man marries only when love is being murdered by
sex. Also marriage reduces to the highest degree the spontaneous appeal of love as
would happen before marriage..
It is an observed fact that marriage is a notorious hunter. Because, to serve its purpose
firstly, it kills the clarity of thought or rationality of an innocent individual in a pre-planned
way i.e. the brain of an individual becomes inactive through hypnotism. Then the owner
of
the brain i.e. the helpless and trapped prey becomes victim of his foolish decision. The
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foolish victim then finds no way to escape from the cruel clutches but is compelled to
welcome unexpected failure instead of fortune or grand success. Imagine, how sly the
marriage is !

Marriage is an undesired obligation to both the sexes. It is simply a burden. Again it
becomes a living luggage to both the sexes. It is too costly in comparison to the quantum
of peace and happiness thus offered (if any) to an individual i.e. an individual has to pay
much to the society instead of setting up a family of his own.

A supporter of marriage pleads that a grown-up man without a woman or a grown-up
lady without a gentleman, of her choice, is just like a ship without a radar. So according
to that supporter, every man should have a woman of his own and vice versa. Here an
anti-marriage campaigner argues that that very radar would show the incorrect path
correctly thus diverting an individual in question from his own course which was nurtured
throughout his childhood till marriage.

It is told that an individual marries his lover just to show adequate respect to the love. It
is apparently true. But the actual reason that plays a great role behind this is that very
individual marries just to legalize his sexual activities in the eye of law and society as
well. If he really is a worshipper of love then he must love for the sake of love only
Instead of sex which ultimately convinces and motivates him to marry.
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Wise men say that love is divine. But it becomes clandestine when sex rules over it. And

clandestine love can’t be divine. Now to remove the ill-fame, caused by the same, an
individual marries. Had there been no social whip, an individual would never marry. So
marriage in this respect is not a spontaneous involvement, on the contrary, it may be
called the mandatory or ultimatum of clandestine love.

There are two types of marriage viz., social marriage and anti-social marriage. According
to the present author, love-marriage is the other name of anti-social marriage, since the
society declines to confess its legality. As a consequence of it many lives are compelled
to welcome premature death or divert from peaceful and prosperous life. Since antisocial marriage is the ultimate tragic happenings of sex, it may be called clandestine
marriage, whereas social marriage is free from this allegation but the latter suffers from
uncertainty and injustice. However, it may be added that clandestine love reaches to its
desired goal i.e. marriage through sex.

In case of so-called social marriage the groom, and especially the bride, becomes quite
helpless due to intolerable and cruel whip of the society and compels an individual to
carry out the order silently. Because the society in case of social-marriage first
composes then proposes and then forcefully imposes if they oppose. As a result the
relationship decomposes and both the couple take ‘calm pose’. So the so-called social
marriage may be nomenclature as ‘Calm pose Marriage’. Because in case of social
marriage the voice of society is final and the choice of an individual is declined or
neglected.
A supporter of marriage accepts family life instead of the whole world. Imagine how
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foolish he is ! It seems he is less poetic. Before marriage he was for all, but after
marriage he is for his family only. So marriage encourages and teaches one to become
selfish and self-centered as well.

A married individual is no more free, as he was earlier, rather that very born free
individual does suffer from cares and anxieties as well as uncertainty for his family.
That’s why he can’t go elsewhere leaving his family. He can’t spend more. Because he
is no more alone but an unfortunate married fellow. He can’t speak freely with the
opposite sex because he is married, as if, he has lost his freedom and existence as well.
Before marriage he was his own guardian, but after marriage his family becomes his
guardian. This is also true even in case of an orphan.
It is really an Herculean task to take judicious decision regarding marriage for a man
having many a fiancées. This critical problem has two solutions. Either the man can
marry all of his fiancées or he may remain bachelor. Since polygamy is a primitive idea a
civilized and modern society will not permit him to do much nonsense work. In this
situation better it is not to marry anybody just to please everybody, remembering – those
who want to please everybody can please nobody.
Marriage converts two persons into personal property to each other. But in most of the
cases the inferior becomes a living luggage to the superior. Again lack in adjustment
causes headache to both. In such a situation the couple must adjust or they can’t live
together. They may give birth to children only when there is good cooperation
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in-between them. The couple should not be parents if there is no mutual understanding
at all.

Otherwise the children will be victimized. They will take divorce and ‘home for children’
will be the permanent address of their issues. These ‘mid-night children’ cause severe
problem to the society. In fact, marriage means long journey and tolerance is its fuel.
Both the lovers suffer from anxiety, uncertainty and insecurity as well lest one partner is
snatched away by a third person. For both arrival and departure of a lover is beyond
control of the partner, like time predestines rise and downfall of different regimes of
history. So to get continuous and secured love, lovers marry. They are mad for each
other. The crazy lovers claim themselves to be ‘made for each other’.
To marry means to repay the debt of blood. But an escapist should not marry. Lord
Buddha married and left His family. He was not an escapist. Rather He left home to
serve the ailing humanity. He, thus, dedicated His life in the interest of noble cause.
A bachelor is not considered the member of the main stream of the society. But he can
spend money extravagantly. A married man faces financial hardship. In that case a
bachelor is the rescuer. To overcome financial problem a group of men can marry a
woman or a group of women can marry a man. Thus polyandry and polygamy must obey
agreed ethics and code of conduct.
A serious man should marry. But a casual man must not think of it. A casual lover may
only love. But the sincere lover must avoid casual lovers for their lackadaisical attitude.
So the best partner of a casual lover is another casual lover. Because a casual man
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deserts his wife. He marries another woman. Again he may leave her for his acquired

inertia. This is equally true in the case of a woman also. But a serious man will never
leave his family whatever worst condition he may face. A self-conscious man may not
take help of others. He teaches his wife and children to fight against poverty. This
struggle helps the children to build up their career. Such poverty-stricken persons, in
future, realize the sorrows of the poor. They become sympathetic. They become patriots.
They do not accept bribe. They do not steal. They are not harmful. Such people are the
asset of the society. But a diverted person may easily be corrupted.
Unfortunately, a timid man may get a quarrelsome wife. Then he uses his wife as shield
to protect himself. Thus he enjoys the opposite trait of his wife and becomes bold.

There are four types of husbands. The first category marries and supports his family.
They are ideal husbands. The second type likes to marry but declines to support his
family. The third type likes not to marry but prefers more to carry the burden of another
family. They are ideal bachelors. The fourth type is escapist. They are expert in giving
birth to the illegitimate children. But they neither marry nor do they support their
‘families’. They do not believe in polygamy or ‘poly-love’ but in ‘poly-sex’. Among these
four types the first category is dependable. The other three types are not reliable at all.
They decline responsibility. They escape whenever they suspect that they may be
trapped. They are so vigilant.
A man is advised – marry her who loves you but never her whom you love. Otherwise
the more interested person will be blamed later on. So this advice is a caution to the
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lover. In fact love and marriage are spontaneous involvements. There should not be any

compulsion. In a patriarchal society, many women are not happy with their husbands.
Because husbands are not selected after their hearts. So parents should offer their
daughters opportunity of being heard before selecting grooms. Again, parents take the
role of villain if their daughters select their life-partners. Here girls are really alone. And
many times they cannot take judicious decision due to lack of experience and noncooperation from their parents.
Both husband and wife hail from different socio-economic status. So none of them
should have much desire about the partner. Rather, they may dream in the light of
controlled desire lest they are hurt.
Marriage is a risky game. And this game has four probable outcomes viz., full success,
half success, full failure and half failure. So marriage means pure gambling. When
parents select the bride or groom, responsibility lies with them in case of future problem.
But in case of personal choice ball remains always in lover’s court.
Issues are the contribution of marriage. Man’s life changes with the appearance of
marriage. And life is reshaped with the arrival of issues. Because children may either be
prizes or punishments. Parents are quite helpless in this matter. They don’t know
whether they will be rewarded or punished.
Modern lovers do not like marriage or any bondage. Rather, they are interested in
unobstructed and endless enjoyment only. They are habituated in leading fast life. So
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hindrance of any kind renders them furious. They prefer live together. They are just like

the passengers of a railway station waiting for super-fast trains. But the lovers don’t
know their destinations. As a result of free sex the society becomes infested with
illegitimate children. The homes for orphans become overcrowded. In fact live-together
is not illegal but it is immoral.
Many lovers do not like to give birth child just after marriage. They are interested to
enjoy. So they wait. But late birth of child means late in starting life. The more delay the
more longer the queue is They should remember that life is becoming complex more and
more day by day. So delay means denial of success of their children. Hence they may
wait and enjoy before marriage but never after marriage. Now those who have no lover
then all lovers are their lovers. So they may lead a diversified colorful life before
marriage. Marriage means confinement. As such, this joyful period of life will be sweet
memory to them after their marriage.
Man does not want to die. He cannot imagine that after his death everything will exist as
it is except himself. So he wants to survive through his issues after his death. Thus
dreams don’t die after death. Here lies the importance of marriage. But a man who
suffered much wants not to give birth to child. He does not want to send his children in
the torture-chamber of the society. If this be the decision of major members then the
society will be member less. So for the benefit of the society itself, society should take
care to brighten its own image.
Marriage means bindings. It stands for duties and responsibilities to wife and children.
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So a man must be very sure of his ability and attitude before marriage. Many people

marry since they see others to marry. They don’t know the obligation of a married man.
They marry just to serve and satisfy sexual urge. But for this mere enjoyment they
should not burden themselves with such a worried job. Thus they spoil themselves. But
they have no right to spoil the lives of their wives and children. For casual enjoyment
there are so many avenues. Let them go there.
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IS RETIRED LIFE A RETARDED LIFE ?

Retirement means, service of the concerned incumbent is no longer required due to
inefficiency caused by old age. They say, scrap that old machine and purchase a new
one. Thus retirement implies opportunity to the fresh blood. An old man is complexminded. Various experience, good or evil, convert a simple man to a complex one. So a
complex character may take judicious decision. But he is not suitable for implementation.
For implementation fresh blood is preferred. This is why the proverb goes as – old
is gold but young is bold. Old is just like the last rays of the setting sun having inner
significance.

Retired life means relief from normal routine life. After retirement man is guided by nonroutine life. Here man plans for relaxation. And his activity is free from cares and
anxieties. Someone likes to remain, ‘far from the madding crowd’. So they retire from the
world. Somebody retires into himself and plans for devotion to God. Again someone
plans to finish the long-cherished but unfinished works which are of two types viz.,
classical and commercial in nature. Further classical works can be categorized into two
different classes viz., personal and non-personal or social. Thus retired life can be spent
in different ways as per taste and temperament i.e. attitude of an individual concerned
towards life. Some people use it aimlessly. An aimless man, in fact, does not know how
to enjoy life. So he becomes tired very soon. But a judicious man can enjoy life to the
less.

Some retired people consider retirement as an unemployment again. He was once
unemployed at his youth. This is his second unemployment at old age. Since he
understands that he will be no more, he tries to do something being driven by strong
emotion thus to make himself glorious after his death. But he is too late. Romans are
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famous for Rome. But Rome was not built in a day. So glorification cannot be achieved
overnight. It needs life-long endeavor. Life means a short journey. It is not the
Marathon race. So there is little scope to compensate deficiency. That is why we see a
few successful individuals in the battle field of life.

Life is nothing but collection of some different stages. Childhood, youth, old age, etc. are
the different facets of life. These biological stages appear chronologically like morning
disappears with the arrival of noon that is replaced by evening which again escapes
away as the night advances towards it. Similarly retired life is such a stage of life. Man
enriches himself with diversified experiences gathered from these various inevitable
stages of life.

Time and tide cannot be resisted. Similarly old age can never be avoided. Likewise
death is inevitable. As such a wise man welcomes death. So one should not feel
melancholy for the departure from this world. Because, one day, everybody must die. In
this matter there is no consideration or partiality. Death never grants immortality to
anybody. In this world everything is uncertain. Only death is certain. But the very time of
sure occurrence of certain death is uncertain. Because it may appear at any stage of life,
early or late, without any prior notice. Here lies the uniqueness of life caused by the
surprise visit of death. Death is perfectly democratic in its nature and behavior.
Because, rich or poor, literate or illiterate, noble birth or low birth, etc. are equal and at
par to it.
In retired life man becomes less active. He feels that he cannot work fast like before. His
reflexes get diminished. He realizes his limitation. In each footstep he experiences
retardation. Thus he becomes mentally weak. So death threatens him. He hears that
death, as if, is knocking at his door. As such death accelerates its steps towards him.
Thus his body loses motion but his psyche suffers seriously from a violent emotion.
He thinks that he has become valueless. In politics old age is valued only when it is
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guarded by young dedicated cadres. Yet between an old and a young political leader the
latter dares to disobey the older due to physical strength and efficiency which the old
lacks. So a sentimental retired man does not involve himself so much where he will be
dishonored instead. He understands that he does not belong to this sphere any more.
He is quite unwanted. He is an undesired obligation to the society. This unexpected
betrayal of the society pains him much. So he thinks to welcome death. Death is
preferable more than being insulted or ignored.

A frustrated retired man, sometimes, dreams that he is no more in this world. He dreams
that he has gone to heaven. He wakes up suddenly due to temporal attraction. He
becomes indifferent and sad. He does not want to die. He wants to stay in this world
permanently though he knows that it is not possible. He must vacate this earth for the
arrival of the next generation. This is the rule of the world. Because, once he was also
given shelter by his predecessor. A man knows this truth but wishes, not to happen in
his fate.

A man who is physically fit, mentally sound and economically strong seldom thinks about
death. Such a man is busy to enjoy the temporal world. But after retirement a man
realizes that his days are numbered. Then he thinks about divine world i.e. life beyond
death. Here man’s response is of two types. In the first case a pious heart is eager to
meet God. But a man, mad for worldly enjoyment, becomes afraid of the departure from
this world. He does not want to die. He pre-laments for his death. Temporal attraction
destroys his clarity of thought. He cannot believe that everybody, like him, must die
today or tomorrow. He cannot realize the mortality of human being. Also he does not
want to understand that one day he must die but everything will remain as it is. This
universal and inevitable truth when gets shelter in his thought he becomes melancholy.
He prays to God for granting him immortality. He asks the Almighty to allow him to live
with his family for ever. For this, he is ready to abide by, as faithfully as possible, all the
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laws laid down by the Omnipotent. But when he realizes that his prayer has been
rejected and death is imminent, tears roll down his cheeks ceaselessly. He surrenders to
God for his safety. He believes in the existence of life beyond death. But he does not
want to stay there, even if it is Heaven. His family is his Paradise. So he wants to come
back to his family again through rebirth. But he who is frustrated with family-life being
deceived or tortured much by the society prays to God not to send him back in this world
again. Rather he wants to get permanent shelter at Heaven.

He becomes nostalgic. He wants to get back his past dawns, idle noon, romantic
evenings and talkative silence of the vast night’s sky. Trifling matters of lost childhood or
bygone days render his eyes wet. He wants to beg pardon to his fiancée whom he
betrayed. He wants to pay back money to his friend whom he cheated. He wants to start
his life afresh and will abide by all the rules of the society. He resolves to be sincere and
faithful to the world. Instead he wants to get back his lost childhood or at least promising
youth. But when he realizes that it is not possible, he sighs out a lament as nothing to be
done. He curses himself. He curses those who misled him. Sometimes he curses God
blaming the Almighty for not directing him in the right path. He wants to meet everybody.
He wants to love all. He will not hate anybody. He wants to create an example.
Nostalgia provokes him to go back home and pay a visit to all the pre-visited places
there. Thus he wants to see his deserted house, paddy fields, big trees, river banks, high
hills in the horizon, etc. He wants to sit under the cool shadow of the big banyan tree of
his village beside the lake crowded with migratory birds round the year, only for a single
time. City life rendered his life miserable. So he prefers country life. As such he wants to
enjoy the unobstructed view of the sky there. Also he wants to visit the unvisited places
he has heard only. He wants to finish his unfinished works. He becomes sorry when he
understands that he will not be able to fulfill his desire due to ill-health. He becomes
inactive but his mind remains active more to compensate the deficiency of his body. So
through telepathy he wants to communicate with his friends and relatives of distant
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places. He wants to meet his deceased parents thus bringing them down in this temporal
world through planchette. He will confess his misbehavior and guilt, if any, to his
parents. He becomes restless thinking the uncertain future of his family. Also his
imminent death renders him anxious more for his ailing issues, unmarried daughter,
unemployed and prodigal son. Further, he feels uneasy in his mind thinking about his
hard-earned property. With such a troubled mind and wretched health he prays earnestly
to God for the extension of his life only for a few years to finish his unfinished works. It,
seems, it is not his ill-health, rather, evil thoughts and tension render him a pessimist.
Thus he experiences retardation in his activity. He could hardly think in his youth that in
his old age he will be so inefficient. He realizes the nature’s law and destiny of human
being in general.

Some people believe that life means staying in this world. Similarly, like mundane
existence, death means another stay elsewhere beyond our knowledge. This ignorance
is the cause of lamentation over death. If a man can know the whereabouts of that
mysterious world beyond death then he will be tension free. Then life and death both will
be identical to him. This mystery of life and death is perceived by a wise man only. So a
wise man is quite indifferent to these two different states of existence. To him life and
death have no separate meaning. Rather, the learned knows that death, in fact, is the
alias of life. Thus he has conquered death. This is why he is learned. A retired old man
bitterly mourns for his dead son only when he has no knowledge regarding this matter. If
such an old man can realize it then he may dwell at the threshold of life and death
without cares and anxieties. Then he welcomes both the states of existence with a
smiling face.

Some old men may be strong-minded. But thought of death renders such an old man
weak. So he goes to an astrologer or a local priest whom he considers as the agent of
God, for the extension of his life. Even an old miser is seen to spend money for the
ceremony and rituals to be observed as desired, for such extension. So he confesses
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that life is precious more than money. He perceives it at that alarming stage of life. But in
early life he loved money more than his life. But at old age, warning of death compels to
love himself but not money. He realizes that he has committed Himalayan blunder. If he
would follow the correct path that he has adopted at old age, his life would get a noble
exposure. Experience allows him to realize everything what he sees now. He protests
against injustice. Also his ill-health compels him to overlook. Sometimes he advises the
diverted young lovers to be sober at least. He remarks that once he was also young
having darling. But for that he was not so unruly as is observed today. So he pleads for
moral values, the most precious matter of human life. He sees the children to play, shout
and dance in the street. But he cannot join them and enjoy. Because he is matured.
Thus maturity murders merriment of man mercilessly. So he refrains himself from that
innocent enjoyment and becomes unhappy. He would think of trouble in doing anything
in his youth. But at old age he understands that a trouble is not a trouble at all until or
unless a trouble troubles one.

Though variety is the spice of life, yet human being resists change due to uncertainty,
injustice and fear. As such before retirement a man must be mentally prepared for the
change to be faced with, like an aero plane seen to run in the run-way before a smooth
take-off. But in practice, lack of mental preparation is the main cause of retirement from
this world just after the retirement from the service or business.
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Abstract
Background

The video-conferencing session is one of the units of a recently
designed third-year English elective course, “English Skills for
Employment” run by the English Language & Education
Assessment Centre (ELEAC) at our University. The course
aims to provide students with practical English skills for their
future workplace.

Abstract

Mock job interviews are often arranged by a university Student
Services Centre or English Learning Centre to help final-year
undergraduates prepare for job interviews. The role of an
interviewer is often played by members of the university’s
teaching or administrative staff. The students who participate in
these mock job interviews do not normally share their learning
experience with fellow students since these interviews are often
conducted behind closed doors and on a one-to-one basis. In
order to make the learning process more authentic and accessible
to other students, a collaborative initiative between a local
consultancy company and our Teaching & Learning Centre has
been established. Some students from ELEAC are able to
participate in a ‘live’ job interview with senior staff members of a
company via video-conferencing while other students can
observe the process and participate in a feedback session after
the interview.
A follow-up survey was conducted after the video-conferencing
session and students were asked to rate the effectiveness of the
session in terms of enhancing their job interview techniques. The
feedback was generally very positive. In this paper, the detailed
procedure and learning outcomes of the video-conferencing
session would be discussed in further detail.
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Abstract
Based on Korean conversational data, this study examines how parties in conversation employ
different degrees of grammatical structures and multi-modal resources while quoting different
characters in their talk. The operation of two relevancy rules- minimization and recognition in
interaction is examined together with how the absence or presence of grammar is complemented
by multi-modal resources (Goodwin, 2000) of various sorts. For the analysis, three categories
(self-quotation, co-party quotation and 3rd party quotation) are posited depending on who the
quoted character is in the talk. In quoting self or co-participants in the talk, syntactic resources,
prosody, sequential organization and embodiment of participant frameworks leads to
unproblematic understanding of the quote in the moment-of-talk with comparatively minimalized
grammatical resources. In quoting a co-party, the interactional consequences are at a bigger stake
when compared to 3rd-party quotation. Quoting a third-party who is not present is
overwhelmingly marked by quotative particles (e.g. ‘ko’ or ‘tay) and laminator verbs followed by
or simultaneously produced with co-participants’ overt assessment of the non-present quoted
character. When a non-present 3rd-party character is being quoted, the components that can be
realized in the quotation tend to be more fully expressed, accompanied by the limited use of body
and spatial multi-modal resources. Finally, the interactional import of quoting a 3rd party
character is discussed. Overwhelmingly, collaborative displays of assessment toward the quoted
character are done more openly and frequently in quoting a 3rd party than in other instances where
the presence of the quoted character made it difficult for the parties to express their stances
toward the quoted overtly. The study displays how minimalized employment of the grammar in
Korean quoted speech can be closely related to the maximal use of multi-resources that are
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available in the environment. The study can have implication for studies of spontaneous language
use where grammatical categories are frequently omitted. This study also provides evidence for
the intricate interaction between multi-modal resources and grammar through investigation of an
important realm of human interaction, that of reported speech.

Data
The data analyzed for the present study includes four hours of video recordings of natural,
everyday conversation in a variety of settings. The conversation was among adult native
Korean speakers (between ages 22-29) who spoke a variety of dialects.
Quoting oneself as a multi-modal activity
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Quoting a co-present character as a multi-modal activity
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Third party quotation as the weakest form of multi-modal activity
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ON LANGUAGE RIGHTS, OFFICIAL LANGUAGE AND FOREIGN
LANGUAGE ADAPTATION (IN THE UNITED STATES) AND ACCULTURATION
ISSUES

Research Essay by Margaret Penniman Parker, Master’s student and graduate
teaching fellow in Communications and Society (mparker3@uoregon.edu)
University of Oregon, School of Journalism and Communications
August, 2006
Language, in the semiotic sense, permits the interaction and proliferation of ideas that are
essential for social cohesion and cultural identity (Johnson, 2005, p. 634).
Over 30 million Americans, roughly 12% of the United States population, speak Spanish
as a first or second language, making the U.S. the fifth-largest Spanish speaking population in
the world (2006, Wikipedia, Spanish). In Southern California alone, five cities are listed in U.S.
Census data with percentages of Spanish-speaking populations ranging between 55% and 86%
(2003, census.gov). In spite of such significant portions of the population speaking Spanish, the
United States government continues to mandate English as the official language, even though
languages other than English have, historically, either been officially recognized or simply not
addressed one way or the other. For example, California’s first state constitution, written in 1849
mandated all laws to be written in both Spanish and English (2000, ss.ca.gov/archives).
Article XI, section 21 states:
All laws, decrees, regulations, and provisions emanating from any of the three supreme
powers of this State, which from their nature require publication, shall be published in
English and Spanish.
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Language Adaptation 2
In the Hidalgo Guadalupe treaty of 1848, when the United States took over New Mexico,
Arizona, California, and Nevada, the language issue was never addressed. Former Mexican
citizens became U.S. citizens with the guarantee of property protection and religious freedom;
there was no insistence on language choices (2006, U.S. Guadalupe-Hidalgo Treaty). On May
18, 2006, the U.S. Senate passed H.R. 997, making English the national language of the United
States. The resolution is pending further action. In the face of this political shift, the fact
remains that the use of Spanish will grow proportionately with the projected growth of the
Hispanic population, which is now forecasted to take up 25% of the total U.S. population by
2050 (Debusman, 2006). This begs the question as to how news reporting can best acculturate
Spanish and English speakers towards each other. In other words, should some dominant
English-language newspapers recognize that a significant portion of their audience may speak
Spanish and then should the media begin to use Spanish language terms where appropriate? If
so, would English-language readers acculturate more to the presence of a Hispanic population?
Would the Spanish-speaking population acculturate better towards English news media?
Contemplation about instigation of language shifts in news reporting could first examine
how language within a society is adopted, what it takes to shift into alternative expression and
format, and how to accommodate multiple languages within the same society.
The debate on language use in the United States, that is, language other than English,
includes what, if any, language entitlements are within a human rights perspective. On
December 16, 1966, the U.N. General Assembly adopted the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. Within the covenant, Article 27 outlines rights for minority cultures relative to
use of their own language.
The article affirms:
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In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons
belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other
members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their own
religion, or to use their own language. (2006, OHCHR)
In spite of the United Nation’s recognition of a minority culture’s rights to use their
own language, language policies are typically instigated outside of governmental realms, often
by language strategists, according to language and political science researcher, Brian Weinstein
(1982). Language policies, however, usually reflect the political ideologies of those in power.
In Weinstein’s 1982 case study on diffusion of linguistic innovation, he described the following
political process of language:
The most important political activity of strategists is the choice and development of a
standard variety of language. Politicians can then transform a modernized and
standardized tongue into a symbol to unite all those who profess loyalty to it and claim
competence in using it. The symbol can then be used to exclude people and separate
groups. Political leaders can make it into an instrument of social advancement by
decreeing it as the basis of communication within and to government, education and
commerce. In short, they decide a language is official (p. 85-87).
For language shifts or changes to even be initiated, according to Weinstein, the changes
go through a language-planning diffusion process. First, proposed change comes from a change
agent or originator who doesn’t firmly belong to one society or another, and believes changes are
in order to reflect the society. From there, an innovator who accepts the proposed changes can,
adopt them and, if they’re influential, can spread the adoption throughout society (Weinstein,
1982, p.87). Innovators lead to the most important part of early success in adoption of change;
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that is acceptance of the innovation by larger groups of people. If the change is linguistic, the
adoption process also requires learning and frequent exposure. Innovators could be reporters,
preachers, teachers, celebrities, or published gossips (Weinstein, 1982, p.87). Thus, news
reporters could be considered innovators when it comes to linguistic change.
Innovators in early American history, in relation to language policy, included Noah
Webster. He recognized the differences in American English and Great Britain’s English while
at the same time fought resolutely to make sure that the standard language for America was
English; he viewed recognition of any other language as an undermining force to national
integrity (Weinstein, 1982). Hence Webster, among others, contributed to English-only policies
as a national mandate, viewing such policies as supporting the solidarity of the nation.
Recognition of other languages was viewed as unpatriotic.
The idea of language purity, i.e. support for a single language in a country, has had
extensive history, as well, for European nations. During the First World War, the topic of
language purism by Germany was permeated with patriotic fervor; the same was true for Nazi
Germany in World War II (Fisherman, 1990, p.6). In the 1950s, the Norwegian government
demanded that the Norwegian language be reinforced to withstand future invasions; and Turkey
also underwent linguistic mandates abolishing thousands of Persian and Arabic words from the
Turkish language (Fisherman, 1990, p. 6). Nationalistic insecurity appeared to be a common
theme in these efforts.
In an environment of linking English with national identity or with patriotism, use of
words recognized to be of a language other than the dominant language are sometimes coined as
“foreign talk.” This would be where English words are expressed with an accent reflective of a
non-native mother tongue; or when foreign language terms are inserted into the conversation in a
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derogatory manner, implying that the culture of that language is less than that of the dominant
culture. In this way “foreign talk” serves to distance those who speak only English from those
who either don’t speak English or who are bilingual (Valdman, 1981, p. 43).
Another form of language adaptation in societies where there are more than one
language is called “code-switching”, defined as “ An alternation between two or more languages,
dialects, or language registers in the course of discourse between people who have more than one
language in common; sometimes the switch lasts only for a few sentences, or even for a single
phrase” (2006, Wikipedia). Code switching, according to the Wikipedia Web site, is used when
there is no translation available for a certain foreign word or phrase, when there is no other way
of expressing a term or idea, or as a means to retain one’s own cultural identity. In communities
with a large number of people who also speak a language other than the dominant language,
code-switching is common, using both the language of a minority culture and the language of the
host culture. In research done in South Africa, where numerous tribal languages are spoken
along with the dominant use of English language, code-switching was found to be a necessary
and valuable resource within that multi-lingual society; and in some cases used to express
respect and dignity towards another bi-lingual person (Ramsay-Brijball, 1999). Linguistic
anthropologist Alessandro Duranti recognized that in bilingual communities, code-switching is a
daily affair, with the choice of words reflecting an ethnicity, a political stance or simply an index
of the meaning (1997, p.18).
Since the research work of both Weinstein and Valdman was published, the Hispanic
population in the United States has quadrupled (Debrusman, 2006). With a significant portion of
the Hispanic population speaking Spanish at home, adaptation to the surrounding Englishspeaking environment has occurred in some communities with the development of a dialect
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referred to as Spanglish, a more advanced form of code-switching. A 2005 case study done in by
Alfredo Ardila, of the Florida International University, describes how the English, i.e. American
language progressively influences the way in which Spanish is spoken and how it ultimately
produces a language different from Spanish spoken outside of the United States. Miami’s
Hispanic population is 57% of the total (Ardila, 2005, p.60). According to Ardila’s study, the
blend of Spanish and English eases communication when both languages are used. He found
that when acquiring English terms into Spanish language or tailoring Spanish words to reflect
their English translation, both languages became part of every day language. If the same
principle were to apply to introducing Spanish terms into English-language reading, it might
follow that Anglos could eventually “Spanglicize” their English.
Research about insertion of foreign language terms into a dominant language was
conducted by Haya Fisherman in 1990 to determine attitudes towards foreign language words
appearing in contemporary Hebrew in Israel. Fisherman found that those who were educated in
other languages didn’t mind the appearance of foreign language terms; while those that didn’t
speak or read any other language were less tolerant of seeing or hearing foreign language terms
(11). It may therefore follow suit that the more exposure to foreign language terms, the more
accepting a dominant society might be towards the cultures of those languages.
On Assimilation
Assimilation by a person into the society of a different culture assumes a one-way process
whereby an immigrant or person of a minority culture takes on the dominant culture’s language,
social institutions, food preferences and entertainment pursuits (Johnson, Bowker, & Cordell,
2005, p 259). Models of assimilation include the melting pot, where a cultural group freely
moves into another society; another is the pressure cooker, where a cultural group is forced to
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assimilate (Berry, 1980, p.15).
Assimilation, however, is preceded by acculturation in which a person adopts cultural
practices, including language. In other words, before total assimilation can occur, adoption of
the other culture’s language is a requirement to achieve assimilation. Yet assimilation, as it
turns out, is a simplistic expectation considering the depth and variation of cultural identity
juxtaposed against the idea of completely relinquishing one’s own cultural identity to move into
another society. This expectation would be even more complicated within a democratic society,
where, supposedly, there is a right to choose one’s own identity and where there is right to
freedom of expression.

Assimilation of Groups - The Nature of Problems and Prejudices
In considering distinctive cultures as participating in social or structural groupings, author
of Assimilation in American Life, Gordon Milton, looks at assimilation problems arising from
prejudice and discrimination. He doesn’t look at them from an analysis of the actual acts of
prejudice or discrimination but from the standpoint of the nature of group life itself within the
larger population (Gordon, 1964, p.3). He describes and labels three levels of assimilation in the
American experience: Anglo conformity, melting pot, and cultural pluralism (Gordon, 1964,
p.5). Pointing to the Anglo-Saxon attitude that Anglos inhabit America and the “Others” live in
groups, Gordon builds a case for the difficulties in cultural group structures experiencing true
assimilation except on certain levels, most notably the intellectual level. Gordon asks the
question as to whether the population as a whole wants total assimilation into a newer culture,
described as a melting pot, where ethnic differences meld and blend into a stew of similarity. Or,
he asked, are we more interested in cultural pluralism, where multiple cultures are recognized
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and legitimized for their differences, yet inhabit the same communities bringing democracy
through separate representation (Gordon, 1964, p. 8)? And, he further probes the question: If its
cultural pluralism we’re after, at what structural levels are the overlaps? Gordon’s research
includes conducting a series of interviews with numerous agencies representing various cultures.
Most said that they would favor cultural pluralism; that it made more sense for each culture, and
that it presented a “More interesting and more dynamically fruitful culture for all Americans than
one in which uniformity was the norm” (Gordon, 1964, p.23). Some of Gordon’s findings point
to distinct cultural groups wanting to touch upon other cultures, but bring their own culture to the
table, enriching each other in the process (Gordon, 1964, p.17). This challenges the doctrine of
Anglo conformity present throughout the development history of the United States in its effort to
force a national language and draw media hype to Anglo tradition and Anglo values, presupposing that assimilation would simply end up within the existing Anglo structure (Gordon,
1964, p.133).
The question is often asked among those studying acculturation, whether America wants to
impose an artificial Anglo Saxon ascendancy thereby establishing uniformity among its peoples;
or deliberately support ethnic groups proudly representing their ethnic heritage in a democratic
way (Gordon, 1964, p.142). When considering the structurally separate sub-societies in
America, formed under religions, racial or ethnic groupings whereby each grouping functions
within their own structural norms, Gordon purported that the American situation is more about
structural pluralism than cultural pluralism with structural pluralism being the basis for
understanding the ethnic makeup of society (Gordon, 1994, p.159).
The question then becomes: How can structural pluralism co-exist? While structural
separation produces some form of prejudice, to a certain degree structural pluralism, then, would
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not be incompatible with democratic ideals (Gordon, 1994, p.239). As ethnic, cultural and
religious groups function within their own structures, they also function within a society that
strives to operate under the idea of diverse representation, under one system of government.
Some form of assimilation is desirable, particularly where communication gaps are created by
language problems. Instead of insisting that everyone adopt English as their primary language,
however, Gordon calls for establishing instrumental English skills for all Americans: Not at the
expense (or denigration) of the native tongue, but in addition to one’s natural language (243).
The importance of maintaining one’s cultural identity remains in a structurally pluralistic society
so that alienation does not occur within one’s own cultural environment.

On Acculturation
Central to the broadly recognized definition of acculturation is one distinguished by Redfield,
Linton and Hersokvits in a 1936 memorandum published in the journal, American
Anthropology, whereby:
Acculturation comprehends those phenomena which result when groups of individuals
having different cultures come into continuous first-hand contact, with subsequent
changes in the original cultural patterns of either or both groups (p.149).
While extensive studies and research have examined acculturation as the adaptation of a
minority culture to a majority culture, the directionality of acculturation may not necessarily be
one-way. In applying Redfield’s definition, directionality could occur in both directions and
apply, simply, to the changes that occur.
Acculturation researcher, and professor of psychology, John W. Berry, purported several
decades later, that the nature of acculturation could go both ways and that the eventual form of
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accommodation would not necessarily be one of assimilation, but one of tolerance for a
multicultural or pluralistic society (1980, p.10). The correct definition of acculturation could be
that it is a multi-dimensional process that is open to change in any direction (Keefe, 1980,
p.104). This said, language acculturation could go both ways; a dominant culture could
acculturate to another culture’s language while a minority culture could work on acculturating to
the dominant language.

Bidimensional and Unidimensional Acculturation Models
Some acculturation theorists use two different models to approach the direction of
acculturation; one being unidimensional, the other being bidimensional. The first puts
individuals on a continual path from being exclusively of one culture to transforming into being
exclusively of another culture (Ryder, Alden, & Paulhus, 2000, p.49). The second model
supports a process of acculturation where cultural identities acquire a more free-flow direction,
taking into account that individuals are different in their identity values and attitudes; that they
may be capable of maintaining multiple cultural identities. It is this model that was supported as
being more valid and more useful when operationalizing acculturation studies (Ryder et al., 2000
p.49).
When considering the bidimensional model, people of one culture can take on host
cultural behaviors without losing characteristics of their own cultural identity (Palumbo & Teich,
2005, p.55). Bi-dimensional acculturation was found to be the more healthy form of
acculturation from a psychological adjustment standpoint (Szapocznik & Kurines, 1980).
Although, the right to choose one’s own cultural alignment depends upon the degree of tolerance
within a given society (Berry, 1980, p.15). In applying the bidimensional acculturation model to
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language use, it would therefore seem appropriate for language use in news media to recognize
the bidimensional cultural nature of a given society and accommodate those cultures that make
up a significant percentage of the total population in a twofold way.

Acculturation and the Accommodation Theory
Mexican immigrants settling in the United States could expect to initially experience
significant language problems since their first and primary language is Spanish. Those who have
not yet been schooled in English often resort to Spanish-language media to comprehend their
surroundings as demonstrated by the increasing number of Spanish-language publications in the
United States. Comparing numbers of Spanish publications in the 1980 and 2005 editions of
Editor and Publisher show substantial growth over the 25-year time period. In spite of
California legislating English as the official language, numerous Spanish-language forms of
communication exist today such as drivers license tests, ballots, tax forms, appliance and
electronic manuals (Peñaloza, 1994, p. 40). In California and other states where there is a
significant Spanish-speaking population, consumer-savvy retail storeowners provide bi-lingual
sales staff. Hospitals, police, fire and emergency medical workers often have bilingual
resources. Households comprised primarily of Spanish-speaking residents listen to or read
mostly Spanish-language media (Peñaloza, 1994, p. 45). Yet, those who have taken courses in
English as a second language use both English and Spanish-language media and prefer mixing
the two in the course of their assimilation into American society (Peñaloza, 46). Media exposure
is seen as part of the acculturation process.
Accommodation theory of acculturation posits that the more culture A tries to
accommodate culture B, the more culture B will like culture A (Berry, 1980). Early research
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into this theory looked at language choice and speech between those of different ethnic
backgrounds (Koslow, Shamdiasani, & Touchstone, 1994 p. 576). Applying accommodation
theory to show that the more culture A tries to accommodate the language of culture B, the more
culture B would accommodate back to culture A (Giles, Coupland, & Coupland 1991). Adapting
speech accommodation behavior has extended into mass media, whereby “…linguistic
accommodation in mass communication promotes relationship building between the
communicator and his or her audience” (Koslow et al., 1994, p. 576). The research by Koslow et
al. focused on use of Spanish language in advertising (in the United States) as to whether
increase in the use of Spanish-language terms would increase the positive effects by those of a
Spanish-speaking culture. The results found that the most positive association with advertising
that included Spanish-language terms was for those ads that were bilingual, i.e., primarily in
English but with some Spanish terms. They found that this use acknowledged respect for the
Spanish-speaking culture, but at the same time did not convey, by the advertiser, that the appeal
was exclusive; that it was more inclusive (Koslow et al., 1994, p.577).

Accommodations Theory and Contexts of Accommodations Processes
“The theory of accommodation is concerned with motivations underlying and
consequences arising from ways in which we adapt our language and communication patterns
toward others” (Giles, Coupland, & Coupland, 1991, p.1). As one person’s language becomes
more familiar to another, the second person will be more inclined to like the first, according to
early accommodation theorist explorations into language accommodation (Giles et al., 1991,
p.20). Those studies showed how social networks are the breeding ground for longer-term shifts
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in individual as well as group-level language usage as familiarity in language usage grows (Giles
et al, 1991, p.20).
Mass communication isolates the acculturation experience (Bell, 1991 p.70). Its
configuration is different from direct verbal communication, in that there is not only a
disconnection between communication and audience reaction; mass communicators may not take
into account accommodation principles, if communicators are not aware of the nature of their
audience (Bell, 1991, p.71). Yet, accommodation strategies will be important, and (possibly)
productive in those countries that contain multi cultural structures (Bell, 1991. p.99).

Integration Model As Acculturation
Acculturation researcher, John W. Berry presents four acculturation strategies relative to
immigration: Assimilation, integration, marginalization and separation (1997). Integration, in
particular allows people to maintain their own culture while adopting another. Berry supports
this point by describing the integrative relationship as mutual accommodation where the
subdominant group adopts values of the larger society and the dominant group must be prepared
to adapt to the sub-dominant group (Berry, 1997). Hence, if a dominant culture expects a subdominant culture to integrate into their society it could be expected that mutual accommodation
would become a pre-requisite, as would adaptation both ways.
Considering the legislative propositions in California and Arizona, whereby each state
sought to control language use in the schools by imposing severe limitations on bi-lingual
education, serious questions arise as to whether these actions are intended to subdue the people
who use language other than English; or to advocate cultural insensitivity in the schools towards
bi-lingual children (Johnson, E., 2005). If English-language newsprint adheres to policies of
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English-only, in line with the educational policies of some states, it would beg the question, is
this culturally insensitive? Will this destroy an avenue to promote acculturation and integration?
Some simply define acculturation as integration, whereby an individual forms a bicultural
orientation, and amalgamates aspects of both cultures to the point of feeling comfortable with
either (Cuéllar & Maldonado, 1995, p. 279). When thinking of acculturation as an integration
process, reading Spanish-language terms mixed within the content of English-language
newsprint incorporates recognizable terms into language usage for those who speak Spanish as a
first language. At the same time this incorporates cultural representation of the Hispanic
population into English-language content, integrating that culture into the minds of those who
read English as their first language.
Acculturation may also develop into transmutation, whereby an acculturated individual
no longer solidly identifies with either one of a competing culture, but transmutes into a new
cultural identity as in the case of Mexican to Mexican-American or Japanese to JapaneseAmerican. At some point, American as a cultural label could simply mean multi-ethnic. Issues
such as language, identity and tradition co-mingle, as is described in bidimensional acculturation
models.
In view of the accommodation theory, the bimensional model and the integration model,
the idea of including some Spanish terms in English language news print may produce an
accommodation appeal; that of being respectful to the minority culture while being inclusive to
the population. Such a scenario would follow Berry’s opinion, “… that integration can only be
freely chosen and successfully pursued by non-dominant groups when the dominant society is
open and inclusive in its orientation towards cultural diversity” (1997, p.9).
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Essay, a possible style of writing on artistic and practise-oriented
research
Abstract: Writing papers on artistic and practise-oriented research may take many
forms. Writing conference papers is a way to present the results. And participation
in conferences is a way to get reflective feedback, to discuss and exchange ideas.
A conference paper is usually allowed 20 minutes to be read. The shortness of a
paper makes it necessary to squeeze a complex subject matter into a few pages,
only some aspects of a large whole may be presented, or only a few novel ideas
discussed. The shortness of the paper may call for an essay form. To communicate
important aspects of artistic, practice-oriented research processes may be
presented in an essay form rather than in the form of a formal research report.
My aim here is to outline some main characteristics of an essay. I will then see
how my attempts to present aspects of my artistic and therapeutic research
processes seem to find their forms in essay style, and finally see how the culture in
question seems to influence the style.
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Some characteristics of an essay
Two European essay traditions may be delineated: The English Francis Bacon at
the end of the 1500s is considered the founder of the scientific essay, while his
French contemporary, Michel de Montaigne, is seen as the founding father of the
humanistic essay.
Regardless of its historical background, an essay seems to dispose certain
characteristics. An essay allows the writer a freedom of expression while it also
gives him/her responsibilities. The writer has the freedom to develop his/her
thoughts and ideas without the necessity of constantly to refering to someone
else’s thoughts. The writer may develop his/her own style of writing in freedom
from the usual scientific conventions. As Irmeli Niemi points out this freedom
makes it possible for arts and sciences to meet (Niemi 2002). The responsibility of
the writer, following Jacques Monod, is to keep the subject matter within the
confines of its culture, and to enrich the culture by the knowledge formed and the
ideas presented (Monod 1973).
Montaigne gave the essay its name. He also allowed the open presence of the
writer. By doing this he did not hide his own weaknesses as a writer, his attitude
was humble; no-one is perfect and nothing that one does can ever be perfect. An
essayist attempts to complete a whole by letting the parts of the whole interact
with each other. Through the processes of interaction between the parts the whole
finds its form, yet the form is limited in its scope and left uncompleted. By leaving
the form uncompleted and open ended the writer gives the reader an opportunity to
reflect on the subject, to fill it with his/her own views and ideas, to ask new
questions and to find new answers. According to Matti Klinge the aim of an essay
is not to state truths, but rather to present new perspectives and ideas, so that they
can be brought into interaction with others’ views and ideas (Klinge 2002).
Kari Enqvist places an essay in a continuum somewhere between a scientific
research report and a novel or even fiction. While a scientific article has a result to
present, an essay may be written for the pleasure of the writing itself (Enqvist
2002). One aspect of an essay is its language use, while a research report presents
facts an essayist may employ his/her innovative and associative capacities, or
break the frame of the subject matter for occasional flights beyond the scope of the
matter and allow him-/herself to revel in metaphors.
What may characterize an essay then is the writer’s personal writing style, his/her
first person presence in the text, innovativeness, and an openness of attitude when
handling the subject matter and engaging the minds of others into a dialogue. The
subject presented comprises a whole, however, the whole is limited in its scope
and it is left uncompleted and open ended in order to engage others to partake in a
discussion of their views.
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How may these characteristics connect with my way of writing about my artistic
and therapeutic, practise oriented research processes?
The aim of an essay in my view is not self-expression, but rather it is an attempt to
open up one mind to another, and to engage the other in a dialogue with the
perspectives presented. The ideas presented, the associations created, the
metaphors, and the flights of the mind are there for the reader to enjoy.
It is as if the writer’s mind resists the linearity of the writing process and seeks
escape from the conformity drawing the reader along.
In my work there are neither definite results to present nor is the writing done
solely for the enjoyment of the writing itself. The writings are based on the
investigations on my artistic and therapeutic practises. On the level of the
therapeutic practice my task is to initiate the work, to structure it, and to get a
frame made for the work process to follow. It is my responsibility to create the
therapeutic relationships, on which the therapeutic process is founded. I am the
tool of my work (Parvia 1995). How I use myself as a tool depends on the
therapeutic situation and on the nature of the therapeutic interaction. The
situational nature of the work makes it difficult to delineate the working methods
that are employed; the methods are created during the course of the work process
in interaction with the participants. The work thus finds its form as by itself.
One may therefore call the method a no-method.
On the level of the writing my task is similarly to initiate the work process, to
structure it and to find a suitable framework for it depending on the aim of the
writing. Within these confines it is possible for me to reflect on the therapeutic
processes which were completed, and to organize my thoughts in order to make
sense of the processes. The writing then finds its form during the course of the
writing itself. Being the tool of my work I may not hide my first person presence
in the text.
This way of writing seems to resemble essay style as discussed above, although
my intention never was to write essays. The question therefore arises:
May there be some cultural reasons that influence this style of writing?
This style of writing seems to be in accordance with a culturally based way of
orienting oneself in the world and organizing one’s thoughts about it.
This mode of orientation seems to influence the ways in which the
teacher/therapist organizes her work and attempts to make sense of it. The
interactive approach here seems to be determined by a culturally based egocentred, situational and relational orientation to the world.
According to this orientation the ego places him-/herself in the centre of his/her
world. From this centre point of orientation s/he turns towards the world and
interacts with it. The view is ego-centred, but not ego-centric; that is because the
ego has necessarily no substance at all as it is expressed in the language. The
author’s presence in the text is based on this idea of the ego-centred view of the
4
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world, and of orienting oneself to the world and interacting with it from the
centred standpoint.
It is the situation that determines how the ego may act. The no-method of this
work is based on the idea that the form the therapeutic interaction may take is
determined by the therapeutic situation. When acting in accordance with the
demands of the situation the ego gives up some of its individuality and becomes a
relational concept. According to this idea things may not stand apart from each
other and alone; when standing alone they appear meaningless; but when they are
brought into relations with other things they become meaningful. Based on the
organizing principles of paring, juxtaposing and interconnecting, meaningful
relations are created.
For example a concrete observation calls for another in order to form a more
complete picture of the object observed. When observations and viewpoints are
paired with each other new views emerge and new concepts are created.
Creativity comes from “mutually amplifying interaction between artists or
between concepts in one person’s mind” (Maruyama 1974). The joining of
perspectives causes transformations to happen from one level of understanding to
another. The capacity of the mind to create transformations may be seen as a
creative principle embedded in the language itself. The resulting perspectivism
and the deepened understanding and insight make it possible to make sense of
complex, multilevel therapeutic processes based on the culture’s own basic
principles of organization; or what Gregory Bateson would have termed higher
order patterning of behaviour (Ostwald 1989).
Metaphorically, in this particular view of the world and in its conceptions, the
individual climbs the sacred tree of knowledge; from one branch to another, from
one level of understanding to another, to reach higher and higher up to widen the
views and perspectives that thus are attained. The climbing is the task of the
individual; s/he has to know what to do, and how to do it, and from this
knowledge base reach out to the world.
My own culture’s metaphysical ideas seem to have influenced my basic attitudes
towards my work. And the culture’s ways to structure and organize the world
seem to have influenced my ways to structure and organize my thoughts according
to the culture’s basic principles of organization. The resulting outcomes seem to
conform to an essay style. The style deviates from the traditional research report
style of writing, which may not always be the best way to make sense of artistic,
creative or therapeutic work processes. Rather than stating definite results openended ideas may be presented to be reflected over and discussed. This seems to be
in accordance with the culture’s traditional ways to express oneself, for example
the epic songs of the culture’s oral tradition are left open-ended (Kadar 1999).
Also in casual discussions between people their expressions may be left
uncompleted and open-ended so as to give room for others to bring their views
and ideas into the discussion and thus complete a whole.
To sum up: This style of writing may be seen as a cultural expression that finds its
form in time and space, while it may also enrich the culture by its contribution. It
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is hoped that this example may inspire others to consider the essay style when
writing about their artistic and practise-oriented research processes.
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ABSTRACT
Samuel Johnson’s Rasselas and Voltaire’s Candide are often linked for a variety of reasons. For
one thing, both were published in the same year (1759). Further, both are philosophical tales which deal
with the often vain search for human happiness, and both have similar structures. In addition, both short
pieces of fiction have stood the test of time rather well: indeed, modern commentators on both pieces have
said that each should be read at least once a year.
On the other hand, not all critics have agreed that the tales should be linked , finding that the
similarities are cursory, or irrelevant. Joseph Wood Krutch quotes William Frost as saying, “The fact that
Rasselas and Candide appeared within a year of each other has led, in my view, to an unfortunate tendency
to compare and contrast them, to the exclusion of more appropriate candidates.” And Warren Fleischauer,
in his modern edition of Rasselas, asserts that, “Most often, of course, it (Rasselas) has been compared with
Voltaire’s Candide …, to which, of course, despite certain specious resemblances, it owes nothing.”
Yet the most recent edition of The Cambridge History of English Literature, 1660-1800 concludes
that “the real coincidence of Rasselas and Candide … is deeper than critics have recognized. Two twentieth
century critics, further, have continued to make the linkage. Donald Greene, in an essay titled, “Voltaire
and Johnson” in Enlightenment Studies in honour of Lester G. Crocker, talks about the relationships
between the two writers at length, and includes a comparison of the two philosophical tales. Mark
Temmer, in his book, Samuel Johnson and Three Infidels: Rousseau, Voltaire and Diderot, devotes an
entire chapter to a comparison of the two fictional searches, including an account of philosophical
background, fictional structure, and a range of other areas.
My paper, on the other hand, takes a somewhat more focused approach. It compares and contrasts
Rasselas and Candide as satires which use a technique which David Worcester in his Art of Satire calls
“ingenu satire.” My paper shows how noting in some detail the similarities and differences of the use of
the ingenu satire device in these two tales can advance some useful critical conclusions about their
relationship.
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Vocabulary Learning in Spanish Using On-line Methodologies
In the last 30 to 35 years the Second Language Acquisition field (SLA) has been
influenced by CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning). At the end of the ‘90s the use of
e-mail, internet, and the multimedia-technology has grown quickly in language classrooms and
these tools have been developed as complements of classroom teaching (Dodigovic, 2005).
Teaching a second language in the classroom no longer involves paper, pencil and a
book, instead web pages, e-mails, chat rooms, etc. have been re-designed in order to be used as
tools that support learning a second language. In this area, there are also many platforms, such
as WebCT or Blackboard, which complement teaching language inside the classroom. These
tools, in some cases, are re-designed to enhance oral and writing fluency.
Review of the literature
In this section of the paper I will present and analyze different studies which explore the
use of programs, software and on-line exercises designed in educational platforms in order to
acquire vocabulary in a second language.
Most of these pedagogical tools have been supported by interactionism. Long (1996)
states that, is it during the interaction when the apprentice “notices” their errors and negotiate
meaning, developing new strategies which lead to acquisition of an L2. If the learning process of
a second language is a “collaborative process” (Swain, 2000), then CALL contributes positively
in aiding students to use the target language and achieve a particular goal.
There are many studies which indicate the importance of CALL and discuss how
interactions used with different tools in the acquisition of a second language have given positive
results (Chang & Smith, 1991; Chpelle, 1994, 1997, 1998, 2001; Dunkel, 1991; Levy, 1997;
Meunier, 1994; Dodigovic, 2005). The benefits of acquisition are especially interesting in the
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area of acquisition of vocabulary in an L2. For example Chun (1994) and Kitade (2000) in their
studies show positive results in reading comprehension; Pelletieri (1999) and Salaberry (2000)
show benefits related to morphology and syntax; Chun (1994) emphasizes positive outcomes in
the socio-linguistic competence and Beauvois (1998); Kern (1995); Kitade (2000), Dodigovic
(2005) show positive results in quality and quantity of output using interactive and on-line
technologies.
All these studies emphasize the use of technology in the classroom as an aid or
complement of second language teaching. Most of them emphasize the roll of interaction on
“noticing” and processing grammatical and lexical information; through interaction students
modify their interlanguage and learn from their own mistakes. The different tasks proposed by
CALL allow students to focus on form and learn vocabulary in different formats which are
adaptable to a variety of student needs. They can choose the time they need to practice reading
writing, listening or oral skills using a target structure.
Under these circumstances all formats based in CALL give learners the opportunity to
monitor their own learning process, self-correct, practice, production and process lexical or
grammar features, enlarging their interlanguage. The key feature of these computer-based
systems is that learners need to focus on particular lexical or grammar feature negotiating
meaning thereby enhancing their intelanguage. If this process is followed and developed then
classroom technology and classroom activities become best-friends.
More specifically, in the acquisition of vocabulary, De la Fuente (2003) from an
interactionist perspective, shows the beneficial effects on acquiring Spanish vocabulary as an L2
through negotiating meaning, using CMC (Computer-Mediated Communication). This study of
adult learners, is one of the few studies done on the area of acquisition of Spanish vocabulary.
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There are other studies which focus on the acquisition of vocabulary in young children. For
example Sun, Y and Dong, Q (2004) show in their study how they built software which helps,
children whose L1 is Chinese, in processing and producing vocabulary in English. The authors
emphasize the importance of providing not only textual context to the apprentices but also
images which collaborate in the acquisition of an L2. The information presented in video, online resources, software, internet, blogs, e-mail, etc…is able to enhance student input in the
classroom as well as complement it. Sun and Dong emphasize that audio-visual methods, as
well as images, help build associations between what learners watch and hear and certain
grammar and lexical features. Specifically they show how these resources help learners process
and produce new vocabulary more effectively.
Tozcu and Coady (2004) found some positive benefits on learning vocabulary in
enhancing fluency in reading comprehension. They both developed their studies on the
acquisitions of English vocabulary as an L2 using software designed to enhance reading
comprehension skills. The authors built interactive software with the most frequently vocabulary
used in order to facilitate its acquisition.
All the studies mentioned above focus on the acquisition of vocabulary in L2 using
technology as an aid which supports classroom teaching and complements the interaction and
input learners receive from their teacher and classmates. However, these studies do not consider
gender as a variable in their investigations. Jiménez Catalán (2003) states that males and females
use different strategies in the process of vocabulary acquisition. In her study she found that
females use more complex strategies than males. Females use more strategies related to social
activities, interaction, elicitation, and strategies which contribute to communicative interaction.
On the other hand, males use less complex strategies. She documented in her study that males
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prefer activities such as translation and production of output. In her study Jiménez Catalán used
questionnaires and out load protocols in order to record the strategies each group used to acquire
Spanish vocabulary.
The present study which follows Jiménez Catalán’s findings, will examine and explore
the possible correlation between on-line exercises, the time learns spend on them and their
performance on their midterm and oral exam. In the course of this study females and males’
results will be evaluated separately in order to examine the “gender effect” in the use of on-line
technology.
Research Questions:
1. Did learners who spent more time practicing vocabulary on-line perform better on their
exams than those who spend less time practicing on-line?
2. Does the number of attempts of the on-line exercises help learner to process and better learn
the vocabulary?
3. Is there any correlation between the grades students obtain on the exercises on-line, the
midterm exams, and oral exams, and the time students spent on line? Do the results
correspond with their own impression of the use of the on-line exercises?
4. Is there a gender effect in the performance of students on line and on the midterm exams and
oral exams?
Hypothesis:
There is a positive correlation between the learners who spent more time working on-line
practicing the vocabulary and their performance on the midterm exam and oral exam. The
interaction in the classroom accompanied with the on-line component of the course helps
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students to acquire new vocabulary in Spanish. There is a gender effect in the performance of
the students which favors females.
Method
Participants
The study took place on spring 2006; with 20 adult college-level students enrolled in
second year Spanish in a large south central University in Texas. The course met two hours per
week and one hour on-line.
Classes were observed during the two weeks that the target material was covered, and
students were given a questionnaire in order to gather some demographic and attitude towards
the course information. As part of this study the instructor was interviewed in three occasions:
first in relation to the material covered in-class, secondly, about his own belief regarding second
language learning, and learning vocabulary in a second language, and thirdly, about the
performance of the students in class, on-line and on the exams.
The instructor of this group of learners is a native speaker of Spanish, is a student in a
Spanish Masters program and has been teaching at the university for two years. Before teaching
at the university the instructor was a teacher in an elementary school.
Procedures
For this study two types of questionnaires were developed: one with multiple choice and
short answers items; and the other with open questions where the participants could express their
opinions more extensively. Both types of questionnaires were applied to the learners. The
instructor was interviewed in three occasions using questions where he had to express his
opinion.
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Class observations were done during two weeks, covering the period of the development
of the chapter. During the observations, interactions between the students interactions between
the instructor and the students, the activities developed by students and instructors, the number of
students present in class in each observation were recorded. After each observation the script
was sent to two students randomly selected and to the instructor so they could give more input
about the observation and validate the procedure.
During this period the classes were held in the participant’s regular classroom, there were
no exams and the instructor was the same one assigned at the beginning of the semester.
The target vocabulary for this study was Chapter 9 of the book Puntos de Partida 7 which
covered the vocabulary of “Días festivos and fiestas.” (Festivities and parties).
When the participants finished covering Chapter 9 a questionnaire was given to them, at
that point only the researcher was in the classroom and the instructor was not present in the
room. Two weeks later the results of the on-line exercises about the same topic were gathered.
These on-line exercises are built in WebCT. This platform records every single attempt students
make, the time they spend on each exercise and all the answers they write or choose in each case.
All the data was recorded in an Excel file where the name of the student was entered,
then the number of attempts per exercise, the grade he/she made, the overall grade on the entire
exercise and the time spent actively working on-line. In this Excel file the grades of the midterm
examination were entered and divided in two: the grade each student obtained on the multiple
choice section of the exam and the grade each student obtained on the composition. Finally the
grade obtained in the oral exam was recorded on the same Excel file.
After all the information was recorded, the researcher interviewed the instructor. In the
first interview the instructor was asked information about the on-line exercises and the way he
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linked them with the in class content and the midterm exams; then the instructor and the
researcher went over each on-line exercise’s grade and the midterm grades asking for feedback
from the instructor about each student, the same procedure was used in discussing the oral exam
as well.
Table 1 shows a synthesis on the information gathered from the learners and the
instructor.
•
•

•
•
•

STUDENTS
Data gathering of on-line exercises

INSTRUCTOR
• Feedback on student results in the
on-line exercises
Semi-structured surveys about on-line • Semi-structured and open ended
exercises
questions about his background,
method of teaching vocabulary in
class, and methods used by the
learner in learning vocabulary in L2
and class dynamic
Class observation for two weeks. Validation of protocol
Statistical analysis of the correlation between on-line exercises and the first midterm exam
Correlation of the statistics class observations, surveys, and interviews
Discussion and results
In order to analyze the results of this study the participants were divided by gender

following Jiménez Catalán’s study. The results obtained in each case were calculated, separated
and then compared in order to determine differences between male and female students.
From the information gathered in the in-class observations and the interviews with the
instructor, the female population (9 students out of a total of 18) interacted actively with the
instructor; this group talked more in-class and volunteered to answer the instructor’s questions
and to participate in the activities proposed in-class. During the two weeks of in-class
observation the female population acted friendly with the instructor and participated actively in
the class; a grater number of interactions were recorded by the researcher between the female
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population and the instructor than those concerning the male group. The male population only
participated in-class answering questions at the request of the instructor. The male group acted
friendly with the instructor but was less talkative in-class. The interactions recorded during the
observations were fewer among the male group as well as those between them and the instructor.
However in spite of the performance observed in each group, the male population
performed better on the midterm examination than the female population. The grades obtained
in each case are shown in table 2.

FEMALES
MALES

On-line
Exercise 1
MEAN
59.2
93.6

On-line
Exercise 2
MEAN
88.2
89.4

Reading
on-line
MEAN
88
90

Time online
9 hours
11 hours

Exam 1
Scantron
MEAN
69.1
70.9

Exam 1
Composition
MEAN
92
94

As Table 2 shows, the male group obtained better results in all areas. The male group
performed better on all on-line exercises, the midterm exam and the composition on the midterm
exam and also spent more time working on-line.
On the first group of on-line exercises 3 females did not attempt do them and obtained
zeros, that is why in that case the difference is significant. On the other exercises, the difference
is not significant; however the difference favors males. They spent more time on-line working, a
total of 11 hours per week while females spent 9 hours per week. Even though the female
population participates more actively in class it is the male population who spends more time
working on-line and obtained better grades on the midterm examination. After the researcher
analyzed these results the performance of the first oral examination was compared and the results
are shown in Table 3.
Oral Exam 1 MEAN
Oral Exam 1 SD

FEMALES
76
8.43

MALES
74
13.5
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As table 3 shows, the results favor the female population. They obtained better results on
the oral exam than the male population; the mean in the female population is higher and the
Standard deviation shows less dispersion in relation to the mean among the female population.
These results are congruent with the opinions of the instructor and class observations done by the
researcher where more interactions where recorded between the female population and the
instructor. On the other hand, the male group obtained better results on the on-line exercises and
the midterm examination which is related to writing skills. In analyzing these results, a gender
effect can be found out since the female group performs better on oral based tasks and the male
group performs better on writing based tasks
There are also interesting results gathered from the questionnaires given to all the
participants; those are shown in Table 4

Items on the
Questionnaire
used in class

Options

FEMALES
9 students

MALES
9 students

TOTAL
18 students

5.1 The on-line
exercises help
learn the
vocabulary for the
lesson.

Agree & strongly agree

55%

88%

72%

Somewhat agree

22%

11%

16%

Disagree

22%

0%

11%

5.4 Images on the
on-line exercises
help to better learn
the vocabulary.

Agree & strongly agree

66%

55%

61%

Somewhat agree

33%

33%

33%

Disagree

0%

11%

5%

Agree & strongly agree

55%

88%

72%

Somewhat agree

33%

11%

22%

Disagree

11%

0%

5%

5.6 Overall the online exercises help
me lear Spanish.
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These are the results of some of the items of the questionnaire applied to all the
participants. In question 5.1 an 88% of the male population agrees that the on-line exercises help
them to learn the vocabulary while only 55% of the female population agrees with the same
statement. The male population states that the on-line exercises help them learning the
vocabulary. This corresponds with the fact that they spent more time practicing the vocabulary
on-line and also they performed better on the midterm examination where they needed to identify
part of this vocabulary. The male population perceives the on-line exercises as facilitators of
their lexical learning; this perception corresponds with the results and the development of their
writing skills.
In the case of the female population only 55% state that the on-line exercises help them to
learn the vocabulary of a specific lesson. This statement corresponds with the fact that they
spent less time working on-line and they made fewer attempts; also they did not perform as well
as the males on the midterm exam. Note that the percentage of females and males who agree
with the same statement is differs: 22% of females disagree with the statement and 0% of males
disagree with the same statement. The male population agrees that on-line exercises help them
learn the vocabulary of a given lesson; females do not agree with the same statement.
Another interesting result to analyze is answer 5.6 at the end of table 4 where an 88% of
the male group agrees that overall the on-line exercises help them learn Spanish, while only a
55% of females agree with the same statement. On this item also, the female population which
disagrees with the statement is higher than the male group (11% in one case and 0 in the other).
On item 5.6 females still have a negative perception of the on-line exercises however the
percentage is lower than in item 5.1.
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Another questionnaire was applied to all students in second-years Spanish; the researcher
isolated the answers for this particular section. The results are shown in table 5.

I can learn from an on-line
course
I can learn from a strongly
computer dependent course

FEMALES
55% agree or strongly agree
33% do not know
11% disagree
88% agree or strongly agree
0% do not know
11% disagree

MALES
88% agree or strongly agree
0% do not know
11% disagree
60% agree or strongly agree
20% do not know
20% disagree

Table 5 shows that 88 % of male population is sympathetic to learning from an on-line
course while only 55 % of female population agrees while the same statement; the female group
is more cautious and dubious about on-line courses while the male group shows more sympathy
to on-line courses.
On the second statement presented on Table 5, 88 % of the female group agree that they
can learn from a “strongly computer dependent course” where a strongly dependent course is a
course that “requires use of some form of computer technology, at least one hour a week.” 88%
of female group states that they can work in a strongly computer dependant course, then the
technology is not a problem for the female group. In contrast only 60% of the male group only
agrees with this statement. If all the items analyzed in this study are taken into account it can be
hypothesized that both groups agree to some extent to use technology when learning vocabulary;
however the female group requires or values more in-class interaction in order to learn specific
vocabulary. This hypothesis is based on the statement that 55% of female population agrees that
the on-line exercises help them learn the vocabulary of a given chapter and 88% of the male
group agrees on the same statement. 88% of the male group also agrees that they can learn from
on-line course where only 55% of females agree with the same statements. Based on the
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statement gathered from the questionnaires and the performance on the midterm and oral
examinations in both groups the researcher can hypothesize that face to face interaction helps
more in learning vocabulary of a given chapter than on-line exercises. This is a preliminary
conclusion that should not be generalized given the small pool of participants in the study and
because the conclusions are inferred from the questionnaires. In order to obtain more conclusive
results the questionnaires should be modified and the study should be re-applied on a bigger pool
of subjects.
Finally Table 6 shows the results of Pearson Product Moment in relation of each of the
item analyzed in the study.

On-line exercise 1 and on-line
exercise 2
On-line exercise 1 and reading
on-line
On-line exercise 1 and exam 1
scantron
On-line exercise 1 and exam 1
composition
On-line exercise 2 and reading
on-line
On-line exercise 2 and exam 1
scantron
On-line exercise 2 and exam 1
composition
Reading and exam 1 scantron
Reading and composition
Scantron and composition

FEMALES
0.30

MALES
0.56

0.20

0.47

-0.55

0.72

-0.22

0.37

0.33

0.79

0.08

0.46

-0.58

0.10

-0.32
-0.17
0.40

0.79
0.22
0.60

Pearson Product Moment shows a strong positive correlation (0.72) between the on-line
exercises # 1 and the scantron portion of the midterm exam which is shown in red on the table.
There is also a positive strong correlation (0.79) between the reading students do on-line and the
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on-line exercise # 2. Then, also there is correlation between the on-line readings and the
midterm exam (0.79). These results show a strong correlation between the on-line exercises and
the midterm exam in the case of males.
The positive correlation shows that when the results of the on-line exercise # 1 are higher,
then the results of the midterm examination are higher too; when the results of the on-line
exercises # 2 are higher then the results of the midterm are higher as well. Finally, when the
results of the on-line reading are higher, then the results on the midterm exam are also higher.
These results correspond with the perception male students have of the on-line exercises. This
indicates a positive correlation between the on-line exercises and the midterm examination.
In the case of the female population the results are different. The results are lower and
negative: for example in the relation between on-line exercise # 1 and the midterm # 1 the
correlation is negative (-0.55) and in the case of the on-line exercise #2 and the midterm exam
the correlation is negative again (-.058). In both cases the female group’s the correlation is not
strong, however the negative numbers are interesting because they indicate that when the value
of one part of the relationship is higher the other is lower. These results show that the female
group obtained lower results on the on-line exercises, but they obtained higher results on the
midterm examination. Also the female group obtained lower results on the on-line exercises # 2
but they obtained better results on the midterm examination. This type of correlation might drive
to the following conclusions:
The results of the on-line exercises do not reflect what the female group learned in terms
of vocabulary.
The female group develops types of strategies to learn vocabulary that the on-line
component of this course does not capture or does not effectively enhance.
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The female group studies for the exams, but does not spend much time working on the
weekly homework.
The female group favors the face-to-face interaction in order to learn vocabulary and it is
there where they develop strategies to learn it. This is shown then in the results of the midterm
exams but not on the on-line exercises.
All of the above are possible interpretations of the results obtained in this study, they are
not conclusive, they tend to show differences in the lexical learning process.
On the following graphs, the correlations of the females group and of the males group are
shown:

Exam 1 Scantron

Pearson on-line 1 and Exam 1 Scantron
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
83

85

87

89

91

93

95

97

99

101

On-line 1
Pearson Product Moment: 0.72

On this graph the correlation is ascendant and positive, but in the case of the female
group the relation is negative and descendent.
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Pearson on-line 1 and Exam 1 Scantron
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On-line 1
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Exam 1 Scantron
Pearson Product Moment: -0.55

Conclusions and limitations of the study:
With reference to the first research question, do students in the course who spend more
time practicing the vocabulary on-line perform better in the midterm exam, our results suggest
that this is the case for the male population but not the female population.
With regards to the second research question, does the number of attempts practicing online exercises in the course help students perform better on the midterm exam; our results show
that this is the case for the male population but not for the female population where the
correlation is low or negative.
The third research question asked if there is any correlation between performance and the
time students spend on the on-line exercises and the midterm exam; our results reveled that there
is a correlation between those items in the male group but not in the female group where the
correlation is low or negative.
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The fourth question asked if there is a gender effect in the performance on the on-line
exercises in the course and on the midterm exam; our results show that there is a “gender effect”
which shows that the strategies to learn vocabulary in females are more complex and more
simple in the case of males. It is possible that those strategies are taken into account in the online exercises for one group and not for the other; this preliminary conclusion reveals the
importance of studying the possible gender effects on learning vocabulary in on-line
components.
It is also possible that the strategies females develop to learn vocabulary are related to
face to face interaction and that is why they perform better on oral exams than on written
assignments, as a result they “participate more” in class but are more reluctant to work on-line.
These are not final conclusions, this study can be enriched by exploring other research done in
this area and applying it to more subjects.
Limitations of the study:
The number of the subjects (one class with 18 students, 9 males and 9 females) is not a
broad enough population to generalize the results obtained. Also the midterm exam taken by the
participants had the same format as the on-line exercises even though it was not on-line it could
have favored the results obtained in this study.
This study includes only three on-line exercises, one midterm examination and one oral
exam; a longer and more complex study could have included all the assessments used in the
course in order to obtain more conclusive results.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the possibility of building a bridge between culture and
academics in order to fill the gap between them, and the role of traditional culture in an
academic setting. It is evident that there is a gap between Micronesian cultural heritage
and modern educational concepts taught in the classroom. The gap is that there is no
blending of the Micronesian cultural heritage and the modern educational concepts. In
other words, the bridge between academic abstractions and lived socio realities does not
exist. In order to fill the gap, the blending of Micronesian cultural heritage and modern
educational concepts must take place, or the bridge between academic abstractions and
lived socio realities must be built. The blending and building of Micronesian cultural
heritage and modern educational concepts will allow students to adapt to the constraints
of today’s modern academic world, and be encouraged to maintain their identities.
Furthermore, the blending will allow educators to become culturally responsive and
academically effective in their teaching. Through interviews and research, the instructor
(or the writer of this paper) has gained a deeper appreciation of her culture and teaching.
Thus, it has been worthwhile to explore the gap, and to propose a set of guidelines that
will guide educators, including the instructor, in teaching within the classroom setting.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
There was once a story about two kinds of trees: a coconut tree and a banana
tree. The coconut tree was planted in fertile soil and whenever there was a storm, the
coconut tree remained intact and standing. On the other hand, the banana tree was
planted in sand and whenever there was a storm, the banana tree fell to the ground. Why
is it that the coconut tree remained standing while the banana tree fell to the ground at
the whim of a strong wind? Culture is the fertile soil that we are planted in. Without it,
we will not be grounded.
Scattered throughout the Pacific Ocean, the newly developed islands of the
Federated States of Micronesia, (See Appendix D1) retain a strong traditional cultural
heritage despite the changes that have taken place over the years. The four main islands
of the Federated States of Micronesia are: Yap, Chuuk, Pohnpei, and Kosrae. Each island
state has its own unique language and culture. The preservation of cultural traditions is
important to the people of the various islands, because traditions make them grounded. In
all areas of life, Micronesians have included the traditional ways as part of their daily
ritual. However, even though there is a strong Micronesian traditional cultural heritage
embedded within the educational context, there seems to be a gap between culture and
academics. The gap is that there is no blending of the modern educational values with
Micronesian cultural heritage. On one side, there are those who believe that students
should become educated, but not get tainted by the influences of the western ways to the
point where they forget their roots. These people fear that Micronesian cultural heritage
will be devalued during the process of acquiring a modern education. On the other side,
there are those who believe that Micronesian students should become educated and have
the same opportunities as students of the Western world. They believe that change is
inevitable, and Micronesian cultural heritage no longer exists. Thus, educators must look
at both sides and find ways to create a balance between the two, so that students won’t
forget where they came from. In fact, when students are only taught the Western way to
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do things, then what have they become? Could we look at the “Micronesian way” of life
in relation to the Western way of life? Could they be related so that when students are
given a Western textbook, they can say, “Yes, I understand because we do that in our
culture,” or “Yes, I can analyze the reading, because through the experience of building a
canoe with my grandfather, I have acquired analytical skills.” So then the challenge
becomes to bridge the gap between the Micronesian culture and academics.
Classroom Observations
Teaching, like any truly human activity, emerges from one’s inwardness, for better or worse.

(Parker Palmer, The Courage to Teach, pg. 2)
As a cultural being in the classroom, the instructor’s goal is to engage students in
an awareness, and understanding of the modern educational concepts they are learning in
the classroom in relation to their traditional values. The instructor’s academic lessons are
based on the bridging of academic abstractions and lived socio-cultural realities. It is this
bridging that allows the instructor to fill in the gap between culture and academics. When
students open a textbook, they read and learn about Western concepts. Sometimes, it is
difficult for students to grasp such ideas if they are not related to concepts they can
identify with from their own culture. Thus, the instructor has incorporated Micronesian
traditional values and perspectives into her academic lessons so students are able to grasp
the modern concepts. In addition, the instructor recognizes that her role is to be an agent
for change. Thus, the instructor is aware that traditional practices can change, but their
foundational principles live on. Therefore, academic lessons are prepared in relation to
traditional values and principles which are considered important in the society.
The instructor’s classroom is best described as a sea of learning. When a person
dives into the sea, he/she will find a whole new world of interesting sea life that includes
the colorful, deep, clear water with different kinds of colorful species. The instructor’s
students come in various colors: different backgrounds, talents and cultural roots. From
all parts of the Federated States of Micronesia, they attend the College of MicronesiaFSM to learn the English language for academic purposes; sometimes it seems for
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survival purposes. Each student represents an island state which has its own distinct set of
customs, traditions, and belief systems.
A typical teaching day for the instructor usually begins with a greeting, followed
by the writing of the goal and objectives on the board, and then a brief lecture or an
activity. Normally, the instructor teaches every other day; three days a week. During the
first day of the week, the instructor engages the students in lecture discussions, which can
take up the 55-minute period. The first day of the week is crucial for the instructor. It is
the day when the instructor introduces a new topic of a chapter from the required
textbook. In the middle of the week, the instructor engages students in group related
simulations, based on that chapter. At the end of the week, the instructor engages students
in a group activity where they are expected to apply the principles of what they have
learned. This is always followed by an assignment that requires students to respond to a
set of questions, relating the concepts learned in class to how things were done in the
past. For example, if the concept learned in class is about learning styles, the question
posed will be, “What were some learning styles applied by people of long ago?”
Students are expected to conduct research at the library or pose the question to their
elders. There are times, though, when students are resistant to the idea of responding to
these questions, because some of them feel that the past activities have no bearing on
what is being taught in the classroom. In fact, some students believe that there is no
connection between the past and the present. The truth is that there are those who are not
knowledgeable about their history; therefore, they feel uncomfortable about it. Others are
ashamed to discuss their ancestors running around in loin cloth trying to make ends meet,
by using locally made tools. In fact, when they look at old pictures of people long ago
dressed in leaves, half-naked, and working on the land, they laugh as if these people were
uncivilized.
During the spring semester of 2004 from the months of January to May, the
instructor began to engage students in activities that required them to take note of the fact
that their culture is changing. They needed to reflect on the choices they make in
everyday living, and try to maintain their traditional values and relate them to their
understanding of the world around them. In addition, the instructor drew the students’
attention to the rich history of their islands, so that they can think about living a life in
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accordance with their traditional ways and integrating them into everyday situations. This
was crucial for the instructor at a time when it was felt that teaching students had to have
a meaningful purpose—there had to be some connections made between modern
educational concepts and Micronesian cultural heritage. Most of the instructor’s classes
over the years have consisted of reserved students. In Micronesia, the young are taught to
be reserved, so this was expected. Micronesian students do not ask questions---they only
speak when they are spoken to. Students would enter the classroom, take their seats, and
wait for directions. There is respect among males and females. For example, when a
female walks by a male, she has to bow. Likewise, males know their space and avoid
entering female space. This is evident sometimes in a classroom when females as a group
sit on one side, and males as a group sit on the other side. These attitudes or behaviors are
part of Micronesian cultural heritage. However, as times have changed, students are
becoming more outspoken, participating in discussions, sitting next to the opposite sex,
and walking by others without respectfully saying, “tirou” or “iehng,” -- the equivalent
Chuukese and Pohnpeian words for “excuse me” or “pardon me.” These are examples of
changes in behaviors that have been encouraged through modern education. In fact, one
student noted the changes occurring among today’s generation,
The attitudes of today compared to past attitudes are different. Young
people in the past really respected their parents, but today’s young people
do not. (student, course evaluation, September 2004)
Another student wrote,
People of long time ago were more respectful and skillful. Now, the young
people are copying what they experience from watching movies or from
the school they last attended. (student, course evaluation, September 2004)
In fact, many of the students interviewed believe that modern educational concepts
ought to be taught in relation to their traditional values. They feel that their traditional
principles ought to be recognized and applied.
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The Gap

“Teacher,” said a student. The instructor faced the student and replied, “Yes.” The student asked,
“Why is there so much emphasis on the American perspective?” Is there something wrong with the
Micronesian perspective?” The instructor was speechless, but then said the following: “There is
nothing wrong with any way of life; this is part of your learning experience as a young Micronesian
student adapting to the times” (personal communication, April, 2004).

The idea of blending Micronesian cultural heritage and modern educational
concepts is crucial at a time when change is rapid. In fact, today, students spend so much
time at school learning about modern concepts that they become less interested in
traditional knowledge and skills. It’s either culture or academics. There is no middle
ground. The instructor has called this “The Split Coconut Theory,” (See Appendix D2 )
to show the gap between culture and academics. The theory suggests that with the
blending of modern educational concepts and the Micronesian cultural heritage, today’s
Micronesian student will maintain his/her identity and at the same time adapt to the
constraints of the modern world. Culturally responsive and academically effective
educators have the enormous responsibility of bridging the gap between traditional
culture and the world of academics, to ensure that students are academically prepared and
culturally sensitive at the same time. As educators, being culturally responsive means we
are aware of the students’ cultural heritages, and incorporate them in the lesson. In fact,
some characteristics of culturally responsive teaching as expressed in Geneva Gay’s book
entitled, Culturally Responsive Teaching are as follows:
a) It acknowledges the legitimacy of the cultural heritages of different ethnic
groups, both as legacies that affect students’ dispositions, attitudes, and
approaches to learning and as worthy content to be taught in the formal
curriculum;
b) It builds bridges of meaningfulness between home and school experiences as
well as between academic abstractions and lived socio-cultural realities;
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c) It uses a wide variety of instructional strategies that are connected to different
learning styles;
d) It teaches students to know and praise their own and each others’ cultural
heritages;
e) It incorporates multicultural information, resources, and materials in all
subjects and skills routinely taught in schools (29).
In other words, when educators are culturally responsive, students do well in their
studies. When they are culturally deprived, students are confused.
Globally, the idea of bridging the gap between culture and academics is not an
issue, because worldwide cultures seem to accept the fact that change is inevitable
(Moran interview). It is believed that there is no gap to deal with other than to accept it.
Furthermore, there is a strong belief that the role of education in the classroom is to
deliver modern educational concepts, while the role of the family is to instill traditional
cultural practices. But today that is not happening. Students are spending more time
learning about modern educational concepts.
At the grassroots level, there are those who believe that an evolving culture must
maintain its identity despite changes. They believe there must be efforts to encourage
people to realize the fact that education begins at the home, and needs to be supported by
the school curriculum. In countries like the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) where
the culture is a vital subject among many and affects the identity of the diverse cultures of
people, the gap between culture and academics is a challenge. In fact, the maintenance of
traditional culture is a concern to the people of Micronesia, specifically Pohnpeians, as
prominent leaders have expressed. Since the inception of modern culture in the islands
during the early 1400’s, the way of life of the people has changed dramatically. In the
past ten years, the arrival of television, cars, modern technology, processed food, and
western ideals, have affected these islands. They have replaced many of the traditional
ways of doing things. For instance, Micronesians today live in societies based on a cash
economy. In other words, people buy food more often than they plant it. In the past,
people did not have to buy anything. They relied on the land, sea, and air for acquiring
food and materials. Today, the younger generation is materialistic, thus avoiding
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traditional responsibilities. With the rapid change, people don’t have time to think about
what is important. What seems to be acceptable is progress; encourage progress and do
less with tradition. But, when a society rejects tradition and demands modernity, then
problems will arise in all areas of concern.
Thus, how did the instructor arrive at the idea of being culturally responsive and
academically effective? Throughout her teaching years, the instructor has grappled with
the challenge of integrating culture and academics. The instructor’s main concern was to
ensure students gain a better understanding about themselves as cultural beings in relation
to western academics in the classroom. Students were learning the English language
through the four skills because English is the language of instruction at the College of
Micronesia, and the official language of the Federated States of Micronesia. They were
taught to speak, write, read, and pay attention through the English language. Most lessons
that were prepared and presented did not include the Micronesian perspective. Students
were expected to read, think, speak, and pay attention to the Western way without any
consideration for how that related to their Micronesian ways. In fact, when they opened a
foreign textbook, they did not read about the Micronesian perspective or values. As a
result, they did not fully comprehend what was being taught in the classroom.
Specifically, they could not really identify with the modern educational concepts. In order
for students of a second language to become fully aware of the “foreign texts,” the
educator must find ways to make them identify with the text and make it more
meaningful. The educator has the responsibility to teach students about the relationship
between their traditional ways and the modern concepts they are learning about in the
classroom. In addition, to learn only about modern educational concepts when they are
not blended with Micronesian cultural heritage leads Micronesian students to become
more westernized. When we, as educators in Micronesia concentrate heavily on
delivering Western concepts, we are encouraging them to become what they are not. A
Micronesian scholar noted that since the educational system is patterned after the
Western world, western education is considered “a powerful cultural force in the
socialization of the young to foreign ways as well as indelible imprints of colonialism
and that U.S. education is a disaster in the making” (Sachuo 32). Apparently what this
means is that although education is a positive tool for change, it is also a weapon to
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destroy what seems to be important to a society. Therefore, as Micronesian educators
within a diverse culture teaching a dominant language curriculum, it is imperative for us
to continue to ask the question, “Am I culturally responsive and academically effective?”
When we ask this question, we recognize the importance of our role as Micronesian
educators in an ever-changing society.
Thus, as educators, if we are called to respond culturally and be academically
effective in our teaching, then we must consider the many different elements in the
culture, both new and old. What follows after we have considered the many elements is a
well-prepared lesson that includes both the western and local perspectives vital to the
growth of young Micronesians making transitions into an unknown future.

Research Data
Purpose of study:
The purpose of this research study stemmed from the instructor’s experiences as a
teacher at the College of Micronesia-FSM, trying to integrate modern educational
concepts with Micronesian cultural heritage. It is of importance to the instructor that the
integration is considered for effective teaching at the college. Micronesian cultural
heritage is a significant part of the daily living of Micronesians that must be constantly
practiced and preserved. This study attempts to answer two key questions relating to the
role of culture, and the integration of culture and academics.

Research questions:
The main research questions for this study were: “What role do you think culture
should play in the classroom?” and “How can we bridge the gap between culture and
academics?” These questions were posed to both traditional leaders and remedial and
advanced level students at the College of Micronesia-FSM.
Method:
Several methods were employed for this study. They included participation
observation through videotaping of Micronesian student debates, oral individual
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interviews with Micronesian freshmen students, reflective writing by Micronesian
students about the role and importance of culture, and taped interviews with respected
traditional leaders of Pohnpei state.
Respondents:
The respondents for this study included a Peace Corp administrator, a Finance
official and the Governor from the state of Pohnpei, who are also prominent traditional
leaders; a local senator, and a local anthropologist. They were interviewed during the
months of September and November of the year 2004. A total of ten questions relating to
the importance and role of culture, including the integration of culture and academics
were asked ( See Appendix B1). They were informed about the interviews through
letters sent to them from the instructor (See Appendix C1 and C2).
In addition, during the months of April through May of the year 2004, a total of
fifty three (out of 90 students) who took the instructor’s Expository Writing I course,
Reading V course, and Study Skills course participated in an end of the semester writing
reflection activity, and an oral interview. Four questions were asked about the definition,
description, role, and changes of culture. During the interview, students responded to four
questions about their learning progress in the Study Skills course. Furthermore, students
who took the instructor’s Expository Writing I course, (a total of 36 students) engaged in
a debate where they were expected to argue for or against the question posed: “Should
Micronesians of today live like their ancestors once lived long ago?” Finally, during the
month of October of the year 2004, the instructor’s Study Skills students (a total of 32
students out of 80) participated in a reflective writing activity. They were expected to
respond to ten questions relating to their birthplace, the kinds of stories told to them by
their parents, their knowledge about culture, and description of themselves as
Micronesians (See Appendix B2). It is important to note that students taking Expository
Writing I level course are considered college level students.
Data Collection
After interviewing, tape-recording, observing, and reading reflective writing
responses, the instructor compiled data from the various methods applied and sorted
through them to find out about the nature of the responses. The instructor separated
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information collected from the traditional leaders and the students; read, analyzed them
and took note of their responses. The compilation of data was made based on several key
questions that interested the instructor. The instructor was interested in finding about how
today’s traditional and government leaders define and perceive culture (See Appendix B1
for questions 1-5). Furthermore, the instructor was interested to know about her students’
awareness of the changes taking place around them, and whether they felt that traditional
values should be integrated in the academic lesson (See Appendix B2 for questions 6-10).
Based on their responses, the instructor synthesized the information.
Data Analysis
The nature of the data collected revealed interesting information to the instructor.
Based on the data collected from the three traditional leaders, senator, and anthropologist,
the instructor learned that although they strongly advocated for the preservation of
culture, they did not offer specific recommendations on how to integrate culture and
academics in the classroom. However, they strongly felt that the integration of culture
and academics must be made. In fact, they encouraged the instructor to consult with them
on an on-going basis, and use them as resources when planning a lesson based on
traditional principles. Their main focus was on the description of the many changes
taking place today, and how they are affecting the people. One theme that emerged over
and over again was the theme of preserving “wahu.” Pronounced as w-o-w, “WAHU” is
the act of respect in Pohnpeian society. They believe that WAHU is an important element
that must be preserved because it is the key to harmony and peace in a society. In fact, the
Governor of the state of Pohnpei noted that, “without WAHU, Pohnpei would not be as
peaceful and friendly as it should be” (David interview). In addition, they acknowledged
the effects of rapid change, and how they are causing people to devalue some important
elements of culture.
Moreover, after listening, reading, viewing and analyzing student responses, the
instructor expected the students to be less responsive to traditional practices. However, it
turned out that the majority of them recognized the changes that are taking place. What
surprised the instructor was that the majority of the 32 student respondents noted the fact
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that today’s younger generation does not practice respect like their predecessors. One
student wrote,
Although young people nowadays are more intellectual than those in the
past, they are ignoring their culture, custom, and adapting to foreign ways.
(student, course evaluation, September2004)
In fact, many of them responded the same way in so many words. Observing the
many changes taking place among the younger generation, the instructor had expected
that students would respond differently. However, many of the students participating in
this research study are conscientious about the changes taking place, and feel that
traditional culture should be a part of the educational curriculum. A student wrote,
The young people today need to know who they are and what they are. They need
to keep in mind that they do have a culture and that they should be proud of it, by
making it alive. Even though following the life of today seems easier in many
ways, they still have to respect their culture. (student, course evaluation, 2004)
Limitations of the study
Sparked by the instructor’s experiences, perceptions and burning questions from
seven years as a college instructor, this study was conducted to determine college
students’ awareness of their own cultural experiences, and also to consult traditional
leaders on Pohnpei about their position on integrating elements of culture in the
classroom. A total of seventy-two (72) students were interviewed, videotaped, or audiotaped. The group of students that were selected may not represent the entire student
population of the Federated States of Micronesia, but they represent the average and
typical FSM student living in today’s modern world, who is aware of the changes taking
place. While five leaders were interviewed on Pohnpei, it is recognized that there are
traditional and government leaders on nearby islands of Chuuk, Yap, and Kosrae who
may have different ideas about the roles of culture and academics (See Appendix A).
However, it is widely recognized that many traditional leaders across the Pacific oceans
share the same responses as those on Pohnpei. Regardless of geographical and political
separation, traditional leaders from the various island entities continue to meet and
discuss ways to keep traditions alive.
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Definition of terms
Culture is defined throughout this paper as “a way of life of a people;” a general
definition that suggests it is an umbrella of many components. The definition the
instructor has settled upon has been defined by traditional leaders. The definition
includes the customs, norms, practices, and beliefs of a people. In addition, the instructor
has taken note of culture as defined by Patrick Moran in his book entitled, Teaching
Culture: Perspectives in Practice. Culture, according to Moran, “is the evolving way of
life of a group of persons, consisting of a shared set of practices associated with a shared
set of products, based upon a shared set of perspectives on the world, set within specific
social contexts” (24). Furthermore, when the instructor uses the term Western, she is
referring to the Anglo perspective. The term gap in this paper means an empty space;
there is no blending of culture and academics. Academics as defined later in this paper
mean scholarly excellence. One who is academically prepared has engaged in formal
instruction through the western form of education. Moreover, the term Micronesia refers
to a regional grouping of small islands scattered in the Pacific Ocean. It includes the
Republic of Palau, Guam, Saipan, the FSM and the Republic of Marshalls. The FSM is a
federation of four island groups: Pohnpei, Chuuk, Yap, and Kosrae. The FSM alone
consists of 600 islands and land area of 702 square kilometers with an estimated
population of 105,500 as of the 1994 census (Recehebei 10). Finally, the term
Micronesian refers to the indigenous roots of the people of these islands. Thus, the
Micronesian perspective or the Micronesian thinking refers to the traditional ways of
these people.
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ABSTRACT
Chaos and Order in the Recluce Saga

L.E. Modesitt’s Recluce novels have marked him as one of the two or three best
science fiction/fantasy writers of the past fifteen years. Modesitt is a meticulous
craftsman, one who carefully and thoroughly researches his topics. In fact, it is this
meticulous attention to detail and principle that really heightens interest in what
constitutes the basis of the Recluce Saga: the opposition of Chaos and Order. And while
the books fulfill readers’ expectations as to the nature of Chaos, i.e., streams of fiery
magma and magicians manipulating nature, they also offer the thoughtful reader a series
of novels that represent a working out of contemporary Chaos Theory. From my
standpoint, the novels integrate the claims of Chaos Theory so well and so thoroughly
that they could well serve as a textbook on how to bring abstract theory into manifest art.
In order to make this clear and demonstrate my contention, I will provide a brief
discussion of Chaos Theory and Complexity, following the work of Gleick, Chaos—
Making a New Science in regard to Chaos Theory and the work of M. Mitchell Waldrop,
Complexity—The Emerging Science at the edge of Order and Chaos. Following this
discussion, I will proceed to the Recluce novels to show how the points involved in the
theory have made their way into Modesitt’s work..
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Chaos and Order in the Recluce Saga
L.E. Modesitt’s Recluce novels have marked him as one of the two or three best
science fiction/fantasy writers of the last 15 years. If one were to add in the very popular
Spell Song Cycle as well as the science fiction/mystery series, then he might well be
judged as the foremost writer of the 1990’s. However that may be, he is a writer of power
and his Recluce novels are an engaging group that offers readers entertainment and
genuine insight on many levels: interesting characters, plausible plot lines, contemporary
social issues dressed up in a medieval setting, and magic that has a plausible basis. On
top of this, Modesitt is a meticulous craftsman, one who carefully and thoroughly
researches his topics. In fact, it is this meticulous attention to detail and principle that
really heightens interest in what constitutes the basis of the Recluce Saga: the opposition
of Chaos and Order. The novels can be grouped under the heading of Chaos or Order,
depending on which point of view is being developed by Modesitt.
In private correspondence to me, Modesitt noted that he incorporated Chaos
Theory and used it as the basis of his Recluce Saga. There are literally multitudes of
quotes in the novels, especially in the manuals on Chaos and Order within the novels, that
eerily reflect Gleick’s book, Chaos—Making a New Science (1987), one of the most
important and popular of the works presenting Chaos Theory and Complexity in the
1980s. While there is no direct evidence to connect this work to the Recluce novels, that
is, Modesitt has said nothing directly, no quotes from the book have been incorporated
into the novels, and no researchers have stepped forward to comment on this, the parallels
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between the Chaos book and the novels are so close, the echoes of the text so clear that
even if Modesitt didn’t know the book, he and Gleick obviously knew the same material
and certainly had similar understandings regarding Chaos and Order. In Particular, four
principles drawn from the work of Gleick, Chaos—Making a New Science in regard to
Chaos Theory and the work of M. Mitchell Waldrop, Complexity—The Emerging Science
at the edge of Order and Chaos are of interest for this discussion:
1) The Butterfly Effect (sensitive dependence on initial conditions): Slight
changes in the starting values of variables do not lead to slight differences in results as
predicted, but to enormous differences
2) Feedback Loops: simple nonlinear equations in discrete time intervals.
3) Scaling and Fractals: self similarity on different scales, that is, events occur on
different hierarchical levels, but the pattern remains the same
4) Self Organization: systems ranging from biology to economics to “inert”
materials are constantly self organizing themselves into Order.
.
The Recluce saga is made up of a total of eleven novels with seven distinct
heroes distributed throughout the eleven. They begin with all of the attention focused on
the Order mages, the island of Recluce, and the young people, both male and female, who
are forced to leave Recluce and journey to Candar in a forced exile. The basic assumption
of these first novels is that Order is good and Chaos is bad, yet the usual opposition of
black and white is reversed, i.e., black is associated with Order and is therefore “good”
while white is associated with Chaos and is “bad.” In the last four novels, the saga ends
with the focus shifted to the white Order, and there is a reversal in the basic assumption
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of “good” and “bad.” The white mages are Chaos wielders and the black mages Order
magicians. In these last four novels, white is good and black is bad. The eleven novels
have a chronology built into them, but the chronology is not the order of publication and
amazingly enough, the publication order represents a fractal. When graphed out, an
amazing fractal pattern emerges and reveals a fascinating sequence. In other words, the
publication order of the novels is in itself a realization of Chaos Theory. Please see the
final two pages of this paper for the order of publication and the fractal diagram.
There are, of course, many other uses of fractals by Modesitt in his novels, in
particular of Order hidden within Chaos. The many levels on which Modesitt writes his
novels is in itself a realization of fractals. Perhaps, the most obvious symbol of the levels
in the novels can be found in the towers that appear in the novels. In the Fall of Angels,
Nylan the engineer builds a multi-storied tower in Westwind where the angels are forced
to make planet fall after being thrown into a totally alien universe and having their space
ship fail. The building of the tower is sheer survival on one level, represents the
hierarchical structure of the angel society on another level with Ryba, the leader, on the
top level and the guards and workers on the lowest level. Interestingly enough, Nylan has
a hard time figuring out a sewer system and they have an extremely hard time getting rid
of the waste. I might note here that in a metaphorical sense, Order, in Chaos Theory,
represents establishment science while Chaos represents the new science. At any rate, the
society of the tower is matriarchal while the society into which the angels have descended
and which surrounds them is patriarchal and represents a complete reversal of the black
society.
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The white mages also have towers. Fairhaven, the home of the white mages that
Justen destroys, is a city with magnificent towers, topped by the tower where the white
mages work and live. Again it is arranged hierarchically, with the top floor reserved for
the High Wizard and the lower levels corresponding to the status of the other white
mages, ranging from apprentice to full mages to higher ranks to the High Wizard. In the
last two novels in the Order of publication, the country involved is Cyador—a white
kingdom. The city has magnificent towers, towers representing the Magi and the Lancers,
with multi levels reflecting internal hierarchy, and the Chaos towers, which generated
untold power and in part ensured the well being of the citizens of Cyador. Again,
interestingly enough, the third faction in the power triad, the merchants, was not
represented by a tower even though they encompassed a hierarchy as complex as either
the magi or the lancers. The merchants most closely represented the interests and
concerns of the ordinary citizenry, but did not represent the power elite. The Emperor of
Cyador had his own palace with its towers which was the most magnificent of all the
towers. The towers found here are symbolic of the intrigues and plots, the patterns within
patterns, that characterize Chaos Theory.
The hero (Lorn) of the last two novels—Magi’i of Cyador and Scion of Cyador—
exemplifies many of the characteristics of Chaos Theory in his rise to the position of
Emperor of Cyador. The reader first finds him as the son of a powerful magi being
trained to take his place among those others of his station who show the ability to handle
Chaos. But while he is the most powerful of the students and far and away the most
brilliant, he is removed from magi training and shipped out to the Lancers to become a
Lancer officer. Lorn has lacked nothing except total dedication to the magi and to Chaos.
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His career then is that of a lancer officer with mage abilities who must hide those abilities
to survive. While Lorn may have an ultimate plan (in fact he does), each step along the
path is a unique-appearing step at the time, and it is only when one looks back on the path
that the patterns emerge. A random act of picking up and keeping a Brystan saber
produces a butterfly effect that ultimately leads to his becoming The Emperor. Each step
from the point that he picks it up leads inevitably to his final ascension as Emperor.
Cerryl, the hero of the other two novels involving a white hero—The White Order
and Colors of Chaos, occupies a unique position among all the heroes of the Recluce
saga. He alone comes from a poor family with no connections; he alone has no formal
education; he alone has no plan but survival from the first. He does begin to plan along
the line, but his plans are short term and don’t include a larger scope: working in a saw
mill and surviving; apprentice to a scrivener and surviving; apprentice mage and
surviving; working in the sewers on sewer duty and surviving; and so forth. Now, when
Cerryl (or the reader) looks back on Cerryl’s career, he can see patterns, he can see where
some little choice he has made has major implications in his life and his career.
Cerryl’s Uncle Sardit, who has raised him most of his life, wants to provide for
him so he arranges for him to learn the sawmill business. Once there, Cerryl works very
hard and very smart, and although he is small, he impresses everyone with how hard he
works and how strong he becomes. Now these things are to be predicted and in
themselves lead to good things. They, however, will not lead to Cerryl’s becoming High
Wizard of all Fairhaven, which he does. There is one thing that Cerryl does, however,
that ultimately leads to his becoming High Wizard. He learns to read! He persuades the
daughter of the sawmill to teach him his letters. And that is the Butterfly Effect that
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produces the staggeringly large effect of becoming High Wizard. Cerryl is forced to leave
the sawmill and becomes apprenticed to a scrivener because he could read. He learns to
write, read maps, copy texts and so forth, which allows him to be accepted into mage
training by the white brotherhood. His experience with texts, maps, and his general
erudition lead him to full mage standing, for he has learned and studied. Ultimately, he
succeeds at every level and becomes High Wizard, a very large result from a very small
decision.
The lives of Cerryl and Lorn and other white heroes are highly based on Chaos
Theory ideas of Feedback Loops responding to current conditions and of the Butterfly
Effect. Once they reach their goals, the patterns of how they achieved them are clear and
demonstrate Order, but the lives they live appear chaotic. Contrast this to the life of the
black hero described over and over as pure Order: Dorrin, the magic engineer. From the
time he was a small child, he wanted to create engines and every step of his life was
linearly directed towards that end. Thus, the differences in Modesitt’s white heroes
(Chaos) and black heroes (Order) again tightly reflect Chaos Theory versus the more
linear, Ordered approach of establishment science.
The idea that Chaos and Order can’t be separated blends with the notion of selforganization, or balance, and these concepts play a large part in Chaos Theory. They also
play a large part in the Recluce novels, both from the black side (Order) and the white
side (Chaos).The ordinary notion that most people have of “Chaos”—extreme destructive
force, a complete lack of organization, clutter, and so forth—is really congruent with
what happens if one removes all bonds of Order from Chaos. Dorrin, the hero of The
Magic Engineer, destroys thousands by his black inventions based on Order. He was
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exiled from Recluce because he wouldn’t cease to work on inventions that concentrated
massive amounts of Order and therefore skewed the Order/Chaos balance. The black
mages on Recluce knew, as did the white mages also, that an increase in one side of the
Chaos/Order equation led inevitably to an increase on the other side. Dorrin, although a
gentle young man and a healer, managed to create explosives mines and rockets, huge
garote-like black wires that were nearly invisible and killed hundreds and hundreds of
people. He created a steamship that ultimately became the backbone of Recluce’s naval
power. Dorrin’s hand held rocket destroyed the most powerful white mage in centuries
and led to a further imbalance in the Chaos/Order equation.
Lerris, the hero of The Magic of Recluce and The Death of Chaos, is even more
destructive than Dorrin when he breaks the balance of Chaos and Order. On a small scale,
he crafted a fine set of chairs for the Prefect. He poured additional Order into the chairs
until they were as nearly perfect as he could get them. They contained no disorder, no
Chaos whatsoever. They were a steady state in the extreme. The Prefect, who was filled
with Chaos and aligned with the White Order, burned himself badly when he attempted
to sit in his new chairs. This led Lerris to leave his home, his friends that he had made in
a new land, his living and his love. As he flees the area, he encounters and kills several
white mages, which he does basically by overpowering their Chaos with Order. He also
causes thousands to dies by separating Chaos and Order so that the Order bonds don’t
hold and an already unstable sulfur spring explodes with devastating effect. But one of
the clearest examples of what happens when you break the balance came when he met
and killed the most powerful white mage in the kingdom. They met in the white mage’s
palace and in the course of a magely fight, Lerris locked the white mage into an Order
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shield which prevented the white mage from accessing any Chaos. Since the Chaos was
the only thing keeping the white mage going, when he was separated from his source of
Chaos he literally just dried up and blew away. There was no balance.
But lest one think that the black mages were the only ones destroying the
Chaos/Order balance, let me refer to the cases of Jeslek—the strongest white mage in
centuries—and Cerryl. Both achieved destruction on massive scales by destroying the
balance between Chaos and Order.
Jeslek became High Wizard following a demonstration of power that the High
Wizard he replaced, one Sterol, could never hope to reproduce or to counter if it were
directed against him. Jeslek decided to create a mountain range to separate the land of
Candar. The reason he decided to do such a feat was to punish an errant kingdom which
had not paid its fair share in taxes or in maintaining the wizard road which all the
outlying kingdoms used. So Jeslek sent his Chaos senses into the earth and broke the
bonds separating the Chaos and Order. He chose an unstable region, one with a
prominent fault line, and when the Order bonds were removed, the result was a new
range of mountains, the Little Westhorns. Later he reduced several resistant towns and
cities to ruble using the same approach as he had with the Little Westhorns. Of course, in
Order to destroy the Order links that released the Chaos, Jeslek had to be able to find the
hidden patterns in the Chaos, i.e., he had to use Order.
Cerryl, who replaced Jeslek when he was killed by the black mage Dorrin, was
much less profligate in his use of power even though he had nearly as much power as
Jeslek. But his ability to see into Chaos and find the patterns, or Order, therein resulted in
the ultimate destruction of over one half of all the Spidlarian lancers that Spidlar
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possessed. In particular, Cerryl loosened the Order bonds holding the Chaos forces
together underlying a hill that the Spidlarian lancers were about to charge up. When the
Spidlarian forces were committed to coming up the hill, Cerryl broke the connection
between Chaos and Order and the hill became a type of Chaos quicksand which
swallowed the whole of the Spidlarian force.
Finally, Justen, considered the most powerful of the gray wizards, learned how to
bind Chaos and Order seamlessly so that a perfect balance between the two could be
achieved. This control of the forces of Chaos and Order allowed him to extend his life
indefinitely. But this understanding and ability to create the relationship of balance also
allowed him to create a device that used solar energy to obliterate the city of Fairhaven in
what amounted to a thermo-nuclear explosion. All that remained of the city and the
thousands of people who lived there was a glassy plain. The druids of Naclos bound him
to another druid, Dayala, because they viewed him as an instrument of change and they
couldn’t allow him to remain unfettered (that is, uncontrolled). The fact that she was the
love of his life, of course, didn’t change the Order binding.
There are any number of investigations that an understanding, even an elementary
one, of Chaos Theory and Complexity opens up with regard to Modesitt’s work.
Individual novels lend themselves perfectly to such an investigation. In this regard, I
view this paper as merely a first step in investigating Chaos Theory in the Modesitt
works. I believe wholeheartedly that thorough investigations of specific works will
highlight the very real insights into the nature of Chaos and human nature that Modesitt
has made.
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Order within Chaos: The Publication Order of Modesitt’s Recluce Saga
Modesitt’s Recluce saga consists of 11 novels featuring 7 different heroes.
There is a chronology precisely spelled out in the novels covering centuries
of time. Yet the novels are not published in chronological order; the order
appears chaotic.
To more easily understand the content of each book, I will refer to them by
the main hero rather than the title. Four of the heroes have 2 books each
which are direct continuations in terms of time frame. Here are the 11
novels, the main hero, and the publication dates.
1991: Lerris 1 – The Magic of Recluce
1992: Creslin – The Towers of Sunset
1994: Dorrin – The Magic Engineer
1995: Justen – The Order War
1995: Lerris 2 – The Death of Chaos
1996: Nylan 1 – Fall of Angels
1997: Nylan 2 – The Chaos Balance
1998: Cerryl 1 – The White Order
1999: Cerryl 2 – Colors of Chaos
2000: Lorn 1 – Magi’i of Cyador
2000: Lorn 2 – Scion of Cyador
The 11 novels group themselves into 5 distinct time periods. With #1 as the
earliest chronological time period, they group as follows:
1a&b. Lorn 1&2
2a&b. Nylan 1&2
3.
Creslin
4ab&c. Dorrin and Cerryl 1&2
5ab&c. Justen and Lerris 1&2
The apparent published order in terms of time periods is
5b,3,4a,5a,5c,2a,2b,4b,4c,1a,1b. It appears random, chaotic. But if you read
the saga in the published order, you have the sense you are being taken back
and forth and deeper and deeper and that there is a hidden structure. And
indeed if you plot the publication order as shown on the next page, you get
not chaos but beautiful order: the lightning strike so beloved of the mystics.
Even in the publication order of these books was a significant order hidden
within apparent chaos. Did Modesitt do this consciously?
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Time Periods Æ

1

2

3

4

Order of Publication |

5
Lerris 1

Creslin
Dorrin
Justen
Lerris 2
Nylan 1&2
Cerryl 1&2
Lorn 1&2
which graphs out as a lightning strike:
1

2

3

4

5

Note that this beautiful pattern is not only an example of order hidden within
apparent chaos but of fractals as we go deeper and deeper back into the saga.
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Beyond Anecdotal Evidence and Language Prejudice:
Addressing the Needs of NNES Faculty’s Oral English Proficiency
by
Dr. Marnie Jo Petray, Assistant Professor of Linguistics in English and
Director, TESL Certificate Program
Department of English, Cal Poly State University
mpetray@calpoly.edu
Abstract
Research universities across the US and Canada who readily employ International Teaching
Assistants (ITAs) as classroom and laboratory teachers are well-versed in the tradition of
providing oral English proficiency training for non-native English speakers (NNES). Such
training programs offer NNES graduate instructors a means of improving their communicability,
thus, arguably, increasing their teaching effectiveness and enhancing the learning experiences of
their students. However, such programs designed for faculty and lecturers are rare, the few cases
being merely a tangent of an existing program geared towards ITAs. Indeed, within this
tradition, the oral English proficiency needs of career university instructors such as tenure-track
and tenured faculty and full and part-time lecturers have been largely ignored. At a mediumsized, state university in the US, past anecdotal evidence has indicated that some NNES faculty,
lecturers, and other university instructors experience difficulty in spoken English. To better
understand the scope and nature of the problem, as well as its potential solutions, I began to
investigate the issue further in the fall of 2005. First, an attitudinal survey of Department Chairs
and Heads’ perceptions as to the extent of this perceived problem was developed and
disseminated. Second, a pilot voluntary support program was designed to address the oral
English proficiency needs of all NNES university instructors. My paper explains the initial
program development and ideas, briefly describes the survey’s design and the results, and
summarizes the ongoing pilot program and planned future enhancements that have resulted from
this research.

Introduction
The Cal Poly Oral English Proficiency Program (OEPP) is a proposed voluntary support
program for improving the spoken English proficiency of pre- and in-service instructors whose
first language is not English. The OEPP curriculum consists of three instructional components:
the Classroom Workshop Component, Individualized Speech Tutorials, and Self-Instruction
through Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL). The sections below detail the context
and audience of this project and provide an overview of the proposed three-part curriculum.

Early Project Development
In the November 2005, Dr. Marnie Jo Petray, Director of the TESL Certificate Program and Dr.
Joe Grimes, Director of the Center for Teaching and Learning met to discuss the potential for a
program that addressed the needs of nonnative English speaking (NNES) instructors on campus.
Past anecdotal evidence from Cal Poly students, peer instructors, and administrators pointed to
the need for further research to define the scope and nature of the issue and identify possible
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ways to address the perceived problem. Over the course of nine subsequent meetings during the
winter and spring 2006 quarters, Drs. Petray and Grimes accomplished several goals, including:
1. widening the scope of the program’s intended audience to include all instructional
employees, namely, tenured and tenure track faculty, full and part time lecturers, teaching
associates, and graduate assistants;
2. narrowing the scope of instruction to oral English proficiency for the initial program,
while acknowledging that written proficiency should remain a possible focus for a later
stage;
3. developing and distributing a survey for Cal Poly Department Heads and Chairs to seek
feedback about their perceptions of the issue (see Appendix A);
4. developing and distributing a cover memo that accompanied the survey, to explain the
context and purpose of the project, explain terminology used in the survey, and forward a
statement of support for the university nondiscrimination policies as they reflect issues of
first and second languages (see Appendix B); and
5. conducting online research into oral English proficiency programs at other U.S. and
Canadian universities, including North Carolina State University, Purdue University,
Stephen F. Austin University, UC-Berkeley, UC-Irvine, UC-Riverside, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, University of Minnesota, University of WisconsinMilwaukee, and Western Illinois University.
The Survey
Survey Design
A survey was developed and distributed to campus department Heads and Chairs. The survey
was an eleven-item questionnaire of respondents’ perceptions of the issue being investigated.
Three of the eleven questions were fill-in the blank and open-ended, and eight were closed-ended
with possible responses being either Yes/No or a Likert scale of Strongly Agree/Agree/Not
Sure/Disagree/Strongly Disagree. A memo was photocopied as side one of the survey and
served to explain the context of the project, the purpose of the survey, an anti-discrimination
statement, and relevant terminology as it was used in the survey. Respondents were given an
incentive to participate by explaining that the survey would take only a few minutes to complete.
Contact information was provided for future reference in the event that respondents were
interested in obtaining the research results.
Survey Results
A statistically significant response rate of 48% from 23/48 of the surveys distributed to
Department Head/Chair respondents was realized. Results show that the need for a voluntary
program for NNES instructors who experience difficulty in spoken English is evident.
Specifically, respondents indicated that, of the 11 tenured or tenure-track NNES instructors who,
in their opinion, experience difficulty in spoken English (question 3), over 50% of this number
have difficulty that is defined as “significant” (question 5). Moreover, of this same number, the
issue of difficulty in oral English proficiency at least half the time results in students dropping or
having to retake courses (question 6) and loss of NNES instructor productivity (question 7). This
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survey represents the start to a fuller picture of the issues faced by NNES instructors. Given this
initial understanding the scope and nature of the program from the perspective of administrators
who see the problem from their unique top-down perspective, more institutional research is
planned for future quarters, specifically a survey of randomly selected Cal Poly students to
explore their attitudes on the issue. What follows next is a description of the intended audience
for the OEPP and an explanation of what the program entails instructionally.
OEPP Audience and Curriculum
Audience
As explained above, the Cal Poly NNES instructors who may participate in the program include
tenured and tenure track faculty, part and full time lecturers, teaching associates, and graduate
assistants. Instructors may choose to participate in the OEPP through self-identification, or in
response to a recommendation from their department or academic college. Participation in the
OEPP is to be strictly voluntary, for the purposes of improving oral communication for teaching
effectiveness. Participants should not and cannot be forced to participate if unwilling. This
voluntary program is designed to be purely a resource to aid willing instructors in professional
development and excellence in teaching, not a direct or indirect violation of the CFA Collective
Bargaining Agreement or any other university personnel regulations and procedures.
The Curriculum
The Pilot OEPP running presently consists of workshop sessions and individualized feedback
conferences. Pending adequate funding, the complete OEPP curriculum will consist of three
instructional components: the Classroom Workshop Component, Individualized Speech
Tutorials, and Self-Instruction through Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL). The
sections below detail an overview of this curriculum:
Classroom Workshop
• Class Schedule: For the Classroom Workshop component, a series of weekly 90-minute
class meetings will be held. As a smaller class size is optimal for achieving the class’s
learning outcomes, a given workshop should not exceed 10 participants. Thus, if more
than 10 instructors were interested in participating, more than one section of the
workshop should be offered simultaneously. Workshop sessions would run
consecutively for 6 weeks, typically from week 3 through week 8 of a 10-week quarter.
Weekly sessions lasting 90 minutes would allow for adequate instruction time, while not
overburdening participants’ already busy professional lives. Likewise, scheduling
workshop meetings to begin after week 2 and to end before week 10 would allow for
participants to attend more readily to their other employment and campus responsibilities.
•

Role of the Workshop Instructor: The role of the workshop instructor is primarily one
of facilitator and organizer, as well as resource person when appropriate. The workshop
instructor acts collaboratively as peer mentor to participants, recognizing the individual
and unique teaching experiences they already have accumulated, as well as their
discipline-specific instructional needs and traditions. The workshop instructor is active in
engaging participants in ongoing discussions about appropriate and effective teaching
practices from a cross-disciplinary and interdisciplinary perspective, helping them
discover new techniques and strategies, as well as helping them communicate their
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successes and challenges to their class colleagues. The workshop instructor is also
responsible for communicating with the language tutor about the progress and problems
that participants are experiencing during their teaching simulations. In addition, the
workshop instructor provides individualized feedback to participants about their oral
English proficiency based on taped teaching simulations and feedback from the tutor.
•

Role of the Workshop Participants: The role of the program participants is primarily
one of active peer mentor/mentee, depending on the level of teaching experience and
needs of a given individual. Thus, taking into account that a single group of participants
could vary from beginning graduate assistants with no experience to tenured faculty with
years of teaching, more experienced instructors are expected to mentor lesserexperienced class colleagues, while still remaining open to learning new ideas and
strategies. Participants are also responsible for peer feedback of their colleagues’
teaching simulations, acting as both audience member during teaching simulations and
peer evaluator of those performances. Participants are expected to receive professionally
and act upon the constructive feedback provided by the workshop instructor, language
tutor, and class colleagues. These respective roles make clear that the workshop
instructor is not the expert and the participants are not the pupils; rather, the atmosphere
is one of collaborative support. Everyone is to be active in sharing their unique and
valuable experiences and learning from those of others.

•

Content of Workshop Sessions: In class sessions, we will focus on two content areas:
1) covering core pedagogy and instructional issues pertinent to the participants’ needs
and teaching challenges, and 2) simulating teaching performances to an audience of peers
who would take on the role of educated but non-expert students. Examples of
fundamental pedagogy and instructional issues would include, but are not limited to, the
culture of American universities, differences in American university students versus
those in other cultures, student learning styles and personality types, effective lecturing
techniques, use of instructional technology, designing exams and assignments, facilitating
small and large group work, and facilitating small and large class discussions. As
discussed above, the learning dynamic in the workshop would be one of collaboration
and cross-disciplinary and cross-experience level sharing of ideas, issues, techniques, and
challenges.

•

Simulated Teaching Performances: The workshop participants' teaching performances
will simulate authentic classroom instruction within a given time-constraint. Participants
will be digitally taped for purposes of performance review and critique. Feedback for the
teaching performances will come from both class peers and workshop instructor. Ideally,
in the full OEPP timeframe, we would have a succession of two teaching performances
per individual, and they would vary in length of time and type. The first series of
individually conducted 10-minute lessons would be presented first, followed by a series
of 20-minute lessons, with shorter lessons being more lecture-oriented and longer lessons
being more discussion-oriented. In a given single class session on teaching performance
days, then, we would average five 10-minute teaching presentations, or four 20-minute
presentations, with brief periods of time for set up in between performances and
discussion afterwards.
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Flow of Class Sessions: The flow of weekly workshop sessions, identified by the
academic quarter week, would run as follows:
Week 3:

•Teaching at an American University: Issues and Challenges
•Set schedule for teaching simulations

Week 4:

•1st Set of 10-minute Teaching Simulations (10 x 5 = 50 minutes)
•Set up and transition time btw performances (10 minutes)
•Discussion (30 minutes)

Week 5:

•2nd Set of 10-minute Teaching Simulations (10 x 5 = 50 minutes)
•Set up and transition time btw performances (10 minutes)
•Discussion (30 minutes)

Week 6:

•1st Set of 20-minute Teaching Simulations (20 x 4 = 80 minutes)
•Set up and transition time btw performances (10 minutes)

Week 7:

•2nd Set of 20-minute Teaching Simulations (20 x 4 = 80 minutes)
•Set up and transition time btw performances (10 minutes)

Week 8:

•3rd Set of 20-minute Teaching Simulations (20 x 2 = 40 minutes)
•Set up and transition time btw performances (10 minutes)
•Discussion (40 minutes)

Overall, class sessions will follow a pattern of introducing/reviewing content issues,
carrying out teaching performances, and facilitating group discussion about issues as they
relate back to the teaching simulations. Workshop discussions about pedagogy and
teaching practices would frame the simulated teaching performances, and the direction of
the discussion that follows the teaching simulations would necessarily vary, responding
to the issues that arise from those specific experiences. In this way, the workshop
learning dynamic is both organic and reciprocal.
•

Learning Outcomes: The learning outcomes of the Classroom Workshop would be
fourfold:
1. to introduce and/or review pedagogical issues relevant to participants’ respective
instructional positions;
2. to heighten and deepen already acquired knowledge about teaching through
discussions about cross-disciplinary differences and similarities;
3. to practice teaching to an audience of peers in a supportive environment; and
4. to reinforce improvement in oral English proficiency achieved in tutorials and CALL
by providing an opportunity to speak English in an authentic instructional setting.

Individual Accent Reduction Tutorials
• Tutorial Schedule: For the Individual Speech Tutorial component, a series of weekly
60-minute sessions is proposed for each participant. An hour of individualized feedback
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based on participants’ unique first language backgrounds and proficiency levels is an
optimal approach to addressing their language difficulties. Depending on participants’
and tutors’ schedules, bi-weekly 30-minute sessions would work equally well.
•

Role of the Language Tutor: The role of the language tutor would be as the main
source of feedback for accent reduction and oral English proficiency improvement.
Tutors would ideally be educated in a field such as audiology, speech pathology, or ESL
accent reduction, areas where speech modification is a key dimension of professional
training. Tutors would regularly meet with participants to identify and work on oral
English proficiency problems that are encountered during casual conversation, guided
language prompts, workshop discussions, and teaching simulations. Tutors would give
participants’ specific feedback on what areas to focus on in the CALL self-instruction.
Tutors would also communicate with workshop instructors to keep track of participants’
progress and difficulties in English during classroom activities.

•

Role of the Participants in Tutorials: The role of the program participants in the
tutorials would be to attend the regularly scheduled language tutorials, and to receive
professionally and act upon the constructive feedback of the tutor.

•

Content and Flow of Tutorial Sessions: In language tutorials, the content and flow of
sessions would vary based on participants’ individual needs and proficiency levels. In
general, participants would receive feedback and individualized instruction in English
vowel and consonant articulation, rapid speech pronunciation, vocabulary, word order,
semantic and pragmatic distinctions, and other grammatical dimensions of speech and
conversation.
Learning Outcomes: The learning outcomes of the Tutorials would be twofold:

•

1. to improve participants’ oral English proficiency based on individualized instruction
and speech therapy, and
2. to provide reinforcement for English language learning achieved in the classroom
workshop and CALL components.
Self-Instruction through CALL
• CALL Schedule: For the CALL component, participants will engage in weekly selfinstruction through the computer programs purchased by the OEPP. Ideally, participants
would be issued verified copies of the computer programs for their university or home
workstations for the duration of their involvement in the program or until they no longer
needed it, whichever occurred first. Such a practice is already common in academic
colleges, where word-processing, spreadsheet, and presentation programs are provided to
faculty for their workstations. This method of distribution would allow convenient and
private access to this instruction, hopefully providing an incentive for increasing
frequency of use. If issuing individual copies of the program were not possible due to
budgetary or other reasons, a language lab could be set up at a convenient location on
campus for this purpose, for example in the Center for Teaching and Learning, the
Writing Center, or in the participants’ respective home departments. The weekly hours
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for such a lab would need to be established according to when participants could attend,
as well as staffing issues.
•

Role of the Language Tutor and Workshop Instructor in CALL: The role of the
language tutor and workshop instructor in CALL would be as resources. Based on
progress and difficulties in language tutorials, teaching simulations, and class
discussions, the tutor and workshop instructor would provide feedback to participants on
how much time weekly to devote to CALL, and what areas to focus on.

•

Role of the Participants in CALL: The role of the program participants in their CALL
self-instruction would be to follow the advice of tutors and workshop instructors in
working on problem areas. The amount of time that an individual participant would be
expected to devote to CALL would depend on factors such as proficiency level, rate of
improvement through language tutorials and workshop teaching simulations, and learning
style. On average, participants would most likely spend an equivalent amount in CALL
as in their weekly tutorial.

•

Content and Flow of CALL Sessions: The content and flow of CALL self-instruction
sessions would be dictated by the program itself and the extent to which the program was
used. As CALL can encompass a vast majority of language learning focuses, the OEPP
would purchase computer programs that fit the needs of the participants, in particular,
pronunciation in North American English.

•

Learning Outcomes: The learning outcomes of CALL would be twofold:
1. to improve participants’ oral English proficiency based on self-instruction in a nonthreatening environment, and
2. to provide reinforcement for English language learning achieved in the classroom
workshop and language tutorial components.

Benefits of the OEPP
The Participants and Their Students
The OEPP will benefit the NNES instructors who chose to participate as a direct means of
addressing the language difficulty they experience. Because of the organic and collaborative
nature of the program, participants have an opportunity to craft their own learning experience
and agenda in terms of which types of teaching to work on during teaching simulations, as well
as the subjects and issues selected for group discussions. The rate of improvement that each
participant can realize depends on factors such as the degree of second language fossilization
present as they begin the program, the extent to which they can commit to a weekly series of
meetings for an entire academic year, and personality and learning types such as
introvert/extrovert, ambiguity tolerant/intolerant, left brain/right brain, field
dependence/independence. However, even learners with the most psychological and emotional
obstacles to overcome stand to experience improvement given the small class size and low
affective filter in the classroom workshops, the attention to individualized needs in the instructor-
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participant conferences and accent reduction tutorials, and the significant return on their time
investment of improved teaching effectiveness and communicability. The students who populate
these instructors’ courses stand to benefit from their teachers becoming more proficient in
English as well, not only in terms of the way that language plays a role in teaching effectiveness,
but also in the acculturation process of learning a second culture while learning its language.
The Department of English and College of Liberal Arts
The OEPP is a natural fit for the language teaching and learning orientation of the portion of the
English Department occupied by the TESL Certificate Program. As an already existing program
dedicated to the training of teachers to learners of English as a second language, it seems fitting
that another dimension of that academic charge would be to provide training to teachers who
speak English as a second language themselves. The College of Liberal Arts shares in the
academic and educational missions of its departments, so the niche that the OEPP fills in the
local realm of the department is equally true of the niche at the college level.
Conclusion
The Pilot OEPP currently running will start participants down the road to oral English
proficiency improvement, but an entire year of such work puts them in an optimum position for
making the type of progress they desire. Language learning for adults is a complex process that
rarely succeeds without the right external and internal motivating factors. Given that the
participants arrive voluntarily at the workshop door with the right internal motivation, the
university would do well to meet them the other half of the way by providing the opportunity to
realize their intended improvement.
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To:
From:
Subject:
Date:
Copies:

Cal Poly State University Department Chairs and Heads
Dr. Marnie Jo Petray, Assistant Professor of Linguistics in English and Dr. Joe Grimes,
Director of the Center for Teaching and Learning
Survey of Perceptions of NNES Instructors’ Oral English Proficiency
May 10, 2006
R. Detweiler, M.Seuss, D.Wehner, R.T. Jones, D. Christy, B. Konopak, M. Noori, L.
Halisky, P. Bailey, H.Davis

Context of the Project
In the past, anecdotal evidence from Cal Poly students has indicated that some non-native Englishspeaking (NNES) faculty, lecturers, and graduate assistants experience difficulty in spoken English. As
we investigate this issue, your perceptions as to the extent of this perceived problem will assist us in
determining whether to design a program to address the oral English proficiency needs of instructors.
The intended outcome of such a program would be improvement of instructors’ teaching effectiveness,
and thus, the learning experiences of Cal Poly students.
Purpose of the Survey
The attached survey is designed to gather information regarding your perceptions of the language
difficulties experienced by some of the NNES faculty, lecturers, and graduate assistants in your
department.
Statement of Opposition to Discrimination
Cal Poly strictly forbids discrimination of any person based on race, color, ancestry, religion, national
origin, sex, sexual preference, marital status, pregnancy, age, mental or physical handicap, medical
condition, disabled veteran or veteran’s status. Given that an individual’s first language can be an
associated dimension of many of these factors, we duly acknowledge and fully support the university
policy that opposes such discriminatory practices.
Terminology
The terminology used in the survey is explained below for your convenience:
•

NNES instructors: refers to all instructional personnel who are non-native English speakers,
including tenured and tenure track faculty, full and part time lecturers, teaching associates, and
graduate assistants.

•

Oral English proficiency: refers to the ability to communicate in spoken English well enough to
be understood by others.

•

Program participation: refers to participation in a program designed to improve the oral
proficiency and teaching effectiveness of the NNES instructors in your department.

This survey should take only a few minutes to complete. The information we collect will remain
anonymous. If you would like to be informed of our survey results or know more about this project,
please contact Dr. Marnie Petray in the English Department at (805) 756-2143 or mpetray@calpoly.edu.
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See Excel Document
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Survey of Cal Poly Department Chair/Head Perceptions of NNES Instructors' Oral English Proficiency
Directions: Please respond by indicating the appropriate response for you. Return using the attached, self-addressed campus
envelope.

1. The name of my department is (optional):

2. The approximate total number of Nonnative English-speaking (NNES) instructors in my department

3

At least one NNES instructor in my department experiences difficulty with
oral English proficiency.

q

q

4

The NNES instructor(s) in my department who experience(s) difficulty
with oral English proficiency includes tenured and/or tenure-track faculty.

q

q

productivity, for example, by negatively affecting class preparation time,
making lectures or instructional activities less effective, and/or having to
repeatedly re-explain concepts to students.

ree

Stro
n gl y

7. In my department this issue contributes to NNES instructor loss of

Disa
g

students dropping courses, and/or having to retake courses.

Not
Sure

6. In my department this issue contributes to student difficulties, such as

Agre
e

NNES instructor in my department experiences is significant.

Stro
ngly
5. The degree of difficulty with oral English proficiency that at least one

Disa

Agre
e

gree

N

o

Y

es

If you currently have no NNES instructors in your department, please skip to #8 and respond hypothetically, if you
had NNES instructors in your department in the future.

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

8.

I would support the program participation of NNES instructors in my
department by recognizing successful completion of the program in
performance evaluations

q

q

q

q

q

9.

I would support the program participation of NNES instructors in my
department by requesting that the dean provide a stipend for successful
completion of program.

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

q

10. I would support the program participation of NNES instructors in my

department by providing assigned time.

11. Please share any additional thoughts, ideas, or concerns about this issue, or related ones, below
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Six Dimensions: Art, Motion, Culture
Prepared by: Dr. Caroline (Kay) Picart, Associate Professor of English, Courtesy
Associate Professor of Law,
Florida State University,
Cell Phone (preferred number): 850 559 1636
kpicart@english.fsu.edu, http://english3.fsu.edu/~kpicart,
http://www.kinaestheticssportasart.com/
Address: English Department, 405 Williams Building, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, FL 32306
Fax: 850 644 0811
What:

The conceptual and artistic frame for a performance-exhibition and a visual art show
involves a collaboration principally between myself (a philosopher-critic-dancer-artist),
and Aurora Torres-Hansen, the director of the TCC Dance Company. The projected
1.5 or 2 hour performance-exhibition aims to bring together different forms of dance
(theatrical or cabaret, tango, salsa, chacha, ballet, hip hop, modern dance, African dance
and Philippine dances))—all of which concern how the body is portrayed in different
dance styles, across different cultural dreamscapes. Dance embodies the deepest hopes
and fears of each culture; its passions; its imagined realities and its lived experiences.
The format of the performance itself moves across not only a kaleidoscope of difference
dance styles, but also from projecting painting depicting poses on to a wall or silk screen
attached to the ceiling. The dancers are positioned within the projected frame, or behind
the silk screen, and move into life as the screen lifts, or the lights change, if such a set-up
is possible to do. If not, the dancers could simply perform live. The concept is called
“Six Dimensions: Art, Motion, Culture” because the idea moves from a two dimensional
representation of dance, into embodied motion (three dimensions) and hints at the final
dimension: the collective dimension of culture.
Bios:
Caroline Joan (Kay) Picart’s work has been sold, exhibited, and featured at various
galleries and events in the Philippines, South Korea, England, and various parts of the
U.S.; several of her pieces are owned by UNICEF. She was the first Filipino woman
painter to have an exhibit in Seoul, South Korea in September, 1992, and established the
International Artists and Poets Society when she was in Seoul from 1992-1993. An
article by Son Key Young published in the Korea Times described her work in the
following way:
“Her study of biology during her undergraduate days gave her a surgeon’s
precision allowing her to unearth social illness as well as to depict nature’s awesomeness.
. . Her pen and ink paintings . . . capture subtle moments of the powerful kick of a
ballerina and the glamour of a group dance, which are remnants of her two decades of
ballet practice, another surprise in her career. She seems to have developed a unique
mastery in stippling technique or pointillism, extensively used by neo-impressionist
painters like Georges Seurat . . .
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By using three or four layers in her pastels, her fingers created a unique harmony
of blue and green, two colors which are extensively employed in her pastels. Serenity and
mobility co-exist in her pastel paintings as rough sea waves hit seaside rocks. . . ”
The Philippine Embassy at Seoul issued the following endorsement of her work:
“ . . . Ms. Picart’s pieces are experiments in the exploitation of light and shadow
as well as form and texture. Her attention to fine detail reveals her earlier scientific
background as a biologist and pre-medical student, with its heavy stress on precision and
accuracy. On the other hand, her sensitivity to the creation of concept, mood, atmosphere
and emotion are reflective of her former studies in the humanities, as well as her
background as a philosopher. . . The Embassy is indeed happy to see Ms. Picart’s works
duly appreciated for their artistic value and reflection of the many talents of the Filipino
woman.”
Currently, Kay is working on integrating her visual art with her interests in
ballroom dance and in autoethnographic and creative writing. She has produced five
video shorts, all through grants from the Institute of Race & Ethnicity, University of
Wisconsin; the Pennsylvania State University; St. Lawrence University; Florida State
University, and Swarthmore College. Her work has been featured in Qualitative Inquiry
(2002), a prestigious journal in Sociology and Psychology; an innovative and
groundbreaking book co-edited by Carolyn Ellis and Arthur Bochner, Ethnographically
Speaking: Autoethnography, Literature, Aesthetics (Rowman and Littlefield, 2002). An
annual TV program she directs and scripts, via the sponsorship of FSU’s Global
Gatherings, through the help of Mafe Brooks, has been ongoing since 2001, and was
taped at a live show on April 8, 2005, at Florida State University’s International Student
Center. Kay constantly performs for various local fundraising benefits, such as the recent
AIDS benefit sponsored by MAC, and numerous U.S. Amateur Ballroom Dancing
Association events; her most recent performance, in collaboration with the Big Bend
Filipino American Association and the Tallahassee Community College Dance Company
occurred on May 14th, 2005 at FSU Moore Auditorium and was very warmly received.
Kay is building her own company, KINAESTHETICS: whose URL is:
http://www.kinaestheticssportasart.com/index.htm. Kay has consistently ranked second
in pro am cabaret dancing nationally and in the US Worlds, starting in 2005. Currently,
she is working on getting a radio program, Ballroom with a Twist, streamed over the
internet, in collaboration with Radio Filipino in Boca Raton.
The main collaborator for the dance performances is Aurora Torres-Hansen,
who is the Managing and Artistic Director of the Tallahassee Community College Dance
Company, is a native of the Philippines. She began her dance training with the world
renowned Bayanihan Dance Company. She studied in the Philippines under Greta
Monserrat Aguilar, Joji Feliz Velarde and in Stuttgart with Dame Lucy Gray. At the age
of 16, she received the Youth for Understanding Scholar Award as an exchange student
in Wall Lake, Iowa. Aurora continued her studies at Iowa State University’s Orchesis I
and II and toured with the Iowa State University Dance Touring Company. Upon
graduating, she moved to Ulm, West Germany with her husband Gordon and continued
her studies with the Ulm Opera Ballet Company and the Royal Ballet School. She
received the highest honors for testing with the Teachers International Dance Association
in London.Upon returning to the United States, she developed the movement education
curriculum for Florida Southern College’s Enrichment Program where she taught for 12
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years. She has also taught at Polk Community College, the recreation departments for
Lakeland and Winter Haven, the Highland School of Dance and developed the geriatric
movement exercises for the School Board of Polk County. She was the director of
Dancers’ Theatre based at Polk Community College for 11 years.
In 1990, she moved to Tallahassee, and has been active in many civic and
community activities. Aurora is also the choreographer of INDAK PILIPINO, a folkloric
dance company based at FSU through the Filipino Student Association. She currently
sits on the boards of the Sickle Cell Foundation, Asian Coalition of Tallahassee, Big
Bend Filipino American Association, and the Cultural Resources Commission. She is the
center supervisor at Lawrence Gregory Community Center at Dade Street, and the
movement specialist for the Trousdell Gymnastics Center ballet and jazz classes.
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Of Spiritual and Bodily Health and Dis-Ease: the Marcoses and the People’s Power Revolution
Prepared by: Dr. Caroline (Kay) Picart, Associate Professor of English, Courtesy Associate
Professor of Law,
Florida State University,
Cell Phone (preferred number): 850 559 1636
kpicart@english.fsu.edu, http://english3.fsu.edu/~kpicart,
http://www.kinaestheticssportasart.com/
Address: English Department, 405 Williams Building, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
32306
Fax: 850 644 0811
Abstract: This paper moves across autoethnographic and historical perspectives in recounting
the events of the 1986 Philippine “February Revolution” that eventually led to the expulsion of
the Marcoses from the Philippines. The author is a Filipino woman who grew up during the
Marcos regime, and was shaped within the context of the “normality” of Martial Law and
compulsory military training. She traces a complex story in which the “health” of the nation was
rhetorically bound up with the perceived health of President and Mrs. Marcos; when Marcos was
young and virile, and she, a virtual goddess and much-publicized beauty queen, the future of the
Philippines seemed to rest upon the rebirth of a “Philippine Camelot” via their strategic alliance.
Later, when Marcos’ struggles with lupus and Imelda’s attempts to control her increasingly
excessive appetite for luxury and glamour, and her increasingly corpulent body, became part of
public discourse, they became reconfigured as “demons” whose leadership simply plagued the
Philippine body politic—aptly embodied in the exorcism of their evil influence through the nuns’
conquest of tanks under original orders from the Marcoses simply to kill any resisters.
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“The sniper planes are coming!”
Word rippled through the lines of people sitting in an almost festive atmosphere around
one of the minor human cordons leading to Camp Crame, where Juan Ponce Enrile and General
Fidel Ramos and their rebel forces were camped. Earlier, people had been sitting in lines,
sharing rice and pork wrapped in plastic distributed by the nuns; listening casually to the radio;
occasionally joking about the heat and the dust. For a minute, we all froze, locked in hesitation.
We had been prepared for almost everything but that. Buckets of water and slices of
calamansi (a local citrus fruit whose acidity helped neutralize the potency of tear gas) had been
distributed earlier in case tear gas would be used; we remembered all too well, from either stories
(as many of those in the crowd were not veteran activists) or practical experience, accounts of
how these filmy jagged claws scratched one’s eyes, nose and throat. A tank could be impeded,
even if momentarily, by the sheer volume of human numbers, and we were determined to hold
our positions for as long as we could, while being hopeful we would not have to die. But there
were at most a hundred of us there, and that would not deter a plane determined to strafe the
ground.
My father, who had agreed to my joining the human cordon only if he came along to
supervise, did not hesitate long. Without a word, he grabbed my arm and pulled me away from
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the open road towards some trees as the crowd began to take cover; we ran, ducking and
weaving. . .
Later on, I, along with several student leaders, had to go into hiding as there were rumors
that there was a crackdown on student leaders. My parents watched silently as I rapidly
crammed a few essentials into a suitcase, kissed them quickly and hurried off; my younger sister,
a friend to the niece of Arturo Tolentino, Marcos’ chosen running mate in the 1986 snap
elections (and the owner of the apartment complex in which my family still lives), said nothing.
We had said all we had to say to each other earlier, when I had come home sweaty, dusty
and exhausted from the street rallies. My brother, determined that the revolution would not get
in the way of his graduating and getting a good job, also said nothing. The interminably long
hours of waiting, listening to the crackling of June Keithley’s high pitched voice over Radio
Bandido announcing the latest developments, finally galvanized us into action. We emerged
from hiding to find the evening sky lit by a bonfire of burning tires.
The popular iconology of the People’s Power Revolution is well known: nuns versus
tanks; flowers and rosaries versus 50-caliber machine guns and M-16s; nuns, housewives, school
kids, ordinary people, hard-core activists trembling even as they stayed in the path of the
armored personnel vehicles, while seemingly impassive soldiers armed to the hilt repeatedly
attempted to restart their engines, alternating between pleas and threats. Then after an agonizing
series of repeated starts and stops, the armored personnel carriers turn tail and leave as the people
hail them as heroes, showering them with flowers. The image is a powerful one, and even more
so because it has a simple storyline: Good versus Evil; a moral imperative coming from God
versus a military directive coming from a tyrannical dictator; David slaying Goliath.
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On February 22, 1986, then-Defense Minister Enrile and then-Deputy Chief of Staff
Ramos made a shocking public pronouncement regarding their breakaway from the twenty-year
dictatorship of President Marcos. Enrile had been a loyal administrator during the most
oppressive years of the martial-law regime, and a rival to Imelda Marcos’ thinly veiled
Presidential ambitions; Ramos was a Marcos relative generally regarded as too rigid and
straightlaced to support a coup attempt. But the unlikely alliance had openly and soberly
announced their rebellion from Marcos into TV lights and testified that they believed Marcos had
massively cheated in the recently completed presidential elections. Their small band of military
supporters, virtually defenseless that first night (and rendered on the defensive when their plan to
attack the Presidential Palace, Malacañang, was leaked to Marcos before they could act on it),
was saved principally by the indecision and overconfidence of the Marcos generals. But now,
after hesitating all morning as the civilian crowd grew in response to Cardinal Sin’s call for help,
Chief of Staff General Fabian Ver had finally dispatched two thousand Marines to demolish the
comparatively pitiably armed rebel forces.
For a time, word of the Marines’ attack had been announced over the Catholic radio
station Veritas (before its manager backed down in fear), and the citizen defenders (that motley
band of nuns, students, “ordinary citizens” and veteran activists) braced themselves for a
showdown at Ortigas Avenue. Traffic, which had been nearly normal there just minutes prior,
suddenly slowed considerably as a small group among the citizen–defenders started to fill
sandbags and build a knee-high barricade. Thousands made a dash from the nearby Camp
Crame rebel base and frenetically began to reinforce the pathetic barrier. Throngs surged into
the path of oncoming vehicles, which skidded to a halt as drivers encountered a crowd dragging
trees, buses and burning tires across the road. Someone who had brought a PA system from
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Crame and set it atop a red station wagon began to direct cars and taxicabs in the barricade. The
vigilantes or citizen-defenders were both friendly and authoritative: “We need your car. The
tanks are coming. Please flatten the tires.” Interestingly, almost everybody leapt out and started
tearing off valve caps.
Laughter ensued when a grey-haired man in a cream-colored Mercedes Benz voluntarily
parked one million pesos’ worth of German engineering into the front ranks, then flashed an Lsign – the trademark of Cory Aquino’s Laban party – as a sign of camaraderie. Bus drivers had
no choice. Passengers slipped through doors and even windows as the belching blue diesels
slowed, and began deflating the tires with knives. Two women on one commandeered bus
pleaded to be allowed through because they were visiting a sick sister. They had to get to
Baclaran, they implored. “Sorry, misses,” a college boy in his late teens apologized, “but we
really need the bus. We’re all in this together, hah?”
Rosary beads were flying through fingers now, as the first ranks of the revolution -- tiny
nuns dressed in their habits -- gathered in small prayer circles and sank to their knees. Shouted
final instructions, warnings about tear gas, and the noise of a tractor-trailer being dragged into
place, melted away to be replaced by an eerie silence.
The armored personnel carriers rumbled into view, then slowed to a crawl when they
spotted the barrier. Grey behemoths, they loomed over the horizon, their engines vibrating
underfoot even at the intersection of EDSA and Ortigas, about 600 yards away as they paused.
Suddenly their metal tracks began chewing up the asphalt in reverse, looking as if they were
retreating; but that was too good to be true.
There was a huge open field at the intersection’s southeast corner, a scrub-covered
wasteland generally used for carnivals. It was surrounded by a six-foot fence of whitewashed
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cement blocks--a barrier the civilians had assumed was unbreachable. The first armored
personnel carrier slowed just slightly before pulverizing it without effort. Eight more noisily
followed. Just when all seemed lost, the mechanical monsters paused briefly; their navigators
needed to get their bearings and map out a new plan. The mass of civilians forming the People’s
Power Revolution surged forth like a giant organism, spontaneously executing its counter plan:
scale the wall, into the breach, and face the danger.
“The strange thing is that nobody ever talked about tactics,” reminisced Sister Anunciata,
a Good Shepherd nun who spent the entire three days guarding the rebel camp with her frail
sixty-year-old body. “Or maybe it’s more accurate to say that everybody did. We all talked
among ourselves about how to approach the soldiers, but there was no master plan. . . ”
The crowd’s motivations for staying are multifaceted, rather than a simple narrative of
steadfast valor. For example, Agapito “Butz” Aquino, brother of the slain Ninoy and a veteran
organizer of street protests recalls: “My first impulse was to get up and run. But then I looked at
those tiny nuns on both sides, and they weren’t going anywhere. It just wouldn’t have been
macho to chicken out.” (Bryan Johnson, The Four Days of Courage: The Untold Story of the
People Who Brought Marcos Down (New York: The Free Press (McMillan, Inc.), 1987, p. 17).
To someone raised in the Philippines, the mingling of miraculous accounts of a “beautiful
nun in blue” who appeared to the soldiers and implored them not to hurt the people, with more
humorous accounts of matronly women foisting themselves upon armed soldiers who twisted
away from their embraces as if they were children fleeing from pesky aunts, with the more
mundane accounts of masculinities perpetually on the edge of carnage or cowardice, particularly
with guns possessed by both military and civilian sides, is hardly surprising. The story behind
the iconic image of nuns versus tanks is not so simple, as anyone who lived through the
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Revolution and what happened afterwards knows. Yet it derives its powerful rhetorical appeal
through a mythic struggle: the struggle of Good versus Evil, with the Marcoses as the ultimate
embodiment of Evil . It is important to map how Marcos and Imelda, once hailed as Asia’s
version of the Kennedy dynasty, with Marcos’ intelligence and Imelda’s beauty and glamour,
had so dramatically transmogrified into the conjugal AntiChrists.
Ferdinand Edralin Marcos (September 11, 1917-September 28, 1989) was the sixth
President of the Republic of the Philippines. He held power over the archipelago from
December 30, 1965 until February 25, 1986, when he, his family, and selected cronies fled from
the People’s Power Revolution to Guam via U.S. helicopters.
Born in Sarrat, Ilocos Norte, Marcos was, by all accounts, a brilliant student and a
powerful speaker, topping the Philippine bar exams after attending the University of the
Philippines, and placing high as a marksman in the university team. According to Hartzell
Spence’s (an editor of Yank during World War II) contested biography of Marcos’ life, For
Every Tear a Victory (1964), Marcos was not only a genius, but also the quintessential
sportsman, besting even the exploits of an Indiana Jones. By the age of ten, the story goes,
Marcos, trained by his grandfather, knew how to shoot, ride, and track wild animals in the
jungle. He was quadrilingual, fluent in Ilocano, English, Spanish and Latin, capable,
purportedly, of reading the classics in all four of these tongues.
Even discounting the mythmaking and boastful fabrication, a hallmark of the Marcos
regime, it is clear that Marcos’ accomplishments were noteworthy. Even if he were not
necessarily the best sportsman of his time, he was clearly a valued member of the university’s
wrestling, boxing, and swimming teams, and captain of the rifle and pistol teams. While he was
preparing for the bar exams, he arrogantly predicted he would have the highest scores—a boast
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he fulfilled, which is all the more remarkable given the distractions of being put on trial for the
murder of Julio Nalundasan, a political rival to his father, Mariano Marcos. On the day of the
murder, Nalundasan had just beaten Marcos’ father in the first national elections under the
Philippines’ commonwealth status under the United States. To add insult to injury,
Nalundasan’s followers had taken a coffin, labeled it “Marcos,” and driven it, on public display
through all the villages, finally to arrive at Marcos’ home. To the tune of a mocking dirge, the
victors of the elections wiped away false tears and taunted: “Marcos is dead! Long live
Nalundasan.” On the evening of September 20, 1935, Julio Nalundasan was fatally shot once in
the back, as he stood, some twenty-five feet away from the fruit grove from which the assassin
fired; Nalundasan was sharply silhouetted in the window, about to rinse his mouth, and was
killed in a single shot. (Raymond Bonner, Waltzing with a Dictator; The Marcoses and the
Making of American Policy (New York: Times Books (Random House), 1987), p. 11).
On December 7, 1938, Ferdinand Marcos was arrested while he was in an evening law
class; he was charged with being the murderer, while his father and uncle were charged with
conspiracy to commit murder. The tabloids had a heyday with the story particularly because
Marcos was not only the leading candidate for being the class valedictorian, but he was also a
notable student leader. Despite the obvious impression Marcos had made, even on the judge,
who described him as “one of the brilliant among our men. . .,” Marcos was found guilty
(Bonner, p. 12); his father and uncle were acquitted. Marcos took over his defense and mounted
a brilliant 30 minute appeal, which apparently brought tears to the eyes of spectators, court
employees and even the judge himself. The daily papers printed his speech in full. Nevertheless,
Marcos still lost because the evidence was overwhelming. For a time, Marcos became a jail
house lawyer—though one with privileges, as he was allowed to work in a sunny hall rather than
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a windowless cell in the Laoag prison; he produced an impressive 830 page brief, in three
volumes, and appeared in pure white, from his sharkskin suit to his shoes, rhetorically
embodying innocence. It is widely believed that the key to the Supreme Court’s reversal of
opinion was Justice Jose P. Laurel’s private arguments to his fellow judges that the fledgling
Philippine democracy obviously needed young men with the intelligence, charisma and
leadership Marcos had abundantly displayed (Bonner, p. 13). Rempel maintains that Laurel
dismissed the testimony of the key eyewitness; the witness claimed he had heard Marcos
volunteer to do the shooting himself because Ferdinand was afraid his uncle would miss, and that
the witness had accompanied Marcos and his uncle to Nalundasan’s home just before the murder
(William C. Rempel, Delusions of a Dictator; The Mind of Marcos as Revealed in his Secret
Diaries (Boston, Toronto and London: Little, Brown and Company, 1993), p. 12). There is
evidence that Laurel, a Japanese collaborator, had a long-standing relationship with Marcos, who
may have assisted in Laurel’s pro-Japanese movements. Regardless, what is unmistakable is that
Marcos displayed utang na loob (debt of gratitude) towards Laurel. When Laurel passed away in
1959, Marcos delivered a stirring eulogy and eventually became a trustee of the Jose P. Laurel
Foundation; later, when Marcos declared Martial Law, the Laurels were one of the few
economically and politically powerful families Marcos did not undercut.
This early incident foreshadowed the brilliance, command of rhetorical and legal
strategy, and ruthless violence that was to mark Marcos’ political reign. Similarly, Imelda’s
beauty, ambition, social climbing skills, and obsession with material luxury, were evident even at
a young age. Imelda was born on July 2, 1929, the sixth child of a lawyer named Vicente
Orestes Romualdez, a less successful offshoot of one of Manila’s most illustrious clans, “the
400,” as they were known. Orestes did not do too badly as a lawyer, proof of which is that he
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was able to purchase a two-story home on General Solano Street, in a prestigious section of the
city with mansions and tamarind trees, not far from Malacañang Palace. However, because he
refused to learn English, unlike his more successful brothers, Norberto and Miguel, who were
also lawyers, Orestes failed to attract as many clients, and thus became known as a “poorer”
relation.
Orestes’ first wife, a farmer’s daughter named Juanita Acereda, had died of leukemia,
leaving the widower with five children whose ages ranged from 9-17. Orestes’ mother, the
formidable Trinidad Lopez Romualdez, or Doña Tidad, as she was called, was alarmed to find
her son involved with his household maid, and promptly trooped off to a convent, the Asilo de
San Vicente de Paul or the Looban convent in search of a proper daughter-in-law. Two pretty
young women (unknowingly) passed inspection, and the two were invited to Norberto’s home on
some ruse (supposedly to pass on a note, which was actually a blank sheet of paper), for the final
scrutiny. The women were invited to eat and then after the meal, to entertain. Norberto, who
loved music, chose the less attractive of the pair because of her singing voice, which possessed
“the essence of sadness” (Katherine Ellison, Imelda; Steel Butterfly of the Philippines (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1988), p. 12).
The chosen Cinderella turned out to be Remedios Trinidad, whose humble birth was
decidedly refashioned as more aristocratic in palace accounts; Polotan, the authorized
biographer, described her as the “well bred” daughter of a “jewel dealer” (Ellison, p. 12). In
contrast, Carmen Navarro Pedrosa, whose unauthorized biography also appeared in 1969,
described Remedios as an itinerant merchant who did sell jewelry, but who was too poor to
support her daughter and hence had to keep her in a convent. A niece of Remedios came up with
an even more scandalous characterization; she claimed Imelda’s grandparents earned their living
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by giving rides in a horse drawn carriage in the northern province of Luzon, while Remedios’
mother earned extra income by selling carabao’s milk in the mornings (Ellison, p. 12).
Ironically, it was the less high born Remedios who initially balked at the idea of
marriage, as she had already fallen in love with an engineer who had recently left for the U.S.,
and since she was merely 27, she must have found the idea of marrying a 43-year-old widower
with five children initially unpalatable. Nevertheless, through pressure from the Romualdezes
and the convent directors, she eventually acquiesced; Imelda was her first daughter in a ten
marriage that proved stormy, with Remedios being constantly pregnant, bearing six children and
suffering three miscarriages.
A rivalry developed between the young wife and Orestes’ oldest child, Lourdes, over the
affections of Orestes; Remedios would often take flight from the home by selling her
embroidery, and take Imelda with her as a form of revenge, as Lourdes doted on the child. In the
midst of these domestic squabbles, a more serious scandal occurred: Stella Romualdez, Miguel’s
daughter and Norberto’s secretary, was accused of leaking information to the bar exams to
applicants. This resulted in a court trial, a year of damaging press coverage, and a radical decline
in clients; though Stella was later given a presidential pardon, Norberto felt the damage more
keenly than his brothers as his legal practice was his sole source of income. Pressure increased
on Remedios to keep up appearances, and the marriage spiraled downwards even further. When
Remedios passed away from pneumonia, Orestes, by then nearly bankrupt, decided to transport
his eleven children back to Leyte, where the pace was more laid back, and he could escape from
the shadow of his brothers’ successes.
It was thus that Imelda grew up as a “provincial” Romualdez, a poor relation to the
“Manila” Romualdezes; though the family was comparatively poor, Orestes somehow managed
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to keep a maid, driver and cook, and all the children were sent to convent schools, which charged
substantial entry fees. Imelda used to carry a bracelet of diamonds, an inheritance from her
mother, hidden in her belt; as the family underwent hard times, the diamonds were sold one at a
time, for food. Nevertheless, some bills remained unpaid, and there were days of hunger. Years
later, Imelda, in an interview, spoke revealingly of her knowledge of what it feels like to be
destitute. “It’s like you’re naked,” she claimed in an 1979 interview. “Every drop of rain you
feel. A little of the wind that blows, you feel. When one is rich, you have clothes on, a shirt, a
coat, fur, an umbrella, come hell or high water, come typhoon, come heavy rain, come heavy
snow, you won’t feel it because you’re rich. But when you’re poor, it’s just like adding insult to
injury” (Ellison, p. 17).
Imelda blossomed into a vivacious young woman whose energies and intellect seemed
geared more towards social and entertainment skills; she claimed that she was “smart enough to
know that being a lawyer or doctor would be useless for me as a woman because even if you
were on the top of the heap, it would still be difficult in a developing country for a woman to
survive. And I said, ‘I’m just going to anchor my life to someone’” (Ellison, p. 24). Though
many men were in hot pursuit of her, the young beauty remained aloof, and refused to open her
window in response to the evening serenades of her suitors.
The first exception appeared to be Teddy Lovina, a 25-year-old Manila bachelor who had
dropped into Tacloban, Leyte in order to sell some scrap metal from surplus army equipment.
Teddy bore all the hallmarks of urban aristocracy: his father was the secretary of labor; he drove
an avocado-painted convertible Oldsmobile; and his trousers were of fashionable white
sharkskin, creased so sharply that he claimed “it would make you cry” (Ellison, p. 24). He was
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born with four thumbs, and though his family could afford the corrective operation, kept his
hands that way because it was supposedly a sign of good luck.
Lovina spotted Imelda, whom he described as a vision from Heaven, from afar, and made
inquiries. He was determined to serenade his new beloved; armed with a bottle of Dewar’s
scotch, he rounded up a guitar player, a small brass section, and a passing soldier, to sing in his
stead as Lovina did not have a good singing voice. When the soldier had sung three songs
competently but to no avail, Lovina decided to try, and sang the only song he knew: “Dahil sa
Iyo” (“Because of You”)—a song Imelda eventually became widely associated with. Despite the
fact that it was 3 a.m., a light was switched on, the window opened, and there she stood: “She
looked like the Virgin Mary,” the bewitched man recalled even thirty-seven years later.
It was a momentous occasion locally: the first time Imelda had entertained the attentions
of a stranger. But Imelda’s welcoming gesture seemed more an astute recognition of the
opportunities with which the aristocratic society of Manila could potentially crown her. Lovina
had to return to Manila and sent her romantic telegrams every few weeks, signing them, a la
General MacArthur: “I shall return.” It would be two years before the two would be reunited in
Manila, but by then, Lovina would have found another girlfriend. Imelda, in the interim, began
her quest of lobbying her father to allow her to travel to Manila, aided by her cousins, who
promised to help her acquire a scholarship in voice, and a job. Imelda’s ability to capitalize on
her good looks to her advantage thus emerged even at this early stage.
Like Argentina’s Evita Peron, the twenty-three-year-old Imelda arrived in Manila in 1952
with her entire wardrobe in one small suitcase, no jewelry, and five pesos; in 1986, she fled,
leaving in her wake department store-sized closets of dresses, the now mythical thousand-plus
pairs of shoes, 500 black brassieres, vats of personalized perfumes, sacks of pearl rings and
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diamond earrings, and ruby necklaces valued at millions and millions of dollars. She initially
moved in with a cousin, Daniel Romualdez, a powerful politician, who introduced her around;
her first job was at the P.E. Domingo music store, where she sang and played for potential piano
buyers. Later, she became a clerk at the Central Bank. But her main objective appeared to be
the acquisition of fame: she was crowned Miss Manila after she made a personal, tear-filled
appeal to a mayor who was partial to young beauties, who then overturned his earlier declaration
regarding who had won the title. Among Imelda’s elite escorts was a dashing bachelor, Ninoy
Aquino, who mirrored Ferdinand Marcos in many ways (e.g., in his charisma, rhetorical finesse,
and womanizing), and would eventually become Marcos’ most formidable opponent, even after
his assassination in 1986. The young couple reputedly shared escapes to obscure beaches, strolls
at Luneta Park, and sandwiches as they watched the glorious Manila Bay sunsets. Some of
Aquino’s friends claim the courtship was nothing but a politically expedient one; in 1954,
Aquino married Corazon (“Cory”) Cojuango—a real heiress, compared with Imelda. Ninoy
himself later claimed he had dropped Imelda because she was “too tall”(Raymond Bonner,
Waltzing with a Dictator; The Marcoses and the Making of American Policy (New York: Times
Books (Random House, Inc.), 1987), p. 17)—a factor that Marcos had apparently also worried
about initially, revelatory of how height and masculine potency are somehow tightly intertwined
in the Philippine cultural imaginary.
The story of Ferdinand and Imelda’s chance meeting is now mythical. Imelda, who had
come with a friend to fetch her cousin, the speaker of the House (Daniel Romualdez), was
dressed very simply and wearing slippers, munching on salted watermelon seeds. Marcos caught
a glimpse, and recognized her as the cover girl of the Manila Chronicle’s Sunday edition, where
she had appeared fully made up with full red lips and arching eyebrows, wearing a low cut dress,
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and looking serious to boot, appearing to be scribbling on notecards. It is unclear whether it was
Congressman Jacobo Gonzales of Laguna, or Daniel Romualdez, or Jose Guevarra who finally
ended up introducing the two. Marcos, not wasting time, asked her to stand up, and immediately
compared their heights, standing back to back and using his hand as a measuring tool. The 5’6”
Imelda, who was in low heels, with her hair down, (while Marcos seemed to be in his usual
elevator shoes) passed the test. Marcos seemed satisfied that she was about half an inch shorter
and declared: “Everything is okay. I’m getting married.” (Ellison, p. 18).
The romance was covered as heavily as though it were a momentous war in a
neighboring nation. For weeks, Kislap readers were entertained by accounts of Marcos’
lovesickness: of how he determinedly unearthed her unlisted number; how he realized she was
the one; how he could no longer eat nor sleep; how “surprisingly intelligent” he found her
because of her ability to hold a conversation on Socrates with him and not bore him; how his
legendary golf scores suddenly soared (like Tiger Woods soon after he met his Swedish “Yoko
Ono,” Elin Nordegren); and how he swore to Santa Catalina that he would remain faithful to her
(despite his now well known string of former mistresses, among whom was Carmen Ortega-Miss Press Photography, 1949--with whom he had a child).
The mise en scene of the “eleven day” (which was actually a three day event) whirlwind
courtship was Baguio (incidentally, my father’s hometown, and the site of my elder brother’s
birth), a name meaning “typhoon”—appropriately referring to the Pacific storms that blast this
town, located in the northern mountain ranges, during the rainy season. The setting is
appropriate for “Operations ‘Queen Imelda’” as Marcos, chaperoned by Joe Guevara,
relentlessly pursued the “mahinhin” (shy and demure) young woman; Imelda received many
entreaties from Marcos supporters, who droned on endlessly about his intelligence and wealth.
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To the less enamored Filipino essayist Nick Joaquin, the refrain of the affair was not: “Do you
love me?” but “Will you sign [the marriage certificate]?” (quoted in Ellison, p. 44).
Marcos made a public display of his ability to recite passages of prayerbooks purely by
memory during a Good Friday mass, and claimed that he needed a wife particularly because he
was a spendthrift, and needed someone to control his urges; “Meldy,” playing to the soap opera
spotlight, correspondingly vowed that she did not care whether he was poor or not. (Both were,
of course, blatant lies; Marcos was clearly not in any dire financial straits. Though his law
practice was small and his congressional salary less than $5000, like other politicians, he spent
up to $200,000 each on election campaigns; the difference was made up by squeezing
“contributions” from wealthy Chinese businessmen and skimming off treasury funds set aside for
public works projects like new roads that never materialized. This was a practice the Marcos
regime eventually elevated to a new political “art form.”).
The turning point appears to be, on that fateful Good Friday, when Guevara finally
pressed (the obviously impatient) senator’s case with the question of whether Meldy wanted
eventually to become the nation’s First Lady; the words had their intended effect. On Saturday,
Meldy signed the papers at Burnham Park; the couple was married by Judge Francisco Chanco at
Trinidad Valley (Ellison, p. 44); and Marcos presented his bride with an opulent ring studded
with eleven diamonds (the Marcoses were superstitiously wedded to numerology, and regarded
the numbers seven and eleven as their lucky numbers). On May 1, 1954, the thirty-six-year-old
Ilocano statesman, whose name stirred fervent political devotion in the north, wedded the
twenty-four-year-old Visayan beauty queen, whose family name held great political currency in
the south. Whether or not love was genuinely part of the picture, the stage for the perfect
political couple was set.
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Ultimately, this paper aims to unravel a complex story in which the “health” of the nation
was rhetorically bound up with the perceived health of President and Mrs. Marcos; when Marcos
was young and virile, and she, a virtual goddess and much-publicized beauty queen, the future of
the Philippines seemed to rest upon the rebirth of a “Philippine Camelot” via their strategic
alliance. Later, when Marcos’ struggles with lupus and Imelda’s attempts to control her
increasingly excessive appetite for luxury and glamour, and her increasingly corpulent body,
became part of public discourse, they became reconfigured as “demons” whose leadership
simply plagued the Philippine body politic—aptly embodied in the exorcism of their evil
influence through the nuns’ conquest of tanks under original orders from the Marcoses simply to
kill any resisters. But that is a story that will take time to unfold.
Despite an initial descent into depression, Imelda eventually evolved into a powerful
political machine. She bore him three beautiful children, including the requisite son, Bong Bong
(she claimed to want to bear as many as eleven, just as her mother had done, but just as tearfully
claimed that due to the demands on her time as First Lady, had to “sacrifice” that aspiration). She
became a determined and effective campaigner—her glamorous appearance and singing alone
drew crowds; she was instrumental to cementing Marcos’ power base by forming alliances with
various political wives, many of whom became “blue ladies” (blue was the Marcos’ political
color, much as yellow became the color of Cory Aquino’s run for presidency). She sent them
cakes, treated them to bowling outings, went on shopping sprees with them, lavished them with
gifts. She was instrumental to overcoming Fernando Lopez’s objections to running in second
place to Marcos (reputedly by dropping on one knee, shedding a few “sweet” tears and pleading
with the entranced man, who had earlier sworn to his wife that he would not run, unless he were
in the presidential slot) (Bonner, p. 24). “I will give you everything you want,” Marcos used to
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relish saving his punchline for last during those relentless campaigns. “Except my wife.”
Despite mirror-imaging negative attacks from both sides, Marcos buried the then-incumbent
Macapagal in the 1965 vote by amassing a plurality of about 650,000 votes out of 8 million cast
(Bonner, p. 26).
On December 30, 1965 at Luneta Park, the Marcoses made a stunning entrance at the
inauguration of the country’s sixth post-independence president. The Camelot of the Philippines
was being staged for both national and international audiences. Imelda, with her rich dark hair
piled in an elegant bun, stepped out of the car, looking slim in a simple ecru designer terno, with
an unusual hand embroidered paisley design decorating the short butterfly sleeves and bodice,
and a fashionable wrap-around, inverted tulip skirt with two overlapping petals. She made the V
sign and ceremoniously kissed Rufino Cardinal Santos’ ring without kneeling. Ten-year-old
Marie (“Imee”) Marcos and five-year-old Irene were dressed in identical designer attires and had
pink velvet ribbons for their hair and sashes. Seven-year-old Ferdinand, Jr. (later called “Bong
Bong”), like his father, was dressed in a white barong over striped dark pants and black shoes,
and like his father, promptly sent security detail scurrying to fulfill his latest whim: chewing
gum.
The affair was attended most significantly by Vice President Hubert Humphrey, then the
highest-ranking American ever to attend the inaugural of a Philippine President. His attendance
was tied up with seeking support for President Lyndon B. Johnson’s policies regarding Vietnam.
Though Marcos had privately agreed to endorse the American president’s initiatives, he never
used the word “Vietnam,” and only strategically obliquely referred to the war in a few sentences.
As the temperature rose to its typically tropically humid eighty six degrees, Marcos, cool in his
barong, just as coolly enshrined demagoguery into the consummate political art. The man who
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was soon to dip his hand repeatedly into the public treasury, and who was soon to deliver the
reins of the Philippine economy to his equally rapacious cronies sanctimoniously railed against
public officials who “combine with unscrupulous businessmen to defraud the government and
the public—with absolute impunity.” The man whose wife was to raise consumption to an
obscene level swore that “Every form of waste—or conspicuous consumption and extravagance,
shall be condemned as inimical to public welfare.” And the lawyer who was repeatedly to violate
his country’s laws and rewrite the constitution to enable him to hang on to power appealed that
“all . . . join hands with [him] . . . to [maintain] . . . the supremacy of the law.”
For thirty one minutes, eleven minutes longer than his prepared text, like Hitler, Marcos
held his audience mesmerized—without even glancing at a note. Using his famous rolling
cadence, he paused dramatically nineteen times to milk the spontaneous applause, which
thundered particularly when he declared that he had been given “a mandate for greatness”
(Bonner, p. 46). This was a legacy he sought to ensure numerous times, by either bribing or
coercing historians to either ghost write books for him, or to rewrite their history books to cast
his legacy in a more flattering light; later, even as the tide had clearly turned during the People’s
Power Revolution, he refused to hop aboard the U.S. planes that would take him, his family and
cronies to Guam, until Enrile had made the conciliatory public speech praising Marcos on
Channel 4 (Johnson, p. 269). (Enrile later claimed he had done it purely to avoid bloodshed.)
The inaugural address was described as a “tour de force” by Jack Valenti, the president’s special
assistant, and American reporters present immediately made comparisons to JFK’s inaugural a
few years earlier.
The September 1966 state visit of the Marcoses to the U.S. became both a prelude to, and
preview of, the next twenty years of the U.S.-Marcos alliance, showcasing Imelda’s charm as
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well as her husband’s political craftiness. In an emotional address to a joint session of Congress,
the celebrated “war hero” (whose mythic military exploits were later revealed to be bogus),
spoke glowingly of America’s military involvement in Vietnam (though he had refused to send
troops to Vietnam). Sounding even more martial than Johnson, he proposed that after Vietnam, a
cordon sanitaire against the pestilence of Communism also be established around China. At the
United Nations, he rallied for a “new Tashkent for Southeast Asia” as the means for ending the
war. (In January, with the Soviet Union as the mediator, India and Pakistan mutually ended their
rivalry over Kashmir, signing a truce in the central Asian city of Tashkent.) Marcos’ bold
proclamations were given front page coverage by the Washington Post, contrastively placed
underneath an eight-column banner headline revealing that then Undersecretary of State George
Ball was resigning due to his growing doubts concerning the worsening crisis in Vietnam.
Marcos’ rhetoric did not match his actions. LBJ wanted more Philippine troops in
Vietnam; Marcos was reluctant to provide more, yet he demanded more money, as well as
equipment for ten engineering battalions as well as two fifty-foot Swiftcraft patrol boats and
rifles for a combat battalion that were not being allocated for Vietnam. Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara was adamantly against Marcos’ demands; he argued that equipment for two
more battalions should be sufficient, given the Philippines’ meager contributions to the war in
Vietnam. He also pointed out that ten battalions were “not essential” to the security of the
Philippines, and warned that Marcos had not outlined an effective plan for using the funds he
was seeking. Interestingly, it was the U.S. that blinked; because of his doggedness and
relentlessness, and Johnson’s unwillingness to stand up to him, Marcos prevailed, hauling away a
commitment for ten battalions, a $45 million economic assistance package; a $31 million
settlement claim for Philippine veterans, and for his beloved wife, a $3.5 million allocation from
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the Special Education Fund, set aside for Mrs. Marcos’ Cultural Center (Bonner, p. 53). Hardly
surprisingly, none of the funds went towards supporting the war in Vietnam; Marcos used some
of it for building roads—which he boastfully pointed to as one of his major Presidential
achievements in the next election run. He also deployed these resources to enrich his friends,
one of whom was Rodolfo Cuenca, who was awarded a contract to build a highway outside of
the tourist-friendly Baguio. Rather than using his own men and equipment, Cuenca used four of
the U.S.-supplied engineer battalions.
With his popularity declining and the Vietnam war drawing more and more protests, LBJ
eventually wanted to escape the country in order to avoid the embarrassment of campaigning for
the Democrats who were facing clear defeat in the looming elections. Johnson’s domestic
political advisors suggested making Manila the first stop in a seventeen-day-seven-country
sojourn. The Marcoses eagerly snapped up the opportunity for another showcase of prestige,
glamour and power. At a flurried pace, potholes were filled, streets were cleaned, buildings were
scrubbed, whitewashed walls were erected to hide the slums and the poverty, coconut fronds
were strategically placed to cover eyesores. Even a moral renovation, even if temporary, was
part of the “clean-up”: Manila’s gangsters were arrested, and taxicab drivers and bar girls were
asked not to resort to the exorbitant fees they charged foreigners.
Imelda was in her element. With barely a month to prepare for not only Johnson, but also
Chairman Nguyen Van Thieu and Premier Nguyen Cao Ky of South Vietnam; Prime Minister
Thanom Kittikachorn of Thailand; President Park Chung Hee of South Korea; Prime Minister
Harold Holt of Australia; Prime Minister Keith Holyoake of New Zealand, with, naturally, their
wives, aides, hangers-on, and at least 1000 reporters, she scurried about Malacañang Palace,
bossing around six men who teetered atop tall ladders, checking on teaspoons and crystal
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goblets, deployed her blue ladies on lawn patrols, and persuaded about 50 wealthy families to
“donate” anything ranging across silverware, china, rugs, furniture, and chandeliers. She ordered
her selected entourage of blue ladies to study, exhaustively, the profiles of both the country and
the individuals whom each would host; by then, Mrs. Marcos had amassed an impressive array
of dresses and shoes, arranged like a prism, ranging from shades of blue, to violet to red. During
a tour she lead for the wives of the heads of state, at every stop, at the slightest sign of a crease or
of sweat, Mrs. Marcos would motion to her maid, who would hand her a fresh outfit.
The pomp and circumstance rivaled that of a royal wedding. Heads of state picturesquely
arrived in two-wheel carts draped with bright crepe paper; in the sprawling palace grounds, 7,800
eye catching paper lanterns of Malay design adorned the acacia trees and banana palms. The
3,000 guests mingled with the powerful, hosted by Philippine beauties and serenaded by
guitarists. The presidential palace, a stately Spanish colonial mansion, was awash with the colors
of 400 dozen African daisies that “could eclipse Holland in tulip time,” as Life magazine
enthused in its eleven-page spread (Bonner, p. 61). The guests were arranged characteristically
in groups of seven (one of the Marcos’ reputed lucky numbers), and piled their plates high with
delicacies. Little girls crowned each first lady with a tiara of tiny white flowers. Each modern
day emperor was adorned with a crown of flowers (which LBJ politely declined with a smile
despite his being smitten with Imelda, as evidenced in his honoring her as the “jewel of the
Pacific” at a private White House dinner in 1968 that was almost equal to one held in honor of a
head of state) (Bonner, p. 62). This was, in general, the template for U.S.-Philippine relations
while the Marcoses remained in power.
Proverbial cracks in the Philippine Camelot became inevitable with Marcos’
philandering; a Jesuit who knew Marcos well declared him to be a “goat;” the appetite of the
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Presidential genitals demanded an array of “international beauty contestants, young movie
actresses, and promising young society matrons,” whose secrecy was ensured by fat government
contracts, unsecured multi-million peso loans, and an elaborate system of “golf” safehouses
(Ellison, p. 104). A retired CIA man who knew Imelda well in the 1970s claimed it was Marcos’
infidelities that allowed Imelda leverage over Marcos (she demanded “favors” every time she
caught him “outside the mosquito net”) and encouraged her to build her own power base as his
successor (Ellison, p. 103).
Probably the most embarrassing dalliance was Marcos’ affair with Dovie Beams, a 38-year-old
actress claiming to be 23, remarkable for her liberal use of mascara and her nubile Raggedy Ann
doll look. Beams was supposed to be working on a movie titled Maharlika, about Marcos’
mythical wartime exploits, but instead found herself starring in a steamy two year affair who had
initially introduced himself as “Fred,” and with whom she shared a “great physical and spiritual
rapport.” He later revealed that though he was married, he and his wife had become estranged,
that he was actually the President of the Philippines, went on secretly financing Maharlika, and
in typical Filipino fashion, set up his latest querida in a house nestled in the wealthy capital
section of Greenhills, where he kept a spare supply of Brut cologne, hair pomade and nose spray.
Imelda, plagued by suspicion for some time, caught a glimpse of Beams’ full-length,
bikini clad picture on the cover of the Free Press (salaciously titled “Dovie Beams—A Lovely
Argument for Special Relations”) and repeatedly, though in vain, tried to locate Beams’
safehouse. Finally, one of Imelda’s bodyguards took pity on her, and offered to “take care of the
girl.” Beams was later to claim that she narrowly escaped a murder attempt by Imelda’s
henchmen while she was in Hong Kong. By the time the affair became public, apparently,
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Marcos was beginning to tire of Beams and was trying to get rid of her, as evidenced by her
desperate letters to him, left abandoned during the 1986 flight.
In November 1970, U.S. Embassy officials finally persuaded Beams to leave, but before
doing so, the actress, for her “protection,” played her infamous tapes, which recorded Marcos’
serenades and incessant pillow talk, which seemed to return to a central theme—his desire for a
second son, which Imelda was either unable or unwilling to fulfill. Imelda, extremely sensitive
to her husband’s dalliance with a blonde foreigner, took the offensive and created her own press
release, claiming that Marcos had been set up, and that Beams had actually been hired by the
CIA. Marcos eventually smoothed over the public relations nightmare by claiming that his wife
had been misquoted, and dedicated the “love bridge” or “San Juanico bridge” (supposedly the
longest bridge in Asia, which linked her native Leyte to the island of Samar) to his wife as a
peace offering. (Ironically, later, a type of torture was named after the bridge; undergoing the
“San Juanico Bridge” meant being anchored in a horizontal position between two chairs, and
whipped.)
The local press, in the meantime, had a heyday with the affair, and criticism grew,
particularly as Imelda’s ambitions to succeed Marcos grew increasingly evident. Having learned
the rhetorical value of palabas (outward show) from her husband, Imelda flew to disaster areas
in her helicopter, dropping enriched buns supplied by the U.S. and bestowing chocolate bars
inscribed with her name on it. In March, 1971, seventeen crates arrived, bearing photos of
Imelda wearing a flowing empire gown for rural distribution, as that was her power base. The
First Lady also expanded her seed distribution project, titling it, like its rice predecessor, “the
Green Revolution”—an act that only encouraged Manila’s cynical humorists to say that such
measures could only result in a “Red Revolution,” particularly given the Green Revolution’s
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funding source: two million pesos from the sale of Japanese rice donated to typhoon victims,
and five million from the Department of Agriculture—money that could have been allocated to
more productive projects (Ellison, p. 119).
In September, 1971, Marcos let loose a reconnaissance statement in a conversation with
New York Times reporter, Henry Kamm. Marcos admitted to being determined to stop Benigno
(“Ninoy”) Aquino (Imelda’s former suitor who had dropped her in favor of a heiress because
Imelda was “too tall” for him), and Communism in the 1973 elections. “If all else fails, then
probably the First Lady would have to come in,” he declared, as if it were a categorical
imperative, making it seem as though Imelda were reluctant to try, even if she “clearly” would
win the elections with a landslide. The threat of Communism was paramount to the Marcos
rhetorical strategy of maintaining U.S. support, yet under the Marcos presidency, the ban on
travel to communist countries was lifted, and by March, 1972, the Philippines had established
trade relations with Moscow—thus effectively playing one side against the other. Homegrown
communists, though, were the regular scapegoats for crimes of various sorts, such as the 1971
bombing of Plaza Miranda, a key incident in Marcos’ eventual justification for the imposition of
“Martial Law with a smile.”
In 1972, both the vision of Camelot and the mirage of the fairy tale romance were fading.
Marcos detractors were deafening, using direct attacks and poisonous quips; the peso was rapidly
devaluating. Commodity shortages sparked off several incidents of panic buying in urban
grocery markets; the atmosphere of trauma and crisis was rendered worse by the ubiquity of
rumors that spread fear: of communist plots to assassinate Marcos and “liquidate” Manila’s
business leaders; of sinister alliances between opposition senators and subversive groups; of CIA
conspiracies; of plans for a military takeover of the government. Nightly bombings had become
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as common as sunsets, and bomb threats resulted in the closure of schools. In the Manila
Chronicle’s Saturday morning edition, Patty, a local sixth-grader, confronted Marcos: “What are
you going to do about the situation?” (William C. Rempel, Delusions of a Dictator; the Mind of
Marcos as Revealed in His Secret Diaries (Boston, Toronto and London: Little, Brown and
Company, 1993), p. 5).
On September 22, 1972, Marcos was in fact simply impatiently waiting for his then most
trusted cabinet member, Juan Ponce Enrile (the Defense Minister who eventually rebelled
against Marcos, when his eventual plot to assassinate the Marcoses was discovered before his
secret army could act on it) to respond to his phone call. When “Johnny,” a fellow Ilocano,
finally returned his call, Marcos’ instructions, alternating between English and Ilocano, were
brief: “Make it look good. Maybe it would be better if somebody got hurt or killed. . .”
(Rempel, p. 5).
The scandal-plagued constitutional convention was shutting down for the weekend; there
were proposals to ban the Marcoses from running. The president’s second term was due to expire
in a year, and current term limits in the Philippine constitution, modeled after the U.S. version,
prevented him from running. Ninoy Aquino, that vestige from Imelda’s past, was now Marcos’
most formidable rival, and was almost every pundit’s pick for president in 1973.
The sound of gunfire suddenly seared the silence of the Wack Wack golf course, but no
one seemed to know who was shooting, and who the target was. Press Secretary “Kit” Tatad
arrived at the palace to report to The Boss, but was instructed to call Enrile, whom he reached by
phone easily at Camp Aguinaldo (eventually to become one of the original rebel strongholds
during the February Revolution of 1986). Enrile’s voice betrayed no emotion as he revealed that
his car had been ambushed, but that he had escaped harm because he had been riding in the trail
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car with body guards. The excited press secretary interrupted Marcos’ movie viewing to report
the attack, but Marcos only half turned and coolly remarked: “Is that so?” At 9:55 p.m., Marcos
scribbled his account of the “attack” on Enrile, and declared that the event had rendered the
imposition of Martial Law a “necessity,” enshrining the justification in Proclamation 1081,
suspending the writ of habeas corpus and strategically canceling the 1973 elections (Rempel, p.
8). At midnight, in the smoke-filled conference room 1701 at the Hilton Hotel, Ninoy Aquino
was arrested. Fleets of freshly painted blue government cars swarmed into the streets; uniformed
men with machine guns patrolled the streets; newspaper offices and television stations were
raided and shut down; an editor was dragged off to jail in his pajamas; a columnist was assaulted
with a rifle butt; radio station’s DZHP coverage of the Aquino arrest was shut down at 2 a.m.
(Rempel, p. 9). The conjugal dictatorship had finally discarded its genteel exterior and engaged
in widespread corruption, political mismanagement and intimidation, and human rights abuses,
while ironically appearing to be the benefactors restoring much-needed order and keeping the
“Maoist” threat at bay.
I was one among many Martial Law babies, schooled in the siren’s song of nationalistic
total self-effacement: “Para sa ikauunlad ng bayan, disiplina ang kailangan” (“For the nation’s
progress, discipline is necessary”). I grew up sobered by the story of how one of Marcos’
detractors had quipped: “Para sa ikauunlad ng bayan, bisikleta ang kailangan,” substituting
“bicycle” for “discipline” and thus inadvertently doomed himself to his own Dante-esque
political punishment--the man was forced to cycle a formidable number of miles and hours under
the relentless tropical sun, despite his collapse from dehydration and exhaustion. I grew up
standing in lines, singing the national anthem and reciting the Panatang Makabayan, a
nationalistic oath. I grew up doing morning exercises in youth programs resembling Nazi fitness
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programs, prior to daily inspections of fingernails and shoes for cleanliness that heralded the start
of classes. I was part of the last generation to undergo the final vestige of Martial Law before its
supposed lifting in January, 1981: required military training for two years in high school.
Around us, Imelda’s obsessive building lust resulted in numerous architectural eyesores; Marcos’
neuroses regarding political opponents resulted in numerous disappearances, and
“reappearances” in the form of beheaded bodies; paintings depicting the Marcoses as the mythic
Filipino ancestors, Malakas (Strong) and Maganda (Beautiful) were hung in opulent medical
centers that catered purely to the rich; political commercials using the popular nationalistic song,
“Ako ay Pilipino” (“I am Filipino”) ostensibly started with histories celebrating Filipino history
as a history of rebellion against foreign conquests, culminating in flattering images of the
Marcoses as the ultimate embodiments of essential Filipino nobility; Imelda tearfully fingered
her diamond rosary as she kissed the hand of the visiting Pope John Paul II, while ordering that
slums be obscured from the pontiff’s sight by strategically placed billboards; the real value of
typical Filipino salaries were about half of what they were in 1956, with the share of the national
income controlled by the wealthiest 10% of the country increasing from 27% to 37% (“Killer
File: Ferdinand Marcos,” http://www.moreorless.au.com/killers/marcos.htm , Downloaded
7/30/2004, Page created on 22 August 2001. Reviewed August 2002. Updated 28 March 2004, p.
1 of 1).
In 1980, Marcos allowed Aquino to leave for the U.S. for a heart bypass operation;
though Aquino stayed on at Harvard, like General MacArthur (that quintessential symbol of
masculinity unharmed by retreat in the Filipino cultural imaginary), the opposition leader swore
he would return at an opportune time. In August 21, 1983, armed with an illegal passport
secured under the code name “Marcial Bonifacio” (the first word, was an allusion to Martial
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Law; the second, a nod at Fort Bonifacio, where he had been detained for eight years), again the
symbolic white suit (like Marcos, during his Nalundasan trials) and a bullet proof vest as he had
been warned of a highly probable assassination attempt, Aquino boarded a China Airlines flight
in Taipei on his final leg home, accompanied by a crowd of foreign correspondents. Another
crowd of thousands, led by Aquino’s mother, Aurora, and his boyhood friend and political ally,
Salvador Laurel, awaited at the Manila Airport to bestow a hero’s welcome to the long awaited
opposition leader. Suddenly, a military boarding party appeared and led him out through a side
door leading to the ground; shots rang out and pandemonium broke loose. When things had
quieted down, Aquino’s bloody body, together with that of his supposed “Communist” assassin,
lay on the tarmac of the Manila International Airport (Monina Allerey Mercado, editor;
Francisco Tatad, preface and scenarios, An Eyewitness History; People Power; The Philippine
Revolution of 1986 (Manila, Philippines: The James B. Reuter Foundation, 1986), p. 9). Like
Emmett Till’s mother, Doña Aurora Aquino wanted to show him as he had appeared when she
claimed his body from the military hospital. The body was eventually kept in view through an
open coffin, though the change in clothing and the use of cosmetics did not hide the brutality of
the attack (Mercado, p. 21). Much like the Till event, outraged crowds brought their children to
file past the open coffin during the ten day wake and funeral; bearing rosaries and sporting
yellow headbands, mourners surged into the churchyard on the day of Ninoy Aquino’s funeral.
Santo Domingo, one of the largest churches in Metro Manila, was packed as early as 5 a.m. in
preparation for the 9 a.m. funeral services (Mercado, p. 24).
The confrontation between rosaries and flowers, and tanks and guns; nuns and soldiers;
Good and Evil, had begun; unfortunately, the People’s Power Revolution was grounded mainly
in a seething anti-Marcos sentiment rather than a clear political vision, as evidenced by its
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fractured coalition government that did not last long after the revolution. The siren’s song, once
so thoroughly wielded by the charismatic Marcoses, simply splintered into a million melodious
fragments, each beckoning forth utopias with a confusing blend of idealism and ambition.
During the hours after we had received word of Marcos’ flight to Guam, and we had re-emerged
from hiding, we wandered around the city, watching the smoldering bonfires and the general
revelry. I happened to be wearing a blue shirt and was surprised to catch a few cold stares, and
realized that I had ironically been mistaken for a Marcos loyalist by a judgmental few. It did not
take long before accounts of the looting and vandalism of Malacañang Palace trickled down, as
did accounts of violent attacks on fleeing Marcos loyalists, who did not even know until it was
too late that they had been abandoned by their supposedly unyielding leader. It had been indeed a
predominantly relatively “bloodless” revolution; but that was before news of Marcos’ flight
became official. With the exorcism of its demons, the “Ramos-Enrile coup attempt” that had
evolved into the “People’s Power Revolt” became, in the words of Friedrich Nietzsche, “human,
all too human.”
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Abstract:
All three works by Benoîte and Flora Groult have several common threads: each novel
was written in co-authorship by the two French sisters; each is written in the first person
and opposes the narratives of two individual characters outlined in alternating “chapters”.
Furthermore, all three works can be classified under “écriture de l’intime”. While the
sisters’ first novel, Le journal à quatre mains (1962), is based on their actual adolescent
diaries, the two others are, for the most part, works of fiction that still incorporate
“diaristic” elements. Il était deux fois… (1968), the third and final work of this writing
duo, is the story of two childhood friends who, after reuniting when their children start
dating, journey into self-rediscovery. For this paper, I will look at the Groult sisters’
second novel entitled Le féminin pluriel (1965) where a friendship is dissolved due to the
affair between one woman’s husband and her best friend. A story where the reader gets to
see the point of view of the wife and of the other woman in separate narratives easily
captures the reader interest, but it is the Groult sisters’ writing that holds that attention.
One quickly becomes aware that the authors do not simply want to tell a story, but want
their readers to feel each protagonist’s emotions. Through their choice of “plot” which is
easily split into two opposing narratives, their writing style, their humour and mostly
their rhetoric, I will show how Benoîte and Flora Goult use language to carry the reader
through the infidelity and betrayal of their protagonists.
Nota: This paper will be presented in French
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GIAMBATTISTA VICO’S POETRY, PAINTING & ORATORY:
MULTIMEDIA ON THE INTERNET
“This place was very different 70 years ago but so was I . . .@ begins a story told
by an elderly Welshman, Ieuan Sheen. Accompanying the story is a black and white
photo of school children and their teacher. As Sheen’s reminiscences proceed, the we no
longer see the whole photo but close ups on the different children in the photo thus
leading our eyes to get better acquainted with each individual. The sound of Ieuan=s
voice with its Welsh accent and the cadence that comes from Welsh syntax, though he is
speaking in English, not only adds to the charm of the story, but reveals the personality of
the speaker. This is an example of one of the hundreds of digital stories that is found on
the online BBC Capture Wales web site..
A young woman in Toronto, Canada, notices a sign in a parkette requesting she
record a story by her cell phone about the park she was sitting in. She does so and leaves
a story of the day she in the park eating her lunch when she witnessed a naked man being
pursued by the police. A retired professor of botany also records his impressions of this
parkette though he concentrates on the flora and fauna of this place. Both these stories
are recorded on a website by a project called [Murmur] that shows a picture of the place
where the people are relating their story.
Storytelling has taken a new twist as it appears with the technologies of the
Internet and cell phones. The stories on the BBC web site and the those on the Canadian
site are forms of digital storytelling. I would like to relate this multimedia storytelling to
a theory by Giambattista Vico.
So what does an 18th century Neapolitan philosopher/rhetorician who lived on the
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cusp of the Renaissance and the Age of Enlightenment have to do with our new form of
storytelling? Not only was Vico a teacher of rhetoric preparing lawyers to speak
eloquently and effectively before the bar, but he also taught young men. Before they
were introduced to the more arduous task of rhetoric and logic, Vico admonished young
people to study the arts of poetry, painting, and oratory. He felt that these three arts were
not only easier for them to absorb but also grounded them in awareness of their culture. I
suggest that his poetry, painting and oratory have come together in digital storytelling
that uses storytelling (poetry), visuals (painting), and voice overs (oratory). These three
modes of communication not only appeal to 18th century youth, but are more than likely
to appeal to and be understood by everyone—educated or not—in any age and any
culture.
Poetry = Story
First, I need to explain why poetry is related to storytelling; it is not as obvious as
the painting and oratory. Vico was interested in philology and how cultures changed as
language changed because of new technologies. One may not necessarily think of writing
as a technology, but as it became more available to more people, oral societies virtually
disappeared in many cultures and the more sophisticated chirographic societies generated
and proliferated knowledge on a wider scale. Now with the Internet, literate societies can
read over and over again the thoughts of others who lived long ago and from different
cultures worldwide. Vico theorized that poetry was the first kind of communication by
primitive man.
Poetic language began with a metaphor based on experience. It was the beginning
of community and the formation of pagan religions. As Michael Mooney explained:
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Hearing thunder sounds in the heavens, the [giants] raised up their eyes, became
aware of the sky, and “saw” it as a great animated body, Jove. In this action, no longer
more reaction but act of “noetic” imagination, of the transfer of meaning (metapherein)
through the “ingenious” discovery of relationships heretofore unnoticed, the grossi
bestioni quit their spiritual isolation . . . life in society began. (210).
Metapherein is the Greek root of the word metaphor which means “carry across.”
Metaphor, therefore, is a special way of knowing, understanding or explaining things,
especially experiences. Furthermore, “maker” is an archaic term for a poet in the English
language which is a direct translation from the Greek. The word “poet” comes from the
Greek poētē or poiētēs which means maker. Therefore, when Vico talks about the giants
using poetic language what they are doing is making language, making meaning [my
italics].
Vico in his Scienza Nuova stated “Ove avvenga che chi fa le cose esso stesso le
narri, ivi non puo esser piu certa l’istoria” (par. 349). Translated by Fisch and Bergin,
“And history cannot be more certain than when he who creates the things also narrates
them.” (104). William Butler Yeats echoed this idea “We can know nothing that we have
not made.” and the maxim appeared on a website for Chicano identity, thus: “Man can
only understand that which he has done” (National Chicano Summit 12). So making or
creating and narrating for Vico are inextricably connected.
As Vico suggests, poetic language is the first type of language. Though we do not
call it poetic language, modern scholars have pointed out how narrative is inextricably
part of our human nature. One scholar, Walter Fisher, goes as far as to create a new label
for humans:
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Many different root metaphors have been put forth to represent the essential nature of
human beings: Homo faber, Homo economicus, Homo politicus, Homo soiologicus,
>psychological man,= >ecclesiastical man,= Homo sapiens, and, of course, >rational
man.@ I propose that Homo narrans be added to the list.@ (62).
Fisher also quotes philosopher, Alasdair MacIntyre, who wrote, AMan is in his actions and
practice, as well as in his fictions, is essentially a storytelling animal” (Fisher 58).
Gerard Hauser seems to agree with Vichian theory of sense making when he states,
“More significant than our skill as our understanding of what happens to and around us is the
narrative structure we bring to our experiences in order to make sense of them” (187). Narrative
is related to common sense in that “we make sense of the episodes and events of our lives by
situating them within our respective value systems. This act of sense making commonly involves
placing occurrences within a context of our individual lived histories and those of our group”
(Hauser 185). Just as the giants made a story or myth about their experience with the thunder and
lightning—the terrifying sounds and sight of bolts of light streaking through the sky—we too
make sense of our experiences by the stories we tell ourselves.
It is for all these reasons that I equate Vico’s poetry as the story itself as the main
component of a story, digital or otherwise. The narrative or the storyline is the underlying basis
for the other media that links visuals and aurals.
Vico sees poetry or narrative in terms of the simplest of stories: fables or myths.
McLuhan talked about the mythic quality that the Internet gives because we are able to see
patterns on a much wider scale because of the speed of the Internet. McLuhan equates myth with
Vico’s primitive societies AThe myth, like the aphorism and maxim, is characteristic of oral
culture. For, until literacy deprives language of its multi-dimensional resonance, every word is a
poetic world unto itself, a ‘momentary deity’ or revelation, as it seemed to non-literate men@
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(Gutenberg 25). A digital story could in some ways be seen as aphoristic because it is so short.
We are also more likely to experience more than one digital story once we have reached the site,
picking and choosing from among the options there. What we get when we read the various
stories is a sense of myth because we begin to see a mosaic of a culture as the individual stories
create a pattern. Tied in with storytelling is the idea of memory and imagination. As we learned
from Vico’s well-known maxim that “we can neither imagine something unless we have
remembered it, nor remember anything unless we perceive through the senses” (Pompa 69)
Paintings = Visuals
Vico used an engraving as an additional explanation of his book Scienza Nuova, which is
indicative of the culture and emerging technology of his time. According to Catherine Hobbs, in
the Renaissance, illustrated books were linked to words. These Aemblem books were used for
entertainment, education, spiritual instruction, and memory aids. Words and pictures worked
together as equals in any of these books@ (ALearning@ 60). In this same article, Hobbs further
reveals that Sir Francis Bacon Aaccepted the principle that images were more memorable than
words@ (60).
Vico theorized that poetic language included visuals (hieroglyphs and emblems).
However, in the 18th century new scientific theories were affecting how people understood
seeing. The 18th century was a time when there was a great deal of interest in optics especially
after the publication of Newton=s Opticks in 1704 (Hobbs, ALearning@ 62).
Descriptive and thus literary language came to the fore and continues in modern day
literature to some extent. Hobbs tells us that Ain French belles lettres, the most expressive text is
one that tries to re-create this all at onceness—this powerful tableau effect of prelinguistic, visual
thought@ (ALearning@ 65). What the belles lettres did with the written word, digital
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storytelling, and in some respects, comics, does with visuals. Marshall McLuhan seems to
concur with this idea that modern multimedia has brought back this idea of picture-painting
words when he stated, “It is the poets and painters who react instantly to a new medium like
radio or TV. Radio and gramophone and tape recorder gave us back the poet’s voice as an
important dimension of the poetic experience. Words became a kind of painting with light,
again”(177). The visuals in a digital story could be said to be part of the prelinguistic element
that can be a bridge between cultures with different languages.
Framing in a digital story suggests not just putting the story or script into context but the
actual visuals or photographs that move one after the other. First of all the visuals obviously
have a physical frame because only a portion of the whole is captured. A photo would differ
even if the photographer were to move a few inches to either side. Furthermore, the subject
matter could change from one photo to the next. Photos and pictures are visuals frozen in time.
With the technology of movie making software (iMovie for the Macintosh and Movie Maker that
is on the Microsoft platform being the most accessible and easiest to use), the visuals can be
introduced or transitioned in certain ways that evoke different impressions as we move from one
visual to the next. A picture that dissolves into another one gives a different impression than a
transition where the next picture curls or peels away from the corner as though we are turning a
page of a book.
The advances in manipulating visuals on a computer and website are as fascinating to us
today as the new knowledge of optics that came to light in the 18th-century Europe. A digital
story is like an emblem book of our time giving us additional sensations to go along with the
narrative.
Oratory = Voice Over
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Catherine Hobbs quotes French philosopher Condillac (1714-1799) who Aexplained the
differences between the visual and verbal in this way: The visual world is holistic and is seen
instantaneously as a picture. Verbal language is linear, occurring sequentially in units over time.
Language decomposes holistic reality, allowing writers to convey what is really seen out there in
the world into the mind, where we can once again recompose it to represent the holistic world.
(Hobbs ALearning@ 65).
An important part of a digital story is the “holistic reality” of a voice over tied to the
linear aspect of the visuals. Walter Ong tells us that “electronic technology has brought us into
the age of ‘secondary orality.’ The new orality has striking resemblances to the old in its
participatory mystique, its fostering of a communal sense” (133-4). Vico suggested that youth
should study poetry, painting and oratory because orality was still a large part of the civic nature
of his culture. As a rhetorician Vico was also immersed in classical oral tradition being called
upon to give political, forensic or epideictic orations. Furthermore, as a lecturer at a university he
also taught his students who would be part of the civic life of that culture and needed training in
rhetoric. However, the 18th century was a time when literacy was becoming more widespread
and even orators wrote out their speeches. In digital storytelling the dialog is written first before
being recorded to match the visuals. In many respects, the spontaneity of the spoken word is lost.
The spoken word is by its nature very personal because there is a real audience and the
words cannot be recalled. However, that is no longer the case with the ability to record the
spoken word. Ong suggests that secondary and primary orality are similar but also different.
“Like primary orality, secondary orality has generated a strong group sense, for listening to
spoken words forms hearers into a group, a true audience, just as reading written or printed texts
turns individuals in on themselves” (134). Ironically, a digital story has both aspects. There is a
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sense of isolation because we are more than likely to be listening to the words spoken when we
are by ourselves in front of a computer screen. But we are also drawn in by the sound a
someone’s voice because the voice is so idiosyncratic. Joe Lambert of the Center for Digital
Storytelling includes an aspect of oratory in which the voice over can appeal to people who
Afind themselves hearing the sounds of words like music, and really are not concerned with
meaning of the words per se as much as the aural jazz of the presentation that creates a dominant
tonal impression@ (Lambert 40).
One of the things that oral cultures relied on heavily was memory because in an oral
society you cannot return to the spoken word unless you have memorized what was said and thus
pass it on. “In an oral culture, knowledge, once acquired, had to be constantly repeated or it
would be lost: fixed formulaic thought patterns were essential for wisdom and effective
administration” (Ong 23). In a chirographic or print society, words and ideas can be reread over
and over again so our memories need not be as acute as those in an oral society. According to
Ong, in a primary oral society, “the way in which the word is experienced is always momentous
in psychic life. The centering action of sound (the field of sound is not spread out before me but
is all around me) affects man’s sense of the cosmos” (72).
Digital storytelling brings back the sound of the human voice in storytelling. Some digital
stories includes background music that further affects the message. In bardic cultures many of
the stories were sung to the accompaniment of a lyre or harp. Digital storytelling then, brings
back another acoustical aspect of traditional storytelling.
What is interesting and I believe important about the digital storytelling movement is the
opportunity for people to connect with others worldwide through the Internet. Marshall
McLuhan writing in the 1960s and 70s before the Internet, coined the term, “global village.”
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And the way we can connect to each other is through our commonalities, the “tangle of
associational thinking that is at the root of community,” (qtd. in Hobbs Modernity 77).
At the beginning of this paper I mentioned two different kinds of digital stories: the
[Murmur] project in Toronto, Canada, and the Capture Wales on the BBC Wales web site. The
difference between stories handed down through cultures is that these stories are told by ordinary
people, not heroes. These stories give insights into a culture in an intimate way.
[Murmur] project not only gives ordinary people the opportunity to tell stories, it is
linked to particular places in the city of Toronto. Perhaps it has also come about for our need to
have connections and be aware of real places has come about because we my feel we are so often
lost in cyberspace. It is an oral version of the graphic, AKilroy was here.@
This project has elements of newspaper reporting, especially the kind of reporting done
through new journalism or creative nonfiction. The storyteller is a sort of roving reporter, giving
snippets of slices of life in a particular place. As an online newspaper article explains, this
activity is termed A >psychogeograpy,= a movement that grew out of the =50s Situationist art,
which intervened and commented upon everyday physical spaces@ (Pugh par. 7). The
developers of [Murmur] also see the digital storytellers as flâneurs (the feminine form is
flâneuses)—a French word that means loungers, saunterers, strollers, loiterers—that has links to
the 1848 Paris newspaper, Le Flâneur which asked their readers that while strolling Alet us not
forget our rights and our obligations as citizens@ (Pugh para 8). The [Murmur] project is not
merely storytelling to entertain but a way for ordinary people to claim back the city. Like the
Parisian flâneurs, they experience the city through walking, not driving, through it. It has
political and sociological overtones. The [Murmur] project seems to embody another way for
ordinary people to gain control of their environments that seems to have been taken over by
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government or commerce.
BBC Capture Wales also wants to create community. This is their definition of digital
storytelling and what the project hopes to achieve.
Digital stories are "mini-movies" created and edited by people like you - using cameras,
computers, scanners and their own photo albums. Everyone has a story to tell and new
technology means that anyone can create a story that can show on a website like the ones
you see here. The idea is to show the richness of life in Wales through stories made by
the people of Wales. It's you who decide what those stories are. (Capture Wales)
As the web site intimates, the purpose of collecting stories from ordinary people is to
make known the richness of Welsh society by collecting stories of ordinary people who make up
that culture. The BBC Wales project seems to have archeological and folklore aspects as stories
are collected that reveal the culture and way of life of ordinary people in Wales. This project thus
fulfills the motto found on the first page of the web site of the Center for Digital Storytelling:
AEvery community has a memory of itself. Not a history, nor an archive, nor an authoritative
record . . . A living memory, an awareness of a collective identity woven of a thousand stories.”
The stories then make up a collage or montage of a culture. And because the stories are so
short—only two or three minutes long—they are less a scrap of the life of the protagonist but a
microthread.
Though the topics of some digital stories appear insignificant, they still draw us in and
make connections. Ieuan Sheen=s anecdotes about his early school days make us aware of our
own school days. The idea that topics for a digital story do not need to be earth-shattering and
that ordinary, small subjects don=t have to be boring is suggested by a writer who was trying to
define creative non-fiction ASusan Orleans referred to what she called . . . a type of writing that
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chronicles >the dignity of ordinariness,= a phrase that reminds [him] of James Joyce=s definition
of epiphany, >the moment in which the soul of the commonest object . . . seems to us radiant=@
(Pearson 318). In digital storytelling the epiphanies come not only from the objects and
experiences but also there is an additional epiphany not necessarily from common objects, but as
we read the stories of other people. This relates also to the idea of ingenium, that Vico tells us is
the “power of connecting separate and diverse elements” (Vico, Ancient Wisdom in Pompa 70).
This is an important feature of digital storytelling because this is the place where ordinary people
can reflect on their place in their culture, and helps others be aware of their own stories.
As a rhetorician familiar with the rhetorical appeals, Vico knew that if logic
didn’t work in a speech, appeals to emotion may be necessary.“Consequently, in order to be sure
of having touched all the soul-strings of his listeners, the orator, then, should run through the
complete set of the loci which schematize the evidence” (Gianturco’s translation). He tells us
that to really reach an audience the orator or storyteller needs to find the loci or areas of
argument that will touch “the soul-strings” of an audience (Vico, Study Methods 15). “Soulstrings” is a term coined by Elio Gianturco, who, in 1965, was the first person to translate this
work from Latin to English. “Soul-strings” comes from the Latin “animus” which has multiple
meanings: mind, soul, heart. Though Vico in this instance is talking about rhetorical oration,
narrative or stories connect people in a special way because they appeal to emotion that comes
from our common experiences as human beings.. And for a digital story that includes poetry or
story, painting or visuals, and oratory or voice overs, all our senses are engaged to connect soul
to soul
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Appendix A
List of Digital Storytelling Web Sites
Note: These web sites are currently available as at March 2006. As with many web sites on the Internet there may
be changes in the future.
Web Site
Center for Digital
Storytelling

http://storycenter.org

URL

Story Corps

http://storycorps.net

Digitales

http://www.digitales.us

Tech Head Stories

http://tech-head.com/dstory.htm

Bubbe’s Backporch

http://www.bubbe.com

Murmur Project,
Toronto, Canada

http://murmurtoronto.ca

BBC: Capture Wales,
Inside Lives, and
Telling Lives

http://www.bbc.co.uk/wales/ capturewales
http://www.bbc.co.uk/stoke/insidelives
http://www.bbc.co.uk/humber/telling_lives

BBC World News

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/
europe/4630857.stm

BBC World News:
Having Your Say

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/talking_point/4659237.s
tm

Fraynework Digital
Storytelling, Australia

http://www.fraynework.com

Story Beads

http://interactive.usc.edu/archives/000949.html

Description
An organization that conducts
workshops for schools, businesses,
etc. It gives links to other digital
storytelling web sites and projects.
A project sponsored by National
Public Radio (NPR).
A site for beginners that offers
resources and workshops.
A place that lists many other digital
storytelling web sites.
A place for women to add their
stories through a Digital Story Bee;
most stories are by Jewish Russian
émigrés.
A project in which people tell
stories via cell phones about
particular areas of Toronto and
Montreal.
Sponsored first by BBC Wales
where stories are archived. With the
success of the Capture Wales
project, two other regional BBC
areas, Stoke and Humber collect
stories from their areas.
To supplement new features, the
BBC has people tell their own
stories. This particular link is for
stories told by Romanian orphans
who grew up in Romanian
orphanages.
A feature of the BBC web site that
asks for people’s accounts of
various situations. This particular
one is for the July 7, 2005 terrorist
attacks in London.
An organization that is focused on
indigenous Australians’ stories to
educate non-indigenous people. One
story gives a lesson in the Aborigine
language.
A link to information on a master
thesis. The author proposes
“transactional storytelling”
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Web Site

URL

Description
“Storybeads are wearable computers
desgined as a tool for constructing
image-based stories by allowing
users to sequence and trade story
pieces of image and text.
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6. Abstract:
Grammatical vs. Lexical Competence of Advanced Foreign Language Learners
The present paper will examine the relationship between grammatical and lexical
competence of foreign language learners. It will report on research carried out in
the context of advanced learners of English in Finland. The data consisted of
written tasks where the subjects were asked to translate a text written in their L1
Finnish into their L2 English. The subjects were students seeking admission to the
university, in order to study English Philology.
The research had two main objectives. First of all, it was meant to shed light on the
relationship between grammatical and lexical competence, particularly in view of
the errors that could be found in the translations. It has been proposed that
grammar and lexis are mastered and utilized differently, the difference being
based on the degree of automaticity. Automatic processes do not require
attention; they operate independently of the speaker’s/writer’s control and
develop where the range of alternatives is limited, as is the case with syntax.
Lexical selection, on the other hand, is a control process, which requires attention.
Moreover, its range of alternatives is basically unlimited. In speech, this means that
lexical choices are often accompanied by hesitations. The purpose of the present
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study was to find out whether the written production of advanced learners
revealed any discrepancies in their lexical and grammatical skills.
The second objective was a practical one: it was hoped that the results of the
study would show what kind of language teaching would be required by these
highly competent foreign language users. The curriculum of the Department of
English mainly focuses on various theoretical courses (literature and linguistics), so it
would be crucial that the few skills courses that exist concentrate on the most
relevant issues.
The methodology used in this research consisted of analysing the errors produced
by the applicants and comparing them with the grades obtained in the entrance
test. In addition, those students who were admitted to the Department were
asked to translate the same text again after a few months, and their productions
from these two points of time were compared.
It was expected that, at this advanced level, there would be fewer syntactic errors
than lexical errors, and that the interval between the two translations would not
cause the results to be noticeably different.
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Musical Theatre as Liberal Inquiry: The Pathway to Craft
Submission ID #506
Unlike in a BFA Conservatory, in which a student may specialize in the area of Musical
Theatre over a four-year period, we offer only two courses in this area. At first blush,
one might conclude that this makes our exploration of this genre of performance less
intensive. This is certainly true in terms of time and in teaching the specifics of
technique, but we would argue that the focus of our approach actually allows us to impart
more profound fundamental information regarding artistic craft than the more techniqueoriented BFA. Our goal is to use our teaching in the specific area of musical theatre to
expose the student to what we consider to be the foundational elements of artistic craft.
Such elements as a strong work ethic, an open, inquisitive mind, a generosity of spirit, a
collaborative approach, and honed skills in analytical and critical thinking all contribute
to the development of solid craft in the performing artist. In the following discussion, we
will use our Advanced American Musical Theatre course to illuminate our approach to
teaching craft in a liberal arts context.
Advanced American Musical Theatre is the second in our two course sequence. The first
course, Introduction to American Musical Theatre is a course in which students explore
song analysis and audition technique. The focus of this course is on solo work. The
advanced course focuses on scene work and group choreography. Students are now
expected to work intensively with other students in 2, 3, and 4 person scenes, as well as
in large ensemble group numbers. Thus both individual and ensemble work are
emphasized.
The first group song/dance number is an established piece by a known choreographer. In
the past we have done such numbers as “One” from A Chorus Line, with choreography
by Michael Bennett, and “Steam Heat” from Pajama Game, with choreography by Bob
Fosse. The second group song/dance number is from an established piece, but in this
exercise our faculty choreographer puts original choreography on the students. This is a
collaborative process in which the students are encouraged to improvise within a given
structure in order to discover the choreography that is ultimately set. In the past we have
worked on ensemble numbers like “Coffee Break” from How to Succeed in Business
without Really Trying.
In the area of acting, the course moves progressively towards larger, more complex
scenes. In conjunction with this, students are also given less in-class coaching each time
they advance to a new scene with the expectation that the student will apply learned
principles more independently. Instruction in the latter part of the semester is given in
note form. Students present their work on assigned workshop dates, receive notes from
the instructors, and then work on those notes outside of class in preparation for the next
in-class showing.
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Part One: Creating an open, supportive and collaborative atmosphere
The beginning of the semester is the most crucial time in any course, but especially one
in which students are going to be working closely and collaboratively. The first step in
such a course must be to encourage students to be open to one another while exploring
new concepts in the hope of fostering a healthy and supportive environment. My
colleagues and I have developed a series of exercises that help students take this first step
toward becoming a strong ensemble.
Before beginning any of the exercise work, students are introduced to a philosophy that
will be the foundational principle of all work done in the class. Assumed Brilliance is a
philosophy developed by Paul Walker (NYU) as a tool for teaching improvisation and
theatre games. When one assumes his own brilliance, he trusts in his expert ability to
function brilliantly within any improvisation, game or exercise. Any choice the actor
makes then becomes the right choice because he made it – his expertness makes
everything he does brilliant. Rainn Wilson, a student of Paul Walker, expands on this
philosophy by creating the notion of the Cosmic Yes. Saying the cosmic yes enables the
actor to embrace his own brilliance and simply act on impulse in the playing of any
moment-to-moment reality. It is in essence saying “yes” to anything that happens on
stage in a given moment.
Introducing and continually reinforcing this philosophy helps actors trust their impulses
and keeps them from censoring themselves onstage. It also discourages them from
talking about and qualifying the work too much. The basic principle here is that
ACTING (SINGING, DANCING) IS DOING. Assumed Brilliance gives students the
freedom to “do” without the worry of making a mistake. If this belief is firmly embraced,
the student will become much more open to constructive criticism later in the course.
Acting Exercises: The following are examples of two games that are used to teach the
Assumed Brilliance philosophy.
Charades—this is a familiar game that is first played in its traditional form with one
notable exception. The class is divided into two groups. Each group composes a list of 5
charades for the other group. In performing the charades, students must come up in pairs
and work together giving clues to their group. The two groups compete, with the first
group guessing all five of the charades the winner.
The next phase of this game is where the Assumed Brilliance principle is really tested.
The instructor informs the two groups that he has charades that he has compiled for each
group. He also informs them that they are very obscure titles. When the instructor
distributes the paper on which the titles are written, the students quickly see that they are
“invisible.” In reality there aren’t any charades, but the actor’s must assume that indeed
there are. Additionally, because they are working in pairs, they must also brilliantly
assume that what one reads on the “paper,” the other does as well. As a result, they begin
to depend much more completely on one another to successfully communicate the
charade.
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This exercise is a wonderful introduction to the Assumed Brilliance philosophy. It
teaches the student to embrace the unknown, work in a very specific way with others,
trust his impulses, and work creatively in a collaborative environment. Not only are the
two actors giving clues part of that collaboration, but the other members of the group
become an integral part of the creative process. We are always impressed with the scope
of “obscure” titles that emerge from this game.
The Animal Game— Players stand in a circle. A hierarchy is established with one player
designated as the ruler (the significance of this title is that this player basically runs the
game. He decides when someone should be demoted because of a mistake). The person
to the ruler’s right is his second in command and the status steadily diminishes to the
person on the ruler’s left who is the peasant.
Starting with the player designated as the leader, each person chooses an animal and a
gesture which is representative of that animal. The whole circle repeats each animal and
gesture so that everyone will remember it. This is done all the way around the circle.
The leader then starts the game, saying his/her own animal (with corresponding gesture)
and one other person's animal (also with corresponding gesture). The person whose
animal is said by the leader then responds by saying his/her own animal and someone
else's animal, and so on.
When someone fails to say his/her own animal and then another, the leader must decide
whether the mistake warrants a demotion. If so that player must go stand beside and to
the left of the leader (the lowest position in the circle), and everyone to the left of the
demoted player moves over and takes on the animal of the position previously on their
left. The leader then starts the game again. If the leader makes a mistake in the course of
play, he then goes to the lowest position and the person to his right becomes the new
leader. At this point everyone in the circle assumes the animal to his left.
This game is an excellent exercise in teaching focus and active listening. It furthers the
notion of Assumed Brilliance by giving the players significant obstacles in the game and
then suggesting that the game really isn’t challenging at all. They are placed in a difficult
situation and then are made to feel as if they will surely succeed.
Singing Exercises
Row Your Boat— This exercise is executed on four levels – based on a group of 12
students.
1. The song is sung in unison
2. The song is sung, in round form, in divided four part harmony.
3. The song is sung in divided four part harmony in four different keys.
4. The students are divided into 6 groups of 2, singing in rounds of 6 different keys.
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The philosophy of Assumed Brilliance is essential in this exercise in order for the
students to progress through each level of difficulty with increasing precision. The
students first get a sense of group energy and trust and then, by breaking off into smaller
groups, the individual student must trust his/her own ability in order to maintain his part
while blending with the others. We have been amazed to see even the non-singer grow in
confidence through this exercise. The ability to sing parts also develops immensely
through this exercise.
Dalcroze Eurythmics Tennis Ball Exercise— Standing in a circle, the students are
asked to repeat a line from a song in rhythm together. The tendency is for the rhythm to
get faster. We then present a tennis ball into the exercise. The students are then asked to
bounce the ball from person to person saying the line in rhythm with the ball bounce.
When we see that the group is “in the groove”, we then suggest adding a physical action
while speaking the words. The goal is to keep a consistent down beat throughout the
circle, without accelerating in tempo, by relying on the internal rhythm of not only the
individual, but the group.
The goal of this exercise is to develop unity in the ensemble. Once the students hear how
individual eurhythmics varies, they can focus on adjusting body tempo and physicality in
order to bring them together in a unified “groove”. When the ensemble’s eurhythmics is
in sync, tempos stay consistent without rushing
Assumed Brilliance and Cosmic Yes are essential to the success of both exercises. The
student must assume his or her own brilliance in order to develop confidence/awareness.
As the individual student becomes confident, the ensemble strengthens because the “task”
can be evenly distributed. The goal is, hopefully, to make the ensemble focused on the
“doing.” The ensemble can then work toward the same result – a sound that is evenly
distributed among the voices – a voice of one, not individuals.
Movement Exercises
In dance, utilizing the philosophy of the “Cosmic Yes” establishes a process that offers
opportunities for growth and inspired movement. This philosophy merely asks that the
actor approach each new exercise with an openness and willingness to absorb and
synthesize the information. This openness defers self-criticism, doubt, or self-editing—
elements contraindicative to achieving one’s goals. New steps, new styles, new forms of
movement will not deter the actor who “assumes his/her brilliance”.
Since the concept of a particular musical can reflect any “period” of dance, the musical
theater dancer must have a breadth of experience in several basic dance forms. Our class
attempts to introduce the student to basic concepts of movement relevant to these forms.
Walking –Sensing the center of balance moving from over the base of support, the feet,
to outside the base of support to the point where the foot moves to catch the weight
Basic walking with kinetic awareness.
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The architecture of the walk:
The use of the feet, legs, hips, arms, shoulders, ribs, neck and head.
Discovering tension or misalignments.
Changing rhythms, tempo.
Awareness of oppositional use of the arms.
Turning – Ability to make quarter, half and full turns on the balls of the feet.
Both en dehors and en dedans.
More complicated forms of walking –
Jazz runs
Chasse
Three step turns, chaine turns, pirouettes
Balance – Beginnings of a warm-up.
Plié, tendu, dégagé, tombé, retiré, battement, relevé.Basic skill:
The above exercises give the student a basic vocabulary of movement upon which
specific choreography can be developed. The exercises also allow the student to begin
(or continue, depending on his level of prior movement training) to explore the
movement potential of his physical instrument. Following is a list of areas we emphasize
in our early movement exploration:
•

Awareness of the body: alignment, spatial sensibilities.

•

Balance – on parallel, turned-out or turned-in legs and feet.

•

Flexibility – increase potential range of motion.

•

Gesture – the use of gesture either with the arms or legs, inclusion of the Laban
Movement Analysis for additional studies in gesture.

•

Turning – use of both the en dehors and en dedans, flat footed or on relevé.

•

Rhythm and Tempo – an awareness of music.

•

Vocabulary – basic dance steps including but not exclusively: plié, chassé, three step
turn, chainé turn, tendu, dégagé, battement, pirouette, grand jeté, waltzing; basic jazz
steps including but not exclusively: jazz run, jazz walk, retire, modern contraction,
jazz contraction, and basic tap steps, when possible, including but not exclusively:
flaps, shuffles, running flaps, ball change, and time steps.
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Part Two: Developing principles of technique by honing critical and analytical skills
Acting
It is necessary for the actor to be able to read a scene and decipher the following:
Objective—the overriding need that drives all of the character’s spoken and physical
action. This should be something gotten from another character or characters in the
scene. An actor states objective as: I want
to give me
.
The Moment Before—the actor should identify the moment which occurred immediately
before his scene began. In doing this the actor will have a sense of what has brought him
into this scene – mentally, emotionally and physically.
Given Circumstances—the actor must account for all information the script gives him
regarding time (in history as well as the passage of time throughout the journey of the
play), place, relationships with other characters, his status economically, socially, and
intellectually. All of this will effect how he functions in the scene.
First Action—the actor must know his first action in the scene. This should be stated as:
I want to make
feel
. The actor should only plan his first
action. The other actor will respond to this with his action. This back and forth process
of acting on one another will pull both actors through the rest of the scene.
Account for the song—the actor must account for the presence of a song (along with any
choreography) in the scene. Why is song necessary to the accomplishment of objective?
What leads up to the song that makes its placement meaningful?
Singing
Step 1
Introduction to the song – Explanation and identification of the anatomy of song
• Style – Style can be identified as ballad, up tempo, character
• Lyric – Lyrics can be identified as subjective, objective, narrative, defiant, and
instructive
• Melody – Melody can be stripped down to its basic “8 Bar” structure. It is
analyzed into items including:
1. Intro
2. Verse
3. Chorus
A section – first thematic material
B section (bridge/release) – second thematic material
C section – third thematic material
And so forth – resulting in a pattern i.e. ABA, ABAB, ABACA
Coda – additional bars added to complete a thought musically or
lyrically
4. Ride out
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•

Accompaniment – Accompaniment is also included in the form analysis.
However, included in the analysis is the effect of the music on
the student. The student is asked these questions:
1. How does this music make you feel?
2. Does the melody work with the lyrics or against the lyrics?
3. Does the lyrics and accompaniment work together?
4. Is your objective’s success enhanced or hindered by the music?

Step 2
Lyrical Analysis – From the given lyrics, the student is asked to not only identify
category, but also to determine the objective:
“I want ____________to give me ______________.”
The student then performs the lyrics as a monologue incorporating
acting skills. This step also focuses on the gestural life of the student.
In approaching lyrics analytically, the non- singer finds a comfort
zone from which to work, not stressing about vocal ability.
Conversely, the singer, knowing that the vocal ability is not an
issue, can focus primarily on the acting
Step 3
Development of Voice – Vocal development is necessary in regards to:
• Range – being capable of singing through all vocal ranges including chest, mix,
head
• Flexibility – learning to sing scale patterns easily and shift through the passagio
(break area) efficiently
• Tone – producing a tonal quality that reflects well-shaped vowels. Also,
producing a tone that reflects that of the student’s speaking voice.
• Breath – supporting tone through diaphragmatic breathing.
Dancing
The actor must be able to analyze the “how” and “why” of the dance within the context
of a scene
Choreography—the actor must have a basic understanding of choreographic tools and a
critical understanding of the reasons for the inclusion of choreography into the scene.
Fusing choreography with the music and lyrics—the actor must first feel the phrasing of
the choreography rather than simply plodding through specific counts. Next he must be
able to fuse that choreographic phrasing with the phrasing of the music and the lyrics.
Stamina—the actor must develop the strength and endurance required to move, move
while acting, and move while acting and singing. These systems are taxed and
strengthened during the training and rehearsal process, resulting in the actor’s ability to
sustain character, produce movement, and support vocal technique simultaneously.
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Part Three: Synthesizing all three areas of craft through scene study. This work is
the true test for the actor. He must integrate his analytical work into performance
choices in addition to synthesizing his work in acting, singing and dancing in order
to create a unified and communicative performance.
Work independently—the actor must stage his own scene and song (including
choreography).
Strong work ethic—the actor must have his own homework in place in addition to
rehearsing outside of class with the other actors in his scene
Collaboration—the actor must work collectively with the other actors in the scene to
communicate the journey clearly and believably.
Continued development of core principles of craft—the actor will continue to develop his
ability to approach every challenge of the work with openness, a generosity of spirit, and
an inquisitive mind.
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Integrating the Humanities Across the Nursing Curriculum
Christine E. Pilon-Kacir, Ph.D., R.N.
Mary Welhaven, Ph.D., R.N.
Winona State University- Rochester Center, Department of Nursing

The Department of Nursing at Winona State University-Rochester has developed several
unique experiences which integrate the humanities into the nursing curriculum at the
junior and senior levels. These assignments provide students with creative outlets to
express their feelings about their clinical experiences, and promote the incorporation of
humanities for personal development as they move into their professional careers.
Emphasizing these experiences encourages students to integrate the “art” into the
“science” of nursing.
In the first semester, junior students are given an introduction to haiku, and are asked to
use this Japanese form of writing to relate their personal feelings about caring for patients
in their first clinical setting. For many students, this is the first “hands-on” experience
where they actually provide personal care (e.g. bathing, dressing), administer
medications, complete treatments, and talk to patients about how they are coping with
their illness. They write about their progress, frustration, fears, as well as what they have
learned, and then read their haiku to each other during post conference.
During their second semester, junior students complete several reflective journaling
assignments. The writing assignments encourage students to reflect upon personal and
aesthetic experiences in caring for patients, and assist them in connecting their emotional
responses to the events in their practice. Reflective journaling encourages students to
develop insight into how they have changed as a person, to look more deeply into
themselves. This type of journaling requires time to write and engage in the reflective
process to ensure quality and depth.
Senior students have the opportunity to utilize their creative talents by completing and
presenting a creative project in lieu of a typical written assignment during their
psychiatric/mental-health practicum. Their work ranges from poetry, short story writing,
musical compositions, watercolors, sculpture, graphic art, and even doll-making.
Incorporating and valuing opportunities for creative expression of personal feelings about
their clinical work integrates the art with the science in the nursing curriculum. It
provides a unique method for students to express the emotional component of their work,
and embrace the arts and humanities as a method of developing insight into personal
change.
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ABSTRACT:
Since 1989 I have been documenting Shia Muslim Muharram rituals in South
Asia. These annual rituals—which commemorate the seventh-century battlefield death of
the Prophet Muhammad’s grandson, Imam Husain ibn Ali—involve public street
processions and communal expressions of grief for Husain’s martyrdom. In Pakistan and
India (as in Arab countries with Shia populations such as Iraq and Lebanon), Muharram
processions frequently include zanjir-zani: self-flagellation involving the use of razors,
chains, and flails.
This practice is controversial. Many Muslim theologians condemn zanjir-zani as
unislamic because it entails unnecessary harm to the human body. Shia apologists whom
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I have interviewed in Pakistan and India, however, defend the ritual as an expression of
self-abnegating mystical love for Husain and the Prophet’s family.
In this paper I focus on the way in which public self-flagellation affects ShiaSunni relations in Pakistan (a country where Shias constitute 20% of the population).
Saudi-funded Sunni preachers cite zanjir-zani to bolster their argument that Shias are
infidels. Some Wahhabi-minded members of Pakistan’s National Assembly have tried to
pass legislation reducing Shias to the status of kafirs (unbelievers—a label that would
curtail the legal rights of Pakistani Shias).
But criticism of self-flagellation has also arisen from within the Shia community.
In 1994 Seyyed Ali Khamenei, “Supreme Leader” of Iran’s Islamic Republic, issued a
fatwa forbidding the public performance of lamentation rituals involving the shedding of
one’s own blood. This fatwa is a continuation of attempts by the Ayatollah Khomeini to
curtail Shia ritual practices that offend Sunnis, so as to facilitate the creation of a united
Sunni-Shia bloc in opposition to Western interests.
In my five visits to Pakistan (four of them since September 11, 2001), I have
documented attempts by Iranian-trained mullahs to discourage Pakistani Shias from the
practice of self-flagellation. In this paper I describe how Pakistani Shias have resisted
calls to stop this practice, and I analyze the ways in which controversial public rituals
serve to assert communal identity for beleaguered minority communities. Finally, I show
how zanjir-zani has become a factor in the sectarian rivalry between Iran and Saudi
Arabia for leadership of the Islamic world.
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Abstract
Maori-Chinese Identity in Aotearoa/New Zealand
and Paula Morris’s Hibiscus Coast
Ann Pistacchi
University of Auckland
“A politicized memory,” theorist Jenny Bol Jun Lee writes in Eating Pork Bones and Puha
with Chopsticks, “guards against popular notions that seek to homogenize ethnic minority groups
and position us in static binary oppositions.” Written with the aim to create a “regeneration and
restoration of self-definition – a ‘space’ for Maori-Chinese,” Lee’s work addresses the need to
carve out a space for a multicultural social/politicized memory in Aotearoa/New Zealand where
discussions around cultural politics have, until recent history, concentrated on the binary of Maori
(the colonized) and Pakeha (the colonizer).
Contemporary Maori novelist Paula Morris actively carves out “a space for Maori-Chinese”
within the emerging literary canon of Aotearoa/New Zealand in her critically acclaimed second
novel, Hibiscus Coast. Through the use of extensive interview materials, personal histories, and
primary source media documents spanning over a hundred years of Maori-Chinese history, this
paper critically examines the politicized memory that Morris’s Maori-Chinese protagonist, Emma
Taupere brings to the narrative table. The presentation also provides an in-depth textual analysis of
the ways in which Emma’s presence in the novel offers a challenge to essentialist, representative
readings of her character, and the ways in which her character can therefore be read as a possible
indicator of the changing winds in both indigenous and diasporic writings coming out of twentyfirst century Aotearoa.

2
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Maori-Chinese Identity in Aotearoa/New Zealand
and Paula Morris’s Hibiscus Coast
by Ann Pistacchi
Nga Hainamana ma Nga Maori: Multi-dimensional Social Memoriesi
It is impossible to read Emma Taupere’s enigmatic character in Maori novelist Paula
Morris’s critically acclaimed novel, Hibiscus Coast, without taking into account the politicized
social memory her Maori-Chinese ancestry brings to the narrative table. A reading public even
marginally aware of the racial politics surrounding these two ethnic groups will recognize that “in a
colonial context, where everyone in Aotearoa/New Zealand continues to be affected by the multidimensional taniwhaii of colonialism, sharing the dual ethnicity of Maori-Chinese [often means] a
double dose of the varied layers of racism that people from ethnic minorities are exposed to in
Aotearoa/New Zealand” (Lee 95). This “double dose” of racism that Maori-Chinese are exposed to
is markedly complicated by the long social history that underlies the cross-cultural interactions and
relationships between these peoples. Historically speaking,
Under the hierarch of ‘race’, Maori were [considered] less physically able, less
mentally intelligent, less emotionally sophisticated – less human – than Pakeha. With
the arrival of the Chinese in Aotearoa/New Zealand, the racial hierarchy took on a
new, local twist. The Chinese were racialised, officially referred to as ‘aliens’ and
relegated to the lowest level of inferiority. In 1880 MP Richard Seddon (later to be
Premier) announced “there is the same distinctiveness between a European and
Chinaman as that between a Chinaman and monkey.” (Lee 99)
Comments like Richard Seddon’s go far in reinforcing the findings of sociologist Arvind Palat
whose research has proven,
Xenophobia and outright racism against Asian migrants has, in fact, been a persistent
thread in the history of Aotearoa/New Zealand since its constitution as a British
colony. Indeed, as early as 1857, even before a single Chinese person had entered the
district, an Anti-Chinese Committee to fight the ‘Mongolian Filth’ had been formed
in Nelson. Equally telling, as late as 1992, there was only one mention of Asia in the
index to the second edition of the Oxford History of New Zealand, and that mention
directed readers to ‘See Immigration; Xenophobia.’ (35)
In comparison to these racist and xenophobic statements made about Asian migrants in the
late ninetieth century, in 1920 Prime Minister Massey stated, “The Maori is a European for our
purposes. The Maori is a very good citizen, and has the same rights and privileges as a European,
and he is worthy of them” (Lee 99). Massey’s statement indicates that by the 1920s, Maori had
begun “to be looked (down) upon as the ‘noble savage,’ and praised for their adaptability to
assimilation with Pakeha” (Lee 99). While these attitudes by no means indicated an end to racist
treatment of the Maori population, they did allow for a fostering of ‘race’ theory in New Zealand
that placed both Pakeha and Maori considerably higher on the ladder of social hierarchy than
3
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Asians. The manifestation of “Yellow Peril” hysteria was therefore a result of paranoia and racism
levied against Asian immigrants by both the Maori and Pakeha populations of early twentiethcentury Aotearoa.
In their compelling study Recalling Aotearoa: Indigenous Politics of Ethnic Relations in
New Zealand, Augie Fleras and Paul Spoonley recount their finding that “Maori have long
harboured deep-seated concerns about Asian immigrants. Sir Apirana Ngata and the Ngata
Committee in 1929 drew attention to the perceived moral threat posed by Asian men towards the
Maori community at large, and Maori women in particular” (184). At the heart of the Ngata
Committee’s concerns was a deeply ingrained cultural aversion to inter-ethnic relationships
between Maori and Chinese. Throughout the first half of the twentieth century politicians and high
ranking community figures of both Maori and Pakeha decent argued that Maori-Chinese children
were an affront to the purity of Maori bloodlines. These fears began manifesting as early as 1907
when the New Zealand Free Lance reported, “There is a universal feeling in New Zealand that the
Chinaman must go… if the Chinaman remains in our country we shall have the infusion of blood
between our people and the yellow man, and the further knowledge that wherever that occurs it
spells degradation” (7). These early fears gave way to full-fledged paranoia by 1938 when G.T.
Parvin, the secretary of the White New Zealand League, emphatically wrote in the NZ Truth, “the
Asiatic terror is very real…gradually the Maori race is being mongrelized by their association with
Chinese” (12).
Echoing these fears expressed by white New Zealanders, Jenny Lee found in her research
on the history of Maori/Chinese relations a record of a ‘prominent’ Maori elder stating, “The
Chinese are all right to have around the district as long as they don’t get married to the Maori. It’s
not right to have Maori children around the place who are half Chinese …All this mixing is not
right because it is spoiling the Maori blood” (105). This growing panic was widely supported by the
popular media in headlines such as the one found in the May 4, 1938 issue of NZ Truth which read,
“Revelations about Social Menace Maori-Chinese children – over 30 born in Auckland last year”
(12).
According to Fleras and Spoonley, of equal concern to the fear of ‘spoiling the Maori
blood’ was “the fear that Asian immigrants would adversely affect Maori labour market
participation” (184). This fear is ultimately what led to decades of paranoid anti-Asian political
policies that called for “the imposition of the poll tax of £ 10 in 1881 (later raised to £ 100 in 1899)
on new arrivals from China, the introduction of English proficiency tests for admission in 1899, and
the denial of the right to become naturalized citizens in 1908” (Palat 39). These laws were put in
place to ensure “that the Chinese in New Zealand would remain a transient population” (Palat 39)

4
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and resulted in a “systemic and long-term institutionalised racism” aimed at the Chinese people”
(Murphy 1).
Unfortunately, the ‘Yellow Peril’ fears of the nineteenth and early half of the twentieth
centuries “resurfaced in the mid-1990s by way of media-hyped moral panics over a pending Asian
‘invasion,’ together with a host of demeaning stereotypes about triads, wealth, driving habits,
educational success, and dietary preferences” (Fleras and Spoonley 157). Although Flearas and
Spoonley claim that in the years leading up to the turn of the 21st century “blatant forms of racism
have given way to more polite styles that tend to be oblique or coded in disguised terms” (157), in
2002 Winston Peters, the leader of the nationalist New Zealand First Party and current New
Zealand Minster of Foreign Affairs, gave a speech warning the citizens of Aotearoa about the peril
of “Asianisation by stealth” (Peters). In the course of this 2002 campaign, Peters went on to blame
the “flood of immigrants” for “fundamentally changing the character of our country in a totally ad
hoc way” (Barber) and asked his constituents, “Who asked you whether you wanted to Asianise
New Zealand?” (Peters). It is into this new-wave of ‘polite’ racism that Emma Taupere is born and
raised. It is also the socio-political environment that the novel itself was born into when it was
published and distributed in 2005 by Penguin New Zealand to a predominantly Aotearoa-centered
reading audience.
Emma Taupere on Mongrels, Chinese Characters and Dusky Maidens
Born to an Asian-immigrant mother and a Maori Father, Emma Taupere is subject to all of
the racism one would expect given the history of Maori-Chinese race relations outlined above. She
learns at a young age “that her mother’s name and her mother’s voice were foreign, and that her
mother’s presence made the family odd in some way” (284). She is also made keenly aware that
“her mother’s family in China didn’t consider her a real beauty: her skin was too brown and her lips
too full” (16). These realizations culminate in an adult Emma ultimately believing “that both sides
of the family thought her a mongrel” (16), a derogatory classification that harkens back to those
early twentieth century headlines about the Maori-Chinese children born in Auckland.
Interestingly, in spite of the concern from her Chinese relations that she is too ‘brown,’ the
brunt of Emma’s marginalization comes from people associating her with the Asian side of her
genetic heritage. Racial binaries are therefore defined early in the novel, binaries that set Emma’s
‘Asian-ness’ on one side of the continuum, and nearly everyone else in New Zealand on the other.
This plays out in the actions of a Pakeha character who definitively declares to a room full of
people that “the Chinese aren’t like us” (147), in Emma’s Maori Aunt choosing to refer to her as
“that little Chinese girl” (150) instead of as her niece, and in her Samoan ex-boyfriend refusing to
introduce her to his parents because they were “old-fashioned and judgmental” (252) – a
5
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euphemism for “old-fashioned and too racist” to accept a Maori-Chinese girlfriend into their family
fold.
The exceptions to these unwritten racist rules come when Emma’s boyfriends and admirers
are attracted to her ‘foreign’ look. Siaki, Emma’s Samoan ex-boyfriend, points out early in the
novel, “People stared at her - he’d stared at her, he couldn’t help it” (145). He recalls being
immediately taken in by her “small heart of a face, her fan-shaped eyes, her high cheekbones” and
by the “bold design” of her unusual facial features (145). These sentiments are echoed by another
man during Emma’s first term at university who “told her she was exotic, and was disappointed to
find she’d been born and brought up in Auckland; she soon discovered that she lacked the
sufficiently alien costumes or religious beliefs required to feed his fantasy” (213). Even Luke,
Emma’s quasi-romantic love interest in the novel, engages in fantasies about Emma’s exoticism
before bedding her for the first time. Early descriptions of Luke characterize him as imagining
Emma naked, on his bed, “her flawless, coffee-coloured skin a dark tattoo on the clean white
sheets…[her] aureoles a velvety black.” In these fantasies, “she’d stir in her sleep and roll to one
side…each pose as simple and artful and enigmatic as a Chinese character” (176).
Towards the end of the novel Morris pointedly juxtaposes these unrealised boyish fantasies
of the eroticized Maori-Chinese Emma with the very real and concrete ‘dusky maiden’iii images
prevalent on the walls of Luke’s uncle’s bachiv in Waiwera. This gallery of velvet images is
Emma’s only company while she is staying in the bach, and she is fascinated with the depiction of
the “topless girls, their pointed breasts shaped like stunted bananas, each in a brilliant bikini bottom
or skimpy sarong. The girl in the picture closest to the door waded in a pool, a pink hibiscus tucked
into her blonde beehive hairdo” (287).
According to Lisa Taouma, the author of the essay “Gauguin is Dead…There is No
Paradise,” the image of the ‘dusky maiden,’ “more than any other image of the Pacific, has lasted
the test of time in the popular media. A painting from the earliest travels to Polynesia can be held
up next to a nineteenth-century photograph and a contemporary tourist postcard and the image of
the ‘dusky maiden’ remains the same, unchanged over time, dress, and pose, with brown eyes that
beckon” (36). The images in the aging gallery of the old bach uphold this long standing fascination
with the ‘dusky maiden’ stereotype, but, Emma thinks, “the black velvet girls were a little weird,
each posing in a different but equally provocative way, like a chorus line at a cabaret or some kind
of slutty island beauty contest” (297). She later muses, after spending hours with the images, “It
mustn’t be a bad life, splashing around in a pool at the base of a stylized waterfall, wearing the
skimpiest of bikini bottoms and some fresh floral decoration. The girls were smiling but distant,
preoccupied with their pose. It was so much easier to be looked at than to be the one doing the
looking. Perhaps, Emma thought, she should have become a K-girl after all” (301).
6
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This off-hand comment by Emma becomes a deeply dark and disturbing reflection when
taken in context of the politicized memory discussed here, and with Emma’s experiences in the
novel with being seen as a “K-girl” while in Shanghai. According to Morris, a K-girl is a young,
brassy, hustling, hard-edged Shanghai girl “lobbying to become a jinsiniao, a kept woman” (217)
by an older white foreign man. While living in Shanghai, Emma meets a rich, powerful, older New
Zealander who leaves his wife and children behind while he lives and works in China for large
portions of the year. When Emma becomes his Shanghai mistress, she “thought of her relationship
with Greg as one of equals: they were two New Zealanders drawn together in a foreign place”
(216). As she sits in a fancy restaurant one night, however, she realizes that “at Lan Na Thai or any
of the restaurants she and Greg went to together, most of them too expensive for all but a few
Shanghainese, she was just another Chinese girl with an older, richer, ex-pat lover” (217). This
sudden out-of-body, self-sighting experience in the restaurant upsets Emma, making her wonder if
Greg views her as “the kind of trophy so many of his colleagues acquired in Shanghai: a cute local
girlfriend who was sexy, willing and easily bought” (217). This awakening of Emma’s selfawareness becomes all the more poignant when read in light of her later sad reflection that “it was
so much easier to be looked at than to be the one doing the looking.”
Emma’s confession that she finds it alluring to be a static object watched and examined
instead of an active watcher seeking and interpreting, is both complimentary and contradictory to
the development of her constantly vacillating character. It is perhaps the clearest indicator that
Emma is a character not at home in herself, and therefore not at home in any of the locations we
find her in during the course of the narrative.
Early in the novel Emma openly scorns people who go on quests for self-awareness and for
long-lost personal ancestral histories. She makes it emphatically clear when she arrives in Shanghai
that she wasn’t there “looking for love or romance, and she wasn’t there in search of her mother’s
history. She certainly didn’t go there to ruminate over what it meant to be an Asian and a New
Zealander at the same time. She’d always scoffed at these kinds of quests, rolling her eyes at the
New Zealanders she met in London off to track down ancestral homes” (127). In spite of these
boisterous claims, Emma cannot seem to help herself from whiling away a great deal of her time in
Shanghai ruminating over just what it does mean to be “an Asian and a New Zealander at the same
time.” In her early days in the city she finds herself constantly listening for New Zealand accents in
the cafes and bars and looking for people she can connect to from “the home team” (158). She
eventually gives up this quest, disillusioned because “there was a kind of conspiracy among expats, a brotherhood of exhilaration and impatience with the city, but [she] always felt outside it.” It
upset Emma that other New Zealand ex-pats in Shanghai never recognized “she belonged on their
side – the side that would always be resolutely outside – unless she opened her mouth. Nobody
7
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expected her to be a New Zealander because New Zealanders looked European, or they looked
Maori, or they looked Polynesian; New Zealanders didn’t look Chinese” (136).
Unable to connect with other New Zealanders except as Greg’s “mingfen…a woman going
out with a married man, and therefore a third person with no official status” (239), Emma is
surprised to find herself making attempts to reconnect with memories of her long-dead mother,
Ling. The most meaningful part of this connection comes from making contact with her Chinese
relatives. As a child, “she’d never thought of her mother having uncles or cousins or family of any
kind: all the family she knew belonged to her father” (122), so becoming acquainted with these
‘new’ relations opened a window on her mother’s world that Emma grew up feeling shut out of.
After Ling’s death from cancer when Emma was only ten, the girl’s “Maori aunts swept through the
house, sorting and sniffing…and then the small pieces of their life that were Chinese – the rice
cooker in the bottom of the pantry; the red-bean porridge waiting when Emma arrived home from
school on winter afternoons; bleached chopsticks in the cutlery drawer; thin-skinned books of
impenetrable architectural letters piled on the lower shelf of her mother’s bedside table –
disappeared” (119). Having lost her mother over twenty years earlier, both literally and
figuratively, Emma is surprised to find herself “during her last six months in Shanghai …
remembering more of her mother” (121). She says, “In Shanghai they circled each other, the
mother she remembered and the mother who grew up here, the girl her mother raised, the young
woman Emma had become” (122).
It is in trying to come to terms with the ‘young woman she had become’ that Emma’s story
becomes a fascinating exploration of the ways in which her Maori-Chinese heritage, long-standing
ex-pat lifestyle, and role as a painter capable of elaborate copiesv intersect. Morris has said at
varying times “there is a lot of confinement in the story. Emma is confined even in the midst of
large cities like Auckland and Shanghai” vi and “Hibiscus Coast is a lot about entrapment and
escape.”vii These motifs of confinement, entrapment, and escape are imbued throughout the novel;
Emma is perpetually depicted in the tight confines of her cramped studio in Shanghai, in the
circumscribed existence she lives while living in an Auckland Princess Wharf apartment, in her
visit to Luke’s dark and claustrophobic house in Kumeu, and in her hideout in the tiny, ramshackle
bach in Waiwera. These movements from one confined physical space to the next seem to echo
Emma’s tightly controlled emotional and psychological world, and for much of the novel she seems
happy in this “cell-like serenity” (135). She is defined repeatedly in the narrative as being “alone,”
“isolated,” and “in retreat.” She admits that she has never had very many close friends, and her
cousin Ani describes her as “cold and imperious” (150). Even when she tries to communicate with
Luke, “their conversations remained brutal and stammering, as though they were adolescents with
nothing sensible to say” (149). Emma’s isolated and aloof characterization is emphasized by
8
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descriptions likening her to a cat; she “curls into the bend in the sofa” (58), “paws at her eyes” (38),
and shuns physical contact, “ducking away” to avoid Siaki’s touch (181).
As if in defiance of these attempts to portray her as cold and withdrawn, Morris makes it
clear towards the end of the narrative, “the thing Emma longed for the most was a real Auckland
life, one in which she made friends, went places, did things “(317). This contradiction opens up in
the novel the possibility of debate between the concepts of foreshadowing and what theorist Gary
Saul Morson calls ‘sideshadowing’ – a debate that allows for multifarious interpretations of the
‘lives’ Emma could live beyond the closing of the novel.
Looking in the Sideshadows
At first the foreshadowing in the novel seems to reiterate the atmospheric sense of
confinement and entrapment that Morris says she purposefully evokes in the novel. According to
Gary Morson, foreshadowing is, in and of itself, a confining concept – the very term “indicates a
backward causality,” it draws to our attention the fact that in a novel “the future is already there”
(48-49). In a ‘literary-thriller’ such as Hibiscus Coast, foreshadowing “directs our attention not to
the experience of the character but to the design of the author, whose structure is entirely
responsible for foreshadowing” (Morson 50). This seems an important aspect of a text written by an
author who emphatically states, “I am a firm believer that everything in a book is a conscious
choice made by me…I don’t belong to the romantic school of thought that ‘voices come into my
head and flow through me onto the page.’ No - - everything is my choice.” The reader therefore
finds Morris consciously embedding pointed foreshadowing in the descriptions of Emma’s dreams:
She’d been dreaming again, for the second night in a row, of the Gauguin painting. In
yesterday’s dream, the door of the back room swung open over and over. Sometimes
it revealed the painting hanging on the wall, but other times the wall was bare, and
Siaki was on his knees in the wardrobe rifling through cardboard boxes of rubbish –
old Christmas decorations and chewed toys – shouting at her to help look for the
missing painting. (63)
This scene is, of course, replayed later in the novel when the Gauguin is stolen and Siaki rifles
through the paper and boxes in the studio fruitlessly searching for the missing paintings.
This author-infused determinism is underwritten, however, by Morris’ more prominent use
of ‘sideshadowing.’ According to Morson, “In sideshadowing, two or more alternative presents, the
actual and the possible, are made simultaneously visible. This is a simultaneity not in time but of
times: we do not see contradictory actualities, but one possibility that was actualized and, at the
same moment, another that could have been but was not. In this way, time itself acquires a double
and often many doubles. A haze of possibilities surrounds each actuality” (118). The possibility of
sideshadowing is emphasized in the novel by Emma’s dream about a dissolving life/painting – a
9
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dream that seems to trump the foreshadowing dream about the stolen paintings both in terms of
imagery and depth of description. In this dream,
Emma saw herself at a great distance, galloping on a horse across the sandy folds of
a beach. She was hurrying to arrive somewhere before the rain began. But the clouds
above her head formed into a garish cartoon of the painting, the girl’s face and hair
fragmenting and re-forming into vast swathes of Technicolor sky; the rain threatened
to form drips of paint, about to splash Emma and turn her – and the horse, the beach,
the sea – into blotches and splatters and rivulets, a lacy tangle of excess colour like
the dirty floor beneath an easel. (63)
In a novel about aesthetics that is heavily laden with questions about the nature and
importance of art, Emma’s dream takes on enormous significance. If Emma can be dissolved, she
can be repainted. Her future is not immutable. This concept of sideshadowing, of looking at
alternate possibilities, allows for a juxtaposition between Emma’s past actions and current life, and
her multivariate futures. It also emphasizes the rippling, spiraling effect that these actions of
Emma’s will have on the greater world around her. This is most clearly illuminated in the
philosophic doctrine iterated in the Chinese proverb Morris chooses to preface the book with: “Tao
li man tian xia – The fruits of one’s teaching cover the earth.” Morris sums up the vast possibility
enveloped in this proverb, and in Emma’s character, through an examination of Emma’s
relationship with her teacher, Yi, who taught her how to paint perfect copies while she was in
Shanghai:
Yi’s tremendous ability as a painter has brought out Emma’s gift and created this
person who is a monster, in a way. She has tremendous talent, and now a tremendous
technique, and as we all know when you have tremendous talent and tremendous
technique you can become a great artist or someone who uses it for terrible purposes.
Or, of course, you can be someone who just throws it all away and does nothing at
all. The proverb refers to this idea – how one person can somehow have this
enormous effect. He’s sort of like the invisible mastermind behind the book. It is in
thinking over how he would react to what she is doing that finally persuades Emma
to change her course. (Morris, interview)
The fact that Emma can choose not to be a monster, that Morris gifts her with a range of lifechoices – she can continue to copy, she can be a great artist, or she can be someone who does
nothing at all – emphasizes the fact that every choice a character makes, every choice an author
makes, “is strategic, in the sense that every utterance has an epistemological agenda, a way of
seeing the world that is favored via that choice and not others” (Johnstone 45). Morris’s choice to
preface her novel with these teachings, and to ground the novel in a character imbued with a rich
multicultural racial background, demonstrates an epistemological agenda that envisions a world
beyond the postcolonial binaries which have dominated discussions of racial politics in the
established literary cannon of Aotearoa/New Zealand.
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Although Morris makes it clear when discussing her work that she does not want “her
characters to lead with their race,” and that she hopes “their race is not the most important thing
about them,” she does, nonetheless, say it is a “conscious choice” to incorporate characters of
mixed-blood ancestral histories into her texts as a way of challenging postcolonial binary
distinctions. Writing as an ex-patriot New Zealand writer of both English and Ngati Wai descent,
Morris says she is acutely aware that she does not want “her characters to be seen as
representatives,” and that she is therefore highly interested in the “clash coming together” in her
mixed-blood characters. More specifically she says of her Maori-Chinese protagonist in Hibiscus
Coast, “I suppose giving Emma that heritage made it more complicated for her to be
representative” and that part of the joy in creating this character was “watching” Emma’s reactions
to art, people and experiences in the novel “depending on which part of her heritage she chooses to
prioritize at the time.”
The possibility of a plurality in Emma’s responses and the possibility of multiple-endings to
the novel mirror the possibility of multiple futures for the people of this country. As Chinese poet,
fiction writer and activist Tze Ming Mok said in her award wining article “Race You There,” “The
day will come when I won’t be a minority in this country. No one will be. This will be a shock to
some people, to find that something can rise from the ashes of majorities and minorities. They’re
called pluralities” (18). By filling in the gaps in the literary social history of Aotearoa with
characters not representative of one race, but who prove to be a rich blend of this country’s
politicized social history , Morris invites us to look into the sideshadows for the plurality of stories
still left to be lived and shared. “A politicized memory,” Jenny Bol Jun Lee writes in Eating Pork
Bones and Puha with Chopsticks, “guards against popular notions that seek to homogenize ethnic
minority groups and position us in static binary oppositions” (110). Hibiscus Coast offers to its
readers, and to the continually emerging New Zealand literary canon, a new piece of politicized
memory – a piece that recognizes the Pacific and Asian diasporas as critical components of this
country’s social history…and its future.
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‘Nga Hainamana ma Nga Maori” translates from Maori to English as “The Chinese and The Maori”
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Lee explains in her footnote about the Maori word ‘taniwha,’ “Taniwha here refers to a monster-type creature.”

iii

According to Lisa Taouma in her essay, “Gauguin is Dead…There is No Paradise,” ‘dusky maiden’ “was a term that
was coined in the very kitsch era of the 1950’s when it was popular to do prints and velvet paintings of naked breasted
Polynesian women” (36).
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In New Zealand a “bach” is a small holiday home and is pronounced “batch.”
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In her Listener review of Hibiscus Coast Lydia Wevers writes, “Copying has a long and venerable artistic history. In
Italy there is a Museum of Fakes, and its founder, Salvatore Castillo, said recently that very good counterfeiters
eventually get their own show.” (Lydia Wevers, "The Life of the City," Listener 200.3416 (2005).
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Unless otherwise indicated, all of the direct quotes from Paula Morris included in this article are taken from an
interview I recorded with her at the Centre for Flexible & Distance Learning at the University of Auckland on
November 21, 2005.
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This quote was taken from a talk Morris gave to the Creative Writing MA students at the University of Auckland on
August 3, 2006.
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Executive Summary
For the last 5 to 10 years, American city centers have largely been rediscovered as development of all
types has moved back “downtown”. While suburban sprawl, exurbs, and edge cities continue to growth,
Americans have demonstrated a desire to return to communities with a true sense of place, thus spawning
the popularity of Town Centers – predominantly retail developments incorporating office and residential
uses vertically-mixed in an outdoor New Urbanism setting. These “lifestyle retail” developments are
popular, but ultimately an idealized re-creation of true urban centers.
To create a magnet for redevelopment and to differentiate themselves from their suburban counterparts,
cities have spawned a renewed interest in downtown regeneration through mixed-use theme-based
developments. These theme-based developments often include sports venues, performing arts/cultural
districts, retail, and other similar ideas, often in combination with local history and context.
The most successful of these blends residential and non-residential uses to create a truly 24-hour
neighborhood. Redevelopment without a residential component results in a sterile environment that has
no character after business hours.

1. Introduction
American urban development is largely cyclical in nature, responding to external market forces that are
out of its control. Win the absence of any comprehensive urban policy, the United States federal
government has done little to positively or negatively influence these cycles. Attempts at such policies,
such as Urban Renewal, showed little sensitivity to local urban context and were often times referred to as
“urban removal”, for they were used to demolish unsavory or unattractive uses. With the removal of the
uses, so too, were acre after acre of urban fabric demolished.
Pressures to develop occurred outside the cities, leaving dying and decaying urban centers that once were
homes to great cultural and financial institutions. In the 1960’s and 1970’s, New York City declared
bankruptcy, Cleveland’s Cuyahoga River was so polluted it caught on fire (twice), and rioting occurred in
most urban cores protesting for civil rights and an end to the Vietnam War.
In short, cities were dying.
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No one purposely set out to kill American city centers. Rather, it happened as the result of decades of
seemingly benign and disconnected decisions and policies that unintentionally brought our cities to the
brink of extinction. American urban development in the twenty-first century is the cumulative result of
the intersection of numerous policies, trends, issues, and technological advances.

2. How We Got Here
The Law of Unintended Consequences – the theory that actions have at least one unplanned result – is the
logical vehicle to “reverse engineer” the current state of American urban development. Unintended
consequences may be fortuitous, benign, or negative. Regardless, they were not the intended result of
policies and practices that were put in place for other reasons.
It is posited that an innumerable series of actions and events have resulted in current urban conditions.
While this may be technically true, there are major mileposts – Hinge Events – that have had
comprehensive and far-reaching influence. Specifically, five years during a 53-year period mark key
Hinge Events that shaped American cities – 1916, 1926, 1944, 1956, and 1969.
1916 – Development Controls
The country’s first zoning ordinance was adopted by New York City in 1916. While most planning
and architecture students know this date, it is important to understand the issues and concerns that
prompted its development and adoption. Zoning was not merely adopted for the sake of enacting a
new regulation but was the direct response to poor urban living conditions and a desire to achieve the
ideal city form, as embraced in the City Beautiful Movement.
Nowhere was the City Beautiful Movement more evident than at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair (also
known as the World’s Columbian Exposition). The Fair’s “White City” was built on the banks of
Lake Michigan and at the time was the epitome of American design and innovation. It brought
classical Greek and Roman Imperial architecture, harmony, symmetry, and balance to American
development that to-date had been evident in few areas outside of Washington, D.C.
In the early 1900’s, most of the United States was mostly rural in nature, with relatively few large
cities. While the nation’s population was approximately 76 million, population density averaged 25.6
people per square mile. (In the 2000 Census, that density was reported as 79.6 people per square
mile.) Not surprisingly, New York City was the largest city by population in the United States in
1900, with 3.5 million people. Only two other cities had populations exceeding one million at that
time – Chicago, IL (1.7 million) and Philadelphia, PA (1.3 million). Urban centers at the time were
largely limited to the Northeast and Midwest.
The concern with urban quality did not begin with the 1900 Census – New York City’s growth had
been an issue for some time. During the mid to late 1800’s, New York City experienced a significant
increase in building density and mass due to improvements in construction techniques and the
introduction of elevators which resulted in taller and denser structures. Buildings became so massive
that they dwarfed the streets they were on – blocking sunlight and air circulation. These concerns
combined with the City Beautiful Movement and became the City Practical Movement.
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Another movement was also gathering interest. In England, the
Garden City Movement, founded by British planner Ebenezer
Howard, was becoming increasingly popular, in response to the
overcrowded and undesirable living conditions that were present at
the time. Howard promoted the development of self-contained
communities surrounded by greenbelts. Several garden city
developments were actually developed in the United States as a
result of this movement, including Radburn (New Jersey) and
Garden City (New York).
Leaders of the both Movements felt that improving living
conditions would concurrently address social ills, attract affluent
residents back to the city, and elevate the quality of urban life. But
the single issue that gave rise to the notion that building needed
more control was the construction of the Equitable Building in 1915
(120 Broadway). The 40-story Beaux-Arts structure – the world’s
largest office building at the time – cast a shadow of seven acres
across the surrounding area. The result was a public outcry to prevent this from
happening again.
The 1916 New York City Zoning
Code was influenced by these
conditions and proposed a method
of
regulating
building
by
establishing a “building envelope”
to assure that light and air could
circulate.

Figure No. 1
Equitable Building

Figure No. 2
Effect of NYC 1916 Zoning

Buildings were required to step-back as they grew taller, resulting in the
now-familiar “wedding cake” profile of period architecture. The 1916 Code is significant because it
was the first systematic attempt to control development in a uniform fashion, largely based on form.
Ninety years later, it continues to influence the basis of American zoning.
While Chicago actually lays claim to the first zoning ordinance (1894), it only regulated building
heights between 130 and 260 feet. The 537-foot-tall Equitable Building dwarfed those standards and
resulted in New York City’s code which addressed building setbacks to allow the penetration of light
and circulation of air.
1926 – Regulation By Use
The seminal Supreme Court case on planning and
zoning – Village of Euclid, Ohio v. Ambler Realty
Company (272 U.S. 365, 1926) – was decided in
1926. While there are numerous planning-related
Supreme Court decisions, Euclid was arguably the
most important. The Supreme Court decision
established the basis for zoning ordinances to
regulate both land uses and physical dimensions.

Figure No. 3
Cumulative Zoning
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At the time, the small Village of Euclid feared being overrun by development from the neighboring
city of Cleveland. The Village specifically feared that new industrial development from Cleveland
would permanently damage the character of their community. To protect this, the Village adopted a
zoning ordinance that regulated land based on use, building height, and land area.
The complainant (Ambler Realty) owned 68 acres in Euclid and objected to the new regulation,
saying that it substantially reduced the value of their land. They argued that this resulted in an inverse
condemnation of their land – a taking of land by a public entity without just compensation. The basis
for Ambler’s suit, however, was that the Euclid zoning ordinance was a violation of the Fourteenth
Amendment – asserting that it denied Ambler due process and was discriminatory.
The Supreme Court decision upheld the Village’s right to use zoning in this manner and that it was a
constitutional use of its powers. They found that the Village did not violate the Fourteenth
Amendment and that the ordinance was not discriminatory and did have a rational basis for adoption.
Euclid set the precedence for “cumulative” zoning – a practice that allows increasingly restrictive
districts with less intense uses as a means of keeping noxious and incompatible land uses apart from
each other. This type of zoning also became known as Euclidean (for the Village, not the geometry).
Cumulative Euclidean zoning ordinances are still widely in use throughout the United States.
1944 – Post World War II
The Servicemembers’ Readjustment Act of 1944 – the “G.I. Bill of Rights” as it was commonly
known – was the result of lessons learned after World War I, when returning soldiers received very
little benefits for their sacrifices. Among the key provisions of the 1944 G.I. Bill was the
establishment of subsidized low-interest mortgage loans made available to veterans (as well as
education and tuition reimbursement, unemployment pay, etc.).
These low-interests loans prompted a rise in demand for new residential construction and began the
“Baby Boom” era. New residential subdivisions such as Levittown were established as 4.3 million
veterans received new homes under this program.
As the nation grew from, suburban development continued. While initially contained to the East
Coast as residential alternatives to New York City and Philadelphia, suburban development continued
nationwide unabated for at least 3 decades – until the economic recession of the 1970’s. Today, the
result has been termed “suburban sprawl”, resulting in similar non-urban development patterns in
every state.
Suburban development was purely residential at first – acre upon acre of tract homes that catered to a
middle class with an increasing disposable income. Shopping centers, schools, churches and houses
of worship, post offices, and other necessities of modern life followed shortly thereafter. Suburban
development was promoted as an escape from the city. Post-WWII breadwinners may have worked
in downtown, but at 5 PM they escaped to the safety and sanctity of their suburban tract home.
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1956 – America On The Move
Originally proposed as part of the 1954 Highway Act, the National Interstate Defense Highway
System was signed into law in 1956 by President Eisenhower. What has become to be known as the
Interstate Highway system, these highways were initially envisioned as a means for deploying troops
and materials quickly in times of national emergency. (The reason that the minimum required bridge
clearance is 13’ 6” is that is the required clearance for troop carriers and missile launchers.)
The Interstate Defense Highway System was designed to be paid for using a trust fund as part of the
federal tax paid on each gallon of gas (“pay as you go”) instead of a system of toll roads funded
through national bonding authority, as was originally proposed. Interstate highways are funded 90%
by the federal government, with the remaining 10% coming from the local sources (some
combination of state, city, and county funding).
The system’s initial projected cost was $25 billion and was to be completed by 1968. After fifty
years later and billions of dollars, the Interstate highway system remains in some state of construction
or reconstruction. New links – such as the NAFTA Highway (Interstate 69) – are proposed but
remain unbuilt.
The Interstate Defense Highway System was conceived of as similar to Germany’s Autobahn and
Italy’s Autostrata. As the realities of building new highway linkages set in, some portions were
simply re-designated segments of older existing US Highways, many of which were narrow corridors
traversing older urban areas. The Interstate Defense Highway System was to be able to convey highvolume, high-speed traffic through-traffic in and around urban areas, allowing for cars and trucks to
travel relatively unabated.
1969 – Environmental Awareness
The legacy of the 1960’s lives on as a result of the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA). NEPA – though technically enacted on 01 January 1970 – was a result of the rise in
environmental concerns that were prevalent in the 1960’s. NEPA was created and adopted during the
Nixon Administration during a time when it was under fire for its handling of the Vietnam War (The
Watergate scandal would not happen for another 3 years). NEPA created the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) – a cabinet level department – with the charge of carrying
out new environmentally-oriented policies. In turn, each state developed its own local version
(usually a State EPA or Department of Natural Resources) to further comply with these requirements.
The rise in environmental awareness was not unique to the decade. Political activism achieved its
zenith in the 1960’s, addressing such issues as racial and sexual equality, the controversial war in
Vietnam, and pollution. Publication of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (1962) and the establishment of
the first national observance of Earth Day (1970) crystallized the importance of environmental
awareness. By the creation of NEPA, air and water pollution were still rampant across the United
States, but the stage was set to address these issues. New legislation – such as the Clean Water Act
and the National Ambient Air Quality Standards – ensured that environmental concerns would
become a long-term priority for the nation.
These seemingly disparate hinge events have become key factors in the Law of Unintended Consequences
that have shaped American cities.
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Zoning initially was to address concerns for dense building patterns and was adopted as a nearly universal
method of regulating development. Cumulative zoning laws segregated development by land use in order
to keep noxious uses from sensitive residential areas. Combined with market pressures for post-WWII
development, the result was largely sterile suburbs that kept residential development away from other
uses, such as retail and employment centers. The development of the interstate highway system further
aggravated this by providing – initially – a fast route from urban centers to the suburbs, resulting in more
traffic. This hastened the white flight phenomenon of the 1960’s and 1970’s, wherein middle-class and
upper-class residents moved from the city to the perceived safety and comfort of the suburbs.
The residential shift from urban to suburban created a staggeringly high reliance on personal
transportation for commuting and daily errands, further eroding the vision of suburban life.
Environmental regulations began to penalize metropolitan areas because of violations of air pollution
standards.
This shift also resulted in abandonment and decay of urban areas near the core of the city. Downtown
became an increasingly less important destination as employers eventually relocated offices to the
suburbs. Characteristic of downtown areas were vacant office towers, surrounded by the last holdouts of
retail (often a flagship department store), with mostly government and financial institutions making up the
downtown workforce.

3. Case Studies
Little by little, American cities began to resurrect and reinvent themselves. Many attempts were made.
At first, cities sought to develop their cultural assets. Many had developed grand movie theaters in the
1920’s which had deteriorated as movie-goers moved to the suburbs. From the Ohio and Palace Theaters
in Columbus to Dallas’s Majestic Theater to Atlanta’s Fox Theater, these splendid old buildings found
new life as centers for film and stage performance. Unfortunately, they were often surrounded by
decaying buildings parking garages. Patrons would come for the performance, then leave. Pre- and postshow diners went elsewhere. While preservation of these architectural elements was important, it was
only the beginning.
In the 1970’s, developers applied their retail expertise to reviving downtown shopping. The result was a
confusing blend of enclosed retail buildings, often anchored by an existing flagship department store.
These developments ignored the street and kept patrons indoors. In climates such as downtown
Minneapolis, this was necessary due to harsh winter conditions. But indoor “gallerias” made less sense in
Nashville, Columbus, Indianapolis, Philadelphia, Houston, and Sacramento. By providing convenient
(usually free) parking in an attached garage, these developments appeared empty due to the lack of visible
pedestrian activity.
Around the same time, cities were attempting to inject life by creating pedestrian-only outdoor malls in
downtown areas. This was achieved by closing off streets to vehicular access, providing a car-free zone
for shoppers. Initially successful, these malls began to fade as the same phenomenon occurred –
pedestrian activity was not visible from bordering streets. One by one, these malls reopened their streets
to traffic.
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With the second-generation of new sports venues being developed, cities began to find a successful
formula for urban redevelopment. Because of their relative scale, ballparks and arenas lent themselves
more to pedestrian activity than convention centers and football stadia. However, not all sports-themed
redevelopments were successful and it took several attempts before a desirable mix was achieved.
Sports was not the only catalyst. Retail, museums, and entertainment venues began to morph into a
“shopper-tainment” concept in the 1980’s, which has largely survived to this day. The addition of
residential development in the mix has resulted in more complete and comprehensive developments
which have a 24-hour life.
Five case studies are presented which have resulted in successful urban regeneration and redevelopment.
The common theme to all five is their reliance on a diversity of development types.
Cleveland, Ohio
The former “Rust Belt” city has reinvented its downtown with through the development of major
sporting and entertainment venues. The Cleveland Gateway Economic Development Corporation
(EDC) was instrumental in the incremental development of these venues. Since the 1980’s, civic
leaders desired to breath new life into the downtown area. To do this, they identified key areas that
had historically been centers of activity – Central Market, The Flats, and the Harbor.

Figure No. 4
Cleveland Development
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The EDC’s first and most visible project was the development of the new home form the MLB
Cleveland Indians. The development of Jacobs Field (1994) created, at that time, one of the new
generation of urban ballparks in which the surrounding city is celebrated. Views to the skyline
dominate the outfield.
The ballpark is strategically placed between downtown three main streets – East Ninth, Ontario, and
Carnegie. The “Jake”, as locals call it, provides a connection with The Flats district as well as with
the regional light rail system.

Figure No. 5
Jacobs Field

Figure No. 6
Quicken Loans Arena

At about the same time – and adjacent to The Jake – the EDC developed a new NBA arena for the
Cleveland Cavaliers on the site of the old Central Market (a historic gathering place for more than
100 years). The new arena and ballpark became the heart of a 28-acre urban entertainment district.
The benefits to placing these facilities adjacent to each other were the ability to share parking, since
both facilities were not usually hosting concurrent events.
A year later (1995), at the city’s North Coast Harbor along the lakefront, the new Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame + Museum was opened. There was great competition to land the Rock Hall, as many cities laid
claim to being the birthplace of rock and roll. It was Cleveland disc jockey Alan Freed that coined
the phrase “rock & roll” in 1954 and the City of Cleveland was credited with holding the first “rock &
roll” concept. In 1995, the Rock Hall landed on the shores of Lake Erie in a striking contemporary
building designed by architect I.M. Pei.

Figure No. 7
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame + Museum

Figure No. 8
Cleveland Browns Stadium
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Four years later (1999), the new home to the NFL Cleveland Browns was built southwest of the Rock
Hall, adjacent to the Great Lakes Science Center. Previously, this had been the site of Cleveland
Municipal Stadium (built in 1946), an old concrete stadium that was left vacant in 1996 when the
team moved to Baltimore. An expansion of the league in 1999 brought Cleveland a new team with
the same the – the Browns. A new stadium was built on the site of old Cleveland Municipal Stadium
to host the new team.
All of this development connects downtown to The Flats, the Warehouse District, and the North
Coast Harbor. An important component is new residential development in The Flats and the
Warehouse District, in former warehouses and industrial buildings. Connected by the Greater
Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (RTA) light rail lines (Blue and Green lines), the entire area is
accessible without cars. This results in a vibrant and active multi-purpose destination – sports,
cultural, education, residential, employment, and entertainment.
Cleveland invested over $700 million in these four venues, with additional investments in urban
infrastructure (utilities, roadways, etc.). These improvements leveraged not only millions of dollars
in long-term revenues, they also invested in the future of downtown, creating a diverse economic
base.
Dallas, Texas
During the economic recessions of the 1970’s and 1980’s, there was a significant population shift to
regions with good economies. Population shifted from the Northeastern portion of the United States
(the so-called “Rust Belt”) to the South and West. Cities like Atlanta, Phoenix, and Los Angeles all
experienced growth as industries and major employers reduced their work-forces or closed down in
the Northeast.
Dallas is emblematic of this growth. The region of North Texas – a 2,000 square mile area
encompassing Dallas and Fort Worth – has continued to grow and at approximately 6 million people,
is the sixth largest market in the nation. However, Dallas had a problem.
As the region continued to grow, employers moved outside of the Central Business District (CBD) to
suburban locations, including Las Colinas (in Irving), the LBJ Freeway corridor, Richardson, Plano,
and other surrounding areas. Downtown Dallas still had occupied office buildings, but many had
higher than acceptable vacancy rates. New office buildings cannibalized the market, leaving older
structures that did not have the required infrastructure and amenities vacant.
Downtown Dallas also lacked two critical components – retail and residential. Downtown
department stores closed, leaving only Nieman Marcus’ flagship store as the main downtown retail
anchor. Other retail targeted office workers, many open only weekdays from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
According to the US Census Bureau, while the Dallas region was the sixth largest in the country, it
ranked thirty-ninth in population within a one-mile radius of downtown. Workers drove to downtown
in the morning and left in the evening.
Seeking to reverse this trend, Dallas leaders tried a variety of strategies. During the late 1980’s and
early 1990’s, various proposals were floated to develop a downtown shopping mall. Plans were
drawn up to develop casinos at numerous downtown locations on the presumption the State would
pass the appropriate legislation. Developers expressed interest in adapting older buildings for
residential use, but many of those proposals never came to fruition. Since there was no
comprehensive plan for the development of Dallas, proposals were not coordinated.
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Around the same time, the Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) authority was created from the old
Dallas Transit System (DTS). Voters approved the creation of DART in 1983, an entity serving 14
cities in Dallas County with bus transit services. DART, however, envisioned more than just buses as
it began studying various ways of bringing rail service to the region. Five years later in 1988, voters
narrowly approved (by 4%) bonds to start construction of a light rail system.
The first 11-mile section of DART rail opened 8
years later. By 2006, the system had increased to
over 50 miles of track making it one of the largest
rail systems in the country. Planned expansions of
DART continue as the system grows to almost
100 miles of track with new cities voting to
become members every year.
The success of DART made it easier to access
downtown and other destinations. But it also
brought to Dallas a new kind of development
pattern – TOD (Transit Oriented Development).
The first of these was built in 1997 by local
Figure No. 9
developer Ken Hughes just north of downtown. At 15 acres, Mockingbird
Mockingbird Station
Station was a small site by Dallas standards but it brought to the area a new
development pattern. Parking was in relatively short supply as most visitors were expected to access
the site by rail. Residential and office space were offered above street-level retail in the same
building – an old idea but one that had lost favor over the decades as zoning “sterilized” communities.
Mockingbird Station was a downtown – just not in downtown.
The success of Mockingbird Station proved that a new pattern could be successful in Dallas. One
year later, one of the boldest gambles in Dallas urban regeneration was headline news.
At the north entrance to downtown, along one of the most heavily traveled highways in the nation sat
a 72-acre rail and industrial site, largely vacant. Developer Ross Perot Jr. saw this as an opportunity
to create a new urban center for Dallas and an extension of downtown. It also was to be home to a
new $400 million basketball and hockey arena (at the time, Mr. Perot also owned the NBA Dallas
Mavericks). The development was to be called “Victory” and would be a mixed-use urban
development. Then-Mayor Ron Kirk called it
“Dallas’ Times Square”. This was accomplished
on what the US EPA called the most successful
brownfield reclamation project in the country, as
the site was not only a former railyards and power
plant, but also an old city dump.

Figure No. 10
Victory Master Plan
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Victory was not without it critics. As is the case with most sports venues that are publicly-funded (in
whole or in part), there was great controversy surrounding the proposed project, especially since the
developer and team owners were extremely wealthy. In 1998, the referendum was passed by the
extremely tin margin of little more than 1,000 votes. The City of Dallas committed $125 million
towards the construction of the arena, with the owners paying the same amount and paying 100% of
any costs above that amount. Ultimately, the arena and its associated development cost more than
$400 million.
Critics cited the poor financial deal cut by the City. In addition to $125 million in construction
assistance, the City would also pay for infrastructure, utility, and transit improvement costs, estimated
at over $25 million. In return, the team owners agreed to a 30-year lease paying an annual rent of $1
million. Team owners kept concession and parking revenues, ticket sales, and, most importantly,
naming rights revenues. Naming rights and sponsorship revenues alone exceeded $200 million.
American Airlines Center – as the arena was eventually called – opened in 2001 and by all accounts
was incredibly successful, booking events almost every night for a full year. Dallas, however, saw
little development in Victory other than the arena and its parking garage. To kick-start the remaining
portion of Victory, Dallas struck a deal with a Florida developer (known as Palladium at the time),
giving them a nearly $40 million tax incentive to develop Victory. Palladium had just developed
CityPlace in West Palm Beach and was considered to be the premiere mixed-use developer in the
country. CityPlace opened to great fanfare in August 2001. Parking was plentiful and (then) free in
adjacent garages that were masked by wrapped development. Residential units were developed
overlooking the main street, creating what has come to be known as “lifestyle retail”.
Everything changed on September 11, 2001.
After the terrorist attacks, retail suffered greatly in the country. Retailers coaxed shoppers with
unheard of deals, including zero percent interest. And while retail continued to buoy the American
economy, CityPlace languished. Palladium was losing money on CityPlace in its early days and
made the decision to walk away from the Victory project.
Two development companies – Hillwood (owned by Mr. Perot) and Hicks Holdings (owned by NHL
Dallas Stars owner Tom Hicks) – took over development of what now called “Victory Park”. To
date, millions of square feet have been built and are under various stages of development, including a
W Hotel, a new residential tower designed by Philippe Starck, new office space, a new street-level
television studio for the Dallas ABC affiliate, and various new unique retail outlets. In 2006, Victory
Park has become a unique, mixed-use development with a variety of architectural types, extending the
influence of downtown.
Between DART light rail and Victory Park, downtown residential has experienced a renaissance for
nearly 10 years. There is still much work to be done on the CBD core in terms of support services
(such as an urban grocery store), but downtown Dallas has become stronger as a result of these
separate but influential projects.
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Miami, Florida
In the early twenty-first century, Miami is one of the most robust development markets in the country.
It is also the fictional home to three television series (CSI: Miami, Nip/Tuck, and Dexter) and
numerous films. Miami has become the epitome of urban cool. But Miami has not always been this
way. In fact, the story of Miami development is more like a roller-coaster.
In its early days, Miami was a small South Florida city that was known predominantly for agriculture
(coconut farming) and its ports. Developers saw an opportunity for waterfront development and
incorporated the Town of Miami Beach in 1915 with an eye towards development. The post-World
War I land boom of the 1920’s and “discovery” of
the area by celebrities of the time fueled growth of
Miami Beach. And while the Great Depression
slowed things down a bit, in the 1930’s Miami’s
famous Art Deco architectural style was prevalent
along South Beach and has become its signature
style.
Development began to slow down in the 1960’s as
Miami and Florida in general became known as a
desirable retirement location for those in the
Northeast.
Simultaneously, Cubans seeking
political asylum from the Castro regime (Castro had overturned the Cuban
Figure No. 11
Collins Avenue
government in 1959) streamed into South Florida, creating the largest
concentration of Cuban heritage residents. At that time, Miami had little national
image at the time, except for the weekly Jackie Gleason Show (broadcast from Miami Beach’s
Fontainebleau Hotel) and the newly-formed NFL Miami Dolphins (established in 1966).
By 1980, Miami was suffering from a high crime
rate, a lack of development interest, and an aging
population. Television’s Miami Vice once again
brought national attention to the city, but it
showcased it as a center for drug-dealing. Miami
Beach’s Deco District (Collins Avenue) was
losing architecturally important buildings, but was
ultimately saved from the wrecking ball and
designated a historic district.
From the 1980’s to the present, the United States
population base has been shifting to Southern and
Western states. Florida has been the recipient of
much of this new development, especially in the
Miami-Dade County region.
Developers rediscovered Miami and Miami Beach and began to
craft it as an entertainment and residential
destination for the affluent. With favorable
currency exchange rates, many developments were financed by foreign investors.
In 2006, nearly 40% of the new condominiums in Miami are owned by foreign
investors.

Figure No. 12
Downtown Miami
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The most prevalent image of Miami is the South Beach area, lined with trendy hotels, clubs,
restaurants, and shops, catering to affluent and celebrity clientele. Entertainment and residential drive
the region’s economy.
There was no coordinated plan to achieve this. Developers have sensed the trend for South Florida
development for more than eighty years. Political upheaval and popular culture collided in South
Florida to create one of the most unique environments in the nation.
Despite hurricanes and economic cycles, Miami seems vibrant for now. Its overheated residential
market is destined to cool down, according to Fortune and Forbes. The condominium and apartment
market may be overbuilt, likely resulting in a slowdown sometime in the near future.
Miami’s success is based on the theme of International Lifestyle as a result of the combination of
Cuban, European, and Asian cultures that now call it home.
Seattle, Washington
Residents of the Emerald City are decidedly split on how
their city has grown. Many Seattle residents bemoan the
rapid growth, blaming it for traffic congestion and a
decrease in their quality of life. Other residents see Seattle
as the new land of opportunity.
Seattle’s recent history is inexorably tied to the technology
industry, but its roots are in lumber and aviation.
Historically, Seattle has been a center of commerce for the
Pacific Northwest, balanced with an environmental ethic
that some feel is threatened by uncoordinated and rapid
growth.
Seattle’s most significant image was initially forged by the
1962 World’s Fair. Forty-five years later, the 605-foot tall
Space Needle (50 feet taller than the Washington
Monument) remains one of the most recognizable symbols
of the city.
The city’s other principal industry has been computer
technology, anchored by industry giant Microsoft. While its campus is not
technically in Seattle (it is in nearby Redmond), Microsoft is as closely
aligned with Seattle as Boeing was a generation previous.

Figure No. 13
Seattle Space Needle
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Seattle’s core has been its downtown, immediately
adjacent to the Central Puget Sound harbor. The city’s
first neighborhood – Pioneer Square – is now a historic
district and tourist destination, but had fallen into
disrepair. The arrival of professional sports in Seattle –
basketball (SuperSonics in 1967), football (Seahawks in
1976), and baseball (Mariners in 1977) – cemented the
importance of a downtown location.
Football and baseball were played in the same venue
adjacent to Pioneer Square until 1999, when the Mariners
opened a new outdoor ballpark (complete with retractable
roof), ending years of indoor baseball in the Countyowned Kingdome (opened 1976). At the time, Safeco
Field was the most expensive baseball park ever
constructed at $517 million. Three years later (2002), the
Kingdome was replaced with a $500 million stadium and
exposition complex. In all, more than $1 billion was
invested in two sites immediately adjacent to Seattle’s
original neighborhood. Both stadiums sit side-by-side.
As expected, development of these venues had its share of
controversy.
Safeco Field was funded by general
obligation (GO) bonds. GO bonds are paid off by user
fees, which results in higher concession and ticket prices.
Figure No. 14
This proved to be quite controversial when the project was proposed.
Pioneer Square
Cost-overruns did nothing to calm public concern about the ballpark since
team ownership was not responsible for paying these increased costs. Eight years after the fact, the
ballpark has been able to successfully meet its financial requirements and the controversies associated
with its approval are a distant memory (to most).
Qwest Field was built as a concession to team owner Paul
Allen (co-founder of Microsoft) in order to keep the team
from relocating to another city (rumored to be Los
Angeles). While not as controversial as Safeco Field, it
was still perceived locally as “billionaire welfare”, as the
team owner was capable of funding the project 100%
privately. Mr. Allen initially contributed $130 million,
plus any unforeseen cost-overruns.
The remaining
funding came from a new State lottery and increased taxes
on hotels and rental cars. Unlike Safeco Field, the
stadium project included a new exhibition center, making
the complex a year-round destination.

Figure No. 15
Qwest Field
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Because of the prevalence of transit and highway access, Pioneer Square has not been overrun by the
new development, but it has been changed. More residential, retail, and dining choices have arrived
due in large measure to the new venues. The danger was that this level of new intense development
would fundamentally alter the atmosphere and historical significance of Pioneer Square. The result
to-date has been a compatible coexistence between the two disparate districts.
Development of the sports venues has brought new life and development interest to an area that,
while culturally important, had been decreasing in importance as a vital neighborhood.
Washington, D.C.
America’s Capitol City has seen successful redevelopment before, but usually in only the Northwest
Quadrant. Since the late 1990’s, every corner of the District has enjoyed phenomenal growth for new
residential, office/employment, retail, and entertainment (convention centers and sports venues). Of
the four quadrants in the District, the one that experienced the least amount of developmental interest
was, until recently, Southeast.
The Southeast Quadrant spans the Anacostia River and has been the location of where the most
lower-income population has been concentrated. With developable land becoming scarce, developers
started to cross into Southeast, developing along M Street initially. A significant initiative was the
relocation of the US Department of Transportation (USDOT) headquarters from L’Enfant Plaza to a
site located between the Navy Yards and the Anacostia River. Combined with proposed residential,
office, and retail, the new USDOT campus breathes new life into Southeast.

Figure No. 16
Washington DC Development
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As a mature urban area, most of the District’s development is actually re-development of older areas.
With Southeast, it had a unique opportunity to also develop virgin green areas.
In 2002, the District was one of six cities
competing for the relocation of the Montreal
Expos baseball team (other areas competing
included Las Vegas, Portland, San Antonio,
Northern Virginia, and Norfolk). The District was
awarded the franchise in 2004, with the
requirement that a new ballpark be ready for
Opening Day 2008. Of the sites proposed by the
District, a 28-acre industrial area in Southeast near
the banks of the Anacostia River was ultimately
selected. The site is within 3,000-feet of the
Capitol Dome, although due to required ballpark
field orientation, that view will not be possible
from the outfield.
The District has strict guidelines for building and development, including a
requirement that no structure may be taller than the Capitol Dome –
roughly 126 feet. Therefore, part of the ballpark will have to be belowgrade to accommodate this.

Figure No. 17
Current Development at
Ballpark Site

Development of the ballpark at the Southeast site has been fraught with difficulties. It took the
District’s City Council one year to reach a development agreement, nearly threatening the project (the
League came very close to pulling the team and re-locating them elsewhere). The cost projections for
the project have increased
significantly above the Council’s
agreed maximum $630 million
budget. Current estimates are in
excess of $700 million.
This is controversial in several
ways.
One, the District has
extensive capital improvement
needs and many residents were
appalled that $630 million would
be spent on something as trivial as
a ballpark. Two, since at the time
no ownership group had been
named, no one could be
accountable for any cost overruns. At the time of relocation, the team was
Figure No. 18
Proposed Washington
owned by Major League Baseball. Since then, ownership has been granted
Nationals Ballpark
to the Lerner Group, led by District area real estate developer Ted Lerner.
The team has also been renamed the Washington Nationals. And three, the relocated team, currently
playing at RFK Stadium, has performed not as well as expected. One the newness of baseball in the
District wore off, ticket sales decreased in the second year at RFK. (The team will continue to play at
RFK as an interim site until the new ballpark is complete.)
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The project is not without its challenges. Parking will be a key factor, as it is throughout the District.
The ballpark may generate as many as 15,000 cars per game, although the District is improving bus
and rail transit service to offset this. Still, the site is served by Washington‘s Metrorail, but only one
line (Green Line) at a relatively small station.
The District is counting on the ballpark to be the catalyst for new surrounding development. The
character of the area today is industrial, with several adult-oriented businesses and bars. The District
is counting on major urban developers Forest City and Monument Realty to bring their vision of a
vibrant urban neighborhood to life.
To accomplish this, among other directives, the District created the Anacostia Waterfront Corporation
(AWC) in 2003 to carry out the Districts Anacostia Waterfront Initiative to be “responsible for the
development, promotion, revitalization, advocacy, representation, and resource aggregation for the
lands adjacent to the Anacostia River and associated waterways and adjoining lands” (Mayor
Anthony Williams, December 2003). With the involvement of the AWC, there will be numerous
governmental agencies overseeing the development of the ballpark and its surrounding area.
Added to the mix is the potential for development of the 100-acre Poplar Point site on the south banks
of the Anacostia River. The MLS DC United soccer team has indicated its desire to build a 25,000seat soccer-only stadium at this site, vacating RFK Stadium. The Poplar Point site is a green,
undeveloped area that was previously a tree farm for the National Park Service. It currently has
several playing fields maintained by the District.
Development of the soccer stadium has been proposed as part of a 70-acre mixed-use development
including roughly 4 million square feet of hotel, residential, office, and retail. Access would be via
Interstate 295, Capitol Street South, and the Metrorail Green Line (at Anacostia station). Team
ownership is currently in flux but is expected to be resolved shortly. The new ownership group has
indicated their desire to privately finance the soccer stadium in conjunction with a private developer.
As with the ballpark, AWC will have a significant role with the Poplar Point development.
This is a case study without a result. Progress is slow and it is not yet known how the ballpark and
potential soccer stadium projects will affect and influence their surrounding areas. Washington DC is
a city built on government and tourism. Major mixed-use developments are relatively new to the
District and at this point, only time will tell if the combination of entrepreneurship and government
oversight will work.

4. Lessons Learned
As evidenced by Section 2 (How We Got Here), recent development experience has been evolutionary
and a return to the past. The practices and regulations of the twentieth century were an overreaction to
current trends and technologies. One building – the Equitable Building in New York City – may be seen
as the genesis of all American zoning practices from 1916 to around 1980. Dissatisfaction with suburban
sprawl caused development to revisit the patterns of the past, this time without the associated pollution
and health concerns.
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With roughly twenty-five years of urban regeneration experience identified, five important conclusions
are presented:
▪ Have an Overall Vision
Relying on the serendipitous alignment of developments for regeneration of urban areas is risky at
best. While Dallas was fortunate that the DART improvements and Mockingbird Station paved the
way for Victory Park, these were simply opportunities that were capitalized upon. Cleveland’s
example of a coordinated plan for investing in strategic projects is an example of a comprehensive
vision with an end result in mind.
▪ Think Neighborhoods, Not Just Districts
“Neighborhoods”, in this context, mean areas with a variety of development types.
A
“neighborhood” encourages compatible but different uses to coexist – office and retail, cultural and
residential, sports and retail. A single-use district limits revenue potential and constrains urban
activity.
▪ Avoid Single-Use Developments
Urban regeneration works best when it has a diverse development base. Residential is a key
component in creating a long-term viable urban neighborhood. As with the above “neighborhood”
approach”, a mix of uses assures vitality to an area.
▪ Think Multi-Modal Access
Parking is a necessary requirement for development, but the tendency is to go by standards that are
more suited to suburban/horizontal developments. Maximize potentials for transit access and TransitOriented Development by locating near or surrounding rail/transit stations. Assume shared parking is
the norm (not the exception), and reduce vehicular parking demand at least 25% (after transit is
figured in). Mask above-ground parking structures with wrap-around development, such as streetlevel retail. In these cases, retail may only reduce garage capacity by one parking bay. Emphasize
pedestrian access and human-scale design, not parking.
▪ Think “Investment”, not “Expense”
Urban regeneration is a long-term investment with long-term benefits. Merely looking at project cost
is a short-term view that can unfairly cast a project in a negative light. Consider indirect and induced
benefits of a project such as reduction in vehicle-miles traveled, increase in adjacent development,
and improvement in quality of life.

5. Epilogue – New Orleans
Since August 2005, no discussion of urban regeneration can be complete without addressing the Gulf
Coast region that was devastated by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. New Orleans and its neighbors suffered
perhaps the greatest single US natural disaster in modern times, in terms of damage and dislocation.
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There has been no shortage of opinions about what should happen next, especially in the hard hit urban
areas of New Orleans. Politicians, architects, planners, television news pundits, residents, and others have
all made their voices heard. Some say that New Orleans should be rebuilt as it was before the hurricane.
Others say this was a disaster waiting to happen and that the potential for damage and death should not be
replicated.
If the damage were to an isolated under-populated area, the answer would be clear – do not allow
development to return. However, this is not the case. New Orleans is one of America’s most unique
cities. The Gulf Coast is a natural resource with exceptional communities such as Biloxi, Gulfport,
Mobile, and many others. These areas must be rebuilt. It is recommended that the following practices be
followed in the reconstruction of New Orleans and the Gulf Coast:
▪ Assure that residents displaced by the hurricane can rebuild on the same property. Damaged property
should not be gentrified by expensive new vacation home and condominium projects;
▪ Allow development to occur that is still in floodplain areas or below sea level. However, promote
new building technologies, such as submersible structures, that can withstand short periods of
inundation. Do not raise property elevations beyond a reasonable amount in order to raise structures
out of the floodplain;
▪ Improve levees and storm management systems to withstand a Category 5 hurricane;
▪ Use best management practices as evidenced in Rotterdam to construct flood gates capable of
addressing massive events such as a hurricane;
▪ Offer incentives to repopulate the region as quickly as is practicable. Work with lending and
financial institutions to develop innovative programs to encourage rebuilding by residents; and,
▪ Retain businesses and industries also impacted by the hurricanes. The Gulf Coast economy must be
based on more than just tourism. Tax incentives from local, regional, and state governments are
necessary to assure that residents have not only a place to live, but a place to work.
Some of these steps are underway, such as the Gulf Opportunity (GO) financing for business
development. More than one year after the events, much of the Gulf Coast is as damaged as it was
before. It deserves attention and regeneration in such a way as to retain its local culture and character.
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"Becoming Between: Being and Becoming in the Poetry of Lucie Brock-Broido, Mei-mei
Berssenbrugge, and Barbara Guest"
As the primary task of the marginalized American intellectual is the rethinking of thinking itself, so the rethinking
of thinking itself becomes the primary task of this paper. It is mindful of this primary task that I argue some of the
best contemporary American poetry recognizes and takes part in strategic nomadic thinking, or oppositional
thinking attuned to ontological exile. I build a theoretical framework not only with William V. Spanos’ connections
between the ontological and political but also with Martin Heidegger’s and Friedrich Nietzsche’s notions of Being
and Becoming. In consideration of the ontological, I furthermore connect Edward Said’s notion of exilic
consciousness in order to provide readings of contemporary poetry from editors Claudia Rankine’s & Juliana
Spahr's American Women Poets in the 21st Century: Where Lyric Meets Language. Charles Altieri, in his essay
“Contemporary Poetry as Philosophy: Subjective Agency in John Ashbery and C.K. Williams,” presents the binary
of theory and poetry where one seeks a “rapprochement that puts intellectual pressure on poets and demands
more intricately contoured thinking from the theorists” (214). It is thus also my goal in this study to negotiate the
dialectical process between theory and poetics. It is through art as poet that the exilic consciousness attempts to
cross borders, break barriers of thought and experience, and encounter limits of ideological paradigms.
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“Articulation of the Trade: The Changing Discursive Landscape and Shifting Sexual Economy of
Shanghai Courtesans in the Late 1800s through the 1930s”
To situate Shanghai historically from the late nineteenth century through the 1930s is to articulate a city
undergoing profound changes. Shanghai was becoming increasingly modernized, but as Samuel Yunxiang
Liang prompts us to consider Confucian values were not simply being swept away by Western, capitalist
ones, and later imperial China was already a secular and commercial landscape with significant social
mobility (6). Logically foreigners and imperialist influence must also have played their part in Shanghai’s
modernization and development. Even taking into consideration the difference from other Chinese cities
in historical and sociopolitical contexts, Shanghai underwent profound ideological shifts at least in part as
a site of Western imperialism and semi-colonialism, from treaty port to Communist city. This consumer
society consisted of foreigners, sojourners, scholars, merchants, an emerging middle class, the literati, and
of course the courtesans with whom their contemporary discourse was so heavily engaged. One feature of
a sophisticated and affluent consumer society was the production of literature, including literature about
courtesans. Handbook and guides for courtesans by elites and literati showed enormous growth. The
volume of literature is noteworthy. Yet more interesting is the shifting discursive landscape that this
writing entailed, especially in terms of how courtesans, their services, and their bodies were articulated in
the public realm. By 1948 in Shanghai, and the establishment of the People’s Republic of China,
courtesans and common prostitutes would be effectively conflated discursively in terms of a previously
differentiated courtesan in the realm of prostitution and sexual services. Christian Henriot evokes this
conflation writing: “in Shanghai all the categories of courtesans and prostitutes inescapably melted into
the same standardized mold of sex trade” (1996: 132). Whether guidebooks, tabloid press, or otherwise,
literature pertaining to courtesans produced a medium through which social relations were articulated
where public and private spheres collided. As “harbingers of modernity” (Liang 2005: 16), courtesans
linked with imperialism relative to shifts in naming, hierarchy, social status, regulation, and reform. Within
a transformative landscape of Shanghai as dominated territory by various imperial powers, the courtesan is
herself discursively a site of political struggle.
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CHEATERS: Infidelity and Adultery in Contemporary Hollywood
Films
Marital infidelity sparks interest and emotions for filmgoers, which is exactly
what filmmakers desire, so it comes as no surprise that sexual infidelity has long been a
staple in Hollywood films, from the birth of motion pictures to the present. Early precode films like Cecil B. DeMille’s Madam Satan (1930), Robert Z. Leonard’s The
Divorcee (1930), and Joseph von Sternberg’s Blonde Venus (1932) derive their dramatic
tensions from violating, or appearing to violate, the “sacred” vows of marriage. The
wedding vow to “love, honor, and obey till death do us part” forms the foundation for the
American family, providing social and economic stability in lifetime commitments.
However, the Kinsey Report and many subsequent polls reveal a previously unsuspected
truth about marriage: that a majority of married people of both sexes admit having had at
least one sexual encounter outside of their marriages. This means that sexual fidelity
remains a goal or ideal, something to be desired in principle but honored more in the
breach than in reality.
Perhaps because infidelity in films confronts the ideal of monogamous marriage,
religious and lay leaders alike have made repeated efforts to limit or prohibit the
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depiction of infidelity on screen. The Hays Production Code of 1930-1968 warned
sternly that “The sanctity of the institution of marriage and the home shall be upheld.
Pictures shall not infer that low forms of sex relationship are the accepted or common
erthing.” Particularly, the Code mandated that “Adultery and illicit sex, sometimes
necessary plot material, must not be explicitly treated or justified, or presented
attractively.” The Code explicitly banned sympathetic treatment of characters that violate
their marriage vow of chastity and insisted that adultery, like other forms of criminal
activity, must never go unpunished.
On the surface, Hollywood’s producers, themselves often Eastern European Jews,
favored monogamous families. Publicly, Hollywood moguls insisted on supporting
marital fidelity, despite the actions of real married people. Privately, however, they often
indulged in the same kinds of sexual adventures that many of their most daring films
depicted. Writer Ben Hecht observed that “Amour in Hollywood, as I remember it in its
heyday, was about seventy-five percent exhibitionism. I don’t know what the other
twenty-five percent was.”1 Moguls preferred stable, family-oriented relationships, while
some favored sexual adventurism and even sexual predation. In their private lives, as
well as their films, Hollywood producers outwardly supported the institution of marriage
while often enjoying sexual dalliances and indiscretions. The sexiness of films resulted
from the dual standard of supporting monogamy officially and unofficially undercutting
it, giving lip service to the institution while providing the allure of “forbidden fruit.”

The MPAA Production Code
After the Motion Picture Production Association of America’s Production Code
finally went into effect in 19034, Hollywood filmmakers tended to avoid openly
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adulterous situations, resorting instead to double entendre, symbolism, and innuendo to
depict infidelity. Thirties filmmakers substituted socially mismatched couples After the
arrival of film noir in the 1940s filmmakers enjoyed greater freedom in expressing
infidelity, with steamy films like Billy Wilder’s Double Indemnity (1944), Tay Gannett’s
The Postman Always Rings Twice (1946), George Marshall’s The Blue Dahlia (1946),
Preston Sturges’s Unfaithfully Yours (1948), and Orson Welles’s The Lady From
Shanghai (1948) depicting adulterous, triangulated marriages. In most of these films the
sinful characters pay for their adultery with their lives.
During the decades after W.W.II Hollywood continued its fascination with
troubled, fragmented relationships in films like Fred Zinneman’s From Here to Eternity
(1953) and Alfred Hitchcock’s Dial M for Murder (1954). In both of these cases, the
adulterers pay for their sins, thereby satisfying Code requirements. In fact, only recently
have adulterous characters managed to avoid paying severe penalties for their sins. Mike
Nichols’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Wolf (1966), Nichols’s The Graduate (1967), and
Peter Bogdanovich’s The Last Picture Show (1971) each depict infidelity. Like the earlier
films, the offending characters pay a price for their transgressions, most severely by the
women, who are not usually forced to die for their sins, as in the days of the Hays Code,
but they pay a heavier price for their transgressions than men.. In Who’s Afraid of
Virginia Wolf a married couple, George (Richard Burton) and Martha (Elizabeth Taylor),
use the threat of sexually transgressing with their dinner guests as part of their warring,
tumultuous marriage. In Nichols’s The Graduate, Ben (Dustin Hoffman) beds married
Mrs. Robinson (Anne Bancroft) after she seduces him, but Robinson’s marriage breaks
up because of it, and she is estranged from her daughter, Elaine (Katherine Ross). Mrs.
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Robinson, like Martha, suffers guilt and, ultimately, unhappiness to atone for her sins,
while Ben and George escape relatively intact. In these films, adultery appears negative
and self-destructive for women, but it can prove liberating for the men. Ben seems
relatively unaffected by his relationship with Mrs. Robinson, explaining to her husband,
Mr. Robinson, that having sex with his wife had signified nothing more serious than
shaking hands. In fact, Ben’s brief relationship with Mrs. Robinson appears to have
provided him with increased self-confidence, enabling him to pursue and ultimately win
Elaine’s love. If anything, Ben seems to have gained from his affair with Mrs. Robinson.
The 1980s and 1990s witnessed an explosion of adultery/infidelity films like
Lawrence Kasdan’s Body Heat, Woody Allen’s Hannah and Her Sisters (1986), Ardian
Lyne’s Fatal Attraction (1987), John Dahl’s The Last Seduction (1994), Andrew Davis’s
A Perfect Murder, and many other neo-noir urban thrillers featuring sexual infidelity.
Again, as in the past, adultery is depicted as dangerous—characters engage in the activity
at their peril. In Body Heat, for example, Ned Racine (William Hurt) and Matty Walker
(Kathleen Turner) become involved in a film noir-like plot to murder Turner’s husband.
Racine finds himself helplessly drawn to Walker after their first meeting, when she
remarks, “You’re not too smart, are you? I like that in a man.” Unlike earlier films,
however, Walker goes free while Racine pays with a murder conviction. In John Dahl’s
The Last Seduction the villain/protagonist Brigit (Linda Fiorentino) also goes free after
she manipulates/seduces her lover, played by Peter Berg, into killing her husband. In
these films men pay for having indiscretions with predatory, dangerous women, while
women go free. Fatal Attraction’s Alex Forrest (Glenn Close) suddenly becomes too
clingy after her fling with married Dan Gallagher (Michael Douglas). “What happened?”
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she asks “I woke up, you weren’t here. I hate that!” Soon thereafter, she threatens
ominously, “I’m not gonna be ignored, Dan.” These films reflect an obvious postfeminist perspective on gender roles, and warn that casual sex with women can be
extremely threatening and dangerous for men.

INFIDELITY IN CONTEMPORARY FILMS
During the past decade, the struggles over film censorship reveal a society
struggling to confront issues of lesbianism, rape and oral sex 2 Currently, the code, while
occasionally attacked by a diverse array of critics, remains supported by the film industry
and audiences, if occasionally deplored by critics. One of the greatest recent
controversies regarding film ratings arose after Stanley Kubrick’s final film, Eyes Wide
Shut (1999).In Kubrick’s film an affluent, married Manhattan physician named Bill
Harford (Tom Cruise) explores a steamy, surreal sexual underworld after learning from
his wife, Alice (Nicole Kidman), that she has been having powerful fantasies about
having sex with a young naval officer. Upon hearing her confession, Dr. Bill launches
into a semi-mythological journey into some seamy areas of New York. On his journey of
self-discovery, Dr. Bill encounters several people who signal their sexual openness to
him. One of these scenes involves a prostitute (Vanessa Shaw), who teaches him some
basics about eroticism. All of this builds to an orgy scene that serves as the film’s
climax. The version released in the U.S. was finally rated “R” after Kubrick agreed to
“clean up” the scene using digitally generated characters and effects that obscured some
of the most blatant sexuality. The unrated version, since dubbed the “European version,”
was screened initially by critics who expressed outrage when they subsequently learned
that the studio had agreed to omit depictions of erect penises in the orgy scene by
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superimposing mysterious hooded figures in front of then to secure an R rating. Roger
Ebert was so incensed that he called for a new “A” rating to allow sexual films with
“artistic merit” to avoid the financially devastating NC-17 designation. Ebert wrote that
“Kubrick died in March. It is hard to believe he would have accepted the digital “hocuspocus’.” To Ebert, Eyes Wide Shut should have been released as he made it, either
unrated or NC-17.” 3 Although Kubrick’s characters do not actually engage in adultery,
the entire film plays on the tensions between socially-acceptable sexual behavior and a
vast sexual underworld, peopled by sex aficionados and other “deviants.” Infidelity
provides the driving force for this film.
Sam Mendes’ American Beauty (1999) stars Kevin Spacey as Lester Burnam, a
conservative advertising executive, father and husband who secretly longs for a more
unconventional, liberated lifestyle. He discovers the opportunity for personal change in
his layoff (with generous terms) from the advertising agency for which he had worked so
long. Simultaneously, his wife Carolyn (Annette Bening) begins an affair with a local
real estate broker Buddy Kane (Pete Gallagher) who is also married. Their affair triggers
Lester’s mid-life crisis, which was already in formation, and he falls in love with his
daughter’s teenage girlfriend ((Mena Suvari). Ultimately, he decides not to seduce this
underage girl. Carolyn’s adultery, though, serves as a catalyst to his eventual
transformation from a repressed middle-aged husband to a free-spirited adult ready to
explore new relationships. In Mendes’ film Lester finds happiness and meaning in life,
even though he dies in the end, whereas Carolyn’s tryst only yields bitter disappointment.
With Lester’s death she realizes that she was in love with him all along. Once again,
women pay a heavy price for their transgressions, relatively speaking. Carolyn must bear
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the loss of her true love because she has realized too late the value of her husband and
marriage. Lester, on the other hand, is only guilty of lusting after a young girl, a situation
most men could identify with. He remains innocent of child molestation, however, and he
realizes his true love is Carolyn, although it is too late. Despite Lester’s happiness after
death, his life has, after all, been cut short by an assassin’s bullet. Ultimately in this film,
everyone suffers for their sexual transgressions.
In John Waters’ A Dirty Shame (2004) adultery for women turns out to be both
liberating and life-sustaining. Waters’ film features Sylvia (Tracey Ullman) as a
repressed convenience store clerk trapped in a marriage that has lost its physical drive,
who suddenly transforms into a horny sex addict after receiving a blow to her head. The
focus on sexuality and Waters’ inclusion of brief nudity and obscenity, guaranteed this
film a NC-17 rating, although Waters released an R version after the theatrical release,
which he designates as the “Neuter Version,” to assure that video rental stores would
stock it. To alleviate MPAA obstacles to the R rating, Waters distorts the focus on two or
three scenes depicting nudity and profanity, although the film remains sexually
provocative by retaining the sex addictions and spoofing the popular 12-Step antiaddiction programs by depicting a humorous anti-sex addict chapter. Waters, like Woody
Allen, Stephen Spielberg, Quentin Tarrantino and many other directors of comedies, has
adapted to the current Production Code while retaining, as much as possible, his typically
irreverent sexual critique.
In 2005 an even more daring film arrived that focuses the issue of adultery in a
new, unexpected direction. Ang Lee’s much awaited Brokeback Mountain stars Heath
Ledger as Ennis and Jake Gyllenhaal as Jack, two ranch hands tending a large sheep herd
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on a remote Wyoming mountain named Brokeback. One stormy evening the two
discover a strong sexual attraction and begin a long-term relationship with each other.
Jack wants to cement the relationship by moving in together, but Ennis fears that such an
arrangement would ultimately be met by violence on the part of homophobic people.
They decide to part, and both marry women and begin having children. For twenty years
they renew their relationship periodically, sneaking off to Brokeback Mountain for
“hunting trips” that turn into steamy trysts. Eventually, Jack pays for his sins when he is
bludgeoned to death by a homophobic mob, and Ennis and his wife separate. Therefore,
they both pay heavy prices in guilt and, for one, death, reversing the usual pattern of
women being the ones to suffer. No doubt, Brokeback Mountain reverses the usual
pattern because of the men’s homosexuality. In fact, this film reveals that male
homosexuals who commit adultery receive retribution much like adulterous women.

Conclusion: The New Couple
The past few years have witnessed a sea-change in Hollywood’s depiction of the
ideal romantic couple. In fifties and sixties films, the cinematic couple was either trying
to get married or was already married. The nuclear family was the only acceptable
structure, and no challenges to it were permitted under the Production Code. In the sixties
pre-marital sex was condoned, as in The Graduate, but not extra-marital relationships.
These were always depicted as flawed, tragic, and unnatural. Recently, however, films
depicting alternatives to the married, heterosexual model have appeared. These films
signal that heterosexual marriages is not the only acceptable type of social relationship.4
Films depicting alternative relationships, though, mark a sharp break with the Hays
Code’s principle that “No picture shall be produced which will lower the moral standards
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of those who see it.” By “moral standards,” the Hays Code specifically mandated that
“sex perversion or any inference to it is forbidden.” Adultery was bad enough. It could
be justified as a necessary evil to enhance the plot, but “must not be explicitly treated , or
justified, or presented attractively.” Adultery and pre-marital sex were both considered
“perversions” to the Hays Office.
In films like Eyes Wide Shut, American Beauty, A Dirty Shame, characters
experience extra-marital affairs without always suffering dire consequences. This relates
to reports of widespread marital straying on the part of the general public first disclosed
in the Kinsey Reports. Today’s audiences have gravitated increasingly to films depicting
alternative, nontraditional, postmodern relationships instead of strictly heterosexual ones.
A few of the films have begun to depict homosexual relationships openly instead of
simply hinting broadly about their existence as in previous decades.
. Ang Lee’s Brokeback Mountain became the first mainstream film about a
homosexual relationship in recent years, and the first one to receive high critical acclaim.
In fact, Lee’s film is only one of a series of recent films depicting gay relationships
(Basic Instinct, The Opposite of Sex, Mystic River, The Talented Mr. Ripley). This trend,
along with the recent culture wars over gay marriage, suggests that the issue of
homosexuality will remain on Hollywood’s agenda. Despite the efforts of Christian
evangelicals and other family values groups, the public seems unlikely to tire of the
subject any time soon.
Sexual promiscuity also is beginning to appear as an alternative to marriage.
Films like Basic Instinct, Match Point, Your Friends and Neighbors, and A Dirty Shame,
by making infidelity glamorous, make a case for alternative relationships. As in the
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sixties, when films like The Graduate and The Last Picture Show presented a similarly
glamorized portrayal of adultery, today’s examples often depict adultery and other forms
of promiscuity in a subtly or blatantly positive light. Whether it is glamorized and
punished or glamorized and not punished, sexual infidelity remains a fascination for
Hollywood producers.
Infidelity, especially adultery, appeals to filmmakers first of all because as a
widely-practiced taboo activity, it appeals to those who have done it or imagined it. In
addition, few human situations offer such rich opportunities for dramatic tension as the
eternal triangle. Infidelity and adultery represent forbidden fruit, and that, of course,
confers upon them their greatest attraction. Adultery and infidelity offer the allure of
illicit love, sexual intimacy, new conquests. In these films appearance usually defies
reality. Lawless, promiscuous characters lure, entice, and seduce naïve protagonists, who
often end paying for their naiveté with their honor, if not their lives.
Upon close examination, a glaring disparity is apparent between how filmmakers
depict infidelity’s consequences for men and for women. Films like American Beauty,
Unfaithful, and Eyes Wide Shut show women as more vulnerable to adultery than men.
The men in these films seem to escape guilt and retribution for their sins. This situation is
related to a general preference for male sexual pleasures over women’s. To Mary Ann
Johanson, “The MPAA has subjectively decided that the depiction of male sexual
pleasure is more important than that of women.” Not only in terms of adultery, but also in
terms of other aspects of sexuality, like nudity. Johnson charges of a vast disparity
between filmmakers being allowed to depict nudity in women and being allowed to
depict the same nudity in men. This all relates, she writes, to the freedom directors have
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to depict violence toward women, “that men deserve a measure of dignity when it comes
to nudity that women do not merit, that watching a woman being murdered is less
objectionable than watching a woman have an orgasm.5 Lacking the ability to depict
women’s sexual pleasures, it is no wonder that filmmakers seem unable to depict them
feeling liberated or fulfilled by adultery.
Today, sexual infidelity appears more popular than ever, nor only in films but also
in the news.. During the past decade a number of films have appeared exploring sexual
infidelity. Interest in these subjects may well be assisted by recent sensationalist media
coverage of sexual crimes and misdemeanors of celebrities (Monica Lewinsky, Chandra
Levy, Mark Foley). These sensational cases suggest a vast undercurrent of interest in the
subject of illicit sex. Promiscuity continues to fascinate audiences, as well it might. Any
number of public opinion polls, from the Kinsey Reports on down to the present, reveal a
public very divided on the issue of adultery. Upwards of 70% of married men and 50%
of married women admit to at least one extra-marital affair, according to Kinsey. What
that means is that a majority of married people can relate to infidelity. It is obviously a
perennial issue as long as a division exists between “family values” ideals and wholesale
violations of those same values in the form of sexual taboos.
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Abstract:
The themes within the television series Lost are particularly well suited for a university
Honors course unit dealing with diversity and otherness. “Otherness” may be categorized
in several ways: being ostracized from society, creating a separate group within a
society, or feeling separated from the dominant social group. Diversity is a worthwhile
objective for the university community as well as the larger outer society; it encourages a
wide-ranging expression of ideas and the likely introduction of new ideas and forms of
artistic expression, for example. However, recent questions about immigration,
assimilation of groups within a country, and conflicts between cultures suggest that
diversity may not be valued as much today, and otherness is on the rise. Because Lost
tackles issues involving diversity and otherness (among other topics that also are valuable
for classroom discussion) through thought-provoking storylines and with an international,
multiracial cast, this popular series can serve as a meaningful text for students.

I teach an Honors humanities section for first-year students at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University in Daytona Beach, Florida. Honors students take the 100-level
course during their first semester on campus. Because they are traditional-age university
students, usually 17 to 18 years old, most are away from home for the first time. They
often are introduced to new cultural experiences found on campus and in the local
community.
This institution differs from many private universities. Most students plan careers
in aviation or aerospace and are highly career motivated; a humanities major is not
offered, and students take only a required number of humanities courses as part of their
degree work. Although students usually share career-related interests, they are frequently
exposed to different languages, cultural traditions, and worldviews. The University hosts
a large number of international students, as well as a multiracial, multicultural faculty.
The vast majority of our students and faculty are male; female students sometimes feel
isolated. Humanities courses, in part, socialize students and make them aware of topics
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and issues not covered in their aviation- or aerospace-related courses, such as otherness
and diversity.
The Honors program encourages a deeper study of narrow topics for one term.
Faculty often develop new content for these Honors courses to reflect current interests or
concerns in the outer world that are having or will have an impact on students’ lives and
careers. During the course, students analyze texts, for example, but then develop their
own instructional units that they present to classmates. Guest speakers become an
important part of the course, because they offer real-world insights into the issues and
texts being studied as well as guide students further in their exploration of a topic.
New content for my entry-level Honors course is being evaluated before a revised
section is offered. The tentative course title is Fact in Fiction: Critically Interpreting
Television Messages. A large segment of the course will be a unit about diversity and
otherness, selected in part because of revitalized debates about whether the U.S. is a
“melting pot,” “salad,” “buffet,” or other type of society in the way that different cultures
interact. Questions about whether the U.S. even has a unified “American” culture come
up frequently, as do concerns about the effects of immigration, socioeconomic class
designations, and media promulgation of “acceptable” or “normal” models of physical
appearance, behavior, and individual worth. The ways that a society establishes norms
and determines who is Other will be studied within the diversity and otherness unit.
The popular television series Lost is a useful text for this unit. It is an example of
a well-designed and –executed television program, which makes it noteworthy to be
discussed as art within the context of a humanities course. However, Lost is a good
choice for many other reasons. The series interests students; many are already fans and
eager to discuss the program. It continues to be analyzed and discussed in the popular
press and now is being critically evaluated by scholars of television and popular culture
studies. Most important for this educational unit, Lost illustrates the way that Oceanic
815’s plane-crash survivors begin to establish their society and determine who is Other;
their process and its consequences can be compared with more established but still
evolving social structures in the U.S. The members of Lost’s new society of castaways
are diverse; the values that they choose to promote and the way they enforce societal
norms are worthy of study.
Course Objectives
Objectives for the course include the following: Students analyze the way that
television programs’ plot, characters, and filming/editing techniques present messages
that should be critically evaluated; discuss and gain a greater understanding of diversity
and otherness, as illustrated on television and relating to current world events; and
analyze how fact and fiction are presented on television, how they sometimes overlap in
messages, and why and how they influence viewers’ perceptions of reality. The diversity
and otherness unit helps students meet these objectives.
Structure of the Unit about Diversity and Otherness
The unit currently will span six weeks of a fifteen-week course, with the final
week becoming a transition from otherness and diversity to ways to discern between fact
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and fiction in messages presented on television. In addition to Lost serving as a primary
text with excellent examples of both diversity and otherness, its marketing as a series and
its related games and products present a rare blend of fiction within a factual context
most often used for advertising real products, reporting news, or debating legal issues.
The final week of the “Lost unit” does not deal with diversity and otherness but uses Lost
as a good example of the course’s next unit about message manipulation and the
construction of reality.
The six-week unit will be scheduled as follows:
•

Weeks 1 and 2: Definitions and examples of otherness in society, literature,
film, and television; sociopolitical implications of otherness; definitions of
diversity; comparison of diversity and otherness; sociopolitical implications
created by valuing diversity; examples of diversity on television

•

Week 3: Diversity on Lost; diversity as a concept in plot and character
development; diversity in casting

•

Week 4: Establishment of norms in the castaways’ new society; rules based on
norms; new societal structure; otherness among the castaways

•

Week 5: Portrayals of characters labeled “the Others”; the Others’ society and
rules; story arcs to build viewers’ and castaways’ feelings toward the Others;
cinematic techniques used to present information about the Others

•

Week 6: Marketing techniques that blend fact and fiction to present elements
of the Lost world as real in our own world; relevance of Lost’s issues to our
understanding of real-world societies and events

Possible Texts and Resources
Students will be provided a background list of articles and chapters to read prior
to discussions. Students not familiar with the first three seasons of Lost will be provided
an episode list of viewing required prior to discussions of examples from the series.
Watching first-run Lost episodes (provided that the series is renewed for a fourth season)
is required throughout the course.
Studying diversity and otherness as portrayed in film or on television is hardly
new, and several readily available print and electronic sources may serve as secondary
texts. Definitions provided by Thomas Vilhelm Slätis’s master’s thesis in
communication, “Ethnicity as Otherness in Visual Representations,” for example, can be
used as a starting point for students just learning about otherness. Another source
provides personal insights about being Other while the author defines the term; Robert
Mayerovitch’s speech introduces the same concepts within a more reader-friendly article.
Definitions of diversity and otherness are illustrated with Lost segments, often focusing
on one or two individuals from the diverse ethnic and multiracial cast of characters.
Books such as Adams et al.’s Readings for Diversity and Social Justice: An Anthology in
Racism, Sexism, Anti-Semitism, Heterosexism, Classism, and Ableism or even Clemente
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and Jones’ The Diversity Training Handbook: A Practical Guide to Understanding and
Changing Attitude also provide students with standard definitions of diversity and
otherness, which then can be applied to television texts. Much of Lost’s second season
was devoted to determining who would fit into the castaways’ new society and who
would not, as well as the development of “the Others,” a mysterious group demonized in
their portrayal during Seasons One and Two. The third season of Lost explores the
Others’ society and their awareness of being labeled “other” by the castaways.
Interactions between two often-opposing societies as well as dilemmas faced by
individual characters offer many starting points for class discussions and assignments.
After students learn more about concepts related to diversity and otherness, the
implications of a diverse society also must be discussed, especially because these have
recently been the focus of debates about changes to immigration laws and the influx of
newcomers into a previously established society. Articles about diversity and otherness,
whether related to Lost or in more general terms, are easy for students to find and can
support and enhance not only classroom discussion but analysis of episodes of Lost. The
more political and often volatile aspects of the resulting diversity (and frequently,
otherness) when two cultures attempt to merge or even co-exist are often the focus of
more analytical articles in journals and reports. (Several examples are listed in Consulted
Sources.) Students should have no difficulty finding and comparing their own examples
of articles analyzing ethnic, political, racial, or socioeconomic groups and their portrayal
in the media, either within the U.S. or in any other country.
Understanding the method of disseminating information about other groups
within a society can be applied to the way information about others is disseminated on
Lost, which creatively uses multiple perspectives of the same event to show how it is
perceived by different characters. The castaways, as well as viewers, are initially
presented with limited information, often from highly biased sources, and usually base
their construction of reality on what may be faulty or partial data. Only by seeing the
same scene from multiple characters’ perspectives can viewers get a better understanding
of the “truth” of a situation. How people determine what is termed the norm or Other
should be discussed in detail and illustrated with several readings and Lost episodes.
Guest speakers can support what students are reading or seeing in the real as well
as televisionary world. Guests might be identified as Other by some students, depending
on the groups with which they identify on campus and in their non-academic lives.
Proposed speakers for this segment include a faculty member from the Humanities and
Social Sciences Department who teaches African history, among other courses, and is
Muslim. (Two of Lost’s characters may be referenced here—Sayid, an Iraqi Muslim, and
Eko, a Catholic priest from Nigeria.) The director of the University’s Diversity Program
might discuss women’s issues, among other topics. (Possible characters for this
discussion could emphasize the female characters Kate, Shannon, Sun, Claire, Rose,
Juliet, Alex, and Danielle [Rousseau].) Faculty who teach a comparative religions course
might discuss the emergence of a dominant religion, as the castaways seem more likely at
this point to build a Catholic church and establish that religion, or at least Christianity, as
the norm. (Rose [Protestant], Charlie, Hurley, Desmond, and Eko [Catholic], and Sayid
[Muslim] might be featured in such a discussion.) Other speakers may include a social
anthropologist, a television studies expert, and a writer for Lost. Because the Honors
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program often is allied with the Arts and Letters programming for the University, I have a
potentially larger budget to bring at least one “name” guest speaker to campus each term.
Guest speakers should be able to answer students’ questions about different
cultures or religions, for example, and provide insights into how and why TV messages
are constructed in certain ways. They provide a personal link between students and the
issues being confronted in class.
Primary and secondary sources should provide a wide variety of perspectives
about diversity and otherness and, ideally, relate to larger issues students will confront
and topics being discussed on a national or global scale.
Lost as a Text
Lost is a “safe” text to use in classroom discussions. It allows students not only
the opportunity to study manipulation of a message and ways that characters, perhaps
very different from that particular student/viewer, are portrayed. Students can more freely
talk about Lost characters than real people portrayed in the media or well known in a
classroom or the community.
Lost also is a useful text because it presents multiple views of the same character
or situation at different times within the overall story. Viewers have to learn not to base
their “final opinion” about the truth of a person or a situation until more information
comes in, because viewers’ perceptions of what is happening in the story and who is
identified as “good” or “bad” can change dramatically with the addition of new
information, doled out piecemeal over a long story arc. In particular, the way the Others
are introduced and portrayed in Seasons One through Three illustrates how people often
make up their mind about a group they do not know well but have heard about. The
Others initially are portrayed more like terrorists, although little is known about their
actions and, more importantly, the reasons for their actions. Fear about this group grows
based on the castaways’ limited—and negative—interactions with some members of the
Others, stories told to them by Danielle Rousseau and Henry Gale (who turns out to be a
leader of the Others), and brief glimpses of them in the jungle (shown cryptically on
screen). The series’ creators carefully limit what is shown and said about the Others,
creating a deeper mystery for the series, but also reflecting how modern society often
constructs meaning and forms opinion from similar bits of information provided by the
media or other secondhand sources. As the Others’ society is revealed in Season Three,
student viewers can begin to compare the Others’ real society with our own as well as
with the castaways’ fledgling society. The Others’ true society, not the false image they
present to outsiders, is remarkably similar to many U.S. small towns, although the
leadership style presented by Henry Gale/Ben Linus differs drastically from the styles of
the castaways’ leaders, usually Jack, Locke, or Sayid. As Lost evolves as a TV series, its
portrayal of Otherness becomes more complex.
Within the Lost text, students can study characters such as these and the way they
fit with students’ preconceived ideas about the countries, races, and/or cultures they
represent:
•

Sayid, a former interrogator for the Iraqi Republican Guard
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•

Charlie, a has-been British rocker and recovering heroin addict

•

Mr. Eko, a Nigerian drug lord turned Catholic priest

•

Ana Lucia, a trigger-happy Hispanic former police officer

•

Rose, a fervent Christian and partner in an interracial marriage

•

Jin, a traditional Korean husband struggling with control issues in his
marriage

•

Sun, an independent-minded Korean woman wrestling with love for her
husband and her need to assert herself

•

Benjamin Linus, who uses the name of a dead man (Henry Gale) to fool the
castaways and who leads the Others

•

Sawyer, a U.S. southern con artist with interpersonal issues with just about
everyone

•

Hurley, an overweight Hispanic millionaire who has spent time in a mental
institution

•

Shannon, a beauty-conscious former bulimic who lost a fortune

•

Locke, who once was wheelchair bound

•

Claire, a single mother
Discussions might lead into exploration of these issues:

•

Religion and how or if different religious groups can live together peacefully

•

Nationalism and the way that different characters perceive others because of
their experiences within a particular country or with citizens from a particular
country

•

Racism

•

Ethnocentrism

•

Relationships between men and women and gender equality

•

Individuals’ relationship with the government or other authorities
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•

The importance of beauty and how beauty is determined within a culture

•

The importance of wealth and type of employment in establishing social status

•

The establishment of identity and self-worth

On Lost, each character is more than a stereotype; the characters are well
developed and have multiple layers. Whether they are “good” or “bad” people is often
ambiguous, but the development of the castaways’ new island society hinges on what
they want to promote as agreed-upon values and how they develop and enforce rules
based upon these values. What they decide to value and what (and whom) they decide to
banish makes not only for riveting television viewing but active classroom discussion.
Their interactions with an established, dominant society (the Others’) also mirror
interactions on a regional, national, or international level.
How these characters reflect and break stereotypes is an important area to study in
a segment about diversity and otherness. The characters illustrate different viewpoints
originating not only from their personal experiences but their homegrown cultural
expectations. Their interactions and comments reveal a great deal about our own biases
and misinterpretations of signals and information from others. As the castaways begin to
create the norms for their society, and thus to establish who is Other and who is not, the
basis for determining these norms is wonderful fodder for in-class discussion. By
watching the characters of Lost interact with each other and, more importantly, give
significance to these interactions as they establish a society almost from scratch, students
can gain insights into their own social behavior and the underpinnings of U.S. society—
whether on the campus, in the local community, or on a larger level.
Although the next Lost-related issue is not specifically part of the diversity unit, it
does pertain to the larger course. Week 6 of the “Lost unit” will provide a transition into a
study of the way television presents messages that viewers use to construct their
understanding of the world. The creators of Lost have tried to create certain “real”
elements so that the Lost world becomes a part of the real world. For example, after the
series’ Season Two finale in May 2006, an actor playing a Lost character was interviewed
as that character on Jimmy Kimmel Live. Kimmel asked the character, Hugh McIntyre
from the fictitious Hanso Foundation, what happened to Alvar Hanso and what was
taking place at the Foundation. In the background, viewers saw white-coated researchers
walking down the hallway. The interview scenario—on the scene with an executive being
questioned by a real TV host—made the situation seem real. However, there is no Hanso
Foundation, and Hugh McIntyre was part of a promotion for the Lost Experience, an
interactive mystery to keep Lost fans occupied during the summer hiatus.
Advertisements in real, and respected, newspapers, including the Washington
Post, proclaimed that information in the novel, Bad Twin, defamed the Hanso Foundation
and indicated that it was involved in a conspiracy. The Foundation maintained that they
only work to benefit humankind. In follow-up rebuttal ads, Hyperion (ABC-TV’s parent
Disney’s in-house publishing company and publisher of Bad Twin) stood up for the novel
and its (fictitious) author, Gary Troup, who was on board the (fictitious) ill-fated Oceanic
815. This merging of fiction with reality is not only an interesting marketing ploy, but it
also illustrates the difficulty modern readers or viewers have in discerning what is “real”
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from what is being “sold,” what represents reality or what is being recreated as a fiction
using recognizable elements of a real context. This area of Lost’s marketing can be useful
for a more general discussion of determining what is “real” from media representations of
“truth” and how information gathered each day can influence our perceptions of the
world and its citizens. The manipulation of messages and ways that viewers construct
their version of reality based on the messages they gather is an important tangential area
of study, and Lost provides effective examples of the blurring of fact and fiction.
Lost is fruitful ground to discuss diversity and otherness as part of a larger
humanities course, but the series also allows discussion of important related topics—such
as how readers or television viewers interpret information and create their understanding
of reality—and then how this interpretation colors their actions in the larger society.
Although traditional books and articles, supplemented by in-class visiting speakers, are
an important part of this unit, Lost is the primary text and provides meaningful
illustrations that encourage students to analyze and discuss issues in a “safe” context.
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HAWAII CONFERENCE 2007

Title: The Pursuit of History through Humanities and Literature: The Spanish Case
Topic area-Languages and literature
Presentation format: paper session
Name of author: Char Prieto
Department and affiliation; Foreign Languages and Literatures
California State University, Chico, CA 95929

Mailing address: 1563 Mountain View Ave
Chico, CA 95926

Email address: cprieto@csuchico.edu
Phone number: 530-899-7343
The Pursuit of History through Humanities and Literature: The Spanish Case
This work is an examination of twentieth-century Spain through literature. It will
open the question of human rights violations during and after the Spanish Civil War by
looking at some of the current books that redefine history and reopen the question of
human rights abuses during the dictatorship. I will present the new emerging
constructions of the disappeared during the Franco regime in current Spanish books. I am
most interested in works that radically undermine the conventions of the traditional
Spanish ideals during the Fascist years, in literature that interrogate and expose national
identity and human rights violations during the forties and fifties.
The turn of the century literature in Spain explores and documents history and
memory of the Civil War and the postwar Spanish society and politics. Since the eighties
and nineties, the country of Spain has shown to the world a model of democracy and an
example of peaceful political transition from dictatorship to socialism. Now, the twenty
first century Spanish authors question that transition, and denounce that this change was
made through forgetfulness, silence, neglect and institutional oblivion. The three books
presented in this project are an intent to recuperate historical memory and give voice to
the thousands of silenced ones, to the disappeared, to those who were kidnapped, put in
jail or killed during the war and dictatorship. The Franco opponents who were silenced
by fear, repression, and censorship and the documentation of history and collective
memory are exposed through the pen of Montse Armengou in her three books. The Lost
Children of Franco recalls the lost memory of thousands of people who disappeared from
the 1936 to 1975. This work recovers the historic memory and the official story narrating
the death, the imprisonment and the separation of many children from their biological
families after the Spanish Civil War. The Mass Graves of Silence explores and vividly
presents the planned fascist repression during everyday life in post war Spain. Comboi
927 is the story of the first Occidental European train filled with Republican exiles from
Spain to the Nazi concentration camp of Mauthausen to be exterminated by Franco's ally,
Adolf Hitler.
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Through these books we can observe the official story, the forgotten history that
was never told and a re-examination of twentieth-century Civil War history through
twenty first century Spanish literature. This project will reopen the question of human
rights violations and the untold history during the dictatorship and democratic
government in Spain.
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A Journey to Tranquility
Topic: Music, Performing Arts
Presentation Format: Workshop
Author/Pianist: Stephen Pu
Department: Department of Music, UCLA
Address:
516 Glenrock Avenue, #405
Los Angeles, CA 90024
E-mail: Tydefndr@aol.com
Phone: (310) 502-1820
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Program music refers to pieces of instrumental music that bear a cohesive theme
with each other and have a meaning related to ideas outside the realm of the music itself.
The concept of program music became especially popular in 19th-century Europe, in
which concerts were intended to inspire ideas about music’s meaning apart from formal
characteristics alone. Contrasted with absolute music, which holds that music’s worth is
inherent in itself, program music encouraged broader application. It affected the
consumption of music by encouraging a broader range of possibilities as to the meaning
of each piece. While this has contributed to the divergence of interpretations of the same
works, it has also dramatically expanded the musical vocabulary of the Western world.
This workshop is a short demonstration of a concert that might have occurred under the
program music concept.
This program of solo piano music traces the trajectory of a lifetime of emotional
development. Throughout history, music has served as a medium for the expression of
human emotion. As the music unfolds, it will reflect the growth of our protagonist, from
his earliest moments to his arrival at the end of his journey to tranquility.
We begin with the image of a little baby: tender, innocent, and delicate as a rose.
The warmth of his surroundings allows him to explore his world with alert curiosity, until
at last, he falls asleep. Edward MacDowell: “To a Wild Rose” from Woodland
Sketches, Op. 51, No. 1.
The baby grows into a young child, around the age of four. His curiosity becomes
fascination, and his exploration becomes more energetic. But like many children, he is at
first excited about his task, and then all at once, bored with it. But given some time, he
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approaches it with renewed vigor and determination to bring it to successful completion.
Claude Debussy: “Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum” from Children’s Corner.
A little further down the road, we find our protagonist going through a long stage
of learning and education. Perhaps the best music to reflect this period in development is
the structured counterpoint of Johann Sebastian Bach. A web of weaving lines lock
together to make an intricate game of concentration. Johann Sebastian Bach: Toccata
and Fugue No. 2 in e minor.
Fast-forward into early adulthood, in which our protagonist begins to explore
more passionate emotions. Hopefulness is masked under a thick cover of turbulence and
tragedy in the music of Ludwig von Beethoven. Ludwig von Beethoven: Sonata No. 8
in c minor, Op. 13 (Pathétique), first movement.
With maturity comes a broader range of emotional experience. The passion
remains intact, but for the first time, love and peace appear as distinct themes in this, the
music of Frédéric Chopin. Frédéric Chopin: Scherzo No. 2 in b-flat minor.
Still further into the journey, there comes a point when the goal of tranquility
becomes visible on the horizon. Love and peace that were so distinctly articulated in an
earlier stage have merged into one, and the flow of life becomes inextricably bound to the
flow of crystal waters. Maurice Ravel: Jeux d’Eau.
At the end of the journey, we find that our protagonist has reached his place of
tranquility. The moon sings its beautiful song into the night as our protagonist finds his
destination and rests there for evermore. Claude Debussy: “Clair de Lune” from Suite
Bergamasque.
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Theater Meets Theology: Dramatic
Symbolism in Bach’s Cantata 140

Topic: Music, Performing Arts
Presentation Format: Paper Session
Author: Stephen Pu
Department: Department of Music, UCLA
Address:
516 Glenrock Avenue, #405
Los Angeles, CA 90024
E-mail: Tydefndr@aol.com
Phone: (310) 502-1820
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Abstract:
During his tenure as Director musices and Thomaskantor in Leipzig, Johann
Sebastian Bach wrote a series of cantata cycles that provided music for every Sunday of
the church year. Among his most well-known cantatas is BWV 140, Wachet auf, ruft uns
die Stimme. Written for the 27th Sunday after Pentecost, this cantata tells the parable
from Matthew 25 of the ten virgins awaiting the arrival of a bridegroom to attend a
wedding feast. Bach presents many images through musical storytelling: the Holy
Trinity, a royal procession, watchmen calling from a tower, and the deeply, physically
affectionate relationship of the wedding couple: a lost soul and Jesus. The overlap of
drama and music can be highlighted in performance. This paper addresses some of the
possibilities regarding performance practice that can enhance modern audiences’
consumption of this old but popular choral music.
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From 1723 to his death in 1750, Johann Sebastian Bach served as the music
director at St. Thomas’s Lutheran Church in Leipzig. During the first years of his tenure
there, Bach wrote several series of cantatas, each series consisting of one cantata for each
Sunday in the church year. Evidence suggests that he wrote up to five series, but not all
of his cantatas survive. Some of Bach’s cantatas have become favorites in modern
church and concert settings, and they are still performed frequently today. One of the
most famous among Bach’s cantatas is BWV 140, Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme.
This work was written in 1731 for the 27th Sunday after Pentecost, just before the
start of the Advent season. According to the lectionary, Advent signals a time of waiting
for the coming of Christ, and Bach set a familiar biblical story of the twelve waiting
maidens into a seven-movement work. Written for orchestra, mixed choir, and soprano,
tenor, and bass soloists, this 30-minute work blends dramatic imagery of religious
symbols, both in the text and in the music. Using his understanding of liturgy and
regional musical conventions of his day, Bach combines drama and music into one
element of performance. Modern performances of this work might not successfully
convey its meaning, partly because modern audiences cannot be assumed to know the
story behind the music. Modern performers therefore need to take advantage of
opportunities to present this music in dramatically engaging ways. I will explore some
issues in performance practice and offer some suggestions here for ways in which
modern performers can help their audiences achieve a sense of understanding and
appreciation for the drama in this, one of Bach’s most beloved cantatas.
Wachet auf tells the story of the ten virgins from the gospel of Matthew, wherein
ten virgins receive the honor of attending a wedding, but they must wait for the
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bridegroom to arrive before joining in the event. Five of the virgins are wise and each
carries with her an extra jar of oil for their lamps; the other five are foolish and do not
have extra oil with them. The bridegroom is late in coming, and as the virgins wait, the
foolish virgins’ lamps burn out. They ask the wise virgins if they may have some oil for
their lamps, but the wise virgins refuse, saying that if they gave up their extra oil, they
might not have enough. While the foolish virgins are away buying more oil, the
watchmen from the tower call for them to rise and awaken, for the bridegroom comes.
By the time the foolish virgins return, the gates are shut and they are excluded from the
wedding. This parable, told by Jesus, teaches a lesson about preparedness. The
bridegroom represents the Messiah; the wise virgins symbolize all believers, who will be
prepared for his coming, while the foolish virgins symbolize non-believers, who will be
excluded from the wedding feast in the kingdom of Heaven.1 Bach portrays the images
in the story through tone painting in the music.
In the first phrase of the hymn tune, the melody begins on the tonic and rises
through the major triad. Here, the music portrays an image of the watchmen from the
tower, calling “Wake up! Arise!” The rising of the melody coincides with the call to rise
up in the text. The sopranos in the choir make this first statement of the main chorale
tune, and it is also by design that the highest voice should portray the watchmen in the
tower. In this case, the higher register of the sopranos not only helps them to be heard
over the orchestra and the rest of the choir, but also reflects the highest physical place in
the drama, occupied by the watchmen in the tower. These connections pervade the first
section of the opening movement of the cantata.

1

Matthew 25: 1-13.
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Number symbolism sets up a number of possibilities for staging in the first
section of the opening chorale. The introductory instrumental music is written in the
French overture style, with a dotted eighth note followed by a sixteenth in each beat.
This genre became popular in the courts of the Sun King, Louis XIV, and this rhythmic
figure often played during his royal processions. The opening occurs in triple meter.
However, most French overtures occur in duple meter, making Bach’s triple-meter
setting inventive for this genre. The key of this opening is E-flat major, a key signature
of three flats. The overall structure of the cantata also depicts a Trinitarian construction.
The movements, numbered from I to VII, occur in the following order: Chorale Æ
Recitative Æ Aria Æ Chorale Æ Recitative Æ Aria Æ Chorale. Dividing the
movements into blocks of three movements each reveals two blocks of Chorus Æ
Recitative Æ Aria (Trinity), plus a closing Chorale. This conceptualization of the
cantata’s structure affects the pacing of the performance. It also establishes movement
IV as a new starting point in the cantata, marking the second Trinity, or perhaps the
second coming of the Messiah. This number symbolism seems not to be accidental;
Bach’s habit of working with number puzzles lends support to the possibility that Bach
intended for this to symbolize the Holy Trinity: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.2 The image
of the procession, combined with the image of the watchmen calling from the tower,
suggests that one could design a performance in which the choral sopranos sing from a
balcony or loft, while the men and the altos process onto the stage in the manner of the
court of the Sun King. Costuming can reflect the differences in character between the
role of the sopranos as watchmen and the rest of the choir as the people of Zion. The

2

Ruth Tatlow, Bach and the Riddle of the Number Alphabet (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1991) 8-10.
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horn part doubles the sopranos’ chorale melody, representing the trumpet call from the
watchtower. Since the horn part only enters in the opening and closing chorales, one
could place the horn player up in the loft with the sopranos for added effect.
In the second section of this opening movement, Bach wrote contrapuntal
melismatic music to set the word “Alleluia.” The three lower voice parts stagger their
entrances, beginning with the altos and descending in register through the tenor and bass
sections, while the sopranos maintain the chorale melody. The fugue contains a melisma
in its subject comprised mostly of scalar sixteenth notes, and the voices engaged in the
fugue portray bustling and alert preparation in response to the watchmen’s call. If one
assumes that Bach wrote the drama into the notes, then a host of possibilities for staging
become available that are seldom realized in modern performances. For example, the
choir members may scatter their formation during this fugue to emphasize their role in
the drama of the piece.
The theological basis for the text in this cantata, as in many others, is Pietism, a
branch of Lutheranism that prioritizes the living of a pious, devout life. Among the
themes in Pietistic doctrine is a deeply personal relationship with Christ. Instead of the
Orthodox belief in an introspective faith, Pietism externalizes Christ as Savior: “not
‘Christ in us, but Christ for us.’”3 This explains the spousal imagery in the arias of many
of Bach’s cantatas. Often, a baritone or bass sings the role of Christ in duet with a
soprano singing the role of a soul that needs to be saved. The nuptial imagery is
especially powerful in Wachet auf because of the content in the biblical story. Here
again, costuming can drastically affect the way modern audiences understand the
performance. A soprano soloist dressed in a bridal gown and a baritone soloist in a
3
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groom’s tuxedo would represent the characters more literally: a bride (the soul) and her
groom (Jesus). This cantata is actually “an ecstatic love-song and also an eloquent
witness for the unity of sacred and profane emotions.”4 Adding costuming and other
elements of staging to musical performance can help performers present their ideas in
more compelling ways than would otherwise be possible.
The third movement of the cantata seems to assume a theologically didactic
position as well as a dramatic one. The soprano repeatedly opens the dialogue in each
phrase and sings half the phrase until an incomplete cadence. The baritone almost always
sings the second half of each phrase and ends with an authentic cadence. One might
sense that Christ keeps answering (arriving at cadences), “I am here,” yet this soprano
soul does not seem to be listening or paying any attention. She continues to ask, “When
will you come?” The conductor of a modern performance might suggest that the soloists
act out this interactive dialogue with those attitudes in mind, so that the performance
engages the listeners in dimensions in addition to the musical. The violin part
accentuates the Pietistic ideal of an intimate relationship with Christ through its long,
caressing lines. The bowing and phrasing marks evokes heavy breathing, and the
interplay between the vocal dialogue and the violin accompaniment may suggest a sexual
relationship between the soul and Christ. In performance, this may affect the kind of
singing that a soloist might use for this part of the cantata. A singer trying to portray
physical intimacy might sing with more hurried breaths or use breathier tone, both of
which are dramatic techniques more frequently used in opera. If modern performers treat

4

Johann Sebastian Bach, Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme, Neue Bach-Ausgabe edition, ed. Alfred Dürr
(New York: Bärenreiter, 1987), preface.
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this music as if it were an opera, then modern audiences might understand more of what
Bach could have assumed his own audiences knew in his day.
The fourth movement marks the beginning of the second Trinity as previously
explored. The violin ritornello is set against the chorale tune in voices. This linear
ritornello contains numerous sigh motives, slurred pairs of notes that emphasize the vocal
quality of this theme. The choral part is unusual; it is a tenor section solo. The tenors
sing the notes of the chorale melody and proclaim that Jesus has arrived, and that Zion
will follow to join the Lord’s Supper: “Wir folgen all zum Fruedensaal, und halten mit
das Abendmahl.” The voices sing “Hosiana” at Christ’s arrival. The case for the
Trinitarian symbolism views this movement as the pivot point in the cantata. It
represents the moment that the second coming of the Messiah occurs, and therefore the
beginning of the second Chorus-Recitative-Aria set.
This tenor chorale is followed by Christ’s calling in a bass recitative. The text
reinforces the bridal imagery: “So geh herein zu mir, du mir, erwählte Braut. Ich habe
mich mit dir von Ewigkeit vertraut.” This translates to: “Then come within to me, to me,
chosen bride. I have been to you betrothed forever.” The physically affectionate
language also continues in this movement: “Auch meine Linken solst du Ruhn, und
meine Rechte soll dich küssen.” This reads: “To my left hand, you shall rest, and my
right shall caress you.”5 Here is another opportunity for staging. Even though the
soprano soloist does not sing in this recitative, she may enter the stage to the left of the
bass so that he can make a caressing gesture at the end of the aria on the word “küssen.”

5

Marian Dolan, “Kessler Reformation Concert 1998, Program Notes,” 1998 (Accessed July 18, 2006;
available from .
http://www.hymnsandcarolsofchristmas.com/Hymns_and_Carols/NonEnglish/wachet_auf_ruft_uns_die_sti
mme.htm; Internet.
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The final movement of this cantata includes fermatas that appear at the end of
each phrase. In Bach’s day, there were three common uses of fermatas: “line caesura,
points of prolonged duration, and opportunity for the insertion of ‘Passagien’ [florid
passages].”6 Line caesuras mark the ends of phrases, especially in organ music, as in
Bach’s Orgel-Büchlein. Some performers and that the notes under these fermatas should
not be held for longer than their written value; Ton Koopman7 and Karl Hochreither8 are
two examples. Others believe the fermatas marked points of prolonged duration. Under
this view, the notes under the fermatas in this chorale should be held for a particular
length beyond their written values. The length of the prolongation should be consistent
and bear some relation to the meter of the chorale; “irrational fermata values are ruled
out.”9 Several of Bach’s contemporaries often called for longer notes at the ends of
phrases in their own compositions, and they notated the length for which these notes were
to be held. Bach could have been using a shorthand notation to express the same thing;
Maasaki Suzuki,10 Martin Blindow, and Arnold Schering11 are notable proponents of this
view. The third meaning of the fermata concerns only the insertion of improvised solo
passages and bears no relevance to our chorale. I suggest that the text and the character
of the music should guide each decision in performance. The text highlights the biblical
“twelve pearls,” which represent the gates of Jerusalem, and the bass line of this phrase in
the chorale contains twelve notes, the last of which bears a fermata. In order to highlight

6

Karl Hochreither, Performance Practice of the Instrumental-Vocal Works of Johann Sebastian Bach,
translator Melvin Unger (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2002): 183.
7
Uri Golomb, Fermata [message board on-line] (9 April 2003, accessed 6 June 2006); available from
http://www.bach-cantatas.com/Topics/Fermata.htm; Internet
8
Hochreither, 184.
9
Hochreither, 184.
10
Bernard Sherman, Bach: St. John Passion [review on-line] (accessed 6 June 2006); available from
http://homepages.kdsi.net/~sherman/Suzuki.html#fermatas; Internet.
11
Hochreither, 183.
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this instance of parallelism between the text and the music, I would hold the fermata for
two extra beats in this alla breve chorale. Holding the fermatas at the end of each phrase
may also reinforce the rejoicing quality in the music. In measures 46 and 48 of this
movement, however, I would choose to drive towards a broadening end, making the final
phrase read: “Des sind wir froh, io, io! ewig in dulci jubilo.” The text guides this
decision as the integrity of the grammar is preserved: “Therefore we rejoice, io, io!
forever in dulci jubilo.” I am therefore inclined not to hold the fermatas in measures 46
and 48 because doing so would compromise both the momentum of the phrase and the
unity of the text. The dramatic and musical context informs the treatment of fermatas,
which must be personal to each conductor. Rather than apply a uniform interpretation to
all of Bach’s fermatas, I suggest that performers approach each fermata as its own case.
Recent projects include performance translations of the text into various
languages so that Wachet auf may be presented in whichever language is the dominant
language of the people in the audience. Given that technological advances have enabled
people to be less geographically restricted today than they were in Bach’s time, this idea
may not be ideal. Performance translations introduce the difficulty of preserving the
integrity of the text while maintaining proper phrasing and word stress. Translations that
fail to achieve this may not convey the music as well as the original text. Otherwise,
audiences and performers alike might feel that something meaningful is lost in the
translation, regardless of the quality of the translation itself. Additionally, audience
members whose dominant language is not that of the geographical region where a
performance is held may not appreciate the gesture of a performance translation. Instead,
one can perform the work in its original German in order to preserve the integrity of the
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language, but provide translations, either in program notes or, if media support is
available, in supertitles, as is the common practice for many opera houses today.
Debate continues about the size of Bach’s choirs. The aim, it seems, is to uncover
Bach’s ideal choir and apply that to modern performances of Bach’s music. By far, the
most frequently cited document that provides some guidance on this topic is the Entwurff,
a memorandum written by Bach to his superiors on August 23, 1730, specifying his needs
for a choral roster during his tenure as Thomaskantor and Director musices in Leipzig. In
its eighth paragraph, the Entwurff reads:
“Zu iedweden musicalischen Chor gehören wenigstens 3 Sopranisten, 3 Altisten,
3 Tenoristen, und eben so viel Baβisten, damit, so etwa einer unpaβ wird (wie
denn sehr offte geschieht …) wenigstens eine 2 Chörigte Motette gesungen
werden kan.”12
Joshua Rifkin translates this passage thus:
“Each musical chorus requires at least three sopranos, three altos, three tenors,
and as many basses, so that even if one should fall ill (as very often happens…),
at least a double-chorus motet may be sung.”13
Within the same document, Bach specifies his needs for concertists, “four, sometimes
also five, six, seven, even up to eight…if one wishes to perform music for double
chorus,” and ripienists, of whom “there must at least also be eight.”14 The concertists’
responsibilities “embraced both solo and ensemble (i.e. choral) singing equally,” so that
they sang not only the occasional solo roles in arias or recitatives, but also in the choral
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sections with the ripienists.15 Rifkin interprets of the Entwurff as a prescription for a
“roster” of singers from which Bach may draw, which is not necessarily a “lineup” of
singers who actually appear in performance.16 The evidence has led him to conduct
many performances with a small choir of one to a part: a quartet, in more specific terms.
Andrew Parrott, while he agrees with Rifkin’s conclusion of “one good singer on each
part,”17 presents an argument for the use of larger vocal ensembles in performing Bach’s
church cantatas. According to Friedrich Wolf, who wrote about the term “Konzertist” in
1787, a concertist is “a singer or player who executes the sections and entire pieces which
are sung or played alone [i.e. solos] and [who], on the other hand, is responsible for the
whole [of his] part [i.e. choruses as well as solos].”18 Therefore, concertists and ripienists
together would indicate more than one singer to a part. But there is no evidence that
indicates that Bach would have used ripienists at all for Wachet auf. Because no parts
evidently survived for use by ripienists, evidence supporting the participation of
additional performers is lacking.19 Whatever the case may have been in Bach’s own
performances, and however Bach might have imagined his own ideal, whether that was
what he had available in Leipzig or not, modern conductors should feel free to have their
“soloists” sing with the choir in the choral movements of Bach’s church cantatas. This is
closer to the concertist-ripienist construction in use during the eighteenth century than our
modern concept of soloists who remain separate and independent of the choir.
These considerations about the choral performance practice of Wachet auf lead to
an array of possibilities involving costuming, staging, and acting as well as singing. I am
15

Andrew Parrott, The Essential Bach Choir, (Woodbridge, England: The Boydell Press, 2000): 30.
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eager to present a performance of Wachet auf in German, with supertitles, a choir of “at
least eight ripienists” and “four concertists,” among whom my soprano concertist is in
bridal attire and my bass concertist in a groom’s tuxedo. The soprano section of my
imaginary choir would sing from a loft, surrounding the horn player, and there would be
a grand procession of altos, tenors, and basses marching onto the stage to the rhythm of
the opening French overture, etc. This may seem a bit gaudy and overdone.
“When Bach assumed his post in Leipzig on May 5, 1723…[he signed a
declaration that] includes the stipulation that the music ‘be so constructed as not
to sound operatic, but rather stimulate the hearers to worship.’ It is striking that
during his entire tenure at Leipzig…he was never accused of musical
theatricality.”20
However, a dramatized, semi-staged performance presents the work with engaging
clarity. This is not meant to insult the knowledge of modern audiences. Instead, it is
meant to acknowledge that modern audiences cannot approach modern performances of
this “old” music with the same understanding of the theological symbols assumed in
Bach’s day. In order to assist modern audiences to appreciate the music from Bach’s
tradition, conductors must bring out the dramatic symbolism in the music, the overlap
where theater meets theology.

20
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THE COLONIAL POEMS
Jen Puch-Bouwman
Abstract:
The Colonial Poems are a four-part commentary on postcolonial identities and
issues. It starts with a reconstruction of a first European arrival to a Pacific
Island, and continues with a protest on the state of a present day
postcolonial South Pacific society. Then it takes a fictive insider look at the
reminiscing of a monarch, and finally an imaginary solution for postcolonial
angst and economic struggles is proposed. Inspired by impressions gathered
while living in the Fiji Islands, these poems are a psychological and social
critique, and an attempt to revive past ideas of historical retribution and
compensation.
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THE COLONIAL POEMS
By Jen Puch-Bouwman
(Dedicated to Klaas, the Intuitive Warrior)
I. The Pale
They came,
Out of nowhere,
One day:
Pale ghosts
On tall canoes…
They made strange sounds
But we understood:
They are here to pay respects
To our kings
To our land
Then they gave us a piece
Of white material
And a stick that made some marks
On the white,
And they asked us
To make our mark
Next to theirs,
As a symbol of friendship…
Then they went away,
And after a while
Came back
With many more of them,
All dressed up in funny clothes…
3
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By that time some of us got sick,
The new diseases came, we thought
Maybe with the change of tides
Maybe with the tall canoes…
One day they asked
To have some pieces
Of our land…
When we said that we can’t,
As it is not ours to give,
They seemed upset…
They said that we put our marks,
On their white squares,
And their queen is now our queen too,
And all the land really belongs to her,
Because of the black marks
On the white squares…
When one of us said no,
They took out
A long stick and pointed it at him
Then a little thunder came, and a small fire
Then our friend became
A spirit…
So we gave them some land,
Then they said, they want to grow
New plants,
It will be good for us, they said
When we said we need to ask our king,
They said no, remember,
4
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You have a new queen now
She lives far away, but really,
All she cares about is you
All the time,
Wanting to make sure
That you will be well,
So these new plants will help you…
Then they started burning our plants,
Because the new plants needed to come,
With the new plants came new people
Who also made the black marks,
On the white squares,
With the new people came more pale ones…
We heard from far away tribes
That it is good for us
To serve this new queen,
And that they also made the black marks
On the white squares,
And they also had the new diseases…
Then they started taking away our boys
To some far away war
Training them to fight
For the new queen…
When they came back
They were sad
Because people treated them bad
Like something is wrong with them…
And our girls
5
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Started working
In the new big houses
That the pales ones built…
We cannot remember now
How our life was
Before the pale…
Everyone tells us we were
Barbaric and wild
Oh, well,
They are probably right…
Would have been nice to know, tough,
How our lives would have been now
Without the pale…
And can we get back
All the years of work
The decades of toil
The gold and the sugar and
The tears and the blood and all…
Can it be counted and paid for???
They say
We have greatly benefited
From the pale…
If our land was so rich,
Why then are we so poor
While the pales are still having
The big houses,
Big cars?
6
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Why are we still working
for a few dollars a day
If at all…
Why is our land still on sale
To some pales from far away,
Why do we always get told
What is good for us,
And why then do
Our sons and daughters
Want to become
Pale?...
They came
Out of nowhere
In tall canoes
Pale ghosts…
Nothing was ever the same
Again…
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II. You Fix It!
Don’t tell us
We have to
Get along,
Live together
In peace,
Reconcile,
Accept,
Submit,
To your historical
Onslaught
To your colonial
Crimes…
It was you
Who brought
These brothers
To make your profits
Higher…
Our labor was not
Good enough,
We were not
Quick enough
To fill your sacs
With sugar,
With gold…
It was you
Who pitted us
Against each other
8
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Oh, so subtly…
You enslaved us both
To your foreign mind…
You used us both
To the core
And then you
Left us here
In ruins,
Now you tell us
That we have to build
Ourselves
together…
After you squeezed
Each little bit
Of gold
Of sugar
Of life…
You live in mansions
We live in huts
You die of old age
We die of hunger
And pollution,
Your life is padded
With riches and spoils
Our life is torn
As you left us to rot…
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So don’t tell us
To fix things up
To get along
To reconcile,
It was your doing.
You created us,
So now,
You fix it!
It was your doing,
So you fix it!
Now!

10
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III. The Queen Ponders Her Pearls
I like this time at night
When all duties are through
My palace is all sooo… quiet…
Philip is in his room…
This is the time for me
I don’t get much time for me,
At all…
So I ponder my pearls,
From all the crown jewels
I like them best…
From diamonds and emeralds
Gold and sapphires
From all bank accounts
And safe deposits
From the art collections
And religious objects,
From all the palaces, estates,
Holiday houses and farms
The precious world artifacts
Of all former colonies…
Yes, I like my pearls…
Well, they are sooo… pretty…
They remind me of my youth
They remind me of my travels
11
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There is a little story
To every necklace,
Earring,
Ring…
Here, this bright white pearl,
From Indonesia…
They told me that the natives
Risked their lives
To pick it
That was sooo… nice of them…
And these large pink ones
Were a gift,
From India
Oh, good old India,
It’s always sooo… nice
to visit…
And this blue-shade pearl earrings
Were brought from Zambia
For my mother,
I wore them the first time
I visited Africa,
I thought it was
A nice
Touch…
And Oh! I just love
These black South-Pacific pearls…
But can’t remember,
Were they
From Tonga or Fiji…
12
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Oh, well…
It is sooo… nice
To have all these
They are my little colonies
All gathered tightly
In my velvet safe…
As I ponder my pearls before retiring
I feel satisfied and content:
We did so well…
We ruled
AND harvested
The world,
And I
Have the pearls
To prove it…
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IV. The Common Wealth
In the case of the Former Colonies
Of the so-called British Empire
Against the British Crown
And it’s legally succeeding governments
Of the United States of America,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand
And similar governments in all former colonies
As per the attached lists,
As well as commercial companies
Traced back to the colonial regimes
As per the attached lists,
And other persons and organizations
Who had benefited
Either directly or indirectly
From the profits of the former
So-called British Empire,
As per the attached lists,
And by the power invested in me within
The International Court of Justice
In Den Hague
The Netherlands,
I now order the British Crown
And it’s successors,
And former commercial companies
As well as individuals and others
As above,
To collectively pay the sum of:
14
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One million billion billions pounds,
As repayment of debt
And compensation,
For labor and goods delivered
During the rule
Of the former so-called British Empire,
By the people of the former colonies,
Including all indenture workers
And other displaced people.
I also order
The return of all lands
Purchased or otherwise obtained
By the British crown
And it’s successors, companies and individuals
As above,
In all former colonies,
To the first peoples
Of the respective nations
And other colonized people
Living therein,
As per the attached lists,
As well as the return,
Of all artifacts
And cultural objects
Of the former colonies,
To their rightful owners
In their countries of origins.
This case is
Now,
Closed.
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Abstract
In the voluminous literature that has been produced surrounding the
horrors of Auschwitz, almost no attention has been paid to its conflicting
explanations. This paper aims to evaluate two such positions: the pluralist
account as presented by Isaiah Berlin, and Hannah Arendt’s position
concerning the banality of evil.

It is argued that the link between

pluralism and its ability to deter crimes against humanity is highly
deficient in the concrete and that Arendt’s alternative, if less widely
accepted, is much superior in this regard. The result is that we should
cease considering pluralism as central to evading moral catastrophe.

1. Contours of a Confrontation
In the voluminous literature that has been produced surrounding the horrors of
Auschwitz, almost no philosophical attention has been paid to its conflicting
explanations. The aim of this paper is to evaluate two of those explanations—perhaps the
most famous ones. The first is the pluralist account, and while there are many prominent
thinkers in this group, perhaps none is as clear and eloquent as Isaiah Berlin. For him
such situations are the result of totalization, that is, the hubristic supposition that one has
found the final solution, and hence has the right to implement it by any means necessary.1
The other assessment is Hannah Arendt’s. For her it may be said that the central problem
is a feature of thought, and has been denoted as the banality of evil. Each thinker, then,
proposes a different guide to prevent those early stages in society when trouble is
brewing: Berlin through recognition of conflicting values and Arendt through thinking.
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The difficulty is that these answers are certainly not the same. Can one solution guide us
better than another when we are again called upon to be ethical? This paper argues that
the link between pluralism and crimes against humanity is highly deficient in the concrete
and that Arendt’s alternative, if less widely accepted is much superior in this regard. To
establish this position, we will look first at Berlin’s argument, and then turn to Arendt.

2. The One and the Many
It is easiest to understand Berlin’s pluralism if one approaches it by beginning with
his stated target: the Platonic Ideal. It claims the following three points: (1) all genuine
questions must have one true answer, the rest being erroneous, (2) there must be a
dependable path towards the discovery of these truths, and (3) all true answers must
necessarily be compatible with one another and form a single whole.2 That values clash
is, for Berlin, a truism. Certainly liberty and equality, for example, are pursued as values
in contemporary democracies, but no amount of one will translate into more of another;
they simply clash.3
The mistaken supposition that there is a final solution is the “[o]ne belief, more than
any other, [that] is responsible for the slaughter of individuals on the alters of the great
historical ideals.”4 It is this “dogmatic certainty [that] has been responsible for the deep,
serene, unshakeable conviction in the minds of some of the most merciless tyrants and
persecutors in history.”5 For if one really believes that such a solution is possible “then
surely no cost would be too high to obtain it…. To make such an omelette, there is surely
no limit to the number of eggs that should be broken.”6 The problem is that such an ideal
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is an impossibility. As a result the “eggs are broken, and the habit of breaking them
grows, but the omelette remains invisible.”7
To avoid repeating these horrific results Berlin urges that we adopt his pluralist
position as the middle road between relativism and totalization. This position contains
roughly three parts: (a) an assessment of values, (b) a commitment to humanism, and (c)
a positive proposal. Though values clash, it is not the case that we cannot achieve
solutions to problems. On the contrary, we “can save men from hunger or misery or
injustice.”8 But as we achieve solutions to problems such as material welfare and societal
injustice, these solutions engender new problems for future generations to fight against,
and this process continues on unpredictably. It is not possible to “legislate for the
unknown consequences of consequences.”9 Thus, “the perfect state cannot be the proper
goals for our endeavors.”10
This assessment of values, however, does not imply that values vary infinitely.
Rather, they have a human horizon. Berlin argues that “members of one culture can, by
force of the imaginative insight, understand the values, the ideals, the forms of life of
another culture or society, even those remote in time or space.”11 What I cannot imagine
as important, e.g. worshiping wood because it is wood, is inhuman. For Berlin,
“intercommunication between cultures in time and space is possible only because what
makes men human is common to them, and acts as a bridge between them.”12 Pluralism
allows many different ends that humans may seek, while retaining reason and respect for
those ends chosen by others, even if we do not agree. Thus there is a world of objective
values as the ends that men pursue for their own sakes, to which other things are means,
and it is this horizon that allows for resolution at a local level.13
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What is to be done, given this assessment? While there is no way to avoid value
collisions, there are ways to alleviate them.14 Because he believes that all men have a
basic sense of good and evil, regardless of the culture, Berlin commands that our “first
public obligation is to avoid the extremes of suffering.” 15 Public action such as
revolutions, wars, or assassinations may be required in desperate times, but there is no
guarantee that they will lead to improvement.16 Rules, values, and principles must yield
to each other in a manner of “trade-offs;” the best to be done is to maintain a “precarious
equilibrium that will prevent the occurrence of desperate situations, of intolerable
choices.”17 Next, because we must simply decide between values,18 Berlin proposes that
some measure of negative freedom is “an end in itself, and not a temporary need.”19 This
measure of liberty results in a third obligation, namely “respect, not as a consequence of
some a priori rule … but simply because respect for the principles of justice, or shame at
gross inequality of treatment, is as basic in men as the desire for liberty.”20 Finally, there
seems to be something of an imperative to hope in Berlin’s works – at least in practice.
In a less well known essay he writes: “if historical probabilities could be reduced to
something approaching a reliable guide to action, some achievements might never have
taken place.”21 This seems to be the rationale for insisting that decisions are not, in the
end, “a matter of purely subjective judgment,” rather the decision “is dictated by the
forms of society to which one belongs, a society among other societies, with values held
in common, whether or not they are in conflict, by the majority of mankind throughout
recorded history.”22 These common values are human, and they give us hope for
resolution.
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3. The Two-in-One
Hannah Arendt, like Isaiah Berlin, recognizes that the Holocaust requires a change in
the way we think about our thought. But although she esteems the pluralistic society, her
concern lies more in finding pluralism in the individual. This became her concern after
she witnessed the Eichmann trials in Jerusalem. In response to the thoughtlessness she
observed in Adolf Eichmann, she coined the phrase “banality of evil” to denote a new
form of evil. Arendt realized that not all evil actions are pre-meditated, but that some –
even most – are committed by not thinking about what one was doing at all. Seyl
Benhabib, in her essay “Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem,” describes Hannah as
astounded by the “sheer ordinariness” of Eichmann who “spoke in endless clichés, gave
little evidence of being motivated by a fanatical hatred of the Jews, and was most proud
of being a ‘law-abiding citizen.’”23 Eichmann became the model Arendt utilized to
account for how people who were neither particularly evil nor reflective managed to
commit evil. She realized that he was “neither monstrous nor demonic,” and that he “had
not the slightest difficulty in accepting an entirely different set of rules.” Eichmann
simply accepted that what he once called his duty was now considered his crime.24 But is
it possible that these banal acts can lead us to commit “crimes against humanity”?
Hannah answers decidedly in the affirmative. Arendt used the phrase “crimes against
humanity” to name the act of genocide and she developed this category to include the
crimes perpetrated against a specific kind of people for just existing on earth – Jews for
example. “In virtue of our humanity alone, Arendt is arguing, we are beings entitled to
be treated in certain ways, and when such treatment is not accorded to us, then both
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wrongs and crimes are committed against us,” Benhabib elaborates. The committing of
evil deeds on a large scale is not always traced back to a particular wickedness; these
crimes can be committed by persons who lacked the ability to think and question what
they were doing. The question Hannah asks is:
Could the activity of thinking as such, the habit of examining and reflecting
upon whatever happens to come to pass, regardless of specific content and
quite independent of results, could this activity be of such a nature that it
“conditions” men against doing evil?25
Hannah Arendt’s chief concern then is, if thinking may prevent us from committing evil,
then what makes us think?
In response to this question, Arendt notes three general points that must obtain for
us to think. First, “the faculty of thinking, as distinguished from the thirst for knowledge,
must be ascribed to everybody; it cannot be a privilege of the few.” Arendt looks, not
surprisingly, to Socrates to provide a model, since Socrates has two unified and
apparently contradictory passions: thinking and acting. But it would seem, in our
connection with non-thought to evil, that if we follow Socrates as a model, we are left
with the conclusion that only those people who embrace the Socratic Eros, the love of
wisdom, are capable of thought and can be trusted. This, for Arendt, is not the case. Were
Socrates only a philosopher, he would have remained caught up in the sphere of thinking
(vita contemplativa) and were he only a citizen, he would have debated in the agora (vita
activa). Yet, Socrates does nothing and claims nothing except that every citizen should
examine his own opinions. As a gadfly, a midwife, an electric ray, but—this is essential
for Hannah—not as a philosopher, his role was to purge people of opinions that would
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keep them from thinking. He taught nothing and had nothing to teach, so that by moving
through both spheres of thought and action he could get others to think.
The second point Arendt notes is that Kant is correct in claiming that thought has
a natural aversion to accepting its own results as solid axioms, so “we cannot expect any
moral propositions or commandments, no final code of conduct from the thinking
activity, least of all a new and now allegedly final definition of what is good and what is
evil.”26 We can recognize Arendt’s agreement with Berlin in this statement for avoiding
final solutions. Arendt, however, provides a Socratic reason for her position. Socrates
did not connect evil with lack of thought or claim that those who “do philosophy” are
incapable of doing evil, but he did make a positive statement to guide us in The Gorgias,
which is as follows: “it would be better for me that my lyre or a chorus I directed should
be out of tune and loud with discord, and that multitudes of men should disagree with me
rather than that I, being one, should be out of harmony with myself and contradict me.”27
This statement is not straightforward in what it means, but once understood has clear
relevance to the banality of evil.28 Socrates, being one, does not want to be out of
harmony with himself. But nothing that is truly one can be out of harmony with itself.
Two tones at least are needed to create a harmony. What is meant by such an odd
statement is that with others Socrates is one, but with himself, when he is conscious of
himself, i.e. when he is a thinking ego, a difference is inserted into his oneness. Through
thought, he becomes a two-in-one. The aim of maintaining harmony is, we might say,
the call of conscience which serves as a guide in moral deliberations.
Finally, it must be noted that thinking, though it begins with the world of
appearances, is an act of removal from such a world. When one thinks, even of someone
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just opposite oneself, one must withdraw from such a presentation in order to consider
that someone in thought. This removal from the world is necessary because it allows the
thinking ego to question our motives, particularly with respect to rules of conduct, thus
constituting the two-in-one.29 When the outside world intrudes upon the thinker and cuts
short the thinking process, the two-in-one become one again. “Nothing perhaps indicates
more strongly that man exists essentially in the plural,” Hanna notes, “than that his
solitude actualizes his merely being conscious of himself…into a duality during the
thinking activity.” This duality with myself makes thinking a true activity; I ask and only
I must answer. 30 How then is the dialogue critical?
Thinking becomes dialectical and critical when we ask: what do you mean when
you say…? For Hannah, the “only criterion of Socratic thinking is agreement, to be
consistent with oneself.” The two that communicate must be good partners, and “the
partner who comes to life when you are alert and alone is the only one from whom you
can never get away – except by ceasing to think.”31 Hannah concludes that that person
who does not know that silent intercourse will not mind contradicting herself, and this
means she will never be either able or willing to account for what she says or does; nor
will she mind committing any crime, since she can count on its being forgotten the next
moment. Hence, thinking is the activity that may in rare cases, when the stakes are high,
prevent catastrophes like Auschwitz.

4. Obligation and Thought
Which assessment of Auschwitz is correct? Berlin claims that the clashing of
incommensurable values establishes his pluralistic position. Pluralism, in turn, entails
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negative liberty, and is thus a truer and more human ideal, because it recognizes that
human goals rival each other and does not deprive men of much that they have found to
be indispensable to their lives.32 When the tremors of totalization begin to surface in
society, Berlin asserts that we must avoid suffering at all costs, and then when we are
placed into a position of moral risk, we must call upon the majority of values held by
mankind throughout human history to guide us in our decisions.33 For Arendt, this
command is where the problem lies.
First, one might note that concretely Berlin’s solution fails to address the majority
of those involved in such actions. In making his case, Berlin uses the perspective of the
dictator in charge (e.g. Lenin, Trotsky, Mao), and I believe this rhetorical technique is
essential to his argument.34 For it is wildly implausible to believe that ordinary citizens
hold to utopic plans of how society should be run. At best despots with good intentions
ever have such plans. Arendt’s account of the banality of evil, by contrast, is able to
explain both the actions of those in charge, and those who carry out the orders. And
since it is these latter that realize the plans, her account is clearly superior in this respect.
Next, Berlin suggests that our evaluative decisions are grounded in our concrete
historical circumstances. The problem is that such circumstances continue to change
throughout history, and thus lead to the banality of evil. Arendt contends that the people
who believed in the “new order,” regardless of party affiliation, believed in it for no other
reason than “that was the way things were.”35 Unthinking (banal) evil, because it does not
reflect on moral norms, is able to exchange one set of customs and manners for another
“with no more trouble than it would take to change the table manners of a whole
people.”36 Thus, the readiest to obey will be the most respectable pillars of society and
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the most prone to banality.37 Those that were not guilty of banality, Arendt claims,
“asked themselves to what extent they would still be able to live in peace with themselves
after having committed certain deeds.”38 They refused to murder because they could not
live out of harmony with themselves. This silent dialogue is the dividing line that “strikes
across all social and cultural or educational differences.”39
But there is a further confrontation between Berlin and Arendt that needs to be
made. Berlin has issued a command. As humans, we obey two types of commands: those
issued to humanity by God, and those issued to children by adults. Because Berlin has
taken this obligation out of a religious context, we are only left with the adult-child
situation. Arendt notes that “if an adult is said to obey, he actually supports the
organization or the authority or the law that claims ‘obedience.’”40 Berlin cannot
command us to do anything; he is helpless without humanity’s consent.41 Therefore, we
cannot live by obedience to an obligation, but only by consent to a principle that has been
established. And if one code or principle is easily exchanged for another when the chips
are down, then unfortunately Berlin leaves us empty handed for how to fight against
totalitarianism.
In sum, I would like to suggest the rather startling conclusion that the Platonic
Ideal, or totalization, or closure, or any similar notion has very little to do with the
occurrence of Auschwitz or similar situations. Pluralism cannot prevent such horrors,
only something like Arendt’s model of thought can.42 This does not mean we should
abandon pluralism, but that at least we should not think it sufficient or even central to
evading moral catastrophe.
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Abstract
Alain Badiou’s recent work has challenged the central tenant of the
ethical turn in recent continental philosophy: the priority of the other or
alterity. For him, such a position is not only false, but nihilistic. Any
discussion of alterity, then, must be banished from our future ethical
discourse. This paper aims to mediate between Badious’ provocative
claims and his Levinasian opponents through the work of Paul Ricoeur.
For while Badiou’s criticisms are largely accurate, it is argued that his
position suffers from difficulties from which it is only possible to recover
by accepting another form of alterity, namely the friend.
“A friend wants to be … ‘a second self’”
-Aristotle1
1. Badiou’s Radical Proposal
Alain Badiou’s recent work Ethics: An Essay on the Understanding of Evil is
perhaps the most original work to be published in the field of continental ethics since
Levinas’ Totality and Infinity. It is safe to say that the entirety of the “ethical turn” in
continental philosophy has been conducted, in some one form or another, under the aegis
of alterity, and hence within Levinas’ shadow.2 Badiou’s claim, then, that “the whole
ethical predication based upon recognition of the other should be purely and simply
abandoned” throws down the gauntlet to the ethical turn by questioning its central tenant,
viz. the priority of alterity or difference.3 Badiou is not, however, simply advocating
relativism. For him, “[i]nfinite alterity is quite simply what there is.” 4 It cannot, then,
guide ethical thought. In the place of alterity Badiou proposes a resuscitation of
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sameness developed in conjunction with the post-structuralist critique of subjectivity,
such that the subject is maintained only by its fidelity to an event. 5
Given the severity of Badiou’s critique, the question I would like to pursue here
is: to gain what Badiou wants to gain, namely a positive proposal for ethical engagement,
is it really necessary to banish alterity from ethical discourse? By drawing from Paul
Ricoeur’s work especially in Oneself as Another, I aim to suggest a way to retain the
good elements of the research on alterity while incorporating Badiou’s own contributions
on sameness. But, let us first take a closer look at Badiou’s own argument.

2. Alterity Under Fire
Badiou begins with a diagnosis of the contemporary ethical scene as a
conglomeration of fragments from former positions. For Badiou this ‘ethics,’ which I
have dubbed the ethics of alterity for clarity’s sake, has managed to conflate two
problematic origins: Kant and Levinas. The Kantian origin has given rise to an ethic of
human rights, 6 which posits that there is a general human subject to whom universally
identifiable evils may befall, and that the Good is only derived from a universally
accepted and recognized evil (e.g. Auschwitz).7 The power of this doctrine rests on the
self-evidence or universal consensus of what is evil and institutes the good as a law that
intervenes to prevent such acts. The second, Levinasian, does not rely on consensus but
begins with a break from the Greek imprisonment to the same in the Jewish tradition of
the Law.8 To recognize the Other as ontologically anterior to the self, Levinas engages in
a series of phenomenological analyses. The difficulty, however, is demonstrating the
priority of my de-votion to the Other. For, not only are there opposed explanations, but it
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is possible to think of the other by resemblance. This means that “in order to be
intelligible, ethics requires that the Other be in some sense carried by a principle of
alterity which transcends mere finite experience.”9 This principle is the tout autre and so
is just the ethical name for God.
The results of these doctrines are disastrous. A return to Kantian deontology is
not possible given the post-structuralist critiques of subjectivity on which that position
rests. Since the critique of subjectivity is also a critique of all commitments to the
position that “the one is,” the Levinasian position is similarly untenable. For his position
relies on the existence of God, which must be understood (at least for monotheists) as a
commitment to “the one is.” More disastrous, however, is the combination of the two.
Here one finds that fundamental ‘respect for differences’ so long as those differences are
not really different (for then they would not adhere to universal subjectivity). For
example, immigrants are acceptably different only when they are integrated. In its
commitment to a consensus on evil, the ethics of alterity can only support the status
quo.10 Positive ethical proposals, therefore, are rejected a priori as totalizing. Badiou’s
claim is that we need to recognize this impotence for positive action as what it is:
nihilism.11 After this critique, the question that remains is: what form of ethics are we to
have?
3. The Ethics of Truths
Badiou’s answer, that we need an ethics of truths, requires a return to the same,
but a same compatible with the post-structuralist critique. To make this return Badiou
denies an implicit premise of the ethics of alterity, namely that the same and totality are
equivalent, and a premise of post-structuralism, namely that substance is the only form of
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sameness. By contrast, Badiou’s sameness is the result of a process of truth. Recall that
for Badiou, ontology is set theory. From this perspective, the main distinction is between
a situation, which a set denotes, and an event. A set is not a designation of things, but of
multiplicities or differences.12 An event is expressly that which is unpresented in a
situation, and so constitutes its void.13 Since an event is a break in situations, it can
produce a form of sameness. But the event remains undecidable relative to any natural
situation in which it erupts. For if it were possible using the rules of knowledge in a
situation to decide whether or not an occurrence was an event, it would not be an event
(by definition).14 Someone, then, must recognize and name the event. This some-one is
the subject of the event. In naming the event, the subject decides that the occurrence is
an event. This decision to relate henceforth to one’s situation from the perspective of an
event is what Badiou calls fidelity.15 A ‘truth’ is “the real process of a fidelity to an
event: that which this fidelity produces in the situation.”16 Finally, Badiou demonstrates
that there are only four kinds of truth: art, politics, science, and love.
So what is the ethics of truths? In general “the ‘ethic of a truth’ is the principle
that enables the continuation of a truth-process.”17 Hence, the maxim of this ethic is
“Keep going!”18 Any disruption of this maxim is evil, which can take the forms of a
simulacrum, a betrayal, or a disaster. The simulacrum (e.g. the Nazi party) is when a
truth-process is not convoked from the void in a situation of an event but the ‘full’
particularity of that situation.19 Since the void is the only site for a truth, the ‘event’ that
emerges from something other than a void is false. Betrayal is the temptation not merely
to renounce a truth, but to convince oneself that it never existed.20 A disaster is the
attempt to extend the power of a truth to the whole of a situation (like totalization), which
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cannot be done since at least one real element must exist not in that truth.21 Finally,
because a truth is open to anyone who will to recognize an event, it is universal.
Nevertheless, because a truth emerges only through a particular situation, it is singular.
The ethic of a truth, then, is an ethic of universal singularity.
4. Some Post-Cartesian Doubts
In response to Badiou’s provocative proposal it is not surprising to find a chorus
of opposition.22 Perhaps the most universal criticism is that Badiou’s insistence on the
subjective identification of truths seems to rob him of the ability to distinguish between
simulacra and real truths. He seems to be a decisionist, and consequently a relativist in
the precise sense that he seeks to avoid. The difficulty in assessing this criticism is that it
is inaccurate in one sense and not in another.
The sense in which the criticism is inaccurate is easily understood. Badiou does
provide criteria for distinguishing between simulacra and truths. The reason most critics
of Badiou on this point have failed to understand him is that his little work on ethics
hardly provides any grounds for understanding the distinction. There, he merely
mentions that in a simulacrum the ‘event’ “is supposed to bring into being, and name, not
the void of the earlier situation, but its plenitude.”23 The role of the void is only
mentioned, and cannot be explained without digression into some of the most difficult
passages of Being and Event. Since my aim is not simply to provide a defense of Badiou,
it is sufficient for present purposes to indicate that the role of the void as the site for an
event in a situation is clearly delineated in Badiou’s meta-ontology, and to that extent
does provide grounds for distinguishing between a simulacrum and a truth.
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There is a way in which the criticism is accurate, however, and Badiou seems to
be dimly aware of the problem in this regard. A truth for Badiou is always relative to a
situation. It is this specificity, ultimately, that would allow one to discern between a
simulacrum and a truth. The problem is that Badiou only defines a situation, in Being
and Event, in terms of the relation of membership.24 Badiou writes in the preface to the
English edition of Ethics: “I now accept that a situation cannot be understood simply as a
multiple [i.e. as a member of a set]. We must also take into account the network of
relations it sustains, which involves making sense of the way a multiple appears in the
situation.”25 As far as Badiou is concerned, then, the problem is reducible to an
insufficiently complicated account of situations. I would like to say that it extends a bit
further than that, however, but not as far as Critchley, Dews, and Calcagno suggest.26
To illustrate this further tension, it would perhaps be easiest to draw from Slavoj
Žižek’s Lacanian prognostication of Badiou’s work. Žižek notes a certain anomaly—a
symptom if you will—in Badiou’s later work: Saint Paul: The Foundations of
Universalism. There he uses Paul’s fidelity to the resurrection of Jesus Christ as the
paradigm for fidelity to an event. Yet, at the same time, the religious life is not a form of
truth, and cannot be because it presupposes a commitment to the proposition “the one is”
or that God is. Furthermore, one cannot truly affirm the resurrection, since “in our era of
modern science, one can no longer accept the fable of the miracle of the Resurrection as
the form of the Truth-Event.”27 What are we to make of this symptom?
The lesson, I believe, indicates a difficulty with respect to time.28 For the avowed
aim of Saint Paul is to discover in Paul’s writings “the conditions for a universal
singularity.”29 That is to say, Badiou is not interested in the “fable” of the resurrection—
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the content of the Paul’s writings—but its structure. Badiou, however, is able to
distinguish content and structure precisely only by showing that the Galilean event,
which gave birth to modern science, obviated the possibility of such belief. What we are
confronted with, then, is not simply a matter of situational complexity, but one that also
relates such situations through time. Such a matter would not be a problem, save that
Badiou’s description of the event, and the intervention that maintains it, seems only to
require a kairic understanding of time.30 What this symptom points to is the need to
supplement such an analysis by a chronic position on time.31 It is at this point that I think
Paul Ricoeur’s work is most helpful.
5. In Search of a Middle Ground
Like Badiou, Ricoeur was also committed to thinking an ethical project after the
post-structuralist critiques of subjectivity, but to do so he did not think it necessary to
banish all discussion of alterity. For it is precisely through incorporating alterity in his
notion of the narrative subject that Ricoeur was able to overcome the limitations currently
facing Badiou. So what exactly is Ricoeur’s narrative identity?
Ricoeur’s notion of identity requires a fundamental distinction between idemidentity (sameness), and ipse-identity (personhood). When these two aspects of identity
overlap, one has an understanding of the self designated by character. Considerations of
habit and forms of identification (cultural, social, etc.) fall under this domain, which has a
chronic form of time.32 Here Ricoeur extends Aristotle’s account of plot in the Poetics,
so that one can think of one’s life as a narrative unity extending from birth (a beginning),
through actions (a middle), to death (an end). Still, it must be noted that not only is one
merely the coauthor of one’s life, since one is subject to the restraints into which one is
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born, but also both one’s birth and one’s death always remain to some extent obscure.33
One’s life remains doubly open, then. Furthermore, our own stories overlap with the
stories of those around us. By birth, we are part of our parent’s story. Through life, we
are part of the story of our friends. Even my dying forms part of the history of those who
survive me, particularly those to whom I was closest. Thus, our own stories “are caught
up in stories, in history, and in large-scale narratives.”34
For Ricoeur, thought experiments and literary works allow us to separate idem
and ipse and consider the latter separately.35 Personhood is exemplified by the selfconstancy of keeping one’s word to a promise, and so is closer to a kairic time.36
Character is complimented by personhood in a relation that Ricoeur calls responsibility.37
The heart of this responsibility to the other is solicitude, which encompasses two
extremes to the summons for responsibility: “where the initiative comes from the other,
and of sympathy for the suffering other, [and] where the initiative comes from the loving
self.”38 Beginning with self-love (philautia), Ricoeur, following Aristotle, notes that selflove comes from a commitment to the good life, which is not merely the good for us, but
the relation and ordering of goods.39 Such a commitment is based in practice (praxis),
however, and so entails standards of excellence, and consequently virtues, in achieving
the ends of the practice involved.40 Still, it is possible to choose among final ends, i.e. to
deliberate whether one should be a doctor or a musician. Thus, while virtues and
phronesis have a limited scope in means-ends deliberation, a more generalized phronesis
is necessary to commit to a life plan, which is one form of constancy (personhood).41
Here, one must pause to ask why the self is worthy of esteem. The answer, Ricoeur
suggests, comes not from what one accomplishes, but from one’s capacity. And to
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achieve one’s capacity, the other is necessary for such a realization. In this way the
initiative of the other, and especially the friend, unfolds in the ethical commitment of the
subject.42 With a friend one’s affection is spontaneous, serving as the paradigm for
solicitude, and so integrates both components of responsibility. Finally, by using the
Golden Rule as a transitional structure, Ricoeur is able to move from solicitude to the
categorical imperative, which, though it remains subject to the more fundamental status
of solicitude and virtue ethics generally, serves as a bridge to the universal components in
ethics.43
To return to the difficulty facing Badiou, then, we can see that he has sought to
resuscitate a positive account of ethics only by appealing to personhood or ipse-identity.
For Ricoeur, such an appeal is salutatory, but ultimately falls short of a full explication of
what it means to be a human subject, which must relate personhood and character in what
Ricoeur calls narrative identity.44 Ricoeur, by contrast, accounts for the chronic elements
of one’s identity by showing that “otherness is not added on to selfhood from outside,”
but instead belongs to it essentially as the necessary openness of our own stories and as
their interrelation.45 What must be pointed out, however, is that this form of otherness is
not dependent on a divine or radical alterity.46 Derridians have, for some time, always
criticized Ricoeur’s notion of alterity for not being sufficiently radical.47 Here, I believe,
we can see the virtue of Ricoeur’s mediated alterity. By divorcing the ethical significance
of alterity from its divine relation, something that Badiou assumed could not be done, and
hence wrongly concluded that all discussion of alterity must be purely and simply
abandoned, Ricoeur is able to maintain the significant advances made by activists in the
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name of respecting differences while simultaneously retaining a universal claim, and
hence positive account for ethics.
6. Ethics with Sameness and Alterity
Our guiding questions has been: should we banish alterity from ethical discourse?
Badiou’s arguments to the effect that the answer to both questions is yes have an
immediate appeal. Defenders of the ethics of alterity, when not making explicit religious
or humanist assumptions, are working with an incoherent ethical framework. And when
their arguments are coherent, their insistence on the totality of alterity has robbed them of
an ability to provide positive ethical claims. Badiou’s account of ethics succeeds
admirably in both these regards, but fails in two others. First, he seems to have
underestimated the difficulty he faces in extending his account of situations. We have
traced this difficulty not only to a matter of complexity, but to one of time. Second, he
has implicitly assumed that the only ethical dimension of alterity stems from its religious
context, and so has wrongly eschewed the resources of the philosophy of alterity.
Ricoeur’s position, by contrast, addresses both difficulties. By developing an
account of subjectivity as a narrative identity, Ricoeur is also able to avoid the humanist
assumptions that lead to what Badiou criticized as the ethics of alterity. But unlike
Badiou, Ricoeur’s notion of subjectivity is able to account for both the kairic and the
chronic elements of subjectivity. Furthermore, since this narrative self can only be
understood in its relations to others, Ricoeur makes use of a non-religious notion of
alterity to explain human action in its all its temporal domains. Such a notion of alterity,
since it is neither absolute nor radically other, enables us to interact cooperatively to
make ordinary, and not simply militant, living good.48 To answer our guiding question,
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then, it seems that ethics will have to drop one form of alterity, but only to welcome a not
so radical, not so essentially religious—that is to say a familiar—form: the friend.
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ABSTRACT. This piece of work is an account of the teaching practicum as a
requirement for obtaining the bachelor degree in Modern Languages at University
of Caldas-Colombia South America. The project entitled “Scientific Formation of
Beginning Teachers” was financed by COLCIENCIAS. It is an action research
project carried out in ten public schools. The paper collects a series of reflections,
concerns and expectations on what the experience of introducing research into the
teaching practicum has been for ten preservice teachers who were pursuing their
teaching practicum in state institutions. This research is addressed to those
students who are studying to be teachers in state universities and who are just
starting the process of the teaching practicum, and to the teachers, advisors or
tutors in general, all of those who take part in teaching training programs.
Teacher’s preparation in Colombia
Colombia, as well as all the other countries in the world, participates in the race for
competition under the pressure of technological progress and modernization. A
vigorous effort is made to join in the international competition.
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In Colombia, the official syllabus is designed to serve the four levels of the formal
system: Pre-school, Basic Education (primary school, and high school cycles),
Middle and Technical. The educational system has its own regulations following
the principles of equity, quality and autonomy. Teachers enjoy three main
privileges: learning freedom, teaching freedom and research freedom. Children,
teenagers, young people and adults are free to attend public or private institutions.
Teacher training formation plays a crucial role in the quality of education.
Conscious of the situation in schools today, the Colombian government lays great
emphasis on the quantity and quality of traditional teaching materials such as
books, new media, and information technologies, which should be used with active
learner participation. Even though the impact of the expansion of mass media all
over the world, they are still limited in public schools. Teachers don’t use the
necessary technology and know how. They suggest an unstoppable change.
There are a large number of innovative experiences in Colombian schools.
Nonetheless, the applicability of research in the classroom is limited. Little has
been written and no projects have been conducted to transfer the use of research
results in the school. Several research studies have contributed only a little to
solve practical problems.
In recent years, an increasing number of Colombian teachers hold an academic
degree. Teachers attend the university to continue their studies both graduated
and postgraduate modalities. Higher Education offers the academic degrees of
teachers according to the different areas of knowledge: teachers of social
sciences, teachers of natural sciences, teachers of languages, teachers of
mathematics, teachers of physical education and recreation, teachers of special
education, teachers of arts and humanities, teachers of pre-school education.
It is appropriate in this context to add some recommendations concerning teachers
training access to continuing education. Educators need to develop the necessary
creativity and empathy to become active participants and creative citizens.
Teachers need to know that the teaching-learning process is influenced by a
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society which is affected by cultural, economical, technological and political
factors.
When leading with educational reform, the need to train the teacher to be a
problem solver has been addressed repeatedly. Universities are implementing
curricular innovations centered on research processes. In any event, no reform
can succeed without investigation. Colombian teachers are encouraged to plan,
reflect, act, assess, and interpret their classroom practice in a systematic way
sharing their findings with the academic community. In other words, they should
get involved in classroom research as a way of becoming critical of their
performance and, evolve professionally.
Colombian teachers define the classroom as both a learning place and a social
world where multiple cultures among students converge. The social world in the
classroom is constantly changing. As a consequence, the research methods imply
a different interpretation of the real world and demand different courses of action.
That is to say, it is necessary to prepare the new generation of educational
researchers during their studies at the university.
The new generation of teachers underlines the need for a new research style in
the classroom as traditional approaches are considered irrelevant, impractical and
far from the reach of the school.
Nowadays, Colombian schools are controlled by established norms that depend
on what the actors do, think and feel. Although Colombian teachers training
programs need to take every opportunity for learning and self-improvement,
students and teachers will not be able to make good use of all research findings
unless they have received sound basic research training. Better still, universities
should impart both the desire for, and pleasure in, researching, learning, inquiring
and mental curiosity.
From a more general point of view, the educational reforms have generated a
fuller awareness of the need to approach the construction of a flexible curriculum
in a less rigid way than was done in the past. In particular, and as a consequence,
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the new approach that the University of Caldas has adopted is to concentrate their
efforts on the curricular innovations in order to integrate teaching, research and
curriculum design. It is a way to improve and qualify teachers training programs.
The setting of the experience
The first phase of this process was the diagnostic stage. It was the most critical
part of the project now that this was the moment in which teacher trainees had to
take a lot of important decisions in spite of their fears and doubts. They started by
doing ethnographic observations (Goetz and Le Compte, 1988) in the institution
which is located in a low social and economical neighborhood, fact that added
difficulty to the process.
The diagnostic stage is crucial during the development of the research process.
At this stage, both trainees and advisors begin the reflective research cycle
(Quintero, 2001). The reflective cycle is composed by: a general idea, planning,
acting, observing, reflecting and identification of a new problem and a new cycle.
The starting point began by creating an adequate atmosphere inside the academic
community, in order to encourage and create a real team work. Before starting the
research process, teacher trainees must understand the context that surrounds
the educational system. The institution is understood as a whole text. Then, some
general observations are carried out to understand the school life. Next, focused
observations are done to identify classroom problems. Afterwards, other
instruments and techniques such as interviews, surveys, questionnaires and
journals are included to collect data that allow to look for solutions to the problem
found. These techniques will be mentioned later on.
Generally, a typical public classroom in Colombia holds about forty-five students.
The schedule period duration of lessons in each class is about fifty minutes.
Sometimes, a lesson period can be extended to ninety minutes. Didactic materials
are not enough to develop creative and dynamic classes. All of the teachers hold a
bachelor degree. There is a good relationship between teachers and students. A
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principal, a psychologist, and the academic and discipline coordinator, integrate
the management staff.
The population involved in the research corresponded to teenagers from lowstratum homes, generally characterized by family disintegration and value crisis.
For the development of this project, 26 students between 12 and 17 years old,
boys and girls were selected. The institutions were located in urban areas.
Students came from low social neighborhoods. Most students had a low
economical level; they lived with their mothers and some of their parents had a
job. We can see that in the following tables:
Livelihood
Mother

51%

Father

17%

Mother and father

21%

Others

11%

Total

100%

The family
Mother

40%

Father and mother

31%

Father, mother and children

19%

Others

10%

Total

100%

The parents’ education
Incomplete high school

12%

Complete high school

22%

Complete primary

44%

Incomplete primary

22%

Higher education
Total

0
100%
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Family housing
Invasion

17%

Own

28%

Rent

55%

Total

100%

Parent’s economical level
A minimum wage

29%

Two minimum wages

12%

More than a minimum wage

17%

Less than a minimum wage

42%

Total

100%

Parents’ occupation
Independent

7%

With job

72%

Without job

21%

Total

100%

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS TO SOLVE
Teacher-trainees detected a lot of learning problems such as indiscipline, dyslexia,
lack of parental advisory, low social and economical situation, laziness, lack of
guidance or canalization of children energy and potential, large groups and poor
concentration. That is to say that the students presented characteristics such as
easy distraction even by a minimal level of noise, hyperactivity and excessive
moving accompanied by the inability to focus.
-Students are not motivated to learn
-There is a need to bridge the gap between research and practice.
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-There is a lack of didactic materials
Having in mind the real needs and problems set out before, teacher trainees
consider of particular importance for our Colombian Schools of Education to make
of research processes an important part of curriculum reforms. It is important to
come up with different strategies that can solve immediate problems concerning
the pedagogical practice and the preparation of students as human beings such
as:
- Ways to promote values
-Ways to improve discipline
-Strategies to face low academic achievement.
-Learning some research techniques
Every day teacher trainees face difficulties with their students, equipment, tests,
textbooks, guidance, discipline, parents, and curriculum. It is a meaningful
process. They look for relationships between facts and facts, explanations and
explanations, and facts and explanations. However, no magic elixir can accelerate
the process. The simplest educational problem requires care, patience and
thought.
It is in this moment when teacher trainees have to take into account that there are
some situations that need to be solved. Therefore, they were suggested to begin
to state something called action-research. This consisted of establishing a relevant
topic to be emphasized on. Logically, these topics were identified by means of the
reflections that teacher trainees wrote on their diaries after each class.
Consequently, they worked on improving this point throughout their classes and if
it was bettered positively, a new intervention point would emerge.
Research is the instrument that will take teachers, from being mere reproducers of
foreign findings, to be really inquisitive, reflective and transformative of their reality,
even more, producers of knowledge that is in accordance to Colombian
necessities. Educational problems originate from a felt difficulty, as all scientific
problems do. Recognizing those general problematic situations provides the
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starting point for an investigation. It is the core of this marvelous enterprise which
is research. The school setting is a rich source for research problems.
Teacher trainees understand that a significant problem is not the amount of work,
but the amount of thought that the researcher applies in the selection and
definition of their projects. Let’s see the tittles of some teacher trainees’s research
projects:
-Channeling the students’ potential towards a more effective learning
-Improving the pedagogical proficiency to teach children
-Multiple intelligences as a way for improving learner’s motivation
-Integrating culture with teaching and learning processes
-Focusing attention to improve listening and writing skills in the eighth grade
students
-Promoting oral skills in students of tenth grade at a public high school
-Design of a set of lesson guides as support in the 4th and 5th levels of basic
education
-Ludic methodology to increase the student’s motivation towards the class
-Understanding and changing student’s attitude in the classroom
-Increasing concentration as a way to get an effective and significant learning
The above projects were developed at state schools. These projects helped
teacher trainees to have an agreeable class and to understand the school life
better.
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APPROACHES

THAT

SUPPORTED

THE

EDUCATIONAL

RESEARCH

PROJECTS
The importance of educational research for the present time in order to face new
perspectives of education related to development of pedagogical knowledge is
detached. There are no general rules or strategies for translating research into
practice. Although it is not possible to measure the effectiveness of the functions
of research, it is possible and important to translate as many research results as
possible into the language of the teacher trainees.
In recent years, the reflective approach (Schön, 1983; Kemmis and McTaggart,
1988; Nunan, 1997; Goetz and Lecomte, 1998) supports that every teacher should
improve his action when he reflects upon what he does. Since the nineteenth
century, these authors have helped teachers to better understand how school
practitioners make sense of their experience and engage in professional learning.
This is a way, how teachers as researchers can work scientifically in their
classroom. Knowledge arises from a reflective experience; consequently, as
stated in “Schools that Learn” (Senge, 2000), teachers are always solving
problems, experimenting and reflecting in order to transform their immediate
environment. It means that teachers are not only collectors of data but creators.
For a very long time, research has been regarded as a task exclusively assigned
to scientists and very illustrated people. But Colombian teachers training programs
have begun searching for more information about the research process. Teacher
trainees and advisors could understand it as a careful, systematic, patient study in
the field of education. In such a way, teachers are allowed and even more,
required to contribute to the process of inquiring and solving problems related to
their action field.
These are the main quotations referring to the reflective approach:
Weinert (1997: 266) says: ‘the practical application of research consists of more
than the instrumental use of research findings. In addition, science and research
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have an educational function; that is, they provide individuals with knowledge
about themselves and the world, and allow individuals to act rationally’.
“The term Reflective Thought is associated with the twentieth-century American
pragmatists such as Pierce, James and Dewey. Dewey (1960), for example, argued
that reflective thought constituted a search for a kind of understanding that enable
one to act wisely and intelligently in a changing world.” (Elliot,1998:140).
According to Schön (1983:58) “professional practitioners”, be they physicians,
architects, or teachers –or, one might add, craftspersons or artists- face “situations
of practice” characterized by complexity, uncertainty, instability, uniqueness, and
value conflict. The problems professionals face cannot be solved by the formulas
of “technical rationality”.
“Action research is a form of collective self-reflective enquiry undertaken by
participants in social situations in order to improve the productivity, rationally, and
justice of their own social and educational practices, as well as their understanding of
these practices and the situations in which the practices are carried out. Groups of
participants can be teachers, students, principals, parents and other community
members –any group with a shared concern. To do action research is to plan, act,
observe and reflect more carefully, more systematically, and more rigorously than
one usually does in everyday life” (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988-1992-10).
“Action research is a form of self-reflective inquiry carried out by practitioners, aimed
at solving problems, improving practice, or enhancing understanding. It is often
collaborative” (Nunan, 1997:229).
Teacher trainees started to apply the first stage of the Action Research Method,
which is observation. In this stage they had a first approach to the educational
institution where the practicum would be done. For these observations they used
different tools in order to collect all the information: journals, lesson plans,
interviews, surveys, informal talks, questionnaires, expert consult, students’ life
histories, audio and video taping, tests, transcripts and workshops. The most
important instrument was the diary in which they wrote down the most remarkable
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happenings of their findings in the school, as well as the feelings on what they
were experiencing.
Final results
A training program was designed according to the action-research model. During
the training process, future teachers were exposed to receive knowledge,
experiential activities and guided reflection.
Each instrument and technique mentioned above was an excellent tool in the
specific moment teacher trainees used it because each one helped them to collect
information and find a solution to the particular problems they had to face during
the research process.
The strategies applied had a positive impact in the students learning. The changes
teacher trainees noticed were: a) improvement in the taking of exams and group
work; b) the students were more focused during the activities; d) they answered
and formulated questions according to the topic; e) they felt comfortable in class; f)
they wasted less time during the exercises; g) they participated more actively in
class; h) they were very motivated; i) they understood the instructions easier; j)
they submitted more complete tasks.
The results of this project have been very meaningful and pleasant because
through research processes, it was discovered that it is possible to carry out an
educational research project, and the teacher-trainees could understand the
school and cultural context by using some research tools, putting them in practice
not only in the class but in their personal lives.
The final results overcame the expected results in terms of the generation of
knowledge as evidenced in: a) an investigative model for the teacher training
programs according to the educational reforms; b) action plans, reflections and
new problems around the teaching-learning process; d) a new group of reflective
practitioners able to act in an investigative perspective.
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The results express concern over prescriptions from the so-called action research.
It does not only consist on the design and use of instruments to gather data, but
also either in the application of techniques to reach valid conclusions, not even in
carrying out a complete project, although all this, is necessary and it demands
rigorous procedures. Beyond a survey, a diary, an interview or an observation, the
action-research model improved the thinking abilities of the students and it
generated scientific attitudes.
Besides, other scientific abilities were fostered: inquiring, astonishment,
curiosity, observation, description, and interpretation. The action research process
also promoted the critical and analytical capacity, the development of reflective
thinking, the understanding of reality and a progressively qualitative improvement
around the classroom. Those are competences to be gradually included as a
routine in the daily work of teacher trainees as future teachers and those who are
interested in improving their own practice, skills and conditions of learning and
teaching in a systematic way.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the results confirm that using the action-research approach, it is
possible to transform teaching practicum and contribute to understand deeply the
reality of educational contexts where beginning teachers could find a big deal of
situations needed to be bettered, changed or transformed.
It was noticed that teacher trainees were able to discover by themselves what they
supposed to enhance in their everyday practice. At the beginning of their teaching
practice they were very anxious and expectant about what was going to happen,
they considered it as a challenge and the opportunity of proving what they had
studied in theory.
It is possible to introduce teacher trainees to be teacher researchers since their
studies at the University. Although they started very shyly to approach the
situations of the school, they became progressively more collaborative and self-
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confident. They were very creative in their observations, their descriptions as well
as in their interpretations and decision-making They became more capable in
solving problems; they also became more reflective and critical about their own
role as future teachers. Furthermore, the action research model helped teacher
trainees how to share their goals and frustrations as novice teachers and
researchers.
Action research makes it possible that through the observation, reflection and
implementation of strategies the teacher be alert of every change (positive or
negative) in her/his classes and the results lead s/he to the constant search of new
strategies in order to discover what best works in her/his specific group of
students.
The action research approach permits to analyze any kind of social practice,
identify possible difficulties and even strengths, and then give them a solution or
improve the whole process, and restart to analyze over and over again, in such a
way that it becomes a reflective cycle that leads to a more critical and rational
practice.
Teacher trainees and advisors who have received this preparation, want to share
with peers and colleagues what a teaching practicum looks like, from the point of
view of someone who has been involved in an educational research project.
Besides this, advisors give some impressions on what they have observed about
naïve educators, after their first approach to an educational institution, playing the
role of a teacher.
Teacher trainees and advisors can recommend this approach from their own
experience during their last year of the Modern Languages bachelor’s Program.
No doubt, research is one of the great needs that curriculum reform has,
particularly in the case of the education programs. It is noticeable how some years
ago, the projects presented by the practitioner students were still very precarious
in terms of theoretical foundations and research application, nowadays we can see
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more serious works, and with an experience like this, the possibility to transcend
and reproduce this process to the rest of the programs.
This experience has shown that building up and using research bases in
developing curriculum, helps to overcome the well known difficulties of teachers
training programs. That is, the educational aim is to gain insights, rather than to
master specific predefined tasks. The nature of such a model promotes greater
and more thought-out participation than typically occurs in the traditional models.
Thus, in this article it is detached the importance of designing curriculum for the
present time and to face new perspectives on curriculum development for the
teaching training programs. Participants realized that research is within their
capacities and it encourages teacher trainees not only to carry out projects but to
improve their action as educators.
Finally, it is expected that this research becomes a reference for the academic
community in the continuation and promotion of research in public schools in order
to contribute to the qualification of the teaching and learning processes. It can be a
pattern to follow in future research projects.
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The Emory University Italian Studies Program has a dynamic and innovative
interdisciplinary textbook and pedagogy that has the potential to change the way
languages are taught in the United States. At Emory, over the past two and a half years,
the Italian Studies Program has caught the attention of administrators, colleagues, and
students with its novel, creative, and highly effective method, which has been so
successful on an academic level that the university is about to release it for use beginning
fall semester, 2007, to colleges and high schools throughout the United States.

The underlying principle behind the pedagogy is that, integral to gaining a global
perspective is an actual visit to, and immersion in, the unique real-world cultural
experiences of another people, along with contextual language-study for students.
Learners need to put their language skills to use in a real-world setting. Student success
hinges upon competent immersion in the economic, social, civic, and political fabric of
the global world, acquired through an integrated, cross-cultural approach to learning
languages.

The Italian Virtual Class (IVC), Chiavi di lettura project comes at a time when
challenges to curricular structures, teaching methodologies, and learning environments
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are significantly associated with their real-world applications. With a deep commitment
to foreign language instruction and quality of programming, the innovative IVC, Chiavi
di Lettura methodology creates a unique environment where from the first day in their
Italian language and culture class, students see into the lives and professions of Italians
from every region and walk of life. Over the academic year, students will discuss
literature, film, art & architecture, culinary traditions, immigration, ethnic diversity,
politics, economics, history, religion and current events. They will compare regional
identities, values, histories, and preferences in Italy and contrast them with their own
belief systems and ideas.

With classes taught only in Italian from day one, students engaged in this advanced
cultural exploration are not upper level Italian students. Instead, they are first-year
students who have become so taken with cultural acquisition that language acquisition
develops more naturally than it could using the more traditional second-language
acquisition teaching methods. Rapid language acquisition is a result of a practical need
for language skills generated by the cultural demands of the IVC, Chiavi di Lettura class.
The method recreates the same practical need we faced during first language learning,
and the same immediacy generated by a full language immersion situation. Students need
language in order to negotiate the cultural tasks they have been charged with
investigating. They rise to the task of co-compiling their own anthology of Italian culture,
taking full advantage of guided investigations of primary sources abundantly available
through the highly visual format of Internet and web-based materials, as well as in the
accompanying textbook, which allow them to confront and overcome language obstacles.
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Transferable to any language and even across various disciples, this methodology allows
first-year students to discuss, write about, and present information on Italian literature,
art, and film. Because the emphasis of the method is on cultural acquisition rather than on
grammar, students do not study grammar outside of its cultural context; thus, the cultural
element and the grammar remain connected and are learned as a unit. Grammar remains
fundamental and is systematically taught throughout the program. However, the system
differs from traditional methods in that students are driven from the first day of class to
conduct academic research about the Italian culture through directed research in their
target language. The daily culturally driven discussions that result are not based on
sporadic and unrelated inserts within or at the end of chapters, but remain the main
content of the course. Students quickly master new linguistic concepts while their
primary focus remains on the interdisciplinary presentation of cultural topics.

Located within the framework of a study abroad trip, students of the IVC, Chiavi di
Lettura program are able to learn exponentially from their peers abroad. Students who
actually do go abroad become a real part of the text, showing up in photographs, videos,
textbook readings, and exercises. Emory students on campus are therefore able to witness
the two cultures as they intersect in Italy, making observations and comparisons they
would otherwise not have had the opportunity to note. Since the method has a regional
focus, students compare regional linguistic choices, dialects, and accents within Italy.
They also witness linguistic breakdowns as they and their peers work to communicate
with the Italians they meet, gleaning valuable insights as a result.
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With the IVC, Chiavi di Lettura method, the teacher works in partnership with the
students to co-construct meaning in complicated cultural texts. As in the case of first
language acquisition, where the outside world does not simplify its interactions in order
to accommodate the presence of a child, the authentic world presented to students
through this method is not a simplified one, and never does it operate out of real cultural
context. Italy is not segmented, compartmentalized, or adjusted to accommodate the
American learner, rather the American student is challenged by the complexities of Italy
and negotiates understanding of these in this country in a manner similar to how they
would hopefully attempt to create meaning while in Italy. A basic premise of the IVC,
Chiavi di Lettura method is to allow Italians to describe Italy and Italian culture and to
bring their presentation, culturally intact, via Internet and web technology, to Emory
students so that they may learn the language and culture in an authentic, natural manner.

More and more often, technological media serve as a platform for the instructional
delivery and learning of foreign languages, and Emory University’s focus is shifting to
accommodate this dynamic medium. The IVC, Chiavi di Lettura methodology
incorporates cutting-edge technology in instruction with the development and use of online Blackboards, discussion groups, and relevant digital materials, such as, pod-casts,
virtual classrooms, online multi-media text, film, live footage, and photographic content.

With an increasing number of faculty adopting more of a facilitator role in the classroom,
Italian instruction at Emory has become learner - or student - centered. In an article titled
“Inductive Teaching and Learning Methods” (Journal of Engineering Education, April
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2006), Michael J. Prince and Richard M. Felder define this approach as promoting an
environment that imposes more responsibility on students for their own learning than
traditional, deductive approaches. Prince and Felder characterize inductive methods like
those of the IVC, Chiavi di Lettura as “constructivist,” in which students learn class
materials by constructing tables, charts, or paradigms that work within their own
cognitive framework, rather than memorizing those created by an author or professor. In
this manner, students are able to internalize the material and make it their own, as
opposed to simply memorizing it for the test.

While constructivist methods have been used to teach languages in the past, the primacy
of a continuous cultural presentation and of cultural acquisition over grammar acquisition
makes the approach by Emory’s Italian Studies program unique. Through tasks that
involve reading, writing, listening, and speaking, the instructor of the IVC, Chiavi di
Lettura method creates the scaffolding necessary for students to discover grammatical
structures. The focus remains from start to finish, however, on culture and
communication about this culture.

Using the bank of knowledge and experience that all students bring to class with them,
the teacher and students work together to locate stepping-stones or linguistic keys. Once
these keys are in place, students continue to use the knowledge that they already have to
forge new connections, coming to understand language in a very personal way. These
techniques enable students to engage with the language naturally, with little stress. They
are not required to understand everything they see, hear, or read right away. A constant
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recycling, spiraling, and return to previously viewed materials allows students to bring
insight and tools that are different from those they brought to an earlier reading of the
same passage and thus relieves them of the pressure to understand everything on the first
reading. Furthermore, because the method is taught using the empirical method often
used in science classes rather than language classes, students ultimately learn how to
learn a language, become less reliant on the teacher and more trusting of their own bank
of knowledge and skill sets to solve problems and decode language DNA. They realize
just how skilled they are at interpreting the language puzzle. They learn Italian as they
did their first language - not as a series of individual grammar points or components to be
memorized, but as a dynamic, living language born of necessities and curiosities.

Hindsight is posited on perfect vision, and the results obtained through the
implementation of this methodology, viewed today appear a logical consequence of ideas
and energies invested in the project, yet development and implementation are not as clear
and linear during the creative process. The following is a discussion about problems
encountered and still to face, with the hopes that our experience can provide assistance to
those considering the development of new pedagogical approaches or new pedagogical
tools.

At Emory University, the first roadblock we encountered arrived with the students
themselves, who almost declared a state of open revolt in their resistance to the increased
workload, which they found to be above the national norms required to complete
traditional language textbook syllabi. This was predictable, but what was unexpected was
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their adamant opposition to becoming engaged in study of traditional disciplines: history,
art, cultural studies etc., which they refused to accept as part of a language class. As one
student so aptly expressed, "I did not take this class to think, that I do enough of in my
other classes. Here I expect to just memorize and do well." The unexpected increase in
study responsibility placed on the individual students, led to severe discomfort, caused by
what they perceived to be a lack of traditional structures on which to fall back. They were
very uncomfortable with the method’s premise, which requires students to immediately
trust in themselves, in the method, and in faculty.

A more difficult problem was presented by a number of instructors, who verbalized
skepticism during faculty training meetings, and who undoubtedly, though
subconsciously, transmitted this skepticism into the classroom. New instructors in
general are the products of a more traditional training, and consequently have difficulty
fully embracing the concept of “guided induction”. The distinct and undeniable sense of
not being in control of the class puts them in the same emotionally fluctuating state as the
students. Lack of a profound knowledge of the method requires weekly attendance of
training sessions, which prove to be another large time commitment. Frustration is further
increased by an uncomfortable dependency on the senior instructors, to whom they must
turn constantly during the first month or so of classes. This perceived dependency can be
very damaging to the common objectives of the method, and ultimately affect success in
the classroom.

Simona Muratore, one author of this article, provides a detailed account of the challenges
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that presented themselves to her when she arrived at Emory in August of 2006: I began
teaching with the IVC, Chiavi di Lettura method in August of this academic year. Worry
set in when I realized that I had no idea how to organize a basic lesson plan with the new
material. In order to coordinate the progress of all eleven sections of 101, the first-year
coordinator sent out weekly lesson plans, yet rather than causing me relief, it increased
my sense of frustration, as I felt displaced from my customary (and comfort - creating)
patterns. Even more debilitating was a sense that I was not in control of my class and of
my teaching. I have been successfully teaching Italian for ten years, yet this new method
was so different that none of my teaching strategies applied. The first week I was
panicking like the students: they could not understand much of what was going on, and
neither could I. Fortunately, having known my colleagues for a number of years before
my arrival at Emory, I had confidence in them and methodically followed their lesson
plans, setting aside my previous experience and trusting in theirs. If I succeeded I cannot
attribute this as much to trust as to a compelling curiosity and a strong desire to
experience the new method. At the end of the second week of teaching I was completely
amazed to hear my students talking to each other with simple but complete Italian
sentences and creating simple yet completely self-generated dialogues about every day
situations. I was also pleasantly surprised by the students' reading and listening skills,
which were far better developed than those I had observed in all prior beginning classes
that I had taught. It is gratifying to witness the extraordinary daily progress they make
and to see how comfortable they are in front of any number of texts, of intermediate and
advanced difficulty, even though they do not fully understand (and are not expected to)
the reading or listening comprehension segments. They are confident in their knowledge
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of the tools to discover the Italian language on their own, and that confidence allows
them to negotiate complex cultural topics expressed in authentic texts: both written and
oral.

The Italian Program at Emory University is about to begin its third year of teaching with
the IVC, Chiavi di lettura method. Approximately 200 first-year students per semester
have been exposed to the methodology and Italian Studies just began using the system in
its second year classes this academic year. Up to this point, the authors have creatively
operated on a shoestring budget, with very limited resources. The next phase of
development, especially of the online portion of the text, however, will only be able to
take place with significant resources to fund administrative support, research assistance,
supplies and equipment, teacher training, desktop publishing, computer support, licensing
efforts, and a number of other important project details, training programs and
publicizing efforts. Thus the success of the methodology is leading to another set of
practical, yet challenging, issues, revolving around the creation of capital to sustain
necessary project growth. Typically one would look to grants and publications. We are
applying for the former, but the later proved to be more elusive.

The innovative technological format of the text has caused us to become authors and a
publishing house at the same time. As the IVC, Chiavi di Lettura text is non traditional, a
solution for publication in the traditional manner, though appealing, could never be
found. Thus we had to literally invent an innovative system and by chance stumbled upon
the method utilized by the medical and scientific departments to copyright and license
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new products and patents. It would appear that we will become the first Humanities
customer for the Emory's Office of Technology Transfer, which is now in the process of
obtaining copyright of the text and on-line content; putting into place the measures
necessary to verify sources and prevent plagiarism issues; creating a permission package,
including release forms for all our interviewees and students whose pictures are in the
text; conducting a portion of the marketing necessary to reach colleges and high-schools
regarding product releases, textbook sales, teacher-training opportunities, and community
outreach; converting materials (visual and text) into pdf files and cds, which will be
included in the licensing package; investigating what constitutes public domain and how
to enforce protection of the project; establishing a royalty sharing system between the
authors, the department, and the university. The Office of General Counsel at Emory
University is also engaged in the process and is contacting and obtaining copyright
permission for images, maps, etc. from Italy as well as working out all of the legal details
of the licensing project.

Key to the success of the program is the training of the faculty in the new method, which,
unless well-mastered, will cause them to be ineffective in the classroom. Continued
attempts to train new faculty within the time frame of the academic year, have thus far
proven to be difficult, rendering out of academic year training sessions and workshops
highly advisable. To supplement the IVC, Chiavi di Lettura innovative, cutting-edge
teaching method, authors need to provide equally cutting-edge training to teachers in
training. A number of Italian Studies language faculty from Emory recently learned podcasting techniques and, more than likely, this will become one of the planned cost-
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effective tools to train and update faculty using the system. All of these methods need to
be purchased, organized, taught and learned, and ultimately nothing can substitute direct
training, which will need to be organized and conducted during summer training
programs. Yet, training programs ultimately lead to cost increases and they also require
many hours of organization and a wider range of resources and staff on-hand to aid with
this task.

Marketing considerations, now the responsibility of the authors, have led to the need for
first hand experience in publishing and graphics, which, though exciting, are time
consuming, and costly to sub-contract. Jose Rodriguez, the third author of the textbook,
whose contribution includes editing the visual content for the online component of the
text and maintaining the technology interface, will soon require assistants to aid him in
editing footage from every region of Italy. Growing interest in the project is leading to a
faster need to create content for all regions of Italy and to make the content of each of the
twenty Italian regions richer and more substantial.

Given this list of considerations, it is natural to ask why bother undertaking such an
endeavor. Perhaps to the scale that this project is rapidly becoming, the question posed
might warrant consideration. However, the fundamental issue is that the sharing of
information requires that the two parties speak a common language, and we can all agree
that students speak a technological language. Practically all texts available on the market
have an internet-connection component, but for the most part this is connected to
ancillary activities. The challenge remains in devising a way in which technology can be
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a seamlessly integral part of the text so that use of it is pedagogically meaningful, a
principal function in the class plan, and not simply utilized as extra practice, or an extra
activity and the IVC, Chiavi di Lettura method has met this challenge.

The primary consideration is that of cultural competence, which can no longer be
relegated to the final pages of a series of chapters driven by language sequencing rather
than cultural authenticity. According to a recent series of National Public Radio special
reports collectively titled “Exploring Language,”
(http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5541690), current research
affirms that, “the social and emotional aspects of language are at least as important as the
rules for stringing words together.”

The Italian Studies Program has recently completed a study, conducted by Steve Cole of
Research Design Associates, comparing the performance of students exposed to the IVC,
Chiavi di Lettura method to that of students from an equivalent school who studied using
traditional methods. One year of testing showed that Emory students performed
significantly better on the retention of grammatical structures and the acquisition of
listening comprehension skills in the elementary Italian classroom. It is important to
reiterate that the IVC, Chiavi di Lettura focus is on culture rather than grammar.

Making culture and language meaningful is most likely the reason that this project has
been so successful. Students appreciate that this class is intellectually on par with their
other courses and to those for whom intellectual engagement is important, this method
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challenges them in ways they never thought possible. Their expectations are well
satisfied.
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CONSTRUCTING (SCALE-LESS) IDEAS
Conditioned over time and history to conceive architecture through the means of abstract and scaled-down
representation, the term “one- to-one” seems to immediately suggest “true size” and actuality. It is often
observed that artists work on their art directly, whereas architects don’t1. Hegemony of media/image in
techno-driven world has justifiably intensified the anxiety for, and contact with, the real. There is a
fundamental anxiety in architecture for the real, the built. A great number of academic papers and books
express this concern over proliferation of imagery even as the means to produce and reproduce “projects”
and images multiply unabated2. Consistent with this critique, fabrication and engaging in actual making has
become increasingly more emphasized.
Pedagogic solutions have sought to address this issue by increasingly employing design-build projects in
studios. While the benefits are arguably numerous, there remains issues with regard to logistics and
pragmatics such as when numerous studios are conducted simultaneously. A further more important
problem is the implication that the directness of the full-scale “thing” offers a complete resistance to the
artifices of representation and concepts: the implication that the real must embody the “pure” in some
sense.
Within this discourse which advocates physical realization and inveighs against the “unreal” (which is
often a conflation of the excessively conceptual with the overly pictorial3) there is a slight oversight that 1:
One is in fact a mathematic, proportional and symbolic relationship of equality. It is a relationship of
necessarily two entities and not merely “one-ness”. In addition to seeing this proportionality as life-size
realities, if one also sees this as a relationship that is analogical to the relationship between the intangibles
on the one side (imagination/interpretation/ representation/critical ideas) and reality on the other, the
questions within architecture can re-frame themselves very differently: How do we bring these two worlds
into equanimity of relationship?
Through mimesis of one side by the other, and if so, which side is to be manipulated?
How do we maintain this equality when dynamic changes mark human progress in every segment of
life?
Or, to go even further,
Does it require a concerted effort to altogether eliminate the mediating processes of
conceptualization and representation?
This last is increasingly becoming a possibility as integrated digital technologies are attempting to rapidly
collapse the distance between designing and fabricating. Still, achieving the immediacy of the artist or of
the writer seems far-fetched particularly when the scale of the project becomes large and nature of
components become complex. Even more, it is important to note that eliminating the mediating (and
therefore what is seen by certain critical positions as “corrupting”) steps to directly engage the built reality
does not entirely eliminate the issues of representation, or the problems of image proliferation. The
constructed world quite simply, among other things, is but one particularized framing of the solution to a
problem and embodies various cultural, social economic perspectives and biases of the protagonists
involved in the making: a “representation” in other words. As a thing among other things it also enters the
milieu of our cultural social and psychological realms and contributes to the realm of ideas and images.
1

Robin Evans, Translations from Drawing to Building and Other Essays, p.165.

2

The concern with imagery has been expressed by many including Juhani Pallasmaa, Micheal Benedikt and others. See also The
Anesthetics of Architecture by Neil Leach.
3

Eric Lum, “Conceptual Matter: On Thinking anf Making Conceptual Architecture”, Harvard Design Magazine Fall 2003/Winter
2004.
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Leaning on the arguments of Stan Allen, Alberto-Perez Gomez, William J T Mitchell, Walter Benjamin
and others, and through the vehicle of two pedagogic projects, the paper will discuss the notions of image
and representation as complex ideas embedded in the physical and mental worlds.
This paper will employ the examples of two specific studio projects and argue that:
1.

2.
3.

Practice of architecture requires the habitation of the in-between space in order to mediate the
relationship between ideas and the world: imagination and reality, the abstract and the
experienced. It is necessary for all of us (students, teachers, historians and practitioners) to reside
in this in-between condition and make forays into these seemingly opposing worlds.
That pedagogy needs to alternately stress the engagement of the material world as well as
approach reality through modes of imagination, interpretation and representation.
That the terror of “image” and ocular-centrism is not avoided simply because of engaging the “real
world.

The pedagogic framing and processes of two studio projects will be presented. Projects were framed as
heuristic and didactic devices to necessitate a process of alternating between the mental and material
realms. The pedagogic imperative was to engender experiences for students which creates, in a
phenomenological sense, “actualization of contact” not only with the material outcome of their work but
with their embedded thought processes. It was stressed that, at the end of the process of physical realization
there is a need to re-examine the nature of the constructed thought that accompanied the process.
In the first project “Slow Food/Slow Space”, a group of second year second studio students were asked to
explore the notion of food and, in particular the activity of dining, from within a larger socio-cultural
frame work. From this understanding the students were asked in two teams of nine to design and construct
a unit of space that is defined by furniture. In addition to benefiting from an early exposure to hands on
fabrication, students had an opportunity to come in contact with the context and relevance of the ideas they
had developed individually and collectively as they were embodied in full scale constructs.
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The second project, “Shadow Play” conducted as a third year studio, aimed to facilitate a critical
understanding of projective methods of representation, both parallel and perspective, which are taught as
neutral and technical. While pedagogy works to build students’ fluency and facility with these media which
intervene (if not determine) the way that architecture is conceived, there is little done to make them aware
of the inherent influences of these methods on our thinking and world views. The studio intended instead to
reveal the latent potentials as well as the limitations of notational systems in representing (and therefore
determining reality).
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THE PROBLEMS OF THE- ARCHITECT/HUMANIST GEOGRAPHER
ABSTRACT

What specific problems exist in the thinking and production of architecture that contribute to the
proliferation of non-places? To delimit the scope, the question could be framed differently: what inherent
general aspects within the practice of architecture impede a clearer understanding of the notion of place?
The more one becomes aware of the innumerable inter-weavings that comprise place the more discouraged
one gets in the act of designing as way of engendering a specific place. The inherent and arguably
necessary aspect of the activity of architecture to predetermine the end product is contradictory to those of
place making. How then should one deal with this paradox? The essay will expand the premise that
contemporary practice controlled by capital, save for a minority of critical and avant-garde examples,
evinces the paradigm of craft, as articulated by R.G.Collingwood in his book Principles of Art.
Collingwood's explication of craft is characterized by its methodology of predetermination of the artifact,
which, in terms of architecture can be seen as a deterministic approach. This premise conjoined with the
notion that practice in general has assumed a pseudo- scientific, positivist approach for the sake of
legitimacy, as well as in response to an increasing pressure to treat buildings as commodity, will form the
basic framework. The critique of the methodological aspect of main-stream practice will be presented along
with the argument that the architectural act (encompassing the complete process) is inherently
phenomenological in that the method should determined by the phenomenon instead of the other way.
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EXAMINING THE STATUS OF "PLACE":
THE PROBLEMS OF THE ARCHITECT/ HUMANIST GEOGRAPHER
"Two procedures confront each other. The first is primarily material, constructed of physical elements,
walls, thresholds and levels, all precisely located. The other is immaterial, and hence its representations,
images and messages afford neither locale, nor stability, since they are vectors of a momentary,
instantaneous expression, with all manipulated meanings and misinformation that presupposes.
The first one is architectonic and urbanistic in that it organizes and constructs durable geographic and
political space. The second haphazardly arranges and deranges space-time, the continuum of
societies. The point here is not to propose a Manichaean judgement that opposes the physical to the
metaphysical, but rather to attempt to catch the status of contemporary, and particularly urban
architecture within the disconcerting concert of advanced technologies.
Paul Virilioi
Before we ask what in a certain mode of architectural practice hinders the interest in facilitating/fostering
place, bearing in mind that we have already crossed the media-hyped abstraction of the threshold between
millennia, we have to pay heed to the cultural commentaries that have for some time staged place and
technology against each other and ask the rhetorical question: what is place and how is it relevant? In this
current context that is obsessed with when we are could we, or is it even relevant to ponder where we are?

PLACE IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM

So what is place? From an existential/phenomenological perspective it is a complex singularity that binds
physicality of presences and the memory/existence into a totality. Place becomes understandable only
because one has existed in place, some place. If even in a sketchy way one understands the complexity of
place, then one also can recognize its continued significance even after its partial dismantling by successive
technologies of speed. Is this persistence of place nothing more than memory traces of some generations
yet to be "naturalized" into unity with the machine, just waiting to be supplanted? Are there cultural
indicators present suggesting that future generations will be distilled out of this sedimentary nostalgia and
be freed from the shackles of physicality of place?
Most indications are that people are still place-based. There is continued evidence of affinity for and
identification with place. Places from a regional to a local level are being defended from the continuing
influence of globalization and technological homogenization, and in contexts marked by economic and
political oppression, even violently. Even where such processes are vibrant and thriving, there is
simultaneously a self-conscious local effort to reestablish and maintain identity and aspects of culture ii
while continuing the economic and technological progress and change. In architecture, for example, the
manifestation of such reactions produce a pastiche of traditional ideas and imagery applied to unfittingly
large and non-native building types. However, underlying this process is a genuine awareness and cultural
anxiety about loss of place.
While geographic realities of place are pushed closer to the brink by distorting technologies, existential
reality of place is far from being superseded. For example: My experience of "simultaneous ubiquity", as
during the tele-event of millennium celebrations did more to affect my sense of fascination from watching a
"live event" (delayed a few seconds) from antipodes of my place and much lesser, to affect the sense of my
reality which was grounded in the existential realities of my place. The cumulative effects of these
experiences upon our psyche and therefore upon our affection/relation to our locale is an undeniably
important question, which is hard to treat here at any depth. The simple (perhaps simplistic) challenge is
whether our still present limitations of place, its existential reality, can offer a form of resistance and begin
a new process of place assertion. The critical question is whether we are capable of maintaining an
existential foothold as our daily lives are saturated by collisions with and overlaps from other distant places
cultures and times.
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Unarguably, place has been transmuted if not nearly destroyed, less in a physical way than ideational. In
other words, the erosion of place has imperceptibly been happening as our sense of place as the center of
meaning has been increasingly superseded by a de-centered attitude and carelessness. The potential of
mobility has now become addictive, necessary, and inevitable. Can place be re-built within the altered techworld? If an optimistic answer to this carries with it mental imagery of place, then it is akin to the
architectural impetus that attempts to re-create itself through mimesis. If place/architecture are concepts of
totality, then their conceptualization must deal with them as ideas and not artifacts and images.
It has been one and a half decades since Paul Virilio's "Over exposed city" (a long time in relation to
unceasingly accelerated changes) outlined the battle that the architectonic, the urban, was already losing
against the onslaught of technology that collapses places by bringing them into infinite exposure and
overlaps at the surface of the screen. While this and other cultural commentaries continue to ring true and
the degradation of architecture, urbanism, and place continues, the physicality of the world and bodily
space continue to offer resistance.

INTERSECTIONS: Humanistic Geographer and Architect; Place and Architecture

A parallel to interest in place studies in Humanist Geography can be traced in the phenomenological traits
in architectural theory and practice. Interest in existential dimensions of place and meaning have persisted
among architects for some time.iii It is the study of the particular as it relates to place that the humanist
geographer and the architect have in common. At the level of individual instances of architecture the
interest in existential/experiential dimensions continues to persist and influence contemporary work in
architecture greatly.iv Neither the drastic changes in technology of conceptualizing and representing
architecture or producing it have affected this tendency. In some ways these modes seem to have enhanced
the ability of the architect to regard the experience of the individual occupant. At a regional level, the
concern with place has sustained through the changes from a homogenizing attitude of international style
through the upheavals in digital technologies. Today's modernism in architecture is validated based on not
only the ideologies of its ancestral heritage but, equally importantly, on its site and regional specificities.v
The post-modem architect, having crossed over the fallacies of utopia and determinism, in some implicit
way acknowledges the notion of place. By this I merely mean that there is a consciousness of aspects in
architecture that are recognized as indeterminate and could only be "facilitated". It is this awareness if
turned into a sense of modest optimism instead of devolving into pessimistic relativism that constitutes a
latent potential.
Yet, alongside this potential we also find phenomenal multiplication of medium that portends a complete
pre-determination of the architectural artifact. The realm of architecture seems depressingly impotent in the
face of the crisis of place in the modern world. Arriving or leaving any large metropolis in the U.S. one can
notice without great effort that the built world in great proportion is dominated by buildings of mechanical
and instrumental use, meant for storage, industry, transportation service and so forth, rather than by
buildings for human habitation. While a specific square footage comparison between the two might be
interesting and may even prove that the claim made above is numerically untrue, what matters is the endeffect, the denuded existential sense of the city. These cities speak of large and immensely powerful
socioeconomic forces in action that humble the practice of architecture. The crisis of place, as the humanist
geographers elaborate seems to suggest that action is more appropriate in a larger scale, at the levels of
urban policy/ planning, social/political activism, or at least through mass transportation and housing. The
scale of the problem, as exemplified by our cities of infrastructure, naturally suggests an appropriate scale
in response.
The architectural act lying at the micro-end of this spectrum of scale dwells upon, in its very process, the
specificities of place. It is this interest that acts as the intersection of the humanist geography and the
architecture. What specifically makes the task of the architect weighty is that his/her effort in place study
spans from the site as present (where it will be), to the site as a new place (where it will become). In this
simultaneous consideration of two places, prediction, predetermination through representation, and mental
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imposing of ideals becomes necessary. In phenomenological terms this imaginative transposing can be
aided through modes of representations. When limited intentionally these become mediators, participants in
the exploration of place, offering glimpses of what might be and at the same time affecting what will be.
ARCHITECTURE'S IN-BETWEEN-NESS: THE CRAFT PARADIGM

In his 1937 treatise on aesthetics, The Principles of Art, the English philosopher R.G.Collingwood proceeds
toward an understanding of what art is with the first step of dismantling what art is not: art proper vs. art
improper as he terms it. The contemporary meaning of art, as in the case of any word, he argues is "hedged
about within well-established obsolete, analogical, and courtesy meanings."vi The ambiguities in
differentiating craft from art constitute the obsolete usage of the word art. In his book, Collingwood
develops a framework of six aspects that help define craft as distinct from art. It may be safe to summarily
state that his definition of craft, which he bases on the expounding of ancient Greeks, is that activity in
which the artifact is pre-determined. Collingwood's aim is not to deny overlaps between works of art and
works of craft, but rather to dislodge craft as one of the obsolete meanings of art.
The practice of architecture, including almost all of avant-garde practice, requires two distinct processes:
the construction of the actual building, and prior to that as a first stage, constructing and construing of the
architecture through its representations (in a dominantly digital medium). At a later stage this second
process moves from "design" to "documentation" which metrically prescribes and quantifies the building
and becomes the measure against which actual architecture is judged. Analyzing the first stage thorugh
Collingwood's framework, places the architecture with certitude in the realm of craft. It is the early stages
of conceptualizing that resists architecture fixed solely as an art or a craft. Fluctuating between the
"particularizing and universalizing discourses and between subjective and objective perspectives"vii at this
stage, the process of engendering architecture, much as facilitating place, requires relying on precedents
and lived experiences as well as allowing space for the unknown to emerge.
The intention here is not to elevate architecture from craft to art (Collingwood has no intentions to elevate
art over craft or vice versa), but to make the point that if architecture has to balance between de-centered
professionalism and a meaningful subjectivism in the facilitating of places, then, as far as designing
instances of architecture in response to specific contexts, one must guard against the craft paradigm that
predetermines an artifact. This is not to preclude precedents and legitimate cultural artifacts in favor of
sheer novelty and the avant-garde (although these capitalize on the same critical stance), but to defend the
erosion of place and its particularities.
ARCHITECTURE'S IN-BETWEEN-NESS: THE (PSEUDO) SCIENTIFIC PARADIGM:

Architecture's in-between-ness is not new. Collingwood's framework when applied to architecture will
suggest an overlap of art and craft through many stages. Added to this in-between-ness is architecture's
inability to fit between its cultural status as a product of high culture (held with some sense of artistic
glamour) at one end and a form of objective science at the other. The latter status derives from multiple
factors including building, material and construction science, and also systematic aesthetic theories that
seek to explain architecture through principles of science and math. The commodification of the
architecture has naturally demanded a quasi-scientific methodology in its production and consumption.
Methodological imperatives have dominated the profession marginalizing in it the reflective and critical
acts necessary in architectural conception. Demonstrability of every aspect, to the investor/user as well as
other team members, be it tangible or not, has become necessary and therefore habitual. The profession is
marked by atomic categorization and brutal differentiation of what are separately held as "design" or
"practical" aspects. While the process of applying aesthetics is still easily accommodated, thanks to speed
in technology and formal talent, an unconscious and permeating scientific attitude shuns the type of
reflective study of the problem necessary to engender specificity.
As a profession architecture has assumed an increasingly pseudo-scientific methodology. Increasingly, as a
service profession, architecture is demanded to deliver a product that is measured against simulation that
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precedes the actual building and in some sense becomes more "real". The common practice process
involves a continual series of executing the predetermined while incorporating the illusion of invention.
First, there is the terror of facing the blank paper, or a screen, if that's the medium. How does one design?
What shall constitute the critical agenda, if any, beyond the pre-defined and pre-determined criteria? This
stage of the process, which in an idealistic sense should bear all the freshness of the phenomenon of
beginning, is in most normal situations just the beginning of a stage among many. Pre-design, or for that
matter design, is not by any means the first stage. Instead it already follows the act of programming, which
in most situations defines in a scientific, atomic manner components of the project as well as their "ideal"
relationships.viii Thus quantification and subjugation of all aspects of architecture, including its most
intangible aspects, begins long before and well outside of the control of the architect.
THE REALM OF PRACTICE

While advances in remote technologies have an enormous role to play in the dilution of place as a concept
and experience, the recovery of place can be effected significantly through altering attitude and modes of
practice. It is one segment of architectural practice, often referred to the "service oriented" architectural
practice, which is my object of reference and commentary. It is a segment that is hard to define in a single
statement or stroke without unfairly dismissing in the process practitioners that may fall into this general
description by some measure and yet set themselves apart by the nature of their approach as well as their
work. Perhaps, this realm can best be described as business-oriented, non-critical firms. Marked usually by
a desire to expand in terms of building types and sizes, these firms are also characterized by well-intended
optimism that good architecture is always possible without stylistic givens. However, the rejection of preestablished visual attitude, which is commendable and which suggests an intellectual openness, does much
less to define such practices than their abdication of critiquing the socio-cultural, political, and existential
realms of their work.
Characterized by the quantity of buildings it produces and by its inability to accommodate reflective and
thoughtful actions, this segment becomes very important and requires our attention. It is also the segment
of practice that is most prone to execute handed-down models of theory and practice as long as they are
economically beneficial. This is the world of handed down aesthetics and un-clarified philosophic and
critical attitudes that often find their way into architecture in a partial, interrupted, hybrid manner. This is a
world of architectural simulacrum where original is embedded in deep layers of its simulations as well as
its mimesis without anyone questioning, let alone realizing its occurrence.
Yet this realm of practice is the significant point of transaction between a conglomeration of architects with
all of their penchants, biases, and the ever-increasingly consumerist client that expects great service and a
great product, not necessarily architecture. Architecture unquestioningly has been assumed to be that which
is the expensive prerogative and desire to express the grandiose and accommodate the irrational. These are
the practices that accumulate individual talent, regardless of any and all concomitant contradictions that
entails.
Much of the architectural practice has a poor and limited understanding of the notion of place as advanced
by the humanist geographers. The bulk of architectural practice involves the building of singular and
relatively small increments, that in the end not only integrate to create a larger place, but also
fundamentally affect the urban experience. Interest in engendering a sense of place is not uncommon within
the practice of architecture. However, such interests also often reveal a simplistic and partial understanding
(for instance the pursuit of one common "people" space or one "active space" within the schemata of an
otherwise mechanically-produced building). In many instances, such attempts deserve great credit since
many other socioeconomic forces drive the project leaving the architects as un-empowered decorators.
Such justifications however do not extend universally to all projects nor does it justify the lack of a deeper
understanding of the notion and significance of place that architects exhibit. In fact it has become habitual
to "buy architecture at the front door" or treat one element of every project as "the feature" around which
the remainder of the non-places are organized.
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Selectiveness in the treatment of architecture dominates the process of designing. This favoring is,
however, not akin to the articulation of inherent hierarchies necessary in architecture/place, but is a
practical response to the exigencies of time and pressure. Creative focus is kept on pre-selected aspects of
the program. Produced in organizations with clear division of labor, these become pre-defined by one group
of people (such as "designers", "planners", or "concept-generators") and handed over to another group as
the criteria from which to develop and "flesh- out' the ideas. A more rigorous approach, that studies the
project and the relationships between all its components, is precluded by the conventional wisdom that
such an exercise of scrutiny and broad attention would render the project invariably economically nonviable. While this argument can often be substantiated by examples, it is based on the erroneous notion that
a holistic approach has an a priori intention of enhancing through "decoration." Instead, it can be argued
that it is the economic reality of a limited internal fee budget during design phase, which determines the
selective approach and not necessarily the project cost.
Many of the practicing firms that "produce" the majority of architecture, realize their building projects with
very little, if any at all, critical stance. They operate with the attitude of "no-position" in this process of
proliferation of "no-places", delivering in the process a different version of utopia.ix Even a cursory review
of the "design philosophy" of average firms, barring too few an exception, will reveal that they say nothing
specific related to architecture, while endlessly repeating (and thereby watering down) the meaning of such
predictable and expected themes as collaboration, service and quite often proclaim non-adherence to
specific styles. The lack of desire to enounce a specific position can be related to the fear that it creates a
perception in the marketplace of a tendency toward a set of visual predilections, which can have negative
business impact.
Even more significant is the fear that attempting to forge any particular position will result in the
dominance of one visual or specific theoretical attitude, which arguably is contradictive to organizations
that are inherently pluralistic. We are left with the quandary as to how then such organizations can forge a
collective position. One answer, in the context of my position here, can be found in adopting a pretheoretical position that commits to an existential/experiential consideration as a tempering and intellectual
context to other traditional modes of design development.
Within an ever shrinking time-frame afforded for the production of architecture (including its conception,
description, and construction) lack of equilibrium between reflective thinking and mechanical elaboration
of a determined end product has intensified enormously. Projects are in fact conceived with flexibility as
the controlling phenomenon even while too often, in terms of formal outcome, efforts are taken to render
flexibility invisible. It is not flexibility built in for the intended user but for the users that might be; a builtin assurance that the occupants can easily sell and move. The process of quantifying the project in financial
terms, which for the survival and success of many firms cannot begin early enough in the process, informs
what the architecture has to be at different stages of its development.
IN THE CONTEXT OF THE NEW MEDIUM

"Where do you want to go today? (Microsoft Windows commercial from the 80's)
"Some day, they say, computers will do everything" (Unknown magazine advertisement. The visual
depicts a well-designed toilet)
These two commercial slogans, both bordering on the extreme, bring us to face a fundamental ongoing
condition with the state of architecture. (Materiality) Architecture seems at direct odds with technology
(digital) even as the practice of architecture, much like many other disciplines, is hard at work to integrate
this technology within itself, both in the conceptual/representational as well as the production and
assembling processes.
The first slogan in its all too common tone of flattery toward the consumer arrogantly ignores the
existential totality of simply "being there" which needless to say has no substitutes. Yet, it is an ominous
reminder of our process of adapting to a new world of reduced places; one in which we instantly arrive at
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distant places yet keep the unpredictable, non-sterile, actual place at a very safe distance. The new freedom
to go places at will, more affordable to an ever-increasing population, still portends to keep us apart. The
second commercial, exhibiting in its tone a naive populism, nevertheless points out the continuity of bodily
space despite the distortions of boundaries and limits through telecommunications and surveillance.
More than fifteen years after Virilio's essay, we have to ask the question whether place as a concept has any
significance. Virilio's declarations refer to the invisible destruction and degradation of places, centers, and
urbanism. Since places are an intermeshing of the physical and the metaphysical (including existential and
psychological dimensions) we understand that the destruction of edges, boundaries, closures and gates is
engendered through the eroding of lived-meaning. There is an undeniable crisis of closures and boundaries,
as architecture increasingly de-materializes through losing opacity and even more through the new invisible
boundaries of the electronic revolution. Through this ongoing transition, however, we still interface with
the digital domain through references to the bodily world and existential meanings (We open and close
"windows," "enter chat rooms," draw/erase lines) and thus exhibit our affinity for place. Until we
biologically evolve beyond this current corporeal form, architecture, I propose will continue to be
existential through its materiality and, even while actively employing the digital technology, will resist
dematerialization.
Architecture embodies the dominant ideals of its culture as well as its inherent conflicts and contradictions.
Thus, in its inclusiveness, it immediately ceases to be a simple medium of representation.
The corollary to this consideration of culture's determination of architecture is the consideration of
architecture's affect upon culture. The lessons of early modernist utopianism, has taught the limitations of
environment's affect on behavior. Here again, architecture frees itself from being a representational
medium that can be designed to elicit very specific reactions. A non-representational architecture, or to give
it a name for convenience, an interpretive architecture can be thought of as one that privileges thought and
idea over image. In doing so, it can engage media of representation toward exploring and simultaneously
searching for the idea while holding it at a distance with caution.

i

Paul Virilio, "The Overexposed City", in Jonathan Crary et al. (eds) Zone 1/2, p.27
The cities of China and India offer prime examples of this occurrence.
iii
While the interest in meaning is not new within architectural inquiry, the specific focus on existential
dimensions of place is more recent. Christian Norberg -Schulz is most noted among architectural thinkers
who brought this to the fore. See Kate Nesbitt, "Theorsing a New Agenda For Architecture", p.412
iv
Several prominent architects concern themselves deeply with the experiential dimension while engaging
the contemporary city: Steven Holl, Tod Williams and Billie Tsien, Juhanni Pallasmaa, to name a few.
v
Critical regionalism; Ando, Murcutt
vi
R.G. Collingwood, "The Principles of Art,"
vii
J. Nicholas Entrikin, "The Betwenness of Place," p.6
viii
As an example: The addition to The Nelson Museum of Art in Kansas City was designed through a
limited competition among world-renowned architects. Invariably, all but one followed the program too
closely, and loyally followed the instructions of the programming architect and placed the new building.
The winning architect challenged the "givens" and won the project unanimously.
ix
The term utopia used here in one of its etymological sense to mean, "no-place".
ii
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The Hungarian Language Experiment:
Adapting Kodály’s Method for Musical Education
to Beginning Language Learning for Adults

D.R. Ransdell
University of Arizona
English Department
Modern Languages #67
Tucson AZ 85721
ransdell@email.arizona.edu

Whether for the purpose of achieving basic communication for travel or outreach,
experiencing an intense but pleasurable cognitive challenge, or developing the
compassion and understanding that comes from glimpsing into another culture, all adults
should have the experience of learning at least the basics of several foreign languages
over the course of a lifetime. By the time we complete our professional degrees and
accept full-time work, however, it becomes harder and harder to commit to activities that
aren’t directly related to salary increases or family obligations. Rather than give up the
thought of learning a new language though, we should seek ways to make language
learning viable.
I was delighted to accept a Fulbright-Hays Summer Seminar for Hungary last year
knowing that I would have the chance to experiment with a completely unknown
language. I knew that Hungarian would be quite different from English, Spanish, or
Italian, languages I speak, or even German or Modern Greek, languages that I’ve studied
for several years. Hungarian was in a different class because it was one of the few non-
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Proto-Indo-European languages I’d come into contact with. Despite repeated attempts to
acquire beginning Hungarian, however, I found that progress was slow. When I
attempted to use Hungarian around Budapest, few native speakers understood what I was
trying to say.
Before I had the chance to thoroughly diagnose the problem, my fellow
Fulbrighters and I heard a talk by Gilbert De Greeve that inspired me to consider
language learning in a new way. As president of the International Kodály Society, De
Greeve briefly explained the main focus of the Kodály (Hungarian) Method: good
materials, good teachers, frequency. Although De Greeve was talking about music
education, I saw instant connections to language training. Because the process of learning
music and learning language is similar, it’s reasonable to adapt successful learning
strategies from one to the other. In this paper, I’ll outline Kodály’s method, explain
analogies to foreign language learning, analyze my own attempts at language acquisition,
and finally make suggestions for prospective language learners. I have also included as an
appendix the journal I wrote while I was in Hungary detailing my learning process.

The Kodály (Hungarian) Method for Musical Instruction
Zóltan Kodály was a musician and composer from Kecskemét, Hungary. Early in
his career, he was out walking in the woods when he came upon a group of female
students who were studying to be music teachers, but he was so appalled at the quality of
their singing that he took action. He studied students’ learning processes and wrote
exercises designed to help students at various levels. He wrote and gave talks about
musical training. In short he set out to revolutionize musical training in Hungary. He gave
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talks outside of Hungary as well and was influential to music programs all over the
world. Although the style of learning he promoted would be more accurately labeled
“The Hungarian Method” since many Hungarian music teachers worked to develop and
promote similar principles, musical educators all over the world have generally labeled
this system the Kodály Method. Interest in Kodály’s work is so strong that the
Internationl Kodály Society has a worldwide membership. The society hosts an
international conference each fall to further the cause of musical training and to celebrate
the steps Kodály took to influence countless generations of his compatriots as well as
musicians worldwide.
Although he was also a composer, Kodály dedicated much of his career to
promoting musical education because he felt that everybody had a right to a strong
musical background. Principles that govern his pedagogy include:
1) a fundamental notion that musical training should be fun. As he said during a
lecture in the US, “No result is to be hoped for if the children do not await the music
lesson with thrilled expectation. If they do not feel refreshed by an exciting lesson, all
labor is lost” (Kodály 142).
2) an equally fundamental notion that it is the right of all people to have musical
training. Kodály believed that students needed musical training to develop their
emotional life as well as their intellect. He wrote that “true musical literacy—the ability
to read, write, and think music—is the right of every human being” (Kodály in Choksy,
Context 6).
3) a focus on singing. Since the voice is the most basic instrument, the only one
we are born with and hence have automatic access to, it should be used as the absolute
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basis for musical training. Instruments should be avoided during early stages because
they are obstacles to the students’ immediate learning. Even if students begin musical
training late in life, they need to start with voice.
4) the use of training materials adapted to the level of the child. Kodály noted that
very small children couldn’t properly sing half steps and had limited ranges. He wrote a
series of exercises that would be appropriate given their abilities. He strove to follow the
natural learning processes of children in general.
5) an emphasis on active participation as well as invention (composition) as a
route to learning. He concurred with Jean Piaget that learning is a function of doing
(Choksy, Context 75).
6) an emphasis on oral accuracy. Kodály wanted young students to start their
training by learning to distinguish between high and low sounds, fast and slow rhythms,
varying timbres, long and short sounds, beats, and accents (Choksy, Method 21).
7) having highly trained teachers who were trained starting at an early age.
Teachers need to be good musicians themselves to be effective.
8) using “good” music so that students would have strong role models. Kodály
believed in authentic, domestic music. He followed the work of earlier musicians and
collaborated with Bartók to collect folk songs. These are the most basic and important
materials to start with because they contain rhythms and stresses that are natural to
children’s ears. Students need to learn their musical mother tongue before moving on to
folk music from other countries or to classical music. By learning folk songs, students
learn cultural values as well.
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9) using solmization such that students learned to read music with the help of a
moveable “do”. This system helps students see the relationship of notes to one another
and simplifies the process of sight-reading.
10) having frequent lessons. Kodály realized that children make progress more
quickly if they practice music for half an hour daily rather than a couple of hours every
few days.
11) formalizing the learning process. Kodály believed that students need to be
literate in music in order to enjoy, understand, and appreciate it. Instead of being a
mysterious code, music needs to be taught at school to be accessible to everyone.

Analogies to Language Learning
1) Learning languages is a right. As citizens of the world and role models for
students or peers, we need to have knowledge of different languages to gain insight into
different cultures. Language training shouldn’t consist of rote exercises or endless
language drills, however. The training itself needs to be pleasurable to be effective.
2) Learning a language gives people an added identity and introduces them to a
new way of life. It also gives learners the complex cognitive task of memorizing a
lexicon and operating complex linguistic structures.
3) Language learners need to start with the smallest possible units: sounds and
then words. Learners must be able to manipulate such “grammatical notes” before they
dive into phrases or sentences. As Roger Brown reported in his research on language
acquisition, linguistic features are acquired in a predictable order. Language students
naturally master features one at a time before proceeding to more complex levels

5
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(Adamson). The same is true in terms of acquiring grammatical structures. As suggested
by Jim Cummins in “The Developmental Interdependence Hypothesis,” young language
learners who start tackling new languages before they develop linguistic competence (the
ability to make complex sentences) in their mother tongues are unable to develop
complex structures in either language (233-35).
4) Materials need to parallel the level of language students are ready for. Steven
Krashen described this as “The Input Hypothesis.” He referred to the optimal learning
situation as “i plus one,” meaning that we acquire language “by understanding input
containing structures that are a bit beyond our current competence” (38). Students need to
build on what they know by adding the next smallest step. While many phrase books start
out with long sentences that real speakers don’t even say (such as “Would you please
repeat that last sentence?” instead of merely, “Please repeat”), students need to start
communicating in simple ways.
5) Language learners need to learn and invent from language that they can
understand and produce. Given the tools of a few words, they need to create ways to
string those words together and make meaningful communication given the rules of the
target language. Then they need to participate by applying what they’ve learned,
preferably in the context of real communication rather than solely inside a language
classroom where communication is artificially manipulated.
6) Speakers must achieve relative oral accuracy. Language students must learn to
distinguish among sounds and reproduce them well enough that they can be readily
recognized by native speakers.
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7) Language learners need to understand grammatical relationships so that they
can form new sentences and conjugate verbs accordingly.

Personal Assessment
During the training period preceding my trip to Hungary and during my stay
there, I strove to make progress towards learning Hungarian. Using Kodály’s Method to
examine my own attempts, I can see several areas where my efforts were on track; I can
also identify several reasons that I had trouble.
Materials:
My main source for Hungarian was Zsuzsa Pontifex’s Teach Yourself Hungarian.
Since none of my local bookstores carry books on Hungarian, I had to choose materials
from brief descriptions on Amazon.com. I chose the Pontifex book because it had an
audio component and because I had found another volume in the series, Teach Yourself
Thai, which I had used several years earlier, to be well written.
The very first problem I had with Hungarian was of my own making. Even
though the book suggested listening to the consontant/vowel pronunciation section many
times, after half a dozen attempts I grew impatient and started learning phrases instead.
The result was that I didn’t begin my studies with accurate pronunciation, and even at the
end of the month, I had trouble remembering to add an ‘sh’ sound to my ‘s’s. Often
people would misunderstand me because I had added an umlaut to a letter or taken one
out. I was never able to successfully read Hungarian out loud for the same reason. I’d
ignored one of Kodály’s basic principles: students must develop the basics before they
can advance. Just as his students needed to learn easy-to-hear intervals, I needed to
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accurately pronounce all the vowels, consonants, and consonant clusters, especially since
Hungarian sounds are so different from English ones.
Another problem was that while I was anxious to proceed in the text to learn
something I could use in a genuine language situation, the material overwhelmed me. I
never managed to learn the name of the first unit, Az útlevelét legyen szíves, Your
passport, please because even four words strung together were too much to remember.
And unfortunately I’d already been in Hungary for a couple of days before I started
working hard on the chapter, so by that time I had no need to show anyone my passport. I
spent five days on the first chapter without feeling I had mastered it. I kept getting stuck
on the long sentences because the dialogues on the tape were so rapid that I couldn’t hear
fast enough to remember the phrases or produce them. Pontifex was surely striving for
authentic-sounding materials, but her ambitious pace did more to frustrate me than it did
to teach me anything.
The book’s dialogues were relatively genuine sounding. Occasionally I could
extrapolate short phrases to use in actual communicative situations. In Chapter Two a
character asks “Hogy tetszik Budapest?”, “Do you like Budapest?,” a question I was
asked several times during my stay. However, Pontifex might have looked for
simplifications. As a beginning language student, the long “Sajnos cask egy kicsit tudok
magyarul” I only speak a little Hungarian,” was misleading. By the time I learned to say
the whole phrase, people naturally assumed I knew a lot more than I did!
Some of Pontifex’s explanations were helpful because they gave cultural
background. For example, she warned that Hungarians drink strong, black coffee.
However, the response she suggested, “A kávé nagyon erös. Kérek még vizet bele,” The
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coffee is very strong. I’d like more water in it., was too ambitious. Even if I didn’t enjoy
strong, black coffee, I would have drunk it that way to avoid making a difficult request.
After my arrival in Hungary, I was able to incorporate other materials into my
repertoire of language learning. Maria Sántha showed us how easy it was to study from
ads. Her lesson had far-ranging repercussions. Once I learned how easy it was to use
grocery ads to gather vocabulary, I searched for similar materials. While riding the bus, I
read billboards. On the metro I studied posters. At the zoo I read the names of all the
animals, thrilled to find that some were cognates. These language sources were simple,
immediate, and accessible.
I also started listening to Hungarian TV. Even though I might have to listen for
several minutes before catching a word, the oral input helped me become more aware of
the rhythms of the language. I felt empowered whenever I recognized a new word even
though the percentage of words I could understand was very low.
Teachers:
Language teachers can be divided into several groups: professional instructors
who are actively teaching the target language; innocent bystanders who get drafted into
helping you; service professionals; and friends who are happy to be included in your
learning process.
Our Fulbright group had the fortune to work with several instructors who were
quite prepared and highly motivational. All three were native Hungarian speakers, but
they were also trained professionals. In Indiana we worked with Martha Nyikos, who
made every effort to help us to pronounce words with clarity. Encouraging and persistent,
she made our language lessons fun by using exaggerated expressions and joking
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wherever possible. Even though we didn’t pronounce the words right the first, second, or
third time, she kept working with us. She had us repeat sounds over and over until
sometimes we even remembered them.
In Budapest we had two lessons with Maria Sántha. These were practical and
useful for similar reasons. Dr. Sántha was patient and motivational, but she also provided
a cultural context. For example, while an English speaker might ask “How are you?”
without expecting or wanting a response, a Hungarian is likely to take the question
“Hogy vagy?” seriously but reply “Még vagyok,” “I’m getting along.”
In a more casual setting, we worked with Annamária Sas, who taught us a lesson
in numbers and food items. This component was completely practical since it took place
at the market. By giving us specific vocabulary and reviewing numbers, Annamária
enabled us to make business transactions without the use of English. For most of us, this
task was at the correct level: we could just barely do it. Although several merchants had
to ask us to repeat our feeble requests, the experience was empowering because we used
the target language for actual communication. Most of the merchants probably spoke
English, but they were gracious enough to play along.
My informal teachers included all the staff at the hotel, people on the street, and
shop clerks. These people were invaluable because they were experts in everyday
Hungarian, and they were ubiquitous. They were also a realistic gage of my learning
process. They weren’t language teachers who could guess at what I was trying to say, so
if I didn’t produce language that sounded normal, they couldn’t understand me.
I was fortunate enough to have a third group of teachers: friends who were
sympathetic to my language efforts. I tried many of my new phrases out on Program
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Coordinator Annamária Sas, Fulbright Director Huba Brückner, my friend Anna
Vogylesi, or fellow language learner Todd Frobish.
Frequency:
This is probably the single most important factor in language learning. I had
originally intended to study for forty-five minutes at night and in the morning during my
stay in Hungary, but often in the morning I was too rushed to learn well while at night I
was too tired to study for more than a half hour. I soon realized that I needed more than
two chances per day to stuff new words into my head because I couldn’t get many to
stick at a time. After the first few days in Hungary, I wrote down the words I was
learning on pieces of paper that I could fold into my pocket or purse. I whipped out these
“cheat sheets” multiple times a day, either to communicate with native speakers, slowly
add to my vocabulary, or practice verb conjugations. Although it’s painstaking to learn
only a few words at a time, it’s an efficient system for beginning learners who are still
developing mental frameworks for the target language Each bit of knowledge, no matter
how seemingly insignificant, has a cumulative effect.

Realistic Goals
Learners need to gather strategies so that they can create and carry out their own
best plan of attack to significantly increase their rates of learning, to feel empowered that
they can indeed achieve their linguistic goals, to be motivated to learn as much as they
can, and to become life-long language learners. To be as successful as possible, they
should start studying months before arrival in the target culture, use the target language in
all possible ‘real communication’ situations, increase vocabulary and grammatical
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knowledge though daily book study, observe and absorb language used in popular media,
and make use of mentors and friends as linguistic guinea pigs.
For a moderate, short-term language experiment, goals might consist of reading
and repeating words in the target language well enough to be understood by ordinary
native speakers, forming simple sentences using present tense verb conjugations, making
and understanding simple greetings, using and recognizing numbers for simple business
transactions, and asking and understanding simple directions.
For a long-term experiment, the above goals would be a starting point. Additional
goals might consist of developing a thousand-word vocabulary, mastering simple past
and future tenses, acquiring a knowledge of linguistic features particular to the target
language (in Hungarian that would include vowel harmony, for example), learning to
decipher newspaper headlines, and functioning in the target culture without the use of
English to perform basic needs.

Final Tips
1) Give yourselves the right to study a new language every few years. While it’s
tempting to view such a project as unnecessary, it’s not a waste of time. Whatever you
can learn about another language and its culture serves to widen your worldview. In
addition relish the opportunity to give yourselves a cognitive challenge. Once we begin
our careers, we’re often too busy or pressured to take on something outside our normal
duties, but the unique demands of language learning open our minds in fresh ways.
2) Have fun. Appreciate the experience of being an absolute beginner and
learning how to say something as basic as “good morning.” Utilize the humorous side of
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learning language. (See my journal from June 27. Annamária was quite surprised when in
response to how I was feeling, I told her I was finom, delicious.) Be satisfied with
imperfection as a necessary part of progress, but use it to your benefit. (I will never forget
what finom means.)
3) Plan on acquiring language in small, steady steps. Carry a list of words or
grammar rules with you so that you can briefly refer to that list many times during the
day. While such small steps require patience, recognize that each word learned is an
important step forward even though it seems like a tiny bit of progress. Learn to use each
new word as a vital piece of information. (Note the mileage we got from erös once we
finally learned it: 6/30, 7/4.)
4) Search for language-learning materials that are manageable and contain a
moderately paced oral component. The harder the language (the farther from English or
other known languages), the smaller the steps of learning have to be. Reach outside
pedagogical materials to make use of popular culture items such as newspapers and
billboards.
5) Seek out formal teachers with native-like abilities and encouraging natures.
Also make use of passers-by; generally they are helpful and reliable sources of
information. Practice with friends who speak the target language or fellow learners who
are struggling with you. They will applaud your progress and motivate you to redouble
your efforts.
6) Use the all-important tool of frequency. Schedule several language learning
sessions a day. Use every available opportunity to study new words and review old ones
even in odd bits of time such as wasted minutes at a bus stop. Use any and all possible
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innocent bystanders for a moment’s language use. When you are walking about town,
you can easily stop someone and ask directions every few minutes.

Conclusion
Language learning is a vital human activity. It is our connection to the world. It
makes creative use of our highest cognitive abilities. It allows us to create new selves and
appreciate customs and cultures in new ways. It is also time-consuming, difficult, and
frustrating. There is no magical way to learn a new language (although it seems that way
if you learn it from birth). But despite the immense challenges, language learning is a
satisfying and worthwhile project. To make the process viable, we must strive to use
logical shortcuts as often as possible. The tips garnered from Kodály’s system can help us
do just that.
I’m not completely satisfied with the linguistic progress I made during a month’s
stay in Hungary. I wish I had prepared more before leaving the US, worked harder to
achieve better pronunciation, and studied more diligently every single day while I was
there. On the other hand, given the short time period, I did learn some core phrases and
vocabulary, develop an understanding of some of the grammatical forms, and pave the
way for future learning. Eventually I will become curious enough to tackle another
language in another culture. By using some of the tips I’ve gathered from a careful
analysis of the Kodály Method, I’ll make more progress in a shorter amount of time.
I won’t forget about Hungarian, however. The friends I made from the Fulbright
seminar as well as the wonderful experiences I had in the country mean that Hungary will
always be on my list of places to routinely visit, so from time to time I will revisit
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Hungarian and make more small bits of progress. Even though I never managed to learn
the name of the first chapter in my language book during my initial trip to Hungary, the
next time I arrive at Ferihegy International Airport, I’ll be able to understand the customs
officials when they ask to see my passport!
I wish you all pleasant journeys through the wonders of language learning.

Dr. D. R. Ransdell teaches ESL composition and supervises graduate assistant teachers
at the University of Arizona. Her first novel, Amirosian Nights, is about the experiences
of an American musician trying to learn enough Greek to adapt to life on a Dodecanese
island. For more information, please visit www.dr-ransdell.com or contact D.R. at
ransdell@email.arizona.edu.
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APPENDIX: NOTES FROM A LANGUAGE LEARNER’S JOURNAL

May 06
I order a Hungarian phrase book and tape from Amazon. The box sits unopened in my
room until two days before the trip, at which point at least I manage to open the package.
I don’t go so far as listening to the first words, however.
Wed. 6/22/06
I arrive in Bloomington for orientation. Before dinner, a nice man introduces himself, but
I don’t catch a single syllable of his name and think that the bit of hearing loss I know I
do have must be getting worse.
The man turns out to be Huba Brückner, the nicest man possible, the director of the
Fulbright Commission in Hungary, and the most important man I will meet for the entire
month. I didn’t know he would be in Bloomington, so perhaps it’s not so strange that I
didn’t recognize his name. It didn’t help that I assumed—my basic Proto-Indo-European
bias showing right through—that Huba was a woman. (The following day I get two more
clues: Marta Nyikos tells us that Hungarians often downplay their own importance to the
effect of mumbling their names and speaking into their chests, which Huba did; in
Hungarian the emphasis is always on the first syllable, so the other syllables decrease in
volume.)
I meet several people at dinner who have fallen in love with Hungary or Hungarians or
Hungarian. Their enthusiasm is so infectious that I crack the book when I get back to the
room. But I don’t get very far. The first pages beg you to listen to the vowels and
consonants, which are not intuitive to an English speaker, and practice them to perfection.
Instead I only manage to listen to them a couple of times. The language is intimidating,
but I do learn one phrase: Jo napot kivánok. Good morning I wish you
.
Thurs. 6/23/06
Early the next morning I try out the phrase on an American professor who teaches
Hungarian studies. He doesn’t seem to understand me and looks halfway irritated that I
even tried to bother. He goes out of his way to explain which consonant I’m wrong on
instead of mentioning all the others I had right. His expression seems to be: you’re so
stupid, why do you even try?
I am probably exaggerating, but when you feel crazy because you are so unsure of each
word, you take things more personally. But thanks to his correction, I’m more successful
when I try out the phrase on Huba, who seems delighted by my feeble efforts. For a
flicker of a second he looks at me twice as if to say, did I hear that right? Was that a word
of Hungarian? But at least he laughs and nods jokingly. Note to self: It’s important to
find “safe” moments to practice language. Once you identify an unsafe source, don’t go
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back to it. Go on to a different source who will inspire confidence rather than take it
away.
We have a Hungarian lesson. An overly enthusiastic but well-meaning instructor works
hard to get us to cough up a few words, but at least we can introduce one another by the
end of the session. For the record, Névem DR. If I want to know yours, I can ask: Mi a
neved? What’s your name?
The teacher has a good time. Nagyon jo, she tells us. Very good. She acts out some
phrases such as “here” and “there,” but we have the most fun when she moves to
emphasis. Nem = no, but she turns dramatic. “Nem, nem, nem!,” she has us repeat. It
seems she must have a naughty cat. I’m excited because I finally have a phrase that I can
use again when I get back to Arizona.
We learn some other crucial words. Hungarian is Magyar <MAH-yar>. Who would have
guessed? And of course we need Angol, English, and all the question words.
Ki? Who?
Mi? What?
Mi az? What’s this?
Miert? <MEE-ert> Why?
Hol? Where?
Hol van a WC? <veh zeh> Where’s the bathroom?
Szép beautiful
Finom great (or so I thought)
Vislat wiedersehen (She translates it into German, but only a few of us know much
German.)
Köszönöm thanks
Szívesen <SEE veh shem> You’re welcome
Fri. 6/24/06
We have another lesson with a lady who gives us the background about Estonian,
Finnish, etc. Interesting, but we have other fish to fry: We want to know how to say a few
things. But we do get some basic word order.
En amerikai vagyok. I’m American.
tanar (teacher)
Magyar
diak (student)
En nev vagyok tanar. (I’m not a teacher.)
Szeretlek – I love you.
At least we’re beginning to get a rough idea.
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Sat. 6/25/06 We’re actually off to Hungary. Yay!
I practice a phrase, but when I try it on Huba, even though he tries hard, he can’t
understand it. The phrase is:
Kész vagyunk We’re ready.
Sun. 6/26/06
Arrival in Hungary. We are too jet-lagged to really know what we’re doing, but we are
taken to a very nice dinner where I manage to write down two important phrases:
Jó étvágyat = bon appetit
Boldog születésnapot = happy birthday
At the hotel, however, I cheat: I ask for my room key in English. I ask where the pool is
in English. I give myself credit for being jet-lagged!
I’m thrilled that there is a television in my room because I can listen to two channels in
Italian and three in German!! For my entire stay in Budapest, I spent at least twenty
minutes a day reviewing one of these languages just to keep in practice.

Mon. 6/27/06
We have a tour of the city with Marta. Thanks to Bloomington’s orientation, I know how
to say the name correctly: MAR-toh.
We feast at Fészek Etterem where we have strüdel. I rejoice that I actually know a word
for a dessert, even if it’s German, and a word for coffee, espresso, even if it’s Italian! So
there are a few loan words. The Turks were here for a long time—perhaps I should try to
recall those six phrases of Turkish I learned a decade ago?
I buy a delightful dictionary that has a pronunciation key. And because I’m feeling
contrary, I buy the one that’s Italian-Hungarian. After all, at the end of the trip, I’ll be
spending time with my Italian friends who will have come to visit their Hungarian
friends, so doesn’t that mean everything will be coming together?
In the evening, we take a walk. We’ve been told by Marta that Tesco, <teshko>, is a
nearby 24-hour store, and that we can easily get there by taking Bus 83 for three stops.
But at the bus stop, we see no such animal. We see Bus #80 and a few others. I try to ask
nyolcvan három, eighty-three, by looking at my notes, but the nice couple I ask just seem
confused. Obviously my pronunciation is so far off that it’s better for us to keep
walking… and finally we see a sign for Tesco, and instead of trying to ask any more
people, we finally wise up enough to actually look at the stops listed on the bus stop. We
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don’t know the name of the Tesco stop, but at least we know the bus goes back to
Stadionok.
On the bus to come back to Hotel Stadium, we’re too intimidated to ask questions, so we
miss the stop (we now realize that it was two stops, not three). Too late we realize that the
names of the stops are posted on a small screen at the front of the bus, and we will learn
to watch for this, but we should have tried to ask someone.
I come back to the hotel too tired to try… so I actually ask the hotel guy how to say 212.
Kettö száz tizem kettö, he tells me. I say it to myself as I stumble to my room.
Tues. 6/27/06
I see Annamária first thing and ask how she is. But when she asks me how I am, I reply
finom in a happy, confident voice. Annamária looks at me strangely. Politely she points
out that I’ve just told her I’m delicious! Ah, the funny mistakes of language learners. (My
favorite example is my mother’s. Trying to use her best German, though she can
remember only a few words from a failed language course she’d taken some thirty years
earlier, she asks the sweet guests if they’re verrückt. They burst out laughing. She meant
to say fertig, meaning finished. Instead she has asked if they’re crazy!)
What a way to start out! The very first lecture we attend in Hungary speaks precisely to
the project that’s still forming in my head. Maria Sántha asks us to consider cultural
differences that govern language. In English, she says, we label things. We break things
down. If you look at a marketing book, there are Eight Reasons to Do X and Ten
Strategies for Why. The world is somehow knowable. Besides that, we label things so
that we can sell things. It’s important to own things. We have a market economy. We
want to name things so that we can put them in a catalog that we then sell.
Perhaps she’s gone a step too far in her thinking? Or is the business angle so, so obvious
in American life? I suspect it is. I suspect this is why, even though my parents thought it
was a fine idea and pressed me to change my major, after putting up with business
students in the business college for a semester as an undergraduate, I changed my major
right back to Spanish. I couldn’t get along with those students. I didn’t like them, and I
certainly didn’t want to be like them. I didn’t speak the language of competition and had
no motivation for learning it.
Maria tells us that she is a different person in English. She’s more confident. She’s
noisier. Is it simply the act of being in a different persona, or does the English persona
lend itself to this confident, garrulous person? I don’t think so. I think it’s the freedom of
suddenly being someone else that grants you the opportunity to play, and when we’re in
play mode, away from parental or societal expectations, we can be free.
In Hungarian, you live through things. You suffer. You beat around the bush. (Her
middle child didn’t know about middle-child syndrome until living in the US. Now he
has a name for it, so he knows what’s “wrong.”)
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Maria’s outlook seems pessimistic, and yet perhaps it’s merely realistic. Communist rule
is still alive in the minds of many. Fortune can change. It’s wrong to feel too certain.
She’s convinced this outlook has a profound effect on the language. I try to think back to
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis about how a culture’s life views shape the language
developed to discuss it.
Another aspect of life in English is that it’s “do-able.” You might fail, but there’s a
second chance; “Tomorrow is another day!” She says this and most of the group smiles. I
realize how she has again thrown in a cultural lesson: the cultural ties we share unite us
as a group. In our set of 10 people listening to the lecture, eight Fulbrighter teachers plus
Huba and his assistant Annamária, most of the crowd is already imagining Viven Leigh
in a field at dusk examining the earth with her bare hands and thinking that she will
somehow manage to survive. This is the “cultural literacy” that many think Ed Hirsch
had no right to complain about. Hirsch likes the fact that “Friends, Romans, Countrymen”
rings bells in people’s ears and should actually be taught. Many of my colleagues
complained about his approach, saying it was too male-oriented, too Western, too….
There were many arguments. And yet I can’t help but realize that with this simple phrase,
Maria has conveyed an entire cultural concept to a large portion of her audience.
Under Hungary’s communism, you didn’t get to build a library of references. Gone with
the Wind would have been heretical. You were never allowed to sympathize with the bad
guys, no matter how many times they got kicked to the ground.
Another difference: in the US, more civility is reflected in everyday life. People are rarely
rude or aggressive or even say what they are thinking. (In British English this transforms
to the understatement.)
Americans are structured in their attitudes. They prioritize. They create purpose-oriented
words. They think of life as a series of decisions. Until recently, Hungary was not a place
of decision-making. Decisions were made elsewhere and carried out by the Hungarians.
In Hungarian, the simple Hogy vagy?, How are you?, is a real question. But in contrast to
the States, where you are supposed to answer with some kind of positive rejoinder, in
Hungarian the typical response is Meg vagyok. I’m existing.
We get to attend a summit with US Ambassador Walker, but the lectures are making us a
little sleepy. Todd pokes me a couple of times, and a double coffee helps, but after that,
since not every speech is about an aspect of education that I can relate to, I steal glances
at my language sheet, the one we were given in Bloomington and that has about 100
phrases/words on it. And slyly, I think, I try to learn some.
At the reception, I meet a US educator who has lived in Budapest for fourteen years. I
immediately think he can be a source. He has successfully learned a high level of
Hungarian, thanks in part to a roommate’s patient girlfriend who let him practice on her. I
suspect that he can be another victim I might be able to practice on myself. I need to
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think of as many people as possible that I can make contact with on a daily basis. If I can
manage to say one phrase to all of them, I’ve already increased my language use that day
by an important percentage.
Carol and I go for a walk and at a small grocery store, I feel the proprietor is looking at
me suspiciously, perhaps because it takes me ten minutes to find my two simple
purchases, honey and lemons. But she visibly brightens when I simply say Jó estét, Good
evening. I feel completely rewarded for this small courtesy and sign of communication.
When I use the pool, I proudly say my room number to ask for the key. I do the same at
the front desk, and the man who taught me the phrase smiles. He repeats it after me, ten
times faster. No, I should give myself credit. Only five times faster. I assume I’ve said it
incorrectly, but I can’t hear the correction.
Back in the room, I stall. And then, sadly, I rewind the language tape and start at the
absolute beginning. I need to listen to the sounds all over again and try to associate them
with the spelling. Until I can manage to figure out how to say a word from reading it, I
will be in a perpetual sea of wrong pronunciations. And so, feeling as if I’ve learned
nothing in the six days since starting out…. I relisten to the vowels and the consonants
and look at the strange spellings. And then, almost gleefully (perhaps it’s getting late), I
choose some phrases for the next day, including two that should be particularly easy to
use: Álmos vagyok--I’m sleepy, and Meleg van—It’s hot. The weather has been unusually
warm, although not by Arizona standards, and everyone has been melting.
Wed. 6/28/06
To my real disappointment, the new pool boy can hardly understand when I ask him for
my key, and I realize I didn’t have the pronunciation quite right because I didn’t know
how to slur kettö with száz. One step forward and a half a step back.
Linguistically, however, the rest of the day is a resounding success. The lady who brings
us cold water nods in great agreement when I tell her Meleg van. The lady fanning herself
at the bus stop nods even more grandly. You must suffer in Hungarian, Maria might say.
I ask the teacher Maga vagy álmos? Are you sleepy? I already know the answer because
she’s madly trying to down a coffee before our lesson starts. Maybe a huge part of
language use is merely identifying commonalities between peoples and using them to
build easy blocks of communication?
Maria stresses that Hungarian is an oral language while English is visual. We write things
out. She got a note from her son’s school, not some message by word of mouth, when
there was to be a parent-teacher meeting. She knew we would madly try to take notes and
insisted we listen instead. Part of language is catching onto the cadences. Playing with
sounds. Not understanding fully.
She stresses this. If you’re a doctor, it’s no good to half-know things, she jokes. You
can’t get halfway through a surgery and say, whoops, I haven’t learned what comes next.
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But with language learning, you have to learn by knowing a little and building on that.
You have to be satisfied with a large level of imperfection. I’m afraid this fits my
personality. I can do many things imperfectly. When I get a little closer perfection, I start
to feel restless. And then, as this month, I find a new challenge.
Every thirty minutes you study Hungarian is a gain, she reminds us. She has us share our
homework, which was picking words out of ads. And again I’m pleased to find that there
are a few cognates. Carfiol, cauliflower, is the same in some other language I’ve
studied—perhaps Italian. Banán is a happy cognate. Tomatoes are referred to as
paradiscom, perhaps because they are supposed to be so good. Since it strikes me as
amusing to think of tomatoes as paradise, I’ll be able to remember the word.
With a little more work, the food words will be “do-able,” but at lunch in the school
cafeteria I’m happy enough to ask for croquettes. For the meat dish, I still have to point.
Suddenly I think it would be a lot easier on me if they could arrange to have the same
menu every day…..
Thurs. 6/29/06
I don’t manage to use the words I’d targeted, but I get some unexpected language
opportunities. On the bus, a gal knocks into me, and I say Nem probléma. That might be
wrong, but it seems to work. When she gets up to let me get by her, she says Vislat,
goodbye, and I actually catch it. I felt bad that I couldn’t say more to her, or at least ask
whether or not she spoke English, but there you have it: motivation. You’ve got to want
to use your brand-new toy of communicative possibilities. (Maybe this is why I don’t
need technological gadgets. I’m much happier with linguistic ones.)
At the post office, I fare less well. I try to say “twenty stamps US,” but I’m too timid to
speak up, and given the great glass window, the gal doesn’t hear me and is irritated when
I don’t want to buy a phone card. So there’s the trick. You have to avoid negative
experiences, but you also have to be prepared to run into them from time to time. And
then, you have to quickly get over it, which I do by asking an older lady Hol van a Metro
Astoria? That’s probably an incorrect way to ask for the Astoria metro stop, but we
communicated. And thank goodness I asked, since I was supposed to meet the group
there and was going exactly the wrong way! I start thinking about the language learning
trick of asking five or so people the same question, even after you know the answer, just
for practice. Seems like a good idea.
We hear a lecture on music and go to a Bartók concert. I’m glad I’ve already looked up
the word for music, zene. Could it possibly come from the Greek é ? I didn’t have time
to find out from today’s lecture how much of an influence Turkish music has been on the
Hungarian folk songs, but I’m sure there are direct ties.
While I listen to the concert, I ponder the connection of language to culture and also
music to language. Is Bartók a truly Hungarian composer, or is he a composer? Is there
something inherently Hungarian in his music? The way the cello player seems to be
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suffering through it, I wonder. On the other hand, when we heard the lecture today, I was
struck by the fact that Kodály and Bartók both sound like Gershwin. Or do they sound
like one another? But the exuberance of Kodály brought me straight to “An American in
Paris.” So the explanation of a Hungarian music doesn’t wash with me. I suspect Bartók
of being in a class—and a world—all his own.
Tomorrow is Friday, Péntek. Does this have to do with the Greek πé , meaning five? In
Greek, Thursday is πé π , but Greek calls Monday the second day,
é , so in that
logic, perhaps there’s a connection, with the Hungarian and Greek versions both being
based on a Greek stem for five. Perhaps there’s no tie at all, but after a lengthy analysis,
at least I should remember what day tomorrow is by the time it gets here!
Fri. 6/30/06
When we hop on the bus, I go ahead and sit down, but Todd doesn’t take a seat, and an
elderly lady, puzzled, sits next to me. I point to Todd and try to communicate. Erös, I say,
and mimic a man lifting weights. I’d seen the word in connection with strong black
coffee, but figured it might transfer. The woman nodded and smiled, in complete
understanding. Then, after listening to Todd and me in English, she asks in English if we
know how to use the bus pass! She’s from Israel and doesn’t know a word of Hungarian.
(Coincidentally, Carol and I ran into her later in the day.) So, the day’s first attempt at
language is inconclusive, but it was also a reminder of the power of sign language.
In the store, the lady rattles off how much I owe and I can’t catch it. Still don’t know the
numbers well enough. Can’t these sink in anytime soon? Still having trouble figuring out
the sounds when I look at words.
Sat. 7/1/06
Lots of language use today. I start by asking the young girl at the entrance to the
breakfast room how to say “Do you speak English?”, which has somehow slipped under
my radar. She tells me to say Beszélsz angolul?, but by the time I use it twelve hours
later, I say it so wrong the woman at the hotel desk doesn’t understand me. So I ask her in
English whether or not she speaks English, and ask her to tell me how to ask the question
in Hungarian. She gives me the formal form, Bezsél angolul, which sounds quite
different. Tomorrow I’m sure I’ll have to try it all over again.
We go to the market and, thanks to Annamária, get good language practice. She assigns
us words and we have to go buy the correct amounts of things. I have a terrible problem
understanding any of the totals they tell me. Is it just fast? Can I blame it on their
mumbling? But the shop owners were quite patient even when I could barely get things
figured out. By the time I was buying grapes I was completely confused, but I managed
to joke with the woman with fáradt, tired, which I pronounced wrong but she understood
correctly. But the szölü that I buy are fantastic.
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At the market, a violinist plays through lunch. So I get to tell him, with Annamária’s
help, of course, Szépen játszik—you play beautifully. I think back to Greece: these were
among the words Greek words I could use as well, and for the same reason: I wanted to
communicate with the musicians.
I head to the Szépmüvészeti Múzeum. Even though the day is fairly cool and overcast,
the museum is hot inside, and I get to practice over and over meleg, hot. The guards are
melting. At least I’m there because I want to be. In the cloakroom, happy to hand over a
heavy purse, I get to make use of the one wonderful thing about language learning:
usually you can double your repertoire by learning the words for negation. Nem erös, I’m
not strong, seemed to make perfect sense for happiness at handing over a bag. In
retrospect, these seem like such small things that they shouldn’t even be important.
Perhaps that’s one of the keys. You have to learn to embrace the smallest particle of
language use. Baby steps are acceptable.
We have a hard time finding Százéves étterem, but I get to ask several people where it is.
Luckily they didn’t know… I wouldn’t have understood their responses anyway.
Sun. 7/2/06
We’ve been here a week. I should know more by now! Language acquisition can be a
slow process—in fact, it usually is. That should be an expected part of the package. The
other part is that you have to be persistent. Tenacious even. If you can’t remember the
word, you have to keep looking it up. I’ve had good luck keeping my “cheat sheet”
readily available in my purse. If I can remember where I learned a word from (book,
dictionary, notes), I can find it when I need it. This is important because most of the time
I still can’t remember the words I’m trying to get into my head. They slip away
completely, or I remember one syllable.
Yesterday Annamária made a joke of not writing down how much we’d spent at the
market unless we struggled and told her in Hungarian; otherwise we wouldn’t be
reimbursed. So today, when she tried to return the change she owed me by counting out
the sum in English, I told her “Nem ertem,”, “I don’t understand.” She laughed. “That’s
why I like this group!” she said. And then it took her about four tries to get across to me
that I needed to give her four hundred—negy szaz—so that she could give me three
thousand. No matter. I felt appreciated. She could laugh about having the tables turned
because she’d set the exercise up so well that it was a pity not to carry on with it.
At the Renaissance restaurant, I have to use my cheat sheet to find the phrase from
yesterday: Szépen játszik, you play well. The lute player was certainly surprised. He was
pleased too—he’d been background music for over an hour straight, but everyone was so
busy eating that they weren’t paying attention.
We meet Annamária’s father. He’s very sweet—making sure we have enough of his
wine, etc. He says something about my playing the violin. I can’t understand or think of
any appropriate words, so I walk off seemingly mid (non)-conversation. I look for my
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cheat sheet so that I can figure out the word for play, Játsz, and add the first-person
ending ok. Then I was madly looking for the words for szombat and vasárnap, Saturday
and Sunday, but by the time I got back to the man, he was speaking German to Kris.
What a breath of fresh air German was! Annamária’s father spoke very, very well. Marta,
our culture/history guide, can speak more correctly and fluently than I can. But how
lovely to actually be able to communicate!
Annamária has printed out some songs for us. I have fun singing along, but the only word
that sticks is virágom, my flower.
I need to be more tenacious. Todd asks Huba how we’ve been doing linguistically
compared to other groups. He compliments us, perhaps just to encourage us. It works. I
get back to the hotel, ready to start studying the words I still haven’t internalized….
Mon. 7/3/06
Am I making any progress? At lunch I try to ask the lady what kind of cheese she’s
served us, Mi az?, but I have to say it a couple of times to be intelligible, and then she
seems surprised that her answer of sajt [shyt], cheese, isn’t quite enough. Luckily to get
on the metro all I have to manage is Mexikoi, the name of the end station. At the pool it’s
all Bacsánat and nem problema, excuse me and it’s not a problem. The guy who runs the
stand near the metro tells me how much the oranges are, but I don’t catch what he says.
He has to show me the number on his calculator, and he tells me in English at the same
time. Then I get to the hotel and, trying to be brave since really, by now, saying my room
number is not a challenge, I try to ask for a wake-up call. The poor guy looks at me,
probably masking the horror of whatever I was doing to his language. Nyolc, eight, is
pronounced [ñoltz]. I told him that the number was so hard I’d have to learn to ask for a
different time! Today Annamária and Huba are my only other victims, although at
Széchenyi Gyógyfürdõ, one of the famous bathing places, and the one I think Mom and
John and I went to in 1973, I hear a lot of Hungarian. And even if I don’t always have the
chance to say words, there are more I’m thinking during the course of the day.
Tues. 7/4/06
All the way to school I practice the name of the spa so that I can tell Annamária where
we went. This is motivating because I know she will be there. I know I will have the
chance to use the word. Later, at the famous Bagolyvár Restaurant, the hostess seems
surprised but pleased when I manage to ask for the bathroom correctly. Then at the
mayor’s office, when we’re introducing ourselves, I say “Ransdell DR vagyok,” which is
the correct way to say who you are since Hungarians start with the last name. Every
person who has helped us the least bit with the language has told us that. The Hungarians
place importance on family names, so all the Hungarian teachers wanted to emphasize
that cultural aspect. Of course, it’s the same way in Asia, but I suppose everywhere else
in Europe it’s the other way around.
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At the 4th of July party, most everyone speaks English except for the daughter of one of
the guests and the bus driver. I use both as language victims. The girl, eight years old, is
happy to get our attention, so I use as many words as possible, including happy. I’ve
always felt you have to use the word at least once—but probably more like three times—
in order to own it. Today I owned boldog. We were introduced to it our first night in
Hungary, but today is the first day I could cough it up when I needed it without any help.
Of course Todd and I find several ways to make use of erös, strong, which has nearly
become our motto. Actually it’s just been fun to use. Todd cheerfully lets us poke fun at
him, so there’s no reason not to repeat the trick when we have an audience. The girl is
confused at first, but her mother insists that we meant to say what she thinks she heard.
The bus driver confesses to only knowing a few words of English. We trade the words we
know, mostly numbers, although I ask if he’s boldog. (In this case I fear erös could be
misconstrued.) Then, better yet, when he tries hard to speak to me in English I can hear
that he’s using words in German and switch to German. Much easier! He doesn’t know
much German, but it’s fun to talk to him because he doesn’t know that I’m making
mistakes….
I’m able to correctly communicate that I would like a ngyolc wake-up call.
Italy-Germany World Cup Soccer Game. It’s moderated in Hungarian, but I can catch the
number words. Yay! I read on the screen that the next soccer game will be on szerda,
Wednesday.
Wed. 7/5/06
I realize, reluctantly, that only true situations of language use should count as journal
entries. I’ve been at this language-learning game for ten days already, two weeks if you
count the time in Bloomington. I finally almost have the hang of the pronunciation. If
someone says a phrase for me, I won’t be able to remember it indefinitely, but I’ll be able
to say it, and it will be more familiar each time I use it. Today my biggest conversations
were with a shop owner and the front desk guy. I told the shop owner I was sorry that I
couldn’t speak Hungarian. He said kicsit, a little?, but even that’s going a bit far. Still, the
effort gets me a smile at least, and I’m happy to recognize a phrase I’ve studied, no
matter its limited usefulness. At the hotel it’s a similar thing. I approach the TV screen,
and the young trainee immediately tries to ask what I want. I say null-hat, zero-six? I’m
joking: soccer scores are rarely so extreme, but instead he’s merely confused, and when I
cheat and use English, he’s able to tell me that the score is the usual one, zero-zero. The
real desk clerk lets me ask for a wake-up call, but frowns at the early time. I can’t
remember the word for sad, so I resort to Nem boldog, not happy. Luckily that works too!
Thurs. 7/6/06
On tour around Hungary with the group it’s harder to find moments of language use, but
at least I can ask the girl at the monastery if she speaks English. She quickly shakes her
head that she doesn’t. Instead I practice word recognition when I listen to Annamária and
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Marta and Janos (bus driver) talk. Ráspi didn’t speak English, but his German was quite
good, so of course it was easier to switch over.
Fri. 7/07/06
Sopron. Lots of good chances today. The first big pressure was to make nice with the
museum lady since I was going to have to sneak out before the end of the tour so that I
could join the others on time. (This was tricky because, for security, the guide would lock
us into each room as she went along.) I started off by asking if she spoke English, (no),
and then German, (a little). At that point I switched to German, which worked much more
efficiently (the town is full of Austrians who come over to enjoy the reasonable prices),
but I can’t help but think she was pleased that I could at least ask in Hungarian. (There
were a lot of people on the tour, so if necessary I would have started asking if anyone at
all spoke English.) Before leaving the building, I apologized to the other ladies, saying
something about an “autobus.” They were very sweet—and quickly sneaked me into the
crowning room of the museum, a room with a beautifully painted ceiling and a couple of
other furniture goodies!
As we walk through the second palace I get out my words so that I can study the verb
conjugations that I should have learned when they were first introduced over a week ago.
I have to keep saying them over and over: to know: tudok, tudez, tud, tudunk, tudtok,
tudnak. And that’s only half of it: to speak: beszélek, beszélez, beszél, beszélünk,
beszélek, beszelnek. (But I had to cheat just now and look at them again to write them
correctly.) A tour guide in training was listening in on our tour, so I make her give me the
pronunciation…
At night I try to ask for a wake-up call. The guy immediately calls for reinforcements,
and his colleague addresses me in English. Still, it was a good try.
Sat. 7/08/06
I make a few attempts to say hi to locals. At the porcelain factory, a couple of the artisans
seemed shocked and pleased when I simply said nagyon szép, very beautiful. But I do
feel frustrated by the fact that my few terms are so limited. Today’s actual linguistic feat
was on the metro when I overheard a guy talking to an older couple, and I was able to ask
him what time the metro stopped: Ti
é ? He was stunned, and switched to
English (he may not have heard me). But his cousins understood—and were thrilled to
hear someone else speaking Greek. I was happy because I hadn’t even tried thinking in
Greek since the last time I saw Haroula mid-May. Last summer my Greek deteriorated
terribly while I was in Italy and didn’t bother to work on it. Maybe more of it is in my
mind now? Probably not, but….
I surprised Annamária by catching fekete, which means black, while listening to her
speak with Marta. Such small steps seem like huge gains.
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Sun. 7/09/06
On the train I can’t think fast enough to tell the young woman szabad, the seat is free, but
I do ask if she speaks English. She said “Yes, of course,” which made sense after the
explained that she was an English teacher! We had an interesting chat—I asked her to
pronounce verbs, she asked me questions when we got to vocabulary words she didn’t
know. Great fun.
I meet Anna in Tác. Her Italian is so good that I only resort to my Italian-Hungarian
dictionary once (although it didn’t tell me what I wanted to know), but she has to
translate for me all day long. I do manage to use many of the words I know, but it takes
me hours to learn to pronounce the town I got off at: Székesfehérvár. Had to look it up
again just now to be able to get it down right. It’s only five syllables, and yet those
syllables have given me countless problems! It’s about like learning beginning Greek
when one of the most basic words, please, is πa ak ó, When Anna is translating what
we’re talking about to her family members I do manage to catch a few words, but I’m just
as glad that her brother remembers a bit of Italian. (Of course, this is another reason it’s
hard to learn Hungarian—so many Hungarians can speak something else.)
Mon. 7/10/06
Get to use nem ertem, I don’t understand, a couple of times in the park. At Százéves
Etterem I can joke with the cembalo player that I’m sorry I don’t speak Hungarian.
(Luckily Vincent carries the day—he knows quite a lot of English.) I’m sad I can’t come
close to carrying on a conversation with the others, but at least I manage to give them a
lot of attention.
Tues. 7/11/06
Would give my kingdom for a cognate. Rather, having learned that megálló meant stop,
as in metro megálló, I was merely hoping for a cognate from any form of the Greek word,
á meaning big, but it doesn’t seem to be connected.
Linguistic failures: just when I need to tell the bus driver that Annamária will be along in
a minute, I can’t think of the phrase egy pillanat, although I open right to it when I grab
my Hungarian book back at the room that night. I should have been able to ask the
professor’s kids Mi a neve? What’s your name?, but that didn’t come to me either. Then,
in a final irony, I greet the gal who works at the pool, but as we’re both leaving the gym,
she says something about where I learned Hungarian and I have to guess at what she
means to answer the question, and even then I had to switch to English!
Have given up on mastering each dialogue or vocabulary list from the book before
moving on—after two weeks I’m barely on Chapter Five. I’ve been avoiding much use of
the tape because it’s depressingly fast. The author explains in her introduction that she
just wanted to achieve a natural speed, but she’s gone overboard.
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Wed. 7/12/06
Keep having to look up phrases I should have already learned. At the bookstore, though,
I’m pleased to recognize a few different words, though instead of asking whether they
have books in English, the best I can do is ask Angolul? and pick up a book. (Crude, but
it worked.) Orshi tells me that night: book—könyv. No wonder the language is so hard!
You don’t even have a fighting chance of figuring out words on your own. They’re too
extremely different. And even though Orshi tells me twice, I have to come home and look
it up.
Thurs. 7/13/06
I’m thrilled to find that Hortobágy, the name of our next destination, comes from the
Greek ó , grass, a word I actually know in Greek. To learn something as difficult as
Hungarian, it helps to pull out all the stops—to use each bit of knowledge.
I’m excited to recognize the word for library, könyvtár, after finally learning the word for
book. That night, I finally think I master “Visontlatasra.” Five syllables to say goodbye?:
You might as well stay….
Fri. 7/14/06
In the lake we learn about visitürk, the rose lilies. I ask the rower if the temperature is
húsz nyolc, twenty-eight, but he doesn’t understand the question, and Huba has to rescue
me. On our walk through the woods I’m excited to find one more cognate: kronológin.
I notice that cukrászda are cakes. The stem is another cognate; sucre means sweet in
French and Spanish. Hungarian is so hard that every single cognate counts!
Sat. 7/15/06
I’ve often discounted a word thinking it wasn’t important and then needed it a few days
later. This time I finally found a use for cipö, shoe, when we were joking with the driver
about how nice his were.
Whoops! The difference between hús ,meat, and húsz, twenty, is so tiny in my ears that I
ask for meat postcards. No wonder the shopkeeper looked at me strangely…
We easily recognize the power of a single phrase: When people come up to us to do a
product promotion, I ask if they can speak English (in Hungarian), and they quickly
moved on to the next table.
Sun. 7/16/06
Great language day, since I went to Tác and spent my time with Anna and friends.
Studied all the way there on the train, but when I’m really confused about where we are
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and ask the only guy who looks local, he worriedly asks me “Sprechen Sie Deutch?”, Do
you speak German?” In this case I’m more than happy to switch languages. More
importantly, I’ve finally figured out how to say Székesfehérvár (SZEK-esh-fey-hair-var).
During mass, the priest speaks slowly and clearly enough that I recognize at least twenty
words. For all my complaints, I have to admit that the mass is full of cognates from Latin.
(In other words, it could be worse.)
In my final time with Anna today it happens. Her cat keeps licking my fingers to the
point of absurdity; both Anna and her husband Giovanni are surprised about this. The cat
usually doesn’t have so much patience. And I am able to say, with perfect calm, “finom
vagyok, I am delicious,” which I’d said on my second day in Hungary quite mistakenly.
I’m thrilled that what started as a mistake could become a “delicious” piece of language
communication—Anna and Giovanni laughed appropriately at my inventive instance of
language use.
Mon. 7/17/06
When I fall onto the bus, at least I should have said héftö, Monday, but I couldn’t think of
it in time. I try out my Hungarian on the new bus driver, but since he’s worked in
England a bit, we can communicate a lot more in English. This is always the problem—
whatever means facilitate communication win. So to really work on a language, you have
to be in a situation where communication is necessary, and your language skills are
stronger than the other communicator’s. Otherwise instead of the target language, you
wind up speaking something else.
We dip into Slovakia for a couple of hours. In the restaurant, it’s actually a comfort to be
able to use the slightest bit of Hungarian! The staff didn’t blink an eye—traffic between
the two borders is constant—but it’s easy to detect written Slovakian because they use a
sign over the “s” and not as many (any?) diacritical markings on the other words. As we
walked around the town I tried to listen for which language people were speaking, but I
wasn’t always sure.
Tues. 7/18/06
Talked briefly to several people at the market but was always relieved when they troubled
themselves enough to show me the amount I owed on a calculator.
The movie we watch at Annamária’s is a good choice; throughout, the main actor speaks
clearly. He always has to greet people, so we get to hear him say phrases we’ve learned.
It’s great to hear several actors admit Nem ertem, I don’t know instead of hearing me say
it.
We go to the National Cemetery, and suddenly history comes together: we find that many
of the subway station have been named for famous dead people. I’m slight annoyed at
myself. Why should it have taken three weeks to figure out that Luija was Louisa?
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Wed. 7/19/06
We watch a film at school, A Hídember, Bridge Man, so I have more practice picking up
bits and pieces of language. The dialogue is much faster than in the film we saw last
night, but it’s still satisfying to recognize something.
I ride the bus with the movie professor, and he says his wife teaches Hungarian. What
makes the job hard, he says, is that the methods books are so bad. I agree. Certainly the
only one I could get my hands on has been difficult to the point of being overwhelming.
I joke with Todd in Hungarian—it’s our private communication system. When you only
know a few words, you have to use them more creatively.
Thurs. 7/20/06
I only practice on a couple of victims. I cheat when I get off the subway. I notice two
people speaking British English and ask them directions for Tesco, but once I’m there,
I’m thrilled to find the appropriate cards for Annamária and Huba about friendship:
báratság. I learn a useful phrase from Török’s Critical Guide Maga sokkal jobban tud
angolul mint én magyarul. Your Hungarian is far better than my English. Had I learned
that phrase when I first arrived in Budapest, I could have used it five times a day!
Fri. 7/21/06
I have fun making myself understood at the art museum asking about the owners of the
“private collection” pieces, but the museum guards don’t know much about the paintings
(even if they did, of course, I wouldn’t have understood the answers), and there isn’t any
material printed in English!
Sat. 7/22/06
At Anna’s house in Tác, I have final chances to use Hungarian with her mother and
husband and neighbor. The best moment, though, is when I offer to deliver some roasted
duck to her mother. Anna has to help me, of course, and I have to repeat it to myself at
least eighteen times, but when I arrive cheerfully shouting “hostam kocát: duck
delivery!”the neighbors all stop to turn around. Irene is quite happy—she loves roasted
duck!
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ABSTRACT
INFLUENCE OF PAST RESIDENCE EXPERIENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL
PERCEPTIONS OF HOMELIKE IN ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES
Ronald L. Reed, University of North Texas
Katharine E. Leigh, Colorado State University
Kenneth R. Tremblay, Jr., Colorado State University
Research Objectives
The growing number of older adults over the age of 65 places increased demands for the
availability of longterm housing that meets individual needs of an independent homelike
environment. Assisted living facilities have been promoted as a homelike alternative to nursing
home care. A challenge for adults in their later years occurs when their safety and security
necessitates seeking new housing types that they may not have either experienced or that they
perceive as environments that promote institutional living.
The perception of institutional ambiance in housing types available to our elderly
population potentially negates the consideration of alternate living arrangements in their older
years. Older adults prefer the comforts of their existing homes and will seek ways in which they
can be given care without having to move into congregate housing. Making a transition from a
large home to a small room can potentially impact the quality of life. The need for personal
space to reflect the homelike characteristic often evident within older adults’ prior home
environment can be one of several deciding factors in choosing longterm care. Increasing square
footage requirements creates more opportunity and choice for residents.
The evidence of architectural and design features supporting an environmental context of
“homelike” may provide a positive quality of life. This research has attempted to uncover those
environmental cues and characteristics of older adults’ previous residence impacting their
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perceptions of homelike elements in their new residence? The purpose of this study was to
provide information to assist all parties involved in the development, design, and management of
assisted living facilities in determining if and what architectural and design elements are
perceived as most homelike. This information can be used to better assist the planning and
design of future longterm care facilities.
Methodology
Residents of three assisted living facilities in northern Colorado were surveyed in 2003
for their perceptions of homelike qualities within their living spaces. A total of 37 older adults
(31 women and 6 men) participated in the study. Specific questions within the survey asked
residents to indicate the choices made in their individual spaces as homelike by identifying the
items in their current spaces that were selected from their previous homes. Asking residents to
describe their meanings of homelike attributed to the selection of decorative items and objects
that makes their living space homelike allowed for the development of specific environmental
codes that were assigned to each question and counted for frequency in occurrence. This
strategy presented the researcher with the opportunity to derive meaning from residents’
responses to the final questions of the survey, and for statistical comparison between items most
commonly selected for their homelike meaning.
Frequency in code appearance uncovered environmental themes to explain the processes
residents used in creating and sustaining homelike in assisted living facilities. Additionally, the
researcher conducted an observational inventory of architectural and interior design features
within each assisted living facility. This information was used to uncover any relational
evidence of homelike characteristics to the residents’ responses to the survey questions.
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Outcomes
Few variations among perceptions of homelike by residents in each facility existed
despite differences in features and resident profile. Open coding of questions administered in the
Homelike Perceptions Survey suggested the emergence of four experiences of place in the
written responses to survey questions. The four themes uncovered included: personal/memories,
socialization, physical environment, and autonomy as indicators for the selection and personal
attachment to belongings that influenced their perceptions of home. A balance of function and
aesthetics resulted in three relationships between environmental qualities and decorative features:
environmental context, expressions of aesthetics, and continuity of home. These themes and subthemes contributed to the phenomenon of homelike and were further supported by written
descriptions and photo documentation.
Residents expressed comfort as a key concept of homelike. Residents tended to choose
objects based on memories, personal experiences, entertainment value, and practical use.
Secondly, further determination between those objects can be based on adequate space
accommodating the items in the new home. Finally, these objects can provide comfort, security,
and continuity of home and self when opportunities for personalization exist.
Participants in this study mentioned several experiences of place that likely affect
perceptions of their environment. The results of the survey have alluded to a complex
relationship likely existing between the interior environment, personal emotions, individual
choices, and ability for socialization. The similarities in factorial relationships, themes that
emerged through open coding, and responses to the survey aid in validating a potential need for
considering homelike in assisted living design. These perceptions, whether homelike or non-
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homelike provide insights into multiple dimensions of space that can be considered influential in
producing homelike and non-homelike perceptions.
Design Recommendations
Analysis of participant surveys and comments the following design recommendations are
offered in the design and planning of future assisted living facilities:
•

Larger room square footage to accommodate residents’ personal belongings including
larger pieces of furniture. While it would be impossible for residents to accommodate all
items from a previous home, an increase in resident room size would allow for the
resident to choose significant items of meaning.

•

Separate living spaces to accommodate residents’ furniture and specifically promote
socialization away from the bedside among residents and for visits by family and nonresident friends.

•

Built-in features for display of decorative objects supporting personalization of space and
increased feelings of home. Observation of these three assisted living facilities indicated
no built-in shelving or little display space in resident rooms. In order for display of
personal objects to take place, floor and wall space to accommodate bookshelves, curio
cabinets, or furniture is needed for placing personal belongings.

•

Potential code modification to allow an increase in the minimum required room square
footage, currently 100 square feet, to 500 square feet. This amount of space would be
sufficient when one considers that a typical studio apartment can range between 450-600
square feet offering a private bath, kitchen, living space, private bedroom and storage,
and in some cases a walk-out patio.
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Future Research
An increase in the number of facilities surveyed is necessary to gain a larger sample size
for generalization in addition to considering facilities that are independently regulated within
other states. A longitudinal study is suggested to yield additional data into the transitional
process from home into assisted living facilities. Interviewing individuals currently living at
home but planning a move into assisted living may uncover additional data on the selection
process and emotional effects on the residents. Observing the individual’s process of transitional
downsizing to a smaller space may provide additional data on the selection of personal
belongings.
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Dr. Sharon L. Reeves
ABSTRACT

“The Bureaucratic and Medical Mistreatment of Public Women in
Nineteenth-Century Europe”
The objective of my paper is to examine how the policymakers of three
major European nations—France, England and Spain—responded to a new
epidemic of venereal disease, one of the most serious medical crises to
threaten the lives of the European population throughout the nineteenthcentury. My paper focuses on the study of the bureaucratic and medical
governmental policies instituted during the century, policies which
adversely impacted the quality of life of public women, or prostitutes.
When European nations waged war against Napoleon at the beginning of the
nineteenth-century, they were alarmed to discover that their armies were
seriously infected with syphilis and gonorrhea. As in past epidemics, soldiers
were the first victims, then prostitutes, and finally, the general population.
However, when it was discovered that the disease was transmitted through
copulation, prostitutes—and not soldiers—were immediately and erroneously
blamed as the source of the contagion.
With the intention of controlling and combating the propagation of venereal
diseases, almost all European nations instituted various systems for the
“Reglementation” (or: “Reglamentation”) of prostitution. Governments enacted
ordinances that were based on the following three key elements: 1. the official
regulation or inscription of all public women with the police or other authorities; 2.
the habitual compulsory medical inspection of all prostitutes by governmental
physicians; 3.public women diagnosed with syphilis or gonorrhea were
hospitalized for treatment in medical facilities specializing in venereal diseases.
In my conclusion, I will address the reasons attributed to the failure of the
various Reglementation programs for the identification, inspection, and treatment
of public women.
My paper is based on a comparative study of the various national
policies on Reglementation developed and implemented in France, England
and Spain, as documented in the published findings of noted nineteenthand twentieth-century historians.
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Dr. Sharon L. Reeves

“The Bureaucratic and Medical Mistreatment of Public Women in NineteenthCentury Europe”

The objective of my paper is to examine how the policymakers of three major
European nations—France, England and Spain—responded to a new epidemic of
venereal disease, one of the most serious medical crises to threaten the lives of the
European population throughout the nineteenth-century. My paper focuses on the study
of the bureaucratic and medical governmental policies instituted during the century,
policies which adversely impacted the quality of life of public women, or professional
prostitutes.
The appearance of a major outbreak of venereal disease was not new to the
European population. Historically, gonorrhea and syphilis have been around for
centuries. Recognition of the existence of gonorrhea, for example, dates back to Ancient
Greece where references to the disease were found in medical records. New epidemic of
gonorrhea and syphilis would break out periodically in Europe throughout the centuries.
A particular virulent strain of syphilis struck the troops of King Charles VIII of France at
the end of the fifteenth century and quickly spread throughout the continent during the
following century. Soldiers were the first victims, then prostitutes, and finally the general
population. However, when it was established that the disease was transmitted through
copulation, prostitutes were immediately blamed as the source of the contagion.1
When European nations waged war against Napoleon at the beginning of the
nineteenth century, they were alarmed to discover that their armies were seriously
infected with syphilis and gonorrhea. Although, as in the sixteenth century, it was the
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masses of soldiers who transmitted these diseases, society focused on prostitutes as the
source of the latest epidemic (Bullough Women 233). As Jill Harsin affirms: “In the
peculiar politics of venereal disease, women were always the guilty transmitters, men
(and the wives and children of these men) their hapless victims.”2
Bullough defines syphilis and describes the various stages of the disease:
Syphilis is primarily a venereal disease spread from person to person by
sexual intercourse although it technically (but rarely) can also be acquired
by sharing a drinking vessel or by infection through a wound. The disease
does not appear immediately upon infection but only after a ten-to ninetyday period of incubation. The first sign of the disease is a chancre usually
on the genitals (hence its early association with intercourse), although
chancres can also appear on other areas of the body where mucous tissue
is found. As the disease exists today, the chancre is not particularly
painful and will eventually disappear of its own accord within three to
eight weeks, leaving only a slight scar to indicate where it had been. Soon
after it disappears, usually from four to eight weeks later, the second stage
of syphilis appears, and this is a more generalized reaction to the infection.
Though the symptoms vary from patient to patient, there is likely to be a
skin rash, sores in the mouth, a mild sporadic fever and headache, a sore
throat, and ulcers or lesions that appear on the legs and other parts of the
body. This second phase also eventually disappears, after which the
disease enters a latent phase, although occasionally the symptoms of the
second phase will reappear again. During the early latent phase the patient
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is highly infectious for about two years, after which the danger of
infection declines. This late latent phase may last for several years, but if
the patient does not die of other causes eventually the third stage of
syphilis makes its appearance. This can take several forms. Often a lesion
called a gumma appears, and it can be anywhere on the skin, in the bones,
or in vital organs such as the heart. Blood vessels are weakened, allowing
rupture of the supply to the heart or brain. The nervous system can be
attacked, causing paralysis and insanity. (Women 147)
Unlike in previous times, the nineteenth-century medical community had
identified the three stages of the development of syphilis by the middle of the century.
During the Second Empire in France (1852-1870), “clinical studies had made it possible
to assess the development of syphilis and to define the manifestations of its three
successive stages. The discovery of the tertiary stage, of its seriousness and of all its
effects, stimulated the fear of degeneracy, which was very widespread in the 1870s….”3
By the 1860s pioneering French physician Philippe Ricord had “described the three-stage
development of syphilis.” (Bullough, History 217). Ricord’s work was well known
outside of France. Judith Walkowitz 4 also discusses Ricord’s mid century success in
tracing “syphilis through its three stages” (50). Based on Ricord’s findings, “midVictorian medical authorities were generally able to agree on certain essential features of
syphilis” (50), which included knowledge of the symptoms and the time-frame involved
in the three stages (50-51).
The alarming rise of congenital syphilis fueled European society’s growing fear
of deformities, disability, depopulation and the loss of future generations. According to
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Bullough, “syphilis can also be transmitted from parent to child, and if the disease is in
the active stage, the mother will usually abort after the fourth month.” (Bullough, Women
147). Nineteenth-century physician, Dr. Benjamin de Céspedes reported on the findings
presented in 1885 by the expert venereologist, Dr. Alfred Fournier, on the high mortality
rate of the unborn offspring of syphilitic pregnant women. According to Céspedes,
Fournier ”referia (sic) la historia de 44 mujeres sifiliticas (sic) de su clientela privada, en
estado de embarazo. El resultado de la sifilis (sic) en estos embarazos fue: 43 niños
muertos. 1 superviente.” 5 The chances of surviving were also noted by Céspedes.
Moreover, in this type of situation, if the mother should give birth, “el niño nacido hereda
la sifilis que se presenta con muchos de los caractéres (sic) del adulto, salvo la primitiva
lesión: el chancro sifilítico” (251). According to Bullough, “children born to syphilitic
parents had congenital syphilis resulting in various congenital deformities, the most
common of which was blindness” (History 218).
Males, especially from the upper classes, who traditionally did not concern
themselves at all about the welfare of the lower classes, least of all prostitutes, were now
forced to confront the fatal consequences of their own promiscuous behavior. Their
sexual escapades now threatened not only themselves, but also their wives and children.
Venereal disease now jeopardized their life ambition of passing their wealth and property
securely from one generation to the next. Their rampant promiscuity could result in the
extinction of their own families and genealogical lines. The venereologists of the period
expounded the dangers of this threat to the survival of the family. As Corbin informs us:
The venereal danger was all the more serious, the specialists urged, in
that, coming as it did from the social depths, it attacked not only the guilty
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but also the innocent bourgeois. The “syphilis of the innocents,” which
had long since been recognized but had been given new immediacy by
Fournier, increased the public’s horror of the disease. Syphilitic newborn
babies, the midwives who delivered them, wet nurses diseased by the
babies they were sucking…. And this figure did not include “the syphilis
of honest women”—fiancées made victims by the kisses they accorded
their betrothed, young brides contaminated by their grooms, faithful wives
who paid for their husbands’ behavior…. (249)
In the end, as the medical literature on the subject emphasizes, the
venereal danger led to a decline in marriages, the breakup of households,
an increase in divorce, and therefore to a decrease in population…the risk
of depopulation through venereal disease was, in 1885, denounced in
fearful terms by Professor Fournier before his colleagues at the Academy
of Medicine. (250)
The use of prophylaxis was considered as a possible deterrent against venereal
disease in the nineteenth century. According to Harsin, “uncertainly about the
effectiveness of syphilis cures had placed most of the attention on prophylaxy…” (251).
However, this historian observes how authorities were not enthusiastic about encouraging
its use at the individual level. The issue “was interpreted almost exclusively in a social
rather than a personal sense” (251). The question of “individual hygienic measures” was
either “lost in the flurry of regulations about public prostitution,” or, surprisingly, even
“explicitly repudiated” by many specialists in the medical community (251-52).
According to Harsin: “Barrier methods of birth control were known to provide some
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protection against the transmission of venereal disease but were not favored by the
experts. One doctor spoke of ‘la dégoûtante capote,’ the repugnant condom” (252n24).
With the intention of controlling and combating the propagation of venereal
diseases almost all European nations instituted various systems for the reglementation of
prostitution.6 According to Charles Bernheimer: “The fact of syphilis is the cornerstone
of the entire regulatory edifice. Fear of the spread of syphilis justifies treating
prostitution as a public health problem.”7 Governments enacted ordinances, which were
based on the following three key elements: 1. the official registration or inscription of all
prostitutes with the police or other authorities; 2. the habitual compulsory medical
inspection of all prostitutes by governmental physicians; 3. prostitutes diagnosed with
syphilis or gonorrhea were hospitalized for treatment in medical facilities specializing in
venereal diseases.
In the history of prostitution in Europe, the inscription of prostitutes in official
records was not new to the nineteenth century. Throughout the centuries governments
have sought to monitor or control the lives of their public women,8 as in legalizing
brothel prostitution while outlawing, in many cases, clandestine prostitution: the
commerce of independent (i.e.: streetwalkers) or part-time prostitutes. However, in the
nineteenth century, influenced by the new advances in medical science, governments now
joined forces with the medical community in order to deal with the venereal disease
epidemic (Bullough, Women 232, 233). In the scientific community there was an
“awareness that many of the ills of society were not necessarily inherent but were
curable” (Bullough, Women 232).
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France led the way in the development and implementation of Réglementation,
Reglementation or Regulationism, the modern nineteenth-century national policy that
advocated tolerance and governmental control in the issue of professional prostitution.
The first steps toward Reglementation were made in the late eighteenth century. Paris
began to register prostitutes in 1785.9 Later, “Parisian officials began a new Register of
Prostitutes in 1796 and employed agents to find and register women” (Bullough, Women
188). In Paris, prostitution fell under the jurisdiction of Le Bureau de Moeurs, a special
unit of the police department. It was charged with the duty of confining prostitution to
licensed brothels, the maisons de tolérence. Plans for a system of reglementation which
“had been sketched out since the Consulate” of Napoleon I (1799-1804), reached fruition
“at the beginning of the July Monarchy” (1830-1848) with Parent-Duchâtelet, who in his
famous 1836 text on prostitution, De la prostitution dans la ville de Paris, 10 “brought
together into a coherent whole the more or less conscious principles that had guided the
administrators of the Empire and Restoration, and he founded the entire system on a
masterly study in social anthropology” (Corbin 3).
French prostitutes were divided into two categories: the filles soumises were
officially registered, while the filles insoumises were unregistered (Corbin 128, 129), and
since the latter technically practiced their trade illegally, they “ran a constant risk of
being arrested and having their names recorded in the registers of official prostitution”
(Corbin 128). Until 1888, the “médecins de mouers” (Corbin 12), “the physicians who
performed health checks on prostitutes in Paris were chosen by the prefecture of police.
They worked under the orders of a physician in chief who specialized in questions
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relating to the unregistered prostitutes in general and to medical examinations on them in
particular.” (Corbin 90)
The English Parliament adopted serious reglementation policies in the middle of
the century. The Contagious Diseases Prevention Act of 1866—one of several passed by
the British government in the 1860s “required regular medical inspections and
established a register of prostitutes. Women who passed inspection were given a
certificate indicating their freedom from contagious disease…” (Bullough, Women 195;
Walkowitz 1).
The first program for the reglementation of prostitution in Spain was implemented
in Madrid in 1858 by the Governor of Madrid, the Marquis de la Vega de Armijo, who
also later reformed it in 1865.11 The Madrid program would serve as the model for other
programs (Cuevas 167), implemented in other cities: Barcelona (1867), Vigo (1867),
Gerona (1869), Seville (1870), and San Sebastian (1874) (Nash 36; Scanlon 110). The
reglementation policy applied to both types of public women: “’Prostituta libre, que vive
en su domicilio, y prostituta pupila, que vive en la casa de tolerancia o lenocinio.’” 12
Corbin describes the procedure for registering public women in France’s
“Enclosed World of Regulationism” (30) at mid century:
A woman entered the enclosed world of officially tolerated prostitution
by registration; by that very fact she became a fille soumise whether she
decided to join a maison de tolérence or to practice her profession on her
own. In the first case her name would be included in the brothel keeper’s
book and she would thus become a fille à numéro, a prostitute with a
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number; in the second case she would be given an identification card and
be regarded by the authorities as a fille en carte….
In Paris voluntary registration was a simple procedure: the applicant,
armed with a copy of her birth certificate, turned up at…the prefecture of
police and asked to be registered…. (30)
In Madrid public women carried cards or cartillas: “Las prostitutes están
provistas de una cédula de inscripción o cartilla, en la cual constan, por regal general, el
señalamiento o fotografía, la filiación y el número de inscripción” (Franco y Guzmán
241). The cartilla served as both proof of identification and inscription, and as a record
of the woman’s professional medical history, specifically as it concerned venereal
diseases: “Al inscribirse la prostituta recibe una Cartilla destinada a la indicación de los
resultados de las visitas sanitarias” (Rodríguez Solís 245; also see: Befesse 133, 134)
The ordinances mandating the compulsory and habitual medical examinations and
treatment of prostitutes were the most innovative and important element of the
reglementation policies (Bullough, Women 189-90). As Bullough informs us, medical
inspection was initiated as early as 1798 when: “two private physicians were given the
task of examining the Parisian prostitutes and were to report any cases of infection. In
1802 a dispensary was established. All public prostitutes were required to submit to
semiweekly examinations at the facility….” (Women 188).
Thirty years later:
A sanitary department associated with the morals bureau was re-organized
in 1828. Prostitutes found diseased were sent first to Saint Lazare
Hospital for treatment (later there were others), and when cured, were
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allowed to resume their occupation. By the middle of the century,
inspection took place once a week for prostitutes in licensed brothels and
every other week for prostitutes who practiced independently…. Each
independent prostitute carried a card with her signed by the medical
inspector and stamped with the date, a sort of guarantee of the clean bill of
health. Prostitutes had to show these cards to anyone requesting it (sic).
(Women 190)
The Madrid counterpart to Paris’ Bureau des Moeurs was the “Sección de Higiene
del Gobierno civil de Madrid” (Rodríguez Solís 244), a special department created
“dependiente del Gobierno Provincial de Madrid” (Capel Martínez 284) to enforce the
capital’s reglementation policy. Capel Martínez quotes the following from the updated
1885 Reglamento, noting that the Sección de Higiene Especial’s mission was
to:”’…reprimir y evitar, en lo possible, los males del vil tráfico de que se trata….’”
Under the Sección’s direction was “una Oficina administrativa,” which, in addition to its
bureaucratic duties consisted of a watchdog team, “’un cuerpo de vigilantes, nombrados
por el gobernador, a cuyo cargo queda mantener el “Orden cívico,’” inspeccionando las
casas inscritas, controlando los hábitos de quienes las ocupan, reprimiendo cuantos actos
o dichos atenten contra la moral…” (284). A second division consisted of:
Un Cuerpo de Médicos Higienistas, numerarios y supernumarios, sobre
los que recae la responsabilidad de mantener los niveles de salubridad
óptimos mediante el reconocimiento dos veces semanales de las mujeres y
de sus habitaciones, denunciando, a las autoridades las enfermas o las no
inscritas que encuentren. Para facilitar la labor inspectora, Madrid se
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divide en dos secciones y 10 distritos, cada uno de los cuales contará con
un médico, en turno rotatorio, ayudado si lo desea por un vigilante. (284)
The frequency of the medical inspections varied from city to city. In Nantes in
the 1880s, for example, prostitutes were examined twice a month (Bullough, Women
194; Corbin 88), while “Geneva required an examination every five days” (Bullough,
Women 194). Weekly inspections were the rule for many French and German cities,
including the following: Bourdeaux; Lyons; Marseilles; Toulouse (Bullough, Women
194; Corbin 88); Cologne; Danzig; Dresden and Leipzig (Bullough, Women 194).
Madrid, along with Hamburg, Milan, Rome, Prague and Vienna were among the list of
cities, which opted for two inspections per week (Bullough, Women 194). Scanlon notes
how prostitutes in Madrid “eran sometidas a observación dos veces por semana y los
resultados se anotaban en sus cartillas…” (110). According to Rodríguez Solís, “ [la]
inspección médica” consisted of “visitas dos veces semanales, indicando en su Cartilla el
estado sanitario…” (245).
Officially, governments promoted and advertised their compulsory medical
inspection policies under a banner of achieving “[le] contrôle sanitaire” (Corbin 88). In
reality, medical inspections were anything but hygienic or sanitary. Moreover, prostitutes
received what may be characterized as incompetent “assembly-line” treatment.
Throughout Europe, the examinations were, in essence, very superficial, careless, as well
as “quick, rough and painful”13 for patients. Wells reports on the state of affairs in
England:
The examinations were so superficial and the doctors so unconcerned, that
mild vaginal infections could send a woman to the prison-like hospitals…
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(69). Originally, the Admiralty issued instructions on the use of the
speculum but as the years went on, just told the doctors to satisfy
themselves as to whether the woman had VD or not. The speculums and
other instruments, nor the doctor’s hands and fingers, were washed, much
less sterilized, between women, so that the compulsory inspection was
then compulsory infection. Each check took about 30 seconds—half a
minute to decide the course and freedom of a woman’s life. (70).
Corbin cites two Parisian physicians of the era who boasted—as if conducting a race—of
the high number of women they could inspect within a specified time frame. One
physician “boasted that he could examine a woman every thirty seconds,” while another
“saw four hundred women in twenty-four hours” (90). During the Second Empire one
observer noted that “the average number of patients examined in an hour was fifty-two”
(90).
Abraham Flexner offers, perhaps, the best and most comprehensive and
panoramic description of what medical examinations were like. He witnessed first hand
the conditions in several European cities, including Hamburg, Cologne, Geneva and
Rome. He was particularly appalled by the horrible state of affairs he found in the
Parisian facilities:
All day long a dismal succession of groups of abandoned women file into
the rudely-equipped rooms in which two physicians ply their repellent task
perfunctorily…. This finished, the same group in quick succession
ascends two surgical chairs to permit a cursory vaginal inspection; the
physician, stationing himself between them, loses no time, for one woman
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is assuming the recumbent position while he is engaged in the examination
of another; he switches back and forth as rapidly as the women can get up
and down…. On one occasion I observed one of the physicians examine
25 or 30 girls without changing, washing, or wiping the rubber fingers he
wore; and a number of those examined were adjudged “diseased.” The
speculum was rarely used. In one instance, pressure by the finger on the
urethra discharged an abundant suspicious secretion; the same finger,
unwashed, was used in examining the next case; in another instance, the
same rubber finger was used on the genitalia and about the mouth. The
inspections consumed from 15 to 30 seconds each…. 14
Ironically, as we have just seen, it was the physicians themselves who
inadvertently transmitted the infectious diseases they sought to diagnose. As Bullough
affirms: “…the medical examination itself was often a way of spreading the disease.
Rubber gloves and aseptic techniques appeared only at the end of the century and
physicians sometimes spread the disease from one prostitute to another by their very
inspection” (Women 194).
The third element of the Reglementation system called for prostitutes diagnosed
with venereal disease to be confined to state designated hospitals for treatment. In the
nineteenth century infected patients were given mercury, which was considered “the
accepted cure for syphilis,” even “though there was no accepted standard procedure for
its use; it was injected, ingested, and rubbed in.” Moreover, “it was also quite dangerous
to the patient and had to be administered carefully, over a period of years, and with no
guarantee of effectiveness” (Harsin 256-57).
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Women fared no better in hospitals than they did in brothels. In facilities across
Europe—whose official purpose was to attend to the medical needs of the sick patients—
prostitutes were treated not with compassion, but like criminals, pariah or even human
cattle, reflective of the prevailing societal attitudes which judged these women as an
immoral and diseased subspecies.
In Victorian Britain prostitutes were hospitalized in one of the many Lock
Hospitals (Walkowitz 57-63) where they were treated both as criminals and “lost souls”
in need of moral redemption: “Once a woman was diagnosed as suffering from venereal
disease she was immediately categorized as deviant, removed from society and placed in
a special institution…. Treatment in the Lock Hospitals involved surveillance and
regulation and was intended to provide both physical and moral recovery.” 15
Wells offers the following description of conditions inside the Lock Hospitals:
The VD Locke Hospitals were more like prisons than places to care for the
sick. To the Victorians, VD was the result of wickedness; the hospitals
worked, first toward making the women (sic) morally ‘pure’ and only
secondarily to cure her illness…. A strict regime of isolation, silence and
constant observation was set up to transform the women (sic) by cutting
her off from her past life. On entering the hospital, the woman was
‘fumigated.’ All her belongings were removed and she was locked in until
the sores disappeared. (70-71)
Conditions were no better inside hospital infirmaries like Paris’ Saint-Lazare.
Because public women were judged inferior, so too were the facilities for their care: “It
was also true that venereal hospitals made a poor showing against regular hospitals,’
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notes Harsin (258). This historian also quotes a nineteenth-century eyewitness’ account
of the state of affairs: “The beds, without curtains, have not the same linens; the wards
are not scrubbed, the latrines are horrible; the patients have for their use crude
earthenware dishes, a glass, and a tin spoon’” (258).
According to the Reglamento of 1865, all prostitutes diagnosed with sexually
transmitted diseases were required by law to seek “la curación de la infección contraída
(Franco Guzmán 241). In Madrid public women diagnosed with syphilis or gonorrhea
were interned at El Hospital de San Juan de Dios (Capel Martínez 282; Rodríguez Solís
245; Scanlon 110), the designated “especialista en el tratamiento de las enfermedades
venéreas” (Scanlon 109). According to an article published in the newspaper, La Epoca
in April 1889, 16 numerous complaints had been made since 1879 concerning the
hospital’s structural instability. Erected in 1538 as a hospital “destinado a curar las
enfermedades de la piel,” the almost three hundred and fifty year old edifice was falling
apart in the last decades of the century.
As we have seen, public women in Europe in the nineteenth century were
exploited and dehumanized by the governmental policies of their various nations and by
the members of the medical community charged with their care. We have witnessed how
prostitutes were obligated to submit to humiliating medical inspections, their bodies
subjected to human and mechanical invasion. When diagnosed with venereal disease,
they were forced to submit passively to excruciatingly painful yet ineffective mercury
treatments while the medical staff remained indifferent to their agony.
In reality, the program for the inspection and treatment of prostitutes was, not
only a failure, but also a farce. Prostitutes were examined and treated for one primary
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purpose in mind: to return them to work as soon as possible. It is interesting to note the
irony in the fact that the sanitary policies of the nineteenth-century Reglementation
system on prostitution were instituted first and foremost for the purpose of protecting the
health of the prostitutes’ male clients, not the prostitutes themselves. Again, the double
moral standard exculpated men from any wrongdoing. Society-at-large was not
interested in men infecting prostitutes. Male clients were never subjected to compulsory
medical inspections. The privacy of male patients was protected; upper class males were
treated by their personal physicians. (Bernheimer 25; Harsin 258, 259; Scanlon 111;
Walkowitz 229).
In the final analysis, the myriad of public women who were subjected to the
“cures” in European cities suffered in vain. Although the cure for syphilis and gonorrhea
was sought throughout the century, medical science had not progressed sufficiently
enough to reach this goal. Physicians of the period were unable “to recognize anything
but the more obvious manifestations of venereal disease. Even when the disease had
been diagnosed there was no real cure…” (Bullough, History 216-17). 17
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Dr. Sharon L. Reeves
ABSTRACT

“California Dreaming in the Nineteenth-Century: Reinvented Identities in
Isabel Allende’s Daughter of Fortune”
The discovery of gold in California in 1848 and its consequential “gold fever” effected
the most rapid, massive and sweeping re-location, migration and immigration of human
beings from all corners of the world in American history. The objective of my paper is
to examine how the California Gold Rush of 1849 served as a catalyst of opportunity for
the transformation and re-invention of one’s identity, as depicted in Isabel Allende’s 1999
best-selling novel, Daughter of Fortune. My paper will focus primarily on the odyssey of
Eliza Sommers, the titular protagonist, and how, as she relocates from Chile to northern
California, confronts, challenges and transcends the traditional boundaries of geography,
race, class, sexuality and gender roles placed upon women of her era in order to forge a
new identity in an alien land.
Orphaned and abandoned at birth, Eliza is raised in the strict protestant home of an
upper class Englishman and his spinster sister in Valparaíso, Chile. At sixteen, Eliza
defies the mores of her upbringing when she becomes pregnant by her secret and
unsuitable lover. Determined, resilient, imaginative and adventurous, Eliza abandons
her home, family and country to follow and find her lover amidst the chaos and danger of
the California Gold Rush. Along the way, her life intersects with a cross-section of
humanity, including picaresque encounters with fortune hunters, madams, prostitutes,
miners and outlaws.
In the conclusion, we will see how Eliza’s odyssey through California in search of her
elusive lover is transformed into a journey of self-discovery, independence and personal
freedom.
My study is based on a close examination of the text, in addition to relevant
published criticism on Daughter of Fortune and Isabel Allende
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Organ Donation 2
Abstract
Ideological Analyses of the US Government’s
Perspective on Organ Donation
In this study, an ideological analysis is conducted to study the message, content, and
strategy of the U.S. Government’s attempt to persuade its audience to register as organ donors
through the website www.organdonor.gov. Details of the website’s content and history of the
government’s health sector are introduced in the study. As the authoritative voice on organ
donation, three primary themes are recurrent in www.organdonor.gov and include limited
resources, collaborative effort, and non-donor status due to lack of awareness. Rhetorical
strategies used within these themes include quantitative assertions, exemplification, refutation, as
well as logos, ethos, and pathos. Based on this analysis, www.organdonor.gov does not connect
with its audience on a personal level and is a potential reason for the government’s inability to
successfully recruit future organ donors.
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Ideological Analyses of the US Government’s
Perspective on Organ Donation
No one can refute that science and technology has significantly improved man’s lifestyle
and health. In the medical field, pharmaceutical pills maintain blood pressure, kill life
threatening bacteria, and enhance physical performance to name a few. However, with all the
knowledge and applications made in science, humans still need to discover the technology to
enable a blind person see, develop filtration systems that replicate the size and intricacies of the
kidneys, mimic absorption properties of the digestive system, and reproduce the homeostatic,
defensive, and filtration roles of the liver. It is because of such scientific limitations that
medicine relies on living organs to replace organs damaged by lifestyle behavior, autoimmune
deficiencies, injuries, and other medical conditions. Thus organ donors remain the curative
answer for individuals whose organs cannot be healthily sustained through man-made
technology and medicine.
According to a recent publication in USA Today, the waiting list for organs has doubled
over the past decade to more than 92,000 patients. Eighteen potential organ recipients die daily
while they remain on the waiting list (2006, p.14a). Because of the organ shortage, the waiting
period for an available organ can be five years and could double by 2010 (2006, p. 14a). Heading
the campaign to increase organ donation is the US government Health and Human Services
(HHS) and through the National Organ Transplant Act (NOTA) of 1984, HHS established the
nation-wide Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) (Harris & Alcorn, 2001,
p. 221). NOTA set no strict regulations upon OPTN except for the prohibition of organ purchase
and sale. To regulate the prohibition by monitoring organ donation on a nationwide level, NOTA
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established a division within the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) (Harris &
Alcorn, 2001, p. 222).
Logging on: The Federal Voice in Organ Donation
In 1982, HHS created the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) as the
primary Federal agency to help uninsured, isolated, or medically vulnerable individuals access
health care services (http://www.hrsa.gov/about/default.htm). As a primary communication
channel to attract the public mass, HRSA employs the website www.organdonor.gov to
communicate the national policy and need for organ donation. Unfortunately, as the primary
voice promoting organ donation, www.organdonor.gov does not successfully enlist organ donors
to reduce the demand of waitlisted organ receivers. It is the intention of this paper to reveal the
website’s underlying message through an ideological perspective and uncover possible reasons
for the government’s failure to recruit adequate organ donors.
Using major internet search engines such as Google, Ask.com, and Yahoo,
www.organdonor.gov is notated as the official and primary website for organ and tissue donation
awareness (Google, 2006). Upon accessing www.organdonor.gov, the home page is highlighted
by a bolded red statement in approximately 16 point font, declaring that 92,000 people are
waiting for the gift of life. Alongside, the declaration that eighteen waiting organ recipients die
each day magnifies the organ shortage problem. The page emphasizes the audience’s role of the
visit by stating necessary actions the visitor must take to assist with the organ shortage
predicament and declare oneself as an official, nationally recognized organ donor.
The home page, as well as every page linked to the home page, contains a consistent
header that identifies the government’s primary message and presence. Written in large green,
capitalized text, “Donate Life” is the catch phrase for the website. To avoid overshadowing the
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catch phrase, the statement “Make Organ & Tissue Donation Your Way of Life” is written below
in a nondescript gray. HHS’ logo functions as a left border to the text and the website’s logo
functions as the right border, thereby pictorially indicating the key voice and purpose of
www.organdonor.gov. Aside from the nondescript gray used to declare the mission statement,
green and red colors are strategically used for the logos and catch phrases as they are colors
frequently associated with life, nature, blood, and heart.
Informative links (secondary pages) to the home page are sorted into four main
categories: links that portray community participation and vision with HRSA, organ donation
questions and answers geared specifically for potential donors, HRSA’s role and daily
undertakings in the medical and disadvantaged community, and informative materials used to
promote and designate donor status. These links are written in green text and located to the right
in 14 out of 18 secondary pages. Accessibility to these secondary pages imparts the user a
feeling of control, promoting an environment of comfort and choice.
Due to its role as the primary source of organ donation, the website’s message content is
a reflection of the government’s beliefs, values, and role in organ donation as well as the
populace’s attitudes and principles toward influential entities, organ donation, and death. As an
entity that inherently reveals and responds to the social values and needs of the American people,
messages relayed by the website reflect the hegemonic beliefs and values of American culture.
According to Foss, an ideology becomes hegemonic if it accumulates the symbolic power to map
or classify the world for others and provides a sense that things are the way they have to be as it
asserts that its meanings are the real, natural ones (2004, p. 242).
To analyze the text of www.organdonor.gov and uncover the hegemonic beliefs and
values of the American culture’s perspective on organ donation, an ideological analysis is
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implemented in this qualitative study. Examples of the evaluative beliefs that comprise the
American ideology of organ donation include subjects such as lack of sufficient donors, qualms
about organ donor status due to the distrust of medical practices, lack of public awareness of
organ need, and the priceless distinction of organs.
As notated in Rhetorical Criticism by Sandra Foss, “the primary goal of the ideological
critic is to discover and make visible the dominant ideology or ideologies embedded in an
artifact and the ideologies that are being muted in it” (2004, p. 243). To accomplish this task, an
analysis of www.organdonor.gov is done to reveal the rhetorical strategies the government entity
implements to advocate and defend their ideology. According to Foss, rhetorical strategies
underlie in various dimensions of a rhetoric that include the nature of the ideology, the genre to
which the artifact belongs, size of the audience, message content, artifact form or style, and
interactional strategies used by the ideology (2004, pp. 245-47). Through the use of ideological
criticism, the organ donation ideology is a dominant ideology that attempts to resolve the
nation’s organ shortage through themes addressing need, collaboration, and awareness that
frequently misleads the audience member to make uninformed decisions in organ donation.
ORGAN DONATION IDEOLOGY
The current organ donation ideology consists of three primary themes that reflect the
values and beliefs by which the government operates. The three themes include limited
resources, collaborative efforts, and awareness.
Limited Resources
As mentioned earlier, the home page of www.organdonor.gov is bolded by the unmet
need of 92,000 suffering individuals. A recurrent rhetorical strategy used to underscore this
demand is the employment of objective facts, numbers that prove the reality of the circumstance
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and cannot be disputed. Depicted in “Creating a Donation Friendly America” link, about 6,000
people die in the U.S. each year. Under the “Frequently Asked Questions” link, “African
Americans, for example, are about 13 percent of the population, about 12 percent of donors, and
about 35 percent of the kidney waiting list.” The same secondary page states that approximately
300 new transplant candidates are added to the waiting list each month. A more accurate, daily
figure of organ need is provided in the “Data” link. As of August 12, 2006, 92,610 individuals
are noted on the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN), the only national
patient waitlist. Thus, the website implements numbers to justify and assert the claim of organ
shortage in the American medical system.
The declaration of objective facts also serves to generate a sense of urgency among the
audience, specifically toward potential organ donors, to take action and officially designate
themselves as organ donors. The message content shifts responsibility of resolving the organ
shortage crisis from HRSA to the audience member; thus, the individual is designated as the
solution to the national crisis. It is this very designation that places blame on the audience for the
nation’s organ predicament. This principle overshadows other causes that affect the senseless
death of waiting organ recipients. For example, fault is not placed on the shortcomings of
medical technology. Recently, the closest man-made imitation of a transplantable organ is the
mechanical kidney that incorporates live kidney cells and relays sugar and salts back into the
blood. Currently, the machine is desk top size and has been tried on dogs (Harris & Alcorn,
2001, p. 215). Unfortunately, potential organ donors are not made aware of other unresolved life
saving avenues that are responsible for the senseless death of 18 individuals who die daily
waiting for an organ.
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Another rhetorical strategy the website utilizes to highlight the theme of limited resources
is the presentation of content in a vague and incomplete manner. Neither the home page nor any
of the secondary pages discuss health conditions where organ recipients can accept donated
organs. In fact, under the secondary page of “Frequently Asked Questions,” the website
recommends that all individuals consider themselves potential organ and tissue donors. In
practice, recovery of organs from brain dead donors remains the primary focus of organ
procurement in the U.S. (HRSA, 2004, p. 8). The only reference to the term “brain-dead” is
noted in the “Myths and Facts” link of www.organdonor.gov where it is declared that people can
recover from comas, but not brain death. Unlike comas, brain death is final. Apart from this
statement, no discussion is further made to explain or clarify why brain death is an issue of
concern. The vague coverage of brain death reveals an area of discomfort for the audience and is
a possible reason why there is an organ shortage. The fact that the website does not specifically
declare that an individual must be medically confirmed dead to donate their organs is to frankly
speak about the future death of the organ donor. To bluntly speak about the future organ donor’s
death is to appear hypocritical by valuing the life of the organ recipient over the organ donor.
While it may appear beneficial for the website to discuss death superficially, it also serves as a
crux in the sense that the audience may feel that the website has information to hide, information
that is pertinent to the individual’s life.
Vague content is also used to prevent anxiety about organ donation. Persuasive messages
that invoke anxiety oftentimes cause respondents to move in the opposite from the desired
direction (Smith, Kopfman, Lindsey, Yoo, & Morrison, 2004, p. 337). A primary concern of
potential organ donors is the potentiality of incomplete medical care due to one’s status as an
organ donor (Afifi, 2005, p. 7). The website reassures the audience in the secondary page “Myths
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and Facts” by declaring that the transplant team are completely separate from the medical team
and that transplant surgeons are called only after all life saving efforts have been exhausted and
death is imminent or has been declared.
Unfortunately, due to the organ shortage, a controversial source of organ donors jumped
tenfold in Colorado and Wyoming last year, specifically organ donations from partially braindead, cardiac arrested patients (Auge, Jan 19, 2006, p. A01). While it is necessary that the heart
must irreversibly stop beating, (Auge, Jan 19, 2006, p. A01), the fact that the issue is not
addressed in www.organdonor.gov reflects the government’s fear that individuals will revoke
their organ donor status. To add greater uncertainty to the matter, the interpretation of the
Uniform Determination of Death Act of 1980 varies from state to state. The act provides no
specific medical guideline or definition of the irreversible loss of cardiorespiratory or wholebrain functions (Auge, Oct 8, 2004, p. A01). Here underlies the facade of the dominant ideology
where the public audience is led to believe that a national policy is implemented to ensure
fairness, equality, safety, and value of organ donors and recipients. The rhetorical strategy of
using vague content in the website provides the sense that the federal government is in control of
the policies and procedures of organ donation. This false sense of security enables the
government to suggest that limited resources do not influence medical interpretations and
medical ethical standards, thereby encouraging the audience member to feel secure in the
administration of organ donation and responsible for delineating the organ shortage crisis.
Collaborative Effort
Among the 18 links used to access secondary pages on www.organdonor.gov, eleven
links discuss the collaboration between public and private organizations, businesses, and
corporations to end the shortage of human organs for donation. One of the key campaigns
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emphasized on the main webpage is the “Creating a Donation Friendly America.” This link is
the only bolded link on the right side of each webpage. Four links are categorized under
“Creating A Donation Friendly America” where the rhetorical tactics of exemplification and
ethos are strategically used. In the “Workplace Partnership for Life” link, well-known companies
such as Aetna, American Airlines, Bank of America, Ford Motors, United States Postal Service,
and Verizon are listed as participants of the campaign. The audience member can also search by
state for additional participating companies, also acknowledged as partners. Noted in the
“Stories” link, a discussion of specific organizations and their methods of employee
communication on organ donation are provided. The inclusion of large companies in the fight
against organ donor shortage provides a feeling of validity and legitimacy through numbers,
recognition, company status, and guilt. Thus, “Creating a Donation Friendly America” campaign
attempts to achieve a sense of community and purpose as well as shame among companies who
have not joined the altruistic, “life-giving” crusade.
Luckily, for non-participating companies, all is not lost since an individual can click on
the link titled “Join the Partnership.” The rhetorical strategy of exemplification is used again
under “Action Ideas.” Examples of employee involvement include sending a CEO message
promoting donation, add a pro-donation message to employee pay stubs, and make donation
stickers for ID badges for declared organ donors. Unfortunately, the examples reflect an attitude
that every individual wants to be involved in the organ donation campaign. No consideration of
personal feelings, beliefs, and values are mentioned in any of the listed ideas. Personal beliefs
and feelings are important since organ donation is a highly personal decision. To disregard this
condition is to discredit the value of the individual. Although the decision of organ donation is
certainly a personal choice, the dominant ideology of organ donation places emphasis on the
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needs of the community over personal needs and comfort. Such conflict and disregard may be
one of the underlying causes of the government’s failure to enlist significant numbers of organ
donors.
Listing examples of participating businesses, corporations, and organizations, generates a
bandwagon effect where individual thought and consideration is not encouraged in the personal
decision to donate. Throughout the website, no discussion on organ donation is provided to deter
impulsive decisions or develop thoughtful and knowledgeable depth on the subject matter. The
closest form of individual choice and initiative, besides signing the donor card, is the emphasis
that future organ donors should discuss their decision with family members and loved ones.
While the website does not discuss the significance of this step, studies show that family
members are rarely aware of the organ donor’s wish and can deny organ donation to matching
recipients (Mandelbaum & DeVries, 2005, p. 3). The fact that no guidance is provided to direct
or assist family discussion reflects the website’s arrogance on the impact family discussions can
have upon the individual and the fact that family members can alter and place doubts on an
individual’s decision to donate.
Along with business participation in the organ campaign, another method the agency
utilizes to promote collaboration among entities is the designation of National Events celebrating
donors. Events such the “National Donate Life Month, National Donor Day, National Minority
Donor Awareness Day” are held on a yearly basis to promote awareness and unity among the
community. The case that specific days and months are officially declared to celebrate and
recognize organ donors suggests the acknowledgement and acceptance of such events as cultural
events, thus asserting the status of organ donation as the dominant, hegemonic ideology.
Non-Donor Status Due to Lack of Awareness
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In order for organ recipients to receive organs, the public must be made aware of the need
and the medical capacities of organ transplantation. To achieve this objective, organ donor
themes operate individually and interactively to promote awareness. Factors inhibiting an
individual to donate include the mistrust she or he has of medical personnel, institutions, and the
organ allocation system, fear of premature death declaration, and the belief that donated organs
could be illegally challenged through the black market.
As a site that functions to represent, influence, and reflect the American public’s image of
organ donation, www.organdonor.gov addresses such concerns within two identifiable links,
“Frequently Asked Questions” and “Myths and Facts.” The rhetorical strategy executed on these
secondary pages is refutation where concerns are presented in a question format and answers
refute such concerns. Under “Frequently Asked Questions”, an example of this format includes
the question “If I sign a donor card, will it affect the quality of medical care I receive at the
hospital?” The question is answered by “No! Every effort is made to save your life before
donation is considered.” Other refuted questions in both or either links include statements that
address brain death, disfigurement due to organ donation, profits made by the medical
community, preferential treatment for the rich and famous, race discrimination, and age limit.
This rhetorical strategy not only educates the inquiring audience member, but also reduces any
anxiety the individual may have toward organ donation.
By listing a series of questions and answers, the audience member receives a sense of
assurance since questions and answers are valid, encourage self preservation and dignity, and
promote fair conduct in the organ donation process. Unfortunately, this strategy does not
encourage individuals to reflect beyond the provided questions and answers nor does it
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encourage individuals to question the validity or comprehensiveness of the website’s
information.
A sample question not addressed in “Frequently Asked Questions” and “Myths and
Facts” is the concern for some individuals to keep the body whole and unmutilated (Afifi, 2005,
p. 19). A qualitative study by Braun discovered that some Chinese believe organ donation
resistance stems from the desire to die intact; flesh are gifts from one’s parents and is
disrespectful to destroy them or give them away (Braun & Nichols, 1997, p. 339). Questions that
appear to contend organ donation are not openly discussed to prevent consideration of such
matters. Silence is a powerful tool to use for control and prevent rejection. The concept that nondonor status is due to lack of information rather than personal belief is the impression that the
government intends to impart on its audience member. Individuals inherently repulsed by the
idea or organ donation are silenced. Openly rebutting anti-organ donor beliefs is not an option
considered in the website nor is it even possible to imagine the existence of such beliefs.
To achieve a sense of humanity and altruism, www.organdonor.gov includes a link noted
as “Donor / Recipient Stories” that introduces the audience to four, ordinary individuals who
received a second chance in life through organ donation. Stories shared on the secondary page
include a woman with hepatitis and two young children, an elderly woman diagnosed with an
autoimmune disease at the age of 62, a woman diagnosed with a “rare pulmonary disease” at the
age of 18 ½ , and a man born with a defective heart. Ranging from ages 33 to 74, all four
accounts detail feelings of gratefulness and peace. The link makes aware of the positive impact
organ donors have upon donation recipients.
Not surprisingly, the website implements the rhetorical strategy pathos to engender a
sense of sympathy, connection, and purpose between the recipients and potential organ donors.
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The fact that the stories are all narratives of individuals caught in uncontrollable predicaments
wrenches the audience’s heart, demanding feelings of sympathy and empathy for the recipients.
While presented stories do not represent the wait list recipient population, the strategic selection
of these stories encourages individuals to become a donor and impact the lives of individuals
who are victims of circumstance, worthy of a second chance. With this in mind, future organ
donors can rest in peace and know that their organs are making an impact on the recipient’s life
and unthreatened by alcoholics or other drug dependent recipients. It is evident that pathos is
strategically used to emotionally move the audience member to consent, regardless of the fact
that the organs themselves do not have feelings or preferences for specific donor recipients and
have no way of communicating to their original owners that their wishes are fulfilled.
AUDIENCE MEMBERS
While www.organdonor.gov is accessible to any individual with internet access, the
website is tailored to individuals who are literate in English and who have the resources or
capacity to access the website. The requirement for English literacy increases the likelihood of
spreading the need for organ donors among individuals who have expendable resources to
function successfully in American society. Access to the internet suggests that the individual has
some form of expendable income, a resource required to maintain a healthy and fulfilling
lifestyle.
Based on the website’s content, key audience members include individuals considering to
be organ donors but require additional opportunities to enroll or need additional information on
the subject matter. Audience members also include family members, friends, or colleagues
exposed to the idea of organ donation but do not know enough about the subject matter to either
approve or disprove of the future organ donor’s decision.
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The fact that a major portion of the website’s campaign involves the participation of
businesses, corporations, and private organizations declares the website’s need to attract the
peripheral audience member. These members are individuals who are oftentimes medically
insured by their employers and paid to lead a comfortable lifestyle.
Conclusion
Within the dominant ideology of organ donation, themes of limited resources,
collaborative effort, and lack of awareness, function together to entice the audience member to
become a future organ donor without endangering one’s own life. However, as one can note, the
dominant organ donor ideology employs rhetorical strategies that persuade and maintain the
legitimacy of the campaign, suppressing and muting voices that express negative ideals of organ
donation. The fact that not all pertinent information regarding organ donation is disclosed finds
the government’s ethics and intention somewhat in question, especially since the government’s
role is to look out for the well being of all public audiences, not just those who are in need of
organs.
As with any form of campaign, message content, style, and method are used in a positive
light to attract and maintain its members. However, the individual owes it to themselves to
research the message content and question its completeness and legitimacy. While this study
reveals the themes of organ ideology and rhetorical strategies used to misguide, it may be that
audience members are aware of the government’s deceitful techniques and doubt the website’s
messages. It may be the audience members’ reservation of HRSA’s message that functions as a
contributing factor to the shortage of organ donors. The accessibility of the internet and public
resources allows individuals to discover various variations to a story, in this case, the policies,
procedures, and implementation of organ donation.
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Another study that can be conducted based on this particular website is the government’s
value of human lives. While the purpose of HRSA is to service individuals who are medically
challenged, one has to question the agency’s core belief in human life, especially since the
website continuously emphasizes the importance of participating as a future organ donor rather
than forewarning individuals with infectious diseases from signing up in the program. Does the
government’s interest lie solely on numbers or are donor quality a concern as well? Does the
agency care about organ recipients or are they too, another number they can use for research
statistics. While the American culture is well known for its value and respect in life, is this value
inherently true if human parts can be removed and placed in another being and disguised as a
miracle of science. Are we not but expendable parts waiting to be served to another individual.
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It was nearly twenty years ago, now, that my late father-in-law, the always wise
and often wacky clinical psychologist, declared to my colleague David Mair and me over
a cheese soufflé during a Sunday brunch in Oklahoma City, “You know, guys, if you ever
really wanted to do something useful with yourselves, what you’d do is write something
explaining why all of us in the headshrinking business have so damn much trouble
communicating with each other.” Two decades and several books, articles, and
conference papers later, I’m not so sure that anything David and I ever ended up writing
was even close to what my father-in-law had had in mind, but I’m quite certain that a
complex set of rhetorical issues in the mental health disciplines is worth more scrutiny
than scholars in the field of healthcare rhetoric have given it. Almost all of us are going
to be affected by the rhetoric of mental healthcare during our lifetimes, particularly the
rhetoric-made-artifact of mental health records—whether those records be written and
read by psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, pastoral/philosophical counselors,
nurses, or other miscellaneous “therapists,” and whether they be written and read (or
referred to later) in private practices, hospitals, outpatient clinics, community mental
health centers, prisons, courts, or schools. Directly or indirectly, and particularly when
recorded in writing, the rhetoric of mental healthcare will touch virtually everyone’s life.
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Millions of us will at some point(s) in our lives seek treatment for mental
disorders. Those of us who don’t will be affected by all of those around us who do—
friends, family, significant others, neighbors, children’s friends, students in our classes,
pure strangers, all sorts of adult and juvenile criminal offenders. For everyone involved,
the rhetoric of mental healthcare will be used to answer such questions as these: Is this
person suffering from an identifiable, treatable mental illness, or simply a character flaw,
life-adjustment challenge, or weakness of will—that is, is Problem X a mental disorder,
or isn’t it? If it is, what sort of treatment should the person receive, and for how long?
Should the government or an insurance company have to reimburse the person, or a
healthcare provider, for that treatment? Is the treatment succeeding or is it failing?
Should the person be held legally accountable for his or her actions? Is he or she
competent to enter into contracts, name beneficiaries, rear children, walk freely among
us? As a society and as individuals, we of course have reason to care about the answers
to such questions (Odell vii).
Lewis L. Judd, a former director of the National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH), pointed out more than fifteen years ago that mental disorders are much more
common than most of us realize. They aren’t rare. They don’t happen only to others.
Consider, for example, schizophrenia, one of the least disputed and less common mental
disorders: Even then, fifteen years ago, it was five times more common than multiple
sclerosis, six times more common than insulin-dependent diabetes, and sixty times more
common than muscular dystrophy (Judd 41). National epidemiologic research as far
back as 1984 had shown mental disorders, in general, to be as prevalent in the general
population as hypertension (Freedman 931). As of 1988 “significant numbers” were
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declared to be “at risk” when it was reported that “one in five Americans will have a
mental disorder at some time in life” (Regier 977). By 1990 the number was said to be as
high as one in three (Judd 41). As of a year ago, the latest government-sponsored study
had declared it to be more than one in two (Carey A18). The message would seem to be
clear: Mental illness is prevalent, chronic, and growing, and more and more people are
entering into an increasing number of mental healthcare delivery systems every year in
hopes of finding relief. (Many others are, of course, entering involuntarily.) At the same
time, as even the handful of examples which follow will illustrate, more and more
problems are coming to be defined each year as mental disorders. Each and every year,
then, more and more people find themselves parties to the rhetoric of mental healthcare,
find themselves writing, reading, quoting, or being the subject of more and more mental
health documents in more and more contexts for more and more purposes.
Both society’s thinking and the clinical community’s thinking about mental
illness and treatment have changed dramatically during the past several decades.
Definitions of both “illness” and “treatment” have expanded significantly.
Homosexuality, for example, is no longer classified as a mental disorder (though
believing one’s homosexuality to be a mental disorder now is). All sorts of substance
abuses and dependencies, however, including caffeine and nicotine, are now defined as
mental disorders and, for now at least, are being treated as such. To the extent that
alcoholism, chemical dependencies, eating disorders, various
phobias/anxieties/depressions, domestic violence, and post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) have only relatively recently come to be thought of by large segments of the
public and the healthcare community as mental disorders rather than bad luck or
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weakness of will, any already-dramatic and constantly-escalating national mental illness
statistics probably only reveal the tip of an iceberg. We suffer, it seems, from “a
veritable epidemic of mental illness” (Sharkey 12/99) that “just keeps expanding and
expanding” (Carey A18). PTSD alone is now widely diagnosed among victims and
witnesses of war, crime, natural disasters, marital problems, and (at least according to the
Justice Department) telemarketing fraud (Sharkey 6/99). “Hopefuls” for “disorder
status” now “surface regularly” and include everything from “pre-menstrual dysphoric
disorder” to “jury-duty disorder,” “lottery stress disorder,” and “road rage” (Sharkey
9/97). “Pretty soon,” Johns Hopkins psychiatry professor Paul McHugh is reported to
have quipped recently, “we’ll have a syndrome for short, fat Irish guys with a Boston
accent, and I’ll be mentally ill” (Carey A18).
The stigma-reducing “treatable disorder” mindset that has come to dominate
clinical thinking (and become increasingly popular in lay thinking, as well) during the
past three decades has enormous implications which the culture has only barely begun to
realize. Once a given “life-adjustment problem or vexing behavior” is “medicalized” into
“a mental illness requiring clinical treatment” (Sharkey passim), more people begin
seeking treatment for that illness, causing more documents to be generated. More people
begin to be documented, in writing, as having had the disorder, as having been treated for
it, successfully or unsuccessfully. The numbers go up. And then they go up even more
after the treatment records are used to calculate new national incidence and prevalence
statistics, because therapists may well tend to “find what they have been led to believe
they are most statistically likely to find” (Reynolds 59). And then more insurance
benefits are claimed and, then, once the demand for treatment under health insurance
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coverage increases, insurance companies begin to impose limits on coverage. The
clinical community believes it has no real choice, then, but to keep developing alternative
definitions of illness and approaches to treatment so that an ever-expanding body of
practitioners in an ever-widening range of healthcare settings can receive payments for
services. (Mental healthcare is, after all, a business and, like most businesses, it is—
gasp—a money-motivated enterprise.) As Mair and I tried delicately to put it in the 1995
edition of our book on the subject, the situation is “incredibly fluid” already, and it is
likely to become increasingly so (Reynolds 2).
The long-term American mental healthcare picture, then, is one of an ever-rising
incidence and prevalence of an ever-growing number of disorders and associated
disorders, leading to an ever-increasing number of patients entering into an everincreasing number of care-delivery settings, where more and more rhetorical artifacts will
be written, read, kept, and utilized. From a rhetorical point of view, the picture resonates
with paradox: The stigmas associated with mental illnesses have been reduced just
enough to prompt more people to get diagnosed (by someone) and seek (some form of)
care, but not enough to offset the potential for damage tomorrow from the recording
today, in writing, of those diagnoses and treatments. Given the enormously destructive
social and economic effects of mental illness, it is obviously good that more of the
mentally ill seek treatment, that more be diagnosed and treated in as many settings as
necessary, and, if necessary, that more be covered by private insurance and government
payment sources so that care can be made available to them. We don’t, after all, want
people missing work, making mistakes, or hurting themselves and those around them.
However, as more and more people are declared to have and are then treated for an ever-
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expanding list of mental illnesses, more and more will become dependent upon and
vulnerable to the rhetoric, particularly the recorded rhetoric, of the mental healthcare
professions.
This vulnerability is more than abstract. Every single day, in such judicial and
quasi-judicial contexts as disciplinary, sentencing, parole, child custody, disability, and
inheritance proceedings, mental health rhetoric is used by real people to make real
decisions affecting real people’s lives. As APA past-president Joseph D. Matarazzo has
noted, “Society has accorded professional [clinicians] the privileged status of expert
witness. As such, [they] are involved in human dramas and in decisions that are
extremely costly to the humans involved but also to insurance companies and other
segments of society which pay the millions of dollars juries award, often because of the
expert testimony [clinicians] have contributed” (Matarazzo 1003; see also Reynolds 66
for a lengthy but illustrative example of a major contest over a will in which the
differential diagnosis of delirium and dementia was crucial to the outcome of the case).
The problem with expert testimony, of course, whether it be offered in speech or
in writing, is that it is not necessarily true. Mental health pronouncements are not truth
but constructions of truth, quintessential examples of what Foucault and others have
called “discursive formation” and what Davis and others have less charitably termed “an
alternative reality.” Clinical diagnosis is a form of rhetorical definition based on
diagnostic criteria used in conjunction with a technical labeling system, both of which are
social constructions and, as such, are deeply rooted in contexts and biases.
These biases are largely unconscious and highly significant for the clinical writer
or reader. For any given practitioner writing or reading a clinical record, is chemical
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dependency a disease, a dysfunction, or a loss of self-control? Is incest a factual event, a
recovered memory, or a fantasy? Is hysteria an illness, or is it a form of resistance? (Is it
anything more than common sense to assume that, at a minimum, it might depend on
whether one’s therapist is a doctor or a preacher?) For the non-clinical writer, reader, or
listener, ideological biases are likely to be even more influential. For any given spouse,
sibling, friend, parent, teacher, guidance counselor, correctional officer, or parole board
member listening to a psychological assessment or reading a clinical record, just what
does and doesn’t qualify as a mental illness? I suspect it really matters: a 1990 survey by
the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill found that 71 percent of the lay population
thought severe mental illness was only a display of emotional weakness; 35 percent
thought that it was not an illness but a display of sinful behavior; and 45 percent thought
that the mentally ill imagined their illnesses and could will them away if they wished.
Forty-three percent believed mental illnesses were incurable (Judd 41).
Ideological biases have been shaping the rhetoric of mental healthcare since its
earliest beginnings. Throughout the 1890s, for example, Freud himself wrote of a
“frightening possibility” which kept emerging in his treatment of female hysterics. Each
patient kept describing the same event in which incestuous advances were made by a
father, brother, uncle, or cousin. Freud ultimately found it impossible to believe the
women were telling the truth, and abandoned the notion of widespread incestuous
advances as unthinkable. He found it “much, much easier to believe that every woman
told the same lie, [that all of the women] invented the same fantasy” (Carlton 2).
Freud’s personal unwillingness to believe in the possibility of widespread incest appears
to have been rooted in historical as well as biographical influences. His own personal
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bias probably derived from a general unwillingness in late nineteenth-century thinking to
consider alternative perspectives on female hysterics. Throughout that historical period,
gynecologists and psychiatrists regularly “diagnosed female hysteria as a pathological
problem . . . rather than anger the public by suggesting [the] cultural problem [of]
dissatisfied females in the middle-class home” (Bledstein 330).
Examples of ideological bias at work in the rhetoric of mental healthcare are not
limited to Freud or to the nineteenth century, of course, as that previously cited 1990
survey by the National Alliance more than demonstrates. The social construction of truth
continues to manifest itself in the rhetoric of the mental healthcare community today,
where what is and is not “scientific fact” is determined by what is and is not listed in “the
encyclopedia of insanity” (Davis), that “dictionary of unhappiness” (Matalene) known as
the DSM (the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders). This “charter
document” (McCarthy 358) for the rhetoric of mental healthcare prompts the vocabulary
of all of the records written and read both in and out of the mental health community.
Now in its fourth (and by the year 2010 its fifth) edition, the DSM prescribes categories
of, and corresponding numerical codes for, over three hundred currently recognized
mental illnesses. The manual, nearly a thousand pages long in its current incarnation (the
second edition topped off at a mere 134 pages), presents multiple categories of currently
accepted mental disorders, each with sub-categories, some with sub-sub-categories, all
with matching numerical codes to facilitate form-filling-out and data collection. Says
writer L. J. Davis in a scathing assault on the DSM-IV in a 1997 issue of Harper’s,
“According to [the DSM-IV], human life is a form of mental illness . . . Every known
disturbance of mankind [has been swept] under psychology’s jurisdictional rug . . . [and]
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each disorder, no matter how trivial, is accompanied by a billing code, enabling the
therapist to fill out the relevant insurance form and receive an agreed upon reward. The
billing code for Encopresis (‘repeated passage of feces into inappropriate places’), for
instance, is 307.7” (Davis 61-62).
The DSM language system, a technical vocabulary of reductive labels with
corresponding definitions, governs all clinical diagnostics, assessments, evaluations, and
recommendations. And yet it does so according to a system which was not originally
designed for those purposes at all, but for national data collection (Reynolds 55). It is a
system revised every few years by a committee and worded to satisfy the changing needs
of researchers and lawyers as well as clinicians. Even then, it is a system rich with
rhetorical disclaimers. Here are just a few of the more interesting examples from the
DSM-III: (Example 1) The manual names and labels several dozen mental disorders in
fifteen categories after noting, “[But] there is no assumption that each mental disorder is
a discrete entity with sharp boundaries between it and other mental disorders, or between
it and No Mental Disorder” (6); (Example 2) The manual implicitly acknowledges the
dangers of reductively labeling people by calling attention to a very fine linguistic
distinction which it thinks somehow reduces those dangers: “A common misconception is
that a classification of mental disorder classifies individuals, when actually what are
being classified are disorders that individuals have. For this reason, [we] avoid the use of
such phrases as ‘a schizophrenic’ or ‘an alcoholic’ and instead use [the phrases] ‘an
individual with Schizophrenia’ or ‘an individual with Alcohol Dependence’” (1);
(Example 3) The manual cautions against using mental health rhetoric outside the mental
health community: “Our purpose is to provide clear descriptions of diagnostic categories
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in order to enable clinicians and investigators to diagnose, communicate about, study, and
treat various mental disorders. The use of this manual for non-clinical purposes, such as
determination of legal responsibility, competency or insanity, or justification for third
party-payment, must be critically examined” (12). Such a caution can never be realized,
of course, when the manual shapes every single record written and read for precisely
those non-clinical purposes.
While some evidence suggests that there may be systematic bias based on factors
such as gender and race in the very structure of certain DSM diagnostic categories (see,
for example, Reynolds 48-49, for discussion of one study citing the increased probability
of misdiagnosis of depression in women), much more can and should be said about the
larger issue of whether or not DSM labels are valid and reliable fundamentally. Two
anecdotes raise the question clearly and chillingly. The first anecdote addresses the
question of scientific validity. In a fascinating paper delivered at the Conference on
College Composition and Communication in March 1992 in Cincinnati, Lucille
Parkinson McCarthy, who had been studying the role rhetoric was playing in the thencurrent efforts to revise the DSM, reported having personally witnessed a crisp exchange
in which the head of a DSM subcommittee working on revisions of the eating disorders
section turned to a colleague who had been trying to make the case for the addition of a
new diagnostic category and said, “Bob, I like you. I like your disorder. Sometimes I
think I might even have your disorder. But it isn’t going in the book” (McCarthy 1). A
second anecdote makes an equally chilling point about scientific reliability. As we
reported in the 1995 edition of our Writing and Reading Mental Health Records, one
community mental health center director told us during an interview, “When you work by
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performance contract, you agree to treat X number of cases of X different problems over
X period of time. So frankly, then, when you get near the end of contract, you do tend to
start finding more cases of whatever you have left under the contract. Know what I
mean?” (Reynolds 39). Well, yes, I’m afraid I do: The speakers in these two anecdotes
tell us, with an unsettling wink, that many caregivers themselves know that the rhetoric of
mental healthcare is to some extent a house of cards, that the rhetorical cornerstone of
their profession, the DSM labeling system, is ultimately not quite valid and not quite
reliable, and that both buyer and seller should beware.
For nearly twenty years, now, frankly, my head has always spun a little when I’ve
tried to think about these things. And no matter how many new layers we’ve uncovered
in our research over the years, I don’t think, as I’ve repeatedly told Mair, that “we’ll ever
be able to claim that we’ve peeled this onion down to its core.” But what I do know is
this: Writing and reading in psychiatry, psychology, social work, pastoral counseling,
and other forms of “therapy” are rhetoric; they are choices in contexts, complicated
interpretive procedures climaxing in rhetorical definition, and we should study them.
Mental health records are not recordings of truth; they are complex constructions of truth
that profoundly affect a huge and elaborate network of clinicians and non-clinicians alike,
and we should collect and analyze them. Patients’ “records” are ideologically biased in a
number of ways as a result of a variety of forces, and we have only barely begun to
scratch the surface of finding out why, how, and to what extent. Rhetorical acts in mental
healthcare reveal as much about the backgrounds, biases, and historical eras of the
writers, readers, and listeners as they reveal about the conditions of the patients, and we
should try always to remember that. Mental health communications are practitioner
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rhetorics and community rhetorics, discursive acts in which writers and readers define,
redefine, confirm, and reconfirm their own beliefs and the beliefs of the communities in
which they live and work, and we should scrutinize them. If we don’t do this work, who
will?
The history of rhetoric in the mental health professions is ultimately a history not
only of everything that has been added to the DSM over the years, but also of everything
that has been removed, reclassified, or ignored—as Susan Carlton once so perfectly put
it, it is a fascinating history not only of words but of silences (1). Both those words and
those silences have fascinated me ever since my dear, departed father-in-law happened to
pop off one Sunday over a brunch twenty years ago. Both those words and those silences
deserve the close and ongoing attention of scholars interested not just in the rhetoric of
healthcare but in rhetoric across the disciplines. People’s paychecks, professions, and
lives—not to mention their mental health—depend on those words and those silences.
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Assessing the Work of Faculty in the Creative and Performing Arts
A New Paradigm for Recognizing and Rewarding Creative Activity

Abstract
Accountability has perhaps become the most oft-spoken word of politicians and
administrators seeking to respond to the public outcry of how monies are being spent in
education. Test scores, graduation rates, and faculty credentialing often lead to the
ranking of schools and are but some of the criteria by which success, or lack thereof, is
measured. It is often the case that all the efforts of a school or department are captured in
one numerical synopsis, which purports to accurately assess the work of its faculty,
administration, and students.
Higher education has not escaped the questions of accountability and, in an effort
to provide answers related to faculty work load, time management, and release time for
scholarly research and creative activity, has devised many systems of assessment. In
academia, faculty research has long been measured by the number of published books
and juried articles ranked by the perceived quality of the publishing house or of the
professional stature of those comprising the review board. For faculty in the creative and
performing arts however, there are few such organized and discerning entities.
The Challenge:
Unlike other disciplines where faculty research may be measured by one common
yardstick – the publishing of juried articles, books, monographs, etc. – faculty in
academic units of the performing and creative arts are, in essence, singular experts in
their fields producing research and creative efforts that cannot be simply measured or
evaluated; most efforts to do so would inevitably omit the important contributions of
some while only recognizing the “traditional” efforts of others. How does one compare
and value an early concerto by Mozart played with a major symphony orchestra with an
extended world-premiere concerto played with a regional symphony? How is an original,
large-scale, commissioned work of sculpture compared with a juried exhibition of
photography? More to the point of administrators who come from the “publish or perish”
tradition, how do these and a myriad of other creative activities equate to or measure
against the publication of a book or article? In a department of music alone, there are
conductors, musicologists, ethnomusicologists, music education specialists, performers,
experts in music technology, vocalists, instrumentalists, pianists, accompanists, coaches,
jurors, composer, arrangers, etc., and many faculty will perform work in any number of
these categories within a given year or career. Each faculty member, then, requires their
own individual assessment tool depending on his or her work. When one considers that
there are a seemingly infinite number of compositions to perform (each differing in
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difficulty), performing venues (local, regional, national, and international), audiences
(comprised of local, regional, national, and international listeners), symphony orchestras
and choruses (each of differing perceived quality and prestige), events and circumstances
surrounding the commissioning and performance of a composition, to name a few
considerations, the permutations of research and creative activity in music are virtually
infinite.
The Outcome: A New Paradigm for the Creative and Performing Arts
In an effort to more accurately assess the creative activity of the faculty in
the creative and performing arts at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, new
tools of evaluation and recognition were devised together with a systematic, fair
means of valuation. In doing so, activity that was highly valued by all faculty and
administrators – even though it may not have been in the traditional realms – found
legitimacy and help in the assessment of the faculty’s work. Central to this new
paradigm was the philosophy that:
“We continue to maintain that faculty should be creative in whatever their chosen field of
research and/or creative activity. It should be the goal of each member of the faculty to
attain a national reputation in his/her field based upon their talents, training, and
individual professional interests. We recognize, encourage, and celebrate the ongoing
research, performances, and creative activity of our colleagues”.
In this session, we will explore the dangers of assessing the creative and
performing arts by traditional methods, discover a new method of assessment and
valuation, and learn how to re-educate those for whom “accountability” and “assessment”
are always synonymous with numbers and comparators. In the end, we will learn that
creative activity can be assessed, measured, valued, and celebrated even in academia.
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Narrative Strategies and the Issue of National Culture in Ngugi’s Early Novels
Patrick McGee in Telling the Other asserts that Chinua Achebe’s engagement in
postcolonial (re-)writing aims at re-humanizing Africa and also that this mission is
accomplished through “demythologization,” that is, the deconstruction of imperialist
metaphors that have portrayed Africa as a metaphysical evil force. Although McGee’s
view is certainly applicable to writers like Ngugi wa Thiong’o, it is so only to a certain
degree. This study distances itself from McGee’s perspective by maintaining that the
so-called re-familiarization alone does not fully explain the narrative strategies of Ngugi
wa Thiong’o. The paper argues that Ngugi employs both the strategy of refamiliarization and that of re-mythologization in his early novels for the purpose of
restoring the traditional culture. While the former strategy is intended to re-humanize
the demonic Africa and Africans in the European discourse, as exemplified by the
‘beastly’ Congolese whom the narrator of Heart of Darkness (1899) witnesses along the
river Congo, the latter strategy aims at restoring and affirming the magical and spiritual
part of the local culture against the ruthless modernizing force of the capitalist
colonialism that imprints its own shape upon alien cultures. The intentional remythologization points to the existence of history that dates back to time immemorial
and yet has been denied by white historiographers. This study also differs from McGee
and other postcolonial critics in asserting that neither celebration nor glorification can
adequately account for Ngugi’s attitude towards the traditional culture.
The strategy of demythologization is best exemplified in a tribal dancing scene in
The River Between (1965) that takes place in Kameno the day before a traditional
circumcision. Obscenities in this festival are performed with impunity by the old and
young regardless of their sexes, one of the scenes which Marlow of Conrad’s novella
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might have witnessed and felt outraged by during his voyage. The apparent meaning,
available to the eyes of outsiders like Marlow, of this custom confirms Europe’s notion
of Africa as animalistic and prurient. For instance, the dancing is described in the
following lurid terms:
Whistles, horns, broken tins and anything else that was handy were taken
and beaten to the rhythm of the song and dance. Everybody went into a
frenzy of excitement. Old and young, women and children, all were there
losing themselves in the magic motion of the dance. Men shrieked and
shouted and jumped into the air as they went round a circle. For them, this
was the moment. This was the time. Women, stripped to the waist, with their
thin breasts flapping on their chests, went round and round the big fire,
swinging their hips and contorting their bodies in all sorts of provocative
ways, but always keeping the rhythm. (41)
Then suddenly the camera eye of this narrative shifts from an outsider’s to an insider’s
point of view. As a result, the hidden significance of this “beastly fanaticism” is
revealed to the reader. According to the insider’s privileged view, the collective ritual
serves certain important social purposes for the tribe: One is to unify the tribe by
allowing its members to connect with each other in this fun activity, and the other is to
liberate them for a while from the restrictions of tribal taboos that regulate every speech
and act of all of the members of the tribe. To quote the narrator:
They were free. Age and youth had become reconciled for this one night.
And you could sing about anything and talk of the hidden parts of men and
women without feeling that you had violated the otherwise strong social code
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that governed people’s relationships, especially the relationship between
young and old, man and woman. (41)
With regard to the western readership, this passage disabuses it of longstanding
prejudices against Africans. What the above passage specifically tells the Western
reader is that Kameno is possessed of social and moral laws that regulate the
relationships between the old and the young as well as between men and women. The
law in question in this passage is the one that designates and enforces sexual taboos.
Temporary suspension of these taboos certainly have a liberating or, at least, relaxing
effect upon the members of the tribe, which will in turn help the community get back on
a smooth path by letting off the steam that builds up within the societal system. What
one should keep in mind regarding the ritual is that lifting the sexual taboos does
actually not mean the allowance of those prohibited sexual acts but just that of sexual
expressions. This point is emphasized by the narrator who adds that “Of course […]
nothing bad would happen in spite of talk. It was actually a taboo to go with a woman
on such an occasion”(42). An account of another social purpose of the singing and
dancing accompanying the circumcision, which is left out in the narrator’s portrayal, is
provided in Jomo Kenyatta’s Facing Mt. Kenya. The singing performed around the
sacred “mogumo” tree before the circumcision, is explained by Kenyatta as a part of sex
education intended for the initiates. To quote Kenyatta: “The songs rendered by the
relatives and friends round the foot of the tree generally pertain to sexual knowledge.
This is to give the initiates an opportunity of acquainting themselves with all necessary
rules and regulations governing social relationship between men and women”(135-36).
Along with the strategy of re-historicizing the tribal custom as a significant rite of passage, Ngugi
employs ‘intentional re-mythologization.’ In both The River Between and Weep Not, Child (1964), this
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strategy brings into the texts such presences as Ngai, Gikuyu, and Mumbi, the mythological figures of the
Kikuyu legend. These narrative devices are employed for the same goal of restoring the traditional
culture to Africans. Examples of such mythical elements are easily found in both texts. A prominent
example in The River Between is the scene in which Chege, the prophet of Kameno, takes his son Waiyaki
to a sacred hill south of the ridge. Waiyaki is struck speechless by the fear and excitement evoked by the
holiness of the locale: “A big Mugumo tree stood near the edge of the hill. It was a huge tree, thick and
mysterious…. It looked holy and awesome, dominating Waiyaki’s soul so that he felt very small and in
the presence of a mighty power. It was the tree of Murungu”(15). “Murungu,” another name for Ngai, is
the creator in the Kikuyu’s legend of creation. Murungu along with Gikuyu and Mumbi, the first human
beings created by Him, stopped at a place on His way to Mt. Kenya, from which Kameno sprang up. This
textual remythologization of Kameno not only grants it with a sacred and mysterious status but also
serves to stretch its formation into time memorial. The thus-extended history of Kameno can compare
with that of any Christian nation, including that of the colonizer.
Let me add immediately that the restored traditional culture does not always take an ethically
superior position in Ngugi’s texts because the author does foreground but refuses to idealize the precolonial past of Africa. This position of Ngugi’s is well spoken for by Waiyaki when he questions the
efficacy and practicality of traditionalism of Kameno’s nationalists at war with the colonizer’s
Christianity: “the people did not want to move backwards,[…] the ridges no longer desired their
isolation”(144). However, this does not mean an uncritical acceptance of Western religions either for
Waiyaki is well aware that “A religion that took no count of people’s way of life, a religion that did not
recognize spots of beauty and truths in their way of life, was useless”(141). This objectivity often makes
Ngugi’s texts ambiguous or even subtly ironic toward the very tribal culture that they restore. In refusing
to “mummify the past,” Ngugi is certainly in line with Frantz Fanon who objected to Negritude for its
uncritical glorification of the past of Africa. As an alternative to traditionalism, Fanon in The Wretched of
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the Earth sought to redefine national culture as something that blooms out of popular struggles for
liberation. Although the Fanonian advocacy of anti-colonial popular struggles is found in his later works
such as Petals of Blood, Ngugi’s act of unearthing from the past the legends of Kameno’s prophets and
heroes like Mugu wa Kibiro who warned against the arrival of the white, suggests that the author even in
his early works not only retained a critical objectivity but had in his mind the politics of liberation in
restoring of the past. Although Waiyaki is a puzzled hero faced with conflicting forces of nationalism,
colonialism, and Christianity, he certainly is one who tried to make use of every available resource for the
cause of national liberation. The tribal past embodied by the Kikuyu prophets and warriors, when used
selectively and critically, can be one important resource in forging the national culture of (neo-)colonial
resistance. This is where my perspective on Ngugi’s early works differs from the general critical view
that mostly delves into the psychology of disoriented individuals, like Waiyaki and Njoroge, faced with
the harsh overwhelming realities of colonial Kenya. The conclusion of this paper is that aspects usually
associated with Ngugi’s later works, such as the Fanonian search for the tradition of resistance and refusal
to idealize the pre-colonial past, can be detected in the author’s restoration in his early works of the past
of the Kikuyu.
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TORTURE
Michael Richards Assistant Professor of Architecture Oklahoma State University

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment: Article 5, Universal Declaration of Human Rights:
United Nations; 10 December 1948.

Our investigations throughout a semester were conceptually based on the notion of Human
Factors or ERGONOMICS. We started by seeking out definitions and discussing our
understanding of these notions. Our thesis was that through the consideration of the engagement
of ergonomic devices at the scale of the body we might find a tangible metaphor for the interstitial
space, or context in which related Institutional organizations and NGO’s negotiate their
boundaries within an urban fabric. This Paper reports the consideration of the ergonomics of
torture through a two-stage, two-week sketch project in advance of a project to design a new
International Secretariat Headquarters building for Amnesty International in London.
Having first considered the potential of ergonomic relationships to enhance, exaggerate, and
increase our physical, sensory; and for some, psychological experience and capabilities, for
positive ends; we turned to torture. Torture required students to look at a dark-side of
ergonomics; to consider the history, theory, and practice of the (anti)ergonomic manipulation of
the human body, as a punishment or a means of persuasion; through the infliction of severe
physical, sensory, and psychological pain and distress.
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Stage One asked students to design; construct and draw a full scale prototype torture device
based on ergonomic principals.
After students had committed to a particular torture device design, essentially creating a context
for themselves, Stage Two was introduced.
Stage Two required students to design and fabricate an antidote or reciprocating
gesture/device/prosthetic to nullify or reduce the effects of the actions of their torture device on
the body. The nature of the response depended on their proposal for Stage One, but typically was
inserted between the device and the body, sometimes attached or adhered to either or both, so
as to insulate; compress; swell against; armor; deflect; obstruct; reflect etc., the actions of the
device.
Submission requirements are set out below and were set to encourage an engagement with the
subject at full scale, so students could inhabit the space, site, and context they had sequentially
created, and so confront the implications of there design decisions in the role of the victim or
torturer.
1) RISK ASSESSMENT: Students were required to write a simple statement anticipating possible
health and safety issues associated with their specific design investigation with equivalent
solutions to mitigate these risks.
2) BUILT: The design and construction of a full scale prototype torture device based on
ergonomic principals. Intended for persuasion or punishment; both Corporeal and Capital, but
distinctly not for Masochist pleasure. Students could use a historical precedent as a point of
departure or attempt to develop something completely without precedent. Through design
development students advanced their understanding of ergonomics as it pertains to Torture. The
device could be static or moving, mechanical or electromechanical; ergonomically designed to be
applied to a specific part(s) of the human body (to inflict pain).
Proposals had to be realizable in; or at any point in history prior to today. Devices were to be
considered as one-off prototype, not a future mass production. They could belong to the tradition
of Medieval or Third-World invention and opportunism. It simply had to be fit for purpose, robust
and effective, not necessarily slick and beautiful. Students were encouraged to make full scale
mock-ups of their device to test their ideas prior to making the final device. They were required to
take photographs and keep sketches and shop-drawings to record the development of your
design.
3) DRAWN: A monochromatic digital design communiqué;
included diagrams and schematics to illustrate the concept;
and appropriately large scale, detailed, annotated (partial)
plan/section/elevation orthographic projections of the device,
sufficiently detailed to communicate fabrication intensions to a
third party workshop fabricator, as opposed to a client. These
drawings were to be drawn with the device applied to the
human body so as to show the detailed device/body
juxtaposition with sections extending into the soft tissue of the
body to the bone. Students were invited to consider a ‘with’
and ‘without the antidote’ study, or some form of
superimposition.
"He who surrenders in the course of interrogation, not only was forced to talk, but has forever been
compelled to accept a status: that of being sub-human"
J.P. Sartre
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Figure 1: Plan view, WWII Gestapo electric torture table. Not to scale.
CONCLUSION:
Through the two phases of Torture, students researched the history, theory and practice of
Torture, and its instruments. Through set readings they familiarized themselves with the
International Declaration of Human Rights; and the existence and activities of several
International organizations which campaign for global adherence to its principals in the face of
continued human rights abuses by many individuals, groups and regimes. By employing the
tactics of shock (sometimes in bad-taste); popular with a generation of ‘Young British Artists’,
typified by artists such as Damian Hurst; we provided a catalyst to elicit strong opinions and
oblige our students to adopt an ethical position on the practice of torture.
We asked students to design a torture device both as a technical exercise and as an educational
vehicle to enter the mindset of those who seek to abuse human rights; and consider the visceral
methodology and materiality of their instruments as they are (anti)ergonomically applied to the
body. As a response to Stage One, through a proposal for a torture device, students established
an (existing) context for torture into which they were asked to place a response.
We were interested in the resultant interstitial space formed between the tissue of the human
body and the instrument of torture as an architectural metaphor. We pursued this thesis at scales
beyond the body/device interface through an understanding for the profound implication of
technology on the way our senses mediate our experience of our surroundings. The situation of a
new headquarters building for the International Secretariat of Amnesty International in the tight
17th Century street pattern of London’s St. Giles allowed students to apply the ethical positions
generated by Torture at the scale of the City; expanding outward to include the context in which
(a society’s) attitudes to (International) human rights are influenced, impinged upon and shaped;
and might continue to be reappraised.

Michael Richards, Assistant Professor of Architecture, Oklahoma State University
michael.richards@okstate.edu
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NOTES:
Definitions from the Oxford English Dictionary:
Pain (Noun)
1996 Times 13 Nov. 16/2 She was wearing huge constructivist heels. She was in pain.
Punishment; penalty; suffering or loss inflicted for a crime or offence; Physical or bodily suffering; a continuous, strongly
unpleasant or agonizing sensation in the body (usually in a particular part), such as arises from illness, injury, harmful
physical contact; A single unpleasant or agonizing physical sensation; The state or condition of consciousness arising
from mental or physical suffering (opposed to pleasure); distress; Mental distress or suffering; anguish, grief; an instance
of this. Distress caused by fear of possible evil; anxiety, apprehension.
(Verb)
1905 J. LONDON Love of Life in McClure's Mag. Dec. 154/2 It was only life that pained. There was no hurt in death.
To suffer physical pain; to suffer emotional pain, sorrow, or distress; To cause physical hurt or bodily pain to; to inflict
physical suffering upon; to torment; to torture; To inflict emotional or mental suffering upon, cause distress to; to grieve,
hurt the feelings of, upset.

Torture (Noun)
1551 Acts Privy Counc. (1891) III. 407 Assisting to the sayd Commissioners for the putting the prisoners..to suche tortours
as they shall think expedient.
The infliction of severe bodily pain, as punishment or a means of persuasion; spec. judicial torture, inflicted by a judicial
or quasi-judicial authority, for the purpose of forcing an accused or suspected person to confess, or an unwilling witness to
give evidence or information; a form of this (often in pl.). to put to (the) torture, to inflict torture upon, to torture; An
instrument or means of torture; Severe or excruciating pain or suffering (of body or mind); anguish, agony, torment; the
infliction of such; A cause of severe pain or anguish; as torture-chamber, -house, -monger, -rack, -room, -wheel;
torture-scored adj.
(Verb)
1896 ‘M. FIELD’ Attila II. 48 You will not torture? Placidia. We use that to extort confession, not As punishment.
To inflict torture upon, subject to torture; spec. to subject to judicial torture; put to the torture; To inflict severe pain or
suffering upon; to torment; to distress or afflict grievously; also, to exercise the mind severely, to puzzle or perplex greatly.
Also absol. to cause extreme pain; To act upon violently in some way, so as to strain, twist, wrench, distort, pull or knock
about, etc.

Exhibitions: The foremost collection of medieval torture instrument is held by the Medieval Criminal and Torture
Museum (Museo della Tortura e di Criminologia Medievale) in San Gimignano, Italy.
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“I will find out the truth for you, have no fear!”
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www.occasionalhell.com lists and illustrates (with 3D CAD drawings) many popular medieval
torture instruments.
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Fiction, Poetry, Dance, and Graphic Design:
Case Studies in Collaborative Interactive and Print Design Projects
Topic: Graphic Design
Presentation Format: Paper
Abstract:
In this paper and multimedia presentation, interdisciplinary case studies of student
projects in graphic design, ﬁction- and poetry-writing, and dance will be examined.
Emphasis will be placed on the need to use to its fullest extent the resources of various
departments within a small college to enhance and expand graphic design projects for
students at the undergraduate level.
Case studies will include, but will not be limited to: ﬁction written for interactive Flashbased media, and poetry written for dance interpretation and the book designs that
documented this collaboration. The author of the paper contends that, while geographic
isolation from established design centers in the United States is often perceived as
a detriment to graphic design education, this isolation often breeds the desire to
collaborate within diﬀerent disciplines, and perhaps the need to seek out rich, local
experiences for students in graphic design programs that fully use the creative resources
and talents at hand.
Further, the author concludes that inter-departmental collaboration is a reﬂection of the
reality of the graphic design profession as it is practiced; that university undergraduate
programs are in many ways consistently playing “catch up” with this reality; and that the
potential for isolationism within the university environment must be actively resisted by
graphic design educators.
The presentation of these works of graphic design, writing, and dance will discuss the
common language of the creative process that connects these disciplines. The author
concludes that graphic design students’ exposure to various forms and methods of creative
expression allows them to see their own discipline in a fresher and more elastic light.
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Abstract:
Using observations of the performance of Hispanic females in diverse
classroom settings, the speaker will explain Joe Wittmer’s observation that
Hispanic females view their worlds as “nonmechanistic, hierarchical and
spiritual.” Informed by primary research, the speaker explores the
usefulness of and strategies for the integration of female Hispanic peer
support groups in the learning environment. This presentation will explain
the cultural, psychological, and linguistic needs of Hispanic females. This
study reveals the lack of self-esteem, belongingness, and the power of the
feminine voice within the “community” of Hispanic females and provides
teacher-based solutions for correctly assessing, assisting and retaining the
Hispanic female in order to prevent the loss of her own voice and Chicana
identity within the classroom.
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A Cognitive Approach to Reading, Writing,
and the Humanities:
Learning Habits and Quality of Life Issues
Nothing, of course, will ever take the place of the good old fashion of ‘liking’ a work of
art or not liking it: the most improved criticism will not abolish that primitive, that
ultimate test. (James, The Critical, 198)
Part I: Why the Humanities should care about human brains
For most of us, attention to the arts takes up far more of our
free time than, say, sex or eating, which all cognitivists recognize
as pretty central human activities. For many people, attention
to the arts takes up more time than personal interactions.
Moreover, many of our personal interactions include features
(e.g., story telling) that are closely related to the arts.
(Hogan, Cognitive 3)
The mechanism through which human interiority and exteriority are mediated is
the brain. All input is cycled through the brain before it receives a reaction; all output
finds its genesis in the mechanical processes our brains initiate for our bodies. The brain
is, necessarily, the command center for human action and reaction in the world. A
graphic illustration of this was discovered in people who were receiving medical care for
carbon monoxide poisoning. In individuals who suffer extreme oxygen deprivation, a
layer of cells called the associated areas is damaged. This area of cells links the primary
cortical region of the brain to the associated cortical region. The net effect is that
patients are unable to use language for communicating experience because the primary
cortical area maintains inner life feelings, reactions, and emotions, but these aspects of
the patient’s inner life are “trapped” in the primary cortical area. When the cells of the
associated areas die (having been oxygen deprived), there is no ‘road out’ to the
associated cortical area—which allows the patient’s inner life to become spoken, shared
with others. The best these patients can do is to finish sentences of well-known
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childhood rhymes or repeat, verbatim, what others say to them. Thus, with damage to
one area of the brain, a person can be utterly ‘trapped’ within his or her own mind, unable
to interact with his or her world (Bhatnagar). The understanding of the brain (cellular
mass) and mind (processes of interpretation and choice) has progressed in large part due
to cases like this in which damage has been inflicted on the brain.
These are the cases from which we have been able to come to a far greater
understanding of the importance of the mind’s relationship with the outside world and the
subsequent effects of that relationship upon the brain. Science is beginning to understand
that a physically healthy brain depends upon an active mind—a mind that seeks
knowledge and continues to challenge itself. These habits are not easily developed, nor
are they easily maintained. One way to set the groundwork for lifetime leaning habits
rests with the humanities. Far from being an obsolete and insular relic of higher
education, they are instead the foundation for the development and perpetuation of not
only a healthy intellectual life, but a healthy physical life as well.

Part II: What the School Sisters of Notre Dame have taught us about linguistics,
education, and physical health
“You've got to be good friends
before you ask somebody for their brain.”
Dr. David Snowdon (Nash)
The School Sisters of Notre Dame are a group of nuns who have found
themselves in a unique position of offering us evidence about the benefits broad and
ongoing education has for not just mental, but physical human well-being. It was quite
by accident that I happened upon their story, but it shaped my research from that point
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forward, and explains how it is that a graduate student in English came to find herself in a
gross anatomy lab as part of a Speech Pathology course.
My interest was initially sparked by an article that ran in The Milwaukee JournalSentinel on February 21, 1996. Joe Manning wrote an innocuous little article, buried on
page nine, about a group of Elm Grove, Wisconsin, nuns who had agreed to donate their
brains upon death to a study operating out of the University of Kentucky under Dr. David
Snowdon. The title of the article, “Scientists study link between Alzheimer’s, linguistic
skills: Ongoing ‘Nun Study’ shows poor writing may indicate a higher risk,” is certainly
of interest to someone dedicated to the Humanities’ role in improving people’s quality of
life.
Manning reports that the “Young Wisconsin nuns who expressed fewer ideas in
handwritten biographies five decades ago were at higher risk for developing Alzheimer’s
disease in late life.” The study looked at the biographies the nuns had written as a
requirement of their novitiate, at an average age of 22, while waiting to take their vows.
These writing samples were analyzed using a formula that counted the number of ideas
expressed per ten word unit. Snowdon commented on the correlating link between
linguistic ability early in life and later cognitive difficulties by saying that poor writing
skills are “’a potent marker for cognitive (thought) problems, Alzheimer’s disease, and
brain lesions in late life’” (Manning). This is the first study to have sufficient
documentation and tracking to allow such an assessment.
The statistics from this study showed that 90% of those nuns with Alzheimer
disease1 had shown low linguistic ability in early life, while only 13% of those nuns who

1

Diseases named after people should not have an added ‘s’ nor should ‘disease’ or ‘syndrome’ be
capitalized. Mace and Rabins explain that Alzheimer disease, Down syndrome, and Lyme disease should
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did not have evidence of Alzheimer disease had written at a level suggesting low
linguistic ability (Manning). In other words, only 10% of linguistically talented nuns had
Alzheimer disease as opposed to their less linguistically inclined sisters who comprised
the other 90%. About the time of my having read this article, I received another article
from a nurse who was (and is still) working with the Medical College of Wisconsin’s arm
of the Nun Study. This 1993 article by Sharon M. Reynolds for Odyssey: The Magazine
of University of Kentucky Research2 discussed some of the findings related to early
possible indicators of Alzheimer’s and dementia. Pilot studies indicated “a higher level
of formal education appeared to be related to longevity with good mental and physical
functioning….” This study is unique in two ways. First, it is unique because the subjects
live very similar day to day lives, with food, exercise, and hours of sleep very similar.
Also, the use of substances such as tobacco and alcohol are controlled. Second, the study
involves a statistically significant portion of that population. In any given study,
generally only 20% of the population is willing to participate. In this study, however, as
of 1997, 80% of the population had agreed to participate. “’The large response rate of
our study makes it more valid scientifically’” according to Dr. Snowdon (Reynolds 3).
Thus, there is a combination of environmental consistency and high participation rates
that makes this research more thorough than any other to date.
Some of the early findings of this study seemed to uphold the notion that
education has benefits beyond a good paying job. “The more highly educated sisters
lived approximately four years longer with a good level of mental and physical
functioning than those who had less than a bachelor’s degree.” Further, “at every age,
not be made into possessive forms (Down’s Syndrome) (xvii). Conversational use, however, does not
always reflect this formality.
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between 20 and 95, the less-educated sisters had twice the mortality rates of the more
educated” (Reynolds 3). This is, again, why the controlled lifestyle of the nuns is
scientifically important in being able to isolate the effects of factors like education on
quality and length of life. Factors such as risk taking and poor diet, which are sometimes
offered as explanations for disease and mortality among general populations, are removed
from the equation in a group like the nuns in which environmental variations are
minimized (Reynolds 3-4). Snowdon explains, “’With the less-educated as well as the
more highly educated nuns, they aren’t smoking, or drinking heavily; they’re eating out
of the same kitchens; and they have the same level of social support. All these
similarities in adult lifestyle are relatively constant’” (Reynolds 4). The notion that all of
the sisters are eating out of the same kitchen becomes important from the standpoint that
some scientists have implicated aluminum as a contributing factor for Alzheimer disease.
The cookware is the same for each group of nuns, thus equalizing the potential effect of
aluminum leeching into foods.
Also of importance in this study are the historical materials available to
researchers. Since the issue of education and linguistic ability came to the fore, the team
has found that the archive kept by the School Sisters of Notre Dame contains a wealth of
information about the early years of the now elderly sisters:
Information on all the sisters has been scrupulously recorded from the
time they entered the order and is available in archives for researchers.
Archival data also show the sisters’ abilities to communicate in writing
and perform mathematical calculations. Ultimately, the autobiographies
and school transcripts of all the participants will be analyzed. (Reynolds
4)

2

The University of Kentucky is where Dr. Snowdon’s team is based.
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This is, again, different in an important way from other studies on Alzheimer disease and
dementia in that other studies have had to focus on working with individuals who are
already symptomatic. It is very difficult to develop a baseline set of information on a
person whose very presence before a clinician is predicated on suspected3 Alzheimer’s
and other dementias. The early information available on the nuns is archived and traces
their lives with the order, as well as dipping into their life experiences prior to their vows
(Reynolds 4).
For scholars interested in the role of education in the overall well-being of
individual humans and society at large, the implications could not be vaster. Although
the number of neurons a person will have is established by the age of 5, there are
connectors in the brain, dendrites, which can increase (and decrease) in number and may
influence the progress of degenerative brain diseases. Redundancy in dentritic
connections is a virtue. The more connections between brain cells one has, the more
connections one can afford to loose. Some of the brains Snowdon’s team examined
showed evidence of Alzheimer’s, but functionally the nun had shown no symptoms. The
team noted that these asymptomatic brains with Alzheimer disease were 20% larger than
those brains that were symptomatic in life. “’It’s as if those extra brain cells were acting
as back-ups for the nerve cells destroyed by Alzheimer’s,’ says Snowdon” (Reynolds 5).
With only 14% of people living past the age of 65 being functional during their last year
of life (Reynolds 3), it seems well worthwhile to focus some of the resources the
humanities bring to bear upon the question of the influence of intellectual health on
physical health.

3

Alzheimer disease is only diagnosed with certainty by autopsy.
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The story of one nun in particular, Sister Mary, illustrates how important ongoing
learning and engagement with the world is in living a healthy life even in one’s golden
years. Sister Mary’s story is a testament to the Nun Study’s findings—which is probably
exactly what she would have wanted. When Dr. Snowdon initially approached the
School Sisters of Notre Dame with his request for their participation (and brains), he was
not immediately embraced by the Order at large. He did have a powerful ally in Sister
Mary, however. Sister Mary became Snowdon’s advocate within the Order, working to
convince the other sisters that participating in the study was a natural extension of their
mission to “care for the sick and the poor. ‘A person with Alzheimer’s disease…is one
of the poorest people I know’” (Nash). Sister Mary ultimately prevailed, convincing
most of the other sisters to participate.
At 100 years old, Sister Mary was a pillar of the community and as active as ever.
She continued to read avidly and on a daily basis offered systematic prayers (with the
help of a globe) for people around the world. Snowdon thought of Sister Mary as the
ideal of aging well. She was healthy and active, intellectually involved with her
community and her world. She died three months short of her 102nd birthday and, as her
fellow sisters who had died before her, her brain was given to Dr. Snowdon’s project.
The “Nun Study” team was floored by what they saw in Sister Mary’s brain. She had not
only the microscopic tangles and plaques that indicate Alzheimer disease, but she had
holes in her brain where “millions of brain cells had died” (Nash). The visual evidence
of Alzheimer disease was so advanced that Snowdon’s team wondered how she had
remained, not only functional, but apparently symptomless. The best answer to that
question, at this point, is that she had, through life-long learning, woven a system of
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dendritic connections that were sufficiently redundant so as to have maintained
connectedness in the face of an otherwise catastrophic disease process (Nash).
Stories like that of Sister Mary are the basic motivation for me in pursuing
a cognitive approach to literature. The simple idea that reading and writing and an active
intellectual life can have a profound positive effect on issues of physical health and aging
well is too important to let slip away. In an era when universities are cutting humanities
classes, staff, and funding because they see no ‘tangible’ benefits, we must prove to them
how wrong they are. There has long been a sense that there is some vague but profound
good rooted in a liberal education, but until now that good has remained elusive. To
some, the irony is that science has helped show the importance of the arts—despite art
theory’s ongoing attempts to destroy itself through postmodern decay. After nearly a
century of methodical reduction of human experience to a set of resultant actions, we
may begin to go back to correct that expedient but flawed application. Jerome Brunner
has aptly framed the task at hand for those who would wish to reframe and reclaim the
humanities at large, literature in particular in this historical moment: “The daunting task
that remains now is to show in detail how, in particular instances, narrative organizes the
structure of human experience---how, in a word, ‘life’ comes to imitate ‘art’ and vice
versa” (21). Life and art are related as the chicken and the egg; they are conceptually
bound and neither predates the other.
This exchange of information across disciplines is not limited to different areas
within the sciences. The sciences have been courting the intellectual involvement of the
humanities for nearly two decades. In fact, “cognitive scientists, for their part, have been
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borrowing freely from literary studies for some time, often adopting their key terms from
rhetoric and literary criticism” (Richardson & Steen 2).
The reason for the sciences’ interest in humanistic scholars’ contributions
is intuitive. They perceive literature and history as being great repositories of records
showing the human mind in action across a vast range of experiences. The sciences have
long recognized the benefit of contact between the disciplines, but the humanities have
been slow to respond. One of the ways to delve into how life infiltrates art and art
permeates life is by studying one of many humanistic arenas in which these elements
play: Literature.
Literary studies at large stand to gain vast pools of knowledge that have already
begun to reshape the understanding of literature as it has evolved over the last several
decades. Alan Richardson clearly delineates the most obvious areas of literature which
stand to make significant gains through contact with other disciplines: “Areas within
literary studies that most closely border on the relevant disciplines within the cognitive
neurosciences—particularly reader response criticism, metrics, and narratology—all but
cry out for rethinking in terms of recent work in cognitive psychology, psycholinguistics,
and artificial intelligence” (Richardson, “Cognitive” 158).
It is in the new research and new insights that literature stands to not only find a
better understanding of itself, but to reach beyond itself and contribute to humanistic
concerns in the inexorable advances of artificial intelligence, as well as to assist medical
science in continuing to improve quality of life issues for patients who, 25 years ago,
would not have had hope of any such consideration. In this moment, literary studies have
the potential to contribute to tangible human well-being as has never before been
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possible. By understanding how the human brain creates narrative, evaluates action, and
subsequently accepts or rejects a character’s portrayal of reality (narrative), there is an
opportunity to understand how this process can go awry.

Part III: Re-seeing Literature
The cognitive paradigm differs from traditional literary
theories. In many ways opposed to the currently dominant
poststructuralist paradigm in literary studies, it posits
at its center an embodied intelligence. (Ludwig 29)
What is so important about a cognitive approach at this point in time is that it
addresses an abyss created by post-modern theories that have either abandoned meaning
or deemed it unknowable. Curiosity and a desire to know and explain are deemed naïve
in the extreme—and passé. There could be nothing more deadly for the future of
humankind than to believe the hype of nihilism and relativism.
It is in vogue to allow for “plurality” in readings—that individuals can bring their
own meaning to bear on a text. This has been done ad absurdum in some works of
criticism. I will go so far as to say that some interpretations of stories are simply wrong.
The Turn of the Screw is not the story of a poor flower-girl who is temporarily adopted by
a linguist who intends to pass her off as a duchess at a ball. In fact, such interpretations
cause instructors to say, “Ah, Scotty has not read what was assigned.” Such obvious
examples of invalid interpretation are rare—and are taken to mean someone has not read
the same thing we have.
This is not to say, however, that some variation does not occur. The Turn of the
Screw is an excellent example of this—in fact it is a wondrous monument to interpretive
variety because the text does support various readings that could be endorsed by
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reasonable readers. “Obviously, when interpreting stories, readers never limit themselves
only to what is explicit in the text” (Swirski 14), but this does not mean it is open season
on running down utterly untenable readings. Instead, it means that we tend to elaborate
on what is given to us by the author. When an author introduces a driver and a police
officer, “We do not just create the driver: we create the driver’s mind and the policeman’s
mind” (Palmer 326). The understanding of a mind guides interpretation about action.
“Comprehension is simply not possible unless we have available to us hypothetical
versions of the minds of the actors that appear to account for the events described”
(Palmer 326). Having created the minds of each character, we are then able to
understand motivation.
In most of what is considered canonical literature, you would be hard pressed to
find an author who tells his reader what his character’s motivations are—and if he or she
does, readers often see it as being a cue to look for something else. “[S]tory
recipients…work to interpret narratives by reconstructing the mental representations that
have in turn guided their production” (Herman, Story 1). That is to say, the process of
taking on narrative involves looking outside of oneself, whether as a reader or as a writer.
“[S]toryworld (re)construction by the reader would encompass the activities and kinds of
reasoning involved in the attribution by the reader of CMF [Cognitive Mental
Functioning] to a narrator or storyworld participant” (Margolin 275). Thus, the process
of engaging with characters—whether to create or re-create them—demands the ability to
formulate a comprehensive sense of an individual with his or her own distinct cognitive
style. This capacity is shared by both readers and writers.
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Like any good relationship, both parties are responsible for carrying their own
weight. “[F]ormal features in literary texts typically shape response,…[an idea] rejected
by poststructuralist critics” (Miall & Kuiken 327). In the same way, “the stories we tell
are shaped to a great degree by the expectations of our listeners” (Schank, Tell xxviii).
This interplay between two minds that meet in the text is possible because there are
qualities of both brain and mind that unite us in human experience. “The common
encoding mechanisms of all human beings…guarantee identity between an author’s
intention and a reader’s interpretation” (Bizup & Kintgen 84). Narratology concerns
itself with a dynamic relationship between the author, the reader and the text, a “triadic
relation,” rather than the reader-response “dyadic” relation (Ginsburg & Rimmon-Kennan
72-73), and asserts that the relationship is more truly representative of both the reader’s
process in attempting to understand the text, but also in representing the author’s
concerns when fashioning a text.

Part IV: Authority and Responsibility
“The author is dead.”—Barthes
“Look both ways before crossing the road.”—The Author
“In 1968, the Author was publicly put to death” (Ginsburg & Rimmon-Kennan
67) in an effort to save the reader from being bulldozed by ineffable Authority. Even the
text has been pushed aside. “A curious fact about literary theory over the past few
decades is that, despite the displacement of the concept of ‘the text itself’ with theories of
the reader and the cultural context, the theory of the creative process has been almost
entirely neglected” (Schank, Tell xiv). The notion was that the author (and apparently,
later, the text) carried too much power over the construction of meaning for the text
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before a reader could get his or her hands on it, thus restricting interpretation. “Reacting
against this control, it is partly in the name of readers that Barthes needs to kill the author
[…]. And partly in the name of the shared notion of text and writing” (Ginsburg &
Rimmon-Kennan 69). Strangely, however, the author seems to linger. “History has
shown—not least through such Authors as Barthes, Foucault, Derrida—that authors are
immune to all kinds of attack, no matter how violent or by whom” (Ginsburg & RimmonKennan 70). Thank goodness for that resilience, for if the author was lost, so, too, would
readers lose a wealth of information that culminates in the experience of feeling
connected to other humans for which many readers read.
Herbert Simon captured the importance of this point in saying “Meanings flow
from the intentions of people”. We do not always like what other people intend, but that
does not mean that they do not intend it. It is why different people prefer different sorts
of stories. If you do not like an author’s intention, read a different author. Peter Swirski
puts it bluntly when he says “the range of valid implications is determined by the real
author’s executive intentions” (26). He goes on to explain:
It is certainly not true that for every work one can determine the author’s
intentions with incontestable accuracy. This fact yields, however, no
ground to epistemological arguments against intention attribution.
Moreover, theoretical objections of this type are refuted in practice by the
successful reconstructive work of historians, archeologists,
cryptographers, and indeed, literary scholars themselves. (24)
In daily life people mistake others’ intentions, but more often than not, we are pretty
good at discerning intent. Just as in reality, we make errors when judging fiction—but
that is what makes a good discussion of a text useful. Because we are sometimes
mistaken, the value of estimating intent does not decrease. Consider the last meeting you
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attended. Why did you attend it? Was it because you believed that the other individuals
who were to take part in the meeting actually intended to show up? If you did not believe
other people intended to keep the appointment, why should you? The simple answer is
that you should not. If, for example, said meeting was scheduled to take place in a
location one hour from the nearest attendee and a snowstorm had occurred, dumping a
foot of snow on the area, would you not question the intentions of the attendees? Perhaps
you would call some of them so as to ensure you were not the only person to have opted
to make the treacherous drive.
The patterns of cognition are not subject to suspension on theoretical grounds.

Part V: Conclusion
The post-structuralist view, tacit or explicit, relieves writers of the responsibility
of thinking, innovating and successfully communicating through language. The category
of writers includes not only literary writers, but all writers, including those whom we
teach in colleges and universities around the country. It is not enough that writers refer to
other writers prolifically. Writers must take each rhetorical situation and their
responsibility to the reader seriously. They must intend and make those intentions known
to the audience. Without intention executed through clear use of language, there is no
communication or innovation—individually or culturally. The return of the author as an
active party to a relationship with the reader is crucial to maintaining a sense of
responsibility for the narrative the writer offers.
Narrative is the particular mode through which we understand our own minds and
find connectivity with other human minds. This is no trivial feat. The following pages
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examine several cognitive processes and show how each participates in the mind’s effort
to sort, integrate, comprehend, and build meaning. These processes have been prompted
by each of the authors in an effort to evoke particular predictable reactions from the
reader that are geared towards generating meaning.
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A bst ra ct:
The paper critically addresses the view expressed by art writers such as Miwon Kwon and
James Meyer that 'the phenomenological site' associated with Minimalism and early sitespecific art of the 1960s onwards, is necessarily innocent and apolitical because it is
made available only for bodily inhabitation and perceptual experience. The paper uses
Anthony Giddens' model of modernity to argue against that position by showing how
recognition of the value of live space in relation to the space of art has important
political implications in an era when the space we inhabit is increasingly under threat
from problems ranging from war to climate change. The paper makes no claims for art's
capacity to have any direct impact on those problems, only that the use of live space as
an art material is implicitly critical of the values underlying them.

Int r od ucti o n
This paper is part of an argument I am developing about the significance of site-related
art practice. This practice concerns the relationship of art to its physical location, and
when it emerged as a mainstream issue in the form of Minimalism, and then sitespecificity, in the 1960s onwards, Robert Morris and other artists sought to
contextualise it in the philosophy of phenomenology. Here I would like to take a
different tack, and use sociology instead, to speculate on why this might have happened
and on what it might mean for artists to seek to incorporate the physical space art
occupies as a material element in the work.

I particularly want to argue against the rejection by art writers Miwon Kwon (in One

Place After Another) and James Meyer (in The Functional Site) of the political
significance of the 'phenomenological model' of the site used in site-related artwork.1
Briefly, both identified shifts in site-related art practice from the use of the physical,
bodily-occupied 'phenomenological model of the site' in the 1960s and 70s, towards
non-physical models of the site from the 1990s onwards. Kwon identified this as the

1

Miwon Kwon, One Place Afte r Ano ther: Site -specific Art and Loca tional Identity, Cambridge
Massachusetts & London England: The MIT Press, 2002; James Meyer, The Functional Site in Suderburg, Erika
(ed), Space Site Interven tion, Situating Ins tallation Art, Minneapolis London: University of Minnesota
Press, 2000, p 23-37
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'discursive' model of the site, positioning the 'institutional critique' model as somewhat
transitional between those two periods. Meyer identified this non-physical site as the
'functional site'. In both their histories, the 'phenomenological site' was significant in the
1960s & 70s when it was a new discovery, but was discredited in the 1980s by the bad
public relations created by Richard Serra's battles over his Tilted Arc, and has since
become 'aesthetically and politically exhausted', to use Kwon's words.2 While I agree
that that event was a watershed in the way site-related art practices are regarded, their
analyses both suffer from seeing this history in too narrow a context. My argument here
is not with their histories themselves, and certainly not with the artists and art practices
they use to illustrate it. A discursive site, for example, is surely the context of all
artwork in one way or another. My argument here is solely with their failure to see the
political significance of the physical site in contemporary Western culture and therefore
of the art movement that sought to incorporate it as a material element in artwork.

However, I too would like to leave behind the term 'phenomenological site' for the time
being and use the term 'live-space' for the space we physically occupy alongside, or
even within, site-related artwork. Firstly this shifts early site-related art practice out of
its familiar philosophical context. Secondly, replacing 'site' with 'space' reduces the
emphasis on a particular location, because what I mean by live space is any particular
location that can be occupied. As the title of this paper implies, this live space is thought
of here as a found material with a history and social meaning like the found object or
readymade.3 But as a found material in which we are also embedded, it is something to
be reflexively examined, to be momentarily objectified even, as Piero Manzoni showed
with The Base of the World in 1961, which left us imagining ourselves stranded in outer
space with no place to stand, giving us the opportunity to see the impossibility or the

Kwon op cit p 1; for image of Richard Serra, Tilted Arc, New York City, 1982-9: see Kwon, op cit p 71
The notion that by the end of the twentieth century, 'actual' 'space and time … themselves constitute
material for art' was also noted in the preface of Nicolas de Oliveir, Nicola Oxley and Michael Perry (editors)
Installation Art, London: Thames & Hudson 1994, p6.
2
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consequences of objectifying or separating ourselves so completely from our physical
context.4

However 'found or ready-made space' do not quite so clearly make the distinction
between the live space we need to occupy as physical beings, and the particular places
that we also occupy and move between. These two ways of recognising the space we
occupy always coincide in practice as we always occupy live space, and that live space is
always a particular place as well. However the former remains live space wherever we
are, whereas the particular places always change as we move between them. Yet they
both of course have social and political significance. The political significance of sites
that we can move between is well recognised in the 'institutional critique' forms of siterelated artwork. But as the 'phenomenological site', live space has a more ambivalent
position within thinking about the site in art. Kwon and Meyer claim the literal or
phenomenological site is used 'innocently' by artists, even though they themselves
claim quite rightly that it actually has political and social significance. But when they
moved with insufficient thought between those two points—between the supposed
innocence of the 'natural' site as used by artists and its the social meaning that they
themselves claim it has—they actually moved between an understanding of the site as
occupiable, live space to an understanding of the site as a particular place, leaving
unaddressed the question of how live space could have a political significance in its own
right. This is the question I want to address in this paper.

In doing so I will also use the term 'place' synonymously here with 'live space', because it
is the term preferred by the texts I use.

Place is thought of as including what I mean by

live space, but without the particular distinction I need to make here between live space
and particular location. I want to make that distinction so that another distinction can
become clear—that between the 'live space' where inhabitants are mobile and move
between places in a spatial continuity that contrasts with the spatial discontinuity
between live- and art-space. This discontinuity occurs because the live body can occupy

4

Piero Manzoni The Base of the World 1961: www.herningkunstmuseum.dk/ - samlingen - Konceptkunst
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live space, but cannot enter the space of art, 'freeing up' the space of art so that it can
be interpreted without considering the interests of the body. It is this contrast
underlying the rules of interpretation of the two spaces that ultimately gives live space
its political significance in a culture in which, as I will endeavour to argue, the space
which cannot be bodily occupied is given greater value than space which can be
occupied by the body.
Before going on to that argument, I will give an example of what I mean by this
distinction through the work of Helena Almeida, an artist who uses this spatial
discontinuity between live- and art-space as the subject of her work. I am not including
examples of the Minimalist and other work referred to by Kwon and Meyer, partly
because of time and partly because I am not comparing the work of different artists or
of different decades—I am specifically arguing against their dismissal of the political
significance of the phenomenological site in the art of any the later decades of the
twentieth century.
Hele na Al me id a
Helena Almeida's 1970s works are documentations of performances which the artist
seeks to continue after the photographic documentation is printed. On the one hand this
continuity is actually created over a period of time by the artist moving from a position
in front of the camera to a position in front of the photograph. However, a miraculous
simultaneous continuity seems to occur between the two spaces so that viewers in the
vicinity of the photograph seem to be collaborating with the artist in giving live space a
position of value and authority in the work equal to that within the image.5 Acrylic paint
or horsehair on the surface of the photograph indicate the transitional plane between the
documented space of the artist in the studio and the live space that the viewer can
occupy, what Almeida calls the 'screen' dividing the two spaces. The paint and hair are
the live-space components of actions which appear to move between live and
represented space.

5

I would also like to thank artist Raquel Ormella for drawing my attention to Almeida's work several years ago.
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In Inha bit ed D ra wi ng 1975, we see a continuity between the space within the image
and the space of the viewer, because the artist has documented herself performing an
act of drawing which is continued into the space of the viewer by the horse hair placed
in the surface of the photograph.6 A second Inhabi ted D ra wi ng 1975 has one
horsehair on the outside, appearing to be drawn there from a position on the inside, and
a second horse hair being held within the photograph as if waiting to be placed on the
outside next.7
In other works, Almeida uses acrylic paint on the surface of sequences of photographs to
show a more complex fiction of matter simultaneously occupying the space outside and
inside the photograph. In St ud y for Inne r E nric hme nt , 1977-8, this matter also
appears to be swallowed by the artist and transformed into an expression of feeling, in
the form of blue tears.8 In Inha bit ed Pai nti ng 1975, the artist uses mirrors within the
image as well as paint on the surface of the print to create a fiction of wild spatial
confusion.9
These works enable viewers to see their own inhabitation of live space paired with the
artist's inhabitation of the space photographed. Viewers may also see their spatial
framework both denied and confirmed. It is denied because the artwork claims a
simultaneous continuity between these two spaces, and it is confirmed because that
claim demonstrates that the rules of one are different from the rules of the other.
Sp ace & mo de r nity - A nt ho ny G id de ns' m od el
These rules are different partly because, to go back to the point made earlier, art—and
represented space generally—is not occupied by the live viewer and is thereby able to go
by different rules, rules that ignore the interests of the body. (Which is, by the way, the

Helena Almeida, Inhabited D ra wing 1975, 10 photographs and horsehair in: Helena Almeida, catalogue of
the exhibition January-March 2000, Centre Galego de Arte Contemporánea (ISBN 84-453-2668-6) p 98-9 & 56
7 Helena Ameida, Inhabi ted Dra wing 1975, one photograph and one horsehair: ibid p 41
8
Helena Almeida, Study for an Inne r Enrich ment , 1977-8, 6 photographs and acrylic paint: ibid p 110-1
9 Helena Almeida, Inhabited Pain ting 1975 (11 photographs and acrylic paint): ibid p 100-1
6
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convention that is being challenged by the very art practices that are the subject of this
paper). Here I will use the work of a sociologist, Anthony Giddens, because it provides
an explanation for how Western society may have produced and highly value such a
space, i.e., a space that does not need to consider the interests of the body. This model
is a framework within which the use of live space as an art material can be seen as an
important political act.
Giddens' model identifies conditions that facilitated rapid and radical historical transitions
through which modernity was and continues to be torn away from tradition.10 He
describes modernity as the 'modes of social life or organisation which emerged in Europe
from about the seventeenth century onwards and subsequently became more or less
world-wide in their influence.'11 He claims that the conditions of modernity were further
radicalised and universalised in the late twentieth century, producing what he prefers to
call a 'radicalised modernity' or 'high modernity' rather than post-modernity.12 These
conditions of modernity are time-space distanciation, disembedding and reflexivity. I will
now look at how the model claims these interact to produce a social system which
devalues place.

1. Ti me -spa ce di sta nc iati on
Time-space distanciation is the progressive separation of time and/or space from place.
In pre-modern situations, time and space are read off place, so that tradition
does not so much resist change as pertain to a context in which there are few
separated temporal and spatial markers in terms of which change can have any
meaningful form.13
Writing and the calendar were forms of time-space distanciation from pre-modern times,
and Giddens claims that radical change occurred with the invention of the new marker of
time, the mechanical clock, and its diffusion throughout key Western countries by the
late eighteenth century. Clocks displaced socio-spatial markers or regular natural

10
11
12
13

Anthony Giddens The Consequences of Modernity, 1990, Polity Press, Cambridge, UK, p 63
ibid p 1
ibid p 3
ibid p 37
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occurrences as a way of telling the time. Time was thereby standardised, made uniform
and ‘empty’ of place, permitting the division of the day into ‘zones’ undifferentiated by
particularities like the weather or season, for example. Worldwide standardisation of
calendars in the 20th century completed the separation of time from place by matching
the uniformity of time measurement by the clock with the uniformity of the social
organisation of time.

This 'emptying of time' became a precondition for the 'emptying of space' through the
separation of space from place. This happened through what Giddens calls ‘distanciated
relations’, i.e. connections which occur at a distance, out of sight and hearing, but which
determine the status of the particular place of perception. So ‘what structures the locale
is not simply that which is present on the scene’. What occurs at a distance is made
more important than what is present, than the ‘“visible form” of the locale’ which, in its
turn, ‘conceals the distanciated relations which determine its nature’.14 For example,
Western voyages of discovery produced universal maps that represented space as
standardised units without reference to a 'privileged locale', dislocating space by making
it independent of any particular place or region.15

The separation of time and space allowed their recombination for the complex
coordination of social activity, of time-space ordering devices ranging from train
timetables to the movements of global capital. The separation of time and space is
crucial to the extreme dynamism of modernity because:
• it prepared conditions for disembedding by standardising time and space and
undermining the significance of the particularities of contexts of presence;
• it provided the 'gearing mechanisms' for the 'rationalised organisation', which, despite
its reputation for inertia, has a greater dynamism than any pre-modern organisation
because of its capacity to connect the local and the global; and

14
15

ibid 18-19
ibid p19
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• through a standardised dating system, the 'emptying' of time and space enables a
unitary world history to be established and to dominate.

2. D ise mbed di ng
is the second condition Giddens claims is producing modernity. He describes
disembedding as

the 'lifting out' of social relations from local contexts of interaction and their
restructuring across infinite spans of time-space.16
Disembedding depersonalises and de-localises social relations, enabling them to be reembedded without regard for the particular or the personal. It shifts the basis of social
activity and social relations from the trust involved in personal contacts between
individuals or groups, to a trust in largely inaccessible processes and systems.

Symbolic tokens and expert systems are mechanisms through which these social
relations are disembedded. Money is a symbolic token which allows transactions to be
lifted out of any particular milieu of exchange so they can occur between agents widely
separated by space and time. Money requires trust in money's 'abstract capacities'
rather than in the individuals with whom it is exchanged. Time-space distanciation
displaces place from exchanges, which are simply trusted to occur elsewhere because
they cannot be witnessed first-hand.

As well as money, expert systems also dis-embed space and time from place, requiring

trust in their abstraction, to compensate for the removal of 'social relations from the
immediacies of context'. In Giddens’ words:
Trust is related to absence in time and space. There would be no need to trust
anyone whose activities were continually visible and whose thought processes
were transparent, or to trust any system whose workings were wholly known and
understood.17

16
17

ibid p21
ibid p33
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When people consult doctors and lawyers, live in a house, drive a car, board a plane,
etc., they demonstrate their trust in the expert systems used in medicine, law, building,
engineering, architecture, aeronautics, traffic & highway design and construction.18 This
trust in expertise and procedures replaces a place-based or personal-based trust in
people.19

Thus in Giddens' model, the social institutions of modernity are formed through
processes which devalue the concrete, occupiable space of place, where space and time
are one. Unburdened by place, the relative constancy and past-orientation of the
institutions of tradition give way to the dynamism and future-orientation of those of
modernity.20

3. C onstitut ive refle xivity
Giddens' third condition of modernity (after time-space distanciation and disembedding)
is constitutive reflexivity. In modern times, practices are justified on the basis of
'incoming knowledge' about them rather than because that is the way they have always
been done, as was the case in traditional times. His claim is
not that there is no stable world to know [in modernity], but that knowledge of
that world contributes to its unstable or mutable character.21
This knowledge and its potential effect on the practices in question, produces the openended constitutive reflexivity of modernity. As an example, Giddens uses statistics about
births, deaths and marriages to show the ongoing 'circularity of social knowledge'22
which occurs when knowledge of these statistics changes behaviour, which is then likely
to be reflected in changes seen in future collections of statistics. Constitutive reflexivity
reconstitutes the object of reflection through subjecting it to 'chronic revision in the

18
19
20
21
22

ibid p26
ibid p29
Anthony Giddens, Modernity & Self-Identity, Cambridge Oxford: Polity Press 1991 p 16-7
Giddens Consequences p 45
ibid153
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light of new information and knowledge.'23 It contributes to the 'unstable and mutable
character' of modernity because the
reflexivity of modernity, which is directly involved with the continual gathering of
systematic self-knowledge, does not stabilise the relation between expert
knowledge and knowledge applied in lay actions. Knowledge claimed by expert
observers (in some part, and in varying ways) rejoins its subject matter, thus (in
principle, but also normally in practice) altering it. There is no parallel to this
process in the natural sciences: it is not at all the same as where, in the field of
microphysics, the intervention of an observer changes what is being studied.24
Constitutive reflexivity creates the dynamism and instability of modernity because the
other components of the model—distanciation and disembedding—have substituted
expert knowledge for place as the/a key factor determining social relations and value.

Giddens does not consider what role art may have in that substitution. Before finishing
with that question, I first need to show why the devaluation of place is itself a serious
political issue, which I will do through drawing out Giddens' own unstated but implied
argument.
Co nse q ue nc es o f t h e dev al uati o n o f pla ce
The two underlying themes in Gidden's analysis are the devaluing of place in the ongoing
creation of modernity, and the struggle to control a 'runaway world' so as to avoid
global catastrophe. But he does not draw out any connection between the two, leaving
them innocently lying side by side. Instead, he limits the 'instability' caused by
constitutive reflexivity to the relative abstraction of changes in behaviour patterns or
social forms measured against their previous state, rather than considering the other
sort of 'instability' that threatens the body due to its dependence on that traditional
form of time and space, place.

He describes his subject as 'the juggernaut of modernity', a 'run-away world' which we
have no choice but to find ways to ride so as to minimise the 'high-consequence risks'

23
24

Giddens Mode rnity p 20
Giddens Consequences p 45
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with which we have to live 25. He explains what he means by these risks by listing the
Chernobyl incident, the potential effects of nuclear or large-scale conventional military
confrontation, and the potential for ecological disasters caused by human action.
Yet his analysis avoids stating what his model makes obvious, which is that the
devaluation of place is essential for the dynamism of modernity and it is dangerously
destabilising for those very devalued places and their occupants. His model implies that
global annihilation is the logical consequence of the devaluation of place that set
modernity going in the first place, and which continues to radicalise it periodically. It
implies that the divergence of the interests of the living bodies who create and occupy
that society, and of the juggernaut that that society has become, is a political issue of
over-riding significance. If he had brought his facility for clarity to bear on the implied
causal connection, he might have drawn out some of the key issues involved and
addressed some of the predictable responses.

One predictable response is that the concern for place implies a desire to return to
tradition, the historical time when, within his model, place had high social value. (Another
might be that the reassertion of place necessarily devalues theory or thought.) As we
can only speak today from a position within or on the run-away juggernaut he thinks
Western society has become, this desire may seem a hopeless nostalgia for the past.26
However, he could easily argue that part of a solution to any problem is the accurate
identification of its key components. We do not know what other forms of social
organisation could exist in the future any more than pre-modern people could have
imagined what was around the corner before the rise of modernity. There may be forms
of social organisation other than tradition which value place more highly than Western
modernity does. In the open-ended, counter-factual nature of modernity, we accept

ibid p 139, 156
This objection is implied, for example, by Adam Geczy and Benjamin Genocchio when they wrote that
'installations seem to want to be nostalgically elsewhere'. (Adam Geczy & Benjamin Genocchio (eds), What is
Installation? an ant hology of writings on aus tralian installation art, Sydney: Power Institute, 2001, p
6)
25
26
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that the outcomes of a search for a solution to a problem may not be known completely
in advance.
Re sp o n se t o th e dev al uati o n o f pla ce
Artists who incorporate the site, in the form of live space or place (or in the form of
Morris' or Kwon's 'phenomenological site') are potentially asserting its value or raising
questions about its status in this counter-factual way. This can be the case even when
individual artists claim to have a different intention, and the effectiveness of how
individual artists' use this material is another question as well. I gave Almeida's work
earlier as one example of how artworks can be constructed to explore relationships
between the concrete, live space we occupy and the abstract space of art and
representation. Her work shows viewers that the live space we occupy could have equal
value with the abstract space within the photograph, rather than something we have
almost forgotten or are too embarrassed normally to be caught noticing. Her work
contrasts live and represented space, without domination of one by the other.
Considered in the context of Giddens' model and the implications I have drawn from it,
this assertion of the value of live space in relation to the abstract space of
representation is more a type of political activism than the innocence that Kwon and
Meyer so innocently see it to be.

Art a s a di se m be dd in g m ec ha ni s m
The next stage of this argument will be to use examples, initially from the early period of
modernity, to consider if or how art may have participated in the substitution of place by
expert knowledge, and whether art could be considered as a 'disembedding mechanism'
and thus a participant in the substitution of expert knowledge in the place of ‘place’
within Giddens' model. Art is thought of in modernity as 'autonomous' because it is
spatially discontinuous with the real space that we, as living viewers, occupy in company
with the art itself. This spatial 'autonomy' may enable art to dis-embed space and time
from place through the very process of its formation. There is also the question of how
the trust of Giddens' model may function in art. In Giddens' model, the authority of
13
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symbolic tokens and expert systems is implied by the trust people in modernity have
that transactions conducted elsewhere, and knowledge systems that are largely
inaccessible to lay users, will actually deliver what they promise back to the emplaced
person doing the trusting. In art, authority may be implied in a trust that what easily and
safely inhabits artworks will remain in the art and not extend into the space of the
viewer. It may be a trust that the place from which viewers look into art is a safe
viewing platform which is immune to the dangerous or exciting things viewers see
happening in that other space. To the extent that this is the case, the spatial
discontinuity between occupied- and art-space may function to embed a misplaced trust
that, in modernity, place is paradoxically both insignificant and indestructible.
That analysis must be another paper, but I hope that I have been able to show that as a
material for contemporary artists to incorporate into artwork, live space—or the
phenomenological site—had and continues to have a political significance that
unfortunately has been overlooked by theorists of site-related art practice such as
Miwon Kwon and James Meyer.
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Since its unveiling in 1943, Charles White’s mural The Contribution of the Negro to
Democracy in America at Hampton University has been recognized primarily for advancing
public knowledge and pride in African American history in the United States. Art critics,
historians and scholars have focused on the various portrait figures in the composition and
celebrated the artist’s social agenda of instituting a corrective historical narrative. However,
relatively little attention has been given to the monumental figure looming over this densely
populated image. I propose that this figure must be decoded before we can fully understand the
meaning of the Hampton mural. This paper traces the visual source for this figure to the mural
art of Diego Rivera and of ancient Teotihuacan and considers White’s artistic choices in relation
to the diverse political, ideological, and artistic crosscurrents in America at this time.
White already had a great interest in Mexican art when he proposed the Hampton mural
project. Like many African American artists of his generation, White felt a deep affinity with the
Mexican muralists for their search for indigenous roots, their desire for social change, and their
commitment to public art. He even requested to travel to Mexico for six months to study with
the muralists in his grant application for this project. In addition, White was aware of PreColumbian art due to the government call for Pan-Americanism, evident in major art exhibitions,
archaeological discoveries, and Art Deco design motifs applied to everything from architecture
to ashtrays. Moreover, other African American artists, including White’s wife Elizabeth Catlett,
already demonstrated a strong interest in Mexican art.
The Hampton figure has been interpreted as both a “figure clutching the machinery of an
industrial society, symbol of opposition confronting African Americans’ efforts to gain
equality,” and as a protective, “Coatlicue-like” deity. I propose that the dual nature of the
Teotihuacan Rain God, who controlled both rain (and fertility) and war, allows for an alternative
interpretation of the Hampton figure that unites these two readings. I argue that the figure,
derived from Pre-Columbian art yet clutching industrial machinery, represents America both
ancient and modern, personified by the Teotihuacan deity from a mural discovered in 1942.
Standing over the difficult, often violent, history of slavery, the recent successes of African
Americans in the sciences and humanities, and an ideal family holding blueprints for a utopian
society, this figure shows America as a site of oppression, but also a site of future promise.
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Is an artist bound by ethical imperatives in the pursuit of his/her work? If so, what are they, and
how/when should they apply? Is “telling the truth” the only moral standard to which an artist should
adhere?
This workshop is a case-based approach to ethics in the contemporary arts environment, with
particular emphasis on what questions characterize an artist’s role in resolving conflicts between artistic
merit, freedom of expression and the public interest.
Researchers in the social and life sciences are required, by virtue of both professional standards
and governmental regulation, to observe a set of fairly immutable proscriptions against the exploitation of
research subjects, and the careful balancing of benefits against harm.
In the medical humanities, where the line of demarcation between discovering stories and
inventing stories is not particularly bright, the question of whether the subject of a pathography, for
instance, is being benefited or exploited is not easy to answer. Such an answer – even the question itself –
may offer insight into whether William Carlos Williams, for example, an individual with one foot on either
side of this line, is to be regarded as a physician whose avocation was poetry and short stories; or a poet
and writer who earned his living by practicing medicine.
Furthermore, if it is axiomatic that a television program can inspire persons to study medicine
(“ER”) or law (“LA Law”) or that a film can cause a flood of applications to schools of journalism (“All
the President’s Men”), how then should one regard the claim that a film (“Taxi Driver”) can figure
prominently in an attempt on the life of a president of the United States, or the argument that music (jazz,
rock & roll, hip-hop) is capable of morally corrupting an entire generation of impressionable youth?
Examples (cases) will be presented for analysis and discussion; and participants will be invited to
enrich the discussion with examples and counterexamples from their own work and/or experience as arts
practitioners, advocates or presenters.
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The role of migration in the cultural construction of identity for Maori and
Pacific Islanders living in Australia
Dedication
This paper is dedicated to my parents in law, Mateira Akenanua Nii Taraupoko and Ina
David Poona George. Their home was the first stop for hundreds of relations and friends
who left the islands. Their door and hearts were always open.

Introduction
This paper considers the hybrid construction of identity for Maori and Pacific Islanders
living in Australia by considering issues relevant to and flowing from documentation of
the Kainga Mai Exhibition at Bondi Pavilion in 2001, which was submitted for a Masters
thesis at Charles Sturt University in 2002. The exhibition was designed as a bridge
between Aboriginal artists, as tangata whenua (indigenous to this country) and Maori and
Pacific Island artists who have chosen to make Australia their home. A recurrent theme
expressed by those interviewed for this project was the challenge to reclaim and validate
identity, to represent ‘belonging’ in a way that reflected their cultural roots, while their
work also illustrated aspects of their ‘new’ lives, hence the full title of the exhibition,
Kainga Mai – The Return Home.

This was a collaborative exercise. Extensive discussions were held with the artists and
community members from each of the represented groups regarding content, placement,
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and the overall rationale of the display. The choice of venue was also important in order
to provide a ‘context of appreciation’. Pacific art is not the preserve of the elite, it is a
deep expression of collective identity. The Polynesian concept of art is something ‘for
the people’, not just the artist, or the gallery visitor.
‘We are remiss if we don’t keep our own people up with the play. It’s a sort of
accountability to the grass roots, or flax roots, if you like’.1 Maori potter, Manos
Nathan.
The exhibition space needed to reflect the intent of this exhibition - a sharing of cross
cultural visual art - but also be able to attract a viewing public that would not normally
venture into a gallery. The selection of the gallery at Bondi Beach meant that the venue
was recognizable, child-friendly and accessible for most Maori and Pacific Islanders
living in Sydney and was timed to coincide with the Waitangi Festival of that year.
The political, social and cultural implications of the growing number of Maori and
Pacific Island migrants to Australia has been largely unexplored. One noteable exception
is the work of Cook Island sociologist, James Rimumutu George who is currently
completing his manuscript, Maori Presence in Pakeha Australia, based on a 20 year
ethnographic study of the Sydney Maori Community:
‘Arriving in Australia in 1971, I felt an affinity and obligation to engage with
Aboriginal people, the tangata whenua. This took the form of organizing annual
concerts celebrating black music, arts and politics combining the interests and
talents of Aboriginal people with Maori and Pacific Islanders – the relationship
grew from there’.2
Because so little has been written in this area it is my hope that this paper offers a
small contribution to understanding some of the issues faced by Polynesians who
have decided to make their home and raise their families in Australia.

3
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Migration – the Numbers Game
It is a common perception of land based Europeans that the Pacific islands are too small
and too isolated to be economically viable, therefore their populations will inevitably be
permanently dependent on larger, wealthier nations. However, it is these larger nations
(including the United States, France, Japan and Australia) that have continued to plunder
these tiny island nations for bauxite, gold and phosphate mining, large-scale timber
felling, drift-net fishing and nuclear experimentation. This systematic depletion and
destruction of resources, as well as the history of colonization, has fuelled the migration
of large numbers of Islanders to New Zealand and Australia in search of work.

In Australia since the 1950’s there has been a much greater presence of Maori who
crossed the Tasman in search of work. Now, in terms of Australia and New Zealand, it is
Pacific Islanders who are on the move. According to New Zealand government statistics
(Te Tari Tatau), the fastest growing population group in New Zealand is Pacific
Islanders, currently growing ll times faster than any other group and expected to double
by 203l.3. A similar pattern is emerging in Australia, which also reflects the overall
youth of the population group: almost two-thirds of the Polynesian population are under
30 years old and households continue to have approximately twice the proportion of
children under 15 as the anglo Australian population.

4
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Colonial Shadow of Western Methodologies
Having become part of a large extended Cook Island family, I have been intensely
involved in the Maori and Pacific Island communities in Sydney for 20 years. During
this time I was part of the Waitangi Committee which was responsible for hosting an
annual cultural and political festival at Bondi Beach. This involved working with over
2,500 musicians, artists, traditional cultural practitioners, activists, writers and
filmmakers. Because of the large number of participants from diverse cultural
backgrounds, this also involved negotiating protocols with representatives of these
groups. My community participation also included the issues of education, adult literacy,
health and sport.

In order to interview individuals and conduct research to formalize and share some of the
insights into these communities now establishing themselves in Australia, it was evident
to me that the only culturally appropriate methodology would be that of Kaupapa Maori4
now Tuakana-teina, pioneered by New Zealand academics Linda Tuhiwai Smith and
Graham Smith, who were prepared to tackle very heart of western education and
research. It was introduced to me in the 90’s by Gary Foley, Aboriginal activist and
academic who exalted in the fact that at last there was a methodology that had the
intellectual flexibility and cultural respect necessary to do justice to indigenous research.

In the course of this research several issues emerged in discussions with young
Polynesians now living in Australia, including sexuality, cultural identity and the impact
of migration. The question arose of how to effectively examine these divergent aspects
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of identity. It has become apparent that the western model of tertiary education with
mutually exclusive disciplines and departments does not serve to promote a balanced
integrated understanding of such complex issues. The evolving methodology of
Tuakana-teina has done a great deal to move towards a more inclusive approach, to
promote a synthesis of various disciplines in this search.

In previous papers, I have coined the term ‘interim migrants’ to describe the majority of
Maori and Pacific Island migrants to Australia. There are two main reasons for this. One
is that almost all Polynesians I have spoken to over many years have declared their
intention to return to either New Zealand or their home island eventually. Secondly,
because they are geographically quite close, most are able to return home for signature
family events and therefore can still play an active part in the extended family and its
rites of passage.

However, I have observed a significant change over the last two decades. Even ten years
ago, if a Maori or Pacific Islander passed away in Australia, their family would be
notified, and usually the body would be collected by relatives and it would be sent back
to New Zealand or the Islands. If the family could not afford this process, money would
be raised within the Maori/Pacific Island Australian community and the costs met. Little
recognition has been given to those kaumatua (elders) who led negotiations with police,
mortuary attendants, coroners, airline officials and customs to allow these processes to
occur. It was some of these same elders who envisioned the creation of the first Maori
church in Sydney, Wairua Tapu, to tend to the spiritual needs of their congregation. At
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first this was seen as a stepping stone until the ‘real’ protocols could be observed in the
country of origin. However, as young people who came to Australia to work began to
feel more anchored, the demand has increased for key events such as baptisms and
weddings to be held here. Indeed, more Maori and Islanders and choosing to be buried in
Australia.

It is evident that Polynesian communities in Australia are becoming more visible and
permanent, which in the case of Pacific Islanders, means more Christian churches. Now,
as a bigger percentage of each of these communities are staying longer, having families
and educating their children in Australia, there has been an escalation in the number of
Maori and Pacific Island churches. However because the number of churches is still
small when spread over a vast geographic area like Sydney, these tend to be multidenominational and service a varied community. The presence of an ‘Island’ church in a
suburb is a reassurance to the migrant Pacific community that they are able to observe the
major Christian rituals in the ‘Island’ way.

Integral to this arrangement is the use of church facilities to host traditional learning
centers and provide rehearsal space for performance groups. Elders of the Maori and
individual Pacific Island communities frequently discuss how vital it is for their youth to
maintain cultural practices in order to preserve their identity. In documenting responses
to the Kainga Mai exhibition described above, it became evident from community
reaction, that this exhibition and associated events proved to be a practical and accessible
vehicle for many people to absorb a spectrum of Polynesian traditional and contemporary
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art forms. It also provided the creative and social impulse to generate further cultural
interest in communities where previously it had been lacking. Additionally, the feedback
from young Maori and Islanders about these cultural events, was that they had renewed
pride and respect for their older relatives and community members. This type of event
therefore, helps the young ones born in Australia, to be more in touch with all
generations, thus reinforcing the values considered important by the Pacific community
as a whole.

Returning Home

‘Once I became a little bit more informed about where I was from and what I
was about, I had a grounding… I’m looking at my feet now… a base from
which to work, knowing your roots, that is the strength. Over here I was very
uprooted, transplanted and not culturally nurtured.’ Keren Ruki, Maori
weaver and exhibition contributor

For ‘first generation’ Pacific migrants, it is to be expected that there will be things
they will miss and long for. The spiritual, emotional and cultural need to return
‘home’ was expressed frequently by those interviewed. Like many migrant groups,
considerable effort is made to bring ‘home’ with the (e.g. food, music and art). In
2000 Giles Petersen curated an exhibition called ‘Island Crossings’ which was held at
Global Arts Link in Queensland. The exhibition referenced the Pacific migrant
experience with work by mainly ‘second generation’ contemporary Polynesian artists.
Petersen refers to the dual state of existence that is common in the newly arrived
Pacific communities:
8
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‘They’re carrying their culture with them, they’re adapting to the new environment,
but they’re still maintaining or struggling to maintain and honor the traditional
values.’5

In my work I have observed the difficult dilemma facing many of the participants
interviewed.

They describe being influenced by early traditional teaching, and crave a

larger Polynesian support network in Australia to stimulate them creatively. At the same
time they thrive on a certain anonymity in Australia that is not possible within the
confines of strict family and church structures, or the cloistered mentality of small towns.
The twin desires of wishing for the comfort and support of a large extended family versus
the modern need for self-expression and fulfilment are complex, and informed the theme
of this exhibition: how do the ‘external’ influences and visual references in a new
country impact on the artist and how much of their vision was still informed from
‘within’ through ethnicity and cultural form?

Migration and Preservation of Identity

‘Even though they have been born here and grew up here, I tell my children they must
maintain their identity and culture. Because if you’ve lost that you’ve lost everything’.
Teata Ruapuna, Cook Island tivaevae maker and exhibition participant.

With migration comes the opportunities and tensions of being part of a new, larger
community. Parental fears surface about their children marrying ‘out’ or grandchildren
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being unable to speak their traditional language which in turn affects their ability to
participate fully in retaining cultural practices.

Exhibition participant, Niwhai Tupaea, expresses a view commonly heard from young
Polynesian adults in Australia: ‘Although my parents spoke fluent Maori … it went in
one ear and out the other. When it’s with you all the time you don’t really feed on it but
when I left home I was really hungry for it again.’

It is often first generation migrant artists who have the creative means to document the
bicultural experience in a way that speaks to both cultures. Today, in the suburbs from
Sydney to Los Angeles, an ‘Island house’ is frequently abundant with identifiers; often a
‘working’ garden of edible and usable plants, western whitegoods draped in shell
necklaces, paua ornaments; tivaevae (hand embroidered bedspreads) and hibiscus fabrics
are prominent. This practice, of re-working familiar western elements into an aesthetic
that is recognizably ‘Other’, or non Anglo, quietly subverts the notion of cultural
cohesion. Hispanic historian Tomas Ybarra-Frausto describes this as ‘visual
biculturism’.6

This is evidenced also in relation to the iconography of the Island church. Despite the
impact of Christianity upon the traditional structure of Pacific Island societies, today
these same church institutions have been heavily ‘Polynesianised’ by the people
themselves - the physical structure and adornment of church buildings, Maori/Islander
services and hymns conducted in traditional languages, and the dress of the congregation.

10
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Esteemed Samoan author Albert Wendt described this mutual transformation: ‘Our
people took another religion from outside and put it into their system’.7

Is it Traditional or Contemporary? ... Well yes it is.
‘My work is traditional and contemporary at the same time. Using metals – it’s
more contrived, more controlled, but I’d like to combine the two and create
something on a ‘third level’. But still keep the traditional stuff traditional and
still go back to it because for me that’s my papatu, that’s my grounding.’
Exhibition participant Niwhai Tupaea, jeweler and maker of wearable art.

The perception of the South Pacific as a tourist paradise where the lives of its people are
carefree and uncomplicated, remains pervasive and is a source of frustration to many
Polynesians struggling to sustain their families in a new and intense urban environment
such as Australia. Participants agreed however that this stereotyping of Pacific ‘tourist’
imagery can provide a stimulus to reclaim and revitalize these same images:
mythological figures such as Tangaroa, the spiral, the palm tree, the waka, the lei are all
being reworked using modern materials and combinations of elements. This
juxtaposition of ‘old’ and ‘new’ is a recurrent theme in Pacific art and was evident in the
artworks of the Kainga Mai exhibition, both in how the works were conceived and in the
choice of materials and techniques chosen. Karen Stevenson identifies this issue as
pivotal in trying to blend a traditional past and a contemporary reality.
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‘Key to this discourse is the reality of migration, the new social context of Pacific
Islanders ... the assertion of an identity, the loss and necessity to reinvent cultural
traditions, and the acquisition of knowledge that enables these expressions.’8

A rather striking example of this same phenomenon of jarring cultural engagement, is the
work of Haro featured in the Kainga Mai exhibition. Having spent some years as a
talented but ‘illegal’ grafitti artist, he was able to embark on the challenge of traditional
wood carving and incorporate this into an exciting new art form – carved grafitti. His
work is popular with young Polynesians and is also appreciated by the traditionalists and
the art-buying public. The central motif for his work is still his ‘tag’ or grafitti name
Prinsat, which is so intricately wrought as to be unrecognizable. Haro’s core
identification – Prinsat, reflects his compound identity of having grown up a mixed race,
displaced urban youth and celebrates this fusion through the discipline of carving. He
also draws upon African-American ‘ghetto’ art and revels in the ‘outsider’ connotations
to his work.

In Polynesian art there is already a distinct tradition of including and celebrating cross
cultural input and identity. It is this fusion of traditional and the very new, even edgy,
that makes such work difficult to evaluate. The problem of ‘pricing’ contemporary
indigenous artwork is heavily debated elsewhere, and is complex due to the nature of
collective production of work, ownership of traditional imagery and the use of mixed
materials. However, hopefully it will be decided eventually by the artists themselves and
not become the exclusive domain of the largely anglo world of fine art which is a
criticism of many indigenous artists.
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‘The people that buy our work are mostly Palagis (Europeans). A Tongan wouldn’t
buy that sort of work and that’s not what they want, that’s not what they do.’9
Dagmar Vaikalefi Dyck

Education

‘School’s the place where you’re supposed to learn your history, but I had to leave to
find out what really happened.’10 Maori actor, Nancy Brunning.

Maori and Pacific Island families who have chosen to live in Australia face an additional
hurdle in terms of education. One of the most significant differences between New
Zealand and Australia is how education is delivered to indigenous students. Australia not
only lags behind New Zealand in this area, it would appear to be going backwards.
Aboriginal students receive virtually no consistent support or specialist services and the
current conservative political climate is demanding a return to the futile and destructive
assimilationist policies of the 1950’s. A damning indictment of the way in which the
Australian government regards the indigenous population is revealed most clearly by the
fact that the Department of Aboriginal Affairs is a shared portfolio with Immigration and
headed by an anglo Australian.
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While excellence in sports provides an entre and point of acceptance for some students,
it is obviously difficult for Polynesian students to find any resonance in the education
curricula offered in Australian schools. In summary, Polynesian students are likely to
encounter the same outdated, post-colonial schooling their parents faced a generation
earlier. This is further tested by a lack of understanding by anglo Australian society of
the Pacific concept of ‘self’. In most Pacific Island countries, the family/clan/village still
retains a significance greater than any one individual in it. As with most indigenous
cultures, Pacific identity is not the exclusive domain of the individual as assumed and
promoted by the dominant western view of ‘self’.

Professor Thaman argues in Towards Cultural Democracy in Pacific Education that there
ought to be recognition and regard for the collective experience and shared cultural
identity instead of requiring students ‘… to hang their cultural identities at the school
gates …’11

This fundamental perception of ‘self’ is reflected in the differing approach to art and
being an artist: the western artist is typically seeking to explore some aspect of
individualized, internal search for meaning. The Polynesian artist is aware of being a part
of a continuum of expression – no matter where you live in the world. This was the
essence of the Kainga Mai exhibition.
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Navigating Identities - When ‘Outsider’ Meets the ‘Mainstream’

The metaphor of navigation frequently appears in Pacific language, literature and the
visual arts. The cultural construction of identities constitutes a form of navigation in the
modern world. It encompasses the idea of movement between places of importance in
one’s life. With the high mobility of all sorts of population groups, there are more people
of mixed race and ethnicity who attempt to bridge the worlds of two or more cultures.

‘Contemporary Pacific identities and art forms are necessarily both innovations and
reactivations, drawing on place and past practices, and on the critique of colonizing
practices …’12 Oceanic art historian, Nicholas Thomas

This interface of old and new being played out in a third country, provided the focal point
for the exhibition described above. Despite its geographic proximity, Australia is
unfamiliar with the languages, culture, customs and art of the South Pacific region. For
many Polynesian migrants to Australia, their experience is that of the ‘Outsider’ to the
dominant white, nuclear ‘Mainstream’. Exhibition artist, Keren Ruki, describes how she
came to use the transferred slide image of herself as a young girl as the central feature on
her major work, ‘The Cloak’. The photo is of herself as a nine year old in a new country,
preparing to go to the school dress-up night in her ‘traditional’ costume (and blue
thongs). She describes her use of the image in her weaving:
‘It was a play on that whole idea of ‘wearing’ your culture and how integrated we are
into a culture, what gets transplanted, what doesn’t It gets confused’.
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Moving Towards a Pan Pacific Identity

It is inevitable, as people stay longer in Australia, marry and educate children here, that a
more permanent pattern is emerging. This is reflected in the wealth of culture groups
(often family related performance troupes) that are flourishing. These groups in turn
become the focus for passing on other traditional arts. From this traditional base, many
young people are experiencing a resurgence of pride and articulation of newly
constructed cultural parameters in which to explore issues of identity. This is important
when confronted with a country as racist as Australia and young people have to face
stereotyped responses from neighbours, shop keepers, teachers, police and employers on
a daily basis.
‘When New Zealanders come over to Bondi we are seen as beer drinking, dole
bludging, party hearty types and they don’t realise that the reason we are here is
because we want to make a career and make something of their lives. So seeing
these Maori artists here it is also proof that we are here as working people. We
want to put back into the community … to show that we are intelligent and
creative and we do have a good sense of business.’ Exhibition participant
Niwhai Tupaea

The struggle to find identity is not always traumatic and can be a stimulating voyage of
self-discovery that draws upon the Pacific tradition of travel and expansion of
knowledge. Keren Ruki who spent many years of traveling back and forth to New
Zealand was acutely aware of being between the worlds, and was teased for having a
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‘funny accent’ in both places. However, now as an adult, she has explored and
broadened her own definition of identity:
‘I’m much more comfortable that most of my life I’m here in Australia and I like it
here and I have a lot of connection with other Pacific Islanders who have had that
experience of being removed from their homes and trying to share the manifesting
of culture in another place but also to acknowledge the influences that are currently
on us.’ Keren Ruki, exhibition participant

This process is of course, different again for the next generation of children. Because of
increased Pacific migration, there has been a rapid rise of ‘mixed’ families both in New
Zealand and in Australia. The Maori and Islander mix (quite rare a generation ago) is
now common in Australia, with the children coloquially referred to as ‘Hula Hakas’ in
reference to the two cultural forms. Along with the large number of Australian born
children of Maori parents, affectionately referred to as ‘Mossies’ (Maori/Aussies) in the
Maori community, they will continue to evolve and state who they are in time.

‘There’s nothing wrong with growing up being an Australian, an Aussie, but you are
not from here, your blood is Pacific Island, something they must never forget’. Teata
Ruapuna’s advice to her children.
This work would not have been possible without the generosity of the key artists:
Niwhai Tupaea, Keren Ruki, Teata Ruapuna and Haro. Kiaora!
Lena Rodriguez 2006

Lena Rodriguez is currently teaching Health Policy and Sociology at the University of
Newcastle, Australia, and is a research assistant for CIPS (Centre for Institutes and
Practice) at Newcastle.
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Abstract and/or full paper:
The depiction of Renaissance women with musical instruments is an overarching
subject of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century paintings. While the study of Renaissance
musical iconography is well established, scholars have neglected to examine the social
implications of representations of women and their instruments in the paintings of this
era. Pierre Francastel states in the preface to Music and Art in Society that “the role of art
is only to give shape or matter to ideas which are worked out at the level of common
consciousness.”1 It is instructive then, to examine Renaissance art in order to learn more
about what Renaissance “consciousness” tells us about the characters of the women
depicted in it. Exploring the use of musical instruments in paintings of women of this
period gives us heretofore unexamined clues regarding gender and society.
Women have always been categorized by society into different groups. There has
been, since the beginning of time, the scale with, at one end, the pure, “good” woman
and, at the other, the usually sexually provocative, “bad” woman. Where the lines are
drawn between them differs only with the time and place. In Renaissance society there
was a sharp delineation between the moral and immoral woman, the saintly woman and

1

Francois Lesure, Music and Art in Society (University Park and London: The Pennsylvania State
University Press, 1968), xviii-xix.
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the sinner, and the paintings we view from this period certainly seem to depict this. It is
interesting, then, that music was also employed to represent moral and emotional
extremes—piety and prayer in the church and venal love in the secular world.
Symbolism and allegory are an important part of Renaissance painting, and the
use of music to denote another meaning is not unusual. In many cases, the allegorization
of various ideals were depicted as females “in accordance with the feminine genus of
conceptual terms in Latin…Thus depictions of virtues (with harmonia) and vices (with
luxuria), the five senses (with auditus), the seven liberal arts (with musica)…and others
remain pervasive in Western iconography until the 18th century.”2 Additionally,
beginning in the Renaissance these allegories have often been combined with secularized
mythological figures from antiquity, such as the Muses, Venus, and other goddesses.
From earliest times, portraiture was reserved for those with high social status.
Indeed, most of the Renaissance paintings we will examine are portraits of high class
women (or of women are purporting to be). Secondary elements in the work of art,
including musical instruments, “help to make the message of the image clearer or more
sophisticated, individualizing the sitter, and defining social or spiritual context.”3 It is
interesting to note that though instruments are shown in all of the paintings we will
examine, it is rare that they are being played; rather, the sitter will only hold or rest her
hands on the instrument. This seems to signify that the instrument’s function is to
transmit a particular meaning.
Denis Stevens states that “artists, whether great or small, could hardly avoid the
social realties of their age when conjuring up musical scenes, if they wished to be
2

Tilman Seebass, “Iconography,” in the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, second edition,
edited by Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell (London: Macmillan Publishers Limited, 2001), p.56.
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understood by their patrons and to satisfy their clients.”4 What does it mean, then, when
a woman is holding or playing a musical instrument in a Renaissance painting? If she is
dressed as a noblewoman, does the fact that she is playing a lute (thought by many to be
an erotic symbol) make her a courtesan?5 Which factors, both musical and extra-musical,
go into determining the sexual mores and societal place of these women?
For the purposes of this study, the paintings of Renaissance women with
instruments that we will examine fall into four main groups. The first of these categories
is that of what Castiglione refers to in his writings as the donna di palazzo, or the wellbred lady courtier. The second group consists of the “immoral” women: the courtesans
and even prostitutes. Thirdly, we have the wife and mother, who is important to
stabilizing the household and is usually depicted with an instrument to show domestic
harmony through musical harmony. The fourth group contains women whose pure life
and sacrifices have earned them eternal bliss: the saints, who are often depicted as reallooking Renaissance women. Due to space considerations, we will for now dispense with
paintings of the Virgin Mary, as well as with the goddesses and allegories of mythology,
instead focusing on the “real” mortal women portrayed in the paintings we examine.
The female saint which appears most often with a musical instrument is Saint
Cecilia, the patron saint of music. Other extra-musical aspects of the paintings help to
identify Cecilia as a saint. In many paintings, she has a wreath of laurels on her head or
even a halo. Often she is dressed conservatively, wearing plain clothes with dark colors
and high necklines. She is frequently surrounded by a choir of angels who are helping
3

Seebass, “Iconography,” p.59.
Foreword, Music and Art in Society,p.2
5
This paper grew out of a question concerning a particular lute player described by Iain Fenlon in his essay
“Music in Italian Renaissance Paintings” in the Companion to Medieval and Renaissance Music (London:
4
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her, perhaps by holding her music or helping her pump the bellows on the organ.
Occasionally, an angel or two appears in the background, often as if an afterthought, in
order to lend a sacred air to the scene or to perform heavenly music with her (See
Raphael’s The Ecstasis of St. Cecilia, 1514).
Saint Cecilia is most often depicted playing an organ, which during the
Renaissance was the only instrument allowed to be played during the mass. In fact,
legend attributes the organ to Saint Cecilia, and almost without exception she is painted
with an organ or other keyboard instrument. However, near the end of the sixteenth
century she begins to be depicted playing other instruments as well, including the viola
da gamba, violone, violin, or simply singing. Even while playing these “secular”
instruments, however, St. Cecilia’s virtue is still evident: she is still gazing heavenward,
the angels are still present, and often she wears the turban which hides her hair and keeps
her legs completely covered and out of sight (See Domenichino’s St. Cecilia, c.1620).
Of all the instruments, it is the depiction of the organ or keyboard in a painting
which can endow the woman in a portrait with saintly attributes. It is significant that, to
my knowledge, there have been no negative features assigned to the keyboard
instruments, or to their players (that is, not until the Classical era!). In fact, disreputable
women often were painted with a keyboard in order to lend an air of respectability to the
image; there is usually a flaw, however, which gives the game away.6

Dent, 1992). Fenlon describes her as a courtesan, but I found this designation questionable. Recent
research has uncovered that H. Colin Slim thinks the same way I did, which will be discussed below.
6
In a Vermeer painting entitled “Lady Sitting at the Virginals,” we see an elegantly-dressed woman with
her hands placed on a keyboard looking demurely at us. Although there is also the “sturdy presence” of the
violone propped up next to the virginal, the painting on the wall behind her insinuates what the respectable
virginal tries to hide—it is “The Go-Between” of Thomas van Baburen. (See Lesure, Music and Art in
Society, Pl.50)
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Mary Magdalen is another saint who, surprisingly, is often depicted as a
musician.7 These paintings are especially interesting because she was well-known as
both a sinner and a saint; this made her exceedingly popular with women during the
Renaissance.8 The instrument that the Magdalen is associated with is the lute, and it may
be for this reason that Slim has described it as voluptuous and erotic in several different
articles. Perhaps this makes sense when we examine one of the paintings he illustrates in
his writings.9
This anonymous painting was once described as being a depiction of Petrarch’s
Laura, due to an inscription found over the doorway in the background: LAVRA
VESTALIS. However, this designation proved to be incorrect, as we will see. The
woman in the painting is richly dressed, with a veil covering her hair and gold chains
around her neck. Her eyes are cast demurely downwards at her prayer-book, which she
holds open in her hands. On the table in front of her lies an open music book, notated in
lute tablature, and a black lute case which partially obscures it. Behind the woman on a
ledge rests an ointment jar, an item associated with the Magdalen because she is
purported to be the Mary who wept at Jesus' feet and anointed them with oil.
Slim finds no fault with the virtue of the woman. Indeed, she pays no attention to
the secular French lute music (the pull of the earthly world and her former life?), which is
7

See Slim, Painting Music in the Sixteenth Century: Essays in Iconography (Aldershot and Brookfield:
Ashgate Variorum, 2002). The Magdalen’s association with music began with the story telling of the final
years of her life, spent in solitude save for the choirs of angels that would lift her up at each of the
canonical hours so that she could hear their heavenly music.
8
The cult of the Magdalen was prominent during the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance; in fact, it
nearly rivaled that of the Virgin Mary. Also of interest is the existence of numerous nunneries in France
from the thirteenth through the sixteenth centuries called the “Soeur-penitentes de Sainte-Marie
Madeleine;” there were also many convents in Italy with the Magdalen as their patron saint. Please see
articles by H. Colin Slim for more information and a substantial bibliography.
9
H. Colin Slim, “Multiple Images of Bartolommeo Veneto’s Lute-Playing Woman (1520),” in Music in
Renaissance Cities and Courts; Studies in Honor of Lewis Lockwood (Michigan: Harmony Park Press,
1997), p.418.
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being covered up by the lute case. Though the woman has put these things away to
devote her life to prayer, the ointment, music, and lute case are still there to serve as
reminders that she was a sinner.
Slim uses the inscription LAVRA VESTALIS to further this idea of the woman in
the painting being portrayed as a penitent. He discovers that LAVRA does not refer to a
woman, but to “a loosely-knit community of cells or hermitages that housed
contemplative ascetics in the deserts of the Middle East…The word LAVRA in the
inscription, by association with the desert fathers, connotes asceticism, penitence,
solitude, and contemplation.”10 These characteristics describe the later life of Mary
Magdalen, who according to legend came in a boat from a desert in the Middle East to
preach the gospel and retire in solitude to a mountaintop in France. VESTALIS probably
refers to its Roman meaning: “a community of virginal women secluded and living apart
from daily life.”11 Mary Magdalen was declared a virgin by the Catholic church, despite
her profligate former life, and so the designation fits her quite well.
The lute tablature (identified as the Flemish love song “O waerde mont”) and case
are significant to our study if we know that Mary Magdalen has long been associated
with music (see note 9 above). In the Middle Ages, she was the feature of numerous
religious plays; usually, she danced and played the lute to signify her worldly and
transitory lifestyle. In these plays she also sang secular love songs to seduce men. The
secular music and lute case (the lute has been “put away”) then signify her past life as a
sinner and musician. This raises interesting questions, not only about the possible erotic
nature of the lute, but also of the nature of women who are musicians.

10
11

Slim, “Music and Dancing with Mary Magdalen,” in Painting Music, p.151.
Slim, “Music and Dancing with Mary Magdalen,” p.151.
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The role of a good wife and mother was often an aspiration for Renaissance
women. In Gertrude Wintzler and her daughters (1616) by Gottfried von Wedig, the
wife of the vice-chancellor of Ferdinand of Bavaria is depicted with their nine children.
The artist groups the children around their mother, who is seated at a keyboard with her
hands gracefully resting on the keys. It is apparent that music is an important part of life
in this family, since the instrument takes up a large part of the center of the painting. The
words on the lid of the keyboard also make a strong statement about the role of music:
“Musica componit pellitque iram ardores.” The book of music on the keyboard contains
an instrumental transcription of an Italian madrigal which has been identified as “Como
potro’ fidarmi?”12 Obviously, the prominent use of a musical instrument in this family
portrait, especially one with virtuous connotations, helps not only to transmit the idea of
familial harmony by way of musical harmony, but also make a comment about the
mother.
Another similar instance of music helping to portray the important role of a wife
and mother is in a painting attributed to Girolamo Forni: A musical family in the north of
Italy (1600). Here we see the household of a particular family, with the head in the
center. Music is a significant part of this family also, as a harp, two lutes (one is to the
far right of the portrait, almost in the background), a theorbo (more likely than an
archlute at this date), and an open book of music held by the child in the center are easily
discernable. Another book, presumably containing music, is being held by a gentleman
in the back left of the painting. Since there are other, closed, books to be found in the
portrait, one may assume that they all could be part-books for singing together. It is also
possible that the boy to the left of the head of the household is clasping a smaller stringed
12

See Horst Vey, Gottfried von Wedig, in Wallraf-Richarts-Jahrbuch, XXIV, 1962, p.255.
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instrument, such as a violin. The little girl in the bottom right-hand corner is holding up
what could be a tuning key for the harp.
The mother of the family, because of her rich dress (which is copied by her two
daughters, arranged around her), pearls, and the familiar way which the head of the
household touches her arm, is the one holding the theorbo as if she is playing. Her
importance to the family is evident when one observes that the musical scene centers
around her. The head of the family is gesturing to her; perhaps, as Francois Lesure tells
us in a short description of the painting, he is inviting we the observers to listen. Other
members of the household are watching her as well, including the plainly-dressed woman
seated across from her at the table. Her hand is raised for either beating the tactus or for
quieting any of the others. Although the male head of the family is in the most prominent
position in the painting, it is the wife and mother that the eye is drawn to. This certainly
demonstrates that her role as keeper of domestic harmony is an important one.
Castiglione famously expresses strong opinions about the place of women in
society, and even goes so far as to discuss the types of instruments which are ladylike and
those which are not:
I would have her practice in a measured way and with that gentle delicacy that we have said befits
her; and so when she dances, I should not wish to see her make movements that are too energetic
or violent; nor, when she sings or plays, use those loud and oft-repeated diminutions that show
more art than sweetness; likewise the musical instruments that she plays ought in my opinion to be
appropriate to this intent. Consider what an ungainly thing it would be to see a woman playing
drums, fifes, trumpets, or other like instruments; and this because their harshness hides and
removes that suave gentleness which so adorns a woman in her every act.13

13

Baldesar Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier (New York and London: W.W. Norton & Company,
2002), p.154. Singleton translation.
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One must infer that when a woman appears holding one of these “unladylike”
instruments that the artist is telling us something about the lack of nobility in her
character. This is possible even when the woman is dressed as a well-born lady, as the
musical instrument may describe her as a courtesan or worse.
In certain cases, one may even use this sort of sexual symbolism to determine the
meaning or subject of a painting. In The Elegant Meal, a painting attributed to
Ambrosius Benson (ca.1490-1550), an outdoor musical concert scene around a table is
depicted. Well-dressed ladies and gentlemen eat delicacies (brought by a little servant)
and play on their musical instruments. However, the instruments depicted are a
transverse flute and a lute, respectively. The flute especially has much-discussed erotic
symbolism. Castiglione, in his famous Book of the Courtier, a guide for Renaissance
nobles, describes his views on this subject:
The human voice adds its charm and grace to all these instruments with which, I believe, the
courtier should be acquainted. But the more he excels in them, the more he should stay away from
those that once were rejected by Minerva and Alcibiades because they seem to have something
disgusting about them.
The appropriate time at which one can make use of that kind of music [the pipes] is, I believe,
when a man finds himself in private and dear company and when he is not concerned with any
other pursuits; but above all in the presence of women, because the appearance of these
instruments softens the listener and makes her penetrable to the sweetness of the music and, at the
same time, arouses the spirits of the one who makes the music. And, as I have said before, I like
to avoid the crowds of indelicate people. But let it be understood that all this must be
accompanied by tact and good judgement, for it is, after all, impossible to imagine all the things
that can happen…14

14

Castiglione, Il Cortegiano, Book II. Translation is by Emanuel Winternitz.
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Not only does Castiglione infer that women who listen to the sound of wind instruments
will be easy to seduce, he also describes the instruments as having “something disgusting
about them!” One may only assume that a woman playing such an offensive instrument
is of the very worst sort.
As for the lute, H. Colin Slim is very specific about what he believes it signifies.
When describing a painting of Mary Magdalen, he believes the artist chose the lute for
her to be playing “because its hollow, rounded shape had widely understood erotic
connotations in his society.”15 He also discusses the flute and the lute in a second article,
saying that “they must be understood in their licentious significance as symbols of the
male and female sexual organs, respectively.”16 This must all be taken with a grain of
salt, however, since many Renaissance writers encouraged women to play the lute, as it is
supposed to suit their soft natures.
As for the painting of the outdoor concert, it has recently been linked to a series of
other paintings which tell the story of the prodigal son. These scenes depict the part of
the parable where the son is squandering his inheritance with the harlots. One of these
paintings, by an unknown Franco-Flemish artist, shows a similar outdoor banquet scene
in its foreground. In the (dark) background, the prodigal son is being banished from the
house of ill-repute. An older woman, possibly the innkeeper or the procuress, keeps an
eye on the revelries. Two women, one playing the transverse flute and the other the lute,
sit on either side of a gentleman gesturing to a part-book (the music cannot be identified).
To the left, an older man (described as a fool or even as a prophet by Slim) speaks with
two women. On both sides of the painting, couples are caressing each other. Even

15
16

Slim, “Mary Magdalen, musician and dancer,” in Painting Music, p.465.
Slim, “The Prodigal Son at the Whores’ Music, Art, and Drama,” in Painting Music, p.18.
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without the use of music as symbolism, the meaning of the scene is evident. Since this is
not always the case, as in the Benson outdoor musical banquet, we see that it is possible
to find the meaning in a work of art by linking it to another painting containing similar
musical symbolism and an unambiguous meaning.17
We turn now to a painting which has been much discussed in several articles, the
Lute-Playing Woman (1520), attributed to Bartolommeo Veneto. In Iain Fenlon’s essay,
“Music in Italian Renaissance Paintings,” he describes the painting as follows:
Here a modestly-dressed woman invites the viewer, via the open and legible part-book turned to
face us, to participate in her music-making, offered as part of the process of seduction. These
[types of] pictures are presumably to be read as portraits of a courtesan; certainly it is suggestive
that in two copies of the painting (in Milan and Boston), a later hand has added a halo in an
attempt to transform the sitter into Saint Cecilia.18

This description seems to leave little question as to the virtue of the woman in the
painting. However, a later article by H. Colin Slim describes specific problems with this
same painting. Interestingly, there are twelve copies of this same image in museums all
over the world, most with slight variants; additionally, from 1835 to 1993 there were at
least eleven other known copies. Also startling is the existence of seven other paintings
in which the woman’s lute has been replaced with a wheel, thus identifying her as St.
Catherine.19
In his article, Slim effectively disputes prior claims that the woman in the painting
is a probable courtesan, Cecilia Gallerani (ca.1465-1536). Firstly, he casts doubt on the
fact that Gallerani may have even been a courtesan by quoting a contemporary

17

For more discussion about these two paintings, as well as many other similar ones, please see Slim, “The
Prodigal Son,” p.1-27.
18
Fenlon, “Music,” p.6.
19
Slim, “Images,” p.406.
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description of her by her acquaintance Matteo Bandello.20 He then proves that the
woman in the painting cannot be Gallerani, for a different woman “securely identified” as
Gallerani appears in another painting by Leonardo. Slim believes that the woman is not a
courtesan, and that the designation was given by those who believed the woman to be
Gallerani.
There is also the question of the copies. It is impossible to date the majority of
the paintings, thus making it even more difficult to tell which is the original painting.
The general consensus in the art world is that this original is now lost. If this is indeed the
case, then it makes interpreting the original image problematic. For example, were the
images with the haloes painted first, or were the halos added in later copies? How about
changes seen in other copies—angels, a cornetto, the woman’s décolletage? Additionally,
the music found in the part-book differs with each copy of the painting. This makes
inferences about the character of the woman through the choice of music and words
difficult.
One aspect of the painting which does not change is the clothing of the woman.
Besides being richly dressed (in several copies, she has an ermine draped over one arm),
she always wears a veil. The presence of the veil is important, as we will see. Valeria
Finucci, in a chapter about Castiglione titled “Cutting and Sewing: The Representation
of the Court Lady” describes the discussions that Castiglione’s fictional characters are
having concerning the physical characteristics of their ideal Lady Courtier:

20

Bandella describes her as “la molto gentile e dotta signora Cecilia Gallerana contessa Bergamina” in his
Novelle, quoted in Slim, “Images,” p.417.
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How much more attractive than all the others is a pretty woman who is quite clearly wearing no
makeup on her face, which is neither too pallid nor too red, and whose own coloring is natural and
sometimes pale…21

As we can easily see, the woman being depicted in the painting is not made up, nor are
the saints or most ladies of high status in their portraits.
Finucci goes on to describe one man’s idea of other physical characteristics to
admire in a woman:
Canossa next identifies the erogenous zones through close-ups of women’s bodies, progressing
from top to bottom. Teeth are admired first in this chain of signifiers, then hands, and finally foot
and leg…The body fragments that Canossa inventories are all dutifully hidden, gloved, or
stockinged in order somehow to veil more fully a femininity that becomes more valuable because
veiled. Teeth are admired because they are not exposed (“non essendo cosi scoperti come la
faccia…”), hands because they also are concealed (“massimamente revestite di guanti…”), and
legs because they are dressed (“attillata nei suoi chiapinetti di velluto, e calze polite…”).22

The teeth, especially, say something important about a woman in a painting: “If the teeth
function as an erotic image, a dislocation of other fantasies, then the closed mouth stands
for a social exigency (she who doesn’t speak, doesn’t sin)—in short, it is a sign of
chastity.”23 The same thing could be said about covered legs, or gloves in the hand of a
woman in a painting. A veil, then, is also significant as a cover of the hair, a woman’s
crowning adornment. Because of these reasons, as well as the problems introduced by
Slim, we may not yet judge The Lute-playing Woman as a courtesan.
An excellent portrait of a donna di palazzo hangs in the Spada Gallery in Rome
(See Anonymous, Woman with a Music Book and a Lira da Braccio, 1530-40). Portraits
21

Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, quoted in Valeria Finucci, The Lady Vanishes: Subjectivity and
Representation in Castiglione and Ariosto (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992), p.52.
22
Finucci, The Lady Vanishes, p.52.
23
Finucci, The Lady Vanishes, p.53.
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of noble men and women were important to the livelihood of Renaissance painters.
Patrons paid large sums for depictions of themselves or their loved ones, and wanted to
be portrayed in the most flattering manner possible. This usually consisted of an
intellectual setting, with titled books, maps, poetry, and often music and instruments.
However, one must assume that if a painter decided to include music, words, and
instruments all in one painting it points to more than just a passing interest in musical
activities. Such is the case with the Spada painting.
This painting by an anonymous artist depicts a noblewoman seated next to a table
on which there is a lira da braccio and a stack of two books of music. Her right hand
rests gracefully on the top book, which lies open to show us that it contains the cantus of
a madrigal by Verdelot, “Quando madonna io vengo a contemplarte.” The woman, who
is unknown, is distinctly well-born. Her clothes are lavishly decorated and obviously
expensive, and she wears a wedding band on her left hand. She has decorated herself
with numerous gold chains and pearls. Also, she holds gloves in her left hand, which,
according to H. Colin Slim, gives her upper-class status as well as respectability. She
looks directly and fixedly out from the painting. One can only make assumptions about
the extent to which this woman participated in musical activities. Obviously as a wellbred lady she would be able to sing and play a musical instrument, but it is difficult to
surmise whether or not she was more involved in more extensive music-making
(professionally?) than other women of her social rank.
There is another possible meaning to the use of the lira da braccio in this portrait.
This instrument had very important biblical and mythological connections, mostly
because of its close word association to the “lyre” described as the instrument of King
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David and of Orpheus. In fact, in numerous Renaissance paintings, the lira da braccio is
substituted for the lyre in paintings containing these two subjects (See Plate 12). It is
quite possible, then, that the sitter is not a professional musician or even a lira da braccio
player; it could be that she is simply aligning herself with the literati who picture
themselves with elements which describe them as intellectuals.
Although we have examined only a few paintings showing different types of
women, we can already draw some brief conclusions. The instruments, along with
various other extra-musical elements, certainly do comment on the character of the
woman being portrayed. The organ (and other keyboards) are associated with a saint,
thus giving saintly attributes to women who are pictured with them. This includes the
virtuous mothers we have seen, who have the additional characteristic of keepers of
domestic harmony with their instruments. We also have seen that the lute, though suited
to women because of its soft and delicate nature, can also have an erotic connotation as a
symbol of worldly pleasure. Both the portrait of Mary Magdalen (where she hides the
lute music and has put her lute away in a case) and the pictures of the harlots are evidence
of this sexual significance. Lastly, we see that the use of an instrument with allegorical
connections to antiquity and mythology helps to place a well-born woman among the
literati. Though one must always consider other, nonmusical elements in a painting
before reaching a conclusion, it is quite apparent that the use of musical instruments, and
the connections they have to particular saints and sinners, can serve as a guide to learning
more about the women depicted in art of the Renaissance.
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2
Action and Reaction in Depression Politics:
Economic Policy and Reform of R. B. Bennett during Canada’s “Winter Years”
from 1930 to 1935

"I propose that any government of which I am the head will at the first
session of Parliament initiate whatever action is necessary to that end, or
perish in the attempt."
--R. B. Bennett1

Introduction
The Great Depression ushered in a period of economic instability and political
despondency during the 1930s. France, Great Britain, Germany and the United States
struggled during their arduous attempts to temper the effects of the Depression. The
severe conditions of this economic catastrophe brought the collapse of more than a few
governments around the world and Canada was no exception. Accordingly, the 1930s
invariably changed the scope of Canadian social and political issues from those of the
1920s.2 Capitalism appeared to have entered a perilous state, and as the economy
inexorably spiraled downward, there were suggestions that a radical change in society
may be imminent, and that radical counter-measures may even be implemented.3 Canada
entered the 1930s under the political leadership of the Liberal Party with Mackenzie King
as Prime Minister but after an unexpected defeat by the Conservatives it became clear
that a Calgary based lawyer named Robert Bedford Bennett would attempt to lead
Canada through “the winter years.” With the intensity of the Great Depression growing
1

R. B. Bennett, 9 June 1930, election speech in Winnipeg on the elimination of unemployment.
Kenneth Norrie and Douglas Owram, A History of the Canadian Economy, (Toronto: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich Canada Inc., 1991), 476, 477.
3
Ibid., 475, 476.
2
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3
as the 1930s unfolded, the economic issues associated with it became the most intractable
problems to face the government, ultimately dominating politics and governmental policy
during the next ten years.4
R. B. Bennett changed the political shape of Canada as well as the Conservative
Party during his time in power. His administration was the architect of new economic
measures during the Great Depression, yet often the assertion that these measures largely
failed due to external conditions have been made. The measures implemented by Bennett
largely succeeded in the short-term; but only to be mitigated by circumstances beyond his
control. Ultimately, Bennett and the Conservatives had become too closely associated
with the hardships of the Depression, and despite his attempts to circumvent the situation
through economic and social reforms, his new policies were only marginally innovative.
As the 1930s carried-on, the government’s approach to alleviating the social, economic
and political strife were relinquished to the solutions offered by the events of September
1939, and to many Canadians, the Second World War came as a great relief.5
In what follows, this paper projects to explore the political atmosphere
overcoming Canada at the beginning of the Great Depression as well as various measures
undertaken by Bennett to assuage the crises facing the nation. While contemplating the
turbulent discourse of Canadian society during this period, it is essential to view it
through a lens that gives homage to external causes as well as domestic. Surveying key
aspects of the Depression through an international point of view, including trade barriers,
drought, the London Wheat Agreement as well as the Bennett New Deal illustrates how

4

Kenneth Norrie and Douglas Owram, A History of the Canadian Economy, (Toronto: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich Canada Inc., 1991), 476.
5
Michiel Horn, The Great Depression of the 1930s in Canada, (Ottawa: Canadian Historical Association,
1984), 3.
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4
circumstances triumphed over the Bennett administration despite the important reforms it
enacted.

Early Days of Despair
When Robert Bennett was elected Prime Minister of Canada in 1930, he inherited both
the burden of the Depression and the slump Canada found itself in, and not a great deal of
action was undertaken to curve the growing economic problems of the country at the
onset of the 1930s.6 Despite Liberal Party criticism on Bennett’s supposed stagnancy in
restraining the growing problems, Michiel Horn in Great Depression of the 1930s in
Canada asserts:
Boldness, indeed, is the last word to describe the policies of the Federal
Government, whether directed by R. B. Bennett’s Conservatives or
William Lyon Mackenzie King’s Liberals.7
Neither party had really planned to face a drop in Canada’s Gross National Product by 42
per cent in current, and 29 per cent in constant dollars in just over three years between
1929 and 1933; thus Canada became quite poor with exceeding speed.8 If the
Conservatives did in fact demonstrate a lack of initiative, this is not at all surprising or
unique considering the chief concern in politics at that point was simply the avoidance of
assuming new responsibilities, most notably for unemployment, which may be both
costly and politically unrewarding for any party that did not immediately arrest
overwhelming success in doing so.9
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Risky Steps in the Wrong Shoes
When Bennett made the transition from corporate law to politics, he brought with
him a solid reputation for wealth. From the very beginning of his political career,
Bennett found himself isolated from the majority of working-class Canadians who were
struggling financially. He possessed a very respectable higher-education, and he was
extremely wealthy.10 Bennett did not possess the ideal political image of a populist as did
William Irvine or J. S. Woodsworth in the 1920s, and under no circumstances did
Bennett denounce Canada’s wealthy elite.
Above all, Bennett adopted a forceful, authoritarian style of leadership that
perpetuated the charge of a one-man government.11 While his reforms exemplified a
discernable sincerity in helping his fellow Canadians, Bennett’s personality and roots
were a veritable fait accomplit that was to quickly sour his image; thus, he was simply off
to a bad start in his career as Prime Minister.

A Plan to Build Barriers
“You say our tariffs are only for the manufacturers. I will make them fight
for you [farmers] as well. I will use them to blast a way into the markets
that have been closed to you."
--R. B. Bennett12
Bennett’s initial attempt to tackle the problem was simple but bold. In 1930 and 1931 he
approached the economic problem with a plan of expanding trade within the British
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Empire, and to implement special tariffs for imports from outside the Dominion.13
Through this strategy, Bennett asserted that he could essentially blast Canadian exports
back into the world market, thus mitigating economic pressure on the country.14 The idea
of raising tariffs was good in itself as a concept of protecting trade, and given the
devastation experienced by farmers at the time, what else could have been done? He was
a staunch believer in high tariffs, but when he enacted this, the world followed suit,
subsequently bringing about a strong trend to world-wide protectionism instead of
leading other countries to treat Canadian goods more approvingly.15 The results of tariff
barriers served to prolong the Depression and governments around the world seemingly
acted in concert to reinforce the greater economic acrimony.16 It was apparent that an
external state of affairs was in control of the Depression in 1930.17 Above all, Kenneth
Norrie and Douglas Owram insist “Canada was caught-up in a vast international collapse,
over which it had little control.”18
Nevertheless, Bennett and his Minister of Finance, E. N. Rhodes, prided
themselves on the fact that Canada’s balance of trade, negative during the latest years of
Liberal rule, were positive again under the Conservatives.19 Spearheading a campaign to
bargain down Canadian tariffs for like concessions was continued by Bennett in 1933.20
A trade agreement was negotiated with France to reduce tariffs on a broad spectrum of
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products, but the one foreign market that would have really made a difference was of
course the United States, and here too, the Bennett administration showed considerable
initiative.21 Bennett fought a challenging mêlée during the Depression not only against
the demands of the economic debacle itself, but also in a way as to make good on his
policies that did not bring the success that was necessarily expected or hoped for.

The Penniless Plight of the Canadian West
Bennett had the propensity to contemplate where Canada’s promise lie. While he knew
that the West did not define Canada, the West and the potentiality of Canada’s future
were indeed correlated. Between 1929 and 1934, industrial production declined 42 per
cent in volume and only 15 per cent in price yet the burden of agricultural adjustment fell
heavily on price and not production.22 Bennett’s response to the growing instability of
agriculture was prompt, and after a thorough survey of the crisis, he commented that part
of the problem was the “unconscionable monopolistic purchasers” whom he regarded as
“economic parasites.”23 In view of this, Donald Forster and Colin Read point-out in
Politics of Opportunism: The New Deal Broadcasts, at least the farmers had to expect
that Bennett would tackle their problems also.24
While the agricultural situation in eastern Canada was rather contained, the
situation in the West was dreadful.25 The backbone of Canadian agriculture-the Canadian
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Prairies-had been broken.26 Drought had combined with depression to destroy Bennett in
the Canadian West, and no weapon was available to Bennett to alter the weather that had
created such appalling growing conditions for the farming communities of Saskatchewan,
Alberta and Manitoba.27 In some areas of southern Saskatchewan there were nine
consecutive years of crop failure and for the many farmers of the Canadian West, these
incidences could not and were not accepted with resignation.28
Bennett’s implementations for helping farmers sell their wheat were unorthodox,
but they were also among the most successful of all his efforts during his time in office.29
John I. McFarland-the central component in conceiving and implementing the conference
that brought about the London Wheat Agreement of 1933-enacted constructive practices
that ultimately resulted in Canadian wheat farmers receiving consistently better prices for
wheat exports than farmers in other wheat-exporting countries.30 The enormous
achievement of the conference was impaired shortly thereafter by way of Argentina’s
refusal to be bound by the quota to which her delegates agreed and accordingly,
Bennett’s buoyant strategy crashed.31
Through tariff implementation and construction of the London Wheat Agreement,
Bennett’s courageous and forward approach to improving agriculture is exemplified. But
these strategies took time, and eventually his labour intensive approach to tackle the
farmers’ situation in Western Canada succumbed to the simple fact that no rain had fallen
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by 1934.32 As a result of this unforeseeable affair, Canada’s farming communities simply
lost confidence in Bennett and the Conservatives.
In tandem, agriculture did not attempt to draw benefit on the London Wheat
Agreement alone; rather it drew from several key pieces of legislation.33 The first
approach to assist farmers beyond the London Wheat Agreement was the Natural
Products Marketing Act, passed in 1934.34 This measure concerned farm products
beyond wheat and other grains, including natural products and lumber, but as effectual as
it may have been, it did not survive constitutional challenge.35 The Farmers’ Creditor
Arrangement Act first submitted in 1933, which provided for reduction of mortgage and
interest debt by conciliation, and the Canadian Farm Loan Act, which combined to make
significant pieces of legislation before the Bennett New Deal policies provide evidence
that the Bennett administration was not simply one of failed aspirations.36 In
Development of Canada’s Staples, 1867-1939, Kevin Burley high-lights an annual
minutes meeting with Mr. Dunning-committee and board member of the Saskatchewan
Grain Growers’ Association-that recognized the success of Bennett’s farm legislation:
He believed the farm loans’ scheme had already saved the farmers of
Saskatchewan millions of dollars. …but when the price of every other
commodity was rising by leaps and bounds, when interest rates for
municipal and government purposes were going up, practically the only
thing which did not go up was the rate of interest on farm loans in
Saskatchewan.37
32
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Sweeping Acts of Reform: the Bennett New Deal
By January 1935, the Prime Minister announced his New Deal-Rob Finlayson was in fact
the strong impetus of these policies-in a stunning array of radio broadcasts that begot
unequivocal support from the Conservative Party.38 Bennett emulated Franklin
Roosevelt’s New Deal policies by promising a more progressive taxation system, a
maximum work week, minimum wage, closer regulation of working conditions,
unemployment insurance, health and accident insurance, a revised old-age pension and
agricultural support programmes.39
The Great Depression however continued in the United States until the U.S.
entered World War Two; subsequently, the United States economy then had little choice
under the circumstances of war mobilization, but to improve, and indeed it did with a
GNP doubling through colossal war spending.40 To argue that the Bennett New Deal was
less successful than the Roosevelt New Deal would imply that Roosevelt’s policy
implementation yielded success in America. But Roosevelt’s New Deal was in essence, a
political success above all else, and a stunning success which brought the Democratic
Party to new heights of prestige; but economically it falls far short of the success it has
typically been attributed with. In May 1939, Roosevelt’s Treasury Secretary, Henry
Morgenthau stated:
We have tried spending money. We are spending more than we have ever
spent before and it does not work. And I have just one interest, and now if
I am wrong somebody else can have my job. I want to see this country
prosper. I want to see people get a job. I want to see people get enough to
eat. We have never made good on our promises. I say after eight years of
38
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this administration, we have just as much unemployment as when we
started. And enormous debt to boot.41
In Canada however, results yielded by policies of the Bennett New Deal brought
about little success, either economic or political. By 1935, the continuous failures of
Bennett seemed to be compounding, making it ever more difficult for the Conservatives,
and Bennett himself to gain the support of the majority of Canada’s population.
Moreover, Bennett’s New Deal, in reality, gained little support outside party lines while
many voters were just ready for political change.42 Even as J. H. R. Wilbur promotes that
the New Deal was a “…misnomer in the first place”, and that “It was little more than [a
poor] election slogan”, the merit behind Bennett’s New Deal plan was positive and was
proven to be a successful political instrument in the United States.43 Subsequently, this
evidence raises the question: “Why did Bennett’s New Deal flounder in Canada?” Even
as the Canadian population wanted change, the basis of the New Deal according to
Bennett was “…that the economic system must be reformed [and that] capitalism must
change to meet the changed conditions of this new world.”44
Bennett’s ultimate failing in his grand scheme was the culmination of two distinct
and very important factors, first: a failure of the general public’s interest and motivation
to follow its strategies.45 The second reason for the failure of the New Deal is due to the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in Canada in 1937 having declared much of the
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Bennett New Deal to be unconstitutional.46 As the court of last resort for imperial
subject, the Privy Council declared that measures may be constitutionally acted upon
only on the advice of the British ministers, unless in times of crises, but was the ruinous
depression of the 1930s a crises in Canada or not?47 Bennett’s failure in his New Deal is
accredited equally to both factors, but the public’s response was a consequence of major
surges brought on by the psychological aspects of the Depression-the effects of which are
virtually immeasurable, even today.
While Roosevelt’s policies in the United States were extremely popular among
the electorate, they were substantially greater in ambition than those of his Canadian
counterpart. Yet Bennett’s reforms signaled a change in government thinking in a way
that aligned themselves with the new theories of British economist John Maynard
Keyenes in the United Kingdom. Despite government intervention by the Bennett
administration, Canada’s vulnerability was worsened due to the fact that a substantial
percentage of Canadian exports depended on just one market-that of the United States.48
Economic decay in the U.S. ultimately resulted in economic deterioration in Canada in a
way that economic success in the U.S. would positively affect the Canadian economy;
but the same concept cannot be applied to the two countries in terms of a positive or
negative fluctuation politically.
From all this, the Great Depression demonstrated the failing of Liberalism and the
basic incapacity of the capitalistic system to correct itself when critically necessary. State
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intervention as a regulatory agent for economic conditions began to root itself in Canada
and around the world, though Bennett’s attempts to further this principle were challenged
incessantly. All the government intervention conceivable could not do a thing to help the
economic situation in the United States, and to this idea, Canada was not exempt.

Relief Camps for Recovery
Bennett first met the depression with conventional methods for solving the countries
problems, and facing the issues of relief was no exception.49 In Bennett’s first Order in
Council on 26 September, 1930, four million dollars was portioned to municipalities.50
After Bennett’s first year of monetary allocation totaling an estimated 19 million dollars,
Public Works valued at some 90 million dollars, had been generated.51 By the end of
1933, the Federal Government under Bennett was accredited with paying out some 100
million dollars for direct relief to the unemployed, and it loaned over 42 million dollars to
the provinces.52 But Bennett strongly believed in alternative efforts to relieve
unemployment because he held that direct relief estranged the provincial administration
from financial responsibility.53
Preferring that men should be at work, Bennett set-up relief camps in 1932 for
single, unemployed and homeless young Canadian men.54 The work camps provided
Canada with a number of public work endeavours that would not otherwise have been
undertaken. As contended by Earnest Watkins in R. B. Bennett, the work camps provided
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thousands of young men with free accommodation and food, free clothing and medical
care, a cash allowance, a way to occupy their time and a way to channel their efforts
towards a tangible cause.55 Despite the fact that between 50,000 and 70,000 young
Canadian men were eligible to make use of the relief camps, with an average of 11,548 of
them doing so within the first twelve months, Watkins professes the fact that each man
was liable to be discharged “for cause”, which was one of the primary reasons behind the
relief camp system’s ultimate failure.56 Bennett’s plan was practical and it had been
proven to operate, but a great deal of the young men involved simply became impatient
and eventually exploited the camps as a tool to channel their discontent brought about by
circumstantial change of the Great Depression. The economic crises reached it’s apex by
1933, the descent was so rapid, and the recovery so gradual, that 1933 has been
represented as the worst year of the disaster, and Bennett just happened to be in office at
the time.57

Conclusion
By 1930, Canada had achieved a great deal of aims projected by the National Policy. The
country stood at a pivotal point in its history that suggested imminent fundamental
change to the economic, social and political apparatuses. H. Blair Neatby explains, in
The Liberal Way: Fiscal and Monetary Policy in the 1930’s, how the Depression was the
catalyst that accentuated the social, regional and cultural divisions of Canada, and
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therefore added a strong emotional element to the already deteriorating situation.58 The
scope of Canadian politics underwent a rapid transformation from the 1920s and
Bennett’s Conservatives were stuck in a position that offered them two choices: either
emulate Liberal complacency and approach the Depression inactively or expose the party
to the possibility of becoming the scapegoat for the result of a culmination of rapidly
unfolding international events.
Despite the risk involved in implementing extreme economic reforms, Bennett
embarked upon numerous approaches in both the domestic and international arena. By
mid-1935, Bennett could boast marginal success with many of his policies, and
outstanding success with some. Though by October 1935, external conditions of the
Great Depression operating against Bennett had essentially immobilized most of his
important reforms as constitutional rigidities and other peripherals prevented a smooth
adjustment to the demands of the Depression.
The Great Depression should therefore be viewed through a multi-faceted lens.
Psychological, economic and social elements formed a consortium of factors that
overwhelmed Canadian society and national leadership. Eventually, combating the Great
Depression came-down to dollars and cents; like the American Government, the Federal
Government of Canada reacted by throwing money at the crises. In Canada, dominion
expenditures however, which increased by $132 million between 1929 and 1932 met with
a decrease in revenues by $140 million, the net effect of which were government
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expenditures that operated in a devastating countercyclical fashion.59 Ultimately, the
majority of Canadians blamed the Conservatives for the continual disintegration of the
social and economic shape of Canadian society.
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At the beginning of the sixteenth century three young men held the power of Europe:
Charles V of Austria, Henry VIII of England and Francis I of France.1 In, Old Court Life in
France, Frances Elliot gives this description of the three:
Each is magnificent in taste; each is desirous of power and conquest. Each acts as a spur
to the others both in peace and in war. They introduce the cultivated tastes, the refined
habits, the freedom of thought of modern life, and from the period in which they flourish
modern history dates.2
Of the three monarchs, many comparisons were made between Henry VIII and Francis I. They
were similar, “not only in personage but also in wisdom and affection, delighting both in
hunting, in hawking, in building, in apparel, in stones, in jewels, and of like affection one to
another.” 3 Because of their love for music and the arts and their wish to have the most splendid
courts possible, both Henry and Francis were responsible for new levels of growth, expansion
and organization of music at their courts.
Henry VIII was born at Greenwich on June 28, 1491, the youngest son of Henry VII, and
died at Windsor on January 28, 1547.4 When he took the throne in 1509 he was a young, athletic
King who did away with the boredom and old routines of his father Henry VII.5 With Henry it
seemed as if England was emerging from the shadows into an era of sunshine.6 Henry embodied
all the talents expected of the ideal Renaissance prince.The Venetian ambassadors wrote of him
in May 1515:
This most serene king is not only very expert in arms, and of great valour, and most
excellent in his personal endowments, but is likewise so gifted and adorned with mental
accomplishments of every sort that we believe him to have few equals in the world. He
1
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speaks English, French, and Latin; understands Italian well; plays almost on every
instrument sings and composes fairly; is prudent and sage, and free from every vice.7
Henry inherited an established, but modest group of musicians when he became King. 8 Records
from the funeral of Henry VII in 1509 indicate there were fifteen trumpeters, two players of
sackbuts (trombones), two on shawms (oboes), three drummers, and thirteen minstrels. In
addition, their were twenty Gentlemen and ten Children of the Chapel Royal.9 With his passion
for music and display, Henry VIII greatly increased the number of musicians in the Royal
Court.10 By his death in 1547 the number of musicians at court had grown to over ninety, and
now included: flute, viol, vialls (Italian violinists), harp, and bagpipe.11
All court musicians were members of the Lord Chamberlains’s department, which
provided both the public face of court life, its order and ceremony, and a hierarchy of servants to
do the King’s personal bidding.12 From here they were divided into a number of smaller
ensembles grouped within three major headings: Privy Chamber, Presence Chamber and Chapel
Royal.13
In Tudor times the Privy Chamber was often the operations room where the King met
with his inner circle of advisors. Only a few favored servants could enter and have the privilege
of informal contact with the monarch.14 Musicians were usually only granted access to the privy
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chamber by personal invitation of the monarch or by their service in a non-musical role as a
personal servant to the King.15 These musicians played bas instruments and tended to be
lutenists such as the Netherlands composer Philip Van Wilder, or keyboard players like Mark
Smeaton, and must have spent most of their time teaching members of the royal family or
entertaining them with solo music.16
The Presence Chamber musicians played haut instruments, such as trumpets, sackbuts,
shawms, horns and different kinds of drums.17 The trumpeters and drummers often played for
important ceremonial occasions and the sackbuts and shawms formed an alta capella (the dance
band of Flemish towns that consisted of two or three shawms improvising over a plainsong-like
melody played by a slide trumpet or sackbut) band which accompanied dances and banquets in
the Great Hall and outer Presence Chamber.18
The Chapel Royal at this time was not housed in a single building, but was a body of
chaplains, lay clerks and choristers who provided singing for the daily services in the chapel of
the royal house where ever the King happened to be in residence.19 In earlier times the entire
Chapel Royal traveled with him, but the Eltham Ordinances of 1526 reduced the King to a
riding household when he was in progress.20 The choir of the Chapel Royal was an active and
flourishing body made up of around twenty gentlemen and eight to ten children.21 Certainly the
Chapel Royal was the leading choir in England at this time. In 1515 a Venetian diplomat visiting
the royal chapel at Richmond described the choir as having, “voices more divine than human:
15
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while as for the counter-basses, they probably have not their equal in the world.”22 Henry in his
desire to maintain the high level of the Chapel Royal, often “impressed” members from other
choirs to fill vacancies within his own chapel choir.23 Its repertoire was based on works by its
members, which included: Robert Fayrfax, William Cornish, Avery Burton and Thomas Tallis.24
While the Chapel Royal’s members were predominantly English, the majority of Henry
VIII’s instrumentalists were foreign.25 This may have been true because the skills needed to
make and play instruments had developed on the continent and were still relatively new in
England.26 This idea is supported by statements from the Venetian diplomat who had given the
Chapel Royal such a glowing review. Commenting on the performance of two of the royal
organists, he said, “They kept bad time, their touch was feeble, and execution poor.”27 He
concluded England had much to learn and the King acknowledged this fact.28 The next year,
possibly due to the diplomats review, the first organist of St. Mark’s, Dionisio Memmo, resigned
his post and came to England, bringing with him “an excellent instrument, at great expense.”29 In
preparation for Henry’s wedding to Anne of Cleves in 1540, Thomas Cromwell recruited the five
recorder playing brothers of the Bassano family from Venice as well as a consort of six Italian
string players.30 Whatever the reason, there is no doubt that Henry VIII set out to attract foreign
musicians to permanent positions in his service.31
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Francis I was born at Cognac on September 12, 1494 and died at Rambouillet on March
31, 1547. The son of Charles de Valois, Duke of Angouleme, he succeeded his cousin Louis XII
to the throne in 1515.32 When he came to the throne at the age of twenty he was the very symbol
of the Renaissance.33 It was said he was, “as handsome a prince as there was in the world,” and
that “never had there been seen a king of France whose nobility was so resplendent.” He was
great not simply in stature, but also possessed grandeur through his “virtues, valor, fine deeds,
and lofty worthiness,” he was “the father and true restorer of arts and of letters.”34 A poet,
Francis I’s works were set to music by composers mainly in the service of the court, such as
Sermisy, Janequin and Sandrin.35 For France, this tall and charming King was a welcomed
change after so many sickly, shabby monarchs.36
When Francis I ascended the throne in 1515, he inherited from Louis XII a musical
establishment that was impressive in size and quality.37 Records from Louis XII’s funeral
indicate there were twenty-two chapel singers, among them the composers Jean Mourton and
Claudin de Sermisy.38 Under Francis I the musical groups of his court experienced slow but
steady growth, and were more clearly organized in regards to their membership and function.39
During Francis I’s reign the musicians of the maison du Roi were divided into two
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groups: musique de la chambre and the musique de l’ecurie (the musicians of the chapel formed
a third grouping).40 The members of the ecurie, or stable, included the King’s trumpeters who
numbered nearly a dozen in the early part of Francis I’s rule and a band of wind and string
players that included viols, hautbois and sackbuts.41 The trumpeters played for large public
gatherings, drawing on fanfares with clear rhythmic and melodic ideas designed to call or direct
attention.42 The eight members of the band were mostly Italian, possibly due to the increasing
popularity of Italian dances at the court.43 They provided music for various state occasions and
courtly entertainments.44 Early in Francis I’s reign the musique de la chambre employed a dozen
performers.45 The musicians of the chambre included soloists, such as the distinguished Italian
lutenist Albert de Rippe, as well as cornettists, fifers and drummers.46 Around 1535 Francis I
joined to the chamber a small vocal ensemble to sing chansons, to which he added flutes, oboes
and organ.47 This chamber group probably accompanied the King to Boulogne-sur-Mer, for his
second meeting with Henry VIII in 1532.48 At the time of Francis I’s death in 1547, the musique
de la chambre had grown to include twenty-three adult musicians.49
The largest and most illustrious group of musicians employed at Francis I’s court were
40
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the members of the Chapelle du roi.

8
This group was responsible for the daily celebrations of

Mass and any other requirements of worship needed by the King.51 The singers of the chapel
were divided into two groups: a Chapelle de musique, and a Chapelle de plainchant.52 The
members of the Chapelle de musique numbered twenty-seven and were listed according to their
vocal ranges, contratenors, tenors, and basses. This suggests that they, along with the choirboys,
performed polyphonic works such as masses, motets and perhaps even chansons.53 Polyphonic
music was used to heighten the solemnity of any occasion at court, such as the funerals of Louis
XII (1515), and Francis I (1547), where polyphonic Requiem masses were sung.54 The twelve
members of the Chapelle de plainchant, were responsible for plainchant during the various
regular services.55 Plainchant played an important part in the chapel’s public religious
observances throughout Francis I’s reign.56 Eager to maintain the best chapel choir possible,
Francis I in 1517 engaged in a custom of the time by kidnapping two boys from the choir-school
of Rouen (Lassus also experienced this).57 Under Francis I the chapel grew from twenty-seven
adult singers in 1514, to thirty-eight in 1533, including its music director Claudin de Sermisy,
and remained the same size at his death in 1547.58
While the majority of the singers in the royal choirs were French, the instrumental
ensembles of the court became more international.59 There were many Italian instrumentalists in
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France, such as the lutenist, Albert de Rippe, the several Italian soloists on the cornetto from the
musique de la chambre, and the eight Italian shawm and sackbut players from the ecurie.60 In
the meeting of Henry VIII and Francis I in 1520 at the Field of cloth of Gold, the singers of the
two royal chapels were joined “by a group of perhaps ten or eleven sackbut players, cornettists,
and fifers from the French royal court (most of whom were of Italian, Swiss, or German descent)
and the organists of the two royal chapels, Pierre Mouton for the French, and possibly Benedict
de Opitiis for the English.”61 Whether French singers dominated the royal choirs because of
support from other ecclesiastical institutions or because French monarchs were happy with the
work of their
singer-composers and did not feel the need to hire their Italian rivals, it is clear that Francis I
made an effort to import Italian instrumentalists.62
When comparing the lives of Henry VIII and Francis I and music at their courts, it is
apparent that there are many similarities. Both men ruled their countries at approximately the
same time, Henry 1509-1547 and Francis 1515-1547 (dying within two months of each other).
They replaced older kings with the vitality and energy of young men. Both were hailed as the
epitome of the Renaissance prince. Henry and Francis inherited established musical
organizations and through their interest and patronage expanded them during their reigns. They
created divisions of musical structure at their courts that were very similar, with bas or soft
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instruments reserved for the privy chamber and musique de la chambre, haut or loud
instruments in the presence chamber and musique de l’ecurie and lastly the singing men and
boys which made up the choirs of their royal chapels. Both employed and sought out the leading
musicians and composers of their day, recruiting the majority of their instrumentalists from Italy.
Because of their love for music and the arts and their wish to have the most splendid
courts possible, both Henry and Francis were responsible for new levels of growth, expansion
and organization of music at their courts.
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In Search of Islamic Architecture in the Canadian Prairies
Introduction and Research Objectives:
The current study constitutes one of the elements of a broader research agenda, which may be defined as
Culturally Dynamic Architecture (Caples, 2005). The global objective is to expand the boundaries of the
new robust Modernism, by creating built environments which bridge and integrate the diverse cultural
requirements of our modern society, and which thus accurately reflect a wider range of humanity. In
order to accomplish this objective, it is first essential to study regional conditions. Without a proper
understanding of the regional conditions which prevail in individual cultures and societies, the
implementation of the Modernism agenda will remain unfulfilled. The specific goals of the current
project are:
1. To study the built (architectural) environment and worship spaces of the Muslim
communities in the Canadian Prairie Provinces, in order to determine the presence of an
established architectural vocabulary, and an identity for the Islamic architecture of the
Muslim community.
2. To produce a comprehensive study of Islamic architecture in the Canadian Prairies.
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3. To answer the question, "How can one define the built environments, and their social
and cultural implications, for an Islamic minority in a predominantly Christian society,
specifically within the context of the Canadian Prairies?"
Theoretical and Practical Significance:
In addition to strengthening the social connection between the Islamic community and the
mainstream of Canadian culture, the following practical and theoretical outcomes of the study
are also anticipated:
1. Currently, the spatial establishments of the immigrants in Canada are self-regulated. This
study will help our understanding of the settlement patterns and preferences of a
particular religious group.
2. The study will provide further understanding of the effects of globalizing forces on the
development of the community, and the effectiveness of multi-cultural policies in
reducing racial and religious discrimination.
3. The study will provide insight into, and perhaps validate, the actual development of
multi-cultural aspects of Canadian society.
4. The study will produce comprehensive documentation on the local vernacular
architecture and interiors of the Muslim community, and thus contribute in new and
significant ways to our overall understanding of the development of the Canadian
Architectural identity.
5. The study will empower and enrich our understanding of, and help to establish a
connection with, the Muslim communities of the Prairie Provinces.
Conceptual Frame Work:
Discrimination, in all of its social aspects, can be considered to be the primary motivation for
ethnic withdrawal into segregated communities, where the members can experience freedom of
speech, and social interaction within the community, and can worship without prejudice. In
turn, the mainstream community of the host country perceives these closed communities as
2
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introverted ghettos of radicalism and exclusionism. The Muslim communities, in reflecting their
cultural identities in their built environments, and in attempting to create a sense of space and
belonging within the segregated communities, create contention and further fuel the sense of
otherness. As a consequence, this dichotomy of coexistence threatens the foundation of the
multi-cultural built environment. One of the main focus areas of this study is “The Future of the
Multi-cultural Built Environment in the Canadian Prairies in the Particular Context of Islamic
Architecture and Interiors”. A meaningful platform of discourse for the above-mentioned idea
cannot be established without a thorough understanding of the place and specific architectural
identity of the Islamic built environments within the existing Canadian architectural vocabulary.
The concept of multi-culturalism, and its validity within Canadian society, creates the outer
boundaries of the larger conceptual framework. Within this boundary, the questions of placemaking and cultural identity create the predominant conceptual parameters. The development of
the communities manifests the relationships between cultural anthropology and the built
environments.
The principle of Participatory Action Research (PAR) (Wates, 2000) provides the other
important theoretical and conceptual basis for the investigation. PAR is a proactive approach
and strategy in which the social relevance and empowerment of the community takes
precedence. The development of culturally sensitive and effective built environments requires a
multidisciplinary approach. The active participation of the community in the formulation of the
problems and in the identification of alternate solutions is considered to be an essential element
in developing design solutions. This conceptual framework attempts to break down the barriers
between the researcher and the subject of the research. PAR will ultimately provide a meaning
for the “definition of place” and “sense of place” from the community itself (Tuan, 2003)
(Sanoff, 2000). Vernacular and cultural anthropological studies will strengthen the theoretical
base and provide further understanding of our economically, politically, culturally and
theologically pluralistic society. The principles of site analysis, and the functional and space
3
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programming principles of Interior Design will form further theoretical elements for the
consecutive stages of the study.
Methods and Procedures:
The investigation proceeded in three stages. The first stage (the current paper summarizes the
findings only from this stage) involved the establishment of community connections and the
conducting of individual interviews, and the initiation of preliminary documentation of the
worship places, mosques (masjids), within the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta. The Prairie Provinces develop with different regional conditions and parameters than
the densely populated Eastern Provinces and British Columbia. Most of the research and
literature has concentrated on the coastal regions, leaving the Prairie Provinces, as a
consequence, devoid of explanatory research and an understanding of the cultural, ethnic and
architectural developments of the minority groups. Hence, the central region of Canada was
selected as the entry point of the research.
The study consists of the collection of visual data on the mosques and Islamic Centres of the
Canadian prairies. The empirical data, visual and verbal, was obtained through individual
communications with Islamic Centres and Associations from each of the Prairie Provinces. The
connection with the community leaders was conducted in person, or by telephone calls, or via
electronic media. Initially, the intention was to implement a tabulation method similar to that
of Omar Khalidi (Khalidi, 1998) in order to categorize the existing worship spaces; however, the
overwhelming homogeneity of form and articulations resulted in the application of more general
tabulation methods. Social, cultural, behavioural and economic factors are incorporated, to
provide a better understanding of the communities’ development and their direct relationship to
their built environments, by utilizing Statistics Canada 2001 publications.
The application methods of PAR, site analysis and interior design programming procedures
were also utilized to gather data. A digital camera and images provided by the Islamic centres
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were used for the documentation and collection of the exterior and interior layouts of the
existing worship places.
Historical Development:
A significant Muslim population first appeared in Canada in the 1960's, primarily through
immigration. The population has shown considerable growth in the last 20 years and, today, the
estimated Muslim population is 600,000 (About Muslim.., 2003). Islam is considered to be the
second largest religion in Canada. The World is now experiencing new “geopolitical” and new
geo-religious realities (Eck, 1993). The multi-religious aspects of Canada are starting to test the
pluralistic foundations of public life. In recent years, the implementation of multi-cultural
policies in Canada has become an arena of contention. Celebration of diversity has developed to
a level which is threatening to undermine Canada’s individual identity (Dewing, 2006). This
state of uncertainty with respect to the development of the national identity has a profound effect
on the development of minority groups. This is also seen, by many Muslims, as a reawakening
and a reassertion of their identity, and an opportunity to return to their roots, as an alternative to
secular materialism. After the pioneers (mid 19th century) and the early settlers (mid 20th
century), the 1960’s marked the insurgence of qualified, skilled, and educated Muslim
immigrants. In order to achieve cohesiveness as a community, the Muslim immigrants went
through three distinct phases (Bryant, 2001) (Hamdani, 1997) (Matcalf, 1996) (Quick, 1990).
(1) A period of introspection, as a result of reluctance on the part of the host society, which
was attempting to establish its own national Canadian identity, to welcome the newcomers, and
the consequent desire of the newcomers for their home-land. (2) A period of dormancy, during
which the uncertainties associated with the new world were very strong, and stayed with the
community for almost a century. Nearly a century later, the Muslims have publicly expressed
their presence and identity. The first mosque in Canada was built in Edmonton as a public
expression of the Muslim community’s identity and presence in Canada in 1938, with all the
imported architectural vocabulary of the old world (Islam in Edmonton, 2003). The mosque
5
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became the central point of the community. The explicit recognition of the host country
provided a most-needed comfort. While the community was still unaccustomed to the world
outside, the world inside was familiar, and displayed the comforts of the world which was left
behind. A unified language and traditional values created a level of reassurance. At this stage,
the development of the form and aesthetics of the built environments, and an overall
architectural vocabulary, were a direct reflection of the old world. (3) The new period. This
period began to set in during the 1980’s. The comfort of the common language and culture of
the unified and small-scale community began to dissipate. Languages and traditions become
diverse. The second and third generations of Muslim Canadians and converts became a
significant socio-economic force in the Canadian multi-cultural fabric. Canadian-born children
developed language barriers with their immigrant parents. The social changes in the Canadian
society were too rapid for immediate assimilation. New social and technological changes
challenged established Muslim life styles, institutions and traditions. Most of the new changes
which were evolving were contrary to Muslim beliefs.
In a similar manner to other world religions, Islam has no boundaries. Muslims are of many
races, colours, nationalities, languages and cultures. As a result, Muslims living in Canada
represent not only different ethnic backgrounds and races, but different nationalities, languages,
and cultures as well. Muslims who immigrated to Canada from Muslim countries often found
themselves deprived of the social structure which encouraged the practice of Islam, and which
helped them to maintain their Islamic identity and life. The preservation and maintenance of
religious belief is central to the Muslim identity. As a result, Muslim communities focus on the
establishment of institutions, the mosque being the first to be established to help sustain and
maintain their identity.
This study deals predominantly with mosque architecture as a manifestation of Muslim identity in the
Canadian prairies, where the Muslim population is relatively small (5,093 in Manitoba based on the
2001 census, and projected to be around 10,000 by the end of 2006) and where the host communities are
6
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predominantly Christian. The built environments of the mosques provide a great deal of information
about the development process of the Islamic community. Hence, they were chosen to be the primary
focus of the study. Based on Omar Khalidi's study (Khalidi, 1998), one can summarize the following
three basic approaches to mosque design in North America;
1. Imported (using the traditional prototypes from the Islamic world, Bait-ul-Islam Mosque,
Toronto1992, by Gulzar Haidar) (Matcaf, 1996) 2. Adapted (adapted to the North American cultural
fabric, based on the reinterpretation of traditional precedents, Islamic Cultural Centre, New York 1991,
by SOM) 3. Entirely Innovative forms (Islamic Cultural Centre, New Mexico 1986, by Bart Prince)
However, each category needs to be further analyzed in terms of the community’s socio-economic and
socio-cultural development, and its dependence on the conditions of aesthetics, site selections, building
practices, and the surface articulation of each built environment.
Symmetry, unity, harmony and continuity of space have always been the predominant elements in
Islamic architecture (Holod, 1980). The qualities of the space and the spirituality of the volume must be
created through an understanding of these values, and through the utilization of contemporary
technology and construction methods. The aim of the study is also to reveal the vigour of the application
of the above-stated ideal.
Findings:
ALBERTA contains twenty seven prayer centres in twelve different geographical locations.
The Muslim population, according to Canada Census 2001, was found to be the highest in the
Prairie Provinces and published at 49,045. The Muslim population was composed of an
estimated 62 different ethic backgrounds. The general characteristics of their structures can be
summarized as follows. They are predominantly retrofits from existing structures, although a
limited amount of imported design features on the new constructions are observable as surface
applications. Nostalgic design elements are applied with weak scale relationships and aesthetic
qualities. North American building techniques and materials are employed. The development of
the mosque forms and aesthetics are defined by functional requirements. Mostly neutral and
7
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green colors were used for the surface treatment. The newer mosque building initiatives include
more complex functional requirements. Some of the defining elements of Islamic architecture,
including symmetry, unity, harmony and the continuity of space, have been abandoned under
pressure from compounded functional and budgetary requirements. Based on the General Social
Survey report published by the Alberta Community Crime Prevention Association in 2004, eight
percent of violent crimes are believed to be hate-motivated in Alberta. The most common
motive was the individual’s race and ethnicity, followed by religion and sexual orientation. No
specific high-density Muslim population settlements are observed, and prayer centres are mostly
located in the central regions of the cities.
SASKATCHEWAN contains five prayer centres in four geographical locations, and 2,230
(Canada Census 2001) Muslims reside in the province of Saskatchewan. An estimated 25
different ethnic groups constitute the community. In general, structures are predominantly
retrofits from existing churches, and imported design features can be observed to a limited
degree in new constructions. A predominantly North American architectural vocabulary was
used, along with the North American building techniques and materials. The development of
mosque forms and aesthetics are again dominated by functional requirements. Articulation and
embellishments were reserved for the interior spaces, while the exterior aesthetics display strong
North American terminology. The new Islamic Centre building includes complex functional
requirements. The building programming incorporates a four hundred person prayer hall, a
gymnasium, eight classrooms, day care, two kitchens, and two wadu’ (Ablution) areas, all built
on two acres of land. There are no specific high density settlements; however, prayer centres are
mostly located at the central regions of the cities, where the Muslim population is high. No
official data on religion-based hate crime has been published for the region.
MANITOBA contains three prayer centres in three geographical locations. The Muslim
population in Manitoba is 5,095 (Canada Census 2001), and is projected to be 10,000 in 2006,
with an estimated twenty ethnic groups. In general, structures are predominantly retrofits from
8
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existing structures (residential and retail structures), although a limited amount of imported
design features can be observed in new constructions. North American building techniques and
materials are employed. The development of mosque forms and aesthetics are purely a reflection
of functional requirements. Minimal geometrical interior and exterior surface applications are
utilized. New mosque/Islamic centre building initiatives include complex functional
requirements. The prayer centres are mostly located in the central and southern regions of the
city. Winnipeg’s Muslim community resides predominantly at the south end of the city, with no
specific dispersion pattern. No official data on the percentage of religious-based hate crimes has
been published for the region, although, verbal assaults, graffiti and property damage is
common.
Conclusion:
Overall, no specific Islamic architectural vocabulary has been established throughout the
Canadian prairies. The stage of dormancy is attributed to the early stages of the development of
the communities, and to the lack of a critical number of Muslim followers. A direct relationship
is observed between the growth of the Muslim population and the development of the built
environments. Alberta, specifically Edmonton, has the most established and also the largest
Muslim communities among the Prairie Provinces, and also displays the most nostalgic,
imported structures, with no particularly unique Canadian architectural vocabulary and identity.
Manitoba and Saskatchewan predominantly display structures which are preexisting or
retrofitted from other religious worship places. The development of the form and exterior
articulations are reduced to simple geometrical lines or, in certain applications, just colour
treatment. These unassuming structures do not constitute any architectural or design interest but,
nevertheless, display an equally important phenomenon. The development of the social aspect of
the Islamic community takes place within these unnoticeable structures. They become the social
gathering places of a community in need of establishing social, political and economical identity
within the bounds of Islam. The dormancy in the development of the form is compensated by
9
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the complex development of the interior functions. Far different from their old world
predecessors, which are devoted only to communal prayer activities, mosques are becoming
multi-functional community gathering places. The new Manitoba Islamic Centre, currently
under construction, has incorporated sports facilities, a commercial and retail plaza, seniors
housing, an Islamic school, and possibly funeral services into the building program, in addition
to the main prayer hall. Similar complex structures are developing in parallel in the United
States (Mujahid, 2003).
Muslim residential settlement preferences neither displayed any significant pattern nor
coincided with the location of mosques.
Globalization provides a seamless flow of currency, information and resources. As a
consequence of the new world order, divisions have been established between the rising super
powers and the rest of the world. However, in this new arena, which is almost akin to
colonization, some of the definition of “otherness” seems to have been transferred from the Far
East to the Middle East (Foster, 2004). Ethnic and religious profiling has become common
practice in many aspects of daily life. In order to maintain the integrity of the multi-cultural
aspects of Canadian society, it is essential to develop strong community connections and a
dialogue with the host country. The current socio-economic power and development of the
Muslim community is displaying great potential for the establishment of this critical dialogue
(Dewing, 2006). However, the development of multi-functional mega-complexes for the rising
needs of the Muslim community might further fuel the sense of independent development and
promote further exclusion from the host country. If the entire immediate social, cultural and
religious needs of the community are satisfied in one place, integration and further dialogue with
the dominant culture is definitely compromised. The proverbial cultural clash of the East and the
West, and the internal generational struggles to maintain the Islamic identity, can be attributed
in part to the development of all-inclusive building structures. The Muslim community is one of
the important members of the multi-cultural Canadian society, and provision must be made for
10
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future dialogue which will further the understanding of the individualities, commonalties and the
growing needs of the developing community.
The ease of information flow is having an effect, not only on the social and cultural
development of the Muslim communities of the Canadian Prairies, but all around the world.
Specifically, the yearning of immigrants for their home country can now easily be fulfilled
through the shipment of products, and immediate contact can be established via the internet with
family and friends. However, the virtual world remains ineffective in establishing the social
integration of individual minority groups within the host country. The effective implementation
of government policies which reinforce the celebration of common characteristics of individual
minority groups is essential. This will result in the healthy development of a national identity,
and will further defuse the challenges of globalization.
On average, the Muslim Communities are dispersed in their settlement patterns and do not
particularly display ghetto-like, exclusive, enclosed communities within the urban centres of the
Prairies. This healthy distribution of the Muslim population reinforces the strength of the multicultural development of Canadian society which, rather than being the proverbial melting-pot,
instead celebrates diversity, and encourages the co-existence of individual cultures.
In conclusion, although we are currently unable to provide a specific definition of Canadian
Muslim Architecture within the predominantly Christian society, we recognize that Muslim built
environments, which have thus far been in a state of suspension in terms of developing a unique
architectural vocabulary, are now poised to take their rightful place within the multi-cultural
Canadian architectural fabric, and to enrich that fabric towards a meaningful new modernity,
particularly in the Canadian Prairies.
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Abstract
This paper examines the relationship between Thomas Newman’s music
and the other filmic elements (script, acting, film, sound and music editing, set
design, camera position and movement) in American Beauty, with the intent of
highlighting the interactions that made the film so critically successful. Specific
scenes and musical cues will be shown and examined in detail.
In American Beauty, Thomas Newman writes some extraordinarily
evocative non-traditional film music, yet he manages to employ it in a very
traditional manner. There are leitmotivs, more texturally and coloristically than
melodically based, but they are nonetheless quite definable once one develops
an ear for the style of composition. At the same time, Newman is able to create
an overall musical ambience, a signature sound that becomes identifiable with
the movie as a whole. In this sense, he creates a monothematic atmosphere, a
singular, omnipresent air that permeates the entire film. Balancing these two
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seemingly opposite approaches to film music composition, a leitmotiv-based
approach and an atmospheric-based gestalt, is difficult, but Newman is able to
accomplish it through his choice of instruments for the score and his
compositional approach.
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Workshop Abstract
Securing the Stage: The Integration of Research and Artistic
Creation in Performing Arts

Goal: To open participants’ awareness of the artist’s journey from inspiration,
through exploration to creation.
Objectives:
Through demonstration and interactive exercises, participants will:
•

experience engagement and participate in the process of artistic creation

•

explore the interplay of memory, language, music, and movement

•

understand and utilize the dramaturgical model of synthesizing research
with arts process and production

•

choreograph an ensemble movement sequence based on personal
experience, guided exercises, and collaborative effort

Narrative: The College of Fine Arts and Communication (COFAC) at Towson
University, a liberal arts institution, takes an arts-integrated approach to teaching,
learning, and performance. Students are taught to incorporate research,
observation, and personal exploration into their creative works. The three artistsinstructors presenting this workshop represent different departments within
COFAC (Music, Dance, Theatre, and Library Science), and frequently collaborate
to guide students through this arts-integrated approach to their work.
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We have found that this method of artistic analysis focuses our students, and
helps them to experience the creative process as a journey of self -actualization,
both personally and for their audiences. We teach that artistic performance is a
two-way communication, with performer and audience sharing responses and
responsibilities. Through this model, students see that the total artistic product
is a blending of emotion, experience, information, and entertainment. As artistinstructors who employ this approach, we also find our professional and artistic
endeavors are re-invigorated.

We recognize that from earliest history in Western civilization, audiences of
public performances have not only been observers, but engaged participants.
However, there have been times (e.g., Elizabethan theatre) when the role of the
audience member has shifted to one that is more inclined to observe and be
observed by others in the audience. Nevertheless, it has been the authors’
experience that 21st century artistic performance carries within it the seeds for
creativity on the part of the audience. Performers in theatre, art, and dance now
often opt to provide direct opportunity within the work for the audience to become
engaged in the creative moment. A bond forms between the creator and the
impromptu contributors, thus generating further investment in their appreciation
of the work. A by-product of this model is the realization that fine arts research,
and the “report” or production, that is, the performance thus generated, may take
a form that is non-traditional when compared to other disciplines, but is extremely
valid within its own world. This collaborative exploration of ideas, facts, and
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3
details creates a uniquely inviting experience, thus securing the stage for
performers and audience alike.

In fact, we can look at such collaborative effort in the following terms:

Audience

Curiosity/Engagement

Artistic production: invites
audience investment in
performance experience =>
engagement/curiosity

Arts integration:
knowledge and
ability to create a
product through an
art form

Performer

Initial research: results in
excursion, exploration,
discovery

Acquisition of information
leads to internalization and
synthesis (knowledge)

Our workshop, Securing the Stage, will give insights as to how the arts
integration model and dramaturgical approach are used to create a performance,
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4
whether for instructional purposes or audience entertainment. A brief dance
performance will initially engage participants and pique their curiosity about the
artistic process. A sequence of directed activities will guide the participants
through the process of synthesizing research with personal experience.
Examples of successful student application of this approach to performance will
be shared, and the workshop will culminate with the participants creating a new
artistic production in collaboration with the presenting artists.
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All around, no flowers in bloom
Nor maple leaves in glare,
A solitary fisherman’s hut alone
On the twilight shore
Of this autumn eve.1

Wabi-sabi and Film
(Tarkovsky’s The Mirror)

The film The Mirror (1974) is Tarkovsky’s unique way of going beyond the well
established in Western civilization logic of cause and effect. Tarkovsky firmly believes
that neither life nor art fits into the Procrustes’ iron bed of preconceived notions. The
Mirror decisively breaks with the traditional logic of narration in favor of precise
observation of life2. Tarkovsky states that cinematic precise observation of life is akin to
the aesthetics of the Japanese poetry, which reaches its apogee in the form of haiku.
What captivates me here is the refusal even to hint at the kind of final image meaning that can be gradually
deciphered like a charade. Haiku cultivates its images in such a way that they mean nothing beyond
themselves, and at the same time express so much that it is not possible to catch their final meaning. The
more closely the image corresponds to its function, the more impossible it is to constrict it within a clear
intellectual formula. (A. Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time, 106)

1

Leonard Koren. Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and Philosophers. (Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 1994, 55).
(a poem by Fujiwara no Teika (1162 – 1241) translated by Toshihiko and Toyo Izutsu)

2

Andrei Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1987, 106).

1
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The Mirror speaks to the viewer in concrete images of personal confession. These
images are so precise that they acquire a double nature. Scrupulous precision of the
director makes images unique, singled out, and thus artistic. At the same time these
images become typical, for the viewer, as a unique human being can relate only to that
which is unique itself. It turns out that precise observation does not create a gap between
the artist and his audience; on the contrary, it forms the image that embraces an entire
world reflected as in a drop of water3.
Tarkovsky makes multiple references to the Japanese aesthetics of wabi-sabi
when he speaks about The Mirror in Sculpting in Time. In the chapter “Imprinted Time”
Tarkovsky discusses sabi as a means of mastering time through artistic expression. Old
objects that bear the mark of time express the spirit of sabi by focusing our attention on
the process that they are undergoing. These objects are at the same time what they have
been, what they are and an indication that they are still in the process of evolving. But
there is no sabi without wabi, which is an observation of a particular person. The main
point is to make this observation as concrete as possible. If this is achieved then the work
of art turns into an experience that is both unique and universal. “Wabi-sabi almost never
is used representationally or symbolically.”4 Wabi-sabi image is capable of reflecting
anything and anybody while remaining a concrete observation of life made by an artist.
On the one hand, each spectator is reflected in the multifaceted mirror of this image and
on the other, the image preserves its concrete integrity.
Tarkovsky was under the influence of the aesthetics of wabi-sabi. His film The
Mirror exhibits wabi-sabi aesthetics in practice. Shavkat Abdussalamov wrote in the

3
4

Andrei Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1987, 106).
Leonard Koren. Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and Philosophers. (Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 1994, 21).
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interview about Tarkovsky, “Andrei was indeed enriched by the Japanese. Enrichment is
not imitation. An artist acquires something in order to broaden his world outlook. He
adopts things as if they were the missing part with the help of which he would finally
accomplish flight.”5
The Mirror shows the inner world of the author as it unfolds in the last days of his
life. This world is shown through concrete objects, people and memories that co-exist and
intertwine in the present of his soul. The essence of this peculiar present is beautifully
expressed in the poem Life, Life used in the film. This poem was written and narrated in
the film by director’s father Arseniy Tarkovsky.
Live in the house – and the house will stand.
I will call up any century,
Go into it and build myself a house.
That is why your children are beside me
And your wives, all seated at one table,
One table for great-grandfather and grandson.
The future is accomplished here and now,
And if I slightly raise my hand before you
You will be left with all five beams of light.
With shoulder blades like timber props
I held up every day that made the past,
With a surveyor’s chain I measured time
And traveled through as if across the Urals.
(Translated by Kitty Hunter-Blair)6

In taking this approach to filmmaking Tarkovsky employs six principles that are
crucial for wabi-sabi aesthetics. Wabi-sabi is primarily expressed in the private domain,
implies an intuitive worldview, is relative, looks for personal, idiosyncratic solutions, is
one-of-a-kind/variable, and present-oriented7. The film is a deeply personal confession of
the author who is never shown on the screen. Instead the camera focuses on the people to
whom this confession is directed. Concrete observations of these people in their everyday
5

Shavkat Abdusalamov. On Japanese Influences.
http://www.acs.ucalgary.ca/~tstronds/nostalghia.com/TheTopics/On_Japanese_Influences.html (08/22/06).
6
Andrei Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1987, 143).
7

Leonard Koren. Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and Philosophers. (Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 1994, 2627).
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life in the present are inextricably linked to the memories and associations of the author
that arise in the process of these observations. The sequence of the episodes is not
connected by traditional logic of the narrative. The Mirror follows intuitive and
spontaneous logic of living human memory. In Sculpting in Time Tarkovsky writes:
Reproduction of real-life sensations is not an end in itself: but it can be given meaning aesthetically, and so
become a medium for deep and serious thought. To be faithful to life, intrinsically truthful, a work has for
me to be at once an exact factual account and a true communication of feelings. (Andrei Tarkovsky.
Sculpting in Time, 23)8

Cinema can express the flow of human thought and present it as a work of art that
solicits deep emotional response on the part of the beholder. For example, in The Mirror
there is an episode in which the author talks to his son on the phone about school and
girls. This is a trivial conversation. We never see the author. What we see is the trick that
author’s memory plays on him when a possibility of his son having a girlfriend is
mentioned in the conversation. The author sees his own post-war childhood and the
redhead girl he was secretly in love with. We see the boy’s jealousy to his rival - shellshocked soldier who works as a military instructor in his school. We are shown the
incident with a dummy grenade during which the military instructor covers it with his
body to protect the children because he thinks the grenade is real. Then the war chronicle
appears on the screen following the intricate logic of author’s memories. After that the
camera shows a boy in the post-war scenery that has the aura of Breugel paintings
beloved by the author. Another flash to war chronicle: ruins, war-marches, Victory Day,
atomic bomb explosion. Next frame takes us back to another take of the boy in post-war
scenery. The bird lands on his hat and the boy catches it with his bare hand. Following
that we are shown the footage in which people are caught up in the middle of totalitarian

8

Andrei Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1987, 23).
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cult madness. Then we see an episode from the author’s childhood. His father returns
from the war, while the author quarrels with his sister over a book with da Vinci’s selfportrait in it. When father embraces the author and his sister the faces of the children
convey a very difficult emotion that unites closeness and loss. Their father had left them
and yet he is here in flesh and blood. It is at this moment that the mother as the main
theme of this film comes to the forefront with particular intensity. We look at the
author’s mother and see that she has the face of his estranged wife and at the same time
bears vague resemblance to da Vinci’s portrait of ‘A Young Lady With a Juniper’.
Tarkovsky writes in Sculpting in Time that the portrait was important for the film because
it allowed bringing in a timeless element that would bind the succession of preceding
episodes, and juxtaposed the painting with the heroine, thus highlighting in both “the
same capacity at once to enchant and to repel…9”. I cannot overstress the importance of
this juxtaposition for the aesthetics of wabi-sabi. “Wabi-sabi is ambivalent about
separating beauty from non-beauty or ugliness.”10 This is exactly the effect that
Tarkovsky strives to achieve in The Mirror. In this respect the episode in which the
young mother stands in front of the mirror and sees through it her older wrinkled self is
particularly striking. The mother is as old as her role of bringing life into the world and as
young as every new beginning, wrinkled and beautiful at the same time. The director
made an excellent choice by selecting the actress that played both the young mother and
author’s estranged wife. Her face is enchanting and repulsive at the same time. When this
face is mirrored in the faces of da Vinci’s portrait and the older mother (played by the

9

Andrei Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1987, 108).
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Leonard Koren. Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and Philosophers. (Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 1994, 51).
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real mother of the director) it acquires the aura of ambiguity that emanates the charm,
which follows beyond any conventional definition of beauty.
Ambiguity is an important element of wabi-sabi worldview. Wabi-sabi “is
comfortable with ambiguity and contradiction”11. In The Mirror the author identifies his
childhood memory of himself with his son. They are the same and yet distinct, separated
by years that lay between them and united in the present time of author’s memories that
happen here and now. The most striking example of ambiguity in this film is expressed
by making the same actress play both the young mother and the estranged wife. This
allows for another wabi-sabi element to make its way into Tarkovsky’s film. Getting rid
of all that is unnecessary is crucial for wabi-sabi way of living.12
The author’s wife and his mother have the same face because a human being goes
through life looking for unconditional love of the mother, the love that embraces the good
and the bad, the beautiful and the ugly. This search is more then often unsuccessful, but it
is important. Everything else pales and looses significance in the face of the ability to
love indiscriminately. The ability to see beautiful in the ugly, to accept flaws as treasures
and unique features is the aesthetic and humanistic ideal to which the author strives in the
world devoid of the Absolute.
Wabi-sabi world is relative. In The Mirror, Tarkovsky shows the author facing
death in the world that has no Absolute. The film expresses the feelings of compassion
and irredeemable debt directed toward the mother in all her incarnations: his own mother
for he grew distant, the mother of his child for they became estranged, and motherly love
which remains the only unattainable ideal. The author has no faith in the Absolute neither

11
12

Leonard Koren. Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and Philosophers. (Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 1994, 28)

Ibid., 59.
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in the form of God nor in the form of an ideology. All he has is compassion and desire to
love and be loved unconditionally. The film itself is a mirror. It is a fluid, changing
mirror of human psyche. And when the viewer is placed in front of this mirror, he
transforms into a mirror too. Thus creating the effect of endless reflections of two mirrors
placed in front of each other.
Multiple images of the film do not fall apart; on the contrary, they form a living
organism that is capable of meaningful dialogue with the audience.
An image is a grain, a self-evolving retroactive organism. It is a symbol of actual life, as opposed to life
itself. Life contains death. An image of life, by contrast excludes it, or else sees in it a unique potential for
the affirmation of life. (Andrey Tarkovsky. Time Within Time, 91)13

Following this logic Tarkovsky goes on to extrapolate that even if the work of art deals
with a tragic subject it is still optimistic in its affirmation of life. For Tarkovsky, a true
work of art is optimistic. This leads us to yet another important feature of wabi-sabi
aesthetics - warmth14. “Things wabi-sabi are emotionally warm, never cold.”15 This
brings us to anther important feature – the intimate nature of the film.
Childhood memories and war footage mix on the screen in such a way that
historical events get stripped of their grand appearance becoming the episodes of personal
history. Things wabi-sabi “inspire a reduction of the psychic distance between one thing
and another thing; between people and things”16.
The intimate nature of the film allows the director to pay careful attention to the
details that are generally overlooked. Constant stress and hectic pace of modern life often
prevents us from stepping back and taking the time to admire and cherish ordinary things,
things that have history, things that do not shout, things that whisper in quiet voices. Most
13
14
15
16

Andrey Tarkovsky. Time Within Time. (London: faber and faber, 1994, 91)
Leonard Koren. Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and Philosophers. (Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 1994, 29).

Ibid., 72.
Ibid., 67.
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people do not repair things anymore they just discard them as something no longer of use.
Utilitarian approach goes further and permeates human relationships. Utilitarianism
creates a void that people try to fill with even more aggressive consumption. People look
for immediate solutions to their problems. People become obese and look for the magical
diet pill. They get sleep disorder and seek help from medication. They overspend
accumulating huge amounts of debt on their credit cards and turn to drugs and alcohol to
relieve stress. Labels govern the way we value both things and people. The thing
becomes valuable for the sole reason that it is stamped with a logo of a particular brand.
And the greater the number of things with a prestigious logo on them in possession of a
certain person the more he is valued in society. The void cannot be filled with quantities
of things we acquire. May be the solution lies not in the quantity of things that we
consume but in the quality of attention that we pay to the world.
Conventional aids to discernment, like the origins and names of object makers, are of no wabi-sabi
consequence. The normal hierarchy of material value related to cost is also pushed aside. In wabi-sabi there
is no ‘valuable’, since it would imply ‘not valuable’. An object obtains the state of wabi-sabi only for the
moment it is appreciated as such. (Leonard Koren. Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and
Philosophers, 61)17

In The Mirror, Tarkovsky turns to appreciation of people and objects through the
prism of wabi-sabi worldview. The most striking example of this appreciation and
careful attention to details is the shot of the disappearing trace left on the polished table
by the hot cup of tea of a mysterious lady that conversed with the author’s son in his
absence. There is nothing utilitarian in taking the time to watch and marvel this act of
disappearance. And the fact that this shot is a part of the film, which represents the
author’s journey in search of his own spiritual path, is very significant.

17

Leonard Koren. Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and Philosophers. (Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 1994, 61)
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The film itself is a act of disappearance. The director based The Mirror on his
childhood memories but did not turn it into an autobiography. The author who assumes
his role in the film never appears on the screen. It is as if the director vacates the screen to
provide space for “the minor and the hidden, the tentative and the ephemeral: things so
subtle and evanescent they are invisible to vulgar eyes”18. Tarkovsky adopts this
approach to filming in order to let the viewers take their time and look closely for that
which is important to them. For the idea of overbearing presence is very foreign to the
aesthetics of wabi-sabi.
The film starts with a prologue in which a teenage boy masters his own voice
while being cured of stutter. The film ends when the author’s hand lifts from the deathbed
and lets go of a bird. The Mirror is pregnant with possibilities that have the potential to
set one free, free to speak in one’s own voice, free to look and actually see.
Tarkovsky’s The Mirror is a conscious act of thinking in filmmaking. This kind of
filmmaking requires spiritual and mental discipline on the part of both the director and
the viewer. The difficulty is that wabi-sabi approach to filmmaking cannot be transcribed
into clear-cut formulae, because its very essence is intuitive and not rational. “From this
vantage point, missing or indefinable knowledge is simply another aspect of wabi-sabi’s
inherent ‘incompleteness’. Since ideological clarity or transparency is not an essential
aspect of wabi-sabi, to fully explain the concept might, in fact, diminish it.”19 In this
respect the ambiguity of the film is actually its merit. The film does not offer a solution or
provide the explanation. It does not rationalize. Instead The Mirror invites to experience
the world and practice living in a very different way. This film introduces thinking not

18
19

Leonard Koren. Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and Philosophers. (Berkeley: Stone Bridge Press, 1994, 50)

Ibid., 17-18.
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through mentoring but through living a certain way. It does not coax imitation but invites
to meditation that opens the way to a wabi-sabi living.
In conclusion I want to quote a letter addressed to Tarkovsky. “A worker in a
Leningrad factory, an evening class student, wrote: ‘My reason for writing is Mirror, a
film I can’t even talk about because I am living it.’”20 In our age and time cinema has a
great power to shape minds of people and thus shape the world we live in. Siegfried
Kracauer’s book From Caligary to Hitler maps out the development of German National
Socialism from the cinema of the Weimar Republic. It is easy to trace the roots of
consumer society that we live in right now to the disposable products of the modern
entertainment industry. I do not want to say that serious cinematic thinking is nonexistent in our age and time. But having said this I want to point out how alarmingly
outnumbered such film projects are compared with mass production of pleasure industry.
In this light Tarkovsky’s The Mirror is a good example of director’s philosophy in action.
The nature of this philosophy is such that it has the potential to reach a great number of
people and actively involve them into the process of rethinking their basic values.

20

Andrei Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1987, 108).
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Abstract:
Dreams exist as sources of inspiration for many artists, but
dreams also affect how an artist's audience interprets a creative
work. The use of symbols and archetypes may trigger
remembrances of dream images and experiences that influence
an individual's analysis of a visual, literary or theatrical work.
This presentation explores the relationship of dreams to the
photographic image, both in its creation and interpretation.
Photographic imagery includes traditional photographic
processes, such as film and silver gelatin prints; images
manipulated in the darkroom; digital images including those
manipulated via computer; and camera-less images, such as
photograms. Pioneers of the photographic process such as
Gertrude Kasebier and Julia Margaret Cameron often created
dream-like compositions that evoked the distant past with
blurred backgrounds, classical costumes, and theatrical props.
When séances were popular in the late 19th and early 20th
century, darkroom manipulations produced fairly convincing
haunts and spirits of the deceased emanating from walls and
behind living guests as “proof” of their existence. With the
widespread use of digital cameras, even beginning students use
technology to combine images to reproduce dreams in a
convincing way. Fine artists have knowledge, experience, and
more sophisticated technology, yet the source of inspiration is
the same – the subconscious mind, which never sleeps even
when the physical body does. The photographic image captures
in visual form what ordinarily remains the ethereal substance
of dreams, whether pleasant or nightmarish in quality. The kinds
of images possible can be very dreamy especially when the
collage process is used with overlapping images. While
considering these different methods within the medium of
photography, the possible differences in the artist's creative
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approach will be discussed. Practical suggestions and thoughts
for using photography as an artistic medium in the classroom as
well as inside the artist’s studio to convey the dream experience
will be noted as a way to stimulate creativity in the production
of altered books, digital art, dream journals, and other fine art
production.
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Rushing, Randal, Gustav Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder: Subject and Textual Choices and
Alterations of the Friedrich Rückert Poems. 51 pp., six tables, 13 musical examples,
sources consulted, 23 titles.
The bulk of scholarly research and discussion of Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder deals
with musical concerns and analyses. This study will explore the significance of Mahler's
selection and use of the poetry of Friedrich Rückert and, in particular, the personal
significance of the textual treatment to Mahler. A comparison of the original Rückert
text with Mahler's and his textual alterations, as well as a literal translation of the text,
will be accomplished. The results revealed through the process stated above will provide
the vocal performer of Gustav Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder with a study and performance
guide for the artist intent on a more complete textual understanding and delivery.
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Poems That Respond to Works of Visual Art
Last year at this conference, I gave a talk on the possibilities and perils of writing
poems about visual art. In it, I discussed some of my favorite examples of such poems,
by Rilke, Larry Levis, Anne Carson, Mark Doty, Richard Howard, and Jorie Graham.
This year, I’m going to share some of my own poems written in response to painting
and sculpture. By doing so, I hope to suggest, in part, the variety of approaches a single
poet can take when prompted by a work of art, to write.
The technical term for literature that springs from visual art is ekphrasis, a drysounding word for a genre that offers all sorts of exciting possibilities. The most
memorable ekphrastic poems are those in which writers use their encounter with a
work of art as a springboard into a world of their own associations. The least successful
ones are those in which writers give in to the temptation to try and recreate in words
precisely what they see. But (a) that’s impossible, and (b) what would be the point?
The real challenge is to make something out of that viewing experience, a poem that can
let go the hand of its parent sculpture or picture, and live fully in the world on its own
terms.
Although a poem inspired by a painting can’t stand in for the picture and
shouldn’t try, it can do a myriad of other things. In terms of subject matter, the poem
can enact the movement of the writer’s mind as it engages with the painting, making
associative leaps, recalling memories, creating stories, arguing, thinking things through.
The poem can portray the painter, the model, the viewer, and their families, and it can
talk to them, or give them a voice. And in terms of sense imagery, even though
ekphrastic poems can only partially invoke visual experience, they can also invoke
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experiences of sound, touch, smell, taste, and visceral and kinetic sensation. Finally, of
course, they can offer the uniquely poetic experience of metaphor.
In the poems that I’d like to read today I’ve worked with a small proportion of
the many possibilities of ekphrasis. I’ll read two short poems and then three longer
ones, and say a bit about how each one arose. Afterward, even though I’ve argued for
the independence of the poem from its visual source, you can look at folders with
pictures of the artwork if you’re curious.
I can tell when a work of art is a likely subject for a poem because it alters my
breathing, and I keep returning to look at it again. The first example came about when I
was transfixed by a painting of an old printing shop—a potent image for me and I’m
sure for many writers. A young apprentice stands in the foreground of the picture,
drinking thirstily from a large cup. This short poem is one that opens out into
metaphor and that invokes the senses of sound and touch. Its title is the same as that of
Charles Ulrich’s painting,1

THE VILLAGE PRINT SHOP
after Charles Ulrich

The apprentice drinks from a cup he grasps in both
hands, as if his sluicing throat,
fully drenched could blossom,
like paper flowers that open out from pellets
to orchids; so grateful, nothing else matters,
not the congealing slick on the inkpot’s
rim, the thwack and hist of trial sheets
around and off the press—
page by page by page—
too hot to touch.
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The next poem concerns a whole series of paintings by one artist. What it brings
to the subject, along with what I saw, is a point of view, a feminist perspective. This
point of view comes across, I hope, partly through the details on which the poem
focuses. Ekphrastic poems have to be highly selective in what details they describe.
Otherwise they risk becoming a failed attempt to repaint the original. In this case, the
selection is especially definitive because I’m pinpointing so few details among many
one might choose from the several different paintings. The other way the poem
represents its point of view, the main way, is by imagining the consciousness of the
painter’s subjects. The pictures are Vermeer’s many images of solitary women sitting or
standing by a window. The poem imagines all these women as, in a sense, one woman.

WOMEN, WINDOWS
after Vermeer

Light on a wall,
a woman. Light—
the pour of milk, her round
forehead as she reads
where he arranged her—each
of those women—
near a window to catch the glow,
not look through.
But to the women that light means
opening out:
bellying clouds
painted on the virginals
she’s poised to play—
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a stretch of river blowing—
lifting her pen she pauses,
tuning a lute string
listens—does it
ring true?
The seeds prick and sparkle like water,
in her cracked wheat
rising on the sill.

I might also mention that seeing a work in the original—in its physical, textured
presence—is much more likely to affect me profoundly enough to write than seeing a
reproduction of it. In this case, while I looked at some of each, it’s not surprising that a
painting I saw in the original turned up in the beginning and end of the poem, in the
imagery of the milk and the breadloaf.

In the next poem, I consider the consciousness of the painter rather than of the
“paintees,” and I do so not by making assertions, as in “Women, Windows,” but by
raising questions. The two pictures that the poem contemplates, which I was lucky
enough to see side by side, are incredibly elaborate watercolors by the nineteenthcentury Viennese master Rudof von Alt. One is a self-portrait at sixty-some of the artist
in his studio, very much in the grand manner, as most of his work is. The other,
painted more than a decade later, is a departure in subject matter, an industrial street
scene. As I looked back and forth between them, I couldn’t help wondering what had
changed in von Alt, in his social consciousness, and how much was already there,
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hidden, in the sixty-year-old. In part, my wondering probably had something to do
with a similar change in emphasis occurring in my own work. The result of these
preoccupations is that the poem first scrutinizes the contrasting pictures and then
addresses the painter, the self in and beyond his self-portrait.

THE SPACE BETWEEN TWO PAINTINGS
after Rudolf von Alt

On one hand, The Artist in His capacious, rose-tinged
Studio, facing away from a boy whose portrait
his brush hovers over. The model, ten-ish,
stands quite still and tall for his likeness, one foot
crossed over the other. His arms, heroically
spread, seem to hold back the columns
of the wardrobe he’s posed against.
Buttons march in twos up to his collar.
The look in his eyes, though, is anyone’s guess,
his spectacles light-struck coins.
On the other, a dissonant throng.
If that man on a ladder, the lamplighter,
stood on tiptoe he could look,
as we can, over the postered wall
into The Iron Foundry beyond the pageant
on this side—a girl whose russet kerchief
flares, the street seller who tips her bucket
toward a man in a squashed fedora,
and the tired horses led out
through the foundry gate.
He could spy, and probably has,
the fiery hive within:
workers clustering in the yard,
tending pyramids of coal and wood,
stooping, cranking,
before the flame-lit panes—
harder, hotter work going on inside.
Above them all, steam rises
against the smudged brown walls
and weak-tea sky.
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Outside the wall, a gentleman ignores
the hoof-heavy nags, to bury
his silver whiskers in the news.
A cameo-faced lady sails on past,
her generous proportions
snug in navy blue, her coat
wreathed round with a shell-pink shawl,
her hat with star-pink flowers.
Was it a leap, from one painting to the other?
What’s on your mind, Rudolf von Alt,
as you tilt your fine, domed head
amid the ferns and bronze falcons,
the urns of graduated sizes on the mantel?
If grandeur’s your element—there, and in the plazas
focused by cathedrals, and the wilds
where you paint majestic “portraits of trees”—
what makes you look at last down into the street?
A call? A whim?
And why do you hesitate to finish the portrait?
Shall we imagine what becomes of that boy,
what the foundry, years later, means to him?
I keep having to remind myself, von Alt,
that you’ve never seen a World War,
though yours were world enough
and after all neither have I. Still,
your questions can’t be mine.
Can they—gentleman, lamplighter, spy?

This will be the next-to-last poem. It arose from my fascination with the
historical context of a particular sculpture—why it was made, what it ignores, how it
acts on society, and what it says to me. The work is a statue of the conquistador and
first governor of New Mexico, Juan de Oñate. I’ll summarize the story a bit because it
goes by rather quickly in the poem. At one crucial stage of his conquest, Oñate had
been trying to settle some land inhabited by the Acoma Indians. For a while the tribe
accommodated the settlers, but when the Indians would have starved if they’d given
any more, they fought back, and after a long battle were overcome. Oñate then ordered
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that his soldiers amputate one foot of each surviving warrior. Much later, only a few
decades ago, a museum and a statue in honor of Oñate, as the founder of the state, were
erected not far from the Acoma reservation. You might say that this act gave new
meaning to the phrase “adding insult to injury.” What happened next has been
described in a memoir by a half-Native-American named Nasdiij.2 The following poem
narrates this history and my own encounter with the statue. It’s in six parts.

SIGHT UNSEEN

1.
I came to see bronze Oñate
who meant to have the last word
against Acoma rebels: Cut the right foot off
each able-bodied man.
The other will remind them
they should have yielded
their winter corn,
not forced us to take it
at such cost—my nephew!
Now they’ll serve—
their women, their godless
old and small.
The story lasts in the dust.
It rises and goes on,
as in the Native museum
it had brought me back outside
to look for the sculpture of Oñate,
ruler of Nuevo México, the newly named
colony, exalted
on a horse again, not far
from the Acoma.
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2.
That which happened continues,
a tale further told
by Nasdijj, half Navajo
half white, who knows Indians
cannot be halved.
A few friends at night,
ordinary Indian men, take turns
with a hacksaw. Their resounding
understatement. A bronze boot
does not appall the stars.
3.
A Laguna woman on the road
drew me a map to Alcalde,
where I drove to see the statue
with its foot hacked off.
Perhaps she thought I knew
the officials had replaced it
with a fresh extremity;
that a blowtorch had erased the seam,
though not the history,
which sparkles and rises like mineral dust,
as bronze goes dark.
4.
When I arrived the Oñate Center was closed,
a chain across the driveway for Memorial Day.
Scrambling under, I tripped,
scraping the heels of my hands,
stooping and stumbling, grateful
for the impromptu ritual.
5.
There it was—unexpectedly compelling,
not stiff and blank, but spirited—
the big-nosed European visage full of thought
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(later I read it wasn’t really Oñate’s face),
the stallion’s body pulsing, his knee lifted
by a whole system of sinews,
the back hoof pushing off,
the caverns of his nostrils sucking in the sky.
6.
The best vantage point is just below
the small hill the pedestal surmounts,
where Juan de Oñate looks down on,
but not at, you.
From this angle, both boots are visible—outsized,
with sharp toes and, most of all,
the spurs, one too close
to the stallion’s flank, the other,
as I look up,
a wheel of spikes
against the unremitting sky,
a forged thing
attempting to say I am the sun.

The last poem I’d like to share is an example of how ekphrasis can be just part of
a poem, and also of how the artwork it responds to can be quite obscure, in this case
children’s drawings. It’s a collage poem, which begins by meditating on pictures by
two children and then goes on to include, among other things, a Japanese folktale, an
old newspaper clipping, visions of arms trading and bombing, and a friend’s memory.
The poem concerns gender and violence. I began it after September 11th and worked on
it further during the first two years of the present war in Iraq. The poem has ten parts,
many of which are quite short. It is also the title piece of my book that came out last
fall.3
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PICTURES IN THE FIRESTORM

1.
Under this boy’s fist, the dark
line of a marker rolls out—
no time to think—
a brontostegosaurus looms
over a shrunken tyrannosaur
who stands accused, staring
at the monster’s middle.
Large and small,
they lash their tails.
Above them the boy
outlines a rainbow and
only fills in the blues.
Clean sheet. A square
apartment block.
The small tyrannosaurus
stands tentatively at the door.
Tailless now, his orange outline
is rather like a person’s,
even the horsy profile,
its undecided expression.
Is he knocking?
Or inside, hands against the pane?
A billboard with an arrow
pointing at the house proclaims
NO ON LOVE.
Page three, presto chango:
the looming dinosaur becomes
a dragon—red with rainbow razor scales.
Down on the now shrunken building
he launches a blast of flame.
Brilliant sun shines on him,
for he’s the one,
the only one,
the only one to be.
2.
The poem like the boy
does not want
to make polite suggestions.
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It wants to blurt that
NO ON LOVE
comes from the garrison
where we live.
Just outside,
or inside, a boy
hesitates, spring-loaded
at the threshold.
The house votes no on love.
The boy, one of many,
gives as good as he gets.
And then some.
And then some.
3.
Returning to the old portfolio,
I find another child’s
vision. It begins with water.
Musing over the page, a girl
strokes the cool across the smooth,
then sketches green and purple
in the sea. Is it the same sea
as the boy’s, his horizon,
where hydras block the harbor?
Here, below the surface
a mer-child stretches wide her wings
to say, these are my friends.
A rooster holds forth
to an electrified eel,
a hummingbird swills
a blossom, and all
through the submerged castle,
butterflies float like astronauts.
4.
Fluidity . . . perhaps it means
that those who wing,
those who swim,
and those who imagine them,
who imagine one another,
all are kin.
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5.
Thus when Urashima
threw back the turtle he’d caught,
declaring “I won’t keep this old fellow
from all the dinners he has to come,”
the creature turned into a princess
and took the gentle man
down to her palace in the deep.
He found that he could breathe just fine.
Of course, this joyful outcome’s
not the end,
but it might have been.
Except for the lustrous box
Urashima forgot
not to open.
6.
Back in time,
he stood on the shore.
Many had died.
7.
Things happen so fast.
Sleek ballistics
and housings jack built,
hawked at trade shows
where the sand already burns,
dropped in squadrons
like wounded geese
by pilots on high, on auto,
high on the rush, the knife edge
of pure skill—
below, unthinkable.
Infernos,
half-lives . . .
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8.
Refusing strategic maps,
I’m taken by an odd paragraph.

Turtle Saves Swimmer

Eleven miles off Brazil’s coast, a man whose
boat capsized found himself buoyed up by a
sea-going turtle and ferried to the shore. “It
set him down gentle—just like a parcel,” said
a tourist who watched the rescue.
9.
A friend snorkeling in September
stills her delicious motion
to watch the sea turtles
steer and coast
together, apart, the child not yet born
knocking within her inner sound,
then surfaces, to hear
that men have rammed and flamed
planes against buildings
a hundred windows high—
plants on sills,
the dying, the terrified,
the no longer—
and wonders, Why be human?
Why deliver a child to this—
why not a sea turtle, beyond
explanations of hate?
10.
At home, I revisit pictures from the art room
where I used to watch children draw—
that dragon boy,
that girl submerged.
Dwelling on their difference,
I think about thresholds, doorways
under the rule of two-faced Janus:
welcome; obliteration.
And always a classical chorus
milling around,
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strophe, antistrophe,
those who smile as they lament
nature, nature,
his and hers.
But that’s no answer,
certainly not for my friend
lifting her head above the waves.
Her question changes in the lamplight
when later, at a small gathering
to share silence, then speak
and hear one another,
each of us seems to ask, not why
but how, how shall we be human?
Like water and breath, the asking.
How can we keep it at hand, that moment
of almost seeing ourselves
neither fight nor flee, but hazard
fluidity, cast
all our votes,
wage and wager
against the odds, for love?
2001, 2003-05

I’d like to end here, and invite your questions and responses.
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INTRODUCTION
The interest in media use by teens has continued unabated for over fifty years. Beginning
with Television in the Lives of Our Children by Schramm, Lyle and Parker in the 1950s,
researchers have attempted to determine the impact--positive and negative--of media on
children and youth. The concern is based in part on the premise that young people are more
susceptible to media influence than adults and need to be treated as a "special audience."
The evolution of American society made the youth/media monitoring process more
complicated each year.
Several recent occurrences in American society have exacerbated concern regarding the role
of media in the socialization of children and youth. First, young people are spending much
less time with their parents than any generation in our history. Two working parents means
children are left to their own devices a great deal of the time and has led to the creation of the
phrase "latch-key kid" to describe teens who must let themselves in the house after school.
For many young people, media have become a default activity vendor as they consume a
great deal of media content that is difficult for their parents to monitor. Second, many teens
are spending more time with their peers than their parents and much of that time is used with
various media as the focal point. The several hours between the end of the school day and
the return of parents from work results in hundreds hours of unsupervised media use. Third,
the creation of electronic communication devices has increased exponentially in each of the
last three decades. Internet use has gone from approximately 12% in 1995 to over 70% in
2006. The diffusion of multiple computers in households is similar to the diffusion of
television sets in the 1970s. Few people predicted the cell phone phenomenon and it is a rare
teen who does not possess one. When one adds the hand-held personal devices the array of
sources from which one can receive content and messages, the result is an array of unlimited
appropriate and inappropriate sources of material. There are currently 10 video and audio
digital devices that did not exist five years ago (Business Week, May 15, 2006). In fact, at
the Las Vegas Consumer Electronics Show in January, 2006, over two dozen new personal
devices were displayed whose purpose is to move web content from PCs to video viewers,
televisions and various types of telephones. The idea is to make more content and data
accessible to more mobile devices and their users.
The personalization of media devices and the atomization of user groups have created
additional concerns regarding the impact of media on teens. Raised by parents who
emphasized individuality and informality, current teens are growing up in an environment of
more discretionary choices than their parents could have imagined. The situation is
reminiscent of Alvin Toffler's Future Shock, where people in a society inundated with too
many choices, become paralyzed by the sheer number of alternatives. Current teens (New
Millennium) have never known a world that wasn't technologically driven. Some critics
argue that technology has created a bubble that isolates teens from their parents' world (USA
Today, June 20, 2006). Central to the insolation is the "pack" mentality where peer approval
is paramount. For example, in 1999, 76% of kids 8 to 12 reported that they paid little
attention to social approval (from adults), up from 57% in 1970. Among college students the
same category was 62% compared to 56% in 1970 (Generation Me). The result has been an
"other directedness," which is characterized by the use of technology to stay in constant
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touch with their peers. More and more teens are likely to go to Facebook to validate
themselves by looking at comments left for them by others. According to Dave Verhaagen,
author of Parenting the Millennial Generation, "Their ability to have multiple conversations
through multiple technologies is different from previous generations...[and] uses technology
to facilitate relationships and interactions in a way other generations never have." One can
see teens talking on a cell, while IM-ing several people, playing Xbox--in effect having
several parallel communication events simultaneously.
There are other concerns as well having to do with the social isolation of those teens who are
not network oriented. Instances in which one is not interacting with people but using
technology to access data bases (games, websites, blogs, hobby sites, porn sites), can foster
displacement of social interaction that may lead to a form of social isolation. Moreover, time
spent on the internet, for example, displaces face-to-face conversations with peers and adults-the most important aspect of individual socialization. Examples of socially inept "computer
geeks" abound and the stereotype often includes a person whose physical development has
been arrested, whose interests are narrow and who are devoid of empathy for others. A far
more sinister connection has been made between teens who become engrossed in violent
computer games and anti-social websites and who, in the process, appear to lose touch with
reality. These people come to our attention only when they commit crimes. The Columbine
High School (CO, USA) massacre was perpetrated by teens who had been reputed to be
devotees' of a violent computer game Dungeons and Dragons.
Another form of displacement, physical activity displacement, is attributed to the
technological proliferation of personal communication devices. Teen use of the internet has
risen substantially to an all time high of 3.1 hours per day (USA Today, October 17, 2006).
That represents a 10% increase over the previous year, and 50% since a 2000 survey of the
same age group.
Adding in television, cell phone, iPod, Blackberry, radio, and other electronic media, all of
which have experienced an increase in time spent, an astonishing amount of a teen's time is
spent consuming media content. The implication is clear--media use displaces other
activities in a dramatic fashion. Most teens report they believe they spend too much time
with media. What is displaced? Physical and informal group sports activity. Currently, 30%
of American children (including teens) are obese--30 pounds or more overweight. While
poor nutritional habits account for a substantial portion of the problem, one cannot overlook
the role of a sedentary electronic lifestyle when assigning blame.
Lastly, the how new technologies affect users is being closely watched by those who study
media adoption and evolution. It might be that traditional models of diffusion of innovations
will need to accommodate an accelerated time/use/saturation schedule. It may be that
emerging technologies will take far less time to displace their predecessors--even before
saturation is achieved. Cycles may shorten with fewer having adopted before the new
technology supplants an older one.
The present study was designed to determine how teens have integrated the internet into their
lives and which functions they use most and find most important. Lastly, comparisons
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between teens and adults internet use were analyzed on comparable dimensions.
METHODOLOGY
An online survey was used to measure the variables of interest among a national probability
sample of college-bound high school students. 536 students participated in the study. Of
these, 66.6% were female. The majority of participants were Caucasian (63.8%), but there
was good representation from other ethnic groups including 10.3% African-American/Black,
7.6% Asian/Asian-American, and 9.5% Latino. The survey was conducted in August of
2006.
Potential survey participants were sent a personal email message inviting them to participate
in the study. Participants linked to the online survey from this introductory email message.
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RESULTS
The study began with a question about the online activities in which participants participate.
The majority of participants reported that they use instant messaging, listen to music online,
participate in online quizzes, use a social networking site like MySpace, play games online,
watch videos online, and download music files. The “other” responses emphasized the use of
email.
Q. Have you tried any of the online activities listed below? If yes, check all of those that
apply.

Instant messaging
Listening to music online
Online quizzes
A social networking site (e.g., MySpace)
Online games
Watching videos online
Downloading music files to listen to later
Downloading a guide or information about some topic of interest
Interactive maps
Virtual tours
A chat room
Downloading games
Downloading videos for viewing later
Other
I have not participated in any of the online activities listed above

Count

%

448
428
410
394
379
330
321
257
214
212
183
180
127
43
5

83.6%
79.9%
76.5%
73.5%
70.7%
61.6%
59.9%
47.9%
39.9%
39.6%
34.1%
33.6%
23.7%
8.0%
0.9%
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There were several differences between males and females. A higher percentage of females
reported using instant messaging, using a social networking site, and taking online quizzes,
but a higher percentage of males reported playing online games, downloading games,
downloading music files, and using interactive maps. All differences are significant at the .05
level.
Male

Instant messaging
Online games
Listening to music online
Downloading music files to listen to later
Watching videos online
Online quizzes
A social networking site (e.g., MySpace)
Downloading a guide or information about some topic
of interest
Interactive maps
Downloading games
Downloading videos for viewing later
A chat room
Virtual tours
Other
I have not participated in any of the online activities
listed above

Female

Count

%

Count

%

142
141
136
126
126
124
121

79.3%
78.8%
76.0%
70.4%
70.4%
69.3%
67.6%

306
238
292
195
204
286
273

85.7%
66.7%
81.8%
54.6%
57.1%
80.1%
76.5%

93

52.0%

164

45.9%

84
75
70
64
57
18

46.9%
41.9%
39.1%
35.8%
31.8%
10.1%

130
105
57
119
155
25

36.4%
29.4%
16.0%
33.3%
43.4%
7.0%

4

2.2%

1

0.3%

There was only a single difference in the participation rates for the online activities measured
based on ethnicity. A higher percentage of Asian/White students than students of color
reported using interactive maps. Rising juniors and seniors were similar in their participation
in various online activities. There were only two differences between these groups. A higher
percentage of rising seniors reported using interactive maps and taking virtual tours.
Participation in online activities was also similar for students with different grade averages.
The three significant differences suggest that higher ability students are more likely to use
instant messaging, interactive maps, and virtual tours.
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Participants were shown a table containing those online activities they used. They were asked
to select the three activities they enjoyed the most and to rank them in order of enjoyment.
The most frequently selected online activities included instant messaging, social networking,
and listening to music online. These activities were selected frequently in all three rankings
suggesting that participants enjoy these activities the most but may rank them differently.
Q. The table below includes those online activities you have tried. Select the activities
you enjoy the most.
1st Most Enjoyable

2nd Most Enjoyable

3rd Most Enjoyable

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Instant messaging

152

29.2%

103

19.8%

73

14.5%

A social networking site
(e.g., MySpace)

124

23.8%

100

19.2%

61

12.1%

Listening to music online
Online games

84
43

16.2%
8.3%

85
51

16.3%
9.8%

54
69

10.7%
13.7%

Downloading music files to
listen to later

41

7.9%

63

12.1%

65

12.9%

Watching videos online
Online quizzes
Other

17
14
14

3.3%
2.7%
2.7%

26
39
10

5.0%
7.5%
1.9%

43
54
8

8.5%
10.7%
1.6%

Downloading a guide or
information about some topic
of interest

12

2.3%

13

2.5%

25

5.0%

Interactive maps
Virtual tours

5
5

1.0%
1.0%

4
8

.8%
1.5%

11
12

2.2%
2.4%

Downloading videos for
viewing later

4

.8%

7

1.3%

8

1.6%

Downloading games
A chat room

3
2

.6%
.4%

6
5

1.2%
1.0%

11
9

2.2%
1.8%
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Significant differences exist by gender in the frequency of selections for first, second, and
third most enjoyable activities. The results suggest that a higher percentage of females than
males enjoy participating in social networking sites. There were no differences by ethnicity,
grade level, or grade average in the activities selected as most enjoyable.
Participants were then asked to indicate the three online activities in which they participated
most often. The results mirror those for the question on most enjoyed online activities with
instant messaging, listening to music online, and social networking identified by the most
participants as the top three activities in terms of frequency of participation.
Q. Now, select the activities you do most often.
1st Most Often

2nd Most Often

3rd Most Often

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Instant messaging

164

31.5%

102

19.6%

57

11.3%

A social networking site
(e.g., MySpace)

161

31.0%

106

20.4%

40

8.0%

Listening to music online
Online games

60
34

11.5%
6.5%

80
53

15.4%
10.2%

74
69

14.7%
13.7%

Downloading music files to
listen to later

27

5.2%

62

11.9%

76

15.1%

Downloading a guide or
information about some topic
of interest

21

4.0%

21

4.0%

37

7.4%

Other
Watching videos online
Online quizzes
Interactive maps

17
12
10
5

3.3%
2.3%
1.9%
1.0%

10
30
31
10

1.9%
5.8%
6.0%
1.9%

6
38
62
11

1.2%
7.6%
12.3%
2.2%

Downloading videos for
viewing later

4

0.8%

5

1.0%

10

2.0%

A chat room
Virtual tours
Downloading games

2
2
1

0.4%
0.4%
0.2%

3
6
1

0.6%
1.2%
0.2%

7
9
7

1.4%
1.8%
1.4%
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Significant differences exist by gender for the frequency of selection of the activities
performed second and third most often (but not for those selected for first most often). Again,
the results suggest that females are more avid participants in social networking. There were
no differences in the selections by grade average for those activities performed first most
often and third most often. A higher percentage of students of lower academic performance
reported listening to music online. A higher percentage of students with moderately high
academic performance than lower performance reported using social networking sites. There
were no differences in the selections for activities performed most often by ethnicity or grade
level.
DISCUSSION
The results of this study offer a dramatic contrast to the Pew Internet study completed in
December of 2005. Using comparable categories for comparison, one can see the Pew
sample of adults and teens uses the internet for much different purposes. The most widely
differing categories include using a search engine for information (Adults 91%, Teens 48%);
search for a map or directions (Adults 84%, Teens 40%); and travel information (Adults
73%, Teens 40%). Clearly, those in the adult sample are more task oriented than teens and
view the internet more of a resource for information. Conversely, Teens use the internet for
social connections more than those in the Pew sample. Teens report using the instant
messaging function (83%) more that twice that reported by adults (37%). Similarly, Teens
report that they are much more likely to read a journal or blog (74%) than Adults (39%).
While Teens report more use of chat rooms (34%) compared to Adults (22%), the difference
is not as great as might be expected given the tremendous amount of social networking in
which Teens engage. The last comparison in the social finds that Teens (71%) are more than
twice as likely as Adults (28%)to use the web to search for information about someone they
know or would like to know. In the matched entertainment categories, Teens (80%) listen to
music online much more than Adults (34%) and Teens (60%) download much more music
than adults (25%). In the last matched entertainment category, Teens (71%) play more
online games than Adults (31%). The implications are clear. For those in the Pew study,
information and task completion are the most important internet use priorities. Nine of ten of
the most popular functions adults do on-line are problem solving or information seeking.
Only hobby and special interest information cracks the top ten and surfing the web for fun is
eleventh. Teens, on the other hand, are social network oriented and entertainment oriented.
Instant messaging aside, music and video listening/watching and downloading dominate their
top five preferences. These findings are consistent with previous research that highlights the
social and entertainment functions of the internet among teens.
Among teens there are some gender differences worth noting. Females appear to use the
internet for social connectivity more than males. Females report more instant messaging and
social networking than males, although there virtually no differences in chat room visitation.
Males indicate that they use and download online games, download more music, watch and
download more videos and download more topical guide information than females. Once
again, these findings support previous research in which females use the internet to stay
socially connected. While males use the internet to stay connected, they are more attuned to
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using the web as an entertainment resource for archival material.
There are clear generational differences in internet use. The interesting question that begs to
be asked is: Will teens continue the habits and preferences they have developed as they
mature, or will they become more problem solving and task oriented as those in the Pew
study? A longitudinal study documenting the evolution of internets seems warranted as does
a study in which current tweens move into their teens.
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Language of Liberation: Women Poets of the Black Arts Movement
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ABSTRACT:

Although recent books such as Cheryl Clark’s After Mecca have
begun to explore the women poets of the Black Arts Movement, much work
remains to be done. This paper will examine the themes, style, and content of
black women’s poetry during the Black Arts Movement. Attention will be paid to
political content, style choices within the poetic genre, discursive strategies, and the
connections to racial/ethnic nationalisms and feminist rhetoric and activism.
Many of the writers of the movement gained more widespread
acknowledgement after the end of the Black Arts Movement. Writers
such as Alice Walker, Toni Morrison, Sonia Sanchez and Nikki Giovanni became part of
the “explosion” of black women writers on the U.S. literary scene in
the 1980s. However, it is vitally important that we locate these (and other)
writers within the Black Arts Movement in order to understand not
only the movement itself, but the trajectory of the writers’ literary and activist
careers.
Some key questions include: How did these women integrate both
racial/ethnic nationalisms and feminism in their work? What were
some of the key themes addressed in their poetry? How did they use and manipulate the
poetic form? Why did they choose the genre of poetry; what did the genre allow
them to do that would not have been served as well by another genre (novel, short
story, etc.)? What is the legacy of their work during the Black Arts
Movement?
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Abstract

The idea of literature circles is not new; however, it is hardly adapted in a
second language classroom. In Taiwan, using literature circles to teach a
second/foreign language is even less seen. The two college teachers-researchers
reported their experiences of trying out literature circles in a JFL (Japanese as a
Foreign Language) and an EFL (English as a Foreign Language) class. During the
one-semester teaching, they intended to answer the following three research
questions: (1) What is the perceived effectiveness of literature circles in a JFL and an
EFL course? (2) What are the factors determining the success of literature circles in a
JFL and an EFL course? (3) How can these studies relate to later JFL and EFL
courses in colleges and universities of Taiwan?
The findings of the study can be summarized as below: (1) the JFL group
considered their literature circles class a slightly more effective than the EFL group;
(2) the factors affecting the success of a literature circles class included stude
nt
s
’
self-selecting of reading materials, their preference toward discussion roles, allotted
class time for real discussion, t
e
a
c
he
r
s
’f
e
e
dba
c
konwe
e
kly journals, and grading
policy; and 3) specifically for the needs of college JFL/EFL learners in Taiwan, the
teachers-researchers call for multiple intelligence literature circles, believing that the
MI-guided model will help literature circles to be better organized and more
effectively implemented in a second/foreign language setting.

Keywords: literature circles, second language reading-writing connection, multiple
intelligences, JFL & EFL education
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1. Introduction
Daniels (1994) brought up his innovative idea of literature circles and has
persuaded many curriculum reformers (Henry, 1995; McMahon, 1997; McMahon &
Raphael, 1997), pedagogists (Ali, 1994; Monson, 1995; Schlick Noe & Johnson,
1999), literacy experts (Burns, 1998; C. Day, 2004; Pitman, 1997), and L1 and L2
language acquisition researchers (Brock, 1997; Hancock, 2000; Hsu, 2003, 2004) to
enthusiastically embrace such a unique teaching method. In his simplest definition,
Daniels described literature circles as small, temporary discussion groups consisting
of students who gather based on their selection to read the same text. While members
assume specific responsibilities in preparation for the discussion, they come to the
discussion with supporting notes according to their prescribed discussion roles. Upon
the end of each reading cycle, student readers share their readings by conducting
creative activities in a book fair; then form a group (whether with the same or new
members, Daniels, 2001) to carry out another new phase of literature circles reading.
As the field of literacy education is enjoying the initial success of literature
circles, some teachers have just begun to implement this method in a bigger scale
empirical study (McElvain, 2005) or test-try with students of a second/foreign
language (Hsu & Liu, 2005). Too much is still left unanswered in spite of the previous
reports from a few single classroom experiences or studies conducted in the first
language based American (D. Day, 2002; Wilson, 2004) or Canadian (Ricky, 1992)
classrooms. It is the attempt of this current study to initiate a joint study to examine
how two college classes—a JFL (Japanese as a Foreign Language) and an EFL
(English as a Foreign Language)—could actually benefit from the implementation of
literature circles.
2. Current Development of Literature Circles
2.1 Early Success of Literature Circles in the United States
Drawing on early education reformers and psychologists in the US, Daniels (1994,
2001) believes that many principles, such as reader response theory (Guerin,
Willingham, Labor, Morgan, & Reesman, 1998; Rosenblatt, 1995), collaborative
learning, Vygotskyan scaffolding theory, and reading-writing connection, underpin
literature circles, thus guaranteeing the foreseeable success of such course model. Even
so, the first group of classroom-centered studies did not start till the works of Bloem
(1997) and Bowron (2001) came along. In a case study, Bloem looked at young adults’
response toward international literature in literature circles. Bowron, however, applied
literature circles as a trail model with her colleagues for getting their first-hand
experience. The two studies both yielded positive results on the group-oriented format
of reading discussions.
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Nevertheless, the untouched core question—how literature circles can possibly
enhance students’reading, writing, or even literacy altogether—was suspended until a
scholar, McElvain (2005) from University of San Francisco bravely took the challenge
to solve the puzzle. In her doctoral research, McElvain led a group of mainstream
elementary school teachers to try what they called “
transactional literature circles”with
many at-risk English learners. In a 9-month period, the 13 experimental classes
improved positively in contrast with the other control classes. Many standard literacy
tests of California State were also adapted to support her findings, showing that
literature-circle based curriculum did actually help students in her elementary school to
increase in reading comprehension, confidence, and retention of important ideas from
texts.
Though earlier than McElvain’
s study, the very first L2 literature circle was
reported by Samway and Wha
ng’
s(
1996)based on their experience with multicultural
students. Their experiment on multicultural literature circles however brought up more
classroom tips than concrete results. Samway and Whang suggested: (1) st
ude
nt
’
s
native language should be respected and their contribution in native language to the
group should be valued; (2) the degree to which a student is comfortable with speaking
English should be respected; and (3) other students can act as translators when some
students can not use one language to communicate fluently even when translation is
difficult for them.
In summary, the study results accumulated up to this moment are mainly from
American mainstream classroom. Samway and Whang’
s case, though with an L2 focus,
can be strictly examined as a case of ESL setting in which the target language is still
English.
2.2 Pioneers of Second Language Literature Circles
On the other side of the Pacific, several Taiwanese scholars have noticed the
phenomena of literature circles; many even initiated formal studies. Of the earlier
works, the emphasis was placed merely around L1 literacy (Wang, 2002) as well as
learners’self-construction of meanings (Y. Lin, 1995). The study by Hsu and Liu (2005)
could be considered as a great effort but reported nothing more than a pilot study with a
very small group (i.e., 18 freshmen of English majors) of college participants.
The advocates of L2 literature circles finally found their comfort after seeing the
study conducted by a graduate student, Lin (2006), in southern Taiwan. In Lin’
s
15-week semester experiment, as a teacher-researcher, she led 25 fifth graders of
Chinese-English bilingual programs to run through several cycles of literature circles.
The effects of literature circles (LC, according to Lin) were explored by Lin from 4
aspects: (1) t
hee
f
f
e
c
toft
heLCont
hes
t
ude
nt
s
’r
e
a
di
ngc
ompr
e
he
ns
i
on; (2) the effect
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oft
heLCont
hes
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ude
ntr
e
s
pons
e
st
or
e
a
di
ngc
hi
l
dr
e
n’
sl
i
t
e
r
a
t
ur
e
; (3) the student
responses to the selected reading materials; and (4) the student overall evaluation on
toward the LC program. Drawing from both quantitative and qualitative data, Lin
reported that her students improved in their comprehension for reading, development of
reading strategies, interest of literary works, and all valued the model of L2 literature
circles. Lin went further to suggest:
1. Te
a
c
he
r
sofEng
l
i
s
hc
a
na
doptc
hi
l
dr
e
n’
sl
i
t
e
r
a
t
ur
ea
st
e
a
c
hi
ng
materials in EFL instructions to foster the development of literacy and
lifelong readers.
2. Literature circles can be a balanced literacy approach for teachers to
i
mpr
oves
t
ude
nt
s
’r
e
a
di
ngi
nt
e
r
e
s
t
sa
nds
t
r
a
t
e
g
i
e
s
,a
ndt
oi
nc
or
por
a
t
e
many different perspectives of learning.
3. Teachers can implement literature circles to elicit higher-order,
student-centered and open-ended learning autonomy (Lin, 2006, p. III).
As promising as it may seem, this is very encouraging at this moment to follow the
path of early pioneers of L2 literature circles, particularly in the environment of EFL
where a target language is only used inside the classroom. Lin’
s (2006) success with
elementary bilingual readers may just open up new possibilities for other EFL learners
and in-service teachers of any second foreign language.
2.3 Significance of the Study
The current study plans to go further by bringing Lin’
s (2006) study model to
the setting of a university of science and technology in southern Taiwan; it is unique
in many ways. It is the first EFL literature circle model to be implemented with
learners of English majors at a Taiwanese university. It is also a study jointed by a
JFL class where Japanese majors at the same university are learning Japanese as a
foreign language. Since there is no any other college classrooms where literature
circles can be found, the two teachers must take on the dual role as
teachers-researchers throughout the study.
The intent of the study aims for the community of second language literacy
education as the two teachers-researchers attempt to answer the following questions:
(1) What is the perceived effectiveness of literature circles in a JFL and an EFL
course?
(2) What are the factors determining the success of literature circles in a JFL and an
EFL course?
(3) How can these studies relate to later JFL and EFL courses in colleges and
universities of Taiwan?
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3. Methodology
3.1 Participants, Setting, and Course Procedures
The participants of this study were 14 senior-year Japanese majors and 26
first-year English major freshmen in a mid-size national university of science and
technology in Kaohsiung, Taiwan. While all 14 students in the JFL class were female,
23 females and 3 males participated in the EFL class. Both JFL and EFL classes were
reading intensive courses. The official title for the JFL was “
Introduction to Japanese
Language Education;”the EFL was “
Selected Readings of American and British
Literature.”Both JFL and EFL courses were two-credit elective course, the 2 classes
met two hours per week and were designed with an aim at enhancing student
s
’L2
reading and writing skills. The only minor difference between these 2 groups of L2
students can be their beginning point of official learning of the target L2 languages.
Because students in Taiwan started taking formal English as their first foreign
language in junior high schools, the group of EFL students’training began 6 years
before the study took place. On the contrast, the group of JFL began their formal
classes of Japanese from the 1st year of senior high school. However, as they have
stayed in the university for 3 consecutive years, their learning years of Japanese as a
foreign language happened to be 6 years in total length, exactly like their counterparts
of the EFL group. Still, the JFL students were considered much more mature than
their EFL counterparts as far as their average age was concerned.
This joint study lasted approximately fifteen weeks. The 2 teachers-researchers
both used literature circles as the teaching approach in their courses. They taught their
courses separately and held routine meetings weekly after each class. The JFL teacher
was a native speaker of Japanese whereas the EFL teacher was a non-native speaker
of English. The JFL and EFL courses went through the identical steps in the entire
research period. The first cycle of literature circles was led by the teachers-researchers
in order to help students understand. Following the demonstration, all the participants
read three assigned articles and one self-selected book, forming their small reading
groups, discussing with members based on the role sheets designed by Daniels (1994;
2001), writing response journals, and sharing their group-chosen book as a final
project to the whole class. Finally, the students filled in a post-course questionnaire
and were interviewed by a research assistant upon leaving this course.
3.2 Instruments
Instruments in this study included: (1) The post-course questionnaires on the
student attitudes toward Japanese/English learning and literature circles, (2) 4
literature circles role sheets adapted from Daniels (1994; 2001) (see Appendix A), (3)
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students journals, and (4) the research assistant’
s post-course interviews (see
Appendix B).
3.2.1 Post-course Questionnaires
The post-study questionnaire was fist written in Chinese (and later translated into
English for this study report). It helped the teachers-researchers to gain valuable
i
nf
or
ma
t
i
ona
boutt
hes
t
ude
nt
s
’i
nt
e
r
e
s
t
si
nt
her
e
a
di
ngma
t
e
r
i
a
l
,t
he
i
ra
t
t
i
t
ude
st
owa
r
d
English learning, and their responses to the application of literature circle in L2
reading classroom. Basically, there are 6 sections in the questionnaire concerning
student attitudes toward: (1) the course, (2) literature circles, (3) the discussion roles,
(4) the selected articles, (5) journal writings, and (6) students’performance
assessment. The level of student satisfaction is represented by a 7-point Likert scale.
Table 1 illustrates the design of the questionnaire.
Table 1
Design of the Post-course Questionnaire
Question Types

Question
items

Number
of questions

Section I

Attitudes toward the course in general

No. 1-12

12

Section II

Attitudes toward literature circles

No. 13-36

24

Section III

Attitudes toward discussion roles

No. 37-43

7

Section IV

Likes/Dislikes of reading materials

No. 44-56

13

Section V

Attitudes toward journal writings

No. 57-77

21

Section VI

Student performance assessment

No. 78-90

9

Total

90

90

3.2.2 Discussion Role Sheets
Four role sheets developed by Daniels (1994; 2001) were adapted. They included
discussion director, literary luminary, illustrator, and connector. A discussion director
had the responsibility to start with good discussion questions and invited for other
g
r
oupme
mbe
r
’
sc
ont
r
i
but
i
onsorc
omme
nt
s
.
Al
i
t
e
r
a
r
yl
umi
na
r
yne
e
de
dt
or
e
a
da
l
oud
for the group members the memorable passages of text that were interesting, powerful
or important. An illustrator invited students to draw a scene, graphic or nonlinguistic
response to the reading text; it might include sketching, drawing cartoons, diagrams,
stick figures or flow charts. A connector showed people the relationship between the
texts and personal life or experiences which had happened in the real world.
All of the roles of literature circles were explained and demonstrated by the
teachers first. Then the students were advised to take turns playing different roles in
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literature circles each time. Students bring their written responses or role sheets and
use these as guides for discussion.
3.2.3 Student Journals
Journal writing is not required by Daniels (2001) in his model of literature circles.
However, in order to help students develop a greater and deeper awareness of their
reading texts, the teachers-researchers encouraged their students to write their
reactions or reflections on each material in their journals. The journal was viewed as a
tool to help students make personal responses and create meanings of what they had
read. The content of journal might include summarizing the story, sharing a feeling or
response, connecting their personal experiences with the texts, asking a question,
making an interpretation, creating a new ending, or drawing a picture or diagram
related to the texts. The purpose of the response journal was to help them reflect what
they have thought about their chosen books or any reading materials. While writing
responses, they were forced to look closely at the text, thus improving their
comprehension. When examining student journals, the main emphasis was placed on
expressions of meanings at a deeper level; therefore, mechanical errors were ignored
unless they interfered with comprehension.
The teachers-researchers collected, read, and responded to these writing pieces
weekly. At the end of the semester, the students collected all of their journals into
portfolios so that the teachers could check again to realize how his students wrote and
see if there was any progress in reading and writing. Finally, the teacher gave students
a chart of self-evaluation, inviting the students to co-grade the journals together at the
end.
3.2.4 Post-course Interviews
On the very last day of the two courses, an outside research assistant was invited
to conduct informal interviews with the 2 groups of students about their experiences
with the literature circles. The post-course interviews were audio-taped and
transcribed. The research assistant used a broad transcription with the focus on what
students said, ignoring details such as length of pauses and intonation. The purpose of
the interviews wa
st
oi
nve
s
t
i
g
a
t
et
hes
t
ude
nt
s
’vi
e
wpoi
nt
sa
ndf
ur
t
he
rs
ugge
s
t
i
ons for
literature circles adapted in this study. The interview questions were semi-structured
and centered on specific aspects, s
uc
ha
st
hes
t
ude
nt
s
’pe
r
c
e
pt
i
onst
owa
r
dl
i
t
e
r
a
t
ur
e
circles and English learning, how literature circles could have benefited s
t
ude
nt
s
’
English learning, reading, and writing, and any further suggestions or improvements
for the implementation of literature circle in future studies.
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4. Data Collection & Analysis
In the beginning of the spring semester of 2006, the teachers-researchers
introduced the course model of literature circles to the students. In each JFL and EFL
class, the students were later divided into several groups of 4 to 6 and they were
allowed to choose their own partners. Next, the teachers-researchers led the first cycle
of literature circles. The 2 groups of JFL and EFL students began to run their cycles of
literature circles independently.
As for the choice of reading materials, the 2 teachers-researchers both assigned 3
required articles and had their students choose one independent text to be read within
each group. In each case, both JFL and EFL classes read 3 assigned articles (in the
second cycle of literature circles) and conducted 1 small-group selected book (in the
third cycle of literature circles). The data of the study was collected and reported
qualitatively. The major stages for this study can be summarized by Table 2:
Table 2
Major Stages for the JFL and EFL Literature Circles
Stage 1: Recruiting students
Stage 2: Dividing the class into groups of four to six students
Stage 3: Teacher-led literature circles (Cycle 1)
Stage 4: Reading the 3 assigned articles (Cycle 2)
Stage 5: Reading the self-selected book (Cycle 3)
Stage 6: Student journals due; self-evaluation
Stage 7: Post-course questionnaires & interviews
Stage 8: Coding and analyzing the data
5. Results and Discussions
5.1 Perceived Effectiveness of Literature Circles in a JFL and an EFL Course
The answers to the effectiveness of JFL and EFL literature circle courses were
drawn mainly from the post-course questionnaires and interviews, and secondarily
from student journals. While the 7-point Likert scale was adapted to describe the
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questionnaires, the students’direct quotes were used to report their evaluation of the
courses.
As indicated by Table 1, the post-course questionnaires consisted of 6 sections,
each of which help reveal the students’overall feelings toward the courses. Table 3
below lists the students’evaluation on the two literature circle courses.
Table 3
Students’
Evaluation on the JFL and EFL Literature Circle Courses based on a
7-point Likert Scale Post-course Questionnaire
Question Types

JFL

EFL

6.22**

6.02**

Section I

Attitudes toward the course in general

Section II

Attitudes toward literature circles

5.78

5.73

Section III

Attitudes toward discussion roles

5.93

4.97*

Section IV

Likes/Dislikes of reading materials

4.98*

5.39

Section V

Attitudes toward journal writings

6.12

5.53

Section VI

Student performance assessment

5.80

5.65

The Course

Overall Average

5.805

5.548

Note. The asterisk * indicates the lowest score whereas the double asterisks ** indicate the highest in
each of the JFL and EFL courses.

Evidently, it is obvious to see the JFL group valued the course more than their EFL
counterpart as they gave the highest score, 6.22, to their Japanese literature circle
reading course. If comparing holistically by averaging each section, the JFL group’
s
given score is still a bit higher than the EFL’
s (i.e., 5.805 vs. 5.548). Nevertheless, it
is observable that the 2 groups did like the idea of literature circles with a close to
80% satisfaction rate (83% for JFL; 79% for EFL).
The data from student interviews can be divided into 3 major parts: positive,
neutral, and negative comments. As the students indicated in their post-course
questionnaires that they considered these 2 courses effective, only the positive
comments from both of the JFL and EFL courses were selected and reported here.
The negative student comments are to be further discussed when investigating the
possible factors which affect the two literature circle courses. Table 4 below lists the
collective major samples of student comments on the courses.
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Table 4
Positive Student Comments on the JFL and EFL Literature Circle Courses
--We have a very strong sense of responsibility to read, to discuss, and to finish our
assignments. (EFL)
--We decide our amount of reading. This is never possible in any of my previous
courses. (EFL)
--I like the freedom of self-generated discussion questions. Unlike the traditional
reading classes, we can only follow the textbooks or teachers. (EFL)
--The in-class discussion is really fun. I don’
t need to listen to long lectures. I feel I
can focus more than I used to. (EFL)
--I really enjoy my members’ideas. Every time when we are in our group, they
always have so much to share. After listening to them, I will go back to reread the
book again. (EFL)
--Things I am too shy to ask the teacher can be shared among my group members. I
think I am becoming more confident in reading a foreign language. (JFL)
--Learning is now fun. I feel secured because I have a group to support me (JFL)
--People talk about student center all the time, but this is the first course I ever have.
(JFL)
--I feel I can remember what I read for a longer period of time, and I think it’
s the
discussion I had with my group that helped me remember.(JFL)
--Somehow I feel I will decide to read in Japanese on my own even without my
teacher telling me to. (JFL)
From the positive comments above, this study also revealed responses similar to
those of Li
n’
s(
2006)s
t
udy
.Lin found her students benefited from the model of
literature circles in that their reading comprehension, interest of literary works
improved. Our students reported the same things and even added that their memory
of the previously read text became stronger.
The new add-in component, reading journals, was also considered valuable as
they received relatively high scores from JFL group (i.e., 6.12, though EFL group
only gave a 5.53, see Table 3). However, the teachers-researchers’consistent
feedback on their journals did not seem to reveal too much from the student side.
That is to say, only limited data can be found from the students’weekly journals with
regard to their perceived effectiveness of the courses. It could be due to the reason
that the students were clearly directed to write by following their group discussions
as well as the 4 role sheets. Their literary responses were limited to the texts, thus
yielding nothing directly to the course. The only suggestion made by one EFL student
was that she was asking for permission to conduct independent reading on her own.
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Judging from this case, we find it encouraging as it could have been a sign of student
autonomy within the setting of literature circles.
5.2 Factors Determining the Success of Literature Circles in a JFL and an EFL
Course?
In the post-course questionnaires, the participants from both classes did express
their satisfaction of the literature circles. Nevertheless, in spite of the overall success,
one dissatisfying component in each course could still be found—reading materials in
JFL and discussion roles in EFL as they received the lowest scores among the course
component evaluation (see Table 3). These two issues were further clarified during
the post-course interview conducted by the outside research assistant.
5.2.1 St
ude
nt
s
’Self-selected Materials and Preference toward Discussion Roles
The JFL students found selecting reading materials on their own extremely
difficult. They felt that choosing a book ideally suitable for the course on
“
Introduction to Japanese Language Education”could have been beyond their
training. They did not find themselves ready or well-trained to conduct this task
independently. They still believed their teacher should select or at least recommended
some possible lists of books for them to choose from. In the meanwhile, the EFL
students’unhappiness derived from their resistance to the discussion roles. They were
very upset when being assigned a role they could not perform well. For instance,
many EFL students said they were unconfident in drawing so they always wanted to
avoid the illustrator role. Some others were trying to trade their “
discussion roles”
away because they did not enjoy leading a discussion on their own. Daniels (1994;
2001) asserts clearly that rotating discussion roles helps students to approach the
same reading materials from different perspectives. From the EFL group responses,
we were facing a dilemma as we were uncertain if the priority should be given to
students’acceptance of the idea of literature circles or student satisfaction of the
courses. We would probably need to conduct a series of additional studies in order to
solve this problem and make a justifiable decision.
5.2.2 Journal Writings
As indicated by the 7-point Likert scale in Table 3, a stronger dissatisfaction of
the literature circle courses was reported by the EFL group. A closer look at the
questionnaire results showed that the second lowest component as rated by the EFL
learners was journal writings. While the JFL group did not report any negative
responses on the journal, EFL group had listed several reasons why they did not
enjoy keeping the journals. In their post-course interview, they indicated that number
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of pages demanded by the EFL teacher, feedback, and grading policy affected their
evaluation on this assignment.
Unlike the JFL teacher, the EFL teacher specified the pages he anticipated by
the end of this course. Although he explained on the first day that he simply wanted
to give the students a little pressure to write on, he was hoping to see a package of
50-page A-4 journals eventually if the students wanted to receive a high score. The
clearly pre-determined page number did not turn the pressure into encouragement but
increase only anxiety. Many EFL students felt the page limit somehow discouraged
them and found many classmates were just trying to get their pages going in order to
get a better final score. As a result, the EFL group not only felt stressful about weekly
journal writing but also wondered if the grading policy was designed objectively. Too
much fear somehow took away their concentration on the EFL teacher’
s feedback,
jeopardizing the original purpose of journal writings, i.e. to provide a chance for the
student readers to reflect, re-read, and interact with the texts as well the classroom
teacher. Some students from the EFL class told the research assistant that many group
members were even writing their journals in class, so they could not find enough time
to conduct quality discussions in their own circles from time to time.
To sum up, all the accumulated factors that might have affected the 2 literature
circle based courses include s
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nt
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’
feedback on weekly journals, and grading policy
5.3 Relation between the JEF and EFL Courses and Future Literature Circle
Model Courses in Colleges and Universities of Taiwan
Based on the results collected from questionnaires, role sheets, journal writings,
and interviews, the 2 literature circle model L2 courses were relatively successful. It
seems comforting to see the 2 group of L2 students both like the design and accepted
the 2 teachers, whether a native or non-native speaker of the target L2, in their 1
semester course together. As the two teachers-researchers, we would encourage the
other reading teachers in colleges and universities to try literature circles in their own
classrooms.
However, we will propose a new type of “
customerized literature circles.”
Originally, Daniels (1994, 2001) has never required his students to write or keep
weekly journals, an add-in component in these 2 courses of the current study. L2
teachers may need to reconsider whether they want to include this course requirement.
In addition, training your students to select reading materials and accept playing
different discussion roles could be also the new challenges classroom teachers must
face each time you teach a new group of students. We would suggest that each class
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begins with a careful and detailed needs and reading/writing habits analysis. Only a
series of cautious and continuous adjustments are made consistently can we guarantee
the success of a second language literature circle. Designing a tailor-made course for
each and every of our new classes is not just a job we are good at but one kind of
accomplishment we teachers must achieve proudly every new semester of our entire
teaching career.
6. Conclusion and Implications
This current study had many limitations. They were merely 2 initial short-period
courses conducted in a semester course. Bigger scale and longer length studies should
be encouraged to test if L2 literature circles are favored and doable to a lager student
audience such as the reading courses of an entire foreign language department in a
college or university. In addition, unlike McElvain’
s study (2005) in which
standardized literacy tests were adapted to examine whether students’reading and
writing proficiency had improved. The present study failed to design a reading
comprehension test, comparable to be used in each course, enabling the researchers to
investigate whether their students did become a better reader after taking this course.
Therefore, a better contrastive study should be done by comparing 2 or more courses
of the same foreign language. Lastly, students used their L1 in the two courses as we
followed the examples of “
bilingual”instruction (Samway & Whang, 1996; Lin,
2006). We were not sure if “
L2-only”policy might have revealed different results.
Based on the two courses, we are actually raising a bigger and tougher issue on
the applicability of L2 literature circles. Throughout the entire course process, we
were often caught between following and reforming the original design of literature
circles. We believe that being flexible is the key essence in every second language
classroom of the post-method era. Therefore, we are leaving the decision to every
teacher who is willing to test try literature circles. A recent new view on literature
circle is brought out by many American first language teachers. Among many,
“
multiple intelligence literature circles”has been discussed constantly (Oliveira,
2002). Gardner proposes every learner possesses many types of intelligences (8 to be
exact, Richards & Rodgers, 2001) and they can be developed when chances are given.
Daniels (1994) encourages every student to take on a new role each time in order to
learn from to interpret the reading texts from multiple perspectives. We, as two
skeptical teachers-researchers, remain conservative on these claims and assumptions.
Approaching second language literature circles from a more of an eclecticism position,
we believe it is still far from finalizing an ideal literature circle course model to be
implemented universally in every second language classroom. It will still take
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tremendous efforts from many enthusiastic teachers, researchers, and pedagogists to
finally come to the point.
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APPENDIX A—Literature Circles Role Sheet
DISSCUSSION DIRECTOR (Required)2
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Group: ______________________________________________________________
Book: _______________________________________________________________
Meeting Date: ________________________________________________________
Assignment: page __________ to page __________
Discussion Director: Your job is to develop a list of questions that your group might
want to discuss about this part of the book. Don’
t worry about the small details: your
task is to help people talk over the big ideas in the reading and share their reactions.
Usually the best discussion questions come from your own thoughts, feelings, and
concerns as you read, which you can list below, during or after your reading. Or you
may use some of the general questions below to develop topics for your group.
Possible discussion questions or topics for today:
1. __________________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________________
5. __________________________________________________________________
Sample questions:
What was going through your mind while you read this?
How did you feel while reading this part of the book?
What was discussed in this section of the book?
Can someone summarize briefly?
Did today’
s reading remind you of any real-life experiences?
What questions did you have when you finished this section?
Did anything in this section of the book surprise you?
What are the one or two most important ideas?
Predict some things you think will be talked about next.
Topic to be carried over to tomorrow _______________________________________
Assignment for tomorrow: page __________ to page __________
2

Adapted from Daniels (1994; 2001).
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LITERARY LUMINARY (Required)3
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Group: ______________________________________________________________
Book: _______________________________________________________________
Meeting Date: ________________________________________________________
Assignment: page __________ to page __________
Literary Luminary: Your job is to locate a few special sections of the text that your
group would like to hear aloud. The idea is to help people remember some interesting,
powerful, funny, puzzling, or important sections of the text. You decide which
passages or paragraphs are worth hearing, and then jot plans for how they should be
shared. You can read passages aloud yourself, ask someone else to read them, or have
people read them silently and then discuss.
Location
Page

Paragraph

Reason for Picking

Plan for Reading

Possible reasons for picking a passage to be shared:
Important
Informative
Surprising
Controversial
Funny
Well written
Confusing
Thought-provoking
Others:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Topic to be carried over to tomorrow _______________________________________
Assignment for tomorrow: page __________ to page __________
3

Adapted from Daniels (1994; 2001).
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ILLUSTRATOR (Required)4
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Group: ______________________________________________________________
Book: _______________________________________________________________
Meeting Date: ________________________________________________________
Assignment: page __________ to page __________
Illustrator: Your job is to draw some kind of picture related to the reading. It can be a
sketch, cartoon, diagram, flow chart, or stick-figure scene. You can draw a picture of
something that’
s discussed specifically in your book, or something that the reading
reminded you of, or a picture that conveys any idea or feeling you got from the
reading. Any kind of drawing or graphic is okay—you can even label things with
words if that helps. Make your drawing on the other side of this sheet or on a
separate sheet.
Presentation plan: When the Discussion director invites your participation, you may
show your picture without comment to the others in the group. One at a time, they get
to speculate what your picture means, to connect the drawing to their own ideas about
the reading. After everyone has had a say, you get the last word: tell them what your
picture means, where it came from, or what it represents to you.
Topic to be carried over to tomorrow _______________________________________

Assignment for tomorrow: page __________ to page __________

4

Adapted from Daniels (1994; 2001).
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CONNECTOR (Required)5
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Group: ______________________________________________________________
Book: _______________________________________________________________
Meeting Date: ________________________________________________________
Assignment: page __________ to page __________
Connector: Your job is to find connections between the book your group is reading
and the world outside. This means connecting the reading to your own life, to
happenings at school or in the community, to similar events at other times and places,
to other people or problems that you are reminded of. You might also see connections
between this book and other writings on the same topic, or by the same author. There
are no right answers here—whatever the reading connects you with is worth sharing!
Some connections I found between this reading and other people, places, events,
authors…
1. ___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. ___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
4. ___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
5. ___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Topic to be carried over to tomorrow _______________________________________

Assignment for tomorrow: page __________ to page __________

5

Adapted from Daniels (1994; 2001).
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APPENDIX B—Literature Circles Follow-up Interview Questions
1. What are your general attitudes toward Literature Circles? Do you enjoy this
teaching approach, and what are the reasons?
2. Do you like to choose books and decide the amount, the manner, and the content
of reading and discussion by yourself?
3. What are the differences between Literature Circles and traditional teaching
approach, such as classroom atmosphere, interaction between the teacher and the
students, and the effects of learning? In addition, Literature Circles is
student-centered, and traditional teaching approach is teacher-centered, which one
do you like?
4. How do you think about the activities help you comprehend the reading articles?
5. Do you like to speak in English during the discussion? Or will you attempt to use
this way to discuss with your partners?
6. Do you have better reading comprehension, or can you realize the reading content
from different points of view through the group discussion? Can you share it with
us?
7. Have you changed your reading habits, attitudes, and motivations after reading
over one semester?
8. Have you made progress on reading or reading strategies?
9. Do you promote your English proficiency such as reading and writing abilities
after writing reflective journals for one semester?
10. What are the differences or progresses (such as the length of the content) by
comparing the first and the last journals?
11. What are your suggestions for further study?
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From Fanon
We are a multitude of contradictions
reflecting our history
oppressed
controlled
once free folk
remnants of that time interacting in our souls
Our kindred was the earth
polarity with the land
respected it
called it mother
were sustained and strengthened by it
The European thru power and fear became our master
his greed welcomed by our ignorance
tyranny persisting
our screams passing unfulfilled
As slaves we lost identity
assimilating our master’s values
overwhelming us to become integrated shadows unrefined and dependent
We flee escaping, becoming clowns in an alien circus
performing predictably
mimicking strange values
reflecting what was inflicted
Now the oppressor has an international program
and we sit precariously within the monster’s mechanism
internalizing anguish from comrades
planning and preparing a course of action.

Sandra Maria Esteves
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Introduction:
African American Vernacular English has been one of the most talked about
English varieties in American society. Socially, AAVE is defined as bad speech. The
connotations associated with AAVE are often times very negative. Unfortunately, little
has been done regarding the use of AAVE as a heuristic for teaching Standard American
English. The purpose of this paper is to address the ways English teachers can employ
the use of AAVE as a tool for addressing the needs of language minority students. In
order for teachers to use AAVE as a tool, historical and social contexts will have to be
explored. This approach is necessary in order to engage educators in dialogue as to why
the use of AAVE is essential in the teaching of English in the American classroom.
A Brief History of African American Vernacular English
In J.L. Dillard’s book “Black English”, Dillard claims that “one of the harsher
sociolinguistic facts which must be dealt with is that the history of the African-American
languages and dialects correlates with the existence of a caste system” (Dillard, 1971, p.
230). According to Olcott (1944), a caste system is a system that separates people into a
hierarchy based on heredity. In the caste system, an individual’s color, birth, position in
society, and spiritual affiliations are pre-determined. Olcott (1944) claims that:
Hinduism lends weighty support to the hierarchy of caste by declaring that a
man’s caste is the exact index of his soul’s behavior and piety in previous births.
If born a Brahman, the so-called “pinnacle of perfection,” “lord of creation,” his
soul has been scrupulous in its observances and ceremonials during countless
earlier lives. But if he is born a lowly Sudra, [group] he has not fulfilled his caste

3
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dharama, [basic duty] while if he is born a despised Outcaste, that is convincing
proof of the foulness of his deeds in previous incarnations. (p. 648-649)
In the same way as the caste system of India where an individual’s future is
destined by birth, linguists claim that the deficient speech patterns of African Americans
are similar to a genetic disposition that is innate in nature; therefore, lending to the type
of ungrammatical pronunciation and syntactical structures produced by African
Americans. Dillard (1971) states that people should “realize that linguistics, like
anthropology, is a relativistic discipline: linguists do not judge one language variety as
“better” than another, nor do they conclude that the economic disadvantages (hopefully
temporary) of any population group are the results of “deficits” of language or of
cognition” (p. X).
In India, color is an influential assessment of how high one is viewed in the caste
system. The lighter one’s skin is, the likelihood he or she is associated with the higher
caste. The Aryans who desired racial purity, believed in homogeneous relationships.
Since Aryans were considered light in skin and politically astute compared to their
Dravidian brothers who were darker skinned and politically inept, Aryans were
genetically the “blessed” people of the land. In relationship to this, when one looks at the
definition of Ebonics, it is a compound of two words joined together, “ebony” meaning
black and “phonics” meaning sounds (Smith-Charles & Crozier, 1998). Unlike the
Aryans in India, historically, African Americans in the educational system were and are
still placed in the lower caste system linguistically, racially, and socially.
Ebonics which is also known as Black English, African American Vernacular
English (mainstream name), and Black English Vernacular, are all names referring to

4
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“inner-city speech form[s]” of African Americans (Barron, 2000, p. 2). Although Robert
Williams, a linguist, coined the term “Ebonics” in 1973, the existence of “Black speech”
as a language, has existed prior to the 1996 Oakland school board controversy (Baron,
2000).
When linguists began studying AAVE in the 1960’s Thompson (2002) asserts that
the main “goal was to find the connections between AAVE and reading failure in order to
create solutions to help children succeed in acquiring Standard English…[however],
researchers and educators have discovered that there are deep social and political
implications”…associated with AAVE (p.5).
In December 1996, the Oakland School board decided to pass a resolution
proclaiming that “Ebonics” was the primary language of African Americans in the
Oakland School District and “it was a language in its own, not a dialect of English and [it
was] advised that students be taught in ways that would maintain Ebonics as well as
introduce them to ‘standard English’” (Baron, 2000, p.1). However, the Oakland School
District retracted their claim and opted for a Standard American English only policy in
the English classrooms. Because of the uncertainty circulating about AAVE as a
language, many “roadblocks” and public support for AAVE have diminished in the
school system (Thompson, 2002). As a result, English teachers were left to conclude that
AAVE is simply “bad English”. Clearly, the ideology that AAVE could be a language in
its own rights perplexed linguists, not to mention English teachers who had to deal with
an increase of AAVE users in their daily classrooms.
It is because of the sociolinguistic stigmas associated with the use of AAVE that
has caused English teachers to shun and suppress any validity of AAVE as a language.
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Orr (2000) affirms that “language can be both limiting and oppressive, as well as a tool
for counter-cultural expression and AAVE is uniquely equipped with this potential for its
speakers (p. 14). So what is seen is democratic freedom being dictated by the elite.
Archibugi (2005) contends that “the resurgence of the language problem in our era is the
result of two fundamental contemporary historical processes. The first has to do with the
increased interdependence among distinct communities…to adopt a term that no one
likes but cannot help using, we define [it] as “globalization” (p.3). To state that what
holds AAVE from becoming a language is the resurgent of power in the political system
would be an understatement. Filmer (2003) avows, “languages have armies and dialects
don’t” (p. 257). The question is not whether AAVE is a language but rather, how can
English teachers stop feeding into the social caste system that demoralizes its true
validity as an authentic African American language?
Reconstructing AAVE as a language
In the media, AAVE is represented as “slang”, “bad English” and “jargons”
without any consideration of social and linguistic identity. Since English is the only
language that defines the linguistic culture of American society, the idea of America
having another English variety is not part of this monolingual society. Orr (2000)
explains that “it is presumptuous to assume that one language (or one dialect of one
language could suffice for all the expression and representation needs of the human
experience” (p.7). With the linguistic diversity within American society, the essentialism
idea of truth can only be achieved when linguistic freedom is better for all.
African American Vernacular English “like any dialect or language, has forms of
representation and expression that are unique to it”, even though AAVE and English are
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mutually intelligible” (Orr, 2000, p. 8). The experiences and traditions of AAVE
speakers have “expanded and altered the lexical and semantic system of English” (Orr,
2000, p.8). Black speech has two dimensions: one of style and one of language. Lippi
Green (1997) reminds us that this is a critical factor that is often overlooked. For
example, when Jesse Jackson gave a speech displaying the stylistic prose of AAVE he
uses rhyming patterns fashioned accordingly to the production of AVVE speech. An
example of this is “Africa would if Africa could. American could if America would. But
Africa cain’t and America ain’t” (Lippi-Green, 1997, p.3). The use of cain’t and ain’t are
contractions used in AAVE, however, in Standard American English, these contractions
would be perceived as unacceptable grammar usage.
In a sense, the language that is considered standard by the dominant group in
American society uses arbitrary standards in determining language prestige (Orr, 2000).
For example, American society uses the Fahrenheit system to measure the degree of
temperature. The rest of the world measures temperature using Celsius. Obviously, it
would make more sense for America to convert to the latter. However, even though
Fahrenheit may be the inferior system, it does serve a purpose that is an agreed arbitrary
standard for Americans (Fasold, 1999). In this sense, it is not that Fahrenheit is useless,
but rather it serves a purpose that is needed in the American system. Fasold (1999)
states:
When linguists use the term standard language, they invariably and implicitly
mean an arbitrary standard. Just as in the case of the measurement standard for
temperature, there are advantages to having agreement on certain arbitrary
standards for some language uses. The standard language may not be the best
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possible constellation of linguistic features available. In fact, I have argued that
in some ways Standard English is demonstrably inferior to Ebonic. But just as
there is general agreement in favor of the Fahrenheit standard, the arbitrary
standards we have agreed on for American English are unlikely to be abandoned
any time soon. It is general social acceptance that creates a workable arbitrary
standard, not the inherent superiority of the item in specifies. (Fasold, 1999)
Ironically, America refuses to convert to arbitrary standards that make Fahrenheit
the inferior measuring system while everyone else supports Celsius. In connecting this to
the American education system, what it fails to understand is that it is creating the same
arbitrary standards against AAVE and it is requiring that AAVE speakers convert to
arbitrary standards that they themselves do not follow. Moore (1996) concludes that
despite the attempt to erase AAVE from history, it is “a living testament to the
perseverance of our foreparents as they passed on a significant amount of African culture
[and]…language” (p.3). Language is then, needed to express thought and also necessary
to assist in the development of those thoughts (Orr, 2000).
What makes AAVE a language?
The objection that AAVE and English are too related to be separate languages is
considered a valid argument by linguists (Fasold, 1999). This assumption, however, can
be faulty. By examining another speech system similar to English we can understand
how arbitrary standards can devaluate a language. One example of this is Scots, a
language spoken in Scotland. It was the language of choice in the court system and has
unfortunately been displaced by the English language. Because of the closeness to
English, Scots, just like AAVE, is perceived as corrupted speech (Fasold, 1999). The
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following example demonstrates the close proximity that both Scots and English share in
common.
Example:
Scots:
The wirdleet kivvers about 700 o the maist cowmon wirds in onie leid (A wisna
luikin fur jist kenspeckle Scots wirds). The spellins come frae the School Scots
Dictionary. A warnin thou, the file is muckle an maun tak a wee tae doonload.
English:
(The word list covers about 700 of the most common words in any language (I
wasn’t just looking for well-known Scots words). The spellings are from the
School Scots Dictionary. A warning though, the file is large and may take a while to
download.) (Fasold, 1999, p. 4).
Respectively, comparison of Scot and English may seem like Scots spelled badly
in the English language, but in retrospect, it is actually a language with its own
grammatical rules. Scots has its own grammar dictionary and it is taught at some of
Scotland’s oldest universities. In addition, there are published materials developed for the
teaching of Scots. Due to social and political reasons, Scots is on the verge of dying out.
In as much as Scots has negative connotation as a language, AAVE also encounters the
same negative social stigmas. African American Vernacular English differs from Scots
because it is not allowed to flourish within the school system. Fasold (1999) affirms that
“in spite of almost universal opinion against [AAVE] and a total lack of support in the
educational system …[AAVE] is one of the most robustly maintained minority languages
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in existence. There is no hint that it is in any danger of dying out in the foreseeable
future” (p.4).
If language is defined by its structures, meaning embodying phonological,
syntactical, and morphological structures, then AAVE falls into this category. One of the
mistakes that English teachers have with AAVE is their lack of knowledge in the
grammar of AAVE. Without the ability to conceptualize the grammatical and social
structures needed to produce AAVE, it is no wonder that AAVE is seen as
ungrammatical English. Contrary to belief, AAVE has phonological and syntactical
features specifically intended for AAVE which cannot be applied to Standard American
English. To demonstrate this, Perez (2000) gives the following examples, laying out the
phonological and syntactical features of AAVE.
Phonological features in AAVE:
The r, 1, and t sounds may be omitted from medial and/or final positions:
•

“guard” and “car”

= “god” and “cah”

•

“tall” and “help”

= “taw” and “hep”

•

“past” and “desk”

= “pass” and “des”

Sounds may also be similarly pronounced or interchanged:
•

“this”, “them” and “those”

= “dis”, “dem”, “doz”

•

“thanks” and “thinks”

= “tanks” and “tinks”

•

“ask”

= “aks”

•

“with” and “mouth”

= “wif” and “mouf”

•

“mother” and “breathe”

= “muvver” and “breave”

•

“coming”

= “comin”
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Syntactic features in AAVE:
Certain transformations may occur in verb forms:
•

“she walks”

•

“she is good”

•

“we were happy”

= “we was happy”

•

“he is coming”

= “he come”

= “she walk”
= “she good”, “she be good”, “she bes good”

Other transformations occur in sentence structure:
•

“we have”

= “us got”

•

“we don’t have any”

= “we don’t got none”

•

“two girls”

= “two girl”

•

“a dog’s bone”

= “a dog bone”

•

“John runs”

= “John he run”

•

“those pencils”

= “them pencils”

•

“how did you do that”

= “how you do that”

Other features found in AAVE include the idea of semantic inversion. Semantic
inversion allows AAVE speakers to take words in SAE and give it a whole new semantic
meaning. In AAVE, it is easy to find SAE words used to signal different homophones.
In English, this use of semantic inversion is not likely, thus categorizing AAVE into its
own language. For example, “fat” is spelled “phat” (state of being excellent) and it
connotes another meaning (Orr, 2000). Smitherman and Baugh believe that “those who
first wrote “phat” diverged from Standard English as a direct result of their awareness of
Standard English: The divergence was not by chance linguistic error” (p.15).
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Resituating AAVE in the education system
The critical and essential questions we should be asking is not how do we teach
SAE to African American students but instead how can AVVE help me teach SAE in the
English classroom. “The question is not whether Black students can master SAE, but
rather whether they will be offered the opportunity to do so on culturally acceptable
terms” (Moore, 1999, p. 35). Thompson (2002) shares the same ideology as Moore
(1999) by stating, “to avoid the issue of AAVE and non-standard dialects in the English
classroom, is to avoid the reality that those varieties are an integral part of American
society, and should be honored as such” (p.2).
History has taught us that African American faculty members understood
linguistic, social, and cultural needs of their African American students. However, when
the “white” teachers encountered African American students with linguistic differences,
African American students had to deal with teachers who had no awareness of their
linguistic background (Peterson, 1999). White teachers “often judged differences in
appearance, speech, and mannerisms as inferior to the white students with whom they
were more familiar” (Peterson, 1999, p. 83). Peterson (1999) claims that throughout
history, whites have benefited from treating all African American students the same
without any acknowledgement of socioeconomic and gender differences in the way
African Americans view the world. In comparison, this lack of acknowledgement is what
Smitherman and Baugh view as “traditional pedagogy [sweeping] the language
differences under the rug[…]” (p.9).
In order for English teachers to be successful the in teaching of SAE, they will
have to create a classroom that builds, not limits one’s linguistic freedom. Orr (2000)
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purports, “a learning environment that successfully nurtures students’ abilities and desire
to learn must first be an environment of acceptance and appreciation. If children receive
blatant or subtle messages on a regular basis that say that they are incompetent, wrong,
stupid, or deficient this will no doubt have a profound, negative impact on the child’s
relationship to school and learning” (p19). “Education becomes relevant when it creates
an opportunity for us to better understand and appreciate one another” (Peterson, 1999,
p.90).
What we should be striving for is what Peterson (1999) calls a “colorblind
perspective” that celebrates the linguistic diversity of our country. Orr (2000) reminds us
that “teachers and school cultures are very powerful forces that have the capacity to
nurture and grow capable and confident students. But, when we fail a particular group of
students, it is critical that we not fall prey to operating from a deficit model” (p.18). If
we continue to think that AAVE has no place in the English classrooms, what we may
ultimately end up doing is slowly stifling the next Langston Hughes. On the other hand, if
we as educators are aware about non-standard varieties, then we can educate AAVE
speakers on how to switch between both AAVE and SAE, without debasing one form
(Thompson, 2002). Nevertheless, for this process to happen, teachers will have to
educate themselves on AAVE. “Using Ebonics as a bridge to teaching standard English
requires that teachers become familiar with the features of Black English, identifying
them in the language of the students, then designing and implementing instruction[s]”
(Perez, 2002, p.2). By doing this, English teachers will be able to assess the phonological
and syntactical features of students’ speech, for the purpose of being able to conduct a
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contrastive analysis between AAVE and SAE (Perez, 2000). On the National Council of
Teachers of English website, the preamble says:
As public intellectuals and agents of change, we recognize that English teachers
and teacher educators are complicit in the reproduction of racial and
socioeconomic inequality in schools and society. Through critical, self-reflexive
practices embedded in our research and our teaching, we can work against racial,
cultural, linguistic, and socioeconomic inequalities by creating humane
classrooms where students and teachers learn to use language and literacy in
critical and empowering ways. (Conference on English Education)
The NCTE offers steps on how to support the linguistic and culturally diverse
students in English education. By following the steps, teachers can use them to foster a
learning environment that asks English teacher to reconstruct and reevaluate their
teaching pedagogy. The eight steps include:
1. Teachers and teacher educators must respect all learners and themselves as
individuals with culturally defined identities.
2. Students bring funds of knowledge to their learning communities, and,
recognizing this, teachers and teacher educators must incorporate this knowledge
and experience into classroom practice.
3. Socially responsive and responsible teaching and learning requires an
anthropologically and ethnographically informed teaching stance; teachers and
teacher educators must be introduced to and routinely use the tools of
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practitioner/teacher research in order to ask difficult questions about their
practice.
4. Students have a right to a variety of educational experiences that help them make
informed decisions about their role and participation in language, literacy, and
life.
5. Educators need to model culturally responsive and socially responsible practices
for students.
6. All students need to be taught mainstream power codes/discourses and become
critical users of language while also having their home and street codes honored.
7. Teachers and teacher educators must be willing to cross traditional personal and
professional boundaries in pursuit of social justice and equity.
8. Teaching is a political act, and in our preparation of future teachers and citizens,
teachers and teacher educators need to be advocates for and models of social
justice and equity.
If teachers want their schools to model the type of democratic system that they
claim to uphold, then they will have to change more then just their lesson plans.
Black (2005) states, “school programs that are “subtractive”---that is, they take away
English learners’ native language and use English only for classroom learning and
tests---generally produce negative results…schools[should] use an “additive”
approach, allowing them to use their native language while they’re learning English”
(p.4). While it is easy to believe that academia is exempt from social and racial
stereotypes, in reality, academic profiling still determines how certain students of
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color are evaluated. It is our duty as educators to promote equality by intertextual
integration of languages and literary works of all people and cultures.
Conclusion
As Moore (1999) states:
We cannot ignore the impetus of history, yet an appalling number of professional
educators working with Black children remain unnecessarily ignorant of basic
facts about African Americans. Many of those who do recognize Black culture
either denigrate it as a substandard imitation of “real” American culture or
paternalize it as an exotic folkart. Both views grow from the racist assumptions
and stereotypes undergirding the national consciousness. These same views and
assumptions permeate the teaching profession, and more important, infest the
educational and policy making structures of this nation. (p.4)
The goal of education should be the promotion of knowledge. If English teachers
want to be agents of change, then they will have to reexamine their teaching pedagogy. It
is not enough to simply assume that designing a curriculum with great detail will be
effective. Rather, English teachers should design a curriculum that is eclectic. This
meaning, they will have to take into consideration, social, political, and cultural views of
their African American students. African American students bring an array of
experiences into the classroom. To deny them of the opportunity to express these
experiences in the language that they are accustomed to is to deny them of their identity.
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The questions that English teachers should ask are: How can I situate AAVE into
my lesson plans? Why should I situate AAVE into my lesson plans? What does it mean
to use AAVE as a teaching tool to teach SAE? Once we are able to ask ourselves these
questions, we are engaging in what I call democratic education. Democratic education is
one that permits everyone involved in the institution to have equal and fair treatment,
allowing every individual to have freedom of words, freedom of thought, and freedom of
self. Once we are able to foster a community of learners who are not ashamed of being
themselves, then our classrooms will produce the type of students that surpass our
expectations. Just like in art, there is not one perspective that dictates what makes art
beautiful. It is a collection of many styles that gives art its beauty. Therefore, we should
look at AAVE as one of the stylistic device that adds to our repertoire of languages. Orr
(2000) asserts, “art is a method of wrestling with one’s identity and relationship to the
world and an individual’s use of their language or dialect is a critical part of the process.
AAVE is not merely a substitute tool, or an inferior tool compared to Standard English, it
is a different tool that can do different things from other dialects of English” (p.16).
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Introduction
PRELIMINARY RESEACH QUESTION:
The purpose of my research is to examine the interrelatedness of Nigerian Pidgin
English with African American Vernacular English and the sociolinguistic perceptions
within both societies. I am interested in learning in what areas both languages relate to
identity, how they relate, where they deviate, and also how they function within their
respective societies.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH:
One of the main reasons why I am interested in Nigerian Pidgin English and
African American Vernacular English is because I would like to evaluate how certain
languages function within a society. In other words, I would like to examine the
sociolinguist use of languages within cultures. After taking sociolinguistic at Inter
American University of Puerto Rico, I became extremely interested in learning more
about what language says about the individual.
I believe that the way one speaks affects how people will judge that individual
within that society. The significant of this research is to get people to understand why an
individual would choose to deviate from the prescribed norm and what that says about
language and its users. The goal of this research is to shed light on the use of African
American Vernacular English and Nigerian Pidgin English. Since AAVE is believed to
have origins from West Africa, it is only essential to see how Nigerian Pidgin English
functions within that society. I believe that comparison of both languages can lead
educators, teachers, and policy makers understand that other varieties of English exist and
maybe, they should exist without negative conations towards those who use them.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE:
African American Vernacular English: Social Perspectives
African American Vernacular English is considered “Black English” or Ebonics.
Ebonics is a compound of two words joined together, ebony meaning black and phonics
meaning sounds (Smith-Charles & Crozier, 1998). Thus, this definition defines the
community of people who speak this English dialect. In retrospect, the word dialect
usually has connotations to a language. However, many critics have claimed that AAVE
is neither a language nor a dialect.
Socially, AAVE is defined as bad speech. The connotations associated with
AAVE are often times very negative. It is seen or diagnosed “as a major language
disorder and or/a learning disability” (Todd, 1997, p. 2). Other critics have labeled
AAVE as “improper speech that they neither respect nor recognize” (Pandey, 2000, p. 1).
To critics, the recognition of AAVE as a possible language or dialect only “elevates slang
to a legitimate language and threatens to undermine the teaching of Standard English”
(Sneider, 1996, p. 1). These guiding ideologies are the reasons why critics feel that
public schools are failing “because they have lost respect for Standard English, and
instead post respect for approval for street language” (Todd, p. 1997, 2). Respectively,
what this means is that socially, AAVE is more of a handicap for African Americans who
choose to communicate in this form.
Although AAVE is negatively viewed in society, many African American
speakers believe that AAVE defines their identity and to change would mean to loose
one’s identity. According to Anokye (1997), “language and culture are inextricably
connected” (p. 1). In as much, society’s attitudes can determine how certain individual’s
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perceptions dictate how they will cognitively and socially interact within that community.
Anokye states, “African Americans historically have been recipients of negative language
attitudes in education and society” (Anokye, 1997, p.1).
In a sense, African Americans who use AAVE as their mode of communication
feel as if they are ultimately resisting the very powers that have historically “chained”
their progress in mainstream American society. Anokye (1997) claims that AAVE “runs
much deeper than grammatical, syntactic, and morphological differences; it personifies
different cultural expectations and norms” (p.1). In other words, to deny the “legitimacy”
of AAVE is to deny black culture and the black experience (as cited in Filmer, 2003, p.
262).
To demonstrate this ideology, an African American student was asked to picture
herself using Standard American English and she replied, “the way white people talk”
(Filmer, 2003, p. 261). In the viewpoint of the African American student, in order to use
SAE, she will have to deny her own identity. In the eyes of African American speakers
of “Black English”, as long as SAE is depicted as an abandonment of black culture,
African American Vernacular English will continue to be used, no matter how negative it
may seem to society (Filmer, 2003). Consequently, those who speak AAVE are not
ready to reform, whether this affects how they are portrayed in mainstream American
society.
As a result of the disparaging connotations associated with AAVE, the overall
implications suggest that African Americans using AAVE will have a difficult time
assimilating into mainstream society. American society does not look well on individuals
who choose not to adhere to the norm. In this instance, African Americans who choose
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not to code-switch will be looked upon as being “somehow deficient intellectually,
culturally, and socially as evidenced by their use of language” (Filmer, 2003, p. 258).
If individuals internally feel that switching to SAE is discrediting to their identity,
meaning being labeled as “Uncle Toms”, then the likelihood of acculturation into
mainstream society is detrimental to their survival. The ending consequences are low
paying jobs, discrimination, and social and personal alienation from speakers of SAE.
African Americans who choose not to converse in this manner, comprehend the
underlying stigmas associated with AAVE. First, they know that discourse paves the
way for access to economic power. Second, they perceive discourse as a way to liberate
and grow internally and socially. Last, they are aware of the discourse used in academia.
Thus, “language is political” (as cited in Lippi-Green, 1997, p3.). If the political
powers state that SAE is the preferred language of choice, then that power is dictating,
not suggesting, what is highly desired within that society. Filmer (2003) embodies this
concept perfectly by reminding us that “languages have armies, and dialects don’t” (p.
257). Since speech is a great determiner of social status and group affiliation,
“discrimination based on linguistic difference creates social divisions" (as cited in Filmer,
2003, p. 256). The overall implication is that to be part of the system, one must
acculturate and assimilate in a manner where one is able to function within both
communities, while keeping his or her own identity. If this is not possible, then the
realistic outcome is unjustly rejection from mainstream American society.
In summary, individuals are always judged by their words and those words depict
who they are. If the point of communication is to be able to communicate effectively,
then according to many critics, AAVE does not adhere to this rule. Speakers of AAVE
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will encounter many challenges if they use “Black English” as their only mode of
communication. Society has dictated that AAVE is not part of the English system. Many
also believe that it degrades the English standards. It is not import to ask if AAVE
should be used within African American communities, but rather, are African Americans
willing to conform and play by the language rules. According to Todd, (1997) the harsh
reality is that “the information economy is more color blind and speech conscious in
selection than has been suspected, and no affirmative action program can compensate for
sloppy ineffective speech” (p. 2).
Nigerian Pidgin English: Social Perspectives
Nigeria is a country with an array of languages and cultures. Within this country,
there are about 250 languages spoken aside from the official language which is English
(Ndolo, 1989). Not only does language dictate ones relationship within Nigerian society,
it also determines ethnicity, language use, education, and social development. Unlike
many other countries where an official language functions as the mode of communication
around many regions, Nigeria, however, does not have a system where even the official
language and national languages can be used to communicate with other members of that
society. One method that has been adopted to rectify this phenomenon is the
implementation of a Nigerian Pidgin English.
Pidgin English is “primarily used as a means of communication among people
who do not share a common language” (as cited in Alfred & Goodfellow, p.2, 2002).
Pidgin English does not have claims to a particular group, nor is it the first official
language learned by children. It is simply a process to mainly get ones point across using
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phonology and grammar that can be comprehended by others (Alfred & Goodfellow,
2002).
Nigerian Pidgin English developed in the coastal and delta regions where a
substantial amount of individuals use it daily (Mann, 1990). Now, the use of NPE is
prominent not only in the northern parts of Nigeria but also in many major cities and
towns. Speakers of Nigerian Pidgin English usually use it during intertribal
communication, between friends, shopping markets, radio, television, movies, some
businesses, and even school activities (Mann, 1990). Thus, the adoption of Nigerian
Pidgin English influences the many modes of communication within Nigerian society.
One important aspect of NPE is the influx of users who choose to speak it instead of the
official language. Nigerian Pidgin English does not belong to one social group, rather, a
high percentage of Nigerians are aware and knowledgeable in its use and function in
society.
In Nigeria, pidgin is an acceptable form of communication that sometimes takes
over the official language. Even though the official language (English) dictates what
language is used in education and in the government, English is no longer viewed as the
first language but instead, it has slowly become a second language in Nigeria (Mann,
1990). Even though NPE has to overcome some stigmas of being “bastardized” or
“broken” English, it is probably the language of widest interethnic communication in
Nigeria today. It has more speakers than English… it is a non-tribal language, [and]
easier to acquire over a larger range of ethnolingistic groupings” (Mann, p.99, 1990).
With the influx of many languages being spoken on an everyday basis, the connotation of
one language seeming uneducated does not have the same strong social stigmas such as
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African American Vernacular English. To many Nigerians, because of the varying
language structures within that country, the official language to some is only a reminder
of dictatorship from the past (Mann, 1990).
The advantages of English as a world language do not need to be rehearsed here. English
serves as a national lingua franca in Nigeria, but its typological distance from the
indigenous language structures and world views speak against it as a permanent choice.
There is also the problem that imposing a Western language clearly underlines how the
imposition of a Western language creates social inequalities between social classes, and
emphasizes the urban/rural dichotomy (Mann, p. 99-100, 1990).

The underlying view is that in “West Africa, English splits; Pidgin unites” (as
cited in Ohaeto, p. 2. 1995). Socially, although NPE may at times be seen as low class
English compared to the official language, the usage and acceptance in mainstream
Nigerian society tells otherwise. In many places, it has become the lingua franca of that
community and the reality of it is seen by the wide acculturation of it in the Nigerian way
of life.
METHODOLOGY
Data Collection:
My methodology section will describe my justification for using interviews,
document analysis, and the procedures that I used. I decided to use Robert Atkinson’s
book, The Life Story Interview. I focused on the section designated for interviewing. I
also decided to make use of Kyvig’s & Marty’s book, Nearby History, focusing on the
section titled oral histories. Kyvig and Marty mentions that oral history “is simply a way
of recording information gained from persons who have firsthand knowledge of historical
events, thus adding to the sum total of knowledge about them” (Kyvig & Marty, 1982, p.
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111). I feel that using oral history is pertinent here because just like any researcher doing
historical research, he or she would converse with the individual to gain more insight on a
particular past or situation. Therefore, the correlation is similar to my study. I probe into
the lives of my participants to get an understanding of how they view AAVE or NPE. In
the end, the justification and purpose is to have a richer triangulation of data in order to
better understand the participants’ views.
Data Collection for document analysis and interviews
Selection of participants consisted of three Nigerians (two males and one female)
born and raised and living in the United States. One Nigerian male is a student at a local
university and he uses NPE. The other Nigerian male is a businessman who spent the
majority of his life in Nigeria and used to use NPE. The female Nigerian (school teacher)
grew up in the United States and travels frequently to Nigeria and she is not very good at
using NPE. The African American students (two females and one male) are all college
students. The male African American student is working on his masters’ degree and uses
AAVE. One African American female is a freshman who has lived in an urban
neighborhood where AAVE is commonly used and uses AAVE. The second African
American female is a PhD candidate from the south and who has studied AAVE in a
masters program and uses AAVE.
For reference to the participants, their titles will be used to protect their identity.
These references include:
Nigerian Group:
•

Male Nigerian university student

•

Nigerian business man
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•

Nigerian school teacher

African American Group:
•

African American male graduate student

•

African American female freshman

•

African American PH.D candidate
My data collection for this research consisted of having each member fill out six

questions pertaining to his or her background. These six questions were developed in
order to get an idea of how each individual viewed language within their own society. In
the African American group, these six questions are outlined as such:
•

Which variety of English do you use on a daily basis, African American
Vernacular English or Standard English or both?

•

What are your views on African American Vernacular English in American
society?

•

When do you use African American Vernacular English? Why? If you do not use
African American Vernacular English, why not?

•

Do you think African American Vernacular English is a language or a dialect of
English? Define what you consider a language and a dialect.

•

Do you think that African American Vernacular English originated from Africa?

•

Do you have any additional comments to add to this? Please feel free to bring up
additional points or ideas.

In the Nigerian group, each individual was also given six questions pertaining to his
or her background. These questions are as followed:
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•

Which variety of English do you use on a daily basis, Nigerian English or
Standard English or both? Why?

•

What are your views on Nigerian Pidgin English in Nigerian society?

•

When do you use Nigerian Pidgin English? Why? If you do not use Nigerian
Pidgin English, why not? Please explain in full details.

•

Do you think Nigerian Pidgin English is a language or a dialect of English?
Define what you consider a language and a dialect.

•

Do you think that Nigerian Pidgin English originated from Africa? Why or
Why not?

•

Do you have any additional comments to add to this? Please feel free to bring
up additional points or ideas.

For the interview, each participant was asked a total of six questions. The last
question focused on each individual’s response to what he or she has written prior to the
interview for further clarification. The participants were than given leeway to elaborate
on any other issues that they felt important to the questions.
The interviews were tape recorded, lasting about 20 minutes per session. Two
interviews were conducted over the phone and they were also tape recorded due to
distance. The participants from the phone interviews were from the Nigerian group. The
written questions were sent via email to all participants in which all of them then sent it
back to me completed via email. Any additional communication was either done through
email, phone, or face to face. The interview questions are as followed:
•

How was language defined in your home?

•

What were you taught about speaking English in your home?
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•

Do you identify language with identity?

•

At what age did you notice any differences between the English that you
spoke at home (personal usage) and Standard English used outside of your
home?

•

What do you predict about the future use of AAVE/NPE in
American/Nigerian society and its users?

•

One question was extracted from the written documents provided by the
participants for clarification.

Data Analysis
Since this is a qualitative study, no numerical data were used to quantify the
participants’ responses. In analyzing the written responses from the participants, the
following criteria were used to determine if the overall responses yielded these following
social views:
•

Did each answer discuss relationships to identity?

•

Did each answer agree or disagree with social views about AAVE or
NPE?

•

Did each participant give reasons for use?

The three areas were used to find a common relationship and to give meaning to
their answers. During the interview process, all six questions for both groups were the
same except for the reference to their background (AAVE or NPE). One important use of
the interview was to juxtapose between what the participants wrote and also what they
felt through discussions.
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Furthermore, I decided to use Atkinson’s book where he discusses how to
interpret the interview. In order to make meaning of my research, I decided to listen to
each individual and summarize their main points to see if it related to my three criteria,
which are once again:
•

Did each answer discuss relationships to identity?

•

Did each answer agree or disagree with social views about AAVE or
NPE?

•

Did each participant give reasons for use?

By using this methodology, I was able to get a well-rounded perspective from all of the
participants and decide if their views matched what society is saying about NPE or
AAVE.
Data Results
The ending results based on the interview and written responses from both groups
produced mixed feelings about the use of NPE and AAVE based on their respective
society. What the research concluded is that both NPE and AAVE are considered as part
of an identity indicator with a purpose and a time of use. In the Nigerian group, the two
male participants agreed that NPE is a way to communicate with other Nigerian members
who do not speak Standard English or a tribal language. However, the Nigerian
businessman felt that it was handicapping the development of Standard English in
Nigeria because of the intermixing of NPE with Standard English in conversations. The
other Nigerian participants felt that although they were aware of the negative social
contents associated with NPE, they felt that it was an interesting mode of communication
that was effective when nothing else worked. Another comment made by the Nigerian
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university student is that he was proud of his NPE since he was raised speaking that
vernacular and it is a part of who he is.
In the African American group, participants were all too familiar with the
uneasiness that AAVE depicts in American society. Although all three participants felt
that AAVE is part of the African American community, they felt that the American
society would not incorporate it into part of the American lingua franca. In order words,
it would always be viewed as an illegitimate language that deters people from learning
the prescribed standard language. The PhD candidate felt AAVE is a way that African
Americans communicate with each other to gain a sense of identity and belonging. The
freshman student also supported this claim. The male African American sees AAVE as a
legitimate language that has been branded as bad speech.
These results are the social views of all six participants and the following list
below displays their written responses and a summary of their taped interview. The taped
interviews are my interpretations of the same questions posed to each participant. The
document analysis section is the original words of the participants.
Summary transcription of African American female PhD candidate:
The female PhD candidate with extensive background in AAVE believed as a
young adolescence that AAVE was a language that defined your cognitive abilities to
speak English. Because she grew up in a household were proper English was constantly
enforced she did not associate herself with those who did not speak proper English. As
an educator, she now sees the implications of AAVE and uses it when she has to connect
with her African American friends and family members.
Document Analysis: Social perspective from PH.D candidate:
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“I think that African American Vernacular English is a legitimate dialect that will
probably never be legitimized within American society. In order words, I don’t think that
AAVE will be codified beyond “African American Literature,” or “African American
Rhetorics.” Although, a legitimate standard dialect of SAE, which has been ‘proven’ by
prominent linguists (e.g., Walt Wolfram), I don’t think that AAVE will ever be
standardized or approved as an appropriate language of instruction. Unlike the Ebonics
debate, I don’t think that Black students need to be ‘taught’ their vernacular—I think that
they are aware that they speak differently from other Americans. What I think that
African American students need to be made aware of are (1) that AAVE is a recognized
standard dialect of American English; (2) that AAVE as a standard dialect consists of
various rules—it has a distinct grammatical and rule-governed system; and (3) that
speaking AAVE does not mean that one is deficient or inferior intellectually in any way.
Along those lines, I do believe that educators, especially of English, should know the
difference between AAVE and SAE so that they can inform their students. I think that it
is a travesty that AAVE is treated the same as ‘Ebonics’--Ebonics, to me, being an innercity variety of AAVE spoken by blacks and whites. Further, I think that it is unjust that
African American students are not aware of the languages that they speak on a day-to-day
basis. Also, research has shown that Spanish second language speakers are learning
AAVE as part of their accommodation of English as a second language. It seems to me
that this development makes it all the more important for educators to be aware and make
students aware of the differences.”
Summary transcription of African American Freshman:
Female freshman does not have a negative connation towards AAVE because of
her exposure to it. Even though she grew up in a community where family and friends
used AAVE, she chose to speak Standard American English. She also indicated that
those who use it, need to be aware of when to use it and when to turn it on and off.
Overall, she believes that AAVE will be part of the American culture.
Document Analysis: Social perspective from African American Freshman
“I believe that AAVE is a part of the African American culture, and today even a part of
the American culture. It should not be discredited because it isn’t politically correct but
embraced by the youth. However, I do believe that in professional situation[s] that are not
so relaxed, Standard English must be utilized. The fact that AAVE is a part of African
American culture should not be used as an excuse to be ignorant of our surroundings.”
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Summary transcription of African American male graduate student:
The African American male graduate student believes that AAVE has negative
connotations because of its connection to the African society. He believe that since
Africa is considered primitive, then the use of AAVE is another way to characterize
African Americans as inferior because they choose to speak AAVE. Thus, African
Americans have to play their game since the American society has a criminal mind and
one would have to learn how to adapt and use that same criminal mentality to combat
stereotypical biases.
Document Analysis: Social perspective from African American male graduate student:
“African American Vernacular English is a descriptive title that has been assigned to
the natural dialect of African Americans. There are various titles that have been ascribed
to this type of English under the sub-headings of urban slang and Ebonics. Even though
these names serve as descriptive titles to identify African American Vernacular English,
they also carry an inferred negative connotation when viewed by a large portion of
Europeans in America.
The framework of America is dominated by the European aesthetic of what is deemed
good or bad. Anything that does not conform to this concept is viewed as inferior. In this
particular instance, Standard English is the norm and African American Vernacular
English is the inferior counterpart. As far as America is concerned, it does [not] care
about how ancient the African dialect is or even the fact that it dates back to the earliest
spoken dialects of mankind. I find it very interesting that the majority of highly educated
Standard English speaking Europeans in America perceive that their dialect is far more
superior to any African dialect and/or its derivatives (African American Vernacular
English). This perception is very foolish because the history of Standard English in
America is a youthful addition to the record books in comparison to the history and deep
rooted tradition found within African dialects.”
Summary transcription of Nigerian businessman:
The Nigerian businessman thinks that NPE is a form of communication with no
grammatical structures. His belief is that its creation was based solely for the use of
transmitting information and communicating with those who do not speak a common
language. He feels that NPE is more for those who are of the lower class; however, the
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intermixing between Standard English and NPE has somewhat destroyed the true essence
of Standard English. In this case, he feels that NPE has negative connotations that are
hindering the language infrastructure of Nigerian society.
Document Analysis: Social perspective from Nigerian businessman:
“The Nigerian Pidgin English “a street language” had been an unconscious way of
communication within the Nigerian society that sometimes it affects the way we
communicate using the Standard English. Really, the Pidgin English had taken over
the Standard English within the Nigerian society to some extent that it’s so hard for
some to communicate smoothly using the Standard English without mixing it up with
our typical locally used Pidgin English.
Initially the Pidgin English is use to simply communicate with the supposed village
people or those that are not privilege to learn the standard queens’ English. These set
of people use their little knowledge of the English language that they pick up from the
street to suit their own way of communication. Thereafter, people start making jokes
about these people to the point that even those that can communicate well with the
use of Standard English language finds it difficult to communicate without using the
pidgin English. Basically, Pidgin English is a language without much rules and
regulations as to how you construct your statements. In other words, different people
speak different ways to mean the same thing.”
Summary transcription of Nigerian university student:
Although the Nigerian university student grew up speaking NPE as a lingua
franca in his home, he is aware of the social implications associated with using that form
as a mode of communication. In his community, NPE is an accepted form of
communication that is preferred over the Standard English. However, the Nigerian
university student felt that he was forced to also be conversant in the official language
(Standard English) in order to function outside of his community. In his opinion, he is
very proud of his NPE.
Document Analysis: Social perspective from male Nigerian university student:
“I think Nigerian Pidgin English has a negative effect on the Nigerian society; because it
does not give room for people to improve their Standard English and since good
communication skills is a key tool in adapting to a new community or country, a typical
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Nigerian would find it difficult to adjust quickly compared to a person that was brought
up speaking Standard English.”
Summary transcription of Nigerian female schoolteacher:
The Nigerian schoolteacher was taught that NPE is the forbidden language to use
at home or outside. As a kid, she envied those who were able to speak it and she often
felt left out because she could not communicate in the same manner. Now, she perceives
NPE as a way to communicate with those who do not understand or speak the same
language. Even though she was taught that NPE was used by the lower class, she still is
envious of family members who are able to switch between NPE and Standard English.
Document Analysis: Social perspective from Nigerian female school teacher:
“As an adult, when I hear the Pidgin English I do not turn my nose up and think that
those people speaking it are illiterates. I just think it is a really cool way for people to
communicate with one another. When I recently went home, some of my cousins were
speaking Pidgin English and I wished that I could speak it as well so I could be a part of
the conversation. I felt left out because I could only make out a couple of words that
were being said.”
DISCUSSION
The main purpose of this research is to determine how two languages from two
different societies with the same social stigmas and negative connotations can be used to
determine why an individual would choose to use that mode of communication.
Nigerian Pidgin English and African American Vernacular English share a common trait
because both are defined as a language or vernacular that disrupts the Standard prescribed
English language. The interesting aspect about this study is that even though NPE may
seem as a low class language, many in the Nigerian community use it, adopt it, and in
some cases embrace it as a lingua franca. In Nigeria, NPE is another way to
communicate within a country with a diverse range of languages. In this sense, an
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implementation of another language such as NPE does not always have negative social
stigmas.
The difference compared to NPE is that AAVE is not even viewed as a language
that can by utilized by any other American member except those who reside in urban
cities and the hip hop communities. African American Vernacular English is not
considered a mode of communication that is needed to facilitate communication. To
many, AAVE is considered that other language that “those people” speak. It is labeled as
the language of the inferior class, if one chooses to speak it.
The advantage that NPE has over AAVE is that in Nigeria, NPE can be spoken by
intellectuals and no value judgments would be placed on those using it. Unfortunately,
AAVE cannot afford the same linguistic freedom without dire consequences.
Furthermore, unlike NPE, many AAVE users do not know when to differentiate between
Standard English and AAVE. The majority of Nigerians who use NPE can and do
separate the two languages based on the social situation. One common problem that will
debilitate AAVE users is their lack of ability to code switch. Without the ability to assess
when to use AAVE and Standard English, African Americans who choose to stay in that
linguistic frame of mind will always be characterized as being cognitively inept by
American society.
Whether those who choose to speak AAVE use it because they can identify with
each other does not mean that the American society will afford them that freedom.
Language and identity go hand in hand and to some, the language that they speak will
determine how society will view them. For African American speakers of AAVE, their
choice of speech divides them from the rest of the American society. Now, this dilemma
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is not so evident in Nigeria. With all of the diverse languages and dialects, NPE is just
another language to bridge a community of people whose home language differs
throughout many regions. Nigerians base identity on what language one speaks which
then describes your tribal background. The difference here is that NPE does not belong
to any group but rather to the whole Nigerian population.
With this in mind, educators, school administrators and policy makers may want
to find ways to foster a more welcoming society where languages or dialects can function
simultaneously with Standard English. Instead of teaching African Americans not use
AAVE, teachers can embrace this linguistic difference. No teacher or policy maker
would ever deny any foreign diplomat from conversing in his or her own native language;
therefore, teachers, policy makers, and administrators ought to permit the integration of
AAVE into American society. Maybe then, its users can enjoy linguistic freedom in a
country that promotes diversity and democracy.
Due to the nature of this project, further research would have to be conducted to
get a richer scale of data. More participants would likely be needed and an indebt study
of the phonological similarities of NPE and AAVE would enrich a sociolinguistic study
such as this. Because of the time limit for this research, there were many possible routes
to undertake; however, six participants can only give a peripheral description of what
could possibly turn into a more detailed research.
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The Uses of Autobiography in the Critically Multicultural Classroom
Multicultural Policy and Hegemony
The social and political currency of the term “multiculturalism”, and its
accompanying synonyms such as tolerance, diversity, and acceptance, has increased
significantly in Canadian institutions in the past two decades. When celebrated and
championed uncritically, however, multiculturalism threatens to become just another
state sponsored veneer of diversity, understanding, and social justice. The Federal
Government’s Official Canadian Multiculturalism Act of 1971i, is perhaps the most
institutionally recognizable example of how the term has been deployed and has
accumulated a complex, and often contradictory, set of associations. Various other
Canadian institutions such as the health, judicial, and educational systems have also
incorporated and considered the tenets of multiculturalism in their operations. Of these,
the institution of education is of particular importance as it is a primary site of the
ideological reproduction of hegemony (Gramsci, 1971).
Before getting into the central concerns of this paper, I will briefly outline the
significance of Antonio Gramsci’s term hegemony as it applies to the institution of
education, and its relation to the critically multicultural classroom. Hegemony is the
process through which
“dominant groups in society, including fundamentally but not exclusively the
ruling class, maintain their dominance by securing the 'spontaneous consent' of
i

The history of any official legislation on multiculturalism dates back to 1971 when the government
officially recognized the equality of all its citizens. Further to this, the policies state that individuals and
groups will be free to maintain their ancestries and traditions without fear of social or political
marginalization. These values, then, have attempted a translation into the Canadian education system
whereby differences are fostered through various means. There are varying opinions about how effective
current attempts at fostering acceptance have been both in Canadian society as well as within the Canadian
classroom.
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subordinate groups, including the working class, through the negotiated
construction of a political and ideological consensus which incorporates both
dominant and dominated groups” (An Introduction to Theories of Popular
Culture, Strinati, 165)
According to Gramsci, political and ideological consensus is achieved through political
and social institutions such as the legal system, religion, family, and education. The
school, and more specifically the classroom, becomes the site in which the instructor and
students reproduce dominant ideologies, values, and behaviors. Hegemony maintains its
influence through the normalization of dominant beliefs, so that the information
reproduced in the classroom is touted as ‘neutral’, ‘common sense’ or ‘objective’ forms
of knowledge. The task, then, of instructors and students in the critically multicultural
classroom is to participate in the production, and critical reflection, of new
epistemologies that de-center ‘normalized knowledges’ and question the status quo.
Engaging in difference is not enough; the means through which values, knowledges, and
behaviors become “regular”, “average” and “normal” must also be part of the aim of the
multicultural classroom. Such a dismantling of the current rules, expectations, and
curriculums, then can serve as the first step towards what Paulo Freire has called
conscientização, or critical consciousness, which he defines as “the ability to perceive
social, political, and economic oppression and to take action against the oppressive
elements of society ”(Pedagogy of the Oppressed 17).
In recent years, critics have taken up the issue of multicultural education and its
role in the problematization and perpetuation of the cultural and structural status quo.
The majority of multicultural education critics assert the necessity of moving beyond an
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enactment of multiculturalism as a celebration of dance, food, music, and clothing (King,
1991); rather, they offer a theory and praxis of multiculturalism that is both critical and
interventionary. Ratna Ghosh and Ali Abdi, in their work Education and the Politics of
Difference, make the important connection between knowledge and difference. They
write, “knowledge is directly tied to people’s differences because it locates and situates
them in relation to the dominant group in terms of race, gender, ethnicity and class” (38).
In a similar vein, Stephen May suggests that critical
multiculturalism needs to recognize and incorporate the different cultural
knowledges that children bring with them to school, while at the same time
address[ing] and contest[ing] the differential cultural capital attributed to them as
a result of wider hegemonic power relations.
Furthermore, he notes “a critical multiculturalism must foster, above all, students who
can engage critically with all ethnic and cultural background, including their own”
(“Critical Multiculturalism and Cultural Difference” 32-3; emphasis added). What we
see here, is a connection between individual identity and experience, and the production
of knowledges. Thus, the multicultural classroom (which ideally, is also the antihegemonic classroom) must involve the recognition and democratization of differing
epistemologies in order to challenge hegemonic discourses and foster critical
consciousness.
Educators and theorists have devised numerous ways to engage students and
instructors in these aims of multicultural education. Of these, several individuals have
looked at the uses, and implications, of student and instructor autobiography and critical
self-reflection within the classroom (Brookfield, 1995; Nieto, 1996; Hesford, 1999).
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Their important works in conjunction with Charles Taylor’s essay “The Politics of
Recognition” and Adrienne Rich’s “Notes Towards a Politics of Location” will inform
my analysis of the relationship between critical autobiography and critical consciousness;
furthermore, these bodies of work will contextualize what is at stake in the use of an
autobiographical pedagogy in the increasingly multicultural classroomii. My research
intentions for this paper are twofold. The primary focus will be on assessing the ways in
which student and instructor autobiography and critical self-reflection can serve as a
pedagogical tool through which students and instructors can i) interrogate the multiple
and shifting nature of identity, its relationship to the material body, and how identity
functions in issues of belonging; ii) situate the ‘Self’/ ‘Selves’ within a socio-historical
and institutional context; iii) and finally, understand the varying levels of agency and
hegemony that guide individual and collective action and inaction. These three aims of
critical self-reflection are interconnected; however, in the interest of clarity and
coherence I will address each one individually. Invariably this approach is not without its
limitations, thus, the second portion of the paper will consider some of the possible
factors that complicate the use of autobiography in the critically multicultural classroom.

Autobiography and The Politics of Recognition
I use Taylor’s seminal essay “The Politics of Recognition” as a point of entry into
my discussion mainly because his work highlights the important, and at times competing,
relationship between identity (individual and collective) and recognition. He writes,

ii

Within the scope of this paper, feminist, postcolonial, and whiteness studies will inform my research and
serve as theoretical frameworks for my arguments. These three (although interconnected) areas are also
important to my interests because they locate me within the classroom (as student, and prospective
instructor) as a woman of a visible minority.
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our identity is partly shaped by recognition or its absence, often by the
misrecognition of others, and so a person or a group of people can suffer real
damage, real distortion, if the people or society around then mirror back a
confining or demeaning or contemptible picture of themselves. Nonrecognition
or misrecognition can inflict harm, can be a form of oppression, imprisoning
someone in a false, distorted and reduced mode of being (98).
In this excerpt, Taylor makes clear the power relations implicit in the ongoing process of
identity formation. What Taylor calls ‘nonrecognition’ or ‘misrecognition’ are important
to the idea of representation because to misrecognize an identity (individual or
collective), here, also means to alter the ways in which that identity is represented to the
individual, or a larger collective. The sustainability of one group’s misrecognition or
misrepresentation of another also speaks to the systemic privileging of various
epistemologies over others. Indeed, the history of colonialism and patriarchy, and its
ever-present remnants, reveals the violent and dehumanizing effects of imposed
representation based on nonrecognition or misrecognition (intentional or not).
If, as Taylor posits, misrecognition inflicts harm and oppression, then as logic
would follow, the sincere recognition of another’s identity would lead to equality and
emancipation. This seemingly straightforward logic is complicated by what Taylor calls
the politics of universalism and the politics of difference. The central quandary of
multicultural politics is that everyone should be recognized with equal dignity and
citizenship but they should also be recognized and valued for their unique identities (as
individual and as groups) (105). These two concepts seem diametrically opposed to each
other only if they are each viewed as absolute, rigid, and mutually exclusive rather than
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understood as working in concert to constantly shape and reshape individual and
collective identities. While an ultimate and utopist solution would be for a “regime of
reciprocal recognition among equals” (112), we cannot dismiss the various social and
historical aspects that structurally disadvantage individuals and groups based on aspects
of their identities. Alas, the current regime is not a level playing field.
Autobiographyiii then, becomes an integral part of negotiating the shifting grounds
of universalism and difference precisely because the articulation and critical construction
of an identity allows the individual (or collective) the opportunity for self-representation.
Feminist and postcolonial theorists of autobiography have long stressed the political
significance of the genre to groups who, historically, have been oppressed (Smith, 1987;
Gilmore, 1988; Lionnet,1989). As Taylor suggests, one of the key forms of this
oppression is through the representation and misrecognition of those groups by the
dominant group. Thus, the practice of, and participation in, self-representation can be an
expression of agency, subversion and resistance. Given this on-going history, the process
of autobiographical representation, if done critically and self-consciously, can elaborate
on the dynamics of universalism and differences – the two key factors in current debates
around multiculturalism. Although useful, autobiographical sharing invariably reaches a
limit in experiential identification between those involved in the sharing. However, if
said individuals have critically engaged with the three main areas I have outlined, issues
of difference, universalism, and oppression and be better understood in a political
context.

iii

Although “autobiography” literally means self-life-writing, within the context of this paper, I use it to
mean both written and oral renderings of a life. Furthermore, the “self” is not limited to an individual
identity, rather, it can also represent shifting, multiple, and collective definitions of “self”.
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Multiplicities of the ‘Self’; the Body
as the Primary Site of Identity; and Belonging
Although the Age of Enlightenment championed the idea of the individual as free,
rational, and unified, feminist, postcolonial, and postmodernist critics have called for the
reconsideration of the singularity of individual identity. Ethnicity, gender, class,
sexuality, and ability, in isolation from each other do not constitute the whole of one’s
identity; rather, identity is formed at the intersections of these factors. Because these
intersectional identities shift temporally, spatially, and relationally, it might be more
appropriate to think of the ‘Self’ as ‘Selves’. This plurality in the ‘Self’ allows for an
understanding of the individual as always-already existing in, and speaking from,
multiple locations and realities. Adrienne Rich has named this “the politics of location”;
she asserts, “the body has more than one identity” (“Notes Towards a Politics of
Location” 32). Rich’s argument calls for a reconsideration of the material body as one
situated within specific and changing situations. These multiple locations that the body
inhabits, then, enable various levels of agency and inflict varying levels of oppression
according to the social, historical, and political contexts. Stephen May argues that the
perpetually shifting and at times contradictory nature of individual identity “highlights
the social and historical constructedness of culture” (“Critical Multiculturalism and
Cultural Difference” 22). Indeed, culture is very much a construct; however, I would add
to May’s assertion that i) identity itself is constructed with social and political aims, and
ii) identity is not abstract, but situated within the specificities of the physical, visible,
body.
Although Rich argues the body is the primary site of identity formation, she is not
calling for an essentialist view of identity. The body may be the initial marker of
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identity, but this identity takes on various values, desires, and expectations in relation to
time, space, and other bodies. Homi K. Bhabha’s use of the term hybridity is useful for
further investigating the ways in which the body, and its ever-changing identity, inhabits
multiple locations. Bhabha defines hybridity as the process in which the interaction of
distinct cultures (for him, the colonized and colonizer cultures) produces an entirely new
one which contains aspects of both previous cultures, but is markedly different from both
(Location of Culture; 1994). If cultures, and by extension identities, can undergo this
process of hybridization and continual transformation, then arguments for cultural
essentialism are untenable. Furthermore, Bhabha’s term allows us to consider individual
identity as always in a state of hybridity, and inhabiting equally hybrid locations. One of
the critiques leveled against the concept of hybridity, and its use in identity politics is that
it “fails to address adequately the social and political continuities and transformations that
underpin individual and collective action in the real world” (“Critical Multiculturalism
and Cultural Difference” May, 24). Although this charge is common of many
postmodernist concerns with the linguistic and aesthetic (over the social and material), I
think the use of Bhabha’s hybridity in conjunction with Rich’s emphasis on the body
allows us to understand identity as fluid and transforming, but also to ground these shifts
in the historical, social, and political realities of the physical body.
The body and hybridity can serve as two poles between which students and
instructors can negotiate, and critically reflect on the various factors (both material and
abstract) that influence their understanding of their own identities, as well as others. An
understanding of the multiple facets of an individual identity can negate the possibilities
of establishing superficial bonds, or distances based on perceived similarities and, or
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differences. For example, to self-identify as “white” does not fully express an identity or
an individual’s lived experiences because “white” will always be shaped by gender, or
abilityiv. Similarly, “blackness” as a marker of identity does not automatically establish a
common experience between all people who might self-identify as black. Women,
irrespective of ethnicity or class or sexuality, do not all necessarily share common
experiences, values, or beliefs. Assuming that one aspect of identity overrides and
determines individual behavior, taste, or experience ignores the social, historical, and
material realities of the other factors that contribute to the shaping of an individual
identity. Student autobiographies and the acknowledgement of the various aspects
influencing identity are not meant to stratify the classroom to the point where students
feel alienated from everyone else due to combinational differences. Rather, a critical
reflection on and understanding of how identities are multiple, relational and shifting can
lead to further consideration of how individuals can alternatively and simultaneously
occupy positions of privilege and oppression.
Instructors in the multicultural classroom must also critically examine and
negotiate the multiple natures of their identities. The classroom that functions primarily
on the binary identities of ‘Student’ and ‘Teacher’ only reinforces a banking system of
educationv whereby the Student and Teacher become locked into an oppositional
relationship. Of the importance of instructor self-reflection, Sonia Nieto writes,

iv

Here, I choose to focus on race, gender, and ability because they are aspects of identity that are readable
on the body. Although class, sexuality, and religious or political affiliations can be masked, they are no
less potent in shaping an individual identity. Furthermore, I do not address the role mental health, and
learning disabilities play in the formation of individual identity. I want to stress that these are crucial
factors in self-representation, identity formation, and the multicultural classroom; however, within the
scope of this paper, I am purposely not addressing them.
v
Paulo Freire’s concept of the banking method suggests a relationship in which the teacher fills the empty
vessel that is the student. This method, of course, does not allow the student to become active participants
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“teachers bring their entire autobiographies with them [into the classroom]: their
experiences, identities, values, beliefs, attitudes, hang-ups, biases, wishes, dreams,
and hopes. It is useless for them to deny this; the most they can do is
acknowledge how these may either get in the way, or enhance, their work with
students” (“Teaching as Autobiography” 24).
Indeed, instructors also inhabit multiple locations and classifications that influence their
sense of ‘Self’, and their interactions with others. Just as students must become aware of
the shifting and multiple natures of the individual Selves, the instructor too must allow
this for herself. This means that rather than adhering to the all trumping identity or label
of Teacher, the instructor must also engage with her own multiple positionalities in
relation to those around her. According to bell hooks, teachers must practice being
vulnerable in front of their students because this “eliminates the possibility that
[instructors] can function as all-knowing, silent interrogators” (Teaching to Transgress
21). Instructors’ uses of autobiographical self-positioning opens up the possibility for a
more democratic classroom in which students and instructors can both critically, and
equally, examine the necessarily political nature of their own lives in relation to each
other, the school curriculum, and the institution of education.
These shifting and multiple individual identities also function, and change, in
relation to collective or group identities. Although it may appear that autobiography
focuses attention solely on the construction of the individual identity, I want to stress the
importance of that individual identity in issues of belonging. Groups base their collective
identities and membership on perceived similarities, be they religious, ethnic, linguistic,

in their own learning, rather, it perpetuates the power dynamic of teacher and student while also
engendering passivity in the students (Pedagogy of the Oppressed)
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or political. As with identity, the sense of belonging is not innate, permanent, or
uncontested. The grounds for belonging shift, so that one who belongs on the basis of
gender may, in other circumstances, not belong (at least to the same degree) on the basis
of class status, and the individual terms of belonging can change geopolitically, as well as
across timevi. In an increasingly heterogeneous culture, individuals, and collectives, can
conceivably belong to multiple groups, but with this increased mobility between
belongings, the possibility of fully, permanently belonging to one specific collective
radically diminishes. Thus, we return to Bhabha’s sense of hybridity, and the resulting
Third Space which is the product of, and condition for, hybridityvii. Bhabha explains,
“the importance of hybridity is not to be able to trace two original moments from which
the third emerges, rather hybridity…is the ‘Third Space’, which enables other positions to
emerge” (Rutherford, 1990). Within the context of multicultural education, and the uses
of autobiography, perhaps the Third Space is also the Space of Possibilities, because
students and instructors can move beyond binaries and absolutes, and engage with the

vi

The life of the late Edward Said is an important example of how the various factors of his identity (his
own, and others’ perceptions of it) have played an important part in the ways he does and does not belong
to certain places, people, and ideologies. In his memoir Out of Place, Said writes, “to me, nothing more
painful and paradoxically sought after characterizes my life than the many displacements from countries,
cities, abodes, languages, environments that have kept me in motion all these years” (217).
vii Of the Third Space, Bhabha writes,
it is to demarcate such an interstitial space and time of conflict and negotiation, that I conceived of
a third space. Now, how do we understand this ‘thirdness’? It is not a third space in the sense of a
linguistic ‘third-person’ that lends a level of objectivity to a process; nor is such thirdness an
integrative subsumption or sublation. It is a thirdness that is part of an unceasing process or
movement that is at once in-between and beside the assumed ‘polarities’ of conflict, unsettling any
essentialist or foundationalist claim to the ‘originary’ that they make. The third space focuses on
the strategic and agential potentialites released in the act of translation, possibilities that are not
constrained by a normalized or surveillant ‘causality’ that dominates the binary representation of
conflict or antagonism. By making the originary ‘causality’ contingent in the process of shaping
(ab)errant and interventionist agencies, thirdness is not itself trapped in the two-handed game of
the essentialist and the anti-essentialist that has become such a favored theoretical maneuver
(http://www.translocation.at/d/bhabha.htm).
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social, material, and historical factors that influence individual identities and degrees of
belonging.
Socio-historical Self Positioning in Relation to Institutional Practices
Autobiography, in many ways, seems the fashionable genre in a time and space
which privileges individualism, capitalism, and self-motivated “success”. Indeed,
uncritical self-congratulatory accounts of a life may fall into the afore mentioned
category. Critical autobiographical reflections would not narrow the scope to the
individual; rather, they would expand perspectives to reveal how the individual exists and
functions in relation to others, and in relation to various socio-historical landscapes. The
Western ideal of individualism undoubtedly has some beneficial attributes, yet, it seems
that this same sense of the individual as free and totally self-determined also leads to an
abdication of responsibility for the well-being of others by the very act of claiming
complete agency over their own destiny. The thought “I am solely responsible for my
own success and well-being” prevails amongst individuals who feel that they have “made
it”, and leads to a skepticism about the reasons that others too can’t “make it” if “they just
try”. In her important essay “The New Freedom and the Moral Life” Maxine Greene
comments on this phenomenon. It is worth quoting her at length, as she identifies the
potential dangers of extreme individualism, which she calls “new narcissism”. She
writes,
Many have written about the contemporary preoccupation with self-improvement.
Not only is there a new involvement with physical improvement (through jogging,
belly-dancing, and the rest); there continues to be widespread investment in
sensitivity training, encounters of various kinds, [and] evangelical experiences.
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There is nothing inherently harmful about any of these. Most such undertakings,
however, have to do with the satisfaction of immediate needs; few rest upon
actual face to face communication among distinctive individuals trying to
interpret their intersubjective lives (151).
The sort of individualism Greene describes does not encourage relational identifications;
rather, it promotes an understanding of the Self and others only in isolation and detached
from social, political, and historical conditions.
Classrooms, and their curriculums, are not neutral, and do not exist apart from the
social and political conditions of a larger community. However, the idea that teaching
and the interactions within the classroom should be ‘neutral’ prevails. Accompanying
this myth of neutrality is the normalization of Eurocentric, heteronormative, and
patriarchal values, experiences, and ways if being. About the assertion of neutrality in
the education system, Nieto writes, “schooling is a social enterprise in which people
interact with one another, yet decisions made about education are often treated as
politically neutral” (Engaging Diversity 9). She elaborates, “such decisions are never
politically neutral, but rather bound up with the social, political, and economic structures
that frame and define our society” (9 original emphasis). Thus, it is imperative that
students, and instructors alike, do not foster the perception that the classroom, and the
world outside of it, is a neutral space in which everyone has the same access to
opportunity, empowerment, and action. As such, students and instructors must do more
than engage with the histories of how populations have been, and continue to be,
oppressed; they must reflect critically on how, and where they themselves fit into that
history. Uncritical interpretations construct history as linear and marked by dates and
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notable events; however, this definition compartmentalizes and fragments the past in a
way that makes it difficult for individuals to perceive the ways in which history continues
to shape power relations between individuals and groups based on their identities.
Autobiographical self-reflection can allow students and instructors to actively
question and investigate their own implications in the culture and history which they have
inherited, and continues to shape their daily lives. If the first aim of the use of
autobiography in the classroom was to identify the multiple axis which determine an
individual identity, then this second aim is to place that multiple identity on the axis of
history, culture, and location. Joyce E King writes about the problem of individuals not
seeing themselves as partially constituted relationally and situationally. She defines the
problem of ‘dysconscious racism’ as student (and here I would add instructor)
“unaware[ness] of how their own subjective identities reflect an uncritical identification
with the existing social order” (“Dysconscious Racism” 73) She expands on this by
explaining that her students explanations of
persistent racial inequity consistently lack evidence of any critical ethical
judgment regarding racial (and class/gender) stratification in the existing social
order; yet, not surprisingly, these same students generally maintain that they
personally deplore racial prejudice and discrimination” (“Dysconscious Racism”
73).
Individuals may not actively choose to, or have not personally been involved in the
injustices of the past; however, in order to engage fully with multiculturalism and
diversity, students must consider the extents to which they have directly or indirectly
benefited from the oppressions of others. Morally opposing prejudices is not enough,
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because this stance does not require the individual to place herself inside the same system
that creates and imposes such prejudices.
Agency and Hegemony
What is at stake here, when we talk about situating the ‘Self’ socio-historically, is
the issue of agency. Once individuals have placed themselves within a cultural, historical
and political context, they implicate themselves into a system of power relations that
extends beyond the Romantic notions of Man versus Man; Man versus Nature; and Man
versus Self. The individual is no longer able to abdicate a sense of personal
responsibility and implication for the well-being of others. To be sure, many studies on
this issue reveal that the notion of individualism and detachment from the injustices of
the past are most prevalent amongst individuals who are part of the dominant group (in a
North American context, this means individuals of European descent, who are middle to
upper class, and male) (Sleeter, 1993; Leonardo, 2002)viii. This is not to say that students
of other subjectivities do not also fall into this category, as we have seen, various aspects
of identity can override others so that despite not fitting all the characteristics of the
dominant class, one can ‘pass’ or compensate, with other attributes.
Many policies and legislations that attempt to address issues of inequity and
discrimination are aimed at minority groups. This, however, means the dominant groups

viii

Although most studies show that the dominant political (pedagogical) ideologies within the classroom
remain those which privilege Eurocentric, patriarchal, heterosexist values, educators and students alike
must not allow one form of “otherness” to trump another. David Gillborn provides an important example.
“White working-class young people rarely feel very powerful; to argue that their skin color alone identifies
them as beneficiaries of centuries of exploitation can destroy the credibility of anti-racism in their eyes”
(43). Adding to this, Kevin Kumisharo alerts us to the dangers of focusing on just one aspect of identity,
for example racalization, even if for anti-oppressive ends. He writes, “pedagogies and resources that target
a particular group or identity often fail to address students who are marginalized on the basis of more than
one identity, such as multicultural curricula…that challenge racism but silence queer sexualities” (38)
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remain unchanged. Such social programs or initiatives, then do not foster collective
action or change, rather they reinforce a sense of ‘normalcy’ for the dominant group
while appearing to extend benevolent hands to the disadvantagedix. Critical multicultural
education and the uses of critical autobiography in the classroom must be geared towards
ALL students. It is not enough for individuals to discover, or reflect on, their own
oppression and victimization; rather, it is important to consider the ways and
circumstances that have allowed them to occupy positions of privilege and power. With
a greater understanding of how individual and collective identities participate in an
economy of power, both students and instructors can be better prepared to engage in antihegemonic activities both within and outside of the classroom.
Limitations of the Autobiographical Approach
in the Critically Multicultural Classroom
In discussing issues of agency, hegemony, and the autobiographical self, I
anticipate there will be two distinct points of resistance. For students who have
traditionally occupied positions of privilege, critical self-reflection can have the effect of
guilt, or new found complicity or indirect implication in past injustices. Although this
type of awareness is crucial to the fostering of a critical consciousness, it can also,
understandably, take the form of a paralyzing guilt. Further to this guilt, the process of
gaining critical consciousness can also be confusing and painful. bell hooks writes about
such a realization in her work Teaching to Transgress. She recalls a student saying: “We
take your class. We learn to look at the world from a critical standpoint, one that
considers race, sex, and class. And we can’t enjoy life anymore” (42). hooks claims this
ix

Peggy McIntosh speaks about the way her own schooling normalized whiteness. In her essay “White
Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack” she quotes a colleague’s observation” whites are taught to
think of their own lives as morally neutral, normative, and average, and also ideal, so that when we work to
benefit others, this is seen as work that will allow “them” to be more like “us”.
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confession, shared by many in the class, alerted her to the importance of practicing
compassion in the classroom. The instructor and students, then, must recognize and
appreciate that the process of critical self-reflection is not easy, and will often be met
with strong resistance.
Another form of resistance to this autobiographical approach may come from
students who feel that a new understanding of the hegemonic structures which influence
power and oppression has limited their sense of agency. To be sure, individualism, or
Greene’s “new narcissism” is marketed blindly to individuals irrespective of sociohistorical advantage or oppression. Thus, for students who may be structurally
disadvantaged, this new realization of power relations can seem suddenly
disempoweringx. The key here is for both students and instructors to facilitate critical
self-reflection without having expectations of what others should realize about
themselves; we are only responsible for our own critical self-reflections, and not for
reflecting on how others’ senses of ‘Self’ should be constructed. The use of
autobiographical self-reflection in the classroom must not become about the instructor, or
other students pointing out how others are disadvantaged, as it only reinscribes a power
dynamic of the newly ‘enlightened’ teaching the ignorant other about about their own
disenfranchisement. In such risky and tenuous acts as critical self-reflection and
disclosure, both students and instructors must take care not to misrepresent (or as Taylor
would say: misrecognize) each other. Ultimately, however, the first aim of self-

x

Fortuitously, I am coming across Peggy McIntosh’s paper on whiteness for the second time in the past
few years. This time, I have a very different reaction to the piece. The first time I encountered this work
was in an introductory writing class in my first year of university. The well-meaning instructor posted the
list of McIntosh’s “daily effects of White Privilege” on an overhead and read them out as a means to get the
class to consider “whiteness”. I burned with equal parts rage and unexpected shame, for suddenly being
made visible in a class of all visibly white students.
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reflection: understanding the multiplicities and intersections of identity should complicate
the matter of students feeling irrecoverably disempowered, and open up avenues of
resistance and subversion.
Earlier in this paper, I argued that instructor vulnerability and shared selfreflection can lead to a more democratic classroom. While I still hold this to be the case,
the realities of schooling such as assignments, evaluations, curriculums, and parent,
administration, and community expectations complicate this democracy. Ghosh and
Abdi write about the importance of transformative change to multiculturalism. They
write,
transformative change is radical because it is a change in view, perspective, and
methodology. It alters the relationship between teacher and student, and between
students and the learning environment. It is characterized by a paradigm switch
and thus internally generated, not externally controlled (Education and the
Politics of Difference 38).
It is necessary to clarify that their use of ‘internal’ specifies the individual’s internal,
voluntary and purposeful psychic “switch” rather than a change forced by external
authorities. While this is an important distinction, Ghosh and Abdi do not address the
very real influence of “external” controls in generating transformative change. It is
misleading to suggest that honest, critical understandings of hegemonic, institutional
powers will suddenly transform the realities outside of that particular, pedagogical space.
Both students and instructor must still contend with the quantitative realities of grades,
averages, and competitive entrance requirements. The gnawing awareness of such
criteria can seriously hinder the effectiveness of critical self-reflection in the classroom.
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The personal, experiential ways of knowing are still marginalized and do not carry the
same pedagogical authority as more ‘standardized’ and ‘objective’ forms of knowledge.
As such, the entire educational structure needs to play a role in integrating
autobiographical pedagogy into the classroom and curriculum, and de-centering
hegemonic ways of knowing and teaching.
As often is the case with many multicultural ventures, Difference is tacked on to
the end of a ‘regular’ program of initiative. Feminists, and postcolonialists, and more
recently postcolonial feminists have commented on the persistent tokenism in curricula
and educational institutions. The autobiographical pedagogical approach too, can easily
get added on as an obscure elective or unit into a health and wellness course. Although
this is a start, critical self-reflection needs to be a regular, methodological approach from
an early grade in order to familiarize both students and instructors to the inescapable roles
of the body, identity, and representation in the power relations that shape everyday
experiences. Grade twelve is not the time to begin cultivating critical consciousness in
students or teachers. The uses of autobiographical pedagogy must be an important aspect
of teacher education, and on-going professional development.
Finally, the issue of authenticity may become an issue in the use of
autobiographical self-reflection in the classroom. Indeed, there is no guarantee of total
forensic evidence; however, even this instability and subjective nature of autobiography
speaks to the multiple, shifting, and arbitrary nature of representation and identity. The
use of autobiographical pedagogy in the classroom must build on some basic background
to the history of autobiography theory. Autobiography is by its very nature a
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construction, and so the use of it to represent the self brings into question the notion of
authenticity and essentialism.
Laclau’s Universalism and Particularism.
I want to conclude this extended meditation on autobiography by reconsidering
what Taylor identifies as the two poles of multiculturalism: the politics of universalism
and the politics of difference. According to Taylor, both universalism and difference
must be engage in order to guarantee the possibility of full dignity and recognition to
individual citizens, and collectives. In a similar argument, Ernesto Laclau suggests
particularity and universality are not binaries; rather, they are coterminous with each
other. In his essay “Universalism, Particularism, and the Question of Identity”, Laclau
suggests universalism and particularism both contribute to the possibility of democracy.
He writes,
…universality is incommensurate with any particularity and, however, cannot
exist apart from the particularity…..this paradox cannot be solved, but that its
non-solution is the very precondition for democracy….if democracy is possible, it
is because the universal has no necessary body and no necessary content; different
groups, instead compete among themselves to temporarily give their
particularisms a function of universal representation (57).
Laclau’s assertion rests on the idea that difference and universalism is beyond
classification, and elusive. The very possibility of democracy and equal dignity, then,
rests on the understanding that both difference and universalism are unstable, and
necessary for the ongoing process of negotiating identities, values, and power. Like
Taylor’s, Laclau’s conclusion is that the tensions between difference (particularism) and
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universalism highlight the need to reexamine that which we consider “universal” (for
both Taylor and Laclau, it is the Imperial West) in order to expand, displace, and decentre our own horizons (Taylor, 1997; Laclau, 1996).
Concluding Thoughts
In an increasingly trans/multicultural society, the politics of recognition,
difference, and universalism hinge on the extremely political act of representation. Thus,
autobiography and critical self-reflection are crucial to the basis of developing a critical
consciousness. Indeed, self-reflection is indulgent and myopic if done uncritically, but if
critically examined and situated, self-reflection can become the base from which to
reflect on, and consider the Self in relation to history, the local and the global.
Autobiography in the classroom can make the personal a vital aspect of public discourse,
and thereby politicize the individual. Through the aims of critical autobiography: i)
interrogation of the multiple and shifting natures of identity, its relationship to the
material body, and its function in issues of belonging; ii) location of the Self/Selves
within a socio-historical and institutional context; iii) and finally, understanding the
varying levels of agency and hegemony that guide individual and collective action and
inaction, the individual can gain a critical awareness of the highly political nature of
individual and collective identity. To be sure, reflection is only the beginning of critical
consciousness, and all this attention to identity, representation, and hegemony must be
accompanied by both individual and collective action towards achieving social justice. In
our endeavors to introduce an autobiographical pedagogy into the critically multicultural
classroom, we must remember, “consciousness of oppression can not be the object of
instruction, it must be discovered in experience” (Heany quoted in King).
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ABSTRACT
This paper has the main goal of investigating the speech act of persuasion in
isiXhosa. the main aim of the investigation is to examine the characteristics of
persuasion in remedial interchanges based on the isiXhosa pragmatics. The study is
concerned with the strategies people use when persuading targets, how message
sources seek compliance, how targets resist and/or comply and how influence
interactions are structured and what constraints on conversation need to be taken
into account. To examine the effectiveness of persuasion in isiXhosa four close
family members have been chosen and requested each to write five different
persuasive dialogues, where they should influence different people to change their
behaviour and comply with the requests.
In this study, these persuasive messages are being analysed and assessed. Then
the findings based on the research are presented to identify the characteristics of
persuasive dialogues in remedial interchanges based on a Xhosa corpus within the
framework of pragmatics.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this study is to examine some of the characteristics of persuasion within
the field of pragmatics. Persuasion has received considerable attention in pragmatic
research (O’Keefe 2002:62). The paper therefore looks at the linguistic literature on
persuasion. An analysis of persuasion in isiXhosa will be based on the abovementioned works.
The research aims to present an account of how isiXhosa realizes premises and
strategies of persuasion in authentic communication, assuming the framework of
persuasion theory. Taking into account all the communicative information relating to
the persuasion environment, the paper will discuss persuasion as communicative act
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represented in various communication data, which are concerned with interpersonal
communication.
The research aims to establish how empirical data on persuasion from isiXhosa
confirm or challenge current accepted principles and properties of persuasion theory,
or how empirical data on premises and strategies used in persuasion in isiXhosa
necessitate the extension of principles of persuasion theory. Thus the research aims
to contribute to the development, modification or refinement of current theoretical
models of persuasion within the global research community. Furthermore, the paper
aims to account for nature of the social and cultural determinant that plays a role in
the premises and strategies used in persuasion communication in isiXhosa. Thus the
research aims to make explicit the unique and distinct properties of isiXhosa that
need to be taken into account in initiatives relating to the advancement of isiXhosa as
an official language.
Research on pragmatics in general in the African languages has not been attempted
at any noticeable level. This type of research will contribute to a new line of enquiry
within the African Languages and especially within the Xhosa speaking people. Such
research will then prompt for the research in communication.
The approach and methods employed in the research project assume a broad
Gricean pragmatics model and the theory of persuasion acknowledged by the
international scholars of persuasion theory (O’Keefe et al 2002:95). The research on
the communication theoretic analysis of isiXhosa will take into account the properties
and criteria for persuasion that are generally acknowledged by the international
scientific commmunity. These features relate to the following aspects:
 What constitutes a successful attempt to influence someone?
 What constitutes the presence of some success?
 What constitutes the intention for achieving the persuasive goal?
Criteria such as the above have been involved to persuasion as the activity of
attempting to change the behaviour of a person. Data was collected by means of
writing four dialogues about different aspects of interpersonal influence goals. All the
dialogues were assessed and then analysed according to goal identification,
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arguments against compliance and arguments for compliance. In these dialogues
there were compliances and resistance.
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Ploliteness theory
Politeness theory is seen as a sub-discipline of pragmatics. It is crucial in explaining
why people are often so indirect in conveying what they mean. Within politeness
theory, face is best understood as every individual’s feeling of selfworth or self
image. This image can be damaged, maintained or enhanced through interaction
with others.
Message production is the process whereby scholars explore the internal,
psychological processes involved in generating verbal and nonverbal messages.
According to Dillard (1990:30) individuals have types of goals in common during
conversation. They have knowledge about potential means to accomplish their social
goal to generate messages when they have the opportunity to plan what they will say
in advance, to react when they do not succeed at accomplishing the social goal.
Larson (2000:203) maintans that attitude change is a psychological tendency that is
expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favour or disfavour.
Attitude change is considered predisposition to behave and that confusion exists as
to the degree to which attitudes can reliably predict the behaviour.
Politeness as a real-world goal
Despite the fact that accurate perception about politeness varies from one situation
to another and from one culture to another, theorists generally agree that the
recipient of the information presented has not only heard and understood, but has
also come to understand the point of view of the presentation. Sharing information
through genuine, two way communication develops understanding of, and sympathy
with the ways and values of others. The more effective the communication, the more
chance people have to live in harmony and peace with one another. Politeness is
regarded as strategy employed by speakers to achieve a variety of goals, such as
promoting or maintaining harmonius relations. These strategies include the use of
conventional and non-conventional directness.
Persuasive message production
Questions about message production have captured the attention of substantial
number of communication scholars (Cody, 1994:58). Although researchers are using
a variety of concepts and perspectives to investigate message production, their work
shares a common interest in explaining how individuals decide what to say in
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everyday interactions. They also share a common belief that, light can be shed on
this issue through the examination of the knowledge structure and cognitive
processes that underlie message production. According to Wilson (2002:29) in
message production scholars explore the psychological processes involved in
generating verbal and/or nonverbal messages. Whereas persuasive message
production is seen as a goal-oriented activity. It is assumed that individuals
understand situations in terms of influence goals, generate messages to accomplish
goals, rely on knowledge about means for accomplishing goals, and edit messages
based on what is relevant and appropriate for accomplishing goals.
Wilson (2002) emphasizes that persuasive message production needs to be
explained within the interactive contexts. This means that people need to analyse
both sides of influence interactions such as how message sources seek compliance
and how targets resist or comply. It also means that people need to analyse how
inlfuence interactions unfold over time and how they are structured. Theories of
persuasive message production should be plausible, given the constraint of
conversation. These constraints include that, individuals are faced with multiple
demands on their attention during conversation, and that they often must make
decisions about what to say in a matter of seconds. Wilson thus focused attention on
three issues namely: how message sources seek compliance and how targets resist
and/or comply. Secondly, how influence interactions are structured and what
constraints on conversation need to be taken into account.
Concerning the communication theories, Wilson et al (2002) indicate, there is
psychological

and

interactional

processes

namely,

message

production

or

relationship production. What qualifies as competent behaviour in one culture might
be completely inept or even offensive in another. Competence has a relationship
dimension. Skill is another important factor at performing behaviours. Once a
speaker has chosen the most appropriate way to communicate, it is still necessary to
perform the required skill effectively. This does not only refer to the individual, but to
a group’s ability to carry out processes that promote perceptions of competences.
Motivation which is an individual’s or a group desire to communicate in ways that will
be seen as competent, is another vehicle of goals-plans-action for accomplishing
specific goals. In this goals-plans-action there is evidence that communication
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competence is a dynamic and ever changing process by which people transmit
information and feelings to others. By increasing knowledge and understanding of the
principles of communication, one will probably become a more effective
communicator.
Interpersonal influence goals in communication
Cody (1994) uncovered clusters of goal statements and also importance of the rights
and or obligations and levels of personal benefits. Dillard labelled the goals as
follows: Short term activities, self interest, long term activities, family matters and
political activities. Whether a person tries to manage the situation or not, in the
international influence communication goals, that particular person is certainly aware
that, his or her presence affects the other person and his presence is also affected.
Cody identified several types of motives or goals pursued by organizational
members. Interpersonal influence goals are self interest goals whereby a person
tends to seek benefits from a supervisor. A typology of compliance goals comprises
of various goals, namely, obtaining permission, to gain assistance, to give advice, to
change opinion, ownership and relationship, to share activity, to violate law, to
enforce obligation and to protect the right.
Dillard (1990:172) reveals that people’s attempts to seek and resist compliance are
shaped and constrained by multiple goals. People decide what to say and what not to
say, during influence interactions based on concerns such as being true to
themselves, looking favourable in the eyes of significant others, protecting others’
self-esteem, maintaining desired relationships, meeting the norms for co-operative
interaction, and not wasting time and energy. The goals that a particular person does
possess typically will be prioritized, such that some are more important than others. A
focus on multiple goals highlights the potential complexity of influence interactions.
Targets are expected to comply to certain requests due to reciprocity constraints,
relational commitment, values or principles and the likes.
Dillard and Marshall (2003:482) postulate that in interpersonal influence goals there
are three targets of change namely: beliefs, which are estimates of the truth or falsity
of some proposition, attitudes, which are the evaluation of the goodness or badness
of an attitude and the behaviour, which is the actions performed by some individual.
They also observe that persuasive messages have three features which are
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explicitness, the degree to which the message source make individual’s intentions
transparent in the message, dominance, which is the relative power of the source in
the relation to the recipient, the argument, which is the extent to which a rational for
the sought after action is presented in the message. Arguments also refer to the
degree to which the source provides reasons for why a person seeks compliance
rather than making an unelaborated request.
Persuasion and attitude
According to Larson (2000:158-160) attitudes are positive or negative reactions to
various persons, objects and ideas. Attitude is a combination of effective behavioural,
and cognitive reaction to an object. Furthermore, Larson avers, attitude is a
psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some
degree of favour or disfavour. Theorists assumed that attitudes predispose
individuals to behave towards some object in a manner other than they would have
used, had the attitude not been somehow acquired.
Concerning attitudes and opinions, Larson also argues that, individual beliefs range
from those that are based on authority and are not as strongly held. Opinions are
almost like beliefs, but are far more fickle. The suggestion therefore is that, attitudes
represent general orientation, whereas opinions are more specific manifestation of a
given attitude. Theorists however offered a very different distinction when they
posited that opinions were overt manifestations of covert attitudes. Opinions are
observable variables, whereas attitudes are hypothetical contrasts. Opinion is a belief
measured by a number of items.
One of the functions of attitudes is that they are learned and become part of the
storehouse of knowledge on which people take action, and they affect people’s
emotions and feelings. Attitude and interpersonal communication theorists argue
that, meanings are created and interpreted, while others address variables that affect
interpersonal communication. People express attitudes in ways that help us get along
with persons who are important to us. Attitudes and information processing
researchers maintain that people cannot look at attitudes and behaviour without
looking at what information in the persuasive message is processed by the listeners,
how it is stored and how it is retrieved. There is a relationship between persuasion
and change in attitude. O’Keefe (2002:11) suggests that attitudes can be defined as
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general predisposition to response. In persuasive communication situations, attitudes
are individual’s likes and dislikes. Sometimes persuasion is defined as one of species
of attitude change.
According to Weberg (2001:89) the concept of attitude has something to do with
everyone’s positive and negative reactions towards various person’s objects and
ideas. To have an attitude about something is to evaluate it favourably, unfavourably
or with mixed emotions. Attitudes have a behavioral component as well as a strong
cognitive component. Because of lack of consistency among our feelings and
thoughts, many social psychologists maintain that people express attitudes in ways
that help them get along with persons who are significant to them. As a result, there
are sometimes logical discrepancies between expressed attitudes and subsequent
behaviour.
Content premises in persuasion
Larson (2000:58) argues that people’s ability to think logically and rationally is very
helpful. Content premises are the premises which rely on logical and analytical
abilities. When the persuader persuades the listeners, she or he should use logical,
reasoned and intellectual abilities. The listeners require more information, evidence,
discussion and the debate on the topic to be discussed before taking a side. The
persuader should bear in mind that, all first premises use assumptions already in the
listener’s minds, as the implicit major premise in an enthymene. Larson further
argues that, proof is a strategy which varies from person to person, from situation to
situation. Theorists argue that proof is composed of reasoning and evidence. In this
approach persuadees adopt the changes advocated by the persuader.
Persuasion has both permanence and change. There are different types of evidence
namely dramatic, narratives, testimony, anecdotes, participation and demonstrations
and rational evidence. Dramatic evidence technique aims at structuring lives and the
events in a narrative or story form. Stories, myths, legends and ballads were carried
on oral tradition. Other forms of narrative are plays, poetry, novels and short stories.
Other

forms

include

radio

programmes,

movies,

documentaries, evening news, shows and games.

cartoons,

soap

operas,
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Analysis of persuasive messages
The primary prupose of analyzing persuasive messages is to offer a preliminary
typology of goals, to assess how goal types are perceived, to describe goals, social
factors and reports they pursue with varying degrees of success or failure, and to
provide preliminary evidence as to how people attempt to gain compliance and
resistance from others. Another purpose is to investigate how male and females
differ in their orientations towards others and in their pursuit of goals.
The focus on the persuasive messages is on the compliance and resistance gaining
messages, that is, how an individual influences a person to comply with a request.
Such a request may also be resisted. The influence goals that are analysed are the
following:
1.

Share activity

2.

Gain assistance: obtain favours, objects, information

3.

Give advice on lifestyle and health

4.

Change orientation with regard to: Social issues and political issues

5.

Change relationship: Initiative, Escalate, De-escalate

6.

Obtain permission

7.

Enforce an obligation and Protect a right

The persuasive messages that are to be analysed are from close family members
who were asked each to write a dialogue about certain occasions where they tried to
influence somebody to change his or her behaviour. The members who were writing
the persuasive messages were to make it a point that they do not give attention to
beliefs and attitudes, but only changes in behaviour. The analysis of persuasive
messages is based on goal identification, arguments, for compliance and then the
compliance or resistance. In the action to goal, the role of the context has to be taken
into account. The persuader has to be able to find people in conversation in a certain
context where one is trying to influence the other. The dialogues that are analysed
are real and then confidential in the sense that real names are not supposed to be
written in the dialogue.
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In this analyzing process, the procedure was to identify the influence goal and to give
the arguments of the source. For example why would such a person seek
compliance?
Persuasive Message no 1
Mpiyakhe persuades Siphokazi to be in love with him, if she wants to be employed.
Dialogue between Mpiyakhe and Siphokazi:
Siphokazi:

(Uyankqonkqoza)
(She is knocking)

Mpiyakhe:

Come in! Ungubani?
Come in! Who are you?

Siphokazi:

Molo tata! NdinguSiphokazi Sikhova
Hello father! I am Siphokazo Sikhova

Mpiyakhe:

Mamel’apha ke Siphokazi, nkosazana entle, emhlophe, ngathi ihlamba
ngobisi. Inkosazana entle njengawe lo andithandi ukuba ithi ‘tata’ xa
indibiza.
Listen here Siphokazi, beautiful lady with light complexion. It is against
my will for a pretty lady such as yourself to refer to me as ‘father’.

Siphokazi:

Yeha ke lo tata bethuni!
How is this father, people!

Mpiyakhe:

Yithi “Daddy” kaloku Siphokazana sam. Siyevana Sweetheart?
Say “Daddy” my little Sphokazi, sweetheart.

Siphokazi:

Ingathi iza kundinzimela ke ngoku le ndawo. Ewe ke tata ….., Dady
kanene, ndiyakuva.
It seems I will experience hardship now at this point. Yes then father
….., Daddy rather, I am listening.

Mpiyakhe:

Nantso ke indlela efanelwe kukuhanjwa ngamaqobokazana amahle,
anezinxonxo eziyitsho inyibilike indoda, nokuba ibisele inomsindo
kangakanani na. Yintoni Siphosazana? Thetha ungoyiki.
There is the path which young beauties ought to follow, beauties with
dimples that attract and win the heart of a man no matter how angry he
was. What is the matter Siphoshana? Speak out.

Siphokazi:

Ndicela umsebenzi Daddy.
I am looking for a job Daddy.
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Mpiyakhe:

Umsebenzi awunakuba yingxaki kuwe, ukuba uyevana noMnumzana
Mpiyakhe. Ubulazi phofu igama lam?
A job cannot be a problem to you if you come to terms with Mr
Mpiyakhe. Did you in fact know my name?

Siphokazi:

Hayi Daddy, ndicela ukuba ndibe sendikubuza ukuba akuyi
kukhathazeka.
No Daddy, may I then ask you if you do not mind?

Mpiyakhe:

NdinguMnumzana uMpiyakhe ke mna Sphosh. Umfo olungileyo,
onobubele, nomfo onemali kunene, mandingayilibali naloo ndawo.
Mr Mpiyakhe is my name Sphosh. A good generous fellow with a lot of
money, let me not forget that part.

Siphokazi:

Uwho-o-wu! hayi ke ngoku.
Whoa-ho-ho! I don’t understand.

Mpiyakhe:

(Athinte isikhohlela) Phulaphula ke nkosazana emhlophe ngathi ihlamba
ngobisi. Ukuzamela inkosazana entle njengawe lo isithuba somsebenzi
asiyongxaki kum. Kodwa nawe kuya kufuneka undizamele into
endiyifunayo nonokuyifumana lula nje wena.
(Cleaning his throat) Listen here light looking lady, looking for a job is
not a problem for a pretty lady like you, provided that you in turn get me
something I need so clearly, which you would easily get.

Siphokazi:

Iya kuba yintoni ngoku leyo Daddy, ndingenanto nje mna?
What will be that Daddy, for I have nothing?

Mpiyakhe:

Ungothuki wena nkosazana yam entle. Akukho nento le (Athinte
isikhohlela). Incinci wena kakhulu le nto endifuna undenzele yona.
Do not get shocked my beautiful lady. There is nothing (Cleaning the
throat). It is a minor thing that you should do for me.

Siphokazi:

Yintoni leyo Daddy? Undenzela ixhala mna ngoku.
What is it Daddy? You make me anxious now.

Mpiyakhe:

Uthe usaqala ukubeka unyawo lwakho kulaa mgubasi, yavuya intliziyo
yam, kuba ndide ndambona umfazi ekudala ndimphica kule mimango.
As you first set your foot on that doorframe, I was overwhelmed
because I realized that I have found the wife I have long been looking
for.

Siphokazi:

Yi-i yhy! Uthini na ngoku tata? Andabi sadana ngako nje
Ugh! What do you say now father? How disappointed I am.
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Mpiyakhe:

Iyakothusa na loo nto ntomb’am, see-nkosazana emhlophe?
Is this a shock to you my girl, you light looking pretty lady?

Siphokazi:

Yhini kaloku tata? Ndingayenza njani loo nto nomntu omdala kangaka?
Andingehlekwa khona ziintanga zam?
How can that be father, of all people with an old one? Can my equals
not laugh at me as a result?

Mpiyakhe:

Owu! Ndimdala olo hlobo na? Kangangokuba andinakufanelana nawe
Sphokazana.
Am I that much old that you cannot be right for me Sphokazana?

Siphokazi:

Hayi umdala. Umdala kakuhle. Unokuba ungaphezulu kutata ondizalayo
You are old. Truly old. Maye you are even older than my biological
father.

Mpiyakhe:

Hayi ke noko sowuyibaxa ngoku, unokuba undijonge ngolunya
You are now exaggerating, may be you have looked at me negatively.

Siphokazi:

Andikujonganga ngalunya tata umdala. Nokuba ubuyintanga yam na,
mna ndiyijonga njengesithuko le nto uyithethayo.
I have not looked at you negatively father, but you are old. Whether we
were of the same age, I regard what you have said to me as an insult.

Mpiyakhe:

Isithuko njani ke ngoku? Wakhulela phi le nto ungazi umahluko phakathi
kwesithuko nentetho yobuhlobo?
An insult? How now? Where did you grow up that you cannot
differentiate between an insulting language and a language of
friendship?

Siphokazi:

Ayisosithuko kum nje kuphela, esi sibandakanya wonke umntu
onxibe

ilokhwe

kweli

lizwe, kuba

kufuneka

umntu

athengise

ngomzimba wakhe phambi kokuba aqeshwe.
This is not an insult to me only, but to all women in this country,
because this suggests that one has to give sex before getting
employment.
Mpiyakhe:

Yintoni

esisikhwasilima

xa

ndikubonela

ukuba

ube

ngumfazi

wam?Is there anything wrong to desire you to be my wife?
Siphokazi:

Isisimanga

into

yokuba

uthi

uqala

nje

ukundibona, undibonele

ubufazi. Loo nto uyidibanise nale yokucela umsebenzi kuwe.

It

is something strange that at first sight you are desirous of making
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a wife out of me, and that you link this with the application for
employment.
Mpiyakhe:

Ingade ibe sisimanga kuwe, kodwa ayikho into endiza kuphinda
ndiyithethe ke mna.
You may see this as funny, but there is nothing else I am going
to say.

Siphokazi:

Ndazi ngani khona ukuba le nto awuyenzi kuye wonke umntu
wasetyhini ocela umsebenzi kuwe?
How would I know that you do not do this to every woman
seeking employment?

Mpiyakhe:

Xa

ndicela

umtshato

kuwe,

loo

nto

ithetha

ukuthi

ndihamba

ndicela umtshato kuye wonke umntu ongena ngalaa mnyango ?
When I propose marriage to you, does this indicate I do the same
to all people who come in through that door ?
Siphokazi:

Uxolo ke tata xa ngaba iya kukhathaza le nto ndiyibuzayo.
I am sorry father if what I am asking disturbs you.

Mpiyakhe:

Kuxhomekeke kuwe ukuba ukhethe ukundijonga ngolunya, okanye
ukhethe ukundijonga ngamehlo anobubele. Nguwe ofuna umsebenzi
asindim.
It depends upon you to choose looking at me either

negatively

or positively. It is you who is looking for a job not me.
Siphokazi:

Umsebenzi lo wona ndiyawufuna, kuba ndixakekile.
I am looking for a job, because I am desperate.

Mpiyakhe:

Isandla sihlamba esinye ke ntombazana. Nam kaloku andinakho
ukukwenzela ububele, xa wena ungafuni nobakho ububele kum.
People help each other little girl. I personally cannot be so
generous

to

you,

when

you

are

reluctant

to

display

your

generosity to me.
Siphokazi:

Uthetha ukuthini ke Daddy, ungade ube ngaka, kanti awukabi
namfazi?
What do you mean Daddy, would you be this much old and yet
still single?

Mpiyakhe:

Enyanisweni

wena

nkosazana

entle

ndandinaye

umfazi, kodwa

sewaba kwelemimoya ndithetha nawe nje.
Truly speaking pretty lady, I was married, but she passed away.
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Siphokazi:

Ndingalunga

ke

mna

ukwendela

esithenjini

ndisemncinane

kangaka?
Would it be good for me, young as I am to be the second wife ?
Mpiyakhe:

( Athinte isikhohlela ) Hayi wena sithandwa, abantwana bam badala
noko. Bona baza kuzihlalela bodwa kulaa mzi osezilalini. Mna nawe
ke siza kuzihlalela kulo ulapha edolophini. Siyevana ke sweetie?
(Cleansing his throat ) No my dear, my children have grown up at
least. They are going to stay alone at that rural homestead, while
you and I will stay in this one in town. Do you get me sweetie?

Siphokazi:

Yeha-a ke sithandwa nosweetie. Ndiyawoyika ubonanje la magama
undibiza ngawo.
I become scared when you refer to me, “Dear and Sweetie”.

Mpiyakhe:

Masivane kaloku Sphosh yintoni ngoku Lovey ?
Let us come to terms Sphosh, what matters Lovey?

Siphokazi:

Ndixakwa

nje

kukuba

umsebenzi

ndiyawufuna, kodwa

le

nto

oyithethayo andiyiqondi tu.
My problem is that I need job, but what you say does not go
down well with me.
Mpiyakhe:

Akukho kwanto unokuyisokola, xa unokuthandana nam.
You cannot experience any problems, should you be inlove with
me.

Siphokazi:

Yeha-a ke bawo ! ubungathethi ngomtshato na kanti kuqala ?
Kutheni ngoku ndakuva sele uthetha ngokuthandana ?
Hey father ! Were you not referring to marriage? Why are you
talking about love affair now ?

Mpiyakhe:

Yinto enye kaloku leyo. Andinakukutshata ndingakuthandi. Andithi
kunjalo?
It is one and the same thing. I cannot marry you without loving
you. Is it not so?

Siphokazi:

Ewe kunjalo khona Daddy.
Yes of course Daddy.

Mpiyakhe:

Ndiza kukwenzela yonke into oyifunayo maan. Uthini ke?
I will provide you with everything you need. What is your comment?

Siphokazi:

Njengokuba umnini walo msesane ndiwunxibileyo sele endingejile
nje ndingayithini loo nto ?
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Since the owner of the ring I put on, has `already engaged me,
what shall I say?
Mpiyakhe:

Ungatshata

naloo

mfenana

yakho, kodwa

wona

umsebenzi

wuncame.
You can marry your small baboon, but forget about the job.
Siphokazi:

Ndiza kukhe ndiyicinge le nto Daddy.
I am going to think about this issue Daddy.

Mpiyakhe:

Uyandithembisa kodwa sithandwa sam ukuba uya kusicingisisa
isicelo sam ?
Are

you

promising

me my

dear that you will

consider

my

proposal?
Siphokazi:

E-ewe Daddy nda…kuzama
Y-e-s, Daddy I will try.

Mpiyakhe:

Wazi

ke

ukuba

mhla

wafikelela

ezigqibeni

ezimnandi, isithuba

sakho somsebenzi sikulindile apha. Ngaphaya koko ke ulindwe
bubunewunewu. Nomama wakho uya kuthi zava ndiyakuxelela.
Please be informed that when you have decided positively about
this issue, your job is waiting for you here. Above all, luxury is
waiting for you and your mother, I am telling you.
Siphokazi:

Kulungile Daddy mandihambe ngoku.
Okay Daddy, let me go now.

Mpiyakhe:

Thatha nali ikhulu leerandi, uze uzithengele into emnandi
Take this R100 and buy yourself something nice.

Siphokazi:

Owu ! enkosi Daddy
Hey thanks Daddy

Mpiyakhe:

Ininzi ke apho iphuma khona.
There is a lot of it left.

Siphokazi:

( Aphume ehamba ethetha yedwa ). Nkosi yam ! Inene le nto
indlala inamanyala, xa sele indim, mna kanye lo ufuna ukuwa
kwesi

sicelo

sigezayo

sale

nkothovu yeli xhego, kuba

ndifuna

umsebenzi? Kazi yinto endiza kuyithetha nabani le bawo. Ligugile
ixhego, alidlali, kodwa kumhla lisaxakekileyo lifuna abasazalwayo.
Loo nto kuyacaca ukuba kuguge into eyayimbi kakade. Kazi yena
uRhulumente ngamabukubela awagcinele ntoni na la, sele esixakile
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nje ngoku. Lo mntu ubonakala nje ukuba ufanele ukuba kudala
wawufumana umhlala-phantsi wakhe. (Ngesingqala) kowu ! mntaka
Sikhuni okwakho kokwezandla, ngabula ntetho yesiZulu, lo mhlaba
uyahlaba.
(Soliloquizing) My lord ! truly speaking, what is called hunger is a
disgrace, when it is myself, really me who is tempted to accept
this silly proposal from this old man just for a job. With whom am
I going to discuss this? The man is old, this is not a joke , but is
seriously looking for the still-born. Apart from being old, it is quite
clear that he was born ugly. I wonder why does the government
still keep these very old people in service, now that they are so
problematic. This man should have long retired. (Exclaiming) Oh !
Child of Sikhuni, it is difficult,this is in line with the Zulu saying
that this earth is thorny and hard.
1.1 GOAL IDENTIFICATION
A young girl called Siphokazi went to look for a job from a very old
personnel officer called Mpiyakhe. This old man persuades Siphokazi to be in
love or marry him, if she wants to get a job. The influence goal that Mpiyakhe
has used is, “change orientiation”, that is, Mpiyakhe persuades this young girl
Siphokazi to change her opinion, and behaviour towards him.
1.2 ARGUMENTS AGAINST COMPLIANCE
•

Siphokazi does not accept Mpiyakhe’s request. Her arguments are as
follows :- Mpiyakhe is too old for her, perhaps even older than her
biological father.

•

Siphokazi even thinks of her equals who can laugh at her. (Ndingayenza
njani loo nto nomntu omdala kangaka, umdala nangaphezulu kukatata
ondizalayo, ndingahlekwa naziintanga zam.)

•

Siphokazi tells this old man that, what has been said by him is an insult.
This is not an insult to Siphokazi only, but to all women in this country,
because this means that one has to give sex to Mpiyakhe before getting
employment (Le nto uyithethayo kum ayisosithuko kum nje kuphela, esi
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isithuko sibandakanya wonke umntu obhinqileyo, kuba kufuneka athengise
ngomzimba wakhe kuwe, ukuze aqashwe.)
•

Siphokazi resists by telling Mpiyakhe that it is strange that, at first sight, he
desires to make her his wife, and also he links this with her application
for employment. (Isisimanga into yokuba uthi uqala nje ukundibona, ube
sele undibonela ukuba ndibe ngumfazi wakho. Loo nto uyidibanise nale
yokucela umsebenzi kuwe.)

•

Siphokazi asks this old man whether he does not have a wife at his age
(uthetha ukuba ungade ube ngaka, kanti awukabi namfazi?)

•

Siphokazi does not want to comply with the old man’s requests to the
extent that, she shows him that, she has already been engaged with
someone

else. (Njengokuba

umnini

walo

msesane

ndiwunxibileyo

sele

endingejile nje ndingayithini loo nto?)
1.3 ARGUMENTS FOR COMPLIANCE
Mpiyakhe uses four arguments to persuade Siphokazi to be in love and marry
him.
• First of all, he entices Siphokazi by telling her that she is beautiful, light in
complexion as if she is washing with milk. (Uyinkosazana entle emhlophe
ngathi ihlamba ngobisi.)
• Secondly, Mpiyakhe tells Siphokazi that he is a kind and generous man with
a lot of money. (Ndingumfo olungileyo, onobubele, onemali eninzi)
• Thirdly, Mpiyakhe tells Siphokazi that as she first set her foot on that door
frame, he was very happy that he has found the wife he has long been
looking for. (Uthe usaqala nje ukubeka unyawo lwakho kulaa mgubasi,
yavuya intliziyo yam, kuba ndide ndamfumana umfazi ekukudala ndimphica
kule mimango.)
• Fourthly, Mpiyakhe tries to convince Siphokazi that people help each other. If
Siphokazi can accept his request, she can get the job. (Isandla sihlamba
esinye, ukuba

unokwamkela

isicelo

sam, ungawufumana

umsebenzi.)

Mpiyakhe also gives Siphokazi one hundred rand as a gift, and tells her
that there is a lot of money left. (Thabatha nali ikhulu leerandi, uzithengele
into emnandi. Ininzi ke apho iphuma khona.)
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1.4 RESISTANCE
Siphokazi does not accept Mpiyakhe’s request. She just thanks him for one
hundred rand gift and then goes home.
PERSUASIVE MESSAGE NO. 2
Chwayita wants to change Nolitha’s opinion or behaviour towards government
plans of actions.
Dialogue between Chwayita and Nolitha
Nolitha

: Andazi

ukuba

ndingafudukela

kweliphi

na

ilizwe, kuba

ndicaphukela imithetho epasiswa epalamente, ekhabana nezithethe
zethu thina bantu baNtsundu. Owokuqala ngowokuba kukhutshwe
izisu. Sisono esibi ukukhupha umphefumlo womntu obeza kuba
luncedo

eluntwini luphela.NaseBhayibhileni kwincwadi ye-Eksodus

isahluko

samashumi

amabini,

ivesi

yeshumi

elinesithathu,

kwimithetho elishumi kuthiwa, “uze ungabulali”. Sekutheni ngoku
Machwayi ubomi

bomntu bujongelwe phantsi kangaka

ngulo

Rhulumente?
I do not know which country I can emigrate to,

because I

dislike the laws passed by Parliament which are not in line with
our tradition, we the black people. The first one being, termination
of pregnancy Act. It is a bad sin to kill a person who would
perhaps be helpful to the whole community. Even in the Bible,
Eksodus chapter twenty, verse thirteen in commandments, it is
said, “Thou shall not kill”. Why is a human life now Machwayi
not valued by this government?
Chwayita

: Kwezi

zigqibo

ukuncedisana

zokukhupha
namalungelo

izisu

Lithas, uRhulumente

amakhosikazi. Okokuqala

uzama
uthi

uRhulumente unceda umntu wasetyhini odlwenguliweyo, kwathi
kanti

ngelishwa

lakhe

uye wakhulelwa. Akanakonwaba

emithi

umntwana oze ngaloo ndlela. Mhlawumbi ixhoba elo liyinkosikazi
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yomntu, kuba

ngcono

lisikhuphe

isisu, kuba

alinamdla waloo

mntwana.
Okwesibini, uRhulumente uncedisana nabantu basetyhini

abathi

bekhulelwe, bagule kakhulu, kube ngcono xa enokusikhupha isisu
eso, kunokuba kusweleke yena, kuba lo mntwana amkhulelweyo
ebengekaziwa

yena, nokuba

Okwesithathu

uncedisa

ebeza

kwimeko

kuba

yokuba

luhlobo
umntu

luni

na.

wasetyhini

akhulelwe engenamali ayilungiselele usana olo, mhlawumbi unina
wosana usafunda.
Concerning abortion the government is in line with women’s
right. Firstly, it is alleged by the government that, this is helpful to
a raped woman, who might unfortunately become pregnant as a
result of rape. She cannot be happy having a child that has
come about in that manner. Maybe the victim is a married
woman, so in this case, it is better that abortion be embarked
on, because she has no interest in that child.
Secondly, the government is assisting women who become very
sick when pregnant, arbotion in this case can as well be a better
option than death of a woman, because the baby was still
unknown as to what it would be.
Thirdly, it helps in situations where a woman gets pregnant
having no financial preparations for the baby, or perhaps the
mother of the baby is still schooling.
Nolitha

: Eyesibini

Machwayi

Rhulumente
esikolweni

into

yeyokuba

endiphambanisayo
kuthiwe

nasemakhaya, ukuba

abantwana

kwiinkqubo

zalo

mabangabethwa

umbethile, unelungelo

lokuba

akumangalele, ufunyanwe unetyala, ugwetywe. Baya kuqeqesheka
njani ke mhlobo wam xa abantwana bengabethwa? Bonke abantu
abafunda kudala, engekabikho la malungelo, bafunda. Basebenza
imisebenzi

ebalulekileyo. Basazihloniphe kakhulu

iititshala

zabo,

kunye nabazali. Isithethe somntu oNtsundu sesokuba umntwana
aqeqeshwe ngokubethwa, kuba akazi kufa.
The second thing Machwayi which makes me mad in these
government policies is the abolition of corporal purnishment, both
at school and at home. If you have applied it, the child has a
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right to lay a charge, if found guilty you are convicted. How are
the children going to be brought up with good manners without
beating them my friend? Everyone who was at school long ago
before these rights, got education. They do important jobs. They
still have special respect for their teachers and parents. The
blackman’s tradition is that, for the child to behave, corporal
punishment should be applied and the child will not die.
Chwayita

: Kaloku

mhlobo

uRhulumente
ukuba

wam, njengoko

ahambe

wonke

ubani

lokuhlonitshwa

sililizwe

ngokomgaqo
unesidima

nokukhuselwa

elizimeleyo, kufuneka

siseko

osekiweyo, oxelayo

semvelo, kunye
kwesidima

nelungelo

sakhe,

nokuba

ungakanani na. Xa umntwana ebethwa engaxelelwa kakuhle into
ayonileyo, kuthotywa isidima sakhe semvelo. Kufuneka abantwana
bangacalucalulwa ngokobuhlanga babo, iinkonzo, isini, ibala, ubume
bomzimba, ubudala, nendawo azalelwe kuyo. Abanye abantwana
intonga

ibenza

boyike, zingangeni

kakuhle

izifundo, kanti

uRhulumente uthi kufuneka bangoyiki nto, bakhululeke.
My friend, as we are a free country, it is necessary for the
government to observe the constitution which states that everyone
is born dignified, and has the right of being respected and that
of protecting his dignity no matter how old he is. When a child is
beaten without

being properly told his mistakes, his dignity is

lowered. Let children not be discriminated against in terms of
their race, religion, sex, colour, state of the body, age and a place
where

they

were

born. Corporal punishment

frightens

other

children, and this has a negative effect on the functioning of the
children’s

concentration, yet the government wants them to be

free.
Nolitha

: Uthi intle into yokuba kuthiwe abantu basetyhini xa bephatheke
kakubi
bantu

ngamadoda

mabawamangalele

baNtsundu, iingxabano

zethu

agwetywe? Kaloku

mandulo

zaziye

thina

zithethwe

ngabantu bekhaya. Kugwetywe kakuhle. URhulumente ungenaphi
ngoku

kwiindaba

zamathile? Akakhuthazi

bangawathobeli amadoda?

ukuba

abasetyhini
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Do you view it as a good thing for females to lay charges for
conviction against men who illtreat them? We black people in the
olden

days

used

community, and

to

a

have

fair

our

differences

sentence

solved

imposed. Where

by

the

does

the

government come in, in the affairs of the people of different
clans? Does the government not encourage women to disobey
men?
Chwayita

: Lithas,

yiyona

nto

nguRhulumente.Kudala

encomeka

kakhulu

baxhatshazwa

le

abantu

eyenziwa
basetyhini

ngamadoda,bebethwa, bekhatywa,bekhanywa, bethukwa, begxothwa,
bebulawa,kuba kusaziwa ukuba badalwe babuthathaka.Kunjalo nje
zonke ezi zinto ndizibalileyo zenziwa ikakhulu ngala madoda
angamagwala, kuba bayawoyika amanye amadoda,baxhaphaze
amakhosikazi, ngoku uRhulumente uzama ukuwakhusela. Ukuba
uyaqaphela, oko kuthiwe mabamangale abasetyhini, litsho lehla
kakhulu izinga lokuxhatshazwa kwabasetyhini. Nabo ngoku bayaziva
ukuba bakhululekile. Bebesoniwa nabo abasetyhini ngamadoda,
angawaxhaphazi. Wonke umntu unesidima semvelo,kunye nelungelo
lokuhloni thswa, kukhuselwe isidima sakhe. Akukho mntu wasetyhini
onqwenela ukuba kuthotywe isidima sakhe yindoda mhlobo wam.
Lithas

what

Females

the

have

government

long

been

is

doing

victimized

by

is

most

appreciated.

men, beaten, kicked,

throttled, insulted, expelled and murderd, because it is a known
fact that they are delicate in nature. As a matter of fact, all
these things

I have just mentioned are done by men who are

cowards, who are scared of other men, and are just abusing
women. So the government is now trying to protect them. If you
notice, ever since there was a call for women to lay charges
against women abusers, the rate of abused women has come
down. They feel that they are now free. Women were provoked
by men, but they never in turn abused them. Everybody has
dignity from birth as well as a right to be respected and his
dignity protected. There is no woman who desired her dignity to
be lowered by man, my friend.
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Nolitha

: Ukupheliswa

kwentambo

kwenze

izikrelemnqa

zangabi naxhala

lakuvalelwa, kuba ziza kuthi zakuphuma ejele, ziphinde ziqhubeleke
nomsebenzi wazo wobukrelemnqa. Uyibona njani ke leyo Machwayi
kuba

siyaphela

kukubulawa,kukubelwa

imfuyo,

ukuqhekezelwa

nokubelwa imali yethu ezibhankini.
The abolition of death sentence has caused criminals not to fear
imprisonment, because once out of jail, they would continue with
their work of criminality. How do you view this Machwayi, we are
dehumanised by being killed, stocktheft, burglary and theft of our
money from the banks?
Chwayita

: Nakuloo

nto

yokupheliswa

kwentambo, uRhulumente uzama

ukukhusela abantu,kuba kuthiwa akukho namnye umntu onelungelo
lokungcungcuthekiswa nangayiphi na indlela.Kuthiwa wonke ubani
unelungelo lokungaphathwa ngendlela ekhohlakeleyo, engenabuntu
okanye ethoba isidima.
Even there, on the issue of death sentence, the government is
trying to protect the people as it is said

there is nobody who

has a right to be illtreated by any means. It is further said that
everyone has a right not to be treated in a cruel manner,
inhumane or in a manner which lowers ones’s dignity.
Nolitha

: Kukho ulwaluko lwamakhwenkwe olwalusenzeka

kakuhle kudala,

engangeneleli lo Rhulumentendini. Ngoku kutheni kwisiko lemveli
yakwaNtu, sele engenise oogqirha abafunde izinto zenkcubeko
yaseNtshona? Azisengelwa phantsi ke ngoku iimfundiso zeengcibi
amakhankatha

akwaNtu?

Noko

ngathi

ugabadele

ngoku

uRhulumente, kuba udibanisa izinto ezahluke kakhulu, inkcubeko
yemveli neyaseNtshona.
There is an issue of circumcision which used to go on smoothly
without

government

involvement

long

ago. Why has

the

government involved western trained medical practitioners in a
traditional custom? Are lessons of traditional surgeons and nurses
not being degraded in this manner? It seems by now that the
government has gone alone too far, by putting together things
that are dichotomous, traditional and western culture.
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Chwayita

: Kudala

kaloku

mhlobo

wam

babengasweleki

kangaka

abakhwetha. Into edala uRhulumente angenelele lizinga eliphezulu
abasweleka ngalo abakhwetha. Kule mihla yangoku amakhwenkwe
angena

engaphantsi

ayazimela

kweshumi

emakhaya. Ingcibi

elinesibhozo

iboluse

leminyaka, kuba

ngaphandle

kwemvume

yabazali, kuba ifuna imali, kanti kudala yayingenzeki loo nto.
Abantwana beli xesha abomelelanga

njengaba

bakudala. Aba

babulawa nayile nto yokuba kuthiwe mabangaseli manzi iintsuku
ezisibhozo. Oogqirha

bajonga

nococeko

lwezi

ndawo

bahlala

kuzo, ukutya abakutyayo, ukuhlanjwa kwezandla ziingcibi phambi
kokuba

zaluse

amakhwenkwe. Bacetyiswe

ukuba

umdlanga

kufuneka uhlanjiwe, phambi kokuba kwaluswe inkwenkwe nganye,
ukunqanda ukuba bosulelane ngezifo.
In the olden days initiates were not dying the way they do my
friend. The reason for government involvement is the high rate of
death of circums. Nowadays, boys below the age of eighteen
years

enter

circumcision schools

parents. The traditional

surgeons

without

the

circumcise

knowledge

them

without

of
the

consent of parents, because they need money, yet it was not the
case long ago. Children now are not as strong as those of long
ago. These are also killed by being in eight days period without
drinking water.

Medical practitioners are there to look into

such things, and let them drink water. They are also there to
improve conditions of hygiene where circums stay, cleansing of
hands, food they eat and cleansing of utensils used by traditional
surgeons and nurses as well as cleansing of some parts on the
boys prior to circumcision. This exercise helps to defer infection
from spreading from circum to another.
Nolitha

: Machwayi undicacisele kakhulu ngezinto ebendizibona zingumnqa,
zikwalihlazo kum zisenziwa nguRhulumente. Ngoku into nganye
ayenzayo
Ngoku

undicacisele
ndiza

ukuba

kutshintsha

inezizathu
kwimo

zayo

ezibalulekileyo.

ebendimjonga

ngayo

uRhulumente, kuba ndimbona engumncedi woluntu lonke luphela.
Umntu ngamnye ukhuselekile.
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Machwayi you have done a lot to explain to me about things I
could not understand, which look suprising and disgraceful to me
though done by the government. Now it is clear to me that there
are tangible reasons for

everything

that

the

government

embarks on. I am now going to change my attitude towards the
government, because I see it as a helper of all communities, and
each individual is secured.
1.1 GOAL IDENTIFICATION
Chwayita wants to change Nolitha’s opinion or behaviour towards government
action plans. The influence goal that has been used by Chwayita to persuade
Nolitha to try to change her orientation, i.e. opinion or behaviour with regard to
a “political issue”, that is, she wants her to locate and access a number of
different types of strategies used by the government concerning the welfare of
the people.
1.2 ARGUMENTS AGAINST COMPLIANCE
Nolitha does not want to comply with Chwayita’s persistent arguments, to
change her opinion or behaviour towards government plans of actions. She
uses five arguments which are directed at the government’s decisions.
•

Firstly, she accuses the government for passing the laws which are not
parallel to African traditions. There is a law which allows the termination
of pregnancy. Perhaps the person killed would be helpful to the whole
nation. Killing is a sin. (Imithetho epasisiweyo iyakhabana nezithethe zethu
thina bantu abaNtsundu. Kukho umthetho ovumela ukuqhomfwa kwezisu.
Mhlawumbi kunokubulawa umntu obeyakuba luncedo kwisizwe siphela,
kwaye sisono ukubulala.) Even in the Bible in Eksodus chapter twenty,
verse thirteen in the ten commandments it is said, “Thou shall not kill”.
These laws have looked down upon the human life. (NaseBhayibhileni
kwincwadi
elinesithathu

eyi

Eksodus, isahluko

kwimithetho

bomntu bujongelwe phantsi.

elishumi

samashumi

amabini, ivesi

kuthiwa, “Uze

yeshumi

ungabulali”, ubomi
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•

Secondly, Nolitha is not happy about the abolition of corporal punishment,
both at schools and at home. The law allows the children to lay a
charge against a parent, or a teacher then they are found guilty and
should be convicted. (Kukho umthetho othi mabangabethwa abantwana
ezikolweni nasemakhaya. Ukuba babethiwe, banelungelo lokumangala. Lowo
umangalelweyo ukuba ufunyanwa enetyala, agwetywe.)

•

Thirdly, Nolitha further tells Chwayita that she is not happy about the law
which allows females to lay charges for conviction against men who
illtreat them. Previously, differences were used to be settled amicably by
the in-laws, only, not by the government laws. (Kulo Rhulumente, xa abantu
basetyhini

bephatheke

kakubi

ngamadoda, kufuneka

bawamangalele.

Iingxabano zabantu zazithethwa ngabantu bekhaya, kugwetywe kakuhle.
Andazi ukuba ungena phi uRhulumente)
•

Fourthly, Nolitha criticizes the abolition of death sentence. Because of that,
criminals do not fear imprisonment, instead they continue breaking the
laws

such

as

killing

people, stock

theft, burglary

and

withdrawal

of

people’s money from the banks. (Ukupheliswa kwentambo, kwenze ukuba
abophuli mthetho bangoyiki kubanjwa bavalelwe, kuba ukuphuma kwabo,
babulala

abantu, bebe

imfuyo, baqhekeze

bakhuphe

neemali

zabantu

ebhankini)
•

Nolitha’s fifth argument is about the involvement of the government in tne
circumcision process. The Western medical practitioners are not supposed
to disturb this prolonged and stable African traditional custom, because
that is the duty of traditional surgeons. (Kukho ulwaluko lwamakhwenkwe
obelufudula lusenziwa kakuhle mandulo. URhulumente ungenise oogqirha
abafunde izinto zenkcubeko yaseNtshona, kanti ke ngumsebenzi weengcibi
namakhankatha akwaNtu lowo.)

1.3 ARGUMENTS FOR COMPLIANCE
Chwayita tries by all means to convince Nolitha to change her opinion or
behaviour towards government action plans. She uses five arguments to
persuade her friend.
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•

In her first argument she defends the abortion. She says, there are
tangible reasons for the termination of pregnancy. The government is
protecting the women’s rights. Abortion is helpful to a raped woman, who
might fall pregnant as a result of rape. That woman is allowed to
terminate pregnancy in order to get rid of that unwanted baby. This
abortion is assisting the sick women who might die. Sometimes a woman
becomes pregnant while schooling, having no financial preparations for the
coming

baby

uRhulumente

and

abortion

uncedisana

helps. (Kwizigqibo

namalungelo

odlwenguliweyo, ogulayo, okanye

othe

abantu

wakhulelwa

zokukhupha

izisu

basetyhini, kumntu
engenamali

okanye

efunda.)
•

In her second argument concerning corporal punishment, Chwayita argues
that the government has abolished corporal punishment on the grounds
that, our country is independent. In the independent countries everyone
has dignity from birth, and has a right to be respected and protected, no
matter

how

old

he

or

she

is. (Kwilizwe

elizimeleyo

wonke

ubani

unesidima semvelo, kunye nelungelo lokuhlonitshwa, nokuba ungakanani
na.) Children are not supposed to be discriminated against in terms of
race, religion, sex, colour, physical appearance, age and place of origin.
(Abantu

akufuneki

bacalulwe, ngokobuhlanga, inkonzo, isini, ibala, imilo,

ubudala kunye nendawo azalelwe kuyo.)
•

Thirdly, Chwayita

convinces

Nolitha

that

the

government

law

which

protects females is highly appreciated. Women have long been victimized
by men. (Kudala abasetyhini baxhatshazwa ngamadoda, ngoku ukhona
umthetho obakhuselayo.) Chwayita tells Nolitha that, ever since there was
a law that says women should lay charges against their abusers, the rate
of violence against females has come down. (Oko kwathiwa abasetyhini
mabamangale

xa

bexhatshazwa, latsho

lehla

izinga

lokuxhatshazwa

kwabo.)
•

Chwayita’s fourth argument is about the abolition of death sentence.She
says the government is trying to protect the people. The law says, there
is nobody who has a right to be illtreated by any means. (Umthetho
kaRhulumente uthi akukho namnye umntu onelungelo lokungcungcuthekisa
nangayiphi na indlela.)
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•

Fifthly, Chwayita argues about the involvement of the government in the
circumcision processes. She tells Nolitha that the reason for government’s
involvement is the high rate of death of the circums. (URhulumente
ungenelela kuba ebona izinga lokusweleka kwabakhwetha.) Nowadays the
traditional circumcision surgeons have a tendency of rushing for some
money. They circumcise boys who are below eighteen years of age,
without the knowledge of their parents. (Kule mihla iingcibi zinyolukele
imali. Zolusa amakhwenkwe angaphantsi kweshumi elinesibhozo leminyaka,
zingaxelelanga nabazali.) Medical doctors are there to improve cleanliness.
Traditional

surgeons

ought

to

wash

their

hands

thoroughly

before

circumcising, and clean utensils they are using for each circum to avoid
infection. (Oogqirha

bangenelela

kulwaluko, kuba

bekhuthaza

ucoceko

olunje ngokuba iingcibi zihlambisise izandla ngaphambi kokuba zaluse.
Nemidlanga le ziyihlambe, emva kokwalusa inkwenkwe nganye, ukukhusela
usulelwano ngezifo.)
1.4 COMPLIANCE
After five strong persuasive arguments from Chwayita, Nolitha then complies
with the request that, she should change her opinion or behavior towards
government action plans. Nolitha then praises Chwayita that, she has done a
lot to explain to her about government policies. (Undicacisele kakhulu ngezinto
ebendizibona

zingumnqa, zikwalihlazo

kum

zisenziwa

nguRhulumente.) She

further tells Chwayita that she is now going to change her attiude and
behaviour towards the government, because it is the helper of each and every
one

in

the

community. (Ndiza

kutshintsha

kwimo

ebendimjonge

ngayo

uRhulumente. Ndimbona engumncedi woluntu lonke l`uphela. Umntu ngamnye
ukhuselekile.)
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PERSUASIVE MESSAGE NO. 3
Sandiso wants Luvuyo to accompany him to a party.
Dialogue between Sandiso and Luvuyo.
Sandiso

: Luvuyo, ndimenywe

epatini

eMthatha

ngoMgqibelo. Ndicela

undikhaphe.
Luvuyo, I have been invited to a party in Mthatha on Saturday. I
hereby ask you to accompany me.
Luvuyo

: Hayi mfondini, kumenywe wena wedwa phaya nje. Kungenzeka
ukuba sele kulungiselelwe umntu omnye, wena ke ukutsho oko.
My friend, only yourself has been invited there. It may so happen
that, arrangements have been made for only one person, yourself.

Sandiso

: Hayi wena ntanga ungabi nexhala ngomcimbi wemali, kuba siza
kuzolandwa, siphinde sibuyiswe. Ntanga kuza kuba mnandi phaya
ndiyakuthembisa.
No, my friend do not worry about the question of money, transport will
be sent out to fetch us, and then bring us back. Furthermore, I
promise you my friend we shall enjoy ourselves there.

Luvuyo

: Mhlobo wam, ngendikukhapha, into kunayo utsho sele lufikile olu
suku lwale pati. Ngoku ke ntanga bendingazilungiselelanga. Xola
mhlob’am andinako.
My friend, I could accompany you, but because you tell me on the
day of the party, I cannot, as I have not prepared myself. I am
sorry my friend I am unable to.

Sandiso

: Mfondini uza kuphoswa, kuba iintombi ziza kube zininzi phaya,
kukho

neqela

lomculo

odumileyo, nelona

qela

olithanda

gqitha,

iMafikizolo. Masihambe ntanga, ulonwabo luninzi phaya. Nalaa band
ekuthiwa yiBella Bianca, iza kube ikho. Nesicathamiya siza kuba
lapho.
Masiye

kuchitha

isithukuthezi

tshomi. Umntu

akafumani

nto

ngokuhlala endaweni enye.My friend, you will miss girls, because
they will be any there. In addition to that, a famous music group
will lso be in attendance, Mafikizolo a group you like most. Let us
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go friend, there is a lot of happiness there. Bella Bianca band and
Sicathamiya will be there as well. Let us go to while away time,
friend. One gets no gain by being at one place.
Luvuyo

: Mhlobo wam ndiyaziva zonke ezi zinto ozibalileyo, kunjalo nje
beziya kundonwabisa, kodwa Sandiso andazi ukuba nditheni na.
Andinqweneli kuya epatini. Lilonke ke andiyi. Ungakhathazeki yiloo
nto. Mhlawumbi
ndiye kulaa

ndinokuvelelwa

yinto

pati. Kusenokwenzeka

zingavumiyo. Xola

embi, xa

ukuba

ndinokunyanzelisa

zizinyanya

Jola, andiphumeleli. NgoMgqibelo

zakuthi

ezi

andiyi ndawo,

ndiza kube ndiphumle endlwini yam.
My friend I do understand all what you have mentioned, and in
actual fact these would make me happy, but Sandiso, I do not know
what is wrong with me. I do not feel like going, and this must not
worry yourself. If I may force matters and go to that party, perhaps
something bad can happen to me. It may so happen that my
ancestors are against this whole issue. Accept my apology Jola, I
am going nowhere, instead I will be resting in my house.
1.1 GOAL IDENTIFICATION
Sandiso has been invited by Luvuyo to a party on Saturday at Mthatha. As
he does not want to go alone to the party, he wants his friend Luvuyo to
accompany

him

to

the

party. (Ndimenywe

epatini

eMthatha, ndicela

undikhaphe.)The influence goal that Sandiso has used to persuade Luvuyo to
accompany him to the party is the goal of gain assistance in which he wants
her “to do a favour”, that is, he wants Luvuyo to be part of the party. The
activity that they will be sharing is the party at Mthatha.
1.2 ARGUMENTS AGAINST COMPLIANCE
However, Luvuyo

does

not

want

to

go

to

the

party. (Nguwe

wedwa

omenyiweyo.) Furthermore, he feels that, he will only be a hindrace to Sandiso.
(Kulungiselelwe wena wedwa phaya)
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1.3 ARGUMENTS FOR COMPLIANCE
Sandiso then advances three arguments to persuade Luvuyo to go with him
to the party.
•

In the first place, he allays the problem of the possibility that Luvuyo
might be morosed. (kuza kuba mnandi phaya ndiya kuthembisa)

•

In the second place, Sandiso assures Luvuyo that there will be variety of
girls there. In addition to that, a famous music group called Mafikizolo will
also

be

there. (Iindidi

Ngaphezulu

kukho

ngeendidi

neqela

zeentombi

lomculo

ziya

odumileyo

kube

zikho

nelona

epatini.

olithandayo

iMafikizolo)
•

Thirdly Sandiso tells his friend that a well known band called Bella Bianca
will also be there. Even Sicathamiya music will be there as well. He tells
him to go to while away time. (Iband eyiBella Bianca iza kube ikhona.
Masiye kuchitha isithukuthezi. Nomculo wesicathamiya uya kusonwabisa
apho.)

1.4 RESISTANCE
Sandiso’s three strong arguments do not change Luvuyo’s decisions. (Ndiyaziva
zonke ezi zinto ozibalileyo, beziya kundonwabisa, kodwa andinqweneli kuya
epatini) Luvuyo further mentions the fact that, may be the ancestors are
against

this

whole

issue. (Kusenokwenzeka

ukuba

zizinyanya

zakowethu

ezingavumiyo ukuba ndiye epatini.)
PERSUASIVE MESSAGE NO. 4
Nombhedesho wants Sipho to go back to school next year.
Dialogue between Nombhedesho and Sipho
Nombhedesho

: Tyhini

molo Sipho! Awusemhle

ngako, utyebile, umhlophe.

Wemka esikolweni wayaphi kakade?
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Hello

Sipho, How

beautiful

you

are, fat

and

light

in

complexion! From school where did you go to?
Sipho

: NdiseGoli

mna,

ndisebenza

imali,

wena

ulibele

kukuzilibazisa esikolweni. Ina ! (Upha uNombhedesho ishumi
leerandi).
I am in Gauteng, working for money while you delay
yourself

at

school. Take

this!

(Giving

R10

gift

to

Nombhedesho)
Nombhedesho

: Uzikhande

ngenyheke

etyeni

ke

tana

ndikuxelele.

Ungathini ukulahla imfundo, isitshixo sokuvula iingcango?
Nokuba urhola loo mali olilisela ngayo Sipho, usebenza
nzima

eGoli, uza

kukhawuleza

ube

lixhego

zizivubeko

zomsebenzi onzima. Umntu ofundileyo usebenza umsebenzi
olula nasemgodini apho. Mna Syphor ndikucebisa ukuba
uphindele

esikolweni. Ndiyazi

ukuba

ukhutshwe

zizibalo

obungazazi ngolona hlobo.
I must tell you, you have made a grave mistake. Why did
you do away with education, the key for opening doors?
Even if you get that money you are talking about Sipho,
you do hard work, which will cause chronic pains in your
body and you will become old before time. An educated
person does a light job even underground. My advice
Sipho is that, go back to school. I am aware that you left
school, because of mathematics which you did not know at
all.
Sipho

: Unyanisile Bhedi, zanditheza amandla izibalo, kodwa soze
ndiphindele esikolweni sendiqhele imali, ndithenga yonke
into

endiyithandayo. Ndingahlekwa

ngabahlobo

bam

endisebenza nabo, xa ndisithi ndiphindela esikolweni.
That is true Bhedi, mathematics demoralized me, but I will
never go back to school, because I am now used to
getting money, which enables me to buy whatever I like.
Should I say, I go back to school, my friend at work can
laugh at me.
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Nombhedesho

: Mna Sipho ndikucebisa ukuba uphinde esikolweni, uziyeke
izibalo

ezikoyisayo, wenze

izifundo

zegeneral. Umntu

owenze ezo zifundo, naye unamathuba okwenza izifundo
zomthetho, aze abe ligqwetha okanye umantyi. Futhi ke
wena Sipho uliciko lokuthetha, ungamelana nezomthetho.
Nakwiingxoxo-mpikiswano

ubusigqwesa

lesibhozo. Ubulilungu
uhlonitshiwe

sonke

lebhunga labafundi

ngabafundi,

bekuphulaphula.

kwibanga
eliphambili,

Xa

becinga

ugwayimbo,ububabonisa kakuhle, ubacacisele ukuba izinto
akufuneki zilawulwe ngegqudu,kufuneka uthethathethwano.
I advise you Sipho to go back to school , and change
maths which is hard to you for General subjects. A person
who has done those subjects has chances of doing law ,
which qualifies him to become a lawyer or a magistrate. In
addition, Sipho you are eloquent and you can be good in
law. In debates you were excellent in Grade 10 you were
the top member of the student’s council , respected and
listened to by the students. When they considered going
on strike, you talked nicely to them with an advice that,
things

need

not

be

done

by

force, but

through

negotiations.
Sipho

: Utsho na Bhedi ? ( efane exakiwe nakukuba athini ).
Is that so Bhedi ? ( not knowing what to do )

Nombhedesho

: Buya

maan

sokuthandwa
usayikhumbula

Sipho

eGoli. Wena

ubunaso

nesiphiwo

nangabefundisi-ntsapho. Ndiyacinga
imini

esasibethelwa

ukuba

ingxolo. Inqununu

yakuyeka wena isithi awungeze ungxole. Wakubuya, ndiza
kukuncedisa ngokukufunela abafundi abazaziyo ezi zifundo
uza kuziqala , kuba bakhona oomagrazula endibaziyo kuzo.
Come home Sipho. You were fortunate in that, teachers
were fond of you. I think, you still remember the day when
we were being thrashed because of making noise. Even
then, if you still remember the principal left you alone,
saying you did not make noise. When you come, I will
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assist you to find good students in the subjects that you
are going to do for the first time.
Sipho

: Kodwa ke Bhedi mandikhe ndiphinde okokugqibela

kulo

unyaka, ndiphindele esikolweni kunyaka ongaphaya kwalo
uzayo.
Well Bhedi, let me remain at work for the last time this
year, and then come back to school the year after next
year.
Nombhedesho

: Ngeze ndiyivumele ke leyo , kuba kaloku ngokuya kuhamba
iminyaka, uya ukhula nawe, uza kutyhafiswa kukuba mdala
phakathi kweentsana. Njengoko
mhlawumbi

uThixo

wequmrhu

labafundi

ubugqwesa

anganawe, wonyulwe

kwezemidlalo,
ube

emidlalweni, wohlukane

ngummeli
nefotsholo

yaseGoli. Isakhono sakho kwimidlalo sibalulekile.
I disagree

because

years

are

going

by, and

you

are

growing up and becoming old. The fact that you are old
among young students, may perhaps discourage you. As
you need to excel in sport ,perhaps God may be with you
to get elected to represent students in sport council,
thereby doing away with hard work of Gauteng. Your
potential in sport is important.
Sipho

: Kaloku Bhedi ndithi kuwe kufuneka ndiqale ndiqokelele
imali kunyaka ozayo , ndizithengele ngemali yam iimfuno
zesikolo.
Yes Bhedi , listen it is necessary for me, to first organize
some money the whole of the next year, to enable me to
pay for my school needs.

Nombhedesho

: Sipho

kukho

into

ongayiqondiyo

yokuba, mhlawumbi

ndithetha nawe nje, ndithunywe nguYehova kuwe ngendlela
efihlakeleyo.Ndicela siguqe sithandaze, njengoko usazi ukuba
wayesitsho

utitshalakazi

weguidance

ukuba

xa

kukho

ingxaki, umfundi ngamnye abokhe athandaze, kuba izicelo
ziyaviwa nguThixo (Baguqe, atsho ngodlwabevu lomthandazo
uNombhedesho, owatsho walila uSipho ).
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Sipho there is something you don’t understand. May be
God speaks to you through me in a secret way, who
knows? May we possible kneel down and pray. You will
recall that this used to be a suggestion of guidance
educator that whenever there was a problem , each student
should pray, for God listens to requests. ( They kneel down
, Nombhedesho made a touching prayer which caused
Sipho to cry )
Sipho

: Bhedi

umthandazo

wakho

entliziyo. Ndiyakungqinela

utsho

xa

usithi

kwabanda

amazantsi

mhlawumbi

awutsho

ngokwakho le nto yesikolo, koko uyithunywe nguYehova,
ozama

ukundihlangula

mandiyithethe

kule

inyaniso

yokuba

ngxaki

ndikuyo. Bhedi

umsebenzi

endiwenzayo

unzima kakhulu. Yonke imihla ndilala ndidiniwe, umzimba
ubuhlungu

wonke,

ngathi

bendibethwa. Linye

qwaba

emandilitsho kuwe , ndibuyela esikolweni, sele ndinefuthe
lokokuba
Ndiza

ndiphumelele
kuthatha

emagqabini, zisakuvulwa

yonke

impahla

yam

eGoli

izikolo.
Bhedi.

Ndiyabulela.
Bhedi your prayer touched the bottom of my heart. It is
true that perhaps the issue is from God who tries to
rescue me from the problem which I find myself in. Bhedi
as the matter of fact, it is true that I am doing hard work.
Everyday I feel tired and go to bed like that, feeling pains
all over the body as if I was assaulted. Let me tell you
one thing, I am going back to school with a feeling of
passing with distinctions when the schools are opened. I
am going to fetch all my belongings from Gauteng Bhedi.
Nombhedesho

: (Encumile, egona

uSipho

engcangcazela

luvuyo) Sipho

ungake uvumele usathana adlale ngawe, ngokuba uphinde
ube nezinye iingcinga

ngesikolo wakuba wehlukene nam,

kuba unokuvelelwa ngamashwa.
(Smiling hugging Sipho with extreme happiness) Sipho, do
not think otherwise

after we have departed, because you

may have misfortunes.
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1.1 GOAL IDENTIFICATION
Nombhedesho is sympathetic towards Sipho who is a dropout from school.
She tries to persuade him to go back to school next year. The influence goal
she has used is the goal of give advice with regard to “life style”, that is, she
wants her friend Sipho to change his decisions.
1.2 ARGUMENTS AGAINST COMPLIANCE
• Sipho is against Nombhedesho’s influence. He argues that schooling is
delaying Nombhedesho’s time.
• Sipho also gives Nombhedesho some money. (Ndisebenza imali eGoli mna,
ulibele kukuzilibazisa esikolweni.) Sipho also tells Nombhedesho that his
friends can laugh at him.(Ndingahlekwa nangabahlobo bam endisebenza
nabo, xa ndisithi ndiphindela esikolweni).
• He furthermore argues that he wants to continue working the following year,
he will never go back to school, because he is now used to getting money
which enables him to buy whatever he likes. (Soze ndiphindele esikolweni,
kuba sendiqhele imali, ndithenge yonke into endiyithandayo.)
1.3 ARGUMENTS FOR COMPLIANCE
Nombhedesho advances four arguments to persuade Sipho to go back to
school next year.
•

Firstly she convinces Sipho that she made a mistake by doing away with
education, the

key

for

opening

doors. (uzikhande

ngenyheke

etyeni,

ungathini ukulahla imfundo, isitshixo sokuvula iingcango?)
•

Secondly, Bhedi tells Sipho that, even if he gets some money, he does
very hard work which will cause chronic pains in his body. An educated
person does a light job even underground. (Nokuba ufumana loo mali,
usebenza

nzima. Loo

msebenzi uza

kukwenza

ube

ofundileyo usebenza umsebenzi olula nalapho emgodini.)

nezivubeko. Umntu
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• Thirdly, Nombhedesho advises Sipho to do away with mathematics which is
difficult and replaces it with general subjects. Anyone who has done those
subjects has

chances of doing law, which qualifies him to become either

a lawyer or a magistrate. (Ndikucebisa ukuba uziyeke izibalo ezikoyisayo,
wenze izifundo zegeneral. Umntu owenze ezo zifundo, unamathuba okwenza
izifundo zomthetho, abe ligqwetha okanye umantyi)
•

Fourthly, Bhedi reminds Sipho that he was fortunate at school, because
teachers were fond of him. He further promises him that he will assist him
to find good students in the subjects that he is going to do for the first
time. (Wena ubuthandwa naziititshala. Ngaphezulu ndiza kukufunela abafundi
abaziincutshe kwezi zifundo oza kube uziqala bakuncedise kangangoko.)
Nombhedesho also asks Sipho to allow her to pray for him. (Masiguqe
sikhe sithandaze Sipho)

1.4 COMPLIANCE
Sipho accepts Nombhedesho’s request. He promises that there is no other
way round, but to go back to school next year. He further tells Nombhedesho
that her prayer touched the bottom of his heart. It is true that perhaps the
issue about going back to school is from God who tries to rescue him from
the problem which he finds himself in. (Akukho ndlela yimbi ngoku, kungcono
ndiphindele esikolweni kunyaka ozayo. Umthandazo wakho utsho kwabanda
amazantsi entliziyo. Liyinene elithi mhlawumbi awuyitsho ngokwakho le nto
yesikolo, koko

uyithunywe

nguYehova

ozama

ukundihlangula

kule

ngxaki

ndikuyo)
PERSUASIVE MESSAGE NO. 5
Sizwe wants Qiqa to stop trying to fight.
Dialogue between Sizwe and Qiqa.
Sizwe : Qiqa, utheni wanje ebusweni mfondini? Uyawalwile? Musa ukuyithanda
le nto yokulwa maan mfondini, ayilunganga le nto uyenzayo imbi. Uza
kubulawa ngabantu aba. Akukho kuQumbu apha kuseKapa.
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Qiqa why are you like this on the face brother? You must have
fought as usual. Fighting is not a right thing, please stop enjoying it
brother, because it is not in Qumbu here but in CapeTown, and as
such people will kill you.
Qiqa

: Jonga apha Sizwe andilogwala landoda mna. Intle into yokuba ube
ugezelwa

ngala

matshipha

apha

eKapa? Ndifuna

ukuzibonakalisa

ukuba ndilikroti mna, nalapho ndisuka khona. Wena ke uya kusala
wedwa udlala la matshipha ageza kangaka. Mfo,yahlukana nale nto
yokuba

uhleli

undibiza

ukuba

bendisilwa

xa

bekutheni?

Andiyalezwanga kuwe mna apha maan. Uyandiva Sizwe (engxamile
eqhale amehlo)
Sizwe look here, I am not a coward man. Is it a good thing for
people who do not go home to always misbehave to you here in
CapeTown? I want to present myself to be viewed as being a daring
person, even where I come from. These silly people will move you
about irregularly, and they will do this to you alone. Brother, do not
always ask me the reason why I fought. Man! I am not under your
direct care here (angry with open eyes).
Sizwe : Yhe maan Qiqa, ude ube namabhongo okuba ulikroti nalapho usuka
khona, ucinga ukuba intle le nto uyenzayo? Uthini ngezinxenxe ezi
apha

ebusweni? (Uyahleka) Umbi

mfo

kabawo

usuke

wangathi

usisigebenga khona ngoku. Zeziphi iintombi ezingathanda wena, xa
umbi uyile nto uyiyo? Yeka ukuba ngathi uliqaba negeza maan
mfondini. Kunokuba bathini abantu osebenza nabo, xa umbi unje.
Unezinxenxe kukubethwa, wophuke nezinyo.
Qiqa, that you are having excessive self-esteem of being bold even
where you come from, do you think or suggest that what you are
doing is good? What about the marks that are all over the face?
(laughing) You are so ugly my brother just like a murderer. Which
girls can love you being so ugly as you are? Do not be like an
illiterate person or a madman. What do people you work with, say
when you are so ugly? You have lashes and a broken tooth caused
by being beaten.
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Qiqa

: Ufane walilisela ngobubi bam mfondini, andiyinakanga yonke loo nto
mna andinakho ukuyinyamezela into yokuchanyelwa yenye indoda
emlonyeni mna maan. NdinguGcwanini mna uSibewu,ndisaya kulwa,
xa kunyanzelekile ukuba mandilwe.
You always talk about my ugliness friend, but this is something I do
not care about. I cannot tolerate being ridiculed by another man. My
name is Gcwanini, Sibewu and I shall fight, if necessary.

Sizwe : Qiqa

uphilile

kakuhle

apha

entloko? Uyazi

mfowethu

andithandi

ukukubona utshabalala ndijongile. Kukho intetho apha esiXhoseni ethi.
“Kulogwala kuyahlekwa, kulokroti kuyalilwa” kuthethwa ngam nawe
ke

mhlobo

ezisoloko

wam, kuba
zibika

abazali

ukuba

bakho

uQiqa

bafumana
ulimele,

iimfonomfono

ebesilwa,

batsho

babenyembezana. Mfondini yeka le nto uyenzayo, kuba uphethe
abazali bakho kakubi yile nto yakho yokusoloko usilwa lonke ixesha.
Are you normal Qiqa? You know what, I do not like to see you
perishing

in

“Consequences

my
of

presence. There

is

a

Xhosa

being audacious are worse

than

saying that
those

of

being a coward”. This my friend, refers to you and me. As you
know, your parents always receive telephone calls to the fact that
Qiqa is injured due to a fight. This causes parents to be worried, and
I advise you to do away with this thing you like most. The fact that
you always engaged in fighting all the time, puts your parents in a
bad condition.
Qiqa

: Uyabona ke Sizwe umama notata bayayazi nabo into yokuba ukulwa
kusegazini kum. Endaweni yokuba babenyembezana, ngabula wena
bayavuya, kuba bayayazi ukuba ndilikroti (ebobotheka luncumo). Ngoko
ke mhlobo wam sukubacingela nokubacingela bona. Ukongeza apho,
ukuba

ucinga

ukuba mna

ndiza

kunyamezela

ukugezelwa, libala

ntanga.
You see Sizwe, mother and father know I am fond of fighting,
instead of being morosed, they will be happy, because they know I
am actively courageous(smiling).Therefore, do not even think for them
my friend. In addition, if you think I will tolerate silliness, just forget
friend.
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Sizwe : (Ebufutheka ngumsindo) Awubhadlanga Qiqa nyhani awubhadlanga.
Ucinga ukuba abazali bakho bangamageza kakade? Bangavuya xa
umana ungxivela xa uhamba, kuba ubethiwe? Bhadla Qiqa umdala
ungaka nje. Ungathi uhleli umbona umama wakho ukuba akanampilo
kakuhle, ube wena umkhathaza, ngokumana usilwa lonke ixesha? Uza
kuphulukana nobom usemncinci, ndikuxelele mna. Ufuna ukuba, kuze
kube kutyholwa abantu aba xa sele ufile ngenxa yoku kulwa?
(Angry) You are not normal, not at all. Do you think your parents are
mad? Would they be pleased finding you limping at times because
of being beaten? Be in a state of normality Qiqa, because you are
old now. Already, you see your mother’s dwindling health, but you
worry her by always fighting,I am telling you, you will lose life young
as you are. Do you want other people blamed after you have died of
fighting ?
Qiqa

: Utsho nje nawe ukuba ndiza kufa ngenxa yokulwa. Akwazi ukuba ijoni
lifela emfazweni ?(uhleka isiqhazolo sentsini)
You concur with me that I will die of fighting. Do you not

know

that the soldier dies at war?(Laughing loudly)
Sizwe : Akubhadlanga nyhani Qiqa. Ndiyazihlamba ezam izandla ngoku, kuba
ndikuncamile. Ungaze

uphinde

uthi

mandikuthobe, xa

udumbile

ubethiwe, uyandiva Qiqa?
Qiqa, It is true that you are not normal. I am giving up on you. Never
again say I must soothe you when part or parts of your body get
swollen due to being beaten.
Qiqa

: Andinamsebenzi nayo yonke le nto oyithethayo Sizwe gwalandini.
Mna

ndiya

kulwa

ndide

ndiyeke, kuba

ndiphelelwe

ngamandla.

Andifuni kudelelwa nangubani na kakade. Le ondixelela yona yokuba
ndiza kufa kukubethwa, andiyikhathalelanga, kuba nawe uhleli uza kufa
ngenye imini, ungabulawa kukubethwa ke wena gwalandini, ubulawa
nje yenye into. Into yokuba usithi ndizele izivubeko neziva ezibonakalayo
emzimbeni wam, yiyona nto ndiyithandayo leyo, ndize kubonwa ngabantu
ukuba andilogwala. Ndiyoyikwa nangoku ngabantu abaninzi.
I do not care about all you are telling me Sizwe, you coward. I shall
fight up to the bitter end, because I do not want to be looked down
upon by anybody. What you are telling me that I will die of being
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beaten, is something I do not care about, because you, yourself, will
die one day, and die of something else, not by being beaten you
coward. For you to say I am full of painful lashes and visible marks
on my body, is something I am fond of, so that people should look
at me as being not a coward. As a result, I am being feared by a
number of people.
1.1 GOAL IDENTIFICATION
Sizwe requests Qiqa to stop trying to fight. The influence goal that has been
used by Sizwe to persuade Qiqa to stop fighting is Give advice on “lifestyle”,
that is, he wants Qiqa to change his behaviour, attitude and social perception,
the process by which people come to understand one another. (Kutheni Qiqa
wadumba wanje ebusweni uyawalwile kwakhona?)
1.2 ARGUMENTS AGAINST COMPLIANCE
Qiqa resists Sizwe’s request to stop trying to fight.
• Firstly, Qiqa tells Sizwe that he is fighting, because he is not a coward. He
wants to present himself to view as being a bold person. (Andilogwala mna.
Ndifuna ukuzibonakalisa ukuba ndilikroti) Qiqa tells Sizwe not to ask him the
reason

for

fighting. (Musa

ukuba

ube

undibuza

ukuba

bendisilwa

xa

bekutheni.)
• Secondly, Qiqa tells Sizwe that he does not care about his ugliness,
because of scars. He cannot tolerate being ridiculed by another man, the
only

thing

is

to

fight. ( Andinakuze ndiyinyamezele

into

yokuchanyelwa

ngenye indoda emlonyeni mna. Ndiza kulwa qha)
• Thirdly, Qiqa tells Sizwe that, his parents know that he is fond of fighting.
Instead of becoming down hearted they will be happy, for they know that I
am a hero. In addition, if Sizwe thinks that he (Qiqa) will tolerate silliness,
he should forget. (Abazali bam bayayazi into yokuba ukulwa kusegazini kum.
Xa besiva ukuba ndiyalwa, bayavuya, kuba bayazi ukuba ndilikroti. Andinakho
ukunyamezela ukugezelwa mna).
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1.3 ARGUMENTS FOR COMPLIANCE
Sizwe does not accept Qiqa’s argument who says that he will never stop
fighting, because he is not a coward, but a hero.
• Firstly Sizwe tells Qiqa that he is going to be killed by people. (Uza
kubulawa ngabantu, njengokuba uthanda ukulwa.)
• Secondly, Sizwe tells Qiqa that he is ugly, because of the scars which are
all over the face because of fighting. There is not a single girl who can be
in love with him. He is like a monster. (Ebusweni unezinxenxe, ngenxa
yokuba usoloko usilwa, Ezi zinxenxe zikwenze wambi. Akukho nenye intombi
enokuze ithandane nomntu ombi ngathi sisigebenga.)
• Thirdly, Sizwe tries to convince Qiqa that he would not like to be destroyed
in his presence. There is a Xhosa idiom which says, “Consequences of
being audacious are worse than those of being a coward”. (Andithandi
ukuba ndikubone utshabalala ndijongile. Kukho intetho apha esiXhoseni ethi,
“ Kulogwala kuyahlekwa, kulokroti kuyalilwa”. Sizwe tells Qiqa that he is
worrying his parents, because of this bad behaviour. (Uyabahlupha abazali
bakho, ngenxa yesi simo sakho esigwenxa.)
• Fourthly, Sizwe says, he is now going to give up. Qiqa should never again
say he should soothe him, when his body is swollen due to being bitten.
(Ndiyazihlamba ezam izandla ngoku, kuba ndikuncamile. Ungaze uphinde uthi
mandikuthobe xa udumbile, ubethiwe.)
1.4 RESISTANCE
Qiqa does not comply with Sizwe’s arguments. He tells him that, he does not
care about what he is talking about, because Sizwe is a coward. He tells
Sizwe that he will fight until he is helpless. He is not afraid of death and
scars which are all over the body. Scars are reflection of heroworship, even
now people are afraid of him. (Andinamsebenzi nayo yonke le nto oyithethayo
Sizwe

gwalandini. Ndiya

kulwa, ndiyeke

ndakuphelelwa

ngamandla.

Andinamsebenzi nakufa mna. Izivubeko endinazo ndiyazithanda, kuba ndiyoyikwa
ngabantu abaninzi kuba ndingumlwi.)
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CONCLUSION
This section gives the findings of the research, which concentrated on the
pragmatic analysis of persuasion in isiXhosa.
Four topics have been selected as the basis for the research. They are as
follows :
Politeness theory
Message production
Interpersonal influence goals
Analysis of persuasive messages
The method of collecting data for analyzing five persuasive messages was
done as follows : Five close family members were asked each to write five
dialogues which form part of the persuasive messages, influencing different
people, each to change his or her behaviour.
The total number of persuasive messages is five.
Three different social categories formed the basis of research, that is :
Category A : Persuasion to persons of equal status
Category B: Persuasion to a person of authority
Category C: Persuasion to a stranger
WITH REGARD TO THE NUMBER OF PERSUASION MESSAGES IN EACH
SITUATION, EACH CATEGORY HAS ITS OWN TRENDS.
CATEGORY A’s sub-situations are as follows :
A. 1:1

Sizwe wants Qiqa to stop trying to fight.

A. 1:2

Ntuthu wants to reconcile his friend Nosisa about differences with the
family.

A. 1:3 Sigqibo requests Thembani to clean his room.
A. 2:1 Themba persuades his friend Loyiso to change his friends.
A. 2:2 Nombhedesho requests Sipho to go back to school next year.
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A. 2:3 Xoliswa advises her friend Zingisa to relax and enjoy holiday.
A. 3:1 Bandile asks his friend Vumile to help him with homework
A. 3:2 Zamile is dating his girl friend Nokulunga
CATEGORY B has three (3) sub-divisions which are as follows :
B. 1. Sive wants to obtain permission from his father Zikhali to play soccer.
B. 2. Sindiswa wants to obtain permission from her mother to go to a party.
B. 3. Nobandile requests marriage arrangements from her mother.
CATEGORY C has four sub-divisions which are as follows :
C.1

Gaba wants to divorce his wife, because he has a secret lover. He
reveals this to his friend Tshonyane

C.2

Xolani wants to bring to an end arrangement of staying together with
Bheki in a flat.

C.3

Chwayita

wants

to

change

Nolitha’s

opinion

or

behaviour

towards

government action plans.
C.4

Mpiyakhe persuades Siphokazi to be in love with him in order to get a
job.

C.5

Patience wants Eugenia to keep the radio noise down.

All the influence goals have used in the Xhosa messages i.e. change orientation,
gain assistance, give advice, obtain permission, share activity, enforce obligations
and rights and change relationship.
Sixteen subgoals from the seven above have been clearly identified:
1.1.

Share activity

1.2

Information

1.3

Object

1.4

Favour

2.1

Lifestyle

2.2

Health
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2.3

Change orientation

2.4

Initiative

3.1

Social issues

3.2

Political issues

3.3

Escalate

3.4

De-escalate

4.1

Obtain permission

4.2

Enforce rights

4.3

Enforce obligations

4.4

Protect a right

The goals above have been examined to establish which of these categories
do occur in isiXhosa, how frequent is their occurrence and is there a possible
explanation for each frequency of occurrence.
Six goals have a certain frequency of appearance and other goals are
regarded as negligible. These six goals have been examined thoroughly in all
three social groups.
The goals with the highest frequency in isiXhosa is goal 2.1. This is the explicit
explanation between equals. This clearly shows that in Xhosa speaking
equals, explicit claims encourage favourable source judgements. Equals who
form explicit utterances may earn social credits for plain speaking, and avoid
the risk of being labelled and manipulated. Xhosas believe in ancestors that
they can control the elements when they are pleased, they shower a person
with blessings, and they show their displeasure by creating ill-feelings.
Goal 3.3 : Obtain permission has the second highest frequency. The findings
here reveal that, in Xhosa children are not supposed to decide and then do
whatever they want to do. They are aware of the demands of tradition that
they must respect their parents and any elder. Parents’ orders are to be
observed and cannot be regarded as autocratic. When children persuade their
parents to allow them to do something, conflicts occur sometimes when the
parents do not want to comply, because some parents are rigid, strict and do
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not even want to listen to the demands of their children, instead they show
the restrictive nature and injustice of traditionalism.
In turn children convince their parents that they want to be free individuals
who can exercise their freedom of choice, because parents are failing to
recognize that young people are now mature. The newsworthiness of bad
behaviour

misleads the

parents

into

thinking

that, all

young

people

are

irresponsible and disobedient.
The goal with the third highest frequency in isiXhosa is 2.3, which is the
change orientation goal. In this goal, the persuader persuades the listener to
change

his

or

her

opinion, belief

attitude

and

behaviour. Among

Xhosa

speaking people the findings are that, the male adults rely rigidly on power,
assertive discipline and overattribute negative intent when persuading. They
also create potential threats to the persuadees, sometimes promising them
some personal gain or profit if they (the persuadees) believe or behave in the
manner suggested by the persuader.
The goal with the fourth highest frequency of occurrence is 2.2, which is
about advice on health. In this goal, the findings are that, effective Xhosa
speakers capitalize on fear to enhance a persuasive message, because fear
appeal is often directed at a need for safety and security. Among Xhosas,
frightening people motivate change, as long as the threatening message
includes re-assuring instructions on how to avoid the danger. In Xhosas to
threaten a person is a way of showing that he will reap what he or she has
sown.
The goal with the fifth highest frequency is 3.1. that is, social and political
issues. In this strategy, the findings are that, among Xhosa speaking people,
everyone desires to belong to a group, and therefore is inclined to behave as
other people in the group behave, so that they can be considered as a
member of that particular group. It is noticeable how often people are
intolerant of those outside their group who behave in a different way. In this
strategy one is taught to recognize and obey the procedures and conventions
that regulate the society he or she belongs to. For the vast majority of
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people, for the rest of their lives, this guidance is sufficient to keep them
conforming breaking the law.
The last goal with some frequency is the 3.2 , that is de-escalate a relationship.
The research has discovered that, in Xhosa tradition, marriage is taken as a
tragic theme, because it forms the base of life. The fact that marriage is
arranged

between

families, really

suggests

that, it

is

not

a

personal

communication, but the matter of the inlaws. Men should treat women with
respect. The positions of a married woman among amaXhosa is extremely
restrictive and to some extent limiting the freedom and happiness of a
woman. A woman has to depend entirely on her husband and inlaws. She is
subjected to a number of taboos which determine her kind of behaviour. They
are oppressed by their husbands.
As has been said, data was collected by five close family members, each to
write five dialogues including five from me. These dialogues form part of
persuasive messages influencing different people each to change his or her
behaviour.
In those three different social categories which form the basis of the research,
three kinds of persuasive strategies have been selected from each subcategory.
THE USE OF XHOSA IN THE PERSUASION STRATEGIES
Various strategies have been investigated with the aim of discovering what
Xhosa constructions may be applied in these categories.
Strategy 1.1 : Rationality
The research discovered that, females prefer rationality more than males do in
many events, possibly using it to overcome lower initials credibility, and to
justify one’s actions and emotions by giving a rational explanation for them.
The verb [ndiyakucela] has been frequently used in this strategy followed by a
complement which may be an [ukuba] clause.
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Strategy 1.2 Dominance
This strategy is usually used by males to females or by females who are in
authority. Dominance is concerned with the power in the message itself. The
source uses a dominant message in a bid for power and then notices how
the target responds to the message, with submission or not or even defiantly.
Acknowledgement in this strategy is usually indicated by the presence of the
verbs of acknowledgement such as [bona] [qonda] [azi] , followed by a
complement, which may be an [ukuba] clause.
There are also threats indicated by the verbs [ukwenzakala] [ukufa] and a
noun [ilishwa].
The research has discovered that among Xhosa speaking people a frown of
disapproval can be more powerful than a spoken language.
Strategy 1.3 Explicit acknowledgement
The research discovered that, explicit claims encourage favourable source
judgements. Individuals who form explicit utterances may earn social credit for
plain and not hidden speech. This acknowledgement is indicated by the
presence of the verbs [Ayilunganga] [ndiyakucebisa] [yahlukana]
Strategy 4.1 Offer of repair
This strategy has been expressed by various means in Xhosa. An expression
with clauses [ndiza kuyilungisa] [ndiza kutshintsha] [ndiza kohlukana] have
been discovered in Xhosa speaking people.
Strategy 2.1 Expression of lack of intent
In this strategy it has been discovered that Xhosa speaking people use the
verbs [ukuzikhathaza] [ukwanelisa].
Persuasive – intent warnings, of course, do not permit anticipatory counterarguing, because the receivers do not know the subject of the message.
Strategy 2.2 Expression of regret
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An expression of regret has been expressed in Xhosa language by means of
a verb [ukuzisola] [usizi].
Strategy 4.1 Request for forgiveness
Research has discovered that, request for forgiveness in isiXhosa has been
expressed by means of a noun [uxolo]
Strategy 2.3 Implicit explanation
Implicit explanation is concerned with a persuasive message that has been
uttered implicitly and does not refer directly to the meaning. This implicit
explanation is simply introduced by means of nouns [ubunewunewu] [iimfuno]
Strategy 3.2 Promise of forbearance
In this strategy, what has been discovered is that, the verbs [thembisa]
[uphinda] are suitable.
Strategy 4.2 Offer of an apology
The research evidence reveals that, when there is exchange of words that
resulted to negative consequences, Xhosa speaking tribe offer an apology to
resolve the misunderstandings. The intersections of apology that are expressed
are [Tarhu !] [uxolo] [ngxe!]
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Abstract for a proposed research for the Fifth Annual Hawaii
International Conference on Arts & Humanities -

January 12-15,

2007.
Brazilian Design: Beyond the Toucan
Claudia Scaff and Douglas L. Johansen

Brazilian music is well established; and its art and architecture
are world-renowned. However, Brazilian design is still trying to
find a national visual language. Design in Brazil has grown and
established itself under conditions of huge economic instability.
Brazilian design today reflects who Brazilians are and how they
live: diversity, colors, inequality, happiness and paradoxes all
reflect the culture.
Tired of cliché of images such as tropical birds, soccer,
carnival, and Indians; Brazilian designers, influenced by the
western culture and global consumer culture are creating design
that appeals to a diverse global audience.
The conflict between the traditional Brazilian design aesthetics
and global influences, has become an issue for Brazilian
designers. Easy access to cable television and the internet have
made global influences more prevalent. Finding a balance between
traditional Brazilian design vocabularies and Brazilian design
influences has being the challenge and the key to the success of
designers in Brazil.
This presentation will focus on work from various successful
Brazilian designers and examine their use of western and
traditional design aesthetics.
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DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSPORT, MOBILITY AND URBAN FORM IN CZECH
CITIES
Karel Schmeidler, PhD. Associated Professor
Transport Research Centre S15 Dpt., CZ-636 00 Brno, Lisenska 33a, Czech Republic
Phone: 00420-543215050 ext. 124, Fax: 00420-543211215, E-mail: schmeidler@cdv.cz
Abstract
Urban sprawl and the current unsatisfactory state of traffic in historic East and Central
European cities have a number of causes. One of them is the incompatible discrepancy
between traditionaly structured urban design, and the present-day requirements created by
increased traffic volume. The physical environment of Czech towns and cities was
developed for less demanding modes of traffic. Additional problems are caused by the
uneven distribution of urban activities which is growing at an unacceptable pace at the
present time. This distribution is strongly affected by a strict segregation of living
functions. Traffic origins and destinations have spread throughout a large area, resulting in
an enormous growth of internal urban traffic. The current state is also due to the
application of predominantly technically oriented solutions to problems that have shown
no respect for urban planning and environmental requirements.
Key words:
Urban sprawl, spatial structure, suburbanisation, traffic network, and urban environment
Introduction
The enormous increase of traffic in Czech towns has meant more mobility for its
inhabitants and higher intensity of residential distribution of functions. At the same time,
however, it has created a series of conflicting situations in people's every day lives; it has
disrupted their living environment, and it has disturbed the functional purpose of towns as
self contained entities.
The experience with traffic control and planning the development of towns has
demonstrated that ensuring harmony between vehicular traffic and town infrastructure
presents one of the most serious problems of contemporary communal policy. This
problem involves two levels of treatment. On the social level it is a question of the social,
economic and cultural problems in the processes of town planning; it is of the possibility to
control these processes, and in this way orchestrate the growth of towns. Furthermore, it is
a question of value orientation of the society in its approach to economic development, to
the protection and creation of the living environment, and to the development of traffic. At
the level of operational and developmental control of the town it is then a question of
selecting the optimum traffic system, of ensuring the traffic safety, and of removing the
negative influences of traffic on the urban environment. This is especially possible with
regard to ensuring the harmony between the town structure and the traffic network, and in
maintaining a balance between an organized operational exploitation, and the
determination and development of an acceptable level of urban growth in a given area.
The basic requirement for a purposeful planning process is the understanding of the multilayered mechanism of transport and its effects on the urban structure. Over the last few
decades, basic research has gained a better understanding of the regularities and
cause/effect relationships regarding mobility, urban development and transport. Of
particular interest are the complex, dynamic, and time-lag determined connections between
traffic, land-use, urban planning, and their effect upon environment.
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Impact of transport on the development of 21st century settlements and
urban areas
Essential changes in the settlement structural patterns of European countries have affected
the style and life quality of their inhabitants. This is particularly applicable to children,
senior citizens, the handicapped, and to woman who are generally of ill health, less
wealthy, and less mobile.
Since the 1960s, a new phenomenon has begun to occur as shown in the statistics of cities
and urban areas of Europe: the largest cities have stopped growing and marks of deconcentration have arisen. At this time, geographers of settlements have come up with the
“general theory of modern urban development”. This theory is based on the assumption
that the development of cities consists of successive phases of urban development (for
example Berg, Drewett, Klaassen, Rosi, Vijveberg, 1982, Tosics 1988 or Cheshire and
Hay, 1989). According to this theory, which serves as a general model, certain cycles are
always repeated in all examples of urban development; first of all appearing in innovative
centres, and then extending to the rest of the world. This concept is in compliance with the
general theory specifying that urban process is determined by economic development and
industrialization, which crucially impacts the optimum location of populations. The
determination of optimum location is more or less independent of the political system or
the social and economic establishment. These only constitute side and modifying factors.
The basic urbanization model is also slightly modified by the historic and national features
of different regions.
Phase 1: Urban development
Cities have found a new place on the geo-political scene: municipal structure has become
the dominant type of structure throughout the world. The ability of cities to integrate and
civilize has sometimes collapsed as a result of the pace of municipal expansion supported
by rapid economic growth.
The basis of the problem is in the urban development process: large industrial complexes
were established in settlements and grew rather quickly; enabling the settlement of the
workforce migrating from rural areas. The development of technology is a key influence
upon the development of the modern city. It enables mass production and distribution, as
well as the mass consumption of goods. Technological changes in an area are always
accompanied by changes in the social structure. (Pavla Horská, Eduard Maur a Jiří Musil:
Urban Development of Czech Countries and Europe, Prague 2002).
New technologies and new development patterns thereby altered cities into something
more than mere centres of religion and government. Settlement structure changed
significantly: apart from the development of a capital or several major elements, a number
of industrial cities were formed. In the cities themselves, residential development was
centred within the proximity of factories and businesses - due to underdeveloped public
transport. Further along, growth was achieved as a result of the development of transport,
the building of railways, the construction of water supply and sewage networks, and the
establishment of basic forms of residential development and city formation. A typical
developmental pattern or form was that of the radial-concentric city - a star-shaped urban
conglomeration from which the roads extend in the shape of arms. Industrial urban
development culminated with the establishment of coherent urbanized areas. The term
conurbation is sometimes used.
In Central Europe and Eastern Europe in particular, this process bears some special
features that differ from the general model when compared to Western Europe. Changes
have often been delayed by several decades; and the transformation of the settlement
structure is not so aggressive – due to various political factors, and the slow pace of
agricultural production modernization. In the beginning, a gradually liberated labour force
was able to find few job positions in industry. This process only accelerated later. In some
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areas, intense urban development took place during the state controlled, so-called
“socialist urban development” of post-2nd World War; optimum infrastructure, however,
was not created. The term “suburban development” is used to describe situations in former
socialist countries where the growth of industrial conglomerations was not accompanied by
a corresponding development of habitation and urban infrastructure to serve the labour
force. Urban development has been thus delayed with regard to two aspects: the number of
people working in cities significantly exceeds the number of those who can settle there;
and this has resulted in a great number of commuters. The level of infrastructure is not in
balance with the amount of urban population, so newcomers therefore, usually settle in
housing estates on the outskirts of the cities.
Even though rapidly growing conurbations in developing countries may seem to be the
greatest problem, this is debateable. The share of urban population in Europe has exceeded
eighty percent; which means that Europe as a whole has reached the “ceiling of urban
development.”
Phase 2: Suburban development
This suburban development is the accompanying phenomenon to a new phase of the socioeconomic revolution, where the focus of economic activity is shifted from industrial
production to a services economy that has a high demand for knowledge, skill, mobility,
and the supply of information. This “economy of services” is the vision of a technological
and managerial revolution according to the theories of Daniel Bell, John Kenneth
Galbraith, Zbygniew Brzezinsky, Kenneth Boulding and Amitai Etzioni, and constitutes an
‘economy of information’ based on education, schools, science, and specialized
management as the critical resource of development. Research and development people as
the “workers of science,” and the people working with information constitute a crucial
element in the post-industrial society; which again puts an emphasis on planning. An
interconnected network of corporate and governmental bureaucrats is formed and
controlled by managers and technical specialists who, rather than owners and politicians,
truly represent the power elite and prestigious.
The 2nd phase changes in the settlement structure patterns are thus induced by the changes
in economy and society. This process is influenced by the attenuation of heavy industry
and the departure of workers to the tertiary sector and light industry production on
assembly lines requiring single-floor industrial halls with spacious area. The easiest thing
to do is to construct these halls using green fields. Due to the sophisticated equipment
used, this requires extensive capital. They are mechanized and automated and do not,
therefore, require many employees. As a result, they can be built in greater distances from
city centres. This is the reason why these high-tech operations are built in suburban areas
where construction does not cost so much. Due to the character of their production, they
employ a more qualified labour force. Traditional production, which employs a less
qualified and lower paid labour force, has remained in city centres.
Administrative and research parks with pilot operations have thereby followed industrial
parks to suburban locations which allows them to take advantage of newer, faster roads;
cheaper construction plots and ample parking space; and avoidance of the drawbacks of the
city, such as bad quality of environment, crime, growing poverty in central areas, and other
negative phenomena. Administrative parks represent cheap locations for companies that
are not established yet and need cheap start-up conditions. Due to intensity of investment
and international business development, new, mainly warehouse and commercial
constructions proliferate “in the green belt” in clusters of urban conglomeration. Shopping
centres have grown almost spontaneously in suburban locations. Outward-bound roads and
motorways are surrounded by tens of kilometres of sheet-metal auto dealerships, assembly
halls, warehouses and shops. Cities are thereby chaotically extended at the expense of
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traditionally agriculturally utilized countryside; which again intensifies negative ecological
pressure on agricultural production.
We are witnessing the slowing pace of a traditionally rapid urban development, typical of
the first post-war period. Extensive urban development is slowing, and increasing numbers
of the population are leaving large cities; on the other hand, living environment and
infrastructure in the suburbs is improving (shops and facilities have followed people). As a
result, the number of job opportunities has grown and the income of people living there has
increased (mostly middle-age, qualified, “white-collar”). Tertiary aspects affecting the
society in most advanced countries have led to changed housing requirements. People who
have an opportunity to obtain individual means of transport change their places of living.
The increased use of the automobile has enabled greater groups of the population to move
quickly between home and workplace. Leaving the city is becoming more characteristic of
a wealthier population for whom satellite or villa towns, adjacent to suburban areas or
neighbouring villages, are built in proximity to larger cities. The term “social
exclusiveness” is starting to be used for the new locations experiencing the increased
concentration of socially similar groups. Newcomers usually do not integrate with the
original village population because of their considerable socio-economic differences.
The uncontrolled growth of cities further reinforces all unhealthy social trends regarding
both power consumption and protection of agricultural areas. Weekend trips by the city
population to the country will begin to resemble the movement of nations that pollute the
environment with exhalations - if, however, it is at all enabled by the collapsing transport
system. Under these circumstances we need to view countryside utilization and the
structure of population distribution more pragmatically because this view highlights
transport requirements. The cities suffer from the fact that in many places, automobiles
have encroached upon areas traditionally, and exclusively, inhabited by pedestrians. Cars
have taken over roads, pavements, squares and embankments. The reason for this has been
the desire to be able to reach any point by car, which often equates to a feeling of freedom.
The following applies here: the denser the population within the city, the lower the
requirements for transport and the greater space for free countryside and wild nature. From
these findings, the European Transport and Environment Federation have derived principal
recommendations for urban and regional planning. Various surveys of power consumption
in transport have shown an unambiguous link between the population densities, distances
between individual cities and power consumed in transport. The project says: “... the need
for travelling sharply declines if the population density of a given place increases to 50
persons per hectare. If the population density is lower than 30 persons per hectare, the
dependence on cars seems to be inevitable... The cities with the population density of 17
persons per hectare and with the most decentralized residential structure use 70% more
power than cities with 33 persons per hectare and with high concentration of flats”
(Greening, Urban Transport, 1999). The figures shown are quite clear and supportive of the
pragmatic view of that relationship between the rural areas and city centres. From a
transportation standpoint: living in the fresh country air surrounded by nature, but
possessing a regular need to commute to the city, is much less healthy than living in city
centres.
Suburban development, depicting the growth of the city at its outskirts, is closely linked to
the process of spatial specialization and segregation. It connotes the concentration of
certain branches of industry in certain parts of the city, and the concentration of certain
groups of population into specific zones of the urban structure. The specialization and
segregation, for example, lead to an increased distance between homes and places of work.
Since these processes are usually not coordinated, and occur independently of the existing
transport system, distances are ever increasing, putting pressure on the use of cars to the
disadvantage of public transport (De Boer, 1976). This is a gradual process in which public
transport looses its validity, and subsequently, ceases. As a result, numerous categories of
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population, senior citizens in particular, have aggravated access to transport, and their
spatial mobility decreases.
Phase 3: Urban de-development
This phase has been induced by changing production technology where the production on
assembly belts has been replaced by a cooperating network of smaller operations, active in
great distances from city centres. Statistics show that small-sized and medium-sized
companies account for an essential part of economic growth; and the average size of
businesses are decreasing. Export articles are increasingly de-materialized; they consist of
information, services or innovations. The growing role of tertiary sector (services)
contributes to the migration of the population to smaller settlements. Companies providing
services also migrate to places with cheaper land and labour costs. This trend has instigated
an immense development of distant transmission of information (faxes, mobile telephones,
computers connected in networks, the Internet, telecommunication satellites, etc.). Thanks
to telecommunication technology, both company and financial operations can be controlled
from distant locations. Due to traffic congestions, inner parts of cities are becoming less
accessible to their inhabitants. This is accompanied by the unregulated growth of cities,
crises of transport systems and increased use of individual cars due to the construction of
commercial shopping centres and residential zones, and sometimes due to non-coordinated
residential building.
To deal with the issues of traffic and parking, costly transport and parking facilities have
been built. Conditions for enabling the transport to become more intense are also being
established. In consequence we are witnessing a massive mobility of people and
devastation of the environment even beyond the borders of the affected regions. The
Historic centres of cities are often damaged and the internal environment is deteriorating. It
is paradoxical that the construction of freeways that connect developing suburban locations
with the central part of the city are contributing to the destruction of the central parts of the
city by enhancing the dispersion of the functions crucial for the health of urban centres. It
means that if the concentration of retail, light production, recreational, cultural and
educational functions vital for urban livelihood decrease; city centres will be destroyed.
The road system supports spatial distribution of population, but also enables the shift of
vital activities to new, more distant centres.
Another problem has been created by the ill-considered and non-regulated growth of
administrative buildings in European city centres. Where new buildings could not be built,
old buildings were used. It was bad fortune for people who lived there, senior citizens in
particular. Adjacent historic squares then automatically became parking places. We
recognize such derelict places according to their negative effect upon pedestrians.
Buildings are so close to the roads that there is no space left for sidewalks. Great distances
do not enable access other than by auto, to some these places. We are all familiar with
these situations of the shopping centres at the outskirts of our cities. Very little has been
gained by this approach, and the tendency of inhabitants to leave cities is increasing as the
cities become uninhabitable; all negative aspects of civilization are often concentrated
there. This induces an increased desire of people to spend as little free time in cities as
possible; and they have more and more free time. Urban population thus leaves the city,
first to places in their immediate vicinity. Due to the extending suburban areas, however,
they are forced to drive longer distances in their objective or subjective effort to come in
contact with intact nature environs, and to spend time in untouched countryside. The
increased use of cars dramatically damages the environment; this phenomenon has also
begun to encroach upon areas that had been unaffected. The term “urban sprawl” is used to
describe this tendency. Shopping and cultural centres are also built outside the city in the
proximity of motorways because of the availability of mass customer parking space. And
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this again aggravates transport conditions (congestions, combustion gases and dustiness,
incidents, etc.) near large cities.
In European cities senior citizens comprise a relatively big portion of inner city inhabitants.
Due to urban development and inappropriate urban planning policies, they have lost access
to the facilities they need to live (shopping, sport, leisure and medical care). Cities are
endangered by the flight of investment from central portions, the so-called “urban
sprawl”; growing social separation arising from different income levels and social statuses,
deteriorating living environment in cities, loss of agricultural land and original rural
environments, and erosion of architectural monuments. The image of city centres is
aggravating; the press refers to the “crisis of cities”, “decline”, “pathology”, “alienation”
and decreasing investments in these areas. Changed accessibility and deteriorated quality
of the environment (noise, air pollution, traffic vibration, etc.) may induce greater
migration. People of a higher economic status move out of these locations because they
feel they are becoming less habitable. The population migrates to less urbanized places
which have, however, easy accessibility. Then it is followed by services that contribute to
the rapid development of new settlements, often at the expense of the quality of the
environment. Increased mobility becomes a feature of the era; it has, however, some
drawbacks. In reality, attachment to a certain place is not restricting; it enables, for
example, intensification of human relationships. Every year several hundred thousand
inhabitants leave our large cities. Since we mainly experiencing the migration of families
with medium and higher income, we are losing their contribution in the form of taxes
which could be used for the restoration of neglected and declining parts of the city. The
same applies for companies and institutions moving out of the city; in a certain sense their
participation is lost in the restoration of existing industrial areas, the so-called “brown
fields”.
The settlement network thus becomes more balanced. The city centre population is quickly
declining; the same applies to the number of job opportunities. As a result, we experience
the transformation of formerly overpopulated inner parts and transition zones. Some parts
of the city lose their function or become inhabited by groups of lower status. These groups
occupy the emptied areas, and, consequently, social problems begin to occur. In the last
twenty years, the power of globalisation has given rise to a strong social polarization,
which is mainly distinct in urban residential areas: they are experience considerable
socially fragmentation and segregation. Sooner or later there will be no other option but to
rehabilitate the living areas that have become redundant. In some places this process is so
far advanced that some functionless areas have been grassed over or restored.
Phase 4: Urban re-development
Urban re-development is closely linked to the world economy: some metropolises have
evolved into special, positive situations and have become nodes of increased information
flow and capital (which gave rise to the term “nodal urban development”). The new
expansion of some city centres may be caused by the decline of traditional industries and
the increased role of information processing and services. Another factor is the response of
large cities to suburban de-development: restoring central parts, adopting legislative
measures slowing suburban de-development, decreasing volume of transport (microelectrotechnics) and more even distribution of job opportunities in the city structure. An
effort to make the cities attractive again is quite apparent; it is being done with the
application of permanently sustainable development procedures; prevention and restriction
of social exclusiveness; cooperation among managers, and new approaches to cooperation
and mediation. Urban development has become a tool for making cities more attractive for
business, investment, tourism, and for increasing real estate values in the highly
competitive global market. This is demonstrated by a renewal of the formal image of the
cities, for example by restoring street systems, urban avenues, embankments and squares
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for municipal celebrations; building new, and restoring old, parks; or building shopping
streets and parking areas. This brings some groups of the population back to the cities. To
make this trend sustainable, central urban parts are renovated to become attractive for
industry, business and tourism. In newly restored inner parts of the cities, more solvent
groups move to renovated houses, thus pushing lower classes out of that housing market.
Habitable units are often replaced by administration offices and businesses. It is not always
necessary to tear down older buildings; it is often possible to find new uses for old
warehouses, breweries or assembly halls. These buildings, abandoned in the past by the
middle class and businesses, are offered by prudent and enterprising administrations of
some cities to attract companies and international capital to re-invest in these locations.
The effort aims at the restoration of existing city centres with coherent urban regions, the
reconfiguration of rapidly growing large city suburbs to communities with positive
neighbouring relationships, and maintaining the natural environment and architectural
legacy of past generations. This process is described in different ways: revitalization;
gentrification; renewal - where the transformation is of the negative, “dead”, “poor” and
“non-productive” environment into something positive: “live”, is emphasized; and the
quality of the environment and the commercial price of land is increased in a costly
manner; which results in situations where city centres adopt the apparent features of suburban administrative parks.
At the end of the 20th century and in the beginning of this 21st century, Europe is
experiencing the renaissance of cities1. City centres were often considered bad and,
therefore ignored and abandoned, have, after repeated waves of suburban development,
again become the centres of life. The renewed cities have restricted individual transport,
supported and developed public transport, ecology, and have given preference to
pedestrian comfort over cars. We can see increased investments and economic movement,
which instigate the growth of job opportunities in city centres. We are witnesses to the
expansion of cultural facilities, innovation of retail, growth of urban tourism, and the
consequent new image of some cities or their parts. New “urban” or “street” sports have
been re-invented (for example street ball, skateboarding, jogging, roller skating), social,
conference and entertainment complexes have been built. The demand for habitation has
risen, which may result in increased population numbers. An important objective is to
maintain a certain share of residential habitation in city centres to prevent the commuter
phenomena that renders the city dead at night. Permanent inhabitants provide the feeling of
occupancy, community, warmness and life; which is mainly felt at night when the streets
are enhanced by the light from windows.
It is important that public opinion has also altered. The attitude toward cities is changing.
The image of city centres is improving; they are being mentioned in a number of articles in
the press. Despite the burden of the heritage of the past; economic, social and cultural
forces have arisen, and have united in the name of traditional city values and urban life.
Scattered house building developments that promote ‘sub-urban sprawl’ are being
criticized, and the disadvantages of suburban lifestyles are being discussed. This
controversy includes the boredom and stereotypical aspects of suburban areas, and their
negative impact on children and adolescents. There is often a saturated demand for
habitation in suburban areas and upon their commercial facilities. On the other hand, new
job opportunities in urban locations have increased the purchasing power of urban
populations. Demographic characteristics are changing and new types of family structure
and ways of living are arising. More qualified and wealthier populations need diversity and
1
Urban developers, developers, local self-governments as well as citizens take great interest in the new urban
development and its approaches; this particularly applies to the regions in which damage was incurred by an
uncoordinated city growth. Many consider the new urban development as the approach which will bring benefit to all
involved; the city growth is channeled into such a physical form that suits the current city structure, does not increase
requirements for the use of cars, is less demanding in terms of finances for services, and saves land and natural resources.
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stimulation, it searches for “the spirit of community” and the “the identity of place”.
Environmental awareness is increasing as well as a protective approach to city values. The
cities, thereby, re-attract people who wish to live and work in social atmospheres, or visit
them for tourism or cultural reasons.
The generalized findings of individual cases of successful urban re-development show that
the ideal would be to have a compact city with the mobility that protects the living
environment. Such a city would not only be able to stop the drain of people from it; but
might even increase the population. This would have positive consequences on social
diversity, protection of land resources, concentration and optimisation of urban services,
possibilities for the building of intra-city optimised transport routes, and the construction
of cycling routes and pedestrian zones2. The use of high quality city public transport would
increase. It has been proven that the intra-city passenger transport by personal auto can be
limited by the introduction of effective public transport; and can decrease the volume of
private transport by up to 20-30%. Compact urban structures and mobility that protects the
environment will also result in a higher economic effectiveness by making the city centres
more attractive; and lower the cost of infrastructure and transport routes.
Harmony of urban structure and urban transport network: its impacts on the
protection and creation of urban environment
The natural development of Czech towns and cities between 1918 and 1939 manifested
itself in their compact growth which mostly followed the historically established structural
patterns of streets and roads. The renewal of towns and cities that followed, and the advent
of concerted urbanisation, encouraged their rash growth, and was accompanied by the
construction of large industrial plants and ever-growing housing estates located on the
outskirts of towns and cities. Towns and cities spread out on all sides; this lead to a
"division of labour within the settlement". As a result, the volume of transport grew
enormously. Overly optimistic concepts strongly impaired the urban structure of cities and
their environment, and should have offered solutions to problems resulting from this
development. The homogenity of natural quarters, the image of the city and the urban
landscape were impaired. At the same time, spatial relations, the possibility of orientation,
the identity of urbane environment and its cultural continuity was lost.
The inability to implement well-defined technical concepts in stages acceptable in terms of
time, continuity and progressive order, proved to be a serious problem. The slow
implementation of these concepts resulted in doubt about the capability of the system to
cope with the complicated traffic situation. Gradually, the conviction grew that the efforts
aimed at adapting urban structure to the requirements made by traffic were of no avail.
New views of the solution to this problem are characterised by direct support for public,
pedestrian and cycle transport. Due to the change of economic conditions, the favourable
modal split between public and individual transport (75:25) will begin to be balanced.
Together with the growing mobility, this will force us to look for possibilities where traffic
routes may be adapted to the urban structure. When reducing traffic in traditional core
centre of towns and cities, it is necessary to provide for suitable motor-traffic routes
outside these centres to, at the same time, preserve the urban character of neighbourhoods.
For this purpose, it is necessary to establish new categories of streets, focusing maximum
attention on all aspects (urban, architectural, traffic, environmental, hygienic; etc.) of the
layout of these streets. The possibilities of creating new transport networks within the
existing urban structure will be addressed later in this report.
2 Every year, Europeans spend over 500 milliard ECU for transport. Losses caused by delays and incidents are estimated
at 150 milliard ECU a year. New solutions are therefore sought that would enable the reduction of the high incident rate,
traffic congestions and air pollution. The only solution for the future will probably be a more consistent, more flexible
and more effective traffic management using intelligent traffic systems.
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The relation of the urban spatial structure and the traffic
The relationship between the urban structure and the urban transport network is a result of
the organisation of the urban structure, the mode of transport, the transportation relations,
the traffic load, and the "division of labour within the settlement."
The economic and cultural values of the physical environment, together with the shaping
of functions, operations and space, obstruct the adaptability of the urban structure. The
geographic conditions of each settlement and, often, particular historical development may
also contribute to this limitation.
When determining the means and systems of transport, particularly the percentages of
individual and public transport, the segregation of the passenger transit and delivery
services is fundamental. In particular, the distribution and mutual relationship of urban
activities (such as domicile -work place, domicile - public utilities, manufacture – market)
affect transportation relations and the traffic load. "The division of labour within the
settlement" considerably affects transportation relations and the traffic load. Modal split in
towns and cities, as well as in their regional surroundings, is dependent on the location of
facilities and the lay-out of the urban structure. Therefore, regulating the amount and the
distribution of new activities can substantially affect traffic operations, and can become an
efficient measure to protect whole parts of cities from the adverse impact of traffic.
It appears that the urban structure, with its immense material, environmental and cultural
values, has largely stabilised, and its rearrangement, redevelopment, or restructuring are
enormously resource-intensive. From the cultural and societal point of view, these
interventions appear to be questionable at best, and are often even unacceptable. With
regard to the great "urban stability" of cities; it is necessary for the organisation of traffic to
be based on the urban structure; or in other words, the volume of transport needed should
be in harmony with the spatial capacity of the existing street network. It is wise to respect
the resulting principles that arise from the established transport network.
An optimum relationship between the urban structure and the transport network of a big
city should be based upon the requirements resulting from the "division of labour within
the settlement", upon the established transport network and upon the possibilities of
making use of the transportation technologies available. All natural and cultural values, as
well as the values of the civilisation particular to each residential area, should be included
in design along with the possibilities of adaptation of these values to new requirements.
The issue is that the spatial needs of the society must be satisfied so that the dynamic
balance of the whole settlement can be preserved. This means that social, environmental,
economic, and cultural values must also be preserved and developed.
The relationship between the urban structure and the transport network of a big city should
be understood in a comprehensive and systematic way. This means that the relationship is
not just a structural (functional, operational and spatial) problem of the city as a settlement
unit, but also a problem of its external regional surroundings. The solution to this problem
should be also subject to environmental criteria. That means that the requirements
demanded by environmental protection and management should be respected within the
framework of a sustainable development of the whole system.
The problem arising from the relationship between the urban structure and the transport
network of big cities is being shifted from the technical, urban/traffic solution to the
comprehensive solution based on a concept covering the development of the whole
settlement and region which is as far reaching as the "philosophy of the operation and
development of the city." When the city organism is permanently overloaded, operational
breakdowns, resulting from disproportionate traffic requirements being placed on the urban
structure of the city, often occur. If these problems cannot be resolved within the
framework of the "division of labour within the settlement", that is, by some organisational
9
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changes such as distribution of traffic into the street network, rearrangement of the
structure of origins and terminations, or “dispersal” of urban development into the
surroundings of the city, then transport has to be handled at a level representing a different
quality of financial commitment.
When establishing the relationship between the urban structure and the transport network,
the percentage of individual and public transport plays an important role. The percentage
of public transport depends on many factors, such as the economic situation, the structure
of transport network, and the location of activities, the comfort, the safety, and the
accessibility; etc. The current, still positive ratio of public and individual transport in big
Czech cities and agglomerations (in Brno for instance, the ratio was 80:20 in the early
nineties) is likely to change. The current values will probably remains the same in the
centres of cities, but will change as the distance from the centre grows. In terms of further
development of Czech cities, it will be important for them to prepared for and manage the
growth of expected individual transport. The high percentage of urban public transport in
the cities of Central and Eastern Europe is the result of a different social and economic
situation. The change of the political system in these countries and the anticipated rise in
the standard of living will result not only in a higher number of vehicles, but, in particular,
in a higher number of journeys made by these vehicles. The urban transport networks,
which are below dimension in most cities, have to be adapted to this fact.
It is therefore necessary to look at the possibilities of complementing the street network
with its harmonization with new urban development. The new development methods must
not interfere with the existing urban structure, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, they
must ensure the functionality of the city; that is, they must not restrict the possibilities of
mobility. When reducing traffic in historic centres, it is necessary to provide for new traffic
corridors outside these centres, and that these new traffic ways are endowed with an urban
character. It is the shaping and the layout of streets that substantially affect urban
development. It is, therefore, necessary to find harmony between urban structure and
traffic that balances the type of development in terms of functionality, layout, and
structure; and the kind and intensity of traffic.
To achieve this, the categories of urban traffic ways that are currently adopted in the
Czech Republic, are not sufficient. For this purpose, a new categorisation of streets should
be created. The street should be the basic space in which the city is functioning and the
urban structure is created. It is therefore vital to focus all attention on the layout of streets,
taking into account all aspects involved (urban, architectural, traffic, environmental,
hygienic aspects etc.).
The relationship between urban structure and urban transport network: an
evaluation
The relationship between the urban structure and the transport network directly affects the
overall value of urban space. Therefore, is suggested that their mutual harmony should be
measured by the criteria used to measure the urbane value of space. The set of these
criteria used for the area under investigation would then become an objectificable starting
point for the preparation of a proposal for its restructuring and reconstruction, or a proposal
for the change in the organisation of traffic.
The urbane value of an area, in a broader sense, is a value, which is dependent on the
solution to social, economic and cultural problems connected with the process of
urbanisation, on the possibilities to control this process, and, thus, to also affect the growth
of towns and cities. It is a value-based system that helps the society orientate itself to the
attitudes toward economic development, toward the protection and management of
environment and toward the development of transport. In a narrower sense, the urbane
value expresses the functional, operational and spatial quality of environment. To
determine the urbane value, a set of criteria has been defined, these criteria being based on:
10
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-

The land use in terms of functions
The traffic operations
The shaping of space (cultural values),
The environment (hygiene, amenity, safety).

The relationship between the urban structure and the urban transport network can be
evaluated on three levels.
The first level of evaluation concerns the street as the basic urban element characterised by
a specific arrangement of buildings, open spaces and traffic ways, and their utilisation by
activities occurring in the particular settlement, and by traffic operations. The evaluation is
oriented toward the capacity of the particular street profile to receive the volume of traffic
required. The type of urban structure determines this capacity by the state of the network of
traffic ways.
The second level of evaluation concerns the urban structure as a typological segment of
urbanised area characterised by a consistent development representing various periods of
time, and by the street network, also including the utilisation of the buildings and streets by
"settlement activities" and traffic. The evaluation is oriented toward the capacity of the
urban structure in terms of traffic, and toward an optimum composition of functions and
their flexibility in terms of the use of land. By means of such evaluation, areas can be
designated, which are, from the point of view of functions and the transport network, selfsufficient in terms of transport service, or are just satiated by their own terminating traffic
respectively. They usually have a limited permeability and, without radical interventions in
their structure, are not able to handle more traffic, particularly the through-traffic.
Homogenous areas, characterised by these elements, are called "environmental
neighbourhoods", and is presumed that they will become the basis for a new spatial
organisation.
The third level of evaluation concerns the city as a unit of settlement, and, usually, also its
region. The city is characterised by its system of development and open spaces, by its
"settlement functions" and by its system of transport including the main urban traffic ways.
The evaluation of the relationship between the urban structure and the transport network
focuses on checking the capacity of the city as a unit of settlement as related to the traffic
load required. Based on an analysis of the urban structure and the traffic network, the
evaluation can define urbane values of the whole city and designate the most valuable parts
as environmentally stabilised areas. Then, it is possible to define traffic corridors in other
areas and on the fringes of environmental neighbourhoods, these corridors forming the
basis for a superior traffic system.
The impacts of urban structure on the formation of transport network
Built-up and stabilised urban areas can make transportation possible only to an extent that
corresponds with those values of adverse environmental impacts that can be generally
accepted. The following situations may occur:
- The urban structure makes it possible to completely and harmonically encourage all
traffic interests,
- Traffic operations reduce the social and residential function of the street,
- Traffic operations require changes in the utilisation of the adjacent development,
- Transport is conditioned by the demolition of the adjacent development,
- Transport is possible only outside the urban structure.
Furthermore, the characteristics of street profiles within the environment of a particular
urban structure are given in greater detail.
The Historical Urban Core
The historical urban structure, accommodating a high number of functions, is not able to
meet almost any external requirements of traffic; however, the internal requirements
11
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resulting from the necessity to serve public facilities (service of the area, increasing
standards of stationary traffic) are strongly restricted and regulated, too.
The Historical Cores of Integrated Settlements (Quarters)
The local, historically determined centres, which have not experienced a significant
increase in the intensity of land use are able to relatively harmonically absorb their internal
traffic, but not the external.
The Urban Block-Type Development
The block-type development can provide for its internal traffic only if the particular area
has a certain size. In the event of the main axes being organised regularly and designed to
have larger dimensions, the block-type development can cover some portion of urban
traffic, but, being compact and homogenous, it does not provide for opportunities to meet
the requirements made by expressways and urban distributor traffic ways.
Low-rise Suburban Development
Small-sized and often irregular development with narrow streets makes it impossible for
higher-grade traffic ways to transverse these areas. On the contrary, the strong residential
function requires minimising the thoroughfare through these areas. Sanitation is possibly
dependent on the physical as well as the cultural value of the built-up area, and requires
that the particular locality be apt for an overall redevelopment and revaluation.
The New-Age Housing Estates
The questionable location of large housing estates and their considerable
monofunctionality resulted, in a series of cities hit by "socialism", in unbalanced traffic
requirements. Distributor traffic ways have no social function, the strengthening of which
would be desirable, especially in the anonymous housing estates. Other problems include
the humanisation of the residential environment itself, a purposeful differentiation and
social identity of space around residential blocks.
The impacts of road traffic on the formation of urban structure
In the past twenty years, there were significant developments in traffic, especially in big
cities and city regions. Traffic gradually filled the street network formed by historically
grown urban structure, and gradually required considerable constructional interventions.
The impacts of road traffic on the formation of urban structure in the Czech cities are most
apparent in those cities in which motor traffic was, during their growth, concentrated in
selected traffic corridors, which are generally identical with traffic ways of citywide
importance.
The analysis of the development of the road network and the growth of motor traffic in
selected corridors, and the analysis of their insufficiency in terms of traffic volume
indicates that the naturally evolved urban structure is being impaired by excessive traffic
flow, particularly when it is concentrated in selected corridors. The selection of the
corridor is not accidental, and is subject to various conditions. Among those conditions, the
distribution of traffic origin and destination, the continuity of routes, and their integration
in the system of traffic that is being gradually formed, the requirements of routes in terms
of energy, their length, etc. can be considered the most serious ones.
The theoretical as well as the actual traffic capacity of the corridor - if having certain
parameters and working under certain conditions - is the same in all localities with
developed land. The intensity of traffic in the corridor comes into conflict with the existing
development only if - in addition to the capacity limits - the use of land surrounding the
corridor, too, is being evaluated. It is then necessary to search for limits of the allowable
intensity of traffic in this corridor.
An allowable intensity of traffic is a value agreed upon by the society. However, this value
preference has appeared only recently when the intensity of traffic began to exceed over
acceptable limits. In terms of current regulations and standards, the allowable equivalent
level of noise, and the allowable level of the concentration of air pollutants and traffic as
12
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they relate to human health detriment are being defined. Noise and air pollution are being
checked, with consistency, in locations where concentrated housing is situated near a basic
system of traffic ways, because these localities have the most serious conflict. Even if the
specific values of the equivalent levels of noise and of the concentration of air pollutants
are not known, the basic evaluation of the locality of a distributor traffic corridor can be
made, making use of the knowledge of the land use in the surrounding area and its
evaluation.
An exact designation and definition of the self-sufficient area, also containing the
definition of its basic urban functions, is considered a basis for a successful location of a
traffic way of citywide importance. The transitional areas between the individual city parts
require a thorough urban analysis because they can be affected by the proposal for the
location of routes of the city-wide system, and it is necessary to ensure that they are
impacted by the traffic as little as possible. It is important to define the size of the
transitional area connecting the individual parts, which will be suitable for the technical
organization of traffic ways belonging to the urban distributor network, as well as those
supradistrict traffic ways, where upon traffic can be expected to exceed the permissible
intensity. In the case that a supradistrict traffic route cannot be located in the transitional
area, and a larger intervention in the urban structure of the district is needed, it is necessary
to locate the route in a place for which it can be proven that the damaged urban structure
can be restored to its previous form. However, the complementation of urban structure is
not sufficient; it is primarily necessary to restore all relations in the particular area that may
be affected by the new traffic route.
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Dwelling – Human Living Environment par Excellence
A residential flat or apartment is the primary and major environment for human life. A home
satisfies the basic needs; (space for physiological functions – sleeping, eating, rest and care of
family); higher needs (sense of belonging, satisfaction of the need for self-implementation, need for
life in an aesthetic environment, etc.); and human needs; thus becoming the means and stimulation
for further evolution.
It is a generally recognised fact that home, or dwelling, is one of the major determinants of the
quality of life, affecting every dimension of both psychical and social health. The quality of dwelling
affects mental peace and family life, as well as occupational and educational accomplishment. In
the same way, a dwelling deficit is reflected in all of the above-mentioned areas. Dwelling demand
is increasing due to the deep demographic and social changes our society is now facing. This is
why the issue of the 21st century dwelling requires a multi-disciplinary approach.
Introduction – the Quality of Life and the role of the Dwelling
Dwelling is a complex activity that reflects even the most subtle changes in a society, its culture,
and its technology. ‘Dwelling’ means: all the life procedures taking place at home. A home, or flat,
is a combination of mutually interconnected rooms; a separate locality with defined frontiers for the
enjoyment of sustained individual security for the duration of necessity. The general term
‘dwelling’ describes all social action and behaviour taking place every day where man permanently
lives. ..."Dwelling is the mode of existence of you and me, of us, the people of the Earth"...
(Heidegger) Dwelling, in the sense of the values and concepts of our culture, can, therefore, be
defined as a localised, private, free existence in a place constructed as separate from its
surroundings. Sociologic studies show that satisfaction with the home is paramount for the
satisfaction of all residential environment within which man lives. Home is the place where the
basic dwelling processes take place, and where the most intense emotional relationships develop. If
a home fails its purpose, there is nowhere to find substitution or alternative satisfaction.
Transformations of the 21st Century Home and its Functions
The flat or an apartment used to be a public space. In the pre-industrial period, flats had versatile
use for various purposes which included both professional and leisure time activities. Flats were
used as customer contact places, as well as places for social representation. Flats were venues for
social custom, and more intimate pursuit. Today the flat is primarily a private space. The flat is
home for the family and the individuals who comprise it. The society has moved the previously
important public, representative functions, elsewhere. The structure of the group living in a home
(mainly the family); and the function of the home as a private living space, is the basis for the
derivation of the various functional requirements that allow certain lifestyles, and particular types
of behaviour. There is the strong link between the functional connection of the space and its users
that manifests itself in the process of dwelling. That is why the prime focus of the sociological
perspective of home and dwelling is the relationship between the living space and its user in the
processes of existence and behaviour at home. This relationship includes both the
technical/functional aspects and the oft referred to social or psychical aspects and needs. Dwelling
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is, therefore, a social activity, which for most homes includes numerous persons that usually form a
family. To live at home implies the performance of a number of very heterogeneous social
activities and types of behaviour which typically feature privacy ideally secluded from any affect of
those alien to the group. Home includes the option of privacy, desired loneliness, seclusion from
others; as well as, being with others when it is desired and decided. Home is the privileged, closed
surroundings of man, or of a small privatising primary group, or family, if that forms the household.
The barrier and seclusion from the outside offers the possibility of achievement of the often
unrealised sense of secure environment. The need for acceptably suitable, individual dwelling is
one of the elementary needs of man.
Dwelling satisfies various elementary and sophisticated secondarily differentiated human needs. It
is why ‘home’ is often defined as ‘the environment for the satisfaction of certain human needs.’ To
give at least a few examples of many - Fürstenberg 1974, Bahrdt 1974) ...."The family dwelling is
an artificial, functionally separate part of the material and spatial environment allocated to a
certain social group, namely family, and to certain needs of persons living in the family
community."... The requirement for home is derived from need, and is oriented toward certain
aspects of the flat. The primary requirements focus on simple and obvious purpose specification
(personal use space, warmth/protection from the cold and humidity, cooking and catering space,
sanitary equipment), and serving of the biological needs of the individual. To concur with
Chapman, other dwelling needs are secondary to biological needs. But secondary needs and
requirements are more than necessity. They include spatial options for leisure time activities, as
well as, the indefinable dwelling qualities such as privacy and independence, safety, contact,
performance, presentation of power or ownership, social status, etc. While the inevitable primary
requirements have been in the foreground thus far; in the future, secondary requirements will need
to be more extensively considered – those leisure time activities and the possibilities for personal
development through uninterrupted educational pursuit. As mentioned by Mitscherlich, home will
not be assessed solely on the basis of satisfaction of natural human need, but also with
consideration of the social structure as an expression of prestige, utility, and expression of power.
21st Century Home again Becomes Commodity
The home, or flat, is also a commodity like, for example, food. The flat is a bearer of exchange
value because human labour is invested in its development. The flat has a utilitarian value that
expresses itself as commodity. Various elements within our political spectrum express the opinion
that every man has the right to adequate living space. The free market will never be able to fully
satisfy the demand for the benefit drawn from the flat due to its uniquely versatile commodity
characteristics. To overcome this inability, well designed state housing policies are necessary. This
peculiarity is justified by the fact that the dwelling is one of the basic human needs whose
satisfaction is of paramount importance for the society because it strongly affects the stability of the
family, the upbringing and education of children; and, indirectly, the social conscience, morality,
and morals of the society.
The social, economic, and cultural changes in the Czech Republic have already manifested
themselves in the realm of ‘the dwelling.’ The determinants used to characterize residential
buildings of the 1990’s included creative freedom, international architectural expertise, materials
variety and quality, and increased client orientation, among others; all taken from both good and
poor models. Will 21st century development continue in the same direction, or are the needs of
society with regard to ‘the dwelling’ changing so much that the building of residential blocks will
be diverted to a completely different direction in future?
The political and social changes in the Czech society have modified the needs and requirements
connected with the dwelling. The income of the population has been changing – already largely
differentiated – and adoption of new models has modified lifestyles. Great changes have been
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taking place in the area of social security; and there have been dynamic changes in the structure and
size of the family, and its demographic indicators. Hence, even the conceptual understanding of the
dwelling has changed from the perspective of the state; along with attitudes about government
responsibility towards its citizens in the area of housing. This shift can be summarised by definition
as the change in housing policy from the former state being the provider of housing, to creation of
conditions that for stimulate personal apartment acquisition and ownership based upon private
financial means (condominium development, mortgage lending, building saving schemes, etc.).
This approach first appeared in the 1970’s, in market economy countries (such as England in the
Thatcher period), and have prevailed today in the emerging Central European democracies. The
State is no longer expected to provide housing to its citizens, but is seen rather as provider of a
favourable environment for the construction and acquisition of flats. This approach is combined
with an emphasis on as much freedom as possible within the housing market; on application of
democratic principles to the functioning of society, including, but not limited to, civil initiatives;
civic participation and the decentralisation of decision-making. Then housing policy opens to new
players not previously active in this arena, such as civic organisations and constituency groups.
These structures are directed to the more sensitive, applicable, and focused solutions for specific
housing problems of particular population groups. Private individuals are purchasing more than
40% of newly constructed flats for the purposes of their further letting, or sub-letting.
Reduction of Quantity and Quality Debt in the 21st Century
So far, progress in the area of housing and residential construction has been a decreasing. The
Czech Republic is in possession of the oldest housing in the Union; most flats being over half a
century old; only 5% of housing stock is represented by new construction. Study of the data from
the former joint-stock company, Terplan, shows the number of flats per 100 inhabitants in the
period between 1991 and 1997 decreased from 360 to 355. In comparison – during the same
period, the number of passenger cars has tripled in this country. The deficit is manifested, for
example, by the fact that many families do not own a flat; and also by the still very low level of
housing stock in our country as compared to the West, including both old houses, and new housing
developments. The share of flats of category 3 and 4, i.e., flats with shared sanitary equipment,
without complete accessories, or without any accessories and equipment at all, amount to around
26.6 %. This figure is even higher in some historic cities, where they amount to 50.0 % or even
more! The estimated needs requirement requested by psychologists, sociologists and healthcare
professional for a separate room for living for each member of every household has remained
unfulfilled as yet. An insufficient number of yearly housing construction starts has remained a
significant economic characteristic of our republic’s development. The number of completed living
units in 1998, which totalled 15,904, represented an increase of 13.3%, in comparison to the totals
for calendar year 1996. In comparison to the year 1989, during which only 28.9% of the then
55,073 existing flats were constructed, the totals have decreased significantly. Last year (2005) the
Czech Republic produced three thousand new flats, mostly family houses. The mean living space
and the mean number of living rooms per flat, and the mean size of the rooms have relatively low
values. The national statistic indicators for 1996 lists mean living space of new flats as 86.7 m2, the
mean number of rooms per flat as 3.1 and the mean size of a room as 22.0 m2. In 2006, the 28 m2
of living space per person in the Czech Republic compares to a mean living space in EU of 35 m2.
Reference from the latest Statistical Yearbook on housing and dwelling in the countries of the
Economic Commission for Europe sughgests that the largest living spaces are provided by new flats
in Belgium, 134.5 m2, followed by Norway, 128.0 m2, and also by Cyprus, 133.7 m2. In our
neighbouring Austria the living space per person amounts to 92.9 m2.
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The main characteristic of new housing construction is architectural structure. By the beginning of
the 1990’s, the construction of blocks of flats amounted to around 70% of new housing. Today it is
much less. Other housing increases have been the result of the construction of detached family
houses. Around 46% of the population live in family houses. Even though the size of new rental
apartments has stayed around 45 m2 of living space; the number of rooms has decreased. The
development of spatial indicators differs markedly in the case of family houses. The room area of
new family houses built by their future owners always used to be bigger than in apartments located
in blocks of flats, but even this is not true any more. The current situation is characterised by a
doubled number of rooms and living area per flat in a family house, while the size of the individual
rooms and living area has stayed about the same in the apartments in the blocks of flats.
For years, sociologists, demographers, psychologists and economists have made the point that most
of our population is not happy about the way they live. For example the survey made by Terplan,
a.s., (Jiřina Čalfová 1998) shows that only 5.5% of young married couples define their living
standards as ‘very good,’ 40.6% define the same as ‘good,’ while 28.8% point to a lack of space, or
unfavourable living conditions; and 24.7% consider their living conditions completely
unacceptable. This, in itself, is nothing strange; Europeans are known to be critical, and the same
opinions are held by most Central Europeans. The problem faced by our population is that most of
it is unable to cope with the idea of a complete change of lifestyle. Most simply have no money to
improve their living conditions. The greatest number of unsatisfied dwellers can be found in the 25
to 35 year old age group, with an ever increasing trend toward dissatisfaction.
A transfer of housing stock to the market economy has been delayed. About 17% of citizens live in
flats with regulated rent. Many economists, sociologists and architects believe that housing
construction could be stimulated by a complete liberation of rent controls, because this would
transfer expenses within the household use consumption basket. Because countries with fully
developed market economies are able to react much more quickly and flexibly to the needs of the
society in the area of housing (the most frequently used method being the reconstruction of
residential blocks in the course of the construction utilisation), they have managed to prevent the all
encompassing devaluation of housing stock and real estate. The West European, and the typical
American model of the mobile citizen, able to regularly commute more than 50 km per day without
financial difficulty, does not apply here, either. Apart from a small group of high-income citizens
who commute to work in their own cars, it is still economically unfeasible for most Czechs.
The Success of a Project will Depend on the Customer and Market Analyses
We are entering a period when adequacy, quality and economy of housing construction will depend
on the quality of pre-project, and project, preparation and implementation. In the context of preproject and project preparation, a broad set of conditions must be analysed for their effect on the
architecture of new buildings. Two global mega-trends have crystallised: a societal one defined by
changes in the demographic structure (ageing of the population, increase of the number of nuclear
families, and lonely dwellers, etc.); and a technological one determined by the exponentially
increasing rapidity of technological innovation.
Demographic, Social, and Cultural Changes that Affect Dwelling
The initial demographic assumptions are critical: demographic changes in the last decade have led
architects, urban planners, and politicians to reconsider the concept of ‘dwelling’ adequate to the
period and the changed condition. The Czech family has undergone a major transformation
recently. In many respects we have been taking up models that have asserted themselves in Western
Europe. Remarkable changes can be traced in the size and stability of the nuclear family: A typical
household consisting of two parents with children has gradually been replaced in the Czech
Republic by the, so called, "singles,” whose number has increased considerably in Western Europe
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recently; or single parent with a child or children; and the common living of unmarried couples.
The model of nuclear family with the father as the family provider and the mother taking care of the
children, the cliché of 1950s, no longer represents the prevailing family model. Instead, there are an
increasing number of single-parent families, which are mostly female-dominated. There are also an
increasing number of childless pairs and families with two working parents. There are many
families with adult children staying at home due to an inability to find separate living quarters,
and/or pay for them. There are an increasing number of formerly rare solutions: such as rural
families with grandparents who move to the city and create city-situated nuclear families.
These trends will be very relevant for preparation of residential construction in future: the
population prognoses’ for the Czech Republic show a quickly increasing number of households that
are not responding to the speed of the population growth; in contrast to the trend of 1990s, which
was either stagnation or moderate decrease of population in some regions and periods. The mean
size of households and families has continued to decrease. Increment fluctuations, the largest
expected after 2010, when the number of households is expected to increase by 109,800, will be
followed by smaller expected increments. The mean size of a household will decrease due to splits;
quicker acquisition of independence of young people, increased divorce rate, and lowered wedding
age, leading to postponed childbirth plans. In the new millennium, firstborn children of new
mothers are expected at 34 years or older (Melany Howard, Future Foundation, GB). This is where
the Czech population already adopts the Western model. The changes will deepen even further in
the future. Melany Howard of the research organisation ‘Future Foundation,’ in England, has
prognosticated that in the future, marriage will lose meaning, and be replaced with a “series of
partners”, three marriages per life being quite common. Professor Richard Scase, of Kent
University, supports his predictions with a study that examines changing social structures populated
by fewer married couples, and an increasing number of divorcee’s (already a divorce rate of 60% in
our country); and more and more adults living without partner. This will, of course, affect the
structure of housing, which still lacks individual living space for educated and wealthy singles.
User-groups continue to increase, which impacts the architectural creativity of residential projects.
One group is the ageing population. The increasing share of elderly people in the total population,
especially of European industrial countries, is a well-known fact. An assumed longer life is allowed
by progress in medicine and communal hygiene, healthier lifestyle, and changes in the nature of
work and manufacturing technologies. Findings of British ‘Future Foundation’ analysts estimate
that a 120 year average lifespan is feasible in the future. Since 2000, there has been a significant
increase in the group of people above 65, with limited mobility, increased dependence, geriatric
lifestyle, etc. Sociologists have begun to define big cities as "the ghettos of the aged“. This will
result in an increasing number of persons living singlely persons up to 40%. The financial standing
of the older generation is better than it had been in the past; and retirement age is likely to be
increased. Some British studies suggest a future retirement age of 80, following two or three careers
in different professions. This will also be reflected in the dwelling area. The share of small
households consisting of 1 – 2 persons will increase to 50%, following projections of
demographers. Definite increase, though not so quick, is also expected in the number of households
of two and more members.
Flats Tailored to Users - Transport, Social and Demographic Determinants of
Progress in Dwelling
Even architectural and urban development must react flexibly to the new conditions. Demand for
quality dwelling has increased – and this is likely to last. Residential housing market conditions are
determined by a quality preparation of high-standard construction programmes for the selected
housing type. The programmes should be based on a complex knowledge of dwelling functions for
individual households, quantitative requirements specification, and qualified need estimates.
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Residential requirements are being modified by the changing value orientation of the future users.
This may substantially change the design process. Empirical research from the Institute of Urban
Development, of the Faculty of Architecture, University of Technology, suggests that respondents
showed the following preferences in relation to their future flat: (in order of importance)
• Economic aspects – cost saving, simplicity
• Technical standards, faultlessness, functionality, purposeful layout and furnishings
• Sanitary and health qualities of the living environment
• Aesthetic qualities of the living environment; although the responses were based on differing
values, with part of the respondents showing preference to historic; and part to modern living
environment
• Comfort and simplicity of operation, easy cleaning
• Prestigious signs and symbols of success as a means of self-identification and success evidence:
double and triple garages, glass houses and winter gardens, historic roof shapes and architectural
detail, luxury bathrooms, fireplaces, saunas and swimming pools
• Cosiness and friendliness of the environment
• A combination of the above
Technical and Technological Change
The way of life may also be affected by changes in the area of techniques and technologies, work
and life styles, etc. In relation to completion of the change in the method of work, and the overall
intensification of work with regard to scientific and technological progress: the current condition
will probably undergo a profound transformation; which will also manifest itself in modification of
dwelling needs. The share of actions, processes, and professions that are characterised by a higher
intellectual content, qualification demands, and lengthy skills preparation, will increase together
with the demand for concentration, responsibility, and creative initiative. In some categories the
number of hours devoted to work activities will decrease, while in others the length of work time
will increase1. The incremented time will be used by certain categories of employees for shortening
their working hours, and this will result in an increased demand for leisure time activities carried
out at home. This will increase the relevance of the home and the activities taking place there.
Additionally, these changes will manifest themselves in increased mental stress, and hyperstimulation leading to stress, that is the result of certain work tasks required of the more qualified
part of the population, especially among these holding executive positions. One of the well-known
risk factors of market economy, well known to western psychologists and psychiatrists, is the
enormous amount of nervous stress among businessmen and professional staff, which can lead to
threatened family stability. This will also negatively affect our environment. This trend will
increase the need for compensation of excessive demand placed on the organism by work activities,
especially those taking place at home. The family will need to be protected from work-generated
stress and information over-saturation. This is why the relevance of some functions of home as the
place providing the necessary individual and family background and privacy, the place of
spontaneous and selective communication, the place of physical and mental regeneration and
relaxation after work; as well as the place of preparation for work; and the place of creative activity,
will increase.
Computerisation and Home Work
The other mega-trend is characterised by the progress of computerisation, data transfer in the
various forms; by the Internet boom, so often mentioned in mass media, being only one of multiple
1

The working hours are assumed to shorten by two to four hours a week, for example many Western European
countries have adopted the model of 36-hour work week.
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aspects. The various branches of telecommunications, data collection and processing, the soaring
development of chips, hardware and software, together with the Internet, are the most quickly
developing areas of business. This advancement establishes itself much more quickly in the areas of
work and dwelling than do demographic changes.2 The current progress of communication
technologies facilitates telecommuting by a number of different professions. It is no longer
necessary to personally visit mid-town offices, the world of work is transforming. Public space
becomes vague, and less sensually perceivable; having been integrated with computer networks,
modems, mobile phones, videophones, and facsimile transmitters; sometimes being called
hyperspace by the informatics. In future, the scope will multiply, especially in the developed
countries. According to Professor Katharine Rosenberry, who is seated at San Diego University in
California, and has been examining the legal aspects of settlement: up to 80% of all Americans,
especially those with higher education, will work from home, connected by information and
communication networks, as early as 2014. Even the conclusions of the study carried out by Essex
University Professor Richard Scase suggest that professional staff will spend about half of their
working hours at home; and the number of part-time workers will increase, together with term
employment and private, self-employed, sub-contractors. Even today, Urban Development
Professor Sakkie Badenhorst, of South African Pretoria, has noticed a substantial increase in the
amount of home office work and other trade tasks performed in private residential buildings,
allowed by a connection to computer networks. Work activities, especially those with high demand
for education and professional training, are being relocated to pleasant suburban localities which
offer cheap construction options, and unlimited parking space. The change of relationships in the
work arena caused by the new technologies will substantially affect the spatial separation of what
we have called "place of work" and "residential space". The soaring development of computer
technology that has created the demand for construction of “information highways” indicates that
“home work” on a computer connected to a computer network might eliminate many negative
phenomena of modern civilisation. Hundreds of thousands of people would no longer need to
commute to work, jam roads and streets, combust fuel and pollute the environment. Transport of
people along roads and streets would no longer be needed, as it would be replaced with transport of
information along wires or even wireless satellite connections. And information, as is well known,
can do without petrol, a demand for car space, train space, or aircraft space. And on top of that, it
moves in the speed of light; which can never be said about public transport with even a maximum
portion of poetic license. Certainly, many people will also welcome the fact that they would no
longer need to live near their firm, in an overcrowded city agglomeration, or an ugly housing estate
in a polluted environment. They can settle virtually anywhere they like. The huge concrete
dormitories will be replaced with countryseats scattered in greenery. Together, with this, the day of
the abandoned family model might return; where all family members live and work together; where
the parents can be close to their children, and spend time with them; while the children can see their
parents working, and, thus, passively prepare themselves for their future work career. This might, in
effect, lower the divorce rate, juvenile delinquency, drug addiction, and a number of other
nightmares of the contemporary world considerably. It is the opinion of experts that the computer
network and Internet are still in the cradle, only being used in about 20% of potential applications.
The remaining 80% is still available for domestic engagement, which is also likely to increase the
demand for ergonomics of the domestic work environment.
Electronics and computers will change our dwelling not only with regard to the options for home
work, but also to the possibility of home study, or Pic-Tel, the so called e-learning. Education of the
2

If in 1969 only four computers with Internet address were registered in the whole world, a decade later there were
about a hundred, in 1989 their number had increased to 100,000, and currently there are over 60 million computers of
this type.
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populace will increase, and it will be subjected to continuous, lifelong learning. Network
connection in the place of residence is the ideal means. On the eve of Internet age, over 200 million
people all over the world are connected to the Internet. The number of documents placed in the
“world wide web” increases by one million every day. In 2002, over eight billion documents were
already included in the global computer network. Home and the apartment will, thus, again become
a place for the meaningful spending of leisure time, recreation, education and culture.
Differentiation of Dwelling
In the 1990’s, a strong differentiation began to take place inside the complex of dwelling needs with
the requirements of the individual groups of households concerning the quality of living (flat size,
layout, environmental quality etc.). It is a realistic assumption that this pressure will continue to
increase due to the shift of some households to a higher income brackets; and due to the increasing
distance between the individual income groups. This increase in family income is expected to be
dedicated to flat acquisition and improvement of the quality of dwelling. Change in the demand and
needs distribution will reflect the changes in the social and professional structure of the population.
Certain forms and qualities in the residential development will be preferred. Despite the expected
revaluation increase to ‘economic rent’ (that has been continuously postponed), there is a
significantly higher demand for a greater number of larger rooms, greater storage capacity, and
design issues in the flat, as well as, the quality of the wider residential environment (privacy,
aesthetic quality, social surroundings, etc.). The people in top income categories have become the
pioneers of suburban migration, i.e., moving house to suburban areas. Even today, the significant
feature of residential suburbs is they have been developed in the ecologically more favourable
surroundings of big cities; including the fact that the suburbs are built and settled by, so called,
yuppies - young, urban, professional people, i.e. young, educated, upwardly mobile, and wealthy
people, who can afford a certain exclusivity of living. The structure of the suburban population is
nearly homogenous. A dwelling with a large garden adjacent natural landscape, but maintaining a
permanent link to the city; with the characteristic attributes of individualism and material wealth,
such as private pools, ideally with counter-stream; residential glass houses and winter gardens;
luxury cars; double garages; etc., will not be without effect on the life style of its users. Social
exclusiveness, however, may mean that the home will only be used as a dormitory, for the workload
of these people is enormous. Another effect might be a developing tension between this prospering
minority, and the majority of the population.
Family Houses
Blocks of flats, as an alternative to detached family houses, are often rejected as ideal space for
family life. One’s own house, or a “family house”, remains the ideal representation for the family.
Various international surveys, including some of our efforts, in which respondents from different
social and income groups took place, confirm the preference for a family house with a limited
number of floors – see for example Cooper 1972, Knorr-Siedow 1999 and others. In early 1995 the
agency for marketing and social information analyses, AMASIA, surveyed a sample of the Czech
population to get their assessment of their dwelling situation; and their opinion of what is required
for improvement. The survey showed that the public preferred dwelling in their own family house,
in a suburb within 30 km of the city centre (58 % of the respondents). In Germany, the same
preference was expressed by 87%; and in Austria (survey of 1999) by 73% of the population. A
family house is preferred by more than a half of the population – regardless the age, region and size
of the place of residence. Even elderly people prefer a single-storey house at the outskirts of the
city, with good connection to the city centre. Surveys among residents of multi-storey blocks of
flats also showed the preference of these people for family houses as the ideal home (Michelson
1968). Jiřina Čalfová (1998) arrived at a similar conclusion in her sociological probe into the issue
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of young married couples and their living condition, which focused on 5 cities of different sizes and
geographical situation: Pardubice, Přerov, Jablonec nad Nisou, Sušice and Hostinné. The young
married couples preferred their own family home – 58.4%, own flat in a block of flats - 20.1%,
communal flat - 12.3%, cooperative flat - 7.3%. Little interest was show in corporate flats – a mere
0.5%, and social flats - 0.0%. The survey clearly shows the preference for owned home: nearly 8 of
every 10 respondents wished to be owners of their flats. The surveyed group preferred family
houses to flats. Communal flats were shown little preference. Social flats, i.e. cheap flats with low
rent, were preferred by no one. Similar data has been obtained in neighbouring Austria. As reported
by Hermann Reinning, of the planning office of the Government of the Lower Austria: own family
house was preferred by 73% of the population of the federative region; while 17% preferred to own
a flat in a block of flats; and only 10% wanted a rented flat in a house.
Functional Content of Flat
All of the above trends will probably lead to enrichment of the functional content in future. The flat
will be the venue of various different activities. The individual functions of home will be elevated.
This will depend on how the positions of these functions change in the hierarchy of values of the
population (users of the flats). The change in the value hierarchy will require not only changes in
flat layout, but also require an overall increase of residential environment standards (further study
typical of intelligentsia). New types of houses will allow for utilisation of the non-residential areas
in the house, and within the residential set. The area of residential and utility space will increase.
This will be required by the increasing differentiation of activities of the individual members of the
household and the demand for increasingly qualified, sanitary and psychological requirements. The
number of expensive objects of long-term use will increase. This need will be transformed by the
increased number of rooms, size of some rooms and storage areas. The layout and technology of the
household will be designed for minimized time loss caused by household chores and cleaning. The
regeneration quality of the flat will increase (by improved protection against noise from the outside,
improved sunlight access, air conditioning, utilization of open space – atria; improvement of
equipment of the sanitary core). The existing range of flats will be complemented with flats for
specific population groups which have been increasing in number (singles, the elderly, the
handicapped, lonely dwellers etc.).
Low-Rise City Housing
An increase in the size of the middle class is foreseeable. It is not likely that new migrations will
take the shape of a mass return to the city centres, but, rather, be represented by the development of
villa quarters on the city peripheries. After the discontinuation of complex house building, the focus
of residential building has transferred to suburban areas with resulting monocultures of family
houses owned by the most prosperous part of the population; and people who had their former
family property returned by state restitution. The numerous middle class who, unlike in other
European countries, is not very financially strong in our country, still await a solution to their
dwelling situation. It may be assumed that after resolution of the issues of financing of middle class
housing construction, the focus of activity will shift toward construction of low-rise urban houses
appropriate for planned city suburbs. The low-rise residential building creates a precondition for
meeting the residential intentions of the middle class. It is based on the idea of a combination of the
economic advantages of the block of flats, and the comfort and higher standards of the natural
environment of family housing. A great advantage of the low-rise building is its application in
various environment types. The building allows for adjustment of the flat to different social classes,
and professions of dwellers; it offers solutions for differentiated spatial standards, and variable
equipment; as well as, flexible transformations of the flat with the changing needs of the family.
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New economic and social situations may also require a sensible application of all the different types
of low-rise buildings such as: an urban block of flats for city centres and outskirts, a poly-functional
block of flats integrated with social services (depending on the particulars of the locality), a block
of flats for specific population groups (such as wheelchair access houses), collective dwellings for
young couples - starting flats; or, for example, experimental settlement in a suburban area with
economic function, a villa (high-standard block of flats), or a modern family house for urban,
suburban and country locations. Even though the greatest boom is currently being experienced in
the area of family housing, a renaissance of the block of flats and rental houses is also expected for
the following reasons. A modern concept of the latter may provide a higher living standard and a
quality standard of services and equipment which a middle-income family could hardly afford
(underground parking, waste chutes, video – security systems, a more dense network of civic
services in comparison to family housing quarters, fitness centres, larger and fully equipped
playgrounds, swimming pools etc.).
Urban architecture needs to find forms of symbiosis for low-rise rental houses and family houses
within a wide range of types in this new situation, both in the area of new building; and in the field
of reconstruction and modernisation of city and municipality centres. So far such construction and
reconstruction has been fragmentary, unqualified, and without feasible concept. It is necessary for
architects and competent staff of state administration and self-governing bodies, departments of
building and development, civil office of cities and municipalities, to react appropriately to the new
tasks they are facing.
Consequences of Living in Low-Rise Concentrated Estates
Numerous studies draw conclusions about the more favourable effects of low-rise family housing
on the way of life and the structure of human activities; about the sphere of social relationships and
their relationship to the environment; and about satisfaction with living conditions. Dwellings in
low-rise houses have a complex effect on its users, and on a wide range of other elements and
aspects that affect their way of life. The dwelling affects the family as a whole, it affects its
activities and value orientations. Increased spatial comfort, extended privacy, and contact with
greenery allow for undisturbed family life and a development of mutual co-existence; and for the
interests of individual members of the household, especially in the case of families with small
children. Terraces, gardens, and atria as green rooms connected to interior living space, represent
the optimum environment for a number of family, educational, professional, and recreational
activities.
This obviously leads to a modification of leisure time activities. It extends the length of recreational
activities, for example, in the garden; and increases the intensity of social communication (with
friends, relatives and acquaintances), as well as, interest in active rest. As a consequence of this,
interest in the passive viewing of sporting events and other entertainment, and the sitting in pubs
and restaurants drops. As the desire to co-determine the appearance and layout of own living
environment is absorbed, the interest in building and maintenance of recreational cottages drops
too.
An environment of low-rise housing creates good conditions for the reinforcement of an orientation
toward family life. As a consequence, the time spent on household operations expands. Residents
also spend more leisure time in their place of residence, thus decreasing the overall spatial mobility
of the population.
A suitable layout of low-rise housing allows for satisfaction of a wide range of living needs; and
development of the interests of the individual family members, without fear of disturbing the
neighbours. This creates improved neighbour relationships. For not only this reason may increased
relevance of neighbourhood to an environment of quality low-rise houses be expected. In such
cases, the effect of long-term dwelling in a single place also begins to manifest itself, along with the
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social structure of the population, as determined by flats “tailored” to the needs of certain
professional groups, etc. Then the social communication function may be expected to develop
between neighbours; including mutual assistance, exchange of information, and application of
ceremonial functions.
A good social climate may result in emotional link between the dwellers to the locality, to the
residential environment and the surroundings of the house. This correlates with a high level of
identification with the place of residence. Such environments usually show a high level of
settlement stabilisation. People living there are probably less inclined to move, in contrast to people
living in different types of housing.
The possibility for creative activity in co-creation, and protection of semi-public and semi-private
spaces, leads to increased activity and engagement of the residents. Social appropriation of the
semi-public and semi-private spaces by the residents increases, together with interest in their
cultivation, maintenance and protection.
Rational, yet at the same time sensitive, solutions for the layout and the ground floors can achieve
increased use of surrounding areas for short-term recreational use, social contact, sports, and
children’s playgrounds. These are preconditions of development of intimate spaces: the aid of
visual and symbolic barriers, construction that increase the safety of the users, especially children,
etc.
Flexible and variable solution of flat structure and layout will allow for more flexible adaptation to
different professional groups and classes of the population. This type of dwelling has a potential to
become attractive for different social groups who have differing positions in the division of labour,
differing education levels, and differing needs in their living and residential environment. Low-rise
urban housing allows for the much desired integration with certain forms of businesses that carry no
environmental load. This can reduce the city division of labour and the volume of transport between
the individual parts of the city. Dwelling in low-rise houses may allow for short-term recreation,
and relaxation from stress situations caused, for example, by work, as well as, compensate for
certain disadvantages of living in big cities.
Transport service and the level of social service are usually lower in the low-rise housing areas due
to their extensive spatial demand. The distance travelled for distribution facilities; schools,
nurseries; service and healthcare centres; is usually much longer; which, in effect, leads to
decreased safety of transport, especially for children, mothers with children, and the elderly. That is
also why the number of respondents happy with social services provided is much lower. Here it
may help to adapt the experience of social services in the blocks of flats, to the low rise housing
environment.
Conclusion
These outlined economic and social trends and dwelling needs demonstrate the need for a
cultivation of the current forms of blocks of flats of urban and suburban variety, and family houses
(especially due to increased density and urban economy of housing that provides for increased
spatial comfort and increased usability value, as well as, for the preservation of open-space in large
cities). This is connected with a search for, and re-discovery of old residential blocks forms with
modern shape (hill, cluster and transient) that have family home characteristics. The new approach
also means an increased number of types of residential houses that correspond to the increased
range of human needs, urban situations, and environmental positions. Legislative amendment is also
needed – the existing housing act does not cover many of the unusual, though suitable, housing
solutions. Increased standards mean not only increased residential space, but also new equipment
and furnishing, high-standard technologies, surfaces, etc. Non-residential space is demanded in
residential houses; such as workshops, and spaces for development of leisure-time activities. This
means increased standards for entrance areas, house surroundings, etc.
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There is an intense need to conceive residential houses for different kinds of reconstruction; and for
the revitalisation of devastated parts of cities, the so-called brown fields. An integration with civic
services saves on public transport and the environment; construction plots; investment funds; the
workforce; expensive equipment and maintenance. It also provides new possibilities of architectural
composition, and an increased attractiveness of poly-functional facilities. It goes without saying
that the removal of architectural barriers is necessary for the improved quality of life of the
handicapped, mothers with prams, children, and the elderly.
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Crash In the Classroom

“Crash” In the Classroom
In recent years many scholars have advocated the use of movies as a
pedagogical tool in enhancing learning and instruction in the
development of student analytical skills. In fact the use of film or
television serials is well regarded as a pedagogical tool in
communication, counseling, cultural studies, and philosophy. Films have
been helpful in the study of cultural differences. Films also allow
students a safe place in that they are observing and have time to
observe and examine their feelings. One movie that helps illustrate
these principles is Crash. Crash provides instructors with practical
ways to engage students in discussions of cultural and racial
differences, stereotyping and prejudice and transformation. Crash
depicts what happens over a 36-hour period in Los Angeles in a postSeptember 11th, era when people of all walks of life (race, socioeconomic, gender) all “collide.” It is often described as a drama that
allows viewers an opportunity to confront their prejudices. The
authors offer pedagogical suggestions for using Crash to teach students
about principles of social identity, cultural misunderstanding,
stereotyping, racism and transformation. We found that this movie,
generally held the interest of our students and it illustrated many
theories and concept within communication and ethnic studies, although
it teaches in a more visual manner than a documentary would or having a
speaker in class address many of those concepts. It brings a certain
level of intense realism, yet the students are able to distance
themselves from it and be objective in their analysis. Furthermore,
this movie was very useful to advance class discussion about key
principles in intercultural and interpersonal communication. It is
important to note that the use of this suggested framework for
discussion helps in reflecting the entire class’s opinions as opposed
to hearing only a few.
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THE ANATOMY OF A MORAL FACT
Historically there has been great skepticism concerning the viability of moral
facts. This paper seeks to establish the criteria necessary for a fact to qualify as moral
and secondly to determine if any such facts obtain. In so doing light will be shed on the
long-standing problem of deriving an “ought” from an “is.”
At the outset, there are two important issues to be addressed: [1] Is it coherent to
argue that there are moral facts and [2] if one can cogently demonstrate that there are
moral facts, are they essentially different from physical facts? My answer to [1] is “yes”
and to [2] “no.” [1] requires the establishment of the criteria constituting a moral fact.
Such criteria ipso facto determine moral facts to be a subclass of physical facts, hence
rendering the answer to [2] in the negative.
So, are there moral facts? The concept of morality entails good and evil. Human
agency is the factor that distinguishes moral good and evil from that of the natural
variety. Consequently, moral good and evil pertain to events caused by human beings.
Events are factual in nature. Part of the logic of good and evil is that good is to be
pursued and evil is to be avoided. That is to say, if when teaching a child the meaning of
good and evil, he comes away from the experience not understanding that that which is
good is to be pursued and that which is evil is to be avoided, the child has an incomplete
understanding of good and evil.
Now the issue becomes whether [a] moral good and evil are merely judgments
about overt human behavior or [b] if there is something intrinsic to some of that behavior
that is good or evil independent of any and all judgment about it. In short, is there a
factual component to good and evil? If moral good and evil are factual in nature,
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[b] must be the case. To claim that good is to be pursued and evil is to be avoided is
ambiguous. Relative to evil it can mean that one does, in fact, avoid evil or one ought to
avoid it. [Herein lies the is/ought distinction and the presumed problem of deriving an
“ought” from an “is.”] Intrinsic to evil is avoidance. Avoidance is factual in nature.
What do people typically avoid, if not attempt to avoid? They attempt, and are by and
large successful at, avoiding harm to themselves. Harm is factual in nature. Consider,
the loss of an arm in a combine is a harmful event.
A bit of etymological reconnaissance would here be helpful. What precisely is
harm? The word means [a] hurt, [b] physical or mental damage and [c] injury, or an act
or instance of injury. The word “hurt” is derived from the Old French hurter, to knock,
thrust or blow [as by a ram] and is of Teutonic origin and akin to the Old Norse, hrutr, a
ram. Hence, to hurt means to cause physical or mental pain, or injury to or damage in
some way. “Damage” has its roots in the Latin damnum and means injury to a person or
thing resulting in a loss in soundness or value. “Injury” also is rooted in Latin, viz.
suffere meaning to bear; hence, to submit to or be forced to endure; to bear as a victim or
patient. An injury is an undeserved infliction of suffering; namely, to be subjected to
physical or mental pain. And it is at this point where we come full circle. It is
hypothesized that the origin of the word “harm” lies in the Indo-European base kormo
meaning pain or torment. Within this exposed etymology are three important notions:
[1] that of loss in soundness or value, [2] pain and [3] the undeserved infliction of
suffering.
[1] Harm entails a loss in soundness when directed toward human beings as
opposed to [material] things. Whether it is physical or mental soundness, harm detracts
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from the wholeness of a person. The loss, referred to above, of an arm to a combine
clearly makes the point. Wholeness, of course, is a generic term and covers a great many
circumstances. However, it ultimately relates to individual autonomy. Autonomy entails
independence or self-sufficiency. Historically and in various contexts it has been argued
that dependence is inferior to a state of independence because the latter entails [human]
freedom and carries with it all the weight of Kant’s argument that it is the cornerstone of
ethical theory and is that which makes moral behavior possible and therefore meaningful.
[2] The chief indicator of harm is pain. Pain is a sensation. Sensations are
essentially naturalistic in that they are made possible by those physical entities
comprising a being’s nervous system. It is that system that allows beings possessing
them to sense which is awareness of varying degrees. That is why it makes no sense
whatsoever to claim, “I am in pain but not aware of it.” People typically try, as a matter
of fact, to avoid pain. Pain is the chief indicator of harm. Ergo, people typically, as a
matter of fact, try to avoid harm [at the very least to themselves]. Essential to the concept
evil is that of avoidance. Hence, harm is verifiably evil.
The counterexample that some people intentionally harm themselves is vacuous.
Such persons are simply abnormal. There need be nothing question-begging about the
introduction of abnormality. Concerning human beings, in many cases it can be factually
determined what constitutes the norm of behavior. Regarding some areas of human
activity there may very well be grey areas. In such cases either [a] there is no norm or [b]
what constitutes abnormality [for whatever reason] cannot be determined. [b] is an
epistemological issue, not an ontological one and as such does not undermine the possible
existence in such causes of there being, in fact, a norm albeit unknown to us.
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The avoidance of pain most certainly does not constitute one of these grey areas of
human behavior; that is, the masochists among us are relatively few in number.
[3] Much harm is the undeserved infliction of suffering; namely, to be subjected
to physical or mental pain. The crucial word here is “undeserved.” It is crucial because
it verifies that pain is the chief indicator of harm and not identical to it. Some pain is a
necessary or inevitable by-product to avoiding harm. A trip to the proverbial dentist may
be unavoidably painful but instrumental to preventing a harmful, as well as more painful,
situation in the future. That pain is not necessarily harmful is demonstrated by the truth
of the proposition, “No pain, no gain.” Clearly, for people to achieve [some] worthy if
not merely desired goals, they must suffer in the literal sense of that term. They must
bear; that is, endure the pain which is a by-product of attaining those goals. This brings
into focus that unnecessary pain is harmful. The undeserved infliction of suffering is thus
properly understood to be the unnecessary infliction of suffering [i.e., pain]. This is
harmful. The introduction of unnecessary into the discussion is not a normative slight of
hand. That which is unnecessary, in this context, is avoidable or noninstrumental pain.
Avoidable or noninstrumental pain can be factually determined as such.
What can we conclude from all this? I would like to suggest that what has
transpired so far is not merely a vacuous exercise in semantics. Granted, we did come
full circle. But the constant thread in the circle is that of pain. Recall that “harm” is
traced to the Indo-European base kormo which means pain or torment. [I take it that here
pain refers to the physical dimension and torment to the mental dimension of harm.] Pain
is the epistemological basis by which one ascertains that harm has obtained. My thesis
does not depend on those cases where harm may have obtained without attendant pain.

4
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And I do not rule out the possibility of such instances obtaining. If one experiences
unnecessary pain, that agent understands, i.e., knows that harm has befallen him. The
only possibility whereby he could be mistaken is if the pain he experiences is judged by
him to be unnecessary [and, of course, he may not be the best judge of this; e.g., a child’s
experience in the dentist’s chair]. The agent cannot be mistaken about the pain he
experiences. That is indubitable. He can only be mistaken about such pain being
necessary or unnecessary. Whether the pain suffered is necessary or unnecessary is an
ontological issue not an epistemological one. Fortunately in most cases, one’s judgments
concerning the myriad of circumstances by which one has experienced pain are quite
accurate. I submit that at least one reason for this is that pain is such an unpleasant
sensation that it motivates agents to scrutinize carefully those situations whereby the pain
attendant to them is necessary versus unnecessary. Regardless of the possibility [in some
contexts] of one being mistaken about his experienced pain being necessary or
unnecessary, what can be said for certain is that unnecessary pain is harmful. Both pain
and harm are at the very least physical in nature. It is, in fact, the case that [normal]
people avoid them. A complete understanding of the concept evil entails avoidance
behavior. Therefore, that which is harmful is evil. Since such harm is physical it is
factual in nature. Now we can distinguish between [1] non-moral physical facts and [2]
moral physical facts.
[1] Nonmoral physical facts can be further divided into ones that can be
properly characterized as evil and those which are not. Nonmoral evil facts pertain to
what is known as natural evil. By its very characterization, such evil is understood to be
essentially naturalistic. Furthermore, people do, in fact, attempt to avoid such evil.

5
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The is/ought problem, however, pertains to nonevil nonmoral facts. There is no is/ought
problem with respect to nonmoral evil facts because they are devoid of agency [unless
one insists on casting God in that role]. Consider, for example, the following argument:
[a] ∅ is the one and only move John can make to win the chess game he is
presently playing.
[b] John wants more than anything else to win the chess game he is presently
playing. [In other words, John possesses no competing wants stronger than his
desire to win the chess game he is presently playing.]
Therefore, [c] John ought to make move ∅ in the chess game he is presently
playing.
This is a valid deduction. Some would argue that it is made possible because the “ought”
derived from the “is” is not a moral, but rather a nonmoral ought. Such an observation is
correct.
[2] There is at least one category of moral physical fact, namely, moral evil facts.
I intentionally leave open the possibility that there may be other categories of moral
physical facts, i.e., moral good facts. The goal of this paper, however, is not a taxonomy
of moral physical facts. Rather, I want to establish that among all the physical facts that
can possibly exist one such category is that of moral evil facts. From what has been
discussed above, one may properly reason that moral evil physical facts entail harm.
Moral evil is understood to encompass but not limited to man’s inhumanity to
man. Hence, moral evil pertains to events. What one person [or group of people] does to
another person [or group of people] is factually either harmful or not. When a person is
the agent, i.e., cause of an effect which is harmful, we may properly conclude that that

6
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event is morally evil and furthermore that the cause of that event is evil. Given that any
meaningful ethical discussion presupposes [human] free will, it follows that the cause of
such an event [i.e., the agent in question] did something factually evil. It is at this point
that we see a different twist to the issue of deriving an “ought” from an “is.” Moral evil
pertains to events whereby one person is the cause of harm to another person. Humans,
being the type of conscious creatures they are, understand that that which causes harm is
evil; that is, they do, in fact engage in avoidance behavior when experiencing that which
causes harm. Given humans rather sophisticated level of consciousness [i.e., awareness],
such beings can speculate regarding the future predicated on memory of past events.
Such speculation delivers a two-pronged message; [a] “I will [attempt to] avoid [as
patient] harmful situations in the future be they of the moral or nonmoral variety”
and [b] because reason dictates that the cause of harm is evil, “I as an agent [of free will]
ought not be the cause of harm” since an understanding of the concept evil entails that it,
viz. harm, be avoided. From which it follows that harm is and ought to be avoided. The
reason there is no especial difficulty in here deriving an “ought” from an “is” is due to a
proper understanding that harm is past, present and future evil. That is, harm is evil
whether one is on the receiving end of harm or the cause of it. The “ought” in the moral
sense pertains to the harmful nature of any given activity and to the future. Once one
understands [and most people do] that harm is evil by virtue of their own experience they
realize that they will [attempt to] avoid harm to themselves in the future and because
harm is evil by virtue of the [unequivocal] aspect of avoidance, that they ought not be the
agent of harm; that is , evil. Here the problem of deriving an “ought” from an “is”
dissipates once one understands [1] that harm is [in the present attempted to be] avoided
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and [2] harm being what it is, is understood to be avoided in the future. To claim that ∅
is to be avoided in the future is tantamount to maintaining that ∅ ought to be avoided [in
the future] for no other reason that that harm is evil and evil ought to be avoided
independently of regard to the subject, be he the agent or the patient of the harm and
therefore the evil. Consequently, one ought not be the agent of moral evil which
logically follows from an understanding of harm being evil.
This is not to say that there is no problem of deriving an “ought” from and “is.”
What it does demonstrate is that the formulation of the problem stated by Hume is
misguided. The issue of deriving and “ought” from an “is” is not one of an unbridgeable
chasm between factual and evaluative propositions. Why? Because if my argument is
sound, then it is the case that there are moral facts which by correspondence makes
possible true [or false] propositions about such facts. Consequently, deriving a moral
“ought” from and “is” is similar, but not identical to, deriving a nonmoral “ought” from
an “is” precisely because the premises in both types of argument are factual propositions.
The salient difference between nonmoral is/ought derivations and moral ones is that the
former necessarily involve a proposition pertaining to a notion such as wanting. Such are
referred to as “bridge propositions.” These propositions need not be evaluative in nature,
e.g., there is nothing evaluative about John wanting to win his chess game more than
anything else. Propositions about wants are either true or false because it is a matter of
fact whether John wants or does not want to win his chess game.
A moral is/ought derivation is made possible by some event factually determined
to be moral, i.e., those harmful events caused by human agency; that is, people do, in
fact, attempt to avoid harm and by this avoidance behavior understand that such harmful
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events are morally evil. Because [a] moral behavior pertains to agency and [b] harm is
intrinsically evil, it follows that harm ought to be avoided regardless of the object of it.
Here there is no need of a bridge proposition unless it is argued that without a proposition
that “moral behavior pertains to agency” an enthymeme results. If such a proposition is
deemed required, then it would function as the bridge proposition. Such a proposition
however, is a factual one.
In conclusion, if what has been argued is sound, then there are at least some moral
facts. Furthermore, such moral facts can provide the basis for some fundamental
naturalistic moral principle, the ultimate goal of any worthwhile normative ethical theory.
Andrew B. Schoedinger, Ph.D.
Professor and Chair, Philosophy
Boise State University
Boise ID 83725-1550
aschoed@boisestate.edu
Tel: 1.208.426.1474
Fax: 1.208.426.4332
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Taking Poetry High Tech: Using Power Point and Music to analyze Poetry
A Workshop presentation by Sharon Scholze
Department of English, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
425U Wimberley Hall; 1725 State Street; La Crosse WI 54601
scholze.shar@uwlax.edu

Abstract: One of the challenges facing English instructors at all levels is teaching students how
to analyze poetry and other literature at a critical level—especially in a digital age. This
workshop will demonstrate how an introductory writing course used student composed power
point presentations to encourage students to analyze poetry and music at a deeper level. If time
permits, the workshop will demonstrate how the same assignment was adapted to analyze
literature in an upper level science fiction class. Time will also be given for participants to
brainstorm how they might adapt the same techniques to their own assignments. A version of
this presentation was first shared at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse English Department
Colloquium in the Fall of 2005.
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Taking Poetry High Tech: Using Power Point and Music to analyze Poetry
A Workshop presentation by Sharon Scholze
Department of English, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Presented at the 5th Annual International Conference on Arts and Humanities
January 12-15, 2007

Honolulu, Hawaii

At the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, our introductory writing course, College
Writing I is designed to introduce the students to various rhetorical situations they will encounter
in their academic career. The goal of the Poetry Power Point project is to provide students with
the opportunity to compose in a new medium, while likewise giving them the opportunity to
practice some critical analysis skills needed for the required literature course all students must
take as part of the General Education requirements. Since some students may be new to the
power point medium, while others may have little background in analyzing literature, students
are given the opportunity to complete the project individually, in pairs, or in threes. Since
students often find it easier to write about subjects that are meaningful to them, they have the
option to select a poem or song lyric of their choice.
Prior to introducing the Power Point Project, the students are involved in a collaborative
Poetry Analysis Workshop. As part of the workshop, they follow along as I read aloud the poem
“Belly Dancer” by Diane Wakoski, found in the Conversations text, one of the readers currently
used for the course. They are then provided with a copy of the “Poetry Workshop Terminology”
handout which is included in this presentation. After the poem is discussed and I provide some
background, the class is broken into groups and asked to do the following:
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1) Create a Works Cited entry for the poem.
2) Identify, quote, and cite elements of the poem that are examples of:
•

Connotation

•

Denotation

•

Allusion

•

Antithesis

•

Apostrophe

•

Hyperbole

•

Metaphor

•

Personification

•

Simile

•

Onomatopoeia

•

Alliteration

•

Assonance

•

Consonance

•

Internal Rhyme

•

End Rhyme

Depending on the class, sometimes I’ll assign groups specific terms, sometimes I’ll ask the
groups to locate examples of all the terms listed above. Since some of the classrooms I teach in
are not equipped with technology, I’ll often list the students’ findings on the board, while a
spokesperson for the groups reports their findings, one term at a time. I have found that the prepower point workshop helps students prepare for analyzing their own selections. Often, this step
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helps identifies terms the students do not understand, and models for them the type of thinking
they’ll have to do to complete the power point project itself.
At this point I present the description for the Poetry Power Point project that is also
attached. While earlier versions of the Poetry Power Point projects concentrated on having
students identify connotation, denotation, sound devices, poetic devices, symbolism and the
speaker, for the Fall 2006 semester I am also going to have students identify historical and
cultural events that may have influenced the composer or poet. This last element is in response
to an informal assessment of our English majors and minors who are often strong in interpreting
literary works but they have had trouble relating literature to the historical context surrounding
and influencing its creation.
The students are then provided two class periods in the General Access Computer Labs to
work on the power point during class time. This way they are able to help each other with
technical aspects of composing power point presentations, and they can ask me for assistance as
they begin to critically analyze the poems or song lyrics that serve as the source of their
presentation. Then the last few days of class, each student presents the power point projects to
the class. It’s often instructive for the students to see their presentations visually on a large
screen. During the presentations students are encouraged to ask the more experienced users how
they achieved the more sophisticated effects. We also discuss qualities that make the power point
presentations effective for the viewer, both as a study guide and as a visual medium. Sharing
the projects have become a relaxing way to end the semester, and a nice change of pace from the
expository essays the students have been writing most of the semester. Some of these same
projects will be shown during the actual workshop presentation. Thank you.
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Poetry Power Point Project College Writing I Ms. Sharon Scholze
Description: Using Power Point you will create a Study Guide that analyzes a poem or song lyric of your
choice. Your audience is other students, either in college or high school so choose your material wisely.
You may work individually, in pairs or trios. Experienced power point users are encouraged to work with
inexperienced students as partners or serve as a “how do I do this” resource.
Since the presentation is serving as a Study Guide, you should be sure to not only provide the
term, a cited direct quotation from the poem or song lyric that serves as an example of each term the study
guide defines, but the power point should also explain why the passage is an example of the writer’s use
of Connotation, for example. The power point should include a Works Cited slide (s) for the song lyric or
poem, any outside sources used to identify the historical or cultural influences. Any graphics, clip art, or
other visual images should also be cited within the power point and on the Works Cited slide(s). Refer to
the MLA Handbook and ask Ms. S. for assistance. The design and layout of the Power Point is up to you,
as the designer(s). Inexperienced users should concentrate on a pleasing visual design, and begin to play
with animation and other features if there is time. So to, is the decision to include the entire song or
poem, in the power point presentation. Please do not download the song into the presentation, Ms. S.
doesn’t want to deal with copyright issues and in the past we have had technical difficulties because
of incompatibility problems. If you’d like to play the song as part of the in-class presentation, bring
a CD to class and Ms. S. will provide a CD player. (Yes, it’s old fashioned but there’s less headaches.)
Required items:
•

Title slide—should include the designers’ names, the author of the work and its title. Titles of
poems and song lyrics are punctuated with quotation marks.

•

Connotation

•

Denotation

•

Three poetic devices (Allusion, Antithesis, Apostrophe, Hyperbole, Litotes, Metaphor,
Personification, Simile, Synecdoche, Onomatopeia, Oxymoron, Paradox, Pun, Sarcasm, Satire)
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•

Three sound devices (Metonymy, Alliteration, Assonance, End Rhyme, Enjambment, Internal
Rhyme)

•

The mood, along with a color that fits the mood best.

•

Symbolism

•

Theme

•

The identity of the Speaker (the personal speaking from the page isn’t always the writer.)

•

Historical or Cultural context that influenced the poem or song. For exam, singer/composer Alan
Jackson wrote “Where Were You (When the World Stopped Turning)” in direct response to the
events of 9/11.

Other information: For poems or song lyrics, use a block format (MLA style) for quotations that are
four or more lines long. Remember, block quotations begin two tabs on the left margin, therefore,
you may not want to use bullets for your slides. Quoted passages that are three lines or less use a
slash to indicate line divisions since how the poet divided the lines is also important to both its
structure and overall meaning. Taking two lines from “Belly Dancer” as an example, your slide
might look like this:
Alliteration: “Where does this thin green silk come from that covers my/body?”
(Wakoski lines 3-4). This passage is an example of Alliteration because the
initial “th” consonant sounds are repeated side by side.
We’ll be presenting the power points in class, (see the assignment schedule) so the final draft of
the power point of the presentation should be emailed to Ms. Scholze the night before the first
presentation date, preferably at the end of class, but technical difficulties usually arises for one group.
When you email the presentation, include the power point designers’ names, including the initial
for the last name, as the file name: i.e. JennPTonyApowerpoint.ppp--when emailing the final copy to Ms. S. I’ll be downloading it into a memory stick. If every file is
named Poetry power point, I’ll waste time renaming the files. Thank you.
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Poetry Workshop Terminology
Allusion: a reference in literature to a familiar person, place, thing, or event. Sometimes writers
will use Biblical allusions.
Connotation: all the emotions or feelings can arouse. Love
Denotation: the literal or dictionary meaning of a word.
Diction: an author’s choice of words based on their correctness, clearness or effectiveness
(Profanity and slang is appropriate in certain contexts or situations but not usually in formal
situations.)
Antithesis: an opposing or contrast of ideas. As when President John F. Kennedy asked in his
Inaugural Address: “Ask not what your country can do for you. Ask what you can do for your
country.”
Apostrophe: doesn’t refer to a form of punctuation but refers to a poetic device in which the poet
talks to an absent person, place or thing as if s/he, or it were present.
Hyperbole: (hi-pur’-ba-li ) an exaggeration or overstatement.
Litotes : (li” ta-tez): a form of understatement in which something is expressed by the negation
of the contrary: She was a woman of no small means” meaning she had considerable means or
wealth.
Metaphor: a comparing of two unlike things using is (but without using like or as).
Metonymy (ma-ton’ a-mi): substituting one word for another word, which is closely related to it,
for example when--The White House is substituted for the President.
Personification: providing an animal, object, or idea with human characteristics, traits or
personality.
Simile: a comparison of two unlike things using “like” or “as”.
Synecdoche (si-nek’ da-ki): using part of something to represent the whole. (All hands on deck!)
Figurative Language: language that cannot be taken literary since it was written to create a special
effect or feeling.
Imagery: describes the words or phrases that create a certain picture or image in the reader’s
mind.
Alliteration: repetition of initial consonant sounds in neighboring words.
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Assonance: repetition of vowel sounds without the repetition of consonants.
Ballad: a poem that tells a story and usually rhymes every other line
Blank Verse: an unrhymed form of poetry that normally consists of ten syllables in which every
other syllable, beginning with the second, is stressed.
Canto: division of a long poem
Caesura: a pause or sudden break in a line of poetry.
Consonance: repetition of consonant sounds but not limited to the first letter of each word.
Elegy: a formal poem mourning the death of a certain individual.
End Rhyme: rhyming of words that appear at the ends of two or more lines of poetry.
Enjambment: running over a sentence or thought from one verse or line to another.
Foot: a unit of meter denoting the combination of stressed and unstressed syllables.
(Iambic: unstressed/stressed syllable pattern
Anapestic: unstressed/unstressed/ stressed syllable pattern
Trochaic: stressed/unstressed syllable pattern
Dactylic: stressed/unstressed/unstressed syllable pattern
Spondaic: stressed/stressed syllable pattern)
Internal Rhyme: the rhyming words appear in the same line of poetry
Rhythm/Meter: repetition of stressed and unstressed syllables in a line of poetry (often expressed
in terms of feet). Pentameter= five feet
Onomatopoeia: using a word whose sound suggests its meaning (buzz).
Oxymoron: two opposing or contradictory ideas/concepts jammed together to form a new
concept. .Examples--girlie man, thundering silence, cruel kindness
Paradox: a statement that seems contradictory at first but which turns out to have a profound
meaning.
Scansion: analyzing verse to show its meter
Stanza: a division of poetry named for the number of lines it contains (Couplet= 2 line stanza)
Pun: a word or phrase used to suggest more than one possible meaning.
Sarcasm: using praise to mock someone or something.
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Satire: a literary tone used to ridicule or make fun of human vice or weakness.
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Value-driven community-based communication –
the social vaccine against HIV & Aids?

Paul J Schutte
North-West University
Private Bag X6001, Potchefstroom, 2520, South Africa
kompjs@puk.ac.za
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Value-driven community-based communication – the social vaccine against
HIV & Aids?

1 Introduction

Why is it that Aids programmes which are implemented with the best intentions
have such little success and influence on behaviour in South Africa? The answer
is probably that the non-rational aspects which influence sexual behaviour are far
more complex than individual rational decisions based on information about
health risks and the availability of condoms and medical services.

The implementation of effective communication strategies for the prevention of
Aids is of crucial importance because the pandemic is not decreasing, and in
certain African countries it is still increasing. The latest estimate by the
Department of Health shows that between 6,29 and 6,57 million South Africans
were HIV positive by the end of 2004.

There is no simple solution to this problem. Globally speaking, Aids must
constantly be battled on each of the following three time scales:
*

In the short term, sexually transferable diseases must be treated,
antiretroviral medication (ARM) must be available and condoms must be
distributed to pragmatically attempt to prevent sexually active persons who
have HIV or Aids from spreading it further.

2
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*

In the medium term, multisectoral partnerships must be used to provide
education in order to bring about effective prevention and caregiving.

*

In the long term, macrosocial and political problems must constantly
receive attention, so as to initiate job creation, to empower women and
particularly to address poverty.

The approach which is advocated in this paper relates to the medium and long
term in particular. There is a bigger chance of the successful prevention of
HIV/Aids if the focus is shifted to more horizontal communication at community
level than the current, primarily government-driven, one-way, top-down
communication where solutions are mostly communicated by the national media.
Thus, there should be a move towards a dialogical, interpersonal and interactive
community focus which must be based on clear values in order to be sustainable.
Here the focus is on the South African context, with specific reference to the
North West Province. Shortcomings are briefly identified with regard to the
government’s handling of the pandemic, and a number of theoretical points of
departure are highlighted. The extremely important role of values will be
discussed. Although Christian-moral values are advocated, the role which the
values of different religions may play in the fight against HIV/Aids in a country
with religious freedom, is also recognised and indicated. The significant decrease
of Aids in Uganda, where value-driven community communication took place, will
also be discussed as an example.

3
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2 Political context

Only a few statements will suffice. The tragedy of the epidemic in South Africa is
that it has become so politicised. In addition, the government’s motives are
questioned by, among others, scientists and especially the Treatment Action
Campaign (TAC). The impression is that government does not act proactively,
but always reactively.
The president also created confusion by questioning the causal relationship
between the HI virus and Aids, and also by his statement in an interview in
September 2003: “Personally I don’t know anyone who has died of Aids. I really
honestly don’t.” (Willan, 2004:114). Through this, the credibility of the
government, who had to take the lead in this regard, suffered great damage.
Another problem with the policy is that it is not sufficiently realised and
implemented at grassroots level. It did not take into account the economic
demands and human resources which are required and have to be trained.
Prevention programmes take place on an ad hoc basis, with little monitoring of
their success. Edwin Cameron (2003) quite rightly remarked that there is still a
dualism between what the government says and what it does.

The implementation of policy is supposed to be spiralled down to provincial and
local level. In the North West Province, for instance, there is currently 1 provincial
Aids Council, 4 district councils and 22 local Aids Councils, whose purpose is not
to implement programmes themselves, but merely to coordinate and monitor

4
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different Aids programmes in the province. Although they were launched in 2000,
the councils are still struggling to function and coordinate the programmes
efficiently. New top structures are created, while the latest research indicates that
fewer rules and less rigid hierarchical organisational structures improve the
quality of programme implementation and increase efficiency.
The unsuccessful Aids policy of the past 10 years has contributed to the denial of
the pandemic as well as a perpetuation of the stigmatisation of the disease.

Because of the above reasons, it is argued that the communication on Aids
should be community driven much rather than government driven. Politicians and
political policy indeed always have a role to play, but if the management of the
pandemic is going to depend chiefly on the state, and if the community in general
is not going to take responsibility for it and play a much bigger role, the situation
will keep on deteriorating.
A number of theoretical premises will be briefly discussed below.

3 Theoretical context

Communication on Aids should rather be conceptualised within the bigger
context of health communication, which is sometimes known as the public health
paradigm (Airhihenbuwa, Makinwa & Obregon, 2000:5). In this paradigm the
purpose is the promotion of positive health, rather than the mere treatment of
sick people. Aids should therefore be addressed with consideration of contextual

5
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social and development problems of a particular community. Therefore
communication on Aids should in general also be conceptualised within the
context of development communication, by using the participative approach. This
is an interactive approach, from monological to dialogical communication, where
mutual deliberations should take place at all levels, so that communities may
participate in decision making. The emphasis is on the process and on the
exchange of information, rather than on the mere distribution of information. It is
about improving people’s general well-being and quality of life and to empower
people with basic skills. I particularly agree with Moemeka (2000:13) that the
argument should not just be for a change in quality of life, but that certain values
must also be developed, established and maintained in society.

The communication strategy in the participative approach should be equal
interactive participation or dialogical communication. Mutual understanding,
discussion and the exchange of ideas are the primary focus, rather than mere
persuasion. The community must come to their own insights through their
interactive participation, to cultivate a healthy lifestyle which arises out of stable
values. Although the individual remains an important part of the cultural context,
the family, peer group or community is more central in the construction of health.
For that reason peer group education is so important, where individual behaviour
may be reinforced through the knowledge that at least most of the community
members act in that particular way.

6
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Community theories or models do not view human behaviour just as a function of
the individual, but it also, and especially, depends on the immediate social
relations in the broad community with all its structures. The chance of success is
therefore

bigger

if

the

community

really

actively

participates

in

this

multidimensional process and if it forms the backbone of the communication on
Aids. Instead of an unbalanced monological one-way communication from the
state or other institutions which only focus on the distribution of information, it
should much rather take place in a dialogical way and in a broader health and
development context (Grunig & Grunig, 1991). The community should thus buy in
into the process, be self-motivated and buy in for the reasons of behavioural
change. In short: the community must virtually be both the sender and receiver of
the message.

4 Implications at community level

The implication is that the communication networks must be known and used in a
particular community. Theoretically, networks have a significant influence on
behavioural change.
This approach is advocated with the full knowledge that it is no easy task. Many
case studies have shown how difficult it is to apply textbook ideals of the
participative approach in real life. Yet, it is possible.

7
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Here, in particular, the existing Aids Councils can play a role through interactive
liaison and by initiating networks to fill possible gaps and to empower community
leaders. There is a significant gap with regard to the conceptualisation of the
coordination function of the Aids Councils. The Aids Councils must in effect
perform the role of a public liaison practitioner to actively involve the passive
community. According to Grunig and Grunig (1991:267) this would mean that
communities have to recognise Aids as a problem, believe that they are
personally involved in it and believe that they are empowered and able to do
something about it.
It is a challenge to develop an effective method to let a diverse community
articulate their needs and to reach consensus about what must be done.
Although there are many methods, one method which has already been applied
successfully involves community-directed peer training, where the target group
more readily changes its behaviour in accordance with the example of respected
persons in the peer group with whom they identify. A second interactive method
is community theatre, or industrial theatre, where entertainment and education
are combined: the so-called “edutainment”. Role-play and direct interaction with
the community also make this a good participative method, where mass
communication and interpersonal communication are aligned with each other.

The knowledge and recognition of the culture must obviously form a central part
of the problem identification, planning, implementation and evaluation of any
health programme. Culturally positive values must be reinforced and confirmed,

8
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but the negative aspects must also be identified and recognised. The negative
must be contextualised so that the harmful “costs” or risks of the perpetuation of
the behaviour, but also the advantages of change, may be well understood and
taken into account.

This is possible, particularly if the change comes from a certain culture itself. This
may be illustrated by means of an example: in one of the sessions during the
International Aids Conference in 1999 in Lusaka, Kabanda Syamalewve told how
his mother reproached him for remaining faithful to his own wife alone: “Are you
not strong enough? What did I do wrong?” (Esu-Williams, 2000:125). He went
against his own mother’s cultural convictions to do what was of greater value for
his relationship and his health. Change is thus possible. Esu-Williams
(2000:126), a Senegalese woman, pleads that such behaviour, which can start
with an individual in the community, has to be supported and reinforced by the
community and relevant policy, to eventually become the value-driven norm for
married men in the community.

This form of communication could then more easily bring about ownership and
the establishment of healthy values.

5 Values
It is difficult to define the concept values. Every human action is directed and
determined by some or other framework of principles, norms or values. These

9
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are usually deep-seated convictions about what is right and wrong in one’s life.
Education and religious convictions play an important role in this. Values virtually
provide a standard or measure according to which people’s actions are judged,
and usually have a long-term influence on a person’s decisions.
One of the reasons for the failure of Aids campaigns, in my opinion, is the
absence of the normative, because healthy values are not stated clearly and
explicitly. Although the use of condoms technically helps to prevent the
transmission of the virus to a healthy person and although ARM improves quality
of life, it changes nothing about humankind’s stewardship or their inner or
spiritual health, because the pandemic is primarily not just a health problem, but
also an indication of a lack of healthy values.

The findings of a recent study among university students in Bloemfontein must
also be pointed out, which showed that there was not a statistically significant
difference between the moral values of black and white students, but that there
was a significant difference between the moral values of men and women (Le
Roux, 2003:159-160). Women’s values were higher or stronger than those of
men. In a study of Tswana-speaking students’ essays on Aids, the important role
of values was clear in some of the essays (Schutte, 2003:1-40):
*

“ The moral norm demanding sexual abstinence is lost.”

*

“ Men should learn to have control and respect women.”

*

“Our morals and values are not what they used to be.”

10
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Parental love and social support, in other words, the value of close family ties,
may also help to reduce risk behaviour. In the Summertown project it was
indicated that there was a clear correlation between the level of social support
and abstinence. The youth who were not involved in sex were mostly those who
belonged to churches and had strong family ties, for example the youth from
Lesotho who said that the love of their parents kept them from practicing sex
(Campbell, 2003:126).

That is not to say that people with good values will never fail or that values will
determine behaviour at all times and in all circumstances. In spite of the broken
reality it is my opinion that the establishment and maintenance of healthy values
can be one of the most powerful instruments in the fight against Aids. A number
of examples are given.

In Malawi, where 80% of the population are Christians, World Vision Malawi
(WVM), which is a Christian organisation, mobilised churches to get actively
involved. They played an important role in prevention, by establishing abstinence
and mutual fidelity towards spouses as values. There are also signs that the
incidence of Aids is decreasing. In Lilongwe, the incidence of Aids among girls
aged 15-24 years decreased from 26% in 1996 to the current 16%. Although it
cannot be said that the churches brought about all this on their own, it may be
accepted that the values to which an appeal was made, played a role in this. The
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average rate of Aids infection in Malawi is currently 14.4% (cf. Kapyepye &
Greyling, 2004).

In Cambodia, where 95% of the population are Buddhists, Buddhist institutions
play an enormous role in the fight against Aids. In 2000, the Ministry of Culture
and Health accepted a formal policy in terms of which the participation of
Buddhists and other faith-based organisations is actively promoted as a result of
the positive contributions and the recognition of their religious values which help
to fight Aids. The incidence of Aids among people aged 15-49 years is only 2.7%
(Ward & Chanthon, 2004).

At institutional level, faith-based organisations in certain African countries
provided an Aids information service, where different services and care were
provided. In South Africa similar organisations are also involved with HIV/Aids
prevention, such as Positive Muslims in Cape Town and Faith Organisations in
HIV/Aids Partnership (FOHAP), which is currently active in only three of the nine
provinces, namely Limpopo, the Western Cape and Gauteng (Notshe & Judge,
2004). The programmes range from the preaching of abstinence, fidelity in
marriage and the care of the sick, to a few which promote the use of condoms.
These programmes, however, are still too sporadic and ad hoc to establish
values on a big scale and over a broad spectrum. This is a big fallow land for
involvement by faith-based organisations, whether in cooperation with other faithbased organisations or on their own.

12
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Most forms of values may be traced back to certain religious convictions which
form the basis of human behaviour. It is very significant that especially in
countries like Senegal, Uganda and Thailand, where Aids has significantly
decreased, leaders of different religious groupings were involved in the planning
and implementation of programmes from an early stage (Tiendrebeogo, Buykx &
Van Beelen, 2004; Nantulya, Stoneburner & Stover, 2002). There thus appears
to be a positive correlation between religious convictions and low-risk behaviour
like abstinence and fidelity towards one partner.

Consequently, all faith based organisations should take the lead with instructions
to live chaste lives and to show what real love is.
In light of the above premises, the case of Uganda may now be considered: Is
there evidence of a correspondence with the approach which has been argued
up to now?

6 The Ugandan context

In Uganda the incidence of Aids dropped from 20% in 1992 to 9.8% in 1998, and
again to 6.1% in 2001 (Butcher, 2004; Low-Beer & Stoneburner, 2003). This
decrease may be ascribed to a number of factors, but particularly to the
following: an increase in sustained interpersonal communication at all community
levels; primary behaviour change through abstinence and monogamous
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relationships; and care for Aids patients. This was supported by a clear
government policy. Uganda was the first to accept and implement a multisectoral
approach towards Aids through a Ugandan Aids commission, which, noticeably,
included an Anglican and a Roman-Catholic bishop. The so-called “smaller
media” were used and strongly supplemented with personal communication by
making use of a network of local peer group leaders, churches, volunteers,
community leaders and educators in the community. With their integrated
approach, the government succeeded in initially getting the community to
participate to such an extent that they actually took over the communication.

The focus was also on the building of the community and its values, as well as
accepting personal responsibility.

The political policy in Uganda promoted a horizontal or participative approach.
There was a clear, simple communication programme which focused on three
aspects (Stoneburner & Low-Beer, 2004; Hogle, 2002):
*

Aids is a reality and a big threat – thus, recognition and not denial of the
problem.

*

Free sex is dangerous and there must be fewer sexual partners. This
value judgment was expressed in the slogans “zero grazing” and “loving
faithfully”.
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*

Do not point fingers or throw stones, but care for people with Aids. This
eventually reduced the stigma surrounding Aids. Instead of avoiding,
stereotyping and stigmatising Aids sufferers, they were taken care of.

The Ugandans also communicated differently about Aids. Aids got a “face” in
Uganda, because it was recognised and people talked about it freely, instead of
merely receiving information about it. The healthy and open community
communication also led to a decrease in the stigmatisation of Aids.

Another noticeable difference between Uganda and other countries like Kenya,
Malawi, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe is that interpersonal and informal
networks were used the most, followed by mass communication and thirdly
institutional communication.
What happened here in theory? The community communication is a participative
ritual by means of which culture is created and sustained but also changed. What
took place here is indeed participative interactive communication.

*Change in values

The following changes were identified in Uganda: a drastic decrease in the
number of sexual partners, abstinence, fidelity towards partners or monogamous
relationships, an increase in marriages, and a slight increase in the use of
condoms. It was found that 48% of men and women stayed with one partner;
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11% of women 14% of men abstained from sex, while only 2.9% of women and
12.5% of men started using condoms (Low-Beer & Stoneburner, 2003:9). The
value-driven manner in which the Ugandans communicated had an influence on
their

behaviour,

in

contrast

with

certain

other

countries

where

Aids

communication is often a one-way, non-symmetrical exchange, and where it is
often seen as the mere transfer of messages through the media and health
workers.

A large-scale social community mobilisation resulted in a clear primary behaviour
change and return to certain values. It is important to note that, according to a
USAID study, faith-based organisations in Uganda played a significant role in
that country’s fight against Aids (Farrell, 2004). The three biggest groupings
(33% Roman-Catholic, 33% Protestant and 16% Muslim) clearly expressed their
standpoint regarding the now familiar ABC policy: all the groupings clearly
supported abstinence and fidelity in permanent relationships. The success may
also be ascribed to the fact that churches developed direct contact with the
community.
7

Conclusion

It must be realised that existing approaches have had very little effect in South
Africa, and that another approach is necessary.
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*

There is a need for participative community communication and a valuedriven reaction at grass roots level to avoid risk behaviour and to care for
Aids sufferers.

*

Communication about Aids in personal networks must dominate.

*

Recognition of the problem and personal knowledge of Aids sufferers,
together with frank discussion about it, should greatly reduce the stigma.

*

If community mobilisation does not come from political role players, it must
come from other committed role players, like NGOs, faith-based
organisations or community leaders. However, this requires sincere
political and social capital.

The bureaucratic rules and hierarchical structures of Aids Councils must make
way for more horizontal structures, so that social networks may be created
between diverse as well as homogenous groups.

Above all, a value-driven approach is urgently necessary. Different religious
groups must be involved, and there must be mobilisation of the community and
positive support by the government and stakeholder sectors. This must go hand
in hand with a constant improvement of health care and must be supported by
symmetrical participative communication at all the different community levels. It is
my opinion that such a value-driven social mobilisation against Aids is an
extremely potent antidote. Nantulya, Stoneburner and Stover (2002:11-12) even
feel that the social behavioural change in Uganda over the past decade had the
same effect as a potential Aids vaccine with an 80% efficiency.
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Scientific and Political Promotion of Racial Hygiene in Nazi Germany:
A Content Analysis
Abstract: Tracing the terminology used by political leaders, scientific researchers, and the
popular press in pre-war Nazi Germany reveals an alignment of terminology that cannot be
explained by a simple model of imposing a political agenda on science. Major medical journals
as well as non-scientific sources subsumed race under more general concepts of biological
destiny and mission. The findings demonstrate that scientific and political promotion of
exclusionary agendas operates far more subtly than through overtly racist and prejudicial
language.
Political and scientific discourse may be distinguished by the roles they assume on the
rhetorical stage. Two relevant roles emerge: implementers and investigators. Implementers
consist of those who shape public policy directly through mandates or legislation. Investigators
include the “think tanks” to whom implementers may defer for advice or whom implementers
may use to justify decisions. Investigators also may influence the choice of language, methods,
or the tacit assumptions that implementers employ without consulting investigators directly.
Informal distinctions between implementation and investigation have been recognized in
discourse, although the distinctions need not imply mutual exclusivity. People are often
classified as “doers” or “thinkers,” the former caricatured as mindless actors and the latter
lampooned as ivory tower intellectuals. The contrast between thinking and doing has long been
assumed, but poorly articulated. Clearly, thinking and doing are treated in common parlance as
distinct, evidenced by phrases such as “Quit talking and start acting,” yet they are intertwined.
This connection means that there are rarely such animals as “thoughtless acts” or “pure reason.”
The distinction between “strategy” and “tactics” implies a recognizable differentiation between
the formal plans for an activity and the activity itself. Thus the validity of the adage “The best
laid plans may go awry.”
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The implementer and investigator roles also represent directions the socialization
processes take in establishing membership in discursive communities. Alan Beyerchen, for
example, studied research scientists in his book Scientists under Hitler because “research
scientists and Nazi politicians formed two differently socialized populations with little overlap in
temperament or training.”1 While the issue of temperament is debatable, especially in cases of
scientists becoming political opportunists, the declared objectives of truth-seeking for
researchers and of expediency for policymakers result in different discursive orientations.2 In
science, the socialization function of implementers and investigators has been examined
extensively. Science per se is distinguishable from other pursuits such as law, history, and
religion because science seeks consensual agreement from all rational parties that an
interpretation or explanation is correct.3 This consensus may not be actually achieved or even
achievable, and it may serve as a disguised argument from authority to support “merely the
unwarranted generalization of an individual intuition.”4 Nonetheless, a commonly declared
normative goal of science is to strive toward such a consensus despite its elusiveness, although
political decisions must be rendered even while recognizing that consensus is unachievable. The
pressing exigency of actions that might need to be taken despite disagreement might play a role
in Aristotle’s desire to recognize that communal action in politics should be sought at the level of
the state. Significantly, Aristotle considers political “science” applicable to different states and

1

621.

2

Alan Beyerchen, “What We Now Know About Science and Nazism,” Social Research 59 (Fall 1992):
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John Ziman, Public Knowledge: An Essay Concerning the Social Dimension of Science (Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 1968) 15-23.
4
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kinds of rule, while only truths that hold for all rational people are considered under the rubric of
“pure science” (episteme).5
The position of scientists in Nazi Germany was ambiguous. Some scientists
enthusiastically supported Hitler and became adherents to the Nazi party. These “Nazi
scientists,” however, constituted a distinct minority of the German scientific community.6 Actual
membership in the Nazi party was not a necessary condition for supporting the regime, since
non-party members and latecomers to the party lent their expertise or facilities to governmental
projects such as Aktion T-4, the “euthanasia” program that targeted the disabled and mentally
ill.7 The inconsistent overlap of party membership and support for Nazi policies is not
surprising. Given the prevailing German intellectual attitudes of the time, scientific research was
dissociated from political activity. It is not surprising, although perhaps lamentable, that the
typical reaction among scientists was to resume their role as “serious scientists attempting to
continue their work undisturbed. The means used to achieve this varied from collaboration and
complicity to apolitical withdrawal; the middle ground, however, of outward accommodation
and withdrawal into one’s scientific work was most common.”8 The lack of a single, clear
relationship between scientists and the Nazi government highlights the need for further
investigation of the interaction between scientific research and political agendas.9 These
ambiguities are not unique to Nazi Germany. In any political arena, the relationship between
scientific research and the surrounding social forces is complex. The example of the Nazi state

5

Politica 1252a.18-24; Nicomachean Ethics, trans. and intro. Martin Ostwald (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill,
1962) 1139b.20-24.
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Mark Walker, Nazi Science: Myth, Truth, and the German Atomic Bomb (New York: Plenum, 1995) 1-2.
7
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University Press, 1993) 129.
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points out that political forces and science maintain relationships that are far too dynamic and
multifaceted to be captured by simplistic dichotomies such as ideology versus science.10
Historically in Germany, the implementer versus investigator distinction not only arose,
but approached a dichotomy among scientists who did not kowtow to the Nazis. Indeed, the
widening chasm between social activism and intellectual pursuits may have been largely
responsible for the naiveté of intellectuals when confronted with Nazism. The general failure of
German intellectuals to offer reasoned responses or engage in widespread active resistance to
National Socialism has been labeled “one of the most disillusioning and lamentable phenomena
of the Nazi epoch.”11 A contemporary observer commented prophetically that if the best minds
in Germany failed to distinguish their work from the political agenda of the Nazis, then Nazism
would be recognized officially as the political ideal of Germany.12 Perhaps a closer examination
of scientific and political discourse will reveal how, why, and to what extent they converged.
Research Questions
Several research questions guide the analysis of message content. The first line of
inquiry deals with variations in messages according to the personae of the sources. Did message
content vary relative to whether the source was acting as a political administrator or a scientific
researcher? Did scientists and politicians address racial issues similarly? Answers to these
questions will fuel discussion about the validity and extent of convergence between the
discursive tactics of scientists and policymakers. More generally, the answers will illuminate the
relationships between science and politics in Nazi Germany.
10

Macrakis 204.
Howard Morley Sachar, The Course of Modern Jewish History, updated and expanded ed. (New York:
Delta, 1977) 431.
12
K. Holler, “The Nordic Movement in Germany,” Eugenical News 17 (Nov.-Dec. 1932): 119. The lack of
resistance among intellectuals might represent a failure of Perelman’s concept of the universal audience as a monitor
of argumentative quality. If the “best and brightest” audience succumbed to Nazism, what hope remained for any
particular audience?
11
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The second area of investigation concerns conformity of message content to the
discursive standards espoused by or assigned to implementers and investigators. Did the
discourse of researchers remain restricted to empirical descriptions? Did implementers venture
to describe or dictate the process of scientific investigation? What kinds of forays into justifying
racial differences and hierarchies does the discourse of implementers and investigators reveal?
These questions direct attention to whether the discourse of implementers and investigators
actually fulfilled the proclaimed standards for legitimacy.
Finally, to what extent did message content vary with respect to the audiences addressed?
Variations associated with audiences should help reveal how discourse was adaptive or
maladaptive to its intended receivers. How did the treatment of race and science differ when the
audience changed? This battery of questions leads to consideration of the method for addressing
them.
Methodological Issues
A general question deserves attention, since it touches on the justification for embarking
on content analysis. To what extent might message-centered methods such as content analysis
yield valuable insights? This question assumes special importance in racial science and Nazism,
since assignments of categories and interpretations of results would not necessarily coincide with
how audiences or authors would have reacted at the time. If the issue involved solely fidelity to
the original historical conditions of the discourse, then content analysis would serve little
purpose, since audiences and authors cannot be reconstructed. On the other hand, if a study
seeks to reveal how discourse can be employed under varying conditions and how discourse
interacts with discursive conventions and assumptions of the time, the picture changes. Results
do not become invalid if the modern interpretation fails to coincide with interpretations of the
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audience at the time.13 Interpretations that depart from the original conditions that generated the
discourse actually enhance the generalizability of findings, since they demonstrate how discourse
may adapt to changing audiences and social conditions.
Content analysis sometimes suffers from devoting too much attention to frequencies, so
studies can degenerate into counting occurrences of items while ignoring their significance.
Degeneration of content analysis to sterile exercises of counting items and reporting frequency
distributions offers little other than a mechanical reproduction of textual features. Since the
meaning and importance of messages is not simply a product of how often they occur, other
measures of making inferences merit consideration.14 The present study deals with the
relationships among different discursive communities, including different audiences and
communicative objectives. These interrelationships treat communication more as an interactive
process rather than a static object composed of elements in definite proportions. The relational
focus, which includes the co-occurrences of items in different contexts, corrects two potential
methodological pitfalls. First, attention to the conditions of occurrence forces consideration of
the social factors that affect the composition of discourse. This social aspect expands content
analysis beyond mere categorization for its own sake.15 Second, analyzing the contingencies that
affect content permits insights regarding why certain discursive features emerge as they do, thus
adding an explanatory dimension absent from inventories of frequencies.16

13

Gunnar Andrén, “Reliability and Content Analysis,” Advances in Content Analysis, ed. Karl Erik
Rosengren, Sage Annual Reviews of Communication Research 9 (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage, 1981) 64.
14
Alexander L. George, “Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches to Content Analysis,” Trends in Content
Analysis, ed. Ithiel de Sola Pool (Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1959) 23-24.
15
Preben Sepstrup, “Methodological Developments in Content Analysis?” Advances in Content Analysis,
ed. Karl Erik Rosengren, Sage Annual Reviews of Communication Research 9 (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage, 1981) 135,
155.
16
George 22; Ithiel de Sola Pool, intro., Trends in Content Analysis, ed. Ithiel de Sola Pool (Urbana: U of
Illinois P, 1959) 2.
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Content analysis offers an excellent complement to metaphoric analysis, especially when
dealing with materials in a different language. While metaphoric analysis derives its strength
from examining the nuances of terms in the native language, content analysis sheds light on how
discourse might be examined systematically to explain how its messages transcend a particular
language or time. Metaphoric analysis and content analysis, therefore, become complementary
methodologies because metaphors and other expressions indigenous to a particular language or
set of cultural and temporal circumstances defy direct translation.17
This resistance to translation carries two implications. First, it establishes limits to any
study that purports to examine discourse translated from another language. Second, it warns that
content analysis should avoid dealing with metaphoric or idiomatic expressions that coders
unfamiliar with the original language or culture might overlook or misinterpret. Content
analysis, therefore, works best when it avoids or minimizes the need to cope with terminology
and concepts that require a great deal of interpretive judgment. The reason is that the multitude
of nuances attendant to metaphors, for example, reduces the chances for obtaining a reliable
consensus among coders.
Procedure
Selection of Material
Materials were selected for two author personae: implementers and investigators. A third
classification was included for anonymous items. Results were tabulated for the anonymous
items separately and for the anonymous items included as implementers. A summary of the
material coded appears in Figure 1.

17

S. I. Hayakawa, Language in Thought and Action, 2nd ed. (New York: Harcourt, 1949) 122; Paul
Ricoeur, Interpretation Theory: Discourse and the Surplus of Meaning (Fort Worth: Texas Christian UP, 1976) 52.
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Figure 1. Material Coded
Number of
Selections
Total Words

Implementers

Investigators

Anonymous

5
1,083

7
1,613

6
722

Several criteria governed the selection of items to be coded. First, the author had to fit
unambiguously into the implementer or investigator persona. This stipulation excluded works by
researchers who held appointed or elected political office. Second, the coded material had to
mention at least one of the following: ‘race’ [Rasse] or its derivatives such as ‘racial’ or ‘racist,’
‘science’ [Wissenschaft], ‘research,’ [Forschung], or ‘study’ [Lehre]. Translations were
crosschecked with the German originals and verified with native German speakers to assure
accuracy. Third, the type of source was varied to include newspaper articles, books, and journal
articles.
Textual material consisted of continuous excerpts with a mean length of 190 words in
English translation. A total of 353 themes representing 3,418 words were coded. Selections
were chosen from authors or sources prominent in their fields. Implementers included Hitler and
the Head of the Department of Public Health in the Reich Ministry of the Interior. Investigators
included the racial scientists Fritz Lenz, Eugen Fischer, and Philipp Lenard. Anonymous items
included the training manual for the Hitler Youth and non-bylined articles in Völkischer
Beobachter, the national Nazi daily newspaper. The complete list of sources appears in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Sources of Coded Material
Implementers
Adolf Hitler, Hitler’s Secret Book, intro. Telford Taylor, trans. Salvator Attanasio (London:
Grove, 1961) [3 selections, 519 words]
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, trans. Ralph Manheim (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1971) [1 selection,
300 words]
Arthur Gütt, “Dienst an der Rasse,” Völkischer Beobachter 2 June 1934 [1 selection, 264 words]
Investigators
Eugen Fischer, “Rasse und Kultur,” Völkischer Beobachter 24 Feb. 1934: n. pag. [2 selections,
308 words]
Dr. Lehmann-Krefeld, “Aufgaben der Biologie,” Volksgesundheitswacht 2 (Jan. 1935): 3 [1
selection, 163 words]
P. Lenard, “Wissenschaft, Volk und Rasse,” Volk und Rasse 9 (1934): 131-132 [1 selection, 239
words]
Fritz Lenz, “Rassenlehre ist Erblehre,” Völkischer Beobachter 20 Feb. 1934: n. pag. [3
selections, 903 words]
Anonymous Items
The Nazi Primer, trans. Harwood L. Childs (New York: Harper, 1938) [3 selections, 379 words]
“Das biozentrische Weltbild,” Völkischer Beobachter 7 Nov. 1935: n. pag. [1 selection, 162
words]
“Paul de Lagarde: Ueber die Juden,” Völkischer Beobachter 8 Jan. 1935: n. pag. [2 selections,
181 words]
Anonymous items appearing in Völkischer Beobachter could be assigned to the role of
implementers, since the newspaper functioned as a governmentally authorized vehicle for
disseminating information. Material from The Nazi Primer also could be treated as discourse of
implementers because that text served as the authorized training manual for the Hitler Youth.
Given the role that institutional affiliation plays in influencing content, however, the
implementer and investigator roles had to be configured as mutually exclusive.18 An investigator
was defined as a university professor or a member of a research institute who held a doctoral or

18

For the influence of institutional affiliation on content, see Klaus Krippendorf, Content Analysis: An
Introduction to Its Methodology, vol. 5, Sage Commtext Series, ed. F. Gerald Kline (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage, 1980)
46.
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medical degree and who did not hold a political office when his or her work was published. This
stipulation yields mutually exclusive and, for the purposes of this study, exhaustive roles.
Randomized sampling is important in conducting this type of study, especially since the
content of introductions and conclusions often does not represent larger bodies of discourse. In
his tests of readability, Flesch cautions researchers that introductory material differs stylistically
from subsequent discourse.19 Introductions and conclusions might introduce thematic variations
and other substantive alterations of the document as a whole. Given these considerations, the
material to be coded was selected randomly from the materials chosen according to the selection
criteria described above.
Units of Analysis
A theme is defined conceptually as the atomic unit of meaning that can be stated
propositionally.20 The theme was chosen as the unit of analysis because all materials coded were
translated from German to English. Measuring the frequency of specific terms was considered
inappropriate because the same German term might be translated by several different terms in
English as the context would demand. The term Volk provides an excellent example of this lack
of one-to-one correspondence between German and English. Volk may be rendered ‘nation,’
‘state,’ ‘people,’ or ‘populace,’ depending on what would best fit the individual circumstances.
Recurrence of the same term in the original German version therefore might not signify
continuity or repetition of the same meanings when translated into English. Themes, however,
would remain constant given the likelihood that translation would alter terminology.

19

Rudolf Flesch, How to Write, Speak and Think More Effectively (New York: Signet, 1960) 298.
This definition combines the definitions of Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research, 2nd
ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehard and Winston, 1973) 528 and Robert C. North et al., Content Analysis: A Handbook
With Applications for the Study of International Crisis (Evanston, IL: Northwestern UP, 1963) 45-46.
20
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Themes were deemed the most appropriate morphological units for this study. An
accurate translation should capture the spirit if not the letter of the original. To this end, the unit
of analysis should deal with morphological units that persist through translation rather than
propositional or referential units that might be altered in the translation process. A high quality
translation should contain terminology as close as possible to the original, but the terminological
similarities may diminish to yield a translation that expresses the sense of the original more
gracefully. Consequently, any translation must strike a balance between denotative
correspondence to the original and a freer rendering that captures more stylistic nuances and
affective connotations.21 Given the syntactic differences between German and English, the
sentence structure of the original documents had been altered significantly.
Themes also offer the advantage of bypassing stylistic differences between authors and
publications that could affect the ways meanings are expressed without altering the referential
content. For example, the custom of employing the passive voice in scientific writing would not
alter the assignment of this material to a category. These sorts of stylistic omissions might count
as an added limitation of this type of study, since it presumes thematic invariance despite some
stylistic alterations.
For this study, the coding instructions defined a theme both stipulatively and
operationally. Coding instructions stated: “A theme is defined as the subject matter of a unit of
discourse.” Subject matter, however, had to be reduced to observable discursive qualities. The
instructions contained several rules for identifying themes. To minimize confusion, the training

21

Hayakawa 121-122.
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of coders included examples of acceptable and unacceptable thematic identifications. The
following selections from the coding instructions operationalize the concept of a theme.22
Figure 3. Operational Definition of a Theme
1. A theme should be stated as a simple sentence with a single subject and predicate.
Example:
Material to Be Coded:
Coding is a simple and enjoyable process if the coder is immersed in the task.
Unacceptable Coding:
Theme:
Coding is easy and fun for coders.
Acceptable Coding:
Themes:
1. Coding is simple if the coder is immersed in the task.
2. Coding is enjoyable if the coder is immersed in the task.
2. Keep the wording of each theme as close as possible to the wording in the material you read.
Concentrate on listing the themes exactly as they appear in the material.
Example:
Material to Be Coded:
I searched for coders Monday and Tuesday, but no coders appeared until Wednesday.
Unacceptable Coding:
Themes:
1. He looked for coders for two days.
2. He didn’t find any until later.
Acceptable Coding:
Themes:
1. I searched for coders Monday.
2. I searched for coders Tuesday.
3. No coders appeared until Wednesday.
3. Themes are not identical to grammatical or spatial units. A given sentence might have any
number of themes, and some themes might extend beyond a single phrase or sentence. However,
a theme under no circumstances extends beyond the end of a paragraph.
4. A theme can appear under only ONE category classification.
The employment of themes carries an added dividend for further study. Native German
speakers could use the same category scheme to code items that English speakers had coded. If
22

Three components of the thematic definitions are used in the Studies on International Conflict and
Integration: (1) the paragraph as the thematic cutoff point, (2) the treatment of a theme as a single assertion, (3)
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the results show similarity of coding between the English and German speakers, then it would
confirm that the themes had been maintained in the translations. This back translation technique
could be employed to verify the accuracy of translated material in any language. A significant
disparity between results obtained from coders who speak different languages could reveal other
difficulties as well. While a good translation would preserve the themes of the original, the
category scheme might be interpreted or employed differently by coders whose native language
differs from the person who devised the list of categories.
Categories and Coding
Since this investigation sought to determine relationships between how implementers and
investigators treated race and science, the category scheme used race and science as its major
divisions. To minimize interpretive variance when coding, the categories were designed as
mutually exclusive choices. Two coders, one graduate student in communication and a senior
undergraduate communication major, assigned themes to categories.23 Coding proceeded
independently and blindly, with no indication of the author, date, or publication revealed to the
coders. The material was converted to themes, and the coders then assigned themes to
categories.
Four preliminary coding sessions revealed several category classifications that had to be
added, deleted, or redefined in the original category scheme. Examples of each classification
were added to make coding procedures more explicit.24 A classificatory scheme was deemed

preservation of as much phraseology from the text as possible. See North et al. 45-49.
23
Some researchers recommend choosing coders who have similar academic training so they can operate
from a shared frame of reference and thus apply the coding scheme similarly. See Guido H. Stempel III, “Content
Analysis,” Research Methods in Mass Communication, ed. Guido H. Stempel III and Bruce H. Westley (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1981) 128-129.
24
For the need to contextualize definitions of categories, see James Deese, “Conceptual Categories in the
Study of Content,” The Analysis of Communication Content, ed. George Gerbner, et al. (New York: John Wiley,
1969) 56.
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usable if the coders reached a rate of raw agreement averaging .8 in three successive
applications.25 The final list of categories used by the coders appears in the Appendix.
Results
The classificatory scheme yielded reliable results for all classifications of material, as
Figure 3 shows.
Figure 3. Inter-Coder Reliability
Implementers
Mean Inter-Coder
Agreement
Standard Deviation

Investigators

.95
.082

.93
.105

Anonymous
.96
.059

Results include only the themes for which category assignments were consensual. With the
aggregate inter-coder reliability of .94 (sd = .082), 337 themes were categorized. The results will
be summarized in each of the major research areas: relationships between implementers and
investigators, conformity to discursive standards, and relationships between content and
audience.
Relationships Between Implementers and Investigators
Neither race nor science dominated the discourse of implementers or investigators. The
largest category of themes consisted of remarks unrelated to race or science. The residual
categories were divided evenly between descriptive and valuative comments at 67 themes each,
for a cumulative volume of 38 percent of all themes coded. Figure 4 summarizes the distribution
of themes. The racial valuations are grouped aggregately, since only 15 of 44 themes were
assigned to more specific classifications.

25

A rate of .7 to .9 for raw agreement is considered desirable, with .8 deemed “reasonable.” See David H.
Barlow and Michael Herson, Single Case Experimental Designs: Statistics for Studying Behavior Change, 2nd ed.
(New York: Pergamon, 1984) 124-129.
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Investigators tended to address scientific issues descriptively, with 59 themes (17.5
percent of the total) compared to 13 themes (3.9 percent) relating to the importance of scientific
findings or issues. Only one theme of the implementers addressed science descriptively or
evaluatively. Combining implementers with anonymous sources yielded 23 themes dealing with
science, four of which were evaluative. Investigators and implementers engaged in definitions as
their primary descriptive topic when discussing race.
Racial valuations were more common among implementers and anonymous sources than
among investigators, although the evaluative comments occurred far less frequently than
descriptive remarks. Only one-third of the evaluative themes fell under specific classifications,
with no more than four under any category besides unclassified valuations.
Conformity to Discursive Standards
Conformity to discursive standards refers to the extent that content reflected
characteristics of discursive genres appropriate to the personae. Scientific discourse, according
to Western scientific tradition, should be non-evaluative, reporting only findings supported with
observational or deductive proof. The discourse of implementers should not stray into scientific
matters by speculating on issues under the auspices of the scientific experts.
Implementers, no matter whether anonymous sources are included, rarely dealt with
scientific issues. Of the remarks dealing with science, fifteen (including all twelve themes
describing specific findings) occurred in one source. That scientifically oriented item was an
anonymous article in Völkischer Beobachter summarizing Goethe’s biological theories.
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Figure 4. Thematic Distribution: Implementers vs. Investigators
Description of Race:
Physical
Description of Race:
Spiritual
Definition: Specific Race
Definition: General
Other Racial
Descriptions
Racial Valuations
Descriptions of Science:
Specific Findings
Descriptions of Science:
General Laws
Descriptions of Science:
Causes or Effects
Valuations of Science:
Specific Findings
Valuations of Science:
General Laws
Valuations of Science:
Causes or Effects

Investigators

Implementers

Anonymous

6

1

0

1
6
6

3
7
0

1
7
6

4
15

5
21

7
8

3

0

12

45

1

6

11

0

1

0

0

3

9

0

1

4

0

0

Implementers and investigators addressed racial issues in similar proportions. Four
selections (two investigators, one implementer, one anonymous) did not cover any racial themes,
compared to nine selections (two investigators, four implementers, three anonymous) that failed
to discuss scientific matters.
Relationships Between Content and Audience
The relationship between content and audience requires a realignment of the materials to
account for the type of publication. This realignment configures the selections into three
audience segments: the general public, those seeking political enlightenment regarding National
Socialism, and those interested in racial and medical issues. These segments become mutually
exclusive when operationalized. Völkischer Beobachter addressed the general public. Hitler’s
books and the Hitler Youth training manual catered to those sympathetic with the aims of
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National Socialism.26 Racial and medical topics received coverage in the more specialized
journals Volk und Rasse and Volksgesundheitswacht, popular magazines dealing with racial
doctrines and health issues. Figure 5 presents the results of this study allowing for the audiences
addressed.
Figure 5. Thematic Distribution: Audiences Addressed
General
Public
Number of Selections
Words Coded
Description of Race: Physical
Description of Race: Spiritual
Definition: Specific Race
Definition: General
Other Racial Descriptions
Racial Valuations
Descriptions of Science: Specific Findings
Descriptions of Science: General Laws
Descriptions of Science: Causes or Effects
Valuations of Science: Specific Findings
Valuations of Science: General Laws
Valuations of Science: Causes or Effects

9
1,818
6
1
8
6
4
20
14
40
11
3
6
1

Political
(Party)
Interests

Racial or
Medical
Interests
7
1,198
1
4
12
6
12
24
0
6
1
0
1
0

2
402
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
0
0
3
3

Discussion
This study raises several concerns that affect the design of the project, its
implementation, and the interpretation of results. These concerns fall into three categories:
translation issues, hermeneutical questions, and historicity.

26

In the preface to Mein Kampf, Hitler addressed his work “to those adherents of the movement who
belong to it with their hearts, and whose intelligence is eager for a more penetrating enlightenment.” See Adolf
Hitler, Mein Kampf, trans. Ralph Manheim (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1971) viii. Similarly, his second book was
directed to “the national-minded elements of our people” in hope of winning them to National Socialism. See Adolf
Hitler, Hitlers zweites Buch, intro. Gerhard L. Weinberg, fwd. Hans Rothfels, Quellen und Darstelluingen zur
Zeitgeschichte, Band 7 (1928; Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1961) 45.
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The Translation Challenge
One danger attendant to any content analysis that employs translated material concerns
the accuracy of translations. If coded materials have been translated, then do the results capture
the content of the original or the content of the translation? This question can be sidestepped by
using content analysis to verify the accuracy of translations. Although it would be a timeconsuming process, a thematic content analysis could determine whether the themes in the
translation coincide with the themes of the original. Native speakers of the original language
could code the untranslated selections, then other coders could code the translations. If the
identification of themes and the assignment of those themes to categories yield reliable results,
then the translations could be considered accurate.
Another method of coding could address translation problems. All thematic
identification and coding could occur in the original language, with translation occurring only to
discuss the results. Translation problems, if they occur, would be limited only to the relaying of
results and not to the methodology of the study itself.
A final tactic involves multiple translations, each coded separately. The results would be
constructed as a best fit from the coding process, using only material that generated reliable
outcomes. This option, like those preceding, would pose logistical difficulties, especially since
every selection would have to be translated several times before coding could begin.
Without taking any of these suggested measures, the best option may be to rely on
unitization that permits coding based on meanings instead of symbols. The specific symbols
might vary among languages, but any translation that has fidelity to the original should preserve
its sense. By steering content analysis toward the subject matter instead of toward terminology
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that might vary depending on the translator and the context, the problems associated with
translation diminish even if they do not vanish.
The Hermeneutical Challenge
The second challenge applies to any analysis of historical material. Since the coders
were not part of the original audience, can their interpretations serve as valid indicators of the
communicator’s intentions or effects on audiences of the former time? This interpretive issue
raises the hermeneutical quandary of how contemporary audiences can put themselves in the
place of past audiences or authors to reproduce the conditions in which the discourse occurred.
Regardless of the type of material coded, modern customs and assumptions shape the
interpretations of coders. Some interpretive distance from the material is unavoidable. Any
audience—including those contemporary with the discourse—will appropriate messages
according to their own interpretive framework. Phrased in hermeneutical terms, every interpreter
harbors prejudices formed from accepted assumptions that prevail in the interpreter’s social
milieu. These prejudices can distort interpretations, but they need not prove pernicious if
recognized as part of the interpretive framework.27 Indeed, content analysis might provide
needed empirical applications for hermeneutical theories, which have been criticized for failing
to generate detailed textual analyses.28
An artifact’s ability to affect audiences beyond the original discursive environment raises
another important point. Content analysis of historical material addresses discourse not as a
curiosity of the past, but as a phenomenon that can affect the present and future. The research
agenda involves gauging the persistent appeal of discourse. Although part of the present study

27

Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method (New York: Continuum, 1975) 238.
Kent Lindkvist, “Approaches to Textual Analysis,” Advances in Content Analysis, ed. Karl Erik
Rosengren, Sage Annual Reviews of Communication Research 9 (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage, 1981) 40.
28
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searches for interpretations as they actually occurred in the original discursive setting, the fruits
of this labor stem from noting how to approach similar discourse in other times and conditions.
The Historicity Challenge
The final challenge faced by most content analysts also has hermeneutical roots and
implications. Content analysis might yield few useful insights if the connections between
content and historical factors such as relations of power that affect that content and its
interpretation are ignored. The findings of content analysis must yield conclusions that extend
beyond the documents themselves. Otherwise, the analysis becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy by
generating reliable results only because the coders can apply rules consistently and vindicate the
definitions of categories concocted by the researcher.29 Content analysis sometimes suffers from
insufficiently considering the social and historical environment from which textual material
arises.30 Researchers cannot ignore the genesis of content. Content analysis therefore can
investigate why discourse has the qualities it does, as well as noting that discourse has certain
characteristics.
Implementers and Investigators, Content and Audience
The thematic distribution when content is assigned to its target audience presents the
most noteworthy findings. The publications catering to more specialized audiences do not
address racial themes extensively. This absence seems especially puzzling given the targeting of
these publications to audiences interested in journals that focus on racial or health topics. Does
this avoidance or exclusion of racial issues characterize other esoteric publications? An answer
to this question requires some supplementary analysis.

29
30

For this objection, see Sepstrup 139.
For the ability of content analysis and hermeneutics to correct each other’s limitations, see Lindkvist 27.
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Two of the items by investigators appeared in the Nazi party newspaper Völkischer
Beobachter, suggesting that scientific researchers made some inroads into forums less esoteric
than scholarly books and journals. This observation suggests that the relationship between
science and politics proceeded much more along the lines of a voluntary convergence that a
usurpation of science by domineering political forces. In fact, the more technical medical
journals rarely ventured into the popular science of racial hygiene. One would expect scientific
and medical journals to abound with articles advocating the officially sanctioned study of race.
That expectation is not fulfilled. To understand this phenomenon, it becomes necessary to raise
and reply to an objection.
It might be pointed out that the topic of racial science is more appropriately considered
from the standpoint of anthropology, biology or genetics. Indeed, if physiological and
psychological grounds for racial identity are being evaluated, then racial science during the Nazi
regime seems to fall beyond the scope of rhetoric. But the connection between race and science
was established and maintained more for public consumption than because of intellectual
linkages grounded in research. In fact, the circumstances in which racial issues—especially the
relative merits of races—were discussed, point toward seeking rhetorical artifacts directed
beyond the circles of scientific or medical specialists.
Major medical journals that continued publication after the National Socialist seizure of
power published very little material related to racial issues. Deutsche Medizinische
Wochenschrift, which continued publication after World War II and half of whose editorial board
did not change from 1932 through 1934,31 exemplifies this phenomenon. An examination of
every issue between January 1933 and September 1939 reveals how racial matters were treated.
In 1933 and 1934 (volumes 59 and 60), no articles on racial hygiene, racial mixture, or related
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topics were published. In 1935 (volume 61), only five articles appeared, and these under the
racially neutral heading of Erbbiologie [hereditary biology].
The next volume (1936) changed the Erbbiologie entry in the index to Erbbiologie und
Rassenhygiene. This change seems to suggest a shift toward defining hereditary biology in more
racial terms. To the contrary, the articles focus on the frequency and etiology of diseases such as
migraine headaches and severe alcoholism without drawing more general evaluative conclusions
about the relative merits of different races. In 1937 (volume 63), the heading Vererbung und
Rassenhygiene appeared in the index, replacing the 1936 version. The term Rassenhygiene
disappeared from the index in 1938, and was replaced by Erblehre, Erbpflege [heredity
instruction or doctrine, hereditary care]. In keeping with the terminological shift away from
Rasse and its cognates, no articles focused on explicitly racial matters such as the tendency of
some races to be more susceptible than others to debilitating hereditary factors. The articles
dealt exclusively with physical or psychological disorders such as lymphatic leukemia,
schizophrenia, and the incidence of ailments in identical twins. Throughout the period
examined, all the articles in Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift were consistently racially
neutral and examined only medical problems that were manifested in observable physical or
psychological aberrations. These articles were noticeably free from more metaphysical terms
such as Geist (in the sense of ‘spirit’), Rassenseele [racial soul], and valuations of racial qualities
in terms of which features might prove to have Minderwertigkeit [lower quality; less worth].
Despite the consistent lack of racial hierarchies and the avoidance of intangible hereditary
tendencies, one cannot help but be struck by one anomaly: the repeated shifts in how racial
matters were labeled despite the medical field’s reputation and need for employing precise,
consistent terminology. The inconsistent terminology employed in describing the relationship
31

Robert N. Proctor, Racial Hygiene: Medicine Under the Nazis (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1988) 318.
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between race, heredity, and medicine indicates just how imprecisely that connection was
conceived.32 It appears that racial terminology, far from qualifying as exact biological concepts,
was employed more in popular discussion than in technical journals directed to audiences of
academic scientists.
The scant attention given racial matters is consistent with what was found in examining
every issue of Wiener Klinische Wochenschrift from 1933 through 1939. In 1933, 1937, and
1939 (volumes 46, 50, 52), no listings appeared under Rassenhygiene or any cognates of Rasse.
The largest number of articles appearing under any heading employing Rasse was three in 1935,
hardly the volume and frequency one would expect if race were a consuming issue. This finding
seems surprising given the alleged centrality of racial issues at the time. If racial doctrines,
especially anti-Semitism, formed the core of Nazi beliefs, why do so few published articles in
these medical journals deal with racial matters?
The very absence of explicitly racial themes indicates devotion to a more general
thematic focus on a biologistic telos. In his content analysis of Goebbels’s Die Zweite
Revolution, Briefe an Zeitgenossen, Werner Betz finds a “surprisingly” low occurrence of “racial
terminology.”33 Betz does notice, however, the centrality of religious and biological terms. The
present investigation found a high frequency of appeals to natural law or science in the abstract
in discourse aimed at the general public and in more scientific publications. This tendency to
address issues scientistically points to an emphasis on the philosophical grounding of racialist
thinking. Investigators overwhelmingly resorted to discussing scientific laws or principles per

32

This imprecision reflects long-standing internal disputes and fragmentations regarding race in German
physical anthropology, as observed by Benoit Massin, “From Virchow to Fischer: Physical Anthropology and
‘Modern Race Theories’ in Wilhelmine Germany,” Volksgeist as Method and Ethic, ed. George W. Stocking, Jr.,
History of Anthropology, vol. 8 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1996), pp. 79-154.
33 Werner Betz, “The National-Socialist Vocabulary,” International Council for Philosophy and
Humanistic Studies, The Third Reich (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1955) 792.
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se. The failure to find many outright racialist declarations indicates that racialism might have
operated enthymematically. As the conceptual groundwork for racialism was laid in the
articulation of natural laws, the application of these laws to specific cases followed deductively.
If audiences could make the logical inferences that appeared necessary consequences of the
scientistic metaphors and laws, then racialism could emerge from the populace itself rather than
solely by decree from the political powers at hand. This conclusion seems warranted by the
materials examined, since implementers (especially when anonymous sources are included)
engaged in racial definitions almost as often as racial valuations.
The disparity between the Nazi emphasis on race and the attention given race in medical
journals might attest to how little Nazi doctrine permeated the fields of medicine and scientific
research. This conclusion receives some support by noting the direction of influence that the
thematic distribution implies. Incursions of investigators into racial matters were far more
widespread than movements of implementers into science. Except for one anonymous selection,
implementers discussed race without frequently appealing to science. Since the appeals to
specific findings mentioned specific scientists or their work, they probably functioned as appeals
to the prestige and authority of the researchers. The results of this study support the convergence
of investigators with implementers, although the convergence appears more as researchers
dealing with social issues than policymakers delving into science.
Conclusion
This essay has presented a pilot study designed to explore the nature of discourse
concerning race and science in Nazi Germany. The study represents an exploratory effort to
offer an empirical perspective on the relationship between science and racial doctrines. As a
pilot study, it lays no claim to represent the content of Nazism or racial science as a whole.
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Instead, the research should establish an agenda for further investigations, and it raises
methodological and interpretive issues that deserve consideration by future researchers.
The major caveat attendant to this study stems from the small sample size. Clearly, few
general conclusions should be drawn from such a limited amount of coded material. This
research, however, is designed to indicate a direction for research efforts rather than serve as an
exhaustive analysis. The study provides an empirical measure of how the politics, science, and
public interests can intersect on issues of social concern. Content analysis has been identified as
a reliable way to provide empirical grounding for judging claims about the relationship between
science and the public forum.34 As a preliminary field test to augment the conceptual analysis,
this study moves toward operationalizing a plan for verifying the alignments and tensions
between scientific research and public policy. Content analysis, therefore, empirically grounds
philosophical depictions of how science and politics interact.
This study lends support to the characterization of racial science as an endeavor that did
not extend the Western scientific heritage of Descartes and Bacon. Thematic concerns of racial
scientists often ranged beyond discussions of specific findings, extending to racial definitions
and hierarchies. Perhaps more important, the reification of scientistic terminology and themes in
the abstract becomes evident. The language of science, specifically biology, provided the
terminological framework to develop racial doctrines. As the results show, implementers
themselves did not often deal with scientific matters. They did, however, address scientific laws
without needing to invoke specific experimental results. This employment of science as a
metaphysical abstraction thwarted argumentative opposition, since natural laws or scientific
principles per se do not crumble in the face of isolated counterexamples. Instead, an effective
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Jane Gregory and Steve Miller, Science in Public: Communication, Culture, and Credibility (Cambridge,
MA: Perseus, 1998) 120.
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response would require constructing an alternative explanatory system wielding the same
argumentative force as science.
The forays of investigators into racial matters do seem to fulfill the mandate placed on
racial scientists, a demand they accepted because they already avowed it as an objective: render
science useful. The utility of science lay in its resources for framing racial issues linguistically
and logically. Once the scientistic framework became an accepted way of approaching social
issues, its application to racial matters could follow. This enthymematic move could make
proponents of racialism cling more tenaciously to their commitments because they participated in
constructing the enthymeme. Scientized racialism was not thrust upon audiences by scientists
spouting esoteric intellectualisms or by policymakers compelling assent to ideas alien to German
audiences. Racial science was constructed through willing compliance with “natural laws” that
concretized the hope for national and racial immortality.
The potential of science and politics to succumb to metaphysical racial ideals might
reinvigorate calls for mutual checks and balances. Not only should scientists become watchdogs
snarling at misappropriations of research, but also scientists deserve equally rigorous scrutiny
from the stakeholders in scientific research and application. The ideal that critical thinking could
provide a check on public policy plays a part in Elie Wiesel’s inquiry into the causes of the
Holocaust. Wiesel puzzles over why rigorous intellectual training failed to stimulate more
opposition to the bigotry and brutality of Nazism. The problem, as he sees it, was that the
pursuit of knowledge remained largely isolated from political reality. This distrust of a gulf
between knowledge-seeking and policymaking leads Wiesel to the crux of his analysis:
Somebody will have to explain why so many killers were intellectuals,
academicians, college professors, lawyers, engineers, physicians, theologians.
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The Einsatzkommandos, those who did the killing directly, not in the gas
chambers, were led by intellectuals. They were not shielded by their culture.
They proved that knowledge without morality may be destructive, that science
alone without ethical dimension may become an instrument of inhumanity.35
Ultimately the prevention of inhumanity cannot rest on the futile attempt to hermetically seal
politics and science from each other. Political agendas can, do, and will influence scientific
research. Perhaps greater attention to the discursive patterns of implementers and investigators
can prevent politics and science from becoming instruments of oppression.

35 Elie Wiesel, “The Holocaust as Literary Inspiration,” Dimensions of the Holocaust, lectures at
Northwestern University (Evanston, IL: Northwestern U, 1977) 17.
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Appendix
Lists of Categories for Content Analysis
Note: These category lists were employed by the coders exactly as reproduced here.
THEMATIC CATEGORY LIST 1:
RACE
1. Racial descriptions. Comments concerning the nature of race in general, one or more
specific races, or members of one or more races. This category includes remarks presented as
factual observations or representations of the appearance, nature, or attributes of races and
members of races.
1.1. Physical qualities. Observable bodily attributes or characteristics that are linked to
race.
1.1.A. Race-specific.
Example: Orientals generally have dark hair.
1.1.B. Not race-specific.
Example: Hair color is an inherited trait.
1.2. Intellectual qualities. Mental characteristics, habits, or qualities that are linked to
race.
1.2.A. Race-specific.
Example: Caucasoid males often do not understand geometry.
1.2.B. Not race-specific.
Example: Understanding of geometry is linked to racial factors.
1.3. Spiritual qualities. Characteristics, habits, or qualities that are neither observable
physical attributes nor mental qualities. Spiritual qualities include items such as aesthetic
or moral sensitivities or tendencies, metaphysical aspects, personality traits that are
neither physical nor intellectual, leadership capacity, and will power. This category is
linked to the soul or spirit rather than to the body or intellect (categories 1.1, 1.2).
1.3.A. Race-specific.
Example: Many Negroes have a deep sense of beauty.
1.3.B. Not race-specific.
Example: Judgments of beauty vary from one race to another.
1.4. Racial definitions. Explanations of how to determine membership in a race or what
characteristics constitute a race. Remarks of this type give reasons for arriving at racial
definitions. This category includes remarks that establish the bases for defining physical,
intellectual, or spiritual characteristics (categories 1.1, 1.2, 1.3).
1.4.A. Race-specific.
Example: The Caucasian race can be identified as having its roots in the
Caucasus mountains.
1.4.B. Not race-specific.
Example: A race cannot be defined on the basis of the language a group of
people speak.
1.5. Racial description, other or unknown classification.
1.5.A. Race-specific.
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1.5.B. Not race-specific.
2. Racial valuations. Comments concerning the relative worth, merit, or importance of race in
general, one or more specific races, or members of one or more races. This category includes
remarks presented as judgments about the degree of excellence, desirability, or usefulness of
races and members of races.
2.1. Physical qualities. Observable bodily attributes or characteristics that are linked to
race.
2.1.A. Race-specific.
Example: Orientals generally have lovely hair.
2.1.B. Not race-specific.
Example: Members of dark-haired races tend to be the most attractive.
2.2. Intellectual qualities. Mental characteristics, habits, or qualities that are linked to
race.
2.2.A. Race-specific.
Example: Caucasoid males are the most inept of all races when it comes to
geometry.
2.2.B. Not race-specific.
Example: Any races whose members cannot understand geometry cannot
be judged as intelligent.
2.3. Spiritual qualities. Characteristics, habits, or qualities that are neither observable
physical attributes nor mental qualities. Spiritual qualities include items such as aesthetic
or moral sensitivities or tendencies, metaphysical aspects, personality traits that are
neither physical nor intellectual, leadership capacity, and will power. This category is
linked to the soul or spirit rather than to the body or intellect (categories 2.1, 2.2).
2.3.A. Race-specific.
Example: Many Negroes have a better developed sense of beauty than
members of any other race.
2.3.B. Not race-specific.
Example: Some races have a more refined sense of beauty than others.
2.4. Criteria for racial valuations. Explanations of how to determine the relative merit
of races or members of races. Remarks of this type give reasons for arriving at racial
valuations. This category includes remarks that establish the bases for assigning values
to physical, intellectual, or spiritual characteristics (categories 2.1, 2.2, 2.3).
2.4.A. Race-specific.
Example: The most intelligent Orientals can be recognized by the way
they dress.
2.4.B. Not race-specific.
Example: The more intelligent members of a race can be identified by the
way they dress.
2.5. Racial valuation, other or unknown classification.
2.5.A. Race-specific.
2.5.B. Not race-specific.
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THEMATIC CATEGORY LIST 2:
SCIENCE
3. Descriptions of science. Comments concerning the nature of science in general, one or more
fields of science, scientific research, or scientists. This category includes remarks presented as
factual observations or representations of the nature or attributes of science or scientists.
3.1. Meta-scientific remarks on the nature of science. Comments about the nature,
procedures, methods, or assumptions of science or scientists. Material in this category
explains scientific issues or findings apart from their effects or consequences. Remarks
in this category have scientific activities or methods as their primary subject matter.
3.1.A. Reference to specific scientists or scientific findings. Includes reference
to explicitly identified researchers, research work, or research projects.
Example: The new physics experiments conducted by Jones are
proceeding as planned.
3.1.B. Reference to general scientific laws or processes. Includes reference to
scientific or natural laws or processes, the general state of science, or the findings
of a scientific discipline without mentioning specific researchers or projects.
Example: More advances have been made in physics during the past 20
years than were made in the preceding century.
3.2. Meta-scientific remarks on the causes/effects of science. Comments about the
causes, effects, or consequences of science. Material in this category explains or
attributes the influence of scientific work to other scientific or non-scientific areas.
Scientific procedures, results, or assumptions are identified as causes or effects of other
factors.
3.2.A. Reference to specific scientists or scientific findings. Includes reference
to explicitly identified researchers, research work, or research projects.
Example: Professor Smith’s chemistry experiments led to the development
of new synthetic plastics.
3.2.B. Reference to general scientific laws or processes. Includes reference to
scientific or natural laws or processes, the general state of science, or the findings
of a scientific discipline without mentioning specific researchers or projects.
Example: Modern science has allowed greater computing capabilities to
be incorporated into smaller spaces.
3.3. Meta-scientific remarks, other or unknown classification.
3.3.A. Reference to specific scientists or scientific findings.
3.3.B. Reference to general scientific laws or processes.
4. Valuations of science. Comments concerning the relative worth, merit, or importance of
science in general, one or more fields of science, scientific research, or scientists. This category
includes remarks presented as judgments about the degree of excellence, desirability, or
usefulness of science or scientists.
4.1. Meta-scientific remarks on the nature of science. Comments about the nature,
procedures, methods, or assumptions of science or scientists. Material in this category
evaluates the quality of scientific issues or findings apart from their effects or
consequences. Remarks in this category have scientific activities or methods as their
primary subject matter.
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4.1.A. Reference to specific scientists or scientific findings. Includes reference
to explicitly identified researchers, research work, or research projects.
Example: The new physics experiments conducted by Jones are
methodologically flawed.
4.1.B. Reference to general scientific laws or processes. Includes reference to
scientific or natural laws or processes, the general state of science, or the findings
of a scientific discipline without mentioning specific researchers or projects.
Example: The advances made in physics during the past 20 years have not
been worth the cost.
4.2. Meta-scientific remarks on the causes/effects of science. Judgments concerning
the causes, effects, or consequences of science. Material in this category evaluates the
desirability or quality of scientific work’s influence on or from other scientific or nonscientific areas. Scientific procedures, results, or assumptions are identified as causes or
effects of other factors.
4.2.A. Reference to specific scientists or scientific findings. Includes reference
to explicitly identified researchers, research work, or research projects.
Example: Professor Smith’s chemistry experiments led to deadly pollution
of local water supplies.
4.2.B. Reference to general scientific laws or processes. Includes reference to
scientific or natural laws or processes, the general state of science, or the findings
of a scientific discipline without mentioning specific researchers or projects.
Example: Modern science’s development of small appliances has made
everyone’s life easier and more enjoyable.
4.3. Meta-scientific remarks, other or unknown classification.
4.3.A. Reference to specific scientists or scientific findings.
4.3.B. Reference to general scientific laws or processes.
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THEMATIC CATEGORY LIST 3:
RESIDUAL CATEGORIES
5. None of the above categories. Remarks that are complete, legible sentences, but do not
pertain to race or science.
5.A. Descriptive remarks.
5.B. Valuative remarks.
5.C. Other remarks. Remarks that cannot be classified clearly as descriptive or
valuative.
6. Not usable. Incomplete sentence, illegible, etc.
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Philosophical Grounding and Quantifiable Assessment
of Service-Learning
Abstract: Although service-learning opportunities in higher education are expanding rapidly,
unclear rationales and imprecise assessment may impede successful integrations of community
service and academic study. Service-learning provides a needed expansion of narrowly career- or
profit-centered approaches to education. Qualms about assessment can be alleviated with
suggested assessment techniques for projects in progress, community partners, and student
participation.
Service-learning is a type of experiential education that integrates cognitive content of
academic coursework with community service. “Service learning, broadly defined, enables
students to address local community needs, while developing critical, reflective thinking and
enhancing civic responsibility and community life” (Kiang and Suyemoto, 2003, p. 71). Students
apply their learning through volunteering by reflecting on the connections between conceptual
knowledge and concrete experience. The pedagogy of service-learning holds enormous potential
for connecting knowledge gained in the classroom with its application in environments beyond
the walls of academe. Service-learning promises benefits for all three of its constituencies:
educators, students, and community organizations. Educators and academic institutions can
establish the relevance of coursework by pointing to its promotion of student engagement in
civic activities. Students test the claims made in textbooks by observing whether actual
communication practices follow (or should conform to) theoretical models and predictions.
Finally, community organizations benefit from the influx of voluntary labor that enhances the
ability to reach clientele. These advantages may explain why at least one-third of the public
schools (Skinner & Chapman, 1999) and more than forty percent of colleges and universities in
the nation (Billig & Furco, 2002) offer some form of service-learning for their students. The
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prevalence of service-learning justifies more thorough scholarship in this area: “Interest in
service learning has grown to a point that mandates systematic investigation of this mode of
instruction” (Oster-Aaland et al., 2004, p. 349).
Service-learning appears to be the essence of applied communication, bridging thought
and action. DeVitis, Johns, and Simpson (1998) observe the centrality of communication in
service-learning: “We need to habituate the student to education toward community by
developing crucial skills in discourse and communication” (p. 9). The National Communication
Association, with the endorsement of the American Association for Higher Education and the
Southern Poverty Law Center, recognized the importance of service-learning by establishing the
Communicating Common Ground (CCG) program in 2000. This national service-learning
initiative connects college and university communication courses with local P-12 students in
programs that encourage respect for difference and appreciation for diversity. The development
and administration of one CCG partnership has revealed the need for further reflection on the
premises that justify service-learning and the challenges of assessing its results.
The situation in service-learning research is challenging because experiential learning
programs develop more quickly than the research that can justify their rationale and document
their results. As Janet Eyler (2002) stated, “Our success at implementation has outstripped our
knowledge of what works best” (p. 4). A critical review of service-learning research raises
concern that much of the literature consists only of case studies (Schwartzman, 2002). While
these case studies provide useful illustrations of best practices, they tend to bypass potential
problem areas that scholarship adumbrates but rarely addresses directly.
In what qualifies as the first comprehensive literature review to date, Eyler, Giles,
Stenson, and Gray (2001) produced a 120-page annotated bibliography detailing the
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methodology, study design, sample size, population, and results of some one hundred studies
documenting the effects of service-learning. The question arises: how can current and potential
practitioners of service-learning use such research to construct, improve, or repair actual
partnerships between campus and community?
The Front End: Understanding and Justifying Service-Learning
In 1999, when the W. K. Kellogg Foundation launched Learning In Deed, the national
initiative to make service to others an integral part of classroom learning in every school district
across America, they gathered information through focus groups, a media scan and other sources
to find perceptions about service learning. The 1999 Kellogg research showed that there were
specific barriers parents and teachers saw to implementing service learning. Teachers and parents
were suspicious that the new initiatives would impose additional administrative and time
burdens. Teachers wanted to be consulted and have a voice about these possible additions before
higher administration adopted the initiatives. Parents wanted to be assured of adequate student
supervision and to know if extra administrative duties would be imposed on teachers. They were
also concerned about liability issues, the amount of parent involvement and whether budgets and
priorities be affected (Kellogg, 1999).
While it was evident that the public needed to be educated on service learning, the media
also had a lot to learn. Initial research for Learning In Deed indicated that the media were either
unaware of service learning or not properly informed. Many of the articles written on K-12
service learning wrote about the benefits of civic education and positive youth development
benefits; however, higher education articles focused only on the results of academic
achievement. Also, most articles focused only on the volunteer aspect of service learning.
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Twenty percent of articles reviewed confused service learning with mandatory community
service as part of punitive sentencing (Kellogg, 1999).
Aside from conceptual fuzziness, practical impediments need to be addressed when
embarking on service-learning. Kahne and Westheimer (1996) contend that service-learning can
foster student interest and participation in civic areas. They believe that many students are
concentrating their efforts on volunteering, rather than civic participation for social change.
Service-learning can help bridge this gap (Allen, 2003). Instead of merely being physically
present for a designated period of time, service-learning enables students to articulate how they
played a role in forwarding an organization’s mission.
One approach to improve the understanding of service-learning is to contrast its values
and premises with other educational philosophies. The Market enjoys metaphorical ascendancy
in higher education because many forces combine to make it the lingua franca of educational
practice. In the competition for resources, often a zero-sum competition that translates into
scrambling for dollars, a Market orientation suits the environment of economic scarcity. The
Market represents the mother tongue of corporate America. To appease those who wield the
purse strings, educators are implored to confirm rather than challenge the prevalent values of the
Marketeers. Education thus is expected to reinforce the values and priorities of those who have
economic power, and compliance is rewarded with financial support. If the mighty marketplace
exerts hegemonic control over education, then students might mistakenly expect tangible,
probably immediate gain whenever they apply their communication skills. Without that promise
and without alternatives to the market-driven system of rewards, what will motivate students to
improve and excel?
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Notwithstanding value-laden corporate mission statements, the market mentality
sidesteps the sense of responsibility and commitment at the heart of communication and of
liberal education generally. Instead, “Education becomes an economic transaction for immediate
personal gain, rather than individual transformation for self and community betterment that, at its
best, liberates the student and may produce its most powerful results long after the student has
left the classroom” (wa Mwachofi et al., 1995, p. 2). A market-driven model of communication
emphasizes what students can “get out” of the market and other people. From its roots in the
Greek polis, communication has attended (perhaps not exclusively, but emphatically) to how
communicators can add to public life. The speaker’s moral habits were a dimension of ethos
(Bitzer, 1959) which Aristotle identified as the most influential aspect of persuasion.
Additionally, logos infused public deliberation with rationality, thereby transforming physical
aggression into argumentation. Whatever might have changed over the centuries, these
constituents of communication do and should remain. We should not harbor illusions of altruistic
persuaders defying all market pressures in a capitalist society. Nor should we adopt the cynical
market mentality that values lie outside marketplace transactions. A healthier view of
communication would take account of “real life” market concerns and “ivory tower” moral
commitments. Service-learning, especially when it includes intellectually rigorous reflection,
connects theoretical concepts to their practical applications.
Service-learning counters the instrumentalism and individualism that characterizes
contemporary higher education. According to the instrumental ideal, the more an educational
program can promote personal career goals, the more successful its graduates can be.
Responsibility to others, which should increase as one acquires more wealth and power to wield
influence, rarely gets attention aside from platitudes in mission statements (Ehrlich, 1999, p. 8).
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When service-learning enters the picture, pursuit of personal gain fits into the larger context of
how such gain might contribute to causes that benefit others.
Concerned that communities might be treated as outsiders or guests beholden to
academics gracious enough to serve them, Goodman and MacNeil (1999) suggest the alternative
metaphor of family. A family’s well-being requires mutual dependence among all members
without creating hierarchies of value. The community, students, and academic institutions
participate in a familial relationship because each contributes something to the other’s
development. Unlike commercial relationships governed by contracts and caveats, healthy
familial relationships foster open dialogues among equals. This familial attitude has far greater
affinity with service-learning than with the commercial mindset. Service-learning, insofar as it
escapes from self-centered commercialism, could resolve the paradoxical pulls of academic
freedom (with its price of ivory tower irrelevance to the surrounding community) and
responsibility to an institution’s many stakeholders. Phrased in terms more familiar to
communication, service-learning enlarges the scope of academic conversation to include more
stakeholders as participants (Goodman and MacNeil, 1999).
Service-learning also counteracts some of the dehumanizing tendencies in higher
education. Mok (1999) identifies the intense push toward greater use of instructional technology,
coupled with treating higher education in terms of resource management as trends that
characterize “the tidal force of ‘managerialism’ and the prominence of ‘economic rationalism’”
(p. 117). The cost of narrowly focusing on greater automation and cost containment may be
diminished attention to personal development, the traditional moral role of education in character
formation. Given its need for higher time expenditures and greater labor demands compared to
traditional courses, service-learning can be at odds with economic rationalism. If the value to the
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community is quantified, however, the time, effort, and labor inputs do reap benefits that could
satisfy the most ardent economic rationalist. Infusion of student labor and production of
resources for the community play well to policymakers who might otherwise believe that higher
education continually consumes resources with little payback to constituents.
Sometimes service-learning is a tough sell because it is labor-intensive for students and
instructors. Students with families, non-traditional students, or students with jobs often have a
difficult time scheduling their various activities without the added time expenditure of a service
learning project. Many faculty also struggle with the extra work that service learning projects
bring. Some instructors do not feel they receive enough support from their institution while
others strain to make the extra paperwork and appointments fit into their schedules. Students
need to develop awareness of the long-term and transformative personal benefits service-learning
can bring. A convincing way to make this point is by inviting alumni of service-learning projects
as guest speakers. Peer testimonials make a tremendous impression since they can document
personal development instead of it remaining as an abstract promissory note from the instructor.
As for faculty investment of effort, the intensive preparation will appear justified insofar as the
educational institution recognizes and rewards service-learning. This recognition may take the
form of immediate gratifications such as stipends or publicity, but lasting faculty commitment to
service-learning results mostly from formal recognition in tenure and promotion criteria.
Evaluation of students is also more difficult, because students are not simply evaluated on
test and paper scores but also on class discussions, presentations and the actual work they do in
relationship to the course objectives (Loschert, 2001). There are several ways that evaluation can
proceed, especially if the concept of assessment broadens to extend beyond a summative review
of student work.
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The Back End: Assessment
In their call for more service-learning research, Oster-Aaland, Sellnow, Nelson, &
Pearson (2004) identified outcome assessment as a high priority. Effective outcome assessment
depends on understanding and evaluating the service-learning process as well. The following
section addresses assessment techniques that can inform comprehensive outcome assessments
that would determine the efficacy of service-learning projects.
Assessment should occupy a central role in any service-learning initiative. Done
carefully, assessment can distinguish academically respectable service-learning from fluffy,
intellectually vacuous, token volunteer projects. Indeed, assessment of service-learning activities
largely comprises the learning in service-learning. Assessment, however, extends beyond merely
assigning grades to student projects at the end of the term.
Assessment plays a central role in monitoring not only the extent of student learning, but
also the quality of service-learning projects. In the context of service-learning, assessment can
garner results in several areas. Assessing the quality of interactions with community partners can
yield information about how to improve these community relationships. Assessments of student
reactions to service-learning projects in progress allows instructors to clarify expectations and
thereby focus students more clearly on their service-learning tasks. Finally, assessment of student
approaches to complex civic problems can offer insights about how service-learning can affect
critical thinking, interpersonal skills, and attitudes toward civic engagement. With so many
insights that it can yield, the claim that “assessment could be at the heart of learning” in servicelearning hardly qualifies as an exaggeration (Learn and Serve America, 1999, p. 2-1).
Assessment does carry some risks. Employing the tools to measure educational
performance can generate backlash from students. As Bourdieu et al. observe in their extensive
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research on higher education in France, the more explicit evaluative criteria become and the
more precisely their work is assessed, the more students may complain of “an aggravation of
rigour and severity” (1965/1994, p. 14). Increased precision, a laudable and indeed necessary
means to measure quality, may foster resentment. This reaction becomes especially likely among
students whose work never or rarely has had to withstand close, critical scrutiny. A paradox thus
arises. On one hand, students may justifiably desire more explicit criteria for evaluating their
performance. On the other hand, once those criteria are employed the evaluator may be accused
of nitpicking or applying undue rigor.
Evaluation in service-learning poses special challenges. Students usually engage in
service off campus, so their efforts are removed from the instructor’s immediate scrutiny.
One challenge with service-learning is that some demonstration of learning occurs
“in the field” and may therefore be harder to capture. To address this, teachers
need to establish processes to capture this learning. For example, observation is a
great source of evidence, but if undocumented, much of this evidence can slip
away…. (Learn and Serve America, 1999, p. 2-7)
One of my service-learning endeavors was a senior capstone course consisting of sixteen
students (four groups of four) per semester. In one academic year, the students completed more
than 450 hours of volunteer work at eight sites, one of which was in a neighboring town. Thus it
was not feasible, even in a relatively small class, for one instructor to monitor the students
directly. Assessment in such situations would need to encompass several sources of feedback
aside from the summative evaluation of each student’s final reflection on the project. For
assessment to be effective, it should reflect the different skill areas that students are expected to
develop. Figure 1 shows the desired skill areas and the primary sources of assessment data.
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Figure 1: Service-Learning Skill Areas and Possible Sources of Assessment
Skill Area
Teamwork skills: collaboration with peers
Interpersonal skills: interaction with
community partners and clientele
Improved civic awareness and concern
Improved civic activism
Cognitive skills: tying service activities to
course material
Creative problem-solving

Assessment Data Obtained From
Peer evaluations (fellow team members)
Community partner evaluations
Attitudinal pre-tests and post-tests of
students
Tracking actual student service activities
after project completion
Student presentations and papers
Logs of critical challenges and how they
were resolved

Not all of these assessment data sources will be equally available or desirable for every
service-learning project. For example, I had to abandon the community partner evaluations of
student service in the senior capstone course because two site supervisors resigned from the
organizations. Neither person gave any notice to me or to the students, so valuable external data
on the students’ activities was lost. It would have been unfair—and rather uninformative—to get
assessments solely from a new supervisor who had observed only part of the projects. These
cases point to an important aspect of assessment. Service-learning projects do call for several
types of assessment, but instructors must use data only when the information actually gives
meaningful feedback.
Sources of Assessment Data
Assessment by community partners can be valuable, but it requires careful structuring.
Most community partners suffer from gross understaffing (which partially explains their need for
service-learning volunteers), so they have little time for laborious assessment instruments. A
community partner also may be unfamiliar with the types of feedback that are most useful for
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academic evaluation of student work. Thus a community partner may rate a service-learner’s
work as excellent although the student does nothing but brew coffee all day. The assessment
instrument, therefore, must be simple, short, and guide the site supervisor toward the kinds of
student behaviors that require evaluation.
Instructors also should recognize that assessments from community partners may suffer
from self-serving bias. A community partner may be so ecstatic to receive volunteer labor that
any student participation is seen as a godsend. Thus even the most marginal participation may
receive a high rating because the community partner could fear that a poor evaluation may mean
the loss of future student labor. Figure 2 offers a sample assessment instrument that could suit
community partners.
One way to monitor the quality of service-learning is to conduct continuous evaluations
of the community partners. Unless an instructor determines whether a community partner
provides a supportive learning environment, students may engage in service-learning projects
and fail to receive the training, assistance, and educational experiences they need. I have had to
terminate further service-learning relationships with some community partners because they
failed to provide adequate on-site supervision and guidance of student work. One servicelearning group reported that their on-site supervisor never interacted with them at all after their
initial orientation session. Community partners must be subjected to assessment by students and
the instructor so that all participants in the service-learning relationship understand their
responsibilities.
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Figure 2: Community Partner Evaluation of Student Service-Learners
Community Partner Questionnaire
Name of Organization:
Name of Student:
Name of Supervisor:
1.

How would you rate the student’s attitude toward the objectives set before them?
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Unacceptable
Please explain:

2.

Has the student met the standards of your staff or crew? Please explain.

3.

How would you characterize your interaction with this student volunteering at your agency?
No interaction
Minimal interaction
Some interaction
Much interaction

4.

In your opinion, how did the volunteer service/work provided by this student negatively or positively affect
your agency and/or the clients served by your agency?

5.

In your opinion, how prepared was this student for the volunteer work they provided (e.g., ability to meet
challenges, ability to work in a group setting, etc.)?
Not at all prepared
Somewhat prepared
Adequately prepared
Extremely prepared

6. How would you rate the quality of this student’s work?
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Unacceptable
Please explain:
7. What suggestions do you have for improving the service program in the future?
8. Did the student meet all the requirements described in the contract agreement?
Yes
No (Please explain)
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A rewarding collaboration is possible only if everyone fulfills their obligations. One step
toward clarifying these obligations is to administer a formal contract that the community partners
and students complete. This contract should specify each student’s duties and the expected
schedule of on-site activities. Students ought to realize that such a document protects them.
Without this contractual safeguard, students face two equally frightening prospects (both of
which are familiar to anyone who has supervised internships). These two situations can be
understood as Superfluous Service and the Indentured Servant. In the Superfluous Service
scenario, the student performs menial duties that have no relationship to the course’s educational
focus. In the Indentured Servant scenario, the community partner may take advantage of the free
labor and delegate far too many responsibilities to the student, essentially ceding too much work
and too little authority to the service-learner. These risks become less likely the longer a servicelearning relationship with a community partner has been nurtured. Still, a change in personnel
can change the relationship with a community partner. As the original Wingspread report on
service-learning stated, the nature of service should be determined by the needs of the
community (Honnet & Poulen, 1989). It seems appropriate that the community partner take an
active role in detailing the student activities that will be assessed. Stating the responsibilities of
each participant up front makes assessment much easier because achievement can be
benchmarked against what the community partner expects.
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Figure 3: Student Evaluation of Community Partner
Community Partner Evaluation
Student name:__________________________________________ Semester & year_________________
Agency and program name: ______________________________________________________________
On-Site Supervisor: ____________________________________________________________________
1=strongly disagree
2=disagree
3=neutral/don’t know
4=agree
5=strongly agree
SD D N A SA
1. The project site provided me with a sufficient orientation and background
about the agency’s purpose and clientele.
1 2 3 4 5
2. The community partner provided sufficient orientation regarding policies
and procedures within the organization.
1 2 3 4 5
3. The community partner took an interest in teaching new skills.

1 2 3 4 5

4. The community partner was accessible for answering questions and
addressing difficulties.

1 2 3 4 5

5. The community partner made extra effort to expose me to different
experiences relevant to my major or to the course.

1 2 3 4 5

6. Rate the extent to which you have been satisfied with your
community partner’s guidance and support.

1 2 3 4 5

7. I would recommend future service partnerships with this
organization.

1 2 3 4 5

Comments or suggestions regarding this community partner:
(Adapted from Missouri State University service-learning handbook)

The first two data points listed in Figure 3 allow instructors to assess and improve how
well students are prepared for their service-learning tasks. Orientation, teamed with substantive
service experiences and intellectually challenging reflection, is crucial to successful servicelearning. If any of these three components (orientation, service, reflection) falls short, students
will not have as effective a service-learning experience as they could have (Oster-Aaland,
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Sellnow, Nelson, & Pearson, 2004). Regularly monitoring orientation practices assists in
maintaining thorough, consistent preparatory practices for all participants.
The need for quality feedback presents a tremendous challenge when using peer
evaluations to gauge student performance. The Aberdeen Service-Learning Project warns: “An
activity must be very carefully structured if students are to receive valid feedback from their
peers” (2002). Students may cover for teammates who do not carry their weight in the service
projects. A variant of peer evaluations may ameliorate this problem. In the Propaganda course,
the site for a Communicating Common Ground partnership with local high school students, each
student completed progress reports that log every group meeting and individual activity the
student completed for the duration of the service project. Instead of relying on students to “rat”
on each other, relative effort appears in bold relief when comparing activity logs to determine
who was present, who initiated actions, and who followed through on tasks. Thus a nonparticipating group member cannot lurk behind the veil of vague platitudes written by cohorts
trying to cover the inactivity. Every group meeting must include a list of participants and
minutes, and each student is responsible for documenting exactly what he or she contributed to
the project.
Students may have difficulty creating objective reports of their own activities. To help
students structure their activity logs, I offer several classifications of activities they can
document. Before listing the types of activities, however, I remind them that all activities must
be documentable. The activity log guidelines specify:
Remember, you will need to document everything you do in the service-learning
project. If I can’t see exactly what you contributed to the project, I cannot give
credit. The following group activities certainly may be conducted, but cannot be
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documented in your Progress Reports or in your Project Report (oral report/final
exam): private emails not printed in a report, unlogged telephone conversations,
private conversations.
With this reminder, students select among several suggested categories of activities.

Figure 4: List of Potential Student Activities in a Service-Learning Project
This service-learning project is a Communicating Common Ground initiative partnering students
in a junior/senior level Propaganda course with local high school students. They are creating
community-wide programs to increase understanding of underrepresented races and cultures.
1. Strategy and Tactics
• Describe in 1-2 paragraphs what your group plans to do. Be as specific as possible. (This component
should be the same for all group members.) Your objective should be to meet the criteria in the
service-learning project guidelines, involving our high school partners and surrounding community as
fully as possible. Describe what your group will create as a lasting legacy to improve tolerance and
reduce discrimination.
• Prepare a timeline for your project. List specific activities you and your group have targeted for
accomplishment. Identify the individual responsibility you have for each task—who will do what? List
a specific target date your group has set for each task to be completed. (These dates and tasks may be
revised as the project progresses.)
• Include a log of all interactions among group members. List the date and time of each meeting (unless
it was on the online group discussion board), who was present, who was not present, what was
accomplished, and what you contributed to the meeting. Include online chats, discussion boards, and
all other group interactions.
2. Funding and Resources
• Insert the material you have prepared for the Grant Writing Team to use in their grant applications.
• Prepare an itemized list of all financial, resource, and personnel needs.
• Include a log of all contacts with local or regional agencies and individuals to obtain in-kind support
such as supplies, speakers, refreshments, etc. Identify outcomes of all contacts.
• Include a log of all contacts with local or regional agencies and individuals to obtain financial support.
Identify outcomes of all contacts and amounts obtained.
3. Logistics
• List specific resources that you will be responsible for securing for the group. Include items such as:
people, logistics, space, transportation, equipment, etc.
• Prepare an anticipated schedule of community-wide events you will hold during the implementation of
your project. Include projected time and date of all events.
• Identify anticipated accommodations for your prospective audience, including: security, managing
traffic flow, size of facilities, seating, refreshments, etc. How will you fulfill these needs?
• Provide a copy of all guides, programs, or other material distributed to attendees.
4. Community Connections
• List anticipated people and agencies in the community you will be contacting or have contacted for
advice. Include contact information for each person or group. Briefly explain why you wanted to
contact each person or organization and what results you got.
5. Community Partner Liaison
• Prepare action plans describing what the high school students could do or contribute. Include their
activities on your group’s timeline.
• Keep a log of all your visits to the school. State what was accomplished during each visit.
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•
6. Publicity
•
•

Identify specific contributions of high school students.
Include any materials generated by the high school students under your mentoring.

Specify on-site media presence you arranged for any events conducted by your group.
Provide press clippings, audio/video clips, multimedia, etc. that demonstrate media coverage of your
project at any stage in its progress. Include complete citation information for all published or
broadcasted material.
• Include all news releases or articles you prepared that were not published. Specify date of submission
and where they were submitted.
• Insert items you prepared for presentation internally and externally: national Campus Compact
briefings, state Campus Compact reports, activity reports for distribution at the National
Communication Association convention, etc.
7. Assessment
• Devise and administer feedback forms for community members that attend programs and events your
group sponsored. Include a copy of the form and a composite of the results.
• Devise evaluation forms for the high school students. These forms will administered and collected by
their teachers.

When to Assess
Probably the most popular conception of assessment treats it as the final stage in the
learning process. Assessment, however, might more properly be understood as a process rather
than an outcome. If assessment occurs only at the end of a service-learning project, it happens
too late to provide feedback that students might have used to improve their service-learning
experience. I now require all students to complete three interim progress reports before preparing
their final reflection on the service-learning experience. Each progress report offers me hints on
how I might assist students who seem adrift or dissatisfied. I also can get some insights about the
kinds of experiences that resonate positively with students. Most important, I can see whether
students are beginning to reflect on the social issues that confront the community partners and
their clientele. For example, one student in my junior/senior level Persuasive Communication
course was preparing promotional materials for a local psychologist who counsels low-income
clients and sets fees on a sliding scale. He shoulders a crushing caseload, so he has little time to
prepare informational brochures that can help clients understand their illnesses and engage in
some self-help. The student kept complaining that the psychologist was “rude” and “mean”
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because he did not have much time to spend with her and curtly gave her an armful of brochures
to revise and update. The student’s first major paper on her project was an extended indictment
of the psychiatrist, blaming him for failing to update his brochures and other printed materials.
The brochures were “ugly” and “unprofessional.” I made extensive comments on the paper and
had several meetings with the student. Two rewrites and many meetings later, the student began
to reflect on why the psychologist’s material might be outdated and why he might not have
devoted much time to her. She started to realize that the poor condition of the brochures
demonstrated not carelessness, but a shortage of time and resources not experienced by therapists
who charged the market rate for therapy sessions.
This example shows that assessments need to be ongoing to allow students to develop
skills and understanding. The student would have learned little had she simply been given a final
assessment, a poor grade, and a wave goodbye. Green Mountain College in Vermont also sees
continuing feedback as an important part of the service-learning process:
Continued feedback should increase the intensity of the learning experience by
increasing the overall reflection time for the student. Moreover, allowing for
constant revision of the project may increase the quality of your project and
enhance the “real-world” experience for the students. (Green Mountain College,
2002)
Intermittent assessment also enhances students’ adaptive skills. By monitoring how a servicelearning project is progressing, students can adjust their efforts according to where they are most
needed. Ongoing assessment can assure that service-learning projects are serving a course’s
educational objectives as well as responding to student preferences in learning. The only way we
will know the actual and potential effects of service-learning is through gathering data
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throughout the service-learning process. Since so much evidence on the effects of servicelearning is anecdotal, through and frequent assessment becomes crucial for monitoring the
quality of partnerships among academics, students, and community partners (Alliance for
Service-Learning, 1995). Continuing support of service-learning in times of tightening budgets
may depend on being able to evaluate service-learning outcomes in ways more profound than the
reliable five letters of gradebooks.
Conclusion
This paper has addressed two primary areas of reticence regarding service-learning. The
rationale for embarking on service-learning relies on the willingness to expand visions of higher
education beyond narrowly economic terms. Students and faculty who gravitate toward
expending minimal effort and treat the educational experience primarily as a mechanism for
personal gain may seem ill-suited for service-learning. Yet perhaps those least likely to be
attracted to service-learning could profit most from the experience. Service-learning could
expand one’s awareness and empathic capabilities to encompass people and causes previously
unrecognized. A transformation has occurred when looking good on a résumé takes a back seat
to looking good when probing one’s own conscience.
Identification of several sites for assessment and suggestions regarding how performance
can be evaluated at those points should contribute to refinement of service-learning in several
ways. First, uncertainty regarding assessment should prove less of a deterrent to service-learning.
Second, the use of assessment for projects in progress, community partners, and peers enables
ongoing improvement of service-learning programs. For example, community partnerships can
be renegotiated in light of student feedback. Finally, attention to assessment reduces the risk of
arbitrariness in evaluating service-learning, either in assigning grades or in quantifying program
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benefits. Maintaining multiple performance indicators can provide more substantive rationales
for decisions, thereby satisfying administrators who demand accountability and students who
need more precise feedback to identify areas for improvement.
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Abstract
What follows is only a part of my research findings in studying the performance of puppet theatre in India
from April 6th to September 21st, 2005. Selected from my survey of 24 genres of traditional and experimental
puppetry is the Indian Tolpavakoothu shadow puppet which I have compared with Balinese Wayang shadow theatre
in terms of its metaphysical and psycho-ritual motivation; socio-cultural significance and historical setting; narrative
source; the puppets; performance methods, structure, and apparatus; music accompaniment; performers; and the
training/education. This comparative assessment is the main thesis of this paper. My current presentation will focus
on the metaphysical and psycho-ritual motivation, the socio-cultural constraints, and clown and narrative differences
in treatment of the Ramayana, as I feel that these evince a linkage as well as showing significant differences
between the forms. While the historical circumstances of a borrowing cannot be validated, the parallels show a deep
commonality in the structure of performance: each puppet show is dedicated to the divine, brings beneficence to
humans, and is required in a regular ritual cycle. The shared Ramayana epic links the two, while the distinctive local
treatment which includes indigenization via use of clown characters shows that this great epic of Hindu thought has
been appropriately localized to reflect different interpretations. While both theatres display the importance of
puppetry as a ritual and religious practice, they also highlight cultural differences and adaptations.

Introduction
My interest in this comparative study is based on a historical and cultural perspective.
Historians generally tell us about an Aryan migration to India that forced Dravidians to the south,
where Dravidians internalized Aryan ideas. The result was a blending between the indigenous
Dravidian ontology and Aryan religion. Eventually Indian influences reached Indonesia in the
fourth century, helping develop the ideologies in kingdoms, such as Kutai in Kalimantan,
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Tarumanagara in West Java, Sriwijaya in Sumatra, Sylendra and Majapahit in Java. It is part of
the Balinese tradition that with Islamization in XV century, Javanese Majapahit Hindu-Buddhist
artists and scholars migrated to Bali. Much current Balinese culture is based on, but different
from, Hindu practices in India. The influence of Buddhist and Hindu literatures in Indonesia and
other parts of Asia created multiple expressions. As a result, the Indian epics of the Mahabharata
and Ramayana have long been internalized into major parts of Balinese culture. However, we do
not know when and how the internalizing activities forged this link between India and Bali.
Comparison of puppetry in South India and Bali provides illustration of significant similarities
and differences (see Photo 1 and 2). While this examination will not solve the riddles of what
was probably a process of multiple transmissions that moved from different centers in India
through sea lanes to island Southeast Asia and may even have been reciprocated by influences
flowing back to India, it is useful to compare a representative Balinese form with a south Indian
genre which shows many similar features. While shadow theatre is currently a more lively genre
in Bali than in South India, commonalities are striking and may help elucidate how Hindu epics
were made accessible to common people throughout South and Southeast Asia and how
puppeteers strategically embedded their practice in ritual to give their forms longevity. This
ritual line may have made the forms more resistance to structural change than genres more aimed
at entertainment, making them a good site to recuperate comparative data. This study is
important in understanding historical and cultural linkages between India and Indonesia and casts
more light on possible Indian influences on Indonesian puppetry.
Conceptual/Theoretical Framework.
Puppet performance can be approached with different tools. One can take a diachronic
approach: A.M. Nagler‚s A Source Book in Theatrical History (1959), for example, focuses on
historical study. Another possibility is a synchronic approach, like Richard Schechner's
Performance Theory (1988) which gives us helpful frameworks to understand performance by
dividing it into three spheres as drama, script, and theatre (p. 68-105) and considers the evolution
of puppetry from ritual to theatre, and back (p. 106-152). Since historical and synchronic
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development invariably instigates aesthetic creativity, my “Kawi Dalang: Creativity in Wayang
[puppet] Theatre” (2002), a Ph.D. dissertation that I completed at the University of Georgia is
even more helpful in understanding why the same root idea manifests similarities and differences
and helps explain why the same epic has varying versions. While Nagler's and Schechner's
approaches are useful, my approach better explains how creativity allows ancestral theatrical
forms to survive through the puppeteer's artistic creativity in shaping his performance,
continuously creating a dynamic-triadic-interplay of form-story-characters. In studying Indian
puppetry, this framework allows me to see the form, the content; and context (function, meaning,
and significance), to analyze the tradition and its innovation, demanded by fluctuating timeplace-circumstance. These three variables engage artists to re-interpret, re-structure, and use
local genius to create arts that are relatively similar and yet different.
Research Process, Method, and Sources
I began my study on April 6th 2005 with a general survey of Indian puppetry which
included library research, interviews with scholars, and field trips to visit puppeteers around
South India, as well as Shadipur Depot New Delhi. In addition to several kinds of string puppets,
glove puppets, and rod puppets, I began to learn Ravana Chhaya of Orissa, Chamdyacha
Bahulya of Maharashtra, Tholu Bomalatta of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, Togalu Gombe
Atta of Karnataka, and Tolpavakoothu of Kerala. Though I have collected diverse data my
analysis here will focus on Tolpavakoothu shadow theatre and is primarily based on interviewing
and studying with Ramachandra Pulavar at Koonathara, Kavalappara, near Shoranur, Kerala on
June 11 - 13, 2005 and recording his performance in Trichur, Kerala on June 11, 2005. I also
found the documentary film Borrowed Fire, a Kathanjali Production by Anurag Wadehra and
Salil Singh, fascinating and this work inspired me to visit four temples with permanent puppet
play houses, called the Koothu Madam. Other sources include various notes/files, leather puppet
video clips, and interviews with Mr. Krishnaiah of the Regional Resource Centre for Folk
Performance Arts, MGM, Udupi, Karnataka; written sources I have consulted are G. Venus‚s
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Tolpava Koothu Shadow Puppets of Kerala (1990) and Stuart Blackburn’s Rama Stories and
Shadow Puppets (1997).
Wayang Kulit and Tolpavakoothu Shadow Theatre
The following analysis compares and contrasts the metaphysical and psycho-ritual
motivations; socio-cultural significances, historical settings; narrative sources, and other features
of Kerala's Tolpavakoothu and the Balinese Wayang Kulit shadow puppet theatre. While I note
that there are significant differences, the similarities remain significant. The connection of
shadow theatres to temple rituals, the central role of the narrator in the South Indian form
emulates the dalang (puppet master) in the Balinese genre, the centrality of this performer in
presenting epic materials, the ritual openings, the hereditary recruitment of performers and other
features show a commonality which may rise from a past historical connection between south
India and Indonesia. While Dutch scholars such as Kats (1923) and Hazeu (1897) argued that the
Indian influence was a modest overlay on the indigenous Indonesian traditions, my research
leads me to believe that Indian influence, perhaps from the southern region, may have been
central to the development of Indonesian traditions of puppetry. The fact that Hinduism is fully
internalized in Bali and Indian epics are more significant than local myths proves the significant
of Indian Influence.
The Metaphysic and Psycho-Ritual Motivation
Tolpavakoothu owes its birth and growth to local and regional cults. The performance is a
blended product of Kerala culture and pan-Indian Hindu religion where Hinduism assumes a new
form in Kerala. The mythology of Goddess Bhadrakali (Devi, Shiva's spouse), that legitimates
the existence of the Tolpavakoothu shadow puppet theatre, is a regional cult. The Sanskrit epics
like the Ramayana and the Mahabharata enacted in the Tolpavakoothu puppet show are part of
the pan-Indian tradition. Comic characters like Vidushaka or Kudakkaran (Photo 3) always
appear in every show, though they do not appear as characters in written versions of the epics.
This regional adaptation to local cults and use of indigenous comic characters regardless of
repertoire has correspondence in Bali where worshipping ancestors via images (statues, dolls,
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pictures, and, eventually, sophisticated Wayang puppets) was probably a highly developed
practice of local shamanism prior to Indian influence. The story of the Ramayana, as in the
Kerala puppet tradition, is a Hindu epic that the Balinese localized, especially by using the comic
characters (i.e. the clowns of the righteous party [Wredah and Twalen {Photo 4}] and the clowns
of the antagonistic party [Sangut and Delem]). These clowns appear in every show, though they
do not play a role in either the Ramayana or the Mahabharata.
Socio-Cultural Significant and Historical Setting
There are some comparable features between the mythic origins, ritual opening, and
cyclic performances of Tolpavakoothu and Balinese wayang. In Kerala, the significance of
Tolpavakoothu may be traced to the mythology of the goddess dwelling in the local temples. The
mythology may be summarized as follows:
To defeat demon Darika, the god Shiva has to create the goddess Bhadrakali. The
fighting took place at the same time when Rama (Photo 5 and 6) defeats Ravana. When
Bhadrakali tells how impressive her battle with Darika was, Shiva states that Rama’s
battle is more impressive. To please Bhadrakali who wants to compare her battle with
Rama’s battle, Shiva performs Kamba [often spelled and pronounced as Kambar or
Kamban] Ramayana from Rama's birth (Bala kanda) through his coronation (Yuddha
kanda) in the form of Tolpavakoothu shadow theatre.
In this origin story, the Ramayana is narrated by a god to pacify and entertain. This reminds us of
ideas in the Indian Natyasastra (the oldest known performance art treatise) which suggests that
dramatic art was composed in as fifth Veda (holy book) to please and educate all beings and
creatures (sarvaprani).1 In the Natyasastra we learn that the first theatre performance took place
in heaven to replay the triumph of the gods over the demons. The prayer-verse recited before the
performance of Tolpavakoothu is called guru-vandanam, paying homage to guru in order to be
blessed. Tolpavakoothu is ceremonially performed annually in conjunction with a particular
temple anniversary for 21 days to propitiate the goddess, Bhadrakali. The show I studied was

1

Just as the four previous Vedas of divine philosophy need to be complemented by the fifth which
communicates more viscerally, scholarship and research needs to be animated into artistic creativity that
communicates to ordinary people.
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held from March 15 through April 4th 2005 in several temples around Kavalappara, Palghat, and
Ottapallam, all in Kerala.
In Bali the mythology of godly origin, the prayer opening, and ritual presentation is
somewhat related to the Indian model. The mythic origin of wayang and other theatrical genres is
recorded in the ancient lontar palm-leaf-manuscript entitled Siwagama. The content may be
summarized as follows:
To restore world security, the Hindu trinity (Sanghyang Tri Semaya) transforms into
priests who perform wayang, puppet theatre. Brahma (the creator) becomes a priest
named Tapowangkeng and serves as the dalang’s right-hand assistant. Wisnu (Visnu, the
preserver) becomes the priest Salukat and serves as the dalang’s left-hand assistant.
Iswara (a form of Shiva the destroyer) becomes the priest Lotatia, the dalang who
undertakes the first performance of the Wayang Kulit shadow theatre to please all
creatures including demonic spirits. The guardian gods of the four directions (sang yang
catur loka phala) take the roles of the musicians who play the four genders (metal
percussion instruments), which accompany a wayang performance.
Wayang Kulit is done in conjunction with various religious festivals, primarily temple
anniversaries. Each temple has its own festival every 210 days with a celebration that runs from
2 - 11 days. The root idea as seen in both Kerala and Bali is that art is a way of propitiating the
demonic in supernatural and human dimensions. In both these origin stories puppets are used to
calm the "out of control" god and goddess.
In both areas puppetry may be used for personal blessing. In Kerala it is said that the rich
and powerful Nair family by the name of Kavalappara, were the rulers of the region from
Ottapalam to Ongalur. At one time in the XIV century this clan was heirless. After the family
conducted a Tolpavakoothu performance as an offering for the goddess at Aryankavu Bhagavati
temple near Shornur, children were born. Since then the head of the family, Ganapati Iravi
Maharajan, established a tradition of annually patronizing the 21-day Tolpavakoothu show,
featuring the Ramayana from the Rama’s birth to his coronation, from March to April. Perhaps
the reason this story was chosen by the family was that in Ramayana, the heirless King Dasarata
gains a child by worshipping Shiva, who tells him to marry Princess Kosalya bringing about
Rama's birth.
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While the story and the site were important when the family initiated it, the temple today
gives the impression of neglect. Fewer people seem to understand the religious purpose of the
show and even performers' children lack interest in puppetry. This contrasts with contemporary
Bali, where people skip their office hours in order to participate in temples activities, and where
puppetry is still ritually presented in the first day of a temple festival.
The spiritual role of shadow puppet show is prevalent in Bali too. According to the
ancient manuscript, Sapuhleger, those who are born on the last day of the 27th week in the 30
weeks wuku calendar need to be purified (ruat) by holy water consecrated during a wayang
performance. Otherwise, they will be the victim of Sang Kala, a demon who is authorized by the
god, Shiva, to devour those who are considered salah wadi (wrongly born‚ inauspiciously born).
In reality, the last day in 27th week is the transitional time within 3-day week, the 5-day week,
and 7-day week, and is therefore considered dangerous. Belief in the potential danger of this day
causes even the western-educated Balinese to sponsor a puppet show with a special story and the
grandest offerings possible to purify (ruat) self or relatives. By performing this ritual theatre, the
dalang communicates with the gods to transform the ordinary water of the material realm into
the holy water.
The difference between India and Bali is who is given highest authority. Tolpavakoothu
glorifies Bhadrakali to gain fertility; Wayang glorifies Shiva to obtain purification and liberation.
In both India and Bali prayers and offerings are the norm. In Tolpavakoothu, to fulfill the
devotees' wish for children, success in agriculture, business, or the marriage of a daughter or a
son, etc. people give dakshina (offering) to the puppeteers who make a special oblation called
nataka. The puppeteer prays at an appropriate point in the performance, naming the devotee and
the specific star under which s/he was born. This is best done when the devastris goddess and
angels‚ appear to celebrate joyful events, like the marriage of Rama, the killing of Ravana,
Rama’s coronation, etc.
In a comparable way a Balinese dalang, like my self, may spend two weeks prior to a
performance memorizing the pujastawa, mantra prayer, and incantations. The offering
preparation is intense, requiring no less than three days and requiring labor of more than a dozen
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family members and relatives. The puppeteer dedicates offerings both before and after a
performance to the god of inner power, taksu; the god of puppetry, Sanghyang Iswara (a
manifestation of Shiva); the triple gods, Sanghyang Triwesesa/Tripurusa (Sanghyang Guru Reka,
Saraswati, and Kawiswara), and other gods. After the show, the prasada offering is given to the
dalang, who brings it to his house and distributes it among his musicians and assistants as part of
compensation.
In this performance context, in both India and Bali, the metaphysical realm intermingles
with the physical realm. People in the terrestrial world request safety, prosperity and happiness
from the spiritual realm through the puppet show.
Clowns
Indigenous rudely-carved comic characters, not found in the great epics, are employed in
both forms. In Tolpavakoothu the comic servant Vidushaka or Kudakkaran occasionally appears
to provide humorous social criticism. He carries a big bag, which, he claims contains his 18 1/2
children and grandchildren. He has a knot of hair on top of his head, just like Twalen (Photo 4)
in the Balinese wayang kulit. This hair fashion indicates Indian origins: in India religious power
was signified by the hair and many priest and artists from both India and Bali still do not cut
their hair in honor of this custom. In the performance these clowns with their flexible humor link
the puppeteer to the audience, the ancient heritage to the present, and the stage's aesthetic drama
of an epic time to the social drama of current events. This clown also serves as a master of
ceremonies to link (1) the Supreme Creator (2) to the performers (3) to the dramatic characters
(4) to the whole audience. Consequently, the clown always appears in the show; the epic hero
changes, but the same clown appears in all stories.
Due to the creative tradition known as kawi dalang which allows invention and
elaboration, the Balinese have increased the number of clown characters. While Tolpavakoothu
presents only one clown (Vidhusaka), Wayang presents at least four male comic servants
(Twalen, Merdah, Delem, Sangut). Despite specific changes, the iconography and intention
remain linked in both forms.
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Performance Structure
The structure of Tolpavakoothu performance with its socio-cultural significance is
presented in the film entitled Borrowed Fire which divides the performance into three: the ritual
stage, the preliminary part, and the dramatic episode. The structure of Balinese wayang can also
be divided into three: the ritual stage, the preliminary part, and the dramatic episode. Here I will
detail the ritual stage and the preliminary part of first the Indian and then the Balinese model.
Ritual stage and Preliminary Part
The annual festival of Aryankavu temple is inaugurated by hoisting the temple flag. At
dusk puja to the goddess begins as the temple and precincts are illuminated by hundreds of oil
lamps. Music accompanies this process. A traditional oil lamp, tookku-vilaku is lit by the local
priest from the lamp burning in the holy shrine of goddess Bhadrakali. The priest then gives the
tookku-vilaku to the puppeteer who hangs it in the puppet play-house called koothu-madam
accompanied by tayabaka drum beating. The white screen for Tolpavakoothu is solemnly put in
the right place in the koothu-madam. The mada-pulavar (puppeteer) asks the temple authorities
three times for permission to install the screen and the authorities grant it. Fire works and music
accompany the tying of the screen. A crowd of people come to worship the goddess and then
watch the puppet show. Then the temple oracle, velichappadu, representing the goddess after her
ceremonial bath, comes out holding a sword and dances with ankle bells, while going around the
temple thrice. He (the oracle) goes to the koothu madam to tell the puppeteers to perform the
Ramayana. He blesses the puppeteers by sprinkling some rice on the performers. The tookkuvilaku lamp is now taken behind the screen and with its flame the 21 puppet lamps are lit. Madapulavar begins with a ceremony named kalari-chintu and rangapooja, using rice, paddy,
coconuts, flowers, etc, after which all performers receive the prasada. They touch the feet of
their gurus as a sign of respect and obtain blessing to begin the show, the dramatic episode.
The Balinese ritual section is as follows. Performances are usually for ritual events held
in conjunction with the panca-yadnya (five types of ceremonies: deva yadnya for celestial divine
beings, pitra yadnya for ancestors, rsi yadnya for priests/sages/gurus, manusa yadnya for human
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beings, and butha yadnya for lower spirits). The ceremony typically begins with a pasucian
(purification)‚ followed by dedicating the 13-staples of dakshina offering to the sun god
(Sanghyang Raditya), to Bhatara Guru (Shiva), and the earth goddess (Pertiwi). Then the main
ceremony of about one to two hours begins with colorful offerings carried in by bearers led by a
priest. Gamelan music, topeng masked theatre, religious reading, ritual choir, and a sacred
puppet show without screen lamp are performed simultaneously. The solemnization reaches its
zenith when all musicians, dancers, singers, and watchers stop for a simultaneous prayer by all to
secure God’s blessing. The priest sprinkles tirta (holy water) three times on every single
participant. Devotees drink three tiny drops of tirta, wetting face and head before swallowing
each. Praying is concluded by attaching several kernels of rice to the now purified head to insure
aesthetic sensibility, to the throat to insure happiness, and swallowing several kernel of rice to
guarantee a perfect life. Most villagers, especially children, simply imitate their seniors without
reciting or knowing the appropriate ˆverbal formula or idea behind the rite.
After this main ceremony the wayang kulit shadow theatre begins. Through dedicating
offering, worship, meditation, and chanting pujastawa (incantation) the dalang seeks personal
connection to the Ultimate Creator banishing darkness and obtaining enlightenment that allows
understanding of the relation between surface appearance and internal truth.
There is a similar ritual-religious origin of both the Indian and Balinese puppet shows and
Hinduism is the common source. Although many other art forms also grow from ritual-religious
practice, Hindu practice may have evolved some of the most elaborated opening rituals for any
performance practices on the globe. Today the shadow puppet theatre of Bali flourishes, while
the Indian practice is in deep decline. This is perhaps related to different patterns of
modernization, the different approaches to government-sponsored arts training in the two areas,
and different religious use of puppetry. The number of temples and ceremonies that demand a
puppet show in Bali is far greater than in India. Students majoring in puppetry in the Indonesian
arts institute/college/conservatory are in demand as practitioners. Those who study the art in
India today undertake research as scholars, while well-intentioned their efforts may actually help
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sideline the art, removing it further from ordinary audience rather than serving their intention of
saving it.

Dramatic Episode
The dramatic section in Tolpavakoothu is crucial. The story is divided into 21 plays from
the birth of Rama to his coronation and is presented in chronological order in 21 days.2 Balinese
wayang does not have such a rigid story order, rather the person hiring the performance may
propose a specific episode from the epic stories (normally the Mahabharata or Ramayana), but
often they let the dalang select an appropriate story.3 This allows more creative opportunity for
performance in Bali as performer and/or host select episodes that respond to local context and
circumstances.
Both puppet theatres present Hindu epics, but the versions differ, which again proves the
significant role of creativity. Tolpavakoothu is based on Kamba’s Ramayana consisting of six
cantos. These cantos include Bala, Ayodya, Aranya, Kiskenda, Sundara and Yudhakanda.
Ramayana presented in Wayang Kulit is based on Valmiki’s Ramayana consisting of seven
2

The dramatic parts one after another every night include The birth of Rama (Ramavatara), Protection of
Yaga (Yagaraksha), Sita Marriage (Sita Kalyanam), Forest Journey (Vanayatra), Staying at Chitrakuta (Chitrakuta
Vasam), Rama‚s Sandal (Paduka Patabhisekam), Mutilation of Surpanaka (Surpanaka Nasika Chedanam), The
Death of Khara (Khara Vadham), Abduction of Sita (Sita Paharanam), Jatayu‚s Salvation (Jatayu Moksham), Bali‚s
Salvation (Bali Moksham), Entering Lengka (Lengka Pravesham), The Burning of Lengka (Lengka Dahanam),
Vibhisana’s advise (Vibhisana Mantram), Building Bridge (Setu Bandanam), Angada‚s Mission (Angada Dootu),
the Death of Kumbakarna (Kumbakarna Vadham), the Death of Atikaya (Atikaya Vadham), the Death of Indrajit
(Indrajit Vadham), the Death of Ravana (Ravana Vadham), Rama’s Coronation (Rama Pathabishekam).
3

The common dramatic parts selected from the Old Javanese or Valmiki Ramayana include: Bala Kanda
(when young boys Rama and his brothers playing and studying weaponry), Ayodya Kanda (when king Dasarata
gives his crown and Ayodya kingdom to newly married Rama, but interrupted by the third queen Kekayi), Aranya
Kanda (when Rama is banished to live in Aranya forest), Kiskenda Kanda (when Rama affiliates monkeys in
Kiskenda forest), Rare Bang Rare Kuning (Gotama’s two young boys: Subali and Sugriwa), Sundara Kanda or
Hanoman Duta (when Hanoman visits Alengka as Rama’s abassador), Hanoman Watugangga (when Hanoman
meets his son Watugangga), Mesa Sura Lembu Sura (Subali kills two demons Mesa and Lembu Sura), Siat SubaliSugriwa (tireless fighting of Subali-Sugriwa), Yuddha Kanda (fighting between Rama and Rawana), Setu Banda (A
bridge to Alengka), Anggada Duta (when Subali’s young son Anggada serves as ambassador), Kumbakarna Lina
(when Kumbakarna goes to battle to defend his country), Ravana antaka (the death of Rawana) and Utara Kanda
(when Walmiki tells story of Rama to Kusha and Lava).
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cantos (sapta kanda). In contemporary Bali we see overlapping versions of the Ramayana
present in the contemporary repertoire, as educated puppeteers have greater access to translations
of Valmiki's (Ind. Walmiki) Sanskrit version. The old Javanese poem (kakawin) in Kawi
language, prior to the twentieth century was probably the prime source, though further
diachronic and synchronic studies are needed to address the issue. In my analysis, however, it is
significant that the Brahmin caste is given greater importance in the Balinese version than the
Kamba version used in Kerala.
Kamba’s Ramayana is a linear epic always moving forward in time, lacking the
Utarakanda which is the episode where the Brahmin Valmiki tells the Ramayana story to Kusha
and Lawa who are sons of Rama, As seen in the content of his book, Kamba ignores this canto
that links the story from the last canto, Yudhakanda where Rama returns to reign in Ayodhya, to
the first canto of Rama's birth, Balakanda. Perhaps, those who brought the complete Ramayana
to Indonesia/Bali were Brahmins and therefore this Brahmin link in the transmission is
emphasized. The Indian tradition holds that Brahmins refused to engage with Kamba in
discussions or chanting, because he was a low caste Sudra.
Because Bali comes from the old Javanese kakawin of the Ramayana, the story of Kusa
and Lawa being taught by Valmiki (here Walmiki) remains. Perhaps caste was conceptualized in
a different and looser way than in India, and this may explain that Balinese would not perceive
transmission of the story to be an issue of class/caste. In the island community the caste of a
dalang is not a major issue. Many Sudra dalang are considered priests of sorts and called a
mangku dalang. The end of the Balinese version returns to the beginning of the story as Valmiki
teaches Kusa and Lawa the story of their Father's birth as an incarnation of Vishnu (Wisnu). This
makes the Balinese version like Valmiki’s Ramayana—a circular epic and one that keeps the
Brahmin transmission the source of the story. I feel this shows a significant difference between
the two narratives and it seems likely that the socio-cultural circumstances of the two places have
caused the story to be interpreted in different ways. More investigation of this area would surely
prove useful.
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Conclusions and Recommendation
Both theatres show a common overall pattern of shadow puppetry as useful to please God
and eliminate the demonic. This probably comes from an old, shared function of puppetry in the
Hindu-Buddhist world. However, the Tolpavakoothu dramatic repertoire is confined to the
Ramayana and more related to bakti the devotional cults of Vishnavite sects. Wayang employs
both Mahabharata and Ramayana, related to exorcism, integrating bakti and karma, one's
actions, and may be more Shaivite in its orientation. Bakti's worship emphasized in
Tolpavakoothu vs. karma's pacification for buta kala lower spirits emphasized in Wayang are
both Hindu. As contemporary dalang encounter contemporary ideas in Indian Hinduism we see a
rise in elements of bakti and what may have previously been a more Shaivite tradition becomes
infused with Vishnavite through being integrated in contemporary religious practices in Bali,
such flow instigates an endless creativity that is available to Balinese dalang.
The shared Hinduism (bakti and/or karma) and the epics elucidated in the both puppetry
traditions point to common origins; the varying versions and methods prove the significant role
of creative tradition (called kawi dalang in Bali), governing the puppeteer’s aesthetic methods.
This examination does not yet solve the riddles of probable multiple transmissions that moved
from different centers in India through sea lanes to island Southeast Asia which might even have
been reciprocated by influences flowing back to India, a process which is continuing in the
present. However it poses an example of how such work can start. Further study is needed in
many areas of comparative Asian history, literature, and architectural studies.4 In the field of
performing arts, there should be continued comparative study of Asian shadow theatre,
marionettes, and rod puppetry that continues the explorations already begun by authors like
Tilikisari. I have attempted here to go beyond the general comparisons of two forms and into
specifics. It is time for Asian artists and scholars to stop just saying "they are similar." We must
4

Worthy topics might be: Hinduism and Its Multiple Art Expressions; Sanskrit Drama and Cultural
Linkages to other Theatres; and Sanskrit Epics and their diffusion to Indonesia, all these are topics which have been
addressed by older scholars but which demand more work. Likewise more detailed consideration of links between
Indian drumming and bells and the drum syllables which are part of Southeast and other Asian performances should
be continued. Elements of dance also demand more interrogation.
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look specifically at where they are alike and where they differ and then start to answer in
historical and cultural terms why these differences arise. Answers may allow us in a more
substantive way to establish chronologies and ideologies to understand things which draw us
together and those which mark local creativity and deeper differences.
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Indian Tolpavakoothu and Balinese Wayang Kulit Theatre in Photos
Indian Tolpavakoothu
shadow theatre

Balinese Wayang Kulit
shadow theatre
The similarities and differences in the
performance methods. Please note the white
screen and oil lamp, in terms of its size and
number of the lamps.

Photo 1

Photo 2

Comic characters like Vidushaka or
Kudakkaran (left) and Twalen (right)
always appear in every show, though they
do not belong to any dramatic character in
the epics. These clowns are a tool which
localizes and indigenizes each theatre.

Photo 3

Photo 4

Rama in standing position, the main epic
character in Tolpavakoothu theatre (left)
and Wayang theatre (right).

Photo 5

Photo 6
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Abstract

The prose of Slavenka Drakulic has appeared in books, newspapers and magazines
throughout the world. Her style unites journalistic facts with literary voice. The blend exudes
realism and harsh emotion. It is the quintessential example of “literary journalism.”
This analysis explores the marriage of journalism and literature by evaluating the style,
language and reporting of Drakulic’s essays—in two books and two articles. Specifically, we
examine her writings on war and post-communism in Eastern Europe.
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Introduction
In the 75th Anniversary Issue of the New Yorker, Anthony Lane writes: “Yet the
principle stands: it’s not just the truth, it’s the way that you tell it -- the way that you hint at
other, competing truths that are tucked away. This holds good even for those jagged areas of life
where the room for maneuver seems minimal: murder, poverty, political infighting...” (p. 33).
He continues: “The New Yorker did not invent a world of its own; it stared and squinted at the
existing one from unfamiliar angles” (p. 34). Perhaps these ideas of observation, style and
technique from an elite magazine in the world of literary journalism may be applied to a
definition of literary journalism. For literary journalism, at its greatest, reveals the truth of life
through the filter of creativity, insight and observation; and, through the quill of expression and
authentic life molded by the journalists’ words. It is a representation of the brutality of life, yet
also the reality of life--when these two streams cross, the river of literary journalism is born.
In a more concrete explanation of the art of literary journalism Kerrane (1998) writes:
“New journalists, Wolfe said, combined in-depth reporting with literary ambition: they wanted
to make the nonfiction story shimmer ‘like a novel’ with the pleasures of detailed realism” (p.
17). Yagoda (1998) adds to this by providing the following definition of literary journalism:
“thoughtfully, artfully, and valuably innovative” (p. 14). Stressing Wolfe’s ideas about literary
journalism Yagoda and Kerrane (1998) state that key techniques of literary journalism are sceneby-scene narration, dramatic dialogue, experiments in point of view, and attention to the
symbolic details of social life. With these key techniques in mind, the following analysis of
Slavenka Drakulic’s literary journalism--techniques and style--will be explored.
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Slavenka Drakulic: a non-Croatian Croat
Slavenka Drakulic, who was born in Croatia in 1949, has mastered the art of literary
journalism in her expressive, narrative voice that reveals the torture of what occurs after war.
She says she writes about “the other side of war” (Toronto Star, June 20, 1993, B5). Her style is
simple and straightforward; personal and expressive; and often times cruel and unforgiving. The
reality she observes is one of poverty, post-war syndromes and helplessness. Wheras shuch
stories plague print and television news stories, Drakulic propels them to a new level—one
where human interest, non-fiction storytelling and emotion are central. The bitterness and irony
in her works stem from these observations; however, perhaps even more so, they are the seeds of
the harshness she feels toward “Croatia,” and the government that forced her to live in exile—a
government that classified her as a “witch” because she was not a “Croat nationalist.”
While she is mostly known for her non-fiction--such as Deadly Sins of Feminism; How
We Survived Communism and Even Laughed; Balkan Express: Fragments from the Other side
of War; and Cafe Europa: Life After Communism--she has trifled with fiction, including
Holograms of Fear (which received the Best Foreign Book Award by the Independent), Marble
Skin, S.: A novel about the Balkans and The Taste of a Man. Drakulic is also a freelance
journalist who has written for and/or regularly contributed to the Nation, the New Republic, the
Observer, Time, The New York Times, The New York Review of Books, La Stampa (Italy),
Dagens Nyheter (Sweden), and Frankfurter Rundschau (Germany). Furthermore, Drakulic is
active in women’s groups in Eastern Europe and is a Fulbright Scholar.
Drakulic does not consider herself a Croat nor did a newly-independent and highly
nationalistic Croatia welcome her with open arms. It is here that the influence of much of her
writing is harbored.
4
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Before the war in Croatia, Drakulic was a columnist for Danas (Today), a Yugoslavian
(Croatian) newsmagazine. However her vocal and opinionated columns--that often pointed to
corruption within Croatia’s government--were not well received when Croatia gained
independence in 1991. In January 1992, in an article she published--Overcome by Nationhood-she discussed her ambivalence about being “reduced to being a Croatian.” Consequently, she
and 20 other journalists, who were not fervent enough in their nationalism, lost their jobs.
Furthermore, her books were no longer published in Croatia--in her own language--although they
were published in many countries around the world.
The experiences of her life have allowed a penetrating look into the emotions of
humanity after war. Her essays portray the war through the emotions, pain and words she and
her characters, speak.
The following paper will examine Slavenka Drakulic’s style of literary journalism.
Through an exploration of two articles she has written, as well as two books--How We Survived
Communism and Even Laughed, and Cafe Europa: Life After Communism, we will attempt to
discover what techniques of literary journalism Drakulic applies and how these techniques work
together to portray human and emotional tales of life after war.

The Literary in Journalism
How did the literary infiltrate journalism? Once the data gathering and fact-based
reporting coalesced with dialogue, scene-by-scene construction, third-person point of view, use
of details symbolic of status life, voice, digressions, symbolism... and other literary techniques
which were predominantly the essence of literature, Literary Journalism was born. From Stead’s
portrayals of innocence lost to the heartless murders in Capote’s In Cold Blood, or Norman
5
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Mailer’s Executioner’s Song, literary journalism has evolved into a creative form of expression
of fact--or so is its goal.
Slavenka Drakulic is yet another journalist-turned-literary writer. Her works of life after
war capture the essence of literary journalism in that her writing has the feel of a novel, yet
expresses the heartless reality of life.
This section will be divided into three segments: The first will deal with Drakulic’s first
major book, How We Survived Communism and Even Laughed. The second will deal with her
sequel to this book: Cafe Europa: Life After Communism. The last will include a discussion of
her essays and reporting for various publications. Once these works have been explored, we will
attempt to combine her works into an analysis of Drakulic’s literary style and technique in terms
of literary journalism.

How We Survived Communism and Even Laughed
In 1993, just as the war in Croatia was burning its last flames, Drakulic published How
We Survived Communism and Even Laughed. The book, classified as “current affairs” deals
with Drakulic’s memories, observations of Eastern European life and thoughts as war approaches
her city--Zagreb. However, her work primarily is an intimate analysis of her interpretation of
life in Eastern Europe.
The most dominant technique of literary journalism that Drakulic uses throughout her
work is details symbolic of status of life. She employs this device to create a vivid, desperate
and almost hopeless picture of life in Eastern Europe--especially for the women of Eastern
Europe. For example, when in Prague, she discusses the “luxury” of oranges and lemons. In
Sofia, it is milk. “In Albania, the monthly ration for a whole family is two pounds of meat, two
6
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pounds of cheese, 10 pounds of flower, less than half a pound each of coffee and butter.
Everywhere the bottom line is bread” (p. 18).
She discusses status, not only in terms of food, but clothing and fashion as well. Women
are forced to be fashion zombies because nothing is available to them. “This is how the state
creates fashion--by a lack of products and a lack of choice” (p. 26).
Scarcity of apartments, child-care facilities, clothes, disposable diapers, or toilet paper...
These are all aspects of the focus on status of life—a technique of Literary Journalism—that
Drakulic uses to show that there is no “status,” but a lack thereof in Eastern Europe--especially
for women.
To further her concentration on the status of women and life in Eastern Europe, she tells a
story from her childhood when she traveled to Italy and found a doll unlike any she had ever
seen. “She was the biggest most extraordinary doll, different from mine or any other dolls I’d
seen--Even though I had not seen all that many” (p. 57). The doll not only represents, as she
shows in the latter half of the sentence--a status symbol, but is also a more symbolic
representation of the “the other world”--the unfamiliar, “wonderful” world that exists outside of
Eastern Europe.
“The general rule was that anything at any time could be proclaimed a luxury” (p. 69).
There is no status in the countries of Eastern Europe. Everyone had nothing. The most poignant
use of the literary device termed by Wolfe as the “details of status life” comes toward the end of
her book. It is quite intense and must be quoted in its entirety:
Generally speaking, in any communist country there are not many things to
throw away. One could even say that a communist household is almost the
perfect example of an ecological unit, except that its ecology has a completely
7
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different origin: it doesn’t stem from a concern for nature, but from a specific
kind of fear for the future.... Collecting principles, so to speak, depend greatly on
different kinds of experiences in different communist countries, or--better still-on different degrees of poverty. But they basically can be divided into several
categories: general objects (old cloth, shoes, household appliances and furniture,
kitchen pots, baskets, brooms, newspapers); objects that normal people in normal
countries usually throw away (otherwise know and packaging--bottles, jars, cups,
cans, stoppers and corks, rubber bands, plastic bags, gift wrappings, cardboard
boxes); foreign objects (anything from a foreign country, from a pencil or
notebook to a dress, from chewing gum to a candy wrapper); and objects that
might disappear (a very broad and varying category, from flour, coffee, and eggs
to detergent, soap, pantyhose, screws, nails, rope, wire, perfumes, notepaper, or
books--you simply never know, you never can predict what will be next, which,
after all, is the primary reason for collecting). And while I am perfectly aware
that poor people in not so poor (Western) countries collect and recycle according
maybe to the same principles, people in Eastern Europe were, in the first place,
almost all poor enough to have to do it. The other main reason is that they live in
a state of constant shortages, never sure what they will find in the shops next day
(pp. 181-182).
This drastic excerpt is the quintessential example of the use of status symbols in
literature. Drakulic paints a painful picture of the deficiency of simple, daily items that most
Western-world audiences would never think twice before throwing the item away. One
interesting technique here is that she switches to the third person--something she does not use
8
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frequently in her book. Here, it is as though she is transforming herself from being present in the
pages of her book, to being a guide for the reader--as if she is sitting with the reader, instead of
telling the story.
One reason that she transfers to the third person in this instance might be so that the
reader does not feel pity or remorse for her--she is only relating the story in this instance, not
living it. Taking herself out of this specific story of utter poverty, she gives more power to the
people who truly do live this poverty. Afterall, wouldn’t one question, whether it would be
possible for a journalist, who has been published around the world, to be taking such drastic
conservation steps of survival? If she had remained in this story, some of the power would have
been lost, and the reader might have doubted her sincerity.
This brings in another aspect of literary journalism: The use of voice and first-, secondand third-person. What is striking about Drakulic’s style is that she predominantly uses the first
person: I, we. In nearly every instance she is a part of the tale. However, her use of “I” and
“we,” is not typical in style of other writers. She does not include the reader in the “we.”
Instead, she makes a clear distinction between “we,” the poor people of Eastern Europe, and the
reader--the fortunate ones of the Western world.
Her book begins: “The title of my book feels wrong, I kept thinking as my plane soared
off the runway at Zagreb airport. We have not yet survived communism, and there is nothing to
laugh about” (p. xi). She submerges herself in the stories and essays and includes herself as one
of the unlucky souls whose life has been clouded by the reign of communism. While the reader
is not involved in her stories when she utilizes the first person, Drakulic involves the reader with
the use of the second person, “you.” The “you” refers to the people of communist countries.
“You are trained to fear change, so that when change eventually begins to take place, you are
9
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suspicious, afraid, because every change you ever experienced was always for the worse” (p.
xiii). The “you” in this case becomes familiar to the reader--as though the reader knows that
“you.” One would assume that she might distance the reader since her writing seems to be aimed
at those who are familiar with that lifestyle; however, her stories are so vivid, direct and
involved--the reader somehow does become a part of that life, even though he or she may not
have lived it directly. Drakulic compensates for this with her tone: It is simple, familiar and
extremely sympathetic--so much so that the reader is drawn into the lifestyle and mentality of the
Eastern European. Her language is clean, simple, direct and straightforward, as are her topics.
The stories she tells could apply to any one of us, yet they are colored by the haze of
communism. She talks of doing laundry, drinking coffee, eating pizza, memories from her
childhood. We all fall within these stories. This is how Drakulic captures in her reader and
submerges the reader in her tales.
Furthermore, the characters she uses are people we all may have known at one point in
our lives. While the central character is Drakulic herself, she does talk about her friends,
relatives, acquaintances and people she meets. There is Jolanta, a small, blond Polish translator
of English. Ulrike, the dark-haired beauty in East Berlin. Tanja, the 36-year-old Russian woman
who commits suicide after her boyfriend dies and she is left in a lonely, poverty-stricken world.
And then, there is her cigarette-smoking mother who is fighting with the thought that her
husband--who had proudly fought with the Partisans against the Nazis in World War II--is now
an enemy of Croatia because his tombstone is crowned with a red star. Her biggest fear is the
wonder of whether she will find his tombstone desecrated because of that single, expired marker
of the past. With these characters, the reader is not only introduced to Eastern Europe, but also
begins to know the people of Eastern Europe--through their stories, sadness and struggles.
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In terms of other literary journalism techniques, Drakulic’s whole piece could be
classified as a digression. It is a digression of her mind, her memories and her observations.
Each chapter is separate. Characters are not repeated. Dialogue is scares. What we mostly have
in this book is Drakulic’s voice representing the life of the people who lived under the iron hand
of communism. There is no suspense--only straightforward observations in a tell-it-like-it-is
style. The book is clearly plagued with a morbid tone or mood of helplessness; however, at the
same time, Drakulic is able to penetrate this mood with her own thoughts of improvement. She
does clearly have a purpose: To show the horror of these people to her readers and to bring
about thoughts of change. This change can occur only if the people of Eastern Europe are
willing to change. She writes:
Maybe only now, after the political changes in Eastern Europe, will we have a
chance to repossess our cities, reprivatize them, treat them as if they are not
merely places we are sentenced to be in or which we only pass through. But to
do that, we first have to realize the meaning of a public space in general -- not
just facades, but lights, pavements, garbage, toilets, parks, and house entrances.
We have to understand that the public space is not a Kleenex that one uses,
crumples, and then throws away. It’s more like an old-fashioned, fine batiste
handkerchief, embroidered at the edges, that one has to wash and iron to be able
to use again... (p. 166).
Clearly her purpose is for the people about whom she is writing to begin to change on
their own.
Finally, Drakulic makes no use of the technique of reconstructing scenes. She does not
need to. She is always present. She observes life happening around her and writes about it. This
11
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is what makes How We Survived Communism and Laughed such a powerful and realistic piece
of literary journalism. The stories are genuine, yet they are told in a sensitive, provoking and
honest tone provided by Drakulic’s first-person, candid observations. This is a technique she
continues to use in Cafe Europa: Life After Communism.

Cafe Europa: Life After Communism
The title of Drakulic’s book is a clear indicator of the purpose of her various essays that
deal with the path from communism to post-communism. The book was published in 1996. It is
written in the same tone as was her previous book, only here, the helplessness stems not so much
from the conditions, but from the fact that people do not know how to deal with life after
communism. She argues that people of Eastern European countries are attempting to change
through unimportant methods--such as changing the names of businesses, coffee shops and
stores to sound “western” (i.e., Cafe Europa)--instead of changing from within. Her symbolism
is clearly apparent. She suggests that Western names are given to businesses to “create the
impression that you are already in the West” (p. 9). However, she argues that this is also a
barrier--a false reality. “Like other Eastern Europeans, I naively imagined that living in the West
automatically guaranteed you a certain standard of living...” (p. 41).
Her techniques, in terms of literary journalism, are quite similar to her previous book.
She uses symbolism, the first-person narrative voice and a great deal of detail about the status of
life. Her introduction is titled: “Introduction: First-Person Singular.” Quite clearly she is
stressing her technique of writing in the first-person. In the introduction she writes of her use of
the first-person:
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Why do they come naturally? Am I representing someone -- a group, a party, a
state? No, I am not. Am I appointed by someone? Not that I know of. Am I
aware that other people think like me, and subconsciously identifying with them,
even though I don’t know them? No. So where do these pronouns come from,
and whom do they represent? Clearly, in the context of this book, ‘we’ and ‘us’
mean the people of ex-communist countries, and as I am one of them I believe
that I can justify using the first-person plural to describe our common experience.
Yet, at the same time, I am annoyed by the first-person plural; I feel uneasy using
it, as if I had something personal against it (p. 1).
Instead of simply using the first-person, as she did in her previous book, she takes the
time to explain why she is using it--what it represents. Does this technique perhaps speak down
to the reader? It is as though she must inform the reader that she does classify herself as a
member of an ex-communist country. However, when this book is compared to her last, she uses
the first-person to a much lesser degree, nearly distancing herself from the state of mind of those
people confronted with life in post-communism. For example, she discuses the change in thirdperson, rather than first-person. “Since everything was collectively owned, no one was really
responsible; no one was in charge, no one cared. Every individual was absolved of responsibility
because he or she delegated it to a higher level, that of an institution” (p. 35). Here her use of the
third-person is quite evident--she goes so far as to include “individual” and “he or she.”
One reason for this might be due to the fact that she is writing of the past. In another
example, she changes voice from third-person, back to second-person when discussing how
status was created through uniformity. “The point of a uniform, as the word literally implies, is
to dress people so that they all look the same and individuals don’t stick out. For centuries this
13
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second aspect has been particularly strong in the Balkans. Far from being just anyone, it is only
when you put on your uniform, acquired from the state, that you become somebody; only then do
you have a chance to stick out of the crowd” (p. 88). This aspect of her style is interesting
because when she does turn to the present, she again is a part of the “we,” or in this case, a part
of the “you.”
One example of this is in her discussion of bad teeth in Croatia--an observation she
makes only after she has the opportunity to visit the United States—“the country of perfect
teeth.” “Yet, for some reason, aesthetics and communism don’t go well together and though we
might call our current state post-communist, we still have a communist attitude in such matters....
The problem is that the condition of your teeth in Eastern Europe is regarded as a highly personal
matter, not a sign of your standard of living or a question for public discussion. Having good
teeth is simply a matter of being civilized and well mannered” (p. 131). Here, in the present, she
includes herself in the observation.
Throughout her book, examples of this past/third-person point of view and present/firstperson point of view are evident. She clearly seems to be sending the message that “we” the
present people of the post-communist world in Eastern Europe have left them--the communists-behind.
Communism takes on a much greater role in this book than Drakulic’s last one--as does
government and politics. She is much more critical in these respects. “Communism breeds only
masses, not individuals, not citizens. Citizens who are aware of their rights and are able to fight
for them are only found in a democracy. In the communist mass society very few people
believed that a single individual could bring about change” (pp. 104-105). Furthermore, she
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brings in the “them” or “they” versus “we” or “us” aspect. “Even I, in my own head, have not
made the definitive step from ‘them’ to ‘me’, from communism to democracy” (p. 117).
Through this technique she brings in the American audience--this she did not do in How
We Survived Communism and Even Laughed, most likely because she had not traveled to the
United States until 1993--the year that book was published.
Many of her tales are written in a voice that is meant to draw in the American reader--the
discussion of beautiful American teeth; the continuous references to democracy. One of the best
examples is in her discussion of her first trip to the States. She remembers how confused she
was because people were so friendly and always asked “how are you?” Yet, she soon comes to
realize that “The only proper and expected answer, as I soon learned, was: ‘Thanks, I’m OK’”
(p. 49). She is obviously writing to a much greater audience with this book, than she was with
the previous one.
Symbolism is present throughout the book. Nearly everything she writes about is a
symbol--from the teeth, the “Western” names and nationality. In terms of nationality, her own
bitterness toward the way she was treated in Croatia again becomes apparent. She says people
are asked directly, “who are you?” “It means are you a Croat? Are you a proper Croat? Are you
patriotic enough--that is, are you a nationalist?” (p. 162). In this book she attacks the political
state of Croatia a great deal--and even the president directly, portraying him as a mindless clone
of Tito--Yugoslavia’s communist ruler for nearly 40 years. Furthermore, she adds religion to
that same class of nationalism. “Nationality and religion became props, sticks people could not
walk without, something known and secure to give them the new identity they needed. The
immediate rise of nationalism and religious feeling right after the fall of communism, and to a
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dangerous degree (as happened in former Yugoslavia and former USSR) speak for itself” (p.
105).
Finally, the use of details of status of life are again present in this work. One example
was the case with uniforms, which was quoted above. She also discusses the fact that working
did not mean one could become rich; therefore, life became predictable. “There was not much to
expect and one got used to it. Indeed, when ‘future’ sounds like just one more empty catchword,
people are rightly afraid that instead of improving slightly things could get even worse” (p. 67).
She shows class differences when she discusses social injustice: “Those who have are
exceptions, and they should feel guilty and ashamed -- the others are entitled to have, too,
because it has been promised to them” (p. 43).
In another example, she says how it is an achievement to be married to a Westerner--a
symbol of status which shows you are worthy enough to find someone outside of the East (her
husband is a Swede). She then turns to the present where nothing much has changed. She tells
the story of having to go to Vienna to buy a vacuum cleaner because Austria--even though
Austria is one of the most expensive countries in Western Europe--is still cheaper than Croatia.
She shows how people are forced to cross borders to buy food--milk, bread, meat--because
inflation is so high. All of these serve as symbols and details of status. Through such stories she
portrays the reality in a literary sense. She could just as easily have reported how high prices are
in Croatia and discussed the inability of the people to buy food. However, instead she chooses
the literary route and describes their struggles, and her own, to “show” this problem.
One technique in Cafe Europa that Drakulic did not use in How We Survived
Communism and Even Laughed was the use of Croatian words. Croatian is not like Spanish or
German or French, where many readers may understand at least a few of the terms.
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Consequently, it was puzzling to noice her use of the words. In most instances they were used to
denote names of games or songs. Perhaps she was giving her readers a taste of local color by
using such words.
In all other cases, the style and structure of the two books are quite similar. However,
one intriguing difference is in the cover. The cover of How We Survived Communism and Even
Laughed is clearly used to represent the “Eastern European” perspective. The photograph of
Drakulic is black and white. She very much looks like an under-dressed Eastern European
woman with very little make-up. In contrast, the cover of Cafe Europa is very lavish. She is
dressed in a business suit, sitting in a booth with coffee and creamer on the table in front of her.
The cover is in color. Her face is brightly lit with profuse make-up. Even the covers show the
two worlds she is writing about.
The final analysis for this paper comes from articles Drakulic has written for newspapers
including, The Guardian, The Globe, The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Newsday, Wall Street Journal
Europe and others.

Drakulic on War
While many of the essays published in the above two books were previously published in
various weeklies/dailies, some of Drakulic’s most powerful articles were published only in the
newspapers. Her style, in some, is more journalistic; however, she does not stray from her
descriptive, powerful and emotional literary approach.
While Drakulic’s articles are filtered through her literary style, the articles differ from her
two books (or essays) in one primary aspect: She uses statistics to support her statements. In a
piece for the Guardian, she states when Zagreb was attacked, six people were killed and 120
17
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wounded. In an article about Bosnia which appeared in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, she
discusses food rations:
150 grams of bread daily per person, 6.5 grams of potatoes, six grams of rice. And as I
read these numbers, I become aware of the slice of bread I am holding in my hand. I
look at it, as if I see it for the first time: How much is 150 grams? Could it be just once
slice, like the one I am now reluctantly chewing? Or is 150 grams two, or maybe three
slices? And if so, what can one do with that? (p. B-3).
Not only is Drakulic providing facts to portray the “reality” of the food shortage, but she
inserts herself and any other person who has eaten a piece of bread into the dreary picture. She
feels guilty for eating the piece of bread. She incorporates the literary, first-person perspective,
while simultaneously drawing the reader into the experience and guilt. This sentence alone
shows the powerful manner in which Drakulic is able to manipulate the literary and journalistic
styles into a visual and realistic image.
While she has many interesting articles, the following appear to be a culmination of
literary journalism. Many of her articles deal with observations. Some are politically motivated
and read more like opinion-editorials where she attacks President Clinton, or Serbia’s President
Slobodan Milosevic, or Croatia’s former President Franjo Tudjman. However, while powerful,
these pieces do not fully portray the essence of Drakulic’s thoughtful and penetrating style. The
pieces chosen for this discussion are vocative, disheartening, yet authentically vivid and moving.
The first, published in 1992, appeared in the Star-Tribune Newspaper of the Twin Cities
Minneapolis-St. Paul. Later an excerpt of this article would be published in Ms magazine. Her
technique is simple, straight-forward and quite biased. However, once we read the tales of her
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“characters” we are truly horrified and the bias escapes us. In this article Drakulic writes of the
rapes of Bosnian women by Serbian soldiers, neighbors and even friends.
Her introduction is short. She begins with a comparison of rapes to war crimes and
wonders why rapes are not considered to be war crimes. While she--the author--is fully present
in her introduction, she also utilizes facts to provide background and efficacy to the piece. When
discussing the rapes of Bosnian and Croatian women, she writes: “The numbers are chilling: In
October the Ministry of Interior of Bosnia and Herzegovina estimated that 50,000 women and
girls had been raped and many impregnated on purpose. It is feared that since then the number
has risen even further. The ministry collected and documented 13,000 cases” (p. 33A).
Immediately we are thrust into the factual array of numbers and cases. However, only
four paragraphs later begin our introductions to the women, more so girls, behind these numbers.
Drakulic does not attempt to work these women’s stories into a text. She allows them to speak
for themselves. There are no quotes--only initials, followed by age, and their story. It is
intriguing that Drakulic was able to restrain herself from painting a more vivid picture of these
rapes with her own commentary. Instead of attempting to further her own literary style, she
remains absent from the stories. Perhaps it is because the stories are more than powerful on their
own.
The first is from “Z.N., age 40.” Z.N.’s story is vivid, emotional and horrific. A short
excerpt will clearly explain why Drakulic sees no need to penetrate the story with her own
thoughts.
In the evening, after heavy drinking, the Chetniks would come in the hall with lamps.
Stepping on us, they would look for girls, not older than 12, 13. The girls cried, holding on to
their mothers. As they were taken, pieces of their mothers’ clothes remained in their hands.
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While doing that, the Chetniks would shoot at us. Later they would leave the girls’ dead bodies
in the hall, so we had to see them.... Once a young woman with a baby was taken in the middle
of the hall. It was in June. They ordered her to take off her clothes. She put the baby on the
floor next to her. Four Chetniks raped her; she was silent, looking at her crying child. When she
was left alone she asked if she could breast-feed the baby. Then a Chetnik cut the child’s head
off with a knife. He gave the bloody head to the mother. The poor woman screamed. They took
her outside and she never came back (p. 33A).
Drakulic loses her voice and allows the victims to speak for themselves. She does so
with E.N., 14 and E., 16--two girls who were also raped at the camp. The graphic images and
horror portrayed through these direct and extensive quotes add an appalling and realistic vision
of the experiences of these women. The journalistic technique--the direct quote--is placed within
the literary context of an extended and lengthy first-person narrative in the voice of Drakulic’s
source. The impact is powerful, horrifying and deadening. Had this story been a simple news
story, the impact would not nearly have been as severe. However, since Drakulic allows the
women to speak for more than the allowed one- or two-sentence quote, the reader is drawn into
the story.
The second article utilized for this analysis was published in 1993 in The Globe and Mail.
The piece relates the story of a 2 1/1-year-old girl sitting at the table in her apartment and eating
breakfast as her mother is baking a pie on a bright and chilly morning. In a momentary eclipse
of time and war, shells are fired and the girl falls to the floor, dead, before the eyes of her
parents. Yet this little girl is not the focus of Drakulic’s critical essay. Television camera’s
record everything from the moments after the shells are fired: the parents’ shock and disbelief,
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pain, horror, the father’s tears; the mother’s hysteria; the tiny body in the morgue covered by a
white sheet; the hand that removes the sheet and shows the unrecognizable face of the youngster.
Through the telling of this story, Drakulic inserts her own opinions, without the use of the
first person--not until she begins to wonder when the camera will stop filming. The essay is a
criticism of the camera’s lack of humanity... conscience. Through the expression of this true
story, Drakulic expresses her own disgust with the recording of human suffering by the
television cameras. She clearly makes accusations--she accuses the public for allowing such
broadcasting.
The biggest change has happened within ourselves: the audience, spectators. We
started to believe this is our role, that it is possible to play the public, as if war is
theatre. Slowly, and without noticing it, a hardness has crept over us, an inability
to see the truth. These are the signs of our own dying. The close-up of the dead
girl’s face was one scene too much because it was senseless. To watch war from
so near and in its most macabre details makes sense only if we do something to
change things for the better. But today, nothing changes. Documentation has
become a perversion, a pornography of dying (p. D1).
In this piece Drakulic takes on a strong presence, although in comparison to the previous
piece, her style is reversed: Here we have the story without the presence of the author and then
the judgments and personal observations of the author; while in the last piece her statements
preceded the tales of the “sources.” In comparing the two pieces, both provide the journalistic
“reality” or values of a news-worthy story. Similarly, both are penetrated by Drakulic’s literary
style--although the organization is slightly different. Furthermore, both pieces allow us a
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glimpse into the horrors of war--the unpredictable, inescapable fates of war. This is where
Drakulic’s literary strength is most felt.

Conclusion
Slavenka Drakulic is an innovative, emotional and prolific writer of literary journalism.
Her stories penetrate the daily lives of war (predominantly) and allow us to become a part of that
horrifying world. Her essays and articles are predominantly literary; however, they are
journalistic in that they reveal the facts, reality and brutality of her observations.
At this point we may return to Wolfe’s literary journalism techniques: Scene narration,
dramatic dialogue, experiments in point of view, and attention to the symbolic details of social
life. Drakulic, in her writing clearly applies each of these techniques to draw out the literary in
journalism. She utilizes scenes, not so much in the common fashion of changing scenes, but
through her chapters.
Each chapter is similar to a journal entry. Each is different--focusing on a specific situation,
story or person whom Drakulic chooses to discuss. Other times, and quite often, Drakulic simply
writes of her own thoughts. This technique more so resembles a digression, in that she allows
her thoughts to flow and discusses various stories, observations or incidents which she found
noteworthy.
Dialogue is sparse and restricted in most of Drakulic’s writing. While in the article on
the rape of women, she allows the character to speak, it is not a dialogue, per se. More so it is a
narration of the character’s own voice. In her books, dialogue is not used as a form of
interaction. Instead, she allows for a few quotes to be interjected, but only when she feels the
quotes demonstrate a story. For example, when she explains the American meaning of “how are
22
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you?” This statement as asked of her, is placed in quotes, as is her response. However,
interestingly, all of the quotes used throughout the books are single quotes, instead of double. Is
this simply a stylistic difference between American and European writing, or does Drakulic have
a purpose--perhaps to show that her entire book is an extensive quote, and anything quoted
within that should be quoted with single quotes?
First person point of view is Drakulic’s primary choice in all of her writing. She is part
of every story and she clearly wants the reader to know this.
Finally, the use of details symbolic of social life have been discussed in length in the
above sections. Drakulic utilizes many opportunities to show the lack of status within the world
of the Eastern European. She gives examples throughout her books (some in her articles) to
show how little these people have. Here she is clearly practicing Wolfe’s fifth component of
literary journalism.
Slavenka Drakulic is primarily a literary writer, and secondly a journalist. Although her
style clearly falls into the category of Literary Journalism, her writing is more closely related to
poetic verse, to literature. Descriptions--vivid, horrific and troubling descriptions--are applied in
most of her writing. She analyzes life and utilizes her own language and eye to describe what
she sees for the writer. The stories are true, real and sliced out of the lives of Eastern Europeans.
She seldom gives actual facts, but does so enough to show that this is, in fact, reality. And it is
this reality that Drakulic portrays through her own style and description. It is here that her
literary journalism is born.
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Introduction:
Working in a classroom environment is only a miniscule portion of learning. To
help students see that the work they do inside the classroom is also valuable and practical
outside of the classroom, I developed a PR kit assignment, which allows them to roll up
their sleeves and become involved in the community.
Too often students are not encouraged to explore the “real world” during their
studies. By involving them in the community while they produce real-life products, they
not only gain experience but also interact with the community and create PR kits, in this
instance, which can be utilized by local businesses.

Execution:
Students are required to select a local “mom and pop” business as a client for their
PR kit. The business can be virtually any merchant who is small, privately owned, does
not have a web site, and does not take part in public relations or marketing efforts.
(Students have selected small restaurants, shoe repair, salons, mechanic shops, etc.).
Upon my approval of their selection, students begin conducting interviews with
owners, employees and customers. These interviews are then utilized in the items
included in their PR kits.
At completion, students turn in a PR kit that consists of a feature release, news
release, calendar listing, photo opportunity, media advisory, flyer, advertisement and bios
of two key players in the organization. For the feature release they are required to write a
feature story that deals with a human interest side of the business; for the news release
they are required to find a newsworthy event/aspect. For both the media advisory and
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photo opportunity, students must use their PR skills in creating a PR event for the
business—this is their conception of what would bring in more business.
Students present the PR kits in class and are graded on style, creativity and
content.
This assignment has proved to be of benefit, not only to the students, but also to
the businesses. In the past, many clients have asked students to return copies of the PR
kits to them. This has resulted in some businesses using the PR kits for promotional
purposes and even creating/sponsoring the events that students came up with for the
photo ops and media advisories. Students, on the other hand, have often utilized the PR
kits in portfolios when looking for jobs, prior to and after graduation.

Effects:
This assignment not only encourages students to apply the skills they have learned
in the classroom to real-world clients and situations, but it allows our university to
contribute to small, usually family-owned businesses in the local area. Overall the impact
of this assignment extends far beyond the classroom.
Students have enjoyed the fact that their work is “real”—it is an assignment that
they utilize in the real world and they have the rewards of seeing their “client” utilize all
or a portion of their PR kit. It allows the community to perceive our university as one that
has ties to small local businesses. The project not only benefits the students in the realworld experience they gain, but also benefits the “mom and pop” stores in acquiring
possible ideas to expand business.
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In the three years that I have been implementing this assignment, evaluations
often indicate that this was the students’ favorite assignment. Interestingly, it is also the
most rigorous, time consuming and difficult assignment in this introductory
communication course of media writing. However, even though the students are
intimidated by the heavy work load at first, in the end they appreciate the real-world
experience and interaction.

Comments:
Some comments from students in regard to this assignment have been as follows:
“I really thought it was a fun and educational project. First of all, I am really glad that I
did it because it really helped me in my other classes. In my advertising class, I was
amazed to find out how many people had actually not put one together before, and media
writing was a prerequisite to enroll in that class.
“I strongly suggest that you keep it as a project because no matter how much a
professor discusses and teaches you about putting one together, there's nothing like the
experience of doing it!”

In the poster display session I would include a copy of the assignment with
various examples of student work (the PR kits) that has been presented to me throughout
the semesters.
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PSYCHOLOGY OF LAUGHTER
Since the life stress of individuals are increasing day by day people have forgot to laugh. With the
advancement of science and technology man is becoming mechanical and more object oriented. He does not
know how to spend time in simply enjoying through humor, jokes, pun and such other funs of life. As a
result we find establishment of “laughing club” to help people laugh at a particular time of the day. It is
becoming a part of our modern life style. As we go to gym to keep us physically fit, similarly people go to
laughing club to keep them mentally fit.
Sigmund Freud in his essays on “Jokes and their relation to the unconscious” (1905) and on
“Humor”(1927) enlightened about the psychology of laughter.
Jokes according to Freud are the expressive mechanism of judgment. Condensation plays a significant role
behind joking. Process of condensation with substitute formation is a technique of jokes. Again alteration of
verbal material in its arrangement has been manifested in jokes. Jokes are nothing but playing upon words.
It ascribes double or multiple meanings of word. Extension and/modification of words is also evident in the
making of jokes.
For example, instead of telling “Thank You” for the service rendered by a person, we can say “Think You”
i.e., we remember the person for a long time. Thus we are making the joke by simply changing a vowel.
This is the pun of fun or fun of pun or both simultaneously. Here we play upon word not as a word but as a
sound as well.
Pleasure derived from the joke rests on the method of analysis with respect to the need and motive of the
interpreter. “Buy one and get one free” is the slogan of the day. A customer can get one piece and may
refuse to pay for it as it is the free one ! Let us tell a few more jokes as small instances :
James : You are an idiot John.
John : Oh! Sure and you are an idiot’s friend !
In this conversation John protects his ego by verbally attacking James thus paying back by his own coin.
Teacher : You were very spirited in your teen age.
Student : Yes Sir, spirit vanished quickly due to its nature.
Jack : How is your wife ?
John : Oh! she is my knife
Jack : Where is your better half ?
John : Here comes my bitter half.
These dialogues reveal that words are interpreted in several ways to reflect the emotions, mood and feelings
of the speakers.
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The aim of jokes may be either very simple i.e., to derive pleasure for the time being or it may be made to
insult or hurt another person verbally. The motive behind joking is to get the approval of the audience. The
guilt feeling of the person who wants to attack the other person may reside in the “unconscious” level of
mind.
Jokes may act as a freedom from pressure. Playing with words provide such pleasure. Again obscene jokes
allow one to release “inhibited wishes” in real life. A person gets relief through discharge of inhibited
thoughts through jokes. Jokes emerge suddenly just like water bubble. Some people have specific ability for
making jokes. This according to Freud is the “most social” of all mental functions which derive pleasure.
The essential feature of joke is that it must be communicated as early as possible. Mobile has accelerated the
mobility of jokes through SMS.
Jokes and humor offer unlimited pleasure. Pleasure in jokes arises from an “ economy in expenditure upon
inhibition” and the pleasure in humor is generated from an “economy in expenditure upon feeling”.
Humor may be generated from a person who is having humorous attitude. A second person may act as an
audience who gets pleasure out of it. Again another person may be the object centering whom humorous
comments may be passed i.e., he is made the object of humorous contemplation.
Humorous attitude may be directed either towards the speaker’s own self or towards other people. Humor
helps to express the humorist’s own pent-up emotions, motivations and feelings. The other person who is at
the center of humor may be angry or frightened or even he may accept the humor with a sporting attitude. It
depends on the personality make up of the concerned individual.
When a person’s ego is threatened by reality, its trauma is terrific – humorous attitude will help him to
protect his ego. Humor is victory over pleasure principle. It helps to maintain mental health in every day
life.
A person may adopt humorous attitude towards himself also. With inflated “super ego” we may be
humorous to our own selves. Humor serves our intellect also.
Every one is not capable of developing sense of humor. It is a rare quality. Many people do not have the
ability to enjoy the humorous pleasure. Appreciation of laughter in the form of jokes or humor moulds our
life. In fact it is an essential part of our total development.
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ABSTRACT
Application of online communication services such as e-mails, e-cards and instant messaging are
very useful tools as nonverbal communication for online users. Computer technology has been developing
powerful engine tools to be able to convey messages using various methods. Examples of several popular
online communication programs are analyzed to discover both the advantages and disadvantages in the
interaction of the communication methods. This is an important task to comprehend many factors for
improving its functions and interface. Understanding other online communication tools and methods will
help future study improve and create a new environment of online communication. The common problem
or weakness of the e-mail environment will be discussed in order to improve its functional and visual
aspects. This study also explains how the e-mail programs we use now need to be improved for the
different purposes in online communication services.
Keywords
E-mail, Interface, Synchronous and Asynchronous Communication
1. INTRODUCTION
The term ‘online communication’ refers to reading, writing, and communication via networked
computers. [10] It has become the most essential application tool among the computer generation leading to
a high-tech life style. Online communication consists of the users’ ID, Internet access and computer
equipment in order to interact with other users. High-speed internet service provides a variety of ways to
use different communication programs such as IM (instant messaging), e-mail, e-card, message board, etc.
It is much faster and easier to contact a person, especially for long-distance exchanges.
Most e-mail messages usually contain text, but the user can also send non-text files, such as
graphic images and sound files as attachments. In various types of online communication services, there are
still weaknesses in the methods and environment of e-mail services. In the online communication
environment, e-mail and e-card services are not sufficient for creating and conveying each personal
message. Even though e-card services have been around for over ten years, there are limited options to
create animated text messages or static messages without containing more personal aspects.
The main purpose of this research is to improve the interface design of e-mail programs, making a
more powerful engine tool to create various types of messages for online users. The problem of current email programs for online service is that they do not provide various interfaces in a functional and visual
environment. Diverse functional structures for an e-mail environment can be utilized to make it better and
more useful by providing both interactive interfaces and functions from the advantages of e-mail and e-card
environment. This research will attempt to demonstrate the possibilities for creating a new online
communication method for e-mail in order to facilitate better communication between users.
The following are questions to improve and to solve problems in the environment of the e-mail
program we use currently:
1. What are the main disadvantages to current e-mail programs?
2. What is needed to develop an e-mail environment for both functional and visual aspects?
3. How can users manage their incoming messages more easily?
4. What are the possible solutions to reducing the number of e-mails we get everyday?
5. How can users create their messages for different purpose such as personal, business or short
memos (instead of making phone calls)?
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2. ANALYSIS
Method of online communication have appeared in various forms, and with many functions.
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) has been focusing on many methods of online communication to make
it easier and more convenient for users. Many researchers and designers in both industry and academia
have continuously focused on online communication engines in order to make better interaction between
users. One of the representative examples is Instant Messaging (IM) service such as Yahoo, AOL, MSN,
etc. According to ‘Interaction and outeraction’, IM was more like a communicative processes people used
to connect with each other and to manage communication, rather than personal information exchange in the
last five years. [2]
2.1. Synchronous Communication
Synchronous communication occurs in real time conversation. Online communication such as
voice and video chat is commonly performed as a great interaction through the online network. It became a
great tool to use for certain situations: business conferences and personal contact over a long distance.
a. Instant Messaging (IM)
As synchronous communication in the online network, Instant messaging (IM) presents real-time
communication with users from all around the world. It certainly provides various interactive functions
such as chatting, talking, sending, receiving, playing, etc. This application provides not just a text
messenger, but video chat services. Large number of IM users are increasing their mobile communication
as well. This phenomenon is made possible by good interaction between the mobile and online
networks.[6]

Figure 1. Web came and video Service (Yahoo IM)

Figure 2. Web came and video Service (MSN)

A few online services such as AOL, MSN, Yahoo, iChat, etc., also have video and audio
communication services (Figure 1, 2). Even mobile networks such as telephones and PDAs provide mobile
communication with video or text messaging services. Voice conversation brings only voice conversation
based on a high quality network. This replaces the phone services, resulting in conversation over long
distances with expectations of saving money, but it is undesirable for users being online to talk at the same
time.
There is another example with various network services for Instant Conversation provided by
Microsoft Online Network Service (Figure 3, 4). Users can see and hear each other in real time while they
are chatting. Instant sharing from Figure 3 explains that people can send and receive files between users.
Music service shows contacts what you're listening to.
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Figure 3. Instant Sharing (MSN)

Figure 4. Music Service (MSN)

Users can display the name of the song currently playing next to other users’ names in their
contact lists. Mobile phone network enables users to send any text messages even when the other users are
offline. This shows a great high-tech communication form between PC and mobile phones (Figure 5). IM
also provides more activities for users such as playing games and expressing animated illustration,
emoticon, wink, as well as one’s own personal display image (Figure 6).

Figure 5. Mobile Phone Network (MSN)

Figure 6. Animated Expression (MSN)

b. Emoticons
The term emoticons is a combination of the words emotion and icon. Emoticon=emotion + icon: A
conflation of “emotion” and “icon”. The invention of emoticon has changed the method of communication
from previous chat programs. The new method of using these emoticons has made users not only enjoy
their chatting with text, but also the animation graphics provide users more interest with visual attraction.
Yahoo Instant messaging (IM) recently serves an optional function enabling users to express their emotions
by using emoticons (Figure 7). There still might not be enough consideration for these icons to convey
personal messages well enough to be understood. In emoticon problems, people identifying with traditional
writing norms often said such things, as ‘the words should convey all the meanings’. There is age-old
tension between “showing” and “telling,” between pictures and words [3]. Mandel and Van der Leun detest
smileys: [8]
‘In the dawn ages of the Net, someone decided to transmit emotions through the cunning use of
typewriter symbols. These symbols were used to make the intent of the poster clear. The reason
for this was that many people felt that they couldn’t express themselves clearly using the
twenty-six letters of the alphabet with which Shakespeare created Hamlet.’
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Figure 7. Emoticons (Yahoo IM)

The most primitive of these symbols was :-) . This symbol was amusing the first time it was
used. Now it is no longer amusing. Nothing can substitute for a clear idea simply expressed. Avoid :-)’s and
all associated emoticons…like the plague. These little icons are composed of clusters of typographic
symbols. For instance, a “wink” is composed of a semi-colon, a dash and an end-parenthesis – though it is
far less commonly used online than the basic smiley (Smiling face), that is composed of a colon, a dash and
an end-parenthesis. In addition, there is another method to express emotions with written text. This is
accomplished by using all capital letters or words similar to the sound, for example, typing “hehe” is also
obviously a device to convey a sound, in this case the sound of laughter. The use of all capital letters, as in
“AHH…CHOO!” is a familiar from the comics or is street graffiti, especially when the word is a graphic
representation of a sound.
c. Advantage and Disadvantages
Instant messaging (IM) has both advantages and disadvantages for users. Even though earlier
discussion explained that video chat provides a great interactive environment regardless of the long
distances and saving time or money for physical appearances, there are still weaknesses which prevent
users from communicating successfully. For instance, video chat has a problem with conveying some nonverbal information (body language, facial expressions, tone of voice). It effected the screen size and
resolution, subtle body language, and important contextual information about a participant’s moods. This
makes the context and environment of the communication lost to the participants. [7] Therefore, we are not
completely satisfied with synchronous communication.
In addition, there are not many people using video chat compared to people communicating based
on text. There are several reasons why people prefer communication by text rather than video chat. To
communicate with one another, both users in an individual or group should be online at the same time. And
users also need a cam and high-speed Internet connection for the chat environment. Also, Sherry Turkle
reports that people who lack confidence in face-to-face situations often become more confident online and
lose their inhibitions. [9] She documented many cases of this phenomenon and explained how people
explore new personas online in which they act-out facets of their personalities that are problematic in faceto-face situation. This is a case for people who are shy or worry about how they are looked upon by others.
These are characteristics difficult to reveal face-to-face and hard to communicate with someone new in a
personal setting.
In contrast to this issue, there are different user groups who are very positive using this
communication method. For people who have a long distance problem in communicating with their
business or family, video chat makes it possible to communicate face-to-face. ‘In online textual
environments, people represent themselves through their words, and both syntax and semantics convey
meaning.’ [4] However, in terms of nonverbal cues online, people are missing important messages such as
body language, facial expressions, and voice tone when people communicate via narrow bandwidth media
such as text. Moreover, Olson & Olson insist that all technologies have strengths and weaknesses, which
developers need to understand. [7] Therefore, this study will use this advantage in order to apply and
develop the prototype of functions and interface for the e-mail program.
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2.2. Asynchronous Communication
The term asynchronous is usually used to describe communications in which data can be
transmitted intermittently rather than in a steady steam. Unlike synchronous communication, asynchronous
communication doesn’t require users to participate in the conversation at the same time. Online activities
such as bulletin boards, e-mails, e-cards, advertising, etc., are performed based on asynchronous
communication by senders and receivers or editors and readers. E-mails and e-cards are representative of
asynchronous, web-based communication. Both methods do not require participants to be available at the
same time for their communication.
a. E-mail
E-mail was originally designed as a tool for asynchronous communication through the network. It
consists of different kinds of online service such as SMS(Short Message Service), e-cards or greeting cards.
E-mail and e-cards are the same sort of application, but have different purposes and uses. We can easily
know that e-mail is more like text messages. E-mail is a powerful tool for both personal and business use.
In business, people often use e-mail programs as a time and task management tool. Sending the same email to multiple receivers is easily accomplished by listing all the addresses together.
To elaborate more about different message types in e-mails through the online users, the research
paper presented by Boneva, Bonka and Kraut, Robert has clearly defined three cases of messages:
boilerplate messages, messages for coordination, and messages for personal sharing. [11] Each of these
plays a different role in developing and sustaining relationships. Boilerplate messages include jokes,
stories, types of greeting cards, pointers to music sites, and other pre-fabricated messages copied by the
sender from one source and then forwarded, often to more than one recipient. The second type,
coordination messages, is used to set up a joint activity or other occasion where the participants share
companionship and other social resources. The messages for personal sharing have personal content that
directly supports the relationship. Messages of an expressive nature, provide companionship and social
support by allowing communicators to share thoughts and feelings with one another.
The structure of e-mail is the same as the composition of letters people write. It is composed of the
address of the sender and receiver in the envelope, and the header and body in the letter. Even though
different e-mail applications provide different optional functions, interfaces and features, the key
components of the e-mail such as To, Cc, Bcc, Subject, Attachments and Message text area are essential
compositional elements. [1]
b. E-card
E-cards are a part of e-mail activities. It differs from e-mail with more visual elements in its text
messages. E-cards contain brilliantly colored graphics, animation and music. Either one sends them as an email attachment, or, more often, the recipient is invited to view the greeting at the Website. As it is called
“electronic postcards”, the purpose is a greeting which can be used just to say “hello,” like ordinary
postcards.
This is great tool to be able to convey more personal like messages such as greetings, thank you,
birthday cards, love, etc… E-cards have helped made consumers able to communicate in rich and
meaningful ways. Regarding this, in early 1995, “CoolCards” were invented by Karen Donoghue in order
to allow consumers to create their personal messages as an enriched e-mail communication. Karen
Donoghue and her partners in the MIT media lab predicted all multimedia environments, especially, how email was going to explode into importance as the World Wide Web. “Modem speeds were increasing; price
of multimedia home PCs were decreasing, and digital imaging was beginning to hit the consumer
marketplace.” [5] According to the limitation of e-mail, Karen Donoghue and her partners especially
focused on “Virtual Stationery” with a simple concept that enhances everyday e-mail communication for
all types of consumers.
As all this came to became available, many online businesses started to invent more effective,
simple, fun, and elegant e-cards. As one example, the “Blue Mountain Card”
(http://www.bluemountain.com) has provided consumers better service with a simple user interface. There
are many different types of e-cards in terms of different purposes of use, and consumers can choose any
cards related to their messages. Blue Mountain cards can also be created by a user’s choice based on
animated features. In a few clicks, users can simply create their own personal e-card.
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Figure 8 is one of the categories: expression. When users choose one topic under the expression
part, it takes users into the next step to have more choices with various animated sample cards. When
consumers select one of them, it shows preview features on the preview screen.

Figure 8. Blue Mountain Card: Click to select the card

Figure 9. Blue Mountain Card: Creating messages
The final feature of the card they chose includes the design, sound of music and showing a
preview of the message with interactive components. This makes consumers respond more quickly as to
whether they like to or not. The next step takes users into “Personalize Your eCard”. This e-card
composition environment provides more optional functions for users to create better features of text such as
different sizes, colors and fonts (Figure 9). In this step, user interface allows the user to create text
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messages more efficiently. Options for choosing different sizes, fonts and colors of typefaces offer users
selections in easy and simple ways. This shows more concern for consumers’ experiences and personal
expressions. To create more personal greeting cards, users can also insert their own photo and compose
simple layouts following different steps. Thus, e-cards allows users to create, personalize, and express their
messages more efficiently in a fast way.
c. Advantage and Disadvantages
We use e-mail everyday and there are several reasons why it is the most powerful and dominant
communication tool in modern society. David Angel and Brent Heslop defined the benefits in the first
chapter of their book, The Elements of E-mail Style.[1] They address these benefits as the answer to the
question as to why we can’t live without it, and what kind of advantages e-mail has in communication.
• E-mail eliminates phone tag. A good number of telephone calls are unsuccessful because their
recipients are busy or away. E-mail eliminates this problem, improves response times, and cuts
telephone charges as a bargain. E-mail allows you to digest your messages and put more thought
into your responses, which you might not be able to do on the phone.
• E-mail breaks down the distance and time barriers of telephone calls and traditional written
communication. It lets you send and read e-mail messages at any time, 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year, for better communication across time zones.
• E-mail shortens the cycle of written communication. It enables people to circumvent many of the
inefficiencies of the office place and the approval process of traditional paper-based
communications.
• E-mail empowers individuals by flattening out corporate and sociological hierarchies and allowing
for more direct interactive communication.
• E-mail improves productivity in a wide range of interactive activities. It speeds up the decisionmaking process by providing a forum for replies or clarifications. It also facilitates meeting
planning and preparation.
• E-mail creates flexibility in the workday by reducing telephone interruptions. It also allows people
to work at home or at a location with a computer.
These definitions of e-mail’s benefits are absolutely all in agreement with online users. This is
because we understand all situations that we face in everyday life. At this point in the research, questions
have developed conceiving different applications, more functions, and efficiency for online users to
communicate with one another. It seems there should be something more so we can develop e-mail services
with more benefits.
2.3. Analysis of E-mail Interface
People use different types of e-mail programs that are provided either by online free service or
programs they purchase on the market. Many researchers and software companies have been focusing on
the interface design of incoming messages to make it user-friendly. Currently, Eudora is a major e-mail
program widely used across college campuses. Most e-mail programs have similar interface and functions
such as Eudora and it was chosen for this study. There are two parts of interfaces and functions: the
incoming and outgoing messages.
Figure 10 shows the interface of Eudora 7 for Windows PC. There are three parts of this interface:
Navigation menu on the top, Grouping Map on the left and messages is on the right. The icons are well
organized in terms of different functions. However, in the opinion of this researcher, there are a few similar
icons grouped on the top. The little symbols between “Reply”, “Reply All” and “Forward” make it difficult
to distinguish the different functions. Also, the “Inbox”, “Outbox” and “Check Mail” icons may confuse
the users.
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Figure 10. The Interface of Eudora
a. Incoming Messages
Incoming Messages indicate the messages users receive from other users through the network
services. The mail window consists of three panes (Figure 11).
1. Mailboxes Window: displays e-mail accounts and folders.
2. Message list: displays messages in the selected folder.
3. Message Pane: displays message selected in the message list.

Figure 11. The Interface of Eudora
Checking e-mail messages has two methods: checking manually and automatically. Users can set
up the time in special menu options. Otherwise, they can click quickly the icon “Check Mail.” In Eudora’s
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manual it recommends that fifteen minutes is a good minimum interval because checking mail more often
puts an unnecessary load on your incoming mail server. If the text field is empty or is set to 0, mail cannot
be automatically checked. Through the “Inbox”, users select one or multiple messages, and then they can
delete or move messages to other folders (Figure 12). Users can create more than one folder for personal or
group contact folders. It is easy to manage this task and work from a lot of messages you receive frequently
(Figure 13).

Figure 12. Selecting Messages

Figure 13. Mailboxes

b. Outgoing Messages
Outgoing Messages consists of two different types. One is the “reply” from received messages
through the inbox, the other is composing new messages. Once users can click the “New message” icon,
the new interface is divided with header and body. Users can send their messages to one or multiple
recipients by adding an e-mail address. Figure 14 shows the interface of Eudora 7 for composing messages.
All e-mail has only one way to create messages based on text writing.

Figure 14. Composing Messages
3. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
All different examples of online communication have shown both strength and weakness with
function and interface. Table 1 shows summery of positives and negatives for all online communication
programs which were researched for this study. The following are all problem statements from analysis of
contemporary e-mail programs. These problematic statements will be narrowed down to come up with
several questions or suggestion in order to develop an e-mail application. The major problem to solve is to
reduce the large number of e-mail messages users receive everyday. It is obvious that every message is not
necessary to send out through the text basis. It would be better if the user can define different types of
messages based on their purpose.
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Table 1. Positives and negatives for all examples
Program

Positive
-

Yahoo &
MSN

Eudora

Blue
Mountain
e-card

-

Useful functions: E-mail, IM Chat,
Game, Mobile Connection and Music
Interactive Menu Navigations: Icon
Design in IM Chat
Synchronous Communication (Video &
Voice Chat)
Emotional Expression (Emoticon)
Good structure layout
E-mail notification
Icon Menu navigation bar
Preview
Provide Stationary

-

Provide animated text and image
Emotional expression
Multiple receivers at once

-

Negative
-

Managing Folders
No Search option
No significant identification of
messages in the mailbox
Only text messages

-

Only text messages
Confused Menu Icons
No significant identification of
messages in the mailbox

-

Too many categories to choose
from & Missing categories
Confusing operation for
creating your own card
Too much text instruction
instead of icon menu

-

4. CONSIDERATION FOR FUTURE WORK
The main consideration in this table was how useful and convenient it is to use all the menus and
functions. All categories reveal the fact of how important e-mail application is for online users. The overall
analysis of these functions was not good enough for both usefulness and convenience. Thus, functional
structure and information architecture will need to be considered to solve these problems.
Through research, it was discovered that the main problem was that most e-mail programs haven’t
shown any consistent layout and there is weakness in their interface designs. This is because the purpose of
using e-mail has been confined to people checking and creating only text messages. Especially, the main
problem of using e-mail was to get a huge number of messages everyday and that could be a major problem
to manage all the incoming messages when users are unable to check their e-mails for a couple of days.
In addition, this researcher believes there were also other issues where e-mail programs were not
adequate enough in terms of their visual elements: icons, color and typography. These are important
elements in design to make it look better; moreover, it helps ease of use it easily when there are many
different functions. This factor is the essential task for all of the solutions to the interface design for this
study.
Through research, it was discovered that the main problem was that most e-mail programs haven’t
shown any consistent layout and there is weakness in their interface designs. This is because the purpose of
using e-mail has been confined to people checking and creating only text messages. Especially, the main
problem of using e-mail was to get a huge number of messages everyday and that could be a major problem
to manage all the incoming messages when users are unable to check their e-mails for a couple of days.
In addition, this researcher believes there were also other issues where e-mail programs were not
adequate enough in terms of their visual elements: icons, color and typography. These are important
elements in design to make it look better; moreover, it helps ease of use it easily when there are many
different functions. This factor is the essential task for all of the solutions to the interface design for this
study.
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Table 2. Analysis of Design
Consistency and Hierarchy
Menu
Display
Layout

Function
Grid System
Using Design Elements
Icon

Interface Design

Typography
Color
Navigation Method
Table 3. Analysis of Functions
Usefulness and Convenience
Directory (Contact List)
Periodical Order

Incoming

Directory (Folders)
To-do’s (Reminder)
Preview
Text message

Outgoing

Attachment
Business Letter
Contact List (Address Book)
Search

Others

Schedule
Distinctive Mail
IM Service

5. OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
To make an enhanced communication tool with an e-mail program, this tool needs to be a more
interactive functional network for online users. Based on the benefits of synchronous communication in this
study, adding IM (Instant Messengers) would help better communication for online users. This function is
used by many online users for quick notes or a long discussion instead of using the phone. This is a great
tool to use e-mail programs together with IM for people at work and school, even at home. Using IM means
that e-mail is not text messages based on synchronous communication. This fact gives us a question; what
if people can use communication tools both asynchronously and synchronously? And then, sending a short
message such as a “Post-it” which would be possible to use if a receiver is away from his/her computer or
offline.
Another suggestion to this study is to enable users to create “E-cards” by using animated text. This
is a simple method to send different type of messages in order to express a sender’s emotions or feelings in
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their messages. The problem with current e-card service is that it is time consuming to choose the card they
prefer to send. Simple and easy functions and design will make users satisfied to create their own messages
to delivery to others.
6. CONCLUSION
Online communication has been developing in our society and without a doubt it is a vital
communication tool in our life. Interactive design for online communication is one of the most important
tasks in order to develop enhanced communication for the future. The idea of creating a new environment
for an e-mail program was based on current online communication programs being used by a large number
of users in business and individually.
This study focused on the main interaction between “Incoming” and “Outgoing.” During the
study, several factors were considered for each menu: design principles, colors, form, function, and
information hierarchy. This study addressed the important reasons why we need to improve and develop
e-mail communication methods and its environment. The proposed suggestions and recommendations for
future study will enable users to communicate using both synchronous and asynchronous communication
methods. The most significant improvement of the prototype will be considered with combing all the useful
online communication programs: e-mail, e-card, IM chat, Calendar, and Post-it.
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MOTIVES USED AT THE ANATOLIAN SELJUK ART
*Prof. S.Sibel SEVİM Anadolu University Fine Art Faculty, Ceramic Departmant,
Eskisehir, TURKEY

Anatolia has born the traces of the civilizations that emerged in different periods of history
and has hosted these civilizations so far.
Today Anatolia also illuminates us to recognize the arts and cultures of these civilizations
with the help of historical artefacts that constitute our rich cultural inheritances.
One of these civilizations that Anatolia hosted is Anatolian Seljuks that produced a lot of art
effects having a high artistic value.
Anatolian Seljuk art developed a new synthesis by introducing daring innovations into the
field of architecture and handicrafts in Anatolia. The Islamic art of Iraq, Syria, Iran and
Turkish area of Central Asia was blended with Armenian and Byzantine arts that had existed
in Anatolia before. Especially stone ornaments, reliefs with figures, majolica motifs and
embellishings, woodenwares, rugs and fabric created new pportunities for Islamic art. The
samples of ceramics, glasswares and miniature couldn’t be protected so there isn’t enough
information about these arts. The most outstanding samples of Anatolian Seljuk are displayed
in the museums of different cities. Kayseri, Amasya, Konya Karatay and Ankara Etnografya
museums are some of these museums where these masterpieces are exhibited. It is possible to
see and examine the architectural samples in turbes, madrasas and mosques.
It is possible to examine motifs used at Anatolian Seljuk art under five headlines*. These
motifs diffirentiate according to centuries.

A. Plant Motifs
The most used plant motifs are leaves and flowers. The oldest classic group of plant motifs
is hatais composed of flowers, blossoms and leaves that were excessively stylized. Hatais are
known to have come from Hatay in Central Asia. For this reason, this motif is called “Hatai”
in the sense of Hatay Turks. Flowers such as şakayık, pomegranate flowers cover a large area
in such ornaments. Each artist used these motifs without changing their essences. All origins
of hatais, which have lots of types, are flowers found in nature.
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Pic. 1. Types of Hatai Motifs
B. Motifs with Figures
It is possible to encounter figures in Anatolian Seljuk ornaments. These figures have some
common features with Uyghur frescos. Animal figures, hunting scenes, hunting animals and
figures such as horses, fish, birds are encountered frequently. Lots of samples of this kind are
present in plate tiles(levha çini) of Kubadabat Palace, on the bank of Lake Beyşehir, which
was destroyed excessively. The plate tiles in which under glazedecoration and lüster
techniques were used are consisted of stars with octagon arms. However, tiles at the shape of
cross and tiles with black decoration are consisted of palmet and rumi motifs. The
masterworks of this period are still displayed in Konya Karatay Medrese Museum.
Rumi is one of the most beloved motifs of İslamic art and especially Anatolian art whose
name it adopted. It is claimed that rumi has its origin in animal figured or vegitative.
“Anatolian people used mostly ornaments, called as ‘rumi’, which were introduced by oversytlized animal figures which were stylized as blossoms and leaves.” Perhaps these hidden
stylized figures are the results of the fact that it was forbidden to use figures in the works of
this period.
This motif type which is named as rumi at the history of art was thought to be works of
Romans. The original word is ‘Romi’. Anatolia was called ‘Romeli’ (Rumelia) and Seljuks
who took the control of Anatolia from Romans were called ‘Rom’ (Rum) Seljuks during the
period when the Roman Empire reigned İstanbul. For this reason, this motif type which
Seljuks used mainly in this period was called ‘Romi’ , (Rumi)-Roman work . This word,
which means works of Seljuks in true sense and which changed continually, became ‘Rumi’
later so this word isn’t related to Romans.
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The eagle figure was used in Anatolian Seljuk motifs a lot.
Human and animal figures except/outside the general composition were usually depicted
unobtrusively on the ornaments made on a stone.
Münhanis which are unique to Anatolia were used until the 15th century. They are
encountered frequently in Anatolian Seljuk ornaments and book ornaments.

Pic. 2- Rumi* motifs with stylized animal figures
C.Geometrical Motifs
Geometrical motifs are in an order developing from the simple to the complicated. In fact,
main lines and principles are more simple and plain than they are seen.
Geometrical motifs are frequently used by Anatolian Seljuks. These motifs are divided into
two groups: Asian-originated motifs and European-originated motifs
The systematic arrangement of geometrical motifs depend on meticulousness of artists.
Turkish artists tried nearly all possibilities to produce the best work.
In enclosed geometrical systems, a motif is in a form which has been completed and
integrated within its boundaries.

Pic. 8. Star with 8 arms drawn in an octagon (on the left), a motif with one finger* (on
the right)
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D. Calligraphy Ornament
Calligraphy ornament appeared as a decoration element and even it had a pictorial
characteristic in the period when figured art wasn’t popular.
Seljuks used ‘Kufi’ in their works more. The general structure of letters was bold,
perpendicular, short.

Pic. 12. Divriği Ulu Mosque, a sample of calligraphy motif fused with Rumis*
E. Nature Elements
Motifs such as clouds, lightening originated from Central Asia and motifs such as sun, moon,
stars used in a symbolic sense take place in ornaments.

Pic. 13. Divriği Ulu Mosque, a sample of a sun course motif
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All these masterpieces inspire our artists to create their own works. In the light of these
masterpieces, many artists use these motifs in a modern synthesis with the help of their own
techniques and they develop themselves more and more.
Various firms develop outstanding designs by inspiring from our cultural heredity and
historical richness. They carry these designs into our house and introduce them to the world in
a modern approach.
It will be beneficial if designers working in this area make their designs by taking advantage
of these rich motif and ornament units our culture have.
If these original designs reflecting our culture are produced by our own designers, our
country will be represented originally, which will leave a mark in the world market.
In conclusion, Turkish art designs ,which never wear out, come from traces of thousand years
and they live in the taste of their original motifs, colours and textures by being moulded in
our artists’ hands with today’s technology at the present time. Artists build a bridge between
the past and the future while creating forms and designs with his own style.
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"Aftermath" of a Communicating Quantitative Information
course for Humanities Students
Irina Shablinsky, Ph.D.
Purchase College/State University of New York
735 Anderson Hill Road
Purchase, NY 10577-1400
USA
irina.shablinsky@purchase.edu
The resistance of many humanities students to math has become common place. This
problem seems to be more widespread than just in American education. I participated in
informal discussions with educational professionals in Russia and heard reports of similar
reactions in Russian students.
In her talk <1> Dr. Jeanine Meyer addressed some of the reasons many students find
college mathematics courses challenging and shared her experience teaching a new course
entitled Communicating Quantitative Information, which was designed to satisfy general
education requirements in mathematics/quantitative reasoning. The idea of the new course
was to focus on topics in the news that involve quantitative reasoning. The experience with
the new course seemed to be quite positive and so for the Spring 2006 semester two parallel
sessions of the course (one taught by Dr. Meyer and one by Dr. Shablinsky) were offered.
We kept the basic structure of the course: lecture/discussion sessions twice a week, several
sessions in a computer classroom for instruction on making spreadsheets and charts,
homework, required participation in on-line discussion forums (using the product
Blackboard), papers and presentations, and midterm and final quizzes. The computer
classroom sessions were enhanced by the use of decision making software. Along with the
previous year's topics such as election polling, drug testing, Social Security, medical
insurance, investments, and games of chance, new topics were included.
The first was on statistics with respect to the judicial system (problems of jury selection,
reasonable doubt, etc). The presence of a number of art history students triggered discussions
of some elements of geometry and topology illustrated by the notions of direct and reverse
perspectives in art. Students were fascinated when they recognized a Moebius strip in the
universal recycling symbol. Much attention was paid to the visual representation of data and
discussion of the works of E. Tafte and to applications of Fibonacci sequences in architecture
and nature. Including some history of the calendar and the calculation of the dates of Catholic
and Russian Orthodox Easter provided perfect material for illustrating modulo division.
Finally attention was paid to the proper usage of grammar and terminology. Many students,
including those majoring in journalism, failed to identify the proper usage of such terms as
data/datum and infer/imply.
An important component of the course was requiring students to identify and comment on
stories from the news and other sources. This effort on the part of both students and us
produced several unscheduled topics for discussion that stimulated the most intense
participation of the course. Among some of the unscheduled topics we should mention
Fibonacci poems, the relations between metrics and meaning in poetry, a program to
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inoculate children against polio, a charitable contribution by Wal-Mart, origami, and the
reliability of digital photography. Teaching two sections in parallel meant that these
unscheduled topics could be shared between the two sections.
We administered the Survey of Attitude towards Statistics (SATS) <2>, a pre- and post- test
of student attitudes. Though the sample size is such as to preclude claiming significant
findings, we will share the results and explain how they did cause us to make at least one
change in the course.
References:
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Abstract
Sampson Reed (1800-1880) was for a short time a dazzling ray of
light that broke over the American intellectual landscape with a single
speech and a single book. In carefully veiled terms, Reed brought to
American letters a perspective that was unique in the 1820s:
Swedenborgianism. His influence on Emerson and the New England
Transcendentalists was enormous; his 1821 valedictory speech in Harvard
inspired his younger classmate, Emerson, to become a great orator and
writer. His 1826 treatise, Observations on the Growth of the Mind, gave
Emerson the very form and content for his seminal essay, “Nature.” It
also shaped Emerson’s theory of poetics, which Walt Whitman enacted so
powerfully. Yet Sampson Reed remains one of the most obscure figures
in American literature.
This paper argues that Reed is important not only as a mentor to
Emerson and others, but as a writer who merits attention for his own
writing. His valedictory speech astounded Harvard’s faculty and audience
with the force and the originality of its epigrammatic statements. Reed
spoke in exalted terms that thrilled them. His short treatise, Observations
on the Growth of the Mind (1826) became a best seller in literary circles in
the United States and in England. Few readers realized that Reed was
veiling Swedenborgianism in the clothes of Romanticism; that the source
of his inspiration did not lie with the British romantics, but with the
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Swedish scientist and theologian whom Kant had so doggedly set out to
discredit: Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772). In short, it was largely
through Reed and later through Emerson that key Swedenborgian ideas
entered American letters and American culture.
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Critical Perspectives in Modern Play Theory
Introduction
This essay seeks to make a contribution to the knowledge as to why
people play. We will attempt to demonstrate that human play may be better
understood through the value spheres, value constellations of human culture.
(Heller ’78,Simmel’50) Furthermore, we put forward that a helping out or
methectic theory of play to assist us in the task. Our interest then is centered
in the material content of human play, it’s meanings, it’s representations in
human culture. (Huizinga ’55:13,15,Simmel ’50:40) In other words our essay
is concerned with what Weber terms the wertrational –rationalities of value.
(Weber’78:24)
Now, we take Huizinga’s position that the ‘…earliest phases of culture
has the play character… Social life is endued with supra-biological forms in
the shape of play, which enhance its value. It is through this playing that
society expresses its interpretation of life and the world. .. in the twin union of
play and culture, play is primary. It is an objectively recognizable, a
concretely definable thing, whereas culture is only the term our historical
judgement attaches to a particular instance.’ (Huzinga’55:46) One of the
earliest developmental phases of culture lie we argue is the ‘construction’ of
human values. Values as we know are deeper more abstract than norms and
mores. If, for example, a culture values Education that culture will in the
modern Western context, establish public funding to support end encourage
that value. The formation of values must indeed then have at least in part, a
play character as part of its constitutive makeup.
We emphasise at this point this is not an essay on how people play,
though to be sure, the forms of how we play will bring into relief and will
enhance our effort, but the hows of play are but forms, outward
manifestations, mere phenomenal by-products in front of more primary,
seminal, noumenal spheres of interiorities. (Simmel’05:2,Huizinga’55:46)
In seeking better knowledge on the whys of play, to draw a circle
around what it is we are going to discuss, it will be necessary to adumbrate
albeit too briefly, upon a number of key problems only five of which are
mentioned. First is a matter of expertise or a ‘so what-ness’ of play, as Fink
writes in his Ontology… ‘it is something we are all expert at, why, some ask
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bother to study human play.’?(Fink’74:148) Second is nomenclature, Callois
in his important text Man Play and Games examples in the Chinese written
language more than 56 different symbols alone for play.(Callois ’62) Third is
acknowledging human play as a concept, a totality in its own right, to relate it
to work, to time to other notions risks a failure to see play in its unique
conceptual essence.(Fink’68:19,Huizinga’55:6) Fourth is the paradox that is
human play, as Simmel writes, not only do we play in society we also play at
society. (Simmel ’71:40:) And fifth plays situation as interdisciplinary, which
often relegates play to the margins of social science. In addition to the sketch
of problems the limitation of space for this paper force us to consider a short
and selected list of writers who will at least highlight our leitmotiv on the whys
of human play. Two examples of our value oriented, helping out theory will be
addressed.
A Traditional Example of the ‘helping out’ and play
The first example to demonstrate this ‘helping out’ theory comes to us as a
collective vision in the form of the Fish Preachers of the Wyandotte-Hurons
who, we will demonstrate, centered not only their primary cosmology, their
base culture around ‘helping out’ festivities but also created up and above
these traditional rites, a secret and ‘supra-biological’ cult, a pretend and play
theology centered group worshiping of the Fish. (Heiderieich’73, Pomedi ‘91,
Salter ‘77, Sioui’99) A matrilineal tribe of the Eastern Great Lakes Region of
Northeast America the Wyandotte in its cosmology revered Oki or God of the
Sky as the omnipotent one, the Wyandotte were in this regard, monotheistic.
Oki was known to appear most often in the guise of an old woman or a dwarf
or less often as part human part Turkey. In more conventional day to day
situations Oki or Ondoutaete as the God of war would realize as Atensic, a
woman to the moon and her Grandson Lousken as the Sun- he being the
creative clever and mischievous one of the cosmology. In addition to this
world view the Wyandotte held a number of sacred totems to Oki, the Turtle,
Bear, Wolf, Beaver, Deer, Hawk, Porcupine and Snake of which the
Wyandotte used as clan identities. In common with many other societies their
festive life featured the annual ‘upsetting of the brain’, festive rite saw the
tribes people parade through their villages feigning madness. Participants in
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the ‘onoharoia’ as it was also known, visioned flying heads, great serpents,
witch - buffaloes and stone giants who were said to inhabit the minds of the
villagers inducing this temporary insanity, furthermore the collective
manifestations of this festival was culminated by the people racing through the
village demanding and claiming any and all objects they saw. The ‘onoharoia’
was always preceded by the ‘atoucont aochien’- singing feast. This singing
feast was the key ‘helping out’ ceremony to onoharoia festival but additionally,
served as a preliminary ceremony of going to war, or when a person wanted
to become renowned, or equally sought to be renamed with a title of a
deceased chief. The dominant feature of this festive ‘enhancer’ was singing
and dancing and in meaning it sought to propitiate spirits, welcome new
members, celebrate victory and sometimes cure illness. Both the ‘upsetting of
the brain’ festival and singing feasts were predominant cultural practices of
the eight clans of the Wyandotte.
Additionally the Wyandottes gave great credence to dreams as it was believed
the dream often foretold the actions of the individual, too and last in this brief
description there was no fear of pain or death and all Wyandotte were
guaranteed an after life. The Wyandotte / Huron’s ability to both take and
hand out torture in a multitude of ways along with their bright dress and
bearing caused great consternation amongst their British enemies of the
French Indian war in the 1750’s.
Most intriguing from our point of view was that these eight tribes
adopted and developed what Huizinga termed a ‘supra-biological’ religious
cult, a pretend a secret society, within the clans of the larger tribe. The
Theology of the Fish - a secret fetishist religious system developed and
evolved in the village houses. Charismatic ‘Fish Preachers’ practiced sets of
rites and ceremonies centered on ‘helping out’ the Fish. In part this Theology
was a mutual sharing yet strictly defined set of rites and practices, the women
gathered the reeds and wove the twine, the men then made the nets and
spiritually the nets then developed their own rights and sacred personalities.
The net was then, not the enemy of the fish, but by contrast, the ally and
welcome kin of the Fish. The Fish when ‘helped out’ by the net, gave his soul
willingly to be eaten and like the people had no fear of death.(Heidereich’73)
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A range of norms and values attributed to the cult grew and there was
but one taboo, being the provision that the bones of the Fish are returned to
the water and never to be profaned by burning. Some of these norms and
mores entailed that the nets for the fish represented Strength, Life and Power
and at the beginning of each new fishing season the cult was revived by the
marriage to the Fish of two virgins. The Fish Preacher and the villagers on a
selected night would have, after the evening meal all the inhabitants of the
longhouse lay down on the floor face up. The Preacher would then
commence to sermon his members about the sacred nature of the Fish. The
Fish would be spoken with, exhorted, appealed to, evoked, and entreated,
convinced, helped out even cajoled to make agreement with the nets. The
Fish preacher would ‘speak in tongues’ to allay the fears and gain the
confidence of the fish convincing it of the importance of his act and his
relationship to the sacred nets. The sermon to the cult would emphasise how
the Fish was an ally of the clan (Soui’99:119)
This very briefly in a traditional example, initially seeks to demonstrate
how play methectically helps out the acts, how the theology of the fish is
‘supra-biological’ imbued in playful pretence and playful secret ness that
enhances the theology, that in the creation and acting out of the acts gives
value to the theology of the cult, the supra religious system this is then
followed by the phenomena that constructs or sets of norms and mores to
then build up around and transform into rites and ceremonies particular to the
cult.
Those involved in this cult of the Fish are pretending, but are doing
more than just mimicking the norms and mores of the group, the rite of the
Fish causes the worshippers to become a part of the sacred happening itself,
the rites of the Fish cult and their preachers activity, in encouraging the
journey from a profane everyday state to the sacred other state –play
encourages helps out the cult members into another state of being, the
pretend exhortations are methectic rather than mimetic a helping out of the
action. (Huizinga ’55:15,Simmel’50:330 ) Play helps us to pretend, to
construct whole different value constellations in secret with others,helps us,
no matter how temporarily, into other, in this particular instance, cognitive
realities, other types of time, that are separate and different from the
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everyday. The participants in the Fish cult accept certain rules, participation in
the cult is voluntary and clearly it is autonomous that is, it is done for itself. We
see that the play group as we argue a play form brings people together in a
shared experience, and they or more precisely the Preacher creates a
separate space. All of these practices or qualitative actions fall easily within
the major characteristics that Huizinga outlined as ideal and typical to play in
culture and importantly in this paper the Fish cult is a manifestation of the
pretend secret character construct that is part of the play
concept.(Simmel’50:307-75)
We are reminded that the Wyandotte already had, as we have seen, an
existent phenomenological cosmology. Why did some join the Fish Cult? Why
did they participate? Clearly from our perspective they chose to play with an
extra otherness, they chose to pretend in other ways than that existent to their
everyday, to form a secret society that had its own supra-biological rules its
own forms of time its own forms of space in essence meet all the ‘rules’ of
play that Huizinga has outlined for us. Clearly too we see that these are play
actions of value and that they are helped out methectically from the interior
meaningful noumena of values, into the phenomena of the norms and mores
of that particular culture.
The Theory of the Theatrical Performance
From another perspective and jumping as it were into another context
we see in play and its paradoxical nature, the helping out methectic actions of
play in another light. There is not again space in this short paper to properly
introduce Simmels view on play as vital phenomena in human society. ‘On
the theory of Theatrical Performance’ Simmel proposes to us that we consider
the actor as performer. Simmel states’ whereas other artists convert a play
like vision into a plastic fact, the actor must in fact do the reverse take the
plastic commodity and turn it into a work of art –chimerical, illusory as this
performance may be it is a work of art like no other’.(Simmel’73:304) Acting is
a distinctly different Simmel argues, than say a writer or author of a travel
novel whose affected and mimetic actions of travel and adventure are
meaningless unless translated (in the form of a written book) - into an
objective construct. In contrast then to such affective action Simmel illustrates
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that the actor in the theatre must do just the opposite of what a writer does that is take an already existing art form in the context of a written play and
help out, enhance this work of art, in fact transform it from the objectified state
back into a subjective reality. (Simmel 1973:304) Simmel says the actor’s
performance can have as a creative act - no end other than the performance
in itself.
"The art of the actor exists autonomously, neither eliciting reality from
drama or achieving some kind of 'synthesis'. One does not imagine a painting
as a kind of substitute for reality, as if a picture were only a kind of medium for
producing fantasy...; a picture has its own end and purpose, which to some
extent involves reality but is not in turn itself involved in reality. ...a
performance of Hamlet ...is not a medium for rendering visible some fantasy
of the real or of the literary. The actor’s performance is, in terms of art, itself
the end point, not a bridge one has to cross in order to reach some more
distant goal. (Simmel 1973:307)
In analysing this theory Simmel perceives this situation of the actor on
another a different plane of consciousness than that of the spectator and a
consciousness different than that of the creator of the work of art. The actor
is or seeks as such to establish another reality whose dialectic of tension
whose superstructural noumenal interior formations are in Simmels concept
from content to content - a transfer of meaning to meaning. The actor both
interprets and imparts material content, both interprets and imparts meaning
to the art, secondarily and less importantly (the how aspect of the illustration)
also imparts and interprets the form. Through aural and visual gestures the
actor creates meaning and constructs meaning. Dispensed with the
secondary everyday necessity of form for the moment we are speaking of an
exchange of meaning, or in fact an exchange of a multiplicity of meanings
revealing the value structure of the noumenal interiority - the created illudere the shared and multiple meanings of the art form.
Here again we seek to apply Huizinga’s typology of general rules. The
artist no different form his collective social example given above moves into a
different type of time, he is acting in a methectic helping out manner he is
pretending, using and interpreting an already existing art work, an existing
plastic object the material content of another’s and transforming it into
becoming something else, his task being to ‘materialize this completely ideal
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spiritual entity of the play, to transform it back into something that will look
realistic. Does the actor take this and raise it to art of a higher power? Or if
this does not make sense, does he, by virtue of his living corporeal
appearance, reinvest it with a realism which carries conviction?
(Simmel’73:304) Likewise, we see that the actor must methectically create, or
help himself into a different form of space, consciously operate in the
performance, in a distinct and other reality separate from the everyday, and
certainly there is a heightened visible order to his actions, repetition and more
that almost all else an autonomous nature of what is being attempted.
Equally too the transformation from the meaningful art form to the next art
form is at least in method, surrounded by secrecy. ‘How is it done- how is this
art learned and mastered? The performance again has boundaries and of
course has an absorbing intensity all of these equally attributable to the
collective Preaching outlined above. Again Simmel “Acting becomes art in
that it is abstracted from real life and is separated out form the everyday form
as the means by which life is lived, and fashioned into an autonomous form of
life transcending reality. Obviously this cannot be described in terms of a
historical or conscious process, but only in terms of the turning point when the
art of the stage actor detaches itself from its implication in everyday life and is
visible in fully independent forms.’(Simmel’73:309)
So we see then that the actor helps out an already existing art form and
by his own artistic endeavour transforms both his art and the art of the play
into a play a process of transformation of meaningful material content which
takes on different forms of reality. This transformation process, being in fact
no different for example from the art of poetry which takes the spoken or
written word, stylizes it, transforms it out of the real everyday life into images
divorced of real everyday content. (Simmel’73:309) Being to of a practical
bent we easily see the ‘poet painter or artist in all of us we are all also play
actors i.e. culture endows every aspect of life with this characteristic. Without
in any sense being false or hypocritical, we are harnessed into this paradox at
all times. And this constitutes the prototypical form of theatricality. This
particular function becomes an art when it exits for its own sake instead of
being part and parcel of the manifestations of ordinary life.’(Simmel’73:310)
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The actor plays, helps himself and the art he is interpreting helps him into the
transformation to a higher form.
We see in conclusion that actions more precisely play oriented or valued
situations help out acts of material content, acts of value and that both on an
individual or collective level are imbued with meaning principally these wertvalue acts not a contest for something but certainly are particularly, in our
examples representations of something. For the Wyandotte their cult
participation though ‘supra biological’ is still representative of something
whether it be to seek alternative status’ or to transcend class distinctions,
interplay with charismatically powerful others, the rules of the play are the
same and equally apply to the individual. His art helps him out his art helps
him methectically to arrive to a different status form the everyday, his
performance disengages both himself and his audience however temporarily,
form his proximity to the forces of production and without doubt enhances his
art with a form of power, power in a charismatic material content again
however chimerical it may be. Part of the play concept part of its totality using
all these ideal and typical points of reference identified in our examples draws
the circle around the material contents, the secret natures, the play value
spheres. Such a distinction leads us towards selected further investigation of
other value constellations within the concept and the whys of play.
.(Huizinga’55:26,Simmel’50:307-75)
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William Morris and Koloman Moser--Stellar Kindlers:
Impacts upon the Art World of Vienna
When William Morris died in 1896, his influence had already made a significant impact upon
the art world of Vienna. Within the next decade, the impact would be even greater as
manifested by the new directions in art and new art institutions that appeared just before the
th

Jahrhundertwende, immediately after, and into the 20 Century. Just at the time of Morris’s
death, Vienna was about to see the development of its own all-crafts-master with a genius that
paralled that of Morris, and one who held Morris’s achievements in high regard: Koloman
Moser.
The initial firsthand impact of William Morris upon Germanic visitors came through the
founding in London of the South Kensington Museum in 1862. The German exile, Hamburgborn Gottfried Semper (1803-1879), to become one of the Viennese Ringstrasse architects and
mentor of Otto Wagner (1841-1918), would have encountered the work of William Morris (18341896) during Semper’s involvement with Prince Albert in setting up what would become the
foremost institution for the education in and support of the decorative arts in Britain: the South
Kensington Museum (SKM). He could hardly have missed Morris, Marshall, Faulkner and Co.-Fine Art Workmen, established in 1861. While in England, Semper would also have heard of,
and possibly seen, Philip Webb’s sensational Red House for William Morris in Bexley Heath
built in 1859, including its interior decoration by Morris himself with some help from his
friends, such as Edward Burne-Jones (1833-1898) and Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828-1882), both
members of Morris, Marshall, Faulkner and Company. The news of these developments in
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architecture and the decorative arts in England Gottfried Semper would take with him when he
went to Vienna in 1871 for the Ringstrasse commissions that would include, in collaboration
with Carl Hasenauer, the Hofmuseums, the Burg Theater, and the Neue Burg..
Some of these attractions Rudolf von Eitelberger, first professor of art history in Vienna, would
also have seen and heard about when he had visited the "Exhibition of All Nations" of 1862 in
London. Returning to Vienna, he successfully convinced the non-art-savvy Emperor Franz Josef
I in 1863 to establish in Vienna an institution along the lines of the school at London’s SKM.
Persistence and passion reaped rewards with the founding in 1863 of The Museum für Kunst und
Gewerbe Kunst ( Museum for Arts and Crafts)—now the Museum der Angewandte Kunst [MAK]-on the model of the SKM, along with a school of handcraft connected to the museum. The
Kunstgewerbeschule adopted a philosophy keyed to principles central to Morrisian Arts and
Crafts principles. Emphasis would go to respecting handcraft and its makers as artists, not mere
craftsmen, and upholding the principles of producing products of high quality via top
instruction in the mastery of the various crafts necessary for turning out these products. This
school would graduate some of Vienna’s most outstanding decorative artists of the end of the
century, some of whom then became instructors at the same school. The importance of this
institution was underscored by its prominent position in Vienna—on the Schubertring of the
newly created Ringstrasse with a showpiece building by the prominent Viennese architect,
Heinrich Ferstel ( 1828-1883).
Some of Morris’s key principles would be also carried on in Austria at the Jahrhundertwende
th

and into the 20 Century, not only by students from the Kunstgewerbeschule but also by Otto
Wagner, from 1894 the Chief Architect for the city of Vienna and head of the special school of
architecture at the Wiener Akademie; by his students such as Josef Hoffmann (1817-1956), who
later became a colleague; by colleagues, such as Koloman Moser (1868-1918); and by the Wiener
Werkstätte, founded in 1903 by Moser, Hoffmann, and the financier Fritz Wärndorfer. Ahead of
their visits, the Austrian artists had also known about Morris’s production and philosophy from
the influential English publication, Gleeson White’s The Studio, published from 1893 onward.
This journal was made mandatory reading in the Viennese art schools as well as in Austrian
government cultural offices. The Austrians would also have known about Morris from
Continental art journals, which regularly reported on the art scene in London and reported as
well on items published in The Studio. Important Continental publications of this kind
themselves modeled upon The Studio included: Alexander Koch’s Deutsche Kunst und
Dekoration in Darmstadt (1897); the French journals Art et decoration ( 1897 ); L’arte decoratif (
1898); Dekorativ Kunst (1898) and Das Interieur: Wiener Monatshefte für Angewandte Kunst (
1900) in Vienna.
Hoffman, a member of the Secession, founded in May of 1897 by artists who had broken with
the Kunstlerhaus, himself had visited Britain where he met Charles Rennie Mackinosh and had
negotiated with him for him and “The Glasgow Four” to exhibit at the Eighth Secession in
November 1900. Hoffmann had also known about C. R. Ashbee’s Guild of Handicraft at Essex
House in East London, the philosophy of which owed to Morris and his Arts and Crafts
Movement and to John Ruskin ( (1819-1900). In a letter of 20 April 1900 to Baron Felician von
Myrbach, Director at that time of the Kunstgewerbeschule, Hoffman strongly recommended that
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Myrbach visit Essex House and talk to Ashbee: “… Es müsste sehr interessant sein, die
Werkstätte [ of Ashbee] zu besuchen und ihre Einrichtungen kennen zu lernen….Ich wurde Herrn
Baron sehr bitten, wenn es möglich ist, dies besuchlich mit Ashbee zu verhandeln.” ( cited in
Ankwicz-Kleehoven, p. 2)
In addition to Hoffmann and Myrbach, another Austrian who would become important to the
decorative arts in Vienna made a trip across the Channel. Fritz Wärndorfer returned to Vienna
in 1902 after a trip to Britain, where he also had met Charles Rennie Mackintosh and his circle.
In London, he had encountered the work of William Morris firsthand. Back in Vienna,
Wärndorfer visited the Café Heinrichshof ( now destroyed) across from the Wiener Staatsoper
on the Ring. At this coffee house, he encountered Otto Wagner, Josef Hoffmann and his circle
of young artist-friends and associates, and Koloman Moser with “viele Persönliches uber ihn
[Mackintosh] und die Morrisbewegung zu erzählen” (Schweiger 1995, 27). Hoffmann himself
would travel again to England in December of that same year.
In 1903, Moser, Hoffmann, and Wärndorfer founded the Wiener Werkstätte following the
models and ideas of Ruskin, Morris, and Ashbee-- especially Ashbee’s “Workshop Principle”
and the workshops in East London and Morris’s famous workshop operations at Merton Abbey
. The philosophy of the Wiener Werkstätte was reflected in their prospectus and commented
upon in 1904 by Joseph August Lux in Deutsche Kunst und Dekoration, the first publication to
review the products of the Wiener Werkstätte: “ [not from machines, which are only helps]
sondern von dem Geiste ihrer künstlerischen Urheber und von der Geschicklichkeit kunstgeübter
Hände. Liber an einem egenstand zehn Tagen arbeiten, als zehn Gegenstande an einem Tage
herzustellen, ist der bezeichende Grundsatz der Werkstätte” ( Lux, p. 1) .
The Wiener Werkstätte differed in a few fundamental points from Morris’s operation. For one
thing, they did not eschew machines in the way that Morris had, but saw them rather as helpers.
For another thing, the Viennese had a keen interest in new materials and developing new
techniques to work with the new materials, whereas Morris sought to discover and revive old
crafts and techniques. However, the Viennese held to Morrisian values of the importance of
inspired creation, the high respect for the artisan as artist/craftsman, the high regard for their
workers, the importance of creating beautiful surroundings, respect for materials,and emphasis
upon the highest quality of craftsmanship.
They, inspired by Morris as well as their own ideals, sought to educate taste. They, like Morris,
put high value upon integrated wholes—the idea of the Gesamtkunstwerk—in which all parts
of the whole design complemented each other. This feature was so apparent in the Morris
interiors that had had wide publicity, not only through the various art journals in England and
on the Continent, but also in the writing of Hermann Muthesius, who had served as the
technical architect for the Prussian Embassy in London (1896-1903). Muthesius had authored
the 3-volume Das englische Haus in which he had written not only about the English house
architecture but also about its draperies, carpets, upholstery, and wallpaper.
In the introduction to Muthesius’ work, Dennis Sharp rightly observes that Muthesius
transmitted English Arts and Crafts to Germany “and not the reverse” (Sharp in Muthesius,
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xiii). In 1905, the small brochure written by Moser and Hoffman further publicized the aims of
the Wiener Werkstätte.. Like Morris, they wished to create a close contact between the designercraftsmen and the public. They meant to create practical, beautiful, easy-to-use products. Like
Morris and the Arts and Crafts movement, which had influenced Otto Wagner in a similar way,
the Wiener Werkstätte, according to Moser and Hoffmann, would also be true to the nature of
the materials used. Forms would be simple and functional—ideas echoing both Morris’s
philosophy and that of the German architect Gottfried Semper, in Wien to design important
buildings for the Ringstrasse in the 1870s. This philosophy had an impact upon Otto Wagner,
who displayed it as one of the two mottos on the front of his first villa (1886-1888) in
Hüttelbergstrasse: “ Artis Sola Domina Necessitas [Necessity alone shall dominate art]” (
Sheaffer, 25).
The philosophy of John Ruskin that ran through the manifestation of William Morris was also
present at the core of Wiener Werkstätte : the artist-craftsmen would be at the top of their craft,
and the head of the operation would be one of the craftsmen. Morris himself was expert in
designing, calligraphy, high-warp weaving, hand-printing, block-printing, dyeing,
embroidering, and carpentry. He was also responsible for reviving lost techniques not only in
these crafts but also stained glass, which became another well-known product from Morris’s
workshops from the very beginning, produced in the Firm’s the workshops at Red Lion Square.
All of these influences had made a deep impression upon Josef Hoffman and Koloman Moser,
although to read a 1998 exhibition catalogue and a recent 248-page biography of Moser, which
relegated William Morris to an insulting one brief mention in parentheses--repeating her
source, yet--, it would seem that Vienna’s genius had sprung out like Athena from the brow of
Jove. Quoting Marian Bisanz-Prakken, Maria Rennhofer wrote--parentheses and all: “ ‘In his
vignettes for the first exhibition catalogue, curved lines and figurative and plant motifs are
predominant. At this time, one can see the influence of English artists ( Walter Crane, William
Morris, Aubrey Beardsley) as well as the Belgian Henry van de Velde.’ ” ( Rennhofer, Moser, 44:
quoting Bisanz- Prakken, 99).
This gross slight of Morris notwithstanding, Koloman Moser, like Morris , was involved in all
of the Wiener Werkstätte product lines and stood as an outstanding craftsman in nearly all of
them. In his article “Der englische Styl” published in the Österreische Volks-Zeitung,”
Hermann Bahr, the art-critic supporter of the Secession, had already recognized Moser’s manyfaceted talents in 1899 when he called Moser “der Tausand-künstler.” ( Bahr 1-2)
In the interior-decoration phase of Moser’s output, he was not only one of the major artists of
the new Secession and then of the Wiener Werkstätte, but he was also foremost as the organizer
of the Wiener Werkstätte’s production. At the same time that he was founding and managing
the production of the Wiener Werkstätte, he continued to teach as a professor at the
Kunstgewerbeschule--a post to which he had been appointed in 1899-- , educating the next
generation of applied artists .
For the Wiener Werkstätte, Moser and Josef Hoffmann both designed the workplaces and the
showrooms . These precincts paralleled the idea behind Morris’s Red House as well as Morris’s
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house at 26 Queen Square, London: to show the products of Morris’s enterprise as well as to
allow the public to see the craftsmen/artists at work. Consistent with Ruskinian principles of
honoring the creativity of a human being and preserving the dignity of the artists/workers and
consistent with what William Morris had done at the Merton Abbey Workshops, Moser and
Hoffmann informed the public in their work program of 1905 that the Werkstätte would ensure
that their artists and workers would enjoy what they were doing and at the same time have their
human dignity preservd while they worked in pleasant surroundings-- as had Morris’s workers
at Merton Abbey.
At both Merton Abbey and at the earliest site of Morris’s operation, stained glass figured as one
of the many crafts as advertised in the Firm’s Prospectus. The third point of this prospectus
reads: “Stained Glass, especially with reference to its harmony with Mural Decoration.” It was
already a part of a Morris domestic interior decoration, for Burne-Jones had designed for Red
House a set of allegorical stained glass panels featuring Fate and Love, crowned.
With the Gothic Revival well established in 19th Century England, carrying with it a surge in
building new structures and renovating old ones, Morris’s stained glass helped to amplify the
Firm’s reputation outside of London. Distinguished by their opulent use of color and their
story-telling emphasis, Morris’s windows were in one word “stunning.” Their production also
represented a prime example of the cooperation of the crafts within one project--medieval style.
An early example is the chancel window of All Saints at Middleton Cheyney in
Northamptonshire (1864-5), which incorporates panels by Morris.
Many other famous examples stand out among Morris’s commissions for stained glass over the
next 30 years, including: the magnificent Jesus College Chapel, Cambridge ( 1866); the
Manchester College Chapel, Oxford ( late 1880s-early 1890s); St. Michael’s Church,Cambridge;
and the “Crucifixion” and the “Nativity” windows of Birmingham Cathedral ( designs 1887).
In the Birmingham commissions, Edward Burne-Jones’s considerable talents loomed large, but
Morris’s own designs--as his sketch books reveal-- were evident and his direction paramount.
Morris normally determined the pattern of the leading and the coloring of these commissions.
Although Morris’s large window-glass commissions came from ecclesiastical establishments,
the Firm also did stained glass for domestic interiors. In fact, stained glass insets were an
integral part of the decor of the Firm’s famous Green Dining Room ( 1868) in the South
Kensington Museum. One of the Firm’s earliest domestic commissions came from an
Oxfordshire merchant from Bradford, Walter Dunlop, who wanted a set of stained glass panels
for the entry hall of his Harden Grange near Bingley in Yorkshire. Morris himself designed
four of the panels.
Like Morris, Moser also designed stained glass windows for establishments secular and sacred.
For his major Austrian church commission, Otto Wagner’s Kirche-am-Steinhof (1904-7), Moser
designed the great east and west windows, the “God-the-Father window “over the entry , the
chancel-window , and the panels symbolizing the Four Gospelers in the center of the nave’s
ceiling. However, Wagner opted not for stained glass after the inspiration of medieval stainedglass makers as did Morris, but rather for glass mosaic, following the cue from one of the
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pioneers in glass mosaic and another of his contemporaries--this one in the United States: Louis
Comfort Tiffany.
On the secular side, Moser designed the huge stained glass roundel ( 1898, now destroyed) that
had graced the front wall over the door of Josef Olbrich’s Secession building ( 1897). Also, for
the furniture-manufacturing firm of Jacob and Josef Kohn, Moser designed two stained glass
windows for the front entry of its headquarters. In 1906, for Karl Wittgenstein’s hunting lodge
at Hochreith, NÖ, Moser designed an abstract glass-window inset, hearkening back perhaps to
Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s glass insets at the Glasgow School of Art and the Queen’s Cross
Church and the glass insets for cupboards, again paralleling Mackintosh’s furniture designs
with glass-inset highlights, which Moser would have seen when Mackintosh and the others of
the Glasgow Four participated in the Eight Secession exhibition in November 1900. This glassinset decoration was not a feature in Morris’ furniture.
Morris’ firm also produced table glass; but for this part of the operation, rather than design
these kinds of items, Morris left other artist/craftsmen to that task, such as his
friend/collaborator Philip Webb, who had designed several sets of glassware for Red House and
who did commissions for glassware, which were then executed through James Powell & Sons at
the Whitefriars’ Glassworks in London.
Koloman Moser himself designed glassware for table use as well and for decoration. Very
much like Morris, Moser would also involve himself in solving problems of execution and in
working with various materials. Like Morris, Moser intimately understood materials that he
was working with. His designs then reflected the understanding that he gained from such
study. An example of Moser’s blown-glass is that of the set called “Meteor,” which he designed
in 1899 and for which he won recognition at the 1900 Paris Expositon. Consistent with Moser’s
philosophy, it was to be reasonably priced, beautiful, and practical. The reviewer in Dekorative
Kunst praised the “Meteor” line 1901 as an example of Moser’s mastery of “a new and extremely
effective technique [and in doing so, Moser] has taken his place as an undisputed authority
....the master at bewitching this flexible molten glass into slender graceful forms and using long
stems, delicate indentations of the bowl, gently curving surfaces and slight tinting of the glass
to convey an impression of the utmost charm.” (207) Meyers Neffe glass factory made the glasses
for E. Bakalowitz Söhne, which sold products designed by Moser before the advent of the
Wiener Werkstätte .
“Meteor” stands as an example of Moser’s abilities as a artist/craftsman/designer who was also
experimental, combining color with clear glass as he does with “Meteor” and experimenting
with the design and gravity in the relation between the bulb of the glass and the very long
stems. As Morris had done in the dye vats Thomas Wardel’s dye works in Leek, Staffordshire,
in the Peak District or in dismantling a medieval tapestry in order to study its composition,
Moser immersed himself in the study of his craft --in this instance, glassmaking. To learn more,
he traveled to the Klostermühle glassworks with Ludwig Bakalowits, the official glasssupplier to the Imperial Court. At these glassworks, Moser familiarized himself with the
various glass-making techniques and forged his own connection with the highly talented
Bohemian glass-makers in the firm of Johann Lötz Witwe, whose specialties included in
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opalescent and polychrome glass techniques. They, like Meyers Neffe, also supplied glass
products to Bakalowitz.
Morris also designed and hand-painted tiles in the early days at Red Lion Square. One such
example is the “Chaucer” tile of 1863, designed by Burne-Jones and said to have been painted
by Morris. Examples of tiles by Morris’s hand are the “Daisy tiles of c. 1862 and the
“Sunflower,” the “Bough,” and the “Tulip and Trellis” tiles, all of c. 1870. However, as time
went on, he left the tile-designing to Philip Webb and Burne-Jones, also to William DeMorgan,
Albert Moore, and Simeon Soloman.
Like Morris, Moser also painted tiles, drawn as Morris was to the design of flat surfaces. In
addition to tiles, Moser also designed ceramics for Josef Böck, a Viennese firm, which produced
not only Moser’s ceramic products but also those stamped “School of Professor Kolo
Moser”from 1900 onwards.
The interest in flat surfaces led Morris and Moser to design fabric and wallcoverings that would
advertise the fame of their respective decorative arts firms. Morris designed block-printed
papers and fabrics and woven textiles, such as tapestries, which Morris had called “the noblest
of the weaving arts.” He was a master at block printing, weaving--self-taught--, dyeing, and
embroidery. His mastery at Merton Abbey in 1883 of the ancient indigo-discharge technique
gave rise to new designs; 17 of 19 of them registered between May 1882-May 1885 for the
indigo-printing process included “Peter Rabbit,” “Bird and Anemone,” and “Rose and Thistle”
( MacCarthy, 444). These designs would join favorites such as “Marigold” ( 1875, fabric and
wallpaper), “Pimpernel “ (c. 1876, wallpaper), and “Honeysuckle” ( 1876, printed fabric) ; and
“Snakeshead” ( 1876, printed fabric), adding to the Firm’s array of designs based upon English
flora and fauna. In 1883, Morris began in earnest upon what would become his tributaries-ofthe -Thames series with “Wandle,” “Medway,” and “Wey,” already begun in 1881 with
“Evenlode,” one of the first fabrics printed in the new Merton Abbey precincts on the River
Wandle.
All of Morris’s designs for fabrics--printed or woven--and papers had roots in the natural world
of which Morris was a close observer, such as the 1892 “Bachelor Button wallpaper. Yet for the
all of the complexities of the designs in repeating patterns, Morris insisted upon rationality so
that they not become boring and that their “growth ...be strong and crisp, that the lines do not
get thready or flabby or too far from their stock to sprout firmly and vigorously.” From these
kinds of fabrics for interior decoration, Morris announced in 1882 yet another line for his firm :
printed fabric for ladies’ dresses. They were to be inexpensive just as the Morris & Co.
wallpapers were now part of “a great mass of uncostly surface decorations,” according to Morris
in the 1882 prospectus. The implication was also clear--and one that the Wiener Werkstätte
would capitalize upon--that ladies who had enough money could harmonize their wall
coverings with their dresses. Morris fabrics proved popular with the Aesthetes of the 1880’s,
who would dress to match their blue-and-white china--frequently satirizined in Punch-- and
other features of their domestic interiors.
This interest in co-ordinated, aesthetic dressing continued into the 1890’s and later, not only in
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England, but on the Continent, a fact attested to by Anna Muthesius’s book 1903, Das Eigenkleid
. The fashion-garment became one of the Werkstätte’s most important lines. Josef Hoffmann
was satirized in the Viennese press for co-odinating gowns and bedroom slippers with his
interior decoration. As did Hoffman, Moser also designed dresses, one of which his wife Ditha
models in a picture while posing with the Mosers’ infant son in 1907.
Like Morris, Moser produced a prodigious number of designs that found their way into fabrics
for the Wiener Werkstätte; . However, even before its founding, Koloman Moser had produced
fabric designs published by the house organ of the Secession, Ver Sacrum such as “Leaf pattern”
( (V.S., 2: 4, p. 1” ) and “Play of the Waves,” an 1899 textile design executed by the Viennese
textile firm of Backhausen & Sohn ( founded 1849) and the Secessionist pattern
“Blumenwachen” of 1899-1900. His work also appeared in two other publications--both design
portfolios. These two porfolios had a major significance to Viennese designers: Die Quelle,
published by Martin Gerlach in 1901 and Die Fläche, a publication of Anton Schroll that had
been compiled by Felician von Mayrbach, director of the Kunstgewerbeschule, in which he had
assembled designs from a number of his most prominent professors, including Josef Hoffmann,
Alfred Roller, and Moser. Section 8 of the first volume contains a colection of some of Moser’s
designs for commercial posters. In Die Quelle’s third volume ( 1901), Moser himself put
together in 30 lithograph plates a complete survey of his surface decoration to date under the
title Flächenschmuck von Kolo Moser. Similar to many of Morris’s designs, these designs could
be--and were--adapted to various media: textiles, wall hangings, bookcovers, book decorations
(endpapers, initials, title pages, spacers), tiles, bookplates, and floors. They also show Moser’s
progression from the earlier curvilinear, floral style of the 1890s, as demonstrated in Moser’s
Secessionist design of 1899, “Palm Leaf” to the geometric styles of the “Wild Rose Mark” of
1903 that became a Wiener Werkstätte trademark design.
Examples of some of these designs include the title page of Die Quelle with its undulating lines
forming the waves and the ladies of the spring, appropriate to the name of the publication, and
the geometric endpaper color lithograph design, “ Die Drei Raben [The Three Ravens]. ” Other
designs from this publication are “Donauwellen [ Donau Waves],” identified as a wall covering
for a bathroom; “Die Reifzeit [The Time of Ripening]” with the quadrats in a black-and-white
motiv as part of the pattern designated for a wall covering; and “Silvanus,” a repeating leaf
design designated as fabric for a bedroom decor. Designs for fabric pattern also appeared in
Moser’s illustrations in other contexts, such as the cover for the Augarten Festival brochure of
13-14 May 1900. As did Morris, so also did Moser take many of his ideas from plant and animal
life indigenous to his surroundings. As did Morris, Moser also demonstrated his amazing
versatility.
From the very beginning, Morris’s firm, which began its business on 11 April 1861, did not
focus upon interior decoration only; it also included objects for personal adornment. The fourth
point of its prospectus advertised “Metal Work in all its branches, including Jewellry.”
Although Morris himself could not seem to find time to devote to metal, spending much of his
considerable energy upon medieval embroideries and weaving tapestries, Philip Webb did.
The Firm had Webb’s designs executed by a jeweller who lived on their premises at Red Lion
Square.
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Kolomon Moser, on the other hand, did not weave tapestries or embroider wallhangings; but
he did design and make metal objects, including exquisite pieces of jewelry. As did Morris’s
firm, so the Wiener Werkstätte also included objects of precious metal and jewelry as part of
their offerings . An early Moser piece is the gorgeous belt buckle of silver, opal, and ruby
(1903). Of a very different character are the pendants showing Moser’s whimsical side with
woodland creatures as part of the design for children, such as: the squirrel pendant of silver,
green-enameled silver and semi-precious stones ( WW, 1905) and the mouse pendant of silver,
blue-enameled silver, and lapis lazuli (WW, 1905) ot the lizard pendant of 1904, showing Celtic
influence-[-possibly a Mackintosh-inspired piece?] . For the Viennese ball-going crowd,
Moser had designed a tiara (1902), which he called “Einfaches Diadem” that called for silver,
pearls, enameled oyster shells, and green stones. All of these pieces and designs for jewelry
show Moser’s understanding of the variety of materials that he incorporated into each piece.
Moser’s silver serving pieces reveal a similar variety of materials. One example is a handled
tray made of beaten silver and decorated with ivory and lapis lazuli ( WW, 1905). In 1905 for the
Hochreith hunting lodge of Karl Wittgenstein--industrialist-arts patron and father of Ludwig,
the philosopher--, Moser designed, and the Wiener Werkstätte executed, a silver mustard pot
decorated with semi-precious stones and glass inlays. Wittgenstein had commissioned the
Werkstätte to decorate his lodge. For general sale by the WW, Moser designed a silver-andagate box for cigars and cigarettes ( 1907). One of the most spectacular pieces by Moser was the
“Kaiser Casket” of 1906, made of gold, silver, enamel, semi-precious and precious stones
Not just smooth surfaces but hammered surfaces caught Moser’s fancy, as they did Josef
Hoffmann’s. The DKD illustrated metal flower holders, candlesticks and bonbonnière from
Hoffmann and Moser in 1905 (vol. XV, pp. 9, 12 ). An earlier piece, one of Moser’s
flowerholder-centerpieces of 1903, features an imaginative shape of nickle silver, silver-plated
and hammered and decorated with punch work. Another imaginative shape is Moser’s vase
with dolphin in hammered and smooth brass with a dolphin cut-out as part of its base ( 1903-4).
If Moser and Morris did not have jewelry in common, they did have furniture, an important
product for their respective firms. Morris himself had mastered carpentry and woodcarving,
and he kept his woodworking tools in a special case. The chairs by Morris and Moser became
famous.. Examples include Morris’s “Morris chair” and Moser’s checkerboard chair for
Hoffmann’s Purkersdorf Sanatorium (1903) with hints of the quadrats and the basic design of
Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s Willow Tree Chair for the hostess of the Willow Tree Tea Rooms
in Glasgow. Much of Morris’s furniture was made at his workshop precincts at Red Lion
Square and then at Merton Abbey. However, both Morris and Moser also used contractors--the
cabinetmaker Mr. Curwen for Morris and the Viennese furniture manufacturers Portois and Fix
and Jacob and Josef Kohn for Moser. As with his jewelry, so with many of his furniture pieces,
Moser demonstrated his knowledge of different kinds of materials, using several kinds of
woods and decorating the furniture with insets of various kinds, as seen in this cabinet, which
Moser did for Fritz Wärndorfer.
In fact, in some respects. Koloman Moser was something of a cross between Morris and Charles
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Rennie Mackintosh in the manifestation of his talents and output. Where Morris kept within
the sphere of decorative arts, Moser and Mackintosh basically left interior decoration and
returned to painting and to graphic arts in their later careers.
Unlike Morris, who did not design exhibition posters as part of his work, Mackintosh--notable
as a graphic artist for his Glasgow School of Art posters--had a parallel in Moser, whose designs
for the Secession exhibitions earned him fame. Other commissions came Moser’s way for
posters advertising a variety of establishments: Theater-an-der-Wien; Felix Salten’s cabaret, the
Jung Wiener Theater zum lieben Augustin; the furniture manufacturing firm of Jacob and Josef
Kohn, for which Josef Hoffmann had designed their precincts in Berlin and which had also
executed some of Moser’s furniture designs.
In the making of beautiful books, Moser also shared in another of the decorative arts with
William Morris. In the last years of his life, Morris had established the Kelmscott Press in
London at No. 16 Upper Mall in Hammersmith. As Morris had indicated in his essay “How I
Became a Socialist,” he intended to produce books, “some of which would have a definite aim
of beauty...easy to read and..not dazzle the eye....some beautiful by force of the mere
typography....books [that] would be a pleasure to look upon as pieces of printing and
arrangement of type.” True to form, Morris immersed himself in the technology of this craft
new to him and sought out the expertise of C. T. Jacobi, who headed the Chiswick Press, and of
fellow-Socialist Emery Walker, an expert in typography and process engraver. Morris “started
from scratch” and designed his “Golden” and “Troy” typefaces, for which Edward Prince, a
craftsman whom Morris respected highly, cut the punches. Unable to find a hand-casting
operation that suited him, Morris had to settle upon machine casting.
For the books’ decoration, Morris enlisted artists such as his faithful friend Burne-Jones for
some borders and initials; however, Morris also did much of the designing himself from initials
to page-layouts to the bookcovers of stamped leather for the deluxe editions. Morris’s page
layouts also broke new ground. Instead of the single-page layout concept almost universally
practiced in England, Morris insisted upon the double-page spread as what he called the “unit
of the book,” meaning that the pages facing each other must balance and complement each
other. Morris also implemented a medieval concept of layout by making the inner margin
narrowest and the bottom margin widest on the page. As did his great predecessors--the
medieval illuminators and his near -contemporary, the poet/painter William Blake--, Morris
insisted upon a proper balance of ornament to text and a clear relationship between the two.
Hence, Morris’s layouts were part of the decoration. As Morris himself said: “It is only natural
that I, a decorator by profession, should attempt to ornament my own books suitably: about this
matter I wil only say that I hace always tried to keep in mind the necessity for making my
decorations a part of the page of type” (quoted in MacCarthy, 618).
Although Koloman Moser did not have his own press, he had been involved for much of his
career in editing and illustrating. Moser also had in mind the well-made page--or cover--,
wedding text to design as any number of his designs for various book projects reveal, such as:
illustrations for children’s collections as in his black-and-white illustration for “Schlaff, mein
Püpperlein.” The text wraps around the picture and the decorated initial in the important
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collection of poetry for children ( p. 3), the Jugendschatz deutscher Dichtungen, published in
1897 by the Viennese firm, Verlag R. von Waldheim. In addition, the whole cover binding of
the same book opens like one of Morris’s double-page spreads with the body of the figure on
the spine of the book and her wings on each cover.
From the very beginning of its existence, the Secession’s house organ, Ver Sacrum produced
many text-and-design-integrated pages by Moser, such as the dramatic illustration for Arno
Holz’s poem “Iris” ( VS, I: 11, p. 2). Gerlach’s Allegorien. Neue Folge, published by Gerlach &
Schenk in Vienna ( 1896-7), was another important publication that showcased Moser’s pageintegrated, color-lithograph book illustrations. The same principles continued in other of
Moser’s book-cover commmissions in Austria and beyond, such as the covers for Hermann
Bahr’s Die Schöne Frau ( S. Fischer Verlag, Berlin, 1899), for Franz Servaes’ Life and Work of
Giovanni Segantini published by the important Viennese firm of Verlag Martin Gerlach ( 1900),
and the cover of the special book commemmorating the 25 anniversary of the founding of the
Austrian Postal Savings bank: Fünfundzwanzig Jahre Postparkasse. For all of these
publications, Moser designed the calligraphy, layout, and decoration. Moser was a mastercalligrapher, as was William Morris.
In addition to these kinds of graphic designs, Moser was also commissioned to join other
important projects, such as the Festschrift commemorating the 1904 centenary of the founding
of the Royal Court and State Press ( K.u.k Hof-und-Staatsdruckerei ) for which Moser did frames
for each page--resembling the page-frames of William Morris’s Kelmscott books--and lettering,
including the initials around which was set the text by Rudolf von Larisch, and other
decoration; Carl Otto Czeschka executed the woodcuts. In that same year, Moser contributed
significantly to two other periodicals. He became one of the editors of the Hohe Warte, a bimonthly journal, which ran through 1908, dedicated to “the cultivation of artistic education and
municipal culture” ( Rennhofer, 201). Under the managing editorship of Joseph August Lux and
published by Verlag Hohe Wart ( Vienna/Leipzig), this journal carried articles on subjects
having to do with art, architecture, art education, interior design--including the Wiener
Werkstätte’s work program of Moser and Hoffmann--, and town planning. In 1904, Moser’s
talents in graphics and design enriched a 24-issue run of the satirical magazine Der Liebe
Augustin.
Koloman Moser left the Wiener Werkstätte in 1907 because, as he himself said in “Meine
Werdegang,” he found the demands of the public too restrictive for his many-sided talents, for
their taste tended towards the mimetic. By contrast, Moser wanted a wider scope for his
creativity: something that he felt that the public did not understand, nor did they seem to know
what they wanted.( “Meine Reachtens wurde die Tätigkeit allerdings eine zu vielseitig und
allzusehr vorn Geschmack der Besteller abhängig. Und dabei wusste das Publikum meiustens gar
nicht genau, was es eigentlich wollte. Diese unmöglichen Wünsche der Kundschaften und sonstige
Meinungscerschiedenheiten haben mich auch veranlast, aus der Wiener Werkstätte
auszuscheiden.” Moser, 269)
Although Moser exited the operation of the Wiener Werkstätte, it continued to function under
the direction of Hoffmann and Wärndorfer until Wärndorfer’s emigration to the United States
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in 1914. Still, its influence was felt on the Continent and across the Atlantic through its branch
in New York City. It continued to operate according to its original philosophy of providing
high-quality handcrafted goods: fabrics, glassware, furniture, ceramics.
As for Koloman Moser, when he left the Wiener Werkstätte, he turned his energiesnot only to
graphic art and painting and especially to painting between 1913-1916, but also to a new
interest. Not unlike William Morris, who took up a new line--bookmaking and printing--near
the end of his life, Moser expanded into the theater. In 1906, Moser had already begun to
follow this new interest: stage-design, including costuming.
After 1907, his output was significant. Dancers Brattie Young and Nellie Moyse danced in
Moser costumes in 1909 ; so did Olga George, who had created “Beardsley Dances” [ as in
Aubrey Beardsley]. As with his interior design and the book illustration, paralleling William
Morris, Moser approached the set-design as a whole, the Gesamtkunstwerk concept again,
almost his professional motto. For Moser, costumes were just as important as a complement to
the set’s decor and space; and scenery and costumes were an important complement to the
music and libretto, not a mere backdrop to it.
A highly successful new production found its way to the Wiener Staatsoper in 1910: the opera
Der Musikant by Jules Bittner, sets by Moser, and musical direction by Bruno Walter. A
surviving design for Hermann Bahr’s drama Das Phantom( 1913) shows how thoroughly Moser
worked. Just as Moser had studied glassmaking closely, he now immersed himself in the works
and theatrical ideas of two of Austria’s leading playwrights, J.N. Nestroy ( 1801-1862) and
Ferdinand Raimund ( 1790-1836) . Moser’s theater-set designs and costume designs also
became known outside of Austria, thanks to their being published in DKD ( 911, VI, p. 389) and
in a porfolio brought out by the Berlin publisher Kurt Fliegel & Co.
In the field of graphics, Moser’s reputation went all over the world in stamps, a special postal
card, and bank notes. The special postcard showed the reigning Kaiser and his palaces in
Vienna and Prague and a set of postage stamps featuring the Kaiser and other rulers from
Kaiser Karl VI and Kaiserin Maria Theresia forward. The Royal Post and Telegraph had
commissionedMoser to do these items in honor the 60th Jubilee of Kaiser Franz Josef I in 1908.
Stamp dealers London, Paris, and Rome were advertising these new stamps as “the most
beautiful in the world.” For yet another commission of 1908, Moser designed banknotes for the
Austro-Hungarian Bank.
With respect to painting, both Moser and Morris had a talent for it although Morris claimed
that he could not paint. On the portrait of his wife Janey--the subject of the famous, beautiful
painting known both as “La Belle Iseult” and “Guinivere”--, Morris had written the disclaimer
that although he could not paint her, but he could love her. Moser, however, pursued his
painting seriously; and-- Moser being Moser--, his output was prodigious and varied: selfportraits, portraits, landscapes, still lifes, nudes, and allegories.
The spot on Moser’s throat in his self-portrait of 1916 symbolized what would come too soon..
On 18 October 1918, Koloman Moser succumbed to throat cancer. His grave in the Hietzinger-
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Friedhof lies very near to those of his friends Gustav Klimt and Otto Wagner, both of whom
had also died in the same year: Klimt in February and Wagner in April. Two years after
Moser’s death, the Viennese art-handler/publisher Wolfrum, then on the Kohlmarkt, organized
an exhibition in November 1920, which featured Moser’s late paintings. The number was
enormous: 276 paintings among whicb numbered 250 oil paintings and 76 works in tempera,
some of which were Moser’s exquisite designs for Otto Wagner’s Kirche-am-Steinhof and the
Heiligen-Geist-Kirche in Düsseldorf and some of Moser’s theater designs.
As with the life achievements of William Morris so also with the life achievements of Kolomon
Moser, the subject is enormous because of the creative energy of these two giants. Moser, in his
own way, continued so many of Morris’s principles: integrity of materials, high value upon the
highest possible craftsmanship, the importance of the designer’s understanding of the materials
and the techniques of execution alongside the craftman who would have the task of execution
if time did not permit the artist to do the execution; the respect for the artisan; the recognition of
the need of human beings to have beauty in their environment; the ability to create wholeness
in environments.
Both Morris and Moser were identified with major styles and “looks” of their talents’ making:
“the William Morris style” and two styles identified with Moser--the “Secessionist style” and
the “Wiener Werkstätte Style” for Moser. As was Morris so also Moser : both were blessed with
energy and creative genius that embraced many skills and fields of expertise. Although Morris
was known widely on the Continent, it is fair--though sad--to say that Koloman Moser did not
have a contemporary reputation in Britain to match.
As “Moser” follows “Morris” in the alphabet, so also did the comprehensive genius of
Koloman Moser almost follow that of William Morris on the stage of the decorative arts like a
link in a remarkable chain. Within the last year of William Morris’s life, Koloman Moser was
just finishing his studies in 1895 with Franz Matsch at the Kunstgewerbeschule in Vienna after
studying drawing with Christian Griepenkerl and history painting with Matthias von
Trenkwald, who had done the glass painting for the first of the important Ring commissions:
the windows of the Votivkirche. As Morris was dying, Moser was beginning to publish his
graphics with important publishing firms such as Gerlach & Schenk. Within the year, after
Morris’s death, Moser not only had won recognition for his many-sided talent with the
commission for the huge stained glass roundel in Josef Olbrich’s Secession building. This
commission had come after a group of artists, including Moser, had done the unheard-of thing
of resigning from the Künstlerhaus and had had the audacity to “set up shop” in their own
building.
Within the same time frame, Moser had also landed a major commission to decorate one of a
complex of highly visible, revolutionary apartment blocks--38 Linke Wienzeile-- from Vienna’s
most prominent architect, who had recently been appointed as the new Professor of
Architecture of a special school within the Akademie der Bildenden Künst ( the Academy of Fine
Arts) and as chief architect for the city of Vienna: Otto Wagner. This chronology in itself is
remarkable, but--as Moser’s biography would demonstrate-- more would come.
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A poem by the American poet Emily Dickinson begins: “ Because I would not stop for Death, /
He kindly stopped for me.” Neither William Morris nor Koloman Moser would have been glad
to see Death pull up before their respective doors, despite the illnesses that plagued them at the
end of their respective lives; they had too much to do. Like John Keats, they feared that they
might cease to be before they finished all that they had in mind--Morris to master ink-making
and who knows what else his curiosity might fall upon next, and a similar sort of scenario with
Koloman Moser. The minds of William Morris and Kolo Moser never seemed to stop until
Death forced the creative energies of these two giants to a crashing standstill. Neither one of
them went gently into that so-called good night. The two of them, Moser following directly in
the wake of Morris, stand out as something quite remarkable: a stellar cluster of multi-talent
that illuminated--and still illuminates--with magnitude the realms of the decorative arts and
the fine arts into the 21st Century.
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Single White Female: The Threat of Galatea in Góngora’s “Fábula
de Polifemo y Galatea”
An unattached woman is dangerous to a patriarchal society.
While a married woman promises stability and predictability, a
single woman threatens society with her perceived volatility.
In Góngora’s “Fábula de Polifemo y Galatea,” Galatea’s status as
an uncommitted woman leads to the near destruction of Sicilian
society, and illustrates the dichotomy of man/woman, art/nature.
The existence of the associations of man with culture and
woman with nature is explained in a fascinating article “Is
Female to Male as Nature is to Culture?” by Sherry B. Ortner in
which she explains:
…the pan-cultural devaluation of woman could be accounted
for, quite simply, by postulating that woman is being
identified with, or symbolically associated with, nature,
as opposed to man, who is identified with culture. Since
it is always culture’s project to subsume and transcend
nature, if woman is a part of nature, then culture would
find it “natural” to subordinate, not to say oppress her
(11-12).
The supremacy of man over nature will be asserted time and again
in “La fábula de Polifemo y Galatea” and will underscore
Góngora’s implicit warning that a woman who willfully remains
unattached is both deviant and dangerous to society.
Consequently, Galatea will be shown to be a force of destruction
which must be brought under control.
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The poem’s first description of Sicily is replete with
instances of man’s domination over nature and the fame that
results from such control.

Polifemo is initially introduced as

“horror de aquella sierra” (134), but is also described as the
pastor of a flock of goats, unsurpassed in its abundance.
Although he strikes fear in the inhabitants of the island
because of his appearance and antisocial behavior (living alone
in a cave, killing hapless sailors), he is almost immediately
portrayed as an instrument of control over nature.

In addition

to maintaining his flock, he helps other pastors by protecting
their herds from wild animals: “…pellico es ya la que en los
bosques era/ mortal horror al que con paso lento/ los bueyes a
su albergue reducía,/ pisando la dudosa luz del día” (136).
Polifemo thus serves a civic function, protecting the livestock
of others on the island by killing the beasts that threaten them
and their livelihood.
Nature thus far has been shown to be either in need of
protection by man, as in the case of the flocks, or in
opposition to man, as in the case of the wild beast.

Nature is

later described as deceptive, another trait which will reinforce
the man/art and woman/nature dichotomy.

After describing

Polifemo’s social function, the poem gives a detailed list of
the items in his cave.

Due to his prosperity, his dwelling

houses not only his goats, but also a wealth of fruits.

Among
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these is “la manzana hipócrita, que engaña,/ a lo pálido no, a
lo arrebolado” (136).

The apple is misleading because its red

skin veils its white flesh.

It also recalls Eve and the Garden

of Eden, linking the deceptive apple to women in general,
reinforcing the association between woman and nature and the
ability to deceive inherent in both.
Galatea is finally introduced in stanza 13 as “Ninfa, de
Doris hija […] pavón de Venus es, cisne de Juno” (137).

The

fact that Galatea’s father is not named is significant; it
highlights her status as an unattached and thus dangerous woman.
She has no father, no authority figure to answer to, no one she
must respect or risk exposing to shame, and no protector.

This

may explain why her many suitors are so bold, and why her usual
response to a man is to flee in fear.

The mythological

significance of “pavón de Venus” and “cisne de Juno” has already
been elucidated by critics such as Dámaso Alonso, but I believe
it is noteworthy that the metaphors are two birds, further
linking Galatea/woman with nature.
The subsequent stanza is a description of Galatea’s
physical exquisiteness, in accordance with all the standards of
Renaissance esthetics of female beauty.

In all of her

descriptions, Galatea is not once addressed as anything more
than a physical object of beauty.

The reader never learns of

her thoughts or feelings; with the exception of Acis, none of
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the other characters seem to think of anything but her physical
appearance, and she literally has no voice.

In addition to

objectification, there is a second result of such descriptions
of physical perfection.

In her article “The Feminine Mistake:

Nature, Illusion, and Cosmetics in the Siglo de Oro,” Elizabeth
Teresa Howe explains: “While a specific woman praised by each
poet personifies a certain perfection of beauty, each also
typifies those characteristics most prized by men at the time.
Hence, each of the sonnets records the criteria of beauty by
which other, less perfect women might be judged” (445).

This

comment will become germane when we discuss the only other
female inhabitant of the island mentioned: the farmer’s
daughter.
In stanza 15 we learn more about Galatea as an object.

The

reader learns that she is “pompa del marinero niño alado” (138).
Cupid is made arrogant by Galatea’s lack of interest in the
suitors he has wounded with his arrow.

Later in the stanza,

Glauco, the first of Galatea’s sea deity suitors, is introduced.
He too is rejected by Galatea, who the narrator refers to as “la
bella ingrata” (138).

By accusing her of being ungrateful for

not accepting Galuco’s invitation, the narrator is implying that
as a woman, she should somehow appreciate his advances or submit
herself to the whims of a male deity.

This comment made by the

narrator takes on a violent significance when we learn the
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reason for Galatea’s flight in stanza 30.

Upon receiving the

offerings left for her by Acis she instantly realizes that they
are not from Polifemo, and does not attribute them “a sátiro
lascivo, ni a otro feo/ morador de las selvas, cuya rienda/ el
sueño aflija, que aflojó el deseo” (143).

Galatea is thus

constantly aware that she is vulnerable to rape by any male who
is interested in her.

Her response to amorous overtures is to

flee, simply because she cannot trust any male to reign in his
desires while around her.

The fact that she has no father to

protect her also means that there is no male authority for her
suitors to answer to should they allow their hormones to get the
best of them.

Nevertheless, the narrator, aware that this is

the situation, insists that Galatea is somehow ungrateful in her
resistance to Glauco’s advances.
The hostility towards Galatea continues when Palemo,
another minor sea deity, approaches her in stanza 16.

When she

takes flight in response to him, “ser bien quisiera,/ ya que no
áspid a su pie divino,/ dorado pomo a su veloz carrera;” (138).
His first wish is that she be bitten by a snake and die, as
happened to Eurydice, or that she be defeated in her race
against him as was Atalanta.

Fortunately for Galatea, his

inability to transform himself into an asp or an apple keeps him
from fulfilling either wish.

Galatea’s status as an unattached

woman is thus shown to be dangerous, as she is susceptible to
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attack at any time.

It is also infuriating to those who have

fallen in love with her because of Cupid’s poisoned arrow but
who will ultimately be refused by Galatea herself.
Stanza 18 begins with a description of Sicily which
emphasizes the fertility of the land due to man’s cultivation
and control of it.

Because of its abundance of grain and

agricultural products, “las provincias de Europa son hormigas”
(139) who come to Sicily to carry away her excess grain.

This

puts the rest of Europe in a relationship of dependence upon
Sicily.

If all is not well in Sicily, all is not well with

Europe.

In addition to grains, the island produces great

quantities of wool and wine.

A portion of all of these goods

are offered to Galatea, “bien sea religión, bien amor sea,/
deidad, aunque sin templo, es Galatea” (139).

Thus farmers,

shepherds, and winemakers alike worship Galatea.

Their products

are blessed by Bacchus, Pomona, Ceres and Pales, yet they all
pay tribute to Galatea, presumably because they are all in love
with her and her beauty.
It is worth noting that the offers made to Galatea are the
first fruits of each crop: “el cuerno vierte el hortelano,
entero,/ sobre la mimbre que tejió, prolija,/ si artificiosa no,
su honesta hija” (139) and that the vessel which holds the
offerings is made by a woman.

The farmer’s daughter is the only

human female mentioned in the poem and she is described as
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“honesta.”

The other two female singular adjectives “prolija”

and “artificiosa” ostensibly refer to “la mimbre” but the fact
that they are feminine and singular means that they are somewhat
ambiguous in that grammatically, they may also refer to “hija”.
Recalling Howe’s comments, one could interpret “artificiosa” as
meaning that the girl uses some sort of makeup, or artificial
means, in an attempt to make herself look more like the
perfection of beauty embodied in Galatea (who all the men on the
island worship).

In order to make the vessel which holds the

offerings to Galatea, the farmer’s daughter must be “honesta,”
chaste or pure, and she, unlike Galatea, has a father to make
sure that she stays “honesta.”
The fact that Galatea is uncommitted to any male means
that all the men on the island hope for a chance to win her
affections.

This causes them to abandon their social

obligations and threatens the island’s economy.

“Arde la

juventud, y los arados/ peinan las tierras que surcaron antes,/
mal conducidos, cuando no arrastrados/ de tardos bueyes, cual su
dueño errantes;/ sin pastor que los silbe, los ganados/ los
crujidos ignoran resonantes” (140).

Because the youth is

burning with passion for Galatea, they are unable to concentrate
on their work.

As a result, the plowman merely goes through the

motions of plowing the field, but doesn’t really churn up the
earth, he just combs over it.

Sometimes, the land doesn’t even
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get plowed and the oxen wander aimlessly.

The abundance of the

island will be squandered if the men don’t stop thinking about
Galatea.
The sheep are without a shepherd to watch over them and as
a result, numerous sheep are lost to the wolf.

“Cébase, y

fiero, deja humedecido/ en sangre de una lo que la otra pace”
(140).

The blood of the sheep which are abandoned by the

shepherd and fall victim to the wolf saturates the ground, and
other sheep, left to graze unsupervised, consume their fellow’s
blood while eating the grass.

The chaos that has resulted from

men pining away for Galatea has reached a climax in crude
cannibalism.

Nature needs for man to watch over and control it;

if left to their own devices, the ox will roam, the dog will
sleep, the sheep will bleat and draw the wolf’s attention, all
leading to death and destruction.

Sicily will suffer, and

because the rest of Europe is dependent upon Sicily for grain,
the entire continent will be threatened if Galatea does not
cease to be a disruptive influence.

In order for nature to

serve its full purpose as man’s instrument, Galatea must be
attached to a male.

If Galatea pairs up, the rejected suitors

will have to accept their lot and move on with their daily
duties.

Until Galatea is the prize of one man, she is

theoretically available to all and this makes her an agent of
disorder.
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In an attempt to avoid disaster, the narrator calls upon
Cupid for help “¡Revoca, Amor, los silbos, o a su dueño/ el
silencio del can siga, y el sueño!” (140).

It is Cupid’s

responsibility to correct the disorder by making Galatea fall in
love and restore her to her proper place in society (in a
position of submission to a male).

Before Cupid physically

shoots Galatea with an arrow of love, we discover: “Era Acis un
venablo de Cupido” (141).
instrument of order.

It is Acis who will be Cupid’s

It is presumed that if Galatea falls in

love with Acis, her other suitors will no longer be distracted
by her availability.

In refusing her previous suitors, Galatea

was an active agent of disorder.

She must now be brought under

control if the island’s economy is to survive and continue to
produce crops for the rest of Europe.
After Cupid chooses Acis as his instrument, he must still
shoot Galatea with his arrow to ensure that she will fall in
love: “carcaj de cristal hizo, si no aljaba,/ su blanco pecho,
de un arpón dorado” (144). She will lose her agency and become
an object in another of Cupid’s games.

As Acis gazes upon the

sleeping Galatea, she is again objectified, not by the narrator,
nor by Cupid’s arrow, but by Acis’s gaze.

According to Mary E.

Bernard:
As he pleasurably focuses his attention on Galatea, her
body emerges as the brilliant, idealized object on which
his very identity as voyeuristic idolater depends […]
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Acis’s look transforms Galatea into the desired object, and
the catachreses in their ‘hyperbolic visibility’
specularize her in a second and more profound way: they
create a visual display for the reader, who becomes a
spectator along with Acis (71).
The description of Acis’s gaze, as comprehended and internalized
by the reader, makes the reader complicit in the objectification
of Galatea.
It would initially seem that Acis too will become
objectified when Galatea in turn gazes upon him.
the case.

This is not

Galatea is sleeping while Acis is looking at her, but

Acis is only “fingiendo sueño” while Galatea watches him and he,
unbeknownst to her, is actually returning her gaze through halfclosed eyes.

Since he is returning her gaze, he cannot be

objectified by it.

He is also actively trying to figure out

what she is thinking “lince penetrador de lo que piensa” (146)
which frees him from being a mere object of her gaze.
The fact that Galatea alone is objectified by the male gaze
is important.

As Matthew D. Stroud explains: “When a man sees a

woman only as […] an object of amorous contemplation, the poet’s
imaginary gaze can be said as well to serve the symbolic
register, the phallic function, social conservatism, law and
order” (68).

The poet’s and Acis’s gaze are an attempt to bring

Galatea under control, again furthering the distinction between
man and woman, art and nature.

Both woman and nature must be
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brought under control by man and another of his representatives,
art.
Polifemo, although not selected by Cupid to be such,
becomes an agent of order as well as a poet by the poem’s end.
Just as Góngora had implored the Conde de Niebla to leave the
hunt and listen to his poem, Polifemo addresses Galatea in
stanza 46 “¡Oh bella Galatea” and requests that she stop what
she is doing and listen to his song “Deja las ondas, deja el
rubio coro […] escucha un día/ mi voz, por dulce, cuando no por
mía” (149-150).

He is further associated with the poet/art due

to the fact that he is the only character with a voice (besides
the narrator) in the entire poem.
This association of Polifemo with art will lead to the
ultimate defeat of the disruptive power of woman/nature at the
poem’s end.

When “el canto de Polifemo” is interrupted by some

goats in his fields and the lovers are discovered, Polifemo
performs his second act as an agent of control.

Because Galatea

has given herself to Acis, she has lost her value as an honest
woman.

This will thwart her actions as an agent of disorder

because she will no longer be sought after by all the men on the
island.
Galatea loses her lover and is publicly shamed; she will no
longer serve as an agent of disruption and order is restored to
the island through the actions of Polifemo.

Thus, in the end,
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Polifemo, representing man and art, re-establishes the order
which had been threatened by Galatea, the representative of
woman and nature.
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Absent Fathers and the Search for the Father
--- in Frank Chin’s The Chickencoop Chinaman and The Year of the Dragon
Psychoanalysts must probe the imagination; whether one conceives of an imaginary father,
a symbolic father, or a real father (keeping in mind that the real does not exist), the
profusion of signifiers associated with the father hides one important fact: these father
signifiers are empty.
Christiane Olivier1

Chinese Americans not only reside in an alien, even hostile territory, but also
distance from their heritage land. Although the need for a father is an archetypal human
necessity, Chinese Americans more urgently need a father who can teach them both how
to behave like Americans and to give them the knowledge of their ancestry. They need a
father who is strong and victorious, rather than loving and caring, because they feel
inferior in the foreign country of America. More importantly, the father should be able to
guide them to establish their American identity. Yet, the ideal father is always absent, as
Freud, Lacan, and Jung have demonstrated. For example, in Frank Chin’s The
Chickencoop Chinaman and The Year of the Dragon, the figure of the ideal father is
absent in a transcendental form. Compared with Freud, Lacan, and Jung’s concept of the
absence of the father, however, the absence in the two plays stems from different reasons
and has different manifestations. In this essay, I will argue that the fathers’ life stories in
Chin’s two plays are reversed versions of Freud’s father. Meanwhile, the sons’ search for
the ideal father is in fact a quest for their own identity, which consists of their
Chineseness and Americaness.

1

Guy Corneau, Absent fathers, lost sons: the search for masculine identity, trans. by Larry Shouldice,
Shambhala Publication, Inc. 1991, p. 7.

2
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To elaborate on my argument, I will first recapitulate the psychological concept
of the father. Then, by comparing Freud’s father with the fathers in Chin’s two plays, I
will argue that the fathers in the two plays are weak in American society, and, as a result,
their life stories are reversed versions of Freud’s father. After that, I will argue that in The
Chickencoop Chinaman, the son’s search for the ideal father is in fact an attempt to
define his Chineseness, which is to be masculine. On the other hand, in The Year of the
Dragon, the son’s struggling for moving out of Chinatown is actually to constitute his
Americanness, for which his immigrant father cannot provide an example.

The Absent Father: A Symbolic Figure of Patriarchal Culture2
The father is an unstable or volatile figure because fatherhood is closely
connected with absence. First, the father can never be absolutely verified in the process of
conception and gestation. Second, the father is usually outside of the family, working as a
breadwinner. Alex Pirani claims that it is the “father’s business to be absent: away
hunting, earning a living, functioning in the wider world.” He is free from “body ties”
and “detached from maternal concerns.” More significantly, the father is a construct of
culture. Sigmund Freud, Jacques Lacan and Carl Jung all view the figure of the father as
a powerful figure that stands behind patriarchal culture. According to Freud, at the origin
of civilization, the father of the primal horde possessed all the women until his sons killed
him and devoured him. He clearly notes: “The violent primal father had doubtless been
the feared and envied model of all the brothers…devouring him, they accomplished their
2

I am indebted to Paul Rosefeldt for this part. The citations in it quote from his book The Absent Father in
Modern Drama, Peter Lang Publishing, Inc., New York, 1995, p 5-8.

3
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identification with him.” In order to alleviate their guilt, the sons reestablish the father in
the totem animal. In Lacan terms, the Symbolic Father is absent in his presence, a figure
representing the Law of the Father, the establisher of language and culture. The sons and
daughters search for the Symbolic Father unendingly because he “can only be imperfectly
incarnate in the real father.” Like Lacan, Jung also claims the father archetype
“represents authority, hence also the law and the state. He…is the creative windbreath…the spirit pneuma, the atman.” In other words, the father, as a metaphor, invents
the history and culture for all human beings; because of this, the absence of the father
means the void of a particular history and culture.

The Fathers in Frank Chin’s The Chickencoop Chinaman and The Year of the
Dragon
To borrow Paul Rosefeldt’s words, “Freud’s powerful figure of the Dead Father
as sacrificial victim, Lacan’s symbolic father behind the artifice of patriarchal culture,
and Jung’s archetypal father as spiritual force and divine speaker of the Word or Logos,
all point toward a powerful absent father in a transcendental form.”3 The examples of the
absence of the ideal father are seen in Frank Chin’s The Chickencoop Chinaman and The
Year of the Dragon. Compared with Freud’s archetypal father, however, the fathers’ life
stories in the two plays are the reverse of Freud’s father because of their powerlessness in
American society. Dishwasher, the father in The Chickencoop Chinaman, is weak all the
time; on the other hand, Pa, the father-dictator in The Year of the Dragon, is feeble
outside Chinatown even though he exerts the extreme patriarchy within his family.

3

Ibid, p. 9-10.

4
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1. Dishwasher in The Chickencoop Chinaman

In this section, I will argue that blatantly contrasting with Freud, Lacan and
Jung’s powerful figure of the father, the father in The Chickencoop Chinaman,
Dishwasher, is extremely weak. In his family, the roles of father and son have even been
reversed. It is only in an Asian American context that the discrepancies between
dishwasher’s story and Freud’s father can be explained.
In Freud, Lacan and Jung’s concepts, the father is a powerful figure: Freud’s
father owns all the women; Lancan’s Symbolic Father determines his children’s
subjectivity by bestowing his family name on them; Jung’s father represents the law and
the state. By contrast, the father in Chin’s The Chickencoop Chinaman is defeated and
pitiful - weak. For instance, he cannot get around outside of Chinatown without his son;
he depends on his son’s English to do things. Not only does he essentially need his son to
survive but also the roles of father and son have reversed in his family. In contrast with
the traditional act of parents giving their child a bath, his son partly takes the parental
responsibility of bathing his father. In the last bath, his son even has to help his father
“into” (Chin 1981:17) the bath, rather than just “wash his back” (Chin 1981:17). Since
only an infant needs to be carried into the bath, the scene suggests the father is more like
a baby near the end of his life. In addition, before the scene, the father beseeches for help:
he says his son “had to” (Chin 1981:17) help him, which indicates he knows his own
inner weakness.
The story of Dishwasher is in every respect opposite to Freud’s father. For
instance, he does not even have a woman (the play does not mention), let alone all the

5
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women; he “finished” (Chin 1981:17) himself off instead of being murdered by his son,
although his son was suspected of being involved in killing him; his son is indifferent to
his death rather than showing any emotion. Not surprisingly, the discrepancies can be
explained in an Asian American context. First of all, Dishwasher does not have a woman
because of the particular historical circumstance: the law prohibited Chinese women
entering America, and white women risked losing citizenship for marrying Chinese men.
Second, Dishwasher’s suicide occurs after he is being taken “to the police to get a form
filled out for the Immigration” (Chin 1981:17). It does not matter that he is afraid of the
police or deportation, he is literally scared to death. Perhaps he is already frightened on
the way he goes to the police to get the form although at that point he does not even know
its content. He only knows it is about immigration. Just the very existence of the form is
sufficient to destroy him because it signifies Immigration’s absolute power over him.
Ironically, he dies for nothing because the form is not serious. Lastly, his son does not
feel sorry for his death because he has no basic respect for his father. He does not even
acknowledge dishwasher is his father. The dysfunctional relationship should be attributed
to the incompetence of the father in American society
The father is not only weak but also afflicted with autism. Since he cannot speak
English outside or even Chinese at home (his son speaks very poor Chinese), he cannot
communicate with anyone when he is in distress. As a result, he always withdraws into
the bathroom to take a bath. While he is bathing, he suspects that white old ladies are
peeking at his body through the keyhole. Laura Mulvey takes that in patriarchal order,
“pleasure in looking has been split between active/male and passive/female.” It is the
male who projects his fantasy onto the female figure; consequently, the woman is

6
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displayed as an erotic spectacle.4 From the father’s perspective, however, the gender roles
of looking and being looked at have been reversed: the father puts on his underpants in
the bathtub because of the white ladies’ gaze. Thus, the white ladies emerge as the
representation of power. The voyeuristic-scopophilic illusion strips the father of his
masculinity, hence the father loses his identity both as a man and as a father. The father
in The Chickencoop Chinaman symbolizes that the Chinese immigrant father has
regressed into the pre-paternal civilization in American society.
Moreover, in contrast to Lacan’s the “name-of-the-father,”5 Dishwasher not
only has no name, but also is named “Dishwasher” by somebody else. This signifies that
not only can he not determine his child’s subjectivity, but also he does not have his own
individuality. American society totally devours him.

2. Pa in The Year of the Dragon

In this section, I will argue that in The Year of the Dragon, Pa’s behavior is
worse than prototypical patriarchy; he is a tyrant in the family. The extreme patriarchy of
the father-dictator reflects his weakness outside Chinatown.
While Dishwasher disappears on the stage without having been acknowledged
by his son, Pa, the father in The Year of the Dragon, is psychologically absent even after
having been addressed as such. He is a patriarchal father: he oppresses his son’s talents

4

Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Media and Cultural Studies, ed., Meenakshi
Gigi Durham and Douglas M. Kellner, Blackwell Publishers, p. 397.
5
Thomas A. Hanzo, “Paternity and the Subject in Bleak House,” in The Fictional Father: Lacan Readings
of the Text, ed., Robert Con Davis, The University of Massachusetts Press, Amherst, 1981, p. 34.
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and smothers the son’s attempts at self-affirmation. Moreover, he behaves in an
exaggerated patriarchal fashion—he even expects his sons to dress him, including
spraying deodorant, tying his necktie, and putting on his shirt and pants. The image of Pa
sitting, and China mama and Johnny each putting a shoe on his foot, emblematizes that
everybody in the family must succumb to him. It also indicates that Pa is a tyrant,
demanding uncompromising and unconditional submission.
The extreme patriarchy of Pa, however, reflects his powerlessness outside
Chinatown, as Luigi Zoja points out that “the ‘terrible fathers’ were themselves a special
manifestation of the crisis of the father, insofar as they attempted to alleviate it by turning
themselves into powerful, tyrannical national fathers.”6 His refusal to allow his son to
move out of Chinatown, which propels the dynamics of the story, stems from his own
experience that is not explicitly displayed in the plot; he himself cannot survive outside.
Pa knows clearly that he only can be famous within Chinatown; that is illustrated while
he is abusing himself: “You my son obba Chinatown famous pa” (Chin 1981: 109). Pa,
who should be dignified to be Chinatown’s mayor, nonetheless favors American culture.
For instance, he mimics Charlie Chan, the stereotypical Asian American figure produced
by Caucasian Americans, in his Chinese New Year address although the occasion is
exclusively Chinese and his audience is purely Chinese. The obvious incongruity does
not bother him at all; he is even pleased by his ability to insert something “American”
into his speech. Even though his son is an English major, he asks Ross, an American, to
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revise it. The self-contempt of his own verbal culture7 reveals his subjugation to
Americans.
Like in The Chickencoop Chinaman, the death of Pa in The Year of the Dragon
is very different from the one of Freud’s father. Yet, the death of Pa is also divergent
from the one of Dishwasher. Dishwasher dies out of his fear of what is signified by the
immigration form, the disastrous result of which has nothing to do with his son. By
contrast, Pa’s son encourages his death even though his son does not mean to destroy him
on purpose. Pa collapses because his son eventually erupts to resist his dictatorship.
When his son shouts “No!” (Chin, 1981: 139) to his order, Pa slaps him. It appears on the
surface that Pa demands unconditional surrender to his authority from his son; but in fact
Pa uses the slapping to conceal his dread of any disagreement. It is because he needs to
cover his weakness that Pa slaps his son. Moreover, the fact that his family is watching
compels him to continue abusing his son so that he can sustain his mask of powerfulness.
While he is slapping his son, Pa loses his ego8: even though he knows it would only
destroy himself, he keeps slapping until the very action exhausts him.
Although the son destroys Pa’s life inadvertently, he does stop his family from
saving Pa. He also wants to thoroughly sever any relationship with his father, which is
also opposed to Freud’s story of the father. In Freud’s concept, murdering one’s father
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brings the father to life: “Rather than dissolving his power, death magnifies and
perpetuates it. His death in nature produces his life in culture as symbol (a totem god), as
source of the law.”9 In The Chickencoop Chinaman, because Pa reminds his son that both
of them are failures in American society, the son utterly breaks away from his father:
“He’s a flop! Couldn’t even make your stupid speech without hanging onto me couldya?
You flop! ‘Mayor of Chinatown’ Flop!” (Chin, 1981: 140). Unlike his father, the son
aspires to succeed in America.
Because he is powerless outside Chinatown, Pa is afflicted with power fantasy
in his family. He not only acts as a tyrant with his family, but also fancies being a
worldwide celebrity like Charlie Chan. He imitates Charlie Chan by ordering his children
to call him “Pop” even though he has no idea about what pop is (Chin, 1981: 130). He
also copies Charlie Chan’s dialogue to appear as if he is in control of everything: “You
got dah case solve yet?” (Chin, 1981: 130). His feelings of inferiority in reality explain
why Pa fantasies he has authority. In conclusion, Pa’s inadequacy in America brings
about the psychological absence of the ideal father in The Year of the Dragon. This play
and The Chichcoop Chinaman diverge in that the two fathers are polarized: whereas
Dishwasher is symbolically castrated, Pa is extremely patriarchal.

The Search for the Father: Chinessness and Americanness

Because a strong and victorious father is absent in both The Chichcoop
Chinaman and The Year of the Dragon, the sons search for the ideal father throughout the

9
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entire plays. In this section, I will argue that the sons’ search for the ideal father is a quest
for their own identities. On the one hand, in The Chickencoop Chinaman, the son’s
search for the ideal father is in fact an attempt to define his Chinessness, which is to be
masculine. On the other hand, in The Year of the Dragon, the son’s struggling for moving
out of the Chinatown is actually to determine his Americanness. The masculinity and
Americanness are essential for the first Chinese American generation to constitute their
identity in America.

1. To be masculine: Chineseness
Tam, the son in The Chickencoop Chinaman, defines the essence of
Chineseness as masculinity, through this definition Frank Chin fights against the
dominant discourse about Chinese in America.
Tam is looking for a “fighter” (Chin, 1981:48) father because his real father is
too weak. An ideal father would teach his son “no matter how bad he ever got beat, or
however he got beat, to always smile, stand up and say, loud, ‘I did enjoy the fight so
very much’” (Ibid.). If his son beats up a white boy, the father will protect him. For Tam,
the maneuver is not only the repercussion of his lack of a strong father, but also the
reflection of his own weakness in American society. In contrast to his father who at least
takes some responsibility to raise him, Tam has given up his children to a white man.
Biologically he is a father; in nature he is still a son who was born having no virile father
thereby doomed to a life of searching for one. In fact, for Frank Chin, the Chinese
American as a group needs to identify with the ideal father’s masculinity. The
identification is to fight against “the Word” (Chin, 1981:6) invented by the white.
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Actually, Chin’s writing itself is fighting against the dominant discourse about the
Chinese American. As Patricia P. Chu says:
Chin, beginning his project of Asian American cannon formation in the
early 1970s, models his criteria after those established for the American
canon: he fashions a central myth as definitive of the culture, and he marks
this myth in terms of gender. Second, the myth Chin constructs and
obsessively repeats is the story of a lone hero, or preferably a band of
brothers, battling the forces of a corrupting society.10
In Tam’s narrative, his father lacks fierceness and “dignity” (Chin, 1981: 46).
Although he knows his father likes to watch boxing, he never considers it an indicator of
his father’s hidden manliness. Only when Tam realizes that he will never find the ideal
father, he realizes that he does not know his real father at all: “The Chinatown Kid
would’ve liked to have seen … How do I know what he would’ve liked” (Chin, 1981: 63).
This discovery implies Tam will get to know his father better in the future, and thus
provides the possibility that Tam will somehow dig out his father’s masculinity.
Based on the idea that novels about artists are in fact about the authors
themselves, Frank Chin has been particularly obsessed with discovering Chinese people’s
masculinity in Chinese culture and Chinese American history, which has become his
“own sires.”11 This strive allows the Chinese American to author their own personality
and culture, rather than being imposed upon by “the Word” of the mainstream discourse.
This is significant because the positive Chinese American figure is absent from general
American literature, and is thus missing from the American’s mind. Moreover, the
10
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venture shapes the Chinese American’s own fantasies and transforms the fantasies into
compelling and instructive Chinese American literature.12

2. Leaving Chinatown: Americanness

In The Year of the Dragon, Fred’s struggling for moving out of Chinatown is in
fact a quest for his Americanness. While he is constructing his Americanness, which is
confrontational to his father’s identity, Fred also finds his subjectivity.
Fred’s attempt to leave Chinatown and Pa’s insistence to stay consists of the
main plot of The Year of the Dragon. The Chinatown, as a signifier, overlapping with the
figure of Pa, poses a burden on Fred. Fred’s desire to leave keeps being restrained by Pa,
until the end of the play when Pa dies. The whole quest for leaving testifies the
transformation of Fred, who eventually locates and articulates his subjectivity, which is
Americannes, to his father.
Being a tour guide, Fred does not have the subjectivity because he mimics
everybody else’s talk. He never uses the first person pronouns “I”, “Me” or “We” (Chin,
1981: 114). The scene where he teaches his “China Mama” to learn the pronouns
illustrates his intense desire to assert his subjectivity. Not only does he initiate the
learning without being asked, but also speaking the first person pronouns is the only
subject in his first and only conversation with his biological mother. The desire, however,
only can be satisfied through another person’s cooperation. It is only because the “China
Mama” is a passive figure in the play that Fred has the opportunity to practice declaring
his subjectivity.
12
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The crucial question for Fred is whether he is Chinese. Fred does not consider
himself Chinese: Chinese language is “foreign and ugly” (Chin, 1981: 115) to him; he
does not understand his “China Mama” at all. Moreover, he cannot identify with his
biological mother because he has been separated from her for a long time. Surprisingly
and significantly, only she helps him claim his subjectivity, and only she listens to him
when he is pondering who he is.
Fred cannot communicate with both his biological mother and father. The
people who can understand him are his step mother, sister, and brother because being the
first generation of Chinese Americans they encounter the same problem even though they
handle it in different ways. In particular, the problem is that they have to choose one from
the binary identities: Chinese/American. Their parents demand them to be Chinese; on
the other hand, they feel they are American. According to Lowe, “the reduction of ethnic
cultural politics to struggles between first and second generations” is undesirable,
because they imply the impossibility of hybridity by portraying immigration history “in
term of a loss of the ‘original’ culture in exchange for the new ‘American’ culture.”13
Frank Chin provides a confrontational situation in the play.
A critical moment that leads Fred finally to locate his subjectivity as
Americanness happened some years ago, when he was still a tour guide. One day a white
man happened to talk to him about the Fred he knew in high school. Fred did not admit
who he was. While he was listening to the white man saying that Fred would be very
successful, Fred “looked straight ahead and there he [the white classmate] was in the
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mirror behind the pies” (Chin, 1981: 138). In the mirror, “he [the white classmate] looked
at me [Fred] over the lemon meringue and I [Fred] was over the pound cake” (Chin, 1981:
138). Lacan has demonstrated how the moment when a child recognizes his own image in
the mirror is crucial for the constitution of the ego.14 The moment when Fred looked at
the mirror was likewise significant. The white man’s description of his potential, which
was much more brilliant than he had experienced himself, propelled him to outstrip his
role as a tour guide. Consequently, the image of himself in the mirror was conceived as
his ideal ego, giving rise to his bright future.
The identification with his perfect ego ultimately prompts Fred to articulate the
“I,” the subjectivity to his father. At the end of the play, his shout “No” declares not only
his denial of the patriarchal order, but also his Americanness that differs from his father’s
identity. Being one of the first generation of Chinese Americans, Fred eventually asserts
his distinct identity from his immigrant father. As Patricia P. Chu says, “In the absence of
legitimizing recognition by Asian American or white fathers, Asian American sons may
adopt the trope of self-fathering, seeking to claim Americanness by constituting
themselves as literal and literary fathers, or they may seek to prove their Americanness
by demonstrating their expertise in deploying the discourse of American democracy.”15
Indeed, while he is demanding democracy from his father, Fred establishes his identity by
claiming his Americanness. Since there is no example to follow, Fred has gone through
much to find his own subjectivity, Americanness, which unavoidably varies from his
father’s.
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Conclusion

Displacement has a profound influence on the life of Chinese American
immigrants. After entering America, they lost all their superiorities that they had
possessed in their native land. Thus, their life story is the reversed version of Freud’s
father, since the powerful father exists only when he is holding patriarchal authority. In
the meantime, because the immigrant fathers cannot precisely define Chineseness and
Americanness, their sons have to search for both of them simultaneously in order to
establish their identity which is inevitably distinct from that of their fathers’.
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"Race Subsumes Gender": The Clash of Race and Gender in J.M. Coetzee's Waiting
for the Barbarians
Ania Loomba’s discussion on the relations between feminism, nationalism, and
postcolonialism within the history of anti-colonial struggles in the Third World in
Colonialism/Postcolonialism points to the troubled nexus of the issues of gender and
race. In her conclusion that “even though the reform of women’s question seems to be a
major concern within nationalist (colonialist) discourse … women themselves, in any real
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sense, seem to ‘disappear’ from the discussions about them” ( 221 ), Loomba is directing
to the marginalizing effects on women of traditionally male-centered discourses of
nationalism and colonialism. Thus, from a feminist perspective, the relationship between
feminism and post-colonialism is troubled in that women have served as “sites” rather
than “subjects” of political debates between colonialist and resistant nationalist. In
relation to this, Frantz Fanon’s “Algeria Unveiled”, as will discussed below, is an
examplar of how the woman’s body serves as a “site” of resistance in the nationalist
cause.
If Loomba directs our attention to the discourses of colonialism and nationalism, I
would like to suggest that the relations between race and gender still remain troubled in
contemporary postcolonial writings. It is from this perspective that I intend to criticize
J.M. Coetzee’s works, especially Waiting for the Barbarians (1980), in this paper. What I
intend to do in this essay is to examine how issues of gender get conflated with those of
race. More specifically, I intend to focus on how gender mainly exists as a channel to
communicate the issues of race within the narratives of Coetzee’s novels. It is from this
perspective that I suggest that the topography of how the relations between race and
gender evolve in his works resembles that of former nationalist discourses in that “race
subsumes gender.”
Undeniably one of South Africa’s most renowned writers, Coetzee has been
known as a writer who focuses on the guilty consciousness of liberal white settlers caught
between the positions of the Oppressor and the Oppressed. A whole array of his major
works mainly explore this guilty consciousness of the white settler. However, what is not
so well known about Coetzee is that “gender” is actively explored in order to address his
concern regarding the psychology of the white settler. Coetzeee’s works such as Waiting
for the Barbarians and Foe (1986) reveal similar aspects of how gender is subsumed by
the issue of race. Thus, although different in the way the issues of gender are dealt with
by the writer, both novels are similar in that the female voice or body exists as a
metaphorical “site” of post-colonial consciousness to effectively address the issues of
post-colonialism. In other words, both works resemble each other in that gender politics
is not only actively pursued but also appropriated to address the writer’s cause of postcolonialism.
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Historically, gender has been central to the conceptualization and expression of
colonialism and nationalism. The woman’s body has been the embodiment of national
fantasies, be they colonial, anti-colonial, or postcolonial. “Nationalism is frequently a
gendered discourse,” writes McLeod, which represents the nations in gendered terms:
“the image of the passive female who depends upon active males to defend her honor”
(114). As the threat to “Miss Quested” in E.M. Forster’s novel A Passage to India is
translated into a threat to the British Empire by the colony, nation has been frequently
represented as a female in the discourse of colonialism. Furthermore, anti-colonial
nationalism has repeated the colonialist’s practice of “gendering” the nation as it is found
in Fanon’s discussion on gender in “Algeria Unveiled.” Through his discourse on the
Algerian woman’s “veil,” Fanon iconizes the female body as the site of anti-colonial
struggle against the Colonizer. Although it stresses the woman’s active participation in
the anti-colonial struggles, her role is important and effective not so much because she
makes herself a capable agent but because she is the emblem that embodies the nation.
Similarly, Coetzee in Waiting for the Barbarians repeats the former colonial and
anti-colonial practices of identifying women with nation in that the female body stands
for the metaphor of the colonized nation. More specifically, the tortured state of the
colonized nation is presented in the forms of the distorted body of the barbarian girl.
After Colonel Joll from the Third Bureau withdraws to the capital, the protagonist, the
Magistrate, attempts to clear his guilty consciousness through his acts of benevolence
toward the abandoned barbarian girl. His guiltiness mainly derives from the fact that he is
an accomplice of the Empire’s tortures to the barbarians. If Colonel Joll represents the
violence of the Empire on its Colonized subject, the Magistrate stands as the metaphor
for the liberal white settler that suffers from the guilty conscience of being part of
imperial violence. However, his consciousness vacillates between two conflicting
emotions: Sympathizing with the Colonized Other while feeling nostalgic toward the
peaceful past at the frontier. “The Magistrate’s position is deeply “ironic,” writes
Ashcroft, as a magistrate he is the representative and upholder of imperial law through
his refined, self-indulgent but humane administration, however, his disdain for the gross
excesses of Colonel Joll renders his position “ambiguous” (104). To clear his bad
conscience, the Magistrate invites the deserted girl left behind by her own folks after their
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release from prison into his house and provides her with food and shelter (27). Their
relationship evolves into a ritual of washing and oiling performed by the Magistrate on
the body of the barbarian girl. As his orders of “I want everything cleaned up ! Soap and
water! I want everything as it was before! ”(24) indicate his inner wish of recovering the
state of affairs at the settlement to be “peaceful” again, the Magistrate’s act of washing
the barbarian girl becomes a ritual to “heal his guilty consciousness” of being the torturer.
It becomes an act of “oblivion” from the atrocities of the Empire, a state of oblivion that
frees him from his compunctions of “knowing too much” (21).
However, what the Magistrate has to learn in Waiting for the Barbarians is to admit
that this oblivion is never to be accomplished. As Newman points out, “Ritual offers both
a fantasy of atonement and a means of symbolically negating or reforming the past”
(132). As he repeatedly comes back to his conscience after the trances he experiences
during the rituals of bathing the barbarian girl, the settlement is never to recover from the
atrocities of the Empire. Another thing the Magistrate has to learn is the fact that the
relationship between the barbarian girl and him is never to be “intimate” (43), an
intimacy also denied in his relations with the colony. No matter how hard he tries, the
barbarian girl remains as “blankness” incomprehensible for the Magistrate as the slips
found at the ruins of a former settlement found in the desert are “undecipherable” to him.
As long as he holds the position of administrator serving the Empire, his relationship with
the barbarian girl remains as one that is inscribed by the power relations between the
Colonizer and Colonized. The moment he attempts to reach equity within their relations
through the gesture of crossing the boundaries of the Empire to take the barbarian girl
back home, the Magistrate becomes “displaced,” being put into the state of
“imprisonment” and “tortured” for his turning back on the Empire. Thus, the relationship
between the young barbarian female and aged white Magistrate serves as a powerful
allegory of the power dynamics between the Colonizer and the Colonized in Coetzee’s
Waiting for the Barbarians.
Despite its effectiveness of addressing the ambiguous position of the white settler
toward the colony, however, the allegory of gender politics in Barbarians is problematic
in that the issues of gender exist only to the extent to reveal the protagonist’s postcolonial consciousness. As the voice of Algerian women behind the veil is never to be
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heard in Fanon’s discussion, the voice of the barbarian female who undergoes the rituals
of cleansing in Waiting for the Barbarians is never to be heard except for the sake of
helping the author delineate the Magistrate’s psychology of guiltiness. In other words, as
the nationalist Algerian woman is veiled and unveiled in the cause of nationalism by
Fanon, the barbarian female’s presence extends only to reveal the white settler’s moral
dilemma in Coetzee’s work.
Coetzee’s use of gender in deploying the white settler’s guilty consciousness is
found later again in Foe (1986), this time in the voice of a female protagonist, Susan
Barton. Although Foe appears to be feminist in the beginning as a postcolonial re-writing
of Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe narrated by a female narrator, Coetzee’s attitude toward
feminism in Foe is again similar to that of Fanon in “Algeria Unveiled.” As Fanon is
interested in the issues of Algerian women only to the extent that it is useful for his
discussion on “nation,” Coetzee is interested in feminism only to the extent that they are
useful for delivering his message: The dangers and impossibility of representing the
colonized Other, Friday. To deliver his message, Susan Barton has to be both voiced and
eventually silenced in Foe. Following Josephine Dodd’s words, “Coetzee commits the
very act of appropriation he has sought to expose” (161). It is this kind of representation
of the female body and the silencing of the female voice in Coetzee’s works that has been
of ongoing controversy and attracted the scholarship of feminism. For the feminist
scholarship Coetzee’s use of gender in his works is problematic because the woman’s
voice seems to be only a “channel” to discuss his politics of postcolonial writing.
In the trajectory of the postcolonial subject building process present in Cotzee’s
works, David Attwell traces a change in Coetzee’s attitude in both novels. The movement
of agency passes from a “moment of displacement” embodied by the figure of the
Magistrate in Barbarians to “abnegation” embodied by Susan Barton in Foe (4).
However, what is left out in his discussion is how such evolvement of Coetzee’s thinking
affects his female characters: the barbarian girl and Susan Barton. What I intended in this
paper is to examine the relations between gender and race in Coetzee’s Waiting for the
Barbarians for the purpose of placing his treatment of gender within the context of the
troubled relationship between feminism and post-colonialism. Seen from this
perspective, Coetzee’s works display complicity with the discursive practices of both
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nationalism and postcolonialism that have subsumed gender in the cause of race, whether
it is the settler or the colonized.
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Abstract: In theory, the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of
America sets forth a principle widely known as “separation of church and state.” In
practice, America is a dynamic patchwork of religious and political values, attitudes,
and activities. In some cases, the religious and political components of our lives rest
side by side without seriously challenging one another – or the principle of separation.
Other cases are fraught with misunderstanding, conflict, and confusion. As a
preliminary step toward clarifying misunderstandings and resolving conflicts, this paper
examines several components of the current controversy concerning intelligent design.
Specifically, I explore: (i) a frequently befuddling and puzzling fabric of public opinion,
(ii) conceptual difficulties inherent in the use of concepts like creationism, evolution,
and intelligent design, (iii) the rich philosophical and intellectual history underpinning
the concept of intelligent design, including Charles Darwin’s lifelong fascination with
the concept, and (iv) pivotal court cases concerning the teaching of creation science
(Edwards v. Aguillard: June 1987) and intelligent design (Kitzmiller v. Dover:
December 2005). But I begin as all good papers should begin: with a story.

L

A Timely Topic

ast fall a colleague from Earth Sciences invited me to speak to an Elderhostel
group about the concept of Intelligent Design. His inspiration, he confided,
originated from a Geology conference where professors had been given ten
minutes to state their views on the subject. The energy during that session, based on the
impact it made on my colleague, must have been incredible. He found himself not only
wanting to know more about Intelligent Design, but wondering what scholars in other
fields – especially at his home institution – thought about the topic. He pitched his idea to
the Elderhostel who, much to his delight, demonstrated considerable interest. In addition
1
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sabbatical from SUNY Oneonta (Spring 2006). Participation in the conference is supported in part by a
Faculty Development Award. Sincere appreciation is extended to: (i) SUNY Oneonta, especially President
Alan B. Donovan, Provost F. Daniel Larkin, and Dean Michael Merilan, and (ii) the East-West Center,
especially Elizabeth Buck, Peter Hershok, and Grant Otoshi.
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to thirty-three registered participants, our sessions were “crashed” by approximately a
dozen undergraduate students who had somehow gotten wind of the event. When all was
said and done, what would have been a low profile discussion between professors and
senior citizens wound up as a front page story in the college newspaper.
Professor Fleisher selected a provocative title for the session – Stirring the Pot – but
repeatedly stressed that our goal was to explore rather than debate. A total of six
presenters, divided evenly between two sessions on consecutive Mondays, were expected
to adhere to the same ten-minute limit that had governed exchange during the Geology
conference. Five of the six presenters were professors, three of whom hold the title of
Distinguished Teaching Professor. A Baptist minister rounded out the group but,
unfortunately, a Jewish rabbi who had been invited to provide additional religious
perspective was unable to participate.2
Despite (or maybe even because of) the Draconian time constraint placed on each
speaker, the Elderhostel sessions provided an intriguing cross-section of belief
concerning Intelligent Design. Yet in a very real sense, as inspired and insightful as the
content of our presentations may have been, the most interesting thing about the
exchange is the simple fact that it took place at all. In terms of the title of this paper, we
may ask what it says about religion in America when both senior citizens and college
students are drawn to an intellectual discussion of Intelligent Design.

Public Opinion
Recent surveys conducted by the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life3 demonstrate
that Americans exhibit a generally positive attitude toward science, but retain a decidedly
2

Our forum was sponsored by the Center for Continuing Adult Learning and hosted by the State University
of New York at Oneonta. My fellow presenters included Paul Bischoff (Associate Professor of Science
Education), Gary Bonebrake (Pastor of the Main Street Baptist Church in Oneonta, NY), P. Jay Fleisher
(Distinguished Teaching Professor of Earth Sciences), Nigel Mann (Assistant Professor of Biology), and
John Relethford (Distinguished Teaching Professor of Anthropology). I am grateful to Jay Fleisher for
inviting me to participate in this invigorating exchange. Each participant provided a clear, incisive
presentation that served to remind me of things I might otherwise have forgotten, to inform me of things I
did not otherwise know, and to spur my thoughts in directions they might not otherwise have taken. To
each, I owe a heartfelt “thank you.”

3

According to their website (<http://pewforum.org/about/>, accessed November 10, 2006):
The Pew Forum on Religion & Public Life, launched in 2001, seeks to promote a deeper
understanding of issues at the intersection of religion and public affairs.
The Forum pursues its mission by delivering timely, impartial information to national opinion
leaders, including government officials and journalists. As a nonpartisan, non-advocacy
organization, the Forum does not take positions on policy debates.
The Forum functions as both a clearinghouse and a town hall. As a clearinghouse, it gathers and
disseminates objective information through polls and reports. As a town hall, it provides a
neutral venue through its various issue roundtables and briefings for discussions of important
issues where religion and domestic and international politics intersect.
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religious conviction about the origins of life and remain deeply distrustful of the theory of
evolution by means of natural selection. According to a report issued August 30, 2005:
Most Americans believe that God was responsible for the creation of life on earth but
divide on the question of whether and how life has changed since the creation. Overall,
78% say God created life on earth, while 5% think a universal spirit or higher power
was responsible for the creation.
Despite this broad agreement regarding the origins of life, the public is deeply divided
on precisely how life developed. A plurality of Americans (48%) say that humans and
other living things have evolved over time, but nearly as many (42%) say that humans
and other living things have existed in their present form since the beginning of time. …
There is further division among those who agree that life has evolved over time. Of
those who say that living things have evolved over time, roughly half (26% of the
public overall) accept the Darwinian account of evolution, saying that evolution has
occurred through natural processes such as natural selection. But nearly four-in-ten of
those who believe in evolution (18% of the public as a whole) say that evolution was
guided by a supreme being for the purpose of creating humans and other life in the form
it exists today, a view that is consistent with some aspects of what has been called
“intelligent design.”4
Beliefs about Evolution

Beliefs about the Origins of Life
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A Universal Spirit Created Life on Earth
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The Director of the Institute, Luis E. Largo, holds a Ph.D. in Political Science from the University of
Chicago. His publications include an edited volume titled: Religion, Public Life and the American Polity
(University of Tennessee Press, July 1994).
4

“Public Divided on Origins of Life: Religion a Strength and Weakness for Both Parties.”
<http://pewforum.org/docs/index.php?DocID=115>.
Issued August 30, 2005. Accessed November 10, 2006.
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A follow-up survey, reported a year later, provides confirmation of the overall statistical
portrait, important context and detail that were not addressed in the 2005 study, and even
a few hints concerning the direction in which opinion is shifting:
Solid majorities in every major religious group say that scientific advances help rather
than harm mankind. The view that science is helping mankind varies from 63% among
mainline Protestants to 72% among white Catholics.
But the issue of evolution and the origins of life remains highly divisive. Specifically,
the views of white evangelical Protestants are very different from those of other groups,
with a majority (65%) rejecting the notion that humans and other living things have
evolved over time, and espousing the view that life has existed in its present form since
the beginning of time. Just 28% of evangelicals believe in evolution, and only 6% think
evolution occurred through natural selection.
Among seculars and most other religious groups, majorities believe in evolution: this
includes 59% of white Catholics, 62% of white mainline Protestants and 83% of
seculars.5
Beliefs of White Evangelicals
80
60
40
20

For comparison, the 2005 study reported
that 70% of white evangelicals believe that
life has always existed in its present form
(vs. 65% in 2006) while 20% believe in
some form of evolution (vs. 28% a year
later). The percentage of white evangelicals who accept evolution by means of
natural selection remained unchanged at
6%.

The percentages of respondents who accept
some form of evolution were fairly
consistent between the two studies for two
Life has always existed in its present form
Life has evolved in some way
profile groups: white Catholics (61% in
Life has evolved by natural selection
2005 vs. 59% in 2006) and white
mainstream Protestants (60% in 2005 vs.
62% in 2006). However the corresponding percentage for secular respondents in 2006
(83%) was notably higher than in 2005 (71%).
0
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Interestingly, only 25% of African American Protestants in 2005 accepted the idea that
species evolve over time, with about half (13% overall) believing in natural selection and
about half (12%) opting for the idea that evolution is guided by a supreme being.6
5

“Many Americans Uneasy with Mix of Religion and Politics.”
<http://pewforum.org/docs/index.php?DocID=153>.
Issued August 24, 2006. Accessed November 10, 2006.
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As had been the case in 2005, the 2006
study found that:

Percentages of Americans who
accept some form of Evolution

…mainline Protestants and Catholics
who believe in evolution are themselves
divided over the question of whether
evolution occurred through natural
selection or was guided by a supreme
being for the purpose of creating human
life in its present form. Overall, 31% of
mainline Protestants believe in natural
selection, while 26% believe a supreme
being guided the process. Among
Catholics, 25% subscribe to the idea of
natural selection and 31% think
evolution was divinely guided. Only
among seculars does a majority accept
natural selection: 69% of respondents
with no religious affiliation believe that
life evolved through natural selection.7
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In 2005, 24% of mainline Protestants reported a belief that evolution occurred under
divine guidance (vs. 26% in 2006), but the percentage who accept a process of natural
selection was unchanged from one year to the next (31%). For Catholics, figures shifted
slightly more, but not enough to constitute a trend or challenge the reliability of the
overall statistical portrait: in 2005, 28% accepted natural selection (vs. 25% in 2006)
while an identical 28% opted for guided evolution (vs. 31% in 2006).
As noted above, the percentage of secular respondents who expressed a commitment to
evolution was markedly higher in 2006 than it was in 2005 (rising from 71% to 83%). A
parallel increase shows up in the data concerning natural selection: whereas a bare
majority of secular respondents in the 2005 survey reported a belief in natural selection
(56%), over two-thirds (69%) opted for natural selection in the 2006 survey. Despite the
apparent upswing in evolutionary commitments, both increases may depend more on
sampling technique and size than they do on changing societal attitudes. Less than oneeighth (234 of 2000) of the 2005 respondents described their religious orientation as
“secular.”8
6

1644 (82.2%) of the 2005 respondents identified themselves as “White.” 224 (11.2%) selected “Black.”
Only 126 (6.3%) were Hispanic. Data tables provide partitions for White Catholic, White Mainstream
Protestant, and White Evangelical, but no parallel subdivisions for Blacks or Hispanics.
7
Ibid.
8
According to the 2006 survey, America is not nearly as secular as our schools, movies, newspapers,
television, and shopping malls would lead an unbiased observer to suppose. Two-thirds of Americans
answer “yes” when asked, “Is the U.S. a Christian nation?” (67% yes; 28% no, and 5% don’t know). Even
citizens who describe their own beliefs as secular tend to agree: nearly half (48%) respond affirmatively to
the question. Whether America really is a Christian nation is of course a more difficult and controversial
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The 2006 report continues:
The rejection of evolution is not entirely a result of a lack of awareness of the scientific
consensus on the subject. More people believe that scientists agree on evolution (62%)
than accept the idea themselves (51%), and this is true even among white evangelical
Protestants (43% think scientists agree on evolution but only 28% believe in evolution).
Nor is the rejection of evolution a result of political or ideological beliefs. While
Republicans and conservatives are more apt than Democrats or liberals to deny that
evolution occurs, this correlation is mostly a result of the large number of evangelicals
with creationist views in the Republican Party and among conservatives.9

question, but one thing is clear from the polls: most Americans (secular and religious alike) are inclined to
think that it is.
Moreover, the vast majority of the American public regards the Bible as the word of God:
Most Americans (78%) continue to view the Bible as the word of God, though there is
disagreement over whether everything in the Bible is literally true; 35% say it is the actual word
of God and is to be taken literally, while 43% say the Bible is the word of God, but not
everything in it should be taken literally. These numbers have remained largely unchanged since
Pew began asking the question in 1996.
The view that the Bible is literally true is more widely held among women than men (39% vs.
31%) and is more prevalent among blacks compared to whites (58% vs. 31%). There is also a
geographic component to opinions on this question. Nearly half of those in the South (48%) say
the Bible is literally true, compared with much smaller percentages in the Midwest (34%), West
(24%), and East (24%). (Ibid.)
9
Ibid.
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On the matter of scientific consensus, overall figures varied a little more than would
normally be expected in a single year. In 2005, only 54% believed that scientists agree on
evolution (vs. 62% in 2006). Among secular respondents, the increase was even more
dramatic (82% answering that scientists agree about evolution in 2006 vs. 66% in 2005).
In an intriguing twist, figures for white evangelical Protestants remained more constant
concerning scientific consensus than they did their own beliefs: in 2005, 42%
acknowledged that scientists agree about evolution (vs. 43% in 2006) but only 20%
accepted it themselves (vs. 28% in 2006).10
After summarizing the differences that
divide Americans in their beliefs
concerning evolution, the 2005 study
(though unfortunately not the 2006
one) provided a tantalizing glimpse of
American opinion concerning the
public school science curriculum:

What should be taught in school?
(2005 data - by belief)
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40

Overall, about half the public (48%)
says that humans and other living
things have evolved over time, while
42% say that living things have
existed in their present form since the
beginning of time. Fully 70% of
white evangelical Protestants say that
life has existed in its present form
since the beginning of time; fewer
than half as many white mainline
Protestants (32%) and white Catholics (31%) agree.

20
0

Teach Creationism Teach Both
Only
Creationism &
Evolution
Believe in Creationism
Believe in some form of Evolution
Believe in Guided Evolution
Believe in Natural Selection

Despite these fundamental differences, most Americans (64%) say they are open to the
idea of teaching creationism along with evolution in the public schools, and a
substantial minority (38%) favors replacing evolution with creationism in public school
curricula. While much of this support comes from religious conservatives, these ideas –
particularly the idea of teaching both perspectives – have a broader appeal. Even many
who are politically liberal and who believe in evolution favor expanding the scope of
public school education to include teaching creationism. But an analysis of the poll also
reveals that there are considerable inconsistencies between people’s beliefs and what
they want taught in the schools, suggesting some confusion about the meaning of terms
11
such as “creationism” and “evolution.”
10

By comparison, only 59% of Americans in the 2006 survey believe that scientists agree about global
warming (2 points less than evolution). The difference is most marked, not among the religious groups, but
among the secular respondents (72% re global warming vs. 82% re evolution).
11
“Public Divided on Origins of Life: Religion a Strength and Weakness for Both Parties.” Op. cit.
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While it may not come as a surprise to learn that Americans who believe in creationism
would like to have creationism as well as evolution taught in the public schools (65% pro
vs. 26% con), two companion statistics are especially worthy of note. First, their
responses to this question were virtually identical to the responses of those who hold
opposite views concerning the development of life: Americans who believe in evolution
also overwhelmingly favor teaching creationism as well as evolution (66% pro vs. 27%
con). In fact, even 62% of those who believe in natural selection favor teaching both
views (with only 33% in opposition). Second, people who are committed to creationism
were more inclined to favor an educational system that taught both creationism and
evolution (65% pro vs. 26% con) than one that only taught creationism (56% pro vs. 32%
con).
The question is, however, one in which
race makes a subtle difference. 48% of
African American respondents and 44%
of Hispanic ones favor teaching creationism instead of evolution (vs. 37% of
White respondents). Education also
makes a difference: only 25% of respondents with college degrees support teaching creationism instead of evolution (vs.
49% of those who did not finish high
school). Even so, a full two-thirds (66%)
of college graduates favor teaching
creationism as well as evolution (vs. 51%
of those who did not finish high school).
Age is not as strong a variable as one
might initially think: 39% of respondents
under 30, 36% of those between 30 and
65, and 40% of those over 65 favor
teaching creationism instead of evolution.

What should be taught in school?
(2005 data - by race)
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Next, the 2005 survey addresses the question of “Who should decide what is taught?”
Large majorities of Americans believe that parents, scientists and science teachers and
school boards should all have a say in how evolution is taught in public schools, and
these majorities are found among all religious groups and people on both sides of the
question of how life developed on earth. But there are deep divisions in the public about
who should have the primary say on how evolution is handled. Overall, a plurality of
the public (41%) says parents should have the primary say, compared with 28% for
scientists and science teachers and 21% for school boards.
A majority (54%) of those who accept creationist accounts support giving parents the
primary say on how evolution is taught. Among those who accept the theory of natural
selection, however, nearly half (47%) support giving scientists and science teachers the
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primary role in how evolution is handled in public schools. Evangelical Protestants are
most in favor of parents having the primary say on this issue (59%), while seculars are
most supportive of trusting scientists and science teachers with these decisions, with
41% expressing this view.12

When asking who should decide what is
Who should decide what is taught
taught, racial lines provide slightly
in school? (2005 data)
different results than when asking “What
should be taught?” Each group exhibited
50
less confidence in school boards than
40
they did in parents on the one hand or in
scientists and science teachers on the
30
other: specifically, only 25% of African
Americans and 21% of Whites and
20
Hispanics would entrust this decision to a
school board. Between the other two
10
options, however, Whites and African
Americans expressed a desire to let
0
parents decide while Hispanics were
School
Parents
Scientists &
inclined to give a slightly stronger say to
Boards
Science
Teachers
scientists and science teachers. Whites
favored parental decision to that of
Total
White
African
American
Hispanic
scientists and science teachers by a
margin of 15 points (42% vs. 27%).
African Americans provided a less but nonetheless significant 8 point edge for parents
(37% vs. 29%). But Hispanics went the other way, favoring a decision by scientists and
science teachers by 4 points (39% vs. 35% for parents).
The age of respondents also tended to make a difference on this question in a way in
which it did not when they were asked “What should be taught?” People over 65 were
considerably more distrustful of school boards (15%) and scientists (21%), but more
willing to let parents decide (47%) than any other age group. Among those under 30, for
example, school boards received a 20% confidence rating with 37% going to scientists
and science teachers, but only 36% to parents.
The effect of education on this question was substantial, but less so than many might
otherwise believe. Respondents who did not finish high school were unwilling to leave
the matter either to school boards (17%) or scientists (22%), preferring as did the elderly
to let parents decide (49%). Only 25% of college graduates would trust the decision to
school boards (a mere 8 points more than those who did not finish high school). Slightly
more than a third of college graduates would trust scientists and science teachers (38%),
but a nearly identical percentage would prefer to let parents decide (30%).
12

Ibid.
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Finally, as should be fairly evident from
what has already been written, Americans
are not especially happy with our public
school curriculum concerning the origins
and evolution of human life. Only 5% of
parents of school-age children rate their
schools’ handling of evolution as
“excellent.” Another 26% provide a
rating of “good,” for a combined positive
rating of 31% (less than one third). 33%
rate the schools’ handling of the topic as
“only fair” while 20% assign a score of
“poor,” for a combined negative rating of
53% (over half). A disappointing 16% of
parents admit that they simply do not
know what rating to assign.

Grading Public Schools on
Education about Evolution (2005)
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Evolution vs. Creationism vs. Intelligent Design
If you are baffled and confused by some of the statistics presented in the preceding
section, you are not alone. I frequently found myself shaking my head, wondering how to
reconcile the answers of diverse groups from one set of questions to the next, and asking:
“What the heck are these people thinking?” or “How carefully have the respondents
considered implications of their beliefs, their wants, and their values?”13 Even the Pew
Forum researchers who are accustomed to working with statistics concerning public
opinion on issues such as these noted:
…an analysis of the poll also reveals that there are considerable inconsistencies
between people’s beliefs [concerning whether public schools should teach evolution,
creationism, or both] and what they want taught in the schools, suggesting some
confusion about the meaning of terms such as “creationism” and “evolution.”14

When you add intelligent design into the mix, the water gets even muddier. This lack of
conceptual clarity plagues well-intentioned discourse concerning the topic throughout
America. Students in my Philosophy of Religion classes typically have a rough
understanding of Darwin’s theory and a general familiarity with the story of creation
presented in the book of Genesis, but relatively few enter the class with anything more
13

One particular statistic that still has me staring off into space, searching vainly for a coherent
interpretation, is the following: 14% of respondents in the 2005 survey who personally believe in evolution
by means of natural selection nonetheless favor a public school system that teaches only creationism!!!
14
Ibid.
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than that: a rough understanding and a general familiarity. It is difficult to know what
participants in our Elderhostel sessions expected when they signed up for a course titled
Stirring the Pot: Intellectual Design versus Science,15 but – partially because each
speaker had a slightly different understanding of key concepts and issues – anyone
looking for a simple answer or consensual perspective was sure to be disappointed. What
our exchange did do fairly well was to demonstrate – not simply to our delightfully
inquisitive and attentive seniors, but to the presenters as well – that questions concerning
evolution, creationism, and intelligent design are complex and controversial, even among
scholars working in related fields. Professor Fleischer confirmed that discussions at the
Geology conference exhibited similar traits and characteristics: many of his colleagues
seemed unaware of potentially significant differences between creationism and intelligent
design.
As will be indicated below, there is an important sense in which the concept of intelligent
design predates Darwin’s theory of evolution. In other respects, however, it is a relatively
new idea that has been crafted to provide a quasi-religious alternative to Darwin’s theory.
A few, seemingly straightforward definitions from online dictionaries will help illustrate
how easy it is to become confused concerning not only intelligent design, but creationism
and evolution as well. We begin with two definitions of creationism:
1. The belief that God created the universe.16
2. A doctrine or theory holding that matter, the various forms of life, and the world
were created by God out of nothing and usually in the way described in Genesis.17

Because the first definition is more general than the second (omitting reference to the
book of Genesis as well as the concept of creatio ex nihilo), it is compatible with a
variety of belief systems that would not only reject, but express contempt for the second
definition. If we broaden the definition further (softening the monotheistic emphasis of
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam), we arrive at a concept of creationism that would be
embraced by a much wider slice of the world’s population throughout the past ten
thousand years: e.g. the belief that the universe was created by, owes its existence to, or
depends on some spiritual force(s), power(s), and/or entity(-ies). Moreover, though the
wording may seem strange, the fundamental concept of intelligent design as defined by
the online edition of the Merriam-Webster dictionary would also merit acceptance by a
large percentage of the world’s population (both past and present):
15

The subtitle of the course – Intellectual Design (vs. Intelligent Design) – provides a wonderfully
unintended case-in-point. I doubt that anyone was seriously misled by this substitution of similar terms, but
it nonetheless serves as a poignant reminder of the slippery nature of this terrain.
16
MSN Encarta
<http://encarta.msn.com/encnet/features/dictionary/DictionaryResults.aspx?refid=1861671003>
Accessed November 13, 2006.
17
Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary <http://www.m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary>
Accessed November 13, 2006.
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The theory that matter, the various forms of life, and the world were created by a
designing intelligence.18

At the broadest, most basic level, our three candidates concerning the origin and order of
the world in which we live – creationism, evolution, and intelligent design – seem to be
perfectly compatible with one another. In fact, there may even be some interesting
complementary relationships between the three. Nonetheless, as flesh is added to the
bones and each begins to flex its muscles, tensions develop that – at least in some
formulations – manifest themselves as deep-seated hostilities and apparently fundamental
incompatibilities.
For example, a person who
believes that the universe was
created by a divine presence can,
without contradiction or epistemic
tension, also believe that it has
changed or evolved over time.
Moreover, there is no prima facie
reason that same person cannot
accept natural selection as the
fundamental
mechanism
of
biological evolution.
If, however, the individual is
convinced that the creation
account presented in the first
chapter of Genesis is literally
true, they will have little if any
chance of getting that belief to sit
comfortably with contemporary
scientific accounts concerning the
origins, age, and evolution of the
universe.
Thus an organization dedicated to promoting the concept of intelligent design can
genuinely hope to promote intelligent, informed, and non-confrontational education and
exchange:
The Intelligent Design and Evolution Awareness (IDEA) Center is a recently formed
non-profit organization dedicated to promoting awareness of scientific evidence that

18

Ibid.
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supports intelligent design theory and fostering good-spirited discussion and a better
understanding … among students, educators, churches, and anyone else interested.19

However, when setting forth the theory of intelligent design – even using what appears to
be measured speech and carefully guarded phrases – that same organization cannot help
but describe it in terms that are sure to elicit some strong knee-jerk responses from the
scientific community:
Intelligent design is a scientific theory which applies principles from information theory
to detect where intelligent action is responsible for designing various aspects of life on
earth. Intelligent design is similar to creationism in that it holds that evolution is
incapable of explaining the complexity of life. Unlike creationism, however, intelligent
design makes all claims under purely empirically-based scientific arguments, and
makes no appeal to the supernatural and does not derive its claims from religious texts
nor theological doctrines. Though theories about the origins and diversification of life
may have religious implications, intelligent design itself is a scientific theory with a
secular and purely empirical basis.20

In a section titled “Primer: Intelligent Design Theory in a Nutshell,” the IDEA Center
makes it clear that intelligent design is intended to replace, not supplement Darwinian
evolution:
The theory of intelligent design holds that certain features of the universe and living
things are best explained by an intelligent cause, and are not the result of an undirected,
chance-based process such as Darwinian evolution. …
Intelligent design implies that life is here as a result of the purposeful action of an
intelligent designer, standing in contrast to Darwinian evolution, which postulates that
life exists due to the chance, purposeless, blind forces of nature.21

For many scientists, those are “fighting words.” The fourth edition of a Biological
Anthology textbook (2005) comes out swinging. The author’s overview of “Chapter Five:
The Origin of Species and the Shape of Evolution” concludes:
Finally, I return to the theme of science by looking at the pseudoscience of “scientific”
creationism. I define pseudoscience, give several examples, and then show how
“scientific” creationism is a perfect case. It is also, I point out, an example of the
purposeful promotion of a pseudoscience by a small group who know exactly what they
are doing and who have rather clear ulterior motives for doing so. I have now added
“intelligent design,” a thinly disguised form of creationism, to the discussion.22
19

<http://www.ideacenter.org/about/index.php> Accessed November 12, 2006.
Ibid.
21
<http://www.ideacenter.org/contentmgr/showdetails.php/id/1136> Accessed November 12, 2006.
22
Michael Park. Biological Anthropology, 4th edition. McGraw-Hill Higher Education, 2005.
ISBN: 0072863129. <http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072863129/student_view0/chapter5>
20
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Definitions in the “Key Terms” section of the student edition leave little room for doubt
about what students are supposed to learn in the class, as well as what counts as a correct
vs. incorrect answer on the exam:
pseudoscience

“Scientifically testable ideas that are taken on faith, even if
tested and shown to be false. Scientific creationism is a
pseudoscience.”

scientific
creationism

“The belief in a literal biblical interpretation regarding the
creation of the universe, with the connected belief that this
view is supported by scientific evidence. An example of a
pseudoscience.”

intelligent
design

“The idea that an intelligent designer played a role in some
aspect of the evolution of life on earth, usually the origin of
life itself. Generally, a thinly disguised version of scientific
creationism.”23

The following statement from the National Science Teachers Association is somewhat
less confrontational and inflammatory, but the language is strong and to the point:
The National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) strongly supports the position that
evolution is a major unifying concept in science and should be included in the K-12
science education frameworks and curricula. Furthermore, if evolution is not taught,
students will not achieve the level of scientific literacy they need. This position is
consistent with that of the National Academies, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS), and many other scientific and educational
organizations.
NSTA also recognizes that evolution has not been emphasized in science curricula in a
manner commensurate to its importance because of official policies, intimidation of
science teachers, the general public’s misunderstanding of evolutionary theory, and a
century of controversy. In addition, teachers are being pressured to introduce
creationism, “creation science,” and other nonscientific views, which are intended to
weaken or eliminate the teaching of evolution.24

Accessed November 10, 2006. Student edition, Online Learning Center.
23
Ibid. <http://highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0072863129/student_view0/chapter5/key_terms.html>
Accessed November 10, 2006.
24
<http://www.nsta.org/positionstatement&psid=10> Accessed November 15, 2006.
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In a section titled “Creationism and Other Non-Scientific Views,” the association focuses
on the differences between science and religion:
The National Science Education Standards note that, “[e]xplanations of how the natural
world changes based on myths, personal beliefs, religious values, mystical inspiration,
superstition, or authority may be personally useful and socially relevant, but they are
not scientific” (p. 201). Because science limits itself to natural explanations and not
religious or ultimate ones, science teachers should neither advocate any religious
interpretation of nature nor assert that religious interpretations of nature are not
possible.
“Creation science” is a religious effort to support special creationism through methods
of science. Teachers are often pressured to include it or other related nonscientific
views such as “abrupt appearance theory,” “initial complexity theory,” “arguments
against evolution,” or “intelligent design theory” when they teach evolution. Scientific
creationist claims have been discredited by the available scientific evidence. They have
no empirical power to explain the natural world and its diverse phenomena. Instead,
creationists seek out supposed anomalies among many existing theories and accepted
facts. Furthermore, “creation science” claims do not lead to new discoveries of
scientific knowledge.25

In this light, my example of a person
who tries to negotiate a compromise
between creation, evolution, and
intelligent design may seem naive,
even simplistic to some. Nonetheless,
I think it points the way toward a
better understanding of the difficulties
confronting not only the American
public, but school boards, politicians,
federal judges, and teachers as well.
As illustrated in the preceding section
of this paper, Americans have a
generally positive attitude toward
science, but are unwilling to sacrifice
traditional religious beliefs and values
on a secular altar. In short, they want
it both ways: both science and
religion. Is it any wonder that
individuals, as well as communities of
individuals, exhibit uncertainty, tension and confusion concerning issues such as these?

25

Ibid.
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As a professor who teaches both Philosophy of Science and Philosophy of Religion, I can
attest to a wide range of error and myth that infect the belief sets of supposedly welleducated college students. At the same time, I can testify to the sincerity with which they
hold even logically inconsistent beliefs, their intellectual capability, and their willingness
to critically examine and reevaluate presuppositions and convictions concerning both
science and religion. As I speak with my students and listen attentively to their concerns,
I find the same basic response pattern that I do when talking with their more seasoned
counterparts in the Elderhostel or my colleagues in various sciences.
On the one hand, the concept of intelligent design has a certain intuitive appeal. Students
do not want to dismiss the findings of modern science in favor of what many regard as a
curious and outdated set of religious beliefs. By the same token, many are unwilling to
buy into a cosmological theory in which everything that happens is a simple product of
an enormously complex and unlikely set of random occurrences. The idea that evolution
has occurred under the watchful eye of a supreme intelligence is reassuring at a personal
level and, on the surface at least, seems to offer a way to reconcile scientific theory with
spiritual intuition.
On the other hand, the concept of intelligent design seems too easy. As one student noted,
it is like twenty-first-century snake oil: slick and nearly irresistible, but untested and
potentially dangerous. They worry about philosophical foundations, empirical evidence,
and the risk of putting too much faith in a concept about which they know so little. Many
simply suspend belief: they remain curious and tempted, yet deeply suspicious and
mistrustful of the controversy as well as the concepts. Not knowing what to believe – or
even what to use as guideposts to find their way through this bewilderingly labyrinth –
they wander about the landscape, vacillating between the extremes, gradually becoming
far too comfortable with confusion, uncertainty, and contradiction.

From a Rainbow Serpent to Darwin’s Finches:
A brief history of the creation of the universe
A few features of human thought are so widespread among diverse cultures that it is
tempting to regard them as innate or instinctual. At the very least, they are powerful and
pervasive influences throughout the history of human thought and – as such – are major
players in controversies such as those concerning creation, evolution, and intelligent
design. In terms of the current analysis, the following four take on special importance:
A. The notion that we can understand things by understanding their origins.
B. A robust preference for order and predictability, often expressed as a need
to overcome, control, or subdue the forces of chaos.
C. A historical tendency to believe that a stable, orderly, and predictable
cosmos depends upon and/or proves the existence of supernatural forces
(e.g. divine beings).
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D. An intuitive sense that origins, function, and purpose are interconnected,
often coupled with a further sense that origins strongly influence worth,
dignity, and value: i.e. where something comes from is not simply a
matter of idle curiosity, but an indispensable key to understanding what it
is, what it does, and how much importance it has.26
Specific ways in which humans have
expressed these ideas vary widely.
Australian Aborigines, for example, tell
stories about the so-called Dreamtime
(a shadow realm in which shape and
order were imposed on an otherwise
formless world). One such story speaks
of a rainbow serpent:
The whole world was asleep.
Everything was quiet, nothing moved,
nothing grew. The animals slept under the earth. One day the rainbow snake woke up
and crawled to the surface of the earth. She pushed everything aside that was in her
way. She wandered through the whole country and when she was tired she coiled up
and slept. So she left her tracks. After she had been everywhere she went back and
called the frogs. When they came out their tubby stomachs were full of water. The
rainbow snake tickled them and the frogs laughed. The water poured out of their
mouths and filled the tracks of the rainbow snake. That’s how rivers and lakes were
created. Then grass and trees began to grow and the earth filled with life.27

Egyptians developed rather different stories concerning the creation of the universe. A
Pyramid Text proclaims:
…the sky had not yet coming into being, the earth had not yet come into being, the gods
had not yet been born, and death had not yet come into being.28

Atum – a god whose name means “totality” and who was thus sometime known as the
“All-Father” or “Father of Everything” – began by creating himself. Atum pulled himself
up from the dark, churning waters of Chaos, created a small island on which to sit, and
proceeded to create two divine children: Shu (air) and Tefnut (water). The coupling of
Shu and Tefnut begat two divine grandchildren: Nut (sky) and Geb (earth). Nut and Geb,
in turn, gave birth to the more familiar Egyptian gods and goddesses who could both
protect and cause difficulties for humans: Osiris, Isis, Seth, and Nephthys.
26

Consider for example the value of a gift or a family heirloom. The item in question may be priceless to
the person to whom it was given, but worth little to a disinterested third party.
27
“Indigenous Australians.” <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_Aborigine>
Accessed October 15, 2006.
28
Pyramid Text 1466, as quoted by Marie Parsons, “Creation.”
<www.touregypt.net/featurestories/creation.htm> Accessed September 4, 2006.
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Over time, Atum came to be identified with the sun as well as with Amun, to whom the
famous Temple of Karnak is dedicated. Every night, as the residents of Egypt slept,
priests would carefully track the motions of stars. As time for sunrise approached, they
would awaken other priests who ritually reenacted Atum’s creation. Apparently they
believed that the sun was placed on a boat at night, to be ferried through an underworld
river past an assortment of obstacles (including an arch-nemesis in the form of a snake
named “Apophis”). Somehow, through their daily reenactment of creation, the priests of
Karnak protected the people of Egypt by increasing the likelihood that Amun would
overcome the obstacles, that the sun would be reborn, that order would prevail, and that
Chaos would be held at bay for another day.
Centuries later, the Greek philosophers Plato and Aristotle defended a model of the
cosmos in which the sun revolved around a spherical earth in an unimpeded, perfectly
natural orbit. Unlike Egyptian priests of old, they did not lose sleep wondering whether
the sun was going to rise the next morning. Rather than holding Chaos at bay on a daily
basis through sacrifice or ritual enactment, Plato and Aristotle argued that the cosmos is a
regular, orderly, and predictable environment governed by principles that can be
ascertained and comprehended by human reason. They had little time for the classical
gods and goddesses of Mount Olympus (Zeus, Athena, Poseidon, et al.), but both
philosophers became convinced that the orderly nature of the universe depended on an
unnamed creator.
In his Timaeus – the same dialogue in which he introduced the story of Atlantis – Plato
argued that the universe as we find it could not have come into being without three
things: (1) the Receptacle of Becoming (i.e. a material fabric capable of manifesting the
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orderly processes we observe), (2) the ordering principles themselves (including but not
limited to what we call “laws of nature” – more generally, his ordering principles are
known as “Platonic Forms”), and (3) a creator (the “Father of the Universe”)29 who
imposes the order of Forms on an otherwise chaotic Receptacle of Becoming (i.e. gives
form to the formless).30 He wrote:
God therefore, wishing that all things should be good, and so far as possible nothing be
imperfect, and finding the visible universe in a state … of inharmonious and disorderly
motion, reduced it to order from disorder, as he judged that order was in every way
better.31

For Plato, it is God’s goodness that serves as a motive cause for creation of the universe.
For his student, Aristotle, God is so good and so perfect that he gives rise to our existence
but remains blissfully unaware of our imperfections.
For over two millennia, philosophers and scientists have built upon the foundations
established by Plato and Aristotle. Some philosophers, such as Thomas Aquinas (13th c.)
and William Paley (18th c.), developed a line of reasoning commonly known as “The
Argument from Design.” Paley asks his reader to imagine the difference between
stubbing one’s toe on a rock and finding a watch. The more closely we examine the
construction and operation of the watch, the more convinced a dispassionate observer
should become:
…that the watch must have had a maker: that there must have existed, at some time and
at some place or other, an artificer … who formed it for the purpose which we find it
actually to answer; who comprehended its construction and designed its use.
… There cannot be design without a designer; …order without choice; [or]
arrangement, without anything capable of arranging…32

Although the argument is neither science nor scientific, its focus on order, complexity,
and purpose has appealed to numerous scientists, including foundational figures like
Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein. In fact, Charles Darwin was virtually mesmerized by
the argument.
29

Plato. Timaeus and Critias (circa 360 BC). Translated with an introduction and an appendix on Atlantis
by H.D.P. Lee. Baltimore, MD: Penguin Books, Ltd., 1971. Page 56 [41].
30
It is interesting to compare the actions of Plato’s Father of the Universe with those of the Aboriginal
Rainbow Serpent. While the Cosmic Serpent “simply” slithered about the landscape – manifesting
instinctual but seemingly random behavior characteristic of any snake – the Father of the Universe is
characterized as acting with intelligence and purpose. Thus we might reasonably argue that the second, but
not the first, is an example of intelligent design. Even so, the bottom line is remarkably similar: giving form
to a previously formless environment.
31
Ibid. p. 42 [30].
32
Natural Theology. Quoted in Douglas W. Shrader, Philosophy and Religion. NY: McGraw-Hill, 2003.
Pages 104, 107.
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As a student at Cambridge, Darwin was
assigned the same rooms that Paley had
occupied. Paley’s Evidences of Christianity (1794) and his Principles of Moral
and Political Philosophy (1785) were
among the books selected for Darwin’s
baccalaureate examination in 1830. In his
Autobiography (1876), he recalled:
I am convinced that I could have written
out the whole of the Evidences with
perfect correctness, but not of course in
the clear language of Paley. The logic of
this book and as I may add of his Natural
Theology, gave me as much delight as did
Euclid. The careful study of these works
… was the only part of the … Course
which … was of the least use to me in the
education of my mind. I did not at that
time trouble myself about Paley’s
premises; and taking these on trust I was
charmed and convinced by the long line
of argumentation.33

Five years after graduation, while serving as a naturalist on the HMS Beagle, Darwin
found himself in the Galapagos Islands where he was especially impressed by finches.
Some “had parrotlike beaks for eating fruit and cracking seedpods. Some had beaks like
sparrows for eating seeds. Others had long pointed beaks for sipping nectar from
flowers.”34 Was this evidence of intelligent design? Had the creator designed the beaks of
each species in a way that was uniquely suited to available food sources? Darwin
returned to Paley’s argument again and again, this time questioning the premises and
formulating alternatives. Eventually, he posited an evolutionary explanation of the
finches’ beaks. Even so, on the very day that his monumental Origin of Species was
published in 1859, Darwin expressed a special fondness for Paley:
I do not think I hardly ever admired a book more than Paley’s Natural Theology: I
could almost formerly have said it by heart.35
33

Quoted in Frank J. Sulloway, “Why Darwin Rejected Intelligent Design.”
<www.sulloway.org/Why%20Darwin%20Rejected%20Intelligent%20Design%20(2006).pdf>
Accessed October 15, 2006.
34
James Christian, Philosophy, 5th edition. Chicago: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1990. Page 398.
35
Darwin’s letter to his neighbor, John Lubbock. Quoted in Frank J. Sulloway, op. cit.
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The history of science, like most human history, is rarely as neat or inexorable as
subsequent generations might like to think. Nor does it occur for the reasons championed
by either its beneficiaries or its malcontents. A textbook sketch of Darwin’s “discovery”
of natural selection might easily lead a student to believe that his breakthrough was the
result of a rigorous, unbiased application of the scientific method. Social, personal, and
historical truths are far more subtle and complex. Darwin entered college to study
medicine, but could not stomach the sight of blood. He changed his course of studies to
theology, not science. Darwin was preparing to become a member of the clergy, not a
biologist who would be reviled and vilified by ministers for centuries to come. As
indicated above, he was especially enchanted by the ideas set forth in Paley’s Natural
Theology.
The mainspring of Natural Theology is deceptively simple, but potentially powerful as
well. If the relationship between God and the natural world is analogous to the
relationship between a watchmaker and a watch, we should be able to discern important
traits and features of the artisan through careful, unbiased, empirical study of the artifact.
Thus, as a theologian committed to learning about God, Darwin was drawn to the study
of nature. During the five-year voyage of the Beagle he came face to face with what
Alfred Lord Tennyson later called “nature red in tooth and claw.”
Are God and Nature then at strife,
That Nature lends such evil dreams?
So careful of the type she seems,
So careless of the single life;
That I, considering everywhere
Her secret meaning in her deeds,
And finding that of fifty seeds
She often brings but one to bear,
…
‘So careful of the type?’ but no.
From scarped cliff and quarried stone
She cries, ‘A thousand types are gone:
I care for nothing, all shall go.
‘Thou makest thine appeal to me:
I bring to life, I bring to death:
The spirit does but mean the breath:
I know no more.’ And he, shall he,
Man, her last work, who seem’d so fair,
Such splendid purpose in his eyes,
Who roll’d the psalm to wintry skies,
Who built him fanes of fruitless prayer,
Who trusted God was love indeed
And love Creation’s final law–
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Tho’ Nature, red in tooth and claw
With ravine, shriek’d against his creed–
Who loved, who suffer’d countless ills,
Who battled for the True, the Just,
Be blown about the desert dust,
Or seal’d within the iron hills?
No more? A monster then, a dream,
A discord. Dragons of the prime,
That tare each other in their slime,
Were mellow music match’d with him.
O life as futile, then, as frail!
O for thy voice to soothe and bless!
What hope of answer, or redress?
Behind the veil, behind the veil.36

The confrontation between concept and experience, for Darwin as it was for Tennyson,
was a version of what philosophers call “The Problem of Evil.” How can we reconcile
belief in an omniscient, omnipotent, and omnibenevolent God with the extraordinary
amount of seemingly undeserved pain and suffering that we find in this world? Charles
Darwin’s aversion to blood and guts derailed his career in natural theology as surely as it
did his career in medicine. Ironic as it may seem given the current controversy, Darwin’s
loss of faith in God grew organically from a sensitive and conscientious application of
Paley’s method of natural theology, not a rote application of a secular scientific method.
If the character of the watchmaker is revealed in the watch, Darwin would rather do
without. The tension between design and misery, and the extent to which the matter
weighed heavily on him, are evident in an 1860 letter to his collaborator Asa Gray:
With respect to the theological view of the question: This is always painful to me. I am
bewildered. I had no intention to write atheistically, but I own that I cannot see as
plainly as others do, and as I should wish to do, evidence of design and beneficence on
all sides of us. There seems to me too much misery in the world. I cannot persuade
myself that a beneficent and omnipotent God would have designedly created the
Ichneumonidae with the express intention of their feeding within the living bodies of
caterpillars or that a cat should play with mice... On the other hand, I cannot anyhow be
contented to view this wonderful universe, and especially the nature of man, and to
conclude that everything is the result of brute force. I am inclined to look at everything
as resulting from designed laws, with the details, whether good or bad, left to the
working out of what we may call chance.37
36

Alfred Lord Tennyson. In Memoriam A.H.H. (LV-LVI.)
<http://home.att.net/%7ETennysonPoetry/IMAHHS.htm> Accessed November 16, 2006: italics added.
The poem, written over a period of 17 years following the sudden death of his friend Arthur Henry Hallam
in 1833, was originally published in 1850 (after Darwin’s voyage aboard the Beagle, but before his
publication of Origin of Species).
37
“Charles Darwin’s Views on Religion.”
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Darwin%27s_views_on_religion> Accessed October 11, 2006.
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Thirteen years later, in a letter to a correspondent at the University of Utrecht in 1873,
Darwin continued to wrestle with precisely the same issues:
I may say that the impossibility of
conceiving that this grand and wondrous universe, with our conscious
selves, arose through chance, seems to
me the chief argument for the
existence of God; but whether this is
an argument of real value, I have
never been able to decide. I am aware
that if we admit a first cause, the mind
still craves to know whence it came
from and how it arose. Nor can I
overlook the difficulty from the
immense amount of suffering through
the world. I am, also, induced to defer
to a certain extent to the judgment of
many able men who have fully
believed in God; but here again I see
how poor an argument this is. The
safest conclusion seems to me to be
that the whole subject is beyond the
scope of man’s intellect; but man can
do his duty.38

In short, the concept of intelligent design has a rich, illustrious history, only a small sliver
of which is told by either side. In proper context, both the concept and its history can be
informative, fascinating, and illuminating. Deciding what role that should play in the
science curriculum of a public school system, however, remains a divisive and
contentious issue.

Intelligent Design and the Public School Science Curriculum:
What are we teaching our kids?
As demonstrated by the preceding sections of this paper: (i) public opinion concerning
the origin and evolution of life varies widely, (ii) confusion and misunderstanding
continue to cloud even well-intentioned discussions concerning the various positions, and
(iii) many Americans remain deeply dissatisfied with the quality of instruction our
schools have provided on these topics. For these reasons, our courts are periodically
besieged with an avalanche of cases designed to change the public school science
curriculum. In terms of the present discussion, two cases are especially worth of note:
Edwards v. Aguillard (June 1987) and Kitzmiller v. Dover (December 2005).
38

Ibid.
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Edwards v. Aguillard (482 U.S. 578, 583 (June 1987))
In the early 1980s, the Louisiana State Legislature passed a law titled the “Balanced
Treatment for Creation-Science and Evolution-Science in Public School Instruction Act”
(a.k.a. “The Creationism Act”).39 The law did not require either creationism or evolution
to be taught in public schools, but under the banners of academic freedom and balanced
treatment, it did require that the teaching of either be “balanced” by the teaching of its
alternative.
The constitutionality of the Creationism Act was challenged in Federal Court by parents,
religious leaders, and teachers: including a biology teacher (Don Edwards) whose name
will forever be associated with the case. The District Court granted a summary
injunction, ruling that the Act violated the Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment.40 Specifically:
The court held that there can be
no valid secular reason for
prohibiting the teaching of
evolution, a theory historically
opposed by some religious denominations. The court further
concluded that “the teaching of
‘creation-science’ and ‘creationism,’ as contemplated by the
statute, involves teaching ‘tailored to the principles’ of a
particular religious sect or group
of sects.” The District Court
therefore held that the Creationism Act violated the Establishment Clause either because it
prohibited the teaching of evolution or because it required the
teaching of creation science with
the purpose of advancing a
particular religious doctrine.41

39

La.Rev.Stat.Ann. §§ 17:286.1-17:286.7.
Aguillard v. Treen, 634 F. Supp. 426 (ED La. 1985).
41
Edwards v. Aguillard (482 U.S. 578, 583 (June 1987)) <http://supreme.justia.com/us/482/578/case.html>
Accessed November 17, 2006: omitting citations and references to other cases.
40
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The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the District Court ruling in 1985.42 On
December 10, 1986, the case was argued before the United States Supreme Court.
Summarizing the Appellate decision, the Supreme Court noted:
The court observed that the statute’s avowed purpose of protecting academic freedom
was inconsistent with requiring, upon risk of sanction, the teaching of creation science
whenever evolution is taught. The court found that the Louisiana Legislature’s actual
intent was “to discredit evolution by counterbalancing its teaching at every turn with the
teaching of creationism, a religious belief.”43

In a split decision issued June 19, 1987, the Supreme Court upheld the rulings of both
lower courts.44 They based much of their analysis on the so-called “Lemon Test.”
The Establishment Clause forbids the enactment of any law “respecting an
establishment of religion. The Court has applied a three-pronged test to determine
whether legislation comports with the Establishment Clause. First, the legislature must
have adopted the law with a secular purpose. Second, the statute’s principal or primary
effect must be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion. Third, the statute must not
result in an excessive entanglement of government with religion. State action violates
the Establishment Clause if it fails to satisfy any of these prongs.45

Concerning the first prong of the test (purpose), the Court challenged the stated purposes
of the legislation (academic freedom and balanced education):
While the Court is normally deferential to a State’s articulation of a secular purpose, it
is required that the statement of such purpose be sincere, and not a sham. …
It is clear from the legislative history that the purpose of the legislative sponsor, Senator
Bill Keith, was to narrow the science curriculum. During the legislative hearings,
Senator Keith stated: “My preference would be that neither [creationism nor evolution]
be taught.” Such a ban on teaching does not promote – indeed, it undermines – the
provision of a comprehensive scientific education.46
42

765 F.2d 1251 (CA5 1985).
Edwards v. Aguillard. (482 U.S. 578, 583 (June 1987)). Op. cit.
44
The majority opinion, authored by Justice Brennan, was joined by Justices Marshall, Blackmun, Powell,
and Stevens. Justice O’Connor joined in all but Part I of the opinion. Justice White concurred with the
judgment, but not the opinion of the court. Justice Scalia authored a dissenting opinion, in which he was
joined by Justice Rehnquist.
45
Ibid. citing Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-613 (1971) [footnotes omitted]. The Lemon Test has
become a source of substantial disagreement and considerable tension between justices on the Supreme
Court. In a separate paper published earlier this year, I argue that the test has become a judicial liability
(failing to provide guidance and, perhaps, even adding to the murkiness of the waters it was intended to
clarify): Douglas W. Shrader, “Thou Shalt Not: Supreme Court Rulings Concerning Public Displays of
Religious Symbols.” Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and
Humanities. Honolulu, HI: 2006: pp. 5564-5608.
46
Edwards v. Aguillard. (482 U.S. 578, 583 (June 1987)). Op. cit. Omitting footnotes and citations.
43
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To examine the possibility that the Creationism Act concealed a religious agenda, they
began by citing legal precedent:
As in Stone and Abington, we need not be blind in this case to the legislature’s
preeminent religious purpose in enacting this statute. There is a historic and
contemporaneous link between the teachings of certain religious denominations and the
teaching of evolution. It was this link that concerned the Court in Epperson v. Arkansas,
393 U.S. 97 (1968), which also involved a facial challenge to a statute regulating the
teaching of evolution. In that case, the Court reviewed an Arkansas statute that made it
unlawful for an instructor to teach evolution or to use a textbook that referred to this
scientific theory. Although the Arkansas anti-evolution law did not explicitly state its
predominate religious purpose, the Court could not ignore that “[t]he statute was a
product of the upsurge of ‘fundamentalist’ religious fervor” that has long viewed this
particular scientific theory as contradicting the literal interpretation of the Bible. After
reviewing the history of anti-evolution statutes, the Court determined that “there can be
no doubt that the motivation for the [Arkansas] law was the same [as other antievolution statutes]: to suppress the teaching of a theory which, it was thought, “denied”
the divine creation of man.”47

Turning to the specifics of the Louisiana legislation, the court concluded:
These same historic and contemporaneous antagonisms between the teachings of certain
religious denominations and the teaching of evolution are present in this case. The
preeminent purpose of the Louisiana Legislature was clearly to advance the religious
viewpoint that a supernatural being created humankind. The term “creation science”
was defined as embracing this particular religious doctrine by those responsible for the
passage of the Creationism Act. Senator Keith’s leading expert on creation science,
Edward Boudreaux, testified at the legislative hearings that the theory of creation
science included belief in the existence of a supernatural creator. Senator Keith also
cited testimony from other experts to support the creation-science view that “a creator
[was] responsible for the universe and everything in it.” The legislative history
therefore reveals that the term “creation science,” as contemplated by the legislature
that adopted this Act, embodies the religious belief that a supernatural creator was
responsible for the creation of humankind.48

Because they could not rule out the prima facie possibility that a scientific theory might,
in principle, support belief in the existence of a supernatural creator, the Court examined
the legislative record to determine the “true intents” of the Act’s sponsor:
Furthermore, it is not happenstance that the legislature required the teaching of a theory
that coincided with this religious view. The legislative history documents that the Act’s
primary purpose was to change the science curriculum of public schools in order to
provide persuasive advantage to a particular religious doctrine that rejects the factual
47
48

Ibid. Omitting footnotes and citations.
Ibid. Omitting footnotes and citations.
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basis of evolution in its entirety. The sponsor of the Creationism Act, Senator Keith,
explained during the legislative hearings that his disdain for the theory of evolution
resulted from the support that evolution supplied to views contrary to his own religious
beliefs.49

It was a high-stakes, high-profile case. An Amicus Curiae brief filed by seventy-two
Nobel Laureates, seventeen State Academies of Science, and seven other scientific
organizations provided abundant support:
The Louisiana Balanced Treatment for Creation-Science and Evolution-Science Act
(the “Act”) violates the Establishment Clause, as incorporated in the Fourteenth
Amendment. The Act’s illegitimate bias toward the outlook of a particular religious sect
is reflected in two separate provisions. One calls for the presentation of the religious
tenets of “creation-science” in public-school science classes. The other singles out the
domain of evolutionary science for special pejorative treatment.
The Act mandates “balanced treatment” of evolution and “creation-science,” but
contains no definition of “creation-science” beyond a tautological reference to
49

Ibid. Omitting footnotes and citations.
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“scientific evidences of creation.” Orthodox “creation-science” has traditionally
embraced religious tenets, most notably: divine creation “from nothing,” distinct
“kinds” of plants and animals, a worldwide flood, and a relatively recent inception of
the universe. …
In sum, all relevant guides to the Act’s meaning confirm that it calls for the religious
tenets of orthodox creation-science to be taught in the public schools.50

The ruling may have sent a chill through the halls of organizations hoping to incorporate
creation science into the public school curriculum, but it did little to satisfy concerns or
clarify confusions for citizens of Louisiana. Moreover, it seems to have had a fairly
negligible impact on the way evolution is actually taught in that state. Twelve years later,
in his Ph.D. thesis at Louisiana State University, Don Aguillard reported that:
1. 41% of LA public school biology teachers indicated either that creationism has a
scientific foundation (24%) or they were not sure (17%).
2. There is a statistically significant correlation between instructional time devoted to
evolution and beliefs regarding the validity of creationism.
3. More that 75% of LA public school biology teachers judged their academic training
in evolution as inadequate.
4. Most biology teachers report spending fewer than 5 hours (of about 180) dealing
with evolution throughout the school year.51

Suddenly, in this light, the
seemingly incoherent and
contradictory responses of
Americans to the survey
questions considered in the
first part of this paper no
longer seem quite so
surprising. Moreover, if
biology teachers spend
fewer than five hours per
year on a controversial
topic about which they feel
uncertain and ill-equipped
to teach, the public’s
widespread disagreement
50

<http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/edwards-v-aguillard/amicus1.html> Accessed November 17, 2006.
Ron Good, “Evolution and Creationism: One Long Argument” – citing Don Aguillard. An Analysis of
Factors Influencing the Teaching of Biological Evolution in Louisiana Public Secondary Schools
(Dissertation, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA, 1998).
<http://nosha.secularhumanism.net/essays/good2.html> Accessed November 17, 2006.
51
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and dissatisfaction concerning the quality of instruction about the origins and evolution of
life seem quite reasonable.
In short, the Supreme Court ruling did nothing to alleviate the social conditions or rectify
the pedagogic problems that gave rise to the conflict in the first place. As such, everyone
knew that it would just be a matter of time before the issue resurfaced in somewhat
different clothes. The Court acknowledged, at least at an individual level, the possibility
of a compromise or synthesis between creationism and evolution:
While the belief in the instantaneous creation of humankind by a supernatural creator
may require the rejection of every aspect of the theory of evolution, an individual
instead may choose to accept some or all of this scientific theory as compatible with his
or her spiritual outlook.52

Furthermore, if proponents of creation science were looking for an open door, the
following passage in the majority opinion must have seemed like a godsend:
We do not imply that a legislature could never require that scientific critiques of
prevailing scientific theories be taught. Indeed, the Court acknowledged in Stone that its
decision forbidding the posting of the Ten Commandments did not mean that no use
could ever be made of the Ten Commandments, or that the Ten Commandments played
an exclusively religious role in the history of Western Civilization. In a similar way,
teaching a variety of scientific theories about the origins of humankind to
schoolchildren might be validly done with the clear secular intent of enhancing the
effectiveness of science instruction.53

In Dover, Pennsylvania, the School Board decided to test that open door.

Kitzmiller v. Dover (PA: 12/20/2005 - Case No. 04cv2688)
On October 18, 2004, the Dover Area School Board of Directors passed the following
resolution (by a vote of 6-3):
Students will be made aware of gaps/problems in Darwin’s theory and of other theories
of evolution including, but not limited to, intelligent design.
Note: Origins of Life is not taught.54

On November 19th, the District issued a press release announcing that teachers would
henceforth be required to read the following statement to students in the ninth grade
biology class at Dover High School (effective January 2005):
52

Edwards v. Aguillard. (482 U.S. 578, 583 (June 1987)). Op. cit. (Note 11.)
Ibid. Omitting references and citations.
54
Kitzmiller v. Dover (PA: 12/20/2005 - Case No. 04cv2688).
<http://www.pamd.uscourts.gov/kitzmiller/kitzmiller_342.pdf> Accessed October 14, 2006.
53
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The Pennsylvania Academic Standards require students to learn about Darwin’s Theory
of Evolution and eventually to take a standardized test of which evolution is a part.
Because Darwin’s Theory is a theory, it continues to be tested as new evidence is
discovered. The Theory is not a fact. Gaps in the Theory exist for which there is no
evidence. A theory is defined as a well-tested explanation that unifies a broad range of
observations.
Intelligent Design is an explanation of the origin of life that differs from Darwin’s view.
The reference book, Of Pandas and People, is available for students who might be
interested in gaining an understanding of what Intelligent Design actually involves.
With respect to any theory, students are encouraged to keep an open mind. The school
leaves the discussion of the Origins of Life to individual students and their families. As
a Standards-driven district, class instruction focuses upon preparing students to achieve
proficiency on Standards-based assessments.55

Less than one month later, on December 14th, Tammy Kitzmiller et al. filed suit,
challenging the resolution as well as the press release (collectively known as “the ID
Policy”) as a violation of the First Amendment Establishment Clause. The District Court
Judge before whom the case was tried, John E. Jones III, had been appointed by President
George W. Bush in 2002.56 If proponents of intelligent design believed their chances of
winning were enhanced by having a conservative judge, they were soon disappointed.
Regardless of what his personal sentiments may have been, Judge Jones had little choice
but to apply judicial precedent as established by the Supreme Court: the “Lemon Test,”
the “Endorsement Test,” Edwards v. Aguillard (1987), and McCreary County et al. v.
American Civil Liberties Union of KY (545 U.S. ((2005)).57
Judge Jones explained that the endorsement test “recognizes that when government
transgresses the limits of neutrality and acts in ways that show religious favoritism or
sponsorship, it violates the Establishment Clause.”58 He then cited, with approval, an
opinion issued by Supreme Court Justice O’Connor that the endorsement test is “a gloss
on Lemon that encompassed both the purpose and effect prongs.”
The central issue in this case is whether [the government] has endorsed [religion] by its
[actions].
55

Ibid.
Readers interested in this dimension of jurisprudence will find helpful biographies online at the following
sites: <http://www.pamd.uscourts.gov/bios/jones.htm> and
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_E._Jones_III>. Accessed November 17, 2006.
57
McCreary County et al. v. American Civil Liberties Union of KY (545 U.S. (2005)) focuses on an
unsuccessful bid by McCreary and Pulaski Counties in Kentucky to post copies of the Ten Commandments
in courthouses. See Shrader 2006 (Op. cit.) for details concerning the case as well its relationship to a
concurrent ruling with opposite results: Van Orden v. Perry (545 U.S. (2005)).
58
Kitzmiller v. Dover (PA: 12/20/2005 - Case No. 04cv2688). Op. cit. (Page 14).
56
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To answer that question, we must examine both what [the government] intended to
communicate ... and what message [its conduct] actually conveyed. The purpose and
effect prongs of the Lemon test represent these two aspects of the meaning of the
[government’s] action.59

Reversing the order of these two components, Judge Jones addressed first the question of
message (effect). How had residents of the school district interpreted the actions of the
board’s ID Policy? Despite “strenuous objection” from the defendants, he admitted into
evidence numerous letters to the editor and editorials from the York Daily Record and the
York Dispatch. He explained:
The letters and editorials are not offered for the truth of what is contained therein, but
they are probative of the perception of the community at large. They reveal that the
entire community has consistently and unwaveringly understood the controversy to
concern whether a religious view should be taught as science in the Dover public school
system.
...hundreds

of individuals
in this small community
felt it necessary to publish their views on the
issues presented in this
case for the community
to see. Moreover, a
review of the letters and
editorials at issue reveals
that in letter after letter
and editorial after editorial, community members
postulated that ID is an
inherently religious concept, that the writers
viewed the decision of
whether to incorporate it
into the high school
biology curriculum as
one which implicated a
religious concept, and
therefore that the curriculum change has the
effect of placing the government’s imprimatur on the Board’s preferred religious
viewpoint.60

59
60

Ibid. (Page 15): quoting O’Connor’s concurring opinion in Lynch v. Donnelly (465 U.S. 668 (1984)).
Kitzmiller v. Dover (PA: 12/20/2005 - Case No. 04cv2688). Op. cit. (Pages 58-59, 61).
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Following an extended discussion of whether intelligent design is a scientific theory,61
Judge Jones returned to the intended purpose of Dover’s ID Policy (per the Lemon Test
as well as the first component of the Establishment Test, above). Based in part on a
chronology that included statements by board members concerning the importance of
teaching creationism (not simply intelligent design) and a desire to bring “prayer and
faith back into the schools,”62 he concluded:
The disclaimer’s plain language, the legislative history, and the historical context in
which the ID Policy arose, all inevitably lead to the conclusion that Defendants
consciously chose to change Dover’s biology curriculum to advance religion. We have
been presented with a wealth of evidence which reveals that the District’s purpose was
to advance creationism, an inherently religious view, both by introducing it directly
under the label ID and by disparaging the scientific theory of evolution, so that
creationism would gain credence by default as the only apparent alternative to
evolution…63

In retrospect, the Dover Area School Board of Directors may wish that they had left well
enough alone: that they had not been quite so eager to test the judicial waters concerning
such a divisive and controversial subject. Judge Jones’ admonition in Kitzmiller v. Dover
is scathing, but not without warrant:
…this case came to us as the result of the activism of an ill-informed faction on a
school board, aided by a national public interest law firm eager to find a constitutional
test case on ID…. The breathtaking inanity of the Board’s decision is evident when
considered against the factual backdrop which has now been fully revealed…. The
students, parents, and teachers of the Dover Area School District deserved better than to
be dragged into this legal maelstrom, with its resulting utter waste of monetary and
personal resources.64

Charting a More Intelligent Course:
Where do we go from here?
Clearly, the problem has not been resolved. The American public remains confused and
divided over a set of issues that many consider a matter of fundamental importance. The
introduction of intelligent design, whatever the motives, seems to have done little more
than add to the confusion. In an August 2005 article in the New York Times Magazine,
William Safire described the changing linguistic landscape concerning creationism and
intelligent design:
61

He concluded: “a reasonable, objective observer would, after reviewing both the voluminous record in
this case, and our narrative, reach the inescapable conclusion that ID is an interesting theological argument,
but that it is not science.” Ibid. (Page 89).
62
Ibid. (Page 94: note 21).
63
Ibid. (Page 93).
64
Ibid. (Pages.137-138).
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The marketing genius within the phrase – and the reason it now drives many scientists
and educators up the walls of academe – is in its use of the adjective intelligent, which
intrinsically refutes the longstanding accusation of anti-intellectualism. Although the
intelligent agent referred to is Divine with a capital D, the word’s meaning also rubs off
on the proponent or believer. That’s why intelligent design appeals to not only the
DNA-driven Discovery Institute complexity theorists but also the traditional God’shandiwork faithful.
This banner floating over two disparate armies challenging evolutionary theory has the
Darwinist scientific establishment going ape. Prof. Leonard Krishtalka of the University
of Kansas lumped the armies together … in a widely quoted definition of the I.D.
movement as “nothing more than creationism in a cheap tuxedo.” …[He] added: “It’s a
sophisticated camouflage of Genesis-driven creationism. Intelligent design sounds
scientific, and they couch it as science instead of religion. It’s frighteningly Orwellian.”
Alan Leshner, C.E.O. of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
says: “Whether or not there is or was an intelligent designer is not a scientific question.
It’s not an alternative to evolution. What they are trying to do is get religion in the
science classroom.” 65

As we have seen, U.S. District Court Judge
Jones agreed with Krishtalka and Leshner:
intelligent design is not science and thus has
no place in the science curriculum of public
schools. Even so, in the process of ruling
against intelligent design, Judge Jones
stressed a perspective that Americans who
want both science and religion should find
encouraging:
…many of the leading proponents of ID
make a bedrock assumption which is utterly
false. Their presupposition is that evolutionary theory is antithetical to a belief in the
existence of a supreme being and to religion
in general. Repeatedly in this trial, …
scientific experts testified that the theory of
evolution represents good science, is
overwhelmingly accepted by the scientific
community, and that it in no way conflicts
with, nor does it deny, the existence of a
divine creator.66
65

William Safire, “Neo-Creo.” New York Times Magazine (August 21, 2005).
<http://www.nytimes.com/2005/08/21/magazine/21ONLANGUAGE.html?position=&ei=5090&en=f2de0d
764cc7e0e8&ex=1282276800&adxnnl=1&partner=rssuserland&emc=rss&pagewanted=print&adxnnlx=11
32902202-gyP0H4EZfG7IeNHPMWlcBw> Accessed November 12, 2006.
66
Kitzmiller v. Dover (PA: 12/20/2005 - Case No. 04cv2688). Op. cit. (Page 136).
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In the final analysis, there are no easy answers; but a few points do seem clear. First, we
need to listen to the American public, especially the parents of school-age children: our
public schools are simply not doing enough in this area. Second, we need to pay serious
attention to statistics such as those presented by Don Aguillard in his 1998 Ph.D. thesis.
If biology teachers spend fewer than five hours per year on a critical but controversial
topic about which they feel uncertain and ill-equipped to teach, we need to find ways to
improve their education, supply appropriate resources, and restructure the curriculum to
provide a more appropriate measure of time. Third, if Americans want their children to
learn about God – including but not limited to concepts like creation and intelligent
design – we need to be more diligent about taking them to religious services, providing
high quality instructional programs designed to teach rather than entertain or indoctrinate,
and perpetually reinforcing the lessons at home. Finally, as difficult and uncertain as it
may be, we need to continue to offer opportunities for learning and intellectual exchange
such as the one with which I began this paper: five professors and a Baptist minister
coming together to share views about science and intelligent design with a dynamic mix
of inquisitive senior citizens and open-minded college students.
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The first person who invented an art beyond common sense was
fittingly looked upon by his fellowmen as a wonder…
Aristotle
La seule imagination me rend compte de ce qui peut être, c’est assez
pour lever un peu le terrible interdit; assez aussi pour que je
m’abandonne à elle sans crainte de me tromper.
André Breton
"I am God!
I am nothing, I'm play, I am freedom, I am life.
I am the boundary, I am the peak."
Alexander Nikolayevich Scriabin
L’image est une création pure de l’esprit. Elle ne peut naître d’une
comparaison mais du rapprochement de deux réalités plus ou moins
éloignées. Plus les rapports de deux réalités rapprochées seront
lointains et justes, plus l’image sera forte – plus elle aura de
puissance emotive et réalité poétique…
Pierre Reverdy
If the artist now seeks his certainty in a particular
content
or faith, he is lying, because he knows that pure artistic subjectivity is
the essence of everything,,,
Giorgio Agamben

Philosophizing on the subject of art in contemporary society should necessarily
engage a constant sense of alertness and resistance to essentializing the meaning of art as
something central and universal for human societies. Such a view of art has a long
drawn-out tradition1 of rationalizing precision and universalizing certitude, privileging

1

Echoed in Western critical thought form replacing liberal humanism onward, the philosophers of
enlightment, such as Kant, Spinoza, Hume, etc. who, often disagreeing with each other, fostered a
canonized understanding of universal rationalisms (or truths) as instrumental in defining the meaning of the

1
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“civilized” over “uncivilized” [societies] and classifying [their] cultural product as “art”
and “non-art” – an irresistible ritual of western cultural practice with respect to “their
own” culture and the “outside” [non]cultures.2 Let us therefore stipulate that however
imperceptible and crafty [i.e. unquestioned and taken for granted] the concept art may
seem (after having been framed by Western philosophical tradition, as a practice admitted
universally to humankind), we shall remain in constant awareness of its coinage as a
concept reflecting on very specific, highly contextualized, cultural practices of the
Western “civilized” countries, while embarking on a different project. I shall employ the
concept of art not as carrying a kind of universal significance heedless of cultural, social,
regional and national differences in experiencing reality and re-presenting it by means of
art. Quite to the contrary, this premise should never be parted from our attempts to
explore cultural expressions of different societies, different social strata, allowing equal
value to representations regardless of time, place, age, sex, color, origin, language, means
of expression, etc. For the concept of art should resound with new and diverging meaning
each time it is invoked in a new and diverging context. It should never repeat itself, or
apply and transfer the frame of value from one context onto another, except for the
purposes of context-aware comparison. In the two sketches presented below art will be
treated as if in terms of Austin’s speech-act theory,3 whereby concepts are created
through a process of “locking” meaning into a representation of signs and spaces. The
products of human civilizations. A useful critique of this age and its influence on the later critical theory
can be found in Adorno’s The Dialectic of Enlightenment, as well as later post-colonial criticism, for
example Spivak’s In Other Worlds: Essays in Cultural Politics.
2
This ritualized practice is evidenced in such elements of institutionalized and highly controlled social
manifestations as the first Great Exhibition in 1851. From then on art becomes purposefully blurred with a
fashion to own objects of art, and similarly purposefully manipulated for a wide range of socializing
rituals, constructing cultural frames of references and lack thereof. For more on the effects of the Great
Exhibition, see Lewandowska’s The Value of Things.
3
Cf. J.L. Austin How to Do Things with Words. In The Discourse Reader. Ed. Adam Jaworski and Nikolas
Coupland. London: Routledge, 1999. 63-75.

2
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aim of this study is to approach art from first, a romantic humanist perspective so as to
uncover some greater forces that [I imagine] underlie the process of artistic creation; and
secondly, to sketch some of the newest findings from the artists themselves on the subject
of value attributed to the works of art [as juxtaposed to an unstoppable chaos of objects
and things] in the modern age. Thus for the goals of the first sketch, let us purposefully
define art as a mode of social-cultural expression which, following essentialist
philosophical framework, is a product of a need to express, common to human beings in
general. As to the second sketch, the concept of art will not be specifically defined, in
order to mimic the contemporary lack of clear cut definitions for a concept that has come
to be measured against all kinds of artistic expressions as if a tag of quality, which no one
knows how to define any more, nor what the tag’s value is.
The purpose of this work is, therefore, not to illuminate the reader on the history
of definitions and philosophical conclusions on the subject of art, but to deliberate on
some of its core and [in my subjective intuitive understanding] most exuberant
components, namely: (a) an artistic drive to express, which is the fusing force and magic
of the chalice in which art is born; and (b) the value of the content and meaning of art in
the contemporary world as encrypted in its product. Both topics have been accompanied
by field-research with real-life artists and include their own thoughts [in the case of the
first theme] and the close study of their projects [in the case of the second theme].

The magic spell of [I am…]
The most magnificent of the artworks [if there is such a thing as most and
magnificent and if they ever truly existed] mythically recognized by the entire world [but
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primarily Western cultural tradition], the stories of which survived to our day, bear the
name of the “Seven Wonders of the Ancient World.”4

These wonders are colossal in size and overwhelming for human imagination.
Elongated celestially, they were the proud monuments to human achievement, glory,
power, discovery, and, most importantly, continuity; the continuity which symbolized an
ability to exceed the boundaries of human life, to confront death and claim eternity.
These artworks stand out as an allegation of the ever-present human drive to exceed and
transgress the limitations of physical reality, as the most overt aspirations for immortality.
To this day humans continue to build higher and larger, to implement more eternal
materials in these constructions, so as to make the monument outlive themselves, and to
mark the moment of taming the ineffable, the mysterious and the eternal. These

4

I borrow this idea from an artist and a befriended Professor of Slavic Literatures, Helena Goscilo, who
was recently visiting CU with a lecture entitled “The Grave and the Grail: Transcending Boundaries.” The
paper presented at this lecture dwelled heavily upon the discussion of the wonders of the world, they are,
chronologically:
(1). A gigantic stone structure near the ancient city of Memphis, serving as a tomb for the Egyptian
Pharaoh Khufu: The Great Pyramid of Giza (2). A palace with legendary gardens built on the banks of the
Euphrates river by King Nebuchadnezzar II: The Hanging Gardens of Babylon (3). An enormous statue of
the Greek father of gods, carved by the great sculptor Pheidias -The Statue of Zeus at Olympia (4). A
beautiful temple in Asia Minor erected in honor of the Greek goddess of hunting and wild nature - The
Temple of Artemis at Ephesus (5). A fascinating tomb constructed for King Maussollos, Persian satrap of
Caria: The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus (6). A colossus of Helios the sun-god, erected by the Greeks near
the harbor of a Mediterranean Island: The Colossus of Rhodes (7). A lighthouse built by the Ptolemies on
the island of Pharos off the coast of their capital city: The Lighthouse of Alexandria.
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manifestations of the human need to transgress death glare at us from every monument,
and even more overtly and articulately from wonderous monuments of antiquity.5
As wonders these monuments pose a certain sense of the uncanny by the way
dialectical opposites are engrained within them. They are the residue of paradox, of
the familiar and identifiable on one hand, and the incomprehensible and esoteric on the
other. They must be beyond empirical verification, yet encapsulated in something
material; they must be beyond the possibilities of human production, yet intimately
imitating and encrypting human understanding of the infinite and eternal; they are
reasserting and imposing authority, yet ultimately are anonymous works. These wonders
conjure and incarnate the paradox of praising the infinite in a finite form, of reaching for
the ineffable over empirical, of carving out an open secret of immortality, as a ceaseless
yearning for the ephemeral “elsewhere.”
Since time immemorial, Western philosophers have observed that man is bound to
express through representation. Man perceives the world through an array of
representations, codified with particular sets of meanings, being able to make sense of the
chaos of shapes, colors, sounds, tastes, intuitions, etc. only by preceding establishment of
the signification thereof.6 Man, therefore, is caught in the constant circular motion
between the objects of the surrounding world and the signification attached to them by
5

Consider contemporary architectonic expressions of nationalism and national symbolism, such as the
Capitol in Washington D.C., the WTC towers in N.Y., Le tour d’Eiffel, the Kreml, Big Ben – all of which
are impressive monumental symbols of power.

6

Cf. Ray Jackendoff, “Semantics and Cognition” in The Handbook of Contemporary Semantic Theory, ed.
by Shalom Lappin (pp. 539-559). See also J. Derrida “Of Grammatology,” “Signature, Even, Context,”
“The Ellipsis of the Sun.” Diderot also brings up the same point of human perception being mediated
through the senses prior to the analyses and appropriation of a percept. “The facility with which we are
brought to speak is not a little surprising. We have a number of ideas which cannot be represented by
sensible objects, and which have no substance, as it were, and we are obliged to find terms for them by
making use of a number of ingenious and profound analogies observed between them and the ideas they
suggest.” Diderot, “The Letter on the Blind For the Use Of Those Who Can See” in Diderot’s Early
Philosophical Works, (pp.79-80)
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language in particular, since language is a primary means of semiotic practice, i.e.
codifying meaning into symbols. In antiquity Aristotle rightly observed that the two
causes that have generated art [of poetry in this case] are the natural human drives to
employ representation and taking delight in it:
Representation is natural to human beings from childhood. They differ
from the other animals in this: man tends most towards representation and
learns his first lessons through representation. Also everyone delights in
representations. An indication of this is what happens in fact: we delight in
looking at the most proficient images of things which in themselves we
see with pain, e.g. the shapes of the most despised wild animals and of
corpses.7
Aristotle gives us the examples of corpses and “most despised wild animals” as the
illustrations of “the most proficient images of things” that impress our imagination and,
following the aura8 of these examples can help us understand what causes an artist to
represent both the surrounding reality and the ephemeral human quest of the ungraspable
as a monstrous, monumental, overwhelming magnificence in a full swing of its mimetic
capacity to represent and take “delight” in it.9 Delight, as Kant said, is derived from
human reliance on concepts and the [re]presentations thereof:
…the delight does not depend upon sensation; although it has, for all that,
an indeterminate reference to concepts. Consequently the delight is
connected with the mere presentation or the faculty of presentation, or the
7

Cf. Aristotle, Poetics: “The Origins of Poetry”. (p.4)
Here I am referring to Benjamin’s use of the auratic character of the artistic expression as a natural
satellite of representation. It is characterized by “unrepeatability” and “uniqueness” on the one hand, and
“inapproachability” on the other. “What is aura, actually? A strange weave of space and time: the unique
appearance or semblance of distance, no matter how close it may be.” The aura, therefore, stands for a
momentum of understanding a semblance of a representation in a given freeze-frame of time. I find this
concept particularly valid for the understanding of representation in art, because the representations of the
past will never be reproduced with the same semblance and meaning they had. They are lost forever, and
what we may satisfy ourselves with is but a fan of interpretations, guesses and assumptions as to what it
could have meant “back then.” Cf. “Little History of Photography” (p.519)
9
Derrida, speaking for contemporary critics, entirely agrees with Aristotle’s observation and summarizes:
“Mimēsis is proper to man. Only man imitates properly. Man alone learns by imitation. The power of truth,
as the unveiling of nature (physis) by mimēsis, congenitally belongs to the physics of man, antropophysics.”
Derrida concludes that “such s the origin of metaphor” – this is an important conclusion for the
understanding of representation in art, and more specifically for the content of what is framed as a work of
art. Cf. J. Derrida, “The Ellipsis of the Sun” (p.237)
8
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imagination, with the faculty of concepts that belongs to understanding or
reason, in the sense of the former assisting the latter.10
Thus what we are dealing with while investigating the drive that powers artistic
expression is the very yearning humans feel to express and re-present the surrounding
reality; a yearning which an artist can not shut down or otherwise control; a yearning that
to all men equally employs the faculty of “imagination” and lights up “delight.” The flow
of delight and imagination is so forceful that human societies have needed to develop
means to control and regulate their practice. Law as a social institution illustrates this
process best. Societies seem to have regulation and control as their rudimentary
principles. Therefore, controlling the most fundamental human ability to perceive and
express an idea/a concept/a content of a thing must be regulated.
Imagination [and “delight” at employing its mechanisms] fuels human drive to
create, to call into being the understanding of concepts in surrounding Reality. This is
precisely what constitutes the reverse side of the laws that govern societies, of human
understanding and awareness of their finiteness, of the limits imposed by the guardian
poles of Life and Death – it is the velocity of Desire to express, the tornado-like necessity
to grasp the meanings of reality and re-present them in infinite forms and shapes to
become art, and by the same token, become eternal and transgress Death. This is the
Desire to stop time. This is the compulsion to create so as to be remembered, to be living
in the memory of generations eternally. Under the force of this Desire some shapes and
forms, as we know, have become the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World.
[ Illustration – an abstract from a poem by e.e. cummings:
and in a mystery to be
(when time from time shall set us free)
forgetting me, remember me ]

10

Cf. I. Kant, “Critique of Judgment,” (p.90)
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What is it then that makes man yearn to express, that causes man to voice fear or
awareness of Death? What is it that gives man courage and nourishes the persistent
attempts to continuously re-define the relationship between the infinite Universe and
finite man? What is the force that moves the grinding plates of human understanding, of
human urge to make sense of a masquerade of concepts and ideas which constantly
escape understanding by our attempt at grasping them?
Following Foucault the name of this force is Desire or the unconscious. It is
Desire that is constantly being brought into work by the processes of perception and
reflection of the perceived. For Foucault, this force alone can overpower any of the
remaining powers that affect human societies, such as Law and Sciences.11 Desire is the
source of any production, of any representation and any reaction. The foremost desire
that runs through human beings is the Desire to be. This is a basic, fundamental, core and
life-organizing force. It is the primary principle of any existence. There must be a desire
to exist, a desire to be for anything to be. Desire to create – to assert “I am,” “I am alive,”
“I feel and need to share…,” “I see” and “I understand” – finds its formalization, its
bodily, physical manifestation in art. Art is impregnated with desire. Desire feeds art and
art needs desire to be nourished and to exist, to be able to render the “I am” and “I will
be.” Being is encapsulated in a work of art as if an insect in a drop of amber. To capture
one’s beauty, love, look, breath – is irresistible! The Desire to freeze time and make a
11

For Foucault, Desire is the opposite of Death in its influence over man’s ability to discern in
significations, which are subject to “epistemic break,” a space in which no coherent understanding can be
made out of representation. Foucault calls it “an unthought.” For significance of the object does not reside
in the object itself, but in its representation. There must be, therefore, a certain force that drives
signification into the representation of this object. For Foucault, this force is Desire. He brings this term
from psychoanalysis. Importantly, “Psychoanalysis stands as close as possible, in fact, to that critical
function which, as we have seen, exists within all the human sciences. In setting itself the task of making
the discourse of the unconscious speak through conscious, psychoanalysis is advancing in the direction of
that fundamental region in which the relations of representation and finitude come into play.” See Further
Foucault, The History of Sexuality pp. 362, 374
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moment last an eternity made such inventions such as photography and film possible!
What, how, where and why would humanity even be today if the force of Desire were not
to be there?
[digression:
Солнечный круг, небо вокруг –
это рисунок мальчишки...
Пусть всегда будет солнце,
Пусть всегда будет небо,
Пусть всегда будет мама,
Пусть всегда буду я!
А circle of sun, and sky around it –
This is a drawing of a little boy…
May there always be sun,
May there always be sky,
May there always be mama,
May there always be me!]

9
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[This digression is but an ordinary example of mainstream ideologically filtered artistic
expression of Soviet Russia. Even with all the mould and cuts, the deformities of control imposed on
an artist, the pull is irresistible! We are still saying that the sun, the sky, mom and “I” must exist
forever! … a children’s song…]

It is in the space between the two forces of “fear of Death” and “Desire to live”
that creation and artistic expression take place. Representation (also, episteme, in
Foucault’s words), which to this day continues to form man’s “particular mode of being”
and the possibility of empirical knowledge that reflects upon him, is linked to the urge to
create and express the very being of oneself. This urge haunts every human being
because of its direct connection to the finitude of human life. This urge spurts out the
manifestations of the “unthinkable thought” and experience of finitude. In this space
language becomes freed from the formalization of thought and knowledge, it is intuitive,
it is sense-based, it is mimetic and original at the same time – [il]logical, [ir]rational,
riddle-solving, guessing, palpating, tropological, ostensible, ornamental, guiltless,
playful, soulful – it is reaching for the ineffable by whatever means that come handy, be
they words, mud, paint, melody, a digital sign or silence. The most ambivalent of all
forms of human [cre]activity – art is what it reflects, what it is shaped to mirror and to
convey. It is the mirroring, the mirror and the mirrored – all happening, coming into
being at the same time. Art summons all of the processes of the human mind, inseparable
from any attempt of self-expression, i.e. catching fluctuating ideas and energy invested in
perceiving and re-framing them.
Yes, framing and re-framing ideas and concepts, visions and understandings –
that is the essence of art. Frame functions as a vessel for conveying, transporting,
translating the meaning an artist perceives and wishes [Desires!] to express through his
work. Nor is it an accident that the trope of the frame unfolds an astonishing array of
meanings re-explaining the beingness of beings and the thingliness of things over and
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over again. Its compulsion is the one of describing by forming, re-forming and deforming; constructing, reconstructing, obstructing and deconstructing; describing and
inscribing; defying and reifying, articulating and reticulating; sometimes, muddling and
fiddling… The very word frame has a proclivity to connote with the works of art in the
first place, and only after a “second thought” with all the other possible frames in the
surrounding Reality. The more we think of the word frame and its immediate meanings,
the more obvious becomes the fact that everything is framed – all objects around us, and
the smallest detachable components within its confines. Countries and cities are framed
by the legal borders of the states and administrative divisions; so are the houses and the
rooms, the carpets and the TV’s, even beds are framed! Evidently, all products of human
civilization are more or less clearly demarcated by the borders of some sort of frame!
Any particular shape – is a frame! It is what it holds, what it frames – a thingly
thingliness of a thing – it defines the borders of one object from the chaos of other objects
and things… The frame marks, captivates, celebrates, exposes, canonizes the beingness of
beings and things. It is with this instrument [frame] that an artist makes the meaning of
his [non]perceptions, his [non]message, in his work – visible.
Frame is the chalice of art, the place were Desire meets the unexplainable and
“unthought,” saturated with a constantly changing alchemy of meaning of representation. It is a place where all “positivities”12 of human sciences step aside in order
to allow the very substance of human existence to be manifested, namely (borrowing
Heidegger’s expression) – the being of Being:
12

Foucault argues that behind the history of positivities there is a far more radical history – a history of
man himself, a history of “man’s very being” that comes forth from, among others, a history of languages,
a history of human life. And it is my further development of his argument that this history of “man’s very
being” is inescapably connected to the history of man’s artistic expression. Cf. Foucault, The Order of
Things (p. 370)
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Being itself […] belongs to us; for only with us can Being be present as
Being, that is become present […] only the entry into the realm of this
mutual appropriation determines and defines the experience of thinking.13
Elsewhere, Heidegger observes that defining this relationship between human being and
the being of Being constitutes the primary object of art. Heidegger approaches art as a
reflection of truth, which needs to be there for it to be sought by artists in their pursuit of
the ceaseless yearning to transgress human finitude. Even though now we would not be
thinking of truth in the same way, i.e. being the object of the artistic expression, for there
may be as many truths as there are representations/significations/visions/artworks, etc. To
echo Nietzsche:
What therefore is truth? A mobile army of metaphors and metonymies,
anthropomorphisms: in short a sum of human relations which became
poetically and rhetorically intensified, metamorphosed, adorned, and after
long usage seem to a nation fixed, canonic, and binding; truths are
illusions of which one has forgotten that they are illusions; worn-out
metaphors which have become powerless to affect our senses; coins which
have their obverse effaced and now are no longer of account as coins, but
merely as metal.14
It is impossible to disagree with either Heidegger or Nietzsche, rather their idea of “truth”
should be considered from two of their sides at the same time, and then we shall
inescapably agree with both of them: with Nietzsche on his grasp of human dependence
and blind unawareness of the manipulated meanings of the concepts we rely on as
“truths;” and with Heidegger on the need for “truth” as manifestation of being to be
grasped and re-enacted/re-presented in a work of art. It must be grasped by an
experience-able manifestation of some sort, it must be marked by some borders, lines,
accents… some freckles… some trace of distinctiveness from the chaos of similar,
doubling, different and opposing images, sounds, forms and shapes. There must be a
13
14

Cf. Heidegger, Identity and Difference (p. 33)
Cf. F. Nietzsche, “On truth and Falsity in their Ultramoral Sense,” (p. 180)
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frame in the cosmos of human civilization for our being to be meaningful, for it to be
rend-arable through art.
Human mind is heavily dependent on the presence of graspable, definable
meaning of beingliness of being and thingliness of things. Societies are founded on
rudimentary delineations of every single thing they discover: objects, nature, ideas,
activities… All of these are necessarily framed. Whereas art holds the privilege of
manipulating the frame in whatever way the artist’s Desire dictates. The frame in art is
no longer [has it ever been?] a frame of a picture… It is, or may be, much more
ephemeral: it is an idea, a brief spark of enlightment and inspiration, a constellation of
reflected sensations, as if essences of beingliness and thingliness. As Heidegger puts it:
The essence is discovered in the generic and universal concept, which
represents the one feature that holds indifferently for many things. This
indifferent essence (essentiality in the sense of essentia) is, however, only
the inessential essence. What does the essential essence of something
consist in? Presumably it lies in what the entity is in truth.15
Here I see the being as happening in the <is> of “is in truth.” The being of the Being, of
the surrounding reality (let Heidegger call it truth) is happening(!) and the artist is
discovering its essence through experiencing his own being with relation to it. The
“essential essence” now undergoes the fusions and re-articulations in the mind of an
artist, it no longer bears any particular “truth,” but merely is, and calls into being the
ultimate wonder of creation. Art pronounces being through the frames of “essences”
which mimic, reflect, transport, unveil, debunk and re-frame the on-going happening of
essences, beings, things…

15

Ibid., 50
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In conclusion I would like to quote Giorgio Agamben’s fine articulation of being
that takes place in the process of discovering signification as content [or truth] in
“essence” of the artist’s work:
What the artist experiences in the work of art is, in fact that artistic
subjectivity is [my emphasis] absolute essence, for which all subject
matter is indifferent; however the pure creative-formal principle, split
from any content, is the absolute abstract inessence which annihilates and
dissolves every content in its continuous effort to transcend and actualize
itself[…] The artist is the man without content, who has no other identity
than a perpetual emerging out of the nothingness of expression and no
other ground than this incomprehensible station on this side of himself.16

16

Agamben, The Man Without Content (pp. 54-55)
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[quote suggested by the artist interviewed]
Abstracts of an interview with a writer and a musician James Denny
Townsend (conducted on April,24 2006)
[G]
Why do you think of yourself as an artist? What makes you want to
belong to the world of art? How do you define yourself as an artist?
[JDT] Because the world of aesthetics holds more for interest for me …
than the world of business or academia, the emphasis is not on the
aesthetic for them.
My impulses toward creativity and artistic expression run counter to
the requirements of the skills that are essential for success in these
other frameworks. In other words, when I try to find inspiration or
enthusiasm in these other worlds, I am left feeling empty and
inadequate.
[G] What are the expressions of your artistic self?
[JDT] The things that I express through art are a means of selfdiscovery. In other words, I discover the various expressions that come
forth from me and reflect back to me the layers of my soul.
[G] What is the relationship between the content of your artistic work
and your knowledge that it is going to invoke reaction?
[JDT] I am compelled to express myself through artistic means first.
And the response this expression elicits can have a positive or
negative effect on my sense of self; however, in the final analysis, I
can’t alter by much my original compulsion, or my original expression.
In other words, the negative reaction from outside may have a temporary
effect on my enthusiasm, but finally it doesn’t keep me from the
process of self-exploration through art.
[G] What do you experience before you hand your work/artistic
expression to the outside world?
[JDT] There is always hesitancy, based on a fear of rejection, when one
releases his/her expression into the world; but in the end the
compulsion to express overrides the fear of consequences. It’s like
speaking. You can remain silent, but you’re… and never risk being seen
or heard for who you are… But I think in doing so you rob not only
yourself, but the world of the possibility that your words or art will
be accepted or understood or healing in some way to those who have not
been able to express what you’ve discovered.
[G] What about the content-encoding in your work, do you [have to]
consider such influences of social fabric as ideology, politics,
history, science, myth, etc.?
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[JDT] My experience is that there is an interplay between the two,
conscious and unconscious, but the preponderance goes to the
unconscious, that is, your sensory input from myriad sources that form
a matrix from which the particular expression at the particular time
springs forth. That’s not to say that one doesn’t reflect on these
things from an intellectual or cultural framework, but that the
creative impulse is deeper and transcends that reflection.
[G] How much of your intellect/intellectual skills do you employ in
your artistic expression?
[JDT] In my case, it takes two different directions. In my writing,
where there are more intellectual skills in action -- that is the
refinement of language and placing language in [a context] a framework
of the writing -- than I find in music, which is a more spontaneous
expression, one less fettered by intellectual expression.
[G] What is the first thing that reminds you about art?
[JDT] It’s the pleasure of senses… Out of that comes the urge to praise
the mystery, that coming together of colors, sights and sounds that
stimulate the heart… I think of it as the same impulse that a child has
when it sees something wonderous and tugs repeatedly on the sleeve of
the parent, in a desire to share the wonder of the experience.
[G] Would you say that “wonder” energizes/drives an artistic
expression?
[JDT] Yes. Absolutely. Without the sense of wonder there is no art.
------------------ Later free comments-------------------[JDT] An artist creates to assert “I am” and to feel [hopefully] the
expression that the artist has brought through – what it is to be
human, to be alive. Also to make sense of chaos surrounding us. Chaos
is synonymous with mystery. The mystery is overwhelming (who are we,
why are we…) and by bringing the mystery into form we create out of the
overwhelming mystery something that is comprehendible aesthetically,
i.e. intuitively).
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From the edge of death,
these chrysanthemums somehow
begin to blossom.
[Matsuo Basho]
Japan stands out globally as a model of prosperity, modernity and the realm of the middle
class. Having realized significant progress through the latter half of the last century,
Japan’s major cities have experienced rapid development, unimaginable growth, and
impressive technological innovation + escalation. It is well understood that the society
overall enjoys high standards of living and enviable personal comfort. While images of
towering buildings, outrageous fashion, rush hour crowds, and state-of-the-art electronics
come to mind when Tokyo is mentioned, there is another aspect of the city that exists in
the margins and spaces of the in-between. Homelessness.
While the homeless in Japan are arguably not as large in number nor as visible as is the
case in many other global cities, there is a growing population of displaced persons who
find shelter and solace in the interstitial leftover zones of the metropolis. From hidden
canal edges to the prominence of Ueno Park, and from Sanya district to the train stations
of Ikebukuro, Tokyo’s subculture of homeless men live an existence largely hidden from
the tourist’s gaze and generally tolerated by mainstream Japan.
Outsiders looking at the cardboard boxes adjacent to the water, or the box cities that
spring into temporary existence daily in rail stations after the evening exodus, might be
quick to negatively judge the situation. However, there is far more to the situation than
meets the eye. Japanese society lives with high density and crowding as a simple fact of
coping with a large population on a limited land base. Psychological, cultural and social
norms have developed that permit so many people to live in such close proximity.
Architecture and design support the need to live in confined spaces and tight places.
Moveable ethereal Shoji screens, views from inside to outside, carefully delineated
spatial transition, and inter-connection of rooms make the small feel large. Rituals and
customs, such as removing shoes at the doorway, serve to clearly demarcate + separate
zones of public versus private, dirty versus clean, and tightly defined realms of
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circulation versus habitation. Zen Buddhist principles of change, impermanence & mujo
(ephemerality) factor into the equation, as does the consideration and pursuit of wabi-sabi.
While such cultural, spiritual and spatial gestures are readily seen in the traditional
Japanese house, similar design devices and deployment of customs can be witnessed in
the tent cities of Ueno or the box cities of Ikebukuro Terminal. Shoes left at the threshold.
Flimsy cardboard walls serving to symbolize inside from outside. The temporary and the
transient. The illusion of permanence with the reality of impermanence. Orientation for
privacy. Provision for dignity. Mujo not as pessimistic but rather life acknowledging.
It is interesting to contrast the modern, lavish steel + glass edifices of Ginza’s elite streets,
and the wooden post + beam upper-class housing of Yamanote, with the cardboard and
nylon assemblies of Tokyo’s homeless precincts. While there are obvious and dramatic
differences in material, scale and construction, there exists many aspects that serve to
unite the typologies. Japanese culture has mastered control and delineation of space,
from the tight and orchestrated layout and presentation of a Bento box to the architectural
interplay of Kenzo Tange’s towers. Modern Japanese design, such as Shigeru Ban’s
cardboard tube creations, Kisho Kurokawa’s metabolist structures, and Rei Kawakubo’s
light infused transparent retail ventures, convey aspects of the transient and qualities of
the impermanent. In such a vein, Japan’s homeless housing is not simply a random
collage of recycled parts but rather proves an intentional installation that provides shelter,
privacy, space, place and a sense of dignity to its disempowered residents.
Keywords: Japan, Tokyo, homelessness, personal space, place, culture, design, dignity, poverty

INTRODUCTION | CONTEXT | CONDITIONS
“Not to consider ‘I am this’, that is freedom.”
[Buddha]

Japan, one of the world’s most industrialized nations, is comprised of a series of islands
(approximately the same area in total as Germany), located off the east coast of the Asian
continent. With almost 127 million inhabitants, Japan has the ninth largest population on
the planet. Due to remarkable industrial growth after the WWII, and undeniable
leadership in the high technology sector over the past few decades, Japan’s economy
proves a global force. While spiritual (Buddhist and Shinto) underpinnings color much
of the society, the nation is not overly religious. Japan is strongly family oriented,
strongly collective, and strongly bound to severe cultural norms and driven by commonly
understood societal expectations. It is important to understand issues of homelessness,
social systems, design and planning within such parameters.
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An outsider’s view of Japan paints a picture of a tightly-controlled, strongly-ordered,
economically stable, and largely middle class society. Stereotypical aspects such as
ethnic/cultural homogeneity, intense density, urban chaos, and the predominance of
advanced technology, add to this picture of a modern, progressive Asian nation. While
the facts bear out the claim of overall economic health at the individual and collective
levels, the gap between Japan’s rich and poor is growing as is homelessness. While
many Western countries have elaborate and often effective social support systems, Japan
has relied on other coping mechanisms to address such societal ills. Rather than looking
to the government for assistance, Japanese citizens (largely the male population) are
expected to look to work as the first choice of support followed closely by family
networks. Down stream, when all options are depleted, is government aid. Japanese
Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare (1997 fiscal year) numbers indicate that
approximately 7% of national social security expenditure is allocated to ‘livelihood
assistance’ and ‘social welfare’. Less than 1% of Japanese receive social assistance. In
comparing social security expenditure to national income, Sweden stands at over 50%,
Germany at over 30%, USA at approximately 20%, and Japan at 15%.
While homelessness is not new to Japanese culture, its somewhat dramatic increase in
recent years presents unprecedented challenges. Compared with American statistics,
which place the number of homeless in New York City alone at 50,000, Japan’s problems
seem modest. Tokyo, with one of the more significant homeless populations, has by
numerous estimates (e.g., Japan Times) approximately 5000-6000 people living on the
streets. Current estimates put the number of homeless in Osaka at approximately 15,000.
For many reasons the majority of the homeless are men, mostly put on the streets when
they lost their jobs, saw their companies go bankrupt, or suffered a disastrous disgrace in
the eyes of their families / communities. Despite living without a permanent address,
many of the nation’s homeless are law abiding, respectful of cultural norms, and regular
(albeit modest) contributors to the Japanese economy and society.
Karan (2005), in his book Japan in the 21st Century: Environment, Economy and Society,
underscores some of the challenges pertaining to social welfare and homeless. He notes
that, “The bad news is that more than a few people slip off the safety net, and there is
often nothing to save them. To be eligible for welfare, Japanese must prove both that
they are unable to work and that they have a fixed address – conditions the homeless
cannot fulfill. For them there are no permanent shelters and little sympathy.” On a
3
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positive note regarding the dilemma of ‘no fixed address’, a recent ruling by the Osaka
District Court deemed that a homeless man’s tent in a city park should have been
accepted as his home address when submitted to a ward office. In judging that the tent
should be considered a fixed address, the district court underlined the basic resident
register law’s definition of a person’s address as the “…center of that individual’s entire
life and that which has the deepest relationship with that individual’s life.” The court
deemed that “the plaintiff’s tent provided substance as the base of his life.” This ruling
has profound significance in Japan, where a growing number of disadvantaged men are
electing or forced to live: 1. in flop houses in unpopular districts; 2. in informal tent
structures along river banks; and, 3. in small cardboard ‘rooms’ in train stations.
1. Sanya: In the infamous Sanya district in northeast Tokyo, day-laborers by the score
live in flop-houses that line the narrow streets. Soup kitchen lineups wrap around
buildings and construction workers’ (tobi shoku | steeplejack) unique cloth shoes hang to
dry on makeshift clothes lines. Many of the men of Sanya, while down on their luck,
continue to spend productive days on building sites throughout Tokyo. In a remarkable
account of his personal experiences, American academic Edward Fowler (1996) noted in
San’ya Blues: Laboring Life in Contemporary Tokyo: “Tokyo’s distinguishing features –
and there are many – become apparent to the long term resident. One place, however, is
immediately recognizable as different from any other: San’ya, the day-laborer
community straddling Taito and Arakawa wards where workers – mostly construction
workers – get their jobs off the street. In contrast to the rest of the city, moreover, San’ya
leaves a disquieting impression of neglect, poverty, and outright misery.” Shiro Oyama
(2005), in his book A Man with No Talents: Memoirs of a Tokyo Day Laborer, wrote:
“One’s true self is that which exists in the gaze of other people. Here in San’ya, I have
continually practiced the technique of bringing my innermost self closer to the self that
others have come to expect; for someone like me who must live out his days in San’ya,
there is nothing more to do in life than refine this technique.”

2. tent districts: In addition to the more ‘conventional’ accommodation provided by the
Sanya doyagai (rooming or flop-houses), a growing number of homeless people in Japan
live in makeshift tent shelters. While these shelters vary in size, complexity and location,
there are common features they share. Generally they are constructed of waterproof blue
sheet nylon. In many cases the constructions rely on a wooden or metal frame. Where
assembled on hard surfaces, such as roads and walkways, they are constrained grade level
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by bricks, rocks or other such ballast. Where located in parks, the base of the tent is often
afixed to the ground through ingenious deployment of umbrella handles as ties. Outside
the tent are laundry lines, work tables and an area for shoes to be stored. Relationship of
outside to inside is understood and at times celebrated (akin to more traditional
architecture efforts to dissolve boundaries between building and landscape). As a sign of
respect, as well as a marker of outside/inside, Japanese always remove footwear before
entering a home. The situation proves no different for the homeless, whether living in a
flop-house, a tent, or a cardboard box. Inside the tent space is also carefully delineated
and often well kept. Societal norms, cultural pressure, and lifelong indoctrination ensure
that space is well managed, well honored and well appreciated. Tents are located in a
variety of places, most notably adjacent to railway stations (e.g., Tokyo Shinjuku), along
rivers (e.g., Sumida), and in popular parks (e.g., Ueno and Yoyogi). It is most interesting
to consider the relationship of tents to one another within such communities – while
urban design is not a conscious pursuit of the homeless, there are informal rules and
relationships that dictate tent placement, orientation and proximity.

3. cardboard ‘rooms’ | box cities: The third type of shelter for the homeless comes in the
form of cardboard boxes. Compared with the robust qualities of nylon sheeting, the
paper houses provide scant protection from the elements. In some cases the large
cardboard boxes, if located outside, are covered in clear plastic or positioned under
shelter (such as a rail bridge). More often, however, the boxes are placed inside public
buildings, often outside peak hours. For example, in Tokyo’s Ikebukuro Station one
witnesses the rapid emergence of box cities as the hectic commuter rush subsides.
Cardboard is often intentionally provided by department stores and government officials
to use by the homeless. Cardboard rooms are carefully constructed for sleeping, with
care and respect afforded to norms and traditions such as leaving shoes ‘outside’. As
these shelters are ‘constructed’ inside buildings, and therefore safe from the elements,
they commonly have only walls and no roof. What is important and meaningful is that
the short walls provide enclosure, privacy and dignity to homeless men who struggle for
‘face’ in a relatively judgmental society. In the morning, before the commuters arrive en
masse on the first trains of the day, the homeless work to disassemble their temporary
abodes. The entire enterprise, from construction of cardboard ‘rooms’ late in the evening
and use overnight, to their rapid removal in the morning, is impressive and assuring.
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In his article “Different with a Difference”, Roman Cybriwsky (2000) portrays aspects of
Tokyo’s informal sector. He wrote: “About 200 of the homeless reside on Shinjuku
Station’s west side, amid heavy pedestrian traffic, in a tidy settlement made of cardboard
boxes. Some of the dwellings have more than one ‘room’, are equipped with futons, a
few basic kitchen items, and ropes for drying laundry. Calendars hang from cardboard
walls, giving an added sense of permanence and domesticity.” There have been, over the
years, various attempts to remove or relocate such informal settlements. With the
number of homeless on the rise in Japan, it is likely that any interventions that ignore the
root causes of homeless will fail. It seems that the Japanese will need to determine paths,
approaches and solutions that preserve dignity, provide shelter, and work to alleviate
sources of poverty, homelessness + social injustice.

All of these forms of shelter (doyagai, tents & paper houses) reflect temporary and
impermanent qualities well understood within the spiritual practices of Japan, and most
notably Buddhism. These forms of accommodation for the homeless represent
fleeting, fragile & transient qualities – dimensions acknowledging cycles of life and
underscoring the illusory nature of stability + permanence. Housing for the homeless has
parallels within more conventional Japanese architecture (i.e., historical & contemporary).
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IMPERMANCE | EPHEMERALITY | DESIGN + PLANNING

“Stopping of becoming is nirvana.”
[Buddha]
Japanese architecture, from both historical and contemporary perspectives, has
encountered strong inspiration & influence from Buddhist thought. Spiritual notions of
impermanence & ephemerality (mujo) impart a sensibility into design. Such impact is
seen in the employment of cardboard and paper as building materials in the projects of
contemporary architect Shigeru Ban. Concepts of layering, lightness, change, transience
and the transitory can also been seen in the work of Arata Isozaki, Rei Kawakubo, and
metabolist master Kisho Kurokawa (notably his Nakagin Capsule Tower in Ginza). Taro
Igarashi (2005), in his article “Kisho Kurokawa: Buddhism and Metabolism”, noted that
the architect’s “… global view that creation and destruction run fluidly into one another
has its roots in Buddhist doctrine.” He adds that, “In the original language of Buddhism,
samsara means ‘to flow’, and also means the combination of various states, expressed
through the process of reincarnation.” In a similar manner to the celebration of the
temporary that we see in the work of numerous modern Japanese architects, the informal
housing of Japan’s homeless acknowledges the inevitability of change, a lightness of
being, and the cycle of suffering common to all sentient beings. Ongoing research,
scholarly activity and creative endeavor of the author aim to further consider, delineate
and develop connections & associations between Buddhism, design thinking, and built
form (buildings, products, landscapes) in Japanese society.
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Abstract
Designing for the public is difficult. Public in general means that users of design have different
and diverse backgrounds, needs, wants, expectations, and dreams, as well as fantasies.
Moreover, these variables keep changing. This paper first reviews the common biased
perceptions and practices in considering and generating user-fit designs for the public. By
using case studies of the designs of public facilities, such as street furniture and public toilet
facilities, this paper discusses how designs can fulfill diverse and continuously changing wants
and needs of users. In designing for the public, the paper identifies that three major levels of
work are necessary: (i) policy, (ii) design and implementation, and (iii) management and
maintenance.
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Design for the Public
Kin Wai Michael SIU, PhD
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Designing for the public is difficult. Public in general means that users of design have
different and diverse backgrounds, needs, wants, expectations, and dreams, as well as
fantasies. Moreover, these variables keep changing. This paper first reviews the common
biased perceptions and practices in considering and generating user-fit designs for the
public. By using case studies of the designs of public facilities, such as street furniture and
public toilet facilities, this paper discusses how designs can fulfill diverse and continuously
changing wants and needs of users. In designing for the public, the paper identifies that
three major levels of work are necessary: (i) policy, (ii) design and implementation, and (iii)
management and maintenance.

Keywords: public, users, userfitness, cultures, lifestyles, policy, design, management

Biased Perceptions and Practices in Userfitness
More researchers and professional designers have recognized that users should be the most
important elements in design practices, instead of designers themselves or the designs.
However, how to create user-fit designs—with a high degree of "userfitness"—is a question
that is difficult to answer (Siu, 2005). In particular, when the target users of a design, such as
a bench in a park, a towel dispenser in a public toilet, or a street sign in a pedestrian precinct,
is the public, how can a designer fulfill the wants and needs of such diverse users is a
complicated and difficult issue, but one which is also critical and necessary.
Today, there are several common biased perceptions and practices in considering and
generating user-fit designs for the public. First, many designers like to take the approach of
"averagization". This means that designers like to take average on most of the diverse things
and variables. They seem to take the viewpoint as what Le Corbusier declared in his
remarkable lecture in Friends of the Arts at Buenos Aires (October 19, 1929):
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Our needs are daily, regular, always the same; yes, always the same. All men have the same
needs, at the same hours, everyday, all their lives. ... We all have the same limbs, in number,
form, and size. (p. 108)

Although designers today may not have exactly the same perception and idea of Le Corbusier
regarding users, it is a fact that quite a lot of designers at least like to consider users—the
public—as similar. Alternatively, designers tend to find some similar points, exaggerate them
and then create designs according to these similarities. Such practice also commonly exists in
the habit of designers, who claim to consider particular groups of users' wants and needs. For
example, some designers claim to design for older people. However, when reviewing their
designs, it is not difficult to see that these designers often consider "all" older people as the
same. It is true that many older people may have similar disabilities (e.g., motion, cognitive,
and sensory disabilities). However, this should not imply that all older people have the same
cultural, social, and psychological preferences. For example, some older people may like to
have bright colors for their daily necessities. More and more new generations of older people
also like to use trendy objects or have trendy images on their daily gadgets (Siu, 2005a).
However, quite a lot of designers always average—stereotype—the preferences of different
older people.
Second, along the same track of averagization, many designers like to create standards; that
is, standardization. Following the similar kind of modernist and rational thinking as Le
Corbusier (1930/1990), designers create an overwhelming number of standards today:
We all have the same limbs, in number, form, and size. If on this last point there are differences,
an average dimension is easy to find. Standard functions, standard needs, standard objects,
standard dimensions. (p. 108)

Although it is a fact that when dealing with a design for multiple users, standardization
sometimes is essential and practical. However, today such a situation is reaching nearly
disastrous proportions. We can see too many standards in both design dimensions and
functions. Designers easily create everything in a standardized manner, including physiological,
cultural, social, psychological, and ideological aspects. It is also why nearly all of the open
spaces for older people in Hong Kong, as well as other cities in the Chinese mainland, are
always with Chinese traditional styles of garden landscapes and constructions. In fact, these
kinds of stereotyped Chinese traditional styles are good but not a "must" for older Chinese
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people. Some Western styles of open spaces with attractive modern facilities (e.g., facilities for
morning exercises) are the preference of not a small number of older people (Siu, 2005a).
Besides convenience in design, another major reason for taking the standardization approach
is that, many designers fear the unknown, unexpected, and unpredetermined. Designers
always want to pre-determine outcomes and eliminate uncertainties. Only the standardization
approach will allow them to change variables into invariables. Therefore, the claimed choices
for users are close to standard designs that users can either make a choice on taking it or
leaving it only. Mass transit systems (e.g., Mass Rapid Transits) and circulation systems (e.g.,
compulsory direction and control of human movement) in many modern cities are good
examples (Siu, 2001). Such systems bring "convenience" to people. Yet, people could take
them as the only and compulsory choice in their daily lives, while selecting other options and
alternatives in transportation and circulation would create large inconvenience, or may not
even be permitted. Although many designers would defend that standardization is rational,
modern, sensible, effective, efficient and the best, the consequence of standardization more or
less is generated from a long term biased rational thinking model. In short, standardization
most of the time easily lacks consideration of the freedom and choices of different individual
users (Fishman, 1982; Siu, 2001).
Third, instead of averagization and standardization, most designers prefer to consider the
majority. It is also the most common design practice nowadays. In other words, instead of
considering and averaging all users and then generating designs, the considering of and
emphasis on majority implies an exclusion of the minority. It is easy to see that many
designers don't attempt to include the minority in the consideration list. The success and wide
adoption of this approach is that it seems that the result of excluding the minority would not
bring great harm to the benefit of businessmen in terms of economic return, while most of the
users (that is, consumers) can be entertained. Furthermore, the complaints and protests of
the minority are so small and minor (Siu, 2005a, 2005b).
Even in the designs for people with special needs, this kind of preference for the majority also
exists. Designs of disabled or accessible toilets are a good example. Nowadays, only
wheelchair users or physically disabled people are considered when talking about accessible
toilet design. This paper in here does not intend to say that wheelchair users and physically
disabled people are not necessary to consider and give assistance. On the contrary, the
existing designs in fact are still unable and insufficient to fit this group's needs (Rehabilitation
Alliance Hong Kong, 2005). However, how about visually impaired people? How about people
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with cognitive and sensory disabilities? And the unfortunate thing is that, this kind of designing
for the majority sometimes is only founded on misunderstanding or first-but-wrong impression.
Like visually impaired people, according to the United Nations statistics, about one-thirtieth of
the world's population is visually impaired. The exclusion of this majority group with disabilities
according to the design approach for the majority is irresponsible.
Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that the perceptions and practices mentioned above
sometimes work and quite effectively. However, as discussed, these perceptions and practices
are so biased and most of the time exclude many possibilities as well as users. Then, how to
have a balance, in particular the different preferences and needs of users, is an important topic
for researchers and designers to explore.

Studies on the Designs for the Public
To promote user-oriented design and user-research, several projects in the area of public
spaces, street furniture, and public facilities have been conducted. The projects have been
mainly supported by The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, together with funding from and in
collaboration with external funding organizations and departments. The projects have been
mainly carried out in Hong Kong, with some comparative and supplementary studies
conducted in Chinese mainland cities, other Asian cities such as Tokyo, Seoul, Busan, Bangkok
and Kathmandu, and some cities in Europe and North America such as Barcelona, London,
Boston, and Chicago.
The projects can be considered applied research, while they have attempted to strike a balance
between theoretical studies and design applications. One of the key objectives of the projects
is to explore the directions and possibilities of having user-fit designs for the public. This area
of research and design is new to Hong Kong, as well as other Asian cities, with its particular
focus on the perspectives of users.
Qualitative methods have mainly been used in the projects. The methods include:
policy and design-practice reviews;
interviews with government officers and representatives of related government
departments;
interviews with representatives of NGOs;
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interviews with professionals (architects, urban planners and designers, industrial and
product designers, etc);
interviews with some particular groups of users, such as people with special needs
introduced by NGOs;
field observations and direct interviews;
Photovoice (see Wang & Burris, 1997) [1];
product analysis [2];
field tests of prototypes and models [3]; and
further discussions and evaluations with related parties and people.

Findings and Discussions
Wider perspective in considerations
In the past, quite a lot of designers considered themselves as artists, in that they focused on
self-expression and did not take into account the criticism of other people. Many of them also
liked to see themselves as the center of the whole design process, giving advice and making
judgments according to their professional knowledge, experience, and preferences. Recently,
there has been a critical change away from this narcissistic view. Many designers today claim
that they are designing with and for people—no matter if their ways of designing really meet
these goals or not. According to the findings and analyses of the projects, more policymakers
and designers have recently agreed on the importance and significance of "users". And, more
designers claim to consider quality of design by considering the preferences and needs of the
users [4].
However, as criticized by some theorists and researchers (Clarkson et al., 2004; Jordan, 1997;
Jordan & Green, 1999; Nielsen, 1994; Norman, 1998; Prudhomme et al., 2003; Whiteley,
1995), judgments of many designers nowadays are still biased towards the functionality of the
design. This means that the claimed emphasis on users advocated by designers is still heavily
or solely on the physiological aspect, and other aspects are still relatively neglected.
In fact, among different kinds of design factors or considerations (e.g., physiological, cultural,
social, psychological, ideological), there is not one that definitely exceeds the others in
importance. This is like the legs of a chair, where each is important to support sitting. Different
features of a design give the user different pleasure as well as satisfaction from different
perspectives and/or in different occasions. In other words, during the design process
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(involving

problem

identification,

data

collection

and

analysis,

solution

generation,

implementation, and evaluation), designers need to take a wider perspective in considering an
all-around quality of design (Siu, 2005b).
Well uses of differences and similarities
To be successful in producing quality designs for the public with a high degree of userfitness in
terms of different factors mentioned above, designers cannot average out users and
standardize their needs and wants, or only consider some majority groups. Instead, designers
need to fulfill diverse wants and needs of individual users or individual groups of users. In
dealing with diverse wants and needs, "differences" and "similarities" of individuals or
individual groups are two quite contradictory but important directions and areas (Siu, 2001).
As discussed previously, the consideration of differences and similarities can be from several
aspects: physiological, social, cultural, psychological, ideological aspects (see also Jordan,
1997; Jordan & Green, 1999; Margolin & Margolin, 2002; Siu 2003a, 2004). Regarding
designing for the public, the consideration of differences implies that designers need to
facilitate a design (a system, an environment, an object, an image, a message, etc.) which has
"space" to accept different actions and reactions generated from different users. Simply
speaking, a design for the public needs to allow different users to use that fitting their
preferences and meeting their needs. It is obvious that it is unrealistic if designers dream to
cater to "all" of the differences, in particular if some of these differences oppose other
differences. But how to provide maximum "space", minimize constraints and limitations for
different users, and minimize confrontations among different users are all critical points. Take
the designs of toilets (that is, toilet bowls) in public toilets as an example; some people prefer
to use a sitting toilet bowl, while some may prefer to use a squatting toilet bowl. According to
the considerations in ergonomics, health, hygiene, safety, convenience, comfort, etc., two
types of toilet bowls have their own pros and cons. According to the experience of the projects
mentioned above, providing two choices with different numbers for each choice according to a
careful study on the ratio of two preferences is a good idea. This is also a good improvement
of Hong Kong public toilets today, in that the Hong Kong government has changed the designs
of public toilets by providing two choices instead of the all-squatting toilet bowls approach for
toilets built before the 1980s, and the all-sitting toilet bowls approach for toilets built between
the 1980s to 2000s.
Of course, some people may prefer to squat on top of a sitting toilet bowl. However, this kind
of gross behavior may only be possible in a personal and private environment. As mentioned
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before, design for the public needs to consider the influences among different users; that is, a
balanced consideration of the preferences and needs of different parties and individuals. Thus,
this kind of behavior becomes inappropriate and unacceptable in the public environment. Then,
designers should consider how to prevent or at least not to encourage this kind of thing
happening unless this "particular" behavior would not cause inconvenience to and would be
accepted by, other users.
Similarities mean the common concerns and preferences of users. Taking the designs of the
facilities in public toilets as an example again, hygiene is nearly the common most important
concern of all users—no matter whether a user has public ethics in using toilet facilities or not.
In fact, it is also the reason why so many people like to squat on the sitting toilet bowls instead
of sitting directly on them. This action does minimize the contact between human bodies and
facilities, and is a good use of the similarities; that is, good use of the common concerns and
preferences. Then, automatic devices such as automatic flushing mechanisms, towel
dispensers, or water taps are almost nearly welcome by all users while they can physically
minimize the human-product interactions and also psychologically give secure and safe feeling
to the users.
As discussed, sometimes the conflicts among various differences and similarities are difficult to
spot out and handle with a balance. It is also a topic that requires more investigations and
further discussions.
Well defined scopes
Design for the public, as its name implies, must be a design that has multiple users. Thus,
designing for the public is different from designing for one person or a particular small group
of targeted people. Some may argue that a design provided for more than one person's use
can be considered as a design for the public. Although there is no well-agreed upon or precise
definition of "public" in design practices, public in general means a relatively larger population
living in particular societies, regions, cities, districts, or areas. Nevertheless, instead of
endlessly arguing and trying to define the size or dimension of public, it is better to consider
how designers set up an appropriate scope for doing design.
That is, besides allowing for flexibility and freedom for individuals, designers by necessity have
to have a careful plan and define the scope of users that the design will serve. For example, the
scope may be a particular country, a particular region, or even a particular small open area or
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corridor for a small community. Obviously, the difficulty is in direct proportion to the size of a
defined scope.
Once a scope has been established, designers can get a basic idea about the nature and
population of users to be served and the set of objectives necessary to be obtained. According
to the findings of the projects mentioned above, let's use Hong Kong again as an example.
Hong Kong is a modern city well known for its dense population and its dynamic urban life.
Within a limited amount of usable space, Hong Kong people have close and fast interactions
with each other as well as with the surrounding environment and its objects (Siu, 1999,
2003b). In this way, Hong Kong on the one hand is similar to many modern cities. However, it
also has its own culture and lifestyle. Hence, Hong Kong is different from other modern cities,
and in turn designers cannot copy designs from other cities without careful consideration and
modification. The design of the public rubbish bins in Hong Kong is a good example. While
"speed" is the most important factor of urban life, the size and the opening of rubbish bins
should be relatively large. But, instead of a large opening on the top, the opening must be at
two sides of the rubbish bin. It is because Hong Kong is a place always having raining. Having
an opening on the top will let the rain water to go into the rubbish bin easily. The ashtray on
the top also does not allow designers to put a cover on it, though it should be healthier for the
public if a cover is added. However, the product testing of the ashtrays with covers tell
designers that the covers give slight inconvenience to people when they put the cigarette ends
in the ashtrays. In turn, people are demotivated (within just a short period of time) to put
cigarette ends in the ashtrays and consequently a large number of people prefer to throw the
cigarette ends on the ground. Just a small street furniture with such a small difference in
design, it totally reflects the behaviors and also the preference and value judgment of many
people in Hong Kong.
Different from a large scale of scope, a design may be aimed to serve a group of residents in
a public housing estate. Then, the scope must be smaller, and the natures and number of users
are also smaller than the whole territory of Hong Kong. Designers can then, based on the
scope, consider differences and similarities of this population of users and then create designs
to fit their wants and needs. Take the public rubbish bins as an example again; the findings of
the projects indicate that, even in the same city, the designs of rubbish bins in a central
business area and a public housing estate may be quite different. For example, some designers
like to design a recycle bin with a lock in order to prevent people taking out things from the
bins and make the surrounding environment untidy. However, according to observations, it is
not good to have locks for the recycle bins in public housing estates no matter how strong the
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locks are. This is because some people would like to collect the aluminum cans or papers from
these recycle bins for selling. The result of a lock attached to a rubbish bin would only result in
a broken lock or a broken recycle bin at the end. In a business area, while recycle bins are
easily seen (and inspected) by other people, the rate of replacement and maintenance of locks
and bins are much lower.
Obviously, it is important that a scope should not be a boundary – excluding other users
outside the scope. In fact, it is impossible and inappropriate to have a very strict boundary for
a scope, as many people now live in dynamic cities, unless the defined scope is as strict as a
jail. Thus, flexibility to "accept" other users or flexibility to be modified to accept other users
are two important design approaches. Taking again the street furniture design in Hong Kong as
an example, due to the increasing number of visitors and new immigrants, well designed street
furniture must have the flexibility to be fit or to be modified to fit for the new and continuous
changing users' wants and needs.
Considering particulars
As mentioned above, "copying" without careful consideration and modification is a poor
practice in design. This situation goes back to the discussion on the current common biased
perceptions that designers easily fall into; that the public (users) in a place is constant or at
least similar to the public in another place. In fact, many cases in recent years have proved the
unsuccessfulness of the directly copied or superficially modified successful designs.
A remarkable example is the public art (or, a kind of street furniture) called "Cow Parade"
originally installed on the streets in Chicago. After a blooming positive feedback, many
policymakers and designers copied the concept and installed the same or similar installation
art pieces in their cities. Some designers claimed that they changed the original installation
slightly (such as changing cows to horses or bears) which can fit to and reflect particular
cultures of the cities. Although some of these (copied or modified) designs were fairly
successful, quite a lot of them produced a poor result at the end. That is, these newly installed
objects might attract attention of the public in the beginning. Yet, many of these gimmick
copies finally could not gain the successful outcome as those in Chicago. The installations in
some cities also became obstructions and cultural monsters, or very few people were
interested in having interactions with them except for some tourists taking pictures with them.
For another example, to promote Chinese culture and identity, traditional Chinese style
elements are widely incorporated in the cities on the Chinese mainland as well as other cities
11
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with Chinese communities. However, quite a lot of these designs cannot match the existing
environments and fit the users' existing and expected lifestyles. This is also why so many awful
architectures such as the modern buildings with a Chinese pavilion style rooftop can be seen
everywhere in the Chinese mainland nowadays. In fact, similar types of nonsense, copycat,
and gimmicky styles of public constructions, facilities, and furniture are easily seen in many
Asian cities—from the large scale such as a regional park to a small object such as a rubbish
bin or a bollard on a street. As commented on by the interviewees of the projects, these kinds
of constructions as well as products on the one hand cannot reflect and promote traditional and
local cultures while, on the other hand, they are un-matched, or even segregated, from
people's current everyday lives, and in turn cannot motivate people to have any deep level
reflection on cultures and interactions with the environments.
Fulfilling continuously changing wants and needs
While individuals change, the public (users) also change. Such changes affect the quality and
effectiveness of designs significantly as well as diversely. For example, some new immigrants
may bring a good practice (user behavior) to a city, and in turn the government and designers
can design and install better public facilities in public toilets. In contrast, some newcomers or
visitors may bring a negative result to existing facilities that end up requiring more regulations
and controls to be incorporated in designs.
Moreover, public facilities in general are expected and required to last for a longer time
compared to personal objects. Therefore, designers are not wise to put their focus on a
particular time only, in regards to most designs for the public (i.e., public facilities such as
street furniture, public toilet facilities, etc.). This is because keeping on changing and
modifying on a large scale public facilities not only increases the society's expenses but also
causes inconvenience to the public. In short, designers need to take the temporal dimensions
of users' wants and needs into account (He, 1992; Siu, 2003a). In other words, designers need
to think carefully about a design that can be functional for a reasonable period of time.
In general, designers like to take three approaches when facing change. The first approach is
that some designers seek alternatives or new designs to overcome the problems. This
approach is good while the designs can meet the new needs. However, it is not always possible
to produce these alternatives or new designs due to the increases of the administrative, design,
and production costs. And any large-scale changes will bring inconvenience to the public. Then,
some designers prefer to set up more rules as well as controls in their designs that users, no
matter at which period of time the design product occurs, need to follow the rules in using the
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product/facility. That means that designers try to fix users in a predetermined scope in order
to control their behavior and in turn to have a guarantee on the predictable outcome. It cannot
be denied that this approach is quite successful while users in general cannot easily get other
choices. For example, due to better living standards and promotion of public health, more
governments have provided tissue paper in public toilets (Siu, 2006). However, this kind of
consumable will be used very fast due to it being free and readily stolen in such an open public
area. One of the possible designs to minimize the loss of tissue paper is to store the tissue
paper in a particular dispenser that people cannot easily take a large pile or the whole trunk of
tissue paper away. However, it is easy to imagine that this kind of design also creates
inconvenience to some people, though it works in some sense, at some occasions, and under
some conditions. The last approach is that some designers prefer to take a reminding or
educational approach that some signs or messages are put on the cover of the dispensers to
inform the users to be more considerate. This approach provides a choice for the users and
respects the practices of individuals, but it also faces one critical drawback; users may not do
the things as expected (Siu, 2001). This is also the point criticized by policymakers and
designers who prefer the first two approaches.
Up to the present moment, as stated, the first approach is not easy to be implemented while
it relates to a critical issue: resource. The second approach is relatively more workable and
commonly used. Although it is a fact that quite a lot of people want to see the success of the
third approach, as it more or less reflects the success of our civic education and the
improvement of public ethics, designers cannot put themselves in or dream to be in a "utopia"
all the time that users are so good to have public ethics. Of course, as stated above, society as
well as users' wants and needs keep on changing. For example, just twenty years ago, it was
very difficult to see tissue paper provided in public toilets in Hong Kong. Designers would be
considered unrealistic if they wanted to provide such consumables in public toilets. However,
time, technology, and people keep changing. Now this kind of consumable is widely seen in
many cities. Then, only through a continuous exploration of users' wants and needs, and
keeping on chasing the social and cultural changes can bring about new design solutions to
serve the public.

Three Levels of Work
Reviewing the current successes and limitations in design for the public, we have come to an
understanding that three major levels of work are necessary: policy, design and
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implementation, and management and maintenance.
The work in policy level means plans and establishments of directions, aims, and detailed
targeted objectives, works and resources, etc. As illustrated in Figure 1, policy gives directions
for design and implementation, directs the management and maintenance, and gives
guidelines to assure the quality.

Figure 1. Relations among three major levels of work: policy, design and
implementation, and management and maintenance.
In the design and implementation level, as its name suggests, designers and different levels of
executives need to bring and put what has been planned and established in the policy into
implementation. There are thousands of approaches and methods to carry out design work
and put the design solutions into implementation. In selecting one or more appropriate
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approaches and methods, designers are required to take a lot of factors and elements into
consideration. As the discussion above states, in designing for the public particularly,
designers are required to: have a wider perspective in considerations, well use of differences
and similarities, well-defined scope, consider particulars, and fulfill continuously changing
wants and needs.
Among all three levels of work, most of the time many people tend to think that the policy and
the design and implementation are more important. However, the fact is that, in most of the
designs provided for the public, management and maintaining the performance of the designs
is more essential. The most unfortunate thing today is that many people do not care about this
level of work, and in turn many originally good plans and designs cannot be performed as their
original objectives due to the unsatisfactory management and maintenance.
As illustrated in Figure 1, to maintain a good quality of performance, management and
maintenance are required to give continuous updated feedback to the policy, and design and
implementation levels. It is also why management and maintenance are related to "design". In
other words, it is inappropriate to separate these three levels in consideration for a good
design for the public.
Figure 1 also illustrates that "users" (the public) should be positioned at the center of the three
levels of work. This implies that policies, plans, designs, implementations, and management
decisions should take users as the core objectives to serve. Only through this kind of
user-oriented (or, user-centered) approach can designs bring real benefits to the users (Siu,
2005b). Many people nowadays have a wrong perception that they always think that
policymakers are the key and hub in these three levels of work since policymakers are the
people who initiate and plan the whole process of design and related work. Or, policymakers
are the commanders and directors of everything. Some people may also have another wrong
perception that designers are the spirit and energy of the whole process of design and related
work since designers generate he solutions to make the plans and objectives come true.
Designers also give directions and requirements to people in management and maintenance
level. Of course, some people may argue that management and maintenance is the most
important sector while they carry out the plans and design concepts. In fact, these concepts
are only partially correct. When we look at the significance and effectiveness of a design, the
key criterion is the satisfaction of users. Without this, all good plans, creative ideas, innovative
solutions, perfect quality constructions, management, and maintenance mean nothing.
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Therefore, the relationships between users and each particular level are both mysterious and
interesting. Users bring the three levels of work together and form a center—focus—to
communicate. Obviously, policymakers, designers, and management people have their own
ways, channels, and objectives to communicate as Figure 1 illustrates. But users give a focal
point to direct the communications of these three levels. Moreover, users also have different
kinds of communication with the three levels. It is easy to understand that users in general do
not have direct communications (or, interactions) with policymakers and designers. The
findings of the projects indicate that, unless users seriously dissatisfied, they seldom want to
make comments or complaints regarding the quality of public facilities. Although more
feedback boxes are installed in public spaces nowadays, very few people use them. And, rarely
do people have the chance to talk to a designer of an object to comment on whether it is good
or bad. This situation is particularly obvious if an object is used by the public—multiple users.
But, by observing a user or different users how to use a design (system, object, etc.), a
designer can understand the quality and real performance of the design. As mentioned earlier,
the management and maintenance level is critical in the quality of design for the public while
it is nearly the only level of people that users can directly communicate to. Thus, designers as
well as policymakers should use the management and maintenance level of work as a channel
to gain the feedback of users in order to improve the designs, including updating designs, to fit
for changing wants and needs of users.
Policymakers and designers can also through different research means, in particular
observations on human-product interactions, understand the quality of designs whether they
fit users or not. It is also similar to what Clarkson et al. (2004) suggested in their study of
effective design requirements for the National Health Service that designers are required to
carry out systematic in-depth and continuous studies on users' needs and capacities as well as
how they interact with the designs.
According to the design experience of the projects mentioned above, one of the major reasons
for the failure of today's designs is the exclusion of users from the three levels of work. As its
name suggests "users" are considered only in relation to the use of a design, but not the
people involved to give constructive comments and actions on the design to. However, many
research and design projects indicate that it is important to have the "participation" of users in
policy planning, design, and management (Gaventa, 1993; Kernohan, 1992; Kwok, 2002;
Sanoff, 1992, 2000; Schuler & Douglas, 1993; Siu & Kwok, 2004). The overlapping sectors in
Figure 1 illustrate how users are being involved in the three levels of work. As indicated by
Sanoff (2000), only "user participatory design" can guarantee a satisfactory design outcome
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for users. Of course, different from designing home furniture or a piece of jewelry that the
number of users of this kind of designs is small and in turn user participatory design is much
easier. However, it does not mean that we can disregard the value and importance of such
true-user-oriented and centered design activities.

Conclusions
Design for the public is not easy since the public more or less implies a lot of users with
different and diverse wants and needs. Also, the users themselves, as well as their wants and
needs, keep changing due to the different interactions among different users and different
periods of time. To obtain user-fit designs, the first important thing is that designers need to
respect users as well as their practices instead of regulating or programming their ways of
using designs. To respect users, designers are required to take users as a starting point to
have a wider perspective in consideration, well-use of differences and similarities, well-defined
scopes for design, consider particulars, and aim to fulfill continuously changing wants and
needs.
Design for the public is different from producing a design for one person, in that the latter deals
only between a designer and a user. Instead, designers need to have a balance on different
sectors and individuals. Most of the time, designers need to consider the temporal dimensions
of all considerable factors, since a design for the public is always required to exist in a place for
a longer period of time. Thus, the coordination and communication among the three levels of
work, that is, policy, design and implementation, and management and maintenance, are very
important. Such coordination and communication should also put users as the core and key
objectives, and have good direct and indirect communication with users. Among all these
items, allowing opportunity and facilitating space for users to participate in the three levels of
work are a good strategy. Many research findings indicate that users feel more satisfaction
regarding the designs that have their participation, though the quality of these designs may
not be as perfect as expected. In sum, only through respect, investigation, and understanding
of users' practices in different physical environments, occasions, cultural and social settings,
different levels of communication, and user participation can lead designs to fit for the public's
diverse and changing needs and wants.
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Notes
[1]

"Photovoice" uses the immediacy of the visual image to furnish evidence and to
promote an effective, participatory means of sharing expertise and knowledge. It is
also a participatory method not of counting things but of drawing on the community's
active lore, observations and stories, both visual and oral. Thus, this activity is a
process through which the participants (even those who are not well-informed) actively
identify and comment upon their living environment.

[2]

The product analysis does not only include the functional tests and analyses of the
designs (systems, products, etc.), but also include other design factors such as human,
social, cultural, and psychological factors.

[3]

Tests on sites are important for the evaluations of proposed policies and design
solutions. In general, non-intrusive observations on the users' interactions with the
tested designs (systems, environments, prototypes, models, images, etc.) are the
main way to evaluate the effectiveness and significance of the designs.

[4]

In Prudhomme, Zwolinshi and Brissaud's (2003) article, users (or, end-user, buyers)
are also defined together with "specific actors".
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Peer, the Old Man of Dovre, and the Quest for a Unified Self in Henrik Ibsen’s Peer Gynt

Jan Sjåvik
University of Washington, Seattle

As the eponymous protagonist in Henrik Ibsen’s drama Peer Gynt (1867) goes
home with the Woman in Green to meet his prospective in-laws in Act Two, the woman
reminds him that their life together will not quite be what he is used to, now that he is
entering into the realm of the normally invisible mountain trolls. “Yes, but you’ve got to
bear in mind / In my country everything we own / Has two different ways of being
looked at” (Ibsen 39), she tells him, warning him that he literally should not believe his
human eyes, which do not see things the way trolls do. In this paper I will be suggesting
that there is a lesson here for us, too, who read Peer Gynt or watch it on stage. There are
literally two different ways of looking at the play, depending on whether we want to look
at it with human or trollish eyes. In the following, I will elaborate on this statement, and
conclude by suggesting that it is perhaps more productive to read Peer Gynt from the
perspective of a troll than solely from the point of view of a human.
Peer Gynt was Ibsen’s second truly successful play, published the year after he
wrote his Kierkegaardian ethical drama Brand (1866). Brand, which like its successor is
named for its protagonist, may be read as an illustration of Kierkegaard’s conception of
the ethical sphere of existence, a type of life where duty and ideal demands are
paramount. Kant’s categorical imperative lurks somewhere behind the minister Brand’s
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refusal to compromise, and it is no accident that the drama Brand, at least on the surface,
seems to advocate for the middle-class values extolled by Kierkegaard’s Judge William
in Either/Or (1843). Likewise, one may regard Peer Gynt as an exploration of the nature
of the Kierkegaardian esthete, a type of person who is forever in search of the new and
different experiences that will keep boredom at bay. While Kierkegaard’s ethical man is
fixated on duty, the esthete is focused on living poetically, that is, by both seeking new
experiences and recollecting past ones in such a manner that he will be able to fashion an
entirely personal reality.
While it may seem overly simplistic to do so, it is possible to establish a rough
equivalence between Ibsen’s human v. troll distinction and Kierkegaards ethicist v.
esthete binary, with the esthetic world-view of Kierkegaard corresponding to that of the
trolls in Ibsen. As the Woman in Green points out to Peer, life may indeed be seen in two
different ways. Both Kierkegaard and Ibsen would probably say that life is all about the
choices one makes, whether one privileges pleasure or duty, self or other, and so on.
The remarkable richness of the play Peer Gynt flows, in large measure, from
Ibsen’s exploration of the choices made by Peer. Throughout the drama’s five acts, Peer
passes from youth to old age and travels from Norway to America, then to North Africa
and Egypt, then back to America again, and finally back to Norway. Both the choices and
the statements made by Peer along the way reveal that he is a remarkably inconsistent
character who conducts his life in a manner that is very different from the way he thinks
that he is living.
On two occasions in Act One, Peer appears as a debased Greek rhapsode. In the
opening scene he tells a tall tale to his mother, who quite rightly accuses him of lying but
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who is unable to avoid the spell of his narrative. Later in the same act he appears at a
wedding where he, dressed in rags, performs traditional folk tales with the hope of getting
paid with a bit of brandy. His skills as a storyteller are well known, but there is evidence
that the community also regards him as rhetorically gifted in general. When Mads Moen,
the bridegroom, is looking for someone who can talk some sense into the bride—she has
locked herself into a storeroom and refuses to come out and participate in the festivities—
it is to Peer he turns, as he offers him an ox as payment for his services. Mads’s judgment
is not exactly on target, however, for at the end of Act One Peer carries the bride, Ingrid,
off into the mountains.
Peer’s way with words makes it possible to look at him as a figure for the poet, a
Kierkegaardian seducer—Kierkegaard’s archetypal esthete—or simply as a rural
bumpkin with a silver tongue. After dishonoring Ingrid and partying with three boy-crazy
herding girls, Peer runs into the Woman in Green, a hulder, or hidden one, who is the
daughter of the old man who rules a troll kingdom inside the Dovre mountains in central
Norway. Peer, who has repeatedly equated success in life with becoming either a king or
an emperor, regards the Woman in Green as his ticket to a successful life and begins to
woo her with a great deal of success. It is when she takes him home so that he can
formally ask the Old Man of Dovre for her hand in marriage, that she shares with him the
trollish version of Nietzschean perspectivism discussed above.
Like so many such interviews, Peer’s conversation with his prospective father-inlaw proves ill-fated. The Old Man drives a hard bargain. While he is very much the
pragmatist in that he throws cold water on those idealist family members who want to
cook and eat Peer right away, he demands that Peer must dress like a troll, eat their
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disgusting food—bull urine and cow manure—and allow himself to be partially blinded
in order that he may forever see reality in the manner of a troll. But Peer, who has a
pathological fear of committing himself, balks at the vision correction requirement and
barely escapes with his life.
Before falling out of favor, however, he receives some important counsel from the
Old Man of Dovre regarding the difference between humans and trolls:

So there is a difference, after all.
Allow me to tell you what it consists of:
Out there, under the radiant sky,
They say ‘To thine own self be true.’
But here, in the world of trolls, we say
‘To thine own self be—all-sufficient!’ (Ibsen 42)

At issue is the conception of the self as well as the relationship between self and other.
Ibsen’s phrase, Mann, vær deg selv! refers to each person’s ethical duty to be faithful to
his or her core self, which is conceived of as both stable and permanent, perhaps even
anchored in the will of the creator. Including in this conception of one’s duty to oneself is
also the duty to treat others according to the highest ethical principles. Using a pun that
can be made in Norwegian and Danish, but not in English, Ibsen then has the Old Man
turn this idealist statement around by saying Troll, vær deg selv—nok!, meaning that the
point is not to be faithful to some kind of core essence in one’s personality, spirit, or soul,
but to look out for number one, oneself and one’s own interests. The Old Man of Dovre
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thus invokes Kant’s distinction between morality and prudence as he explains trollish
ethics to Peer, but he does it in a completely anti-Kantian way.
Richard Rorty has shown that there is a close relationship between the idea of the
immutable, stable self and the idea of absolute truth: “The religious, Platonic and Kantian
traditions have . . . saddled us with a distinction between the true self and the false self,
the self which hears the call of conscience and the self which is merely ‘self-interested’.
The latter self is merely prudential, and not yet moral” (Rorty 1999 77). Such a nonmoral conception of the self is exactly what is advocated by the Old Man of Dovre and
accepted by Peer. Peer accepts this teaching so readily because his character is already in
shambles, as evidenced by the way he plays fast and loose with the truth in just about
every single conversation in Acts One and Two, and indeed throughout the entire play.
He is a dikter—a word that means both “poet” and “liar” in Norwegian—for his character
has been infected with a fatal addiction to rhetoric.
It makes good sense, in fact, to regard Peer’s ideals and conduct as an instance of
what Werner Jaeger in his book Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture, refers to as “the
rhetorical ideal of life,” and which he defines in the following manner:

There are two contrasting types of life, two bioi. One of them is built upon the
flattering quasi-arts—really not arts at all but copies of arts. We may call it, after
one of its main species of flattery, the rhetorical ideal of life. Its purpose is to
create pleasure and win approval. The other, its opponent, is the philosophical
life. It is based on knowledge of human nature and what is best for it: so it is a
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real techné, and it really cares for man, for the body as well as the soul. (Jaeger
2:144)

In the introduction to his book The Motives of Eloquence Richard Lanham draws
on Jaeger’s work as he outlines the struggle between philosophy and rhetoric, which he
casts as an opposition between seriousness and play and which he believes to permeate
Western intellectual history. “The Western self has from the beginning been composed of
a shifting and perpetually uneasy combination of homo rhetoricus and homo seriosus, of
a social self and a central self,” he says. “It is their business to contend for supremacy. To
settle the struggle would be to end the Greek experiment in a complex self” (Lanham 6).
Lanham further states that the rhetorical ideal of life emphasizes acting, gaming, and
play, and the purpose of rhetorical man is simply to prevail “in the game at hand” (4),
whatever that game may be. Since, from the perspective of rhetoric, the only reality in
existence is linguistic reality, language is everything and metaphysics—the queen of
philosophy—is nothing. There are no ultimate truths. Truth is simply what is useful here
and now, and such truth is established through rhetorical exchanges between individuals
who “play for advantage, but . . . for pleasure, too” (4-5).
Serious man, on the other hand, believes in eternal verities. He seeks for stability
and finds it in science, political ideology, or religion. Uneasy about language, which can
at best approximate the truths that are out in the world and waiting to be discovered,
serious people emphasize not the medium of communication but the “facts and concepts”
which are being communicated (1). In contrast to the fluid identity of role-playing
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rhetorical man, serious people believe that humans possess “a central self, an irreducible
identity” to which each individual must be faithful (1).
Peer has, of course, not been explicitly taught the values associated with the
rhetorical ideal of life, but he is clearly afflicted with the weaknesses of personality and
character that lead people to use rhetoric for personal gain rather than as, say, a heuristic
that can be used to discover absolute truth. His rejection of serious man’s idea of what it
means to have a self in favor of a prudential view of selfhood, has a parallel in a life-long
addiction to role-playing. His selfishness shows up not only in his dealings with Ingrid
and the Woman in Green, with whom, in the manner of the trolls, he conceives a child
solely through lust and without any carnal relations, but also in his dealings with the
faithful Solveig, in his business affairs—he is simultaneously a slave trader, exporter of
pagan idols, and conveyer of missionaries—and in the way he callously sends a man to
his death in order to save his own skin. What is remarkable about Peer’s conduct is, in
fact, not his selfishness and lack of adherence to the correspondence theory of truth, but
that he continues to live as a rhetorician while professing to be a philosopher.
One of the hallmarks of rhetoric, when conceived of as an attitude toward living
rather than as a system of tropes and figures, is that it not only opposes its claims to those
of philosophy—the idea of absolute truth, the stable self, etc.—but that it completely
invalidates those claims by regarding them as instances of what is opposed by those who
lead the philosophical life. This is the only aspect of the rhetorical ideal of life that is not
exemplified by Peer’s conduct. As of 1867 Peer Gynt—and perhaps Ibsen—seems
unaware of rhetoric’s utter nihilism. While living his life by the lights of rhetoric, Peer
seems to sincerely believe that he is acting like a philosopher.
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Peer’s supposedly philosophical ideals are expounded to his four friends, Mr.
Cotton, Monsieur Ballon, Herr von Eberkopf, and Herr Trumpeterstraale, in the
beginning of Act Four. He explains his success in life with references to such principles
as adaptability, a refusal to make irrevocable decisions, and above all his reluctance to
marry. He is unable to see that these so-called principles are simply the absence of
anything worth the name, and he is equally unable to see that the supposedly stable self
that he describes is wholly contingent:

The Gyntian ‘Self’—it’s the regiment
Of wishes, appetites and desires;—
The Gyntian ‘Self’ is the sea of ambitions,
Needs and demands; in fact, whatever
Causes my breast to heave uniquely,
And makes me exist as the ‘I’ that I am. (Ibsen 80)

When, in Act Five, he again meets the Old Man of Dovre and is reminded that he has
lived his life as a troll, it is hard for him to believe it when the old man accuses him of
ingratitude:

You’ve lived as a troll without admitting it.
The word I taught you gave you the power
To hoist yourself up to the top of the ladder;
And then you come here and turn up your nose
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At me and the word you owe it all to. (156)

The word in question is the word nok (enough), the linchpin in Ibsen’s pun that changes
“being oneself” to “being selfish.” Peer cannot fathom that he has lived his life as “A
mountain troll! An egoist!” (156), and regrets his decision not to sacrifice his human
vision, thus qualifying for becoming the ruler of the Dovre kingdom. What is truly
troubling him, however, is that he has been confronted by the Button Molder, an agent of
Peer’s creator who insists that Peer has failed to live up to God’s intensions for him. Peer
must therefore accept that his soul—or self—is to be annihilated; like a button whose
loop is faulty, he has to be recast and recycled in God’s ongoing creation. In spite of his
many flaws and lack of principled living, however, Peer has a sense of self, and that self
is precious to him. Hence, he uses his eloquence to bargain with God’s messenger, who is
not above being swayed by his rhetoric, allowing him additional time to prove that there
is something in his soul that is worth preserving.
Confronted by a declaration by an agent of God, the ultimate absolutist, Peer is
forced to accept that his self is indeed flawed. As is common to rhetoricians, however, he
tries to solve the problem legalistically and hence rhetorically by looking for someone
who is willing to testify that he has at least made some authentic choices. When that
proves impossible, he despairs until he chances upon Solveig, who has loved him with a
pure love throughout the decades since he abandoned her. Her declaration that Peer has
lived “With his destiny clearly marked / As he first sprang from the mind of God” (Ibsen
168) “In my faith, in my hope, and in my love” (168), as she puts it, sets the stage for an
esthetic sublation of the faithful Solveig (the thesis) and the wandering Peer (the
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antithesis) into an image of mother and adult child—perhaps an ironic Pietà—that has the
power to keep the Button Molder at bay, thus extending Peer’s existence with whatever
self he can rightfully claim to have.
To whatever extent Peer is saved at the end of Peer Gynt, it is thus the power of
temporal rhetoric that saves him from the demands of a God who is eternal and
unchanging. Peer is an engaging character precisely because his life embodies the
conflict between rhetoric and philosophy, the central self and the contingent self. In a
discussion of the relationship between the Freudian idea of the unconscious and the
significance of poetry, Richard Rorty offers a clue to what in endearing about Peer: “But
what Freud takes to be shared by all of us relatively leisured language-users—all of us
who have the equipment and the time for fantasy—is a faculty for creating metaphors”
(Rorty 1989 36). This ability is truly Peer’s saving grace, both as a literary character and
as a representative human being who is compelled to stare into the abyss of annihilation.
Ultimately it is the tissue of Solveig’s metaphor of the boy and his mother—to which
Peer materially contributes—that covers the abyss.
But surely the Old Man of Dovre is right that Peer has failed to give credit to the
trolls for the successes of his life. He has also failed to credit the Woman in Green, who
taught him that there are two ways to look at reality, which is perhaps the only principle
that Peer can be said to have actively lived by. What is truly fascinating about Peer is that
he exemplifies the complex Western self spoken of by Richard Lanham, but, in the
terminology of Peer Gynt itself, it takes a certain amount of trollish vision to see it.
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THREE-PRONGED APPROACH TO DESIGN
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, in the appliance world, a trade magazine for a industry that has been
pretty stagnate for a number of years; we have seen a wave of innovation. Wired
Magazine, considered a ‘hip’ window into culture and emerging technology, featured
Whirlpool’s new Polara tm Refrigerated Range [1]. For an appliance, of all things, to
be in that type of magazine, it has to be innovative.
Another example of innovation is the new “Duet” fabric care system. This new
product will go a long way in breaking the stigma against front-loading washing
machines in the United States. There is a wave of newness coming from the sea of
traditionally square white boxes.
Innovations in the appliance industry along with many other industries are not
accidents. They are the result of a solid focus on design. Design is celebrated every
year by “Business Week” magazine with their annual IDEA awards.
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But what is design? Every one of us uses that term to refer to either our jobs, or
some type of process that we use in our jobs. Design is everywhere and would
appear to be everything.
II. ASPECTS OF DESIGN
The Industrial Designer Society of America (IDSA) talks about design in the following
way:
“…design is the professional service of creating and developing concepts and
specifications that optimize the function, value and appearance of products
and systems for the mutual benefit of both user and manufacturer [2]”
Can this definition of design be corroborated elsewhere?
In Design, and Illustrated Historical Overview [3], the author describes the three
basic functions of “objects” (or manufactured goods) that we interact with. These
basic functions are:
1. A practical, Technical function
2. An Aesthetic function
3. A Symbolic function.
That sounds pretty close to the IDSA definition.
Craig Vogel and Jonathan Cagan, in their new book Creating Breakthrough Products:
Innovation from Product Planning to Program Approval propose that successful
product development “means a commitment to style, technology, and value” [4,
emphasis added]. That certainly sounds similar.
Aristotle lists three characteristics that form the basis of all argument. A “welldesigned” argument consists of: Ethos (Character, Credibility), Logos (Logic,
Method), and Pathos (Emotional Appeal, Stopping Power). We could think of welldesigned product as something that presents a “compelling argument” persuading us
to purchase and/or repeatedly use it.
If we overlay all of these examples on top of one another, we can create the
following model of design:
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FIG 1
Design resides at the intersection of all three of these areas. Are any of these areas
more important than the other? We often hear the phrase “Form follows Function”,
intimating that of the two, the functional aspects are more important the aesthetic.
III. DESIGN: A THREE-LEGGED STOOL
To check their relative importance, what happens when one (or more) of these
categories are missing?
A. Function over Form and Value
One particular example of function dominating over form and value that was pointed
out to by David Hill, Director of Design (Personal Computing Devices) at IBM, was
the telephone pole [5]. Highly functional, but something that we all wish was buried
in the ground rather than up in the air where we have to look at it.
B. Form over Function and Value:
This is the artistic statement. This is the Harley Davidson with an oil leak. This is
the Phillip Stark juicer. This is the Apple “G3 Cube” computer.
C. Value over Function and Aesthetics:
The “Value” dimension was purposely until last because this might be the hardest
one for people to grasp. This is brand. This is where I ask the question “What does
this product say about me because I am using it?” How important is value? Henrik
Fisker, head of Design Works in California, recently told a group of students that
from a technical/functional standpoint, there is no need to buy a car that costs over
$15,000. Those types of cars provide us with everything we need in terms of
transportation from A to B, reliability, gas mileage, etc. But the reason we buy more
expensive cars is because of what those other products say about us as individuals.
The more expensive cars have learned to raise awareness of value.
When brand is placed over everything, we get image and fashion type products.
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IV. PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
Products that put one of the three aspects of design at the expense of the others
have a strong tendency to fail. What happens to a product when the three aspects
of design are balanced?
A. Volkswagen Beatle

FIG 2
A great example of the melding of all three criteria is the new Volkswagen beetle.
The Aesthetics of the car are very well refined. The Technical aspects of the car are
good (the car was listed in a recent list on MSN of the top 10 cars for gas mileage).
But undeniably, Value plays a major role in the success of the car. People relate to
the car for nostalgic reasons that give it the added value that made it such a
success. If the car had good design and good engineering but didn’t have the
emotional appeal of the original it wouldn’t have been such a success. Try to
imagine the new Beatle being a different shape. Would it be as successful?
B. Coldspot Refrigerator

FIG 3
The technology for the Coldspot Refrigerator existed as an appliance before Raymond
Lowey “re-designed” it. But sales were slow. There were some technical problems
with rusting on the shelves, and general acceptance of the product was lower than
hoped. After some technical and aesthetic improvements, sales for the Coldspot
jumped from 65,000 units/year to 275,000 units/year [6]
C. PalmV vs. Palm Pilot
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FIG 4
Everyone was excited about the Palm Pilot.
Earlier, similar products were
unsuccessful in the market (think “Apple Newton”) because of Technical failures.
Despite these failures, the idea of a small electronic organizer still held value in the
mind of consumers. With the creation of the simplified Palm OS a smaller physical
package, the product was a success. And, with the increased emotional desirability of
the Palm V all the pieces were finally in place.
V. APPLICATION TO PRODUCT DESIGN
To be successful in your design efforts, focus needs to be place in all three areas.
You need to ask yourself the following three questions:
1. Is my product useful? (i.e. Is it perceived as having Value by my customer?)
2. Is my product useable? (Does it work Technologically?)
3. Is my product desirable? (Does it appeal Aesthetically to the user?)
If you are having a hard time with your products, ask “What portion of the puzzle is
missing in my product?” Because of my Industrial Design background, I tend to
think that perhaps the Aesthetic side is lacking in many things that we see around
us.
But what if I don’t deal in finished goods? What if I’m just a component supplier?
Who cares about functional aspects, components and materials? Your customers
care! And you have to make a compelling argument for them to choose you over
your competitors by design. It has to be a three-pronged attack. To do this, you
need all of the areas – Technical, Aesthetic (or emotional), and Value.
Work at developing all three, and your opportunities for success are greatly
enhanced.
VI. REFERENCES
[1] Wired Magazine, October, 2002 p.065
[2] IDSA, Comprehensive Description of Industrial Design
[3] Hauffe, Thomas. Design: An illustrated historical overview. Barrons Educational
Series, 1996 p17.
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Children’s Art: The Visual Symbols Created by Children in Cultures around the World
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Abstract
This primary research project spans the past fifteen years (1991-2006). I
collected data while visiting public, private and parochial elementary schools in thirtyfour countries, on six continents.
My major objective was to collect visual symbols that children created in their
artwork. Six, eight and ten-year old children were chosen for this study because each age
is believed to be at a peak in symbol making. I asked children in each age group to draw
or paint a picture in response to a topic I gave them to help recall experiences they had
and express their ideas by creating visual symbols. In countries where English was not
the spoken language, and interpreter explained the topic and asked the children to draw or
paint to express their ideas visually. After they had created their artwork, a discussion
followed concerning the way their artwork was a form of visual communication not
bound by language barriers.
Data was also collected concerning educational priorities, facilities for teaching
art to children, pedagogy, methods of instruction, and curriculum.
One hundred fifty select pieces of children’s artwork, by six, eight and ten-year
old children will be presented as conclusions are made concerning the differences and
similarities in the visual symbols created by children around the world.

Dr. Edwin Smith is Professor of Art Education, Southeast Missouri State University, Cape
Girardeau, Missouri. He can be reached at his residence: 1361 Kingsway Drive, Cape Girardeau, Missouri
63701 (573) 334-8981.
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Paper Title:
Multimodality In Popular American Sitcoms. Sex and the
City, a case in point
Since its first airing in 1998, the award-winning Sex and the
City series has evolved into a cult phenomenon. Far from
restricting itself to giving a description of the antics of the four
protagonists in search of Mr Right, the series explores topics
such as relationships, sexual or otherwise, male archetypes,
single women, third-wave feminism and fashion. The images
that make up the life and times of Carrie, Miranda, Charlotte
and Samantha are regarded as a new departure for television
comedy drama, but simultaneously, they give an accurate
description of all the aspects which are emblematic of an icon
that I would like to call “the New Woman”.
Basing myself on the six series I should like to explore how “the
femine” is depicted in a multimodal way. In order to give an
encompassing description of the Sex and the City feminine, I
shall concentrate, be it to a minor extent, on the analysis of
verbal elements, whereas pictorial representations will be the
main focus of my paper.
Discourse analysis of the actresses’ lines will make up the first
part of this paper. I shall investigate if and in how far the “New
Women” use “standard female language” and how their
language patterns differ from “women talk”.
Secondly, I shall concentrate on non-verbal elements, such as
gestures, body language, setting, music and sound, camera
angle, and last but not least, clothing, which happens to be
another, full-fledged protagonist. I should like to find out
whether, and if so, in how far, these elements corroborate the
language patterns that the characters use.
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The traditional works on discourse analysis and gender
differences (Coates, Lakoff and Tannen), along with Ventola,
Charles and Kaltenbacher’s Perspectives on Multimodality and
Kress and Van Leeuwen’s Multimodal Discourse will provide the
theoretical background to this paper.

Multimodality In Popular American Sitcoms. Sex and the
City, a case in point

1. Introduction
Between 1998 and 2004, SATC was a blockbuster TV series
that chained large audiences (mainly women, but also men) to
American, Asian, Australian, New Zealand, Canadian and
European tv sets. The fact that this series could deal frankly
and directly with the subject matter in the title is mainly due to
its being produced by HBO, a cable channel that prides itself on
showing quality series and films, unimpeded by the restrictions
of conservative American TV networks. Reactions to the – by
some dubbed “racy” – TV show range from rave to
condescension to total rejection, to academic interest: a
conference on the series was held at Princeton University.
Nevertheless, it was very much a reflection of what it is like to
live in New York as a single thirty-something woman. As Kim
Akass (2004) states “The series has contributed to current
cultural discourse related to fashion trends (Saner 2003),

2
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discussions on sex, sexuality and relationships (Siegel 2002) as
well as debates on modern femininity and the single woman.”
SATC is based on Candace Bushnell’s 1997 best-selling
collection of columns in The New York Observer. The sitcom’s
main theme is the highs and lows in the relationships of the
four protagonists: Carrie Bradshaw (Candace Bushnell’s alterego), a columnist, Samantha Jones, a PR executive, Miranda
Hobbes, a corporate lawyer and Charlotte York, an art dealer.
The sitcom’s protagonists claim to be independent, selfsufficient creatures. Carrie, Samantha, Miranda and Charlotte
all maintain, be it to different degrees, that they can live
independently from men, financially as well as emotionally and
that they can go out in the world having it all without making
emotional attachments. However, they implicitly contradict this
attitude in different ways and by the end of season 6 the
women have gone through an evolution and settled in more or
less stable relationships.
This paper will make an attempt at discussing the different
ways in which the protagonists are depicted. Indeed, SATC
shows a co-deployment of modalities, so I shall not rely on
linguistic features to uncover who Carrie, Charlotte, Samantha
and Miranda really are. I shall mainly concentrate on
complementary non-linguistic semiotic resources. Since time for
the paper presentation is limited, I will not be able to analyse

3
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all non-linguistic resources as there are sound and music, visual
images (gestures, body language, clothing, colour) and place
(where, and what does this place look like). I have
concentrated in particular on clothing and colour as visual
images and on place.
Non-linguistic elements may acquire language-like properties
and constitute a semiotic system in their own right. In this
respect I should like to quote Lim Fei (in Ventola, Charles,
Kaltenbacher, (2004: 55): “O’Toole (1994) and Kress and Van
Leeuwen (1996) argue that visual images are tools or semiotic
resources, just as competent as language, in meaning making.
The adoption of the stance that both the linguistic and the
pictorial modalities should share an equal status is now widely
recognised (…)” Indeed, non-linguistic resources may reinforce
or contradict linguistic utterances, as the case may be.
For easier reference we need to know how an average SATC
episode is organised.
The theme of each SATC episode evolves around a conversation
of the four, “thirty-something” protagonists in their favourite
coffee shop or watering hole. About 20% of each episode is
dedicated to this all female interaction. These exchanges
largely set the theme and the tone of each episode. It needs to
be said that the social stigmatisation of all-female talk
notwithstanding, the “hen-sessions” in SATC contribute to a
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great extent to the success of the series. Each of these
conversations does not only provide Carrie with inspiration for
one of her columns, the conversations also serve to
characterise the protagonists and they are the main source of
humour, with witty banter, clever wordplay and puns. They
literally set the tone of the episode, because the theme is
mostly elaborated further in language use, background music
and imagery.
2. Clothes and Colour
Let us now turn our attention to non-linguistic resources,
which, together with the linguistic ones will provide us with a
more complete picture. Clothes are of pre-eminent importance
in SATC, Sarah Jessica Parker refers to them as “the fifth
character”. The Sex and the City style has inspired the way of
dressing of quite a few women, whether they be fashionistas or
not, even though Sohn (2002, 2004: 67) claims that “The
clothes can be so fantastical it can be hard to believe that
anyone would wear them in real life” and Patricia Field, the
costume designer, says: “I’m here to entertain. The show is not
a documentary. Its success is that it elevates itself a bit above
reality” (quoted in Sohn 2004: 67).
However fantastical the clothes may be, this series is very
much about women’s identities reflected through clothing. What
the four women have in common is that they all have a
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weakness for designer clothing. The HBO site lists the clothes
worn by the actresses in any one episode and it is unsettling to
notice that, apart from the rare vintage piece, practically all
clothes and accessories are designed by the really big fashion
designers. One cannot but wonder how these four women, as
successful at their jobs as they may be, can possibly afford all
that finery. SATC may have an aura of realism, but this is
definitely where the fictional element creeps in. As Patricia Field
states: “The formula I use is an equidistant triangle. One point
of the triangle is the actor, another is the character, and the
third is the wardrobe” (quoted in Sohn 2002: 68). So fashion
and dress are clearly a semiotic device, like language to convey
meaning. As Bruzzi and Gibson state: “… costume serves
character and action, not vice versa. Field is signalling the
spectacularity of the fashion and costumes in Sex and the City,
in which the clothes, alongside the actors and the characters
they adorn, are imposed on or exist independently of, script
and narrative.” (Bruzzi and Gibson, 2004)
The duality in Carrie’s character is reflected from the start in
the opening sequence to every episode. The opening shot
shows her, dressed in a pink leotard and a white tiered
cupcake-like tutu, strolling self-consciously along a sidewalk,
her attire contrasting sharply with her confident strutting.
Unexpectedly, she is splashed by a passing bus, with a huge
picture of Carrie in her flesh-coloured, low-cut “naked dress” on
the side. All the while the sequence is interwoven with low-
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angle shot pictures of Manhattan skyscrapers. The message the
sequence conveys is unequivocal: it shows the contrast
between Carrie-the–ingenue and Carrie–the–temptress, all the
while surrounded by phallic signifiers –- the huge buildings -and squirted by the passing bus driving through a puddle.
In the same way the duality in Carrie’s character is visualised
by her clothing style. Unlike with the other characters, the way
she dresses is a means for personal expression. Not only does
she pair off designer clothes with either vintage or downright
cheap items (Cock a doodle do), she also wears her
breathtakingly high, dressy Manolo Blahnik stilettoes to casual
outfits. Similarly, it is striking that her liberal ideas about sex
are visually contradicted by the fact that she wears a bra (black
ones most of the time, so they really attract the attention) and
knickers under her sometimes Victorian nightgowns and that
she wears men’s underpants as a substitute for pyjamas, thus
either confirming or contradicting her femininity as the case
may be. Even though this is the message the viewer reads in
this dress code, it came about accidentally the real reason for
wearing the bras to bed being that Parker does not want to do
nude scenes, (Sohn: 71) Clothes are Carrie’s religion to the
point that she makes her boyfriend Aidan “swear on Chanel”
rather than on the Bible when she does not want him to reveal
Miranda’s pregnancy.
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On certain occasions the Carrie character also uses clothes as a
kind of disguise / costume to back up the story line and the
image she is creating. When Big returns from Paris, for
example, she turns up in his apartment with French fries,
dressed in what she calls a “French hat”. When he has
undergone cardiac bypass and she visits him in his hotel room
to help him, she wears a red and white nurse’s smock and hat,
nothing in which anyone in their right mind would venture out
into the street, except perhaps in New York. This is another key
element in the series: clothing reflects both the women’s
characters and the free spirit of New York. Sarah Jessica Parker
was “insistent that the wardrobe be true to New York and up to
date” (quoted in Sohn: 67).
Sometimes, accessories and clothes are essential to the content
of the episode and either serve to add a multimodal element to
the protagonists’ characterisation or they underscore the story
line.
Consider for example the incident when Carrie is mugged. She
loses her purse and her dignity (having to walk home barefoot),
but what hurts most is that she loses her Manolo Blahnik
strappy sandals. On another occasion she is forced to leave her
shoes at the door when going to a baby shower. This time we
find out that she wears Manolos because they give her a kind of
dignity as they make her look taller than she actually is. Here
again, her shoes disappear. Again, she has to undergo the
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humiliation of walking home in borrowed shoes. The ploy she
uses to get her shoes back gives away a lot about her
personality: she announces her marriage and claims to be
registered with Manolo Blahnik, so that her friend cannot but
refund the shoes although the are a blatant non-wedding gift.
These two episodes make it clear that Carrie’s Manolos are
more than just a pair of shoes: they are part of her identity.
Her internet ID, by the way, is “shoegal”. From these two
examples it becomes clear that Carrie is not the self assured
type of woman she would want to show off. Carrie’s shoe fetish
could have provided Freud with some interesting study
material.
Yet there are more ways besides her shoes in which Carrie’s
uncertainty is expressed: her favourite necklace and a pair of
earrings spell out “Carrie” as if she needs to show the world
who she is and confirm her own identity all the time.
Interestingly, when she starts a serious affair with the artist
Alexandr Petrovsky, she loses her Carrie-necklace, as if the old
Carrie has disappeared. The disappearance of the necklace and
its replacement by Alexandr with an exclusive, valuable
diamond choker also inaugurates a new, more fashionable
clothing style for Carrie. Her break-up with Alexander is
illustrated by the choker breaking and the diamonds scattering
on the floor. The visualisation of her return to her “former”
personality is reflected when she discovers her old necklace
again in the lining of her purse and puts it on. This metaphore,
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by the way, is underlined by other semiotic modes: music,
sound effects, facial expression and close camera shots.
During season 5 there is a marked change: Carrie’s bizarre
clothing style of the first seasons gives way to a more muted
wardrobe. This is partly due to SJP’s pregnancy during season
5, but also because the character has undergone some
significant changes: Carrie has stopped playing around and is
looking for a more stable connection with the opposite sex,
which culminates in her relationship with Alexandr Petrovsky.
As for Carrie, the maxim “show me what you wear and I’ll tell
you who you are” holds true for the other characters as well.
Charlotte, Carrie’s antithesis in the clothing field, for example,
is always dressed in an impeccable, preppy style which reflects
her East Coast WASP upbringing and her rather prim attitudes.
She is a cross between Jackie Kennedy and Audrey Hepburn
(Her stylist actually calls her so when she shows off her
wedding dress). She rarely wears sexy clothing, and if she
does, her necklines are nothing like the other women’s. On one
occasion she lapses, though. After her break-up with her first
husband she sports an ugly, vulgar pink and red (an unusual
colour for Charlotte) lycra dress in Atlantic City, which prompts
the other women to say (Luck be an old Lady…….). Apart from
her sole lapse in Atlantic City, Charlotte’s clothes are classy
without loud or attention- grabbing colours.
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Charlotte’s character as it is reflected in her clothes could not
be more different from Samantha’s. Samantha is quite a
different woman and dresses in quite a different way. The sexy,
revealing clothes she wears confirm her brazen attitude.
Nevertheless, there is also a kind of duality in the Samantha
character: on the job as a PR woman she dresses in classy,
stylish suits, whereas when she is “out hunting”, her style is
entirely different, with clinging, warm-coloured, sexy dresses
and suits and outrageous jewellery. Patricia Field describes it as
“more theatrical than any of the other characters’ wardrobes”
(quoted in Sohn: 74). Samantha has the most open attitude
towards sexuality of the four. She is also the sexiest dresser,
showing off just a little more of her body than strictly necessary
and occasionally resorting to “exotic” underwear like pearl
thongs. Her clothes are as extreme as her sexual behaviour and
her earrings. Sohn states that Sam’s role model in the clothing
field is Joan Collins in the soap opera Dynasty. If the other
women’s clothes become more toned-down in season 6,
Samantha’s do not.
More than the other characters, Charlotte and Samantha show
their true colours: Charlotte tends to wear quiet, demure
colours, whereas Sam has a penchant for brightly coloured
outfits, particularly for red and shades of red. As opposed to
Carrie’s underwear, Charlotte’s is hardly ever visible, whereas
Sam uses it to emphasise her sexuality and prefers “black and
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coloured lingerie, always a rich colour, a red or purple” (Sohn,
2002: 69). Charlotte wears black, pink or white.
Like Samantha when she is on the job, Miranda is a power
dresser. Her clothes are functional and no-nonsense and fit in
both with her profession and her serious nature. Her choice of
clothes indicates that she has together: she is in control at all
times. Miranda draws a clear line between dressy and
functional. Her well-tailored suits contrast sharply with her
casual clothes. The Miranda character is a down-to-earth
realist, so much so that her future husband says: “Miranda it’s
like you ‘re the guy”. That again is reflected in her choice of
clothes, particularly her shoes. She is the only one who does
not consistently fall for the staggeringly high heels the other
women wear: Miranda wears flats occasionally. There is nothing
sexy or sensual about Miranda’s clothes, even when they have
relatively low-cut necklines. In this she is Samantha’s opposite.
The only time that she consciously uses her clothes to attract
male attention is on behalf of her girlfriends, when she dons
her “skinny jeans” to get them free drinks (???) in a pub.
All four protagonists, except for Charlotte, have a knack for
dressing inappropriately. In this way, they signpost that they
are prepared, not only to run counter to prevailing traditions,
but to clearly break with them. A good example is when the
four are invited to the baby shower of a former in-crowd friend
who has given up her freedom in return for a Wall St
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investment banker and a house in Connecticut. Samantha
shows her disapproval with this lifestyle by taking a bottle of
Scotch to the party. Their unwillingness to attend the event
because this way they have to conform to female tradition, is
not only suggested in linguistic terms, but also in their choice of
clothes: they don dark sunglasses and black leather coats and
look downright frightening compared to the hostess’s
homemaker friends who are dressed in sweet pastels. Their
clothes give a clear sign: they do not wish to belong to the
standard, Desperate Housewives, suburban types of women.
This rejection of the traditional culminates in Samantha giving
I-don’t-have-a-baby-shower.
Bruzzy and Church Gibson (Akass and Mccabe, 2004: 125)
aptly describe the women’s clothing style as “fashion as an
independent force and an element at odds with character
(although I do not completely agree with this statement),
narrative and context. (It) becomes a distraction and often
exists in conflict with these usually dominant factors”. Patricia
Field’s clothes do not underscore the script and what it
expresses, rather they contradict it. This technique is employed
quite frequently. For Charlotte’s posh engagement party, for
instance, her three friends are decked out as classy hookers.
In the two episodes that are not set in New York, notably in
Escape from New York and Sex and Another City, we see the
same phenomenon: Samantha, Miranda and Carrie emerge
from the hotel, phalanx-like, ready to conquer LA in a garish
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combination of designer labels with Marc Jacobs piled upon
Louis Vuitton and Chanel,
3. Place
Another “layer” in the multimodal representation of the
storyline and the characterisation SATC is place. I do not just
mean New York here, but also the apartments where the four
protagonists live.
Here, too, the setting reflects the women’s personalities. I
should like to demonstrate how the following quotes from Kress
and Van Leeuwen are applicable to SATC.
In my opinion, Kress and Van Leeuwen’s theory on design as a
semiotic practise also applies to set design: “The discourse
provides a certain view of how houses are lived in, of how
many and which kind of people live in houses, of what they do
in their houses, coupled with interpretations of why they live
the way they do, and arguments which critique or defend these
ways of life. The design of the house then conceptualises how
to give shape to this discourse in the form of a house or a type
of apartment” (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 2001: 6).
In SATC, we are dealing with a specific type of woman: the
affluent, urban, professional, mid-thirties single. In a New York
setting this would mean that those women live in apartments in
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Manhattan, use those apartments to sleep and, to a certain
extent, work in and carry out other activities like eating, leisure
activities etc outside of their homes. This pattern has clearly
inspired the set designers of SATC. Many activities that the four
protagonists undertake together are set in coffee shops, bars,
openings, sports clubs and the Park. As far as their individual
living spaces are concerned, the designers have translated the
women’s personalities into specific set designs for their
apartments.
The clutter in Carrie’s apartment is reflective of her own state
of disorganisation: Sara Jessica Parker phrases it as follows:
“Carrie is such a wreck of a person most of the time and her
apartment is such a mess” (Sohn, 2002: 22). Her closet is
literally stuffed with clothes and – not surprisingly – with
dozens of shoeboxes. Samantha’s living space on the other
hand, is decorated in warm colours and dominated by a big,
throne-like red bed. Both Charlotte and Miranda’s change in
personal perspective is reflected in the place where they live.
Charlotte confirms her independence from her mother-in-law
and from her husband by turning the apartment bedecked in
plaid and mallards to a tasteful residence, fit to be pictured in
House and Garden, which it actually is. Interestingly Charlotte
finishes redecorating at the same time as her break-up with
Trey, thus emphasising that she has re-claimed her
independence.
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Jeremy Conway’s description of the decoration of Miranda’s
Manhattan apartment shows that multi-modal techniques were
used to reinforce characterisation: “We used a lot of hard edges
and lines for Miranda. She is a very complex character, and a
lot is below the surface, so we thought that would be a good
thing to exploit in terms of design” (Sohn, 2002: 61). Some
props were actually used to reflect characteristics: “There is a
faceted mirror over the mantel, a starburst. That is really right
for her character because it is multifaceted and reflects a lot of
different things, like Miranda’s different sides” (ibid). Those
hard edges are contrasted with soft fabrics to reflect The
corporate lawyer’s softer side. Miranda’s warmer side is echoed
in the fact that she as a Manhattanite, overcomes her initial
dislike for Brooklyn (“Even cabs don’t go to Brooklyn”) and is
prepared to move there into a house which she and Steve turn
into a welcoming family home.
As for colour, “(It) takes on the functions of a mode used to
articulate aspects of a discourse of living” (ibid: 25) according
to Kress and Van Leeuwen.
If we look at the colour schemes of the four apartments, we
notice that Charlotte and Sam show their true colours not only
in their clothes, but also in their apartments. The production
designer Jeremy Conway describes it as follows: “Samantha’s
color scheme is like a big-game hunter, ochres and reds.
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Charlotte is kind of ivory tower, whites and very atonal.
Miranda is like the color of a bruise, with plums and greens.
Carrie is a soft sea-foam teal color, which works great for her
skin tone and her hair” (Sohn, 2002: 59). It is interesting to
consider the symbolism in the choice of colours. White is
traditionally the symbol of purity, virginity. Her penchant for
white mirrors Charlotte’s theory that if you do not have sex for
a year, you will become “revirginated”. Likewise, Samantha’s
fondness for red, traditionally the colour of the most mortal
human passions: physical love, infatuation, courage, bravery
reflects her true character.
On a larger scale, the setting of New York is of pre-eminent
importance for the series. Darren Star (the creator of the
series), like Carrie when she is referring to clothes, states that:
“The city to me was always the fifth lady on the show (…)
These women wouldn’t be the same in Milwaukee, Boston,
Chicago or Cincinnati” (Sohn, 2002: 146). Not only the New
York skyline or typical New York sights and settings play an
important part in the series. Quite a number of elements in the
different story lines are influenced and even determined by New
York: spending holidays in the Hamptons, for example, or
Samantha’s transsexual neighbours in the Meatpacking District,
even the women’s lifestyles, e.g. the fact that Carrie does not
even have the necessary equipment to prepare a simple cup of
coffee and that all four women have kitchens which are never
actually used.
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4. Conclusion
To conclude we can say that protagonists are depicted in a
multimodal way, by means of linguistic and non-linguistic
features.
The non linguistic features are used in an implicit way
Clothes, accessories, colour play an important role and so do
interior design and setting
These features may reinforce or contradict each other.
The women who are depicted in the series are no mainstream
New York women. Except for series 6, they are strong and
emancipated and do not belong to the standard type of woman
looking for safety in a long relationship.
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Digital Reconstruction of the Fortress at Uronarti
Marika Snider
Introduction
The fortress which sits atop the island of Uronarti was anciently called KhusefYunu or “Repelling the Nubians1.” It was part of an ambitious building campaign by
Senusert III in the 12th Dynasty2 designed to protect and expand Egyptian interests in
Nubia and beyond. By controlling the Nile at the cataracts, its most vulnerable points, the
Egyptians ensured control over the trade routes to Africa3 as well as securing the state
against an unlikely attack and expanding Egyptian influence further up the Nile.
When George Reisner and the expedition from the Boston Museum of Fine Arts
began exploration of the island of Uronarti in the mid 1920’s4, they found structures from
many different periods. These include a 12th dynasty fort with a later addition of an outer
fort and an 18th dynasty temple plus an undated palace and contemporary Muslim
cemetery on top of the palace.5 The entire island has been submerged due to the flooding
caused by the Aswan dam.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the 12th century fortress and propose a
reconstruction through studying archeological remains recorded by Dows Dunham and
interpolating research from other better known sites.

Figure 1 – Plan of Island of Uronarti. (after Dows Dunham)
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Components of Forts
The archeological expedition encompassed the second cataract forts including
Semna, Kumma, Shalfak, Mirgissa, Dabernarti, Dorgaynarti, Mayanarti, and Uronarti.
The similarity of their plans indicates that they were part of a single defensive concept.6
From the positioning of these forts, it is clear that there was a system of visual signaling
between them7. From the common characteristics they share much can be divined about
the construction of Uronarti. The basic components are manipulated to conform to the
site. Forts located on the banks of the river did not require manipulation and therefore
show the more idealized form of cataract forts8. The dramatic hills and cliffs of the island
forts define the shape of the enclosure and the extent of the wing walls. The northern and
western slopes of Uronarti are gentler and the river is wider and calmer on the west. The
east side of the island is extremely steep even nearing cliffs in some of the areas. The
fortifications are stronger on the north side and the north wing wall extends hundreds of
feet beyond the fort to nearly the edge of the island.9 Along the south another wing wall
protects the fort from attackers coming around the island. Both the forts at Shalfak and
Askut have similar wing walls.10 This wing was most likely built later during the 12th
dynasty.11 These fortresses typically had dry ditches12 but due to the slope of the island
of Uronarti, no ditch was needed.13
River stair
The configuration of the fort and lack of strong fortifications on the east side
implies that the inhabitants of this fort did not fear an attack from this side.14 It is here
that the River Stair descends to the Nile, and this enclosed river stair is typical of
Egyptian forts15 in Nubia. Uronarti’s stair is divided into upper and lower sections. While
it has no roof or walls, it sits against the fort wall and is shielded by the New Kingdom
temple enclosure walls. It is wider than the lower stair and extends 20m.16 The Lower
River Stair extends at a right angle to the upper stair and continues for 217m to the river.
The upper half of the Lower River Stair is exposed but the bottom part of the stair is
enclosed in a tunnel of dressed stone for 104m.17 Because the tunnel is not air tight, water
seeps in at the same level as the river outside. This allows a person to descend down the
stairs only to the level of the water in order to retrieve water while protected by the
tunnel. Additionally, the roof the tunnel is used as a slipway for boats when the water
level is high enough.18
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Figure 2 – Plan of Fortress (after Dows Dunham)

Fort Walls
Besides having River Stairs, all of the forts are constructed of mud brick
reinforced by grass mats and tree trunks.19 Where the ground was uneven, it was built up
with granite rubble masonry. The rubble may have been found on the site in the form of
rocks, imported for this project or scrap material from other construction. An example of
this can be seen at Kumna where the finished top of the granite foundations were exposed
during excavation.20
Pictorial evidence shows that forts have a few things in common – bastions,
crenulations and people on the walls. The massive exterior walls were further
strengthened by buttresses and bastions. These bastions were also constructed on built-up
rubble foundations21. At Uronarti, there are eight bastions on the North wall, evidence of
two on the South wing and possibly two on the Southeast wing.

Figure 3 - North Wall and Bastions from West
19
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Figure 4 - Southern and Eastern Walls from Southeast

A significant amount of wood was also used in the construction of the outer walls.
In the Middle Kingdom, wood was used in the same way we currently use steel for
reinforcing. Large brick structures need to be tied back to prevent layers of brick from
falling way from the wall. Tree trunks were used both vertically and horizontally to
reinforce the walls. Additionally, between every six layers of brick, a layer of grass was
laid. This acted to tie the layers of mud brick together. In cross section, this caused the
walls to appear striped. Since Medieval times, European masons have laid a course of
bricks perpendicular to the main face in order to tie the courses together. This created
different regional patterns. These decorative/structural courses were also built about
every six courses22.

Figure 5 - South Wing Wall
22

Dunham, Plate VIA.
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Figure 6 – Configuration of Blocks (after Dows Dunham)

Configuration
Typical fort layouts include a ring wall which circles the fort on the inside of the
walls. The grid-like plan separated fortress functions into specialized zones.23 At
Uronarti, the main cross street extends through the fort and cross streets intersect it at
right angles24. As in other fortresses, there is no direct link between the gates. The gate
intersects a wall street and a person must travel along it in order to reach the longitudinal
bisector street. This street (Middle Street) terminates in another wall street before
continuing to the North gate. Dunham makes no speculation about this but it is most
likely due to defensive or planning procedures. It may have been considered easier to
defend if there was not direct access from one gate to another. There would be more
opportunities to stop intruders with the multiplicity of turns or at least make navigation
unclear. The other possibility is that planning conventions may have dictated laying out a
perpendicular system of streets and simply truncating them as topography dictated
without regard for their connection to gates. Another interesting feature of Uronarti’s
layout is that the circle of wall streets is interrupted at the northwest corner. This room
(Room 1), which contains a stair to the ramparts must have held great importance.25
Excepting Room 1 the interior walls of the fortress are laid out in an orthogonal pattern
transformed only by the confines of the exterior walls. It appears that initially room sizes
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were more uniform and became differentiated only through subsequent remodeling.26
Clearly there was a systematic plan for the design of this fort.
The interior of the fort is divided into 10 blocks which appear to each have one
function.27 While some of the blocks are difficult to differential from one another, I have
used Dunham’s numbering system including the same room numbers.

Figure 7 – Plan of Block VII (after
Dows Dunham)

Block VII
The block (Block VII)
in which Room 1 sits
demonstrates obvious
importance by its location,
configuration and artifacts. It
lies directly across from the
main gate which in itself belies
prominence. The main part of
the block is entered by a
vestibule which lies directly
across from the gate. This leads
to an ambulatory which
encircles a typical three room
configuration.28 The purpose of
this ambulatory is unclear.
Stairs are located at the end of
the ambulatory but based on the
angle of the stairs, they could
not ascend to the roof. While
there is no evidence that the stairs penetrate their encircling wall, their placement would
suggest that they do cross it in order to access the ramparts. The second stair within this
block is located in Room 1. Its slope indicates that it would have met the ramparts at 2m
above the finished floor. This room also includes three columns and a water basin with
drainage. It is unknown what their purpose was but may have been for ritual washing.
The room has three access points, one from the storage rooms, one from the West Wall
Street with remains of a wood door, and one from the entrance. To enter the room from
inside the South gate required a person to pass through a door-ed antechamber with
another room attached to it. The main part of the room is hidden from view by a screen
wall. Because this room required people to pass through a series of preparatory rooms,
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had store rooms attached and terminated two streets, we can imply that it was of great
importance29.
Like Room 1, the block as a whole also demonstrates its dominance through its
configuration. Block VII is laid out as square within the angled corner of the fort. The
storage rooms take up the angle so that the main rooms may remain orthogonal. The
walls of this block are significantly thicker than ordinary blocks and imply that this was
built first. Because of its significance, it was built as close to its ideal form while other
less important spaces were infilled in the left over space.
The third implication of this block’s importance is the discovery of offerings
within it. Because of this, Dunham speculates that this may have been a Middle Kingdom
temple. The configuration of rooms 12-32-33-34 is consistent with temple design but no
cultic statues or icons were found so Dunham is very cautious about defining this space
as a temple.30
The artifacts in this room do not hinder this argument. There were many bowl and
jar fragments found as well as stoppers and green serpent weights.31 A few pieces of
papyrus and mud seals were located in this area. These would be consistent with artifacts
found in a temple. In no other block of the building are so many bowls and jars found.
Figure 8 – Plan of Block I (after
Dows Dunham)

Block I
Block I is located
directly across Middle Street
from Block VII and probably
housed barracks. The three
room configuration is typical
of other forts and domestic
construction. The rooms of
the northern half of the room
remain typical while the
southern half must be
squeezed into the wedge
shape of the block. The first
room in each barracks may
have been an open courtyard.
While there is no evidence of
stairs, utilizing the roof area
was typical of housing in this
time32. Roofs may have been accessed by ladders or they may not have been accessed at
all.
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Figure 9 - Block VII Roof, Block I Roof, & Southwest corner of fort

The artifacts found in Block I are consistent with those expected of living
quarters. The pieces include remnants of statues, stone weights, ivory carvings, knives,
beads and board games.33

Figure 10 – Plan of Block II (after
Dows Dunham)

Block II
Block II is another block
which was important but whose
function is not clear. Its walls are
also a meter thick34, like Block VII
and it forms a square. It appears
that this block was located as close
to the South gate (after Block VII)
as possible while retaining its
square shape. Extensive
renovations have altered this space
and it may have been used as an
administrative building.

33
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Dunham suggests that this block may have been an administrative building35 but
the artifacts found here do not support that.36 In an administrative building one would
expect to find seals, papyrus and other administrative objects such as are found in
abundance in Blocks IV – VI. The artifacts are more domestic in nature and yet different
from those found in other living quarters suggesting that this building housed the
commandant and possibly his family. The few seal impressions and pieces of papyrus
found are not inconsistent with this being the house of the highest ranking official.
Several kohl pots were found as well as game pieces, jewelry, jars, pins and animal
figurines.37

Figure 11 – Plan of Block III (after Dows Dunham)

Block III
While Block III shows significant remodeling, it still contains the remains of the
typical barracks plan38. Both the north and south sides of this block open up to their
respective streets and did not need to be transformed by the geometry of the outer wall.
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Stairs begin in Room 84. According to their slope, the roof would have been at 3.4m
above the floor.
Found in Block III are not only the items expected in barracks such as amulets,
bowls, statues, and kohl pots but also a significant number of pieces of papyrus and seal
impressions39. In fact, far more seals were found in Block III than in Block II and they
seem to be concentrated in the “barracks” closest to the entrance to Block II. These rooms
may have later become additional administrative offices.

Figure 12 – Plan of Blocks IV, V, & VI (after Dows Dunham)

Blocks IV, V, VI
Blocks IV, V & VI form a unit called the “Commandant’s House.” Dunham
suggests that this building housed both the leader of the fort and administrative offices40.
Its location at the North Gate, being built first and meter thick walls implies that this was
also an important building. Next to the gate, Block VI was built first. Wooden posts at the
corners, presumably to strengthen the corners from decay, indicate the order of
construction. The southern corner of Block VI was covered up by the construction of
Block V. Similarly, the wooden corner of Block V was covered up by the construction of
Block IV.41
The stair located in the room closest to the North Gate (Room 169) most likely
crosses the East Wall Street to reach the ramparts. This strengthens the argument that
Blocks IV – VI were the Commandant’s residence because he would need direct access
to the walls. Unfortunately, the artifacts found in these blocks appear primarily
administrative. Aside from the highest concentration of seal impressions found, this area
contains little else besides some bowls and stone weights.42 This would imply that Blocks
IV – VI were not the Commandant’s Residence but the administrative hub of the fort.
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Figure 13 - Entrance Hall, Room 157 showing wood columns, beams and lintels.

Whether the purpose of the building is residential or administrative, it includes a
room (Room 157) which is a good example of the interior uses of wood in fortress
architecture. Four sandstone column bases are located in the center of the room. The
remnants of one octagonal wood column remain on its base43. Wood was also typically
used to hold up roof structures. The placement of the columns in this room would have
allowed wooden beams44 to cross the room and create an aperture in the ceiling to let in
light and ventilation. Because evidence at other Middle Kingdom sites suggests that the
wood may have been painted45, the reconstruction represents the wood as being painted.
Wood was often used as doors, jambs and sills in both Egyptian and Nubian
architecture46. At the South Gate a portion of the door remains. It shows that the door was
constructed from six boards which were fastened by cross battens on the exterior. The
jambs and sills were formed from a single piece of wood 40cm square. 47 Another less
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decorative use of wood was as lintel for doors. There are two ways to create an opening
in a mud brick structure: using corbelling or lintels. Corbelling was known to the Old
Kingdom Egyptians and manifest in vaults within pyramids but was not the typical
manner of construction for openings. In surviving stone architecture, lintels are used
rather than corbelling or arches. It is reasonable to assume that while wood was scarce; it
still would have been used as lintels.
Finish Materials
From the evidence that we have, finish materials were fairly simple. There are
few remains of white plaster for floors and walls in the main fortress48. In the Palace on
the island, some rooms contain fragments of plaster painted dark blue49. Because the blue
plaster was only found in the Palace and in certain rooms, I have chosen to represent the
walls of the Fort as white. The dark blue most likely signified or was associated with
royal power. Typical residences of this period were plastered white and painted with red
stripes.50
Flooring was either stone paving or plaster. Most of the stone paving has
disappeared in this fort and can only be seen in parts of Middle Street and at the two
gates51. It can be assumed that stone flooring was reserved for spaces with high traffic
(streets) and important rooms.

Figure 14 – Plan of Blocks VIII, IX, & X (after Dows Dunham)

Block VIII
Block VIII adjoins Block VII to the east. It is clearly an infill building which has
the same typology as the other barracks. Numerous renovations have altered the typical
barracks form. The closer the room is to Block VII, the more it deviates from the
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typology. This may have been coincidental or these spaces may have been modified to
support Block VII functions or Block II functions.
Many pieces of papyrus along with seal impressions were found in Block VIII.
They are concentrated mostly in the “barracks” adjacent to Block VII but some can be
found throughout the block52. Either this block was used for administrative offices or
Egyptians had to take their work home too.
Block IX
Block IX is another block with meter thick walls which implies its importance. It
is centrally located and conforms to the angle of West Wall Street. It is entered off of
Cross Street West into a small antechamber. This may have been a residence for an
important person.53 Unlike the barracks type residences, the main space of this building
does not communicate directly with a main street. I have shown the large central room as
a courtyard in the center of the house.
The artifacts from this block are so eclectic that they defy drawing conclusions.
They include fragments of a weight, pottery, a knife, figurines, an ostrich eggshell, a
wooden disk and pin, and a few mud stamps.54
Block X
Block X is another infill block of unclear purpose. It was built after Block IX to
fill in the triangle created by the angled walls. It may have been storage rooms. Later
renovations show additions of magazines.55 This block also houses an eclectic mixture of
objects which would be consistent with storage areas. Artifacts found here include pieces
of pottery, many scraps of eggshell, flint, lead, copper pieces, beads, papyrus and
leather.56
Gates
There were only two gates in this fort, one at the South end and one at the North
end. As discussed earlier, there was no direct link within the fortress. Clearly the South
Gate is the main entrance to the fortifications. Its projecting walls flank the entrance and
create a cavern 23m deep. There were three doors protecting the gate. The steps between
them were necessary because of the slopped site and probably not for a defensive
purpose. The slope in front of the gate served to make access to the fort more difficult. 57
Both the South and North Gates were paved and served to drain water out of the fort. The
passage through the North Gate itself was sloped and opened up to a landing at the top of
the Upper River Stair58. There is no evidence of a draw bridge or other defensive
measures at the gates but the site itself presents a significant defensive advantage.
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Figure 15 - South Gate

Outer Fort
The Outer Fort is located outside of the South Gate. It was only partially
excavated but appears to have contained grain stores, workshops and pottery kilns.
Presumably, non-military craftsmen worked outside of the main fort.59
Palace
At the other end of the island, a Palace site on a lower hill. The Palace is 200
square meters larger than the interior of the fortress but is more compact and does not
sprawl across the landscape. There are no inscriptions to date the Palace. While the Island
is called “Island of the King” one could imply that this palace was built for Senusert.
Alternatively, a local viceroy may have called himself king.60 The third alternative is that
it was built during the reign of Amenhotep I when other restoration work in stone was
being constructed. It was during this time that the New Kingdom Temple was built near
the North Gate and the Upper River Stairs.
Conclusion
While later additions designed to glorify Senusert III encroach on the original
fortress, Uronarti still demonstrates features typical of Middle Kingdom military
architecture, especially from the cataract region. It conforms to the topography and is
surrounded by massive mud brick walls which had buttresses, bastions, crenulations and
glacises. The interior layout was typical of town planning at the time, only modified due
to the location of the fortification walls. Outside the walls, its River Stair was typical
while more dramatic than those of other forts. The New Kingdom kings who used these
forts to glorify Senusert III knew how to choose a powerful and insightful king to exalt.
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Figure 11 - Middle Street looking West
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Developing the Undergraduate Course in Film Directing
The objectives of the undergraduate course in Film Directing I teach at Texas State University are simple:
1) To provide the student with the basic principles of directing for film
2) To provide the student with the basic principles of editing video, which reinforces the
principles learned for directing.
The student receives no experience with film itself or with how to operate a film camera. A little time, however, is
spent on talking about film stock and aspect ratio, which is the proportions of the film frame, in order to teach how
these items affect the film overall and how the aspect ratio changes the amount of visual information the camera
records.

The textbooks used for the class are Film Directing Shot by Shot: Visualizing from Concept to Screen by
Steven D. Katz (Studio City, CA: Michael Wiese Productions, 1991), and Final Cut Pro 5 by

Diana Weynand (Berkeley, CA: Peachpit Press, 2006). Katz’s book is excellent when it comes to illustrations
and pictures needed to teach students directing concepts. I also supplement here and there with another Steven
D. Katz book, Film Directing Cinematic Motion: A Workshop for Staging Scenes (Studio City, CA: Michael Wiese
Productions, 1992), which has excellent illustrations as well. The Final Cut Pro 5 book is part of the Apple Pro
Training Series and has an invaluable DVD containing chapter exercises for learning Final Cut Pro video editing.
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The course begins by examining how film production companies may be organized. Positions such as
the Director of Photography and First Assistant Director are discussed, including the duties of each. This is
interlaced with the students themselves telling about their experiences in film production. Texas has a significant
number of films shot in the state and many of our theatre majors appear in them or work on crews.

This leads into an examination of the screenplay format, which culminates in trying to determine exactly
what would be needed to film a page of dialogue taken from the screenplay Fatal Attraction. The movie’s an old
one and that is why I use it. I do not want students to be able to remember anything about the scene for the
exercise. We break the page down by filling out a standard form called “Assistant Directors Breakdown Sheet”.
Once we have finished that, I explain how filming requires a number of camera setups and that each set up
demands a significant amount of time to complete. Finally, we watch the scene from the movie, noting the
number of setups and how interpretations can be varied. The students always seem surprised that the scene
filmed is different than the way they envisioned it.

Next, the class learns about the five basic setups found in the triangle system of camera placement,
which are: the master shot, angle shots for medium or close ups, over the shoulder shots for medium or close
ups, point of view close ups, and, finally, profile shots. A discussion of the Shot, Reverse Shot Pattern is included
as is the need to establish spatial relationships.

We then examine the I, A, and L patterns for staging. Katz’s textbook is especially helpful at this point
because it has many staging pattern pictures. In addition, I show scenes from Law and Order and X-Files to
illustrate the staging patterns as well as the use of the shot reverse shot pattern. I explain to the class that the
staging patterns are used when speed is required in filming, as in a television series, and that most major
narrative films tend to avoid the mechanical patterns of A and L.

At this point, the class learns about the Line of Action or 180 degree rule. The Line of Action helps to
keep screen direction consistent by requiring a camera to film on one side of an imaginary line. Once the director
decides where a line is, an imaginary 180-degree semicircle is drawn, and the camera can only film within that
area. If the camera goes outside the semicircle, it reverses the screen direction of the subject being filmed.
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Sometimes this is all right if the violation concerns the front and back of a person or if a person is anchored, say
to a wall phone. Other than that, though, violating the Line of Action usually causes confusion. Since films are
not static, the line of action changes frequently and the methods used to change the line are examined by the
class. Ways of changing the line of action are: a new line of eye sight occurs between characters (also known as
the look), movements of characters, movements of the camera, cutaways, changes in lines of motion, and clear
frames.

The class is now divided into production groups. There are about 24 students in a class and they are put
into six groups of four. Each group needs to have a director for a project and other
positions, such as a Continuity Supervisor or camera operator, may be needed. The department does not have
cameras to check out, so students are polled in order to determine who has a good mini-digital video camera. I
have one lecture I give on what constitutes a good mini-DV camera. Those who have good cameras become the
basis for a group. It is important that students change jobs on the different projects in order to get new
experiences. It is equally imperative that all members of a group get to edit the video. Groups tend to have one
member who is very good at this and the group will let her do all of the editing unless they are forced to not let
that happen.

In order to keep things as fair as possible, including giving grades, I have the students evaluate each
other after every project. Amazingly, I can tell who did the work and who did not. Why? Because members of a
group tend to resent those students who did not work as hard as they did, and they will say so in the evaluation.
When you have three students who say Joe did not put in the required hours and Joe says he did, you have to
believe the majority. Joe, therefore, gets a lower grade than the other members of his group.

The first project required of the class is a sixty second commercial. I am not interested in the commercial
as such. It is simply a way to get them to begin learning editing on the computer. Sixty seconds is short enough
for a beginner to handle as they gain experience with the software program. In addition, it is important that an
exact time limit is required for each project. This will teach students that tightening cuts and making choices is an
important part of editing. Beginning editors tend not to do this.
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While the groups are creating their commercials outside of class, instruction is given in class on methods
that directors can use to plan or organize filming. A thorough discussion of what is required in
a shot plan is held. A Shot Plan requires the director to take the script and determine, per scene: 1) how the
action is going to be staged by using either storyboards or schematic drawings (birds eye views), 2) the size of
the shot, such as wide shot, long shot, etc., 3) the choice of lens, such as a long focal length lens or a short focal
length lens, and 4) the camera angle. Developing a shot plan is time consuming and requires lots of preparation.
That is good, unless you are working within a tight time frame, such as on a TV series. At this point, shot
coverage is explained. Shot coverage is the “alternate camera angles and setups obtained on set, beyond the
basic requirements of the script or shot list [and] give the director maximum flexibility to shape a scene during the
editing process. . . . [Shot] coverage follows a general shooting plan that includes an establishing master shot,
group shots, and individual medium and close up shots of each actor. Standard practice includes shooting the
entire dialogue of all the actors, even those actors who are not expected to be on-screen for many of their lines.”
(Steven D. Katz, Cinematic Motion, p. 289.)

After a short discussion of lighting for video, and viewing commercials filmed and edited by former
classes, the students are moved into the editing room to learn Final Cut Pro 5, an excellent video editing program.
Texas State has six editing computers. They are Mac G5’s. Macs are preferred over PCs because they do a
better job with graphics and do not freeze the way PCs do. Plus, the software is from Apple and is designed for
the Mac G5. Our computers have 250 GB on the hard drives and 2 GB of RAM. Plus, each group has their own
250 GB external hard drive upon which all their projects go.

Because there are only six computers in the video lab, I take the odd groups only on the first day I teach
there, and the next time class meets, the even groups. This allows me to instruct with 2 students on each of the
six computers. The groups then rotate this way for classes until I have
covered the basic information for editing video and burning a DVD. When designated groups are in the lab, the
other groups have the class time off. I explain to the students that they will more than make up for the missed
classes when they finally get into the editing room to edit their projects. And they will.

I first introduce the students to the video editing software program, Final Cut Pro, by teaching them how
to navigate. Secondly, they are instructed on how to log and capture video from their group cameras. The
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homework from the class before was to shoot about one minute of video of anything they wanted and to bring it to
class. They then learn three-point editing and how to use transitions, such as dissolves, wipes, and slides. They
are cautioned, however, about which transitions are considered to be appropriate for narrative film and which
ones can be used for television as well as commercials. They next receive instruction on titles, using another
software program, Live Type, which is bundled with Final Cut Pro when you purchase it. Live Type is easy to
learn and creates very dynamic titles. Finally, the students learn how to export their movies out of Final Cut Pro,
as QuickTime movies, and then how to burn DVDs, using the Apple software program iDVD found on Mac
computers.

Following the commercial project, the students begin work on their second, entitled Mary’s Car Keys. I
found this exercise in a book by Michael Rabiger, entitled Directing: Film Techniques and Aesthetics (Boston:
Focal Press, 1989). In this project, Mary drives up to a house, goes to the front door, and then realizes she has
lost her keys. She goes back to find them, looks in her car through the window, since the car is locked, and sees
the ignition is empty. Just then a strange man comes up and asks if he can help her. Mary is afraid of him and
says she doesn’t need any help. She then spots the keys in the gutter, just as another woman, a friend of Mary’s,
who senses the man is dangerous, comes up. Mary picks up her car keys, and she and her friend walk back to
the house. Students are told that
the project must be 3 minutes long exactly, not a second less or a second longer. The narrative can easily be
extended beyond the 3 minutes, but it is much more difficult to reduce it to the exact 3. This means editing
choices must be made. Also, the project, when being filmed, requires the students to think about line of action,
camera angles, cutaways, and points of view. One would think that the students and the instructor would get tired
of seeing the same project six times when presented in class but not so. Each one is a little different, and
students learn a lot from seeing how the other groups solved the project’s problems. It is always a very
successful exercise.

As students film Mary’s Car Keys outside, they go inside to the editing lab to learn more about Final Cut
Pro. More advanced editing techniques are taught, such as how to edit clips without changing the time of the
project, and how to trim to meet time limits. Instruction is also given on adjusting audio, changing the speed of a
clip, cropping, and using the many video filters available.
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After some lectures are given on panning techniques and mobile staging, students are ready to begin
work on the final project. In this requirement, the groups are given a list of 11 items, which must be included.
Most of the items have choices, such as: Film a two or a three-character dialogue sequence, using the shot
reserve shot pattern. Other examples are: Use the camera to change the Line of Action or use a tracking shot
with a counter actor move (i.e., actor and camera move in opposite directions), have one continuous over-theshoulder shot, followed by the person in the background moving to the foreground while the shoulder person turns
towards the camera or have the over-the-shoulder shot person turn to face the camera. There are also editing
items included in the list, such as: Edit a match cut on some movement or edit a form cut. The items, then, are
things that have already been talked about in class, but now the students are asked to put into practice. The
project is to be 5 minutes exactly and is supposed to be a mystery with a surprise ending. Just as I have done
with all of the projects, I critique each group’s final video as they are shown to the class. As always, I attempt to
approach the critique as “how can we make this project more successful.”

The class ends with a public showing of all projects to anyone who wants to come see them. Frequently
this means students who were in the videos but had not had a chance to see themselves. This is always fun and
usually impressive to outsiders who have no idea how professional we can make our videos look. Even the class
itself walks away talking about what a great job we have all done during the course of the semester.
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This proposal is to share the obstacles, the success, and the results of Event Design
as a teaching tool and a case study.
The Interior Design program in the Art Department at the University of West
Georgia created an experimental course ‘Event Design’ the summer of 2006.
The purpose of the course was to plan a fundraising dinner event for the interior
design organization scheduled for January 27, 2007. For this event the students
would design and build ten unique dinner environments as a group project.
The object of the project was to give many different hands-on experiences for
students who are used to finding design solutions only on paper. Designing objects
which will actually be built and used by guests has brought an entirely new dynamic
into the classroom. This not only allowed the students to experience the joy of seeing
their design come alive, but also taught the students how to execute realistic design
solutions, business techniques, time management skills, budgeting, and teamwork—
all of which are essential aspects in the Interior Design field. During planning, the
students experienced many unexpected difficulties such as organizational skills,
delegating responsibilities, and scheduling. Some of the more essential
responsibilities assigned to help bring the project to its conclusion included program
recognition for donors, with announcements through local newspaper articles and
local radio interviews for the event.
The boosted moral and pride of the students for their major, and the involvement of
the community were fantastic side effects of such planning and designing. Even
though the event planning does not relate to interior design directly, every aspect of
the planning and execution process became a very valuable teaching tool in both
design management and business.
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ABSTRACT:
In South Africa, university students come from a variety of language, cultural
and educational backgrounds. For success at university these students need to
develop academic literacy. This means learning a set of behaviours
appropriate to academe. They must be able to understand academic language,
read academic texts critically, and write in the appropriate formal register.
Can a knowledge of Latin and Greek roots contribute to the acquisition of
academic language?
It is estimated that over 60% of all English words have Latin or Greek roots
but in the vocabulary of the sciences and technology this figure rises to 90%.
Historically, words of Greek and Latin origin were introduced into academic
English to label new knowledge areas and to give expression to abstract
thought. They are not merely high status synonyms for other native words.
They are used so frequently in academic texts because they are usually
semantically complex and able to convey shades of meaning with clarity and
precision. But it is this academic language which is the main stumbling block
in studentsʹ comprehension of academic texts. While this is true for most first
year students, it is especially true for students for whom English is not the
home language. In South Africa, many students have an African language as
their home language, with Afrikaans as their second language and English as
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their third language. They are daunted by the formal register of academic
English and by the flood of new words of Latin and Greek origin.
By teaching students how English words are formed on Latin and Greek
roots, how prefixes and suffixes affect meaning, their knowledge and
understanding of academic language increases. In addition, they are able to
analyse polysyllabic words in terms of their derivational components and
thereby work out the meaning of unfamiliar words encountered in academic
texts.
My paper will explore the contribution which a knowledge of Latin and
Greek roots can make to the acquisition of academic literacy.
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Abstract
Acceptance of William Blake under the Partitioned System of Korea
Hyesook Son & Jin-Uk Kim
This paper is aimed at analyzing the acceptance of Blake under the partitioned
system of Korea. William Blake’s radical views on history and redemptive vision to
save history from corrupted reality were widely acclaimed by Korean readers since the
1980s. For three decades, Korea underwent the phenomenal transformation: the two
military coups of the 1960s and the 1970s, the democratic political upheavals of the
1980s, rapid economic development and industrialization, and the fixation of the
partitioned system between the South and the North Koreas. Those rapid changes
brought a sense of crisis and massive tension, and created an academic need for a new
understanding of the world and self.
Blake’s vision was awakening to Korean readers, because he also attempted to
suggest a fundamental solution to the crisis and a possibility of going beyond simple
dichotomies and makeshifts. He articulates an individual as fundamentally intertwined
with social restraints and tries to imagine a form of public life that embraces openness,
brotherhood, and redemptive bond. His disruption of linear time and historical
progressivism is always followed by a concrete engagement with history and social
reality. His activist poetics lets people dwell in the “world of vision” where they can
live in harmony and see what they really want to see. Therefore, he has been accepted
as “the poet of community” by Koreans and expected to answer our urgent political,
social and cultural questions since the 1980s. His opposition to reified modern society,
his critique of ideology, and finally his redemptive imagination are valuable to Korean
academy that has to solve the question of unification and national community.

2
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Acceptance of William Blake under the Partitioned System of Korea

Hyesook Son and Jin-Uk Kim

William Blake’s views on community, history, and imagination as redemptive vision
have been the major focuses for Korean Blakean scholars since the 1980s. Concerning this, the
sociopolitical phenomena inside and outside South Korea from the 1960s to the 1990s need to
be considered because they had a strong influence on those who read his poems.

Firstly, what

“inside” means is the social change within South Korea at that moment.

South Korea

underwent the phenomenal transformations: the two military coups of the 1960s and the 1970s,
the democratic upheavals of the 1980s, rapid economic development and industrialization. In
politics, the military coups in 1961 and 1979 showed the struggle between dictators’ desire for
power and people’s resistance against them in order for democracy. The military dictators
persecuted all democratic movements resulting in many civilian casualties. As a result, this
incident revealed the depth of the estrangement between leaders and people in South Korea.
On the economic level, South Korean industry developed to a great degree from the
1960s to the 1970s, which inevitably led to a reified society and the formidable gap between the
rich and the poor in terms of wealth. These internal divisions in South Korea created the need for a
new academic understanding of the self and society, and William Blake’s ideas provided those
who studied him with a possible solution for this. In general, they concentrated on his later
prophetic poems, such as Milton, The Four Zoas and Jerusalem, and tried to analyze Blake’s
emphasis on a connection between people and a harmonious society.
Secondly, what “outside” South Korea indicates is the relationship with North Korea.
Since the Korean War (1950~1953) was over and the cease-fire line was established, the
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partitioned system has been fixed for approximately the past fifty years. During this period, in
spite of the achievement regarding the relation was made, for instance the first summit talks
between the leaders of the South and the North Koreas in 2000, the tension caused by a possible
military confrontation and a nuclear crisis still remains. It was under these circumstances that
Blake’s viewpoints were widely analyzed by Korean critics. In detail, many scholars
mentioned such concepts as “universal brotherhood” and “mutual forgiveness” from his later
poems.

The reason is these themes suggested a possibility of going beyond the several

dichotomies that had arisen under the split condition, and strengthened hope for unification.
This essay delves into the way William Blake has been accepted by Korean Blakean
scholars, focusing on the social and political situations in Korea. This will cover the academic
analysis since the 1980s, and compare phenomena inside South Korea from the 1960s to the
1990s with Blake’s ideas in his prophetic poems. In addition, the acceptance of his poems
under the partitioned system will be examined.1 Consequently, the following statements will be
verified: William Blake’s comments on community and history have had a great influence on
Korean scholars since the 1980s, and his redemptive imagination has been valuable to the
Korean academy to solve the question of unification and national community.

Blakean Study since the 1980s: Focusing on Blake’s Views on Community and History

As Nak-chung Paik states, Korea has two duties to fulfill: one is a social reform, and the
other is national unification (1994, 27).2 Both have something to do with inside and outside

1

Throughout this research, postgraduate students’ dissertations and professional scholars’ articles on
Blake published at that time will be mentioned generally. The latter indicates Blakean critics with the
status above assistant professorship.

2

When quoting the articles written in Korean, we translate them into English in this paper.
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South Korean issues respectively. What Paik is saying is that South Korea should handle its
internal problems through the process of the political, social and economic development, and
deal with matters with North Korea for unification simultaneously.
First of all, this chapter examines a social change inside South Korea, and studies its
influence on the acceptance of William Blake, especially since the 1980s. Korean postgraduate
students’ theses and scholars’ articles published in the era (1970s~1990s) reflect various
sociopolitical phenomena. The following figures display the details:3

Number

Figure 1. The number of Korean students' dissertations on William Blake
(Sources: Research Information Service System )
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Figure 2. The number of Korean scholars' articles on William Blake
(Sources: Research Information Service System )
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The two figures above show the number of papers published from the 1970s to the 1990s. Both
of them reveal that there was a great increase in the number of articles written not only by
students but also by scholars in the 1980s compared with that of papers written in the 1970s. In

3

In the figures, the first bar indicates all theses about Blake’s poems in general, and the second
represents specific papers among them whose topics are related to three prophetic poems.
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detail, there were fourteen times as many articles examining Blake’s three prophecies (Milton,
The Four Zoas and Jerusalem) by students in the 1980s as those in the 1970s. Furthermore, in
the 1980s and the 1990s, these subjects accounted for nearly 50% of the total number of theses.4
What this is strongly suggesting is that Korean readers have acclaimed Blake’s poems more
since the 1980s, and his opinions on community, history and imagination in three prophecies
have been the major concerns for Korean scholars to study.
The social conditions inside South Korea are the reasons for this. To illustrate this,
several phenomena need to be considered, and the political change is a crucial one that caused
many problems. For instance, on May 16th, 1961, Major General Jung-hee Park carried out a
successful military coup to install himself as President. He enacted a law called the Yoshin
Constitution to retain his status, and as a result, his dictatorship was maintained for 18 years
regardless of people’s demonstrations against him. After he was assassinated, Major General
Doo-hwan Chun raised another coup in 1979 and became the next President. However, he
could not help facing people’s strong protests against him such as a demonstration for
democracy on May 18th, 1980.

All of these conflicts show the deep gap between people

and leaders, individuals and society. Hence, the strong need to reestablish the bond between
individuals and community was presented, and this was the historical point that Korean scholars
first looked to when recalling Blake’s prophetic poems.

The individual and society, new community with diversity
According to William Blake, the process to form an ideal relation between the self and
community can be summarized as follows: removal of an autocrat, beginning with minute

4

Other papers examine Blake’s early poems, Songs of Innocence and of Experience, his poems in general and so on.
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particulars, coexistence of contrary values and the establishment of a community based upon
diversity.
First of all, a dictator obsessed with power and convinced his law is the absolute one, is
the figure with whom Blake totally disagrees:

“Am I not God?” said Urizen, “Who is Equal to me?”
Do I not stretch the heavens abroad, or fold
them up like a garment?”
He spoke, mustering his heavy clouds around
him, black, opake

(CP5328, italics added)

This part obviously shows how tyrannical Urizen6 is because he says he is the only one god,
and thinks nothing can be compared to his authority. Nicholas M. Williams says “Urizen is
clearly the model of a tyrant” and “Urizen’s single-mindedness extends to the emotional and
physical dimensions of the onefold world” (192). In this respect, Urizen makes two fatal
errors: one is to think of his power only, and the other is to apply his law to everyone. These
prevent Urizen from paying attention to others, and as Ronald L. Grimes states, “Urizen is
inescapably bound to live only in the eye of this private hurricane” (80). What Grimes is

5

This is the abbreviation of The Complete Poetry and Prose of William Blake edited by David V. Erdman (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1982). In this paper, when quoting poems, CP is used with pages.

6

According to Blake’s myth, there is one universal man in Eternity who is composed of four figures: they are Urthona,
Urizen, Luvah and Tharmas that represent imagination, reason, emotion and instinct respectively. In the unfallen
world, “they become the ‘zoas’ whose four natures in harmony symbolize total unfallen man” (Nurmi 120). ‘A zoa’
means an animal and living creature in its Greek etymology, and ‘zoas’ are the words adapted by Blake from Ezekiel
and other sources where they represent the allegorical symbol for the divine state of the chariot drawn by animals
(Frye 273). In the fallen world, they are divided into the Specter (a male characteristic) and the Emanation (a female
characteristic). In short, The Four Zoas tells readers the story of division and unification among four elements.
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implying is that Urizen’s psyche is filled with his selfish desire for power. In addition, to
maintain his status, Urizen forces everyone to follow his rule.
Blake invalidates Urizen’s dictatorship.
Oppression” (CP 44).

He says, “One Law for the Lion & Ox is

It means he refutes a totalitarian concept, and thinks highly of the

dynamic interaction among various things, different opinions and diverse people.
Hyen-chan Hwang’s master’s thesis (1986) and doctoral dissertation (1997) point out a
politician’s lust for power as well as his oppressive system. Especially, the latter “William
Blake’s Mythic and Historic Vision of Redemption: History in the Guise of Myth in The Four
Zoas” analyzes these issues thoroughly. He states that the division of zoas in Night I of The
Four Zoas results from the struggle between Urizen and Luvah to gain power (45). By relating
Urizen and Luvah to Britain and France respectively in the Romantic period, he says the conflict
between the two figures symbolizes the ongoing wars between the two countries to hold a
dominant position (43). As a result, Hwang states “Urizen’s world is dependent upon
exploitation, poverty and suppression” (48). Briefly speaking, his article focuses on Urizen’s
lust for authority that mirrors governors’ desires and repressive systems in a real world.
For a new relationship between people and society, above all, William Blake is certain
that this dictatorship needs removing. In The Four Zoas, before the reconciliation of four zoas
at the Last Night, all of the orthodox regimes are destroyed: “The thrones of Kings are shaken,
they have lost/their robes & crowns;/The poor smite the oppressors, they awake up to the
harvest” (CP 387, emphasis added). Harold Bloom contends, “in this passage the political
vision of Blake reaches its wishful climax and passes away, to be absorbed into the more
strenuous themes of human integration” (268). It is important to know “the wishful climax of
Blake’s vision” proceeds first with the subversive phenomena that rulers lose their authority,
and is followed by the real theme of this poem, human integration. Blake uses plural rather
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than singular nouns “Kings, oppressors” to indicate not only Urizen, but also all the
authoritarian leaders of the world. This also indicates harmony among people cannot be
realized without the elimination of the totalitarian system.
As the second process for the ideal community, a new beginning from minute particulars
follows the starting point, the absence of a tyrant.

In Jerusalem, Blake says “every/Particular

is a Man: a Divine Member of the Divine Jesus” (CP 251) and “every Minute particular is
Holy” (CP 223). Concerning this in his thesis (1988), Jung-ho Park states Blake’s “particulars
are represented as Man, Jesus, children as well as plants, animals, minerals, regions, and every
particular is holy” (39). When it comes to considering its social meaning, the importance of
minute particulars subverts a biased vertical relation with Urizen at the top to the individual at
the bottom, and demonstrates an equal horizontal connection that begins from every individual.
This second step leads to the third: the coexistence of contrary values that keeps one
man from being obsessed with selfhood.

After all, it lets people with different views live

together in mutual respect. In The Four Zoas, when Urizen is controlled by his selfhood, he
does not listen to others’ voices because there is only one rule in his regime. However, his
view is contradictory because “Without Contraries is no progression. Attraction and Repulsion,
Reason and Energy/Love and Hate are necessary to Human existence” (CP 34), and “There is a
place where Contrarieties are equally true” (CP 129).

What these mean is in Blake’s terms,

“contraries” are not negative but positive because they let people with totally different views
coexist. Accordingly, contraries lead to the dynamic interaction among members of a society,
and result in mutual understanding toward one another.
The final level needed to build a new society is the establishment of a community based
on diversity. While examining Blake’s concept of society in Jerusalem, Son-moo Ryu uses
certain terms, such as “community without foundations” and “procedural universalism” (204,
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233). Both words emphasize the flexibility of the Blakean community, and Golgonooza is an
example to verify this. In Jerusalem, Golgonooza is described as an ideal place of art, love,
imagination and harmony. Above all, it is “the city of relationship...an entity on the threshold,
always venturing into another world and logically defined by the outside as well as the inside”
(229). If this meaning is applied to society, the Blakean ideal community can be explained as
follows: it is the place of diverse opinions. There is a certain unity, but this can be replaced
with another because there is no absolute signifier that people must follow. Consequently, it is
a place on the threshold in Heidegger’s terms where particulars meet a temporary truth. In
addition, it is community within differance in Derrida’s words that is in the consistent play of
heterogeneity.
William Blake’s views could explain problems and suggest possible solutions for South
Korean phenomena as analyzed earlier. Urizen’s tyrannical system mirrors two dictators’
coups and repression in South Korea. However, dictatorship is overturned in The Four Zoas,
and a new relationship from minute particulars is mentioned in Jerusalem. It lets Korean
readers have hope for the new beginning toward an ideal society. Finally, Blake’s community
allows people with various values to live together, and this has been an awakening to Korean
scholars since the 1980s to think of the ideal bond between individuals and society.

Save history from corrupted reality through imagination
The rapid change from the 1960s to the 1990s also caused massive problems such as
political and socioeconomic corruption inside South Korea.

In the political and economic

conditions, the inappropriate relationship between politics and business was a profound
problem. Regardless of the dramatic growth in economy in the 1960s and the 1970s, it bore an
immoral practice because South Korean economic development began with the symbiotic
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connection between the nation and capitalists or chaebols7 (Kim 252). Even in the 1980s,
President Chun’s government aggravated this situation, and the majority of finance was owned
by chaebols. This resulted in the material gap between the rich and the poor, political
corruption due to the connection with chaebols and the economic problems because of biased
development.
As a result, decay was everywhere.

Briefly speaking, social reality itself was corrupted

to a great degree at that moment. Hence, in Korean academy, a new paradigm was needed to
see reality in a positive way, and Blake’s idea to save history from corrupted reality has been
evaluated by Korean critics many times since then.
To begin with, brief comments on Blake’s views on history should be considered before
taking his method to save history or reality into account.

In short, his concept of time consists

of “unrecoverable history (linear time)” and “recoverable time (eternal time).”

Unrecoverable

history indicates temporary time when real issues happen in history, and mainly handles the
condition in which “events follow one another in linear succession and are therefore unique and
unrepeatable” (Grimes 62).

What this means is that it is difficult to recover time from historic

disasters such as wars if they already happened. The reason is that in a linear one, time
proceeds from beginning to end, and there is no way to go back or cure reality of its
corruption. From this point of view, no hope can exist in history.
The second one, or “recoverable time” is about “preserving, or imaginative time, as
Blake sees it, not static; but neither does it flow in uniform unit like seconds or minutes”
(Grimes 62). Hence, in spite of the real happenings in history, it is eternal time in the utopian
“world of vision where we (humans) see what we really want to see” (Frye 26, parenthesis
added) and can reach by means of imagination.
7

They are capitalists and entrepreneurs in Korea that own massive financial power, and control many
subsidiary companies.
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However, according to Blake, there is a mediator that connects the former to the latter,
and that is “Imagination.” That is, Blake tries to save the “unrecoverable one (linear history)”
through imagination to say nothing of “recoverable time.” Blake says, “not one Moment/Time
is lost, nor one Event of Space unpermanent/But all remain” and “The generations of men run
on in the tide of Time/But leave their destind lineaments permanent for ever & ever” (CP
117). What he does concentrate on is to save transient moments even if they are corrupted, and
to imagine a better world. The example to verify this is found in Milton when the poetic hero
Milton from the past enters Blake’s foot in the present. According to Grimes, “the assimilation
of Milton and then Los to Blake himself is recognition that a figure from the past, a poetic
character, and a man of the present are not sealed off from one another in visionary perception”
(61).

As a result, in Milton “Los/Blake lives forward the history of John Milton in such a way

that both Milton and Blake escape the shackling elements of time” (62). This summarizes
Blake’s ideas and ways to redeem time: he keeps men from being imprisoned in the wave of
transitory moments.

However, this does not mean Blake abandons real time, but recovers it

and connects it with the present, then sees “the very real” time in eternity.
To understand Blake’s views on time, history and reality, Kang-mok Suh8’s articles are
helpful to refer to.

His main point is that Blake saves history through imagination, and

presents the very real, the most idealistic form of reality:

With vision that his imagination sees through, Blake wants his poems and illustrations to
stimulate imagination of those who see them, and expects readers to display their intellectual
potentials. Ultimately, he hopes that readers wish for more desirable reality and matters
beyond actuality and things... In this respect, it is certain that Blake is not concerned about
realistic representation of reality and objects.

However, he represents much truer

reality. There is the dynamic coexistence of both his critical views on corrupted reality and

8

He is a professor at Hanshin University and the most renowned Blakean critic in Korea.
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distorted things, and longing for the ideal essence that comes anew. This new reality is
delivered to and develops for other readers. (2004, 401)

Suh makes comments on Blake’s vision to save history and toward the better world based upon
the meaning of “realism.”

In his article, he divides realism into two types: one is narrow

realism. The other is higher realism. The former supposes a relation between the reality of life
and literature, and represents it as it is. However, Blake’s higher realism presents both critical
analysis on the real world and hope for the better one.

Consequently, Blake’s concept lets

people have aspirations in spite of all kinds of contradictions in the world.
Suh’s thesis is both daring and persuasive. As far as Blake’s myth and prophecies are
concerned, it seems to be inappropriate to use a word, “realism” when discussing his
poems. However, as Suh argues throughout his dissertation (1995), The Four Zoas and
Jerusalem reflect Blake’s strong concerns about real history such as the French Revolution,
ongoing wars, and show a possibility of going beyond this narrow reality. Moreover, they
contain Blake’s will to save history. Hence, a higher realism concept is helpful for readers to
understand Blake’s poems.
Korean readers welcomed Blake’s vision on history as well as reality especially from the
1980s to the 1990s (even in the 2000s). As explained earlier, South Korean society was in the
wave of many political, social and economic transformations. Even in the 1980s, corruption
was everywhere. That is why Korean scholar placed a lot of emphasis on Blake’s ideas to save
history. As Yeon-hee Lee states in her thesis (1986), “in the dehumanization and the fall of
Man,” Blake’s poem is a “fierce cry for recovery of humanity” (71). As she says, Blake is a
“visionary imaginative poet” (72), and his imagination displays a way to redeem reality and
history.

As far as Suh’s and Lee’s works are concerned, their passionate acceptance of Blake
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can be understood well, and Blake’s poems allow Korean readers to have aspirations for the
ideal society despite the corrupted reality in that era.

Acceptance of Blake under the Partitioned System between the Two Koreas: Focusing
on Blake’s “Universal Brotherhood” and “Forgiveness”

This chapter primarily discusses matters outside South Korea, and their effects on
Korean Blakean study since the 1980s.

What “outside” refers to is the relation with North

Korea. Many factors will be considered in evaluating this relation because a condition under
the partitioned system is really ambivalent. Firstly, it is true that there have been remarkable
achievements in terms of establishing a dialogue between the two Koreas: the most important
example being the joint statement of Jun 15th, 2000, a result from the first summit talks
between the leaders of the South and the North Koreas.

It suggested that there be a common

discourse toward unification: in the joint statement, President Dae-jung Kim and North Korean
leader Jung-il Kim said that the “South-North confederation” of the South and the “lower stage
of federation” of the North proposed by the two Koreas respectively had similarities. It was the
first moment when the chiefs of the two Koreas officially came to an agreement concerning the
discourses of unification.

Hence, to reach common ground is in itself a great success because

it can be the practical turning point for the better relationship.
However, at the same time, the military tension has still remained. For example, there
was a naval clash between the two Koreas’ military vessels in 2002, which took place in the
Yellow Sea off the Korean Peninsula’s western coast.

To make matters worse, recently,

Pyongyang’s nuclear ambitions brought about massive tension. North Korea’s nuclear test
along with the withdrawal from the Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) and the annulment of the
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1994 Geneva Accord, proved the setback of the two Koreas’ efforts for peace. What all these
phenomena do suggest is that the distance between the two Koreas’ ideologies toward
unification is still too broad to shorten easily.
Under the ambivalence of the partitioned system, Korean Blakean scholars since the
1980s have considered a topic related to the division and unity of community, and they have
accepted Blake’s ideas such as “Universal Brotherhood” and “Forgiveness” as a possible
solution. This chapter examines this point by examining Blake’s ideology about division and
unification, and its influence on Blakean study in Korea.

Blake’s method to overcome disunion and give rise to harmony
Blake emphasizes the dynamic interaction among contrary values and his concept on
disunion and harmony proceeds in such a complicated way. Briefly speaking, his method can
be summarized as follows: self-repentance with self-annihilation, forgiveness, universal
brotherhood and the suggestions of Blakean ideology.
At the first level, self-repentance with self-annihilation is the starting point in order to
overcome disunion. According to Blake, a dogmatic thought, selfhood is really dangerous
because it forces one only to be in his own self.

This is a fundamental cause of all kinds of

disruption. In dealing with this respect, it is crucial to know that when Blake shows harmony
and the utopian view, he first describes the scene where selfhood vanishes and self-repentance
occurs. For example, in Jerusalem, Los warns against the danger of selfhood as follows:

No Individual ought to appropriate to Himself
Or to his Emanation, any of the Universal Characteristics
Of David or of Eve, of the Woman, or of the Lord.
...
Those who dare appropriate to themselves Universal Attributes
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Are the Blasphemous Selfhoods & must be broken asunder. (CP 250, italics added)

In this section, “selfhood is revealed as a deviant attempt to make Universality one’s own”
(Williams 202), and Blake implies that to have everything within oneself (selfhood) is even
blasphemous, so this must be destroyed. At the end of The Four Zoas, after eliminating selfish
thought, Urizen repents for what he has done. “Urizen wept in the dark deep anxious his Scaly
form/To resume the human & he wept in the dark deep” (CP 390), and this demonstrates that
Uriven is about to be purified because he showed “the tears of repentance” (Hwang 131). After
Urizen says, “I have Erred & my Error remains with me” (CP 391), he enters the fire of
purification: “Urizen arose up with him walking through the flames” (CP 393). Then he,
described as an old man previously, becomes “a radiant youth again, a true Prince of Light”
(Bloom 271). Blake points out that to eradicate selfish thought and purge oneself from the
outset is the way to overcome all sorts of divisions of the world.
This is followed by the second step for reunion, which is forgiveness. Stewart Crehan
says “the central theme of Blake’s Jerusalem is the unconditional forgiveness of sins” (285) and
this explains what Blakean forgiveness is. It is absolute forgiveness that does not exclude
anyone. As Michael Ferber states, Blake is certain that “all humanity can and will be saved”
(78). In The Four Zoas, Los9 even embraces Urizen into his work for redemption and forgives
him: “Startled was Los; he found his Enemy Urizen now/In his hands; he wonder’d that he felt
love/&not hate” (CP 371).
This unlimited forgiveness results from Blake’s thought that a sinner’s evil “state” is
different from “the person” who sins:

9

In Blake’s myth, Los is a figure of art, imagination and redemption. As a savior, he plays a role in
redeeming the world from corruption.
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There is a State namd Satan learn distinct to know O Rahab
The difference between States & Individuals of those States
The State namd Satan never can be redeemed in all Eternity

(CP 380, italics added)

It is not an individual but a state (of a person) that should be punished. Blake emphasizes the
need “to distinguish individuals from states that individuals may fall into, so that individuals
may not be condemned for their actions in such states and can be forgiven their sins” (Nurmi
155). In short, Blake hates not a sinner but a sin, and believes that even a sinner can be
forgiven as long as he can be free from the shackle of that evil state through self-repentance.
This “unconditional forgiveness” is quite close to the next level for unification, which is
“Universal Brotherhood.” As selfhood disappears and everyone forgives each other, all men
can live together in the name of “Universal Brotherhood”: “that Man subsists by Brotherhood &
Universal Love” (CP 402). In Blake’s poem, an ideal person who can live within universal
brotherhood is depicted as “One Man.” In Jerusalem, Savior says the following to the sleeping
Albion:

I am in you and you in me, mutual love divine:
...
I am not a God afar off, I am a brother and friend:
Within your bosoms I reside, and you reside in me:
Lo! we are One; forgiving all Evil;

(CP 146, italics added)

“One man” is the ideal form that keeps the value of universal brotherhood. However, it does
not mean that all humans must follow only one orthodox form, which is the Urizenic conception
of one, which Blake is strongly against. One in “One Man” is a figure that is open to diverse
patterns of living. It is one “which might allow for unity not directed from above, or invoked
for purely ideological reasons, but arrived at through an exchange of differing and freely
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expressed views” (Williams 193).

Moreover, Blake’s one man can be every individual as long

as he or she abides by the spirit of universal brotherhood.
Then, the final step to living in harmony is to follow the suggestions of Blakean
ideology. To explain his ideology, Ryu’s thesis is considered. She divides ideology in the
Romantic era into two: one is rationalist ideology, and the other is Blakean ideology. Two
important figures to consider when discussing these ideologies are Thomas Paine and William
Blake respectively. There are similarities and differences between the two. Firstly, they are
similar in that they both try to “expose the imposture of the monarchy and to drive out false
ideas that help to legitimate a dominant political power” (Ryu, 137-8).
However, there is an obvious difference because Paine’s ideology focuses too heavily on
individual sovereignty or rights only, while the Blakean ideology puts more emphasis on
diversity of community. The former “rejects any communally-imposed authority in favor of a
new kind of individualism, in which each singular mind becomes the absolute arbiter of its own
truth, judging everything by the measure of the self” (Ryu 157-8). Sorry to say, this aspect is
the same as that of Urizen. That is, when taken to its logical conclusion, Paine’s ideology
critique has a danger of falling into another dogma based upon selfhood, and not allowing
others to interfere with it. However, the latter, Blakean ideology is much more flexible, and
can be called as “moving ideology.” It is in the consistent mood of changes, so denies a single
truth.

Therefore, his ideology critique strongly suggests a possibility of sharing a common

discourse for harmony not eliminating but including all kinds of views.
Among the four steps for unity, especially “forgiveness” and “brotherhood” were more
widely analyzed by Korean critics because those concepts let them think of an ideal way to
overcome division under the partitioned system. In “The Active Meaning of Forgiveness: A
Study of Jerusalem” (1988), Jung-ho Park says “forgiveness is the only way to end the cyclical
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chain which constitutes human history” (90), the ultimate vision “comes only with mutual
forgiveness” (91) and “forgiveness in Jerusalem is a dynamic action based on the radical mutual
interpenetration of men in a total community” (91-2). By quoting “We behold multitude; or
expanding; We behold as one/As One Man all the Universal Family; and that One Man/We call
Jesus the Christ; and he in us/and we in him/Live in perfect harmony in Eden the land of
Life/Giving, receiving, and forgiving each others trespasses” (CP 180), he states humans
become not people in division but “One Man” in unification (72-3). What he is saying is that
forgiveness is the quintessence of redemption, brotherhood and harmony. In “A Study of
William Blake’s Jerusalem” (1993), Sung-hae Park states it is necessary for everyone to
exercise creative imagination “with Friendship and Brotherhood among humans” and to realize
that each individual is “interconnected with other human begins” (79). In “Politics of
Forgiveness: A Study of William Blake’s Jerusalem” (1998), Jong-min Lee says that division of
the world is caused by selfhood that does not admit others’ existence (254). While examining
the scene where Los forgives Enitharmon in Jerusalem (CP 252), he says that forgiveness is the
very key to overcoming disunion. He says that Blake’s “forgiveness can be realized when one
admits the other as an equal human being and maintains the dynamic mutual relationship with
others” (267). He concludes his article by emphasizing the establishment of brotherhood
through forgiveness (271). In “The Universal Brotherhood in William Blake’s Poetry” (1999),
Yeop Kang also emphasizes the importance of “universal brotherhood” by comparing it with
Jesus’ unconditional love.
This characteristic of the acceptance of Blake since the 1980 has reflected Korean
readers’ views on disruption and harmony under the split condition of the two Koreas, and they
found a persuasive suggestion in Blake’s poetry. Concerning the status quo that Korea is
divided into two parts, it is necessary for South Korea as well as North Korea to repent for what
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they have done. The reason is that there will be no compromise if the two Koreas criticize each
other for the fixation of the cease-fire border without taking any responsibility for it. Hence,
self-criticism should proceed for this condition, taking on the form of Blake’s “selfrepentance.” Next, in spite of the achievements concerning the relationship, hostility against
each other still exists as far as a military struggle and a nuclear crisis are concerned. In order to
resolve this tension, “mutual forgiveness” is needed in order to admit the existence of a
counterpart, forgive each other and to focus on the future relation. Finally, to come to an
agreement toward national unification, Blakean ideology critique can be the key because it lets
the two Koreas embrace all of their opinions, and finally bring about a common discourse for
unity. By considering these four elements, the acceptance of Blake’s themes such as
forgiveness and universal brotherhood can be understood clearly.

Conclusion: Future Study Focusing on Blakean Ideology: a Possible Discourse for
National Unification

The various changes inside and outside South Korea examined in the previous chapters
have caused William Blake to be widely accepted by Korean readers since the 1980s. In Milton,
The Four Zoas and Jerusalem, he presents ideas about community, history, imagination,
forgiveness and universal brotherhood. Korean scholars considered his concepts on community
as an ideal form toward a healthy society based on each individual. Through imagination, he
let them see that even linear history could be saved from corrupted reality. This allowed
Korean readers to keep hope for a better world. In addition, unlimited forgiveness and
universal brotherhood were regarded as pivotal elements in overcoming separation and toward
achieving unification.
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However, when applying Blake’s themes to the split condition closely, it seems that their
researches have been on a rather rudimentary level. They overemphasize the general meaning
of such concepts as brotherhood, mutual forgiveness and imagination. As a result, their
arguments are not so persuasive enough to relate Blake’s ideas to the partitioned system
thoroughly. In fact, the majority of studies regarding this issue are just to show a flexible and
harmonious society at surface level. Hence, a more penetrative and concrete analysis on the
deeper step is required.
For this need, Blakean ideology deserves considering further because it can be used to
clarify the complicated system and the possible comprise between the South and the North
Koreas in detail.

To illustrate this, the joint statement of Jun 15th, 2000 can be mentioned. In

that agreement, President Kim and North Korean Leader Kim said that the “South-North
confederation” of the South and the “lower stage of federation” of the North had
similarities. Concerning this case, Korean critics can refer to Blakean ideology because the
summit talks show the possible sharing point, which reflects Blake’s concept to form a strategic
union by including all discourses.

This is one example to prove that Blake’s themes can be

applied to the split Koreas on the concrete stage.
Along with the acceptance of Blake’s poems focusing on history, community and
imagination, Korean Blakean critics have a new step to take. That is to examine it under the
partitioned system of Korea in detail. It is true that Korea faces a dormant but volatile tension
with the threat of military confrontations, failure of the multi-national talks and the danger of
nuclear weapons.

However, it also creates another academic challenge for Korean scholars to

accept, and Blake’s views on community and ideology critique will be the next target which
Blakean criticism in Korea will be further aimed at.
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Beyond Ethnic Identity: A Reading of Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee

In the study of Asian American literature, identity has become a magic formula that hardly fails
to be employed in examining the literary works included in this category.

Since the publishing of Elaine

Kim’s pioneer work, Asian American Literature: An Introduction to the Writings and Their Social Context
was published in 1982, Asian American literature has attracted increasing attention in the field of
American literary studies. In her book, Kim indicates that contemporary Asian American writers have
made continuous attempts to define their identities and roots in the American society. (278). Although
Kim’s idea of combining Asian American writers of different ethnic origins into one ‘homogeneous’
ethnic group is not unproblematic, it is undeniable that her study on Asian American literature contributed
to elucidating the question of “the Asian American identity.”
Like many other Asian American writers who adopte the autobiographical form in their novels,
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, the Korean American artist and writer, explores the matter of identity as an “inbetween” (Kim, 21) self in her work, Dictee (1982).

Although critics seem to assent to this, critics

have also suggested conflicting speculations on Cha’s standpoint to the ethnic identity as a Korean
American.

In Writing Self, Writing Nation, a notable collection of critical essays on Dictee, critical

perspectives on this issue are separated, especially between Elaine Kim’s and Lisa Lowe’s point of view.
Considering “Korean heritage” as a significant element for Cha to establish her identity, Kim insists that
“Dictee is in many ways a contradictory text, its paradoxes rooted in Cha’s location in the interstitial
outlaw spaces between Korean and American, North and South, inside and outside, and between the
world of the Western artist and the specific Korean nationalist impulses she inherited from her mother.
But although she focuses on the “in-between” – the cracks, crevices, fissures, and seems that, when
revealed, challenge hypnotic illusions of seamless reality, - Cha insists on the specificity of her Korean
American identity.” (21)

Lowe, on the other hand, rather asserts that “Neither developmental nor
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univocal, the subject of Dictee continually thwarts the reader’s desire to abstract a notion of ethnic or
national identity – originating either from the dominant culture’s interrogation of its margins, or in
emergent minority efforts to establish unitary ethnic or cultural nationalist examples,” (36) and attempts
to read the text as a work of postmodernism, which tries to deconstruct dominant power and authority.
In my opinion, these divergent expositions of Dictee manifests that the “in-between” identity in Dictee is
unstable, and is “still being shaped and defined.” (Kim, 279) Therefore in this essay, I will focus on the
matter of ethnic identity in Dictee, and try to investigate how Cha constructs her own identity in relation
to her diasporic experience.
Seemingly, Dictee can be regarded as a text that lays emphasis upon the quest for the author’s
own ‘ethnicity’ as a ‘Korean’ immigrant, since Cha successively displays significant historical events of
Korean history in her text such as the March 1 movement for decolonization, the Korean War, the
separation between the South and North, and the civil uprising against dictatorship on April 19, which
occurred in Korean history during the last century.

By presenting information about the Korean history

in Dictee, she explicitly reveals her ethnic background. In the first Chapter, “Clio/History,” for instance,
she laments the Japanese occupation of Korea that “there is no people without a nation, no people without
ancestry.

There are other nations no matter how small their land, who have their independence.

our country, even with 5,000 years of history, has lost it to the Japanese.” (28)

But

Especially, the term

“our country” could be regarded as referring to Korean nationalism, when it is considered that modern
Korean nationalist consciousness had been formed in reaction to the Japanese colonial occupation. (Lowe,
44) In this regard, Dictee partly resembles former Asian American novels where characters reveal
concern about their ethnic background and make quests for their roots.
However, in most parts of the text, Cha tries to subvert the idea of unitary ethnic identity
especially based on patriarchal nationalism as well as colonialism which is oppressive to ethnic minorities.
In contrast to typical national narratives that glorify the “uniformly imagined” national History, Cha
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collects the fragments of traumatic Korean history and juxtaposes them with her private memories.

In

other words, she attempts to challenge the authority of the macronarratives of nationalist History by
pitting them against the micronarratives of individuals. In Dictee’s first Chapter, “Clio/History,” Cha
exhibits the anecdote of Yu Guan Soon, generally accepted as a Korean Jeanne d’Arc, and demystifies
Yu’s image of anti-colonial heroine that Korean nationalists have constructed. According to Elaine Kim,
Cha “reclaims Yu’s story from official Korean History, which emphasizes the details of her torture and
death, probably to underscore the virtue of individual female self-sacrifice for the benefit of the group
while encouraging Korean nationalism.” (16)
Cha’s digging into individual experience and the matter of ethnic identity is more apparent in
the next chapter, “Calliope/Epic Poetry.” In this section, Cha describes her mother’s life under the rule
of Japanese imperialism.

Like other colonial subjects, Cha’s mother was forbidden to speak her “mother

tongue” by Japanese educational policy in its colony. In Dictee, language is considered as the most
significant constituent for establishing one’s identity, and this idea of the tight relation between language
and identity is reflected in the text. “[…] Still, you speak the tongue the mandatory language like the
others. It is not your own. Even if it is not you know you must. You are Bilingual. You are Trilingual. The tongue that is forbidden is your own mother tongue. […] Mother tongue is your refuge.
It is being home.

Being who you are.” (45-46) In these lines, Cha, who became also bilingual when

she immigrated into America in her childhood, expresses great compassion for her mother. Her pity on
her mother is amplified when she depicts her mother’s returning to the ‘homeland’ after gaining American
citizenship.

You return and you are not one of them, they treat you with indifference. All the time you
understand what they are saying. But the papers give you away.

Every ten feet.

They ask

you identity. They comment upon your inability or ability to speak. Whatever you are telling
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the truth or not about your nationality. They say you look other than you say.

As if you

didn’t know who you were. (56-57)

However, in spite of her sympathy for her mother who still cherishes affection to her “mother
tongue” and homeland although she underwent a crisis in her own identity after having converted her
Korean nationality into American, Cha seems to be devoid of romantic longings for her ethnic origin.

In

the section of “Melpomene/Tragedy,” Cha exhibits her experience of visiting Korea as a stranger who
speaks “in another tongue now, a second tongue a foreign tongue” (80) after eighteen years. While
visiting her ‘homeland,’ she witnesses oppression of citizens by the military government which is similar
to the one that happened during the civil uprising on April 19 eighteen years ago. Here she does not
hesitate to raise her critical voice against the tyranny of the nation which “purports to employ
democracy.” (89)

Lowe explains that the project of nationalism to restore its origin can be easily

confronted with jeopardy of reproducing the very logic of that against which it is articulated. (50) In this
regard, she interprets that Cha “emphasizes the degree to which South Korean nationalist narratives of
identity tended to be continuous with Japanese colonialism by figuring the subject’s subordination to the
identity of the nation .” (50)
As discussed so far, Cha’s intention in Dictee is neither a restoration of her ethnic origin nor “an
untransformed and unproblematic return to a purely Korean identity.” (Kang, 90) Instead of sticking to
the ethnic origin, she seems to endeavor to construct a new identity as an “in-between.”

Much part of

Dictee contains her unyielding struggle to speak even though her language is composed of broken words
and “Pidgeon tongue.” (161) When she narrates that “Being broken. Speaking broken. Saying broken.
Talk broken. Say broken. Broken speech. Pidgeon tongue. Broken word. Before speak. As being said.
As spoken. To be said. To say. Then speak,” (161) she seems to achieve a ‘new’ language as a tool of
establishing her “in-between” identity, which is beyond the ethnic identity.
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NAMING THE NEW OLD CONTINENT – HENRIK VISNAPUU ON AMERICA
By Reet Sool, University of Tartu
reet.sool@ut.ee
jahekuu@gmail.com

Nomen est omen, as we all know, and it is therefore only natural that in his letter to Luis
de Santangel, Christopher Columbus addresses the topic in the very first paragraph: “/. . ./
To the first island which I found I gave the name San Salvador, in remembrance of the
Divine Majesty, Who has marvelously bestowed all this; the Indians call it “Guanahani“.
It is conspicuous that Columbus knew the native name of the place, yet proceeded to
rename it, an act of asserting power. He concludes contentedly: “/…/ and so to each one I
gave a new (emphasis mine) name.“ (Columbus 1994: 11). AmerigoVespucci, it is
believed, was the first to grasp that what he had reportedly discovered was a new land
mass, Mundus Novus, which Martin Waldseemüller feminized into ‘America’ to denote
the new territory on his map in 1507. Fyodor Dostoevsky has Hyppolyte, one of the
characters in his novel The Idiot, declare:

Oh, you may be perfectly sure that if Columbus was happy, it was not after he had
discovered America, but when he was discovering it! You may be quite sure that
he reached the culminating point of happiness three days before he saw the New
World with his actual eyes, when his mutinous sailors wanted to tack about, and
return to Europe! What did the New World matter after all? Columbus had hardly
seen it when he died, and in reality he was entirely ignorant of what he had
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discovered. The important thing is life – life and nothing else! What is any
‘discovery’ whatever compared with the incessant, eternal discovery of life?
(http://www.online-literature.com/dostoevsky/idiot/33/)
Since the question here is a rhetorical one and we, more than five hundred years after the
important event, could well say that it changed everything, we could rather question the
notion of the newness of this world. It was certainly new for Columbus and his crew even
if we suppose that they were the first Europeans ever reaching it, though unintentionally,
almost unknowingly, but surely America was too big a continent to have been untouched
by the human foot even from across the waters before 1492 – what with the legends of
Irish monks, Buddhist missionaries, Leif Ericson, to mention only a few, that lie behind
the conventional story, a legend, rather, of the discovery of America? In the very letter,
almost in the same breath, Columbus mentions the native inhabitants of the islands: “And
there I found very many islands filled with people innumerable, and of them all I have
taken possession for their highnesses, by proclamation made and with the royal standard
unfurled, and no opposition was offered to me.” (Columbus 1994: 11) A while later, he
refers to the native people as immaterial: “And from that point I sent two men inland to
learn if there were a king or great cities. They travelled three days’ journey and found an
infinity of small hamlets and people without number, but nothing of importance.” (my
emphasis) Surely for the natives, unimportant as they might have seemed to the
conquerors, this continent was not new at all, having been there for ages, recorded in their
rich oral tradition, as had been the beautiful name of the island, Guanahani, which
Columbus decided to replace. To return to the topic of naming, however, let us quote
Ernst Jünger:

2
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He that is oriented, will triumph. The New World is named after Amerigo
Vespucci, and not after Columbus who discovered it. But Columbus believed to
the end that he had discovered just a new sea route, whereas Vespucci was the
first who considered himself to be the discoverer of a new continent. That was
more than discovery, that was a concept. It is the one that first names a thing
correctly that has advantage over the one that has seen it first. And, importantly,
the one that names a thing correctly before having seen it, is above both of them.
( Jünger 1960: 339, my translation)

It is also interesting that in Bradford’s account of their voyage, Of Plymouth Plantation,
Book I, Chapter IX, Of Their Voyage and How They Passed the Sea and of Their Safe
Arrival at Cape Cod, (1630) he does not mention the name of the continent, speaking
about ’land’ (as opposite of ’sea’, obviously), and “a hideous and desolate wilderness“
(as opposed to Columbus’ ecstatic declaration: “Espaňola is a marvel“ (Columbus 1994:
12). However, Bradford gives a detailed history of the changes of the name of Cape Cod:
“It was thus first named by Captain Gosnold and his company, Anno 1602, and after by
Captain Smith was called Cape James; but it retains the former name amongst seamen.
Also, that point which first showed those dangerous shoals unto them they called Point
Care, and Tucker’s Terror; but the French and Dutch to this day call it Malabar by reason
of those perilous shoals and the losses they have suffered there.“ (Bradford 1994: 141).
We see that the Pilgrims were aware of the history of the existing names, present on their
maps, but they did give their own names as well, significantly, at least in this instance,
according to the characteristics of the place, the way Leif Erikson did, who gave Old

3
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Norse names to the three landfalls he made according to their characteristics: Helluland,
or Flat-Stone (now generally regarded as Labrador), Markland, or Wood Land, possibly
Newfoundland, and the third, unidentified coastal region between Newfoundland and
Cape Cod, Vinland (also Wineland) after grapevines or grapes.
If America had been given a name after its characteristics, what could that be, or, rather,
what could those be? There were hundreds of Native American languages spoken, often
of entirely different linguistic families, at the time of the great encounter. How did they
call their land? Or did they give names only to what they could immediately see (in a
valley or from a mountain top, a prairie, or within the distance of the flight of an arrow)?
And yet America was christened with a one-word name, the name of an individual person
whose contribution is still a matter of controversy. Could that, too, be viewed as
characteristic of the continent?
However, there are also other and subtler ways of understanding naming which,
according to Martin Heidegger does not “merely deck out the imaginable

familiar

objects and events /.../ with words of a language /.../ This naming does not hand out titles,
it does not apply terms, but it calls into the word.” (Heidegger 1975a: 198) In such
naming, things are called into existence, and it is poetry that does it through a poet who
responds to language. Language is the ‘house of Being’, not a mere means of
communication: “In its home man dwells. Those who think /die Denkenden/ and those
who create with words /die Dichtenden/ are the guardians of this home.“ (Heidegger
1993: 217)
Henrik Visnapuu (1890-1951), a major Estonian poet who fled Estonia as the Red Army
occupied it towards the end of World War II for nearly half a century, became a persona
non grata in the so-called Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic -- his name could not be
mentioned or work be published, read or taught. In terms of naming, he became a
nameless ghost or an absence in his own homeland. As a DP, he emigrated to the United
States, spending the last years of his life in exile in New York City. A versatile author,
journalist and translator (Wilde, Turgenev, Balzac), he included a beautiful cycle of
eleven poems on America in his last collection of poetry entitled Linnutee ( The Milky
Way, New York 1950). In one of those, Raju (The Tempest, a lovely Shakespearean
4
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echo), he has a significant line: “Ning maal ei ole veel nime” -- “And the land has yet no
name” (Visnapuu 1965: 264, my translation; all further citations of Visnapuu’s verse
come from his Kogutud luuletused II, Collected Poems II, 1965, and have been translated
into English by the author of this article). This line, occurring towards the end of the
poem in Part II, can well be interpreted in the Heideggerian sense: the elaborate depiction
of the stormy ocean, its primeval force and magnificence, the lights and colours of the
waters as evidence of “jumalik loominguvaim” (264) – “divine spirit of creation” could
refer both to God and “those who create with words.” (Heidegger 1993: 217) The ocean,
however, is called by its name, the Atlantic, once in Part I, otherwise we get no inkling as
to the destination of the ship, a situation not entirely unlike that of Columbus. The poet
here is “calling into the word” and thereby into existence, i.e. naming for us, the readers,
the ocean, the sky, the heavenly and the mundane in the Estonian language, the language
of our being, the unknown that thanks to him becomes potentially knowable.
Immediately after the important line, “And the land has yet no name”, the tone of the
poem changes – the last stanza begins with an apostrophe and evocation of the outset of
the Argonauts, a hopeful beginning that was to turn into its terrible end of treachery,
murder and revenge:

Edasi, tundmatusse,
võitmatud meresõitjad!
Sisse
suurest ja säravast
vikerkaare väravast
kuldvillaku – kodumaa järele!
(264-265)
On to the unknown,
invincible seafarers!
Into the
5
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bright and great
rainbow gate
for the Golden Fleece – homeland!

“The unknown” that faces all seafarers and all genuine poets is mentioned here, as well as
“the bright and great / rainbow gate”, an iridescent gate that marks the entrance into a
new world, “the land that has yet no name”, yet that land in itself is no end but rather a
means for regaining the invaluable – homeland, which, as we know from history, had by
that time been forcibly incorporated into the Soviet Union against the will of its people
by means of the ruthless policy of Red Terror. In terms of politics, this line reflects the
widespread hopes of the East European peoples that the United States and the rest of the
free world would not tolerate the occupation and annexation of their independent states,
as expressed in the Atlantic Charter (1941), especially the articles concerning territorial
changes and the restoration of sovereign rights and self government to those who had
been forcibly deprived of them as a result of the war. However, these hopes were in vain,
but this is hindsight knowledge. As this poem goes, it is a brisk and hopeful hallo to what
lies ahead, in sharp contrast to the preceding poem entitled “Hüvasti, Euroopa” –
“Farewell to Europe”, with its “gray dawns” in “the strange and mute sky”, “the
continent, so old and cold!”, as its closing line puts it. Both poems are emotionally
charged and intense, ending with an exclamation mark.
We could say , then, that this voyage across the ocean was a forced one, one with a
definite purpose, yet still a venture into the unknown, as all genuine art inevitably is.
America had not been explored in Estonian poetry before Visnapuu, or in fact, in

6
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Estonian literature as such. Historically and culturally, Estonia had belonged to the
German and Russian, and to some extent, to the Scandinavian sphere of influence. As he
set out exploring and discovering the new terrain in his poetry, he named the supposedly
new but in fact an ancient continent for the first time in his mother tongue to his people
who, except for the exiles like him in the free world, could not read it at the time for
reasons of harsh censorship back at home.
Next, the poet proceeds to limn “The Face of America” (“Ameerika pale”) in what could,
for the sake of comparison, be called Whitmanesque tone. The very first line presents a
simile in which “the new world” is likened to “a gorgeous dream” rising from the ocean
with “a new race”, a well-known cliché, really. The emphasis here is on abundance,
power (this rise is “more powerful than hurricane”), force, youth, rawness, profusion,
flowering, wastefulness, space. The land is still in the trance of creation
(“loomistransis”), possessing the strength of a bison with which “the young hero” (“noor
sangar”) turns steel and concrete into roads, tunnels, bridges and buildings, as “a sacrifice
to gods”. The urban imagery is skilfully combined with that of natural phenomena –
bison with steel and concrete, the earth lavishly throwing its gifts into the four winds, a
tree that abandons itself to flowering, not caring about the fruit, an ostrich, an erne. Earth,
sky, and water are extravagantly evoked of the four elements, and the diction itself is
fiery. The land, personified as “the young hero” and “immature youth” that “shouts and
swallows raw the phenomena of times”, does pursue persistently, despite its immaturity
and youth, “the high star of humanity.” All in all, this is a dynamic and rather flattering
image of America on one level. In terms of Heideggerian fourfold that includes the earth,
sky, mortals and the divinities, man dwells poetically on this earth, toiling away but

7
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turning his glance towards the sky, measuring himself against the divinities – ““Man
measures himself against the godhead””, as Heidegger quotes Hölderlin, and “The taking
of measure is what is poetic in dwelling. Poetry is a measuring. / . . . / In poetry the taking
of measure occurs. To write poetry is measure-taking, understood in the strict sense of the
word, by which man first receives the measure for the breadth of his being.” (Heidegger
1975b: 221-22) By singing of the earth where man toils beneath the sky while looking
towards the immortals, the poet calls all this into existence. Importantly, he is not the
master of the language but the other way about: “For, strictly, it is language that speaks.
Man first speaks when, and only when, he responds to language by listening to its appeal.
/ . . . / But the responding in which man authentically listens to the appeal of language is
that which speaks in the element of poetry. The more poetic a poet is – the freer (that is,
the more open and ready for the unforeseen) his saying / . . . / (Heidegger 1975b: 216).
For somebody out of a small country place in a small country, after all the sadness and
atrocities of a great war, the loss of one’s home, close ones, libraries, manuscripts, books,
readers, language, everything, after all this there is a poet of sixty, singing the sights of an
entirely new world, limning the face of America and that huge city, New York.
“New York” is the next poem in the cycle, which views the city as a primeval forest: “I
love to wander all alone / in the primeval forest of city” (“Ma armastan uita üksinda /
suurlinna põlises lanes”). The imagery throughout the poem is in keeping with this
metaphor, the tone is endearing, full of wonder and quiet peace. By day, the city hums
like a lime-tree that is full of blossoms and bees, a thousand moons are lit in the evening,
and the air is then full of hot splinters. Cars at crossroads form a lake of cars held up like
water behind a sluice, a wide waterfall gushing down as the sluice gate is opened. The

8
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narrator wades through the fords and flies to the sky on a fiery chariot, losing his hat in
the wind and finding himself not on the roofs but on the house-tops, a coinage of his own
in the original, meant to echo the tree-tops. The elements in this poem are, again, earth,
air, water and fire, fires circling in ponds in the rain. There are burning bushes on shop
windows and houses resemble pine-trees, meant for spars. Under the ground, there are
mole-paths, not the subway, and game in the thickets and the sound of a hunting horn.
The concluding stanza reads like this:

O põlismetsade üksindus
suurlinna põlises põues!
Ma kõnnin ja vaatan otse just
kui metsastai jumala õues.
(268)

Oh, the loneliness of primeval woods
in the ancient bosom of city!
I walk and watch like a hunter does
in God’s own yard so pretty.

The view of the city as a virgin forest where no trees have ever been felled reflects the
mentality of one that is at peace with nature, who sees the forest as a friend, not foe. By
and large, this is traditionally the attitude of forest peoples, in our case, the FinnoUgrians, to whom Estonians belong. There is a proverb in Estonian: wood is the poor
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man’s coat. Put differently, there is a mortal wandering upon the earth beneath the sky,
wrapped in protective loneliness, wondering at “God’s own yard so pretty”, the work of
the divine, and measuring himself against the heavenly, which is poetic in human
dwelling. While doing this, the poet responds to language and shares his gift with us, the
readers, in our own tongue.
Of the two Native American poems, “Indian Summer” and “At An Indian Well”, the
former is less explicit. It is also more languid and contemplative in mood. The title has
different connotations in English and Estonian -- in English, it means a period of calm
sunny weather in late fall, but also a period of late success or improvement, whereas in
Estonian it refers directly to the native peoples of the American continent. The Estonian
word for a period of warm weather in late fall is ‘vananaiste suvi’ – ‘old wives’ summer’,
as in German (‘Altweiber-sommer’) and Russian (‘babye leto’). For the Estonian reader,
then, the title of the poem distinctly points to ‘Red Indians’, as was the term generally
used is Estonian at the time the poem was written. It is seemingly an idyllic picture of a
day about to end: in prose, “Like the face of an Indian in bygone days / the world is in the
red red blaze of the sun” (the repetition of the word ‘red’ in the original is deliberate), or
in (forced) verse, “The world’s ablaze in red red rays of sun / -- the face of Indian of
times now gone”. The latter version, certainly truncated and therefore unnatural (if not
downright ridiculous) has been given here to stress the fact that rhythm plays a most
important role in Visnapuu’s often shaman-like poetry, both in metrical and free verse.
He uses it as a musician uses, say, staccato. It is also important to bear in mind that his
own poetry harks back to the ancient Estonian oral tradition, the so-called ‘regivärss’ folk
song which is characterized by ample alliteration and assonance, and continual repetition,
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restatement and gradual modification of the main theme. The attitude to nature is
endearing, nuances and minute changes are noticed and recorded, as are the shades of
colour – the copper blood-red of the oak grove, the blue turquoise of the sky, the green of
the cedar, the blue of the roller, the gold of the leaves. The last stanza closes with the
evocation of fire, wood and the Ram rising into the sky. The narrator has spent a day of
contemplation, slipping the silky needles of the cedar through his palm. And yet there is a
marked discord in this harmony – a blue roller dashes through the greenery like an Indian
arrow, a messenger from the ancient past. The Indian himself is no longer there, but the
environs reminds us of his one-time presence. “Every continent has its own spirit of
place”, as D.H. Lawrence once famously formulated it (Lawrence 1961: 301). And
further on:
A curious thing about the Spirit of Place is the fact that no place exerts its full
influence upon a new-comer until the old inhabitant is dead or absorbed. So
America. While the Red Indian existed in fairly large numbers, the new colonials
were in a great measure immune from the daimon, or demon, of America. The
moment the last nuclei of Red life break up in America, then the white men will
have to reckon with the full force of the demon of the continent.
(ibid.: 304).

Ghost-like, then, the Indian is present in the scene as Visnapuu sees it, to make its
absence threateningly felt in the other poem, the more explicit “At An Indian Well”. Here
the different tribes have been mentioned – the Iroquois, Onondaga, Mohawk. Poison ivy
keeps guard of the old well where once the proud Iroquois walked along the ancient
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Indian path, “when no ships sailed on the Atlantic” – “Kui Atlandil ei purjetand veel
laevu” (269). The Onondaga might have passed the subtropical thickets where the poison
ivy is now strangling the trees, and no white man’s foot has ever stepped there. The final
stanza formulates a threat:

Mees valge, ära rägastikku kipu,
mürkluuderohtu komistab su põtk!
Mouhooki verest võtsub surmaputk.
Su pää pääl indiaani needus ripub. (269)

White man, don’t venture in the thicket,
the poison ivy winds around your leg!
The hemlock stems from Mohawk blood.
The curse of Indian upon you wicked.

This is a Finno-Ugrian version of the motif of tension between the white and red man, the
latter having died “dispossessed in life, and unforgiving. He doesn’t believe in us and our
civilisation, and so is our mystic enemy, for we push him off the face of the earth”, to
quote Lawrence again (303-304). In an earlier long epic poem entitled “Mare Balticum”
(1948), the poet calls himself “the shaman of an ancient race” who possesses the power to
foresee the future, in that particular case, the political future of his own homeland after
World War II. For him, the fate of the small Finno-Ugrian peoples (some of whom he
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mentions by name – the Vote and Livonians, very near to extinction) resembles that of
Native Americans. As such, he sees the New Continent as really old, or ancient, and
names it by its sights as only a genuine poet can – freely and unpredictably.
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Bio-Linguistics

Natural Law in Syntax: Thematic Domains and Movement
Alona Soschen1
What are the most essential requirements of the computational system of the human
language? Biological systems are designed for the continuation of motion and maximal
distance between the elements, to ensure the optimization of growth. There is a strong
possibility that a physical law applies to the universal principles of grammar. The basic
rule underlying Language Faculty can be explained by the rule of Golden Ratio that
appears in every living organism, from flowers and trees to animals and humans. The
essential properties of language can be observed in the indisputable reality of our
existence - nature itself. Natural Law provides a functional explanation of why linguistic
representations are constructed the way they are.
1. Natural Law
There is a tendency in science to proceed from descriptive methods toward a more
generalized, explanatory adequate theory. At this point, it is not clear what basic
operations underlie the computational system of the human mind. According to the view
expressed in this article, a species-specific Faculty of Language in the narrow sense
(FLN) operates according to the rules that follow from much more general Natural Law
(NL). Is the only other system of this kind - arithmetical capacity - a part of FLN? [4].
Or, are both FLN and the ability to calculate a part of NL? Hauser et al. argues that FLN
may have evolved for reasons other than language. In this article, rather than trying to
identify the driving force behind the evolvement of FLN, we will approach it as a part of
an all-encompassing natural system.
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1.1 The Fibonacci Series
Natural Law is exemplified in the Fibonacci series, one of the most interesting
mathematical curiosities that pervade the natural world.

For centuries, it has been

recognized that e.g. plants have a fixed number of leaves and petals. However, the series
was first observed by Leonardo Fibonacci around 1200 when he tried to explain growth
within a rabbit population (Fig. 1). In the series, each new term is the sum of the two that
precede it: X(n) = X(n–1) + X(n–2), 0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,…The limit ratio between the
terms is an irrational number .618034..., ‘Golden Ratio’ (GR). In the ‘real world’, the
partial Fib-sequence (FS) includes only positive numbers, but in principle it may include
negative integers. Early approaches to FS in nature were purely descriptive; they just
sorted out the geometry of patterns. Recently, a theory of plant growth (phyllotaxis)
explained the observed arrangements as following from space filling [10]. This system is
based on simple dynamics that impose constraints on the arrangement of elements to
satisfy conditions on efficient packing. As a consequence, successive elements of some
kind form at equally spaced intervals of time on the edge of a small circle, representing
the apex. These elements repel each other (similar to electric charges) and migrate
radially at some specified initial velocity. The repulsion ensures that the radial motion
continues and that each new element appears as far as possible from its immediate
successors. This arrangement related to maximizing space is important for closely-packed
leaves, branches, and petals, because it ensures a maximal exposure to the sun. The
Fibonacci numbers appear in the arrangement of scales and segments in fruit, bumps and
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rings on trunks of trees, animal horns, spirals in sea shells, etc. Fib numbers are evident in
the growth of every living organism.

The Fibonacci sequence explains
growth within a rabbit population.

The arrangement of branches satisfies A spiral pattern permits
conditions on efficient packing.
optimum exposure to sunlight.

Fig. 1. In humans, GR appears in the geometry of DNA and physiology of the head and body.
On a cellular level, the ‘13’ (5+8) Fib-number present in the structure of microtubules
(cytoskeletons and conveyer belts inside the cells) may be useful in signal transmission
and processing. The brain and nervous systems have the same type of cellular building
units, so the response curve of the central nervous system may also have FS at its base.
This confirms the idea that NL or general physical laws such as efficient packing must
apply to universal principles that govern linguistic representations.
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1.2 The discrete infinity of language
FL in the broad sense includes a sensory-motor system, a conceptual-intentional system,
and the computational mechanisms for recursion. FLN, a property of the human mind,
only includes recursion [14]. A species-specific mechanism of the discrete infinity makes
FLN crucially different from other discrete systems found in nature. Human language is
is infinite: there is no limit to the length of a meaningful string of words; there are tenword sentences, twenty-word sentences and so on indefinitely. It is also discrete: there
are neither n-and-a-half words nor n-and-a-half-word sentences. These properties are
exemplified e.g. in a well-known nursery rhyme ‘The House That Jack Built’. In the
rhyme, each sentence Xk with a number of words n is succeeded by a sentence Xk+1 with
a number of words n+m: Xk+1 (n) = Xk (n+m), X2 (n) = X1 (n+4),…, X5 (n) = X4 (n+4),
X6 (n) = X 5 (n+8), …
This is the house that Jack built1. This is the malt That lay in the house that Jack built2.
This is the rat, That ate the malt That lay in the house that Jack built3. This is the cat, That
killed the rat, That ate the malt That lay in the house that Jack built4. This is the dog, That
worried the cat, That killed the rat, That ate the malt That lay in the house that Jack built5.
This is the cow with the crumpled horn, That tossed the dog, That worried the cat,
That killed the rat, That ate the malt That lay in the house that Jack built6. …
In contrast, FS in other biological systems exhibits discrete finiteness. As one example,
various kinds of flowers have a fixed number of petals. For each kind K of a flower (a,b,
c,d,e,…), there is a fixed number of petals X that corresponds to a Fib number:
Ka=X(3), Kb=X(5), Kc=X(8), Kd=X(13), Ke=X(21), Kf=X(34),…
X(3) = X(3–1) + X(3–2)
X(5)
X(8)
X(13)

lily, iris
buttercup, wild rose, larkspur, columbine
delphiniums
ragwort, corn marigold, cineraria
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X(21)
X(34)
X(55),X(89)

aster, black-eyed susan, chicory
plantain, pytethrum
michelmas daisies, the asteraceae family

1.3 Fibonacci-like syntactic trees
NL exemplified in the growth of organisms has serious consequences for the linguistic
theory. Recently, Uriagereka and Carnie et al. have shown that syntactic structures
exhibit mathematical properties of FS [1]. If we agree that syntactic principles follow
from more general rules, we can explain why syntactic trees are constructed the way they
are, exhibiting a tendency to fill subject and object positions. Similar to other structures
that comply with NL, tree structures are maximized in such a way that they result in a
sequence of categories that corresponds to FS (Fig. 3). A syntactic tree is generated by
merging two elements; the next operation adds a newly introduced element to the already
formed pair. Each item is merged only once; every subject/ specifier and every object/
complement position is filled. In the traditional sense of Chomskyan X-bar theory, a label
immediately dominated by the projection of another category is an XP(hrase); other nonterminal nodes are annotated as X’. For example, The girl loves the boy has a
representation

XP[ XP[ XThe X’[X

girl]]

X’[ X

loves

XP[ Xthe X’[X

boy]]]]. XPs are phrases,

X’s are intermediate projections, and Xs are ‘heads’. Count XPs in each line of this
derivation, and you will receive a partial FS (1, 1, 2, 3). If XP(n) is the number of XPs in
the nth level, XP(n) = Fib(n). This property is true of all trees that are maximized in this
way. NL provides an external motivation for Merge to distinguish between syntactic
labels in a particular way. In the Fibonacci terms, the crucial difference is sum of terms
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vs. entity (XP/ X), rather than sum vs intermediate sum (XP/ X’) or intermediate sum vs.
entity (X’/ X). For example, level 4 has three XPs and three non-XPs: two X’s and one X
(cf. Level 2 - 1 X’, L 3 – 1 X’, 1 X, L 4 - 2 X’, 1 X,..). The fact that syntactic structures
have an intermediate X’ is a stipulation: basic syntactic representations are monadic (cf.
dyadic model of X-bar theory).
Level

XP/ non-XP
sum/ entity

XP
XP
X’

XP X

X (XP)
X

X’

XP… X’…

XP
XP… X’…

1

1/ 0

2

1/ 1

3

2/ 2

XP… 4

3/ 3

Ø

Fig. 2. Determining whether a node is XP or X follows directly from the functional pressure of cyclic
derivation imposed by NL. Zero-merge provides a ‘bottom level’’ in the syntactic tree. X and XP are not
syntactic primitives: zero-merged X can behave like XP.
The maximization requirement faces a problem: it creates a ‘bottomless’ tree. By
obligatorily filling in subject and object positions, it eliminates a line with only terminal
Xs. However, real sentences always have an ending point. The solution to this problem
lies in redefining syntactic binarity to include zero-branching – in other words, to start FS
with 0 instead of 1. This follows directly from the functional pressure of cyclic derivation
imposed by NL. Each successive element combines with the sum of two already merged
elements, not with one: merging 2 with 1 yields a new element 3, while merging two
elements one of which is not a sum (1+0) does not. When the sum of terms is present at
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each step, it provides the ‘bottom level’’ in the syntactic tree. Zero-merge is important for
distinguishing between entities {1}/X and singleton sets {1, 0}/XP. New terms are
created in the process of merging sums with entities to ensure continuation of recursion.

Are the minimal syntactic units necessarily binary? The requirement to achieve tree
maximization explains why the trees are constructed out of binary units. Ternary-plus
branching is disallowed from the operation that combines (merges) more than two
syntactic elements. Compositionality motivates combining exactly two terms in a set. If
operation Merge were allowed to optionally select three terms and combine them into a
ternary structure, then the Fibonacci sequence of maximal categories would disappear. If
A were to be merged with B and C, then the sequence where each term combines with the
two that precede it (three-term merge) would be 1, 1, 1, 3, 5, 9, 17, 31, 57 ... A ternary
branching system results in a Fibonacci like sequence; however, it displays a ratio
different from GR. The arrangement of elements in ternary representations does not meet
the requirements of maximization.

2. Argument structure explained
Why is the number of arguments limited the way it is? Why is Eve1 laughs, Eve1 loves
Adam2, and Eve1 gave Adam2 an apple3 are the only possible representations? Compare
these sentences with the ungrammatical Eve1 gave Adam2 an apple3 a pear4 and gave
Adam1 an apple2. If we agree that syntactic principles follow from more general rules, we
can make suggestions as to why languages have a fixed number of arguments in a
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sentence. The answer can be provided by the Fib-rule which is responsible for
constructing elementary representations and combining these pieces into larger syntactic
trees. There is a limited array of possibilities for a Fibonacci-like representation of
argument structure, which depends on the number of positions available to a new element
adjoining the tree (Fig. 3).
1. Element (lexical item) α1 can be merged with zero ad infinitum. This function returns
the same term as its input: it does not produce a new element. The result is zerobranching structures, for example, proper names (Adam, Eve) and bare nouns in
conjunctions (cat and dog, knife and fork) [26].
2. Element α2 - the sum (α

1

+ 0) - is merged with another non-empty element. The

process creates a single argument slot of intransitive verbs (e.g. Mary laughs, The cup
broke).
3. Both elements α 2 and α 3 assume positions where each of them can be merged with a
non-empty entity. As a result, ther are two positions on the argument grid of transitive
verbs, e.g. Mary loves John).
4. What about double object constructions which have three arguments such as Eve gave
Adam an apple? If we look more closely at the Fib-like argument structure, we can see
that there are actually three, and only three positions for 1 (i, ii, and iii). This explains
why the number of arguments is limited to three. The terms are obligatorily of different
levels; sums cannot be merged with sums. For example, at the point where 3 is merged
with 5, 5 is a sum of 2 and 3, but 3 is a single entity. According to the rule that adjoins
sums to entities, there are only two positions i for α1 and iii for α3 where ‘zero’-sums can
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be merged with entities. In the above example, proper names Adam and Eve are nonbranching ‘zero’-sums, and a noun apple is entity.
1.

α 3/1
Ø

α 2/1
α 1/1

Ø
2.

β /2
α 3/ 1

α 2/1
α 2/1
α 1/1

Ø
3.

γ/3
α3/1

β /2
α 3/1

Ø

α 2/1
α 2/1

4.

γ/3
β /2
α 2/1iii
Ø

α 2/1

α 2/ 1ii

α 1/ 1i
α 1/1

Ø

Fig. 3. The Fibonacci rule is responsible for constructing basic representations of argument structure.

3

Merge and displacement in syntax

Syntactic representations are characterized by two operations: Merge and Displacement.
As was already shown, Merge creates a hierarchical structure with a maximal number 3
as the number of arguments. Application of NL not only makes interesting predictions
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about the constraints on Merge but also explains the properties of displacement across
language systems. Displacement, which is relevant at the point of pronunciation, assigns
the order to the lexical items. Movement/ displacement depends on the qualification of
phrases as phases – only a phase can provide the ‘landing cite’, a position where the item
can be moved when restructuring takes place. For example, Mary loves John can be
reconstructed as a passive John is loved by Mary. Are phases propositional? According to
Chomsky, the answer is yes. Only a fully fledged phrase can qualify as a phase. John is
loved by Mary is possible because there is an additional position x to accommodate John
created by a phase Mary loves John: [ xJohn [Mary loves John] PHASE]. In contrast, loves
John is not a phase. There is no way to create a position x where John can appear such as
in [x [loves John]]. As a result, Mary John loves is not possible. In a propositional setting,
verbs cannot be disposed of because they provide ‘landing sites’ for the object. This is an
‘old’ theory; in this article, phases are defined as non-propositional. A verb is not needed
for his kind of a phase to induce movement. . In Fib-terms phases are characterized
solely by their ability to induce a cycle in the process of ‘adjoining sums’. As a proof,
recent research on argument structure has resulted in a representation that consists of two
levels one of which involves two individuals, while another expresses an individual-event
relation [16, 19, 20, 21]. John baked/ gave Mary

individual

a cake individual. is the first type;

and John baked a cake event for Mary inividual / John gave a cake event to Mary individual is the
second. Based on the assumption that phases have to be propositional, it was assumed
that only the second – a relation between an individual and an event – constitutes a phase
(Event-Applicative phrase). This assumption was necessary in order to explain why
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sentences A cake was baked for Mary/ given to Mary are grammatical (object movement
of a cake), while A cake was baked Mary and A cake was given Mary are not. However,
Individual-Applicatives behave like phases in other languages, such as e.g. Russian and
Hebrew, by allowing object movement [28]. There is further evidence that syntactic
structures that express a relation between two individuals, or between an individual and
an object, should be considered more basic than those expressing a relation involving
events. In general, these constructions are more frequent in languages where they
constitute phases. In these languages, sentences such as A boy tore a girl a skirt, My
friend broke me glasses, She fixed her neighbor a car, and A daughter washed her mother
the dishes are regular grammatical structures. A conclusion drawn from this analysis is
that whether phases are propositional or not is language-specific. A relation between
individuals constitutes a phase, and induces movement (recursion). It means that basic
syntactic representations do not necessarily require a verb.

Verbs are not indispensable. Certain languages have a very restricted number of verbs –
for example, and Australian language Jingulu, has only there verbs: do, go, and come.
Igbo (Ibo), a language spoken by around 18 million speakers in Nigeria, does not use
verbs at all. A hierarchical linearization of arguments in the absence of verbs is exhibited
in Igbo clusters. These clusters have the structure -gbá plus a noun: -gbá egwú dance a
dance, egwú dance; -gbá igwè ride a bicycle, igwè bicycle; -gbá ákụ́/egbè shoot, àkụ́
arrow, égbè gun; gbá ụkwụ́ kick, ụ́kwụ foot; -gbá ọsọ run a race, ọsọ race; -gbá motò
travel with a vehicle, motò vehicle, etc. in Igbo linguistics. It appears that the semantic
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meaning of –gbá-clusters encodes the intrinsic connection between two key arguments,
the agent and the theme, based on the primary function of the theme with respect to the
agent. For example, the basic function of a car with respect to an agent is to carry
passengers. Accordingly, -gbá motò means ‘travel with a vehicle’ – it does not mean
‘repair a vehicle’, or ‘sell a vehicle’.

4 Minimal syntactic representations are symmetrical
The conclusion we have arrived at is that a minimal syntactic domain (phase) can be
defined in non-propositional terms, such as a relation between individuals. There is every
reason to conclude that in a non-linear representation that involves only Merge, this
relation is symmetrical conjunction. It is well known that conjuncts behave differently
from other syntactic structures. Linear order is derived from strict asymmetry of elements
[17]. However, linearization applies only at the level relevant for pronunciation. The
requirements of argument structure formation replace order with hierarchy. The bottom
level of this hierarchical model now includes Ø-Merge necessitated by the requirement to
induce a progressive cycle implemented by the sum of terms rather than a singe term. In
terms of the Fib-like logic, {{α},{β}} is preferred to {α, β} because sums of terms have
to be represented at each level in the Fib-like tree. Linguistic evidence attests to the fact
that certain lexical items in conjunctions are Ø-branching (up and down the road, cat and
dog, knife and fork [26]). The hierarchy of arguments is evident in the following. When
asked to complete a sentence, the readers preferred conjuncts with a shared subject over
object conjuncts, and both over clause conjuncts [15]. The model embraced the designer
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and laughed was chosen over The model embraced the designer and the photographer,
and both were given preference over a sentence that had conjoined clauses The model
embraced the designer, and the photographer opened a bottle of expensive champagne.
The conjuncts of the first type were selected because of the same agent on the argument
grid; theme is ranked next in the hierarchy of arguments. It follows from the above that
preference is determined by the structure that identifies arguments first, before a verbal
element is introduced. This kind of a relation between individuals characteristic of the
minimal (non-propositional) syntactic representations is explicit in ‘verbless’ languages.

5 Word order across languages
It is well known that nouns are acquired first by children who have ‘perfect grammar’,
equipped with the innate principles of universal syntax that allow them to master any
language. Moreover, ‘verbless’ and ‘copulaless’ constructions are frequent in child
language as well. These constructions are preserved in English as small clauses e.g. in We
consider

SC

Mary a good friend. In many languages, copulas such as is in Mary is my

friend are either absent, or used very rarely. Deprived of formal linguistic input, children
of deaf parents simultaneously invent iconic languages in which the gesture for give is
associated with three noun phrases, the gesture for kick with two, and the gesture for
sleep with one [19]. Nouns clearly have a special status that ranks them higher than
verbs across languages. The hierarchy of nominal arguments is evident across language
systems: SO (subject, object) order remains constant in the majority of languages (96%,
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Table 1). SOV order (rather than SVO) is the predominant one; the canonical word
ordering in optimal terms is SOV, SVO, VSO, VOS, OVS, and OSV.

ORDER
(SOV)
(SVO)
(VSO)
(VOS)
(OVS)
(OSV)
Lack dominant WO

Table1. Word order

NUMBER
497
435
85
26
9
4
172
total
1228

PERCENT
47
41
8
2
.9
.4

(Dryer, 2005)

Basic structural representations are the expression of a relation between individuals,
according to the requirement of Relational Grammar [30]. A Relational function R
needs at least two elements α and β for R to apply to. The structure α/ β is symmetrical;
both α and β have an equal chance for movement. R establishes a hierarchy of elements
in the Relational Phrase. In the present system, the choice of which element is ranked
higher depends on which sum is merged first: if α is merged with 0 first, then α is
displaced first.
We have assumed that R takes as its complement a pair {α, β} where each element has an
equal status. The output of the function is the ordered pair – either <α, β> or < β, α>,
depending on whether α or β is zero-merged first. According to Table 1, <α, β> is
preferred to < β, α>. In a hierarchical organization of arguments, Subject-Object is
preferred to Object-Subject across language systems. Further linearization proceeds in the
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following manner. Once S and O are ordered by R, the ordered pair SO undergoes Verblinearization. It has two options, where the first option is ranked higher than the second:
•

The constituent SO is displaced. The resulting order is either <α, β, γ> or <γ, α,
β> (γ is V). <α, β, γ> (SO-Verb) is preferred to <γ, α, β> (Verb-SO).

•

S is displaced. The resulting word order is <α, γ, β,> (SVO).

In Object-first languages, R takes as its complement a pair {α, β} with an output of the
ordered pair <β, α> (O,S), then verb merges with < β, α > . There are two options:
•

The whole constituent OS is merged with verb. The order <γ, β, α > (VOS) is
preferred to < β, α, γ> (OSV).

•

The first constituent O is merged with V: < β, γ, α > (OVS).

Table 2 shows that the highest preference is given to languages that are either Subject and
Object first, or Subject first. The introduction of R-function as a means of hierarchical
prioritization is offered as an account for the ranking of word order across languages.
Furthermore, it is evident that language systems are symmetrical, which confirms the idea
of a parallelism of arguments at the basic level of syntactic representations: SOV/ VSO,
SVO/ OVS, VSO/ OSV.

ORDER SO-linearization
SO
OS
SOV
*
SVO
*
VSO
*
VOS
*
OVS
*
OSV
*

(SO)V
*

V(SO)

V-linearization
(OS)V V(OS)

(S)V

(O)V
*

*
*
*
*

Table 2. SO- and V-linearization
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6 Phase Parallelism
We have concluded that the difference between two types of phases is basically whether a
phase is monadic [SO] or dyadic [V [SO]]. Dyadic phases are characteristic of languages
with fixed word order: subject and object have to be ordered with respect to the verb. In
languages with free word order, this requirement is not so strict. If any syntactic phrase
may in principle constitute a phase, then they can be compared along the lines of their
phasal (monadic vs dyadic) configurations. For example, sentential structure [CP C [TP
T]] is parallel to argument structure [vP v [VP V]], because both have a more general nolabel representation as a dyadic pair [XP X [XP X]] (Fig. 4).
CP/XP
C/X

TP/XP
T/X

vP/XP
v/X

XP
VP/XP

T/X

CP
C

T
…

XP

ApplP/XP…

TP
TP

T

X
X

…

vP
vP

v

v
…

VP
VP

V

…

V

ApplP
Appl

…

Fig. 4. Syntactic phrases constitute phases and can be compared along the lines of their binary
configurations, depending on whether a phase is monadic or dyadic.
A certain class of verbs assigns structural case to an embedded subject in Exceptional
Case Marking Structure (ECM). This fact has been accounted for in terms of CPreduction. (Eve wanted Adam to taste the apple). At the same time, it is well known that
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many languages lack ECM structures. The explanation of the contrast between languages
lies in the distribution of language-specific types of phases. In a language with free word
order where phases are monadic, ECM structures are absent.
7 Phase impenetrability: the structure of mental representations
The rule for phase-formation complies with a natural requirement for efficient
computation, a ‘no-tampering condition’ that does not permit any change of the
constituent. At the point where the sum of two terms is merged with another ‘higherranking’ sum, it cannot be broken up into constituents. For example, at the point where 2
is merged with 3, it cannot be regarded as 1+1. Furthermore, in a syntactic tree, X and XP
are not syntactic primitives: Xs can behave like XPs and visa-versa [2, 9].

1

3

1
2

8
5

13

Fig. 5. The structure of mental representations
Universal syntactic principles comply with the minimal requirements imposed by general
physical laws. The key requirement of the computational system of human language
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includes a minimal syntactic domain (phase) where a relation between two elements is
established directly in a non-propositional configuration. The system outlined in this
article is argument-centered. The idea under development is different from the existing
system in that it shifts the focus from verb to the noun, from propositional to the nonpropositional logic of syntactic representations. Conjunctions are identified as basic
syntactic representations characterized by symmetry, and displacement as the
requirement to obtain a linear (asymmetric) ordering of two elements none of which is
empty. Grammatical linguistic expression is the optimal solution - the reason why a
particular word order (Subject first) is preferred across languages. As a result, he true
structure of language which can be characterized within a remarkably weak formal
system. Future developments of Relational Grammar will be based on the application of
the basic operation of conjunction that complies with Natural Law. This system will
result in optimal solutions in the analysis of syntactic representations, limited by the
boundaries of a sentence, and beyond. Eventually, depending on the choice of the
argument, the following problem will be resolved:
Who will rule the world?
Option 1. Woman without her man cannot rule the world.
Option 2. Woman! Without her, man cannot rule the word.
RP
?

R’
R

α/ β

α

β

Fig. 6 Conjunctions are syntactic primitives in a symmetric configuration. The relational representation
of argument structure consists of two elements α and β. Displacement follows from the requirement of
CHL to obtain a linear (asymmetric) ordering of arguments.
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Abstract
By applying a sociolinguistic method, the
matched‐guise technique (Lambert, et. al, 1960),
this study examines the attitudes that introductory
composition students have toward their instructors
based on instructor lexical selection when present‐
ing rhetorical concepts for argumentative writing.
The attitudes are measured in three essential areas
of instruction: perceived instructor approachabil‐
ity, instructor knowledge, and instructor ability to
convey information (i.e., the instructor’s use of
particular words). Essentially, the study focuses
on the effect of vocabulary on student attitude in
order to better understand the factors that play a
role in creating student‐perceived instructor Ethos.
The results show that while there is minimal statis‐
tically significant difference between the Greek
and English guises, the data do illustrate some
variance, which might be cause for reflection on
lexical selection. Ultimately, this study might help
composition instructors begin to understand the
importance of lexical choice in creating positive
student attitudes while presenting material to in‐
troductory students.

Statement of the Problem
In the college introductory composition
classroom, there are countless factors that play a
role in how and how much students learn, how
well students perform, and how satisfied students
are with their classroom instructors and experi‐
ence. Numerous studies have been conducted,
which attempt to illuminate the distinguishing

features of an effective instructor, and, ultimately,
a positive educational experience. Although these
studies point to a variety of factors, one typically
remains consistent: student attitude toward in‐
structors. Numerous scholars accept that one good
predictor of how well students do in a teacher’s
class is their perception of and attitude toward
their instructor (Christophel, 1990; Frymier, 1994;
Kelley & Forham, 1988; Thomas, Richmond, &
McCroskey, 1994; Teven & McCroskey, 1997; Te‐
ven, 2001). Further, many agree that “in order to
maximize learning, it is essential for teachers to
develop a good relationship with their students,
because the rapport established between teachers
and students, in part, determines the interest and
performance level of the students (Campbell, 1972;
Feldman, 1986; Root, 1934; Teven, 2001).
If we accept that attitude toward instructors
is one of the determining factors of student success
in the classroom, it seems logical to attempt to un‐
derstand instructor characteristics or behaviors
that might affect the mind‐sets of composition stu‐
dents. Currently, there is a gap in the research that
addresses student attitudes toward instructors in
the university or college composition classroom.
The present study attempts to address this ac‐
knowledged gap, with a focus on the impact that
instructor lexical choice has on students’ percep‐
tions of their instructors. Even more explicitly, the
type of vocabulary employed (Greek rhetorical
terms vs. English equivalents) when introducing
argumentative writing to composition students is
addressed.
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Research Questions
As instructors, it is important to ask what the
implications are for using a particular set of terms
while teaching. Do our decisions concerning lexi‐
cal selection have any measurable effect on stu‐
dents?
Although there are many issues to
investigate in this regard, the chief concern of the
present endeavor is to gain some understanding of
the perception students have of their instructors,
based on the set of terms they choose to bring into
play in the writing classroom. Ultimately, this
study attempts to answer the following questions
in regard to student attitude and instructor lexical
selection:
Q1‐ Does term use have an effect on the instruc‐
tor’s perceived “humanity factor,” or ap‐
proachability or ability to relate to students?
Q2‐ Do students perceive their instructors as
more intelligent, based on the category of
terms used (Greek or English)?
Q3‐ What is the instructor’s perceived ability to
convey relevant information, in correlation
to lexical selection?
Q4‐ What exactly are students’ attitudes toward
their instructors, based on the terms they
use?
Q5‐ Or, more specifically, what bearing does the
instructor’s language have on the attitude of
students?
In the end, this study hopes to determine, when
discussing argumentation, the influence that in‐
structor lexical choice has on the overall perceived
‘Ethos’ or ‘credibility’ of the instructor in the col‐
lege introductory writing classroom.

Literature Review
In nearly every college composition class, in
some way, shape, or form, students are asked to
make and defend an argument. Although this re‐
quirement is instantiated in a variety of forms or

assignments, nearly all composition students need
facility with the principles of argumentative writ‐
ing. For decades, instructors have theorized, re‐
searched, applied, reflected upon, and revised
approaches, methods, and strategies for inculcat‐
ing guidelines for high‐quality and effective argu‐
mentation (Simonson, 1966). Nonetheless, scholars
have been unable or unwilling to agree upon a
clear pedagogical approach to presenting the com‐
pulsory rhetorical concepts. Dating back to ancient
rhetoricians, devices such as ‘Ethos’, ‘Pathos’, ‘Lo‐
gos’, and ‘Kairos’ have been explicated and em‐
ployed when teaching argumentation (Emmel,
Resch & Tenney, 1996).
These ancient Greek rhetorical terms can of‐
ten be disconcerting, confusing, and even off‐
putting to typically dualistic (i.e. a beginning stage
of cognitive development) (Perry, 1970), first‐year
college students. It seems somewhat logical that
the English equivalents of these terms, correspond‐
ingly, ‘credibility’, ‘appeal to emotion’, ‘appeal to
logic, and ‘timeliness’ might function to provide
students with the same or equally useful tools for
making an argument, without introducing addi‐
tional, difficult, and unfamiliar terminology.
Whenever humans engage in verbal commu‐
nication, interlocutors come to a conclusion, pass a
judgment, or develop an attitude about each
speaker’s individual character. These attitudes are
inextricably linked to the characteristics of the
speaker’s linguistic system and use of language.
Interestingly, the typical human relationship—the
relationship among speakers, listeners, language,
and perception—is only exacerbated in instructor
to student communication. In their article “Lan‐
guage attitudes and cognitive mediation,” Howard
Giles and company posit that “In initial interac‐
tion, one’s views of others, including their sup‐
posed beliefs, capabilities, and social attributes,
can be determined in part by inferences derived
from the perception of their speech characteristics
and language varieties” (Cooper, 1974, 1975; Giles
& Edwards, 1983; 1992, p. 501). Further, it is
widely documented that “instructor communica‐
tion behaviours influence students, for instance, in
the areas of affective and cognitive learning”
(Christensen & Menzel, 1998; Richmond, 1990;
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Richmond, Gorham, & McCroskey, 1987) and “mo‐
tivation” (Christophel & Gorham, 1995; Gorham &
Christophel, 1992; Gorham & Millette, 1997). These
immutable truths of communication have precipi‐
tated a variety of linguistically relevant methods
for studying the reactions of listeners to speakers.
One of the most‐often‐applied and successful
methods for measuring attitudes/perceptions of
speakers based on language use is the “matched‐
guise technique” (Lambert et al., 1960), which
“uses stimulus speakers who can assume authentic
versions of the dialects, languages, or speech vari‐
ables under study while in principle keeping other
extraneous variables constant” (Giles & Bourhis,
1976; Giles, et al, 1992, p. 501; Lambert, 1967). The
typical use of this sociolinguistic technique, insofar
as education is concerned, has been an attempt to
measure student attitudes toward teaching assis‐
tants at the college level whose first language is
not English (Rubin, 1992; Gaies & Beebe, 1991).
Moreover, matched‐guise has not been used to
measure student attitudes toward native English‐
speaking instructors, more specifically, of instruc‐
tor lexical selection, and even more specifically, in
the composition classroom.
Further, in the literature, most assessment of
student attitude, which focuses on instructor lan‐
guage or verbal behaviors/strategies, is restricted
to assessing teacher use of humor, narratives, and
teacher self‐disclosure in the classroom (Downs,
Javidi, & Nussbaum, 1988; Javidi, Downs, & Nuss‐
baum, 1988; Kramer & Pier, 1999; Nussbaum, Co‐
madena, & Holliday, 1987; Martin, Myers, &
Mottet, 1987; Sorenson, 1989). A fairly comprehen‐
sive survey of existing literature in the academic
areas of sociolinguistics, rhetoric and composition,
communication education, and writing pedagogy
yielded no studies similar to the present investiga‐
tion. There are some traditional matched‐guise
studies that address language in the classroom,
vis‐à‐vis student attitude toward instructors, or
instructor attitude toward students. As stated
previously, these studies, almost without excep‐
tion, attend to either accent of instructors and stu‐
dents for whom English is not the first language,
or issues of dialect. This particular study differs
from these in a significant way: it measures only
the lexical variation of a native English‐speaking

instructor, as explicated in the methodology sec‐
tion of this text. The serious dearth of literature
that measures student attitudes toward instructor
language in the composition classroom functioned
as a catalyst to the current study. Based on some
preliminary investigation (discussions with col‐
leagues, personal observations, etc.), the following
hypotheses were formulated:
H1‐ Instructors using classic Greek terms would
be judged as slightly more intelligent and
knowledgeable than instructors using Eng‐
lish equivalents.
Casual observation, teaching experience, and
student feedback has provided that first‐year col‐
lege students, with limited exposure to sophisti‐
cated terminology, often perceive things they
“don’t understand” in the classroom as a manifest
of the superior intelligence or knowledge of the
instructor. Therefore, when presented with classic
Greek rhetorical terminology, they will likely
judge instructors using those terms as more intelli‐
gent than those using English equivalents.
H2‐ Instructors using classic Greek terms would
be judged as less approachable and less able
to relate to students than instructors using
English equivalents.
The success and retention of the first‐year
college student is, often times, related to the types
of relationships that students have with their in‐
structors (Wilcox, Winn & Fyvie‐Gauld, 2005). In
fact, students are often more willing to and more
successful in understanding and acquiring infor‐
mation in the classroom when there is a positive
relationship between them and their instructors
(Myers and Knox, 2001; Koegel, 2002). The use of
more‐easily‐accessible terms can only build this
relationship, increasing instructors’ perceived ap‐
proachability and ability to relate to students.
H3‐ The difference in perceived instructor intel‐
ligence between those using Greek and
English terms is less than the difference in
perceived instructor approachability.
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It seems as though, regardless of the type of
terms that an instructor uses, if they present clear,
thorough, well‐organized, and relevant material,
students will perceive them as intelligent and
knowledgeable—with slight variation. On the
other hand, the same might not be true of the per‐
ceived approachability of instructors. Students are
likely to form opinions about their teachers more
on how they present material than what material
(lexical items) they present.
H4‐ Instructors using classic Greek rhetorical
terms will be perceived as being less capa‐
ble or able to convey relevant and impor‐
tant information to students.
It seems logical to assume that students will
react in a negative manner to lexical items that
might be “more difficult” for them to understand
than simpler (English) counterparts; bloated,
overly difficult, and turgid language (categories
under which the Greek terms might fall for some
students), especially in introductory classes, can be
off‐putting, causing students to feel as though the
instructor is incapable of communicating necessary
material in an accessible and satisfying manner.
In the end, composition instructors will more
than likely be interested in the effectiveness of
their language in creating a positive student reac‐
tion when discussing argumentation. Further, they
are almost assuredly concerned with the bearing
that their lexical choices have on the way they are
perceived by their students. Ultimately, by deter‐
mining the effect the use of each has on students,
this study aims at weighing in on the debate as to
whether composition instructors should use classic
Greek rhetorical terms, or find contemporary Eng‐
lish synonyms to replace them.

Methodology
This study collected information from 186
subjects (93 who responded to the Greek and 93 to
the English guise), all of whom were Purdue Uni‐
versity undergraduates, enrolled in and attending
an introductory composition class (English
106/108) during the fall of the 2006/2007 school
year. Characterized very generally, undergradu‐

ate students at Purdue University are from Anglo‐
Saxon, middle class families in the state of Indi‐
ana; thus, this sample can be similarly character‐
ized. At Purdue University, composition students,
who are typically freshmen in university status,
are exposed to myriad writing tasks, methods, and
syllabus foci. Since this study focuses on the spe‐
cific use of language by the instructor, and not on
course content (other than the concepts addressed
by the lexical items), none of these factors were
taken into consideration when arranging the sam‐
ple.
In order to measure student attitude toward
instructors based on language use, this study em‐
ployed the traditional matched‐guise technique
(Lambert et al., 1960), one that deals exclusively
with audio‐recorded speech. Although, from an
educational standpoint, an audio‐recorded lec‐
ture/lesson is not the most authentic form of stimu‐
lus, it does allow students to focus on the use of
language by the instructor, as opposed to more vis‐
ual components of a typical lesson.
Several steps to ensure the quality and au‐
thenticity of the audio recordings (guises) were
adhered to throughout their creation. Prior to re‐
cording, a script was drafted that presented a brief
lecture on argumentation in writing in English.
This script was read and recorded on audio CD,
using Mac OS X GarageBand 3®. The audio re‐
cording consists of an educated (M.A. in English),
male, native English‐speaker giving the brief lec‐
ture. The lecture presented the relevant rhetorical
concepts verbally, in English, with accompanying
explication of each term. The initial recording was
then copied and edited—using Audacity®, which
is free, open source software for recording and
editing sounds—to “match” the original, with the
exception of the substituted lexical variations
(Greek terms), as per the script. Further, through‐
out the recording process, every effort was made
to maintain internally consistent speech features of
a native English speaker (e.g. paralinguistic and
prosodic elements).
Ultimately, the recorded lectures introduced
six major rhetorical concepts that are relevant to
posing and defending an argument for an intro‐
ductory composition student, one in Greek, the
other using English synonyms: Kairos/timeliness,
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Ethos/credibility, Epicresis/quotation, Anamnesis/
reference to authority, Logos/appeal to logic, and
Pathos/appeal to emotion. Each term was briefly
defined, explicated, and put into argumentative
context through the use of examples or further de‐
scription. In the end, the objective of the lecture
was to introduce the concepts that would be em‐
ployed in any composition classroom that requires
argumentative writing of any sort.
The study was introduced to students as an
on‐going research project by a Purdue University
Ph.D. student in English and linguistics, who is
soliciting student reactions to his composition lec‐
tures. Students were not specifically told what the
study was attempting to discover, nor were they
given details of the contents of the lecture ahead of
time. After gaining access to subjects through in‐
structor permission (instructors allowed the re‐
searcher to enter classes once they were over to ask
for research volunteers), and randomly assigning
half of the classes to one version (Greek terms) and
the other half the other (English terms), the re‐
searcher followed a simple protocol: 1) he read a
brief statement that briefly explained the project
and the voluntary nature of their participation, 2)
handed out and collected IRB approved informed
consent forms, 3) played the language specific five‐
and‐a‐half‐minute audio‐recording, 4) handed out
and asked students to fill out the 23‐item ques‐
tionnaire (which was identical for both groups of
subjects), and 5) collected the materials and se‐
cured them in a location to ensure their confiden‐
tial status. The statement and informed consent
were meant to briefly contextualize the activity
and give reluctant students the opportunity to re‐
frain from listening to the lecture and answering
the questionnaire if they so desired.
The questionnaire consisted of four catego‐
ries of statements: 1) instructor approachability
statements, 2) instructor intelligence statements, 3)
instructor ability to convey information statements,
and 4) norming or distraction statements. All sub‐
jects in this study were given the aforementioned
questionnaire, which asked them to respond to the
twenty three statements about the instructor and
to rate each statement on a five point scale 1 –
Strongly Agree, 2 – Agree, 3 – Undecided, 4 – Dis‐
agree, 5 – Strongly Disagree.

The majority of statements were in the af‐
firmative, but alternative negative statements were
posed to help ensure that subjects were attentive
as they answered, and to enhance the internal va‐
lidity of the tool. However, these statements were
not analyzed for the results of the study. Table 1
presents the statements in each respective section
used to gauge student attitudes.
This measurement tool (questionnaire) is, for
all intents and purposes, a Likert‐type scale; it is
“used to determine the relative intensity of differ‐
ent items” (Babbie, 2002), or more specifically, it is
used to determine the relative attitude (intensity)
of students toward different perceived characteris‐
tics of the instructor (items). Because this study is
primarily concerned with measuring emo‐
tions/attitudes, the scale is not extremely fine‐
grained. This design choice is meant to solicit re‐
actions from subjects that are on one side of the
agreement spectrum or the other, without measur‐
ing unnecessarily fine distinctions of psychologi‐
cal response.
Table 1: Questionnaire Statements
Approachability
Statements (6)

Intelligence
Statements (5)

Understanding
Statements (5)

• The instructor doesn’t seem arrogant.
• The instructor seems approachable
• The instructor seems like he would
be willing to answer questions I
might have during class.
• The instructor is a sociable person.
• I would feel comfortable asking this
instructor questions after class.
• The instructor seems like an easy‐
going person.
• The instructor is a smart person.
• The instructor has full command of
the English language.
• The instructor is well‐educated.
• The instructor is intelligent.
• The instructor is knowledgeable
about the subject being presented.
• The instructor is clear in defining
relevant concepts for writing.
• I felt as though I understood what
was presented in the brief lecture.
• The instructor’s lecture helped me
begin to understand the argumenta‐
tive concepts discussed.
• The instructor uses simple words.
• The instructor uses easily under‐
standable words.
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At its heart, this study is set up to compare
two independent variables, Greek terminology
and English equivalents, which resulted in some
descriptive statistics of student reactions, along
with minimal inferential statistics (Chi Square
test). For each of the three areas for which attitude
was measured, these two IVs were in play; the
statistics were analyzed by stimulus vocabulary
language (Greek or English) to determine the ef‐
fect that these have on the DV, student attitude in
each of the three sub‐areas (approachability, intel‐
ligence, and ability to convey information).
Further, in order to assure statistical, analyti‐
cal reliability, Microsoft Excel was used to code
the data. The data was entered and checked three
times to ensure accuracy and eliminate as much
human error as possible. Further, SPSS was used
to calculate the means, the percentage of respon‐
dent answers for each Likert category, and the
Pearson’s Chi‐square value. Ultimately, this
method was used in order to determine whether
or not the null hypothesis should be accepted or
rejected, and the aforementioned hypotheses
can—at least to some degree—be accepted. When
analyzed in this way, some clear trends began to
emerge.

Results
The results of the statistical analysis of the
data, revealed as described above, are presented in
the Appendix of this document as Tables 3, 4, and
5. Accordingly, the dependent variable for each
table, as measured by responses to the Likert‐type
statements, is student attitude toward the respec‐
tive guises. According to statistical analysis, for
186 subjects (n), with varying degrees of freedom
(df), the critical Chi‐square values for a .05 thresh‐
old for significance for this study, which is stan‐
dard for Ch‐square testing of this nature, can be
found in Table 2, below.
Table 2: Chi Square Distribution Critical Values
Degrees of Freedom
6
8
9
12
16

Significance Value of 0.5
12.592
15.507
16.919
21.026
26.296

As is standard, this study works from the
understanding that the lower the significance
value (the higher the Chi‐square value), the
greater the probability of rejecting the null hypothe‐
sis actually is; for this particular study, signifi‐
cance at the .05 level is achieved when the Chi‐
square value is between 12.592 and 26.296, de‐
pending on the degrees of freedom represented by
the data.
The overall main effect for lexical selection
was, for the most part, not significant, indicating
that either students are comfortable with both va‐
rieties of terms, or the number of subjects, coupled
with the limitations of the study (discussed in de‐
tail in a later section) had some serious conse‐
quences. When further analyzing the three major
areas of investigation, approachability (Table 3),
intelligence (Table 4), and ability to convey informa‐
tion (Table 5), none showed statistical significance,
but some trends did emerge from the data.
Of the five approachability statements, three
illustrated favor for (more agreement) the English
guise, whereas two privileged the Greek. The
statement that yielded the highest mean differen‐
tial between guises (and a Pearson’ Chi‐square
value of 8.597), with a .27 favor for the English,
was “The instructor seems like he would be will‐
ing to answer questions I might have during
class.” Taken together, it seems as though, when
it comes to perceived approachability of instruc‐
tors based on their use of Greek or English terms
in the composition classroom, the difference is
negligible, illustrating that Hypothesis 2 (H2 above)
is unsubstantiated, and we might need to consider
accepting the null hypothesis for this particular in‐
structor characteristic.
Further, in terms of the intelligence state‐
ments, the data, while illustrating no statistically
significant results, do illustrate a slight preference
for the use of Greek rhetorical terms; all five
statements more strongly agree, albeit somewhat
minimally, with the statements responding to the
Greek guise. Of the statements, “The instructor is
a smart person” received the highest mean differ‐
ential of .24 and a Chi‐square value of 5.485. This
subject response seems to somewhat confirm the
first original hypothesis, H1, which supposed that
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students would perceive instructors using the
Greek rhetorical terms as slightly more intelligent
than those using English counterparts.
Finally, Hypothesis 4 (H4, above), which por‐
tends that instructors using classic Greek terms
would be perceived as being less capable to make
information understandable, is—to some degree—
actualized by the data; respondents favored all
five statements regarding the speaker of the Eng‐
lish guise, illustrating greater agreement on the
“understandability” of the lecture material. Of
those, “The instructor uses easily understandable
words” garnered the most significant mean differ‐
ential of .56 (13.560 Chi‐square), with “The instruc‐
tor uses simple words” following with a .36
(16.656 Chi‐square) degree of difference. There‐
fore, if students perceive the English variety an
easier one to understand, they conversely perceive
the Greek as more difficult, supporting the hy‐
pothesis—at least to some degree.
In the end, although the effects for lexical
selection were not statistically significant, they did
trend in directions similar to the aforementioned
hypotheses. Without exception, the responses to
the intelligence statements favored the Greek
guises; responses to the understandability state‐
ments, championed the English. Probably the
most surprising—based on the original hypothe‐
sis—was the split between the responses to the
approachability statements.
In a final analysis, regardless of the
“trends” in data, it seems logical (and statistically
appropriate) to accept the null hypothesis, that
there is no significant difference between the atti‐
tudes of students exposed to the Greek or English
guises. Or, at the least, that more investigation is
necessary.
One might argue that the simple fact that
some trending does occur as hypothesized, illus‐
trates that it is plausible to contend that with more
subjects and more controlled variables and testing
procedures, significance might be found and pre‐
cipitate rejecting the null. But, this study is unable
to make such a claim, regardless of the intuitions
feelings, and pedagogical practices and the re‐
searcher.

Discussion
The fact that the data illustrate little differ‐
ence and no statistical significance between the
Greek and English is, to this researcher, somewhat
surprising. It seems as though, as discussed previ‐
ously, this might be due to the number of subjects
in the study and the limitations of this first investi‐
gation into the issue. A follow‐up study, one that
endeavors to ameliorate some of the issues of this
one will be conducted in the near future.
One the other hand, although not statistically
significant, it could be argued that any difference
in student perception/attitude toward instructors
is cause for pause and pedagogical reflection. In‐
troductory students are sensitive beings, and their
psychological reactions are not easily understand‐
able. Therefore, it might be in the best interest of
composition pedagogues to reflect on their objec‐
tives in using one set of terms over the other, espe‐
cially when—in this limited study—data does not
clearly favor the use of one set over the other.
Moreover, due to the fact that the results of the
study revealed little measurable difference be‐
tween Greek and English in terms of approachabil‐
ity, but did find a consistent trend in intelligence
(Greek) and the ability to convey information section
(English), one might find an unprecedented need
to assess pedagogical decisions in terms of lexical
selection.

Limitations of Study
Although every effort was made to minimize
the number of factors that might cause error, a few
limitations remain. These issues fall into two basic
categories: sample and stimulus material. One of
the issues with the sample used for this study is
that, prior to listening to the tape and filling out
the questionnaire, students may have already been
predisposed to and indoctrinated in one manner of
instruction; the way in which their current or past
instructors presented the tenets of argumentation
might have had a bearing on the way the stimulus
material—and consequently, instructor—is per‐
ceived. Further, because the data was gathered
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toward the middle of the semester, students’ con‐
ception of their own instructor and the content
presented in the stimulus audio recording (rhetori‐
cal concepts) is firmly established. These factors
may have had an effect on the results of the data
collected.
Further, the actual stimulus material—the
recorded lecture—has some potential issues. First,
it seems as though the gender of the lecturer might
play a role in the attitude students have. Male and
female students might react to a male instructor
(the speaker in the audio recording) differently
than they would to a female.
Additionally, paralinguistic characteristics of
the stimulus might have an influence on subject
reaction: paralinguistics is chiefly concerned with
factors of how words are spoken (i.e. the volume,
the intonation, the speed etc.), which can be re‐
sponsible for, mostly subconscious or stereotyped,
confusion among listeners. Unfortunately, regard‐
less of the speaker, some of these issues might
cause a problem. On the other hand, because the
stimuli are identical, with the exception of the lexi‐
cal items, the errors associated with the aforemen‐
tioned should be similar for each guise; the guises
are edited/spliced versions of one master original.
Yet another problem with the stimulus mate‐
rial, one that will likely cause no further data error,
is the actual English lexical items being substituted
for the Greek rhetorical terms. Rhetoricians might
argue that the English phrases and synonyms pro‐
posed to take the place of the Greek are semanti‐
cally insufficient; the English doesn’t capture the
true “essence” of the rhetorical concept to which
the Greek terms refer. For the purposes of this
study, and for the purposes of most introductory
composition students, we will proceed with the
idea that the nuances and distinctions between the
Greek and English lexical items are far too small to
make an actual difference for students who are—
often—not capable of the necessary depth of un‐
derstanding a concept like Ethos has to offer (See
Perry, 1970 for further discussion of levels of cog‐
nitive development in college students).
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Appendix

Table 3: Approachability Statements
Approachability Statements
The instructor doesn’t
seem arrogant.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

Greek
(n=93)
32.3%
52.7%
12.9%
1.1%
1.1%

Mean

The instructor seems
approachable.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

21.5%
45.2%
26.9%
6.5%
0%

2.18

25.8%
50.5%
22.6%
1.1%
0%

1.99

6.508

9

The instructor seems
like he would be will‐
ing to answer ques‐
tions I might have
during class.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

22.6%
54.8%
14%
7.5%
1.1%

2.10

25.8%
65.6%
8.6%
0%
0%

1.83

8.597

8

The instructor is a
sociable person.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

7.5%
33.3%
49.5%
8.6%
1.1%

2.62

7.5%
29%
55.9%
6.5%
1.1%

2.65

25.386

16

I would feel comfort‐
able asking this in‐
structor questions after
class.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

16.1%
53.8%
20.4%
9.7%
0%

2.24

12.9%
69.9%
14%
3.2%
0%

2.08

4.985

9

The instructor seems
like an easy‐going
person.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

7.5%
44.1%
43%
4.3%
1.1%

2.47

12.9%
38.7%
45.2%
2.2%
1.1%

2.40

13.874

16

1.86

English
(n=93)
21.5%
62.4%
14%
2.2%
0%

Mean

Chi sq.

df

1.97

10.047

12
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Table 4: Intelligence Statements
Intelligence Statements
The instructor is a
smart person.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

Greek
(n=93)
24.7%
53.8%
20.4%
1.1%
0%

Mean

The instructor is well‐
educated.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

25.8%
57%
16.1%
1.1%
0%

1.92

18.3%
65.6%
16.1%
0%
0%

1.98

5.660

6

The instructor is intelli‐
gent.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

18.3%
64.5%
15.1%
2.2%
0%

2.01

10.8%
66.7%
19.4%
3.2%
0%

2.15

5.383

9

The instructor is
knowledgeable about
the subject being pre‐
sented.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

38.7%
52.7%
7.5%
1.1%
0%

1.71

28.0%
62.4%
7.5%
2.2%
0%

1.84

7.785

9

The instructor has full
command of the Eng‐
lish language.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

38.7%
48.4%
10.8%
1.1%
1.1%

1.77

31.2%
49.5%
16.1%
3.2%
0%

1.91

5.083

12

1.98

English
(n=93)
16.1%
47.3%
35.5%
1.1%
0%

Mean

Chi sq.

df

2.22

5.485

9
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Table 5: Understanding Statements
Understanding Statements
The instructor is clear
in defining relevant
concepts for writing.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

Greek
(n=93)
34.4%
53.8%
8.6%
3.2%
0%

Mean

I felt as though I un‐
derstood what was
presented in the brief
lecture.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

19.4%
46.2%
22.6%
10.8%
1.1%

2.28

21.5%
61.3%
9.7%
7.5%
0%

2.03

8.410

12

The instructor’s lec‐
ture helped me begin
to understand the
argumentative con‐
cepts discussed.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

11.8%
53.8%
22.6%
10.8%
1.1%

2.35

12.9%
59.1%
16.1%
0%
0%

2.27

11.605

12

The instructor uses
simple words.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

2.2%
36.6%
34.7%
29%
7.5%

3.03

7.5%
38.7%
35.5%
16.1%
2.2%

2.67

16.656

16

The instructor uses
easily understandable
words.

1. Strong agree
2. Agree
3. Undecided
4. Disagree
5. Strong disagree

6.5%
54.8%
9.7%
22.6%
6.5%

2.68

15.1%
66.7%
10.8%
6.5%
1.1%

2.12

13.560

16

1.81

English
(n=93)
28%
66.7%
4.3%
1.1%
0%

Mean

Chi sq.

df

1.78

8.454

9
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This paper examines Lavater's attempt to codify facial features and expression into a system that could
be universally applied. It looks at the response of Physiognomy, Phrenology and early criminology to the
momentous cultural shifts of the Enlightenment. The remnants of this is evident in current biometrics
where the slippage between the individual, the type and the stereotype emerges from between the
general and the individual as a coherent, simplified, easily readable idea.
There have been many attempts to find a particular characteristic that is unique to an individual that
enables absolute identification. Alphonse Bertillon sought it in a combination of body measurements.
There also has been a search for clues on the surface of the body to classify type, giving rise to a belief
in a separate species; the born criminal. With the lack of certainty of the uniqueness of the individual
identifiers despite the increased surveillance, blurring continues to occur between the individual and the
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Optical Fundamentalism: Portraiture, Physiognomy and the Biometric Body
Introduction
Since the late 1960s artists have sought to unravel the complexities of the gaze and to
demonstrate that there is no simple, or even necessary connection, between seeing and
knowing, or the observer and the observed. Scientific claims to objectivity have been
contested in numerous ways - from historical investigations into the construction of
photographic truth that reveal the underlying power structures and social practices - to efforts
to redeploy the techniques of surveillance in quite different directions. Artists such as Bruce
Nauman, Sophie Calle, Nancy Burson, and Julie Gough, have engaged with such discourses on
individual identity and the functioning of modern surveillance systems and have sought to
disorder such scientific certainties along with the monolithic power structures that have grown
up around them.
This paper explores nineteenth century criminology and current surveillance and biometrics,
examining stereotypes of criminality that were formed over two centuries and are still in use.
If nineteenth century criminology set the stage, and the twentieth century elaborated the
theory of criminal deviance, many of these ideas were successfully integrated into the core of
biometrics.
Much of the early material focuses on the face or facial expression but it also takes in systems
of body measurement that were popular well into the twentieth century. I shall look at the
work of Lavater, Gall, Lombroso, Bertillon and Havelock Ellis before examining current
biometrics.
The physiognomist Lavater, responding to the momentous cultural shifts of the
Enlightenment, attempted to codify facial features and expression into a system that could be
universally applied.1 Barbara Stafford's study of Lavater situates his work as a form of
Enlightenment 'body criticism' - a type of 'corporeal connoisseurship' that 'diagnosed unseen
spiritual qualities by scrutinizing visible traits.'2 To Stafford, Lavater invented a uniquely
modern bodily lexicon, that sought to create continuity between the interior of the body and
its exterior.
Lavater aimed to rationalise, categorise and master a whole range of visual phenomena
during a period of chaotic cultural shifts and deep anxiety about the truthfulness of the visual
world. The rise of physiognomy was intimately tied to a revolution in communication of the
late eighteenth century that cast doubt on the idea of visual truth.3 In his Essays on
Physiognomy, Lavater argued that facial expression provided the most direct access to
character and he extended the anatomical logic of the face to the whole body, which he
divided into a tripartite structure composed of animal, moral and intellectual life.4
Lavater drew on Camper's attempt to establish the modern geometry of ideal beauty, his
'facial index', where the upright face of Greek statues represented the ideal, with the subject's
facial angle situating it within the Great Chain of Being. This hierarchy of race was perhaps
the defining feature of Camper's work and it allowed Lavater to simplify his own system of
classification, feeding into the scientific racism of the period.5 This moral mission was
inextricably linked to colonial expansion and ushered in an era in which physical appearance
would become increasingly politicised.
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Franz-Joseph Gall developed Phrenology,6 a system of head measurement that was influential
during the creation of the modern penal reform movement.7 Phrenology had wide
applications, both scientific and popular, for its claimed ability to detect the features of the
criminal skull and directly equate the shape of the skull with particular mental faculties. It was
responsible for the idea that intelligence could be detected in cranial architecture. The
biologisation of behaviour was seen as a central means of reconciling the relationship between
the types of crimes committed and the bodies of criminals likely to commit them. While
phrenology fell from favour in scientific circles by the 1880s, it continued to represent a
coherent theory of society in Australia, a country founded as a penal colony and still shaken
by the chaos of nearly a century of migration. Physical anthropologists continued to use skull
measurements to support theories of Caucasian racial superiority.
Enthusiasm for body measurement reached new heights in the second half of the nineteenth
century, when Cesare Lombroso, an Italian criminologist, claimed to have discovered the
physical dimensions of criminal man. His most controversial claim was the existence of the
born criminal, a type he regarded as atavistic, as an evolutionary throwback to a more
primitive species, the homo delinquens.8 Lombroso's evolutionary hereditarian theories served
to consolidate diverse institutional populations into a single category of deviance.
At the end of the nineteenth century Alphonse Bertillon,9 working in Paris had begun to
develop a system that revolutionised the archival management of information about crime as
well as policing procedures. Bertillonage relied on the idea that criminals could be identified
by their physical measurements. Bertillon created a composite system of criminal
identification that consisted of body measurements, photographs and a portrait parle, a
written description of the individual’s appearance.
One of the most fascinating books of the early twentieth century was Henry Havelock Ellis’
The Criminal.10 This book was intended to introduce the work of Lombroso and the Italian
school into the English speaking world. It drew on a range of works from the end of the
nineteenth century and was illustrated with drawings and photographs. Seemingly precise
methods of individual identification gave rise to stereotypical representations. Many of the
photographs in The Criminal were manipulated, others were composites designed to illustrate
how particular classes of criminals were supposed to look. Markers of criminal degeneracy
included gynecomasty, 'atrophy of the genital organs',11 and masturbation.12
Stereotypical representations produced by these systems have been integrated into current
biometric technologies. Even though the developers of biometrics fail to acknowledge this
history, it is interesting how enduring these stereotypes have been. Biometrics claims to be
breaking new ground, particularly in the area of face recognition, and large injections of
government funding into the development of technology have raised questions about its
utility. Since September 11 2001, the declaration of the War on Terror, and the injection of
US$ 50 billion by the Bush administration,13 the biometrics industry has enjoyed
unprecedented growth.
Current biometric technologies have drawn on a body of knowledge that has been under
construction since the Enlightenment. The most important systems of physical analysis, body
measurement and visual representation developed during the nineteenth century produced a
comprehensive set of stereotypes of criminal deviance.
The sciences of physiognomy, phrenology, criminal anthropology and anthropometry all
sought causal explanations for deviant behaviour in biology. Physiognomy was a scientific
system of face reading that emerged in Europe during the 1790s with the expressed aim of
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rendering the workings of the mind transparent through an analysis of facial expression.
Physiognomists worked from the idea that there was a smooth continuity between thought
and appearance and that good and evil showed themselves directly on the countenance.
Phrenology emerged in the early 1800s and attempted to draw up a direct relationship
between the architecture of the skull and the workings of the brain. Phrenologists developed a
comprehensive list of mental faculties that governed human behaviour, all of which influenced
the shape of the skull. By measuring the skull they claimed to be able to account for the type
of mental deficiency so commonly encountered in criminals.
By the 1860s the rising discipline of criminal anthropology had extended the insights of
physiognomy and phrenology, attempting to produce a list of physical 'stigmata' that
characterised the criminal type. During the 1890s the idea that criminal behaviour could be
reduced to a set of facial characteristics, head shapes and body measurements gained wide
support among criminologists, penologists and policing agencies. While physiognomy,
phrenology and criminal anthropology had created a generalised set of stereotypes,
criminologists turned their attention to anthropometry in an effort to isolate individual
physical characteristics which defined the features of criminal offenders.
The New Criminology
In their 1998 book In the Eye of the Beholder: The Science of Face Perception, Vicki Bruce
and Andy Young have investigated the way mass visual and textual material on criminality
has influenced our perceptions at the most unconscious level. Bruce and Young argued that
the 'rather seamy history of the criminal face has shown that there is little validity in the
ability to predict criminal behaviour from facial appearance'.14 Despite this finding, research
participants have been found to consistently use stereotypes of criminality to make judgments
about people in their day to day lives.15 They found that a wide range of observers were in
agreement about the facial characteristics that made people look 'honest', 'intelligent' or
'reliable'.16 Stereotypical definitions of physical attractiveness, sex and age are widely shared.
Bruce and Young believe that these stereotypes were derived from a wide range of sources
that allowed individuals to correlate 'social information' with physical appearance.17 Media
representations provide a rich source of stereotypes that serve to reinforce the idea that
criminals have a particular look, for instance asymmetrical faces.
In a recent TV series on the face, Joan Rivers remarked that 'people who think appearances
don't matter simply haven't thought about it enough.'18 A dermatologist on the same program
observed that the villains in Hollywood movies usually have poor complexions, and this sort of
casting continues to code ugliness as evil.19
While efforts to overturn stereotypes of criminality had made some headway prior to 2001,
events in the United States on September 11, allowed their revival in the form of a hunt for
terrorists.
Enemies at the Gate
Perhaps the most bizarre incident of the War on Terror concerned the deaths of three civilians
in the remote village of Zhawar Kili, in eastern Afghanistan. Mir Ahmad, Daraz and Jahan Gir
were collecting scrap metal from the war on a hillside when they were killed by a US Hellfire
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missile, shot from a CIA-run Predator drone.20 Mr Ahmad had been targeted because he was
tall, as tall as Osama Bin Laden the most wanted man in the world. Based on ridiculously
scant information about bodily dimensions, remote weaponry was deployed with predictably
horrific results.21
The Biometric Solution
The reorganisation of national security around biometrics draws on research and technology
that has been in development for a little over a decade. Many of the surveillance techniques
designed to detect potentially criminal behaviour have provided policing agencies with the
power to analyse physical characteristics, identify individuals and trace their movements in
unprecedented ways. The main attraction of these systems is that they can be automated or
semi-automated, they can handle large amounts of data, and, at least at first glance, they
appear to be relatively covert and non-invasive. The weakness of Closed Circuit Television,
what biometrics was designed to replace, was that it was often plagued by human error,
testing the limits of the average concentration span.
The ideal automated surveillance system relies on digital video for image capture, isolates
unique physical identifiers of the subject, and is validated by reference to a specific database,
or in some cases, a network of linked databases. The most highly developed systems to date,
rely on the mathematical analysis of facial characteristics, hand and palm geometry, retina
and iris scanning, the analysis of fingerprints, gesture, gait and voiceprints.
Face Recognition Technology
Face recognition appears to be the most widely discussed technology in the scientific
literature on biometrics. There are two main technologies in this field dominated by the
companies Viisage and Visionics.
FaceIt (Visionics), works 'by measuring the geometry of the human face, isolating specific
facial markers such as the placement of the eyes, nose and mouth and then reducing the
information to a mathematically expressed algorithm.
Eigenface developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology Media Lab, and marketed by
Viisage, uses Principle Component Analysis (PCA). Eigenface works in a method similar to the
portrait parle22 developed by Bertillon, in that its primary reference point is a collection of all
known variations of each facial feature
Face Recognition Trials
The FaceIt system was used by police in East London, Britain, with the aim of identifying
criminals in the street. Over the course of six months the system's precision was questioned
when only one known criminal offender was identified, though the system also delivered three
false-positive identifications per day.23
FaceIt's ability to capture face images in crowded areas was so poor that on a typical night, it
yielded only 457 faces out of an estimated crowd of 125,000 people. It produced no positive
identifications or arrests and in the Tampa, Florida trial, fifteen percent of false positives
identified subjects as the wrong sex.24
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Automated Facial Expression Analysis
Paul Ekman who has had a long career in the analysis of facial expression has recently turned
his attention to automated systems. From his fieldwork he concluded that some forms of
nonverbal communication were widely shared. Since 1993 Ekman has been working towards
the development of a 'computerized neural network system to decode facial expression in
dynamic situations'.25
In biometric there have been some attempts to identify people who look 'hostile' or whose
facial expression mark them as a security threat.
Gesture Analysis
Gesture Analysis26 is a semiotically-based technique developed by researchers more
concerned with the whole body than a close focus on a single physical feature. Gesture
analysts believe that human movements provide an important key to decoding psychological
states.
Behaviour Track technology, developed by Loronix, a partner of Visionics, has been designed
as an intelligent system of gesture analysis. Based on pattern recognition it monitors defined
spaces for movement, and 'learns' to recognise specific forms of behaviour by accumulating a
set of often-repeated gestures that can be broadly defined as normal. It is designed to alert
security when movement patterns change unexpectedly or when it detects behaviour that
matches a template of actions or events classified as suspicious.27
Race Profiling
Supported by constitutional law, and a healthy dose of paranoia, biometric technologies have
reinscribed long-standing stereotypes of racialised criminality. By October 2001 racial profiling
had begun to shift away from African Americans towards a target group considered much
more of a threat, Muslims and people of Middle Eastern descent.
Conclusion
Automated face recognition, facial analysis and gesture analysis software is underpinned by
the idea that certain anatomical characteristics, facial configurations, gestural expressions and
behaviours are universal, rather than specific or framed by the context in which they appear.
Such broad classificatory systems inherently reproduce long-standing stereotypes of
criminality, race and gender that can be traced back to the nineteenth century, particularly
the work of Alphonse Bertillon and his predecessors.
While biometric technologies promise a new level of precision in the identification of
individuals, they have consistently failed to deliver up offenders. What they have achieved is
to inscribe new boundaries of citizenship and privacy based on racialised physical appearance,
as well as introduce a disciplinary regime that sets new norms of behaviour.
Clearly stereotypes of the criminal have been surprisingly enduring, so too have the systems
of body measurement and facial analysis.
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Gary Settles, a mechanical engineer at Pennsylvania State University, is currently developing
a portal for use in airports that captures a plume of air that naturally rises from the body and
analyses it for 'explosives and chemical or biological agents…drugs, diseases, skin disorders,
some cancers, diabetes' and DNA samples.28 This allows security to shade into forensics or
even medicine, folding health and ancestry into criminality.
Although the theories and social contexts I have described are vastly different, there has been
a certain consistency to the body of knowledge assembled about the physical attributes and
visual appearance of groups of people described as criminals.
This body of knowledge is firmly entrenched in what Stafford has described as the ‘optical
fundamentalism’ of the Enlightenment, where seeing and knowing were inextricably bound.29
Theories such as those put forward by Lavater, interpreted the surface of the body in terms of
ancient constructs in which beauty was regarded as a sign of goodness and truth, and
ugliness was interpreted as a marker of the sinful and the monstrous.
The emergence of new techniques of surveillance have broadened classifications of deviance
in such a way as to criminalise larger sections of the population whose physical appearance,
living conditions and social practices fall outside middle class norms. Such broad
classifications have in turn authorised greater surveillance and policing over these groups. The
most striking example during the nineteenth century, was the way in which poverty and
disease were described as threats to social stability through the theory of the born criminal.
More recently during the War on Terror, people of Middle Eastern appearance have been
described as potential terrorists and threats to the safety and security of people in all
developed Western countries. Stereotypical representations of physical appearance as an
infallible indicator of class, education, mental capacity or even political affiliation have rested
on claims to scientific impartiality that have invested the modern scopic regime with
tremendous authority.
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Abstract:
The study of sustainability presents numerous challenges. Many courses focus on specialized,
technical issues rather than a subject overview. Sustainability concepts are also cross-disciplinary,
linked to topics as diverse as environmental science, engineering, sustainable agriculture,
corporate social responsibility and public policy. Finally, the volume of information in multiple
formats is unwieldy and can inhibit study. This presentation explores an investigation of the many
people, projects, publications, policies and milestones that have shaped green design theory and
the sustainability movement. The topics deal primarily with the built environment in the United
States from the 1950’s to the present. The investigation resulted in the development of an
interactive learning tool, the Green Timeline.

The setting was an interior design special topics course taught in summer 2006 at the University
of North Texas. Twelve interior design majors, 11 undergraduates and 1 graduate candidate with
a background in architecture, enrolled in the class. The students were at various levels in the
program, and for some, interior design was a second degree. Course goals were to introduce key
green design contributors, engage in basic research activities, and identify an appropriate research
method. For background preparation, the class discussed “White Paper on Sustainability,” a
supplement to Building Design and Construction (2003). The publication includes an historical
overview and uses a timeline as a visual element and continuity factor. The article demonstrates
the validity of a timeline as an organizational device, but has the limitations of a static, nonupdatable format. Students were given a glossary of basic green terminology and a simple report
template. Students selected research topics from prepared informational packets about individual
people, publications, projects, and organizations. Student reports documented events and
organized information based on historical context and chronology. The course was presented in
collaboration with the on-campus Center for Distributed Learning (CDL). One CDL service is
WebCT Vista, a course management system in a website format for individual classes. This
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method allowed students to upload their reports to the site, so the research was immediately
available to all class members. The CDL representative also visited the class, lectured on
storyboarding techniques, and toured the students through several website examples of timelines
and chronologies.

Approximately 100 reports were generated in the three week class period. As work progressed,
everyone agreed that an interactive format was needed to communicate the information
effectively. The students were divided into teams and charged with developing a proposal of how
a solution might work and what it would look like graphically. All levels of technical expertise
were represented, so any format that clearly demonstrated concept was acceptable. All of the
presentations yielded insight on content and format. The most advanced solution was an actual
website design which became the prototype for the Green Timeline.

Prototype materials were submitted to the CDL for database design and preparation for focus
group participation. The vision is for the Green Timeline to remain in the educational realm and
generate opportunities for continued input and participation. Interactive analysis of the subject
matter allows the student/researcher to more quickly discover patterns and trends from the past
that may be instructive for the present and future. The Green Timeline succeeded on many levels.
The project provided a forum to organize materials, increase understanding, reinforce research
skills, and collaborate on technology-based solutions.
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AVATARS HAVE NO ORGANS

The body is seen as an evolutionary architecture, one that operates and becomes aware in
the world. Coupled with technology, bodies are not mere biological entities but rather
augmented and extended functional systems that perform beyond the boundaries of the
skin and beyond the local space they inhabit.
In constructing alternate interfaces we explore the absent, alien, involuntary and
automated. What we experience is emptiness, ambiguity and uncertainty. We fear what
we have always been and what we have already become- a zombie with no mind, a body
that performs involuntarily. A cyborg is a body that is part human, part machine- a body
that becomes automated. The fear of the involuntary and the automated generates
anxieties, uncertainties and expectations that redefine what it means to be human.
Invaded by bits of technology the prosthetic body is pierced and penetrated. It is
confronted simultaneously by the experience of extreme absence and the experience of
the intensely alien. The body experiences itself as an extruded system rather than an
enclosed structure. The self becomes situated beyond the skin. It is through this extrusion
that the body becomes empty- not through lack, but accentuated by excess. The
augmented body is an anaesthetized body with the Internet becoming its external nervous
system. Remote bodies spatially separated but electronically connected. Obsessions of
individuality and free agency become obsolete in the realm of remote interface. Netconnected, the body can be accessed and actuated by people in other places. Bodies
become fractal flesh with telematically scaled-up subjectivity. A body’s authenticity is
not due to the coherence of its individuality but rather to its multiplicity of collaborating
agents. What becomes important is not merely the body’s identity, but its connectivitynot its mobility or location, but its interface and operation.
Notions of intelligence, awareness, identity, agency and embodiment become
problematic. Just as a physical body has been exposed as inadequate, empty and
involuntary, so simultaneously an embodied conversational agent becomes seductive with
its uncanny simulation of real-time recognition and response.
The PROSTHETIC HEAD project constructs an automated, animated and reasonably
informed conversational agent that speaks to the person who interrogates it. The Head
consists of an IBM text to speech engine with a source code for facial expression and
real-time lip syncing, with a modified, customized and personalized Alice chatbot
engine. It has a data base and a conversational strategy. It is a 3,000 polygon mesh
wrapped with the artist’s skin. The eyeballs, teeth and tongue are separate moving parts.
Effectively, it is a virtual automaton whose head nods, head tilts and head turns as well as
eye blinks and changing eye gaze contribute to the personality of the agent and the nonverbal cues it can provide. With a vision system the Prosthetic Head would see the person
who interrogates it and would be able to do face recognition, color detection and tracking
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of the moving body. It will thus be able to make references to these during its
conversational responses.
The realm of the Post-human may not be in the realm of bodies and machines but rather
in the realm of autonomous, intelligent images- viral entities sustained in electronic
media and the web. Bodies and machines are ponderous. Their metabolisms and
mechanisms perform within gravity, with weight and friction. Electronic images are
ethereal and perform smoothly at the speed of light. Images are immortal, avatars have no
organs.
Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IMAGINE- 3 Installations, Heide Museum of Modern Art, Melbourne
18 July- 29 October 2006
MECHANICAL MOVING: From Automata to Robots3 Installations, Hangaram Design Museum, Seoul
18 July- 29 August 2006
ROBODOC- Exoskeleton Performance, NSDM Werf, Amsterdam
21-24 September 2005
TEKNIKUNST- Blender Installation/ collaboration with Nina Sellars,
Meat Market Project Space 4-18 August 2005
PROSTHETIC HEAD- Installation, Sherman Galleries, Sydney
5-28 February 2005
BODY EXTENSIONS- Video Installation, Appliques
Contemporains, Lausanne 20 October 2004- 30 January 2005
REACTIVE- Prosthetic Head Installation, RX Gallery, San Francisco
11 November- 6 December 2004
TRANSFIGURE: Perception, Body, Space and LandscapeACMI, Federation Square, Melbourne 8 December 2003-9 May 2004
CLEMENGER CONTEMPORARY ART AWARD- Extra Ear
Installation with TC&A, Ian Potter Gallery, NGV, Melbourne
19 September- 23 November 2003
HUMAN-MACHINE CHOREOGRAPHY PROJECTMuscle Machine Performances, Gallery 291, London 1 July 2003
2nd BIENNALE OF CONTEMPORARY ART- Exoskeleton
Installation, Museum of Art, Goteborg 24 May- 24 August 2003
AUSTRALSKA POMLAD/ CANKARJEV DOM- Exoskeleton
Performance, Warehouse, Vrhnika, 14 May 2003
EXTRA EAR: ¼ SCALE- Installation with TC&A, Galerija Kapelica
13-20 May 2003
SCITECH FESTIVAL- Psycho/ Cyber Screening, Pittsburgh Filmmakers, Pittsburgh 11 April 2003
NEW TERRITORIES- Prosthetic Head Installation, The Arches,
Glasgow 19-23 February 2003
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The Òyó Legacy in Cuba: The Religion, The Powers, And
The Drum
Robert W. Stephens
University of Connecticut
How does symbolic action reinforce a particular
view of the world? This is the question that is almost
always at the heart of any discussion of the religious
symbols, myth, and images we use to filter and make
sense of our world.

But the tool we use with the

greatest frequency and, by extension, place a higher
premium on its ability to communicate our ideas and to
connect to our real and imagined worlds are language.
And yet, it is only one way to mediate our social lives
between our senses, and how we assign meanings to those
experiences. We, and others of like mind, also
participate in activities that give shape to and define
our view of the world.

These activities or symbolic

actions include religious rituals, myths, and music.
Actions that are ladened with meanings that put a
public face on this thing we call culture. These
cultural factors are colorful sketches and social
portrayals of the meanings shared by a specific body
of people. And for the people that share them, symbolic
actions render particular views of the world in a way
that makes them seem correct and proper to the people
who abide by them.

These, then, are the particulars of

2
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concern for this study, the inherited symbolic actions
of the Òyó Yoruba among the Lucumí of Cuba and their
religious and cultural legacies as manifest in
religion, powers of their divinities with the bàtá and
music serving as crucial mediums.

The Middle Passage for Africans brought to the “new
world,” has been documented extensively. The journey of
cultural artifacts such as the bàtá drum, less so even
though their presence as a part the transmigration of
Yorùbá-speaking people is no less significant. The bàtá
is part of a migratory complex that is shaped by the
routes and the experiences of those who traveled them
and the contemporary Orichas religion they practice
today in Cuba that forms the locus of this paper.
The History
In the second half of the eighteenth century, the
demand for sugar increased dramatically creating what
might well be described as Cuba' s sugar revolution. As
productivity and demand increased so too did the demand
for plantation workers. This was an agricultural demand
that was highly dependent on cheap manual labor
provided by African slaves. It was a demand that also
coincided with turmoil in Òyó, Nigeria, a center of
Yoruba culture, that up-until-then, had pretty much

3
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avoided having its kin sold into slavery in large
numbers. But that changed when the Òyó Yoruba Empire
collapsed and members of their society were captured
and in increasing numbers, shipped to the New World. By
the time slavery was abolished in Cuba in 1888, the
Yoruba had become the most ambitious African ethnic
group on the island. Known in Cuba as the
Lucumí/Lucumí, they flourished in African mutual-aid
societies known as cabildos that were central to the
retention and dissemination of their religious culture
and that served as counter acculturative mechanisms for
enslaved Africans on the island. The Bata drum was an
important mechanism and cultural artifact in imposing
and maintaining an Òyó-Yoruba religious imprimatur in
Cuba.
Most of this human cargo was imported from the
western coasts of Africa, an area exploited by slave
traders who established “factories" along these shores.
Evidence suggests that the greatest number of slaves
transported to the Americas came from the Congo-Angola
region, although West Africans did not lag far behind,
particularly during the nineteenth century. The bata
drumming tradition that is practiced in Cuba today
originated with the Òyó-Yoruba of West Africa. And
although their numbers were smaller, the depth and
breath of their religious influence is inestimable,

4
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with a cultural dominance that is most evident in
Matanzas and Havana.
The survival of the bàtá drum, the ritual
importance of Chango, the persistence of deities
significant to Chango worship in Òyó, and the limited
if not modified role of Ifá in many of the practices of
the Lucumí all suggest a stronger Òyó presence in Cuba
than in other areas of the African Diaspora such as
Brazil, and Trinidad. Although the Òyó presence in
these countries is undeniable, the varieties of
identifiable Òyó centric elements in Cuba, particularly
Matanzas, are either missing or less prevalent. In
fact, the Diaspora's Yoruba traditions are all-important
examples of African counter acculturation and
resistance. This investigation's concentration on bàtá
drums highlights them as an example of Òyó's continued
potency in Cuba.
More than a few practitioners in Cuba cite this
evidence as unassailable in confirming the notion of a
pure continuous current of authenticity that extends
from it point of origin in Africa to Cuba and they work
assiduously to insure its correct transfer to the next
generation.

The heart of this argument is at the basis

of what Gilroy describes as the ideological opposition
between tradition and modernity [Gilroy, 1993 #287,
5
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199]. Using the concept of the Diaspora, Gilroy argues
that modernity essentially erases “tradition,” the
continuous flow theory, and is reconceptualized as
hybridity and creolization. The Black Atlantic
Diaspora, he argues, with its connections moving in
both directions, introduces an “explicitly
transnational and intercultural perspective of identity
formation [Gilroy, 1993 #287, 15].

The idea of a

continuous tradition, according to his view, is
undermined and reconceived as a “double conciousness”
that finds its location in modernity. In short, Gilroy
is defining national identity within a transnational
context, providing a framework for the use of music
[Gilroy, 1993 #287, 35].

This argument’s essence is a

series of binary relationships that include imitation
and authenticity, foreign and national, elite and
masses, and homogeneity and heterogeneity. Fascinating
and important as these views are to the discussion of
Diasporic communities, they fail to address the
question of “double conciousness” as Dubois describes
it when he asks “what, after all, am I? Am I American
or a Negro? Can I be both? Or is it my duty to cease to
be a Negro as soon as possible and be an American?
[Dubois, 1999 #288, 16-17]. However these
interpretations are resolved, representations of the
past and the constitution of collective memory for the
individual and their community on their terms is

6
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central and has not received the attention that is
deserves.
Strict continuity, as the Cuban Lucumí claim, lies
not so much their interpretation of historical
relationships grounded in the theories of national and
transnationalism, but on planes much higher, the planes
of religion, cosmology, magic, initiation, divination,
and ancestral importance. What’s more, in our present
state of knowledge it is difficult to determine the
varying degrees to which these planes derive from
historic borrowings generated by transnationalism or
perhaps more directly, mythical-ritual complexes of
historical solidarity.
If Geography is important to global considerations
and the legacy of cultural transference it follows that
a similar importance can also be found on a local
level. Consider, for example, the degree of importance
of the Òyó-Yoruba influence on the island itself.

This

is a question that does not go away as the difference
in ideologies, rituals and worship patterns confirm.
And while these variations exist in Cuba as they do in
Nigeria, the Nigerian local differences are
distinguished from Cuba in that they are rooted in the
histories of individual orichas as a function of
geography, which is not the case in Cuba. In Cuba, The

7
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ordination of an Olorisha, for example, in Havana may
differ from an ordination in Matanzas or Santiago areas
where the religious heritage might come from a
different source. These variations often depend on a
number of things including the need to adapt to
obstacles that required adjustments.
The Ceremony
In the initiation ceremony itself, the Òyó-Yoruba
influences, particularly those of Chango, are apparent.
And to many, the process itself is believed to be drawn
from “royal origins” a reference to Chango, the fourth
Alaafin of the Òyó kingdom. The Kariocha ceremony is a
good example. To make “Santo” it is necessary to go
through this ceremony. Kariocha is when an Ogberi
becomes an Initiate of the Lucumí faith that leads to
becoming a Priest or Priestess of their ruling Oricha.
This ceremony is called “Making Saint” or “Hacer
Santo”, when the novice is crowned with his/her ruling
Oricha.

The term “crowning,” a royal reference, also

describes what happens on the second day of the
ordination, where part of the ritual garments includes
receiving an elaborate crown that is placed on the
iyawó s (literally "wife of the gods”) head by the
sponsoring godparent.

8
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Further, this ritualization of the novice is
performed on an inverted mortar that belongs to Changó
who only "lends" it to others as he retains sole
ownership. When in use, the odó is covered with cloth
panels in the preferred color of the novice's tutélary
oricha, so if a the initiate’s head is being claimed by
Oshun, the color would be yellow. But to signify its
distinctive owner, a red, his symbolic color, cloth or
ribbon is tied around the odó to symbolize Changó’s
ownership. The odó is used exclusively for Changó and
his mother Yemojá. In ritual, the odó represents the
deity's seat of power. It occupies the central place in
the trono (throne), where the iyawó will remain during
the seven days required to complete the ordination.
Once the ceremony is completed, the Initiate becomes an
Iyawó, bride of the Oricha and must wear all white
clothing, including shores, for one year and seven
days. This time is considered a period of purification
that separates them from all aspects of their previous
life.

After one passes through the Iyawó stage, the

Individual is considered a full-fledge Babalocha or
Iyalocha.
Finally, The room where the ceremony takes place is
called the oru igbodu, or sacred room. The oru igbodu is a
private ritual chamber dedicated to the orichas in the
temples of the Lucumí.

It can also be described as a

9
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sanctuary derived from the Yorùbá

word igbodú; the root

of the word igbodú meaning to “sacrifice.”

In Cuba,

according to Ortiz, the word igbodú emerges from a
transformation of nibudu or nibodo, or a derivation of “ni
igbodú,” where “ni” means the article “the.”

The Yorùbá of

Nigeria defines igbodú as a sacred forest where oracles are
received from priest.
of three chambers.

There the sacred enclosure consists

The first is reserved for women and

those who are not initiated; the second is a chamber used
exclusively for initiates and priest; and the third is
reserved for babalaos, the individual object of the ritual
and their helpers or ayigbona. Cubans also use three
chambers to make up their igbodú. There are generally known
as the 1) “patio” or ibán baló, 2) the living room [la
sala] or eyá aranla, and 3) the igbodú [interior room]
identified as the “chamber” [cuarto]; together they
comprise the ilé-orisha or house of the gods or saints.
As things proceed Chango is given other tributes
like a stalk of bananas that are hung from the ceiling
in a corner of the room that are dedicated to him. The
bananas are a symbolic "flag" that represents his
omnipresence in the ceremony. A mariwó, or palm frond
skirt with 12 okras strung to it, is also placed in the
igbodú’s doorway. Okra is one of Changó 's favorite
ritual foods, and mariwó, which he shares with many
orichas, is obtained from one of his sacred trees, the
royal palm. Once the ceremony is complete, a Lucumí
10
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iyawó must go through a ritual known as la presentación
a! tambour (presentation to the drums)." This is the
first time the iyawó is given public exposure after
ordination, when they are presented to the religious
community and the general public. This ceremony takes
place in front of the consecrated bàtá ensemble, bàtá
ana. As I have previously noted, bàtá drums belong to
Changó. Although this ceremony is not directly related
to Changó per se, in the Oricha tradition the
presentación can only be conducted in front of a
consecrated bàtá, no other drum is acceptable.
Chango's role and importance to the religion should
not be underestimated. Excepting Ellegua who functions
require that he be present at all rituals, no other
divinity is accorded as high a level of

ritual

importance as he does. For example, he receives
sacrifices when Òyó related orichas that have no
priesthoods such as Aganju, Iroko, Osayin, and Odduduwa
are consecrated. He witnesses the consecration of
Orichas that are not native to Òyó such as Babalú Aiyé,
who originates from Dahomey.
The Seven African Powers
The divinities that all Priests and Priestess
receive are sometimes referred to as the Seven African
Powers. And while their numbers are considerably higher

11
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in Nigeria, The Seven that are described here are the
most well-known and celebrated divinities of the Yoruba
Pantheon in Cuba.

In each case, the Orichas have many

aspects (Caminos) or attributes that are often quite
diverse.
Eleggua (Eshu in Nigeria), for example is the
Oricha of crossroads, doorways, and gates and his dress
and conflicting mannerisms reflects his dual nature (he
is sometimes depicted with two faces, especially in
Yoruban art). Eleggua is also the guardian of the
doorway between the earthly and divine realms. Among
the Lucumí in Cuba, his colors are black and red, and
he is associated with St. Martin de Porres in
Catholicism. He has the more aspects (forms) than any
oricha. He is also considered a trickster, a player of
pranks; and yet he is also someone who is universally
respected because of his equally awesome ability to
bring harm to those who neglect their obligations. In
Lucumí, he is a guardian of doorways, and effigies of
Eleggua are used to protect homes. One can often find
his symbolic image above or behind doors.
Ògún (Ògún in Africa) is the chief warrior, the God
of War, blood, and iron. He is the guardian of the
forge, and the patron of civilization and technology.
Ògún attributes are not limited to war as he is also is

12
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the archetypal force that drives technology. He is
responsible for tools of progress like farming
implements and surgeon's knives. In Lucumí, he is
syncretized with the Catholic St. Peter. Because of his
association with blood, Ògún is often petitioned for
aid with blood diseases. However, because he enjoys
blood offerings, it is not considered wise to petition
him while menstruating or suffering from a bleeding
wound.
Chango (Sàngó in Nigeria) is also a warrior and the
owner of lightning, the bàtá, dance, and passion. He is
all things masculine, and the dispenser of vengeance on
behalf of the wronged. Chango was, at one time, the
fourth Alaafin or King of the city/state of Òyó. And
because of this, his royalty is highly regarded. He is
associated St. Barbara the Catholic saint was killed by
her father because she would not relinquish her beliefs
and he, the father, was subsequently struck and killed
by a bolt of lightening in revenge. Chango’s colors are
red and white, and his best-known symbol is the oshe, a
double bladed axe but it is the bàtá that takes on the
greatest significance among the Lucumí because this is
the principal medium for communicating with the orichas
during ceremonies.

13
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Obàtála is often referred to as the King of the
White Cloth, because he is the oldest Oricha. He is
also considered to be the Father of all the Orichas,
and since they are kings and queens, he is thought of
as the King of Kings. There are 16 caminos of Obàtála,
eight of them male and eight of them female. He is the
servant of Olofi the creator of the mankind. Legend
goes that Obàtála fond of palm wine drank a little too
much one-day while fashioning the bodies of those to be
born. As a result, some of his creations were born less
than perfect with deformed bodies. As punishment, he
was scolded for his error and forbid from ever drinking
palm wine again while engaged in this most important
work. Since that time, those born with physical
deformities are considered to be children of Obàtála
and it is forbidden to make fun of them. Likewise,
albinos are considered to be children of Obàtála. White
is the color of Obàtála, represents purity and
cleanliness and his children often wear white to please
him and also as a protection. It is said that Obàtála
throws his white mantle over his children so that evil
cannot touch them. Obàtála is syncretized in Cuba as
Our Lady of Mercy.
Oya-Yansa is the Goddess of Storms, Lightning, and
cemeteries. She is also a warrior, and the wife of
Chango. s the goddess of change who brings down dead
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wood to make room for the new. To do this she uses Her
machete or sword to clear a path for new growth. She is
believed to watch over the newly dead and assist them
as they make the transition from life.

In Nigeria, she

is the goddess of the Niger River, and Her violent
rainstorms are said to be its source. Her attributes
are the sword or machete and the flywhisk, her number
is nine, Her color is burgundy or purple, and Her metal
is copper.
Yemaya (Yemoja) is associated with the Virgin Mary.
She is the Goddess of the Ocean and the moon, guardian
of women, childbirth, fertility, and witchcraft. She
rules the subconscious and creative endeavors. There is
a common legend about Yemaya choosing her own students;
occasionally someone will disappear, sometimes for
seven years, and return with tales of having learned
the ways of magic and healing in her undersea abode. In
Lucumí, Yemaya's colors are blue and white; Her
offerings are often doves, but never fish.
Oshun rules the 'sweet' waters- rivers, brooks, and
streams. Oshun is closely related to Yemaya, and their
aspects sometimes overlap. She is the goddess of love,
passion, and sensuality, as well as money and
prosperity. Her preferred offerings are honey, copper
jewelry or coins (usually in multiples of five). She is
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most often associated with St. Cecilia, and in Lucumí,
she is Our Lady of La Caridad del Cobre, the
protectress of Cuba. Her colors are yellow and gold.
The Drum
The question of when and where the first bàtá was
constructed in Cuba is, like so many things surrounding
the religion, a matter of some controversy. Not so much
because there is a lack of information or because there
is some dispute as to its point of origination, but
rather a matter of pride. A pride not only in the
religion itself but a pride of place.

My conversations

over six plus years of investigations about matters
such as this makes two things clear; Those Cubans who
are concerned about matter of this nature leave no
stone unturned in their attempts to ferret out the
truth, and the truth regarding the bàtá is as
fascinating as it is complex.
There are at least two versions of histories of the
bàtá’s beginnings. In Havana, there are those who
follow the version that was first advanced by Fernando
Ortiz in his work “Los Instumentos de la Musica
Afrocubana (Ortiz 1952).”

Ortiz contends that the

first legitimate set of bàtá drums were made in Havana
by an Òyó captive called Anabi sometime during the
1830’s. In his native country, he was believed to have
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been regarded as someone who was particularly dexterous
and well versed in the knowledge of Ana.1 The problem
with Ortiz’ version is that there are no cited sources
so his observations cannot be validated.
Another version of the bàtá’s origin comes from
Matanzas via Israel Moliner, as well-known scholar who
cites evidence from police records to support the view
bàtá performances were reported there in the latter
part of the 19th century. Moliner, based on new data,
observes that the discussion of when and where the bàtá
was first introduced in Cuba requires reinterpretation.
In his research of the Fondo de Cabildos de Negro del
Archivo Historico Provincial de Matanzas, he reports
documents chronicling the existence of the batá in
Matanzas as early as 1873 (Moliner 2005). In a written
report to the governor of Matanzas on December 5, 1873
a guard in the neighborhood of San Francisco, where the
Cabildo of Santa Barbara was located wrote:
"By the present I let V.E. know that God g.m.a. the
party of the black Cabildo of Santa Barbara, belonging
to the Lucumí nation was carried out without any
disorder last night, except that some rare drums in the
1

For
story
Beats
Cuba.

a more detailed description of the various strands of this
which is indeed complex see Ramos, M. (2000). The Empire
On: Òyó Batá Drums and Hegemony in Nineteenth-Century
Miami, Florida International University. Masters: 306.
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shapes of hour glass were played, the blacks called it
Datales or batá, according to what they told me, they
were made by their head, a freed black slave named
Remigio Herrera, in accordance to the African
traditions of the tribe that he belonged.
All of this I communicate to your superior
understanding. Matanzas, December 5, 1873.
Joaquin Saiz. Sign and seal” (Stephens 2006)
This, of course is later than the date cited earlier
that is attributed to Ortiz, but I am sure the debate
is not over.
The bàtá are two-headed, cone-shaped talking drums
that are bi-membranophones, that is each head is
covered with a membrane, and they are bi-percussive,
played on both ends with both hands. The double
tensioned heads are held in place by tightened skin
strips that are laced in particular ways that reflect
local Cuban regional style, of Havana, Matanzas, and
Santiago de Cuba. The largest and lead drum is called
the Ìyá played by the Olúbàtá or akilapua.1 The middle
sized drum is called the Okónkolo. Its name suggests
the standard syllables Kón-Kó-Ló. The voicing of the
syllables puns on the words Kólòlò and Ìkóòlòlò…. the
word konko is the sound of a knock on the back of the
hand with the shell of a snail (òkòtó). Kónkó also
18
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means puny or under-sized.

The larger of the two heads

of all drums is the Enu (mouth) and the smaller one the
Sásá. Pitch on the Iya is determined and manipulated by
applying a wax paste to the enu of these two drums.
This paste in Nigeria is called Ida. In Cuba, it called
fardela. (Ortiz 1952, 175) (Mason 1992,10).
In Cuba, Yoruba descendants have maintained the
bàtá drum in a form that is close to the original
including its shape [Ortiz, 1952 #31, 178].

It is

still used to narrate the stories of Sàngó and other
Òrìsà who have been incorporated into the bàtá
repertoire. The Cuba version is the larger of the two.
In Cuba the drummers are almost always seated with the
drum resting on their laps.

In Nigeria, A player’s use

a shoulder strap that to secure the drum and allows the
player to move from one place to another if it is
required. The movement factor may well account for the
difference in size(Stephens 2005). The fact that the
bàtá has retained most of its original features is
important in explaining the fidelity of transmission
from the Òyó-lucumí in Nigeria to the Cuba. The
Babalawo who is the high priest of Orumila and the
Lucumí Priesthood’s highest rank; the Oriate - the
expert oricha priests who preside over the major rites
in the religion, and the olubata – master drummers and
drum makers, all play critical roles in insuring that
19
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which has been passed on to them remains true to it
original source.
The fact that Cuba is the only site in the Diaspora
that has retained the bàtá in its current form does not
mean that change somehow was stopped or did not occur.
Nor does it suggest that how a ritual or a performance
is rendered today in Cuba is the exact result of how it
my have been done in Òyó in the past. Change in music,
and the transmission of cultural artifacts is not
limited to the way music sounds, the objects that
produce it, or the circumstances under which it is
produced. The culture of music and tradition during the
time of Sàngó and the Òyó was a very different time
from now. So different, in fact, that we can't use our
present standards to judge it. So simply describing
past practices as they relate to the bàtá is not very
useful in understanding the process that produces them,
a process that views music as being embedded in the
social life of a culture that was created to be used in
specific settings, f to venerate a way of life and
belief.
The larger and more germane question must be why
certain thing were changed and others maintained; why
did certain practices like the use of a rawhide leather
beater is used in Matanzas and not Havana or Santiago
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de Cuba?

Why have certain chants during the tenure of

the religion in Cuba been lost or dropped from the
repertoire while others remained? And how have the
behavior of individual Akpons-the lead singer in
ceremonies, and the Olubata- the master drummer changed
or lead to new social norms? Exploring these questions
can certainly increase the range of explanations for
music activity in what Kaemmer calls “sociocultural
change” and the relationship between society and music
(Kaemmer 1993).
The social process is a feature in determining the
existence and maintenance of music events but
individuals, through their cognitive process, determine
musical forms. So if a music practice does not have an
intrinsic quality that warrants its survival or take on
new meaning, it maybe lost in time. Osvaldo Cardenas, a
member of a fabled and highly respected family in
Matanzas, Cuba whose lineage dates back to the Òyó in
Nigeria, explained his concerns that a modern rush to
capitalize on the increasing popularity of the
religion, the growing variations that have been fanned
by migration, and geographic chauvinism have
contributed to the considerable confusion around how
decisions should be made in choosing between the old
“authentic” practices steeped in traditional symbolism
and the modern that contribute to its decline (Cardenas
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2001). Cardenas’s concerns may also be spurred by
increased tourism. The Òyó-Lucumí is one of Cuba’s main
tourist attraction. To many, they represent the
exoticism of both Cuba and Africa. The nature of this
impact remains to be seen. What continues, however, is
the never-ending quest by members of this community to
return to the traditions of their ancestors as they try
to limit the loss of their religion, and music and
maintain some sense of cultural and ethnic identity.
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Endnotes
1

Akilápá in Yoruba, according to Wande Abimbola, is a well-known
name that is actually a nickname, not a birth name. It means,
"person with strong arms." It is not necessarily given to a bàtá
alone, but to anyone with strong arms Abimbola, W. (1997). Ifá
Will Mend our Broken World: Thoughts on Yoruba Religion and
Culture in Africa and the Diaspora. Roxbury, M, AIM Books.
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‘Pity Poor Flesh’: Terrible Bodies in the Films of John Carpenter,
David Cronenberg, and George Romero
Are our bodies just meat? There is a sort of production assembly-line that bodies go
through, as culture wreaks havoc on flesh, molding, sloughing, restraining, covering over and
recovering, shredding slowly, tearing it bit by bit. The very shape of our bodies is a cultural
construct. Limbs are only limbs because we have them and are told we have them. They work
because we’ve seen them work—on persons certainly, but even more memorably in diagrams.
Our sex is invented, sometimes on the fly, but more often through a careful process of social
indoctrination. So much of what happens with and to our bodies is mediated through language.
Our eyes “see,” only because we have a word for that. When our brain thinks, we imagine that
something is happening on the inside of our skulls, a sort of bubbling in the soup. But, again,
probably only because we’ve been told that that’s where the bubbling happens. I would much
prefer if it were my liver or my spleen that did the thinking. I bet I could trust my spleen better
than I can my brain. Or even my appendix. After all, being mostly vestigial, it has all that free
time. And, yet, I’m told I don’t have one any more. I say “I’m told” because I had an operation
that removed it, and yet I never saw it happen. They didn’t let me take the appendix home in a
jar when I left the hospital, so how do I really know it’s gone or ever there to be gone in the first
place. It isn’t just the outsides of our bodies that are scripted but the insides as well, a boundary
policed by the all-mighty skin, which comes pre-sealed, factory packaged. And yet skin is not
really a barrier. Skin is permeable.
In his poem “pity this busy monster,manunkind,” E. E. Cummings writes, “A world of
made / is not a world of born—pity poor flesh” (9-10). The poem is about the dangers of
progress (“Progress is a comfortable disease”)—physical progress, intellectual progress,
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industrial progress. He laments the fact that the bodies he sees are made and not born—that
identity in the 20th Century is constructed—that bodies simply do rather than are. Cummings
singles out “flesh” as the victim here, as though it is a substance (a medium really) that hasn’t
been done justice by the buildings and factories and billboards and suburbias that he sees rising
up around him. Almost a hundred years earlier, Herman Melville offered a similar critique of
industrialization in his story “The Tartarus of Maids.” He describes “blank-looking girls” (69)
working in a paper factory, slaves to a new-fangled machine, their bodies becoming pulp, their
ghostly faces pressed into the white paper: “there, passing in slow procession along the wheeling
cylinders, I seemed to see, glued to the pallid incipience of the pulp, the yet more pallid faces of
all the pallid girls I had eyed that day. Slowly, mournfully, beseechingly, yet unresistingly, they
gleamed along, their agony dimly outlined on the imperfect paper” (75). Here and in
Cummings’s poem, bodies and flesh have become mere materials, food for the industrial and/or
social machine.
Cummings’s poem also recalls the opening of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein: “I am by
birth,” she begins the first chapter (29). These four words raise a question that gets explored
throughout the rest of the novel. Are we, as individuals, made or are we born? Victor’s opening
words suggest that existence is only possible through a natural birth. Nevertheless, the monster
(who is decidedly made and not born, a literal collection of chunks of human flesh) is set in
opposition to Victor and ultimately seems the more lively of the two. So, while there is an
understandable melancholy here for both Cummings and Melville, Shelley’s creation suggests
(in a masterstroke of premonition) the libratory possibilities for flesh in the wake of
industrialization and eventually postmodernism. We are exactly made and not born, and yet this
allows for a creativity (a Derridean sort of play) in how we contextualize and situate our
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bodies—slaves to culture, perhaps, but with the potential for revolt. We are exactly meat.
Undifferentiated. Liquifying. Pungent. Fetid. Oozing. Writhing. Pretty. Meat.

We have a fascination in America with what happens to bodies after death. In her book
Stiff, Mary Roach asks the question, “Can the dead be aesthetically pleasing?” (72). And so, I
ask, what is pretty about meat? Where many of the slasher directors that followed him seem to
celebrate gore and mutilation with an almost frenzied abandon, John Carpenter is, in Halloween,
more contemplative, meditative even, about the body and its permeability (by sharp instruments).
The corpse in his film becomes a fetish object, the emblem of and mascot for the postmodern
body. For him, the body is decidedly pretty meat. Carpenter shows little actual gore during the
killings in Halloween, making the deaths in his film almost cerebral in their execution. It is
bodies postmortem, rather, that get the most screen time. For example, we get an image of a
dead woman laid out on a bed, posed with a tombstone over her head. The stylization of this
scene is striking, the way Nancy’s legs turn demurely to the side, the way her arms are stretched
out in a Christ-like pose, the fact that her shirt has been pulled down carefully over her hips, and
certainly the perfectly moon-lit tombstone that she almost seems to gaze up at. For me, though,
Michael Myers’s placement of a pumpkin on the nightstand overlooking the scene, which almost
seems an on-screen audience to the whole spectacle, seals the deal. He’s created a sort of art
installation piece here. It is absolutely aesthetic, and Laurie’s reaction supports this; she is first
stunned and awed, as though gazing at a marvel, before the terror sets in, almost as an
afterthought.
Roach offers a long expose’ on embalming in her book, writing cheekily that “it will
make a good-looking corpse of you for your funeral” (82), and I can’t help but think that Michael
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Myers is also engaged in a sort of embalming here (similarly cheeky thanks to the grinning
pumpkin).1 Like an embalmer, he’s compulsive, tidy even. Murder for him is a sort of eternal
preservation, a permanent fixing of his victim, the way a photographer fixes her subject. He
attempts to refashion the familiar from the unfamiliar—to mold his victim’s flesh into a
sculpture, a still-life of his dead sister. He seems to identify his sister with her body in the
opening scene, killing her after she has just had sex as she brushes her hair in the nude. He has
to keep killing because his recreations of her are never quite satisfactory, the way the embalmed
corpse never quite looks like the person it attempts to recreate. Roach writes, “Life contains
these things: leakage and wickage and discharge, pus and snot and slime and gleet. We are
biology. We are reminded of this at the beginning and the end, at birth and at death. In between
we do what we can to forget” (84). Embalming is an attempt to forget the inevitable, the sort of
covering over that I alluded to in my introduction, but the results never quite live up to the hype.
The body eventually decays (a fact which we get a bristling account of at the end of Faulkner’s
“A Rose For Emily”). And Michael has to keep killing.
An earlier scene in the film explores Michael’s aestheticization of the corpse even more
overtly. Just after Michael stabs Bob in the kitchen with the butcher knife, we get a quite
beautiful and horrifying shot of Bob’s toes. Like other shots in the film, I find this one poetic
and lyrical, especially when taken out of context, which makes it all the more disturbing. Here, I
experience a moment of identification, an experience of the uncanny.2 As the suspense of the

1

Michael Myers is certainly the most reflective of the long line of slasher killers that he spawned. It is fitting that
the events take place on Halloween, as we see him in three different costumes throughout the film. He is dressed as
a clown in the opening scene, as a ghost in another, and in his iconic spray-painted William Shatner mask elsewhere
(aside from one brief and probably agonizing moment when Laurie reveals his face at the end). So, as he constructs
these scenes, he is also self-conscious of his own role as a performer in them.
2
David Morris writes in “Gothic Sublimity,” “for Freud, the uncanny derives its terror not from something
externally alien or unknown but—on the contrary—from something strangely familiar which defeats our efforts to
separate ourselves from it.” The uncanny is a particularly apt term to describe our experience of dead bodies. We
are terrified by them because they remind us of our own mortality. With the uncanny, the horror generally comes
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moment subsides, my own toes uncurl, mimicking the action of Bob’s toes onscreen.3 This is,
for me, also an image of the abject. I’m, at once, disgusted and fascinated by it. There is
something almost alien about toes shot in close-up, something mystifying, something almost but
not quite amusing. For Julia Kristeva, the abject is neither here nor there, for even as we see it,
we are unable to recognize it, precisely because it is at all times a (horrifying) extension of
ourselves. In Powers of Horror, she writes, “there looms, within abjection, one of those violent,
dark revolts of being, directed against a threat that seems to emanate from an exorbitant outside
or inside, ejected beyond the scope of the possible, the tolerable, the thinkable” (1). The abject is
a sensation that begins in the pit of the stomach and works its way toward a half-gag, half-gasp
in the back of the throat. It forces us to turn away in revulsion but simultaneously demands that
we look.4 And, yet, it is also entirely personal, so the abject is not intrinsic to a thing but
contained in the experience of it. The toes are abject for me, but they might not be for another
viewer. As a mode of reading or viewing, then, the abject is available only when you open
yourself up to a truly emotional, visceral experience of a work. It makes an aesthetic of the antiaesthetic, finds a sort of horrible order in the random or unexplained.
The shot in Halloween immediately following the one of the toes is even more indicative
of Michael’s project, the ambiguousness of which is what makes him, for me, so terrifying as a
from a feeling of “I’m not safe, because that could be me.” The feeling is even greater when the corpse is the body
of someone we knew living, due to the corpse’s terrifying ability to simultaneously resemble and fail to resemble the
person in life.
3
For Linda Williams, this is one of the exemplary features of a horror film, its ability to make us imitate the feelings
or reactions of the characters onscreen. Hence, in a horror film, when the characters in the film scream, we scream.
She relates this also to the genres of melodrama and porn. In melodrama, we cry when they cry. In porn, we get
sexually aroused when they get sexually aroused. Williams writes, in “Film Bodies: Gender, Genre, and Excess,”
“the success of these genres is often measured by the degree to which the audience sensation mimics what is seen on
the screen” (704).
4
While I would generally argue that the critical approach we take to the mediums of literature and film is more
similar than different, with regard to horror and the abject, there are some distinctions I would make. Film tends to
encourage a more visceral, a more immediately physical, reaction in its audience, while the act of reading tends to
engage fewer senses and generally in a more imaginative way. Horror film, in particular, lends itself to an abject
reading, because cinema also demands that we look, captivating us in the way that the abject also does. It’s easier to
put down a book than it is to turn away from a film (particularly in a theatre, where we are made even more captive).
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slasher villain. There seems a rationality in what he does, a symmetry to it, but it isn’t something
the viewer or characters in the world of the film ever have access to (except maybe Laurie when
she returns for the last few installments). There is no Scooby-doo moment in Halloween (or any
of the sequels, for that matter), where Michael is unveiled and his motivations are made perfectly
clear. For me, though, this is the one shot in the film that truly gets at Michael’s motivations for
killing. After the close-up of the toes, we get a medium-shot of Michael standing back from his
victim. Bob’s body has been pinned to the pantry door by the knife jutting from his stomach.
His body is limp but peculiarly upright. Bob’s body is lit from the side by an unknown (and
probably non-existent) light source. The body almost seems to glow, while Michael is in
silhouette. The camera lingers on this frame as Michael slowly cocks his head from side to side,
seemingly in admiration of his handiwork. He views the body as though it were a work of art
hung on a gallery wall. The multi-paneled window in the background echoes the film frame
itself and calls attention to the fact that we are also spectators. The audience, safely concealed
by the darkness in the foreground, is disgusted and yet transfixed. Many of the subsequent
slasher films have cameras that zip through the action, giving the viewer just enough time to
register their shock before moving on to the next scene. In these other films, we get our
voyeuristic thrill without really paying for it, so to speak. Carpenter, however, forces his viewers
to contemplate the images before them, gives the viewers time to admire his own directorial
handiwork, and ultimately makes them question their enjoyment of scenes such as this one.
This scene is in stark contrast to a moment in Tobe Hooper’s The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre, where Leatherface impales one of his victims on a meat hook. Her body is decidedly
not an aesthetic object. There is none of the meticulousness or artistry of Michael Myers.
Leatherface turns his back on his victim almost immediately and proceeds to chop up another
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body (in a crazed fashion) on a table in front of her. He doesn’t even bother to kill her before he
impales her on the hook. She dangles from it still alive; her body literally is just meat about to
be carved up like a Thanksgiving turkey.5 Hitchcock, on the other hand, also plays with the idea
of the dead body as aesthetic object in Psycho. When we first see Marion Cranes body, the
camera draws out very slowly (again, meditatively) from her eye before it settles on a stark and
artfully framed shot of her face pressed up against the bathroom floor. The scene as a whole is
extremely evocative of performance with Norman Bates in costume, the theatrical gesture of him
drawing back the shower curtain, and the shots of the eye-like drain and shower-head (again, a
sort of onscreen audience) in the shots just before and after the shot of her body on the floor.
The corpse as abject spectacle also gets taken up in H. P. Lovecraft’s “The Outsider.”
The titular character in that story is basically a corpse (although it is appropriately unclear
exactly what he is). Waking up in the dark, he climbs up out of a trap door to find everyone
around him running and screaming, terrified of a hideous monster. He sees the monster through
an archway and approaches it, only to discover that it is his own image in a mirror. His response
is a quintessentially abject one, almost as though Kristeva was channeling Lovecraft in her
discussion of the term. Lovecraft writes,
I cannot even hint what it was like, for it was a compound of all that is unclean,
uncanny, unwelcome, abnormal, and detestable. It was the ghoulish shade of
decay, antiquity, and desolation; the putrid, dripping eidolon of unwholesome
revelation; the awful baring of that which the merciful earth should always hide
… I was almost paralysed, but not too much so to make a feeble effort toward
flight; a backward stumble which failed to break the spell in which the nameless,

5

This is an instance of the grotesque (which I’ll discuss in more detail later) rather than the abject as I’m figuring it
here.
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voiceless monster held me. My eyes, bewitched by the glassy orbs which stared
loathsomely into them, refused to close; though they were mercifully blurred, and
shewed the terrible object but indistinctly after the first shock. I tried to raise my
hand to shut out the sight, yet so stunned were my nerves that my arm could not
fully obey my will” (5).
The monster here is the self or some “shade” of the self. It is exactly that thing which must be
cast off, which must be turned away from, but nevertheless “stuns” and “paralyses.” Like when
we cover our eyes during a horror film yet can’t help but peek through the cracks in our fingers.
An image that simultaneously captivates and repels. Exactly because it doesn’t and won’t ever
make sense to us. And yet it asks us to try and make sense of it, as though (again) there is a
rationality somewhere here that we don’t quite have access to. The abject also has an erotic
quality. I see a seduction at work in this passage from Lovecraft (the monster is, in turn, “held,”
“bewitched,” “shocked,” and “stunned” by his own image). The abject offers the opportunity for
a sort of visceral abandon.

This leads me to my next major question. What is sexy about bodies, about flesh, about
meat? Mary Roach writes, “It is difficult to put words to the smell of decomposing human. It is
dense and cloying, sweet but not flower-sweet. Halfway between rotting fruit and rotting meat”
(70). Roach manages to make the smell of rotting flesh sound downright appealing, the sort of
scent you initially turn away from but can’t help but turn back to. And the thing about bodies is
that they are always already in a state of decay. Our topmost layer of skin is dead. Our hair is
dead. Bacteria, fungus, and germs thrive in just about every nook and cranny they can find.
And, yet, bodies are sexy, and not in spite of the fact that we are decaying but exactly, I think,
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because we are. The abject nature of the body has decidedly sexual overtones in the films of
David Cronenberg. In the documentary The American Nightmare, Cronenberg remarks during
an interview (about Shivers), “It’s a beautiful thing but a terrifying thing. It’s because it’s
liberating energy and it’s opening up potential to things that have been closed up to that point …
I, on a very basic level, am afraid of revolution. I don’t want to have to experience it, and yet I
recognize that there are times that those things are absolutely necessary because there’s no other
way to change things.” The abject, then, offers a necessarily deconstructive potential. In this, it
is similar to the grotesque, which Bakhtin defines as “an extremely fanciful, free, and playful
treatment of plant, animal, and human forms. These forms [seem] to be interwoven as if giving
birth to one another” (32). Bakhtin uses the word “playful” in a way very similar to Derrida’s
sense of freeplay, as a movement between or collapsing of binary oppositions. Both the
grotesque and the abject have this quality of holding you at the threshold of one emotion and
another (Todorov’s notion of the fantastic is similar in this respect as well). The distinction
between the abject and the grotesque is that the abject response moves back and forth just at the
border between terror and awe, where the grotesque suspends us just at the edge of terror and
laughter.6 Cronenberg’s films offer copious amounts of both.
His first film Shivers sets the tone for much of the work that follows. Cronenberg is a
true auteur in that his vision and the themes he addresses in his films (with very few exceptions)
haven’t changed all that much in 30 years. His ideas have evolved in many ways, but most of
them are there and brilliantly laid out in his first film. Shivers is basically a zombie film, except
6

We’re not really talking riotous belly laugh here but more the sort of giggle that explodes guiltily when we see
someone take a rather nasty fall. Or the sort of laughter at extreme gore in movies that has us looking over our
shoulder and thinking, “I can’t believe I’m laughing at this.” The best filmic example of this sort of laughter for me
is in the movie Hannibal, where we see a pack of wild bores goring a human to death with their tusks, a human
frying up and eating the brain matter of another (still living) human, a person’s intestines falling from their gut and
splattering on the sidewalk (it’s the sound effect with this one, in particular), etc. Not particularly funny images, but
we might laugh at them uncomfortably nonetheless. This isn’t to say that the grotesque can’t be genuinely funny in
some instances, but it often isn’t.
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that the zombies are parasite-infected residents of a high-rise apartment building that go mad and
become sex-crazed. One of the characters in the film tells another about a sex dream she has
where her partner tells her “that everything is erotic—that everything is sexual … He tells me
that even old flesh is erotic flesh. That disease is the love of two alien kinds of creatures for each
other. That even dying is an act of eroticism. That talking is sexual. That breathing is sexual.
That even to physically exist is sexual.” The sentiment here is similar to the slogan from
Cronenberg’s later film Videodrome, “long live the new flesh!” While Videodrome is often
considered Cronenberg’s masterpiece, I think he explores many of the same themes in a more
focused way in Shivers.
One of the most iconic sequences in Shivers is of a parasite infecting a woman in her
bathtub (this scene is parodied to hilarious effect in the recent film Slither). In the scene, it is
impossible to distinguish between pleasure and pain, ecstasy and horror. Cronenberg’s films are
about upsetting these sorts of distinctions, about bodies devouring, about being devoured, about
parasites that invade our bodies, about bodies mutilated and aroused by car crashes, about the
intersection between biology and technology, about the limits of sexual desire (or the lack of
limits). About flesh that eats and is eaten simultaneously—a sexual devouring but more often
actual physical devouring as a metaphor for sex (The Fly, Videodrome, Rabid, etc.). His films
are about how we construct (or fail to construct) our relationship to our bodies and our sexuality.
In The American Nightmare, Cronenberg says, “you don’t get society without body, and you
don’t get body without society. I guess I insist on returning to the body, because I feel that so
much of human culture is an attempt to flee the body. That we do want to be disembodied. To
not acknowledge it. To not deal with it. Really to not place it at the center of our reality. But I
think that it is.” In his essay, “Monster Culture (Seven Theses),” Jeffrey Jerome Cohen says that
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“the monster’s body is a cultural body” (4), suggesting also that our monsters are a reflection of
culture, suggesting that culture itself is a body, capable of infection, of infecting, of devouring, of
being devoured, of being just flesh, of being new flesh.
Shivers ends with a shot of the lead character, Roger, being dragged into a pool and
surrounded by a nymphomaniacal zombie throng. He struggles at the center of the pool before
succumbing to a kiss (the parasite is passed through kissing). The typical fight-back-zombieinvasion plot is overwritten by another at the end of this film. The sex-crazed zombies become
the protagonists and the lead character is merely the last to recognize the error of his ways and
succumb to the “freedom” the parasite offers (a word Cronenberg uses to describe the scene in
The American Nightmare). It is important, I think, that this scene occurs in (the primordial
waters of) a swimming pool and that the zombies in the film are headed up by the two main
female characters. In “When the Woman Looks,” Linda Williams discusses the connection that
is often drawn between the woman and the monster. In the horror film, Williams argues the
woman is allowed to control the gaze but only through her look at or toward the monster (unlike
Laura Mulvey’s notion that the gaze is always male). In her work on the monstrous-feminine,
Barbara Creed takes this one step further to say that the woman often is the monster (if not
literally than, in many cases, symbolically). Williams is ultimately quite critical of the roles
offered to woman in the horror film, while Creed’s take on horror films is more generous.
Neither fully reclaims the monster as a feminist icon in the way, for example, that Helene Cixous
does in “The Laugh of the Medusa.”7 Or, even in the way that Emily Dickinson does when she

7

Society paints the sexually grotesque she-monster in stark contrast to the well-adjusted normal woman, but Cixous
turns this opposition upside down. She does not fear the Medusa but rather reclaims her as a post-structuralist icon:
the monstrous birth in the throws of postpartum ecstasy—the embodiment of freeplay and feminine multiplicity (for
she has not one mouth but many and they are all laughing).
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writes, “True Poems flee—” (1472) or “Infection in the sentence breeds” (1261).8 As in these
examples, the portrayal of the monstrous-feminine in Shivers is, for me, a decidedly optimistic
one. Simply put, the uninfected mope around the movie complaining, arguing, struggling, while
the zombies just seem to have more fun. So, the monstrous-feminine in this film (and even in a
film like Ridley Scott’s Alien or Tobe Hooper’s Lifeforce) becomes a libratory force. The
monsters are either the heroes in these films or a catalyst for some sort of change or evolution in
the hero (Riply in the Alien saga, for example).
The same is definitely true of the zombies in George Romero’s Night of the Living Dead
(and its sequels). The zombies in these films inevitably have more fun. They excite themselves
into a frenzy, enjoy a cornucopia of roasted sweet meats at a midnight fireside buffet, and moan
and groan to their hearts’ content. For them, skin is permeable, chewable, and unnecessary (the
skin begins to fall off their bodies as they decay). Meanwhile, the humans barricade themselves
inside a house and spend the entire film arguing with each other and policing the boundaries of
the house and the boundaries of their own skin (perhaps what they perceive as their most
valuable resource). The zombies, in the Romero films (and in just about every invasion
narrative) always manage to break through (the walls, the skin), because the boundaries erected
are artificial and ultimately permeable. So, the humans’ struggle is hubristic, and they eventually
die or join the zombie horde. As Cronenberg says, humans are bodies, and our failure to
acknowledge that is often our fatal flaw.

8

The tendency in reading this line is often to turn in disgust—to recoil from the messy juxtaposition of the words
“infection” and “breeds”—to read Dickinson’s vision as a morbidly pessimistic one. And yet there is something
exultant here—something glorious in the sticky movement from disease to childbearing. Like the character in
Shivers who says that “disease is the love of two alien kinds of creatures for each other.” Interestingly enough, the
line is itself an infected sentence, a failed sentence, one that does not come to conclusion—one that is aborted just
before the expected direct object of the word “breeds.”
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Finally, what is lively about meat and how does the corpse become vital again? Well,
George Romero hypothetically answers this simply enough, “it is reborn.” Always already.
“We are the living dead,” Romero says in The American Nightmare with just the right mixture of
resignation and apocalyptic glee, and this sentiment is echoed in his films and in the recent
resurgence of zombie films like Shaun of the Dead, 28 Days Later, and the remake of his own
Dawn of the Dead. In Shaun of the Dead, for example, the zombies become nearly
indistinguishable from the living to the point that they are able to “pass” for one another at
various points in the film. We are at a point in our evolution as a species where we aren’t quite
living and aren’t quite dead. With the advent of virtual bodies (via video games, chat rooms,
online profiles, etc.), cloning, cyborg technology, and even something as simple as the cell
phone, we are seeing ourselves become more and more disembodied. Not zombies but the
antithesis of zombies, for zombies are all body, where we have become bodiless.
Think Philip K. Dick’s Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep, where the androids have
become more human than the humans that hunt them down or the satirical “happy ending” of
Bryan Forbes’s film version of The Stepford Wives (and, to a lesser degree, the ending of Ira
Levin’s novel), where the heroine gets her eyes gouged out only to have them implanted in her
shiny-happy android double. The typical outgoing message on a cell phone is telling enough,
“This is Jesse I’m not here right now leave me a message,” said at an inhuman clip. And, well,
I’ve said it, “This is Jesse,” resigning myself to being a stir of 1s and 0s. But “I’m not here,” as
though the “here” actually refers to a place, and wherever it is, I’m not there. “Leave me a
message,” as though my disembodied voice is “me” and the receptacle for my voicemail
somehow stands in for me in my absence from I’m not sure where.9

9

Stephen King has, in fact, just recently published an utterly disregardable book about a post-apocalyptic U.S.
where the majority of humans have been turned into zombies by a pulse from their cell phones.
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And yet, our bodies are still here, perambulating about. And what to do with them?
There is one shot from Night of the Living Dead that I’m utterly haunted by, and that’s where I’ll
turn to answer this question and to end this paper. Toward the end of the film, Barbara is at the
door to the house that the human characters have barricaded themselves up inside. She is caught
by the zombie throng and pulled out of the house. The casual critic of the film shouts in
frustration and mild amusement, “don’t be so stupid, there are arms reaching into the house, stay
away from them!” The more seasoned critic points to Barbara’s characterization throughout the
film, “this is a very sexist portrayal of a woman resigned to hysteria in the wake of psychological
trauma.” While I definitely agree that the portrayal of Barbara in the film is a stereotypical one
(responding, I would argue, very self-consciously to women’s roles in mid-20th-century
America), I would also claim that this allowing herself to be taken up by the zombie mob is the
first real choice that Barbara has made in the film. After hours of observing the denizens of the
house acting in all their I’m-just-another-social-type glory, she determines to flee the world of
the film, to let herself be zombified. It is an act not unlike Ophelia’s drowning in Hamlet. An
acknowledgement that this world offers no place for her and the world of madness and death and
the possibility for rebirth is an entirely better option. In the subsequent frames, we see her
dragged into the fray, arms reaching, eyes leering, heads bobbing, all in an orgiastic revery.
And, on Barbara’s face, a sort of rapture, a passion not unlike what we see on Roger’s face at the
end of Shivers. Long live the new flesh indeed.

In Fall of 2004 my mother had a brain aneurysm. I found out about it in a very short email. Here are the first words from that e-mail exactly “Your mom has suffered a ruptured artery
in her brain…” At the time, I was teaching a course focused on representations of the body in
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Modern and Contemporary Lit. and Film. We had just finished studying Margaret Edson’s Wit
and an episode of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, “The Body,” where Buffy discovers her mother’s
dead body after she dies suddenly of a brain aneurysm. These were my contexts for disease,
death, and dying when I received that e-mail about my mom. People die and when mother’s
have arteries in their brains burst, they die and it is sudden. After reading the e-mail (about 5 or
6 times), I remember getting up and barely making it halfway across the room before I collapsed.
For about an hour, my mother was dead, and I grieved. But the thing is she wasn’t actually dead.
Ultimately, she ended up in the Intensive Care Unit and over the next few months made a
miraculous recovery. I had, of all thing, misread the rest of the e-mail. Nevertheless, I have a
memory of her having been dead and then ones of her alive after she was dead. So, she
occupies, for me, a liminal space between the living and the dead.
And there is a sort of power in that space. A sort of pleasure in the recognition of our
own decay and transformation. The skin breaks with only a few pounds of pressure per square
inch. We are always already in a state of being neither this nor that, on the cusp of an unraveling,
a violent deconstruction, an explosive discharge of disruption and freeplay, chomping at the bit
to revert to an unintelligible sequence of grunts and groans. Our bodies are rot. And there’s no
fighting it…
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FLIGHT TO SOUTH AFRICA:
THE TALE OF TWO SHIPS
The Jews in Germany during the 1930s confronted an untenable problem. As the Nazi
government accelerated its antisemitic policies, the outside world closed its doors to Jewish
refugees. Until November 1936 South Africa allowed entry of Germans, including Jews, into the
country. This ended, with the exception of selected family members of earlier refugees, in
February 1937. This paper examines the events surrounding two ships carrying Jewish refugees
to South Africa: the Stuttgart in 1936 and the Wangoni in 1939. The circumstances surrounding
the departure of the refugees, the composition of the group, events during passage, and the
attitude of the South African Jewish Board of Deputies and other South African Jewish
organizations towards the immigrants will be examined.
The Stuttgart was chartered by the Hilfsverein der detschen Juden and other Jewish
groups in Germany in September 1936 after the announcement of the implementation of stricter
immigration regulations in South Africa effective 1 November. The 537 passengers were young
adults or families who were hand – screened to suit the needs of South African society. Many
were professionals who had retrained in order to e more employable. The South African Jewish
Board of Deputies was unaware of the activities in Germany until two days before the charter
had to be finalized and confronted the dilemma of assisting Jews in need versus the possible
increase in antisemitic activities that might occur with their arrival.
The German East Africa liner Wangoni set sail under very different circumstances. It left
Bremen, bound for Cape Town, on 12 August 1939 with forty-one Jews among the passengers.
With the exception of six, all the Jews were the parents of former refugees, many in their
seventies. On 29 August the ship turned around and returned to Vigo, Spain, where the
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passengers were forced to spend the next three months. Jewish agencies in Johannesburg and
Cape Town worked endlessly to secure passage of the group to South Africa.
These two ships represent opposite ends of the spectrum of Jewish flight to South Africa
to escape Nazism. This paper offers an examination of the situation into which each group was
thrust and the acceptance which they received by the Jewish and non-Jewish communities in
South Africa.
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Between Nationalism and Globalisation: Postcolonialism as a discursive
domain of transition.

This article contends that nationalism, post-colonialism, and globalisation are
terms marking different kinds and expressions of activity and trends of population
behaviour and displacement in current world affairs. I offer definitions of these terms as
they are currently instantiated and analyse them from six main perspectives: Timing,
Space-situatedness, History, discourse as event, Origins of View, Values. I argue that
post-colonial discourse offers a prescriptive space of mediation between nationalism and
globalisation in view of its substantiation of plurality and mobility. I present the example
of the Treaty of Waitangi in New Zealand/Aotearoa and explore related issues of
language interpretation.
Postcolonialism’s discursive intention of re-establishing equity among the
casualties of modernism; its examination of sites of hegemony between core and
periphery societies, and its incorporation of and resistance to Eurocentric universalist
knowledge constructs and revisionings of diasporic identity strategies; enacts a sustained
play of modification and transition between nationalism and globalisation.

Introduction

2
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Nationalism is defined by territorial borders dependent on the historic
galvanisation of public regard as a single entity under rubric of geographical
determinism. It implies a unitary and essentialistic ideology. Benedict Anderson has
argued in Imagined Communities (1983) that nationalism was aided by the
standardization and dissemination of vernacular languages by print capitalism, which not
only provided the discursive domain for a national consciousness but also provided a
common temporal context for its expression. The internet and globalised transnational
interconnectedness undermine the geographical determinism of nationalism.i
Post-colonialism involves the maintenance of discrete ties in the legacy of empire,
and sites of resistance to neo-colonialism. It offers discursive assertion of new and
separate identities including those of the hybrid before after contact. It also examines the
aesthetic production of the pre, contact, and post-colonial encounter by critical discourse
analysis. Post-colonialism works towards establishing a plurality of views in which
identity and ideology are negotations among power structures identified by stakeholders
of a trans-modern, transnational diaspora.
Globalisation is underpinned by economic activity in which exchange of goods and
information and travel emphasise the similarities rather than differences between
countries. The power of the nation-state has diminished under globalization and the
regulation of human and capital flows has become increasingly difficult. Currently, the
advanced economies of South East Asia and China, offer cheaper sources of labour
supply than First World Countries and the economic hegemony of United States is
increasingly tempered by the co-operative potentialities of the European Union.

3
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However, the monoculturalism of globalisation works against the resistances of
traditional societies premised on identity politics and claims to cultural essentialism, it
works against decolonization by its homogenous assertion of a single ideology or world
order. Globalisation is proscriptive; it precludes the past and is irrevocably in the present.
Under globalization, the present acts as the focal point of commerce in which all
oppositions, definitions vanish, and in which identity is increasingly defined by the last
transaction, and profile by repeated purchases that locate oneself in the present.
Globalisation acts so as to diffuse responsibility from multinational companies as
massive collectivities of individual labour and consumption while providing an excuse
for the hegemony of their monopolistic tendencies. Is it useful to think of a postcolonial
identity as seperate from globalisation or does globalisation signal surrender to all forms
of co-operative agency within the multinational? Globalisation is the natural ideology of
unsubstatiated relativism. Unsubstantiated relativism holds that any view is comparable
to any other, thus undermining the validity of all. Substantiated relativism takes the plural
position that establishes the mutual co-existence of a variety of views, ideologies, and
positions. Globalisation takes responsibility away from subject and puts it into a network.
Global corporations are not hindered by constitutions, nationalism, politics, only by
international law.
What is the place of the local in the global? As Shohat and Stam have observed:
“Even as the world has become globalized in terms of political economy, the dominant
US

media

have

continued

their

we-are-the-world

provincialism.”

Individual

responsibility is reduced to the extent to which corporations can sustain individuals.1

4
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What are some of the oppositional arguments to globalisation? Post-colonialism with its
more complex examination of trans-national identity and politicised readings of cultural
production and nationalism with its deployment of tariffs, laws and regulations to protect
trade and police borders. Nationalism is primarily an ideological tool that derives its
motivations from historic formulations of human and geographical determinism.
The underlying strategy that globalisation will make everyone wealthier, depends
on a particular worldview in which American-style commercialism based on the principle
of rugged individualism is the primal shaping force. However, the increasingly
interconnected and fundamentally pluralistic nature of world in which any of these terms
gains currency according to their deployment in discourse, is debased by the hegemony
of this assimilationistic monoculture.
The terms in which this struggle are carried out are either characterised by
essentialisms which correspond to reductive and materialistic descriptions of incarnated
realities or they are seen as located primarily in language and as such are subject to poststructuralist and deconstructivist readings that see the tropes of plurality, transition and
mobility as offering more realistic descriptors of the complexities of discursive diasporic
identities. As James Clifford has put it: “If authenticity is relational, there can be no
essence except as a political, cultural invention, a local tactic.”ii Human consciousness is
not geosynchronous.
Where definition is sought amongst cultural particulars it will inevitably point to
cultural essentialisms if only as in the historical context of modernist search for utopias
whereas celebratory discourses such as liberatory post-colonialism lead away from
essentialism. However this diminishes the hold of such discourse on tangible effects.

5
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Here, discursive efficacy is matter of political persuasion as opposed to real-world
determinism.
The consumerism of globalisation with its search for the vanishing present,
oscillates between the non-essential and the essential; between desire and embodiment,
between inspiration and articulation. The formation and characterisation of consumerism
is discursively constructed, but it is also embodied, incarnated, materialized through
buildings and actors.
Postcolonial discourse's ‘third space’ (of which the most notable explicator is
Homi Bhabha)iii comprises a move away from essentialisms towards a kind of ‘Peter
Panism’, a zone and charcteristic that reflects and renegotiates ambivalences between
coloniser and colonised. Such discourse depends very much on what constitutes culture,
whether it is seen as materialist or immaterialist. Theoretical approaches are generally
placed in the service of textual preoccupations rather than those that are material and
incarnated.
Since Descartes the object-subject division of modernism has led to fractured
existence rather than ahistorical inter-relatedness of pre-modern existence. In such a
fragmented conception of the world, information is transmitted and received at the point
of interaction yet Western society denies the relatedness between subject and object in its
location of rationality as the distinction between subject and object. However,
irrationality results from the inability to distinguish representation from fact in a world
that no longer prioritises the distinction between virtual and natural worlds.
The need is all the more urgent to draw the distinction between the production of
illusion on the one hand and situatedness in community on the other. Arguably the tools

6
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of articulation and distinction are implicated in modernist symptomatology, they are part
of the problem. Symbolic language at the indexological level reinforces the fragmentary
nature of modern life, by providing a representational intercision between the virtual
world of individual consciousness and our relatedness in community.
The discourses of modernism have always been concerned with exile and
alienation. The increased mobility of people between and among nations has redefined
the way we conceive of home. When the migrant leaves home not only does he or she
lose contacts with family but also severs ties with the metaphysical relationship that binds
the individual to the security of tribal beliefs.
It is not necessarily the case that postcolonialism orignated inside literary and
cultural studies, like globalisation it too came from the social sciences, notably,
economics, sociology and communication studies. It emerged from the dependency and
world-accumulation economics associated with Immanuel Wallerstein’s world system
theory' and Frenand Braudel’s concern with large-scale economic factors in history, his
writing on French History, Marx, and practical experience in postcolonial Africa in the
early 1970s. Braudel concluded that there is no Third World but one world charcaterised
by core, semi-periphery, and periphery. Core nations establish hegemony over semiperiphery and periphery nations.
Notable too as an early exponent of postcolonial theory was Paul Prebisch who
introduced his ‘Dependency Theory’ of economic development. Braudel argued that the
colonial enterprise and international trade had not been useful for economic development
– that semi-periphery and periphery countries were not so much under-developed as
'badly-developed’.

7
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By changing and orientating the institutional, productional and socio-economic
structure of countries to the First World, colonialism had created a common set of
structural problems in these countries, making them export-orientated with unbalanced
growth. Semi periphery and periphery nations too, Braudel argued, are characterised by a
break from the cosmopolitan ideals, which had marked much earlier Marxian theory. As
modernity was imposed on these countries enacting a temporal displacement, which
pushed traditional societies into the past, the economic structure of these societies was
altered to make them dependents of the core cultures. While the process of this change
ostensibly took place during twentieth century colonialism the conditions for
globalisation had already been pre-determined in the late Renaissance or the
Enlightenment period. Voltaire has Pangloss talk of globalisation in Candide (1759):
”[A]ll over the globe there is no letting of blood or taking a glister, without paying, or
somebody paying for you.”iv
As Simon During suggests contemporary globalisation turns on three cruxes
relatively untouched by poststrucuralism: "The first was foundational (is globalisation an
effect of the totalising reach of increasingly flexible forms of capitalism?); the second
structural (to what degree does globalisation intensify the convergence of local cultures
and societies?), and the third political (does globalisation have a centre? Is it named
America?)."v
Is globalisation merely understood as the 'form of unification' of the world as both
event and knowledge, and the compression of the world and intensification of
consciousness of the world into a monocultural whole? The counter to this argument is
that nations, individuals, and transnational agencies modify and adopt global forces, and
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at the local level use technology for their own purposes. Agency can come from any
level, individual, local, national, the producer-end or the consumer-end or in between.
This contradicts the idea that only the West is agent of progress and globalization.
Globalisation over-determines culture’s relation to economic interests. Culture is
constituted less in styles and attitudes or traditions, and more in money, transporation and
information flow. On the other hand modernity, by the early twenty-first century has
entropically sown the seeds of its own fracture. There can be no uncontaminated utopias.
The ethnographic enterprise has changed thoroughly into one in which the Western
observer no longer has prviledged access to the rarifiying discriminations of modernism.
As Clifford has put it: “There is no master narrative that can reconcile the tragic and
comic plots of global cultural history.”vi
In this discursive enterprise Western postcolonial economic theoreticians with
leftist leanings such as Wallerstein have been joined by aestheticians such as Edward
Said, substantiated relativists such as Gyatri Chakravorty Spivak, reconciliatrists such as
Homi Bhabha, continuists such as Sara Suleri, and critical ethnographers such as James
Clifford and Michael D Jackson.
Culture is also less defined by bounded space if that space is increasingly
homogenous the world over. Ideology is less important than and the frangibility of
markets, clientele, communication, exports. Under globalisation’s presentist agenda,
heritage is commodified. If postcolonialism is a discourse defining the aftermath of
colonial engagement, then as Simon During has put, himself echoing Johannes Fabian, its
aim is to: “[rescue] the 'non-modern' and subaltern agency from western historical
domination by recognising differences that do not occlude the place of ahistorical myth in

9
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the present.”

Under globalisation categories like primitive, authentic, tribal, and

‘underdeveloped’ have gained a political urgency as globalization impels the desire that
everyone to become a citizen of the present.

1.) Timing
Can individual or tribal identities ever experience wholeness that is non-corporate
in a global environment in which the understanding of a much wider plurified and
fragmentarily accessible world than at any other time in history is masked by an agenda
that promotes homogeneity and assimilation under the illusion of economic imperative?
In such a world if we do not make the time to know ourselves and our differences then
we are living in a time when antagonisms have become localised by the threat of global
incomsensability. One response to which has been the nihilism of terrorism.
In such conditions the past becomes a luxury that delays our ability to act in the
present, and yet history, which involves some notion of ideological difference, is a
necessary to our understanding of a relationship with one-another that is bounded by and
not superseded by time. Between our material world and the future we have only a
precarious body of social codes originating in feudal England which dictate the way in
which society is held together, and that regulates who does what with what to whom and
when.
If the aim of globalisation is presentism, globalisation is also thereby antihistorical. Globalisation is not anti-historical in the sense of comprising purified
narratives adrift from a chronological index such as those of a-historical indigenous
myth-making, but rather in the sense that the endless replication of consumption signals
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history’s eclipse, in which the world is left with one prevailing ideology. This is
characterised as Jonathan Lamb has put it by, “[t]he intense moment of consumption or
of incorporation—an instant of pure taste, as it were, endlessly repeated.”viii There is a
sense in which such a system marks the ‘end of history’ as Francis Fukuyama has
suggested.ix
More than this when the language of the past and future is no longer employed to
make sense of the present, politics has become anaesthetized. Unless there are sufficient
voices to negotiate and legitimate them, not only are historical grievances consigned to
the past by the necessity to compete in the present, but also differences between nations
are no-longer characterised by the way economies are structured. Instead they arise along
the lines of religious quarrels and conflicts. As such the contest becomes one of religious
authority, which degenerates into issues not necessarily of ethnic essentialism but rather a
contest between the relative merits of different historical approaches to materialism.
Christian religion is co-opted in a struggle for material primacy that is as much a
search for presentism in which material success and monetary wealth is allied to the
delayed gratification of the Christian resurrection. If the ideology of socialism in Russian
and the Eastern block countries underestimated the vigour of American capitalism during
the cold war since the 1950s, America has over-estimated the threat which Muslim
fundamentalism poses to it under conditions of globalisation. However religion, like
nationalistic competition tends in time to exceed itself.
If nationalism wishes to glorify the present by looking into the past,
postcolonialism locates in the present moment unsettled revisionisms of past and future.
But where nationalism glorifies the past, post-colonialism registers it as embarrassing or
11
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hurtful and seeks to bring the shame of the conflict into the present and redress it or
establish a new separate identity that is forged from either the fusion of new identities or
from the creative energies released from the deconstruction of the old.
For our first example, the legislation that passed the Waitangi Tribunal into law in
Aotearoa in 1975 was premised on the needs to a.) Signal and redress the hitherto
invisibility of the Treaty. b) ) Make an historical Treaty have a purchase in the present.
c.) Reintegrate the Treaty with the machinery of state as a founding document of New
Zealand.
This intention of legitimation can be modified and extended into a writing about
colonialism, in which the post-colonial

interpretation of primary sources from the

colonial era and the colonial writing from the past exist side-by-side. From the position of
the present there is the problem of gaining any degree of historical accuracy. Is the
present day the only fit topic for discussion? This must involve the recognition that the
present is in some way constituted by the past. Or does reinterpreting the past through
postcolonial eyes, reinvent it, in the manner of propaganda? Can we look at the past
without also reinventing it from the perspective of the present?
In the search for historical accuracy an authentic past may not be retrievable.
While we talk in the present the meaning of what we have discussed is constituted in the
past. Can go back into our pasts and reinvent and reconstitute our present, as
postmodernism would suggest? Or do we thereby fill our present with ghosts of
poststructuralist fracture? Only if we have the luxury of owning our past can we avoid the
methodological cacophony of modernist alienation. This kind of temporal preoccupation,
12
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the way the capitalist present has always been employed to push others into the past and
the corresponding resistances to this have characterised strategies in domination and
resistance ever since the conception of colonisation, they are part of its methodological
fabric.
In the first example, modernity or the present phase of capitalism prior to the
Waitangi Tribunal was being employed to push others into the past, yet Maori resisted
this by determination to live in the present. In the second example, the unfamiliarity of
the new culture is compounded by the exile from the security of the home culture. New
memories formed in the adopted culture are hybrid, they are grafted onto to a knowledge
of disloclation or displacement from the former culture.
For our second example, émigrés throughout the post-colonial diaspora have
written of the experience of temporal displacement that derives from the geographical
relocation that mobility enacts. Émigrés live between a present in their adopted culture
and a past in their memory of their birth culture. As Rupa Thadhani has put it: “they
negotiate their actions/identity at every stage of their daily routines with a sense of
ambivalence . . .”x
So there can be a double sense of displacement in which a multi-cultural history
is created. The previous culture is regarded as remote and insubstantial in the present
although it has formed the predominant narrative of the émigrés life to this point; while
the newness of the adopted culture is grafted onto the partial narrative of the previous
culture. So the memory of a foreign past is being carried into the future. However, when
national culture is treated as natural and its historical production forgotten by the
13
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majority, under such nationalistic agenda the émigré feels both deceiver and deceived and
due to his or her minority status enjoins a sympathy with the indigenous that is premised
on a sense of occlusion from the mainstream.
As a discursive response to such relocations, postcolonialism demarcates a zone
of cultural ambivalence, which ameliorates the unitary tendencies that are played out in
the discourses between exponents of neo-nationalism and globalisation. At the same time,
displacement is neutralized by the accentuation of mobility. Such a discourse would be
located between nationalism and globalism, negotiating a pathway through the remnants
of modernity and the spectral ironies of post-modernity. It would celebrate diversity
without homogeneity; it would be plural, changing, non-essentialist, local and particular
and capable of participating in pageant and parade; the local and global.

2.) Space/Situatedness/Incarnations.
Organizations and societies are their incarnations and
embodiments, whatever forms they take. That is how they are
made present, that is how they exist, that is their mode of
being. . . It is only by examining the empirical that we can
understand the plurality, the hybrid nature (at once incarnated
and constructed, present and dislocated) of this flesh we wish
to understand.xi
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How are global, national and post-colonial encounters constructed? Are they
primarily discursively located or do they have material instatiation apart from language?
They are discursively constructed but and are also embodied, incarnated, and
materialized through objects and actors. All three conceptions can embody organizational
processes or can project extra-organizational events.
Under Globalisation materiality is in the ascendent, but this is not necessarily a
harbinger of a more complexly defined empiricism, it is merely an acceptance of the
commodification of volume. Under globalisation empiricism has diminished into the
inventorial where measurement preceeds rationale. The materiality of the world is seen as
part of the self-evidence of globalisation. This idea is closer to nationalism in its
conception of mutable borders, zones of finite inclusion and zones of expulsion than to
post-colonialism, which is a transmodern movement, a movement spanning modernism
diachronically as well as existing through it, synchronically.
The colonial sublime, the space in which language falters in the colonial
encounter has transformed into the zone of hybridity in the post-colonial. This is a space
frequently presented in a euphoria by critics who recognises a more complex confluence
of identities, and discursive constructions. Nationalism by contrast is ‘neo-classical’ it
harks back to idea of ancient superiority, at the same time as it projects the
monumentality of nationhood into the future. The political agency of nationalism is
essentialist, reductive, unified, recalcitrant frequently critical and uncreative.
Whilst pre-modern peoples identified a sense of place with aestheticised tribalism,
with the advent of the industrial revolution and nationalism in the late nineteenth century,
15
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the geographical boundaries were extended and the political and economic circumstances
that lead to this extension were explained away in a unitarist rhetoric that would appeal to
a collectivist ideology of geographic determinism. This extension led to the possibility of
asocial territorial boundaries. As migration increased in the twentieth century a sense of
the territorial became fractured, at once global and specific.
The post-colonial diaspora runs asymmetrically to nationalist aims. Migrants
become agents of social and cultural change that challenge the unitary cohesion of
nationalism. This in turn led to a rethinking of the forms of cultural difference and opensup spaces in which the inter-relations between populaces were rendered too complex for
the reductivist tendencies of nationalism.
Are such spaces of hybridity then purely utopian? Do they represent exaggerated
claims of the benefits of mobility and autonomy of diasporic agent? Culture cannot be
fully transferred from one place to another, but one can question its dependence on an
absolute and fixed sense of place. Any view of the world is internalised and therefore
able to be transported by an agent. However, this is not to deny the internal experience of
suffering or social and economic difficulties the immigrant may encounter.
Are hybrid identities lacking in authenticity? What is the relationship between
hybridity and authenticity? If we can speak of a ‘relationship’ then this points to a
provisionality and non-essentialism in which identity is seen as a political and
fundamentally a discursive act. Is the hybrid merely an exemplar of the new culture of
global corporatism -- a symptom of the celebratory aspects of a rootless cosmopolitan
subjectivity? Does it invoke unsubstantiated relativism? Does the hybrid present the
16
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agents and victims of the postcolonial diaspora with the opportunity to discursively
negotiate a stable position out of modernity? Does this involve abandoning all claims to
the essential?
This is to suggest the de-centering of the location of the human subject from
andocentric essentialisms and to recognize that embodiment takes place in organizations,
peoples, activities and technology. As Cooren, Fox, Robichaud and Talih have observed,
organizations are not just things but made of things embodied in entities and processes.
Humans and systems should be differentiated, and a recognition of a plurified human
agency negotiated with the caveat that the possibility for human plurality far exceeds that
of the unitary incarnation of the system. Humans nevertheless share their agency with
systems and the unitary imperative of globalisation threatens to destabilise the identity
markers of belonging from territorial situatedness to the hybridity of systems.

3.) History: Discourse as event: The Treat of Waitangi and Shiva’s Biopiracy.

No culture is sheltered from globalization. Trash and the high technology coexist. The primitive world we have lost is also emergent in the postmodern world.
Primitivism is a part of postmodernism. Primitivist art, as the subject of modernism, was
notable to the degree to which it was appropriated by Western tastes. Currently, in
Aotearoa, there is a reversal of the process whereby indigenous artists appropriate
symbols and representations of Pakeha culture as well as those of there own traditional
societies. Whilst earlier encounters reflected unfair exchange (in which the West
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appropriated the high art of indigenous societies often in exchange for the demotic and
everyday aspects of modernity), there is no longer an intrinsic and self-serving
justification for the temporal privileges of modernity.
Primitivism hasn’t just historically disappeared in Western culture to emerge in
the indigenous; there are aspects of Western culture that are primitive and aspects of
indigenous that are sophisticated. Neither was modernity something belonging wholly to
Western culture and something distinct from the indigenous. Rather as European
expansionism brought about the spread of modernity there was a continual process of
adaption among indigenous populations of the ‘New World’.
The distinction of New World and Old World historically acts as a justification
for Eurocentric authority where ‘New’ stands for possibilities of presentist territorial
expansion and ‘Old’ represents temporal authority over the ‘new’. Furthermore a grave
injustice was served on traditional societies in assigning their land the quality of newness
and explaining away their culture as primitive. Colonisers failed to accord the colonised
the reciprocal courtesy of antiquity due to a tautologous reasoning: the perceived
inarticulation of modernism in traditional societies.
Postcolonialism situates the traditional within a spatial, historical, and political
framework which is seen as mediating between state and segmentary societies (or
between core and peripheral societies to use Immanuel Wallerstein’s term); the one seen
as parental and authoritarian and the other as childlike and rebellious.
In this exchange in Aotearoa, Western legal discourse was imposed over the law
and custom of the indigenous. As Moanna Jackson has pointed out, in Aotearoa the
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settlers could not discern in Maori society the delineaments that Pakeha culture depended
on – the legal, and the discourse and offices of the law. As Jackson explains:

. . . Maori society, while not ‘law-less’, was possessed only of lore and
custom, which needed to be suppressed and destroyed in order that the
monist idea of ‘one [English] law for all’ could be imposed. And of
course with the imposition of that law came the imposition of English
law-making institutions and the paraphernalia of the Victorian nationstate. The denial of the existence and validity of Maori law therefore
necessarily entailed more than the rejection of centuries old
jurisprudence: it denied the political reality of iwi-based Maori
nationhood.xii

It remains a truism today that a court of law or tribunal will find in favour of the
party who speaks its language. Just as Cook’s enlightenment narrative broke-down into a
liminal zone the space of the sublime as Jonathan Lamb has shown, so too in postcolonial
legal discourse do the narratives of authority reflect shifts in meaning that highlight the
privileging of the Old World discourse. At this point of liminality of deferral in the
‘slippage’ between cultures there is a moment where neither words nor rules operate to
convey the view. This is an adaption of Jonathan Lamb’s idea of the antipodean sublime,
but here played-out as a puzzle of post-structuralism.
Lamb suggested in his article, ‘A Sublime Moment off Poverty Bay, October
1769’, that the Enlightenment discourses of Cook’s officer’s onboard the Endeavour
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disintegrated in their encounter with Maori (a misunderstanding resulting in the deaths of
four Maori). He argued that they entered into a cross-cultural exchange in which they
found their language could not function to describe the encounter in terms of the
perogative of original mission of the voyage entailed in instructions from British
Admiralty and The Royal Society. Lamb suggests that this inability or rupture in
Enlightenment discourse was signalled by and encounter with the New Zealand
‘sublime’.xiii
In a later paper Lamb updated the chronology of the ‘sublime’ in his engagement
with a discussion of the example that French postmodern theoretician Jean-Francois
Lyotard gives of his interpretation of the narratives of Cashinahua Indians. Lamb
explains that Lyotard argues that there is a distinction between the meaning and import of
traditional narratives and the descriptions of those narratives. Lyotard identifies an abyss,
as the ‘archaic’ narrative is constituted as the object of a genre of discourse, meaning that
the traditional narrative is only summoned into being to affirm the prescriptive function
of hegemonic language.
Lamb identifies this lacuna as a suppression of sublime, which demarcates a
blend of mythic and documentary modes. He suggests that the sublime erupts into
discourse with the notion of the differand: “[t]here is only a feeling of intense
expectation, a vigilant waiting of the ‘sign of judgement’ . . . . Lyotard understands it to
be the most serious engagement with injustice we are capable of making.”xiv
This process of the ‘abyss’ the conflict between cognitive (truth-holding) and the
aesthetic (belief holding) descriptors is evident also in the example between the
differences between the English and the Maori versions of the Treaty of Waitangi. The
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Royal commission on social policy (1988. Volume III part 1: 211-212) outlined
discrpencies in meaning between the official language version of the Treaty of Waitangi
Act 1975, First schedule and English translations of the text in Maori which are
interpreted to the disadvantage of Maori. The differences are quoted from Paul
Havemann’s ‘What’s in the Treaty’:

Article the First, in the official version referees to giving the Queen all
the rights and powers of Sovereignty. The Maori based version only refers
to complete government (kawanatanaga) over their land and implies the
retention of sovereignty. Kawanatanaga was a ‘missionary Maori’
transliteration for governorship, which was seen as unconnected with
chiefs’

tribal

sovereignty

(Walker

1993:64-67).

Sovereignty

(rangatiratanga) was seen as a bundle of powers and duties chiefs could
not and would not purport to give to another.
Article the second in the official version refers to Crown guarantees to
Maori full exclusive and undisturbed possession of their Lands and Estates
Forests and Fisheries and other properties. The Maori-based version
promises to protect the unqualified exercise of their chieftanship over
lands, villages and all their treasures (taonga). Fisheries and forests were
readily subsumed under taonga in Maori. This Article also gave the
Crown the exclusive right of pre-emption in the sale of land by Maori.
Article the Third refers to imparting the Rights and Privileges of
British Subjects in the official version. The Maori based version refers to
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obtaining the same rights and duties of citizenship as the people of
England. Both versions imply a full equality. As it has turned out such
equality could only be enjoyed by Maori if they assimilated – in other
words, if they abandoned Te Reo (Maori language) and agreed to conform
to an individualistic form of legal personality in such basic areas as
property ownership and political participation.xv

Problems that arise from interpreting the Treaty are: Firstly, it doesn’t treat Maori
as Tangatuwhenua (doesn’t admit indigenous governorship of land before Treaty).
Secondly, once the Treaty was in place an aggressive legislature dispossessed Maori of
their right of ownership under Native title and forced them to purchase their own land as
British subjects. Thirdly, it treated the time before the Treaty as Terra Nullis.
So although the Treaty may have been signed with good intentions (insipid
maternalism on the part of the Crown and provisionally on the part of Maori) Acts of
parliament either subsequently ignored it or interpreted it in favour of the Crown. As
Havemann points out, the only Treaty provision incorporated into Constitution Act of
1852 was the Crown’s pre-emptive right to purchase land, which Maori wanted to sell.
Once then legal apparatus of Victorian Britain had extended to Aotearoa, power of
restitution occurred entirely within the legal mindset, which offered to Maori the thinnest
of humanitarian contexts.xvi
However, the fact of the Treaty and the Treaty status in law are different things. It
is not strictly accurate to say that the Treaty legitimised the disspossesion of Maori. Acts
of parliament did this by ignoring the Treaty. In 1877 the Supreme Court in the Wi Pareta
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case declared the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi as an unenforceable ‘simple nullity’, which
effectively acted as a tabula rasa for the implementation of Westminster law.

As Jackson also points out, subsequent acts of Parliament in the late nineteenth
and early-mid twentieth century effectively legitimized dispossession of Maori (as in the
1894 Validation of Invalid Land Sales Act) and ensured the suppression of Maori law and
custom (as in the 1955 Maori Affairs Act which prohibited Maori adoption and marriage
procedures).xvii
However, as the decolonizing energies became manifest the world over in the
latter half of the twentieth century, the Maori Renaissance and activism since the 1970s,
and with the establishment of the Waitangi Tribunal by an act of Parliament in 1975, the
1985 Amendment to the Act that gave the Waitangi Tribunal a retrospective jurisdiction
to 1840, the revival of the status of the Treaty of Waitangi led to it being referred to in
over sixty separate acts of parliament by the 1990s. In the judgment of the Court of
Appeal in New Zealand Māori Council v Attorney General, [1987] 1 NZLR 641, appeal
President Cooke indicated that a broad interpretation of the Treaty principles was
necessary and that the Court of Appeal emphasised that there were two core principles.
These were, ’partnership’ and ‘active protection’.
The legal event of postcolonial repatriation and financial restoration by the
Waitangi Tribunal which legitimated and mediated the interaction between iwi and
government, the political voice behind the fiscal settlements to Maori, (and which Maori
had to negotiate with great and lengthy cultural, historical and legal skill), actualises a
liminal space between the authority of Pakeha society and the customs and lore of Maori
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culture. The Tribunal makes legal recommendations for restitution for historical
injustices in terms that will guarantee Maori national and transnational presentist
currency. Although by late 1998 the number of claims totalled 770 with a rate of some 70
new claims per year,xviii some larger Deeds of Settlement had already been made, such as
the Ngai Tahu Settlement Claim Act passed in Parliament in September 1998. Nga Tahu
Kaiwhakahaere Mark Soloman has identified “managing the expectations of people” as
the most difficult issue of post-settlement.xix
Similarly, environmental critics such as Shiva Vandara and Barry Barclay have
argued that the appropriation of land by the legal methodology of colonialism are being
echoed in contemporary society in patents on genetically engineered organisms granted
by courts in Western societies. Biotechnology companies implement Trade Related
Intellectual property rights to protect the research into formerly indigenous biomaterials.
Shiva, in Biopiracy, claims that this colonial appropriation of land by means of
legal instruments has a contemporary corollary in patents on genetically engineered
organisms granted by the courts in the developed world protected by WTO.xx Trade
Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs) implemented to biotechnology companies to
protect their investment in research and development, Shiva argues, constitute neocolonial appropriation of the traditional biological knowledge of indigenous people and
the interior realms of DNA. The logical consequences of this are that legal protection
needs to be instantiated for indigenous intellectual, cultural, and biological property.
Barry Barclay cleverly exposes the corrugated terrain of these issues in Mana Tuturu.xxi

4.)View-Enlightenment/Empiricism.
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Capitalist presentism is the most visible representation of the attitude of
modernity that is reflected in the desire to catch something eternal from the moment. This
yoking of enlightenment rationality with the goal of economic imperative magically
prioritises a symbolic ideal at its endpoint rather than a methodological means to an end,
which is the empirical principle at work. If postcolonialism invoked modernities
domination over primitive societies they in turn also radically upset modernity by the
recognition that the temporal displacement enacted as two or more cultures collide does
not in itself justify the course and discourse of colonialism.
Postcolonialism brought into being a revaluation of indigenous people’s agency as
well as the recognition that any examination of cultural history since the eighteenth
century must take into account the process of colonisation and thereby of the
enlightenment impetus that underlay it.
According to Immanuel Kant, the essential qualification to the age of
enlightenment was the freedom to use one’s own imagination, which he saw as limited in
eighteenth century society. He qualified his belief in an ‘enlightened age’ by asserting
that his was an ‘age of enlightenment’. Kant thought that the public use of the freedom of
opinion was essential for a civilized society. He believed that it is perfectly valid to argue
within society without hurting the affairs of society for which we are partly responsible.
Kant also rued the condition of the society of his time in which wealth was no precursor
to knowledge, suggesting that if an individual can pay for everything then he or she
needn’t be troubled by thought. He advocated that a just common law is one, which
people would impose on themselves and that people work themselves gradually out of
barbarity if there is nothing artificial in society, which prevents them from doing so.xxii
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There was a progressive modernity in Kant’s view that could not have anticipated
the sheer global magnitude of the orders of difference and alterity that modernism would
seek to contain and that would radically disrupt and rupture modernism in turn. Since the
era of decolonization following the break-up of the Eurocentric empires in the midtwentieth century the kind of humanistic progression that Kant advocated has been
resisted by either anti-colonial, syncretic or hybrid alteria identities, energies and agendas
from without, or fractured by a nihilistic preoccupation from within which recognised in
modernism’s incessant need for progression an anxiety of entropy that could not be
reconciled with it.
As Simon During points out it is a feature of modernity that people are uncertain
about their own representations: “[R]eflexive uncertainty can either be harnessed in
production of provisional certainties (as in science) or be manifest in solipsism,
disengagement, indifference.”xxiii This he regards as the symptom of the postmodern.
According to During, objective knowledge is not figured in any relation to anything.
Objectivity is also used as a panacea for both monopolizing history and political agency.
When one makes an objective decision one makes it in the belief that this view is
somehow democratically entrenched.
Paralleling James Clifford’s contention that authenticity is relational rather than
autochthonous, During’s explanation of the transitory apprehension of certainty accounts
for the fragmentary character of modern experience. This disinterestedness free from
political aspirations that characterises the objective also suggests the abandonment of
responsibility yet it leads to the exercise of authority through the instrumental rationality
of the powerful.
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The Cartesian disassociation of a self from non-self, subject and object that is at
root of objectivism and solipsism, has emerged through technological hybridity and
commodification to our current social condition which symptomatizes an anxiety about
where to draw boundaries between persons and non-persons. In recognition of this
‘otherness’ there is also recognition of that part of the self, which has been displaced.
There is a need to recognize that there are some negative causes, such as, migration, and
exile, or ontological uncertainty at the nexus of modernism and that the hybrid space of
identity negotiation is fraught with ambivalences, ruptures, and suffering as well as
libratory agency.
Michel Foucault in his essay ‘What is Enlightenment?’ published two hundred
years after Kant’s essay suggests that one either accept Enlightenment and remain within
its tradition of rationalism, or else criticise Enlightenment and try to escape from its
principles of rationality. Foucault recognises that the Enlightenment historically
determines much of Western and even the global condition. However, its very historicity
influences our understanding of it in the present such that it is difficult to isolate our
experience of its principles from our knowledge of their historical context. This
recognition of the historical status of knowledge too is symptomatic of the postmodern.
In a Faustian-like bargain Foucault argues that in order to free ourselves from
what he calls the ‘intellectual blackmail’ of the Enlightenment we must participate in
what During later identifies as the ‘crisis of representation’ discourse of postmodernism,
poststructuralism. He advocates a self-reflexive position in which the aim is to examine
the hegemonic power structures of contemporary society that are the legacy of
enlightenment thinking, asking: “How are we constituted as subjects of our own
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knowledge? How are we constituted as subjects who exercise or submit to power
relations? How are we constituted as moral subjects of our own actions?”xxiv
However, this Popperian self-reflexivity is not necessarily in the interests of truth
preserving, but seeks to revise our perception of objectivity as the experience of
‘disengaged immanence’. However, while self-reflexivity may bring us into greater self
awareness and make it easier to live with ourselves it may not make our relationships
with others any the more satisfying or authentic, neither our knowledge of our
environment anymore certain, because such relationships are always qualified by a
recognition of the provisionality of our view. If objectivity is provisional and contingent,
subjectivity is frangible, inconstant, transitional.

5.) Values
If the ethical justification of the elite is premised on a view of enlightenment
values in the present that necessarily invoke a framework of excessive historicity then the
formerly disempowered thereby have a view of an uncertainty in Eurocentric discourse in
which they can counter the strategy of rhetorical dominance. Historically the only option
for traditional cultures to recover the temporality was for them to abandon their
indigenous epistemologies and adopt those of modernity, and with mixed success for it is
a position in which they are doubly disabled – caught within a system that delivers them
constant reminders of their temporal and spatial dislocation. However, poststructuralism
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opens up a lacuna in Eurocentric ontologies in which traditional cultures may articulate a
cultural as well as discursive revision.
If the main discursive effect of the enlightenment in colonial rhetoric was to
Universalize Western knowledge, the practices and local knowledge of non-Western
societies were thereby construed as particularistic and not applicable to the rest of the
world. This was frequently coupled with a rhetoric and incarnation, which aimed to
establish Western culture as superior and traditional culture as inferior. This, as Rupa
Thadhani has put it, led to a “[m]onoculture of the mind, [which] eradicated local,
indigenous (veiled) forms of knowledge”.xxv The enlightenment had its logical endpoint,
in advancing in its conception of modernistic humanism, the individualism that has
became a cornerstone of capitalist endeavour. While capitalism privileges the
organisation over the individual it cedes to the individual the ideals that he or she can
substitute for the organisation. Where this departs from Marxist indoctrination is that the
individual, by being constructed both inter- and extra-organisationally, can retain the
humanism that Marxism denied in its assertion of a one-to-one correspondence between
the individual and the social system.
Multiculturalism today represents the localisation of transnational relations, as
such it constitutes a resistance to Eurocentrism whose linear historical chronology
reinforces the hierarchical power relations generated by colonialism.
The process of colonisation also saw the classification of indigenous populations
and epistemologies in a context that was outside of their own worldview or belief system.
At the same time as the spatio-temporal determinants of their culture were being denied,
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traditional homelands were remapped and redefined and appropriated into the containing
view of the colonisers.
If the major recourse and restitution for the indigenous lay with co-opting for their
own use the legal system that had affected Eurocentric domination (in Aotearoa through
the restorations recommended by the Waitangi Tribunal as an agent of the government)
the ‘crisis of representation’ view of postmodernity also affords the indigenous a place
from which to articulate and renegotiate their differences.
Poststrucuralists like Derrida and Foucault are pessimistic about the possibility of
normative ethics based on a universal human subject. At the same time as this points to a
celebration of difference and diversity it establishes an intellectual environment in which
Western culture is crippled by an uncertainty as to validity of knowledge produced and
asserted from universalistic modern foundations. If poststructuralism has led to a certain
‘crises of confidence’ in Western Universalistic knowledge; into the fractures and lacunas
of which, indigenous epistemologies of can seep, thereby reinvigorating the
dissemination and efficacy of indigenous knowledge.
The poststructuralist tenet that there is no such thing as universal eternal meaning
to anything can be co-opted against modernity and yet strikes a barrier of some
permeability when considered in the context of the histories of traditional cultures. If
Derrida’s project is a critique of the presence of self to itself, Foucault, through a critique
of the power relations that determine the social constitution of the self reveals that power
relations undermine the self-consistency of the self. In such discourse alterity emerges at
the third space generated by intersubjective negotiations, the space of hybridity, to
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borrow Homi Bhabha’s term, in which the ethical subject is the necessary corollary of
discussion.
According to Bhabha the meaning of culture is established in that space inbetween two cultures, the ‘third space’ in which the interaction between the self and the
other takes place. However, from an ethical perspective, the agents who negotiate this
space and whose identities are informed by it’ proceed with caution and self-reflexivity,
as there is a sense in which this liminal zone will forever be revised.
So whilst the view of poststructuralist doubt undermines three hundred years of
modernity, does it also permeate and dissolve the millennial histories of traditional
societies? Traditional cultures have associated their mythological ontologies with streams
of consciousness, which for them have been passed down in relatively stable narratives
and forms for millennia.
Similarly a corruption of the Christian belief in the afterlife has historically
provided an inverted excuse for the degradation of colonial exchange. It has also
reinforced the belief that the humans can inhabit other worlds. Where this spiritualism is
harnessed to inspiration for scientific discovery it is positive, whereas when considered as
providing an excuse or justification for the ethical valuation life of epistemologies, which
are historically different from it, it is seen as negative. As Simon During has put it:
“Certainly the ruins that colonialism and globalisation have left in their wake cannot be
spiritualised away through historical researches or philosophical exhortation.”xxvi It is the
area of interpretation of spiritual responses to colonisation and postcolonisation that
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Maori and Pakeha discuss least but which potentially offers them the most effective
redemptive dialogues.
Under missionary colonialism Christianity was co-opted in the enlightenment
cause to demarcate, regulate and destabilize the conditions under which the transition
between this life and the next were negotiated. At the same time as it introduced into the
popular Eurocentric imagination both dualism of body and soul and an implicit readiness
to perceive the ‘other’ as beyond this world or ‘other worldly’ it also served as a panacea
for the fatalities of the colonial process. In this context it should be recognised that first
recorded words spoken from another world did not actually occur until 1969 when Buzz
Aldrin proclaimed ‘Contact light’ in Apollo 11, during the American landing on the
moon.

Conclusion
Under globalization, illusion and religion were fashioned to promote a worldview
in which American individualism is seen as fundamental expression of our relationship
with one another on earth. This view of enlightened self-interest is promulgated in a
system characterised by assimilation, integration, homogenization, in which what Simon
During calls ‘massified intercontinental organisations’ (which depend on investors who
may be remote from the dealings of the company) are engaged in transactions involving
the communication of information as well as goods and services. Local communities are
being replaced by virtual communities.
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Globalization contributes to not only the accentuation of uneven wealth
distribution but to the collapsing of orders of difference in the world. Its propensity for
homogenization and assimilation annihilates quantities and qualities of difference. As
Rupa Thadni puts it: “Globalization does not express how we can reconcile and negotiate
the interactions that are part of our current reality, but, rather, embellishes and covers part
of the reality choosing to recognize and promote a certain essential economic order.”xxvii
Just as globalization has impacted on all the inhabitants of the world, modernity
has pervaded throughout traditional societies. Ethnology has evolved into the assembly,
analysis, explanation and experience and dissemination of narrative complexities,
structures of meaning, epistemologies and worldviews. If modernity has effected all areas
of the globe then claims to cultural purity and essentialisms are lost; authenticity becomes
relational and identity provisional and mobile. That globalisation implies a simplistic
understanding of the world is belied, for example, by our very means of expression—
language--and qualified by the fact that our environments, material and discursive are
partial: we can only ever know or inhabit part of a language, part of a view. However,
globalisation is also undermined by the waning of American economic hegemony.
Nationalism can be both allied with and resistant to globalisation. Nationalism is
arguably an intra-national motivation that is dependent on the relationship between
government, private sector interests and public opinion. Governments may legislate to
impose trade barriers and tariffs, which prohibit transnational trade patterns thereby
imposing checks and constraints on the national participation in a globalised economy. A
structurally deregulated national economy is more likely to be exposed to the trends of
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the globalisation and in so doing becomes a manifestation of post-historic capitalism that
leaves culture bereft of ideological difference and reduces history to the inventorial
processes of private enterprise.
Postcolonialism by contrast has co-opted poststructuralist reading strategies which
challenge and subvert the hegemony of Western knowledge, questioning its authority,
objectivity, and universality. By contrast the liminal zones of post-Manichaean
postcolonialism, the hybrid the transmodern posit complex interrelations and provisional
combinations of the ambiguous, controversial, and confrontational which emphasise
collisions and collusion as an expression of cultural negotiation in which relations
between the first world and the third world are revised in much more fluid and interactive
ways. As such sites of difference and mobility in which alternate intellectual productions
and new cultural expressions are formed characterised by much more rapid movement
and transmission of goods, people and ideas. Incarnated in community the discourse
proceeds with legal caution. However, in postcolonial discourse also geographical and
intersubjective identities are negotiated in ways which may involve a revision of agency
from the heroic narratives of modernism to the more fatalistic and intercommunual
expressions and attitudes of the traditional. Postcolonialism is irregular, cacophonous,
confrontational, ambivalent, provisional, mutable, frangible. It recognises orders of
difference, points of cultural distinction, and is instantiated in plurality and transition.
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Queer Identity, Queer Lens: The Role of Photography in the Development of Transgendered Art
Rae Strozzo
With the advent of postmodernism, people outside mainstream society began to have a place for
their voices. In the visual arts of the 1970s, especially in the lesbian community, photography claimed a
key place in that work. Currently, photography claims an important place in the artistic life of the
transgendered community. Photography’s immediacy, narrative qualities, and its link to the idea of truthful
depiction are essential to its importance to a queer space. The history of photography that has evolved in
the lesbian community and the parallels of that history that have developed in the transgendered community
are a look into the functions of photography as it relates to the recognition of self and cultural identity.
This paper looks at the parallel history of photography in both the lesbian and transgendered
community. This research includes interviews with currently working photographers and endeavors to
explore the role and function of photography in the evolution of the art in the queer community. It looks
into the idea the photograph as a mirror for members of the community, the photograph as a window for
people outside of the community, the photograph as activism, and the photograph as a catalyst for and
conceptual basis for other forms of artistic work in the queer community.
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The Uncanny Melancholia
in Albrecht Dürer’s Engraving Melencolia I
ABSTRACT
Like his Apocalypse, Albrecht Dürer’s engraving Melencolia I (1514) belongs to
those works of art that have exerted a profound influence on the imagination of
posterity. This particular work allows us to visualize a psychosomatic state called
melancholia as contained within the frame of the works of art and enables us to catch
a glimpse of the theories and aesthetics of melancholia during the middle ages and the
Renaissance. Nevertheless, the frame, which literally draws the line between the
realities of the world and the engraving, is unable to hold because of the uncanny and
penetrating gaze of Melencolia, the female melancholic in the engraving. Differed
from the downcast eyes formerly attributed to the melancholic or the child of Saturn,
her gaze directs towards a space outside of the frame and stares into the realm of the
unknown. As Klibansky, Panofsky, and Saxl write in their classic study of
melancholia, Saturn and Melancholy, “Her gaze owes its uncanny expressiveness not
only to the upward look, the unfocussed eyes typical of hard thinking, but also, above
all, to the fact that the whites of her eyes, particularly prominent in such a gaze, shine
forth from a dark face” (319). Unlike Sebastian Brant’s Ship of Fools in 1494 in
which the image of a ship becomes a standard means of separating the outsider from
the world of the “sane” observer, Melencolia I shows us that the world of the insane
cannot always be contained. The disease called melancholia will always infiltrate the
frame wide and far by means of the uncanny gaze of Melencolia. Also it is in
Melencolia’s unyielding gaze where shines forth a “truth” of melancholia as a
compressed representation of the emotional situation of human kind. Indeed, in
Melencolia I, the melancholy mind is shown to be led to its insights into a “truth” or a
“vision” by an interrogation of the unknown.
In spite of the fact that Dürer proceeds with the advent of the doctrine of humoral
pathology and astrological speculations, he is able to conjure up a new aesthetics
which evokes a melancholic aura in the mind of his audience by playing upon certain
expectations concerning disease and its iconology. In this paper, I attempt to argue
that Dürer’s Melencolia I offers more than a medical illustration, which aims to
represent the melancholic as an insane person, or a trivial illustration of science,
which is represented by geometrical objects (compass, ladder, sphere, hammer, nails,
ruler, moulding plane, etc.) whose purpose is to show a melancholic worn down by
the hard thinking about “ars geometrica.” I will maintain that what the engraving has
achieved is not to show symptomatic, therapeutic, or geometrical images but to
present an uncanny image of melancholia.
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Historical problems between Japan and neighboring countries like China or Korea seem to be
more complicated than they used to be because people in these countries have been lost their
way of realizing dialogs between them by political reasons. Lately, Japanese public opinion is
tending to be more conservative. To relieve this complicated situation, it would be worthwhile to
learn from other countries how they maintain an honest dialog about historical problems.
This paper explores how “Sudeten German Problem” happened and how Czech Republic and
Germany were made successful at starting a dialog between historians from both nations to
understand each other better.
Over three million German-speaking people lived near the border of Czechoslovakia and
Germany in a region called “Sudetenland.” They were to become the next targets of integration
into the German state. The plan was to cause riots and disorder throughout the Sudetenland,
while claiming that the Czechoslovakian government was discriminating against German-speaking
people. Because of the Mnchen Agreement in 1938, the nation of Czechoslovakia was collapsed
and Sudeten Germans became German Citizens. When the Nazi-German domination was over at
the end of World War Two, Sudeten Germans were expelled from the land of Czechoslovakia. It
was a blow against human rights. The political conditions between Czechoslovakia and West
Germany had not been allowed them to have dialog about such tragedies for a long time.
After the Eastern European revolution, Germany and Czechoslovakia officially started to
communicate with each other. The Czechoslovak-German Historical Commission was made at
that time to discuss what the background of historical problems between them and to think of how
to solve the problems for constructing the better relationship in their future. They have had
annual meetings to discuss since then. In 1996, they published a textbook about the history of the
relationship between Czechs and Germans focused on Sudeten Germans. The book, called,

Conflict Community, Catastrophe, Dtente: the summary of the relational history of Czechs and
Germans since the 19th century, is a symbolic text of the Sudeten German Problem as it tries to
explain the essence of the problem.
This study starts from thinking about the history between Czechs and Germans since the
end of the 19th century. It was the time for German-speaking people in Czechoslovakia to be
called Sudeten Germans. The textbook discusses how and why the relationship between Czechs
and Germans became worse. Through concentrating on the textbook, it seems clear that the
Sudeten German Problem was caused by the Czechs’ fear of being dominated. It also explains
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that fear can make people act strangely. Thus, this study also focuses on how the Czech people
tried to get over the trauma of the tragedy with the help of the commission. My research goal is
to show that their way of discussing may be a good model for future of dialogs about other
historical problems like those that exist between Japan and China or Japan and Korea.
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Theme is the author’s major message or meaning which vivifies all narratives be
they literary or non–literary, fiction or non–fiction, drama or poetry. While theme may
be singular as in a folktale or parable, it is usually plural. With plural themes, they will
be major or minor in significance, explicit or implicit in presentation. When an author
embeds thematic elements in a work, the themes are often related to and enhance the
significance of the more obviously stated themes. For various reasons, the writer may
choose this subliminal or buried transmission of a theme in one or several works within
his canon. Close reading or viewing of Shakespeare’s most celebrated plays reveals
Shakespeare’s use of hidden thematic components. Shakespeare wanted to change the
institution of marriage as it existed in England and Europe before and during his era; he
sought to initiate this change by encoding his ideas within dramas that clearly
expressed universal themes not only accepted by but also supported by the
theatergoing public and the literati of his day. The following dramas and their highly
visible and buried or hidden themes earned Shakespeare his place in English literature.
Hamlet, King Henry the Fifth, Julius Caesar, The Merchant of Venice, The
Tempest, Othello, and King Lear are not viewed as plays that direct audience attention
to recognizing negative attitudes, practices, and situations detrimental to the marital
state; nor are these works associated with suggesting reforms for matrimony. Analyses
of selected works evidences the Bard’s threefold objective in hiding themes embodying
2
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marital issues: to capitalize on his dramatic venue’s large audience, to gain widespread
intellectual and emotional acceptance of these ideas through this audience, and
ultimately to replace a negative societal reality with a positive one that bestowed
dignity on all involved individuals and uplifted the human condition.
Earlier, in the 1380s Chaucer implemented the same plan. Critics have extolled
Chaucer’s “Marriage Group,” those Canterbury Tales which specifically focus on
marriage as it existed and affected society in Chaucer’s era. Shakespeare continues this
critique using the genres of tragedy, comedy, history, and romance. Extending his
examination of nuptials from before Chaucer’s period to his own times, Shakespeare
delivers buried themes that for political, social or religious reasons might not have been
deemed stage worthy. Shakespeare’s subliminal themes short circuited objections
before they could be voiced thereby providing a very public dramatic forum for one of
society’s foundational institutions. The identification and ensuing responses to those
buried themes contribute another level of meaning and artistry to the Shakespearean
canon.
Whether one is a reader or a viewer of Shakespeare or whether the play is a
comedy, tragedy, history or romance, there is always present the ongoing war of the
sexes. Shakespeare’s focus on this personal, familial, societal and oftentimes political
struggle is presented in varying degrees throughout his work. While much humor,
insight, pathos and chagrin are variously evoked in the consciousness of audience
members, one constant on the part of the playwright can be extrapolated: a genuine
concern to expose the fallacious nuptial attitudes, customs, and practices existing prior
3
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to and contemporary with Shakespeare’s era not only in England but throughout
continental Europe. Shakespeare not only specifically delineates these negative
elements but also presents characters and situations which incisively model mindsets
and behaviors to replace those which debase courtship and marriage, demean the
individuals involved, destroy familial bonds, and deteriorate the societal responsibility
of providing temporal order. In dramatizing positive approaches Shakespeare is
suggesting a corrective course of action for his theocratic and patriarchal society
wherein the natural ties between husband and wife, father and daughter or son, or
between siblings are damaged or severed resulting in needless physical and psychic
trauma within the nuclear family and the larger communal family.
Close scrutiny of the principal characters involved in the courtships and nuptials
of couples in Hamlet, King Lear, Measure for Measure, The Merchant of Venice,
Othello, Romeo and Juliet, and The Taming of the Shrew enables one to experience
several of the many battles of the multifaceted wars of the sexes which unfold in the
totality of Shakespeare’s dramatic works. Each of these encounters demonstrates the
cogent presence of politics, societal status, financial gain or loss, territorial acquisition
and in some instances the equally persuasive presence of genuine love. Optimist that
Shakespeare is, he looks beyond this perpetual gender warfare and suggests a
resolution to the hostilities by “showcasing” couples who have avoided the seemingly
unavoidable conflict or who have emerged from it triumphant. These couples achieve
greater self–identity, a clearer understanding of marriage, and the significance of the
institution to society. For Shakespeare as a writer, the War of the Sexes offered him a
4
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theme rich in its potential for discovering, be they depressing or uplifting, insight into
the human condition. This theme also lent itself to the author’s seemingly personal but
definitely literary crusade to identify and to rectify disordered ideologies and to suggest
a philosophy that accords both sexes, the family, and society a promise of order,
dignity, and hopefully, a measure of happiness. In achieving his crusade through his
dramatic strategy, Shakespeare is perhaps articulating several of his motivations: to
communicate an entertaining, life–enhancing wisdom to his audiences, and to convey
time and again his aspiration expressed in the unforgettable line that Gratiano speaks to
Portia and Bassanio in The Merchant of Venice: “I wish you all the joy that you can
wish – “(Bevington 3,2,190).
Matrimony and the English law that developed over the years exerted its
influence not only on Shakespeare’s plotlines but also on many other Elizabethan and
Jacobean dramas. Optimum comprehension of many of those works was based on the
playwrights’ and the audiences’ familiarity with this branch of law. This reality does
not mean that Shakespeare, Webster, Jonson, Ford, Beaumont, or Fletcher and others
were formally trained or even possessed unusual legal expertise about canon or civil
law relating to matrimony. In Shakespeare’s era during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, public worship at Sunday services was an absolute duty, not a choice. By
law, the subject matter of prescribed homilies included the state of matrimony and all
its attendant duties, responsibilities; parish priests routinely included in Sunday
sermons spousal infractions committed by parishioners; designated officials reported
these erring individuals to the bishops and ecclesiastical courts. Sunday services
5
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additionally included penance; oftentimes, those penitents guilty of sexual misconduct
received public exposure and public imposition of their required, respective penance.
Thus any attentive member of the congregation who was present every week
could over time build up a broad store of knowledge concerning the institution of
marriage. Shakespeare’s marital circumstances and his involvement in the 1610 Belott–
Montjoy lawsuit, which focused on financial aspects of a marriage contract, allow one to
assume that he, like many of his contemporaries, enjoyed
… a well–informed layman’s knowledge of English marriage law….
Shakespeare the playwright concerns himself with such obvious
matrimonial topics as betrothals, contracting, premarital intercourse
(antenuptial immorality), impediments to marriage, and the marriage
ceremony itself. But matrimonial problems are used as primary plot
devices on relatively few occasions. Generally the laws of matrimony are
used in varying degrees of importance as secondary plot devices, as
devices to strengthen character motivation, or as the realistic substructure
of imaginative dramatic creations (Ranald 68–9).

Shakespeare probably contemplated often and seriously the circumstances of his
own marriage, his contemporaries, and significant historical couples of royalty or
nobility. The actual reality that prevailed before, during, and after Shakespeare’s
lifetime reveals that marriages were motivated by interest, not personal relationships.
At that time society in England and Western Europe required a legitimate male heir
who kept alive the family name and who held, protected, and passed on the real estate
to the eldest son. The monetary negotiations culminating in a marriage settlement were
designed so that both spouses enjoyed financial security until death. The question of
sexual attraction or compatibility was never entertained; instead, “Marriage was part of
6
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a system of inheritance and economics so ingrained and persuasive that the emotional
affections or physical desires of a man or a woman diminished in importance”
(McDonald 262).
Few spouses had any acquaintance before the nuptials, and after the ceremony
few partners developed married lives which were characterized by a close relationship
or close quarters. Most married people spent the majority of their married lives apart
from one another as it appears did Shakespeare and

Anne Hathaway. While not

many details are known of Shakespeare’s married life, there are a few. Shakespeare and
Anne Hathaway were issued a marriage license in November, 1582, by the Bishop of
Worcester. Susanna their first child was baptized in Stratford on May 26, 1583.
Biographers have suggested that Anne and William had lived together before the actual
ceremony engaging in a common practice of the time; couples cohabited “… on the
basis of their marriage contract or sponsalia de praesenti, a declaration of marriage
before two witnesses with no clergyman necessarily present…”(Kittredge 15). This
arrangement did not cause any social opprobrium. The twins were baptized on
February 2, 1585, and sometime later in the year Shakespeare moved to London; neither
Anne nor the children accompanied him. However, the family may have lived together
in London since Shakespeare did remit taxes in 1596 on a large house in the parish of St.
Helen’s in London. After Hamnet’s death Shakespeare took smaller lodgings in
Southwark. In 1597 after purchasing New Place in Stratford, his wife and daughters
resided there. Shakespeare also resided there from his retirement in 1611 until his death
in 1616 (Kittredge 15).
7
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Shakespeare’s domestic situation with its periods of long separations of husband
and wife was not uncommon in his lifetime. Whether or not the couple was happily
married can only be conjectured. Some individuals have assumed that because William
formally bequeathed his “second best bed” to his spouse that their union was less than
blissful; however, this testament in his will may signify that the “best bed”
automatically belonged to Anne because of the widow’s dower.
When couples did spend their time together, there were strict precepts delivered
in homilies that dictated how each spouse behaved toward the other in an
… ideal relationship … first, that husbands command and wives
must obey; and second, that wife beating is never permissible.
These injunctions are qualified by such arguments as that the
husband should ‘yield something to the woman’ since she is ‘not
endowed with like strength and constancy of mind’; that wives
should control and command the children and family … but they
should acknowledge the authority of the husband and refer to him
the honor of obedience (Pinciss and Lockyear 40).
The Church counseled a prospective husband to search for honesty and virtue in his
bride; if the wife displayed opposite traits, the husband must educate his wife to
necessity of good behavior so that these men “… may have the fellowship of our wives,
which is the factor of all our doings at home in great quiet and rest” (Pinciss and
Lockyear 43). Sermons of the time indicate that “It was reasonable to hope for stability
and comfort in marriage, but not for much more…” (Greenblatt 129). Love, marital
intimacy, genuine companionship were not viewed as requisite to the married state.
One inescapable reality appears to pervade much of the marital motivation of the era,
“… without a dowry, love is not a sufficient reason to marry” (Friedman 455). Love as a
8
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basis for marriage is not a worthy consideration until more than fifty years after
Shakespeare’s death. Only after decades of the Puritans’ constant reiteration of the
significance of marital companionship was there a change in social, cultural, and
psychological outlooks. With publication of Milton’s Paradise Lost, “Marriage was no
longer the consolation prize for those who did not have the higher vocation of celibacy;
it was not the doctrinally approved way of avoiding the sin of fornication; it was not
even principally the means of generating offspring and conveying property. It was
about the dream of long–term love” (Greenblatt 129).
A close reading of selected Shakespearean dramas reveals Shakespeare’s
dissatisfaction with the institution of marriage as it had existed in England and
Continental Europe since medieval times to his own day. One thematic presence
pervades all Shakespeare’s genres: an attempt to evaluate the institution of marriage
and to reinvent it so that couples can indeed enjoy the highest physical, emotional,
intellectual, and spiritual experience of human love. Focusing on the 12th century
marriage of the Danish Claudius and Gertrude in Hamlet, Shakespeare depicts one
universal attraction between the genders: sexual attraction. Gertrude’s great weakness
is the chief factor in her union with Claudius. If audiences believe the Ghost of Hamlet,
Sr., Claudius is
… that incestuous, that adulterate beast,
With witchcraft of his wit, with traitorous gifts –
… won to his shameful lust
The will of my most seeming–virtuous queen. (1.5.43–7).

9
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However, even greater is Claudius’ lust for the power of kingship. Claudius commits
fratricide, and brings poison and death to every love relationship in this tragedy;
Claudius, not Hamlet is the one responsible for the corpse filled stage of Act V.
Theologically knowledgeable, Claudius even when attempting prayer to gain pardon
for the plague–like evil with which he has infected Denmark cannot resist the lure of
power; he will not dispossess himself of his evildoing: “My crown, mine own ambition,
and my Queen.” (3.3.55). Gertrude takes third place in the dearest of Claudius’
possessions. Gertrude’s continuing as queen softened the effect of Claudius’
disinheriting Hamlet, eased the transition from Hamlet Sr. Despite Claudius’ spurious
claim to Laertes that Gertrude “… is so conjunctive to my life and soul/That, as the star
moves not but in his sphere,/I could not be but by her.” (4.6.15–17), Claudius does not
think twice about saving Gertrude’s life when she tells him she will drink from the
poisoned cup. Instead, he remains motionless and with amazing sang-froid watches
her drink and comments: “It is the poisoned cup. It is too late.” (5.2.295). Claudius and
Gertrude’s marriage brings suffering, disorder, and peril to Denmark. Audiences can
only be troubled with the kind of rule the Danes will be subject to under the amoral
Fortinbras. “In Hamlet, these two themes – of death and sexuality – run their course
through the play, both as something which can be assimilated to social constraint and as
a threat to constraint and to the social altogether. For Hamlet can be seen as a play
which turns on mourning and marriage…” (Rose 188).
Two of the three marriages in King Lear produce the same deadly blight upon
individuals, the family, and the society. Close scrutiny of Goneril and Regan’s marital
10
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relationships indicates political and social status dictated their nuptials; with the
exception of Albany, not one of the other three spouses manifest respect, love, or any
kind of bonding. Regan, Cornwall, and Goneril ignore or deny any kind of human tie
when in concert they oppress Lear, Gloucester, Edgar and inflict civil war upon their
society. They exude selfish, ruthless, disordered individualism and ultimately become
brutish in nature and behavior. “Disorder in the human soul is both the agent and the
product of disorder in society.” (Sewall 139). Lear’s actions show that he neither truly
knows his daughters nor has shown much emotional concern for them. Lear’s family is
dysfunctional: love, understanding, and harmony are non–existent; greed, arrogance,
and aggression are clearly in evidence. “King Lear … is the only one of Shakespeare’s
plays in which personal relationship is treated as an end and not a means…” (Sewell
140–1). Lear’s character is revealed incisively in his shocking question to his daughters.
“Which of you shall we say doth love us most,/That we our largest bounty may
extend” (1.1.51–2). The daughters’ responses are equally revealing. Only Cordelia, the
personification of truth speaks truly: “Sure I shall never marry like my sisters,/To love
my father all.” (1.1.103–4).
Perhaps France is one of Shakespeare’s most eloquent spokesman for his
refutation of nuptials motivated by social pedigree, status, wealth, and political power.
France inquires of Burgundy:
What say you to the Lady? Love’s not love
When it is mingled with regards that stands
Aloof from th’ entire point. Will you have her?
She is herself a dowry. (1.1.242–5).
11
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Burgundy immediately replies: “Royal King,/Give but that portion which you yourself
proposed,/And here I take Cordelia by the hand” (1.1.245–7). Burgundy is the voice of
the status quo. Cordelia succinctly rebuts this established approach to marriage:
“Peace be with Burgundy!/Since that respects of fortune are his love,/I shall not be his
wife.” (1.1.251–3). The violent dissolutions of both Gonerel and Regan’s marriages
evidence the inherent weaknesses of marriages based on only material elements and
consummated by partners who devaluate or disdain basic human ties. The emotional
and spiritual isolation of such unions is reflected in Albany’s speech after his epiphany
concerning Goneril’s character:
I fear you disposition;
That nature which contemns its origin
Cannot be bordered certain in itself.
She that herself will sliver and disbranch
From her material sap perforce must wither
And come to deadly use. (4.2.32–7).
Cordelia and France possess the internal and external prowess to enter into a marital
relationship in which personhood and love are most esteemed.
Unlike Cordelia, Mariana and Julietta and Claudio in Measure for Measure suffer
greatly because Viennese society places more importance on the financial aspect than on
the emotional, spiritual aspects of matrimony. Angelo–proud, insensitive, hypocritical,
unjust–before this tragicomedy’s beginning has entered a pre–contract with Mariana.
This pre–contract is a “legally binding agreement entered into before any church
ceremony” (Bevington 246). Because of the two distinct legal and traditional sources of
law, common law and canon or Church law, the legality of both Claudio and Julietta’s
12
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and Angelo and Mariana’s marriages is problematic as this dark comedy clearly
conveys.

“Spousals” or secret nuptials executed without parental permission or

witnesses were recognized by the Church; “For ecclesiastical law, marriage was
primarily a matter between God and the marrying parties – consent of parents, external
public announcements, and other requirements were secondary” (Kamps and Raber
183). Until 1604, this type of wedlock, entered into by Claudio and Julietta, was valid.
“Henry Swinburne, the codifier of canon law regarding spousals, agrees that this form
of marriage is legal as long as the conditions are not impossible to achieve” (Kamps and
Raber 183). The conditions are that each person fully consents and that consummation
is possible (Kamps and Raber 183). Common law is stated in The Law’s Resolution of
Women’s Rights, “a methodical collection of such statutes and customs, with the cases,
opinions, arguments and points of learning in the law that do properly concern
women” (T.E. title page). This compilation anonymously edited by one T.E. in 1632
rejects secret spousals. “Common law emphasized the public nature of true marriage
contracts, requiring ‘banns’ or public announcements placed weeks in advance so that
marriages may be approved by the larger social group; following this public
announcement, a ceremony with witnesses was necessary to guarantee that the
marriage was legal” (Kamps and Raber 182). Not until the Marriage Act of 1753 did
England have one clear “regularized form of legal marriage” (Kamps and Raber 184).
Thus a couple’s view of their marriage’s validity was determined by their adherence to
Canon or common law.

13
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Claudio clearly believes his marriage, a variation of the spousal, is legal; he
explains to Lucio:
… upon a true contract
I got possession of Julietta’s bed.
You know the lady; she is fast my wife,
Save that we do the denunciation lack
Of outward order. This we came not to,
Only for propagation of a dower (1.2.142–7).
A “true contract” is one the couple has affirmed with witnesses present; however,
knowledge of this contract is limited and is withheld from Julietta’s relatives who have
financial control of he dowry.

This couple appears to be typical of the mindset of

Shakespeare’s era and earlier: financial considerations must be secured before all else.
Claudio explains their situation: “… we thought it meet to hide our love/Till time had
made them for us” (1.2.144–50). Both Claudio and Julietta appear of one mind in
making the material reality paramount in their relationship as does also Angelo in his
response to Mariana’s loss of her dowry.
Like Claudio and Julietta, Angelo and Mariana were pre–contracted, but unlike
Claudio and Julietta, their marriage plans were quite public according to the Duke:
She should this Angelo have married, was
affianced to her by oath , and the nuptial appointed;
between which time of the contract and limit of the
solemnity, her brother Frederick was wrecked at sea,
having in that perished vessel the dowry of his sister….
There she lost a noble and renowned brother, ..,
with him the portion and sinew of her fortune, her
marriage dowry; with both, her combinate husband,
this well–seeming Angelo. (3.1.215–9; 221–5).

14
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Angelo, like the Duke of Burgundy in King Lear who rejects the dowerless Cordelia, is
concerned only with Mariana’s financial worth. When she becomes dowerless, Angelo
“… swallowed his vows whole, pretending in her discoveries of dishonor;” (3.1.229–30).
Angelo’s false allegations of evidence of unchaste behavior on Mariana’s part are his
way of avoiding a penniless bride. “Discoveries of dishonor” (3.1.229) “were valid
ground for the breaking of a marriage contract” (Kittredge 491). Mariana stands out as
the only one of these four persons who loves unconditionally; she has first witnessed
and later learned from Isabella the extent of Angelo’s baseness, yet she still sees him as
lovable and pleads for his life despite the Duke’s promise:
… For his [Angelo’s] possessions,
Although by confiscation they are ours,
We do instate and widow you withal,
To buy you a better husband. (5.1.430–3).
The Duke’s choice of the word “buy” indicates he, too, subscribes to the
monetary reality as the basic motivation for marriage. His public proposal of marriage
to Isabella after pardoning Claudio does not indicate a mutuality of love but rather, to
use his own words, “I have a motion much imports your good,/Whereto if you’ll a
willing ear incline,/What’s mine is yours, and what is yours is mine.” (5.1.546–8). He is
proposing a union based on the status quo: a future groom possessing himself of an
eminently suitable consort. As Marjorie Garber writes, this play has a “famous and
discomfiting ending” (Garber 566). Isabella does not acknowledge the Duke’s proposal.
Comedic convention suggests Isabella’s acceptance, but her muteness raises questions.
Is this problem comedy typical of the other Shakespearean comedies which end with
15
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multiple marriages? If so, the audiences may assume that the Duke and Isabella will
join the others who are to marry: Angelo and Mariana, Lucio and Kate Keepdown. “Or
does Isabella’s silence destabilize this neat equation, reminding the attentive
Shakespearean audience of other, earlier hesitations, like that of Rosaline in Love’s
Labour’s Lost, who sends her too confident lover off for a year to tell jokes in a hospital,
to bring smiles to the ‘speechless sick’”? (Garber 566).
Isabella’s behavior is in stark contrast to the earlier behavior of Katherine in The
Taming of the Shrew; Katherine is well aware of Padua’s marriage customs, and she
shrewdly assumes the psychological disguise of the shrew to sidestep the Paduan
marriage market where her father would if she were more docile marry her to the
highest bidder as he actually does later with Bianca.

In a wonderful mix of

personalities, events, and irony, Petruchio having decided to end his bachelorhood,
travels to Padua to visit his old friend Hortensio and “Happily to wive” (1.2.55). Like
his future father–in–law Baptista Minola, Petruchio is primarily concerned with
increasing his fortune. Petruchio equates wealth with happiness: “I came to wive it
wealthily in Padua;/if wealthily, than happily in Padua.” (1.2.74–5).

Petruchio is

unfazed by reports of Padua’s resident “scolding tongue,” (1.2.152) “Katherine the
curst.” (1.2.127). Grumio supports Petruchio in his remark “Why, nothing comes amiss,
so money comes withal.” (1.2.80–1). When Hortensio attempts to dissuade his friend
from seriously wooing Katherine by avowing “I would not wed her for a mine of
gold.”, Petruchio responds: “Thou knowest not gold’s effect.” (1.2.92). Bianca’s suitors
have been barred from courting her until her older sister is married; thus, they agree to
16
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underwrite Petruchio’s wooing expenses. Petruchio appears to be very much of the
materialistic attitude prevalent at the time.
This mindset is perhaps not the full measure of the man; upon meeting the
“intolerable curst” (1.2.88) … “wildcat” (1.2.195), Petruchio is smitten by her keen mind
and fierce independence; he also sees beyond the defensive façade of shrewishness.
Both recognize in the other a kindred spirit:
Petruchio, for all his rant, is increasingly drawn to Kate by her spirit.
As wit–combatants, they are worthy of one another’s enmity – or love.
No one else in the play is a fit match for either of them. Kate, too,
is attracted to Petruchio, despite her war of words. Her anger is part
defensive protection, part testing of his sincerity (Bevington 4).
Each individual finds in the other a shared distaste for the falseness of their society and
the desire to displace this falsity. Katherine has assumed her disguise, and Petruchio
determines to marry the archtypical shrew thereby placing himself beyond the pale of
accepted behavior in Padua.

Each brings about his and her own intended

marginalization. In taming or educating Katherine, Petruchio is presenting her with the
means of peeling away the protective layers of anger, frustration channeled into a
masquerade of shrewishness intended to save her from a type of union she abhors.
Petruchio’s taming is a re–educating of Katherine. Anne Barton incisively captures the
essence of Petruchio’s dramatic function:
On the stage, unless the actor deliberately coarsens his part,
Petruchio comes over far less as an aggressive male out to bully
a refractory wife into total submission than he does as a man who
genuinely prizes Katherine and, by exploiting an age–old and basic
antagonism between the sexes, maneuvers her into an understanding
of his nature and also her own. (The Riverside Shakespeare 106).
17
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Petruchio’s taming “programme is a comic exorcism of noise and violence, to
achieve peace and order in the end” (Leggatt 197). Petruchio has rescued Katherine
from the “peace and order” of spinsterhood and simultaneously educated himself to
realizing there is another type of wealth to be gained in marriage: the finding of a soul
mate who brings physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual completeness to the
union. Shakespeare shows Petruchio enabling Katherine to recreate herself in their new
life; together both spouses come to enjoy a marriage marked by order, respect, pleasure,
dignity. Petruchio on his return to Padua to join Bianca’s wedding festivities finds an
opportunity to educate all those present to the possibility of a more satisfying type of
marriage.

After Petruchio has won the wager, Lucentio and Hortensio describe

Katherine’s transformation and her marriage as a “wonder,” and Hortensio puns, “I
wonder what it bodes” (5.2.112). Petruchio responds with his experiential definition of
a marriage hopefully also possible to the other newly married couples: “Marry, peace it
bodes, and love, and quiet life,/An awful rule and right supremacy,/And, to be short,
what not that’s sweet and happy” (5.2.112–4).
Fortunately for Othello and Desdemona, there are not any disguises or any
version of the war of the sexes to be encountered. Both see past the appearances to the
reality of the other, and both freely choose to give themselves to one another.
Desdemona explains her multifaceted love for Othello and her desire to accompany him
to Cyprus:
That I did love the Moor to live with him,
My downright violence and storm of fortunes
May trumpet to the world….
18
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I saw Othello’s visage in his mind,
And to his honors and his valiant parts
Did I my soul and fortunes consecrate;
(1.3.251–3, 255–7).
Othello’s explanation of his love is equally direct, honest, and extremely succinct: “She
loved me for the dangers I had passed,/And I loved her that she did pity them.”
(1.3.169–70). What is so admirable is the straightforward, public admission of their
mutual love which is more meaningful to them than all other temporal considerations:
family, fortune, societal status, ethnicity, cultural background, public opinion. Though
Othello allows his confidence to be undermined and ultimately allows passion to
overrule his reason, he does not stop loving Desdemona; before taking his own life he
understands the innocence and virtue of his wife whose last wish and words bespeak
her unconditional love for her husband: “Commend me to my kind lord.” (5.2.129).
The kiss in the wedding ceremony symbolizes the loving union to which the
couple has pledged themselves; Othello’s words, “Killing myself to die upon a kiss”
(5.21.370) and his kiss joined to Desdemona’s final words reveal the earlier pledge of
love that has withstood the most heinous assault. Desdemona empowers Othello to
triumph in humanity’s psychomachia involving the conflicts of good versus evil, order
versus chaos, civilization versus barbarism, innocence becoming experience. “Othello,
like most men, is a combination of forces of love and hate, which are isolated in
impossibly pure states in Desdemona and Iago. His psychic voyage from Venice to
Cyprus is a passage of the soul and the will from values of one of these characters to the
other” (Kernan 85). Othello’s kiss is also the kiss of peace signifying his return to
19
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Desdemona’s most precious human characteristic: her ability to love unselfishly. “… if
we would know what love and charity are in their fullness, than our definition can only
be the actions, the language, the emotions of Desdemona. She is Shakespeare’s word
for love” (Kernan 88).

In the realistic allegory that is Othello and Desdemona’s

marriage, Shakespeare depicts human love in its fullest potential.
The tragedy Othello (1601–02) shares with the earlier tragedy of Romeo and
Juliet (1595) the central theme of love and its victory over violence. Young lovers on the
cusp of adult life choose love over everything else; they present an intense experience of
youthful, romantic love, courtship, and brief marital union. As in Othello, the various
disorders of Verona inflict themselves upon the young couple in the form of the
“ancient grudge”(Prologue 3).
Kittredge views the feud on one level as “merely an instrument of fate,” but on
another level as the very presence of evil in the human world. “The ancient quarrel” is
A fact of life which Romeo and Juliet inherit – as it is inherited
by all men and women by their very birth. It is thus possible to
see this play also as a struggle of youth against the evil bequeathed
to them by their elders, their growth as human beings in the course
of that struggle, and their final tragic death because of it. But it is
not a death of utter waste and futility, for out of suffering and
destruction of youth comes an end to ancient evil (Kittredge 965).
None of the characters close to Romeo and Juliet are able to imagine the love the
two share. The Capulets have weathered the loss of children and infidelity, but they do
not exude the dignity and harmony of a devoted couple growing old together in love.
For the nurse love is sexual gratification and having a husband who can best provide all
the desirable creature comforts. When apprised of Juliet’s imminent marriage to Count
20
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Paris, kinsman to the Prince, the Nurse’s answer is stunning in its insensitivity: “I think
it best you marry with the County./Oh, he’s a lovely gentleman!/Romeo’s a disclout to
him.” (3.5.218–20).
With Tybalt’s death, comedic elements disappear from the play, and the focus
becomes tragic. Earlier, Juliet began an education of Romeo into the nature of true love,
weaning him away from the insubstantial and vapid approach to love he formerly
exhibited toward Rosaline and urging him to be candid with her and to act honorably.
Juliet lives the words she pledged to Romeo: “My bounty is as boundless as the
sea,/My love as deep; the more I give to thee,/The more I have, for both are infinite.”
(2.2.133–5). Juliet chooses love; Romeo chooses violence despite her mentoring. Romeo,
as Harold Goddard explains “falls back on the testimony of all history that only force
can overcome force. He descends from the level of violence and attempts to part the
fighters with his sword.” (39). This action of Romeo’s results in death and is the catalyst
of ensuing violence and death. Juliet’s love had bestowed on Romeo power to bring
down a god, to pass even beyond the biblical seventy times seven…. But he did not …
give quite ‘all’ to love (Goddard 43).

Nor does Bassanio in The Merchant of Venice “Give all to love.” Bassanio freely
admits he must borrow funds from Antonio to finance his quest to secure a wealthy
wife: “In Belmont is a lady richly left;” (1.1.16). Like countless others before, during,
and after Shakespeare’s era, marriage was a means of financial gain. Bassanio further
sees himself as a latter day Jason adventuring to secure another golden fleece. With
21
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Portia’s verbal hints, Bassanio does indeed choose the correct casket winning the
beautiful virtuous, intelligent heiress. What Bassanio is also going to attain is a life
lesson about friendship, wives, husbands, marriage vows and the rightful place and
dignity accorded to each if the couple is going to attain the joys of domestic life as
described by Petruchio.
Bassanio’s Portia rivals the twenty–first century’s version of superwoman. She is
the obedient, wise daughter; she is a dear, generous friend; she is the adventurous
traveler. With notes and garments from her cousin Dr. Bellario, she is the skilled doctor
of laws in the Venetian Court; she is the compassionate, selfless wife who will send her
newly married husband off with unlimited funds to ransom his friend. She is the
humorous, spirited, forgiving wife; she is the cordial hostess who opens her home to
her husband’s friends Antonio, Gratiano, Lorenzo and his bride; she is also the teacher
who will instruct Shakespeare’s audiences on the preeminence of the friendship that
exists in marriage between husband and wife.
In giving Portia’s ring to the “worthy doctor” (5.1.222) Bassanio has broken his
oath “Never to part with it.” (5.1.170). The ring, of course, symbolizes their union, love,
trust, fidelity. Portia and Jessica reveal a major difference in their view of family and
vows. Whereas Jessica sells the turquoise ring that her mother Leah gave to Shylock
thereby rejecting the conjugal bond it signifies and ignoring her father’s attachment to
that symbol, Portia will not countenance Bassanio’s action. To Shakespeare, to Portia, to
couples since the writing of the Old Testament, the wedding band is the visible sign of
the vow of eternal love; there is no acceptable reason for according the ring a lesser
22
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value or purpose. Thus, when Bassanio accedes to Antonio’s plea, “My lord Bassanio,
let him have the ring./Let his deservings and my love withal/Be valued ‘gainst your
wife’s commandment.” (4.1.447–9), Bassanio is being reminded by Antonio that their
male friendship is a relationship esteemed more highly than Bassanio’s marital
relationship with Portia. Portia like Juliet and Desdemona, has made her husband her
lord of love and endowed him with all she possesses: “Myself and what is mine to you
and yours/Is now converted…. I give them with this ring,…” (3.2.166–7; 171). Bassanio
must recognize this fact and must be willing to make the same commitment: to keep his
marriage vows and to keep the symbol of those vows. In the hearing of all present at
Belmont after Portia has identified Bassanio’s broken vow with all its meanings and
possible consequences, Bassanio admits his fault and asks Portia to “Pardon this fault,
and by my soul I swear/I never more will break an oath with thee.” (5.1.246–7).
After Bassanio’s reiteration of his vow, Antonio additionally acknowledges the
superiority of Bassanio’s marital relationship to that of their friendship by proposing
another bond:
I once did lend my body for his wealth,…
I dare be bound again,
My soul upon the forfeit, that your lord
Will nevermore break faith advisedly.
(5.1.248; 250–2).
“By acting as Bassanio’s ‘surety,’ Antonio figuratively takes out a bond once again for
Bassanio; only this bond guarantees the validity of Bassanio’s marriage at the pledge of
Antonio’s soul rather than, as previously, of his flesh;” (Boose 338). Then, in a variation
of the play–within–the–play technique, Portia directs Antonio to play the priest.
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Antonio complies and instructs Bassanio, “Here, Lord Bassanio. Swear to keep this
ring.” (5.1.255). Upon receiving the ring Bassanio recognizes it as the original and
attests to his altered view of marriage and its symbol the ring, saying: “Sweet doctor,
you shall be my bedfellow./When I am absent then lie with my wife.” (5.1.284–5).
Before the newly married couples retire to consummate their marriage and the comedy
ends, there is “a correct ritual enactment which resolves the threat to union implied by
Bassanio’s transfer of Portia’s ring” (Boose 338). Portia and Bassanio’s “… marriage
represents a completion in which friendship and love are fully complementary”
(Bevington 78).
Each of the plays discussed – Hamlet, King Lear, Measure for Measure, The
Merchant of Venice, Othello, Romeo and Juliet, The Taming of the Shrew – is not
historically associated with a dramatic gestalt suggesting a change of attitudes and
behaviors toward courtship, love, and marriage, but individuals who watch or read
those works closely can discern a repeated theme. This theme advises audiences that
there are more salutary ways of arriving at and living the institution of matrimony than
those practiced before and during Shakespeare’s lifespan. In its varied repetitions this
theme emphasizes that couples should be able to choose spouses freely; they should not
be subject to monetary, class, ethnic or political constraints; husbands and wives can
and should attain and be accorded the status of intimate friendship in a union that is
sacrosanct and inferior to no other human relationship. These plays convey glimpses of
nuptial happiness for those couples who defy the existing customs governing courtship
and marriage.

Shakespeare’s thematic intimations concerning marriage create
24
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situations and characters who are universal in their hopes to find and to sustain love,
joy, and solace in the age old partnership of wedlock.
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Abstract
Technology is rapidly advancing in this age, using
computer information as media has become the major
tool which the contemporary artists, so projection of
materiality creation is more changeful. Through
contributing the interactive technology, changing the
cognizance between entity of the traditional art and
viewer. The interactive design becomes the focus of
esthetics in order to hand around the essence of
creation. It makes viewer own the command for the
appreciation, even become a part of creation. This
paper puts forward combining technology and art to
design a artistry－「Dreams of season」.Herewith the
artwork treats projection of materiality and interaction.
It includes human-computer interaction and virtual and
physical scenario purposes. Through the progresses of
design in this research, this study brought up some
suggestions that can be applied to creative artworks on
digital art in the future.
Keywords: Digital Art, Human-Computer Interaction
Interactive Design, Projection of
Materiality

1. Introduction
Accompanied with innovation and development of
technology and media, and popularity of digitalization,
multimedia creation tools have matured no matter in
digital graphic display technology or related program
algorithm development. Access and application of
digital hardware media and is getting popular.
Therefore, the chance and possibility of digital
creation is increased (C.M. Wang, 2004). Many artists
thus utilize digital technology for art interpretation
creation to represent their own point of view in terms
of art design expression.
Digital art is gradually more important in modern art.
The artists discuss the media and technology when

***cwlee@saturn.yzu.edu.tw

doing the art creation. Except for the special visual
and sound presentation and the virtual and physical
interactive scenario presented by digital technology,
whether the interactivity existed between the viewer
and the creation is also one of the important topics for
many artists in terms of design. Under the new style
digital connection, it makes the aesthetics not only the
one way output from the artist but breaking through
the huge gap between design and viewer and further
integrates the interactive element. It attracts viewers
and provided with certain level of decision-making
power and control power to establish the mutual
feelings and provide viewer with more imagination
and to show the creation concept and scenario of the
artist. The experience of the non-linear feature is
different from the traditional art creation and changes
the visual experience and intense sensory enjoyment
for the art in the past. Virtual and physical fusion,
immersed in the design scenario, the unique of it
makes the new milestone for art aesthetics (T.T. Wu,
2004).
Thus, this objective of this study is to explore the new
approach which combines technology and art. It is to
escape the traditional perception to see digital art
creation. This study focuses on interactive design,
human-computer interface and virtual and physical
interactive scenario design. By reviewing the
literatures, we concluded that related concerns in
terms of application of human-computer interactive
model. It further examined the common fusion
expression between technology and art. Finally,
through the physical creation activity, we design an
interactive art creation named 「Dreams of season」.
This creation integrates the art concept and technology
to design and express the external changes of four
seasons and turned into internal feelings and to look
forward to what the viewer can be immersed into the
scenario. We also recorded the flow and production
and turned that into existing process records and
recommendations. We also collect and analyze the
observation records during the public exhibition of the
creation to realized the impacts of interactive design
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model to explore the design concerns for virtual and
physical design integration.

2. Literature review
2.1 Digital art
Facing the new century, the aesthetics thinking model
should be compatible and diversified. Technology is
advancing, meanwhile it changes the model of art
expression and artist’s working model, even changes
the way the audience view the art creations. The most
common said 「Digital art」is referred to art creation
went through digital method of process and device.
Taking traditional style art creation and express
through digital devices or tools for various expression
ways, it is called art digitalization. Therefore, the art
creation utilizing digital method for creation or
created by traditional method and processed by
digitalization is called digital art (L.C. Chen, 2001).

2.2 Interactive design concept
In the age full of new media, the possibility of
learning and communication is increased along with
the continuous development of interactive multimedia.
Interactivity is becoming a popular term and the focus
of investigations for scholars in various fields (Carol
Gigiliotti, 1995, 1997). In the early sixties, artists and
theorists were very interested in somehow to carry out
interaction between the art and viewer to achieve
certain feedback effects (Ernest Edmonds, 2004).
Dannenberg, R.B and Bateds, J. (1995) indicated that
computer technology make the development of
interactive art possible. Thinking of the concepts and
thoughts what interactive arts would like to expound
make the definition of art itself, process of creating
and the method of viewing etc. basic artistic topics
extended. S.F. Lu, (2000) also indicated: 「 If
contemporary digital art doesn’t build the interactivity
upon thinking; it will be left like lack of technology; if
there is not interactivity in the feedback mechanism
that will also make the viewer feel lack of
participation. Both these above are very important.」
It is shown from the above that incorporation of
interactivity is very important to digital art creation.
While discussing about interactive design, the
interaction between viewer and the creation belongs to
the extension of human-computer interaction (HCI)
investigation. Human-machine interface (MMI) is also
know as user-interface, which plays the told of
medium to make the smooth communication between
human and computer possible and to finish
information exchange or signal input and output.
Communication interface turns「perception」of human
through the interface into computer languages
representing action signals of the operator. The

interface includes visual, language, touching, action
etc, perception transformation (Y.C. Chu,2002). In
addition, Laurel (1993) indicated, human-machine
interface is the design for enjoyment and experiencing.
That is, during the process of interaction, viewer will
not be able to feel the physical existence of technology.
All interfaces should be close to humanity, nature and
instincts.
Regarding the interactive interface model, Jeng (2002)
indicated human-centered interaction model to
observe and review the model. The situations of
interaction events are differentiated by recognition
space, physical space and virtual space respectively
(Figure 1):
(1) In recognition space: the user accepts perception
and product action.
(2) In physical space: human proceeds interaction and
triggers the response of events by operating
materiality interface.
(3) In virtual space: to trigger virtual interactive
model by interactive behaviors and gives the user
feedback through digital interface.
Users utilize control physical interface to trigger
interaction events, and further enter virtual space from
recognition space through physical space. Finally, the
feedback goes back to human themselves. The process
goes on like a cycle on and on. When the recognitions
of both parties have been identified, it triggers the
reflection and makes the meaning of interaction
complete.

Figure 1 : Human-Centered interaction model
Jeng (2002), Interaction and Social Issues In a
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Human-Centered Reactive Environment.
Figure 2 :《Role exchange》(Tony Oursler,1996)

2.3 Projection of materiality related
works
Digital art category includes the method of expression
like video art. Because of advancing technology and
the popularity of the hardware, the development starts
from picture tube TV to digital projection method for
image display. Many artists utilized digital projection
method for creation display create diversity of their
creations. It includes the integration and application of
various media and to use computer languages to
increase the interaction between the creation and the
viewers. This study is intended to focus on
「projection of materiality」 among related technical
arts to used as the conditions for the following case
study. We here selected some representative cases; the
common feature is the projection material that is
different from the old style utilizing white wall, cloth
or table. It utilizes three-dimensional materiality or
objects people can see from their daily life. It also
includes two creations added with interactive
installation --《The reason for insomnia》and 《sharing
the meal》, in which the digital images and materiality
fused to each other and expresses a brand new
scenario mixture between virtual and physical.

2.3.1

Tony Oursler --《Roles exchange》

Combination of materiality and projection is not only
brings the new thoughts for space decoration, but also
attract the audience’s attention by the combination of
sound, light, image and circumstances. 《 Role
exchange》by Tony Oursler (Figure 2), he likes to use
unpopular space in the exhibition hall such as corner
of the wall, stairs, vestibule, stool, hallway, rest area
etc to decorate dummies and projections to let the
viewers spontaneously discover and find out human
figures distributed in other places. Because the viewer
was attracted to and shocked, they would stay longer
for the creation and smile after shock. That tells us,
the Tony Oursler’s incredible idea not only broke the
old rules of exhibition, but also utilized the special
combination of dummy and projection model to
express the performance effect between physical
operation and dramatic performance.

2.3.2

Amy Jenkins --《Ebb》

Amy Jenkins is a famous contemporary artist in New
York, who is skilled in exploring human and life
related topics by expression of video art. In this
creation, she used a shrunk bath tub as the object for
projection. The woman in the image climbed in from
the outside across the static range of the space and
object. The blood gradually flows back to the body of
the woman, and the water turns to be clear. It
expresses the 《Ebb》image which shocks the viewers
(Figure 3). It utilized projection of materiality method
to reflect monthly bleeding experience of women and
focus on the implication of pain and sacrifice.

Figure 3 :《Ebb》（Amy Jenkins , 1996）

2.3.3

Goang-Ming Yuan --《Fish on dish》

G.Y. Yuan is the pioneer of video artist in Taiwan. In
1992, he created a creation--「Fish on dish」 (Figure 4)
successfully combined the 「 Materiality 」 and
「projection」. The technique of the creation is simple
and accurate. That is also his consistent style. Through
this creation, the creator thought the structure of this
creation is simple but enough to challenge and reverse
the perception to reality and imagination of the
viewers. The viewers would ask themselves in their
heart :「Is that a living fish?」. That established a
scenario between virtual and physical.

Figure 4 : 《Fish on dish》
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(Goang-Ming Yuan, 1992)

2.3.4 Goang Ming Yuan --《The reason
for insomnia》

table and around the chairs. The viewer would turn the
table by instinct to carry out the interaction. Every
dish represents its own image expression and designed
by technology for fusing into people’s daily life. It
completely expresses the scenario experience between
physical and virtual.

This work, 「The reason for insomnia」, won the
committee special prize in 2000 international digital
art contest.
When the reviewer contacted this
creation, the first sight is one white iron bed and a
pillow pulsed waved up and down like breathing.
Except for the method of digital projection, it also
combines mechanical device and sensors. (Figure 5)
After the iron ball on the side of the bed was touched
by reviewer, the sensor inside the iron ball will trigger
the projector above to produce sex different images
projected onto the white bed sheet. The images
randomly appeared by non-linear method, the content
of visual display shows the feelings and experiences in
daily life like a poem. The creator utilized the trick of
object projection to project the images representing
loneliness, pain, suffering and sleepless etc. to the bed
sheet that we are familiar with our daily life. It
successfully created the implication and feelings of
「insomnia」. The creator also exclude the important
role—the person on the bed. The viewer somehow
became the role himself because of the interaction
mechanism.

案

Figure 4 :《The reason for insomnia》
(Goang-Ming Yuan, 2000)

2.3.5 Zhong-Kun Kuo --《Sharing the
meal》
「sharing the meal」is created by Zhong-Kun Kuo, in
Taipei National University of the Arts. In this creation,
it utilized Chinese style traditional round table and
dummy dishes as the projection objects and also used
funny visual animation feedback to trigger the
behavior of sharing food using the turntable. It is to
further enhance the concept of dining matters (Figure
6). The interactive mechanisms in the creation include
sensors and computer visual technology under the turn

Figure 6 :《Sharing the meal》
(Zhong-Kun Kuo,2006)

3. Creation design
3.1 Creation implication
Technology combining arts, This research design a
creation －「Dreams of season」. It introduced the
interpretation of Chinese ancient poems to spring,
summer, autumn and winter. It utilized poetry
technique to transmit the meanings of seasons by
dreamy images and sounds to the viewer. It also
utilized the reverse concept of the triangle interactive
installation to represent four season exchanges to
change the virtual spaces. The virtual image was given
physical new life and interacted with the viewer. The
dummy in the creation then were possibility seen as
the viewer himself or someone or something he misses
the most by affection projection. 「Dreams of season」
is intended to utilize materiality, image and sound to
express a digital virtual scenario and object to evoke
the feelings of the viewer in the past. It will make the
viewer’s thought flying through the space and the time,
wondering among physical, reality and memory.

3.2 Creation interactive design
This creation utilized physical sculptures and digital
image projection to produce a real virtual scenario
environment (Figure 7). Utilizing project and sound, it
is to make the materiality to be provided with brand
new vitality and implication. In addition, the creation
has direct emotional interactivity to the viewer. The
interaction interface used in the creation is new
triangle device, which uses the concept of reverse to
design the images representing four season rotation.
The webcam used on the top is to catch the position of
the viewer; it detects and decides the direction of the
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viewer by getpixel detection to provide feedback to
the images. The creation utilized Flash8 as the
development software.

origin of life—water, to be the element of visual
presentation. It uses the waves and wavelets as
indications of endless lives. In the presentation of
desire of love, the visual expressions include heart,
flower, love and miss etc elements implying desire of
love. It also used pink organic fluid background to
indicate up and down of emotional affection. Ages
hereby was indicated by circling red dots to represent
sun rise, sun set and time passing by.

Figure 9 : Three visual expressions in terms of
spring in creation 「Dreams of season」.

Figure 7 : Creation illumination (summarized by
this study)

3.2.1

Visual materiality device

B. Summer—Midsummer, Five colors, Huge
(Figure 10)
In ancient poetry, there are three common
interpretations for the word summer. In midsummer,
blue sky and white cloud were used to represent the
burning sun in midsummer. So-called 「 Summer
cloth」represented cloths of five colors. It utilized
some images mimicking neo lights to represent colors.
The third visual expression is based on that ancient
people interpreted ocean as implication of huge.

This creation modified gamepad to make a triangle
interactive installation as an operation interface based
on four season rotation design concept. (Figure 8)

Figure 10 : Three visual expressions in terms of
summer in creation 「Dreams of season」.

Figure 8 : The triangle interactive installation
designed in this study.

3.2.2

Projection feedback

The creation used four seasons and 12 months as the
creation concept. By Chinese ancient poems, It
designed three different visual expressions for every
season (total 12 types), and utilized non-linear display
method for overall visual feedback.
A. Spring—vitality, desire of love, age (Figure 9)
Ancient people interpreted spring as implication of
vitality, desire of love and age. For instance, in「to
effect a miraculous cure and bring the dying back to
life」, the word spring indicates vitality. It uses the

C. Autumn—missing, senescent, refreshing
(Figure 11)
Meanings of autumn are chosen from the most
representative three meanings from ancient poetry.
The concept of missing was presented by fuzzy
memory and transformed into more physical feelings.
Refreshing was presented utilizing jumping and lively
flashing colors. The visual expression of senescent
was presented by falling maple leaves and facial
wrinkles to make the viewer experience the process of
aging by instincts.
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Figure 11 : Three visual expressions in terms of
autumn in creation 「Dreams of season」.
D. Winter—Cold winter, to sigh with emotion,
impregnable (Figure 12)
The expressions for winter here chose these three
interpretations. Cold winter was visually presented by
falling snow and cold color tones. To sigh with
emotion was presented by poetry sentences to indicate
the thoughts and chaos when one sigh with emotion.
In ancient poetry, people encourage themselves to be
stronger. In this creation, it chose the flower blooming
image in winter to represent the meaning.

1.

2.

3.

Interactive image and sound are easily affected by
the environment. If we intend to express the
content such as the direction of webcam
appropriately, the environment should be under
appropriate control such as light control and
installation of equipments.
The habits of users should be considered. The
investigation in terms of visual, touching and
hearing is necessary. If the triangle interaction
installation is instinct enough is one of the
important items.
The viewer thinks the method of projecting
materiality is able to give static objects brand new
life. The whole scenario creation is vivid.

.
Table 1 : Interactive Exhibition of 「Dreams of
season」

Figure 12 Three visual expressions in terms of
winter in creation 「Dreams of season」.

3.3 Features of creation design
The creation in this study utilized interaction
installation of light, shadow and sound to make the
viewer immersed into the creation in the shortest time.
During the process of participation, the feelings are
different from what is obtained from the traditional
arts. The brand new triangle interaction operation
interface was used in this investigation design to apply
on interactive digital arts. It allows the viewer to
participate the creation in a more instinct way to
express the concept of seasonal rotation. By projecting
the digital images onto physical sculpture, it gives the
materiality a brand new like by addition of virtual
image to create the physical and virtual mixture
scenario that traditional sculpture is not able to
express.
By detecting the position of the viewer, it allows the
viewer interacts with the creation. There is more direct
emotion interchange in abstract art expression. The
final creation displays the most representative
interpretations for four seasons in ancient poetry. The
feelings for seasons and emotional experiences of the
viewer would be evoked, and the viewer can feel the
seasonal interpretations from the ancient people to
further understand the feelings of spring, summer,
autumn and winter.

4. Creation public exhibition
This creation was exhibited in Museum Café in Yuan
Ze University in June 2006. The operation procedure
please refers to Table 1. Opinion feedbacks of the
viewers were collected through exhibition. It is
summarized as the following:
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5. Conclusions and Suggestion
This study is intended to explore the creation
techniques of materiality projection in digital art. It
combines with interactive design concept and shows
in a brand new way and to create an interactive
scenario. In addition, it indicates by addition of
interaction mechanism, we can transform the way of
expression to mutual interaction between the viewer
and the creation instead of one way communication,
further to create a design of physical and virtual
mixture. We collected the opinions through exhibition.
Except for the interactivity and the environment
element should be considered, the surface of the
materiality to be projected on should be also
considered. The further investigation could focus on
the interaction mechanism and materiality projection
expression integration, to bring in new way of viewing
and creation for related digital art creation field.
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The Mystery of the Eleatic Visitor or the Killing of Parmenides
The much broader question that motivates the present inquiry is the question of
the role that philosophy plays or of the place that philosophy occupies in today’s world. I
think that this question is a very urgent one apart from being extremely interesting,
especially considering the current status of philosophy as a discipline. That is, among
other things, considering its obvious uselessness, as well as its increasing remoteness
from the daily lives of non-academics.
Of course, I will not be able to address such a broad question during the current
presentation. What I will do instead is approach only one of its aspects. That is, I will
look at the person who does philosophy. And today I will ask whether we can determine
who is and who is not a real philosopher. And, of course, the fact that a given person is
employed by a university, or is given by a university a title of the professor of Philosophy
simply will not do. But how then should we approach this issue? I think that the best way
to do it is to look at one of the most fascinating attempts in the history of philosophy to
draw the line between the true philosopher and the one who merely appears to be the
philosopher—the sophist. This attempt is Plato’s dialogue entitled Sophist.
The commentary on the Sophist that I will present today is not merely intended to
be a scholarly assessment of one of the greatest works of Plato, but rather an attempt to
follow a certain, tested way into a philosophical problem.
And I will approach this dialogue via one of its central characters—the Eleatic
Visitor.
This Visitor is introduced into a conversation that began the previous day between
Socrates, Theodoros, and the young Theaetetus, and which is ‘recorded’ by Plato in his
dialogue Theaetetus. At the end of the dialogue Socrates goes to “meet his indictment”
(210d) brought by Meletus, having agreed to reconvene the following morning in order to
continue the conversation. It is on that following morning that Theodoros introduces “a
certain visitor, the kind from Elea, who is a colleague of those associated with
Parmenides and Zeno—a man who is very much a philosopher” (216a).
It is at this point that Socrates alludes to the following verses of Homer:
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A poor show, that—hitting this famished tramp—
bad business, if he happened to be a god.
You know they go in a foreign guise, the gods do,
looking like strangers, turning up
in towns and settlements to keep an eye
on manners, good or bad. (Odyssey XVII, 630-640)
This is a passage from the part of the Odyssey where one of Penelope’s most
fierce suitors, Antinoos, throws a stool at an old beggar, a visitor, and is rebuked by
somebody from the crowd. In this case the visitor is not really a visitor. He is, of course,
Odysseus disguised as a beggar. And even though he is not a god it is the divine power
of the goddess Athena that transformed Odysseus into a stranger, a visitor.
And so, Socrates too asks Theodoros whether this visitor is not really a visitor but
a god in disguise. To which Theodoros replies that he is definitely not a god, although
“he is divine, for I address all philosophers as such” (216b). And Socrates retorts:
“Yet, one might suggest that this latter genus [the philosopher] may not be much
easier to discern than that of a god. For because of the ignorance of everyone else,
these men—those who are not fake but real philosophers—certainly take on all sorts
of appearances when they visit our cities…. At times they take on the appearance of
statesman, at times that of sophists, and at times they may impress some people as
being completely mad” (216c-d). So, the Visitor, according to Theodoros, is a
philosopher, and divine. And even though he is not a god, and gods are notoriously
difficult to discern (see the Odyssey, as well as Jean-Pierre Vernant’s “Mortals and the
Immortals: The Body of the Divine” in Mortals and Immortals) due to the inability of the
mortals to endure the sight of the divine beauty, the Visitor still might be difficult to
know for who he is, and at times he will appear as a sophist, or mad.1
So, the Visitor is divine, and this is so, by virtue of his being a philosopher. And
yet, because we are human he in his divine being will appear, or show himself under the
guise of the sophist or the mad person.
But, perhaps, this preamble is only a joke on Plato’s part, or, more precisely, an
instance of his famous irony: all this talk about the divine nature of the philosopher, of
her appearing to be the sophist or mad…. Do we have a good reason to take what
Socrates says here about philosophers seriously?
In fact, it is all too easy to pass over these first few sentences as completely
extraneous, and concentrate instead on the numerous arguments that fill the body of the
dialogue. And, indeed, there is a lot of difficult work ahead of anybody who wants to
scrutinize the details of these arguments—they are notoriously difficult to follow. But
today we will not do this kind of work. Instead, I would like to invite you to look at the
dialogue in, perhaps, an unusual way: to allow for a moment that it is a riddle, carefully
crafted by sly Plato.

1

We do not have to be presently concerned with the Visitor appearing as the statesman because this theme
is picked up in the dialogue that records the second part of the same conversation—The Statesman.
However, I would like to draw our attention to the possibility of the philosopher appearing as mad, since
this idea of madness will play one of the key roles in the later part of the dialogue.

2
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In that case, I suggest, we should radically alter our strategy, and pay very close
attention to details that at a first glance seem rather insignificant, as well as use a little
more than our deductive reasoning, that is (and here comes a scary word for philosophy,
even though Descartes was not at all ashamed to of it) use intuition.
So, we will take the opening remarks seriously, and we will remember that the
Visitor is introduced as a philosopher, and therefore he is supposed to be divine, and,
finally, that because of our ignorance he will take on an appearance of a sophist, or a
statesman, or of a mad person.
But even though he is introduced in this way, we—the readers—do not (yet) know
who he really is. Let’s find out.
In preparation for the close analysis of the Sophist I did a preliminary, cursory
reading of it and I found myself being swayed from thinking that the Visitor is a
philosopher to thinking that he must be a sophist, and then to being quite sure that he is a
philosopher after all, only to be again disabused of this notion. Such an experience can
become meaningful if we expect the dialogue to be performative. And indeed, we can
already get hold of the first hint into the main problem of the dialogue: it is impossible to
distinguish the sophist from the philosopher if we are to proceed by looking at what is
done, at the arguments that are made, and at the words that are spoken, and in this case
the arguments and the words of the Visitor.
And if we turn to the text of the dialogue and consider how the sophist is being
defined we find that the Visitor runs into the same problem. For he and the young
Theaetetus begin by “seeking out and bringing to light in the account whatever he
[the sophist] is” (218B, emphasis mine). So, they begin with the is, with the εστι of the
sophist, and yet, almost immediately they slip into what the sophist does. And this is how
it happens. In the Visitor’s attempt to clarify the method of division that he will use to
find the sophist he gives an example of finding the definition of the angler—the
definition that entirely relies on what the angler does, or on his works: “Then with
regard to the art of angling, you and I are now in agreement not only about the
name, but we also have an adequate grasp of the account of the activity (τουργον-το εργον) itself” (221b). So, after all, the Visitor and Theaetetus will be concerned with
the art of sophistry, and not with who the sophist is even though the Visitor once more
uses the is after Theaetetus agrees with the statement quoted above: “Come then. Using
this as paradigm, let us also try to discover what the sophist is” 221c. This almost
imperceptible shift of focus at the very beginning of the dialogue structures the whole of
the ensuing discussion including the now unavoidable failure of the end. Indeed, as we
will shortly witness, the Visitor and Theaetetus have most definitely failed to catch the
sophist by the end of the dialogue. That is, insofar as the deeds or the works are
concerned the sophist turns out to be indistinguishable from the philosopher. Or, it is
impossible to tell them apart by their arguments, methodology, terminology, GRE scores,
or the degree of completion of all the seminar and non-seminar requirements on time.
And yet, it seems, this is all we have, and all that we will ever have. That is, defining
somebody by their works, and their words is the only reasonable thing to do. And yet,
this reasonable thing leads us nowhere; it makes us walk in circles—just as Parmenides’
two-headed mortals.
But this point brings us to another interesting part of this riddle.
3
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As you recall, the Visitor is introduced by Theodoros in the following manner:
“we’ve brought a certain visitor, the kind from Elea who is a colleague of those
associated with [or a disciple or a pupil from the school of] Parmenides and Zeno—a
man who is very much a philosopher” (216a). The Visitor, then, from the very outset is
explicitly connected with Parmenides as one of his followers. And Socrates asks him to
speak about the sophist, the philosopher, and the statesman as a representative of the
Parmenidean school, on behalf of them: “But I would like to ask our visitor, if it is
agreeable to him, what those in his area believe about these names and how they use
them” (216e). So, the Visitor is urged to answer on behalf of somebody else, on behalf of
his great predecessor. But, in fact, what happens is that the Visitor ends up speaking for
himself. Moreover, he challenges the philosophical authority of Parmenides. How exactly
does this happen?
Parmenides is mentioned at 237a when the Visitor and Theaetetus have begun
their last, sixth (seventh, according to the recounting that occurs at 231d-231e) division,
and are trying to locate the sophist in the art of image-making. The Visitor stumbles upon
the difficulty with non-being, which appears to be in some way, and therefore is forced to
revisit the doctrines of his philosophical predecessor (Parmenides) who declares that it is
necessary for non-being not to be, and that it is wholly unknowable, and inexpressible.
But before the Visitor ventures to talk about non-being he makes three requests of
Theaetetus: 1) to be forgiving of him if he “pull[s] away even slightly from so strong
an argument of their previous discussion,” 2) not to assume that he is becoming “a
sort of patricide”, and finally 3) not to think that he is mad when he will “switch back
and forth with every step” (241c, d, 242a). Presently I will be focusing on the second
request, since it most explicitly refers to Parmenides, and, as I will argue, becomes the
point that breaks the whole dialogue. In other words, the rest of the discussion, and thus
the dialogue as a whole seems in a certain sense to be held together by this one knot,
namely, by the question of whether the Visitor does or does not commit patricide. I
believe that if we manage to untie the knot we will be able to see much more clearly the
dialogue as a whole: see not only the structure of its many arguments, and how they all fit
together, but also find out something about the relationship between the philosopher and
the sophist.
So, let’s look more closely at what the Visitor does with the words of Parmenides.
Right after making his second request the Visitor asserts that “it will be necessary to put
a statement (logos) of our father Parmenides to the test [also means: to closely
examine, to try the genuiness of , to put to torture] and overwhelm it [also: to
overpower by force, to do violence] with the claim that what is not in some sense is
and in turn again that what is in some sense is not” (241d). That is, he will take the
logos of Parmenides and do violence to it in order to test its genuiness. And he’ll do
violence to this logos by the being of what is not, and the non-being of what is, in some
sense. In the process of this testing by the Visitor a long chain of arguments ensues, and
finally the last definition of the sophist emerges—the definition that is not contested
either by the Visitor, or by any other participants of the dialogue. And so, at a first glance
the dialogue has a very happy ending (just like the best movies in the world): even though
the Parmenidean doctrine had to suffer, the aim of the dialogue is achieved: the final
definition of the sophist is produced and no objections are raised. And yet…the audience

4
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is bound to be left with the deep feeling of dissatisfaction, the source of which, at least at
first, might not be entirely clear.
When we try to determine more precisely the source of this dissatisfaction we
cannot but notice that numerous times during the dialogue, but especially at its very end
the sophist of the Visitor’s definition looks all too much like the philosopher.2 Consider,
for instance, the very last sentences of the Sophist—the last definition that is also a
synopsis of the final division:
The imitation that is under the contradiction-producing, ironic
part of the opinionated type under the appearance kind
derived from the art of making images that is defined as not a
divine but a human part of making, the part that involves
conjuring by means of arguments—whoever says that the real
sophist is of this lineage and blood will, it seems likely, say what
is most true.3
If anyone attempted to define the Socratic art would this not be the best definition
of it? And Socrates, of course, is our Western paradigm of the philosopher.
So, we cannot but acknowledge the failure of this definition to capture or to be the
logos of the sophist, since through it we are incapable of discriminating between the
philosopher and the sophist. So, it is either a definition of both, or of neither one. And
thus, we have to acknowledge the failure of the dialogue as a whole insofar as it was
supposed to furnish us with such a definition, as well as the failure of the Visitor to come
up with a definition on his own (admitting non-being into his ontology reinforced the
confusion about the sophist instead of clarifying the matter). The Visitor’s act of thinking
failed. He did not manage to do violence to the words of Parmenides, he did not kill his
father.
However, from under the ruins of this final definition something much more
significant emerges. Ultimately, it has to do with a truth about the being of philosophy,
and more precisely about the relationship between the sophist and the philosopher. I think
that a lot can be drawn from this, but for the moment I will concentrate on just one aspect
of it, namely on one of the conditions that makes philosophy possible.
I will call this condition the murder which does not happen. For the Visitor, in
order to be a philosopher on his own right, and not merely a spokesperson for
Parmenides, needs to suspend the great authority of his teacher, to dispel his teacher’s
shadow even if this means that at least at a first glance the Visitor’s attempt at
philosophizing results in a complete fiasco. The moment when the Visitor takes
responsibility for thought occurs when he acknowledges that ‘when he was younger’ he
thought that he ‘understood perfectly’ the discussions about being and non-being (what is
and what is not) but now he finds that he is in perplexity about it, that he does not
understand it. Notice that it is now we need to investigate what is perplexing us, it is now
that we need to put the words of the great thinkers of the past to the test. And so, the
Visitor thinks. He is doing philosophy right in front of us, having abandoned the fear of
2
3

Cf. Plato, The Sophist 230e, 253c-253e.
Ibid., 268d, emphasis added.
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not conforming to the tradition for the sake of opening up an instance for thinking.
Formally speaking, he is quite unsuccessful—the definition simply does not work, the
path that has been banned by Parmenides, and down which the Visitor tried to travel, has
indeed turned out to be impassable. As a result, the ontology of Parmenides remains
unchallenged, indeed unchallengeable. Being does not admit of nonbeing. The
Parmenidean logos has withstood the test, and has turned out to be genuine. And yet the
testing itself is absolutely necessary; for only through the ‘murder’ which does not
happen does there open up a space for the Visitor to be a philosopher.
But what does this mean so far as the Visitor’s status is concerned? Have we been
able to finally find out whether he is a philosopher, or a sophist? Not really, since even
though we now understand how the Visitor satisfies one of the conditions for philosophy,
we are still faced only with his erga or deeds, we still don’t know who he is, don’t know
his being.
And this persistent ignorance of ours is due to the fact that the philosopher and the
sophist are opposites, or contraries, unlike being and non-being which are contradictories
(are not ‘the same and not the same’). The sophist is not non-being—that being
downright impossible—and so, it would be better to compare his status to that of the third
way from Parmenides’ poem: the way on which the confused mortals wander, the way
which turns back on itself, the way which oscillates between being and non-being, the
way which constantly undermines itself. Even though such a way does not have being, or
it is not truly or really, it does exist. The same is true of the sophist: he does not have
being, and yet, he exists, and we have to try to make him ‘seemly’ just as, according to
the Goddess of the Parmenides, we have to make seemly or attractive the opinions of the
mortals.
So, the sophist is the mortal or human shadow of the philosopher—the shadow
that is simultaneously not the philosopher, and not not the philosopher. And we, just like
the Visitor, have to live with that shadow, since destroying it would be necessarily also
destroying the possibility of ever being the philosopher.
And a final note about the dialogue.
It is set up in such a way that only through our own effort of thinking does this
truth come to the surface. This is, of course, the genius of Plato’s thought who is in this
respect very much like Heraclitus: he does not speak openly, and yet he does not try to
conceal anything either—since both of these ways are, in fact, impossible—but rather, he
shows, or gestures towards a truth. Remember the Heraclitean saying (Fragment 93):
“The lord whose oracle is in Delphi neither indicates clearly nor conceals but gives a
sign.” It seems to me that Plato understood very well something that has also been a part
of Heraclitean thought, namely, that apart from being able to convey the direct, literal
messages, words can function as the riddles that need to be worked on to be understood.
This latter kind of meaning is, of course, much more significant for our own being as
thinkers, for they provide us with the space to philosophize, they create for us an interval
for thinking. And Plato construct this interval called “The Sophist” by opening it with a
remark that can be easily overlooked, and by giving us a sign in the form of the of the
Visitor’s requests. But it is only we who can turn this space into philosophy by, among
other things, suspending the great authority of Plato.
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Abstract:
The Nepalese is one of the smallest ethnic minority groups in Hong Kong. It is a
highly marginalized community, both socially and culturally, but yet because of their
role in the British Army in the colonial era it is a conspicuous group. This paper
explores the experience of Nepalese women as members of this ethnic minority in
Hong Kong, who are doubly marginalized due to their gender, and who are kept under
control in a close-knit, patriarchal community. In their major life decisions in different
stages of their lives, parental control and marriage constraints play the most important
roles. As a result, forced mobility between Nepal and Hong Kong, and often among
other destinations due to the father’s occupational needs and their own marriage, is a
highly feminized phenomenon. In Hong Kong, the lack in local language skills and
access to social resources such as formal education and the public welfare system,
Nepalese women are faced with problems such as high rates of infectious diseases,
and low employment rate. These are aggravated by the gender division of labor in the
family, where women are subordinated to men due to conservative gender concepts
and religious expectations. Based on in-depth interviews and participant observation,
this is a pioneering ethnographic study that aims to arrive at a holistic understanding
of Nepalese women’s experience as daughters, wives and mothers, and looks at how
individual autonomy and agency interfaces with internal and external constraints that
are of a transnational nature.
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ABSTRACT: With the recent publication of Sondra Perl’s short text and CD, Felt Sense: Writing with the
Body (Boynton/Cook, 2004), there is renewed interest among teachers of writing in the work of Perl and that
of psychologist and philosopher Eugene Gendlin. His original text, Focusing (Bantam, 1978, rev. 1981) has
remained influential across disciplines, and it forms the basis for Perl’s nearly 30-year development of felt
sense as a creative strategy for writers and teachers of writing.

As rhetorician Peter Elbow has written: “Gendlin and Perl give us guidance in learning to attend to that felt
nonverbal sense triggered by a word” (Perl, v). Over the years, Perl has refined Gendlin’s focusing questions
into her “Guidelines for Composing.” Given the continuing attention to the epistemology of embodied
knowing, I will review both Gendlin’s ideas of focusing and Perl’s development of felt sense as personal
strategies for self-reflection, clarification, and expression of one’s creative process or problem-solving
communication. I begin with a brief look into Perl’s text to see how she employs felt sense as a strategic
pedagogy. In addition, I will offer some of my own teaching ideas that involve felt sense, empathy, and active
listening in the service of non-adversarial persuasion and problem solving (grounded in ideas of Carl Rogers,
Gendlin’s colleague). Finally, I wish to open discussion with the session audience about their notions of other
opportunities for employing felt sense and active listening for individual or interpersonal situations.

According to Perl, “Felt sense is a bodily experience – endlessly describable. Felt sense is also a term, an
idea, a phrase – that refers to this bodily knowing” (p. 1). It is not just prior to language, but it is a formative
process to which a person can pay attention and, in Gendlin’s term, “focus” – select/refine/conceptualize [as I
just have been doing, at this point of my writing, in the act of trying to select the right word for what I want to
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say here] for the intended communication. “Physically and mentally, we are aligned. In this instance, felt
sense is a guide that lets us know we are on the right track” (p. 3). “Felt sense, then, is the physical place
where we locate what the body knows” (p. 4). In this sense, it is similar to what Polanyi called “the tacit
dimension.”

However, recognizing a felt sense “is not automatic; it must be given room to form. When it does form, it
may at first feel murky or unclear” – accompanied by a “physical sensation of discomfort” (pp. 4-5). As we
strive for clarification and accurate words to say what we want to mean, “we often experience relief,
excitement, surprise, even pleasure. We know that we are on the right track because our bodies tell us so” (p.
5).
Perl said that her Guidelines for Composing “are not a set of rules to follow, but rather a set of questions that
help writers cultivate a felt sense and then write with this felt sense as a guide.” She developed her Guidelines
out of her work with the questioning strategy that Gendlin designed “to teach adults how to work with felt
sense in solving personal problems.”

I wondered if Gendlin’s focusing questions could be adapted to help writers solve writing problems; if
they could help them discover topics for writing or help them establish a connection between their
thinking and an assigned topic. . . . The Guidelines begin by asking writers to slow down, to pay
attention to their bodies, to relax. As they progress, from simple list making to more complex imaging,
writers are directed to listen attentively to what is at the edge of their thoughts, to what isn’t yet in
words (my italics, p. 8).

Perl’s book presents ways into her Guidelines script and accompanying CD. I refer you to this helpful
package for the details. At this point, I wish to consider Gendlin’s original presentation of his focusing
strategy. He offered summaries in two places in his book, but using different verb forms (pp. 64, 173-74). I
prefer the following version in the imperative voice, and I add a few of my own clarifying words to the quotes
from Gendlin.

1. Clear a Space. What are your concerns? “Don’t answer; let what comes in your body do
the answering.”

2. The Felt Sense. “Don’t go into the problem. What do you sense in your body when you
recall the whole of that problem?” Sense “the whole thing, . . . the unclear body-sense of
it.”
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3. Find a Handle. [I’d call this the construct formation phase.] “What word, phrase, or
image comes out of this felt sense?”

4. Resonate. “Go back and forth between word (or image) and the felt sense. Is that right?
If they match, have the sensation of matching several times. If the felt sense changes,
follow it with your attention.”

5. Ask. “What is it, about the whole problem, that makes me so -----? . . . What would it feel
like if it was [sic] all OK?”

6. Receive. “Welcome what came. . . . It is only one step on this problem, not the last. Now
that you know where it is, you can leave it and come back to it later. Protect it from critical
voices that interrupt.”

Gendlin & Carl Rogers: Felt Sense and Active Listening in Dialogical Situations
Applying felt sense in dyadic or dialogue situations may well differ from the individual’s application
in solitary situations, such as following guided imagery or seeking clarification or expression for
one’s creative process, as with Perl’s Guidelines. Moreover, the dynamics of a truly dialogical
situation may not resemble the relative imbalance-of-power situations involving therapist/client,
parent/child, and teachers who assign tasks to students. In a dialogue structured between equals, one
or both parties might have to assume a facilitative role of helping the other, as well as the self, to
clarify and formulate ideas and positions. Especially in this case, facilitative roles are best grounded
in felt sense, empathy, and the restatement strategies of active listening. In this situation, the goal is
to establish conditions for “constructive change or significant learning” to resolve matters in a
mutually acceptable way.

Whether in interpersonal or therapeutic situations, both Gendlin and Rogers identified active listening
as a technique for the individual to employ in dialogical situations. Moreover, there is an ethical
implication in using such strategies. It arises from Rogers' proposition that in dialogue we must be
willing to risk changing our minds and modifying our positions to achieve genuine communication
and effective problem solving. In teaching, we can encourage creative approaches to ethical
persuasion: from dialogues and role play to case studies.
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Active listening is a powerful strategy for achieving "constructive change or significant learning"
whether for individuals or social groups. In the '40s and '50s, Rogers and colleagues, including
Gendlin, developed what they came to call active listening, which they also extended from the
counseling relationship to communication in other social situations.

Gendlin devoted a key chapter in Focusing [about 15% of this short book] to “The Listening
Manual” in the section “People Helping Each Other.” He gave credit to Rogers in a footnote for
“Absolute Listening.” He stated, “The method of ‘saying back’ was discovered by Carl
Rogers, and training in its use is available in P.E.T. by Thomas Gordon (Gendlin, 118).”

Felt sense and empathy help to establish the conditions to facilitate active listening -- and active
listening is, in effect, the application of these responsive behaviors. However, I must note that Rogers
strongly resisted labeling these practices as “strategies” or “techniques” because of the tendency to
reduce them to formulaic applications.

Let me quote Rogers here, to remind you that, since the 1960s, these ideas have been so fully
absorbed into our cultural ways of thinking about and acting in relationships that Rogers and
colleagues are now hardly acknowledged. You'll recognize from the following quote the now familiar
and at times parodied practice of saying back or restatement that Rogers and colleagues pioneered
and called "active listening." [Excuse us, in this 1951 language, as he uses the generic "he," which he
said he no longer did, when I interviewed him in 1985 (Teich, 55-64).]

"Each person can speak for himself only after he has first restated the ideas and feelings of the
previous speaker accurately, and to that speaker's satisfaction. It . . . would be necessary for you to
really achieve the other speaker's frame of reference -- to understand his thoughts and feelings so well
that you could summarize them for him" (Rogers, 1961, 332). However, the implication of this
empathic understanding is, as Rogers then followed up: "You run the risk of being changed yourself.
You . . . might find yourself influenced in your attitudes or your personality. This risk of being
changed is one of the most frightening prospects most of us can face" (Rogers, 1961, 333).

This radical implications of felt sense and empathy within genuine active listening are what
differentiate a rhetoric based on Rogers and Gendlin from traditional rhetorical theory and its strategy
of accommodation. The goals of Gendlin and Rogers are to facilitate understanding, self assessment,
possible conscious change of one's position, and cooperative problem solving, rather than an
adversarial posture to confront, challenge, disprove, and defeat an opponent.
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Note, however, as Rogers said about empathy, it must be acknowledged that active listening and felt
sense also are ethically neutral; they all “can be used in ways hurtful to the other person” (Teich, 56).
They can be co-opted for coercive, inimical ends. We need to proceed in an ethically responsible
manner.

Sources
Gendlin, Eugene T. (1978, rev. 1981). Focusing. New York: Bantam.
Perl, Sondra. (2004). Felt Sense: Writing with the Body. Boynton/Cook.
Polanyi, Michael. (1967). The Tacit Dimension. New York: Anchor.
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Teich, Nathaniel. (Ed). (1992). Rogerian Perspectives: Collaborative Rhetoric for Oral and Written
Communication. Norwood, NJ: Ablex.

Teaching Applications: Interactive Opportunities
Identify assignments and classroom activities that employ active listening, empathy, and felt sense.
Discuss strengths and limitations of such strategies, including problems of intractable conflicts and
uncompromising stances.

• Stipulate that individuals need not propose solution to issue/problem, but understand and
experience various sides, not just their own.

• Discuss and develop various ways of registering your felt sense to your own and others’
asserted positions.

• Stipulate the need for keeping an open mind: that you must be willing to consider changing
your mind/position on the issue.

• Structure pro/con sides of assigned or self-selected topic: pairs or groups do one side, then
switch sides.

• Role play what does it feel like to be in another’s shoes/skin.

• Scenario of partners’ dialogue about different issues: reciprocate and register felt sense.
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Reexamining Ebonics, AAVE, and Bidialectalism: Contextualizing Discussions of
Language and Literacy in the U.S.
By Kimberly Thomas
Ph.D. Candidate, Composition and TESOL
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT
The use of non-standard varieties to communicate is a common occurrence for most
native English speakers in the United States. However, although the colloquial or spoken
forms of non-standard varieties of English, such as Black English, are acceptable, their
written counterparts are not. While there has been much literature on Black English as a
non-standard variety, such discussions have often been skewed by the influence of public
perceptions on Ebonics. This review seeks to examine what is meant by various terms
that are used to by educators, linguists, and applied linguists when they discuss African
American Vernacular English as a non-standard linguistic variety. The central questions
that are posed are: (1) What is meant by the terms “Ebonics” and “AAVE”? (2) How
have issues such as bidialectalism affected the ways in which educators and researchers
address Black English? (3) Is it possible to reconsider Black English within the frame of
biliteracy and applied linguistics? This paper will review concepts related to research
and literature regarding Black Vernacular English in an attempt to clarify possible ways
of recontextualizing how educators and linguists can discuss Black English within current
theoretical frames of literacy.

Bidialectalism

“Bidialectalism” was a term given to speakers of African American Vernacular
English by speech pathologists in the 1960s (Adler, 1987). Speech pathologists study the
abnormal linguistic development of children which is manifested in terms of oral speech
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patterns. Bidialectalism, or “the use of standard English and black English depending on
the context,” was used by speech pathologists to describe those speakers of AAVE who
were considered to be deficient in terms of their literacy skills due to their inability to
speak and write in Standard American English (Taylor, 1991:55). The proponents of
bidialectalism were mainly speech pathologists who were concerned about the linguistic
development of Black students who spoke only Black English Vernacular (BEV) (Adler,
1985). Those who advocated bidialectalism sought to do so through either of two veins-mandatory or elective bidialectalism. Mandatory bidialectalism for students meant that
those students who spoke AAVE--usually poor, Black students--would be required to
take speech or pronunciation classes in order to improve their linguistic proficiency in
Standard American Vernacular English. Speech pathologists and others who advocated
mandatory bidialectalism based their arguments on the goal being to educate minority
children, particularly blacks and Appalachian children on their use of non-standard
English so that they could learn to speak English properly so that they would have a
better chance at being successful later in life. Proponents of mandatory bidialectalism
thought that this method of language or speech education (instruction) was necessary
because it was hoped that if children learn to speak English properly that it might lead to
improvements in reading and writing. To proponents, AAVE is legitimate as form of
spoken English; however, if students’ aren’t mainstreamed into education, then they
won’t gain the literacy skills that are needed to be successful in life.
Proponents of elective bidialectalism also thought that speakers of AAVE could
benefit from linguistic courses that provided them with educational exposure to Standard
American Vernacular English. However, proponents of elective bidialectalism disagreed
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with both the method and the requirements for mandatory bidialectalism. Sledd (1969)
opposed proponents of mandatory bidialectalism based upon its premise and educational
goal of correcting students’ nonstandard linguistic practices, particularly the use of
AAVE by black students. Sledd noticed that the attitude of English instructors who
advocated mandatory bidialectalism was like those of grammarians or linguistic
structuralists. Essentially, their justifications for mandatory bidialectalism was that while
they accepted the use of a nonstandard dialect like AAVE or Black English as an aspect
of individual identity that its nonstandard was not accepted as a linguistic standard that
was used or recognized as a “learned” tongue by educators, academics, and businesses,
alike. Educators, especially, were prescriptivists when it came to the students’ use of
AAVE in their academic writing. In Language Arts and Dialect Differences, Donna
Christian (1970) states that “the use of nonstandard grammatical forms [in writing] is
much more negatively viewed than the use of nonstandard pronunciation features” (cited
in Taylor, 1991: 12). Sledd thought that this type of approach was racist thinking
disguised as educational policy.
Adler (1987) revisited Sledd’s and others initial arguments regarding mandatory
versus elective bidialectalism. Adler noticed that those who were proponents of
mandatory bidialectalism were “purists” who wanted the cultural assimilation of those
who were not native speakers of English. They believed that if foreigners wanted to
become acculturated to American culture that they needed to adopt and acquire a proper
use of Standard American English. Adler also stated that those who felt that speakers
had a right to their own language were those who believed in cultural pluralism. Those
who believed in cultural pluralism advocated, if anything, elective bidialectalism, but
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only if such an education was truly elective and was not detrimental to speakers’
linguistic development and maintenance of their own languages.
Americans do speak one language—English—and in that sense we are
monolingual. However, with regard to the variations in American speech, students are not
taught or made aware of those linguistic differences, even though they are the subject of
numerous jokes. Americans do not learn about the variations in the uses of English in
school and the majority of the population does not seem to be aware or care with regard
to the facts versus the myths surrounding language use in the United States. In a sense,
we are really mono-dialectal as a nation because we advocated a particular variety of
non-codified English whose formal pronunciation is based on a particular Midwestern
brogue and whose writing is based on this pronunciation or White speech that is nonSouthern and learned in association with academic discourse:
Wolfram and Christian (1979) demonstrate in Dialogue on Dialects that there are
‘who sets of norms [of standard English] that can be recognized—the informal
standard and the formal standard,’ corresponding to oral acceptability and some
variation and to ‘the norms prescribed in grammar books…and in the written
language’ (9). (Taylor, 1991: 54).
Speech that is considered “learned” and standard for American speakers of English is the
variety of English that is spoken by non-Southern white speakers, and whose written
variety is based on a form that is read and taught in school that incorporates the
“standard” spoken style of white speakers.

African American Vernacular English
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While speech pathologists argued and disagreed over the nature and tenets of
elective versus mandatory bidialectalism, linguists continued to do studies regarding the
structure and use of African American Vernacular English. Linguists who studied the
structure of AAVE had made note of the fact that African American Vernacular English
was a standard dialect of Standard American English. Those in speech pathology had
come to assume that the use of a form of language, such as AAVE, is deficient
means/implies that the language is somehow structurally deficient in terms of
grammatical structure, which means that those who learn it may perhaps be cognitively
deficient or impaired regarding their language or linguistic development because they
have acquired the use of a nonstandard dialect. However, as a nonstandard dialect,
AAVE was not considered to be a Pidgin or a Creole language by most linguists, which
meant that speakers who had learned or acquired AAVE had actually learned a
“complete” grammar and not one that was linguistically deficient. So, the real question is
not adequate linguistic development due to proper exposure to the standard dialect, but
whether or not speakers of AAVE are competent in their use of written and spoken
English—the kind of English that is required in schools in order for students to be
considered “literate” and thereby, educated. Of course the connotation being, as it was to
speech pathologists, that those who spoke AAVE were somehow illiterate.

So, those

educators, pathologists, and theorists who argued that Black students were somehow
“deficient” in terms of linguistic development had missed or disregarded the fact that
though students spoke BEV, and lacked linguistic “proficiency” in SAVE, that they still
spoke English. Thus, they were not, illiterate, nor cognitively, or linguistically deficient.
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Ebonics

“Ebonics” became synonymous as a term for Black English sometime during the
mid to late 1970s. Those in African American or Black Studies saw the term as
something that empowered speakers of Black English. Early on the term “Ebonics” was
equated with Black English, which was fine for those who understood its linguistic
history but not for those who had come to associate the term with its much politicized
past. When those who used the term “Ebonics” begin to do so in the 1970s, they were
fully aware of the linguists’ studies of AAVE or Black English that had been done for
over half a century. Robert Williams used the term “Ebonics” in 1973 and reaffirmed his
use of the term at a U.S. senate hearing in which he stated the following:
Ebonics has two major dimensions as a language: (1) A lexicon or the vocabulary
of a language, (2) Morphology or the study of the structure and form of the
language that include its grammatical rules. Ebonics may be defined as the
linguistic and paralinguistic features which on a concentric continuum represent
the communicative competence of the West African, Caribbean, and the United
States slave descendent of African origin. It includes the grammar, various
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idioms, patois, argots, ideolects, and social dialects of Black people. (Williams
1975 cited in Baugh 2000: 15).
While the term “Ebonics” was a source of linguistic pride for speakers of Black English,
its proponents were not lost to its linguistic aspects. Nor, were they blind to the fact that
speakers who spoke Black English, exclusively, and did not learn to style-switch or codeswitch, would be at a detriment when it came to becoming and functionally as a literate
member of society. For this reason, educators and researchers who used the term,
“Ebonics” were not opposed to the idea of mainstreaming speakers of black English into
standard English courses. Their assumptions about AAVE, Black English, or Ebonics in
terms of being considered a “standard” dialect is that AAVE is not a pidgin or Creolebased language used by speakers. So, since it is not a limited language which consists of
a limited vocabulary or grammar in terms of output (for communication) or language
acquisition, students can functionally acquire the use SAE—the variety that is used as the
medium for instruction and education in school.
Also, based upon this premise one can accept the concept of bidialectalism and
perhaps acknowledge spoken “standard” American English is more of a standard dialect
than it is a standard, codified, formalized system of language. Some speakers have it and
others do not—for a person to be considered literate one only needs to use correct
grammar in academic writing and use the accepted colloquial standard in nonacademic
writing, and in speaking. In Wolfram and Christian’s (1979) Dialogue on Dialects, they
conclude that “there is no one standard English according to this set of norms, but many
different varieties that qualify as standard…Standard English then, is a composite of the
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real spoken language of this group of professionals, the educated middle-class” (cited in
Taylor, 1991: 54).
“Ebonics” and AAVE
Is AAVE spoken by all African Americans? No, it is not. It is true that a
majority of black speakers incorporate the use of aspects of AAVE as part of their spoken
language use. However, many individuals code switch between AAVE and SAE
depending on the communicative situation and the level of formality in terms of the
interaction with individual speakers. Speakers use AAVE to show solidarity to the
African American community based micro- and macro factors. The micro factors for
speakers’ use of AAVE or Black English consist of family history (in the use of the
dialect) and individual choice, with regards to identity and to the degree that an
individual wants to feel a part of the group and show solidarity. The micro factors for
speakers’ use of AAVE is based upon social history including racial segregation and
marginalization, especially in terms of education, work, and other aspects of daily living.
Is AAVE a non-standard dialect of English? No, it is not because according to
linguistics, and others, structurally AAVE or Black English is a standard linguistic
variety of American English. For many, AAVE is still a “non-standard” dialect of
English in because it is not recognized as a standard variety that is used or taught in
school as the preferred spoken or written variety for “educated” or “literate” persons. For
a person to be considered literate, he/she must be able to read and write in the standard
dialectal variety, which is SAE, and not AAVE. However, this does not negate the fact
that AAVE is a standard dialect and not a “substandard” one. The use of AAVE by
speakers does not mean that they are illiterate or cognitively deficient. In this sense, the
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use of AAVE is not improper or “incorrect” as some linguistic purists or those who
advocate prescriptivism would have us believe. Teachers do not like to see AAVE used
in written discourse because its use, in terms of grammar, represents a variation that is
not acceptable or representative in terms of linguistic competence.
Is Ebonics and AAVE the same? Both AAVE and Ebonics are terms that are
used synonymously for Black English; however they bring about various connotations in
terms of the speakers who use the terms. To some African Americans, “Ebonics”
represents an inferior form of black English that is much less standard than SAE and
keeps its speakers from being truly functionally literate—this, because its constant use, in
all environments, prevents them from reading and writing in Standard American English.
Middle-class African Americans see the use of Ebonics or the “inner-city” form of Black
English used by poor, urban blacks as detrimental to their overall linguistic development.
Therefore, based on an emic perspective, many African Americans see the differences in
the use of Black English along a continuum with regard to pronunciation, the ability to
code-switch, attitude, and education. African Americans do not all see themselves the
same with regard to the use of Standard American English and with regard to being
literate or educated in terms of its use: “the prestige, or standard [dialect], is not a
monolithic construct or a single code. Like black English, it is influenced by cultural
levels and functional varieties, fluctuating accordingly” (Taylor, 1991: 54).

Ebonics, AAVE, and Bildialectalism within Hornberger’s Continua of Biliteracy
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Based upon discussions centered upon “Ebonics” and bidialectalism, there were
many misconceptions and misunderstandings about African American Vernacular
English. The linguists presented scientific evidence concerning AAVE, but such studies
were held up against the perceived attitudes associated with the use of AAVE as a non
standard dialect of English. The fact is that AAVE is standard, although not in the sense
that it is the language of power and is recognized, taught, assimilated, or even
acknowledged as part of English education, or as a part of language educational
instruction in classrooms. Also, AAVE fails to be (adequately) acknowledged within the
context of bilingualism or bilingual education. When AAVE or Black English is
conceptualized/conceived in terms of language use, it is generally thought of by hearers,
including educators, as it is “okay” for those speakers to use it, however, it is not
“proper” or “standard” in the sense of being recognized as an acceptable linguistic
standard by members of the academic community. This perception of AAVE extends
into the general population who tend to think of those who speak Black English as being
“uneducated” or linguistically or cognitively “deficient.” (The truth is that such speakers
are deficient in terms of mastering the standard dialect, which prevents them from
attaining “literacy” in the truest sense of the word. This is why Wolfram and others
started pointing to reading as the most important element for acquiring use of the
standard variety for speakers of AAVE).
Also, teachers hate it when students use it in AAVE because it’s not acceptable as
a written system or “codified” linguistic script. So, the real issue is and always has been,
literacy, and the other arguments have been proven to be misrepresentative or misguided
with regards to relevant discussions involving AAVE. If AAVE is something that must
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be “corrected,” at least in terms of literacy involving written script and communicative
competence involving the use of SAE (versus AAVE) in varying social contexts, then
how can this thing that needs to be “corrected” in terms of understanding for research,
and with regards to education, be done?
Is this way, Hornberger’s, Continua of Biliteracy (2003) can be used as a frame or
lens for (re)considering, (re)contextualizing, and (re)conceptualizing Ebonics, AAVE and
bidialectalism. Such frames have been considered before (see Lang, 1988), such as
bidialectalism, which is based off of comparisons to methods used to teach Mainstream
English to non-native speakers of English. How is Hornberger’s frame different? How
can it be used to conceive of the “arguments” surrounding/concerning AAVE, Ebonics,
and bidialectalism?
Hornberger states that it is important to develop an understanding of biliteracy
due to the changing population in today’s public schools. Although American society is
thought of as English-speaking, America’s public schools now facilitate an increasing
number of non-native English speakers. The US Department of Education recognizes
that students with limited proficiency in English along with non-native speakers of
English: “Among the 18 research priorities recently established by the US Department of
Education, the first listed is ‘the teaching and learning of reading, writing, or language
skills particularly by non- or limited English speaking students’ (Department of English,
1988)” (Hornberger 3).
The biliterate learners undergo an array of vastly different educational
experiences in the United States. Those programs serve different populations of nonnative or limited proficiency English speakers and therefore, have/contain different goals:
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The educational programs they are experiencing are vastly different with respect
to attention to literacy in their first language, ranging from total absence to benign
neglect to active development; and from mainstream with pull-out ESOL to
transitional bilingual education to two-way maintenance bilingual education.
(Hornberger, 2003: 4).
The question becomes, “If America’s schools and educational systems will have an
increasing number of limited proficiency students who are both native and non-native
speakers of English, then how can a plan be proposed to conceptualize, and even begin to
deal with, those issues at hand with respect to this phenomenon?”
The first area to consider is within Hornberger’s (2000) Continua of Biliteracy is
the context of a bidialectalism and/or multilingualism. Along the micro-macro and oralliterate continua, African American Vernacular English is considered to be an oral-based
language, which is used by a majority of the language minority population (see DeFrantz,
1979 & Wofford, 1979). Speakers of AAVE must be able to write in Standard American
English in order to be considered “literate.” Educated speakers of AAVE who are able to
style switch or code switch between Black English and Standard English or thought to be
bi(multi)lingual, even though this “language and cognitive skill common to Black
children…seem[s] to be only dimly realized” (Wofford, 1979: 374). Also, regarding the
contexts in which different dialects are used, American society is still largely
monolingual although Black and non-native students’ nonliterate practices vary greatly.
The next aspect of Hornberger’s Continua of Biliteracy is to consider the
development of bidialectalism or multilingualism in children. Based on the oral-written
and L1-L2 transfer continuum, it the case that Black children who grow up in homes in
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which parents code-switch, are more likely to learn (how) to effectively code switch
themselves. Those children are exposed to the use of SAE in more than one context
(other than school) and are able to see the use of Ebonics versus Standard English.
Children who code switch effectively are less likely to have problems with the transfer of
AAVE to written modes of production because Ebonics is not the sole language used in
the home. Also, students who can code switch effectively have a better chance of
developing proficiency in reading.
The content of bidialectalism and multilingualism is important in considering
whether the speaker can code switch between Ebonics and Standard English. Those who
can speak AAVE as a non-standard vernacular, but still write and read effectively in
Standard English will be able to read, understand, and appreciate literary texts or more
formalized genre-specific prose-based writing. Students who speak solely Ebonics and
can not code switch in writing or reading will have difficulty with such readings unless
they are heavily contextualized and made clear to the readers.
The media or medium for the development of bidialectalism and/or
multilingualism in children is based on the simultaneous-successive continuum; whether
or not linguistic structures are similar or dissimilar; and whether the scripts are divergent
or convergent. Proponents of mandatory and elective bidialectalism felt that exposure at
an early age would increase speakers’ chances of acquiring Standard English. However,
unless students can code switch, speakers of Black English would be receiving successive
exposure to Standard English and not simultaneous exposure to non-standard and
standard varieties. Linguistically, AAVE and SAE have very similar structures with
differences that are very slight and hard to recognize on the surface. Wofford (1979)
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states that “scholarly evidence confirms that Ebonics is a separate system, historically
connected to MAE, but possess[es] distinct phonological and grammatical forms” (368;
see Baratz, 1969; Hall and Freadle, 1973; Labov, 1970; Fasold and Wolfram, 1970).
With regard to written discourse, AAVE and Standard English do have divergent
scripts; that is, although AAVE is an oral language, when speakers write in Black
English, the grammatical structure is recognizably different than that of Standard English:
Black English features in writing assignments, for example, third person singular
s, possessive s, plural s, absence of the copula, habitual be, and multiple negation
do not conform to standard English norms and are graded as deviations and
mistakes rather than interference that can be overcome. (Taylor, 1991: 12).
The degree to which speakers of Black English use phonological differences in their
writing will undoubtedly vary from speaker to speaker. Therefore, although AAVE and
Standard English cannot necessarily be conceived of in terms of divergent versus
convergent “scripts,” student writing can give clues as to their abilities to code switch and
their level of linguistic development in terms of bidialectalism and multiliteracy.

Implications
This paper did not seek to advocate mandatory or elective bidialectalism or
Hornberger’s (2003) Continua of Biliteracy. What this paper does hope to make
problematic is the extent to which researchers can make claims about speakers’ literacy
and literate practices when such discussions are often highly decontextualized and not
related to prior studies regarding methodology and/or previous theoretical approaches. In
America, there will be increasing populations of bilingual students. As non-native
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speakers settle in different parts of the country, those speakers are likely to encounter and
adopt some aspects of the non-standard varieties of English and internalize them as part
of their language use. The question then becomes, “how long can educators, language
policy planners, and researchers ignore the dimensions of dialectalism within American
bilingual education?” Hopefully, future researchers will consider how such notions affect
literacy and bilingual development, particularly in regards to bi/multiliteracy.
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Abstract
The overall goal of this study was to raise students’ awareness of the existence
of cultural artifacts on the campus of Indiana University of Pennsylvania. This study
stems from the researcher’s initial consciousness-raising experience regarding the
discovery of such artifacts on campus. The researcher began the study by analyzing the
Esch hall mural as a cultural artifact. The next part of the study consisted of a content
analysis of the Esch hall mural. Based on this analysis, a multiple-choice, partly pictorial
survey, with one free-response question, was given to sixteen undergraduate IUP
students. The sixteen undergraduates took the survey at the site of the cultural artifact.
Answers to the written free response portion of the survey were analyzed for content and
used to validate the quantitative data resulting from the survey. The results of the study
showed that the students underwent similar consciousness-raising experiences as those of
the researcher.

Introduction

During the summer of 2004, I lived in Esch hall dormitory on the campus of
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, located in Indiana, Pennsylvania. As a new graduate
student, I wanted to know more about the campus, and what campus life was like at IUP
(Indiana University of Pennsylvania). During my initial observations, I noticed that there
were many large-scale metal sculptures of various types located throughout the grounds
of the campus. Although I had attended other universities as both, an undergraduate, and
graduate student, and subsequently, was accustomed to seeing monuments, and archival
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artifacts on college campuses, I felt that those metallic sculptures were unique to the
campus of Indiana University of Pennsylvania. I felt that those artifacts told me
something about the ecology of the IUP campus, or the “campus ecology” (Banning,
2004).
The first artifact that came to my attention was the September 11th memorial site,
which is located on the edge of the campus’ Oak Grove—an area that resembles a small
park, and comes complete with grass, trees, and places to sit. The Oak Grove is located
in the center of the campus. Based upon my observations, and some preliminary
research via IUP’s website, I discovered that some undergraduate students had
participated in the planning of the September 11th memorial site. <H. Mullick’s
website>. I considered the September 11th memorial site to be a special monument
because it honored all of those who had on September 11, 2001—including alumni of
Indiana University of Pennsylvania. Also, due to my initial research via the IUP website,
I had discovered that Indiana University of Pennsylvania was the first university in the
United States to honor the victims of September 11, 2001. Based upon this preliminary
research, I wondered if IUP’s campus had a “consciousness-raising” ecology: a campus
environment in which students, and others associated with IUP, were consciously aware
of the significance of world events, and also aware of the necessity of marking those
events in order to make future students, and alumni, aware of their significance.
Through the initial observations, research, and self-reflection, I began to realize
that my own consciousness had been raised: I had become aware of my campus
environment, and also aware of how aspects of that environment affected me. After
having my consciousness raised, I became increasingly aware of other artifacts on
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campus, especially those that seemed to be evident of IUP’s consciousness-raising
ecology. The next campus artifact that I discovered was the “Esch hall mural”: a wallsized mural located near the computer lab on the main floor of the Esch hall dormitory.
After discovering the Esch hall mural, I underwent the same self-reflective
process that I had undergone will researching the September 11th memorial site. I started
with observations, followed by preliminary research via the World Wide Web. The
difference during this research process was that I had become much more thorough and
extensive in my note taking. I used a journal to jot down my own personal reflections
and observations regarding the mural, and also made notes about what methods seemed
appropriate to continue the research. This time I wondered what do with my extensive
research of the Esch hall mural. Before, with the September 11th memorial site research,
I left off with my own self-awareness. Since my consciousness had been raised, again, I
wondered how I might use my reflections and self-discovery to make others more aware
of the significance of such artifacts as part of their campus environment. I decided to
adopt a consciousness-raising perspective, or mindset, as a researcher; I felt that I could
use the Esch hall mural research as a way to raise student’s consciousness in order to
make them aware of the mural, and to make them aware of the significance of the mural
as a cultural artifact on the campus of Indiana University of Pennsylvania.

Background: Theory
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Campus Ecology
The campus of a university or college can be thought of as an ecological system:
an ecology, or living system, which is made up of several different components including
the organisms which inhabit the system; the activities, or behaviors, which are unique to
those organisms; and the settings, or kinds of environments, which are unique to the
ecology (Banning, 2004). The university campus, conceptualized as an ecological system,
can be said to consist of three primary components: (1) the settings and environments that
exists within the space of the campus; (2) the organisms or inhabitants that occupy those
settings or environments; and (3) the activities or behaviors of the inhabitants as they
occupy various settings and environments on campus (Banning, 2004). The inhabitants
of a campus system include students, faculty, staff, and others associated directly with the
campus—as they immediately affect campus life (Banning, 2004). The settings or
environments of a campus include material objects that make up the campus’ physical
environment and include buildings, walkways, landscapes and “other natural and built
features of the environment” (Banning, 2004).
The settings or environments of a campus also include the social aspects the
campus environment. The social aspects include the material objects such as curriculum
materials, co-curricular, and extra-curricular materials created by the organisms or
inhabitants that occupy the campus; and includes, the social functions or uses of those
objects by the inhabitants (Banning, 2004). The activities or behaviors are the
interactions of the organisms with their environment(s). The activities or behaviors of the
inhabitants characterize the types of interactions that occur between, and among
inhabitants, as they interact with each another; and includes, their interactions, alone, and
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together, within different campus settings and environments (Banning, 2004). The study
of a campus as an ecological system includes the study of the interdependent
relationships that exists among its inhabitants; settings; and the activities and behaviors of
those inhabitants, within various settings

the concept of campus ecology focuses our attention on the myriad of mutually
interdependent relationships among inhabitants, environments, and behaviors with
a special emphasis on how the ecology of the campus can support or hinder the
traditional goals of student growth and development. (Banning, 2004: 1)

Consciousness-raising
Consciousness-raising is a term credited to Kathie Sarachild (1970) who began
using it as a framework for small group process in the early 1970s (Cited in Sowards &
Renegar, 2004). “Second-wave” feminists of the 1970s did not originally come up with
the term but saw consciousness-raising as a way for women to come together to share
their personal experiences in small groups. The topic of such meetings was usually along
the lines of the discrimination that women faced because of their gender; for example,
these women often discussed the negative affects of their roles as subordinates to the men
in their lives (e.g., husbands, fathers, and male employers) (Sowards & Renegar, 2004 pp.
535-536). The result of their social condition often left those women “without voice” and
with very “negative self-images” (Sowards & Renegar, 2004 p.536). The goal of the
dialogue that took place in the small groups was to create an atmosphere in which women
felt empowered by sharing their personal experiences with other others—through these
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meetings, the women learned that they were not alone. A key aspect in women feeling
empowered thru the small group meetings was the “leaderless” component. Groups were
leaderless (i.e., without a central lecturer) except for organizers who acted as moderators
in order to make sure that each woman had a chance to share her own individual
experience (Sowards & Renegar, 2004). The final step in the consciousness-raising small
group process was a discussion by participants of the ways in which they could resist
oppression. During this part of the meeting, the women discussed specific ways, or
courses of action to take, and also discussed ways to organize other consciousness-raising
groups (Sarachild, 1970 as cited in Sowards & Renegar, 2004 p.535).
Consciousness-raising, as a small group process in which mainly white women
could come together in a safe, private environment, in order to discuss their personal
experiences and become empowered, underwent significant changes in third-wave
feminism. Consciousness-raising in third wave feminism introduced women of color as
well as men, into the ensuing discussion about women’s issues and personal rights. The
issues no longer focused solely on discrimination, but also took up a diversity of topics as
related to feminism (e.g., discrimination in the media) (Sowards & Renegar, 2004). The
role of men entered into this aspect of the discussion: “a third wave feminist politics is
more properly a politics of gender, which involves critiquing and reevaluating both male
and female social roles so that both genders may live in peace with one another”
(Sowards & Renegar, 2004 p.547). Such dialogue no longer took place only in private
“safe houses,” but also took place in larger, more public domains (Sowards & Renegar,
2004). Also, the venues for self-expression begin to extend beyond sharing stories by
way of small groups; participants begin using forms such as essays, articles, and even,
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lectures, as a way to facilitate consciousness-raising (Sowards & Renegar, 2004 p.536).
Expanding varieties of third wave feminism also began to recognize and acknowledge the
possibility of internal dialogue as a vehicle for “an individual’s own consciousnessraising because a person may engage in self-dialogue and persuasion to a greater extent
than if she were participating in a small group session” (Sowards & Renegar, 2004
p.547). An additional implication of third wave feminism is that the goal of the
consciousness-raising rhetoric is not to “generate social activism…confrontation, or
movement” (Sowards & Renegar, 2004 p.548). Sowards and Renegar (2004) state that
the effect of third wave feminist rhetoric is that it creates spaces for “sharing
experiences” and for “developing a critical perspective (549). The effect of this
consciousness-raising aspect of third wave feminism is that it “also sparks private,
internal dialogue and self-persuasion” (Sowards &Renegar, 2004 p.549).

Consciousness-raising as a Research Perspective
Consciousness-raising was originally adopted in the early 1970s as a feministbased practice to bring about the personal affirmation and empowerment of individual
women, and as a way to promote social change (Sowards & Renegar, 2004). Although
third wave feminism greatly expanded the notions, and applications, of consciousnessraising, its definitive characteristics remained virtually the same thru to the early 1990s:
“consciousness-raising now refers to meetings by small groups of women over an
extended period of time for the purpose of discussing personal experiences without
professional leadership” (Reinharz, 1992 pp.220-221). In this way, feminists do not view
consciousness-raising as feminist-based research method, but adopt it as a feminist
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perspective: “feminists typically do not define consciousness-raising as a research
method but rather as a political, therapeutic, or educational activity. Its product is usually
not a publication but a new way of thinking, relating, naming, or acting” (Reinharz, 1992
p. 221).
Some feminists, such as feminist legal scholar, Catherine MacKinnon (1983),
have argued that consciousness-raising may be employed as a unique feminist method
because “it embodies principles such as enabling women to discuss and understand their
experiences from their own viewpoints” (Cited in Reinharz, 1992 p.220). Reinharz states
that “although Catharine MacKinnon considers consciousness-raising as the unique
feminist method, I found no examples of its research use other than a few cases that
deviate from its typical meaning” (Reinharz, 1992: p.221). However, validating
MacKinnon’s perspective are some atypical situations or circumstances in which female
researchers have adopted consciousness-raising as a framework for practice when doing
feminist-based research (Reinharz, 1992).
An example of an atypical use of consciousness-raising in research was done by
Mary Gergen (1986) in which she added to regular small group meetings, “conventional
data collection techniques such as pre- and post-session questionnaires, measures of
opinions and menopause and self-image, and a semantic differential rating test of 20
paired adjectives. The group held additional meetings and at one of these they taped a
11/2-hour discussion (Cited in Reinharz, 1992 p. 221).” Reinharz (1992) acknowledges,
“while violating the idea of leaderlessness, and having an imposed theme, Mary Gergen’s
group did consist of friends who discussed an issue that affected their lives and could be
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reinterpreted in broader terms. Her ‘original’ research format overlaps with
consciousness-raising in some ways, [but] not others” (p.221).
Although there are some atypical cases in which consciousness-raising is used as
a feminist research method, others still view it as a feminist perspective (Reinharz, 1992).
Researchers employing feminist perspectives tend to use their own voices, and tend to
draw upon personal experiences as the basis for their studies (Reinharz, 1992). When
employing a feminist-based perspective to research, the researcher utilizes his/her own
personal experiences. These personal experiences are often presented by the researcher
in his/her own voice, frequently through use of the first-person personal pronoun, “I”
(Reinharz, 1992 p. 258). Feminist researchers, such as Reinharz (1992), see
consciousness-raising an aspect of a feminist research perspective that may be applied to
study that may also incorporate other comparable perspectives.
In addition to using their own voices, researchers employing a feminist
perspective may also draw on their own personal experiences in order to start the research
process (Reinnharz, 1992). Often, such types of research stem from the researcher’s
reflections upon how particular kinds of experiences altered, or changed, their lives:
“many feminist researchers describe how their projects stem from, and are, part of, their
own lives…the feminist researcher is likely to describe the actual research process as a
lived experience, and she is likely to reflect on what she has learned in the process”
(Reinharz, 1992 p. 258). Most often, researchers tend to use women as either, the
participants, or, as the subjects, of their study. Sometimes, the researcher may use men in
order to gain their perspectives on a particular women’s issue.
The Purpose of this Study
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In this study, I employ a feminist consciousness-raising perspective in my role as
researcher (Reinharz, 1992; Sowards & Renegar, 2004). The basis for my study stems
from my own personal experiences and from reflections based upon those experiences. I
use my own voice in presenting those experiences (i.e., “I”). The issue that I deal with in
this study is that of consciousness-raising as it stems from my own experiences regarding
my interaction with the subject or cultural artifact (i.e., Esch hall mural). Thus, in this
study I do not focus on “women’s issues,” nor do I solely use women as participants in
the study. Also, I do not use a focus group, or small group approach, regarding my
research participants. I apply my own consciousness-raising experiences as a researcherparticipant to the study in order to make other participants more aware of aspects of their
surrounding environment, and cultural ecology (i.e., campus ecology); this process is one
of internal dialogue, and reflection, that are based upon observations, including
interactions, with surrounding cultural artifacts.
I use an on-going self-reflexive analysis (i.e., and journal) to guide my research
decisions (Erlandson et. al, 1993; Lentin, 1995; Reinharz, 1992). In doing so, I am able
to use an emergent-type design that allows me to triangulate the data, employing
quantitative or qualitative methods as needed (Erlandson et. al, 1992). As a researcher,
and participant, the goal of my study was to use the Esch hall mural as a tool to facilitate
the consciousness-raising of those who were affiliated with the campus of Indiana
University of Pennsylvania. I wanted to (1) raise students’ awareness of their campus
environment; (2) raise students’ awareness of artifacts on campus that affect this
environment; and (3) raise students’ awareness of the significance of such artifacts. As a
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researcher-participant, my hypothesis was that cultural artifacts on campus could be tools
to raise students’ awareness of their campus ecology.

Background: Method
Cultural Artifact Analysis
Every artifact that is created by members of a particular community for members of the
community is done so for a particular function or purpose (Erlandson et. Al, 1993: 100;
Kyvig & Marty, 2000; Reinharz, 1992). Determining the primary purpose of the artifact
or how it is supposed to function in the community is essential to deciphering aspects of
the culture’s ecology (Kyvig & Marty, 2000). For this reason, fundamental to the
completion of an artifact analysis, is providing an identification of the object, itself.
For this study, I use Fleming’s (1982) proposed model for artifact analysis in
order to identify the Esch hall mural as a cultural artifact. Fleming’s (1982) model for
artifact analysis consists of identifying the artifact by five properties; additionally, six
operations are applied to the five properties in order to yield a complete analysis of the
artifact. The five properties include the following four questions: (1) Who made the
artifact? (2) Of what is the artifact made of? (3) For what purposes is the artifact used?
(5) When was the artifact made (i.e., and how old the artifact is) (Cited in Kyvig &
Marty, 2000 pg. 149).
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Methodology
The Setting
The research setting was the campus of Indiana University of Pennsylvania, a
public university located in Indiana County, Pennsylvania. During the summer, there are
many undergraduates and graduates in-residence on the campus of Indiana University of
Pennsylvania. While these students are enrolled in summer courses, they are allowed to
reside in on-campus dormitories. Esch hall dormitory is one of the available housing
options for students.

The Participants
Sixteen undergraduate students were purposively selected for the data samples
analyzed in this study. These participants were male and female students who resided in
the Esch Hall dormitory on the campus of Indiana University of Pennsylvania during
Summer Session I, which was held from June 6 to July 9, 2004.

Data Collection
I examined the mural, which is located in the Esch Hall dormitory on the campus
of Indiana University of Pennsylvania. Based upon my initial observations, I made a
“rough” hand-drawn sketch of the mural, which I kept in my research notebook; I wanted
to be able to recall the mural, descriptively, and to account for how it might look if
someone was standing directly in front of the mural, facing it. In addition, I made
handwritten notes to record all of the visual images that could recognize and give names
to: (1) outer space, (2) five planets, (3) a globe of the Earth, (4) the Earth’s oceans, (5) the
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Earth’s continents, (6) various countries’ flags, (7) the U.S. space shuttle, Challenger, (8)
other symbols, and (9) a scroll the words to a song, Imagine, painted on it. The name of
the songwriter, John Lennon, was painted on the scroll and appeared below the words to
the song.
For referential and research purposes, I took sixty-four digital pictures of the
mural using a Nikkon 880 “cool pix” digital camera. The digital images were uploaded
from the Nikkon 880 digital camera and were saved onto the hard drive of a Dell laptop
computer. Next, the sixty-four digital images were saved onto a CD-ROM. The CDROM served as a backup source for the digital pictures.
I did further research in order to make an accurate account of all of the recorded
visual images. To validate my observations, and the recorded data, I used the Internet or
World Wide Web to research all of the visual content contained in the Esch Hall mural. I
was able to account for (1) all of the major continents and regions of the Earth, including
North America, Australia, Great Britain, Europe, Asia, Japan, the Middle East and
Russia; (2) several countries represented by approximately fifteen flags; (3) five planets,
including Earth (i.e., globe); (4) a U.S. space shuttle; and (5) several different symbols.
Based upon the sketch drawing, my handwritten and research notes, and the sixtyfour digital images, I developed a coding system, and created a codebook, to record all of
the visual and content data related to the Esch Hall mural. In developing the codebook,
and coding system, I used Neuendorf’s (2000) guidelines (pp. 50-51). First, I identified
each of the visual images of the Esch hall mural by category: (1) Globe; (2) Planet; (3)
Continents/regions of the Earth; (4) Flag of a country; (5) Symbol; and (6) Scroll with
worlds to a song written on it (see Codebook for Esch hall mural in Appendix). Next, I
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provided descriptive definitions for each of the following: “planet,” “continent,”
“region,” “flag,” “symbol,” “scroll,” and “song.” I also identified the names of the
planets, continents/regions, and countries associated with flags, and the song on the
scroll. Finally, I provided the following descriptions for each symbol: (1) [Scales of
justice with question mark], (2) [Recycling], (3) [Olympic rings], (4) [Two figures, one
white, and one, black, holding hands], (5) [Exploding “U.S. Challenger” space shuttle],
(5) [John Lennon “Imagine” scroll], (6) [U.S./Iraqi flags firing at one another, (7) [C.I.S.
covering breaking-up U.S.S.R. puzzle pieces], (8) [German flag with crumbling Berlin
Wall], and (9) [C.I.S. flag].
I used the codebook, which I created for the Esch Hall mural, to create a multiplechoice survey. I chose visual images, and symbols that I wanted my participants to be
able to identify and used those to form the basis of the survey questions. I used visual
images and symbols, associated with an interpretative analysis, via the cultural artifact,
and content analysis, to serve as contextual clues for participants; these clues were used
in the text of the multiple-choice answers for each question (see Survey-Rhetorical
Analysis of Mural in Esch hall in Appendix). .
I developed a partly pictorial ten question, multiple-choice survey, which
included a final, free-response question. Nine out of the ten questions had six possible
answers, including, “I am not sure.” Pictures of symbols, which corresponded with those
in the mural, were used in the question portion of #3, #4, #6, and #8. Pictures of flags,
which represented images of those countries’ flags in the mural, were used in the answer
portion of questions #5 and #7. The final question on the survey, question #10, was a
free- response question. The questions contained in the survey were as follows: (1)
Looking at the mural, which planet(s) do you recognize? You may circle more than one answer to
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this question. (2) Look at the space shuttle in the upper right corner of the mural. Do you know
the current condition of the “U.S. Challenger” space shuttle and its crew? (3) Locate the

following symbol: [scales of justice with question mark]. What idea does this symbol
represent? (4) Locate the symbol in the mural that looks similar to the following: [two
figures, one black, and one white, holding hands]. What major event of 1992 is
represented by the symbol? (5) Look at the number of that you circled for your answer to
the previous question, #4. Circle the number of the country, or flag of the country, in
which the major event occurred. (6) Locate the following symbol: [flag of
Commonwealth of Independent States]. What major event of 1992 is represented by this
symbol? (7) Look at the number of that you circled for your answer to the previous
question, #6. Circle the number of the country, or flag of the country, in which the major
event occurred. (8) Again, locate the following symbol: [scales of justice]. What major
event of 1992 is represented by the symbol? (9) Locate the scroll with handwriting on it
in the bottom right-hand corner of the mural. In what decade was this song written? (10)
Please write out your answers to this question: Would you associate any words, phrases,
and/or lines of the song (on the scroll) with any images, flags, and/or symbols of the
mural? What are they? Why or how do you think the words, phrases, and/or lines of the
song relate to the images, flags, or symbols in the mural?

Survey Procedures
The Esch hall mural and the Esch hall computer lab are within close proximity to
one another on the ground floor of the Esch hall dormitory. For this reason, I handed out
surveys to volunteers who were using computers in the lab. I allowed the undergraduate
students to take the survey to the site of the wall mural while I stayed behind in the
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computer lab. I did check on the students while they were taking the survey to make sure
that they understood the directions. Also, during this follow-up visit, I asked the students
if they had any additional questions in regard to the survey. I answered any inquiries that
the students had, and then preceded to go back to the computer lab to wait for the
students to return with their completed surveys. The students did their response answers
while taking the survey. At times that I did observe students taking the survey, in order to
check on their progress, they appeared to be intently studying the mural. They also
appeared to be changing their answers at different times during the survey process.

Survey Design
I chose a pictorial survey because I wanted to see if students would be able to use
from the mural, including the association (e.g., location of symbol/image) to decipher the
meaning of the symbols or images. Also, I chose a multiple-choice format for the survey
because I wanted the students to make educated guesses based upon the contextual
“clues” inherent in the questions, themselves; then, students could compare the six
answer choices with the clues present in the mural.

Data Analysis

Description of Cultural Artifact
The Esch hall mural, which is located on a ground floor wall in the Esch hall
dormitory, in the southern region of campus, was chosen for analysis. The mural consists
of a background, which is black. The foreground of the mural includes a picture of the
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globe of the Earth with what appears to be one white hand, and one black, resting on the
top of the Earth. A piece of scroll-like parchment paper with writing on it appears in the
bottom right hand corner of the mural. John Lennon’s song, “Imagine”, is painted in
black cursive handwriting on the parchment paper. An image of an exploding U.S. space
shuttle, Challenger, appears to be “burning-up” the parchment upon which John
Lennon’s song, “Imagine”, is written.
Four planets (Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus), including Earth, are located in
the upper right hand corner of the mural. When you face the mural, the globe (of Earth)
is on the left side of the mural, with the scroll on the right side of the mural. The US
space shuttle “Challenger” is located directly on top of the parchment paper, with the
planets in the right hand top corner of the mural, above it. Realize that the mural is a
representation of what Earth, the planets, and the space shuttle would look like from outer
space. On the drawing/painting of the Earth, all of the major continents are appear,
except for Antarctica and the North Pole. Some selected countries, regions, and states are
visually represented by their country’s flag and/or by a symbol.
Content Analysis of Esch Hall Mural
I was able to do an analysis of the Esch hall mural by applying a descriptive
content analysis of the Esch hall mural (Neuendorf, 2002). I applied the following five
operations to all visual symbols from the Esch hall mural (first, identified by descriptive
category): (1) Flag

Location on globe; (2) Symbol

Location on globe; (4) Symbol/Flag
(5) Symbol/Flag

Location on globe

Location on mural; (3) Symbol

Location on mural

Major event of 1992; and

Major event of 1992. First I identified each

visual mural by name based on the corresponding descriptive categorization, and then I
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applied the five operations. I ran each visual image through all five operations until all
recorded visual images were accounted for (i.e., data collection, and codebook).

Results
Application of the four operations to all the visual images of the Esch hall mural
in order to yield a descriptive content analysis of the mural yielded the following results
for (i.e., based on operations (4) Symbol/Flag
1992; and (5) Symbol/Flag

Location on globe

(1) [Scales of justice with question mark]
(2) [Recycling]

Location on mural

Major event of

Major event of 1992):

California, U.S.A.

Rodney King verdict;

Central north-western U.S.A.

Great Lake’s decision;

Europe, country of Spain

1992 Olympic games;

(3) [Olympic rings]

(4) [Two figures, one white, and one, black, holding hands]

South Africa

National

vote to end apartheid;
(5) [Exploding “U.S. Challenger” space shuttle]
“Imagine” scroll

“Burning-up” John Lennon’s

U.S. space shuttle disaster;

(6) [U.S./Iraqi flags firing at one another]

Middle East

“Desert Shield” invasion and

U.S. led war with Iraq;
(7) [C.I.S. covering breaking-up U.S.S.R. puzzle pieces]

Former U.S.S.R.

End of

communist Russia and start of new Commonwealth of Independent States; and
(8) [German flag with crumbling Berlin Wall]

Eastern Europe, country of Germany

Fall of Communism in Europe (1989) and the reunification of East and West Germany.
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Survey. Sixteen out of sixteen of the IUP undergraduate student participants completed
the survey. There were not many significant results to report based on the differences in
the percentage of “correct” responses due to gender. The percentage of correctly
identified major events and locations were approximately the same for both males and
females (i.e., of the correct total, mean for men and women, was 63%, and 61%,
respectively). The significant aspects of the results did not come from the quantifiable
portion the survey, but were found in the answers to the written responses to the freeresponse question (i.e., question #10 of the survey). After completing the multiple-choice
portion of the survey (i.e., questions #1-#9), fifteen of the sixteen participants completed
the final answer or free-response portion of the survey.
An analysis of the students written responses to the free-response question
revealed several patterns: (1) students made correlations between the lines, and words, of
the song, and the symbols that appeared on the mural; (2) students noted how lines, and
words, of the song, served as metaphors for some implied meaning relating to the state of
the world, and/or, of mankind; (3) students noted that some flags, and other visual
images, served as symbols representing concepts, and events; and (4) students used
contextual clues from both, the mural (e.g., such as the location of the symbol on the
mural), and the text of the survey, to make inferences regarding the meaning of certain
symbols.
Many participants related lines of the song with the conceptualizations of ideas as
depicted by symbols in the mural. One student states that the lyrics of the song,
“Imagine,” are representative of ideas, which depict human tragedy:
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The lyrics represent conflict, war, and grief. How much better the world would
be if the all the tragedies of humanidy didn’t exist.
Another participant acknowledges the goal of the songwriter, John Lennon, in
relation to the concepts, and events, symbolized by the mural. This student states that the
lyrics of the song are representative of the ideas of the singer-songwriter, John Lennon,
and his hope for the future of the mankind:
Peace, freedom, equality. I think the artist was crying out for these.
Other participants were able to make correlations, or connections, between the
flags as symbols; and as reflections of the political nature of nationalism. One student
writes:
The fact that people are not thinking about the future of the world. The flag
represent the separateness of each country. In a way, they are what divide us as a
global society. We tend to look at differences instead of celebrating everyone for
their uniqueness.
In their written responses, some students describe how the songs related to the
symbols on the mural in that they represent the current state of world affairs. One student
relates the [U.S./Iraqi flags firing at one another] to the lines of John Lennon’s song,
“Imagine” (i.e., as it appears on the scroll):
I would associate words of the song form line 9 and 10 with the war in Iraq
because it talks about killing and religion.
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Another student talks about what the world would be like if there was none of this
political separateness and “extreme” nationalism. This student relates lines of the song
with world events of 1992:

‘I hope someday you will join us/and the world will live as one…’ These lines
are associated with the different shades of people holding hands. In this world,
many people are dieing and killing each other for dumb reason. I guess if
everybody felt the way in which the words of the song meant, the world be a
better place. People hate, kill, and harm each other for things they believe in and
don’t uphold (religion, morals, etc.).
In a final analysis, it does seem as the students’ awareness was raised with regard
to the mural and its significance as a campus cultural artifact. Students were able to
make the correlations, or associations, between the symbols or flags, their locations (i.e.,
on the mural, or globe), and the major world events, which occurred in 1992:
‘Imagine all the people living for today; no countries…all people living life in
peace.’ I associate the Olympic symbol since all the countries unite for the
Olympics. The song wants all people to live in peace, like the black and white
person holding hands; and the picture of the justice scale in California reminding
us about the Rodney King trial.
The researcher’s personal observations; descriptive content analysis of the Esch
hall mural; personal interpretation of the written answers to the free-response questions
validated the overall findings of the study: that students’ consciousness were raised in
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regard to the significance of the mural, both as a cultural artifact, and as a significant part
of their campus ecology.

Discussion and Implications
For this study, I wanted to pursue research in which the emergent data could be
used to raise students’ consciousness or awareness of the characteristics that are unique to
their campus ecology. In doing this study as a researcher-participant, I had to become
educated on a number of things—from researching local, and world events, to learning
how to do an artifact analysis, to defining a kind of “post”-feminist conceptualization
what constitutes “consciousness-raising” in my role as researcher. Accordingly, I believe
that the notion of feminist consciousness-raising as a theoretical paradigm is extremely
important because it makes the goal of the researcher an active one: the researcher, as a
participant, undergoes his/her own process of consciousness-raising via internal dialogue
and reflection before using this emergent data to raise the consciousness of other
participants. This emergent data not only raises participants’ awareness regarding the
subject of the study, but also raises their awareness regarding their interaction with the
subject of the study. I believe that no true feminist research method exists, in practice,
without the researcher redefining himself or herself as an organism within that
ecosystem.
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Objective: To create a course called: ARGUING CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL
PROBLEMS, by implementing “The In-Class Debate As A Persuasive Activity” as the
primary activity.
Course: Advanced speech communications and/or social sciences
Since we currently live in a more media centered society, bombarded with
information and controversies of which we must make serious decisions, it has become
extremely important that students experience and learn better critical thinking, listening
and speaking skills. Students will be able to engage in these skills by participating in
several in-class debates over contemporary social problems of global, national, as well as
local issues. For instance, terrorism, energy, and stem cell research, just to name a few,
affect us on all levels. Each controversy could be selected, researched; then orally
presented and debated. Peer refutation and evaluation can follow. Students’ success will
increasingly depend upon their researching, thinking, listening, and speaking skills.

ARGUING CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Objective: With prior knowledge of persuasion or a prerequisite of public speaking, and
using The In-Class Debate As A Persuasive Activity* as the primary activity, students
will choose controversial issues (global, national and/or local), research, debate, and
evaluate them.
Course: Cross discipline – speech communication and/or social sciences
This article will provide the educator the necessary information to implement a
course of study that moves students to engage in productive group work, sound research,
meaningful argumentation, and thoughtful evaluations. At the same time, students will
have the opportunity to become aware of the sensitive social issues that are currently in
the forefront.
ARGUING CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEMS
INTRODUCTION
Introduce and explain The In-Class Debate As A Persuasive Activity.*
THE ACTIVITY
For the first debate, have students bring possible controversial topics of global
issues, follow The Activity procedure and Addendum in *****THE IN-CLASS
DEBATE AS A PERSUASIVE ACTIVITY. After that debate, then have the students
bring in possible national issues to debate. After that one, have them bring in local
issues. The remaining debates might be topics of their own choice.
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The class should have at least one week before each scheduled debate to allow
for adequate research. Each student should have the opportunity to have the position of a
constructive speaker (1st or 2nd Affirmative or Negative), cross-examiner, and rebutter.
Permitting them to work in their groups (Aff or Neg) is an essential part of the
experience.
APPRAISAL
Because of its competitive nature, students find a natural desire to succeed in this
activity. Since the in class debate offers students the experience of researching,
analyzing, listening, and articulating about a topic of controversial interest, it is an
excellent activity in the social sciences as well as speech communication. Variations and
adaptations of the team complements, format (speaking order and time limits), and
evaluation (ballot) can easily be adjusted. The flowchart is merely suggestive. Debate
also tests the students’ skills of critical listening, speaking, and thinking in intelligent,
logical discourse. The ability to use factual support for any argument is a very valuable,
lifelong skill, applicable and most useful in any profession.
*****THE IN-CLASS DEBATE AS A PERSUASIVE ACTIVITY
Presented at the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities – 01/11/06
The Activity:
At least one week before the in class debate is scheduled, explain by definition
what basic argumentation and debate are, including what a controversial issue is. Explain
the logistics of what a formal debate should look like, including the debate format** and
the responsibilities of the affirmative and negative sides. Explain the responsibilities
significance of judging/evaluating.
If the instructor does not have a preconceived, discipline-based topic for debate
ready to be assigned, then the students can select one of his or her own. Test each topic,
that the class suggests, to see if it is indeed controversial. Try to get at least three
controversial resolutions on the board. Have the class vote on the one they want to see
debated. Ask for four volunteers to affirm and another four to negate that resolution.
The balance of the class will behave as judges and be responsible for filling out a
ballot.***
The two sides should have at least a week to research and prepare. They must also decide
who will be the first speaker, second speaker, cross-examiner, and rebutter. * The judges
will be prepped 1/2 hour before the debate begins.
On the day of the debate, while the sides are doing their last minute preparations,
it should take approximately twenty to thirty minutes to prepare the judges of the
following:
1) At no time will the debate be stopped, therefore, the debaters must be as clear and precise as
possible.
2) The instructor will keep time.
3) The judges should take notes (the flowchart method****).
4) The voting issues: an outstanding speech, cross-examination and evidence.
5) Judges must select two voting issues and in one paragraph for each voter, specifically explain
why the side of their choice did the better job of debating (see ballot***).
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6) No negative comments will be allowed; only positive comments about the side that did the
better job. However, something positive that the better side did could have caused the other
side to falter and commit a negative action.
7) The debate will begin and end without interruption.
8) After the last rebuttal, the judges should have no more than 15 minutes to complete their
ballots.
9) They may not confer.

At this time the debaters should leave the room to “unwind” while the judges
finish their ballots without any interference or conferring. Collect the ballots as they are
completed.
The Activity’s Conclusion:
Inform the class of the decision. Then have the judges form a panel discussion
with the debaters as quiet, respectful audience members. The judges must decide by
consensus “which side did the better job of debating.” At this point, students may refer to
their notes to check their listening skills.
The total time for this activity should be approximately one 45 - 50 minute
preparation session, one 45 - 50 minute session for the actual activity, and another 20 - 30
minute for the judges’ discussion.

ADDENDUM (Handouts):
*TEAM COMPLEMENTS:
Affirmative
1st Speaker
2nd Speaker
Cross examiner
Rebutter

Negative
1st Speaker
2nd Speaker
Cross Examiner
Rebutter

**FORMAT:
Case (existing problems in present system)
1st Affirmative constructive 4 minutes
& Plan (solution)
Negative cross examination 2 minutes
clarification/validation
1st Negative constructive
4 minutes
Case attacks (no problems in present
system)
Affirmative cross examination
2 minutes
clarification/validation
2nd Affirmative constructive 4 minutes
Rebuild Case
Negative cross examination 2 minutes
clarification/validation
2nd Negative constructive
4 minutes
Plan attacks (disadvantages to plan)
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Negative cross examination 3 minutes
Negative rebuttal
3 minutes
Affirmative rebuttal
3 minutes

clarification/validation
Final Case and Plan attacks
Final Case and Plan stand

***BALLOT
Name____________________

Affirmative or Negative
(The side that did the better job of debating)

Write out two reasons (one paragraph for each reason) why that side did the better job of
debating.
Voting Issues: 1. Convincing speech
2. Use of and/quality of evidence
3. Cross examination - quality of question(s)
Be specific - use names - use quotes.

****FLOWCHART
1st Aff
Intro
Case and Plan
Advantages

1st Neg
Case attacks

2nd Aff
Cover Case

2nd Neg
Attack the Plan
(Disadvantages)

Neg Rebuttal
Final attacks on
Case and Plan

Aff Rebuttal
Final defense
of Case and Plan

Evidence

Evidence

Evidence

Evidence

Evidence

Evidence

Neg CX

Aff CX

Neg CX

Aff CX
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Edgar Allan Poe and Jorge Luis Borges:
The Archetypical Labyrinths of the Detective Fiction
Graciela E. Tissera
Clemson University
Jorge Luis Borges (Argentina, 1899-Switzerland, 1986) has been perhaps the
strongest defender of the legacy of Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849, United States) in the
literary world. If literature is a guided dream as Borges has postulated, it is easy to
accept the Borgesean theory that “each writer creates his precursors.”1 In this concept of
creation and constant enrichment lies the love of books and authors that Borges considers
part of his personal baggage. Poe is part of this tradition, this creative memory that
Borges values.
Many aspects of these authors' lives form a parallel that is difficult to overlook.
Both Borges and Poe can identify themselves with a southern zone,2 which for Borges
defines a particular feeling: the South is the outskirts of Buenos Aires; it is myth more
than history that flows into his love of the traditions of his homeland. This characteristic
of belonging to a particular trait within one's own culture makes the author signal this
region as a distinctive feature within his cosmopolitanism. Borges attempts to describe
the Buenos Aires that is removed from the city, a personal and nostalgic Buenos Aires,
more memories and myths than a real city.3
Although Poe was born in Boston, he was educated in Virginia and he considered
himself a southern gentleman, a detail that served to distinguish him from the literary
world of the North. A military education brought out discipline and a tendency toward
order and logic in Poe. Borges also admires this same order based on the family tradition

2
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of his military forefathers.4 As servants of history and their country, these men occupy a
privileged place in the works of the Argentine writer, because they are ancestors who
bequeathed a line of conduct rooted in the ideal of one's homeland. Both Poe and
Borges, anxious to belong to a military and literary tradition, would resign themselves
only to literary creation.
To analyze the legacy of Poe in Borges is to return within the walls of a library
where the Argentine writer was formed (CEB 24-25). An assiduous reader, he took his
first literary steps into poetry, a passion he would never abandon, except to open a
parentheses dedicated to literary and philosophical reflections through essays and
stories.5 One of his literary concerns was the process of causality in a novel culminating
in magic that is accepted as a part of reality. The result was the essay “Narrative Art and
Magic” (OC 226-232), in which he includes an analysis of the novel The Narrative of A.
Gordon Pym (1838). Borges uses Poe's novel to give an example of two causal processes
in the novel: natural and magic, with magic being his favorite. Borges considers two
different arguments: one that is immediate, and another, secret one, that is only revealed
at the end.

The secret argument is the fear of the color white. The magic is the

culmination of the cause. The act of not mentioning this color produces the suggestion
and the effect in the reader of ascertaining something that is not named. This ability to
suggest to or create in the reader the feeling of what is to come is what Borges admires in
Poe, and will be one of the greatest influences of the American master that is expressed in
Borgesean works as a secret complexity.6
In Borges' judgment, the work of Poe has value as a whole. In a speech given at
the University of Belgrano in 1978,7 Borges makes his most extensive criticism of Poe
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under the title “The Detective Story”. It is obvious that Borges recognizes the validity of
Poe's work and in fact, he does highlight Poe's historic trajectory and his influence on
French writers. Of Poe's poetic theory, Borges emphasizes the importance of Poe's
speculations that are made manifest in “The Philosophy of Composition” (1846).8
Nevertheless, poetic theory is superior to the creative process which, in Borges' opinion,
cannot be merely intellectual;9 his own definition of the creative process constitutes an
irrefutable debt to the direct influence of the Muse.
One cannot question that Borges admires two creative aspects of Poe's works:
detective stories and fantastic literature. Although the American writer did not mix the
two genres, Borges considers him the precursor to both science fiction and the detective
story (BO 67). Borges selected five stories of vital importance to the detective genre:
“The Murders in the Rue Morgue” (1841), “The Mystery of Marie Roget” (1842), “The
Gold-Bug” (1843), “Thou Art the Man” (1844), and “The Purloined Letter” (1844).
Undoubtedly these stories influenced the Argentine writer, who himself tried to give a
new channel to this genre in his fiction with “The Garden of Forking Paths” (1941),
“Death and the Compass” (1942), and “Ibn Hakkan al-Bokhari, Dead in His Labyrinth”
(1951).10
If Borges the poet acknowledges a sense of order and the simplification of
language in Poe's works, he has dedicated his prose, however, to what could be called a
recovery of the detective genre, confronting the reader with a forced involvement in the
work, creating anticipation and doubt. The game of logic and magic lies in this
anticipation. Borges shows the characteristics of Poe's stories as the principal
characteristics of the genre: the detective who resolves a problem through intelligence,
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through an intellectual operation. The genre has to be a product of logic, that is to say,
more than realistic it should be a game of intellect, not just imagination, to give the player
the opportunity to combine method and intuition.
As the strong man exults in the physical ability, delighting in such exercises as
call his muscles into action, so glories the analyst in the moral activity which
disentangles. He derives pleasure from even the most trivial occupations bringing
his talent into play. He is fond of enigmas, of conundrums, hieroglyphics;11
If one now thinks of Poe's stories, it could be said that his arguments are weak for a
reader educated in the genre; however, this was not so for the first readers. Here lies
another of Poe's merits: the creation of the reader of detective stories. Borges appeals to
this reader, who was born with tales by the American writer and was educated with
everything that would come later: Stevenson, Dickens, and Chesterton (BO 68).
The strength of the story and its ability to surprise the reader lie in the element of
the final solution. Borges has followed in the tradition of Poe and faced the reader created
by him. If in “The Murders of the Rue Morgue” no one would think of an orangutan as a
killer, in “The Garden of Forking Paths” the reader does not find a solution until the end
of the story. Borges' mastery lies in that of Poe: to allow the reader to try to figure out the
end by following the clues. Thus we have in Poe different elements leading to the
solution of the riddle: the voices in contention, the violence of the crime, the hair found in
the hand of one of the victims:
Madmen are of some nation, and their language, however incoherent in its words,
has always the coherence of syllabification. Besides, the hair of the madman is
not such as I now hold in my hand. I disentangled this little tuft from the rigidly
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clutched fingers of Madame L’Espanaye. (CTP 132)
In the story by Borges, the clues also amount to unexpected levels to allow the reader to
infer different conjectures; the encounter of Yu Tsun with Stephen Albert marks the
transition to a labyrinth in time presented in a Chinese text: actions could be repeated
with different outcomes at various strata of time. The main character has no option but to
destroy the only link to his ancestor’s theory. If Borges gives us the identity of the
murderer, he hides the motive until the end: “He knew my problem was to indicate
(through the uproar of the war) the city called Albert, and I had found no other means to
do so than to kill a man of that name.”12 Both writers create a logical plan that is resolved
through clues that could be considered illogical or absurd, thereby creating compensation
in the mind of the reader, who should reconsider all the possible paths of the process and
arrive at the coordinates set down by the authors.
The creation of the character should also be a challenge for the reader, hence the
portrayal of a distant person with whom the reader cannot find a means of comparison,
someone who lives outside his realm and has different habits so that imagination flows
more freely. Thus the first detective of the genre was French: Charles Auguste Dupin.
His manner at these moments was frigid and abstract; his eyes were vacant in
expression; while his voice, usually a rich tenor, rose into a treble which would
have sounded petulant (…) Observing him in these moods, I often dwelt
meditatively upon the old philosophy of the Bi-Part Soul, and amused myself with
the fancy of a double Dupin –the creative and the resolvent. (CTP 107)
Borges continues in this tradition, and in “Death and the Compass” the detective is Erik
Lönnrot, who “believed himself a pure reasoner, an Auguste Dupin, but there was
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something of the adventurer in him, and even a little of the gambler” (L 76). The
reference to Poe is explicit; Borges creates the image of the other detective, but with a
difference: the insertion of chance into the story, which for Borges is synonymous with
Destiny. This detective is not simply going to follow the game of intelligence, but rather
he will be subject to an inexorable Fatum. The setting also plays an important role. In the
Prologue to Artificios (OC 483) Borges says that in spite of the German or Scandinavian
names, the action takes place in a Buenos Aires of dreams, which creates a double
separation from the reader. He can recognize the city yet simultaneously doubt this
recognition, creating another imaginary city with common traits that make it both near
and separate from his own reality.
Although Borges follows Poe's steps, he goes further by including the
philosophical theories that are part of his aesthetic. Thus Borges plays with the idea of
Destiny, cyclic repetition, time and space, Pantheism, and the labyrinth-like quality of the
universe.13 Another aspect that Borges includes is the death of the detective. This element
is essential in Borges as the detective becomes part of the plot; he is transformed from a
mere analyst of the situation into an actor. Erik Lönnrot is attracted to the center, to the
trap, and is the axis of the tale; he was all along, although he didn't know it. His death
closes the circle of logic, where victim and murderer identify themselves as one.
Borges dispenses with the closed room; the mystery grows with the consecutive
crimes that contain the same characteristics, and clues add up, creating in the reader the
impression that somebody has designed or carried out a plan. This idea makes us face the
possibility of a divine plan in which the destiny of each man has been decided; in a way,
a certain harmony governs the universe beyond human understanding. The possibility of
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finding an Order in the universe leads hopelessly to confront a labyrinth that becomes the
symbol for human life. Borges creates the terror of the closed room with the idea of
infinity in the endless paths of a maze. The effect is the same: the victim cannot escape.
What in Poe is a material mystery, in Borges becomes a metaphysical mystery.
In “Ibn Hakkan al-Bokhari, Dead in His Labyrinth,” Borges establishes the same
idea presented in “Death and the Compass”: the victim who is attracted to the place of his
death. The killer creates a maze from which the victim cannot escape. The trap is so
obvious that it becomes invisible. Borges takes this characteristic of something too
obvious to be discovered from “The Purloined letter” by Poe (BO 76).
(…) and here the physical oversight is precisely analogous with the moral
inapprehension by which the intellect suffers to pass unnoticed those
considerations which are to obtrusively and too palpably self-evident. But this is a
point, it appears, somewhat above or beneath the understanding of the Prefect. He
never thought it probable, or possible, that the minister had deposited the letter
immediately beneath the nose of the whole world. (CTP 216)
The main characters in the story by Borges, Dunraven and Unwin, argue the solution to
the puzzle while they confront the reader with Poe's theory that mystery should be simple
(OC 600). The reference brings to memory the structure of the detective story and
prepares the reader to analyze the solution to the mystery, which, it serves to point out, is
always inferior to the mystery itself (OC 604-605). This affirmation once again places
Borges in the center of uncertainty, the search, more so than in the reach of objectives.
The solution to the mystery in Borges does not mean the return of order as in Poe, but
rather establishes the presence of another superior order to which man does not have
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access.
The struggle between Chaos and Cosmos is the distinctive trait of Poe and
Borges. Man as an imperfect and defenseless creature possesses an internal labyrinth in
which he must begin his long voyage toward wisdom; from his internal being he must
confront the projection of his own conflicted entity: the world. Moreover, he must unite
his individuality and his external circumstance in order to face the universe, to arrive at
the primary causes of all things. Along the way man comes to realize that he is a
microcosm of something whole and secretly harmonious. Divine creation thus presents a
double problem to the human creature: his own nature and divine nature. In Borges this
problem leads again to a dual preoccupation:
a) It accents the phantasmagoric quality of man because of his condition as a
temporal entity, and
b) It complicates the enigma of a universe that should in some way be the
reflection of a superior order and thus have a meaning.
Man is only a piece in the intricate happening of events, and in accordance with Borges
he lacks the ability to discover the secret meaning of the cosmos, which leads him to
consider the absence of such meaning. In Poe, the return of order amounts to the
confrontation of a celestial plan where a perfect order exists. In Eureka (1848), what we
call Universe is in fact divine existence, and man is a part of this higher being. The faith
in this condition erases the fears rooted in human nature: “In this view alone the existence
of Evil becomes intelligible; but in this view it becomes more –it becomes endurable”
(EAP 472).
In Borges, we face the Order of disorder or risky Chaos. There are only two ways
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that lead out of the labyrinth of the world: dreams and death. Borges, influenced by
Idealistic and Platonic philosophies, states the concept of eternity through emotional
apprehension, and the concept of memory as the basic motion of the universe and of the
human creature's immortality. Life, on the other hand, is a dead-end maze where man
wanders to reach the double symbol of Infinity and Chaos. For Borges infinity is a more
universal and dreaded concept than the concept of evil. He summarizes this idea through
constant multiplication of mirrors, of paths that repeat and divide, of spatial and temporal
vastness, with cyclical repetitions that trap man in innumerable labyrinths that make up
the ultimate labyrinth of the universe.14 According to Borges, the incessant quest for
knowledge is the only hope.
Our magnificent duty is to imagine that there is a labyrinth with a thread. We will
never find the thread; if by chance we do find it, we lose it, in an act of faith, in a
cadence, in a dream, in the words that we call philosophy or in mere, simple
happiness.15
One of Borges' last projects was the compilation of a personal library that would
combine his preferred works. In this incomplete effort, Borges leaves us a list of authors
based on the pleasure of reading, which produces, according to the Argentine writer, the
aesthetic act. Among the sixty six prologues edited for the project is the one for the
stories by Poe. For Jorge Luis Borges, Edgar Allan Poe is one of the sources of current
literature. Surpassing the test of time, these two authors present in their detective fiction
the search for answers through distinctive mind games to portrait the horrors of the soul;
in those games they unveil labyrinths that more than puzzles constitute an indelible seal
of their literary creation as a work of art.
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Notes
1.

See Jorge Luis Borges, Obras Completas (Buenos Aires: Emecé, 1974), 1022 and 712.

Hereafter OC.
2.

See John T. Irwin, The Mystery to a Solution (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University

Press, 1994), 164-175. Hereafter MS.
3.

See Borges, “Testimonio de mis libros.” Revista del notariado 721 (1976): 3-9.

4.

See Borges, “An Autobiographical Essay” in Critical Essays on Borges, Ed. Jaime

Alazraki (Boston: Hall & Co., 1987), 22-24. Hereafter CEB.
5.

For a complete description of Borges' poetry, see Guillermo Sucre, Borges, el poeta

(México D.F., 1967). During the 1930's, Borges leaned toward narrative forms to explain and
reflect upon literary and philosophical theories. In the 1940's three books of short stories were
published that made Borges a renowned author: El jardín de senderos que se bifurcan (1941),
then expanded and re-titled Ficciones (1944), and El Aleph (1949).
6.

See the “Prólogo” to El otro, el mismo (1964), in Obras Completas, 858. Also see Ronald

Christ, The Narrow Act (New York: New York University Press, 1969), 125-130.
7.

This lecture was later published in Borges, oral (Buenos Aires: Emecé, 1979), 65-80.

Hereafter BO.
8.

In Edgar Allan Poe, Harry H. Clark, Editor (New York: American Book Company, 1935),

365-377. Hereafter EAP.
9.

In “El cuento policial” Borges analyzes this essay with respect to the creation of the poem

“The Raven” (1845).
10.

John Irwin explains Borges' intention of following the style of Poe's detective stories (MS

37).
11.

See the story by Poe, “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” in The Complete Tales and

Poems (New York: Vintage Books, 1975), 102-141. Hereafter CTP.
12.

See Labyrinths (New York: New Directions, 1964), 29. Hereafter L. For Borges' stories
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translated to English, also see The Aleph and Other Stories (New York: E.P. Dutton & Co.,
1970).
13.

For a complete analysis of Borges' tales, see Jaime Alazraki, La prosa narrativa de Jorge

Luis Borges (Madrid: Gredos, 1974).
14.

For these concepts in Borges' fiction, see “El immortal” (OC 533-544) and “La biblioteca

de Babel” (OC 65-471).
15.

Translated from “El hilo de la fábula” in Los conjurados (Madrid: Alianza Editorial,

1985), 61.
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Learning by Playing: The Adventure of Chamber Music
Chamber music—sounds pretty tame, doesn’t it? But within the chamber
music experience lie possibilities for transcending boundaries, taking risks
and building teams and leaders. Rehearsing and performing together,
students, teachers and administrators share in team building, problem
solving, exchange of information, mentoring, the development of academic
leadership, and the thrill of live performance.
The Rowan University Flute Ensemble, their teacher, and the Assistant Dean
of Fine and Performing Arts will perform selections for the group using the
music as a map for further discussion of the experience from three points of
observation addressing the unique concerns and shared goals of students,
faculty and administration.
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Multiculturalism Education in America: Examining Challenges to National Identity,
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Outline:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Introduction
Key Terms and Their Connotation
American Culture defined
The Multicultural educational war in late 20th century America
Conclusion: Argument for the value of education as the vehicle by
which a republic produces well-informed and critically thinking citizens,
and that such an education should promote national identity, or be
nationally interested. All Americans should learn American history,
and speak American English.

I. Introduction
In selecting the topic of “multicultural education in America,” I had no idea
how difficult it would be to frame the important issues, including the very
definition of multicultural education itself. This essay will contain three key
components. First I will attempt to define the key terms of the discussion. The
second part of the essay will focus on the meaning of American culture. The
third part of the essay will briefly examine two different points of view (liberal and
conservative) regarding the meaning and place of multiculturalism. In
conclusion, I hope to show that while America is a nation of immigrants, identity
politics has served to produce faction rather than tolerance for diversity.
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Education is the vehicle by which a republic produces well-informed and critically
thinking citizens, and that such an education should promote national identity, or
be nationally interested. All Americans should learn American history, and speak
American English.

II. Key Terms and Their Connotation
In thinking about the theme of this essay, I realized that I had to first define
some key concepts, before I could proceed. The key terms are culture, history,
assimilation, acculturation, multiculturalism, and finally American culture. The
last, American culture is the focus of the essay, and hence, a more detailed
discussion of American culture will follow this section of the essay.

What is culture?
I want to first define culture itself, before discussing the meaning of
multiculturalism. Sapir, in The Psychology of Culture, discusses three definitions
of culture. Sapir discusses 3 definitions of culture, and gives examples of each
kind. There is first the so-called IDEAL FORM of the cultured person. The main
example is the traditional English use, “a man of culture,” which relied on
individual refinement, but could be pertaining to an individual or a group.
Belonging to the cultured group was based on heredity. Such individuals had
time for leisure, sport (hunting), and participated in religious, military or
governmental affairs. Sapir gives other examples of this concept of culture
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(China, Greece, Orthodox Jewish society, Northwest Coastal Indians, and
Navajo). In contrast, America has not identified such a stereotypical ideal, and is
anxiety ridden. (Sapir, page 24)

The second concept discussed is the German concept of culture.
Kulture represents the geist of a group or society. Hence there is a spiritual or
mystical component that is commonly held in the group. The spirit incorporates
ideal values (and not trivial pursuits) that transcend the changing and relative.
Such values are calm, perfect, and stasis. Any values contrary to the ideal are
barbaric. Humans have spirit, where as animals do not. Of course, Sapir relates
this definition of culture to other examples, explaining that such a spiritual
element is hard to find in primitive cultures. But the French, Russians,
Americans, Hindus, and Chinese all have ideals that are expressive of their
spiritual aspect. Each culture being unique, yet similar in that they prefer
qualities and evaluations, and have an unconscious loyalty to common themes
(or master ideas). (Sapir, page 30)

The third sense is the anthropological idea of culture. Sapir using
Taylor’s example, focuses upon patterns of behavior, habits of mind, traditions,
and customs. Albeit there are two uses of social, and considering each, it is
clear that it is unclear how to define culture in an objective manner. (Sapir, page
38)
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What is history?
Because the idea of American culture is one that evolved over time,
it is important next to define history. Some important philosophers believed that
life did not have any intrinsic meaning and that all meaning was to found in an
individual’s place in history. This is the thesis, or should I say synthesis of
Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit. History is about a collective subject, or
collective human geist. But I shall use a historian to define history. Edward Carr
in his book What is History? defines history from the perspective of a historian
rather than a philosopher:
“History, in both senses of the word- meaning both the enquiry
conducted by the historian and the facts of the past into which he enquires- is a
social process in which individuals are engaged as social beings, and the
imaginary antithesis between society and the individual is no more than a red
herring drawn across our path to confuse our thinking. The reciprocal process of
interaction between the historian and his facts, what I have called the dialogue
between past and present, is a dialogue not between abstract and isolated
individuals, but between the society of today and the society of yesterday.” (Carr,
pages 68-69)
Carr, following somewhat in Hegel’s footsteps, believes that history is a process
of thesis, antithesis and finally synthesis. History is not about abstract notions
about essential human qualities, or intrinsic human values. History is about a
synthesis of past with present. History is not a study of individuals, but of
society.
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I am willing to take Carr’s meaning that history is the study of society past
to understand society present, and that this is the essential dialogue of history
itself. I am not so willing to give up the quest for finding meaning in terms of
intrinsic qualities or values, even if essence follows existence as the
existentialists claim. Perhaps it was the rise of existentialism in the 20th century,
and the focus on making one’s self that began to erode the notion of cultural
identity. Being authentic and free, anything is possible, in that we create
ourselves, according to the existentialist Sartre. Perhaps the views of (atheistic)
existentialism are the origins, philosophically, of identity politics. Carr has
defined history as conveying the experiences of individuals within a group,
society, or culture. Now that I have defined culture and history, it is time to move
on to discuss the difference between assimilation and acculturation. “By viewing
ourselves in a mirror which reflects reality, we can see our past as undistorted
and no longer peer into our future as through a dark glass.” (Takaki, page 426)

What is assimilation and what is acculturation?
Since the thesis of this essay pertains to identity politics, I thought
that I would define the difference between the concepts of assimilation and
acculturation, since the existence of these terms represents a shift or difference
in attitudes. Assimilation requires taking on the behaviors, traditions and
customs of a group or country. Historians have called this the “melting pot” view
of cultural identity. Since the 1960’s, assimilation has been put aside in favor of
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the term acculturation. Acculturation does not require the immigrant to give up
their native traditions and customs to take on another. Rather, immigrants share
their cultural ideas with their new society, while at the same time, taking on
aspects of their new society. How far can a culture change before it no longer
maintains any of its original identity? What is the American identity? These
questions will be addressed in the next section of the essay. Now I am going to
complete the discussion of important terms and their connotation by defining
multiculturalism.

What is multiculturalism?
“[M]ulticulturalism has become a buzzword, a crusade, and a
gigantic mystification.” (Higman, page 208) Multiculturalism is many different
things to many different people. In fact, the picture that one presents of
multiculturalism itself is related to their political or social perspectives. A case in
point is that of John Higman. Higman suggests that multiculturalism arose out of
the new egalitarian elite’s desire to recognize the importance of ethnic diversity in
education. (Higman, page 201) The new elite class (of middle and upper class
white Americans) segregated themselves in the suburbs, while those who were
economically disadvantaged were left in urban environments. (Higman, page
200) The elite class, called itself “progressive,” and infused American culture
with multiethnicity. (Higman, page 200) The Progressives followed the ideas of
philosophers such as John Dewey and W.E.B. Dubois.
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“This social-democratic perspective virtually took possession of the
social sciences and of the literary intelligentsia between the two world wars.”
(Higman, page 200) The Progressives tended to be Democratic, labor affiliated,
church affiliated individuals. Progressives wanted to create a more authentic
educational system that contained a “historically contextualized understanding of
human rights and social processes.” (Higman page 200). They set about reviving
an American universalism which would incorporate ideas of American
universalism in the past with the new multiethnic approach.

The modern search for a national identity began before World War II, in
1939, according to David Palumbo-Liu, in his essay entitled “Multiculturalism
Now: Civilization, National Identity, and Difference Before and After September
11th.” “Culture would serve to explain and define the national character.”
(Palumbo-Liu, page 1) Understanding the national identity became defined as
national character, and stressed a common American ethos that would be
essential and enduring. (Palumbo-Liu, page 2) Modern America is defined by
finding a balance between this enduring American ethos and an ever changing
world. (Palumbo-Liu, page 2)

“[T]he multicultural movement has tried to carry forward the great
campaigns of the mid-twentieth century against racial and ethnic inequalities
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without reviving the wider outcry of the earlier era against class inequalities.”
(Higman, page 201) Higman’s main point, other than pointing out that the
political left invented multiculturalism to support their own ends, is that this
movement has ignored the inequalities of class by “drawing a veil” over them, or
occasionally mentioning class issues as subcultures of ethnic or racial groups.
(Higman, page 202) I agree with Higman’s interpretation of multiculturalism, in
that it is a progressive social-democratic and social-Darwinian perspective.
Higman suggests that multiculturalism has no unifying agenda other than
perhaps that of redefining identity, and it offers no center, or common ground.
(Higman, page 214) “If multiculturalism can shake off a fixation on diversity,
autonomy, and otherness, the vision that American universalism sustained and
enlarged through two centuries can be renewed.” (Higman, page 214) Zentella,
an advocate of anthropological linguistics, disagrees with Higman’s universal
approach. Zentella claims that teaching “correct” English will undermine positive
identity aspects of disparaged ethnic, racial, and class groups. (Zentella, page
110)
“Multiculturalism is not a technological phenomenon, it is and must be
viewed as a philosophical turn in the discussion that is America.” (Kula, page 64)
Kula believes that multiculturalism is not a tool for solving racial conflicts, but a
“continual process in building a new world.” (Kula, page 64) Kula wants to put
the focus upon a global meaning of pluralism and cultural identity. I shall take a
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more traditionalist stance, and argue for an American culture. Before we can
sustain or defend American culture, first it must be defined.

American culture defined
An attempt at ONE American philosophy is not reasonable, nor
possible. In the beginning of the text The History of American Education, Webb
surveys many kinds of philosophy from Plato to Derrida; Webb surveys
philosophical trends such as Idealism, Realism, Non-Thomism Realism,
Pragmatism, Existentialism, Analytic Philosophy, Perennialism, Progressivism,
Essentialism, Social Reconstructionism, and Post-modernism. Few of these
trends can be said to be unique to American philosophy, yet all have been
influential upon American thinking. (Webb, page 20 and pages 32-33) Webb
suggests in the beginning of the text that history and philosophy both influence
the dialogue between past events and present actions. (Webb, page 3) Coming
from the background of Analytical Philosophy, with a touch of Essentialist, I am
attempting to make the terms of this essay clear.

I have defined many of the terms important to the final phase of the
essay except perhaps that of highest importance. It is clear from Webb’s text,
that “the history of American education is far more than a history of people or
institutions.” (Webb, page 376) Thus Webb is suggesting that Carr’s definition of
history is not adequate. Webb adds that the study of American education “is
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primarily a history of competing views of who should be educated, and what they
should be taught, the purpose of schooling, and the role of the education system
in a democracy.” (Webb, page 376)

An attempt to survey the entire history of American education is not
possible in such a short essay; hence I am going to focus on the essence of
American culture. American culture may be said to have been begun to be
defined with the Constitution of 1787 itself. Contained in that Federalist
document, with the addition of the Bill of Rights, and the previous Declaration of
Independence of 1776 (which was written by Thomas Jefferson), many American
ideals were established. Jefferson, imitating Locke, said that all men were
created equal and endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights, of
these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. (Jefferson, page 5) The Bill of
Rights (added in 1791) included such ideas as freedom of speech, freedom to
practice religion, freedom of the press, the right to privacy, and eventually, equal
protection under the laws. America is seen as the great experiment of
democracy according to individuals like de Tocqueville. Tocqueville said that it
was neither our patriotism nor our language that made America unique.
Tocqueville commented that it was the notions of liberty and equality, “the liberty
of the press, the right of association, the jury, and the responsibility of the agents
of government,” that make our country unique. (Tocqueville, page 409) I
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disagree with Tocqueville on one small point, in that I believe that our language is
an important aspect to our culture.

American-English is a part of American culture. It is one of the few things
that can bring together a nation of immigrants that have come from the world
over, to live in America. Language is an important part of any culture. Although
language and culture are not static as Nieto contends, the importance of the
unifying effect of one language cannot be understated. (Nieto, page 109)
Although language may not be static, I still maintain that there are core American
ideas or values that can be said to be a part of American culture itself. The
Institute for American Values published an essay after September 11th entitled
“What We’re Fighting For: A Letter From America.” (Shipka & Minton, page 379)
In their essay, the claim is made that there are certain universal values that
pertain to all persons, without distinction. These values are, in summary: (1) All
human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights; (2) Humans are
political animals and as such the legitimate role of government should be to
protect persons and their rights; (3) Human beings naturally seek, and desire to
know the truth and seek teleological explanations; (4) Every human has the
inviolable right to freedom of conscience and religious freedom; and finally
(5) Killing in the name of God, is contrary to faith in God, and is the greatest
betrayal of universality and religious faith. Perhaps there is a core set of
universal values for all persons, and that in America, it is possible to protect such
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values. Charles Taylor disagrees and believes that such universality is nothing
more than “difference-blind” liberalism. (Taylor & Gutmann, page 62) Taylor
argues that it is inauthentic to speak in terms of equal value in terms of culture.
Taylor argues for a middle ground between the “homogenization and demand for
recognition of equal worth, on the one hand, and the self-immurement within
ethnocentric standards, on the other.” (Taylor & Gutmann, page 72) Taylor still
speaks in terms of group or collective identities, and fails to recognize the need
for authentic individuality and understanding self identity, according to Appiah.
(Taylor & Gutmann, page 150) The following part of the essay will examine
challenges to the ever changing face of American society by examining the
multicultural war itself.

IV. The Multicultural educational war in late 20th century America

This section of the paper will attempt to portray the dilemma or debate of
multiculturalism. I have picked two sides, and found two individual authors to be
the voice of each side of the debate, merely.
“Thus on one hand, we have the interest of multinational corporate and
state interests urging for “diversity” and reconfiguring multiculturalism to be
consonant with the neoliberal agenda. […] On the other hand, we have the
insurgent, issues of recognition, distribution, and rights. And it is here that we
find the development of a national identity, national character, national values,
and national interests to countermand those contestatory movements.”
(Palumbo-Liu, page 4)
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Jack Eller writes an interesting article that attempts to lay out the
distinction between multiculturalism and anti-multiculturalism. Eller is an
anthropologist and has a different perspective, generally, than that of Higman.
Eller favors anti-anti-multiculturalism (or a new form of multiculturalism), while
Higman favors universalism and is anti-multiculturalistic. Eller’s article “Anti-AntiMulticulturalism” consists of five parts. (1) The Worries of Multiculturalism,
(2) The Worries of Anti-Multiculturalism, (3) The Science of Culture and the
“Culturization” of Social Discourse, (4) Why not Anti-Multiculturalism? and (5) the
conclusion of the article. He begins the article by mirroring Geetz in saying that a
scholar is best employed in dispelling fear. (Eller, page 249) Eller explains that
multiculturalism is a substitute for cultural relativism, since he believes the same
problems are presented by both. He will argue that anthropologists should reject
the rejection of multiculturalism (hence anti-anti-multiculturalism).

Eller explains the worries of multiculturalism in his first section of the
article. Multiculturalists worry that important cultural domains are being excluded
from knowledge and scholarship. They advocate a rejection of the Europeancentric dominated majority. (Eller, page 249) Otherwise, minorities will be pushed
to the periphery or placed in the category of the “other” so that the majority can
maintain its dominance in the market place of ideas. Mythology or folk traditions
cannot be allowed to challenge the dominate view of a universal system of
knowledge, value, culture, and polity. (Eller, page 249) If multiculturalism is to
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prevail, then the relativistic challenges to knowledge, value, culture and polity
may convince many that such ideas are subjectively determinable. (Eller, page
250) The solution to this presented by multiculturalists is to present cultures as
“centrisms.” (Eller, page 250) Another compromise might be to be all inclusive
and tolerant of many cultural perspectives, and renegotiate the meaning of the
many that make up the union, “reconstructed to reflect the nation’s ethnic and
cultural diversity.” (Eller, page 250) So there isn’t a best culture, just a myriad of
cultural diversity in a coalition of the many.

The second part of the essay discusses the worries of antimultculturalism. The concept of “America” may be diminished if multiculturalism
is to prevail. (Eller, page 250) The focus upon differences will diminish the value
of shared knowledge. American civilization may come to an end. Antimulticulturalists argue for a common universal respect for human dignity and
individual freedoms. In another phrase: classical liberalism. (Eller, page 250)
Multiculturalism may turn into a competition of ideas, cultures, and the
domination of one culture by another, ultimately. (Eller, page 250) Others worry
that multicultural education is substandard, and that traditional knowledge, and
values, will be lost. Anti-multiculturalists defend the inclusion of only the great
thinkers into the cannon, and dismiss the inclusion of multicultural ideas, or
delegate them to the bottom of the list. (Eller, page 250) Another fear of
multiculturalism, according to Eller, is that a cultural essentialism may lead to
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mysticism or provincialism. “Provincialism comes in the form of ethnic studies
courses and programs,” where individuals only learn about their own kind, and
this fails to prepare students for the realities of a multicultural world. (Eller, page
251) Anti-multiculturalists see America under threat. Individuals are identifying
themselves as hyphenated-Americans. (Eller, page 251)

Nieto reminds us that sometimes the conflict is too great, and the choice
may be to become an American on traditional terms. Either/or dichotomies are
unacceptable, in terms of individual identity. (Nieto, pages 108 - 109) Of course
the only reason minority groups wish to raise the value of their identity is to
secure power and money. This will lead to the ultimate battle over American
identity that will end in the acceptance of ethical relativism and ultimately nihilism.
(Eller, page 251) The evidence, of acceptance of ethical relativism in academia,
is in the anthropolitical and anthropological linguistic method of teaching
languages advocated by Zentella. Zentella claims that teaching “correct” English
will undermine positive identities of disparaged ethnic, racial and class groups.
(Zentella, page 110)

The third section of the essay discusses the culturization of social
discourse. Multiculturalism, like anthropology, is concerned about difference and
the acceptance of otherness. (Eller, page 251) Multiculturalism and anthropology
are not really interested in the same things. Multiculturalism is not globally
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interested. (Eller, page 251) Multiculturalism does not aim to be a discipline, but it
is a social movement. Culture in multiculturalism is not holistic, as in the
anthropological sense of culture. (Eller, page 251) Culture is real. Culture is
determined. Culture is reified. Cultural identity is the key to authenticity. Then in
the protection of the worth and value of that authenticity leads to identity politics,
and identity war. (Eller, page 252) “Groups invent themselves and reinvent
themselves ad infinitum.” (Eller, page 252) There will be neither cross-cultural
truth, nor the ability to falsity the claims of a given group. (Eller, page 252) ‘How
did culture escape the academy and become so popular?’ Eller asks.

All elements of American society have become culture conscious, from
the far left to the far right. Liberalism is a Euro-based ideology, and it speaks
nothing to culture, but is biased itself. (Eller, page 252) “In fact, paradoxically,
the ‘culture’ in multiculturalism is as much about self as about ‘the other’ or
culture as we conceive it, about being ‘who you are’ and celebrating what makes
you different from the crowd.” (Eller, page 252) Social problems are now being
framed in this quasi-anthropological language of culture. (Eller, page 253)
Surprisingly, Eller reflects the same sentiments presented in Higman in regard to
“otherness.” “To adopt the fashionable language of multiculturalism, we are still
‘others’ to others. But otherness is only relatively so, and diminishes as the
bounds of ‘our’ own identities expand, overlap, and combine.” (Higman, page
214)
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The fourth section of Eller’s text he explains why he is not in favor of antimulticulturalism. America is a place where cultures meet. Most take
multiculturalism as “the standard of the human condition.” (Eller, page 253) Is the
American polity really at the risk of being over run by multiculturalistic ideals?
Will the basic structure of schools, the curriculum, culture and politics survive?
Western culture has made important contributions to knowledge, but it is not
Knowledge itself. (Eller, page 254) Does multiculturalism contest the American
culture? Unfortunately, pluralism is unstable. (Eller, page 255) Eller contends
that cultural pluralism and cultural relativism are not equivalent to neither ethical,
nor epistemological nihilism. (Eller, page 255)

In conclusion, Eller contends that multiculturalism and anti-multiculturalism
are much alike. They both believe in culture as a source of self-esteem and
identity. (Eller, page 255) Anthropology should be wary of multiculturalism, but
should reject anti-multiculturalism. For anthropology, the “culture war” should be
seen as a war between culture as a means to an end, and the critical study of
culture itself. Eller argues against using multiculturalism as it is generally
conceived, as the political and social vehicle of the progressive left. Eller argues
that understanding one’s own identity is important. Understanding that nature of
culture as culture should be the focus of anthropology, thus Eller is ending with
the third definition of culture as defined by Sapir in the beginning of this essay.
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The focus of this essay was more in interested in the first and second of
Sapir’s meanings of culture. Culture is truly the geist of a society. The focus on
identity politics will lead to division, not tolerance of diversity. Cultural relativistic
ideas will undermine traditional American values of liberty and freedom.
Acceptance of cultural relativism will lead to the acceptance of ethical relativism.
These relativistic ideas can be a threat to nationalism and polity as we know it.
Eller fails to recognize that subjective relativisms can lead to the acceptance that
all values are not objective, or that values are not knowable. Eller believes that
the true purpose of anthropology is to study meta-culture, which is what he calls
anti-anti-multiculturalism. I would be wary of multiculturalism, antimulticulturalism, and anti-anti-multiculturalism.

American studies can be said to be a branch of cultural anthropology.
(Palumbo-Liu, page 2) Palumbo-Liu explains that the conflict arose in the 1970’s
when multicultural ideas began to challenge Euramerican cultural themes.
(Palumbo-Liu, page 3) The rise of cultural internationalism directly confronted our
national identity. Palumbo-Liu claims that the focus upon national character was
an attempt to solve the potential domestic crisis that minority demands might
bring about. Yet this focus caused a conflict between viewing nation-states
unilaterally or as being globally integrated. (Palumbo-Liu, page 3)
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“Crucially, in the present incarnation of civilizational thinking, the
dichotomy between national identity and international civilizational thinking has
collapsed, and the two positions intermingling and recombining into a potent
ideological position, now mobilized by the events of September 11th.” (PalumboLiu, page 7)
Now some doubt that the American ethos can be adopted by new immigrants.
(Palumbo-Liu, page 7) We now find ourselves in an attempt to keep the
homeland secure from terrorists. Palumbo-Liu claims that the right-wing has
once again produced a separation between us and an international other.
Palumbo-Liu, page 8) Civilizational thinking is divisive, and thus Palumbo-Liu
argues for a humanistic approach, rather than a narrow national-based
perspective. (Palumbo-Liu, page 9)

The focus on this crisis has been a distraction, in my opinion.
Nationalism should not be a radical idea, and it should not be hi-jacked for social,
political, or economic agendas. Having a common ethos or geist is what makes
a nation-state endure through time. American values have been an inspiration to
the global community, and it is neither politically left, nor politically right to
promote the enduring ideals that are America itself. I disagree with Palumbo-Liu’s
claims that the search for modern national identity today is merely a reaction by
the political right to the present threats of terrorism. It does appear, as a matter
of fact, that the global community is caught between a clash of those that wish to
promote civilizational thinking, and those that wish to destroy civilization as we
know it. The idea of the nation-state itself may be a divisive one, but eroding the
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concept with a form of so-called humanism is not going to ensure that anyone’s
liberties are protected in the end. Is the American polity really at the risk of being
over run by multiculturalistic and anti-civilizational ideals? Will the traditional
structure of American schools, the American curriculum, American culture, and
American politics survive?
V. Argument for the value of education as the vehicle by which a republic
produces well-informed and critically thinking citizens, and that such an
education should promote national identity, or be nationally interested. All
Americans should learn American history, and speak American English.
In the late 20th century, there has been a multicultural war in American
education. I tried to discuss a brief summary of the history of the debate,
followed by a discussion of each point of view, for and against multiculturalism.
My own position is in fact against multiculturalism or what is sometimes called
anti-multiculturalism. I would prefer to drop these loaded labels all together. I
believe in tolerance for diversity, yet at the same time American educational
theory must convey the importance of promoting a national, universal American
identity in public education. Since America is truly a blend of many cultures, a
unifying identity is essential. Some say that there is no one American identity. I
disagree. There isn’t anything politically incorrect about promoting a nationalidentity. We, as Americas, should be proud to be such.

Language is part of a culture, and as such, American culture must include the
promotion of Standard American-English. Americans must speak American
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English. The Universal Declaration of Linguistic Rights, written by Bishop Tokes,
speaks to the educational rights of individuals in terms of language. Education
should foster self-expression, but not at the expense of developing language
within the language community. (Section II, Article 23, sections 1 and 2) Of
course every individual has the right to learn any language. (Section II, Article 23,
section 4) Schools need properly trained teachers, good facilities, books and all
the resources necessary and desired so that schools may serve their function: to
ensure their community language is present in as many forms of media possible.
(Section II, Article 25, section 1) All individuals in the community should be
taught their community language to the fullest extent possible. Individuals are
entitled to a full command of their community language. (Section II, Article 26,
section 1) Communities are entitled to have access to the means to learn the
language of their culture. (Section II, Article 27, section 1) Bishop Tokes
balances the right to learn the language of the community with the right to learn
any other language as well, at the same time. (Section II, Article 29, section 1)
Most importantly, the goal of university learning is to study the language and
culture of ALL communities. (Section II, Article 30, section 1) “All language
communities are entitled to the official use of their language within their territory.”
(Section II, Article 15, section 2)

Socioeconomic differences in neighborhood schools are continuing to
produce separate and unequal education in America. This condition leads to the
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lack of experience of diversity itself, and thus, many may not respect or
understand differences. I propose teaching all American students respect for
diversity, by showing them that it is reasonable, and in fact their duty, to
recognize every individual’s equality, although I do not consider my approach to
be merely a form of traditional liberalism. It is important, in the dawn of the 21st
century, that all students in America’s public schools are given the tools they
need to compete in a global community, as well as be well-informed and critically
thinking American citizens. It is in the interest of every citizen, as well as the duty
of society to provide none less in education. This can only be accomplished by
producing exemplar teachers that promote not only tolerance for diversity, but at
the same time instill a sense of American identity.

Neighborhood-schools seem to be the ideal place for students, but if
neighborhoods are divided, then so are the schools. It is our duty to provide
students with the best education possible regardless of their socioeconomic,
racial, or ethnic background. Curriculums must teach respect for differences,
while at the same time instill a sense of national identity. Disrespect of
differences can lead to intolerance and faction. The focus upon differences
merely can lead to faction and undermine the national identity. It is our right as
Americans, as well as our duty, to be well-informed, critically thinking citizens.
As Americans, we aim to be citizens of a free society; a society that promotes
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everyone’s life, liberty, and “happiness.” Such sentiments are the basis of our
American identity.
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Abstract
Okina Kyûin, a Japanese immigrant who lived in the state of Washington, Oregon,
and California between 1907 and 1924, not only published hundreds of articles, essays,
and novels in Japanese-American newspapers on the West Coast. He also used his
position as editor with the Ôfu Nippô (The Sacramento Daily News) and later with the
Nichi Bei Shimbun (The Japanese-American News) to promote Japanese immigrant
literature. He created special sections in the newspapers he worked for: Konjiki no Sono
(Garden of the Golden-Colored) for short stories, literary reviews, and miscellaneous
literary items in and Ginsai no Mori (Silver-Colored Wood) for poetry, tanka, and haiku
in the Nichi Bei Shimbun (The Japanese-American News). In 1924, Okina decided to
return to Japan for family reasons and remained there until his death in 1973, at the age of
85.
In this presentation, I will focus, first, on how Okina became an editor of immigrant
newspapers. Second, I will discuss some of Okina’s major essays, short stories, plays,
and novels that appeared in the newspapers. In June 1917, he left the Stockton branch
office of the Ôfu Nippô. In 1918, Abiko Kyûtarô, the president and founder of the Nichi
Bei, hired him as an editor for the Oakland branch. The Nichi Bei soon became an
influential voice in the San Francisco Japanese community, and Abiko used it as a means
to communicate with and to promote the spiritual bonding of Japanese living all over the
West Coast, as well as to protect the rights of Japanese immigrants. Moreover, Abiko
devoted himself to helping Japanese immigrants to settle down and assimilate into
American society by establishing the Yamato Colony, a Japanese farming community in
the San Joaquin Valley (Biography of Abiko Kyûtarô, written by Oka Seizo, appeared
simultaneously in both the Nichi Bei Times and the Hokubei Mainichi, on September 23,
1980).
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During his time as editor of the Nichi Bei, Okina’s career as a journalist reached its
peak (between 1918 and 1924). Okina, who had the talent and skills to write, not only
created literary circles to communicate with other Japanese immigrants but also shared
Abiko’s ideology and purpose for establishing the Nichi Bei.
In 1924, the U.S. Congress passed the Immigration Exclusion Act, which banned
Japanese immigration to the U. S. altogether. This was a crucial time in the history of the
West Coast Japanese community of immigrants, and Okina’s various journalistic
publications enable cultural historians like myself to understand the transformations that
were occurring in his community and to assess Abiko’s influence.

Okina Kyûin’s Work as a Japanese Newspaper Editor
and Advocate for Immigrant Literature
on the American West Coast, 1914-1924

This paper is part of my ongoing research on the Zenshû (Collected Works) of Okina
Kyûin, who lived on the American West Coast between 1907 and 1924. Like all
autobiographical literature (which ranges from the diary and the journal to autobiography
and memoirs), the Zenshû not only provide us with a personal reaction to important
historical events, but also help us to understand the everyday life of Japanese Americans
during this formative period in the history of the Japanese-American community on the
West Coast.
It was in 1907 that Okina decided to go to America. He obtained a student visa and
bought a ticket for the long trip across the Pacific by ship and departed his native Toyama
Prefecture for Tokyo in the company of his mother. After arriving in Seattle, his friend
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from Toyama Daiichi Junior High School, Yoshiyama, helped him find a job through the
Tôgôkatsuraan; now he had to learn the ropes quickly in order to survive in immigrant
society.
In 1908, Okina moved to Bremerton, a small town and navy base one hour by boat
from Seattle. Moving to Bremerton would prove to be a turning point in his life. He
found a domestic position, first with the Dayton family, and then with the Andersons, a
Scottish family.
Okina decided to write a novel during his stay with the Daytons in Bremerton and did
not waste any time getting started. Then, in 1908, Okina decided to enter a short story in
a competition sponsored by the Japanese-American newspaper Asahi Shimbun. Okina
accepted the challenge of creating a novella and wrote Wakareta Aida (A Moment of
Separation), which appeared under the pseudonym Rokkei Sennin in January 1909 (Meiji
42), in the New Year’s special edition of the Asahi Shimbun. To his great surprise, he
won second prize. He explains in his Zenshû that his pen name was given to him by Mr.
Maru of Sunagoza (Sunagoza-no Maru-han) because he was from Rokurô-dani (Rokurô
Valley) (Zenshû, Volume II, pp. 93-94). He immediately wrote a second novella, Shika
(Deer), which he submitted to the Hokubei Jiji (The North American Times) in 1909
(Meiji 42). Okina was now 21 years old. Before long, his short stories, novels, and
essays appeared virtually daily in newspapers such as the Asahi Shimbun, the Taihoku
Nippô (The Great Northern Daily News, published in Seattle), and the Ôfu Nippô (The
Sacramento Daily News). People in the Japanese-American community began to wonder
who this strange person was and even came to visit him in Bremerton. He received many
letters of support and encouragement.
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Okina took advantage of all the attention he was receiving to publish an essay in the
Hokubei Jiji, calling for the creation of a literary association for Japanese immigrants; in
fact, as early as 1909, Okina had advocated the formation of a literary circle in Seattle.
That same year he helped create a Japanese Immigrants’ Literary Society called
Bungaku-kai, which served as a forum for Japanese writers, and he remained closely
associated with its members for many years (Zenshû, Volume II, pp. 97-100). Between
forty and fifty writers from all over California attended the founding ceremony, at which
Okina gave a presentation entitled “Naturalism in the Literature and the Philosophy of
Lao-tze and Chuang-tze” (Zenshû, Volume II, p. 100).
This event marked the beginning of Okina’s literary career as well, as several books
dealing with the subject of Japanese immigration to the West Coast have made
abundantly clear. In the book entitled Beikoku Hokuseibu Nihon Iminshi (A History of
Japanese Immigrants in the Northwestern United States) by Takeuchi Kôjiro (Chapter
Thirteen: Iminichi Bundan [Literary Circles of Immigrants]), the author covers the
history of one Seattle literary circle and mentions that it was described as an exciting
movement made up of young Japanese full of energy and intellectual curiosity, intent on
creating a literary circle that would contribute to the cultural development of the
Japanese community and make Seattle a cultural haven on the West Coast (p. 590).
Takeuchi notes that the vigorous Pure Literature movement in Seattle gradually lost its
appeal to young Japanese when they grew older and moved away to look for work. The
literary circles in Seattle eventually were disbanded after the premature death of the
journalist Watanabe Usei. Later, however, they were resuscitated in California, when
Yamanaka Kyokkô and Matsubara Mokkô returned and became editors of the Nichi Bei
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Shimbun (The Japanese-American News) and the Shin Sekai (New World). It was at the
same time that Okina moved to Stockton (where he lived 1914–1917) and began to be
published in serial form in the Nichi Bei. However, after World War I, the literary
movement was dissolved because it no longer inspired much enthusiasm (Beikoku
Hokuseibu Nihon Iminshi, pp. 592-593). Takeuchi’s observations on one Seattle literary
circle also coincide with drastic changes in Okina’s personal ambitions.
From all that I have read, it is clear that Okina came to America precisely to find
himself. It is unclear at what point he realized that he had a literary and maybe historical
vocation to record his experiences, but his decision to express himself in writing suggests
an ambition to better understand the society of which he was struggling to become a part,
and to share his exploration of it with others, even if it only was the Japanese immigrant
community. Okina’s diary, essays, short stories, and novels are a valuable source of
information that sheds new light on immigrant life on the West Cost. While most
immigrants typically engaged in manual labor to make a living, Okina and many other
ambitious young Japanese came to the U.S. with a dream to make a new life for
themselves as members of the middle class. Okina, who had literary talent, had chosen
the newspaper as an effective medium of communication and created literary circles to
communicate with his immigrant compatriots. He tried to show us what life was like not
only for himself but also for other immigrants: how they lived, how they worked, what
they liked to do in their free time, and what they thought. This was a crucial time in the
history of the West Coast community of Japanese immigrants, and personal literature of
this type brings the period alive and gives a face to the statistics that fill the public
records.
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Okina realized that he must use Japanese-American newspapers as a vehicle of
communication with other Japanese Americans. Now, one may wonder what motivated
him to write not only his monumental diary but also the hundreds of articles, essays, and
short stories that make up his Zenshû. Okina had a far-reaching vision for himself, I
think; he realized soon after coming to the U.S. that opportunities and resources were
rather limited for Japanese immigrants and that Japanese-American newspapers provided
a golden opportunity for Japanese to express themselves, exchange ideas, and experience
a feeling of community with other Japanese. Here, let me emphasize that Okina had
received a good education in Japan and already knew how to read and write. This ability
to communicate with others in writing not only enabled him to find his own literary voice
but also helped him to overcome the sense of humiliation and rejection that he was
experiencing both in Japanese immigrant circles and, of course, in American society at
large.
Okina Kyûin published several hundred articles, including essays, short stories, and
novels in various Japanese-American newspapers during his stay on the West Coast
(1907–1924). Indeed, Okina chose to be a writer and editor for Japanese-American
newspapers on the West Coast. He lived in several locations on the West Coast; he
arrived in Seattle and lived there (1907-1908), relocated to Bremerton (1908-1909), and
moved to Astoria, Oregon, as a contract laborer (1910). He had the chance to return to
Japan (1913 Taishô 2–1914 Taishô 3), but soon returned to Seattle in 1914 (Taishô 3),
instead, and worked for the Furuya Shoten. Later he moved to Stockton (1914 Taishô 3 –
1917 Taishô 6), and then moved to Florin (1917 Taishô 6–1918 Taishô 7), near Stockton,
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and later to Oakland (1918 Taishô 7–1924 Taishô 13), where he remained until he
returned to Japan.
While his literary talents were becoming more and more widely recognized in the
Japanese-American community, Okina was moving among editorial staffs of several
major newspapers. In fact, one can trace his life’s journey by retracing the publication
dates of his essays and articles, which appeared in all the newspapers and magazines he
worked for as he relocated up and down the West Coast. During the time he lived in
Bremerton, Washington, many of his early articles were published in the Taihoku Nippô
(The Great Northern Daily News), the Asahi Shimbun, and the Hokubei Jiji (The North
American Times). When he moved to Stockton and worked for the Taiheiraku and, later,
as an editor for the Ôfu Nippô (The Sacramento Daily News) at its Stockton branch
office, he also submitted essays and articles to various Japanese-American newspapers
such as the Shin Sekai (New World), Taihoku Nippô, the Asahi Shimbun, and the Nichi
Bei Shimbun (The Japanese-American News). He published his most important articles,
essays, and novels in the Nichi Bei.
During his stay in Japan (1913-1914), Okina Kyûin sought acceptance into Japanese
literary circles with the help of Yamada Toshikazu, by publishing short stories in the
journal Teikoku Bungaku (Imperial Literature), founded by Takayama Chôgyu. The titles
included Oshino Onna (A Dumb Woman) in June 1913, Oka (Hill) in August 1913
(Taishô 2), Ame no Oto (The Sound of the Rain) in January 1914, and Kobato no Yôna
Onna (A Woman the Size of a Little Pigeon) in May 1914 (Taishô 3). His dream of
joining a Japanese literary circle was fulfilled only at a later date, however, after he had
published his collection of essays, Cosumoporitan wa Kataru (A Cosmopolitan Talks)
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and a long short story, Michi naki Michi (Road Without a Path), which enabled him to
make his literary debut in one of the Japanese literary circles in 1928 (Shôwa 3), four
years after he had returned to Japan in 1924 for good.
In February 1914 (Taishô 3), Okina left his new wife with his father in Japan and
returned to the U.S. Surprisingly, Okina now made the decision to give up literature and
become a businessman, working for the Furuya Shôten Trading Company in Seattle. He
sent an article, Fude o Hômuru Hi (The Day of No Longer Writing with a Brush), to the
Asahi Shimbun. None of his friends believed he was serious about changing his career,
though, and entering the business world, though. I suspect that this impression was
partially because of the overwhelmingly positive response to his works by the journal
Teikoku Bungaku. But we shall probably never know the truth because Okina does not go
into any detail.
Working for Furuya-Shôten, Okina tried hard to be a good employee. But one day a
certain Saeki Takuzû, whom he had never met, visited him and presented him with a
letter of introduction from Mokkô Matsubara of the Shin Sekai, a Japanese-American
newspaper company in San Francisco, inviting him to go to Stockton, California, to work
for his company, Benri-sha, and edit the Taiheiraku (a magazine that published popular
literature) and Suigô (a more sophisticated literary magazine). Okina accepted this offer
without much hesitation and returned to the world of journalism and literature with no
regrets.
The third volume of Okina’s Zenshû, entitled Konjiki no Sono (Garden of the GoldenColored), begins in November 1914, when he left Seattle to go to San Francisco by boat.
His travelogue, entitled From Seattle to San Francisco, was published in the July 1914
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issue of Taiheiraku. After arriving in San Francisco, he moved to Stockton and started
working for Benri-sha. His wife Kiyoko joined him there in 1915.
Okina’s years in Stockton (1914–1917) inspired his literary works on immigrants.
Living in Stockton, he interacted with Japanese immigrants and had the chance to meet
many influential people in the area, including leaders of the local Nihonjin-kai (the
Japanese Association). In his diary he wrote that the Stockton Nihonjin-kai included
about 200 immigrants living in the Japanese district of the city and also several thousand
Japanese who lived down the river from Stockton (Zenshû, Volume III, p. 7). Among the
important individuals whom he met through Saeki were Hayashi, who owned a farm on
Oakwood Island, and Ishii, who owned a grape orchard and was one of the leaders of
Nihonjin-kai. Okina also met Mizutani Bangoku, who was the president of the Ôfu
Nippô, which had been established in 1907 and was located at 318 M Street in
Sacramento, California. Mizutani was visiting Saeki to ask him to establish a branch
office of the Ôfu Nippô; after speaking with Okina, Mizutani offered him a position as an
editor in this new office (Zenshû, Volume III, pp. 10-11).
Saeki Takuzû welcomed the opportunity offered by Mizutani because he could now
run a newspaper office and compete on an equal footing with other newspapers such as
the Nichi Bei, the Shin Sekai, and The Stockton Times. Mizutani Bangoku also invited
Okina to visit him in Sacramento on June 5, 1914, a one-hour train ride east from
Stockton. In fact, the city of Florin, where the orchard of Fusako, Okina’s sister-in-law,
was located, was one third of the way to Sacramento (Zenshû, Volume III, p. 10);
however, the area was also home to the infamous anti-Japanese mayor Johnson and was a
well-known center of anti-Japanese propaganda. Okina described his life and his
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involvement in the area as he became active in the community, an experience that would
have a profound influence on his writings.
On June 5, 1914, Okina accepted the position as editor and writer for the Ôfu Nippô at
its Stockton branch office. After that, his essays and short novels began to appear
regularly in the Ôfu Nippô. Here, let me follow Okina’s intense journalistic activity and
look at a few of his articles published in the Ôfu Nippô (The Sacramento Daily News)
between June 5, 1914, and February 22, 1917, when Okina resigned from his position as
editor. It is interesting to note that as an employee of the Ôfu Nippô, he was more actively
involved with the Nichi Bei, submitting a lengthy novel to this newspaper entitled Aku no
Hikage (Shadow of Evil), which appeared in 1915 (Taishô 4).
Okina’s engaging style helped introduce him to the readers of the Ôfu Nippô. His first
essay presented his impressions of Sacramento and California in general. The essay
entitled Ôfu Inshô-ki (My Impressions of Ôfu) appeared on June 5 and June 6, 1914
(Taishô 3) under his pen name, Okina Rokkei, on the first page of the Ôfu Nippô. He
began his article with these words: “I left the fickle weather in Seattle, Washington--I
left many romances in my old town. I have mixed impressions of the city of Sacramento,
which was sometimes abominable--though in a friendly manner…” Okina continued to
write about his impressions of Sacramento on June 6, “I found that Japan-town looked
flourishing and that some shops looked fine and showy; there were apparently some big
shops but wherever one went some shops looked shabby and not clean, and women and
children looked poor and shabby; therefore, local people used them as material for antiJapanese propaganda.”
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Okina continued to relate his impressions of California in an article entitled Kashû no
Inshô to Kansô (My Impressions and Thoughts of California), which appeared in
installments on appeared on June 27, 28, 29, 30. On July 28, Okina’s article entitled
Oyomeiri: Nyûsha no Ji ni Kaete (A Marriage: A message in lieu of an Address as I Join
the Staff) appeared in the Ôfu Nippô. This essay described his feelings about joining the
Stockton branch office of the Ôfu Nippô. To him, it felt like he was entering into a
marriage, and he hoped that he would be an acceptable match for the company. On the
same page, the company announced that Okina would be joining them.
In the Nichi Bei on July 26, 1914, Okina’s novels entitled Kokyô Jôwa (A Romance of
his Hometown ): Hashigaki: (A Preface), and Kigû to Onna (Jô) (An Unexpected Chance
Meeting with a Woman, were announced on the first page. In the preface, he mentioned
how sad he was to return home after seven years away; he was not exactly looking
forward to returning home. He had recently lost his mother and there had been other
changes. Okina cried when he visited his mother’s grave, which he now saw for the first
time. And nearby there was the grave of his younger sister, who had suddenly fallen ill
and then died, causing him much sadness. He felt he had lost all the sweet memories of
home. Okina mentioned that Kokyô Jôwa was the product of personal experience, which
he felt was most important and could not forget. He mentioned that he intended to submit
three articles to the Asahi Shimbun; however, he did not have time now to complete them
and decided to submit them at a later date to the weekly supplement of the Nichi Bei.
Also, there were several articles and a short novel entitled Shininokorishi Hatsuyo ni
Aatafuru Sho (in two parts), which appeared on December 6 and 8. In addition to several
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articles and short novels published in the Ôfu Nippô Okina also wrote articles for the
Taihoku Nippô, but his more significant writings appeared in the Nichi Bei.
On January 1, 1915 (Taishô 4), a New Year’s greeting—Kingashinnen (We Wish You
a Happy New Year) -- appeared on the first page of the Ôfu Nippô, signed by eighteen
staff members, including Okina Rokkei. On the same page, one could read Okina’s essay
entitled Jun Iminchi Bungaku no Bokkô Jidai (The Coming Age of Pure Immigrant
Literature Period) which he published under his pseudonym Rokkei Sennin, and in
which he urged the rebirth of a pure immigrant literature. This is one of his most
significant essays published in the Ôfu Nippô because Okina emphasized the importance
of an immigrant literature based on the everyday life; without a realistic backdrop, Okina
felt that anything he had to say about the life of immigrants would appear meaningless.
As Takeuchi mentions in Beikoku Hokuseibu Nihon Iminshi, Okina also feared that
oneday literature might disappear altogether from immigrant society. A short novel
entitled Tazunebito (A Missing Person) also appeared in the Literature Section of the
New Year’s edition of the Ôfu Nippô.
In the essay Jun Iminchi Bungaku no Bokkô Jidai, Okina pointed to the decline of
literature about immigrants, drawing attention to the case of Noguchi Yonejiro, a writer
of great promise whose career was launched from North America, but who had published
only one book, entitled Ei-Bei Jûsan-nen (In Britain and America for Thirteen Years) and
was not widely recognized in Japan. Among writers who had not lived up to their
promise Okina also mentioned Hosaka Kiichi, who had published a book entitled
Wagahai no Mita Amerika (The America I Saw), which was a great story but lacked
originality; and Tamura Shôgyo, who was a renowned intellectual and author of a book
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entitled Hokubei no Hana (North American Flower), also buried in oblivion. Noguchi,
Hosaka, Tamura, and many other writers who returned to Japan were not fully recognized
as writers in Japanese literary circles. Further, Okina mentioned the Literary Circle in
Seattle as an example of a group of talented young people with a bright future who had
gathered to establish a pure immigrant literature on the West Coast and produced talented
writers; this group included Watanabe Usei, Kametani Tekikotsu, Tomita Ryokufû,
Sasaki Shigetsu, Miyazaki Seiya, and Sugii Hakka. He noted that two Japanese-American
newspapers, the Asahi Shimbun and the Taihoku Nippô, supported the movement and the
ideas that inspired it and published many of their works in their special New Year’s
editions. However, many of the members of the Seattle Literary Circle left the group:
Tomita Ryokufû became a student; Kametani Tekikotsu gave up writing altogether;
Watanabe Usei became a newspaper reporter; and Sasaki Shigetsu became an artist.
However, Matsubara Mokkô of the Shin Sekai supported the spirit of Pure Immigrant
Literature. Yamanaka Kyokkô, of the Nichi Bei, was a founding member of the San
Francisco Literary Circle, which resuscitated the Japanese-American literary circle. This
group to which Hirai Ôsen and Naganuma Shôsui belonged, devoted itself to drama and,
later, to lectures and literary criticism. Eventually, the immigrant literary movement
became invisible, and the literary circles disappeared. However, Okina responded, calling
once again for the rebirth of a pure immigrant literary movement that did its best to
encourage originality, truthfully reflected immigrant life, and dissuaded writers from
simply copying contemporary writers in the Naturalist style so popular in Japan at this
time (Ôfu Nippô, January 1, 1915, Taishô 4).
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On January 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, and 15, 1915 (Taishô 4), Okina published critiques
of the New Year’s special editions of nine Japanese-American newspapers on the West
Coast, a series entitled Taiheiyôengan Kyû Hôji Shimbun Shinen-gô Hihyô: Nichi Bei,
Shin Sekai, Rafu Asahi, Rafu Shimpo, Chûka-jihô, Oshû Nippô, Hokubei-jiji, Asahi
Shimbun, and Taihoku Nippô. Okina stated the importance of evaluating the New Year’s
edition of these Japanese-American newspapers because it was the most important issue
of the year, the equivalent of “a manifesto” by editors and staff, who put all their efforts
into demonstrating the quality and creativity of their publication, which reflected the
philosophy of the writers as well as the publisher.
Okina was a prolific writer, however, and also wrote a play entitled Koi ka Shika
(Love or Death), under his pen name Okina Rokkei. He continued to write plays under
this pen name. On January 26, for example, he wrote Shûsei Gjinin no Tsumani Kawarite
Senso Yodan; on February 2, Kaettekara (After Returning) appeared; and on February 10,
Tsukuejô Zatsudan (Idle Talk from a Desk).
In March of the same year, Okina published his impressions of California scenery and
events, including the articles Haru no Yamen - Densha no Mado kara Nozoite (His
Impressions of the Spring Fields from the Window of a Train) and Yoruno Hakurankai
(A Night at the World Exposition), detailing his experience at the 1915 World Expo in
San Francisco.
In addition to publishing articles and essays, Okina continued to write fiction and,
later, comedy. As an advocate of literature recounting immigrants’ experiences and, with
the support of Yamanaka Kyokkô, the chief editor in Oakland of the Nichi Bei, he wrote a
lengthy novel entitled Aku no Hikage (Shadow of Evil), which appeared in the Nichi Bei
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in 1915 (Taisho 4), in 99 installments between June 3 (Taisho 4) and September 16,
(Zenshû, Volume III, pp. 26-34). After this long novel had appeared in its entirety, many
reviews of it were published in the Nichi Bei (on September 16, 17, 18, 19, 28, 29, and
30, and on October 1, 2, and 3), authored by Tawara K., Shimizu N., Shintosei, Tanigawa
Shigekko, Kiyomizu-sho, Tanaka, Suzuki, and Nagaremizu.
Aku no Hikage is about several young people Okina’s age: Ofumi, Okuni, Kumagaya,
Kôno, Tajima, Tayama, and Tomura. He modeled Ofumi and Okuni on the waitresses he
had befriended in the Maneki restaurant, Kumagaya, Kôno, Tajima, and Tayama on
personal friends (including Kametani Tekikotsu and Tomito Ryokufû), and Tomura on
himself. Okina’s novel was well received by critics and by many young people, who
considered it to be the most vivid and realistic description of immigrant life they had ever
read. He received many comments from his readers, most of which were positive.
Okina also wrote poetry, as well as plays based on the experiences of Japanese
immigrants in American society. He directed several of his plays himself: Koi ka Shika
(Love or Death), Haka o Horu Onna (A Woman Digging a Grave), Noppo no Hama (A
Tall Person Named Hama), Kowareta Hai (A Broken Cup), and the comedy HappyakuDoru Mondai (A Matter of Eight Hundred Dollars) (Zenshû, Volume III, pp. 41-45).
At 27 years of age, Okina was building a career as an editor and writer for JapaneseAmerican newspaper companies all the while serving as secretary of the Stockton
Nihonjin-kai. He also enjoyed domestic life with his wife Kyoko, who had joined him in
the U.S. in the meantime.
Between 1916 (Taishô 5) and 1917 (Taisho 6), while he worked for the Ôfu Nippô, his
publications suggested many influences; however, they did not indicate much interest on
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his part for the Ôfu Nippô. This indicates not just that Okina continued to produce his
major works for the Nichi Bei, but also that he was frustrated with the management of the
Ôfu Nippô; he retired from his position in February 1917.
Okina’s farewell address (February 22, 1917) upon retiring from the Ôfu Nippô was
entitled Ninenkan o Kaerimite: Taisha no Ji: (A Personal Reflection on Two Years of my
Life: A Retirement Address). It speaks volumes about Okina’s sense of moral obligation
and duty as an intellectual and helps us better understand his life philosophy. He
mentioned that he did not really care about gaining influence and status in Japanese
immigrant society since he had always differentiated between his everyday life and the
purpose of his life; at times, though, he says that he felt somewhat envious of those
people with a stable job and a normal lifestyle. However, on the other hand, Okina had
always cared more about his life-long objectives and less about making ends meet. Okina
apologized for becoming lazy while working for the Nihonjin-kai in Stockton, but at the
same time he took the opportunity to express his dissatisfaction with the management of
the Ôfu Nippô, which perhaps explains why he had never been a very active independent
reporter in the first place.
In 1916 (Taishô 5), his first daughter, Michiko, was born, but, sadly, she died the very
next year. Okina and Kiyoko left Stockton and moved to Florin, near Sacramento, to live
in a house in Fusako’s grape orchard. Once there, Okina decided to dedicate himself to
his writing.
In 1917 (Taishô 5), he wrote another rather lengthy novella entitled Akakihi no Ato
(Traces of a Crimson Day), which appeared on the first page of the Nichi Bei on March 1,
but it was not as popular as Aku no Hikage.
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The year 1917 marked a high point in Okina’s lifelong commitment for the
establishment of an immigrant literature; in that year he published an essay entitled
Iminchi Bungei to Iminichi no Seikatsu (Immigrant Literature and Immigrant Life), which
appeared in seven installments during the month of August on the first and fourth pages
of the Nichi Bei. In these essays he emphasized the importance of three key elements in a
new immigrant literature: people, time and place, which Yamanaka Kyokkô, the chief
editor of the Nichi Bei, had already mentioned in his article Henshûjô Yori Mita Iminchi
Bungei (My Opinion as an Editorial Staff Member about Immigrant Literature). Okina
stated that these three elements were absolutely vital and that one did not go without the
other. Okina went on to say that the purpose of immigrant literature was to describe the
reality of events and people but, at the same time, express them in a non-conventional,
literary style, so as to uncover the underlying, hidden forces of human life. According to
him, immigrant literature could be divided into the following five categories: (1)
literature full of tender sentiments describing the life of young people who had spent two
to three years in the U.S. and who experienced homesickness and the hardships of
immigrant society; (2) a romantic or sentimental literature describing love affairs with
prostitutes and waitresses; (3) tragic stories of picture brides; (4) stories about men who
abandon themselves to despair and lose all incentive to succeed in immigrant society; and
(5) family stories about instability and anxiety at home about raising children.
In 1918 (Taishô 7), Okina’s story entitled Myôna Seikaku no Otoko (A Man with a
Strange Personality) appeared in the New Year’s Special Edition of the Taihoku Nippô,
which had five supplements, with his story published in the first. A story entitled Sukesan
wa Dokoeiku (Where Is Suke-san Going?) appeared in the Nichi Bei’s New Year Edition.
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Even though he continued living in Florin, he was able to continue as secretary of the
Nihonjin-kai in Stockton. Later, Kawashima invited him to serve as executive secretary
of the Nihonjin-kai in Oakland, so Okina and Kiyoko moved there in 1918. Okina was
now thirty years old. He noted at this time that he wanted to become more involved in
the lives of Japanese immigrants and was enthusiastic about the prospect of collecting
information about them (Zenshû, Volume III, p. 171). Moving to Stockton and later to
Oakland were turning points in Okina’s literary career. Working as secretary of the
Nihonjin-kai, he gained more confidence in his ability to write about the lives of local
immigrants.
In 1918, Abiko Kyûtarô, the president and founder of the Nichi Bei, hired Okina as an
editor for the Oakland branch of this newspaper. During his tenure, Okina’s career as a
journalist reached its peak (1918-1924). Okina’s essays on immigrant literature and
society appeared on the first page of many issues of the Nichi Bei. They suggested that
Okina had been recruited with the support of his close acquaintance, Yamanaka Kyokkô,
who considered Okina an advocate of immigrant literature. Okina, who clearly had much
talent as a writer and reporter, used the newspaper as a means to further his goals, not
only creating literary circles to communicate with other Japanese immigrants, but also
disseminating Abiko’s ideology and supporting his vision for the Nichi Bei.
During his stay in the U.S., Okina met several people who became lifelong friends
and, in some cases, inspired his work and even influenced the direction of his life. As his
daughter Itumi Kumi has mentioned, her father’s meeting with Abiko Kyûtarô had a
dramatic impact on his life. Okina supported Abiko through his various writings, using
the Nichi Bei as a mouthpiece, as “a means of communication to foster the spiritual unity
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of his Japanese countrymen.” Let me add here that, at this point in his life, Okina was
determined to settle permanently in the U.S.
According to Oka Seizô’s essay entitled Biography of Kyûtaro Abiko, Shusui Kotoku,
Kyuin Okina, Abiko Kyûtarô affected many young people, among them Okina Kyûin and
Yamanka Chûji Kyokkô (Hokubei Mainichi, September 23, 1980). Oka Seizô quoted
Okina Kyûin’s impressions of his first-time meeting with Abiko Kyûtarô (described in an
article that appeared in the Nichi Bei, (“Mr. Kyutaro Abiko and I”) at a dinner party to
which Okina and his friend and long-time supporter Yamanaka Kyokkô has been invited:

With a large, sturdy hand, one that suggested it had worked at just
about everything, Mr. Abiko shook my hand. I saw him as a
plump man with graying hair and a mustache. A gentle smile
played around the corners of his eyes. He impressed me as a
person of fine intelligence. Far into the night, we listened to him
talk of his favorite subject--the Yamato Colony. I did not fully
understand all that he said regarding the philosophy and intent
behind the Colony, having just come to San Francisco from
Seattle, where I had been living a student’s life. But Yamanaka
Kyokko, on the other hand, having been at the Colony for six or
seven years and having written newspaper editorials daily in full
accord with his employer, Mr. Abiko, understood him readily. He
was kind enough to fill me in on those things I did not understand.
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I left Mr. Abiko’s house that night feeling that there was something
quite remarkable about him. (Hokubei Mainichi, 9/23/1980)

Now, let me examine the contributions of Abiko Kyûtarô, as well as his ideology and
reasons for establishing the Nichi Bei.
Abiko Kyûtarô (1865–1936) is considered one of the most distinguished and
influential Japanese Americans to contribute to the Japanese immigrant community on
the West Coast. He was truly the leader of all leaders within the Fukuin-kai (Gospel
Society), in large part because he felt that it was his mission to devote himself to the
betterment of Japanese immigrants in America.
On April 13, 1899, Abiko Kyûtarô and his friends merged two debt-ridden, Japaneselanguage newspapers, the Hokubei Nippô (North American Daily) and the Sokô Nippon
Shimbun (San Francisco Japanese Newspaper) to create a commercial newspaper, the
Nichi Bei (The Issei, p. 21). The same year, he published its first issue, on April 13, 1899.
He also hired his two half-brothers, Hikojiro and Teiji Kobayashi, to work with him
(Hokubei Mainichi, 9/17/1980).
The book entitled The Issei by Ichioka Yuji, as well as many other books about
Japanese immigrants on the West Coast, mentions that Abiko Kyûtarô was the most
influential leader of all; he devoted his life and fortune to his beliefs and helped Japanese
immigrants make the transition from sojourners to permanent settlers. To make this
dream come true, Abiko Kyûtarô tried to establish the Yamato Colony, a Japanese
farming community in the San Joaquin Valley. He used the Nichi Bei as “a means of
communication, to foster the spiritual unity of fellow Japanese countrymen, who were
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spread out up and down the West Coast, and to defend the rights of Japanese
immigrants,” (Biography of Abiko Kyûtarô by Oka Seizô, appearing in both the Nichi Bei
Times and the Hokubei Mainichi on September 23, 1980). Furthermore, he provided
guidance and support to young people, hoping to lay the foundations of a Japanese
immigrant society (see Ichioka Yuji, Oka Seizô).
In the inaugural editorial of the first edition of the Nichi Bei, Abiko Kyûtarô clearly
stated his basic philosophy and his motives for publishing this newspaper, which Oka
Seizô, in his Biography of Kyutaro Abiko - Newspaper: A Means of Fighting Prejudice,
summarized thus:

The population of the Japanese on the Pacific Coast has recently passed
the one thousand mark, our fellow countrymen having landed here in large
numbers on each ship from Japan…. In the meantime, when we look at the
actual situation of the Japanese here in America, we see that it is almost
impossible for us to pool our resources inasmuch as we are scattered far
and wide. It makes it difficult for us to have close and friendly contact
with one another as well. At this point, we have come up with a scheme to
attempt a spiritual binding of the Japanese, horizontally, here in America.
It is for the very purpose of establishing good communication between our
fellow countrymen and to increase friendly relations among ourselves that
we publish this daily newspaper, the Nichi Bei (The Japanese American
News)… The aims of The Japanese American News are: 1) To establish
spiritual ties of the Japanese living on the West Coast…2) To study and
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explore new fields of enterprise for the convenience of the country, and to
urge able countrymen from Japan to come to the United States…3) To
protect the rights of the Japanese here in the United States… 4) To report
world affairs to the Japanese in America … (Hokubei Mainichi,
9/26/1980)

From this point on, Okina’s essays on immigrant literature appeared frequently in the
Nichi Bei, and they continued to reflect Abiko’s principles, beliefs and overall goals.
Furthermore, Okina sought to promote immigrant literature by creating special sections in
the aforementioned newspaper: Konjiki no Sono (Garden of the Golden-Colored) for
short stories, reviews, and miscellaneous literary items, and Gin saino Mori (SilverColored Wood) for poetry, tanka, and haiku. For these two sections, Okina invited
readers to submit items for publication.
In1919 (Taishô 8), Okina also published a short story entitled Osato no Kokoro in the
Shin Sekai. Kusareen appeared in the Nichi Bei’s New Year’s edition. In 1919 (Taishô 8)
he continued to publish essays and also produced his long novel Konjiki no Umi (Golden
Sea), which appeared on the second page of the Nichi Bei in serial form, starting on May
17 and ending on July 9, 1920 (fifty installments in all). He wrote a short story entitled
Mariko no Jisatsu (Mariko’s Suicide). In the same year, his son, Nobu, was born, but
Okina also found time to work on two plays about Japanese immigrants: Oyagoroshi
(Kill the Parents), which he finished in January 1921, and Nihon-jin no Ko (A Child of
Japanese Parents), which he completed in May 1922. In August, Okina wrote a series of
essays entitled Ningen towa Nanzoya (What Does It Mean To Be a Human Being?),
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published in thirteen installments. In September 1922, Mokuso to Danso (Meditations
and Fragmentary Thoughts) also appeared in thirteen installments. On July 2, 1923
(Taishô 12), he brought out an article entitled Ishokujû ga Deta (“Ishokujû” Has Been
Published) in the newspaper and let the readers know that the book entitled Ishokujû
(Planting Trees) was now available for purchase; it compiled all the short stories he had
written in the U.S. In 1924, his father became ill, and Okina returned to Japan for good;
Volume III of his Zenshû ends with his return to Japan, which just happens to be the same
year that the U.S. Congress passed the Immigration Exclusion Act. His daughter Itsumi
Kumi has told me that his wife conceived a daughter, Himi, who was born in Japan, and
that they could not return to the U.S. and leave their newborn baby in Japan.
After returning to Japan, Okina worked for the Asahi Shimbun, a Japanese newspaper
company, and he became an editor with the Asahi Gurafu. He continued to write and
publish essays. In September 1925, he revised Akakihi no Ato (Traces of the Crimson
Day), and he published a book entitled Michi naki Michi (Road Without a Path) in 1928
(Shôwa 3). He also published Cosumoporitan wa Kataru (A Cosmopolitan Talks) in 1930
(Shôwa 5), and in 1931 (Showa 6), he published America Runpen (An American Lumpen
[Vagrant]), which was a revision of his works published in the U.S. With Cosumoporitan
wa Kataru and Michi naki Michi Okina marked his literary debut in Japan, and through
them he finally created a name for himself. At the age of 48, he consulted with Yanagida
Kunio, a well-known folklorist, and initiated the journal Koshibito (Persons with High
Aspirations) to promote the study of local culture in his native Toyama Prefecture. This
journal began publication in January 1936 (Shôwa 11) and continued until his death; the
last issue, number 39, appeared in 1974 (Shôwa 49).
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CONCLUSION
Okina was a prolific writer who wrote hundreds of articles for Japanese-American
newspapers on the West Coast. He never gave up his dreams and never lost his passion
for a vibrant and true-to-life immigrant literature. Okina could appear stubborn, yet, at the
same time, he was innocent and naïve and even romantic. Throughout his life he fought
hard to make his dreams come true. To be sure, he had enemies, yet he had many more
friends who supported him and, in many cases, hired him to work for them because they
shared the same dreams for Japanese immigrants.
Okina used the newspaper as a means of communication to advocate the creation of a
pure immigrant literature, based on the everyday life of immigrants; unless their
experiences were told in a realistic manner, their lives would be meaningless. Okina
called for a pure immigrant literature, which encouraged originality and truthfully
reflected the hardships of immigrant life, and he did his best to discourage writers from
simply imitating contemporary writers in the Naturalist style so popular in Japan at this
time.
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Abstract
As with other sports and activities that combine aesthetic artistry with athlete prowess,
judging in ballroom dance is not without artistic bias, and can lead to unexpected or unpopular
results. Dancers must be entertaining while precisely performing their routines, and must vie for
the eye of the judges. Ballroom dancing requires considerable skill and practice, demonstrating
crisp footwork and extended, exaggerated posture within a framework of confidence and
elegance. Critical fitness components include aerobic and anaerobic conditioning, muscular
strength and coordination, power, and flexibility. However, in addition to the above factors, the
psychological strength and ability to deal with distractions that is demonstrated by champion
dancers is often the determining factor between elimination and promotion to the next round.
Therefore, dancers must learn to control personal emotions and feelings, and put issues and
interfering thoughts on hold during competition. As with any activity requiring co-acting
partnerships, such continuous close contact with another individual creates multiple
opportunities for communication breakdown and loss of focus. Psychological pre-performance
routines, including arousal regulation, imagery, focusing and re-focusing, and attention control,
are seldom utilized systematically by dancers but, if incorporated consistently into the practice
and competitive environment, can enhance the quality of their dance routines without the need
for extra practice sessions. Some of these strategies are discussed, especially where there is
considerable overlap with other areas of the performing arts.
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Psychological Skills Preparation Strategies
With a better understanding of the performance environment, professionals can
implement a psychological skills training program that will foster enhanced enjoyment,
satisfaction, and success of the dancers during the competitive experience, and increase their
physical competence and self-efficacy. As outlined by Weinberg and Williams (2005) there are
often situational restraints that do not allow the implementation of a comprehensive
psychological skills training program, and an abbreviated program that is specific for a dance
couple may need to be devised. The first author is a competitive ballroom dancer and a sport
psychologist who works regularly with dancers, while the second author teaches ballroom dance
in a tertiary physical education setting, and is a mental skills consultant.
Common interventions
Like many athletes seeking performance enhancement, competitive ballroom dancers
may seek interventions for a variety of reasons. However, consulting has highlighted a few
specific needs. These include: teaching and rehearsing strategies to manage performance
anxiety; the use of imagery and goal setting; enhancing non-verbal and verbal communication
between partners; establishing consistent pre-performance routines; and learning how to deal
effectively with distractions. Of course, the interventions discussed must be tailored to meet the
needs of individual dancers, and no one intervention or combination of interventions will fit all
needs.
To tailor the intervention strategies specifically for each dance couple, we suggest
gathering information in an initial interview. We have discovered that a few questions targeted
at gathering information about the competitive environment (and the dancers’ perceptions of the
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environment), communication patterns between the couple (which can also be observed by the
consultant during their interactions with each other), and their perceptions of stress in
competition, can provide the consultant with a good start in the preparation of an effective
intervention and performance enhancement program.
The aim of this paper is to familiarize readers with some of the issues that affect
competitive ballroom dancers either in practice or in competition. The questions asked were
obtained from dancers in consultation sessions or during practice at the studios, and are related to
topics that were considered to be important by a number of amateur competitive dance couples in
their sessions with the consultant. They are typical of the comments regularly received and
provide a snapshot of the issues as perceived by competitive ballroom dancers. Although an
open-ended, semi-structured interview guide was followed, the natural flow of the conversation
was allowed to dictate the direction of questioning (e.g., Drever, 2003
Based on the first author’s personal experience over a number of years of working with
these dancers, and being a dancer herself, it would appear that generally, after not receiving the
expected results in several competitions, dancers believe that they should have more lessons
with a professional, or do more practice. The accepted belief is that more needs to be done at a
physical level, and rarely do dancers focus on the mental aspects of their training and
competition, which can have significant effects on performance enhancement. Consequently,
change, involving the focus on relevant thoughts, the regulating of levels of arousal, and using a
number of appropriate mental strategies, enables the dancers to work smarter, rather than harder.
Some of the strategies that can be utilized are set out below.
Imagery
Imagery has been found to support important psychological qualities such as
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self-confidence, concentration and facilitation of skill acquisition, and is
characteristic of high level performance (Murphy & Martin, 2002; Taylor & Taylor,
1995; Vealey & Greenleaf, 2006).
A connection between imagery and confidence based on Bandura’s (1977) self-efficacy
theory was suggested by Martin and Hall (1995, cited in Callow, Hardy & Hall, 2001), whereby
a successful image may provide an individual with vicarious information which could serve to
enhance self-efficacy and therefore performance confidence. If the dancers can remember a time
when they performed well and can image that performance this strengthens the connections
between imagining a successful performance, and actually performing it. Comments from one of
the competitive dancers emphasize her use of imagery: “Imagery for me is really very, very
important. It gives me confidence in my routines, and in my ability to get through a routine if I
mentally practice beforehand what I have to do”.
Dancers can also use imagery to recreate a past performance that needs improving, and can
reconstruct this to improve the performance. For instance they could be instructed to imagine
successfully performing a difficult step, or recovering from errors and successfully completing
the dance. “I find that if I use imagery when I’m having problems with a step, I can break it
down in my mind, and then when I practice it the step seems to flow more easily”.
The use of external imagery allows a dancer to view his or her body positioning and shape,
which is important (Hardy, 1996). For instance, a wide arm line by both partners is essential to
create a good shape, and imagining the elbows extended to the maximum, the shoulders down,
and the sides of the body tall and firm, can be viewed in the third person. The use of internal
imagery allows the performer to rehearse the precise spatial locations, environmental conditions
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and timing in skills that depend heavily on perception for successful execution (Hardy &
Callow, 1999).
The success of the use of mental imagery is often dependent on the nature of the task
(Romero & Silvestri, 1990). Tasks with a high degree of cognitive components and a movement
or pattern must be remembered, and are more affected by imagery than those which involve
more basic patterns or strength (Feltz & Landers, 1983). One highly effective imagery scenario
used by a dance coach in order for couples to induce sway or swing with the upper half of the
body without collapsing the diaphragm is to imagine there is a big round ball in the stomach
which has as its outline the bottom of the rib cage, and one has to move the upper body from side
to side without squashing the ball..
The number of imagery sessions and the length of each session is a point of contention
among researchers (Morris et al., 2005). Working with experienced dancers who are performing
complex tasks the first author has found that very short sessions of less than a minute with no
more than three or four trials is most effective. This has been supported by Hinshaw (1991) who
found that sessions with less than one minute in duration or 10 to 15 minutes in duration were
most effective in increasing performance. Furthermore six or fewer trials or sessions were able to
produce large effects on cognitive tasks, whereas motor and strength tasks required more trials
and more minutes to produce similar results (Feltz & Landers, 1983; Hinshaw, 1991).
Arousal Regulation
Performance anxiety is generally considered to be a routine element of performance
(Hays, 2002). As pointed out by Hanrahan (2005), all dancers perform in front of others, and
have at some time or other experienced performance anxiety. Whether it is in front of a small
audience at the studio or during a competitive ballroom dance event all dancers have at some
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time or other experienced performance anxiety. But what a number of ballroom dancers have
relayed to the first author is that they were so nervous that they could not remember even doing
their routine during the competition. “I just froze, everything was a blur and I did the steps
automatically. I don’t even remember what I did.” In this consultant’s experience, this seems to
happen more commonly with the less experienced competitive couples. Their anxiety manifests
itself during the dances rather than beforehand. As they become more experienced the tension
and anxiety occurs when first going out onto the floor and jostling to get into a good position on
the dance floor, and then subsides once the competition starts. This is captured by the following
comments from one of the professional competitive couples:
The biggest factor would be the other couples trying to psych each other out. You
take up position and you always try for the biggest hold. So it’s always good to get
away from your competitors…..It is a little bit tense, with everyone stretching out,
getting into their position, …then you get into hold, and everything settles down
into place.
Performance in ballroom dance can be enhanced by a centering technique as
described by Nideffer and Sagal, (2006), whereby an abdominal breath is taught as a
means for controlling physiological arousal and focusing only on task-relevant stimuli.
This technique decreases tension in the body, lowers the center of gravity, and directs the
focus to the relevant factors of the performance (Nideffer & Sagal, 2006). If this centering
breath is done automatically before setting up for every dance in training and in
competition it lowers the center of gravity and enables the dancers to feel grounded and
physically ready to perform. It also increases attentional focus on the relevant stimuli at the
commencement of each dance.

7
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Another simple breathing technique reported by Taylor and Taylor (1995), reduces
intensity through the use of slow, controlled breaths. Lucinda Sharp (2005), the
psychologist with the Australian Ballet School, observes dancers waiting in the wings
before performing, and ensures that they breathe through their nose while waiting as this
tends to slow the breathing down. It is a useful technique for ballroom dancers as they wait
in the holding area before competing in their heats as it lowers their arousal levels.
Communication Issues
Communication breakdowns are common in ballroom dancing. When two partners have
differing psychological expectancies, or are stressed, fatigued, and their concentration is
diminished, it is likely that there will be communication issues (Tubbs & Moss, 1987). Both
authors have found that if one just observes the way dancers relate to each other while practicing
or when talking about a situation this provides useful information on the verbal and non-verbal
communication skills between the partners. According to many dance couples “communication
is one of the most important aspects of dancing – it’s like a marriage – lots of give and take”.
The first author has found it useful to encourage dancers to use self-talk that they
find meaningful. For instance, if a dancer selects a particular cue word or phrase and uses it
regularly during training, this will remind him or her to focus on being more positive
during practice. As stated by Kubistant (1986, in Wilson, 2002) “it may be necessary to
watch out for negative self-talk during performance and be ready to replace it with prerehearsed positive phrases” (p.227). The effective and appropriate use of positive self-talk
strategies for sport performance intervention is also substantiated and documented in the
sport psychology literature (Theodorakis, Weinberg, Natsis, Douman & Kazakas, 2000).
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Sometimes, as indicated by the quotation below, it is better to just communicate honestly
how you feel and adjust the training accordingly:
Look, I’ve had a really difficult day. I’m just not dancing well, so do
you mind if we just dance through the routines without worrying too
much about technique and shape?
Another common cause of stress occurs when partners become overly critical of each
other when the performance is perceived not to have gone well. This occurs particularly
when one partner is trying to tell the other what to do, and can lead to anger and
frustration. Critical statements by one partner can be as detrimental as negative self-talk.
When this issue regarding anger and/or blame is present, the dancers should be encouraged
to look inward first and ask how they can first correct their own performance. Better to ask
“what can I do to improve performance?” rather than “how is (s)he affecting me?” The use
of the centering breath before reacting to or giving out criticism helps in avoiding
confrontation as it lowers arousal and provides time for self-assessment. Then, after the
breath, praising one’s partner for something well done, and providing positive affirmation
statements, before providing constructive criticism is useful as it focuses on successful
aspects of performance before discussing any errors (Yukelson, 1984; Cox, 2007).
Goalsetting
Many performance issues can be addressed through the goal setting process (Veach
& May, 2005). Awareness of each individual’s personal goals is important for harmony
between partners. Also, these shared and personal goals lead to commitment, motivation,
and mutual feelings of success by the pair (Burton & Naylor, 2002; Veach & May, 2005),
and the “setting of goals promotes the development of new learning strategies and skills,
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directs attention, mobilizes effort, and nurtures persistence” (Cox, 2007, p. 278).
Sometimes a short term goal for practice is simply to work on posture to create a bigger top
line. Sometimes the practice goal is to work on technique, or to work on timing, or
rotation, or power. “We generally go to a competition and try to focus on one thing so that
we improve and can see a difference”. It is important that the dancers have shared longterm goals as well as their own individual goals. According to Cox (2007), the failure of a
particular goal setting plan may be due to the differences in personality and psychological
characteristics, rather than the particular goals which were set. Consequently, the
consultant should encourage honest and open discussions regarding the shared and
individual goals of the couple in order to enhance motivation and commitment.
Dealing with distractions
Elite level sport is characterized by high demands for optimal performance in a
variety of situations, including performing under intense pressure. As a result sport
psychology has devoted a significant effort towards the development of strategies that
enable athletes to cope with the distractions of pressure, anxiety and stress, which is
attached to both preparation and performance (Jones, 1995).
Distractions are different for each dance couple. By listening to couples’ descriptions of
their experiences on the dance floor, at training and in competition, clues will be given regarding
the distractions they encounter, their levels of performance anxiety, and the depths of the mental
preparation strategies the dancers already incorporate into their practice sessions.
Some distractions are environmental, and some are caused by internal thoughts and
anxieties. The environmental distractions in competition can include costume problems, broken
heels, stepping on a partner’s foot or clothing, music that skips, varies in tempo, or does not start
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on time, unanticipated cheering for or heckling of the dancers or their competitors from the
audience, temperature conditions (excess heat), extra time requirements while waiting for
previous rounds to be completed, short times between rounds, and lighting issues. Some of the
above distractions also occur in training, and that provides a great opportunity to practise and
discuss how to overcome these in competition.
If any environmental distractions are shared with the coach in the studio, they may be
able to be incorporated into physical practice sessions. For instance, if the couple complains to
the coach that the training floor is too slippery, rather than spreading more grated wax to lessen
the slipperiness, the dancers should be encouraged to focus on transferring their weight firmly
from foot to foot, as the reason for slipping is often that weight is not placed appropriately.
A study by Orlick and Partington (1988), demonstrated that reducing distractibility is
associated with better performance. This can be accomplished through familiarity with the
distraction. For instance, one leading amateur couple who mentioned to the first author a few
weeks before a world championship that they were avoiding a particular practice venue because
there were always parents of juvenile dancers peering through the windows to watch them dance.
Their perception was that they were being criticized. By encouraging the dancers to use this
venue regularly for simulated competition training it enabled them to become so familiar with
what they perceived was a hostile audience that they no longer found it distracting. They went on
to reach the finals of the world championship and reported later that this intervention enabled
them to ignore all audience reactions.
Other environmental distractions in competition include coming into physical contact
with other dance couples on a crowded floor. Physical practice under these conditions should be
routinely conducted in the dance studio to enhance floor craft, and practise the regaining of
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attentional focus. These situations should be further developed through physical practice of
rehearsed alternative steps and the use of imagery scripts. According to one experienced couple
“the main source of interference is other couples who get in our way when we’re dancing. So if
we’re distracted or there’s a couple in the way,we just use one of our rehearsed groups that
then link back into the routine.”
Critical fitness components for ballroom dancers include aerobic and anaerobic
conditioning, muscular strength and coordination, power and flexibility. The open
competition consists of five dances, the modern waltz, slow foxtrot, tango, Viennese waltz,
and quickstep, and each dance is performed for between two and three minutes, in quick
succession. Therefore, if the dancers are tired or lack certain components of fitness this is
observable in their dancing and can be a major distraction. Fatigue can also result from the
continual stress of excessive training schedules (Budgett, 1990). To cope with the pressure
and anxiety in the lead-up to competition, Schmid, Peper and Wilson (2005) suggest that if
athletes practice simulated competitions, then the experiences under these training
conditions become familiar and less distracting. It is recommended that ballroom dance
couples, in the weeks leading up to competition, perform all five dances just as they would
in one of the competition heats, with no stopping for breath or to discuss possible
improvements between dances. After the simulated competition the couples could then
reflect on attention factors causing problems, and technical factors needing more work.
For instance, muscle fatigue may lead to a less than wide arm hold, a less toned
posture of the upper body, and an altered head position. Lack of aerobic conditioning can
sometimes be obvious by the time the Viennese waltz and quickstep, are performed. Both
of these dances are fast, and they are at the end of the bracket of five dances. The energy,
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power, and coordination required can suffer if the dancers are stressed through lack of
fitness.. Their attentional focus on technique and posture is lessened as the dancers become
more aware of their fatigue.
In a study by Gould, Eklund, & Jackson (1990), it was found that the more successful
performers were able to cope effectively with unforeseen events and distractions. They also
adhered to their pre-performance routines and mental preparation plans more than unsuccessful
performers. It would appear that successful dancers also have highly developed techniques for
coping with distractions, which either allow the dancers to reduce the impact of the distractions
or to interpret the occurrences in a more positive way. Some of the couples’ coping strategies
include specific cue words to focus attention to a relevant task, adding a few well-rehearsed
dance steps, which are not part of their routine, in order to avoid other couples on the floor, and
reframing thoughts about unforeseen events to maintain confidence and a positive attitude.
Pre-performance routines
. A body of research indicates that psychological interventions are effective in enhancing
performance in sport (Greenspan & Feltz, 1989; Vealey, 1994; Singer, 2002; and Weinberg &
Comar, 1994), and that breathing control, muscular relaxation, imagery, and cognitive
restructuring are effective and well researched stress management techniques in the context of
sport performance (Jones & Hardy, 1990). Ballroom dancers have a variety of methods whereby
they prepare for competition, but usually they do not have consistent pre-performance routines
which will enhance performance. To be effective it has been found that the routines must be
practiced and must be temporally consistent—the closer the routine is to the performance, and
the more it replicates the actual performance in time, the more likely the results will be
performance enhancing (Cox, 2007). Singer (2002) describes pre-performance routines as having
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five general steps: readying, imaging, focusing attention externally, executing with a quiet mind,
and evaluating. Thus, it follows that if a ballroom dancer uses an individualized pre-performance
routine that is systematically developed, aligned with the music, and used for every competition
and practice session this is likely to result in increased performance consistency.
A typical pre-performance routine might include a centering breath as the dancers face
each other on the floor, then imagery of walking confidently to take up the dance position with
head held high. Finally, as the music starts and the dance is about to commence the dancer thinks
of the previously rehearsed technical or confidence-boosting self-talk cue. This pre-performance
routine would be individualized for every dance couple in order that it was meaningful. This then
facilitates the internalization of positive, adaptive thoughts (Taylor & Taylor, 1995).
Conclusion
As indicated by Hanrahan (2005) there is an extensive overlap with aesthetic sports; and
these include gymnastics (rhythmic and artistic), synchronized swimming, figure skating, and ice
dancing. Aesthetic sports are a blend of athleticism and artistry, with the artistry component
often being heavily weighted in the scores awarded for these sports. These aesthetic sports, like
dancing, include movement quality (e.g. harmony between movements and music), expression,
and often personality, including roles or characters.
If ballroom dancers incorporate the mental skills used in elite sport into the competitive
dance environment it is more likely that the quality of their dance routines will be enhanced,
without the need for extra practice sessions. These skills include imagery, arousal regulation,
dealing with distractions, improved communication skills and attentional focus, and the
application of individualized pre-performance routines. If these skills are utilized consistently at
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every practice session and competition then dancers will have the mental edge over their
competitors.
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Flip-Flop: An Architecture Studio Curriculum Embedded in Digital and Analog Techniques
Robert B Trempe Jr.
Tyler School of Art Architecture Program
Temple University
A Paper Sessions Case Study on Teaching an Undergraduate Architectural Studio

“…when there is a change in the basic
framework of thought then there has to be a
shift in architecture because this, like other
forms of cultural expression, is embedded in
the reigning mental paradigms”. 1

Introduction
The role of this upper-level Architectural
Design Studio was three-fold: Teach
students how to use digital media as a
means
of
conceptual
exploration
through technique and theory, teach
the power that both linear and nonlinear processes play in architectural
exploration, and develop a series of
strategies (logics) to help them make the
transitions back and forth from the
relationally-scaled (qualitative) worlds of
the computer to the tectonically-scaled
(rational) world of construction.
Too often digital media is seen as being
a sort of end-game move, a technique
and process reserved for the final
moments of architectural investigation
when it is time to display the results of
process (IE a final building). We can see
this both in the stubbornness of students
to constantly rebuild models in a digital
environment (but professor, I already
built it once) and also in the way in
which students become fixated on
making an environment as hyper-realistic
as possible, creating a lovely photo in
the end but not a project that conveys
all of the information collected and
analyzed throughout the semester. There
is also that worry that keeping students in
a virtual world for too long will hamper
their understanding of scale at its most
basic level: the relationship of form to the
human body, evoking a latent response
from the viewer.
Treating the computer as a tool for
exploration and investigation, students
were able to take seemingly abstract
systems developed around the idea of
an
event
(the
accumulation
of
instances) and dissect/analyze them.
Through this analysis students took part in
1

"Non Linear Architecture: New Science =
New Architecture?" Charles Jencks,
Architectural Design, 1997, p.7.

the evolution of a basic idea from initial
investigation through to final site
intervention, deploying digital media
techniques coupled with formal, scalar
physical models and digital composites
that forced students to test these results
in more architectural terms throughout
every step of the process.
What follows is a brief description of the
steps undertaken by students in this
Architectural Design Studio, followed by
a series of images that track the
processes deployed by several students.
Project Abstract
Named
simply
a
habitat,
each
intervention into an existing urban fabric
was determined and developed by the
student’s investigations into issues of
contemporary culture and society.
Searching to create a topologic skin
(one that is not merely a façade, but
one that embeds information in every
detail of habitable response), students
employed various techniques in digital
design to document and analyze the
ways in which we occupy space, using
the resultant information as the basis for
an architectural intervention.
The investigations for the semester were
divided into three stages: Conceptual
(The Mobile Condition), Topologic (Site
Patterning), and Deployment (The
Accumulated Instance Intervention).
Investigation 01: The Mobile Condition
The conceptual stage focused on the
qualitative characteristics of a particular
aspect of contemporary society and its
relationships to a user(s), a theory, and a
device(s). Students were asked to use a
modern piece of mobile technology
(mobile phone, mp3 player, laptop,
even bike and car) and digitally model
their perceptions of the space they
occupied and traversed while using the
mobile device. A major goal of this
phase was to push students into an
environment ruled by relational scale
where-by ones understanding of special
effects was governed by qualitative
changes in the digital model from

Figure 01: Conceptual
Model by Kristin Blake

Figure 02: Conceptual
Model by Justin Bushka

Figure 03: Conceptual
Model by Mark Faulkner

Figure 04: Conceptual
Model by Melissa Shilling

Figure 05: Armor Model
by Kristin Blake
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moment to moment (instance to
instance). By analyzing the way in which
mobility and the effect of the mobile
device changed perception, students
were able to understand just how much
these seemingly common devices can
affect the way one inhabits (and
perceives) a space.
While the power of these exercises was
the way in which it forced students to
think about information in qualitative
(relational) terms, a potential pitfall was
that if students mired in this environment
for too long they would run the risk of a
series of amorphous and scale-less
spaces further down the road. In the
end, we are (and train people to
become) Architects, a discipline that
requires us to both think conceptually
(relationally) and act rationally (scalar).
As a way to force these linkages from
one environment to the next, students
were asked to develop a more tangible,
scalar, and physical interpretation of this
digital information of experience. By
interpreting the complex 3-dimensional
forms generated digitally into a series of
easily fabricated surfaces, students were
able to physically build what they had
only (as of now) seen as somewhat
scale-less geometries in the computer.
Asked to treat a part of their body as a
site, students developed armor that
sought to exploit the same qualities and
relationships of the digital studies with
that of the human body. Here students
were forced to not only translate the
qualitative geometries and relationships
found in their body, but were also
required to address the potential
linkages of both experience and
geometry to a site that is at the most
fundamental ideal to the Architect: The
human body.
Investigation 02: Site Patterning
The students, fresh from their relational
and scalar exercises, now had a
language/code that would serve as a
series
of
rules/logic
in
further
investigations. As such, a primary goal of
the second stage of this studio was to
reinforce the power of these logics,
teaching them the roles of a linear
process using non-linear techniques.
The site patterning stage acted as a
bridge with analysis from stage one

influencing topological studies into site
and society, analyzing a specific site in
Philadelphia through scalar mappings.
These rules became the filters through
which site analysis was undertaken.
Through a series of diagrammatic tools
and filters found in the first stage,
students were able to understand the
act of occupation as it relates to a much
larger site. Site mappings (scalar
mappings using non-scalar toolsets from
stage one) filtered out the unimportant
information
while
simultaneously
recoding pertinent information into a
complex
system
of
display
and
discovery.
Investigation 03: The Accumulated
Instance Intervention
The final stage gathered and organized
all previous investigations and analysis
together, making relationships between
the most conceptual ideas and that of a
fabricated, site specific Intervention.
Each student took information collected
throughout the semester and interpreted
the results to develop a habitat(ion) that
was custom tailored to the needs of the
site and user(s). Every aspect of this final
intervention, from its spatial constraints
and geometries to the way in which it
was represented and presented, came
as a direct result of the digital and
analog
investigations
undertaken
throughout the semester. The result of all
this work was a rich and incredibly
diverse series of responses to a common
theme.
Of critical concern in this last stage of the
studio was that the students convey the
information of their research and
intervention
through
scalar
and
qualitative means, keeping 1:1 realistic
interpretations to a minimum. The goal
was to persuade students to develop
imagery that evoked an emotion from
the viewer, requiring the image to be
scalar (thereby placing the viewer in the
image) and qualitative.
The main techniques for this final stage
included photographic and virtual
composites
whereby
students
manipulated and composited computer
generated
environments,
physical
models, site photographs, and textures
together into a series of images
depicting key moments of the space.

Figure 06: Armor Model
by Justin Bushka

Figure 07: Armor Model
by Mark Faulkner

Figure 08: Intervention by
Kristin Blake

Figure 09: Intervention by
Justin Bushka

Figure 10: Intervention by
Mark Faulkner

Figure 11: Intervention by
Melissa Shilling
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Conclusion
While digital media may offer a
seemingly unlimited palate of toolsets,
theories, and techniques to explore, and
while as investigators we must exploit
these tools to further architectural
discourse, we must also determine ways
to bring these techniques back to the
most fundamental understandings and
ideas of architecture if our students (and
the public) are to understand.
In the book Conversations About the End
of Time, Stephen Jay Gould states that:
“Everything depends on an unforeseeable
historical continuity. But if we succeed in
developing our culture while continuing to
respect our past, we have a chance at
preserving it. Culture is so fragile…”2

Everything is fragile. The nature of our
world requires that in order for continuity
and harmony, elements work with one
another to survive. To move into the
future, respect and understanding must
be paid to the past. At the same time,
the more we move into the future, the
better we are able to understand our
past. And the trick to all this is the fact
that one cannot gauge the future until
one arrives at it. The precariousness of
this situation is one that can be seen in
everyday live through historical context.
We must push technology in order to
understand our past, and at the same
time look at the findings as we move
further away, in order to better grip on
the next steps towards the future. In this
respect the studio was a success. It
showed students that more groundbreaking and avant-garde techniques of
design are not only possible, but feasible,
so long as this information is shaped and
developed into a tectonic result.

Figure 12: Conceptual Model by Mark Faulkner, detailing the spatial
experience of multiple bicycle rides in different traffic conditions.

Figure 13: Body Armor by Mark Faulkner. Mark chose to articulate and
protect his spine, relating the multiple positions and linear orientation of the
spine to that of the conceptual model.

In closing I would like to take a moment
to thank the students whose work is
shown here for their dedication and rigor
to the studio as well as their permission to
show their work as part of this case study.

2

Umberto Eco, Stephen Jay Gould, JeanClaude Carriere, and Jean Delumeau.
Conversations About the End of Time. New
York, Fromm IP, 2000. pp39-40.
Figure 14: Site Mapping by Mark Faulkner, notating the densities of people
throughout the primary and tertiary streets of the site.
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Figure 15: Final composite composition (intervention) by Mark Faulkner. The various qualities found through the
different studies of the semester can be found both in the organization and formal qualities of his habitat(ion), a
mixed use space containing a small bicycle rickshaw facility, restaurant, continuing education facility, and
office.
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Abstract
By placing Charlotte Brontë’s novels into historical, political, and economic
context, I demonstrate that Brontё consciously inscribes hybrid social spaces into her
narratives which characters who were neither completely accepted nor completely exiled
from the society could inhabit. Drawing from the biographical background of the author,
I claim that she had an intimate understanding of hybridity that allows her to construct
her characters’ desires and fears, without reinscribing an imperialist discourse. Starting
from her first published work, Jane Eyre, Brontë experiments with the Otherness and
liminal spaces. In Shirley, she continues expanding on the concepts of marginalization,
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arming her main characters with the ability to use such communities for their advantage.
In her last book, Villette, Brontë speculates on Lucy’s position as both colonizer and
colonized, failing to accept her identity as hybrid, unable thus to achieve stable position
in life.
Charlote Brontë was in the perfect position to write about characters affected by
racial antagonisms due to her father’s Irish origins. Elizabeth Gaskell makes reference to
Brontё’s father’s “Irish Nature” as being controlled as it was “compressed with his
stoicism,” yet still present as an ominous cloud “it was there notwithstanding all his
philosophic calm and dignity of demeanour” (67). Gaskel’s attitude toward Patrick
Brontë’s origins is implied through the comments she often makes, conveying the
attitude of gladness that his Irishness is not so easy to spot (“Mr. Brontë has now no trace
of his Irish origin remaining in his speech; he never could have shown his Celtic descent in
the straight Greek lines and long oval of his face”). One can only imagine the effect such
alienation had on Patrick’s children. As Elsie Michie suggests, “by denying that there is a
’trace’ (a word that carries with it a whole set of associations of being marked or defined by
racial difference) of Irishness in Brontë, Gaskell reminds her readers of his origin and makes
that trace visible,” thus reinscribing a diminutively racial identity not only on Brontё’s father
but also on the family as a whole, providing Charlotte with an excellent insider position
from which to draw material for her hybridization narratives.
Examining the work of Charlotte Brontё in a postcolonial context reveals new
discoveries. Read in sequence, Jane Eyre, Shirley, and Villette show Brontë’s progress in
understanding the aggression invoked by the dominant community towards the characters
seen as alien and in an imperial sense marginalized. Rather than seeing hatred as the
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ontological trait of Brontë’s characters or the instinctive reaction to the world, as
Christopher Lane proposes, I argue that it is a survival method, a reaction that Brontё’s
characters espouse in order to protect themselves from the refusal of the community
around them. I also argue that the more Brontë is experimenting with alienation and
building hybrid spaces, which her characters inhabit, the more subdued is the anger. The
more comfortable she becomes with creating the hybrid space, the more her characters
become comfortable too.
Brontë’s life opus thus imitates the developmental stages of the Bildungsroman
form, where young and inexperienced Jane is a foundation for wiser Caroline and both
are optimistic counterparts to an exhausted and quiet Lucy, who finds no way out of the
isolation she struggles with. Besides experimenting with her white female characters,
Brontë opens up wide window into foreignness: Irish, oriental, Belgian, and French, all of
whom carry slightly different connotations.
Brontë’s first book, Jane Eyre, addresses the initial anxieties over contact with the
subaltern, the initial reaction to being excluded herself, and evaluation of the status and
reaction to the traditionally denigrated colonial subject, portrayed of course, as Bertha
Mason. Here, the hybrid space is created by Jane who crosses the border from dominant
culture into subaltern. Through her relationship with Rochester, Bertha, St. John and his
sisters, Jane explores her Otherness, moving only into the in-between space but never
into a dominant society, even after inheriting riches. Returning to Rochester when he is
lowered in his position, blinded and poor, isolated from the society, Jane can guide him
towards the hybridity that they both embraced by inhibiting Ferndean and moving out of
the society in general.
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In the years since its publication date of 1847, Jane Eyre has been read both as a
novel about the coming of age of the protagonist and also as a story with deeply
interwoven themes that are responsive to many critical lenses: Marxist, feminist, and
lately, postcolonial. It has inspired some of the most important theoretical pieces in
literary study, such as Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar’s The Madwoman in the Attic:
The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination, Susan Meyer’s
Imperialism at Home: Race and Victorian Women’s Fiction, and Firdouz Azim’s The
Colonial Rise of the Novel, all of which approach Brontë’s text with the understanding
that Jane Eyre is so complex that the use of one critical theory exclusive of others is
unproductive and oversimplistic. Gayatri Spivak’s use of Jane Eyre in “Three Women’s
Texts and a Critique of Imperialism” became a foundational work for postcolonial
readings of a text and established the methodology of this newly developing theory for a
literary text.
As Thomas Tracy claims, “[t]he centrality of the colonial motif in Jane Eyre has
been well established” (1)1. With such colonial motifs such as the madness and
imprisonment of Bertha Mason and the missionary efforts of St. John in India, the text is
of interest for postcolonial scholars. Bertha is often seen as a colonized double of Jane,
metaphrasing the subjection as both are reduced to objects under patriarchal control,
representing, as Meyer says, “various configurations of power in British society: female
subordination in sexual relationships, female insurrection and rage against male

1 See Firdouz Azim's The Colonial Rise of the Novel (New York: Routledge, 1993),
172-213, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Three Women’s Texts and a Critique of
Imperialism.” In ‘Race,’ Writing, and Difference. Ed. Henry Louis Gates, Jr. Special
issue of Critical Inquiry 12.1 (1985): 243-61; and especially Susan Meyer, Imperialism
at Home: Race and Victorian Women's Fiction (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1996).
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domination, and the oppressive class position of the female without family ties and a
middle-class income” (12). Besides representing a conquered female figure who resists
oppression, Bertha is also seen as a double for Rochester in a relationship of colonizer
and colonized, as they project each other’s insecurities and prejudices, in negotiation of
the “relations between Europeans and races subjected to the might of European
imperialism” (Meyer 12). The fiery demise of Bertha, as Tracy puts it, “both enables and
conditions the conclusion,” allowing the Jane’s wealth acquired through colonial
exploitation to come into foreground at the end.
However, this has led many critics to question Brontë’s position and the
implications of the novel’s ending on colonial discourse. Critics like Meyer suggest
“what begins then as an implicit critique of British domination and an identification with
the oppressed collapses into merely an appropriation of the image of slavery” (12). If
Jane is, they suggest, going to live a happy life because the repugnant Creole is gone, and
fortune from the colonies enables her rise from poor governess into an independent
woman, then colonial anxieties are reestablished, and the novel remains essentially a
colonizing discourse. Thus, they conclude, that although Jane begins her journey as a
colonized being, Brontë reestablishes the values of the dominating society and relapses
into a position represented by the colonizer, bringing Jane back into the folds of general
society. But, if this is the case, why does Jane end up in Ferndean, an old house whose
dank walls are soaked with fog, with poor, disfigured, disenfranchised Rochester, living a
life that is not even remotely close to the lifestyle of Ingram Blanche?
Meyer’s argument has foundations in Spivak’s reading of three scenes, the
opening, where, as she says, Brontë provides “Jane’s self-marginalized uniqueness”
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(“Three Women’s Texts and a Critique of Imperialism” 245), the encounter between
Bertha and Jane, central to her argument, and the conclusion, which negates the female’s
ability to succeed by “marking the inaccessibility of the imperialist project as such to the
nascent ‘feminist’ scenario” (248). Spivak claims that colonial literature has traditionally
been studied in a way that “expands the empire of the literary discipline” rather than
challenging or changing it (252). Thus, she suggests that the colonized woman cannot be
written into a discourse, as there is no place for her. Consequently, Spivak suggests that
Brontë has no choice but to move “Jane from marginalization back into folds of the
governing classes through rendering the human/animal frontier as acceptably
indeterminate” (256) because the only alternative to Jane’s marginalized position seems
to be mad Bertha.
To arrive at this conclusion, Spivak relies not only on reading of Jane Eyre, but
also on analysis of Jean Rhys’s Wide Saragasso Sea, a novel based on mimicry, or a
response of the colonized to is own representation that is used to re-inscribe colonial
discourse. Indeed, “Rhys’ Wide Sargasso Sea has had an enormous impact on subsequent
readings and productions of Jane Eyre. Inevitably, focus is shifted to the colonial AfroCaribbean dimension and a ‘greater positive Africanization of Antoinette’” (194), as
Patsy Stoneman points out in Brontë Transformations. Rhys refocuses colonial relations
by constructing the missing parts of Bertha Mason’s story. Introducing Bertha as a
young Antoinette Cosway, Rhys narrates the character that belongs neither to the white
nor to the black world due to miscegenation. Antoinette is sold by her stepbrother to
Rochester, a younger son whose only hope for riches is by marriage. Frightened by her
sexual desires, seen as a “dark alien,” a “white nigger,” and inscribed by eroticized
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Caribbean Africanness (Rhys 67, 102) or characteristics that were, as discussed in
Chapter 1, traditionally placed onto the perceived Other, she has lost a place in her
marriage. To gain control over her libertine nature, Rochester behaves as a master
towards a slave: “he covers her face with a sheet as though she were dead, renaming her,
defining her as mad, transporting her overseas, keeping her under lock” (Aizenberg 10).
Although this novel justifies Bertha’s behavior, as her madness is provoked by
Rochester’s oppression, it does not do enough to humanize her character, as Spivak
points out.
The text does not offer a possibility for reinscription of the colonized subject,
claims Spivak, and even less of the colonized woman. It fails in its attempt to humanize
characters who are previously marginalized and lost in the liminal space of the attic.
Considering that the novel rewrites “a canonical English text within the European
novelistic tradition in the interest of the white Creole rather then the native” (“Three
Women’s Texts and a Critique of Imperialism” 190), it can never release Bertha’s
character from the bonds of marginality and allow her membership in the ruling class, an
assessment with which Firdous Azim also assents. According to her, the novels, either
Wide Sargasso Sea or Jane Eyre, can never serve as postcolonial critique of the Empire or
offer any insight into Otherness or the hybridization of the main characters due to their
association with the ruling class. In response, Tracy claims that “a careful historicizing of
the circumstances in which Jane Eyre was written reveals not ‘merely an appropriation of
the image of slavery’ but rather the incorporation of this imagery into a larger thematics”
(23), arguing for more interdisciplinary approach that would modify existing
interpretations of Brontë’s work.
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Critics need to reexamine the possibility that it is the relationship between Jane
and Bertha that needs to be considered rather than each character for herself. After all, the
ideology of the Empire was based not on particular peoples and their capabilities, but on
the relationship that could possible be developed between those people and the crown. If
we put these novels in this context, we cannot so easily dismiss Jane’s ability to
understand marginalization and Otherness just because of her own whiteness, or dismiss
a possibility that Brontë, in fact, is criticizing “the hierarchical organization of class,
gender and racial categories in British society, as well as the material values which
motivate and encourage exploitation among those hierarchies” (Tracy 25). To do that,
Brontë uses the popular rhetoric of the social construction of the Other and Jane’s gender
and class, creating her heroine as the inferior subaltern. Then, she asks her to learn, in the
course of the novel, how to negotiate the relationship with the dominant class, becoming
hybridized in the course, and saving Rochester based on that knowledge.
Brontë establishes Jane as a subaltern character early in the novel through a
couple of different relationships: Jane and the environment, Jane to other characters, and
Jane to self. Jane is shaped into a subaltern through her violent exclusion from society.
Revolting against the ruling presence of Mrs. Reed, Jane conquers the initial anxieties
over marginalization and her exiles into the Red Room, nursery, and finally Lowood.
Hybrid spaces are created by Jane’s crossing borders from Otherness into in-between
spaces in which Helen Burns and Mrs. Temple provide models of how to deal with the
ruthless domination of Mr. Brocklehurst. Thus, being exiled to Lowood is crucial for her
development, as she finds a hybrid community to which she joins willingly. Immigrating
to Thornfield in attempt to find a better home and more opportunities for herself, she
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finds Rochester, who, although he is a member of ruling class who is not entirely a proper
English gentleman, he is not subaltern either.
Jane’s discovery of Bertha obliges her to make a choice: she can either become
Rochester’s lover, denying poor Bertha any real place in life, thereby colonizing Bertha’s
own marriage, or leave. Jane’s choice—to leave regardless of the risk of starvation—
shows her compassion. Even more importantly, this action shows Jane’s perception of
Bertha as equally deserving of a home, regardless of the state she is in, or her status in the
society. By rejecting to replace Bertha with Jane, Brontë refuses to put one character
above the other, foreshadowing Jane’s choice to ‘leave’ St. John in the same fashion, and
her decline to participate in the further colonization of the Other.
When Jane becomes rich, she is not limited to subaltern culture any more, but she
has already been separated and marginalized in such a way that she does not find a place
for herself in the dominant society. Thus, she can only return to Rochester when he is
lowered in his position, blinded and poor, isolated from society, and chosen a third
world-like setting in which to dwell. Novels such as Wide Sargasso Sea thus become
important for establishing Bertha as a human being with a history instead of a wild
animal-like creature, and enable Jane’s identification with Bertha in a measure larger than
before.
In contrast to Jane Eyre, in Shirley Brontë experiments with the ideas Homi
Bhabha will later postulate on coexistence and liminal spaces that are formed on the
margins of the culture. With Shirley, not only does Caroline immediately know her place
in society, and thus doesn’t need to grow into it like Jane, but she attempts to use it to
secure a better position for herself. She does not have much to offer, but she has a
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knowledge of hybridity and its potential, and that she offers to Moore, introducing this
notion to Shirley who also finds herself at the margins of the acceptable. Moore, in
exchange (really, both of them) provides his companionship in marriage, and an escape
from patriarchal Victorian culture. Thus, Brontë highlights the ways gender relations can
be informed by hybrid space after cultural boundaries have been crossed.
After the instant success of Jane Eyre in 1847, Brontë published Shirley two years
later. Brontë promised “something real, cool and solid [. . .] something unromantic as
Monday morning” (1). Not as well received as Jane Eyre, Shirley is often considered a
flawed novel because of the abrupt narrative voice dealing with a “number of looselyconnected narrative strains that attempt to address too much at once” (Dolin 197).
Through a love story between four main characters, intersected with a story of industrial
revolution and the influences of its technological advancements in the lives of her
characters, Brontë juxtaposes romance and reason. A new writing technique, producing
what critics termed “this compound form—part regional novel, part industrial novel”
(Dolin 198) results consequently in seemingly disengaged realistic and romantic parts.
One of the reasons for Brontë’s experimentation is that, in Shirley, she
consciously strives for an androgynous text, as Victorian society implies that femaleproduced texts cannot escape a note of the provincialism, or deal with larger issues, a
charge that was brought forward against Jane Eyre.2 Vicious attacks from critics such as
Elizabeth Rigby “consistently conflated questions of provincialism and gender” (Dolin
198), and implied that Jane’s perceived provincialism is a marker of Brontë’s lack of life
2 In the letter to James Taylor shortly after the publication of Shirley, Brontë
expressed her disappointment at its reception: “I imagined, mistakenly it now appears,
that Shirley bore fewer traces of the female hand than Jane Eyre” (qtd. in Dolin 199).
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experience. The debate over “what properly constituted the ‘territory’ of the novel,
especially the woman’s novel” (199) raged over Brontë’s work ascribing, paradoxically,
“masculine coarseness” and “a hoydenish vulgarity” (199) to the very same work the
critics dismissed as overly feminine. Having characteristics of both genders, even the
form of the novel is marked by hybridity, resulting in novel’s structure supporting the
overarching theme.
As Tim Dolin implies, Brontë attempted “to expand Jane Eyre ‘s interrogation of
female narrative and a woman’s place in Victorian society,” giving Shirley and Caroline
even more freedom than Jane by allowing them to not only determine their own destinies,
as Jane does, but also manipulate conditions necessary for their advancement. By doing
so, Brontë engages in “contest[ing] openly the sexual demarcation of fictional territories”
(Dolin 201), examining the gender relationships and discourse of the female characters
within a male-dominated society.
Set in the 1811, the novel opens with the introduction of two main characters,
Robert Moore, a tenant of Hollow’s Mill and the owner of the mill that produces clothes.
Living with his sister Hortense, Moore meets her pupil, Caroline Helstone, niece of the
rector of Briarfield. Caroline stoically accepts her oppressive and empty life with no
promise of happy future. She is poor, plain, and relatively uneducated: an orphan, living
with her uncle, Caroline attends Hortense’s lectures, without much success in French, or
piano playing. When Moore is removed from her life due to the ban of her uncle to visit
the family, Caroline comes to realization that she is deeply in love with him, hoping that
her love will be returned. Her uncle introduces Caroline to a rich and outspoken heiress
living nearby, Shirley, and her governess, Mrs. Pryor. Caroline soon concludes that
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Moore is interested in Shirley rather than herself, guessing right—he does ask for
Shirley’s hand but is refused, as Shirley is in love with his brother, Louis Moore. Upon
realizing that she is not to be married to Moore, Caroline falls ill. Only the love of Mrs.
Pryor, who turns out to be her mother, keeps her alive, and eventually helps her recover.
After Caroline recuperates, she helps Moore, who is wounded by his worker after
stubbornly refusing to consider the sufferings of the locals. Shirley, in the mean time,
uncovers her secret love to her uncle, planning to get married despite his protests. The
conclusion at which there is a double wedding and a promise of better treatment of the
workers and a Sunday school for Caroline to run, mark the ending of the novel as happy.
Shirley’s man-like independence is curtailed, as is Caroline’s desire of ladyship. All
gender issues seem solved within the parameters of the Victorian conduct, reestablishing
the social norms. This apparent support of the patriarchy results in Shirley being seen as
an ironic comment on the women’s inability to achieve what they want:
outspoken women are put back to their place and deserving quiet women are rewarded
for their good behavior.
Under the influence of postcolonial theories, however, recent scholarship
examines the foreignness of Moore brothers—they are French—and the role that this
information plays in the construct of the novel. Given the historical relationship between
the English and those foreign as well as the racist perceptions directed toward white
European counterparts, Brontë’s characterization could not possibly be accidental.
Examining the roles of these men offers a hint to the direction that Brontë wanted the
reader to take.
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The relationships in question establish a new, albeit frightening, option for
Victorians and a liberating one for Brontë: two female characters, opting out of the
repressive Victorian scripts, marry two foreigners in order to gain greater freedom,
joining in the role of the “Other” since they already are considered as such through the
role allotted to females. According to Gayatri Spivak, the female is placed on a level of a
second-class citizen, thus becoming the “Other” (“Can the Subaltern Speak?” 24); thus,
the unions become possible and fruitful for each character. This is a reason why they
settle with each other—Shirley with Luis, and Robert with Caroline: besides being
emotionally attached, each has something to gain out of the relationship. Thus, the ending
is not flawed; it is just a new social script. Shirley introduces the idea of “subalternity” as
a viable option for a Victorian female. The narration of the subaltern as defined by
postcolonial scholars is manifested in Shirley through the associations between
characters, specifically Moore and the villagers, situated in a context of the Napoleonic
wars, but even more through the relationships between the Moore brothers and Caroline
and Shirley. It is the intent of this chapter to further explicate the repositioning and
refining of Brontë’s understanding of subaltern and extend the discussion of Brontë’s
commentary on rampant imperialism of her time to show the extent of her involvement
with it through the narration in Shirley.
Brontë uses this discourse to formulate her novel as a hybrid of the sorts: a genre
that addresses both reason and romance. Although Terry Eagleton describes the writer’s
personal experience of the two elements as traumatic3 and argues that because of their

3 Eagleton claims that all Bronte children have to leave the freedom of
romanticism and enter into this working world, producing a point of rupture. He claims
that due to her “traumatic transition from the protected enclave of the parsonage, where
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disconnect “Shirley fails to establish the necessary connections between personal and
political tension,” producing “an uncomfortable hybrid between romance and social
realism, poetry and documentary” (61), O’Brien recognizes the limitation of the binaries.
“By setting up, in the context of a realist narrative, apparently intractable personal and
political oppositions, says she, “Brontë implicitly criticizes both, positing the need for a
third, liberating term” (61). It is this term that she provides through characterization of
the Moores: “this liberating term must come from outside the society defined by that
intractable antagonism; it must, in other words, be foreign.” The foreign, she argues,
then serves as a liberating force. It becomes another option in the strict Victorian culture,
a culture, limited by strictly establishing the boundary between the rich and poor, white
and black, male and female; in other words, between the dominant and subaltern.
Although I agree that Moore’s domestication happens through the socially
approved domestication of landscape, I also feel that he is domesticated through his
relationship with Caroline, a true English lady who will, just like Shirley does to Louis,
make a man out of him, and not just any man, but a proper English gentleman. The two
women will gladly give their English birthrights to foreigners in order to gain more rights
than they would be allowed in traditional Victorian marriages. The two males, on the
other hand, will gladly be emasculated in Victorian sense—as patriarchal rulers—to be
domesticated into the society.
It is this domestication—or the lack of it—that Brontë will focus on in her next
novel, Villette. Instead of finding the hybrid diaspora, like Shirley’s characters, Lucy
Snowe is torn in a silent struggle, attempting to perform identity but never able to define
exotic fantasy was allowed free reign, to the hard exigencies of a working world, Charlotte remains prone to a dangerous emotional excess” (Eagleton 11).
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it in concrete terms. It makes sense that Brontë would create such a character, for her
exploration and experimentation with hybridity would not be complete if some of the
characters didn’t tragically fail to find a diaspora within which to base their existence.
Not all hybrid space is successful, as is represented in Villette. In this novel,
Brontë experiments with failures: what if one has failed to find a diaspora within which
to act? Villette is an exploration of the failure of a marginalized person to reestablish a
livable space in an accepting community, becoming Brontë’s warning to humanity about
what happens when we fail to establish the connections across the boundaries of our
differences.
After the death of her sisters and publication of the less-critically acclaimed
Shirley, Charlotte Brontë visited London, and for the first time, started moving in literary
circles of the day. In 1849, she met William Makepeace Thackeray, and soon after,
Elizabeth Gaskell, her first biographer. In 1851, she attended the Great Exhibition in
London and a series of lectures by Thackeray, editing the works of her sisters, and
refusing a marriage proposal from James Taylor, a member of her publishing house. The
next year, she refused another marriage proposal, this time by her future husband,
Reverend A. B. Nicholls, curate of Haworth, due both to the objections of her father and
a lack of any amorous emotions toward him.
While dealing with these events and grieving for her siblings, Charlotte wrote her
last book, Villette, publishing it in 1853. It has been suggested by critics such as John
Hughes that the book’s material and structure had been heavily influenced by tragedies in
Charlotte’s life, as well as her new experiences. The plot, as many critics have noted, is
simple enough. Lucy Snowe, without fortune, family, or friends, leaves England after the
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death of her employer, Mrs. Marchmont. She is a helper and then a teacher in a school in
Villette, a small Belgian town alien to Lucy, in its religion, its social style and customs,
and its language. Falling in love with M. Paul Emmanuel, she finally finds some
happiness in this world—when he proposes, despite his friends who discourage him
strongly, it seems that her life is going to take the direction of Jane’s or Caroline’s. He
settles her in a school and travels for three years, but unfortunately, seemingly dies in a
shipwreck on his return, leaving Lucy unmarried.
Although the plot seems simple, the postcolonial anxieties within the main
character are astoundingly important and represent the shift away from the trajectory of
the previous novels. In Jane Eyre, diasporas willing to accept Jane appear after every one
of her four exiles. In Shirley, diasporas are created in a shape of marital unions where
both partners have investments at stake. However, this does not happen in Villette—when
Lucy comes to Brussels, she is socially displaced. Unlike in colonies, where her ethnicity
would be enough to allow her membership in the elite ruling class, Lucy cannot establish
the dominance in Belgium. Although English, Lucy does not have an upper hand or even
diaspora to which she could belong. Her culture requires her to stay away from people
inferior to her, and so isolating herself is really following the set of established norms and
codes of behavior. However, Lucy is miserable alone; her marginal existence becomes
almost unendurable, as she becomes aware of her status as the “Other” in Belgium.
Struggling against the ideology of British supremacy is difficult: although Lucy tries to
be sociable, she is not able to stop thinking in terms of binary opposites, repealing the
other characters away.
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Consequently, Lucy remains an observer away from the center of power. Since, as
Ashcroft suggests, the central and marginal societies are always tightly connected and
even dependent on each other for survival, Lucy’s inability to position herself in either
central or marginal society results in her isolation from both. The colonizer becomes
colonized, and yet is neither, as she loses her socially inherited power in a new country
and remains as cold and stoic as the Britannia statue. She is not “dismembered” or
sexually exploited by the invading Belgian man—both of her lovers are removed from
her life. Lucy remains cold and infertile throughout the novel. Through narrating her
heroine’s suffering, Brontë comments on the social consequences of alienating others:
becoming an alienated party.
Whether Brontë was able to advance her writing by observing people affected by
the imperialistic fervor of the mid-century while visiting London or by reading Hazlitt,
one of her favorite social commentators, she turned to modern techniques of narration,
inventing new narrative devices as she wrote. As Tim Dolin observes about the devices
used in Villette, “smallness of town, absence or at least minimization of sense of social
structures, recycling of characters, paucity of events, the criss-crossing of gazes rather
than the meeting of eyes — throw us back onto the plot, the sense of this as a novel about
Lucy as a self, a self without society” (203). He argues that most of the actions happen in
enclosed spaces, either inside real rooms or houses or parts of them, as there are smaller
spaces within these, such as cupboard, drawers or cabinets, and metaphorical ones,
symbolizing Lucy’s mind, all of which are under constant surveillance through keyholes,
windows, or lattices. Characters keep coming back, unrecognized: recognition sometimes
only takes place after long time as with Paulina or Graham, or through physical objects
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rather than people, such as Lucy’s recognition of furniture and ornaments after she
collapses and Graham and his mother take her in. The constant use of “alter egos” or
reappearing characters “to express the obsessive misery of alienation on which the text
repeatedly insists” (Dolin 204) allows Brontë to focus the text on Lucy’s introspection.
Objects or people become subject to Lucy’s gaze and observations; diminution of objects
is used to produce emotionally charged language; all of them employed to present to the
reader development and possibilities for a character who exists without society,
completely isolated and unable to make connections with others, who only exist as
“images of, projections of Lucy — as if she lives in a giant hall of distorting mirrors”
(203), providing opportunities for Lucy which she both fears and desires at the same
time. The prevalent themes of melancholy, such as the isolation, transit, and subjection,
and psychological consequence of grief and separation from the environment, as well as
lack of familial, social, or material resources are effectively emphasized through the text.
Ever since the novel came out, critics have either praised or objected to its
narrative techniques. Some, like George Eliot, have exclaimed it to be Brontë’s best book
and wrote in excitement that she had “only just returned to a sense of the real world about
[him], for [he] ha[d] been reading Villette, a still more wonderful book than Jane Eyre.
There is something almost preternatural in its power” (as qtd. by Hughes 710). Modern
critics, such as John Hughes, also support Eliot’s criticism, suggesting “Villette is a great
novel of affective estrangement, a profound artistic investigation of the unconscious
conditions, habits, logic, and tendencies of a radical and intolerable predicament of
lovelessness” (711-12). It is exactly this estrangement that denounces the text for critics
on the other side. Some, like Mathew Arnold, have been abhorred by its
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“disagreeableness” or sorrowful darkness that envelops the text from beginning to end.
Charlotte’s close friend and novelist, Harriet Martineau, criticized the book for being
“almost intolerably painful” (as qtd. by Hughes 710).
Regardless of which side of the spectrum critics found themselves on, none of
them reacted in a way that made Brontë so displeased after writing Jane Eyre and caused
her to experiment with her themes and techniques in Shirley attempting to escape the
perceived limitations of her writing: namely, her gender and provinciality of her life
experience. But none of them seemed to grasp the significance of her accomplishment
either: Brontë’s real experimentation lies in the psychological underpinning of her
characters. She creates, in both Jane Eyre and Shirley, but especially in Villette,
protagonists who are markedly strange and isolated people, awkward in the society and
hard to communicate with. Constantly, Brontë’s characters stand on the margins of the
society listening to conversations, observing and experiencing at the same time. Through
their observations, they can make sense of the world around them, the world to which
they do not belong. Learning how to cope becomes an important tool, but unlike Jane or
Caroline, Lucy does not seem to be able (or willing) to use it, failing to enter into the
hybrid diaspora, and find her place in life, thus, remaining the “Other” forever.
Villette has been studied for its ideological concerns about narrative authority,
especially alienation by gendered discourse. Karen Lawrence, Nancy Sorkin
Rabinowitz, and Brenda S. Silver4 commented on two components of Villette’s

4 Lawrence, Karen, “The Cypher: Disclosure and Reticence in Villette,”
Tradition and the Talents of Women, Ed. Florence Howe. Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1991.
87-101. Rabinowitz, Nancy Sorkin. “'Faithful Narrator' or 'Partial Eulogist': FirstPerson Narration in Bronte's Villette.” Journal of Narrative Technique 15 (1985): 24455. Silver, Brenda S. “The Reflecting Reader in Villette.” The Voyage In: Fictions of
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narrative. They explored development of Lucy into a woman and juxtaposed it to
development of Lucy as a narrative authority in charge of her own text, in order to
prove that Lucy’s narrative authority can succeed in struggle against patriarchal power.
In light of this argument, Lucy’s isolation signifies a victory over such attitudes.
Brontë’s privileging of narrative authority and female autonomy symbolize rejection of
traditional plot line as well as rejection of cultural concept of marriage, and thus
positive interpretation of the alienation.
Others, however, focus on Lucy’s unreliability as a narrator. Sandra Gilbert and
Susan Gubar reject Lucy’s “trickery” and suggest that her “reticence as a narrator
makes her especially unreliable”; Mary Jacobus proclaims that “Lucy lies to us”;
Lawrence names her a “cypher” (as qtd. in Hughes “The Affective world of Charlotte
Bronte’s Villette 418). All of them suggest that Brontë “asks us to recognize that
heterosexual marriage impedes female authority…influenc[ing] our conclusions about
discursive authority and heterosexual desire, as well as our judgments about Brontë’s
worldview” (418). In other words, they argue that “uneasiness about the prospect of
marital dispossession” (419) spurred women writers to produce compromise texts for
their heroines, offering the personal fulfillment of married life without the loss of
property. Obtaining both a “marriage” without the presence of a husband and discursive
authority, Lucy is seen as a successful character.
Although these critical approaches are important and certainly enlighten the
gender constructs of the time, it is also important to examine postcolonial anxieties in
the text, an activity that has not been done quite often. In his essay, “Colonialism and

Female Development. Ed. Elizabeth Abel et al. Hanover: UP of New England for
Dartmouth College, 1983. 90-111.
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the Colonization of the Mind in Charlotte Brontë’s Villette,” Darin Pradittassanee
challenges Edward Said’s statement that nineteenth-century British novels were
deployed as a strategic device to maintain the power of the Empire. Examining the issue
of colonization in terms of both gender and race in Charlotte Brontë ‘s Villette, he
interprets the novel as delineating not only Lucy Snowe’s rebellion against the ideology
of patriarchal society but also the struggle of the colonized against the Empire. “Lucy’s
self-emancipation and her success in finding her real identity,” says Pradittassanee,
“emblematize the triumph of the colonized—female and non-white—over the ideology
and practice of colonization in patriarchal society and the Empire” (1). The problem
seems oversimplified here: if Lucy finds her real identity and triumphs, why does she
remain isolated observer, segregated from the society at large, even as a teacher?
Although Brontë does not allow Lucy Snowe’s identity to follow the same arch of
development as her other heroines’, Lucy is still in many ways a continuation of
established characters: she is as alien, perhaps a bit more than Jane Eyre, as lonely and
independent in her decisions; she is as quiet and emotionally charged as Caroline, as
hopeful and hopeless about her prospects in life. Perhaps Lucy is a Jane that never left
Lowood, becoming a teacher and never meeting Rochester. Perhaps Lucy is Caroline left
in charge of her uncle’s house, after Robert married Shirley and moved to London,
cynically observing their happiness from afar and dying inside. Or she is simply herself:
an unhappy character strung between the cultural ideology, which orders her to keep with
those of her own kind, and human need for companionship and friendship.
Just like she builds her characters, meticulously portraying their characteristics
through their looks, actions, or speeches, Brontë builds walls around them, forcing upon
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them alienation within such settings. Lucy, just like Jane in Lowood and Caroline in an
almost deserted house, lives in retirement. Her abodes are places that are isolated and
foreign: either it is the isolation of being a care taker of an elderly, dying Miss
Marchmont, or the walls and obsessive scrutiny of Madame Beck’s school located in a
foreign land whose language Lucy does not know well. As Jane is alienated by Mrs.
Reed, and Caroline by her mother who leaves her to be raised by her uncle, so is Lucy,
finding herself the only Protestant in a Catholic school. The friendships that she makes
are very soon dissolved, as she is excluded from the circle. “In an unguarded moment,”
reports Lucy, “something—an unseen, an indefinite, a nameless something—[steals]
between [her]self and these [her] best pupils [. . .] conversation henceforth [becomes]
impracticable” (147). Lucy can feel the fence that grows taller between her and people
she meets daily. Yet, she does not seem prompted into action, as if the dissimilarity she
perceives paralyzes her to even attempt the change.
Although Jane is a child when she arrives at Lowood, and Lucy an adult at the
Madame Beck’s school, the scenes of initial introductions are very similar, and involve
“solitary promontories” of Jane’s books that provided her with metaphors necessary for
defining who she was. As Jane is forced to stand alone on a stool in front of the entire
school at the beginning of her stay in Lowood, accused of being a liar that should receive
neither mercy, friendship, or a kind word, so is Lucy standing on a teacher’s platform,
alone and singled out, facing her new community of students, feeling as if there is “sixty
against one” (143). Lucy, just like Jane and Caroline, becomes resigned temporarily to
her isolation. It is the struggle between Lucy’s double roles of colonizer and colonized
that affects her understanding of the walls. At times when Lucy understands herself as a
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figure of British imperialism, the walls serve as a protection from the Other. But, when
she feels colonized, the walls placed by the dominant society are enforcers of living alone
in the world of subaltern, where discourse is nonexistent and Lucy excluded completely.
When left almost entirely alone during vacation at Madame Beck’s, Lucy falls into deep
depression, tortured by the “days and nights [that grow] intolerable; a cruel sense of
desolation pain[s] my mind; a feeling that would make its way, rush out, or kill me [. . . ].
I [want] companionship, I [want] friendship, I [want] counsel” (258). Although tortured
by it, Lucy is, however, propagating and enforcing her own isolation.
Although Brontë’s movement toward the modern narratorial devices is
astounding, even more is the theme of her work. T. S. Eliot once said that “No poet, no
artist of any art, has his complete meaning alone” (35). Brontë, as a writer historically
grounded in the imperialist narratives of her time, foreshadows Eliot’s idea through her
novels, especially Villette. Neither Lucy Snowe, nor any other single imperfect human
can exist in the void of space unassociated and alone. The meaning of humanity cannot
be conveyed through a single character, a single nation or a single culture, is Brontë’s
response to the jingoism of her times and claims about racial supremacy such as those
published in Illustrated London News. She questions British “pre-eminen[ce] among the
nations of the earth,” and the wisdom that rules “everyday life and half the globe”
drawing attention to the conquest as a tool to “civilize and refine” (Illustrated London
News, July 22, 1848). The sterility of such attitudes, the sterility of Lucy’s existence and
futility of her existence (for she is nothing to nobody) points to the needlessness of the
British “sailing ships and steam-vessels [that] cover the seas and rivers” as well as British
“arms [. . .] arts [. . .] literature [. . .] among the nations” (Illustrated London News, July
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22, 1848). It is the power of hybridity that Brontë sees as “the characteristic feature and
contribution of the post-colonial, allowing a means of evading the replication of the
binary categories of the past” and a road to the social progress and development of the
“new anti-monolithic models of cultural exchange and growth,” which will be the topic
of the next paper.
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Abstract
In order to deconstruct artificially created realities that were enforced by the
dominant establishment, some narrators came up with the idea of seizing the elements
and the ideas of the colonizing discourse; by appropriating them and subverting them,
they uncover and display the materialist endeavors and territorial desires of the
imperialists, repositioning themselves in the discourse from a position of immaterial
opposition to one of dissenting force. Bhabha terms such resistance mimicry, and defines
it in “Of Mimicry and Man” as “the sign of a double articulation; a complex strategy of
reform, regulation and discipline, which ‘appropriates’ the Other as it visualizes power”
(The Location of Culture 86). Although natives often use it in colonized territories,
mimicry gains its full power when used by the immigrants who have left their original
countries and have settled in the homelands of the colonizer, mirroring the process of
colonialization through the acquisition of the land, adopting the authoritative discourse
and thus, gaining power. As a sign of rebellion, Bhabha says, this strategy “poses an
imminent threat to both ‘normalized’ knowledges and disciplinary powers [. . .]
intensif[ying] surveillance and enabling coherence over the dominant strategic function
of colonial power” (86). Mimicry acts, therefore, as a balancing act: it empowers the
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communities of the occupied and displaced, the diaspora, arming them with the power to
enter into a symbolic exchange.
One of the most important phenomena in history was the growth and
administration of the British Empire. The Empire, a product of the Age of Discovery that
began with the global naval explorations led by Portugal and Spain in the late fifteenth
century, was the largest formal empire that the world had ever known. By 1921, just
before beginning of decolonialization, the British Empire held sway over a population of
about 470–570 million people; approximately a quarter of the world’s population; and
covered about 14.3 million square miles, about a quarter of the world’s total land area.
The power and influence of the British Empire was enormous: there was hardly an
inhabitant on the globe who was not in one way or the other affected by it.
As early as the maritime exploration of King Henry VII (1485—1509), the
overseas British Empire outside of Europe started to grow, building on commercial
achievements of King Richard III. Through the establishment of the merchant marine
system, Henry VII enabled the development of an English ship building industry set on
ever improving the quality and durability of vessels and thus becoming a foundation for
Henry VIII’s Royal Navy. Although hindered by war with Spain during the Elizabethan
and Stuart periods, the British Empire continued to invest in its colonies. With the
emerging colonies at the Eastern seabord of North America, as well as the first lucrative
sugar-producing colonies of the Caribbean and emerging trading companies in Turkey,
Russia, and the East Indies, mercantile ideology, the economic doctrine of competition
between nations for a limited amount of wealth, took hold as a guiding philosophy of this
emerging world power. With the loss of the American colonies after the US war for
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independence, the “first British Empire” ended, but the geographical shift of Empire’s
interests to Asia, Africa and Australia redirected British energies and initiated an even
stronger and more powerful “second British Empire” in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, allowing Britain to pursue its next phase of expansion.
Throughout these political and economic enterprises, the primary purpose of
imperialist policies remained the same: to facilitate the acquisition of as much foreign
territory as possible in order to obtain the raw materials for production and markets for
the export of British products. Britain secured greater exports than imports, in order to
create profits that would provide the wealth necessary to maintain and expand the empire.
As a leading industrial nation of Europe, England dominated commercial, financial, and
naval power, and as Victorians inherited England, they found themselves in a uniquely
powerful position in history. With the industrial revolution and the efficiency of industry,
and thus cheap prices, Britain could undersell comparable goods produced locally in
foreign markets.
The “New Imperialism,” an ideology developed to better suit the same imperial
prospects, emerged in the middle of the nineteenth century and represented an
unprecedented competition in overseas territorial acquisitions for the sake of the empire.
English and colonial governments embraced new ideologies claiming the racial
superiority of the British spirit, physique, and morals formed in order to support a policy
of aggressive expansion and hostile takeovers of resources belonging peoples seen as
inferior. British “preeminence among the nations of the earth” was claimed in the popular
newspapers. The Illustrated London News proclaimed that “wherever we conquer, we
civilize and refine. Our arms, our arts, our literature are illustrious among the nations. We
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are a rich, a powerful, an intelligent, and a religious people” (July 22, 1848). The media
thus reinforced the perceived rights of the British Empire over those of natives, claiming
the incomparability of the British spirit that “rules the world,” with superior wisdom and
physical as well as intellectual development.
To accommodate such constructs of British superiority, new doctrines of racial
hierarchies were formed, with advocates of these racial theories relying on popularized
but flawed generalizations derived from Darwin’s theories of evolution. One result of
such theories was to deny the right of self-governance to colonized peoples because of
their presumed lack of ability as a less developed species on the evolutionary scale.
Governments of the territories, where racial differences between the natives and
colonizers were most apparent, more comfortably applied and embraced such theories
propagating ideas of “the white man’s burden,” as Kipling named it. Constructed in this
way, the British Empire did not exist for the benefit of Britain itself or her subjects but
for the benefit of those seen as primitive people, those who Kipling calls “half-devil, halfchild” (Line 8, Kipling, “The White Man’s Burden”). Such supposed savages, perceived
to be incapable of governing themselves because of their unbridled passions and lack of
reasoning abilities, were thought, however, to be capable of guidance towards civilization
through their acceptance of Western codes of behavior and Christianity. Thus, British
colonial acquisitions were perceived as charitable, selfless projects undertaken for the
benefit of humanity as a whole.
Along with the evolutionary and racial theories, studying humans through the
questionable, quasi-scientific methods became popular. Phrenology, popular between
1820 and 1850, asserted that character, personality traits, and criminality could be
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determined based on the shape of the head. This belief attracted many followers, and a
racialized anthropological physiognomy, a notion that a human’s physical and thus,
moral, intellectual, and social development, could be seen in features of the face,
especially in jaw structure, evolved. The popularized ideas of the descent of man read the
protruding jaw as a sign of lesser development and of a closer relationship to primitive
man; this become the root of much of the racial stereotyping of colonized natives, as well
as stereotyping of other European people, lower social classes, and unwanted populations
in general. Even religious doctrines considered their Genesis stories, inquiring into
whether the mankind had been created as one (monogenism) or several (polygenism)
creations, in order to determine the positions of various races on the evolutionary scale.
The perceived primitive humans are described as “thoroughly undisciplined, with
a tendency to revert to bestial behavior, consequently requiring to be kept in order by
force, and by occasional but severe flashes of violence; vicious and sly, incapable of
telling the truth, naturally lazy and unwilling to work unless under compulsion” (Semmel
135). Such characteristics are also seen in foreign nationals, implying the existence of a
socially constructed foreign identity common to all non-English subjects of the empire.
Both the “scientific” methodologies of phrenology and racial anthropology and popular
literature assigned the following characteristics to Blacks: they were thought
unreasonable and superstitious, filthy, and similar to each other; they engaged in
criminal, as well as extremely promiscuous behavior; they were all irrational and easily
excited, holding what was described as childlike qualities. Francis Galton’s “Hereditary
Talent and Character” in an edition of the 1865 Macmillan’s Magazine argued that “the
Negro has strong impulsive habits, and neither patience, reticence, nor dignity” (12).
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Such ideas, built upon racial stereotypes, adopted theories of recapitulation, which
claimed that adults of primitive human species were depicted in children of more
civilized species, as well as the ideas of social evolutionist Herbert Spencer, who
proposed that the “uncivilized” lacked control over their impulses and thus needed
colonizers to protect them from themselves.
These attitudes also surfaced in pictorial representations. The Colonial Office,
located at Whitehall in London, carries a frieze created by Henry Hugh Armstead. Two
women, one representing Australia, one Africa, sit side by side. Australia, a colony
claimed and inhabited through the waves of immigration by the British nationals, is
properly dressed and contained emotionally, depicted as a proper woman should be,
shepherds animals that lean against her nurturing body. Africa looks wild, nearly naked,
with the few clothes that cover her lap temporarily held. Africa’s gaze seems wild too.
She looks away from the child that is with her, seemingly lacking the most human
relationship of all, that between mother and child. These depictions were derived from
interactions with the colonized subject but were not limited to the relationships between
the colonized and the colonizer. They were also applied to all the demographic groups,
which supposedly shared the same biologically-inferior characteristics with the Blacks
and Indians, namely the Irish, women, and lower social classes. This created the concept
of a White Negro and reinforced a concept of foreigners within the homeland.
John Beddoe—an influential race theorist who was president of the Royal
Anthropological Institute, Fellow of the Royal Society, and Fellow of the Royal College
of Physicians—alleged, according to Vincent Cheng, that “hair and eye color were keys
to ethnic and racial identity. He developed a formula he called the ‘index of
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nigrescence’” (Chang 90), which supposedly quantified the amount of melanin in skin,
eyes, and hair to “prove” that the Irish were darker and more Negroid than the English.
According to Beddoe’s index, intelligent species, such as English, had less prominent jaw
bones , and were, thus, orthognathous, while the Irish and the Welsh were prognathous
(Beddoe 21). The Celts, however, were closely related to Cromagnon man, who, in turn,
was linked to the “Africanoid.” Influenced by the high birth rate of the Irish society,
similar to that of England’s poor and working classes, British aristocracy understood and
held that Irish character is marred by an animal-like sexuality, completely unlike a
Victorian Puritanism, which encouraged discipline and self-denial. This understanding
gave rise to theories that linked the Irish to apes in terms of the evolutionary scale.
Propagated by the scientific literature of the day, the theory of Irish inferiority was
contrasted with the assumed superiority of the Anglo-Saxons.
In her book Anglo-Saxons, historian Lewis Perry Curtis discusses Beddoe’s
research questions, pointing out that the implicit answer to his study was that “not all men
in the British Isles were equally white or equal” (72). Beddoe’s index of nigrescence, she
argues, provided the “scientific” justification for racial hatred of the Irish as an inferior
race, providing material to construct the Irish as subhuman animals. Curtis shows how
the offensive public discourse was reinforced through caricatures of the Irish and their
representation as an alien people based on their foreignness or so-called simianization.
Depictions of the Irish in both popular cartoons and in written discourse was as that of an
anthropoid ape. “A creature manifestly between the Gorilla and the Negro,” says the
article that appeared in Punch in 1862, “comes from Ireland, whence it has contrived to
migrate; it belongs in fact to a tribe of Irish savages: the lowest species of the Irish
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Yahoo” (qtd. in Curtis’s Anglo-Saxons 132). This creature is developmentally backward
and “talks a sort of gibberish,” lacking the linguistic ability that separates humans from
other species. In relating his travels in Ireland to his wife, Charles Kingsley
demonstrates the Victorian xenophobic and imperialist logic, writing, “I am haunted by
the human chimpanzees I saw along that hundred miles of horrible country [. . .] to
see white chimpanzees is dreadful; if they were black, one would not feel it so much,
but their skins, except where tanned by exposure, are as white as ours.”1 Kingsley’s
attitude was not isolated. Robert Knox, MD, who in 1850 published his study of The
Races of Men, a first of its kind medical study of racial anatomy, suggested that “the
source of all evil lies in the race, the Celtic race of Ireland [. . .]. The race must be forced
from the soil; by fair means, if possible; still they must leave. England’s safety requires
it” (Knox 253-54). Such logic enabled British to allow two million Irish to die during the
potato famine of the 1850s. This rhetoric was also shaped into a convenient tool of
conquest over thousands of miles of foreign land and established a foundation for
dealing with not only colored natives but also white colonial rivals. Unfortunately, it is
also this ideology that was adopted as a potent weapon by Nazis some decades later.
Such a cultural construction even informed the belief of otherwise progressive socialists
such as Sidney and Beatrice Webb, who suggested that “Home Rule is an absolute
necessity in order to depopulate the country of this detestable race” (qtd. in Curtis’s
Anglo-Saxons 63). Thomas Carlyle, voicing his culture’s more conservative views,
suggested to “Blacklead these two million idle beggars, [. . .] and sell them in Brazil as
1 Charles Kingsley in a letter to his wife, qtd. in L.P. Curtis, Anglo-Saxons and Celts, p.
84.
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Niggers, —perhaps Parliament, on sweet constraint, will allow you to advance them to be
Niggers!’“ (qtd. in Slater 456). Recoiling from “ape-faces, imp-faces, angry dog-faces,
heavy sullen ox-faces” (qtd. in Slater 455) of Irish, blacks, and poor, Carlyle proposes the
connection between property and civilization, a subject of parliamentary debates on the
1832 Reform Act, implying that a lack of property signifies a savage existence. Victorian
historian and scholar, Thomas B. Macaulay, expands this idea, suggesting that by
enfranchising citizens with property, government was recognizing “that great institution
for the sake of which chiefly all other institutions exist, that great institution to which we
owe all knowledge, all commerce, all industry, all civilization, all that makes us differ
from the tattooed savages of the Pacific ocean” (1). This continues the dehumanization of
the Other by degrading the poor and racially differentiating the populations. Thus, under
the guidance of public figures, British popular culture accepted a racialized discourse and
adopted the racial attitudes suggested through it.
Commenting on Poor Law Reform of 1834, Benjamin Disraeli pronounced that
“in England poverty is a crime.” Condemning the poor as victims of their own weak and
immoral criminal natures resulted in separating them socially in such measure that they
could be considered as a separate race, despite protests of social activists that resisted
such alienation. The interpretations that circulated through general society either
inscribed disregard of behavioral norms on the poor or interpreted the miserable
conditions of the living as a result of moral inferiority rather than as a consequence of a
lack of opportunities for change. Victorians represent the Other with stereotypes, such as
the idea that “incest is common and no form of vice or sexuality causes surprise or
attracts attention” (Farrar 68), or that “this vast dungheap of ignorance and vice [. . .] vast
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heap of social refuse—the mere human street-sweepings” is “breeding a social pestilence
in the very midst of our land [. . .] serving as manure to the future crime-crop of the
country” (Mayhew 132). Such representations linked them with the slum inhabitants: like
animals, the poor seemed accustomed to their own filth, picking for garbage and eating
trash, a habit that to the rest of the Empire marks them off as a lower form of life.
Why would a nation create such narratives? What is the purpose behind the use of
a physical characteristic connected with the historical abuse of a racial group, to describe
white, albeit foreign, people? What does this say in general about the treatment of
foreigners in Victorian England? Guided by imperialist politics, such views were
propagated when the Irish turned to political activism2 in their demands for self rule.
Punch and other periodicals of the day began to “picture the Irish political outragemongering peasant as a cross between a garrotter and a gorilla” (Curtis, Apes 31), an
unrulable force promoting anarchism and revolution against the Empire.
In order to make sense of the social attitudes during the period of colonialization,
especially as seen through the lens of the twentieth century, critics examined British
Imperial ideology looking for common threads in different societies that were under the
British or other empires. As this phenomena gained interest, it became organized as a
field of postcolonial studies, or “the study of the interactions between European nations
and the societies they colonized in the modern period” (Ashcroft, 32). Although

2 As Curtis argues, “The price paid by Irishmen for increasing political activity
and agrarian protest was the substitution of epithets like Caliban, Frankenstein, Yahoo
and gorilla for Paddy [. . .]. By the 1860s no respectable reader of comic weeklies and
most of their readers were respectable: could possibly mistake the simious nose, long
upper lip, huge projecting mouth, and jutting lower jaw as well as sloping forehead for
any other category of undesirable or dangerous human being that that known as Irish”
(Curtis, Apes, 22, 29).
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postcolonial studies suggest the examination of native society both before and after the
colonizer leaves and independence ensues, I would like to focus on its position in regards
to British national imperialism and Eurocentrism to consider the relationship between
colonizer and colonized.
One of the important elements of postcolonial theory is the re-visioning of
history. Edward Said states this project as one of
revising, reappropriating, or reinterpreting history as a concept, and in
doing so to articulate new ‘codes of recognition’ within which those acts
of resistance, those unrealized intentions and those re-orderings of
consciousness that ‘history’ has rendered silent or invisible can be
recognized as shaping forces in a culture’s tradition. (Said xv)
According to Said, some texts can “create not only knowledge but
also the very reality they appear to describe” (94). This means that colonizing fictions, or
fictions about dominated society, can be read as controlled by the colonizer and serving
to establish a concept for the population at home.
In order to deconstruct artificially created realities that were enforced by the
establishment, some of the native narrators came up with the idea of seizing the elements
and the ideas of the colonizing discourse; by appropriating them and subverting them,
they uncover and display the materialist endeavors and territorial desires of the
imperialists, repositioning themselves in the discourse from a position of immaterial
opposition to one of dissenting force. Bhabha terms such resistance mimicry, and defines
it in “Of Mimicry and Man” as “the sign of a double articulation; a complex strategy of
reform, regulation and discipline, which ‘appropriates’ the Other as it visualizes power”
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(The Location of Culture 86). Although natives often use it in colonized territories,
mimicry gains its full power when used by the immigrants who have left their original
countries and have settled in the homelands of the colonizer, mirroring the process of
colonialization through the acquisition of the land, adopting the authoritative discourse
and thus, gaining power. As a sign of rebellion, Bhabha says, this strategy “poses an
imminent threat to both ‘normalized’ knowledges and disciplinary powers [. . .]
intensif[ying] surveillance and enabling coherence over the dominant strategic function
of colonial power” (86). Mimicry acts, therefore, as a balancing act: it empowers the
communities of the occupied and displaced, the diaspora, arming them with the power to
enter into a symbolic exchange.
British diasporas, as well, played a monumental role: they provided an
opportunity for all the British nationals living in colonies to remain loyal to the
imperialist entity they represented and to learn the local customs in order to rule the
colonies better. Thus, the center or locus of culture was always preserved, even in the
foreign land, pushing the colonized to the periphery identified as the Other, as a subaltern
voice. As postcolonialist Bill Ashcroft suggests, central and marginal societies are always
tightly connected and even dependent on each other for survival; the development of one
insists on the development of the other.3 Thus, each group has defined itself based on the
opposing side and its perception of identity.

3 “It can be argued that the study of English and the growth of Empire
proceeded from a single ideological climate and that the development of the one is
intrinsically bound up with the development of the other, both at the level of simple
utility (as propaganda for instance) and at the unconscious level, where it leads to the
naturalizing of constructed values (e.g. civilization, humanity, etc.) which, conversely,
established 'savagery', 'native', 'primitive', as their antithesis and as the object of a
reforming zeal” (Ashcroft, Griffith, and Tiffin 3).
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Postcolonial theory, although not elevating Anglo-Saxon as inherently superior,
postulates the influence that race, class, and gender have had on each other. Anne
McClintock, in Imperial Leather, proposes that “in order to understand colonialism and
postcolonialism, one must first recognize that race, gender, and class anxieties overlap4
(90). They cannot be discussed in isolation of each other as they all represent parts of the
identity. As McClintock suggests, these connections have proven crucial to the
development of colonial ideologies. She explains that “imperialism and the invention of
race were fundamental aspects of Western, industrial modernity” (5). Race became a tool
that was used to create the binary opposition of rulers versus the ruled. “The invention of
race in the urban metropoles” she says, “became central not only to the self-definition of
the middle class but also to the policing of the ‘dangerous classes’: the working class, the
Irish, Jews, prostitutes, feminists, gays and lesbians, criminals, the militant crowd, and so
on” (5), as the separation became visible and therefore more enforceable, the notion of
the Other was created.
The Other is an individual or group of individuals perceived as not belonging to
the dominant group in the society or the society itself. Perceived as lacking essential
characteristics possessed by the group, the Other is almost always seen as a lesser or
inferior being and is treated accordingly: the Other may have less or no legal rights, may
be seen as less intelligent or less moral, and may even be regarded as less human. The
status of the Other can be assigned based on difference: race, nationality, religion, class,
political orientation, ethnical or national belonging, and gender. In other words, it is not
4 “race, gender and class are not distinct realms of experience, existing in
splendid isolation from each other; nor can they be simply yoked together
retrospectively like armatures of Lego. Rather, they come into existence in and through
relation to each other — if in contradictory and conflictual ways” (McClintock 6).
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necessarily a numerical relation that defines who belongs to the minority. In a colonized
country, the far more numerous natives become the Other; for example, in India, during
the British rule Indians outnumbered the British 4,000 to one.
The exclusion of the Other from any public discourse isolates it and denies
participation in the society. Revolting against being assigned this status, and using
mimicry to penetrate the social order, the Other can move into the zones of contact,
where it inhabits both worlds, negotiating its rule through adoption of colonizer’s culture
or becoming hybridized. Robert Young points out the usual negative connotation
associated with the term hybridity, noting its use within a colonial discourse in
propagating damaging stigmas on the union of different races. He argues that due to its
connotations, hybridity becomes part of a racist discourse. Those belonging to this group
are assigned characteristics of the Other: lazy, irrational and ignorant, sexually
promiscuous, and criminally inclined (90). As an explicative term, hybridity became a
useful tool in forming a fearful discourse of racial mixing and miscegenation, the idea
that the European race would be erased as a result of interbreeding. Hybrids were seen as
an aberration, worse than the inferior races, a weak and diseased mutation. However, this
term carries very different connotations for postcolonial theorists.
In linguistic terms, Bakhtin describes the hybrid as a “mixture of two social
languages within the limits of a single utterance, an encounter, within the arena of an
utterance, between two different linguistic consciousnesses, separated from one another
by an epoch, by social differentiation, or by some other factor” (The Dialogic
Imagination 358). Bhabha continues naming hybridity as a “liminal space, in-between the
designations of identity [that] becomes the process of symbolic interaction, the
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connective tissue that constructs the difference between upper and lower, black and
white” (The Location of Culture 4). This creates the meaning as “the emergence of the
interstices—the overlap and displacement of domains of difference—[. . .] the
intersubjective and collective experiences of nationness, community interest, or cultural
value are negotiated” (The Location of Culture 2). Hybridity, Bhabha argues, subverts the
narratives of colonial power and dominant cultures, as ”the series of inclusions and
exclusions on which a dominant culture is premised are deconstructed by the very entry
of the formerly excluded subjects into the mainstream discourse” (5).
Hybridity can thus be seen, as Bhabha points out, as a critique of the canon and its
exclusion of narratives of the “Third World,” which creates fissures in “colonialist
discourse’s ambivalence “ (The Location of Culture 2). As Ashcroft suggests,
postcolonial discourse accepts hybridization not only as a strength, as the best
characteristics of both of the cultural ‘parents’ have been emulated in the hybridized
‘child,’ but also as the only way to solve racial tensions and triumph. He says that
“hybridity and the power it releases may well be seen as the characteristic feature and
contribution of the postcolonial, allowing a means of evading the replication of the binary
categories of the past and developing new anti-monolithic models of cultural exchange
and growth” (Ashcroft, Griffith, and Tiffin 14). It is not, according to Ashcroft, a process
of the oppressor obliterating the oppressed or the colonizer silencing the colonized, as
they are dependent on each other for existence. The writers that can develop this concept
through characterization and plot, and point out the shortcomings of the binary “models
of cultural exchange and growth” are tapping into the power of modern, postcolonial
identity, advancing literary discourse.
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According to Bhabha, “hybridity and linguistic multivocality have the potential to
intervene and dislocate the process of domination through the re-interpretation and redeployment of received discourse, thus re-focusing critical attention towards the
‘agonistic space’” (The Location of Culture 181). This process gives power back to the
colonized as they assume the role of the cultural interpretor and are thus able to
reintroduce their own traditions, creating a hybrid or liminal space where the cultures
meet, discouraging the notion that postcolonial countries constituted a homogeneous
body before Western conquest. To do so leads to the assumption that the culture of the
former colonies, before conquest, is identical. Instead of using the concept of hybridity as
a marker of a single native pre-colonial culture, he suggests it be considered to be an
alternative to binary oppositions of the West: it is a space between the centre and margin,
civilised and savage, enlightened and ignorant, allowing, in other words, “the easy
recourse to consolidated dualisms by repudiating fixed and authentic centres of truth”
(The Location Of Culture 23). This allows for the interaction, transgression, and
transformation of each other in such way that would not be possible under the traditional
binary paradigm.
In other words, Bhabha argues that cultural identities cannot be ascribed to prespecified cultural qualities that define the notion of ethnicity. Nor can “colonizer” and
“colonized” be viewed as separate entities that define themselves independently, or that
even coexist completely harmoniously as “despite shared histories of deprivation and
discrimination, the exchange of values, meanings and priorities may not always be
collaborative and dialogical, but may be profoundly antagonistic, conflictual and even
incommensurable” (The Location of Culture 2). Instead, Bhabha suggests that “the
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negotiation of cultural identity involves the continual interface and exchange of cultural
performances that in turn produce a mutual and mutable recognition (or representation) of
cultural difference, constantly negotiat[ing] the hybrid space” (The Location of Culture 2)
as the hybrid cultures came into existence. Many Victorian writers had attempted to bring
these cultural exchanges and performances to life. As Said claims,
“stories are at the heart of what explorers and novelists say about strange regions of the
world; they also become the method colonized people use to assert their own identity and
the existence of their own history” (xii-xiii). However, one particular writer, as Elsie
Michie says, has come further than others, engaging all of her characters in constant
negotiation of hybrid spaces, playing with their “collaborative and antagonistic,
dialogical and conflictual selves” (67): Charlotte Brontё.
As a poor, self-educated Irish weaver with a large family, Charlotte’s father
Patrick Brontë had to find a way to survive in England. He and his family had to find
ways of moving from the position of Other towards a more hybridized space in which
they could preserve the origins of which they were proud, but also adopt a new identity to
provide an economic existence. Transforming himself into a Cambridge educated
clergyman, he changed the last name from Prunty to Brontë. Since the new name was
associated with Lord Nelson and the aristocracy, as Michie suggests, “the Reverend Patrick
Brontë realized a Victorian fantasy of upward mobility by leaving behind his Irish workingclass background and transforming himself into a university educated clergyman,” providing
even a family-treasured myth of transformation (67). According to the legend, Patrick Brontë
stood in a field reciting Milton’s Paradise Lost, which he memorized because it moved him
emotionally, when Reverend Andrew Harshaw passed by, exclaiming him to be a natural
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gentleman, and helping him secure a job and thus, social security. Did Paradise Lost signify
colonial anxieties for Irish immigrant and his family? Sara Maurer suggests that,
occupying a space that is never a natal home, denied membership in a
unified community of faith with no promise of a more coherent social
experience to come, the Brontës, along with the heroes and heroines of
their novels, derive their force, their anguish, and their sense of self from a
migrant position that is neither wholly an accident of class and colonial
identity, nor entirely the conscious choice of faith. (532)
This makes Charlotte more than an expert on popular discourse of the marginalization.
Using her novels as a mouthpiece, Brontë searches for the explanation of Victorian
fantasies, suggesting “that stereotype functions as a screen onto which the Victorians could
project a variety of fantasies[. . .] fantasies of overcoming class and gender difference both
through access to power and rebellion [. . .] grounded in an acceptance of race difference”
(Michie 12). In this sense, Charlotte’s writing marks the beginning of the new rhetorical
era, an era in which colonial claims are heavily contested and moral and ethical implication
are examined in depth, unlike early years of the nineteenth century, when the use of
stereotypes was a primary tool for colonial expansion, as it offered justification for
conquering “lower” people.
As Said suggests, the expanse of the modern imperialism of the nineteenth
century was “so global and all-encompassing that virtually nothing escaped it” (19). In
1800, Western powers claimed 55 percent but actually held 35 percent of the earth’s
surface. By 1878 that proportion increased to 67 percent; by 1914, Europe held
approximately 85 percent of the earth as colonies, protectorates, dependencies,
dominions, and commonwealths (Said 8). The contest over the resources of the world is
still continuing today; one of the main postulates of postcolonialism establishes a
relationship between the past and present. The narrations, such as Brontë’s and analysis
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of her work, provide, as Said puts it, “all sorts of discussions—about influence, about
blame and judgment, about present actualities and future priorities” (3), as “there is no
just way in which the past can be quarantined from the present” (4). Past and present
inform each other, implying and co-existing each other at the same time. As he puts it,
the disagreements arise “not only about what happened in the past and what the past was,
but uncertainty about whether the past really is past, over and concluded, or whether it
continues albeit in different forms” (4), suggesting that our social constructs are heavily
influenced by those of the past. That is why Said suggests that the texts that represent
such “hybrid, impure, and complex text[s] require vigilant attention” during their
interpretation (8). The existence of “us” and the “others” is “quite settled, clear,
unassailably self-evident” (xxv); what needs to be done after this recognition is to
examine the text looking for the ways that the “us” and “them” are narrated in order to
discover a driving principle of text’s discourse. Our job as literary critics and cultural
interpreters becomes “to make connections, to deal with as much of the evidence as
possible, fully and actually, to read what is there or not there, above all, to see
complementarily and interdependence instead of isolated [. . .] experience that [. . .]
forbids the hybridizing intrusions of human history” (96).
It is very “enriching and important for the critic” to pay attention to the textual
claims “not only for the obvious political reasons,” proposes Said, but because “this
particular kind of attention allows the reader to interpret canonical, nineteenth- and
twentieth-century works with a newly engaged interest” (21). Therefore, comparing
Charlotte Brontë with writers like Jane Austen can provide us with a new understanding
of the Victorian era as the historical foundation of today. Austen, for example, utilizes
colonial motifs in her Mansfield Park, a novel based in an England relying for the
maintenance of its style on a Caribbean island. Sir Thomas, a land owner, goes to and
comes from Antigua, where he has property, yet Austen does not dedicate even a single
page to the geographical setting, which is central to the plot of the novel. Without Sir
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Thomas’s riches, Fanny Price would never leave the squalor of her birth home; without
his trips, his children would never meet members of the society or daughters man with
whom they run away, leaving Sir Thomas and his wife relying on Fanny, their new
daughter-in-law. Said comments on Austen’s summaries in context of the imperial
setting, and provocative richness of details in the other, concluding that “because of that
imbalance we are able to move in on the novel, reveal and accentuate the
interdependence scarcely mentioned on its brilliant pages” (96). The absence here speaks,
uncovering social lack of awareness or interest in the discourse of subaltern. In addition,
the plot that utilizes goods received from the colonies without any representation of the
impact that the Empire is having on the conquered land does not question the imperial
philosophy, unlike Brontë’s texts, which are saturated with social concerns.
It is important to recognize those writers who resisted to the colonial ideology and
wrote against its grain. It is possible that ideological shift happened because of the time
period in which the writers are active: Austen’s 1810s were essentially different from
Brontë’s 1850s historically, politically, and ideologically, because of the European wars
and the struggles for the colonial supremacy between European powers, and development
of the a nationalist narrative as a tool for domination over the inhabitants of England.
However, it is likely that Brontë’s origin and family heritage made her more sensitive to
the concerns of the foreigners and ethnic minorities than other writers who lacked these
characteristics. Through teaching their texts and sensitivities they carry, the imperialist
ideology needs to be exposed and understood, preventing further propagation of it.
Although the British empire does not exist anymore, the political consequences of the
imperial rule are still existent, as the entrenched attitudes affect the decision making
process.
That is why Erin O’Connor is wrong when she asserts that postcolonialism is
“pressing contemporary politics with a comparatively arcane literary history” (219).
Instead, we as critics need to acknowledge the historical situations and explore the
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background that will enable us to see how these sensitivities function within a writers
work. The characters, such as Jane, Caroline, and Lucy then serve as a screen that allows
the reader to grasp the intricacy of social relations of the time, as well as the rhetoric of
the opposition to such relationships, complicating the discourse with new voices, such as
Brontë’s or perhaps Daniel Defoe’s (who does so in The True-Born Englishman, where
he debunked the English as historically a hybrid nation.) As Michie says,
without an awareness of the historical specificity of the context in which
such racial stereotypes are used, we will, in writing critically about the
novels, tend, as Eagleton, Gilbert and Gubar do, to replicate the terms of
the stereotypes, thus allowing them to continue to perform their deflecting
function. Instead of overlooking such imperialist scenarios, we need both to
uncover what they screen and to examine the mechanisms that make them
so effective. (19)
Instead of conceiving the exchange of theoretical ideas within the literary field as
“damage [that] agenda-driven scholarship has done to the fragile, increasingly embattled
field of literary study,” (O’Connor 220) we need to accept that “the right to narrate is not
simply a linguistic act. It is also a metaphor for the fundamental human interest in
freedom itself, the right to be heard, to be recognized and represented” (Bhabha, “The
Vernacular Cosmopolitan” 3). Those writers who upheld the right of less powerful,
poorer, and disadvantaged people by representing them as characters and thus allowing
them to be recognized and heard, are champions of “the fundamental human interest in
freedom itself” of which Bhabha speaks. As Said puts it, “the power to narrate, or to
block other narratives from forming and emerging, [. . .] is very important to culture and
imperialism, and constitutes one of the main connections between them” (xiii).
Just like feminist or Marxist discourses, postcolonial discourse needs to be
utilized in literary decoding texts, as race and ethnicity play as much role as gender and
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social status. By using postcolonial theories, we can understand Victorians better, and
understand the historical origins of the attitudes that still permeate our discourses.
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In this presentation, I am going to discuss works by six social
scientists that I believe provide a warrant for adopting a new
interdisciplinary approach to the study of mythology. I call this
approach paleomythology. Paleomythology examines myth in light
of what archeology, paleoanthropology, prehistory, evolutionary
psychology and related disciplines have revealed about the
development of human culture during the Paleolithic period—that is,
from 2 million to about 12 thousand years ago. Paleomythology uses
findings and theories from these disciplines to draw grounded, though
necessarily speculative, inferences about the origin and functions of
story-telling and myth-making as far back into the Paleolithic as the
evidence allows.
Since my presentation gets a bit dense here and there—perhaps
in both senses of that term—I am going to overview now the basic
points I’ll be making in more detail in a moment. This way, if you nod
off later, you’ll at least know the big picture.
What these works suggest is that certain formative elements of
myth had evolved as early as the Lower Paleolithic—from 2 million to
200 thousand years ago. During this time, according to at least two of
these authors, Early Humans—H. ergaster, H. erectus, H.
heidelbergensis and H. neanderthalensis—had evolved pre-linguistic
expressive genres through which they were able to communicate
salient information and emotions relevant to group survival. In a
sense, our primordial ancestors, even without the benefit of grammar
and lexicon, managed to create “tales’” or “stories” about their world.
These expressive genres or modalities became part of the cultural
repertoire of these Early Humans because they enhanced group
survival. With the development of a grammatical language, these
expressive genres were now supplemented by oral narrative. It was
narrative storytelling that gave rise to the kinds of stories we call
“myths.” All of these developments took place within the Paleolithic.
Let me now turn to a few of the works that justify my coining the term
paleomythology.
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The first work is by Elizabeth Wayland Barber and Paul T.
Barber, both anthropologists. It is called When They Severed Earth
from Sky: How the Human Mind Shapes Myth (2004). The Barbers
examine a number of specific myths that encoded information about
geologic and astronomical events from the distant past, information
that could be verified by means other than the myths themselves.
After comparing what the myths said with what the archeological
record showed, they concluded that myths can transmit information
“unscathed” through an oral pipeline for “ten thousand years and
more” (9). Even longer, I imagine, if one is willing to accept a bit of
“scathing.” If so, then some of the first myths to be written down
could have dated back to the Upper Paleolithic (about 10,000 to
40,000 years BP). If specific myths could be this old, how much older
might be the practice of myth-making itself? The Barbers provide an
answer: humans have been “mythmaking for 100,000 years or more”
(4). That is, since at least the Middle Paleolithic. A long time ago, to be
sure, but perhaps a conservative estimate. This would seem to be the
judgment of two eminent scholars—Merlin Donald, a
neuropsychologist, and Steven Mithen, an archeologist.
I’ll begin with Donald’s The Origins of the Modern Mind: Three
Stages in the Evolution of Culture and Cognition (1991). One of the
most striking claims in this book (a claim to be found in Mithen’s work
as well) is that Early Humans engaged in what Donald calls “mimetic”
behavior. “Mimetic skill or mimesis rests on the ability to produce
conscious, self-initiated, representational acts that are intentional but
not linguistic. These mimetic acts are defined primarily in terms of
their representative function” 168). He associates the invention of
mimetic culture with Homo erectus, the “first distinctly human
species,” which existed from about 1.5 million to about 300,000 years
ago (100). “The key innovation in erectus was the emergence of the
most basic level of human representation, the ability to mime, or reenact, events” (16). According to Donald, “a single mimetic
performance would have incorporated a wide variety of actions and
modalities to its purpose: tones of voice, facial expression, eye
movements, manual signs, postural attitudes, patterned whole-body
movements of various sorts, and metaphoric gesture (169, 187).
Donald believes that these mimetic performances would have reenacted salient events from daily life, conveying their emotional “tone”
through “conscious use of face and vocal mimesis” (184). Donald goes
so far as to compare the essential features of these emotion-laden reenactments with those found in “Greek tragedy and European opera,
as well as modern cinema” (OMM 184). Obviously, the hypothesis of a
“mimetic” culture has important implications for the study of
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storytelling and myth-making. But before I spell out these
implications I want to turn to the work of archeologist Steven Mithen.
Mithen’s two books are: The Prehistory of the Mind: A Search for
the Origins of Art, Religion and Science (1996), and The Singing
Neanderthals: The Origins of Music, Language, Mind and Body (2006).
Although the books differ on some points, I will treat them as one for
the purpose of making a case for the Paleolithic origins of mythmaking.
Like Donald’s work, Mithen’s also sanctions the view that the
roots of myth likely took hold as far back as Early Humans (again,
Homo ergaster, H. erectus, etc.). Since “myth” is thought of as a
product of modern language, it is significant that Mithen attributes to
Early Humans a sort of proto-language that he calls “HMMMMM”
communication. H, M, M, M, M, M stands for a communication system
that is “holistic, manipulative, multi-modal, musical and mimetic.”
(SN172). Each hominid utterance, Mithen believes, would have been
uniquely associated with an arbitrary meaning. In its essence,
communication would have been through “a large number of holistic
utterances, each functioning as a complete message in itself rather
than as words that could be combined to generate new meanings” (SN
172). HMMMMM communication would have been adequate for
communicating some basic observations about the world, about, for
example, “animals, plants, rivers, weather and other features of the
natural world” (SN 161). “Each holistic message string that was
spoken or gestured by an Early Human would have had a manipulative
function, such as greeting, warning, commanding, threatening,
requesting, appeasing and so forth” (SN172).
Mithen goes on to suggest that HMMMMM communications would
also have involved enactments, miming, dance and song, essentially
the same claim made by Donald. As Mithen puts it: “Acting out the
roles of animals is likely to have been a key aspect of Early Human
interactions . . . in order to indicate either what had already been seen
or what might be seen in the future” (SN 169). He compares these
primordial imitations of animals to those of still found in Stone Age
cultures such as the !Kung, where miming animals is part of hunting
practices and religious rituals. “There is no reason why the nonsymbolic Early Humans should not have used a similar type of
mimesis” (169). “For hunting and gathering, ‘Hmmmmm’ might have
included utterances that meant ‘hunt deer with me’ or ‘hunt horse with
me,’ either as two completely separate utterances, or else as one
phrase of ‘hunt animal with me’ accompanied by mimesis of the
particular animals concerned” (SN 172).
I’ll now explain how these claims relate to myth and
paleomythology. About one million years ago, Homo erectus was
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using proto-language, gesture, mime, facial expression, dance and
song to create emotion-packed mini-dramas meant to communicate
important information to members of the group. In other words, Homo
erectus, even without a fully developed grammar and lexicon, was
managing to tell stories--stories that warned, excited, or alerted group
members about environmental threats and opportunities. These stories
may not have been language-dependent narrations, but their content
was communicated through vocalization and perhaps a protolanguage, as well as through other expressive modalities. An “event”
(past or future) was being acted out to tell a “story.” Mithen suggests
that HMMMMM communication might have been used to ask someone
to go hunting. It is just as plausible to suggest that it might have been
used on occasion to enact, or re-enact, a hair-raising close encounter
with a dirk-toothed cat or with a cave lion, or the loss of a group
member to a predator, or the successful killing of a giant beast. It is
precisely enactments and encounters like these that became the stuff
of later myths. In these performances the use of facial contortions to
express emotion would have come into play. Since these dramatic
performances enacted events and entities not directly present, they
could be considered to be a primitive form of fiction, something like
today’s docudrama. The free play of fantasy would have been
discouraged since mimetic performance was intended to serve what
Donald describes as “the concrete, pragmatic ends of a fragile,
survival-oriented society” (OMM 187). It would have been ultimately
disastrous for the group had these enactments been employed merely
to “cry wolf” when there was no wolf.
I am not arguing that the pre-linguistic “stories” Early Humans
told each other through mimesis and HMMMMM communication were
themselves “myths.” But I am suggesting that they were the kernels
from which myths later grew. Myths evolved from earlier forms of oral
storytelling, and these in turn evolved from mimetic performances.
One might say that the development and use of these different forms
of expression over time constitute the evolutionary history of mythmaking.
In making this claim I am going only a little further than Donald
himself goes. Donald argues that the “mimetic culture” of Homo
erectus paved the way for what he calls the “mythic” culture of Homo
sapiens, which appeared about 200,000 years ago (204). Mythic
culture did not erase mimetic modes of expression—gesture, facial
expression, mime, etc.--but incorporated them into a more
sophisticated strategy for representing reality. Mythic culture was the
result of the development of language, since language allowed for
narration, and narration created myths. Through narrative, Homo
sapiens were able to construct what Donald calls conceptual ‘models’
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of the human universe. It is this narrative integration of reality that
constitutes for Donald mythic culture. “Symbolic devices, particularly
the lexicon, enabled and triggered mythic invention, by which events
could be mentally restructured, interrelated, and reshaped in the
mind’s eye” (OMM 268). A mind that hitherto dealt with reality
primarily on the basis of discrete, episodic events now was “capable of
imposing an interpretation of the world from above, that is, from its
collective, shared, mythic creations” (OMM 268). These stories would
have served to “encapsulate tribally held ideas of origin and world
structure” into a coherent image of the tribe and its relationship with
the world (OMM 215). For Donald, “the supreme product of the
narrative mode . . . is the myth. The myth is the authoritative version,
the debated, disputed, filtered product of generations of narrative
interchange about reality. . . . The myth . . . not only regulates
behavior and enshrines knowledge, but it also constrains the
perception of reality and channels the thought skills of its adherents.”
Although it was in the “Upper Paleolithic” that myth became the
“supreme organizing force,” myth-making had emerged with language
in the Middle Paleolithic, which in turn emerged from mimetic roots
laid down in the Lower Paleolithic (OMM 258).
Before I end this presentation, I want to mention, in brief, two
other works that help define and justify the concept of
paleomythology. Unlike the work of Donald and Mithen, these books
contend that myth-making reflects the needs of people who were
hunted-gatherers, not hunter-gatherers (for this background, see
Hans Kruuk, Hunter and Hunted; Relationships between carnivores and
people [2002] and Donna Hart and Robert W. Sussman, Man the
Hunted: Primates, Predators, and Human Evolution [2005]).
The first work is An Instinct for Dragons (2000) by David E.
Jones, an anthropologist. Jones offers a “biocultural” explanation of
the mythic dragon, an archetypal image encountered throughout world
mythology. Jones believes that the dragon is a result of the
compression of information regarding three predators that bedeviled
primates and Early Humans for several million years--the leopard, the
python, and the eagle. The “brain-dragon” meant “very dangerous
creature.” It was meant to trigger instantaneous life-saving reactions.
As Jones words it, the brain-dragon “was created during the time when
our ancient arboreal ancestors were adapting to a life on the ground.
The deeply etched patterns of recognition and responses to the three
major predators, honed among arboreal primates for millennia, were
lumped at this point into a general predator category, the culturally
phrased expression of which is ‘dragon’” (60). The “dragon” existed
within the human mind probably “3 to 4 million years ago, about the
time of Australopithecus, the first large-brained, upright-walking
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primate with the manual dexterity to make stone tools” (61). This
composite image “decayed” as our Australopithecine ancestors left the
trees for different terrains with different predatory pressures that
required new survival strategies. But the “substratum” of the dragon
was never extinguished. “For hundreds of thousands of years the
dragon slept, perhaps decaying, perhaps existing as some nightmare
in the troubled thoughts of the ancient humans. It was not capable of
finding expression until art and language had sufficiently evolved
allowing for increasingly fanciful and ultimately local cultural
manifestation, maintaining to this day its shape and nature” (116-17).
Jones contends that even in historical times, social crises threatening
the group can rekindle the archaic dread of this “very dangerous
predator.” In a comment that has relevance for the concept of
paleomythology, Jones speculates that “other mythological
creatures” could also be identified with actual specific predators that
attacked humans during the Paleolithic, and beyond.
Another provocative example of paleomythology is Blood
Rites; Origins and History of the Passions of War (1997) by Barbara
Ehrenreich (Ph. D. Physics). Ehrenreich argues that the violence found
in much myth and ritual should be understood in reference to
humanity’s long struggle for survival in a “predator rich environment.”
For hundreds of thousands of years, “our ancestors confronted the
world, for the most part, as potential prey” (46). Their fears and
struggles were encoded, she argues, in primal dance, song, ritual,
storytelling and myth. To put her claim in the terminology of Donald
and Mithen, Early Humans danced the Predator. In other words, the
dangerous animals and monsters found in myth should not be
dismissed, she advises, merely as symbolic “projections of the human
psyche.” They should be interpreted, quite literally, “as exaggerated
forms of a very real Other, the predator beast which would at times
eat human flesh” (49). The transformation of humans from prey to
predator is retold so often in myth and ritual as if to suggest that “we
could never be sufficiently assured that it has, indeed, occurred” (83).
Again, Ehrenreich’s work warrants interpreting fundamental mythic
themes and images within the context of the Paleolithic.
Examining myth within the context of the Paleolithic charts a
new course for the study of myth. William Doty’s comprehensive
survey of academic approaches to myth and ritual (Mythography: The
Study of Myths and Rituals, 2nd edition, [2000]), does not cite one
work that traces the roots of myth-making as far back as the
Paleolithic. Even the greatest “mythographer” of the second half of the
twentieth century, Joseph Campbell, did not explore the relevance of
this distant background for an understanding of myth. The works of
the scholars I’ve mentioned make a compelling case for now doing so.
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Abstract

It seems logical to associate Bram Stoker’s Dracula with the Victorians’ repressed
sexuality. The apparent “otherness” of Count Dracula, the conspicuous sexual
implication of vampirism, and the striving effort and relentless measures taken to
terminate the dissemination of vampirism consequently lead many critics to believe
that Dracula is a projection of the Victorians’ psychologically repressed and socially
oppressed sexuality. Dracula, on the face of it, is a narrative that records the process
of tracing and killing Dracula. It is a narrative on repression of sexuality that gives
accounts of the process of silencing sexuality. However, the steady proliferation of
narrative details in the process of silencing Dracula is well deserved our attention.
The opposite phenomenon in the discourses of sexuality in the Victorian Age is
highlighted in Michel Foucault’s monumental discourse on sexuality, The History of
Sexuality: An Introduction. Foucault argues that in the Victorian Age sex was not
repressed through the imposition of injunctions banning all talks on sex but rather
there was an institutional incitement to speak about sex. The polymorphous
discourses on sex resulting from the institutional incitement were collaborated into a
systemized verbosity of sex. If we read Dracula in this light, it becomes a coherent
narrative on sex produced by a collective will to portray Count Dracula, the very
embodiment of perverse sexuality. It also could be viewed as a narrative scheme
aiming to efface the illicit sexual talks by encompassing multiple institutional
discourses of power and knowledge. In this essay, I will examine how sexuality,
knowledge, and power are interwoven into Dracula. Further I will focus on how sex
is “put into discourses” of different domains of knowledge, and how the discourses
are integrated to form a collaborated picture of Dracula. And last I would show how
the authenticity of the collaborated discourse is called into question by the act of
writing.
Keywords: Sexuality, knowledge, power, discourse, vampirism, Dracula, sexual
perversion, silence, insanity
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Sex, Knowledge, and Power in Bram Stoker’s Dracula
It seems logical to associate Bram Stoker’s Dracula with Victorian repressed
sexuality. The apparent “otherness” of Count Dracula, the conspicuous sexual
implication of vampirism, and the striving effort and relentless measures taken to
terminate the dissemination of vampirism consequently lead many critics to believe
that Dracula is a projection of the Victorians’ psychologically repressed and socially
oppressed sexuality.

Maurice Richard in “The Psychoanalysis of Count Dracula”

argues that the vampire superstition lies much in “Freud’s dictum that morbid dread
always signifies repressed sexual wishes.”1 Likewise, Christopher Bentley in “The
Monster in the Bedroom: Sexual Symbolism in Bram Stoker’s Dracula” assumes that
Stoker was largely unaware of the sexual content of his book and his avoiding sexual
matters was a personal reticence amounting to repression.2 Dracula, on the face of it,
is a narrative that records the process of tracing and killing Dracula.

In other words,

it is a narrative on repression of sexuality that gives accounts of the process of
silencing sexuality.

However, what fascinates me is the steady proliferation of

narrative details in the process of silencing Dracula.

In the novel, “silence” is never

synonymous with nonexistence; on the contrary, we see that the jigsaw puzzle of
Dracula’s profile is completed under an imperative call for collecting and
accumulating narratives in various forms. Curiously, the inconceivable existence of
the Un-dead is never questioned or repudiated but rather proved with vigorous effort
through discourses.

The Un-dead Dracula is thus much more conspicuous by his

absence through the explicit articulation and endlessly accumulated details made and
taken down by the living group.

Dracula is silenced while all the characters are

under a certain compulsion to talk and to write about him.

The increasing
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proliferation of narrative details during Dracula’s absence thus well deserves our
attention.
The opposite phenomenon in the discourses of sexuality in the Victorian Age is
highlighted in Michel Foucault’s monumental discourse on sexuality, The History of
Sexuality: An Introduction.

Foucault points out a long-existing assumed fact that

“repression has been the fundamental link between power, knowledge, and
sexuality.”3 Sex, as Foucault makes it clear, has been less a personal matter than a
public issue and at the meeting place of the individual and the pubic spheres converge
sexuality, knowledge, and power.

However, he argues that in the Victorian Age sex

was not repressed through the imposition of injunctions banning all talk on sex but
rather there was an institutional incitement to speak about sex.

In the Victorian

world existed an institutional network that encouraged people to talk diligently on
sexual desire in a carefully regulated, licensed way.

It ensured that sexuality was

spoken out and heard so as to secure the moral order and social stability. Therefore,
certain institutional devices and discourses were made to deprive people of their voice
in speaking about sex and to encourage them to speak through a recognized explicit
articulation in public.

The Victorians turned to avoid uttering their sexual desires in

public and sought illegitimate vents for articulation.

Moreover, Foucault points out

that the increase in “illicit” discourses was accompanied by a steady proliferation of
discourses concerned with sex in the exercise of power.

The polymorphous

discourses on sex resulting from the institutional incitement were collaborated into a
systematized verbosity on sex.4

If we read Dracula in this light, it becomes a

coherent narrative on sex produced by a collective will to portray Count Dracula, the
very embodiment of perverse sexuality. It also could be viewed as a narrative
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scheme aiming to efface the illicit sexual talks by encompassing multiple institutional
discourses of power and knowledge.

It shows that the act of writing turns out to be a

collective enterprise to erase discourses on uncodified sexuality.

In this essay, I will

examine how sexuality, knowledge, and power are interwoven into Dracula. Further,
I will focus on how sex is “put into discourses” of different domains of knowledge,
and how the discourses are integrated to form a collaborated picture of Dracula.

And

lastly, I will show how the authenticity of the collaborated discourse is called into
question by the act of writing.
According to Stoker’s notes for Dracula, acquired by the Rosenbach Foundation
in Philadelphia, the basic structure of Dracula is divided into four sections: Eastern
Europe, to Whitby, to London and environs, and Eastern Europe.5

Section 1 contains

chapter 1 to chapter5, giving accounts of Jonathan Harker’s strange encounter with
the Count and the three voluptuous female vampires, and his gradual mental
breakdown and physical collapse. Section 2 which comprises chapter 6 to 16 is
divided into two parts. The former part tells about Lucy Westenra’s tragedy.

It

begins with the depiction of Lucy’s mysterious “illness,” the fight for her life, and the
terrible death of Lucy and her mother. The ensuing part portrays the transformation
of Lucy, the subsequent killing of the Un-dead Lucy, and the rallying of the Crew of
Light brought together under a ceremonial vow to hunt down Dracula. Chapters 17
to 21 are grouped under section 3, describing the pursuit of Dracula under the
supervision of Van Helsing.

Finally, section 4 consists of the rest of the novel,

chapters 22 to 27, which relates the process of destroying him.

The surge of

narrative details about the monster Dracula occurs in the second section right after
Jonathan Harker’s journal-records in the Count’s castle.

In section 3, a collaborative
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effort is summoned up to unravel the mystery of Dracula.

The members of the

assembled troop against Dracula begin to accumulate connected narrative pieces, and
then decode and clarify the gathered information.

Later, information is transcribed

systematically, and then circulated among members of the Crew of Light. The
completed compilation is employed to hunt down Dracula and the Crew terminates
Dracula successfully in the last section.

Significantly, the forms of narrative

proliferate in the second section, the incipient stage of Dracula’s attack. In this
section, the exchange of correspondence between Mina and Lucy brings out Lucy’s
sleepwalking; Dr. Seward’s record of his medical examination presents the process of
his search for the unknown cause of her malaise and anaemia. News article
fragments and the log of the Demeter relate the unexplained mystery connected with
Dracula.

Telegrams are sent to ask for a cure when Lucy is in a critical state.

When the situation turns from the inconceivable to the critical, an imperative call for
the integration of different disciplinary expertise brings Van Helsing—the expert of
all-encompassing domains—on stage to cure Lucy.

Lucy’s individual case grows

into a public affair as the circulation of correspondence speeds.

When Van Helsing

affirms vampirism to be the origin of Lucy’s disease and confirms that vampirism is
highly contagious, the lethal penetration of Dracula in Lucy’s singular case rings an
alarm to public health and morality. With Van Helsing’s involvement in the process
of healing and the assembling of the Crew of Light, Lucy’s personal problem
escalates to a public concern.
As suggested above, the opposition to Dracula, the emblem of lethal forces, is a
collaborative and national enterprise. Burton Hatlen in “The Return of the
Repressed/Oppressed” points out that the key opponents of Dracula are people in key
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areas of the Victorian establishment that keep English society functioning.6

Lucy’s

finance, Arthur Godalming is a liberal aristocrat, a man who represents English
tradition. Quincey Morris is a man of action. He and his ancestor are people who
are always ready for defending the frontiers.

Jonathan Harker is a lawyer, whose

domains involve affairs of the state, the juridical as well as the political system.

Dr.

Seward likewise acts as a protector of society: he is a psychiatrist and medical doctor
endeavoring to explore the causes of diseases and insanity so as to rid the society of
their threats.

He is a reflection of science and technology, the foundation on which

the powerful Victorian England was built. In addition, he is suggested to be a
practitioner of forensic medicine, which associates him to the field of law.

All of

them team up under the supervision of Van Helsing, who combines the roles of
medical expert, detective, psychic investigator, philosopher, and scientist.

The title

on his business card suggests his all-encompassing domains of expertise in modern
civilization: Abraham Van Helsing, M.D., D.PH., D.LIT., Etc., Etc.

The “etc” is a

convenient design for Stoker as we see that law and exorcism are added to Van
Helsing’s domains as the novel unfolds.

The accretion of his provinces seems too

ready at hand whenever a new need is demanded for the cure of Lucy, Dracula’s first
victim in London.

By and large, the all-encompassing nature of his titles suggests

that Van Helsing represents an epitome of the leading characters in Western
civilization.

Furthermore, the fight against Dracula that demands a national-scale

alert should be a collective action, and Van Helsing’s leadership in the Crew of Light
confirms the coordination of different disciplines to prevent the outbreak of
vampirism.

While that Van Helsing, the watch-and-ward guard of civilization,

involves in the cure of Lucy denotes the intervention of intuitional powers and
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knowledge in an individual case, the rallying of the troop summoned up to fight
against Dracula signifies the acknowledgement that the fighting is less a personal
matter than a public or even national enterprise which demands the coordination of
different disciplines and institutions.
What makes Dracula a national threat to Victorian England?

In Dracula, the

most perverse forms of sexuality are projected onto Dracula, the evil vampire
representing all the forbidden and forsaken fantasy of sexuality in Victorian society.
The Victorian Age was acknowledged as a regime of sexual repression, which was
especially notorious for its hypocritical sexuality. Among all of the moral creeds
observed by the Victorians, sexual ethics were especially highlighted and radically
practiced because it was closely associated with, or even identified with, virtues on
demand and the pursuit a respectable life.

In the blueprint of Victorian moral

construction, the Victorian bourgeois family played a crucial role that practiced and
took custody of the established moral codes. It was the very basic unit of the moral
structure that was equated with “monogamic idealism about sex,” a core value that
had to be rigorously observed so as to comply with and guard the demanded morality.7
As a result, the Victorians tended to equate the code of sexual behavior with moral
values, and sexual ethics became closely associated with social order. As Foucault
observes, sexual behavior was hence confined to legitimate marriage beds and the
faintest objection to the rule would invite severe blame.
silence became the rule.

On the subject of sex,

In other words, being at the heart of the social order in the

Victorian Age, sexuality was carefully regulated, confined, and restrained. It became
taboo and further silenced in Victorian society. The silence came in the form of
repression operated by means of penal law imposed on sexuality to affirm its
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nonexistence in public. However, while the Victorians effaced sexuality from the
public eye, in illegitimate places like brothels or mental hospitals they found room for
their unbridled sexuality.8

Their repressed wishful voices were also constantly heard

inthe works of many respectful Victorian novelists.
Obviously, Stoker stands among these Victorian novelists and his novel Dracula,
resonates with these illicit voices.

In the novel, a parallel is drawn between the

character, Count Dracula, and perverse sexuality by analogy with vampirism. Many
critics have concurred with the association of sexual perversion with the nature of
vampirism.

In the section entitled “The Vampire” from his monograph, On the

Nightmare, Ernest Jones claims that the vampire superstition “yields plain indications
of most kinds of sexual perversions.”9

James Twitchell also points out in his “The

Vampire Myth” that the vampire “myth is loaded with sexual excitement; yet there is
no mention of sexuality.”10

Christopher Bentley further gives a detailed analysis on

sexual symbolism in Dracula. Bentley observes that sexuality in Dracula is in the
disguise of vampirism and additionally infers that, “(i)n common with almost all
respectable Victorian novelists, Stoker avoids any overt treatment of the sexuality of
his characters.

The obscenity laws, the tyranny of the circulating libraries, and the

force of public opinion were . . . powerful constraints on any author who wrote for the
general public.”

He further suggests that “the apparatus of the vampire superstition

[provide] the means for a symbolic presentation of human sexual relationships.”11
That sexuality is in the disguise of vampirism could be further adduced by the lunatic
Henry Renfield’s quoted Scriptural phrase, “For the blood is the life,” which echoes
Ernest Jone’s equation of the loss of blood with the emissions of semen, “the
nocturnal emissions accompanied with dreams of a more or les erotic nature” in the
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unconscious mind.12

In addition, the giving and receiving of the blood of the living

carries a strong sexual tone. Bentley argues that the act of blood exchanges is an
implicit symbol of sexual intercourse.13

Consequently, the successive blood

transfusions given to Lucy from Arthur Holmwood, John Seward, Dr. Van Helsing,
and Quincey Morris imply a practice of promiscuity, and the receiving of blood
transfusions makes Lucy unwittingly break her vow to the “monogamisitc idealism”
and commit fornication on account of her engagement with Arthur Holmwood.

In

“The Return of the Repressed/Oppressed,” Burton Halten further suggests that
sexuality in Dracula is essentially of sadomasochism and declares that the act of
sucking blood gives vampirism a highly suggestive sonority of sadomasochism: the
three female vampires’ aggressive attack on Jonathan Harker and their voracious
appetite for his blood, the mark left on the neck caused by the bite of Dracula’s sharp
canine teeth, the relentless and merciless strike of the stake into Lucy’s heart, and the
tacit consent of the Crew of Light in practicing the rite of penetration.14 All these are
saturated with the implication of sexual practices that recognize no limits and will be
denied by the structured social order of a world like Victorian society. Vampirism
thus becomes a mask of sexuality, the unspeakable, unconscious perverse sexual
desires denied by the Victorians.
Dracula, the incarnation of sexuality, is taken to be the embodiment of
otherness, an alien other that threatens to destabilize society and further to undermine
its foundation.

The equation of vampirism with sexuality makes Dracula, the master

of vampirism, the very incarnation of highly infectious sexual deviance. Sexuality in
Dracula is always presented in the most perverse forms.

It takes the forms of sexual

behavior that Victorian England abhorred and denied: the indulgence in masturbation,
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the practice of bigamy/polygamy, and sadomasochistic sexuality.

Among all of these

perverse practices, sadomasochistic sexuality is the worst since it betrays men’s
animality. Burton Halten ascribes otherness to Dracula and argues, “in the figure of
Count Dracula Stoker created an image of ‘otherness’.”15

Clearly, the facts about

Dracula confirm his otherness: his origin in an alien remote nation, his distinctive
foreign physiognomy, his foul smell, his perverse practice of sex, his inhuman nature
and even the display of voracious animalistic nature.
undoubtedly constitute his otherness.

All of these features

Moreover, Halten stresses the sadomasochistic

nature of Dracula and accentuates that “there is no ‘clean’ sexuality which can
constitute an alternative to the “unclean” sexuality of the Count.

In him, our

sexuality confronts us as irreducibly alien, irreducibly ‘other’.”16

The Count,

therefore, represents not only the racial “other,” but also the social “other,” the
cultural “other,” and the sexual “other.”

He becomes the evil forces from the frontier,

threatening to destroy all the existing forms of order.
The perverse and infectious nature of vampirism makes Dracula a horrible
threat to the Victorian world.

As soon as Van Helsing recognizes and confirms the

symptom of a vampire’s attack, he discloses that Dracula is a creature with abilities of
protean transformation and omnipresence, and his inexorable power grows as the
number of his victims increase.

Being equated with vampirism, sexuality in Dracula

is symbolically portrayed as a disease that is highly contagious, uncontrollable, and
incurable. Dracula’s prevalent influence is metaphorically presented: the released
wolf in the Regent’s Park Zoo, the coffins conveyed to the sites of Central London,
his influence over the lunatic, etc. That a myriad of rats keep guard of Dracula’s
fifty coffins denotes that the germ of a potential plague is imported when his coffins
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are consigned to London.
vampirism.

The soil in the coffin becomes the lurking place of

When the coffins are conveyed to London, Dracula immediately

penetrates the well-regulated center of English civilization from the peripheral
mountains of Transylvania, and vampirism soon permeates every corner of England.
Arriving in the infectious soil that comes with a myriad of rats as guards, vampirism
has to be sterilized due to its potential to endanger public health, lead people to
unnatural death, and cause social disorder. Likewise, so does Dracula, the alien
other.
In addition to Dracula’s sexual otherness, the demarcation between “we” and
“other” in this novel is based on the characters’ state of “sanity.”

Carol A. Senf in

“Dracula: The Unseen Face in the Mirror” draws our attention to the question of
sanity in the novel.17

The close affinity between “otherness” and insanity is

established in the very beginning of Jonathan Harker’s journal entries and manifested
repeatedly in Dracula.

Thus, we see that the victims who are falling prey to or who

are on the verge of falling prey to the vampires suffer from a temporary memory loss,
show symptoms of mental instability, or repeatedly question their own sanity:
Jonathan Harker suffers a mental breakdown after breaking out of Dracula’s castle;
Lucy Westenra first suffers from sleepwalking and later develops a kind of
schizophrenia, playing the dichotomized roles of both a pure girl and a sexually
voracious one alternately day and night. Even Dr. Seward, one of the avowed
members endeavoring to pursue and persecute Dracula, as Senf points out,
occasionally casts doubt on the sanity of their mission and alludes to his fears in his
diary entries that they will all wake up finding themselves tied up in straitjackets.18
In addition, in one of his diary entries about his observation of the zoophagous patient
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Redfield, he discloses the razor-thin boundary between sanity and insanity: “It is
wonderful, however, what intellectual recuperative power lunatics have, for within a
few minutes he stood up quite calmly and looked around him.”19

Also, when

convincing Seward to hold no reserve in participating in the killing of the Un-dead
Lucy and in the crusade against Dracula, Van Helsing reveals that his thesis is simply
that of an unshakable “belief,” which is ironically consonant with what propels
Renfield into an inveterate propensity for zoophagous practice.

The lunatic Renfield,

Dracula’s follower, is a bewildering example of insanity that shows surprising sanity.
He is able to adopt decent genteel language, to talk on philosophy with remarkable
ability of reasoning, and, most important of all, to use coherent and logical rhetoric
that even Dr. Seward and the others wonder at. In the novel, insanity is less the loss
of the ability to use reason than the usage of different thinking patterns that are
unacceptable for or denied by the dominant culture.

In other words, what

differentiates Renfield from the “sane” group in the novel is not his lack of sanity, but
his unacceptable “otherness” —his aberrant behavior and belief in life-eating, a
practice that he believes will bring him to eternal life.

Likewise, Dracula’s otherness

lies in the unacceptable sexuality he stands for. The association between sexual
otherness and insanity is clearly illustrated and further reinforced by designing most
of the scenes of Dracula’s attacks on Lucy and the subsequent events happen in or in
the proximity of Dr. Seward’s lunatic asylum.

Dracula’s otherness, especially sexual

otherness, obviously bears on the mental disorder of his “sane” opponents when they
confront him.

Significantly, sexual “otherness” is diagnosed as insanity that must be

confined, probed into, and kept under close observation and intensive surveillance.
How does civilization resist and fight against the devastating influence of the
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other?

The activation of defense mechanism against the otherness of vampirism is

shown through the process of writing. The effort to maintain sanity with recourse to
writing is obviously revealed, and urgently and consistently demanded as the novel
unfolds with Jonathan’s uncanny experience in the Count’s castle.

The

psychological demarcation between “we” and “other” is gradually marked out on
Jonathan Harker’s journey into Dracula’s kingdom.

The “otherness” disorientates

him and forces him into an almost obsessive worry about punctuality, and an
insistence on sticking with the timetable of the train.

Harker constantly tries to

normalize the otherness he feels on traveling to the Count’s castle and to write his
bewilderment into his journal in the form of the discourse of the nineteenth-century
travelogue. The use of pronouns shifts from “we” to “I” as soon as Harker steps on
the Count’s territory, and the discourse concurrently shifts from travelogue to a
personal psychological record.

In his discussion on the narrative method of Dracula,

David Seed points out the connection between the shift of pronouns and the shift of
writing forms.

Based on Franco Moretti’s argument that the first-person individual

narrative in Dracula stands for the characters’ efforts to preserve their individual
identities against the threat posed by Dracula, David Seed concludes that “keeping his
journal . . . becomes a therapeutic act of self-preservation.”20 The compulsion to put
things down to words becomes a defense mechanism and reaches an obsessive level
when the “otherness” grows to be incomprehensible.

The act of writing becomes a

means to help him cling to his sanity: “Let me be prosaic so far as facts can be; it will
help me to bear up, and imagination must not run riot with me.”21

Diary, therefore,

serves as a means of repose whenever his brain gets unhinged in the face of Dracula’s
inconceivable otherness.
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Moreover, the act of writing gradually becomes a method to assert one’s sense
of time, the last recourse for Harker to keep his mind hinged. The habit of entering
not only helps to soothe him, but also helps him to keep track of time.

In contrast to

Draula’s anachronism, Harker’s sense of time makes him able to mark the boundary
between himself and the Count.

During his stay with the Count, he begins his habit

to put the knowledge he acquires from the Count in sequence.

The habit becomes a

compulsive one after his mental breakdown caused by the horrible nocturnal
encounter with the three female vampires.

The temporary mental breakdown

signifies the gradual dissolution of boundary between sanity and insanity.

The

unconscious state concomitant of the nightmarish experience, therefore, precipitates
him into an obsession with “accuracy” in putting things in sequence. The accuracy
in sequence turns out to be his weapon of last resort that will save him from the
Count’s grip.

The three post-dated letters written at Dracula’s dictate announce his

span of life under Dracula’s control.

The effort to keep things “in order” thus

ascends from an attempt to a must since it is the only recourse he possesses to keep
track of time.

The act of writing and the habit of entering “accurately” become not

only a means of preserving his sanity but also a means of fighting against otherness.
If the act of writing on Harker’s part is personal, psychological defense against
otherness, it becomes a public and collective issue as the narrative develops.
Paralleling Harker’s nocturnal experience with three female vampires, Lucy’s mental
and physical disorders emerge right after her receiving triple proposals from her
suitors in one day.

Lucy first suffers from malaise resulting from sleepwalking, later

falls into intermittent trances due to anaemia, and finally degenerates into a state of
schizophrenia.

Symptoms of blood-loss appear, a mark of tooth-penetration arouses
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suspicion of the vampire’s attacks, and vampish behavior conducted in trances ensues.
While we see in Jonathan Harker’s case that writing is employed as a therapeutic act
of self-preservation, we see in Lucy Westenra’s tragedy that the act of writing is
enlarged into a scheme of discourses endeavoring to defend the whole society from a
disease amounting to a nationwide epidemic. The prevention of vampirism, which is
analogous to insanity and epidemic disease, becomes a national enterprise of
defending the dark forces lurking in the frontier that threatens to sully pure minds and
imperil public health.
As a result, an apparatus is made and brought in to form a defensive force as the
narrative forms proliferate as the second section unfolds.

Letters along with personal

journals were interwoven with news clips and the ship’s sailing log, giving the
account of the mysterious phenomena around the characters.

Like journal writing,

the epistolary form takes the function of revealing the individual self.

In section 2,

letters in combination with personal journals are provided as a means to reveal oneself
in a confiding way.

The epistolary form is in addition invested with the function of

social communication. Curiously, both the senders of letters and the writers of
journals seemingly always expect to take more people into their confidence.

The

diary and correspondence are always read by people other than the target readers, and
confidentiality is justifiably betrayed.

Therefore, in the second section, we see that

that confidence is breached as things told in confidence are always shared and
circulated at the others’ justifiable request: Lucy’s symptom of sleepwalking and her
secret wish to marry three men concurrently, Dr. Seward’s phonographic record of his
patients Lucy and Renfield, Jonathan’s journal kept in the castle, etc.

All of these

secrets are shared under emergency conditions. Consequently, confidence is
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breached in the exchange and circulation of information so as to build a social
network—the Crew of Light, which is assembled to fight against Dracula.

David

Seed takes note of the sudden proliferation of letters, journals, telegrams, and
newspaper article fragments during the interim of Dracula’s absence and argues that
“Stoker’s novel increasingly exploits its own silences in such a way that Dracula
himself in Section Two becomes paradoxically a personification of absence.”22
Letters and telegram are sent to summon up or request help with urgency. Pieces of
information are gathered, edited, and amended to profile Dracula, the impeding threat
to the nation. Symbolically, all members from key areas of the Victorian
establishment that keep English society functioning are connected through the
exchange of correspondence.

The transmission of these letters builds the social

network of the assembled members and brings them to find their proper place in the
fight. The simultaneous stresses on the modern means of recording and transmitting
information—telegram, portable typewriter, phonograph, etc—further ensure the
circulation of the collected information. The act of discourse becomes a collective
enterprise demanding all members’ participation in the pursuit of Dracula.

The

proliferating narratives given in diverse forms, therefore, serve not only as a socially
cohesive means to consolidate the rally of Dracula’s opponents drawn together by
Lucy’s misfortune, but also a weapon to equip the troop in face of Dracula’s dark
forces.
As David Seed points out, a call for collaboration makes explicit the social
dimension to recording characters’ [personal] experiences.23 Therefore, a reading
circle is formed among all the members of the Crew of light, the very miniature of
Western civilization.

The exchanging of secrets first occurs in Lucy’s case and
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advances rigorously when Jonathan Harker’s journals are linked with Lucy’s tragic
death.

In chapter 17, Mina reaches an agreement with Dr. Seward about the

exchange of Harker’s journal and the doctor’s phonograph cylinders.

Henceforth, a

reading circle begins to take shape. Jonathan Harker starts his investigation of the
shipping of Dracula’s coffins, going into various legal documents apropos of the
consigning.

Van Helsing looks into a bundle of official documents, trying to locate

the Count’s residence in London.

Mina transcribes narrative materials kept in

shorthand and phonograph, collects newspaper clips possibly about Dracula, and
types and organizes all the gathered narratives in chronological order.

Van Helsing

validates the collaborated narrative now transcribed and organized, and then the
edited compilation circulates among all the members of the Crew of Light.

Each

member is under obligation to peruse the gathered information so as to probe into the
mystery of Dracula, to grapple with and finally to suppress his devastating influence.
At the crossroad where the public and the personal spheres meet stands Dracula who
takes shape through the act of discourse.

Dracula becomes the straw man that

society has to defend against, pursue, and ultimately silence.
Is Dracula really silenced?

Ironically, the monster never talks.

The narratives

on Dracula are taken down and put together by those who endeavor to pursue and
silence him. So is the narrative Dracula, which is written to testify to the process of
the destruction of the monster.
taken place “offstage.”

By and large, Dracula is silent and his actions have

Each member involved in the collaboration either vigilantly

jots down every detail about Dracula or dutifully plays the role of a faithful reader.
Together they bring Dracula’s apparition “onstage.”

Dracula’s profile is completed

by the accumulation of diverse discourses: personal journals, mutual correspondence,
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clipped news article, official records, medical reports, legal documents, scientific
research, etc. The documents written in a language of proof and evidence, blended
with personal testimonies, validate the collaborated narrative.

All of the documents

are gathered with an aim of attesting to the inconceivable existence of the perverse
monster, and later of serving as the evidence to sentence him to death. However, is
this the end of Dracula, the master of vampirism?

Ironically, the very last document

that is supposed to close the case nullifies the collaborated testimony that bears
witness to the destruction of the monster. In Jonathan Harker’s closing remark about
their hunting of Dracula, the last stroke of the record of Dracula’s case, he disavows
the authenticity of the collaborated testimony, “in all the mass of material of which the
record is composed, there is hardly one authentic document; nothing but a mass of
type-writing.”24

What remain valid and authentic are the later notebooks of Mina,

Seward, and himself, and the memorandum of Van Helsing. The rationalized and
validated collaboration that witnesses to the whole process of silencing Dracula gives
way to personal discourses on the encounter with Dracula, their personal sketches of
the monster’s vivid image.
Dracula is always conspicuous by his absence. Nur Elmessiri in “Burying
Eternal Life in Bram Stoker’s Dracula: The Sacred in an Age of Reason” rightly
points out that the obsessive writing of Dracula is an attempt to mimic/conceal a
prohibited act and argues that the obsession with writing becomes an “attempt to
disguise or undo the initial transgression, which turns out to be “direct evidence of
both the presence and the nature of the crime.”25

When Dr. Seward staggers at Van

Heling’s announcement of Lucy’s vampire state and his professed plan to bring a
“real” death to the dead Lucy, he hesitates and writes in his diary entry, “[a]nd prove
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the very truth he most abhorred.”26 The adapted quotation from Byron’s Don Juan,
“To prove himself the thing he most abhorred,” provides the reader an insight into the
collaborated narrative. 27

What is covered up under the act of adaptation is the real

abhorred truth that staggers Dr. Seward—all of them are obliged to reveal the hiding
vampire nature in themselves, to prove themselves the very thing they most abhor.
Dracula never has his say because his opponents have done the talking on his behalf.
The narratives on Dracula and Dracula the narrative are done under a perpetual
compulsion to “undo” the abhorred truth, the vampires inside the human mind.
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“Institutions of Man” as Redefined by Louis I. Kahn

Introduction
Louis I. Kahn (1901-1974) described, “Inspiration to express, Inspiration to question, Inspiration
to learn, Inspiration to live. These bring to man his institutions. . . The Institutions are the houses of
the inspirations. Schools, libraries, laboratories, gymnasia. The architect considers the inspiration
before he can accept the dictates of a space desired.”1 “Inspiration” is the beginnings of creating an
“institution of man” and it became one of the important stages of Kahn’s design process and thought
process. Furthermore, this concept of “institutions of man” became a core of Kahn’s philosophy of
architecture.
Kahn mentioned in his words, “Every building that I do, I know must answer some institution of
man.”2 Throughout his career, Kahn worked on the numerous projects from single family residence
to as complex as city planning. One could interpret that every project that he was involved in was an
institution of man. It is a place of human activity and it would live while responding to the human
activity.

1. The Objective of the Study
“Architecture does not exist,” Kahn said. “What does exist is a work of architecture. And a work
is an offering to architecture in the hope that this work can become part of the treasury of
architecture. . . One of the most important aid in the work that I do comes from the realization that
any building belongs to some institution of man.”3
It has been mentioned by researchers that Kahn’s words are poetic. However, one could find that
his works of architecture are practical, and not only poetic. It was a space for human activity that
Kahn most considered while creating. He surely meant that the work of architecture must respond to
some institution of man that reflects a certain activity of man as he emphasized later in his career,
“Every building that I do, I know must answer some institution of man.”
It was in the late 1950s that Kahn began to mention the word “institution.” It was a period when
architects realized that they needed a new direction in design philosophy while following the
pioneers of modern movement. Throughout his career, Kahn sought the way to reflect “institutions
of man” in his own works while reconsidering the essence of human activities. Furthermore, he tried
to redefine the meaning of “institutions of man.” One could interpret that the essence of “institutions
of man” was an important part of Kahn’s philosophy of architecture. This study examines the
meaning of “institutions of man” for Kahn as he redefined it through his words and works of
architecture.
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2. The Meaning of “Institutions of Man” through Kahn’s Words
“Institution” generally means organization or establishments. It also means rules established for
common interest. Furthermore, it means an establishment, organization, or association, instituted for
the promotion of some object, especially, one of public or general utility, religious, educational.4
For Kahn, one could interpret that he considered “institution” from the fundamental meaning of
human activities. It was the end of 1950s when he began to use the word “institution.” It appeared on
the letter to Alison and Peter Smithson, “have some ideas about the ‘existence will’ re: our
institutions with direct bearing on architecture that will interest you,” in March 1959 as Sarah
Ksiazek 5 and Sarah Williams Goldhagen 6 mentioned. Kahn furthermore described the word
“institution” in the CIAM meeting in Otterlo in September 1959.
“Every city is made up of institutions. If you were to consider the making of a city you would have
to consider the organization of the institutions. But you have got to review those institutions and
really know what those institutions are. The institution of learning must have in its mind―must have
in its sense―the realm of spaces which are good for learning, and not a programme which says that
you must have so many of this, or so many of that, but a realm of spaces which you feel is
sympathetic to learning. . . Now if you create the realm of spaces you are also feeling the
institution―you are making the institution alive―that which you call part of the city.
You were talking about urbanism. Well, I would like to add this one point, that urbanism is a study
of institution of housing, the institution of movement, the institution of schools, the institution of
anything you like. You see, they are all institutions really because around them somehow there must
be an idea―a need must have been established.”7
At this meeting, Kahn described the institution as an organization or a place for human activity.
Therefore, it is important to consider human activity. One of the most significant ways to consider
human activity that would bring an institution is to return to the beginning. For instance, it was the
spirit of learning through communication between a man and other men under a tree that brought
about institutions of learning. He recognized that spirit and inspiration of human activity had been
forgotten. It was the problem of the institution that he mentioned at that time. Kahn furthermore
proposed to create better institutions that respond to certain activities of man in that era, “Our
problems are all new, our spacial (special) demands are new, and it is a time, therefore, more
concerned with trying to create better institutions from those we already have established. Our
institutions are very much down. They are not good institutions now, because the spaces which must
serve them are antiquated. We must find the realm of spaces which can now serve these institutions
well. To think about what a school should be, and what those other things should be, is terribly
important.”8
What Kahn pointed out was the importance of a new direction for architects to reconsider
institutions as their responsibilities. He surely tried to redefine the real meaning of “institution.” The
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next year in 1960, he mentioned what architect’s responsibility is in his words, “I believe it is the
duty of the architect to take every institution in the city and think of it as his work, that his work is to
redefine the progress brought by these institutions; not to accept programs but to think it terms of
spaces―in the case of the school he may even present a large entrance space which you can’t name
and from there he may go to a development of spaces, spaces small, large, with light coming from
above to the side, but spaces that seem to indicate a good place where learning is possible.”9 The
architect must realize the essence of human activity that brought about an institution. It was also a
significant point for Kahn to start with realizing a building as belonging to an institution. He
described it in his words, “When an architect begins his work, the building he is about to design
must present itself as belonging to an institution.” 10
Furthermore, Kahn began to mention the word “institution of man” in 1963, “The whole reality
isn’t there without the reality of belief . . . Everything that an architect does is first of all answerable
to an institution of man before it becomes a building. You don’t know what the building is, really,
unless you have a belief behind the building, a belief in its identity in the way of life of man.”11 He
presumably believed that considering a belief in its identity in the way of life of man would be a
significant way to redefine the meaning of “institution of man.”
One could find that Kahn sought the real meaning of the “institutions of man,” even earlier
through his travels to Europe and Egypt, and through the activity of the Philadelphia School. Kahn
traveled to Europe and Egypt on several occasions since the late 1920s. His travel to Italy, Egypt and
Greece during his residence in Rome from December 1950 to February 1951 was presumably a
significant time to find an important relationship between human activity and institutions of man. It
was also an important time to reconsider institutions of man during his travel to Carcassone and Albi
in September 1959. Furthermore, during his search for the essence of institutions of man, influences
could be found from his colleagues and students since the mid 1950s through the mid 1960s.
Particularly, from Tim Vreeland, Romaldo Giurgola, Robert Venturi, Holmes Perkins, and Robert
Geddes. They were also members of the Philadelphia School.12
As part of the activity of the Philadelphia School, the city planning was an important aspect for
Kahn throughout his career. He described that the city is the place of the assembled institutions of
man, such as school, church, library, hospital and so forth. He expressed it through his own words,
“The city from a simple settlement became the place of the assembled institutions. The settlement
was the first institution.” 13 It was a place where man can find his way of life. Kahn also described
that the city was an institution of man as a whole composed of not only institutions that characterize
the city, but also streets. “A city is measured by the character of its institutions. The street is one of
its first institutions.”14 For Kahn, the streets are places for connection of human activities, as well as
plazas that he experienced in Italy. It brought the proposed traffic studies during 1950s through early
1960s. He often expressed the street as a community room by human agreement that also became
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one of the important facets of institutions of man for Kahn. He described it in his words, “Human
agreement has always been and will always be. It does not belong to measurable qualities and is,
therefore, eternal. The opportunities which present its nature depend on circumstances and on events
from which human nature realizes itself.”15 Since the settlement was the first institution, there was
an opportunity for man as Kahn mentioned, “The talents found their places. The carpenter directed
building. The thoughtful man became the teacher, the strong one the leader.”16 It is presumably what
Kahn meant “availability.” It also became an important facet of institutions of man. He believed that
any institution of man must be available to everyone, “The institution of learning, of work, of health,
of recreation should be made available to all people. All realms of expression will be opened. Each
singularity will express in his way. Availabilities to all can be the source of a tremendous release of
the values locked in us of the unmeasurable in living: the art of living.”17
The meaning of “institutions of man” through Kahn’s words could be interpreted as places for
human activities that reflect inspirations of activities, such as inspiration to learn. The institutions of
man were brought by human agreement, therefore, they must have availabilities for everybody.
Furthermore, the institution of man must reflect the human activity while responding to the
circumstance and the particular time.
One could find that through school as a place of learning and city as assembled institutions of man
that Kahn tried to reflect the redefinition of “institutions of man” as mentioned most frequently in his
words. However, it could be found that other institutions are also important for Kahn. They are
places for human activities, place of home, place of religion, place of well-being, and place of work.
In the next section, the study examines the meaning of “institutions of man” through his works.

3. The Meaning of “Institutions of Man” through Kahn’s Works of Architecture
One could distinguish Kahn’s works of architecture based on places for human activities, for
instance, a place of home, a place of learning, a place of religion, a place of well-being, a place of
work, and a city. This section examines the meaning of “institutions of man” through Kahn’s works
of architecture.

3-1. Place of Home
Kahn distinguished three aspects, “house,” “a house,” and “home.” He expressed it at the CIAM
meeting in 1959, “Now take the institution “house.” A house has to answer, I think, three important
things: it has to answer “house,” symbolically house, it has to answer “a house” which is the
problem. A house is a circumstantial house. It indicates how much money you have. It means who
your client is. It means where it is or how many rooms it has. It means a lot of things. But the
architect lies in his ability to make house, not a house. That is what architecture really is. “A house”
can be the professional, but the architect lies in “house” itself―symbolically “house.” He has to
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find somehow a realm of spaces where it is good to live. Sometimes he must find it with very little
space, but essentially that is his job and he must do it so, he does not name the rooms, bedrooms and
living-rooms and kitchens, he has got to do it in such a way that it is obvious because of the way they
are served, that these things are there and that they are there rightfully and they want to be there. It
is a realm of spaces really, which you call “house.” Then there is one thing that the architect can do
nothing about, and that is “home.” A “home” has to do with the people in it, and it is not his
business, except that he must prepare this realm to make it suitable for “home.” But these three
characteristics―or rather I would say aspects―of house, must be there.”18 Kahn sought the way to
create “house” which reflects the fundamental quality of human activity and it brings a sense of
commonality. The commonality could be interpreted as part of human agreement while describing
“house” is a good place to live for everyone, not only for one client.
Kahn worked for a number of public housing projects during his early career, from 1930s to 1950s.
His challenge was to provide an efficient space within the required area. He also considered the
importance of streets and courts that became part of institutions of man as common spaces to
communicate. In one of the public housing projects, the Mill Creek Project (First-phase housing
1951-1956, Second-phase housing and community center 1956-1963) was a significant example.
Kahn tried to redefine the existing institutions, such as school and church while designing the new
housing. He described it in his words, “It brings out, instead of burying, the things built by unselfish
effort.”19 It was also part of the City Planning for Philadelphia. For Kahn, it was an important period
in developing his own philosophy of architecture while working on the Mill Creek Project and other
housing projects.
The other example of Kahn’s work of architecture as place of home is Eleanor Donnelly Erdman
Hall Dormitory, Bryn Mawr College (1960-1965). The project is formed by three diamonds in a
plane, and each diamond is composed of a common central area surrounded by individual spaces.
Kahn described part of his design concept, “A dormitory is also a kind of apartment, but the
dormitory is one place where you are temporarily away from home. It’s a lonely place. Therefore, it
must be a place where you feel that you are making house in relation to your room.”20 He considered
the place as a home, and he proposed fireplaces as an important feature of the home as he described,
“I insisted on the fireplaces, so that the sense of invitation is felt. I counted on the receptivity of the
girls to these rooms, because there are fireplaces which are sort of man-things―a man usually
makes the fire. My clients needled me about keeping these fireplaces. They succumbed to the
psychological importance of the fireplaces. They were costly and the building was very strictly
budgeted. They felt that I was right, that they were a part of the life of the building, the character of
it.”21 Kahn furthermore described his concept, “I realized that a person sleeping in a room felt well
about his house if he knew the dining room was down stairs. The same way with the entrance to the
building. The sense of hospitality, or reception, of getting together must be part of the fabric of the
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house itself. I changed, much to my delight, the whole conception, and I made these spaces part of
the fabric of the other spaces. To me, this is realization in form.”22 The home must have a place to
gather in order to bring together, not only spaces, but also human activities. The realization in form
of the dormitory as a place of home was probably the realization of the essence of institution of man.
Since 1940s throughout his career, Kahn also worked on single family residences. His concept
was to offer thoughtful spaces as he described in his words, “I make a space as an offering, and do
not designate what it is to be used for. The use should be inspired. . . . I would like to make a house
in which the living room is discovered as the living room.”23 An unnamed space can be a study room,
meeting room and so forth, not only a living room as he implied, “I will not say that it is a living
room and you must use it as such.”24 Furthermore, one corner, such as a bay window in a living
room, can be a place of one’s own, “a world within a world” as Kahn often described. Therefore, the
living room becomes the center of the house. One could also interpret that the “place of home” for
Kahn means a place for various activities of man as a whole.
An example of single family residences is the Fisher House (1960-1967) which is formed by two
squares, one turns 45 degree, one has common area, and the other has individual rooms. One could
find the space as “a world within world” at a window seat in the living room as he described.
Kahn considered the “place of home” since his early career, and it was one of the significant
places as institution of man. The meaning of “institutions of man” in a place of home for Kahn is a
good place for various activities of man for everyday life. Kahn sought a way to express his concept
that considers both community and individual in his works as place of home. One could find it
through Kahn’s work, such as a bay window, a window seat or a landing at stairways. It is the place
one could find oneself within a community. It becomes part of the concept of “institutions of man.”

3-2. Place of Learning
One could find the place of learning for Kahn is identical to the school. He frequently described
the beginning of school, “Schools began with a man under a tree who did not know he was a teacher
discussing his realization with a few who did not know they were students. The students reflected on
what was exchanged and how good it was to be in the presence of this man. . .”25 Kahn believed that
learning is one of the greatest inspirations of man. It was the desire to learn that brought about the
school as an institution of man.
Kahn’s works of architecture as places of learning could be classified: schools, art galleries,
libraries, and laboratories. For Kahn, a museum was also a place of learning as he described, “A
museum is part of learning, if you make it a part of learning.”26 He also expressed about a library as
a significant place of learning, “A man with a book goes to the light ”27 He believed that a man goes
to the light because it is human desire. The light is also what makes a space as he described, “In a
library the column always begins in light. Unnamed, the space made by the column structure evokes
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its use as a carrel.” 28 The space of library for Kahn, should be created as reflection of human
activity, to learn. He believed, “A space order for a library which encompasses the many possible
relationships of books, people and services could possess a universal quality of adjusting to
changing human needs, translatable into an architecture.”29 Therefore, he sought the way to create a
space which reflects a universal quality of the place of learning. For Kahn, each space in the place of
learning must reflect the desire of certain activity of man.
Common characteristics of Kahn’s works could be found in the place of learning. One of the
significant characteristics is a place of connection, particularly, in schools, there are gardens or
courts, not only spatial connections, but also connections for human activities such as meetings, not
only learning. To learn and to meet are the great inspirations as Kahn frequently described, “the
inspiration to learn, the inspiration to meet, the inspiration to well-being.” 30 He believed that
schools must have these inspirations, especially, inspiration to learn and inspiration to meet. As
important part of the place of learning, the places of connections could be found in galleries,
laboratories, and museums, not only schools. The examples are the courts in the Indian Institute of
Management (1962-1974), the Salk Institute for Biological Studies (1959-1965), the Kimbell Art
Museum (1966-1972), and the Yale Center for British Art (1969-1974).
One example of Kahn’s works of architecture as a place of learning, the Indian Institute of
Management, consists of various courts that have different functions. Courts within classrooms
provide places to meet. Courts within dormitories provide places to gather with small groups, and
courts between individual rooms provide privacy. It reflects Kahn’s concept that respects the
individual within a community.
The other significant example of his work is the Salk Institute for Biological Studies that consists
of two laboratories with a center court. This center court provides a place to meet. The two
laboratory buildings have large laboratories and small study rooms for scientists, and the design
reflects Kahn’s concept to respect both the community and the individual.
The Phillips Exeter Academy Library (1965-1972) is the other example of a place of learning that
consists of a central common area surrounded by book shelves, and by carrels as individual spaces.
The natural light from the top emphasizes the central common area and the natural light from the
outer of the carrels provides a comfortable space to study. In this project, it is clear that Kahn also
considered a place for both community and individual.
The Kimbell Art Museum is also an example of a place of learning. The natural light from the top
and the court provides a space not only for works of art, but also for a man who is willing to learn
about a work of art, and how it was created. This museum has common spaces, such as an entrance
hall and courts, and several exhibition spaces. The common spaces become connections not only
between exhibition spaces, but also between human activities. Even though the space is not clearly
defined, one could find space for an individual, such as in the front of an exhibit where one could
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study the work of art. It is interesting that the natural light from the top provides a sense of silence
and it becomes one of the most significant characteristics of his works of architecture. In 1972 for
the dedication of the Kimbell Museum, Kahn described the way he treated the natural light, “My
mind is full of Roman greatness. The vault has so etched itself in my mind that although I cannot
employ it, it’s there always ready. The vault seems to be the best. The light must come from a high
point where it is best at its zenith. The vault, rising not high, not in an august manner, but somehow
appropriate to the size of the individual. Its feeling of home and safety come to mind.”31 In the
Kimbell Museum, one could find a special atmosphere, being wrapped with silence that Kahn
created with the natural light.
Another example of a place of learning is the Yale Center for British Art. The project consists of
retails at the street level and galleries from the second floor to the fourth floor. The entrance court
with the natural light from the top provides a delightful sense of invitation for everybody. A sense of
rather cold exterior emphasizes a sense of warm feeling inside. The entrance court and the library
court are connections to spaces and human activities. One could also find space for an individual,
such as in the front of an exhibit where one could study the work of art.
It could be interpreted that a place of learning means the same as a school which is generally a
good place to learn. However, the meaning of school is not only a place to learn, but also where one
could reflect oneself while respecting the relationship to others and to nature. Kahn always
considered the inspiration, the beginning of human desire to learn. It should not be forced. It is the
will to learn. To everybody willing to learn, the place must be available as Kahn expressed in his
words, “If it’s a school, it has rooms where it’s good to learn. And that goes for everyone . . . ,”32
“School is an availability.”33
The meaning of “institutions of man” through the place of learning is a place for human activity to
meet and to learn from each other. “Institutions of man” must be the availability. Furthermore, the
place must have not only a sense of belonging to a community, but also a place where one is able to
reflect oneself as an individual. They are the carrels at the library or the study rooms for scientists.

3-3. Place of Religion
One could interpret that the meaning of religion for Kahn is a sense of belief. In 1967, he
described in his own words, “The inspirations to express give rise to all places of religion, in which
Art is probably the greatest of its languages.” 34 For Kahn, religion is a kind of language that
expresses one’s soul. “Art is the expression of the soul. It is the only language of the soul. I hold it
above a religion because I know that a religion is answerable to religion itself. Religion has to do
with the language of the soul.” 35 Kahn believed that a way to create work of architecture is to
express himself as he described, “One must seek in every building its religious place, its soul. If I
can find this, it could lead me to the spirit of the building’s spaces.”36 He was presumably able to
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understand the spirit while creating his work.
Kahn believed that beauty is the first feeling of man. He interpreted that man intuits beauty as the
first feeling and seeks the real beauty while creating works of art. Kahn described it, “Art strives to
communicate in a way which reveals the human. It is what yet has not been that you’re dealing with.
You are not dealing with something that is recognizable before it is made. Even as it is described,
you don’t know what it is until it is interpreted. Then, beauty is the first feeling. The feeling of some
over-all harmony that is accepted without any doubt whatsoever.”37 Throughout his career, Kahn
sought the fundamental meaning of art and architecture while creating his works as he frequently
mentioned, “What the space wants to be.” Through his words, the meaning of religion for Kahn is a
way to express what one believes. For Kahn, the religion is presumably “architecture.”
One could find that a common characteristic of Kahn’s works of architecture as place of religion is
a centralized plan. It is typical that the sanctuary is generally a centralized plan surrounded by a
corridor. And around the corridor, there are small rooms for individuals. To create a space while
considering the natural light provides a sacred sense in the place of religion.
The First Unitarian Church and School (1959-1969) is one example as a place of religion and it is
designed as a centralized plan. The assembly in the center is emphasized by the natural light from
the top.
The Mikveh Israel Synagogue (1961-1972) also provides a centralized plan and the cylinders with
openings provide a special treatment to bring the natural light to the central space.
The Hurva Synagogue (1967-1974) is another example of a centralized plan. The ridged plan as a
square provides a sense of formality. Kahn considered that a way to treat the natural light and heat.
In this project, Kahn considered characteristics of the religion as he described, “I sensed the light of
a candle plays an important part in Judaism. The pylons belong to the candle service and have
niches facing the chamber. I felt this was an extension of the source of religion as well as an
extension of the practice of Judaism.”38 One could interpret that Kahn considered individual, not
only the community as the religion.
Furthermore, one could find that Kahn tried to employ the concept of community of religion in
other type of places. The Indian Institute of Management and the Salk Institute for Biological
Studies as places of learning are examples of them. Kahn probably derived the concept of the
community of religion from the monastery of his travel experiences.
As Kahn mentioned, his work of architecture is a way to express as an art. Therefore, his work is
expressive and poetic. It is a harmony of materials, structures, and treatment of natural light, and it
provides a place for certain activity of man. His works of architecture are designed for a particular
religion, however, Kahn intended to create a space for everybody as the space of the Pantheon. The
Pantheon was presumably the ideal figure of the place of religion for Kahn.
Through the place of religion, “institutions of man” for Kahn means a place for ritual, to meet
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others, and hence the place must also be for everybody. The place should provide a sense of
belonging for everybody in the community, but also provide a place for an individual to reflect
oneself. Moreover, the place of religion must provide a place to feel as a home as Kahn described
through the First Unitarian Church, “This church building is a little world within a world, just as a
house is its little world within a world, but, nevertheless, they are very different. The one makes a
home. The other makes a place away from home, where home is also. So you never lose sight of the
home, because a person coming from his home to a place away from his home must feel he is in a
place where home is not away from him.”39

3-4. Place of Well-Being
For Kahn, inspiration for well-being is one of the important inspirations of man. The inspiration of
human activity must be realized in the beginning of creating a space. Kahn mentioned that the role of
the architect is to offer a space for human activity. Therefore, the space must be inspired by the
desire for human activity.
Kahn’s works as places of well- being are different in their general functions, however, one could
find similarities. They are areas separated based on their functions, usage of courts and plazas, and
the treatment of the natural light.
In the Jewish Community Center Bathhouse (1954-1959) as an example of place of well-being,
Kahn brought a clear concept of serving area and served area based on their functions. He expressed
in his own words, “The Trenton Bath House gave me the first opportunity to work out the separation
between the serving and served spaces. It was a very clear and simple problem. It was solved with
absolute purity. Every space is accounted for, there is no redundancy. I used them as a maze, a baffle,
and I used the hollow column itself as a storage area. I used it for toilets, which must be enclosed.
And I found, during the expression of this very simple building, the concept of the serving and served
spaces . . .”40 While considering well-being for everybody, Kahn developed the pure configuration
that responds to human activities.
The other example of works as place of well-being is the Fine Arts Center, Performing Arts
Theater (1959-1973). It provides separated areas based on human activities. As the site plan shows,
Kahn provided the various shapes of buildings and the spaces for connections. He mentioned that the
plan was inspired by Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s plan for Rome, “Piranesi made beautiful drawings
of Rome as it never could have been. He made drawings of visionary prisms and great spaces where
art can be displayed. He envisioned things like Jules Verne. He envisioned things that later turned
out to be not at all fantastic. His visions of entering great spaces were always an inspiration to
architects. And I envision them.”41 He was probably influenced by the city of Rome not only from
Piranesi’s plan, but also from his travel experience. In this project, Kahn emphasized the entrance
court as the connection to other places. He also expressed the theater as a violin and violin case,
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“The concrete violin is the structure of the hall. The exterior of brick is separated from it [Hall] as in
the case of a violin . . .”42 Furthermore, Kahn created a space for actors and it became a sacred place,
a religious place for them while respecting their activities.
The other important project as place of well-being is the Sher-e-Bangla Nagar, Capital of
Bangladesh (1962-1983). In this project, the spaces are separated based on human activities. The
buildings are grouped based on their functions. Between the buildings, there are courts and plazas
that provide not only connections, but also distance to keep hierarchy and privacy. One could find
that Kahn designed this project as a city.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial (1973-1974) is also a distinguished project as place of wellbeing. Kahn expressed his concept in his own words, “Why did I want a room and a garden? I just
chose it to be the point of departure. The garden is somehow a personal nature, a personal kind of
control of nature, a gathering of nature. And the room was the beginning of architecture. . . . But
there is something about the emergence of architecture as an expression of man which is
tremendously important because we actually live to express. It is the reason for living.”43 While
hoping for man’s well-being, it was the beginning of place for human activities, to express, that
Kahn tried to create.
Through place of well-being, one could interpret that the meaning of “institutions of man” for
Kahn is a place where man can meet to communicate in the community, while respecting the wellbeing of everybody as an individual. The place should also have availability for everybody.

3-5. Place of Work
Kahn worked on several projects for place of work, they were small stores or offices in his early
career. In the late 1950s, he began to design larger buildings, the Tribune Review Publishing
Company Building (1958-1962), the U.S. Consulate Chancellery and Residence (1959-1962), the
Olivetti-Underwood factory (1966-1970), and the Kansas City Office Tower (1966-1973). One could
find similar characteristics of these places of work. For instance, they have separated areas based on
functions and usages that respond to human activities. Kahn also considered ways to provide natural
light for everybody.
In the Tribune Review Publishing Company Building, one could find distinction between common
area and working area, offices. The characteristic of this project is the key-shaped windows that
provide natural light from the upper position of the walls. They provide a comfortable natural light to
workers.
In the U.S. Consulate Chancellery and Residence, one could find the building separated based on
different activities. Kahn created a special way to treat natural light. It is in a way to avoid sun glare
and heat. He provided double walls as inspired by the Roman ruins as he mentioned, “wrapping
ruins around buildings.”44
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The other example as place of work is the Olivetti-Underwood factory. It is designed with square
grids, and the roof is one of the important characteristics of this project. The natural light from the
top is equally provided to everybody. Kahn said, “We wanted the people inside to be able always to
feel the presence of natural light.”45 There is no distinction between boss and workers as Kahn
intended, “. . . it did not divide the people within. The brain and muscle are there together, working
cooperatively, in the same body. I hated that old image of the ‘boss’ and the ‘workers’ in tension
against each other,”46 It was also the client’s concept as well as Kahn’s, “wanted to get away from
the concept of bosses and laborers living on different levels and in totally different surroundings.”47
He probably considered the individual while providing spaces equally to everybody.
Another example of the place of work is the Kansas City Office Tower. Kahn tried to provide
space for the public at the street level as an important contribution and a part of the city. He
described in his own words, “And below the tower there is another building which relates the tower
to the street, to shopping and to people. The street is sympathetic to shopping, you see. Any building
which interrupts shopping would make it precious only to its site. There was a difference of 20 feet
from one side of the site to the other, and that gave me a shopping entrance to the building on the
low side where there is a concourse leading to a plaza on the upper side. This inspires the sense of
meeting, which is central to the sense of the city.”48 It was also the connection between different
functions in the community that Kahn tried to provide.
Through the place of work, one could interpret that the meaning of “institutions of man” for Kahn
is a place where man can meet, to communicate equally, while working in the same environment.
Furthermore, the place must provide a space where one feels a sense of belonging to the community
while being respected as an individual.

3-6. City
“City is an assembly of institutions,” as Kahn mentioned. He interpreted that the city consists of
“place of home,” “place of learning,” “place of religion,” “place of well-being,” “place of work.”
While considering connections to these places, Kahn made proposals for the city of Philadelphia
since the early 1950s, such as the Traffic Studies (1951-1953). One could find that Kahn was already
aware of the importance of the street as part of institutions of man since 1950s. It was a building that
as he described in his words, “. . . the street which is the center of the city wants to be a
building. . .”49 Later in 1971, Kahn expressed, “The street is a community room.”50 Furthermore, he
believed that “place of home” needs to be included in the institutions of a city. One of the reasons
that he tried to include “place of home” is presumably his experiences while living in the city of
Philadelphia since his childhood. He actually mentioned in 1971, “This is my city.” 51
For Kahn, city is not only an assembled institution of man, but also a place where man can find
oneself as he described in his words, “Everyone is a singularity. The city is a melting of
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singularities.”52 Therefore, Kahn mentioned that the city is a place of availability for everybody. He
expressed based on his own experience, “When I was a kid, one could avail oneself of places where
one could learn without having the money to do so―it was all free. I went to several art schools in
this city and I felt that it was a wonderful thing to have these availabilities . . . I have no theories
about the city except that we be very sensitive to the constant awareness of the need for new
institutions.”53 Kahn believed that the city must have availability for everybody while constantly
responding to the desire of human activities.
Through Kahn’s projects for the city, one could find the importance of courts and plazas. These
courts and plazas are not only connections from place to place, but also connections from human
activity to human activity.
Since Kahn recognized the problems of institutions of man earlier in his career, he sought ways to
solve the problems. As assembled institutions of man, Kahn considered that the city must be
renewed while respecting the existing conditions. One could find as a significant part of Kahn’s
concept is to renew, not to build a new city. Throughout his career, Kahn worked on city planning for
Philadelphia. He tried to make a living city while responding to human activities. Kahn interpreted
the city not only as assembled institutions, but also as an institution as a whole. It is similar to the
plan of a house that he described in 1944.54 Kahn furthermore expressed, “The living room is of the
inspiration to meet, but so is also the city.”55 He interpreted that they are almost the same, “. . . . a
house is not different from a city. I know that I will not have many people here, and there’s a certain
limit which you say is “house.” In the form house, I also think of commonness. I think of every
person who can live in this house, not just a particular person. In the same way, every person should
be able to live in the city.”56 For Kahn, both house and city probably meant “home,” that provides
spaces for human activities of everyday life.
One could interpret that the meaning of “institutions of man” for Kahn is a place where men can
meet, to communicate while feeling a part of community that they belong to. It must have
availability for everybody. He considered the city both as a place for community and as a place for
the individual. Kahn believed that it is the way that a city can live full time while the human activity
is on. He also believed that it is the way a city would solve the problems for their own. Furthermore,
Kahn described that the city is assembled of institutions: schools, churches, hospitals and others.
Unlike Frank Lloyd Wright, Kahn believed that a city must have houses as place of home, and not
only the other institutions. While including houses in the city, Kahn tried to make the city alive,
particularly in Philadelphia.
Based on the places for human activities: “place of home,” “place of learning,” “place of
religion,” “place of well-being,” “place of work,” and “city,” one could interpret that the meaning of
“institutions of man” is a good place for human activity that reflects inspiration while responding to
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particular circumstances. Even though human activities are different, one could find that there is a
common activity. It is to meet. It is one of the significant activities of man that inspired “institution
of man” and furthermore a community.

4. Conclusion
Kahn tried to create a space while returning to the beginning in order to understand the
fundamental nature of the human activity. It begins with intuition of commonality. In Kahn’s concept,
commonality could be interpreted as the nature of space that reflects human activity, to learn, to meet
and so forth. It could be a general space, such as a large hall where man can discuss with others.
From the nature of space, Kahn sought a way to derive a space that is good for certain work as a
singularity. Therefore, his work of architecture is a singularity, it has its own characteristics while
respecting the nature of human activity as commonality.
Kahn mentioned that places as “institutions of man” must be appropriate for certain activities of
man, house must be good to live, school must be good to learn, church must be good to express, and
so forth. He described these places of human activities in his own words, “It expresses uninfluenced
directions toward the making of its space as an institution of man, as it would direct the making of a
place of learning, a place of government, a place of the home, places of well-being, giving them each
the space environment aspiring to their dedications. They are places which express what man desires
to establish, and give form to a way of life. The inspiration to learn gives rise to all the institutions of
learning. The inspirations to express give rise to all places of religion, in which Art is probably the
greatest of its languages.”57 “The institution of learning, of work, of health, of recreation should be
available to all people. A city is measured by the character of those institutions. Today they are on
trial. It is so because they have lost the inspirations of their beginning. When you think of simple
beginnings which inspired our present institutions, it is evident that some drastic changes must be
made which will inspire the re-creation of the meaning, City, as primarily an assembly of those
places vested with the care of a sense of life.”58 The institutions of man must always reflect the
human activities while responding to their circumstances. At the same time, the beginning of the
human desire that brought out the institution of man must remain.
From a “place of home” to a complex as a “city,” one could find that Kahn always considered the
importance of discovering the original significance of space which leads to real meaning of
“institution of man.”
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COMICS, QUEER THEORY, AND COLOR-CONSCIOUSNESS:
CONTEMPORARY COMIC BOOK SCHOLARSHIP
This presentation is composed out of the felt need to respond, unlike W.E.B. DuBois in
the first chapter of The Souls of Black Folk (1903), to what may be “an unasked question”1 in
academia; that is, why spend any time on the topic of comic books in the first place. Even to this
day, and perhaps most especially among literary scholars, comic books are considered by many
academics to be beneath contempt and unworthy of scholarly attention. In his anecdote about
presenting research on Superman at the Modern Language Association, Umberto Eco writes
“When I showed up at the MLA to give my paper, I arrived with a stack of
seventy-five or a hundred of what I thought were the most interesting issues (of
Superman). When I walked in carrying them, people really looked at me as
though I were crazy! I couldn’t understand it. I kept trying to figure out what it
was I had done wrong . . .”2
I sincerely wonder how much has changed in the 25+ years since Eco’s “The Myth of
Superman” was published in America. In 1985, the late comics artist Will Eisner observed that
although “the major integral elements (of comics), such as design, drawing, caricature and
writing, (had) separately found academic consideration,” their combination in the form of comics
had “received a very minor place (if any) in either the literary or art curriculum.”3 The attitude
toward comics of the general public outside of academia has not been much better. In
Understanding Comics (1993), Scott McCloud admits that before he tried his own hand at the
genre, he “knew” that comics were “those bright, colorful magazines filled with bad art, stupid
stories and guys in tights. . . crude, poorly-drawn, semiliterate, cheap, disposable kiddie-fare.”4
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Mainstream comics publishers seemed to absorb this same limited vision of the artform, which
shaped the comics they created. Eisner writes, “Between 1940 and the early sixties the industry
commonly accepted the profile of the comic book reader as that of a ‘10-year old from Iowa.’ In
adults the reading of comic books was regarded as a sign of low intelligence. Publishers neither
encouraged nor supported anything more.”5 The thesis of McCloud=s Understanding Comics,
however, is that comics is not a sub-genre of art or literature, but an artform that can
accommodate any genre of art or literature, whether laudable or laughable. “Although the
superhero dominated the form from the start,” the venerable literary and popular culture scholar
M. Thomas Inge writes, “titles (have been) also devoted to adventure, romance, war, crime,
horror, Western stories, fantasy, fairy tales, and funny animal stories.”6 Moreover, Ho Che
Anderson’s King, Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis, and Joe Sacco’s Palestine are just a few recent
examples of--respectively--biography, autobiography, and journalism in comics. Anyone who is
not yet aware that comics is an artform to be taken seriously simply has not been paying
attention; yet the phobic, dismissive response to comics persists, for reasons that have as much to
do with its class associations as age associations, as Samuel R. Delany explains in “The Politics
of Paraliterary Criticism”:
The reason comics are dismissed is that, since their beginnings as we know them
today, in the training strips for soldiers in World War I, they have been conceived
of and produced to be the art form for the young children and adolescents of the
working class. . . . all working-class esthetic judgments . . . are dismissed-because the class is presumed to be uneducated and uneducable. . . . workingclass viewers (as a class--so runs the prevailing wisdom) are not going to
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purchase any significant amount of art anyway. Who cares, then, what they think.
. . . This is the ugly situation that keeps comics down on the scale of esthetic
value--because comics are presumed to be a working-class art form.7
There are, however, some very legitimate questions about the relevance of comics--and,
therefore, the study of them--in the 21st Century. Some may question whether comics are
still a popular form of popular culture. In 2001, Mark C. Rogers observed that “the
American comic book industry peaked in terms of sales in 1993 and has been in severe
decline ever since.”8 In Reinventing Comics, the 2000 follow-up to Understanding
Comics, Scott McCloud explains that what happened was rather simple: “What (comics)
customers wanted (in terms of interesting and engaging content) they didn’t get (from
mainstream comics publishers)--and they left.”9 The continued dominance of the
industry by DC and Marvel and the “size and complexity of the industry itself,” which
McCloud sees as impeding “contact” between creator and audience with a lengthy
sequence of publishers, printers, distributors, warehouses, and retailers have been
problems as well. Today, comics compete with a variety of other media, including the
Web and home-based video game systems, for its potential audience’s ever-shrinking
recreational time.10
With these economic realities and social and cultural changes in mind, some scholars
wonder if the clock has run out on the study of comics in cultural studies. “Comics had their
moment; they no longer make the cut,” Mark C. Rogers writes, “Cultural studies has moved on
to write about different things--the internet, cable, and satellite television.”11 Nevertheless,
McCloud sees the academy as a crucial site of “institutional scrutiny” that can amplify the status
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of comics in the public eye, for good or ill. Though he judges “comics’ forays into academia (to
be) tentative and far from permanent,” and doubts that comics creators generally pay much
attention to what academics think, McCloud believes that “thanks to the work of many friends of
comics within the academy,” to whom he half-jokingly refers as “moles,” “a well-balanced
curriculum is beginning to take root.”12 The key here is “balance,” as there have been numerous
cultural studies approaches to comics, but they have been primarily, if not only, “concerned with
the media as a site for the production of ideology and the maintenance of hegemony,” composed
by well-meaning, left-leaning scholars, who lacked a real knowledge and understanding of the
history and production of the artform, specific titles, or storylines and therefore generally “failed
to recognize that comics might be more complex, both narratively and economically, than (they)
might realize at first glance.”13 McCloud notes that whereas previous decades saw plenty of
theses on “sexuality in Archie Comics and the superhero as fascist metaphor,” today=s comics
scholarship balances such ideological analyses “with the analysis of the formal properties of
existing works--archival projects, indexing efforts and historical research--and the study of the
innate properties of the form itself.”14 This presentation aspires to a similar balance. That
McCloud’s Understanding Comics itself has been called “a must-read classic” for web
designers, suggests how relevant comics studies is to increasingly prominent mergers of text and
image in contemporary culture. Moreover, the emergence of scholarly journals such as The
International Journal of Comics Art and the online journal ImageText, provide models and
forums for new comics scholarship. The Department of English at the University of Florida has
a specialization in comics and visual rhetoric within its PhD program, which attests to “the
increasing institutionalization of comics scholarship within the university system.”15
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I am drawn to comics out of a life-long love of the artform and a new interest in how it
combines text and image to convey information or to tell a story. McCloud’s Understanding
Comics identifies seven categories of text-image combinations (word specific, picture specific,
duo-specific, additive, parallel, montage, and interdependent).16 What Eisner refers to as the
“image-word mix”17 is, however, not a new topic of intellectual inquiry. In their introduction to
The Language of Comics: Word and Image (2001), Robin Varnum and Christina T. Gibbons cite
W.J.T. Mitchell’s study of this “basic division in the human experience of representations,
presentations, and symbols” which has antecedents in the works of Horace and Aristotle.18 The
combination of text and image in comics raises two critical questions: 1) By virtue of this imageword mix, is comics therefore a combination of artforms with which we are otherwise familiar,
or a unique and distinct artform from either visual art or writing; in other words, is comics a
single, integral system of signification or . . . a hybrid?”19 Eisner calls it both “a distinct
discipline” and “an art and literary form”20 in the same sentence; similarly, McCloud contends
both that in comics “words and pictures are like partners in a dance, and each one takes turns
leading” and that comics has “a language all its own.”21 Delany has asserted comics’
exceptionality as well: “Comics do something that can=t be done in any other medium. If they
weren’t here, what they do would not get done.”22
The second question stems from McCloud=s visual figure for the interdependency of
words and pictures as elements on either side of scales. “Interdependent combinations (of words
and pictures) aren’t always an equal balance,” McCloud observes.23 Therefore, on what terms
are the elements of text and image combined in comics, and are they always terms of
equivalence? In other words, is one category privileged over the other during either production
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or consumption? Eisner equivocally comments on both “the primacy of writing” and of the
“dominance” of graphic elements.24 However, perceptual theorist Ann Marie Seward Barry has
been quoted as saying “when an image is combined with words as in a comic strip, the words
become secondary but the language of images remains primary.”25 In “Refractions of Empire”
Delany speaks of a “tension between the verbal and the visual” and notes that “often the visual
fights the verbal in comic books . . . distracts you from it, or makes you skip over parts of it
without really reading.”26 And in a recent interview in The Nation about cartoon representations
of the prophet Mohammed in a Danish newspaper, Art Spiegelman claims that “We live in a
culture where images rule, and it=s as big a divide as the secular/religious divide--the
picture/word divide.”27 The relationship between text and image in comics, therefore, has been
characterized as being as graceful as a dance or as contentious as the struggle within DuBois=s
double-conscious black subject: “two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two
warring ideals in one . . . body.”28 Both of these questions--Are comics a hybrid or integral
artform? (And) Is there a priority of text over image or vice versa?--and our answers to them,
speak to, and are answered by, the kinds of critical approaches we take toward comics.
Comics as Queer
In discussions of comics as both image and as text, those components have often been
presented as contesting forces, categories in mutual opposition, which just does not seem like a
wholly accurate description of how the artform works. I would like to consider another,
different, approach to the relationship between text and image in comics that applies even in
even its most mainstream examples.
In The Language of Comics, Varnum and Gibbons acknowledge the distinctions between
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words and images, and how previous scholars have addressed them: Plato=s Cratylus discusses
how images have an intrisic relationship to what they represent, whereas words are arbitrary
symbols. 18th-century German dramatist Gotthold Lessing noted that words are articulated and
decoded sequentially in time, whereas images are arranged in space and apprehended at once.29
But McCloud argues that the integral concept of comics, which emphasizes the synthesis and the
similarity of these components, must be asserted in order for comics to gain the respect that it
deserves:
Most American comics, notably comic books, have long emphasized the differences
between words and pictures. Writing and drawing are seen as separate disciplines,
writers and artists as separate breedsBand Agood@ comics as those in which the
combination of these very different forms of expression is thought to be harmonious. But
just how Adifferent@ are they? Words, pictures and other icons are the vocabulary of the
language called comics. A single unified language deserves a single, unified vocabulary.
Without it, comics will continue to limp along as the ABastard Child@ of words and
pictures.30
Varnum and Gibbons observe that part of what made comics seem to be a dangerous and
transgressive medium in public eye in the 1940s and 50s was that it “(blurred) the distinction
between literature and the visual arts.” In The Seduction of the Innocent (1954), Fredric
Wertham not only decried the sex and violence he saw in comics; he also claimed that comics
undermined the development of reading skills in children. This particular notion of comics as
dangerously transgressive is organized around an assumption that writing and visual art should
always be distinct and separate from one another.31 [Fig. 2: Understanding Comics p. 195]

7
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ATraditional thinking has long held that truly great works of art and literature are only possible
when the two are kept at arm=s length,@ McCloud explains, “words and pictures together are
considered, at best, a diversion for the masses, at worst a product of crass commercialism.”32
Gotthold Lessing contended that any attempt to downplay the distinctions between word and
image would result in “speaking pictures” or “a freakish kind of writing.”33
It is hard not to hear echoes of racial discourse in claims that words and image should be kept
separate, the desire to keep both visual art and literature “pure.” Eisner calls comics “a successful
‘cross-breeding’ of illustration and prose,”34 and Delany famously warned that “worrying about the
purity of the genres on any level is more futile than worrying about the purity of the races,”35 which
suggests that comics is something of a miscegenate artform.
But to the extent that comics is indeed a “freakish” artform, can we also consider them to
be “queer”? This suggestion may initially seem to be an odd one given my invocation of racial
discourse. In “Some Queer Notions about Race,” Delany notes that interracial sexual contact is
considered transgressive because it “pollutes” the white race or “dilutes” the black race, whereas
homosexuality is transgressive because it opts out of the game of reproducing the race
altogether.36 But I am using “queer” in a specific way, however; by calling comics queer, I am
not commenting on gay and lesbian themes in comics (e.g. Howard Cruse’s Stuck Rubber Baby,
Diane DiMassa’s Hothead Paisan, Delany & Wolff’s Bread & Wine) or saying that the artform
is particularly open or hospitable to such content.
Instead, I am using “queer” in its capacity to respond to the binary relationship between
“heterosexuality” and “homosexuality.” “The coherence of the former idea is predicated on the
exclusion, repression, and repudiation of the latter,” writes William F. Pinar, “the two concepts

8
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comprise an interdependent and of course hierarchical relation of signification.”37 “Literature”
and “paraliterature,” “whiteness” and “blackness” are structured similarly; that is, around
“exclusion, oppression, and subordination.”38 “Queer” disrupts this binary by signifying “the
proliferation of queer sexual practices and identities” as well as cultural practices and political
activism “that seek to transgress and subvert heteronormative sex/gender dichotomies” (e.g.
bisexual, intersexed, transgendered, transvestite, transsexual, etc.).39 Consider, for example,
porn publisher Richard Kasak=s statement, “I’m straight, but queer.” To quote Susanne
Luhmann, “(‘queer’) transgresses the boundaries between queer and straight, partly by
deciphering queer content and subtexts in ostensibly straight narrative, partly by pointing to the
overlap between heterosexual and homosexual practices.”40 Or as James Creech puts it more
simply, “deconstruction is nothing if not a general economy of queering.”41
I would like to consider comics, therefore, as the site where the text/image binary is
deconstructed, where their similarities are brought to relief, and where, to paraphrase Diana
Fuss, any text/image opposition is brought to the point of collapse and worked to the point of
critical exhaustion.42 “From the point of semiotics theory,” Varnum and Gibbons observe,
“images and words are equivalent entities, and comics is a system of signification in which
words and pictures are perceived in much the same way.”43
Will Eisner=s Comics & Sequential Art features a number of examples of how in comics,
text and image both operate “as graphic signs” and “are decoded visually.”44 For an example of
how comic images are read as text, Eisner offers a sequence of panels from The Spirit, and
analyzes the first panel in a way that brings “the ‘grammar’ of Sequential Art” to the surface:
A description of the action in this panel can be diagrammed like a

9
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sentence. The predicates of the gun-shooting and the wrestling belong to separate
clauses. The subject of “gun-shooting” is the crook, and Gerhard is the object
direct (or direct object). The many modifiers include the adverb “Bang, Bang”
and the adjectives of visual language, such as posture, gesture, and grimace.45
For an example of how text functions as image, Eisner offers a couple of pages from A Contract
with God (1985). “The visual treatment of words as graphic art forms is part of the vocabulary”
of comics, Eisner explains, “here, the lettering is employed to support the ‘climate.’ Designing
the typeface to permit it to be drenched by the rain, converts the normally mechanical aspect of
type into supportive involvement in the imagery.”46
Race Matters in Comics
In Reinventing Comics, Scott McCloud identifies twelve “revolutions” that can serve as
“roads out of apathy, inertia and the status quo” in the comics industry. “Big World: The Battle
for Diversity” is a chapter that addresses three of these revolutions: “Gender Balance, Minority
Representation, and Diversity of Genre.” In it, McCloud recounts the history of “narrow
industry attitudes” in mainstream comics toward material by and/or about women, racial and
ethnic minorities, and gays and lesbians. He asserts that this “battle for diversity must be fought
and won in order for comics to remain, or (arguably) become once more, a relevant artform in
the 21st Century,” ultimately arguing not only for gender, racial, and sexual inclusivity in comics
content, but also amongst comics creators.47
The history of racial representation in comics is a topic of a number of recent studies. In
a 2002 issue of IJOCA and a 2004 issue of ImageText, respectively, William H. Foster III and
Leonard Rifas published articles on racial imagery in the underground “comix” by Robert
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Crumb, S. Clay Wilson and others. Even mainstream academic journals like African-American
Review are getting in on the act, publishing articles such as Marc Singer=s “Black Skins and
White Masks: Comic Books and the Secret of Race” (2002). Jeffrey A. Brown=s Black
Superheroes, Milestone Comics, and Their Fans (2001) is a book-length study of race, genre,
and DC Comics’ “multicultural” imprint, Milestone. Fredrik Strömberg=s Black Images in the
Comics: A Visual History (2003) identifies seven basic black stereotypes--the native, the tom,
the coon, the piccaninny, the tragic mulatto, the mammy, and the buck48--in 200 years of comics
images from North America and throughout the world; from Robert Crumb=s obscene
Angelfood McSpade to the weather-controlling member of the X-Men, Storm; from Will
Eisner=s comic sidekick to the Spirit, Ebony White to Charles Schultz=s tokenish, though nonstereotyped black Peanuts character, Franklin. In the Preface to Strömberg=s book, author and
cartoonist Charles Johnson calls the parade of images
a testament to the failure of the imagination (and often of empathy too,), (which)
tell us nothing about black people but everything about what white audiences
approved and felt comfortable with in pop culture . . . The Negro has been the
very special object of the white man=s deepest--and perhaps primordial--fears
and fantasies.49
Comics, therefore can play a special role in analyzing as well as participating in what
James Snead calls “visual antithesis,”50 the imagistic representation of blackness as an
“other” against which whiteness defines itself.
To conclude, I will say explicitly what I hope this talk has conveyed implicitly, that is, as
comics continues to infiltrate academia, the interpretive toolbox we bring to work as comics
11
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scholars should be well-stocked with insights and approaches from gender studies, queer studies,
and race theory as well as the “enthusiasm, intelligence, grace, and insight”51 found in the best
examples of paraliterary criticism.
Jeffrey A. Tucker
Associate Professor
Department of English
University of Rochester
404 Morey Hall
RC Box 270451
Rochester, NY 14627-0451
(585) 275-2064
tckr@mail.rochester.edu
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Abstract
Ulvi Cemal Erkin, who was one of the important turkish composers was born in
Istanbul in 1906. Erkin’s major compositions include two symphonies, a piano concerto, a
violin concerto, a string quartet and other compositions for piano and strings. The string
quartet was written in 1936 and has four movements. The presentation will include a
performans of Ulvi Cemal Erkin String Quartet. Also the performers will give total of six
minutes lecture about the piece and the composer.

Lecture by Burcu Tunca (approx. 2’00)
Performans of the Quartet:
I.

Allegro ma non troppo (3’45)

Lecture by Emel Akarsu (approx.2’00)
II.

Allegro scherzando- Sostenuto (2’40)

Lecture by Ozlem Akdeniz (approx.2’00)
III.

Andante (4’03)

Lecture by Ezgi Gonlum Yalcin (approx.2’00)
IV. Quasi imprivisazione (2’27)
Total: aprox. 20 minutes.
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Title: Music Behind Bars: The Role of Music in the Empowerment and
Rehabilitation of Offenders at Umtata Prison, Eastern Cape
Name of the author: Zoliswa Twani (Mrs)
Department and Affiliation: Music Department, School of Arts, Faculty of
Humanities University of the Witwatersrand
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 6138, Rivonia, 2138. Gauteng Province, South Africa
E-mail Address: ztwani@yahoo.com
Telephone numbers: +27 475311027 (h), + 27 475022481(0), +27 82 200 7461 (m).
ABSTRACT:
This essay is based on work conducted at Umtata prison from 2003 to date. Using
Foucault’s theory of the ‘panopticon’ I investigate the extent to which music activities
subvert the watchfulness of prison authorities. I also examined the way in which
music encourages offenders to transcend their prisoner status while modifying their
behaviour for reintegration into the society as reformed citizens. Further, the essay
shows how prisoners make use of the structured music practices in prison as means by
which some kind of education can be acquired and rehabilitation effected. I argue that
music can significantly alter and encourage offenders to transcend their ‘prisoner’
sense of self, help them generate a new kind of identity as rehabilitated inmates and
facilitate their rehabilitation and reintegration into the society.
BACKGROUND
In this paper I explore the role of music as a tool towards successful rehabilitation of
offenders at Umtata prison. Using Foucault’s theory of the ‘panopticon’ I examine the
way the offenders at Umtata prison use music activities imposed by authorities as
means to rebuild their fragmented and repressed identities, thus subverting the
watchfulness of prison system. Also, I critically investigate the extent to which such
music activities endeavour to transform and liberate offenders to be rehabilitated
citizens who can safely and successfully be reintegrated into society.
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The paper is a result of an ongoing empirical study undertaken in collaboration with
offenders (inmates)1 and correctional officials at Umtata Prison, Umtata, Eastern Cape
Province of South Africa. The Department of Correctional Services’ 2003/2004
Annual Report records that the prison population in South Africa in March 2004 was
189 748, and that of these 63 % were ‘juveniles’2 below twenty-five years of age
(page 11). This alarmingly high proportion of youth in prisons provided the moral
justification for my original interest in this topic, which I pursued in a project at
Master’s level (Twani 2002) and now undertaking at doctoral level. As a music
educator I have also worked for the DCS at Umtata prison as a music advisor,
adjudicator at competitions, and counsellor for young offenders and women offenders.
Through this work I have been able to observe the musical life at Umtata prison,
which is quite rich and takes the form of gospel and choral music for female, male,
juvenile and mixed choirs, and traditional music such as isicathamiya, ukudlal’imfene,
intlombe and indlamu.

REHABILITATION PROCESSES IN SOUTH AFRICAN PRISONS
Rehabilitation processes in prisons in present-day South Africa are premised on the
restorative justice approach to restoration and reintegration of offenders into society.
The approach is futuristic and fundamentally non-punitive. It seeks to heal the
offender as a person with an inherent sense of responsibility and shame, who need not
be ostracised, but helped. Skosana in launching the restorative justice programme in
2001 emphasised the importance of the community and its involvement in correcting
the offending behaviour by equipping offenders with knowledge, skills and attributes
that would enable their successful reintegration into their communities as law-abiding
citizens, thus ensuring safer communities.

1

In the Department of Correctional Services’ White Paper on Corrections in South Africa (2005),
prisoners are no longer referred to as ‘inmates’ but as ‘offenders’.

2

Now referred to as, ‘young offenders’.

2
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The suggested approaches involve a number of interventive cultural and educational
programmes introduced by the Department of Correctional Services (DCS) in South
African prisons, such as the National Offenders’ Choir Competitions, Adult Basic
Education and Training (ABET); Vocational Training Programme; Correspondence
Studies; Occupational Skills Training Programme; Mainstream Education towards
successful rehabilitation of offenders (DCS, 2003 / 2004). My concern here is with
the National Offenders’ Choir Competitions (NOCC).
The National Offenders’ Choir Competitions was launched as a biennial event on 10
September 1997 in Randburg. This has already become an important music tool for
the DCS for the attainment of successful rehabilitation endeavours (Skosana 2003, p.
7), but their effectiveness has not been evaluated and needs investigation. The first
national competition was held in 1998 at the Linder Auditorium, University of the
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg with two main sections, traditional music and choral
music. The traditional music section is where a variety of traditional music and dances
from African cultures are featured. The choral section features both vernacular and
western music pieces by female, male, juvenile and mixed choirs.
The national offenders’ choir competition has become a popular attraction in
government circles and seems to have created a platform for the participants to
showcase their talents. The 2003 offenders’ choir competitions drew about 10 000
offenders as choristers in the various choirs from all over South Africa. The biennial
competitions have proved to be very popular, not only among prisoners and the DCS
officials but also with the community outside prisons. At the Good Hope Centre in
Cape Town in 2003, the competition was attended by dignitaries who included
Ministers from other government departments, Premiers from different provinces, the
Mayor of Cape Town Unicity, Members of Parliament, a judge, researchers involved
with DCS, members of non-governmental organisations and community-based
organisations, as well as friends and family members of inmates.
Minister Ngconde Balfour (2006, p. 7) sees this move as one of the success areas in
that the involvement of the community results in transference of skills between the
communities and empowerment for DCS staff members and inmates. The conductor
of the Umtata choir, for example, is a music teacher – Mrs K.J. Mlandu with a degree

3
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in music whose assistant is an inmate. A former assistant choir conductor, who was a
prison official registered for the degree of B. Music Education at the then University
of Transkei (now called Walter Sisulu University) to further develop her music skills
but has since relocated. The 2006 national competitions in Kroonstad were yet
another instatatious success featuring ex-offenders (now community members) and
correctional officers conducting and coaching offenders’ choirs.
Within this new direction, music and, in particular the competition, has succeeded in
attaining the set objectives (DCS Annual Report 2003/2004). These are the ‘visible’
teamwork and interpersonal relations that develop among the offenders and officials,
the restoration of the self-esteem and confidence of inmates all seem to bear
testimony to the achievements mentioned above. According to correctional officer 1
(personal communication, 12 June, 2003), “since the involvement of the community,
in particular Umtata Christian Church,3 the complaints and grievances from offenders
have decreased. A month can pass by without a single complaint.” Correctional
officer 2 (personal communication, 12 June 2003) said, “Here at Umtata prison, we no
longer worry about escapes of prisoners, our appreciation goes to you people of
Umtata Christian Church.”
Whether the sound behaviour of offenders is attributable to religious interventions and
the panoptic eye that is, the strict control and surveillance of the movements of
offenders by the officials as they ferry the inmates to these competitions, only time
will tell. Nevertheless, Inmate 6, the former leader of The Peacemakers said that,
when he was going to perform, he just forgot about being a prisoner until when they
were informed by officials to board the bus for a trip back to prison (Personal
communication, 13 June 2003). Inmate 1, on the other hand, mentioned that the only
thoughts that would occupy his mind would be related to the pleasure of “seeing
people and the world once again, since when in prison the only thing you see are the
walls around you and the sky” (Personal communication, 14 September 2005).
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
3

Umtata Christian Church holds weekly religious services, spiritual and scriptural discussion meetings
and counselling sessions for offenders at Umtata prison, that are punctuated with chorus and singing
of hymns in IsiXhosa and English.
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Utilitarianism: Jeremy Bentham
The panopticon was a model prison proposed by Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) a
utilitarian philosopher and theorist of British legal reform (Foucault 1978, Chapter 1).
It functioned as a round- the-clock surveillance machine, designed to ensure that no
offender could ever see the ‘inspector’ who conducted surveillance from a privileged
central location, the control base. The notion of the panopticon was derived from
utilitarian thinking, which perhaps filters down to the motivation for the prison
competitions, in that one of the doctrines of utilitarianism was that the actions of
governments should be judged simply by the extent to which they promoted the
“greatest happiness of the greater number” (CD-ROM Encyclopaedia Britannica,
2004).
During the choir competitions, celebrations, festivals and other events where music
features prominently in prison, offenders on the one hand seem to benefit the most;
they are in the limelight, and everyone depends on them. I have witnessed them, in
turn, displaying a lot of responsibility, respect, determination and willingness to learn,
participate and win. On the other hand the correctional officers show a lot of care and
love for the inmates since they also receive recognition for their hard work. Skosana
noted in 2003 that no escaping of offenders has ever been reported during these
competitions since their inception in 1997, despite the fact that more than 10 000
offenders are usually involved (Skosana 2003, p.3). If the DCS are trying to render
prison a liberating and enlightening experience for ‘the greater number’ of offenders,
choir competitions and other music activities are probably a good way of doing this.
FOUCAULT’S PANOPTICISM AND THE MUSICIANS BEHIND BARS
Ideas for framing my research theoretically are mainly drawn from Michel Foucault’s
principle of the panopticon or panopticism within his discourse analysis of discipline,
punishment and incarceration in prisons (Foucault 1978, p. 8). Foucault’s notion of
panopticism: a theory of surveillance, and a technology of power, emerged out of
Bentham’s proposition. Panopticism as an instrument of power leads me to relate it to
the way music practices and performances are used in prison. While offenders may be
5
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aware that they are constantly under observation and scrutiny as they continue to
perform and participate in music activities in prison, only the correctional officials
can make value judgments regarding change or not in the behaviour of inmates. Under
these circumstances, panopticism and the music activities become also a political
technology of the body, and where power relations have an immediate hold upon the
body, “they invest it, mark it, train it, force it to carry out tasks, to perform at
ceremonies, and to emit signs” (Foucault 1978, p. 25).
I argue that offenders involved in music activities in prison, although they are not
completely panoptic-free, are panoptic-conscious and panoptic-wise. They are ‘free’
to participate in music activities and music competitions in and out of prison and
perform to the very people from whom they are under surveillance. They can also
take their performance outside prison and show themselves in ways other prisoners
cannot. They are still ‘behind bars’ because they are performing offenders but have a
certain freedom that enables their transformation into performing inmates, and
therefore, musicians, even though inhabiting the space of restriction of the prison
system. Thus despite the repression, they have the opportunity to take control over
their destinies as developed and emancipated musicians within the paradigm of power
and surveillance. It is in this sense that I regard them as panoptic-wise musicians, able
to make use of music programmes in prison to alter their situation and lifestyle and
acquire skills. Some of the offenders at Umtata prison have considerable music
experience: training as solo singers; the assistant conductor of the Umtata Offenders’
Choirs is himself an offender at this point in time.
I suggest that the music activities in prison and the DCS’ National Offenders’ Choir
Competition (NOCC) could become an instrument of power that instead of merely
controlling the individual offender engages and allows the offender/chorister to invest
in that control, to such an extent that it eventually becomes a life-changing activity.
Thus, a strategy (choralism) introduced by those in power as part of a programme of
discipline and control, contributes towards the rehabilitation of inmates.
Panopticism as a political investment of the body is bound up with complex reciprocal
relations that operate through micro-physics of power as a strategy for domination and
inducing performance and productivity – ‘docility-utility’ (Olwage 2003, p.181)
6
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among individuals or groups. In one way or another, the system in which the
musicians behind bars operate makes them to become docile human beings (they have
to continually abide by the prison laws and regulations), but effective in respect of
what they will produce as skilled inmates/musicians. When they practice for long
hours they cannot complain and they are not in a position to suggest break times or
enquire about lunch and other privileges and rights, because they are usually put in
their places and told “yazini ukuba ningamabanjwa” (IsiXhosa = you must know that
you are prisoners) (Offender 4, personal communication, 14 September, 2003). By the
end of 2004 Umtata Offenders’ Choirs were still the reigning national champions with
five trophies from the 2003 National Offenders’ Choir Competitions. They are the
current provincial champions, while Gauteng Offenders’ Choirs are the reigning
national champions since 16 February 2006.
The use of the NOCC to induce performance and productivity continues unabatedly at
Umtata prison. I have witnessed offenders’ choirs practising daily around the clock,
usually from 09h00 to 14h00, an hour before they are supposed to be locked into their
cells, especially near the time of the competitions. By the same token, criteria for
involvement and their attainment, when and where the competitions are going to be
and what the repertoire is going to be, schedule of events and so on are the domain of
correctional officials. The choristers of Umtata Offenders’ Choir may never know
why the competition was postponed from August 2005 to 16 February 2006, even if
some may have lost the opportunity to participate and learn from the experience. The
officials actually control the activities and the programme while the individual
offenders seem to be exercising integrity and autonomy regarding their own
participation.
THE IMPACT OF MUSIC IN THE LIVES OF SELECTED CHORISTERS /
INMATES
A thematic content analysis approach of interview transcripts of 2003 and 2005
among soloists, conductors and choir leaders, on the impact of music in their lives
was largely informative. Emergent themes relate to the appropriation of music as a
‘technology of the self’ (DeNora 2000, p.62), music as a survival strategy, music as
an aid to discovery of music talents and potential, music as a key to restoration and
7
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development of living skills even beyond prison as well as music for career
advancement.
Offender1, a bass soloist, talks about the ‘consoling effect’ of music and the power of
music in changing the lives of inmates. The latter refers to “confessions” made by
inmates to him who, after listening to music felt some sense of relief and renewed
feelings of hope, comfort from suicidal tendencies. They listen mostly to church
hymns and gospel songs, the lyrics of which, according to Offender1 (personal
communication, 14 September, 2003) touch the hearts of inmates. Subsequently, these
inmates become members of the choirs. Inmate 2, a soprano soloist, echoes similar
views “in music I found a way to relieve my anger and bitterness. “Each time I came
from choir practice I was satisfied.” (Personal communication, 14 September 2003).
Inmate 2, on discovering her music talent, simultaneously acquired some selfactualising skills for self-restraint and self-control from her anger and bitterness
spells. She constantly made reference to this and her “recent friendly personality”
since she realised she “was good in something.” Offender 3 in his interview, also
constantly alludes to such self-actualising skills, for him, even the name of the group
– The Peacemakers, was enough to make him modify his periodic emotional
outbursts.
To Offender 4, a tenor soloist, participation in music activities in prison was a
survival strategy against boredom, stress and living a trouble-free life, self-control and
self-restraint from fights and further criminal charges, thus extending one’s initial
sentence. These are sentiments to which Offender 4 insistently referred to as selfpolicing “kufuneka ubelipolisa lakho ejele” (IsiXhosa = you have to be your own
policeman while in the prison), learning to be patient with people generally and
avoiding fighting when conflict situations arose. Offender 5, an alto soloist went
further to say, “mna ndimdala, uyandibona nawe” (IsiXhosa = you can see that I am
old), but she joined the choir to “take her mind off things” and to avoid boredom. In
Tia DeNora’s sense (2000, p. 58) music is used in such situations as an accomplice in
aesthetic agency for the individual to attain, enhance and maintain the desired states
of feelings, body energy, needs and wishes, such as relaxation and management of
stress.

8
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Offender 3 (personal communication, ibid), on the other hand, articulates
transformational powers of music in changing perceptions, and attitudes, through his
personal slogan: “umculo uyalambisa’ and “umculo uyaphilisa” (IsiXhosa = music
can make you hungry and music heals, respectively). This refers to the time he was at
school and would run away from music participation at school because they would
have endless practices and would go home well after other learners were at home, and
also to the fact that a number of ‘musicians’ he knew from his village and nearby
towns were always penniless and seemingly thought of as people who were idle and
lazy to work and would, therefore, be poor for the rest of their lives. Since becoming
the leader of the all-male Isicathamiya group he has come to learn a lot about careers,
job opportunities and income-generating ventures for musicians and has realised that
“umculo uyaphilisa”, (you can earn a living from it).
The additional benefits for Offender3 are his acquired leadership qualities,
choreography skills and potential as a songwriter since he composed about five songs
for the group. Offender 1 discovered counselling skills and the therapeutic effect of
music, probably stemming from his professional training, especially when he
“worked” with new convicts through listening to music and discussing the lyrics of
the songs (usually gospel songs and hymns, as well as some traditional songs).
This is a clear demonstration of the power of music to predicate the desire to create
rather than to destroy, which to Skosana (2003, p.7) “is the needed ingredient required
of a rehabilitated offender.” Offenders 2, 3 and 4 similarly marvelled at their newly
discovered talent and potential as soloists of the ‘opera music style’ and
‘isicathamiya’ for the latter, which would never had materialised and become known
to them had it not been for their involvement in the prison choirs.
Grace Nicky (1993, p. 5) in her study carried out with the Geese Theatre Company in
prisons confirms this view as direct benefits to participants to raise potential for
change in the individual and ultimately societal change, through the usage of the arts
in prisons. Of all the interviewees, not a single one of them expressed negative views
about music (instead they wish to be taught music in prisons), which I find interesting
given that on the outside most of them had nothing to do with music since their illremembered school days. All these aspects basically refer to music as a resource on

9
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the level of the individual, an active ingredient in engineering the self, self-identity
and caring for the self (DeNora, 2000, p.63).
The interviews also reveal some ideas about the restorative nature of music coupled
with acquiring and learning some music skills, such as solo singing, conducting,
reading tonic sol-fa by those involved. Participation in music activities in prison
seemingly yielded some spin-offs of special desires and self-confidence for further
career advancement in music and other vocations for those involved. Offender 1, for
example, had some music background before incarceration and is very much
concerned about lack of education and music teaching in prisons when there are a lot
of talented inmates. In the same vein Offender 2 even wishes for at least musically
literate officers to impart skills and knowledge to inmates. Both are resolute in
continuing with formal education in music, while Offender 3 insists on a performance
career. Inmate 2 said, “Ilizwi lam le-opera lindenze ndabangumntu okweziphambili
iindawo, kuleminhla ndiculela izikhulu, ooPresidanti nabaphathiswa belizwe,
ndiyakwazi nokukhumsha” (IsiXhosa = because of my opera voice I have suddenly
become an important person, I have sung before the President and Ministers of the
country, I never knew I can be famous through music). I can even speak in English.”
Offender 6 who left the prison in December 2004 and 2003, respectively is involved
in music in a serious way. He has recorded at EMI music studios a demo- compact
disk with 27 gospel songs and has also benefited from the DCS – Grahamstown
prison as a coach of the Isicathamiya group. While life after prison for Inmates 4 and
5 did not involve music, they both unanimously felt that their involvement in the
prisoners' choirs was a springboard to their acquired lifestyles, aspirations and values,
thus reinventing their identities. Offender 5 acquired skills in interior decorating and
tuck-shop management while in prison. This experience earned her a post as a
labourer, a tuck-shop manager at a school in Umtata and later a manager of a Bed and
Breakfast at Kokstad until her untimely death on 18 November 2004.
Offender 4 on the other hand, a multi-talented youngster, is currently an entrepreneur
selling his own creation of greeting cards and posters as a self-taught graphic artist.
He is also working as a self-employed video and camera photographer with a studio at
Ngqeleni village where he develops his own photographs by computer assistance.
10
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Correctional officer 1, (personal communication, 14 September 2003) confirmed,
“Whenever training opportunities came up, we always make sure that those who sing
in the choirs are given first preference because we know their attitude and that they
are respectful, so they will not disappoint us. We make sure that they learn everything
that will help them after their term.” Moreover, consideration for parole and amnesty
of offenders usually includes among other things, their involvement and participation
in programmes such as the National Offenders’ Choir Competitions (NOCC). There is
even currently a view in DCS that offenders should be accredited and certificated for
their involvement in such development programmes within the prison system (White
Paper 2005, p.3).
The interview transcripts used in this essay provided me with an understanding of the
determination of the musicians behind bars to utilise the educational and recreational
programmes to which they are exposed to redo their lives. The analysis also provided
me with the motivation to further study towards an extended doctoral programme the
way in which music is used in prisons in South Africa.

CONCLUSION

The choral groups in prison may not be wearing leg irons or prison uniform when
they perform, but even when attired in matching dresses and suits, they are shackled
to their image as singing offenders, an image that is perhaps more difficult to escape
than prison itself. Foucault’s theory of panopticism underscores the above concerns in
terms of the choristers labeled and stigmatized as prisoners or even performing
prisoners as they ascend the stage. At a performance at then University of Transkei
(now Walter Sisulu) in one of the graduation ceremonies in May 2004, as soon as one
person realized that the performers were indeed prisoners, the word did the rounds
from one spectator to another. No matter how many times and at which prestigious
events the prison groups perform and shine, they are still under surveillance,
controlled by the power structures hovering above them in and out of prison as
musicians behind bars.
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Whether the newness of musicians behind bars will be sustainable throughout and
beyond imprisonment is debatable. I however, conclude that if offenders have the
capacity to change and be in control of their lives and situation through the NOCC
(both inside and after leaving prison), which capacity they seem to demonstrate
during the period of the competitions, the NOCC might as well be used as a
conscientising agent, for critical action and reflection, ‘praxis’,4 for them to develop
new and improved skills for successful rehabilitation and reintegration into the
community.
It is my view that, as long as inmates are involved, conscientised and are given
opportunities to choose, the chances of new identities, self-image, self-esteem and
confidence, as well as improvement and emancipation are prolonged and become
sustainable, if the platform of Offenders’ Choirs continues to exist in the south
African prisons.

4

A key principle and method, in Paulo Freire’s theory of conscientização (1993).
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Inmates – a term widely used in South African prisons by both correctional officers
and offenders to refer to offenders. However, the term offender is the official term
since 09 February 2006 with the White Paper on Corrections.
Isicathamiya is a capella singing style that originated from the South African Zulus.
The word means "on tip-toes" or "in a stalking approach", which contrasts with an
earlier name for Zulu a cappella singing, mbube, meaning "lion". The change in name
marks a transition in the style of the music: traditionally, music described as "mbube"
is sung loudly and powerfully, while isicathamiya focuses more on achieving a
harmonious blend between the voices. The name also refers to the style's tightlychoreographed dance moves that keep the singers on their toes. Isicathamiya choirs
are traditionally all male. Its roots reach back before the turn of the 20th century,
when numerous men left the homelands in order to search for work in the cities.
Today, isicathamiya competitions in Johannesburg and Durban take place on Saturday
nights, with up to 30 choirs performing from 8 pm to 8 am the following morning.
Uhubhe – one of the South African traditional dance styles which is widely
performed and practiced in the rural areas of the Eastern Cape. It is performed to the
accompaniment of recorded mbaqanga music. This dance style originated with mine
workers who work in the mines and go back to their homes in the rural areas for
holidays. It is characterized by bright coloured tattered type of skirts and tekkies
(running shoes) for all performers, both men and women. The usual main colours are
red and blue mixed with white, green and yellow.
Mbaqanga - is a style of South African music that is usually sung by people from
rural areas. By the middle of the 1950s, the evolving indigenous South African music
exploded in popularity given its increased reach to a massively growing urban
population. A typical area was the township of Sophiatown near Johannesburg, which
had grown since the 1930s into an area of new urban lifestyles for black city dwellers.
Its unsure legal status as a "freehold" area, and its proximity to the urban centre of
Johannesburg, Sophiatown attracted adventurous performers of new music and
became a seed-bed for the rapidly developing black musical culture. Thus marabi and
kwela have started to come together into what is broadly thought of as mbaqanga.
Singing stars such as Mirriam Makeba, Dolly Rathebe and Letta Mbuli created a large
base of fans. Famous mbaqanga players included Mahlathini and the Mahottella
Queens and the Soul Brothers.
Intlombe – In other areas it is called by different names such as: emgcobeni,
etshotshweni or esigcobeni. There are three different types of intlombe. There is one
for boys only, one for boys and girls and the traditional meeting for amagqirha
(isiXhosa = divine healers). In the context of Umtata prison intlombe is the one for
divine healers. It features spirited dances of amagqirha (divine healers) to the
accompaniment of songs for healing.
Indlamu - is a traditional Zulu dance from South Africa where the dancer lifts one
foot over his head and brings it down hard, landing squarely on the music's downbeat.
Typically, two dancers in warrior's pelts perform indlamu routines together,
shadowing each other's moves perfectly. It is also often referred to as a Zulu war
dance.
15
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Abstract
Religion in Turkey is a complex phenomenon shaped by various historical, cultural and political influences. The
aim of this study is to portray differences in (Islamic) religious orientation in Turkey through an investigation of
values and worship habits. Religious orientation is measured by a shortened version of Muslim–Christian
Religious Orientation Scale (Ghorbani, Watson, Ghramaleki, Morris, and Hood, 2002) and Muslim Religiosity
Scale (Uysal, 2003). Values are measured by Schwartz Value Survey developed by Schwartz and Bilsky (1990)
and worship habits are surveyed through a set of questions adapted from Carkoglu and Toprak (2000). The
survey is administered online to a broad sample consisting mostly of white-collar employees and small business
owners. The study reveals that religious orientation correlates positively with values that promote tradition and
security and negatively with hedonism. It is also found in the study that religious orientation in Turkey can be
explained under four dimensions; Islamic-intrinsic, extrinsic-this worldly-personal, extrinsic-this worldy-social,
extrinsic-other worldly. The findings provide insight into further research on religiousness and its personal and
cultural antecedents.
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Researchers from various fields have expressed growing interest in the study of religious
motivation. One of the main concerns in this line of research is focused on the distinction
between instrumental and non-instrumental reasons for being religious and their possible
psychological effects. Allport (1950) is considered to be the pioneer of the field in providing a
conceptual distinction between intrinsic versus extrinsic religious orientation. Intrinsic
orientation implies that religion serves as the main motive in a believer’s life while the term
extrinsic orientation is concerned with defining religious activity as a means to personal and
potentially selfish ends.
The dichotomy between intrinsic versus extrinsic orientation has been scrutinized and
elaborated in a few studies. For example, Allport and Ross (1967) disconfirmed their initial
expectation that the two orientations would define polar opposites along a single continuum.
Recent studies show that extrinsic orientation is a complex, multidimensional construct
(Gorsuch and McPherson, 1989; Kirkpatrick, 1989). These and other findings support the idea
that “each person may be religious for multiple reasons” (Gorsuch, Mylvaganam, Gorsuch,
and Johnson, 1997).
Most of the contemporary research in psychology of religion involves surveys of Judeo–
Christian samples drawn largely from English-speaking societies, primarily American, British,
and Canadian populations (Hood, Spilka, Hunsberger, and Gorsuch, 1996). While the
intrinsic-extrinsic distinction has been investigated for other cultures and religions (e.g.,
Gorsuch et al., 1997; Hovemyr, 1998; Kaldestad and Stifoss-Hanssen, 1993; Ponton and
Gorsuch, 1988) cross-cultural validity of these tools remains open to question. For example, a
group of researchers has reported difficulties using an Arabic translation of Hoge’s (1972)
Intrinsic Scale with a Kuwaiti Muslim sample (Thorson, Powell, Abdel-Khalek, and Beshai,
1997).
The current project is partly inspired by a study by Ghorbani, Watson et al. (2002) where a
new, cross-culturally applicable religious orientation scale is devised. These new measures are
based on a conceptual analysis that seeks to articulate more precise definitions of religious
motivation. Second, these scales include an attempt to more comprehensively assess the
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extrinsic orientation. A shortened version of the Muslim-Christian Religious Orientation scale
(MCROS) developed by Ghorbani, Watson et al. (2004) is combined with the Muslim
Religiosity Scale (Uysal, 2003) in order to identify religious orientation in a sample of Turkish
employees and small business owners.
Values
Schwartz (1992) developed a comprehensive theory about the content and the structure of the
value domains and empirically supported his approach in more than forty countries (Sagiv and
Schwartz, 1995). A value is defined as a transsituational, desirable goal acting as a guiding
principle in one’s life. On the basis of theoretical analyses and extensive empirical research,
ten different value types, each characterized by their own motivational goal, are identified:
universalism, benevolence, tradition, conformity, security, power, achievement, hedonism,
stimulation, and self-direction (see
Table 1). These ten value types can be organized into a two-dimensional circumplex structure

on the basis of the mutual compatibilities and conflicts among motivational goals (see
Figure 1). Value types that share compatible motivational goals are most positively correlated
and emerge adjacent to one another in the two-dimensional representation. Value types
characterized by conflicting motivational goals are weakly or negatively correlated and they
are positioned opposite to one another in the two-dimensional representation.
Table 1 Definition of motivational types of values (Schwartz and Huismans, 1995).

3
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Schwartz’s research means a considerable improvement over earlier work on values. Because
value types can be situated in a circular pattern, associations between these value types and
external variables are expected to follow a specific pattern. Thus, if the value type that should
be most positively related with an external variable and the value type that should be most
negatively related with an external variable can be identified, then the order of all other
relations with that external variable can be predicted on the basis of the circumplex structure.
The relations should systematically decrease as one goes from the most positively related to
the most negatively related value type, or they should systematically increase as one goes from
the most negatively related to the most positively related value type.
Figure 1 Theoretical model of relations among value types (Schwartz and Huismans, 1995).

Values and Religiousness
The relationship between values and religion has played a central part in theories of
theologians, philosophers, sociologists, and psychologists (e.g. Marx, Weber, Freud, and
Tillich). Norms or values form an important part of each religion (Vergote, 1997), although
they are not the only element that defines religion. Religion aims to unify moral codes, beliefs,
rituals, emotions, and community into an integrative whole (Hinde, 1999). Transmission of
religion through socialization (especially within the family) may be considered as part of a
more general transmission of values (Saroglou, 2004).

4
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The first empirical approach to the investigation of values and religiosity has to be credited to
Rokeach (1968, 1969, 1973). In these studies, participants are asked to rank various
instrumental and terminal values as guiding principles in their lives. Comparisons between
religious and nonreligious participants have revealed that, on average, religious participants
rank salvation, forgiveness, and obedience higher than nonreligious participants do and that
they value pleasure, independence, intellect, and logic lower than nonreligious participants
emphasize.
Rokeach’s approach has been replicated in subsequent empirical research (e.g. Lau, 1989;
Paloutzian, 1981; Sohlberg, 1986; Wolfe and Mourribi, 1985). However, this approach
possesses a main shortcoming. Religiousness is often merely defined in terms of belief and
nonbelief and it is treated as a unidimensional characteristic. Comparisons between different
religious affiliations have been restricted on the assumption that responses from individuals
within a religion will form a homogeneous pattern. In addition, the ranking approach has
remained unrewarding, leading to poorly organized results.
In an investigation of four Western religions, Schwartz and Huismans (1995) have showed
that there is a theoretically meaningful pattern of associations between religious commitment
and a representative set of values. In all four religious groups, religiosity is found to be
associated with the importance of “respect, commitment, and acceptance of the customs and
ideas that traditional culture provide” and a de-emphasis on “pleasure and sensuous
gratification for oneself” (Schwartz and Huismans, 1995). More specifically, religion is
positively associated with Tradition and Conformity, and, to a lesser extent, with Security and
Benevolence. On the other hand, it is negatively associated with Hedonism, Stimulation, and
Self-Direction, and, to a lesser extent (or not at all), with Achievement, Power, and
Universalism. Despite developments in conceptualization and measurement of values, this
study too treats religiosity as a unidimensional concept.

5
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Current Study
The current study investigates the relationship among various facets of religious orientation
and value dimensions in Turkey. The study stands out to be the first attempt to define the
dimensions of religiousness in the Turkish context, stressing the need for a multi-dimensional
approach for understanding such complex phenomena. Studying the relationship between
religiousness and values is of significance due to the country’s unique characteristics. The
Turkish Republic was established as a secular democratic state in 1923 following the collapse
of the Ottoman Empire. Since then, the country has undergone dramatic changes in almost
every area of life - from the alphabet to numerous laws and regulations. Since the 1950s, and
particularly since the 1980s, the country has been undergoing rapid economic and social
changes in line with the worldwide trends toward liberalization and globalization.
The traditional socialization process emphasizes obedience, closeness, and loyalty to authority
rather than independence and self-reliance (Imamoglu, 1987; Kagitçibasi, 1973, 1984).
Comparing the values of Turkish and American university students, Hyman, Payaslioglu, and
Frey (1958) reported individualistic, or personal, values to be more prevalent among U.S.
students, whereas loyalty to the family and to the society were predominant among the
Turkish sample. Recent studies show that interrelational and benevolence values to be
important in Turkey as has been reported in other collectivist societies such as Puerto Rico
(Triandis, Bontempo, Villareal, Asai, and Lucca, 1988) and China (Hui and Villareal, 1989).
Under rapid social change, different styles and orientations toward life have emerged
(Kagitçibasi, 1984), triggering a fusion between traditional roles and the trend toward
individualistic notions. In a study on values of Turkish university students (Imamoglu and
Karakitapoglu-Aygün, 1999), value orientations pointed both to individual (such as
stimulation) and group-related concerns (such as comfort). On the other hand, the basic family
structure now appears to be nuclear; but it serves the functions of an extended family in terms
of providing social, emotional, and material support. Even when material interdependencies of
family members decrease, emotional interdependence and relatedness remain very important
(Imamoglu, 1987; Imamoglu and Imamoglu, 1992a, 1992b; Imamoglu and Kiliç, 1999;
Imamoglu and Yasak, 1997; Kagitçibasi, 1990). Various other studies have confirmed this
6
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dual structure of collectivistic traditional values and individualistic attitudes (Göregenli, 1995,
1997; Kagitçibasi, 1973; LeCompte and LeCompte, 1970, 1973). This structure can be
characterized by “preference for individualistic self-realization together with collectivist group
loyalty” (Phalet and Claeys, 1993) and can be labeled as “related autonomy” (Karadayi, 1998)
or “interrelated individuation” (Imamoglu, 1995, 1998). One might expect Turkish people to
retain their conservation and self-transcendence related values at the same time with
achievement and self-enhancement concerns.
The diversity and complex structure of values in the Turkish society is expected to generate a
multifaceted religiousness. In line with previous research, the following relationships are
tested and discussed: a) respondents who place greater importance on Conservation values will
report higher scores on various dimensions of religious orientation, b) higher importance
attributed to Achievement and Power will result in lower levels of both intrinsic and extrinsic
religiousness, c) respondents who score higher on Universalism and Benevolence will show
higher levels of intrinsic religiousness.
Method
Measures
Muslim-Christian Religious Orientation Scale (MCROS)
The shortened version of the Muslim-Christian Religiousness scale used in this study is a free
adaptation from the original scale following a pilot study conducted by the first author. All
items in the scale are based on the assumption that individuals engage in some religious
activity (X) to achieve either a religious (intrinsic) or an at least partially nonreligious
(extrinsic) outcome (Y). In most of these statements, the “do X to achieve Y” format is
followed explicitly; however, this structure is more implicit in other items. Responses to
MCROS items are collected along a 5-point scale ranging from definitely disagree to definitely
agree. Illustrative of the MCROS Intrinsic scale are beliefs that “in my religious life, I always
seek closeness to God.” Some of MCROS Extrinsic items assume that the outcomes of
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religious activities would occur in this world before death. These items make reference to
effects that are either personal (P), cultural (C), or social (S). Other MCROS Extrinsic items
make reference to outcomes that would occur after death, more specifically to outcomes
associated with the notions of heaven versus hell.
Muslim Religiosity Scale (MRS) and Worship Habits
The original Muslim Religiosity Scale (MRS) consists of 15 items, 10 measuring Islamic
religious beliefs and the remaining five items describing a worship dimension. The ten items
from the belief dimension are administered along with MCROS. Items on the MRS worship
dimension are discarded and replaced by a 15-item set previously used by Carkoglu and
Toprak (2000).
Schwartz Value Scale (SVS)
Schwartz Value Scale (SVS) is a 9-level Likert-type scale (ranging from -1 to 7) designed to
determine how important each value is for the respondent. 54 item scores standardized withinsubjects are used to calculate ten value orientations: 1) Power: attainment of social status and
prestige, and the control or dominance over people and resources; 2) Achievement: personal
competence; 3) Hedonism: pleasure or sensuous gratification for oneself; 4) Stimulation:
excitement, novelty and challenge in life ; 5) Self-direction: independent thought and action
(e.g., creating, choosing, exploring); 6) Universalism: understanding, appreciation, tolerance,
and protection of the welfare of all people and of nature; 7) Benevolence: preserving and
enhancing the welfare of people with whom one is in frequent personal contact; 8) Tradition:
respect, commitment, and acceptance of customs and ideas that one’s culture or religion
imposes on the individual; 9) Conformity: restraint of action, inclinations, and impulses likely
to upset or harm others and violate social expectations or norms; and 10) Security: safety,
harmony, and stability of society or relationships, and of self. Adaptations of the scale into
Turkish show overall reliabilities of 0.79-0.83 (Giray, 2003; Karakitapoglu and Imamoglu,
2002).
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Procedure
The questionnaire was distributed via e-mail to approximately 30,000 people, mostly ownermanagers and employees from small to medium sized enterprises. The time to complete the
questionnaire was approximately 40 minutes. Possibly due to the length of the questionnaire,
only a total of 878 responses were collected within a period of three weeks in October 2006. A
significant number of these returns (over 40%) had missing data in the final, extensive SVS
section.
Findings and discussion
Descriptive statistics for mean importance ratings after within-subject standardizations reveal
that no value dimension is dominant in the sample, except for Stimulation which is
comparatively underemphasized. Most dimensions show acceptable symmetry in terms of
minimum versus maximum scores. However, scores are not normally distributed (N=409, after
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of normality) in any of the value dimensions.

Table 2

provides

summary statistics for these dimensions. It can be speculated that the sample is characterized
with a culture of relatedness which is different from a strict definition of collectivism.
Table 2 Descriptives for value dimensions

Mean*
Std. Dev.
Median
,07
,719
,16
Conformity
-,74
1,154
-,55
Tradition
,56
,617
,54
Benevolence
,36
,615
,37
Universalism
,48
,679
,46
Self-direction
-1,26
1,242
-1,04
Stimulation
-,86
1,449
-,55
Hedonism
-,07
,782
,12
Achievement
-,95
1,179
-,80
Power
,60
,597
,62
Security
*Mean importance ratings after within-subject standardizations.

Minimum
-2,21
-4,70
-2,04
-2,93
-2,73
-5,53
-5,70
-2,83
-4,51
-1,93

Maximum
2,07
2,25
2,52
2,05
2,85
1,61
2,44
1,83
1,95
2,02

N
414
416
416
411
416
416
416
416
416
416

Comparisons of males versus females reveal differences in five of the ten dimensions. Males
are found to emphasize Self-direction to a lesser extent (t-test significant at .006) and to foster
Security to a greater extent in comparison to females (t-test significant at .031). On the other
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hand, females are found to deemphasize Tradition and Power to a higher degree (t-tests
significant at .000 and .023 levels, respectively) and to deemphasize Hedonism to a lesser
degree (t-tests significant at .000). These differences suggest that females tend to be less
traditional (or more open to experience) than males. The discrepancy between males and
females can be attributed to a collection of background variables. On average, females in the
sample are younger than males (averaging 29.59 versus 32.24, t-test significant at .004). They
are more likely to have spent childhood and early adulthood in more urbanized settings and
they tend to come from better educated, less crowded families. With regard to work status, it is
revealed that percentage of full-time employees among females is greater than the percentage
among males (65.3 percent versus 42.6 percent). These suggest that females in the sample may
be more familiar with and favorable toward cosmopolitan values typically associated with
urbanized, professional lifestyles.
Frequencies for religious practices and customs reveal that kurban (72.1 percent), oruç (71.3
percent), and fitre (70.7 percent) are the three most practiced among fifteen listed. These
remain in striking contrast to namaz (23.7 percent), and Hac (3.5 percent), two major
obligations of the religion. Females are found to be less likely to practice namaz fives times
daily (15 percent versus 25.9 in males), give away fitre (58.3 percent versus 74.1 in males) or
zekat (39.7 percent versus 52.7 in males), read Kur’an on a regular basis (48.8 percent versus
61.9 in males), offer kurban (sacrifice) (51.6 percent versus 77.2 in males), donate money to
mosques and/or religious foundations (21.4 percent versus 60.2 in males), fast (58.4 percent
versus 74.3 in males), and to have fulfilled Hac (0.8 percent versus 4.2 in males). On the other
hand, they are more likely to organize mevlit (37 percent versus 27.7 in males), offer adak
(58.7 percent versus 49.3 in males), believe in muska (11.2 percent versus 6.2 in males) and
kursun (27.8 percent versus 7.2 in males). No significant differences are found for hatim and
türbe visits.
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Graph 1 Percentage of respondents following various Muslim practices and customs
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Religiousness factors
MCROS and MRS items are factor analyzed together for principal religiousness dimensions.
Three items are excluded from analysis due to communalities and/or loadings below the .50
level. The finalized factor analysis with 41 items reveals four factors (KMO=.979 and
Bartlett’s Test significant at .000 level) explaining 69.90 per cent of total variance. After
varimax rotation, the first factor materializes as a factor accounting for a vast 53.57 per cent of
the variance. The factor represents core Islamic beliefs (devotion to Allah and faith in Kur’an
and Hz. Muhammed) in combination with items under the intrinsic dimension of religiousness.
The second factor, explaining 9.45 of total variance, concerns the role of religion in sustaining
and enhancing personal well-being and communal welfare. As such, it is similar to an
extrinsic-this worldly view of religion under a mixture of personal and cultural expectations
(for example, a belief that religiosity will make people more mature and, thus, will keep
society less turbulent falls under this factor). Third factor represents another form of extrinsicthis worldly view religiousness this time with an emphasis on social aspects, namely
conformity, status seeking, and socialization. The final factor concerns extrinsic-other worldy
domain of religiousness which is largely based on belief in heaven and fear from hell.
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Factorial structure of religious practices and customs
In the study by Carkoglu and Toprak (2000), it is revealed that fifteen religious practices
collapse down to three factors, namely those emphasizing core traditions, practices significant
in their economic/welfare aspect and practices that can be categorized under folk Islam. In the
current study, factor analysis of religious practices and customs reveals four dimensions
(KMO=.850 and Bartlett’s Test significant at .000 level) explaining 55.98 per cent of total
variance. It can be said that the original factors are replicated to an important extent, however,
certain noteworthy differences are found. The first factor in the current study emphasizes
fundamentals such as oruç (fasting) and kurban (sacrificing) but also includes türbe (shrine)
visits and donations to mosques and religious foundations. The connotations the latter two of
these practices will have for different people are likely to be more varied than for the two
fundamentals. However, it can be suggested that this set of practices represents the behavior of
a typical Muslim in Turkey. The emphasis of the factor is partly on the notion of Bayram
(Ramazan and Kurban) which is a country-wide celebration both with religious and secular
elements. The second factor brings together Hac, the holy pilgrimage, with hatim, a practice of
reciting which requires extensive knowledge of Kur’an in Arabic. These are comparatively
less accessible practices and it should be expected that groupings on this factor are far more
divergent. In fact, the statistic that only 3.5 per cent of the sample mentions fulfilling Hac
obligation can been taken evidence towards this conclusion. Third factor lists two practices,
zekat and fitre, which are directly associated with economic notions and welfare issues in
Islam. All three factors show acceptable levels of internal reliability, Cronbach’s alphas of
.7685, .7109, and .6846, respectively. Practices in the final factor, the folk Islam category, are
typically exercised in connection with an incident of importance to the individual (for
example, before a significant decision in life, following an accident, or after a close person
passes away). The factor explains 7.05 per cent of the variance, but shows low internal
reliability. It can be speculated that low reliability of this dimension is a result of transient
nature of practices in concern here. Despite its limitations, the dimension is retained to reflect
variability in the sample.
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Table 3 Dimensions of religious practices and customs

Traditional
Hac
Oruç
.784
Donations
.695
Kur’an
.662
Kurban
.629
Türbe
.567
Hac
.742
Hatim
.670
Teravih
.533
.592
Namaz
.508
.564
Zekat
Fitre
Kursun
Muska
Mevlit
Adak
Variance explained
28.78
11.39
Reliability
.7685
.7109
*Factor Analysis/Varimax rotation/Loadings below .40 are not displayed.

Economic

Folk

.463
.409

.849
.729

8.76
.6846

.623
.601
.591
.574
7.05
.4486

Values and religiousness
One of the main objectives in the study is to analyze the predictive capacity from values onto
religiosity and practices. In the first part, four factors of religiousness are regressed on
standardized scores on value dimensions under separate analyses. All regression models are
significant at the .000 level, with strong predictions for the first two factors and with
satisfactory predictions for the remaining two. As expected, high scores on Tradition (in SVS)
is a core indicator of various dimensions of religiousness. Islamic/Intrinsic dimension is
explained by two Conservatism dimensions, Tradition and Security, and a combined effect
from two contrasting dimensions, Power and Universalism. Altogether, these effects suggest
that individuals high on the intrinsic dimension may possess a worldview that hierarchy based
on religiousness is acceptable. The motive to differentiate between individuals is likely to be a
consequence of pride from religiousness.
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Table 4 Regression analyses for religiousness factors.

Conformity
Tradition
Benevolence
Universalism
Self-direction
Stimulation
Hedonism
Achievement
Power
Security
R2
Sig.

Islamic/Intrinsic

Extrinsic-This
worldly-Personal

,335

,359

Extrinsic-This
worldly-Social

Extrinsic-Other
worldly
,184
-,123
-,146

-,147
-,144
,095
-,300
,150
,167
,196
,000

-,154
,155

,165
,294
,000

,048
,000

,090
,000

N=360

Variability in the second factor is explained through Tradition, Security, Stimulation and
Hedonism. Interestingly, however, Stimulation loads positively on the factor while Hedonism
shows a negative beta coefficient. In the Schwartz’s values model, Hedonism is a direct
opposite to Tradition. In the case of Stimulation, an opposite to values of Security, the effect is
likely to stem from an emphasis on personal development. Extrinsic-This worldly-Personal
aspect of religiousness represented in this factor fosters the thought that religion helps the
individual in a pursuit of maturity and happiness. Therefore, the contradictory definitions of
Tradition and Security versus Stimulation might have been juxtaposed here to portray an
element of adaptability within the limits of conservative values.
In the third factor, the Extrinsic-This worldly-Social dimension, Self-direction and Power
emerge as predictors with significant coefficients. While the model is statistically acceptable,
the predictive reach is limited to five percent of the variance. Nevertheless, the findings may
be taken to suggest that individuals with motivation for Self-direction will score lower on this
dimension because they prioritize intellectual achievement over building social status over
relationships and conformity to norms. In the final factor, Extrinsic-Other worldly, negative
coefficient for Stimulation is likely to represent individuals’ desire to avoid uncertainty. The
notion of heaven versus hell allows/demands individuals to control and restrict their behavior
and prevents them from experimentation in exchange for psychological security. The negative
coefficients for Benevolence and Universalism, on the other hand, possibly refer to the fact
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that individuals with higher motivation toward Self-transcendence values do not pursue
religiousness based on extrinsic reward versus punishment.
Conclusion

The current study is the first empirical research toward an analysis of religious orientation in
Turkey based on a multidimensional framework. The findings validate the relevance of this
multidimensional approach and confirm the multifaceted nature of religiousness. It is revealed
in the study that religious orientation in Turkey can be explained by four major dimensions;
Islamic-intrinsic, Extrinsic-this worldly-personal, Extrinsic-this worldly-social, and Extrinsicother worldly. All of these four dimensions are found to have significant associations with
Schwartz’s value domains.
Much in line with the expectations, Conservation values explain significant variance in
Islamic-intrinsic, Extrinsic-this worldly-personal, and Extrinsic-other worldly facets of
religiousness. Interestingly, however, Achievement, Universalism, and Benevolence are found
to show a pattern in opposition to hypothesized relationships. Some of these links between
values and religiousness in the study are characterized by internal contradictions which imply
that religiousness is becoming difficult to apprehend using conventional tools. Future research
should examine the relationship among religiousness dimensions and value priorities using
multi-method approaches where qualitative evaluations are stressed.

On a larger scale, trends toward globalization, secularization, disintegration of political
ideologies, and the rise of popular culture may be expected to exert influence over
interpretations of religion toward further individuation and fragmentation.
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Appendix
The modern Turkish state is governed by a secular regime since its establishment in 1923.
Recent estimates show that the population is over seventy-five million, of which more than
98% is considered Muslim. There is no accurate information on the sizes of different sects
since no official data is being compiled on specific religious affiliation (Cukur et al, 2004).
Turkish society is an amalgam of different ethnic groups and cultures, built on traditions from
central Asia, the Middle East, the Mediterranean and the Balkans dating back to the Ottoman
period. Combined with political dynamics and structural change, such cultural influences have
created a basis for a Turkish interpretation of Islam. Under rapid socioeconomic change,
religious customs continue to evolve.
The majority of Turkish Muslims are of the Sunni branch of Islam as the majority of the
Muslims in the world. The total number of Turkish Shias is estimated to be approximately
300,000 (Oktem, 2002). Shia denotes those Muslims who are faithful to the genealogical line
of Ali, the cousin of Muhammed. Another Islamic sect faithful to the genealogical line of Ali
are the Alevis. However, Alevis differ from Shias in their religious practices. For example,
Alevis do not fast during Ramazan (Ramadan), instead fast for twelve days during the month
of Muharrem and they do not pray five times daily (Oktem, 2002).
The number of non-Muslims in Turkey most of whom live in Istanbul or other large cities, are
estimated as follows (Oktem, 2002):
•

50,000 Armenian Orthodox Christians

•

25,000 Jews

•

15,000-20,000 Syrian Orthodox Christians

•

5,000-7,000 Yezidies

•

2,000-3,000 Greek Orthodox Christians

•

A small number of Nestorians
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Abstract
Balikesir city and its surrounds in western Turkey, known as Eagean, is a region
where Greek and Turkish communities lived together in peace for years under the auspice
of Ottoman Empire. After the Lausanne Agreement in 1924 that called for an exchange
of population, Greeks living in the newly established Turkish Republic migrated to
Greece while Turks living in Greece migrated to Turkey. In the Eagean region, one can
find as much commercial and industrial buildings left from Greeks as houses and
churches. Even though these buildings have not been as much a focus of attention, their
architectural features definitely deserve to be documented and examined. Moreover,
examining the history of these buildings might enable us to understand better not only the
socio-cultural relations between Greeks and Turks before the exchange but also the sociocultural changes afterwards.
Oil factories found in Eagean region that is famous for its oils, constitute a major
building type left from migrated Greeks. These oil factories together with their annexes
belonged to Ottoman Greeks until the exchange agreement after which some become
government properties and some were given to incoming Turkish migrants. This study
will present one of these oil factories, today know as Tolun Oil and Soap Factory located
in Burhaniye, Balikesir. Tolun Oil Factory represents a rare sample that was able to
protect its architectural features as well as its function until today. Moreover, the
accounts of eyewitnesses who lived in Burhaniye all their lives acted as valuable
resources that inform us of the social life before and after the exchange. The aim of this
study is to direct attention to this building type as our cultural heritage, and emphasize the
need to document and protect them.
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Introduction:
This paper will present an oil factory in Turkey: Tolun Oil and Soap Factory. The
factory is located in Burhaniye district of the city of Balikesir, Turkey (Figure 1). Even
though the construction date is unknown, from the architectural features of the factory it
is plausible that it dates from the late 1800s. This is one out of four known factories
found in Burhaniye. As was usual at the time, it is also known that these factories
belonged to Greek residents, who left the country after the exchange agreement between
Greece and Turkey during 1920s.

Figure 1. The Map of Burhaniye

The first Turkish owner of the Tolun factory complex was Ismail Hakki
Muduroglu. It is also known that Muduroglu had a flour factory within the same region.
During 1950s, after Muduroglu’s bankrapcy, the factory complex was bought by Ethem
Tolun. Since 1983, after Ethem Tolun passes away, the ownership belongs to Husnu
Tolun together with his wife Tulay Tolun. Until 1997, the oil factory was operational and
had been used to produce olive oil out of the olives of the region. Since then, the
machines are taken out of the factory and the complex is only used as a depot, some parts
by the owner and some other parts by different renters. The soap production factory has
lost its function after the death of Ethem Tolun. Since 1990s this unit has also been used
as a depot.

The Factory Complex:
The factory complex is located within a courtyard that is entered through Ataturk
Street. A decorated wooden entrance door leads to the courtyard in which the oil
production unit is located on the left and soap production unit on the right. It is clear that
the oil and soap production units were constructed first. Next to the soap production unit,
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there are one storey, single space, small depots located one next to the other to form an L
shape. There is also a single storey small depot unit constructed very next to the oil
production unit. These additional units as well as the entrance door are known to be
constructed by Ethem Tolun in 1965. Today, these depots have also been rented out and
used as depots.
Figure 2. Site Plan for the Oil Factory

The Oil Production Unit
Figure 3 - The Oil Factory Entrance View

The oil factory is a rectangular single storey building entered through one of the
longer side with a double door. This rectangular space housed the machines that used to
produce olive oil. This single space has been lit with three windows on both side of the
entrance door and with windows located on the back side (Figure 3). The wooden truses
of the ceiling can be seen when you look up from this space. There are additional wooden
columns located in the middle to carry the ceiling load (Figure 4)
Within the main space to the left of the entrance, there is a two storey division
with wooden construction (See Figure 4). Even though today it has no function, orijinally
this space was used as the office for the factory complex. Within this main space on both
sides there are also a section where the floor is higher then the ground. It is known that
the machines used to produce oil was located on these platforms. Today none of the
machines exists in its place.

Figure 4 – An Inside View

Figure 5 - The Factory Chimney

On the right side of this unit, attached to the main space the chimney and its fire
place located (Figure 5). The chimney of an oil factory is a significant architectural
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feature with its height that acts as a landmark for the place the factories are located. As is
in other factories, the chimney rests on top of a pedestal and where the chimney touches
the pedestal one can see the chimney wall being treated as a big column and as such
decorated as the columns of the Greek architecture.
On both sides of the entrance door there are two columns that carry the beam on
top of the door as well as acts as decorative elements. The pediment form of the entrance
elevation (Figure 3) as well as the pediment motives used on top of the windows (Figure
6) are other elements of Greek architecture applied to this functional building and as such
interesting to note. The other significant architectural feature found in this building are
the decorative elements seen around the entrance door as well as the windows on the
front (the orange colored material) is a local stone that is used in almost every type of
building in this region, called sarimsak tasi. The windows located inside the pediment in
the front elevation, next to the two centrally located windows are signficant architectural
features that are used to identify oil factories in this region (Figure 3).
Figure 6- View from the Back

Furthermore, there are two concrete pools located on the left side of the oil
production unit. The water pumped out of the well located within the courtyard were used
to fill these pools. The water well does not exist today but one can see its traces on the
ground. This well can also be seen in the old pictures of the complex. There is also
another pool with 7.7m diameter used only for decorative purposes. Today this pool does
not function as well as it is covered on the top. Within the couryard there are two electric
generators, one located to the right of the oil production unit and the other next to the
soap production unit. Both of these were added to the complex in 1985 by Husnu Tolun.
The Soap Production Unit
The two-storey soap production unit is located to the right of the entrance to the
courtyard. The rectangular inside space is reached through a double door located on the
longer side of the rectangle. There are two wooden columns located centrally inside this
building, which divide the space into three equal sections. There are windows located on
upper storey and on three sides of the building to illuminate the interior. An L shaped
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wooden staircase leads to the second floor and located on the corner to the right of the
entrance.

Figure 7- Two-storey Soap Production Unit – Front and Side Elevations

The architectural features of this building share the characteristics of an oil
production unit. The most significant characteristic that identifies this building type is the
small motives shaped as water drops and located in the center of the front and back
pediments (Figure 7 and 8). The entrance door located on the longer side of the rectangle
has two columns on each side just as the oil production unit. The local stone, sarimsak
tasi, also used in this building around the windows and the door as well as the slight
arched shape on top of the windows just as the oil production unit. However, the arch on
top of the entrance door is much more emphasized in this building as it has a much
deeper arch.
It is interesting to note that the windows on upper storey is quite different to the
ones below. They are not only of different sizes but they also are not loceted on the same
axis. On the side of the soap production unit, the windows on the lower floor have been
walled and the reason why is not clear (Figure 7). Moreover, because of the depots added
later, a significant portion of the original elevation of this building on all sides has been
damaged.

Figure 8- Details from side pediments

It is clear that the depots located next to the soap production unit as well as next
to the oil production unit are constructed much later then the original two buildings. This
has been demonstrated by official documents as well as through the different architectural
features. The addition of these depots has destructed the orijinality of the production unit.
However, they could also be considered as witnesses of the social life during when they
were constrctued. Whatever the approach is, it is unfortunate that both of these
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production units as well as the depots that are located next to them are currently under no
protection at all.

Oil Production and the Social Life
As mentioned earlier, there are one-storey single space depots located next to the
soap production unit. These depots were constructed by Ethem Tolun in 1965. There are
wooden sections elevated from the ground which carried a depot of 2 tons. These depots
has an outlet in the front and smaller containers put underneath this outlets to take out
olive oil. The height of this elevated platforms were determined according to the special
containers that were used to carry olive oil.
Through the interviews conducted with older residents of the town, it has been
learned that the farmers were working together to collect all of their olives together, one
by one and brought their olives to these factories to be processed. The soap produced
could be delivered to the farmers right away but the oil distribution had another system
built specifically for itself. The olive oil produced for the farmers were stored on the
specific depots located next to the soap production unit. A portion of the oil produced
were given to the factory owner in exchange for his services.
The local residents could also buy oil as they needed from the oil depots that
belonged to the owner of the factory as well as to the farmers. It has also been mentioned
that the marriages, as well as buying or selling of the real estate was needed to be done
after the oil was collected and processed in the factories as they were the means to get the
money needed for all related expenses. The way that the olives were collected, the oil
was produced and stored, the exchange for the service it provided are signs that tell us
about the nature of the relationship between the parties involved and as such might
provide more insights to the social life.
Conclusion:
Tolun Oil Factory complex is one of many in the Aegean region that was able to
protect most of its architectural features intact and was able to function as an oil factory
until recently. The oil factories have not been studied as much as other building types
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such as religious buildings and even residential architecture. However, their architectural
features as well as their potential to illuminate the social life around them identifies this
buildings type as deserving to be documented and examined. Though we were not able to
find any Greek resident who lived in this area before the exchange agreement, it would
definetly be fruitful to have their life stories as well. Futhermore, the examining the
history of these buildings could provide us a way to understand better not only the sociocultural relations between Greeks and Turks before the exchange but also the sociocultural changes afterwards. We need to provide the attention and protection that this
building type deserves from us as our cultural heritage.
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Abstract
Western part of Turkey including city of Balikesir and its surroundings, known as Asia
Minor in antiquity, is a region rich with hot springs. The remnants of old thermal baths in
addition to more current ones are signs that throughout history people living in this region
made use of hot springs available to them. It is also well known that humans were aware
of healing powers of hot spring waters. Since antiquity, thermal baths have been
constructed to not only make use of hot springs’ curative power but also as regular baths
since the water was always hot.
In this study, we will present two of these historical thermal baths located in Balikesir:
Kepekler village Thermal Bath and Gure district Antique Thermal Bath. Gure Antique
Bath is known to date from Hellenistic period of third century B.C. based on its
architectural features and examinations on the findings of recent excavations. Even
though the original bath could have been a bigger complex than what is left today, some
part of the bath was updated and actively used until recent past. Kepekler Thermal Bath,
on the other hand, is from Classical Ottoman period of 17th century as determined from
its architectural features. However, it is plausible that there was another bath dating from
earlier periods constructed on the same spot since one of the Bath’s walls sits on a
remnant of an older wall and traces of walls can be seen on its surroundings.
The aim of this study is to document these two historic baths surveyed using photo
documenting and measured drawings. It is also aimed to direct attention to these historic
baths, which should be further examined to shed light on our thermal experience shared
by diverse civilizations.
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This paper focuses on two contemporary works, which draw heavily on the issues
of human cloning and the subsequent predicaments of human subjectivity, including
Caryl Churchill’s play “A Number” (2003), and Michael Bay’s movie “The Island”
(2005). It anatomizes the identity formation and transformation process epitomized in
literary discourses and constructions in the post-modern civilization, where the
development of gene science has made human cloning a possible reality. It calls
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attention to the ways the two works represent the mediation of the cloned identity
between the controls of the material-based scientific construction and the
humanist-based subject formation of the un/conscious.
Under the power of a genetic colonialism based on genetic technology as the
knowledge for a systematic form of exploitation, how do the cloned subjects’ identities
drift under what Claude Levi-Strauss terms “floating signifiers,” or what Roland
Barthes (1977) terms “a floating chain of signified.” How do the cloned bodies resist
homogenization with a shifting identity through “deterritorialization” (Deleuze and
Guattari, 1986)? In what ways do human subjectivities dangle in between science and
humanity, numbers and names, and the original and the clones?
Following Stuart Hall’s (1991) and Michel Foucault’s (1981) theorization of the
relation between the construction of self identities and factors including the Other,
narratives, and discourses, this paper will elucidate the role language and discourse play
in the formation and transformation of the cloned identity while mediating between the
selves and the others. When the clones encounter the collapsed familial and blood
relationships and the myth manufactured by the Utopia of gene science, how could the
trans/formation of their cloned identities and subjectivity be affected?
In the age of gene science, we are faced with a dilemma in the discourses of cloned
identities. Human species and humanity float and dangle in the postmodern nightmare
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of the “identity crisis,” where hope and ethics entangle with each other.
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I speak therefore I am: Consciousness Beyond Death in Dickinson’s “I heard a fly
buzz when I died”
The unknowable subjects – Death, Consciousness, and the inevitable question of Why
can be explored but not answered, pontificated upon, but not quantified, classified, or contained.
All inferences about the unknown – the beyond – are projected as slants of knowledge from the
known - everyday occurrences. Emily Dickinson considers the capacity for receptiveness and
awareness outside of the recognized realm of existence. In the poem “I heard a fly buzz when I
died” the poet speaker grants a disconnect between antithetical notions such as
consciousness/unconsciousness; life/death; human world/natural world. These concepts are
illuminated by their counterparts, existing simultaneously and in conjunction. The conflation of
the desire for knowledge and fascination implicates the consciousness/unconsciousness
dichotomy with a sense of hauntedness as the attainment of truth fades. The poem navigates
through the unknowable depths of death with an enduring and pervasive consciousness – a voice
unmatched in perception yet limited to the poetic realm. In Emily Dickinson and the Problem of
Others, Christopher Benfey identifies in Dickinson’s poetry
…a meditation on the relation between body and soul, where the
body is public and the soul is private. The fantasy, then, would be
of poetry that was somehow bodiless. Dickinson conceived of
private letters in this way. Thus she noted, in the hymn measure
that is habitual even in her prose, that ‘a letter’ always feels to me
like immortality because it is the mind alone without corporeal
friend (32).
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This possibility of “bodiless poetry” is ventured within the poem’s text. This bodiless voice
posits a simulacra of reality as the poet speaker was once a physical entity inviting the reader to
share as a bearer of torment. The reader is, thus, the intimate friend addressed as the poem
communicates in the form of a live and eerily haunted discourse.
Primarily, in “I heard a fly buzz when I died,” the poet speaker’s voice is the resonating
and final evidence of a prior existence and thus an inevitable rite of passage. While the
dialectics of the poem seem to be the speaker within, there exist other external binaries in play.
As the text asserts and disintegrates these binaries, such as consciousness/unconsciousness or
life/death, a deconstructive approach manifests itself in order to illuminate the precise and
controlled emotions exuded from the poet speaker at a time unhinged from reality, while
maintaining and complying with the realm of existence. Moreover, as Friedrich Nietzsche
asserts in “The Will to Power,” “when we know the world, we master its temporally fluid and
spatially diverse reality by fixing identities with words” (266). In Dickinson, the moment of
reckoning, acceptance, and universal understanding is hovering around the poet speaker. Rather
than announcing Death as a passage into an unfilled, unknown space in which the limitations of a
human being are exploited, Dickinson presents her speaker as rising above them. Joining and
shattering the division between life and death, the poet speaker creates an afterlife in the
unchartered space of a coffin, where the individual can usually never tell her tale. Clarity is
expressed through a series of episodic signs and their signification in relation to the speaker’s
fleeting corporeal position. This line of thought will be pursued in conjunction with Martin
Heidegger’s “Identity and Difference” in order to identify, dissect, and reassemble the poem.
“When we know the world, we master its temporally fluid and spatially diverse reality by
fixing identities with words” is precisely the attitude assumed by the poet speaker. This
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autonomous and commanding notion of the speaker owning the world around her by assigning
identities serves as the critical statement for initializing the amalgamation of Dickinson’s “I
heard a fly buzz when I died,” and Nietzsche’s philosophy. The poet speaker is harnessing
power over her questionable existence by an omnipotent awareness of her surroundings. The
first line, “I heard a Fly buzz-when I died -” acknowledges and disregards its embedded
suspicious validity. The poet speaker’s impetus for fruition and thus her lifespan is contained
within the form of the poem; however, the past tense of “die” connotes existence prior to the
poem and thus, implicitly, the limitation of the speaker’s life. The speaker asserts death as not
only upon her but already finalized, foretelling an anticlimactic ending. Consciousness is a
malleable appendage isolated from the poet speaker’s body and available for discursive
illumination. The reader is forced to accept this reality as true, constructed by and for the
speaker. The speaker does not need the reader’s approval of the events which are unfolding or
have already occurred, as the voice has apparently materialized independently of the reader’s
engagement in the creative complex.
The speaker is confirming her authority over the colliding adversary worlds, the natural
world (containing aspects beyond human comprehension) and the human world. “‘Truth’ is the
will to be master over the multiplicity of sensations: - to classify phenomena into definite
categories. In this we start from a belief in the ‘in-itself’ of things (we take phenomena as real)”
(268). According to Nietzsche, ‘truth’ is created, accepted, and finally asserted through
manipulation of sensations; therefore, all universal understanding is received through sensory
acuteness, in this instance, hearing an anomaly. The statement asserts the conviction on the basis
of the “‘in-itself’ of things,” which is mentioned but not pontificated upon. If this concept is
extended to all entities present in the poem, the poet speaker would be most lucid due to her
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introspective condition. Consequently, the ‘phenomena’ accepted, a voice absent from an agent
is the underpinning of ‘phenomenas’ that are present throughout the body of the piece. The first
quatrain concludes with, “The Stillness in the Room / Was like the Stillness in the Air- / Between
the Heaves of Storm-” The speaker constructs the categories utilizing the sensory faculties
available to her limited state, beginning with two hierarchically divergent aspects of the natural
world, that of the base and ignorant fly and the thunderous “Heaves of Storm.” The latter
connotes a spiritual presence on the page that is later directly called upon but disappointingly
absent. The interpolating “fly” is a solitary movement interweaving both realms as an oblivious
voyeur; it is allowed concrete existence only by the authority of a speaker who is paradoxically
authority-less. In the frame of this contradiction, this propels a series of questions, begging the
initial inquiry of whether the fly is indeed present in the first place. The fly’s fluidity throughout
the verse can be contrasted with the very stoic and paralyzing view of the “Room” and its
parallel, the “Air.” This is pertinent to the invention of worlds within the poem because it is the
final component of the tri-polar realms of reality: the poet speaker’s lingering, unseen, yet
superior voice, the visible, gyrating fly, and the “Stillness” other which is momentarily described
in spatial terms, confined within the walls of the “Room.” The defining attribute of the third
realm is ‘stillness,’ a characteristic projected by the poet speaker onto the bereaved onlookers
grieving the speaker’s life. It is a trait that would coincide with the speaker’s lifeless body, yet
since she possesses an acute awareness of all realities, she denotes the living as still, hence the
living are dead in her reality just as the speaker is unmoving and dead in theirs. The realm of the
living is now foreign to the speaker as she has already exited reality and can only appropriate
characteristics familiar within her schemas of understanding. The unknown is being classified
through a perception of what is known.
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Furthermore, expanding on this concept, Nietzsche’s argument poses the following, “in a
world that is essentially false, truthfulness would be an anti-natural tendency: such a tendency
could have meaning only as a means to a higher power of falsehood” (269). The poet speaker’s
consciousness is the “anti-natural tendency,” incubating her position outside the “world that is
essentially false.” And in accomplishing the in-between state, she can disprove the living and
their beliefs. For instance, the second quatrain, “The Eyes around-hand wrung them dry- / And
Breaths were gathering firm / For the last Onset – when the King / Be witnessed-in the Room-”
illustrates the living as dissected limbs. The still room and air are now immersed in hordes of
separate others. The persons mentioned are dismembered and reassembled into “Eyes” and
“Breaths,” two elements of the body that serve as a synecdoche for the outward expression of an
inward current of emotions – in this case that of grief, sadness, and bereavement. The eyes “had
wrung them dry” suggest a control over the exuded emotion. The eyes peaked with emotion and
now have finished enacting their purpose. Although tears pay their debt, these particular eyes
have fulfilled their duty and need not overexert themselves.
As the hyperconscious voice in the poem, the speaker allows the background noise to
momentarily seep into foreground. The introduction of external noise outside the speaker’s
voice is of the same mourning eyes that gasp with consuming woe. Along the same vein, it
further crevices the distinction between the speaker and her spectators. Merging Nietzsche’s
notion with Heidegger’s “Identity and Difference,” the reader can discern the hierarchy of
awareness between the two variants of human entities - and therefore consciousness. “We think
of Being, therefore, as object only when we think it is different from Existence and think
Existence as different from Being” (271). If “Being” is defined as the superior of the two –
encapsulating the mastery of sensory manipulation – which is thus associated with the poet, then
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the base and simple “Existence” is attributed to the mourners enclosing the surrounding space.
They are without being aware of it. The personified “Existence” contributes and alters all
flanking spaces yet is as ignorant of its actions as the fly. Within the poem’s tri – polar realms,
the ignorant persons (existing) should be viewed not as separate entities but as analogous to their
actions, portraying the ritualistic and elaborate customs of the death watch and subsequent
funeral rites where the how reigns over the why of habitual, perfunctory practices. The
onlookers exemplify the thoughtlessness of actions in the name of ceremony. The introduction
of the third and foreign reality as “Breaths” seems to embody a reminder of what is no longer
possible for the poet speaker. By finding in the other space what she lacks and despite her
supreme perspective of the present surroundings, what she can never regain further exemplifies
the poet speaker’s in-between state. They are sets of eyes and breaths, which continually
exercise their Existence. However, due to her handicapped state of physical paralysis and
lifelessness, they are blind to her power of enmeshing hindsight and foresight within her Being.
The mutilation the poet speaker inflicts upon her watchful guests illuminates vicarious
sadism materialized simply by stroking the pen. In an oversimplified reading, in order for the
poem to reach completion, all said events must be imaginary; hence, the author was very much
alive when crafting the dramatic monologue. John Robinson, writing for the Emily Dickinson
Faber Student Guides, reiterates the popular critique of this poem.
There is a seductively easy path which runs in this direction, and it
begins from the observation that it is not possible to write poems
about being dead. Since we have such poem in ‘I heard a Fly
buzz,’ that poem must be a linguistic exercise. Thus – the
argument implies – whatever lexical interest it may have for us, it
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is for no use to our emotional and spiritual lives. It cannot educate
us (120).
In accordance with this assessment, the reader cannot empathize with a speaker that is weaving a
spectacular net of assumptions and fanciful lies. The final sentence claims in a pragmatic tone
that emotional education should not be achieved through fictive scenarios such as surviving
death. I would disagree with such an accusation such that most all poetry, and by extension the
written word, stems from abstractions – as love, loss, death, and uncertainty – which can only be
explained through secondary descriptors. For instance, a poet cannot prove love; he/she can
merely describe its consequence and ramifications. Dickinson is not proving or disproving
Death – the unknown. Rather, she creates a space for a pioneering dialogue that has not been
documented. However, just like the “Eyes” and “Breath,” which are unaware of the poet
speaker’s vocal existence, just because it is not tangible and empirically supported does not mean
it is not. If such a realistic stance is carried throughout the poem’s allusions, religion – outside
the poem’s realm – would lose its magnanimous stature and be diminished into a fantastical
fairytale of kings, ghosts, and evil, death-causing fruit. Religion is pragmatically a diagram of
belief and unreasonable ‘facts’ of absurdity such that events and notions just are and are not
scrutinized under the lens of empirical probability and possibility. Nevertheless, the poem can
be categorized as a “linguistic exercise,” allocating the author a moment of power through the
dialectic.
In a force of counter-violence, the speaker dissects the bodies of the living as the living
dissect the dead. There are two performative stages ventured into by the speaker as she
enmeshes her personal dramatic monologue with the voyeuristic relationship between author and
reader. Robinson purports that Dickinson’s verses are instruments of communication between
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the voice and the listener (the author and the reader, and also, in this case, the speaker and self).
“She was always writing to the world and, in the circumstances of her mind, the world was
always listening to her. It was not her option because it was intrinsic to the fact of her using
language” (107). Therefore, the once banal “linguistic exercise” about an unspeakable speech
transcends its fictive origin and not only embodies the lexical exchange solidified by language,
but also conveys truth from beyond, a taboo dilemma that cannot be explored within the
limitations of any other art form, other than the practice of language. While the speaker’s voice
is not acknowledged within the tri-polar milieus, it does not negate the speaker’s validity.
Rather, the poem as a realm in itself incites the poet speaker to vocalize these current
experiences because, as readers, we acknowledge and accept the voice as a simulacrum of
discourse between author and reader.
Moreover, in this latter part of the stanza the speaker unites the current human world with
the origin of its Christian beliefs. By all accounts, the spiritual element is embedded with the
announcement of the King, yet in his resounding absence the divine is extrapolated, leaving
behind a throne occupied by corporeal beings with worldly tendencies and needs, and of course a
variance – the persistent fly. As the speaker is awaiting divine attention to her state as her corpse
is presented to the heavens in this grand funeral ceremony, she is painfully barren, lacking the
expected welcome. The falseness of the world has trickled into the speaker’s sphere as she
expects a spiritual connection defined in worldly terms. In other words, the poet speaker
divulges her vicissitude between questioning and discarding the availability of a realm not
present within the content of the poem.
Nietzsche would pose that “the world merely exists (the ‘eternal return’ of the same), and
there is no theological origin or conclusion to history” (266). Lacking the support of an
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omnipotent entity floods the ordinary carnal being with accountability, as there is no soothing
hand to right wrongs and assume responsibility. If eternity embodies the orbit of a boomerang,
the “same” is what is perpetuated. Therefore, all carnal and spiritual paths are directly linked to
its creator, the individual. This uncomfortable affirmation erases all prospects of atonement, as
the merciless “return” resides in its initial departure into the cosmic abyss of nothingness, but a
trajectory of a preceding action. Through the poem as a projection of this autonomous notion,
the majestic vocabulary uttered in Dickinson’s lines connotes a King applicable to both realms;
thus, Christian theology and more specifically Dickinson’s Puritan background would support
her religious understanding of death as a continuation of life in heaven, a concept that is
embarrassingly unavailable within the poem’s constructs.
By introducing the “King,” the poem endures a transfiguration, elevating its status to that
of an antithetical religious doctrine. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, “transfigure”
denotes elevation, glorification. In a verse potent with reaffirmed agnosticism, the use of such a
spiritually charged entity as that of the mythical “King” repudiates this religion. However, it
also appends a divine layer to a physical experience, transcending the relationship among the tripolar realms beyond his present worldly limitations and constraints. Is the summoned “King” a
fictive archetype manifested by the living in order to avow and extend their importance beyond
their lifespan? Or is this “King” and by extension his representational salvation only a void in
her passage? Through the discursive awakening, the poet speaker seeks out redemption not
available to her and assigns her renewed cynicism to her mourners as knowledge inescapable to
her, yet surpassing their human capabilities, thus establishing their perpetual state of “falseness.”
Waggoner, a scholar of nineteenth-century New England poets, claims Dickinson’s,
“personal situation and her psychic necessities joined forces with her religious and philosophic
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heritage to make the experience of living in constant awareness of the coming of death, and the
imaginative realization of dying as the climactic experience of living, become the subjects that
increasingly preoccupied her and that give her verse its special quality” (182). By commencing
the poem, and by extension its reality, Dickinson discards the need of a life in order to
experience and project a death. The verse’s extravagant portrayal of death, in the poet speaker’s
defying voice and its lackluster image of life – as dissected persons – purports the coming of
death as the beginning of a life, yet lacks the religious connotations of a spiritual afterlife.
The third stanza commences with, “I willed my Keepsakes – Signed away/ What portion
of me be/ Assignable -” The reader is jolted back to the present as if the celestial disappointment
never manifested itself. The vocabulary in the first line connotes an active agent. The word
“will” is used as a transitive verb, denoting to grant in a will; to bequeath. Connoting a legal and
binding document, the term constructs a verbal forum where a deceased person can immortalize
her words and wishes, much as the poem illuminates the poet’s act of controlled volition against
an oppressive and relentless death. The reader is aware that the speaker wanted to and did assign
ownership of her possessions, yet the reader is kept from knowing what the particular
“keepsakes” were. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, “keepsake” is defined as
“anything kept or given to be kept for that sake of, or in remembrance of, the giver; spec. the
name given to certain literary annuals consisting of collections of verse, prose, and illustrations,
common in the early nineteenth century; so called as being designed for gifts.” The poet speaker
is allocating possessions uniquely hers, with specific memories entrenched within the assignable
objects to others. Is she assigning the attached memories as well? Or is the keepsake so altered
that it would spur a different signification for the receiving party? Donating away memories is
suggestive of the poet speaker’s apathy and her disconnectedness from any remembrance of her
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former place in the realm of the living. While the latter part of the definition broadens the
denotation of “keepsakes,” it is the incandescent aspect in that relatively contemporary literary
compilations were assigned the identity of a keepsake. I would suggest that the poem itself is the
poet speaker’s single, genuine keepsake in that it transcends the tri-polar realms of existence.
Yet this keepsake is particular to the speaker only in that she is in full command of its
modifications. Maintaining the word “keepsakes” intact and not using specific signifiers of
keepsakes allows for the lack of specificity, connoting a timeless wave of interconnectedness
among the author writing the keepsake, the speaker feeling its ramifications, and the reader
empathetically assimilating the unfolding events as their own keepsake.
While Emily Dickinson is not known for her loyalty to formalist poetics, the third
quatrain lends itself to aesthetic analysis. The repetition of the root word ‘sign’ is a version of
assonance, creating a sing-song effect that betrays the macabre roots of the verse. In addition,
there is an internal rhyme with the word “me be.” The progression of the thought process is
interrupted as the reader is forced to look onto the subsequent line to know the content of what is
“signed away.” Yet it is the second leg of the assonance, an echo fashioned by “assignable” that
is uttered. Furthermore, the word couplet, “me be” is pertinent to the dialectic of the entire poem
in its concise portrayal of what the verse is – a discursive journey supplying a vessel for the
unhinged voice to its reckoning. The reader, along with the speaker, attempts to identify and
reconcile the “me” with the poet speaker’s vocal consciousness. “Be,” which could either serve
as a copula or an auxiliary verb, yearns to possess an auxiliary counterpart descriptor. In this
poem, the intransitive verb “be” is also applicable to the tweaked statement, I speak, therefore I
am. Conversely, the duality of the aforementioned statement depicts the speaker’s tour de force
in asserting her presence through her projected voice and sound (lucid) utterances to the extent of
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defining and creating her own realm of truth (as her existence does not coincide with those
“eyes” and “breaths,” or the fly’s dominion) thus, the speaker is because of her resounding
speech and her dialectic materializes because she is. Like the interrelationship between the word
couplet “me be” that inspires this symbolic reach, the symbiotic exchange between the speaker
and her single channel of communication cannot manifest without the other, each part
independently inchoate. However, the other here is not illustrated in a suspicious and negative
manner; on the other hand, two others morph to create a persona – the poet speaker, and
consequently her realm - whose sole purpose within the poem is to assign the other labels to
anomalies that cannot be defined within the parameters of the speaker’s reality. As a result, the
other components of the tri-polar conjunction connote a sense of inadequacy and ineptness that
can only be (exist) in its own, generated sphere.
The final quatrain of “I heard a Fly buzz” exemplifies the dying of the light for the poet
speaker, yet the content of the third quatrain transfers into the final stanza, juxtaposing the
immeasurable with the insignificant. The “interposed” fly, laden with Dickinson’s signature
dash, permits the fly to move through the white space and enter into the first two lines of the
fourth quatrain, “With Blue – uncertain stumbling Buzz- / Between the light – and me-…” The
poet speaker introduces the fly when she experiences death as a point of reference for her
unalterable change. Now the fly is again upon the speaker as a pestering reminder of what she
has delayed for the crux of the poem. Although the speaker’s manipulation of her surroundings
has endured, she cannot exert power over the fly as it is the second interruption. The fly thrusts
into the foreground and the speaker masks this as a final attempt to support her stoic nonchalance
concerning the vast theme embedded in the poem. Adhering to its form, the end stops stitch
together the lines “There interposed a Fly - / With Blue – uncertain stumbling Buzz -, ”
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establishing a call and response method where the speaker – unable to fully muster authority
over the fly – pretends to summon both its presence and the latter part of the dialectic details the
action the fly independently exerts. The assonance created by joining “Blue” and Buzz” disrupts
the controlled, suspended momentum of the internal end stop. As the beginning of the end of the
stanza, it carries out on the page the haphazard path of both the fly physically embodying the
‘uncertain stumble’ and the poet speaker ripping away from the established intimacy with the
page. Delaying the narrative between subject and verb with vocabulary connoting motion and
alacrity (such as the flapping causing the onomatopoeic buzz) interrupts the reader’s thought
process clumsily navigating amid the lines, and thus the reader become as ignorant as the fly.
Focusing on the fly as the central point blurs the confounding truth: death is not only beckoning
the poet speaker, the demise of the ephemeral author-reader relationship is also imminent. The
poet speaker directly quantifies death, solidifying the looming catastrophe as a fleeting, central,
and promiscuous act eventually raping every consciousness from their ignorant and coddled
unity of body and soul.
The fly is said to eclipse the speaker’s vision of the light, connoting a duality of worldly
light with the failing windows (in the subsequent lines) and that of spiritual paradise. The stanza
(and by extension the poem) ends with “And then the Windows failed – and then/ I could not see
to see -” The reader can perceive the fading light as the poet speaker’s climatic ending –
consciousness is consequently failing. Death has revisited such that the poet speaker’s vocal
consciousness represented a momentary rebirth; however, she dies twice through her
deteriorating sensory faculties and most grave – her silence.
The concept of an eclipse can be applied further in that the poet speaker’s blindness can
be viewed as a self inflicted interruption. The windows have not failed; rather, her perception of
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those windows and the freedom they signify has indeed fallen short. The capability of lucid and
pristine vision and then its abrupt extinguishment jolts the speaker into a reckoning where the
division of knowledge and being collide. Nietzsche states that “Knowledge and becoming
exclude one another. Consequently, ‘knowledge’ must be something else: there must first of all
be a will to make knowable, a kind of becoming must itself create the deception of beings…”
(268). In “I heard a Fly buzz,” the poet speaker inversely manifests this notion as she first posed
as the omnipotent entity within the tri-polar constructions. Through the exploitation of her
wisdom over her surroundings, she fabricated an existence for herself. As this existence is called
into question through her lack of vision, she yearns to know what is next: Information she
lacked throughout the verse, coagulating the binary of carnal and spiritual that once seemed to
have dissolved. Since the promised divine was lacking in the verse, an inclination towards a
possible hereafter from the final word is naïve at best. With truths such as a residual
consciousness and a beckoned yet absent king, the spatial and temporal restraints – more
specifically, linear time – has already been defied; hence, what is to come is as blank and
unpromising as the solitary mute of the white space. In fact, hearing is the only sense that
remains beyond the poet speaker’s failed sight. The flapping of the stumbling fly’s wings is the
closest to celestial music that is experienced. When the poet speaker was lucid, she exuded a
stoic persona; however, it is a mere façade as she is shaken and debased in the final lines.
The final line “I could not see to see - ” appends an intricate layer to the eclipse notion as
the poet speaker realizes not only the loss of her sensory manipulation, but also the lack of
accountability. Having lost the empowering endowment of seeing what others could not, and
thereby fixing identities and creating realities, the poet speaker is winnowed into a sense of
baseness and inadequacy. To see is to assert one’s perspective on others, defining and
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concocting truths which must be accepted by anyone lacking a dominant voice, such as the
reader passively receiving the poet speaker’s detailed account. While the speaker asserts her
individuality with the use of “I” in the first line, the “I”/ “eye” relationship (as well as the Death
as a universal theme) contradicts the specificity and the “I” becomes anyone assuming the role of
reader. The “I” persona is fixed upon the “eyes” of the second stanza, which are “I’s” dissected
into “eyes,” causing a homophonic comment on the universal experience of the individual
passage. In addition, there exist other “eyes” in question as this dramatic monologue comes into
fruition through the eyes of the reader. Therefore, the “I” of the first and last line of the poem is
applicable to any reader eyeing the page.
Dickinson’s “I heard a Fly buzz when I died” juxtaposes the onto-theological binary
between worldly consciousness and omnipotent knowledge. The poet speaker manipulated her
surroundings by anointing identities to others asserting a single perspective in which to view the
skewed realities, yet abdicated her autonomous authority by the interposed fly that lingers and
seems to survive her. The reader is left with an abject sense of the very familiar carnal world and
is abandoned by the last line without a glimpse into a spiritual afterlife, connoting a shortcoming
for our poet speaker that she attempted to conceal throughout. Robinson encapsulates the poem
as, “Death, numbness, falling, oppressive solidarity, weight, imminent catastrophe, utter
motionlessness, highly organized rituals or patterns which have no human sense and are enclosed
in their meanings, passivity amongst staring or amongst hectic activity, imprisonment which may
be more protective and disabling, the absence of spatial or temporal unity: hostility and
disjunction are the terminology of this world” (121). Through her own terminology, the poet
speaker invites the reader into a milieu of life through death. However, if the body of the poem
is the poet speaker’s lifespan, the once integral self is dismembered and forever eclipsed by the
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closed coffin. The speaker receives and accepts all that has been revealed, yet does not
manipulate the reader into a skewed panorama of an afterlife. On the other hand, the poet
speaker is left as vulnerable and blameless as the grappling fly. The tri-polar construction
sustained the poet speaker’s voice, yet her message lacks resonance because the reader is left
with but a keepsake of what was and nothing of substance for what will become.
In conclusion, Emily Dickinson’s “I heard a fly buzz when I died” seeks to question,
challenge, and reconcile the unknowable through fictive and poetic means. As the poet speaker
ventures into the night in search of self and perspective, the unanchored voice seems to haunt,
incite fascination and intrigue within the poetic realm and beyond. The text simultaneously
engages and alienates the reader as the expedition asserts final authority over the seemingly
capable speaker. In “I heard a fly buzz when I died,” the poet speaker’s perception of the death
and the known realm is insightful yet missed by both the audience within the text as well as the
audience of readers. The unanchored voice achieves in manipulating identities and signifiers;
however, it is perturbed by a dizzying anomaly (the fly) and fails to see beyond its presence. As
the text reaches the point of reckoning and unveiling of desired truth, it fails to find and decipher
any glimpse of light. “I cannot see to see” is the speaker’s final discursive exchange with the
reader, falling short of the promised perspective on the un-signified. As a final note from Emily
Dickinson and the Problem of Others, “Dickinson’s poems investigate both our hunger for
knowledge and our disappointment in the failure of knowledge to satisfy us…movement from
disappointment to the possibility of intimacy” (109). The poem satisfies this criteria as it
communicates moments of clarity and authority of external forces, yet reemerges as a personal
text of self reflection and awareness. “I speak, therefore I am.” The poet speaker comes into
being through a consciously vocal agency, yet perishes in the failure of lacking insight beyond
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the self, exalting into a discourse with the self and by the self – revealing nothing, explicating
nothing, and learning what cannot be conveyed unto others.
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In the Anglo-Saxon “Book-Moth” Riddle, Memory is the Name of Borges’ Song
The “Book-Moth” Riddle in The Exeter Book persists in literature as a double entente,
lending itself to multiple readings. While it has mostly been translated by placing emphasis on
the worm as serving dual metaphoric purposes, in light of post-colonial authors, the riddle lends
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itself to a malleable interpretive form. Both authors, Jorge Luis Borges, an Argentinean author
writing in the mid 20th Century and Augusto Roa Bastos, a Paraguayan author influenced by
Borges’ philosophy, impacted the Anglo-Saxon text’s futurity. This particular analysis of the
text is in pursuit of placing the riddle within three points of dissection: a personal reading, a
comparative analysis of Borges’ translation to the old English text, and its effects in the postcolonial novel, Yo el supreme. When placing the riddle through the aforementioned postcolonial lens, the long-standing analysis illustrating empty-shelled scholars passively ingesting
knowledge veers somewhat. However, I do believe that the underlying commentary on wisdom
and its futility persists across cultures.
The old English version used for this reading is from The Old English Riddles of the
Exeter Book. It reads, “Moððe word fræt - me þæt þuhte/ wrætlicu wyrd þa ic þæt wundor
gefrægn,/ þæt se wyrm forswealg wera gied sumes,/ þeof in þystro, þrymfæstne cwide/ ond þæs
strangan staþol. Stælgiest ne wæs/ wihte þy gleawra þe he þam wordum swealg.” (97). My
translation is as follows: A worm devoured words. I thought it a wondrous event when I heard
this miracle that the worm swallowed up a certain man’s song. The thief in darkness, (had
devoured, is understood) the illustrious speech, an intellectual foundation. The thieving-visitor
was not wiser from the words he swallowed.
Within this specific reading, there are two focal points: the worm and the man’s song.
Memory is the thread binding the two points together. It is an abstract act in which one can only
reconstruct and recall, but never create. Nothing is gained. One can merely regain that which
has already been. Memory is, therefore, summoned in three phases: the worm creating an act
that can be recalled, the poet-speaker accessing memory to reenact within the limitations of
reconstruction, and the loss of memory as personified through the silenced song. However, the
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worm is constructing something new. Through the annihilation of the man’s song, something is
created – the lack of the voice. In the space of creation, divergent points are assigned. As the
reader and the poet-speaker can only recall, they lack agency, while the worm – despite its
ignorance is active in the construction of what can be recalled. Yet it is what the ‘thievingvisitor’ does that is of greatest importance. Aligning with Jorge Luis Borges’ interpretation of
the riddle, the resounding clamor as the riddle ends if the deafening lack – the man’s song. It is
memory that is being lost.
Moreover, Borges translates the riddle in, Literaturas germánicas medievales.

In

keeping memory at the forefront of the riddle’s meaning, the worm becomes an unknowing yet
indispensable consort of mortality and forgetfulness. Borges posits, “En la Edad Media, la
adivinanza era un género literario y todos percibían su afinidad con la metáfora y alegoría. Las
noventa y cinco piezas del Códice de Exeter carecen de rigor; son menos ingeniosas que
poéticas” (40).

(Trans.:

“In the Middle Ages, the riddle possessed literary value and all

perceived its affinity with the metaphor and allegory. The ninety-five pieces of The Exeter Book
lack severity; they are less ingenious than poetic.”) Borges exalts the poetic layers of the riddle,
collapsing its masked and elusive question and answer format into metaphoric and literary status.
It is not about extracting its answer, but rather the entire riddle being the answer of no question
or of an answer to a cultural practice unaware of its asking. His translation of the riddle reads,
“Un gusano comió palabras. Me pareció escuchar una maravilla: el gusano, un ladrón en la
oscuridad, había devorado el famoso canto de un hombre y su fuerte fundamento. Nada aprendió
el furtivo huésped con haber devorado palabras” (Borges 40). (Trans.: A worm ate words. It
seemed to me I heard a marvelous act: the worm, a thief in the darkness, had devoured the
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famous song of a man and his [or its] strong foundation. The furtive insect learned nothing after
having devoured words.)
The riddle’s first line commences the text with “Un gusano comió palabras”. A worm ate
words. It places the occurrence in past tense as the riddle resides in a reflexive stance. The
following line, “Me pareció escuchar una maravilla” It seemed to me I heard a marvelous act,
introduces the riddle’s poet-speaker, expanding the poetic realm beyond the miniscule and
insignificant insect. In attributing personal voice to the poet-speaker – it becomes not merely a
voice box for the act, but an active voyeur. It exemplifies the event as grand within the public
sphere, beyond the poetic domain. The poet-speaker never attributes emotive or intellectual
depth to the worm; however, in placing himself within the riddle, It seemed to me I heard a
marvelous act; he enmeshes his emotive reasoning onto the event and poses as delegate for the
public domain. The poet-speaker catapults the event as “una maravilla”, marvelous, introducing
a supernatural element that is seldom approached.

In the Real Academia Diccionario,

“maravilla” is defined as “un suceso o cosa extraordinarios que causan admiración”. (Trans.:
An occurrence or extraordinary thing which incites admiration.) The event or extraordinary
occurrence that causes admiration manifests a stare and produces an audience, allowing the
speaker to insert the self into the riddle.
The text in Old English reads, “me þæt þuhte/ wrætlicu wyrd þa ic þæt wundor
gefrægn,…” (Williamson 97). Coupling the words, “wrætlicu” and “wundor” allows for the
interpretation to solicit a marvelous connotation, as the direct denotations of the terms are
wondrous and miracle. In using “maravilla”, Borges captures the supernatural element of the
line. Yet he lacks the direct interpretation of the word being modified by “wrætlicu” and
“wundor” – “wyrd”.

“Wyrd” is defined as an event of fate – both definitions leading to
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drastically divergent thoughts. In introducing the supernatural component, it is necessary to
think of Fred C. Robinson’s “Artful Ambiguities in the Old English ‘Book-Moth’ Riddle” where
he states “Wrætlicu wyrd means that both the event and the words reporting the event are
‘wondrous, curious,’ and the remainder of the poem demonstrates the validity of this double
entente by using artfully equivocal words to explore the curious paradox of the event”(360). The
riddle itself is an event and its ability to represent a double entente allows for this open ended
interpretation. The event is able to Be due to the written facet of the exchange. Since it is in the
past, the riddle is the event all the while recounting an event. On the other hand, fate reinforces
the air of mystery surrounding this occurrence. The inscrutability of the riddle becomes yet
denser if fate enters the enigma as the linear questioning would require an object for this fate.
The fate belongs to whom or what? For Borges, “Me pareció escuchar una maravilla”, the act/
event/ or fate is supplanted by sensory manipulation. It seemed to me I heard a marvelous act.
In this instance, oral acts and the written language amalgamate to function as a union and not
opposing practices. In order to record such an occurrence, the poet-speaker heard the account.
This component is directly available in the original Old English riddle, “þa ic þæt wundor
gefrægn”. “Gefrægn” denotes heard of or about. Borges’ poet-speaker recounts the occurrence.
Since Borges’ poet-speaker hears the account, he is free to interpret and record the tale without a
version already dictated to him. His poet-speaker is allowed to be a poet in respects of crafting
the riddle and not simply posed as a ventriloquist for the event.
Furthermore, the “Book-Moth” riddle approaches the reader with a manipulation of
multiple sensory faculties. So as not to question its validity or consistency, both the old English
as well as Borges’ texts employ sense of taste, touch, sight, and hearing as its channels of
communication. The worm, while seemingly insignificant in its particularity, is attributed most
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of the sensory faculties within the text. The worm eats the words – taste and touch – the worm
also silences the “noble” song. Despite the line with the poet-speaker as the foreman in the
exchange, the multiple modes used to address the occurrence all serve to compartmentalize oral
tradition into written and thus can be contained and possessed as a material entity. As this
concrete transcription is completed, it is, thus able to be employed and disintegrated by any one/
any thing and at any time. Daniel Balderston in “Eater Reception and De-Composition” states
“The riddle is a reflection on the fragility of written literature, subject as can be seen to the
depredations of ignorant insects, and is implicitly a celebration of the relative permanence of oral
literature, which does not depend on material things”. Therefore ‘the words’, while perceived as
abstract and invaluable by the poet-speaker and the reader, the worm approaches them as
material and hence consumable. The words as they are represented on parchment lack any
signifier since, to the worm, it is merely a material object.
Continuing with the sensory trajectory, there resides a distinct difference between the
worm and the reader regarding sight. Borges’ translation reads, “el gusano, un ladrón en la
oscuridad…” (Trans: the worm, a thief in the darkness…) The worm is considered a thief
enveloped by darkness – cloaking both the unfathomable act and also implicitly excusing its
action. However, in order for the reader to gage the text’s meaning, light is inevitably solicited.
The worm is in the dark while the reader wishes to be enlightened by the worm’s darkness –
ignorance. The open-ended analysis for this line resides in the attribution of responsibility. Is
the worm responsible for what it did?
The worm devoured not only the “noble song” but also the meaning it symbolizes. The
“noble song” as signifier serves to heighten its purpose and representation. Borges states, “el
gusano, un ladrón en la oscuridad, había devorado el famoso canto de un hombre y su fuerte
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fundamento”. (Trans.: the worm, a thief in the darkness, had devoured the famous song of a
man and his [or its] strong foundation.)

“Fundamento” (foundation), is defined as “razón

principal o motivo con que se pretende afianzar y asegurar algo. / Raíz, principio y origen en que
estriba y tiene su mayor fuerza algo no material”. (Trans.: primary reason or motive with what
something is secured,/ Root, principle or origin in which something rests and having greater
force, something immaterial.) While the definition states “fundamento”, foundation as a fixed
origin yet an immaterial entity, it nonetheless anchors the song within the text and classifies it as
an invaluable entity with which its dissolution achieves near catastrophe. However, answering
the inevitable – what does it mean – resounds within the space of interpretation. For Borges’
translation, the line is itself unclear such that the possessive “su” does not concretely point to its
antecedent.

“…El gusano…había devorado el famoso canto de un hombre y su fuerte

fundamento”. (Trans.: the worm…had devoured the famous song of a man and his [or its]
strong foundation.) The question lies to whom or what the strong foundation alludes to. Is it the
foundation – the fixed point for definition and representation – of the song or is it the foundation
of the man being silenced and thus, extinct from the poetic realm and public domain? The
following question would be if the two entities are separate when in the context of remembrance,
memory, and lasting impressions.
If the thread of forgetting can be accessed, memory – or the manner in which memory is
cemented could be what has been superimposed on Borges’ translation as the prominent working
answer. Borges’ translation is open to further interpretation as it is summoned in Augusto Roa
Bastos’ Yo el Supremo. It loosely utilizes the translation to echo a sense of timeless unity
between the oral tradition and the written word, all the while assuming an active role in creating
a legacy that surpasses the mortal coil. Yo el Supremo is a historical fiction detailing the life of a
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dictator “El Supremo” which is somewhat based on the historical figure Dr. Francia (18141840), whom ruled over Paraguay the century prior to Roa Bastos composing the novel, (1974).
Keeping in mind that Roa Bastos was, himself, writing under a dictatorship when composing the
novel (General Stroessner of Paraguay 1954-1989), the text speaks beyond the title character and
proceeds to comment on authority and its ramifications on historical documentation through the
writing and rewriting of the past. The novel commences with the dictator receiving a notice
which was posted on the cathedral wall by anonymous rebels describing his own demise and
decapitation – as a passed occurrence. The novel immediately introduces its prevalent theme of
language production as a tool of control, punishment, and manipulation.
At the beginning of the novel, el Supremo posits “¿Sabes tú qué es la memoria?
Estómago del alma, dijo erróneamente alguien. Aunque en el nombrar las cosas nunca hay un
primero. No hay más que infinidad de repetidores. Sólo se inventan nuevos errores. Memoria
de uno solo no sirve para nada” (Roa Bastos 16). (Trans.: “Do you know what memory is? The
stomach of the soul, someone wrongly called it. Though nobody is ever the first to give things a
name. There is nothing but an infinity of repeaters. The only things invented are new errors”.)
Throughout the text, el Supremo positions himself as the erudite personality that asks rhetorical
questions in order to vocally assert his opinion and crystallize it as fact – history. He is
constantly alluding to past and contemporary intellectuals to support his opinions and create an
aura of unattainable knowledge surrounding his reign and at a larger scale – his existence.
Memory is nothing more than the stomach of the soul – a comparison that diminishes memory’s
power and classifies it as part and parcel with a digestive mechanism that functions with any and
all material it comes into contact. It is the all-consuming feeder for the soul. He claims that
signs and signifiers are all a continuous exercise in erroneous naming. Memory is all a repetitive
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act. This pompous and arrogant statement serves to place the novel within conversations of
dictatorship as nothing but the absolute power to dictate language. A dictatorship can thus be
seen as political authoritarianism being exercised and exploited through language production –
crafting a space for remembrance but also a crevice of forgetting the undesirable. Hence
dictating what is true, what is right and wrong, and what should be erased. All the souls’
stomachs under this government construction are merely ingesting some sort of verbal or written
dictation.
Yo el Supremo is overwhelmed with stream of conscious writing where the reader is at
times unclear of whom is speaking. Since it is mostly el Supremo and his faithful scribe – the
reader amalgamates both entities as serving one purpose:
calculated dictation.

language production through

El Supremo concretely manifests this notion with the statement, “Al

principio no escribía; únicamente dictaba. Después olvidaba lo que había dictado. Ahora debo
dictar/ escribir; anotarlo en alguna parte. Es el único modo que tengo de comprobar que existo
aún. Aunque estar enterrado en las letras ¿no es acaso la más completa manera de morir? ¿No?
¿Sí?” (63). (Trans.: “In the beginning I did not write; I only dictated. Then I forgot what I had
dictated. Now I must dictate/ write; note it down somewhere. That is the only the way I have of
proving that I still exist. But isn’t being buried in writing perhaps the most complete way of
dying? No? Yes?”.) He claims he at first simply dictated; however after forgetting what he had
dictated (which within the context of this discussion seems irresponsibly perilous) el Supremo
began to compile his own notes and scribbles of his pontifications. The latter part of the quote is
indirectly prevalent to the “Book-Moth” riddle such that he posits yet again an insurmountable
conditional question – if the act of writing resides as the single shred of proof for existence, is
buried under a shroud of notations the most complete manner in which to perish? With his
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paradoxical perception, el Supremo illustrates the text’s fashion in which it builds up and then
strips down the dictator’s credibility. His longwinded overtures serve no purpose except to
unknowingly stratify and his political entourage.
Roa Bastos ‘stratifies’ el Supremo as well as his peers by exploiting el Supremo and
undercutting his intellectual prowess. This concept is exemplified with the introduction of the
“Book-Moth” riddle. As el Supremo is having yet another abstract and dreamlike exchange (this
conversation including a dog), el Supremo ventures to strike up a slough of counterfactual
allusions and outright counterfeit attributions. El Supremo states, “Gentlemen, lo que este perro
está relatando es una vieja historia. Desde los libros antiguos, uncluido el Génesis, sabemos que
el hombre primitivo ha sido en el origen varón/ hembra. Ninguna progenie es enteramente pura.
Cada cien anos y un día, major dicho, cada largo día de cien anos, lo varón y lo hembra se
encarnan en un solo ser que hace surgir los seres, los hechos, las cosas*” (Roa Bastos 163-64).
(Trans.: “Gentlemen, what the dog is relating is an old story. From age-old books, including
Genesis, we know that in the beginning primitive man was male/ female. No race is perfectly
pure. Every hundred years and a day, or rather, every long hundred year day, male and female
incarnate themselves in a single being that gives rise to all creatures, events, things*”.) The
quote posits the Jungian notion of the anima/ animus. The statement proposes that every
hundred years and a day male and female entities fuse illustrating that all beings are in part male
and female.
However, the note first starts with Borges’ comment on Germanic languages and their
use of articles to indicate gender. “Los idiomas germánicos que tienen género gramatical dicen
la sol y el luna.” (Trans.: The Germanic languages that contain gender grammatical endings
phrase the sun as feminine and the moon as masculine.) The Compiler (unclear who the
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‘Compiler’ truly is) continues quoting Borges when in another piece the Compiler claims Borges
alludes to Nietzsche’s concept of the moon as a female cat and the resounding void felt by
simpleminded persons which are left questioning what of the sun. At this point the Compiler’s
Notes explicates how within “El Supremo’s Notes” he solves the aforementioned riddle first
promulgated by Nietzsche with his own riddle detailing the habits of scholars, historians, and
insects in libraries (164). This is the specific moment in which the author silences the title
character in surpassing and even ridiculing his dear intelligence. Roa Bastos invents and then
attributes to other people riddles that have never been and then charges el Supremo with verbal
plagiarism. Roa Bastos places Borges’ riddle as el Supremo’s own words so as to solve a riddle
supposedly posed by Nietzsche, whom had not written yet. (Friedrich Nietzsche 1844-1900)
This counterfactual effort undermines not only the written word, but heightens the price of
inconsistency and irresponsibility in language production. So as to extend el Supremo’s insult,
Roa Bastos – or rather the Compiler – alters Borges’ translation. It reads, “Un insecto comió
palabras. Creyó devorar el famoso canto del hombre y su fuerte fundamento. Nada aprendió el
huésped ladrón con haber devorado palabras” (164). (Trans.: An insect ate words. It thought it
devoured the famous song of the man and his (or its) strong foundation. The insect thief learned
nothing after having devoured words.) While the Compiler is attempting to gloss the text for the
reader; the inverse occurs.

He changes Borges’ translation of the “Book-Moth” riddle,

attributing cognitive depth to the insect and extrapolating the poet-speaker. The misprint also
alters the particularity of the man’s noble song. “Un insecto comió palabras. Creyó devorar el
famoso…” (Trans.: An insect ate words. It thought it devoured the famous…) The verb
“creyó” or to think lacks a subject therefore the preceding sentence acts as its antecedent,
attributing a thought process to the insect.
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In conclusion, the anachronistic manner in which the ‘Compiler’ (or Roa Bastos) fuses
both Nietzsche and Borges suggests the fragility of the written word and the impact it has on
memory. As a text thrust forth with post-colonial dimensions, the imperialistic manner in which
the author casually allocates propriety of classic texts and philosophy comments on how easily
exploitive the written word lends itself to be. The “Book-Moth” riddle in Anglo-Saxon contexts
does not place emphasis on its composer; however, the importance does reside in its double
entente structure. While the riddle is cemented in writing within the pages of The Exeter Book;
the risks of manipulation and distortion runs rampant with later translations and interpretations.
The counter historical accounts of el Supremo elevates into an enduring myth of the practices of
the written word and its power to subvert any other manner of memory and communication.
Memory – historical memory - thus becomes free reign for consumption and ownership.
Through this particular reading three glosses have affected the text, a personal interpretation, that
of Borges, and the manipulation of a post-colonial agenda. Regardless of the reading, the text
concludes with the foolish insect none the wiser. Memory is immortalized for the literature/
language produced and stolen from its composer.
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ABSTRACT
The Monuments at Mamallapuram
P.N. Vaidyanathan
Assistant Vice President for Research
University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32816
These ruins from the Pallava Kingdom are located about 60 kms from the South Indian
City of Chennai. Mamallapuram is said to have been a thriving sea port, (with a light
house which is still there) with a number of monolithic stone carvings. These carvings
have stood the test of time existing for nearly 1400 years.
The set of monuments consists consists of monoliths, caves temples and sculptued
screens. A set of five monoliths are associated with the Indian Epic Mahabharatha, each
for a leading character – the Pandavas. There are a set of eleven caves, one unfinished.
There is also a very large bas relief (said to be the largest) – Arjunas Penance. There is a
temple on the sea shore (Bay of Bengal). In addition there are a number of smaller
carvings of animals and a few miscellaneous items. All the carvings are out of hard
granite and many of them depict scenes from the Hindu Scriptures.
The paper will present photographs of each of these monuments and the stories
associated with each of the carvings.
After the recent tsunami, a few other monuments have been located. The presentation
will also cover the newly discovered monuments.
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Abstract

The paper aims to reconstruct the context of the suicide of the South African composer
Johannes Fagan (1898-1920) while he was a student at the Royal College of Music
(RCM) in London. Fagan would have seen a magnificent painting by Henry Wallis
(1830-1916) in the Tate Gallery. Executed in 1855-1856, the painting shows Thomas
Chatterton, the precociously talented poet, who committed suicide by taking poison in
London in 1770. Fagan started studying in September 1916 during World War I. He
would have been confronted by many reports about the war and the death of RCM
students. In the R.C.M. Magazine he would have read melancholy poems by Ivor Gurney,
sent from the front. He would have attended the very inspiring opening addresses of the
Director, Hubert Parry. After two terms of study, Fagan returned to South Africa for two
years, owing to ill-health. In his second period of study he was a composition student of
Vaughan Williams. Fagan was severely affected by the sudden death through influenza of
his fiancée. His death certificate states that he was “Found dead in his bed”, and that he
“Swallowed Cyanide solution poison”. A short article about his death appeared in The
Kensington Express, Notting Hill and West London Examiner of Friday 23 July 1920.
Apart from his enrolment form, the fine obituary in The R.C.M. Magazine is the only
place where Fagan’s name can be found in the documents and publications of the RCM
in London.
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A Frenchman in Hawaii
1872-1902
Monsieur François Follet arrived in Honolulu in 1872 and resided there
until the early 1900's. Born in Paris in 1832, he came into the world as the main
character of André Le Gal's novel entitled Hawaï published in 1988 in Paris1.
Shortly after his arrival on the island, François fell irresistibly in love with
Sarah Brinsmade, the daughter of a missionary snubbed by the others for having
publicized the disastrous effects on the Natives of twenty years of evangelization:
extreme poverty, alcoholism, syphilis, tuberculosis, leprosy (173)2. His passion
impels François to remain in Hawaii, buy a mansion in Nuuanu Valley, and marry
Sarah. The love story loosely binds together all the other elements of the novel
and explains the deceptive front cover of the paper back edition -- Sunset on a
tropical island with a swaying cocoanut tree in the foreground, the typical scenery
for a "dolce vita" in the tropics.
Like James Michener's 1956 Hawaii3 Le Gal's book is a wonderful
introduction to the rich and eventful past of the archipelago. It is not a translation
or adaptation of Michener's book: it is an original story taking place in Honolulu
in the second half of the nineteenth Century. I would like to show that André Le
Gal's book illustrates and complements Michener's work: the approach is original
and it gives more insight on the archipelago's ethnic, economic, and political
history.
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In 1956, James Michener's vast saga acquainted the general public with
Hawaii and Hawaiian things. Told by Hoxworth Hale4, a descendant of the early
Congregationalist missionaries, the story relates the great phases of Hawaii's
history.
•

The arrival of Polynesians from Bora Bora circa 900 (Chapters I, II).

•

The 1820's settlement on the islands of New England stern, frugal, and
fanatic missionaries by the names of Hale, Whipple, Hewlett, Quigley,
at the same time as the stopovers of boisterous whalers, like Rafer
Hoxworth, laying anchor there to enjoy the "friendliness" of the
wahines, and share their whiskey with the native men (Chapter III).

•

The development of sugar cane plantations and trade which made the
fortune of the second generation of Hales, Whipples, Hewletts,
Quigleys, Janders, Hoxworths and rendered necessary the hiring of
coolies from mainland China: in spite of very hard beginnings, and
often succumbing to leprosy, the latter, hard-working and astute, found
great prosperity; families like the fictional Kees are the example given.
The fight for free trade with the United States, and the accelerated
americanization of Hawaii leading to the end of the Hawaiian
monarchy and the 1898 annexation. The plague, and Chinatown's fire
in 1899 (Chapter IV).

•

The importation of Japanese workers and their success story
exemplified by the Sakagawa family, another creation of the author's
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imagination. The soaring pine apple industry and the development of
tourism. World War I. Pearl Harbor and World War II (Chapter V).
•

The Rise of the Golden Men "for whom it is not required that their
bloodstreams mingle, but only that their ideas clash on equal footing
and remain free to cross fertilize and bear new fruit" (Chapter VI).

Michener conscientiously indicates the important dates. He names
accurately the U.S. presidents and the Hawaiian Kings of the Kamehameha
dynasty. But all the other characters bear imaginary names and surnames; this
includes the Haoles5, the first missionaries and their influential wealthy children.
Thirty-two years later André Le Gal published Hawaï. The French novelist
is extremely well versed in history. He has personally done a lot of research
especially about the second half of the nineteenth century for which he has a
definite predilection6. Historical personalities are portrayed with remarkable
accuracy, and so are historical events. Hundreds of individuals are present in Le
Gal's story. They form two very distinct groups: real people, and fictional
characters. The first group includes US presidents (Grant, Hayes, McKinley,
Cleveland), important representatives in Washington (Henry Pierce7, Alfred
Thayer Mahan8), the New England missionaries and their children (Hiram
Bingham, Herbert Hackfeld, the Ladds, the Castles, the Hartfords, Sanford Dole)9,
San Francisco sugar magnate Claus Spreckels10, the Hawaiian Kings of the time
and their entourage; the famous imposter Walter Murray Gibson11 who is
mentioned very frequently, Caesar Celso Moreno12 his one time fellow and
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associate (265, 271), and Charles Reed Bishop13, who stands out as one of the
most important protagonists.
The fictional characters form the second group. As expected François
Follet, the hero, is the link between everyone and everything. Sarah Brinsmade,
the beautiful heroine, Francois' wife and the mother of his son Pierre, is of course
indispensable to justify the classification of the book as a novel and love story;
additionally she is a learned guide to some beautiful and interesting sites like Fort
Schaeffer (146) or Kanehohe Bay (193); she is also the conveyer of Hawaiian
myths and legends: like most Haoles children, she was raised by a Hawaiian
nanny, and her Christian faith is colored by Polynesian beliefs; scattered along the
story they are instructive and enrich the local color rendering it more personal and
original than the usual tourist brochures (277)14. Stuart Brookster plays several
important parts: in the love story, he is the man for whom Sarah leaves her
husband and son (284), he takes her to San Francisco and fathers her daughter
Elizabeth who will die tragically at the age of three (328, 353); the business agent
for the Mormon community established on Lanai Island, Brookster is Walter
Gibson's friend and suspected accomplice (332, 345); a friend of Moreno's, he is
involved in the opium trade with the Chinese (267, 308). Beside these Le Gal
imagines glib tongued characters who are innate storytellers. As they converse
with François and company they evoke real people, facts, and events in the
diverse picturesque styles corresponding to their various personalities. For
instance Admiral de Villeneuve recounts the adventurous early explorations of the
South Seas (14-18). Captain Carrington teaches all about whales and whaling (29-
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40). Prince Albert tavern's owner, Englishman Tom Robson, vividly discusses
customs and rites in Hawaii before the coming of Hiram Bingham and his fellow
preachers; he also has a lot to say about the new generation of Haoles, the wealthy
children of the missionaries (101-114). Additionally the novelist creates other
individuals in order to introduce important topics: for instance William Pitt, the
Morning News editor and representative of the new class of young educated
Hawaiian natives (191), or Dr Peter MacRoary researching for a cure of leprosy;
McRoary's contamination and death recall Father Damien's dedication and the
horrors of the Molokai Island leper colony (200); the doctor is also cleverly linked
to the love story; François first meets Sarah at his house and, already jealous, he
suspects them of being involved sentimentally.

On Follet's footsteps, the reader learns a lot about Hawaii past and present.
The ties developed with Charles Bishop who introduces him to all his friends and
acquaintances, including Sarah Brinsmade, are given as much importance as
François' love for Sarah. Bishop's personality and career have fascinated Le Gal.
After meeting Bishop for the first time François is surprised of the immediate
sympathy he shares with the man; he is assuredly the craziest character François
has met so far: "a grandiose provocateur, who laughed at everything and
everyone, and boasted he had princely protectors" (76). This is confirmed shortly
after, when he runs into Bishop and his great pal, Whisky Bill, "William Lunalilo,
King Lot's brother and heir to the throne" (85). The Frenchman becomes more
and more puzzled: "On this archipelago, planted in the Pacific, abandoned to its
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whims like a crazy vessel, in this Honolulu wandering between sugar and opium,
between sea shantees and evangelist psalms, in this mad town he no longer
planned to leave, he found Charles Bishop's position unexplainable" (99). He soon
realizes that Charles Reed Bishop, married to the pretty Hawaiian princess
Bernice Pauhai (8) is a member of the Hawaiian House of Nobles and the Privy
Council; this extremely wealthy citizen owns thousands of acres on the Big
Island, and does have "princely protectors". Bishop will become François' close
friend: his personality and activities, in conformity with his stance in history,
permeate the story.
Following Bishop's advice, Follet starts the Morning News, a proAmerican newspaper, and gets seriously involved in the politics of the Islands. He
also buys land and socializes with his neighbors, the rich and prominent planters
and merchants (180). Le Gal's Hawaï retells in detail and in their logical
succession, thru visits, conversations, anecdotes, journalists' articles and reports,
the ups and downs of the Hawaiian sugar production and trade which depended
upon the taxes imposed or suppressed according to changes in the US policies, the
whims of Hawaiian Kings, the schemes of their counselors, and the networking of
American politicians favorable to the U. S. annexation of Hawaii, like Henry
Pierce and Charles Bishop (176):
•

1874: America refuses to suppress the taxes on Hawaiian
sugar (202-203: small plantation owners go bankrupt
and leave for California; Whisky Bill deplores the
economic crisis).
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Pierce and Bishop campaign in the U.S. (252: narrator's
summary); they meet with Alfred Mahan who
denounces Japan's ambitions as a threat to the United
States (255-256). In order to get their support for
annexation, and because he hopes to become Hawaii's
first US senator, Bishop sells thousands of acres to
influential people on the continent (290-291).
Gibson's great influence on the King, and the danger of
instituting universal suffrage in Hawaii is a strong
obstacle to annexation (261: William Pitt's report at the
Morning News). This causes more restrictions and
dejection among the planters (289: reported by Bishop
upon a visit to Follet).
•

1875: A reciprocity treaty favors Hawaiian sugar, and by
extension the white planters who own 75 percent of the
plantations; it guarantees that Pearl Harbor will remain
an exclusive American naval base (191).

•

1880: King Kalakaua first allows the free trade of opium,
then, at the end of August, pressured by those in favor
of US annexation, he reverses the decision (311: an
article on the subject has been published in the Morning
News).
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•

1887: The 1875 reciprocity treaty is renewed (299: Bishop
loses his senatorial hopes; but his wealth increases
fabulously: he opens a bank on Punchbowl Street).

•

1890: The McKinley tariff places sugar on the duty free
list: it removes the duties on foreign raw sugar imports
and gives American domestic producers a bounty of
two cents a pound, thus eliminating the advantages
previously enjoyed by Hawaiian sugar.

After Kalakaua's death (January 20, 1891) the economic crisis
precipitates the political war between planters and
native supporters of Queen Liliuokalani; this results in a
revolution and the Queen's abdication in January 1893
(390).
•

1893: Partly because he fears the consequences of
absorbing a considerable population of nonwhites,
Cleveland withdraws the pending annexation treaty
(382: An article published by the Morning News on the
Japanese in Hawaii was asking: "How many will there
be in 1900?" and concluded: "This is hard to guess but
they will represent the largest ethnic group, far ahead of
the whites, not to mention the Hawaiians about whom
we can wonder, judging by the mortality rate and the
endemic diseases , alcoholism, tuberculosis, syphilis,
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and leprosy, if there will be any left...". Bishop is
furious: "They will reject annexation! Do you believe
they will want to give the American citizenship to a
bunch of moon-faced men? 'Hawaii has become a
Japanese territory? Let it be!' this is what they will tell
us. America is a country, not a garbage pail." This
outburst marks the end of his friendship; François
leaves Honolulu for Manila, and travels extensively; in
the various European communities visited he hears
about all the happenings in Hawaii (388-389).
•

July 4, 1894: the Republic of Hawaii is proclaimed, with
Sanford Dole as president (390: this is reported to
François by a ship captain).

•

In 1897: There are rumors about a probable war between
Spain and America (393: a conversation with Henry
Pierce, now US ambassador in Manila, confirms these;
and François recalls Alfred Mahan's warnings about a
Japanese threat: "It was all clear...The United States had
taken Cuba as a pretext to start a conflict with Spain.
But the Americans' ultimate purpose was to annex the
Philippines in order to hold in check the ambitions of
the Empire of the Rising Sun: he was sure of that").
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•

1898: President McKinley finalizes the annexation in the
wake of the Spanish-American War (397).

François returns to Honolulu in 1899 (376). He is there as the epidemic of
bubonic plague spreads in Chinatown and he hears William Pitt's report at the
Morning News office (401-402). The subsequent Chinatown fire is described as
witnessed by François himself (402-403). People say that "there [has] been a
crime. [...] Eye witnesses affirmed that they had seen tall men, whites that is,
throwing burning torches on the shacks of the Chinese district" (404); after long
hesitations William Pitt reveals that Bishop may have been the instigator: proofs
have been found that Whiskey Bill gave all of Chinatown land to his best friend in
November 1874; Bishop "does not like money, he only likes to make money. [...]
He is convinced that the future of the Island lies in the development of tourism.
The Americans are going to rush to the archipelago. Old Chinatown, located in
the heart of the city, will become a deluxe district where they will come and blow
their dollars....Therefore it had to be destroyed" (412).
Here ends François Follet's Hawaiian Erlebnis15: he has decided to sail
back to France; and Sarah, now older, more mature and wiser, tenderly accepts to
go with him (413).

Today's visitor of the Islands will get to know Diamond Head, Waikiki
and the luxurious hotels, hula dances to the sound of the ukuleles, the Iolani
palace, the Bishop Museum as described by Le Gal in the Prologue. There the
author also evokes "the simple and beautiful story of a friendship at the time of
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the last Hawaiian kings" (8). This tale lays at the heart of the novel and for a long
while runs parallel to the love story, which assures the novel's cohesion. Le Gal
thus respects the French classical rule of the Three Unities: Place (Honolulu),
Time (1872-1902), Action (François Follet's love story and its numerous
implications). By means of various narrative devices such as story telling,
flashbacks, conversations, dialogues, and news reports, the French novel provides
a panoramic view of the Hawaiian archipelago and its tumultuous history. This is
achieved in a more concise form than Michener's Hawaii, with more precise
historical data and a more personal presentation of the Hawaiian landscapes,
myths, and traditions.
Unfortunately Le Gal's Hawaï was published in a very limited number.
The book is now out of print and hard to find on the second hand market.
Hopefully it will be reprinted, and translated into English. Then it should proudly
stand in bookstores by the side of Michener's novel because it is a wonderful
introduction to the Hawaiian isles, their rich past, and traditions.
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1

All references to Le Gal's novel come from: André Le Gal, Hawaï, Paris, J.-C.

Lattes, 1988, ISBN 2-253-04880. The translations are mine.
2

Michener's John Whipple does the same in Hawaii.

3

All references to Michener's novel come from: James A. Michener, Hawaii,

Fawcett Books, N.Y., 1982, ISBN 0-440-21335-8.
4

This is not revealed before the last page (1036).

5

Name given to the white men and women born in Hawaii; most are of

American descent.
6

From an interview with André Le Gal, Saint Malo, France, October 10, 2006

7

http://www.geocities.com/capitolhill/rotunda/2209/Hawaii.html

8

http://www.en.wikipedia.or/wiki/Alfred_Thayer_Mahan

9

http://www.historymatters.gmu.edu/d/6209

10

http:// en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claus_Spreckels

11

http://www.geocities.com/capitolhill/rotunda/2209/Hawaii.html

12

http://www.geocities.com/capitolhill/rotunda/2209/Hawaii.html

13

http://kapalama.ksbe.edu/archives/Timelines/bishop/hawaii%20years/1884-

1894.php
14

For instance Sarah explains that tsunamis are caused by the Ocean grieving

the disappearance of his beloved princess Lolohana; he sometimes gets very
angry and "an immense wave gushes over the isles. The Haoles, the Whites,
understanding nothing, say it's a tidal wave. The Hawaiians know the truth: the
Ocean wants to free Lolohana and bring her back"(147-150). Sarah also insists
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that her son's feet be massaged regularly because our feet are the passages our
captive souls use to escape from our bodies: massaging our children's feet to
strengthen them is most important to keep death away (205).
15

Erlebnis is a German term meaning extremely rich and worthwhile life time

experience.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores journalists’ decision-making processes and influences regarding
crime stories in newspapers. Additionally, it begins to address the function of crime coverage in
news, how readers view crime stories in newspapers, and the impact crime stories have on
society. Resources from the fields of journalism, psychology and sociology are consulted to
determine why crime reporters do the things they do and the potential implications of these
actions. Finally, qualitative interviews with crime reporters give voice to several issues addressed
in the literature, specifically how newspaper reporters cover crime and why they make the
decisions they do when constructing crime stories.

WHY IS CRIME COVERAGE IMPORTANT?
At the beginning of the quarter, my Reporting Public Affairs professor, Tom Suddes, said
that perhaps the most important function journalists serve is to orient people to the world they
live in. The news media, he said, give people the knowledge they need to make decisions about
their lives and provide some sense of reality in an often-fuzzy world. That night, Suddes
reminded us of the Scripps Howard Foundation motto: Give light and the people will find their
own way. The idea of being an illuminator changed my view of journalism as a profession. News
reporting is important work, not only because society depends on it but also because people
depend on it. Journalists are the filters—they select what gets written about, they write the stories,
they edit them, and then they decide how various stories are relayed to the public.
Richard Harwood, founder and director of the Harwood Institute for Public Innovation,
says that the media are not doing an adequate job of directing and guiding people in their
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worlds.1 Harwood has worked with major metro and small-town newspapers since the mid-1980s
and was a facilitator of the Journalism Values Institute’s creation in 1998. 2 In talking to
Americans all over the country, Harwood has come to believe that the American public is being
disenfranchised from itself; that is, the American people are retreating into their own families
and individual homes and away from each other and the rest of society.
The media are a main cause of this “public retreat,” he says. In his conversations with
citizens, many say that they do not see reality reflected in the media. In fact, Harwood says that
the public has become so distrustful of the media that many think that their own reality is being
purposefully distorted in the interest of business. In other words, many people think the media
sensationalize stories to sell papers or raise ratings and that the media have lost a sense of the
readers and viewers they are supposed to serve. Harwood has come up with ideas of how to
“reinvent hope” for the public through small changes. He says the key to reconnecting with the
American public lies in small steps newspapers can take to prevent the public from becoming
“lost.” Regarding newspapers, many of Harwood’s suggestions revolve around the idea that
readers want to see their own communities reflected accurately—and hopefully—in the news.
Newspapers need to take the role of “boundary-spanners” to help people “connect the dots in
their lives and gain depth on important matters” instead of being a catalyst for readers’ retreat
away from each other and the public sphere in general.
Crime coverage matters because ordinary citizens have a right and need to know about
the crime that happens in their communities, and it is a reporter’s job to accurately report on that

1

Notes from Harwood’s presentation at “The Emerging Mind of Community Journalism.” A national conference in
Anniston, Alabama. Feb. 8-9, 2006.
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The Journalism Values Institute consisted of a series of eight seminars and “dozens of experiments in newsrooms
around the nation” conducted from 1995-1997. The American Society of Newspaper Editors “launched the
Journalism Values Institute to prompt newspapers and journalists to reinvigorate their core values,” according to
ASNE’s Web site, http://www.asne.org.
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crime. Research supports the notion that people care about crime coverage. A study on
newspaper credibility conducted by the American Society of Newspaper Editors (1999) showed
that 56 percent of readers prefer hard news over feature stories, and 74 percent of readers care
more about hard news happening in their own communities than news outside of their locality.
Crime coverage does indeed qualify as hard news, and local crime stories are often the
most widely read and circulated stories of the day. In fact, crime stories rank fourth in their
presence in newspapers, behind sports, general interest and business stories (Chermak 1995).
Two separate studies have been done that examined what kinds of stories make the front page of
major metropolitan papers most often. First, political scientist Doris Graber found crime stories
constitute 25 percent of Chicago area papers’ front pages. Second, in a study by Roy Lotz, The
Chicago Tribune, The LA Times, The Philadelphia Enquirer and The New Orleans TimesPicayune were examined. He found that crime stories make up 30 percent of these papers’ frontpage content (Lotz 1991:2-3). Researcher and author Chris McCormick (1995) puts crime
stories’ prevalence in newspapers this way: “Crime, deviance, deliquency and other social
problems have always been a staple of newspaper accounts…” (McCormick 1995:2).
Crime coverage, though, is broader than frequent spot news, front-page stories about
armed robberies or drug busts. Crime reporting has a distinct effect on people and on society. As
Chermak (1995) writes:
“Common sense tells us that the issues portrayed in the media can affect the public and
policymakers. The media’s influence on the criminal justice system has been
acknowledged in such diverse policy areas as drug arrests, police crackdowns, homicide
prosecutions, citizens’ fear of crime, juvenile justice, passage of computer crime laws,
and death penalty executions. Others have gone beyond simply acknowledging this
influence to advocate working with the media to inform public opinion” (P.4).
If the role of a reporter is to help citizens make some sense of the world they live in, as
Professor Suddes asserts, how do crime reports affect citizens’ sense of the world? Do crime
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reports contribute to this “retreat” from public life by the public that Harwood speaks of?
Because citizens depend on newspapers and other media to deliver news about crime, these
questions must be asked—and answered. Much media-effects research has been done in this
vein, and one common hypothesis has emerged: The more people hear about crime from the
media, the more afraid they are that crime will happen to them. George Gerbner, a
communication theorist, explained this idea in his “mean world theory.” The mean world theory
— part of his larger, more extensive “cultivation theory”—holds that the mass media create a
reality that is not parallel to actual reality. With greater consumption of mass media comes
greater dissonance between actual reality and the “reality” portrayed by mass media.
Much of Gerbner’s research is concerned with the public’s response to violence on
television. This research found that people who viewed increased incidences of violence on TV
actually believed that there was a greater chance that an act of violence could happen to them.
Gerbner (1998) writes, “While the FBI statistics have clear limitations, they indicate that in any
year less than 1 % of people in the United States are victims of criminal violence. We have found
considerable support for the proposition that heavy exposure to the world of television cultivates
exaggerated perceptions of the number of people involved in violence in any given week … as
well as other inaccurate beliefs about crime and law enforcement” (p.184-185). Best-selling
fiction author Michael Crichton connects Gerbner’s idea with national crime rates and puts this
idea into laymans’ terms. He says that, “Most Americans believe that crime in their country is
increasing, when it actually has been decreasing for twelve years. The U.S. murder rate is as low
as it was in the early 1970s, but Americans are more frightened than ever, because so much more
airtime is devoted to crime, they naturally assume there is more in real life, too.... There is no
greater proof that all reality is media reality.” 3
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THE NEWS VALUE OF CRIME
In beginning journalism classes, students are taught how to determine what makes news.
News is news if it is prominent, unique, or controversial; if it has proximity, is timely, could be
useful to the public, or has educational value to the reader (Shoemaker and Reese 1991). H.
Brandt Ayers, the owner and publisher of The Anniston Star in Anniston, Alabama, defines
“news” a bit differently. To him, anything that happens outside the realm of commonality or
anything that happens “outside of the box” is news. The Anniston Star’s staff covers anything
that somehow does not fit into the “box” of everyday life. In other words, Ayers said, there is a
reason there is no “normality” beat at most papers or news stations—“normal” happenings aren’t
news. 4
Under these criteria, crime events are news. In this vein, Lotz (1991) asserts that the key
news value of crime is its novelty— violent crimes are reported more than nonviolent crimes
because they happen far less often. For example, property crimes outnumber violent crimes by
more than 10 to one but receive “comparatively little attention”. He goes on to say that “reporters
claim that it is not their job to write about the typical events of everyday life… News means new,
out of the ordinary” (p. 9).
Another key news value of crime is inherent conflict. Paul MacDonald, a media relations
officer for the Halifax, Canada, police department, attests to this. In one of his speeches that was
transcribed for the media, he says, “Police stories are one of the main staples of the media
because they make good reading. A good story is where you have conflict, you have a hero, you
have a villian, you have somebody overcoming obstacles” (Lotz 1991:9). Chermak (1995)
3

From “Today’s Word on Journalism,” a free service sent to 1,500 subscribers around the country via
e-mail. Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2006.
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elaborates on this notion when he writes that the seriousness of any crime primarily determines
its newsworthiness, but the relationship between the victim and suspect or perpetrator in the
crime also plays an integral role in whether a crime is considered news (p. 24-25).
Much research has been done on the content of crime stories. Content analyses have been
used to show journalistic trends in crime coverage, and they have been used in many mediaeffects studies on how crime stories affect the public’s view of a social issue or issues. However,
I have found virtually no research connecting known characteristics of newsroom culture and
news judgment to how the journalists who actually do the crime reporting make their decisions
about what crime gets covered, how crime gets covered, and how crime is displayed in
newspapers.
It is because of these questions about crime reporting and the larger, sociological
implications of crime reporting that I am so interested in how crime reporters do their jobs. The
purpose of this study is to begin looking at what research says about (1) why journalists do what
they do (2) how what journalists do affects news content and (3) how news content can affect
society. In this paper, these topics will be explored against the backdrop of crime coverage. This
project is by no means exhaustive. Its purpose is to lay groundwork upon which more in-depth
research on this topic, especially the third, media-effects prong of this topic, can be completed
next year.
JOURNALISTS: HOW DO THEY THINK?
In How Do Journalists Think? A Proposal for the Study of Cognitive Bias in
Newsmaking, Stocking and Gross (1989) write:
“Journalists, it goes without saying, are among our most visible processors of information.
What they say on the air and write in their columns can set private and public agendas…
4

In a discussion at the conference, “The Emerging Minds of Community Journalism.” Anniston, Alabama. Feb. 8-9,
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Given their importance for both individuals and society, it is imperative that we use all
the insights at our disposal—including insights about cognitive constraint and
processes—to better understand how they do their jobs” (P.5).
Stocker and Gross argue that one cannot fully understand anything about why journalists do
what they do until one has studied why they think the way they think.
As the authors explain in their introduction, each person approaches any given situation
with already-developed thoughts, expectations and theories about the situation at hand. In other
words, people’s minds are not blank slates. Through cognitive and sociological processes, each
of us has a subconscious, preconceived set of notions about everything and everyone we come
into contact with. Because journalists are people too, they are no different (Stocker and Gross
1989:3-4).
Stocker and Gross concentrate primarily on explaining how reporter thought processes
can affect news content. In fact, these authors echo Professor Suddes’ idea that the role of the
journalist is to orient people to their own worlds—and they say that this is why understanding
how journalists think (and therefore, how they work) is so important. Because journalists are the
filterers of news, it is important to understand how their own cognitive processes can affect
information gathering, news reporting and media content.
According to these authors and many sociologists, events do not have meaning until a
“perceiving individual” assigns meaning to them. For example, Berger and Luckmann’s Grand
Theory of Sociology holds that reality is ultimately created by individuals. Berger and Luckmann
theorized that when individuals interact in a society, they assign meanings to certain symbols and
objects, which then combine to create reality (Seidman 1998). In other words, reality is not
definite but is created. In the case of journalism, a reporter or editor is the “perceiving
individual” and is the sole determiner of how the events’ meaning will be reflected in the paper.
Journalists not only assign meaning to events for the public, but they also construct a “version”
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of the event to be disseminated to the public. The public bases its judgments and decisions about
the world largely on the “versions” of reality that are created by journalists (Stocker and Gross
1989:14-17).
Journalists—like all people— tend to seek out sources and information that confirm their
own theories and very rarely consider possibilities other than the theory or theories they have
constructed about an event. In relation to crime news selection and crime story construction, the
authors suggest that journalists often operate under the same “presumption of guilt” bias that
many other members of society hold. That is, once a suspect has been arrested, the journalist
often views the suspect to be guilty and seeks out sources and research to confirm this view. As
one of the authors sources commented, “They [the news media] believed what a lot of people
believed, that if you are arrested, you must be guilty” (Stocker and Gross 1989:34).
While journalists seem to take great care to not convict a suspect in the press, Stocker
and Gross argue that a suspect can be written about as “guilty” simply by the information
journalists seek about the suspect and/or the questions about the suspect that they ask their
sources. To this end, the authors write, “Calvin Trillin, in a New Yorker profile of Miami Herald
police reporter Edna Buchanan, seems to have recognized this fact, noting that ‘It could be
libelous for a newspaper to call someone a suspect, but the paper can get the same idea across by
quoting his denial of guilt’” (1989:34).
Finally, it is important to note how journalists’ news selection is both influenced by and
is a contributor to society’s skewed perception of risk in today’s world. Journalists—like the rest
of society—have a perception of risk that is not realistic, especially risk of death by “dramatic or
sensational causes.” “Psychologists have done considerable research on the perception of risk,”
they write. “Among many other things, they have found that people overestimate the risk of
death by dramatic and sensational causes, such as cancer, natural disasters, homicides or
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accidents; conversely, people underestimate the risk of death from such undramatic causes as
diabetes, emphysema, and asthma…” (Stocker and Gross 1989:43). Because journalists are
members of society, we would logically expect them “preferentially to select” information about
sensational deaths, like deaths by homicide, over more pedestrian causes. As these “dramatic
death” stories are constructed and then presented to the public, the public perception of the risk
of dying by a dramatic cause (like being murdered) increases. Therefore, the perception of risk
can be seen as a vicious cycle that journalists are markedly affected by but also greatly contribute
to (Stocker and Gross 1989:42-43).

JOURNALISTS’ INFLUENCES: AN OVERVIEW
In Mediating the Message: Theories of Influence on Media Content, Pamela Shoemaker
and Steve Reese (1991) explain the various aspects in a journalist’s world that affect the overall
content of his or her work and thus affect the content of the broader media. They discuss these
influences in two broad categories: influences that come from being a member of society and are
shared by the nature of journalistic work, and influences that come from the social and
organizational structure of a newsroom. The two authors contend that these two categories of
influences intersect to shape journalists’ work but that the organizational and professional
influences have a more direct effect on the content of their work (p.55).
The authors provide a hierarchal model using concentric circles to visually portray
various levels of influence on journalists, from the broad to the narrow.
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Ideological Level
Extramedia Level

Organization Level
Media Routines Level
Individual Level

The authors do not say which of these levels of influence is “stronger,” but they do
explain that each level of influence provides factors that are “intrinsic to the communicator” that
more directly influence media content. Within the ideological level of influence, journalists have
their own set of ideological values and beliefs, which may influence the content of their work.
For example, an ideological belief that killing is wrong could influence a journalists writing
about a series of murders. Intrinsic factors that influence journalists could also be within the
organizational level of influence. For example, a journalists’ role in his or her profession
(reporter, editor, etc.) comes with expectations that also can influence the content of the
journalists’ stories or reports (Shoemaker and Reese 1991:54-56).
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Chermak (1995) also highlights a few of these “intrinsic factors” that influence news
reporters based on his observation of reporters and editors. Specifically, he cites factors that are
present at what Shoemaker and Reese call the extramedia level of influence on journalists.
Extramedial influences are influences outside the media world; influences that are not within the
realm of news production. Chermak writes that crime reporters can be influenced by the political
atmosphere within which they work. For example, a politician in their locality, region or even at
a national level who is particularly “tough on crime” can have a direct impact on how much
crime a newspaper reports and how the reporter goes about gathering information about those
crimes (Chermak 1995:174-175).
The beginning of this nation’s war on drugs is a testament to how political climate can
influence journalists’ media content. When drug czar Harry Anslinger took on drugs on as the
most serious menace facing society from the 1930s through the 1960s, the media began focusing
more and more of its crime coverage on drug-related crimes. It is important to note that Chermak
(1995) explains that all members of society are inherently, intrinsically influenced by the
political climate of the time. He is not saying that journalists are catering to the government, nor
does he say that journalists are consciously influenced by the government.
What is most interesting about this extramedia level of influence is that the media serve
as an “extrapolitical” influence for politicians too. In other words, while political climate can
influence the content of the media, “Politicians and crime professionals use information provided
in the news to make decisions” (Chermak 1995:177). The drug war example can be used to
illustrate this point as well because many politicians (including Anslinger, who was the chief of
the bureau of narcotics at the time) supported the public dissemination of the governmentsponsored propaganda film “Reefer Madness,” which in turn sparked media interest in the effects
of marijuana. The increased media interest in marijuana—which was spurred by this government
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propaganda film—was then used by politicians to justify a nationwide crackdown on drugs,
particularly marijuana (Gray 2000).
Chermak (1995) notes another predominant extramedia, societal influence that has been
affecting journalists’ work in recent years: the strengthening of the victims’ service organizations.
Specifically, these groups have become more vocal and more politically active, which has
attracted increased media attention in the past 30 years than ever before. He writes that:
“These groups have been vocal about the treatment of victims and have used the news
media effectively, criticizing the political and criminal justice response. Their political
activities have increased the newsworthiness of crimes committed against these victims
and brought attention to their needs” (Chermak 1995:170).
The increased media attention to victims’ needs has influenced political decisions about parole,
probation and punishment issues, which in turn can influence media content. Chermak contends
that this form of influence becomes cyclical because politics influence media content, which
influences political decisions (1995:171-172).

JOURNALISTS’ INFLUENCES: MEDIA ROUTINES AND THE ECONOMICS OF
NEWSPAPERS
Shoemaker and Reese (1991) address how the media-routines level of influence most
directly affects the content of journalists’ stories. The authors contend that perhaps the most
direct media-routines influence is the inherent time constraint newspaper journalists face every
day. “Deadlines force journalists to stop seeking information and file a story… the news
organization ‘lives by the clock’” (p. 98). These time constraints do not imply that journalists
simply throw together stories at the last minute to fill pages, but that journalists are constantly
aware of deadlines and must, at some point, end the information-gathering process and file a
story. Due to these time constraints, a story may not be as complete as it could have been had the
journalist been provided unlimited time resources (Shoemaker and Reese 1991:98-100).
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Time constraints can affect crime stories. In his observations of crime reporters, Chermak
(1995) noticed that the ever-looming deadline that is inherent in print news production affected
what sources the reporter consulted about crime stories, as well as what information about the
suspect or victim ends up in the story (p. 88-90). It is because of these time constraints that
reporters most often glean information from police, court representatives and politicians. These
societal actors have the facts about the crime and are most easily reached when breaking crime
news happens, such as the actual crime incident or a decision is made about the offender in court
(Chermak 1995:89). In today’s age of online journalism, when the deadline is always now, the
effect that time constraints have on journalists’ source consultation and eventual content of crime
stories could very well increase.
The economics of newspaper production are also a key media-routines influence on
journalists (Shoemaker and Reese 1991; Chermak 1995). To this end, Shoemaker and Reese
write that “Since most media are profit-making enterprises, they strive to make a product that can
be sold for more than the costs of production. A media organization can be described much like
any other business that strives to find a market for its product” (1991:88). A newspaper’s market,
the authors continue, is the public readership. Therefore, journalists must report stories that
appeal to their readers while still satisfying the profit needs of the news organization.
Chermak (1995) explains that the economics of newspapers are playing an increasing role
in the news process. He writes, “Currently, profit concerns … have played increasingly
important roles and are the predominant influences…” (p.180). He goes on to say that increasing
competition in the media marketplace plays a large role how crime news is selected and
presented. As competition between papers and between types of media increases, the focus on
making a profit intensifies. Because crime stories often satisfy more than one criteria for news,
crime stories are one way news organizations can meet their readers’ increasingly intense
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demand for news (Chermak 1995:181). Shoemaker and Reese (1991) do not go so far as to say
that the profit motive is a “predominant” influence on journalists (as Chermak does), but they do
discuss how consumer-oriented newspapers have become. Specifically, the authors cite an
increase in audience research by news organizations to more accurately predict reader interest
and therefore guarantee that the stories they present will be well-received by their readership
(Shoemaker and Reese 1991:89). In addition, for newsmakers, “what’s news” and “what sells”
are often at odds, and that in recent years the trend toward entertainment news has posed a
challenge for newspapers in particular (Shoemaker and Reese 1991:90).
JOURNALIST-READER AGREEMENT ON CRIME COVERAGE
Based on the research, reporters and editors have clear reasons for doing what they do,
and ultimately, making the decisions they make about crime stories. By examining how
journalists think and by considering other influences on journalists like newsroom structure and
culture as well as personal and societal influences, one can see that reporters and editors do not
make decisions about crime stories blindly. However, despite all of the explanations for how
journalists’ decisions are made, research shows that readers and journalists do not always agree
about what kind of news should be portrayed in the media or how certain types of news should
be portrayed.
The journal articles that were consulted on this topic had one consistent theme:
Newspaper editors consistently “over-predict” their readers’ interest in soft, feature news stories
while they consistently “under-predict” their readers’ interest in hard news. In other words,
journalists often estimate reader interest to be high for sports, fashion or human interest stories.
In contrast, they estimate reader interest to be lower for national, international and government
news. One study, however, indicated that crime news is a category of hard news that doesn’t
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follow this pattern. In this study, editors broke precedent and predicted that their readers wanted
more of one particular branch of hard news—crime coverage. The editors were wrong again.
Bernt, Fee, Gifford and Stempel conducted a study in 2000 on the interests of the Ohio
newspaper readers and Ohio newspaper editors. In this study, they asked readers to indicate
whether they would like to see more, less or the same amount of different kinds of news, and
then they asked editors’ opinions on what they thought readers wanted. Ohio editors indicated
that readers want to see more stories on crime, local religion, the stock market, local business,
and high school sports. Once again, the editors misjudged their audience: Readers indicated they
would like the same amount of news in all of these areas (Bernt, Fee, Gifford and Stempel
2000:7).

It is worth noting that the discrepancy was quite large in regard to crime news. The study
showed that 53 percent of news editors believed that readers wanted more crime news while only
21 percent of readers indicated so. Twenty-two percent of readers wanted less crime news, but
only 2 percent of editors thought they did. The study also indicates that crime was one of only
two types of news where editor and reader perceptions stayed the same—and conflicted the same
way— in both metropolitan cities and rural area: Editors for both big-city and small-town papers
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predicted readers wanted more crime news, but readers in both big cities and small towns wanted
the same amount of crime coverage (Bernt, Fee, Gifford and Stempel 2000:7).
A report for the American Society of Newspaper Editors (1999) also looked at how
readers and journalists see news coverage differently. In regard to crime coverage, a notable
difference was reported specifically in cases where allegations have been leveled against a
suspect in a crime but the suspect has not yet been formally charged. According to the study, 86
percent of readers “believe that names of suspects should not be published until formal charges
are filed.” Only 37 percent of journalists said they would wait and release a suspect’s name until
charges were filed (ASNE 1999:59).
The study states that the key difference in reader and journalist perception of news is
grounded in a “fundamental conflict between the news values that journalists consider ‘second
nature’ and the values held by the majority of the public—the most fundamental of which is ‘do
no harm to the innocent’” (ASNE 1999:61). The gap between reader and journalist perception of
news values was greatest in a hypothetical story about a child drowning in a gravel pit. Although
the hypothetical story is not a crime story, it is worth noting because the study states that 75
percent of readers would respect the (hypothetical) family’s expressed wish to keep the story out
of the paper, but “only 1 percent of journalists said they’d withhold publication” (ASNE
1999:60).
Perhaps what was most telling about this finding, the study suggests, is what happened
when this data about reader and journalist news-judgment disagreement were presented to
newsroom groups across the country. The researchers write that “there was sometimes tangible
discomfort” among journalists when they were asked to relate how they could—or would—
explain their news decisions to the public in controversial stories such as the ones described
above (ASNE 1999:61). If there is such difference in how readers and journalists perceive news,
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and if, as this study suggests, the core conflict lies in a conflict of values, it is essential that
journalists engage in what the ASNE researches term “a deliberative process” about their news
stories so journalists can better articulate why they do what they do—and be able to explain their
decisions to their readers.

WHAT DO ACTUAL CRIME JOURNALISTS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT CRIME
REPORTING IN NEWSPAPERS?
To get a feel for how this research can be manifested in the real world of journalism,
three newspaper crime reporters and one city editor were interviewed via e-mail for this project. I
sent the participants questions grouped under three topical umbrellas: (1) what type of crime is
covered (2) how crime is covered and (3) questions of balance. What was most interesting to me
was how similarly each journalist responded to the questions, as well as how their responses
mirrored the academic research.

(1) What Type Of Crime Is Covered?
In their responses to the first section of questions, the journalists explained their paper’s
criteria for covering a crime. Not surprisingly, all of their responses were grounded in the news
values of crime as outlined earlier. News is news if it is prominent, unique, or controversial; if it
has proximity, is timely, current, useful, or has educational value to the reader. The two news
values each respondent mentioned were prominence and uniqueness. For example, Laura
Arenschield, a crime reporter for The Fayetteville Observer, said her paper covers “crimes with a
prominent person involved” and crimes that happen in a prominent public place. Likewise,
Andale Gross, a crime reporter for The Akron Beacon-Journal, also said crimes committed by
prominent people always make the paper. Suzanne Wilder, crime reporter for The Winchester
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Star, said prominence determines whether a common crime like theft is covered: “We cover
robberies in public/high use places… regardless of the amount stolen. We generally do not cover
thefts unless there is something notable about it, such as if it’s at a prominent local business.”
Carol Lease, city editor for The Columbus Dispatch, spoke to uniqueness as a criterion
for choosing which crimes to cover. Her paper covers all homicides but doesn’t usually cover
crimes that happen more often, like bank robberies or home invasions unless there is some aspect
to these more common crimes that make them unusual. In this vein, Andale Gross provided an
example of a time when an offender’s prominence and crime’s rarity uniqueness landed it in the
Beacon-Journal. “We did a short just the other day about a village councilman who’s accused of
stealing $2 from a Hurricane Katrina donation fund,” he wrote.

(2) How Is Crime Covered?
In the second section of inquiries, each journalist was asked to describe their opinion of
their crime coverage and to describe their newspaper’s organizational policy on the inclusion of
personal information about the victim and suspect/offender in crime stories. Three of the four
participants had such policies in place at their paper: Arenschield, Lease and Wilder. Gross wrote
that his paper doesn’t have a policy on the inclusion of personal information of the suspect or the
victim but that it goes “on a crime-by-crime basis.” However, Gross did say that the BeaconJournal is “more sensitive when it comes to stories involving juvenile victims”—a sentiment
shared by the other journalists as well.
Wilder, Arenschield and Lease described policies in regard to suspect information that
were very much alike. Lease described her paper’s policy this way: “If we are writing about a
suspect whose name is not known, we don’t use descriptions unless they are so distinctive that a
reader could use them to identify the person. For example, ‘6 feet, 8 inches tall with a tattoo of a
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heart on his forehead’ works but ‘male, black, 5-9 to 5-11, age 20-26’ is too vague.” Arenschield
wrote that her paper bases its suspect descriptions on police descriptions but would use a
description in a story only if the description is “concrete” and provides an identifying
characteristic, like “what that person was last seen wearing.” After a suspect has been arrested
and charged, Wilder, Lease and Arenschield all said their paper includes the name, age and
address of the offender, but Wilder and Arenschield’s papers include only the offender’s block
address, such as, “Sue Smith, 40, of the 200 block of Main Street.” Lease said her paper would
include the offender’s exact address or last known address, if no exact address was known.
As far as victim information is concerned, only Lease and Wilder wrote about their
paper’s policy on that information’s inclusion. Both said they do not include names of juvenile
and sexual assault victims unless the victim (or victim’s parents) agree to it. For other crimes,
both Lease and Wilder’s paper include the name and age of the victim. At The Columbus
Dispatch, Lease said they recently changed their policy on the inclusion of victims’ address,
which used to be included but is no longer because of some hospitalized victims’ concerns that
“we were telling the world their house was empty.” On this, Lease commented, “I don’t agree
that criminals read the paper looking for such opportunity, but we changed our policy to
accommodate that concern.”

(3) Questions Of Balance
This section asked the journalists to respond to questions about how they make decisions
regarding the public’s right to know about a crime and the rights of the accused, as well as
whether their paper followed all arrestees through the entire criminal justice process.
Only two participants offered responses to these questions. In regard to the public’s right
to know versus the rights of the accused, Lease said her paper “generally” doesn’t run names of
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suspects who have not been charged. For example, she said that in covering a story about an
employee in a prominent government office’s who was charged with stealing, the Fayetteville
Observer identified the woman as “an employee” until she was charged. However, when public
officials are suspected of crimes, Lease said, The Columbus Dispatch publishes their names
because they are public officials and are not entitled to the same level of privacy that non-public
officials or private citizens are.
Wire stories aren’t handled the same way, Lease said. If a suspect is not charged but is
named in a wire story, it runs in The Columbus Dispatch—like the story about the Gravelles, the
married couple from Norwalk, Ohio, who were accused of forcing their children to sleep in cages.
5

“The thinking is it was justified because the government took their children away. I don’t

necessarily agree with that,” Lease wrote. She also described how teachers who have been
accused of molesting children have been identified if they were fired or some other action was
taken against them. “This is something we often struggle with—to name or not to name,” she
explained.
Arenschield also commented on how she balances the rights of the accused with the
public’s right to know about crimes. In the information-gathering stage of her stories, she “often
finds out about an accused person’s criminal history … sometimes their criminal history is
relevant, and sometimes it’s not,” she wrote. When she looks into a person’s background, she
said, she often ends up with personal information ranging from traffic violations to Social
Security numbers, “which have no business in the newspaper.” She explained that the inclusion
of information about a suspect or offender’s personal or criminal background is based largely on

5

At the time of the e-mail interview, the Gravelles had not been charged with any crime. They have since been
charged with criminal child endangering.
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how relevant the information is to the crime in question—if it doesn’t clearly connect, it doesn’t
go in the paper.
Of the four journalists I interviewed, The Columbus Dispatch was the only paper to
follow all arrestees who appeared in the paper through the entire criminal justice process. As
Lease explained, “If we put the name of a person in the paper who is charged with a crime, we
have an obligation to follow through until the charge is resolved.” The other participants’
responses to this question varied. Wilder said The Winchester Star prints all indictments for each
county and city court in Winchester but does not follow all of those through the criminal justice
system. “Many of those are for DUIs, bad checks, petty larceny, misdemeanor drug possession
and other nonviolent, common crimes ... The volume of them would be too great for us to write
about, and we don’t consider it a loss to news coverage,” she wrote. The Fayetteville Observer
publishes a daily list of people charged with felonies, “But we don’t have a big enough Metro
news hole to follow all of those through the court system. Nor would most of our readers care to
follow them. Nor do we have enough manpower to follow them all,” she explained. Gross said
only that “Sometimes, especially with minor offenses or crimes that appear in our crime watch
column, we don’t follow the cases as closely as we should.” After her description of The
Fayetteville Observer’s practice, Arenschield wrote, “I’m still not sure how I feel about it,
morals and ethics-wise, but that’s just sort of how it is,” citing space, news value and resources
as “the biggest reasons” that her paper doesn’t follow all arrestees through the criminal justice
process.

CONCLUSION AND INTENTION OF FUTURE RESEARCH
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This paper was the beginning of a yearlong research project on crime in print media that
will culminate in the composition of an undergraduate honors thesis. I am still working on this
research project; my research will culminate in the writing of my undergraduate honors thesis.
My thesis will have two parts. First, I will continue to explore factors that influence
journalists and affect the content of their work, specifically, their crime coverage in newspapers.
Then I want to take a look at journalists’ work the standpoint of criminologists. As Dr. Deborah
Gump pointed out in one meeting about my project last winter, journalists love to sit around in
bars and ask why people hate them so much. Criminologists are definitely media critics—they
like to explain why the media are so detrimental to society in class lectures, journal articles and
volumes of books on the subject. In my thesis, I will attempt to explain why journalists do the
things they do regarding crime stories to criminologists. Likewise, I’ll hold up the mirror of
criminology to journalists’ work to show journalists some of the current and potential social
implications of their work. I will achieve these end goals primarily through additional qualitative
interviews with both journalists and criminologists in order to articulate the tension between
them regarding crime stories in print newspapers. I am currently awaiting approval of a research
proposal for the continuation of this project.
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Dagara Bewaa: Evolution of Cultural Practice to the
Performance Stage
(Abstract)
Since 1999 Ghanaian master xylophonist, Bernard Woma has been leading his
award-winning performance troupe, the Dagara Bewaa Cultural Group, for both
Ghanaian and Western audiences. Over the past seven years the repertoire of the group
has slowly evolved from strictly Dagara musical practice to a more multicultural
approach, including pieces from various traditions in the north and south of Ghana.
Through personal video footage of the Dagara Bewaa Cultural Group taken on trips to
Ghana in 2002, 2004, and 2006 as well as their 2001 commercial video release
Xylophone Music and Dance from Northern Ghana, I will trace the development of the
Dagara Bewaa group from its roots in cultural preservation to its’ vision today as a
professional representation encompassing Ghanaian musical style.
This paper will examine the Dagara Bewaa Cultural Group as a case study in
representing Ghanaian musical practice in a Western performance setting. I will use the
case study to explore further possibilities of traditional performance practice and
interpretation by non indigenous ensembles by citing the video resources and drawing
upon ideas regarding African musical performance and representation from Agawu,
Ebron, Locke and others. The conclusion will bring together the evolution of Dagara
Bewaa repertoire and ideas of African music represented on the Western stage.
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The Ethics of No-Self in Jorges Luis Borges

Borges rejected all the prose he composed at the beginning of his literary career, but
felt that “The Nothingness of Personality” was “his first fully realized essay” (Selected Non–
fictions 527). This should not surprise us, however, as this important theme is to be found
throughout his entire oeuvre. I contend that the ethical importance of this theme is deep and
necessary to Borges’ art since Borges is an ethical writer.
I want to tear down the exceptional preeminence now generally awarded to the
self, and I pledge to be spurred on by concrete certainty, and not the caprice of
an ideological ambush or a dazzling intellectual prank. I propose to prove that
personality is a mirage maintained by conceit and custom, without
metaphysical foundation or visceral reality. (3)
The first thing to notice is how Borges declares a genuine interest in an ethical
problem that he wants “to apply to literature” (3). In this essay, Borges admittedly piles up
examples of the nonexistence (of the illusion) of a whole self as it is usually understood.
Among his points of reference are Arthur Schopenhauer, Kabbalist Agrippa of Nettesheim,
Torres Villaroel, David Hume and Buddhist philosophy. Schopenhauer and Buddha will find
an important place in Borges’ oeuvre, not only when he explicitly quotes them but also, as I
discuss here, when their presence is embedded in the deepest depths of his texts.
Schopenhauer’s influence on Borges is strong and clear, and that influence carries
within itself the teachings of the Buddha. Bryan Magee, in The Philosophy of Schopenhauer,
in addition to providing a sympathetic exposition of Schopenhauer’s philosophy per se and

Schopenhauer’s influence on other thinkers and philosophers, dedicates the seventh appendix
of his book to sketching the philosopher’s impact on creative writers. In Magee’s discussion
on Borges, he summarizes a conversation he had with Borges that illuminates on the measure
of Schopenhauer’s influence on Borges:
When I met Borges some time ago and remarked that I was about to embark
on writing a book about Schopenhauer he became excited and started talking
volubly about how much Schopenhauer had meant to him. It was the desire to
read Schopenhauer in the original, he said, that had made him learn German;
and when people asked him, which they often did, why he with his love of
intricate structure had never attempted a systematic exposition of the worldview which underlay his writings, his reply was that he did not do it because it
had already been done, by Schopenhauer. (389)
As the first Western philosopher to find interest in the Upanishads and in Buddhism,
Schopenhauer was most influenced by Plato, Hume, and Kant.1 In his major work, The
World as Will and Representation (1818), Schopenhauer follows the Kantian belief that the
physical world, the phenomenal world, is our representation, and that the world’s core, the
noumenal world, is the thing-in-itself that he calls “Will.” The Will is the irrational,
throbbing, core that underlies every phenomenon. The phenomenal world appears
discontinued and manifold; conversely, the Will, the metaphysical principle that underlies the
world, is unitary. “The will is the thing in itself; it is unitary, unfathomable, unchangeable,
beyond space and time, without causes and purposes” (“Schopenhauer”). Phenomena, which
include human beings, are differentiated and individual thanks to the space and time net that
allows the Will to manifest itself not as one but as many. Since human beings are in the
world and represent a phenomenal individuation of the Will, they have the possibility of
knowing themselves from outside (as objects) and from inside. Thus, human beings are
aware and can know this Will that Kant, on the contrary, thought was unknowable, even if

I will rely, for this brief exposition, on Magee’s The Philosophy of Schopenhauer, on Taylor’s introduction to
The Will to Live, and on Cartwright’s introduction to Schopenhauer’s The Basis of Morality, in addition to the
Oxford Companion to Philosophy, the Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy, and the Encyclopædia Britannica
online.
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they do so in an imperfect and non-scientific manner. According to Schopenhauer, the world
in which we live is essentially suffering and painful, and pain is its only positive principle;
pleasure is definable as the cessation of pain, and we usually are not aware of our positive
state until pain or suffering comes up. Since the Will is insatiable and blind, it causes
suffering (Schopenhauer here follows the teaching of the Buddha). According to
Schopenhauer, there are two ways to avoid the incessant suffering caused by passion’s strife.
One way is through the contemplation of art. The artist does not represent the world in its
multiplicity but the thing-in-itself through the representation of an object whose spatial and
temporal limits are transcended. Among the arts, music is the highest in that it does not try to
represent anything and, thus, becomes almost one with the Will. However, the soothing
relief from passions and sufferings provided by the arts is a momentary sedation of the Will
and not the total elimination of it. In order to find peace, the extinction of the Will is
necessary. Since the Will, once it becomes an individual, can also be called ego, it is in the
elimination of the ego, a pure illusion, that the freedom from the blind force of the Will can
be found. Through compassion and loving kindness for others (and for animals, too), that is
the awareness that there is no ego and consequently no barrier between you and I, the saint or
the ascetic denies the world and overcomes suffering and the world itself. “For
Schopenhauer, as for the Buddhist, salvation is the victory over, and the annihilation of, the
world, which is nothing; of life, which is suffering; and of the individual ego, which is an
illusion” (Taylor, The Will to Live xxvii). Let’s depart from Taylor’s quote to link once and
for all Schopenhauer to the doctrine of the Buddha, many times quoted by Schopenhauer and
by Borges.
According to the teaching of the Buddha, the idea of self is an imaginary, false
belief which has no corresponding reality, and it produces harmful thoughts of
‘me’ and ‘mine’, selfish desire, craving, attachment, hatred, ill-will, conceit,
pride, egoism, and other defilements, impurities and problems. It is the source
of all the troubles in the world from personal conflicts to wars between

nations. In short, to this false view can be traced all the evil in the world.
(Abe, 149)
Schopenhauer’s approach to the problem of ethics is essentially empirical, although
substantiated by his metaphysical system. In the human character and in human behavior,
Schopenhauer individuates three basic motives/incentives for action: egoism, malice, and
compassion. Egoism, self-evident and widespread, is the fundamental feature of human
behavior, and it serves essentially the purpose of self-preservation. It might be said that
egoism is neither good nor bad, since it is the closest objectification of the Will, whose blind
force cannot be defined as good or bad either. Malice, on the contrary, is the desire to hurt
others even though there is nothing to gain and, sometimes, even to one’s own personal
detriment. Compassion, the source of justice and loving kindness, is the immediate desire to
help whomever is in distress (animals included). Natural compassion “is an undeniable fact
of human consciousness, is essential to it, and does not depend on presuppositions, concepts,
religions, dogmas, myths, training and education. On the contrary it is original and
immediate, it resides in human nature itself and, for this very reason it endures in all
circumstances, and appears in all countries at all times” (Schopenhauer, Basis 17).
Compassion, not love, is the basis of morality, since Schopenhauer views love as something
that is always tainted by egoism.
Since the ego is an illusion that derives from the principium individuationis, and since
the Will is the underlying principle to any and each phenomenon, compassion is explained as
the capacity to see the common ground between the ego and the non-ego, to see no barrier
between the ego and the non-ego or, in other words, between you and me. “For, as I have
said, to the one man [of bad character] humanity is a non-ego, but, to the other, it is ‘myself
once more.’ The magnanimous man who forgives his enemy and returns good for evil is
sublime, and receives the highest praise, because he still recognized his one true nature even

where it was emphatically denied” (212). Furthermore, this is a much stronger step in the
direction of the denial of the Will to live, that is, to see things as they are. “Whoever feels
acts of compassion, selflessness, and human kindness and feels the suffering of other beings
as his own is on the way to the abnegation of the will to life, achieved by the saints of all
peoples and times in asceticism” (“Schopenhauer”).
At this point, I would like to examine two short stories in particular: “Emma Zunz”
(1949) and “The Story from Rosendo Juárez” (1970). “Emma Zunz” has the simpler plot;
“The Story from Rosendo Juárez” is more complex and interesting as the protagonist
undergoes a profound moral development and, therefore, deserves the central position in the
story.
In “Emma Zunz,” Borges narrates the story of a young woman who takes revenge for
her father’s death (whose suicide we learn about in the first lines of the short story) by killing
Aaron Loewenthal who, at the time of the scandal, was the manager of the factory and the
person responsible for the theft that had caused her father’s dishonor and consequent suicide.
Emma conceives and executes a simple and possibly unassailable plan and, at the end of the
story after she has killed Loewenthal, she calls the police and gives her version of the story.
The readers do not know what will happen to her, but every clue suggests that she will escape
being charged and her crime will fall into the category of the “perfect crime.”
In a story of revenge, where a desperate justice is being sought, one would expect to
encounter a conflict between two very different characters, at least with regard to their
deepest motivations. However, Emma and Loewenthal are not that different in that they both
share the firm belief that they have a unique relationship with the divinity, that implies their
belief that they are unique beings. When describing Loewenthal, the narrator lets us know
that he was avaricious, that he feared thieves and that, after the death of his wealthy wife, he
lived alone in the factory. According to the narrator, Loewenthal “was very religious; he

believed that he had with the Lord a secret pact, that exempted him from acting well,
provided that he prayed and was devoted” (Collected Fictions 218). On the very same page,
we find Emma fantasizing about the final scene of her plan, in which she plans to force
Loewenthal to confess his guilt by “[. . .] revealing the intrepid stratagem that had allowed
God’s Justice to triumph over human justice. (It was not out of fear, but because she was an
instrument of that justice that she herself intended not to be punished)” (218). At first, it
appears that Emma’s idea of a special relationship with God is different from Loewenthal’s
firm beliefs in that she saw herself as an instrument of Justice and therefore exempt from the
complications of evil and guilt. But fantasy is very different from reality. In the final scene
we see that “Emma felt (more than the urgency to avenge her father) the urgency to punish
the outrage she herself had suffered” (218-9). Emma had decided to lose her virginity to a
Swedish sailor right before going to see Loewenthal: her plan was to tell the police that
Loewenthal had raped her and she had killed him in self-defense: “She could not not kill him
alter being so fully and thoroughly dishonored” (218–9).
This detail completely changes the purpose of Emma’s revenge. She is not really an
“instrument of Justice,” but rather the deluded pawn of a personal justice. However, this
incident does not come as a surprise because the narrator had insinuated doubt about the true
nature of Emma’s motivation earlier in the story, which is very interesting because this doubt
could explain the real “moral” of the story. Emma chose the sailor as a means of personal
sacrifice; “important facts stand out of time,” the narrator warns us, and adds:
In that time outside time, in that welter of disjointed and horrible sensations,
did Emma Zunz think even once about the death that inspired the sacrifice? In
my view, she thought about it once, and that was enough to endanger her
desperate goal. She thought (she could not help thinking) that his father had
done to her mother the horrible thing being done to her now. She thought it
with weak-limbed astonishment, and then, immediately, took refuge in the
vertigo. (217, italics in the text)

The emphasis placed on Emma’s thoughts about her father raises the issue of
personality/individuality and, consequently, the issue of the Other. According to the quasiomniscient narrator, Emma is not as concerned about her father’s sad fate as she is about her
own (and her mother’s) sacrifice. In this way, Emma’s father, who was both the cause and
the reason for her sacrifice, becomes a mere catalyst (if not, in a sense, the perpetrator of the
violence). The sacrifice, intended as a means of implicating Loewenthal, becomes the real,
underlying cause for the murder. The planned sacrifice, instead of being an altruistic act, an
act of self-renunciation, becomes instead an act based upon pride and egoism. As the text
reads, in the end, the voluntary and explicit dishonor appears to “justify” Loewenthal’s death;
yet, in reality, it is Emma, and only Emma, who is the ultimate cause of Loewenthal’s death.
Since the motivation has changed, the divine justification for the revenge is lacking. Divine
Justice cannot be invoked, and the secret pact that Emma thinks she has with God vanishes.
There are a few more details that might shed light on the importance of the concept of
time with regard to ethics in Borges’ work. For example, at the moment Emma begins to
develop her plan, the narrator’s voice comments “she was already the person she was to
become” (215). Later, while Emma prepares herself for the sacrifice, the narrator once again
makes reference to the nature of time and the facts that take place in time2:
The most solemn of events are outside time––whether because in the most
solemn of events the immediate past is severed, as it were, from the future or
because the elements that compose that event seem to be not consecutive. In
that time outside time, in that welter of disjointed and horrible sensations, did
Emma Zunz think even once about the death that inspired the sacrifice? (217)

2

Borges’ conception of time owes much, once again, to Buddhism. “Time is realized anew on the basis of the
realization of its emptiness and non-substantiality. The distinction between past, present, and future is
reaffirmed without attachment.” (Abe 166) “First, each and every moment can be understood as a beginning and
an end.” And “If we clearly realize the beginninglessness and endlessness of living-dying at this moment (…)
the moment embraces the whole process of beginnignless and endless time within itself.” “Through the
realization at this moment in time one transcends time into eternity: eternity is realized in the midst of time, not
at the end of time. This transcendence is possible by cutting off the process of living-dying and opening up the
bottomless depth of the transtemporal, eternal dimension. This cutting off is possible not by our speculation but
by our religious practice, e.g. meditation and the ‘death’ of the ego-self.” (Abe 167 emphasis added)

At first glance, these examples seem to imply two apparently contradictory concepts:
the first is that moments of time are united/linked, and that a one-moment decision contains
its future consequences; the second is that in this (apparent) continuity, there are moments
that do stand out of time without belonging to it. If we analyze carefully these two quotations
from the story, we may find that they do not contradict each other. The moment in which a
murderous plan is envisaged is a grave one and it contains all of its future consequences,
sacrifice and change of motivation included: this may be why Emma is “already what she
will become.” Emma, however, does not realize this. The second quotation is true, but the
grave facts that stand out of time had been in time in the decisive moment in which they had
been conceived: they are, at once, out of time (when they happen) but in time (when
conceived).
These apparently contradictory concepts raise a number of important questions. Is
Borges claiming that only the grave facts stand out of time, but that all moments (that
potentially contain grave facts) are decisive? Is he saying that Emma’s first mistake had been
that of not realizing the initial moment’s decisiveness, and the second one that of not thinking
of the Other? Is he suggesting that realizing the importance of the single moment may
deserve the name of ethical consciousness? I am inclined to respond affirmatively to all of
these questions.
At the end of the story, there are three victims: the father, Loewenthal and, finally,
Emma herself. There is no justice, only personal revenge. So this story, the apparent
narration of a perfect crime, is in fact a moral tale about a crime that, although unpunished,
was far from perfect.
In order to find another character whose consciousness of time is very different from
that of Emma, I would like to analyze another example: “The Story from Rosendo Juárez”
(1970). This short story narrates, in part, the same story as “Man on Pink Corner” (1935) but

from a different perspective. In the earlier story, “Man on Pink Corner,” the focal point is the
confrontation between Rosendo and a man from the North, the Yardmaster. One evening, an
evening in which everything seems to be lead and influenced by music, the Yardmaster
challenges Rosendo. The anonymous narrator cannot hear Rosendo’s response to the
challenge, but he recounts how Rosendo’s woman, la Lujanera, offered him a knife, which he
accepted but tossed aside, thereby refusing the challenge. The Yardmaster then leaves with
Lujanera while Rosendo simply disappears. Later that night, the Yardmaster is ambushed
and killed, leaving the reader to assume that Rosendo was responsible for this action.
However, in the final lines of the story, we learn that it was, in fact, the narrator who was the
assassin. Thirty-five years later, Borges, in “The Story from Rosendo Juárez,” finally gives
voice to the misunderstood protagonist of the earlier story, whose behavior had eventually
become an example of cowardice. At this point in time, in “The Story from Rosendo Juárez,”
Rosendo is living in a decent neighborhood, looking like “an honest craftman, or perhaps an
old-fashioned country fellow” (CF 358), and narrates to Borges himself his true story,
elaborating on what we already know of his past. The story’s focal points are three crucial
moments that display three different behaviors. The first is a fight between Rosendo and a
local guapo, Garmendia. Rosendo initially attempts to ignore Garmendia’s provocation but
eventually finds himself unable to resist, and a confrontation ensues. During the fight, after a
moment in which everything could have happened, Rosendo kills Garmedia and realizes that
it is not difficult to kill or to be killed. Later, when he is blackmailed and offered to work for
a party in exchange for freedom, he realizes that his crime, originally a source of shame, had
now opened another path to him: “Garmendia’s killing, which at first had got me in such hot
water, was now starting to open doors for me” (360–1).
The second important moment takes place in a flashback, when Rosendo’s only
friend, Luis Irala, comes to visit him in jail to tell him that his (Irala’s) wife had left him for

another man, Rufino. Irala wants revenge, but Rosendo disagrees, “nobody takes away
anything from anybody. If Casilda left you, it’s because it’s Rufino she wants, and she’s not
interested in you” (361). Irala feels that he would be seen as a coward but Rosendo suggests
that he not be concerned about what others think, especially if it concerns a woman that did
not want him in the first place. Irala decides to challenge Rufino anyway and is killed in the
ensuing confrontation. Although Rosendo had advised otherwise, he finds himself feeling a
strange sense of guilt regarding the fate of his friend. The third moment elaborates on the
incident described in “Man on Pink Corner” when the Yardmaster challenged Rosendo:
That was when it happened––what nobody wants to understand. I looked at
that swaggering drunk just spoiling for a fight, and it was like I was looking at
myself in a mirror, and all of a sudden I was ashamed of myself. I wasn’t
afraid of him; if I had been, I might’ve gone outside and fought him. […] he
raised his voice so that everybody could hear him ‘You know what’s wrong
with you? You’re yellow, that’s what’s wrong with you!’ ‘That may be,’ I
said. ‘I can live with being called yellow. You can tell people you called me a
son of a whore, too, and say I let you spit in my face. Now then, does that
make you feel better?’ (363, emphasis added)
Here, Rosendo explains how he saw himself mirrored in the image of the
irresponsible fool Yardmaster and notes that, if he had truly felt fear, he would have fought.
In fact, his final remarks to his antagonist are charged with defiance, hardly the way of a
coward. Somewhat disgusted, with both the situation and his own past, Rosendo decides to
leave in order to find a better life.
The three crucial incidents clearly illustrate a personal development: Rosendo, little
by little, discovers himself and makes a final decision that illustrates well the ethical precepts
of the Stoics, Schopenhauer, and the Buddhists, as well. While narrating his story to Borges,
Rosendo notes that some things happen to you that can only be understood with the passage
of time and that what happened to him on that fatal night came from afar: “Things happen to
a man, you see, and a man only understands them as the years go by. What happened to me
that night had been waiting to happen for a long time” (358–9).

In his first encounter with the Other, Rosendo, young and inexperienced, allows
himself to be influenced by what people might think of him. In his second encounter, in
similar circumstances and being in a somehow privileged (external) position, Rosendo offers
the best possible advice. Through lucid reasoning, Rosendo explains to Irala the true nature
of his relationship with his wife, and that it is only his illusory and misguided sense of honor
that inflames his desire to challenge Rufino. This second incident, however, is yet a
theoretical one, one in which making a decision is somehow easier. It is in the third moment
that Rosendo finally encounters himself within the Other and changes his life. Upon seeing
himself in the Yardmaster, he feels shame and chooses to cease to be concerned about what
people think of him. “People stepped back to make way for me. They couldn’t believe their
eyes. What did I care what they thought ” (363). The profound philosophical implications of
this story can be even better understood when examined in the light of two philosophies well
known to Borges: that of Epictetus and of Schopenhauer (with its Buddhist undercurrent).
Let us consider the first philosopher, Epictetus. His work Manual opens with a
famous bipartite distinction: things under our control and things we cannot control. Among
the first are judgment, impulse, desire, and aversion; among the second are the body,
property, and reputation. That which is under our control is, by nature, free. That which is
not under our control is coercible, alien and slave. If we consider as ours what, by nature, is
not, we will suffer. If we consider such things alien, then we cannot possibly be coerced; we
will not have to do anything against our will and nobody can harm us (Epictetus 3).
Rosendo’s eventual development responds exactly to the criteria exposed by Epictetus. The
story of Rosendo begins with an act of violence (even though provoked by Garmendia). He
finds himself disgusted by it, but he continues to live within a similar environment where
violence is not a remote possibility. The second stage is that of theoretical rationalization
(the Irala episode): Rosendo’s lucid reasoning, however logical and unassailable, cannot

overcome Irala’s passion and ultimately proves to be useless. The third stage consists of the
application of the lucid reasoning in a very difficult circumstance, in which it would be easy
to trust once again the voice of passion or the voice of the ego. At this point, however,
Rosendo sees himself in the Yardmaster and understands that he is still like him, like Irala,
Garmendia and Rufino. In that moment everything changes, and the abstract reasoning
becomes experience. Rosendo does what he had been incapable of doing years earlier: he
refuses to fight and is not coerced by what people might think or say about him. Once again,
Epictetus’ advice, as it appears in paragraph 52 of the Manual, is illustrated:
The first and most necessary division in philosophy is that which has to do
with the application of the principles, as, for example, Do not lie. The second
deals with the demonstrations, as, for example, How comes it that we ought
not to lie? The third confirms and discriminates between these processes, as,
for example, How does it come that this is a proof? [. . .] Therefore, the third
division is necessary because of the second, and the second because of the
first; while the most necessary of all, and the one in which we ought to rest, is
the first. (537)
Although Rosendo does not exactly ask himself the philosophical questions that
Epictetus mentions, there is no doubt that the trajectory of his personal (and ethical)
development moves from wrong action to reflection to virtuous action. Moreover, there is no
reference to divine will or any religious prohibition for Rosendo’s actions.
The Yardmaster, the Other, performs an instrumental role in this story, functioning as
a mirror. Rosendo does not need divine revelation or teaching from a more or less exotic
tradition, as his own image is sufficient to provoke a very personal and down to earth
revelation. However, this revelation had been prepared long before, possibly during the first
fight. Only much later does Rosendo understand the importance of this path, and that is why
Borges allows him to speak after so many years. It took considerable time before he could
truly understand his own story, as he asserts at the beginning of his tale. That is why he
chose to begin his account with the fight with Garmendia, as that particular moment included
all of the successive moments.

Renouncing to the ego means to renounce violence and to halt the infinite chain of
causality. It also means being able to see things as they are, and to step out from a series of
illogical and unjust actions, and to live a full and better life.
Emma is attached to her persona, and to the persona of the offender, and she does not
realize that this persona does not exist. From personality derives honor, which Emma wants
to vindicate. In the case of Emma, the attachment is so strong that it even changes the real
cause for her revenge. She lives in a moment that occurred many years earlier in her history,
and she does not realize that the offender is no longer what he was years ago. Additionally,
she is unaware of the common substance (or lack of substance) underlying her essence, from
which derives the nothingness of personality, the virtue of compassion, and the correct choice
to make when confronting such problems.
On the other side, Rosendo understands both time and the Other. He knows he is no
longer the person who once succumbed to Garmendia’s provocation. He now knows the
steps that led him to recognize himself in the Other, and to refuse to be a part of a destiny of
violence and revenge for futile motives. The apparent anonymity of Rosendo’s destiny
strongly contrasts with the knowledge he had acquired, making this knowledge, by
subtraction, even more important and powerful. Honor, which was most important to
Rosendo, loses its attractiveness and its raison d’être because of the revelation he undergoes.
Instead of relying on a set of norms (the honor ethics of the society of which Rosendo
was a member) or following the power of a religious tradition (which, for Emma Zunz, is
God), the characters act according to their own ethical decisions. However, if they take into
consideration the Other and, by consequence, each time the ethics of no-self and compassion
plays an effective role in their decisions, the outcome of their actions is just or, at least,
positive. Where the religious background is stronger (in the case of Emma) the ground for a
set of rules should be more fertile (the commandment “do not kill,” as far as Emma is

concerned, should have had some significance). And yet Emma, because she thinks she has a
special relationship with God, stemming from her belief that she was special, makes an
erroneous decision, forgets the Other and ultimately fails to achieve justice. With Rosendo,
the honor ethics of the guapo would probably be as strong as the religious ethics, but he is
able to free himself from the servitude of the tradition and from what others might think of
him. His persona, his personality, no longer belongs to him: he is free, anonymous and
content. He is now aware of who he is. Rosendo’s “enlightenment” takes place in this life,
well before death, allowing more time for an aware and fully-lived life.
There is, however, another side to Borges’ ethical writing that is worth exploring,
because it deepens Borges’ overall ethical position. As we have seen, “The Story from
Rosendo Juárez” is a short story that elaborates on the background of the events that took
place in the earlier “Man on Pink Corner.” In “Man on Pink Corner,” the narrator is an
anonymous, almost reliable, and almost thorough witness to the story and to Rosendo’s
supposed infamy. Yet, we discovered that it was the narrator, and not Rosendo, who actually
killed the Yardmaster, because in the very end of the story he addresses Borges (another
narrator and probably faithful transcriber of the words of the anonymous oral narrator) by
noting that his knife was perfectly clean, innocent, and without so much as a trace of blood.
Thanks to this partial (negative) semi-confession, half of Rosendo’s infamy disappears in the
eyes of the reader. What remains is Rosendo’s twofold “infamy”: his refusal to accept the
Yardmaster’s challenge and the fact that his woman, la Lujanera, leaves with the Yardmaster,
apparently in compliance with the honor ethics of the sub-society in which they live.
However, if the narrator was able to conceal, until the last paragraph, the fact that it was he
that had killed the Yardmaster (it seems he envied Rosendo and wanted to steal his woman
and at the same time implicate Rosendo), can we still think that all of what he said was the
truth? We already know that he was unable to hear Rosendo’s response to the Yardmaster’s

challenge, the supposed apex of Rosendo’s shame. Thus, how much must we believe to be
true in this story? Do all of Borges’ stories undergo the same process? One answer is
partially answered by Borges himself when he gives voice to Rosendo thirty-five years after
the first version of the story. Once again, Borges (or, Borges the character) transcribes/hears
Rosendo’s true story from Rosendo himself. This time, we the readers learn the story of the
development of Rosendo’s character and the most important stages that lead to the fatal night
in which Rosendo became what he was.
It took thirty-five years, two versions of the story, and four narrators (the anonymous
narrator and Borges in 1935, Rosendo and Borges in 1970) to uncover the “real” story of
Rosendo Juárez. And yet, since once again the witness to his own story has no witnesses
who might contradict him, we are left with a subtle feeling of uncertainty because, if
everything was not completely clear in the first version, we have no guarantee that the second
is any different. Thus, the cooperation of the reader appears to be essential. Cooperation
does not mean free interpretation, nor does it mean to be left, as readers, in a total state of
labyrinthine uncertainty in which everything is possible and/or justified. In fact, as I hope to
have demonstrated through my close reading of the texts, it is possible to extrapolate a clear
and consistent ethical stance in Borges’ short stories. This particular technique (the
multiplicity of narrators and perspectives) does not really eliminate or fragment the truth or
the story. It does require the reader to be more attentive and more open to the possibility that
what is happening on the page might not be the complete truth. By taking into account the
many facets of a story, the reader is obligated to take responsibility for his/her interpretation.
Unlike morality tales, we find no moral at the end of this story. There is no illustration of a
moral point to be learned, because the expression of the moral point too often (or rather,
always) deprives the subject of his/her capability to judge and make decisions. This is not, as
I hope I showed, Borges’ case. In Borges, literature is not a means to convey a truth or a

teaching. Literature becomes a mirror of reality as it appears when seen through eyes
released from ideological (religious, power-related, ego-related) superimpositions. In this
way, literature becomes an instrument that subverts values without imposing other values,
and points out the realm of possibilities inherent to all readers.
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Abstract:
Her novels and life as a public intellectual have long reflected Toni
Morrison’s concerns about the suppression of a painful African American
history and inventing means to challenge powers shaping our lives and ways
of thinking. Her Nobel lecture asserts the necessity of a close critique of the
constrictive language of the powerful that “actively thwarts the intellect, stalls
conscience, [and] suppresses human potential” (268). The narrative of Paradise
illustrates how a town’s life has been stultified by an authoritative history
repetitively told by a prominent few mired in a traumatic past, reifying it into
an absolute model that also determines the present and future. Alternative
voices (primarily the women and the young) contest the rigid thinking and
manipulations of the town’s leaders by representing another range of
responses to pain and loss, and providing forms of inquiry that might
undermine that story and broaden its scope. They attempt to reframe
patriarchal assumptions around issues of history, power, gender and race.
Morrison, like the philosophers Jurgen Habermas and Michel Foucault, has
raised the question of whether one can critique a system if one is embedded in
its frameworks and assumptions. Morrison places hope in rational critique
and interactive perspectives like Habermas, but recognizes, like Foucault, that
though critical methods exist, they may do so through discursive power
systems that may subvert their implementation or appropriate them
(Habermas Moral; Foucault “Discourse”). Through discourse analysis of key
sections in Paradise I will demonstrate how Morrison’s narrative enacts a
literary/critical analysis and deconstructs the ways language structures
meaning and perspective.
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Reframing and the Moral Imagination in Toni Morrison’s Paradise
Toni Morrison’s novels and intellectual life demonstrate a strong
commitment to recuperating a painful African American history and inventing
means to challenge forces shaping our lives and ways of thinking. In her Nobel
lecture she suggested that essential to this project is an incisive critique of the
constrictive language of the powerful that “actively thwarts the intellect, stalls
conscience, [and] suppresses human potential” (268). The narrative of her novel
Paradise illustrates how a town’s life has been stultified by a history constructed
and repetitively retold by a prominent few mired in a traumatic past, and reified
into an absolute model, determining the present and future. This authoritative
version is contested by critical voices which lie outside the circle of influence and
who do not benefit from nor are allowed to contribute to this prevailing story.
Morrison, like the philosophers Jurgen Habermas and Michel Foucault, raises the
question of whether one can critique a system if one is embedded in its
frameworks and assumptions. Paradise offers hope in rational critique and
interactive perspectives like Habermas, but also recognizes, like Foucault, that
though critical methods exist, they may do so through power systems that may
subvert their implementation or appropriate them (Habermas Moral; Foucault
“Discourse”). Morrison’s oppositional characters search for means of evasion or
refusal that are not directly confrontational, but in their multiple articulations
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unmask the linguistic, political, and epistemological elements that represent and
reinforce power.
Morrison believes the power of art can extend critical engagement beyond
the academy, prompting readers’ “moral imagination” by representing social
traumas and their consequences (“Roundtable” 717). The patriarchs of the allblack town, Ruby, speak what Morrison regards as a “dead language”, an
“unyielding language content to admire its own paralysis” (“Nobel” 268) that
also expresses a rigidity that is a common defense of trauma victims, stemming
from a desperate need for control previously denied. Devastated by the violent
racism and injustices to their families in post-Reconstruction, and buoyed by an
Old Testament sense of their tribe as beleaguered, these men can only react
fearfully and violently to the resistance and dispersal they witness in their
community. Alternative voices in Paradise, primarily the women and the young,
constantly challenge the rigid thinking and manipulations of the leaders,
representing a whole other range of responses to pain and loss with different
versions of social order and meaning. But there is no true dialogue within the
story because the patriarchs are deaf to others’ opinions. Their speech
exemplifies Morrison’s thought on forms of dominant language. “Sexist
language, racist language, theistic language—all are typical of the policing
languages of mastery, and cannot, do not permit new knowledge or encourage
the mutual exchange of ideas” (269).
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Paradise particularly focuses on the oppression of women and how they
are deprived of speech and agency under patriarchy, but also how they find
ways to evade violence, and to rethink and resist forces of conformity. Often
silenced while undergoing the traumas of male violence, the convent women
must invent new lives and forms of self-expression to be able to heal. Some of
the townswomen are very articulate, but in the community context they are not
often heard or believed. Like many women, they have had to “listen more than
speak, agree more than confront, be delicate, be indirect” because they have had
to negotiate their needs with their survival (Lakoff Talking 205). The patriarchs’
wives practice this discretion, but others challenge this. Pat Best and Lone
DuPres, can parse the men’s words and behavior, and understand their suspect
purposes. These types of perspectives bear witness to the specific effects of
domination on particular individuals, and suggest an alternative, democratic
process of gathering knowledge and meaning (Lakoff Language 80-82).
Morrison is aware of how language shapes human rituals, sensibilities
and thoughts, its use as a political weapon, and that the defense against
manipulation is awareness of its subtle role in creating myths and discourses that
govern historical consciousness. Such discourses often “frame” our sense of
reality, and carry what Deborah Tannen calls “structures of expectation” that
underlie our speech and ideas. Frames make us comfortable with our beliefs,
and blind or hostile to change (Lakoff Language 48; Burke “Language” 116-19).
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Morrison’s narrative voices attempt reframing patriarchal assumptions around
issues of history, power, gender and race.
Through discourse analysis of key sections in Paradise I intend to
demonstrate how Morrison posits that literature and literary analysis can play a
large role in this reconsideration of how language helps construct and reinforce
power. Morrison’s narrative strategies and voices reveal, deconstruct, and
neutralize such usage. An important theme is exploring how myth-making is a
kind of fictionalizing, and how literary/critical analysis, linguistic and
genealogical, can illuminate and critique ways of making meaning. Roland
Barthes recognized that a critique of cultural norms posing as truths must
employ political and representational components because as language and
symbols guide thought, a close analysis of their uses helps us determine the basis
of these mythical norms (Mythologies 139). Morrison’s narrative, I contend,
focuses readers’ attention on language’s role in shaping perspective.
In Paradise who controls the right to speak and to act is contested in a
town controversy about the words printed on the town’s public symbol, the
Oven: “Be the furrow of his brow.” One witness remembers that in her
childhood she traced the word “beware” rather than “be.” The town leaders and
the Reverend Senior Pulliam take this version to be law, a commandment to be
obeyed, but theirs is a regressive and self-serving notion of moral action. Pat
Best’s discussion of it elsewhere further deconstructs this phrase, suggesting the
unspecific language invites multiple possible meanings (Paradise 195). Another
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interpretation, offered by the new preacher, Reverend Misner, and the young
people interested in the social activism of the civil rights movement, is “we be
the furrow of his brow,” meaning ordinary people are the instruments of justice
and goodness on God’s behalf. They articulate goals that benefit many rather
than a few, potentially exemplifying a universalized discourse ethics articulated
by Habermas. At this stage, neither side is able to persuade or listen to the other,
and the voices of the young dissenters are dismissed as insolent and suppressed
by the patriarchs’ angry insistence on the command. They are a new generation,
frustrated by the backwardness of the town (it is now the 1970s), where the Civil
Rights movement has taken 20 years to arrive. Their reinterpretion strives
toward a more equitable future, whereas their elders’ fundamentalist, literal
reading only reinforces their rigid hold on the town. The new generation’s
reframing of the meaning and purpose of the town’s icon is quickly seen as a
threat to the leaders’ status as definers. Steward closes the discussion by
threatening to shoot anyone who changes a word on the Oven.
Because so much of their knowledge of the world is painfully traumatic, it
mobilizes the elders for survival, but not for useful change. The world becomes
“Out There,” after Reconstruction ends and their newly acquired civil rights are
taken away, “a void where organized evil erupted when and where it chose . . .
Where your children were sport, your women quarry, and where your very
person could be annulled . . . Out There where every cluster of white men looked
like a posse, being alone was being dead” (stet 16). This view of the world
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originates in mortal dangers and in the shame of not being able to protect their
families, but their self-protection evolves into isolation and segregation, a
replaying of their own exclusion by whites and light-skinned blacks, and tragic
because they have survived and triumphed against formidable historical and
racial odds. However, dominant ideologies of racial and gender separatism
absorb them.
They cannot look to the future, can only maintain their “safety” by trying
to destroy that which embodies change, the convent women. The novel
commences with the men shooting them. The myths of justification they create
about these women, that they have killed, performed abortions, harmed the
townspeople, are all false and part of a denial of the ills of the town itself. These
women seem to threaten their future bloodlines, though the real causes are too
much inbreeding and their tyranny over their own women. They envision
themselves as righteous warriors, fighting witches taken over by the devil.
Amassing the supposed crimes of the women the men conclude, “They don’t
need men and they don’t need God,” (276) as if these were one and the same. As
they aim their guns at the fleeing women, their judgment is embodied in the
phrase “Bodacious black Eves unredeemed by Mary, . . . they are like panicked
does leaping . . . God at their side, the men take aim. For Ruby“ (18). These
phrases annihilate the humanity of the “enemy” and identify them with a
patriarchal Christian mythology of the woman supposedly responsible for
“man’s” downfall. Worse, the women’s sexuality is not linked with motherhood,
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as is that of the “good” women in the town. They do not contribute to the
strengthening of patriarchy because their sexuality goes uncontrolled, and their
bonds to one another threaten the men’s control over the townswomen (Lerner
140; French 87, 131-32).
The biggest focus on change in the novel involves women trying to escape
persistent male violence and find their independence. They can only do so
through evasion and even this is temporary. They are a part of another kind of
exodus, a female exodus from patriarchal domination. The convent women
temporarily find a safe distance and some measure of healing, but are not fully
recovered from wounds incurred in the world, so they cannot yet voice a critique
of the situation in the same way that some of the townswomen can. In the
healing rituals led by Consolata, the women therapeutically relive their own
particular traumatic memories, sharing them with the others in order to work
through a haunting past. They also reject patriarchal religious discourse in
reformulating connections between Christian spiritual figures, stating “Eve is
Mary’s mother” (Paradise 263) which challenges the notion that women are the
sole origins of human misery. They have almost suffocated under “The male
voices saying saying forever saying . . . .until there is no breath to scream or
contradict” (264). Once again, male power is focused in words and escaping
what is embedded in thought and self-conception has been difficult (Mavis’
internalization of her husband’s denigrations, for instance).
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The most important counteractive voices to the patriarchs are those of Pat
Best and Lone DuPres. Pat, a schoolteacher, becomes an alternative historian for
the town, setting down genealogies of the families, but quickly notes their
resistance. They are secretive and deny her personal documents, but Pat
nevertheless will absorb bits of family information from relatives, friends, and
student papers. She is forced to speculate and reach her own insights. For
example, she imagines where Zechariah Morgan got his name. Pat believes that
the former slave probably heard the name in a sermon and thus she underscores
his renaming as a random act, undermining the notion that Zechariah Morgan is
clearly connected to God like the biblical patriarchs. Pat’s account of the town’s
200-year history is one of the largest sections of Paradise that is told from a single
perspective. It reveals many complex particulars, but also how much the
“official” story omits.
When Pat begins to frame her thoughts in letters to her still-surviving
father and her dead mother, she engages in a revealing analysis of how the
leading families of the town have perpetuated their control through normalized
rules about keeping racial purity. These laws stem from “The Disallowing,” the
traumatic rejection of their community by lighter-skinned blacks decades ago.
This proves costly to her own family who have been subtly and overtly punished
for racial “mixing” (her mother was light-skinned). She tries to imagine her
mother’s experience dying of a childbirth complication because the townsmen
stubbornly would not ask for white help (there is no hospital in town).
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Considering these injustices, Pat begins to question how the town and she have
mistreated her own daughter, Billie Delia, misjudged because of a childhood
incident of undressing in public, and subsequently attributed to this “racial
imperfection” in her family. Pat, disgustedly, realizes the powerful mindset of
the town had turned her against her daughter. Her inquiries are geneological in
the Nietzchean sense of a deep historical analysis of the purposes and effects of
the patriarchs’ ability to determine others’ beliefs, i.e., how power “constructs
truth-producing systems” (Bove 57). Her perspective complicates our ideas of
“knowing” the past and how it is intimately connected to daily lives and
personal relationships, if only such knowledge were heeded and applied. She
has the critical abilities, but not the power to change the framework of thinking.
Though she has not yet voiced this publically, she has disclosed the mechanisms
of belief shaping the town.
Another important interpreter of the patriarchs and their legacy is Lone
DuPres. As a young child, she was the sole survivor of her family, picked up
along the way to Haven during the first town exodus. Significantly, she is
brought along by one of the women, despite the men wanting to leave her. Lone
has connections with both the convent women and the townspeople. Her
religious beliefs link her more with the outcast women and the town activists:
“He is a liberating God. A teacher who taught you how to learn, to see for
yourself” (273). God has sent her a message to deliver to the women, she
believes, because she overhears the men’s plans to attack them. Appearing
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towards the end of the text, Lone’s view contextualizes and recommences the
violent events at the novel’s beginning. The men’s fears, anger, and accusations
are once again laid out, but she acts as an interlocutor who corrects their views.
The men again list the women’s “sins,” which Lone reveals to be lies,
exaggerations, or misinterpretations. They feel these outcast women are
threatening their town, but Lone knows many of the townswomen have
voluntarily sought refuge at the convent. The men’s words are certain,
condemnatory, predatory. Lone’s thoughts readjust the reader’s view, exposing
the attackers’ ulterior motives and denials. She reveals that one of the men
wants the convent land for himself, another fears a grandchild may have been
killed there, another wants revenge on a woman who has rejected him. Finally,
Deacon wants to wipe out the shame of once being in love with Consolata, and
breaking the laws of chastity that they believe ensure their salvation. These men
try to rewrite their history by erasing women who implicate them in disobeying
their own creed. Their violence is an “attempt to recuperate an endangered
system of power” (Robolin 305). Lone recognizes the men’s deadly intentions
and tries to warn people in the town. Some do go out to the convent, but not in
time to save the women, who seem to be killed or disappear.
The aftermath of the shootings finds some of the men (particularly
Deacon) changed. Though the bodies have mysteriously, some think divinely,
disappeared, the townspeople are disgusted by the men’s vigilante behavior.
Some of the men are contrite, but others, like Steward, are unapologetic.
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Symbolically, the Oven has shifted in the rain, implying an undermining of the
old order. The wording on the Oven has been changed to “we are the furrow . .
.,” signifying a social and political shift to a more activist viewpoint. Deacon has
witnessed Steward shoot Consolata and seeks penance by confessing to
Reverend Misner. His once masterly, judgmental discourse disperses into the
“raw matter” of his emotions as he reveals his regrets about abusing Consolata,
and the lies he has told to conceal his grandfather Zechariah’s history of criminal
activities and estrangement from his brother. Misner has to interpret Deacon’s
rambling, unraveling speech that resembles the convent women’s difficulties in
articulating the horrors of their lives, and in beginning a process of awareness
and healing.
Morrison analyzes the abuses of power in the final words of Misner, the
novel’s model of ethical action, who condemns the townsmen’s murderous
behavior as emulating their white oppressors. Misner’s is the most broadly
ranging critique in the book, linking the men’s actions and the town’s life to the
larger social and historical contexts affecting African Americans. He recognizes
how dangerously and perhaps understandably they have acted out the traumas
of racial violence and rejection, and yet he espouses a need for awareness of the
impact of powerful ideologies and the necessary resistance that the residents
have already exhibited in their endurance.
How do women outlast patriarchal bloodshed, the long historical legacy
of attempts to control them? The novel’s final pages consist of possible scenarios
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of reconcilement and healing for the convent’s inhabitants. Fiction allows
Morrison to offer alternative resolutions to the rest of the narrative, which has
highlighted the difficulty of escaping destructive patterns. Morrison presents a
speculative future for these women, I would contend, because women’s situation
within patriarchy remains unresolved.
Morrison’s challenging narrative offers an intense examination of how
language is implicated in how we come to know and to be. Her narrative is
informed by a moral imagination resembling that suggested by Habermas’
conception of a discourse ethics consisting of inclusiveness and the mutual,
general consent of participants (Moral 196-98). Through many voices she
undermines coercive strains of thought, articulates women’s lostness and rage,
and expresses bewilderment at fruitless repetitions. Misner asks, “Why such
stubbornness, such venom against asserting rights, claiming a wider role in the
affairs of black people? They of all people, knew the necessity of unalloyed will;
the rewards of courage and single-mindedness. Of all people, they understood
the mechanisms of wresting power. Didn’t they?” (161). Morrison conveys
frustration with humanity’s unwillingness to confront and use power
productively and rationally, as Habermas would argue, in the service of an
ethical paradigm that assumes the broadest idea of general well-being rather
than arrangements which benefit only a few (124-25). She also questions this
notion of wresting power as women occupy the perimeter, not having or
wielding power except perhaps to transform themselves. Will women be able to
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conceptualize new frameworks for change? Billie Delia predicts a violent return
of the women, and Gigi is dressed in camouflage when we see her last, however
she has rejected her previous assertions of sexual power and has sought
reconciliation with her estranged and imprisoned father. Paradise discredits the
reassertion of another violence filled paradigm, but leaves open what comes
next.
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The Institution of Rhetoric in Authoritarian Regimes:
Revolution and Nationalism under Nasser and Sadat, 1952-1981.
Introduction
On the morning of July 23, 1952 a group of Egyptian army officers, including Gamal
Abdel Nasser and Anwar Sadat, seized power from the parliament and king. Calling this the
revolution and himself its leader, Gamal Abdel Nasser initiated an authoritarian regime that
continues to rule in Egypt. The regime that followed the 1952 coup relied on this active language
of revolutionary change and nationalist realization to define the goals and create the public
support that secured their power-grab. Monopolizing this language enabled Nasser to exclude all
other political discourses as outside the nation and against the revolution. The effect of this
monopoly was that the language legitimized authoritarian rule without needing to provide clear,
concise definitions. The language chosen by Nasser and then continued under Sadat drew on
powerful historical aspirations of the Egyptian people so that it legitimized the regime, while at
the same time remaining vaguely defined and elastic to the changing attitudes and circumstances
of the Egyptian people. For example, the changing attitudes are reflected in the changing
definition of the nation, which was anti-imperialist during Nasser’s coup in 1952, socialist and
Arab Nationalist after the Suez War, defensive and discontented after the 1967 defeat, and
liberalizing and capitalist after the October War of 1973. For authoritarian regimes in general,
and post-colonial authoritarian regimes in particular, the power of the rhetoric transformed these
discourses from popular sentiments to a regime’s institution of power.
For Egypt, the language of revolution and nationalism derived its meaning from its
historical, social, and economic contexts. The language associated with revolution had its origin
in the 1919 Revolution when Egyptian nationalism clashed with British colonialism and resulted
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in a nominally independent Egyptian monarchy. Within the Egyptian nationalist quest for
independence, the discourse surrounding revolution was associated with the romanticized ideals
of the French Revolution, which the Egyptian people directly associated with the prosperity and
power of France they witnessed in 1952. To them the terms “revolution” and “nationalism” had
positive connotations implying a brighter future for the state. In his 1978 book, Anwar El-Sadat
wrote: “The revolution did take place: it had to be in the interests of Egypt, and it was bound to
vindicate the lofty principles ( justice, benevolence, etc.) which had guided my steps from early
boyhood. Let the revolution, therefore, take its own course. Let its leaders take the decisions
they deemed fit. The outcome must ultimately be the good of Egypt and all Egyptians.”1
Intricately linked to revolution, as the above quote demonstrates, was the idea of
nationhood and independence. Nationalism in Egypt developed out of the longstanding colonial
experience. Colonization and imperial subordination by France (1798) and Britain (1882)
galvanized an Egyptian national identity directly related to independence from “ancièn regimes.”
Egypt’s anti-colonial nationalism came to represent the Egyptian identity and the right for that
identity to be independent. Historically, the 1919 Revolution was remembered as the zenith of
Egyptian nationalism. Yet the subsequent failure to attain full political independence from
Britain retained and romanticized Egyptian nationalism. Outside of Egypt, the idea of
nationhood and nationalism was earning literature and ideas, granting Egyptians “immediate
access to a well-developed vocabulary based [on] citizenship and political representation which
could be seen as the properties of people who had managed to establish their own nation state”2.
The discourse of nationalism gave a consciousness to the Egyptian situation by linking an
Egyptian past with a prospective and empowering future.
1
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These terms of nationalism and revolution were powerful and popular when Nasser
seized power in 1952 and provided immediate legitimacy. As the regime developed under Nasser
and continued under Sadat, the terms provided historical references without needing to refine
future goals. This vagueness granted them both the legitimacy for their regimes as well as the
flexibility to negotiate their authoritarian rule. Although it is clear that both men often used
oppressive measures such as censorship and police action they also maintained and enforced
social control through an appeal to a specific repeated discourse. From 1952 to 1981 Nasser and
then Sadat navigated through four key periods (which included such events as the Suez crisis, the
Six day war, the death of Nasser and the October war of 1973) in which they needed to
accommodate the Egyptian public to tremendous change. This study reveals how rhetoric acted
as an institutional pillar of the regime precisely because definitions were flexible enough to
reflect particular circumstances and changing audiences.

Discourse as an Institution
Nasser, and later Sadat, used the rhetoric of nationalism and revolution to influence the
people of Egypt. The specific terms and the way in which they were used meant that the
terminology became an institution of power that supported the regime. The flexibility of the
terminology also meant that it was one of the few institutions that provided interaction between
the state and society.
Authoritarian rule is usually characterized by a lack of direct communication between the
regime and the citizenry. Discourse, however, must resonate with the society and therefore the
state must draw on popular sentiments. In Egypt, Nasser and Sadat consistently framed their
differing political and economic decisions as consistent with current popular conception of the
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Egyptian nation and its revolution. For example, the economic nationalizations under Nasser
reflected the conceptions of the Egyptian nation as socialist, while the Corrective Revolution
under Sadat was a revolutionary and nationalist endeavor towards capitalism. Nationalism and
revolution imply popular involvement, and subsequently their discourses present an interaction
between public opinion/sentiment and the authoritarian regimes.
Moreover, by monopolizing these discourses, Nasser and Sadat demobilized Egyptian
citizens. The monopoly on the discourse impeded mobilization against the unity and Egyptian
nation, which the regimes claimed to represent. Nasser “described the [revolution] as a
confrontation between progress and reaction…presented the opposition in a negative, light, as an
obstacle to modernization, rationalization and political serenity.”3 The discourse implied that
Nasser was the leader of the nation through a revolution, and anyone against him, was against the
nation as a whole. The discourse of nationalism therefore demarcated the boundary of exclusion
and inclusion in the ‘nation.’ In an authoritarian regime, where the state represents the nation,
this exclusion and inclusion symbolized and translated to the Egyptian people the boundaries of
acceptable action. Egyptians understood that outside the boundary operated the repressive
apparatus with the loss of political, economic and social rights. Communicating this boundary
through the discourse of nationalism enforced political discipline and compliance from
Egyptians and reserved the repressive apparatus for challenges. The wording of the nationalist
discourse thus arose from the shared Egyptian history, yet the political translation did not
produce legitimacy or hegemony, but rather demobilization, discipline and complacency among
citizens.4

3
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Additionally, the word ‘nation’ has the ring of inclusiveness therefore redressing the
power imbalances through the inclusion of sectors of society. For example, Nasser’s nationalist
platform focused on the previously disenfranchised peasants and workers, pursuing land reform
and creating industrial unions. Their inclusion in the nation and therefore the state resulted in a
certain complicity preempting opposition to the state. The rhetorical and actual involvement of
workers and peasants granted them a political, economic and social link to the regime and
reduced their overt opposition to regime practices. Such complicity from Egyptians was
necessary as a subtle, yet effective, form of power for both Nasser and Sadat. Demobilized
because of their stake in the regime and complicit in the state’s actions, Egyptians renounced
their claim to political action and subsequently empowered the regimes. The rhetorical inclusion
of the nationalist discourse redressed the imbalances and incorporated sections of Egyptian
society, such as peasants and workers, into the regime.
Finally, the discourses of revolution and nationalism monopolized public space, the
limited arena of public discussion and media exposure, preventing alternative discourses with
enough power to mobilize. This monopoly allowed the discourses to produce and transmit
political meaning beyond their basic definitions. Egyptians, then, had no public space to dispute
or discuss regime policies, nor could their public speech stray outside the rhetorical guidelines.
Instead the discourses substituted as justification for substantive political issues in public.5 Their
monopoly also created a rhetorical momentum, wherein the discourses accumulated a variety of
meanings in the political, economic and social spheres so that they applied to a range of
different, even opposing, situations. For example, Nasser proclaimed socialism in the name of
economic nationalism, just as Sadat announced privatization to attain the same economic
nationalism. Their momentum as popular discourses in 1919, anti-imperial discourses in 1952
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and then authoritarian discourses under Nasser and Sadat, granted ‘nationalism’ and ‘revolution’
a wide applicability.
The authoritarian regimes of Nasser and Sadat consciously and continuously employed
the discourses of nationalism and revolution as an institution of power. Together, the discourses
responded to public opinion, monopolized public space, demobilized the public and
preemptively incorporated sections of society. This form of political culture empowered the
regimes and sustained their authoritarian structures. The changes in these authoritarian
structures during Nasser’s and then Sadat’s tenure reflected the repositioning of the state in its
political, economic and social goals. Despite the different goals, the regimes of Nasser and Sadat
employed these two discourses to construct, sustain and respond to state-society relations under
authoritarian rule.
1952-1955 The Revolution: Consolidation of Power and Mobilization
I do not know why I always imagine that in this region in which we live there is a role wandering
aimlessly about seeking an actor to play it. I do not know why this role…should at last settle
down, weary and worn out, on our frontiers, beckoning us to move, to dress up for it and to
perform it since there is nobody else who can do so.6
Every nation on earth undergoes two revolutions: One is political…the second revolution is
social…Other nations have preceded us along the path of human progress and passed through
the two revolutions but not simultaneously. In the case of our nation, it is going through the two
revolutions together and at the same time, a great experiment putting us to the test.7
- Nasser, Philosophy of the Revolution, 1953

The period from the coup on July 23, 1952 until the Suez War of July 1956 marked the
years of mobilization and consolidation of the Nasser regime and authoritarian rule in Egypt.
During this period, Nasser’s nationalist and revolutionary rhetoric defined him politically. As
seen in the quote above, Nasser realized his role as that of actor with a particular preconceived
6
7
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role. Drawing on the aspirations of Egyptian society to become fully independent and cohesive
as a nation through revolutionary action, Nasser defined himself in accordance with these
themes and in contrast to the liberalist, colonialist, European-influenced regime of King Farouk.
Nasser thereby established a “mutually comprehensible vocabulary” and a sense of political
community.8 Nasser’s rhetoric and subsequent historiography were not derived in a vacuum, but
in dialectic with the people of Egypt. At that moment in Egyptain history this rhetoric of
nationalism and revolution implied unity, equality and progress implicitly addressing the
political imbalances of the pre-Nasser period, and also simultaneously legitimizing the new
structural imbalances of the Nasser period.
Under Nasser, nationalism implied the new inclusion of those antagonized and excluded
from the monarchical regime. By setting himself apart from the previous capitalist and corrupt
parliamentary monarchy, Nasser claimed to form a populist and socialist nation, specifically
addressing a broader spectrum of Egyptian society of those who had been excluded from the
elitist Parliamentary politics. Moreover he included the peasant class through large-scale land
reform that redistributed agricultural land from the landed elite to the peasants. While some
argue that this move had little long-term effect on a class scale9, the reform publicly signified
Nasser’s inclusion of the peasant and lower class Egyptians. Similarly, Nasser gained the support
of workers through the development of a socialist economic plan, which transferred power from
the industrial capitalists to the workers’ syndicates. The third major group was the state
bureaucracy, whose top technocrats and bureaucrats were central to Nasser’s modernization and
development. As state bureaucrats these employees profited from their inclusion in Nasser’s
new nation, but were also controlled by him through their livelihood. These corporatist ties from
Nasser to the peasants, workers and bureaucrats appeared as fulfillment of the state’s rhetoric for
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‘liberation,’ ‘independence’ and ‘progress’ of the Egyptian nation. Moreover, in declaring Egypt
a Republic in 1953 and proclaiming the ‘Revolution’ in the name of the Egyptian people, Nasser
also rhetorically placed these three groups at the center of his regime, aligning their interests with
his power. This alignment preemptively and rhetorically incorporated peasants and workers into
the regime and their stake in his power demobilized and disciplined their actions.
Nasser’s official nationalism which excluded the previously landed elite also excluded
religious representation of the Muslim Brotherhood, who posed both a religious and political
challenge. From November 1954 through July 1956, Nasser’s regime principally targeted the
Muslim Brotherhood for arrests, imprisoning without trial almost three thousand members.10
First a target of the power struggle by Nasser to gain primacy, the Muslim Brotherhood also
posed a physical challenge to Nasser, attempting his assassination in late 1954. Yet the Muslim
Brotherhood became more than just the opposition to a new regime, and the Islamists came to
represent the enemies of the nation and to reinforce the necessity of unity and the constant
struggle. Similarly, Nasser broke the power of the landed elite with the land reforms of 1952.
This reform was a political move more than an economic motivation to demonstrate Nasser’s
rejection of the landed elite and by proxy, their imperial ties to Britain. The Islamists and landed
elite excluded from Nasser’s authoritarian rule were therefore cast as enemies of the nation.
Their exclusion further redressed the power imbalances of the previous regime and appeared to
fulfill the rhetorical revolution.
In the transition years from 1952 to 1955, Egypt did not pass through a classic revolution;
instead Nasser capitalized on the psychology of revolution pervading the Egyptian public. As the
second quote makes clear Nasser understood his regime as combining the political and social
stages of the revolution by claiming to lead “two revolutions together and at the same time, a
great experiment putting us to the test.” With such rhetoric Nasser represented the revolution and
10
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national independence while the opposition impeded the progress and modernization inherent in
the Nasserist revolution. In his Philosophy of the Revolution in 1953, Nasser sustained this
division. He used the term “our” interchangeably with nation and Egypt, implying that they are
one. Furthermore, he juxtaposed the hopes and future of “our country” with the malcontents of
big landowners, the wrath of old politicians, and the anger of government officials11.
‘Revolution’, inherently tied to the national welfare, became the means of legitimizing the
Nasser government as the only viable alternative to the old regime. By thus using the term
revolution they combated opposition and crowned themselves the complete replacement of the
old regime. Very subtly then, the Free Officers employed acceptable symbols of revolution to
make themselves attractive to popular Egyptians beyond their military justifications of order and
the overthrow of the ancient regime.12
This monopoly on nationalist and revolutionary rhetoric was powerful enough to
demobilize the citizens from protest against Nasser’s move to ban all political parties in 1953
and institutionalized political unity through the Liberation Rally and the Arab Socialist Union.
The Liberation Rally served a dual purpose of channeling popular mobilization into support for
Nasser and of granting Nasser the monopoly on the nationalist discourse. From 1953-1958 the
Liberation Rally assumed the role of a political party, the only political party, with its slogan of
“Unity, Liberty and Work”, encompassing a national, and therefore unchallengeable goal. The
Liberation Rally also, as its name implies, staged rallies, or popular demonstrations to evidence
political mobilization. With only one political actor, mobilization within the Liberation Rally,
was incorporation into the regime and mobilization against that actor was treason against the
regime. The Liberation Rally capitalized on the terminology of nationalism and revolution to
legitimize the new Nasserist regime. More than legitimacy, these structures also solidified
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Nasser’s authoritarian control, by incorporating the population through staged and controlled
mobilization.
With its draw on Egyptian hopes for a clear identity and prosperity, the discourses of
nationalism and revolution legitimized Nasser and induced popular support. His distinction from
the ancien regime granted Nasser a monopoly on the nationalist and revolutionary discourses and
enabled him to demobilize the citizenry. Moreover, this monopoly allowed Nasser to define his
Egyptian nation, including the peasants, workers and new state bureaucrats while excluding the
political threats from the Islamists and landed elite. The four years of consolidation from 19521956 secured Nasser’s authoritarian structures and the primacy of the nationalist and
revolutionary discourses in describing and sustaining those structures.

1956-1967

The Highs and Lows of Revolution

We shall defend our freedom and independence to the last drop of our blood. This is the stanch feeling of every
Egyptian. The whole Arab nation will stand by us in our common fight against aggression and domination. Free
peoples, too, people who are really free will stand by us and support us against the forces of tyranny
-Nasser, July 23, 1956 Nationalization of the Suez Canal13

With the nationalization of the Suez Canal and the defeat of the British-French-Israeli
coalition, President Nasser appeared to validate the unity of the Egyptian nation and the success
of the revolution, directed against the British imperial enemy. The structures put in place during
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the consolidation period, such as the Liberation Rally and land reform, became the foundation
for a new political and economic trajectory, now sanctioned by a successful nation in revolution.
Suez was also a turning point in Nasser’s move to expand the nation and the revolution to the
whole Arab world, marking the rise of Arab Nationalism and an Arab revolution. The nationalist
and revolutionary rhetoric evolved in their usage, from reflections of anti-imperialist public
opinion to delineations of political boundaries, which served to discipline and warn Egyptian
citizens rather than actively include them.
Expanding the nationalist idea from Egypt to the Arab world drew on similar themes and
boundaries. This expansion, with Egypt as its leader, served to reinforce the boundaries at home
in Egypt. Like the domestic nationalist and revolutionary discourses, Arab Nationalism and
Socialism were broader applications of the ideals of independence and prosperity desired by the
Egyptian people. Arab Socialism was Nasser’s answer to economic nationalism, grounded in the
independence and freedom from exploitation,14 while Arab Nationalism extended the unity,
superiority and success of the Arab World against both Israel and imperialism. These discourses
carved out a further struggle, although now an external rather than internal struggle, designed to
realize the true leadership and strength of the Egyptian nation and fulfill the revolution.
Arab Nationalism and Arab Socialism were not ideas constructed in a vacuum, but a
reflection of popular discourses harnessed into secure state structures. Arab Nationalism and
Egypt’s place in the Arab world had been a growing theme since the 1930’s. The formation of
the Arab League in 1945, the coordinated Arab War in Palestine in 1948 accompanied movies,
books and discussions about a cohesive and powerful Arab unity.15 Moreover, the international
Cold War, placed Egypt and the Arab World in between demands of the United States and Soviet
Union, evoking memories of imperial control only shed in 1956. Similarly, the economic
14
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revolution of Arab Socialism mirrored the socialist trends of neighboring developing countries
and in particular the rising success of the Soviet Union. Nasser’s rhetoric, then, was not hollow
or new. It drew upon concrete experiences in the Egyptian memory and linked them to the unity,
empowerment and wealth implied by Arab Nationalism and Socialism.
The move in rhetoric from political to economic nationalism promoted a specific
framework for state-led control of the economy, which increased government involvement from
the political to the economic life of its citizens. In practice, economic independence translated
into the exclusion of the private sector for the growth of the public, state-led economy.
‘Economic independence’ through state-led capitalism was offered to the public as Five-Year
Plans and enacted through a massive state bureaucracy. The Five-year Plans shifted the priorities
for which resources were used, from private investment to army salaries and weapons, increased
employment, bureaucratic salaries and welfare.16 Indeed the need to support his growing
bureaucracy prompted Nasser to decree wider nationalizations of the private sector in banking,
insurance, and heavy industry in 1961.17 These nationalizations destroyed most remaining
private resources that were capable of challenging the state. These nationalization decrees, like
the inefficient Five-Year Plans were offered as an extension of the Arab Socialist project.
Socialism implied a redress of economic and social grievances faced by the majority of
Egyptians and therefore they lent their tacit support. Arab Socialism, however, came to
represent Nasser’s authoritarian rule and large inefficient state bureaucracy.
In redirecting economic structures, Nasser redirected citizen’s loyalty. State employment
gave citizens a stake in the state’s political success and at the same time gave the state
surveillance over its citizens. The initial rhetoric had drawn on a mutual understanding of
Egyptian independence, yet, through state employment, the rhetoric became discipline. ’ From a
minimum of 200,000 state employees in 1952, the Egyptian civil service reached over one
16
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million by 1967, at a growth rate of almost 7.2% a year.18 To maintain their positions, state
employees depended on their adherence to the rhetorical boundaries of ‘socialism’ and the
‘nation. Through providing jobs, Nasser employed a majority of Egyptians and began to redress
economic and class grievances.
Despite the new economic dimension, political control did not wane. The rise of Nasser’s
power after the Suez War only reinforced support for his rhetoric. This power enabled him to
institutionalize the rhetoric in disciplinary structured. The populist Liberation Rally was
replaced in 1958 by the National Union and then in 1961 by the Arab Socialist Union (ASU).
The unity of nationalism was enshrined in the single party structure, devoid of partisanship. As
the “national alliance of working forces,” the ASU was structured in categories of intellectuals
and peasants channeled towards the centralized state. Moreover, the union had to reflect Nasser’s
rhetorical constituency in response to public opinion. The peasants and workers, whose name
powered the ‘revolution’ were given fifty percent of all elected seats at every level of politics or
cooperatives in the 1962 National Charter.19 Through the ASU structure and its discourse of
unity and equality, the workers and peasants retained a nominal power in the regime and
consequently remained demobilized against the regime. The discourses of nationalism and
revolution, which the workers and peasants had shared against the ancien regime, had come to
confine them in their political actions, granting them nominal but not actual power in the regime.
Beyond political structures, rhetoric monopolized public space through the state
controlled media. To enforce the boundaries and discipline ensconced in the rhetoric, Nasser felt
that the entire press required supervision in 1959. The ownership of all newspapers was
transferred to the National Union, and censorship of articles and editorials was placed under
review of the political leadership.20 Further, each journalist required membership in the NU or
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the later ASU, without which their right to publish or print was suspended. This measure had the
dual effect of placing the Egyptian intelligentsia constantly on the defensive from censorship
while simultaneously placing the right to define national concerns and their terminology at the
hands of the political leadership. Through this medium, Nasser extended his image as the
“unifier of the Arabs” and the “leader of the new Renaissance” who had “fulfilled the dreams of
liberation, unification, and progress.”21 Such a position could not be touched, and those who
dared, clearly and publicly opposed the Arabs, the Renaissance, liberation and Nasser. Enforcing
these discourses in the media enabled Nasser to control his image and those reporters entrusted
with its critique. Without criticism or alternative discourses the boundaries of acceptable action
and discussion remained in state control. Monopolizing the rhetoric and its dissemination
therefore secured the boundaries of the nation, which translated into political compliance from
Egyptian citizens.
Rhetoric was limited to verbal redress, however, serving as the first and public line of
defense for the regime. When rhetoric of revolution or nationalism failed to demobilize
organizations, the military and police power emerged as the true engine behind Nasser’s
authoritarian rule. Beyond the rhetoric and its institutions, a “secret apparatus” of individuals
served as political police reporting directly to Nasser’s security advisors.22 This apparatus
enabled Nasser to maintain surveillance on rival power centers and dissolve them when they
threatened his power. The leaders of 1,300 “private societies” 23 arrested under the Nasser
regime lost any rights either in judicial or legislative terms, precisely because they no longer
found protection inside the ‘nation’; only Nasser and his repressive apparatus were permitted to
operate outside and enforce the ‘needs of the nation.’ Thus when the nationalist and
revolutionary rhetoric failed to redress the new power imbalances of the Nasser regime, the true
21
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underpinning of police, intelligence and military power imposed the imbalances and imprisoned
the opposition.
Although it operated outside the rhetorical institutions, the secret apparatus was justified
by national and revolutionary rhetoric. The arrests and suppressions were framed as “necessary
for the survival of the homeland” or as an expression of “popular conscience of the people” and
the “only way that will enable us to accomplish the transformation from capitalism to
socialism.”24 These political expressions within the discourse of nationalism extended a political
meaning to all Egyptian citizens by distinguishing who was a part of the “Egyptian nation” and
who was not. Unlike the “Egyptian nation” united against British colonialism, which Nasser had
invoked during his consolidation period, the “Egyptian nation” had become identified as those
groups favored by the Nasser government, such as peasants, workers, the military, and top
syndicate leaders; autonomous societies, Islamists, free press and land owners were excluded
from this nationalist rhetoric and subsequently from Nasser’s government. The nationalist and
revolutionary rhetoric had transferred its meaning from anti-imperialist unifiers to delineations of
political boundaries, which served to discipline and warn Egyptian citizens rather than actively
include them.
These new meanings, however, served a similar purpose to demobilize and produce
power for the regime, while rhetorically redressing the power imbalances of the regime
hierarchy. In setting the “national” and government boundaries through the discourses of
nationalism and revolution, Nasser enforced obedience and complicity with his regime, because
once outside the boundaries, citizens knew that force, arrest or imprisonment would be used.25 In
their obedience, Egyptian citizens also were complicit in the regime’s rule and suppression of
“national enemies.” This complicity, in turn, produced power for the regime because Nasser’s
discourse occupied public space in all the newspapers and media and sometimes private space in
24
25
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associations, preventing alternative, rival power centers. Consequently, the discourses of
nationalism and revolution formed a new dialectic between the Egyptian people and the
government, one that supported authoritarianism through boundaries, obedience and complicity.
1967-1973 The Lean Years
It was, therefore, necessary to liquidate the centers of power regardless of any other
considerations. This was no easy task in view of the positions which these centers occupied and
within the framework of the delicate circumstances through which the homeland lived.
- Nasser, The March 30, 1968 Declaration26
The forces of imperialism believe that Gamal Abdel-Nasser is their enemy. I want it to be clear
to them that it is the whole Arab nation, not just Gamal Abdel-Nasser.
- Nasser, June 9, 1967 Resignation Speech

The Lean Years from the Arab defeat in the Six Day War in 1967 until the Egyptian
success in the October War 1973 evidenced subtle shifts in the boundaries and obedience of the
“Egyptian nation” and its “revolution.” The 1967 defeat by the Israeli Army exposed every facet
of Nasser’s political and economic imbalances and hollowed the rhetoric used to maintain them.
Nasser’s regime was militarily weak and exposed to the world and its domestic constituents,
politically weak to the demands of political freedom by the united urban workers, students,
professionals and bourgeoisie, and economically weak to the market forces of a stagnating
socialist economy. The necessary political and economic reforms would not come until Sadat’s
presidency had gained its own legitimacy in the October 1973 War. During the interim, the socalled Lean Years, Nasser and Sadat subtly shifted the power imbalances within the regimes to
curb political challenges emboldened by the military, economic and political weakness. Like the
shifts in political structures, the discourses of Arab Nationalism and Arab Socialism shifted to a
domestic-focused discourse of nationalism and survival. This rhetorical shift affected the known
boundaries of the “nation” and further affected social compliance, evidenced in the 1968 and
26
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1971 public demonstrations. Throughout these shifts in government and popular boundaries,
Nasser and Sadat maintained a similar rhetoric in nationalism, revolution and survival to define
and produce power for the regime.
The tone of the nationalist rhetoric shifted from the expansion of Arab Nationalism, to
the survival of domestic nationalism. Domestic nationalism invoked a national struggle to
reconsolidate the nation and revolution against internal enemies. In the March 30, 1968
Declaration, Nasser announced the reorganization of the ASU, exposing the personal fiefdoms
within the Union and the subsequent necessity to politically liberalize from top to bottom.
Despite this announcement, however, the distribution of power remained relatively unaltered in
the top echelons of the ASU27, although those holding power changed in name to reflect Nasser’s
new power base. This power shift responded to the public’s 1968 demonstrations for regime
accountability and liberalization.28 Therefore as a response to the public opinion that supported
his leadership, Nasser rhetorically shifted power in the ASU without excising the political role it
served.
Nasser redefined the nation following 1967 to exclude those who had failed the Egyptian
nation in war and had jeopardized the revolution for personal gain. This redefinition left in place
the institutions and merely excluded particular individuals. Such a definition was elastic enough
to incorporate the public outcry for change without dismantling disciplinary structures of
authoritarian rule. For example, the decline in the public sector and the subsequent stagnation of
the development effort after the balance of payment crisis opened the door for the private sector
to grow relatively. The 1966 nationalization decrees were never applied after the June War and
instead the state shifted 34% of its loans directly to the private sector.29 Likewise, Nasser
redressed the feeling of military inferiority through the War of Attrition with Israel, proclaiming
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that force alone was the means for getting back what was taken by force.30 Such a call evoked a
national unity and a national purpose to direct support towards the military machine and the
external enemy, without questioning the role of the political leadership. With a defensive shift in
nationalist rhetoric Nasser catered to the political, economic and military inferiority felt by the
Egyptians in the 1967 defeat and gained the maneuverability to enact change without
dismantling his authoritarian institutions in the public state, military and ASU.
At Nasser’s death in 1970, Sadat inherited a wealth of revolutionary and nationalist
terminology, such as ‘liberation,’ ‘progress,’ ‘Egyptian nation’ and ‘revolution.’ Yet Nasser’s
recent changes had blurred the boundaries of the political and economic “nation” and the
direction of the “revolution.” This fluctuation in boundaries and Sadat’s political weakness
necessitated casting his identity as a Free Officer, a revolutionary of 1952 and a champion of
socialism.31 Recalling his ties with Nasser in the 1952 coup, Sadat’s initial discourse of
nationalism and revolution evoked the meaning of a unified nation, independence from
colonialism and a prosperous future present in 1952. By returning to the language used in the
early Nasser years, Sadat subtly distanced himself from Nasser’s 1967 failure, while maintaining
solidarity with the founding nationalist revolution.
Evoking the nationalist discourse of 1952 responded to public opinion disillusioned with
the Nasserist state. After sensing the public unrest in the 1968 demonstrations Sadat could not
afford a complacent continuity with Nasser’s meanings nor a radical shift in terminology.
Instead, Sadat combined the nationalist discourse of 1952 with political action. In July 1971
Sadat announced the overhaul of the ASU with his own Program for National Action, noting that
the Egyptian people had come to hate the ASU.32 Furthermore, Sadat released many political
prisoners, reinstated civil servants who had been dismissed and returned property that had been
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sequestered.33 Implicitly these moves demonstrated Sadat’s distance from Nasserism, by
expanding the boundaries of Nasser’s “nation” to include the prisoners, bureaucrats and
bourgeoisie. The change in these boundaries emboldened students to further challenge these
boundaries in a 1972 demonstration for extensive changes to the ASU. These moves coupled
with the 1952 nationalist discourse immediately distinguished Sadat and conveyed to Egyptians
the changing boundaries of the “Egyptian nation.” The shift also illuminated the mutual
discourse between state and society, wherein Sadat responded to public opinion against the
Nasserist “nation” to support his own bid for political primacy.
The Lean Years of transition from the 1967 War until the October War of 1973
demonstrate that public opinion played a decisive role in shaping the political discourse and
action of both Nasser and Sadat. While Nasser only nominally instituted political and social
changes, his discourse of nationalism and survival responded to public opinion, by labeling the
“power centers” as scapegoats and challenging Israel in the War of Attrition. In his own bid for
power, Sadat employed the same nationalist discourse, but altered its meaning from the Nasserist
state to the previous Revolution of 1952. This shift in discourse was paired with political action
in 1971, which politically changed the boundaries of inclusion. Without explicit distancing
himself, Sadat had nonetheless used the 1952 meaning of the nationalist discourse and the
political actions to communicate with the Egyptian population his symbolic break with
Nasserism. This continuity in rhetoric was necessary for the symbolism and mutual
understanding encoded in the discourses and the translatability of these discourses to the
Egyptian people.
1973-1981 The Corrective Revolution
Egypt is "the hero of war and peace"

33

- Sadat, October 1973 War
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“Perhaps the greatest achievement of the revolution lay in its peaceful social and political
transformations. Whatever the errors that occurred in application, they pale in significance
when we realize that the revolution through these measures saved the country from violent class
conflict…Moreover, I am not exaggerating when I say that the revolution saved the country from
a civil war.
- Sadat, October Paper, A, April 9, 1974.34
This law makes punishable any effort to “ expose national unity to danger by resort to violence,
threats, or nay other illegal means to thwart the official policies of the state of to affect its
political and constitutional institutions.”
- National Unity Law, September 197235
Although Sadat initially tapped Nasser’s legacy as his legitimacy, he embarked on a
radical political and economic reform project, once his personal power was secured. As the
interests and goals of the regime shifted markedly from Nasserism, the rhetoric of revolution and
nationalism persisted in the words while the meanings altered to reflect the new power
imbalances under Sadat. Without the popular charisma of Nasser or the desire to continue his
defunct socialist policies, Sadat slowly shifted orientation from the socialist left to the center
right. The success of the October 1973 War transformed Sadat into a confident, secure president
and simultaneously granted him domestic legitimacy to embark on the foreign policy and
economic strategy reforms he envisioned. The Corrective Revolution was launched with a dual
goal of de-Nasserization and reform from above. Like his initial recourse to the nationalist and
revolutionary discourses of 1952 in casting his political identity, Sadat framed the Corrective
Revolution as a continuation of the 1952 “revolution [that] saved the country from violent class
conflicts …and civil war.” As a continuation of the 1952 Revolution, the Corrective Revolution
implicitly by-passed the Nasserist stage and reestablished a national unity, free of class conflicts
and civil war. The implicit contradistinction with Nasser symbolized to the public that the
political boundaries of the “Egyptian nation” had altered.36
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The boundaries of Sadat’s “nation” became explicit with the October paper in April 1974.
The paper outlined the symbolism and translatability that Sadat gave to the discourses of
nationalism and revolution. First the October Paper explicitly distanced Sadat from Nasser by
stating that the principles of Arabism and socialism required adaptation to a new era to rectify
the ‘deviations’ of Nasserism.37 The hallmark of the Paper was the rectifications to economics
and politics enshrined in infitah, the open door policy. Infitah marked Sadat’s shift rightward as
he attacked the two pillars of Nasser’s regime, preemptive corporatism and monopolistic state
capitalism.38 His attack on monopolistic state capitalism began with the break up of the sectoral
monopolies and subsequent encouragement of individual companies to compete for profits in a
market environment. Law 111 of 1975 abolished the monopolies in an effort to reinvigorate the
domestic economy, but Sadat was careful not to wholly dismantle the socialist state public sector
and risk alienating key pillars of control. Instead he continued to support the public sector and
state bureaucracy but lessened the restrictions on private maneuverability. The infitah had the
effect of creating a new pillar of societal support for Sadat’s regime in the noveau riche class,
who came to replace the populist peasant-worker base of Nasser. Despite the seeming economic
liberalization and market competition introduced by infitah, the Sadat regime maintained careful
control of the private and state bourgeoisie, reminding them that their access to the market was a
regime-granted privilege, not a right. Through the October Paper and infitah, Sadat had redefined
the limits of the “nation,” those included and excluded from the new regime, while maintaining
control through authoritarian structures, such as the state bureaucracy and the new noveau riche
class.
Consequently, infitah was arguably an update of authoritarian rule rather than a path of
liberalization leading to democracy. The October Paper and infitah, like Nasser’s rhetoric of
nationalism and survival following the 1967 defeat, redressed the economic and political
37
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imbalances by proclaiming reforms. Yet these rhetorical reforms essentially sustained and
insulated authoritarian rule. Like the bureaucracy and institutions of authoritarianism, the
rhetoric of nationalism and revolution produced a momentum of its own. For example the use of
the term Corrective Revolution and Egyptian “nation” under Sadat reflected and reconnected
with the discourses of revolution and nationalism used during the 1952 Revolution. Moreover,
their intelligibility to Egyptian citizens as markers for the boundary of inclusion and exclusion
from the state was created and sustained during the Nasser period. The continuous use of the
discourses of nationalism and revolution created a political culture of recognizable symbols, a
discourse between the government and Egyptian citizens, in which the discourses translated as
political boundaries. Subsequently, the liberalization under Sadat’s regime, often hailed as the
beginnings of a democratic path, can instead be interpreted as an updated nationalist discourses
which responded to the public opinion, redressed power imbalances and incorporated citizens
into the regime.
The continuity in discourses further demonstrates the continuity in authoritarian
structures between Nasser and Sadat. With Sadat, the ultimate goal of an independent nation with
revolutionary and successful aims remained the characterization of Egyptian politics. Sadat felt
comfortable with permitting a limited degree of pluralism in the Arab Socialist Union, beginning
in 1976. Despite the bid by forty different groups for forums in this new pluralism, Sadat only
approved three, the Left, Right and Center. Denouncing the Nasserite centralization and
following through with the creation of three representative platforms distanced Sadat
symbolically from Nasser without dismantling the ASU structure and power center. Similarly,
Sadat subtly critiqued Nasser’s framework without altering the fundamental authoritarian
methods. For example, Sadat instated a ‘permanent’ constitution in contrast to Nasser’s
‘provisional’ constitutions,39 and legally guaranteed human and political rights, the separation of
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powers to the ‘sovereign people of Egypt.’ Yet Sadat curbed each of these freedoms and political
rights with recourse to such phrases as ‘within the limits of the law’ and ‘not beyond the
framework of the basic elements and principles of Egyptian society.’ Sadat had shaped his
nationalist rhetoric in a liberal framework to amend imbalances in political rights. These
limitations on such freedoms, however, indicated the boundaries of the “nation” as well as the
arbitrary rather than constitutional nature of Sadat’s authoritarianism. The discourses of
nationalism under Sadat therefore served the similar role as Nasser’s discourses of rectifying the
power imbalances and symbolizing the final and absolute control of authoritarian rule.
Beyond the rhetoric, the repressive security arm was the final and most reliable
instrument of authoritarian continuity in Sadat’s tenure. Following the 1977 Bread Riots and the
growing political and social challenge posed by the now legal Muslim Brotherhood, the
expanding political mobilization prompted a crackdown by the security forces in the summer of
1981. In the face of threat from mounting Islamist opposition, Sadat felt that rhetoric was not
enough to either mobilize support in his favor or prevent mobilization by the opposition.
Rhetoric was for redressing the imbalances to gain acceptance; Repression was for redressing
imbalances to maintain power. Therefore the very use of rhetoric in such phrases as “not beyond
the framework of…Egyptian society” symbolized that the nation had boundaries and that the
security apparatus operated outside those boundaries. In designating boundaries through the
discourses of nationalism and revolution, Sadat established a mutual understanding between state
and society about the line of inclusion and exclusion, repression and liberty.

Conclusion
Both Nasser and Sadat constructed authoritarian regimes using different pillars for
different goals, yet both presidents employed the same rhetoric of revolution and nationalism.
From the Revolution of 1952 through the Corrective Revolution of 1971, both presidents evoked
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the sense of nation in struggle, aiming for the egalitarian, wealthy and successful society, such
romanticized revolutions of France produced. None of the words or ideas employed by Nasser
and Sadat was new in Egyptian society or politics. Such words were part of a continuous, yet
unofficial, exchange between the state and society, a way of shaping and responding to public
opinion. The discourses of nationalism and revolution were therefore lifted from the struggle and
hope of Egyptians for a better future and employed as a state-directed discourse to secure the
new state. The discourses initially served to legitimize Nasser and equate his new state with the
“nation” of Egyptians. With the Suez War, however, these discourses gained a momentum of
their own and formed the unofficial, yet mutually understood, political culture. Under Nasser
and Sadat the political culture served as a disciplinary device, enforcing the boundaries of
inclusion and exclusion, repression and liberty.
The rhetoric also indicated that the key changes in Sadat’s authoritarian rule were not
necessarily due to the transfer of power from Nasser’s personality to Sadat’s, but rather due to
key events affecting public opinion beyond the state’s influence, such as the Suez War, the 1967
Six Day War and the October War. These wars brought state – society relations to the forefront
and often changed the direction in which each leader was permitted to engage. In each period the
discourses of nationalism and revolution were employed with different symbolism. This
symbolism translated to Egyptians as the boundaries of the “nation” and the state’s inclusion.
Outside that boundary, the repressive police and military apparatus operated to forcibly impose
the power imbalances of authoritarian rule. Once opposition and mobilization emerged,
especially in the guise of the Islamist Muslim Brotherhood, both Nasser and Sadat employed the
repressive apparatus to reassert authoritarian power.
The discourses of nationalism and revolution were continuous from Nasser’s regime to
Sadat’s. They had gained their own momentum and symbolism and had become an institution of
the authoritarian regime. Their intelligibility derived from the public opinion, which was anti-
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imperialist during Nasser’s coup in 1952, socialist and Arab Nationalist after the Suez War,
defensive and discontented after the 1967 defeat, and liberalizing after the October War of 1973.
In each of these periods, Nasser and subsequently Sadat responded to public expectations with
familiar language of nationalism and revolution in order to continue and update their
authoritarian rule. Furthermore, to maintain this control, both leaders used the discourses to
redress the power imbalances felt by Egyptians, exemplified by Nasser’s support of peasants and
workers and later Sadat’s support of religion and private capital. This redress, as a response to
public opinion, thus supported the authoritarian rule, precisely because it disciplined and
demobilized Egyptians and generated compliance with the regimes.
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The Discourse in the Jordanian Media during the Iraq War:
2003-2007
Proposal for Future Research
This abstract is based on a Fulbright research proposal for the academic year 20062007 at the University of Jordan in Amman, Department of Sociology. This research will
investigate the discourse in Jordanian and Arab newspapers/media regarding the War in
Iraq over the last four years 2003-2007. The specific terms and phrases used to describe
US actions, Jordan’s role in the war (as a silent partner for the coalition, a refugee haven
and a member of the Arab League) and the war’s place in broader US-Arab interactions
indicate how Jordanians define themselves, particularly in relation to the US.
Investigating this definition is essential to understanding the societal currents running
through Jordan, including Islamism, secularism, Jordanian nationalism and pan-Arab
nationalism.
The focus on Jordan is because of the relatively independent press and civil society,
as well as Jordan’s unique geographic and political cross section where political and
social groups --Hamas in Palestine, Al-Qaeda in Iraq, the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt-operate as well as Jordan’s indigenous political groups, such as the Islamic Action Front,
the Jordanian Ba’th Socialist Party, and 18 other parties. On the societal level, US actions
have allowed for fresh discussion, even debate, about the United States, as well as the
Jordanian and Arab relationship.
For this study, I will analyze precisely the vocabulary and terminology used at two
different time periods. My assumption is not only that the discourse was quite different,
but that it implied a different relationship between Jordan, the Arab world and the US. I
expect to encounter initial themes of democracy and independence that then change to
references of imperialism, colonialism, and a rise in terms related to Arab and Islamic
nationalism. These terms bring with them a weighted social history and their connotation
carries the negative implication of an East vs. West divide. I also expect that this
language constrains discussion of US-Arab interaction to a political division that mutes
the economic cooperation and social aspirations that characterize individual US-Arab
relationships.
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If this hypothesis is correct, a comparison of Jordan’s journalistic output over four
years will give insights into the changing visions of Jordan’s relationship to the United
States and how Jordanians define themselves. To date, I have found no study that
analyzes Arab press coverage of the Iraq War, and how that press coverage has
contributed to public opinion and public identity in Jordan. Through a process of
academic study in Arab Sociology at the University of Jordan, Department of Sociology
and media analysis of Jordanian/Arab newspapers, I will examine the discourse used by a
variety of newspapers, including Islamic newspapers, government run newspapers and
English language newspapers. To these texts, I will apply two analyses: the first is
quantitative, in documenting the prevalence of certain words and themes; the second is
qualitative, in investigating the discourse used and the cultural meaning attached to it.
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The Political Community of the First Ward: Los Angeles, 1878-1888
By
Fred W. Vie he
Youngstown State University

A paper delivered at the 5th Annual Hawaii International Conference
On Arts and Humanities
Honolulu, Hawaii
January 12-15, 2007
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Historians for too long have ignored the political ward as a political community.
Like other communities, the residents of a political ward shared a common experience.
Through their cultural neighborhoods, the residents of the first ward developed strong
political bonds while participating in their residential neighborhoods, their occupational
workplaces, their business partnerships and their family relationships. Regardless of
party or other political affiliation, their shared experience was defined by their political,
social, economic and cultural lives. Through these various experiences, the residents
developed a common political culture, where they shared the quest for a better future. In
Los Angeles of the late nineteenth century, a political community developed among the
city’s first ward.
The history of urban politics has been in an academic Diaspora ever since Jon C.
Teaford wrote “Finis for Tweed and Steffens”.1 Prior to that time, urban political history
had been vibrant, focusing on the intense competition between machine politicians and
urban reformers. But with the passing of that dialectic, this subfield of urban history
failed to develop another central focus and it wandered in a virtual wilderness. At best,
historians described urban politics in more subdued terms. Engineers and other
specialists and technicians now were viewed as responsible for eroding the major pillars
of the political machine, and hence, leading to the evolution of urban reform. The history
of urban politics also appeared overwhelmed when the New Deal greatly expanded
Washington’s responsibilities. City governments appeared to become nothing more than
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the handmaidens of the federal government. In only a few instances did historians focus
on local issues, such as the growth versus slow growth dialectic.2
During this Diaspora, urban history as well as the entire discipline underwent a
qualitative sea change. Perhaps influenced by the increasing dispersed nature of the
discipline, urban historians largely abandoned the quest to define a single city model, and
as Bruce Stave argued, urban history had become “A Tale of Many Cities”,3 a recognition
that there were multiple models of urban development. The field of urban history also
increasingly focused on the local rather than on the universal, choosing to emphasize
community history over urban biography or some other explanation of the urban whole.4
The discipline of American history also was undergoing several significant sea changes,
first away from political history and towards social history, and then, increasingly
towards a new variant of cultural history, the history of popular culture with its emphasis
on the shared experience of common people. It is in this context that this essay seeks to
link the political, the community and the shared experience of residents of Los Angeles’
first ward together in the late nineteenth century.
Los Angeles during this period was a city that hardly warranted the name. At
best, it was in a state of becoming. Following the Mexican war, the city continued to
languish as a refuge for desperados, outlaws and scoundrels. It was rumored that among
the frequently asked questions over breakfast was, “How many people were killed last

2
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night?”5 This perception of early Los Angeles as a violent city culminated with the 1871
Chinese riot, so infamous that it became the city’s first incident to make national news.
The following year, Angelinos launched their community in a new direction by passing a
$600,000 bond issue to bring the Southern Pacific Railroad to the city. When completed
four years later, the hoped for prosperity did not materialize, largely because of the
economic fallout due to the Panic of 1873. On the other hand, Los Angeles did
experience considerable population expansion during the 1870s, growing in size from a
modest 4,700 residents to 11,000 by 1880.
Because of its growth, Los Angeles expanded the number of its wards in 1878
from three to five.6 Every two years, the two major political parties held city nominating
conventions to nominate city officers and councilman representing the five wards. In
addition, an occasional reform party would appear and also nominate a slate of
candidates. Those who were the most politically active also attended county nominating
conventions. Three were held every two years to nominate county slates, congressional
candidates, and delegates to the state conventions. Attendance at these many conventions
in a single year made politics a robust activity that required a considerable amount of
time and energy. Combined with preconvention activities such as precinct caucuses and
primary elections, it catered to the committed, the dedicated and the concerned, as well as
to the extrovert. Those lacking these qualities need not apply. Reform groups engaged in
similar activities but to a lesser extent. From those who succeeded in being elected as
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convention delegates in the first ward and those who attended reform meetings, we have
an excellent list of the political activists of that day.7
The first ward was located in the northern section of the old city of Los Angeles.
Geographically speaking, the city had not grown in size since California joined the union.
It still was composed of only twenty-eight square miles. Here, rusticus mingled well with
urbanus, as farmers and ranchers continued to exist within the city limits with bankers,
merchants, shopkeepers, hotels, and saloons. In appearance, the region renown as the
“Queen of the Cow Counties” seemed to be more of a rural backwater, but as the city
progressed a new urban fabric struggled to unfold. Residents of the first ward shared
these rural and urban characteristics, but the latter were greatly assisted by the newly
arrived Southern Pacific with its depot and extensive railroad yard. As strange as it
would seem to later observers, it was the jewel of the first ward.
The first ward played an instrumental role in the political life of Los Angeles.
Those who were politically active during this period included Cristobal Aguilar, a
wealthy ranchero whose 43-year career stretched back to 1838 when he initially was
elected Alcalde Suplante of the then Mexican pueblo. He later gained renown as the last
Hispanic mayor of Los Angeles until the 21st century.8 Two others, Robert A. Ling and
Julius H. Martin, also were nominated for that office.9 The ward’s political activists
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made their greatest impact in the city council. At least twenty were elected to that body.
Perhaps the most distinguished was Joseph Mullally, the city’s “pioneer brick maker,”10
who over a thirty year career served five separate terms on that body.11 Another
councilman from the first ward was Ezra M. Hamilton, the region’s first cement pipe
manufacturer, who initially was elected by the Workingmen’s party in 1878.12 Hamilton
subsequently became one the city’s best known reformers with his nearly continuous
involvement in various Greenback, Citizens, Union Labor and Anti-Saloon movements.13
One other renown councilman was “Big Jake” Gerkins, who gained fame as the city first
police chief.14 Others served in various capacities as county supervisor, city treasurer,
city engineer and sheriff. Two others were elected to judgeships, and one other also
served as police chief.
The first ward was successful because its political activists were a
dedicated lot. Those who attended city conventions did so repeatedly. Indeed, rarely was
there a newcomer at a city convention who did not become a perennial delegate. For the
latter, politics was a full time activity. Twenty-three perennial delegates from the first
ward attended city and county conventions for twenty years or more and an equal number
were similarly involved for at least fifteen years. An additional fifty perennial delegates
evenly split between serving five and ten years -- or more. Found among this group were
some of the pioneers of Los Angeles such as Oscar Macy, who came to the region with
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his family in 1850, just as California became a state.15 After working in various positions
as a miner, printer, hotel operator and eventually customs collector at San Pedro, Macy
launched his political career in 1871 by running for the state assembly and city council.
In the latter effort, he was successful, and over the next twenty-six years as a perennial
delegate he also was elected city treasurer and county supervisor.
A far more typical perennial delegate was John R. McManis, the manager of the
Pacific Wagon company, who began his political involvement in 1877 by being
nominated for city council by a Taxpayers’ movement.16 After he returned to the
Democracy, he was nominated twice for city treasurer. Of all the perennial delegates
from the first ward the most successful was Tom McCafferey, who rose to become one of
the Southern Pacific’s political bosses. Beginning in 1882, McCafferey regularly
attended Democratic city and county conventions, and soon was appointed to both the
city and county central committees. In subsequent years, it was reported that he was a
lieutenant in the railroad’s machine, a member of the free pass brigade, a “heeler,” and
eventually an SP boss.17
RESIDENTIAL HOMEPLACES
Plaza District
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In part, the success of the first ward was due to its cultural neighborhoods. These
cultural neighborhoods provided residents with an environment where they could discuss
and debate political issues that later would be discussed at the city nominating
conventions. Residential homeplaces were fundamental to this process. The oldest
residential homeplaces were located in the Plaza district, the center of the original
Spanish pueblo. A. P. Anderson, a flour packer with the Capitol Milling company,
resided at the center of this neighborhood at 11 and 13 Olvera Street, the city’s oldest
avenue.18 To the north along Upper Main was a Hispanic community where the
previously mentioned Cristobal Aguilar resided until his death in 1883. Within two
blocks resided three other Hispanic delegates, including Julian Valdez, a merchant
elected to the city council in 1872,19 and his opponent, Jose Lopez, who operated a
butcher shop.20 To the south of the plaza on Buena Vista, where Lopez moved after he
gained employment with the Davis-Henderson Lumber company,21 a more ethnically
mixed area appeared where six additional perennial delegates lived, most less than a
block from one another.22
Given their close proximity to each other allowed these perennial delegates to be
more involved in the city’s greater political community. Certainly, it encouraged them to
engage in political discourse on a local level, especially among those who shared
common interests. For example, after Jose Lopez moved to Buena Vista he lived on the
same block as F. H. Randall, a pharmacist, who also ran for city council but on the
18
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Republican ticket.23 A far more common interest among these Plaza district residents
was their reformist tendencies. Both Lopez and his fellow Hispanic, Julian Valdez, were
members of the Workingmen’s party in the late 1870s,24 while A. P. Anderson was Chair
of the Citizens’ convention in 1885.25 Myron Kimball, another Buena Vista resident, also
was a reformer.26 In 1879, Kimball not only was secretary of the New Constitution party
but also its candidate for county auditor.27 The Prohibitionists nominated him for that
position also.28 A few years later in 1882, Kimball, like Anderson, was chair of a
Citizens’ convention.29
Northside
Immediately to the north and west of the Plaza district was a larger and more
distinct series of residential homeplaces composed of more Anglo than Hispanic
residents. An intense political culture existed within this northside neighborhood.
Eighteen perennial delegates resided along the extension of Buena Vista north of the
Plaza District.30 Of this group, thirteen lived within two blocks of each other, four lived
next door to each other and two others, Charles P. Thurston and Julius Willigrod, resided
at the same address.31 In addition, Joseph Mullally, the perennial councilman, and
Edward V. Naud lived across the street from each other at the intersection of Buena Vista
and College streets.32 Although never a councilman, Naud was a perennial member of
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the Republican city central committee.33 This section of Buena Vista contained a highly
charged political culture. James Velsir, a councilman, lived next door to F. H. Randle, a
candidate for council,34 and several doors up the street resided the aforementioned
Charles P. Thurston, who campaigned both for the city council and the board of
education.35 In the latter effort, he was successful. One block north on Buena Vista, we
find another councilman in Thomas Goss,36 and three blocks away, yet another, Charles
W. Schroeder.37
Other perennial delegates lived not far from Buena Vista in residential
homeplaces located along other streets. Charles H. White, a Southern Pacific ticket
agent, lived on College street next to Joseph Mullally and across the street from Edward
Naud.38 Farther to the west on College was George T. Hanly, an active Prohibitionist
who was nominated for county supervisor and city auditor.39 From College, another
group of perennial delegates were found along Yale, including Juan Sanchez who had
moved from Upper Main by 1888.40 Nearby was Vincente A. Sanchez, perhaps a
relative, who ran for city assessor earlier in the decade.41 Two other perennial delegates
also lived nearby. One of the two, Charles Massey, previously lived on Castelar, one
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block from Edward Bouton, who chaired the Peoples’ convention in 1873.42 Bouton, in
turn, resided only a half block from F. R. Pitney, a Virgin resident.43
The final locus of perennial delegates in the northside was the Depot Hotel on
New Depot road. Two perennial delegates employed at the hotel, Charles A. Rowley and
Elias U. Steinman, also resided there.44 Opposite the hotel, two additional delegates
could be found. One was Jacob Gerkins, the aforementioned police chief.45 Throughout
the northside, six perennial delegates could be identified as members of the Southern
Pacific political machine at one time or another, while eight either were reformers or
expressed reformist tendencies. The close proximity that they as well as the other
perennial delegates in the northside lived in relationship to each other afforded them the
opportunity to share, exchange and debate political views and issues. In effect, the
location of residential homeplaces served as a cultural incubator, where political concepts
not only clashed but intermingled with each other to produce a vibrant political culture.
On a daily basis, Republican, Democrat, Prohibitionist, Workingman and Citizens’ party
members, as well as machine politicians and reformers, found the opportunity to engage
and intensely debate political issues. This vibrant political culture, in turn, acted as a
magnet for other perennial delegates to move to this residential neighborhood. In 1888,
when he received a promotion as the Southern Pacific’s train dispatcher, Tom
McCafferey moved to the northside.46
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Southern Pacific Shops
To the east of the northside was another series of residential homeplaces anchored
by the Southern Pacific depot. To the east behind the depot was a compact cultural
neighborhood isolated on three sides by tracks and on the east by the Los Angeles river.
Fourteen perennial delegates called this back-of-the-yards neighborhood home. Most
lived at the western end along the streets of Ann, Elmyra, Railroad and Lovers Lane.
Three were located on the same block of Elmyra, a fourth was only a block away, and
turning onto Lovers Lane, a fifth resided. Two others lived in close proximity on
Railroad and on Ann. The remaining perennial delegates in this neighborhood were
scattered on three other streets, Mesnager, St. John and Sotello. Even though smaller in
number, this group remained politically active. Four were nominated for public office
and two were elected. In addition, five could be identified as belonging to the Southern
Pacific’s political machine, while an equal number expressed reformist tendencies.
George E. Long attended a Taxpayers’ meeting in 1877, and seven years later in 1884
stood for city tax collector on the Prohibitionist ticket,47 while Emilie M. Dubourdieu was
nominated for city council by the Citizens’ party in 1879 and the Democrats a year
later.48
An extension of this series of residential homeplaces ran north of the Southern
Pacific depot along San Fernando road, and another extension existed to the south on the
other side of the tracks. Along San Fernando road, two perennial delegates expressed
more than a passing interest in politics. One was a machine politician, while the other
was a reformer. The latter was the more interesting of the two. Joe Davidson began his
47
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career as a perennial delegate as a Citizen Reformer, but by the end of the decade, he had
become a McCafferey man.49 The switch served him well. He was appointed chief
deputy county assessor.50 On the southern side of the tracks, six additional perennial
delegates resided closely together along Date. Like Buena Vista, Date was a politically
active avenue being the home of John R. McManis, who has already been noted for his
political longevity.51 Two of McManis’ neighbors, Ralph Bauchette and George L.
Stearns, served on the city council.52 A relative new resident, George Long who
previously lived inside the tracks, had already served on the board of education. Far
more interesting, four perennial delegates along this block became involved in reform
activities, while none was identified as a machine man. Perhaps residing along Date
outside the tracks held some political connotations.
East of Downtown LA
Farther to the south was a less well-defined cultural neighborhood east of
downtown Los Angeles. Most of the perennial delegates resided along Alameda avenue.
Patrick M. Darcy, another Southern Pacific boss, resided at Alameda and Ducommon,53
only a block away from John M. Thomas, who twice ran for city council on the
Republican ticket and twice served as a state delegate.54 Farther down Alameda in the
vicinity of East First street, we find another pocket of perennial delegates whose
residential homeplaces were only a block apart. Henry Oswald lived across the street
49
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from Francisco Lauterio;55 both were only half a block away from Charles P. Kearney,56
who, in turn, resided only a half block away from yet another perennial delegate. Three
other perennial delegates lived in close proximity together along Mission. One was a
Prohibitionist, one was a McCafferey man, and the third was loyal to the Grand Old
Party. An additional three perennial delegates were isolated on separate streets. One
lived on Aliso, one on Macy, and the third on San Pedro. While politically active, these
perennial delegates were not that involved. Only one held public office, that of Police
Chief and only for one year.
Downtown LA
Another small and less well-defined cultural neighborhood existed south of the
Plaza and the northside in newly-developed downtown Los Angeles. Six perennial
delegates resided either along or in the vicinity of Spring and Fort streets. James Velsir,
the previously mentioned councilman, lived at the Nadeau Block at 1st and Spring
streets,57 while Henry Mitchell, the Sheriff and 1st ward Democratic boss, lived a block
away at the Hollenbeck Block.58 Lewis Meinzer, another city councilman, resided only
half a block away east on 2nd street.59 One block to the west along Fort Street was two
other perennial delegates. Charles B. Woodhead, who sat on both the Citizen Reform
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and Anti-Saloon executive committees,60 resided only a block away from fellow reformer
George A. Bunch, who was active in the Workingmen’s, Greenback and Citizens’
movements.61
South and West of Downtown LA
The remaining perennial delegates were far more widely dispersed than those we
have already discussed. Since they tended to live several blocks from each other it would
be an error to suggest that they shared more than the rudimentary of community
characteristics. Five perennial delegates resided south of downtown but only two resided
on the same block. For most, their residence was only temporary. To the west of
downtown we find another group of perennial delegates scattered about but they were
more permanent. Two lived four blocks from each other, one lived in what could be
described as a suburban community, while the fourth was found in the western outskirts.
The latter group was far more politically active than the former. George O. Ford, who
resided in Angelo Heights was elected to the city council,62 but James Wesley Potts was
far more active. After serving as a city councilman and the county’s Public
Administrator in the late 1870s, Potts became a perennial nominee of the Prohibitionist
party for various offices ranging from city assessor to county auditor and councilman.63
East LA
Across the Los Angeles River in East Los Angeles, additional perennial delegates
lived in a cultural neighborhood dominated by a rural agricultural environment.
60
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Downey Avenue, which stretched from East Los Angeles to downtown via the Southern
Pacific depot, was a corridor where thirty perennial delegates called home. They also
expressed an extraordinary amount of political activity. Seven were involved for twenty
years or more. J. Russell Conlee, who began his career in 1879 as a candidate for the
county clerk of both the New Constitution and Prohibitionist parties, was active for a
quarter of a century.64 Two other quarter of a century perennial delegates were Tom
McCafferey, who later moved to the northside, and Walter F. Poor. Poor was a modest
reformer who later was elected to the board of education,65 while McCafferey, as we have
seen rose to become a major cog in the Southern Pacific machine.66 All together, seven
residents of the Downey corridor were elected to public office, and two were elected to
separate offices. Three others received a nomination.
At the western edge of the Downey corridor, we find another cluster of twelve
perennial delegates living in close proximity to each other. John V. York anchored this
cluster at 46 Downey avenue.67 Less than a block away, James Lockwood and James E.
Frick lived just south on Water street.68 Newell Matthews, a city councilman politically
active for twenty-two years, lived less than a block east of York at Downey and Hayes.69
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Across the street fronting on Hayes was the Ellis E. Powell residence.70 A block away on
Walnut, Albert G. Davis and George W. Rowe lived next door to each other.71 Back on
Downey and continuing east, we find the George Mesnager residence,72 and less than a
block away, William E. Stockwell.73 James N. Tibbets lived across the street facing
South Chestnut74 and Peter White lived a block away.75 On North Chestnut, James
Hanley resided a few houses up from Downey.76 Other than attending city conventions,
they were not very active. Only two were involved in reform movements and none were
machine politicians. Four ran for office, but only two were elected. One was James
Hanley, an active prohibitionist.
Another important political corridor in East LA existed along Hoff. Here, seven
perennial delegates pursued their political ambitions. Two who remained active for
twenty years or more resided only a block from each other. Frederick W. Tyler began his
career as a Citizen Reformer, but after nearly a quarter of a century, he was identified as a
machine politician.77 Martin Wetzel, on the other hand, remained a steady and loyal
delegate to Republican conventions.78 Except for the charismatic reformer Ezra
Hamilton, most of the other perennial delegates steadily attended the conventions of their
chosen political party. Another pocket of perennial delegates existed at the corner of
Mozart and Sichel. Noyes Embody and his son, Uriah, resided not far from each other
70
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along Mozart,79 around the corner from Frank R. Willis, the former mayor of Aurelia,
Iowa, who resided on Sichel.80
By residing in close proximity to each other, these perennial delegates contributed
to the development of a vibrant political community. In an around their residential
homeplaces, they could discuss political issues, both the important and the mundane.
Given the informal atmosphere of a residential neighborhood, the difficult complexities
of political debate could be avoided and the delegates could focus their attention of the
more important underlying issues that affected them, their neighbors, their ward and their
city. The cultural neighborhood of the residential homeplace provided the basic
essentials for the success of the greater political community.

OCCUPATIONAL WORKPLACES
Plaza district
Besides commingling with each other in their residential neighborhoods,
perennial delegates also found a greater political culture at their occupational workplaces,
where they came into contact with yet numerous other perennial delegates from the other
four wards. Indeed, the occupational workplace was the most important cultural
neighborhood. It provided perennial delegates an opportunity not only to continue their
political discourse but it reinforced their commitment to their political involvement. As
an occupational workplace, the Plaza district was an even more highly charged political
community than as a residential homeplace. Along the two blocks north and south of the
Plaza, there were forty-six perennial delegates, as well as ten others who occasionally
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attended political conventions. Among this group were a mayor and five mayoral
candidates, six councilmen, two city treasurers, two school board members, a city
attorney, a county supervisor and the county’s public administrator. Thirteen others were
candidates for public office, and ten were involved in reform movements to varying
degrees.
In all, thirty-four first ward residents worked in the Plaza district in varying
occupations ranging from attorneys to tinsmiths. The major political influence in this
district was Joseph Kurtz, a physician from the second ward retained by the Southern
Pacific railroad,81 although Frank Willis of the first ward spent a longer time in public
life, mostly as a superior court judge.82 Another important political influence in this
district was Isaias W. Hellman, the prominent banker who was the founder and president
of the Farmers and Merchants Bank.83 Oscar Macy, the pioneer Angelo of the first
ward,84 worked on the same block as both Hellman and Kurtz. As a harness maker
employed by Alexander T. Bell, another pioneer resident from the Mexican era, Macy
worked next door to Palmer M. Scott, a perennial delegate from the fourth ward.85 Scott,
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in turn, operated a real estate office only two doors down from C. F. Harper, the father of
a future mayor, who managed Harper-Reynolds & Co.86 Both Harper and his partner, C.
C. Reynolds, were leaders in the anti-saloon movement.87 Near the end of the block,
John Thomas found himself in a similar highly charged political environment. Joseph
Kurtz’s office was located not far from Thomas’ barber shop, and across the street from
Loring W. French, a politically active dentist, who was nominated in 1886 as the
Republican candidate for mayor.88
Southern Pacific Shops
Considering the future development of the city’s political history, perhaps the
most important occupational workplace within the first ward was the Southern Pacific
shops. Here one could witness the embryonic development of what would later become
known as the Southern Pacific political machine. Undoubtedly the leading figure in this
cultural neighborhood was the aforementioned political boss Thomas McCafferey, a
telegraph operator who subsequently became one of the Southern Pacific’s train
dispatchers.89 From the railroad’s shops, McCafferey led a steady contingent of perennial
delegates to the Democratic convention, while his fellow section boss, Patrick M. Darcy,
led a larger contingent to the Republican conventions.90 Others within this cultural
milieu such as William T. Lambie, a civil engineer, held reformist tendencies.91 The
intensity of their political discussions must have been as significant as their political
clout. The Southern Pacific’s cultural neighborhood produced four councilmen, a police
86
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chief, and in the next decade, a Republican nominee for mayor. The cultural bonds that
were formed at this time also were long-standing. Years after he left the Southern Pacific
to become a real estate and loan broker, Charles W. Schroeder was listed as a
McCafferey man at the 1888 Democratic county convention.92
East LA
Another cultural neighborhood existed among the occupational workplaces along
Downey Avenue in East Los Angeles. Unlike the Southern Pacific shops, the
occupational workplaces along Downey were commercial in nature. Butchers, bankers
and shoemakers along with others in the mercantile trades tended to occupy this avenue.
The central occupational workplaces were located in the 500 and 600 blocks. The East
Side Bank, founded by two perennial delegates, William Vickery and Uriah Embody,
anchored the 500 block of Downey Avenue.93 Located immediately adjacent to the bank
were the shops of three other perennial delegates, August Gundlach, a shoemaker,94
Charles Hayden, a butcher,95 and John C. Hemmingway, who ran the East Side Book
Exchange.96 An additional group of perennial delegates were located only a block away.
The Stockwell Brothers provided a full service grocery which sold in addition to the
usual items, hay, grain, coal and crockery;97 a few stores down was Union Depot Market,
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Bernard Cohn and Charles Reich proprietors.98 In the immediate vicinity were several
other perennial delegates, the realtors, T. S. Palmer99 and Thomas S. Meredith,100 as well
as Charles R. Patterson, a dealer in paints and oil.101 These perennial delegates along
Downey Avenue also had a connecting link to the Southern Pacific shops through
William T. Lambie, the railroad’s reformist civil engineer, whose office was located in
this cultural neighborhood.102
The perennial delegates along Downey Avenue were even more politically active
than those in the Southern Pacific shops. Besides William Lambie, Charles N. Earl, a
director of the East Side Bank, not only served on the city council but was elected to the
board of education.103 In addition, two others were nominated for city council and one
for the board of education. Far more interesting, this group of commercially minded
perennial delegates was far more interested in reform. Earl was nominated for city
assessor by the Greenback-Labor party in 1880 and for the board of education the
following year.104 In keeping with this reformist tendency, William Vickery, founder and
president of the East Side Bank, was nominated for city council in 1886 by a citizen’s
reform group.105 While Bernard Cohn did not reside in the first ward, he undoubtedly
contributed to its political culture through management of his Union Depot Market, and
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in the same year Vickery was nominated for city council, Cohn was nominated by the
Democracy for city tax collector.106
San Fernando Road
The third series of occupational workplaces in the first ward was distinctly
different than the other two. Located along San Fernando Road in the vicinity of the
Southern Pacific depot, these occupational workplaces catered more to hedonistic desires.
The perennial delegates along San Fernando were largely involved in the liquor and
tobacco trade. The Depot Hotel, where Charles A. Rowley tended bar, anchored this
neighborhood.107 Across the street, Jacob Gerkins, the former police chief, opened a
wine and liquor store, and later, a saloon.108 A block south Charles Massey operated the
Dew Drop Saloon, first with Patrick McHugh and later with Peter While.109 To the north,
Hugh Sweeney at Sullivan and Sweeney’s liquor saloon provided similar
refreshments.110 In between these watering holes, E. J. Clough’s shop featured cigars and
tobacco.111 Intermingled with these establishments were a few occupational workplaces
that provided respectable goods and services. George Vanvoorhis and later C. P.
Thurston managed the Sisson, Crocker and Co. featuring fancy groceries,112 while
George T. Hanly operated a shop featuring coffee, tea and spice mills.113 Elisha T.
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Shoemaker, a physician, provided medical services.114 Of all the perennial delegates
employed along San Fernando Road, perhaps Joe Davidson was the most intriguing.
Initially, he opened an optician’s shop but that endeavor apparently was not profitable in
this cultural neighborhood. In 1886, Davidson was employed by Bernard Cohn at the
Union Meat Market located next to Gerkins’ saloon. Only years later, when he had
moved to another cultural neighborhood did Davidson return to his original calling.115
The political composition of this occupational neighborhood also was different
from the other two. While most of the perennial delegates were Democrats, there were
not only a few Republicans, but also, a noticeable number of reformers. All those
involved in the liquor trade were unwashed, while those who operated respectable
establishments were largely reformers or Republicans. E. J. Clough, who ran the tobacco
shop, surprisingly, was a Republican.116 From this group of perennial delegates, four ran
for public office but only one, C. P. Thurston, a Democrat who ran a respectable
business, was elected.117 Evidently, candidates identified with vice were not favored by
the residents of the first ward but they were not alone. Reformers from San Fernando
also were not successful at the polls, but they made their presence known. The most
significant was George T. Hanly, who was an active in the Prohibitionist party and ran
unsuccessfully for county supervisor and city auditor.118 Like the previous occupational
neighborhood, this one too had connections to the Southern Pacific. Both Gerkins and
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the struggling Joe Davidson were McCafferey men.119 The latter was well rewarded. In
1887, he was appointed Chief Deputy County Assessor.120
Downtown LA
By far the most significant cultural neighborhood found among occupational
workplaces was downtown Los Angeles. Here, perennial delegates of all persuasions
mixed and mingled together on a daily basis pursuing their respective callings. Main
Street was the most important occupational workplace, and the Temple Block, located in
the vicinity of the Central Plaza at the junction of Main and Spring streets, was the most
prestigious address. Attorneys, such as Judge Robert A. Ling, a future Democratic
mayoral candidate, occupied a Temple offices.121 Nearby, the office of Holton, Canfield
and Damron towered over the rest, largely because perennial delegate George M. Holton
of the third ward was district attorney beginning in 1885.122 Like Ling, his partner James
M. Damron was a first ward resident and perennial delegate.123 The Downey Block,
located several blocks to the south at Main and Temple, was the other prestigious address
in downtown Los Angeles. Here three perennial delegates from the first ward practiced
their trade, including Frank R. Willis, the public administrator and future city attorney of
Redondo Beach.124 Another occupant was John Downey Harvey, a realtor and nephew of
civil war governor John Downey. As the son-in-law of Charles Crocker, the railroad
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magnet, he had married well.125 Joining them were J. M. Obando and Thomas W.
Temple, the managers of two Hispanic journals, El Eco Mexicano and La Cronica,
respectively.126
This cultural neighborhood fanned out in downtown Los Angeles along both
Spring Street and Temple, where the occupational workplaces of yet other perennial
delegates were located. The attorneys Richard Dunnigan and R. W. C. Wilson had their
offices in the Bumiller Block,127 across Spring from Walter F. Poor’s firm.128 The Law
Building located at Temple and New High contained the law offices of William
Crawford, a perennial delegate from the first ward and partner in the firm of Crawford
and Crawford.129 Later, James Damron and Richard Dunnigan moved their offices into
the Law Building.130
Los Angeles Street was the third main avenue that descended south from the
Plaza where perennial delegates from the first ward engaged largely in commercial and
small manufacturing enterprises. The most significant was the Lacy and Viereck
Hardware Co., manufacturers of sheet iron, well and water pipe, reportedly “the most
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extensive works…in Southern California.”131 Nearby was a smaller enterprise, Mathews
and Aylsworth, featuring tools, wagons, carriages and agricultural implements.132 A
block north near the Plaza was a dry goods store operated by Bernard Cohn, who also
was the proprietor of the Union Depot Market on Downey avenue.133 John M Skinner’s
carpentry business was a few doors down.134 Further south on the 200 block of Los
Angeles Street, George L. Mesnager and Co. provided the familiar libations enjoyed by
so many, wines and brandies.135
Far more than the residential homeplaces, the occupational workplaces provided a
venue for the perennial delegates to integrate the political community of the first ward
with that of the greater city. To a certain degree, the occupational workplaces acted as
the city in miniature. With perennial delegates from nearly every ward, those from the
first ward could compare and contrast their views with perennial delegates from other
wards. This intense and vibrant political atmosphere molded and matured political views
and attitudes, and allowed the necessary political coalitions and alliances to develop
which would become instrumental to passing resolutions and nominating candidates at
city conventions. The occupational workplace was the site of the maturation process
where politics was brought to fruition.

PARTNERSHIPS AND BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS
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At their occupational workplaces, some perennial delegates from the first ward
worked in partnership with yet other perennial delegates. Thirty-six worked with others
who, in turn, were perennial delegates during this period. Of that number, fifteen were in
partnership with other perennial delegates from the first ward. Charles N. Earl, the
cement pipe manufacturer, established his connections with other perennial delegates
through his involvement with the East Side Bank on Downey Avenue in East Los
Angeles.136 William Vickery, the founder and president of the bank, was a perennial
Democratic delegate at the city and county conventions as well as an active member of
the anti-saloon and other reform movements.137 Uriah Embody, the bank’s cashier, also
was both an active Democrat and a reformer,138 and his father, N. S. Embody, the
Democratic school board candidate in 1887.139 Another bank director was Thomas S.
Meredith,140 a realtor in partnership with Phil Gaffey, a Democratic party boss, whose
brother, John T. Gaffey, was one of the southland’s major political figures.141
F. H Randle also was occupationally involved with six other perennial delegates,
first through his pharmacy partnership with R. C. Guirado, and then as Treasurer in the
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California and Mexican Land Co.142 Through the pharmacy, Randle was connected to
the greater Guirado clan. Frank Guirado was nominated by both the Democrats and the
Citizens party for city council in 1883.143 Through the California and Mexican Land Co.,
Randle established business relationships with several notable individuals. Reginaldo F.
del Valle, a state senator and congressional candidate who hailed from “one of the oldest
and most distinguished Spanish families,” was one of the organizers of this real estate
enterprise.144 Others were Thomas W. Temple, a well established Californio,145 and
Charles W. Howland, the founder, president and manager of the Los Angeles Electric
company, and later, the Los Angeles Railway company.146 All were involved in city and
county politics to one degree or another.
Business relationships with perennial delegates from other wards were the
exception, not the rule. Most perennial delegates established business partnership with
yet other perennial delegates from the first ward. Far more typical was the real estate
firm of Griffin and Schroeder. G. Butler Griffin became a major figure in the local
Democracy and was nominated for the school board in 1885.147 His real estate partner,
Charles Schroeder, although not as influential, was far more successful at the polls,
being elected to the city council in 1882.148 Other long-standing perennial delegates
seemed to have encouraged their new partners to become similarly involved. Joseph
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Mullally, who has already been noted for his political longevity, established a new brick
manufacturing partnership with Eldridge G. Tice in 1888,149 the very year the latter first
was elected as a delegate to a Democratic city convention.150 The same pattern appeared
with Charles Massey and Peter White, proprietors of the Massey and White Saloon.
Massey had a long history as a perennial delegate,151 and White joined him at Democratic
conventions as soon as they formed their partnership in 1888.152 Perhaps the most
intriguing partnership can be found among the Frick Brothers, proprietors of Los Angeles
Artificial Stone company. A year after James Frick attended his first Democratic city
convention,153 his brother, William, was nominated for the city council.154
Other occupational workplaces patterns appeared, suggesting that politically
active employers either encouraged or required their employees to become perennial
delegates. Simon Reinhart, the proprietor of the Depot Hotel on the northside was a
perennial delegate with the county Democracy.155 One of his clerks, Elias Steinman, was
a McCafferey man,156 while a bartender, Charles A. Rowley, was both a city and county
delegate.157 In another instance, James W. Hendrick, an attorney residing in the fourth
ward appears to have “encouraged” his firm’s stenographer, Henry G. Rollins, to attend
the 1888 Republican city convention with him.158 A different pattern appeared at the
Mesnager & Co. A. Dalgalarando, a Mesnager employee, attended his only city
149
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convention in 1884,159 a year before his employer, George Mesnager. The latter
subsequently stood for the city council.160
Similar patterns appear in occupational relationships with perennial delegates
from other wards. Employer-employee relationships were the most frequent. At least
seven employees employed by a non-first ward perennial delegate also attended political
conventions. In one instance, both employer and employee were nominated for the city
council from their respective wards. In 1885, both J. W. Clarke, a tinsmith with the S. M.
Perry Plumbing company, was nominated from the 1st ward, while his employer, Samuel
M. Perry, was nominated from the 4th ward, both on the Republican ticket.161 The
following year, Joe Davidson of the 1st ward attended his initial Democratic city
convention when his employer, Bernard Cohn, was nominated for city tax collector.162
Perennial delegates also appeared in the same law firm. One of the most active
was Barclay and Wilson, established in 1875.163 R. N. C. Wilson first attended a
Republican county convention 1877,164 but two years later, his partner, Henry A. Barclay,
launched a more active career with his nomination as the Republican candidate for
district attorney.165 Subsequently, Barclay was nominated for city tax collector, and
twice he chaired the Republican presidential campaign committee.166 In the business
world, the Carr & Cook real estate firm was representative. Chalkley C. Cook first
159
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attended a Republican county convention 1886 and eventually was appointed deputy city
assessor.167 His partner, Dave J. Carr, followed him into politics a year later, and in the
subsequent decade, became a member of the Free Labor Bureau.168
Like the residential neighborhood, partnerships and other business relationships
helped perennial delegates develop their attitudes and mold elementary alliances. In
these relationships, perennial delegates could discuss political issues of the day and
encourage each other to participate in the political process. In some instances, it appears
employers might have used required an employee to attend city conventions but such
coercion appears to have been the exception rather than the rule. It the overwhelming
number of instances, the evidence strongly suggests that through their partnership and
other business relationships perennial delegates reinforced each other commitment to
attend city and county conventions.

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
The final cultural neighborhood where perennial delegates circulated with each
other was family relationships. Los Angeles was a small provincial and isolated
community during this period, and family relationships were most important. Weddings,
birthdays, baptisms and funerals provided excellent occasions where political discussions
and debates could occur. The larger the extended family the more political influence its
members potentially could have over the greater community. The most significant
political family at this time was led by its patriarch, Andrew Glassell, Sr. Born in
Virginia and educated at the University of Alabama, Glassell came to Los Angeles at the
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end of the Civil War and founded a law firm with Alfred B. Chapman. Confining their
practice to partition suits, they made a fortune. In 1870, they expanded their firm by
taking in another partner, George H. Smith, and later his step-son --and Glassell’s
nephew -- George S. Patton, Sr., the father of the famous World War II general.169 Patton
expanded the family’s influence by marrying Ruth Wilson, the daughter of Benjamin D.
Wilson, a pioneer Angeleno, who was the son-in-law of Bernardo Yorba, a wealthy
Californio with an extended family that included others with similar land holdings such
as the Dominguez, the Estudillo, the Arguello and the Alvarado families.170 This was a
vast extended family whose political influence stretched back to the early years of the
nineteenth century. It included seven Alcaldes from the Hispanic period, two
supervisors, two mayors, three councilmen, and a state senator.
Those in the Glassell clan used this formidable political base to their best
advantage. Patton rose to become district attorney and a Democratic political boss.171 He
was not alone. He succeeded his son-in-law, Thomas B. Brown, in that office.172 Others
in this extensive clan also obtained high office. Bernardo Yorba, Jr., became county
auditor,173 and James B. Winston, the city health officer.174 Henry M. Mitchell,
Glassell’s son-in-law, was elected Sheriff before he passed the bar, and subsequently
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became the political boss of the first ward.175 Martin Aguirre, another Hispanic member
of this extended family, rose through the ranks of law enforcement and also was elected
Sheriff.176 These officeholders, in turn, were supported by their family in these
endeavors. Nearly all members of this extended family were politically active and the
overwhelming majority expressed their views by regularly attending city and county
conventions as perennial delegates.
Out of this extended family, only five members resided in the first ward. The
most notable was Cristobal Aguilar, the former mayor, councilman and supervisor.177
Although the others were not as politically significant, their family connections made
their importance far more valuable than their numbers. Members of this extensive family
were found in all but the fifth ward. This gave the Glassell family members vast contacts
with those in other wards, thereby enhancing the degree of their importance. In doing so,
it allowed them to reach across ward boundaries in informal and unofficial settings,
allowing them to discuss political issues in a more relax and comfortable environment.
By enhancing their political experience through their family relationships, perennial
delegates were able to expand their influence and enhance their status that had already
been established in their residential neighborhoods and occupational workplaces.
Though Edward V. Naud, a porter, the first ward established a familial connection
with another extensive political family that also evolved through the intermarriage of
American migrants with two established Californio families, the Coronels and the
Lugos.178 Prior to this period, these families and their Anglo partners had produced three
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Alcaldes, two mayors, six councilmen, a state senator, and a supervisor. Antonio F.
Coronel undoubtedly was the most politically prominent as mayor, county assessor, state
treasurer, and four terms as a city councilman.179 Perhaps the most significant Anglo was
Coronel’s nephew, Frank Sabichi of the 4th ward.180 He served four terms on the city
council and was widely regarded as a reformer throughout the 1880s, rising to become a
Democratic state delegate in 1886.181 His prominence undoubtedly also was due to his
marriage to the daughter of William Wolfskill, a noted Anglo pioneer.182 His brother-inlaw, Joseph Wolfskill also of the 4th ward, was prominent during this period, being
elected councilman in 1882. Another Sabichi brother-in-law, Henry D. Barrows, also
married a Wolfskill. He too was regarded as a reformer and was nominated by the
Republicans for the state senate.183
Other prominent political families had little or no connections to the Californio
past. The Downey family’s significance came from the drive of the Irish immigrant, John
Downey, who rose quickly during the 1850s to become governor by the end of the
decade. While marrying into the Californio Guirado family did not necessarily advance
Downey politically,184 it perhaps helped his nephew, John Downey Harvey, become a
political boss in the 1890s.185 The O’Melveny clan, on the other hand, never married into
the Hispanic community. H. K. S. O’Melveny arrived in Los Angeles in 1869 after
179
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having served as a circuit court judge in Illinois. He soon established a practice with
Anson Brunson, a noted attorney, and not long afterward became a superior court
judge.186 His son, Henry W. O’Melveny, also became politically active early in his
career and was nominated for city attorney.187 Failing at the polls, young O’Melveny
went on to found one of the most prominent law firms in the city.188 Perhaps the
O’Melveny’s were assisted through their relationship with the Anglo pioneer Oscar
Macy.189
Other politically involved families in the first ward were not composed of
extended families, but rather of nuclear families. The Embody father and son
combination was made up of Uriah Embody and his son, Noyes.190 Another father-son
combination was W. C. Hughes and his son, George. Interestingly, George preceded his
father’s involvement as a perennial delegate by some seven years.191 W. C. Hughes did
not attend a political convention until 1888. The only Hispanic family in this category
was the Sanchez family, made up of Estefan and Lewis Sanchez. Estefan, the father, was
a Democrat, while his son, Lewis, was a Republican.192 James and William Frick, the
proprietors of Frick Brothers, an artificial stone company, were also perennial delegates
from the first ward.193 Finally, a father-in-law and son-in-law combination was found
among William N. Monroe and his son-in-law, John M. Thomas. They seem to have
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An Illustrated History of Los Angeles County, p. 583.
Los Angeles Times, November 27, 1884.
188
See Clary, History of the Law Firm of O’Melveny & Myers for an excellent discussion of O’Melveny’s
career.
189
Newmark, Sixty Years in Southern California, p. 92.
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An Illustrated History of Los Angeles County, p. 736.
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1880 Census. Los Angeles Times, November 23, 1882, November 29, 1888.
192
1880 Census. Los Angeles Times, November 28, 1887, November 21, 1888
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1888 LACD. For James, see Los Angeles Times, November 29, 1888, February 13, 1889, November
23, 1890, November 27, 1890, November 13, 1896. For William, see Los Angeles Times, February 15,
1889, October 24, 1906.
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initially met at the 1880 Republican city convention, where Monroe was nominated and
subsequently elected to the city council. In 1882, Thomas was nominated to succeed
him.194 At the end of the decade these in-laws turned their efforts to more profitable
pursuits. In 1887, they co-founded the suburb of Monrovia.195
Like residential homeplaces, family relationships provided an informal setting
for perennial delegates to discuss political issues. Whether over the dinner table, at a
family gathering or an official function such as a wedding, baptism or funeral, perennial
delegates could discuss, argue and cajole each other as they sought to bargain and
hammer out the necessary compromises that resulted in the resolution of public issues.
Without such informal settings, the resolution of especially difficult issues could be
equally difficult, and at times, impossible. Family relationships also strengthened the
perennial delegates resolve to remain involved in the political process by assuring them
that a strong support system would also be in attendance at the city conventions. The
community neighborhood afforded by family relationships was a venue that not only
smoothed the way for the resolution of political issues, but also created a more
comfortable setting at city conventions and other similar conclaves.
Through the community neighborhoods provided by residential homeplaces,
occupational workplaces, business partnerships, and family relationships a political
community developed in the first ward of Los Angeles from 1878 to 1888. Informal
discussions concerning public issues could be held with friends and family when
194

Guinn, History of California and an Extended History of Its Southern Coast Counties, Vol. II, 447, 448.
For Monroe, see Chronological Record of Los Angeles City Officials, Los Angeles Hearld, July 20, 1879,
July 29, 1879, November 19, 1879, November 28, 1880, August 24, 1886, September 21, 1886, September
22, 1886. For Thomas, see Los Angeles Star, November 28, 1876, Los Angeles Hearld, November 28,
1880. Los Angeles Times, November 29, 1881, August 19, 1882, September 26, 1882, November 28,
1882, November 27, 1883, April 13, 1884, July 18, 1884, August 24, 1886.
195
Guinn, History of California and an Extended History of Its Southern Coast Counties, Vol., II, pp. 447,
448. Newmark, Sixty Years in Southern California, p. 563.
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perennial delegates gathered together with others in family relationships and at their
residential homeplaces. At the latter, perennial delegates could discuss the issues with
others from the first ward, while in family relationships they could enter into similar
discussions with family members from other wards. In the latter discussions, as well as
discussions held with others at their occupational workplaces and in their business
partnerships, perennial delegates could gain a different perspective from the one they
found in their residential communities. In gaining a greater perspective, they prepared
themselves well for the upcoming city conventions. By linking their participation in
their residential homeplaces and their occupational workplaces with their involvement
with their business partnerships and family relationships, the perennial delegates forged a
political community in Los Angeles’ first ward.
This research suggests that the development of the political community
strengthened the commitment of perennial delegates to attend city conventions. In
essence, through interaction at their residential home places, their occupational
workplaces, their business partnerships and their family relationships, perennial delegates
reinforced each others’ commitment to remain involved in the city’s political process.
This conclusion lends itself to the revisionist view of political machines. John Allowing
in Bosses, Machines and Urban Voters: An American Symbiosis illustrated that political
machines were successful because they met their constituents’ demands.196 This
research tends to reinforce the view that political machines were not as coercive as
previously thought. Further research needs to be done in this area to see if the cultural
interaction generated by the political community, not pressure from political machines

196

John Allowing, Bosses, Machines and Urban Voters: An American Symbiosis (Port Washington, N. Y.:
Kennecott Press, 1977).
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and other such combines, encouraged delegates to attend city conventions. If that
research supports the revisionist hypothesis, the era of machine politics may appear more
as an era of significant participatory democracy.
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Anything that happens, happens.
Anything that, in happening, causes
something else to happen, causes something
else to happen.
Anything that, in happening, causes itself to
happen again, happens again.
It doesn't necessarily do it in chronological
order, though.
-

Douglas Adams, Mostly Harmless

This essay examines why law is often considered epiphenomenal, or a reflection
of the power structure. This assertion is made by realists because they neglect the
existence of any variables other than material power. They are, in a sense, power
obsessive. This essay will assert that the international system is continuously changing
and therefore the law must also change. The main tool for changing law is for states to
propose change by action.

This is done because one of the components of state

interaction – identity, order, norms, interest, purpose, and leadership – has changed.
In the first section, this essay provides a debate over the definition of law and its
place in the international system. Second, the international legal system is revealed to be
normative in nature, where the UN does not have great sway over the legal direction of
the community. In the third section, the social context in which states interact is explored
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and its affect on the international legal system. Finally, the recent conflicts in Kosovo
and Iraq are investigated in an attempt to understand why law is considered
epiphenomenal. This essay concludes that while law may seem epiphenomenal, this is so
because it is a changing component in a social context, interacting with other components
and changing accordingly. Thus, the international system constitutes a complex adaptive
system whose product is made up of various components which are often difficult to plot.

THE PURPOSE OF LAW
There is a theory which states that if ever anyone discovers
exactly what the Universe is for and why it is here, it will
instantly disappear and be replaced by something even more
bizarre and inexplicable.
…
There is another theory which states that this has already
happened.
- Douglas Adams, Restaurant at the End of the Universe
Within the scholarship of international relations, there exists the dominant belief
that international law is merely the reflection of the underlying power structure.
comes and goes from influencing state decisions.

It

As Hans Morgenthau states:

“International law owes its existence and operation to two factors, both decentralized in
character: identical or complementary interests of individual states and the distribution of
power among them.”1 The structure of the international system is based on power
politics and law is a part of that structure – merely a tool for political gain. All states –
whether weak or powerful – seek to maximize their power. Since interest is “defined as
power,” states will take part in international agreements only when it suits their interest.
Law, in the end, is only successful with enforcement, and thus needs the powerful states.
This essay is the product of discussions with Michael Schönstein, to whom I am forever indebted.
1
Hans Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations, p. 255-256.
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The law, therefore, will be constructed to further the interests of the powerful. Michael
Glennon suggests, in fact, that law should be constructed to mirror the power hierarchy.2
Thus, law is epiphenomenal.
Kenneth Waltz, a structural or neo-realist, believes that international law is
impossible as an influence on state behaviour because of the inherent anarchical structure
of the international system.3 For international law to be successful in influencing state
behaviour, it must have enforcement.

However, because of the inherent anarchical

structure of the international system, it is impossible to guarantee collective security and
the establishment of a supreme authority is highly unlikely. States are thus forever
locked in a self-help system, only interested in furthering their own interests.
In response to the rise of neo-realism and the liberal trend to agree with the
anarchic assessment of the international system, Alexander Wendt, taking a constructivist
approach, famously proclaimed, “Anarchy is what states make of it.”4 In his article,
bearing the same name, Wendt argues that realists and liberals are incorrect to assume
that states act in terms of self-interest. In fact, the whole assumption about anarchy being
the cause of a “self-help” system is wrong.

International relations concerns the

relationship between nations, built on the history of their interactions and what states
have learned in the course of these interactions. If states find themselves in a self-help
system, this is due to their previous actions, not to the structure of the system itself –
which is to suggest that it has been, and could still be, something different.
2

Michael J. Glennon, “Why the Security Council failed,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 82, Issue 3 (May/June
2003), p. 6.
3
Kenneth N. Waltz, Man, the State and War: a theoretical analysis (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1959). The anarchy of the system will cause states to distrust and be suspicious of one another. This
threatens any hope of cooperation and, as well, international law.
4
Alexander Wendt, “Anarchy is What States Make of it: The Social Construction of Power Politics”,
International Organization, Vol. 46, No. 2 (Spring, 1992), 391-425.
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Wendt goes on to challenge the assumptions of classical realists like Thucydides,
Hobbes, and Morgenthau who assume that the self-interested state is based on human
nature. Wendt challenges this train of thought with the juxtaposition of identity creation
through either “natural selection” or an evolutionary process, referred to as “cultural
selection.”5 The actions of individuals is not based on their natural alignment of good or
evil, but is based on their learned understandings of themselves and the world.
Thus, international law is not based on interests but on social norms. As Rosalyn
Higgins states, “International law is not rules. It is a normative system.” 6 International
law is the understanding of acceptable conduct in international and transnational
relations.

It creates a more predictable atmosphere where so many variables are

constantly changing.

The purpose of law is to make actions and reactions more

predictable, causing greater stability in an already unstable world.
Constructivism, however, does not go far enough in its assessment of the
international system and state action.

Wendt outlines identity formation as either

stemming from “natural selection” or “cultural selection”. Here, he pins classical realism
against constructivism. While he proves cultural selection to be the more probable cause
of identity formation – with two example mechanisms to construct this: imitation and
social learning – Wendt only understands these with an emphasis on states.7
Constructivism’s main flaw is that it borrows concepts and theories from sociology –
which focuses on individuals’ interactions with one another – and applies them to states,
5

Alexander Wendt, Social Theory of International Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1999), pp. 318-336.
6
Rosalyn Higgins, Problems & Process: International Law and How We Use It (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1994), p.1.
7
Alexander Wendt, Social Theory of International Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1999), pp. 318-336. To prove his theory, he creates a model of interaction between Alter and Ego, often
saying such things as “Ego wants…”, “Alter learns…” and “Ego thinks…”
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which are not unitary in their thought process, as both realists and constructivists
assume.8
The social interaction within the state (and across states) is of paramount
importance to the understanding of the construction of identity, interest, and norms.
Constructivists argue themselves that “norm entrepreneurs” (individuals) are the causes
of norm emergence.9

However, when examining state action and interaction, the

individual is abandoned.

The thought process of states is made up of the social

interaction of individuals – the leaders, their aids, and bureaucratic institutions – which
are also made up of individuals interacting in their own social context – the populace.
All of these individuals have personal perceptions of the world that must be taken into
account – as well as their influence. This is the underlying, but unspoken, assumption of
the “norm entrepreneur.” A state is made up of multiple levels of social interaction;
international relations are thus the top most layer of social interaction. Due to the
complex number of variables that help make up the actions between states and the
adaptability of those variables with one another, the international system constitutes a
complex adaptive system.

THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL SYSTEM
“For international law because of its decentralized character the problem
of change is particularly acute.”
- Jeffrey Golden, “Force and International Law10
8

Thanks to Dr. Chandra Sriram for pointing out that many constructivists have pointed out this flaw. It is
mostly only found in Wendt’s literature, while Finnemore, Sikkink and others have been more observant of
the location of the individual within the international legal process.
9
Martha Finnemore and Kathryn Sikkink, “International Norm Dynamics and Political Change,”
International Organization, Vol. 52, No. 4 (Autumn 1998), p. 895.
10
Jeffrey Golden, “Force and International Law”, in F. S. Northedge (ed.), The Use of Force in
International Relations ( London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1974), p. 217.
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The United Nations Charter is often thought to have established the rule of law in
the contemporary international system. However, questions can and have been asked as
to whether it was successful in establishing an international legal system at all.
Currently, the international legal system is not founded in the United Nations, but rather
in the precedents of action and response, or the norms of interaction; in short, law helps
determine what is expected.
The United Nations failed to establish itself as the foundation of an international
legal system because it was not the authority on acceptable behaviour, but rather a pursuit
of peace by political means.

The founders of the UN attempted to remedy the

miscalculations made with the establishment of the League of Nations, adopting both an
absolute ban on the threat and use of force, under Article 2(4) of the Charter, and a strong
collective security mechanism, under Chapter VII of the Charter, to protect against
threats to global peace and security.11 However, to properly maintain this objective, all
five great powers (P5), endowed with a veto with the collective security mechanism
(aptly named the Security Council), must agree in addition to four other non-permanent
members of the Security Council.12 This stipulation was to guarantee that not only would
the members of the UN never be obligated to take action against a great power, but that
the collective security mechanism would not be abused. Thus, it was thought, Chapter
VII action would be invoked only when it was certain that there had been a breach of
Article 2(4), without an Article 51 (self-defence) exception.

11

Thomas Franck, Recourse to Force: State Action Against Threats and Armed Attacks (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2002), pp. 2-19.
12
It should be noted that the functioning of the UN has evolved so that not all P5 members must agree;
however, to avoid vetoing an agreement but still disagreeing with it, a state can abstain from the vote.
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Not only did the founders not anticipate the Cold War, which froze the
capabilities of the Security Council, but they also failed to predict the deterioration of a
united interest against conflict. During and after the Cold War, the Security Council has
been a mechanism completely paralysed by political disputes. The veto power granted
the P5 gave them greater leverage over one another as well as smaller states. This seems
to uphold the realist proclamation that law mirrors the power hierarchy. However, the
UN is not the establishment of the international legal system, as previously stated,
precisely because of this reflection.

The UN does not recognize acceptable and

unacceptable behaviour (legal and illegal, respectively), but rather has become a political
forum. Furthermore, while Glennon argues that the UN Security Council is defunct
because it does not reflect the current material distribution of power, he is misguided to
think that any proper “international legal institution” (the UNSC) which interprets the
application of the “law” (the implementation of Chapter VII) can function under a great
amount of political division.13
The UN should also not be mislabelled a legal institution but rather a political
forum with a collective security mechanism. While it establishes the International Court
of Justice (ICJ), which under Article 36 of its Statute has jurisdiction concerning
questions about international law, the capabilities of the court are limited as is its
independence from state accountability. Since judges must be approved by both the
General Assembly and Security Council, it is subject to the same politics that bind these

13

Michael J. Glennon, “Why the Security Council failed,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 82, Issue 3 (May/June
2003), p. 6.
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bodies. The ICJ thus becomes a strategic actor weighing the costs and benefits of its
decisions and the language it uses.14
The international legal system is consequently very peculiar. The establishment
of behaviour as acceptable, or law, has many different paths. The secondary norms – that
is, acceptable behaviour to promote acceptable behaviour (to manipulate a concept of
H.L.A. Hart) – are vital in understanding the current international legal system, and in
examining whether law is “epiphenomenal.”
While norm entrepreneurs utilize multiple different avenues of norm creation, this
essay is specifically concerned with the secondary norm of trial and error.15 Trial and
error is a main component of the evolutionary process of the international legal system.
It is where a state proposes that an action can be acceptably justified in a certain way –
usually the state has already acted, or is preparing to act. As Golden notes, “in certain
circumstances force may be the only means by which a state can achieve change, albeit
unlawful, which it deems to be just.”16 This can be illustrated in the India’s justification
of intervention in what would become Bangladesh.

At first, India cited enormous

offences by Pakistan of the Bengali’s human rights as justification for intervention. This
was not well received by the international community. Therefore, India grounded the use

14

This is what Geoffrey Garrett argues concerning the European Court of Justice, although they seem to
apply better to the ICJ than the ECJ without the counter neo-functional analysis of Anne Marie SlaughterBurley, Walter Mattli, Karen Alter, and Eric Stein. See Geoffrey Garrett, “The Politics of Legal Integration
in the European Union” Intenational Organization, Vol 49, No. 1 (Winter, 1995), pp. 171-181. Also note
the length of ICJ decisions against the length of ECJ decisions – the former seems to be more careful and
strategic in its use of language and law: http://www.icj-cij.org/icjwww/idecisions.htm; and
http://www.curia.eu.int/en/content/juris/index.htm, respectively.
15
Martha Finnemore makes no recognition of this norm as a mechanism for change in her final chapter; see
Martha Finnemore, The Purpose of Intervention (London: Cornell University Press, 2003).
16
Golden, “Force and International Law,” p. 217.
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of force on its right to self-defence under Article 51 of the Charter.17 India attempted to
use a norm which it saw as growing within the international community due to the norm
of self-determination, the genocide convention, and de-colonization. However, when this
attempt failed (the trial was found in error), another justification was made based within
the exceptions on the use of force, a more acceptable behaviour for a state.
Trial and error is an important secondary norm because it helps to propose legal
change. Once an un-normative justification is tried, even if found in error, the legal basis
for it comes under investigation by lawyers and scholars. Thus, the justification enters
normative memory, to be re-tried by another state when it seems persuasive. Such has
been the case with humanitarian intervention and pre-emptive self-defence, neither of
which are new to legal discussions. At this point, while the action is not a norm, it has
challenged an established norm. To speak in terms of legislation, this is the point when a
bill is being suggested and voted on to become a law. In the international system, to
“vote” in favour of a norm, one must act in accordance with it; to “vote” against it, one
must object to its use.
International law is therefore a social construct, relying on the social interactions
of states. Of course, the social context of the international system is quite complex, a
state having layers of social interaction between its citizens, some of which escalate to
the social interaction between states.

17

See Franck, Recourse to Force, pp. 139-141; Thomas M. Franck and Nigel S. Rodley, “After
Bangladesh: The Law of Humanitarian Intervention by Military Force,” The American Journal of
International Law, Vol. 67, No. 2 (April, 1973), pp. 275-305; Michael Walzer, Just and Unjust Wars, 2nd
edition (USA: Basic Books, 1977), pp. 105-106.
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THE SOCIAL CONTEXT
“As if relationships between people were susceptible to the same laws that
governed the relationships between atoms and molecules.”
- Douglas Adam, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
The international legal system is determined by the social context of state
interaction.

There are multiple variables of the social context which cannot all be

identified or outlined in this essay, however the main four – identity, order, purpose and
individuals – shall be discussed here. In addition, the social contexts of the domestic and
international spheres will be compared in a ‘domestic analogy’ to illustrate the difference
in state interaction as opposed to interaction on the individual level. The international
system thus constitutes multiple layers of complex adaptive systems; while this means
that it is difficult to discern cause and effect of any interaction, it is not impossible. The
following constructivists’ accounts will highlight the effects of changing purpose, order,
and norms, while the historical accounts will illustrate the individuals place within these
changing components.

The Domestic Analogy
When speaking of international law, scholars may invoke the ‘domestic analogy’
to propose the possibility of transferring the relationship between peoples under the law,
to the relationship between states under the law.18 Proponents of the ‘domestic analogy’
highlight the similarities that exist between the order between people and the order
between states. After a realist has used examples of state breaches of international law to
demonstrate its ineffectiveness, domestic analogists might remark, “People break

18

For a discussion of the ‘domestic analogy’ debate, see Hidemi Suganami, The Domestic Analogy and
World Order Proposals (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989).
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domestic law all the time, and nobody says that it’s ineffective.” While this last remark
does demonstrate the power of norms in the domestic sphere, there are some major
differences between the two spheres that will underscore the social context of state
interaction.
First, everyone, that is, all 200+ states, is a part of the legislative process.
Depending on the norm, the breakdown of power in this legislative process varies.
Which is why many have come to the conclusion that international law is merely a byproduct of material power – in a sense, epiphenomenal.
Second, everyone interacts only on occasion, and some more with a few than with
others. This is essential in differing domestic interaction from international interaction.
The international differences that separate one state, ethnicity, race, religion, language,
and history from the next are significant enough to change the amount of interactions.
Thus, one “person” in the domestic analogy may stay in their “house” longer than others,
who may enjoy a “night out” once and a while.
Third, everyone is schizophrenic. There are thousands of voices that make up
every states action. How many voices influence and what voices are loudest differ in
each state and at each time. While in a democracy, there are voices of the people, subgovernments, media, businesses, executive, legislature, bureaucracies, and military, just
to name a few. The power of each of these voices differs based on state construction and
based on time and interest.
Fourth, everyone varies in size and vulnerability. The international community is
full of giants, dwarfs, and paraplegics. Some have greater vulnerability than others, as
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well as different strengths. Britain’s vulnerability is much larger than China’s, yet their
material power is not so different.
Fifth and finally, everyone is not divided into political parties. While states may
divide themselves into allies, enemies and blocs, this identity is not always clear. As is,
states have to figure this out on their own, allowing them to re-conceptualize it at any
time, as, arguably, the Soviet Union did to end the Cold War.
Thus, the social context of the state interaction can be understood as a cluster of
complex adaptive systems operating within a greater complex adaptive system.19 The
main components identified in this comparison are interest, power, order, identity,
purpose, and individuals. Realists have devoted much time to power and interest, and so
only the last four shall be included in the following analysis.

Order and Identity20
Finnemore recognizes that the international order, or the political atmosphere and
make-up of state interaction, has, throughout time, been changing itself, from the
eighteenth century balance-of-power, the Concert of Europe, the Cold War’s spheres-ofinfluence, to the current system with greater respect to the conceptual relationships than
material power. International order should not be confused with the international legal
system; the former refers to the political breakdown, the latter to acceptable behaviour,

19

I am forever indebted to Michael Schönstein for identifying my theory as a complex adaptive systems
theory.
20
This section shall use concepts elaborated in Jutta Weldes, Constructing National Interests: The United
States and the Cuban Missile Crisis (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1999); Martha
Finnemore, The Purpose of Intervention, 2003; Alexander Wendt, Social Theory of International Politics,
1999.
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which must encompass order, as well as purpose, norms, identities, and interests.21 Since
politics and law are both taken into account and influence one another, the distinction
between the two can often be blurred. As Finnemore demonstrates in her analysis of
these different historical orders, politics is greatly influenced by the application of
identity. Thus, the international order and politics in general can be considered a social
construct.
Weldes uses this concept to argue that the Cuban Missile Crisis only occurred
because of US identity.22 The US had always conceived of the USSR as an aggressive
power, seeking to gain the upper-hand against the US. This identity is fuelled by the
realist paradigm; in a sense, to quote Wendt, “realism is a self-fulfilling prophecy.”23 If
the US had realized the true intentions of the USSR, that is, to prevent another US
invasion, the whole crisis might have been averted. This is to suggest that not only what
the Cuban Missile Crisis conceptualized, but the Cold War and all international orders are
based on social conceptions, or constructions
Realists misunderstand the international order, however, and claim that it is
determined by the material distribution of power. And so, if order is considered to reflect
power distribution, and interest reflects the pursuit of power, law must also reflect the
power structure because states are mostly concerned with power and the powerful would
not have it any other way. Realists, as it was noted, are power obsessive. This is why
they believe that law reflects the international order, or is epiphenomenal. This is not to

21

While Finnemore has identified and documented many of these changes, she defines the international
order as “the regularized patterns of behaviour among states” which can easily be confused with the
international legal system.
22
See Weldes, Constructing National Interests
23
Wendt, “Anarchy is What States Make of It,” p. 410.
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say that material power is of no importance; it is a factor among many that help
determine the conceptual understandings of individuals that create the identities of states.

Individuals and Purpose24
Realists and constructivists alike understand the state as a unitary actor.
However, the reason for such a belief is due to the concept of organizational actor which
Wendt discusses and defends.25 Wendt maintains that states functions in relations with
one another primarily because there are established institutions which collect information
and create identities and interests for the state. In addition, these identities and interests
are disseminated into the culture of the state, guaranteeing the continuity of state action.
Wendt is correct in assuming that the bureaucratic institutions help to maintain the
interests and identity of the state. After all, these establishments collect information
concerning states and state action, make recommendations on the course of action, and do
well to maintain the security imaginary of the state.26 Nevertheless, individuals have a
larger role in establishing and changing the purposes of state action.27
While within a society, even an epistemic community, there exist shared norms,
values, and ideas; there also exist debates over theory, interpretation, and application.
This is where individuals become the important element within the state; they can decide
the purpose of state action. While the international legal system defines what behaviour
24

This section shall use the historical accounts of Richard Clarke, Against All Enemies: Inside America’s
War on Terror (New York: Free Press, 2004); Bob Woodward, Bush at War (London: Pocket, 2003);
Barbara Tuchman, The Guns of August (New York: MacMillan Company, 1962). If realists are allowed to
invoke Thucydides’ History as document of how states behave, no one can object to my use of these three
historical accounts to illustrate my point.
25
See Wendt, Social Theory of International Politics, Ch. 7.
26
The “security imaginary” is a term used by Jutta Weldes which there is little time to explain. It is
basically the lens through which a state views and understands the world. Weldes, Constructing National
Interests
27
Purpose can be differentiated from interests; purpose considers the tools used to pursue or attain interests.
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is acceptable, purpose determines how that behaviour should be used.

Purpose is

important in defining how certain behaviour is viewed and understood. If the purpose is
just, the behaviour may become legal. For example, self-defence is a legal purpose for
the use of force. In more current times, the interest of the War on Terror has been to
bring an end to terrorism; the purpose of the War on Terror is defined in the Bush
Doctrine.
The individual’s place in creating purposes has been downplayed by many
international relations scholars, but not so much by historians. Both Bob Woodward and
Richard Clarke illustrate how important the identification of this purpose was to the Bush
administration; in both, an emphasis is placed on Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld
and his protégé Paul Wolfowitz in establishing an identification of the enemy and ways in
which to attack them.28 Barbara Tuchman emphasises the individual’s influence in
purpose and application in World War I, where the German purpose was the Schlieffen
Plan enacted (perhaps weakly) by Moltke, who helped carefully craft its execution.29 The
behaviour of states (the invasion of a neutral territory or the identification of terrorists
and “those who harbour them” as the same) could be seen as acceptable depending on the
purpose (to quickly defeat an enemy and decrease the loss of human life or to
successfully combat a “threat to peace and security”, respectively).

ARE THE USE OF FORCE NORMS CHANGING?
In January 2003, Richard Haass, Director of Policy Planning at the State
Department, proclaimed that there existed three exceptions to the rule of non-

28
29

See Woodward, Bush at War; and Clarke, Against All Enemies.
See Tuchman, Guns of August.
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intervention: stopping genocide, combating terrorism, and preventing the spread of
weapons of mass destruction (WMDs).30 “With rights come obligations. Sovereignty is
not absolute.

It is conditional.”

From Haass’s remarks, it seems that the US is

attempting to change the international normative legal system’s historical stance on
sovereignty. The three instances mentioned were also the three purposes behind the use
of force over the past five years: Kosovo (1999), Afghanistan (2001), and Iraq (2003).
Here, the US is demonstrating “trial and error”; the extent to which these attempts can be
considered successful shall be examined below.

Humanitarian Intervention
As Finnemore and Franck have noted, there is a trend in state behaviour that
suggests humanitarian intervention is becoming more acceptable.31 During the sphere-ofinfluence order of the Cold War, two significant attempts at justifying humanitarian
intervention were made: India in Bangladesh, and, as it may be argued, Tanzania in
Uganda.32 Finnemore believes these cases did not successfully justify themselves under
humanitarian law because of the “norms about legitimate intervention”, or purpose, in
addition, it is also likely that humanitarian justifications were not used due to the order of
the international system at the time. The response by the Security Council and General
Assembly to India’s intervention of what was then Pakistan sent a clear message that

30

Richard N. Haass, “Sovereignty: Existing Rights, Evolving Responsibilities,” Remarks at Georgetown
University (Jan. 14, 2003), found at www.state.gov/s/p/rem/2003/16648pf.htm.
31
See Finnemore, The Purpose of Intervention, 2004; and Thomas M. Franck, “Lessons of Kosovo,” The
American Journal of International Law, Vol. 93, No. 4 (Oct. 1999), pp. 857-860.
32
While India made attempts at justifying intervention in humanitarian terms, Tanzania made no such
claims. It is the claims of the post-intervention regime that makes this intervention arguably humanitarian.
See. Finnemore, The Purpose of Intervention, 2004, pp. 75-77.
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humanitarian justifications did not constitute a purpose for intervening.33

Thus,

humanitarian intervention was deemed unacceptable behaviour and therefore illegal. At
the same time, Pakistan had the support of Beijing and Washington; this was after Nixon
had re-established ties with China and the Cold War was quite hot.

The US was

constrained not to damage its relationship with China and Pakistan by showing support
for the humanitarian purpose, and used the traditional norm of sovereignty to sustain its
position within the order.
In the post-Cold War order, however, three (arguably more) humanitarian
interventions, all US led, have occurred: Somalia, Bosnia, and Kosovo. A change in
order, here, transformed US identity and interest and allowed for the purpose of
intervention to change for the Western world. It should be noted that the rejection of the
humanitarian purpose in 1971 was done under a Nixon Presidency, while the majority of
interventions in the ‘90s occurred under the Clinton Administrations.34

Many

components of the social context – namely order, purpose, leadership, identity, and
interest – had changed; thus, it became possible to challenge the precedent.
The global response to the 1999 NATO intervention held that the allies were in
breach of the norm of sovereignty. Now often classified as “illegal but justified”, the
action still initiates debates over sovereignty and humanitarian law. W. Michael Reisman
believes that the current use of the term sovereignty, that is, the authority and
unequivocal jurisdiction over a land and people, is an anachronism that must be revised.
In his view, the term sovereignty has changed; political authority no longer resides with
the sovereign ordained by God, but it rests with the people – popular sovereignty.
33

Franck, Recourse to Force, 2003, pp. 141-142.
While the Somalia intervention began under George H. W. Bush, its tactical elements and complexity (as
well as withdrawal) took place while Bill Clinton was president.
34
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Therefore, any abuse of the people’s human rights constitutes a breach of popular
sovereignty. Consequently, outside forces are obligated by international law to restore
the sovereign integrity of the state.35 By such reasoning, humanitarian intervention
should be considered acceptable.
However, sovereignty is a deep rooted norm which has developed over a long
period of time.36 It is a part of the duty, responsibility, and prestige of statehood – a
reason why many states are so apprehensive about the possibility of it being restricted.
Nevertheless, if Daniel Philpott’s account is to be understood correctly, it is possible that
a norm, having been constructed over time, might be deconstructed, or that another norm
might be constructed to replace it.
Accordingly, there is an argument for a change in the normative system
concerning humanitarian intervention. First, there are many documented declarations and
conventions whose spirit has human rights and humanitarian law at its core.37

In

addition, humanitarian intervention could be seen as a development from the norm of
self-determination and decolonization.38 While the international normative system of law
is an evolutionary process, the acceptance of a new legal norm does not result from
tendencies (though these may assist the argument for change), but can only come about
with states’ acceptance.

35

W. Michael Reisman, “Sovereignty and Human Rights in Contemporary International Law”, The
American Journal of International Law, Vol. 84, No. 4 (October, 1990), pp. 866-876.
36
See Daniel Philpott, Revolutions in Sovereignty: How Ideas Shaped Modern International Relations
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001); and Andreas Osiander, “Sovereignty, International
Relations, and the Westphalian Myth,” International Organization, Vol 55, No. 2 (Spring, 2001), pp. 251274. for a discussion about the establishment of sovereignty.
37
These are briefly the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Genocide Convention, and four
Geneva Conventions, the Convention Against Torture, and the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
38
Antonio Cassese, International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), p. 322.
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At the same time, the NATO’s conduct in protecting the Kosovars has come
under controversy, dividing opinions when thinking about just war.39

While these

opinions concern jus in bello and this essay is mostly concerned with jus ad bellum these
are only of interest here because they influenced the possible change in norm. Because it
is ambiguous whether the NATO action can be considered just in view of possible
breaches in humanitarian law in the conduct of the intervention, or the application of the
purpose, the proposition for a change in the normative system is weakened.
So, despite an independent report claimed the Kosovo action justified, using
sovereignty terms to create a “responsibility to protect” clause, the international
community does not seem prepared to accept intervention with humanitarian purpose as
acceptable behaviour.40 Moreover, realists might proclaim that NATO action in Kosovo
was the powerful disregarding law to pursue their “interests”.

However, this is

unfounded, as NATO action was done in the spirit of establishing new norms on the
purpose of intervention.

Pre-emptive self-defence
The debates over the use of pre-emptive self-defence mostly concern legitimacy
and the question of reasonable threat. While acceptable behaviour with respect to selfdefence is still grounded in Article 51 of the UN Charter, the argument for a change in
this norm has been made in the past. In the Caroline incident, US Secretary of State

39

See Michael Ignatieff, Virtual War: Kosovo and beyond (London: Chatto & Windus, 2000); James Der
Derian, Virtuous War: Mapping the military-industrial-media-entertainment network (Oxford: Westview
Press, 2001); and Christopher Coker, Humane Warfare (London: Routledge, 2001).
40
International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty, The Responsibility to Protect, (Ottawa,
International Development Research Centre, 2001), available at http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/icissciise/pdf/Commission-Report.pdf.
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Daniel Webster concluded that anticipatory self-defence was acceptable when it was
“instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means and no moment for deliberation.”41
The World Court reaffirmed Webster’s claim that self-defence allows “nothing
unreasonable or excessive” in the Nicaragua v. United States ruling; here, it proclaimed
that Article 51 only applied to attacks that were significant in “scale and effects.”42 The
World Court, however, allowed for some leeway in consideration of anticipatory selfdefence in its 1996 Advisory Opinion on the Legality of the Use of Nuclear Weapons in
Armed Conflict. It concluded that self-defence could be invoked if a significant threat
was recognized to the continued existence of the state, but the possession of nuclear
weapons alone did not constitute such a threat.43 While this constitutes the legalist
argument for the use of anticipatory and even pre-emptive self-defence, it does not
explain whether states would accept such behaviour as acceptable.
Indeed, in two cases, Israel used pre-emptive self-defence as justification for its
actions: the Six-Day War and the 1981 bombing of Osirak reactor near Baghdad. In the
more recent case, there was strong condemnation of the action by both the Security
Council and General Assembly, showing the international communities disapproval of
Israel’s behaviour. However, as Franck argues, this is possibly due, not to the acceptance
of pre-emptive self-defence, but because Israel was unable to convince the international
community that a likely attack was imminent, or that a threat existed.44

41

Quoted in Franck, Recourse to Force, 2002, p. 98; and Frederic L. Kirgis, “Pre-emptive Action to
Forestall Terrorism”, ASIL Insights (June, 2002), found at www.asil.org/insights/insigh88.htm.
42
Steven R. Ratner, “Jus ad Bellum and Jus in Bello after September 11,” American Joural of International
Law, Vol. 96, No. 4 (October 2002), p. 907.
43
In fact, they never made clear what did constitute a threat to the continued existence of the state. See
Judith Hippler Bello and Peter H. F. Bekker, “Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons,” The
American Journal of International, Vol. 91, No. 1 (Jan, 1997), pp. 126-133; and Franck, Recourse to
Force, 2002, p. 98.
44
Ibid, p. 106.
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In a changed social context, the US, in its September 2002 National Security
Strategy, made the case for the use of pre-emptive strikes to combat terrorism.45 Reisman
makes the claim that the use of pre-emptive self-defence against terrorists is a necessity –
an argument that surely delights realists.46 However, Reisman is mistaken to make this
claim. It is the constructed norms, identities, and interests of Reisman and the US that
cause such a claim to be made under the banner of necessity. Instead of claiming a right
to pre-emptive self-defence, the War on Terror could be used as a justification for attacks
on an enemy. What argument the international community is more likely to accept is up
for debate; however, the possibility exists.
At the same time, the US’s first use of the Bush doctrine was against Iraq.
Richard Clarke maintains that many of the assumptions the US had concerning the
imminence of the Iraqi threat were unfounded and very conceptual. He highlights Paul
Wolfowitz’s urges to include states who harbour terrorists (as he says, like Iraq) as
targets in the Bush policy.47 In addition, Bush’s own personal opinions concerning
Saddam Hussein were very negative: “This is the guy that tried to kill my dad at one
time.”48 Such sentiments within the individual leadership of the United States illuminates
the identity the US placed not only on Iraq but on Saddam Hussein, allowing them to
quickly deduce Iraq’s interests from inconclusive evidence.
This is important because the inconclusiveness of the evidence is why the
proposed US action did not receive international support or a UN mandate. Thus, it was
45

Kirgis, “Pre-emptive Action to Forestall Terrorism”, 2002.
W. Michael Reisman, “Assessing Claims to Revise the Laws of War,” The American Journal of
International Law, Vol. 97, No. 1 (January 2003), pp. 82-90.
47
Clarke, Against All Enemies. In fact, Clarke held that many of Wolfowitz’s arguments were based on
theories that Clarke himself had investigated and disproved in his time involved in counter-terrorism.
48
Remarks made in Houston in September 2002, “Bush could order assassination of Saddam,” The Times
of India (Feburary 26, 2003), found at http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow/38634664.cms
46
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difficult to discern whether a lack of support for US action was based on a lack of
evidence or on a lack of legality. However, on Tuesday, 30 November 2004, a UN panel
declared:
In a world full of perceived potential threats, the risk to the global order
and the norm of non-intervention on which it continues to be based, is too
great for the legality of unilateral preventive action, as distinct from
collectively endorsed action, to be accepted … The international
community has to be concerned about terrorists, weapons of mass
destruction, and irresponsible states, which may conceivably justify the
use of force, not just reactively but preventively and before a latent threat
becomes imminent.49
Thus, while the panel emphasised the norm of non-intervention, they recognized the
legitimacy of pre-emptive, and even preventive, military action.
However, the international community’s acceptance of pre-emptive or preventive
self-defence is ambiguous at best. Deliberation over the invasion of Iraq continued for
nearly a year, diminishing the justification by the standards of the Caroline incident. At
the same time, it seems, with the recent UN panel’s report, that the international
community may support the changing norm of pre-emption, although not in the case of
Iraq.
While realists might contend that this is proof of the failure of law, that law must
be grounded in the power hierarchy of the international system to be successful, they are
incorrect to jump to such conclusions.50 As the National Security Strategy demonstrates,
the US wanted to change what was acceptable behaviour;51 they did not feel they were in
breach of the law, but acting within the spirit of the law.

49

Quoted from James Bone, “UN delivers rebuke to White House,” The Times (Dec. 1, 2004), p. 37.
emphasis added.
50
As Glennon does in Glennon, “Why the Security Council failed”, 2003.
51
Kirgis, “Pre-emptive Action to Forestall Terrorism”, 2002. Whether they deemed that pre-emptive selfdefence was acceptable for everyone to use as justification is up to interpretation.
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CONCLUSION
In sum, law is the understood acceptable behaviour between states in existence to make
relations more predictable. The UN, however, is not a legal institution, but a political
forum; thus, the international legal system is established by precedents of an actionreaction relationship. A change in the social context of the international system often
causes a need for change in the international legal system. A change in the legal system
can often be accomplished by using the trial and error method, as occurred in the recent
Kosovo and Iraq conflicts. While this essay concludes that the Kosovo and Iraq conflicts
were illegal, it is felt that these are merely attempts to change the current laws concerning
intervention and self-defence.

Both were unsuccessful in this pursuit because of

entrenched conflicting norms and how the pursuits were carried out. Overall, it can be
concluded that law is not epiphenomenal as realists understand it, but changes according
to the required transformations in the international social context.
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An Analysis of Tenor Saxophonist Joe Henderson's Composition and Improvisation
on 'Recordame' (Page One, 1963): The Sonic Architecture of a Master Improviser

The late tenor saxophonist Joe Henderson had been a widely respected and influential
presence on the San Francisco jazz scene since his move from New York City in the early 1970s.
He was a consistent presence in the major jazz clubs and festivals locally and internationally from
the mid 1960s to his passing in 2001. Page One in 1963 was his first album as a leader. This
analytic paper examines Henderson’s improvisation on the form and composition of his original
work ‘Recordame’ from that recording.
Though Henderson’s rhythmic approach was enmeshed in the hard-bop style of players
like Sonny Rollins, this analysis demonstrates that his style moved beyond conventional jazz
improvisation. Henderson’s improvising is shown to be made up of several organizing factors.
Along with the use of traditional analysis that examines theoretical devices like motivic
development, imitation and sequence, analytic tools adapted from Sonic Design assist in
revealing Henderson’s use of textural and spatial manipulation within his solo.
Through a unique methodology adapted from Structural Hearing by Felix Salzer, in a
move that is rare in jazz analysis, the paper also reveals the existence of fundamental linear
structures throughout Henderson’s solo. The results illustrate that Henderson’s improvising was
imbued with an innate melodic logic beyond the immediately visible improvisational approach.
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Between the two plays, Tragedy of King Christophe and A Season in the Congo,
which were written three years apart from each other (1963 and 1966), one may be
tempted to find some progression or evolution in the playwright’s ideas and techniques.
Nevertheless, Césaire himself clearly dissuaded the reader/spectator to see any such
changes in the two works, but rather, he encouraged him/her to discover common points
of similarity. First, those plays share the fact that they were written during an historical
period when many French colonies were declaring their independence from France and
were facing questions of national, cultural and racial identity. In 1958, already, Guinea
inaugurated the new era of decolonization by opting for an immediate independence after
the referendum proposed by France. As an “écrivain engagé” (committed writer) Aimé
Césaire was closely and enthusiastically following those political events which would
soon lead to the end of the colonizing era. In October 1961 he conveyed his intention to
write Tragedy of King Christophe in an interview where he expressed himself in those
terms: “I am preparing a new play…King Christophe…. Its framework, which is
altogether mythical, historical and political, appears very suitable to introduce the
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problem of decolonization in the Africa of 1961. As a matter of fact, after the revolution,
King Christophe took charge of the country and his failures demonstrate that it is easier
to grab hold of one’s independence than to build a world on new bases” (Sieger :67, my
translation). The success of Césaire’s play when it was performed for the first time in
1963 encouraged him to write another one which would deal in a more contemporary
fashion with the same subject. To do so, he borrowed directly from the everyday news in
the Congo, which resulted in the publication and performance of A Season in the Congo
in 1966. Although the characters of Christophe and Lumumba are separated by two
hundred years of history and the distance of a great ocean, it still remains that their period
and region are marked by the same ideals and the same problematics.

Obviously,

Lumumba cannot be a complete replica of Christophe, but both of them represent a very
specific identical historical moment where they find themselves confronted to the
problems of power and all the difficulties attached to the emergence of a new nation. The
main questions we will therefore address are the following: how is Césaire representing
the complexities of decolonization in those two plays? Did he choose to follow the
traditional conventions of dramatic realism? If not, which provocative and revolutionary
aesthetic did he derive his inspiration from?

Before we can begin responding in detail to these questions, we must underline a
definite element of influence in Césaire’s literary production. It is important to remember
that Césaire and André Breton were contemporaries. They met for the first time in
Martinique in 1941 and, as the critic Michèle Praeger explains it, “Césaire was struck by
the freedom and beauty of Breton’s dream, saluted him as a brother in poetry, and from
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then on bore the mark of the Surrealist revelation” (Praeger :73).

The admiration

between the two men was mutual as testifies Breton’s preface of Césaire’s 1947 edition
of Cahier d’un retour au pays natal (Notebook of a Return to My Native Land) where he
calls Césaire “un grand poète noir” (“a great black poet”).

As Breton’s Surrealist

Manifesto of 1924 explains it, Surrealism is the mode of expression of the functioning of
thought in the absence of all control exercised by reason. Surrealism, therefore, is based
on the belief in the superior reality of certain forms of free associations, in the
omnipotence of dreams as well as the free functioning of the instinctual urges of the
human mind. In this regard, Surrealism finds its roots in Freud’s theories insofar as
Freud had already established the connection between unconscious thoughts and human
behavior and he had also advocated uncensored expression and dream analysis to reveal
the domain of the unconscious.

So, why did Césaire embrace Surrealism so

wholeheartedly? It is precisely this concept of the unconscious, seen as both a liberating
and a rejuvenating force, which attracted Césaire to this movement. Not only did it
appear to him as a means to externalize his revolt against the Western world but it also
leant itself as a unique instrument at his disposal to recapture his long lost roots. If
colonization and the horrors of two World Wars were the result of the rational mind,
might not irrational thought and the world of images and symbols pertaining to dream
states be used as the natural antidote to those social and political problems?

The

surrealist method revealed the secret energies of the unconscious, which opened the way
to a new freedom and liberation from the cultural alienation imposed by the colonial rule
and the established socio-economic structures of the traditional European order. As
Suzanne Césaire declares it in her article published in one of the first issues of Tropiques,
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“Surrealism is like a breath of fresh hope…it must reopen the roads of yesterday and
tomorrow and reconnect forgotten bonds…very clear roads where man, freed from the
obstacles of time and space, can see clearly in his past which is also his future” (Suzanne
Césaire: 3, my translation).

In other words, Surrealism offers superior means of

liberation enabling the writer to become the prophet of a new more just and liberated
world (both personal and political) by unlocking the treasures of the unconscious which
Cartesian logic had long kept captive. Aimé Césaire himself expressed his views in a
letter in June 1959 where he wrote: “Images are never arbitrary…They are the language
of the unconscious

which expresses itself with its symbols and its own logic…Images

are rooted in the collective unconscious

and, therefore, they are universal, just as the

language of dreams which is the same for all people, beyond the diversity of languages
and of ways of life” (Kesteloot: 238, my translation). Then, the question that we could
ask ourselves is the following: what are those symbols and images rooted in the collective
unconscious which Césaire uses in his two plays in order to enhance the theme of
decolonization and the quest for a new identity on the part of the emerging nations of
Haiti and the Congo?

First, we will try to find a common denominator in Césaire’s treatment of his two
heroes, Christopher and Lumumba. In both cases, the depiction of their duties and
responsibilities appear to be indissociably linked to an idealized vision.

A simple

etymological look at the meaning of Christopher (bearer of God), immediately surround
the role of the leader with an aura of mysticism and confers upon him a spiritual
dimension. In Tragedy of King Christophe, this idealized concept of the leader is even
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further emphasized by the fact that it is juxtaposed to the ridiculous and grotesque names
of the Court members: le Duc de la Limonade (Duke of Lemonade), le Duc de Dondon
(Duke of the Fat Lady), le Comte de Trou Bonbon (Count of Candy Hole), le Duc de la
Marmelade (Duke of Marmelade). The images which their names evoke refer to a
material world of prosaic and anonymous junk food, which only accentuates the disparity
existing between the glorification of the king and the inadequacy of the members of his
Court. As a parallel to this aggrandized image of the king, A Season in the Congo
presents Lumumba with the same degree of idealism and absolute since his name remains
unchanged until the end of the play and does not mutate into an altered and degraded
form as those of the other characters. For instance, Kasavubu, Tschombe and King
Baudoin see their real family name change respectively into Kala-Lubu, Tzumbi and
Basilio.

The deformation of these proper names could very well be interpreted

symbolically as a gesture depriving these men of their identities, these men who betrayed
the Lumumbist struggle, which would therefore disqualify them to function as true
champions of the new Congo.

In both plays, the idealism and quality of transcendence which animates the new
leaders, Christophe and Lumumba, are further reinforced and magnified when contrasted
with the condition they suffered during the colonial rule in Haiti and the Congo. In
Tragedy of King Chritophe, the king denounces vehemently the abuses to which he and
his people have been submitted when they were reduced to the level and status of subhuman species by their oppressors. In Act I, scene 7, he explodes with short sentences
conveying his incisively accusatory tone:
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In the past, our names have been stolen!
Our pride!
Our nobility!
In the middle of the banquet which has been prepared to celebrate the first anniversary of
the king’s coronation, the atmosphere of joy and festivity disintegrates suddenly when
King Christophe engages in a dialogue which disintegrates into an outburst of anger and
resentment towards the past: “Who will believe that all the men have been deported, sold,
reduced to slavery and collectively treated like animals… the total humiliation, the vast
insult that they all have received…” (Act I, scene 7). Similarly, in Act I, scene 6 of A
Season in the Congo, when Lumumba addresses the crowds as a response to the
declaration of independence announced by the king of Belgium, the same outrage and
accusation is expressed:
We are the people who have been dispossessed, beaten, mutilated; the people whom
the conquerors treated as inferiors, in whose faces they spat. A people of kitchen
boys, house boys, laundry boys, in short, a people of boys, of yes-bwanas and anyone
who wanted to prove that a man is not necessarily a man could take us as an example.
The connectedness of the hero with the past of his people, and the recognition of
the inequalities and suffering endured by them, is ultimately the force which leads him to
make the choice of an uncompromised idealism…as if this choice was in direct reaction
and counterpart to the many years of slavery and colonialism. Césaire accentuates the
noble and lofty nature of the hero’s aspirations by associating his dreams to aerodynamic
elements or by using images taken from the animal domain of birds. In Tragedy of King
Christophe, for instance, we encounter images of air, light and sun each time more
promising tomorrows are being envisaged. At the end of Act III, scene 8, the air/bird
component takes its full dimension when Christophe persists in wanting to gather his
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troops although they have long abandoned him. He refuses to acknowledge reality,
wrapping himself in his unchanged and forceful idealized vision of the world. In that
scene, the extravagance of Christophe’s ethereal view is reinforced by the introduction of
several birds --a kingfisher, a rooster and a toucan—flying in the same rhythm as the
drummers to whom he seems to associate himself when he says: “My children, when I
die, the great drummer will not make any more sound!” Likewise, at the end of Act I,
scene 8, in A Season in the Congo, the Sanza player sings a song about Lumumba where
the image of the bird is used repeatedly, reflecting and emphasizing the idealistic nature
of his character:
…A little bird is flitting
Forgetful of snares,
Forgetting the blowpipe.
Birdbrain, says the trap.
The bird has forgotten the trap,
The trap remembers the bird.
In this song, though, the materially grounded images of the “snares”, “blowpipe” and
“trap” already point towards the limits and obstacles opposed to the birdlike quality of
Lumumba’s highly flying dreams and aspirations for the Congo. They represent, of
course, the intention of the ex-colonial powers to exploit any sign of weakness on the part
of Lumumba as a means to reestablish and sustain their rule of domination.

In opposition to this list of birds evoking the soulful grandeur of the leader,
Césaire makes use of their negative counterpart when the enemies of King Christophe are
portrayed, for instance. They are associated to subterranean species such as “worms” and
“termites” which live in the obscurity of the underground. Similarly, in A Season in the
Congo, Patrice Lumumba’s wife, Pauline, uses identical images of “termites”, “toads”
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and “spiders” when she refers to the authors of the plot organized against her husband in
Act II, scene 8: “Patrice, I am afraid. Oh God! I can feel the knives of hatred in the
darkness, and everywhere I see termites, toads, spiders, the crawling vermin of envy.
Patrice, I can see their filthy plots tightening around you…” Those insects and
amphibians -- generally hideous, repulsive and relegated to hidden underground or
underwater space -- offer a seizing contrast to the grace, lightness and freedom of
mobility of the bird species to which both Christophe and Lumumba are associated.
These metaphorical references to animals are in such an abundant number in A Season in
the Congo that they have inspired some critics to discern in this play a “symbolic
bestiary” (Pestre de Almeida :93). Additionally, we could view this omnipresent use of
animal images as an attempt on the part of Césaire to “negrify” and “animate” (Pallister:
19) the postcolonial world by reclaiming and recapturing some of its pre-colonial
animistic past.

The question arising now is the following: does this great idealism, which
Christophe and Lumumba embrace, have dimensions which are actually human? Or, does
it place the leader in such a high degree of expectations that he becomes blind to the
limitations of reality and the limitations of his own people? To respond to this question,
we will examine the nature of this idealism in the two plays. As it appears, both heroes
are obsessed by such a sense of the absolute that they become oblivious to the element of
temporality in which reality is normally inscribed. Both heroes are haunted by a desire to
accelerate the natural rhythm of events. Christophe, for instance, decides to have his
people build a gigantic citadel as a symbol of the liberation of his race, and he is
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determined to have the project accomplished within a minimum time frame. He is so
eager to see this monument finished that he shouts: “For the citadel, we have to go faster
and faster. We should use all the forces available in the country; I say all of them,
including women and children!” (Act II, scene 2). It is the same kind of haste and
ignorance of the constraints of time that we encounter when Lumumba addresses his
ministers:
You have no right to rest. You’re here to serve the Congo twenty-four hours a day…
Private life is out… They say I’m trying to go too fast. Well, you no-good snails, let
me tell you this. We’ve got to go fast; we’ve got to go too fast. Do you know how
much time I have to catch up with fifty years of history? (Act I, scene 8)
and, further, he compares the Congo to a seed which, in the course of a day, would
become an entire forest: “The Congo, you see, is a country where things go fast. A seed
in the ground today, tomorrow a bush, no, tomorrow a forest. In any case, the things that
move quickly will keep on moving quickly. Don’t count on me to slow them down” (Act
III, scene 2). Until his last breath, Lumumba fights desperately against time which he
thinks is his worst enemy, as he laments towards the end of the play: “I hate time. I
detest your slowly” (Act III, scene 2).

It is not only the temporal element of reality that is ignored by Christophe and
Lumumba. In the same manner, they both elude the spatial element contained in reality.
They are so preoccupied by their global vision of events that they forget about the
immediate political and geographic reality surrounding them. This universal view is
especially apparent in A Season in the Congo when Lumumba denounces all the crimes
against humanity committed during the colonial age. He mentions Rhodesia, Angola,
San Tome, South Africa…and, with this long list, almost forgets the Congo. Until the
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last act, he persists in cultivating Pan-Africanism, as his categorical and all-encompassing
discourse, as he says: “I speak, and I give Africa back to herself. I speak and I give
Africa to the world” (Act III, scene 2).

This tragic, callous disregard for humanity inevitably extends itself to immediate
practical realities, the population of both Haiti and the Congo. In both plays, the people
first collaborate to the ideals of their new leader but progressively lose faith in them.
Christophe, for instance, is able to convince the entire population of the island to
participate in the building effort of the citadel only to see them abandon it in the end.
Lumumba’s fate follows the same course as he witnesses those who were his closest
collaborators organize a plot against him.

In both plays, however, the voice of the people is always present. They are
represented by Hugonin (the king’s fool – always a key figure to the truth in theater
literature), or the crowds organizing the cock-fights in Haiti, and by the sanza player, or
the waitresses in the Congo. The critic Timothy Scheie explains that the sanza player
songs, which are frequently between the scenes, can create a “Brechtian alienation
effect”. (Scheie: 112)Since the sanza player remains “generally disengaged from the
events as they unfold…his commentary therefore springs more from the position of a
spectator watching the action and less from that of a character actively participating in
represented events” (Scheie :112). This Brechtian staging technique disrupts the realistic
progression of the plot and allows the spectator to take his own distance and exercise his
own judgment.
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Some characters, such as Mme Christophe and Pauline Lumumba, more directly
voice the disenchantment of the people as they maintain a critical eye on the immoderate
actions of their husbands. In this respect, Mme Christophe is particularly interesting as
she expresses her disapproval at the end of Act I by telling king Christophe that he is like
a “fig tree” stifling all the vegetation around him. The use of this image takes a special
value since this tree is often used in totemic identification in Africa, and since we know
that Césaire himself asserted in Cahier d’un retour au pays natal that his negritude is a
“tree” (Cahier :75) rooted in the African soil. But, Mme Christophe subverts this positive
image by adding that it kills all life around it… she is, of course, alluding here to the
excesses of her husband who finally turns into a tyrant, isolating himself more and more
from his own people.

Becoming themselves tyrannically (and narcissistically) no less unjust and
oppressive than the colonial powers which they had set out to replace, Christophe and
Lumumba are also ultimately rejected by their own people. By the end of the play they
both inevitably assume a tragic and fatal destiny: Christophe commits suicide and
Lumumba is assassinated. Césaire’s ultimate political theme in both these plays clearly
appears to be that regardless of how high, how noble and idealistic the visionary
pretenses of certain leaders might be, they cannot survive without the adhesion of the will
of the people and a willingness to compromise with time, space, and the everyday
common realities of the common man.
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Communication: The Glue that Binds Media-Political Relations
Abstract
Research indicates good communication skills are essential to good relationships, and
political relationships prove no exception. Indeed, the phrase “the art of politics” implies
politicians’ communication and interpersonal skills are as critical as their cognitive and
leadership skills in terms of current and future success.
While many audiences exist for a politician to adapt his/her communication style to, the
media become an important audience, demanding of a newly elected politician’s time.
The communication style adopted by a new politician is believed, in turn, to contribute to
the type of relationship that forms between the two. These ensuing relationships have
been described as adversarial, critically symbiotic, mutually cooperative and professional.
In terms of presidential/media relationships, President Kennedy’s relationship with the
media is historically representative of a mutually cooperative relationship, while
President Clinton’s early years in office are representative of an adversarial relationship.
As most research related to communication styles between the media and political
officials has been restricted to analysis of presidents, the current research provided a case
study of a newly elected Midwestern governor for comparison. The three primary study
purposes were to: 1) determine the type of communication style adopted by the new
governor, 2) analyze whether the newly elected governor’s communication style affected
the type of media/political relationship that ensued and 3), to determine whether the
governor’s communication style affected whether he received a “honeymoon” with the
media—a period of roughly 100 days in which the politician can set his/her agenda free
from media criticism.
The study methodology utilized quantitative and qualitative analyses, consisting of both a
content analysis and interviews with Indiana state legislators (N=16) and media personnel
(N=8) who covered the newly elected governor.
Interviews with legislators and journalists were conducted from a convenience sample to
obtain a balanced view of the type of communication style adopted by the governor and
the type of relationship that ensued. A content analysis of the governor’s press coverage
in a primary Indiana newspaper, The Indianapolis Star, was also conducted during the
governor’s first weeks in office (November 3-23, 2005) to coverage during his later
weeks in office (February 15-March 7, 2006), to determine the presence of a honeymoon
period of press coverage within the traditional 100-day time frame representative of a
presidential honeymoon phase.
Results of interviews indicated a consensus of opinion that the newly elected governor
adopted an authoritarian communication style with the media that led to an adversarial
relationship between the two parties. In contrast to what was expected from historical
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accounts of authoritarian and adversarial relationship outcomes with presidents, however,
the governor’s communication style and ensuing adversarial relationship with the media
did not inhibit him from his 100-day honeymoon period with the media.
Study results emphasize the interrelation of the communication, journalism and political
disciplines. Results can be used to identify differences between state-level and
executive-level political communication styles and outcomes, and can guide newly
elected politicians’ communication styles to help obtain desired media agenda setting
functions.
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Advocating Atticus: A Response to “Reconstructing Atticus Finch”
When the American Film Institute selected the Top 100 Heroes and Villains of
the first century of the American cinema, the names of the top ten heroes reflected the
usual consortium of characters turned into action figures by toy companies. Many of
these heroes are as easily associated with their weapon of choice as any particular noble
virtue: the whip of Indiana Jones, the Walther PPK of James Bond, or the boxing gloves
of Rocky Balboa. It is notable, therefore, that the top selection is a man who hefts a gun
only once – and not against Nazis or KGB agents, but a mad dog. Atticus Finch will
probably never be made into an action figure, but his strength of character and moral
determination landed him the number-one spot on the list.
In the name of “reconstruction,” Professor Steven Lubet offered an alternative
reading to the traditionally respected character of Atticus Finch. He breaks away from
viewing Atticus as the moral icon that launched the legal careers of many modern
attorneys, including F. Lee Bailey and Kenneth Starr (Holcomb 35). Instead, he presents
him as an ethically amoral protagonist who “defended Tom Robinson neither in the name
of truth nor in disregard of it” (1350). While many other critics have attacked Lubet’s
article on ideological grounds, several of the logical fallacies and hasty assumptions in
his argument have gone unchecked. To be fair, Lubet does expend a great deal of effort
in developing his claims; however, a close reading of both To Kill a Mockingbird and
Lubet’s claims show that this innovative argument is not necessarily a credible one.
Despite Lubet’s argument, Atticus Finch still deserves the respect and veneration with
which he has traditionally been accorded.
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The first point of departure from traditional readings of To Kill a Mockingbird is a
reexamination of Tom Robinson’s innocence. Lubet asks, “What if Mayella Ewell was
telling the truth? What if she really was raped (or nearly raped) by Tom Robinson?”
(1340). A consideration of this idea as a possibility suggests the need for a closer analysis
of the evidence as presented by Harper Lee. One of the main points of the defense is that
Sheriff Tate testifies that Mayella was bruised on “her right eye, Mr. Finch, she was
bunged up on that side of her face” (168). Since Tom has no use of his left hand and
Mayella’s father is left-handed, the reader is drawn to conclude that Bob Ewell, not Tom,
is the assailant. Lubet, however, claims that “it does not strain credulity to conclude that
he could have used his right hand to hit her right eye – either as her head was turned or
perhaps with a backward slapping motion” (1347). It is true that Tom could have
employed a backhand strike. However, it does “strain credulity” to assert that Tom
would only have struck the right side of her face. The backhand is both a more
technically difficult and a less forceful strike than an ordinary forehand punch, and it
would not make sense for a would-be rapist to repeatedly attack across his own body if
the goal was to subdue his victim as quickly as possible. This premise is also
inconsistent with the rest of Mayella’s injuries: “her arms were bruised…there were
definite finger marks on her gullet…all around [her throat], Mr. Finch” (169). The logic
that Tom used a backhand blow cannot extend to his using one hand to simultaneously
grab and bruise both her arms, nor could he have choked her completely around the throat
while backhanding her using only one hand.
There is also a lack of credible proof to establish that any rape actually occurred,
much less that Tom Robinson was the rapist. In his closing remarks, Atticus reminds the
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jury that, as no doctor was consulted to establish that a rape occurred, “the state has not
produced one iota of medical evidence to the effect that the crime Tom Robinson was
charged with ever took place” (203). By itself, this omission is – or should be –
sufficiently detrimental to the prosecution’s case. Ann Althouse asserts that, rather than
merely eliminating Tom as a suspect, “Mayella’s failure to seek a medical examination is
itself evidence that combines with other evidence to suggest that her father was the one
who inflicted her injuries” (1368). This is crucial because Bob Ewell’s supposed
eyewitness account is what has caused the charges to be leveled against Tom in the first
place. Lubet claims that “the father and daughter were reasonably consistent in their
accounts of the alleged rape, and neither one could be made to retract anything on crossexamination” (1347). Consider their identification of Tom as the rapist: Bob Ewell
claims that he had “a clear view of the room” (174), “I seen that black nigger yonder
ruttin’ on my Mayella” (173), and “I sawed who he was, all right…I knowed who it was,
all right, lived down yonder in that nigger nest, passed the house every day” (175).
Mayella, however, claims that after she regained consciousness, “Papa was in the room
a’standing over me hollerin’ who done it, who done it?” (180-1). Why would Bob Ewell
have any need to ask Mayella “who done it” if he had clearly seen and identified Tom
through the window? Here the narratives clearly do not line up. Also, contrary to
Lubet’s claim, Mayella does contradict herself in cross-examination. She first claims that
“I don’t recollect if he hit me. I mean yes I do, he hit me…I just don’t remember, I just
don’t remember…it all happened so quick” (185). Then, after she “had finally seen the
light” (187) of how Atticus’ questioning would exonerate Tom and implicate her father in
her physical injuries, she suddenly remembers “I ducked and it – it glanced, that’s what it
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did. I ducked and it glanced off” (187). More could be done to establish Tom’s
innocence, but Lubet himself even says “I do not sponsor this version; I am not arguing
that Tom Robinson was a rapist” (1348). One might then ask why Lubet has attempted to
show that he is, but let us give him the benefit of the doubt. He has also misdiagnosed
Tom’s claim of not guilty as a form of pleading sexual consent (1345), but Randolph
Stone has already covered the implausibility of that argument in sufficient detail (1378).
If even Lubet disbelieves his own theory about Tom’s guilt, it seems fair to
conclude that “Atticus can be credited with an absolute belief that Tom is innocent”
(Althouse 1366). With that in mind, let us consider what seems to be the more relevant
concern: even if Tom is innocent, “what if he [Atticus] were not a beacon of
enlightenment, but just another working lawyer playing out his narrow, determined role?”
(1340). Lubet’s characterization of the “narrow, determined role” is not necessarily an
indictment of the attorney’s profession as much as it is a prescription: as with any
vocation, lawyers have their fixed bounds. “Narrow” in this case does not have a
negative connotation as much as a limiting one. Lawyers must operate within their roles,
just as doctors, firefighters, and professors do. In the case of an attorney who is assigned
to defend an unrepresented minority who is already presumed to be guilty, his “narrow,
determined” role is both crucial and mandated by law. Because Atticus fulfills these
obligations, he “is not a hero because he won for Tom Robinson, but because, in
providing Tom Robinson the kind of defense that we, as a society, have defined as
desirable, he won for all of us” (Powell 1375). This carrying out of his duties is
admirable and is a victory for the profession of attorney by itself.
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But Atticus is not content merely with filling out the obligations of his office.
Lubet says that “Atticus Finch was neither a firebrand nor a reformer” (1349) and that he
“was, if anything, indulgent of the tendency to prejudice” (1360). However, he seems to
be highly intolerant of racism as he encounters it. He berates Scout for the use of the
word nigger (75). In the same conversation, when she asks him why he is taking a case
he knows he will lose, he answers “Simply because we were licked a hundred years
before we started is no reason for us not to try to win” (76). The use of the first-person
pronoun “us” denotes a relationship extending far beyond the case of Tom Robinson. He
is identifying himself – and Scout, if we extend the pronoun – with the struggle for
African American civil rights. While boycotts and marches are not his style, he will
combat racism in his own sphere. Later, after Tom has been declared guilty, he explains
to Jem, “They’ve done it before and they did it tonight and they’ll do it again and when
they do it – seems that only children weep” (213). Plural pronoun usage is again in place,
but this time the point is alienation rather than identification. He is deliberately
separating himself and his family from the judge and jury, representatives of the society
and law that have condemned an innocent man. This does not mean that he is no longer
part of the system. Althouse notes that “he knows he cannot single handedly cure all of
the ills he perceives, but he does not despair or become insensitive to these wrongs.
Instead, he maintains one way of behaving, which he uses in all situations” (1364). This
extends both to his demeanor within the public arena of the courtroom as well as to his
courteously driving Calpurnia home in private life, a gesture that goes beyond the usual
boundaries of the relationship between a southern white employer and a black servant.
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This going beyond the call of duty also plays out in how Atticus defends Tom
Robinson beyond the courtroom. Just as he verbally identified himself to his children, he
physically separates himself both from the courtroom and from his own white
neighborhood to attend to Tom’s family. Once again, he includes his own children in this
venture. The scene that shows the most fully that Atticus is committed to more than just
the reluctant fulfillment of an unpleasant duty is his protection of Tom from the lynch
mob. Had the mob succeeded, Tom would hardly have been a lone victim of southern
mobocracy, as there are over 1200 documented cases of lynching in the Deep South from
1882 to 1930 (Stovel 844). The great majority of the perpetrators in these cases,
naturally, went unpunished. If, as Lubet suggests, Atticus had only taken this case out of
duty and “did not care about the relative truth of the charge and defense” (1349), the
lynch mob would have provided him with an easy way out. He knows that this is the
“one case in his lifetime that affects him personally” (76). The peculiar social mores of
vigilante justice would have removed him from the situation. Tom would have been tried
without judge or jury, just executioners, and Atticus could have slept soundly through the
ordeal and awoken with his burden gone…assuming, of course, that he did not care about
Tom’s guilt or innocence and the social ramifications of the case.
What has made and continues to make Atticus Finch so noble, however, is that he
does care. He goes to the courthouse and sits guard over Tom to protect him from the
inevitable attempt on his life. While he does make precautions to have Sheriff Tate on
hand with a firearm, he personally comes unarmed. His only weapon is “a solitary light
burning in the distance” (150). The imagery here is overt, and is also apparent in the
beginning of Lubet’s question that started this discussion: “what if he [Atticus] were not a
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beacon of enlightenment?” It may be that this out-of-courtroom defense of Tom
Robinson, in which Atticus confronts an angry mob with only a light and a newspaper for
protection, is more notable than the courtroom defense. True, disaster is averted by the
timeliness of the children’s arrival and Scout’s fortuitous comment to Mr. Cunningham.
Why, however, have the children come in the first place? Like moths, they are drawn to
that “solitary light” in the distance, which gives them the courage to join Atticus in
standing up for Tom even though Atticus doesn’t want them there. The “mutual
defiance” (152) in both Atticus’ and Jem’s faces is directed at the social institution that is
attempting to unjustly bring down Tom Robinson. This defiance of injustice is a lifetime
habit, not a solitary act mandated by adherence to a code of professional duty. It is this
nobility that brings the black courtroom audience to their feet in respect: “Atticus deeply
believes in the law and as he performs his duty, he patiently waits for the day when the
others who work in the system will also perform their duty” (Althouse 1364-5).
One of the claims against Atticus Finch is that he is both chauvinistic and
paternalistic, which “obscures the very questions of race and class that underlie its mythic
reputation, relying on a portrait of America as a place in which racism and hatred are
incidental to social and political inequality” (Holcomb 36). Lubet specifically claims that
“Atticus tortured Mayella” (1348) and that, while he “was able to recognize and rise
above the race prejudices of his time, he was not able to comprehend the class and gender
prejudices that suffused his work” (1359). How prejudiced is Atticus Finch? He berates
Scout for making fun of Walter Cunningham’s poverty and has the poor young boy over
for dinner; he allows Walter’s father to pay him with “entailments” as he is able; his ideas
about women’s education are extremely advanced compared to those of the school
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district; he rejects his inherited class privileges and ancestral home to live in Maycomb;
and he does his best to stop his children from picking on Boo Radley, a social outcast.
Certainly he is not perfect, “but for a fifty-ish white man in 1930s small-town Alabama,
he was probably ahead of the curve” (Stone 1381).
What is remarkable about Atticus’ character in this context of class and gender
discrimination is his fair and courteous treatment of Mayella during cross-examination.
He truly does believe Tom to be innocent, and as such “he would have viewed his crossexamination as an effort to test her credibility (or if he was certain she was lying, to
expose her)” (Simon 1376). The stakes are too high for him to let her testimony go
unchallenged: “Mayella’s testimony threatens to kill an innocent man, and his pity for her
does not affect his duty to destroy her credibility” (Althouse 1366). This does not mean
that he takes any pleasure out of this part of his duty, however. Unlike the prosecutor,
who relishes the use of racist terminology in prejudicing his audience against Tom,
Atticus does attempt to be civil with Mayella. She “took offense to routine courtesy”
(182), but this is not his fault. His reaction to discrediting her is also revelatory: “he
looked like his stomach hurt” (179), and though “he had hit her hard in a way that was
not clear to me [Scout], it gave him no pleasure to do so. He sat with his head down”
(180). Atticus knows that Mayella is as much a victim as Tom Robinson is, though he
refuses to allow Tom to be punished for victimization which he did not commit. As
counsel for the defense he clearly does not have jurisdiction over her father, although he
has done his best to provide evidence that Mayella should be removed from her abusive
home. Without her cooperation, however, he can do nothing. His pain also might be
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enhanced by his love for his own daughter. After all, as Lubet correctly notes, this is
Scout’s “love story” (1341) to her father.
Professor Lubet’s article does remind us of the wisdom of questioning why we
idolize certain icons. An application of his reconstruction to other figures on the
American Film Institute’s list such as James Bond or Rocky Balboa would probably yield
very interesting findings. However, it is my belief – and, it would seem, the belief of the
other critics who have responded to “Reconstructing Atticus Finch” – that Atticus really
is what we revere him to be: an imperfect man who nonetheless has the moral strength to
serve as a solitary light.
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Abstract
Through the development of breathing practices for performance on wind
instruments and the preparation for frequent public performances, wind instrument
performers have discovered, practiced and refined a variety of methods of breath
control. These methods provide the stability, consistency, and fine control of the
breathing system to create beauty in phrase pacing and tone production as well as
fuel for the athletic demands of musical production on instruments in the wind
family. Many wind musicians have also noted that emphasis on breathing study,
practice, and mastery can provide a sense of well-being and a reduction in the
stress associated with performance both in musical pursuits and other stressproducing events. This paper will provide a variety of breathing exercises, ideas,
rationale, and bibliography for individuals who seek to reduce stress levels through
conscious breathing practice. Exercises and information provided will be drawn
from a range of sources including music, health-care, and yoga. The purpose of
the paper is to provide a resource for academic faculty dealing with increased
levels of personal stress related to career concerns, work-life balance, employment
issues, and public speaking engagements.
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Abstract
Street furniture is one of the important elements of the urban landscape. Nowadays, in modern
cities, there are strict requirements for street furniture design. Besides providing physiological
functions, the relationship with other urban landscape elements and the representation of
identity are the essential considerations of street furniture design. Numerous studies and
research have been conducted by professionals, and a theory has been raised that urban
landscape should be considered as a whole. Street furniture should be designed in line with the
other urban landscape elements such as architecture, streets, open spaces, natural elements,
human beings and activities. It is a perfect situation that the total urban landscape is designed at
the same time like the newly exploited urban places. However, in many cases, for example, in
the early developed, densely populated old urban areas where street furniture is considered as
the first stage to improve and renew the environment, other elements already existed before the
implementation of new street furniture. In addition to the policies and regulations by related
parties, those factors to certain degrees become the constraints of street furniture design. With
the realistic limitations, the methods of designing street furniture to maximize its benefits
according to the theoretical principles are the key issues. This paper aims to address the
limitations of street furniture design in densely populated old urban areas. That is, the first kind
of limitations is stated as rooted constraints that street furniture design can do nothing to change
them. Concurrently the constraints totally limit the elaboration and flexibility of street furniture
design and disable street furniture design to improve the environment with the purpose of urban
renewal. The second kind of limitations also cannot be solved by street furniture design;
however, in this case street furniture can be designed and arranged in certain ways to adapt to
the constraints and provide intended functions. Another kind of limitations refers to the self
made problems of street furniture that are related to design and identity, management, urban
policy, etc. By using Hong Kong as a case study, the paper investigates the reasons behind the
limitations and suggests the possible ways to design street furniture under the constraints in
densely populated old urban areas.
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The Limitations of Street Furniture Design in Densely Populated Old Urban Areas
Pak Hong WAN
Kin Wai Michael SIU
Lorraine JUSTICE
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Introduction
Street furniture is the objects and facilities located in urban public spaces which provide various
services and functions to the public. Street furniture is one of the significant elements of urban
landscape; it contains the same importance as other urban landscape elements, like buildings
and constructions, and interacts with surroundings and people (i.e. users). Well designed street
furniture, along with other elements of urban landscape, can successfully represent the
characteristics and the images of a city. Street furniture at the same time is the reflection of the
level of the politic, economic, cultural and technological development of a city. (Lu & Ma, 2001).
According to this, nowadays, in modern cities, there are high requirements for street furniture
design. Street furniture is considered seriously in urban design, urban planning and particularly
urban renewal projects. This paper aims to address the limitations of street furniture design in
the urban renewal areas, that is, densely populated old urban areas. By using the case studies
in Hong Kong, the paper investigates the reasons behind the limitations and suggests some
possible solutions to improve the quality of street furniture.

Principles of Street Furniture Design: Theory vs. Reality
Numerous studies and research have suggested the principles of street furniture design with
comprehensive considerations. Besides providing physiological functions, the relationship with
the total urban landscape and representation of identity are the essential considerations of
street furniture design (Yang, 2005). The most important issue is that the urban landscape
should be considered as a whole. Street furniture should be designed in line with the other
urban landscape elements such as architecture, streets, public spaces, open spaces, natural
elements, other public facilities and infrastructure, human beings and activities (Eckbo, 2001; Lu
& Ma, 2000; London Design Council, 1976; Moughtin, 2003, Rubenstein, 1992). It is a good
3
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situation if the total urban landscape is designed at the same time under one design control plan
like the newly exploited urban places. However, in many cases, for example, in the early
developed, densely populated old urban areas where street furniture is considered as an initial
stage to improve and renew the environment, other elements already existed before the
implementation of new street furniture. In addition to the policies and regulations by related
parties, those factors to certain degrees become the constraints of street furniture design. With
the realistic limitations, the methods of designing street furniture to maximize its benefits
according to the theoretical principles are the key issues.

Cases Studies in Hong Kong
Several cases studies (research and design projects) have been conducted in Hong Kong since
early 2004. The cases are used as the examples in this paper for discussions. The projects
have been carried out by the School of Design, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, in
collaboration with the Urban Renewal Authority of Hong Kong (Note 1). The collaboration
includes the street furniture and streetscape design projects in the densely populated old urban
areas which are the targeted renewal districts of the Hong Kong government. The areas include
Wan Chai, Yau Ma Tei, and Tai Kok Tsui Districts (Planning and Lands Bureau, 2001). They are
the commercial and mixed zones located in the city centre and have been developed in the
early years of the city (i.e., before 1950’s).
The duration of each project is about 10 to 12 weeks including research, direction determination
and design proposal. The research methods include:
1)

2)

Study of the history, culture, urban life and development of the selected places
(a)

Historical, cultural, urban life and development documents

(b)

Government’s documents and studies

(c)

Field research

Field observations (Siu, 2006)
(a)

Participant observations (Sarantakos, 2005)
Participant refers to that observer, who is the member of the group by which the
observer as a user investigates the limitations of street furniture design.
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(b)

Non-participant observations (Sarantakos, 2005)
Observer studies the subjects from outside without becoming part of the environment
of the observation. The limitations of street furniture are studied by observing how
other local residents and visitors use and interact with the street furniture.

(c)

Structured observations (Sarantakos, 2005; Siu 2006)
For both (a) and (b), structured observations which are conducted with fixed time
schedules. Observations of streetscape and street furniture, residential life and
behavior, etc, are conducted in the mornings, afternoons, evenings and late nights of
selected weekdays and weekends as well as special days such as holidays and
festival days.

3)

Direct interviews are conducted with the local residents and visitors to collect the
opinions and needs on the streetscape and street furniture of the selected areas.

4)

Consultations with government officers and related professions to obtain opinions and
directions.

Besides the research of the targeted renewal places, native (daily and unstructured)
observations (Sarantakos, 2005) have been conducted for other densely populated old urban
places like Tsim Sha Tsui and Causeway Bay in Hong Kong. The main objective of these
observations is to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the situation and give more
examples.

Findings and Discussions
The street furniture and streetscape research and design projects in Hong Kong are used as the
case studies to address the limitations of street furniture design in densely populated old urban
areas. Nevertheless, it can generally present the situations of other developed cities which are
similar to Hong Kong in that there are densely populated old urban areas and in the
consideration of redevelopment and renewal. After investigations and analyses, the limitations,
or difficulties of street furniture design in densely populated old urban areas are organized into
three main categories.

5
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Rooted Constraints
The first kind of limitation is stated as rooted constraints which are the environmental limitations
that street furniture design hardly deals with. Concurrently the constraints totally limit the
elaboration and flexibility of the design of street furniture. In this way, street furniture design is
restricted in maximizing its functions.
Undesirable environment is the rooted constraints of street furniture design in densely populated
old urban areas. Depreciated and old appearances of the architecture, high densities of
pedestrian and vehicular flow, uneven and piecemeal pavements give an unpleasant urban
environment (see Figures 1a-b). In many cases, the implementations of street furniture increase
the complicacy of the street scene or sometimes street furniture is hidden by the confused
environment. Street furniture in densely populated old urban areas usually purely provide
physiological functions, for example, street lamps provide lighting, seats for resting, etc. It is
difficult for the street furniture to have a consistent design with the surroundings and improve
the vision of the environment.

Figures 1a-b
Undesirable environment for street furniture design in densely populated old urban areas – (a) Shanghai
Street, Yau Ma Tei; (b) Busnos Street, Wan Chai.
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Reasons behind
Early development
The undesirable environment of old urban areas is the result of early development. Due to a
rapid increase of population in Hong Kong during the 1940’s (Note 2), the urban areas located
in the city centre were developed in a short period without considerate planning. In the areas
like Wan Chai, Yau Ma Tei, and Tai Kok Tsui, numerous buildings were constructed in the
1950’s and the 1960’s while some are called pre-war buildings (Note 3) which were constructed
before the 1940’s. Due to the crude construction method and insufficient maintenance, that
architecture is seriously dilapidated and some may be in danger of collapse.
Difficulties of redevelopment and renewal

Figures 2a-b
(a)

Langham Place (Sources: Urban Renewal Authority).

(b

Contradictions between new and old are created after the establishment of Langham Place.

The Hong Kong government definitely understands the need to redevelop and renew the old
urban areas; however, it is a complicated task. In some countries like China – for example
Beijing and Shanghai, land is owned by government, so it is easy for the government to recall
the land and redevelop it on a large scale. In Hong Kong, the dispersive ownership of land and
even within a building makes the redevelopment and renewal difficult. The process of land
recalling is time and money consuming. In Shanghai Street in Yau Ma Tei, the largest
redevelopment projects in Hong Kong – Langham Place (see Figure 2a), which was completed
in 2004, ten years was spent in the process of land recalling. Moreover, the redevelopment and
renewal projects in Hong Kong are mostly on a small scale, for example, a part of a street or a
single building. In fact, those piecemeal developments cannot obtain significant results and they
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create the contradiction between new and old (see Figure 2b). They are unable to improve the
street screen with the purpose of redevelopment and renewal.
Possible solutions
To manage the problems, one renewal strategy of the Urban Renewal Authority of Hong Kong is
to consider street furniture design as an initial stage to improve the environment. However,
regarding the rooted constraints which are mentioned above, it is difficult for street furniture
design to improve the situation; in other words, what street furniture design can accomplish is
limited.
Street furniture as a linkage

Figures 3a-b
(a)

Pavements.

(b)

Railing design suggested in Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei.

In the old urban spaces with complicated street scenes, or where there are piecemeal newly
developed points and a contrast between new and old, street furniture can act as a linkage and
unify the streets or places. In Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei, the main and largest newly
developed site is Langham Place. There are single newly constructed commercial buildings
dispersed along Shanghai Street. The remaining ones are the old buildings. To reach union and
consistency of the whole street scene, a set of pavements and railings are suggested to be
applied on the whole street (see Figures 3a-b). The pattern of the pavements and the railings
are designed according to the traditional patterns which were popularly used in architecture and
interior design in the early years in Hong Kong. It aims to standardize the lower plane and link
up the entire street where there are different types and styles of constructions in order to
achieve a better and more consistent street view. In addition, at the entrances on the two sides
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of the street, signages are proposed as an indication of the street. This tries to create
completeness for Shanghai Street.
Simple and consistent with the surroundings
Because of the complicated environment, street furniture should be designed in a simple and
coherent style with the surroundings to avoid adding complicacy to the street screen. In
Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei, the railings are designed in a simple form with stainless steel so
that its color can easily merge with the environment.
The possible solutions to the rooted constraints are intended to maximize the functions of street
furniture according to the principles of street furniture design. In fact, the result may not be
significant because the architectures and spaces still occupy the main part of the environment.
Street furniture cannot be designed and applied perfectly unless there is redevelopment and
renewal of the whole area.

External Constraints
External constraints are also the environmental limitations. However, street furniture itself can
be designed and adjusted to adapt to the constraints.
Limited space is the main external constraint in densely populated old urban areas. Streets are
narrow for both vehicles and pedestrians. In addition, there is limited space for the installation
and development of street furniture. For example, in Wan Chai, the footpaths of Spring Street
and Tai Yuen Street are less than two meters in width (see Figure 4a). The restricted street
space disturbs the vehicular and pedestrian traffic and causes congestion. It concurrently
creates difficulties for the implementations of street furniture and hampers the flexibilities of
street furniture design. The installations of street furniture, even street lights and railings, occupy
and reduce the narrow street space and increase the restriction of the pedestrian flow and
activities. The problem simultaneously appears at the upper level. The protruding parts of
buildings and the excess quantity of shop signages along two sides of the street restrict the
vertical extension of street lamp poles from the ground (see Figure 4b).
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Figures 4a-b
(a)

In Spring Street, Wan Chai, the footpaths are less than two meters in width.

(b)

In Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei, the upper space of the street is occupied by the protruding parts of
buildings and shop signages.

Reasons behind
The reasons of external constraints (i.e., limited urban space) are similar to that of rooted
constraints. An undesirable urban environment and limited urban space are the result of the
following reasons:
Early development
Limited space for street furniture is the result of the thoughtless planning, immature concepts
and policies of urban planning in the early years due to pressing urban problems and demands.
In addition, the high density of pedestrian and vehicular flow in those commercial and mixed
zones meant that the problems have become more serious. The situation is better in newly
developed districts such as the New Towns in Sha Tin, Ma On Sha, Tin Shui Wai and Tung
Chung. With considerate planning, a high proportion of urban space such as large scale
squares, parks, greenbelts and wide streets are provided in these areas.
Difficulties of redevelopment and renewal
Regarding to the discussion in the rooted constraints above, there are lots of restrictions and
difficulties in redeveloping and renewing the area as a whole and in the short term. The problem
of limited space in densely populated old urban areas can not be solved without extensive
redevelopment and renewal.
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Possible solutions
For the external constraints, street furniture can be designed and adjusted to survive and
synchronously provides its functions.
Space saving design
Space saving street furniture can be applied in the places with limited space. Street furniture
should occupy the minimum space to avoid disturbing the vehicular and pedestrian flow as well
as the human activities especially in the densely populated old urban areas. In Hong Kong,
there are presently some approaches of space-saving street furniture design. In some parts of
Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei, there is no upper space for the vertical extension of street lamp
poles from the ground due to the protruding parts and shop signages of the buildings. To deal
with this problem, the street lights are designed to hang on the facades of the buildings instead
of a street lamp pole standing on the ground (see Figures 5a-b). It is a common approach that is
widely applied in many cities.

Figures 5a-b
In Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei, the street lights are designed to hang on the facades of the buildings
instead of a street lamp pole standing on the ground.

The other approach is that the Hong Kong government has begun to introduce large scale
planting schemes into streetscapes in the past two years (since 2004). Concerning the present
situation, there is no extra space on the streets for planting in old urban areas, the introduction
of trees, plant gates, flower nurseries, etc are impossible. To complete the green ambition, The
Hong Kong Highways Department designed small rectangular shape planters and they can be
hung on the existing railings on both pedestrian and vehicular roads (see Figures 5c-d). It
minimizes the spatial occupation and provides the proposed functions. For the two examples,
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without considering the appearance and the relation with the surroundings, the street lights and
planters perform space saving design to adapt to the problem of limited urban space.

Figures 5c-d
(c)

The hanging planter in Chung On Street, Tusen Wan.

(d)

The hanging planters in Queen’s Road, Central.

Multi functional design

Figures 6a-b
(a)

Multi signage pole designed for Kok Cheung Street, Tai Kok Tsui.

(b)

Combination of railing and seating facilities, the users can sit and lay on the curve shape structure in
Kok Cheung Street, Tai Kok Tsui.

Multi functional design to combine different functions into one single unit of street furniture is an
alternative way to accomplish the purpose of space saving in densely populated districts. Multi
functional pole is the street furniture combining different functions such as street lights, traffic
lights and signages into one single pole. It is generally implemented in many countries like
Australia, Japan and the United States. In Hong Kong, the Highway department is investigating
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the possibilities of the applications of multi functional poles which can obtain effective results to
the problem of limited space in densely populated areas. In the street furniture and street
furniture design project of Kok Cheung Street, Tai Kok Tsui, a simple multi functional pole of
different signages is suggested to avoid concentration of numbers of poles in one particular
point (see Figure 6a). Besides, the research of Kok Cheung Street shows that there are needs
for seating facilities in the narrow street space, so a combination of railing and seating facilities
are created (see Figure 6b). It is located at the edge of pedestrian and vehicular road regarding
the relatively slow vehicular speed and flow along the street.

Self Problems
"Self problems" imply the limitations of the street furniture design itself. Some problems are
particularly serious in old densely populated urban places while some are the common
problems of most of the places in Hong Kong including new and old areas.
Incomplete physiological function
Incomplete physiological function is one primary limitation of street furniture design chiefly in old
urban districts. Particular types of street furniture are not functioning well themselves. The
furniture sometimes cannot meet even functional needs (Siu, 2003). Ignorance in human
ergonomic needs in seats, restriction of pedestrian movement by railings, and inconvenience
when walking by destructive and uneven pavements are the common problems. The rubbish
bins which are made of fiber glass and mass produced by the correctional services departments
are not durable and are easily broken so that cracks occur after certain times of movement by
the cleaning staff. The circular rubbish bins roll on the ground and create danger to the
pedestrians after they have been blown over by the strong wind in typhoon seasons or by
misbehaved citizens; these situations ordinarily happen in Hong Kong.
Street furniture is inadequate in quantity particularly in densely populated places. In Shanghai
Street, Yau Ma Tei and Wan Chai, there is an insufficient amount of resting places, seating
facilities, public toilets and also natural elements such as plants and waterscapes. In addition,
street furniture for the physical disabled persons (or, persons with special needs) are
inadequate and also their functions are incomplete. For example, there is a lack of
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audible/tactile warnings at road crossing, tactile signage (especially to give directions at the
beginning of the footbridge) and color contrasts for sign posts.
Incompatibility
Incompatibility refers to the inconsistency between different types of street furniture, and
between street furniture and its environment. Different types of street furniture on the streets
have individual styles and show contradiction with each other. An inconsistent streetscape is the
consequence of street furniture with different styles of forms, colors and materials on the streets.
Different functions of street furniture also obstruct the coordination. For example, different
purposes of signal posts, traffic lights and street lights for vehicles and pedestrians are usually
located at particular points. The concentration of various poles gives confusion in the street
scene. In Hong Kong while most street furniture is designed or chosen without considering and
coordinating with its surrounding environment including the other elements of streetscape. In
many cases the street furniture is incompatible with the styles, cultures and characteristics of
the places where it is installed. For example, the tube style railings of the Highways Department
do not merge with the places with rich historical background like Shanghai Street, Yau Ma Tei
and Wan Chai (Highways Department, 2002).
Characterless
Impressive street furniture with identity and particular characteristics are rarely found in Hong
Kong.
Variations in designs of Street Furniture are prohibited so that they are usually similar or even
identical in style and form in most of the places in Hong Kong. There are just one type of
rubbish bin, two types of railings and paving blocks provided and installed in the public spaces.
Therefore, it is difficult to obverse characteristics from those simple and crude designed street
furniture.
Reasons behind
The self problems of street furniture design in Hong Kong are mainly the result of the
government system, strategies and urban policy.
Dispersive responsibilities of street furniture
In Hong Kong, different types of Street Furniture are the responsibility of various parties without
coordination of one design control plan. Every party, including both government departments
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and private sectors, design and produce street furniture for its own purposes and regulations,
such as the information poles/boards of the Hong Kong Tourism Board, rubbish bins of the Food
and Environmental Hygiene Department, railings and street lamps of the Highways Department,
and decorative lightings, seats, planters on particular parts of the streets of the adjacent
property owners. All give rise to the situation that different types of street furniture are not
consistent with each other in term of style in one area. The problem is more obvious in old
urban places because it increases the complicacy and unpleasantness of the street
environment.
Moreover, the government is unwilling to accept and experiment with new designs due to the
complicated and multiple government system and hierarchy. For example, the rubbish bins and
railings are produced with simple techniques by criminals as a social service under the
monitorship of Hong Kong Correctional Services Department. The implementations of new
designs may cause changes to the whole system with new production methods, safely
regulations, financial concerns, etc. Also, under the urban policy, new designs of street furniture
takes time to experiment and evaluate to the final production stage.
Mass purchase and mass production
According to Hong Kong government policy, large number types of Street Furniture are mass
purchased and mass produced. For instances, rubbish bins and railings are mass produced by
the Hong Kong Correctional Services Department; and the recreational facilities like children
play structures, exercise and seating facilities are mass purchased by the Leisure and Cultural
Services Department. Such an approach mainly aims to minimize the cost and is restricted by
certain government regulations.
However, mass production and purchase sometimes cause monotony of street furniture design,
damages the consistency between street furniture and the environment, and create a
monotonous streetscape in many places in Hong Kong. With regard to this, street furniture in
Hong Kong is failing to maintain its identity and is becoming characterless. It subsequently
presents a negative image of the urban environment and the city.
Insufficient research
The Hong Kong government places importance on “development” in urban policy. New planning
and construction are introduced in the urban redevelopment and renewal projects without
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intensive research. Street furniture is designed or purchased without considering the
surrounded environments, local cultures, historical backgrounds, lifestyles and characteristics of
the places where it is installed. Also, there is insufficient research into the users’ needs and
wants and it causes inadequateness in the quality of street furniture in particular areas.
Possible solutions
Policy adjustment
According to the dispersive responsibilities of street furniture, an efficient communication system
should be established between different related parties in order to coordinate different street
furniture under one design control plan. In this way, incompatibility can be avoided between
different types of street furniture and between street furniture and its surroundings. The policy
makers should be open minded to accept new ideas and understand the importance of street
furniture design in urban design and planning so as to improve the existing situation.
Identity
Street Furniture should be designed with identity. Identity can be achieved by the style of the
furniture, and it also can be achieved by reflecting the historical, cultural and local life
characteristics in the design (Lu & Ma 2000; Moughtin, 2003; Norberg-Schulz, 1971; Rizzoli,
1992; Rowe, 1978; Yang, 2001). It is the truth that there are certain advantages for mass
production and mass purchase. Indeed, government should adopt the mass production and
purchase approach considerately and selectively. At least, it should not be adopted in the old
urban areas which contain rich characteristics of history, cultures and urban life.
Street furniture with identity can enhance the character of places and improve the quality of
urban life. In the project of Kok Cheung Street in Tai Kok Tsui, street furniture designed
according to the character of street is suggested. There are residential buildings with
commercial use – steel making and stores at the ground level range along the two sides of Kok
Cheung Street (see Figure 7c). Amenity lighting with the steel form and style (e.g., I-beam form)
are created to enhance the characters and particular identity of the street. The different colors
and soft lightings provided by the amenity lights create a comfortable atmosphere for both
residents and visitors to stroll and relax along the street in evening and at night (see Figures 7ab).
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Figures 7a-d
(a) and (b) Amenity lighting design in Kok Cheung Street, Tai Kok Tsui.
(c)

Steel making and stores in Kok Cheung Street, Tai Kok Tsui.

(d)

Drainage cover design according to the traditional Chinese wedding card industry in Li Tung Street,
Wan Chai.

Exhaustive research
Regarding to street furniture design with identity, exhaustive research of the districts is essential
to obtain the knowledge of it historical, cultural, lifestyle and development backgrounds. Besides,
research on the needs and wants of the users is equally important.
In fact, Hong Kong government has started to become aware of the importance of street
furniture. Consultations, investigations and new policies of street furniture design are conducted
by the Highways Department to enhance the quality of streetscape (Highways Department,
2003). The Urban Renewal Authority also considers street furniture as one of the principal parts
in urban renewal projects. However, these efforts are insufficient; the development of street
furniture design remains at an infant stage and there are still a lot of room for investigation and
improvement (Siu, 2004).
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Conclusions
By using the case studies in Hong Kong, this paper addresses the limitations of street furniture
design in densely populated old urban areas and identifies the reasons behind the limitations.
Possible solutions are suggested for maximizing the functions of street furniture with the
limitations according to the theoretical principles of street furniture design. Through the
experiences of the case studies, the paper attempts to demonstrate the principle that the total
urban landscape should be considered and designed as a whole in one design control plan to
accomplish the most effective result. In fact, such kind of principle can be generally applied to
other developed cities which are similar to Hong Kong with densely populated old urban areas
for redevelopment and renewal.

Notes
[1]

The Urban Renewal Authority of Hong Kong (former Land Development Corporation) was
founded in 2001, and aims to achieve a high quality urban and living environment in Hong
Kong by the 4Rs strategies: redevelopment, rehabilitation, preservation and revitalization
(Urban Renewal Authority, 2001).

[2]

The civil war between the Communist and the Nationalist Party took place during 1930’s to
1940’s. There were large numbers of immigrants from Mainland China to Hong Kong
during 1940’s due to the political instability. It required the need for urban planning for the
rapidly increasing population.

[3]

Pre-war buildings refer to the architecture which were constructed before World War II.
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Third year interior studies, an alternate studio experience.
A seven week study in a design studio setting in the Interior architecture program at
the University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.

Third year winery studio > 14 students for 7 weeks.

This alternate design studio project grew from a number of issues of relevance to the
Interior architecture program at the University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia.
It also formed part of a research pilot study exploring the nature of approach of an
interior architecture project. This was in an attempt to acquire a different nature to an
architectural approach than currently exists within the studio teaching philosophy
across all design studios at the University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia
Interior architecture program.
An architectural approach to a studio project works in many different ways; one
notion that creates a difference is the idea that the object in a place or setting derives
the buildings address and form to the wider world or its place. Where as and interior
approach focuses on the buildings volume within, referencing the interior volume as
the primary source or focus of the project. This project also formed part of a first time
offer in third year studio of optional studios all of different proposed teaching &
learning outcomes.
Students were given a choice of three different studio projects each studio embracing
an opposing methodological and theoretical approach. This method of studio
development hoped to provide students firstly with a diversity of studio activities
allowing students the possibility to attain studio skills at there own selection. This
would be dependant on the individual students studio practice to date, with students
developing an honest relationship with there individual needs to the extent of studio
skills appropriated. By providing students with an opportunity of ownership of this
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process it was envisaged this would also promote a greater commitment of the
designing process from the enrolled students.

Technology and Design studio.

Within the broader setting of the interior architecture course it had become apparent
that a separation or division between the skill bases and philosophies of core course
subject areas was being made by the students. This separation of ideas and
structures worked against the notion of design as a multi-layered process. Design
itself cannot be determined to be a linear process but rather works as an idea itself
works, in a four dimensional manner. For reasons of university scheduling and an
ease of skills identification, both taught and learnt, areas of design had been
dissected into discreet areas of specificity - design, history, theory, technology and
communications. This project aimed towards a reconciliation of two of these areas
design and technology. Rather than the area of technology being considered a
separate area of expertise by the students to that of the design studio all activities
associated with both areas, technology and design studio, were melded within this
studio project. Students were exposed to both a designing process and technology
as a form of design resolution or development. Without both the physical and
intellectual delineation of technology as a lecture based area of study and the
designing activities of the studio, students where able to explore there own designs in
an inclusive manner – Design and technology, Technology and Design. Applying
technological design considerations to actual student designs within the setting of the
studio as an integral component rather than as an additional thought
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Interior at a micro perspective.

Interior architecture and design function at a scale that is more closely related to that
of a personal or intimate scale this could be viewed as micro. Whereas architecture
addresses the wider context of site place and the built relationship to its urban, rural
or regional setting, This could be viewed as macros. The practice of interior thus
becomes related to a detailed relationship with a human spatial definition as defined
by its micro perspective rather than the macro relationship of a building to the
broader context. The interior focus for this type of methodology requires an
education of developing an inward approach building student’s ability to assess and
respond to environmental needs and requirements in a design sense at this micro
scale. This studio project had aimed to respond to this idea of interior at a micro
scale. Activities within the studio syllabus were directed at teaching and learning
strategies developing and exploring design skills with specific reference to interior at
a micro scale. This methodology reacted to a perception of student’s skills as
discussed in Alf Lizzio and Kethia Wilsons paper “First year- student’s perceptions of
capability”. This paper whilst dealing with specifics of the first year experience
highlights an approach to skills that is able to be read across most levels of a
students design education. “We argue that the value students place on capabilities is
the key factor influencing their level of motivation for further development” (Lizzio &
Wilson, 2004)
This approach was one major contributing factor to the broader development of this
course all teaching and learning derived from a base of skills most prevalent within
the practice of interior architecture, students were aware of this aspect of the course
with this becoming a major factor in the selection process of the course for students.
At a third year phase of education it would not be unreasonable given the following
Bruce Edward Watson
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year is a graduation year that student learning may turn to skill accumulation as a
high priority.

Interior Architecture Course review

The interior architecture course at the University of New South Wales underwent a
course review in 2005/6. All courses and there synergy across the program as a
whole were dissected and evaluated both at an individual level, inwardly looking at
the course itself and outwardly at its approach to the wider context of the program.
One of many issues that evolved was the specific idea that each studio year within
the course should develop an independent essence working though specific areas
associated with that essence. This flavour would also become part of a building
process coherent with the development from first year through to final year.
This synergy would involve a development of student’s skills sets from a fundamental
ABC of design skills through to advanced computer aided design skills specific to the
profession and practice of interior architecture. Throughout this review it became
apparent that the focus of third year within the program would move towards that of
industry specific or industry relevance, with studio projects developed around this
notion. The third year winery project grew form this process also, developed to
address student’s skills sets reflecting a relationship to industry practice specific to a
design development stage and moving through to a documentation stage.
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Computerisation of design.

The act of design presentation, at a third year level was on many fronts becoming the
substance of the designing process. Rather than the act of designing and the
process associated with such an exploration of a spatial assemblage, materials
composition the examination of ideas, the process had appeared to have eroded.
This erosion occurred due to many aspects; one primarily was that at the third year of
study students had acquired the beginnings of computer aided graphic presentation
skills. A skill of great seduction to the interior architectural student, used at times as
a design tool over and above other explorations associated with the project brief at
hand. Within the studio setting a need to amplify a process driven approach to
design of exploration enquiry and design development was necessary rather than a
graphic driven approach exhibiting minor design processes exploring presentation
only. The syllabus of the new project would attempt to subvert this presentation
approach to design, by adopting an approach that placed the emphasis solely on
exploration and a rigorous design process. No final design presentation was
scheduled all work was reviewed as an accumulation of weekly developed design
work. Design concepts were developed from a beginning to a highly advanced
understanding of the mechanisms of the student’s individual design and design
process, specifically at an interior level. Teaching and learning aims of the course
were to encourage students to approach the designing process from a design
developmental viewpoint. Exploration and the pursuit of process were seen as
primary to the design, rather than a smoke screen of digital representations of poor
resolve. Students used the studio environment as a place to take there designs
beyond that of previous studio projects. It was expectant that designing as part of
this studio project would depict another means of designing that aligned with the
Bruce Edward Watson
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Australia
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practice of interior architecture. This exposure to this alternate typology of studio
activities would become another limb within the student’s repertoire of design.

Course structure & outline.

The studio activities would be generated around a seven week project structure. Six
hours per week within a studio setting, fifteen students and one lecturer. This
structure of the course has the emphasis waited towards week to week design and
design development by the students. Each week clearly defined design
developmental goals are set with a lecture series to strengthen and provide
applicable information and relevant designing techniques.
Students were provided with a design brief built around the idea interior architects
primarily design within existing buildings. Adapting a buildings envelope and
providing that which is the interior. In this case a winery facility particularly the
workings of a cellar doors activities were used as the design vehicle for the student
project, the winery is newly completed in South Australia’s Mclaren Vale, a prime
wine making area of Australia. Students were provided with the brief and the
buildings architectural drawing set. The brief was based firmly grounded on a brief
for such a facility. Throughout the process of the next seven weeks students built on
an initial conceptual design, produced by each student. This initial design was to
become the foundation for further research and design development by each student
for the projects duration. From the larger approach students then selected an area
within there own design and from there developed this interior area to a greater
understanding and coherency of design. This specific area of the design was
extended through a series of required design developments. These developments
were structured to entice the student from a broad relationship to the design and
process to a closer positioning relating to the interior at a micro perspective. This
Bruce Edward Watson
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process took on a type of zeroing in or focusing effect of design approach, moving in
a design sense from the larger idea to its design resolution in terms of understanding.
Students were expected to not present these explorations in a form other than as
they existed, but rather use the original explorations as the descriptive language.
These design drawings and there production then began to unravel and assemble
the students own understanding of the design and a forming of a junction that is
design and its own process of enquiry.

Reflection.

The seven week course set out to divert and current studio methodologies and
provide a questioning of existing design studio practices at the University of New
South Wales, Sydney Australia Interior architecture program. These existing
practices continue to provide students with a strong grounding in the act of designing
and education around designing processes. This studio project was based primarily
around a refocusing of these practices, providing the beginnings of an underpinning
for future studios of greater diversity and enquiry. Throughout students four years in
this undergraduate degree a student of design is faced with on average two point five
studio projects per session this totals five different studios each year or an average of
twenty studio projects over the entire course of the degree. This studio project aimed
at bridging ideas between a lecture based subject, technology and that of studio
activities. In a response to these ideals an objective of this studio project was to
explore a particular teaching methodology that responded to a need to explore
alternative approaches to studio activities which promoted a fusion between the two.
Whilst students had previously explored similar workings of a technological
methodology within the space of the lecture theatre this type of investigation within a
studio’s activities had not been completed. The project achieved this coherence due
Bruce Edward Watson
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to the physical differences applicable to the spatial qualities of the lecture based
learning versus the studio based experience. The space of the lecture theatre does
not allow for the type of learning that can be explored at an individual level within the
studio space. Student’s comments gathered after the project noted a greater ability
by the student to transpose lessons of a technological nature into that of the design
studio project due to the direct positioning of technology within the studio.
Interior at a micro perspective as an aim and the notion of computerisation of design
formed another pertinent generator of this project. These issues due to the
construction of the overall projects syllabus and scheduling determined the manner
by which students approached the projects brief. With no major final presentation
students were required to be actively engaged on a week to week basis developing
ideas designs and technical drawings from week to week. The assemblage of this
information of design work throughout the project formed a type of final pinup.
Students did not then turn to the computer for a final reconstruction of the design
work. Students design work must then be seen as a body of studio work across a
number of weeks. A number of the students in the course had difficulty with the
nature of this methodology as had not been exposed to a studio project in this format.
These students had previously relied on the final presentation to capture there
projects essence. To combat this, it would be conceivable that a greater prior
understanding of this methodology would be necessary with more explanation of
expected outcomes for the students. Interior at a micro level was achieved
throughout the course of the project all students enrolled were able to run with the
idea of interiority as the absolute focus of the project. A high level of detail was
achieved within the studio setting, students embraced an opurtunity to more closely
resolve there studio project beyond that of the broad brush stroke of design.
Students within the project achieved a level of design development and process
taking ideas through to comprehensive and thorough understanding both in design
Bruce Edward Watson
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terms and design drawings. This was on an intellectual level of enquiry and at a
direct level of design and process.
Prime objectives of this degree at the University of New South Wales can be drawn
from the Interior architecture programs position statement and graduate attributes.
“A comprehensive understanding of spatial, structure and material assembly of
interior environments” and “To have the ability to initiate, develop and respond to new
ideas, concepts and approaches through a process of enquiry analysis and
reflection”.
The approach and evolution of this studio project hoped to explore a diverse mode of
teaching and learning as part of a strategic placement within the Interior architecture
program at the University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia studio explorations.
Student members and lecturers would both benefit from this diversity of studio
activity.
The projects realization and student work generated throughout its seven week has
determined this type of approach will become a component within future design
studio activities in 2007 at the University of New South Wales, faculty of the Built
environment, Interior architecture program.
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Course summary
•

An alternative third year studio experience – for students and lectures alike

•

An attempt to reconcile the approach between technology & design.

•

An attempt to approach Interior architecture from a micro rather than macro
perspective

•

An attempt to offer students a greater understanding of design in an interior
sense via the use of an alternative approach to a studio.

•

Our course review exposed a need to more clearly define our programs
specificity – interior and aspects of that which are of a paramount nature to a
student of design.

•

I had identified a computerisation of design, which has its place, however
needs to be complimented with an alternative approach.

•

A need to emphasis the design process as well as the presentation of design.

•

Associated issues that drove the development of the project.

1. A need to develop an approach to a third year studio that more effectively
bridged session 2 third year to final year.
2. An alternative to current interior studio situations. Lectures are able to move
more freely within the interior programs studio activity i.e. not becoming fixed
with in a stage of the program.
3. The need to develop an approach through studio teaching that offered a
greater degree of specific interior architecture skills attempting to mimic the
workings of a professional studio environment.
4. A need to combat studio work as graphic driven rather than the student being
involved in design process specific to an exploration of enquiry and design
development.
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To address these issues.
•

The studio activities were developed within a syllabus that identified student
skill sets and attributes that more closely meshed the third year experience
with preparatory skills and attributes of a final year student.

•

Currently studio leaders are fixed within each year of the interior program
studio situation. This offers lectures no opportunity to develop studio
approaches beyond there current situation. This new approach would explore
possibilities that allowed lectures to have a greater understanding of the
interior program as a whole entity rather than simply year by year, whilst
expanding there studio experience.

•

Biggest – The approach that was developed was based on my observations
and syllabus readings within the studio setting. Interior students were asked
to expand in scale of projects and at no point turning inward to address a
studio project in interior terms, actual interior detailing, material selection and
placement and ramifications of such selections, highly detailed joinery. These
broad brush strokes of design studio projects then became a pastiche
represented in a graphic style with the emphasis on computer generation
rather than design process or design exploration. This new project was
structured firstly around the notion of a designing process – with no emphasis
placed on a final presentation, all emphasis was on a week to week design
activities working in a design development method with interior design
detailing as a primary design objective. All marks were associated with the
project in this manner also.

•

Final presentation mode was discouraged from being anything other than a
pin up of the students design investigations across the studio – and not a
graphically enhanced or reworked item.
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Methodology
•

A design brief was set based on an existing design – no building works
required – an interior approach only.

•

Students had one week to resolve the brief in a broad brush stroke manner.

•

Students had the remainder of the project to resolve their design a detailed
sense exploring design options and alternative forms of resolution.

Reflection.
•

Students were surprised that so much actual design resolution could be
possible and would be required beyond the sketch design stage.

•

An interior focus was enjoyed and valued by students.

•

These were skills & attributes that the students had not been previously
exposed to in a studio setting, this experience was vital to there professional
endeavours beyond UNSW.

•

The experience highlighted technology as a vital part of the designing
process.

•

NOT all students could embrace another from of design process.

•

The ratio of lecturer to student in this experience created an intense and very
hands on approach to the studio setting. It became necessary for me to draw
and design with the students in a type of artisan approach, sharing detailing
approaches and actual typical details. As this project was to be about more
than a broad design approach with the focus on a realisation of a design it
became imperative for the students who had not worked in this manner to
observe this process. In many ways this type of studio environment mimicked
a professional or real studio environment.

•

The outcomes became apparent throughout the studios length – with most
students realising a different desired approach to this studio – if for some
students to late in the session.

•

Some students even openly discussed this being a point in there design
education to date that reflected a true interior approach – some liked it others
did not, finding it tedious and laborious.
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•

By removing the efforts associated with a traditional final presentation, I
observed the students becoming liberated in a design process sense – able
to explore there designs with greater clarity and resolution.

Bibliography
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NB: The studio course document follows
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The Architects have now completed the design of a Winery in Mclaren Vale South Australia for Primo
estate & Joseph Wines. The clients will be engaging you as the interior architect for the project.

Over view
This winery and cellar door is a ten year dream of the clients and the culmination of years of visionary
work aimed at positioning “Primo Estate & Joseph wines” amongst the larger players of the South
Australia wine making industry of the Mclaren vale SA. The clients are eager – to maintain the persona
that is Primo estate & Joseph wines and for this essence to be present in the interior of the winery,
siting as complimentary to the buildings form.
Your brief is to work with the architects to inform, design and document the interior of the Winery.
Beginning with an overall interior design approach to the building as designed and working through to a
specific design of the interior spaces. The architects are looking for you to approach the building design
with respect to its design intent and maintain the architectural integrity of the design. The clients
however are looking to you to infuse the interior with qualities representative of “Primo estate & Joseph
wines” marketing strategy & products - individuality and a non corporate under pinning. The level of
finishes is expected to be of a first class, high end in approach and visionary in application. Detailed
exquisitely with meticulous attention to junctions and composition an approach to lighting that enhances
and compliments the palette of materials within .the interior setting

The Project.
The project will be run not in the usual sense of a design project you have experienced to date. Rather
than all design work being presented with the emphasis placed upon a final pinup, the project will be
about the design process and workings from week to week. With marks given accordingly. The student
will be asked to first approach the overall design of the buildings interior with a broad design brush stock
– establishing an approach. The student will then select a space within the facility (to be approved by
myself) and design this specific interior space developing an understanding of design developmental
aspects of materials and there usages within the documentation phase. This space will move through
Bruce Edward Watson
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actual initial selection and specification of materials and furnishings, which will then be worked in to
tangible design sections and interior details for those specific materials. This is aimed at giving the
student some genuine experience with the realities of material selection and the eventual placement of
these chosen materials within a detailed set of design documents.
Emphasis is on the week to week workings by the student with grades awarded to reflect this learning
approach in the aim of producing an outcome for the student that attempts to replicate the actual design
processes of an interior project. Given that each group will be 12 students, very individual design type
tutoring is envisaged.
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Task
19
Sept

Due

Project Intro +
Interior palettes as descriptive tool – an artful approach to begin with.

26 – 30 Break
Week 10 Monday 03 October Public Holiday
10
Oct

17
Oct

24
Oct

First task – overall design
approach
and
final
material palette selection.

Second task – selection
and focus on one chosen
space.
Initial
documentation of the
chosen materials and
furnishing a detailed
approach. Introduction to
reflected ceiling plans and
there use as design tool.
Third task – a reworking
and final development of
sections and details. A
first
view
of
the
corresponding reflected
ceiling plan.

First presentation to the client & architects
• Pin up presentation form in what ever form the student chooses, i.e. a
form of material board and a form of locating devise for the selected
materials with in the buildings interior.
10%
• 6 vignettes// collages// perspectives. These vignettes can be in any
form chosen by the student > they must however convey a real sense
of the palette and its EXACT placement within the given frame of the
existing building. Very specific and real locations within the current
design are expected. Non general representations – generic interior
perspectives will NOT gain a pass.
10%
First sketch design assemblage.
• 6 design sections 1:20 (sketch free hand to scale) focusing in on the
articulation of the interior space via the assemblage of the students
chosen materials for the design via the use of the palette.
•
6 x 1:1 or 1:2 details taken from the design sections above. All required
& related trade literature is the responsibility of the student to attain.

15%
NB: All drawings above will be designed developed/marked up in studio for next
week studio class

Second presentation to architects.
• Second workings of drawings as above, sections to have
developed into working type design sections.
10%
• First sketch design of reflected ceiling plan, showing its
relationship to the enhancing the quality of the materials chosen.
10%

01
Nov

Final
11
Nov

Forth task – final working
details and sections and
corresponding reflected
ceiling plan developed
from previous week.
Final - Drawings and
panels
as
already
produced to be assembled
as presentation to clients
and architects.

•
15%

• Second presentation of reflected ceiling plan 1: 50
10%
Final presentation to clients and architects.
•
•
•
•
20%

Bruce Edward Watson
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Focus of project.
The focus of this project will deal with the interior space from a detailed perspective, providing interior
students with an approach responding to actual selections of furnishing and materials. The project will
evolve through the selection of and integration within the existing design of these materials. The project
with then move towards the communication of these materials in a design setting and there eventual
communication in contract documentation terms – interior detailing.

Learning Aims and Goals
Students will learn and gain knowledge of the workings of.
•

A design approach to a project from the perspective of interior, working within given framework
as previously designed.

•

Analysis of this given framework and integration and ramifications of any design changes as
driven by the design of the interior approach.

•

The selection, application, and integration into a given frame work of materials furnishing and
lighting within an interior setting.

•

Visual communications of such materials.

•

Detailing the environment in a design setting with respect to materials and there required
specificities

Teaching Aims and Gaols.
•

Effective transferral of detailed interior strategies – materials and there junctions - to a group
learning situation.

•

An understanding of the students design approach and an individual teaching strategy for that
student and there chosen design directions and sensibilities.

•

Individual and group learning situations encouraging a broad design dialogue and a shared
learning environment amongst student and lecturer.

•

The promotion and encouragement of continued learning by the student beyond the projects
boundaries.

•

Encouragement of interactive learning situations within the design studio setting emulating
those of a professional construct.
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Missing an Idea, Missing a Word: Language in Samuel R. Delany’s Babel-17and Ursula K. Le
Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness
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Dr. Warren
May 12, 2006
Missing an Idea, Missing a Word:
Language in Samuel R. Delany’s Babel-17
and Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness
In some of the most difficult puzzles, every piece counts. These puzzles are printed and
cut in such a way that each piece is critical to assembling the puzzle and discovering the whole
picture. Language works in a similar way. Without the right word, which stands for the right
concept, sentences, paragraphs, even short utterances cannot be assembled to give the meaning
the speaker or writer intends. Two novels that understand the importance of language for
meaning are Samuel R. Delany’s Babel-17 and Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness.
Delany puts language at the forefront in Babel-17, discussing the use and influence that language
has as well as its failures. Delany’s ideas about language translate to Le Guin’s The Left Hand of
Darkness. While language is not as prominent in the second novel, the use of language plays
into the novel in several different ways. By first looking at Delany’s language theory as
presented in Babel-17 and then examining how this theory plays out with the plot of both novels,
the impact of language is revealed. Language’s impact goes a step farther with Le Guin’s use of
the male pronoun in The Left Hand of Darkness and with the telepathy used in both novels.
A brief review of the criticism on Delany’s and Le Guin’s novels helps place the issue
language within the larger context of their works. Both are writers of the 1960s New Wave
movement in science fiction, garnering attention for them in this context. The two authors have
also been compared for their explorations of gender issues. Despite this, Delany’s Babel-17and
Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness, however, have not been compared for their use of
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language. Most critics focus on the Self and Other themes in both these novels. Individually,
Babel-17 is discussed for the language themes, which are also examined here, while The Left
Hand of Darkness is discussed for feminist themes. Because Le Guin has written several essays
on writing and one essay on language in The Left Hand of Darkness, the language becomes an
important part of looking at the feminist themes.
Delany makes clear the importance of language early in Babel-17. In the second chapter,
Rydra Wong tells Dr. T’mwarba that “[L]anguage is thought. Thought is information given
form. The form is language” (23). Language is what gives thoughts form, makes them
communicable to others. Delany also describes that form early in the novel: “A language,
however, has its own internal logic, its own grammar, its own way of putting thoughts together
with words that span various spectra of meaning” (7). This definition of language expands on
the other but also limits. Thoughts are put together by language in language’s form to indicate
certain meanings. Because language expresses thoughts in words that are linked to particular
meanings, language has a limiting effect on thoughts. Malmgren expands on this idea of
language that Delany presents with Babel-17, writing that Delany “sees language as constitutive
of reality, not reflective of reality. We see what our language enables us to see; we think
according to the ways that language makes available to us” (9). Weedman explains this idea
more fully when she writes that “language has a direct effect on how one thinks, since the
structure of language influences the processes by which one formulates ideas. If the language
doesn’t contain words to symbolize certain ideas or concepts, it is impossible for the person to
think about them” (133). Language, then, is not only a vehicle of communication but also a
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barrier to communication because it limits the speaker’s ability to think about things not signified
by the language’s vocabulary.
In Babel-17, Delany brings his linguistic theories as described above to direct the story.
While the plot is that of an “action-packed” and “fast-paced…space opera”, the novel itself
“systematically interrogates the function of alternative languages, the relation between language
and reality, the problematics of communication, and the linguistic possibilities of SF in general”
(Malmgren 7). Babel-17 “undertakes a direct connection between its words and its realities”
(Malmgren 15). Thus Rydra, the main character, is linguistically gifted and faces the challenge
of deciphering the unknown language of Babel-17. Rydra has the ability “to communicate with
them [her crewmates], to cut through the separate worlds of isolated individuals, enabling them
to converse and grow” (Malmgren 8). The Baroness says of Rydra “You tell the important
things” after only a few minutes in her company (92). Rydra needs her skill in Babel-17 because
she resolves the plot’s many miscommunications which help to thematize “the problematics of
communication” (Malmgren 8). Rydra’s successes include Danil D. Appleby’s crossing class
boundaries he never thought possible and the Callie-Ron-Mollya relationship. One of her
crewmates describes her abilities best: “She [Rydra] cut through worlds, and joined them—that’s
the important part—so that both became bigger” (205).
Rydra’s ability to communicate is not infallible in Babel-17. Despite her success in
understanding General Forester, she is unable to make him understand her at the beginning of the
novel. Rydra is shown in that first meeting to be adept at reading and interpreting body language
and muscle movement, and she is telepathic in a certain way that is better described elsewhere.
Rydra uses these abilities to get what she needs from the general to further her translation of
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Babel-17. These abilities affect the general: “I have been brusque, military, and efficient. But
the luxuriance of thought and word I would have given her” (14). If it were possible, General
Forester would abandon his military personality to be more communicative with Rydra. He sees
this possibility, both wishing for it and fearing it: “I didn’t communicate a thing! Somewhere in
the depths of the words, not a thing, you’re still safe” (14). The communication that the general
craves with Rydra also threatens him, his position and personality. Rydra too mourns the
situation with General Forester, but for different reasons. After General Forester leaves, Rydra’s
face is “fixed” and her knuckles are “white” (15). Rydra later tells Dr. T’mwarba that “He
[General Forester] thought I didn’t understand. He thought nothing had been communicated.
And I was angry. I was hurt. All the misunderstandings that tie the world up and keep people
apart were quivering before me at once, waiting for me to untangle them, explain them, and I
couldn’t.” (21). Rydra attributes this failure of communication to her lack of linguistic
knowledge, because she doesn’t “know the words, the grammar, the syntax”, she cannot
“untangle” the miscommunications (21). It is because Rydra “listens better and speaks better
than other” that she “is also more disturbed than others by blocks to communication” (StoneBlackburn 248). This failure, the first showing of Rydra’s communication and linguistic
abilities, sets up the pattern of linguistic growth for Rydra in the novel.
Rydra is able to see the barriers language creates and find a way around them. Rydra
understands that “what we say is structured and restrained by the language we know”, and
therefore uses her knowledge of language to restructure and to free what she is able to know
(Weedman 133). In Babel-17, Rydra turns to another language, Babel-17, to help her resolve
issues. One example of this is when Rydra frees herself from the webbing holding her in place
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on Jebel Tarik. Rydra is unable to find a way out in the language that she speaks so she switches
to Babel-17, which allows her to find a way out of the webbing. Babel-17 is “the most
analytically exact language imaginable. But that’s because everything is flexible, and ideas
come in huge numbers of congruent sets, governed by the same words” (210). This language, in
its very construction of words, provides Rydra with the weakest points in the webbing which, if
broken, will free her. By changing the language she was thinking in, Rydra changed the
boundaries on thoughts and meanings, freeing her mind to a new set of possibilities just as she
frees herself a few lines later. This attempt is part of a larger pattern happening throughout the
novel that Malmgren identifies: “In every key episode of the novel…the formula is the same:
Rydra moves from a language frame in which reality is constrictive or uncertain or exigent
through the language frame of Babel-17 to a new reality in which obstacles are overcome,
dangers neutralized, conflicts resolved” (10). Babel-17 frees Rydra’s mind to solve the problem
or overcome the obstacle at hand.
Babel-17 comes with its own set of communication problems. This language, like
computer languages, lacks the concepts of “I” and “you”, a key piece of language. Rydra later
explains the importance of these words: “The lack of an ‘I’ precludes any self-critical process.
In fact it cuts out any awareness of the symbolic process at all—which is the way we distinguish
between reality and our expression of reality” (214). Malmgren further explains that “[w]ithout
the concept ‘I’ we are unable to recognize language for what it is, a modeling system” (14).
Weedman adds another element of meaning, writing that this lack means there is no “concept of
individuality” (134). This fascinates Rydra, making her curious to meet an actual speaker of
Babel-17. It is at this point in the story that “she meets another speaker of Babel-17 (though she
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doesn’t realize it at the time), the dark other half that Rydra must link up with in order to make
her language whole” (Malmgren 13). This speaker is the Butcher. Rydra sees that “he originally
had s[p]oken a language where there was no word for ‘I’” (205). She decides to teach Butcher
the missing concepts, explaining their importance to his speech and his thoughts: “Sometimes
you want to say things, and you’re missing an idea to make them with, and missing a word to
make the idea with….Until something is named, it doesn’t exist” (151). These words not only
explain the importance of words for thought, but also repeat Delany’s views on language.
There is another problem with Babel-17 besides the lack of “I” and “you”. The language
creates secondary personalities which think in Babel-17 and carry out terrorist acts. It does this
in two ways. First, the language’s structure, with its lack of “I”, “blinds you to the fact that
though it’s a highly useful way to look at things, it isn’t the only way” (215). Once stuck in
Babel-17, the language “‘programs’ a self-contained schizoid personality into the mind of
whoever learns it….This personality has the general desire to destroy the Alliance at any cost,
and at the same time remain hidden from the rest of the consciousness until it’s strong enough to
take over. That’s what happened to us” (215-16). Weedman describes this as Babel-17’s “one
major disadvantage” (134). Rydra and Butcher are taken over by these personalities, which
commit the terrorist acts. Fortunately, Rydra is able to catch on to some of what’s happening.
She is able to alert Dr. T’mwarba, who frees both Rydra and Butcher from their schizoid
personalities, and then Rydra is able to explain what has happened. She also has a plan to
overcome Babel-17: “You correct the language, introduce the elements and compensate for the
ambiguities” (216). For this science fiction novel, “[l]anguage, rather than science, is the
instrument” which allows Rydra to save the day (Weedman 136). Though she didn’t know it,
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she has already taken steps to correct it when she teaches Butcher about “I” and “you”. The
result is “Rydra is able to gain complete control over the language by creating personal pronouns
for it” (Malmgren 14). Babel-17, with its new addition of personal pronouns, is “a new
language [that] will create a new, more satisfactory reality” (Malmgren 14). Rydra takes off into
space with this new language to break the communication barriers she has fought against
throughout the novel.
Communication in The Left Hand of Darkness is on a slightly different scale than in
Babel-17, but the application of Delany’s ideas about language refine some of the issues of
communication in Le Guin’s novel. Here the language of the speakers is not so much of a
barrier as the mindsets that come with the perceptions. Le Guin addresses this early in the novel.
Genly Ai is sent to open communications between the androgynous inhabitants of the planet
Gethen (also called Winter) and the members of the Ekumen, an alliance of worlds. Coming to
the androgynous society from a gendered one, Ai is handicapped in meeting the Gethenians on
equal terms. Le Guin describes him as “conventional, indeed rather stuffy” in her 1976 essay “Is
Gender Necessary?” about the novel (10). Ai reveals the limitations of his mental framework
when he discusses his views of Gethenians during the novel’s first chapter: “Though I had been
nearly two years on Winter I was still far from being able to see the people of the planet through
their own eyes. I tried to, but my efforts took the form of self-consciously seeing a Gethenian
first as a man, then as a woman, forcing him into those categories so irrelevant to his nature and
so essential to my own” (17). Ai, because of his mindset, is unable to see the Gethenians as
humans without gender. He feels compelled to define them with the gender categories that are
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essential to his language and understanding, despite however inapplicable these categories are to
Gethenians.
Ai is not a linguist like Rydra. He thinks in the language he grew up with, seemingly
unaware of the effect that language has on his thoughts. When Ai comes to Gethen, he translates
words from the Karhide and Orgoreyn languages (the languages that he learns on Gethen) to his
native tongue. Ai tries to define Estraven’s position in the Karhidish government in terms of his
native language and its concepts: “I am not sure of the proper historical equivalent of his
position, vizier or prime minister or councilor; the Karhidish word for it means the King’s Ear”
(11). Ai runs into this language and understanding barrier later when he is trying to understand
the purpose of his conversation with Estraven: “No doubt this was all a matter of shifgrethor—
prestige, face, place, the pride-relationship, the untranslatable and all-important principle of
social authority in Karhide and all the civilizations of Gethen. And if it was I would not
understand it” (19). Ai does not understand shifgrethor; he cannot define the concept behind the
word in his own language and is adrift in understanding. This example is part of the first major
conversation between Ai and Estraven which shows “[t]he extent of Ai’s cultural and sexual
alienation” (Cummins 75). As Cummins notes, this “conversation, rather than bridging their
differences, enhances the solitude felt by each” (75). Communication between Ai and Estraven,
and also between Ai and all Gethenians, is blocked by Ai’s language barriers.
Ai must move beyond his limited understanding of Gethenians and Estraven in particular
to make his mission a success. This happens when Ai is able to fully accept Estraven as male
and female, as an androgyne. As the story plays out, Ai and Estraven are in the tent after a hard
day pulling the sled when Estraven enters kemmer, the period of sexual activity for Gethenians.
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Ai does not realize what is happening at first, but as Estraven acquires more female
characteristics, he comes to understand. Ai is“[u]nable to ignore Estraven’s double sexuality,
and prepared by his previous experiences and knowledge of the Gethenians, Ai finds that all of
his resistance collapses” (Cummins 83). Ai then is able to acknowledge Estraven’s whole
person:
And I saw then again, and for good, what I had always been afraid
to see, and had pretended not to see in him: that he was a woman
as well as a man. Any need to explain the sources of that fear
vanished with the fear; what I was left with was, at last, acceptance
of him as he was. Until then I had rejected him, refused him his
own reality (234).
Ai sees Estraven as he is, overcoming the language barrier that had prevented Ai from seeing and
accepting Estraven and other Gethenians. Though no new word, signifying a new concept, is
taught, this parallels Babel-17’s breakthrough moment: in both, a new reality is created by
overcoming communication barriers.
Moving from this issue of language barriers in characters’ dialogue, there is another
language issue in The Left Hand of Darkness—that of the language the author uses in the novel.
One of the most prominent aspects about Le Guin’s The Left Hand of Darkness is the use of the
male pronoun and male titles (i.e. king, lord) for all the androgynous inhabitants of the planet
Gethen. This choice was criticized because it made “the Gethenians seem like men, instead of
menwomen” (“Is Gender Necessary? Redux” 14). Le Guin responded to this criticism and other
issues with The Left Hand of Darkness in the essay “Is Gender Necessary?”. Le Guin writes in
the essay that the use of male pronouns was grammatically correct: “I call Gethenians ‘he’
because I utterly refuse to mangle English by inventing a pronoun for ‘he/she’. ‘He’ is the
generic pronoun, damn it, in English” (15). Le Guin goes on to identify what she sees as the real
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problem with the novel as far as making the Gethenians seem like “menwomen”: she did not
show “the female component of the Gethenian characters in action” (15). The plot structure that
Le Guin worked out with the novel shows the main Gethenian character Estraven “almost
exclusively in roles that we are culturally conditioned to perceive as ‘male’” (15). Because
“[o]ne does not see Estraven as a mother, with his children, in any role that we automatically
perceive as ‘female’” in the novel, Le Guin acknowledges that Estraven is characterized more
male than a balance between male and female (15). In this assessment, it is the lack of more
“female” characterization than the specific language that fails.
Eleven years after “Is Gender Necessary?”, Le Guin reassessed the essay. Because of her
changed views on some of the issues in that essay, she added her changed perspectives to the
essay, leaving the original intact but including her changes in italics and brackets. In this
revision, called “Is Gender Necessary? Redux”, Le Guin criticized her earlier self, saying that the
male pronouns do characterize the androgynes as men: “I still dislike invented pronouns, but
now I dislike them less than the so-called generic pronoun he/him/his, which does in fact exclude
women from discourse” (15). Le Guin leads this problem back to one idea about language that
Delany presents: language limits the speaker’s understanding. In the 1973 essay “On Fantasy
and Science Fiction” in The Language of the Night, Le Guin sees that “[s]peech expresses
character. It does so whether the speaker or the author knows it or not” (83). The words used to
describe a person or place are very important “because in fantasy there is nothing but the writer’s
vision of the world” (91). This “vision of the world” in The Hand of Darkness was more
“shaped” by the masculine pronouns than Le Guin understood: “If I had realized how the
pronouns I used shaped, directed, controlled my own thinking, I might have been ‘cleverer’” (“Is
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Gender Necessary? Redux” 15). This idea has become so important to Le Guin that some of the
corrections she makes to the original “Is Gender Necessary?” are changing male pronouns to
more gender-neutral wording (15).
One point about the use of male pronouns has been overlooked. These pronouns
reinforce Ai’s point of view in the novel. Because the novel is “Ai’s retrospective report for the
Ekumen, written in the first person”, Ai has the power of the narrator (Cummins 76). This is
evident in the arrangement of the information in the novel, including journal entries, myths, and
scientific reports. Ai, then, “selects and orders his material” to present a certain view of the story
(Cummins 76). Besides the different views, Ai controls the story and, therefore, the language in
which that story is told. With this in mind, Ai is unable to understand the melding of male and
female in Estraven at the beginning of the novel. Ai describes this discomfort as he dines with
Estraven, limiting his descriptions to the words and, therefore, the gender categories he is
accustomed to thinking with: “For it was impossible to think of him [Estraven] as a woman, that
dark, ironic, powerful presence near me in the firelit darkness, and yet whenever I thought of him
as a man I felt a sense of falseness, of imposture” (18). By using “he” and “him” for the parts
told by Ai, Le Guin shows Ai’s own use of language to limit his thoughts. Because Ai does not
accept the dual nature of Estraven, using male pronouns reflects his thoughts onto his language,
even the language of his thoughts. This position is weakened after the climatic scene when Ai
comes to understand and accept Estraven. Once Ai has come to see “Female, male….both and
one” as the nature of Gethenians, the male pronouns ring false with his new understanding and
acceptance of Estraven and other Gethenians. Earlier in the novel, however, the male pronouns
do work to reinforce Ai’s perceptions of the Gethenians.
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One of the similarities between the two novels besides the language issues that Delany
presents in Babel-17 is that both novels deal with telepathy. Stone-Blackburn, in her analysis of
telepathy in The Left Hand of Darkness and Babel-17, is “particularly struck by the similarity in
their conception and use of telepathy” (245). For both, telepathy “is at least in part a learned,
intellectual attainment, an outgrowth of linguistic sophistication” (246). Because
“[c]ommunication gaps between people are equally important in both novels”, the meeting of
mind to mind in each becomes a key form of communication (249). Telepathy, one would think,
would solve all communication issues. Delany and Le Guin take different stances on this.
For Rydra, telepathy has been a talent she has but has not understood. As she tells Dr.
T’mwarba, “up till a year ago, I didn’t even realize I was just saying other people’s ideas. I
thought they were my own” (18). It is not that Rydra wasn’t telepathic before, but Rydra learns
in the course of the novel how to control and use her telepathy (Stone-Blackburn 246-47).
However, before this point, telepathy has mixed effects on Rydra’s communication abilities.
Although her uncontrolled telepathy is able to pick up others thoughts to some extent, she
couples this with her ability to read body language to get a complete understanding of what
others are thinking. This, of course, helps her understand what they are trying to communicate
better. It also allows her to see better when she fails with communication like in the opening
incident with General Forester. It is from this first failure that Rydra moves forward in the
novel: “The movement of Babel-17 is directed by impulses towards more perfect
communication: Rydra’s psychological motivation, her unique talents, and the plot device of the
mysterious language to be deciphered all point towards a climax of perfect communication”
(Stone-Blackburn 248). Telepathy is possibly this perfect communication.
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Along with this desire for perfect communication, “Rydra is also driven by the desire to
find out who speaks Babel-17, since a language is interesting primarily for what it says about
how its speakers think” (Stone-Blackburn 248). These two desires are met when Rydra and the
Butcher meet mind to mind: “When Rydra enters his mind in telepathic union, the event is the
culmination of her quest to understand Babel-17 and of her lifelong effort to attain more perfect
communication” (Stone-Blackburn 248). However, telepathy does need a little refinement.
Their telepathy is not a meeting of minds, but a union, described by Rydra as a “bewildering
reversed sexuality” (181). The Butcher’s mind encloses Rydra’s, and their minds are combined
(181). The Butcher is “in agony” over this union, and Rydra finds herself “patterning words” to
help her understand the “emotional turbulences” of the situation (181). It is through the words
spoken in “their fused minds” that they come to understand each other and are able to find a
resolution to the dangers imposed by Babel-17 (179).
Where telepathy succeeds for Rydra, it has mixed results for Ai. Although the telepathy
he teaches to Estraven brings them closer together, it is another way of communication that is
foiled by language. Le Guin’s telepathy is not empathy. As she writes in The Left Hand of
Darkness, “[e]mpathy’s another game, though not unconnected….But in mindspeech proper, the
speech centers of the brain are activated” (239). Stone-Blackburn marks this concept as key to
the understanding of telepathy in both novels. For both Le Guin and Delany, telepathy is
distinguished from “less precise forms of mental sharing and telepathy proper, which is
presented as an intellectual development, is dependent on language skills” (Stone-Blackburn
247). Instead, it is language spoken mind to mind, mindspeech.
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In this language, as Estraven discovers, “there’s no lying in this mindspeech” (239).
Despite the inability to lie, telepathy still comes with all the problems of language that Delany
addresses. When Ai speaks to Estraven, “Estraven is surprised to receive words, rather than just
a sort of understanding” (Stone-Blackburn 247). Along with this, Ai encounters a problem in
how his mindspeech is received by Estraven: “You called me—It was my brother. It was his
voice I heard. He’s dead. You called me—You called me Therem? I….This is more terrible
than I had thought” (239). Because this is so disturbing to Estraven, he pulls away from this new
possibility of communication: “It never came easy to him. Not that he lacked the gift or could
develop the skill, but it disturbed him profoundly, and he could not take it for granted. He
quickly learned to set up the barriers, but I’m not sure he felt he could count on them” (240).
Telepathy languishes under the problems of communication: “So the intimacy of the mind
established between us was a bond, indeed, but an obscure and austere one, not so much
admitting further light (as I had expected it to) as showing the extent of the darkness” (241).
Telepathy is another failed attempt at closer communication between Estraven and Ai, failing
because the two are unable to communicate and understand each other. Language, even in
thought form, presents barriers to communication in The Left Hand of Darkness.
Language, then, presents barriers in thought, word, and deed. Language forms reality,
the spectrum of the possible, limiting what we can know, understand, and do. Despite the
setbacks and failures, Rydra and Ai are able to breakthrough their language barriers (with
different levels of success) to see and understand what they were not able to before. In essence,
Rydra and Ai create the missing words to describe the concepts they need to overcome these
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language barriers. Taking this back to the puzzle analogy at the beginning, Rydra and Ai create
the missing piece of the puzzle to make the picture whole.
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Abstract
We propose to research methods for more effectively addressing the
diverse needs of “Generation 1.5” students, or U.S.-educated English language
learners, at the University of Houston. Specifically, we intend to assess how well
these students’ specific educational needs are being met in the areas of academic
and content area writing. Utilizing our proven peer-tutor model and an intensive
drafting process, we hope to promote our students’ success through a more
cohesive program of academic literacy.
Proposal for Future Research
National Trends, Local Relevance
The University of Houston is a large, urban research institution that serves
one of the most diverse student bodies in the nation, including Generation 1.5
students (non-native English speakers who were educated in the United States).
Undergraduates in this category display a wide range of proficiency with writing
in English in an academic context, reflecting the recent trend in American schools
towards increased linguistic and cultural diversity (Wurr 14). Currently, there is
no consistent or universal program in place to address the diverse compositional
needs of these students.
Our goal is to identify effective curricular innovations and determine the
best way to proceed towards implementing a university-wide program that will
improve the uneven linguistic performance of our student population.
Specifically, we would like to identify how many Generation 1.5 students are
registered annually, determine their major field of study, and assess how well
their specific educational needs are being met in the field of academic and
content area writing. During our panel session, we hope to clarify how, through
collaboration between Composition and ESL studies and the use of our peer-tutor
model, the Writing Center has begun to successfully address this issue.
Generation 1.5
Generation 1.5 students are U.S.-educated English language learners
whose diverse needs have historically been overlooked (Wurr). They typically
lack the native language fluency of L1 students, yet they also lack the English
fluency of L2 students who were born in the U.S. They have had little experience
with academic writing or the revision process, and they are not familiar with the
complex linguistic structures and rhetorical styles that are required by academic
writing (Harklau, Losey, and Siegal). Generation 1.5 students learn English
primarily through informal aural interaction (socioliterate), and thus are typically
ill-equipped to communicate through writing. Since they acquire language rather
than learning it, these students lack the necessary cognitive academic language
skills – they lack the meta-discourse and terminology to understand explanations
of their grammar errors (Dubarry).
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Though it is useful for our purposes to discuss Generation 1.5 students as a
homogenous group at the outset, however, it is crucial to point out how “fluid”
this group actually is (Roberge 109). Despite the somewhat misleading
impression that students in a given class share an identifiable set of
characteristics, it would be nearly impossible to develop a single pedagogical
solution that would appropriately help each Generation 1.5 student achieve
academic literacy.
The Writing Center
The Writing Center began administering Developmental and ESL writing
courses beginning in the Fall of 2000, and has produced a dramatic improvement
in student performance. With a core group of undergraduate and graduate
Writing Consultants teaching small groups of four to seven students, the
Developmental English program utilizes an intensive drafting and revision
process to prepare students for English Composition I, writing intensive courses
within their major and, ultimately, their post-college careers. By allowing each
student more individual attention and more opportunities to improve his or her
writing skills, English 1300 addresses the specific compositional issues of
students from diverse backgrounds while engaging these students with the
writing process. Only in a one-on-one setting can we appropriately address
specific cultural learning experiences (Harris and Silva).
Similarly, the ESL Program at the Writing Center is designed around the
curricular principles of purpose, organization, and clarity to build student
confidence by communicating a clear and simple strategy for improving their
writing through revision. English 1309 and 1310, designed specifically for nonnative speakers of English, are directly equivalent to the core Composition I and
II courses for native speakers.
The peer-tutor model developed in the Developmental and ESL Writing
Programs has been proven to be successful by high completion rates, student
confidence, and performance in subsequent composition courses. In addition, we
have employed this consultation model successfully in undergraduate and
graduate courses across the disciplines. The Writing Center’s peer-tutor model
helps cultivate a more effective dialogue for students from diverse backgrounds.
Our intention is to share our methodology with our colleagues while gaining new
insight as we continue to expand our programs.
Cultivating a More Effective Dialogue (adapted from Harklau, Losey,
and Siegal)
o

Be aware of students’ prior academic literary experiences
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o

Recognize diverse needs

o

Promote students’ academic literacy
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Content: The workshop will introduce a number of exercises and techniques, which while
compatible with the work of Stanislavski, Vahktangov, Michael Chekhov and Laban,
represent further exploration. The exercises will deal with the instrument of the performer
on the three concurrent levels of: physicality, sensory/personalization work, and subtle
energy work—and demonstrate the ability of the performer to multi-layer or “track” these
tasks. The work with subtle energy draws on yoga and qiqong/neigong—and provides
access to results difficult to achieve by other methods.
Structure: A brief introduction to the “three entrances” available to the performer:
physical, sensory, and energetic. Then hands on explorations of these “entrances” through
exercises and improvisation. A participatory workshop.
Rationale: The performer must be able to find egress to a role or a moment through a
variety of methods, especially as more abstract contemporary writing often asks the
performer to create without detailed situations or character delineation. However, even in
traditional work, these tools are often very useful.
Workshop needs: An unobstructed space large enough to move in.
General Bio: Tom Whitaker most recently directed Revel’s World of
Shakespeare, written and performed by Joseph Graves, and co-sponsored
by The Beijing Institute of World Theater and Film and Arkansas
Repertory Theatre(LORT). The show has been seen at The Beijing People’s
Art Theatre, as well as Centennial Hall, the Northern Theatre (Bei Ju
Chang) and the Tian Qiao Theatre--all in Beijing. Last yesr he served
as vocal coach for a production of Carlo Gozzi’s The King Stag, with
students from Peking University. This past summer he taught acting at
Peking University, and acted as co-director for the first English
Directing Workshop, at Nanjing University, where he is a Guest
Professor. Tom has acted with Richard Schechner's Performance Group;
Bread and Puppet Theatre; Masterworks Laboratory Theatre, NYC; and the
Oberlin Repertory Theater with members of the Royal Shakespeare Company
and National Theatre of Great Britain. Recently, he played Falstaff in
Shakespeare's Henry IV pt. 1, at the Texas Shakespeare Festival. He
has taught for a number of programs including Oberlin Theater
Institute, Carnegie-Mellon College of Fine Arts, and the MFA Directing
Program at the University of Texas, Austin. He has taught workshops on
acting, directing, Tai Chi, voice and movement nationally and in
Germany and China. Representative regional and university directing
credits include: bobrauschenbergamerica, Cyrano de Bergerac, Life's a
Dream, Merchant of Venice, Stop Kiss, Big Love, The Seagull, The Swan,
Two Gentlemen of Verona, Tartuffe, Chaps!, Sylvia, Blue Window, The
Baltimore Waltz, The Bourgeois Gentleman, Cloud 9, Taming of the Shrew,
Tartuffe, The Compleat Works of Wllm Shkspr (Abridged), Inspecting
Carol, Love's Labour's Lost, Mad Forest, The Misanthrope, As You Like
It, Fool for Love, The Dining Room, 1940's Radio Hour, Misalliance,
Loot, Arms and the Man, Man is Man, Buried Child, Twelfth Night,
Landscape of the Body, How I Got That Story, The Birthday Party, The
Suicide, Tonight at Eight, and The Firebugs. He has directed at Texas
Shakespeare Festival; Cider Mill Playhouse, New York; Idaho Repertory
Theatre; Hartwood Theatre, Pennsylvania; and Live Oak Theatre in

2
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Austin, Texas, among others. Tom is Associate Professor of
Acting/Directing at University of California, Santa Barbara.
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Content: Workshop will approach Tai Chi Chuan and Nei Gong as psychophysical tools
for actor training, involving: alignment, centering, movement flow, energy accumulation
and partner work.
Emphasis on principles and movement as they encourage a free-flowing aligned body,
relaxation, and control and use of momentum; the connection of psychophysical
centering and movement flow to gesture; the process of energy accumulation and internal
power; and applications of Tai Chi push hands to partnering exercises for warm-ups and
improvisation.
Structure: Discussion of principles, and hands on exploration of these principles and their
applications to actor training. A brief introduction, and then a participatory workshop.
Rationale: Tai Chi and the accompanying discipline of Nei Gong, are being used in a
number of prominent training programs here and abroad, benefiting the actor in terms of
increased strength, flexibility and energy, centering and breath control, coordination,
muscle memory, and partnering skills (listening ability, and sensitivity to psychophysical
impulse in a partner).
Workshop needs: A fair sized open space.
Presenter: Tom Whitaker is Associate Professor of Acting/Directing at University of
California, Santa Barbara. He has presented workshops on Tai Chi Chuan and Actor
Training at a number of university training programs, New York acting studios, and
conferences (Association for Theatre in Higher Education, American College Theater
Festival, South West Theatre Conference, Mid West Theatre Conference, etc.)

General Bio: Tom Whitaker most recently directed Revel’s World of

Shakespeare, written and performed by Joseph Graves, and co-sponsored
by The Beijing Institute of World Theater and Film and Arkansas
Repertory Theatre(LORT). The show has been seen at The Beijing People’s
Art Theatre, as well as Centennial Hall, the Northern Theatre (Bei Ju
Chang) and the Tian Qiao Theatre--all in Beijing. Last yesr he served
as vocal coach for a production of Carlo Gozzi’s The King Stag, with
students from Peking University. This past summer he taught acting at
Peking University, and acted as co-director for the first English
Directing Workshop, at Nanjing University, where he is a Guest
Professor. Tom has acted with Richard Schechner's Performance Group;
Bread and Puppet Theatre; Masterworks Laboratory Theatre, NYC; and the
Oberlin Repertory Theater with members of the Royal Shakespeare Company
and National Theatre of Great Britain. Recently, he played Falstaff in
Shakespeare's Henry IV pt. 1, at the Texas Shakespeare Festival. He
has taught for a number of programs including Oberlin Theater
Institute, Carnegie-Mellon College of Fine Arts, and the MFA Directing
Program at the University of Texas, Austin. He has taught workshops on
acting, directing, Tai Chi, voice and movement nationally and in
Germany and China. Representative regional and university directing

2
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credits include: bobrauschenbergamerica, Cyrano de Bergerac, Life's a
Dream, Merchant of Venice, Stop Kiss, Big Love, The Seagull, The Swan,
Two Gentlemen of Verona, Tartuffe, Chaps!, Sylvia, Blue Window, The
Baltimore Waltz, The Bourgeois Gentleman, Cloud 9, Taming of the Shrew,
Tartuffe, The Compleat Works of Wllm Shkspr (Abridged), Inspecting
Carol, Love's Labour's Lost, Mad Forest, The Misanthrope, As You Like
It, Fool for Love, The Dining Room, 1940's Radio Hour, Misalliance,
Loot, Arms and the Man, Man is Man, Buried Child, Twelfth Night,
Landscape of the Body, How I Got That Story, The Birthday Party, The
Suicide, Tonight at Eight, and The Firebugs. He has directed at Texas
Shakespeare Festival; Cider Mill Playhouse, New York; Idaho Repertory
Theatre; Hartwood Theatre, Pennsylvania; and Live Oak Theatre in
Austin, Texas, among others. Tom is Associate Professor of
Acting/Directing at University of California, Santa Barbara.

3
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The Path From Alienation to Reconciliation
The Role of Religion in Developing a “Sustainable” Environmental Ethic

Identifying Issues: Ethical Dilemmas, Environmental Realities, Climate
Change, Survival.
At the beginning of the twenty-first century scientific observations clearly
indicate that climate change will impact the majority of life forms presently
supported by the biosphere. Bleak and alarming data reaches us through
reputable institutions such as the Worldwatch Institute and the David Suzuki
Foundation which reinforces the reality of our plight. In addition to this, the
planet’s population is rapidly increasing, there is rapid biotic decline, and the
demands made by our own species upon the planet are now reaching overload
capacity.1 As a consequence to this, the depressing fact is that many in our
scientific community agree that our planet is now entering into the sixth Great
Dying within its history. The Worldwatch Institute states that,
The world lives amid the greatest mass extinction since the dinosaurs
perished 65 million years ago and most of this loss is caused by human
activities. Habitat loss, the introduction of exotic species through trade
and travel, and climate change all contribute to biodiversity decline.
Worldwatch research has examined the mystery of amphibian disappearances,
the decline in bird populations, and the rapid loss of primates as part
2
of its work on species loss.

1

Corinne Podger, BBC science correspondent Tuesday, 21 May, 2002, 13:48 GMT 14:48 UK
Quarter of mammals 'face extinction' http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/2000325.stm.
Retrieved 24/10/06.
Gary Strieker, CNN Scientists agree world faces mass extinction, August 23, 2002 Posted: 11:43
AM EDT (1543 GMT).
http://archives.cnn.com/2002/TECH/science/08/23/green.century.mass.extinction/index.html.
Retrieved 24/10/06.
2

Biodiversity, http://www.worldwatch.org/taxonomy/term/103, Retrieved 24/10/06.
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Pitched against this loud background extinction noise, our species will
probably survive. In order to do this, however, we must adapt and evolve as
these issues present enormous challenges.
From an intellectual, philosophical, and moral perspective, it is the
responsibility of educated and involved citizens everywhere to implement
protective environmental measures. Alarmingly, however, even when scientists,
environmentalists, educators, writers and reporters, voice their concerns, they
seem for the most part, to go unheeded by policy makers. It is as if in the
frenetic rush to make money the voice of reason goes unheard and is trampled
underfoot.3
The problems of global degradation are overwhelming in scope. Based
on strong scientific and sociological data, the reality of the coming crisis seems
inevitable.4 Greed, mismanagement and poverty are conditions that humans
generate, often without heeding the full ramifications of their actions. In 1987 Dr.
Gro Harlen Brundtland, as Chairman of the UN Commission on Environment and
Development stated,
“. . . poverty itself pollutes the environment, creating environmental stress
in a different way. Those who are poor and hungry will often destroy their
own environment in order to survive.”5

3

Open Letter to the Prime Minister of Canada, on Climate Change Science, dated April 18, 2006.
Ninety Canadian scientists were signatories to this communication. In addition to this, the
Canadian Meterological and Oceanographic Society has called for immediate government action
on climate change.
http://www.davidsuzuki.org/files/climate/Scientist_letter_to_Harper.pdf. Retrieved 24/10/06.
4

Our Common Future: World Commission on Environment and Development (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1990), pp 27-42.

5

Ibid. p 28.
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Underlying Misconceptions Based on Androcentricity
Our species has established a long history of planet mismanagement. As
Jared Stone repeatedly argues in his two academically acclaimed works Guns,
Germs and Steel,6 and Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed,7 our
species has made a massive impact upon the environment.
At the root of our suicidal malaise lies the issue of androcentricity. We feel
that we are the centre of all things and that nature exists to be manipulated by
us. This leads to enormous ethical and social dilemmas. If we are to solve, or
at least contain, some of the environmental problems, we have to face the truth
about ourselves. The problems we have created for ourselves demand that we
truthfully confront our humanocentric ruthlessness.
From a religious studies perspective, there are a variety of ‘truth milieus’
from which to gain ‘realistic’ perspectives on these issues. These milieus include
(i) an eco-theological approach, incorporating specific issues identified within the
environmental movement; (ii) philosophical and ethical issues; and (iii) specific
religious cosmologies.8

Confronting our self-generated nightmare in this way

makes it reasonable to pose pertinent questions regarding what we perceive to
be our ‘right’ to ruthlessly dominate nature. These questions are:
•

What is the place of human beings in the natural world?

•

Do human beings have a responsibility to other species?

6

Jared Diamond, Guns, Germs and Steal: the Fates of Human Societies (New York, W.W.
Norton & Company, Inc., 1999).

7

Jared Diamond, Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed (London, Penguin Books,
2006).

8

The term Cosmology applies to specific religious world views, values, and issues of self in the
world.
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•

Is human destiny entwined with the destiny of other species?

•

Are human beings primarily of nature or above or apart from it?

•

Is human nature and destiny realized in shaping, perfecting, and
developing the natural world?

•

Is human nature and destiny primarily realized in attempting to accept the
world as it is and conform to it? 9

Our Place in the Biosphere
From a detached humanocentric perspective, the biosphere and all forms
of life exist for us to exploit; archaeologically and historically, this fact is verified
by our habitation record. We are highly adaptable and successful predators and
we have ruthlessly exploited because we have developed the power to do just
that.
Dealing With Inevitable Biospheric Changes
In the case of the coming environmental crisis religious studies experts,
including theologians, philosophers, and specialists within many religious
traditions, have identified the two basic practical means of approaching the
environmental crisis. These strategies are: (i) avoidance (curtail environmental
degradation now); (ii) adaptation (create plans to deal with the consequences of
climate warming).10

9

David Kinsley, Ecology and Religion: Ecological Spirituality in Cross-Cultural Perspective (New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1995), p xv.
10

Thomas Hurka, “Ethical Principles”, Ethics and Climate Change: The Greenhouse Effect
(Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1993), eds. Harold Coward and Thomas Hurka, p 24.
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Going the Distance and the Struggle to Adapt
Whichever way we face the coming changes, there will be need for more
than a mere intellectual assent or mandatory acquiescence. In order to
successfully adjust to this major climate change scenario, humans must draw on
community, solidarity, compassion and respect.
Intellectually, these are wonderful virtues, based on a utopian perspective
of the basic good within humankind. Realistically, as we have observed through
innumerable wars, famines, droughts, plagues, tsunamis, earthquakes, and
hurricanes, our conduct is often alarming and disappointing. Our species, like
every other life form on the planet, is opportunistic. We are frequently ruthless,
dishonest, exploitive and cruel.
From Alienation to Reconciliation
Religions are clear regarding human nature. There is no religion in the
world that does not recognize our species’ destructive proclivity. Conversely, the
upside of religious teachings present coping mechanisms based on
acknowledging and controlling the perverse side to our nature. Each living
religion is full of ethical teachings, and based on its own cosmology, incorporates
ideas surrounding the divine, holy and sacred. These teachings are not
constructed on impractical “feel good” techniques. Each religion is at core
intensely practical with origins based on community, law and order.
This leads us to another area often ignored by the ‘secular’ world. In their
construction, each religion contains a body of teachings about the sacred as
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manifested in the world. The world is ‘set apart’ and there are cautionary myths11
and warnings that sound alarms to the devotee. The world cannot be abused,
the holy is infused within the physical, and the planet is a sacred space. One
ignores these ‘realities’ at great cost.
In applying this wisdom to our current realities religions are put to the test.
How do the ancient perspectives of the sacred identified in and through nature,
correlate with human survival? In pursuing these truths the modern researcher
of religion learns what it means to be fully human in an industrial or post
industrial world. The issues posed are simple, harsh, and direct. One must ask:
•

Have we, as moderns, dismissed our ancestors’ practical observations
about the fragility of our species?

•

Have we forgotten that the planet can kill us?

•

Have we, through our pride of achievement, forgotten the fact that what
hurts the planet inevitably hurts us?

•

Have we, with our technology and science, become blinded to the sacred
and to the ‘miraculous’ wonder of life demonstrated by and in the
biosphere?

•

Have we forgotten how to love the mystery of the planet?

•

Have we forgotten how to love in sincerity?

•

Why do we, as a species, demonstrate an insane compulsion to destroy
the infrastructure of the planet?

•
11

Why do we not care that we are degrading our life support systems?

Ancient sacred stories, allegorical in nature. These provide cautionary tales, or parables to
guide the believer.
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Answers Provided by Religious Systems
With kudos to our religious ancestors, we can acknowledge that they left
us concrete answers. Our people were clear regarding the fact that at times our
species becomes totally perverse and suffers the consequences. In our
unchecked and arrogant state, the ancients observed that the ‘land groaned and
suffered.’12 There were mythic teachings and stories about evil and retribution by
the gods or Yahweh (YHWH).
Our modern religions also teach that we are arrogant – so full of pride that
we tumble on into destruction, all the time thinking that we can control the speed
of the descent. The religions, past and present, observe that in so doing we
believe we will recreate something much better as we set about destroying our
relationships and life support systems. The ancient religions had many names
for our suicidal descent and our religions today still embody some of these terms.
Religions identify concepts such as darkness, evil, sin, alienation, pride, and the
unenlightened mind. Our religions still also have a straightforward estimation of
our conduct – ‘evil’ or the perverse and negative, are still constructs within their
cosmologies.13 Also ensconced within each religious system is the teaching that
there is always punishment for evil actions. Our ‘sins’ cause suffering and there
is always the concept of “pay back time.”

12

Joel 1:10-20. The Hebrew text describes environmental catastrophe brought about by war and
sin. New Oxford Annotated Bible, Revised Standard Version (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2001).
13

The generic definition for evil would be the absence of love and compassion resulting in
hedonism. See Rosemary Radford Ruether, “[sin] lies in distortion of relationship. The
absolutizing of the rights of the rights to life and power of one side of a relation against the other
parts with which it is, in fact, interdependent.” Gaia and God: an ecofeminist theology of earth
healing (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1992), p 142.
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Pessimism versus Hope
Despite many arguments to the contrary, facing facts is something that a
dynamic, healthy religion has the ability to do. In fact, this is the mark of a true
religion. On the other hand, Karl Marx' observations about religion being “the
opiate of the people”14 and Sigmund Freud’s argument that religion is no more
than an infantile neurosis are also true.15 Both detractors of religion are correct
insofar as when a religious structure does not challenge, admonish and instruct it
becomes irrelevant and stagnant.
The existing world religions, however, do carry the necessary dynamics
for change and guidance. They embody much ancient wisdom which is still
relevant in our twenty-first century of crisis. From a religious studies’ perspective
it becomes clear that all religions teach respect, love and reverence for the
planet, for life, and for other species.16
Repositories of Wisdom
Religions are repositories of wisdom. They offer great inspiration to those
who take the time to analyze the teachings. There is hope for the future and this
is based on concepts of the holy, sacred, beautiful and often the miraculous. In
their definitions of the “profane” and the “sacred” the religions contain blueprints

14

Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right, by Karl Marx, DeutschFranzösische Jahrbücher, February, 1844.
http://www3.baylor.edu/~Scott_Moore/texts/Marx_Opium.html

15
16

Sigmund Freud, The Future of an illusion (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1989), p 43.

These ideas are identified plainly even in the most criticized religions of Judaism, Christianity
and Islam.
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for survival. The reason why they possess these inspirational influences is
because they have the ability, like no other human philosophical construct, to tug
at the heart strings. Religious systems engage people in love and compassion
based on religious instinct and,
“They can give meaning as much to the ordinary as to the
extra-ordinary; can provide comfort as well as challenges . . .
[and] can offer entire cosmologies to explain the meaning of
life. . . . they offer a holistic view of life that few other groups
can get close to offering.”17
In studying religions it is not necessary for the outside observer to become
a devotee or practitioner of any. However, by studying the enduring practices,
rituals and teachings regarding the sacred and the holy, even our secularized
and blunted psyches can be touched and influenced by something intangibly
beautiful and noble.
Pragmatically, what this means is that one can utilize and incorporate
these teachings into the creation of a practical, sustainable eco theology. This
theology will be relevant to the religious practitioner as it will facilitate changes in
their own ‘environmental consciousness’ because it speaks their religious
language and uses their religious ethics. In addition to this, the incorporation of a
grounded eco theological teaching can also speak philosophically to ‘outsiders’
because it is founded on love, enlightenment, and empathy.18

17

Martin Palmer, Victoria Finley, Faith in Conservation: New Approaches to Religions and the
Environment (Washing: The World Bank, 2003), p 49-50.
18

One example of this would be the Bhagavad-Gita’s observation that the spiritually disciplined
person “sees the self abiding in all beings and all beings in the self; [one] sees the same in all
beings.” Bhagavad-Gita 6:24, http://www.bhagavad-gita.org/Gita/verse-06-24.html
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Religiously, truth is truth and love is love. Psychologically, we only can
truly commit and become loyal to something we love, hold dear, sacred and true.
Tap this basic positive human conduit of cognition and one can construct a
durable plan for the times ahead. We can combine our ancestors’ ways of
knowing with science to get us through a dark age. Religious insight can
become a signpost for reconciliation and survival, and we can still preserve a
small part of this beautiful sphere we call Gaia.
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‘The Seven Purple Codexs of Albania’ is a new set of information for most of us outside the scholarly circles of
biblical studies. ‘Introducing Albania’s Purpureus Beratinus Codex’ is even more unique because it is one of
two world treasures in literature and visual art emerging into view after approximately sixteen centuries of
protective hiding. Five of the seven codexs that originated in Albania were sent outside Albania and are familiar
to many. Those are within the group of purple codexs called Codex Vaticana B [west], Alexandrininus,
Sinaiticus [east], Petropolitanus, Vindobonensis, Rossanensis and Sinopensis.
There were two of the seven held in protective secrecy and then fell into lost placement before re-emerging in
1986. Those two are now in full conservation and protection within The State Central Archives of Albania.
Those two are The Purpureus Beratinus [Beratinus 1] and The Golden Codex of Anthimi [Beratinus 2]. They
carry the name of the place they were found; Berat. Beratinus 1 is the oldest of the seven and serves as an/the
archetype for the New Testament of The Holy Bible.
Purpureus Beratinus, or Beratinus 1, has been authenticated to be the earliest of all the manuscripts and written
in at least the first half of the 6th c CE [before biblical canons and visual canons set by Pope Gregory in the 7th c
CE]. Beratinus 1 is under further study at this time to determine if it could have been written at the hand of
John Chrysostomos before his death in 407 CE. The Golden Codex of Anthimi, or Beratinus 2, was scribed in
the 9th c CE.
Archivists and Albanian biblical scholars have worked continuously on the works of literature and transliteration
efforts. The first texts of authority, and emerging texts, were written and published in Albania and document
the manuscripts as works of cultural heritage, visual art heritage and literature. ‘Purple Embraces’, an ongoing
collaboration with an individual artist brings an opportunity to consider the expressive art in the manuscripts
and contribute to the process of cataloging and understanding the first visual art and its place as archetype for
portraiture of apostles and the writing centers. The paints and styles served as the foundation for the visual
canons and iconography from Early Christianity to forward in time. This also considers the first known writing
of the Eucharist as words, and it as the written foundation for the First Liturgical Music written later in Albania
with the first sound shapes called neuma. The unique collaboration engages international, national, secular,
educational and religious scholars in a group effort to work together in new directions for understanding the
seven distinct purple manuscripts created under the empirical authority of Illyrian-heritage emperors in the
formative Early Christianity period of the Byzantium.
An in-depth presentation of the unique expressive arts within Beratinus 1 will be the focus of the presentation:
folios of empirical parchments from Pergamon, the recently recovered Albanian purple stain formula, decorative
elements and symbolism that support the fluid silver hand-scribed letters, the first time hand-scribed names of
God and Jesus in fluid gold, full-page miniature apostle portraits, correct dimensional architectural renderings,
and the first scribed Eucharist. The long-term collaborative project will be shared. The first new art that speaks
to the original content and images will be shared. The poster presentation will also provide a digital
presentation, handouts to support further reading, and web access.
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Professional artist journeys can provide interest and inspiration in explorative processes for new ideas in art while
referencing historic art and styles. Individual Artists, Art Educators and Teachers are invited to share one artist’s
journey into a unique invitation for study of antiquities and the challenge to create new art inspired by the
antiquities. Design, tools and materials of today became primary in that challenge and may be attractive to others
for personal creativity as well as for classroom opportunities.
The invitation for an in-depth study was extended by The Ministry of Culture of Albania and its Butrint National
Park [their first national park since gaining independence in 1990]. An overall survey of the park items that would
come under studies of Art and Art History was conducted and the focus for new art was decided to be the unique
Butrint Baptistery [early 5th c CE[ circular mosaic paver. As with other 5th c Roman-Byzantium mosaics, the Butrint
design was in the style of the Roman formulas for mosaics, plus the allowance for local elements. It was that
allowance for personal variations by the local artisans that inspired the creative process for new art.
The animals and plants of the local area in the mosaic became the inspiration and foundation for a body of work in
new applications. Exploring combinations and techniques provided a path to use water-based acrylic gel mediums
and pure pigment paints to make flexible acrylic ‘tiles’ and then cut them into random shapes for modified mosaic
processes. The substrates were carved from Lucite sheets and prepared to receive the gel tiles. Bodies were
developed in sections, prepared for jointed assembly on clear acrylic posts to present them in vertical positions.
The materials for the new objects and this workshop are chemically safe and for handling and meeting
environmental responsibility in studios and in waste handling. The reflective, refractive and translucent qualities of
the clear gels and paints bring a brilliance and light interactivity that the ancient artists could not have attained with
the materials at that time. The clarity and lightness of plastics allow us to walk around and engage both sides of
these mosaics with variations in colour on both sides based on the gel and paint qualities. Mosaics in this process
can be created in grand scale and smaller personal scale. While this new application of professional artists
products began with a professional artist project, it is perceivable to adapt this to student learning and nonprofessional artist enjoyment.
This workshop will allow participants a view into a unique mosaic of the Byzantium emerging for world view with
Albania’s independence and consider formulaic design and playful new variations based on the ancient images.
You will learn the tools, materials and techniques to the new process through hands-on activities. Resources and
support materials will be shared so after workshop continuance can be realized. Participants will keep their
projects and receive a CD with support information.
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Butrint Baptistery 5th c Mosaic

5th c Original Mosaic Detail

21st c New Design [24” tall]

Detail

Outdoor Exhibit of Collection of Acrylic Sculptures at Butrint National Park, Albania 2005
[The size of the red goat is 6 ft tall-vertical]
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Abstract
The use of educational technologies as a supplement to traditional classroom teaching has
become commonplace in many foreign language teaching curricula. In many instances this has
resulted in a corresponding curricular reform in an attempt to wed pedagogical goals and
technological advances. The language programs at the University of Alberta follow this trend
and have incorporated technology enhanced learning (TEL) into the self-study component of
their courses (Kabata, Wiebe, & Chao, 2005).
The present paper examines the effects of this curricular reform on the attitudes of both the
instructors and the students. It reports on a series of studies using surveys, focus groups and
interviews conducted over the past two years. In the first study (preliminary results discussed in
Wiebe & Law, 2005), which surveyed 400 students and 15 instructors in 12 different language
programs, the researchers observed that there was a discrepancy between the students’ awareness
of the instructors goals for using new technologies and the importance instructors placed on
TEL. The data also indicated a disparity between the students’ reported use of TEL and
instructors’ perceptions of students’ use of TEL. The results of the second study of 156 students
and 6 instructors in the Japanese Program (Wiebe, Kabata, and Kim, 2006a) corroborated the
earlier findings for this specific target language. These results, as well, suggested a discrepancy
between which technologies instructors and students thought were useful for student success.
We also found a gap between how important instructors thought such technologies as Wimba
and WebCT were for students’ self-study and the importance students placed on practicing and
studying using TEL (Wiebe, Kabata, & Kim, 2006b). In the third study (Kim, Kabata, & Wiebe,
2006) of 2 instructors and 27 students in two undergraduate Japanese language courses, students’
actual TEL usage patterns, including frequency and time spent on TEL materials, were compared
with instructors’ perception of students’ usage patterns and their own opinions about TEL. It was
observed that whereas instructors do not always have a good understanding of students’
perceptions of the use of instructional technologies, instructors’ encouragement affects frequency
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of students’ interaction with TEL materials, such number of WebCT log-ins. However, while
instructor encouragement increases frequency of log-ins, it does not necessarily mean that
students spend more time in doing TEL activities.
This paper will outline the results of this ongoing line of research and describe the outcome of
the focus groups and interviews in light of this research. Our discussion of the results will focus
on whether there is a congruence between instructors’ communication of their goals for using
TEL and students’ awareness of those goals and whether the instructors’ and students’
perceptions of TEL are in alignment. As very few studies have made a comparison between
students’ attitudes and instructors’ perceptions of the use of educational technologies, this study
will begin to fill a gap in the literature and lead to a better understanding of the use of TEL in
second language teaching.
Kabata, K., Chao, T., & Wiebe, G. (2005). Challenge of developing and implementing
multimedia courseware for a Japanese language program. CALICO Journal, Vol. 22(2), 237250.
Kim, K.S., Kabata, K., & Wiebe, G. (2006, Oct). Instructors’ encouragement and students’
CALL usage patterns: Perception vs. use. 2006 SLRF (Second Language Research Forum).
Seattle, WA.
Wiebe, G., Kabata, K., & Kim, K.S. (2006a, May). A comparison of students’ and instructors’
perception of Japanese CALL. CALICO 2006, Honolulu, HA.
Wiebe, G. & Law, D. (2005, Aug). Comparison of teacher-learner perceptions of the use of
instructional technologies in language learning. EuroCALL 2005, Krakow, Poland.
Wiebe, G. & Kabata, K., & Kim, K.S. (2006b, Sept). Time for a reality check: Instructors’
perception and students’ actual use of CALL. EuroCALL 2006, Granada, Spain.
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Argument Dance scholar and critic Deborah Jowitt quotes Edwin Denby
when she says that dance writing is part of the hum surrounding a dance. Yet when
Arlene Croce refused to see Bill T. Jones’ Still/Here (1994), and subsequently
published a review (Discussing the Undiscussable), dance writers elevated the words
beyond mere hum, and gave them equal value to the dance. What, then, is the dance?
Context? Co-text? No-text?
Premise Bowcher notes that text and context are not detached from one
another, they are not distinct entities or processes, indeed, there is a “special kind of
relation” between the two, context will influence text and text will construct context
(1999, 142). “Realization is thus a metaredundant relation - contextual meanings are
realized by the realization of linguistic meanings realized by the realization of
wording in sound” (Ibid.) Hasan states that “with reference to the relations of text and
context…each is instrumental in the precise definition and development of the other”
(as quoted in Ghadessy 1988, 21). It should then follow that written texts about a
dance work should reference the work and both should the inform the other. When
Croce wrote a review without the benefit of seeing the dance, she stepped outside of
this reciprocal relationship.
Analytical Method The methodologies used are based on the work of Sinclair
(2003), Ahmad (2002), and Biber (1998), in that linguistic analyses based on KWIC (key
words in context) are performed on the data generated by a corpus of written texts about
Jones’ work, in general and specific to Still/Here. Additional methods proposed by
Traboulsi et al (2003) for identifying a local grammar are used against samples of critical
texts (i.e. dance performance reviews). Conceptual metaphors, as proposed by Lakoff
and Johnson (1980), are studied through the frequency analysis. And, finally, through a
two-pronged approach the data is analyzed using the analytical modes of description,
interpretation, and evaluation proposed for dance by Adshead et al (1988).
Conclusion Through the methods used in corpus linguistics (e.g. an analysis of
the key words in context, collocations, and metaphor) questions regarding context can
be answered, even though dance writers may not wish to hear the answers. And
Adshead’s more traditional dance analysis (i.e. watching the dance), the undiscussable
can be discussed.

2
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Co-textual Dance: The Nature of Context in Reviews of Bill T.
Jones’ Still/Here (1994)
Susan L. Wiesner, PhD Candidate (degree expected May 2007)
University of Surrey, Department of Dance Studies

Bowcher notes that text and context are not detached from one another, they are not
distinct entities or processes, indeed, there is a “special kind of relation” between the
two; context will influence text and text will construct context (1999, 142). Hasan
states that “with reference to the relations of text and context…each is instrumental in
the precise definition and development of the other” (as quoted in Ghadessy 1988b,
21). It should then follow that written texts about a dance work should reference the
work and both should inform the other. Yet American dance critic Arlene Croce
broke this reciprocal, contextual, relationship when she refused to attend a
performance of Bill T. Jones‘ work Still/Here, and still wrote 3000 words not
reviewing it in her 1994 New Yorker article discussing the undiscussable. This was
quite a departure from Croce’s modus operandi in dance reviews, as she normally
viewed a work multiple times before writing. How did this behaviour affect her
written text? How did it affect other writers who focused on Still/Here? What is the
nature of context in the dance reviews? To answer these questions, this paper uses the
methods of computational linguistics and dance analysis; that is, by analysing
empirical data generated by a corpus of general dance texts as well as corpora specific
to Bill T. Jones and Still/Here.1

To begin building a framework on which to base a study of context, a specialist
language of dance was established by using KWIC (key words in context) methods.
From a corpus containing 1.4 million words in approximately 900 written dance texts,
the most frequently used open class words were determined. Using the same method
against a corpus of 100 texts and 100,000 words about Bill T. Jones (as a case study),
this choreographer was established as belonging to dance in general through the
1

I must admit that like Croce I hadn’t seen the work before analysing much of the empirical data.
This omission was in order to remain as impartial as possible in my research when studying the data
generated by the Bill T. Jones and Still/Here corpora. Eventually, however, I did view the work as
required for an interpretation based on the work.

4
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words shared between the corpora (the general dance corpus and the Bill T. Jones
corpus). Words unique to Jones distinguish him as an individual and his work as
distinct. The open class words included in the top 100 most frequently used words are
shown in the following table:
Dance
dance
ballet
music
dancers
work
movement
new
performance
company
first
time

dancer
dancing
culture
body
stage
see
art
choreography
theatre
contemporary

Bill T. Jones
jones
dance
work
bill
new
art
company
zane
dancers
still
black
here

people
piece
arnie
time
movement
croce
says
life
music
way
years
world

Continuing with this methodology, small corpora with texts specific to three works by
Jones, including Still/Here, were studied. The following table contains the open class
words frequently used in the Still/Here and Bill T. Jones corpora. Once again, the
shared words, in bold, show that Still/Here is associated with Jones, while the words
distinct to the Still/Here corpus indicate its particular nature as seen through the
written texts.
BTJ
jones
dance
work
new
art
company
zane
dancers
still
black
here

people
piece
time
movement
says
croce
life
music
way
years
world

S_H
art
jones
dance
croce
here
still
work
new
victim
do
critic

people
black
life
says
time
piece
see
death
know
zane
world

In order to determine if the dance work was the context for dance writers, a
descriptive analysis was performed, after which the words used in this analysis were
compared to the open class words in the Still/Here corpus. This comparison showed a
marked difference between the work and the written texts. The words with the
greatest differences are body parts, space, and structural elements, all of which are
generally accepted as integral to a dance work. This indicates a disconnect between
the written texts and the dance work itself.
5
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This disconnect is repeated in studying conceptual metaphor (through word counts) as
the amount of movement, types of movement, and the relationship between
movement and speech-act belie the data that suggests that Still/Here is not direction
and movement, is not about the body, and is not overly concerned with place and
time. Indeed, these metaphors (body, direction, place/time) are validated in the
overall structure as well as in the opening section of “Still”, where several motifs and
movement patterns are first seen and established such as the one-arm salute, a
pointing finger, Sequence 1 (sauté, attitude turn brush arabesque sauté with arm up,
run to step arabesque), windmill arms, breast and crotch hold, shoulder hold, hinge to
the floor, walks, and runs. Each of these movements requires the use of some bodypart, in a direction, with certain effort, and generally occurs in both place and time. In
“Here”, Jones directly addresses place and time as he uses a verbal metaphor as well
as a movement metaphor. When he tells the Workshop Participants to ‘run your life,
run it forward and backward,’ he continues this metaphor and repeats it throughout
the final sub-section.
In fact, all of the conceptual metaphors considered in this research are validated in the
dance text, yet only one is consistent with the data generated by the written texts.
A look at the metaphor DANCE IS CONFLICT showed that S_H is indeed conflict
and although writers may have overstated the horrors of Still/Here, it is not fair to say
that they misrepresented the work by focusing on victims of death and disease.
There is a dark side to the work, and with the exception of gestures such as the literal
breast and crotch holds in “Still”, much of it is metaphorical. There are accusing
pointing fingers, and -- Jones’ greatest fear -- loss of control that appears in the
straight-body-falls back into another’s hands (the trust game).
Words and visuals on the various screens onstage include metaphor, such as the hearts
beating as images of life and death, the colours of the costumes (white and red), the
song lyrics which use paradoxical terms to denote the treatment for disease (slash,
poison, and burn), and the spoken text that uses metaphor to tell of impending death
(‘I became an immigrant, with a one-way ticket to here, and that there is no return
ticket to die or be buried there’).

6
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So it appears that the writers did pick up on these metaphors and the work quite easily
fits within the conceptual metaphor DANCE IS CONFLICT, through the kicks, quick
thrusts, shoving, falling, punches, and overall attack of the movement. Even so, the
work is not about victims as Croce stated (she called it victim art) and as suggested by
the S_H corpus. Indeed, the movement dynamics give a sense of empowerment to a
fairly uplifting dance work, as shown in the frequency of words in the NATURE
metaphor such as bloom, blossom, flourish, ripe, root. Through the analysis of
conceptual metaphor it was suggested that S_H is NOT ARCHITECTURE. On the
contrary, Still/Here is a lovely example of Jones’ attention to structural details. Most
obvious are the previously mentioned sectional delineations, the two main sections
having different composers and musicians. But there are other distinctions between
sections, such as spoken narrative, lighting, and costuming.
Both sections contain narrative, stories of the workshop participants, one of which
repeats. “Still” includes stories of the discovery of the Workshop participants’
illnesses. They tell of despair, fear, the shock of the diagnosis, the need to be strong,
and the emotions felt when watching a loved-one die. But the words and dance also
represent strength in adversity, facing the fight with dignity.
The stories in “Here” tell of a walk through life, from birth to death. In fact, Jones’
voice demands this walk (sometimes a run). The Workshop participants once again
tell of their response to the news, but in a more positive tone. One girl questions her
survival when others with the same illness have died. Others talk of the desire to fight
the disease, dreams of completing a college education, or a future in which world
issues are resolved. The stories tell of the strength of the participants who, in having a
terminal illness, must face the questions of life and death, the questions we all have,
but don’t voice. There is talk of hope, with even a participant named Hope who offers
fodder for wry remarks from Jones and directly related gestures and dance
movements. “Here” is the section of wisdom, of stating what we would all like to
think we would say if faced with the same threat to our lives.
This dance work is about life, and Jones himself, but Still/Here is also about the
workshop participants -- the terminally ill -- a fact that succinctly demonstrates the
departure from the work as found in the written texts about Still/Here. The empirical
7
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data shows that participants form an important part of the dance ontology, especially
through the suggested link between the dancers and the audience. The pattern found
in general dance texts (company > dancers > audience > choreography >
choreographer > critic) is repeated in the Bill T. Jones texts, with the exception of the
frequency (but not the placement) of the word critic, which is higher in the Bill T.
Jones corpus. The Still/Here corpus deviates from the norm set by the general dance
and Bill T. Jones corpora by the inclusion of the word critic before any other
participant (with the exception of Jones), indicating the contextualizing of at least one
critic in the written texts about Still/Here.
The Still/Here corpus pattern, critic > artists > audience > critics > choreographer >
dancers > company > public > choreography, once again does not align with the
dance work itself, as the Workshop participants do not appear in the pattern. This
omission could be excused if the Workshop participants were a negligible element in
the work; however, they and their movement were the inspiration for the dance, as
noted in the opening credits. So, too are their voices and images integral to the work.
This change in the participatory pattern, firmly set through the data of both the
general dance and Bill T. Jones corpora, highlights the issue of an interpretation
causing a shift in focus. However, it is not only the external voices of critics that
promulgate the confusion. Still/Here consists of inter-related texts from a multitude
of authors using their voices to engage an ever-increasing, shifting audience. One
voice in particular superseded all other voices, that of Arlene Croce, who thought the
work was macabre, maudlin, an unacceptable bid for sympathy forcing a sympathetic
review. Even though Jones consciously chose to create a dance work, the general
gossip was that it was a graphic display of a topic too horrible for dance.
Moving beyond word counts, metaphor, and ontological hierarchies, a final empirical
analysis was performed, and yet again the texts shifted focus. A local grammar was
established by using a statistical analysis of sentence length and parts of speech in the
first five sentences of a randomly selected group of texts. When Croce’s article was
examined, it was discovered that the article strayed not only from her own personal
style (which often includes long sentences with more descriptive terms), but also from
dance writing in general in that sentence length and use of parts of speech placed her
8
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text in the imaginative register (which includes fiction and poetry), rather than in the
informative register. This shift took the dance beyond co-text, to being no text at all,
giving full authority to Croce’s imagination.
After finding that the context shifted from the dance to the co-texts (and to no-text), I
desperately wanted to ‘see’ it for myself; to read it without Croce’s voice in my head.
But I still wanted to be true to the corpus approach while engaging with the dance
work. In 1999 Adshead-Lansdale proposed that any means of entering a dance
work/text can lead to interpretation (and a new reading) of the work, therefore it
should hold that using the corpus as an entry point would offer a basis for a more indepth interpretive analysis of the work. I began interpreting the work based on the
most frequently used words in the general Dance corpus (SDC) and the corpus
specific to Bill T. Jones (BTJ): dance, work, dancers, music, company, art. What
follows is an example of that interpretation.
Still/Here was planned, according to Jones, as a dance work. Still/Here is indeed a
dance work, using movement as the primary base. In this work, Jones used highly
skilled and trained dancers, who not only perform gestural abstractions, but also long
sequences of codified movement replete with Horton-based modern technique (e.g.
lateral Ts) as well as ballet steps such as repeated entrechats (performed by male
dancers), ronde jamb en l’air, etc.
Prior to actually choreographing Still/Here, Jones entertained the idea of using only
HIV-positive individuals as performers. This would not have been the first time that
Jones deviated from the use of highly trained dancers. However, in Still/Here Jones
remained true to his company, as he felt that his message would be enhanced through
the dance, that ‘the dancers would reveal themselves as they revealed the movement’
(Jones 1995, 252). Indeed, the ‘youthful, healthy group of dancers’ (Jones 1995, 263)
offers a poignant metaphor for denial and survival.
As a collaborative, multi-media work, his approach with Still/Here is very typical of
Jones’ mode of developing a dance piece, and demonstrates the importance he places
on other art forms. Perhaps the most prominent of those art forms is music. In
Still/Here, two composers were commissioned, each with distinct personal styles that
9
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are apparent in the combination of instrumental and vocal music for “Still” and the
percussive sounds in “Here.” In Still/Here the music fully supports the dance,
although the dance does not depend on the music for rhythmic stability. Rather, the
ambience of the music, as well as the lyrics alluding to disease and the emotions of
the terminally ill, connect with the dance on an elemental level, creating a symbiosis
between dance and music (Wiesner 1991).
It was also a collaboration between the workshop participants and Jones, who used
their movement to inform his choreography. Each participant created a gesture
portrait, and a personal path as he or she walked his/her life. As Jones selected the
input from the Workshop Participants, he also selected and organized the dancers.
And, just as the dancers dramatically represented the terminally ill through their own
revelations (as a generalization), so, too, did Jones dramatize the lives of the
Workshop Participants.
If Jones can be accused of narrating another’s illness via using the Workshop
Participants as case histories of the terminally ill, he also used his own case history,
and the case history of his life partner Arnie Zane. In doing so, Jones admits his fears.
For example, Jones noted in an interview that Zane ‘bleated’ like an animal in the last
hour of his life (Moyers 1997). Jones says this, and gives voice to his fear in the
sobbing voice of a girl who states ‘I don’t need in this in my life’, and the stopped
motion on the stage, letting the words resonate.
Through the choreographic manipulation of the gesture portrait and life walk, Jones
positions himself both inside the community of the ill (he is HIV positive) and outside
of it. There are no direct labels of Jones himself; indeed, Jones doesn’t even appear as
a live performer, but rather as a disembodied voice, a floating head image, and a hand
firmly placed on a shoulder, directing, manipulating. He is the author and agent,
assuming power/authority over others in the work. Guiding them, he still allows their
voices to come through, but they are the voices he chooses, the words and images he
selects. No, Jones doesn’t appear as a performer; Jones is present most conspicuously
by virtue of his absence on the stage.
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Bill T. Jones seems more than willing to exploit his life and expose himself to
viewers, to seek adulation, admiration, and acceptance. And perhaps it is his public
display of his life and others marginalized by society (the terminally ill) that so
bothered Arlene Croce. Perhaps if Croce had seen the work, the focus may have
stayed on the work. However, she only heard, responded to, and perpetuated the
gossip surrounding the work. By doing so she claimed authority, and new voices
looked not to the dance, but to Croce’s story as evident in the corpus results.
The dance no longer existed as the context; it is now only at best a co-text, and at
worst no-text. The dance, Still/Here, is but a whisper amongst the cacophony
reverberating through the written texts.
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The Effects of Urbanization on Kenyan Women

There are noticeable differences between modern and traditional Kenyan women
and rural versus urban Kenyan women. In general, the women who live in urban areas are
also modern, because in earlier, traditional times everyone lived in rural areas where
there was plentiful available land. The continuing modernization of Kenya has led to an
increasing disparity between urban and rural women, especially since receiving
independence in 1963. As Kenya becomes a more developed nation, women have the
opportunity to live in ways that they previously could not. There still exists a large gender
gap in what are considered to be acceptable lifestyles for men and women, but
nonetheless women have a greater number of options today than they did in the past. The
new, urban setting helps foster these alternatives and provide women with a different way
of life. Not all of the urban alternatives are beneficial or desirable, but for some women
they are still more appealing than what is available to them in rural areas. Various aspects
of women’s lives are affected differently by urbanization. Traditional ideas about
marriage, children, and what constitutes women’s work are all questioned or redefined in
cities. How women identify themselves and their role in society are also different in
urban areas than in rural areas, as are cultural rituals that affect women. Overall,
modernization and urbanization are closely linked in Kenya and have a significant effect
on women’s lives.
Changing marriage customs and practices, including the relationship between
husband and wife, illustrate the modern beliefs that accompany the move to urban areas.
In traditional, rural Kenyan society before independence, the wife had to obey her
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husband and do whatever he told her to. Before marriage, a mother would say something
to her daughter along the lines of “you are no longer in my hands, but under your
husband’s care and rule. Respect him and do what he wants… Go and be a good
woman,” (Davison 46). Even if she was beaten or unhappy, the wife’s place was with her
husband. She did not have the option of going anywhere else. The man was the head of
the household and the woman was his inferior. However, in more modern times and in
more urban settings, women’s opinions are tolerated and better respected. “Cracks were
even appearing in the customary reticence between husband and wife, so that [the wife]
could even question her husband…” (Macgoye 118). Previously, a woman would never
have dared to speak up to a man without expecting a serious punishment as the
consequence. Punishing one’s wife, especially beating her, is less common in urban areas
and is becoming rarer as time goes on. However, it still occurs because inequality
remains between women and men. “Wifebeating as a means of controlling married
women is still an accepted practice” in some rural areas (Davison 26). Husbands have
conventionally demanded respect and deference from their wives and one way to obtain it
was through physical means.
Even in more modern times, some men try to control their wives in order to
enforce their position as master of the household. Since men have traditionally had power
over women, they are reluctant to let that go. Typically the older, less educated or
traditional-minded men are least likely to support their wives in anything other than
serving them. The Maendeleo ya Wanawake organization, which was started in the 1950s
to try to improve the lives of rural woman, found that “it was very difficult for women.
They were beaten. A husband would say ‘I’m not going to have you go and sit around
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discussing with the women.’ They wouldn’t let their wives go,” (Wipper 101). Rural
husbands do not want their wives to experience aspects of modern society because they
fear that their wives will want to be treated with more respect and given more equal
rights. For example, rural women work for their husbands while urban women can work
outside the home. What constitutes women’s work is different in each setting, and urban
women have more options than rural women.
In rural settings, work is generally subsistence based, with everyone trying to
produce enough to support their family and livestock, and ideally have enough left over
to barter or trade with others. Both men and women do agricultural work, but there is still
a division of labor dependent on gender. “Men and women often cultivated together. Men
liked to cultivate yams and bananas, but they would help with the millet and sorghum.
They did not like cultivating sweet potatoes- that is a woman’s crop,” (Davison 45). In
pre-colonial times when urban work was virtually unheard of, working the land was more
equally shared between men and women. More recently, however, more men have been
going to cities in hopes of earning money, since the current market economy stresses cash
over subsistence lifestyles. If men are away in cities, it leaves “their wives and mothers
with the major burden of cultivation and food processing,” (Davison 26). So rural women
today might even be doing more work than rural women of the past. This imbalance in
the workload leads to more women wanting to work in cities themselves, instead of being
stuck with all the home duties.
However, while urban women have a greater number of work choices, not all of
these choices are advantageous. Depending on a woman’s economic position, she can
have a wide array of employment. Poor women who came to cities out of desperation or
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lack of other alternatives have the worst jobs, such as beer brewers. These women work
extremely long days to support themselves and their children, producing “an illegal maize
beer locally called buzaa, supplemented by cash obtained for sexual services,” (Nelson
8). While there is the potential for women to make a decent amount of money from
brewing beer, there is also a lot of risk since it is an illegal activity. These women are not
controlled by a husband, but they still serve men, whether with beer or sexual services.
Occupying such a marginal position in society is not an appealing option for women, but
there are much more desirable jobs available as well. In addition to domestic jobs such as
being a housekeeper or nanny, women who are educated can go on to work in banks and
other service jobs (Macgoye 121-122). From an American point of view this may not
seem like anything extraordinary, but it is a large step in Kenya. Women are now able to
work outside of their own home and be paid for their labor, something that was not a
possibility in earlier rural lifestyles. These work-related changes are also connected to
marital changes, because when women have more power and rights in the workplace,
they expect the same to be true in their home environment as well. Also, when women
have an income and help financially support their family, they have more say about what
their earnings go towards, and therefore more power over how their family is run.
Family is another issue affected by the transition from a rural to an urban way of
life. In traditional society, women’s role was to have children and raise a prosperous
family. In addition to all her food and land production work, women were also seen as
responsible for ensuring that they had children. “Children determine a woman’s social
status to a great extent, and… the more children a woman has, the more prosperous she is
considered,” (Davison 27). A woman’s reputation and position in society was dependent
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on her ability to bear children. Therefore childbirth was not seen as an option, but rather
as a duty. Since kinship and family ties are so important to rural society and are the basis
of social structure, a child is valued by all members of the family, not only by its mother.
Grandparents especially prize their grandchildren because, at least in Kikuyu culture,
“each new generation ‘replaces’ their grandparents, who are then free to become
ancestors,” (Davison 19). So, at least in a spiritual sense, grandparents need and are
dependent on their grandchildren to ensure their status as ancestors. This adds even more
pressure on a woman to have children, and if she fails to do so, she also fails to please her
parents and her husband’s parents. In some cases a woman is forced to accept “exclusion,
knowing that she had not fulfilled a daughter-in-law’s duty,” (Macgoye 70). Having
children is essential for rural women; otherwise they are faced with social rejection.
In urban areas, on the other hand, there is not quite as much weight put on having
a large family and lots of children. Since living conditions are much closer together and
no one has as much space, it is difficult to raise a large number of children in a confined
area. It can also be harder to support and care for children when parents are working
away from the home all day. Depending on economic status, parents can face challenges
such as “the high cost of living in the city, inadequate housing, difficulties combining
motherhood and income-getting activities, educational strategies,” or the city temptations
their children might be exposed to (Nelson 11). The added cost of raising children in the
city is quite different from the extra labor children provide in rural areas. Instead of
helping with the workload, urban children add to their parents’ workload. Parents must
work longer or harder in order to make extra money to support their children as well as
themselves, and will be preoccupied worrying about what their children are doing while
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they are at work. This added burden leads to a change in beliefs about the value and
necessity of children. Obviously parents still want children to complete their family and
pass on their lineage, but having more children is not necessarily better in urban areas. It
is even possible for a woman to “achiev[e] a balanced and contented life without the
blessing of children,” (Macgoye 110). Women do not face social rejection and
embarrassment like they would in rural areas.
Motherhood is viewed with a more open mind in urban areas and non-traditional
practices are more widely accepted. City-dwelling women who work may choose to have
children at a later age than rural women because they want to make the most of their
career. In a doctor’s office waiting room there can be women of all ages, ranging from
“girl-brides” to “smart working ladies” and “housewives” to the “unpartnered” (Macgoye
148). Instead of getting married extremely young in order to become a socially accepted
mother, women can choose to marry later, if at all, and even raise children on their own.
Being a foster parent is also increasingly commonplace. Older, single women in cities
can take in a child whose mother is unwilling or unable to care for it and raise it as their
own. Also, urban women will send their children to stay with a rural relative, oftentimes
their mother. The expense and crowding poorer women are faced with in cities makes
rural life an appealing alternative for their children. “The act of fostering is not seen as a
negation of responsibility by… mothers. On the contrary, it is in fact the most responsible
act of motherhood possible in the conditions of poverty and insecurity under which they
live,” (Nelson 16). The wide array of child-rearing options available for urban mothers
gives them more control over how their children are raised and helps them make the best
choices for both themselves and their children.
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Women’s identity in traditional, rural areas was largely based around her family
and children in addition to her kinship group and particular tribe. Work and employment
was not a defining factor because in the subsistence way of life, everyone was doing
similar things and working the land. A family was the main social unit and made up a sort
of neighborhood. A rural Kikuyu woman describes the living situation: “our compound
was like a village- with so many of us growing up together. Each wife had her own house
where she and her children lived,” (Davison 58). Wives lived amidst their husband’s
other wives and children, helping and watching out for one another. In urban areas, one’s
neighbors are not solely family members. People live in small, crowded apartment style
housing and do not know their neighbors before they move in. Instead of being born as a
member of a certain tribe or clan, urban dwellers begin to believe “that everyone was
born a Kenyan,” (Macgoye 78). A greater sense of national identity exists in cities
because there is a larger diversity of people, both racially and ethnically. All people must
be included in this shared identity, so it must therefore be broad and all-encompassing in
order to create a feeling of togetherness. A Kenyan national identity includes all who are
citizens of Kenya, no matter their race or ethnic group. A greater acceptance of people
who previously would have been considered rivals or too different leads to increased
bonding between women of various ethnicities.
Without the close ties and support from having family all around them, women
rely more on their neighbors. In addition to acting as a sort of extended family,
neighboring women help women who are new to city life get adjusted. The new setting
“necessitates creating greater ties of dependency with women: kin in both the urban and
rural areas, friends and neighbours,” (Nelson 16). The hectic pace and large number of
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people can seem overwhelming, and having another woman to lean on is a big help. A
woman learns “by passing the time of day with her neighbours and accompanying them
to the shops and vegetable market” and becomes “daily more fluent,” (Macgoye 28).
Forming friendships with women of various tribal backgrounds gives women more from
which to form their identity. Instead of just being exposed to their husband’s other wives
and family, women can choose who to be friends with and with whom they want to spend
their free time. They have more freedom and personal say over their social lives in urban
settings.
When women have the freedom and opportunity to create their own identity based
on who they socialize with as well as what they do for work, their overall position in
society is affected as well. They are able to become more political and assume roles
previously withheld from them. Through the Maendeleo ya Wanawake organization,
“women found that they could come together, exchange experiences, acquire new
information and skills, and co-operate to promote their common interests,” (Wipper 102).
Traditionally only men were allowed to gather in groups because women did not get a
say in the decision-making process. While the Maendeleo organization is not perfect by
any means and sometimes loses sight of its original mission to aid and empower rural
women, it does provide women with an outlet they would otherwise not have. The
organization has expanded from issues such as the “inferior status [of women], laziness
and drunkenness among men, prostitution, and lack of [women’s] political
representation” to include broader “social problems such as road accidents and negligent
drivers, inflation, and the need for cheaper food,” (Wipper 105). Though Maendeleo is
criticized for losing sight of rural women’s issues, it is taking a stand on other important
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problems and voicing the concerns women have about those problems. Issues such as
inflation are large, national concerns that traditionally only men would talk about and
debate. The fact that women are able to discuss the same problems as men is a big step
toward equal rights in Kenya. Even though rural women are not as directly affected by
problems like negligent drivers, it is important that women be included on these
discussions for the sake of equality. Men need to realize that women are just as
knowledgeable about the problems facing Kenya and learn to respect their opinions. The
Maendeleo organization helps facilitate this understanding.
With changes in women’s status and role in society comes debate over traditional,
cultural practices that are not readily accepted by modern and urban lifestyles. The most
prominent debate is over the practice of female circumcision, or clitoridectomy. In rural,
traditional areas, it is a necessary step in becoming a woman to undergo the operation. A
woman is not free to marry or have children until she is circumcised. From the procedure,
a girl “learned what it meant to be grown-up, with more brains,” (Davison 42). Once a
girl is circumcised, she is more respected and is taught the wisdom and advice of her
elders. She now has more social power and is no longer treated as a child. From the point
of view of traditional Kenyans, the circumcision “had much meaning, as it was a way of
doing what the ancestors had done. It was a way of staying part of them,” (Davison 121).
Connected to circumcision was much spiritual meaning that had long been a part of the
culture. The introduction of Christianity brought new beliefs and religious history, which
discouraged the procedure because Mary was not circumcised (Davison 150). In modern
times, with more people living in cities and forgoing the traditional way of life, the health
risk associated with female circumcision is reason enough for most women not to
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undergo the operation. “Although clitoridectomy was viewed as a symbol of cultural
loyalty… it no longer had the same significance once independence was gained,”
(Davison 202). Modern science and medicine do not support female circumcision like
they do male, and the practice is criticized by other countries as being out-dated and
barbaric. The European and other foreign influences have contributed to the abandonment
of female circumcision.
From the pre-colonial era on, things have been changing for Kenyan women.
There has been a slow but continuous shift from a rural to urban way of life. The majority
of the population still lives in rural areas, but the urban population keeps increasing. With
a change in setting comes a change in attitude and behavior. “Individual women
demonstrate that they have the ability to control certain aspects of their lives and to
mediate change,” (Davison 27). Women are living in a new place and are exposed to
ways of life they have never before experienced. For the first time, they have more
control over their own lives. They are no longer forced to get married very young and
start having children right away. Children are still desired, but a woman’s social status
does not depend on the number of children she has. If a woman wants to work, she is free
to do so and can hold a variety of jobs, from housekeeper to banker. Women also have
more political sway and voice than ever before. They are allowed to form organizations
and campaign for what they believe in. This is something that was previously only for
men. These urban lifestyle changes also stir up some traditional, cultural controversy.
The practice of female circumcision has been a ritual of many Kenyan ethnic groups for a
very long time. Many of the older people feel that a necessary part of growing up
included “buy[ing] maturity with pain,” (Davison 23). Since the younger, modern
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generations are no longer being circumcised, the elders feel that they are not being fully
socially educated. This break from tradition caused a lot of controversy but is another
example of how women’s lives (and bodies) have changed in the urban movement. Now,
like never before, Kenyan women have more freedom to live their lives how they wish.
However, there still exists a lot of inequality between men and women because of
lingering traditional beliefs. Women’s new and empowered attitudes are the most
important step to them achieving great things and narrowing the gender gap. Once
women believe in themselves, they have greater control over their lives than ever before.
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ASSESSING THE PROSPECTS OF THE REGIONAL THEATRE TOURIST
MARKET: LESSONS FROM THE LITERATURE.
ABSTRACT
Rural and regional communities have been and will continue to be faced with many
challenges (Pritchard and McManus, 2000) including economic change (most recently
petrol price increases and interest rate rises), demographic change (out migration and
aging), the resulting loss of social capital, (Walmsley, 2003) and the continual
environmental problems such as water shortage. Given this scenario it is not
surprising that there is a strong focus on the prospective value that tourism can deliver
to rural and regional communities. However, like all open markets, regional tourism
is a very competitive sector and rural and regional communities need to continually
explore strategies to improve the drawing power and market positioning of each
region in comparison to alternative regional and urban destination choices. This paper
examines the literature to assess the prospects of repositioning a presently very
successful regional theatre company into a primary tourism product with standalone
drawing power. The paper concludes that theatre can certainly be a standalone
tourism draw card, but traditionally this has been the case in urban areas and thus the
regional location creates a challenge but is not insurmountable. The author submits
that this challenge can be significantly reduced when an improved understanding of
the typology of this potential new market – regional theatre tourist is achieved. To this
end the paper provides a detailed interpretation of this potential tourism segment and
explores the potential of this market from a regional perspective. Also the paper will
be a valuable source of information to assist regional tourism authorities wish to
explore a stronger relationship with the cultural tourism product.
INTRODUCTION
Regional and rural communities of Australia are faced with the ongoing challenges of
maintaining sustainable economic environments to ensure long-term survival of the
individual communities. Key challenges facing these regional and rural communities
include but are not limited to economic change (most recently petrol price increases
and interest rate rises), demographic change (out migration and aging), the resulting
loss of social capital, (Walmsley, 2003) and the continual environmental problems
such as water shortage. Although not felt by regional and rural communities in
isolation these challenges may be more significant to these communities due to higher
reliance on the natural environment and their geographic isolation from the higher
populated and serviced urban centres. Consequently, regional and rural centres and
towns have looked to tourism as an alternative economic contributor in a bid to
maintain sustainable communities (Smith and Krannich 1998).
Many rural and regional communities have been very successful in developing a
healthy tourism sector contributing significantly to the overall sustainability of the
town and surrounding region. One such example is Albury Wodonga, which is
situated on the New South Wales and Victorian boarder and has a total population of
approximately 75,000 residents. The immediate surrounding area, being
predominately rural, is dispersed with small townships bringing the total population
close to 100,000. The tourism industry generates approximately $160 million revenue
annually, and attracts approximately 1,400,000 visitors per year (Investment Albury
Wodonga, 2002). Albury Wodonga has its background as a transit destination with
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the Hume highway running right through the centre, and being 3.5 hours from
Melbourne and Canberra, and 6 hours from Sydney, 3 of Australia’s largest urban
centres. However, over time Albury Wodonga and surrounding area has been able to
refine the tourism offering in order to enable the region to attract an increase in
primary tourists, who visit Albury Wodonga and the region as their first choice. The
tourist product is varied but is predominately based around water sports performed on
the Hume Weir and the Murray River, outdoor activities, sport of all types, rural and
farm based offerings, winery visits, local produce markets, shopping and night time
entertainment. Additionally, Albury possesses a strongly developed street cafe` and
alfresco dinning culture, as well the area is home to a number of museums and a
distinguished regional art gallery. Although relatively successful as a tourist
destination, the Albury Wodonga and surrounding tourism experience could be
substituted by many other towns situated on the Murray river in regional Victoria and
NSW and thus, there is a need to continually explore opportunities to differentiate the
product offering to ensure continued competitive advantage in the regional tourism
market.
Albury Wodonga is also the home of ‘HotHouse Theatre’ the leading regional theatre
company in Australia (RMIT 2004). Support by the local community for ‘HotHouse’
has always been strong with excellent box office results, which are due no doubt in
part to the innovative management strategies applied by the Board of Directors,
Artistic Directorate and staff of the theatre. These strategies include the varied
programming of performances from comedy to drama both locally produced and
visiting national productions, programs for emerging young artists of the region, a
strong commitment to local involvement and locally produced work and regional
tours. There is little doubt that ‘HotHouse’ is a significant cultural resource for the
Albury Wodonga region (HotHouse 2006). However, anecdotal evidence suggests
that the ‘HotHouse Theatre’ and its variety of experiences although unique to the
region and regional Australia has demonstrated limited primary tourism drawing
power.
By drawing on existing literature both industry/government and academic this paper
aims to explore the possibility of developing a significant regional theatre tourism
product in the Albury Wodonga region. To gain an understanding of the regional
theatre tourism market various fields of literature are considered including typologies
of cultural tourists, theatre audiences and the regional tourist. Also previous expose`
of theatre and tourism relationships and outcomes are considered. The paper provides
significant contribution to the literature in the area of theatre and tourism as it draws
together and analyses secondary data relating to motivations and trends of cultural and
theatre tourists from a wide variety of previously disconnected sources into one
resource. Also to date little focus has been placed on a regional situation with all
previous work being undertaken in urban theatre precincts. Additionally, the paper
provides useful insight for regional tourism management in the areas of product
renewal/rejuvenation and motivational analysis of this potential market.
THEATRE AND TOURISM – SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIPS
There is considerable international evidence that theatre can have a strong drawing
power. Gapinski (1988) demonstrates that without the tourist many of the theatres in
the West End of London would not be nearly as viable with up to 65% of the
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audiences at all SWET (Society of West End Theatre) theatres being tourists (both
domestic and international). The importance of the tourist audiences was also bought
home to Broadway in the weeks immediately following 9/11, which saw a sever
reduction in the numbers of inbound and domestic flights resulting in reduced tourists
numbers and a significantly lower attendance rate (Bennett, 2005). Similarly, Hughes
(1998) stated an indication of the domestic drawing power of West End theatres is
demonstrated by the number of specialist tourist operators successfully offering
theatre packages (tickets, accommodation and transport) especially aimed at the
domestic market. This can also be seen in Australia with bus companies, airlines and
accommodation houses combining to create a total theatre package aimed specifically
at the domestic market (Qantas 2005).
All the above cited successful theatre and tourism examples occur in a metropolitan
environment. Additionally, the style of theatre product that has demonstrated the
strongest tourist drawing power has been big budget; long running shows such as the
musical Lion King (Bennett 2005; Hughes 1998). Too date there has been little if any
evidence of a regional theatre company being able to develop a similar positive
relationship with tourism. This is in part due to the fact that there are very few
successful regional theatres operating due to the set-up and on going costs of such an
endeavour. Also the lower population in regional areas frequently leads to an
inability to maintain the level of audience to sustain the theatre long term.
Additionally, from a tourism perspective, attracting theatre tourists may have little
relation to the importance of the theatre, but have more to do with the other elements
of a destination and a variety of motives of the tourist (Hughes 1998). As Bennet
(2005) stated “For tourism, theatre’s importance may not be the artistic product per se
but what it contributes literally and symbolically to the contextual environment”. A
successful and flourishing theatre precinct contributes significantly to a city’s image
and subsequently, from a tourism perspective the city’s positioning in regards to other
alternative city’s or destinations. Thus successfully combining tourism with theatre
requires the theatre element to be an intricate part of the total ‘brand architecture’ of
the city (Bennett 2005). The trick is to match the total image of the destination with
the ‘bundle’ of motives held by the prospective market.
TYPOLOGIES OF THE PROSPECTIVE MARKET
An important step in ascertaining the likely success of any new product is to gain a
clear and accurate picture of the market. An understanding of key characteristics such
as size of potential market, present and future trends and motivations helps build a
framework to ascertain the likely prospects of a new market. Too this end the
following provides a snapshot analysis of the potential regional theatre tourism
market for Albury Wodonga and region.
Profile of present tourists to Albury Wodonga and region
Present visitation patterns and motivations provide insight into the general broad
profile of the likely future visitors, as it would be unlikely for a regional destination to
create such a change in destination image and drawing power that a completely
different sector will be attracted. Therefore, it can be expected that the regional
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theatre tourism market although holding some unique characteristics will for the most
part be similar in many aspects to the present tourist visiting the region.
A profile of the present visitor to the Albury Wodonga region can be drawn from
research publications published by both Tourism New South Wales and Tourism
Victoria (which are the peak bodies of the two states that meet at Albury Wodonga).
A typical tourist would have the following profile: they would be domestic and reside
most likely in Victoria or southern New South Wales (little international visitation).
They would likely travel as a couple and be aged 25 to 64 with a large percentage
being parents. They would travel by private vehicle, have a higher than the national
average likelihood of eating out at restaurants and visiting pubs, clubs and discos.
Their likely spending per person per night would be in the vicinity of $98.00 to
$103.00 and they would on average stay for 2.8 nights. There main purpose for
visiting the region was identified as holiday or leisure at 45% with visiting friends and
relatives registering higher than the national average at 38%. Their psychographic
profile would place them most likely in one of 3 value segments identified by Roy
Morgan Research (1997); Traditional Family Life (24%), Visible Achievement (22%)
and Socially Aware (21%)i . With respect to tourism data collected in Australia,
tourists who attend theatre are classified as cultural tourists. Only a very small
number would be classified as cultural tourists (5%) (Tourism Victoria 2005a & 2006;
Tourism New South Wales 2005).
Cultural tourist profile
The category of cultural tourist encompasses a wide range of activities and types of
visitors regardless of their motivations (Hughes 2002). Tourism Victoria (2005b)
defines cultural tourists as ….attending theatre, concerts or other performing arts, visit
museums or art galleries, visit art or craft workshops or studios, attend festivals, fairs
or cultural events, experience aboriginal art or craft and cultural displays, visit an
aboriginal site or community, visit history, heritage buildings and sites or monuments,
and attend aboriginal performances. The stand out motivation for domestic cultural
tourists visiting Victoria in 2004 was to gain relaxation and enjoyment (75%) with
socialising with friends and experiencing quality art being the second most mentioned
motivations (37%). Other important motivations identified for domestic cultural
tourists were learning about other cultures, celebrating heritage or accompanying a
partner (Tourism Victoria 2004). There psychographic profile would place them in
one of four value segments; Socially Aware, Visible Achievement, Traditionally
Family Life and Young Optimism (Roy Morgan Research 1997).
This very broad definition although inclusive has the potential to create considerable
confusion particularly from the supply side and the development of marketing
strategy (Hughes 2002), as it is unlikely that there is one marketing strategy
applicable to all types of cultural tourist motivations. Additionally, as anyone who
visits an historical site, museum or art gallery is included as a cultural tourist it is very
likely that the figures for cultural tourists are overstated, particularly for those
primarily motivated by a cultural experience. This may lead to misleading views
about trends and the strength of the relationship between culture and tourism (Hughes
2002). Tends in Australia show that 46% of international tourists participate in
culture and heritage based tourism. More significant for this study, is that only 11%
of all domestic tourism that results in an overnight stay participate in cultural tourism.
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Interestingly, those that do engage in cultural experiences while on holidays, also do
so when at home (Tourism Australia 2005). Additionally, when main purpose of trip
is examined for domestic visitors to Victoria only 1% indicated that visiting a cultural
attraction was the the key reason for travel (Tourism Victoria, 2004). It would seem
that a cultural experience for domestic tourists is not a high priority.
Theatre tourist
Specific to the Albury Wodonga cultural tourism market is the presents of a very
successful theatre company HotHouse Theatre. Thus it is further necessary to explore
beyond the general and broad boundaries of the cultural tourist to gain insight into the
motivations and trends of the theatre tourist. To this end Hughes (2002) presented a
framework to assist further examination of the cultural tourism market. The
framework developed by Hughes builds on other author’s works including McKercher
(2002) and Silberberg (1995) by focusing on one cultural tourism activity; performing
arts and thus being particularly relevant to this paper. The framework divides the
performing arts tourism market into two distinct groups; cultural-core (cultural is the
core or primary motivation for visiting a destination) and cultural-peripheral (culture
is not the primary motivation but only on the periphery of their visit). Within the
cultural-core tourists Hughes identifies 2 levels; those where cultural is the single or
primary drawing power and those where culture is a significant drawing power equal
to other reasons for visiting the region.
The cultural-peripheral tourist is also broken into 2 distinct categories of incidental
and accidental. These titles are fairly self-explanatory with the first occurring when
engaging in cultural activities was a minor motivation behind the visit but as a
secondary activity while visiting the region. The accidental cultural-peripheral tourist
is one who did not have any motivations or plans to visit or experience cultural
tourism but nether the less visit a cultural attraction along the way.
It would seem from this framework that regional theatre tourists would fall into the
cultural core category as it is usually necessary to book theatre tickets prior to
planning the trip (to ensure a seat) which possibly indicates the theatre experience
would be a primary or at least equally significant drawing power for the visit.
Strengthening this position is that 62% of general theatre audiences book their tickets
from 2 weeks to 2 months in advance of attending the performance (Arts Victoria,
1996).
If theatre tourists are likely to fall into Hughes cultural-core tourist category it would
seem reasonable that their motivations for participating in theatre tourism would not
be far removed from the general theatre audience, since attendance at the theatre is
either a primary or equally significant draw card.
Motivations for attending theatre
Research conducted on audience attendance at Victorian theatres showed that 23% of
all Victorians attended the theatre at least once in that year (Arts Victoria 1996). For
the state of NSW the overall attendance level was slightly lower at 17.5%. Within the
regional area of Murray-Murrumbidgee, which Albury Wodonga is a part of the
theatre attendance for 2002 was 13.9% of the total population (Australian
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Government cultural and recreational 2002). The key market for theatre is women
aged between 35 and 49 with a tertiary qualification and belonging to the ‘Socially
Aware’ value segment as defined by Roy Morgan Research (1997). The main
motivation given by audiences across all styles of theatre (mainstream, fringe and
theatre in the park) was the entertainment received. Other important motivations were
found to be positive reputation of the team/cast or production and affirmative word of
mouth. With 48% of those attending theatre in Victoria indicating that they first
heard about the productions by way of friend or college, word of mouth coupled with
opinion leadership and reference group influence would appear to be a key tool in
motivating potential theatre attendance. Also theatre audiences indicated that they
were likely to attend other culturally related activities like film and music festivals on
a regular basis (Arts Victoria 2002).
Although those who attend theatre in the two states of Australia outlined above are
not in the majority of the population there is certainly a healthy populus engaging in
this style of entertainment. However, it would seem that when domestic tourists are
planning on or are undertaking a holiday they do not appear in general to seek out
cultural or theatre style experiences as a primary motivation for travel.
Australian domestic theatre tourist trends
Presently, cultural tourism data collected on a national and state level within Australia
makes it difficult to apply Hughes framework as it is not clear from the data whether
culture was the primary reason for visiting a destination. Also as the data is very
general the tourism drawing power of theatre is impossible to gauge. However, one
study undertaken in South Australia which focused on attendance at the 1996
Adelaide Festival (a performing arts based festival) indicated that just over half of the
audience would be classed as culture-peripheral as the festival experience was not
perceived to be the main reason for visiting Adelaide (cited in Hughes 2002).
Additionally, national domestic tourism data shows that in 2005 domestic overnight
stays by tourists classed as cultural tourism only accounted for 11%. Of these visitors
only 21% of the total domestic cultural tourists attended theatre or other live
performances (Tourism Australia 2005a). It is also interesting to note that top ten
activities engaged in by domestic tourists on a national basis do not include any form
of cultural activities. Social activities such as eating and drinking at restaurants and
shopping were ranked in the top 3 with beach and bushwalking among the top ten
activities (Tourism Australia 2005b). This evidence would seem to strengthen
Hughes (2002 p. 171) argument that “…most cultural tourists are neither culture-core
nor culture-peripheral (at least with respect to the performing arts) as it would appear
most do not go to the theatre”. It would seem this is the case particularly with the
Australian domestic tourist.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Prospects for regional theatre tourist product
If as Hughes suggests the overall cultural figure is generally overstated due to the
broad manner in which data is collected, then any potential cultural tourism market
for Albury Wodonga may at first glance be insignificant and thus not worth pursuing.
However, if the development of a cultural tourism product could increase the present
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visitation which stands at approximately 1,400,000 (Investment Albury Wodonga
2003) to the region by just 1%, coupled with the present spending levels of
approximately $100 per person per night, the new economic contribution to Albury
Wodonga and region would be just under 1.5 million dollars per year. This is only
first round spending and also does not take into account gains made in the area of
social and cultural inputs and the contribution this new product will have in
differentiating and strengthening the Albury Wodonga and regions image in the
highly competitive domestic market. Therefore, the regional theatre tourism market
although of a niche` nature would appear to be worthy of further analysis and possible
pursuit. This is especially the case due to the presence of an existing successful
regional theatre that is already demonstrating a unique competitive advantage not only
in the regional areas of Australia but also on a national basis.
There is no doubt that Albury Wodonga has a very well established and successful
regional theatre product to offer the tourism sector. However, the challenge for this
region is to attract the domestic tourist who would appear to have little motivation to
experience any aspects of culture when on holidays, let alone a theatre experience.
Future success will rely heavily on the ability to integrate the theatre tourism offering
into the package of experiences desired by the prospective market.
It is clear from the literature that for most theatre audiences, theatre and cultural
tourists the cultural or theatre experiences are not necessarily the sole or primary
motivator to engage in these activities. For cultural tourists relaxation and enjoyment
are the key motivators with socialising high on the agenda. Similarly, theatre
audiences are seeking entertainment first and foremost. Interestingly, when
focussing on the domestic tourism segment which is the primary market for Albury
Wodonga and region, the main pursuit engaged in is social activities particularly;
dinning, drinking and other entertainment.
It would seem in theory that Albury Wodonga and region is well equipped to meet the
demands of the theatre tourist market as the present tourism experience includes much
of what the prospective theatre tourist market is seeking. Additionally, when the
psychographic profiles are explored, Albury Wodonga and region is already attracting
the appropriate segment that have been identified to more likely participate in theatre
experiences namely; Socially Aware. This segment makes up a 21% of all tourists
already visiting the area. However, turning theory into actual visitor numbers will
require coordination and cooperation between the key players in the equation to
develop strategies to more successfully immerse the theatre product into the overall
tourism image of Albury Wodonga and region.
These strategies may include variations in programming of the theatre productions to
fit in with traditional holiday times, or conversely outside these peak times. Also the
style of productions may require some adjustment over the season to ensure the
entertainment aspects that appear to be a high motivational factor with this market are
delivered. Most successful theatre tourism relationships have been based around less
highbrow productions. However, any alterations in the artistic direction of the theatre
would need to be carefully balanced against long term cultural interests and the
potential gains to the theatre and the broader community. Also it would be difficult
for one product offering such as theatre in isolation to build a successful cultural
tourism experience. Consequently, continual support for existing and development of
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additional mutually supportive cultural resources needs to be maintained by all
aspects of the broader community including all levels of Government, the tourism
sector and the wider community. One such approach could be to stage a variety of
culturally based events such as film or music festivals as theatre audiences indicate
that they enjoy attending these events. This strategy would provide opportunities for
cross promotion to the various groups. In short theatre needs to become a vital and
intricate element of the total ‘brand architecture’ (Bennett 2005) of Albury Wodonga
and region.
Additionally, members of the tourism sector will need to develop strong and
supportive ongoing relationships with the theatre in order to meet the total bundle of
motivations sought by the theatre tourist and also promote the opportunity to the
prospective market. Further, to this theatre and tourism management in the region
would be wise to explore promotion and communication strategies that focus on
building strong ties with presently identified cultural and theatre user groups based
within the regional catchment areas for Albury Wodonga. Specific strategies that the
literature has indicated would be valuable include communication programs with
strong word of mouth aspects and incorporating the use of relevant reference groups
and opinion leaders within these special interest groups.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The paper is based on secondary date which although providing considerable insight
does not deliver specific data and thus it would be imperative to undertake primary
research to ascertain potential size, sustainability, attitudes and intentions of the
potential market segment of regional theatre tourism. Also the paper is
geographically based in regional Australia and thus the findings and recommendations
although useful to other regional areas are not necessarily completely transferable.
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Roy Morgan value segments:
Traditional Family Life: represent 20% of the total Australian population, and make up 34% of the
interstate short break and holiday market. Comprised of retired-middle age Australia, family-focused
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lives, cautious of few things, and passive income earners. They tend to watch a large amount of
television particularly news and current affairs. This segment have a higher than average propensity to
visit; Art galleries/museums and historical places.
Visible Achievement: represent 18% of the Australian population and make up 46% of the interstate
short breaks and holidays. They are success and career driven, look for recognition and status, aged 35
to 49 years, experience good family living and are focused on wealth creation. They are looking for
tangible rewards and consumption tends to focus on travel, recreation and high quality homes and
vehicles and holiday destinations that provide the very best of visible good living. This segment has a
higher than average propensity to visit theatre and visit historical places. They are heavy readers of
national newspapers and business and finance related magazines. They are frequently members of
frequent flyers reward clubs.
Socially Aware: represents 13% of the Australian population and makes up 34% of the interstate short
breaks and holidays. They are orientated towards social issues and often politically and community
active, aged 35 to 49 years and are orientated to manage wealth and are insatiable information vacuum
cleaners. They are very likely to visit Arts festivals/cultural events, theatre, musical
performance/concerts, Art galleries/museums and historical places. They do not consume much
television and are heavy readers of print media particularly newspapers such as the Australian,
financial review and the Age.
Young Optimism: represents 12% of the Australian population and are usually young professionals,
technocrats and students. Looking to get as much of life’s experiences, they believe they can have it
all. Usually prevalent in inner or urban centres, have a strong international focus and are high
consumers of arts such as popular music and cinema. Interested in media particularly specialist
magazines, and average readers of newspapers.
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Mermaid Tales: Love and Sacrifice in Cinematic Transformations of Andersen’s “The Little
Mermaid”
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Abstract: This paper is part of a panel presentation entitled, “Transformations of Texts: Beyond
Adaptations.”
Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy tale “The Little Mermaid” (1837), though not the first mermaid
tale, is arguably the most well-known. Andersen’s mermaid leaves her ocean home for the
human world in search of an immortal soul, which can be gained by the undying love of a
human. She fails to win the love of her prince; however, the mermaid’s suffering, sacrifice, and
good deeds grant her the chance of obtaining a soul.
Andersen’s story of sacrifice has been transformed by many into a story of true love. The
spiritual aspects of the tale are replaced by romantic love and the goal is to find a soul-mate, not
a soul. I will focus on how three popular cinematic transformations of “The Little Mermaid,”
Splash (1984), Disney’s The Little Mermaid (1989), and Aquamarine (2006), portray the
concepts of love and sacrifice, and in doing so how they reflect the shifting patterns of the
popular American ideal of love.
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Williams 2
The Classical / Romantic Duality in Borges’ “El General Quiroga va en coche al muere” and
“Versos de catorce”
Generally, Luna de enfrente is considered a collection of poetry that maintains ties with
ultraism, an avant-garde project that Jorge Luis Borges took to Buenos Aires from Spain in 1921;
his poetic work of the 1920s reveals this ultraist influence1, including Fervor de Buenos Aires
(1923), Luna de enfrente (1925), and Cuaderno San Martín (1929). Nevertheless, many critics
agree that once Borges returned to Buenos Aires, he started to separate himself progressively
from the ultraists. José Luis Ríos Patrón explains that Borges’ work during this time became
more distanced from ultraism: “Luna de enfrente es más ultraísta que Fervor a Buenos Aires. No
obstante, [Borges] sigue diferenciándose de sus compañeros de escuela2” (66). Commenting on
Luna de enfrente, Thorpe Running says that “except for those self-centered pieces, the rest of the
poems. . . well represent Borges’ modified avant-garde approach, wherein he injects a sensitive
thought process into the ultraist framework” (210). The “self-centered pieces” that Running
identifies in this collection are “El General Quiroga va en coche al muere” and “Versos de
catorce.” What is most interesting is how these two poems’ content and form oppose each other,
and this explains in part how they differ from the rest of the collection.
From its title, “El General Quiroga. . .” announces a romantic theme, recalling the
Gaucho literature of Gutiérrez, López, Mitre, and Hernández, based on the tradition that
Sarmiento involuntarily initiated in Facundo3. Given a title that suggests romanticism, antitraditionalism, and anti-classicism, why such a formal rigidity in this poem? In The Birth of
1

See the introduction to Borges’ work in the anthology Huellas de la literatura latinoamericana by John F.
Garganigo.
2
Luna de enfrente is more ultraist than Fervor a Buenos Aires. Nevertheless, [Borges] continues distinguishing
himself from his [ultraist] school-mates.
3
Although Sarmiento did not intend to turn the gaucho into a romantic hero, his Facundo created a myth that
produced an opposite understanding by readers. A good study of this phenomenon es Diana Goodrich’s book
Facundo and the Construction of Argentine Culture, in which she examines various hegemonic interpretations of
Sarmiento’s text from its publication to the 1990s.
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Tragedy, Friedrich Nietzsche describes the continuum of art in terms of a duality represented by
Apollo and Dionysius at its poles. One side favors discipline in form and structure, art as
artificial creation, and the idea that one learns and dominates artistic rhetoric through reason.
The other side, often associated with Romanticism and the avant-garde, favors freedom of selfexpression, many times destroying at the same time its very form. This Dionysian pole, often
associated with emotion, claims that creating art does not necessarily require learning to write in
traditional forms; what one writes without study counts as art.
The title of Borges’ poem, “El General Quiroga va en coche al muere,” suggests that its
principal source is Sarmiento’s Facundo. Borges delighted in making art from art, requiring his
active reader to understand numerous allusions and references. His poem takes as a context
Sarmiento’s novel, which was based on a popular ballad (Murad 67). Borges’ use of
Sarmiento’s work invokes a romantic setting: Borges gives his poem hints of Romanticism in
colloquial Argentine gaucho language and lunfardo (atorrando, al muere, una sé, millares de
tardes). In the first verse, his preoccupation with nature is prevalent, characteristic of
Romanticism.
El madrejón desnudo ya sin una sé de agua
Y la luna atorrando por el frío del alba
Y el campo muerto de hambre, pobre como una araña. (37)
In addition to this emphasis on nature, other Romantic characteristics found in the poem
include interest in the exceptional figure (the treatment of the general) and interest in internal
thoughts-- in this case the voice of General Quiroga, defying death, in the fourth and fifth
stanzas:
Esa cordobesada bochinchera y ladina
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(Meditaba Quiroga) ¿qué ha de poder con mi alma?
Aquí estoy afianzando y metido en la vida
Como la estaca pampa bien metida en la pampa.

Yo que he sobrevivido a millares de tardes
Y cuyo nombre pone retemblor en las lanzas
No he de soltar la vida por estos pedregales.
¿Muere acaso el pampero, se mueren las espadas? (37)
These unusual images fit nicely with Romantic characteristics. “[E]l campo muerto de
hambre” and is a metaphor that reveals Borges’ ultraist past with its interest in unexpected or
exaggerated images and expressions, and this blend of elements from the Romantic and avantgarde movements signals a preference for the Dionysian extreme in the poem.
In opposition to this Dionysian preference, Borges chooses a more rigid and classical
form; using quatrains of Alexandrine lines (except the first stanza, which is a tristich), the poet
seems to establish a preference for the Apollonian extreme with an adherence to “artificio.”
Besides this regular meter, Borges also uses assonantal rhyme instead of the free verse he often
employed in his avant-garde works. To explain this opposition within the same poem, we must
look at the manner in which Borges subverts the classical form, by using Alexandrines like
Rubén Darío did for Modernism, but, in this case, for anti-classical methods. This makes sense
if we consider that the avant-garde subverts and destroys; “adopta posiciones subversivas o
revolucionarias frente a las tendencias y evoluciones ortodoxas…. [S]u misión es destruir…”
(Sainz de Robles). In this way, the poem is more avant-garde than it first seems.
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The tristich that begins the poem resembles three lines of an unfinished quatrain with
assonantal rhyme, reminding us of César Vallejo’s incomplete sonnets—another classical form
“destroyed.” The stanza ends unexpectedly with the image of the poor spider, and the
Alexandrines and the assonantal rhyme complement the image of the “cuatro tapaos” and “el
coche,” invoking an epic tone with “los cascos de los caballos y el cimbrar inexorable del coche”
(Murad 68).
Borges’ use of epic elements establishes an Argentine identity for the nation because the
same peninsular form is used to distinguish Argentina from Spain by inverting the epic hero. Of
course, Sarmiento, who inspired the Romantic gaucho hero in gaucho literature, never intended
for this character to be idealized. For Sarmiento, the gaucho impeded civil progress, but for
authors who followed him, and for Borges, the gaucho defined Argentine essence. Borges uses a
classical form (the epic) to create a hero out of someone who, in contrast to a traditional epic
hero, did not possess a sense of obligation to his government or love of family. In addition to
this epic flavor, Borges adds regionalisms (tapaos, nobrao, fletes). This mixture creates a sort of
historical national poetic, yet another example of how Borges uses a classical form (the
Apollonian side) with regional vocabulary (the Dionysian side) to continue forging an individual
national identity.
The other poem from Luna de enfrente that is not composed in free verse is “Versos de
catorce,” also in Alexandrine form, as evident from the title. This overt reference to fourteen
syllables in each line is not common for Borges, who prefers not to help the reader lest he insult
intelligence. This hint, then, is one which firmly establishes the Apollonian context. As in “El
general Quiroga. . .,” Borges adds to this context assonantal rhyme, but instead of an historical
event, as is characteristic of the epic narrative, he writes a personal, lyrical, and thus Dionysian,
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vision of Buenos Aires. Once again, the classical form is juxtaposed with personal images of the
city “de calles que surcan las leguas como un vuelo.”
Like “El general Quiroga. . .,” the stanzas in “Versos de catorce” are Alexandrine
quatrains. Although most editions print the word ciudad, whose repetition plays a central role in
the poem, Rodolfo Borello points out in “Habla coloquial y lengua literaria en las letras
argentinas” that “’Versos de catorce’, con varios ciudá en el texto, pasa ahora sistemáticamente a
ciudad” (35). Aside from lexical choice, syntax is also important. The perspective in “Versos
de catorce” in the first person past tense and preterite aspect, with the exception of the last one,
which is incomplete and in the present progressive. The choice of tense and aspect recalls a
precise historical city past for the poetic voice, but leaves the reader with a vision of Buenos
Aires that is without definite limits. Thus, the narrator constantly redefines his personal image of
the city4. The use of first person reveals that the creation comes from emotion, as Molachino
asserts: “En la poesía, el punto de partida tiene que ser la emoción. . . . con el espíritu que [las
palabras] suscitan o que las suscita” (181). Borges astutely expresses this emotion through a
classical form—an opposition that subverts the form, much like using free verse as a way to
destroy form.
When we consider how Borges subverts form in these two poems, we understand the
discordance that “El general Quiroga. . .” and “Versos de catorce” have with respect to the
collection. They are not distinct in that they are not avant-garde; they are distinct, because for
avant-garde projects, the poet has to constantly change his rhetoric and his mode of expression.
In these two poems, Borges does this by adopting medieval elements. Since readers had become
accustomed to seeing “traditional” elements in avant-garde poetry such as free verse, Borges
reminds us that whatever becomes traditional discourse is no longer novel. By including these
4

This first poem in the collection Cuaderno San Martín is “Fundación mítica de Buenos Aires”.
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two distinct poems in a more traditional avant-garde collection, he breaks with tradition once
again.
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EL GENERAL QUIROGA VA EN COCHE AL MUERE
El madrejón desnudo ya sin una sé de agua
Y la luna atorrando por el frío del alba
Y el campo muerto de hambre, pobre como una araña.
El coche se hamacaba rezongando la altura:
Un galerón enfático, enorme, funerario.
Cuatro tapaos con pinta de muerte en la negrura
Tironeaban seis miedos y un valor desvelado.
Junto a los postillones jineteaba un moreno.
Ir en coche a la muerte ¡qué cosa más oronda!
El General Quiroga quiso entrar al infierno
Llevando seis o siete degollados de escolta.
Esa cordobesada bochinchera y ladina
(meditaba Quiroga) ¿qué ha de poder con mi alma?
Aquí estoy afianzado y metido en la vida
como la estaca pampa bien metida en la pampa.
Yo, que he sobrevivido a millares de tardes
y cuyo nombre pone retemblor en las lanzas,
no he de soltar la vida por estos pedregales.
¿Muere acaso el pampero, se mueren las espadas?
Pero al brillar el día sobre Barranca Yaco
hierros que no perdonan arreciaron sobre él;
la muerte, que es de todos, arreó con el riojano
y una de puñaladas lo mentó a Juan Manuel.
Ya muerto, ya de pie, ya inmortal, ya fantasma,
se presentó al infierno que Dios le había marcado,
y a sus órdenes iban, rotas y desangradas,
las ánimas en pena de hombres y de caballos.
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Williams 10
VERSOS DE CATORCE
A mi ciudad de patios cóncavos como cántaros
y de calles que surcan las leguas como un vuelo,
a mi ciudad de esquinas con aureola de ocaso
y arrabales azules, hechos de firmamento,
a mi ciudad que se abre clara como una pampa,
yo volví de las viejas tierras antiguas del naciente
y recobré sus casas y la luz de sus casas
y la trasnochadora luz de los almacenes
y supe en las orillas, del querer, que es de todos
y a punta de poniente desangré el pecho en salmos
y canté la aceptada costumbre de estar solo
y el retazo de pampa colorada de un patio.
Dije las calesitas, noria de los domingos,
y el paredón que agrieta la sombra de un paraíso,
y el destino que acecha tácito, en el cuchillo,
y la noche olorosa como un mate curado.
Yo presentí la entraña de la voz las orillas,
palabra que en la tierra pone el azar del agua
y que da a las afueras su aventura infinita
y a los vagos campitos un sentido de playa.
Así voy devolviéndole a Dios unos centavos
del caudal infinito que me pone en las manos.
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AESTHETIC ATLAS : The Periodic Table of Aesthetics
“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once he grows
up.”
Play Picasso quote
MYTHS?
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder-spatial mapping.
Art has no purpose.
Form and Function are independent.
Art and Aesthetics are relative.
Science and Art are exclusive.
At the core of what we are as human beings and what we do is our ability to
make choices. Choices make us different from many other living organisms.
Our ability to make decisions based on variables in increasingly complex
situations makes our awareness and application of the component parts
increasingly more important. As a way of examining this order, I have created
the term, "The Periodic Table of Aesthetics," a pseudo-scientific approach for
visualizing integral components of aesthetic creativity and experience. We will
begin by examining what makes up the components of individual Aesthetic
experiences. Finally, we will conclude with some thoughts on how the Aesthetic
elements are selected for and evolve as bioaesthetics. This has to do with
aesthetic processes of attraction and distance and how they affect the evolution
and selection of future aesthetics. These ideas are an attempt to examine, and
arrange essential aspects of aesthetics for visualizing the ordering of the
ephemeral and universal language of Aesthetics. Furthermore, this is an inquiry
in to potential directions future processes may evolve. Finally, it is a hope to give
both the creator and the experience, an opportunity to reflect on the ethereal core
of designs and to visualize potential rational connections with future predictions
for sustainable aesthetic endeavors. Emphasizing particular constituent parts of
the universal discipline of Aesthetics within the metaphors of mapping, chemistry,
and biology, I suggest you the reader ponder, and parallel your influences and
decision-making process with this focused method.
Imagine an atlas, a map of the world, but in this case apply it to the world of
Aesthetics. Think of it first in terms of its sphere of connectedness----the
universality of aesthetics. Second, think of how the two major components of a
globe of land and water might apply to aesthetics---in this case, we will choose
nature and culture. Third, imagine the different continents and bodies of water
where groups of experiences combine in an aesthetic history of the past. These
aesthetic spaces are composed of natural and man made forms that are
interconnected in terms of how they influence one another. These spaces also
have integral aspects to them that describe their particular aesthetics, whether it
be the endemic unique characteristics that Charles Darwin discovered at the
Galapagos Islands in mid 1800’s, or Alexander Baumgarten’s rationalist
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approach towards defining the Aesthetic discipline “Aesthetika,” in the mid
1700’s, both circumstances highlight integral efforts to accelerate and articulate
the nature of reality be it natural articulation or philosophical expression. An
atlas of the elements and directions for using them becomes a kind of legend for
navigating not only designed experiences, but also everyday activities.
The challenge of navigating the world of design is easily viewed in its
translations. Like any model that attempts to interpret certain features, others
are lost, and like a game of telephone, eventually the key components have
disappeared, or the truths have been exaggerated. Clarifying these navigational
challenges, I propose, establishing priories within the field of the Aesthetic Atlas
and its three major themes. The first theme is taken from the name an Atlas
implies: globalization. In this case, globalization is an emphasis on both
appreciating the diverse nature of circumstances but also comparing and
contrasting similarities by unifying things as well. The second theme is health,
like the world; Aesthetics is a living organism, a body, and that body needs to be
nourished and treated appropriately or it will cease to thrive. The third and final
theme is, sustainability or in this case the desire to create Aesthetic relationships
stimulating timeless appreciation and understanding. Now that we have
established a focus for our map of Aesthetics with globalization, health, and
sustainability, as our priorities, lets explore the details of these areas that
compose the experience.
Aesthetichemy- live to design, design to live
The details that compose the aesthetic experience are not made up of carbon, or
hydrogen, nor are they made up of masses that we can weigh and establish a
fixed value as such as how Dmitri Mendeleev related them in a Periodic Table of
Elements, in the mid-1800s. However, aesthetic components have come from a
historic order of development that appear to have a somewhat agreeable
organization to them. If we were to say that the table was completely relative,
than we might say that nothing was relevant. Therefore, I have divided the table
into three sections, based on understanding, perception, and sensation. Like the
periods and groups of the Periodic Table of Elements, The Periodic Table of
Aesthetics is a hope that people will engage these subjects in a rationalist
context for thinking about focus within a composition’s content. Each section is
represented by a different spatial metaphor for organization, loosely, inspired by
the Bauhaus, and its representation of square, circle, and triangle.
“The Periodic Table of Aesthetics,” uses these shapes to map the sections as
elements in a linear-equal, center based, and pyramid-hierarchy of suggesting
what might be most important. The first section: understanding, is based off a
square grid hierarchy referencing the Periodic Table of Elements and a way of
examining categories of aesthetics. The second section: perception, is based on
the notion of perspective and how something falls within an aesthetic experience
or words and ideas that influence such situations in a circular center based
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hierarchy. The third section: understanding, suggests Baumgarten’s discussion
of the beautiful and the sublime as the basis of sensation and from there we
make other decisions, and tangential judgments through a pyramid hierarchy.
The Periodic Table of Aesthetics uses the rationalist grid as a basis for
examining the main categories of aesthetics. However, unlike the Mendeleev’s
table, this table suggests that using other hierarchies as a way of examining this
discipline are critical to its understanding. The other sections being represented
through other spatial metaphors of center based perception, and finally pyramid
based sensation, are an attempt to apply other rational approaches to aesthetics
and emphasize a basis. The final basis of the project is not an attempt to
suggest that this is always the ultimate, but more to point out the exotic nature of
trying to rationalize the ethereal nature of aesthetics and through contradiction
simultaneously suggest reasons for possible truths.
Aesthetics categorized or not, perceived or not, can be applied anywhere and to
anything. Like a living thing through examining the ecology of Aesthetics,
certain characteristics are more likely to thrive and succeed. Specific elements
can and will be selected for, and other Aesthetics will disappear. By focusing on
its core elements, we are able to see further into the future of where designs may
lead and start developing a more global, healthier, and more sustainable future
for tomorrow, today.
TRUTHS?
Beauty is in the ears, mouth, nose, nerves, and eyes of the beholder.
People make Art for a reason.
Form and Function relate to one another.
Art and Aesthetics have a past, present, and future.
Science and Art need one another to exist.
“Life is either a daring adventure or nothing.”- Helen Keller
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Barrie A. Wilson, PhD
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Abstract
Focus
This paper examines four models of what constitutes a messiah.
Analysis
The Pre-Exilic view positions the messiah as a person anointed by God to perform a task,
typically to be a king, although prophets, high priests and even a foreign ruler are said to be
messiahs [Model #1].
In Post-Exilic times, writers give voice to an eschatological perspective that, in time,
dramatic events would take place on earth. With Second and Third Isaiah leading the way
hoping for a marvelously transformed landscape, Zechariah creates the fundamental
eschatological framework. He envisages a time of evil followed by world transformation and
the subsequent rewarding of the righteous in a new environment. Building upon Zechariah,
Enoch proposes a view of the messiah as a transcendent supernatural judge who will operate
from “on high” during the time of world transformation [Model #2].
The first century BCE writing, the Psalms of Solomon, sets forth the view that became the
dominant messianic outlook for Judaism prior to the time of Jesus. On this view, the messiah
is the human eschatological catalyst, a Davidic king who assists God in bringing about world
transformation. This person will help usher in an era of peace reflecting the universal rule of
God [Model #3].
In the 1st century CE, Paul advances a different view of the messiah [Christ]. The Christ is a
dying-rising savior God-human who saves those who participate in his suffering and death. In
addition, Paul expects that the resurrected Christ will return to complete world
transformation. Thus Paul proposes a two-stage process for the Christ – as savior and as
messiah [Model #4].
Conclusions
There are four conclusions:
#1: Paul’s Christ is not yet a messiah;
#2: Paul’s Savior figure derives from Graeco-Roman mystery religions;
#3: Paul’s Christ, even if he were to return, does not fully correspond to Jewish messianic
expectations;
#4: Paul’s Christ represents a substitute being for the Jewish messiah.
The latter contention reinforces the view that Paul created a distinctive religion, separate
from both Judaism and the Jesus Movement under James in Jerusalem.
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1.

Introduction

There have been many individuals who have claimed -- or whose followers have
claimed -- to be the Jewish messiah. These include, in modern times, Rabbi
Schneerson; in the 2nd century CE, Bar-Kokhba; and in the 1st century Theudas,
another person simply referred to as “the Egyptian,” and, of course, Jesus of
Nazareth.
What criteria must an individual satisfy in order to be deemed “a” or “the” Jewish
messiah? To say of any person that he is “a” or “the” messiah must mean that that
person satisfies specific pre-existing criteria for this role. But what exactly are these
criteria? What must a messiah do in order to qualify for this title?
This paper examines four models of what constitutes a messiah. Three were current in
Jewish literature prior to the time of Jesus. These models will be examined in
historical sequence and, in so doing, neglected passages from Zechariah and the
Psalms of Solomon will be discussed. These set forth the job requirements.
A fourth model, from the writings of Paul after the death of Jesus, advances a
different concept of the messiah. His Christ concept of a dying-rising savior Godhuman does not match the expectations for a Jewish messianic figure. This contention
reinforces the view that Paul has created a distinctive religion, one that has little to
do with either Judaism or the Jesus Movement under James in Jerusalem.
Let’s examine three Jewish criteria for being a messiah.

2.

Jewish Criteria for Being a Messiah

Model #1
The first model is the oldest one. Psalm 2 in the bible imagines a situation where the
kings of the earth conspire to act against “the Lord and his anointed” [Psalm 2:2].
Here the anointed one (Mashiach) refers to the king, whom God is described as having
installed on Zion. The king, moreover, is said to be a son of God [Psalm 2:7] and has
the mandate to make other nations his vassals. Rulers who wish to conquer Israel are
advised to heed this decree and come to serve the Lord.
We do not know when Psalm 2 was composed. If it was during the time of the Davidic
monarchy, from approximately the 11th to the 6th century BCE, then it would refer to
the king in Jerusalem. The psalm, along with other “royal” psalms may very well have
been used at the coronation in praise of the new monarch.1 When the monarchy
ended during the Babylonian Exile, the psalm would have been interpreted as
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applying to some future ideal king. In either instance, the king is anointed as
symbolic of his designated task to be a ruler, under the sovereignty of God.
In inception, the root concept of being a messiah is political.
Model #1: Messiah as Designated Political Activist
A Messiah is a person anointed by the Lord to perform a task

Typically such individuals are spoken of as “the Lord’s anointed.” Persons who are
spoken of in this manner include: Samuel [1 Samuel 24:7]; David [2 Samuel 19:22];
and Zedekiah [Lamentations 4: 20]. In addition, Cyrus the Great, King of Persia, was
said to be a messiah [Isaiah 45:1] for his historical role in permitting the Jews to
return to Judea. Immediately after the Exile, when it was hoped that the Davidic
monarchy would be restored, Zechariah notes that Zerubbabel, a descendant of
David, as well as Joshua the high priest were both said to be “sons of oil,” that is,
anointed ones [Zechariah 4:14].
A messiah in this initial sense is a ruler, an ordinary human being who is recognized as
a messiah by being anointed. There is nothing strange or mysterious about these
anointed ones any more than there is with the rulers of England who are also anointed
as they are crowned.
This is, however, not the concept of messiah that has created all the fuss.

Model #2
In order to understand the next two models that arose within Israelite society prior to
the birth of Jesus, some background in understanding eschatological discourse is
required.
Some time towards the end of the Babylonian Exile or shortly thereafter, religious
discourse for some changes from the political to an eschatological dimension. A
political discussion refers to changes in civil structures, now, at this point in time, on
earth. These changes will happen in the normal course of history, through human
agents. An eschatological discussion, on the other hand, refers to massive changes on
a worldwide scale -- universal change. These changes are said to happen “soon,” that
is, at some time to come, in an age to come. They will be brought about, not by
ordinary human historical dynamics but by the actions of God intervening dramatically
in history.
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Eschatological discourse characteristically features secret and mysterious information
about the inner dynamics of world history – “the inside scoop,” as it were, populated
by strange supernatural beings. It is markedly dualistic: us, the righteous people,
versus them, the evil doers. Espousing an eschatological perspective was never
mainstream, existing on the margins of Judaism and proliferated typically in
literature outside the canonical Hebrew Bible. It in an eschatological context,
however, that robust ideas of “the” messiah appear.
Let’s examine some of these writings that are both eschatological and messianic in
nature. These provide the background needed for understanding the next two models.
They demonstrate how unrealized expectations create a future eschatological hope.
a) Second Isaiah – Israel, the Moral Beacon for Humanity
Second Isaiah, that is, the Isaiah of chapters 40-55 in our present book of Isaiah,
paved the way. Writing just before 539 BCE, that is, just prior to the conquest of the
Babylonian Empire by Cyrus the Great, King of Persia, Second Isaiah imagines a
wonderful political future for Israel. He announces the New Israel, the servant of God
[Isaiah 44:21], whose cities will be rebuilt, Jerusalem included, along with the
Temple [Isaiah 44:26-28].
This prophet then shifts to an eschatological dimension. He urges Israelites within the
Babylonian Diaspora to get ready to move. There will be geological changes:
mountains will be leveled and valleys raised. This represents his poetic way of saying
that redemption, the way home, will be easy [Isaiah 40:3-5; Isaiah 49:11]. Likening
the return to a new Exodus – even a new Creation – Second Isaiah imagines the desert
blooming [Isaiah 44:3; Isaiah 51:3] and Israel adopting a new role on the world stage
as a moral beacon to the nations [Isaiah 42: 6; Isaiah 49:6; Isaiah 51:4]. He envisages
all exiles returning, not only from Babylonia but also from Egypt and from the west
[Isaiah 49:12]. Waxing eloquently about the new state of affairs, he depicts the return
as the major news on the world stage. The wealth of other nations will flow into
Jerusalem. Israel will be a prominent country [Isaiah 45:14-18].
The return did not happen quite the way Second Isaiah envisaged, however. Not all
the exiles returned. Israel was not an independent state, but a vassal of Persia. It did
not experience the influx of wealth from surrounding nations. Some exiles straggled
back to Judah over a 100-year period. The Temple was modestly rebuilt in 515 BCE
and old-timers who remembered the former temple Solomon had built wept when
they saw its replacement. Fifty or sixty years later, the religion was transformed
under the leadership of Ezra and Nehemiah. But there were dashed dreams -prophecies that failed to materialized as described. Perhaps, some thought, the Exile
was not yet fully over.
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(b) Third Isaiah – A New Universe
A writer we refer to as “Third Isaiah,” that is Isaiah chapters 56-66, writing closer to
the year 500 BCE, announces that God is about to create a new heavens and a new
earth [Isaiah 65:17], creating Jerusalem as a joy and its people a delight, envisaging
the time of universal peace when “wolf and the lamb shall feed together, the lion
shall eat straw like the ox” [Isaiah 65:25]. All humanity will come to worship the one
God [Isaiah 66:23].
This represents a vastly different world altogether, but it was not the reality on the
ground in the new fledgling Jewish state. The world after the Babylonian Exile looked
very much like the world before that event, except that the jurisdiction of Judah had
limited autonomy, and a modest Temple.
The juxtaposition of expectations versus reality against sparked views that perhaps
someday, in an age to come, the universe would be recreated so that all humanity
will live in peace, in unity and harmony, under the one God and that Israel would lead
the way to this new state of being.
(c) 2 Samuel: Covenant with David -- There will always be a David ruling Israel
Another failed expectation had to do with one of the covenants. There are a number
of covenants recorded in the Hebrew Bible – one with Noah, another with Abraham,
one between God and the Jewish people conveyed through Moses and one regarding
David. This latter covenant has far-reaching consequences for it sets up enormous
expectations. God is depicted as saying to David through the prophet Nathan, “Your
house and your kingship shall ever be secure before you; your throne shall be
established forever” [2 Samuel 7:16]. From the time of David in the 11th century
down to the Babylonian Exile in the 6th century BCE, there was always a descendant of
David on the throne in Jerusalem. The lineage ended during the Babylonian Exile, for
the monarchy was not re-established upon the return. Zerubbabel, a descendant of
David, smeared with oil, exits from history without the monarchy being reestablished.
What, then, of this covenant? What did God intend? Would there, in the future, be a
restoration of the Davidic monarchy? Would this occur at the “end time” when God
will recreate the entire universe? What role might this new Davidic monarch play in
these momentous happenings?
So dashed expectations that arose when reality did not match prophetic utterances
helped fuel eschatological dreams. But another dynamic was also at work. Justice,
said some, demands that God act to end evil times. Some came to the position that
the times were so corrupt that surely God would act to correct a world gone wrong.
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(d) Zechariah – The Eschatological DreamWorks Factory of Ancient Israel
The last chapters of Zechariah --chapters 9-14 – create an eschatological framework.2
Dated some time to the Greek period, that is after Alexander the Great’s conquest of
the Middle East around 333 BCE, Zechariah give us an indication of how some thought
the world would dramatically change sometime in the not-too-distant future.
In Zechariah chapters 12-14, God is the main actor. The scenario is described as
occurring “on that day.” It is a time of great warfare, with many nations coming up to
wage war against Jerusalem. The city will be captured with ensuing looting and rape,
and two-thirds of its inhabitants will be slaughtered. Yet God will prevail. Jerusalem
will be purified. There will eventually be universal recognition of God – “And the
Lord will become king over all the earth; on that day the Lord will be one and his
name one” [Zechariah 14:9]. Survivors of the nations of the world will annual trek up
to Jerusalem, “to worship the King, the Lord of hosts, and to keep the festival of
booths” (Succoth) [Zechariah 14:16].
Zechariah creates the contours of Israel’s eschatological dream. There are three
phases: (1) evil times, (2) world transformation, and, finally, (3) just desserts when
the righteous will be rewarded, evil doers punished and the righteous dead restored
to life.

1
Evil Times

2
World
Transformation

3
Just Desserts

These passages in Zechariah are often overlooked in discussing messianic expectations
because, while they set forth the conceptual framework, they make no provision for a
messiah. His importance is that he establishes what eschatological times will be like.
Others present alternative visions how those times will transpire.
(e) 1 Enoch, Book 2: Here Comes the Judge!
1 Enoch provides one way of understanding how the time of the end will occur. The
timing of 1 Enoch Book 2 is significant.3 In 167 BCE, just a few decades before this
work was produced, Antiochus Epiphanes tried to eradicate Judaism and the Jewish
people as a distinctive entity. The Temple was desecrated with offerings of pig meat.
Prostitutes cavorted on Temple Mount. Sacred books were burned. The faithful who
followed the dietary laws and practiced circumcision were tortured and killed. These
were truly evil times and they gave rise to the Maccabean revolt which liberated
Jerusalem and the Temple in 164 BCE.
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1 Enoch announces that God will soon intervene in history. It will be a time of world
transformation, a new universe, in which the righteous will be rewarded, sinners
destroyed and the righteous dead resurrected.The eschatological pattern conforms
exactly to the model created by Zechariah. What differs, however, are the agents.
Instead of God acting solo, Enoch introduces two new players: the Lord of the Spirits
and the Messiah. The mysterious Lord of the Spirits is described as focusing his
attention on “holy, righteous, and elect” human beings [Enoch 38:4]. The Messiah
[Enoch 46, 48] is a righteous agent chosen by the Lord of the Spirits.4 He is a spiritual
being whose sole task is to judge the deeds of the unrighteous including the removal
of kings and the powerful from their position of authority.
Model #2: The Supernatural Judge
(1) Evil Times
(2) World Transformation
God transforms the world, assisted by the Lord of the Spirits
and the Messiah. The Messiah is a spiritual being who
judges the peoples of the world
(3) Just Desserts
the righteous are rewarded; sinners, destroyed;
the righteous dead will be resurrected.
For Enoch, the Messiah is a heavenly being judging people from a supernatural
location (“a throne of glory”). He is not human -- consequently there is no
incarnation, no ruling Israel as the Davidic monarch, no dying, and no resurrection.
The Messiah is under the jurisdiction of the Lord of the Spirits. Curiously, there is no
indication why this latter entity could not also fulfill the role of the messiah-judge.
All in all, the model in Enoch appears cumbersome – at least three entities (God, Lord
of the Spirits, a heavenly messiah) busily transforming the world. This is not the
model that predominated in Jewish thinking prior to the time of Jesus.
(f) Psalms of Solomon: The Triumphant Davidic King
The Psalms of Solomon, a 1st century BCE document, gives us the fullest account of
the role of the messiah and shapes the dominant Jewish understanding of his job
description.5
The situation that prompts this writing is the capture of Jerusalem by the Roman
leader, Pompey, in 63 BCE. Welcomed into the city, he seized Temple Mount by force,
executed the Jewish resisters led by the high priest and entered the Temple.
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Sometime after these events, a group of devout Jews compose what we refer to as
the “Psalms of Solomon” [note, not the Book of Psalms we have in the bible].
This writing gives us eye-witness testimony to the devastation within Jerusalem. In
actions recalling the earlier events of Antiochus Epiphanes, Psalm 2 [of the Psalms of
Solomon] records how the Romans “arrogantly trampled” on Temple Mount
“insulting” Jerusalem. Residents of Jerusalem have themselves defiled the Temple
and prostitution is widespread. Psalm 2 concludes with a call upon God to act in
justice, to repay sinners for their crimes and to reward the faithful righteous. Psalm
17 begins with a recollection of the perpetual covenant with David and with a
summary of the current evil times – devastation, massacre of Jerusalemites, exile,
worship of false gods, leaders misleading the people. This psalm, having established
that these are clearly evil times, works within the threefold framework established by
Zechariah and looks forward next to world transformation and just desserts.
According to the Psalms of Solomon, the messiah is the righteous Jewish king, a
descendant of David, who assists God in bringing about world transformation. The
result will be a transformed world in which Israel becomes the pre-eminent country,
God is acknowledged as the universal God and is worshipped by everyone everywhere,
evil-doers are eradicated and the righteous are rewarded. Presumably with sinners
destroyed, the world will achieve peace. Exiles will return.
Model #3: The Human Eschatological Catalyst
The Messiah is a Davidic king who assists God in bringing about world
transformation in eschatological times.
Specifically this individual must
• be the Davidic king of an independent Jewish state, having eliminated
foreign domination
• judge humanity, rewarding the righteous and eliminating the
unrighteous
• help usher in an era of universal peace reflecting the universal rule of
God
During this time exiles will return from the Diaspora and the righteous dead
will be restored to life.’

At the time of Jesus, Model #3 predominated. The messiah would be a human political
leader who would emerge at the time of God’s transforming the world. The world
after the appearance of the messiah will differ vastly from the world before. It was
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not part of the expectation that the messiah would be an incarnate deity who has a
special birth and exceptional death. The focus is not on who the messiah is but on
what the messiah must do.

3.

Paul’s Christ Messiah

Let’s turn to the influential views of Paul, writing in the 50’s, some 20 years after the
death of Jesus. Paul refers to a Christos. Christos is the Greek translation of
Mashiach, but much is lost in translation, as we shall see.
The source of Paul’s religion was his mystical experience of the Christ which
dramatically changed his life. Emphasizing that he had minimal contact with the
leaders of the Jesus Movement in Jerusalem, Paul devised his own set of beliefs and
practices. His Christ Movement differed significantly from theirs. To cite only one
instance, he developed a torah-free religion, whereas the Jesus Movement under
James in Jerusalem was torah-observant, as was Jesus. Moreover, Paul was not at all
concerned with the Jesus of history, telling us only minimal details -- that he was
born, that he was Jewish and that he died. He did not quote the Jesus of history nor
did he refer to his teachings, even when he has the opportunity to do so.6 His source
of inspiration is the mystical Christ.
Paul advanced his views of the Christ in his Letter to the Philippians, written some
time either in the 50’s or early 60’s. The view of the Christ that he presented there is
as follows. The Christ was a pre-existing being who was born in human form. He was
obedient to God. He died. He was exalted so that all humanity can worship him.
Those who become like him in death can attain resurrection [Philippians 2:5-11].
Paul thus focuses on who the messiah is: the Christos or messiah is a dying-rising
savior God-human. His task, according to Paul, is to save those who participate in his
suffering and death.
Model #4A: Savior of Humanity
A Christ is a dying-rising savior God-human who saves
those who participate in his suffering and death.
The focus for Paul is on personal salvation. “Living is Christ,” he says [Philippians
1:21], and he stresses he wants “to know Christ and the power of his resurrection and
the sharing of his sufferings by becoming like him in his death, if somehow I may
attain the resurrection from the dead” [Philippians 3: 10, 11]. A believer lives “in
Christ” and in life and death is united with Christ. It is because of this mystical unity
and also because Christ himself was raised from the dead that the believer can
experience resurrection.
“What’s a Messiah To Do?”
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Paul probably recognized, however, that this idea of the Christ was insufficient to
meet prior criteria for messiah-ship. Where were the expected world transformation
and the “just desserts”? In some passages, Paul indicates that he expects the Lord
Jesus to return. When Jesus returns – what Paul calls “the day of Jesus Christ”
[Philippians 1:6] – Christ will “hand over the kingdom to God the Father” [1
Corinthians 15:24]. At this time, the dead will be resurrected, those who are alive and
righteous will assume a “spiritual body,” all evil powers will be destroyed including
death [1 Corinthians 15:20-57]. Paul, it appears, is in fact proposing a two-stage
messiah-ship for Christ.
Model 4B – The Christ as Savior Messiah
Phase One: Savior
Christ, a dying-rising savior God-human, saves those who participate
in his suffering and death.
Phase Two: Messiah
Christ returns to destroy evil, conquer death, reward the righteous
with eternal life. The dead are resurrected

4.

Conclusions

Conclusion #1: Paul’s Christ is not yet a Messiah
The development of a two-stage messiah-ship is an invention of Paul. Clearly Jesus
had not fulfilled the job description on his first go-around. World transformation had
not occurred and the righteous had not been truly rewarded. So Paul contends, there
has to be a “return” when Christ will return to complete the tasks expected of a
messiah.
There was, however, no antecedent in Jewish thought for a two-stage messianic
operation. The messiah either would or would not accomplish world transformation. If
he did, then he was the messiah. If he didn’t, then he was just a messiah-claimant. In
Paul’s case, the Christ is simply a messiah-who-is-yet-to-be. He hasn’t yet performed
the tasks necessary to qualify as a messiah. The correct way of describing the Christ,
then, is as a messiah-claimant, much the same as Bar-Kokhba or Rabbi Schneerson
who have yet to return.
Conclusion #2: Paul’s Savior figure derives from Graeco-Roman mystery religions.
Paul places the Christ’s death-and-resurrection as central to the idea of the messiah,
a notion foreign to all previous Jewish views of the messiah. Prior to Paul there was
“What’s a Messiah To Do?”
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no requirement that the messiah be resurrected. Nor was it expected that he would
act as the “savior-vehicle” through whom all humanity will be saved. These represent
new twists on the idea of a messiah.
It would appear as if Paul builds his view of the Christ on models found outside
Judaism, in the mystery religions of the time. The Christ is like Dionysus or Mithras or
many other figures – heroes who die and rise again to save humanity and whose
followers can achieve salvation through participation in the hero’s life and death.
While Christos translates Mashiach, it transports the concept from a Jewish
environment into a vastly different world.
Conclusion #3: Paul’s Christ, even if he were to return as Messiah, does not fully
correspond to Jewish messianic expectations.
Some crucial elements are missing in Paul’s description (Model #4B) versus the Jewish
expectation (Model #3).
For one thing, Paul’s concept ignores the political dimension of the Jewish messiah.
On his approach, the Christ, when he returns as messiah, will not be the Davidic king
who will govern Israel and assist God in bringing about world transformation.
For another, Paul de-Judaises the concept of the messiah. The Christ is a cosmic
savior, a spiritual being who pre-existed his earthly life and whose only task it appears
is to save those who participate in his life and death. There is nothing particularly
Jewish about him. Paul would probably argue that he was universalizing the messianic
notion, but that wasn’t the expectation. The Christ is not the Jewish monarch come
to restore Israel to prominence, who encourages the return of Jews from the Diaspora
and who overthrows Roman rule.
Thirdly, for Paul, the messiah was not primarily human. The expectation was that the
messiah would be born, live and die -- fully human -- with virtues and flaws, but
chosen by God as a catalyst, to help bring about a new world order. Paul’s concept,
however, is that of a pre-existing spiritual or divine being who appears in human
form. For Paul, the Christ has to be a divine figure in order to act as a savior-vehicle,
saving all who participate in his life and death and to eventually overcome all cosmic
forces of opposition to God’s will.
Finally, proclaiming the Christ as messiah now, in advance of world transformation,
ignores the eschatological dimension of the Jewish expectation. The world before and
after Jesus appeared looks very much the same. Paul would probably have argued,
however, that at least for the individual who is “in Christ,” there are new possibilities
that did not exist hitherto. But on a political level, the world was the same. Israel
was still ruled by Rome; the righteous continue to suffer; and eschatological times
have yet to appear.
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Kindly put, Paul has “jumped the gun,” proclaiming the Christ figure as messiah when
he is a messiah who is not yet.
Conclusion #4: Paul’s Christ represents a substitute being
Paul’s Christ concept reinforces the view that Paul’s religion is different from that of
either Judaism or the early Jesus Movement in Jerusalem. Denying the validity of
torah, including male circumcision, the dietary laws, the festivals and the Jewish
basis for ethics; and by ignoring the teachings of the Jesus of history, Paul creates a
religion based upon a believer’s mystical participation in the Christ. 7 But Paul’s Christ
is not the Jewish Messiah: it’s a substitute being, a mystery religion dying-rising savior
God-human whom Paul tries to graft on to the Jewish notion of the expected messiah.
Not the real thing at all.
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Appendix A: What Must a Messiah Do?
The Job Description according to the 1st century BCE Psalms of
Solomon
The Messiah must do the following:
□ destroy unrighteous rulers [17:21]
□ purge Jerusalem of gentiles [17:21]
□ destroy all unlawful nations [17:24]
□ condemn and destroy the wicked [17:25; 17:27]
□ gather the righteous people together and lead them [17:26]
□ judge peoples and nations [17:29]
□ remove the alien and the foreigner from righteous Jews [17:28]
□ make Gentile nations subservient [17:30]
□ glorify the Lord from a prominent place above the whole earth [17:30]
□ make Jerusalem a holy city [17:30]
□ encourage nations to visit Jerusalem, to see the glory of the Lord [17:31]
□ Jews from the Diaspora will return [17:31]
The Messiah must be:
□ a son of David [17:21]
□ a righteous king [17:32]
□ the Lord Messiah {alternative translation: The Lord’s Messiah} [17:32]
□ subject to God as his king [17:34]
□ compassionate to all the subservient nations [17:34]
□ free from sin [17:36]
□ exhibit understanding, strength and righteousness [17:37]
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1

Other royal psalms include: 2 (Coronation); 18 (Thanks for Success in Battle); 20 (pre
victory); 21 (post victory); 45 (royal wedding); 47 (God enthroned as King); 72 (God=s
blessing upon the King); 93, 95, 96, 97 98, 101, 110 (Lord promises victory to the
king).
2

There are two collections of oracles appended to the Zechariah scroll, chapters 911; chapters 12-14.
3

For the full text of 1 Enoch, see James H. Charlesworth, The Old Testament
Pseudepigrapha, volume one, pp. 5-89. Book Two of 1 Enoch, “The Book of the
Similitudes,” is dated from approximately 105-64 BCE (op.cit., p. 7).

4

In this work the Messiah is referred to variously as the “Righteous One,” “Anointed
One,” “Chosen One,” “Son of Man” or the “Elect One”). Enoch Book 2 also refers to a
“congregation of the righteous” whose appearance triggers world cataclysm.

5

Essentially the same view of the messiah and of the eschatological age is found in
the Dead Sea Scroll community. Demonstrating this will be the subject of another
paper.

6

For instance, on the subject of torah observance in Galatians, Paul never refers to
the teachings or practices of Jesus in support of his rejection of torah. In terms of
ethical instructions in Galatians, he never refers to the ethical teachings of Jesus. On
the subject of divorce in 1 Corinthians, he never refers to what Jesus taught on this
topic as mentioned in the gospels. Furthermore, on the subject of eating meat
sacrificed in temples dedicated to pagan deities, he never refers to the teachings of
James in Jerusalem that required Gentiles to abstain from meats obtained from such
temples and which were not properly slaughtered. On these topics of major
importance – overall lifestyle, ethics, marriage and divorce, food – Paul does not refer
to the teachings of Jesus.
7

See my paper, “Taking Paul at his Word” presented at the American Academy of
Religion, Eastern Division meetings, May 6th, 2006. A copy can be obtained from the
author – email barrie@yorku.ca.
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Conubio iungam stabili: The False, The True, and the Character of Aeneas
In Book 4 of the Aeneid, Juno attempts to divert Aeneas and the Trojans from
Italy by effecting a union of Aeneas and Dido, a liaison that Juno and Dido call a
marriage, while Aeneas dismisses it as an affair. The question, involving an analysis of
fine points of Roman law as well as Vergil’s poetic programme, is not an idle one: an
Aeneas who reluctantly leaves a lover is a very different character from one who
willingly abandons a wedded wife.
The first person in the Aeneid to claim that Aeneas and Dido are married as a
result of the union in the cave is Juno, anticipatorily. When she negotiates the pact with
Venus, she claims:
I will be at hand and, if your good will towards me is certain, I will
join them in stable marriage and I will call her his wife. This will
be their wedding hymn. (4.125-127)
Vergil himself gives additional force to Juno’s claim when he notes that Juno
herself served as the matron (pronuba) and the heavens themselves were witnesses to the
marriage (4.166-168). It seems clear, at this point, that Vergil wishes us to consider the
union a marriage.
The poet, then, tosses up a puzzling caution: in 4.172, he refers to Dido thus:
coniugium vocat, hoc praetexit nomine culpam, that is, “she calls it a marriage and by this
name conceals her sin.” The question, or course, what is it that she hopes to conceal by
calling the union a marriage. It cannot be that she is thinking of her broken vows to her
late husband, Sychaeus. Any union with any other man, whether a marriage or not,
would violate the vow. Merely calling it a marriage would do nothing to alleviate the sin
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of breaking her initial wedding vow. The best explanation of the culpam of 172 is that
Dido is thinking of the sexual union itself as a fault (or perhaps, a mistake) and
attempting to conceal the error by calling it a marriage.
Culpa is generally conceded to translate the Aristotelian term hamartia, once
considered a serious offense, a sin, based on its New Testament usage, then relegated to a
mistake, and now recognized to run a full gamut of meanings from simple error to serious
sin. Whatever meaning is chosen, Dido seems clearly to feel that she has done something
wrong and now wishes to call it a marriage to alleviate the guilt of the action.
Two questions now arise, one based on the sexual act itself, the other based on
Aeneas and Dido’s subsequent behavior. Can a union called a marriage arise from a onetime sexual fling in a cave? Strange as it may seem to modern and casual observers,
quite possible. Roman law makes no provision for sex outside of marriage not
“counting”, in some sense, except within an extremely restricted class of women
(actresses, barmaids, prostitutes, women branded somehow with infamia), to whom it
would be impossible for a man to marry himself. Dido does not fall into any of those
classes. Granting a certain amount of anachronism, it has to be recognized that Aeneas
and Dido are of the same social class, no stigma attaches to their potential union, and
both are sui iuris, i.e., able to contract a marriage. Since all that is necessary for the
creation of marriage is consensus omnium and nihil impedimentum, the act of sex itself,
in the absence of legal impediments (such as would make the union adulterous) is
probably sufficient for a marriage to exist.
If that were not enough, the sequel gives more than sufficient evidence. It seems
quite clear that the two begin cohabiting. Rumor spreads that the two lovers are spending
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the winter together inter se luxu, and it emerges soon enough that Aeneas spends
sufficient time in Dido’s palace that Anna can make a collection of his gear and clothing
to burn on a pyre (4.494-497).
Now, some technical considerations of Roman marriage. The standard forms of
Roman marriage are confarreatio, coemptio, and usus. Confarreate marriage is a
religious ceremony performed by one of a priest, usually the flamen Dialis, the priest of
Jupiter and arguably the closest thing Roman religion affords to a sacral image;
numerous prohibitions fall on the flamen. The second, coemptio, is a fictive sale of the
wife to a prospective husband. The procedure undoubtedly recalled an earlier period in
Roman history when a wife was in fact purchased by a husband. In both confarreate and
coemptio marriages. Neither form of marriage precisely fits the occasion of the Aeneid.
The third form of marriage, usus,, is a matter of cohabitation, as is the so-called “free”
marriage that eventually replaces usus in Roman practice. On that score, Juno and Dido
seem to have a point. Numerous ceremonial aspects of marriage are well-known and oftdiscussed, but jurists like Papinian and Ulpian make it clear that these ceremonies are not
required for the formation of a valid marriage: again, as I mentioned above, no
impediments (as the Romans understood them) exist: neither is married, neither is under
the authority of another, and no forbidden grade of relationship is occupied. As for
consensus, the fact of cohabitation alone can be considered consensus. Moreover, Dido
even makes the clothes (or at least embroidered them herself – 4.264-265) that Aeneas is
wearing when Mercury visits him and reminds him that he must press on to Italy: the
making of clothing for the household was such an important part of the duty of the
Roman wife that the Emperor Augustus claimed that the wool for his togas was spun by
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his wife, Livia. To a Roman audience, at least, by virtue of cohabitation alone and given
the absence of other impediments, Aeneas is the spouse of Dido.
This renders completely hollow Aeneas’ objections when he claims that he and
Dido are not married because he never “held the torches of the groom” (4.337-38).
Those torches did not matter nearly as much as he thinks they did, and his sharing of
Dido’s bed mattered a great deal more.
The legal issue is sufficiently complex to merit conversation and conflict, but the
poetic issues matter even more, particularly those relating to Aeneas’ character. The
Aeneid has always been susceptible to a broad range of critical interpretation, ranging
from those who see in the poem a consistent honoring of its eponymous hero and,
through him, of Augustus and the new imperial regime, to those who find Vergil’s stance
invariably critical, sometimes directly, sometimes obliquely, of both his own hero and his
patron. Both attitudes seems uncritical: that Aeneas is ultimately a hero who is
responsible for the founding of Rome is sufficient to debunk those who see in the work
nothing but criticism, veiled or open, while the hero’s sometimes painfully obvious
shortcomings make it impossible for the careful reader to view the epic as a panegyric on
Augustus, Rome, and Rome’s remote founder. A balanced approach to the work is
required, and Aeneas’ peculiar treatment of the women in his life has to go the debit side
of the column. In particular, we should consider his relationship to Dido in light of his
treatment of Helen, in the Aeneid’s most controversial scene, as well as of Creusa,
Aeneas first wife.
Book 2 describes Troy’s lethal, final night, a night of confusion and terror.
Aeneas, separated from his men, has seen Priam die and the palace fall to ruins and is
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returning to his own home when he sees Helen. In a passage stricken by Servius but
maintained by some editors, even when bracketed, Aeneas contemplates murdering
Helen:
Although there is no fame in killing a woman, this triumph
has its own praise: I will be praised for destroying something
unspeakably wicked and for inflicting just punishments, and
revenge will itself be pleasing. (2. 583-586)
The language, the meter, and the sentiments have all drawn fire from editors:
metrical and linguistic niceties aside, the sentiment better fits Aeneas than people usually
wish to admit. Aeneas’ relationship to Helen is not entirely clear. In the lost epic poem,
the Cypria, we find that Aeneas accompanied Paris (at the request of his mother,
Aphrodite), to Sparta, where Paris seduced Helen. And in Book 1 of the Aeneid, Vergil
plays with the connection between Helen, Aeneas, and Dido. When Aeneas is invited to
dine with Dido the first time, he brings with him a robe that is at once suggestive and
incriminating. The robe had belonged to Helen at Sparta and was brought with her to
Troy when she ran off with Paris. The commentator, Servius, tries somewhat
unconvincingly to claim that Aeneas’ possession of this item, like another gift, the
scepter once borne by Ilione, does not reflect badly on the hero; Servius bases his claim
on Vergil’s language that these items were “snatched from the ruins of Troy,” munera
praeterea Iliacis erepta ruinis, rather than given as gifts for betraying the city. A
problem, however – how did something of Helen’s end up left behind for Aeneas to take
from the fall of the city? Isn’t it more plausible that Aeneas simply found Helen’s robe
among his own belongings when, perhaps, he went back to search the ruins of his own
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house? And if that is the case, how, precisely, did the robe end up at his house? How do
a woman’s clothes usually end up in a man’s house?
Moreover, the behavior of Aeneas on the night of Troy’s fall has not been entirely
blameless before his encounter with Helen. After a struggle between his men and some
Greeks, Aeneas reaches Priam’s palace, coming eventually to a passage along the roof.
There he sees Hecuba, Priam, and their daughters huddled around the sacred hearth of the
city. Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles, tracks down one of Priam’s few surviving son’s,
Polites, and kills him. When the old king castigates Pyrrhus for an act of impiety, the son
of Achilles kills him as well.
The question left unanswered in most analyses of the scene is, simply, why did
Aeneas do nothing to prevent the death of Priam? Granted that he was on the roof,
looking down at the action unfold. Still, he could have thrown something (rocks and roof
tiles were not in short supply, as Aeneas observed when he told Dido the story), and he
could simply have shouted something to Pyrrhus along the lines of, “why not take on
someone your own size?” But Aeneas did nothing but mutely observe the slaughter of
his king at the altars of the gods.
We must recall that Aeneas’ character was always questioned in ancient epic.
Besides his assisting Paris in the abduction of Helen, Aeneas was believed to have
surrendered outlying fortresses to the Achaeans, to have withdrawn his troops to Mt. Ida,
and finally, to have gone back to Greece as a prisoner to Pyrrhus at the conclusion of the
war. That, as well as the indictment of his behavior by Homer in Bk. 13 of the Iliad,
where he is shown lagging back from the war because he felt that Priam had done him
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insufficient honor (460-461), is more than enough to render completely believable the
possibility that Aeneas might have wanted to murder Helen.
We ought now to consider the oddest and perhaps most disgraceful mistreatment
of a woman by Aeneas, the loss of his wife, Creusa. At the conclusion of Book 2, Aeneas
returns to his home to lead his family to safety. But when his father initially declines to
leave, Aeneas decides to rush back into battle and seek his own death. Creusa attempts to
restrain him, but we do not get a chance to see him answer her. It might be worth a great
deal to know, exactly, how Aeneas reacted to Creusa’s entreaty. For when Dido
attempted to get Aeneas NOT to leave Carthage, and her, Aeneas’ resolve was fixed and
his indifference to Dido’s wishes pronounced.
In Book 2, however, Aeneas’ decision was helped along by the intervention of the
gods, when a tongue of flame appeared of Iulus’ head. Anchises, Aeneas’ father,
accepted the open and decided to leave. Aeneas placed Anchises on his shoulders and
took Iulus by the hand, and gave to Creusa a most puzzling instruction. Somewhat
implausibly, (or damningly), he ordered, et longe servet vestigia coniunx, “let my wife
follow my steps at a distance,” (2.711). It seems difficult to imagine that Creusa would
have been safer by herself than in the company of her husband. Aeneas is armed, a
warrior in his prime, and a thousand avenues of death and disaster lay open. In the event,
she is lost. Aeneas, to his credit, goes back to find her (or at least, claims he does – we
have only Aeneas’ word for it), and is met with an infelix simulacrum atque ipsius umbra
Creusae, “an unhappy image and shade of Creusa herself,” (2.772). Creusa tells him that
a destiny in Italy awaits, and a royal bride. It is worth remembering, though, that he is
giving this account to Dido and her guests in flashback, and Aeneas may not be entirely
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reliable on this point. Logically, the events of Book 3, when Aeneas and his men sail
through the eastern Mediterranean without any clear idea of where they are going until
the way is finally made clear on Crete, are prior to Aeneas’ recounting of the events of
Book 2 at Dido’s party. However, logically the events of Book 2 are prior to Book 3.
Why does Aeneas receive a prophecy that he should go to Hesperia and the Tiber in Book
2 and then immediately make for Thrace, and then attempt to settle in Crete in Book 3,
needing to be reminded of Hesperia by his household gods in a dream? A suspicious
person might well suspect that Aeneas has manufactured the encounter with Creusa to
make himself look better in Dido’s eyes, and Creusa’s predictions of a royal bride may be
Aeneas’ own wishful thinking. In fact, except for the detail of a royal bride to be found
in Hesperia, the entire prophecy of Creusa is a restatement of the combined prophecies of
the Phrygian Penates and Helenus.
In this respect, we should also remember that of the principals who were at hand
in Aeneas’ house on Troy’s last night, Anchises and Creusa are dead (or at least gone),
and Iulus has been replaced for the evening by Cupid. In short, there is no one present
who can correct Aeneas’ convenient memory of events.
Aeneas, then, can stand convicted of abandoning his first wife, to danger and to
death. He can be accused, depending on our acceptance of the bracketed lines in 2.567588, of wishing to murder Helen. The thought, at least, is not inconsistent with his
behavior elsewhere. Now we should consider once again the issue of his marriage to
Dido. That Aeneas can be indifferent, at least, to a woman’s concerns is not to be
debated. Can he lie to a woman? Absolutely.
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We need to go back to the gods’ intervention in Aeneas’ relationship with Dido.
In 4.265, Mercury appears, sent by Jove, to remind Aeneas of his duty to continue his
mission and found Rome. We have no reason to doubt the truth of Aeneas’ account
(although Dido will), but his subsequent actions reveal the heart of a liar as well as a
coward. He orders his lieutenants, Serestus, Mnestheus, and Sergetus to fit the fleet and
gather his comrades, while denying what they are doing. He would seek the right time to
speak to Dido, while she was ignorant of events and not expecting such love to be ended
(4.288-292). It is difficult to imagine a crueler expression of a cowardly sentiment.
When confronted by Dido, Aeneas’ behavior is still worse. He claims that he
never intended to slip off in secret (which may be marginally true), but then he resorts to
an outright lie. In 4.351-355, he claims that his father, Anchises, has been appearing to
him in his dreams and warning him that he is defrauding Ascanius of his rightful
inheritance of a new kingdom in Italy. This is the first we have heard of it, and nothing
in his reaction to Mercury’s appearance suggests that Aeneas has even been wrestling
with a decision of whether to stay or go. In fact, when Mercury appears to Aeneas,
Aeneas is engaged in a building project. Quite clearly, he is planning on staying, not
leaving. The dream of Anchises is pure fiction, designed to give greater credit to the
appearance and commands of the gods.
It is possible to manufacture an excuse here for Aeneas: Dido, not the child of a
god, and probably not accustomed to the direct intervention of divinities in her daily life,
but very accustomed to the power of communication through dreams, may need more to
persuade her of the veracity of Aeneas’ vision. But that does not excuse the lying, or the
subterfuge of sending his underlings to prepare the fleet for departure in secret. Nor does
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it explain the astonishing coldness and aloofness that Aeneas displays, repeatedly, when
faced by Dido’s pleas to stay, at least through the winter, or to give her a child to
remember him by. That coldness, as well as that ability to lie to Dido’s face, is best
explained by his easy abandonment of Creusa and his murderous intentions towards
Helen. It is little wonder that when Lavinia blushes in Book 12, it is from a desire for
Turnus as a spouse, rather than the Trojan newcomer her father has selected for her as a
husband.
Aeneas’ refusal to recognize his marriage to Dido thus fits the pattern,
adumbrated (inter alios) by W.R. Johnson in Darkness Visible, of Aeneas not as the great
hero of Rome, but rather a man with a checkered past and a shady reputation that Vergil
keeps constantly under the microscope, for those observant enough to see. That Vergil is
willing to make such a man the remote founder of Rome is unsurprising. As the great
historian Ronald Syme observed, the great founder of the new Rome, Augustus, was in
reality the greatest gangster of them all. Yet at the same time, it is pointless to deny the
virtues of both Aeneas and Augustus. Aeneas’ military courage was quite real in the war
against the Trojans, and no matter how much he failed, he outdid his two poetic
forerunners, Odysseus and Achilles: Odysseus, by seeing to it that most of his men
survived their trip, and Achilles, by not merely killing his greatest adversary, but by
creating something lasting from his actions. Similarly, Augustus, for all the heavyhanded and sometimes murderous tactics he employed to gain power, gave Rome 40 +
years of stable government and ushered in, politically, militarily, artistically, and
culturally, a true Golden Age for the Romans.
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Abstract:
In the current age of heightened awareness of psychological impairments, the problem of
performance anxiety among musicians is highly visible and recognized as a disabling force by
musicians, music educators, and physicians alike. The detriments of musical performance anxiety
(MPA) can range from technical mistakes in solo lessons, to debilitating anxious thoughts during
performances, to the possible termination of what could have been a promising career on the stage.
While different studies produce varied statistics on the number of performers affected by MPA, as
many as 90.6 percent of all people may encounter anxiety when they find themselves in the spotlight, a
figure that should not be ignored and must be addressed by voice educators.1 As Robert Thayer
Sataloff, who holds doctoral degrees in both voice and medicine, and his co-authors observe,
“Psychological stress is intrinsic to vocal performance. For most people, sharing emotions is stressful
even in the privacy of one’s own home, let alone under spotlights in front of a room full of people.”2
Performance anxiety is a widely researched topic, although in multiple studies musicians are proven
to show more symptomatology in psychiatric disorders which are shown to contribute to performance
anxiety. 3 These include: obsessive-compulsive disorder, interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety,
hostility, phobic anxiety, paranoia and psychoticism.4 Musical performance anxiety only receives
approximately fifty percent of the attention that anxiety among public speakers, actors and athletes
receive. When studies on musicians are done in musical or medical fields, the canon of knowledge is
greatly lacking in specifics to singers. After exhaustive research, this author was disappointed to find
only a handful of studies in recent decades that concentrate on vocalists.5 There are a few more
articles that address the issue in regard to singers but do not address it scientifically.6 Why is this?
Perhaps the answer was identified by Anthony Kemp in his widely-accepted writings on the
temperament of musicians, and his conclusion that the traits of introversion and extroversion are
different for singers than instrumental musicians.7 Kemp recognized other personality traits of all
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musicians which include higher levels of anxiety in general among musicians than the general
population, heightened sensitivity artistically and in life, asocial behaviors either avoiding social
situations or purposefully going “against the grain” of society and psychological androgyny, indicating
that the divide between male and female thoughts and behaviors is not as distinct among musicians.
Although both singers and instrumentalists exhibit similar tendencies toward most of these
personality traits, instrumentalists in large tend to be introverted and singers tend to be extroverted. A
confounding variable to this issue is whether extroverted individuals interested in music naturally
gravitate toward singing rather than an instrument, or whether the social learning of the craft of singing
(via foreign languages, acting, etc) which involves more time outside of an isolated practice room
leads an individual to be more extroverted. Studies also indicate that introversion plays a large part in
the level of musical performance anxiety an individual will experience.8 Does this mean that perhaps
the scientific community at large has neglected to look at singers’ anxiety, as it is assumed to be less
intense than instrumentalists because of a singer’s tendency to be extroverted? Perhaps this may
explain why nearly all the authors writing about singers coping with performance anxiety approach it
from an anecdotal standpoint rather than a scientific one.9 In any case, it is my goal to focus on this
neglected population and simultaneously bridge the gap between the scientific method embraced in the
medical journals to explain musical performance anxiety and the experience-based suggestions found
on the shelves of music bookstores.
The purpose of my research was to provide voice teachers with a method to identify those students
who are at-risk for experiencing moderate to severe performance anxiety and a strategy to help their
students address the problem. To accomplish this, I first discussed the background and basics of
musical performance anxiety, including its prevalence and symptoms. Next, I talked about what the
medical literature has determined to be the best predictors of MPA. Using these predictors, along with
some of my own theories based on experience and anecdotal evidence, I created a diagnostic
questionnaire for students to complete that is aimed at predicting the degree to which the student will
experience MPA. In six individual case studies, I administered the diagnostic questionnaire, predicted
the subjects’ level and type of MPA, and assessed their level and type of MPA in the time leading up
to a required degree recital and immediately after. I argued this group of case studies and the accuracy
of my predictions. Finally, I conferred what the voice teacher can (and cannot) do to aid the student in
working through their MPA. Throughout this document, I adopted Paul Salmon’s definition of
performance anxiety as “the experience of persisting, distressful apprehension about and / or actual
impairment of, performance skills in a public context, to a degree unwarranted given the individual’s
musical aptitude, training, and level of preparation.”10
The primary conclusion is that, based on basic demographic data, personality factors, past
experiences with anxiety, and limited to the most accurate predictors, MPA can be forecasted in
singers with a large degree of accuracy. The symptoms that arise when a singer experiences MPA
occur in three areas: physical, behavioral and cognitive. Each of these types of symptoms can be
treated through a variety of methods based on the type and severity of the manifestation. Proactive
treatments are possible and preferable as they can prevent the singer from experiencing the various
symptoms and the consequences of those symptoms in performance. Singers with severe performance
anxiety should always seek professional treatment.
It is a voice educator’s responsibility to recognize a particular student’s proclivity toward stage
fright and guide that student to a method for finding treatment. By recognizing the likely
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manifestations, these symptoms can be proactively treated by the voice teacher or, in extreme cases, by
a medical professional, and make performing more enjoyable and consistently confident
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Abstract:
Although Phototherapy has been around in one form or another since the advent
of the camera it has only recently, with the wider use and lower prices of computers and
digital editing equipment, taken on more universal interest within the art therapy
community as a viable new modality for art therapists who have not, in the past, had the
resources available to implement a more traditional film based Phototherapy component
in their practice. This paper demonstrates the integration of digital media into the training
of phototherapists within graduate level art therapy training programs. While the
examples and illustrations given here are of graduate students enrolled in masters level
art therapy training programs, these exercises may be modified for use with various client
populations. This paper addresses the need of those creative art therapists who are
currently in practice and have not had the advantage of benefiting from the advances in
digital technology that currently enrolled students have had.
Keywords:
Phototherapy, digital media, graduate training, phototherapy training
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Abstract: The earliest pottery vessels found in prehistoric Hong Kong include chalky
and painted pottery, which are products of high level manufacturing technology. In the
past, archaeologists believed that these pottery vessels are closely related to pottery
dated to 6000BP in the Pearl River Delta and the Yangzi Basin in terms of typology
and decoration. It was proposed that it was the result of cultural diffusion from the
Yangzi Basin to the Pearl River Delta. Were pottery found in Hong Kong locally made
or brought by immigrants from the north? How much labor input and what
manufacturing technology were required to produce different types of Neolithic
ceramics in Hong Kong? Are some of the vessels products of professionalized
craftsmen and have special meanings? With a focus on Neolithic pottery excavated in
Sham Wan, Hong Kong, this research will use a comprehensive analysis of
experimental archaeology and typological analysis, as well as taking the result of
neutron activation analysis (NAA) as reference, to study the material acquisition,
formation, decoration and firing of Neolithic pottery found in Sham Wan. I intend to
understand the manufacturing technology of Neolithic pottery, and related social
structure and other cultural developments of Neolithic Hong Kong.
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LOVING THE UNLOVABLE: Killers and Other Disenfranchised—
Writing and Teaching the Complex Character

Last spring I chaired a panel for the Associated Writers and Writing Programs
(AWP) on writing and teaching the unsympathetic, often downright unlikable character.
An English Department colleague asked what my presentation was about and when I
told her she remarked: “Well, I know Amy Bloom, and Amy Bloom said your characters
have to be likeable or your readers will stop reading.” After further discussion it became
clear that my colleague believed, as many of our students do too, that stories about
unlikable people should have a message, a lesson. That the unlikable character (as
they would wish for the unlikable person!) should inevitably come to no good. Why can't
anyone write about nice people? our undergraduates ask, when we read Carver,
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Gaitskill, or O’Connor. These concerns, alas, reflect the ever-shrinking general reading
public, and as contemporary writers whose task it is to find an audience for our work, it
is also true that this readership is controlled in large part by the trade publishing
corporations that sell to this public, and the literary agents who make their livings selling
to these corporations. Rumor has it that Flannery O'Connor was asked why she did not
write stories that were happier. Her readers complained that they knew life was hard
and when they had a chance to read, they wanted something that would be uplifting.
Flannery, according to the story, said if their hearts were in the right place, they would
be uplifted. Of course O’Connor, famous for her unlovable characters and barbwire wit,
also said: “Sentimentality is the pornography of the soul!” So much for uplifted hearts.
With all due respect, Amy Bloom, there are many of us writers and readers who
will not stop writing or reading “unlikable” characters. We may not sympathize or even
empathize with these characters; we probably will not want to invite them into our
homes, have them marry our sisters or sit opposite us at a faculty meeting, but we are
interested in them, even fascinated. They strike us as real, flesh and blood beings,
however flawed. And sometimes we may even see a glimmer of ourselves in them.
The day I sat down to work on my presentation for AWP I glanced at the New
York Times Book Review section where the latest Anita Brookner novel was reviewed.
And I quote: “Emma is a typical Brookner character, bookish, meek, all but devoid of
sexual passion, but she also displays a wide streak of self pity that makes it difficult for
the reader to like her nearly as much as Brookner does” (James, 23). Ouch! Reading
on it was clear that the book was panned by the reviewer on this basis: she didn’t like
the main character. I am not defending Brookner here nor am I attacking the reviewer,
and I am not suggesting what might occur to some of our less sophisticated Creative
Writing students--that since Brookner is famous we should not criticize her characters.
It is the last part I object to. Why do we feel compelled to worry about liking a book’s
characters? How many people that we interact with in our every day lives do we truly
like? And maybe more to the point, how many of them (or us for that matter!) will
experience the all loose ends tied up, evil punished and good guys rewarded happy
ending of the “popular fiction” mass market book?
A couple weeks later I read another Times review of a novel by Olga Grushin, a
Moscow-born writer, with a similar proclamation for her main character, but with one
Loving The Unlovable…
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subtle yet significant difference. Again I quote: “At the outset he is intensely unlikable: a
middle aged, self-involved party functionary loathed even by his family. ...But as his
convictions crumble, Sukhanov stumbles into reveries of his past that serve, belatedly,
to humanize him. Despite the initial repellence of her main character, Grushin attracts
the reader with evocations of places and people, even foods, that reflect the mingled
sentimentality and abhorrence of the willing exile from Moscow” (Wood, 6). Humanize
of course being the key word, and character/place complexity the underlying novelistic
techniques. If we can’t have our characters redeemed, we’ll take them humanized in
some small way, that spark of recognition we feel when we get a glimpse of what it is
we share, those idiosyncrasies, the foibles that make us human.
This discussion is not new; in fact, it predates much of our literature. Morality
Plays made it clear where our sympathies should be: good guy versus bad guy and
there’s always a bad guy, because if there isn’t there isn’t a story. Over time though
most of our best stories and their characters became classics because of their
complexity. Do we “like” Richard III or are we fascinated by him? How about Humbert
Humbert, our silver-tongued predator in Lolita. Even Bible stories, the supposed life
lesson plan and self-help book of the Judeo-Christian culture, have their share of
complex characters. Consider the rube who leaves his first born and the mother of his
first born in the desert to maybe starve and die of thirst, according to God's will.
Abraham, a “good guy” would have sacrificed his only son for a God who is also
supposed to be a “good guy.” Job, who put up with a lot more trials than most of us
would before reaching for the Prozac (or a rope). Noah, who came back from the flood
and got roaring drunk. King David who had a man killed so he could take his wife.
Young Protestants are taught in Sunday School that “God is good” and that to “love and
obey God is good.” Right there we have complexity: A dictate to be good along with
the human designation to fall from grace. And it’s that fall, of course, that makes story
telling interesting.
So why is it then that so many of our students, reviewers, readers, and way too
many persons of power over our writing futures in the trade publishing world seem to
have the impression that characters have to be “sympathetic,” and the even more
problematic “likeable”? It was with this in mind that I created a course for
undergraduates at SUNY, Binghamton University called Loving the Unlovable--A
Loving The Unlovable…
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Character Study, described as a class that explores modern and contemporary authors
who have brought to life characters we would love to (but really don’t) hate. We delve
into such questions as: How does the seriously flawed character become real on the
page? How does a writer make us want to become involved as readers with such
characters? How is it we keep reading, even caring about the non-heroic often
antiheroic character, and just what is a “literary hero” anyway? (Another common
misconception--students invariably believe a hero need be heroic.)
Could it possibly be Cholly in Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye, one of the books
we study, who rapes his own twelve year old daughter, but “tenderly” Morrison tells us,
all the while illuminating his drunken confusion with Pecola as she stands at the sink
washing the dishes, her one leg bent behind the other in such a way that Cholly
remembers his wife Pauline, back before the brutish years of their impoverished life,
when there had been this love. As readers we weep for Pecola, yet don’t we also see
that spark, that ache, this memory in Cholly that makes it impossible to simply dismiss
him, deny him a shred of humanity?
Hubert Selby Jr. famous for his unflinching look at the harshness and cruelties of
poor urban life with its violent, unredeemable characters once said:
“Sometimes we have the absolute certainty that there is something inside
us that’s so hideous and monstrous that if we ever search it out we won’t
be able to stand looking at it. But it’s when we’re willing to come face to
face with that demon that we face the angel. That is what my books ask
you to do: stare down the devils of our humanity and see the angels
behind the fiery eyes. I am asking you to surrender your ideas of what is
right, what is wrong, and all the dreadful judgments that keep us in turmoil
and ignorance and misery” (Dockery; X-Ray No. 7).
This, the same author who at the filming of his infamous Last Exit to Brooklyn, after they
finished shooting the scene where Harry, the coarse, obnoxious, anxious, misogynistic
homosexual who can’t admit even this to himself is literally, physically crucified for
having almost gently, one of the few moments of tenderness in the otherwise harsh and
unforgiving story, tried to put a young boy’s penis in his mouth; after this scene Hubert
Selby, the creator of Harry bursts into tears and says: “The poor son of a bitch, he only
wanted to be happy” (Introduction, xiii).
Loving The Unlovable…
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Cormac McCarthy is famous for his gritty characters. Perhaps one of the most
“unlovable” characters of the twentieth century is Lester Ballard from The Child of God,
once described by a critic as the most famous Necrophilia novel ever, how ever small
the genre might be. Lester, an outcast, dispossessed, set upon the land in such a way
that much of his life is spent homeless, increasingly deranged, wandering through rural
Sevier County, is described by McCarthy in animalistic terms: A ”feral creature,” he
“scuttled,” “crept,” his “tortured wails and yelps.” Lester comes upon a car where the
occupants, a young man and girl who had been having sex asphyxiated themselves by
leaving the car motor going. Lester turns off the car and takes the dead girl back to one
of the broken down hovels he adapts throughout the story into a home of sorts, and
makes love to her body. As McCarthy describes it: “A crazed gymnast laboring over a
cold corpse. He poured into that waxen ear everything he’d ever thought of saying to a
woman. Who could say she did not hear him” (88). In a later scene, after Ballard has
eventually become a murderer and an arsonist, stealing away young girls bodies, he
goes into town and buys an outfit for one of them, carefully selecting a pretty red dress,
even “drawers” as he calls panties. Here students begin to understand how what can
be seen as a despicable person, a murderer, a necrophiliac, is none the less a
fascinating character, and in moments such as these, dressing a body in pretty clothes,
admiring her, they can’t help but make the connection to a child playing dolls--the
childhood Ballard never had a chance to have (his own father hung himself), the live
relationships with real women he would never be able to have. This is not necessarily
sympathy for Ballard, but it certainly is complexity, being able to glimpse those rare
moments of the human in a character described mostly as a beast.
A short story I like to teach in this class is “A Small, Good Thing,” Raymond
Carver’s stunning portrayal of a couple about to lose their only child who lies in a coma
of sorts in the hospital after being hit by a car, and the baker who keeps calling and
harassing them because they never picked up the cake that was to have been for the
boy’s birthday. After the child dies and the baker is still making harassing phone calls
they go out in the middle of the night to confront him. When the baker hears what
happened he tells them he’s sorry. He says: “Listen to me. I’m just a baker. I don’t
claim to be anything else. Maybe once, maybe years ago I was a different kind of
human being. I’ve forgotten, I don’t know for sure. Now I’m just a baker.” The story
Loving The Unlovable…
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ends with the three of them eating his rolls. “Eating is a small good thing in a time like
this,” the baker tells them (Cathedral; Doubletakes,145).
Sometimes we’ll talk about literary characters who have been memorialized in
film. (This generation of students, alas, are much more likely to have seen the movie
than read the book.) The murderer on Death Row portrayed by Sean Penn in Dead
Man Walking is a wonderful example of a character who does the worst, rape and
murder, and in his eleventh hour remorse, his own fear of death, we feel a tiny triumph
for the human he might have been. A classic favorite of mine is Ratso from The
Midnight Cowboy. A New York Times article highlighting Dustin Hoffman’s rendering of
this character states: “True to his unhappy nickname, Ratso encourages loathing, and
Mr. Hoffman’s performance is a marvel precisely because he pulls you uncomfortably
close to a character who is difficult to cozy up to; the performance inspires sentiment
but not sentimentality. Repellant and seductive, Ratso seamlessly embodies
contradiction” (Edelstein, 5).
When Climbing the God Tree, my second book came out, a critic said: “Colbert
seems fascinated by the tragic lives of troubled working class characters.” Apparently
my characters were not likeable to her because they were not refined. The one
educated, “white collar” character in the novel is especially unlovable: a murderer who is
in the prison that the other main character, an amateur artist married to a philandering
carpenter, both of them fleeing from state to state, trying to forget the loss of their baby,
works at as an art therapist, teaching the inmates. She becomes both fascinated and
repelled by this man (and here is that above mentioned contradiction), imprisoned for
sticking a .357 down the mouth of a young woman for no real reason that he can
remember, painting this carnage over and over in the class. There’s not a lot going for
him in the “nice human “ category, nice character or nice anything to empathize with,
though later in the book after we’ve experienced scenes from his childhood we at least
have some understanding of why. But Eli is struck by something about him, and by her
attention we too as readers are invited to see something more than an animal, a coldhearted murderer. When she asks about him the warden responds: “What’s to say, he’s
an asshole, a smart guy, some sort of business man until one day he flips. Something
dark in that one, a hole where his conscience should be, you know? The others made
mistakes, maybe. Salvitore doesn’t make mistakes. He’s just biding his time. You
Loving The Unlovable…
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can’t rehabilitate something like that. He’s an animal, worse. No animal would blow out
some woman’s insides, you know? No motive. If there’s a hell it’s waiting for that one”
(18).
A few paragraphs more and the narrator tells us: “The thing is Eli feels sorry for
him. A monster, how not? But something so sad, so wrenchingly human the way he
protects that jacket of his and it’s not even real leather, no slinging it on the tops of
chairs, tossing it in the corner like the others do. Tenderly he lays it over the back of a
chair, she can almost feel the warmth from his body on the hard metal. There must be
something innocent in him, a small place unformed that needs to be forgiven” (18).
When Mary Troy’s second collection, The Alibi Café, was published by BkMk, a
design artist put this blurb on the back of his cover design: “Reading Mary Troy's stories
makes you want to bang your head against a wall until you are dizzy, then jump off a
bridge and kill yourself, end it all.” Evidently she liked that so much she had it tacked on
her office door.
In “Talk Story,” from Troy’s Cookie Lily, a woman who considers herself fair and
good fires a cook in the restaurant she manages just because he annoys her. In “The
Poet's Daughter,” the poet is so self-absorbed and full of his own importance he ignores
his family, lets the burden of maintaining the home fall on his 22 year old daughter, not
noticing her growing depression. In “Luau,” Millie sleeps with her friend's lover right
next to the friend as they all spend the night in the back of a van after setting up a luau.
“We did not take anything from you,” they tell her in the morning. In “Dinosaur,” a father
of two runs away from his family. He knows he is a heel, but does it anyway. And in
“Beach Dogs,” a young woman uses a homeless man to pose as an under-investigation
stock broker because she knows her mother appreciates the slightly shady, knows the
possibilities for great money in such. In this way, she is able to get her mother to pay
for her nights on the town. She eventually reports on another shady deal her mother
has with a senator who wants his election theft to remain quiet. As she does this, she
feels she is growing into her people, becoming as big a user as all of them, especially
her mother.
Murder, pedophilia, necrophilia, incest and rape, neglect, bad temper, arrogance,
hubris, greed, and just plain human failure in all its nuances; at the worst horrendous
deeds, all of it names for the ways we fall short. As the popular song by Amy Mann
Loving The Unlovable…
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sings it: “Hate the sinner, love the sin.” Shouldn’t the writer who can coax us into
discovering glimpses of something like hope, moments of humanity in such fallen
characters earn our respect instead of vilification, or maybe even worse, ignoring them
and their work completely? Isn’t human behavior more richly complex, transcending the
likeable or not-likeable categories, and therefore couldn’t our characters be too, and
shouldn’t they?
The truth is I do not love or even like many of my own characters, but they come
from a conviction to present people as they are. Although I’m sure many of us would
like fate to work such that the good are rewarded and the evil get punished (especially
in this century’s poisonous political world!), I also believe the ways we muddle through
are intriguing, even true—the stuff of good stories. It’s called “human nature,” the
subject of art and literature from the beginning of such endeavors. As a writer I covet
our inconsistencies, our false hopes, our lies, our longings, our obsessions and fears.
As a teacher I feel compelled to teach a love of good literature as true literature, such
that even the lowest, lowliest, most “loser” and just plain rotten characters deserve our
attempt to see them, to understand their calling, the quest of those who created them
and offered us this flawed yet fascinating mirror of life. Perhaps as literary writers the
creation of our own so-called unlovable characters is the ultimate narcissism: we see
ourselves in most if not all of them. The truth is most lives are hidden under many
layers, and these people we call characters do in fact marry our sisters and join our
faculties. Do we wish they wouldn’t? Sure. Do we believe we can grow to like them?
Not a chance. Is this fair? Whoever said life, or the realistic fiction that mimics life,
would be fair?
Real redemption is rare. The evil doers getting their payback is rare. The poor
but hard working Joe winning the presidency and marrying the rich and gorgeous
princess happens only in fairy tales, or bad movies. A short story by Robert Stone,
“Helping,” is about an alcoholic who has been sober for over a year, and the story takes
place the day he falls off the wagon. We soon realize it has happened before. His wife
reacts the same as before; his co-workers too, and most significantly, he does too. By
now he knows his own lies, his excuses, and he recognizes his promises are empty.
He does want to be a better person (as all of us would like to be better people), but he
also understands the chances are slim. Still, there is that small hope. He was sober for
Loving The Unlovable…
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14 months. Perhaps, just perhaps, it might happen once again. Between that hope and
the truth most of our lives are lived, and most of our best stories, their flawed, failed, but
inherently recognizable characters, are told.
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On the Cinematic Hologram in Amy Tan’s The Hundred Secret Senses
May-hong Wu

∗

Abstract
What is a postmodern society? Crossing border; cultural memory; cultural lesson plan.
These are the key features of a postmodern society.
Like her previous novels The Joy Luck Club and The Kitchen God’s Wife, Amy Tan’s
third novel The Hundred Secret Senses related with the conventional Chinese culture
portrays a story of contrast between two worlds. In the narrative strategy, whereas the second
storyteller Kwan tells her past history in Olivia’s story contents, the major storyteller Olivia,
who behaves like Amy Tan’s surrogate narrator, explains that in the twentieth century the
Chinese immigrants and the American-born women are “inspired by the various struggles in
China to fight against imperialism, to transform China into a modern nation, and to improve
the condition of women.” By her cultural memory, Amy Tan not only performs the
traditional bond of sisterhood between Olivia and Kwan, but also outlines the time-space
compression of occurred events related to a miniature of the cinematic “hologram” between
the previous existence and the present life. The cinematic hologram functions like the
“photographic memory” when Olivia designates that she has ‘memory’ to record her past
history. Furthermore, by means of the cinematic “hologram,” Kwan’s imagery homeland is
ostensibly revealed where Kwan and Olivia discover the true patterns of their lives, know
“who they are,” learn what their culture are, and realize the real meaning of reincarnation.
Therefore, based on the concept of hologram, my purpose is to deal with the different
cultures between Occident and Orient, the complex network of Kwan’s contrast story, and
her construction of self-identity.
Keywords: The Hundred Secret Senses, cinematic hologram, time-space compression,
sisterhood, the previous existence and the present life
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On the Cinematic Hologram in Amy Tan’s The Hundred Secret Senses
May-hong Wu
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The past and the present are fused into wholeness and the future. (Huntley 118)
Everything with mind and heart together, use hundred secret senses. (113)
My heart races as I sense it might be Kwan. (399)

What is a postmodern society? Crossing border; cultural memory; cultural lesson plan.
These are the key features of a postmodern society. In much the same vein, Homi K. Bhabha
indicates that “culture means strategies of survival as much as heritage, so that the gap
between inherited or official meaning (ideology) and its individual performance provides
room for resistance and individuation” (190).
Like her previous novels The Joy Luck Club and The Kitchen God’s Wife, Amy Tan’s
third novel The Hundred Secret Senses related with the traditional Chinese culture portrays a
story of contrast between two worlds. As a popular writer, Amy Tan in her The Hundred
Secret Senses understates that Kwan and Olivia, the central protagonists and narrators, talk
about their past history of the previous existence and the present life. In the narrative
structure, Amy Tan designates that the purpose of Kwan’s storytelling is to expose “the trope
of journey as discovery and reconciliation” (Xu 366) because thirty years later Kwan and
Olivia, who go back to Changmian village in China, try to relocate their lost identities.
Through memory, Kwan and Olivia narrate that the combination of occurred events between
the previous existence and the present life is like a miniature of the cinematic “hologram.”
In fact, the psychological regression is a good narrative strategy, which subtly describes the
psychological odyssey: “‘A psychological sense of home is the most important sense of
home’” (qtd. in Cheung 7). It is striking that the psychological odyssey refers to the culture
exchange between two worlds. Through the representation of ‘cinematic hologram,’ Amy
Tan attempts to “explore how memories and strategic narration of past assist the construction
of present sense of ethnic identity” (Xu 370). Olivia, the first narrator, draws the whole
detailed story of The Hundred Secret Senses whereas Kwan, the second storyteller, tells her
past history in Olivia’s story contents. As a major storyteller who is Amy Tan’s surrogate
narrator, Olivia explicates that in the twentieth century the Chinese immigrants and the
American-born women are “inspired by the various struggles in China to fight against
imperialism, to transform China into a modern nation, and to improve the condition of
women” (Ho 34). As a second storyteller from China who keeps lots of conventional
mystical superstitions, Kwan tells her ghost story that exactly infects her half-sister Olivia, a
modern and educated American girl. From Kwan’s ghost story, Olivia not only learns a very
special oriental superstitious act—karma and reincarnation, but also starts her adventure to
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search for her identity. E. D. Huntley indicates the quest of cultural identity this way:
“Olivia’s search for an integrated self, Kwan’s desire to undo the damage of a century-old
mistake” (115). In any case, from Olivia’s crossing border to quest her cultural identity, Amy
Tan attempts to illustrate many traditional Chinese cultures. Under the multicultural society,
we can reread a part of Chinese history and redefine the importance of acculturation between
West and East. Similarly, Bhabha’s exploration of congruences between the postmodern
societies is “hybrid, improvised rebel consciousness” (189). It seems to him that the
multicultural society is capable of incorporating cultural ‘incommensurability.’ This is what
Bhabha contends a postmodern society is. From its narrative strategy, we definitely assures
that Amy Tan’s The Hundred Secret Senses is a good example of cultural lesson plans.
What’s more, the theme of The Hundred Secret Senses not only reconnects Kwan and
Olivia’s previous existences and future worlds, but also reshapes a kind of oriental culture by
means of western hegemony. As a culture medium/catalyst who can see and talk with yin
people, Kwan pinpoints that her ghost story is a kind of cultural memory because her secret
senses belong to the cultural translation. For example, with its opening sentence, “My sister
Kwan believes she has yin eyes” (3), Olivia states that Kwan is a good ghost medium. Like
other ghost mediums in the traditional Chinese society, Kwan can communicate with the yin
people by her incredible ability. Through her special ability, Kwan is a witness of the past
history. Of course, to her, this is a particular cultural memory. From Kwan’s cultural memory,
Lee puts The Hundred Secret Senses into the crossing border this way: “The haunting past
and the ghosts from the previous life in Kwan’s narrative symbolize cultural memory that a
migrant cannot forget or eradicate” (117). In her previous existence, Kwan never executes
her “promise” to Olivia; however, in the present life, Kwan fulfills her “promise” to Olivia.
For instance, Kwan attempts to be a marriage consultant between Simon and Olivia, asks
them to go back to China with her, and attempts to reunify their broken marriage. From
Kwan’s fulfillment of her “promise” to Olivia, we know that the traditional oriental concept
of reincarnation is easy to be found. At the closing, by Kwan’s mystical disappearance,
Kwan and Olivia discover the true patterns of their lives, know “who they are,” and realize
the real meaning of reincarnation. Olivia states Kwan’s story is true which makes her believe
the mystery of Orient: “That I might believe the story is true—that I made a promise and
kept it, that life repeats itself, that our hopes endure” (361). All of Kwan’s stories are
recorded by Olivia’s writing and memory. As a writer, Olivia says she has memory to present
her past history because memory is like a photograph to execute the cultural hybridity.
Above all, my purpose is to deal with the different cultures between Occident and Orient, the
relationship of Kwan’s contrast story, and her construction of self-identity.
From the ghost medium Kwan and her half sister Olivia, we learn that Tan’s narrative
strategy—memory or “time”—is a key element, which refers to the interchange of past
history and present life. In her ghost story, Kwan explicates that the occurred events of her
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past history are not contagious. Firstly, Xu Wenying claims that Amy Tan’s The Hundred
Secret Senses is “her most interesting analysis being on memory and novel’s nonlinearity”
(369). Secondly, E. D. Huntley subtly underscores that “Kwan bridges the chronological gap
between her two lives” (117) because by Kwan’s storytelling Olivia gradually complies the
fractured pictures of Kwan’s ghost story as a whole. To begin with, the cultural heterogeneity
emerges. When arriving at San François where is interspersed with the Treasure Island,
Kwan observes this beautiful landscape in America where she never sees before: “Kwan was
anything but shy” (10). Like an oriental Cinderella who comes into the fantastic dreamland,
Kwan at the first time feels the cultural shock. At the first night in Olivia’s home, Kwan’s
incredible questions make Olivia believe Kwan’s stupidity: “What M&M?” “What ching
gum?” “Who this Popeye Sailor Man? “Why one eye gone? He bandit” (11-12)?” As a
cultivated and educated Chinese-American girl who cannot believe Kwan’s foolishness,
Olivia states that the stupid Kwan must come form Mars. While talking about her antique
Chinese superstition to her half-sister Olivia, Kwan’s ghost story embeds into Olivia’s mind,
becomes a part of her past memory in her childhood, and deeply infects her oriental thoughts.
As a second generation Asian-American who encounters the “culture shock,” Olivia cannot
accept Kwan’s “yin culture” while touching with the oriental thoughts. Olivia narrates her
culture shock this way: “She kept on talking while I pretended to be asleep. . . . I became the
only one in our family who learned Chinese. Kwan infected with me” (13). From her first
sentence in the book, Olivia, a professional photographer, believes that “Americans have
short memories” (360) when she reintroduces Kwan’s ghost story to the western readers
through her “photographic memory” 1 (360). In Olivia’s narration, we investigate that
Kwan’s ghost story interlinks two centuries, two nations and two half-sisters, since the
discontinuous time is decentering and floating.
Tan employs the juxtaposition of past and present as a narrative
device for her story of the indestructibility of love and loyalty.
Past and present are so closely interrelated that Olivia ultimately
admits to being occasionally confused about whether an events
actually occurred or is merely an episode in one of Kwan’s
frequently recounted stories. (Huntley 117)
Olivia reinterprets Kwan’s ghost story in the ‘immediate’ present which indicates that the
culture remnant of Kwan’s China reminds in her memory: “Events in the past clearly and
1

When reading The Hundred Secret Senses, I think that Kwan’s ghost story is similar with the cinematic
technique, as the events in her ghost story are not contiguous but fractured even though her story tells us a
moving story about Olivia (Nelly Banner) and Simon (Yiban) between the previous existence and the present
life. In her story, Kwan says that “Miss Banner didn’t have a camera, so she was not photographic, but she did
have the memory part” (360). Truly, from Kwan’s saying, we know that Nelly Banner can remember what
people tell her, which is like a tape recorder, as she has a good memory. Therefore, I believe that memory, the
“time machine,” is just like a photograph to record the occurred events in history. Tan, Amy, The Hundred
Secret Senses, New York: Ivy Book, 1995, 360.
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significantly influence the lives of both Olivia and Kwan” (Huntley 117). Kwan’s story is of
course the story of Oriental culture because Tan’s narrative strategy, “time,” is very close to
the contemporary world. When defining “time,” Homi K. Bhabha explicates that “time”
relates to the culture, as time is a writing of writing past history in the postmodern society.
Firstly, Bhabha states that “Culture as a strategy of survival is both transnational and
translational” (190), which provides the multicultural society a homebase to ‘incorporate
cultural incommensurability.’ Secondly, Bhabha suggests that culture is “from this hybrid
location of cultural value—the transnational as the translational—that the postcolonial
intellectual attempts to elaborate a historical and literary project” (190). In fact, Kwan’s
Oriental cultural discourse proves what Bhabha has mentioned in his best-known The
Location of Culture. Like a complex network, the narrative strategy of her ghost story is to
combine time, space and psychic together whereas Olivia’s story provides her culture
survival in the modern American society. Kwan’s viewpoint of American society is of course
from Olivia’s language translation and transnational culture value of a postmodern society.
For instance, her story is “an autobiographical narrative about her California childhood, her
marriage, and her relationship with her older half-sister” (Huntley 121). In Olivia’s story
context, while talking about her mystical previous and present lives that reveal the
“mysterious ghost stories with women’s life experiences” (Lee 116), Kwan’s voice is “a
strong, memorable voice” (Huntley 122). As an oriental Cinderella girl who comes to
America, Kwan teaches her oriental cultural memory to the white American Olivia. From her
oriental Cinderella image, Kwan is actually “one of Amy Tan’s most delightful, and
memorable character creations” (Huntley 124) because she is an ideal oriental Cinderella. In
America where Kwan and Olivia’s destinies are bounded after they meet each other, Kwan
becomes Olivia’s surrogate mother: “Kwan was a handy baby-sister, willing, able, and free”
(11). While reconfirming its cultural mode, Amy Tan explores that the important sibling
relationship between the Chinese-born first generation and the American-born second
generation will be focused on the ethnicity: “The bond between the two half-sisters in The
Hundred Secret Senses is filled with ambiguity caused by simultaneous feelings of sameness
and difference” (Yu 147). Truly, to them, Olivia and Kwan indeed share the same oriental
ancestry in blood. Olivia is a half American, half Chinese whereas Kwan is a ‘pure’ Chinese.
The former has half occidental thoughts and reconfirms her half oriental thoughts in China
whereas the latter has the “pure’ oriental thoughts but gradually accepts her occidental
thoughts in America. Too, the former accepts her oriental thoughts when she is back to China.
At the moment that they meet each other, Kwan and Olivia’s destinies reconfigure together
because by telling her ghost story Kwan brings Olivia back over a century in the faraway
China. While talking about her ghost story which is like a moving picture, Kwan composes
the ‘reality’ and the ‘imagery world.’ The ‘reality’ refers to the contemporary China and
America when the ‘imagery world’ indicates the World of Yin and The Taiping Rebellion in
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the early Ching Dynasty in 1864. Surely, the Chinese past history in The Taiping Rebellion
has been represented by Kwan’s yin theory. Kwan’s yin theory is a part of Chinese culture, a
culture remnant because the Chinese strongly believe the ghost story and the conventional
religion ritual. In her book, Olivia attempts to introduce Kwan’s oriental culture to the
westerners. Olivia says the “photographic memory” is like the digital camera recording the
occurred matters. The cinematic “hologram” between the ‘realty’ and the ‘imagery world’
has apparently been represented, as the time-space compression performs its visible
cinematic images as a whole. In fact, the cinematic “hologram” not only combines past,
present and future as a moving picture but also performs a love story which crosses several
centuries ago. Fortuna put the cinematic scheme this way: “Tan tires her hand at magic
realism—a contemporary term that derives from Hawthorne’s definition of the romance: a
tale that takes place where the actual and the imaginary meet” (96). For example, in Kwan’s
ghost story, the three-dimensional spaces are very conspicuous because Olivia’s
cinematographic narration opens a widespread and special standpoint to readers: “Readers of
historical romance, . . ., believers in extraterrestrial life forms and fans of ‘X-file’ will like
this book” (Fortuna 96). Through the representation of three-dimensional spaces, we clearly
see that Kwan’s moving story affects Olivia’s spirit, and encourages her to “acknowledge the
reality of the World of Yin and the truth of reincarnation” (Messud 94). After crossing the
three-dimensional spaces, Kwan explicates that love and loyalty are two key elements both
in her two lives when she attempts to execute her “promise” to Olivia. After Kwan executes
her “promise,” Olivia learns that ‘faith’ is very necessary while she starts her adventure to
find “who she is” and Kwan’s superstitious acts, the oriental karma and reincarnation.
Moreover, after accepting the traditional karma and reincarnation, Olivia believes that Kwan
accesses to the World of Yin where she gets the chance of rebirth. In her lifetime, Kwan
opines that executing her “promise” to Olivia is a very important wish, as it is her own way
to pay Olivia back. When they are back to Changmian village in China, Kwan fulfills her
promise to Olivia who believes that Kwan is “very good at remembering promise” (360).
Also, after Kwan executes her “promise” to Olivia, her ghost story indeed becomes a
fantastic legendary because both of Kwan and Olivia are released by the traditional Chinese
spell. The sensation of released spell toward Kwan and Olivia is very incredible: “How
wonderful to be released!” (376). Actually, the purpose of their journey to go back to China
is to relocate “who they are” and to find “its link to the present, the Chinese life to the
American life and, finally, the hundred senses reveal the secret” (Lee 118). From one point,
as a Chinese Cinderella who “would become self-sufficient and go on to have a wonderful
American life” (7), Kwan’s culture remnant teaches her oriental cultural discourse to Olivia
by her ghost story. From other point, by Kwan’s ghost story, Olivia also learns a cultural
lesson plan that gives her a new mode of oriental cultural ideology. When keeping contact
with Kwan’s Chinese superstitions, Olivia considers that the images of Kwan’s ghost story
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become “phantom.” Of course her ‘phantom’ is a kind of “serious mental disorder” (15),
and her ghost story is to be so “between a mystical and pragmatic world view” (Messud 94).
Indeed, Kwan’s ghost story reveals two different centuries (1864 and the contemporary
world), two different cultures (western and oriental cultures) and two key features
(Nunumu/Nelly Banner and Kwan/Olivia’s plots). “Kwan’s dream-like stories about her
previous existence,” E. D. Huntley declares, “are focused on the linked lives of two women:
Nunumu, the Hakka girl that Kwan claims is herself in a previous life, and Nelly Banner, the
American woman to whom Nunumu gives her complete loyalty and, finally, her life”
(126-127). In her previous existence, as a one-eyed Hakka girl who is the fan of Jesus
Worshippers, Nunumu occupies the center of her story in The Taiping Rebellion in 1864.
The setting of The Taiping Kingdom is a faraway place in the ancient Chinese history. The
central characters, Nunumu (who is Kwan) and Nelly Banner (who is Olivia), come from
different nations and possess with different cultures. However, the setting of their stories is
still located at Changmian, China, no matter time has changed. In the faraway story, Lao Lu
and Nunumu rescue Nelly Banner, which becomes the main reason to tie their destinies
closely. As an ugly Hakka girl who has the tender mind, Nunumu states how she encounters
Nelly Banner: “Our three different fates had flowed together in that river, and became as
tangled and twisted as a drowned woman’s hair” (42). Nunumu mentions that the best
fantastic pattern of her story is about her life with Miss Banner in The Ghost Merchant’s
House. Due to her salvation to Miss Banner, the fate between Miss Banner and Nunumu
interconnects and changes. In their story contents, Kwan and Olivia tell the interrelated
reincarnation of all characters among the previous existence, the present life and the World of
Yin. Kwan states that her yin theory interlinks their fates for several centuries this way.
The Previous Existence
(Setting: Changmian in 1864)

The Present Life
The World of Yin
(Setting: California and Changmian) (Setting: the Hundred caves in
Changmian)

Nunumu (Miss Moo)

Kwan

Zeng

George is Kwan’s husband.

Nelly Banner (westerner)

Olivia(Chinese-born American)

Yiban

Simon

General Cape
Elza

Olivia’s dog
Olivia’s mother in two lifetimes ago After her death, Elza’s spirit stays
at the World of Yang, as she cares
her boyfriend Simon so much.

Kwan mystically disappears in
the Hundred Caves.
After
Kwan
mystically
disappears in the Hundred Caves,
George comes back to China to
find her; however, there is no
clue for him to find her again.
Olivia cannot find Kwan in the
Hundred Caves. Several years
later, Olivia gives birth of a baby
Samantha.
In the Hundred Caves, Simon
discovers a Utopia where he loses
his way out.
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Therefore, the ghost Elza expects
that Simon can find a good girl as
his partner.
As a yin person who comes to Lao Lu is still a yin person who
America, Lao Lu can talk with regards that Kwan stays at the yin
Kwan.
world, too.
Buncake dies but Kwan incarnates Buncake’s soul still stays at the
World of Yin.
into Buncake’s body shape.
Du Yu tries to pretend herself as her
adopted daughter Buncake.
Da Ma dies in the car accident on Da Ma becomes a yin person.
Kwan can see and talk with her.
her way to Kwalin.

Kwan says that by her oriental superstitious act she will reencounter Olivia and Simon in the
future world. When telling the ghost story of her present life to Olivia, Kwan strongly
believes that the conventional Chinese superstitions such as karma and reincarnation are very
possible. For example, Nunumu reincarnates Kwan whereas Nelly Banner reincarnates
Olivia. After they are back to Changmian, China and undergo the experiences of mystical
transmigration, Olivia accepts Kwan’s traditional oriental superstition. Olivia narrates her
mind has been converted because she can accept Kwan’s oriental culture and traditional
thoughts. Kwan murmurs that her inner thought has changed this way: “I was Miss Banner
and you were Nunumu, and forever you’ll be loyal and so will I” (389). Of course, in
Changmian, China, Kwan really becomes an “unconscious guide to Olivia’s journey toward
self, toward psyche, that is, toward an increased consciousness of her roots and ethnic
identity” (Yu 147). From the protagonists’ reincarnations, we know that Kwan’s ghost story
complies Hakka’s history and the Buddhism together. Truly, the protagonists’ reincarnations
stand for a kind of cultural translation that the white American Olivia never touches that
before. Through Kwan’s cultural translation, Olivia simultaneously accepts the oriental and
occidental thoughts. After accepting Kwan’s cultural translation, Olivia learns that it is not
possible for her to forget it because her cultural translation in her mind is a very particular
kind of reincarnation. The function of reincarnation is, Ma Sheng-mei claims, to “sustain the
tension between Oriental stupidity and mystery” (37). In fact, the reincarnation is an old
traditional Chinese custom. Kwan says that if you want to know reincarnation, you must use
the secret senses because the secret senses are a key to access to the World of Yin, the World
of antique Orient: “The Chinese ancestry of her protagonists in Secret allows them to access
the magical realm a la New Age, to be reborn as whole and wholeness human beings” (Ma
30). While explaining Olivia’s interpellation, Kwan states that people forget the secret senses
for a long period of time. The only way for you to use the secret senses is that you must
speak ‘heart-talk,’ as the secret senses “are related to primitive instincts” (237). In a word,
you must use heart and mind together to sense the secrets when you talk with yin people who
are like “cyclone of static, dancing around the room” (119). The secret senses belong to a
very special cultural exchange. Through the secret senses Kwan and Olivia can fly back to
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The Taiping Rebellion in 1864: “Together we’re flying to the World of Yin” (363).
Furthermore, in her ghost story, Kwan clearly describes that the Hakka betrayer, Ho Xiuquan,
a Jesus’ Brother, is supported by and aligns with the western Imperialism to fight against the
Ching Dynasty. The occurred matters of The Taiping Kingdom, a part of Chinese history, are
of course an interesting issue in studying the past history of the Ching Dynasty: “The Taiping
uprising is best documented for the Westerners like Amy Tan, whose interest is aroused no
less by the missionary meditation” (Ma 32). In the Chinese history, the Taiping Rebellion
Movement actually occurs in 1864. The Hakka Ho Xiuquan’s rebellion is predestined to be
failed, even if the Taiping sounds so good: “Taiping. Tai means ‘great.’ Ping means ‘peace.’
Taiping, Great Peace”(357). In the Chinese history, “sound” is a key point, since “sound”
always indicates something, fortunate or unfortunate. For example, Yi ba liu si (1864) refers
to “Lose hope, slide into death. One eight six four” (357). In the traditional Chinese
superstition, anything related to “four” (si) will have unfortunate conclusion because “four”
(si) means “death,” “failure.” “Changmian” means “long sleep,” “death.” If someone has the
“four” (si) or “Changmian,” he/she will suffer the failure or lose the game. In the similar
vein, the Heavenly King, Ho Xiuquan, is a “false emperor” and comes from Changmian
village, but he finally loses the Great Peace Revolution. After the Heavenly King, Ho
Xiuquan, loses his kingdom, Nunumu learns that it is not possible for a sovereign who was
born in Changmian to get success in the revolution, no matter he is a braver or an emperor.
Moreover, Nunumu hears that the mouths of the hundred caves would sing “wu! wu!—just
like the voices of sad ladies who have lost sons” because she later knows that Changmian
means “never-ending songs” (43). On the contrary, from Ho Xiuquan’s case, it is very ironic
that the Changmian village ‘sits right next to dragon mouth,’ which means that its geography
is located at the ‘dragon cave’ where a sovereign will be born. In the oriental thoughts, if
someone is born in the dragon cave, he/she in the future will become the emperor, as the
“dragon” is the loyal substitute of an emperor. Therefore, this is why Ho Xiuquan becomes a
Heavenly King; however, the false emperor finally loses his game, too.
Chang mean ‘sing,’ mian mean ‘silk,’ something soft but go on forever
like thread. Soft song, never ending. But some people pronounce
‘Changmian’ other way, rising tone change to falling, like this: Chang.
This way chang mean ‘long,’ mian mean ‘sleep.’ Long Sleep. . . .
Long Sleep—this another name for death. That’s why everybody
say, ‘Changmian cave, don’t go there. Doorway to World of Yin. (308)
It is very unfortunate that the Changmian village, a doorway to the World of Yin, is a wrong
place of “dragon cave” where its mountain shape is located at a bad “feng shui” and has no
harmony: “It’s as though I’m viewing the past as the foreground, the present as a faraway
dream” (301). When arriving in Changmian village and viewing the beautiful scenery of
Changmian, Olivia feels that two halves of her life emerge even the moving story of her
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previous existence occurs here: “Secret likewise reveals the mixed-race Olivia coming to
terms with her former life as a missionary in China” (Ma 34). After Kwan genuinely
persuades Simon and Olivia to accompany her on her journey to go back to China, they
know that their journey indeed across two centuries and two nations. On their way to go
back to China, Olivia and Simon learn that the dreamlike and mystical patterns of their lives
link with their two lifetimes. Before Olivia and Simon come to China, they regard that
killing chicken is “fucking barbaric” (296). By contrast, after seeing Du Yu’s behavior of
killing chicken, they consider that killing chicken is a kind of spiritual catharsis. Olivia and
Simon say that they undergo the spiritual catharsis this way: “It’s like a tradition, a kosher
process or something” (296). In the traditional oriental reincarnation, ‘killing chicken’ means
someone’s rebirth because chicken is a key kosher in the religious ritual. In China where is
mystical and wonderful antique country, Simon and Olivia regard that everything is always
fresh, as they can feel the recycle of birth, death and rebirth from the kosher process.
Moreover, like other ghost mediums in China, Olivia gets ability to talk with yin people, and
knows how to integrate her past self: “Kwan attempts to use her tale of reincarnation to
construct her relationship with Olivia” (Yu 149). In China, Olivia believes that Kwan’s
superstition gives her power of free speech and free association of traditional Chinese
reincarnation, even though she naturally doesn’t believe ghosts, the heaven and the hell. For
example, firstly, Kwan says that she suffers the “soul returning” or the spiritual reincarnation.
In her childhood when Kwan’s body breaks into pieces she borrows Buncake’s body and
then her soul enters into Buncake’s body. Again, the new Kwan comes back to the World of
Yang. Kwan interprets that in the World of Yin she and Buncake are waiting for their
“imaginary boat” to take them to “the land of fairy queen” (202). But when she occupies
Buncake’s body and comes back to the World of Yang, she sees her reflection from
Buncake’s body. When she is in the comb, the ghost catalyst tells Da Ma that “‘There’s a
ghost inside this girl’” (286). Secondly, when Simon enters the Hundred Caves, he sees a
Utopia where he talks with an old man, encounters many children and cannot find his way to
Da Ma’s house. After Kwan enters the Hundred Caves to rescue Simon, she mystically
disappears. Meanwhile, Simon finds his way to Da Ma’s house and goes back to the real
world from the Hundred Caves. Nine months later after Simon is back to America, Olivia
and Simon’s daughter, Samantha, is born. Unfortunately, Simon and Olivia never hear
Kwan’s news anymore. From the Chinese traditional karma, Kwan sacrifices herself because
she becomes the merciful heroine, Goddess of Buddha. “Kwan’s need to reconcile past and
present, and her desire to connect her lives,” E. D. Huntley claims, “serve as the catalyst for
the revelation of secrets, the articulation of unspoken pain, the reaffirmation of love and –at
the end—the payment of old debts of loyalty (115). Ironically, in their previous existences,
Kwan as Nunumu couldn’t rescue Nelly Banner (Olivia) and Yiban (Simon) even though she
attempts to keep her “promise” to them. In order to keep her “promise” to Simon and Olivia,
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Kwan insists that in this lifetime she is responsible for rescuing their broken marriage.
After executing her “promise,” Kwan learns that she exactly fulfills her words to them
because she is the one who takes her responsibility that she never fulfils in the previous
existence. Kwan’s resolution comes to “secure the reunion between Simon and Olivia” (Xu
368). Kwan is so happy that she has executed her loyalty and love to Olivia. In the final
consequence, Kwan’s death, even if Olivia wouldn’t say ‘died’ because she hasn’t “yet
allowed” herself “to think that’s what happened” (389), is the real ingredient of Butterfly’s
metamorphosis. Although Kwan mystically disappears and is never to be found, Olivia
believes that Samantha is Kwan’s gift to “the couple as well as a reminder of Kwan’s place
in their history” (Huntley 115). When Olivia gives birth of baby Samantha, who is suggested
to be Kwan’s reincarnation, Kwan’s ghost story is indirectly proved by such mystical events
that combine two centuries and two nations. From Kwan’s reincarnation as baby Samantha,
Olivia knows that they have discovered the true patterns of their lives. In China she has also
found her real memory and past history because China is all around her to be experienced
where she has accepted the oriental culture already: “All I [Olivia] know is what I want to
believe. I have a gift from Kwan, a baby girl with dimples in her fat cheeks ” (398). After
Samantha’s birth, Olivia believes that “truth lies not in logic but in hope, both past and
future” (398). Also, Olivia realizes that her journey to go back to China makes her find “who
she is,” as she gradually accepts Kwan’s oriental cultural discourse. This is the
transmigration in the oriental culture. Without a doubt, at the beginning, Olivia is skeptical
and full of self-doubt because when hearing Kwan’s ghost story she can’t make sure her own
identity, even though Kwan’s voice “embodies faith and total confidence” (Huntley 122). On
the contrary, at the end, Olivia believes Kwan’s oriental cultural discourse—the World of Yin,
karma and reincarnation. “She [Olivia] believes in the World of Yin, she believes in second
chances, she believes television commercials, and she certainly believes in her own abilities”
(Huntley 122). Olivia is a good model who accepts the cultural translation whereas Kwan is
a wonderful cultural catalyst who preaches the oriental thoughts. It is certain that when
Kwan reincarnates as baby Samantha, Olivia and Simon have experienced her mystical story,
a part of Chinese culture remnant. Thirty years later Simon and Olivia exactly believe and
accept Kwan’s oriental cultural discourse: “The world is not a place but the vastness of the
soul. And the soul is nothing more than love, limitless, endless, all that moves us toward
knowing what is true” (399).
By Olivia’s “photographic memory,” Tan in her The Hundred Secret Senses exactly
explores a good paradigm to record the discontinuity of time, which interspersed with the
fractured histories as a moving story: “The Hundred Secret Sense is about the lives of two
distinct groups of major characters from different centuries and different cultures” (Huntley
123). Through Kwan’s storytelling, Olivia reshapes her lost identity, knows the history of her
previous existence, and finally accepts Kwan’s idea of reincarnation. It is indeed that after
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Samantha’s birth, what Kwan tells Olivia is to be proved as the truth—the dreamlike world
and the reality interlink and emerge as the real patterns of their lives. Too, in their journey,
they understand love and loyalty are the evitable elements, which can’t be cut off. After they
are back to China, Kwan fulfills her “promise” to Olivia that she never executes it in the
previous existence. Above all, we know that Kwan is a culture catalyst, and Olivia is a good
learner of the oriental culture and thoughts. Amy Tan is a talented writer who introduces the
mystical oriental cultural discourse to the western readers by means of Kwan’s ghost story.
In any case, from her ghost story, we can definitely know that Kwan is a good ghost
medium/catalyst who translates her language with yin people, deeply infects the white
American Olivia, and translates the oriental culture to the westerners.
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Redcrosse, the knight of holiness, is told, “thou Saint George shalt called bee” (x.
61).

Because of the comparison between Redcrosse—the hero of this book, and Saint

George—the patron saint of England, Edmund Spenser’s Book of Holiness is observed as
the “heir to a well-defined St. George tradition,” which helps “annex Saint George as a
native of England” (F. M. Padelford and M. O’Connor, qtd. from Weatherby 120;
Bengtson 333).

To worship saints is a tradition of the Catholic Church.

Before Queen

Elizabeth’s reign, England is governed by Queen Mary’s Catholic court. When
Elizabeth comes to the throne, the dominating religion changes to be Protestantism. For
the purpose of glorifying Queen Elizabeth, Spenser composes Faerie Queene, which is
then the least possible work to promote any slightest Catholic influence. In addition to
glorifying Queen Elizabeth, the other intention of Faerie Queene is to make fashioning.
On the cover page of this work, it is written that this work is “disposed into twelve bookes,
fashioning XII. Moral vertues” (1). If this line—“thou Saint George shalt called
bee”—is examined from the perspective of fashioning, most critics would agree that Saint
George is the model of holiness and that Redcrosse is learning to be Saint George. Such
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point of view, however, seems to suggest the author’s inclination to Catholicism.
to say, Faerie Queene is secretly glorifying Queen Mary.
traitor?

Or does he have a hidden purpose?

2

That is

How dare Spenser! Is he a

Why does Spenser compare Redcrosse to

Saint George when saint adoration is prohibited at the Protestant England?

The

discussion will begin with an overview both of Faerie Queene and of its first book—the
Book of Holiness. Following the general introduction, a presentation of the idea of
fashioning will be given regarding the cultural conditions and the author’s intentions.
The presentation is based on Stephen Greenblatt’s observation recorded in his
Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare, which receives the British
Council Prize in the Humanities for the Best book in British Studies.1

After the

discussion, this paper hopes to read between words of the comparison, revealing its
central idea and its significance in this book.
Spenser has stated in his letter to Raleigh that the general intention of Faerie Queene
is to fashion a gentleman.

The work consists of moral virtues that a gentleman—a man

of noble blood—should be disciplined with.

Spenser intends to design twelve books for

twelve knights, each of which discourses upon one virtue, though the completion is
eventually achieved by only six books that refer to Holiness, Temperance, Chastity,
Friendship, Justice, and Courtesy. The seventh is upon constancy and is incomplete and
unpublished, with two cantos written only.

Arrangement of these books is made

according to development process. Of all moral disciplines, magnificence—the
perfection of the rest—is said to be the twelfth; it is represented by King Arthur, whose
presence since the first legend connects books with each other.

The moral fashioning

begins with Holiness, indicating that all virtues belong to God alone and that the virtue is
1

The best study upon the interplay between culture and selfhood in the sixteenth century is generally
considered to be that made by Greenblatt. Following Geertz, Greenblatt sees social practices as works of
art and sees works of art as both “reflections of” and “reflections on” social practices (Strier 384). Unlike
Marxist reflection theory that works in terms of social or economical causation, Greenblatt’s reflection
works in terms of parallel manifestation. By examining works of art from More’s, Spenser’s, to
Shakespeare’s, Greenblatt sides with Foucault in regarding social practices as expressions of power.
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the bedrock on which all virtues are founded.
In the first book, the Book of Holiness, the knight is ushered in as soon as the first
canto gives its first line: “A Gentle Knight was pricking on the plaine” (i. 1).

The knight

is Redcrosse, whose association with holiness is made later in canto two by a red cross on
his breast. The image of a warrior, however, speaks louder for him than that of a
Christian man.

Description begins with exaltation of his chivalry, showing his valiancy

and victory over the serpent of Error and the knight of Faithfulness. Strangely enough,
in spite of the capability to defeat the evil and the heretic, lines are spent belittling rather
than eulogizing the knight.
truth.

The knight is described as ignorant to tell the false from the

He kills the serpent living on books and paper, but is deceived by Archimago—a

hypocrite appearing knowledgeable. He kills the knight without faith, but is tempted by
Duessa—a woman faithful to anyone giving her favors.

What’s worse, as the legend

proceeds, the knight loses his advantage at the war against Orgoglio, then gives up
confidence in war and fight, and next almost makes himself a captive of Despair.
Retrieve of his strength is made during his experience at the House of Holiness.

He is

additionally educated not to commit guilt of war but to set out on the pilgrimage (x.
60-61).

Here is the gentleman who is newly fashioned and reformed—he becomes a

holy Christian from a warrior.
By pointing out the disciplinary intention of Faerie Queene, Spenser seems to place
himself at an authoritative status because of his intention of fashioning. In light of
Greenblatt’s investigation, the sixteenth century is the first period in England when a
sense of power to shape human identity grows in a large scale.

His study shows that at

this period, although the awareness of human autonomy rises early, the authoritative
institutions soon take over the power to specify and limit the models of selfhood.

The

general power that controls human identity includes family, state, and religious
institutions.

At the society with great doubt of individuals’ autonomy, it is not surprising
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that writers in Elizabeth’s period feel a necessity to serve the Queen and devote
themselves to disciplining her people.

Spenser, given with Queen’s favor, would be no

exception.
Greenblatt brings up a term peculiar to “the Renaissance version of [the] control
mechanisms”—i.e. the cultural system in Renaissance that governs individuals’ behavior
pattern, calling it as self-fashioning.

When saying self, Greenblatt means “a sense of

personal order,” “a characteristic mode of address to the world,” “a structure of bounded
desires” (1). In other words, self is the formation and expression of identity, a
manipulable and artful process.

The deliberate way of designing such a process to form

self is what Greenblatt means by fashioning. The goal of fashioning is, therefore, to
shape and design “a distinctive personality” and “a characteristic address” of self (2).
When saying self-fashioning, Greenblatt means a kind of formation that occurs “at the
point of encounter between an authority and an alien,” in other words, between self and
the other, between the individual and the authority (9).
The legend in the Book of Holiness demonstrates this kind of formation.

Although

no highlight is cast to nominate any particular authority, one thing to be sure is that the
power performed to discipline Redcrosse’s behavior comes from the other and is beyond
his control. For example, when Redcrosse almost loses the advantage at the fight
against Error, it is without his cry for help that Una, who represents Church, reminds him
to add faith. When Redcrosse almost gives up faith and self-confidence, it is because of
Una’s insistence that he is led to the House of Holiness, where his personality and way of
self address are to be reshaped.

To understand the fashioning of holiness on the basis of

Greenblatt’s observation of self-fashioning, Redcrosse’s final success to achieve the holy
personality is clearly not determined by Redcrosse himself.
formed and shaped by certain power from the other.

His identity of holiness is

He learns to be holy through a

series of imposed experiences. He becomes fashioned under forced education.
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In a sense, the moral fashioning in this book is an elaborate school ordinance.

5

The

Braunschweig Schuleordnung of 1528 records discipline like this: “God-fearing,
hard-working, …obedient, …and satisfied citizens” (qtd. from Strauss 279).2

In

Albertine Saxon Schulordnung of 1543, the discipline is recorded as: “[t]here can be
neither Christian life nor civil order except where young people are brought up in the fear
of God and the practice of obedience” (qtd. from Strauss 279).3

The Book of Holiness

seems to announce similar ordinance with the example of Redcrosse, to teach the lesson
of god-fearing, hard-working, and obedience. The knight’s consequent defeat and
despair, which are succeeded by final recovery of self-confidence since the experience in
the House of Holiness, exemplifies what Martin Luther, the Protestant pioneer, has
informed: he says that only the “[f]ear of God, good discipline, and an honest life” guide
human beings to be good Christians.4
For Spenser, that the operation of “to fashion a gentleman” in terms of holiness is
much more urgent than any other type of fashioning is not simply because it is the
bedrock of all virtues. Although his effort contributed to fashioning of holiness seems
unnecessary in that the Doctrine, the religious treatise, and literary works on religion that
are studied for centuries have done enough work to do instruction, in view of
denominational righteousness, the identity, which is fashioned with Catholicism for
centuries, now must be reshaped with Protestantism at Queen Elizabeth’s reign.
The major problem Spenser deals with is the attitude toward saints. In Catholic
tradition, saints have been regarded as God’s chosen friends and faithful servants.

To

honor God, people spend veneration on saints, too, and they invoke saints to pray for
them to God (Romans 15:30-32). Whereas latria is the adoration paid strictly to God,
there are also dulia—the humble reverence paid to saints, and hyperdulia—the higher
2
3
4

Braunschweig Schuleordnung of 1528 in Vormbaum.
Albertine Saxon Schulordnung of 1543 issued by Duke Moritz.
WA Tr., 5, No. 6103; qtd. from Strauss 274.
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form of dulia paid to Virgin Mary. Yet criticisms of such cult have aroused since the
Middle Ages. Some people begin having the awareness that they should not cease
“relying fully on God’s help.”5

In the Protestant reformation, Martin Luther sees

praying before saints as the same thing with praying before idols, and places those who
do the worships among those usurers, adulterers and all manner of sinners.
is not so radical as Luther.

John Calvin

Although Calvin still looks high on the communion with

saints in his discussion of personal holiness, he proposes to add the other quality in the
Apostle’s enumeration.6

Strangely, under the reign of Protestant court, Spenser dares to

adopt the cult of saints, appointing Redcrosse as the future Saint George. Spenser’s
adoption of Saint George tradition seems to further complicate the fashioning of holiness.
It is the adoption, however, that may be one way to solve the complexity.
When Spenser is about to write the fashioning of holiness, the whole England is
bathed in Saint George tradition.

Saint George is adopted by King Edward III as the

patron of the Order of Garter and becomes the protector of English knighthood. Not
only the glory of the nation but also the victory of wars are attributed to the patron saint.
In 1415, after the victory at the Battle of Agincourt, King Henry V offered oblations to
Saint George.7

In England, the Kings’ chapel was erected “in honour of the blessed

George, …whose name and protection the English race invoke as that of their peculiar
patron” (qtd. from Bengtson 321).8

In a ceremony at Bristol welcoming Edward IV after

his defeat of Henry VI in 1461, “[t]here was Seynt George on horsbakke upon a tent
fyghtyng with a dragon,” honored both by the court and by the folk (qtd. from Lamb
187).9

Before King Henry VII and his court at Whitehall in 1494, there was a show,

whose “goodly Interlude” included Saint George and the “[t]erryble & huge Rede
5
6
7
8
9

Claudius of Turin’s “Apology: An Attack on Veneration of Relics.”
“The Christian Life” in Institutes.
N. H. Nicolas’s History of te Battle of Agincourt; qtd. from Bengtson 325.
Calendar of Patent Roll.
Three Fifteenth-Century Chronicles.
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dragun” that the saint kills (187-88).10

7

According to “Account Books for Newcastle”

(1510-1511) in Records of Early English Drama: Newcastle upon Tyne, considerable care
and expense were lavished on the Saint George celebrations (qtd. from Lamb 188). The
festivals continued and were favored even in the reign of Queen Elizabeth: “sant Gorge
and the dragon” were still at “the sam May-gam… playng a-for the Quen and the consell”
(190).11
While there is effort to promote Saint George’s status, there is the other force to pull
down Saint George from the place of greatest esteem.

Since Edward VI’s accession to

the throne in 1547 when the Reformation also begins, the worshiping customs has been
abruptly halted.

Two years from the new throne, the name of Saint George is eliminated

from the religious calendar. After another three years, one cannot find the saint’s name
in collect, epistle, Gospel, and any other prayer book.
Queen Mary’s Catholic court.

His name is shortly restored at

When Queen Elizabeth comes to the throne, celebration

for this saint declines again gradually. The end of the official ridings for this saint is
around 1558 during Elizabeth’s reign.
For Protestants in England, national honor should be paid only and directly to God
instead of to this saint. To John Montgomery, who is a member of the York Faction in
the reign of Henry VI, the watches of Saint George draw a “great rabble of the worst sort”
and are “far better calculated to break the peace than to preserve it” (189).12

In The

Praise of Folly, Desiderius Erasmus denies George’s Christian sainthood, seeing him as a
company of pagan gods like Hercules and Hippolytus.13

10

John Calvin shares the same

The Great Chronicle of London.
Henry Machyn’s Diary of a Resident in London, 1550-1563.
12
“A Booke Conteyning the Maner and Order of a Watche to be Used in the Cittie of London,” Harleian
MS 3741, 1585.
13
“In St. George [the uneducated] have found another Hercules or Hippolytus. They all but adore his
horse…and they offer little gifts to obtain favors. It is even the custom of kings to swear by St. George’s
brass helmet” (41).
11
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view, counting George as one of the “larvae,” the bogeymen like Hippolytus.14

8

No

wonder after reading the first book in Faerie Queene, Gabriel Harvey writes a letter to
accuse Spenser of allowing this “Hobgoblin”—the evil spirit—being a model of holiness
(628).
Although Spenser uses Saint George as the model of a true Christian, he himself
calls Redcrosse, the future Saint George, as “a tall clownishe younge man” (408).15
Redcrosse is young refers to his need to be formed, educated, and fashioned.

That

But the

significance suggested here is that Redcrosse is clownish and is playing a role of the
festival figure.

By indicating Redcrosse as a clown, Spenser intends to specify that the

association between Redcrosse and Saint George is nothing about identity; rather, it is
something about role-play.

In other words, Redcrosse is not Saint George; Redcrosse is

Redcrosse playing the role of Saint George.

Then, a clear space shows up to separate

the gentleman’s identity from that of the festival figure.
space?

But why does Spenser leave the

The distance is purposely kept in that Spenser can have room to manipulate the

cult of the saint.
According to Greenblatt, such way of manipulation is the peculiar mode of
Renaissance behavior. In his words, this behavior is the improvisation of power.
Greenblatt’s explanation of this term is developed on the Spanish’s raid on an island in
the Lucayas (which is now called the Bahamas, 226).

The most important idea from this

example is that this behavior consists of the ability to “transform given materials into
one’s own scenario” (227).

In the raid, the Spanish is able to insinuate themselves into

the preexisting political, religious, even psychic structures of the natives and next to turn
those structures to their advantage. Two conditions are required if the improvisation of

14

Men dishonor Christ are those “who count His intercession of no importance without the assistance of
George, Hippolytus, and other such larvae.”
15
“A Letter of the Authors Expounding His Whole Intention in the Course of this Worke” (1589)
collected in The Poetical Works of Edmund Spenser.
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power is about to be performed.

9

Firstly, there should be willingness as well as ability to

play a role—that is, to transform oneself into the other, even if it is only for a brief period.
Secondly, the role-play must be performed with mental reservations.

The first condition

initiates the acceptance of disguise. The second one creates the ability to effect a
divorce between the tongue and the heart, and thus licenses the transformation of the
other’s reality into a manipulable fiction.

Either absence is not allowed because both of

the absence results in a situation where the other’s reality is entirely an alien ideology,
which permits no point of histrionic entry, and where the other’s alien ideology cannot be
performed and can only be destroyed.

As soon as the Spanish have a picture about the

native tradition, they persuaded the natives that they come from the places where men’s
souls after death will be purged of sins.

It is with the acceptance of disguise and mental

reservations that the Spanish transform the sacred history of the natives into crafty
imagination that can be exploited.
Redcrosse’s role-play of Saint George permits Spenser to transform the Catholic
materials into Protestant scenario. The sign of red cross links the gentleman and the
festival figure together. Redcrosse wears the sign on his breast, which is the sign
belongs to Saint George alone.

In The Golden Legend, Saint George is said to take a red

cross and encourage the Crusades to fight against Sarazens. Spenser craftily informs
that Redcrosse is the future Saint George.
book, Redcrosse is never Saint George.
Saint George.

That is, from the beginning to the end of this
He is once and for all a gentleman playing as

It is with Redcrosse’s disguise as a Catholic saint and his mental

reservation from the role that Spenser is able to transform the history of the Catholic into
certain fiction.
Although the link of Redcrosse to Saint George seems dependent on Catholic
tradition, it is clear that there is no second intention of this book besides fashioning the
virtue from Protestant standpoint. As the first book of a work intending to fashion a
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gentleman, this book has to make solid bedrock for all virtues.

Behind Redcrosse’s

transformation into a true Christian, the operation of self-fashioning with imposed
education is also revealed. Because of the involvement in religious reformation, the
fashioning of holiness in this book is more complicated.

While Saint George tradition

has been popular in England, hostility toward the saint has grown ever strong since
Reformation.

When saying Redcorsse as one who “Saint George shalt called bee,”

however, Spenser does not assert that the two are the same person.

On the contrary, he

assigns Redcrosse to the role of Saint George whereas he also distances the former from
the latter. It becomes clear that by assigning Redcrosse to Saint George, Spenser intends
to transform the Catholic materials into Protestant scenario. His adoption of Saint
George tradition, after all, is concerned primarily with role-play and the improvisation of
power.

With the aforementioned inference, it is a hope that in the near future, a further

study can be produced to explore how Spenser makes the manipulation in the legend of
Redcrosse.
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Abstract
Third culture kids (TCKs) are those who have returned to their home countries after spending
a significant part of their lives living in a country other than their home country. The four
case studies in this paper include three girls, age sixteen, fourteen, twelve, and one boy, age
twelve; their parents are all teachers. They were interviewed by the researcher with the
permission of their parents to share their experiences coming back to Taiwan after living in
the United States for the length of one and a half to three years. All of them experienced
reversed culture shock and struggles to adjust to the Taiwanese education system, society, and
even family life. Time of adjustment varied; it was longer for the older ones and shorter for
the younger ones. Although difficult at the beginning, all four of them have successfully
coped with their culture and performed well at school. They found their experiences overseas
positive and beneficial to their education and relationship with friends. Suggestions for
educators in Taiwan from these four case studies are: Acknowledge TCK’s differences in
their thinking, leave time and space for them to contribute their exceptional experiences to
the classroom, keep close contacts with parents, and take the opportunity of TCK’s
experiences to expand the global view of other students.
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Third Culture Kids: Four Taiwanese Case Studies

Introduction
With the extremely high mobility of the 21st century population, there are more
children who have fallen into the category of Third Culture Kids (TCKs) around the world.
Pollock and Van Reken (1999) defined a TCK as “a person who has spent a significant part of
his or developmental years outside the parent’s culture,” and who “builds relationships to all
of the cultures, while not having full ownership in any” (p.19) with a sense of belonging as
“Although elements from each culture are assimilated into the TCK’s life experience, the
sense of belonging is in relationship to others of similar background” (p. 19). TCKs may have
parents involved in international trades, military services, religious missions, or studying
abroad. By living in cultures other than their parent’s passport country, these children have
experiences extremely different from their peers when reentering their home culture. Without
a sense of belonging to their own heritage, they often feel lonely and separated from their
peers. Especially when they reach their teenage years, many of them experienced identity
confusion (Pollock & Van Reken, 1999) and even depression (Devens, 2005).
Although TCK population is increasing in all nationalities, previous studies concerning
TCKs were mostly based upon North American population (Cottrell & Useem, 1993,
Spetember; Cottrell & Useem, 1993, November; Devens, 2005; Frederick, 1996; Pollock &
Van Reken, 1996). Few studies have focused on other ethnic groups (Konno, 2005). No doubt
the US has more than 300,000 students attending schools overseas and one third of them will
transfer back to the US education systems (Devens, 2005).The impact of these TCKs’
mingling with the mainstream classrooms cannot be ignored. With the globalization of world
economy, the increasing numbers of global nomads deserve the attention of educators. The
same phenomenon also exists in today’s Taiwan. However, very few studies could be found
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about the reverse culture shock and adjustments of Taiwanese TCKs (Kenno, 2005).
Purpose of the Study
With the demands from the Ministry of Education (MOE) for college instructors to
obtain a further education, many children have lived abroad for a significant amount of years
while their parents pursued a higher education. These children inevitably experienced the
reverse culture shock after the completion of their parents’ education when moving back to
their own culture. Teachers are highly regarded in Chinese culture. As a result, children of
teachers are usually expected to act as models both in educational settings and communities.
The stress and anxiety of reentry to their home culture for these Taiwanese TCKs remain
unknown. In order to maximize their third culture experiences and benefit these children in
their passport culture educational settings, this research intended to investigate the influences
of TCK experiences on four Taiwanese teenagers through one-on-one in-depth interviews.
Review of Literature
Third Culture Kids (TCKs) are not a new group of people. They have long existed in
history since young John Quincy Adams accompanied his father to the Netherlands in 1779
(Gillies, 1998). Useem and Downie (1976) and Pollock (1985) are among the ones who first
introduced the term of “Third Culture Kids”. Previously, observations of TCKs’ behaviors
were mostly based upon population among diplomatic, missionary, and military services
(Useem, 1993; Cottrell & Useem, 1993, Spetember; Cottrell & Useem, 1993, November;
Useem, 1993, January; Pollock, 1985; Pollock & Van Reken, 1999). Since the flourishing of
international trade, children whose parents are involved in the business sector occupied a
significant portion of the TCK population (Pollock & Van Reken, 1999). As a result of their
intercultural encounters, TCKs are generally highly interested in learning languages, tolerant
of cultural differences, and willing to take future careers in international affairs (Cottrell &
Useem, 1994, March; Pollock & Van Reken, 1999; Gerner & Perry, 2000).
Although open to cultural diversities when living abroad, most TCKs are still in the
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developing processes of establishing their cultural identities. Identity confusion is the most
common conflict that TCKs experience when reentering their home culture as adolescents
(Pollock & Van Reken, 1999). Their sense of belonging does not attach to their passport
culture, nor does it attach to the host culture. They have actually established a “third culture”
that is distinctive from the rest of their peers (Useem & Downie, 1976; Pollock & Van Reken,
1999; Gillies, 1998). Knowing the differences existed from their peers; they sometimes have
problems relating to their own ethnic groups (Cottrell & Useem, 1993, November), yet do not
want to appear differently from their cultural counterparts (Gillies, 1998; Gerner & Perry,
2000). Therefore, loneliness and separation from their home culture are commonly
experienced by TCKs (Pollock & Van Reken, 1999). Their relationships are usually built with
those who possess the similar lifestyles and experiences (Pollock & Van Reken, 1999).
As the many unique characteristics have been discovered by research about TCKs,
gender differences on the impact of TCK’s adjustment back to their home culture have not
been fully discussed. Gerner and Perry (2000) found that global nomadic females had greater
concern about their relationships with other people in comparison with their male
counterparts. Their reanalysis of a large-scale study confirmed that adolescent TCK females
rated more positively on openness to other cultures, languages, national groups, travel, and
international careers than their US peers who had never left the country (Gerner & Perry,
2000). Devens’ (2005) study revealed that no significant differences of depression rate
existed between third culture adolescents and non-TCKs. However, within the subgroup of
TCK-males and TCK-females, depression rate appeared significantly highly for females. In
an effort to discover insights for therapy, Konno (2005) claimed no significant differences
among Asian international students and their US peers. Thus, no consensus has been reached
among researchers on the aspect of gender differences for TCKs.
Research Questions
The research questions of this study are: 1) Do the Taiwanese TCKs experience the same
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identity confusion as the North American TCKs; 2) Does the factor of gender differences
exist among the Taiwanese TCKs for the reentry to their home culture; and 3) Do the
experiences of living abroad benefit their learning in their home culture?
Methodology
Participants
Four participants were involved in this study. All of them had experiences living in the
United Stated while their parents were studying for their degrees in US universities. Sue is
sixteen years old attending ninth grade at a private junior high school. John is Sue’s
twelve-year-old younger brother attending fifth grade at a public elementary school. They
lived in the States for one and a half years during their parent’s study in a university in
Southern California. They have moved back to Taiwan for three and a half years. Both of
them were lowered a grade level when returned to the Taiwanese educational system. Ann is
fourteen years old, currently attending eighth grade at a public junior high school. Lisa is
Ann’s twelve-year-old younger sister attending sixth grade at a public elementary school.
They had lived in Southern California for three years while their mother was studying for her
doctoral degree. They have moved back to Taiwan for two years. Names used in this study
are pseudonyms to protect the privacy of the participants.
Method
Each participant was interviewed by the researcher separately at a time convenient for
the individual with parents’ permission. Interview content was recorded by a digital recorder
and transcribed after each interview. In order to receive in-depth data, there was no time
restriction for answering questions. Participants took as long as they wished in responding to
the interview questions. All interviews were conducted during the time period of July and
August, 2006.
Questions
After providing personal information about age, length of stay, and school background,
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participants were asked to answer the following questions:
1) How did you feel when you first returned to your home culture?
2) Were there conflicts at home, in school, or in the community?
3) Do you ever feel lonely and depressed after returning to Taiwan?
4) Have you ever experienced any confusion of who you are after coming back to
Taiwan?
5) Do you feel pressured at school because your parents are teachers?
6) Do you think your experiences of living abroad being a positive element in your
current educational environment?
7) How long does it take to adjust to your home culture?
Results
Data were transcribed and categorized. Similar answers were categorized into four
general categories: 1) a sense of sadness and loss, 2) conflicts at home and in school, 3)
identity confusion, 4) stress to be model students, and 5) positive input at school.
All four of the participants expressed different degrees of sadness and a sense of loss
when leaving their friends in the United States. For Sue and John, the sense of loss was not as
strong because the length of their stay was shorter than Ann and Lisa. However, Sue’s sense
of sadness was stronger due to tighter bonds with her teenage peers in the States. Although
Ann and Lisa’s mother promised that they would visit their friends in the States the following
year, both of them sensed that relationships with their American friends in school and in
church would never be the same. Thus, the reentry to Taiwan created a deeper sense of loss.
All four of them experienced anxiety because of the fear of making new friends when
reentering their home culture. For the younger children, time needed to make new friends was
shorter than for the older children.
Conflicts existed both at home and in school. For Sue, she was shocked to be labeled as
a “bad kid” on her Taiwanese campus simply because of the way she dressed. She had always
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been a “good kid” in her American school studying hard and receiving excellent grades.
John’s conflicts came mostly from home. Living with his grandmother has made dinner time
difficult for John. Since his grandmother is the one who prepares dinners at home, Chinese
food is always served at the dinner table. When John expressed a preference for American
food, his grandmother would be displeased. John often received a scolding of not liking
Chinese food. For Ann and Lisa, speaking English at home caused conflicts between their
parents. After attending school in the States for three years, English had become the language
of communication between the two girls. Their mother preferred that the children would
continue using English while their father considered speaking Chinese very important at
home. School conflicts were mainly physical punishments for Ann. She had not been
punished physically, but was overwhelmed when observing others been punished.
Concerning loneliness and depression, the older children—Sue and Ann, both felt very
lonely in the beginning of their reentry. Both girls claimed that their Taiwanese friends
sometimes did not really understand what they meant when they expressed their feelings. Sue
had developed friendship with a particular girl in her class after attending a private junior
high school for two years. Thus, her loneliness has decreased when extended relationship
established. Ann actually experienced a short period of depression during the second year of
her reentry due to the academic pressure from school and a sense of not belonging to her peer
group. She had a group of friends, about six girls, from her class. Sometimes she was
excluded from the group activities because her friends felt she did not really fit in. As for the
younger children—John and Lisa, they found making friends easy in their new schools. Their
sense of loneliness lasted comparatively short when comparing with the length of Sue and
Ann’s experiences.
Identity confusion occurred in older TCKs—Sue and Ann, but not the younger
ones—John and Lisa. The age for reentry was both twelve for Sue and Ann while John was
nine and Lisa was ten coming back to Taiwan. All four of them felt pressure from school
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teachers because school set higher expectations for those whose parents’ are teachers.
Although feeling pressured, they are willing to express themselves, ask questions, and share
their international experiences in class. They considered their contribution of global
perspectives very positive in their learning environment. John especially felt that his
braveness in asking questions had inspired other children in his class. The older children took
about one semester to adjust back to the Taiwanese educational system, whereas the younger
ones took less than a semester. Though the upper grades were more challenging academically,
the older TCKs adjusted back to the curriculum comfortably after about six months.
Discussion and Suggestions for Educators
The findings from the interview data confirm with Pollock and Van Reken (1999) that
TCKs would experience stress, anxiety, and identify confusion when relocated back to their
home culture. The results suggest that the age of reentry and the length of stay in the host
culture have greater impact on identity confusion. In order for the TCK’s to clarify their
identity, a sense of appreciation of their own heritage is crucial (Al-Issa, 2004). Conducting
classroom activities that bring in an appreciation of TCks home culture would greatly
enhance TCks’ understanding of their own identity (Al-Issam 2004).
Since TCKs have developed a “third culture” within, instructors should acknowledge
their different thinking. Using the opportunity of eliciting different opinions from TCKs,
classroom teachers would assist children who have never left their country to embrace
diversity. Educators should caution not to push TCKs for immediate integration with the
home educational system. Leaving time and space for TCKs to adjust is essential for their
success.
During the time of depression for Ann, her homeroom teacher was in close contacts
with her parents and counselor. With the support from school, family, and friends, she had
gradually gained back her own identity and established strong bonds with new friends. She is
now performing well academically and socially. Teachers should be very sensitive to the
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behaviors of TCKs in school and keep parents informed at any time necessary.
Children of monoculture usually lack the experiences of international perspectives.
Providing opportunities for TCKs to share their exceptional lifestyles and insights would
enrich global views of other children. Activities such as forming a library link for TCKs
(Perkins, 2004), international fair or festivals, ethnic customs should be encouraged.
Data also suggested that gender difference is related to TCks reentry adjustment.
Among the three female participants, two of them had encounter strong sense of identity
confusion and different degrees of depression. The results confirmed with the suggestion of
Gerner and Perry (2000) that female TCKs felt more stressful in interpersonal relationships
but strived for success in all areas. Although difficulties existed in adjusting back to home
culture, all four Taiwanese TCks claimed that their overseas experiences contributed
positively to their current learning.
Limitations of the Study and Suggestions for Further Research
The limitations of this study are the size of participants and the length of observation.
Further studies may include more participants and interview TCKs who have returned to their
home culture for a longer duration of time. Multiple interviews may provide more insights for
the understanding of TCKs’ adjustment and identity problems. Further research could also
explore the areas of Adult TCKs (ATCKs) in their future career planning and family life.
Conclusion
In conclusion, Taiwanese TCKs are similar to TCKs among the world. They have had
reentry culture shock, identity confusion, and other adjustment problems. With supports from
family, school, and community, these children would smoothly transit back to their home
culture. Educators should acknowledge their differences, allow time and space for their
adjustment, and encourage them to interact with their peers using their interpersonal skills.
Their multicultural experiences will expand classrooms into a global village.
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Abstract
Comic strip? English Literature? What is the sparkling consequence while the comic
strip encounters the English Literature?
Tough. Tougher. Toughest. To most college students, The English Literature is a tough
subject. No matter it is a selective or elective course, many college students would like to
give it up rather than spend much more times in studying it. To lecturers, how to design an
interesting curriculum becomes an important issue. Therefore, based on such a concept, the
authors propose a teaching approach, “the Comic Strip Teaching Methodology,” to create a
new page for the learners and the lecturers. By means of “the comic strip teaching
methodology,” the authors will analyze its contextual signification, which will help the
learners cultivate their reading comprehension. Firstly, thirties persons will attend this
“comic strip teaching methodology.” All members will be divided into three groups and each
group consists of ten persons. Two-third of members are the postgraduates of “Feedback
Systems Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Chung Cheng
University, Taiwan, R. O. C.” One-third of members are the college students of “Department
of Applied English, Diwan College of Management, Taiwan, R. O. C.” Secondly, the
teaching experimental material is Kate Chopin’s The Storm. The authors will offer the
attendants the appointed homework. After reading The Storm, the learners should execute the
exercises and hand in their final work. Thirdly, the learners must transform the still plot of
The Storm into the static comic strip. After drawing the comic strip, the learners have to
answer the questions that the authors give them. Finally, from their paper works, the authors
investigate that the purpose of this experimental teaching for the learners is to ‘teach and
delight’ because they not only promote their English capabilities but also cultivate their
higher reading appreciation.
Keywords: Comic Strip Teaching Methodology, The Storm, to teach and delight
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Comic strip? English Literature? What is the sparkling consequence while the comic
strip encounters the English Literature?
Tough. Tougher. Toughest. To most college students, The English Literature is a tough
subject. No matter it is a selective or elective course, many college students would like to
give it up rather than spend much more times in studying it. And they will say, “It is too
difficult to understand the English Literature.” Of course they would choose fewer literary
courses and never attend the class again. To the lecturers, how to design a simple English
Literature curriculum becomes a very important issue. In classroom, the lecturers are
responsible for promoting the learners’ reading comprehension and eliciting their
fundamental knowledge when they begin to learn the English Literature. By this new
teaching methodology, the lecturers will teach the learners how to learn and accumulate their
knowledge. Therefore, based on such a concept, the authors propose a teaching approach,
“the comic strip teaching methodology,” to create a new page for the learners and the
lecturers. The authors will analyze its contextual significance and help the learners cultivate
their comprehensive abilities. Firstly, thirties persons will attend this “comic strip teaching
methodology.” All members will be divided into three groups and each group has ten persons.
Two-third of members are the postgraduates of “Feedback Systems Laboratory, Department
of Mechanical Engineering, National Chung Cheng University.” One-third of members are
the college students of “Department of Applied English, Diwan College of Management.”
Secondly, the teaching experimental material is Kate Chopin’s The Storm. In fact, The Storm
is a short story concerned with a social issue: what the women want and what their role-plays
are. The authors will offer the attendants the appointed homework. After reading The Storm,
the learners have to execute the exercises and hand in their final works. Thirdly, the learners
should transform the still plot of The Storm into the static comic strip. When finished
drawing the comic strip, the learners must answer the questions that the authors give them.
What’s more, the learners in the class-times should give a dramatic performance to the
classmates. From their paper works, the authors investigate that the purpose of this
experimental teaching for the learners is to ‘teach and delight’ because they have promoted
their English capabilities and cultivated their higher appreciation.
I. The Author’s Intention and Analysis Plot of The Storm
1. Kate Chopin’s Writing Motivation on The Storm
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Who is Kate Chopin? As a female American novelist (1851-1904) in the late 19
century, Kate Chopin’s prominent short novel The Storm talks about the unequal social status
of the subaltern female under the male-dominated society. At first, Chopin is not a very
popular novelist in the canon of American Literature. However, in 1969, a postgraduate Per
Seyersted collects Chopin’s masterworks while he is writing his dissertation related to
American Literature. Few years later, in 1978, Per Seyersted publishes the collected volume
of Chopin’s articles, “The Complete Works of Kate Chopin” (Yang 6). After his publication,
Chopin’s artworks are nominated by lots of women who are devoted to promoting the female
privileges. From that moment, Chopin is noticed by the public and becomes an outstanding
and important novelist of American Literature in the late 19th century.
As a marginalized woman whose name is “the no name woman,” Chopin attempts to
explore the female privileges even though her social status is positioned in the subterranean
level in America in the late 19th century. Can the woman speak? Can the woman write? The
answer is of course negative in the late 19th century; however, Chopin is a “woman warrior”
who challenges the authority of male-dominated society. As a matter of fact, from her
writing, many critics designate that Chopin is a new model who expresses her new thoughts
to the public. In her writing, Chopin describes the social and cultural condition which helps
her record a new page of female history in the late 19th century. It is very assured that
Chopin’s The Storm is to explore women’s inner turbulence and contradiction between the
female sexual pleasure and the social and cultural standpoints in America in the late 19th
century. Chopin declares that the issue of an unfaithful woman, adultery and “women’s
longing for men who were not their husbands” are the common social phenomenon. Emily
Toth’s words prove Chopin’s writing motivation this way: “An affair in the 1880s was not
simply a matter of physical consummation” (168).
2. Brief Analysis Plot of The Storm
In 1898, The Storm written by Chopin is a story about the female’s privileges, social
custom and body-desires. Many critics state that The Storm is Chopin’s greatest story related
with the sexual pleasure because Chopin elaborates a kind of a startling fantasy of sensuality.
In the late 19th century in America, to women, the enjoyment of sexual pleasure is a kind of
very private and secret affair. However, Chopin tells us her inner thoughts by her writing
because writing is a method to record the past history which indicates that writing is a
‘writing past history.’ From her writing, the readers can review women’s inner thoughts and
what the social and cultural conditions are in America in the late 19th century.
The beginning of The Storm starts from Bobinot with his four years old son Bibi
stranded by a storm at the village store: “They were at Friedheimer’s store and decided to
remain there till the storm had passed” (95). On the outside hall of Friedheimer’s store
during the heavy rainfall, Bobinot and his son Bibi just wait for the over of rigorous storm.
After they have finished buying a can of shrimps that his wife Calixta is fond of this brand
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food, the outdoor weather gradually changes. As a smart boy whose appearance seems ‘very
wise,’ Bibi does not fear the coming storm because he asks his father with his “blinking
eyes”: “When the storm is going to over (95)?” Calixta, a respectable wife and good mother,
stays at home dealing with the housework, feeding chicken and “sewing furiously on a
sewing machine” (96). The weather is hot; however, the sky is suddenly getting to darkness.
The wind blows rigorously. In much the same vein, the sewing of course furiously implicates
the coming events—the frigid storm and the climax of the complete union. When the heavy
rain falls in on the ground, Calixta learns that she should close the windows and doors.
Meanwhile, Calixta murmurs this way: “It began to grow dark, and suddenly realizing the
situation she got up hurriedly and went about closing windows and doors” (96). At the
moment when Calixta attempts to close the window and doors, she sees her ex-lover Alcee
Laballiere, whose image is like a white prince, rides a white horse to come in. Nearby the
gate of her house, the white prince Alcee is waiting for the over of storm: “Alcee rode his
horse under the shelter of a side of projection” (96). At this striking moment, Alcee stares at
Calixta and knows she is at home alone. Like a handsome gentleman, Alcee performs his
gentleness to Calixta and asks her that she should invite him to her house to take a rest for a
while. Alecc says, “May I come and wait on your gallery till the storm is over” (96)? As a
gentleman whose voice is “startling her as if from a trance” (96), Alecc enters the house with
his ex-lover Calixta. Actually, when they enter the house, the plot of their story reaches to
the high climax. From now on, the real and false storm will happen and burst out sooner.
Toth designates that The Storm is a story about “the consummation of some lingering desire”
(169), which contains the most passionate scenes. When Alcee is staying with Calixta at the
same room, the love storm is exactly just happened: “It is much less than that could be called
‘making love:’ flirting, significant glances, stolen kisses, secret silence” (Toth 169). Of
course when they slowly touch their physical bodies which they are once familiar with,
Alecc considers that this is very beautiful memory for them: “Her [Calixta] firm, elastic flesh
that was knowing for the first time is birthright, was like a creamy lily that the sun invites to
contribute its breath and perfume to the undying life of the world” (97-98). The scene of
lovemaking is a very striking resemblance and honest description. From their complete
union, Calixta is obsessed her physical pleasure with Alcee who attempts to go back the past
times that they once had had. “When he [Alcee] touched her breasts they gave themselves up
in quivering ecstasy, inviting his lips. Her mouth was a fountain of delight. And when he
possessed her, they seemed to swoon together at the very borderland of life’s mystery” (98).
Under such a wonderful moment, Alcee and Calixta have already forgotten that they are the
married man and the married woman. By contrast, they never forget an “earlier rendezvous,
with its secrecy and mystery and sin” (Toth 170). Alcee carefully kisses every inch of
Calixta’s body. They are now the complete union. They are now the one who really drowns
into the world of love affair: “[He] had kissed her and kissed her and kissed her; until his
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senses would well nigh fail . . . . Now-well, now—her lips seemed in a manner free to be
tasted, as well as her round, whiter throat and her white breasts” (98). Truly, they indulge
themselves into the enjoyment of sexual pleasure with each other. From the climax of the
plot Chopin not merely explores the turbulence of women’s minds that are always under
pressure in the male-dominated society, but also previously forecasts the awakening of the
liberation of women’s sexual freedom and pleasure. As her ex-lover who encounters her in
such a terrible weather, Alcee is reshaped as “a handsome young planter” (Toth 169) and
transforms himself into the image of white prince who rides the white horse to date with
Calixta. Although Calixta is the one who has “little fuller of figure than five years before
when she married” (96), she is the one who has lost nothing of her vivacity nowadays. Due
to a sudden rain, Alcee gets a chance to come to the under of shelter projection where he
reminds his memory of five years ago while staying with Calixta alone. On their first
meeting after several years, Alcee tells his ex-lover Calixta, “Do you remember—in
Assumption” (97)? By his lower and soften voice, Calixta glances up Alcee at the fear of “a
drowsy gleam that unconsciously betrayed a sensuous desire” (97). When Alcee kisses
Calixta, we learn that the allegorical storm is really coming. The night is darker than the
usual times because the night is “still a time of silence and mystery and sin” (Toth 318). The
rain beats down when they sit in one room where looks “like dim and mysterious” (96). In
fact, the dim and mysterious room refers to the coming of indoor storm, a romantic scene.
Toth’s statement details the wonderful intonation of romantic times this way: “Chopin made
the passion a matter of mutual power and desire” (Toth 320). Inside the room, we observe
that Alcee and Calixta taste their secret love, passionate lovemaking because they try to cross
the borderland between mystery and reality. On the contrary, the outdoor storm beats heavily,
a real natural phenomenon. From such delicate arrangement of the plot, we learn that the
metaphorical meaning of indoor storm is equal to the outdoor storm. After their physical
intercourse, the outdoor storm dies down, the thunder grows distant, the rain is over, and the
sun comes out: “The growl of the thunder was distant and passing away. The rain beat softly
upon the shingles, inviting them to drowsiness and sleep. But they dared not yield” (98).
Their lovemaking implicates that the indoor storm is over very quickly when the outdoor
storm is suddenly still and stopping. At the time to say farewell to each other, Calixta on the
gallery watches her ex-lover Alcee to ride his white horse away. During their parting times,
they are quietly happy and satisfactory.
The rain was over; and the sun was turning the glistening
green world into a palace of gems. Calixta, on the gallery,
watched Alcee ride away. He turned and smiled at her with
a beaming face;and she lifted her pretty chin in the air and
laughed aloud. (98)
Meanwhile, as an unfaithful wife who betrays her husband at the stormy day, Calixta
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prepares the dinner for her husband and her son. It seems to her there is nothing happened.
On the other side, after his secret contact with his ex-lover Calixta, Alcee at that night writes
a loving letter to his wife who is on her vacation in abroad. This loving letter is exactly filled
with his sensitive orations: “It was a loving letter, full of tender solicitude” (99).
From such a wonderful denouement, we investigate that the depictions of sexual desire
and impulse in The Storm are very common events and are the biological instinct of people.
In fact, people cannot refuse the temptation of degradation. From its plot, Thomas Jr Bonner
claims that Chopin’s writing style is of course the “sexual realism” (XII), because The Storm
is a masterpiece to delineate the topic of sexual consummation, background, plot and the
characters.
The Teaching Methodology
II. The Experimental Teaching: Transforming the Static Plot into the Comic Story
It is true that for the most college students to read the English Literature is a kind of
exciting experience. Tough. Tougher. Toughest. They get same experience after reading the
English Literature even if they once read the Chinese novels before. In order to improve
such a condition, how to design an interesting curriculum becomes an important issue. Too,
how to help the learners enjoy the world of the English Literature becomes a popular subject.
Hence, the Comic Strip Teaching Methodology is a kind of new teaching approach created
by the authors. Of course, through this new approach, it clearly pinpoints every complicated
network of the plot in each masterwork of English Literature. In order to prove its valuable
efficiency, the authors select Kate Chopin’s The Storm as the teaching paradigm. Thirties
persons will attend this “Comic Strip Teaching Methodology.” All members will be divided
into three groups and each group has ten persons. Two-third of members are the
postgraduates of “Feedback Systems Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
National Chung Cheng University.” One-third of members are the college students of
“Department of Applied English, Diwan College of Management.” After reading The Storm,
firstly, the attendants should record how many new words they do not recognize. Secondly,
they should share their opinions with others and then they must discuss how to write their
homework. Before they hand in their paper works, they must give a dramatic performance to
the classmates during the class-times. After their dramatic performance, they have to draw
the pictures into the series of comic strip from the words they read. After several steps of
reading, the attendants will gradually understand the authors’ intention. From their paper
works, we investigate that they actually achieve the learning efficiency.
In the class-times, the teacher’s role is subordinate and subaltern because the learners
should create their own artworks by their imagination. As we know, in the traditional
teaching methodology, the teacher is in the position of the higher authorities. During the
class-times, the students will become the silent groups while they are listing to the teacher’s
explanation on the plot of novel. Therefore, in order to change such traditional situation, the
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teacher in this experimental teaching will be a consultant only. The learners should control
the learning environment in the classroom. That is to say, the learners not the teacher should
arrange the whole process of text content in the classroom. Before the learners become the
active members in the classroom, the teacher shall briefly interpret the context of The Storm
for them. In addition, the teacher shall tell the learners what kind of methods they shall
notice, and the teacher has to make the rules for those who participate in the reading group.
The learners will answer the following questions (see figure 1) given by the teacher, and
finish the exercises, too.
Experimental Group
Questions
Group 3
Group 2
Group 1
1. How do you read The Storm?
2. How much components do you really
understand while reading The Storm?
3. How many new words do you get?
4. Do you think it is easy or not while
you read the sentence structure?
5. Do you think it is easy or not while
you delineate the comic strips?
6. Which music do you want to use in
the plot of comic strip?
7. Write down your method while you
draw the comic pictures.
Figure 1. Questions designed by the teacher
※The answer sheets are enclosed as follows (See. Figure 6).
Teaching Approach: the teacher may contribute to the following several points for the
learners when they are reading the context of The Storm.
1. The teacher should explain the profound significance of The Storm, the personal
background of Kate Chopin and the social and cultural circumstance in America in the
late 19th century.
2. The learners must read the original text only.
3. The learners must read some literary critical essays after reading the context of The
Storm.
4. After their group discussion, the learners have to give a dramatic performance to their
classmates in the class-times. Of course, we observe that the dramatic performance is a
kind of expression on the visual imagery.
Plot Analysis: As usual, we know there are four types of the analytic plot—“exposition,
complication, climax and resolution.” But some critic will divide the schema into five
parts—“exposition, rising plot, turn point, down plot and resolution.” It is to point out that
these types of analytic schema can be easily read in the context of The Storm.
1. There have two kinds of central essences in The Storm: the plot and the character. The
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learners after reading must analyze what their natures are and what their constellation
and blood type are. There is no denying that the novel can reflect our lifestyle.
2. The storm is an essential element in The Storm. What is the profound significance of the
storm? A natural phenomenon? The physical complete union between the two?
3. Four protagonists are visible: two costars Bibi and Bibinot, Calixta and Alcee. Two
characters are invisible: Didi and Clarisse.
4. Who is Kate Chopin? As a local color novelist, Chopin explores that a subaltern woman
under the male-dominated society attempts to seek for her self-identity, love and the
righteousness of her sexual desire. Of course Chopin is a word of woman warriors who
executes her actions before the public in America in the late 19th century.
5. The main theme of The Storm is of course adultery. As a subaltern whose name is “the no
name woman,” Calixta is a model who expresses her inner thoughts that lots of women
dare not to speak it out. However, by her writing, Chopin records the subterranean voice.
6. The storm refers to the outdoor storm (the natural phenomenon) and the indoor storm
(the complete union between lovers). Emily Toth claims that The Storm is “a time of
silence and mystery and sin” (318).
Reading the Critical Essays: Some important critics, for example, are Thomas, Jr. Bonner,
and Emily Toth.
The Test: The learners can freely use their body languages to perform the dramatic
performance. They have to take the paper examination and give the oral
presentation in the class-times.
Rule for Each Group:
1. The attended experimental objectives are 30 persons.
2. Each group has 10 persons.
3. The total number is 3 groups.
4. Two-third of members are the postgraduates of “Feedback Systems Laboratory,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Chung Cheng University.” One-third
of members are the college students of “Department of Applied English, Diwan College
of Management.”
5. The group and panel discussion are allowed.
6. After their dramatic performance, the learners must perform their comic strips and their
paper works to their classmates. From their final works, we learn that they are quite
different.
III. Example Performance
From their paper works, we can judge that each group has performed the different level
of reading comprehension. Too, the learners use different music in the plot of comic strips.
From their paper works, it seems that the learners are good at drawing. Their paper works
successfully achieve the triple purposes of aesthetic standpoints on visual, aesthetic and
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auditory imagery. Each group has shown different comic strips. (See. Figure 2, 3, & 4). And
the results will be elaborated in the following Figure 5.
IV. Conclusion
By the drawing comic strip, the learners will get lots of fun. In fact, from their response,
the learners say that the literary course is not a bored subject anymore, and they would like
to select the literary course next time. From their opinions, the learners agree that this new
Comic Strip Teaching Methodology is an approach to improve their English abilities both in
reading and writing. Next time when they read the English version of Literature, they would
choose the original material. At least but not the last, from this experimental teaching, we
learn that the integration of literature, English teaching and comic strip is a very interesting
approach because it really creates a new page in reading. By the ‘Comic Strip Teaching
Methodology,’ the learners have heightened their English abilities. Too, we investigate that
the purpose of teaching and delight has been achieved easily.
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Appendix 3 The Students’ Answer on Figure 1
Experimental Group
Questions
1. How do you read The Storm?

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

Read all of
Skip the new Read it for twice;
them, check words, and
check new words
the new
guess its
words
meaning
2. How much components do you really About 70% About 75% About 85%
understand while reading The Storm?
3. How many new words do you get?
66
78
42
4. Do you think it is easy or not while easy
Too many easy
you read the sentence structure?
new words
5. Do you think it is easy or not while easy
Quite hard 1. Interesting
you delineate the comic strips?
2. Easy
6. Which music do you want to use in No idea
No idea
Life Symphony
the plot of comic strip?
7. Write down your method while you Discussion
Group
Group discussion
draw the comic pictures.
by and by
discussion
and cooperation
※ The members of Group 3 and Group 2 are the postgraduates of Feedback Systems
Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Chung Cheng
University, Taiwan. (R. O. C.)
※ The members of Group 1 are the college students of Department of Applied English,
Diwan College of Management, Taiwan. (R. O. C.)
Group 1: 5 pages
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Group 2: 6 pages

(6-1) This story begins from the coming storm.

(6-2) Bibi: I am afraid, dad. Æ Dad: Don’t be afraid. Mom will close the door. ÆBibi: No,
Vivi (she) is not at home. Æ Dad: This can of shrimp is mother’s favorite’s food. Æ
The storm is coming. ÆBibi: Dad, it’s raining. We can’t go home now. ÆMom: It is
too hot. Æ(Mom is sewing.)Æ Mom: It is too terrible. The storm is coming. I have to
close the window. Wow, I forget Bobi’s clothes. Æ (Mom sees her ex-lover.)Æ Mom:
Please come in. The rain is too heavy. ÆAlecc: Wonderful. God helps me. I can enter
her house.
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(6-3) Mom: Alecc, please take off your wet clothes. You can wear my husband’s clothes. Æ
Mom: Wow. It is the same size with yours. ÆAlecc: She is a little fuller before 5 years.
Her eyes are too beautiful. Æ(Mom [murmuring]: He was my ex-lover.) ÆMom: What
are my Bibi and husband doing now? Æ(Lightening. The rain is coming.) Æ Calixta: It
is lightening. ÆAlecc: Don’t be afraid. I am here. ÆAlecc says to Calixta: Can I kiss
you? Æ Calixta: No, I can’t. Æ (few seconds later) Calixta: . . . Æ Finally they kiss
each other.

(6-4) Mom: We meet again today. It is too wonderful. Æ(For a while, they are complete
union when the outdoor storm is coming.) Æ (After their high climax…) Alecc: You are
so charming, Calixta. Æ (The heavy rain is over.) Æ Calixta: Farewell, Alecc. Æ Dad:
Bibi, your clothes are too dirty. Mom will blame you. Æ Dad: Let’s come in the house
from the back of door.
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(6-5) (Mom: smile.)Æ Bibi: Mom, I am back. Æ Mom: Honey, you are back. It is good. Æ
(Mom hugs Bibi.)Æ Dad: Sweetie, I buy a can of shrimp to you. Æ (They eat dinner
together.)

(6-6) (Alecc writes a loving letter to his wife, Clarisse. It says he misses her so much. . . ) Æ
Clarisse: This is the first time I can have free time by self after marriage. Æ (After the
storm, everything is O.K. Everyone is happy.)
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Group 3: 4 pages

(4-1 Characters and personality:) Bibi: Smart. ÆBobinot: Love his Bibi and wife. ÆCalixta:
Mother and wife. Æ Alecc: Calixta’s ex-lover.

(4-2) . . . To be continued. . .
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(4-3) Mom: The storm is coming. I hope they are in the store. Æ (It is raining. Lightening.)
ÆMom: Wow. ÆAlecc: Don’t worry. I am here. ÆMom: He is still so handsome and
young.ÆAlecc: She is a beauty but a little fuller. Æ Alecc: Do you remember in
Assumption? Æ Mom: Kiss me. Æ (After a while, they are eager to make love. They
are now complete union. They are now in the high climax. After their intercourse, they
say goodbye to each other.)

(4-4) Bibi: I am tired. My clothes are too dirty. Æ Dad: Hurry. We have to clean it. We enter
the house from the back of door. Mom: Where is Bibi? Hnn.. Come here, mom wants to
kiss you, Bibi. ÆBibi: Mom, Dad buys a cane of shrimp to you. Æ Mom: Dad, you are
a good one. Tonight, we can eat the delicious shrimp. Æ (Alecc writes a loving letter to
his wife. In his letter, it says he is happy but misses her.)Æ Clarisse: Alecc sends me a
loving letter. It is wonderful. I loves you, Alecc. Æ (Everyone is happy.)
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Title: Intercultural collaboration as a force of reconciliation in Kyr’s
Nagasaki symphony
Abstract
This paper will examine the use of music as a means of cultural and political
reconciliation, specifically in the tenth symphony of Robert Kyr, entitled Ah Nagasaki:
Ashes into Light. The Nagasaki Peace Museum commissioned Kyr to compose a work in
memory of those who perished under the United States’ atom bomb in World War II.
Ah Nagasaki: Ashes into Light is unique in the oeuvre of peace-related musical
works, in that every element of the symphony was conceived interculturally. The text of
the work was co-created by Kazuaki Tanahashi, Zen Buddhist teacher, writer,
calligrapher, brush stroke artist and peace activist, and Kyr, internationally acclaimed
composer and head of the composition department at University of Oregon. The
symphony is sung both in Japanese and English and weds Japanese instruments with
traditional Western instruments. This paper will show how music was the catalyst that
forged connections between cultures, both in the collaborative process of creating the
work, and through Kyr’s call for a combined choir of American and Japanese citizens to
perform the 2006 Nagasaki premier.
Although composers of the past have written single works related to issues of war
and peace (Britten’s War Requiem and Penderecki’s Threnody for the Victims of
Hiroshima are examples), Kyr differs from such composers by the breadth and number of
his peace-related works, and his creation of numerous large-scale projects focusing on
peace and reconciliation, including his 2000 international initiative “Waging Peace in the
New Millennium,” sponsored by the Carlton Savage Endowment for International
Relations and Peace. Kyr asserts that, “The waging of peace is a dynamic process in
which music has a crucial role to play. By performing and hearing music from around the
world, we are taking an active part in promoting understanding - and ultimately, peace between the diverse peoples of humankind.”
An a cappella version of the symphony’s final movement, entitled Living
Peace/Heiwa no Kiseki, had its American premier in May 2006 by the Minnesota
Chorale, and its Japanese premier in Nagasaki on August 9, 2006, exactly sixty years
after the bombing. The symphony will be performed in its entirety both in Japan and the
United States sometime in 2008 or 2009.
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Harmonic Contexts: On the Gestalt of Design Thinking
Barry Wylant, MEDes (ID)
Industrial Design Program, Faculty of Environmental Design
University of Calgary
2500 University Drive NW
Calgary, AB, Canada, T2N 1N4
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Abstract
Krippendorf’s discussion regarding people’s comprehension of objects refers to the use
of cognitive contexts that inform the way someone might make sense of a given product.
Effectively an individual cognitively, and often imaginatively, places their consideration
of a given thing within a context of some type. This could be something similar to
imagining a chair as it might be placed within one’s living room or what it would be like
to drive a particular car. This exercise of imagining the use of something within a
context aids in the sense making exercise for understanding that object. Indeed it would
seem to be exceptionally difficult to take the perception of a particular thing as just a
sensory stimulus, and not to somehow make sense of what it is through a form of
cognitive contextualization.
The idea of a context speaks to a notion of wholeness that is inherent to the sense making
process. This global approach echoes much of Lehar’s discussion on the Gestalt nature
of perception. His premise, that people are in fact wired to view the world in a spatially
holistic manner, would seem to correlate with Krippendorf’s discussion of context.
Lehar’s discussion of the constituent Gestalt elements of perception illustrates something
of the way sense is made of visual stimuli. In particular his notions of harmonic
resonance and the role of aesthetics prove quite useful in this vein of inquiry. In this the
question arises as to the influence of Gestalt theories of perception to the design process
and design thinking.
In design, the challenge, of course, is to make sense of something before it exists. Much
of this sense making exercise is contingent upon the designer’s imaginative capacity.
Cognitive contextualization is an essential part of the application of imagination and
forms a significant part of Buchanan’s discussion on design thinking. Buchanan refers to
such contextualization in design as ‘placement’. He does this in part due to the flexible
manner that a designer might consider a given aspect of the design. It is this ability to
flexibly entertain consideration of design features or aspects that again echoes the work
of Lehar. This paper investigates this relationship between design thinking and the ideas
of Gestalt perception as it applies to the sense making process inherent to the creation of
something before it actually exists.
Key Words:
Design, design thinking, context, Gestalt psychology, Gestalt perception, sense making
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Introduction
A recent article in the Globe and Mail, champions ‘design thinking’ as an emerging
notion (if not buzzword) in business management (Blackwell, 2006). The article cites the
recent acquisition of a design firm by an advertising firm where the hope is to bring a
more global level of consideration, which designers often bring to their problem solving,
to advertising. Traditionally advertisers think of selling and developing media presence
for their clients, such as billboard, television, radio and newspaper spots. The use of
design in this is intended to raise the consideration of a client’s complete business
existence through store environments, furnishings, music and other any aspects that can
comprehensively address the overall experience of, and interface with, a company’s
service or product.
While there is in this the deterministic goal of increased sales, there is also the
recognition that problems cannot be addressed simply through direct effectual means and
that a holistic or global consideration of all facets of a given problem or endeavor is
required to reach optimal solutions. Yet to think globally can engender significant
complexity within one’s thinking. No one can think of everything simultaneously and so
a capacity is required to raise and ponder issues in a manner that achieves the necessary
comprehensiveness with reasonable facility.
In this, design thinking is not usually understood as a methodological response. It more
readily addresses the open manner in which design issues are addressed rather than
offering a prescriptive method. The global character of consideration evokes a sense of
the complexities inherent in the Gestalt psychology of perception. This paper therefore
seeks to investigate the relationship of design thinking and the ideas of Gestalt perception
to illustrate something of the way in which complex issues are considered in the design
effort.
Perception
Germane to an understanding of design thinking, is a comprehension of perception.
Scruton (1979) embarks on this in his discussion of imaginative perception, pursued as
part of a discussion on the aesthetic sense of architecture (p. 74). Here he refers to one’s
ability to perceive the shape of animals or faces in clouds. The ability to perceive a
particular cloud as a horse is seen as a sense making process that goes beyond the visceral
comprehension of the existence of the cloud. It is imaginative in the cognitive matching
of the cloud’s shape to the mental image of a horse. Scruton’s discussion focuses on this
cognitive match, yet the net perception is also the result of a series of smaller, nested
perceptions beginning with one’s ability to distinguish the shape of the cloud against the
backdrop of the sky. In this the viewer must first be able to perceive an edge to the cloud
and in turn to make sense of one edge in combination with others to see the overall result
as a discrete shape for the cloud against the blue of the sky. To then perceive the shape
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of the horse, one must first know what a horse looks like. In this the viewer is accessing
an internal body of experience to then find a match for the shape under consideration.
In other words, the viewer is nesting the consideration of the cloud within a context of
worldly experience to then make sense of the cloud perceptually as a horse. The use of
perceptual contexts is endemic throughout this exercise, one edge seen in context with
others to arrive at a notion of shape, the shape seen in context against the sky and this in
turn understood in a context of the viewer’s experience. In arriving at a discrete idea
about the cloud, there is a continued effort in comprehending its wholeness, to make
sense of it in a unified manner at a variety of levels.
The idea of wholeness in perception constitutes the substance of Gestalt theory. Early
theorists examined the way disparate visual stimuli can be understood as groups.
Wertheimer proposed laws of perceptual grouping which included similarity, proximity,
good continuation (of form or pattern), closure, symmetry and periodicity (as cited in
Lehar, 2003, p. 47). In each of these, visual elements are perceptually grouped by a
viewer according to any of these principles. For instance a number of circular dots
interspersed within a cluster of small squares would be seen as a group of similar shapes,
distinguished apart from the squares, which can be seen as another group. For the Gestalt
theorist there seems to be an easy perceptual default in this where such visual elements
are readily perceived globally as groups.

Fig. 1 Similarity Grouping (Lehar, 2003, p. 47)
In addition to the laws of perceptual grouping, a number of Gestalt properties can be
identified. These include qualities of emergence, reification, multistability, invariance,
and amodal perception. According to Lehar (2003), a significant general Gestalt property
of perception lies in its “global-first” character (p. 46). This refers to the emergence of a
holistic perception, even when notable visual elements to inform that percept are absent,
obscured or otherwise ambiguous. The classic example of this is the dog picture, a black
and white image of a Dalmatian dog in a cluster of leafy shadows (Lehar, 2003, p. 4748). Even though significant edges are absent, the image of the dog can be seen to
emerge from the ambiguous visual elements. This is indicative of global significance that
informs human perception of visual information, that is an ability to tie otherwise
disparate visual elements together under a global premise. As Lehar (2003) notes, the
principle of emergence is readily seen in the Gestalt dictum where “the whole is more
than the mere sum of its parts” (p. 49).
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Although notions of Gestalt perception are seen sometimes as fanciful, the principle of
emergence is readily seen in many physical systems. Lehar (2003) notes how this is
evident in the formation of a soap bubble, where the spherical shape emerges as a result
of surface tension, acting within the soap film, along an infinite number of force vectors
simultaneously and continuously (P. 49). Two inherent qualities of emergence are
evident here: parallelism and dynamics. The surface tension forces act in parallel and in
unison, it is not a single event, rather it occurs as part of a dynamic continuum which
results in the expanding or contracting character of the bubble (P. 50).
Reification occurs when abstract things are perceived as material or concrete. The
Kanizsa figure of a white triangle against three black circles is a good example. Here,
even though no sides to the triangle are visually defined, its implied shape takes on a
presence of material form, occluding parts of the three circles and appearing to seem
brighter than its background. The resultant perception represents a reification of the
visual data present in the image, whereby an explicit visual form is perceived where the
visual elements are insufficiently complete to fully define that form (Lehar, 2003, p. 51).

Fig. 2 Kaniza Figure (Lehar, 2003, p. 50)
Many people are familiar with Rubin’s image of the face/vase silhouettes (as cited in
Lehar, 2003, p. 52). The ability to reverse one’s perception from the faces to vase and
back again, is indicative of the property of multistability. Either perception can be seen
as a stable state, yet the movement between one or the other evokes a sense of dynamic
process, where one’s perceptive faculty is active continuously.
Invariance is another fundamental property of Gestalt theory. Here the inherent formal or
structural quality of some thing is readily recognized no matter what manipulation or
distortion may be made to its visual presentation. An overall and comprehensive sense of
its formal essence is maintained throughout any variation made to its visual presentation.
Indeed the comprehension of the global sense of an object can aid in perceiving the
nature of the distortion as well. In seeing how one object is distorted, one can anticipate
how a completely different object might be distorted in a similar fashion. The initial
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object provides a visual context which aids in the visual comprehension of that particular
distortion (Lehar, 2003, p. 52).
That a table’s top surface continues underneath a book or a plate is a common percept,
even though one is unable to see the continuation of that surface under the object on top
of it. This is known as amodal perception. It encompasses all of those perceptions where
part of a structure or an object is partially blocked from view, yet a global sense of that
object is still maintained. For instance, the global sense of a building is maintained even
though part of it is obscured by another building. A perceptual sense of a sphere is fully
sustained even though one sees it from a single point of view and thus its rear hemisphere
is blocked from immediate sensory input by its visible face (Lehar, 2003, p. 55).
Amodal perception is also evident in perceptions of space outside of the visual field.
Within a room, one is fully capable of taking a step or two backwards, even though the
space behind is not visible. This is indicative of global perception of that space which is
maintained even though aspects of it are completely outside of one’s sight (Lehar, 2003,
p. 56).
Reification forms a significant part of the perceptive faculty in allowing one to make
sense of stimuli in a global sense when the full data to inform that sense is somehow
incomplete. The inverse of this, abstraction, is also a fundamental quality of perception
(Lehar, 2003, p. 105). In viewing a transparent cube, one can perceive it firstly as a cube.
However aspects of it can be abstracted out, such as a pattern of 12 edges or six surfaces
or 12 vertices arranged around a central point of symmetry. This ability to abstract
allows one to form a complete sense or perception a given thing (Lehar, 2003, p. 112). It
also represents a perceptual reduction of a given stimulus to a type of “symbolic code.”
Lehar speculates that this allows for the codification of perceived events and objects so
that they may be stored in memory or used as a subject of communication through
language. Indeed he argues that reification and abstraction are complementary faces of
the same coin, abstraction providing a structural “skeleton” which is filled in with
reification perceptual processes (Lehar, 2003, p. 105).
Sense Making
Lehar’s aim in pursuing the Gestalt model of perception is, in part, to demonstrate that it
is fundamental to the way in which the world in comprehended and as such, that it should
form a crucial focus in the study of neurophysiology to reconcile this model with our
physiological ability to sustain it. While this greater aim is outside of the scope of this
paper, the Gestalt notions raised are useful to inform the discussion on perception and the
way in which sense is made of objects in our world. The examples above illustrate the
basic occurrence of perception and this perceptual process can inform a larger idea of the
sense making endeavor as objects are encountered in the world at large.
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In coming across a given object, an immediate perception is made that allows one to
comprehend the extent of it shape, texture, colour, material, etc. In this an initial overall
view of the object is achieved, which often results in a naming exercise, such as “that’s
an interesting chair.” This is one way in which meaning is ascertained, simply by placing
the consideration of the object into the context of language. Further, this can be seen as
an abstraction as noted in Lehar’s discussion, where the experience of the object is
codified, making it suitable for memory storage and for communication to others via
language.
Placing the consideration of an object into a particular context is a fundamental
mechanism to achieve meaning. As Krippendorf (1995) notes, “Meaning is a cognitively
constructed relationship. It selectively connects features of its (real or imagined) context
into a coherent unity” (p. 159). Further he notes that the totality of what something
means “corresponds to the sum total of its imaginable contexts” (p. 159). Notions of a
coherent unity and a sum total of meaning are indicative of the potential global sense of
significance for a given artifact. As greater levels of imagination are applied, and ever
more far reaching contexts considered, a greater sense of meaning can be achieved.
There is a dynamic quality to the achievement of such meaning, Krippendorf (1995)
notes that it is a circular cognitive process (p. 160). One cannot in an instant fully
comprehend the full extent of potential contexts and therefore meanings. This echoes the
discussion on multistability where, multiple, stable perceptions can be dynamically
cycled through. The example noted above provides two perceptions based on the
example of the face/vase profiles, yet a multitude of contexts can allow one to arrive at a
multitude of understandings. Heidegger (1954) offers four notions that inform meaning
in objects: form, material, use and fabrication process. Krippendorf expands on this
through the discussion of an extensive number of contexts that can be used to establish
meaning and significance. He does both through the consideration of users and
designers. In this he stresses the necessity of designers to step outside of themselves and
their experience to better ensure that they are designing in a manner that significantly,
and holistically, addresses the true intent of the object and the way it will exist in the
user’s daily life.
Design Thinking
A critical aspect of Lehar’s discussion on Gestalt theory lies in the capacity that allows
one to consider something in a dynamic way allowing for flexibility, ambiguity and
complexity in that consideration. The notion of global significance in one’s perception
means that somebody can begin to make sense of something even if it’s poorly defined.
Indeed as Amabile (1983) notes, the ability to entertain ambiguity and complexity is a
hallmark character trait for creative individuals (p. 74), perhaps indicating a greater
Gestalt sensitivity to their world.
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The fundamental challenge in design is to make sense of something before it actually
exists, in other words, when it is most poorly defined. While Krippendorf (1995) notes
that designers provide a professionalized version of the sense making process all of us go
through when encountering any object (p. 161), it is, in this professional framework, a
sense making endeavor that effectively anticipates some thing’s potential existence. In
addressing the need to design something, one is effectively raising the question of that
thing’s existence. Given that the extent of that thing can, before it exists, be anything
means that the design endeavor is effectively addressing the pursuit of a wicked problem.
Buchanan (1995) expands on the idea of a wicked problem, defining it as indeterminate
in its essential quality. By this he means that “there are no definitive conditions or limits
to the design problem” (p. 14). If the design can be anything, then the “subject matter of
design is potentially universal in scope” (Buchanan, 1995, p. 15). As such the design
endeavor is significantly different than the way knowledge has typically been established
over centuries. Usually new scientific knowledge is established in a determinate fashion,
where one aspires to prove the null hypothesis and so sets out to create the definitive (and
repeatable) conditions that will allow for the genesis of a significant conclusion.
The challenge in addressing this wickedness is to develop the means to consider
something in a manner that is potentially universal in scope. Design methodologies and
deliverables have been developed that aid the designer to anticipate the new thing. Yet
there are limitations to such methods in that they aspire to be too prescriptive and this can
preclude a truly creative result. As Buchanan (1995) notes, the weakness with such linear
models for design is that they fail to allow for indeterminacy in the problem, that such
processes represent an attempt to instill determinacy (p. 14), and thus ease in the
formation of one’s response to the design problem.
Thus the importance in design lies less in the steps designers take, rather it is seen in how
they think about things as they go through any given steps. Buchanan (1995) suggests
placements as the mechanism of design thinking (p. 10). Placements are a type of
context as described by Krippendorf, however there is an inherent aspect of flexibility in
the quality of a placement, mostly the placement is seen as not playing a determinate role.
Buchanan notes that placements can be cultivated by designers, used in ever changing
ways to consider issues in the design problem (p. 11). In a manner of speaking, the
placement acts as a type of temporary context which allows the designer to consider an
aspect of the design, and to in turn, learn from it. The designer can also use the
placement as a means of providing a degree of determinacy, using small hypotheses and
testing them against potential results. This is evident in queries such as: if this shape then
what about its comfort? Or consideration may be given to its appearance or
manufacturability. The designer can play with the placement as something of an
entertainment, using it to gauge the appropriateness of a given response before an
outright commitment to it.
There is an inherent spatial quality to the way a placement works. A given design issue is
effectively nested within the placement. For instance a designer might consider a
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particular product form within a placement of material, to determine an appropriate
material choice. The reverse can also work, the designer may, given a particular material
consider appropriate uses. Further the designer may consider a particular form within
differing placements; the shape of a tool’s handgrip for instance, considered within
placements of aesthetics and ergonomics. An interesting quality to this is the degree to
which a designer will allow a given placement to dominate consideration of such a
feature. In the extreme, if aesthetics dominates, the handgrip could potentially be
awkward to hold. If ergonomics holds sway, then the grip could end up rather homely.
In working through a design problem, designers can be seen to use placements of
differing scales. For instance, an edge of a product is considered (during sketching)
against the anticipated whole of the shape. The shape of a particular button might be
considered against the form of the whole interface, in turn considered within the object’s
overall shape. The product itself may be considered within placements of use, its role in
a company’s development or within its cultural domain in society. Thus there are a
variety of scales to the use of placements. These are governed by a variety of
considerations, the dominance of a particular placement, its scale in the scheme of things
and the degree to which a designer commits to a placement. Indeed initially placements
may be used quite tentatively, but as the design work progresses, and the designer makes
more design decisions, a greater level of commitment is made to the placements at play.
This evidences the dynamic and temporal quality to the use of placements in design.
Lehar (2003) notes that Gestalt theories are predicated on a notion of spatial thinking,
that at the root of complex abstract concepts one will find mental images (p. 192). Such
notions are evocative of the way designers use placements to consider the plethora of
issues attending the pursuit of a given design problem. Working at the level of sketches
and models, designers are effectively working through visual exercises in reification,
invariance and emergence. The benefit in seeing the abstract extremes of the design
problem spatially, as mental images, again lies in the ability to entertain a notion of its
global significance and thus navigate the ambiguities and complexities of wickedness
inherent to the design problem.
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Abstract
This paper expands on a presentation made at the Industrial Designers Society of
America, Western Region Conference (Vancouver, BC, April 2005). The topic
addresses the manner in which art and design theory can inform the creation of
technology, aid in the understanding of an object’s significance and endure as a cultural
legacy. The paper uses Italian Futurism as a departure point and exemplar of how this
dynamic occurs. In this case the presence and use of theory is examined within a type
of gestalt, where the constituent ideas and notions of theory are seen within the cultural
climate or context in which they were created. In turn the theory itself endures as a type
of context for the development and creation of further theory, artifice, products and
technology. Though context can play a pivotal role in understanding the significance of
technology, given the current pace of technological change the connection to such
contexts can be readily obscured, lost or negated and the legacy of meaning lost.
In an effort to stay connected, this paper examines the contextual role of Futurist theory
as a benchmark in investigating technological significance. The Futurists sought to
understand and articulate the peculiar relationship between people and technology at a
pivotal point in modern history. Notwithstanding several rants evident in the Futurist
Manifesto (Marinetti, 1909), it emphasizes an almost religious connection to technology
which can be seen as significant over the last century. It is the role of technology, a
question raised by the Futurists, which has since been expanded upon in the work of
others. Heidegger is one, who in his seminal essay, The Question Concerning
Technology, provides a critical discussion of both the beauty and ills of technology.
Heidegger’s work, and in particular his discussion on the ‘enframed view’, offers an
interesting interpretative filter for understanding the Futurist position and technology in
general. Another is J.G. Ballard and his novel Crash (1973), a work where the
relationship of people to technology can be described as an eminently Futurist one.
Indeed it represents the Futurist position taken to a logical but disturbing extreme and in
so doing provides an interesting commentary on the significance of technology in the
late 20th century. There is an intriguing critical thread in the discussion on technology
apparent in connecting these thinkers through the last century. From an industrial
design point of view, understanding such notions of technological significance is useful
(and arguably quite urgent) as a means of informing design thinking in the creation of
development of new technology, new products and the trappings of our material world.
Keywords: Futurism, technology, design, design theory, design thinking
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Introduction
In understanding the significance of technology and the technological ‘toys’ that populate
our world, comprehension of the various theories that inform the creation of these items
can be useful. For the industrial designer, such insights are essential, though many of
the theories available to the industrial designer tend to address ideas of form, use,
function, materials, and manufacturing processes. Theory in these areas effectively
serves to fulfill the requirements necessary to professionally execute industrial design
projects. However theories do abound which address other significant aspects to the
artifice of our world and this paper grew out of an effort to illustrate the manner in which
some theories of cultural history have endured as generations of technology have
proliferated.
Consider for moment any hi-tech artifact. There are many to choose from: cellular
telephones, PDA’s, Blackberry, MP3 players, flat screen TV’s, handheld electronic
devices of all stripes and even toy robots to name a few. A variety of product meanings
are potentially seen in the examination of any of these items, though many such
meanings are typically arrived at via a focus on product utility and functionality. One way
to arrive an alternative notion of significance for these devices can be seen in examining
everything that is necessary to make one. For example, a variety of things (materials,
processes and infrastructure) are required to make a cell phone. In detail these include
the raw materials that form the substance of its components and to supply these, mining
and petrochemical industries are required. Transportation networks are required to
move these raw materials around and so there are pipelines, shipping lanes, airways,
rail and road networks. The raw materials must be processed and so smelters,
refineries and petrochemical plants exist. These endeavors must be managed and so
office space, office buildings, copiers, filing systems and all levels of managerial staff
must be in place.
A significant engineering and design effort must be undertaken to create the object and
so mechanical, electronic and ICT engineers and software, graphic and industrial
designers are all required to effectively envision the device. Following this electronics
manufacturing facilities (printed-circuit-board fabrication and population), injection
molding, thixotropic and other molding and fabrication technologies are required to then
make the components of the phone. Assembly facilities are required to put the
components together. Packaging typically requires both a petrochemical industry and a
pulp and paper industry to supply materials. Technical writers will prepare instructions
and printing facilities must be employed to create the attending printed materials. Once
made, the finished product must be moved around and so transportation networks are
again required. This time though the movement is for market distribution and so the
transportation networks patch into warehouses and wholesale and retail distribution
points. Also a cellular network and its associated paraphernalia are absolutely required
for the phone to be of any use.
All of these industries typically require regulation to ensure a certain level of fairness
within our society and so governments, legislative bodies and legal systems exist and,
by extension, politicians, bureaucrats and legal staff are necessary to populate these
institutions. Further, many people are involved in all of the activities and industries noted
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above and they require education, health care, pensions, bank accounts and housing to
be effective in fulfilling their roles.
The list above can be considered comprehensive, yet it is by no means exhaustive, as
many more items could easily be included. It is useful though because it does readily
illustrate the extent of support, effort, capital and energy that typically goes into making
things, and in particular, hi-tech things. It is worth noting that to remove any of the items
listed would mean simply that the cell phone could not exist. The list is also useful
because it shows that the cell phone, seen as the tip of a very large infrastructural and
societal iceberg, can be deemed to be quite significant and important. It reflects the
immense consideration of value that must be applied in our commitment to make cell
phones and in this light the phone stands as an emblem of our civilization and society.
Indeed, given the commitment of value (capital, material, energy, time, etc.) in its
manufacture, the cell phone becomes emblematic not just of our civilization but also the
values found therein. It is an icon of our collective thinking and philosophy. And given
that many cell phones end up in landfills after only a couple of years of useful life,
questions can be raised about the very nature of this value and our collective
commitment to the cell phone’s existence and indeed to our attachment to technology in
general.
Technology
In his essay, “The Question Concerning Technology” Martin Heidegger (1954) discusses
the essential nature of technology. This essence, he argues, is understood in examining
the way that technology comes into existence. Using the example of a silver chalice,
Heidegger discusses the interplay of form, use, materials and fabrication technique to
illustrate his notion of technology’s ‘bring forth’ or ‘revealing’, or rather the manner in
which a given piece of technology comes into its existence. To Heidegger, there are two
potential aspects or characteristics to this revealing. One, called poesis, is understood
within a Greek tradition of thought, and the other, arrived at after a discussion of the
contemporary application of technology, he refers to as the ‘enframed view’.
Poesis tends towards the poetic and has an attending characteristic of wonder to it.
From Heidegger’s discussion one has the sense here that the ‘bringing forth’ occurs
within a broad understanding of human insight and capability and of nature’s ability to
support that capability. It demonstrates something of humanity’s knowledge of the
natural world and our ability to function within it. Here the revealing or bring forth of
technology represents a type of marvel and wonderment.
Heidegger’s discussion of the ‘enframed view’ offers more of a criticism of technology. It
stems from the notion that contemporary technology contextualizes, and further still,
dominates human behavior. Seen in this way, human will is lessened or even negated
because technology sets a dominate agenda for behavior rather than an agenda driven
by a broader perspective of possible goals. For instance, cars are sold on the potential
freedom and power of movement that they portend, but the reality is that many
automobile owners are caught up in the cost of insurance, fuel, parking and time in traffic
that the ubiquitous use of the automobile engenders. Our world is bound and defined by
the roadways established to support automobile usage. In our daily routine, the use of
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the car rarely approaches that ideal of freedom and power and is more often defined by
traffic tie ups and road construction. The focus on the functionality and convenience
engendered by technologies like the car seems to have the notable ability to bring with it
attending constraints which in turn can lead to a loss of wonder and the furtherance of
banality. Also the focus on functionality and convenience would seem to interfere with a
broader view of the significance for a given item. Consider how many people ever really
think of the cell phone (or any piece of technology) in terms of its meaning as an icon of
civilization and of the considerable effort that goes into making it, rather than the pursuit
of an immediate focus on the feature set of functionalities that are typically ensconced
within the phone?
Marinetti
“And so with faces smeared in good factory muck, plastered with metallic waste, with
senseless sweat, with celestial soot – we, bruised, our arms in slings, but unafraid,
declared our high intention to all the living of the earth.”
Philippo Tommaso Marinetti on his authorship of the Futurist manifesto, written shortly
after crashing his car to avoid a collision with cyclists on a winding road (cited from
Humphreys, 1999).
Prior to Heidegger, the Italian Futurists sought to establish perspective on the role and
presence of technology. In a manner that anticipates aspects of Heidegger’s discussion
on technology, the Futurists found a kind of ruthless wonder in technology and sought to
establish the supremacy of both technology and those who embraced it.
The Futurist Manifesto (1909):
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

We shall sing the love of danger, the habit of energy, and boldness.
The essential elements of our poetry shall be courage, daring and rebellion.
Literature has hitherto glorified thoughtful immobility, ecstasy and sleep; we shall
extol aggressive movement, feverish insomnia, the double quick step, the
somersault, the box on the ear, the fisticuff.
We declare that the world’s splendour has been enriched by a new beauty; the
beauty of speed. A racing motor-car, its frame adorned with great pipes, like
snakes with explosive breath…a roaring motor-car, which looks as though running
on shrapnel, is more beautiful than the Victory of Samothrace.
We shall sing of the man at the steering wheel, whose ideal stem transfixes the
Earth, rushing over the circuit of her orbit.
The poet must give himself with frenzy, with splendour and with lavishness, in
order to increase the enthusiastic fervour of the primordial elements.
There is no more beauty except in strife. No masterpiece without aggressiveness.
Poetry must be a violent onslaught upon the unknown forces, to command them to
bow before man.
We stand upon the extreme promontory of the centuries!...Why should we look
behind us, when we have to break in the mysterious portals of the Impossible?
Time and Space died yesterday. Already we live in the absolute, since we have
already created speed, eternal and ever-present.
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9.
10.
11.

We wish to glorify war – the only health giver of the world – militarism, patriotism,
the destructive arm of the Anarchist, the beautiful Ideas that kill, the contempt for
women.
We wish to destroy the museums, the libraries, to fight against moralism, feminism
and all opportunistic and utilitarian meanness.
We shall sing of the great crowds in the excitement of labour, pleasure and
rebellion; of the multi-coloured and polyphonic surf of revolutions in modern capital
cities; of the nocturnal vibration of arsenals and workshops beneath their violent
electric moons; of the greedy stations swallowing smoking snakes; pf factories
suspended from the clouds by their strings of smoke; of bridges leaping like
gymnasts over the diabolical cutlery of sunbathed rivers; of adventurous liners
scenting the horizon; of broad-chested locomotives prancing on the rails, like huge
steel horses bridled with long tubes; and of the gliding flight of aeroplanes, the
sound of whose screw is like the flapping of flags and the applause of an
enthusiastic crowd. (Marinetti, first published in Le Figaro, Paris 1909, cited from
Taylor, J., 1961)

The Futurist position is one that embraces and celebrates the future to the negation of
the past; celebrating aggression, militarism, misogyny, insomnia, extreme speed and the
supremacy of technology. In their view humanity is frail in comparison to the power and
presence of technology. In a logical and ruthless extreme, the Futurists were smitten by
the new and wonderful manifestations of technology typical of their day.
The Futurists pursued their unique and thoroughly modern aesthetic through the various
art forms its members practiced. These included poets (Marinetti was a poet), sculptors,
painters, filmmakers and architects. They established a significant body of work in the
early part of the 20th century and though one may dismiss some of what they said and
wrote as a lunatic rant, they did enjoy considerable influence. Indeed, given the pace of
technological change in so many areas of our society and culture, a Futurist legacy can
be seen in much of today’s world. For example just in sampling an evening’s viewing of
cable television today, one can find a dominant focus on Futurist themes. Shows such
as Overhaulin’, Pimp-My-Ride, American Chopper, Monster Garage, and From Tactical
to Practical (to name a few) all betray a tempered Futurist fascination with speed,
military techno-gadgetry, huge and/or powerful machines and gigantic construction
projects.
Crash
There is irony in that Marinetti wrote the Futurist Manifesto after an automobile crash.
The topic of car crashes provides an interesting departure point for the discussion of
technology and as such, forms the substance of J.G. Ballard’s 1973 book (and later
1996 movie directed by David Cronenberg) Crash. Crash addresses the subject of
erotic fascination with the automobile and, more importantly and disturbingly, automobile
crashes.
Crash is set in a suburb defined by its proximity to a major airport and the intertwined
nature of its relationship to the nearest freeway network with its cloverleaf system of on-
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and off-ramps. There is a kind of gray banality to the setting that provides a context for
the lead character who becomes sensitized to the erotic potential of the car crash after
the experience of a violent, head-to-head collision with another car. After the accident,
the protagonist is fascinated with the survivor from the other car and with the crumpled
state of that vehicle. He pursues her sexually, eventually making love in the back seat of
her totaled auto. The situation initiates a pursuit for him that leads to ever riskier
behavior and his eventual connection with Vaughn, an individual who regularly chases
real accidents to photograph and document them, stages re-enactments of famous
accidents and ultimately dies in a suicidal collision with a tour bus. Cruising in a beat up
Lincoln Continental, Vaughn embodies the fetish appeal of humanity to its technology
and technology’s potential for exquisite and violent failure.
The technology of the car and our attraction to it dominate the story to the point of
diminishing, and usually negating, its characters’ humanity. In the story, the interface
between humans and technology is represented in an idealized state as the car crash.
This ideal has both significant erotic and destructive attributes to it. The car crash is
painted as desirable: a typically unexpected yet sexually charged interruption in an
otherwise gray landscape. In one scene, the examination of a car’s dashboard and the
corresponding accident scars on one character serves to heighten and evoke new erotic
possibilities. Yet the character’s humanity is secondary, her disfigured body masked by
a complex network of stainless steel braces. Sex occurs often in the story, with no
boundaries to the sex act or the genders of the characters involved. Yet the sex leads
nowhere, it is inconsequential in its result. Normal aspects of human life such as career
and family are incidental and dysfunctional. There are no children, no procreation. The
addictive appeal of the car crash ultimately leads to death as represented in Vaughn’s
suicidal demise. Orgasmic death ensconced in technological failure rises to an almost
religious ideal, something to be pursued and worshipped.
The story provides an exquisite alliteration of existence within an enframed view, a world
dominated by the technology of the automobile and its attending road network
infrastructure. As such the story expands on what can be considered a logical extension
and manifestation of Futurist thought, that given the dominance and supremacy of
technology, frail humans focused on their immediate needs, are incidental. Humanity’s
fetish indulgence in technology, though addictively appealing, is destructive in the
behavior it engenders and is ultimately lethal. For the Futurists this was likely a positive,
for Heidegger it forms the disquieting basis of his criticism, and for Ballard and
Cronenberg it becomes the foundation for disturbing storytelling.
Design
The profession of industrial design is one directly concerned with the design of products
and one that typically addresses the introduction of technology into people’s lives. In
consideration of the potential impacts of the built environment and the built form of
technology on people’s lives, society and increasingly, on the planet, it is becoming
important for industrial designers to grasp aspects of theory that go beyond the
professional execution of the design exercise. In examining the nature of technology,
specifically through the insights of writers like Heidegger, Ballard and the Italian
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Futurists, designers can be better informed and then better able to consider the
implications of their design decisions within their individual design processes.
It is also interesting to note that the theories of the Futurists established nearly a century
ago still can be seen as relevant today. In Crash, the legacy of this lineage is apparent
in the sexy dominance assigned to the automobile and the failure of this technology in
car crashes. That someone might find the automobile and its demise alluring sits well as
an imagined outcome to the Futurist Manifesto and would likely have been well
embraced by Marinetti and his fellow Futurists. It is an intriguing notion that though the
artifacts of technology may be disposable or short-lived, aspects of theory that can
inform our understanding of the significance of technology can persevere and endure for
decades.
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Department of Speech Communication, Theatre and Dance, Kansas State University
129 Nichols Hall
Manhattan, KS 66506
joydnce@ksu.edu

Abstract:
Myth has always been a fascinating and rich subject for art-making. Offering inspiration for
spiritual consciousness and awareness, myths contain universal themes to help guide the search
for principles of truth, meaning and significance. Derived from the collective unconscious, these
themes or images are expressed in symbolic form as archetypes. Grounded in Jungian archetypal
theory, this paper examines the hero’s journey in the ballet Giselle and the Greek myth of Orpheus
and Eurydice, which consists of crossing the threshold, descending into the unconscious, enduring
a series of trials, and returning to the world with a message. This knowledge may guide us on
our own hero’s journey by providing a deeper understanding of ourselves and the world around
us.
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Prospects of Video Conferencing in Cross-Cultural
Educational Environment

Reiko Yamada & Riyoko Yamada

Abstract:
This joint project explores the use of video conferencing in two different college
courses.

One is in the Japanese language program at Williams College in America,

and the other, the teacher training courses in the Department of Early Childhood Care
and Education at Fuji Women’s University in Japan. The interactive nature of the video
conferencing environment prompts the students to be aware of different communication
styles that are valuable in both Japanese language learning and teacher training.
Eleven sessions of video conferencing conducted during 2004-2006 suggest three
prospects; 1) video conference as a research environment for the student’s individual
project or research paper; 2) use of video conference to present projects and papers; and
3) video conference to learn and practice communication strategies. Based on the
students’ observations of their own verbal performances, another session is being
planned and scheduled on October 7th, 2006 (Japan time: October 8th, 2006) with some
educational goals. The poster includes the eleven sessions and the students’ key
observations as well as a preliminary analysis of the October session for future
development.
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I ♥ NY: Making Meaning After 9/11
ABSTRACT
Memorials have become nearly instantaneous exhibitions of grief in the United States.
No sooner does a tragedy occur than it is commemorated. Our society is obsessed with the
preservation of the body. It touts the delay of death as one of its greatest achievements. When
death is not delayed, when it comes by terror or disaster, the fabric of that claim is
compromised. Death, especially unexpected death, questions the existing State narrative.
During the events of September 11, 2001 the identity of the United States fell with its symbolic
towers. Immediately afterwards a new narrative was visibly under construction. This act of
becoming was evidenced in the visual and material language that appeared on the streets.
Candles, flowers and photographs of loved ones overwhelmed public spaces, turning them into
shrines in a matter of hours. After September 11, individuals felt compelled to express an
identity under construction through physical constructions, spontaneous shrines, using a familiar
material language often associated with a traditional museum exhibition.
This was not an organized process. It was an act of necessity and spontaneity. A
household visual language was brought into the space and manipulated by multiple authors in
an attempt to make sense of a fragmented State narrative. This paper will explore a central
theme of identity and loss through the layering of symbolic materials and text in spontaneous
shrines, and the use of this method of display to physically reconfigure an existing State
narrative.
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The Aesthetic of Life of the Lost Generation
In The Sun Also Rises
Shu-Yu Yang
As one of Hemingway’s most celebrated novels, The Sun Also Rises portrays the sensual
pursuits of “the lost generation” of American expatriates who were morally and spiritually ravaged
by World War I.

In the postwar world, mankind lives in a sphere with wrecked value where

everything is vague, even the boundary between genders is blurred, too. Mankind is sick.

Jake

Barnet’s meeting with Georgette tells his sickness caused by war:
She touched me with one hand and I put her hand away.
“Never Mind”
“What‘s the matter?

You sick?”

“Yes.”
“Everybody’s sick.

I’m sick, too.”1

“Everyone is sick”, Georgette’s reply pricks out the pain and suffer of the postwar being,
Jake Barnet.

It is the world that castrates him.

both physical and spiritual impotence.
subjective complications”2, said Spilka.
world has free will to conduct his life.

1
2

The shell wound turns into the eternal token for his

“Like so many Hemingway heroes, he has no way to handle
With existentialists’ point of view, man existing in the
Nevertheless, while the war castrates his meaning as a man,

See p23, The Sun Also Rises.
See p. 18 “The Death of Love in The Sun Also Rises”, Ernest Hemingway: Critiques of Four Major Novels.
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Barnet has no option or any free will to live as he wishes, not to mention loving whoever he adores.
Though deeply in love with Brett Ashley, he cannot fulfill his nor her physical desire, and what he
can do is to “pimp”-- to select a proper man to complete his desire for her. Nina Schwartz termed
Jake Barnet’s “pimping” act as “effective mediator” in the essay “Lovers’ Discourse in The Sun Also
Rises: A Cock and Bull Story”:
What Jake requires in the way of an effective mediator to his own desire
is someone who can temporarily replace him by becoming Brett’s lover.
Such a displacement is necessary because the temporary gratification of
Brett’s sexual desire will simply convince her that the true object of her
desire is unpossessed. Brett’s lover’s sexual potency is thus requisite to
ensure his impotent e and Jake’s continued mastery of her. He maintains
his mastery by choosing the figures who will supplant him.3
As the war castrates his masculine, with clear knowing on such condition, Jake Barnet
gratifies his beloved Ashley’s desire as well as his via the mandatory Romeo.

In other words,

Romeo is no longer a signifier signifying a friend or a mandatory; in the eyes’ of Barnet, his
signified is merely Barnet’s selected phallus in order to accomplish the sexual act that he is unable to
achieve.

Barnet satisfies both Ashley’s desire and his via his own selection. The world unlike

the existentialists’ ideal one giving space to human beings to choose merely offers limited sphere

3

See p.221, Contemporary Literary Criticism, Vol.61
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where beings could achieve certain degree of happiness of free will.

Hemingway’s hero, as the late

Foucaultian one, though whose ideology is constructed by the society, still has certain degree of free
will, to select a lover for his beloved to accomplish their desires.
Though Hemingway’s hero cannot completely conform to the existential code, some traces
can be seen still.

The absurdness of the world is endowed with meaning by human behavior.

However this sort of endowment is quite capital and material.

While everything means nothing in

such a ridiculous world, in Bill Gordon’s words, “[it] mean[s] everything in the world to you after
you bought it.4”
world heavily.

With the exchange value, everything has its meaning.

Capitalism punches the

Gordon’s “simple exchange of values” tells how the postwar people see the world.

In addition, the material exchange value is sort of real world reflection. The capital tells.
The Count Mippipopolous, a mature Greek businessman, lives upon this ideology. “Getting your
money’s worth” is his primary concern.

With the similar belief, Barnet uses “tips” to bring

happiness well.
It felt comfortable to be in a country where it is so simple to make
people happy…. Everything is on such a clear financial basis in France.

It

is the simplest country to live in…If you want people to like you [,] you
have only to spend a little money.
likes me.

4

I spent a little money and the waiter

He appreciated my valuable qualities.

See p.78, The Sun Also Rises.

(237)
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With the money spending, the waiter gains happiness, and Barnet earns fondness. Life
cannot be simpler anymore.
Another simple but material life example is Bill Gordon’s “stuffed dog” philosophy. To
make Barnet bring back his happiness, he recommends him to buy some pretty nice stuffed dogs.
He says “Pretty nice stuffed dogs certainly brighten up your flat”.

While Gordon mentions about

“Stuffed dogs”, it is hard not to think of any linkage with kids or girls.

His childish or girlish mania

reflects sort of escape to the wonderland where is reconstructed by the stuffed animals.
Another character who falls into the wonderland of literal hero code is Robert Cohn. As
Don Quixote, Cohn lives by what he reads and neglects the reality.
wants to earn the love of Bret Ashley via fighting.

Living as a knightly hero, he

His stubborn persistence on Ashley tells his

incarnation as a knight pursuing his ideal lover without giving up. In Mark Spilka’s “The Death of
Love in The Sun Also Rises”, Spika tells that Cohn, as a romantic hero, likes the pose of manhood;
his romanticism explains his key position in the parable.

He is the last chivalric hero, the last

defender of an outworn faith, and his function is to illustrate its present folly—to show us that
romantic love is dead via the absurdity of his behavior.5
In Cohn’s “romantic” but “bugging” behavior, we may see his weak being.

Unlike the

heroic knights of King Arthur who hardly ever shed a drop of tear while confronting any difficulties,
or at least, we hardly see so in legend stories, Cohn does so often.

5

Cry and flooding tear comes

See p. 19, “The Death of Love in The Sun Also Rises”, Ernest Hemingway: Critiques of Four Major Novels.
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with remorse after his heroic fight for his beloved Ashley. To heckle Barnet and punish him as a
“pimp”, he hits him hard.

That punch even made Barnet hardly get up from the pavement.

However, after this “heroic” punishment on the “pimp”, Cohn regrets; he hides himself in a dark
chamber and weakly mumbles for Barnet’s forgiveness: “Cohn was crying.
down on the bed, crying…’I am sorry, Jake. Please forgive me.’”6
once.

There he was, face

In fact, his tear sheds not just

The other hard crying is after his punching at Pueblo Romeo.
As a result, Cohn cannot be seen as knightly hero anymore, for what he pursues is merely the

superficial heroic code but not the spirit.

As Don Quixote, Cohn endows the world meaning with

his own. He cannot see others in his eyes as a “knight”. However, he still has an iota sense of
reality.

But this sensation always comes late, always comes after his impetuously “romantic”

punishment on the evil, the pimp as well as rival who robs his beloved.
Though Spilka said that the love is death, still there is something left.
old fashion love makes nobody stand.
desire.

In Cohn, we sees the

In Barnet and Ashley, we see the tragic complement of

However, there is definitely something left.

While Barnet receives Ashley’s telegram, he

immediately asks the concierge when there is a train to Madrid and replies to Ashley as soon as
possible.7

That quick movement definitely tells his love towards Ashley that is far beyond anything.

In fact Ashley’s response to him also tells how important he is.

6
7

See p. 198, The Sun Also Rises
See p.242-243, The Sun Also Rises.

In Barnet’s first person depiction,
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“she was trembling in my arms.

She felt very small.8”

Again, Jake Barnet becomes a masculine

knight, rushes to his lover and embraces her in arm.
In the last scene, these two lovers again sit in a taxi:
Brett moved close to me.

We sat close against each other. I put my

arm around her and she rested against me comfortably. …
“Oh, Jake,” Brett said, “we could have had such a dammed good time
together.”…
“Yes,” I said, “Isn’t it pretty to think so?”
Even though these couple cannot complete each other’s desire physically, even though the
sickness of being still exists in these two, in every character, there’s always a way out.
sun also rises, every character has his way out for exist.
aesthetic of life.

8

Jake Barnet’s last sentence tells the

They in the long run complete each other with spiritually confidence.

See p. 245, The Sun Also Rises

Because the
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One, Two, and One? The Dao, Yin-Yang, and an Alternative Symbolic

The earliest Chinese characters of yin and yang were discovered independently and
unconnectedly on oracle-stone inscriptions (Wang 210). Their first paired appearance was in
Shijing (The Book of Odes.), referring to the shady and the sunny sides of the hill. (Wang
211).1 During the Spring Autumn and Warring States periods (770-221 B.C.), the concepts
and movements of yin and yang were typically associated with the rhythm of “five phases”
(wuxing) and were discussed in the context of “astronomy and mantic arts” (Wang 211).
According to Livia Kohn, it was in the Han dynasty (206 B.C.E. – 220 C.E.) that “yin-yang
cosmology rose to the forefront of all intellectual and political systems” and was increasingly
applied to the human body, creating “new visions of life and health” in the burgeoning field
of Chinese medicine (43).
How has the correlative cosmology of yin-yang been applied to delineate gender
differences, namely the male-female dichotomy? Lisa Raphals states that the process can be
divided into three stages, each marked by a different degree of emphasis on the
complementary, the oppositional, and the hierarchical distinction between the yin/yang
forces (167, my emphases). While certain early yin-yang analogies stress the sameness of qi
composition or their equivalence in capabilities, others stress the difference but “without the
hierarchical distinction of the male-female” analogy (Raphals 167). Explicitly hierarchical
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yin-yang male-female analogies did not emerge until the end of the second and beginning of
the first centuries, which has later “come to dominate the latter tradition, to such an extent
that earlier yin-yang gender analogies are all but ignored” (Raphals 168).
In light of Wang’s analysis and Raphals’ findings, early manifestations of yin-yang
dynamics deserve re-evaluation and examination with regards to their implications for the
contemporary study of gender. Close readings of excerpts from Dao De Jing (The Classic of
the Way and the Virtue) in conjunction with the deciphering of the Taiji diagram may reveal
the potentiality of the paired concept of yin-yang to constitute an alternative imaginary, one
that complement and/or complicate Irigaray’s call for a female symbolic in defiance of the
existing dominant language based on Oneness.
To begin, the opening lines of Dao De Jing read:
The Dao that can be dao-ed is not the constant Dao;
The name that can be named is not the constant name.
The nameless was the beginning of heaven and earth;
The named was the mother of the myriad creatures.
Hence always rid yourself of desires in order to observe its secrets;
But always allow yourself to have desires in order to observe its manifestations.
These two are the same, but diverge in name as they issue forth.
Being the same they are called mysteries (Xuan),
Mystery upon mystery - the gateway of the manifold secrets.2

To perceive the unnamable nature of the Dao, one must note that Dao as a
polysemous Chinese character may refer to “the way,” as a noun, or to “the act of expression,
to speak,” as a verb. As suggested by Chang Lung-hsi in his comparative work, The Tao and
the Logos, the Dao (same as Tao) represents the “foremost Chinese philosophical concept,”
which contains in one word the same “duality of thinking and speaking” (Chang 27). “Dao”
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is comparable to “logos” in that they both signify “a hierarchical relation between inner
reality and outer expression” (Chang 32). Yet “dao” in the non-phonetic form of Chinese
writing allows itself to overturn the metaphysical hierarchy by giving authority to the author
who produces the text (Chang 33). Hence, unlike Derrida’s “deconstructive intertexte,” which
stands for “a trace without origin,” almost every ancient Chinese text is an intertext that is
“always leading back to the origin,” to such influential thinkers as Laozi (Chang 33).3
Unequivocally, the “origin” as represented in the “origin of traces,” of Laozi or Dao
De Jing, is the Dao, “the mother of myriad creatures.” A more detailed account of the origin
can be found in section 42:
The Dao begets one; one begets two; two begets three;
Three begets the myriad creatures (ten thousand things).
The myriad creatures carry on their backs the yin and embrace in their arms the yang and are the
blending (he: harmony) of the generative forces (qi: breath) of the two.

At first glance, this passage is mainly concerned with illuminating the “way” of the
universe and has little to do with Lacanian psychoanalysis, whose goal is to explain what
constitutes sexual difference and desire in a subject’s developmental process. However,
according to Guo Jian, who studies the global intellectual history of the 1960s, Lacan studied
Dao De Jing while developing his trinity of the real, the imaginary, and the symbolic, and
section 42 is the part that he paid particular attention to (Guo). Reading Laozi and Lacan
together, one can retrieve a level of structural resemblance in the language of the Dao and the
symbolic of the phallus.
In his analysis of this section, Kaltenmark points out that the Dao is commonly
explained as “a first cause,” a begetter of all creatures (38). Although other passages in Dao
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De Jing “teach that the One, the symbol of unity-totality, represents the Dao itself,”
Kaltenmark maintains that the Dao as imagined herein pre-exists Chaos (the One) (40). Once
given a name, “the constant dao” becomes equivalent to “the One” (Kaltenmark 40). ” The
One then splits into the dyad of yin and yang, or Heavan and Earth. The union of the two then
gives birth to Three, not only through the blending between the forces but also through
following “the rhythmic measure of the union” (Kaltenmark 39).
A similarity is detectable between the Dao in section 42 of Dao De Jing and Lacan’s
reference to Aristotle’s “unmoved mover,” “the supreme being, the immobile sphere from
which originate all movements” (Lacan, Mitchell et al.153). Both can be seen as attempts “to
answer the same question of the logical origin of the strict logical priority in our thinking”
(Shen). Both pre-exist symbolization, yet both have been given a linguistic signifier
nonetheless. Both represent the ultimate source of life, the primordial darkness, the beginning
of origin, yet both Laozi and Lacan seem to insist a splitting or division after the entry to the
symbolic of the One.
The One that the Dao gives birth to becomes “the named dao,” the mother of all
things. According to Kaltenmark, this “sexed” term did not have a specific gender
connotation, but was used in a purely philosophical vein. Yet this “idea of the mother,” the
mystical womb is closely associated with that of emptiness”- “a unity, but with no form,” “a
kind of absolute void,” which Zhuangzi, another prominent Daoist philosopher, calls wu
(unseen, nothingness) (Kaltenmark 40). This Void takes the “the space between Heaven and
Earth”; it exists at the time of splitting – “one begets two”. It is “like a bellows…empty, but
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gives a supply that never fails; when it is in motion, it never stops producing” (section 5 of
Dao De Jing, quoted in Kaltenmark 43). The Void is understood as “the absence of
perceptible qualities that characterizes the Dao,” whereby a Daoist who fully inhabits the
Void is one who is “purified of all passion and desire” and animated by “the vital spirits”
from Heaven and Earth (Kaltenmark 43).
There exists a degree of parallel between the Void and Lacan’s notion of a subject’s
“lack-in-being,” a moment of division represented by the phallus, which “reenacts the
fundamental splitting of subjectivity” by “breaking the imaginary dyad” (Lacan, Mitchell et
al. 40). As Juliet Mitchell reminds us, Lacan’s human subject is “a being that can only
conceptualise itself when it is mirrored back to itself from the position of another’s desire”
(5). This “primordial splitting” is witnessed by the interchangeable subject and object
positions in the unconscious and “the necessary divisions that language imposes on humans”
(Lacan, Mitchell et al. 5).
Mitchell’s succinct summary, once put in the context of Lacan’s module of child
development, helps render the intricate relations between the symbolic, the imagery, and the
real more comprehensible. As Lacan’s theory states, the symbolic is the order of language
that pre-exists the birth of a subject (also termed “the Other”). The new-born child from zero
to six months of age experiences the world as primordial mix, one that is forever elusive of
representation. At this stage, the child is the closest to the Real. From six to eighteen months
of age, the child undergoes “the mirror stage” whereby he/she (mis)recognizes his/her
perceived (visual or sensual) wholeness as the object of his/her mother’s love. The ideal
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image of the self becomes the cause of the child’s desire, a desire that can never be fulfilled,
hence the inauguration of the child’s “lack-in-being.” It is at the age of eighteen months to
four that the child enters the symbolic by acquiring language, at which time the law of the
father as a third term comes to break up the dyad of the mother-child relationship. It is also in
this stage that sexual difference is constituted through a division introduced by the castration
complex: the threat of castration from the father keeps the boy from desiring his mother, and
the perception of “being deprived” makes the girl furious with her phallus-less mother and
move on to desire her father who seems to possess what she desires – the phallus.4
As Madan Sarup emphasizes in his study of Lacan, “The phallus is the privileged
signifier of lack marking castration,” which “signifies sexual difference by splitting human
beings” into “sexed partial beings”: (94-99). It “stands for the moment of rupture,” a point at
which the child is forbidden “the satisfaction of his or her own desire” by way of the father’s
law (106). As Lacan maintains, as a child enter into the symbolic division defined in relation
to the phallus, “Any speaking being whatever is inscribed on one side or the other” (150).
However, neither man nor women has the phallus as such - man struggles and declares to be
the phallus, while woman desires and claims to have one. While man’s body lends itself to
represent the phallus through the possession of a penis, woman’s body does not provide such
invitation, rendering masquerade necessary to veil her non-possession of the phallus.5 As
Mitchell rephrases Lacan’s argument, “Sexual difference can only be the consequence of a
division; without this division it would cease to exist. But it must exist because no human
being can become a subject outside the division into two sexes” (Lacan, Mitchell et al. 6).
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Comparing the Lacanian module and Laozi’s delineation of the birth of the universe,
there exists indeed a level of convergence, although a sense of divergence seems to be more
significant. While the “primordial absence” (of the phallus) in Lacan is the cause of desire in
both sexes, the “absolute void” in Laozi produces energy between Heaven and Earth through
its endless motion: “The more it works the more comes out” (Lau’s translation of section 5).
While Lacan points to the impossibility to satisfy desire in the alienating symbolic of
language, Lao Zi believes that the ideal daoist subject is able to remain within the Void, to
embrace the unseen absence, and to escape the confines of the symbolic (language) by
absorbing vital energy forces (qi) - “Much speech leads inevitably to silence; Better to hold
fast to the void” (Lau’s translation of section 5).
To clarify this distinction in the two seemingly analogical process, a somewhat
“crude” juxtaposition, albeit limiting in its representation, may yield some helpful insights for
comparison:
Lacan

Lao Zi

Aristotle’s unmoved mover

Dao (the ineffable origin)

The phallus (the privileged signifier)

One (the named Dao, the mother of all things)

The split subject (lack-in-being, the Imaginary) Two (Void between Heaven and Earth)
Division of sexual difference (the Symbolic) Yin and Yang
The impossible Real (the unconscious)

Three (Blending of Yin-Yang forces/qi)

* The arrows do not represent a break, nor do they necessarily suggest a pre-determined sequential order. They
are meant to show the similar structural continuum in Lacan’s psychoanalytical framework and Laozi’s
explication of the Dao.

If we understand the unmoved mover as the equivalent of the Dao, at level One, the
phallus takes the position of the privileged signifier, which runs parallel to the One in Laozi -
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the M(O)ther of all things. At level Two, the subject’s lack-in-being is comparable to the
Void between the dyad of Heaven and Earth, Yin and Yang and at level Three, both Lacan
and Laozi suggest a sense of return, or reunion. For Lacan, the Real is “the moment of
impossibility onto which both (the symbolic and the imaginary) are grafted, the point of that
moment’s endless return” (Lacan, Mitchell et al. 31). For Laozi, the life-generating forces
result from the blending union of the yin qi and the yang qi, the movement of which is
produced in the unseen Void between the two poles. Acknowledging desire as a residue from
a primordial absence that can never be satisfied, Lacan insists that “psychoanalysis should not
try to produce ‘male’ and ‘female’ as complementary entities, sure of each other and of their
own identity, but should expose the fantasy on which this notion rests” (33). Laozi, on the
other hand, believes that the dynamic alternation between yin and yang forces is the source of
energy for the shen ren, the ideal Sage, who could manage to embrace the Void and become
freed of all passions.
As Kaltenmark clarifies, the ideal Daosit subject conforms to “the rhythm of the
universe”; he does not merely “witness the return of all creatures to their origin,” but
“precedes them to that origin” (46). The alternation of the yin and the yang is “a going away
and a coming back”: at its climax, the yin fades, giving rise to the yang, and vice versa, thus
the cycle continues. What persists is the movement, the rhythm, the change. The subject can
return to the One, the mother, the origin, if he/she is able to cope with the Void by following
the rhythmic change.
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One may argue that this vision of the Sage is too ideal for the ordinary human being
to live up to; he/she will remain confined in his/her lack of being, the impossibility of desire
satisfaction. Perhaps the Taiji diagram, the standard form of which refined by the Daoist
Monk Chen Tuan（ca. 906 ～989）contains more useful hints for a vision (Robinet and
Brooks 221).6 Visually, at the center of the Taiji diagram is a circular figure composed by a
black segment and a white segment, respectively named the yin fish and the yang fish. (See
Appendix 1). Within the field of each fish, there is a fish “eye” with the opposite color from
their “body.” The two fish together form a dynamic embrace, vividly evoking the yin-yang
rhythm and alternation.
In some versions of the diagram, the yin-yang fish are surrounded by eight trigrams,
any two of which can be combined into a hexagram, resulting in a total of sixty-four
variations, revealing the notion of “change” as in Yi Jing (The Book of Change). In his
summary of previous studies on the Taiji diagram, Ming Dong Gu suggests that, in the
tradition of using diagrams to illustrate Yi Jing, the Taiji diagram is a graphic representation
of the metaphysical principle “Taiji” (the Great Ultimate), which, according to scholars such
as Yang Xiong from Han dynasty and Zhang Dainian from modern China, is largely
comparable to the Dao in Laozi’s sense of the term (Gu, “Taiji,” 196).
In a semiotic reading of the Taiji diagram, Gu ventures to decipher the Dao as “a
humanly constructed sign” that is meant to “to grasp the problematic relationship between
thought and language, signification and representation (Gu, “Universal One,” 103). For him,
the circular figure embracing the yin-yang fish is comparable to Lacan’s re-appropriation of
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the Saussurean linguistic system of signification, whereby the yang fish stands for the
signifier and the yin fish, the signified (99). The curved line separating the two fish figures,
much like Lacan’s valorization of the line between the signifier and the signified, “conveys
the idea that the black and white portions embrace and intertwine with each other, and are
thereby endowed with the potential to change into each other” (Gu 99). While Lacan suggests
that the relation between the signifier and the signified is highly unstable, the dynamic
embrace between the yin-yang fish is similarly characterized by “constant, reciprocal rotation
and mutation” (99). Gu then claims that “the yin and yang opposition in the Taiji diagram
coincides with Lacan’s reconception of the sign as a structural opposition between the
conscious signifier and the unconscious signified” (99).
Gu goes on to demonstrate that the two fish eyes enclosed by their respective fields
can be read as the unconscious element in the conscious, and vice versa, representing the
potential of mutual transformation between the two (100). More significantly, he points out
that the eyes are not necessarily solid circles but possibly “two miniature Taiji diagrams, each
of which contains the graphic opposition between yin and yang” (100). Gu offers two
interpretations regarding this endless, regressive miniaturization: First, it may be seen as a
process of displacement, whereby “libido, desire, or mental energy are displaced from one
object to another” (100); Second, it resembles Lacan’s conception of the signifying chain –
“as yang reaches the position of yin and passes its counterpart, it turns into another yang, and
the mutual exchange starts all over again, and so on to infinity” (100).
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Gu’s project is less of an application of yin-yang fish dynamics in illuminating gender
and sexuality than a search for structural common ground between the sign system of the
Taiji diagram and Lacan’s re-reading of Freud under Saussure’s linguistic model. Although
Gu stresses the mutual transformation and exchange between the yin-yang fish and the
infinite signification made possible by the miniaturizing fish eyes, the mechanic mapping
between the two sign systems appears to fixate and perpetuate the dichotomy rather than
explicate the dynamics between the yin-yang polarities.
Nonetheless, Gu’s endeavor in linking the Taiji/Dao with Lacan’s signifying chain
prompts us to explore further the fluid momentum imbedded in the yin-yang visualization in
the Taiji diagram. Reading the diagram in relation to the division that engenders sexual
difference in Lacan may be the key to understanding the yin-yang implication for gender and
sexual difference. Perhaps two interconnected aspects of this momentum deserve particular
examination: one is the continuum and exchange between, rather than a distinct binary of the
yin-yang polarity, the other is the understanding of the yin-yang manifestation in its flows
rather than its steadiness, in its multiplicity rather than its uniformity.
In Maja Milcinski’s reading of the Taiji diagram, the fish eyes “mean that neither of
the two forces is entirely masculine or feminine, but rather, that either of them contain the
seed of the opposite element” (4). They “signify that at the climax of their development, both
yin and yang already contain, within themselves, the seed of their polarity, and afterwards,
begin to transform into their opposite” (Milcinski 4). For Milcinski, the diagram illustrates a
process in which “two complementary notions can retain their respective individuality and
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not melt into a…homogeneous mixture” (4). The “correlative dialectics” implied herein allow,
or even demand “that each idea has a counter pole” and each pole can be formulated into “an
embrace with its opposite, without causing either element’s uniqueness to diminish as a result
of this union” (Milcinski 6).
Milcinski’s reading points to the continuity that lies in the yin-yang alteration, which
is grounded in a view of yin-yang in their alternating rhythm rather than in their solidity. This
interpretation echoes Kaltenmark’s remark on Dao De Jing’s chapter 42, which illuminates
the “blending of yin-yang forces” in terms of the tempo, the measurement of the changes in
the universe. James Miller, in his introduction to Daoism, straightforwardly utilizes the
movement as manifested in the Taiji diagram to illustrate the basic yin-yang dynamics in
Dao De Jing: moving anti-clockwise from the top, the white segment representing yang
“increases in strength until it reaches its maximum point” at the bottom of the circle; it is at
this point that “the power of yin begins to increase until it too attains its maximum at the top
of the circle” (Miller 44). Miller’s explanation re-captures the constant transformation and
mutual complementarity of opposites in Milcinski and Gu’s interpretation of the Taiji
diagram, as well as Kaltenmark’s analysis of Laozi’s text.
An important message in the continuum of yin-yang transformations is the perception
of them as mobile and fluid forces rather than stationary and motionless entities. To
illuminate this nuanced difference, Contemporary Chinese philosopher Zhang Dainian has
summarized two primary interpretations of yin and yang: one views yin-yang through the
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“vital energy” of qi, namely yin qi and yang qi, and the other treats them as the “substance”
or xingzhi that characterizes different matters, known as yin xing and yang xing (Wang 211).
Under the qi interpretation, yin qi and yang qi are two mutually constituting energy
flows in the formation of the primordial universe (as in Laozi). Together they “cause things
through a process and movement” and are beyond empirical understanding. Therefore, they
resist “any dualistic formulation of yin and yang, as if the one could be abstracted from the
other, regarded as superior, or be deemed metaphysically separated and distinct” (Wang 211).
Under the substance interpretation, everything in the universe is identified as either yin xing
or yang xing, as in the moon (yin) and the sun (yang) (Wang 211-212). This transition from
“dynamic to static” tends to subject the paired notion to empirically classifiable particulars
and eventually work to foster “dualistic and hierarchical categories” (Wang 212).
If these two understandings of the yin-yang concept are each situated on two poles, a
new spectrum seems to emerge between them, with fluid energy on the one end, and solid
matter on the other. While the “matter” end strikes a parallel to Lacan’s insistence on the
division of sexuality based on the signifier of the phallus, the “energy” end links directly to
Irigaray’s effort in arguing for an alternative female imaginary characterized by plurality and
flows. Seen as a spectrum, there certainly exists a shared conceptual ground between Lacan
and Irigaray, even though the convergence immediately points to further divergence.
As Mitchell puts it, “The selection of the phallus as the mark around which
subjectivity and sexuality are constructed reveals, precisely, that they are constructed, in a
division which is both arbitrary and alienating” (Lacan, Mitchell et al. 7). The emphasis on
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the “constructedness” of subjectivity and sexuality implies that even though all human beings
are subjugated to the castration complex, which creates desire and sexual desire through
solidifying the awareness of lack, the result of this division remains to be particularized in
different cultures and societies. Once the subject goes through the symbolic division of the
two doors labeled “man” and “woman,” what the phallus is signifying depends on the cultural
construction in specific milieus. In this sense, Lacan’s re-reading of Freud has opened up
possibility for probing into the various cultural constructions that may come to dominate the
social hierarchy of gender.
Lacan’s view on language, according to Jacqueline Rose, at once points “toward the
fixing of meaning itself” and “away from that very fixing to the point of its constant
slippage” (Lacan, Mitchell et al. 43). Lacan’s insistence on the interrogation of the signifier
“One” helps to demystify the way in which “the status of the phallus in human sexuality
enjoins on the woman a definition” that confines her in both “symptom and myth” (57). By
doing so, “Lacan was implicated in the phallocentrism he described, just as his own utterance
constantly rejoins the mastery which he sought to undermine” (Lacan, Mitchell et al. 56). In
other words, Lacan has fallen largely on “the fixing” side of the workings of his language,
leaving the “unfixing” end open for re-appropriation, which invites such feminist thoughts as
that of Luce Irigaray.
To be sure, Irigaray’s move from the phallus-dominant symbolic to the articulation of
an alternative language takes place precisely in the slippage and gap within Lacan’s discourse.
Just as the signified of the phallus is historically and culturally constructed, Irigaray argues
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that the phallus is also a sign of patriarchal attachment to Oneness as imbedded in the
Western philosophical tradition. In resistance to this language based on “the One,” Irigaray
rejects the “authority of paternal law altogether” and proposes “a new ‘fluid’ language, free
from phallic logic, a m(other) tongue, characterized by openness rather than closure” (132).
Her contention primarily lies in the female body, as site full of “the rhythms and sensations of
femininity,” which demands heterogeneity rather than oneness in speaking and in mode of
sexuality (Sarup 134-135). She insists that “the sexually specific body must be theorized, that
a subject position for the specifically sexed female body must be articulated with a symbolic
order which recognizes sexual difference” (Oseen 1997).
Irigaray’s profound interest in women’s relationship to language leads her to produce
rhetorically subversive text, such as her mimicry of Freud’s “Femininity” in Speculum of the
Other Woman. By disrupting the language of the Lacanian symbolic, she seeks to challenge
the phallocentric “One sex” economy to which woman remains “an outsider,” with no
currency of her own. For example, she states that the little girl “functions as a hole…in the
elaboration of imaginary and symbolic processes”; this “fault…inevitably affords woman too
few figurations, images, or representations by which to represent herself” (71). Even though
“the master signifier” is still “imposed upon her,” she “does not have access to a signifying
economy, to the coining of signifiers,” and is hence relegated to the limbo of eternal
deficiency (Irigaray 71).
Irigaray argues that when woman submits to a theory of the subject that is already
“appropriated by the masculine,” she is in fact “renouncing the specificity of her own
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relationship to the imaginary” (Speculum 133). To overturn this dominant regime and achieve
non-hierarchical equality, a second imaginary other than the phallus - a female symbolic, is of
absolute necessity. This imaginary is bound to be marked by plurality, since woman’s
pleasure, like her sex organs, can be found “more or less everywhere” on her body (Irigaray
This Sex Which is Not One 28). The “re-discovering” of a woman’s self “could only signify
the possibility of sacrificing no one of her pleasures to another, of identifying herself with
none of them in particular” (Irigaray 30).
In the essay When Our Lips Speak Together, Irigaray’s prose carries the fluidity and
multiplicity of the alternative female symbolic to its best: ““It is our good fortune that your
language isn’t formed of a single thread, a single strand or pattern. It comes from everywhere
at once. You touch me all over at the same time. In all senses…We are not lacks, voids
awaiting sustenance, plenitude, fulfillment from the other. By our lips, we are women…”
(209). “Everything is worth exchanging, nothing is privileged, nothing is refused” (213).
“Keep on going, without getting out of breath. Your body is not the same today as yesterday.
Your body remembers. There’s no need for you to remember…you remain in flux, never
congealing or solidifying. What will make that current flow into words? It is multiple, devoid
of causes, meanings, simple qualities…these movements cannot be described as the passage
from a beginning to an end…(as) this body (is) without fixed boundaries” (215).
Several imageries have surfaced in Irigaray’s accounts, which bring her
experimentation of the female symbolic to a representational plane comparable to that of the
Daoist yin-yang dynamics. Whereas the language and visualization in Dao De Jing and the
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Taiji diagram may provide powerful signifiers in Irigaray’s alternative symbolic, the yin-yang
concepts also introduce a challenge for Irigaray’s insistence on Two, as if it is completely
distinguishable from One.
A first image is the particular bodily manifestations vis-à-vis a general language. For
Irigaray, the feminine body has multiple particularities that cannot possibly be captured in the
language of oneness. In contrast, the image of “myriad creatures carrying the yin and
embracing the yang” in Dao De Jing conveys a fundamental idea that “the real, one and
multiple, is no other than a life principle, which is sometimes concentrated in a single point
and sometimes dispersed among the infinite variety of beings, where it divides into a variety
of particular life functions” (Kaltenmark 42). As Karyn Lai points out in her study of Laozi,
the relation between the Dao and the De (the naming of the two volumes that make up the
text) can be understood as the total spontaneity versus the individual enactment of that
spontaneity (144-145). They are mutually complementary, yet independent, distinct, and
nonreducible to each other, but they are not mutually exclusive, nor are they static (Lai 145).
This analysis points to the possibility of uniting multiplicities in the language that begins with
and remains in the One, the named Dao, without losing sight of the particular manifestations
that derive from that One.
A second imagery is the constant change inherent in femininity - “your body is not the
same today as yesterday”. If the yin-yang concepts are understood in alternation and mutual
transformation, they become precisely the “basic metaphysical inquiry of bian (change,
process)” – their position and function are interchangeable and “their relationship is situated
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in constant flux” (Wang 212). The change imbedded in yin-yang is also retrievable in the
visualization of the Taiji diagram: the yin fish and the yang fish are situated in nonhierarchical positions while being united in a circle. The rotation of the circle shifts the yinyang positions but creates suppressions of neither. The fish eyes, either seen as miniature yinyang fish or solid holes, represent the mutual containment in one of the other as well as the
potential for mutually transformative power.
As previously mentioned, yin-yang can be subdivided into wuxing, the five
continuous phases of lesser yang, greater yang, yin-yang, lesser yin, and greater yin, each
symbolized by a material object (Kohn 44). The treatments based on interactions between
these phases are commonly practiced in traditional Chinese medicine. The yin-yang imagery
is depicted as One continuum, not unlike the mobius stripe that connects the inside with the
outside without breaks and ruptures. Again, this inclusive One is able to contain the nuances
and specificities of bodily differences.
A third image is the unbounded realm of possibilities, fluid and freed from the
language of the One. “The human being is made of matter but also of breath. Thanks to a
mastery of breath, a surplus of life can be brought to the body, modifying its metabolism, its
nature, its inertia” (Irigaray, Between East and West, ix). By distinguishing matter from
breath, Irigaray in this later work has come to a similar interpretation of sexual relations not
unlike that of the yin-yang interpretation by Zhang Dainian, one that distinguishes yin-yang’s
qi definition from their “matter” solidification. Concentrating on the imperceptible flow of qi
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immediately disrupts the reliance on tangible objects and is a conceptual strategy shared by
Irigaray and Laozi alike.
In Dao De Jing, numerous passages praise water as the “highest good” for its fluidity,
elusiveness, and flexibility - “Because water excels in benefiting the myriad creatures without
contending with them; It settles where none would like to be, it comes close to the Dao”
(Chapter 8, Lau’s translation). “Nothing under heaven is softer or more yielding than water,
but when it attacks things hard and resistant there is not one of them that can prevail, for they
can find no way of altering it (Chapter 78, Lau’s translation). For Karyn Lai, these are
instances of Lao Zi’s caution, if not subversive move, toward naturalized attitudes and values
that were “expressed in and acquired through the use of language” (135). As Chad Hansen
puts it, Dao De Jing is not just “a metaphysical mysticism, a theory of language and reality
that is content to relegate the vague or unexplained to the mystical. Instead, (it is) an
expression of skepticism regarding conventional norms” (paraphrased in Lai 134).
Recalling that in Lacan, phallus is the signifier situated in a primary “discursive
position,” one that “constitutes women in terms of lack and men in terms of the threat of
lack”(Segal 65). Irigaray, in her attempt to develop a non-phallus-based discourse, makes use
of the breath, whose invisible, imperceptible quality allows a fluidity of language to erupt the
static dominance of the masculine symbolic. Clearly, Irigaray’s challenge of the symbolic
order does not aim to overturn the existing system. Rather, she sees points of resistance as
hiding in the gaps and slippages of the phallocentric discourse, awaiting the fluid flow of
“water” to disrupt its seemingly integral structure.
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Certainly, Irigaray’s project has its limit, as it remains constantly imposed by “the
timeless Symbolic” within which she seeks the female alternative. In this sense, her vision of
the Two has no other way to reveal itself than seeping through the breaks within the dominant
structure of language. This is the point where the yin-yang model of continuity,
transformativity, and fluidity tend to provide a most inspirational alternative. On the one hand,
the notion of yin-yang remains a manifestation of the Dao, which is named by Laozi as the
One, only to be immediately denaturalized as constructed normality of language. On the other
hand, it points to a union of the One and the All, whereby multiplicity is captured in the
flowing continuum of change. After all, the qi of yin-yang renders the distinction between
One and Two nearly unnecessary – like the Taiji diagram, the signifiers of the yin fish and
the yang fish are at once One, or Two, or infinite manifestations hidden within the fish eyes.
In the shared continuity as well as explicit divergence in Laozi, Lacan, and Irigaray’s
work lies their commitment to demystify the seemingly “unknown” through re-interpretations
of the seemingly “known,” be it sexual difference, unconsciousness, the way of the universe,
or gender inequality. To “dao” and “un-dao” the Dao creatively and critically demands
immense courage and incisiveness to challenge the historically constructed signs, norms and
values. Yet if we were to envision an ultimate harmony in the universe through the blending
of the generative forces of yin and yang, it is perhaps an enterprise worth striving for.
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Notes:

1

Shijing is an anthology of 311 songs, poems and hymns dating from the Zhou Dynasty (1027-771 BC)

to the Spring & Autumn Period (770-476 BC). (Source: http://etext.virginia.edu/chinese/shijing/shijing2.htm).
In contemporary Chinese, the character “yin” (阴) contains the “moon” component (月) and “yang” (阳)
contains the “sun” (日).
2

All translations (except a few minor adaptation are retrieved from The Way and Its Power – Dao De

Jing, available at http://www.afpc.asso.fr/wengu/wg/wengu.php?l=Daodejing&no=1
3

Dao De Jing is also known as Laozi: the two are different names for the same text Although it is

commonly believed that it was written by a person, it has also been regarded as collective work by Laozi and his
followers.
4

Source: Introduction to Jacques Lacan, Module on Psychosexual Development, avalable at

http://www.cla.purdue.edu/english/theory/psychoanalysis/lacandevelop.html
5

Summarized from class notes (Professor Debra Bergoffen), Feb 14, 2006.

6

A number of variations still exist and the messages revealed in these diagrams are constantly subject to

debate, re-interpretation, and appropriation, both in academic scholarship and in popular culture.
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Appendix 1: The Taiji Diagram (Gu 195)
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Abstract
This paper bases on the Foucauldian power and technology of self to examine the
fluidity of power and the aesthetic of existence of the heroine, Brett Ashley, of Earnest
Hemingway’s superb novel The Sun Also Rises. While the war smashes moral
system of human world, mankind lives in the universe with wrecked value. Brett
Ashley, owing to her strong, largely independent personality and charisma, is once
tagged with “bitch” or as “Circe” or with positive view, as a “new woman”. Her
lingering among her lovers makes her break the “normalization” in conventional
masculine society. She exercises her womanly power over those men and makes
herself not a docile body normalized by manly world.
However, power cannot be
possessed, in Foucauldian language. While a woman is in love, the Victorian spirits
gradually haunt her body; while woman’s is haunting, man tends to exercise his
patriarchy power to reconstruct his woman. This paper intends to discuss the
Foucauldian power goes between man and woman and study the new woman’s
technique of self while facing the patriarchy power of reconstructing the Victorian
woman in a new woman’s body.

Keywords: Foucauldian power, technology, aesthetic of existence, technique of self,
normalization, Victorian woman
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1
Introduction
The Sun Also Rises, one of Hemingway’s early novels, is often interpreted as a
picture of lives of the post-war people, riddle with aimless, anomie and nihility.
While the First World War crumbles everything, morality and social value that used to
keep the human society functional was also out of order. As the result, in many a
critic’s eyes, Brett Ashley, is considered as a purely “destructive force1” and living as
an “eccentric”2 or a “non-womanly” woman.

After being seen as "an exclusively

destructive force" (238), by Edmund Wilson, Lady Ashley cannot get rid of this tag
and Wilson’s perception, for the most part, remained unchallenged for decades”3.
Following Wilson’s lead, according to Lorie Watkins Fulton, critics, including Roger
Whitlow, Lesile Fiedler, John Aldridge and Mimi Gladstein, quickly labeled Brett as a
“Bret-the-bitch”, “demi-bitch”, “compulsive bitch” and “bitch-goddess”.

“And

those who shy away from the actual term ‘bitch’ tend to delineate Brett in other
destructive ways”, mentions Lorie. Negative name seems to sticks to this woman.
In Sibble’s words, “such critical abuse is understandable while we realize that Brett is
considered part of that long American tradition of dark-hair, bad woman.

She must

be termed ‘promiscuous’ and a ‘nymphomaniac’ if her sexual behavior is to be
explained at all.”
girls don’t do it”.

Sibble points out the mainspring of such a tradition; that is-- “nice
Nice girls equal to “normalized” girls.

Since Brett breaks the

“normalization”, she is abnormal; she is evil because nice girls don’t do so; therefore,
she is a bitch or Circe-like witch. Like the witch Circe, who dominates Odysseus

1

Sibbie O’Sullivan once mentions the term, “non-woman” and “destructive force” in his essay, “Love
and Friendship/ Man and Woman in The Sun Also Rises”.
2
The concierge working in the hotel where Jake stays uses the term “eccentric” to describe Brett
Ashley in p. 59.
3
said Lorie Watkins Fulton in “Reading Around Jake's Narration: Brett Ashley and The Sun Also
Rises”
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with magical power, Brett bewitches the men around her with her beautiful outlook
and personal charm.

As a result, whatever Brett requests is always carried out.

No

wonder why Richard Fantina, in the essay, “Hemingway’s Masochism, Sodomy, and
the Dominant Woman” says that “the ideal Hemingway woman, revealed as early as
The Sun Also Rises, demonstrates power and a will to dominate4. General speaking,
“…after World War I, the female role was undergoing a transformation in the popular
consciousness from passive, private creature to avid individualist in pursuit of new
experiences.5” in “Brett Ashley as New Woman in The Sun Also Rises”, declares
Wendy Martin.

In O’Sullivan’s words, “Hemingway seems to take for granted that

Brett is a sexually active woman.

And though he did not consciously set out to

create the New Woman, Hemingway’s Brett is fine example of one.6” Brett Ashley,
owing to her beauty, charisma, and independent personality, can be considered as a
“new woman”. She breaks the “normalization” of conventional female image via
hanging around manly environment and lingering among her lover, fiancé, and
pursuers. However, Brett is not merely a new woman who breaks the destiny of
conventional Victorian woman.

The Victorian spirit at the same time inhabits or

haunts the inner being of this woman— weak and feeble image asking for man’s help
in her private talk7 with Jake Barnet. In addition, her motherly characteristics while
taking care of the wounded Jake and Romero expose her angelic inner; somehow, this
angelic inner seems not to be too virtuous.

This woman seems to be composed by

lots of fragmental element: charming and self-independent new woman,
nymphomaniac, Victorian spirit, motherly and angelic inner, etc.

4

See p. 84 Richard Fantina’s “Hemingway’s Masochism, Sodomy, and the Dominant Woman” in
Hemingway Review.
5
See p. 67. Wendy Martin’s “Brett Ashley as New Woman” in New Essays on The Sun Also Rises.
6
See p. 62. Sibbie O’Sullivan’s “Love and Friendship/ Man and Woman in The Sun Also Rises”
7
See p.67-68. Sibbie mentions a pattern of public/private behavior that shapes Brett’s and Jake’s
relationship in “Love and Friendship/ Man and Woman in The Sun Also Rises”
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The following part of this paper attempts to discuss how this new woman
exercises power via her beauty, and at the same time seeing how the power at first
coexists with the Victorian spirit inhabiting or haunting the inner being of this lady
but somehow vanishes while the Victorian spirits occupies the lady completely.
While Brett decides to say good-bye to Jake and lives happily with her beloved, she
somehow returns to the Victorian woman’s household.

Once returning to the

household, living with her lover, the patriarchy authority evolves gradually: the man
is re-constructing the “woman-like” but not “Circe-like” image for his partner.
While the woman returns to the family, the womanly power seems to disappear. It is
the man’s power that replaces the woman’s in the family.

“Where there is power,

there is resistance,” mentions Foucault in his History of Sexuality. The way Brett
resists against the patriarchy reconstruction and survives will be exposed in the
following discussion.
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2
Beauty Brings Power
Since the war has decayed the social value and morality of the society, the
power structure between genders cannot be kept as usual. Also, as Martin says,
women are transforming.

Women in the postwar world are no longer docile bodies

normalized by patriarchy society; further, they “exercise” their power to “control” the
patriarchy. In words of Michel Foucault, “Power is not something that is acquired
[or] seized, … power is exercised from innumerable points, in the interplay of
nonegalitarian and mobile relations.”8 Since power cannot be possessed but exercised,
Brett’s woman-power is exercised via her charisma as well as her beautiful look.
Her attractive outlook captures Robert Cohn completely.

“He calls her Circe9”.

Owing to her “damned good-looking10”, while meeting Brett for the first time, Cohn
gazes at her with ‘eager, deserving expectation11’ as if he ‘saw the promised land12’.
In Foucauldian notion of panopticism, “visibility is a trap13”. Via visibility,
Bentham’s Panopticon works with the power of discipline. The gaze from the
central tower tells the authority is watching; no matter the watching exists or not.
However, the visibility does not work in Brett’s body.

Unlike the Victorian women,

who were controlled by the gaze of patriarchy society, Brett “conquers” the gaze of
the public. Count Mippipopolous, Bill Gorton, or even the women who work in the
wine shop in Pamplona are all stunned and gaze at her beauty. Behind their gaze,
there is no authority that tells Brett to follow the discipline or the punishment comes,
but admiration only. It is the admiration from the gaze of others that brings her
8

See p. 94. Michel Foucault’s The History of Sexuality Vol. I: An Introduction.
See p. 148 Ernest Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises (Scribner:2003)
10
According to the narrator Jake, “Brett was damned good-looking”. See p. 29 Ernest Hemingway’s
The Sun Also Rises (Scribner:2003)
11
See p. 29 as above.
12
See p. 29 as above.
13
See p. 200 Michel Foucault’s Discipline and Punishment
9
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power to exercise.
Beauty’s wishes can always be fulfilled.

The way she treats the Count

Mippipopolous while he accompanies her to visit Jake also tells readers how this
woman exercises her womanly power via beauty.
Jake solo, sends the court away.

Brett, in order to get along with

Her conversation with Jake exposes her confidence

of exercising her womanly power:
“Do you want me to send him away?”
“No, He’s nice.”
“I’ll send him away.”
“No, don’t”.
“Yes, I’ll send him away.”
“You can’t just like that.”
“Can’t I, though? You stay here.

He’s made about me, I tell you.”

Then, Brett sends him to the other side of the town to buy champagne for her.
In addition, in her relationship with Jake Barnet, Brett has control14, too. To
turn down Cohn’s twice asking for dance, Brett arranges a dance and a date at
Montamartre with Jake Barnet15.

While Brett is getting along with Jake, what Jake

does is usually because Brett says so. Certainly, Jake is clear about his affection
towards this lady.

Owing to his castration, he cannot fulfill his own desire towards

her and hers towards him.

Still he longs for her. “Couldn’t we live together, Brett?

Couldn’t we just live together?”/ “I don’t think so.” He requests her to live with him;
however, she refuses him time after time. Even though she has turned Jake down for
several times, Jake Barnes still follows her words, her wishes and does whatever she
requests even though it is unreasonable.

14
15

In other words, she is good at using men’s

See p. 67 in Sibbie O’Sullivan’s “Love and Friendship/ Man and Woman in The Sun Also Rises”
See p. 30 Ernest Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rise s (Scribner:2003)
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love towards her to exercise her womanly power.

While Brett asks him to

introduce her to a young and charming bullfighter whom she admires, Jake, in spite of
his deep love towards this woman, still fulfills her wish and leads her to her following
love affair.
Brett is not merely fond of exercising her power, she also enjoys the “master /
slave dynamic”16 in her romances.

According to Nina Schwartz, “Brett’s romantic

history suggests that her desire has always depended upon a master/slave dynamic….
All her lovers, though, are too easily mastered, too easily made dependent upon
her….”

However, the relation she longs for is not like so. She does not want a

dead relation but a dynamic one in which the love can keep her pursuing actively all
the time as if there is no actual destination.

“Only Jake, her current ‘own true

lover’ remains an appropriate object of desire since he allows the maintenance of their
dialectic: She must continue to want him because he can never be
possessed…,”mentioned Nina Schwartz.
Since the destination of a love affair is always marriage, then love goes off or
goes to tomb. As Giacomo Casanova said, “Marriage is the tomb of love”.

That is

why the previous marriages Brett has experienced end up with divorce.

16

This term is mentioned by Nina Schwartz in “Lovers’ Discourse in The Sun Also Rises: A Cock and
Bull Story”.
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3
Haunted by Victorian Spirit
As an independent woman, who breaks social and moral norm, Brett cannot
completely “independent”.
body.

Some slight trace of Victorian women can be seen in her

Even though “she is no longer confined to the claustrophobic patriarchal

house” and “has gained a measure of freedom in leaving the traditional household”,
“she is still very much dependent on man, who provide an arena in which she can be
attractive and socially active as well as financially secure.17” Her beauty though
brings her power to dominate men to do whatever she requests; her reliance on men at
the same time is the main source of her power.
on man coexist.

Her womanly power and reliance

According to Wendy Martin, “Brett’s lack of financial and

psychological independence is clearly stated in the opening paragraph of the novel;
Hemingway observes that Brett has a ‘grand vitality’ but she ‘has never been very
good at being alone18’”. In Jake’s words, “She [Brett] can’t go anywhere alone19”.
That’s why even thought she is not fond of Robert Cohn, still goes out with him, for
what she need is merely a company who can get out of town with her.
Moreover, her relation with Jake Barnet also tells the private and inner self of
Lady Ashley.

Unlike her usual image facing to the public, always wrinkling the

corners of her eyes with a sweet and confident smile, she exposes her weak and feeble
self while having their private talk with Jake. What we see is no longer the bright
and independent new woman but merely voice from a weak and feeble woman, asking
or begging for love and compassion.

Her murmur exposes her inner Victorian self:

“Oh, darling, I’ve been so miserable20”.

17
18
19
20

See p. 71 in Wendy Martin’s “Brett Ashley as New Woman” of New Essays on The Sun Also Rises.
See p. 71 as above
See p. 107 in Ernest Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rise s (Scribner:2003)
See p. 32 in Ernest Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rise s (Scribner:2003)
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At the end of this novel, Brett asking for help from Jake, it not only exposes
her feminine power of request, but also tells how much she needs a man to be with her
to overcome the sense of loneliness. As mentioned above, she cannot be alone.

It

is the men who adore and surround her make her beauty and it is the beauty that
brings her power to be charming and independent.

Once losing the admirer, being

alone and staying in the hotel room, in Jake’s description, “she was trembling..., she
felt very small” while he holds her in his arms.
In addition, even though being described as a “destructive force” by Edmund
Wilson, Brett still has somehow motherly quality.
has the nature of looking after others.

Since she used to be a nurse, Bret

Her relationship with Jake began when she

was a nurse in the English hospital and Jake was there due to the injury. Also,
Michel, her fiancé, is someone she “nursed”. While she is taking care of the
wounded Romero, Michel tells that “she loves looking after people”.

As a woman

who has fatal attraction and is quite dangerous to man, Brett “reflexively lapses into
the role of redemptive woman by trying to save men through her sexuality21.”

Her

taking care of Romero turns to be hints for sexually healing.
In other words, there will be two reasons causing her haunted by the Victorian
spirits: one is love and the other is the fear of loneliness.

Fear of loneliness, the

weakness of Brett’s characteristics, causes her psychological insecurity while being
alone, and results in her numerous affairs.
brings her sense of security.

Having lovers around her or being loved

However, love affair leads her to the tomb, the marriage.

In the beginning of a love affair, her womanly power is as full as a balloon with air;
however, this balloon is leaking on the way of love because of the attack of the
Victorian Spirits that are lingering around the way of love and its destination,
marriage/ tomb.
21

The deeper lovers’ love is, the closer the destination of love will be.

See p. 69 in Wendy Martin’s “Brett Ashley as New Woman” of New Essays on The Sun Also Rises.
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Once Brett’s romance gets closer to the destination of love, the Victorian spirits then
start their dwelling in Brett’s being.

While being in love with Jake, she is feeble in

their private relation; while in love with Romero, she is not as active as she used to be,
for the affection gets her to sense the inner being that has already been haunted by the
Victorian spirits.

Women become passive and weak again.
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4
Where there is power, there is resistance
Having a relation with Pedro Romero gradually brings Brett back to the
Victorian household.

Romero via his requests towards his woman step by step

exercises his power as the man, the husband and the central authority in their relation.
Romero asks Brett to grow her hair long, and wants to make her more womanly in
order to be sure that she would never go away from him.

Obviously, Romero, like

the male inhabitants in Ira Levin’s novel The Stepford Wives who makes their wives
into mindless ganoids and docile housewives, is reconstructing Brett into an ideal
Stepford wife who would never resist man’s order.
In Foucault’s words, “Where there is power, there is resistance.22”

While

Romero is exercising his patriarchy authority over Brett, Brett though at first dares not
to resist, for she doesn’t know whether she could make him go and she doesn’t have a
sou to go way and to leave him23, but latter, after knowing Romero’s intention of
reconstructing and marrying her, she returns to her self, the real inner self.
further self-realization, she knows who and what she is.

With

“I’m thirty-four… I’m not

going to be one of these bitches that ruin children”, said Brett.

As a result, while

facing the authority of patriarchy power and the haunting of the Victorian spirits,
Brett’s inner being transforms again.

She tries to get rid of the haunting of the

Victorian spirits and walks out of her relation with Romero, just as Henrik Ibsen’s
Nora in A Doll’s House, who gets rid of the Victorian marriage, for she finally realizes
what sort of man her husband is.

Due to the clear self-realization, Brett knows what

she should do: she leaves Romero.
However, even though both Brett and Nora have a clear mind of their

22
23

See p. 95 in Michel Foucault’s The History of Sexuality Vol. I: An Introduction
See p. 246 in Ernest Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rise s (Scribner:2003)
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resistance to the patriarchy repression, neither of them can completely escape from
the power system.

According to Foucault, “this resistance is never in a position of

exteriority in relation to power.24

Although she has free will to think over her

condition and makes a decision for herself, it seems that the decision she makes
cannot help her escape of the net of the power structure which constructs the postwar
society. As Nora can never gets rid of the Victorian society even though she leaves
her husband, Brett cannot gets rid of the involvement with “men” though ends up the
one with Romero.

Therefore, despite Brett’s self realization resulting in her

resistance to the patriarchy repression from Romero; meanwhile, it brings her to her
previous relation with Mike or the unsolvable love dilemma with Jake.
In other words, Brett can never survive but for going back to the arm of Jake
or the relation with Mike.

Though the free will she has is limited, she at the end of

the story gets certain degree of happiness.

24

See p. 95 in Michel Foucault’s The History of Sexuality Vol. I: An Introduction
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5
Conclusion
In the postwar era, as Martin says, women are transforming from the passive,
private creature to avid individualist in pursuit of new experiences.

They leave the

claustrophobic patriarchal house and get into the public space such as bars or fields of
corrida where used to be the men’s paradise and women’s forbidden area. Brett,
though facing the gaze from the public, still lingers around those guys’ scope, for the
power behind the gaze is no longer with discipline, but admiration towards her beauty
which brings her womanly power.
However, Brett even though gets rid of the normalization towards women at
first still cannot escape the haunting of the Victorian spirits, for her power comes from
love affairs. Love affair is the source of her womanly power which helps her to
overcome her fear of loneliness; meanwhile, leads her to the Victorian household.
Unlike the Victorian women, who rely on men or marriage as the center of their world,
Brett escapes from the marriages. Nevertheless, she counts on men providing her
financial and psychological security.

Ironically, once being in love and having the

sense of security, the patriarchy repression comes to reconstruct her as a docile
housewife.

Facing such masculine domination, Brett’s decision making tells her

resistance towards the manly power. Although no matter how far she goes, she
cannot escape the net of power, the relation between man and woman.

The post war

being is not as free as the Jean-Paul Sartre believes. However, as Foucault says,
human beings can have limited free will to fulfill themselves to reach certain degree
of happiness.
Though she cannot complete escape love relations, she helps herself get rid of
a man’s control of remaking her into the docile bride.

At the end of this story, she is

in a cab with Jake, sitting close against each other. In Jake’s arm, she rests
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comfortably, she says, “Oh, Jake, we could have had such a damned good time
together.” Although that is a step returning to her previous relation, the mental state
is different. Feeling satisfied in the arms of her beloved without the haunting of
Victorian spirits and the interference of patriarchy pressure. At this moment, she
reaches the happiness she pursues.
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Abstract

This research aims to compare Korean-origin Year 6 (ages 10-12) girls’
gendered identity in two different regions. It addresses the interrelatedness
of two variables: socio-cultural effect, pre-adolescent girls’ gendered
identity and how this interrelation affects girls’ gendered identity in Korea
and Australia. The research draws on fieldwork, semi-structured interview
and observation, in Korea and metropolitan Sydney. The analysis employs
post-structuralism for explaining variability in patterns of gendered identity
among Korean-origin girls in Korea and Sydney. The discussion revolves
around three main issues: (1) girls’ dreams and gratifications manipulated
by social pressures from the culture of celebrating beauty and urging
consumption; (2) girls’ challenges towards the ‘Ms Strong’ discourse
leaving the ‘wise mother and good wife’ discourse; and (3) the implications
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“I am strong but not superwoman”:
Mandates of the Civil Rights Movement and Parameters of Black
Womanhood in Alice Walker’s Meridian (1976)”
Seongho Yoon
Sungkyunkwan University

It was Rosa Parks’s middle-class respectability and femininity that was emphasized in the
construction of her public image as “perfect symbol” in the Montgomery Bus Boycott.
What has been ignored in the use of Rosa Parks’ public image is that her activist credentials
were downplayed in favor of her middle-class respectability and femininity securely
enclosed within the confines of domesticity. The fact that the protest symbol had to meet
the standards of middle-class sensibility and behavioral qualifications demonstrates how the
civil rights struggle was inextricably connected with the normalized black domestic and
gender relationships in accordance with conventional middle-class patterns. At the center of
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this impetus for the normalized patterns is Black women’s ambivalent position between
public and private space, which foreshadows fissures within the movement.

By re-reading Alice Walker’s Meridian (1963), the core narrative of which is about three
civil right activists who worked for the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) in the deep South in the mid-1960s, I explore the ways in which the divide of
public and private spaces of Black women was deployed in the very moment the Civil
Rights Movement began to try to find its momentum in the black Nationalist agenda against
the backdrop of seamless solidarity for resistance—the ways in which Black women
continue to serve as boundary markers of different ethnic collectivities and their emergence
as full-fledged constituents continue to be jeopardized, sacrificing on the altar of race
politics during one stage whatever rights they may have achieved during another stage.
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Poetry and the Scientific Imagination: Defining Men of Science in NineteenthCentury Britain
In an interview with The Saturday Evening Post in 1929, Albert Einstein stated that
“Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination
encircles the world.”1 At the time, this bold statement drew no critical commentary and
today the quote is found regularly on T-shirts and bumper stickers. By contrast, in
September 1870, when the renowned British physicist, John Tyndall, delivered an address at
Liverpool to the British Association for the Advancement of Science titled, “Scientific Use
of the Imagination,” he met with considerable criticism from both his scientific peers and
the general public. The Times of London expressed concern, saying:
The Glory of a Natural Philosopher appears to depend less on the power of
his imagination to explore minute recesses or immeasurable space than on
the skill and patience with which, by observation and experiment, he assures
us of the certainty of these invisible operations…In a word, it seems to us
worth consideration whether that use of the imagination in Natural
philosophy of which the Professor speaks needed any encouragement at the
present day. The discoveries of science have been so astonishing, the new
worlds they have opened to us are so vast, that there is, perhaps, more
danger of our imagination being exercised too freely than of its not being
exercised sufficiently upon them.2
In case his point had not been clear enough, the anonymous Times author concluded: “We
only venture to suggest that when the British Association amuse the public with these

"What Life Means to Einstein: An Interview by George Sylvester Viereck," The Saturday Evening Post (26
October, 1929).
2 London Times, 19 September 1870; reprinted in John Tyndall, Essays on the Use and Limit of the Imagination in
Science (London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1870), 1-2.
1
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speculations they are illustrating, not the scientific use of the imagination, but the
imaginative use of science.”3 In a similar vein, the Saturday Review asked:
[I]s imagination the faculty to which are to be given the chief honours of this
conquest of a new realm of physics? This would surely be to force upon us a
new and arbitrary classification or analysis of the powers of the intellect. If
we follow Professor Tyndall himself through the masterly train of reasoning
whereby he leads us to the laws of reflection and transmission of light as the
cause of the azure of the firmament, is what we admire the leap of
imagination, or the firmly balanced and duly graduated tread of a mind
trained in the discipline of logic, and careful to plant every step on the
assured ground of fact or experience? It is simply a misnomer to apply the
name of imagination to the process or the faculty to which this onward
march into the realm of unexplored nature is really due. As well describe as a
triumph of the imagination the connected and organized plan of the great
strategist which has drawn round Paris a living cordon of 300,000 men.4
In these and other reactions to Tyndall’s address we find the general expression that the
work of science should be methodical and executed with the kind of precision displayed by
Bismark’s Prussian military when it captured Paris. Science was not to be denuded of its
authority by “amusing” and “arbitrary” imagination. My aim in this paper is to investigate
the source of these reactions against Tyndall’s address and to explore his motivations for
attaching imagination to the work of the scientist at a time when he would have good reason
to expect a critical response.
Lorraine Daston has traced this distrust in the application of imagination in science
in part to Immanuel Kant’s account of genius in The Critique of Judgment (1790) and the
Critique of Pure Reason (1781).5 Kant held originality and imagination as the defining markers
of “genius” and believed, therefore, that anything which can be taught or learned cannot be
original and thus cannot be a work of genius. In Kant’s words:

Ibid.
Saturday Review, 24 September 1870; reprinted in Tyndall, Essays on the Use and Limit of the Imagination in Science,
3.
5 Lorraine Daston, “Fear and Loathing of the Imagination in Science,” in Science in Culture, ed. Peter Galison,
Stephen R. Graubard and Everett Mendelsohn (New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, 2001), 73-95.
3
4
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So all that Newton has set forth in his immortal work on the Principles of
Natural Philosophy may well be learned, however great a mind it took to find it
all out, but we cannot learn to write in a true poetic vein, no matter how
complete all the precepts of the poetic art may be, or however excellent its
models. The reason is that all the steps that Newton had to take from the
first elements of geometry to his greatest and most profound discoveries
were such as he could make intuitively evident and plain to follow, not only
for himself but for every one else.6
Daston cited the preceding passage from Kant to show the way in which he denied
originality and hence “genius” to Newton’s thought (all he did was discover what was already
existent in nature; he came up with nothing new himself). I would add that in the same
passage Kant clearly identifies the “poetic art” as the model of a subject that cannot be
learned. Poetry, for Kant, exemplified a pursuit that requires originality and, therefore,
“genius” is reserved, above all, for the poet, who excels at expressions of imagination.
Another element of Kant’s philosophy which Daston identified as having a lasting impact on
nineteenth-century men of science was his view that the objectivity of science stood in
opposition to the subjectivity of imagination. In this intellectual context, men of science who
wished to emphasize the objectivity of science, needed to deny the influence of the
subjective imagination on their scientific ideas. However, by cutting their field off from the
subjective imagination, men of science were also denied the possibility of expressing genius
in their scientific pursuits. Although Kant’s work aimed to affirm scientific authority, it
inadvertently opened a door that could undermine the prestige of the practitioners of
science.
Kantian philosophy posed a problem for Victorian men of science in several areas.
William Whewell, a Cambridge mathematician and author of books on the history and
philosophy of the inductive sciences struggled with Kant’s views when considering

Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgment [1790], trans. James Creed Meredith (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1952), II.i.46-47, pp. 168-170.
6
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university education reform. In his On the Principles of English University Education (1837),
Whewell advocated teaching only what he called “stable” scientific knowledge (epitomized
by the laws of Newtonian mechanics) as opposed to the as yet unproven and hence unstable,
“speculative,” explanatory systems being put forward by practicing men of science.7 Indeed,
it may appear shocking today that such a highly regarded proponent of science, the very man
who coined the term “scientist” to identify those people who do the work of science, would
carefully restrict the kinds of science that he thought should be taught at English universities.
Whewell maintained that because the explanatory “systems” put forward by scientists were
constantly being disproven, it would be best to only teach the established, “stable” scientific
facts and not engage students with the efforts to generate explanatory theories based on
observations. The danger, in his mind, was that the move from observed facts to explanatory
theories required what he termed the “happy guess, no teaching can give the student.”8 This
“happy guess” led to a series of faulty explanatory theories and revealed a subjective realm of
scientific work that made Whewell uncomfortable. However, Whewell believed that “from
time to time some new Prometheus catches a fresh light from heaven, to spread abroad
among men” and this spark would allow for a stable explanatory system akin to Newton’s
laws.9 But, this “fresh light” was grounded in the “happy guess” of the imagination and not
the objective, mathematical, rendering of facts. Therefore, when training young scientists,
Whewell wanted to provide a solid grounding in stable facts and rejected the teaching of
unstable, imaginary systems in an effort to maintain the objectivity of science.
Whewell was not alone in his efforts to deny the role of imagination in the sciences.
Charles Lyell, author of the Principles of Geology and another leading man of science in the
7 William Whewell, On the Principles of English University Education [1837] (London: Routledge / Thoemmes
Reprints, 1994), esp. chapter I.
8 Ibid., 15.
9 Ibid., 27.
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early Victorian period, was equally distrustful of the application of imagination to science. In
a letter to a friend, Lyell criticized the theories of Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, a French scientist
who had advocated a theory of progressive evolution earlier in the century, saying, “his
theories delighted me more than any novel I ever read and much in the same way, for they
address themselves to the imagination.”10 The implication here is that the imagination might
be useful for a novelist, but should be avoided by a man of science. Similarly, Michael
Faraday, the English chemist and physicist, continually spoke of his own over-active
imagination and worried about not allowing it to harm his work in science.11 As a check on
his imagination, Faraday grounded his work in making careful observations from
experiments and focusing on the discussion of facts. In one case he even complimented a
fellow scientist for his efforts to stick to reporting facts, “without any addition of
imagination or hypothesis. They are FACTS and ought not too hastily to be confounded
with opinion; for the facts are for all time, whilst opinion may change as a cloud in the air.”12
From Faraday’s perspective it was better to delay, if not avoid, making the inductive leap all
together. Clearly, the imagination posed too strong a threat to scientific objectivity to be
allowed to play a role in scientific practice.
Many men of science, however, were drawn to the realm of the imagination and,
perhaps as a way to express their creative, imaginative sides, they were often especially
interested in both reading and writing poetry. The poets of choice for scientists in the early
Victorian period were usually Coleridge and Wordsworth, whereas Tennyson became the
most highly esteemed poet among scientists in the later part of the century. These poets

10 Lyell to Gideon Mantell (2 March 1827). Quoted in James A. Secord, “Introduction” to Charles Lyell,
Principles of Geology (New York: Penguin Books, 1997), xxxiv.
11 Geoffrey Cantor, Michael Faraday: Sandemanian and Scientist, A Study of Science and Religion in the Nineteenth Century
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1991), 196-201 and 222-224.
12 Quoted in Cantor, 200.
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were respected because their poetry reflected keen observations of the natural world
combined with a respect for the pursuit of science. When moved to write their own poetry,
men of science often chose to do so in imitation of the style of these worthy men.13
Although these poetic pursuits did not always impinge on their scientific work, some
scientists found pleasure in writing humorous poems on scientific subjects as did James
Clerk Maxwell. Maxwell wrote comic verses to describe the motion of atoms, the procedures
to follow when setting up scientific experiments and sometimes even to mock the work of
his scientific peers.14 So long as it was kept separate from the actual work of performing and
interpreting scientific experiments, poetry could be a happy indulgence for the otherwise
objective men of science, and perhaps writing poetry may have even provided an
opportunity for them to express their imaginative genius.
Practicing scientists, however, often struggled to maintain a clear distinction between
their poetry and their scientific endeavors. At times, they could even blur the carefully
established distinctions between these two fields to a point that might appear to test the
boundaries of scientific objectivity. Indeed, within the philosophical framework established
by their reading of Kant combined with Whewell’s fears about the subjectivity of the “happy
guess,” men of science worried about allowing any sign of emotion or imagination to appear
in their scientific writing, even when they themselves were personally moved by the
experience. A helpful example of this interaction between science and poetry has been
provided recently by Erika Behrisch, who examined the poetry written by scientific explorers

Thomas Henry Huxley was inspired to write a poem in praise of Tennyson on the train as he returned from
Tennyson’s funeral in 1892 which was later published in the journal Nineteenth Century (12 October 1892).
14 For a brief account of some of Maxwell’s poetry see Jack Meadows, The Victorian Scientist: The Growth of a
Profession (London: The British Library, 2004), 138-139.
13
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while in the Arctic from 1832-1852.15 The authors of many of the poems she examines did
not even intend that they would be read or heard by an audience other than their fellow
explorers. She argues that “the detailed demands of scientific enquiry encouraged a poetic
imagination and form of expression, but that poetic expression aboard these expeditions was
also a form of discursive protest against the rigors of scientific discovery.”16 In particular, she
suggests that for many of the Arctic explorers the requirement of producing scientific,
“objective” observations failed to express the emotions experienced in the discovery or the
individuality of the observer, whereas poetry provided an alternate means of discourse that
would allow for a more subjective expression. Men of science needed to record observations
that were not compromised by emotion or imagination. But, the sheer emotional experience
of Arctic exploration—the dangers, the solitude, the beauty, the power of nature—could be
overwhelming and yet these kinds of observations were not suitable for scientific journals. In
these extremes, the scientific explorers turned to poetry to convey their personal
observations, mundane and more profound, in an effort to explain what the experience of
Arctic exploration was really like. Ultimately, Behrisch highlights the difficulty men of science
might feel when trying to keep their objective, scientific observations separate from their
subjective, emotional experiences and she argues that these Arctic explorers worked to create
a strict division between the two discursive modes of scientific writing and poetry. Such a
division provided a means by which they could keep their emotions (and imaginations) from
impinging on their science, while still allowing a space for creative and subjective expression.
These efforts to separate emotional experiences from scientific writing only highlight the
perceived inability of science to deal with more distinctly human concerns.

15 Erika Behrisch, “’Far as the Eye can reach’: Scientific Exploration and Explorers’ Poetry in the Arctic, 18321852,” Victorian Poetry 41 (2003): 73-91.
16 Ibid., 73.
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In a different vein, poetry might be identified as the source of scientific inspiration,
so that some men of science might look to poetry as the means of expressing how they made
that leap or “happy guess” from factual observations to theoretical systems. Although he was
not a practicing scientist, strictly speaking, John Stuart Mill was one of the most widely-read
philosophers of science in the mid-nineteenth century. In his System of Logic (1843) Mill
sought to emphasize the empirical basis of induction as a process of logically generalizing
from experiences and observations. His Autobiography, however, provides some insight into
how he envisioned the process of logically generalizing from experiences to the generation
of a theory might occur. The Autobiography is structured as an account of Mill’s “mental
progress” and education from his early childhood when he was filled with facts by his
Benthamite father (“The education which my father gave me, was in itself much more fitted
for training me to know than to do.”)17 until the point (in chapter 7) when he was ready to
start publishing his own ideas, the results of which he said can be seen in his writings.18 Mill
characterized his early education as having neglected “the cultivation of feeling” through “an
undervaluing of poetry, and of Imagination generally as an element of human nature.”19 The
result of this neglect was that Mill was well versed in facts and observations (especially about
Benthamism), but has no idea of how to apply them or what to do with them. The crucial
turning point of his narrative appeared in chapter 5 titled, “A Crisis in My Mental History.
One Stage Onward.” At this point, Mill described himself as entering a “crisis” in which he
doubted the knowledge he had accumulated and the goals toward which he had previously
been working. In this state of doubt, Mill, the protagonist in the story, started to read poetry:
John Stuart Mill, Autobiography (New York: Penguin Books, 1989), 48.
As he describes his later life at the start of chapter 7: “From this time, what is worth relating of my life will
come into a very small compass; for I have no further mental changes to tell of, but only, as I hope, a
continued mental progress; which does not admit of a consecutive history, and the results of which, if real, will
be best found in my writings.” Ibid., 169.
19 Ibid., 98. We should note his capitalization of “Imagination.”
17
18
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I now began to find meaning in the things which I had read or heard about
the importance of poetry and art as instruments of human culture. But it was
some time longer before I began to know this by personal experience. The
only one of the imaginative arts in which I had from childhood taken great
pleasure was music.20
The introduction of poetry ( in the form of Wordsworth and Coleridge) provided “a source
of inward joy, of sympathetic and imaginative pleasure, which could be shared in by all
human beings.”21 In the end, Mill declared that “unpoetical natures are precisely those which
require poetic cultivation” and by means of this cultivation Mill managed to come through
his “crisis” and more importantly he found a “new way of thinking.”22 In the course of his
“crisis,” Mill concluded that Benthamic theory was not yet a rigorous experimental science
and he discovered a new way of thinking about political philosophy that was modeled on the
work of the natural sciences. This realization, we are told, laid the “foundation” in Mill’s
thoughts for the principle chapters of his System of Logic. Taken together, Mill has explored
the process through which he moved from a collection of Benthamic facts to discover a new
guiding political philosophy that would prove to be the foundation of all his later work. To
move from one stage to the other, Mill needed to go through a “crisis” and he was ultimately
helped through this crisis by reading poetry that sparked his imagination. In other words,
“poetic cultivation” provided the “imaginative pleasure” that helped Mill pass through the
“crisis,” and make what Whewell called the “happy guess,” from facts to theories.23 The only
way in which Mill, the logician and philosopher of science, could explain the inductive leap
was by calling on poetry to provide the imaginative spark. This move, however, came
dangerously close to blurring the boundaries between science and poetry.
Ibid., 118-119.
Ibid., 121.
22 Ibid., 122.
23 Ibid., 127-130. Mill cautions that he did not find a new “system,” which reflects the fact that he, like Whewell,
was concerned about the series of new “systems” that were continually being proven false. What he discovered
instead was a working theory that could guide all of his future work
20
21
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If we now return to Tyndall and his address to the British Association for the
Advancement of Science we should have a better sense of why a speech on the “Scientific
Use of the Imagination” might have sparked such angry responses. In many ways, Tyndall
was much like the Arctic explorers described by Behrisch. He enjoyed reading poetry (his
favorite poet was Emerson) and he also took time to write some of his own (on his own
observations made in the Alps, for example).24 But, Tyndall clearly enjoyed playing with the
boundaries between “subjective” poetry and “objective” science in his own work. E. L.
Youmans, commented on this possibly troubling aspect of his friend’s work, noting that “his
is the rare gift to give us the poetry of science without impairing the quality of science itself,”
and “he is certainly a poet in the fire of his imagination.”25 But, so long as he was careful to
police the boundaries between poetry and science, imagination and observation, subjectivity
and objectivity, Tyndall would not necessarily stand out for rebuke. Where he went wrong in
his address to the B.A.A.S. appears, based on the responses, to have been in transgressing
those boundaries to emphasize that imagination was a necessary component of the scientific
enterprise. Given the philosophical and practical framework in which men of science were
operating in his day, what might his reasons have been for so boldly re-shuffling the field? In
order to answer that question I shall now look more closely at the content of Tyndall’s
speech.
Tyndall began his address by discussing the context in which he started planning for
what he would say while on a trip to the Alps.
Save from memory I had no direct aid upon the mountains; but to spur up
the emotions, on which so much depends, as well as to nourish indirectly the
24 On Tyndall’s interest in Emerson see Raychel A. Haugrud, “Tyndall’s Interest in Emerson,” American
Literature 41 (1970): 507-517. For an example of Tyndall’s poetry see Francis O’Gorman, “John Tyndall as
Poet: Agnosticism and ‘A Morning on Alp Lusgen,’” The Review of English Studies, n.s., 48 (1997): 353-358.
25 E. L. Youmans, “Biographical Sketch of Professor Tyndall,” Appleton’s Journal II (30 October 1869): 340 and
341.
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intellect and will, I took with me two volumes of poetry, Goethe’s
“Farbenlehre,” and the work on “Logic” recently published by Mr.
Alexander Bain.26
In a footnote to this passage Tyndall added, “One of my critics remarks, that he does not see
the wit of calling Goethe’s ‘Farbenlehre’ and Bain’s ‘Logic,’ ‘two volumes of poetry.’ Nor do
I.”27 His critic has a point! Goethe’s “Farbenlehre” or “Color Theory” discusses the physics
of the operation of light and color and is not what one might normally call “poetry.” Nor
might we readily identify Bain’s “Logic,” a study of inductive logic in line with the work of J.
S. Mill, as an example of “poetry.” Indeed, the characterization of these two books as
“poetry” appears to have confused the editors of a later printed collection of Tyndall’s
various addresses, who edited the introduction to Tyndall’s speech so that it would read: “I
took with me four works comprising two volumes of poetry, Goethe’s ‘Farbenlehre,’ and the work
on ‘Logic recently published by Mr. Alexander Bain.”28 This emendation was made, despite
the fact that although Tyndall goes on to discuss the works of Goethe and Bain, he never
again mentioned the mysteriously added “two volumes of poetry” in his address. But, as
Tyndall’s footnote to the earlier edition reminds us, he was not trying to be witty and he
meant what he said; what others might characterize as books on science and logic he
characterized as poetry.
In Tyndall’s account, Goethe and Bain represent the bookends of how to apply
imagination in science. On the one hand, Goethe reflected the “self-inflicted hurts of genius,
as it broke itself in vain against the philosophy of Newton.”29 Bain, on the other hand, was

Tyndall, Essays on the Use and Limit of the Imagination in Science, 13.
Ibid.
28 John Tyndall, Fragments of Science: A Series of Detached Essays, Addresses, and Reviews, vol. II (New York: D.
Appleton and Company, 1897), 101-134, on 102. Emphasis is mine.
29 Tyndall, Essays on the Use and Limit of the Imagination in Science, 13.
26
27
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taken up by Tyndall as “the mirror of my own condition,” namely the indecision as to what
he might say in this speech. Drawing from Bain, Tyndall noted that:
this period of halting between two investigations is not always one of pure
repose. It is often a period of doubt and discomfort, of gloom and ennui.
[quoting Bain] “The uncertainty where to look for the next opening of
discovery brings the pain of conflict and the debility of indecision.” Such was
my precise condition in the Alps this year; in a score of words Mr. Bain has
here sketched my mental diagnosis.30
In the course of the address, it becomes clear that Goethe’s “genius” provided an example
of the unchecked use of imagination that leads to errors in science, whereas Bain’s indecision
as to how to proceed with the task of discovery was the result of a lack of imagination. Both
were detrimental.
Once he had established these reference points, Tyndall returned to Goethe’s work
on the operation of light and color and explained his own thoughts on the subject, to take
his audience, as he said, “behind the drop-scene of the senses, and to show you the hidden
mechanism of optical action. For I take it to be well worth the while of the scientific teacher
to take some pains, and even great pains, to make those whom he addresses copartners of
his thoughts.”31 To this end, Tyndall proceeded to provide a number of examples of how to
make use of what he called the “scientific imagination.” The problem that must be solved
was how to know anything about a realm that cannot be directly observed, e.g. the features
and operations of light. Tyndall pointed the way, noting that “we are gifted with the power
of Imagination…and by this power we can lighten the darkness which surrounds the world
of the senses.”32 From there, Tyndall moved through a series of analogies to the motion of
sound and the motion of waves in water. Along the way he described the reasoning that
leads one to imagine invisible particles like atoms and molecules and to think what role they
Ibid., 14.
Ibid., 15.
32 Ibid., 16.
30
31
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might play in the refraction of light through various mediums and why the sky is blue
(except when it goes through various shades of orange and red at sunset). From these
thoughts on the transmission of light Tyndall turned to thinking about tiny “germs” and
other particles in water that might be too small to be detected with a microscope and the
structural changes effected in water in an electro-magnetic field. As he proceeded, Tyndall
continually asked his audience to “ask your imagination” or to enroll “the scientific use of
the imagination” to help solve various theoretical problems and raise new questions as he
followed the trail of his thoughts. And then, Tyndall paused to ask the question of whether
the fact that we cannot observe the various actions of “germs” and particles in water and how
they might influence the refraction of light meant that they do not exist or that the
“imagined” actions do not take place? In response, he declared that it should not be the
power of our scientific instruments that limit our investigations, “but whether we ourselves
posses the intellectual elements which will ever enable us to grapple with the ultimate
structural energies of nature.”33 Throughout this speech, Tyndall was not trying to discount
the value of observation for science and, in fact, he frequently discussed experiments that
could be applied to test the imagined theories. Rather, he wished to illustrate the important
role of imagination in thinking about the invisible world and in coming up with experiments
to “observe” the invisible structures indirectly. And yet, he remained undeterred by the fact
that “the speculative faculty, of which imagination forms so large a part, will nevertheless
wander into regions where the hope of certainty would seem to be entirely shut out.” With
this danger in mind, Tyndall cautioned that “it is only, however, the privileged spirits who
know how to use their liberty without abusing it, who are able to surround imagination by

33

Ibid., 41.
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the firm frontiers of reason, that are likely to work with any profit here.”34 In summary,
Tyndall argued that imagination has an important place in science, but it should not be
unfettered; rather, it should be carefully controlled by reason and thus grounded in
objectivity.
If he had stopped at this point, Tyndall already would have stirred up enough
controversy, but he was not yet finished. Instead, he turned to a discussion of Darwin’s
controversial theories of evolution and this proved to be the source of many of the critical
reviews he received for his speech.35 Tyndall noted that Darwin’s theories have “drawn
heavily upon the scientific tolerance of his age,” precisely because he drew on the
imagination to put forward his theories. But, he continued, “unless we are perfectly sure that
he is overstepping the bounds of reason, that he is unwittingly sinning against observed fact
or demonstrated law…we ought, I think to be cautious in limiting his intellectual horizon.”36
Therefore, rather than allowing the speculative nature of some of Darwin’s work to call his
findings into question, Tyndall made it clear that Darwin’s “observation, imagination, and
reason” combined for the advancement of science. In the end, Darwin provided the best
example of the proper “use of the scientific imagination” to produce a hypothesis that “can
never be stormed, and that it is sure, if it yield at all, to yield to a prolonged siege.”37
Following this staunch defense of Darwin, Tyndall lingered to take a few pot-shots at the
English clergy who dogmatically opposed evolution and then drew his speech to a close by
asserting that the debate over the merits of Darwin’s theories must be “slow and secular”
and that only “under the fierce light of scientific enquiry, this hypothesis is sure to be

Ibid.
See, for example, the reviews of Tyndall’s speech in the English Churchman (29 September 1870) and, the
Record (23 September 1870), reprinted in Tyndall, Essays on the Use and Limit of the Imagination in Science, 5-7.
36 Ibid., 42.
37 Ibid., 46.
34
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dissipated if it possess not a core of truth…It does not solve—it does not profess to solve—
the ultimate mystery of this universe. It leaves in fact that mystery untouched.”38
The content and tone of the end of the speech might leave us with the impression
that Tyndall’s goal was nothing more than to defend Darwin’s theories against the attacks of
the English clergy. The work he did to transgress the boundaries that had been erected
between imagination and science was aimed at showing that Darwin’s imaginative
description of the otherwise “invisible” processes of evolution did nothing more to detract
from the credibility of his theories than the imaginative description of atoms and molecules
did to undermine theories about the motion of light. Furthermore, the transgression of the
established boundaries between imagination and science also allowed Tyndall to redefine the
boundaries between the realms of scientific and religious inquiry. Tyndall laid claim for
science the right to discuss the development of life on earth, if not the origins of life and the
universe.
I argue, however, that Tyndall’s transgression of the boundary between science and
imagination was aimed at shifting boundaries in another area as well. Like his friend and
fellow Darwin supporter, Thomas Henry Huxley, Tyndall was also concerned with the social
status of science in England and its role in university education. Just over ten years after
Tyndall’s address to the B.A.A.S. at Liverpool, Huxley would square off in a public debate
with the poet Matthew Arnold over the various merits of science and literature in university
education. Although their public debate only came to a head in the early 1880s, the
important questions about the role of science and literature in university education and the
problem of university reform had been ongoing in Britain dating back at least to the time of
William Whewell’s On the Principles of English University Education in 1837, as previously
38

Ibid., 48.
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discussed. Huxley maintained that science was an ideal subject for university education
because it would serve as the means of training both useful, practicing scientists and moral
citizens. Indeed, he proclaimed that “for the purpose of attaining real culture, an exclusively
scientific education is at least as effectual as an exclusively literary education.” 39 He made
these points forcefully in his address delivered in 1880 at the opening of Sir Josiah Mason’s
Science College in Birmingham, entitled “Science and Culture.” Arnold responded
specifically to Huxley’s speech in his “Rede Lecture” at Cambridge in 1882. 40 If, he argued,
our goal is “to know ourselves and the world,” then our education system should be
designed to build up the powers of human life and especially our “sense for conduct” and
our “sense for beauty” because these are the senses we use to give meaning to whatever
knowledge we may acquire. Furthermore, from Arnold’s perspective, the only means of
building these special senses was through the study of literature (and especially poetry). So,
science could only produce “knowledge not put for us into relation with our sense for
conduct, our sense for beauty, and touched with emotion by being so put; not thus put for
us, and therefore, to the majority of mankind, after a certain while, unsatisfying, wearying.”41
By contrast, the humane letters engage the emotions and thus would be able to put scientific
knowledge into a meaningful perspective. In the end, Arnold emphasized the important role
of poetry in meeting this goal when he asked: “But how, finally, are poetry and eloquence to

Thomas Henry Huxley, “Science and Culture” [1880], delivered at the opening of Sir Josiah Mason’s Science
College in Birmingham, and see also his “On Science and Art in Relation to Education” [1882], delivered to the
members of the Liverpool Institution. Both are printed in Thomas Henry Huxley, Science and Education, Essays
(New York: Greenwood Press, 1968), 134-159 and 160-188, respectively. The quoted passage is on p. 141.
40 Arnold’s lecture was subsequently printed in The Nineteenth Century and later edited for delivery during his
tour in America where it proved to be very popular. For the text of his address see Matthew Arnold,
“Literature and Science,” The Nineteenth Century 12 (August 1882): 216-30; reprinted in Matthew Arnold, The
Complete Prose Works of Matthew Arnold (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1974), 53-73. Note that the
reprinted text presents the lecture as emended for delivery while on tour in America; for the original
introduction as found in The Nineteenth Century see the “Textual Notes,” pp. 546-549. Quotations here will be
drawn from the original version in The Nineteenth Century.
41 Arnold, The Nineteenth Century, 225.
39
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exercise the power of relating the results of natural science to man’s instinct for conduct, his
instinct for beauty? And here again I answer that I do not know how they will exercise it, but
that they can and will exercise it I am sure.”42 While Huxley sought to demonstrate the
cultural significance of science, Arnold wanted to detach scientific achievement from
culture.43 At the crux of this debate, therefore, was the question of which subject would best
prepare students to apply the knowledge usefully and, thus, which one deserved to form the
core of a reformed university curriculum.
Huxley and Arnold both acknowledged that this had been a long standing point of
debate so, although their exchange came later than Tyndall’s address, it still helps to clarify
some of the important boundary disputes with which Tyndall was contending. According to
those who advocated a predominant role for literature in the curriculum, science was merely
factual knowledge that was not widely applicable in life (“specialist” knowledge as Arnold
called it), whereas literature and poetry were held up as the best means of training “cultured”
students with the skills to give human meaning to scientific facts. Tyndall’s defense of
“imagination” in science intruded onto the domain previously held by poetry and thus
worked to undermine what might otherwise have provided a justification for holding poetry
superior to science as a subject of university education. I argue that this, at least in part, was
why Tyndall would refer to Goethe’s technical book on the operation of light and color and
Bain’s book on logic as works of “poetry.” Characterizing these works as “poetic” implied
not only that they sparked the “imagination,” but also that they addressed deeper human
issues and emotions. Indeed, Tyndall told us that Bain’s “Logic” revealed “at times a flush of
emotional strength” and addressed his “sorrows” and doubts and provided the
Ibid., 227.
I found George Levine’s work helpful when thinking about the implications of this particular debate for
science. See his “Two Ways Not to Be a Solipsist: Art and Science, Pater and Pearson,” Victorian Studies 43
(2000): 7-41.
42
43
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“prescription” to cure his “mental” ills.44 By the end of his address, Tyndall wanted to make
it clear that the use of the scientific imagination opened up the possibility of using science to
address much deeper human emotions and, furthermore, placed new scientific discoveries
into a much broader perspective. Speaking of the “essence” of Darwin’s evolution
hypothesis, Tyndall marveled:
Strip it naked and you stand face to face with the notion that not alone the
more ignoble forms of animalcular or animal life, not alone the nobler forms
of the horse and lion, not alone the exquisite and wonderful mechanism of
the human body, but that the human mind itself—emotion, intellect, will,
and all their phenomena—were once latent in a fiery cloud…We long to
learn something of our origin. If the Evolution hypothesis be correct, even
this unsatisfied yearning must have come to us across the ages which
separate the unconscious primeval mist from the consciousness of to-day. I
do not think that any holder of the Evolution hypothesis would say that I
overstate it or overstrain it in any way. I merely strip it of all vagueness, and
bring before you unclothed and unvarnished the notion by which it must
stand or fall.
In the preceding passage Tyndall made it clear that science addressed primeval human
longings and emotions. Indeed, for Tyndall, the imaginative man of science was best
equipped to put these delicate human issues into perspective. So, shifting the boundaries
between science and poetry can be viewed not only as an effort to defend Darwin’s theories
against the clergy, but also in the context of the dispute over educational reform and the
status of science in the English university curriculum. As opposed to Arnold, who argued
that science had no cultural significance because it failed to address its facts to human moral
and emotional needs, Tyndall sought to show the ways in which the scientific imagination
helpfully addressed these same cultural concerns. If science could make use of imagination, it
could also appeal to the deepest human emotions, and in that sense it was poetic. Finally, by
making science poetic, Tyndall had provided one more reason to justify an enlarged roll for
science at the expense of literature in the university curriculum.
44

Tyndall, Essays on the Use and Limit of the Imagination in Science, 13-15.
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As I conclude this essay I want to draw attention to one final point of interest. In
1869 Francis Galton’s Hereditary Genius, which laid the foundation for future work in
eugenics, was first published. In a later edition of this work, in 1892, Galton wrote a new
preface in which he confessed his regret for having used the term “genius” in this title
because it had stirred so much controversy. In particular, he claimed that “there was not the
slightest intention on my part to use the word genius in any technical sense, but merely as
expressing an ability that was exceptionally high, and at the same time inborn.”45 He then
carefully explained how he had come to use his definition of “genius” which so conflicted
with “genius in its technical sense” which, he noted, “means a sense of inspiration, or of
rushes of ideas from apparently supernatural sources, or of an inordinate and burning desire
to accomplish any particular end.”46 Galton’s apology helpfully illustrates what was at stake
regarding the status of science in Tyndall’s speech. Galton revealed that there was a widely
held “technical” definition of “genius” that tied it with the power of imagination. In this
context, Tyndall’s efforts to argue for a scientific imagination was also, in effect, taking the
title of “genius” for men of science, a title that had previously been the sole prerogative of
poets. In this context, Tyndall was shifting the boundaries between poetry and science in
order to appropriate the cultural status of the poets and ultimately to acquire broader cultural
authority and recognition for men of science in the process.

45 Francis Galton, Hereditary Genius: An Inquiry Into Its Laws and Consequences (London: MacMillan and Co., 1892),
viii. Emphasis is mine.
46 Ibid., ix-x.
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From time immemorial the Chinese ideas of the hereafter have fluctuated in a
capricious manner. Be it the inscriptions on the ritual bronzes of the Shang
dynasty (1600-1027 B.C.) or the tomb guardian beasts (zhenmushou 鎮墓獸)
of the Warring States Period (475-221 B.C.), the Chinese pursuit for the life
after was always secluded and ascetic. However, with the implantation of
Taoist esotericism during the second century B.C., an alternative way of the
hereafter was proposed—a hedonistic life of an immortal (xian 仙).
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With the instigation of necromancers (fangshi 方士), the quest for immortality
became a blissful journey when mythical animals were introduced as a means
of transportation. This joyful ride was further accentuated with the arrival of
Buddhism and its omnipotent guard—the lion. As a symbolic metaphor of
Buddhist doctrine and the incarnation of Buddha, this ferocious beast was
soon consolidated with the Confucian fabulous creature “Qilin 麒麟 (unicorn)”
and the Taoist demon repeller “Bixie 辟邪 (exorcist of evil) pervasively
rendered through the history of the Chinese mortuary art providing facile and
efficient access to the ultimate happiness.
This paper examines the changing conception of the Chinese afterlife from
idealism to materialism and the lion’s role in bridging the gap between the
otherworldly and the worldly.
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An Alternative of the Hereafter: the Lion Image in the Chinese Mortuary
Art
Introduction
The anxiety for the hereafter and the quest for eternity have long been
juxtaposed through the history of mankind. The Egyptians mummified their
dead assuming the physical form an integral part and an insurance of their
personal welfare throughout eternity1. The Indians justified their search of the
life after on the certainty of an eternal cycle where their soul would be purify
and reincarnated2. The Chinese ideas of an immortal world3 were neither
consolidated on the preservation of their physical form4 nor the perpetuum
mobile5 of an ideological realm; it was a yearning for a rational, convenient
and formulary pattern of the hereafter. From the Confucian scheme of
recognizing the Mandate of Heaven (tiandao 天道) that stratified different
social and political hierarchies to the Taoist indiscriminate liaison between the
disciplinary doctrines and the euphemistical mysticism that provided eternal

1

According to John H. Taylor, the ancient Egyptians perceived death as a transitional period leading to
the eternal afterlife (Taylor, 2001).

2

The Civilization of the East: India (Grousset, 1969).

3

The term “immortal (xian 仙)” could either mean living in a deathless life or resurrected after death in
the Chinese mind. However, there was no conflict between the two because the Chinese believed that
the attainment of immortality (dedao 得道) before death, or the ascendance to Heaven after death
(dengxian 登仙) were practically the same meaning living an afterlife indefinitely. I would elaborate
this point further next.
4

In the article Did the Early Chinese Preserve Corpses? Miranda Brown argues that the early Chinese
took for granted the impermanence of the body and did not take much action on preserving their
corpses (Brown, 2002).

5

The term perpetuum mobile is borrowed from Ways to Paradise (Loewe, 1979) which depicts the
recurring process of the Chinese cosmological order.
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attainment impartially, the Chinese pilgrimage for a perpetual happiness has,
in a larger extent, always been a game of mind.
When the Chinese cosmological scheme was conceptualized as a circular
canopy set over a square earth (tianyuan difang 天圓地方) and the
communication between the two was thought to be animated through ritual
consecrations, animals began to play a major role in the mediating of the two
realms6. Henceforth, animals were ranked within various social taxonomies
reflecting human hierarchies that served their proper functions to the proper
officers (Sterckx, 2002, p.56). However, the form and image of these
intermediary animals were often intermingled between the real and the
imaginary to proclaim their authority between the secular and the spiritual
realms. Especially, with the advent of the lion7 and its associated power from
Buddhism, the kingly animal soon captivated the imagination of the Chinese
and was extensively rendered in the Chinese mortuary art paying homage to
the dead and offering salvation to the living.
This paper will focus on the Chinese changing conceptions about the
hereafter from the Warring States (475-221 BC) to the Six Dynasties period
(220-589 AD) when the Kingdom under Heaven (tianxia 天下) went through
two major political chaos in conjunction with the impact of some foreign
influences, and will also attempt to examine the lion’s role in intermediating
6

Long before the Shang and Zhou dynasties (1600-221 BC), the communication between the world of
humans and the world of gods and the ancestors, as depicted by K. C. Chang, was served by animals
(Chang, 1981; 527).

7

According to the Book of Former Han (hansu 漢書) (ca. 100 AD), the earliest domestication of the
lion can be traced back to the reign of Emperor Wu of Han (Ban, 1970; 3928). However, scholars have
remained sceptical about the authenticity of this information, which ambiguously described the
animal’s existence in the imperial menagerie. See Zhu Guorong (Zhu, 1996) and Zhang Zhijie (Zhang,
2001)
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the human world with the spiritual one to propitiate the anguished minds of the
Chinese at that time.

The Idea of the Hereafter
No one can make a conclusive idea of the hereafter, not the Egyptian, not the
Indian, and not the Chinese. One can only imagine, speculate and postulate a
synopsis of a life after. Be it positive or negative, the Egyptian did that, the
Indian did that, and the Chinese did that as well. In the early Chinese
civilization, the idea of afterlife was ambiguous and there was no distinction
between Heaven and Earth; people were decent, honest and simple, and the
communication between the two was spontaneous and harmonious8.
However, the circumscription of a distance between the world of gods and the
world of men was generated during the Shang and Zhou periods (1600-221
BC) and the separation occurred9. As a result, the accessibility between the
secular and the divine was interrupted and was convicted to the sage kings or
medicine men only10. Having fears of being estranged from their eternal
8

According to the Master Huainan (huainan zi 淮南子) (ca. 2 century BC), there was a an era of Great
Purity (taiqing 太清), when men’s body was joined together with Heaven and Earth, their spirit was
interconnected with yin and yang, and their behaviour was accorded with four seasons (Liu, 1997; 343344). Mircea Eliade also concurs this concept exists in many cultures of their time immemorial (Eliade,
1954; 91).
9

The gap between Heaven and Earth was not clearly defined during the Shang dynasty; whenever the
kings wanted to request something from the Emperor of Heaven (shangdi 上帝), he made it directly to
the spirits of the ancestors, who in return appealed to the heavenly court. However, in the Zhou
people’s mind, this land of immortality was set apart from the world of men, and could only be
accessed through ritual consecrations. In the Han dynasty, several versions of the world of men and the
world of divine had been developed and tantalized, cutting the communication between Heaven and
Earth (Chang, 1976).
10

The communication between the sacred and the profane, as suggested by K. C. Chang, became
difficult and severed during the later periods of the Shang and Zhou periods (Chang, 1976).
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refuge, the Chinese convinced themselves the ways to paradise were still
attainable if through proper media with proper means. During the Warring
States period, the search for their perpetual happiness was driven to seek
propitiation of the soul of the dead that resulted in numerous conceptions
about the ethereal spirit—“soul (linghun 靈魂).”

Various terms were applied to the soul of the dead in the Chinese civilization
ranging from the early Shang oracle bone inscription kuei 鬼 to the Confucian
chi 氣 of Mencius and the shamanic hun 魂 and po 魄 of the Songs of the
South (Chu ci 楚辭) (ca. 300 BC) considerably (Mencius, 1970, Yu, 1987, Qu,
1998). In addition, the number of “souls” also underwent a serious of
analytical revolutions. Consequently, a person’s soul went from one to twelve
with ambiguous destinations before the sixth century BC11. The reason for this
ambiguity was, according to Joseph Needham, due to the divergent mind of
the Chinese where the ethereal realms of the dead were not distinguished by
the ethical polarization, the good-xian and the evil-kuei were intermingling
together, and an eternal wonderland might be a devastating netherworld in
the mean time (Needham, 1974, p.82). However, during the middle of the
sixth century B.C. the Chinese concept of soul gradually transformed into two
entities following by the changing notions of the posthumous world shared by
the elite and the popular cultures: one was called hun 魂, which was
designated to the celestial world (tian 天), and the other was named po 魄 to

11

In the Chinese folk beliefs the most serious candidates for the number of souls seem to be one, two,
three, ten and twelve. For further explanations, see The Religious System of China (De Groot, 1964),
Gods, Ghosts and Ancestors (Jordan, 1972), The Concept of Soul in Chinese Folk Religion (Harrel,
1979), Religion and Ritual in Chinese Society (Wolf, 1974), and O Soul, Come Back! (Yu, 1987).
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be remained with the corpse in the earth (di 地) (Yu, 1987, p.370)12. With the

instigation of Taoist immortality during the Former Han dynasty (206 BC-8 AD)
and the introduction of Buddhism to China during the Han Emperor Ming (5875 AD), the ways to paradise were redirected from the east to the west
(Loewe, 1979, p.1-59, Wu, 1995, p.126)13 and the final journey of the ethereal
hun and po was reconceptualized into Heaven and Hell respectively (Yu,
1987, p.363).
Although the Chinese idea of a heavenly court (tianting 天庭) had already
arisen as early as the Shang period, it was a depository reserved for the
dominant social hierarchies only (Choron, 1963, p.24). Another destiny for the
hereafter named Yellow Springs (huangquan 黃泉) portraying a place of dark
and miserable exclusive for men of misconduct was thought to parallel with
the celestial court during the eighth century BC (Needham, 1974, p.84). It was
about the third century BC, when the definition of the celestial world and the
human world had become less ambiguous, the demarcation of the nether
world had also been clarified. Accordingly, the concept of Heaven (tian 天)
was configured for the hun-soul and the underworld abode—Hell (youdu 幽都)
for the po-soul successively as depicted by the Songs of the South (Qu, 1998,
p.160).

12

Yu Ying-Shih’s idea is indebted to the Book of Rites (ca. 11 century BC), which depicts the concept
of “hunqi guitian xingpo guidi 魂氣歸天，形魄歸地 (literally meaning once a person passes away, his
hun goes to heaven and po to the earth). However, it is essential to note that the First Emperor of Qin
(221-206 BC), who invested myriads of money and labour on constructing a “hyperrealistic” world of
his own was actually preparing his eternal afterlife in the underground realm, that is to say, the hunsoul was, in the emperor’s mind, going to remain underground as well (Sofukawa, 1989).
13

East and West have, as observed by Wolfgang Bauer, long been the classical compass points for the
Chinese refuge and immortality (Bauer, 1976).
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During the Han dynasty, an alternative way to attain eternal happiness was
conjectured upon the material world, of which the use of alchemy and
shamanism, and the affiliation with immortals provided an easy access to a
perpetual afterlife without experiencing the fear and anxiety of death.
Henceforth, the quest for longevity was governed by the obtaining of elixir and
the locating of immortals. Several instances could be accounted for this
worldly taste of immortality seekers. The first one was the Prince of Huainan
(huainanwang 淮南王), Liu An 劉安 who, after being charged with panning
sedition against Han Emperor Wu (140-88 BC), sought help from immortal
drugs and allegedly took his whole household to heaven (Wang, 1997, p.352).
The second example was about a petty official named Tang Gongfang 唐公房,
who, through the help of elixir performance was able to translate his family
and properties into another existence (Yu, 1964-1965, p.107). The third
instance was the First Emperor of Qin and Han Emperor’s materialization and
allocation of the citadels of happiness within the precincts of their territories of
which Mt. Tai (taishan 泰山), Mt. Kun-lun (kunlunshan 崑崙山), Peng-lai island
(penglai xiandao 蓬萊仙島), Fang-zhang (fangzhang 方丈) and Ying-zhou
(yingzhou 瀛洲) were made sacred and extensively rendered as the abode of
supreme beings, the home of immortals, and the repertoire of bountiful
springs of elixir and rejuvenation herbs, where the perpetuation of an eternal
life was manageable and attainable14. However, after the permeation of
Buddhism during the Six Dynasties, this foreign religion, according to Hu Shih,
14

For Han Emperor Wu’s quest for immortality on the sacred Mt. Tai and the First Emperor’s search
for longevity on the three immortal islands, refer to the Records of the Historian (shiji 史記) (ca. 13593 BC) (Sima, 1959). As for the details of Mount Kun-lun and its elusiveness, see chapter 4 “Form of
Earth (zhuixing 墜形)” of the Master Huaina (Liu, 1997).
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not only gave the Chinese tens of paradises, but also various hells in severity
and horror for them to envision (Hu, 1937, p.225). Henceforth, the
paradisaical worlds were reaffirmed in the western sphere, as in the Great
Sutra of Infinite Life (dawuliang shoujing 大無量壽經) (ca. 252 AD), and were
illuminated by the light of Amitabha Buddha, where tangible pleasure and
spiritual salvation would be rewarded to people other than the ruling class15.
The gloomy and miserable underworld, on the other hand, was expanded
further down to layers of structures, where the emphasis for disciplines and
punishments became another episode of the hereafter16. Consequently, the
ways to the life beyond took on another form and image waiting for the
Chinese apprehension.

Circular Heaven and Square Earth: image (xiang 象) and form (xing 形)

The attainment of immortality, which praised the soul in euphoria, is a
transcendental process between the material world and the spiritual realm
that doublecrosses the sacred and the profane. In my opinion, the Chinese
perception of this worldly into the conception of the other worldly is through
the decipher of two Chinese terms xing 形 and xiang 象 derived from their

15

The Buddhist paradise is a world illuminated by the light of Amitabha Buddha, redolent with sweet
fragrances, and rich in precious stones with no signs of pain but joyful music…For further details of
the paradise of the west, see The Sacred Books of the East (Muller, 1969), especially volume 49.
16

It is not my intention to discuss the idea of afterlife in Hell, which requires further research and
systematization for another chapter.
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cosmological concept “Heaven is round and Earth is square (tianyuan difang
天圓地方)17”.

The Chinese xing 形, sometimes translated as “shape” or “form” in English, is
a tangible asset that is often associated with the external appearance
predicated on its coherence or accuracy with the contour, scale and
proportion of the represented object. Xiang 象, on the other hand, is the
rendering, portraying or reflecting of certain intangible configurations or
phenomena that are ambiguously in formal language. In term of the Chinese
cosmological ideas, the tangible form-xing unequivocally provides the
Chinese a collective picture of a square block covered by a semicircular
sphere, and the intangible image-xiang, on the other hand, offers individual
the luxury to sketch details and efficacies of this Chinese cosmological
concept discriminately.
Although this kind of hypothesis is ambiguous and requires “thick
descriptions18” to (re)construct the social and cultural meanings embedded
within the context, it is nevertheless a common method of the anthropologist,
who claims authority over what he/she observes by translating the

17

There were three major cosmological schemes in the Han times: the Theory of a Hemispherical
Dome (gaitianshuo 蓋天說), the Theory of Spherical Heaven (huntianshuo 渾天說), and the LateDiscussion Theory (xuanyeshuo 宣夜說). For further details about these theories, see Henan puyang
xishuipo 45 hao mu de tianwenxue yanjiu 河南濮陽西水坡 45 號墓的天文學研究 (The Astronomical
Study of Tomb No. 45 at Xishu, Puyang County, Henan Province) (Feng, 1990). However, the theory
of “Heaven is round Earth is square (gaitianshuo 蓋天說)” had remained influential during Han times
and was later combined with the wheel of life in Buddhist Teaching, which I would elaborate in the
following content.
18

The term “thick description” is referring to Clifford Geertz’s anthropological approach to explain the
context of a practice or discourse that takes place within a society. Geertz argues that the description
should be “thick” enough to accurately describe or cover the original meaning of a practice or conduct
(Geertz, 1975).
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fragmentary utterances and actions of his/her informants into a consistent
reading (Asad, 1986). As Claude Levi-Strauss has reminded us that
euhemerism is a guiding pattern towards the transformation of different social
groups or communities (Levi-Strauss, 1969, p.2). William Bascom further
considers the etiological explanation of the human origin to be truthful account
of what happened in the remote past (Bascom, 1965, p.4)19. K. C. Chang,
additionally, maintains that the cosmogonic origin, in the anthropological
perspective, has a highly reliable series of cultural contexts and structural
meanings involved (Chang, 1976, p.149-173). Therefore, it is justifiable to
conjecture that the metaphorical narrative of the Chinese cosmological formxing and image-xiang can be utilized as another reading of the early Chinese
civilization when no explanations gave way to the calamities and pestilence of
Nature.
The Chinese cosmological ideas about a universe composed of a circular
sheer covering a square terrain was first mentioned in the Arithmetical Classic
of the Gnomon and the Circular Paths of Heaven (zhoubi suanjing 周髀算經)
(ca. 3 century BC); however, as suggested by Sarah Allan, it might have its
origin dates back to the Shang and Zhou periods (Allan, 1991, p.75). Master
of Liu’s Spring and Autumn Annuals (liushi chunqiu 呂氏春秋) (ca. 3 century
BC), in addition, elucidates this cosmological formal scheme by its
interweaving structures and the regulating orbits of the celestial body (Lu,
1995, p.609). That is to say, Heaven and Earth were perceived by the
19

Roland Barthes has reminded us that mythology is a type of speech, which communicates a message
(Barthes, 1973; 112). Wolfram Eberhard also believes that legendary tales often have centuries of
literary history behind them and express a certain latent attitudes or value of the society (Eberhard,
1967; 10).
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Chinese through the empirical observation of their relative dispositions and
orientations and were circumscribed into two tangible forms—xing to help
them better visualize the “shape” of their universe. These geometric forms
were further tantalized by the Confucian doctrines to demonstrate the
relationship between the material world and the spiritual realm as well as their
associated powers. In the Confucian views, the circular form—xing (yuan 圓)
of the sky has its symbolic implications anchored on its formal perfection and
its compromising power, and the square (fang 方) its rigidity and confinement.
As a consequence, the Record of Ritual Matter by Dai Seniors (dadai liji 大戴
禮記) (ca. 80-105 AD) associates the circular form-xing with the image-xiang
of the mandate of Heaven, and the square form-xing with the image-xiang of
the regulation of Earth (Dai, 1922)20. However, the Taoist overtones rounded
the square by depicting the best rectangular has no edge (defang wuyu 大方
無隅) (Laozi, 1997, p.86), and euphemized the physical form-xing to the
esoteric image-xiang by liberating the boundary of both21. The Buddhist
doctrines, nevertheless, venerated the multi-dimensional Mandala within
which the circular form-xing signified the image-xiang of the wholeness of the
self (Albanese, 1977, p.1) with a radial centre extending its power from the
nucleus towards the four quadrates in circular orbits (shangxia sifang zhouer
fushi 上下四方，周而復始).

20

The overall sentence is, “The circular shape of Heaven represents the perfection of (the Mandate of)
Heaven, and the square the rigidity and confinement of (the regulation of) Earth (tiandao yueyuan,
didao yuefang 天道曰圓，地道曰方) (Dai, 1922, Vol. 5; 7).

21

According to Laozi 老子(ca. 6 century BC), the ultimate form of a curve is a circle, whereby the
ultimate form of lines is a square (quzequan wangzezheng 曲則全，枉則正) (Laozi, 1997).
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These tangible forms-xing and ideological images—xiang of the Chinese
cosmos were professed and proceeded extensively during the Han times on
account of the pivotal significance of the ruling class, the social differences of
the feudal stratification, and the executive decision of regulations and
obligations. Although the conception of forms and images had long been
postulated by Plato at his ontological inquires, and was further elaborated by
Immanuel Kant’s transcendental idealism, the Chinese quest for forms-xing
and images-xiang was neither the immutable and inaccessible Platonic forms
nor the independent and intuitive Kantian ideas22; on the contrary, it was the
readability, sensibility and attainability that made both tangible form-xing and
intangible image-xiang particularly Chinese.
The Chinese perceptual form-xing and conceptual image-xiang of their
cosmos were both readable, sensible, and attainable in a sense that they
were clearly illustrated as two geometrical forms supported by “empirical”
studies and allegorical stories23, sensible in a way that they could be observed
through the regularity of the sidereal movements and the passage of time,
and attainable to a certain extent that they were pervasively rendered by the
ruling regime as implements for domination and oppression. Nevertheless, the
22

The Platonic Forms are conceived as timeless and non-spatial objects set over against the changing
world of sensible things that can only be obtained through our intelligence (Plato, 1975; 94). The
Kantian Form, on the other hand, is totally dependent on the mind, as he thinks the external things
(forms) of the objective world to be empirically real in the sense that they are in all their configurations
and alterations nothing but mere appearances and representation in us (Kant, 1929; 347).
23

The illustrations about the scale and the shape of the heavenly dome and earthly square varied
prominently according to different literatures. In the Arithmetical Classic of the Gnomon and the
Circular Paths of Heaven the earth is described as a 167,000 li 里 x 167,000 li 里 square and the radius
of the heavenly dome is 167,000 li 里 as well (Feng, 1990). The Master Huainan, however, depicts the
perimeter of the earth as 28,000 li 里 from the east to the west and 26,000 li 里 from the south to the
north. As for the myths and legends about the circular sky and square terrain, see the Classic of
Mountains and Seas (shanhai jing 山海經) (Yuan, 1992), Money Trees of the Eastern Han Dynasty
(Erickson, 1994) and the Master Huainan (Liu, 1997).
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circumscription about the intermediary between the spherical dome and the
square block became more equivocally in the hand of shamans or divine
sovereigns24. These spiritual media not only undertook the assemblage of
beliefs, obligations and practices to recognize the supernatural world, but also
performed their duties towards it and asked help from it (Tong, 2002, p.29)25.
That is to say, the Chinese beliefs of the cosmological layers and schemes
were the reflection of their social and political structure, the obligations from
their class stratification, and the guarantee of their attainment towards the
land of promise.

Ways to Paradise
In their search for the paradisaical world, the Chinese set out elaborate ritual
ceremonies and consecrations to boost the communication between this
material world and the spiritual one above. The circular form (yuan 圓) of
Heaven, which implied perfection, centricity and radiating power, and the
square shape (fang 方) of Earth, which connoted boundary, confinement and
magic26 were then conceptualized into different ritual objects to set out a path

24

The spiritual medium, according to the Discourses of the Sates (kuoyu 國語) (ca. 3-4 century BC),
was distinguished by gender; the male are addressed as xi 覡 and the female wu 巫 (Wei, 1995; 765).
Tong Enzheng also notices that the Chinese Five Legendary Emperors: huangdi 黃帝, zhuanxu 顓頊,
diku 帝嚳, diyao 帝堯, dishun 帝舜 were also in charge of the shamanism in addition to their political
responsibilities (Tong, 2002; 42).
25

This phrase was quoted from The Religion of the Primitivesi (Le Roy, 1922) by Tong.

26

Wolfgang Bauer has reminded us the term fang 方 (square) for the Chinese, is often associated with
magic (Bauer, 1976; 96).
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for their ultimate attainment of which animal motifs were the frequent and
preferred depictions.
Animal images constituted the majority of decorative elements on ritual
objects; they were domesticated as an endorsement from Heaven (Ban, 1970,
p.2516), euhemerized in myths and legends (He, 1996), and consecrated as
offerings in the ritual ceremonies (Chang, 1981). In Addition, the consumption
of animal flesh and blood was also deemed to boost the interaction between
the world of men and the world of gods. As a consequence, animal motifs
were extensively rendered as conjurations on the oracle bone inscriptions,
cardinal directions of spiritual realm27, and winged guardian beasts of the
princely tombs28 to liaise the world of mortal with the realm of immortal with
the forms-xing and images-xiang borrowed from the Chinese cosmological
concept to exert their power over this secular world29.
However, a significant shift of the way to immortality occurred during the Han
dynasty, as suggested by Wu Hung, when Han people assumed the notion,
“The Way of Heaven is distant; the Way of Man is close at hand” and took
active and positive roles to savour immortality (Wu, 1984, p.45). As a result,
the quest for an eternal salvation and happiness became attainable,
measurable and controllable through the hand and the mind of man.

27

For instance, two mosaic animal images representing the dragon and the tiger from the Four
Directional Animals (siling 四靈) were found buried with several human bones in a tomb around
Puyang 濮陽, Henan. The tomb dates back to the Neolithic times around 3000 B.C. (Feng, 1990).
28

To name a few, the silver inlaid winged beasts of the Warring States period, the winged stone lions
of the Han times, and the bixie 辟邪, tianlu 天祿 and qilin 麒麟 of the Six Dynasties.
29

The use of animals as medium between the sacred and profane is also prevalent around the world
(Tuan, 1984; 71).
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This achievable immortality is well represented in a painting from tomb no. 1,
Ma-wang-tui (mawangdui 馬王堆) (figure 1) in which various forms-xing of
animals real or fantastic interactively representing different sceneries or
images-xiang from this worldly to the other worldly30. The climax scene is
placed in the top centre of the painting where a woman dressed in a robe with
a serpentine tail symbolizes the accomplishment of immortality. Moreover, the
Records of the Historian depicts that the Yellow Emperor’s ascension to
Heaven was through the dragon (Sima, 1959, p.1394). The Poems of
Roaming into the Immortal Realm (youxianshi 遊仙詩) (ca. 535-550 AD) in
addition depicts the prince of Eastern Zhou (770-221 BC), Wangzi Qiao’s 王子
喬 journey to longevity as through the companion of a white crane (Sun, 1973,
p.252). However, after the introduction of the lion from the west and its
metaphorical empowerments through times, this divine animal soon became
the alternative ride to the hereafter, yet a much bearable and pleasant ride.

The Alternative of the Hereafter
The lion is not native in China but a foreign import from the Western Regions
(xiyu 西域) (Li, 2001, p.1541)31. With its ferocious and majestic appearance,
the lion soon gained its popularity and reputation amongst the Chinese ruling
class and was frequently rendered as an impenetrable force with a kingly
30

Michael Loewe has devoted a whole chapter in his Ways to Paradise to identify and explain the
themes and functions within this painting.
31

The term “Western Regions” refers to a Chinese historical name that depicts the area around Central
Asia nowadays. This was a place where Indian, Islamic and Persian cultures intermingled and had
prominent influence on the Chinese culture during the Han and Tang regimes.
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pride32. After Buddhism’s arrival in China, the lion image was further

accentuated by Buddhist doctrines and shifted into an omnipotent beast of
divine33 that recurred to the Chinese mortuary context from the Eastern Han
dynasty (25-225 AD) onwards34. However, the Chinese lion is not precisely a
mimetic representation from the real animal and is not exclusive for the nobles.
The reason for this is due to its rarity, exoticness and the Chinese apathetic
attitude towards the likeness of form-xing35.
Due to the rarity of the lion, records of this beast’s tributes from the Han to the
Qing dynasties were scarce, hence not many people had the privilege to
witness the real one (Zhang, 1996, 727)36 causing the configuring of the lion’s
look ambiguous from the actual beings37. Furthermore, Chinese had long
praised the image-xiang of an artwork invested with and animated by the

32

In Zhuo geng lu 輟耕錄, the lion is addressed as “Imperial Divine Beast (diting shenshou 帝廷神獸)
to which all the beasts have to line up to pay their homage (Tao, 1936). In Si ku quan shu 四庫全書,
the lion comes with multifarious colours cable of surpassing the tiger, the bear and the dragon (Wang,
1988).

33

The lion is described by the Buddhist sutra as the sacred mount of Bodhisattva Manjusri; its roar the
preaching of Buddha; and its image the incarnation of Buddha (Yan, 1986).

34

Archaeological evidence shows, from the Eastern Han period (ca. 25-220 A.D.) onwards, the lion
motif has been adopted as the ideal tomb guardian pertaining to images like, bixie 辟邪, tianlu 天祿,
qilin 麒麟, fuba 符拔, yishou 翼獸 and zhenmushou 鎮墓獸 to claim its authority.
35

Likeness in form always stood a low value profile in the Chinese art, as Wang Keyu 汪砢玉
comments about the viewpoint of the vulgar people who grasp the form likenesses without realizing
that form likeness was the least important thing for the men of antiquity when the spiritual subtleties
and spirit consonance involved was cherished the most (Clunas, 1997).
36

For a complete record of these historical tributes, see Iconography of Lion Culture in Taiwan (Syu,
2004). instance, an ambassador named Song Yun 宋雲 from the Northern Wei dynasty (386-535 AD)
saw two lions in Gantuoluo 乾陀羅國 (around Pakistan) on his way to the pilgrim and could not
recognize them (Yang 1998, p.281); the famous courtier Ji Xiaolan 紀曉嵐 of Qing dynasty (16441911) never had a chance to see a real lion in his life (Ji, 1991; 176).
37

The image of the Chinese lion is clearly a composite which can be explained by the Qing dynasty’s
the Record of Sectional Construction (gongduan yingzao lu 工段營造錄) that depicts the attributes of
the lion with phrases like: a dragon-like appearance with the phoenix’s fur and the elephant’s eyes...(Li,
1984; 387).
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power of nature rather than a verisimilar physical resemblance of its form-xing.
Therefore, from the early silver inlaid winged beasts of the Warring States to
the stone feathered apotropaic animals of the Six Dynasties, the portrayal of
the tomb guardian quadruped was to exert an image-xiang of strength, motion,
and power over a living audience. Henceforth, it is not an overstatement to
argue that the Chinese lion was designed as and purported to be one
component of a complex whole, where the form-xing followed function and the
image-xiang derived from the recess of the their mind (xiangyouxinsheng 象由
心生). It is, nevertheless, this “likeness of none” or “likeness of all” embedded
with the Confucian and Taoist doctrines38 that values and distinguishes the
Chinese lion from other indigenous animal real or imaginary and alters the
perspective of an ideal “ride” of the eternal happiness. This point of departure
can justifiably be discerned through the transformation and evolution of the
heavenly ride—tomb guardian’s physical form-xing and ideological imagexiang and their association with the Chinese cosmological scheme from the
period between the Warring States to the Six Dynasties.
The Warring States period was the time when the empire was under its first
political chaos and social upheaval when “Seven Warring Sates (zhanguo
qixiong 戰國七雄)39” were challenging the authority of the Zhou dynasty
(1027-221 BC). This unpleasant social phenomenon was best projected on
the Chu’s 楚 tomb guardian figurine—Tongue and Antler (zhenmushou 鎮墓獸)

38

The Taoist theory describes the ultimate shape of Form-xing as formless (daxiang wuxing 大象無形)
(Laozi, 1997). The Analects of Confucius also distinguishes the non-existence of form from the
amorphous shape (wander weiyou xuer weiying 亡而為有，虛而為盈) (Confucius, 1994).

39

The seven states are Qi 齊, Chu 楚, Yan 燕, Han 韓, Zhao 趙, Qin 秦 and Wei 魏.
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(figure 2) that led people’s ways to paradise. Despite myriad speculations
about the real identity of this tomb guardian40, there has not been much doubt
about their functioning as the protecting force for the tomb occupant and as
the guide to the spiritual world. In my opinion, the link between this mortuary
art and the world beyond is circumscribed in this tomb guardian figure’s formal
attributes and their relationship with the Chinese cosmological ideas. To start
with, the head of the Tongue and Antler is round with an elongated support
composed of mainly a tongue and a square base. The circular head can be
discerned as the celestial world that rises above and the square base the
terrestrial world to cope with the Chinese cosmological idea, “Heaven is round
and Earth is square.” The tongue connecting the head and the plinth can be
deciphered as the pathway between the two worlds as many ancient
civilizations have proposed41. For the Chinese, at least for the Chu people, the
texture—small dots on the tongue, suggested the harshness of the social life
and their yearning for a better afterlife42.
To the First Emperor of Qin, who practically constructed a “hyperrealistic
world” underground with all the necessities of this life, the materialization of
his posthumous life and the declaration of human power against natural
forces were clearly testified in his Lishan 驪山 necropolis, where chariot
40

The real identity of the Tongue and Antler figurine has yet been finalized; speculations about it as the
God of Mountain (Shan shen 山神), the Duke of Earth (tubo 土伯) or the Exorcist of Evil (fang
xiangshi 方相士) have all been rendered and elaborated by scholars (Jiang, 1991; Qiu, 1994).
Nevertheless, they all point to one direction that is to protect the dead and lead him/her the way to the
other world.
41

For the explanations about tongue serving as the link between two realms in different cultures, see
Myths of Middle India: Specimens of the Oral Literature of Middle India (Elwin, 1949) and Antler and
Tongue: An Essay on Ancient Chinese Symbolism and its Implications (Salmony, 1954).
42

To Alfred Salmony, the pear-shaped dots are the representation of water or rain—a symbol of
fertility and fecundity (Salmony, 1954; 50).
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conducted by horses was his vehicle to paradise43. The graveyard of General
Huo Qubing 霍去病 where stone animals were replicated and allocated on top
of the tumulus instead of burying underground, however, marked the
beginning of the Han people’s seeking for consolation from the west whereby
the strangeness and the otherness of the new construct and the new material
were intended to build something eternal and to cope with the cosmological
position of the tomb within the universe44. With Emperor Wu of Han’s
extensive attempts for immortality in the metaphysical proposition of the
Taoist necromancers (fangshi 方士), the Han people’s ways to paradise
became further versatile and pleasant. This inductive and lasting pleasure
could be deduced by Zhuangzi’s 莊子 statement:

Human form is only one of a myriad of the attainable forms from the
Ultimate Cause of the universe. There are other forms with infinite joy
and bliss to look forwards to!
若人之形者 ， 萬化而未始有極也

(ruoren zhi xingzhe, wanhua er weishi youjiye)
Henceforth, the attainment of immortality was conceived to be an achievable
and cheerful experience through the coupling with animal figures or by means
of allegorical beasts with multiple forms. Depictions like Serpentine Fuxi 伏羲

43

For further descriptions about the Lishan necropolis, see the “Biographic of the First Emperor
(qinshihuang benji 秦始皇本紀)” in the Records of the Historian (Sima, 1959).
44

Two significant changes occurred in the development of Han mortuary art: firstly, the extensive use
of the stone material during the Middle Han period which was intended to last forever for the perpetual
use of the dead; secondly, the use of foreign motif in the funeral content (Wu 1995, p.13).
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(figure 3), Feathered Immortal (yuren 羽人) (figure 4), Harnessing Dragon to
the Sky (tenglong jiawu 騰龍駕霧) (figure 5), Riding Red-Crowned Crane to
Heaven (jiahe xiangui 駕鶴仙歸) (figure 6) and Mounting Tigrine Wind God to
the Wind (feilian shiben 飛廉使奔) (figure 7) were euhemerized in the Han’s
savour of immortality.
With the advent of the lion and its empowerment from Buddhism, the
ferocious beast was apotheosized into a fantastic breed with omnipotent and
omniscient power and was set to challenge the imperial dragon45 and
contested with the celestial tiger46 to declare its indigenous and authenticity
inasmuch as to cope with the Chinese cosmological concept. This
cosmological concept was further accentuated with the introduction of a
systematic funeral configuration named “Spirit Road (shendao 神道).”

Spirit Road (figure 8), literally meaning the path to immortality, was an
arrangement first developed during the Later Han dynasty to increase the
importance of the major sacrificial ceremonies and to strengthen the political
ties (Paludan, 1991, p.28). The system was a replica similar to the process of
approaching a palace on an imperial occasion from the south end of the
walled precincts to the centre of the imperial temple through a pathway lined
with guards. However, instead of the “real” guards of the living, a permanent
guard—the “Chinese” stone lion was summoned. The lion was then placed
45

Quoted from Taiping quangji 太平廣記, Ann Paludan depicts a Han story about a lion brought by
some Westerners on their way to Changan 長安. When the lion was tethered before a tree, its restless
roar resulted in conjuring a dragon from a nearby well (Paludan, 1991; 262)

46

Before the lion’s arrival, the tiger was deemed by the Chinese as the king of all animals postulating a
distinct position in the folk beliefs of the Chinese culture. After the lion’s introduction to China, the
lion was said to be able to surpass the tiger’s power (Guo, 1985; 592).
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behind the stone archway (que 闕) that circumscribed the perimeter of the
tomb, and in front of the stone stelae with the inscriptions of the name and
stories of the deceased before encountering the square tumulus. In the
horizontal perspective, one could easily discern that the rectangular archway
was the implication of Earth serving as an opening or an exit to another world,
and the circular top of the stelae, on the other hand, was the symbol of
Heaven. The lion in between could be justified as the link or the intermediary
between the two. As a medium between this world and the other world, the
lion image was then manipulated into a hybrid with a round head, bulging
eyes, and a long undulating tongue connecting to a bulky rectangular torso
with wings. Decidedly, the ponderous forms-xing of circle and square were
accordingly the reminiscence of the Chinese cosmological image-xiang of
Heaven and Earth whereas the lolling tongue played the intermediary
between the two with the preoccupation of framing a containable and
controllable universe of their own.
By the Six Dynasties times, the assimilation of the lion into the Chinese
culture was further accentuated by combining its foreign influences and exotic
features with the form-xing and image-xiang of the Chinese legendary beasts
bixie 辟邪 (figure 9), tianlu 天祿 (figure 10) and qilin 麒麟 (figure 11)47 to
further increase its power when China was under its second social upheaval,

47

According to the Book of Song (songshu 宋書) (ca. 500 A.D.), tianlu and qilin are benign animals,
and would only appear before sage kings when the world was at peace (Shen, 1974). Detail studies can
be found in The Study of Tianlu and Bixie (Tianlu Bixie Kao 天祿辟邪考) (Chu, 1992), “Unicorn—A
Principal Ornamental Pattern in Traditional Architecture 古建上的主要裝飾紋樣 - 麒麟 (gujian
shangde zhuyao zhuangshi wenyang-qilin ” in Traditional Chinese Architecture and Gardens 古建園
林技術 (gujian yuanlin) Vol. 2, 2001, and “A Study of the Origin of the Ch’i-lin 麒麟 and the Fenghuang 鳳凰” in Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko, Vol. 9, 1937.
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and when the common scenes were “white bones cover the field with no signs
of life” and “roads blocked with people died in hunger with no identities48. This
was the time the correspondence between natural and human worlds was
thought to have been jeopardized, and the enforcement of this
interrelationship was deemed to be a must. Henceforth, the size and the
volume of the lion were drastically increased and its allocation was changed
to better justify the systematic spiritual path (figure 12) between the world of
men and the world of gods. Instead of deployed behind the archway, the
divine beast was now placed at the very front of Spirit Road following by a pair
of stone columns with square base, circular capital and stone lion on top, and
a pair of stone stelae with rounded top and quadrate turtle base. In view of its
vertical perspective, it seems permissible to infer that each of these three
statuaries signified a small universe with the Chinese cosmological scheme
“Heaven is round and Earth is square.” Moreover, due to the changing
tumulus form from square to circular, the horizontal perspective of the funeral
arrangement was also being directed to the symbolic representation of the
Chinese cosmos in which the circular tumulus connoted Heaven and the
combining form of the two elongated beasts became the squarely built Earth
whereby the linear columns and stelae served as the link to support the two.
Insomuch, the ways to paradise became versatile and “user-friendly” where
every single component of the mortuary settings led the wondering soul to
their eternal happiness.

48

“White bones cover the field with no signs of life 白骨蔽於野，千里無雞鳴 (baigu biyu ye, qianli
wu jiming)” is quoted from a poem by Cao Cao 曹操, and “Roads blocked with people died in hunger
with no identities 餓死衢路，無人收識 (esi qulu, wuren shoushi)” is from the Book of Wei (weinsu
魏書) quoted from The Path of Beauty (Li, 1994 ; 112)
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Conclusion
From the time immemorial the Chinese ideas of the hereafter have always
been secluded and ascetic pursuits, where getting connection with the
spiritual world is the absolute. However, with the changing conception about
the life after, the Chinese quest for eternity also shifted from idealism to
materialism and from the east to the west, where the implantation of their
cosmological idea inevitably revealed human’s hunger for dominating and in
control of the universe.
Nevertheless, this desire of in power and authority was turned into a
systematic conceptualization that was apprehended and manipulated in the
hand of Confucianism and Taoism. Thus the circular and square forms-xing of
Heaven and Earth were fathomed into images-xiang of the mandate of
Heaven and allegorical stories to declare their authority. After the arrival of
Buddhism and its guardian lion, these forms-xing and images-xiang were
further elaborated into this divine creature to make its appearance particular
“Chinese” and to make the journey to the west a much more blissful one.
As Roland Barthes has reminded us when an appearance is decidedly too
peculiar, our common sense has a means of establishing a link between what
is seen and what is (Barthes, 1997, p.55). For others, the link between the
Chinese tangible world and their intangible realm of the hereafter might be a
complete enigma; for the Chinese, it was as simple as “Heaven is round and
Earth is Square”.
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Figure 3: Fuxi and Nuwa 女媧 with interlaced
serpentine tails. Source: Ways to Paradise,
1979.

Figure 1: Painting from tomb no. 1, Ma-wang-tui.
Source: Ways to Paradise, 1979.
Figure 4: A Feathered Immortal rides on Bixie.
Source: Asian Art in the Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery, 1987.

Figure 2: Example of Tongue and Antler from Chu
tomb. Source: Divination, Mythology and Monarchy in
Han China, 1994.

Figure 5: Dragon. Source: Taiwan gongyi 台灣
工藝 (Taiwanese Crafts), 10; 1987.
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Figure 6: Immortal with crane.
Source: Mawangdui yihao
hanmu qiguanhua kaoshi 馬王
堆一號漢墓漆棺畫考釋 (The
Mythological Paintings on the
Lacquer Coffin of the Han Tomb
No. 1 at Ma-wang-tui,
Changsha), 1973.

Figure 7: Immortal with crane.
Source: Mawangdui yihao
hanmu qiguanhua kaoshi 馬王
堆一號漢墓漆棺畫考釋 (The
Mythological Paintings on the
Lacquer Coffin of the Han Tomb
No. 1 at Ma-wang-tui,
Changsha), 1973.

Figure 9: Qilin of the Six
Dynasties. Source: Photograph by
Min Young, 2005.

Figure 8: Spirit Road in Han dynasty.
Source: The Chinese Spirit Road, 1991.

Figure 12: Spirit Road in Han
dynasty. Source: The Chinese Spirit
Road, 1991.

Figure 10: Tianlu of the Six
Dynasties. Source: Photograph by
Min Young, 2005.

Figure 11: Qilin of the Six
Dynasties. Source: Photograph by
Min Young, 2005.
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Abstract
The female protagonists of Emile Zola’s naturalistic novels, L’Assommoir and Nana, are
analyzed and compared with the Romantic ballets and other popular arts of nineteenth-century
Paris. This study questions contemporary stereotypes regarding women’s roles as well as those in
nineteenth-century Paris. While the terms “courtesan” and “dancer” were often considered
simultaneous, the reality is that many dancers adopted traditional familial roles as wives and
mothers rather than engaging in promiscuity. “High art” and “low art” became blurred, as did
the social classes with the rise of the bourgeois and the Industrial Revolution. The popularity of a
dance performance, painting, or piece of literature depended on the media’s message, much like
today. Ballet critic Theophile Gautier romanticized female dancers and ballet performances of
the time, while Zola showed the gritty underbelly of Parisian life. Edgar Degas produced
behind-the-scenes artwork to reveal the beauty and truth behind performances and rehearsals
much as a photographer would today. These perspectives combined provide a well-rounded
glimpse into the often paradoxical lives of working class women in nineteenth-century Paris.
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Movement and Narrative in Zola’s L’Assommoir and Nana
Émile Zola’s social and political commentaries heightened public awareness of the
changes and issues occurring in nineteenth-century Paris, but it is only within his novels,
particularly his Rougon-Macquart cycle, that he was able to transcend class and gender and reach
a broader audience. Other messengers in the form of artists—dancers, painters, and sculptors—
also helped paint the Parisian landscape. In two of his most vivid novels, L’Assommoir (The
Dram Shop) and Nana, Zola traces the lives of a poverty-stricken mother, Gervaise, and her
equally poor and desperate daughter, Nana. These wonderfully-wrought characters are born out
of Zola’s colorful and active diction, and the reader follows them on their paths of suffering,
responding to the echo of their footsteps and the tick-tock of time as it inevitably chases after
them. Their mutual demises occur as a result of their inability to cope with their given
conditions in late nineteenth-century Paris, a place in which idealistic artistry clashes violently
with naturalistic reality. This collision ignites movement in his characters, shedding light on
their motivations, desires, and woes.
Zola, best known for his naturalistic portrayals of French urban culture, wrote with the
intention of showing the effects of heredity and environment on the Rougon-Macquart family,
and in so doing he fully illustrated the effects of alcoholism at that time. Ultimately, Zola shows
the averageness of his characters, particularly through heroines Gervaise and Nana. Many other
artists did precisely the opposite—they elevated the female and painted the human condition in a
highly idealized way, often differentiating between “good” characters and “bad characters,”
which is perhaps why Zola’s literary achievements were considered so incendiary. His heroines
melt light and dark, good and bad, together so that they are neither martyrs nor angels.
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Nineteenth-century France endured great change, particularly following the Revolution of
1830. With the rise of the middle class, literature and art strove to offer people hope of escape
from the drudgery of everyday life. Painters, dancers, and authors alike began focusing on the
common man instead of catering strictly to the needs of the aristocracy and royalty. The
bourgeois also gained economic power in that entrepreneurs and subscribers began to pay for
performances, paintings, and publications on their own rather than giving up their opportunities
to the elitist beau monde. Ballet production changed from government ownership to private
ownership. Zola’s novels embrace the harsh reality that the burgeoning bourgeois faced,
contrary to the idealistic escapism proposed by the Paris Opéra ballets of the time such as La
Sylphide, Giselle, and later Coppélia. Regardless of their personal perspectives, Zola has much
in common with contemporaries Théophile Gautier, an influential ballet critic, and Edgar Degas,
artist. Though all utilize slightly different media, they are all observers and recorders of
historical events. Because dance occurs, as Shelley Berg (1999) suggests, “on the vanishing
point,” lost just as soon as it is performed, such records are important to the preservation of
knowledge of this time period (pg. 225). Likewise, Zola’s characters give readers an accurate
glimpse into the lives of a then-typical Parisian family. Although Zola’s “performers”—indeed
his characters do not exist—are not romanticized as they are in Gautier’s critiques or Degas’s
paintings, they do have a genuine quality that makes them worthy of observation.
In L’Assommoir, Zola traces Gervaise Macquart’s experiences from her early twenties to
death, emphasizing her love interests and familial relationships to show the effects of abusing
love and money to accommodate personal benefit on their daily lives. The introductory
relationship is that of Gervaise and Lantier, whose long history includes the birth of two children
and a stable live-in relationship, but no official marriage. For years the couple lives happily, but
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Lantier’s overnight absences increase and the family finances decrease. A pattern begins with
this first union: when the money dwindles, so does the love. Lantier moves Gervaise and the
children to Paris with the intention of starting a new, better life—with the intention of getting out
of poverty. Upon returning from an all-night rendezvous, Lantier becomes irritable and violent,
scaring Gervaise as she sees that their relationship has deteriorated since it first began. Lantier
has squandered the hard-earned money on booze and women, and thus the relationship ends after
several fights and trips to the pawnshop. The love that initiated their relationship years earlier
ends because of Lantier’s reckless spending and infidelity.
Gervaise and Goujet’s (her next lover) love for each other is unequivocally genuine,
although they are unable to enjoy each other’s company to the extent they desire because of their
consciousness of propriety. From the beginning Goujet’s adoration of Gervaise is made evident
by his generous loan of 500 francs to allow her to open a laundering shop in the rue de la Goutte
d’Or. Goujet works at an iron forge, and one day he invites Gervaise to accompany him to his
workplace. The machines rumble and jerk about threateningly, symbolizing the change that
Goujet as a worker and France as a nation endures. The workers respond to their jobs and each
other by holding a contest as a means of escape and breaking up the monotony. They make bets
to see who can flatten iron the quickest. Two sledgehammers are chosen and named Fifine and
Dédèle, with which Bec-Salé and Goujet compete. Zola (1970) writes:
Bec-Salé…bent backwards and swung Dédèle up with both hands…and at each swing of
the hammer he nearly burst himself, leaping up from the ground as though carried away
by his own momentum…That evening it was the iron that was afraid of him, and he was
flattening it softer than a plug of tobacco. And Dédèle didn’t half dance—you should just
see! She pulled off the grand entrechat with her feet in the air like a dancing-girl at the
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Elysée-Montmarte showing her knickers; for you can’t let the grass grow under your feet,
you know—iron is such a sod it cools down straight away just to cock a snook at the
hammer…So, really letting himself go, dancing and bellowing, he laid on two extra
blows just to spite his own discomfort (pg. 173).
The poor workers’ toiling movements are described in dance vocabulary, and the sledgehammers
are given female personalities and occupations as dancers. Like the ballerinas at the Paris Opéra,
the tools become vessels through which imagination flows freely. This illustrious
personification allows the reader to fully recognize the banality of the working class and the
excitement dancers provoked at the time, particularly for male audiences.
Zola’s vibrant language exposes post-Industrial Revolutionary Paris and all its
complicated problems. Machines took over many manual labor jobs, leading to a feeling of
ambivalence among workers—relief to be working at a less physically demanding level, and
sorrow for having to leave an occupation so familiar. The machines at Goujet’s forge are
described at length as he leads Gervaise through his workplace:
The huge shed was throbbing with the vibration of the machines, and lurking shadows
were streaked with red flames…He went first and she followed through the deafening
row in which all sorts of noises combined their hissing and roaring, amidst clouds of
smoke peopled with weird shapes—black humans rushing about, machines waving their
arms, she couldn’t tell t’other from which…she couldn’t see anything yet, it was all
dancing about…the belts seemed to be traveling on their own, deriving their motive
power from the depths of darkness (pg. 176).
Here the mechanical devices are again given human qualities, creating a synaesthetic aura for
both Gervaise and the reader, observers of the changes demanded of the working-middle class at
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a time in history when technology played dual roles as whip-wielding tyrant and coddling
mother. This passage is, again, highly imaginative and indicative of the working class’s
attraction to fantasy.
Because alcoholism punctuates L’Assommoir so thoroughly, and indeed often invokes the
imagination, the difference in movement and musicality between drunken and sober behavior
should be examined. Hunger, desperation, and poverty are results of Gervaise’s lovers’
addiction. They fritter away every sou on booze, and even Gervaise herself succumbs to the
allure of alcohol’s escapist qualities. One night as she looks for her husband, Coupeau, she finds
him at a local bar, but instead of dragging him home she becomes infatuated with the drinkmachine:
She turned round and saw the still, the drink-machine working away in the little glassedin yard with the deep rumblings of its devil’s kitchen. At the night-time the copper
containers looked even more sinister, their round bellies catching just a star of red light,
and the shadow cast by the machine on the wall behind suggested obscene shapes, figures
with tails, monsters opening their jaws to devour the whole world (pg. 336).
In Gervaise’s excessive pining for alcohol and food throughout the novel, she conjures up
images of inanimate objects moving. For her, the imagination plays dual roles: as motivator and
killer. Many of her thoughts are delusional and are born out of desperation, but nevertheless the
reader gains a better understanding of the severity of her poverty. Most of her sober days are
spent working as a laundress and later as a washwoman, and her movements are utilitarian and
consistent. As a young woman she relies heavily on the consistent rhythm of her ironing and
steady paychecks to avoid hardship. In fact, “rhythm is almost sacred to Gervaise…she is
mesmerized by her mantle clock and hides her savings-bank book under its globe, in this manner
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uniting her financial future…with the clock” (Johnson, 1983, pg. 27). Consistency and time
management equal happiness for Gervaise, but the addition of alcohol into her life, brought about
by practically every lover she has but Goujet, means the subtraction of order and rhythmic
comfort. As Coupeau’s condition worsens, she adopts his behavior and staggers around her
furniture-less room, bumping into the walls with increasing frequency as she drinks to stave off
hunger and eats between her husband’s binges.
Coupeau's danse macabre at the hospital just before his death is frenzied and rather
unexpected, even though he had entered the hospital several times before as a result of his
excessive alcohol consumption:
There Coupeau was dancing and yelling. A proper shit-bag, with his smock in tatters and
his limbs beating the air, but not a funny shit-bag, at all, oh no, a shit-bag whose
appalling jigging made your hair stand on end. He seemed to be putting on an act as a
dying duck. Christ, what a one-man show! He charged into the window, backed away
from it beating time with his arms and shaking his hands as though he wanted to make
them fly off and hit somebody in the face. You sometimes see comedians in the musichalls taking this off, but they imitate it so badly—you should see the genuine drunkard’s
rigadoon if you want to know how smashing it looks when done properly (Zola, 1970, pg.
409).
The sheer power of Coupeau’s last fit demonstrates his loss of control and utter abandonment of
responsibility. Zola’s choice to liken the harsh circumstances of these working-class people to
the more pleasant world of entertainment and dance helps the reader to understand the social and
economic views of the Macquarts’ time in history. Dancers, at least ballet dancers at the Paris
Opéra, were idealized during the nineteenth century perhaps because they represented
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otherworldliness, an escape from the pressures of the grind of everyday life. Coupeau and
Gervaise, then, find moments of escape in both alcohol consumption and dance reveries. Indeed,
ballet language pervades Zola’s novels, though in untraditional form. Lynn Garafola (1997)
explains that the ballerina “haunts the writing of the era, an icon of femininity, graceful, teasing,
mysterious,” but Gervaise embodies none of these qualities (pg. 2). She is the anti-ballerina in
that she limps throughout the second half of L’Assommoir, a victim to her life’s hard work. Her
neighbors, the Lorilleux, call her “Clip-Clop” because of her awkward gait, and she is anything
but graceful.
Nana, on the other hand, has great potential for gracefulness and propriety, but instead
she opts for a life of excess and selling out just like her mother. She is coddled by nearly every
man she encounters from the time she is a child until she reaches adulthood, and she matures
very early, looking full grown at age fifteen. She is born in the midst of social change, which is
perhaps another reason why she is prone to promiscuity and confusion. “The listless march of
the workers in the morning of Nana’s parade down the streets of her neighborhood…are both
veiled threats to the comfortable bourgeois world, and the poignant contrasts to the pompous,
stylized promenades of the upper and middle classes” (Johnson, 1983, pg. 16). The social
ambivalence of nineteenth-century Paris is revealed through the gait and demeanor of the
background characters—the crowds—so effectively that the reader gets a virtual history lesson
without needing to consult a formal textbook.
In Nana Zola dedicates an entire volume to tracing the life of Gervaise’s temptress of a
daughter. The novel opens with an evening theatrical performance at the Variétés where Nana
appears in The Blonde Venus as the title character. She sings horribly off-key, and she has no
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real dance ability, but she definitely has the “X factor.” It is a cabaret-like performance, very unballetic, and indeed her audience laughs blatantly at her risqué oscillations:
She stood waiting, relaxed and quite unembarrassed, establishing immediate contact with
her audience; she seemed to be saying openly, with a wink, that she’d got no talent at all
but it didn’t matter, she’d got something else. And making a sign to the leader of the
orchestra, as much as to say: ‘Let’s get going, old boy!’ she began her second verse…She
continued to sway from side to side because that was the only thing she knew how to do;
but now nobody found that at all ugly, far from it; the men were peering through their
opera-glasses (pg. 14).
Nana’s appeal as a performer is different from that of the Romantic ballerinas. Her movements
do not have a spiritual quality, but rather she is a seductress whose role is to entice male
audience members through her obvious sexuality. The ballerina’s sexuality, while strong, was
subtler. The Blonde Venus takes its subject matter from Greek mythology, something that was
more commonly done during the late Renaissance (Franko, 2001, pg. 192). Perhaps Nana’s
character onstage is humorous not only because of her saucy gyrations and objectionable voice,
but also because the play is a throwback, a satire, of performances past. Nana’s seductive, ironic
dance sends a message of availability commonly associated with cabaret dancers but seldom
with the ballerina. The close interaction between dancer and audience creates a different
dynamic from the distanced relationship ballerinas at the Paris Opéra had with abonnes during
performances. Nana’s career as a performer onstage is short-lived, but she continues to
“perform” for men in private soirees for years. Streetwalking becomes her main occupation, but
she resorts to this at a young age, and not because she is forced into it out of hunger like her
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Zola’s ability to make a social commentary through prose and reach the

masses is what makes his literary accomplishments so noteworthy.
While Zola’s novels gave readers insight into the harsh reality of the consequences of
social and economic change in nineteenth-century France, the ballet provided an escape from the
Franco-German War. With a new opera house built and with greater public access to
performances, in Paris “the ballet [was] front page news” (McCarren, 1998, pg. 53). Popular
ballets such as La Sylphide, Giselle, and Coppélia gave audiences a dose of ethereality, but their
themes such as marriage, life and death are also evident in Zola’s novels. Women’s roles in
society were in transition, as indicated by the difference in Gervaise and Nana’s characters and
those in the Romantic ballets. In La Sylphide, “the ethereal and the exotic…were combined and
enhanced by the technical innovations of the past decade…[the sylphide] skims over the stage on
her delicate pointes,” so she seems unconfined by gravity. The invention of gas lighting further
elevated the ballerina into her heavenly sphere, creating an illusion of lightness (Cohen, 1974,
pg. 66). Though the Sylphide and Giselle are both highly idealized characters, they have much
in common with Gervaise and Nana Macquart. Giselle and the Sylph are chaste, dependent
figures. “Under the influence of older witch-type figures, they are the essence of naivete,” and
they are victims just as Gervaise and Nana are victims of their own alcoholism and abusive
lovers (Johnson, 1983, pg. 52). But not only are these female characters victims—they are also
beneficiaries of men’s attention and/or money. The “sylph” ballerina is contradictory in the
messages she sends to her audience, paralleling the ambiguity and complexity of the roles of
women in nineteenth-century France. She is both flighty and earthly, chaste and sexual—which
is perhaps the basis of the sylph’s mass appeal.
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So the female ballerina became the focus of the Romantic Ballet, just as the female
characters are highlighted in Zola’s novels. Zola controls his characters as a ballet master
controls his dancers, the former using word choice and the latter using gestures. The feminine
ideal on the Paris Opéra stage led to the replacement of the male dancer with the danseuse en
travesti, or a female dancer donning men’s clothing. Lynn Garafola (2001) observes, “What
audiences wanted was a masculine image deprived of maleness, an idealized adolescent, a
beardless she-man” (pg. 213). So the nineteenth-century ballerina’s duality became obvious on
multiple levels. Gervaise is decidedly feminine, but because of her poverty she is required to do
manual labor, sometimes taking on masculine responsibilities. Nana, wholly feminine, has soft
skin but a rather brash personality. Women’s roles, then, whether in reality or in artistic
projections, were complex. The common perception that the nineteenth-century ballerina
engaged in paltry escapades is somewhat misleading. The reality was that most ballet dancers
were “in fact highly principled women and followed serious pursuits in their hours of
leisure…The life of a dancer was in fact far less wild than was commonly supposed. Classes,
rehearsals, and performances took up most of their days and evenings. Thus gallantry could only
be a secondary pastime” (Guest, 1974, pgs. 18-19). However, Nana’s performance in The
Blonde Venus definitely fits under the category of “gallantry.”
A recurring motif throughout both Zola’s novels and the Romantic Ballet is that of
marriage. In nineteenth-century France it was not uncommon for women to take a lover soon
after marriage, and these outside “affairs” were accepted. By the mid-1800s “arranged marriages
flourished,” and even though some couples never found love, their friendships often prevented
infidelity (Robertson, 1982, pg. 186). Domestic duties were more equally shared between
husbands and wives in growing middle class families. Though Gervaise has a feminine job as
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laundress, she is working nevertheless, and while she waits for her husband/lover—Lantier,
Coupeau, Goujet—to arrive home, she prepares dinner. She is much more active than women
were in times past. Aside from her multiple roles in the household as mother/caretaker and
partial breadwinner, the nineteenth-century French woman in literature was “the ideal good.”
Zola’s heroines are far from perfect, but nearly every male character in L’Assommoir and
Nana—the lovers, suitors, and husbands—put Gervaise and Nana on pedestals and adore them to
an extreme degree. For feminists, this new idealization of women was a great step in the right
direction, but even feminists “recognized…that the ideal Romantic woman was no equal to man:
she was childlike, dependent on men’s power for her very survival; she was also self-sacrificing,
subordinating herself to men’s interests” (Moses, 1984, pg. 18). So, with this ideal notion of
femininity, the idea of whom one should marry was of extreme social importance.
In La Sylphide there is the question of whether James will seek the Sylphide or marry the
woman inside his social ring, Effie. The ballet itself is a social commentary. In the wedding
celebration of James and Effie, the Scots perform a folkdance. “Their movement, in Labanalysis
terms, is bound, while [the Sylphide’s] is free.” This contrast signifies that she does not belong
to this earthly group and is a temptation and otherworldly. Throughout the ballet the Sylphide
continues her free flowing movements, and her spacial distance from the other groups—the Scots
and the witches, develops the narrative. The witches
dance in a circle but, unlike humans, make no physical contact with one another. Their
gestures are angular, asymmetrical, and mechanical…[and] although the witches, too, are
strong and earthbound, they are shown as the opposite of the agile humans. Their
movements are jerky and spasmodic…snakelike, they press their bellies to the
ground…They are monstrous inversions of humanity (Banes, 1998, pg. 18).
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The contrast in movement quality among these three groups—the Scots, the witches, and the
sylphs—develops the narrative. James has trouble catching the sylph, whose flighty movements
elude him, which makes her very different from a good wife, who would be waiting at home for
him. The Sylphide and Madge are both dangerous and enchanting because of their inhuman
qualities, whether good or bad. La Sylphide maps social change and raises questions about
traditional marriage. Sally Banes (1998) best defines the ballet’s purpose: “La Sylphide
explores society’s anxiety toward the Other, and perhaps toward the institution of marriage
itself” (pg. 23). In addition to addressing social anxiety regarding male and female relationships,
both the Romantic ballets and Zola’s novels exemplify the theme of the merging of mortal and
supernatural beings. For much of L’Assommoir, Zola’s characters are portrayed as sinful human
beings, making their share of mistakes, giving little thought to God and His intervention.
However, when Gervaise reaches extreme hunger, she calls out to God for help. When her
daughter, Nana, reaches adolescence, she seems to recognize her heavenly, golden beauty, and is
disgusted that her outward appearance does not match her misbehavior and promiscuity. On the
Paris Opéra stage, supernatural beings—sylphs, spirits, witches—often interact with human
lives, revealing truths about the human condition to those involved. Ivor Guest (1980), dance
historian, observes that
La Sylphide sealed the triumph of Romanticism in the field of ballet. That Ballet of the
Nuns had indicated the supernatural as a new and promising source for
choreographers…[La Sylphide’s] plot introduced to French ballet the situation of a spirit
falling in love with a mortal, epitomizing, with haunting effect, the quest of the Romantic
artist for the infinite and the unattainable (pg. 114).
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In this way, then, Zola’s contribution in portraying nineteenth-century French society differed
greatly from the ballets of the time. Rather than idealizing his characters, he shows them in their
real, gritty setting, and while a supernatural presence is acknowledged, his characters do not
reach supernatural status at any given time. The Lorilleux, Gervaise’s neighbors, seem inhuman,
magical, and have a spell-like influence on her because they do have a little money and a warm
fireplace—but this is only because they have not reached the same level of desperation and
hunger. Nana, with her alluring beauty and flirtatious attitude, gives men the illusion of
ethereality, but in the end she is as downtrodden and human as her poor mother.
Giselle also makes a kind of social commentary in that it tells the story of a poor girl’s
seduction and betrayal by a nobleman. Written a decade after the Revolution of 1830, it reflects
the favor of the working class and challenges past class boundaries. In the Renaissance dances
were performed expressly for special royal occasions, often wedding ceremonies. The Romantic
ballet of nineteenth-century France flipped that role on its head, and the ballets themselves
adopted weddings as a major source of plot development and a vessel for showing meaning. So,
weddings became internalized within the ballets themselves. Marriage for love was a relatively
new idea, and Banes (1998) argues that “the ‘noble spiritual love’ that the ballet celebrates is not
the triumph and transcendence of a universal human emotion, but, rather, a political affirmation
of the self and of personal agency that is historically rooted, part and parcel of the French
bourgeois ideology” (pg. 24).
In L’Assommoir, the theme of marriage is handled humorously and with little political
concern. Gervaise and Coupeau’s wedding is a happy occasion, for there is no competition as in
the ballets, perhaps because the bride and groom are on the same level socially and
economically—they make sense. The wedding party travels through the Louvre until dinnertime.
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The scene is humorous because the Louvre is grand, a place most of these poor people would
avoid except that this is a special occasion. They laugh and point fingers at the paintings,
ridiculing the Mona Lisa. Perhaps the ballet was such an attractive form of entertainment
because it was progressive—portraying the crossing of social barriers through marriage outside
of one’s class; sometimes this meant falling for someone outside of one’s earthly realm as with
James in La Sylphide.
Not only does Giselle reflect social changes, it reflects political values in that the calm
after the storm, or the peaceful sunrise following the night of terror among the Wilis, mirrors the
national peace found following the Revolution of 1830 (Banes, 1998). Unfortunately, Zola’s
characters never find this peace—they struggle to the end, and only in death do they find solace.
They do not have the luxury of life after death—there are no supernatural elements to Zola’s
naturalistic prose other than the occasional desperate cry to God for help in times of hunger.
In Giselle, at first the title character is giddy with joy at the excitement of her upcoming
wedding joining her friends in terre-à-terre dancing. But once she joins the Wilis, “evil sisters”
whose movements are aerial and alluring, she becomes tempted as she was formerly with
Albrecht’s deceitful pas de deux. Emerging from her tomb, she has lost the control she once had
in life. “For the first time, she does not enjoy dancing, for she is dancing against her will. She is
an emblem of power and agency split apart, for if in Act I she experienced freedom of choice
with little social power, in Act II Giselle wields the power with which Myrtha imbues, but she
has no freedom” (Banes, 1998, pg. 27). This idea of women possessing great power but being
simultaneously limited in its use can be found in Zola’s novels as well. Giselle has power but
not the kind she wants and needs. Likewise, Gervaise has power in her youth that she loses with
age and hardship. Her progressing age combined with her physical decline (her awkward limp,
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her hungry body wasting away) drive her lovers away, one by one. Nana’s sexual prowess
brings her great wealth from many lovers—Georges, Fontan, and Count Vandeuvres. But once
she has literally slept with nearly every man in Paris, she runs out of resources since her power
only lies with her feminine wiles and sexuality. Otherwise she is powerless, and eventually
streetwalking no longer provides enough income for her survival. One day, while sitting
between two of her lovers, Nana sees a woman with “real” power and longs for it:
The whole way back to La Mignotte, Nana didn’t open her mouth. Twice she turned
round to look back at the château. Lulled by the sound of the wheels, she didn’t even feel
Steiner sitting beside her or see Georges sitting opposite; in the evening twilight she was
watching a vision. She could still see the [Queen of Chamont] going by, majestic and
queenly, full of years and honours and power (Zola, 1992, pg. 176).
Age and public respect are other means of power, but because Nana only possesses power of a
sexual nature, she is jealous and unfulfilled. She never marries, and her only pleasures are
derived from little baubles and coquetry. Even her happiest moments are false because she lacks
sympathy for others, including the love-sick-induced suicide of one of her most loyal lovers,
Georges. Her power too, if not false, is short-lived.
The narrative of Coppélia, one of the last ballets of the Romantic period, introduces a
doll who reveals the jealous tendencies of women. Gervaise endures infidelity from all her
lovers save Goujet, who loves her truly. Nana, on the other hand, is seldom envious of women
(with the exception of the Queen of Chamont), but perhaps this is because she is usually the
“winner” of men. Because she allows men to use her body (and because she uses men, too) she
is doll-like. Coppélia comes to life at the command of Coppélius’s magic, but Nana never fully
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arrives at emotional fruition. In Zola’s world, this hardly seems possible. His characters become
so beaten down by misery that they remain, in a sense, soulless and machinelike—like dolls.
Edgar Degas accomplished much as an artistic historian, preserving still images of the
world of dance in nineteenth-century Paris long before the invention of the modern camera.
Capturing dancers at both rehearsal and onstage, Degas painted scenes from multiple
perspectives so that the relationship between the performers, musicians, and audience changed
with each image. For example, in The Orchestra of the Opera1, “the point of view is that of a
person seated in the stalls, or orchestra seats, close by the orchestra pit itself; the viewer is thus
pinpointed as a member of the audience, and, more specifically, as a male of the upper classes,
because only such men sat at these seats”(Shakelford, 1986, pg. 28). This painting, then, offers a
glimpse of what the average ballet-goer, which has been identified as usually male, would see on
a night at the Paris Opéra.
In contrast, in Ballet from Robert le Diable2 the orchestra pit is seen again, but in this
case the spectators have been added along with their seat backs in the foreground. A man in the
middle of the painting gazes through a pair of binoculars toward the theater boxes to the left
beyond the painting’s perimeter. “He does not pay any attention to the ballet in progress…the
viewer’s attention is focused not on the performance, but on the spectators, who turn to look at
other unseen members of the audience” (Shakelford, 1986, pgs. 29-30). Perhaps he is looking at
other audience members. So, even from a cursory glance at Degas’s painting, one can draw
conclusions about the importance of the ballet. The performance itself may have been secondary
for some abonnes, whose primary interest in attending in the first place may have been to get
backstage time with one of few ballerinas.

1
2

Figure 1
Figure 2
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Degas manages to get closer to the dancers and musicians in Musicians in the Orchestra.3
A white-clad dancer can be seen at the top of the canvas in the midst of ample stage space. A
group of dancers is seen, which is new compared to Degas’s previous work. A bit of canvas was
added at the top of the image so that the dancers would no longer be headless. “Now the dancer,
glowing pink and white in the footlights, shines over [the audience members’] somber backs.
This is, then, among the first unequivocal representations in Degas’ oevre of the modern ballet
dancer in performance” (Shakelford, 1986, pg. 31). With each of these paintings Degas gets
progressively closer to the dancer.
Shortly after Zola first published L’Assommoir and Nana, Degas began painting Paris
Opéra dancers during rehearsals. He approached these pictures as a “privileged insider, the
patron allowed to witness not only the performance, but also the hours of work and training
behind the scenes that precede it” (Shakelford, 1986, pgs. 32-33). Degas, then, bridges a gap
between Zola’s raw, brutal literary pictures of harsh urban life and the Romantic ballet’s quixotic
portrayal of the female, fueled by Gautier’s commentary.
Degas also makes a social commentary with the so-called “narrative” of his artwork in
that the musical instruments in his paintings tend to symbolize a male presence, separating the
female performer from her (usually male) audience. George Shakelford (1986) observes that
there is a masculine presence in [these paintings] in the form of the upright, linear
silhouette of the bass violin, which is contrasted with the glowing, diaphanous figures of
the dancers onstage…the interaction is, like the pairing of the white-clad dancer and jetblack cylinder of an oboe in the Musicians in the Orchestra3, a visual pun occasioned by
the point of view the artist has chosen (pgs. 35-36).

3

Figure 3
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Also, in Musicians in the Orchestra,3 the musicians separate the performer from the flowers
flung onstage. The musicians, or masculine symbols, are ignored and seem to interfere with the
relationship between dancer and audience. If this is true as Shakelford suggests, the male is
being ignored in Degas’s paintings just as he is ignored onstage in La Sylphide and Giselle,
further enforced by the popularity of the travesty dancer. Ivor Guest (1974) observes that during
the Second Empire “the triumph of the ballerina was complete, but the decline of the Romantic
Ballet was made certain, for the eclipse of the male—evidenced by Degas’ neglect of him in his
pictures—could only lead, as in life itself, to sterility” (pg. 3). Ultimately, the Romantic ballet
had to change because the elevation of the female could only persist for a limited amount of time
before public fervor waned. Likewise, supporters of the naturalistic novel grew tired of its
depressing portrayals of human suffering. In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, following
the publication of Zola’s Rougon-Macquart cycle and the staging of Coppélia at the Paris Opéra,
yet another set of metamorphoses began to occur in French art.
Degas’s paintings also enforce Guest’s observation that there was not a high population of
ballet dancers at the Paris Opéra during the Romantic era, though the sylph-like ballerina was a
celebrity, a movie-star in nineteenth-century Paris. “ ‘What a paltry opinion novelists have of
the ballet girl’s virtue,’ commented Le Figaro in 1859,” the same publication that labeled Nana
“The Golden Fly” in her youthful days as a performer. “There is not one Parisian novel which
does not introduce a banker or a man of fashion who keeps a ballet girl of the Opéra. But the
Académie de Musique barely contains thirty danseuses, so that even if the rats and supers were
included, there would be at least a thousand happy admirers for each of them (Guest, 1974, pg.
19). Zola, the father of the French naturalistic novel, was perhaps an exception. But indeed the
“loose women” proliferate, and Nana hardly lacks company in her whoring. She becomes good
3

Figure 3
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friends with a fellow “dancer,” Satin, and they quickly become bored with their “bankers” and
“men of fashion.” When boredom sets in, “she’[ll] launch out with Satin into wild expeditions on
the Paris streets, lurking in muddy little back-streets, offering sex on the cheap. She [goes] back
to the sleazy dance-halls on the outskirts of Paris where she’d hopped around in her grubby
petticoats in earlier days” (Zola, 1992, pg. 236). These girls, however, are not ballerinas, and
belong to a larger crowd of nightclub performers who relied more on bawdy, sexy costumes than
on genuine talent. It is well to note that scarcity of ballerinas reinforces the idea that they did not
in fact live the wild, sexy lives imagined by the public.
Théophile Gautier was a major critic of the Romantic ballet, and his heroines included
Marie Taglioni, whom he called a “Christian” dancer and Fanny Elssler, whom he labeled
“pagan.” Carlotta Grisi seemed to embody both characteristics (Cohen, 1974, pg. 45). Gautier’s
analyses of performances fit the public opinion of the time, or rather his commentary helped
shape public opinion. His idealization of these particular ballerinas led to the common belief that
dancers somehow represented extreme opposites, so these women—or more accurately their
stage personas—supported the attractive notion that women were the “ultimate good” and
simultaneously “dangerous.” That women could be simultaneously human and superhuman,
natural and unnatural, good and bad made them icons in the public sphere, as is the case with
opera house ballerinas, and in the private sphere as with Gervaise and Nana. An example of
Gautier’s criticism of Fanny Elssler’s revival of La Sylphide follows:
When Fanny dances, one thinks of a thousand pleasant things, in imagination one
wanders into marble palaces flooded with sunlight and silhouetted against a deep-blue
sky, like the friezes of the Parthenon; you feel yourself leaning on your elbow on the
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balustrade of a terrace, with roses around your head, a cup of full Syracusan wine in your
hand, a white greyhound at your feet….(Gautier, 1947, pg. 27).
Gautier transports his readers to a dream world through words as his beloved dancers do through
movement. He is not interested in change or shock value. Zola’s readers, instead, are drawn
into the harsh reality of real-world problems, including bad weather and financial hardship. One
writer lies, the other tells the truth—or so it seems. Though Gautier greatly contributed to the
field of ballet and its recording in the nineteenth century, his marked favoritism and dislike of the
male dancer onstage make him a limited resource for finding out the truth regarding nineteenthcentury ballet. This is why combining Degas’s pictorial and Zola’s literary contributions with
his art and criticism is helpful in making an accurate assessment of nineteenth-century Parisian
culture. Ultimately, Zola’s description of his characters’ movement, both literal and figurative,
creates true-to-life stories of nineteenth-century Paris.
Other artists, such as Degas and Gautier, also make social commentaries and influence
public opinion of the time, though their perspectives are far more romantic. These artists’
recordings—novels, criticisms, and paintings—create a kaleidoscope of ideas through which the
contemporary historian may look in the hope of understanding the truth and ideology behind the
time period. Time requires human advancement and movement, and Zola, Gautier, and Degas
all acknowledge this gracefully in their respective methods of observation. Even though Zola’s
characters seem sordid and bleak when compared to the prized dancers of Gautier and Degas,
heroines Gervaise and Nana Macquart do have moments of dancing, moments of escape from
their poverty, and in these instances their stories and lives progress beautifully. The sheer joy of
hearing the pitter-patter of the workers’ efforts at their jobs—in the laundry shop or at the
forge—keeps the reader engaged. Zola’s active language made an otherwise dull social
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commentary emotionally charged, just as the Romantic ballet offered a temporary escape from
the very real problems associated with the Revolution. Though the period of Romanticism
birthed many illusions, those illusions perhaps brought comfort to France at a time of rapid
change in history.
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Note: From Armstrong, C. (2003). Odd Man Out: Readings of the work and reputation of Edgar
Degas. Los Angeles: Getty Publications.
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Note: From Armstrong, C. (2003). Odd Man Out: Readings of the work and reputation of Edgar
Degas. Los Angeles: Getty Publications.
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Note. From (2005). Retrieved November 20, 2005, from San Jose State University Web site:
http://gallery.sjsu.edu/paris/breaking_away/ballet_2.htm.
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A Misunderstood Artist, a Clouded Island:
Tsai Ming-Liang and The Wayward Cloud
by
Chi-Ying Yu
Abstract
Although Tsai Min-Liang is regarded as one of the most erotic and sensual directors
of our time, with his film The Wayward Cloud (2005) assuring this impression, in this
paper I argue that he is a misunderstood artist whose philosophy is more nostalgic and
whose social concern is ethical and serious. While most people’s impression of his films
is that Tsai’s intent is to challenge moral values, I argue that he is a director who tries to
moralize the world.
This paper will focus on The Wayward Cloud and its related phenomena as
examples of Tsai’s pedagogical intent. In February of 2005, when the director brought
the film back from Berlin Film Festival to Taiwan and started to screen it around the
island, discussion of the film flared throughout the country. Seeing The Wayward Cloud
became an event. In this paper, I will discuss how movie-going phenomenon of The
Wayward Cloud is the off script that Tsai means to display publicly. The screen does not
only mirror the reality from a certain distance but more significantly mirrors the reality
inside the dark screening room. The voyeurism and exploitation of the body, of sex, and
of the pathetic impossibility of love, cannot be illustrated more powerfully than through
the swarm of audiences into movie theaters.
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Death of the Oral Tradition?: Reading Defoe against Walter Benjamin
But in the Antediluvian World, if they had not the use of Letters, and a
written Chronology, which yet I will not assert; yet Oral tradition, had
so just an Authority, the Authors living so many Years to perfect their
Posterity in the Particulars of what they related to them, that we have no
Reason to doubt the Truth of what was handed down from Father to Son;
when Moses, the first Historian that we know of, was not so remote from
the last Days of Noah, as that the Paticulars could be lost, but being
convey’d from Father to Son, he might be well even without the help of
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Divine Inspiration, to write the whole History of the state of things
before the Flood, Noah having without doubt made a perfect Relation of
them to his Sons.
Daniel Defoe from An Essay Upon Literature.

Ⅰ
Oral tradition has been regarded as long dormant, say rather forgotten or
dismissed as dead, since the rise of the novel was announced. For the age of a
florescence of novels, an overflowing dissemination of ephemeral information, and a
predominance of private sphere over public realm, it seems to have only a quaint and
even discordant ring to invoke the existence of such an outmoded concept as oral
tradition. Walter Benjamin, one of the most insightful thinkers in the bygone century,
undoubtedly served to render an eschatological aura to the concept of the oral tradition,
and thereby played a crucial role in spreading skeptical impressions of the novelist as a
solitary, isolated being from the modern society. According to Benjamin, it is not only
novelists themselves but also readers of novels who have lost the mutual communication
of storytelling: the readers have become isolated from “the company of the storyteller”
(100), and they can no longer “share this companionship” (100). Notwithstanding its
conclusive remark, the crux of Benjamin’s observation seems to a certain extent
persuasive, as far as the condition of modern society is concerned. Georg Lukács, for
instance, has defined the novel as “the epic of an age in which the extensive totality of
life is no longer directly given” (56), which suggests more than the characteristic of the
novel as a genre: It describes rather the state of the modern society in which every
individual has lost a vision of totality and can no longer elicit even a grain of meaning
from their life. Benjamin fully approves of such a pessimistic perspective upon the
modern age, and only witnesses in the flood of the novel a most distinct realization of
modernity.
Against this theoretical evaluation of the novel as a modern symptom, it marks a
clear divergence to discuss Daniel Defoe, a founding writer in the history of the English
novels. This is because in his novels we come to see a flurry of unanticipated symptoms
which seem in no way compatible with what Benjamin has unearthed from the novel.
What can be perceptible in Defoe’s literary works is not a death of the oral tradition but
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its revival; not a lonely, grim face of the modern writer but a community-oriented,
vigorous figure of the early modern storyteller whose career has been likened to “a first
professional journalist” (Habermas 59). Defoe thus strived to constitute a newly revived
oral tradition in which his contemporary readers could live and experience (hi)story he
was writing as “public beings” (Pocock 91). In reading Defoe’s writings, they were
expected to be conscious of their being part of, and their participating in, a set of “events,
processes, and changes” that were happening in the society surrounding them, and
thereby could be endowed with a prerogative opportunity to experience a certain form of
time, that is, a public time in J. G. A. Pocock’s words (91). In order to achieve this
public vision, Defoe presented his writings to readers as works of history, not of fiction
(Mayer 154), albeit a considerable amount of fictional narratives was employed in his
works. Robert Mayer attempts to explain this subtle blend of fiction and truth in Defoe’s
texts by locating them within the Baconian tradition of historiography, whose main
concern is to reconstitute the “already established facts about the past for the present
guidance of the readers” (qtd. in Mayer 26). To put it in Benjamin’s words again, the
history Defoe tells his contemporaries is characteristic of a wise counsel of the oral
tradition.
Ⅱ
Defoe’s strong adherence to historicity and truth can provide a thread that runs
through his vast literature including novels and prose tracts. When he wrote Robinson
Crusoe, for instance, he tried to make it clear that, even if the invention of stories may be
“a sort of lying,” his story “is quite a different Case, and is always Distinguisht from this
other Jesting with Truth,” and therewith he claimed that “it is design’d and effectually
turn’d for instructive and upright Ends, and has its Moral justly apply’d” (qtd. in McKeon
121). Defoe here distinguishes his writing heavily charged with moral lessons from
“other Jesting with Truth” devoid of them. Such a claim to truth culminates in his last
novel entitled Roxana or the Fortunate Mistress (Henceforth, Roxana) where he, without
any hesitation, designates what he has written as “not a Story, but a History” (1) upon the
ground that “the Foundation of This [work] is laid in Truth of Fact” (1).
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Thus consistently held throughout his literary career, Defoe’s deep attachment to
the truth and historicity, in fact, was predicated upon the inevitable conditions of his time
in which only stories claiming their historicity could be taken seriously by the writer or
the reader (McKeon 121). Defoe had to position himself against what his predecessors
and contemporaries had pejoratively called romance, which was frequently equated with
a lie or a false history and was briskly flourishing with the advent of female writers
including Aphra Behn, Delariviere Manley, and Eliza Haywood. What distinguishes
Defoe from these women writers is the fact that while they willingly aligned themselves
with “fictional contracts,” Defoe always denied doing so (Mayer 154). He wanted to
write something that would not easily pass away, something that could be exchanged in
the name of experience among the reading public. Experience, according to Benjamin, is
“the source from which all storytellers have drawn” (85). The storyteller is someone who
makes his experience exchangeable among those who listen to his story; he makes the
experience not only his but also theirs. Defoe wanted what he was writing to be such an
experience that could be shared by those who read his stories. In other words, Defoe
seems to have believed that as far as his novels could convey the experience that would
find resonances in the readers, his stories could be considered a true history, not a false
story.
Defoe’s Roxana, deeply indebted as it may seem to the romance tradition dealing
with sensational events, actually shows his conscious departure from the romance
tradition, and moves on to confirm his vision as a storyteller. Benjamin has connected
the ability to exchange experiences with the ability to tell a tale properly (83), and
therefore, “the storyteller’s gift,” Benjamin continues, “is the ability to relate his life; his
distinction [is] to be able to tell his entire life” (108). Defoe’s female protagonist Roxana
also functions as someone who relates her entire life to the readers, and in order to
convey her experience properly, she ceaselessly strives to correlate her fallen present
with her shameful past by ruminating upon her past life in relation with her present one,
and this helps the readers to make sense of her whole trajectory of life as coherent as
possible, for her past experience, no matter how trifling it may look, is never easily
forgotten without being ratified as something that determines her present state (Boardman
141). When Roxana is confronted with Amy’s provoking cries against her lady’s
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irresponsible words, she feels guilty about her past life and begins to accuse herself: “I
look’d back on the Life I had led, with the utmost Contempt and Abhorrence; I blush’d,
and wonder’d at myself, how I could act thus; how I cou’d divest myself of Modesty and
Honour, and prostitute myself for Gain; and I thought, if ever it shou’d please God to
spare me this one time from Death, it wou’d not be possible that I should be the same
Creature again” (Defoe, Roxana 126-27). To look back on her past life and to interpret
its meaning in terms of her present state are one of the most recurrent gestures Roxana
makes throughout the entire story. Defoe describes Roxana as a being who cannot be
satisfied with merely describing her intriguing experience which can gratify the
superficial desire of the readers. Unlike the romance writers who made use of sexual
scandals and amorous intrigues in gratifying the desires of the contemporary readers
(Warner 50), Defoe sought a totally different way: He tried to make his contemporary
readers realize the fact that the experience of a woman who has tasted the sweets and
bitters of life has something to do with and is not totally unrelated to their life. Defoe
made all this possible by establishing Roxana as a storyteller who is capable of telling a
story properly, who is endowed with Benjamin’s gift, and who opens her experience to
the readers as theirs.
What then does it mean that the storyteller can relate a tale properly? Why is his
capacity to tell his entire life so important? How can he lead, preserve, and consolidate
the oral tradition by sharing experience with his companions? This is because the
storyteller, as Benjamin has defined, is “a man who has counsel for his readers” (86). To
put it in terms of Robert Mayer’s analysis, the storyteller is a Baconian historiographer
who pursues from the facts a “true Light” (171) that can guide and reform his readers.
Defoe’s A Journal of the Plague Year (Henceforth, Journal) performs the very task:
Exploring the diverse areas where the great plague had visited, Defoe made a great length
of reports on the breakdown of social and cultural order from the viewpoint of a cool
investigator. As the story proceeds, however, Defoe represents himself not only as an
objective investigator but also as a storyteller who has counsel for his contemporaries
surrounded by the extremely terrible disaster, and his counsel comprises a set of practical
and urgent measures to be taken and spiritual messages coloured by an apocalyptic
vision. Seen from my point of view, the spiritual messages are of special importance, for
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they signify Defoe’s conscious commitment to the story as a counselor. H.F. the narrator
of Journal tries to supplement a wealth of factual documents he is offering with his own
interpretive commentaries based on a Puritan outlook: When he reports on a visit to a
desolate house, he not only describes the horrible situations of a family stirred by a
sudden invasion of the plague, but also extends his factual narrative to such an extent that
he seeks a profound meaning and divine providence implicit in such a wretched calamity.
He writes, “I look’d upon this dismal Time to be a particular Season of Divine
Vengeance, and that God would, on this Occasion, single out the proper Objects, of his
Displeasure, in a more especial and remarkable Manner, than at another Time” (Defoe,
Journal 68). Such an insertion of a Puritan interpreter’s voice in the factual documents
recurs throughout the entire journal, and this serves to lead Defoe’s readers to grasp what
meaning such an event as the great plague bears to their life and age. H. F. performs a
cardinal task to provide meaningful counsel worth an attentive hearing of the readers. As
long as the readers are able to accept the lessons and instructions Defoe conveys through
H.F.’s voice, they are no longer isolated beings from the companionship and community
led by Defoe the storyteller.
Ⅲ
To claim historicity in writing fictional works and to disclaim even a tinge of
suspicion of collusion with romance equally serve to expose a side of Defoe as an early
modern storyteller. Just as a mission performed by Roxana who is equipped with
Benjamin’s gift, “the ability to relate [her entire] life” (108), cannot be simply assimilated
to that of the romance stories which were widely read in Defoe’s time, so a task by H. F.
in Journal cannot be identified with what newspaper can do for its readers. Defoe clearly
sees the conditions of modern society where people tend to be ushered in their own
private realm with no responsible commitment to their contemporary society and only
pursue a voyeuristic desire that romance novels teeming with sensational stories satisfy.
Against this current of his age, Defoe has all through his life constantly posed as a writer
whose activity can more than embrace a historian’s and whose counsel is not for a few
situations but for many. In this sense, what he achieved with his narratives can be
likened to the function of “the teachers and sages” (Benjamin 108). Yet, unfortunately,
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when he represented himself to his contemporary reading public, he had no choice but to
define himself as a historian, not a novelist; had no choice but to classify his writings as a
history, not as a novel. In doing so, however, he ironically proved the capacity of the
novelist who had gone far beyond the historian; proved the true worth of the novel which
could tell its readers what the history could not convey. All this appears to prove that
Defoe is a storyteller who has counsel for his age, community, and contemporaries. As a
result, he proved a new revival of the oral tradition at the very moment when the printing
culture and industries were thriving more than ever before. It is upon these readings of
Defoe’s writings that we can revisit Benjamin’s death announcement of the oral tradition
and disclaim his subsequent underestimation of the novelist.
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Teaching and learning in the educational setting of a design studio is a rich and complex learning
setting at the core of any design based professional degree program. The cultural environment of
the design studio is an energetic and speculative collaboration between the staff and student body
in which a creative culture is formed over and above the explicit lessons established around a
tangible skill base. Implicit lessons, choreographed by stealth or serendipitous, resonate throughout
the design studio experience. This type of learning engagement is transformative and becomes, for
many in the design professions, embedded as a pivotal marker in the shift from passive student to
active agent for the profession.

The design studio is the primary focus of all course offerings within the Bachelor of Interior
Architecture undergraduate degree at the University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia. In
such a professional degree within the academic context the curricula is concerned with both an
expansive approach to learning and the development of specific vocational skills. In recent years
extensive curriculum mapping and strategic development around a new team of staff has the interior
architecture program specifically concerned with better articulating and capitalising on the wealth of
experience which occurs within the design studio context.

This paper is the product of an inter disciplinary action based research study across three design
programs at the Faculty of Built Environment at the University of New South Wales, Sydney
Australia (Corkery et al 2003). The purpose of the study was to explore teaching and learning
characteristics within the design studio setting with particular regard to perceptions of excellence.
The perceived characteristics of a student project worthy of distinction and those of an ideal design
teacher were specifically examined among current students, graduates, sessional and appointed
staff members. This paper will focus specifically on the findings associated with the Interior
architecture program in particular as one of the three design based disciplines.
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THE RESEARCH PROJECT

This project was an interdisciplinary initiative funded by a faculty grant from the Faculty of Built
Environment Quality Task Force in 2003. The task force incentive was for a strategic understanding
of the teaching and learning capacities of the design studio setting which dominates the educational
environment across the different disciplines in the faculty. Participants from the programs of
landscape architecture, interior architecture; architecture and planning were involved in a
cooperative research approach that included data from a triangulated research method. Discourse
analysis provided a theoretical framework to contextualise current knowledge regarding the qualities
of design studio as an educational tool. Review of existing discourse surrounding design education
(Agris,1981, Attoe et al, 1991, Dutton, 1987,Schon 1985),

assessment practices in design

education ( Anthony, 1991, Frederickson, 1990, Snodgrass, 1998) and design teaching and
research ( Armstrong, 1999, Swan, 2002) provided a framework in which to contextualise the
research objectives. The purpose of this paper is to present the findings of the research project
rather than the theoretical framework within current discourse. A full bibliography of reference
material can be traced through the original research report (Corkery et al 2003).

Surveys were distributed to participants in all four years of the interior architecture student body of
the undergraduate degree programs. The questionnaires were intended to reflect the educational
experiences of the students with emphasis on understandings of excellence in a design studio
projects worthy of distinction and in a design studio tutor. Within the interior architecture program
167 questionnaires were dispatched with 117 returned representing a 70 % response rate from
interior architecture students. Survey participation was voluntary and anonymous with identification
restricted to program and year of study. The survey responses were managed using standard
administration procedures and data analysis. Finally, structured focus group sessions involving
students, graduates, sessional and full time staff allowed for further elucidation of the tacit
knowledge experienced within the studio setting. Questions in the focus groups corresponded to the
themes represented within the student surveys.
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PROJECT FINDINGS
EXCELLENCE IN A DESIGN STUDIO PROJECT
The perception of excellence in a design studio undergraduate student project is a complex and
contested issue among staff and students within the design discipline. Attaching a numerical value
to such an organic and creative endeavour is difficult, importing that value to a student’s academic
success or failure is even more so. Uncovering some of the characteristics and priorities of a
distinction project may further elucidate what are generally implicit and unspoken understandings
around notions of excellence within the design studio programs.

In considering the perceived characteristics of a high distinction mark (85% or higher) for a design
studio project, interior architecture students across years 1 – 4 the nominated the following as the
top three qualities present: 1. presentation, graphics, drawing 2. high quality from beginning to end;
complete 3. amazing, exceptional, WOW factor, best in class.

Interior architecture students perceive the ability to successfully translate their ideas in a high quality
final presentation and graphic product as a key component to a high distinction project.

This

perception peaked ( 37% ) in the second year of study when students are introduced to varied
presentation methods and remained the most dominant characteristic in the final year of study
(25%). Interestingly, clarity in communication of ideas is considered a separate and less important
characteristic with 0% in the first year, only 8 % in year two and 16 % in the 4th year of study
nominating this quality as key.

The perception of a high quality and synthesised project from concept to completion was the second
most regarded component, particularly in the higher year levels with 40% of final year students
nominating this characteristic. This suggests a more mature understanding of the complexities of
the design process and rigour required to produce an outstanding project. Of significantly less
importance in the graduands perceptions of excellence was a well researched project (9%), a
theoretically and conceptually resolved project (9%) and a project that met the parameters of the
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brief (2%). Perceptions of surpassing the criteria of the brief in a project which is innovative and
unique was a more highly regarded characteristic among the final year students ( 18%). At this
stage of formal training students possess significant individual ownership of the design process and
product which could account for such findings which value exceeding the established assessment
criteria.

The third ranking characteristic of excellence in a design studio project was a WOW factor in which
a project represents an amazing and exceptional product which reflects the best work in the class.
This perception was particularly pronounced in the first two years of the degree (30%and 20%
respectively), when less experience of the process is present and an emphasis on creativity above
a rigorous work ethic pervades student perceptions. A well researched project and a project that
met the established criteria also ranked highly in the early stages of the degree, corresponding to a
greater reliance on a more traditional educational style and less familiarity with the culture and
rigours of design studio.

It is interesting to note that of the components indicated as representative of a high distinction
project, perceptions of a project being practical, realistic, functional, and sustainable and projects
which were conceptually strong were among the least noted across all year levels of the interior
architecture program.

In discussion groups, the difficulty of achieving a high distinction result was generally agreed among
all participants. This is reflected in the pattern of assessment in the interior architecture program in
the year preceding this study in which only 14 % of students were assessed to be at the level of
distinction (75%) or above. This was less than half of the distinctions allocated in the other design
degree programs. While most staff perceive design assessment to be informed, based on
experience and design judgement, they also describe design studio assessment as more intuitive
than objective. Students and graduands nominated the particular preferences of the course
coordinator as paramount in the assessment process. Some students separated grades as
objective and feedback as more intuitive, while others in focus groups agreed student’s reputation
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and past performances were a big influence in design studio assessment. Part time staff, graduates
and students agreed that assessment objectives and criteria were more vague than clear.

THE IDEAL DESIGN TEACHER

In the surveys and focus groups participants were asked to nominate characteristics which
described the qualities of an ideal tutor in a design studio setting. Aggregated across all years of the
program the top three responses follow: 1. Personal qualities: patient , honest, approachable,
compassionate, consistent, enjoying teaching design studio 2. Constructive criticism, feedback, help
solve problems 3. Inspiring, energetic, enthusiastic, passionate

The perception of personal qualities represented in an ideal design tutor was overwhelmingly
dominant in the survey responses. This was consistent across all year levels peaking in yr 2 of the
undergraduate programme at 81% corresponding to the peak learning curve with regard to skills
development. Each of the top three components reflect perceptions of excellence in a design tutor
dependent on personal qualities of the individual over and above specific professional capabilities.
The ability to give quality and honest criticism was a key indicator among students across all year
levels increasing steadily to the final year of the program at 51%. Incidentally, this quality was
regarded significantly higher in the interior architecture program than in any of the other disciplines
included in the study. The focus groups generally reflected this perception with staff graduates and
students including discussion on the personal qualities of the ideal design tutor as paramount.

Other key indicators for interior architecture students included being a good communicator and
listener with strong design knowledge. These qualities dominated the first year of the degree and
diminished towards the higher year levels. Openness to new ideas without pushing an individual
agenda was the characteristic which did increase as the student progressed through the
undergraduate program indicating a priority of the graduands individual direction in relation to
design studio.
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Interestingly, of less importance across all participant groups were the professional capacities
specific to interior architecture. Surveys rated industry experience, current knowledge, and design
ability relatively low in the description of the ideal tutor.

These perceptions increased only

marginally by the final year study to 22%, 7% and 2% respectively. This may correspond to the
absence of required professional practice experience as a component of undergraduate studies in
the interior architecture program and therefore a lack of emphasis from the student body on such
expertise.

ANALYSIS+FUTURE SCHOLARSHIP
This research project, completed in 2004, provided a snap shot of the perceptions of excellence
among the staff and student body of the interior architecture undergraduate program. Significantly it
served to articulate some of the tacit experiences embedded in the design studio setting;
experiences and knowledge traditionally under conceptualised in design education discourse. The
notion of excellence, as the particular focus of this project resonates in the current educational
climate in which both students and staff are increasingly preoccupied with substantiating the work
that occurs in design studio. The interior architecture program is a relatively new profession and
degree in the university context, with less traditional encumbrances than the more established
design disciplines. Understanding perceptions of excellence in interior architecture in particular will
highlight the specificities and nuances of our discipline as distinct from the broader design domain.

While design presentation and graphics dominated student’s perceptions of a high distinction
project across all four years of study, it is the variations that occur as the student progress through
the degree which offer particular insight. As students progressed through the degree so did
emphasis on personal ownership of the design process and the design product as representative of
the individual direction. Emphasis turned from researching and meeting the brief criteria with a
creative product in the early stages of the degree to surpassing established expectations and
objectives with a well synthesised project from concept to completion in the final years. Interestingly
concepts and ideas which usually feature in assessment criteria established by educators are not
valued as highly as the final product by the student body overall. Better articulation of objectives and
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criteria for a successful design project and review and discussion of projects assessed as excellent
will allow for a broader understanding of this issue across the staff and student body. In particular it
will allow for a greater understanding in the early stages of the degree of the expectations of the
program and create greater opportunities for a successful project. Allowing for open two way
discussions on these issues will begin to dispel some of the myths associated with design education
and in turn provide insight for educators to better articulate the more implicit knowledge and
expectations.

In regard to the ideal design studio tutor, the emphasis across all of the participants was on the
personal attributes over and above specific discipline or professional capabilities. In a discipline
area which resources the majority of staff directly from practice with little or no training in teaching
and learning practices, the program has an opportunity to recognise the value imported on these
personal skills and initiate selection and training programs accordingly. The value of this particular
student teacher dynamic, unique in the design studio setting, suggest possibilities for further
scholarship to better articulate this very rich educational environment.

Acknowledgement: The author wishes to acknowledge the original research team; Linda Corkery, Ann Quinlan
and Dr Nancy Marshall of the Faculty of Built Environment along with all of the current students, graduates,
sessional and full time staff of the faculty who gave generously of their time and energy for the purposes of this
research.
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6. Abstract:

Feminist Agency in Eighteenth-Century France : Mme Geoffrin et Mlle Jodin
This paper will examine various forms of action, different but at the same time complementary,
taken by Mrs. Geoffrin (famous salonniPre, friend of kings) and Miss Jodin (rebellious daughter,
libertine, actress, revolutionary feminist). A little known historical fact, and a gesture which
announces the modern phenomenon of "sisterhood", is that Mrs. Geoffrin helps Miss Jodin, pupil
of Diderot, to earn a living on stage and thus overcome her previous status of convicted
prostitute. In the Parisian salon and the theatre, in their conversations and writings (private letter,
pamphlet, judicial memoir, revolutionary tract), each in her own way more or less openly contests
the paternalist doxa, works out her strategies of subversion and criticism, and takes part in the
Enlightenment Movement which claims to be universal but is not yet inclusive.
Recent works by feminist Anglo-Americans devoted to the concept of agency (J Butler, H.
Druxes, J K Gardiner), as well as the works of J Habermas on the concept of public space further
developed by female critics (J Meehan, N Fraser, J B Landes), offer historians of literature and
feminist movements new tools for analysis. Their vocabulary and theoretical frameworks shed
new light on the actions and the writing of the first women to live in the patriarchal system. French
Ancien Régime, incarnated in the "law of the father," officially reduced women to the private
domestic space, and denied them access to the Republic of Letters controlled by men. At that
time, two categories of women were perceived as "agents provocateurs" (J.K. Gardiner) and
particularly dangerous to the patriarchal order. In their exceptional social position between private
and public space, salonniPres and actresses could begin a process of intellectual, social, and
political maturity which foreshadow the current stakes of feminist movements.
The concept of agency will enable us to show the importance of the first gestures of revolt posed
by women within their family and social framework ("nonlinguistic agency"), as well the great
interest of their writings which were not as valued as those of men ("linguistic agency"). By thus
examining both the linguistic and non-linguistic forms of agency of Mrs. Geoffrin and Miss Jodin, it
is possible to follow in detail how certain women of the Ancien Régime succeed in modifying their
self-awareness (their subjectivity), their personal life and, finally, social reality. In this long
process, the rebellious subjects of monarchy are transformed into "agents" contributing to the
development of the bourgeois public space which forms modern society (Habermas).
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5. tzelman@css.edu
6. ABSTRACT: “Paul Haggis’ Crash: Serving the Public in Los Angeles and St. Louis
County, Minnesota”
“You think you know who you are . . . You have no idea,” explains Matt Dillon’s Officer
Ryan to a young officer in Paul Haggis’ Oscar-winning film, Crash (2004). These
insightful words (especially surprising coming from a self-proclaimed “prick”) could well
serve as a mantra for most of the film’s characters as we come to understand the unsettled
and unsettling identities of a set of Los Angeles residents. Haggis forces us to interpret
and re-interpet, as psychological contradictions force viewers away from simple
understandings. By extension, Crash interrogates the notion of public service (many of
the film’s characters are public servants). What is public service all about, and how can
flawed human beings provide it effectively? The film reminds public servants of their
limited perceptions, both of themselves in their professional roles and of the clients they
attempt to serve. Specifically, the paper offers a report on a set of training sessions I
facilitated with St. Louis County (MN) Department of Social Services employees.
Employees first viewed Crash, then discussed the role of the public servant both in the
film and in their own professional spheres. Particularly interesting to me were the ways
in which public servants differed-from me, that is-on how to respond to racism. The
paper will describe the power of the film as a teaching tool and examine the lessons it can
teach.
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The drama of any culture or country vividly and sometimes violently reflects the ideas
and ideals, the conflicts and complacencies, the struggles as well as the sterility of that
society.1

ABSTRACT
The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution of China (the Cultural Revolution) from
1966 to 1976 is considered an unprecedented ten-year upheaval in Chinese modern
history. Instead of merely a political “happening,” the Cultural Revolution was about
turning the old order on its head. It was a “revolution” to “touch men’s [and women’s]
souls” by “smashing the Four Old (old culture, old customs, old habits, and old ideas)” of
the exploiting class and “establishing the New world” of the proletarian class.2 In an
effort to supplant “the old” with a new authoritative discourse of political and cultural
norms and values, the Cultural Revolution represented as a concerted, indeed frenzied
assault upon the conventional discourse of Chinese public life. This upheaval intimately
linked the political with the cultural. During 1967 to1972, a collection of modern Peking
operas and revolutionary ballets, whose creation and revision were closely overseen and
directed by Chairman Mao’s wife Jiang Qing, were promoted throughout the country as
the “model theatre” (Yangban Ju). As a powerful weapon to educate the people, and to
indoctrinate them into a standardized view of revolutionary history and class struggle, the
model theatre was organized around the central theme of eulogizing the victories of the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP)-led revolution and socialist construction. It created a
1

“Introduction”, Modern Drama from Communist China, Walter J. Meserve and Ruth I. Merserve (eds),
New York University Press, 1970, p1.

2

See “Red Guards Destroy the Old and Establish the New”, Peking Review, No. 36 (9/2/1966), p. 17. available at:
http://www.morningsun.org/smash/pr9_1966.html
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group of idealized situations and idealized characters, women characters in particular,
that trumpeted the virtues of Chinese Communist ideology. While many Chinese and
almost all western works — literature, films, art, songs and music — were withdrawn
from public circulation beginning in 1964, amidst increasingly vicious denunciations, the
model theatre dominated Chinese people’s cultural life for the whole decade, which
makes a most remarkable scene of the art and cultural landscape of China’s Cultural
Revolutionary era. One feature that makes the model theatre unique in Chinese art and
literature history is its expansive representation of heroic revolutionary women images.
As women warriors, women Party leaders, women model workers and peasants were
continuously depicted onstage—a manifestation of Chinese women’s liberation that
culminated in the Cultural Revolutionary propaganda—“the concept of Chinese women’s
legendary equality with men was pushed to the extreme during the Cultural Revolution”.3

However, since the official end of the Cultural Revolution three decades ago, the
model theater, as the core of the Cultural Revolutionary propaganda, has long been
repudiated and thrown into critical oblivion. Serious studies of its textual content and
closer reading into its cultural messages are rarely done. This paper intends to focus on
the women discourse produced by the Cultural Revolutionary model theatre. Instead of
commenting on the literary or aesthetic values of specific play or character, this study
aims at discovering the model theatre’s cultural and social significance in terms of
affecting women’s social status and the historical vicissitudes of feminism in China. By
analyzing gender images on the Cultural Revolutionary stage, the author attempts to

3

Chen, Xiaomei, Acting the Right Part: Political Theatre and Popular Drama in Contemporary China,
University of Hawaii Press, 2002, p236.
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decode the nature of women messages carried by the model theatre, and explore how this
reconstruction of womanhood is related to Chinese women’s social and political life
during and after the Cultural Revolution. The author argues that the depiction of women
onstage not only reflected but also re-shaped the Cultural Revolutionary ideals and
practice of the “new” womanhood and “new” gender relations. It reveals much about the
way the nation and the people (including women) envisioned the self, imagined the other,
and in turn, reconstructed the self in a specific historical context. Eventually the author
hopes that studies of the model theatre’s women messages may provide us with a point of
departure from where we could start putting culture back to the Cultural Revolution, so
that both the survivors and their descendants may gain a broader and clearer
understanding of that decade of chaos and complexity.
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Abstract
This paper explores the appropriateness strategies in complimenting and
criticizing across two cultures—Chinese culture and American culture. The paper
reviewed Brown & Levinson’s politeness theory, Hofstede’s cultural dimensions of
individualism/collectivism and power distance, and Goffman, Brown & Levinson’s face
and face-work. These general theoretical frameworks are used to generate research
hypotheses: 1) Americans compliment more among strangers while Chinese compliment
more among friends; 2) power distance in both cultures play an important role in
politeness strategies, but in America, power distance does not affect complimenting and
criticizing strategies significantly; 3) Chinese adopt more indirect complimenting and
criticizing strategies than Americans. Findings of the study supported the first two
hypotheses, but the third hypothesis was not supported. The author concludes that speech
acts are reflective of cultural contexts and cross-cultural differences can be only
explained through an interaction of many factors. There is no single theory that can
explain behavioral differences across two cultures.
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Framing Taiwan

Abstract
Framing of the Taiwan Issue in a Hong Kong Newspaper examined a leading
English newspaper in Hong Kong—South China Morning Post—in its framing of the
Taiwan issue. The purpose was to find out whether Hong Kong newspapers were
influence by the political transition from British colonization to Beijing government,
which took place in 1997. An eight-year sample from 1993 to 1996 and from 2002 to
2005 was used for analysis. Editorials and opinion letters were coded on a scale of one to
five to determine whether the newspaper had changed in framing the Taiwan issue. The
results supported our research hypothesis: South China Morning Post framed Taiwan
issue differently since 1997.
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Introduction
The year 1997 carried a special meaning for Hong Kong. The transfer of
sovereignty in Hong Kong from British government to the government of People’s
Republic of China took place on July 1, 1997.
Before 1997, Hong Kong was a British colony. It prospered as a free port
economically and politically. Hong Kong media had been credited with objectiveness.
Therefore, Hong Kong people greeted the handover of power with mixed feelings
and uncertainty. A question that concerned people both in Hong Kong and in the
international community was whether Hong Kong could enjoy freedom of speech under
the rule of the Chinese communist government.
Beijing critics predicted that Hong Kong democracy would end. Some feared that
the hand-over meant the demise of freedom in Hong Kong. Skepticism and uncertainty
was expressed in the media before the handover took place. Considering the strong hand
the Chinese government exerted over its media, these concerns were not ungrounded.
However, there were also reasons to trust Chinese government. The late president
Deng Xiaoping promised “one country, two systems” to Hong Kong people. Under “two
systems”, Hong Kong has high degree of autonomy. The capitalist system and way of life
would remain unchanged for 50 years.
Nine years have passed since the handover of sovereignty, has Hong Kong press
undergone changes over the years?
Studies of Hong Kong media freedom have implications forHong Kong’s future .
It is also a test of Deng Xiaoping’s “one China, two systems”, the success of which
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provides a possible solution for Taiwan and is of significance in China’s relationship with
other countries, especially with America.
This study is particularly interested in examining media coverage of sensitive
issues in Hong Kong. For this reason, an influential English newspaper in Hong Kong
was chosen and its attitude toward the Taiwan issue was examined over the years. The
purpose of the study is to provide a relatively quantitative approach in examining Hong
Kong media before and after 1997.

Hong Kong
Hong Kong is adjacent to Guangdong province, south east of China. It consists of
Hong Kong island, Kowloon peninsula and the New Territories, with a total land area of
424 square miles and a population of 7.2 million.
Originally a part of Chinese territory, it was ceded to British government during
the Opium War under the Treaty of Nanjing in 1842 and Treaty of Beijing in 1860. Hong
Kong became a colony of Britain. But the colony prospered as an east-west trading center
and prime Asian entrepot (The Columbia Encyclopedia, 6thedition).
Despite Hong Kong’s prosperity, it had been a disgrace to consecutive Chinese
governments. After the People’s Republic of China was founded in 1949, the communist
Chinese government denounced all “unfair and unjust” treaties the previous Qing
government of China signed with British government and made efforts to take Hong
Kong back.
In 1982 the then British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher visited Beijing and
met with Chinese president Deng Xiaoping. China and Britain started a series of talks
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about the future of Hong Kong. After rocky negotiations, the two governments signed the
Sino-British Joint Declaration on the Question of Hong Kong, and the British
government agreed to return Hong Kong to China on June 30, 1997. The declaration took
Deng Xiaoping’s “one country, two systems” as a basis, under which Hong Kong would
enjoy a high degree of autonomy, except for in foreign and defense affairs. Its social
system and way of life would remain unchanged for 50 years after the transferring of
power.
On July 1, 1997, the hand-over ceremony was held in Hong Kong. Jiang Zeming,
the then incumbent president, attended the ceremony. The Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (SAR) government was established as the governing body. Tung
Chee Hwa was elected as its Chief Executive.

Media Freedom in Hong Kong
A number of studies have been done on Hong Kong’s media freedom. McMurtrie
(2001) talked about the concerns from scholars for loss of academic freedom. Sing (2003)
argued that in addition to Chinese government’s constraints, the immobilization of prodemocratic opposition forces in Hong Kong added to less freedom in Hong Kong media.
Lo (1998) pointed that there were two opposing views about Hong Kong mass media
autonomy: optimistic and pessimistic perspectives.
To summarize, studies have identified opposing forces exerting influence on the
independence of Hong Kong media from the Chinese government.
Forces pulling Hong Kong toward free media come from the Hong Kong people,
the Chinese government and the international societies. First, Hong Kong’s people’s
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rights and freedom were guaranteed by the Sino-British Joint Declaration and
consolidated by Basic Law, which was promulgated in 1997. Article 23 in Basic Law
specifies that Hong Kong people enjoy freedom of speech, of religion and of association.
Secondly, former president Deng Xiaoping was committed to his “one country, two
systems” concept. In addition, the Chinese government wants to use the success of “one
country, two systems” to lure Taiwan into the same model. Deng’s hand-picked
successor—Jiang Zeming—did not go against his wish. This can be illustrated in Jiang
Zeming’s talk in China’s National Congress in March 2000:
…Hong Kong…is completely free to handle those matters that are within the
scope of its high degree of autonomy, and the Central Government fully believes
that the SAR can deal with its own affairs well.
(Six-Monthly Report on the Implementation of the Joint Declaration On Hong
Kong, p. 4)

Thirdly, the international societies have been watching Hong Kong’s
development after the “handover”. As a co-signatory to the Joint Declaration, British
government is interested in “the maintenance of Hong Kong’s separate social, economic
and legal systems” (Six-Monthly Report on the Implementation of the Joint Declaration
On Hong Kong, p. 3).
Finally, the Hong Kong people also contribute to media freedom. On July 1,
2003, Hong Kong citizens took to the streets for the biggest rally aimed against the Hong
Kong government, protesting against the proposed anti-secession bill, which is a bill
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restricting freedom of speech in anything deemed as subversion by the Chinese
government.
These forces work together for Hong Kong’s maintenance of press freedom, but
the opposite forces are also powerful.
First, the Chinese government did not give full autonomy to Hong Kong media.
After 1997, there were accusations of government interference in the Hong Kong media
report. In May 1996, Lu Ping, the director of Hong Kong and Macau openly said that
Hong Kong journalists should not go beyond certain limits. In April, 2000, Wang
Fengchao, deputy director of Hong Kong Liaison Office, said Hong Kong media should
not disseminate views advocating Taiwan independence. These officials represent the
Chinese government’s understanding of media freedom.
Second, Hong Kong’s Basic Law gave a lot of executive power to SAR’s chief
executive Tung Chee-hwa, who was not elected by Hong Kong people, but was
appointed by the Chinese government.
Third, the Chinese government tries to influence media through media ownership.
For example, since 1997, some influential newspapers in Hong Kong such as the
Commercial Daily and Contemporary have been purchased by pro-China businessmen.

Agenda setting and Framing Analysis in Media Study
Agenda-setting Theory is a theory about media effects. McCombs and Shaws’
original study in the 1968 presidential election found that there was a match between
voters’ decision and mass media message. A series of later studies, including presidential
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campaigns in 1972 and 1976, seemed to suggest that the media had strong effects, called
agenda-setting effects, on the way people thought.
The agenda-setting theory examines how the media makes certain issues more
salient, as in Bernard Cohen’s (1963) statement, “The press may not be successful much
of the time in telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its
readers what to think about.”(“A First Look at Communication Theory”, 2003, p.396)
According to the agenda-setting theory, framing is a process that the media uses
to achieve effects. However, attempts to give a universal definition to frames have been
mostly futile.
Gitlin (1980) explained frames as “persistent patterns of cognition,
interpretation, and presentation, of selection, emphasis, and exclusion, by which
symbol-handlers routinely organize discourse”(p.7). Gamson and Modigliani (1987)
said that a media frame is a “central organization idea or story line that provides
meaning to an unfolding strip of events…the frame suggests what the controversy is
about, the essence of issue”(p.143). Tankard et al. ‘s (1991) defined frame as “a central
organizing idea for news content that supplies a context and suggests what the issue is
through the use of selection, emphasis, exclusion, and elaboration”(p.11).
Tankard used “selection, emphasis, exclusion and elaboration” to demonstrate
how the media influences people. His definition has in effect, extended the agendasetting theory. In agenda-setting, the media set the agenda for what events to think
about. But through “exclusion and elaboration”, the media frames these events with
specific attributes, through assigning salience. That is how framing analysis came into
being.
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Framing analysis is a kind of content analysis that has gained more popularity in
recent years. At first, due to the theoretical inconsistence in defining frames, a
definition of frame analysis (sometimes called “framing”) was elusive. Thomas König,
a social science professor in Loughborough University, did not think that frame analysis
was a “full-fledged theoretical paradigm” or “a coherent methodological approach”.
Entman (1993), one of the leading researchers in framing analysis, referred to framing
as “a scattered conceptualization” (“Framing: Toward Clarification of a Fractured
Paradigm”, p.51). He also summarized framing in the following statement:
[t]o frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more
salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem
definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment
recommendation. (p. 52)

Scheufele (1999) recognized the vagueness of framing analysis and tried to
systematize the fragmented approaches. According to Scheufele, framing analysis can be
broken down into dependent variables and independent variables. Dependent variables
studies focus on the various factors influencing the creation or modification of frames
(p107). Independent variables of frames focus on the effects of framing.
In sum, media frames are abstract concepts that are used by the media to
construct social reality; framing analysis is an operational conceptualization that can be
used to study how frames are used.
Therefore, operationalization of frames is also an applicable method in
examining media censorship. Some researchers have used framing analysis to study
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how the media frame events and therefore study to what degree the media are
influenced by politics.
For example, Sani’s (2004) study of Malaysia media freedom used framing in
examining Malaysian newspapers. He did a content analysis of four local Malaysian
newspapers regarding Barisan National (BN), the ruling party and Barisan Alternatif
(BA), the main opposition party. The findings, presented in Media Freedom in
Malaysia, were that BN was portrayed by all local newspapers in a distinctively more
positive light than BA was. Sani’s study showed that newspapers in Malaysia
consistently “frame” government with favor. Sani believed that the mainstream media,
to report what the government wanted, could only take place due to “prevailing, stifling
media control”(p.356).
Another empirical study utilizing “framing theory” was Segvic’s (2003) The
Framing of Politics. Segvic took interest in studying government control over the media
in one of the former Yugoslavia countries—Croatia. Three leading Croatian newspapers
were examined over a period of 11 years. A construct week for each year was created and
frontline newspaper articles were chosen as coding units. After that, two independent
coders were employed to decide the presence or absence of six issues which constituted
significant frames in three newspapers. In addition to identifying frames, coders were
also asked to decide “antagonist” and “protagonist” in these three newspapers. More
specifically, two independent coders had to decide which key players were portrayed in
positive light or negative light. Her findings supported the hypothesis that three
newspapers differ significantly in their reporting of government. The study concluded
that government censorship was prevailing in post-Communist Croatia.
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Segvic’s study employed framing analysis to its full effects. In order to decide
government censorship in Croatia, she not only identified significant “frames” in
newspapers, but also how newspapers “framed” these “frames”.

Methodology
This study will employ framing analysis in coding a leading Hong Kong English
newspaper—South China Morning Post (SCMP). SCMP is one of the three biggest
English newspapers in Hong Kong and it has a readership of 257,000 (statistics in 2003).
The newspaper targets at more educated and professional people in Hong Kong and is
leaning more towards the liberal side.
Instead of identifying what frames are used in SCMP, this study examines how
SCMP frames a specific event—the Taiwan issue. The way SCMP frames the Taiwan
issue is a barometer of degrees of influence the government has over the newspaper,
because Beijing government has a clear stand on this issue. The Chinese government
regards Taiwan as an indispensable part of its sovereignty and it has consistently
condemned any claims of independence from the Taiwan part. The Chinese mainland
media has never deviated from the government stance on covering the Taiwan issue.
The purpose of this research is to find out whether SCMP has changed the way it
framed the Taiwan issue since the 1997 handover. To be more specific, whether the
frame of Taiwan issue has taken a more pro-Chinese stance.
Our null hypothesis is:
South China Morning Post has not changed in framing the Taiwan issue after
1997.
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Our research hypothesis is:
South China Morning Post has taken a more pro-Chinese government stance since
the handover.
During our study, we found that there were too many newspaper articles on the
Taiwan issue, so we decided to only use editorials and letters to editors, because these
documents were more opinionated. Therefore, it is easy to study the change of attitudes.
The database LexisNexis provides an easy access to SCMP articles since July 28,
1992, with exception of some freelance articles.
The researcher used an eight-year SCMP sample: 1993-1996 (pre-1997) and
2002-2005 (post-1997). The database yielded a total of 445 eidtorials. We deleted all the
articles where the Taiwan issue was not the predominant theme or the main topic. We got
59 valid articles, 29 from 1993 to 1996 and 31 from 2002 to 2005.
Through preliminary research, several opinions were identified.
1. Taiwan and China are two separate countries.
2. Taiwan has its own identity. Its culture is distinct from the mainland
Chinese culture.
3. Taiwan people have rights to choose their future. Beijing government
cannot force its will on Taiwan people.
4. The Taiwan president’s pro-independent activities will make a
relationship with the Beijing government rough. It is best to keep the
status quo.
5. A Cross-strait relationship is important and both sides from Taiwan
and China are responsible for peace and stability in the region.
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6. The Taiwan leader’s pro-independent activities should be condemned.
7. The Taiwan issue is China’s internal affair. Foreign powers should not
interfere.
8. Taiwan and China should be united through peaceful means.
9. Taiwan is an indispensable part of China. Reunification is the ultimate
goal. If Taiwan declares independence, the Chinese government will
be forced to use force.

The Chinese government has always taken a view that Taiwan is part of China. So
pro-reunification views are more pro-Chinese government than pro-independence views
concerning Taiwan. Based on this general rule, different views were categorized into
five main groups and each was assigned a value from 1 to 5. On one extreme of the
scale, 1 represents the most anti-Chinese government attitude on the Taiwan issue, which
is pro-independence. On the other extreme of the scale, 5 represents the most proChinese government attitude on the Taiwan issue, which is pro-unification. The middle
value, 3 does not mean the author is more objective, but it means the author is lauding or
criticizing both sides across–Taiwan strait in resolving the Taiwan issue, or the author is
advocating keeping the status quo, which means Taiwan has de facto independence but it
is not recognized by the international community. Through this way, the following
coding sheet was made:

TABLE 1 Likert-scale on Pro-Independence or Pro-Reunification
Scale

Scale’s meaning

Opinions Expressed
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1

Advocating Taiwan
independence and
Taiwan identity.
Condemning Chinese
government’s
aggressive moves

Taiwan and China are two independent countries.
Taiwan has its own identity. Its culture is distinct
from mainland Chinese culture.
Taiwan people have rights to choose their future.
Beijing government cannot force its will on
Taiwan people.

2

Criticizing Chinese
president or officials’
reunification policy

The policies Chinese government takes in
resolving Taiwan issue are not wise and not
beneficial to people.

3

No obvious proindependence or prounification stance can
be identified.

Both sides have responsibility in cross-strait
relationship.
Peace and stability are most important for both
Taiwan and the mainland.

4
5

Criticizing Taiwan
government’s proindependence behavior
Advocating
reunification

Taiwan government’s pro-independence activities
are not conducive to cross-strait relationship.
Taiwan and China should be reunited.
Taiwan is part of China. Its government should not
engage in pro-independence activities.

Two independent coders (including the researcher) went through training sessions
together in which they coded articles and resolved differences. Then they coded 59
articles separately. The Inter-coder reliability coefficient was .92 (Kappa method), which
is larger than the general .70 requirement. All the data were entered into SPSS for an
independent sample t-test. This test provided statistics that compared the means of
samples from two time periods and allowed us to make decisions as to whether the
differences are significant. After running the test we arrived at the following results
which are presented in the tables below:
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Table 2 T-Test
Group Statistics
attitude scale

Date
Pre-1997

N
28

Mean
2.46

Std. Deviation
.881

Std. Error Mean
.167

Post-1997

31

3.19

1.327

.238

Independent Samples Test
LEVENE'S TEST
FOR EQUALITY OF
VARIANCES

F

ATTITUDE
SCALE

EQUAL
VARIANCES
ASSUMED
EQUAL
VARIANCES
NOT
ASSUMED

5.654

Sig.

.021

t-TEST FOR EQUALITY OF MEANS

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95%
Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower

Upper

-2.458

57

.017

-.729

.297

1.323

-.135

-2.508

52.528

.015

-.729

.291

1.313

-.146

From the above tables, we can see that there is a difference in the sample mean.
The observed t-value for this test is –2.458, with degrees of freedom equal to 57. The
two-tailed probability with equal variances assumed is .017, which is less than the .05
rejection level. The differences found in two time periods are considered to be
significant. Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis in favor of the research hypothesis
(p=.017). The SCMP framed the Taiwan issue with significant differences since the
handover.
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Discussion
Media freedom in Hong Kong has always been a major concern before and after
the 1997 handover. The Beijing government has made promises about Hong Kong media
independence. However, this eight-year sample of SCMP editorials provides support that
even English newspapers with high credibility cannot claim independence of politics.
There are various individual factors that might contribute to this change of stance
in framing the Taiwan issue. First of all, SCMP has gone through many changes since
the handover. The current owner, Malaysian tycoon Robert Kuok’s Kerry Media Ltd. has
been criticized for having a pro-Chinese attitude, an accusation Robert Kuok has denied.
In addition, the resignation of SCMP columnist, Willy Lam (who was critical of Beijing
and the hiring of Feng Xiliang), founder of China’s official English-language paper “the
China Daily”, made very important personnel changes that might have influenced the
newspaper.
Secondly, the issue that is under discussion is of a very sensitive nature. Although
Jiang Zeming (president in power from 1998 to 2003 in China) and Hu Jintao (incumbent
president of China, took power since 2003) have both reiterated the press freedom in
Hong Kong, they have always been wary of the media coverage concerning the Taiwan
issue. In May 1996, a high-level Chinese official, Lu Ping, who was in charge of the
Office of Hong Kong and Macau, said during an interview by CNN that Hong Kong
journalists could report any news so long as they did not advocate “two Chinas”. His
statement aroused high alert among Hong Kong media at that time. So it is possible that
SCMP editors were more cautious in framing the Taiwan issue after the handover.
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Considering this background, it might be argued that only this particular
newspaper SCMP has changed. But on the other hand, though SCMP has gone through
internal reforms, it is still a newspaper with high credibility. Compared with Chinese
newspapers in Hong Kong, including Tai Kung Pao and Ming Pao Daily, SCMP has
relatively more freedom in covering news.
Some might say that SCMP is not subjected to government pressures in framing
issues other than the Taiwan independence. But if a newspaper has changed its framing
of one important issue since the handover, it is hard to say whether other sensitive issues,
like government corruption and democracy, will not be framed differently. Take Lu
Ping’s interview comment as an example, if the Chinese government promises media
freedom and then interprets what media freedom is, there is hardly any media freedom.

Limitations and implications for future study
This study examined editorials and letters to the editors in a period of eight years
before and after 1997. It is an extended study in the aspect of time, but the sample was
taken only from one newspapers. If more newspapers were to be examined, the findings
and conclusions would be more powerful.
For future studies, more newspapers, especially Chinese newspapers could be
examined. In Hong Kong, there are several influential Chinese language newspapers.
Among them, Ming Pao Daily and Tai Kung Pao are said to be following the Beijing
government; Apple Daily is said to be maintaining a more independent approach. It will
be interesting to know how Chinese newspapers in Hong Kong have developed since the
handover.
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In addition, a different time period might be adopted, because even long before
1997, the political environment had already undergone changes, especially pending 1997.
The Sino-British Joint Declaration was signed in 1984 and since then Hong Kong had
been preparing itself for the handover. So it is possible that the Hong Kong media was
adopting a more pro-Chinese government stand point since 1984. Therefore, an
examination of a time period before 1984 can prove useful.
In this study, we did not examine the prominence of frames was not a concern.
We did not study whether an editorial was placed in the front page, domestic section or
international section.
Finally, other issues in the media can be analyzed to see how Hong Kong’s
newspapers have changed in framing. These varieties of issues will provide more insight
as to whether the Hong Kong media has become more or less critical of the Beijing
government.

Conclusion
This study provides a more quantitative approach to Hong Kong media
independence from politics; while previous studies were more focused on qualitative
interpretation. However, it does not end the ongoing discussion on Hong Kong media. It
will only give rise to more discussion.
Media freedom is very important to a democratic government. In Hong Kong’s
history, the media served a very important role. If the 1997 handover disrupts this free
tradition and “mutes” the Hong Kong people, the consequences will go far beyond the
media field.
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ABSTRACT

Eating Architecture in Search of a
Garden
A Design Studio
The Architecture Design Studio incubates the thoughts and feelings about design
within the mind of the student. The challenge for the Studio is to find new ways
to creatively integrate Writings, Concepts, and Communication.

This Design Studio examined how designing a Sculpture Garden could begin
with the reading of essays on Eating Architecture edited by Jamie Horwitz and
Paulette Singley. With the analogy of the chef to the architect, the table setting
to the plan, and taste of a cuisine to Architectural style, the essays inspired the
students toward new conceptual visions.
•

La Table: Site selection is meaningful and insightful when guided by a

conceptual vision. The concept derived from their interpretation of the
essay empowered the student’s selection of unique and appropriate sites
for their sculpture garden.
•

Le Menu: Programming what sculptures to select for the garden was
driven by concept and site. The art pieces were holistically bonded with
each other, the site, and their concept resulting in a dynamic garden
design.

•

La Spectacle: Guided and motivated by the movie ”Monty Python and
the Holy Grail”, each student, designed and directed a scene for a DVD
movie titled “Eating Architecture in Search of a Garden”.
Using both traditional drawing and modeling techniques, capturing the
site digitally, and adding narration and music, each student organized,
composed, and celebrated their work in sound and movement.

This paper and presentation of this Architectural Design Studio will illustrate our
path of discovery in words and images in a multimedia presentation of sounds
and digital video.
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Introduction
The pedagogy used in beginning a Studio Design Problem will predict the final
results of the work. Traditionally I have given the class a site, the program, and
the presentation requirements. The results tend to be predicable with maybe a
few surprises.
This second year Architectural design studio problem Eating Architecture
in Search of a Garden broke down all those traditional barriers to a
creative design solution.
Serendipity played a key role in discovering a new way of approaching a design.
Let me explain. I was in our faculty lounge on a lunch break browsing through a
copy of the ACSA Journal.
In the book review section, I found a review of a
book titled “Eating Architecture” edited by Jamie Horiwitz and Paulette Singley.
I was interested in the topic and wondered if it had application to the studio. I
had a student check the book out of the Library and bring it to the class. We
found the book had twenty chapters or essays and the class had nineteen
students. I choose the introduction and randomly assigned the students to the
remaining chapters. They were asked to the read their essay and present their
conceptual insights back to the class.
The range of essay topics were diverse and included the following: “Culinary
Manifestations of the Genius Loci” by Allen S. Weiss, “Too Much Sugar” by Clare
Cardinal-Pett, “Semiotica AB Edendo, Taste in Architecture” by Marco Frascari,
to “Eating Space” by Jamie Horwitz just to mention a few of the essays.
The
students were challenged by the assignment and were able to glean enough
from their essay analysis to inspire a conceptual vision for the Garden.
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La Table
The general site for this garden project was decided to be around the Jule Collins
Smith Museum of Art on the campus of Auburn University.
The museum
director was interested to seeing proposals for developing a sculpture garden on
the museum grounds.
Rather than a given specific site for the project, the students were armed with a
conceptual vision they could use to make an informed site selection. The process
began with the class assembled at the museum with survey flags in hand. They
proceeded to mark a site for their garden design.
Fortunately each student
chose unique and conceptually specific sites with no overlap. I found that rather
than relying on the abstraction of a site map and a chipboard site model the real
thing yielded a clear understanding of their design placed in the site.
Using
digital still and video cameras and tape measures, the site was captured and
brought back to the studio.
The information gathered from the class site visit was in a raw state and still
needed documentation and refinement.
Some students built preliminary site
models while others relied on the digital images taken from and about the site. It
was important not to impose rigid requirements for each student to follow and
thereby influence the final results.
With a site analysis completed and understood, the next task was to select or
design the sculptures for the garden.
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Le Menu
The programming of an Architectural project is normally a given by the faculty or
in the real world a client. For this design problem, the concept and site defined
the program.
This reversal from the customary design process produced
significant results in the design.
In most cases, known sculptures were appropriate for the design. While in
others, the students designed appropriate and unique sculptural pieces. Those
decisions were meaningful and critical to the concept.
The programs varied from the simple to the complex. Seating, enclosure, and
site work required for each design were custom to the site conditions.
I think the students found this process of reversal insightful to the development of
their Garden Design.
The three elements of Concept, Site, and Program
became closer to being one.
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La Spectacle
The presentation of the work was the final step in completing the process of
vision to communication.
Directing the work from an interpretation of an essay
to a multimedia sensory experience took the form of a DVD movie.
The final presentation or La Spectacle was modeled after the British movie
Monty Python and the Holy Grail. It seemed an appropriate manner to link this
series of diverse design solutions.
The final video presentation had an
introduction, 19 chapters, and the credits.
Each student designed and directed the scenes of their presentation following
the conceptual spirit of their design. Some used a more traditional approach of
drawings and models while others used digital tools or a combination of
traditional and digital.
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The production of the presentation of the student’s work proved to be the most
challenging part of the studio problem.
Many of the students had little digital
skills or knowledge working with Video and DVD software. Fortunately we had
a few students that that had the skills and took the lead and helped the class with
the presentation.
Technically the students used Photoshop and Illustrator to massage their images
into a useful form.
The Images and sound were composed and mixed using
either Studio 8, Adobe Premiere, or Flash with the entire class DVD authored
using the Nero software Burning ROM.

Let me share with you some examples of
the
Student’s Work
Babette’s Transcendental Travels
Dorothy Sherling

Chapter 7
Cuisine and the Compass of Ornament
A Note on the Architecture of Babette’s Feast
Essay by Daniel S. Friedman

Daniel Friedman’s essay explores ornament in terms of structure and decoration
through a critique of Babette’s Feast” which Gabriel Axel adapts a short story by
Isak Dinesen.
The essay provided second year design student Dorothy
Sherling with the conceptual direction to design the sculptural garden as a series
of fabric wrapped cubes arranged and rearranged behind the museum.
The
Landscape Artist Martha Schwartz and the quilts of Gee’s Bend inspired her
garden elements.
The Movie uses a photomontage background and endless
fabric wrapped cubes animated using a time lap video sequence.
The music
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playing in the background is The Olivia Tremor Control’s piece called Define a
Transparent Dream.
The movie plot like the essay starts slow with one a few fabric covered cubes set
in the landscape. The additions and subtractions build interest until the site is
draped in darkness and a surprise twist occurs.
Lights are added to the cubes
to further animate the design. The final image is a Monty Python inspired last
twist. It is Dorothy lying down in the background of the garden.

Place for Wind
John Plaster

Chapter 6
Too Much Sugar
Essay by Clare Cardinal-Pett

Clare Cardinal-pett’s essay narrates the history of Cuba from its dependence on
Sugar Cane to Castro’s Cuba today. Life on the island nation of Cuba in earlier
days was rich verses time of want.
The essay provided my student John
Plaster with an insight to design his sculpture garden. John based his design
on the simplest and ordinary phenomenon of trash paper blowing in the wind.
Coupled with the music and song from the Byron Arnold Collection he chose an
old primitive piece called Walking on the Green Grass. It captured life in Cuba
and inspired his garden design.
He took from the concept the spirit of wind.
He made it visible as sculpture.
Sculptures by Alexander Calder titled
Bougainillier, Antraigues, and Little Parasite were placed in strategic places
around the museum to capture and animate the wind.
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The movie plot starts with a three-screen array of video following pieces of paper
being carried by the wind. The singsong sound of the primitive music gives a
voice to the tumbling trash.
A similar video sequence recording of traditional
site models of the Calder Sculptures set in the landscape follows the introduction.
The power and message of the design complements the museum in every
respect.

Conclusions
This studio project open up my eyes to a new way to look at the design process
and how to present the work.
Sometimes faculty will rely on old ways rather
than exploring and taking a risk. In this case, it was worth the risk.
The class demonstrated the ability to adapt to a new process and work creatively
with digital technologies. I am encouraged by the talent, skills, and openness to
change of our incoming students.
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Creative Writing, Landscape Architecture, and Architectural Design can be made
one. Each of these disciplines demands the same creative insights and abilities
for development and refinement. Every opportunity I am given I try to bring an
interdisciplinary collaboration to the design process.
The future in terms of communication to the client and the community will require
new and inventive ways to convince an audience about the merits of a design
solution.
This project demonstrated the power and importance a multimedia
presentation could have on design.
Finally, this process and the digital technologies associated with it will always be
part of My Design Process.
My current students are completing a design
problem using similar strategies as outlined in this paper and I am expecting
outstanding results.
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ABSTRACT
More than a performance-based activity, surfing comprises a complex of values, norms, and beliefs deeply
rooted in regional and local knowledge. Anecdotal and media misrepresentations have oft reduced the
sport to a carefree pastime and “The Surfer” to an icon somewhere between a social misfit and a demigod.
Contrary to these prosaic images – and in addition to the physical and technical demands of riding a surfing
board – assimilation into and successful participation within this highly specialized community are
contingent upon a profound understanding of tribal rules, social hierarchies, and linguistic nuances, as well
as an intense regional understanding of geography, oceanography, meteorology, marine biology, and
maritime lore.
The study of surfing culture and history is an ideal medium for introducing students to the tenets of cultural
anthropology. A new course at the University of San Diego (USD), ANTH 364: Surf Culture and History,
explores the Polynesian origins of this “Sport of Kings” and traces its many adaptations to a California
lifestyle.
________________________________________________________________________
Play is more than a mere physiological phenomenon or a psychological
reflex. It goes beyond the confines of purely physical or purely biological
activity. It is a significant function – that is to say, there is some sense to it.
In play, there is something “at play” which transcends the immediate needs of
life and imparts meaning to the action. All play means something.
Johan Huizinga, 1950

INTRODUCTION
On Wednesday evening, 24 May 2006, three beachgoers at Sunset Cliffs, in San Diego,
California, spotted a surfer struggling in six inches of water at Ab reef (F I G U R E S 1 A
1
A N D B ). The victim, an older male, was weak and barely able to stand. Each
successive wave dashed him against the rocks and tugged at the ankle leash tethering him
to his board.
Clearly, he was in trouble.

1

The original investigative narrative refers to the location as “Ab’s reef” (County of San Diego 2006a).
Surfer magazine’s 2006 guide to Southern California surf spots (Surfer 2006) notes that the correct name is
“Ab (not Abs),” further describing it as “a reef with long lefts and shorter rights that can throw out a
beautiful, almond-shaped tube.” The name “Ab” is a reference to abalone (family Haliotidae), a gastropod
common to the area. Nielsen (2004) notes that most all of the Point Loma breaks demand advanced surfing
experience and skills as there are many challenges and potential hazards: steep terrain leading to the
water, difficult entries, “long, arduous paddle-outs” (Nielsen 2004), powerful and “finicky” waves
(Nielsen, 2004), thick kelp beds, crowds, sharks (Surfer 2006), and often less-than-pleasant locals (Peel
2005; Surfer 2006).
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Figure 1a. Sunset Cliffs in Point Loma, California, with Ab Reef to the left. Figure 1b. A map of the San
Diego area, with Ab Reef indicated on the finger-like projection of Sunset Cliffs. Photo and map: J. Hall.

As his board surged seaward, the surfer was dragged over the reef and repeatedly
submerged in the swiftly moving water. When he finally mustered the strength to cry for
help, one onlooker descended the cliff and immediately removed the leash. Others,
including a surfer, soon arrived and pulled the barely conscious victim away from
the rocks to calmer water, where they placed him on the rescuer’s surfboard and initiated
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) (County of San Diego 2006a; Pacheco 2006).2
Someone called emergency services “at about 7:30 p.m.” and a surf rescue boat was
dispatched from nearby Quivera basin on Mission Bay (NBC.com 24 May 2006). When
San Diego Lifeguard Rescue 6 arrived eight minutes later, they pulled the ailing surfer
into their vessel and noted he was unable to swim or keep his head above water. He
appeared to have suffered a seizure as foam poured from his mouth; furthermore, he was
apneic,3 unresponsive, and had no pulse (County of San Diego 2006a). Rescuers
immediately resumed CPR and transported the victim to lifeguard headquarters, arriving
dockside at 7:47 p.m., where San Diego Fire Medic 20 assumed care.4

2

Although the official report, a coroner’s narrative (County of San Diego 2006a), notes that two surfers
offered assistance, Cory Pacheco, the first responder, stated that a single surfer and an additional shorebased rescuer moved the victim to deeper water (approximately 20’ in depth). According to Pacheco, the
victim was placed on his back on the surfboard, which was steadied at either end by the two rescuers, while
Pacheco began CPR. At one point, the victim “went limp,” and was feared dead (Pacheco 2006).
3
The cessation of breathing.
4
The decedent was administered epinephrine and atropine.
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Their efforts, however, were unsuccessful: at 8:22 p.m., fifty-three year old Robert
Palumbo of Trenton, New Jersey, was pronounced dead.5
THE SURFER AS “PLAYER”
Surfing – or “wave sliding” as it was known by ancient Hawaiians – is oft regarded as a
dangerous enterprise: at the very least one must stand, kneel, or lie, unattached, on a
rapidly moving platform that is hurled through a fluid, powerful, and dynamic medium.
Add to this the minimal skills necessary to maintain balance and to maneuver the
projectile to safety and the question arises as to why one would wish to participate in
such an activity. The answers are many, but the most common response is “because it’s
fun.”
Indeed, if one survives the ride and escapes injury, then “fun” is a reasonable
explanation. Historical narratives from the Hawaiian Islands, where modern surfing has
its origins, seemingly concur: riding on a wooden board was a source of immense
pleasure for deities, royalty, and commoners of both sexes and all ages (Beckwith 1970;
Beamer 1987; Stewart 1970; Bird 2005; Ellis 1826; Amadio 1993; Wichman 2001).
“Fun,” however, is not the only explanation for why people surf, or have surfed.
Early and recent accounts acknowledge a variety of motives for riding waves. There are
recreational, physical, and psychological reasons. For some, surfing promotes emotional
well-being. For others, it as an outlet for self-expression and social recognition, or a
means for establishing and maintaining sociocultural capital. Still others benefit from
communal bonding; in some instances surfing was even a prelude to lovemaking and
marriage. It is often competitive and sometimes a source for wagering. And for some,
surfing is a means for group control, promoting what Ford and Brown (2006) refer to as
“masculine hegemony.” Though many reasons exist to explain the historical phenomenon
of surfing, they all adhere, at least in part, to what is defined within the disciplines of
anthropology and sociology as “play.”
Johan Huizinga, the Dutch historian and cultural theorist, outlined many characteristics of
playful activity in his seminal volume Homo ludens, or “Man the Player” (Huizinga
1950). Play, he noted, has often been limited to a series of physical movements with
biological underpinnings, yet it is an endeavor fraught with ritual and mystery:
Summing up the formal characteristics of play we might call it a free activity standing quite
consciously outside “ordinary” life as being “not serious,” but at the same time absorbing the
player intensely and utterly. It is an activity connected with no material interest, and no profit can
be gained by it. It proceeds within its own proper boundaries of time and space according to fixed
rules and in an orderly manner. It promotes the formation of social groupings which tend to
surround themselves with secrecy and to stress their difference from the common world by
disguise or other means. (Huizinga 1950)

T A B L E 1 presents a summary adaptation of Huizinga’s work in which emphases are
placed upon the physical, temporal, spatial, social, and spiritual parameters of play.
Surfing fits well into this definitive scheme; as with other play activities, riding a board
may be just “fun,” or it may be considerably more.
5

Dr. K. Culuma of University of California San Diego Medical Center pronounced the death.
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Wave riding has been around for at least a thousand years; in fact, it may be as many as
four thousand years old. It is steeped in ritual, rich in expressive value, spatially and
temporally separated from the mundane activities of everyday life, and holds the potential
for its practitioners not only to enrich their lives, but also to realize transformation. They,
in turn, organize themselves in playgroups that recognize and revolve around a distinct
material culture, one that the first European visitors to the Hawaiian Islands described as
bathing-boards, wave sliding boards, and sharkboards (Caton 1880; Bolton 1891; Ellis
1969 and 2004).
Butt and Russell (2004) view the modern surfer as a scientist who understands the
complex principles of wave propagation and mechanics, and who incorporates this
knowledge into a play philosophy. As with all cultures, the surfing community shares
certain vital bits of local and regional information necessary – or perceived as such – to
navigate successfully within a particular environment. A major part of this knowledge
base centers on the physical constructs of the beach, the interface of sea and land that
constitutes the major “playing ground” of surfers. Whereas the artificial borders of
fields, courts, or boards delimit most recreational activities, surfing is bounded only by
nature. Oceanography (tides, currents, and waves), meteorology, geology, and biology
determine when and where a surfer will enter the water, and what equipment she or he
will use. Therefore, keen perception and a dynamic knowledge of these oft-predictable
patterns are key elements in determining how the participant will interact with, and to a
large degree, survive within, the marine environment.
Huizinga’s 21st-century waterborne “player” is vastly different from the early Polynesian
plank rider who was, by technological necessity, confined to a single geographical locale.
The surfer of today is inordinately influenced – “shaped,” if you will – by unprecedented
leaps in surfing technology, growing media attention and advertising, increased precision
in oceanographic and meteorological predictive methods, economic prosperity, and
greater ease in global travel. All of these factors promote an intensity among a growing
population of wave-riding enthusiasts to access resources. And, as every surfer will
attest, surf breaks around the world are not becoming less crowded.
Given that the number of waves at any break remains constant over time but the amount
of people seeking to ride those waves increases, the “survival skills” needed by the 21stcentury surfer are not limited to mere knowledge of the physical ocean or the techniques
of riding a surfing board. There must also be a social context to surfing, a construct in
which Huizinga’s notions of rules, order, fairness, and community may be applied. In
other words, surfers must “play” together. Gone are the days when Hollywood movie
studios fashioned “The Surfer” into little more than a toe-headed, linguistically impaired
teenager who promoted and reinforced the ideals of social isolation, playful rebellion, and
risqué wildness. Instead, there are rules of social engagement, codes of conduct, and
regionally accepted customary practices that the surfer must know in order to survive on
the beach and in the water. Most of these norms, beliefs, and values that promote
assimilation into and successful participation within this highly specialized tribal
community are conveyed between generations, either directly (e.g. instruction) or
indirectly (e.g. passive observation). Moreover, they are contingent upon, inter alia, a
profound understanding of tribal rules, social hierarchies, ritual practices, materials
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usage, communal lore, and linguistic nuances. Violation of these social parameters may
result in reproach or banishment. In extreme instances, ignorance of, or refusal to adhere
to, these regulations may result in physical harm. Clearly, there is more to surfing than
simply riding a board on a wave.
The essential qualities of play reflected in T A B L E 1 – constraint, temporality, leisure,
movement, tension, secrecy, rules, communitas, and fairness, among others – make the
study of “wave sliding” worthwhile from many perspectives, especially those of
anthropology and sociology. And yet, surfing has received relatively little scholarly
attention (Ford and Brown 2006).
ANTH 364: SURF CULTURE AND HISTORY
Thus, in light of this dearth of academic consideration and within the contextual
framework of the surfer as a “cultural specialist,” ANTH 364: Surf Culture and History
was conceived in the front seat of a Nissan truck headed south on Interstate 5 on a
Saturday afternoon in the spring of 2005. But perhaps an explanation is in order.
The local National Public Radio (NPR) affiliate, KPBS, airs its prerecorded syndicated
program, “A Way With Words,” on Saturday afternoons. Host “verbivores” Richard
Lederer and Martha Barnette entertain caller’s questions concerning the origins of words
and phrases in the English language. Each weekly broadcast has a topical theme (e.g.
“Weird Words,” “Yiddish Kvetching,” or “Australian Slang”) and celebrity guests are
often invited to participate. Such was the case on 7 May 2005 when the theme was “surf
lingo,” a program dealing exclusively with terms and expressions borrowed from the rich
lexicon of the surfing vernacular. The featured guest, Dr. Patrick Moser, from Drury
University in Springfield, Missouri, was one of the few teachers of surf culture in the
country.
As the truck radio blared, a single question turned in my mind: if Moser could instruct a
class on surfing in land-locked Missouri, why couldn’t USD – with some of the world’s
greatest surfers literally in the university’s backyard – offer a similar course? After all,
our campus overlooks the blue Pacific Ocean! It seemed that a course exploring the
ancient Polynesian roots of a “California lifestyle” would be eagerly received by a 7,500
member student body comprising 60 percent Californians and five percent Hawaiian
Islanders. The next three quarters of the year were spent reviewing literature, talking to
the local surfing community, considering how the craft of surfing and its subsequent
components fit into an anthropological program, and drafting the course proposal.
When ANTH 364 passed the USD Curriculum Committee and was offered for the first
time in spring 2006, it was crafted to examine the scientific, historical, and sociocultural
components of surfing. One of the seemingly eternal marketing challenges with which
the surfing media struggle is how to “package” an activity that is variously – and often
simultaneously – a sport, an art form, and a lifestyle (Ford and Brown 2006; Young
1983). The sixteen-week-long semester at USD provides sufficient time in which to
explore a syllabus that, in large part, addresses these perceived attributes ( T A B L E 2 ) .6

6

As the course is offered in the spring semester, week 8 (Spring Break) is omitted in Table 2.
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Course objectives focus on tenets of culture studies, the identification of the Polynesian,
and specifically Hawaiian, components of modern surf culture, and the adaptations that
southern California surfers and the activity have made to accommodate these Oceanic
traditions. Additionally, students examine the concept of aloha in surf culture, including
how it shapes the participant as well as their relationship to the ocean. Lastly, they are
encouraged to understand the unique and important role that surfing has played in the
development and promotion of beach culture in southern California.
Course resources comprise readings, videos, and guest lecturers. Students participate in
field trips and complete several group projects. One of the many benefits of teaching this
course at USD is the availability of resources, including beaches, surfers, board shapers,
and a variety of local surf-based industries. At least 30 breaks are located within a 20minute drive from the campus. These area beaches are superb “classrooms” for studying
the various physical processes that determine breaking wave patterns; moreover, they
serve as connecting points at which students enter into direct contact with San Diego surf
culture and history.
One such place is Windansea, in La Jolla, a beach made famous by Tom Wolfe’s 1968
novel, The Pump House Gang. Here students learn about high-energy waves and the
constitution of a reef break.7 Woody Brown was the first to ride the massive swell in
1937, and was soon followed by other notable surfers, including Townsend Cromwell,
Don Okey, Woody Ekstrom, Dorian Paskowitz, John Elwell, and Bob Simmons
(F I G U R E S 2 A A N D B ). Several of these men still reside in the area and are
tremendous educational resources for our university students. Windansea also boasts the
famous “Shack,” an iconic landmark erected in 1946 by local surfers.8 These palm frondcovered ridgepoles serve as the perfect medium to introduce not only beach architecture,
but to discuss the role of the surf shack in California beach culture.
Students also visit several Southern California museums, including the San Diego Hall of
Champions Surfing Exhibit at Balboa Park, the California Surf Museum in Oceanside,
and the Surfing Heritage Foundation in San Clemente. In addition to displays on regional
surf culture and history, these facilities feature collections of historic surfing boards.
The semester study project for ANTH 364 is a multi-layered assignment that most
students regard as highly informative and tremendously time consumptive. The project
focuses on how place names – and, specifically, surf break names – reflect regional
geography, history, and lore. As stated clearly (but ambiguously) in the course syllabus,
students must “map and record surf breaks from Point Loma to Cardiff,” a distance of
approximately 30 miles (48 kilometers); furthermore, they are to “write a brief paper

7

Because of “a wave-amplifying offshore canyon and a broad swell window,” Warshaw (2003) describes Windansea as “one of
America’s most dependable surf breaks,” characterized by waves that break “left and right over a flat rock reef, portions of which are
often covered in sand.”
8
The “surf shack” at Windansea Beach was constructed in 1946 by La Jolla locals Jack “Woody” Ekstrom, Fred Kenyon, and Don
Okey. Through the years the now famous land mark has been maintained by the Windansea Surf Club.
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Figure 2a. John Elwell at the Windansea “Shack” in the early 1950s. Photo used with permission of J.
Elwell. Figure 2b. The Windansea surf shack today. Photo: J. Hall.

explaining the origin of each of the [break] names” (Hall 2006; F I G U R E 3 ). Though
the assignment is introduced at the onset of the semester, it is not until the fifteenth week,
in a unit titled “Beach Speak and a Waterborne Subculture,” that a formal discussion of
linguistics in the beach environ takes place. The completed map contains approximately
60 break names and a supplemental paper traces name origins and groups them according
to categories (e.g. “street names,” “people’s names,” “geographically-derived names,”
etc.).
This project has several objectives. The first is to familiarize students with various
geographical features contained in a small swath of California coastline. The shore
between Point Loma and Cardiff is replete with beach, point, and reef breaks, the three
principal types of breaks in southern California (Zane 1992).9 Here students come to
understand the dynamic relationship between submarine and coastal topographical
features and resultant wave patterns. The preferred method of study for this assignment
is, of course, site visitation, but university students often lack reliable means of
transportation. Therefore, an alternative approach is to examine regional and local surf
maps and directories available in area surf shops (Nielsen 2004; Surfer Magazine 2006).
Though these publications are generally accurate regarding locations and break
descriptions, they do not provide name origins. This information, however, may be
gathered from local surfers, especially those who have resided in the area for decades.
Herein lies a second project objective: to emphasize the cultural import of names. By
researching the names of the various breaks, students learn about local beach history and
lore. San Diego County breaks have names that are most often attributable to
geographical or oceanographic features (Horseshoe Reef, Tabletops), urban designations
9

According to Zane (1992), a point break results from waves breaking at an angle to the shore due to a sharp rise in the sea bottom,
which extends from a point in the coastline. The breaking face of the wave extending across the entire wave characterizes a beach
break. Reef breaks are caused by a rise in the ocean bottom some distance from the shore.
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Figure 3. A map showing several of the 60 or more surf breaks between Point Loma and Cardiff,
California. Students of ANTH 364 produce a similar map containing all known breaks, along with a paper
that traces the origins of break names. Map by J. Hall.

such as street names (Tourmaline) or buildings (Pump House), people’s names
(Simmons’ Reef, Black’s Beach), or names of animals (Ab, Dolphin Tanks).
An example of the importance of name study is “Garbage,” a break at the Point Loma
cliffs, approximately 100 m (109.3 yards) northward of where Robert Palumbo died on
24 May. Admittedly, “garbage” leaves much to be desired as a beach name; it conjures
up visions of a litter-strewn shoreline and dark, polluted water. In reality, the two breaks
(North and South Garbage) and the surrounding coastal geography are some of the more
scenic views in San Diego. So, whence does the name come? To trace the etymology of
this location name, students must first become familiar with Madame Tingley and the
Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical Society.
Katherine Augusta Tingley was born in Newbury, Massachusetts in 1847. In 1896, at the
age of 49, she became the leader of the Theosophical Society and, within two years,
changed the name to the Universal Brotherhood and Theosophical Society (Reynolds,
1966). Even before her advancement, she had designs on purchasing land in Point Loma,
California, where it was her intention to open a School for the Revival of the Lost
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Mysteries of Antiquity (Harris 1974). This dream became a reality when the Raja Yoga
School opened its doors in Point Loma in the summer of 1900. Theosophists the world
over were invited to join in Tingley’s “experiment.” Though initially a school for the
children of Point Loma, it soon expanded its curricula to accommodate primary through
graduate levels. Numerous buildings were constructed for the small but thriving
community of approximately 500 residents. These included living quarters, facilities for
textile manufacturing, stables, and shops. Refuse disposal, however, posed a challenge,
since the Theosophical Society was perched atop the cliffs on a peninsula in a relatively
isolated part of San Diego. So, rather than haul trash overland, Madame Tingley
constructed a wooden garbage chute that ejected its contents into the crashing surf below;
hence, the present name, “Garbage.”
Over time, the Raja Yoga School became the Lomaland School. It closed its doors in
1940 and remained abandoned for years, until it was taken over by California Western
University, which in turn became United States International University. Today it is
Point Loma Nazarene University (F I G U R E 4 ). So, in researching the etymology of the
breaks at North and South Garbage, students become familiar with at least two religious
movements and three educational institutions, all of which have occupied the same small
tract of land at Sunset Cliffs for the past century.
The third objective is to provide students with the opportunity to conduct informal
interviews in order to acquire information. So, not only are they visiting various San
Diego breaks, they are talking with folks who are intimately acquainted with surfing. If
transportation availability poses problems, students may conduct phone interviews,
though this is a less favored option.
In addition to course instruction through readings, field trips, and group projects, ANTH
364 also relies on visiting speakers. Our first lecturers included La Jolla surfing pioneer
Jack “Woody” Ekstrom (Snyder 2006), Dr. Patrick Moser from Drury University,
waterman Mike Doyle,10 Kathy Kohner Zuckerman, and Donald Wroncy, a member of
the MacMeda Destruction Company made famous internationally by Wolfe’s novel, The
Pump House Gang.11

10

Mike Doyle, a Californian and present resident of Cabo San Lucas, Mexico (Baja California), has had an
illustrious career as a waterman, surfer, and entrepreneur. In addition to being a champion paddleboard
racer, tandem surfer, and big-wave rider, Doyle was co-founder of a company that developed the first
surfing board wax. He invented the Single Ski, a forerunner to the snowboard, and helped create a
prototype for today’s soft-exterior surfboards. In addition to being an author (Doyle 2004), he has been
featured in more than two dozen surf movies (Warshaw 2003).
11
The Mac Meda Destruction Company, founded by Jack Macpherson and Bob “Meda” Rakestraw, in La
Jolla, California, was a loose affiliation of youngsters who, according to Macpherson, “liked to do crazy
things like break houses down” (Vargas 2003). International notoriety came with Wolfe’s novel, which
portrayed the organization as an underground society. Although its members were little more than practical
jokers, San Diego police regarded them as dangerous gangsters, and were on a never ending search for their
supposed leader, a shadowy fellow named “Albert.” Little did they know that Albert was, in fact, a gorilla
who lived at the San Diego Zoo, and was the mascot of the Company (Vargas 2003; Nisleit, personal
communication 2006).
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Figure 4. The Spalding House, constructed in 1904, on the grounds of the Universal Brotherhood and
Theosophical Society. Today it is the Administration Building for Point Loma Nazarene University.
Photo: J. Hall.

BEACH CULTURE AND THE PHENOMENON OF SURFING
The geographical focal point for each topic listed in T A B L E 2 , whether health, gender,
or linguistics, is the beach – that magical zone defined by the intersection of sea and land.
Ford and Brown (2006) have considered extensively the impact of the beach and,
specifically, the “coastal encounter” in and on western society, noting a wide variety of
responses to this almost overwhelming experience. At the beach, the temporal, spatial,
physiological, kinetic, social, psychological, and spiritual components described by
Huizinga are played out. When we step onto the shore, a number of things happen: our
awareness of the natural forces of sun, wind, and water is heightened; we shed our
clothing and move about; we forget the encumbrances of our terrestrial preoccupations;
we relax; we “transform.” The beach, then, is a metaphor; and as such, the symbolic
aspects of activities realized within its margin must be considered metaphorically.
Surfing is no exception.
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It is within this context that a number of conversations are generated in ANTH 364. As
with most university classes, the audience is regionally and culturally diverse. Therefore,
multiple viewpoints characterize small group discussions, as not everyone has a “beach
perspective.” Many students come to San Diego without ever having seen an ocean.
Others have grown up on the shore and have been active in surfing since childhood. For
that reason, the value of discussion groups must not be underestimated, for within any
circle and with almost every topic, there are emic (insider’s views) and etic (outsider’s
views) perspectives. What are the perceived social hierarchies on the beach, in the water,
and in the “line-up”?12 What are different types of beach attire and what is the
symbolism in each? What is the material culture of surfing? How does beach language
differ from other patterns of speech? How is gender realized on the beach and in the lineup? Discussions encompass a wide variety of topics, ranging from cultural perspectives
on risk-taking to rites of passage. The beach is truly a unique geographical zone, and the
behaviors it engenders – both in the water and out – are worthy of intellectual
consideration.
If the beach, then, is the physical focal point and unifying theme for ANTH 364, what
other aspects of culture are in need of consideration?
THE MATERIAL CULTURE OF SURFING
At the intersection of the surfer’s body and the fluid medium in which she or he is
attempting to navigate is an oblong plank that has been described as everything from a
“thin piece of Board…exactly in the Shape of one of our bone paper cutters” (Clerke, in
Beaglehole 1967) to a “tottering chip” (Chaney, 1880). If there is a principal material
culture within surfing, it is the surfing board.
So important were these wave riding tools to the Hawaiians that they may have even
given them names, as suggested in the traditional Name Chant for Naihe (Pukui and Korn
1973; Blake 1983).13 Historical descriptions of surfing boards are usually general,
though distinctions exist regarding size, construction materials (wood types), and inherent
technological capabilities. They ranged from four to ten feet in length and were
fashioned from native woods, mostly koa (Acacia koa), kukui (Aleurites moluccana), ohe
(Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis), and wiliwili (Erythrina monosperma). Some observers
mention boards of up to 24 feet in length (Blake 1983,citing Brigham), and others noted
peculiar adaptations, such as the attachment of a knife to the board to use in the case of a
shark attack (Hill, 1856).
Though the modern surfing board appears similar to its Hawaiian predecessor of a
century ago, it has undergone many improvements in flotation, weight reduction,
12

The “lineup,” according to Warshaw (2003), is “an area just beyond the surf zone where surfers wait for
waves.”
13
The name of the board which belonged to Naihe was Halepō. Naihe was a skilled athlete and orator
from Kona who lived in the early nineteenth-century. Because of his superior surfing skills, he was envied
by his fellow chiefs, who conspired – albeit unsuccessfully – to kill him in a rigged surfing contest in Hilo
(Finney and Houston 1996). The name Halepō is of uncertain origin, though tradition suggests that it was
Naihe’s home break. As Pukui and Korn (1973) surmise, “it is quite possible that the athlete’s surfboard
came to be known by a name associated with his home waters.” Additionally, Blake (1983), citing
Andrews, mentions “’pa-ha’” as a name given to a surfboard.
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increased hydrodynamic properties, and enhanced maneuverability. Clearly, the primary
material culture of surfing is no longer a heavy wooden plank that could only be dragged
across the beach by the strongest men. In fact, much has been done, directly and
indirectly, to democratize wave riding.
The contemporary surfer tends to qualify her or his participation in the sport by
specifying the breaks they surf and the types of boards they ride. In both instances, this
information intimates skill level and surfing style. Those who stand on the board will
usually differentiate between riding a long board and a short board, thereby suggesting
their technique of surfing, preferred location in the line-up, timing of take-off into the
wave, position on the board, and a variety of maneuvers likely attempted during the ride.
The same applies to those who kneel or remain prone on the board.
Ford and Brown (2006) note that many social factors determine the type of board a surfer
rides, since being seen by others is an important aspect of participation in the activity.
This perception of status also influences the surfer’s decisions regarding key purchases,
such as the brand of board to buy or paraphernalia to make the sport more comfortable
and enjoyable (e.g. wetsuits, booties, hoods, leashes, etc.). Superficially, it appears that
prominence within the surfing community is often “board-centric,” from the type of
plank one chooses and how it is ridden to the social signals one conveys while engaged in
“the ride.” However, even though material culture and physical capability rank highly in
this quest for status, they are no guarantee that one will assimilate into or successfully
survive within the “tribe.”
TRIBAL RULES AND CULTURAL NORMS
Voluntary membership in a social group implies conformity to traditions, customs, and
prescribed behaviors. Hierarchies must be observed; order must be upheld. These shared
cultural elements form the bases for relationships within the “tribe,” which, if it is to
survive, must ensure these values are passed between generations.
The phenomenally steady increase in surfer recruitment is the result of many factors, but
key among these are improvements in board design and supplemental comfort gear.
These have transformed surfing from a solitary enterprise into a communal affair. The
notion of having a surf break to one’s self is an outdated concept in most places around
the globe. Therefore, the “social surfer” – one who shares a beach, break, or particular
wave with one or more individuals – must adhere to a code. Historically, surfers have
assumed ambivalent if not oppositional attitudes to authority (Ford and Brown 2006),
thus making the adoption of a regulatory instrument difficult. Yet today, almost every
break has its own set of rules that governs behavior. Most of these “tribal laws” are
unwritten, and a majority emphasizes surfer safety while simultaneously controlling – yet
sometimes promoting – localism, a phenomenon in which an individual or group feels
entitled to access a specific beach, break, or particular wave (Young 2000). In his article
titled “The Tragicomedy of the Surfer’s Common,” Nazer (2004) considers this sense of
entitlement and addresses regulated responses from the legal perspective, emphasizing
concessions made among surfers when crowding becomes an issue.
Shared standards of safety, social control, and treatment of “others” are central concepts
within tribal membership; but so are behavioral norms and rituals that influence
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perceptions of speech, gender, health, risk-taking, and even death. Ford and Brown
(2006) opine that all aspects of modern surfing are subordinated by male hegemony.
This, they suggest, is a possible throwback to a time and culture in which chiefs and
warriors relied on superior strength as the means of social control. Through surfing,
ancient Polynesians demonstrated feats of boldness and athletic ability that translated into
social capital.
Such acts of bravado are held in high, if not sacred, regard within a society. History, it
seems, honors risk takers, despite the outcomes of their death-defying ventures. Sagas of
their exploits reinforce concepts of male hegemony and their daring achievements often
become standards by which others measure themselves, or are measured. Adventure,
harking back to Huizinga’s elements of tension and uncertain outcomes as essential
elements of play, has always been an integral part of the sport of surfing.
Nowhere are adventure and risk taking more dramatically combined in surfing than in big
wave riding. In our combined course units on these topics (weeks 10 and 11: “Death in
the Lineup: Cultural Perspectives on Risk Taking and Superstition” and “Lure of the
Mountains: Big Wave Riders and the Culture of Machismo”), students examine the ways
in which the establishment (or maintenance) of social capital and the participant’s need
for “play” are consolidated. The recent popularity of tow-in surfing, a technique whereby
a surfer is strapped onto his board and pulled into a large wave by a rope attached to a jet
ski, has increased the number of surfers willing to combine their sense of adventure with
extreme high risk. Once again, this form of play is largely dominated by males.
One of the earliest stories to enter the compendium of “big wave” surfing lore is that of
Dickie Cross and Woody Brown, two surfers who paddled out at Sunset Beach, on the
north shore of Oahu, late in December 1943 (Jenkins 1999). The story is important from
an anthropological perspective because it introduces tragic death, the establishment of a
taboo, the community reaction to both, the subsequent violation of the taboo by a small
group of outsiders, the birth of big wave surfing, and the popularization of high-risk
activity as a means of establishing and maintaining male hegemony.
Shortly after paddling out, Cross and Brown realized they were in trouble when a sudden
storm surge closed out Sunset Beach. Giant waves made it too dangerous to attempt to
reach the shore. They opted to paddle several miles southwest to Waimea Bay where
they suspected it would be easier to find a passage to the beach. Instead, they found fiftyfoot waves hammered the bay. In their struggle to get outside of the massively walled
sets that pounded them relentlessly, they became separated. Brown recalls exhausting
himself to avoid the breakers, eventually losing his board and diving down to the bottom.
It was the last time that he saw Cross. When the day ended, Brown – who washed ashore
naked and barely conscious – narrowly escaped death; Cross was never seen again.
Cross’ death, along with stories of human sacrifice at the nearby ancient burial grounds
and supposed haunted houses at the point, resulted in a kapu, or taboo that gripped
Waimea Bay.14 No one would surf there; it was a forbidden place “steeped in
14

Pakui and Elbert (1986) further associate the terms “prohibition,” “special privilege,” “exemptions,”
“sacredness,” “forbidden,” “holy,” “consecrated,” “no trespassing,” and “keep out” with kapu, noting that
ho’o kapu is “to make taboo, prohibit, sanctify, consecrate, or forbid.”
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superstition and dread” (Peralta and George 2004). Not until fourteen years later, on 7
November 1957, when big wave surfing legend Greg Noll and his friends Mike Stange,
Mickey Muñoz, Pat Curren, Bing Copeland, Del Cannon, and Bob Bermell put their
boards in the water, was the kapu at Waimea broken (Noll and Gabbard 1989).15
Media images portray “The Surfer” as a masculine icon, a toe-headed youngster-tomiddle-aged-man somewhere between a social misfit and a demigod. He is a modern
chieftain, a warrior who subordinates all other participants in the sport with his superior
technology, his adept water skills, and his daring bravado. Such prosaic images of
masculinity and control are being supplanted, however, as an increasing number of
female recruits are taking their place in the lineup.
Historians of surf history and culture trace the steady increase of the popularity of surfing
using geographical and technological indicators: has there been a dramatic increase in
activity in a particular region of the world? If so, to what may this be attributed? Does
the use of lighter, stronger manufacturing materials account, in part, for the increase in
the number of people taking up the activity? What, if any, are the demographic shifts in
wave riding? Does media portrayal of surfing affect recruitment? On at least one
occasion in 1957 it did: many historians measure the popularity of surfing in terms of
“pre-Gidget” and “post-Gidget.”
What, might you ask, is a “gidget”? In short, it is a contraction for “girl midget,” and the
protagonist of Frederick Kohner’s 1957 novel, Gidget. Kohner’s story of teen angst
follows the adventures of Franzie, a young girl who decides to break into the maledominated beach culture at Malibu, California. His source of inspiration was the diary of
his own daughter, whose exploits – though somewhat fictionalized in the novel –
chronicle beach life when surfing was still a relatively nascent phenomenon.
The book experienced tremendous success. And when it gave way to a Hollywood
picture, a veritable aquatic revolution took place almost overnight. Gidget, “the little girl
with big dreams,” has been singled out as the catalyst behind the largest shift in surfing
popularity in the history of the sport. It is estimated that prior to the release of the movie
there were approximately 5,000 boards in the water, worldwide. However, shortly after it
opened in theaters, that number swelled to somewhere between two and three million
(Steve Pezman, in Peralta and George 2004).
The real “Gidget,” Kathy Kohner Zuckerman, was a guest lecturer in our first ANTH 364
class (Figure 5). Not only did this public event present a tremendous opportunity to
connect USD faculty, staff, and student body with the San Diego surfing community, it
provided students the chance to discuss a variety of gender-related issues with Ms.
Kohner Zuckerman. Was her father’s novel – constructed from her diary entries –

15

There are discrepancies in the date of this event: Peralta and George (2004) note it was “a fall day in
October of 1957;” Gault-Williams (2006) assigns it a date of 5 November 1957; and Marcus (1999) cites it
as 7 November. Furthermore, sources differ as to the persons present: Peralta and George (2004) add Fred
Van Dyke and Harry Church to Noll’s list; Gault-Williams mentions Al Nelson and Mike Diffenderfer, but
fails to make clear whether they entered the water or remained on shore.
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Figure 5. Kathy Kohner Zuckerman, also known as the “real life,” Gidget, poses at Waikiki Beach, Oahu,
in 2006. Photo used with permission of Kathy Kohner Zuckerman.

an accurate portrayal of “surf life” in Malibu at the close of the 1950s? How did the
overwhelmingly dominant community of male surfers perceive a female who wanted to
surf? Were there other women surfers and, if so, who? This, of course, is a wonderful
introduction to our unit titled “From Gidget to Blue Crush: Women Surfers and Media
Betrayal” (week 12 in the syllabus).16 Here we discuss how various print, visual, and
spoken media portray women in the beach environ. Though much progress has been
made at the onset of the 21st century toward the inclusion of females in surfing, media
words and images continue to downplay, suppress, and marginalize their participation,
thereby powerfully influencing – both directly and indirectly – perceptions of sex and
gender at the beach.
LANGUAGE AND RITUAL WITHIN THE TRIBE
One of the most distinctive features of surfers is their highly specialized language
patterns. Such “jargon” is, in fact, a richly textured regional vocabulary. This localized
speech often draws upon words commonly used in language but applies to them new or
extraordinary meanings. Many such words have become indelibly etched into the beach

16

The movie, “Blue Crush” (2002), a romantic drama, chronicles the adventures of a small group of female
surfers on Oahu.
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lexicon, including, among other terms, “choppy,” “curl,” “glassy,” “lip,” “peak,” “rip,”
“session,” “stoke,” “soup,” and “tube,” (Kampion 2003; Ford and Brown, 2006).17
One of the more interesting class discussions in which we engage is the etymology of the
word “dude,” a term that may be traced back to eighth-century English and the study of
which appears to be something approaching “entertainment” for students of surf culture
and history (Knoll 1952; Hill 1994; Kiesling 2004).
The role of language in establishing, maintaining, and reinforcing social norms is
paramount within groups. This is especially true of the narrative form, where “talking
story” is a foundational cornerstone used within surf communities for promoting social
bonding, passing on important traditions, positioning one’s self within the group and, at
times, sustaining an essential notion of “separateness” from others. The role of language
in consolidating the tribe during the early years of California surfing is illumined by Greg
Noll:
And all of a sudden a bunch of guys come along and they go, “screw the money, ya know, I’m
havin’ all the fun I could possibly have, girls are lovin’ it, ya know, because here we are a bunch
of scroungy surfers;’ the shittier ya dress and the funnier language ya talk – which nobody
understood half the stuff we were sayin’ because it was all surf jargon – the more fun we were
havin’ the more it would piss off society.” (Greg Noll, in Peralta and George 2004)

Noll’s observations are, in fact, commentary on how groups promote cohesion while
simultaneously rejecting other – perhaps more conventional – social norms. In other
words, language and rituals, while often used to unify a group, may also be used to
proclaim separateness. Many aspects of surfing culture, from the way one dresses and
the language they use, to the simple act of paddling a board out into the water, away from
the constraints of a terrestrial existence, proclaim the surfer’s independence. The surfing
culture, as with countless other groups around the world, is one that is enhanced and
consolidated by traditions and rituals – declarations of group solidarity.
One of the most sobering traditions honored by surfers the world over is that of the
“paddle out,” a memorial service for a fallen surfer and the final ritual in a wave rider’s
narrative. Regional variations exist, but the event begins with a gathering at a beachside
park or parking lot, where family members and friends remember the life of the departed.
The group is often called together by the trumpeting of a seashell followed by speeches
and prayers. Photographs of past ventures and paraphernalia belonging to the decedent
are often displayed, and a guest book is usually present to register the final aloha of
surfing companions.
When the memorial service concludes, participants wishing to “paddle out” take their
boards, along with flower leis and the ashes of the deceased, and journey beyond the
breaking waves, where they form a circle and join hands. Again, a few words are spoken,
at the conclusion of which leis are spread, and participants catch a wave and ride it to the
shore.
17

Other words briefly discussed in ANTH 364 include: “barrel,” “beasels,” “bitchen,” “blue flu,” “close
out,” “cowabunga,” “cross step,” “cut back,” “dialed in,” “ding,” “drop in,” “duck dive,” “gnarly,” “goofy
foot,” “green room,” “gremmie,” “grommet,” “hang five,” “hang ten,” “hodad,” “hot curl,” “line up,”
“kanaka,” “kick out,” “kook,” “local,” “macker,” “nose,” “paddle out,” “pearl,” “quiver,” “rail,” “regular
foot,” “shoot the curl,” “stoked,” “stringer,” “talk story,” “TOAD” (take off and die), and “wipeout.”
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In ANTH 364, students view a video recording of the memorial service and paddle out for
Raymond “Skeeter” Malcolm, a local surfer who passed away in 1993 from cancer at
seventy years of age. Today at Tourmaline Surfing Park in Pacific Beach, a memorial
bench bearing a bronze plate with Skeeter’s likeness greets all visitors who come to surf,
or simply to enjoy a day at the beach (F I G U R E S 6 A A N D B ).

Figure 6a. The Skeeter Malcolm memorial bench at Tourmaline Surfing Park in Pacific Beach, California.
The words on the memorial read “Skeeter Malcolm, 1923 – 1993, Aloha!” Figure 6b. An enlargement of
Skeeter’s plaque. Photos: J. Hall

Skeeter Malcolm was truly a legend among the surfers in Pacific Beach. He began
surfing in 1939, and through the years was revered as an accomplished diver, sailor, and
waterman (Gann 1993). Each morning at 7:00 a.m., Skeeter, along with his friends,
would arrive at Tourmaline Canyon Park and surf for an hour, regardless of weather or
water conditions. If the surf was exceptionally large, they would travel southward to
Sunset Cliffs. On most days, however, they could be found in the very same spot: the
first parking space next to the beach at the northern corner of Tourmaline Park. When
their surf session was over, Skeeter and his friends served up hot coffee and pastries from
the tailgate of his truck. As they listened to Hawaiian or Big Band music, they would
exchange stories about surfing, and Skeeter would invite all who passed by to join them.
Everyone, regardless of age or surfing ability, was welcome, and Skeeter greeted each
person, going to or coming from the water, with an encouraging word. An educator by
profession, Malcolm’s enthusiasm, natural teaching abilities, and charisma “conveyed the
joy of the moment” to all with whom he came in contact (St. John 1993). He continued
to surf until a month before his death.
When called to eulogize Malcolm at the memorial service, friend and fellow surfer, Ron
St. John, referring to Tourmaline Surfing Park, proclaimed “his [Skeeter’s] spirit is
deeply rooted in this place” (St. John 1993); but it was renowned surfer Skip Frye who
said it best: “Skeeter Malcolm was the epitome of the aloha spirit that came from
Hawaii” (Frye 1993).
It is, perhaps, this concept of “aloha” that most strongly governs ANTH 364. As the verb
form, “aloha” is to desire, or to regard with affection, to venerate or to love. As a noun,
it connotes, among other things, mercy or compassion. Anecdotal data suggest that –
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when deconstructed to its component parts (“alo,” presence, or the front, or face; and
“hâ,” to breathe or exhale) – it signifies that breath of life that passes from one to another
upon greeting, in its own way a recognition and invocation of the divine. When we study
this most important Hawaiian word that has so many meanings, we do so from a less than
conventional perspective: aloha, I tell students, is respect born of reverence, a sacred
regard for the elder. And “elder,” by our definition, is anything that was here before us:
the ocean, all creatures in it, the waves, the beach, and the gift and the tradition of
surfing.
Across America today, universities clamor to infuse curricula with issues of cultural
diversity, inclusion, gender studies, and underrepresented societal cohorts. Few, if any,
courses are as well equipped to facilitate discussions on such wide-ranging topics as is
surf culture and history. ANTH 364 provides the contextual framework to explore and
discuss critical and provocative societal concerns of university students in the 18-22 year
subset: body image, identity, and group membership; gender, male hegemony, and the
feminist perspective; personal health issues, diet, and substance abuse; risk taking and
decision making. The study of surf culture, especially from a historical perspective, has
much to say about these topics and their relations to social norms, values, and beliefs.
THE IMPORT OF LOCAL KNOWLEDGE:

ROBERT PALUMBO
In sum, competent technical skills, intimate knowledge of the physical environment, and
compliance to social regulations within a community of fellow wave riders are the tools
that comprise a surfer’s “survival kit.” If any are missing, problems arise.
So what happened to Robert Palumbo, the aforementioned surfer who perished in late
May at Sunset Cliffs? What caused his death? Is this story simply a case of a New
Jersey tourist who found himself in the wrong place at the wrong time? Did ignorance of
local oceanographic knowledge have deadly results? If one relies solely on media
reports, it certainly appears so. However, as with most narratives, there is always
something else to be discovered if one is willing to dig more deeply.
Initial media reports cite authorities who surmise that Palumbo may have been trying to
come in to the shore, but because of the “dangerous water conditions,” was unable either
to access the cliff base or ascend the cliff face (NBC.com 24 May 2006;
signonsandiego.com 26 May 2006).18 Both tide and surf were noted as “high”
(freetidetables.com, May 2006; signonsandiego.com 25 May 2006; signonsandiego.com
26 May 2006), and, in fact, the tide was the second highest of the month (+6.2 feet at

18

Wave data for 24 May 2006, acquired by Fox and provided to the author, were downloaded from the
National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) website (http://seaboard.ndbc.noaa.gov/stationpage.php?station=46047) and were obtained from Station 46047, the Tanner Banks buoy, located 121
nautical miles (NM) west of San Diego, California at 32.43 N 119.53 W (320 26’00” N 1190 31’59” W).
The author accessed additional data from Station 46086, the San Clemente Basin buoy at 32.50 N 118.00
W (32029’54” N 117059’57” W) (http://seaboard.ndbc.noaa.gov/station-page.php?station=460486). These
3-meter discus buoys, owned and maintained by the NDBC, monitor air temperature, sea temperature,
barometric pressure, as well as barometric pressure.
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7:44 p.m.).19 The decedent’s longtime friend further noted a tremendous rip current in Ab
channel on that fateful day, with waves at least seven feet high (Fox, 2006).20
As reported by the media, Palumbo came to San Diego from Trenton, New Jersey.
However, these stories failed to reveal his former residency in San Diego, the fact that he
was an “avid surfer” with at least 25 years of experience, and that he returned to visit a
long-time friend (County of San Diego 2006a; Fox, 2006; Pacheco 2006; Trenton Times,
2006).21 Though he had not surfed since moving to the East Coast four years earlier, his
local friend considered him a “good surfer” (Fox, 2006). The day prior to his death,
Palumbo stayed in the water for three hours; when he stumbled, exhausted, along the
shoreline in need of rescue the following evening, he had been surfing for about an hour
(Pacheco 2006). He had recently complained of having “body cramps,” but attributed
this discomfort to being out of shape (County of San Diego 2006a).22 Friends and
relatives knew of no pre-existing (chronic or acute) medical conditions and, aside from
the aforementioned soreness, Palumbo appeared in good health.
A very different picture of what happened to Robert Palumbo emerges when
consideration is given to information extracted from interviews with primary sources and
reports from the San Diego County Medical Examiner’s office. On 24 May 2006,
Palumbo clearly knew that he was in trouble, as indicated by his cry for help. The factors
contributing to his death were several: he had been surfing, alone, late in the day near
sunset, at a location where sheer cliff faces make it exceedingly difficult – if not
impossible – to find an exit in the surging waves of a high tide. Moreover, he was
admittedly out of shape and had not surfed in the previous four years since leaving San
Diego and taking up residence in New Jersey. Interestingly, his ankle leash, regarded by
most surfers as a safety feature, had become a liability in his weakened state, as each
wave pulled at the board, submerging Palumbo and dragging him along the reef.
Most area locals refrain from surfing Sunset Cliffs on a high tide, for it is too easy to
become trapped against the bluff cliff faces; and many observe the “buddy system”
because of the numerous inherent dangers. Clearly, it is not for beginners, which begs
the question: was Palumbo ignorant of local knowledge, or did he – because of his
abilities and previous experience – simply choose to ignore the dangers? His quartercentury of surfing, often at Sunset Cliffs, would argue the latter. But there was another
twist in his story.
The County of San Diego Medical Examiner’s report lists the cause of Palumbo’s death
as “acute methamphetamine intoxication,” with probable aspiration of water;
19

On 24 May 2006 the first of two high tides was at 7:59 a.m. and measured +3.9 feet.
Rip currents, often referred to as a “rip tide,” are not truly tides. They are caused when a near shore
current flows back toward the open sea, often in a fast moving stream that carries anything trapped in its
flow. Warshaw (2003) notes that rip tides most often result when waves break over a reef or shallow
sandbar. The water, unable to return seaward over the feature on which it broke, traverses the shore until it
an opening, usually a low spot on the seafloor. The fast moving current turns at a right angle and rushes
back to open water. Pacheco (2006) noted that Palumbo was caught in turbid water which formed a “V”
between waves coming from opposite directions.
21
Palumbo was a resident of San Diego from 1979 until 2002, when he returned to Hamilton, New Jersey.
22
Fox (2006) stated that the decedent had complained of “numbing in the arm” days before.
20
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furthermore, coronary artery atherosclerosis (heart disease) was also a contributing factor
(County of San Diego 2006 b, c; Lucas 2006).23 These results are consistent with
methamphetamine and cannabis use, both of which were likely inhaled through smoking
just hours before Palumbo entered the water.
Johan Huizinga might tell us that on 24 May 2006, Robert Palumbo stepped into an
“intermezzo” of free, voluntary, and superfluous play activity and onto a field bounded
only by nature and the tension of unexpected outcomes. The tragic end he suffered was
the partial consequence of play rules that were transgressed. That Wednesday evening,
amid a rising tide and a steepening dusk, Palumbo violated regional norms, either through
ignorance or through neglect. As a result, he became trapped: in the wrong place, at the
wrong time, and by his own decisions concerning what he deemed acceptable risk, but
risk nonetheless. If there is any grace in his misfortune, it is that he was doing what he
loved at the time of his passing:
Robert L. Palumbo, 53
HAMILTON – Robert L. Palumbo, 53, of Hamilton passed away in San Diego, Calif., on
Wednesday into the arms of Our Lord Jesus. Born in Trenton, Mr. Palumbo was a resident of
Hamilton and a graduate of Hamilton High School West. He was a resident of San Diego from
1979 until 2002, when he returned to Hamilton. Rob was employed by the Hamilton Township
Board of Education as a custodian at Hamilton High School West and recently earned his Black
Seal License. Our brother Rob was a kind and gentle soul who cared little for material
possessions. He loved and cared for all God’s creatures. Those who knew Rob were touched by
his positive attitude and love of life. He never had an unkind word for another human being. Rob
loved fishing and was an avid surfer and he died doing what he loved – surfing. He was loved by
all and will be missed by everyone, especially his mother, with whom he resided.…

(Trenton Times, 31 May 2006)
CONCLUSIONS
The Classical Hispanic-American philosopher, poet, and critic, George Santayana (1922),
once asserted, “there is no cure for birth and death save to enjoy the interval.” The
Polynesian tradition of riding a wave-driven plank from the surf line to the shoreline –
that realization of “enjoying the interval”– has had a profound influence on the cultural
beach- and seascapes of Southern California. Surfing and membership in its many local
subcultures are predicated on intimate knowledge of regional customs and localized
geographical, meteorological, oceanographic, biological, and technological phenomena.
Ignorance of these concepts, or – as in the case of Robert Palumbo – refusal to recognize
their import, may have disastrous outcomes.
The University of San Diego undergraduate anthropology course, ANTH 364: Surf
Culture and History, examines the scientific, historical, and sociocultural components of
one of coastal America’s fastest growing leisure activities, first by tracing its Polynesian
roots and then by enumerating the adaptations it has undergone to accommodate a
uniquely Californian lifestyle. Though newly conceived, the course has demonstrated
that the study of surf culture and history is an ideal medium by which students may be
introduced to the tenets of cultural anthropology; furthermore, it provides a platform
23

The County of San Diego toxicology report lists results for “drugs of abuse,” including “presumptive
positives” for amphetamines (methamphetamine at 0.44 mg/L and amphetamine at 0.06 mg/L), as well as
cannabinoids (Delta9-Carboxy THC at 4.7 ng/mL).
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upon which vital issues of cultural diversity, inclusion, gender studies, and
underrepresented social cohorts may be studied. Few courses are as well-equipped to do
so.
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ABSTRACT
The Branding of Cities.
Exploring City branding: case studies of weak and strong cities.

The objective of this thesis is to examine city brands. This includes cities with
a specific identity and those that do not possess one. To further research cities
that have been successful in branding themselves and to contrast those cities
that do not possess strong brands. This study also determines what cities need
to focus on in order to survive in the global economy, and the effects of globalization on cities.

This study further explores what strong brands possess and what cities need
in order to brand themselves successfully. In defining city brands, the following was included in the case studies: History, attractions, nickname, branding
efforts, demographics, economics and tourism, residents, visitors, the projected city brand, and in the case of weaker cities, problems and suggested solutions.

In order for a city to be a good brand, it must possess defining and distinctive
characteristics that can be readily identified. These are functional as well as
non-functional qualities. These include city appearance, people’s experience of
the city, people’s belief in the city, what the city stands for, and what kind of
people inhabit the city.

Studies were divided into the following: The Branding of Commercial
Products and Branding of Cities, Case studies of New York, Paris, San
Francisco, Rochester, Berlin, and Charlotte.

Well branded case studies were New York, Paris, and San Francisco.

Abstract
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Poorly branded case studies were Rochester and Berlin.
Charlotte was a case study of an up-and-coming city still developing a brand.

The successful cities: New York, Paris, and San Francisco – had the qualities
that strong brands do, and marketed their history, quality of place, lifestyle,
culture, diversity, and formed cooperative partnerships between city municipalities and government in order to enhance their infrastructure. They were
proactive in their approach.

The weaker cities currently in need of a re-brand: Rochester and Berlin – had
confusing non-distinctive brands, economic problems, and in some cases,
negative history. Their brands were not identifiable and lacked awareness.

The up-and-coming city brand: Charlotte – is a good example of a city and a
brand that is still evolving, but seems to have a good future as the template
the city is using directly relates to strong brand management.

There is also evidence that The Creative Class has become a force to be reckoned with, one that cities need to avoid overlooking. Richard Florida, a
Carnegie Mellon University economist, considered an expert in city trends
and forecasting, coined the term when he wrote a book in 2002 called “The
Rise of the Creative Class.” What this book and many other sources have written about since it was published is the ‘idea’ worker. Florida’s definition of the
‘idea worker’ or ‘creative class’ is people in science, engineering, architecture,
education, arts, music, and entertainment, whose economic function is to create
new ideas, new technology, and/or new creative content.

Abstract
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Studies conducted conclude that it is important to attract this class in order to
have a highly educated and open minded city population. This class has an
important role in city branding.

Municipal Marketing was also explored, as one of the solutions for assisting in
city debt, promotions, and balancing municipal budgets.

My research has been compiled from numerous periodicals, articles, books,
press releases, archives, and e-library sources. Also included are the verbatim
remarks of Dr. Jose Gamez, PhD, University of North Carolina, Charlotte.

In conclusion, the reader is given information about why cities need to be
branded like commercial products in order to be successful. It is possible for a
city to have a brand and an image that evolves into a ‘quality of place’. This in
turn establishes brand loyalty, which is essential to a city’s survival. It is also
possible for a poorly branded city, with the right strategy, to turn itself into a
success. This cannot be done by branding alone. The city needs all of the
other factors outlined in this paper to work simultaneously in order to ensure
a formula for city brand success.

Abstract
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chapter one

introduction

The objective of this thesis is to determine the effects of branding cities. This
study will explore cities as brands and branding a city properly. Good branding
can assist in making cities desirable, just as bad branding can assist in making
cities undesirable. While some cities have prospered over the years, others
have suffered. In what way does the city brand make a difference? A city
must have good qualities in order to brand itself successfully, but a myriad of
factors are involved. Cooperative efforts between residents and municipal
government are one of the key factors in determining the branding potential of
a city. Weaknesses as well as strengths also will be explored.

This study is based on research of historical references, demographics, cultural trends, crime, economic forecasts, political landscape, inhabitants or
residents, periodicals, books, and interviews regarding branding as it relates
to municipalities. This paper further illustrates case studies of three cities
that have positive brand images and continue to experience brand success;
two cities that have poor images and are struggling to re-create a positive brand,
and a newly developing city that does not possess a brand image. The Creative
Class and Municipal Marketing are also explored as new methods being utilized
to measure the current market trends of cities.

Times Square, New York City
Chapter One Introduction
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This information is based on a number of sources including books, periodicals,
live seminars, personal experience, word-of-mouth, residents, advertising, and
interviews with economists.

There are reasons why people choose particular cities in which to live. Certain
cities are making comebacks even when the industries they were built on have
become obsolete. Brands evolve, and cities that survive have managed to
evolve. Progress and technology have become both friend and foe. If you
doubt that a new market for city brands is emerging, consider the loyalty a
city can command. Strategists and planners are working at a feverish pace to
re-brand cities or to brand a city that’s never had a strong brand in order to
create a community where people will want to live. City planners are spending millions of dollars in brand investing to bring their cities to life, or in some
instances, back to life. Volume breeds mediocrity, and the sheer scale of
today's cities prevents them from excellence in all but pockets, quarters, and
precincts. 1

San Francisco Golden Gate at Sunset, Sausalito, New York City Street, Place de la Concorde, Paris.

Chapter One Introduction
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If a city is to be considered a brand, it must start with a brand’s most important characteristics; its fundamental properties.
This means that a good city must have the following:
• Offer attractive employment.
• Not be unduly expensive in relation to wages.
• Provide good and affordable housing.
• Have reasonable public transportation.
• Have good schools and recreational/cultural attractions.
• Have a reasonable climate.

The way that brands work for a city is how these qualities are projected: by wordof-mouth, public relations, and in some cases, advertising. These attributes must
be based on something substantial. The city must be “live-able”. There must be
an attraction to individuals.

Competition for residents has increased substantially among cities. This is in
part because of globalization and technology. Society now has the choice of
living in one place and working in another because of the Internet, laptops,
home offices, and wireless connections. Living in one place but working for
an employer in another state, city, or country is no longer an idea but a reality. Living in one particular city if you want to succeed in a certain industry
still exists, but is starting to erode. People now have the option of being able
to do business anywhere in the world and can decide what is best locationwise to provide them with the most benefits. Cities are also giving way to foreign manufacturing and can no longer bank on their traditional industries as
a means to keep them alive. To combat this, they need to brand themselves

Chapter One Introduction
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as good places to live, where a diverse range of technology, industry, retail,
and other attractions can thrive. For many cities, this could be their last
opportunity to keep current residents and attract new ones.

GLOBALIZATION
Globalization has made it easier for newly developing cities to compete with
older more established cities, simply because people can live and work
almost anywhere now. The impact of September 11th and many disasters
since this have forced people to look closer at quality of life. The popular saying in the 1980’s that indicated people wanted to ‘have it all’ has now evolved
into people that have simply ‘had it’. Contributing to this shift in people’s
attitudes translates into what people really want out of a location or place,
and what offers the best quality of life, not just the best salary. In reaction to
this shift, ‘non-traditional’ cities are attracting good restaurants, sports franchises, conventions, entertainment, and cultural events which used to be the
domain of the ‘traditional’ or ‘larger’ cities. Some strategists argue that cities
are what they are not because of location or attractions, but because of the
ideas the people that live there create for them. This is true in part, but
‘Location or Place Branding’ is still highly utilized as a form of city branding.
There is one certainty, however. Marketing managers everywhere seem to have
different views on how cities should be branded. City Planners think they
understand their “city brand”, but more often it is an enigma. Planners discover they cannot really define their city brand, but few are willing to admit it; and
if you can’t define your own brand, no one else is likely to either.

Chapter One Introduction
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The concept of branding – the idea that one product is made more valuable,
has more equity than an alternative because it is attached to a recognizable
name and promise of authenticity – began about 200 years ago, when Josiah
Wedgwood realized that stamping his name on his pottery and naming his
dinnerware after English nobility made it more desirable. Fast-forward to the
1930s when Procter & Gamble's Neil McElroy, the company's promotion
department manager, developed the "P&G brand management system," an
organizational structure that assigned groups of people to handle specific
marketing strategies for competing brands.

By the 1970s and '80s, "brand manager" was a coveted job title for the typical
business school graduate, and by the mid-1990s, branding began to be applied
not just to products but to the retailers that sell them, with names like
Victoria's Secret and Bath & Body Works. "What has happened since the turn
of the millennium is that everyone else is discovering branding," says Roger
Blackwell, a marketing professor at the Fisher College of Business at Ohio
State University. "It was inevitable that the people who market cities would
turn to a concept that has been so productive and successful for others." 2

Cities are competing for people’s lifestyles, and in order to do this successfully they need to maintain a strong brand. Dying cities are weak in these areas.
For instance, if a city possesses a bad brand image, it is difficult to shake that
perception and change public opinion about the city. Bruce Katz, director of
the Center on Urban and Metropolitan Policy at the Brookings Institution
comments: “A pack of cities is racing away from everybody else in terms of

Chapter One Introduction
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their ability to attract and retain an educated workforce. It is a sobering trend
for the cities left behind.” 3

TOURISM
How important is tourism in terms of branding cities? What makes people
want to visit or stay to live? According to the World Tourism Organization
(WTO), the 1990s saw international tourism arrivals growing at an average
rate of 4.3 percent a year. In 2000, the rate was 7.4 percent. That year travel
and tourism generated directly and indirectly 11.7 percent of global GDP
(Gross Domestic Product) and nearly 200 million jobs. By 2020, the number
of international travelers is forecast to surge to 1.6 billion, with revenue from
tourism grossing more than US$2 trillion. This is big news for cities every4

where. Tourism creates jobs in hotels, restaurants, consulting, transportation
and training, and helps business in the retail environment.

Intangible benefits also are associated with the fact that investors prefer to go
to a country or a city with which they are familiar. While some cities have
reportedly yielded good returns, many were hit particularly hard by the economic fall-out from September 11, the subsequent War in Iraq, and the SARS
crisis. But is it possible to brand a city or a country? "Absolutely," says
Charles Wrench, Landor UK's managing director. "Anything for which you
can construct a mental inventory is a brand." 5

Creating a distinctive brand that captures the spirit of a city must be able to
inspire – the travelers, the industry and the general populace itself.

Chapter One Introduction
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That’s easier said than done, of course, with the challenge varying from
city to city as well as country to country. Branding of cities has to be very specific about what it wants to sell and to whom, yet also has to appeal to
as wide a market as possible.

This is the ultimate challenge in city branding. Many cities may have more
to offer tourists than residents, so it is vital to maintain their tourism status.
These cities simply may not be affordable for middle class individuals, such
as New York or Paris, but are rich in culture, history, and attractions that
make them wonderful tourist destinations.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
The structure of this report will focus on what successfully branded cities
have done to brand themselves and compare, contrast, and offer insights to
cities with indifferent brands or those in need of re-branding. This report will
be examining the cases of cities which brand themselves well, and those
which do it poorly. Chamber of Commerce organizations for cities are realizing that strong and effective branding has become essential to the success of
a city. Cities are seeking new ways to promote their individual personalities
and unique qualities to attract a workforce, a creative community, culture,
entertainment, leisure, and values. This attraction ultimately translates into
residents and visitors who reap monetary rewards for the city.

Cities developing brand images successfully are following the lead of corporations.
They attempt to establish a target market and a client base they hope will

Chapter One Introduction
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translate into a loyal customer, which in this case is a loyal resident of the city.
Brisbane Institute Director Peter Spearritt states, “Cities should try and promote themselves in ways that their residents find believable.” 6 When branding a city, the personality of the people who live there needs to be an essential part of the brand, and if people are promoting the city from within, the
word-of-mouth advertisement finds its way to potential customers.

COMMUNITY
Community will also be a component of this discussion. Community is shaping the new world. The anxiety created by September 11th has given way to
the need for comfort, community, and connection in cities.7 We can no
longer afford to lock ourselves in our homes and ignore our communities.
Instead of the majority of people moving to the strong cities, we need to
make the weak cities better places to live in and to visit. This is an essential
part of the new world order. We are seeking re-connection through a new
sense of communalism.8 Strong involvement in community strengthens the
core of cities and connects people. This leads to a more satisfied society, less

City street leading to Times Square, New York City
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focused on differences and negativity, more willing to embrace diversity.
Historically, decreasing the gap between rich and poor and increasing understanding of diversity breeds open minds, which in turn spark new ideas. If we
make the communities in our cities good places to live, people see individual benefits, leading to the personal satisfaction that assists in creating positive brand images for both cities and communities.

MUNICIPAL MARKETING

Front Facade of Yankee Stadium,
New York

Municipal Marketing, selling landmarks and/or other municipalities for sponsorship in order to gain a profit, has a new role in city branding. It has become
a short-term solution to cities’ financial problems. This has caused controversy and criticism of city planners because cities are sometimes seen as operating
in a pro-active way – selling themselves out to corporate brands, in an attempt
to make a profit. However, the reality is this trend is being driven by city officials
trying to balance budgets.9 Citizens expect more efficiency from government,
but they are not interested in paying for it. There has been a backlash from residents in response to cities striking deals with corporate sponsors in order to
raise money, but ironically residents are the ones who stand to benefit most. Part
of the popularity of Municipal Marketing stems from cities wasting time and
money attempting to market themselves beyond the realm of believability. Since
they are not branding themselves properly, they are seeking alternative ways to
make money.

Chapter One Introduction
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THE CREATIVE CLASS
The Creative Class is becoming a widely talked-about and important class of individuals who are now considered almost essential to the survival of a city. This is a
class of people known as ‘idea workers’, which will be explored in more detail in
Chapter Eight. The argument that too much municipal regulation can kill the creative potential of a city will also be discussed, and cities without these strict regulations have developed creative communities that have evolved over time. The
reason for these communities can be attributed to many factors which also will be
explored. Creativity and culture flourishing in some cities and dying in others
also will be examined. Cities as population centers know that their importance to
the future of mankind cannot be exaggerated. If we are to market a brand, the
brand needs to deliver. In order for a brand to deliver, it needs support. Support
for a city brand can be seen in many forms, including the following:
• The city’s equivalent of a brand’s functional properties. What does the city deliver?
• The demographics of the city’s population.
• The wisdom and longsightedness of the city government.
• The creative climate.
• How all this is projected in terms of a brand.
These will be used as signposts in this study.

The structure of this report is as follows:
• Chapter Two: The Branding of Commercial Products and Cities
• Chapter Three: New York: A Case Study of a well-branded city.
• Chapter Four: Paris: A Case Study of a well-branded city.
• Chapter Five: San Francisco: A Case Study of a well-branded city.
• Chapter Six: Rochester: A Case Study of a city that needs help.
• Chapter Seven: Berlin: A Case Study of a city that needs help.
• Chapter Eight: Charlotte: A Case Study of a newly evolving city.
• Chapter Nine: The Creative Class.
• Chapter Ten: Municipal Marketing.
• Chapter Eleven: Conclusion.

Chapter One Introduction
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Seting sun
Placentia Bay Cemetery, Newfoundland, Canada
Mari Abril, 2005
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ABSTRACT

Grave Markers as Communicative Devices

StoP TraVeler,
aND reaD What iS

WritteN Here...
Quarta Senenia
Epitaph for her daughter Porsilla Senenia, Reate, Italy
As Romans Did
Oxford University Press, 1988

The purpose of this is to investigate grave markers
as communicative devices, evaluate the use of design
principles on markers, and explore the impact of
technology on this industry. It features grave markers
with archeological, geneological, military, and
historical interests. An emphasis on design principles
such as symbols, typography, and layout are used to
evaluate the marker as well as an understanding of
family, cultural and religious traditions and how they
contribute to what the marker communicates about
the deceased. Grave marker technology is explored
as it differentiates and expands the possibilities for
meeting the burial needs of an ever-evolving society.
The current use of audio, video, and integrated
computer applications with an emphasis on the
importance of user interfaces are addressed. From
stones to stars, grave markers continue family,
societal and religious traditions as one of the oldest
communciative devices known to humankind.
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1-1 various Grave markers
Various locations
Mari Abril, 2004, 2005
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chapter one

INTRODUCTION

Let’S talk of

Memories of my childhood include a park-like setting

graVeS,

where majeﬆic trees surround a man-made lake filled

ePitaPhS,

these markers meant only that underneath the green

with fish, swans and ducks. This special environment
was an oasis surrounded by a desert of grave markers.

of WormS, aND

At the time I did not completely underﬆand what

grass and flat grave marker was a dead body.

make DUSt of oUr PaPer,

However you refer to them, grave markers, funerary

aND With raiNY eYeS Write

SorroW

monuments, memorials, headﬆones, tombﬆones or
graveﬆones, they all represent a vital aspect of our
exiﬆence. They are made for the living as a sign of

oN the BoSom of the earth.

love and respect for the departed. They insure that
each life will be remembered. Intertwined in our

William Shakespeare
Richard II
Act 3, Scene 2, Lines 145-147

human values, these memorials can have Orthodox
religious insights mixed with Egyptian, Roman and/
or Greek mythological images or they can be lovingly
carved by hand with crude letterforms (fig.1-1).

My initial feelings about the dead came from
cartoons like Casper the Friendly Ghoﬆ. In the
µ

3

ß
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cartoon, Casper is a cute, pudgy ghoﬆ-child (fig.1-2),
who prefers making friends with people inﬆead of
scaring them. It wasn’t until a few years later in the
late-1960’s that I became acquainted with the darker
side of death through horror movies like Dracula,
Frankenﬆein and the television soap opera Dark
Shadows. I did not attend a funeral until I was 18
years old and my grandmother died. In my youth, the
graveyard was a playground. I remember warning
my siblings, as we would play in this special place,
not to ﬆep on the markers for fear the ghoﬆ living
there would awake angry, like the mean ghoﬆs in the
Casper cartoons. Even then I felt a sense of respect
and honor for the unknown person buried below the
marker.

1-2 CASPER The friendly ghost
Seymor Reit and Joe Oriolo
Paramount 1945

The elements of type, symbols, imagery, techniques
and materials used on the grave marker play an
important role in communicating who is buried
below. Does the design and lettering on the marker
have to be perfect to communicate accurately who
they were or how they lived their life? Is there
a difference when chosing a marker for a family
member, or to be placed in a military cemetery or for
a celebrity? Each marker evokes a different feeling
about who is buried there.

µ

4

ß
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Grave markers have a profound impact on society,
culture and the human spirit. Statements and images
on grave markers are final, public and not usually
retractable.1 Grave marker symbols are powerful
design elements that are grounded in human culture.
These symbols show how we treat our dead (fig. 1-3)
and who we are as a society. The subject is one moﬆ
people would prefer not to discuss, yet, grave markers
allow our ﬆory to be told. In moﬆ cases it is from the
perspective of those who choose the marker for us.

Death is a natural process. We need to underﬆand
death and to cope with it. Through death, our search
for the meaning life brings us to search for experience
of being alive.2 Death allows us to re-evaluate our life

1-3 Belvedere cemetery
Newfoundland, Canada

experiences so they will have resonance. Our ﬆory

Mari Abril, 2005

muﬆ to be told for the generations that follow. We all
need life to mean something and to be remembered.3
To live each day to its fulleﬆ, to be the beﬆ we can
be, to care for our fellow humans, to improve our
environment and to be honorably remembered is what
moﬆ of us ﬆrive to achieve when our sun sets. What
ﬆory will your grave marker communicate about you?

µ

5

ß
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7-1 Space
NASA, 2005
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chapter seven

CONCLUSION

TECHNOLOGY AND THE FUTURE OF GRAVE MARKERS

For the first time
in history it is now

possible
to take care of

everybody

Over a hundred billion people have been born since
the first humans walked on earth. The concept of
marking graves is almoﬆ as old as death itself. As
death was recognized, so too was the need to mark
where loved ones were left behind. Fear of their
surroundings encouraged the creation of mythological
ﬆories that helped early humans deal with their

at a higher standard

natural surroundings. Mythology developed ritual

of living than any have ever known.

which was fueled by faith and became practice

Only ten years ago the

more with less
technology reached the point

where this could be done.

All humanity

now has the option
to become enduringly

successful

evolving into tradition. A tradition is a story or a
custom that is memorized and passed down from
generation to generation, originally without the need
for a writing system. Tools to aid this process include
poetic devices such as rhyme and alliteration. The
stories thus preserved are also referred to as tradition,
or as part of an oral tradition.

.
Many traditions have been deliberately invented
for one reason or another, often to highlight or

R. Buckminster Fuller
1980

enhance the importance of a certain community or
person in order to control others. Traditions are also
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frequently changed to suit the needs of the day, and
the changes eventually become accepted as a part of
the ancient tradition. The tradition of stacked stones,
or cairns, (fig. 7-2) evolved into burial mounds of
earth which evolved into pyramids, monuments and
churchs. Burial grounds became churchyards which
became cemetery parks and then memorial parks.
Mausoleums, catacombs, and family plots housed
individual graves, followed by the next frontier for the
burial of a loved one – space (fig. 7-1).

Gravemarkers have evolved during the course of
history, but they have continued to communicate
ethnic identity, religious affiliation, association,
7-2 Legendary grave field with 350 graves
consisting of stone cairns, stone circles
and stone ships.
Trullhalsar, Norrlanda
www.vikinggotland.com

membership, or simply the message of the time or
of the community. The point of view of the person
designing the marker may not always be known to
us, and therein lies the major problem in attempting
to know what the marker is communicating. Human
beings are by nature creative creatures. We can, and
do, give our own meanings to objects and ideas and in
doing so, create something that conveys what we wish
it to convey.

Not all grave markers accurately represent the
individual buried beneath it. The design of the
marker, the epitaph, typography and symbols used,
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and the placement of these elements collectively tell
a story of who the person buried below. The task of
interpreting the symbols on a tombstone is a daunting
one. Though most symbols found engraved on a stone
(fig. 7-3) DO have a textbook meaning, it is quite
possible that the particular item found on a particular
tombstone was put there simply because someone
liked the look of it. Therefore, it will have no meaning
beyond the taste of the deceased or of the mourners
left behind to choose the stone’s appearance.

Our capacity to create is confined by an architecture
of control within a society more perfectly monitored
and filtered than any in history.1 Many corporate
7-3 Legendary grave field with 350 graves
consisting of stone cairns, stone circles
and stone ships.
Trullhalsar, Norrlanda
www.vikinggotland.com

memorial parks have an overall look of elegance and
serenity that allows little uniqueness for individual
graves. Like a bar code on a package, you do not
know much about it until you scan it.

We all need life to mean something and to be
remembered.2 To live each day to its fulleﬆ, to be
the beﬆ we can be, to care for our fellow humans,
to improve our environment, and to be honorably
remembered is what moﬆ of us ﬆrive to achieve when
our sun sets. You will probably never read a marker
that says the person killed his parents, or molested
children or robbed banks or killed millions of people.
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Markers are designed with the best of intentions for
communicating the best of the person buried beneath
no matter what his true character was. Death allows
us to re-evaluate our life experiences so they will
have resonance. Our ﬆory muﬆ to be told for the
generations that follow.3 What will your grave marker
communicate about you?

Technology
The technology of making grave markers has not
changed much over the centuries. Grave marker
design followed print design in the adoption of
technology as well as design styles where geology
played a major role in their design and conﬆruction.4
7-4

Matt Haley, Monument and
mausoleum setter
Going Out In Style
Douglas Keister
Facts On File, Inc,,1977
Photographer Unknown

Early humans would use what was available, such
as caves, rocks and trees, to mark graves. With the
development of tools, these same materials could be
transformed into architectural maﬆerpieces (fig. 7-4).
In areas that had foreﬆs, wood was the firﬆ material
(after dirt and clay) that could easily be shaped to
create ﬆructures. Later, stone was carved by hammer
and chisel. In 19th century America, most stone
carving and ironwork was completed by German and
Irish immigrants.5 Stone for grave markers came from
local quarries during the period 1880 to 1920, and
ﬆone carving was done by only a few dozen carvers.6
In New England, moﬆ of the carvings were done
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by Scottish and Italian immigrants, with the moﬆ
delicate carving was done by Italian carvers from
Milan.7

A grave marker in 1900 that may have taken one
year to complete with old tools can go from sketch
to cemetery in three months with today’s technology
(fig. 7-5).8 In 1925, a chisel needed to be replaced every
10 minutes; now we use computerized equipment
with dry diamond wheels to cut and polish granite.9
While the equipment is expensive, the coﬆ per
square foot is lower than it has ever been.10 The labor
intensive hammer and chisel have been replaced by
a rubber ﬆencil and a hose. The design goes to a
7-5

Grave Marker of Brynn M. Bergin

computer-controlled plotter where it is scored into a

thompsonmonuments.com

rubber ﬆencil, then the ﬆencil is glued to the ﬆone
and sandblaﬆed with a synthetic subﬆance called
Zirconia.11 The rubber protects the polished ﬆone
so that when the stencil is pulled away the finished
design emerges.

As industry adapts to new technology, the artistic
aspect of this craft is in a transitional phase – those
who master technology do not necessarily understand
the theory and principles of good design. But while
grave marker design is currently in a period which
lacks aesthetic quality of the Victorian and Modern
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Design Movement eras (fig. 7-6), industry master
the new tools, the quality of the marker design
should increase. With the computer, today’s Graphic
Artiﬆs have more design choices, yet without proper
undertanding of layout, typography, and art/design
history their designs will not reach the same level
of mastery as the technology with which they are
rendered.

How people memorialize the dead is also affected
by the treatment of the decedent’s physical body.
In the United States, two million people die each
year and 5500 burials are performed each day, moﬆ
in caskets and approximately 25% are cremated.12
7-6 Getty tomb
Graceland Ceetery
Chicago, IL
Mari Abril
2004

In ancient Greece and Rome, cremation was a
way to keep disease out of the city. It wasn’t until
the rise of Chriﬆianity that cremation became
forbidden as pagan worship. Today cremation is on
the rise and with new technology encouraging this
practice it will continue to be a popular choice. One
recent innovation allows you to those left behind
to memorialize their loved ones through jewelry.
LifeGem, developed a technique to filter out the
calcium in cremains, turn the remaining carbon
into graphite, and realign the carbon atoms into ten
diamonds (fig. 7-7) by placing the graphite into an

7-7 LifeGEm Diamond
www.lifegem.com

oven with 1.6 million PSI for six months.13
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Alternatives to cremation and embalming appeal
to a growing number of people who prefer to decay
naturally. Next to Golden Gate National Recreation
Area is Fernwood, a unique cemetery in Mill Valley,
California. In addition to regular burials, Fernwood
conducts natural burials which use no toxic
embalming fluids. The body is placed into a simple
pine box and buried in the ground with nothing more
than a rock or a tree to mark the grave. To keep track
of where each person is buried, Fernwood includes
a Global Position System (GPS) within the casket.
(Developed by the U.S. Department of Defense,
GPS is a location system based on approximately 24
satellites orbiting the earth.)14
7-8 Video Kiosk
Fernwood Cemetery
Mill Valley, CA
www.foreverfernwood.com/

In the future, visiting a cemetery will be an audiovisual experience, where celebration of the spirit
and life will significantly change the look and feel of
modern cemeteries. Currently, in its infancy in this
context, video technology can be used to tell the story
of the deceased’s life. The images and in some cases
the voice of the deceased are played at kiosks (fig. 7-8)
at the cemeteries. Today in Mountain View Cemetery
and Mausoleum near San Francisco, California, this
concept is being explored. Mountain View plans to
implant computer chips in 50 grave markers. These
devices will allow visitors to use laptops or hand-
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held devices with bluetooth wireless technology to
access text and images about the dead. (Bluetooth
is a specification for short-range radio links between
mobile computers, mobile phones, digital cameras,
and other portable devices.)15 Some life stories are
viewable via the internet, allowing the story to be told
to many more people than would visit their grave in
person.

A more fanciful thought is to choose to be buried
away from the earth, somewhere in space, like Gene
Roddenberry, creator of Star Trek, and Timothy
Leary, self-proclaimed high priest of the psychedelic
movement, whose ashes were loaded with 23 others
7-9

Pegasus rocket

into a 9 x 12 inch canister and blasted into space on

commons.wikimedia.org

the Pegasus Rocket (fig. 7-9).16

The grave marker industry continues to be laten
adopters of technology even though technology has
made an incredible impact on it. Traditional beliefs
and needs for honoring and remembering loved
ones is requiring more unique and personalized
approaches and by mastering technology, applying
good design principles, and envisioning a future
beyond the grave these innovative approaches will
create new traditions.
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NINETEENTH-CENTURY POLISH NATIONALISM THROUGH THE EYES OF
FRYDERYK CHOPIN AND HIS OPUS 74
Samantha Barnsfather (University of Florida)
srbmusic@ufl.edu
Fryderyk Chopin is ordinarily associated with his piano ballades and nocturnes,
mazurkas and polonaises, etudes and preludes, sonatas and scherzos. However, his songs
are modest contributions that display his love of his native Poland by using folk dances
and poetry. Chopin’s nineteen songs (Op. 74) are based on works by Polish poets such as
Witwicki, Zaleski, Pol, Mickiewicz, Osiński, and Krasiński. The simple style of songs
contain the specifically Polish features of Chopin's music, which can be seen in a more
developed form in his other works. These short and pleasing songs were composed on
various occasions such as the celebration of social or historical events.
The primary and secondary sources for the paper were obtained through libraries
across the country. These sources include books, past and current journal articles, scores,
and theses concerning Chopin’s vocal music, and nineteenth-century nationalism
movements in Poland. In addition, recordings of Chopin’s Opus 74 by performers from
various eras such as singers Teresa Zylis-Gara, Urszula Kryger, and Elzbieta Szmytka
were also part of the author’s examination.
It is the author’s hope to show that Chopin's songs introduced a new tone into the
European Romantic song repertoire. These songs reveal the simplicity of folkloric
inspiration (Pionska Litewska, Dwojaki koniec), youthful gentleness (Moja Pieszczotka,
Źycenie), rowdy aplomb (Śliczny Chlopiec, Czary) nostalgic reflection (Precz z moich
oczu, and a vast love for one's country (Śpiew z mogily, Melodia) in part to Chopin’s
sensitivity to the text and music. The form of art song may not have been Chopin’s
specialty. Nonetheless, these songs must depend on their effect to create the pathos and
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dramatic power while the effortless tunes convey the implication of the words.
The illustrative paper presentation will include the following vocal selections:
Pionska Litewska (“Lithuanian Song”), Źycenie (“The Maiden’s Wish”), Precz z moich
oczu (“Out of my sight”), Wojak (“The Warrior”), Śpiew z mogily (“Hymn from the
Tomb”), Dwojaki koniec (“The Two Corpses”), Melodia (“Elegy”), Nie ma czego trzeba
(“Faded and vanished”) and Wiosna (“Spring”).

Equipment Needs: CD Player, Laptop Computer (for PowerPoint Presentation), and
Projection Screen
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Survivance via Parody: Artistic Expressions of
Contemporary Native American Woman Artists
Gulriz Buken
buken@bilkent.edu.tr

There is more to misrepresented images that the systems of merchandizing force upon Native
peoples and attempt to sell as a Native American reality. The use of these stereotypes goes
beyond the economic one. It is a cultural negation that must occur as a requirement for fullyfledged assimilation into the mainstream culture. Hence it is vital to expose the real living
flesh and blood Native Americans to deprecate the stereotypes and secure cultural
acclamation and acceptance of the significance of the cultural heritages of “the other” by the
hegemonic group. Similarly, to eradicate the adverse impact of these stereotypes on Native
American population however gradual the process might be. Parody is a aptly chosen tool for
the denouncement of the derogatory stereotypes of Native peoples connived within AngloAmerican mainstream culture and popular culture for exploring ideas about identity,
assimilation, and cultural change, and reflecting these investigations through visual images.
Inspired by the works of Contemporary American Indian Women artists and interviews made
with them, this paper will focus on the investigation of the cultural dynamics of contemporary
American Indian art tracing the interrelation between socio-political injustices, historical
distortions, the economic manipulations and the inception and elaboration of stereotypical
images and concepts pertaining to American Indian art and artists. Simultaneously, how
contemporary American Indian women artists, consciously or unconsciously, have been and
are subverting these mythic images and countering stereotyped concepts, thus contributing to
cultural reinvigoration and social and political self-determination will be discussed. By
drawing attention to the reality of the repressed, discriminated, denigrated rural as well as
alienated people of color of Native descent, integrating into their work of art their cultural
roots and blending humor, parody, with witty reversals of mainstream cultural forms, icons,
American Indian artists introduce an evocative context Anglo-American culture is
unaccustomed to, yet vivid in Native peoples historical memory. Thus, a conscious effort to
understand the culture of the other, and respect for the cultural identity of the non-Anglo
peoples are demanded to secure cultural literacy. Artists who, in their works, turning the
negative meanings associated with the stereotypes inside out, with a humorous, ironic twist
have deconstructed the stereotypes using various techniques unique to themselves. Thus,
various forms of Native American artistic expression, Paintings, Sculptures, Mixed-media
Installations, Photography primarily by Juan-Quick-to-See-Smith, Nora Noranjo Morse,
Roxanne Swentzel, Charlene Tetters, Carm Little Turtle, Hulleah Tsinjinie, will be explored.
Pertinet commentaries by Yolanda Lopez, Juana Alicia, Judy Baca with whom interviews
were made, will be incorporated into the lecture /slide presentation
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Goethe’s Farbenlehre and Hauptmann’s Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik
5th Annual Hawaii International Conference
on Arts and Humanities
Susan K. de Ghizé
University of Denver

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) is best known as the author of such works as
Faust. However, he was most proud of his 1400-page scientific work, Farbenlehre (“Color
Theory”), where he interprets colors, analyzes how colors are formed, and discusses how they
relate. Despite the importance Goethe placed on his Color Theory (color occupied Goethe for
over 40 years), modern music scholars have focused on Goethe’s other scientific writings instead
of Farbenlehre. However, when comparing Farbenlehre to the musical ideas of another
unappreciated nineteenth-century figure, theorist Moritz Hauptmann (1792-1868), one can find
many fascinating similarities.
Hauptmann’s treatise, Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik, has been noted for its
uniqueness. Indeed, both Goethe’s and Hauptmann’s works neglect any mathematical
experiments and attempt to explain all conditions under one universal law. Polarity is
undeniably one of the most important concepts in both Goethe’s and Hauptmann’s beliefs. In
Farbenlehre, Goethe separates colors and qualities into two categories, plus and minus. Goethe
designates plus and minus to yellow and blue, respectively; yellow contains the qualities of
brightness, force, and warmth, and blue represents darkness, weakness, and coldness. Similarly,
Hauptmann describes harmony and meter as positive and negative unity. The major triad and the
downbeat followed by a note represent positive unity, whereas the minor triad and the upbeat
preceding the downbeat symbolizes negative unity.
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Inversions are also important to both Goethe and Hauptmann. Goethe describes “positive
afterimages,” in which inverted images can be seen after staring at something for a period of
time and looking elsewhere. Analogously, Hauptmann uses inversion to describe
Rückwärtsbildung, or backwards construction. He applies Rückwärtsbildung to both harmony
and meter.
Many theorists have described Hauptmann’s ideas as based on those of Hegel’s. In
particular, the notion of dialectical oppositions resulting in an Aufhebung, or higher-level result,
can be applied to almost all aspects of Hauptmann’s theories on harmony and meter. However,
few scholars, including Wilhelm Seidel, claim that Hauptmann’s interpretation of dialectical
oppositions actually stems from Goethe, not Hegel. In Goethe we see the concept of Aufhebung
when he writes about the color green; that is, the blue and yellow create the Aufhebung or green.
As a dualist, Hauptmann places much importance on double functions. For example, in
the key of C major, the C can have a fifth (G), or be the fifth (in the F major triad). Goethe
describes similar dualistic functions in colors. Yellow is not only a part of green, but can also be
a part of orange. These ideas are portrayed visually in Farbenlehre with Goethe’s Color Circle
and his Color Star. By applying these diagrams to Hauptmann’s ideas, the similarities become
clear. In my presentation, I intend to compare these ideas and others from Goethe’s Farbenlehre
to the writings of Hauptmann. Using Goethe’s illustrations, I hope to demonstrate the
importance of their relationship.
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The Elaris Duo Presents a Performance-Lecture
The evolution of the violin-cello duo:
An ‘informance’ of Zoltán Kodály Duo, Opus 7
b. Topic Area: Music/Performing Arts
c. Presentation Format: Performance/lecture Presentation
d. Names of the authors: Steven & Larisa Elisha (Elaris Duo)
e. Department of Music – Washburn University (Topeka, Kansas)
f. 2824 SW James Street, Topeka, Kansas 66614
g. Elarisduo@cox.net
h. (785) 271-4428
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The proposed abstract will include a performance and lecture demonstration
of Zoltan Kodaly’s Duo for violin and cello. Discussed will be the issues of
development for the violin – cello duo as an ensemble and dynamic entity
through the complexity and colorful writing of Kodaly’s earlier
compositional style. Within the context of traditionalism, it will be shown
how Kodaly was able to advance the technical and compositional limits way
beyond expectations of the early part of 20th century music. As a
comparison, excerpts from duo repertoire of earlier time periods and
representing different styles (Boccherini, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven) will be
demonstrated.
Kodály composed several chamber works between the years 1905 and
1920 which included the Opus 7 Duo, the Solo Cello Sonata, Op. 8 and over
fifty songs in which the poems of contemporary and ancient poets were set
to music. Characteristic of most songs and works from this period, Kodaly’s
notion of the music’s line, form, dynamics, rhythm, and accompaniment of
the melody were all determined by the words. Kodály made an acutely
detailed study of the rules of pronunciation and accentuation in speech. It
was this knowledge that so enabled him to set his Hungarian mother tongue
to music and make it the perfect instrument of artistic expression.
Throughout both the solo cello sonata and Duo for violin and cello,
characteristics of the latter mentioned vocal style are consistently
superimposed on many passages. Also apparent is a colorful fusion of
melodic material derived from folk songs of his native people, and like many
other works from this time period, the influences of all periods of musical
history, Gregorian chant, Bach, both the classic and romantic masters and,
most of all, Debussy. The importance of modal scales can be seen as a
direct reference to liturgical plain song of the Medieval Era. The block-like
structure and Baroque idiom are reminiscent of Bach. The spirit of Viennese
classicism is very evident in regard to a sense of formal design, proportion
and balance. Romantic gestures and sweeping phrases recall Brahms. The
music of Debussy, which he discovered during his visit to Paris (1907), was
an obvious influence over the harmonic, coloristic and textural design of the
Op. 7 Duo.
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Abstract for proceedings submissions, Hawaii International Conference on Arts and
Humanities
Title: Conquering Cecile Chaminade’s Concertino for Flute and Piano, Opus 107.
Abstract
Cecile Chaminade’s Concertino in D Major has remained a popular mainstay in the repertoire of many
professional flautists. It has become a primary choice for many teachers in introducing French Flute
repertoire to students. An analysis and performance and of this popular concertino offers strategies and
practice techniques used to conquer this challenging flute work.
Doug Gately
Director of Jazz Studies
Department of Music
University of Mary Washington
1301 College Avenue
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
dgately@umw.edu
(540) 654-1954
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a. Title: Art Across the Curriculum: Exploring an Arts Infused Elementary
Program
b. Topic: Art
c. Format: Paper Session
d. Author: Lisa LaJevic
e. Affiliation: Pennsylvania State University, PhD Candidate in Art Education
f. Address: 204 Arts Cottage, University Park, PA 16802
g. E-mail: lml150@psu.edu
h. Phone: 412-977-9293 (cell)
Paper Abstract:
During the 21st century, much attention has been focused on educational
curriculum. Reformers attempt to analyze current educational programs and offer advice
toward improvement. Over the last few decades, the arts have begun to be placed at the
center of new ideas pertaining to the restructuring of school curriculum. In order to
promote high levels of student learning, researchers have suggested the incorporation of
arts infusion programs. Art infusion programs concentrate on the arts ability to teach
across the curriculum and transcend the traditional boundaries of school subjects. As
Pinar (2004) states, a goal of curriculum should be “to enable students to connect their
lived experience with academic knowledge, to foster students’ intellectual development,
and students’ capacities for critical thinking” (p. 21). Arts infusion projects attempt to
accomplish such tasks and encourage students to make personal meaningful connections
between themselves and the rest of the world.
This paper focuses on my personal experiences teaching the visual arts in an arts
infused elementary program. The presentation will include images of the students’ works
of art as well a critical examination of the program. Although there is no clear
undisputable evidence yet that arts infusion programs improve standardized test scores, I
have witnessed positive effects that it has had on this particular elementary school. It is
my hope that more teachers and administrators will acknowledge the importance of the
arts and the potential it can have within the educational setting. Arts infusion programs
offer an innovative approach to learning, experiencing, and understanding. Perhaps art
infusion is the revolutionary concept that the academic world has been searching for over
the past many years.
Pinar, W.F. (2004). What is curriculum theory? Mahwah, New Jersey: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, Inc.
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DO-RE-MI REVISITS DIADOCOKINESIA: VOCAL PEDAGOGY APPLIED TO SPEECH PATHOLOGY
Topic Areas: Music and Speech/Communications
Presentation Format: Workshop
Authors:
Rachel L. Lebon, Ph.D.
Voice Specialist, Professional Voice Institute
Professor, University of Miami,
Coordinator of Jazz Voice,
University of Miami Frost School of Music
Box 248165
Coral Gables, FL 33124
FAX: 305-284-2290
Vivian Topp, M.Ed., CCC-SLP
Director, Ambi-Lingual Associates, Inc.;
Professional Voice Institute
900 West 49th Street Suite 330
Hialeah, Florida 33012
Ambilingual@bellsouth.net
305-556-0121
For years, voice teachers and speech pathologists have viewed their respective fields as separate and
distinct. This workshop is designed to "bridge" the professions.
Exercises designed to address specific voice disorders will be presented by both disciplines. Vocal fold
pathologies, neurogenic voice disorders, and functional voice disorders will be addressed primarily. Demonstration
of the singing exercises and comparisons to current voice treatments methods used by speech pathologist will be
featured. The underlying anatomical/physiological principles will also be reviewed. This course will be
experiential in nature as sufficient time will be allotted for actual performance of the exercises.
As a result of attending this workshop, participants will be able to:
l. consider the efficacy of combining singing voice exercises with traditional voice treatment methods;
2. evaluate and understand various approaches to speaking and singing;
3. explain the anatomical/physiological bases for the singing exercises as the relate to traditional voice
treatment methods;
4. demonstrate simple singing exercises and understand their application for specific voice disorders.
Instructional Level: Introductory
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Measuring Change in the Ethical Climate of an Organization

Topic Area: Philosophy
Presentation Format: Paper Session

Lewis A. Myers, Jr.
Professor of Management
St. Edward’s University, 3001 South Congress Ave., Austin, TX 78704, lewism@stedwards.edu,
Phone (512) 448-8713 FAX (512) 448-8492
Danney Ursery
Professor of Philosophy
St. Edward’s University, 3001 South Congress Ave., Austin TX 78704, ursery@stedwards.edu,
Phone (512) 448-8706 FAX (512) 448-8492

Submitted to:
5th Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities
P.O. Box 75036
Honolulu, HI, 96836, USA
FAX (808) 947-2420
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Measuring Change in the Ethical Climate of an Organization

Topic Area: Philosophy
Presentation Format: Paper Session

Abstract
Corporate failures in ethical reporting of accounting and management information have been in
the headlines frequently during recent years. Some persons are of the opinion that the solution is to
solve the reporting problem with new laws and accounting standards. Others are of the opinion that the
problem will not be addressed until the senior officials usually the Board of Directors of corporations
have the qualifications and the motivation to reach for and achieve a higher level of corporate moral and
ethical decision making. In academe it is important that we start from the bottom up in providing
training and education in moral and ethical decision making to undergraduate students who will soon be
the entry level employees in industry. As one author suggested “although unethical behavior by
corporate executives make headlines, the misjudgments of lower level staff may ultimately cost
organizations more” (Paradice 1990). Of course lower level staff forms the pool from which many future
corporate leaders will emerge, in either case, it would appear that the ethical standards of the lower level
staff will eventually percolate to the top in the corporate organization and form a new culture. In a recent
article it was noted that in one of the recent major corporate failures it was the “company’s culture (that)
contributed to business practices that would ultimately bring it down.”(Raghavan 2002). At this
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university our mission statement states that in addition to making our graduates competent in a chosen
discipline, they should be prepared through training in critical and creative thinking as well as moral
reasoning to confront the critical issues of society and to seek justice and peace. Following the charge of
the mission statement we have incorporated several required courses into our undergraduate general
education curriculum including: Critical Inquiry, Ethical Analysis, Critical Issues, and Moral Issues in
Society. The intent of these additions to the curriculum is to enhance ethical/moral reasoning of our
graduates. The section part of this paper will explain in detail the learning objectives, pedagogy and
contents of our required courses in ethics and moral decision making. The second section of this paper
will report on the research that we have conducted to evaluate changes over time (a longitudinal study)
observed in our students majoring in business and management information systems.
In the third and last section of this paper we will describe how the survey instrument used in our
research with students might be used in measuring change in the ethical climate of an organization.
Administering this instrument to employees at lower levels on the organization chart may be used as an
early warning indicator of changes in the ethical climate of an organization. Monitoring the ethical
climate of an organization may become a process that can assist in guarding against failures in the
communication of vital information to all stakeholders associated with and interested in an organization.
Results
All things considered we are surprised that we have made as much progress as we had planned
during the past three months. The second draft of the survey instrument has been completed and will be
made available to participants attending the conference. The initial administration of the survey
instrument was made during the course of this semester. The administration process and the initial
statistical analysis will be discussed at the conference. Since this is intended as a longitudinal
measurement time does not permit the full analysis at this point in the process. For those who would like
copies of the survey instrument or who wish to collaborate in future research of this nature, please
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contact the lead author listed above.
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‘Concrete Insight’: Jungian Aesthetics, Personality Typology and Artistic Style
Catherine M. Nutting

Psychoanalytic theory has profoundly influenced modern aesthetic theory and
the practice of art. The ground-breaking work of Swiss psychoanalyst Carl Jung relates
to issues of unconscious motivations, archetypal symbolism, and the ongoing
development of personal self-awareness. British modernist Herbert Read has applied
Jung’s theories to a study of traditional and modern art, and discovered underlying
commonalities between personality type and artistic style. Read’s interpretation of
Jung’s research indicates that a work of art will reflect its creator’s temperament, but
also, that various images will attract and resonate with different viewers according to
their personalities.

Read’s Aesthetic Theory:
Herbert Read lived in England from 1893 to 1968, where he drew together
artists and poets, fuelled artistic dialogue, and promoted modern art. He worked for
almost ten years at the Victoria and Albert Museum, was a Fine Arts professor at
Edinburgh University, and was a visiting lecturer at Harvard University. In addition, he
was a prolific writer of poetry and prose, and championed new artistic and poetic
movements. Read’s unique historical role stems from his central position within a
nexus of European modern artists and writers who he befriended and promoted, and
whose artistic practices were shaped by the fertile dialogue that he fostered. His writing
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about emerging art forms had a great influence on the European and North American
art scenes.
Read was deeply influenced by the philosophy of Carl Jung, and consequently
many of his contributions to aesthetic theory have a psychological foundation. A deep
theme running through Read’s writing on aesthetics is that art represents knowledge
that cannot be conveyed in other forms. Images that appear in art can represent
previously unknown states of awareness. In this way, art is both a meaningful symbol
that helps humanity integrate all aspects of reality, and a progenitor of new forms of
thought. As early as the 1920s Read began to grapple with the artistic dialectic between
reason and emotion, an issue that he more fully developed through participation in
Jungian lectures, and that he eventually resolved by admitting important roles for both
rationality and freedom within an integrated artistic / communicative process.

Jung’s Aesthetic Theory:
Carl Jung’s autobiography begins with the sentence “My life is the story of the
self-realization of the unconscious.” (The Symbolic Life, Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1976) For Jung, the way to live meaningfully was through selfawareness and what he called individuation. Self-realization requires that as individuals
we examine ourselves and our society, both our behaviour and our material production.
Jung’s aesthetic theory is based on the belief that people know more than we are aware
of, but that our conscious attitudes can deny us awareness of what we unconsciously
know. According to Jung, if we are free of self-judgement while creating art or poetry,
and if we attribute significance to synchronicity and un-contrived experiences, we will
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see our unconscious attitudes mirrored in what we have created. If we create freely, we
learn about ourselves from what we have unintentionally included in our art.
Integration of these revealed “shadow” elements from the unconscious is the way to
create wholeness, or in Jung’s terms, individuation. Suspension of self-censoring by the
rational mind through entering dream-like states allows deep meaning to be produced
in art, which one can then learn from, to the potential benefit of the egalitarian
individual and the peaceful society.

Art and Personality Types:
Herbert Read and Carl Jung share the beliefs that art can contribute to a healthy,
peaceful society, and that the artistic practice leading to self-awareness will integrate
free creativity with rational discernment. They agreed that art expresses types of mental
experience and feeling that would otherwise remain partially or wholly unconscious.
Through art, we are able to know ourselves and to communicate with others about our
inner experiences. Highlighting these important roles for art, Read wrote, “There are
many varieties of spontaneous activity with archetypal significance, but the most
effective on the symbolic level is the work of art, because it is essentially a
concentrated expression of psychic awareness, a ‘concrete insight’ into the reality of an
existing situation.” (The Forms of Things Unknown, New York: Horizon Press, 1960).

Art can play this vital function because it provides visible evidence of an
individual’s temperament. In Herbert Read’s words, “The categories into which we
divide art should correspond with categories into which we divide people.” (Education
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Through Art, London: Faber and Faber, 1958) Carl Jung outlined four different
psychological or personality types, which, he argued, were based on a person’s
prevalent mental activity. He labelled these types thinking, feeling, sensation, and
intuition, and further distinguished them by one’s attention to either external or internal
phenomena. Herbert Read linked these personality types to different modes of
perception. Furthermore, he observed four distinct modes of aesthetic activity, and
argued that we can see the results of these mental processes in works of art. In this way,
different personality types will produce characteristic art, and will be attracted to
distinctive types of images. Read outlined this connection between personality types
and artistic styles as follows: thinking and realism; feeling and super-realism; sensation
and expressionism; and intuition and abstraction. My presentation will show examples
of this art/personality link, drawn from traditional and modern art, children’s
spontaneous drawings, museum exhibits, and modern advertising.
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The Emotion-Based Environment:
A Multimedia Student Project Exploring Interior Design by Synesthesia
Jill Pable, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Department of Interior Design
Florida State University
Tallahassee FL 32306-1231
jpable@fsu.edu
Purpose
Among its many philosophical conclusions, Caplan’s seminal book By Design chronicles
the evolution in the priorities of interior design “from objects to situation” (1982, p. 135).
Although beginning interior design students indeed often believe that design is entirely about
objects and surface finishes, students must ultimately learn to identify and intentionally
accommodate the desired experience and intended mood of the users they serve. These skills in
experiential place-making are crucial in all environments and call for an understanding of
emotion and the nature of human response. In essence, design professionals must develop the
skills to grasp a client’s probable reaction to and perception of interior spaces, including from the
multiple sensorial points of view that humans possess.
While lectures regarding color and other phenomenology may introduce interior design
students to the powerful potential of interior space to maintain, change or improve users’
experiential state of mind, a more interactive hands-on immersion may provide further benefit.
This pedagogical approach, aided by the related psychological theories of synesthesia by
Cytowic (2002) and Mahnke (1996) and lighting psychology by Flynn (2004) form the theory
basis for this student project and presentation proposal.
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A second-year student studio project is described herein that challenges students to
immerse their users in an identified emotional experience supported through the applied
psychology of spatiality, circulation, color, light and music.
Context
Teaching interior design students to approach space experientially is no small task, as
designing for emotional experience is not as cognitively tangible as the mere selection of
furnishings and finishes. For example, the design of an interior environment that supports the
viewing of art compels the designer, among many criteria points, to thoughtfully consider
affective issues like the desired tone of conversation in the space and the target mood in relation
to the probable existing state of mind and demographic of the users. Clearly, designing for this
experience requires knowledge in affective, even empathetic decision-making, a skill within the
high-placed synthesis level of Bloom’s taxonomy of learning. Once such fact-gathering is
accomplished, the designer may only then accommodate the many human aspects of this viewing
and conversation function through color, lighting, finish and spatial arrangement. With regard to
design instruction, the challenge for design educators becomes how to best prompt students to
consider and integrate the emotional/affective with the technical in order to design experientially.
A project to address this need was developed for a second-year Introduction to
Architectural Lighting class, a logical choice as the specifics of interior illumination and
psychological nature of space were existing mainstays of the course. The project goal was to
design a wing of the “Museum of Emotion”, a venue that promotes a specified emotive state
within visitors through circulation, light, shadow, color, finish, spatial arrangement and auditory
stimulus.
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Students in the class exhibited wide variability in their two-dimensional drawing abilities,
and much insecurity as a result. This fact prompted the author to base the project around the
three-dimensional study model in the first project phase (built within a 10” x 18” x 12” copy
paper box), which in turn allowed experimentation coupled with lecture/discussion on the
psychological influences discussed below. Essentially, the project ‘backed in’
to the concept of two-dimensional construction drawings stemming from these first 3D
experimentations.
Pedagogically speaking, interior design instructors have long used the scale model as an
effective vehicle with which to explore the complexities of interior lighting and spatiality
(Theodorson, 2002; Prestwood, 2004). This project, however, sought to further this strategy to
serve as a device for also getting at the affective and experiential.
Review of Literature
So that human experiential decision-making could affect student project outcomes,
psychological information concerning emotional response punctuated class discussion and inclass exercises throughout the project’s several phases. Primary among these were Cytowic’s
discussions of the condition known as synesthesia (2002). The term describes the human
experience of feeling sensations together, rather than separately. Cytowic and other researchers
suggest that emotions, rather than being a primitive reaction, not so subtly affect humans’ entire
world perception. This idea is demonstrated, for example, in the concept of color constancy, or
seeing an apple as red, even if manipulated lighting displays an apple of another color. Thus,
one’s expectation of apples being red (an affective conclusion) overrides reason on a regular
basis.
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Such affective priorities may also subvert our logical perception of interior space, a fact
that Mahnke (1996) explores in his synesthesia discussions of color and its allusions to taste,
texture, sound, perceived temperature, and the seeming passage of time. In this reasoning a
yellow-painted room will ‘sound’ shrill, ‘taste’ sour, and ‘feel’ smooth. Mahnke suggests these
sensorial affiliations are common and prompt consistent human reactions, a conclusion that can
be harnessed in the design of a space that promotes a specified emotion, especially when coupled
with auditory stimuli. For example, one might couple an emotional state of ‘bitterness’ with the
color yellow in order to capitalize on this hue’s natural ‘sour’ human reaction.
John Flynn’s well-known research (2004) concerning human reactions to lighting
conditions was also discussed during the project, placing in students’ hands the ability to
promote such emotive qualities as ‘privacy’ and ‘relaxation’ within their solutions through
lighting placement and manipulation.
Methodology
Using the above information and various in-class preparatory exercises, students targeted
an emotion such as anxiety, rage, calmness, or fear and selected an accompanying musical
composition that supported this state of mind. Using these selections as a programming
framework, the project’s design requirements then engaged the student in multiple modes of
synesthesia-influenced decision making including
Space planning that supported centripetal (promoting social interaction) or centrifugal
(repelling social interaction) proxemics.
Exploration of path variety; for example, slowly revealed destination versus direct,
obvious circulation.
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Manipulation of the architectural envelope including ceiling heights, floor protrusions
and wall variations.
Theatrical lighting concepts that support space perceptions and mood, such as
emphasis/de-emphasis as well as specific techniques such as silhouetting and shadow
casting.
Color selection and their justification for floors, walls, ceilings and other elements in
keeping with Mahnke’s culture-transcendent synesthetic use patterns.

The students’ project deliverables included
o a concept statement that justifies the solution based on affective and other criteria;
o preliminary two-dimensional sketches;
o documentation justifying the design’s supportive psychological research;
o a scaled, color model built in a paper box with working lighting; and,
o a reflected ceiling plan with schedule showing the locations of lighting.
Models and research were presented at a reception with accompanying music on portable audio
players.
Discussion
For mid-level students insecure in their graphic skills, an initial three-dimensional format
appeared to better suit both experimentation and the delight of the ‘unintended accident’ that
improved the design, especially with regard to lighting. A palette of the paper box, colored
cellophanes and Mini-Mag flashlights provided more flexibility and supported experimentation
far superior to two-dimensional drawn plan and elevation views. It is interesting to ponder if the
high cognitive demands of affective, experiential goals can best be achieved by immersal in
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equally complex, yet realistic three-dimensional learning strategies, rather than students getting
bogged down in the technical requirements of drawings.
Too, the experiential, emotional aspect of music (a media most students are voluntarily
absorbed in anyway) also appeared to positively affect motivation and their consideration of
various options, and some students committed many unintended hours to the project because of
their pursuit of the music’s compelling emotional goals. One student evolved his solution into an
animated movie punctuated with moving text and song background overlay.
The complexity of addressing the affective was born out by some students’ clichédependent project outcomes. In particular, there were a number of solutions centered about the
emotion of love and marriage and the use of tired color solutions (i.e. red and black for hate).
However, some solutions were striking in their sophistication of concept and use of supportive
color, space planning and finish.
Summary
The “Museum of Emotion” project, refined and evolved over multiple semesters,
appeared to engage most students in successfully applying recognized psychological and
synesthetic research to their design decision-making in the project. With regard to lighting
variability, use of shadow and color palette, requiring students to respond to and develop their
designs from affective and synesthetic points of view appeared to broaden and enrich their
results, especially in comparison to lecture/discussion on these topics alone.
By engaging students first in the three-dimensional solution before addressing the twodimensional aspects of reflected ceiling plans and schedules, increased comprehension appeared
to result for this student level.
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The projects’ transferability to the students’ ultimate post-graduate sensitivity towards the
affective domain remains a question to be addressed.
While students may never find they are called to design a space that promotes, for
example, ‘fear’, the exercise may expose them to the potential of environments to affect users’
emotional states. Future iterations of the project will likely explore these aspects applied to other
realistic project types such as eldercare, school and mental health facilities.
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A New Interdisciplinary Restoration Method That Considers Historical Change, Time and Seismic Issues, A Case Study In The Greek Settlement of Ortigia, Syracuse, Sicily, Italy
Luis H. Summers-Pagador, PhD, AIA, Project Preservation Consultant,
Editor and Translator. Professor of Architecture and of Architectural Engineering.
University of Colorado, Department of Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering, Boulder,
Colorado, USA.

Franco Braga, PhD, PI and Giorgio Monti, PhD; PI.
University of Rome La Sapienza, Professors, Department of Structural Engineering and Geotechnics,
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Abstract
For the last six years I have been taking my historical preservation classes to study historic
masonry under Dr. Giorgio Monti at the Facolta di Archittetura, Valle Giulia, La Sapienza,
Roma, Italia. I also have consulted with Dr. Giorgio Monti on an interesting historic restoration
project reported here in. This paper introduces the work of Dr. Monti and his research piers to
the English speaking world by presenting an example of a new interdisciplinary restoration
method that considers historical change, time and seismic safety applied to a city block in the
Greek settlement of Ortigia in Syracuse, Sicily, Italy. In order to understand the time expanse
and cultural background a brief section about the history of Ortigia is presented, followed by a
summary of local seismic activity. In a typical historic restoration one would, following civil
ordinances, restore any part of the building which is 50 (depending on jurisdiction) or more
years old. However, the argument is made that perhaps some additions in a time expanse of
3,000 years may not have been appropriate, i.e., the addition of a medieval tower which is subject to damage by seismic activity because of its large upper mass. The argument for a new
method of interpreting history and producing reasonable architectural form, congruent with historic heritage and seismic sense is made. The aim of this method, rather than that of applying
the concepts of generic urban planning to the theme of historical centres, is that of proposing an
operational approach of authentic urban restoration, comparable, in terms of both conceptual
rigorousness and care for the built environment, to the projects of architectural restoration. An
interdisciplinary, game-theoretic like approach is then proposed, and guidelines for its use and
players are suggested. This approach is then detailed in a case study for the restoration of one
block of the Giudecca, Jewish ghetto (most likely populated by, 1492 CE, Jewish refugees from
Spain.) This method may be considered a contribution to the study of the urban fabrics of Ortigia, Sicily, though the reflections reported herein go beyond the single case at hand, however
significant, and express methodological considerations of a more general nature.
1. The Site
1.1 History of the Greek Settlement in Ortigia, Siracusa (Syracuse), Sicilia (Sicily), Italia
(Italy).
Sicily is an island with a long history of occupation; most of which is reflected in Ortigia’s
urban structure. A brief cultural occupation summary follows below:
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Circa 1000 BCE (Before Common Era) Phoenicians arrive from Tyre (today’s Lebanon, already with established beachheads in Northern Africa, i.e. Carthage), and establish commercial
liaisons with Sicilians.
Ortigia, off the coast of Siracusa (presently linked by three 80 meter bridge-causeways), in
Sicily, is one of the first Greek settlements in Italy, whose foundation dates back to 700-600 before Common Era (BCE.)

Figure 1. A. (left) Ancient map of Sicily with aerial photograph of Ortigia, the circle points to
Ortigia. Midway up the eastern coast we can see the Etna volcano. B. (right) Aerial photograph
of Ortigia, the circle points to the study area of the Giudecca.
Ortigia’s fabric, as is the case for a large portion of the peninsular cities of Greek (as well as
Italic and Roman) foundation, exhibits an articulated and complex form structure resulting from
the continuous confrontation between building cells, representing the first level of coherent synthesis between the structural, functional and form issues (elementary building forms), house
types (elementary urban units), the special building types, and the system of relationships (the
set of routes and public and private spaces, including those marking the transition between indoor and outdoor).
Thus, such a complex urban setting is a unique laboratory for archaeologists, historians, architects and engineers, because its buildings are an astounding mixture of construction techniques representative of the various dominations that haunted it over more than two millennia:
the Greeks (650-212 BCE), the Romans (212 BCE – 410 CE), the Goths (410-565 CE), the
Eastern Roman Empire (565-878 CE), the Arabs (878-1086 CE), the Spanish (XII-XVII CE
century), the Kingdom of Naples (XVIII-XIX CE century, until it became part of unified Italy in
1860 CE.
In addition to a history of multiple cultural occupations, Ortigia has an intense seismic history. In recorded times we have the following notable seismic events:
1542 CE, Dec 10, MCS1 IX, Atenaion’s (now Ortigia’s Cathedral) columns
were displaced 70 cm
1693 CE, Jan 11, MCS X, 4000 casualties were recorded in Sicily
1908 CE, Dec 28, MCS X, in Messina 75,000 casualties and 300,000 homeless
1968 CE, Jan 15, MCS IX-X, 300 casualties in Belice and 80,000 homeless.
As a function of seismic activity, Ortigia suffered severe destruction. After earthquake reconstruction the streets were raised, over time, a total of 30 cm. Present façades show that after successive reconstructions streets were raised and that new façades replicating the original architecture, however displaced by horizontal and vertical street movement resulted in the curved streets
found today (individuals encroached horizontally on the old straight Greek streets and street
raising resulted in shortened ground floor doors).
1 Mercalli Scale (MCS), describes the level of urban fabric destruction on a scale from I to X,
with X being the most severe case. The MCS scale is a better descriptor of damage at the site
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than the Richter scale, since the Richter scale measures the intensity of an earthquake at the
source which could be miles (both vertical and horizontal) from the site affected.
Because of such somewhat hectic development in more than 2000 years, the original Greek
urban planning has been deeply modified, due to new constructions and additions, following
man-driven demolitions and seismic collapses.
All of this resulted in a city fabric that is now extremely articulated and stratified, both in
plan and elevation, resulting in a sort of time-space conundrum. Yet, in the current “form” of
the city, as we see it now, we can still discover and recognize the original archetypal planning
scheme drawn by the ancient Greeks.
Starting from this, it is in principle possible to follow the sequence of all modifications occurred, in space and time, which brought the city to its present form. The new interpretation
method, described herein, cast the methodological bases for subsequent restoration strategies,
which make use of interdisciplinary competences, aiming both at preserving the authenticity of
the cultural heritage and at producing reasonable architectural forms, congruent with history and
seismic performance.
1.1.1 The archetypal urban pattern at the Giudecca
About 550 BCE (Before Common Era) Greek settlers (city states age) colonized the island of
Ortigia, a small island off the coast of Siracusa (presently linked by an 80 meter bridgecauseway), Sicilia (Figure 1), Italia
The myths show that when cities were being built, the foundation was strictly connected to a
precise design, taking shape in a specific part of the city through relationships and connections
between the parts and the whole.
The urban space is configured and arranged according to the categories of the geometricalmathematical episteme, which directs, as a positive constraint, the transformation processes of
the structure.
All Greek colonies, and Ortigia is no exception, were built from scratch (nowadays, they are
called cities of foundation), therefore, they were given clear urban patterns. In order to subdivide residential developments into construction lots, Greeks used to extend fishing lines East to
West approximately every 30 meters, while 3 meters wide lanes were added in between. NorthSouth lanes functioned like avenues (plateia), while East-West lanes functioned like streets
(stenopoi). For the Greeks, to subdivide a settlement area (ground) and the urban space into private, public and sacred, is the practical and symbolical way to make contact with the eartth and
then to build over it.
The theoretical formal structuring of the Hellenic polis is confirmed by the configuration of
the Giudecca, where, also today, the main roads (the plateia) have orthogonal alleys (the
stenopoi), which distribute the blocks (insulae) sequence. Certain areas were planned for residential development while other areas dedicated to commerce, governmental and agoras (religious gathering spaces).
The formal structure of the original town is visible today in the configuration of the
Giudecca, where the alleys (stenopoi) demarcate the rectangular blocks (insulae). Varied building systems, which conserve the prominent characteristics of their origins, produce a complex
form which remains visible to the observer.
However, while the North-South streets (plateia), were north-south avenues connecting government and religious centers in the island, and remained almost straight, the East-West alleys,
initially straight, (stenopoi) curved and had changing width due to invasive action by insulae
owners during reconstructions after disasters. Notice that many courtyards do not have access
from the street.
The new forms are, however, compatible with the base (i.e., with the archeological level,
Figure 2), though transforming the structure, while it grows, into a new entity (in an architectural compound including houses, churches, mansions, convents, monasteries, theatres, etc,) and
occupying the space of enclosures that were originally empty.
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1.1.2 Arrangement of blocks at the Giudecca
Originally, the East-West blocks were subdivided into approximately 15x15 meter squares,
each facing a stenopos (Figure 3). The blocks were 6 lots long (approximately 90 meters) and
because of linear insulae repetition, linear multi-building façades, one story in height, were developed. In a probable building sequence that maximized exposure to sunlight, The lots facing
south on a stenopos were the first ones to be settled, while the second set of lots to be developed
were those facing North (row B in Figure 4).

Vicolo III

>

←

Block 74

^
N
Figure 2 : Present Giudecca’s urban structure superimposed on original Greek residential subdivision.
Vicolo II is almost coincident with the original stenopos (third E-W from top), while Vicolo III significantly deviates from the original stenopos (fourth E-W from top). Block 74 is that contained between the
above alleys and the two N-S roads. The adjacent church, denoted by a cross, is not included in the restoration project.

Thus, on the lots facing south on a stenopos, insulae (buildings) were constructed on the
North side of the lots with a 15 meter (EW) South-facing façade; they had South-facing windows and door, and South-facing courtyards for crops cultivation. Access to the courtyards was
directly from the street (Figure ). The lots facing North on a stenopos (row B in Figure 4) developed North-facing facades, while their courtyards were South-facing. The North-facing houses,
owned by late comers, were 5 meters wide (NS) by 12 meters long (EW), with the last 3 meters
on the lot (EW) served as access corridors to the inner courtyards (Figure 3).

B>
A>

Figure 3 : Insulae orientation on the lots.

Two types of houses were erected. One archetype consisted of a single door and window, and
was used for housing only (Figure , left). A second archetype, consisting of one arched door
with flanking windows on each side, was a warehouse, used for storage (Figure 4, right).
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Because of population growth and family expansion, the original Greek houses began to
change. First, there was horizontal expansion (East-West) into the courtyard access corridors in
the North lots (cross hatched units in Figure 6), East-West additions were made on the street
facing side of the South lots (light diagonal hatching in Figure 5), called tavernization or business additions, eventually North-South room additions into the courtyards (new cells were
added, called insulisation), see Figure . As the expansive pressures continued to grow, vertical
development occurred, with the corridors connecting the street to the courtyard being converted
to stairways.

Figure 4: Two types of typical insulae: Plain House (left), Warehouse (right).

Original

Tavernization

Access closing

Insulisation

Figure 5: A (left) example of aggregation modalities and saturation of spaces (insulisation of
the courtyards, tabernisation of the fronts, closure of accesses), B (right), vertical superfetazione (vertical disharmonic additions on top)

Well connected

Not connected

Figure 6: Importance of connections between, A wall sides connection and B transverse
walls, attachment.
Some walls were built with two connected rows of masonry, are considered not connected,
see Figure 6, while other walls had their rows connected with diatoms (perpendicular to wall
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coursing or soldier courses), were well connected, had the two withes wall acting as a unit when
overturning from a horizontal earthquake load, and are considered well connected, see Figure 6.
Some of the new walls were adequately attached, structurally to the old walls with interlacing
horizontal elements (quoin like attachments, see Figure 6B) while other walls only touched the
original walls (very weak connections). However, as time passed by, knowledge of the geometry or utility of the structural walls was lost; we also begin to see the horizontal agglomeration
of archetypical units, and walls that are constructed that do not align or tie with old walls, causing distress on supporting floors. We can subdivide walls into two categories, settlements and
saturations. First come settlements, they are older, more damaged, regular, aligned and well
connected. Second, later horizontal aggregations we call saturations which are more recent, less
damaged, distorted, misaligned and not connected (easily damaged during an earthquake), see
Figure 6.B.
1.1.3 The block 74 at the Giudecca
Block 74 of the present Giudecca was identified for possible restoration. Figure 7 shows its
current configuration in elevation and plan.
The block has irregular plan with longitudinal length of about 67 m, and lays on a slight slope
between the Vicoli (alleys) II (2) and III (3.) One end of the block faces Via Alagona, while the
other is adjacent to the church of St. Philip (not included in the study). The block varies in width
between 14 and 18 m and encloses five courtyards of different size. The block has elevations
from one to four stories, see Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 9. Alley views of stenopoli (vicolo) showing the two housing archetypes

Figure 7. Alley views of stenopoli (vicolo) showing the two housing archetypes
In Figure 8 we can observe the uneven width of today’s curved Vicoli (stenopoi) and the survival, even after successive reconstruction, of the façade archetypes shown in Figure 4. Notice
in Figure 2 that the present Giudecca Vicolo II is almost coincident with the original Greek
stenopos (grid superimposed on the present plan), while Vicolo III has been pushed about ten
meters North of its original location, signifying that at some indefinite time, after a catastrophe,
insulae owners of the North side of block 75 (directly below block 74) moved the street North,
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invading the South courtyards of the Southern insulae of block 74. Thus the Vicolo was moved,
not evenly, but in a non linear way, and the new Vicolo became curved.
In Figure 7 we can observe the uneven width of today’s curved Vicoli (stenopoi, or way) and
the survival, even after successive reconstruction, of the façade archetypes shown in Figure 4.
The application of the methodology brought to the recognition of the constructive sequence
both in plan (Figure 9) and in elevation (Figure 10).

South
Elevation

North
Elevation

N>

East Elevation
Figure 8: The study block 74 at the Giudecca quarter. Left: South elevation, bottom: East
Elevation; Right: North elevation; and center: ground floor plan (shaded areas denote courtyards.)
2 A New Philosophy of Restoration
2.1 The structuralist theme
Rather than follow the normal professional restoration approach, a structuralist theme was
used in the realizations of this project.
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The application of the structuralist method in the effort of a hermeneutic contemplation aiming at the interpretation of an historic city.
The term structure is here used to introduce a formal and relational analysis method, whose
main aim is to determine the system of correlations among the elements (in a first instance, the
spaces and the buildings), rather than the ‘things’ as single or singular objects, though heteroclite, as well as to know the different phases of the mutation/transformation process.

Figure 9: Examples of analysis identifying courtyards (top left), original cells (top right), insulisations
(bottom left) and tabernisations (bottom right).

Figure 10: Examples of typological reading of the elevations for the recognition of the basic cells described in Figure . South elevation (top), North elevation (bottom).

In particular, the process is recognized as the progressive and dynamic transcription of spaces
and architectural volumes in the ‘form’, and it is investigated starting both from an archetype,
which influences through time the movements plot and the possible morphological variations of
a site, and from the ‘motion’ of users/customers – in and out those spaces.
By structure we mean then that the single elements are arranged and behave with respect to
one another as if accounting for a ‘global’ form, a general spatial settlement structure; and that
such elements may be determined individually (e.g. as buildings) just starting from the relationships in which they are involved.
Under such a perspective the block is for us the minimal element where the relationship between serial architecture and historic town can be measured, by investigating the relationships
of building with themselves and with spaces determined by them.
The building, in turn, as a morphogenetic element with a specific relationship with the other
units in the overall structure, participates to the overall composition of the block.
Lastly, the cell becomes the connection between the single basic components of the building
structure (walls, slabs, roofs, etc.) and the building it belongs to.
Under the latter aspect, even if proceeding under an empirical approach (i.e. starting from a
set of data: walls and/or cells, and then gradually establishing formal structures arranged by ty-
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pological classes, the forms that the room gets always reconnect to two elements: the wall enclosing it and defining its physical border through thickness and opacity, and the space (meaning the indoor one).
Following this development line, the sequence of rooms produces a structure endowed with
depth and tectonic thickness, and at the same time configures, by aggregating the indoor spaces,
a specific environment whose form opens up and recalls a broader significance of the phenomenon.
In other terms, the objective structure resulting from the concrete activity of understanding is
not the simple material collection or physical sum of the things present in it, that is, it cannot be
considered as a mosaic of independent parts.
The false confrontation between a realistic approach to structure and a conceptual one dissolves however as soon as we understand the relationship between a synchronic reception (systematic investigation) of the object and diachronic oscillation (historical evolution) of the aggregation/mutation process.
The synchronism appears through the arrangement of thickness, through the corners on which
the wall decomposes or breaks, through the sliding and rotation of the volumes of different size
and form; diachronicity appears through depth, can be perceived through the shadow of the external walls and the positioning of staircases.
In this sense the two perspectives, the synchronic one and the diachronic one, are strictly interdependent and get an epistemological value.
Each structure is therefore given as an evolution (the diachronicity of the subsequent layers)
but, on the other hand, evolution implies a systematic character as well (present in the synchronism of the stratigraphical sections of reality).
We can therefore state that the concept of structure, oscillating between the synchronic field
and the diachronic levels, adds the spatial (and ontological) sense of depth to lines, surfaces and
volumes, without denying their material reality.
2.2 Philosophical criticism of traditional restoration methods
Many studies have been done to analyze the setting, the monuments and the urgency of interventions in Ortigia including a remarkable number of projects and interventions focused on the
island itself. To date the published work on Ortigia fails to answer the fundamental question:
how is it possible to bring a sense of order and measure to the entirety of form and to the overriding network of meanings? We must contemplate the “complexity” of the thing; and in thus
shifting our attention from the concrete reality of the thing, to the form, or to the metalevel of
our architectural perspective, we then investigate its structure.
From this we derive the need for a qualitative understanding which pertains to the objects
placed in space and in time. Each element of the environment, as a material reality, expresses a
formal fact. These facts, then, recall its configuration in space and its system of relationships
with other “things.” These relationships spur our imagination to explore and to understand,
through the many methods which characterize visual imagination and intelligibility the different
“layers” of the fabric.
The critical approach is here of paramount importance, because several works are available,
even prominent and influential, in terms of cataloguing and repertory, of manuals, of practice
codification, of urban provisions, of specific codes. Nevertheless, none of them pays due attention to more general problematic aspects, to a consistent interpretation of the slow processes of
formation of the urban actuality. Processes that have produced its current condition of unrepeatable unicum and, as such, of singular cultural-historical evidence. In this study, a different approach is attempted, which is currently being implemented from the experimental application
standpoint in two historical centers in Italy.
2.2.1 Planning rules, form and preservation
The detailed Plan of Ortigia, already in force, has failed to provide qualitative rules for the
various parts of the town. It produces, instead, a constraining set of rules which do not allow for
flexibility in the implementation phase.
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Regulation dictated by a rigid attitude towards the restoration interventions (interventions) is
a tool which is unable to exert a total and coordinated control over the complex meanings and
the original dimensions (which are often unexpected and contradictory) of the architectures.
Under these terms, the identification of the permitted transformations cannot be solved either by
a constraining set of regulations that is overly descriptive in specifying the interventions, or by
employing a set of predetermined answers to frequently asked questions.
Booklets, technical studies concerning various application sectors, treatises, manuals, practice
codes, guides, technical specifications, building regulations and guidelines, international recommendations (whose coverage is supposed to be universal) certainly contribute to improve the
knowledge of the construction heritage, enriching the lexical and syntactic knowledge of the
building industry and developing a background rich with historical, technical and formal suggestions, but at the same time can lead to schematic interpretations which are harmful for
knowledge and preservation, activating, in the analysis phase as well as in the design one, that
risky equation that matches a list of damages with a list of interventions, i.e. the exhibition of a
set of solutions and/or intervention proposals that are automatic and uncritical with respect to
each identified technical problem.
2.3 A New Restoration Outlook
2.3.1 A new interdisciplinary restoration outlook
This all leads us to a critical interpretation which deconstructs the formal aspects of architectural projects and planning. These particular architectural spaces are dense with lines, angles
and crossings – walls which leap forward elongating their axis – walls which bend at different
angles and create new intersections – walls which slide forward and cause misalignments - that
together create the closely knit connections among the building cells.
But what determines the inclination of a wall or the changing direction of a staircase? What
about the alignments or misalignments or the North/South migration of buildings’ fronts -- the
discontinuity of elevations, empty spaces and the filled spaces on the façades, the along-and
across-recurrences and the persistence of courtyards and protrusions? So, how is it possible to
understand such a complex material reality? A method is needed to answer these questions, and
more importantly, to include the significance of these items in any possible restoration plan.
A method is needed that will consider the following issues:
1. The spatial articulation of the building systems needs synchronous action on homogeneous portions of the fabric, e.g. compartments or entire blocks, especially if they are
highly vulnerable to future damage?
2. In order to achieve repopulation of the spaces, the building interventions must be part
of an environmental re-qualification (re-qualification, in this treatise, means to bring
back a use, i.e., access to a courtyard, or the courtyard itself) project of a planning nature. It should include integrated actions: projects which consider land (routes and public and private spaces) and the town decoration, insertion and/or integration of services
and functions, restoration of architectural landmarks (churches, palaces, convents, etc.),
integration with the overall urban system of transportation and mobility, etc.
3. The particular characteristics of the urban form requires, in the case of direct building
interventions pertaining to the single building system, the specific prescriptive and performance rules, i.e., functionality, residential, seismic, etc. These control the system of
internal and external relationships which configure the building system in its context
and control the formal outcomes, constructive and mechanical, of the intervention.
4. The preservation of Ortigia, due to the complexity of its meaning and to the stratification of its values, cannot be obtained without the participation and the multilateral support of society.
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2.4 Method. Study on a methodology of urban restoration
2.4.1 A work method for the historic town
The analysis and design methodology developed in this research aims at assuming, during the
cognitive process, scalable and integrated levels of ‘typicality’.
The reading of the historic town will develop therefore in an evolutionary and procedural
way, achieving intermediate results useful for our purposes and anyway to be approximated by
subsequent levels of investigation.
The starting point is based on the consideration that each element in the environment, by expressing a formal fact, sends back to the arrangement of the space in its unity and to the articulation of the reciprocal relationships among the multiplicity of the things.
From here stems the necessity, firstly, to interpret and describe the formal and spatial aspects
of the existing physical form, with particular reference to the notions of building and aggregation of buildings, to gradually study, through a pragmatic mesh of cross-references, correspondences and intersections, its several dimensions: material, technological, technical, distributional, functional, archaeological, historical, social, economical, etc.
Each informational level is, of course, not separable, since the analysis calls for a continuous
alternation between the ontology and the structure, between the whole and the detail, between
the technique and the spatial distribution of elements, between the technology and the culture of
the place, between the environment and the degradation, between what appears and what is concealed.
In this way the methodological and operational limitation of an exclusively sectorial reading
is abandoned; instead, a multidisciplinary and integrated, i.e., holistic, approach is developed.
It is, however, to be highlighted that by looking at the historic town as a total system, one
overcomes both the constraints of deterministic nature (for a given lot shape there is a corresponding building type that follows a tight evolution) and the operational limitations associated
with the relationship between building types and urban structure
According to our view, the critical tool represented by the type, intended as a formal structure
(i.e., with the concept of type that has the tightest link with form), expresses its gnoseological
effectiveness if the simplification schemes of the architecture continuously evolve into system
configurations, located in a precise environmental context.
If the type is employed just to define the “ideal prototype” – the process “average” – it does
not represent, alone, a significant analysis tool to understand the aggregate behaviors of fabrics
and their internal and external relationships (by its nature the type has no context).
In other terms, if the direct observation of the built environment closes itself on the single abstract building object, though statistically representative of a population of buildings, it won’t
get fully the formal aspects of the whole historical-procedural structuring system, the “deformations” and “violations” with respect to a purer form, the “crossings” and the “plot” of connections between the individual building cells, the range of meanings that each building establishes
with the others, i.e. the specific characteristics of a habitat.
The cognitive investigation of the structure is to be carried out by continuously looking for a
critical convergence between the data extracted/deduced from the logical-formal analysis of the
urban space, and those verified/obtained through the multi-scale explorations of inductive type
(interpretative praxis of the understanding).
The deductive method, on the basis of predicate principles that are universal, objective and
unitary, allows us to leave the investigated domain and leads us to the disregard of the specific
way of being of that domain; on the contrary, searching just for uniformity, regularity, laws
don’t imply any hypothesis on the structure of the dispositional, aggregative and conformable
relationships of the building materials.
We can say that, in our effort, the real aim of knowledge – even when we use particular or
general cognitions – is that of understanding a phenomenon in its singularity, in its uniqueness:
what we are interested in is not knowing the structure of Greek towns in general, their mesh,
their plot, their building types and axis, but rather how this model has become what it is, how it
has taken place here and now (the reason why the thing is what it is).
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Going back to the previous considerations, we can say that the investigation process on an
historic city can be developed, amidst forms of figure and speech expressions, through the identification of different levels of information (which unlike the traditional approaches, e.g. social,
historical, aesthetical, structural, functional, derive from planning and architecture and can be
applied just to them: interpretative design), relying on a detailed analysis system.
In particular, the investigation is carried out on:
2.4.2 The work methodology
The investigative process has developed through the identification of different levels of information arranged around a sequential structure (critical interpretation must rely on a detailed
analysis system to be useful).
Of particular interest relationships and issues that follow.
A. The relationships between the processes of aggregation and organization of urban
fabrics and the evolution of the street system.
B. The level of the main historical events
C. The relationships of the system of routes and empty spaces.
D. The quality level of walls.
E. The quality level of the cells
F. The quality level of the differential elements.
G. The analysis of the shape and position of the wall openings on the cell facades.
H. The quality level of type structuring.
I. The quality level of construction and seismic weaknesses
J. The quality level of the identification of stair type.
K. The quality level of the formal interpretation of the fabric.
The critical-preservative restoration project of a block at the Giudecca
Reflection and depth, in the wake of James Hillman, have been the foundation of this design
experience. The main aim of the project has been to increase the environmental value of a place
which was already quite notable for its form, and to make it, at the same time, more functional
in a modern sense, i.e. to the flow of life (simple and vital state).
2.4.3 The Inventory System
A. The relationships between the processes of aggregation and organization of urban
fabrics and the evolution of the street system. An extensive effort was made in order to obtain
archeological and stratigraphical studies; the main events or sequences of events: earthquakes,
plagues, wars, invasions, laws, rules, etc. Also historical and document sources were investigated during the compilation of data.
B. The level of the main historical events (or sequences of events: earthquakes, plagues,
wars, invasions, laws, rules, etc.) that have had an impact of the morphological aspects of the
historical built environment (obtainable through historical and document sources).
C. The relationships of the system of routes and empty spaces. An extensive planning
study, not germane to this report on the Giudecca, was undertaken. This study considered street
morphology (course, width, turning point in the layout, and misalignments of the building
fronts), identification of the characteristics as to the arrangement, dimensions and hierarchy of
the courtyards (next to street or internal, with direct entrance or through a lobby, in a lateral or
central position with respect to the lot front), location of the stairs within the courtyard.
D. The quality level of walls. Measurements were made in order to investigate the alignment
of walls; verification of orthogonality with respect to the street course; identification of prolongations, rotations, intersections and sliding of the wall axes. This helped in identifying the walls
as to their construction synchrony and then to define their degree of connection; and in identifying probable damage mechanisms, as in the case of two misaligned fronts, see Figure 10.
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E. The quality level of the cells, “recognition” of the basic types, i.e. of the elementary spatial relationships, and analysis of formal qualification of the single building cells. This allows
distinguishing original cells with respect to the saturation processes of the open settlement
spaces. This allows the identification of the original cells (more regular) from the saturation
cells (more irregular).
F. The quality level of the differential elements, the ratios of regularity, repetition, modularity, etc.; the level of the linguistic characteristics. Formal coherence of the fronts: form and
position of the voids on the front walls (axiality, symmetry, repetition and rhythm), were recorded, however not listed here. By analyzing the facades one is able to identify the modular
units.
G. The analysis of the shape and position of wall openings (voids percentage) on the cell
facades allows us to determine the weak areas in the transmission path of stresses, as well as to
detect the changes over time, see Figure 11.
H. The quality level of type structuring. The critical process oriented reading of the building types allows us to recognize the type characters and the distributional and spatial relationships recurring within the urban fabrics, as well as to detect the formal structures persistent at
the various layers of the building. Developing the abstract layout schemes of the type in a precise environmental context provides a relevant element of reflection, to interpret and understand
the system of historical structuring of building aggregates, the “deformations” and the “violations” with respect to a “pure” or basic form, the crossings and the plot of spatial connections
among the single building cells and the elements constituting the buildings, their chronologically subsequent stratification. Seismic vulnerability can be detected by checking diverse slenderness ratios such as l/d for longitudinal walls and H/L for bracing walls.
I. The quality level of construction and seismic weaknesses: misalignments and tapering of
walls, thin walls or walls falsely resting on the underlying floor, elevation misalignment between adjoining floors, etc. Such an informative layer provides indications both to look for possible sources of damage related to vertical loads and seismic events, and to refine the interpretation of the growth mechanisms of the urban fabric detecting the presence of building violations
(stability or code) and unauthorized developments (excessive window openings and/or superfectations). A detailed wall inventory was conducted (not included here.)
J. The quality level of the identification of stair type. The reading of the different placement of stairs in the urban fabric, within the single cell walls and outdoors in the collective
space of the courtyard, contributed to identify the relationship between the built environment,
the street front and the courtyard (or the pertaining area) of the buildings. A number of Tables
(not included) were developed in order to record seismic reliability. A stair survey (not included
here) detailing stair location, type and access was conducted and recorded.
K. The quality level of the formal interpretation of the fabric, and, therefore, the historical-morphological recognition of the individual building systems in the structure/entirety of the
settlement space and the identification of the ties that each building established with the others.
Figure 14 shows current properties and details their size, one room (monovano), two rooms
(bivano), three rooms (trivano) or 4-5-6-rooms (4-5-6 vani.)
2.4.4 The building unit
Definition: The building unit is defined as that part of the continuous building system made
up of the aggregation of cells, sky to ground, that expresses its own typo-morphological, architectural and spatial individuality.
Development: Under this viewpoint the building unit represents the physical and formal result of the relationship between the urban context and the building type. The morphological
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richness of the historical built environment arises from their multiple combinations through time
and space. In such a perspective the type characterizing the built entity is overcome by the form
it gets in the ‘slow’ production of the architecture.
Recognition: Each building unit is then characterized by its present level of structuring and
formal evolution in relation both to the morphology and architectural coherence of its figure and
to its form, and is recognizable “case by case” on the basis of its original configuration, typically coincident with an elementary single-cell type for the serial buildings, and of the critical
interpretation of its process mechanisms of growth and transformation.
The knowledge of the architectural and formal characters of the buildings (and of the pertaining processive movement of “long term” production) must always come first and direct the
structural and anti-seismic design of the building systems, in an inseparable connection between
geometrical/spatial configurations and physical/structural ones, between preservation of the
morphological and constructive characters and performance of the materials.

2.4.5 The articulation of fabrics by units
The identification of the system of mutual relationships that each building establishes with the
others represents the methodological phase of the identification of the urban fabrics as the aggregation ways between single buildings.
On the basis of their dominant characters (spatial and distributive relationships and constructive elements) the single buildings of an historic town, though in the variety, complexity and articulation of their formal identities, are generally distinguishable as:
a) Mansions: of variable size and relevance, characterized by a distribution of the rooms
around an open central space and by a unitary and easily recognizable architectural
look, typically produced by the aggregation of a number of lots;
b) Small mansions: downsized reproduction of the mansion type model, they occupy a single lot or fractions of it, they exhibit a number of independent units on the ground floor
and single flats on the upper floors;
c) Multi-family small mansions: characterized by a number of independent stairs sky to
ground, they can be derived from the division of single-family mansions, by aggregations of smaller units or by an original building system;
d) In-line buildings: they are generally distributed on a number of floors as the result of
the aggregation of a number of elementary units, they typically exhibit a single entrance
and a single staircase that serves the several settlement units distributed on the various
floors;
e) Serial houses (or pseudo-ones): typically with two or three elevations on the ground,
with mono-cellular front (4-6 m), the staircase is contained within the cell. Invariant
characters are the sharing of the side-walls with the adjoining serial houses, the presence of the pertaining areas or of the courtyard spaces on the opposite side of the front,
the double view on the street and on the courtyard and the possibility of progressive
growth of this area.
2.4.5.1 The operational systems
In the case of an historic town, with reference to the forms of language of the rules and to the
degree of prescriptive binding, it looks suitable to develop six integrated and complementary
operating systems:
•

The System Of Preservation
Aim of the system: preservation and value increase of the materials, elements, types,
forms and set of environmental relationships in their historical context, that characterize
the urban fabrics of Ortigia;
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•

•

•

•

•

The System Of Integrated Transformation
Aim of the system: to rule the physical transformation of the historical town through
a process of actions and tools aimed at preserving the characters of identity, recognizability and usability of the urban fabrics, in an integrated and complementary vision with
the preservation of the ancient, the design of the new, the promotion of architecture, the
reception of functional and social requirements;
The System Of Requalification
Aim of the system: building requalification interventions to remove incoherent aspects both through the use of local materials and through the formal, constructive and
structural characters of the building system and of the urban fabric, especially in the
case of ascertained decay for the purpose of static safety;
Environmental re-qualification interventions to gradually remove the extraneous architectural elements as to the choice of materials, finishings, type and colour, especially
on the façades, in the external closure (steps, thresholds, door frames, windows, railings) and on the balconies and galleries;
The System Of New Construction
Aim of the system: qualification of a program leading to the realization of the works
harmonically inserted in the surrounding environment, on the basis of the functional,
social and formal requirements;
The System Of Demolition
Aim of the system: work within the blocks coherently with their present level of formal structure and with the evolutionary process that have determined the present spatial
and morphological relationships between the constitutive elements of the urban environment; identify the resistances that hamper a coherent and organic reading of the
building systems;
The System Of Materials
Aim of the system: development of a set of interventions to carry out gradually and
with an intensity depending on the nature of the element at hand, e.g. plaster, stones,
wood, other, and of its preservation state (criterion of the minimal intervention). In any
case the interventions shall be carried out looking for compatibility (physical-chemical,
constructive-mechanical, structural), durability, and, where possible, reversibility.
In the case of use of innovative material for the structural reinforcement of the buildings, a critical evaluation of the intervention is required with respect to the standards for
preservation and restoration. The actual effectiveness of the intervention shall be objectively proven, with the solution ensuring compatibility (physical-chemical, constructivemechanical, structural), durability and reversibility.

2.4.5.2 Guidelines and illustrated rules
It appears useful and appropriate to the contents and to the normative language elaborated to
create “guides” to show the cognitive paths developed during the experiments conducted on the
building fabrics, and “illustrated rules” whose function is to describe the transformation frameworks and the allowed interventions, that the users of the plan will be able to get and critically
interpret to draft their design to be submitted to the licensing procedures.
Eventually, a number of real cases will be included for building fabrics and forms.
The designer will therefore be able to approach a building system after examining the examples of the others who in the past interpreted larger and larger portions of the urban fabric.
It is clearly neither a shortsighted imitation nor a limitation to the free creativity of the other
interpreters, but rather an incentive to the creativity of the author in the critical comparison with
the models.
Together with the guidelines and the illustrated rules it is productive to organize a consistent
list of the drawings to be developed for the interventions of conservation and restoration, where
in each table the contents and the sought objectives are described, coherently with the prescriptive and performance-based nature of the code.
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2.4.5.3 The Minimal Intervention System
According to this method of ruling the conservation processes of the historical built environment, the minimal intervention system represents the minimal operating dimension for a building project.
The identification of the minimal size of the intervention cannot be indicated a priori, but has
to be determined, case by case, by the designer in charge, based on the contingent system and
the foreseen interventions, the degree of spatial and relational complexity of the building in the
urban fabric, and the criterion minimizing the fragmentation of the direct interventions. This is
especially true in the case of projects oriented to the environmental (and therefore planning) requalification, to the improvement of the seismic behavior and to the plant and services upgrading.
As to the seismic performance, we require the identification of a more extended aggregation
system, allowing for simultaneous interventions with a system approach on a number of buildings which are individual but structurally interdependent. This represents the most effective operating dimension to develop and qualify the formal, constructive, and structural relationships of
the buildings both between them and with the open areas.
The minimal intervention system may concern the single real estate unit or the building unit it
belongs to, or a more or less extended portion of a building aggregate.
The test and unitary control of the design forecasts shall, in any case, take place by relating
the direct interventions to the overall size of the building, which represents the “minimal” unit
where one can measure the relationship between the “serial” architecture and the continuous
building system or, more generally, the isolated one.
This approach considers two different situations:
1. the synchronic intervention, from sky to ground, on the set of building units making up
the building, e.g. in the case of a seismic improvement project;
2. the partial intervention on single building units, and in this latter case interventions are
allowed that are coherent with the morphological, architectural and constructive characters of the building, e.g. in the case of planned maintenance interventions.
As well stated by Giuseppe Pagnano, “a restoration, even of a monument, always requires a
certain amount of demolitions, of planned and unplanned maintenance, of refurbishing, of reconstruction, of introduction of the new; likewise a refurbishing on an ancient fabric must include an amount of preservation through the various types of maintenance of real restoration”.
In other words, the individuality and the specificity of the handwork (also considering its
state of conservation) prevail on the intervention category.
That means that an intervention regulation cannot claim and aim at being unique and equal
everywhere, following standard general principles, but, by recognizing the diversity and the
complexity of phenomena, must get each time the reflective character that the historical fabric
demand.
3 Application
3.1 Introduction
This is essentially a study of urban preservation with a strong multidisciplinary character, trying
to bring together and to profit from different skills pertinent to restoration, be them of historicalcritical nature, or of urban-planning, architectural, technical-scientific, or even philosophical
and methodological.
The proposed intervention stems both from a careful analysis of the urban fabric and from a
‘critical interpretation’ of the ‘growth mechanisms’ of two quarters, among the oldest and most
stratified of the city of Siracusa, the Giudecca and the Graziella. The proposal tries to avoid the
risks of schematisation or a manual-like approach inducing ‘automatic’ intervention modes; it
also tries to depart from those generic urban planning codes that, prudentially but not effectively, revert to constraining and hardly flexible criteria.
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The method developed herewith, on the contrary, rather than constraining and forbidding prefers to propose, guide and direct, leaving the designers their responsibilities and room for
choice, though on precise historical-critical paths.
The method insists both on the ‘interpretation of the complex system’ and on the development of ‘methodological criteria capable of ensuring precise behavioural rules’ for interventions
at the different scales.
In other words, it points towards a ‘macro-project strategy’, which can be resolved, on a
case-by-case basis, in a specific ‘micro-project at the building level’, by means of a system of
‘prescriptive rules and performance criteria’, which have to be precise and flexible at the same
time.
Such interpretation is not dogmatic, rather, it is problematic with respect to the complex relationships within the built environment; it aims at establishing its ‘transformability levels’, which
can span, depending on the case at hand, from pure and simple conservation to transformation,
from re-qualification to new construction and also to demolition. It proposes ‘guidelines’ and
‘figurative regulations’, which professionals can easily understand and critically interpret in order to design their specific case.
The papers also contains definition aspects (real estate unit, building unit, structural unit; aggregate system, minimal intervention system, etc.), which partly refer to usual nomenclatures,
but with substantially new contents.
Thus, when treating historical buildings, primary interest is that of relying on modalities of
‘critical-conservative restoration’ and ‘anti-seismic amelioration’, so to maintain and deliver to
the future generations, in their authenticity, shapes, figures, materials, aggregates, types, paths,
and, essentially, a poor yet valuable cultural heritage.
Overall, the method can be defined as ‘structuralist’, in the linguistic-philosophical sense,
that is, founded on a set of relations such that the modification of an element affects all the others; it is a system that the architectural historiography denotes as ‘organic’ and that is far from
any mechanical determinism, so to spontaneously (though not passively) accept uncertainty and
approximation, that is, the possibility of self-correction of the system itself.
All the work carried out shall serve as a reference framework, on which the professionals are
called to exercise their critical and design capacity. The final choices are left to them, however,
they are never left alone and cannot behave arbitrarily; their work shall develop within a prescriptive and performance-based range, which, as mentioned, will indicate them the right direction, the method.
This will not be limited to the care of the exterior or aesthetic aspects of architecture, rather,
in an ‘integrated and complementary vision’, shall at the same time aim at preserving the antique, at designing the new, at fostering architecture as such, and at satisfying functional and social needs; in few words, at ‘defining the transformability levels of the historical built environment’, certainly, neither at freezing it, nor at - more or less deliberately- devastating it.
This ‘legitimate transformation’ should not worry those devoted to the conservation of the
cultural heritage.
It is perfectly in line with the theory of restoration, which is a theory of the pondered and
aware intervention, rather than of the impossible sine die freezing: the direction of such transformation is that of culturally and attentively conservative purposes, bound to maintain a true
and intense life, capable of transmitting itself from generation to generation. The alignment to
the theory of restoration is even more evident in the need of constantly recalling the fundamental guiding criteria of restoration, defined during a century-old research work: recognisability of
old and new, reversibility, physical-chemical and linguistic-figural compatibility, expressive authenticity and, above all, minimal intervention.
The first experience of the method applied on an urban scale (the Giudecca quarter at Ortigia).
3.2 The critical-conservative restoration project of block 74 at the Giudecca
3.2.1 General
Presently, the serious conditions of environmental and physical degradation compromise the
dwelling and commercial function of the area; magnifying the depopulation phenomena, and,
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most of all, determining a real danger situation for the inhabitants. Such vulnerable conditions
are further worsened by the position of the area with respect to the system of routes and public
spaces of Ortigia.
For the Giudecca the recovery policies cannot therefore concern just the single buildings or
the single monuments, but must develop by integrating the issues of town planning and environmental re-qualification of the whole area and controlling the relationships between the new
and the old functions.
In such a perspective the final aim of the intervention is to warrant, through the physical
preservation of form and identity, the social preservation/integration of the habitat, under the
hypothesis of a residential use of the area.
In other words, the characteristics of a single block and of the entire area can hardly be approached by dealing with the single units, because of the singular relationships between the
building systems, the building units, in some cases extending from one building front to the
other, the accesses to the courtyards, the internal and external stairs, and the “residual” empty
spaces.
The critical-conservative restoration of block 74 represents the minimal operational dimension where one can effectively develop and qualify the – constructive, functional, and formal –
relationships of the building with themselves and with the spaces determined by them.
The main aim of the project has been to increase the environmental value of the place, which
was already quite particular just for its form, making it, at the same time, more functional to today’s dwelling models.
Within the block, the residual empty spaces of the courtyards have been re-configured, the
provisional volumes have been demolished being contradictory with the real ever-changing
form, walls and building cells have been rebuilt or re-qualified, with a caring look at the permanent, through a critical eye and modern sensitivity.
The renewed relationship established between the alleys and the courtyards really highlights
the sense of deepening and reflection.
The external case doesn’t thwart and absorb though the internal space, because the “geometrical-mathematical harmony” (the form, the sense, the measure) makes the private space of the
courtyards habitable, the courtyards becoming in turn the symbol of the settlement planning
configuration.
This different way of use of the spaces creates depth through the different ways of perceiving
and experimenting, with the advances and the sliding of the street fronts, the alterations of the
volumes, the cuts on the external case, the dilations of the internal empty spaces, the misaligned
positions of the holes on the façades, the arrangement of lines and colors, the shades of light, the
materials.
The form of the block has been the basic reference also for the mechanical and structural design that, for the different states and ways of collapse, has activated material resources within
the whole fabric, distributing the seismic forces over the whole spatial set of cells.
3.2.2 The architectural intervention
Figures 11 (bottom) and 12 (bottom) show a design example aiming at re-composing the elevations. This is achieved by suppressing wall openings based on morphology coherence with
the architecture of the building unit, and with the established facade configuration aspects. Also,
new openings have been inserted based on internal space organization. Finally, demolition of
superfetations (superfetazione, an Italian term denoting vertical disharmonic additions on building tops) that are precarious, recent, and extraneous to the formal structure of the texture (and to
a “mature” evolving process) is envisaged. Such interventions are only permitted if the projects
are referred to the structural system and to the materials system, and with due consideration of
seismic capacity.
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Figure 11 : Current state of South elevation (top) and proposed project (bottom).

Figure 12 : Current state of North elevation (top) and proposed project (bottom).

Figure 13: Design example of a re-qualification of external walls. Making or suppressing of wall openings based on external façade consistency. In this case, a non congruent opening (left) is removed to produce a harmonic elevation with 3 matching balconies (right).

Some samples of the above proposed re-qualification of the external walls are shown in more
details in Figures 13 and 14, while examples of re-qualification of internal walls are shown in
Figures15 and 16.
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Figure 14: Design example of a requalification of exterior elevation walls, based on morphology coherent
with the architecture of the building unit, and with the established façade configuration aspects. Establishment of new openings based on internal space organization. The shaded area (left) is replaced with a
congruent gable roof (right).
g

g

g

Figure 15: Design example of a requalification of internal walls, redesign of internal elevations based on
the coherent morphology (type, order and architecture) of the building unit, and with the surrounding reference configuration. Making of new openings based on internal spatial organization. In this case, the
upper room on the left (a superfetation) is replaced by a gable space for the second floor space (shown on
the right). Similarly, the courtyard central room configuration is given a harmonic gable roof.
g

g

D. Requalification of internal walls, similar specification as on C, above. In this instance the upper room on the left (a
superfetazione) is replaced by a gable space for the second floor space shown on the right. Similarly the courtyard central
elevation is given a balcony, and the archway is articulated.

Figure 16: Design example of a requalification of internal walls, with similar specifications as in Figure .
In this case, the upper room on the left (a superfetation) is replaced by a gable space for the second floor
space (shown on the right). Similarly, the courtyard central elevation is given a balcony, and the archway
is articulated.

Figure 17 shows design examples that requalify internal spaces.
3.2.3 The structural intervention
3.2.3.1 Description of the construction typology
The elevation walls are all in masonry, usually made from irregular stones of size variable between 30 and 90 cm (Figure 18). For the masonry material properties, the following values have
been assumed: elastic modulus E = 1500 MPa, shear modulus G = 150 MPa, weight density γ =
19 kN/m3, compressive mean strength fu = 2.4 MPa, characteristic shear strength τk = 0.13 MPa.
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Figure 17: Design examples of requalification of internal cell features. Top left: Overload of courtyard
volumes. Intervention: demolition of said volumes of courtyards with serious lack of formal constructive
integrity, of environment considerations, and extraneous to the formal structure of the urban fabric. The
intervention type needed is restoration and conservative cure. Top right: Attics and awning-type covers.
Intervention: partial repair and/or reconstruction of an attic and/or of a covering. The intervention type
needed is extraordinary maintenance, plus restoration and conservative care. Bottom left: Construction of
an internal cell wall. The intervention type needed is restructuring of building. Bottom right: Building
made of new construction in a demolition area. The intervention type is new construction.

Figure 18: Samples of masonry wall sections.

The slabs are essentially laid parallel to the longitudinal walls and are of various typologies:
timber, or steel and planks, or concrete and masonry.
The roofs are in timber if inclined, in concrete and masonry if horizontal.
3.2.3.2 Out-of-plane (overturning) analysis of walls
In the first phase of the study, the analysis of walls subjected to out-of-plane excitation has been
carried out. In order to numerically verify the vulnerability with respect to overturning, dynamic
analyses on whole walls have been performed. The nine walls analyzed have been selected
among those showing significant outwards eccentricities or deformations and are shown in Figure 19.
Each wall has been modeled as a rigid block, oscillating about the lower external edge Figure
20.) The analyses have been repeated at each story to assess the possibility of overturning about
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chiesa

diversely located points. The presence of transverse walls has been considered both by imposing
that no inward rotation can take place (mono-lateral constraint) and by damping the kinetic energy after the impact of the perimeter wall on the transverse one. Connection to the transverse
walls has been neglected. At each floor, the vertical loads from the slabs have been applied.
The nine walls have been analyzed under dynamic excitation, represented by three accelerograms, each one scaled to three peak ground accelerations (PGA): 0.15g, 0.25 g and 0.35g, corresponding to the 3rd, 2nd and 1st seismic zone in Italy, respectively.
The analyses performed showed that 3 out of 9 walls overturn under a PGA of 0.25g, and 7
out of 9 walls overturn under a PGA of 0.35g.
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Figure 19: Location of nine walls analyzed for overturning.

Figure 20: Adopted model and
overturning modes.

3.2.3.3 In-plane (shear) analysis of walls
Based on the information gathered in the first phase of the study regarding the walls structural continuity (Figures 21 and 23), a Finite Element2 (FE) model of the block was set up for
nonlinear pushover analyses. The block has been modeled through the program Mas3D (Braga
et al. 1997), which allows to account for particular aspects such as misaligned walls and slabs,
sloping foundation, different in-plane stiffness of slabs according to their typology, trapezoidal
loading areas, and mono-lateral constraint at the foundation level.
The block was modeled with 134 walls and 130 connections. The 35 slabs have been grouped
based on their in-plane stiffness: 11 rigid (terraces with concrete/masonry slabs) and 24 flexible
(timber slabs). The total slab surface load varied from 1.6 N/m2 to 5.8 N/m2, according to the
slab typology.
2. A finite element model (FE) is a structural mechanics model made of discrete elements
with resistive mechanical properties that can then be subjected to diverse external passive
(static) and dynamic whose answers are compared to the allowed load carrying capacity of the
materials making up the simulated structure, in this case, a wall.
Figure 23 shows a masonry wall (left), its FE model (center), and the element forces (right)
after the model was subjected to pushover analysis.
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Figure 21: Longitudinal walls considered continuous.
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Figure 221 : Transverse walls considered continuous.

Figure 23: Existing wall (left), FE model existing walls (center), and element forces on model wall after
earthquake simulation (right).

The FE model allowed to obtain interesting information on the block seismic performance. In
particular, the resisting force Fres has been evaluated as ratio to the overall weight W for the two
principal directions: X (longitudinal) and Y (transversal) e in two verses (+ and -). Being the
block longitudinally non-symmetric, its response is different in the two verses, while the transversal analyses give practically the same response. The results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 : Resisting forces of the analyzed block.
Direction
Fres /W
+X (longitudinal)
13.8 %
- X (longitudinal)
10.2 %
+Y (transversal)
20.5 %
- Y (transversal)
20.5 %

The block shows a resisting force that is lower than that of the 2nd seismic zone in the transverse direction and even lower than that of the 3rd seismic zone in the longitudinal direction.
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Based on the observation that each existing wall shows a satisfactory behavior with no damage
concentration, it can be said that the poor overall performance is essentially due to the low
number of resisting walls.
3.2.3.3 The intervention
Regarding the overturning of the façade walls, their inertia forces are transferred to the transverse walls by means of slightly pre-tensioned (600-1000 N) tendons, positioned within the slab
concrete cover thickness (Figure 24).
Such measure also produces an effective connection among the seismic resistant structures of
the masonry building at the slab levels, so that a monolithic behavior is attained without alterations of its architectural design Figure 25).
Where anchorages are located, the masonry strength should be improved by means of local
strengthening measures.
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Figure 2: Collocation of tendons and some technological details.

Figure 25: In-plan location of the tendons.

Regarding the in-plane response, it should be observed that the very fact of eliminating and of
regularizing the block configuration, as shown in the previous section, has significantly improved the seismic performance, because of the reduction and better distribution of the inertia
forces.
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Moreover, the usual solution of in-plane stiffening the slabs is abandoned. With flexible
slabs, seismic forces are isostatically distributed among walls, regardless of their stiffness.
However, façade walls must be stabilized out of their plane, as shown previously. The damaged
slabs have been either restored or replaced with new timber slabs without connecting perimeter
beams.
The choice of infinitely flexible timber slabs allows to minimize the seismic forces activated
by the slabs mass, and it is all too evident that the overall intervention decreases the demand on
the walls thus allowing for a non-invasive intervention.
The proposed intervention reduces to a series of steel frames applied to the openings (Figure
26).

Figure 26: Intervention of in-plane stiffening through framing the openings.

Finally, an intervention aiming at better distributing the inertia forces of the roof levels and at
constraining the walls at the top is presented in Figure 27. Such intervention consists in realizing a steel truss close to the roof/wall connection and in rebuilding the top of the wall itself in
order to allow an effective anchoring of the steel truss.

Figure 27: Stiffening of the roof/slab to retain walls parallel to the beams
After having included the intervention measure in the FE model, additional analyses have been performed
on the upgraded model, according to the same scheme shown in Table 1, which have given the results
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presented in Table 2, where it can be seen that the proposed design produces a regularization of the seismic resistance in the two directions. The overall seismic resistance has been ameliorated to achieve 80%
of that required for the 2nd seismic zone.
Table 2: Resisting forces of the analyzed block after the intervention.
Direction
Fres /W
X (longitudinal)
20.8 %
- X (longitudinal)
19.2 %
+Y (transversal)
22.4 %
- Y (transversal)
19.2 %

4 CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Conclusions to the Method
The method considers the following issues:
1. The complex spatial articulation of the continuous building systems of historical towns
needs, where possible, unitary and synchronous actions on homogeneous portions of the fabric,
e.g. compartments or entire blocks, especially if highly vulnerable to future damage.
2. In order to activate an effective process of repopulation of the spaces the building interventions, must be inserted in an environmental re-qualification project, and be therefore of a planning nature, including several integrated and cross-actions: projects concerning the land (routes
and public and private spaces) and the town decoration, insertion and/or integration of services
and functions, restoration of architectural landmarks (churches, palaces, convents, etc.), integration with the overall urban system of transportation and mobility, etc.
3. The particular characters of the urban form requires; in the case of direct building interventions pertaining to the single building system, specific prescriptive and performance rules. These
should control the system of internal and external relationships configuring the building system
in the environmental reference context and control the formal outcomes, constructive and mechanical, of the intervention.
4. The preservation of the historical centers, due to the complexity of their meanings and to
the stratification of their values, cannot be obtained without the participation and the multilateral support of society.
The proposed method tried to express the complex relationship between philosophical theory
and urban spatiality, through the interpretation of the form and of the structure of the town,
based on an historical-critical analysis of the internal and external relationships of the built environment. Today’s architectural thought, developing its philosophical and theoretical awareness,
will be able to testify the highest culture expressible at our “layer”, overcoming all provisional
and evanescent nihilist suggestions.
4.2Conclusions to the Application
The current Detailed Plan of Ortigia, in force of a discipline in terms of “homogeneous fabrics”,
though correctly overcoming the articulation based on intervention types, hasn’t provided specific directions and qualitative rules for the various parts of the town, producing instead a constraining set of rules which don’t allow for flexibility in the implementation phase.
In occasion of the drafting of the new Detailed Plan, the trial of the developed method has involved, in this first phase, the quarters of the Graziella and of the Giudecca, at Ortigia.
New studies are currently under way in the historical town of Gaeta, in Latium (Italy).
This trial has allowed us to go back to the historical process of development of the fabrics,
employing and joining all the available cognitive tools, so as to recognize the present level of
structuring and formal evolution of the fabrics.
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The criteria, the rules, and the changes, the persistence and the differences have been analyzed and interpreted that have characterized the gradual growth of the two fabrics considered,
designating and specializing the processes and the principles of transformation of the built environment.
This investigation has therefore revealed that:
1. the specific characters of “substratum” of the two areas, conditioned by the different
orientation of the leading routes, by the dialectic between “main type” and “synchronic
changes of iso-orientation” (fabrics in a closed series with iso-oriented lots), by the relationship between the building front and the pertaining area, by the access system to the
courtyards and to the building units and by the original dimension of the enclosures;
2. the characters common to the growth and physical transformation processes of the historical built environment: enlargement of the front through incorporation or fusion of
adjoining buildings or through separation of multi-cell building types into basic units,
horizontal and vertical additions, ranking of entrances, transformation of an entrance
into a window and vice versa, introduction, suppression or relocation of internal and external stairs, creation of floors, development of holes, balconies and terraces, introduction of decorative elements such as stringcourses, cornices and frames of doors and
windows, etc.);
3. the parasitic characters hampering a coherent and organic reading of fabrics and buildings are generally represented by the obstruction of courtyards, raisings, non-integrated
or disharmonic additions, also by reduced performance, functional capabilities, static
capacity and environmental characteristics of continuous buildings.
In addition, the resistances (constraints) and the opportunities (resources) of the fabrics have
been identified with respect to a change process aiming at preserving the identity characters of
the architectures and of the relationships, at satisfying the requirements expressed by the inhabitants and at mitigating the effects of an earthquake (physical and social preservation).
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“Institutions of Man” as Redefined by Louis I. Kahn

Introduction
Louis I. Kahn (1901-1974) described, “Inspiration to express, Inspiration to question, Inspiration
to learn, Inspiration to live. These bring to man his institutions. . . The Institutions are the houses of
the inspirations. Schools, libraries, laboratories, gymnasia. The architect considers the inspiration
before he can accept the dictates of a space desired.”1 “Inspiration” is the beginnings of creating an
“institution of man” and it became one of the important stages of Kahn’s design process and thought
process. Furthermore, this concept of “institutions of man” became a core of Kahn’s philosophy of
architecture.
Kahn mentioned in his words, “Every building that I do, I know must answer some institution of
man.”2 Throughout his career, Kahn worked on the numerous projects from single family residence
to as complex as city planning. One could interpret that every project that he was involved in was an
institution of man. It is a place of human activity and it would live while responding to the human
activity.

1. The Objective of the Study
“Architecture does not exist,” Kahn said. “What does exist is a work of architecture. And a work
is an offering to architecture in the hope that this work can become part of the treasury of
architecture. . . One of the most important aid in the work that I do comes from the realization that
any building belongs to some institution of man.”3
It has been mentioned by researchers that Kahn’s words are poetic. However, one could find that
his works of architecture are practical, and not only poetic. It was a space for human activity that
Kahn most considered while creating. He surely meant that the work of architecture must respond to
some institution of man that reflects a certain activity of man as he emphasized later in his career,
“Every building that I do, I know must answer some institution of man.”
It was in the late 1950s that Kahn began to mention the word “institution.” It was a period when
architects realized that they needed a new direction in design philosophy while following the
pioneers of modern movement. Throughout his career, Kahn sought the way to reflect “institutions
of man” in his own works while reconsidering the essence of human activities. Furthermore, he tried
to redefine the meaning of “institutions of man.” One could interpret that the essence of “institutions
of man” was an important part of Kahn’s philosophy of architecture. This study examines the
meaning of “institutions of man” for Kahn as he redefined it through his words and works of
architecture.

2
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2. The Meaning of “Institutions of Man” through Kahn’s Words
“Institution” generally means organization or establishments. It also means rules established for
common interest. Furthermore, it means an establishment, organization, or association, instituted for
the promotion of some object, especially, one of public or general utility, religious, educational.4
For Kahn, one could interpret that he considered “institution” from the fundamental meaning of
human activities. It was the end of 1950s when he began to use the word “institution.” It appeared on
the letter to Alison and Peter Smithson, “have some ideas about the ‘existence will’ re: our
institutions with direct bearing on architecture that will interest you,” in March 1959 as Sarah
Ksiazek 5 and Sarah Williams Goldhagen 6 mentioned. Kahn furthermore described the word
“institution” in the CIAM meeting in Otterlo in September 1959.
“Every city is made up of institutions. If you were to consider the making of a city you would have
to consider the organization of the institutions. But you have got to review those institutions and
really know what those institutions are. The institution of learning must have in its mind―must have
in its sense―the realm of spaces which are good for learning, and not a programme which says that
you must have so many of this, or so many of that, but a realm of spaces which you feel is
sympathetic to learning. . . Now if you create the realm of spaces you are also feeling the
institution―you are making the institution alive―that which you call part of the city.
You were talking about urbanism. Well, I would like to add this one point, that urbanism is a study
of institution of housing, the institution of movement, the institution of schools, the institution of
anything you like. You see, they are all institutions really because around them somehow there must
be an idea―a need must have been established.”7
At this meeting, Kahn described the institution as an organization or a place for human activity.
Therefore, it is important to consider human activity. One of the most significant ways to consider
human activity that would bring an institution is to return to the beginning. For instance, it was the
spirit of learning through communication between a man and other men under a tree that brought
about institutions of learning. He recognized that spirit and inspiration of human activity had been
forgotten. It was the problem of the institution that he mentioned at that time. Kahn furthermore
proposed to create better institutions that respond to certain activities of man in that era, “Our
problems are all new, our spacial (special) demands are new, and it is a time, therefore, more
concerned with trying to create better institutions from those we already have established. Our
institutions are very much down. They are not good institutions now, because the spaces which must
serve them are antiquated. We must find the realm of spaces which can now serve these institutions
well. To think about what a school should be, and what those other things should be, is terribly
important.”8
What Kahn pointed out was the importance of a new direction for architects to reconsider
institutions as their responsibilities. He surely tried to redefine the real meaning of “institution.” The
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next year in 1960, he mentioned what architect’s responsibility is in his words, “I believe it is the
duty of the architect to take every institution in the city and think of it as his work, that his work is to
redefine the progress brought by these institutions; not to accept programs but to think it terms of
spaces―in the case of the school he may even present a large entrance space which you can’t name
and from there he may go to a development of spaces, spaces small, large, with light coming above
to the side, but spaces that seem to indicate a good place where learning is possible.”9 The architect
must realize the essence of human activity that brought about an institution. It was also a significant
point for Kahn to start with realizing a building as belonging to an institution. He described it in his
words, “When an architect begins his work, the building he is about to design must present itself as
belonging to an institution.” 10
Furthermore, Kahn began to mention the word “institution of man” in 1963, “The whole reality
isn’t there without the reality of belief . . . Everything that an architect does is first of all answerable
to an institution of man before it becomes a building. You don’t know what the building is, really,
unless you have a belief behind the building, a belief in its identity in the way of life of man.”11 He
presumably believed that considering a belief in its identity in the way of life of man would be a
significant way to redefine the meaning of “institution of man.”
One could find that Kahn sought the real meaning of the “institutions of man,” even earlier
through his travels to Europe and Egypt, and through the activity of the Philadelphia School. Kahn
traveled to Europe and Egypt on several occasions since the late 1920s. His travel to Italy, Egypt and
Greece during his residence in Rome from December 1950 to February 1951 was presumably a
significant time to find an important relationship between human activity and institutions of man. It
was also an important time to reconsider institutions of man during his travel to Carcassone and Albi
in September 1959. Furthermore, during his search for the essence of institutions of man, influences
could be found from his colleagues and students since the mid 1950s through the mid 1960s.
Particularly, from Tim Vreeland, Romaldo Giurgola, Robert Venturi, Holmes Perkins, and Robert
Geddes. They were also members of the Philadelphia School.12
As part of the activity of the Philadelphia School, the city planning was an important aspect for
Kahn throughout his career. He described that the city is the place of the assembled institutions of
man, such as school, church, library, hospital and so forth. He expressed it through his own words,
“The city from a simple settlement became the place of the assembled institutions. The settlement
was the first institution.” 13 It was a place where man can find his way of life. Kahn also described
that the city was an institution of man as a whole composed of not only institutions that characterize
the city, but also streets. “A city is measured by the character of its institutions. The street is one of
its first institutions.”14 For Kahn, the streets are places for connection of human activities, as well as
plazas that he experienced in Italy. It brought the proposed traffic studies during 1950s through early
1960s. He often expressed the street as a community room by human agreement that also became
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one of the important facets of institutions of man for Kahn. He described it in his words, “Human
agreement has always been and will always be. It does not belong to measurable qualities and is,
therefore, eternal. The opportunities which present its nature depend on circumstances and on events
from which human nature realizes itself.”15 Since the settlement was the first institution, there was
an opportunity for man as Kahn mentioned, “The talents found their places. The carpenter directed
building. The thoughtful man became the teacher, the strong one the leader.”16 It is presumably what
Kahn meant “availability.” It also became an important facet of institutions of man. He believed that
any institution of man must be available to everyone, “The institution of learning, of work, of health,
of recreation should be made available to all people. All realms of expression will be opened. Each
singularity will express in his way. Availabilities to all can be the source of a tremendous release of
the values locked in us of the unmeasurable in living: the art of living.”17
The meaning of “institutions of man” through Kahn’s words could be interpreted as places for
human activities that reflect inspirations of activities, such as inspiration to learn. The institutions of
man were brought by human agreement, therefore, they must have availabilities for everybody.
Furthermore, the institution of man must reflect the human activity while responding to the
circumstance and the particular time.
One could find that through school as a place of learning and city as assembled institutions of man
that Kahn tried to reflect the redefinition of “institutions of man” as mentioned most frequently in his
words. However, it could be found that other institutions are also important for Kahn. They are
places for human activities, place of home, place of religion, place of well-being, and place of work.
In the next section, the study examines the meaning of “institutions of man” through his works.

3. The Meaning of “Institutions of Man” through Kahn’s Works of Architecture
One could distinguish Kahn’s works of architecture based on places for human activities, for
instance, a place of home, a place of learning, a place of religion, a place of well-being, a place of
work, and a city. This section examines the meaning of “institutions of man” through Kahn’s works
of architecture.

3-1. Place of Home
Kahn distinguished three aspects, “house,” “a house,” and “home.” He expressed it at the CIAM
meeting in 1959, “Now take the institution “house.” A house has to answer, I think, three important
things: it has to answer “house,” symbolically house, it has to answer “a house” which is the
problem. A house is a circumstantial house. It indicates how much money you have. It means who
your client is. It means where it is or how many rooms it has. It means a lot of things. But the
architect lies in his ability to make house, not a house. That is what architecture really is. “A house”
can be the professional, but the architect lies in “house” itself―symbolically “house.” He has to
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find somehow a realm of spaces where it is good to live. Sometimes he must find it with very little
space, but essentially that is his job and he must do it so, he does not name the rooms, bedrooms and
living-rooms and kitchens, he has got to do it in such a way that it is obvious because of the way they
are served, that these things are there and that they are there rightfully and they want to be there. It
is a realm of spaces really, which you call “house.” Then there is one thing that the architect can do
nothing about, and that is “home.” A “home” has to do with the people in it, and it is not his
business, except that he must prepare this realm to make it suitable for “home.” But these three
characteristics―or rather I would say aspects―of house, must be there.”18 Kahn sought the way to
create “house” which reflects the fundamental quality of human activity and it brings a sense of
commonality. The commonality could be interpreted as part of human agreement while describing
“house” is a good place to live for everyone, not only for one client.
Kahn worked for a number of public housing projects during his early career, from 1930s to 1950s.
His challenge was to provide an efficient space within the required area. He also considered the
importance of streets and courts that became part of institutions of man as common spaces to
communicate. In one of the public housing projects, the Mill Creek Project (First-phase housing
1951-1956, Second-phase housing and community center 1956-1963) was a significant example.
Kahn tried to redefine the existing institutions, such as school and church while designing the new
housing. He described it in his words, “It brings out, instead of burying, the things built by unselfish
effort.”19 It was also part of the City Planning for Philadelphia. For Kahn, it was an important period
in developing his own philosophy of architecture while working on the Mill Creek Project and other
housing projects.
The other example of Kahn’s work of architecture as place of home is Eleanor Donnelly Erdman
Hall Dormitory, Bryn Mawr College (1960-1965). The project is formed by three diamonds in a
plane, and each diamond is composed of a common central area surrounded by individual spaces.
Kahn described part of his design concept, “A dormitory is also a kind of apartment, but the
dormitory is one place where you are temporarily away from home. It’s a lonely place. Therefore, it
must be a place where you feel that you are making house in relation to your room.”20 He considered
the place as a home, and he proposed fireplaces as an important feature of the home as he described,
“I insisted on the fireplaces, so that the sense of invitation is felt. I counted on the receptivity of the
girls to these rooms, because there are fireplaces which are sort of man-things―a man usually
makes the fire. My clients needled me about keeping these fireplaces. They succumbed to the
psychological importance of the fireplaces. They were costly and the building was very strictly
budgeted. They felt that I was right, that they were a part of the life of the building, the character of
it.”21 Kahn furthermore described his concept, “I realized that a person sleeping in a room felt well
about his house if he knew the dining room was down stairs. The same way with the entrance to the
building. The sense of hospitality, or reception, of getting together must be part of the fabric of the
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house itself. I changed, much to my delight, the whole conception, and I made these spaces part of
the fabric of the other spaces. To me, this is realization in form.”22 The home must have a place to
gather in order to bring together, not only spaces, but also human activities. The realization in form
of the dormitory as a place of home was probably the realization of the essence of institution of man.
Since 1940s throughout his career, Kahn also worked on single family residences. His concept
was to offer thoughtful spaces as he described in his words, “I make a space as an offering, and do
not designate what it is to be used for. The use should be inspired. . . . I would like to make a house
in which the living room is discovered as the living room.”23 An unnamed space can be a study room,
meeting room and so forth, not only a living room as he implied, “I will not say that it is a living
room and you must use it as such.”24 Furthermore, one corner, such as a bay window in a living
room, can be a place of one’s own, “a world within a world” as Kahn often described. Therefore, the
living room becomes the center of the house. One could also interpret that the “place of home” for
Kahn means a place for various activities of man as a whole.
An example of single family residences is the Fisher House (1960-1967) which is formed by two
squares, one turns 45 degree, one has common area, and the other has individual rooms. One could
find the space as “a world within world” at a window seat in the living room as he described.
Kahn considered the “place of home” since his early career, and it was one of the significant
places as institution of man. The meaning of “institutions of man” in a place of home for Kahn is a
good place for various activities of man for everyday life. Kahn sought a way to express his concept
that considers both community and individual in his works as place of home. One could find it
through Kahn’s work, such as a bay window, a window seat or a landing at stairways. It is the place
one could find oneself within a community. It becomes part of the concept of “institutions of man.”

3-2. Place of Learning
One could find the place of learning for Kahn is identical to the school. He frequently described
the beginning of school, “Schools began with a man under a tree who did not know he was a teacher
discussing his realization with a few who did not know they were students. The students reflected on
what was exchanged and how good it was to be in the presence of this man. . .”25 Kahn believed that
learning is one of the greatest inspirations of man. It was the desire to learn that brought about the
school as an institution of man.
Kahn’s works of architecture as places of learning could be classified: schools, art galleries,
libraries, and laboratories. For Kahn, a museum was also a place of learning as he described, “A
museum is part of learning, if you make it a part of learning.”26 He also expressed about a library as
a significant place of learning, “A man with a book goes to the light ”27 He believed that a man goes
to the light because it is human desire. The light is also what makes a space as he described, “In a
library the column always begins in light. Unnamed, the space made by the column structure evokes
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its use as a carrel.” 28 The space of library for Kahn, should be created as reflection of human
activity, to learn. He believed, “A space order for a library which encompasses the many possible
relationships of books, people and services could possess a universal quality of adjusting to
changing human needs, translatable into an architecture.”29 Therefore, he sought the way to create a
space which reflects a universal quality of the place of learning. For Kahn, each space in the place of
learning must reflect the desire of certain activity of man.
Common characteristics of Kahn’s works could be found in the place of learning. One of the
significant characteristics is a place of connection, particularly, in schools, there are gardens or
courts, not only spatial connections, but also connections for human activities such as meetings, not
only learning. To learn and to meet are the great inspirations as Kahn frequently described, “the
inspiration to learn, the inspiration to meet, the inspiration to well-being.” 30 He believed that
schools must have these inspirations, especially, inspiration to learn and inspiration to meet. As
important part of the place of learning, the places of connections could be found in galleries,
laboratories, and museums, not only schools. The examples are the courts in the Indian Institute of
Management (1962-1974), the Salk Institute for Biological Studies (1959-1965), the Kimbell Art
Museum (1966-1972), and the Yale Center for British Art (1969-1974).
One example of Kahn’s works of architecture as a place of learning, the Indian Institute of
Management, consists of various courts that have different functions. Courts within classrooms
provide places to meet. Courts within dormitories provide places to gather with small groups, and
courts between individual rooms provide privacy. It reflects Kahn’s concept that respects the
individual within a community.
The other significant example of his work is the Salk Institute for Biological Studies that consists
of two laboratories with a center court. This center court provides a place to meet. The two
laboratory buildings have large laboratories and small study rooms for scientists, and the design
reflects Kahn’s concept to respect both the community and the individual.
The Phillips Exeter Academy Library (1965-1972) is the other example of a place of learning that
consists of a central common area surrounded by book shelves, and by carrels as individual spaces.
The natural light from the top emphasizes the central common area and the natural light from the
outer of the carrels provides a comfortable space to study. In this project, it is clear that Kahn also
considered a place for both community and individual.
The Kimbell Art Museum is also an example of a place of learning. The natural light from the top
and the court provides a space not only for works of art, but also for a man who is willing to learn
about a work of art, and how it was created. This museum has common spaces, such as an entrance
hall and courts, and several exhibition spaces. The common spaces become connections not only
between exhibition spaces, but also between human activities. Even though the space is not clearly
defined, one could find space for an individual, such as in the front of an exhibit where one could
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study the work of art. It is interesting that the natural light from the top provides a sense of silence
and it becomes one of the most significant characteristics of his works of architecture. In 1972 for
the dedication of the Kimbell Museum, Kahn described the way he treated the natural light, “My
mind is full of Roman greatness. The vault has so etched itself in my mind that although I cannot
employ it, it’s there always ready. The vault seems to be the best. The light must come from a high
point where it is best at its zenith. The vault, rising not high, not in an august manner, but somehow
appropriate to the size of the individual. Its feeling of home and safety come to mind.”31 In the
Kimbell Museum, one could find a special atmosphere, being wrapped with silence that Kahn
created with the natural light.
Another example of a place of learning is the Yale Center for British Art. The project consists of
retails at the street level and galleries from the second floor to the fourth floor. The entrance court
with the natural light from the top provides a delightful sense of invitation for everybody. A sense of
rather cold exterior emphasizes a sense of warm feeling inside. The entrance court and the library
court are connections to spaces and human activities. One could also find space for an individual,
such as in the front of an exhibit where one could study the work of art.
It could be interpreted that a place of learning means the same as a school which is generally a
good place to learn. However, the meaning of school is not only a place to learn, but also where one
could reflect oneself while respecting the relationship to others and to nature. Kahn always
considered the inspiration, the beginning of human desire to learn. It should not be forced. It is the
will to learn. To everybody willing to learn, the place must be available as Kahn expressed in his
words, “If it’s a school, it has rooms where it’s good to learn. And that goes for everyone . . . ,”32
“School is an availability.”33
The meaning of “institutions of man” through the place of learning is a place for human activity to
meet and to learn from each other. “Institutions of man” must be the availability. Furthermore, the
place must have not only a sense of belonging to a community, but also a place where one is able to
reflect oneself as an individual. They are the carrels at the library or the study rooms for scientists.

3-3. Place of Religion
One could interpret that the meaning of religion for Kahn is a sense of belief. In 1967, he
described in his own words, “The inspirations to express give rise to all places of religion, in which
Art is probably the greatest of its languages.” 34 For Kahn, religion is a kind of language that
expresses one’s soul. “Art is the expression of the soul. It is the only language of the soul. I hold it
above a religion because I know that a religion is answerable to religion itself. Religion has to do
with the language of the soul.” 35 Kahn believed that a way to create work of architecture is to
express himself as he described, “One must seek in every building its religious place, its soul. If I
can find this, it could lead me to the spirit of the building’s spaces.”36 He was presumably able to
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understand the spirit while creating his work.
Kahn believed that beauty is the first feeling of man. He interpreted that man intuits beauty as the
first feeling and seeks the real beauty while creating works of art. Kahn described it, “Art strives to
communicate in a way which reveals the human. It is what yet has not been that you’re dealing with.
You are not dealing with something that is recognizable before it is made. Even as it is described,
you don’t know what it is until it is interpreted. Then, beauty is the first feeling. The feeling of some
over-all harmony that is accepted without any doubt whatsoever.”37 Throughout his career, Kahn
sought the fundamental meaning of art and architecture while creating his works as he frequently
mentioned, “What the space wants to be.” Through his words, the meaning of religion for Kahn is a
way to express what one believes. For Kahn, the religion is presumably “architecture.”
One could find that a common characteristic of Kahn’s works of architecture as place of religion is
a centralized plan. It is typical that the sanctuary is generally a centralized plan surrounded by a
corridor. And around the corridor, there are small rooms for individuals. To create a space while
considering the natural light provides a sacred sense in the place of religion.
The First Unitarian Church and School (1959-1969) is one example as a place of religion and it is
designed as a centralized plan. The assembly in the center is emphasized by the natural light from
the top.
The Mikveh Israel Synagogue (1961-1972) also provides a centralized plan and the cylinders with
openings provide a special treatment to bring the natural light to the central space.
The Hurva Synagogue (1967-1974) is another example of a centralized plan. The ridged plan as a
square provides a sense of formality. Kahn considered that a way to treat the natural light and heat.
In this project, Kahn considered characteristics of the religion as he described, “I sensed the light of
a candle plays an important part in Judaism. The pylons belong to the candle service and have
niches facing the chamber. I felt this was an extension of the source of religion as well as an
extension of the practice of Judaism.”38 One could interpret that Kahn considered individual, not
only the community as the religion.
Furthermore, one could find that Kahn tried to employ the concept of community of religion in
other type of places. The Indian Institute of Management and the Salk Institute for Biological
Studies as places of learning are examples of them. Kahn probably derived the concept of the
community of religion from the monastery of his travel experiences.
As Kahn mentioned, his work of architecture is a way to express as an art. Therefore, his work is
expressive and poetic. It is a harmony of materials, structures, and treatment of natural light, and it
provides a place for certain activity of man. His works of architecture are designed for a particular
religion, however, Kahn intended to create a space for everybody as the space of the Pantheon. The
Pantheon was presumably the ideal figure of the place of religion for Kahn.
Through the place of religion, “institutions of man” for Kahn means a place for ritual, to meet
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others, and hence the place must also be for everybody. The place should provide a sense of
belonging for everybody in the community, but also provide a place for an individual to reflect
oneself. Moreover, the place of religion must provide a place to feel as a home as Kahn described
through the First Unitarian Church, “This church building is a little world within a world, just as a
house is its little world within a world, but, nevertheless, they are very different. The one makes a
home. The other makes a place away from home, where home is also. So you never lose sight of the
home, because a person coming from his home to a place away from his home must feel he is in a
place where home is not away from him.”39

3-4. Place of Well-Being
For Kahn, inspiration for well-being is one of the important inspirations of man. The inspiration of
human activity must be realized in the beginning of creating a space. Kahn mentioned that the role of
the architect is to offer a space for human activity. Therefore, the space must be inspired by the
desire for human activity.
Kahn’s works as places of well- being are different in their general functions, however, one could
find similarities. They are areas separated based on their functions, usage of courts and plazas, and
the treatment of the natural light.
In the Jewish Community Center Bathhouse (1954-1959) as an example of place of well-being,
Kahn brought a clear concept of serving area and served area based on their functions. He expressed
in his own words, “The Trenton Bath House gave me the first opportunity to work out the separation
between the serving and served spaces. It was a very clear and simple problem. It was solved with
absolute purity. Every space is accounted for, there is no redundancy. I used them as a maze, a baffle,
and I used the hollow column itself as a storage area. I used it for toilets, which must be enclosed.
And I found, during the expression of this very simple building, the concept of the serving and served
spaces . . .”40 While considering well-being for everybody, Kahn developed the pure configuration
that responds to human activities.
The other example of works as place of well-being is the Fine Arts Center, Performing Arts
Theater (1959-1973). It provides separated areas based on human activities. As the site plan shows,
Kahn provided the various shapes of buildings and the spaces for connections. He mentioned that the
plan was inspired by Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s plan for Rome, “Piranesi made beautiful drawings
of Rome as it never could have been. He made drawings of visionary prisms and great spaces where
art can be displayed. He envisioned things like Jules Verne. He envisioned things that later turned
out to be not at all fantastic. His visions of entering great spaces were always an inspiration to
architects. And I envision them.”41 He was probably influenced by the city of Rome not only from
Piranesi’s plan, but also from his travel experience. In this project, Kahn emphasized the entrance
court as the connection to other places. He also expressed the theater as a violin and violin case,
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“The concrete violin is the structure of the hall. The exterior of brick is separated from it [Hall] as in
the case of a violin . . .”42 Furthermore, Kahn created a space for actors and it became a sacred place,
a religious place for them while respecting their activities.
The other important project as place of well-being is the Sher-e-Bangla Nagar, Capital of
Bangladesh (1962-1983). In this project, the spaces are separated based on human activities. The
buildings are grouped based on their functions. Between the buildings, there are courts and plazas
that provide not only connections, but also distance to keep hierarchy and privacy. One could find
that Kahn designed this project as a city.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial (1973-1974) is also a distinguished project as place of wellbeing. Kahn expressed his concept in his own words, “Why did I want a room and a garden? I just
chose it to be the point of departure. The garden is somehow a personal nature, a personal kind of
control of nature, a gathering of nature. And the room was the beginning of architecture. . . . But
there is something about the emergence of architecture as an expression of man which is
tremendously important because we actually live to express. It is the reason for living.”43 While
hoping for man’s well-being, it was the beginning of place for human activities, to express, that
Kahn tried to create.
Through place of well-being, one could interpret that the meaning of “institutions of man” for
Kahn is a place where man can meet to communicate in the community, while respecting the wellbeing of everybody as an individual. The place should also have availability for everybody.

3-5. Place of Work
Kahn worked on several projects for place of work, they were small stores or offices in his early
career. In the late 1950s, he began to design larger buildings, the Tribune Review Publishing
Company Building (1958-1962), the U.S. Consulate Chancellery and Residence (1959-1962), the
Olivetti-Underwood factory (1966-1970), and the Kansas City Office Tower (1966-1973). One could
find similar characteristics of these places of work. For instance, they have separated areas based on
functions and usages that respond to human activities. Kahn also considered ways to provide natural
light for everybody.
In the Tribune Review Publishing Company Building, one could find distinction between common
area and working area, offices. The characteristic of this project is the key-shaped windows that
provide natural light from the upper position of the walls. They provide a comfortable natural light to
workers.
In the U.S. Consulate Chancellery and Residence, one could find the building separated based on
different activities. Kahn created a special way to treat natural light. It is in a way to avoid sun glare
and heat. He provided double walls as inspired by the Roman ruins as he mentioned, “wrapping
ruins around buildings.”44
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The other example as place of work is the Olivetti-Underwood factory. It is designed with square
grids, and the roof is one of the important characteristics of this project. The natural light from the
top is equally provided to everybody. Kahn said, “We wanted the people inside to be able always to
feel the presence of natural light.”45 There is no distinction between boss and workers as Kahn
intended, “. . . it did not divide the people within. The brain and muscle are there together, working
cooperatively, in the same body. I hated that old image of the ‘boss’ and the ‘workers’ in tension
against each other,”46 It was also the client’s concept as well as Kahn’s, “wanted to get away from
the concept of bosses and laborers living on different levels and in totally different surroundings.”47
He probably considered the individual while providing spaces equally to everybody.
Another example of the place of work is the Kansas City Office Tower. Kahn tried to provide
space for the public at the street level as an important contribution and a part of the city. He
described in his own words, “And below the tower there is another building which relates the tower
to the street, to shopping and to people. The street is sympathetic to shopping, you see. Any building
which interrupts shopping would make it precious only to its site. There was a difference of 20 feet
from one side of the site to the other, and that gave me a shopping entrance to the building on the
low side where there is a concourse leading to a plaza on the upper side. This inspires the sense of
meeting, which is central to the sense of the city.”48 It was also the connection between different
functions in the community that Kahn tried to provide.
Through the place of work, one could interpret that the meaning of “institutions of man” for Kahn
is a place where man can meet, to communicate equally, while working in the same environment.
Furthermore, the place must provide a space where one feels a sense of belonging to the community
while being respected as an individual.

3-6. City
“City is an assembly of institutions,” as Kahn mentioned. He interpreted that the city consists of
“place of home,” “place of learning,” “place of religion,” “place of well-being,” “place of work.”
While considering connections to these places, Kahn made proposals for the city of Philadelphia
since the early 1950s, such as the Traffic Studies (1951-1953). One could find that Kahn was already
aware of the importance of the street as part of institutions of man since 1950s. It was a building that
as he described in his words, “. . . the street which is the center of the city wants to be a
building. . .”49 Later in 1971, Kahn expressed, “The street is a community room.”50 Furthermore, he
believed that “place of home” needs to be included in the institutions of a city. One of the reasons
that he tried to include “place of home” is presumably his experiences while living in the city of
Philadelphia since his childhood. He actually mentioned in 1971, “This is my city.” 51
For Kahn, city is not only an assembled institution of man, but also a place where man can find
oneself as he described in his words, “Everyone is a singularity. The city is a melting of
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singularities.”52 Therefore, Kahn mentioned that the city is a place of availability for everybody. He
expressed based on his own experience, “When I was a kid, one could avail oneself of places where
one could learn without having the money to do so―it was all free. I went to several art schools in
this city and I felt that it was a wonderful thing to have these availabilities . . . I have no theories
about the city except that we be very sensitive to the constant awareness of the need for new
institutions.”53 Kahn believed that the city must have availability for everybody while constantly
responding to the desire of human activities.
Through Kahn’s projects for the city, one could find the importance of courts and plazas. These
courts and plazas are not only connections from place to place, but also connections from human
activity to human activity.
Since Kahn recognized the problems of institutions of man earlier in his career, he sought ways to
solve the problems. As assembled institutions of man, Kahn considered that the city must be
renewed while respecting the existing conditions. One could find as a significant part of Kahn’s
concept is to renew, not to build a new city. Throughout his career, Kahn worked on city planning for
Philadelphia. He tried to make a living city while responding to human activities. Kahn interpreted
the city not only as assembled institutions, but also as an institution as a whole. It is similar to the
plan of a house that he described in 1944.54 Kahn furthermore expressed, “The living room is of the
inspiration to meet, but so is also the city.”55 He interpreted that they are almost the same, “. . . . a
house is not different from a city. I know that I will not have many people here, and there’s a certain
limit which you say is “house.” In the form house, I also think of commonness. I think of every
person who can live in this house, not just a particular person. In the same way, every person should
be able to live in the city.”56 For Kahn, both house and city probably meant “home,” that provides
spaces for human activities of everyday life.
One could interpret that the meaning of “institutions of man” for Kahn is a place where men can
meet, to communicate while feeling a part of community that they belong to. It must have
availability for everybody. He considered the city both as a place for community and as a place for
the individual. Kahn believed that it is the way that a city can live full time while the human activity
is on. He also believed that it is the way a city would solve the problems for their own. Furthermore,
Kahn described that the city is assembled of institutions: schools, churches, hospitals and others.
Unlike Frank Lloyd Wright, Kahn believed that a city must have houses as place of home, and not
only the other institutions. While including houses in the city, Kahn tried to make the city alive,
particularly in Philadelphia.
Based on the places for human activities: “place of home,” “place of learning,” “place of
religion,” “place of well-being,” “place of work,” and “city,” one could interpret that the meaning of
“institutions of man” is a good place for human activity that reflects inspiration while responding to
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particular circumstances. Even though human activities are different, one could find that there is a
common activity. It is to meet. It is one of the significant activities of man that inspired “institution
of man” and furthermore a community.

4. Conclusion
Kahn tried to create a space while returning to the beginning in order to understand the
fundamental nature of the human activity. It begins with intuition of commonality. In Kahn’s concept,
commonality could be interpreted as the nature of space that reflects human activity, to learn, to meet
and so forth. It could be a general space, such as a large hall where man can discuss with others.
From the nature of space, Kahn sought a way to derive a space that is good for certain work as a
singularity. Therefore, his work of architecture is a singularity, it has its own characteristics while
respecting the nature of human activity as commonality.
Kahn mentioned that places as “institutions of man” must be appropriate for certain activities of
man, house must be good to live, school must be good to learn, church must be good to express, and
so forth. He described these places of human activities in his own words, “It expresses uninfluenced
directions toward the making of its space as an institution of man, as it would direct the making of a
place of learning, a place of government, a place of the home, places of well-being, giving them each
the space environment aspiring to their dedications. They are places which express what man desires
to establish, and give form to a way of life. The inspiration to learn gives rise to all the institutions of
learning. The inspirations to express give rise to all places of religion, in which Art is probably the
greatest of its languages.”57 “The institution of learning, of work, of health, of recreation should be
available to all people. A city is measured by the character of those institutions. Today they are on
trial. It is so because they have lost the inspirations of their beginning. When you think of simple
beginnings which inspired our present institutions, it is evident that some drastic changes must be
made which will inspire the re-creation of the meaning, City, as primarily an assembly of those
places vested with the care of a sense of life.”58 The institutions of man must always reflect the
human activities while responding to their circumstances. At the same time, the beginning of the
human desire that brought out the institution of man must remain.
From a “place of home” to a complex as a “city,” one could find that Kahn always considered the
importance of discovering the original significance of space which leads to real meaning of
“institution of man.”
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Title: Georgia Tech Glee Club Performance
Topic Area: Music
Presentation Format: Performance
Name: Jerry Ulrich, Director
Department/Affiliation: Music Department, Georgia Institute of Technology
Mailing Address:
840 McMillan Street
Couch Music Building
Georgia Tech
Atlanta, GA 30332.0456

Email: julrich@gatech.edu
Tel: 404.894.8992 (voice mail)
404.895.3365 (mobile)
Abstract:

The all-male Georgia Tech Glee Club is the oldest student organization on the
Georgia Institute of Technology campus. Founded in 1906, the Glee Club’s storied and
rich history is a celebrated singing tradition that includes numerous national and
international tours, radio broadcasts, television appearances (including two Ed Sullivan
show performances) and recordings.
Recently, the Glee Club has experienced a dramatic “renaissance” taking the
campus and Atlanta community by storm with its “healthily irreverent” non-traditional
blend of music, drama, and vocal/visual performance antics. The Glee Club performs
entirely original arrangements of unaccompanied music that utilize vocal percussion,
movement, and technology.
The Glee Club served as Ensemble-In-Residence at last year’s Fourth Annual
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities.
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Tenor 1
Aaron Brandt
Peter Budny
Chester Husk
Jonathan Westbrook
Michael Young
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GLEE CLUB
Director

Baritone
Vincent Chan
Brandy Gallien
Ken Marek
Nathan Mauch
Matt McCawley
Garey Simpson
Jeremy Wirths

Bass
Bryan Ake
Colin Ake
John Crawley
Chris Dalbec
Justin Fiore
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Title: Recruiting Males for the Traditional Chorus Using Non-Traditional Techniques
featuring the Georgia Tech Glee Club and Dr. Jerry Ulrich
Topic Area: Music
Presentation Format: Workshop
Name: Jerry Ulrich, Director
Department/Affiliation: Music Department, Georgia Institute of Technology
Mailing Address:
840 McMillan Street
Couch Music Building
Georgia Tech
Atlanta, GA 30332.0456

Email: julrich@gatech.edu
Tel: 404.894.8992 (voice mail)
404.895.3365 (mobile)
Abstract:

Most choirs inevitably suffer from a lack of male singers and the resulting
disproportionate vocal balance. Jerry Ulrich and the Georgia Tech Glee Club will offer
practical (and sometimes uncommon) suggestions for effective recruiting techniques.
“Bait and Switch” is a time-honored tradition that all good teachers use…
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Gabriele Weinberger, PhD
School of Communication and Literature
Lenoir-Rhyne College
481 14th Ave NE
Hickory, NC 28601
gweinberger@lrc.edu
Death of a President – the Life of a Mockumentary
British director Gabriel Range made a mock-documentary which depicts the October
2007 assassination of President Bush and the subsequent justice served/bungled. The
film was released in pre-midterm election USA to an audience that was almost evenly
split down the middle between Republicans and Democrats. Death of a President exploits
the pervasive anti-Bush sentiment in the US and abroad, while at the same time almost
stylizing George W. Bush into a martyr in the tearful eyes of his (fictional) bodyguards
on screen and the believers in his political causes.
My presentation will analyze the theoretical underpinnings of such a work as explore
aspects of its place in pop culture and social relevance within the genre.
My work as a film scholar is informed by feminist and post-structuralist methodologies.
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The subject of this short is simple: Two families of
Chicago Black educators, the Baileys and the Wests, go to
East Africa to inquire into whether Africans want Black
Americans to ever come back, and they do this while
their parents are dying, and amid news of Maasai girls
undergoing female genital mutilation as well as
atrocities being done to neighboring Rwandan and
Sudanese refugees. It's a 20-minute digital video.
Written, Directed and Produced by Stan West and Yves Hughes Jr.
Co-Produced by Marta Bailey and Jeff Callaway
Co-directed by Jordan and Amman West
in association with the Union of Kenyan Journalist
Photos by Marta Bailey and Stan West • Art Direction by Robinson Design
Oak Park Public Library, Union of Kenyan Journalists, Columbia College,
Maasai Indigenous Primary School, Soweto West Press and the Oak Park
International Film Festival. For more information, visit: www.oprf.info/film
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“Mutilated Rest,” A Snapshot into African and
African-American Film

Topic: A Cross-Disciplinary Abstract on Film and
Ethnic Studies
A Presentation on Human Rights Cinema

By Stan West
http://english.colum.edu/facul/full/west.html

Columbia College Chicago English Department
33 E. Congress Ave. Chicago, IL 60605
stanwest1@msn.com
708-445-9024 phone/fax
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The Story of “Mutilated Rest”
The subject of this short is simple: Two families of Chicago Black educators, the
Baileys and the Wests, go to East Africa to inquire into whether Africans want Black
Americans to ever come back, and they do this while their parents are dying, and amid
news of Maasai girls undergoing female genital mutilation as well as atrocities being
done to neighboring Rwandan and Sudanese refuges. This complex and compassionate
20-minute short, shown recently in Madrid to a University of New Orleans Summer
Program focus group, had its rough-cut premiere at the Oak Park International Film
Festival, September 17, 2005, and at the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and
Humanities this year.
Issues of Arab slavery, European colonialism, American consumerism, East
African female genital mutilation, Rwandan and Sudanese refugees, the oft-romantic
notions of Black Americans about the so-called “Motherland,” and whether or not
Africans even want Black Americans to come back home, are just a few of the hot button
issues explored by zany Oak Park documentarians Stan West, a middle-aged authorjournalist-educator-activist and Yves Hughes Jr., a 22-year-old recent art school graduate.
This new video on race and class is part of a rich history of Black American
documentaries and African stories. This longstanding tradition, which also intersects with
film and literature throughout the diaspora, summons the work Ghanaian TV director Bill
Marshall, African-American documentary filmmaker Stanley Nelson, Burkino Faso’s
Daniel Kollo Sanou, and the “father of African cinema,” Ousmane Sembene, the
Senegalese director of “Moulaude,” which also probes female genital mutilation as well
as other aspects of everyday African village life.
“Mutilated Rest” touches on taboo subjects resurrected by women writers like
American-born Alice Walker and Kenyan-born Leah Muya. While “Mutilated Rest’s”
lyrical language is Creative Nonfiction, one also hears the lilting oral poetry of the
Enanga epic tradition of the Bahaya of Tanzania, the Maasai of Kenya and the hip-hop
lingo from brothers and sisters from the South Side of Chicago and its suburbs The
digital documentary is on DVD and ready for presentation at the Hawaii International
Conference on Arts and Humanities, January 11-14, 200.
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OUR ‘HOOD
Stories from South Shore
Stan West
Columbia College Chicago
33 E. Congress, Suite 300
Chicago, IL 60005
708-445-9024
stanwest1@msn.com
Our ‘Hood, written, edited, directed and produced by South Shore’s School of
Entrepreneurship in association with Stan West, Yves Hughes Jr. and Columbia
College Chicago, 30 minutes running time
A close-up look at how boys and girls tell stories differently from the viewpoint of
Black teens at a Chicago South Side high school where poverty, violence and abuse
guides many narratives. During the shooting of this production, one of the three
girls producing this gritty work witnessed her cousin’s murder in an accidental
shooting at the cousin’s 11th birthday party. This shooting, the second of a girl by a
boy in a week, made national news and shook the fabric of Chicago’s community
when a male gang member shooting at another male gang member missed his target
hitting an innocent schoolgirl. The focus group featured in this documentary helped
relieve some of the pain of the girl's stunning witness narrative. They also helped
teach themselves how to better manage anger. Shot in entirely by the students and
produced in part by principal Bill Gerstein, art teacher Pam Adams, facilitator Stan
West and editors Yves Hughes Jr. and Jacques St. Surin, this video verite, rough in
style and content, premiered at the Oak Park International Film Festival in 2006.

Incorporating Technology into Foreign
Language Instruction

Dr. Laurie Kempen

French Department, Humanities Division
Seattle Central Community College
1701 Broadway, MS 4128
Seattle, WA 98122
lkempe@sccd.ctc.edu

Incorporating Technology into Foreign Language Instruction
Campuses everywhere are encouraging faculty to incorporate more technology into their
teaching. Textbooks come with CD ROM’s, websites, and other technological forms of
supplemental resources. Students are generally well versed in a wide variety of the latest
technological developments. So how do foreign language teachers maximize what is
available to them, and develop further technological resources for instruction?
The easiest answer, of course, is to take advantage of what is already available. My
classes go to the computer lab every other week to work on CD ROM’s—both those that
come with the textbook as well as supplemental ones that treat a variety of subjects, such
as politics, fashion, history and culture of various francophone areas. They are also
encouraged to do self tests on the web that are offered by the textbook.
However, beyond this obvious response, there remain quite a variety of possibilities. One
is to create PowerPoint presentations on cultural and historical themes. Many textbooks
have minor supplemental cultural sections that give students a brief overview of an area
or some aspect of it. These hardly begin to cover any cultural topic in depth. Over the
course of the year, I show an in-depth cultural PowerPoint presentation for 10 different
French-speaking areas. Students do literary and writing assignments associated with each
presentation. One example is a presentation on the history and culture of Senegal, based
on my research trip there. I include photos for my trip, as well as information about old
civilizations, the slave trade, social stratification, salutations and their importance, tea
ceremonies, and the culture of community. Some years, students read a novel taking
place in Senegal. Other times, they read literary excerpts and articles on its history. They
either write a summary of everything we’ve learned, or they pick a particular topic and
write on that. For the literature, they answer content and discussion questions on each
chapter or excerpt. During the conference, I showed parts of this PowerPoint
presentation.
Another possibility is listening to the news in the target language. There is a website for
the French news that offers a slower version, which is easier for students to understand.
Even beginning students can get something out of this activity if it is prepared well. They
can listen for particular words, place names, and names of well-known people. More
advanced students can understand a lot more of the content. They can do fill-in-the-blank
dictations, summarize what they hear, and have a discussion about it.
We also listen to French music and do similar activities, where students write out some of
the words they hear. They are provided with the lyrics with certain words missing that
they fill in. At the end of the activity, we all sing the songs together.
There are quite a few websites for particular subjects that are already very well prepared.
We use some for literary study that are interactive websites with voiced presentations of
the texts, among other things.

Students also prepare PowerPoint presentations on topics of their choice, relating to one
of the francophone areas we are studying. These are typically very well prepared,
comprehensible to students, and very much at their level. I showed an example of a
student PowerPoint presentation.
Students watch DVD’s, both in and outside of class, and do cultural and comprehension
questions associated with them, as well as class discussions.
Students can also correspond with native French speakers via email. There are websites
that contain emails of people looking for pen pals, and I also have my own list of native
speakers interested in having American correspondents.
In addition, I have my own website (seattlecentral.edu/faculty/lkempe), which contains
links to class syllabi, assignments, keys, resources, as well quite a variety of francophone
sites. I use these as a starting point for one quarter-long assignment students work on.
They choose a French-speaking area and use that as the context for many of their course
assignments, such as compositions, presentations, as well as discussions and even
grammar homework. They imagine traveling to that place, and use the structures we
study to describe their plans, what they are currently doing and what they have already
done.
These are just a few examples of the technological resources available to language
instructors. Wherever possible, I will share examples with those in attendance.
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Horace Morse Distinguished Associate Professor
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University of Minnesota
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His Wife and the Ubiquitous Theme of Adultery in Chekhov
Throughout history adultery has been the topic in a wide range of literature.
Incidents of adultery such as the famous story of David and Bathsheba are numerous in
the Bible. Many well-known works of world literature have adultery as one of their
major themes. The main protagonist of these works is either an adulteress, as in
Gustave Flaubert’s Madame Bovary and Leo Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, or an adulterer,
as in Boris Pasternak’s Doctor Zhivago. In some works both an adulteress and an
adulterer figure prominently, as in Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales and F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby.
Adultery is a ubiquitous theme in Chekhov’s oeuvre. It is found in works of
his early period (Platonov [1880-1881], The Shooting Party [1884-1885], From Having
Nothing to Do [1886], Chemist’s Wife [1886], The Witch [1886] and Agafya [1886]);
the middle period (The Duel [1891] and The Grasshopper [1892]); and the mature
period (Anna on the Neck [1895], Ariadne [1895] and The Three Sisters [1900]).
Chekhov seemed to be particularly preoccupied with the theme of adultery during 1895
as evidenced by three stories he produced that year which focus on this theme: Anna on
the Neck, His Wife and Ariadne.1 It is quite plausible that events in his personal life
that year, including growing pressure on him to get married2 (19 January that year he
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In assigning His Wife to Vol. 8 of the Marks edition, Chekhov wrote to L.E. Roziner in a letter dated 18
October 1901: “The story His Wife … is of the same tone as Ariadne.” The two stories formed sort of
reversed bookends: Volume 8 ended with His Wife and Vol. 9 began with Ariadne. See: A. P. Chekhov,
Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem v 30-ti tomakh (Moscow: Nauka, 1974-1983), Commentaries
(Primechaniia), Vol. 9, p. 466. All quotes from His Wife (Supruga) are from Works (Sochineniia ), Vol.
9 (1985), pp. 92-99 of this edition and will be indicated in the text by page numbers. Citations from
Chekhov’s Letters (Pis’ma) are also from this edition and will be indicated in the text by dates.
2
R. Hingley, A New Life of Anton Chekhov (N.Y.: Alfred A. Knopf, 1976), pp. 184-185.
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wrote to his publisher, A.S. Suvorin, that “women steal one’s youth,”3 while 10
November the same year he admitted to Suvorin that he was afraid of marriage),4 and
his brief, intimate yet unsatisfying, relationship with Lidiia Yavorskaia (a woman who
seemed to enter easily into purely sexual relationships5), gave impetus to such
concentrated attention to the theme of adultery. The present paper examines Chekhov’s
portrayal of adultery in His Wife (Supruga) which predates The Lady with the Pet Dog
(1899) ― his most famous tale dealing with the topic. The apparent causes shown
leading to adultery are many—incompatibility, lack of communication, insensitivity,
distrust, lies, deception and self-deception, immaturity, narcissism, and the tension
between idealism and predatoriness; the effects of adultery are shown to be devastating
and irreversible.
A very frequently employed literary archetype in Chekhov’s works is that of
Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina—a novel which Chekhov greatly admired.6 Its influence is
evident in Typhus, The Duel, Anna on the Neck, About Love and The Lady with the Pet
Dog. Intertextual links between Anna Karenina and Anna on the Neck and The Lady
with a Pet Dog are particularly striking. The adulteress in both of Chekhov’s stories
even bears Tolstoy’s heroine’s name. In terms of thematic dialogicity, Thomas Winner
notes correctly that “the moral censure present in Anna Karenina is replaced by
Chekhov with satire in Anna on the Neck and pathos in The Lady with the Pet Dog.”7
In His Wife, however, there is a note of implicit moral censure. It is not surprising
therefore that Tolstoy was enthusiastic about this story.8 In many respects, Ol’ga
Dmitrievna, the heroine, is “an inverted Anna Karenina.”9
3

In the 19 January letter Chekhov elaborates: “I think [Levitan] has been worn out by women. Those
charming creatures bestow love, but they rob man of just one little thing: only his youth.” Two days later
he repeats this view to Suvorin: “Fie, fie! Women take away one’s youth.” Letters, Vol. 6, p. 18.
4
Specifically, Chekhov confessed to Suvorin: “I ought to get married… [but] I am afraid of a wife and
domestic routines.” Letters, Vol. 6, p. 94.
5
V. Llewellyn Smith, Anton Chekhov and Lady with the Dog (London, New York, Toronto: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1973), p. 58. The critic adds that Chekhov’s relationship with Yavorskaia probably “had been a
bitter experience for him, which exacerbated in him a distaste for women who entered into purely sensual
relationships” (59).
6
In a letter to Suvorin, dated 27 October 1888, Chekhov remarked: “In Anna Karenina … not a single
problem is solved, but [it] satisfies you completely because all the problems in [this work] are correctly
stated.” Letters, Vol. 3, p. 46.
7
T. Winner, Chekhov and His Prose (New York, Chicago, San Francisco: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1966), p. 184.
8
In fact, Tolstoy regarded His Wife one of Chekhov’s best stories. See A.P. Chekhov, Polnoe sobranie
sochinenii i pisem…, Commentaries, Vol. 9, p. 466. By 1905, when his Weltanschauung had changed,
Tolstoy spoke of it in less enthusiastic terms. In D.M. Makovitski’s Yasnopolianskie zapiski (18 July
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Like Tolstoy’s novel, His Wife begins in medias res. The subject of adultery is
introduced almost at once. In Anna Karenina it is Anna’s brother’s, Stiva Oblonsky’s,
adultery which is the subject of immediate import; Anna’s adultery, the main concern
of the novel, unfolds later. In His Wife, it is Ol’ga Dmitrievna’s adultery which
immediately becomes the focus of our attention. His Wife has been characterized as
Chekhov’s most negative portrayal of a marriage gone to seed.10 Ol’ga Dmitrievna
appears as the consummate embodiment of poshlost’ (Philistinism, vulgarity of soul).
Her husband, Dr. Nikolai Evgrafych, is one of Chekhov’s numerous sympathetic
physicians. Similar to Dr. Dymov in The Grasshopper (1892), he is married to a
woman who is unfaithful to him and although he confronts his wife’s adultery
differently, the outcome is no less devastating.
We meet Nikolai Evgrafych in an irritable state as he searches for something
trivial—a misplaced telegram from his brother. Soon it becomes apparent that his wife
is responsible for his irascibility. The mention of midnight leads Nikolai into a wellmotivated inner monologue and a description of Ol’ga in the present. In view of her
common-place nightly excursions he knows that she will not return until five in the
morning. His feelings toward her are expressed succinctly in two expressions: “He did
not trust her,” and “He despised his wife” (92). The bitterness of his emotion is
conveyed still further and somewhat obliquely through the concrete depiction of
Ol’ga’s possessions: “He despised ... her bed [which they apparently do not share], her
looking-glass, her boxes of chocolates and all those lilies of the valley and hyacinths
that came from someone every day and made the whole house smell as sickly-sweet as
a florist’s shop” (92). He calls these the “paraphernalia of a vulgar coquette.” As Joseph
Conrad observes, the items associated with Ol’ga represent in turn her “laziness, vanity,
gluttony, and excessive luxury.”11 In the process of searching for the telegram from his
brother, Nikolai discovers in Ol’ga’s room an intimate telegram from her lover,

1904), we find Tolstoy’s response to His Wife regarding not its artistic form, but its content: “It’s
morality is outrageous. Such things do happen in life sometimes, but an artist should not depict them.”
See Commentaries (Primechaniia), Vol. 9, p. 466.
9
T. Winner, p. 185. According to Chekhov’s brother Mikhail, the story was based on a real life prototype,
the life of A.A. Sablin and his wife. See Commentaries, Vol. 9. p. 466.
10
J. L. Conrad in “Studies in Deception: Anton Chekhov’s Short Story ‘His Wife’,” Scottish Slavonic
Review 16 (1991), p. 49, maintains that His Wife constitutes “the bleakest picture of marriage in all of
Chekhov’s oeuvre.” Conrad’s analysis of His Wife is the most in-depth study of this work in English.
11
Conrad, p. 50
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Michel.12 The chronotope of the telegram or a discovered revealing letter, in the
Bakhtinian sense, appears in a number of Chekhov’s works.13 According to Bakhtin it
is a “chronotope of crisis and break in life.”14 The discovery of material evidence of
Ol’ga’s infidelity leads Nikolai to another inner monologue—a series of rhetorical
questions, beginning with “Who could Michel be?” – and into the subsequent processes
of conjecture and deduction. He recalls that eighteen months ago he and his wife met a
certain Mikhail Ivanych Ris. The man’s photograph in his wife’s album and the
inscription in French “In memory of the present and in hope for the future” (94), now
become understandable to him as does Ol’ga’s recent habit of going out often and
coming home late. Her request that he give her a passport so that she could go abroad
also becomes clear.
Nikolai’s process of discovery is slow and much too late. Ironically, he is not
the first-class detective he assumes he is. He is naïve about the clues so obviously
dropped. As he pieces the puzzle together, we see that these activities have been going
on for a year and a half. Dr. Dymov in The Grasshopper behaves very similarly in this
respect. In effect, Nikolai’s wife’s actions have to be literally telegraphed to him.
Granted, he had noticed her loose behavior and it upset him, but the truth of the matter
had escaped him until now.
At this point the focus shifts to Nikolai’s physical condition. We learn that he
has developed tuberculosis. This startling piece of news at first seems out of place in
the flow of the narrative, but the narrator immediately returns the focus to Ol’ga in the
doctor’s mind, and eliminates any possibility of sentimentality or self-pity. It also
reinforces the fact of Ol’ga’s cruel insensitivity to her husband’s suffering. His illness
requires him to go to a warmer climate. He realizes why Ol’ga insists that they go to
Nice rather than the Crimea—it would be a short distance from Michel in Monte Carlo.
After translating Michel’s telegram which reads: “Drink to my dearly beloved, kiss tiny
foot thousand times. Eagerly await arrival” (94), Nikolai realizes the full implication of
her conduct and of his own predicament. Ol’ga’s “tiny foot” (malen’kaia nozhka), the
12

Actually, Nikolai “invades” Ol’ga’s privacy by searching in her room. It reminds us of Karenin’s taking
a portfolio of love letters from Anna’s room as evidence of her infidelity.
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Platonov, Wood Demon, The Doctor and other works.
14
M. M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, ed. M. Holquist (Austin, TX: Univ. of Texas
Press, 1994; 9th printing), p. 248.
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Pushkinian leitmotif of sensuality,15 which enters the story in the telegram is concrete
evidence of her infidelity. As he reflects on his seven years of marriage, a life of
“hysteria, screams, reproaches and lies—barefaced, treacherous lies” (95), the “tiny
foot” image reoccurs. It is ironic that this image should come to his mind repeatedly (it
is mentioned eight times within less than seven pages of text) when we know how
much havoc this apparently delicate woman has created in his life. The powerful effect
the “tiny foot” continues to have upon Nikolai reveals Chekhov’s genuine
understanding of the human psyche—even now, when Nikolai “despises” Ol’ga, he
remains strongly attracted to her sexually. His repeated doodling at his desk, before
Ol’ga arrives home and after she goes to bed, always contains the words “tiny foot”
which acquire symbolic proportions.

His preoccupation with the “tiny foot” also

betrays his jealousy at her infidelity.
Being married to Ol’ga has cost him dearly—emotionally, physically, and
financially. He has lost his health and finds himself deeply in debt. We learn that “It
seemed to him … his life was hopelessly and irreparably wrecked” (95). Yet, the words
“it seemed” tend to caution the reader as to the clarity and accuracy of Nikolai’s
assessment of his position.

At this juncture, he still has not heard Ol’ga’s open

admission of adultery. He recalls a bird flying accidentally into his father’s house and
creating havoc. As he contemplates Ol’ga’s devastating role in his life, he compares her
to a bird “flying into his life from a completely different world” and having a disastrous
effect on his life. Even her name of Scandinavian origin is foreign. But is such a
comparison apt and correct?16 The underlying flaw in this comparison is that the bird
flew into his father’s house by chance whereas Ol’ga’s “flying” into his life can hardly
be attributed to pure chance. His comparison obfuscates the issue, for it neglects to
take into account his own, conscious choice of permitting Ol’ga to “fly” into his life.
He does not want to accept the responsibility for having made that choice, for this
would be tantamount to admitting that the predicament in which he finds himself is the
15

Pushkin’s use of the “tiny foot” as a symbol of sensuality is well known. For example, in Count Nulin
(Graf Nulin ) we read of konchik nozhki nezhnoi (the tip of the tender tiny foot) and in Gavriliada we find
mention of noga liubvi (the foot of love) which serves as a sexual symbol.
16
A comparison of Ol’ga to a small, innocent bird is as inappropriate as Vera Gavrilovna’s (The
Princess) comparison of herself to a bird. For an interesting analysis of Chekhov’s use of animal imagery
to characterize his heroines, see Douglas Clayton, “Zhenshchina kak ptitsa i loshad’—k fenomenologii
chelovecheskikh otnoshenii v khudozhestvennom mire Chekhova,” paper presented at the conference
“The Philosophy of Chekhov,” Kurkut Bay, Lake Baikal, 27 June—2 July 2006.
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result of an inherent flaw in his own character. We do not doubt the consequences of
that choice—that it has resulted in his hopes of happiness being “mocked” and
“dashed.”
The visible signs of his failing health, his coughing and gasping for breath,
evoke sympathy in us. He desperately needs warmth and rest instead of staying up
nights, as he does on this occasion, and worrying about his life with Ol’ga. By
morning, Nikolai’s thoughts have come full circle—from suspicion, anger, and
condemnation to self-blame. He is idealistic and naïve enough to think that Ol’ga
would have been an altogether different person had she been under the influence of a
different husband. Nikolai’s self-deception, his longing for innocence and freedom
from responsibility for his life, leave him unable to deal with existence. He becomes
fair game to a predatory woman. In reviewing his situation, he becomes resigned to it.
He chooses to give Ol’ga a divorce and assume the blame. His notion of self-sacrifice,
of a dying man moving aside for the living, is less than heroic. Rather it seems to
reinforce our notion of him as a weak person and to give us a better understanding as to
why he had “surrendered” to Ol’ga.
Even his final attempt at what he considers a noble and kind act is
immediately defeated. When Ol’ga returns from her all-night entertainment, she begins
to sob like a spoiled little girl over the loss of her purse containing fifteen rubles. There
is a striking contrast between the weight of Nikolai’s sufferings (caused in part by his
being in debt of fifteen thousand rubles, largely the result of Ol’ga’s lifestyle) and
Ol’ga’s almost inconsequential distress. In trying to settle the matter with her, Nikolai
buys off her tantrum over the lost money by promising her twenty-five more. What
follows is a superb portrayal of a psychological contest, a “battle of wits.” As Conrad
notes, “the ensuing scene is a masterful demonstration of the psychological warfare that
embittered couples sometimes wage with one another.”17 He informs her that he has
discovered the telegram and with a display of magnanimity tells her he is setting her
free so that she will “not need to pretend and lie any more.” Ol’ga’s tears following
Nikolai’s words, serve to emphasize the shallowness of her character in contrast with
his emotional restraint. Moments later, the real nature of her character is revealed. She
admits being involved in an adulterous relationship with Michel, but, surprisingly,
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confidently and with a streak of sadism, informs Nikolai that she has no intention of
getting divorced.

Instead, she asks him to display magnanimity by giving her a

passport to go to Nice.
Prior to their confrontation, Ol’ga goes to her room, changes, returns
powdered (i.e., puts on a mask), sits down and seems to vanish into her “flimsy lace
negligee and a mass of pink waves in which all her husband could make out was her
fragrant loose hair [raspushchennye dushistye volosy] and the tiny slippered foot
[malen’kuiu nozhku v tufle]”(96)—the same tiny foot and the masses of lace and
fragrant hair whose sensation he so enjoyed and which had mesmerized him when he
first met her. Chekhov’s use of syncretism, the utilization of sensory phenomena, is in
evidence here and elsewhere in the story. Once again, Ol’ga uses her seductive appeal
to her advantage in the confrontation. Even now, during their decisive confrontation,
instead of seeing her face to face he perceives only her external frippery. As Carolina
De Maegd-Soëp notes, “seductive, graceful women [in Chekhov’s works] generally
have empty heads and lead empty lives … [their] enticing, sensual beauty sends the
blood rushing to the heads of men.”18
In addition to the “tiny foot”, the “loose hair” also serves as a leitmotif of
sensuality; a recurring symbol of sensuality in Chekhov. Root-related words come to
mind which strengthen the image of Ol’ga the adulteress: raspushchennost’
(dissoluteness, licentiousness), raspushchennaia (dissolute), rasputstvo (libertinism,
debauchery, dissipation), rasputnichat’ (to lead a dissolute life) and rasputnitsa
(libertine). As Julie de Sherbinin notes, the depiction of the woman with her hair let
down is “one of the cultural and iconographic hallmarks of a harlot that Chekhov
frequently evokes.”19 The lack of communication and the absence of trust between the
husband and wife become starkly apparent as Ol’ga immediately becomes suspicious of
his motives and he discerns in her eyes “a green glint, like a cat’s.” As Conrad points
out correctly, “Chekhov’s villainesses are regularly depicted or perceived as having
green eyes, and feline allusions are frequent.”20
17

Conrad, p. 54.
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During their confrontation, Ol’ga switches from the familiar you (ty) to the
formal you (vy). The distance which had separated them for some time finally surfaces.
Soon it becomes apparent that she is an “inverted Anna Karenina.” The various
manifestations of the incompatibility of the Karenins are an important reason why Anna
becomes involved in an adulterous relationship with Vronsky. The numerous
indications of incompatibility between Ol’ga and Nikolai may also explain Ol’ga’s
infidelity. By his own admission, Nikolai is a “simple, coarse, blunt and dull person,”
“ignorant of the female heart,” and “diametrically opposed in temperament” to his wife
(95). Then why, one might ask, does Ol’ga not accept his offer of divorce? In contrast
to Dr. Dymov who prefers to keep up the pretenses after discovering his wife’s
adulterous relationship saying “One must keep quiet about it. One must not let people
suspect,”21 and in contrast to Karenin who, due to his desire to prevent Anna from
being happy, his religious beliefs, and concern about society’s possible negative
reaction, is unwilling to grant Anna her request for a divorce, Nikolai, unmoved by
possible social repercussions, resolutely proposes a divorce as a solution to his marriage
breakdown. To be sure, prior to offering Ol’ga a divorce, when he learned the contents
of the telegram, Nikolai was also concerned about his image in society. He was
concerned about the ludicrous and pathetic role he would have played, had he agreed to
take his wife to Nice. It is ironic, that until now, he had failed to recognize the ludicrous
role he has been playing in his marriage. That Ol’ga is “an inverted Anna Karenina”
becomes particularly evident in the heroines’ differing attitudes toward divorce. Unlike
Anna Karenina who seeks a divorce (in which her husband must falsely admit to being
the guilty party) in order to allow her parental control over her son with Karenin and
legalize her relationship with Vronsky, Ol’ga rejects a divorce (in which her husband
readily agrees to falsely admit being the guilty party) because she wants to maintain her
social status and continue draining her husband financially. By the end of the novel,
Anna is obsessed with fear that Vronsky will leave her. We recall the fate of another of
Chekhov’s adulteresses, the narcissistic Ol’ga Ivanovna’s abandonment by her lover in
The Grasshopper. Ol’ga Dmitrievna experiences no fear in case Michel leaves her—in
fact she is well-prepared for such a development. Unlike Anna Karenina, she will not
be driven to despair and commit suicide. To complicate matters, she informs her
21
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husband that she is unsure whether her feelings for Michel will last very long. A major
difference between Anna Karenina and Ol’ga Dmitrievna is that the former has a
conscience and suffers guilt on account of her adultery while the latter appears to lack a
conscience altogether and blatantly enjoys and intends to continue enjoying the role of
an adulteress.
Ol’ga prefers morally irresponsible behavior—adultery to her is a trifling
consideration; it can exist alongside marriage as long as she can maintain her “social
position,” and, more important, her financial security. Nikolai’s misery is
inconsequential as far as she is concerned. He cannot extricate himself from his
predicament by offering kindness or nobility to the animal that is feeding upon him. As
is often the case in Chekhov, we are confronted by a doctor who cannot heal himself.
He did not understand Ol’ga in the past and he does not understand her even now. He
is still idealistic enough to say to her: “If you’re really fond of him and he loves you,
you two can’t do better than marry, considering your situation. Don’t tell me that given
the choice you actually prefer adultery to marriage!”(98). She makes it vividly clear—
she chooses adultery. Perhaps Nikolai would have been better off had Ol’ga run off
with a lover on their wedding day as Mar’ia Egorovna does in In the Autumn (1883).
Nikolai’s naïvete and idealism contribute significantly to his predicament. His
idealism is reflected in a song he often sang when he was younger: “’tis better to have
loved and lost than never to have loved at all” (99).22 From what we learn of his
married life, however, it is clear to both him and the reader that he has “lost”; what is
doubtful is whether he has ever truly loved; what is even more doubtful is whether he
himself has ever been loved.
We find here two extremes: naïve idealism confronted by crude materialism.
Ol’ga’s character is summed up in the relation to Nikolai in the phrase “wholly alien
creature.” In every phase of her personality she is at odds with him. She manifests
classic traits of a narcissist, some of which are typical of narcissistic personality
disorder: she requires excessive admiration, has a sense of entitlement, is
interpersonally exploitative, lacks empathy, shows arrogant, haughty behaviors and
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attitudes and insists on having her way.23 Nikolai is not immune to narcissism himself.
It is significant that the devastating contents of the telegram hurt Nikolai’s dignity and
pride more than his feelings. In a word, he experiences “narcissistic injury” which
explains his “narcissistic rage.” Yet it seems strange that his pride should be wounded,
considering the way Ol’ga had been treating him for some time. One would think that
he could not have a great deal of pride left to defend. The fact that Ol’ga and Nikolai
both suffer from narcissism is an important factor in their failed marital relationship.
Ol’ga and Nikolai both display signs of emotional immaturity.24 She cries
like a spoiled child, stamps her foot and is in the habit of shouting objections three
times as in her response to his offer of divorce: “I won’t leave you. I won’t leave you. I
won’t leave you!” (ot vas ne uidu, ne uidu, ne uidu! [98]). Nikolai also loses control
and, despite being a doctor and a cultured individual, attacks her verbally using very
abusive terms. He also stamps his foot telling her he will throw her out of the house.
Although the word supruga (spouse), which is more respectful than the word zhena
(wife), appears in the title of the story, its ironic use is revealed as Ol’ga’s image
emerges from Nikolai’s and the omniscient narrator’s description of her.
With regard to the etiology of Ol’ga’s narcissism, information regarding her
mother’s extreme protectiveness speaks worlds: “She loved her daughter madly and
helped her in everything she did. If her daughter had strangled someone, the mother
wouldn’t have breathed a word to her, but would merely have hidden her in her skirt”
(98-99). Her mother is not only aware of her daughter’s adulterous relationship, but in
fact, condones it by facilitating Ol’ga’s and Michel’s meetings at her house.
The family photograph taken shortly after the wedding which Nikolai
examines at the end of the story reinforces the contrast between him and Ol’ga: her
father is “cunning and avaricious”; her mother has “the small, predatory features of a
ferret”(98), and Ol’ga is the inheritor of both. The photograph also reinforces our
impression of his early idealism and sums up all we need to know about the man and
his present state: “Nikolai…looked such a simple, pleasant, straightforward person in
this photograph. That good-natured, schoolboy smile was written all over his face and
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he had been naïve enough to believe that this bunch of vultures [i.e., Ol’ga and her
parents], with which fate had happened to have landed him, would bring him romance
and happiness and all he had ever dreamed of when he was [young]” (99). This
description, full of irony, points out a simplicity and honesty that had not yet
encountered its opposite. It is also important to keep in mind that it is his own not
exactly an unbiased view of things.
In his pursuit of happiness and love, Nikolai feels convinced that fate is
responsible for his life being full of suffering and turmoil over which he has no control.
His conduct is incongruous with his name, etymologically related to the Greek Nikolas,
from “nike” meaning “victory.” His self-deception is striking. His lot in life is selfcreated. His purblindness prevented any realization of what the truth was or might be
in the future. He admits to being a poor psychologist. He could not see through Ol’ga’s
façade and is surprised now that a man of his background could have become enslaved
by such an insensitive woman. He was a village priest’s son who had been schooled as
a seminarian and as a doctor. Yet he also notes that he was a straightforward and
coarse man—traits that, at least in part, appear to explain why he was attracted to
Ol’ga’s beauty and elegance. The simplicity and straightforwardness on which he
prides himself are the very traits that made him vulnerable to Ol’ga’s deceptive charms.
In his naïveté, his idealism, his wishful thinking, he could not penetrate the delicate
veneer to the cunning creature beneath, and at the story’s end he is still naïve enough to
think that it was fate and not his own lack of insight that created his disastrous
marriage. The happiness he was looking for seemed to be found in a “tiny foot,”
“flowing hair” and the “sensation of silk and lace.” Her external frippery and her
deceptive daintiness conceal a treacherous, insensitive, and rapacious nature. Patient,
tolerant, and submissive, Nikolai is clearly the weaker of the two. We are told that even
now he is bewildered as to how he “could have surrendered so abjectly to this
contemptible … creature” (99). It is so transparent to Nikolai now what kind of woman
he had married. But at the moment of choice, he did not, could not, or would not see
the error he was committing. He was attracted only by the aura of her physical beauty
and had not cared to ask whether she was worth anything as a person. He failed to
distinguish between the real and the ideal. Having fallen prey to superficial, carnal
beauty, he is now paying the price for his choice. Now, seven years after he had
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married Ol’ga, that is all he can recall about her which appealed to him. It may have
been partly fate, but it was primarily character that led Nikolai to choose a woman so
completely foreign to himself. In his present state of experience and disillusionment he
realizes that it is not necessarily better to have loved and lost. Granted, the family
background of both Ol’ga and Nikolai is a factor which cannot be overlooked in
assessing their personalities, but we must be equally careful to recognize the
individual’s own responsibility for his or her actions.
We have seen that the calculating, predatory Ol’ga (a forerunner of the
notoriously predatory adulteress Natasha in The Three Sisters) is, through her infidelity,
if not solely then at least in significant part responsible for her husband’s distress.
Virginia Llewellyn Smith sees things differently and accuses Chekhov of a biased
portrayal of the heroine. She accuses Chekhov of “striving to have her appear as nasty
as possible [and] subjecting her to the full force of [his] disapproval.”25 The critic
maintains that Chekhov depicted many women of a similar type, “without offering any
excuse for their faults.”26 In a letter to Suvorin, dated 30 May 1888, Chekhov stated
that “the artist should be, not the judge of his characters and their conversations, but
only an unbiased witness.” He also informed Suvorin that the artist is obligated to state
a problem correctly, not to solve it (27 October 1888). Llewellyn Smith argues that
contrary to his artistic credo, when portraying adulterous women such as Ol’ga
Dmitrievna, Chekhov “puts his victims on trial without any counsel for the defense.”27
She also minimizes Ol’ga’s adultery referring to it as “misdemeanors.” The critic
violates a basic tenet of literary criticism—she identifies the views of the fictitious
narrator with the author. She criticizes Chekhov for “not explaining why Ol’ga
Dmitrievna behaves as she does.”28 She overlooks Nikolai’s cataloguing of his
deficiencies which suggest if not explicitly then implicitly why Ol’ga may have become
involved in the adulterous relationship. Moreover, Llewellyn Smith overlooks the
numerous indications of the couple’s incompatibility which may also explain Ol’ga’s
behavior. Finally, the psychological motivation for her conduct can also be traced to the
destructive genes of “cunning,” “avarice” and “predatoriness” inherited from her
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parents.

The reader, however, does not overlook Ol’ga’s lack of decency and

conscience, her insistence on enjoying an adulterous relationship and refusing Nikolai’s
magnanimous offer of a divorce. In the final analysis, all of the whys of Ol’ga’s
behavior do not refute the fact that, by any ethical standard, her conduct is immoral.
Llewellyn Smith errs in seeing an explicit rather than implicit moral censure of Ol’ga’s
conduct.
The critic’s objections to Chekhov’s portrayal of Ol’ga are prompted
especially by the omniscient narrator’s comment that she “never believed anyone, and
no matter how noble a person’s intentions were, she always suspected that person of
having petty or base motives, and selfish aims [97] (a method of characterization
remarkably rare in Chekhov when its purpose is unequivocal criticism).”29 Chekhov
indeed uses this technique sparingly. However, it should be noted that the omniscient
narrator in Chekhov’s works openly criticizes men also as can be seen in the portrayal
of Dr. Kirilov in The Enemies (1887). Moreover, Ol’ga’s mistrust of others can be
attributed to the hereditary influence of her parents and not to a “condemnatory
language” of either the narrator or Chekhov. Llewellyn Smith uses the portrayal of
Ol’ga, several other of Chekhov’s adulteresses, and especially Ariadne (Ariadne), as
implicit evidence of Chekhov’s misogyny. She states that “if Chekhov is to be
described as a misogynist, it is on the basis of the vehemence with which he depicted
woman in her sexual role.”30 And yet, The Lady with a Pet Dog and Chekhov’s other
tales about adulteresses disprove this claim. In fact, the relationship between the
adulteress Anna Sergeevna and the adulterer Dmitri Gurov, is one of the most
successful love stories in all of Chekhov’s works. Gurov and especially Anna are
presented very sympathetically. It is Chekhov’s best known story on the Anna Karenina
theme.
Chekhov’s objective method of character portrayal – an effort to balance the
pluses and the minuses as he had once confessed to A. N. Pleshcheev (letter dated 9
October 1888) – becomes manifest in his portrayal of Nikolai and Ol’ga. Llewellyn
Smith’s assertion that only the woman in this relationship is portrayed negatively is
untenable. She also appears to neglect to take into account that the information about
29
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Ol’ga is provided largely by her husband who may be less than objective in his
characterization of her. It has also been demonstrated that Nikolai is less victimized by
his wife than Hingley would have us believe.31 Conrad is far more accurate in stating
that the doctor is “a victim not only of his wife’s manipulation but also of his own selfdeception.”32
After his confrontation with Ol’ga, Nikolai remains awake for the rest of the
night contemplating his marital predicament. The concluding lines of the story are
anticlimactic: Ol’ga sends the maid to ask for the twenty-five rubles Nikolai promised
her. She considers the incident over and will continue to make demands on his purse.
And there is little reason to suspect that Nikolai will not give her the money. He cannot
find ten rubles for his mother whom he loves, but he is too weak to refuse his wife
whom he despises. Ol’ga is as inescapable as the tuberculosis in his lungs. Both will
hang on until he no longer exists. And similar to Ivanov’s treatment of Sarah (Ivanov),
Ol’ga will contribute to the decline of Nikolai’s health and premature death. Despite the
gravity of dramatic conflict and emotional stress of the story, it ends as it began, on a
disguised note of triviality. As we leave Dr. Nikolai at the final line we are left with the
feeling that the story that has just passed will be begun again in the immediate future
and will repeat itself until he dies. But a qualitative if not a quantitative change has
taken place. This noble idealist has paid dearly for his idealism. With the confrontation
over and with Ol’ga’s open admission of her infidelity and her refusal of a divorce, one
realizes that any hope of a change in Nikolai’s life has been completely removed.
Although His Wife anticipates Freudian analysis, as Conrad points out, the
story “demonstrates Chekhov’s intuitive perception of the motives of human
interaction.”33 The author has dealt here with an age old subject and yet, like Tolstoy in
Anna Karenina, has attained a masterful portrayal of adultery, its many causes and its
complex, tragic consequences. His Wife appears to suggest that one must not rush
blindly into a relationship; instead, one must be careful in choosing one’s mate, for
sensual attraction alone will not assure a lasting relationship if the two people are
basically incompatible. If some form of incompatibility in Turgenev’s works (a writer
who influenced Chekhov considerably) prevents a relationship from coming to fruition,
31
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His Wife demonstrates the tragic consequences that obtain when incompatibility is
disregarded or overlooked and the relationship is allowed to come to fruition. In His
Wife, Chekhov has clearly adhered to his artistic credo. He has proven to be “not the
judge of his characters and their conversations, but only an unbiased witness.” He has
stated the problem of adultery correctly without solving it. The overall artistic
accomplishments in His Wife, including, rich imagery, syncretism, mood, vividness of
portrayal, and striking display of psychological insight into the interpersonal behavior
of a couple caught in the vortex of adultery, lend credence to Hingley’s characterization
of it as a “brief but brilliant”34 piece.

34
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Women’s Boundaries of Freedom in Biblical, Greek and Judaic Texts
Simone de Beauvoir, the famous French writer, feminist, and Existentialist,
known primarily for her treatise The Second Sex (1949), authored this extraordinary
quote, a quintessential reflection of her views on the gender power balance of the time:

The most mediocre of males feels himself a demigod as compared with women.

She revealed herself as a woman of formidable courage and integrity, whose life
supported her thesis, that the basic human and social value of individuals must be based
on the premises of equality and a common structure of their being, independent of their
sexuality.

In the quotidian life, Biblical and Classical literature the existence of an eternal
objective is prevalent. This perpetual purpose incorporates the profound search for
equality, love, happiness, knowledge, self-actualization and fulfillment of one’s dreams.
Balance and security, internal peace, social status and recognition, the sense of
completion, worth and meaning in all activities and deeds, are all crucial components of
men and women ambition. The status of women, which is explored on a specific
continuum of significant biblical, Judaic and classical texts, is emphasized through a
detailed analysis. Regardless of the diversity of genders, ranging from Scriptures to

poetry, the consistency of these invariable topics unites these unique texts and
accentuates these essential and indispensable elements of human nature.
Throughout history for years and years women are treated as inferior to men and
their choices are very restrictive in society. Social norms produced a “female
construction” exemplified by submissive role of the woman, but some strong characters
oppose and refute society’s ideologies. Modern society also challenges patriarchal views.
Women are liberated, strong, active participants and involved in all aspects of social,
political, and economical life. They are still struggling for full equality and recognition,
and getting closer to achieving this goal.

The creation story in Genesis 1:1-2:4a, the first book of the Bible implies that man
and woman were created together and equal by Elohim, but upon further reading it seems
that this is not the case. In Genesis 2:4b God’s creation shows that male was created first
from the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and then
female. Eve’s creation from Adam’s rib seems the reason of men having an inherent right
to rule over women. Eve is a derivative of the man, having no direct contact with God
either, and that element also shows man’s dominance, power and superiority. Woman
became subject to man because of the sin and her punishment is seen as deserved
component of human destiny and suffering. In Genesis woman is not seen as an equal
partner but rather as a submissive for Adam to rule as he did over all others within his
domain. She was easily swayed under the influence of the serpent who tells that the fruit
of the tree of life is good and she took the fruit of the tree of knowledge and gave it to
Adam to partake it as well. After eating the fruit both man and woman become aware and

are seen differently by god who asks woman why she ate the fruit. She admits that she
has been influenced by the serpent but that was not sufficient excuse and God has
punished them both. Many feminists interpret creation story in Genesis as legitimizing
male supremacy and female subordination.
The main figure in the intriguing The Story of Lilith is Lilith, Adam’s first
wife before Eve. This legend from the Judaic text The Alphabet of Ben Sira, which
scholars tend to date between the 8th and 10th century, depicts Lilith created out of the
earth like Adam by God. The story is not very popular and known as creation story in
Genesis. Because man and women were both created of the earth Lilith considers herself
equal to Adam from the beginning and when she refuses to submit to his whims, she
leaves and must be confronted with angels in an attempt to return her to Adam’s side.
Three angels use God’s words in attempt to convince her that by not returning she would
be punished. She still refuses to be forced and continues her strong fight for freedom,
resisting a massive tragedy that hundred of children would die therefore every day. Lilith
resists male’s dominance and patriarchy and stands her ground, showing the strength of
character and agency. The myth of demonic Lilith as the first wife of Adam shows
evident contrast between traditional and non-traditional depiction of woman, as seen in
Genesis.
The importance of her origins is not lost on her when she is faced with Adam’s
request to lie below him, because he insisted to lie on top of her. She argues that that as
they are both created out of earth they are equal, which Adam rejects. Lilith’s refusal to
submit and to be subservient is powerful critique and question of men’s and women’s
role, authority and equality. She was a strong-willed and courageous woman, proving that

with a little bravery and a lot of will to survive in her own way and to be content, women
can liberate themselves from the shackles of male dominance.
Paul's letters are littered with ideas and instructions to put women in a
subordinate position. It is vital to understand the history of these attitudes, but the ideas
of misogyny and sexism are inescapable, and have played a significant role in shaping
societal views. Due to elimination of class distinction any male can become a priest.
Gender is the only barrier that is left to tackle. Just as Jesus' teachings undermine racial
and socio-economic discrimination, so should his followers no longer use gender as a
basis for determining responsibilities. Logical step is to live in harmony and respect the
women. Clearly, Paul saw that Christ had established a new reality in which gender
distinctions are no longer necessary. With the removal of race and class distinctions, all
could take part in Jesus' priesthood. Circumcision was specifically a male rite, which
marked the Israelites as the covenant people of God. This rite has been replaced by
baptism, in which all believers can participate. Paul indicates that the transition from
circumcision to baptism has destroyed the significance of the distinctions between
persons, which formerly were used to establish hierarchies and class.
Paul improved the status of women in the society by treating them the same as
men. Basically during his time, a woman's career is limited to becoming a wife and a
mother. It is believed that women by nature are inferior to men and made to serve their
husbands. In his letters he refers to women as co-workers, which is very uncommon at
that period. Phoebe, Chloe, and Priscilla are some of the women that Paul refers to as coworkers. He treated women with equal dignity and valued their contribution to the
ministry of the gospel. His declaration meant that women no longer needed to be attached

to men to have a place in the community and women's roles should not be limited to wife
and mother. They could have the same freedom and responsibilities as the male.
Paul also clarifies that no one should overpower anyone. In 1 Corinthians 11:12, "For just
as woman came from man, so man comes through woman; but all things come from
God."
This low opinion of women carried on and they were denied full social
participation. By the time Jesus emerged, the status of women was insignificant. Women
were treated like property, with ownership belonging to their husbands, or if unmarried,
they belonged to their fathers. Women were not allowed to learn the Scriptures, make
decisions, have opinions, or any social rights. When in public they had to be fully
covered, except for the eyes, and they were not spoken to. When Jesus started preaching
to the public he tried to stress that God wanted all to be seen as spiritual equals. Jesus
healed, taught, and ministered to many women, and because of this, women were his
largest demographic followers. Although Jesus advocated equality, this value was not
stressed even after people converted to Christianity.

There are many passages in the New Testament that are considered misogynist or sexist
by today's scholarly standards, but historians point out that we cannot judge the past by
the present standards. Historians point out that the early church was trying to gain
converts, and trying to escape persecution from the Roman Empire. The teachings and
writings of the early Christians could not be a total upheaval of the social order, and some
historians claim that this is why, despite Jesus' teachings, the inequality of men and
women continued.

Even after reviewing the history surrounding Christianity, as a woman in today's society
there are many passages in Paul the apostle's letters that undeniably put women in a
subordinate and less respected position. "The woman is the glory of man. For man did not
come from woman, but woman from man; neither was man created for woman, but
woman for man"(1Corinthiansl l:3). This passage references The Old Testament's
Genesis. Paul is using it as a primary example of why woman are lower in status than
man. This passage states that women are secondary in life and should be treated as so.
Paul instructs in Ephesians 5:22, "Wives, submit to your husbands as to the Lord," and
when he says this, it almost seems as though women should hold man in a higher respect
than human. He goes on to say, "Now as the church submits to Christ, so also wives
should submit to their husbands in everything"(Ephesians5:24). This states that women
should do what man tells them, and it strips them of the right to make important decisions
in the household and in life in general. Paul writes, "Husbands, love your wives, just as
Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her to make her holy, cleansing her by
the washing with water"(Ephesians5:25-27). Although he is speaking of Christ cleansing
the church, he is also symbolizing man cleansing the woman. This attitude of woman
being morally `dirty' is highlighted again when he states, "Adam was formed first, then
Eve. And Adam was not the one deceived; it was the woman who was deceived and
became a sinner"(I Timothy2:13). This statement seems to disregard the spiritual equality
taught by Jesus, and it condemns women from the very beginning to be ignorant and
sinful. Paul writes, "A woman should learn in quietness and full submission. I do not
permit a woman to teach or to have authority over a man; she must be silent"(l Timothy2
: 11-12). The demanded subordinate position of woman solidifies the opinion that they

are not respected sex. It is evident that women are considered naturally sinful unless
forced otherwise. Paul writes, "Train the younger women to love their husbands and
children, to be self-controlled and pure"(Titus2:4). Women are almost considered
animals, or wild beings that can only be tamed by the stronger and more knowledgeable
hand of man.
Along with instructions for women's behavior and status in the household, Paul also gives
instructions for women in society. He writes, "I also want women to dress modestly, with
decency and propriety, not with braided hair or gold or pearls or expensive clothes, but
with good deeds, appropriate for woman who profess to worship God"(1Timothy2:9-10).
Women are just supposed to blend into the background of humanity. They are not
allowed to stand out or be admired because they are forbidden to hold any position of
authority over man. "Women should remain silent in the churches. They are not allowed
to speak, but must be in submission, as the Law says. If they want to inquire about
something they should ask their own husband at home; for it is disgraceful for a woman
to speak in the church"(1Corinthians l4:34). Paul is stating that women should not be
permitted to fully experience their religion. It seems contradictory to preach that every
woman should worship God, but then state that she cannot fully participate in the church.
There is a hierarchy being set up by Paul. "The head of every man is Christ, and the head
of the woman is man, and the head of Christ is God"(l Corinthians 1:3). A woman can
only ask spiritual questions of her husband, but her husband is allowed to ask them of the
minister or of God. This means that women are placed secondary to God, and are not
allowed to experience the full satisfaction of their religion.

Paul states that "God does not show favoritism," but because the teachings of Christianity
support the opinion of women as a lower class, it is almost impossible not to see
favoritism. "Shall what is formed say to him who formed it, `Why did you make me like
this?'. Does not the potter have the right to make out of the same lump of clay some
pottery for noble purposes and some for common use"(Romans 9:20-21). This passage
seems to symbolize the belief that men have higher status than women. It states that
women should not ask why they are considered less of person, and that they should just
accept their station in life as ordained by God. Paul says that there is no authority except
that which God has established...” Consequently, he who rebels against the authority is
rebelling against what God has instituted”(Romans 13:1 -2). Men are put in the
authoritative position over women, and this passage states that if women want to be
considered equal to men that they are defying God. It must have been very difficult for a
woman who wanted to be good Christian. On one hand it states that humans are all united
in Christ and the Lord, but on the other hand it states that man has complete and utter
authority over woman, and she has to be submissive.
There are glimmers of hope for equality in Paul's letters but they still contain the
undertones of sexism in Ephesians. The other statements seem to institute equality
between the sexes, but Paul contradicts himself when he writes, "The husband is the head
of the wife as Christ is the head of the church"(Ephesians5:23). It is impossible for the
two sexes to form together when the males are dominant over the females. "One flesh"
would constitute being the same being with the same rights and privileges, but because he
states that man is above woman and this can never be accomplished.

Although many of the misogynist and sexist statements made in The Bible can be taken
in a historical context, it is also important to realize the social ramifications of them.
Paul's letters were written long ago, but the attitude towards women that is contained in
them still lingers today. Now that society has evolved, and women have gained more
respect, they still have a long way to go before they are fully equal to men. History
cannot just be put of as so, and it must retain its part in shaping our world today.

The roles of women in First Timothy and Acts differ from each other. 1 Timothy can be
considered sexist towards women

and the author is completely against women having

any social or theological authority, showing his extremely conservative view on women.
They are portrayed as silent human beings and housewives, inferior to men. 1 Timothy
2:11-14 states:
"Let the woman learn in silence with all subjection. I permit no woman to teach or to
have authority over a man; she is to keep silent. For Adam was formed first, then Eve;
and Adam was not deceived, but the woman was deceived and became a transgressor"
From the above quote it is evident that man has sole authority over women and women
are not permitted to think and act independently. In 1 Timothy 3:1 the author states:
"Women likewise must be serious, not slanderers, but temperate, faithful in all things."
This is a clear role of how women should act and behave by God. 1 Timothy 2:8-10 also
states specifically:
"Women should dress themselves modestly and decently in suitable clothing, not with
their hair braided, or with gold, pearls, or expensive clothes, but with good works, as is
proper for women who profess reverence for God."

The quote is significant for its relevance in capturing an essential aspect of the treatment
of women, enforcing humble, self-effacing behavior with nothing to distinguish their
personality, taste, preferences, self-esteem, all in the name of pleasing God.

The Book of Acts illustrates women as significant members in the society. Acts expands
on this issue and shows women's roles in society at that time. In Acts 18:26 a woman
teaches a man about Christ. Priscilla and her husband taught Apollos about God. In Acts
16:14,40 a woman named Lydia, after being converted, had regular fellowships in her
home and evangelized others. These verses contradict the statement in I Timothy 2:12.
Women had active roles in Acts, but 1 Timothy states that God does not permit this.
Some women are given special responsibilities and capabilities, which make them
superior to men in Acts. In Acts 21:9 the four daughters of Phillip were given the gift of
prophecy. This meant that men would have to go to women for knowledge of the future.
In the ancient world women were considered more property than persons. They were
purchased with a dowry, they had to have total obedience to the will of their husbands,
and they could not participate in any governmental or political actions. However, God
resented that situation. In Acts 16:14 we see that the first European convert was a woman
named Lydia. In Acts 1:14, 2:1-4 woman were anointed with the Holy Spirit on the day
of the Pentecost rather then men. Paul contradicts his statement in 1 Timothy 2:12 by
stating in Acts 9:36 that a woman named Tabitha was a disciple. This meant that Tabitha
was teaching men and women and was delivering the word of God.
The role of women in the First Timothy and Acts exposes the patriarchal messages
regarding women's historical status, roles and lives in Ancient Israel. In First Timothy

2:9-15 the proper practices by women are explained as necessary for Christian
fellowship. The author subjects women to specific attires of clothing, often citing the
moral and social implications of such standards. Specifically, the author states that "She
will be saved through childbearing..." (1 Timothy 2:15), exposing Paul's supplication that
salvation is through faith. Acts 1:14 has the passage which illustrates the incorporation of
Jesus into the church and cites the inclusion of "certain" women. Notable among them is
Jesus' mother, Mary. What is questionable here and emphasized, is the distinction of the
word "certain", suggesting inclusion of some women and exclusion of others. It appears
that the mentioning or omission of certain women’s names can be attributed to either
patriarchal views of the society on women or to sheer ignorance of the author. Second,
and generally evident in the Bible, the genealogy of women is often reduced to Mary and
few notable women in the Bible. The second passage in Acts 5:1-11 details the story of
Ananais and Sapphira. While the story is about the negative actions of the couple selling
their property and keeping some of the proceeds, initially it begins with a positive
portrayal of marriage in Ancient Israel. Marriage is seen as a sacred union between man
and woman and a well established social institution. The passage starts by showing the
communication of Ananias and Sapphira but quickly proceeds to show their greedy
actions. In this passage, it illustrates that both women and men, whether in marriage or
not, can attempt to deceive the Holy Spirit.

The story of Thecla empowers women. Thecla listens intensely to Paul’s words from her
window without seeing his face. She listens to his sermons and decides to back out of a
marriage to commit to a life of celibacy, and embrace chastity. She baptizes herself by

her own will and shows how she can take control of her own life path. Many women
were honored for being independent and saving their virginity, because it was said that
God loves one who is a virgin. Thecla believed in Lord and preached and taught, not
being dependent on man. She acted as a man- leader, teacher and decided to choose her
own role and control her own life.
Being faithful to God and loving Him fully was the way to a woman’s salvation, but also
assuring to her some power and authority. Ultimately, though the supreme authority by
which women must remain fully controlled by is still the “man” symbolized by
unchallengeable deity, or the power of God.

In Homer’s Odyssey, Penelope demonstrates woman’s restricted position by being
exclusively known as the wife of Odysseus and mother of Telemachos. She is not
considered in terms of her own individuality, but her identity is dependent on the relation
to her husband and son. Consequently, her significance is confined to the role of the
faithful wife and loving mother while her activities are limited correspondingly. She is
showed predominantly in the home environment and engaged solely in domestic
activities, compelled to stay within her domestic setting remaining faithful and patiently
awaiting her husband’s return. She is considered to be the heart of the oikos, and it is her
responsibility to maintain a harmonious marriage and household. However, not only is
Penelope constricted to this obligation through virtue and moral, she is even physically
enclosed to this role by the overpowering palace on Ithaca.
This prevalent characterization conforming to a traditional perspective is
interconnected to the depiction of women as domestic and domesticated creatures,

serving to replicate the normative or ideal social order of the nuclear family. Taking into
consideration this reality, female characters are thus made to suffer both socially and
individually if they dare to transcend the fixed gender roles. These two interwoven
notions are exhibited in Sophocles’ tragedy Antigone. Since women in Greek world were
responsible in upholding family values, it was Antigone’s traditional and domestic
obligation to conduct her brother Polynices’ burial rites. Laudably, Antigone reveals her
perpetual devotion to family values by appealing to “the great unwritten, unshakable
traditions” (Sophocles, 374) that uphold her allegiance as philia and by unceasingly
acknowledging her familial duty and respect for her oikos when firmly stating “I will
bury him myself” (Sophocles, 363). However, Greek society expected women to be
docile and submissive like Antigone’s sister Ismene and encouraged them to act
according to their fixed social placement. Therefore, Ismene obediently bowed to Creon’s
edict forbidding Polynices’ burial and attempted to dissuade Antigone from her act of
rebellion since she knew the harsh consequences and suffering that awaited a woman
who dared to surpass her predetermined role. While Ismene depicted the admirable
feminine qualities, Antigone epitomized the mentioned theories by adhering to her
domestic duty yet suffering in the end for having transcended her established social
position as dictated by society via her possession of manly courage and her defiance of
Creon’s rule and patriarchy.

Ancient Greek myths reflect the beliefs of the Greek society in fifth century B.C. In
Aeschylus' tragedy "Agamemnon ", Clytaemnestra, queen of Argos and Agamemnon’s
wife is portrayed as a non-typical Greek female. She is portrayed as a strong willed

woman, and we know that characteristic attributed to the women of ancient Greece were
being weak, timid and subdued. Clytaemnestra dominates the whole play with her
rhetorical skills, powerful thoughts, actions, complicated sentiments, and ability to plan
and execute her desires and decisions.
The people of ancient Greece appreciated a good debate, and it was seen mostly between
men, because patriarchal society was showing men as intellectual, rational, domineering
and debating people. Clytaemnestra throughout the play, engages in debates with
Agamemnon. When news comes that Agamemnon is set to return to Argos, because
Trojan war is over , Clytaemnestra predicts Agamemnon's hubris and sets out fine red
tapestries along the ground to usher him into the palace and their “bloody house”.
Initially ,Agamemnon is reluctant to walk on them, being a mortal man. He had the
feeling that he cannot trample upon these tinted splendors without fear thrown in his path.
Clytaemnestra urges him to walk along the tapestries and convinces him to do so.
Agamemnon loses the debate with Clytaemnestra, and this element is new in a man’ s
world. The Athenian audience begins to show the signs of contempt for Agamemnon, and
views the strongest man in Greece as weak and pathetic. Clytemnestra questions her
husband's manhood forcing him to knowingly commit sacrilege against the Gods by
insulting them and walking on the fine red tapestries. Clytemnestra hopes that this act
would anger the Gods, and that they may aid her in committing the heinous act of
murdering her husband. She also seeks to please the Gods with this act to escape any
future punishment for her deeds. Clytaemnestra knows well that Agamemnon' s pride
would not let him do otherwise and that he would put himself at the same level as the

Gods falling into her trap, and foreshadowing the future event of his death, walking along
the red tapestries.
Clytaemnestra had begun the planning of her husband's murder long time ago to avenge
her daughter Iphigenia before she had any knowledge of the victory at Troy, and that
Agamemnon was in fact returning to Argos. To ensure that her plans would be executed
smoothly she had created a first early distance warning where watch towers would send
smoke signals, so that she would be alerted of her husband's return before he reached the
palace. This ensured that she would not be caught off guard and that her husband would
not find out about the affair she was having with his cousin and rival to the throne
Aegisthus. "I struck him twice. In two great cries of agony he buckled at the knees and
fell. When he was down I struck the third blow... he spattered me with the dark red and
violent driven rain of bitter savored blood to make me glad..." (1384-1390).
Clytaemnestra is a woman who is capable of long time conspiring. She takes a sword
herself and strikes him with it. She feels the sword slicing into her husband, and is
drenched in his blood. She shows no sign of shock, no remorse, or any exaltation by this
dreadful act. In Aeschylus’ tragedy Agamemnon, his war trophy Cassandra depicts one of
the ideal images of attractive captive women. She is brought to his home, where his wife
Clytaemnestra shows openly hatred and dissatisfaction. If she compares herself to the
young woman, envy and hatred arises and revenge is inevitable.

Aeschylus’character cannot accept a young princess replacing her important role
of a wife, mother, and desirable attractive female and she takes revenge.

Having a relationship with another man during her husband’s absence in war shows her
“macho” characteristic, because trophies in a male’s life were accepted and desirable.

The characters in Greek tragedies often encounter extreme conditions and
intolerable choices.
Clytaemnestra challenges the social expectations that surround her and she is
successful. Seething with anger about the death of her daughter Iphigenia, she is bold,
aggressive and cunning. She behaves like a man, dominating those around her and clearly
violates the norms that the female gender is taught to follow and illustrates that women
should question men’s demands and perspectives. Clytaemnestra’s actions suggest that a
woman can have stronger personality than men and she does anything what is protecting
her and fulfills her mind . She is a capable murderer, striking her husband with a sword
and not showing any sign of shock or remorse. She talks back to powerful men figures,
puts the justice in her own hands and she even becomes the ruler of the Greek population
in Argos, convincing them of her righteousness.
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Introduction
The ever changing role of a graphic designer continues to impact the teaching methodology
of graphic design programs everywhere. One of the issues being addressed includes the
impact and speed of changes in technology and learning how to successfully integrate it into
a BA curriculum, without sacrificing theory, practice and craft. This paper will present a
framework for teaching a web design course within a graphic design emphasis, attempting to
address this issue without compromising other key elements. The process behind the design
of a website from brief to final production will be presented, outlining requirements and
deadlines. A number of student assignments will be presented showcasing successful
integration of design and technology using the methodology outlined.
The paper is divided into key sections, starting with an introduction and background to the
program, followed by an outline of the methodology used during the phases of an assignment
including sketchbook requirements, concept development, readings, generating flowcharts
and storyboards, introduction and development of skills in utilizing production tools and
methods. A final conclusion encapsulates the benefits of using a combination of techniques
to develop and aid learning as well as building up a set of skills that students’ can use to
generate ideas, integrate technology and problemsolve beyond the scope of a single class.
Introduction/Background
The BA Visual Arts, emphasis in graphic design, is a 4 year liberal arts program, which was
created 4 years’ ago and consists of approximately 80 students. The design for web course is
taught over a 15 week semester, meeting 2¾ hours, twice a week. Students have usually
taken three to four design classes prior to taking this course and often have no prior
experience of designing websites.
Methodology
A syllabus1 is distributed and class content is outlined during the first class, followed by an
overview lecture on the history of the web. Three main assignments are given in
approximately 5 week increments throughout the semester. Assignment 12 is distributed in
the first class, which requires students to design a tribute website for a person of their choice.
Students are set specific sketchbook requirements, including research, brainstorming and
initial idea generation, due the following class. During the sketchbook/concept development
phase, class time is used to introduce students to key aspects of Dreamweaver, which will be
used to produce the final website. Weekly readings are assigned to cover theoretical aspects

of the subject. Students will produce two concepts for the first and second page of the site
that will be presented to the class. One concept will be selected and refined.
Once a concept is finalized, students produce a flowchart and detailed storyboard. The final
phase is the production phase, students are given three studio sessions to work in class on
the assignment prior to final critique and presentation, where the assignment will be graded
on the whole process, as outlined in the syllabus attached. Studio class sessions allow
students to gain assistance in problemsolving production aspects of the assignment. A final
lecture/demonstration presents online delivery of content and uploading methods. Students
present their final working prototype websites online to the class two weeks later.
Sketchbook/Concept development
A number of sketchbook exercises are introduced to get students to interact with the
subject and begin the traditional problem solving process of a design project – which is done
through research, a collection of imagery relating to the subject, brainstorming, sketching and
developing a number of initial ideas in a sketchbook, due the following class. Cutouts have to
be critiqued in the sketchbook and cannot be used in the design of the site. In my experience,
cutouts assist in generating ideas, allowing students to start thinking about the design
aspects and to get inspired and motivated. Students are required to consider and outline the
content of the site, structuring it into subheadings and sections. During individual sketchbook
checks, ideas are discussed and direction is given on areas that could be further explored.
The sketchbook offers opportunities to observe problem solving techniques and give
feedback. Two unique concept designs for the same person have to be produced within a
week using Photoshop, usually a first page and a secondary page. A group critique session
follows, allowing each student to present and articulate their ideas behind each design, a
single concept will be selected and refined, using feedback given. Students are required to
take notes during the critique session. Grading penalties ensure a commitment to ideas and
allow for progression.
Readings
Readings are assigned from two different books – one3 that will provide a theoretical
grounding on the subject of web design containing information architecture, navigational
strategies and interface design, and a second book4 that contains case studies allowing
students to examine existing site designs and consider good/bad strategies for designing
websites. Each reading is thoroughly discussed and questions posed to ensure that the
student understands the material. Students are required to take notes from the readings as
well as add viewpoints on whether they agree or disagree with them. During reading
sessions, a random student is selected to present the reading, prior to group discussion.
Additional readings from magazines, books and websites are used to outline specific areas of
web design – for example, search engines, usability and accessibility issues, plagiarism and
copyright. Often, new readings are introduced throughout the semester to allow students to
engage in a broader perspective of developments relating to the subject area, whilst keeping
the curriculum current and reflective of changes.

Flowchart and storyboards
A lecture on hierarchy, information flow and navigational strategies presents requirements for
the flowchart and storyboard phases. Examples of previous student work demonstrate well
designed and poorly designed flowcharts and storyboards. Students are required to produce
a flow chart detailing the hierarchy of the site, as well as structure the navigation. The
flowchart will show all possible navigational routes and flow of information throughout the site.
A detailed storyboard will show the design of all of the pages in the site, establishing the look
and feel of the site, complete with actual content and instructions outlining interactive aspects
such as rollovers or animations. The storyboard allows students to break down the site into
logical chunks and to consider their application of technology based tools, interactivity,
functionality and graphical elements, as well as outline all of the work that will be involved in
production – this is presented, discussed and refined on an individual basis within a weeks’
timeframe. During discussions, any problems or issues with any of the design aspects are
outlined, allowing the student to revise and reconsider their design decisions prior to final
production.
Production tools and methods
The design and conceptual development stages of the project is overlapped with
introductions on key aspects of the digital tools, which will be required for final production of
the website. The next two weeks are spent on learning the software through demonstrations,
class exercises and homework, which is checked rigorously in order to ensure that students
are reaching a level that is necessary to create the final site. Two methods of creating a
website are introduced, a table based layout and a cascading style sheet layout. Students are
introduced to XHTML, CSS and table based design methodologies using Dreamweaver.
Three demonstrations are presented during class time, outlining a set of core technical skills
using a range of documentation that I have produced. Instructions on fundamental techniques
of producing a website are shown, covering specific aspects of putting together a sample
website. Exercises are assigned for homework allowing students to experiment, and learn
other aspects of the required technology without assistance. Studio time provides
opportunities for questions and individual assistance on any problem areas regarding the
production aspects of the assignment. Students are required to reproduce a sample site after
each demonstration, complete with additional requirements – where students are given
opportunities to use the help system, a required text5 or a website to learn other tools or
techniques, which must be demonstrated in the sample exercise, usually due a week later.
Students are also encouraged to consider incorporating features into the sample site that
they may wish to use in their final assignment.
A variety of online and offline resources are used to encourage students to learn on their
own, learn how to learn and problemsolve technical aspects in small groups, both in and out
of the classroom environment. Often exercises are assigned from a required text that allow a
deeper and more detailed understanding of the technical production aspects of a website,
than is presented using demonstrations, thereby allowing any gaps in the material covered to
be filled in, as well as furthering their knowledge of terminology and key techniques.

The method used to create the project will be determined by the student, usually dependent
on their technical skills and ability to problem solve.
Progress
Students are given approximately two weeks to produce a finished website. Three class
periods will be offered as studio time for students to receive individual support and assistance
in problemsolving aspects. A final site is presented online to the class during a critique
session. Students will write a final paper outlining design decisions. Opportunities to resubmit
the site, a week later, are given with the possibility of increasing the final assignment grade
by 5%. Students are given an assignment grade breakdown in the following class.
Once students have gained a basic understanding of the conceptual aspects, design
process, technical skills and produced a finished website working online, assignment 2 is
introduced. Assignment 2 is not only a more challenging brief from a design perspective, but
also has slightly more advanced technical requirements than assignment 1. Students are
required to extend their knowledge further by revisiting some of the technical areas covered
earlier in the semester and create assignment 2 using a different method than used for
assignment 1. Assignment 2 also has a tighter deadline, as students now know the basics of
web design. Students are introduced to Flash and assignment 2 will contain a small
component of Flash, for example, one section may be created using Flash.
The earlier process is repeated again for assignment 3, where students have the opportunity
to create a Flash only website.
Conclusion
The methodology outlined above can be divided into three main areas – theoretical, design
and technical competency. Much of the theoretical aspects of design are covered using
readings and discussions – I have found this to be far more effective than lecture based
teaching, as all of the students are given opportunities to discuss opinions as a group and
learn from each other. A number of readings and articles are used as a platform to encourage
discussion and engage students in topics that they may not be aware of, for instance,
accessibility and how this can affect the design of a website. Students are given a list of
useful websites as starting points to view other websites, learn additional technical skills and
locate help resources that allow them to stay abreast of changes, and gain further knowledge
in the subject. Students are required to have opinions, whether they agree or not, this allows
discussions to take place and makes students more aware of the subject they are working
with. I often utilize books and reading material that is well designed and engaging in order to
maintain student motivation and interest in the content. Case studies assist in contextualizing
some of the planning and design decisions undertaken when creating websites.

A grade is assigned to most areas, encouraging students to pay attention, but also resulting
in more work for the professor. I continually obtain feedback from students throughout the
semester by discussing aspects that work and those that need to change.
In regards to design aspects and concept development, the sketchbook becomes a
fundamental tool for analysis, brainstorming, development of ideas and sketching, without the
constraint of a computer screen. If students can formulate ideas as early on as possible
during an assignment phase, the more time they will have to problemsolve technical aspects
later on. Students are continually referred back to the sketchbook to resolve an idea before
progressing to the next step in an assignment. Often the strongest sketchbooks belong to the
best designers. A well thought out idea will save much time and frustration during the
production phase. Students are required to consider content prior to concept development
and a website must be designed with the content and not vice versa. Case studies and
readings continually reemphasize these aspects throughout the semester.
Critical thinking at various phases of an assignment ensures that students consider and
employ time management exercises, in order to allow time to work on specific aspects of an
assignment within the given timeframe. A number of deadlines throughout an assignment
phase provide students with opportunities to manage their time effectively as well as gain
timely feedback on progress. Group critique sessions occur twice for each assignment, one
during concept stage and again at final presentations. During critiques, all students are
required to make comments, often questions are used to focus on aspects I wish students to
discuss. Students are required to take notes. The flowchart and storyboard aspects allow
students to plan the execution and production aspects of a website, as well as break down
the site into smaller chunks. Any navigational issues must be resolved in the sketchbook,
often this is an iterative process, students’ are required to organize information into headings
and subheadings and think in terms of hierarchy when designing the content of a site.
Individual discussions take place for sketchbook checks, flowchart and storyboard checks
and constructive feedback is provided on areas that need further development, which allows
me to see progress and discuss weak areas as early on as possible.
Case studies are used to discuss design aesthetics and allow students to understand the
process behind design and production of ‘real’ sites. In addition, readings help reenforce
specific design aspects, such as use of type, color schemes, design for screen, etc.
Furthermore, these issues are addressed again during critique sessions.
A number of strategies are used to encourage students to learn technical based aspects such
as demonstrations, required text books, online resources and testing out of key techniques
using a sample site. Specific features are demonstrated  often ones that I feel will be of the
most benefit in creating a final website. Handouts are distributed after demonstrations so that
students can trouble shoot areas that do not work. Students are encouraged to experiment,
test techniques out and apply their knowledge by producing a sample site, which is checked
on a weekly basis and used to discuss problem areas. As students become more comfortable

with using, learning and applying the software, they become more confident in pushing ideas
and learning on their own, or from their peers, both in and out of class. In my experience,
learning skills give students a good base to remain updated on technology developments and
to continue to enhance their skills throughout their academic lives as well as after graduation.
Grading penalties throughout the various phases of an assignment encourages students to
adhere to deadlines. Grading also becomes stricter with each subsequent assignment,
particularly if the student continues to make the same mistakes.
Assignments engage students in understanding and applying their technical knowledge
through experience and experimentation, I believe that if students find the content interesting
enough, it will not only motivate them to learn beyond what I am teaching them, but will also
encourage them to produce well thought out designs that are supported by a deep
understanding of context in relation to the subject. Each assignment allows more creative
freedom and is less restrictive in terms of constraints. A “less is more” approach is used.
Subsequent assignments and demonstrations build upon existing skills and become more
complex, in addition to adding new skills to improve the students’ concept development and
technical abilities  their confidence, problemsolving capabilities and communication skills
are also enhanced.
Not only do the final assignment websites need to have well supported design solutions, they
also need to function as ‘live’ websites, it’s not enough to have one without the other and
therefore grading policies take both of these aspects into account.
A number of case studies of student work will be shown during the paper presentation
demonstrating the methodology outlined above.
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Abstract:
The ongoing learning project described in this paper has been developed from a
blended learning approach to postgraduate coursework teams-based learning. The
teams are working on collaborative projects linking performing arts, writing and
professional communication students and staff within the creative industries sector
context. Blended learning was initially applied through a mix of online/face-to-face
options by an experienced educator wanting to extend the online communication
possibilities in project work. It has also grown from the ‘blending’ required to develop
particular skills in the postgraduate coursework area – getting the mix right in the
practical applications of theory, matching the technology tools to the needs and
outcomes of the creative collaborative team, and building the variation into learning
so that the creative team will develop lateral problem-solving skills through its
internal communication processes.
The study looks at how stipulated creative project teams are constructing their own
knowledge through a diverse range of blended approaches, with a certain amount of
risk-taking mediated by the educator as a mentor and project manager. The project
teams incorporate a potent mix of learning styles, nationalities and backgrounds,
expectations, interpersonal and technical skills.
The ‘neomillenial learning styles’ (Dede in Educause Quarterly vol 28 No 1 2005)
reflected by these students provide the challenge and stimulation of designing and
facilitating learning from a more communal sense of the team, incorporating
experiential or action learning with ‘associational’ approaches rather than linear
ones. Contemporary team fluency in the digital environment refocuses attention on
lateral applications of that environment to team problem-solving through diverse
strategic and creative interpersonal communications.
The project utilises an action research approach, reflecting on the tension between
project management frameworks, rules and guidelines, and the desired creative
collaboration outcomes within work-based or live projects. This will lead to further
exploration of ‘neomillenial learning styles’ of creative project teams, and how these
may be linked to developing team-based creative decision-making.
Key words: blended learning in higher education, postgraduate coursework,
neomillenial learning styles, creative project teams, work-based projects
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Context
I am an experiential learner, a classic adult learner. My lifelong learning journey has
already wandered through the educational landscape quite a bit. From an academic
undergraduate degree with specialisations in Beowulf in the original Anglo Saxon and
middle English lyric poetry, I moved to secondary teaching and found a fascination
with designing relevant learning resources, working out how to enter the minds of
somewhat reluctant learners. I then broke out into the real world, the workplace –
overqualified according to my employers, but learning about how to work a 9-5 job
and interact with office politics!! Back to TAFE and vocational training, and seeing the
thread emerge more clearly – teaching, designing courses for writers and editors,
and writing poetry. With my course design skills, I started developing programs for
industry training while at the TAFE college. I started my own writing and instructional
design business because I always like to learn new skills and I like constant change.
I incorporated part time work at Deakin, where I now design and teach in courses for
postgraduate coursework, such as the Master of Arts (Professional communication),
and the proposed Masters of Creative Enterprise.
It’s a journey that is signposted with some key terms: blended learning, experiential
learners, online and e-learning, workplace-based projects. I have been fortunate to
have access to a blended learning university. Deakin started with a commitment to
print-based correspondence courses and is now firmly committed to online learning
with at least one wholly online unit stipulated to be completed by every
undergraduate. We have Deakin Studies Online as the platform – it is WebCT-based,
and all units have a presence there. Lecturers work with it in ways that best suit
their own learning styles and approaches, and comfort levels with change and
technology media.
I wanted to blend the instructional design, challenge myself as a learner as well as
my students, and develop creative responses at a postgraduate coursework level
which aligned to experiential learning and the workplace – not too big an aim!!
The Starting Point - Blended Learning Definition
As has been indicated by many researchers, blended learning as a term and a
learning approach is still being refined, at times debated as a legitimate area of
research (eg Oliver and Trigwell 2005), at times seen as the answer to the
conundrum and challenges of the digital learner (eg Rossett, Douglis and Frazee
2003).
Is it the Emperor’s new clothes? All learning from infancy through the classroom into
the workplace is blended learning isn’t it? As Morrison suggests (Morrison 2003),
blended learning could be seen as ‘we can’t make up our mind learning’. Unlike a
blended whiskey for instance (where up to 50 different single malt and grain
whiskies are taken from different regions and distilleries), the 5 to 10 components
used in blended learning are not skilfully and consistently blended. It could also be
seen as a distraction from the apparent failure of e-learning (Morrison 2003), a way
to find a solution to promises given for e-learning.
Some definitions include:
• The integrated combination of traditional learning with web-based online
approaches
• The combination of media and tools employed in an e-learning environment
• The combination of a number of pedagogic approaches, irrespective of
learning technology use
(Oliver and Trigwell, 2005)
Driscoll, referred to by Oliver and Trigwell, offers four different concepts within the
term:
1. Combining or mixing web-based technology to accomplish an educational goal
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2. Combining pedagogical approaches (eg constructivism, behaviorism,
cognitivism) to produce an optimal learning outcome with or without
instructional technology
3. Combining any form of instructional technology with face-to-face instructorled training
4. Combining instructional technology with actual job tasks.
Valiathan (Valiathan 2002) describes blends in terms of the focus for learning:
• Skill-driven learning – combining self-paced learning with instructor or
facilitator support to develop specific knowledge and skills
• Attitude-driven learning – mixes various events and delivery media to develop
specific behaviours
• Competency-driven learning – blends performance support tools with
knowledge management resources and mentoring to develop workplace
competencies.
So, for blended learning am I combining online learning with face-to-face? Or am I
doing e-learning with traditional learning, or mixing my media and contexts?
Alright, let’s look at what’s included in the mix. There should be at least 2, maybe up
to five or six, components in the mix (Bersin, 2003). The following provide some of
the options:
Classroom instruction
Web-based courseware
CD-ROM-based courseware
Live virtual classes
Webinars
Conference calls
Virtual labs
Simulations
Text-based job aids
Portals
Communities of practice
Mentors
Or, to put it another way, it could be a mix of offline and online components (Clark,
Epic 2006):
Offline
Workplace learning
Face-to-face tutoring, coaching or mentoring
Classroom
Distributable print media
Distributable electronic media
Broadcast media
Online
Online learning content
e-tutoring, e-coaching, e-mentoring
online collaborative learning
the web
mobile learning
Technology is a part of blended learning, and has an influence on the learning.
Technological innovations have included, over time:
Writing
Printing
Broadcast media
Consumer storage media
PC and CD-ROM
Internet technology
Mobile networks
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There are dangers in developing blended learning thinking as the supplier – there are
models which simply don’t work (summarised from Clark 2006).
Default model
Decisions on delivery made before the training has been
designed – often according to wishes of the trainer or
learning provider – not using reason and research –
falling back into the familiar
Classroom preservation
Traditional training is so strongly linked to the classroom
that it is often seen by all involved as synonymous with
the word learning – hanging onto past behaviours
Velcro model
Sticking things together rather than integrating into a
single learning experience or environment – sets up a
dichotomy between e-learning and the classroom
Duplicated model
Multiplying the methods of delivery, offering many
channels of delivery leading to duplication and learner
confusion – learners then stay with what is familiar to
them
Complex model
More channels of learning we have the better the blend –
too much complexity can confuse
This didn’t seem to be getting a clearer view of what would work best, but it did
highlight one concern – the need to move into the learner’s perspective.
Learners and Neomillenial Learning Styles
Learners will blend anyway. It is a natural behaviour to use lots of different learning
approaches. I think about methods I might use to learn a foreign language before I
travel – a phrase book, quick face-to-face conversation classes, a CD or website
demonstrating pronunciation, a grammar text or online quizzes.
When developing courses from the learner perspective, I wanted to review the
learning styles. I am very interested in learning styles, and ways of illuminating them
to the learners. I’ve tried setting up groups with Honey and Mumford approaches
such as activist, reflector, pragmatist and realist (http://www.peterhoney.com/). I
looked at the Keirsey temperament sorter (http://www.keirsey.com/). Then there
was the Belbin approach to management and working in teams
(http://www.belbin.com/). I put them all together to select my project teams for the
Case Study below, Building Creative Partnerships.
This is a postgraduate coursework unit, with a group of 16 international and local
students involved in working in teams and liaising with creatives to set up an arts
showcase season. The aims of the learning? As stated in the outline distributed to
the learners, to achieve the following skills and knowledge:
• analyse the implications of a range of skills and backgrounds of participants in
a creative partnership
• develop collaborative work skills with a range of creative stakeholders
• identify the unique and common communication and production needs of
projects in communications
• develop and implement the planning, budgetary and reporting processes
necessary for a successful creative communications project
Case Study: Building Creative Partnerships
The unit Building Creative Partnerships is a 13 week process of developing project
management and teamwork skills of a team of 16 students to successfully support
the ‘creatives’ in the university six week arts season. This project team contained an
age range, approximately 22 to 28 years old, displaying new media literacy in their
technologies as communication tools. The team came from eight different countries
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and learning approaches – Thailand, China, Uzbekhistan, Norway, Indonesia, India,
Sri Lanka and Australia. Their expectations were to develop skills in working in the
four teams proposed – to negotiate with a creative community of performing arts
students and staff with a successful end outcome clearly stipulated for each group.
These included the launch, the enewsletter and promotional website, the archives
and the record of the live work process. They were studying in the framework of the
Master of Arts (Professional Communication), a program which allows a broad
selection of study (and therefore an eclectic mix of skills) within four streams –
public relations, journalism, media – film/video/photography, and professional
creative writing.
When I assembled the four teams, I used a range of approaches to discover their
learning styles and technical skills, their sensory/personality-based approaches and
their leadership/management skills. I deliberately set up teams with a mix of skills
and backgrounds, learning styles and management or leadership qualities, including
quite divergent English language skills. In fact, I set up teams - which were
guaranteed to have friction, to test their abilities to work together – that had a very
strong risk factor of failure. I was depending on:
• the use of different media as the communication ‘glue’ – initially the Deakin
Studies Online platform, eventually the wireless, portable and speedy response
alternatives the students turned to
• the use of an experienced educator/project manager/mentor as the risk
minimiser – a simulation of the work environment of a project agency
• experiential contexts – the live work project and its pressure to commit to the
outcomes.
These would become the drivers of the learning, rather than the information in print
and online, or the educational ‘expert’ or authority.
There was an additional complexity, the mobile technology and the way the net
generation learners (Tapscott 1998) use it, as opposed to the baby boomers who
may be designing the program. This led me directly to millenials – new generational
learners. Blending learning needs also to consider a student profile where they are
connected to each other (and mobile), and proficient in communicative technology
(and use it as a matter of course). (Oblinger 2003, Wendover 2002).
Right, a bit more added to the blend. I looked further, and discovered Chris Dede’s
work on neomillenial learning styles (Dede 2005), and now we’re into mediated
immersion. This is where I went back to my case study pilot – Building Creative
Partnerships.
What are neomillenial learning styles? Dede believes they are:
• Fluency in multiple media and in simulation-based virtual settings
• Communal learning involving diverse, tacit, situated experience, with knowledge
distributed across a community and a context as well as within an individual
• A balance among experiential learning, guided mentoring, and collective
reflection
• Expression through nonlinear, associational webs of representations
• Co-design of learning experiences personalized to individual needs and
preferences
(Educause Quarterly, Vol 28 No 1 2005)
Do neomillenial learners synthesise and process experiences rather than (or as well
as) information?
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Dede has developed research which is considering the movement from the three
general types of learning styles:
• sensory-based, which rely on visual and auditory skills
• personality-based, which is measured using the Meyers-Briggs test
• aptitude-based, which relies on determining multiple intelligences
to a fourth, which is media-based.
He proposes that media can neutralise learning differences, and bring students
together.
Initial findings with this pilot group have supported these in interesting ways:
1. Each of the four teams was fluent and self-directed in moving between
multiple medias, focused on what they could achieve with the alternatives –
many reflected rigorously on the powerful learning achieved by the blending
of face-to-face and media-related communications in emergency situations.
2. Although there were many in the group who had come from traditional
teacher-directed learning models, they adapted almost instantly to collective
sharing of experiences to pool their information. Whether it was in skills or
knowledge-based learning areas, they were comfortable in using the team as
a learning tool. The educator/project manager was the ‘boss’ of the agency,
not the learning authority (although there was risk minimisation in the
learning/teaching role of the mentor).
3. The print materials (useful readings, weblinks and resources, learning
activities) were utilised by the students in exactly the same way as the
learning from the team – one of the sources when events became difficult and
required strategies.
4. The sense of excitement at working with a live project lasted the length of the
project, despite mixed success in achieving the outcomes. It was leavened
with realistic reflection, in a classic action learning approach – we were all
learning immersively about group dynamics and team learning models,
incorporating assessments which were a part of the project outcomes rather
than an adjunct tool (ie team presentations which were captured in a range of
media, written reports and e-portfolios, action plans and scheduling tools,
websites).
5. There were regular opportunities for reflection, both in individual surveys and
in public team and individual presentations. The comparison to scenariobased team presentations used in this unit from previous years indicates a
greatly increased applied learning of the key interpersonal skills – the
problem-solving, negotiating, mediating between different skill sets. The
planning and team management strategies were also used on a needs basis
with the live work project, so discussion of their validity was infused with
applied knowledge and enriched reflection on the situated learning.
6. Personalised learning is the next stage of this project, as the six week arts
festival will become a yearly event (assisted by the accumulation of expertise,
experience and archives by the current postgraduate project team).
Groups/teams were initially allocated to quite specific and controlled projects,
so that there were not too many variables in the mix. The students
themselves have proposed the next step to be a smorgasbord of projects
related to the season in exciting and creative ways, or potential projects
brought to the unit by the individuals. These are to provide the basis of
negotiation into projects and teams – a form of self-selection which is subject
to high risk, but great learning!
What did the unit finish with?
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1. A successful launch of the ‘exposure’ arts season – with a theme of Carnival
expressed in an extremely minimalist way because of budget!
2. Mixed success with the enewsletter and website – with problems of style and
content, and organisational compliance requirements
3. An archive in eportfolio format targetting six areas of the season – dance,
animation, photography, drama, visual arts, collaboration – this will form the
basis of next year’s promotions
4. A creative documentary-style DVD capturing of the live work process,
including reflections and summary of each group – this product had difficulties
of definition of purpose, and was totally dependant on the outcomes of the
other teams
5. And above all, teams who were able to maturely and publicly analyse and
evaluate the successes and failures of the above achievements, including
socially difficult issues of language and culture within the teams.
It was learning ...’sometimes... face-to-face, but sometimes ...distributed across
time, space and media’, as Dede has affirmed, a very blended range of facilitation
methods, learning styles, resource formats and expertise. This creative mix will be
stirred some more to test further the neomillenial learning styles and their relevance
to this live project team-based learning.
Blended Learning Future Trends
So where does that leave future predictions for blended learning and my
postgraduate coursework development? I am disinclined to rest on these halfway
results.
Curtis Bonk and Charles Graham, in The Handbook of Blended Learning: Global
Perspectives, Local Designs (2006), have assembled a range of working models, as
well as summarising the situation so far. In the last chapter, ‘Future Directions of
Blended Learning in Higher Education and Workplace Learning Settings’ by Curtis J.
Bonk, Kyong-Jee Kim, Tingting Zeng, there is a futures focus.
A survey was conducted within both the higher education and workplace or
organisational learning environments (which is an interesting movement in itself and
worth further discussion at another time). Some findings are interesting for the
purpose of finding the next signpost for my blending journey.
Predictions of the six most widely used pedagogical techniques for e-learning in
higher education settings (from a given list of 14):
1 group problem-solving and collaborative tasks
65%
2 problem-based learning
58%
3 discussion
43%
4 case-based strategies
42%
5 simulations or role play
36%
6 student-generated content
34%
The lecturing or teacher-directed, modelling or Socratic methods sit at about 11%.
The respondents, a mix of lecturers and others involved in developing learning, saw
the potential of the Web to become a tool for virtual teaming or collaboration, critical
thinking and student engagement, but not an opportunity for student idea generation
and expression of creativity.
Compare these results to the workplace responses:
1 authentic cases and scenario learning
2 simulations or gaming
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3 virtual team collaboration
46%
4 problem-based learning
42%
5 coaching or mentoring
39%
6 guided learning
37%
7 self-paced learning
34%
Both the survey responses centred on active learning, problem solving, authentic
learning and collaboration.
The prediction? Hands-on learning activities were favoured as opposed to additional
auditory, visual or reflective ones. Hands-on learning was deemed the weakest area
in online higher education courses, but will become the most important in e-learning
courses in higher education and the workplace.
The other area of interest is the perceptions of respondents to emerging technologies
and their applicability to blended learning in the future.
For the higher education survey, there were 14 technologies listed. Respondents
predicted growth in usage of:
• reusable content objects
• wireless technologies
• peer-to-peer collaboration tools
• digital libraries
• simulations and games
• assistive technologies
• digital portfolios.
Less than 5% listed e-books, intelligent agents, tablet PCs, virtual worlds, language
support or wearable technologies.
For the workplace survey, the indicated technologies were:
• knowledge management tools
• online simulations
• wireless technologies
• reusable content objects
• adaptive technologies
• tablet PCs and handheld devices.
Less than 5% listed digital libraries, e-books, intelligent agents, Weblogs or Web
diaries and multiplayer online gaming.
Coupled with the issues raised by Dede, there are key trends emerging in developing
the blend. Blended learning seems to currently operate as a replacement for or
extension of face-to-face environments. The approaches are not new – supporting
learning communities, extending training events, follow-up resources, accessing
guest experts, providing timely mentoring/coaching, online labs or simulations,
providing supplemental resources (Bonk, Kim, Zeng, 2006). So the blend needs
stirring…
BLEND ONE
The three interfaces, the mediated immersion Dede talks of, are summarised as:
The desktop interface
Tool offers access to distant experts and
archives, enables collaboration
Avatars
‘the Alice-in-wonderland’ environment in
which a self-created digital character
interacts with other digital characters –
allows learners to transcend their
physical selves and help design their own
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virtual environments
Mobile wireless devices (cell or mobile or
palm pilots) incorporate virtual resources
into everyday life

BLEND TWO
It now seems to be a matter of extending the forms and formats to meet more
appropriately those neomillenial learning styles:
• Fluency in multiple media, valuing each for the types of communication,
activities, experiences and expressions it empowers
• Learning based on collectively seeking, sieving, and synthesizing experiences
rather than indivdiaully locating and absorbing information from a single best
source
• Active learning based on experience (real and simulated) that includes
frequent opportunities for reflection
• Expression through nonlinear, associational webs of representations rather
than linear ‘stories’ (for example, authoring a simulation and a Web page to
express understanding, rather than a paper)
• Co-design of learning experiences personalised to individual needs and
preferences. (Dede, 2005)
BLEND THREE
The trends to consider (Curtis J.
Graham, 2006) are summarised
1. Blended mobile learning
2. Greater visualisation,
individualisation and hands-on
learning
3. Self-determined blended
learning
4. increased connectedness,
community and collaboration
5. Increased authenticity and
on-demand learning

6. Linking working and
learning
7. Changed calendaring
8. Blended learning course
designations
9. Changed Instructor roles
10. Emergence of blended
learning specialists

Bonk, Kyong-Jee Kim, Tingting Zeng, in Bonk and
as:
using handhelds to call up learning on demand
supporting greater range of learning styles and
individual differences in learning
learners to self-regulate learning, what courses do
they select? Convenience, access, flexibility, OR
learner engagement, collaboration and interaction?
cross-cultural projects, global work teams - classes
no longer one-dimensional eg using online
simulations already created ie MERLOT
global workforce with changing expectations and
job requirements – using real-world scenarios and
cases , situating problems in real-life events and
places – online case learning, scenario learning,
simulations and role play, problem-based learning
differences between workplace training and
formalised learning environments will continue to
shrink – degrees can increasingly take place in the
workplace ie internships?
less tied to traditional calendars – ie grab a learning
object when travelling
courses with reduced classroom meetings or seat
time – what sort of mix? Type and amount of
blend?
skills in multiple teaching and learning
environments – coaching, mentoring, counselling
complicated and multifaceted – shift gears, add new
tasks or resources, allow self-learning
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My blended stirring has resulted in my second case study, awaiting full trialling in
2007. Here is a brief introduction.
Case Study: Writing for Communication Media – the Newlandia scenario
This is a postgraduate unit in the Master of Arts (Professional Communication), with
both face-to-face and online groups. The face-to-face group is a mix of international
and local students, similar to the previous case study cohort, except that the group
is bigger. The online cohort comes from across Australia and international locations,
as well as in the next suburb. Total numbers are still to be confirmed, but so far
there are 20 in offline mode, 40 in online mode. Learners were given open choice on
delivery options.
The unit has three areas of focus:
• Report-writing
• Persuasive writing, using a scenario of Newlandia
• Extended research essay
The aims of the unit are ‘to enable students to strengthen their skills in writing,
research and presenting. Students will explore the power of language and the
characteristics of effective and ineffective writing; the relationships between written
and spoken language; strategies for developing arguments; and the requirements of
a range of types of writing including reports, letters, resumes, academic essays,
summaries, media releases and persuasive writing.
The unit will support students in their written tasks in other subject areas, as well as
providing them with workplace-oriented skills that will enhance their performance in
professional fields. Students will participate in a hypothetical scenario. They will be
required to employ different forms of writing and communication tools to tackle
issues that arise from this scenario.’ (Deakin Postgraduate Handbook 2007)
The persuasive writing section includes a scenario, an island called Newlandia which
has a water problem and two organisations trying to solve it – the Newlandia
Business Development Authority, and Newlandia Environment Council. There are
several outcomes for the students to achieve – a letter to the editor (of one of the
island papers), a media release, a news story or interview profile of the leaders of
each organisation. The aim is to change styles and formats for each task, and define
carefully the audience and purpose. Students work in one of the two organisations,
and discuss approaches collaboratively, then develop individual responses. I have
been delivering this unit with a print-based outline and some photos, with mixed
success. In 2007 it will have a web-based island simulation, with animations, audio
and video used as breaking news triggers weekly.
This is not tackling all the trends forecast above. I am blending my approach, to the
technologies, the neomillenial learning styles I perceive in the learners, and modes of
delivery incorporated within the one unit.
Start with the learner, says Dede.
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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses several means of communicating what
American modern dance is in five different cultures. In order for the
general public of another culture to find a way of “entering” choreography
very foreign to their experience, modern works were discussed as to their
purpose and content. Choreographing for dance professionals of other
cultures provided a platform for grasping different aesthetics. The reasons
that allowed modern dance to thrive in American culture and the artists’
ability to comment on society provided a basis for an “acceptance”.
A number of experiences that occurred touring and teaching
modern dance are discussed to show which situations required what
process for understanding. The venues discussed are: the Central Ballet,
Beijing; Si Li Tainan College in Taiwan; the first National Seminar on
Choreography for dance educators in Taiwan; the USSR choreographing
for a member of the Bolshoi Ballet; the 11th International Ballet
Competition, Varna, Bulgaria, choreographing for the Prima Ballerina of
Colombia, South America and her partner, Principal of the National
Bulgarian Ballet; the Shanghai Ballet and Shanghai Jiao Tung University;
and the famed experimental Nanatsudera Theater, Nagoya.
The freedom of innovation that typifies American art proved to be
the central theme that expressed American culture.

Introduction
In the process of touring and teaching American modern/contemporary dance in different
parts of the world where the dance form was relatively unknown, a need arose to find means for
giving a “handle” into the dances themselves, the choreographic intent and process, or the
reasons behind the development of the art in order to assist a better appreciation and exchange.
Different situations required different approaches. The following provides information as to
some ways the art form has been communicated.
At the Central Ballet, Beijing,
two contemporary works were presented to the five leading choreographers in China and a few
selected soloists. This was in 1981. The viewers, of course, were trained in classical ballet, in
Russian techniques. The works shown were created in modern dance techniques, using
improvisation to find new movement.
One of the dances made angular use of the body with raised, elongated shoulders and
pointed elbows--as seen in Picasso’s Blue Period paintings. It also incorporated movements that
are part of Voodoo ceremonies. The dancer performed the piece with her head and face entirely
veiled. This work, entitled Limbo, drew the most commentary.
During the presentation the choreographers wanted to know the reasons for its creation.
The dance was not a clear “story”. They asked questions ranging from “What did the veil
mean?” to “What is she saying?” They rather expected that each movement had a meaning,
much like the meanings to traditional hand gestures in the Hawaiian hula or the symbolic
Russian handkerchief dance. The dance was not seen as an abstract art form. It wasn’t telling a
story as in classical ballets.
I tried to explain that the movement and the choices of costume and music were designed
to create a feeling, rather than a story. The next step was for me to refer to the feelings aroused
while viewing Picassos’ Blue Period paintings—from the colors, to the body positions, the
distortions, and the effect the painting had on the viewer.
The response was still to try to see the paintings in the dance, as if I had linked one
tableau after another. I sought to explain the creation of an atmosphere by referring to their
heritage of passing down traditional stories. To speak about a certain event in one of the stories,
did they have to tell the entire story? Or did they just use a word or two to identify the story?
Just as those words could signal which story, I used certain movements in the dance to signal a
feeling. The tautness and angularity of the movements refers to emotional states that we know.
We can identify how we felt when we found our bodies in those positions. This was a metaphor
that was grasped, a way to understand the concepts and process.
Teaching dance composition in Tainan, Taiwan

at an elite women’s college, I had given a problem for three dancers and asked that the student
choreographer create a work using asymmetry. When the work was shown, there was no
asymmetry. Everything was done in unison at equal distance. I asked the class if the
choreographer had solved the problem. There was a long silence. Then the brightest student in
the class responded, “It was beautiful like a lotus blossom.” I felt at a loss to explain.
I responded that the problem was to create a short composition using the element of
asymmetry. Did you see asymmetry? The student then remarked, “Symmetry is beautiful.” I
said “Yes, symmetry can be beautiful, but I also think that asymmetry can be beautiful.” She
was quiet for a moment and in a very concerned voice stated “But we are taught that symmetry is
beautiful, not asymmetry.” I had come up against a cultural teaching that was older than our
own culture. As I thought about it later, it was the Japanese that used asymmetry in their
designs, not the Chinese.
On the plane flying over to Taiwan I sat next to a Chinese Professor who had received his
education in the U.S. and was then teaching at Stanford University. In talking about the
differences in the American and Chinese ways of teaching the arts, he remarked that in the
Chinese methods students are taught to copy the masters, while the United States methods push
students to question and to innovate. Therefore, he said, the Chinese copy the masters and wait
thousands of years for a new master to come forth, as innovation is not promoted
This situation made me recognize the difference in approaches to learning the arts. I
began to question my own teaching. Does one enter another culture and expect that our value
system can be taught? Or do we try to give a “handle” for others to understand why this art
form, modern dance, developed and was fostered in our society.
I tried to give them a perspective on how Americans respond to both elements—
symmetry and asymmetry. I explained that as Americans did not have such a long cultural
background that taught us what was beautiful, we looked at what other people had created
throughout history. We found that some cultures valued symmetry and others used asymmetry
in their architecture and traditional designs. So Americans would try out both styles, creating in
both symmetry and asymmetry, and then evaluate what we learned from each style. We then
could develop a more refined personal aesthetic. This gave them an introduction into how
Americans learn the arts.
The first National Seminar On Choreography in Taiwan
I gave to university dance educators of the country. It turned out to be what not to do. I gave
them a method that had been taught to me in the U.S. It wasn’t my method of choreography, but
one that was devised similar to that for music composition, or that used to show the metric
structure in poetry, such as ABA, ABBA, AAA B. Each letter represented a movement phrase
and I proceeded to show how the phrases could be used with variations to create a structure.
This may seem a very logical way of perceiving structure to Americans, but it was lost on my
Chinese audience. If I had chosen to present my own method of choreographing in which I use
improvisations from the dancers’ life experiences, the educators would have been better able to

relate. I recognized that dance was not taught there in abstract terms. This was a learning for
both of us.
In Shanghai
the company performed both at the Shanghai Ballet and at Shanghai Jiao Tung University. At
the Shanghai Ballet the company presented the dances without explanation. Afterwards the
Artistic Director of the Chinese touring group asked me what I intended with one of the dances.
I replied that the work was based on common hand signals seen on public signs, traffic lights, on
airport landing fields, etc. in our country and throughout the world. They gave us directions.
They told us what we could or couldn’t do. They were, in fact, part of our social make-up that we
lived with. The gestures were incorporated into the dance in which the performers were being
continuously obstructed by a stage set of low hanging reflector lights. The dancers kept bumping
into them, kicking them aside, ducking so as not to be hit in the rebound by the swinging lights.
The work was a comment on governments’ rules and laws demanding acceptance and its
growing lack of concern for the needs of the human being. The questioner found it amazing that
I could stand there as an artist and speak out against an official practice. To this I replied that
this was one of the bases upon which American modern dance was founded, one of its reasons
for being. He said that he would like to see other works that did the same. I referred him to
several well-known choreographers who created works in the same vein.
At Shanghai Jiao Tung University, seventy percent of the audience was general public
and the rest faculty and students. After the first dance was performed I was asked by Zao Kebin,
the Previous Cultural Attaché from China to the Chinese Consulate in New York City and then
Director of the School for Foreign Affairs at Jiao Tung University, to give a short talk about the
works to be seen. I gathered that this type of work was very foreign to their experience. I then
spoke about how the work was constructed working from improvisation with the dancers, the
types of problems I had given them, and I showed them images and movements as “handles” to
look for in the work. This was tremendously successful. The difference in their response was
surprising. They could relate in a more direct fashion. They were absorbed, they even could
laugh. That tells a lot because humor does not always cross cultural boundaries. This method
worked well and immediately.
Working in the USSR
with a member of the Bolshoi Ballet to create a modern pas-de-deux, I had to find other methods
to communicate the motivations behind modern dance. Nukri Magalashvili, the male soloist from
the Bolshoi Ballet, was the son of the famous Georgian dancer and superstar, Rezo Magalashvili.
Nukri was very unfamiliar with modern ballet, much less modern dance. Neither he nor his
partner was trained in improvisation, nor had they ever had a new work created on them.
However Nukri planned to attend the Moscow School of Choreography after his career as
principal dancer had ended. So despite the language barrier and his unfamiliarity with modern
movement, he was quite eager to learn my choreographic process.
Much to his surprise I did not give them a number of steps or enchaînements to perform.
I resorted to explaining rather the line of movement I was looking for, at what tempos and why.

How I wanted the line to build, how it would rise to a climax and resolve itself. He worked with
me to find movements that could give the line, the look, the feeling I wanted. His proficiency
was amazing. Never before had I worked with someone who had such a mastery of classical
technique. Then like a true modern choreographer I started twisting, distorting, taking those
perfectly-placed movements slightly off-balance, giving them an edge. I stoked his technical
expertise with concepts such as abstracting pedestrian movement to become art, working within
a limited vocabulary to see what more could be expressed. His awareness was heightened by my
need to create something fresh, something unexpected. The work remained in the company’s
repertory for a couple of years.
For the 11th International Ballet Competition in Varna, Bulgaria
I was commissioned to create a modern ballet that was based on a Colombian legend. It was the
first time that Colombia had entered this, the most prestigious competition in ballet. The Prima
Ballerina from Colombia had trained at the Royal Ballet in London as well in New York City
where she had studied some modern dance. She chose not to compete with her Colombian
partner and I was allowed to pick a male partner from those attending the competition.
I selected the Principal of the National Bulgarian Ballet, Constantin Iliev. His teachers
was Marius Lieppa, the famous superstar from the Bolshoi Ballet. Constantin did not speak
English or French. We didn’t speak Bulgarian. So I worked in pigeon French and it was
translated.
While initially working on the dance in Colombia I was introduced to a group of
musicians who had lived in the rainforests with Colombian Native Americans, learned their
traditions and used them in their compositions. This group, the Yaky Kandru, created a music
score for my dance using ancient instruments such as the yapuritus (the four-foot-long flute), the
three-string zither, and air blown through reeds into water-filled gourds. They also included in
the score the traditional throat-singing indigenous to the tribes.
When I watched Lieppa’s class, Constantin displayed a virility rarely seen in ballet. I
thought this quality could better portray the Native American legend. I turned down the other
superbly technical “Prince” types that had been suggested to me by the heads of the competition.
However Constantin’s repertory was limited to classical ballet. The music was most difficult for
him. I had to find a way for him to be able to get the movement and music into his body in order
for him to perform the work. His friend who did the translation in rehearsals was my salvation.
We discussed the legend. The storyline was the easiest for them to hold onto. Then I showed
how the movement was created from pre-Colombian gold sculpture designs. Next I explained
the motivation behind the “modern” movements chosen, how they expressed the emotion
underlying the action. This way of working brought out something in Constantin that his friends
and peers were astounded by. There were “Bravos”!
An experience in Japan
was very different. We performed at the famed Nanatsudera Theater in Nagoya, known for its
experimental theater work. I held a dialogue with the audience after performance.
The

translator was not understanding several of my replies to the audience. I kept trying to have him
make a correction to something he had told them. Suddenly an audience member said in English
exactly what I wanted translated and then he spoke it in Japanese for the rest of the audience.
This sparked a tremendous exchange both in English and Japanese about the works, the
purposes, the tools, etc. They discussed their work. It was highly energizing. What I learned
here was that your translator should be knowledgeable about the subject being discussed. The
majority of the Japanese audience was trained in theater but could quite clearly grasp the nuances
of the experimental dance work.
In conclusion
dance was a vehicle for a social exchange, whether teaching technique or composition in a
classroom or discussing works being performed. The dances gave a window into our culture as
well as the choreographer’s concerns. In order for some level of exchange to take place,
different methods needed to be employed to provide a means of understanding the social or
aesthetic motivations . In some cultures the purpose or what the dance was expressing needed to
be stated, as well as pointing out certain images or movements that repeatedly carried the theme
forward. The reason as to why American modern dance was created and what allowed it to grow
in our country was of greatest interest in most venues and was that which allowed others to most
easily “enter” into the dance. This was by far the most common reason for “acceptance” of the
art form. There needed to be a “handle” into learning about our culture, so that the art could be
appreciated.
Our relative lack of tradition to be adhered to, the emphasis we place on thinking
independently, on questioning what we are told, our values of creative expression and
innovation, our ability and willingness to “speak out”—these freedoms were what marked our art
as American and what others wanted to learn about. I was assisted in talking about modern
dance by examining how we are seen from others’ viewpoints. This facilitated identifying which
terms or concepts to use. What needed to be said or in what way for each culture was
determined by a familiarity with that culture. Formerly this was provided by living in diverse
cultures and attempting to understand others’ philosophies. To some extent this can now be
circumvented by the internet. Once videos of our work can be streamed online, when we can
blog freely, dialogue can grow, deepen, and expand our understanding of each other and our
aesthetic concerns.
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We teach American Studies as the study of a foreign culture, and we do so on separate
continents, Asia and Europe. We treat our subject under the headings of Linguistic Issues,
American-Studies Issues and World Issues, and our paper is a shared one because we see that
teaching American literature and culture in Europe and in Asia raises problems that are both
similar and different. We think that our two countries, England and Japan, might be
considered to be at extremes of an American-Studies teaching spectrum. (It should be noted
that we speak of England and not the United Kingdom, and what we say about students in
England is not necessarily applicable to students in Scotland, Wales or Ireland.) For many
years, American Studies has been popular among university students in both our countries,
and it has projected the United States as economically, technologically and, as people
sometimes believed, culturally, the most advanced country in the world. However, as the
world has become more globalized, people have begun to adopt new perspectives, and these
have become critical since 9/11.
1. LINGUISTIC ISSUES
1.2: THE AMERICAN LANGUAGE IN ENGLAND
English students of American Studies are working in their own language, and English

students usually consider their own form of English the dominant form, and specifically
English assumptions of cultural (and linguistic) superiority create intellectual boundaries and
psycho-political problems that work deeply in English perceptions of American literature and
culture. They have influenced the English study of American culture from the beginning.
Nonetheless, important as these perceptions or misperceptions maybe, they are dated,
post-imperial attitudes that are arguably less significant in shaping twenty-first-century
attitudes to American Studies than the peculiar linguistic and cultural effects that result from
the present global status of the English language. That status may be producing presumptions
of linguistic superiority that overshadow petty English presumptions in relation to the United
States.
The most important linguistic effect results from English’s having now lost all
effective contact with place. In 1975 in “The African Writer and the English Language,”
Chinua Achebe wrote: “The English language will be able to carry the weight of my African
experience. But it will have to be a new English, still in full communion with its ancestral
home but altered to suit its new African surroundings”(qtd in Ellis). Chinua Achebe’s
acknowledgement of the “ancestral home” is a post-colonial gesture that three decades later
seems inappropriate. English is the native language of twenty countries from Australia though
Liberia to Wales, and these countries are too many and too varied to give English a fixed
abode. Further, the English of these twenty nations has two centers of magnetism not one: the

United Kingdom and the United States. The historical and cultural force fields of their mutual
attractions and repulsions have been in tension as imperial and economic forces have
exported and projected the language across the world in renewing and conflicting waves of
influence over four-hundred years.
The particular significance of the United States in relation to global English is
apparent if a comparison is made with French and Chinese. French is more immediately
associated with the place of France and Chinese with the place of China than English is with
the place of England. Even though French and Chinese are both are global languages, they
still retain some geographical fix. France is not rivalled by another place that can make an
equal claim to be the home of French nor China by another home of Chinese. English by
contrast has two home points--the United Kingdom and the United States. English people can
call themselves “English,” and the name of the language is “English,” but the English have to
concede that the United States has more native speakers than the rest of the world put
together. If that is the case, do Americans own the English language? Do they set its
standards? Does the English language project American culture?
In a weak sense, the answer to all three questions is Yes. In the sense that all speakers
own the language they are speaking, 300,000,000 Americans own their English. Like any
linguistic group, they set standards simply by the process of using the language within their
language community. And, indeed, Americans project their culture into the world through

English; it is impossible to think of that culture without English. But there are many other
English-language countries and cultures for which the same could be said. In a strong sense,
the answer is No to all three questions. The English language is owned by twenty
English-language communities. All twenty own their English, set their standards, and project
their English-language cultures.
English extends through its two nodal countries to a group of twenty countries and
beyond them to some seventy-three countries that contain significant numbers for whom
English is their first language. In total, there are said to be four hundred million native
speakers (Wikipedia, “English Language”) and, because of global communications, these
four-hundred million native speakers constitute a single language community that sets
standards (better called norms or limits) for the pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and
syntax of English.
Spoken or colloquial English is varied. It is takes on a different form in the
seventy-three countries where it is used by native speakers, and it varies within those
countries by region and class. In “Niugini i bekim Tok [New Guinea Talks Back],” Juniper
Ellis argues that “Papua New Guinean languages and literatures unsettle the English
dominance that both proponents and opponents of global English claim.” Ellis gives the
following examples: “He was making we feel like we was some ‘bad cowboys’ or criminals”;
“He starts walking away and threatening we”; “The [police] cars and the lorry was all for we

three university students.” “We was standing about thirty of we, waiting to catch our things.
We was chewing plenty buwa like civilized people. We was not spitting or making rubbish.
Only feeling very good from the betel nuts our people had bringed to Moresby.”
From these examples, Ellis argues that since “Standard English would use the word
‘us’ instead of each [non-accusative] instance of ‘we’. [. . .] colloquial English carries the
grammar and syntax of Tok Pisin,” but Ellis has got this wrong. First, nobody talks what he is
calling “Standard English.” That is a written form. Second, a statement like “He was making
we feel like we was some ‘bad cowboys’ or criminals” would be familiar to any Londoner
who would assume that the speaker was Jamaican. Spoken English comes in notably varied
forms. By contrast, global written English shows very little variation. This helps literate
speakers because in times of difficulty they can turn to formal English to make themselves
understood.
The introduction of radio and film in the early twentieth century halted the linguistic
separation of British and American English, both spoken and written, and there are several
other effects of English language convergence in the twenty-first century, but more important
from the point of view of the teaching of American Studies is an effect of the global status of
English not admitted by the traditional linguistic principle that a language standards are set by
the community of native speakers. English is spoken by over one and half billion people who
did not learn it as children at home but have learned it either as a second language by moving

to live in English-speaking countries or as a foreign language through education. Normally,
the non-native speakers of a language are not significant. They are not considered to be
owners of the language, they are not considered to set its standards and they are not
considered to be projecting their cultures through it.
Two factors require reconsideration of those presumptions. The first factor is the huge
imbalance between native and non-native speakers of English. Instead of non-native speakers
constituting an insignificant minority, they are a significant majority, 75% in fact. That is an
unprecedented linguistic situation. The second factor is the resulting wide-spread use of
English as a means of communication when no native speakers are present. Who then
regulates pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and syntax? Who owns this English?
One set of answers comes from Jean-Paul Nerriere. He has codified a form of English
that he calls “Globish.” “It involves a vocabulary limited to 1,500 words, short sentences,
basic syntax, an absence of idiomatic expressions and extensive hand gestures to get the point
across.” Nerriere is a retired Frenchman who spent his working life employed by IBM, and
he has devised Globish as an aid for non-native speakers of English. So far so good, but
Nerriere says “that his globalised version of English is now so common that Britons,
Americans and other English-speakers should learn it too.” They should do so because these
are the people who are not being understood at international meetings. “Anglo-Saxons stand
out as strange because they cling to their original language instead of using the elementary

English adopted by colleagues from other countries. Their florid phraseology and
grammatical complexities are often incomprehensible.” Nerriere adds the further comment
that “One thing you never do in Globish is tell a joke. [. . .] English-speakers need to make
the effort to speak like everyone else. If they do, they will not be seen as arrogant and they
might even become popular” (Sage).
Jean-Paul Nerriere concludes that “Anglophones no longer own English.” If that is
fully true, it is something new in linguistic history, but even if it is only half true, it is telling
us some important about the cultural status of English, and it contains a warning for those
who take pride in the world conquest of the English language. That spread has been going
forward since the middle nineteenth century, and today E. P. Krenzelok guesses that “90% of
the world’s languages will disappear as information creates a global culture” (Krenzelok). If
that is true, that is a terrible thing, but the Desperanto that Jean-Paul Nerriere calls “Globish”
suggests that English is also self-destructing in the course of its global spread.
1.2. THE AMERICAN LANGUAGE IN JAPAN
Japanese students reading American literature are working in a language profoundly
different from their own and they face strong language barriers in understanding English.
Some English departments even allow their students to use Japanese translations. Language
education in Japanese universities is problematic because it often tends to be oriented to the
oral language. English departments are considered to be the places for producing perfect

English speakers. Even so, we have to say that we seldom see those perfect English speakers.
Here is a good proverb. “He who runs after two hares will catch neither.” Unfortunately,
many Japanese undergraduate students achieve neither of a fast-reading nor fluent-speaking
ability in English. When the students have to study American Literature in a wide range
therefore, they have to rely on the Japanese translations as mentioned, and all they have to
choose from are the canonical novels, the classic texts from Hawthorne through to
Hemingway.
The outcome is predicable where the teachers are those who still believe that only the
canonical writers are valuable to teach and the students are those who are unable to read more
than one English book per semester? This critical, vicious circle produces younger
generations who cannot contextualize American Studies in its global situation. What is
needed, then, is the change of the consciousness in the American literature scholars in Japan.
This is true for the universities as much as for the high schools. This gives rise to two very
important questions: What should Japanese academics do? and What should Japanese
universities demand? Something needs to be said here about the present situation in Japanese
universities. Japan faces what is called “the 2007 problem.” In 2007, the number of the high
school graduates and the admissions capacity of the of universities are exactly the same. That
means that in 2007 all these high-school graduates could find places at some university
although they cannot all go where they like. In fact, many students who can get into

universities of first choice will decide not to go at all, and more than 70% of Japanese
universities are facing the fact that they will not make their quota. Many English departments
are lowering their entrance criteria and are extending a welcome to students who cannot write
good Japanese, not to mention English. The Japanese, however, should not abandon the idea
of what university education ought to be. Likewise, the Japanese universities should not
lower the quality of their teaching.
2. CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN STUDIES ISSUES:
American Studies is going through a crisis in our two countries. We have been
teaching American Studies for many years and have seen many crises, and it may be that the
present one is simply part of the regular cycle of the subject in terms of undergraduate
recruitment. But something larger may be happening here. By contrast with American Studies,
English Studies is again becoming a very popular major, and American texts are very widely
read in these programs. There is not necessarily a contradiction in the fact that students are
pleased to study American literature but are not so pleased to study America. The dominant
genre is the novel, and that comes indiscriminately from Australia, Barbados, Canada,
England, Ghana, India, Ireland, Jamaica, New Zealand, Scotland, South Africa, the United
States, Trinidad, Wales, Zimbabwe, and other English speaking nations and communities. The
question is not Where is it from? but what does it say? One result is that the American text is
increasingly being seen as but one form of Anglophone World Literature. Another result is

that the traditional English canon is being subordinated to World English Literatures, and
there are plans to remove the nineteenth-century novel from the curriculum of English
secondary schools.
The Japanese students approach this World literature with greater interest than ever
before, but it is only when faculty chose materials from somewhere like the English-speaking
Caribbean that the new World Literature is engaged. Unless the new choice is made, the
students’ framework of Anglophone Literature will still be limited to the Great Canon that
restricts focus to the iconic Shakespeares and Hemingways. Unlike in England where
instructors attempt to anticipate student interests, the Japanese curriculum remains instructor
led. However, there are Japanese instructors who believe that “the arts reflect societies,” and
their text choice acknowledges the diversity of the post-9/11 world. An increasing number of
faculty, not just in Japan but more widely in Asia, are starting to study and teach “English
Literatures” in the plural. They match the Literatures of William Shakespeare and Ernest
Hemingway with those of George Lamming, V. S. Naipaul, Chinua Achebe, Margaret
Atwood, Keri Hulme, Irving Welsh, Sadie Smith, Hanif Kureishi. In England and Japan,
furthermore, we are beginning to teach between the texts, between the literatures.
2. 1. A JAPANESE PERSPECTIVE ON AMERICAN STUDIES
Originally, American Studies in Japan started as a part of English Studies in the
Faculty of English. The Faculty of English was strictly framed only for the students who

study English literature. They studied the social, cultural and historical background of
England as a part of literature, and America was considered as nothing but a colony of
England. This original idea about the Faculty of English is still dominant in the Japanese
universities, especially in the traditional universities, because many of the teachers there were
trained in this limited framework and they still consider English literature as more
authoritative than American literature. Within American literature itself, there is a further a
hierarchy in terms of the canon and the non-canon. It is just as if we were seeing a stultified
relationships between on-Broadway, off-Broadway and off-off-Broadway when, in many
cases, off- is better that on-.
The annual conference of the American Literature Society of Japan in October 2006
showed how Japanese scholars remain addicted to the canonical writers. Out of forty panels,
the score was Melville--5; Hawthorne--4; Faulkner--4. James, Twain, Dickenson,
Hemingway and Fitzgerald had one panel each. The result was that more than half the
conference was devoted to these eight writers alone. Melville, Hawthorne, Faulkner, James,
Twain, Dickenson, Hemingway and Fitzgerald dominate the professors. The professors, in
turn, dominate their graduate students. Ironically, literature teachers feel such an obligation to
the literature that they are teaching that they will not teach anything that they have not been
taught themselves. They teach the canonical texts with every confidence, but they never allow
students, even graduate students, to explore new and different writers. Students graduate with

their instructors’ limited confidence and limited canon. This vicious circle is at the root of the
failure to develop American Studies in the modern global context. The reason lies in the
stagnation of university teaching.
However, there have been changes, little by little. Some teachers and, with them, their
students have began to explore the realms of the non-canonical. At Yokkaichi University, the
students have had the opportunity for more fifteen years of Caribbean literature, and, in
recent years, more students than ever have began to study Caribbean authors, more readers
have begun to access the related website that presents translations of those authors, and more
scholars and graduate students have began asking questions about the academic associations
that focus on Caribbean and African American literature. What has caused this new interest?
The short answer is: 9/11. The world had already been changing but until September 2001
people could not be made to see the changes. 9/11 made people see those world changes for
the first time. 9/11 has made people question why they do American Studies. 9/11 has shown
people that they do not have to follow the United States any more. 9/11 happened, and it
demanded a new context of globalization for the assessment of American politics and
economics. In terms of literature, 9/11 demanded that we look beyond the eight canonized
authors so comforting to the traditional view of America and the traditional teaching of
America’s literature.
2. 2. AN ENGLISH PERSPECTIVE ON AMERICAN STUDIES

Linguistic arguments suggest that we look at American Studies as a field of study
existing in a series concentric circles. At the center of the circles is the study of American
Studies in the United States of America. Of that study, perhaps, only three things should be
said here. First, the majority of the American Studies material produced in the United States,
and that often the best, is not produced as American Studies but simply as history, literary
criticism, political and social studies and so on. Second, explicit American Studies in the
United States is often marked by a proprietorial attitude that views American Studies in other
countries as something to be patronized. In 2000, speaking of the founding an International
American Studies Association, The Chronicle of Higher Education reported that one of the
American participants had said that it might be interesting to see “what happens when the
center shifts and the First and Only World itself becomes an object of interrogation, as
opposed to a privileged locus from which the rest of the world is subject to scrutiny”
(Chronicle). Third, typical of current American American Studies is Randall Knoper article
“American Studies and Studies of ‘America’” in which the word “America” is in quotation
marks. Thus, Knoper highlights the problematical nature of the subject in the United States
generated by controversy about whose America it is that is being studied. That adds variation
to

the

standard

geography-based,

variations

of

culture-based,

American

Studies--history-based,

social-studies-based,

literature-based,

political-studies-based,

single-disciplinary, interdisciplinary, multi-disciplinary, feminist, Marxist, post-structuralist,

post-modernist, and post-colonial.
If American American Studies is at the center of the circle, the next circle includes
those other countries for whom English is a first-language. No language barrier inhibits their
study of America, but there are profound historical differences in the approach to the study of
America. English does not define one culture and no single nation can be constructed around
it, but language chauvinists have tried at various times to make their English a litmus test of
some essence. In the 1950s, the Anglo-American Winston Churchill wrote A History of the
English-Speaking Peoples as a way to create an English-language-based identity. He was
reviving the nineteenth-century racial thinking of Charles Wentworth Dilke’s Greater Britain,
published in 1868. Astonished by the strength of the United States despite its titanic civil war,
Dilke looked to a reunion of the United Kingdom and the United States in an equal and
world-dominating partnership. It would be a way of saving Britain from losing its rank as the
most powerful nation. Dilke, like Churchill, thought in terms a union between the United
Kingdom, the United States, and the white dominions: Australia, Canada, and New Zealand.
The territories of the British Empire would be subordinate not equal elements.
Dilke and Churchill shared an extreme version what has come to be called by the
English, “the Special Relationship,” the idea that there is a fundamental identity of
foreign-policy interest between the United States and the United Kingdom. This extreme
version of the Special Relationship has resurfaced in the twenty-first century through a

Canadian writer, James C. Bennett, in a book called The Anglosphere Challenge: Why the
English-Speaking Nations Will Lead the Way in the Twenty-First Century. Since Canada is an
impact zone of the Anglophone and Francophone hostilities, it may not be surprising that an
aggressive expression of English-language imperialism comes from Canada, but it is an idea
that might have originated among any of the white English-speaking peoples. The
Anglosphere Challenge “argues that what is emerging is a series of distinct but overlapping
globe-spanning linguistic-cultural phenomena.” These are “network civilizations,” and
significantly Bennett calls the Anglophone civilization a “Network Commonwealth.” It is a
British Commonwealth writ-large, and it daringly annexes the United States by linguistic
culture capture. It is a “Greater Britain.” Bennett eases American pain by explaining that
network commonwealths are “characterized by extreme decentralization and lack of
compulsory mechanisms” (Rowman).
Bennett, like Dilke and Churchill, focuses on the white dominions, and it is difficult
not to believe that like theirs, his thinking is shape by racist presumptions. Ireland makes an
interesting test case because it is the only white colony in the British Empire since the loss of
the British North American Colonies that has had to fight for its independence. There was no
granting of the dominion status freely given to Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Ireland
could be aligned with states like Kenya and India, freed from British rule following armed
rebellion and terrorism. Certainly Irish attitudes to the United States show an interesting mix

of fierce identity with American republicanism and a strong sense of cultural superiority since
they find the American brash, vulgar and materialist.
Surrounding the large circle of English-speaking peoples who study American from
the outside is the series of circles of non-native speakers of English who study America at
varying degrees of cultural and linguistic distance. We am not arguing that these are circles of
greater or lesser understanding of America. We would argue that many Americas have no
realistic idea of what America is or has been and that the intelligent student from a distant
culture can sometimes see more than the natives.
3. WORLD ISSUES:
We see our two countries as sharing some close identities though separate by 10,000
miles. We are both heavily-populated, industrial islands off the coast of huge land masses to
which we sustain angular relationships. Our continental identities are not as strong as our
national ones. We have both preserved strong patriotic and cultural links with our long
histories, and we are both democratic monarchies--a concept difficult for the American
political tradition to countenance. Our relationships with the United States of America have
been in the past distinctly opposite, England was the ally and Japan the enemy of the United
States in World War 2. We are now both close political allies of America, but popular feelings
are very mixed, and our students in England tend to be more radical than our employers.
Japanese students, however, are more conformist; they love the tasteless taste of tofu.

England, the past ally, is now distancing itself at the popular level from the United States, and
American Studies suffers in the process. Japan, the past enemy, on the other hand, continues
to invest its popular faith in “American Justice.” The majority of Japanese people still protect
themselves from the outside world by hugging the loss of World War 2. They compensate
that loss by believing the phantom dictum that the losers should obey the winners. A new
kind of Japanese study of American Studies might best teach the Japanese to adopt the critical
view of America that marks the English study of American Studies. Paradoxically, that might
lead to the decline of American Studies but a decline matched by the rise of what may be the
twenty-first century’s own route to the American text, that by way of World English Studies.
We, the American Studies scholars, especially for those who live outside of the United States,
have to be strict in “seeking after truth” and stay free from any kinds of political, cultural and
academic bias. As long as American Studies is globalized in this way, it will be able to keep
its position in academia, but otherwise, it will have to be replaced with another subject like
World English Studies and so on. In either ways, it all depends on us to point academia to the
right direction.
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Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queen has always offered enticing challenges to
those who want to explicate it. From the poem’s inception, Spenser’s occasional mentor
Gabriel Harvey called The Faerie Queen a “Hobgoblin run away with the garland from
Apollo” (frequently qtd. in various sources). Even the current critique calls its form
“shocking, strange, and aggressive…, a poem of exile and eccentricity” (Hadfield and
Maley 191). This hobgoblin on its allegorical levels displays Neo-Platonic traits
(Satterthwaite and others) and in its selection of virtues is decidedly Christian. At the
same time, Spenser had associated with a group of courtiers and poets who desired their
Queen Elizabeth to guide the nation to Empire, a circumstance that has become a part of
the discourse surrounding the poem. However, woven within the plea for Empire in The
Faerie Queen are references and incantations concerning alchemy that have remained
unexplored to this day.
As with most major literary works, the positioning of a work of complexity, the
critical practices of setting it in its time period, has been in itself a centuries-long
practice. The discourse on Spenser has utilized a variety of strands connecting the epic
poem to events, ideas, and culture of the poet’s lifetime. With a work as rich as this,
critical practice has uncovered meaningful connections between the poet’s time and the
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poem itself, augmenting our understanding of its content. Edmund Spenser himself has
relatively recently been discovered (or re-constructed, depending on your point-of-view)
as one of the first English poets who consciously thought of himself in that role. That is
to say, as Richard Helgeson pointed out twenty years ago, Spenser’s construction of
himself as a poet was not the gentleman-like way of behavior, as per Raleigh, nor was it a
way to put food immediately on the table, as with Shakespeare. William Oram more
recently argued that Spenser’s role as a national laureate or poet was something he saw as
a calling that also entailed entering the service of the Commonwealth. He along with
Sydney and Harvey obviously desired connections to Elizabeth’s court, but they sought
connections to a court that would lead the world. A poet laureate in the tradition of
Virgil, a role that seemed to appeal to Spenser, needed an Empire in order to assume such
an Imperial position. Indeed his poetry had to assist the early modern state to be “troped
into being in sixteenth century England” (Miller 27). Moreover, Andrew Hadfield has
more recently explored Spenser’s replanted roots in Ireland as a development of those
guarding an English identity that was disappearing from England itself (17) – the
colonizer projecting a kind of heroic stance lacking in the homeland into the land of the
colonized.
All of these observers of Spenser, and more, though arriving at luminous rays
tying the poem to its era and author, at the same time all somewhere in the course of their
exploration consistently admit to Spenser’s elusiveness. They write of encountering
some considerable part of him that, despite a variety of convincing insights, remains a
kind of mystery. Thus, parts of the story of Edmund Spenser have often taken a step
back into darkness. For instance, he married his first wife, Machabeus Chyld when she
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was about nineteen or twenty. Her curious name is attributed to the practice of parents at
the time who purportedly flipped open the Bible to a random page and chose a name.
Thus our first Epic poet in the English language has a first wife “by chance” named after
a warrior in Apocrypha of the Old Testament (Greek Orthodox), and then she nearly
completely vanishes. This early companion from Apocrypha matches the claimed habit
of alchemists to summon and use demons in their work (Albertus Magnus and Thomas
Aquinas in Newman 49-51). However the mysterious companion is dropped in the
critique of Spenser.
Likewise, in the early 17th century there was abundant conjecture concerning a
lost manuscript, the completed second portion of The Faerie Queen reported lost when
Irish rebels burned Spenser’s home to the ground. James Ware, a very careful historian
who tenaciously held to the accurate date of Spenser’s death in the face of other
published dates, wrote in Historie of Ireland (1633) that Spenser completed his finish to
Faerie Queen, but it “was soone after unfortunately lost by the disorder and abuse of his
servant, whom he had sent before him to England” (Qtd. in Carpenter 75). The story of
this mysterious missing manuscript lost when Spenser fled Kilcolman seems like
Machabeus Chyld to have diminished on its own, continuing a porous history of
Spenser’s poetry and family. The poet’s child purportedly burned to death in the fire
(conversation between Ben Jonson and William Drummond qtd. in a variety of sources)
was, as it turns out, probably not his child but a servant’s. Even Spenser’s death, once
described as being “without the help of any other Disease save a broken Heart” (A
Summary of the Life of Mr. Edward Spencer in the last folio,1679, qtd. in Wurtsbaugh),
was probably not an impoverished and lonely death as once commonly believed. We do
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not know which of the several extant visual portraits, if any, is really a portrait of
Edmund Spenser. Much of his life then is protean in the telling and remains in shadows,
while the poem itself is a perhaps unfinished “hobgoblin” that is, even in the eyes of
those who have loved it, a challenge to wrap one’s mind around. Of course, his is not the
only name enshrined in English poetry that is connected with mysteries. the mysteries
themselves do not seem to diminish his reputation.
Yet at the same time, the reputation of a system of thought from his time –
alchemy – is, when mentioned, most often maligned. It is not surprising then that
alchemy has not been connected to his often cosseted reputation. In fact, the desire to
crown Spenser with laurels has often meant keeping the mysterious away from his name.
When important critics did attack Spenser, the claim was that Spenser was more
influenced by Ariosto in his time than by Tasso. The thrust of this critique was that
Ariosto used magic too heavily in his works. The claim against Spenser was that Ariosto
was not an appropriate model because of his practice of “rejecting truth for magic”
(Warton, Vol I, 2). When Tasso on the other hand described magic users in Jerusalem
Delivered, they were in the Islam camp, the enemy, and were not the Christian heroes.
Indeed when a guardian angel descends to cure the Christian leader, Godfrey, from a fatal
wound, it is not even a divine magic at work. Rather, the poet includes the name of the
herb used for the cure, dittany, including its downy foliage and purple flower (XI. 495518). In the mean time, the magic in the book is consistently located in the Islam camp
with followers that include a sorcerer and captivating female magic user. The idea
supporting this critique was that in trying to give poetry more respect, it was important
how the poet treated magic. As Spenser’s stock rose or fell through the centuries, the
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rising and falling often seemed connected to keeping him clean of magic and firm in the
Christian, Platonic camp. Through the 18th century, even critics who liked him sadly
admitted that he applied his use of images from religion in “a manner…guilty of an
impropriety, which…amounts to an impiety” (Warton, Vol. II, 101). That Spenser
misused images was a claim that needed to be explained in order to keep him in the
canon, regardless of his glorious use of language. Even his many uses of chivalry,
seemingly a benign practice, was frowned upon by later centuries who labeled chivalry “a
barbarous sport, or extravagant amusement, of the dark ages” (Warton Vol II, 267).
This cautionary critique maintaining poetical practices, staying in line with the
current tastes and morality, was of course not new. In his own time Spenser needed to
step carefully around such Puritanical blasts as Stephen Goffon’s 1579 pamphlet, The
School of Abuse, containing a pleasaunt invective against poets, pipers, players, jesters,
and such-like caterpillars of a commonwealth. There was a kind of need for poets to
keep it clean, meaning keep it, if not Christian, then Platonic, so much so as to “have
extorted from Sydney his rational Defence of Poesie” (Warton Vol II, 237). The thrust of
the critique of poetry directed it to emphasize the approved sublime. This policy of
fencing in his content stayed with the discourse around Spenser no matter how many
centuries passed. Even those chastising Spenser as an early colonizer did not “tarnish”
their critique by utilizing any ideas or vocabulary concerning the ridiculed practice of
alchemy. All of this has resulted in important aspects of the poetry being ignored even
through so many years of study.
At the same time, his active promotion and construction of English Empire has
been explored in several valuable ways. After all, that the island off the coast of the
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mainland could become an empire was only a possibility, and one certainly not accepted
or even believed by everyone during Spenser’s time. However, “politics arise out of
culture….symbolic and cultural acts have real political power” (Solnitt 122). There was
a circle of poets that Spenser had entered, as well as others of influence, who considered
Empire to be not only a possibility, but also a desired likelihood; one such thinker was
John Dee. This associate of Edmund Spenser tried to sell the idea of English Empire as
more than a political development, as something indeed written in the stars. He touched
the lives of both Queen Elizabeth and the poets who circled around her. Of the many
things listed of which John Dee was a practitioner, alchemy is a persistent claim
(Wooley).
Edmund Spenser seemed to need a political power to coincide with his own
ambitions as a poet. However, in the The Faeire Queen, the forces of alchemy as well as
empire accompany each other in a manner that resonates even today through language
and myth. John Milton, using much of his Roundhead in these lines of Paradise Lost,
could attribute the qualities of Empire to his Christian Deity:
the Creator…up returnd
Up to the Heav’n of Heav’ns his high abode,
Thence to behold this new created world
Th’ addition of his Empire, how it shew’d
In prospect from his Throne, how good, how faire,
Answering his great Idea. Up he rode
Followd with acclamation and the sound
Symphonious of ten thousand Harpes that tun’d
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Angelic harmonies (Book VII, 551-60)
Edmund Spenser would have, one speculates, appreciated this poetic musical
accompaniment to empire. However, he based his desired empiric acquisitions upon not
only Christian sources, but other fonts of images and ideas as well. As Spenser settled
into his castle at Kilcolman, he might have thought back to the previous owner, Sir John
of Desmond, whose head Spenser must have seen on a pole above the entry to Dublin
Castle, and whose body dangled for years on the North Gate of Cork before one night a
strong wind claimed it for the river (Judson 129). Spenser’s construction of an empire,
albeit in Fairy Land, was one imagined from the time that he lived; alongside the gristly
images of conquest, he also relied on the systems and imagery of alchemy current in his
time.
For instance, magical items of all sizes, large and small, play a variety of roles in
Spenser’s FairyLand. These instruments are often alchemical in nature. This is not to
say that Spenser owned a houseful of these things (which apparently his acquaintance
John Dee did). However the connections should not be overlooked, and when examined,
they produce new insights and understanding for us. Spenser, along with other poets who
read and were influenced by Ariosto and Tasso, made use of an iconographical language.
Moreover Spenser’s “emblematic pictures and hieroglyphs were not…merely quaint, but
a means to self-discovery” (Fowler 38). This self-discovery embedded in the signs and
symbols of alchemy remains one of the reasons that Spenser has consistently inspired
readers to search for hidden truths.
The very early critique of Spenser (1628, pub 1643) insightfully proclaimed that
the poet’s thought is overcome (outshone) by the music of the words “so cunningly” it
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becomes a problem. In fact, “if the reader ‘heede him not with great attention, rare and
wonderful conceptions will unperceived slide by” (Digby qtd. in Wurtsbaugh 16).
Edmund Spenser like any writer was informed by his time, and of course an examination
of that time is necessary to understand him (Craig and others).1 In addition, Spenser was
anything but systematic in his use of what he read. There was little uniformity to his use
of sources; on occasion he followed them accurately and other times changed them to suit
his poem (Harper 17). Further, all of Spenser’s influences cannot be solely literary, or
entirely dramatic, or exclusively political, or even be limited to a combination of these
three. In fact a number of aspects of Elizabethan life combine and blend with these larger
influences. For instance, though Spenser was influenced by classical literature, it is not
the same ancient world that we look back upon. The agreed upon “past” changes with
nearly each new present, which reconfigures the past for a variety of reasons. To be
specific, in a sixteenth century illustration of Virgil’s Aeneid, the Tree of Life and the
Birds of Sublimation play a prominent part (Reprntd. in Alchemy: The Art of Knowing
42). This illustration of Virgil for Elizabethans, a tree trunk with a crown around it, is not
much recognizable to a modern reader as Virgil. It is an alchemical illustration, and these
were a steady part of Elizabethan book life.2 Spenser’s avid exploration of books would
insure that he and his work would become a conduit for systems of alchemy. At the same
time, the poet was always willing to use what he found in the fabric of his life to build his
work. That wonderful Calendar for instance was based upon a popular work that began
in France, The Kalender of Shepherdes, “a strange fusion of calendar, almanac, moral
1

Making historical connections in order to understand writers more effectively is an old practice. Even in
the 18th century, Warton said of Spenser that “we should endeavor to place ourselves in the writer’s
situation and circumstances” (Vol. II 87).
2
The time was steeped in beliefs in a variety of unseen forces – for instance, it was a time when people had
“an unreserved belief in angels” (Brandner 185).
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treatise, and manual of physiology, medicine, astrology, and astronomy” (Judson 50).
Ideas concerning astrology and magic appear regularly in Elizabethan times and indeed in
works since published concerning that era. Of course, subsequent critics’ observations
concerning Elizabethan beliefs more often reflect their own various prejudices regarding
such things rather than Elizabethan popular beliefs.
Even so, when Spenser references alchemy in The Faerie Queen, he is more often
covert when doing so. This is at least partially traceable to Spenser’s early head-master
at Merchant Taylor’s School, Richard Mulcaster, an influential educator considered to be
the ‘Father of English Pedagogy’ (Oliphant qtd. in Judson 17). Mulcaster stated in his
Positions – that in order to be a true poet, “cover the truth with a fabulous veil” (269).
This teacher, Richard Mulcaster, became Wrenock in The Shepheardes Calendar
(December), who Spenser (Colin) said taught him to be “more cunning”.
Spenser himself would have felt a further need to be cunning when using
alchemical references. There was disagreement on issues of such things as alchemy in
Elizabethan times. Francis Bacon in Novum Organum included alchemists in a select,
prestigious list of those “practically versed in nature” (I.5). He reflected that the practice
suffered from the dishonesty of some of those who made false claims regarding it. Even
in the very early 21st century, alchemy suffers from a reputation that is part ridicule and
part esoteric. Even in Elizabethan times, the critique could be scathing. In letters to
Spenser, Gabriel Harvey bristled at Spenser for pursuing love and women3. He included
in his list of derisive metaphors that lovers are like “alchemists who dream charming
dreams of mountains and fountains of gold and silver, but meanwhile are blinded and

3

Harvey in this letter agrees with Agrippa, who emended the title of Ovid’s The Art of Love to The Art of
Harlotry (Carpenter57).
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even suffocated by the frightful fumes of the charcoal” (Harvey, Latin trans. by Gordon
Laing in Carpenter 57). The passage derides the practice of alchemy, but at the same
time is very familiar with it. Though it was a criminal act to practice alchemy without a
license in Elizabethan England, the punishment was relatively light (Salgado 104).
Moreover, the existence of an obtainable license implies a possible legitimacy.
Likewise, at times Spenser himself opposed actively that which looked like
sorcery. In his explicit mission, along with his circle of poets, of having their queen
govern an English empire, he responded in horror to reports that magic was being used by
Jehan de Simier, Master of the Wardrobe, an emisary for pockmarked Alcenon, European
suitor to Elizabeth. This mysterious foreigner looking for union and compromise greatly
disturbed early English nationalists (Judson 56-7). He was known as a magician, and that
was evil according to Spenser and his friends. During this same period, in efforts
connected with the court Spenser’s alliances for influence included Edward Dyer. He
was a student and companion of John Dee, one of three (along with Leicester and Philip
Sidney) who Spenser utilized to attach himself to the Elizabethan court in his annus
mirabilis (miraculous year), 1580 (Judson 54-9). Dyer along with the Earl of Leicester,
Spenser’s earliest patron (Jenkins 231), and Philip Sydney, the poet, financially backed a
project aimed at turning iron into copper in 1574 (Strype, 1709, in Woolley 57). Then
the even more mysterious Edward Kelley replaced Dee as court favorite and friend to
Dyer, who was convinced that he himself saw gold produced in Kelley’s laboratory in
Prague in 1590. Kelley was an intriguing figure with a reputation that no doubt helped to
make alchemy seem reprehensible. Could this reputed alchemist be the elusive E.K. who
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wrote the dedicatory epistle to The Shepheardes Calender (Hunter 468 in Carpenter 61)?4
In any case, courtier and poet Edward Dyer, a member of the circle close to Elizabeth that
Spenser entered and depended upon, attempted but failed to bring Kelley back to
England. The failure was mainly because Kelley had been arrested in Eastern Europe.
When Kelley temporarily escaped, Dyer himself was arrested in turn in his place.
Finally, Elizabeth took the step of writing to free Dyer (Woolley 267, 269-70). Spenser’s
name was continually associated with these thinkers and poets; his frequent exposure to
things alchemical seems certain given his active mind and the circles in which he
traveled. Inevitably he utilized aspects of alchemy as an active force in his poetry.
This is so even when an explicit alchemist in The Faerie Queen is portrayed as
evil: Florimell, who creates a lady from mercury. Spenser’s portrayal of an alchemist as
evil is not a statement that he will banish alchemical elements from the poem nor even
restrict such magic to villains, which is what Tasso did while delivering Jerusalem to his
audience. Instead of banishment, just as Milton’s Satan and his celebrated isolated
individuality resonates throughout his Epic, Spenser’s images from alchemy bolster The
Faerie Queen throughout its entirety. There, of course, this line of comparison between
the two poems changes. Whereas Milton’s Paradise Lost fully utilizes the strengths of
Satan’s individualized and isolated identity, in Faerie Queen identity is permeable. One
character roams across the changing landscape and at times could as well be another
character instead. “We have also found that he sometimes uses a certain figure to
represent one thing at one time and another thing at a later time” (Brandner 66). Guyon

4

Many Spenserphiles may recoil at this suggestion, associating the poet with Edward Kelley, a known
grave robber (Salgado 108). Others, such as WB Yeats who had a legitimate ax to grind with Spenser,
might applaud the connection. In judging Spenser’s association with Kelley (EK?), keep in mind that
Kelley was knighted in his day and became Sir Edward Kelley, though he did meet a bad end.
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is the Temperate knight, but his temperance fades unless he is with the palmer, Reason,
acting as a part of Guyon though he is a different character in the poem. Other times, the
characters represent political figures from Spenser’s time, but often a character will also
switch political roles or even characterizations. Indeed, representations of popular
political people hop from character to character, a particular person representing different
powerful Elizabethan people in different instances in the poem (Bradner 60). Even
Elizabeth pops up in a number of different places as different characters (Hadfield 1526). Thus, political and allegorical identity is permeable in Spenser’s poem, a little odd in
a work that is strongly neo-Platonic.
As might be expected, many commentaries have examined the characters and
events in the poem in terms of Platonic allegories (for instance, Satterthwaite). Spenser’s
use of a kind of neo-Platonism is underscored by the poem’s last line (the last line as we
know it if there truly are no missing manuscripts), which rests the previously changing
universe once more “upon the pillars of eternity”(viii Imperfect.2). The desirable virtues
Spenser described were Aristotelian and predictably Christian. Many writers have
described well the capital-letter Platonic qualities in the poem, as well as their shifting
nature associated with the various knights and ladies. Oftentimes the allegories and
political figures require special explanations. However, this seemingly never-ending
pageant of characters and allegory has often caused the large number of magical items
and their connections that stream through the poem to be overlooked.
Spenser uses magical items, many of them alchemical tools, in powerful ways to
serve as symbols in his narrative. On a kind of baroque, parallel course with the
characters, these symbols are also often permeable in their functions in the narrative. At
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times a magical object will act as a symbol, and other times it will not. These kinds of
magical objects, though they seem on occasion to embarrass the analytical ages that
followed Spenser’s, as does mention of alchemy, possess a large degree of the work’s
efficacy. The many magical items that Spenser introduced remain today in aspects of
mass culture ranging from cinema to role-playing games. These magical artifacts in the
poem, often tools of alchemy, readily contain mytho-poetic power. They have
continually stocked the gardens and cupboards of archetypes in the subsequent ages of
empire. Yet when Spenser utilizes them, their power is at the center of a life force that
works even as a kind of spell in the poem.
The items vary greatly in size. They are at times small enough to be held in one’s
hands. Other times, they may expand to include an entire explicitly gendered body, and
may even be as large as an extensive castle or an elaborate garden.
In the sixth canto of Book III of Faerie Queen, Spenser surrounds his astonishing
Garden of Adonis with a wall of bright gold and a wall of iron (more on the walls later).
The significance of this garden to the narrative is that “sited in fruitful soil of old”
(III.vi.31), it becomes a place for Venus to take one of the virgin-born twins, Belphoebe,
to be raised. Belphoebe’s birth, neither Christian nor natural, is alchemical. Spenser tells
us that Jupiter and Venus were in trine on Belphoebe’s astrological chart. This other
worldly being’s mother is not a woman visited by the Holy Spirit and an angel, but is
Chrsogonee, a Faerie “yborne of high degree” (III.vi.4) who fell asleep and conceived,
just as is life on the Nile (III.vi.8), through the work of the Sun and the Moon. The sun
and moon are of course recurrent symbols in mythology and literature, but when used for
creation in this way duplicates a remarkable alchemical image in Michael Maier’s
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Emblema XXX, (Atalanta Fugiens) of 1618, “The Sun needs the Moon as the cock needs
the hen” (Qtd. in Klossowski DeRola 86, 101). Similarly, D. Stolcius von Stolcenberg in
his Viridarium Chymicum (1624) claimed that only when the sun and moon were fully
united, would the result or lapis be complete (Roob 37). Likewise, Spenser calls his Sun
the “Great father of generation//rightly cald th’author of life and light,” which could be a
Christian image until he is matched with “his faire sister…tempred right//With heate and
humour…in wombe of Chrysogone” (III.vi.9). The “faire sister” in this case is a virgin
faery, the perfect untouched vessel of a kind of early chemistry called alchemy: “She
borer withouten paine, that she conceived//Withouten pleasure” (III.vi.27).
Further, the crucible in alchemy was referred to as the “christological path of
purification” (Roob, 203). The root of the virgin Faery’s name, Chrysogone, refers to a
protected stage of development in an Alchemical process. She is the place where sun and
moon meet to form a pair of twins, one of whom will go to Diana and the other to Venus.
Venus receives one of the twins, Belphoebe, in the Garden of Adonis, which is, as
mentioned earlier, protected perfectly by the wall of bright gold and wall of iron – walls
frequently used to represent phases in alchemical drawings. This particular origin tale,
which sounds so much like it could be from Ovid or other similar influences, has thus far
not been found in any literature previous to Spenser. The key elements of the scene were
derived from alchemy.
Moreover, the Garden has other additional alchemical traits. The porter, the Old
Genius, is attended by a “thousand thousand naked babes” who cycle around in a wheel
of death and rebirth. In the middle of this Garden is a “stately Mount”. Where does
Spenser locate this mount in the Garden, and what is it? The anatomical answer lies in
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Spenser’s previous extraordinary structures such as the House of Temperance in II.ix.
That house represents a body in a number of detailed, specific ways - it has a porter for a
tongue, people for teeth, etc. When we first approach the dwelling, Spenser draws it for
us to look like an alchemical tree chart:
The frame thereof seemd partly circulare,
And part triangulare, O worke divine;
Those two the first and last proportions are…
And twixt them both a quadrate was the base,
Proportioned equally by seven and nine;
Nine was the circle set in heavens place
All which compacted made a goodly diapase. (II.ix.22)
Literary critics have attached Aristotle, Plato, Pythagoras, the heavenly spheres and the
orders of angels to this, but an alchemical chart better describes the image in this stanza.
Once we enter the building though, then we see that the building is a human body.
Now we return to the garden, where we find that the Garden of Adonis is a female
body, and the “stately Mount” in the middle of Paradise is a sort of alchemical vagina
“whose shadie boughs sharpe steele did never lop,//Nor wicked beasts their tender buds
did crop” (III.vi.43). In this fabulous shade, Venus makes continuous ecstatic love to
Adonis “by succession made perpetual….joying his goddesse, and of her enjoyed”
(III.vi.47-48). The continuous love, echoed by the sustaining image of the revolving
wheel of infants, also matches the self-proclaimed “endlesse” nature of the poem itself
(“O what an endlesse work have I in hand” IV.xii.1). Further, the wild beast that
threatened violent attack on Adonis is locked under this same hill. Here Venus brings
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Chrysogonee to join Pleasure (daughter of Cupid and Psyche). Male and female, the two
poles, are locked within the metallic walled vessel, with the beast subdued by love. The
male and female forms also met previously in the poem in the House of Temperance.
The static Neo-Platonic symbol of the Garden is given a kind of perennial motion through
the imagery of the continuous lovemaking and revolving babies.
When the symbols become dynamic and permeable, as the characters do, the use
of alchemical tools becomes more resonant. For instance, in the same way that characters
and symbols transform in the poem, place can become substance in an alchemical instant:
Right in the midst the goddess’ self did stand
Upon an altar of some costly mass,
Whose substance was uneath to understand:
For neither precious stone, nor direful brass,
Nor shining gold, nor mouldering clay it was;
But much more rare and precious to esteem,
Pure in aspect, and like to crystal glass,
Yet glass was not, if one did rightly deem,
But being fair and brickle, likest glass did seem. (IV.x.39)
This substance of the altered altar - glass but not glass - is never fully identified, but is
described in a way as if Spenser had come across it in a laboratory, perhaps John Dee’s.
As stated earlier, Bacon attributed the blistering critiques of alchemy to the
roguishness and villainy of some of its claimants. Truly, alchemists endure a nearly
merciless beating in most discourse through the subsequent centuries. Therefore,
alchemy has not been considered as a part of Spenser’s poem of instruction “to fashion a
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gentleman or noble person in vertuous and gentle discipline” (often qtd. Letter of the
Author’s). Yet at the same time, the goal of the “true alchemical inquirer” was to bring
everything to exist in its highest state, be it metal or a human being (Salgado 105). In
addition, though such kinds of “improvement” books as Spenser declared his Faerie
Queen to be were not uncommon at the time, none were “continued Allegory, or darke
conceit” (Letter) as his proved to be. Just as Spenser’s poems work to combine
antinomies (Fowler 43-5) and provide a balance between Neo-Platonic opposites, he
uses emblems of alchemy while upholding moral imperatives for his characters. In Book
V when the theme turns bitter, he explains that what was virtue is now indeed vice, but
surprising to modern readers gives astronomical proof for this. The alchemical combines
with the poetical as they help to create the epic. Though it is true that as Russell Meyer
points out, Florimell is described using Petrarchan tropes, in this case they are literal and
not a metaphor – her bodie was indeed “purest snow in massie mould congeald”
(III.viii.6-7). Spenser’s symbols often function as magic in the poem in that way, having
a value that is informed by a synthesis that combines archetypal figures derived from
Platonic ideals with things of material substance derived from alchemy.
True, Edmund Spenser’s articulation of enchantment in the material world had
other influences. The poet grew up in East Smithfield, where pomp and circumstance of
the Tower (Brandner 11) fired his imagination to create many tableaux of the fantastic.
Still, Spenser’s “creative recycling and reinterpretation of the medieval tradition” (Brown
14) created his own fantastic in the poem. The result in Faerie Queen projects a
particular taxonomy: a slide show of alchemical images that include shields that glow
with a blast of power, a mighty lodestone (II.xii.4) as well as a touchstone (I.iii.2), blades
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changed chemically (for instance, I.xi.36-7 and II.viii.20), a blindfolded lion, a drink
made with rod and cup that causes men to become like gods (IV.iii.42-3), a crystal ball
(III.ii.18-9), a tree arranged with flames, a sun in a variety of guises, as well as a history
of elves intermixed with and a part of the history of England and the world (I.x.65 as well
as II.x.66-7,70-6). These are some samples from a poet who also included very explicit
formulas and incantations in his verse. At times in the poem’s many narratives the spells
work wonders – other times, the spells fizzle. However, they have ridden down the
centuries to us with Spenser’s own warning: “O who can tell/The hidden power of
herbes, and might of Magicke spell” (I.ii.10). They both bolster and haunt his hobgoblin
poem, indeed helping it to outlive even the English empire it desired.
Finally this theme must include mention that during his life, Spenser loved the
antique and sought it out wherever he traveled (Judson). How daunting did he find the
ideas, tools, and texts of alchemy? Even the alchemists themselves stated: “I assure you
that anyone who attempts a literal understanding of the writings of the hermetic
philosophers will lose himself in the twists and turns of a labyrinth from which he will
never find his way out” (Livre de Artephius, Bibl. des Philosphes Chemiques, Paris,
1741 qtd. in Roob 36). Spenser’s “endlesse” Fairyland braves many twists and turns.
Readers often find a way out of the labyrinth through the use of Neo-Platonic ideals.
Spenser’s poetry, the “complete embodiment of the spirit of his age” (Judson 212),
utilized portions of the world of alchemy alive in his time. Alchemy is absorbed into the
poem, and like the other elements and archetypes of FairyLand, we cannot help but
experience and even savor it as we read the poem today.
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In conclusion, when those living in contemporary times escape to the world of
romantic adventure-fantasy, then they move toward a world that for the most part came
into being in English writing from the pen of Edmund Spenser. The quality and numbers
of knights, dragons, dungeons, magic-users, and magical items that pour out of The
Faerie Queen are more than a match for the flood of images and tales that have followed,
including even those in recent films. Large portions of these items flowed to Spenser
through the conduits of alchemy, of which he took advantage in creating his long-lived
Faerie Queen.
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Ekphrasis in Literature and Painting
Painter and writer travelers in the Viceroyalty of the Río de la Plata region:
Juan León Pallière, Moinvoisin, E.E. Vidal and others. Nacionalism and Identity
The purpose of this study is the ekphrastic analysis of Argentine costumbrista
texts (genre writing), parallel to the questioning of its function in the sociocultural
Argentine ambience of that epoch. I will center the analysis on three authors and I will
compare their narrative with the pictorial manifestations in lithographs, engravings,
drawings, water color and oil paintings with the purpose of observing the ekphrastic
process (verbal representation of the visual). The concurrence of genre writing and
painting has its roots in an immanent aspect of the latter, since genre writers saw reality
from an artist’s point of view. They wanted to pour into the written word colors and
perceived scenes. W.J.T. Mitchell has researched extensively the relations and
differences that image representation shows in a spatial or pictorial medium and in a
literary medium. In Iconology, he states: “. . . ekphrastic poetry . . .[is a text that]…
attempts to represent a work of visual or graphic art. But literary iconology also invites us
to pay special attention to the presence of visual, spatial, and pictorial motifs in all
literary texts” (155). Thus, in genre verbal or literary texts, the types and characters of a
society are depicted as the pen transforms itself in a brush.
The linking of poetry, or a narrative text, with a painting is a phenomenon that
goes back, in the western world, to the classical Greco Roman culture. The Latin poet
Quintus Horatius Flaccus (65-8 B. C.) in Epistula ad Pisones, i a work of colloquial
character that was written for the sons of Lucius Calpurnius Piso, referring to poetry and
its normative, said that poetry is like painting Ut pictura poesis (v. 365). Stating this
parallel between two art forms, Horatius summed up the thought of an epoch. Formerly,
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Simonides of Ceos ii had expressed: “poema pictura loquens, pictura poema silens” [a
poem is a speaking painting, a painting is a silent poem], a concept that Horatius would
recreate with a new impulse in his esthetic theory. But it is really beginning with that
famous expression Ut pictura poesis, that a whole new school of criticism was born
during the middle ages and in the following centuries, specially from the sixteenth to the
eighteenth centuries.
Why compare painting with literature? What is the relation that exists between
them? Both arts try to transmit an image with different media and in a different manner.
Wendy Steiner in The Colors of Rhetoric says: “Is painting superior because it speaks a
universal language, and if so, what can be done to universalize the language of literature?
Or is literature superior because it actually speaks, while painting is limited to a
nonassertive copying of the mere face of things?” (7). These inquisitions lead to the
problem of the mimesis. Which art imitates with more veracity or wholeness? Steiner
states that the expression of exterior reality, even if it is virtual, is essential to painting
and to literature (7). Art is considered a mirror of reality, but each form of art imitates
with a different medium. The relation of a drawing to the written word has existed
throughout centuries, showing authenticity and a certain character of need. In its
manifestation in the area of the Río de la Plata, both forms of art coexist in the same
artist, as in the cases of Emeric Essex Vidal, English, (1791-1861), León Pallière, FrenchBrazilian (1823-1887) and other travelers painters that complemented one medium of
expression with the other. These authors feel the need of expressing themselves in both
media for the benefit of the reader or the spectator that can find in the visual image those
details that maybe were left not so defined in the words. According to W.J.T. Mitchell
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“One version of this relation [pictorial and linguistic] has haunted the philosophy of
language since the rise of empiricism, the suspicion that beneath words, beneath ideas,
the ultimate reference in the mind is the image, the impression of outward experience
printed, painted, or reflected in the surface of consciousness”(Iconology 43).
All art refers to image. The image gets shaped in different ways, it takes an
exterior form or it is represented in a different medium. Ekphrasis has been the focus of
many studies and analyses that coincide essentially, in recognizing the intimate
participation of both arts: a temporal art that evolves through time, like poetry, literature
in general, or even music, and the art of space, as in painting, drawing, engraving, and
even sculpture. W.J.T. Mitchell defines this in the following way: “Ekphrastic poetry is
the genre in which texts encounter their own semiotic ‘others’, those rival, alien modes of
representation called the visual, graphic, plastic, or ‘spatial arts’” (Picture Theory 156).
In some way painting would need words to reach a complete communication. “Like the
masses, the colonized, the powerless and voiceless everywhere, visual representation
cannot represent itself; it must be represented by discourse” (Picture Theory 157). Words
are auxiliary to the pictorial representation as it is seen in the traveler painters where a
quick sketch needs some words to locate the scene in the period, or to give some social or
historic detail, sometimes comic, that was difficult to appreciate in the painting.
Wendy Steiner in her book Pictures of Romance analyzes also the interaction of
painting and literature. The author formulates expressions such as “pictorial narrativity”
and “narrative painting”. When she refers to “narrative painting” Steiner goes back to the
ideas of Sacheverell Sitwell who characterized “narrative painting” as “the painting of
anecdote,” and this applies directly to the costumbrista painting (genre painting). The
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anecdote is the characteristic content of the costumbrista painting: “typical scenes,
homely incidents, instantiations of a theme, perennial activities”. . . (8).
Historically, the firsts to describe and sketch American landscapes and customs of
the populations settled in the southern cone of the American territory were the Europeans
that arrived at the port of Buenos Aires and stayed there to reside some months, years, or
the rest of their lives. Alonso Carrió de la Vandera was one of them.
In his traveler book, El Lazarillo de ciegos caminantes (1776), [The blind
person’s guide], Carrió de la Vandera describes a journey throughout South America
departing from Montevideo, passing through Buenos Aires, crossing the Argentine
provinces of Córdoba, Santiago del Estero, Tucumán, Salta y Jujuy, to continue later to
the north until he arrives to Perú. His intention was to write a manual for travelers, but
primordially what he does is a detailed painting of the people and the customs of the
towns that he is going through in his long journey. His narrative is not accompanied by
illustrations, but his language is very plastic and colorful.
The first noteworthy case of a narrator-painter is the sailor Emeric Essex Vidal
(1791-1861), an English painter that worked as an amanuensis on board the ship
Hyacinth. He arrived in Buenos Aires and established himself in this city in two different
moments of his life, from 1816 to 1818 and later from 1828 to 1829. Fruits of these trips
throughout the southern lands were his narrations of Buenos Aires and Montevideo
published in English. Even though the author had said that he wrote only for his own
pleasure, his traveler notes were published in London in 1820. The book contains
costumbrista sketches, indumenta descriptions, customs and traditions of the inhabitants
of these cities and its surrounding areas, along with twenty four reproductions of
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drawings and lithographs of the same author. Vidal describes each painted or
lithographed scene. His book includes a preface and an introduction where he performs a
lengthy historical revision of the Viceroyalty. The narrative text abounds in costumbrista
descriptions accompanied by his drawings and paintings. It is noticeable in his writings
the pleasure and the curiosity that awake in him little details of the daily life of the
inhabitants of Buenos Aires and other provinces. He marvels at the way of life of the
gauchos, their pastimes, their games, their food and their customs.
In 1833 the French lithographer César Hipólito Bacle publishes in Buenos Aires
his album Trages [sic] y costumbres de la Provincia de Buenos Aires [Clothes and
customs of the province of Buenos Aires]. The edition of the thirty six colored
lithographs was produced by his own lithographic company. The facsimile edition was
published in Buenos Aires in 1947 by Viau and has a prologue by Alejo González
Garaño where he makes reference to the ekphrasis phenomenon but without using that
term:
Iconography is a powerful help to the exact knowledge and
recreation of innumerable aspects related to the private history of the
peoples. A painting, an engraving, a lithograph of the epoch, use[d] to
reflect faithfully, the just modality of a certain custom or the peculiar
shape of a definite landscape, with more precision than official documents
or uncertain traditional sources can give us. (1)
After mentioning Emeric Essex Vidal and his picturesque illustrations, González
Garaño focuses on César Hipólito Bacle, saying that he was born in Geneva between
1797 and 1815 and that he was always considered a French citizen, having been
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registered as such when he entered Buenos Aires (3). He also states that Bacle was one of
the first lithographers in Buenos Aires.
Among the illustrators one can not forget Juan León Pallière. His Album Pallière
subtitled: Escenas americanas. Reproducción de cuadros, aquarelles y bosquejos came to
light in 1864. Its publication was announced in the Correo del Domingo literary journal
of that time, and in La Tribuna. Pallière published some years later, in 1869, his Diario
de viaje por la América del Sud [Travel journal through South America] with his water
colors, engravings and drawings. In the introduction to his book Pallière comments on his
work: “Las diversas notas que publico son exclusivamente un cuadro de dibujos tomados
del natural. Tienen el mérito de su verdad, lo que no deja de ser un gran defecto, porque
¿quién no desea ver o encontrar algo maravilloso cuando se habla de cosas lejanas?” (82).
[“The diverse notes that I publish are exclusively a reflection of drawings taken from
reality. They have the merit of veracity, what in some case could be a defect, because
who does not want to see or find something marvelous when you speak about remote
lands?”]
In all these vivid pictures of customs created by traveler painters one can find
certain human types with special characteristics. One of the most popular types is la
porteña en el templo [the city-port lady in the temple]. At that time it was common for
ladies to go to church accompanied by a black servant that carried a cushion or small rug
for the lady to kneel to pray on the floor since temples did not have chairs or benches. In
Raymond Monvoisin (1790-1870), La porteña en la iglesia painting, his most
representative work, one can observe the young black child dressed in a tuxedo that
accompanies the lady. It is a dark painting, of a temple interior, in which the only focus
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of light is centered in the face and hands of the woman. In between all the dark tones the
rug stands out a little lighter in sepia and red colors. But what really attracts the attention
of the spectator is the face of the young lady with her calm visage and religious
concentration.

Porteña en la Iglesia – Buenos Aires
Monvoisin – Oil, 1842

Porteña en el templo – Pallière
Watercolor

Juan León Pallière (1823-1887) works also on the same motif when he paints a
young woman sitting on a small rug or cushion on the floor, with her unfolded “abanico”
(fan). In a second level, another woman that seems to be waiting and looking at her can
be seen, while in the back two more figures fade away.
Interior de templo by Pallière seems to be a sketch for Porteña en el templo; the
position of the body is similar as well as the church setting and the background. An altar
and the temple interior are shown in the drawing. In a second level some ladies are
preying, standing, or kneeling. From the point of view of the perspective, the depth
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suggested in the drawing is bigger that the one in the canvas, as well as is the surrounding
space.

Interior de templo – Drawing in pen - Pallière

The journal El Diario from Buenos Aires, published in October 1886, contains the
following commentary signed with the pseudonym of Pincel: “Los cuadros de Pallière,
por su preciosa composición, revelaban al poeta a la par que al pintor”. . . (D. de v. 60).
[Pallière paintings, in their precious composition, revealed the poet as well as the
painter.] This journal entry suggests that Palliere’s painting is a silent poetry
(ekphrasis).
In his Diario de viaje, Pallière describes women’s custom of bringing a rug or
blanket with them. In this case he is visiting the city of Santiago de Chile, where he
arrives after crossing the Andes. “Me encuentro en la calle. Las mujeres visten de negro;
tienen hermosos ojos oscuros; llevan una especie de manto sobre la cabeza y una pequeña
alfombra bajo el brazo; van a la iglesia. Estamos en Semana Santa”(159). [I am on the
street. Women dress in black; they have beautiful black eyes; they carry a type of scarf on
the head and a small rug under their arms; they go to church. It is the holy week].
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William MacCann, in his book Two thousand miles’ride through the Argentine Provinces
published in London in 1853, refers also to the presence of women and their little party at
the church:
The ladies slowly and gracefully entered by the spacious doorway,
followed by attendants bearing richly-fringed carpets; upon reaching the
center of the nave, or some unoccupied spot, they selected a place and
motioned to their attendants, who spread the carpeting on which they
knelt; then having crossed themselves devoutly, they enjoyed the
refreshing influence of the fan.. . .
The costumes were magnificent: mantillas of the finest lace were
worn over the head and shoulders; dresses of velvet, satin, or blonde,
trimmed with gold and silver, seemed to prevail: some wore dresses of
black blonde, over a violet-coloured satin petticoat, which had a beautiful
effect. (248-50)
The description of these women coincides totally with the graphic images left by
painters and engravers of that period.
The gaucho has been without any doubt, the most common type studied in the
work of narrators and graphic artists. He can be seen in a still position like posing, or
resting from his daily work, or he can be seen performing his activities proper to his daily
life, or taking part in games and gatherings. As a character he has been the focus of
curiosity and often admiration of writers and painters. His way of life and his food habits
amazed the foreigners. Pallière in his Diario de viaje writes some comments about the
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gaucho, whom he will also paint on several occasions. One of them is the drawing titled
Gaucho descansando [Gaucho resting].

Gaucho descansando – Drawing in pencil – Pallière

The reproduction shows sepia colors, and the man has a serene and meditating
appearance. Pallière reveals himself with a great control of a drawing technique since he
successfully gives volume and expression to the figure with a few strokes.
There is another work by Pallière named Gaucho de pie [Gaucho standing]. This
sketch is interesting because it shows the folds and the drop of his poncho that covers him
almost totally. The character does not look at the spectator, he looks to the back. Even
though his attitude is serene and somehow contemplative, the gaucho seems to be
walking ahead, as getting away from the spectator. The following painting shows a
standing gaucho, and this picture has served as a previous study for two water colors
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titled La pisadora de maíz. The gaucho’s body positioning has been kept, but not his
outfit. Considering the women, both have different physical characteristics. One is more
Creole than the other; the first one looks to the spectator while the second one looks to
the horizon and has her head covered with a scarf as an European peasant.

Sketch for
La Pisadora de Maíz – Pallière
Gaucho de pie – Pallière –
Study of Indumenta

These two water colors have been reproduced widely in Argentine textbooks of
history and literature. It represents the woman as worker and the country man in a
contemplative and somehow arrogant attitude, as if he were talking to her. Corn, a basic
element in the alimentation of many Latin American nations, was pounded in a mortar
when being ground.
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Pisadora de maíz – Buenos Aires
Watercolor – s.f.
Pallière – La pisadora de maíz - Watercolor – c.1858

Monvoisin has been inspired also by the gaucho type. Two oil paintings where he
depicts the gaucho from the Rosas period have been kept. In Gaucho federal, Monvoisin
utilizes the color red as a symbol. This color identifies the rosista phalange. The poncho
is in part red, but so is the ornament that the horse carries in his head. It is the color that
marks the period and symbolizes the federal party. One can appreciate this political
characteristic of the red associated with the rosista party in several paintings of this
epoch. The color red shows fidelity to the rosista cause.
In another painting Monvoisin returns to the same subject. In Soldado de Rosas,
there is a gaucho resting and drinking mate in an exterior surrounding. The gaucho rests
his arm on a small wall, and his head is supported by his hand. As a federal gaucho, he
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has a red cap on his head and a jacket, or “campera”, as it is denominated in the Río de la
Plata, which is also red. One can admire his long white underpants ended in lace or
embroidered and his chiripá in colors (wide piece of fabric passed in between his legs and
held in the waist).

Soldado de Rosas –Buenos Aires,
Raymond Monvoisin, Oil, 1842
Gaucho Federal – Raymond Monvoisin
Buenos Aires- Oil, 1842

Gauchos de Tucumán – Emeric Essex Vidal
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Emeric Essex Vidal recreates the gaucho type in Gauchos of Tucumán. In the
scene four gauchos have stopped in the way to eat the typical roast beef. One of the
gauchos rests his axe on his right shoulder while he looks far ahead; another laying on the
land seems to be reflecting. Several carriages can be seen in the proximity. The painter
makes a commentary quite complete of this painting:
The people represented in the annexed sketch are from Tucuman, a
central province of Rio de la Plata, and have some peculiarities of dress
and physiognomy which distinguish them from others of the natives of
these parts. […] The subject of the sketch is a party that has brought down
tanned hides, which are discharged on the beach, waiting for the towncarts to carry them in. Some of the drivers are met to sup, as is usual, in
the open air, on the beach, about half a mile from the city. A fire is made
of some wood, and of bones, abundance of which are always lying about.
A piece of the short ribs of the beef, having a stake thrust through it by
way of spit, is put down to roast; the stake being fixed for that purpose in
the ground, on the windward side, and inclining over the fire. Two or three
such pieces are cooked in succession; each piece being passed round the
party on the stake, which serves for a handle, and supersedes the use of a
platter, being stuck in the ground after the repast, till it is again wanted.
(89-90)
It is noticeable the interest that Vidal has in knowing and then transmitting all the
details of the inhabitants’ way of life and customs that seem to him so different than the
Europeans’. Ekphrasis manifests in the bipolarity of paint-word. The artist resorts to both
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to communicate the same image. In the following Pallière’s water color one can see a
singer gaucho.

Pulpería de campaña - Watercolor - Pallière - Buenos Aires, c.1858

Idilio criollo – Oil - Pallière

La matera y el cantor de tristes y de yaravís
Adolfo d’Hastrel- Colored Lithograph
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The guitar and the horse were constant company of the gaucho and the fellow
countrymen. The horse was his means of mobility, the guitar his soul mate. Songs and
improvisations were his way of venting his life frustrations or expressing his happiness.
The gaucho has been also represented in painting and engravings in the company of a
wife and children.

Nido en la pampa - Pallière

There is a close relation between the painting of customs and the realism since the
pictured scenes reproduce the life of a nation, region or town, or shape on the canvas the
particular and at the same time the general. What is the purpose of this representation?
Undoubtedly it must have something worth mentioning or creating, something worth
remembering, something that defines a nation, an ethnic group; something that
characterizes it and distinguishes from the rest, and at the same time shows the typical
things of that period. And in this search for the particular the artist arrives to something
general that had its origins in the customs of other nations and that will have future
gravitations. The importance of the costumbrista painting and literature is to leave
testimony of those times that will not repeat themselves, of that which defined an epoch,
a historical moment. “Genre paintings explicitly present themselves as ordinary, plain,
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humdrum, everyday, and run-of-the-mill” (Steiner 11). . . . “genre scenes in which
humble persons engage in trivial activities” (12). Representations in these custom
paintings seem to freeze time in an instant. Steiner also notes:
This mode of representing temporal events as actions stopped at its
climatic moment, or at a moment that implies but does not show what
preceded and what follows it, Lessing called the “pregnant moment”. It
gave rise to the literary topos of ekphrasis in which a poem aspires to the
atemporal “eternity” of the stopped-action painting, or laments its inability
to achieve it. (13-14)
The possession of testimonies and the past memories reflected on pictorial or
narrative paintings stimulates the people of a nation to recognize their roots and to
venerate their ancestors, their traditions and their customs. If by chance these chronicles
and graphic documents would disappear, a big vacuum would be produced in the history
of the nation, a lack of continuity, and thus, a lack of identity. This is the reason for the
great importance of keeping these connections with the past, the continuity of the roots
that keep a society united and identified with its own individuality. Costumbrista
painting and literature form part of the history of a nation or an ethno, and they are an
important link in the chain of facts that outline the individual characteristics of that
human group.
Literature and painting in the Río de la Plata could portray some human types or
scenes similar to other types and scenes of other countries, but really they are unique due
to the physical, social and political conditions that originated these human types and
made them to be radically different and to define the essence of that region. Differences
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are reflected in the customs in general and in their uses in particular. Music, folklore,
language and habits of the people distinguish them from other cultures. Thus when
studying the Argentine costumbrismo one arrives at the conclusion that its idiosyncrasies
are mirrored in literature and painting. Images that were obtained by abstraction from the
reality are recreated in art, a multiple and diverse art. And art drives the contemporary
human being to a better and more complete understanding of the past.
Fundamentally, these pictorial and verbal manifestations contribute to the
definition of national identity. They keep alive the uniqueness of the country and their
people with their descriptions and their colorful details. And what is more admirable is
that the firsts in doing this, in defining the peculiar and national character, were the
citizens from other lands. They contributed to this current that later would be cultivated
by national artists and writers.
Beatrice Giannandrea, PhD
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NOTES
1

The edition consulted for this reference was edited in Latin and Spanish by Casa Editorial Bosch of
Barcelona, Spain, 1961.
2

Simonides of Ceos, Greek poet (ca. 556 BC - 469 BC) resided at the court of Hipparchus of Athens, in
Thesalia, and later in the court of Hiero of Siracuse. Author of several lyric poems, odes, elegies,
epigrams and hymns to the gods. He also wrote odes in honor of the winners of the Olympic Games. Some
fragments of his works have been kept.
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Parts of Speech, Semantic Fields, and Lexical Variation
Vladimir Pavlov
University of Wisconsin-River Falls
Introduction
The paper attempts to explore one of the aspects of the systemic organization of the English
lexicon: semantico-functional variability. This is understood here as a derivational process,
similar to conversion, but occurring at the level of subclasses of parts of speech, a process
whereby a lexical unit comes to belong to a new semantico-functional subclass and, while
retaining components of lexical meaning, acquires new categorical semantic characteristics.
The resulting semantico-functional variant of a lexeme performs a different function in speech.
Since semantico-functional variability is in many cases neglected by lexicographers and
grammarians, it presents certain difficulties for learners of English in acquiring the full range
of functional possibilities displayed by the English vocabulary.
The Semantico-Functional Variability of Words
Most of the words in the language are polysemous, that is they have a range of different
‘meanings’, ‘senses’, or ‘lexical units’.1 A polysemous word is usually referred to as a lexeme,
which, as Cruse (1986:76) puts it, is a family of lexical units.
We shall not go into detail concerning polysemy in the traditional understanding of the
phenomenon—it has been fairly well studied and described, and the problems associated with
it (polysemy vs. homonymy, the criteria for distinguishing them, etc.) are well known.2 We
shall look at the phenomenon for which there is not an accepted term and which is certainly
different from polysemy in the traditional sense.
Let us consider the following sentences:
1 John swallowed his soup.
2 John swallowed his grief.
3 John frightened his friend.
4 The horse did not frighten at all.
1 and 2 illustrate two different senses of the verb swallow. The two lexical units differ from the
viewpoint of lexical semantics (the first expresses the idea of ‘causing food to go from one’s
mouth down to the stomach’; the second, the idea of ‘enduring something’, but they have the
same grammatical properties: both are transitive verbs, both realize the same function in the
sentence.
By contrast, 3 and 4 illustrate lexical units which differ grammatically: frighten 3 is
transitive, frighten 4 is intransitive; the semantic roles of their subjects are different. In 3 the
subject is a causer which can either be animate or inanimate, as in:
5 The noise frightened his friend.
Frighten 4 cannot have an inanimate subject. The two lexical units of the lexeme frighten
belong to two different subclasses within the grammatical class of verbs (causative and event

verbs) but share the same component of lexical meaning: they both express the idea of ‘fear’.
However, frighten 3 expresses the idea of ‘causation of fear’, while frighten 4 expresses the
idea of ‘beginning to feel fear’. They differ in categorical semantics, for notions like
‘causation’, ‘beginning’, and ‘feeling’ bring a number of verbs together into certain categories
(for example, ‘causation’ unites verbs like frighten, kill, etc. in a class of causative verbs).
We suggest that the two lexical units illustrated by 3 and 4 should be termed semanticofunctional variants of the lexeme frighten. To prove the point that the difference between these
lexical units is not only functional but also semantic let us consider the following.
The simplified definition of frighten 3 is ‘to cause to feel fear’. If we assume that the
elements ‘cause’ and ‘feel’ express categorical semantic properties which determine that the
lexical unit belongs to a certain semantico-functional class of the verb, then the deletion or
substitution of one or both of them in the model definition of the lexical unit can cause a
transposition of the lexical unit to another class. Thus, substituting ‘cause’ for ‘begin’, we get
the definition of the transitional event verb: ‘to begin to feel fear’—frighten 4; deleting ‘cause’
we get the definition of the verb fear: ‘to feel fear’, which belongs to the stative verbs.
The semantico-functional variability illustrated in 3 and 4 is of the same nature as
conversion (zero derivation or functional shift). The difference lies in the level of derivation:
conversion is a derivational process on the level of word classes, whereas the derivation
frighten 3 Æ frighten 4 occurs on the level of secondary word classes (or subclasses of parts of
speech).3
But whereas conversion (zero derivation or functional shift) has been amply
described by both grammarians and semanticists4 owing to a long tradition of distinguishing
word classes (parts of speech), the semantico-functional variability on the level of subclasses
has not, to our knowledge, received proper attention from linguists. The reason is obvious:
there are several, sometimes contradictory, theories on how word classes should be
distinguished, but the position regarding secondary word classes is
even more confused: there is uncertainty about their very existence, let alone the criteria for
distinguishing them.5 We take the view that subclasses of parts of speech do exist and that they
are semantico-functional in nature. Moreover, secondary word classes, or better, semanticofunctional subclasses, comprise subclasses of lower levels of division based on the semantic
and functional properties of lexical units.
In the next section we shall see that semantico-functional variability occurs not only
within the subclasses at the first level, but also within the second, third, and subsequent levels
of subclasses.
The Levels of Semantico-Functional Variability
It seems appropriate for two reasons to illustrate the levels of semantico-functional variability
with adverbs: first, to show that this is characteristic not only of verbs but also of the other
word classes; secondly, because the study of the adverb as an item of vocabulary has been
unduly neglected in contrast with the adverbial—an element of the sentence which has been
well analyzed and described.6
It should be noted though, that in the case of adverbs lexical meaning and syntactic
function are most closely related. That is why the classification of the adverb correlates with
the classification of the adverbial. This spares us the necessity of going into detail explaining

the subclasses and the terminology. The different levels of semantico-functional variability can
be observed when the following sentences are compared:
6 He smiled sadly.
7 Sadly, he wandered home.
8 He was speaking amazingly.
9 He is amazingly clever.
10 The book is surprisingly cheap.
11 Surprisingly, he did not like it.
Sadly 6 and sadly 7 share the characteristics of adjunctive adverbs, and they are also members
of the same subclass within adjunctive adverbs—qualitative adverbs7—but they belong to
different subclasses within the latter: to process and subject adverbs respectively.8
The second pair of lexical units reveals semantico-functional differences on a higher
level: they are both adjunctive adverbs, but 8 illustrates the realization of a qualitative
semantico-functional variant of the adverb, and 9 a quantitative variant.
In the third set surprisingly 10 is an adjunctive adverb, whereas surprisingly 11 is a
disjunctive adverb; semantico-functional variability occurs on the first level of subclass
division. This is shown in Table 1. The terms given in bold type show the levels on which the
semantico-functional variants begin to differ.
Table 1
Adverbs
sadly (6)
sadly (7)
amazingly (8)
amazingly (9)
surprisingly (10)
surprisingly (11)

Subclass
(Level 1)
Adjunctive
Adjunctive
Adjunctive
Adjunctive

Subclass
(Level 2)
Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Quantitative

Adjunctive
Disjunctive

Quantitative
Content

Subclass
(Level 3)

Process
Subject
Process
Intensifier
Intensifier
Value Judgment

An paper of this length does not allow giving a detailed description of each subclass
presented above, therefore we shall only show the differences between each pair, illustrating
the levels of variability. It is important to emphasize here that the basis of categorization into
semantico-functional classes and subclasses depends upon three fundamental criteria: (1)
categorial meaning; (2) syntactic function; and (3) the type of linguistic unit which the adverb
relates to.
Accordingly, sadly 6 is characterized in that it expresses a manner of action, functions as a
process adjunct, and relates to a verb, whereas sadly 7 expresses an emotional state of the
referent of the subject, functions as a subject adjunct, and relates to a noun, which is shown by
the paraphrase it allows:
12 He was sad when he wandered home.

Some explanation should be given before we discuss the adverbs in 8 and 9, as the categories
‘qualitative’ and ‘quantitative’ are not usually taken into account in a classification of the
English adverb or adverbial. Even in their detailed outline of the semantic roles of adverbials
Quirk et al. (1985: 479ff.) do not single out the semantic role of ‘quantity’. But there are a
number of adverbs in English which express purely quantitative properties and whose meaning
can be defined in a general way as ‘in great quantity; in large quantities’: plentifully,
abundantly, copiously, profusely, largely, etc. For example:
13 The plant grows plentifully here.
14 He was bleeding profusely.
An example of the ‘quantitative’ use of largely is found in Maugham (1975: 89):
15 He ate largely, and the maiden lady noticed the enormous mouthfuls he took and the
heartiness with which he drank his beer.
These adverbs express ‘quantity proper’, but there is another group of adverbs that can also be
regarded as quantitative. They are normally called intensifiers and differ from .the abovementioned ‘quantity proper’ adverbs in that they express quantity understood not as an
aggregate or bulk, but as a property measurable in extent or intensity. From this point of view
the phrase extremely hot can be technically regarded as expressing ‘a great quantity of heat’.
Both types of quantitative adverbs are contrasted with qualitative adverbs, which
express intrinsic properties by means of which something can be identified (cf. the use of
‘quality’ and ‘quantity’ in phonology). Thus, in 8 the way of speaking is qualitatively
characterized as causing amazement. On the other hand, in 9 the adverb expresses the degree
or, rather, ‘quantity’ of cleverness. The semantic features ‘qualitative’ and ‘quantitative’ are
contrasted on the second level of subclass division with other abstract semantic features such
as ‘space’, ‘time’, ‘contingency’, etc.
Now it is possible to list the three parameters of amazingly 8 and 9. In 8 amazingly
expresses a qualitative characteristic, functions as a process adjunct, and relates to the verb; in
9 it expresses a quantitative characteristic and functions as a modifier of the adjective.
The semantic distinction between adjunctive and disjunctive adverbs illustrated by
surprisingly 10 and 11 is even more abstract than the notions of ‘qualitative’ and ‘quantitative’.
Adjunctive adverbs as a subclass express qualitative, quantitative, spatial, temporal, etc.
characteristics, whereas disjunctive adverbs express the speaker’s evaluation of what is being
said. The functional differences between adjuncts and disjuncts are obvious, and are
conditioned by their syntactic relationships with other linguistic units. Adjuncts are integrated
within the sentence structure and related to other sentence elements while disjuncts are
peripheral to it and relate to the whole sentence.
The number of levels of subclass division on a semantico-functional basis is different
for each part of speech and for each subclass within a part of speech, but varies from two to
five. The subclass on the last level of division on a semantico-functional basis consists of
lexical groups whose members share semantico-functional properties but differ in lexical
meaning. For example, sadly 6 is a member of a lexical group of adverbs expressing sadness
(other members being gloomily, dejectedly, etc.) within the subclass of process adverbs, and
another lexical group within the same subclass is formed by joyfully, gaily, etc.

Mixed Types of Variability
It should be emphasized that variability of lexical units is very often characterized by the
change of lexical meaning of a lexical unit as well as the change of its semantico-functional
properties, which can be seen in the next set of examples:
16 She arranged her hair quite plainly.
17 She said that quite plainly.
18 Plainly, she was not satisfied.
Plainly 16 and 17 have the same semantico-functional properties: both sentences illustrate
adjunctive variants of the adverb, which belong to the same subclass at the second level—to
qualitative adverbs—and both are process adverbs (subclass at level three). Plainly 17 differs
from 16 only in lexical meaning: 16—‘without ornament or embellishment’; 17—‘in a clear,
easy to understand way’. Plainly 18, on the other hand, differs from 16 in lexical meaning (‘it
is clear that’) and semantico-functional characteristics: 18 is the disjunctive variant of the
lexeme plainly. A distinction of this type is sometimes, but, regrettably, not often indicated in
dictionaries. A good but rare example of this can be found in the Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English (1978), where the adverb plainly is defined thus:
plainly adv 1 in a PLAIN2 (1,2) manner 2 it is clear that: The door’s locked, so plainly they
must be out.
This definition clearly shows that the lexeme plainly can have two semantico-functional
variants: adjunctive (‘in a plain (1,2) manner’) and disjunctive (‘it is clear that’), and that the
former can have two lexical variants. The figures in brackets (1,2) indicate the senses of the
adjective plain in which corresponding adverbial lexical units can be used: (1) clear; easy to
see, hear or understand; (2) simple, without ornament or pattern. Mixed variability is probably
more frequent than pure semantico-functional variability, but this paper has primarily been
concerned with the latter.
NOTES
1

These terms are widely used in linguistics, sometimes with different connotations.
We shall stick to using sense to denote an item of a polysemous word as distinguished from
other items of the word in its lexical meaning. Lexical unit will be used with a wider
connotation, i.e. both referring to senses and to items either retaining the same components of
lexical meaning or not, but functionally different.
2
For problems associated with polysemy see, for example, Lyons (1977).
3
Which of the two variants is primary and which is secondary does not matter here;
the important thing is that the derivational process similar to conversion occurs on the level of
subclasses within the grammatical class of the verb.
4
For a grammatical description of conversion see Quirk et al. (1985: 1558ff.); Cruse
(1986: 132) regards pairs like comb (n.); comb (v.) as zero-derived paronyms.

5

In spite of the controversy concerning parts of speech (see, for example, Lyons
1968: 317 ff.), the principal parts of speech; noun, verb, adjective, adverb are now accepted by
practically all linguists.
6
A detailed discussion of adverbial functions can be found in Quirk et
al. (1985: 475 ff.).
7
The categories ‘qualitative’, ‘quantitative’, and ‘circumstantial’ are traditionally
used in the classification of Russian adverbs (see Shvedova 1970). My research has
demonstrated the relevance of these categories to English adverbs as well.
8
The semantic and functional differences of the adverbial are fully documented in
Quirk et al. (1985). We would underline though, that we take the view that the subject adverbs
are members of adjuncts—this view agrees with the classification of the adverbial in Quirk et
al. (1972). In their new work (1985), however, these authors treat subject adverbs as
subjuncts—one of the four classes of the adverbial (the three others being
adjuncts, disjuncts, and conjuncts).
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'Spheres of Affinity': An Introduction
Ontology, Identity and Moral Obligations
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Abstract
This paper is a re-draft of the introduction to my Masters thesis in the field of political science: ‘Spheres of
Affinity’. The intention is to introduce the question of whether or not a universalised account of identity
that meets the demands of moral cosmopolitanism is an ontological possibility. My contention is that many
accounts of moral cultural particularism and moral cosmopolitan universalism necessitate a universalised
account of identity on which specific paradigms of cosmopolitan moral obligations are predicated. The
terms ‘moral cultural particularism’, and ‘moral cosmopolitan universalism’ are terms that may be unclear
those outside of the field of political science, and will be accordingly defined in the text.
One quality of both these schools of thought is that they have both long supported some form of
‘universal human rights’. Whether one adheres to an ideal of a ‘world community’ or a world of distinct
communities of equal citizenship, the topic of moral cosmopolitan obligations in contemporary
philosophical thought seems to favour a view of humans as moral equals in some form. When discussing
the concept of moral obligations, however, this paper wishes to show how an ontology of identity that is
capable of meeting the demands of moral cosmopolitanism must be discussed in the context of a
multiplicity of social roles an individual may hold. That is, rather than theorise specific types of
associations on which ideals of obligations are based, we must first think more carefully about how people
identify themselves within associations, and why associations themselves exist. When these ontological
questions are treated more carefully, I believe, we will find that moral cosmopolitan responsibilities to
other human beings can only be addressed through individual conceptions of social responsibility that are a
product of one’s unique set of social roles. Ultimately, the only true universal is difference (Conolly 2002).

6

An introduction to ‘Spheres of Affinity: ontology, identity, and moral
obligation
why are moral cosmopolitan obligations in civil society a topic worth examining?: the democratic
deficit
‘Now, Therefore THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims THIS UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN
RIGHTS as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every
individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching
and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and
international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples
of Member States themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction’–Preamble to the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
In the face of political and economic globalisation, the topics of cosmopolitan morality and obligations in
civil society1 are becoming increasingly important. Due to a lack of institutional and legal resources on a
global scale, dominant discourses of morality and obligation have implicated cultural/nationalist paradigms;
indeed, the topic of a ‘global morality’ did not hold much currency in mainstream political thought, as
demonstrated in widely-accepted models of morality such as Rawls’ (1972) nation-centric ‘veil of
ignorance’.
With the rise of (digital) technologies, along with the concurrent rise of international
interdependence we have seen a proliferation of challenges to nationalist views of obligations in civil

1

The term ‘civil society’ refers to a public arena distinct from the state (e.g. Keane 1998). While it is
indeed difficult to wholly separate state from civil society, in the context of obligations to other human
beings, the invocation of civil society can be used to separate legality from morality. There are, for
example, laws in many countries that require individuals to contribute via tax dollars to certain social
schemes that are beneficial to compatriots. There are, however, notions that compatriots are also owed
some form of special treatment in civil society; that is, apart from what legalisation dictates (e.g. D. Miller
1995, 1999). Of course, our propensity to act a certain way towards compatriots in civil society may be
influenced by socialisation into certain legal practices; however, the distinction between what is legally
required to do for our compatriots and what is morally required to do remains relatively clear.
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society (e.g. Held 1995, Tan 2004). Since human beings are finding themselves in situations where the
livelihood of individuals and nations alike is in the hands of the international community, participation and
individual responsibility in relation to the global social structure is of central importance for those who
identify with the global ‘democratic deficit’ between action and the ability to actually regulate action on a
global scale (e.g. Falk and Strauss 2001, Nye 2001). The common saying that a butterfly flapping its wings
on one side of the world can cause a hurricane on the other is gaining more currency.
But there is another equally important deficit on a theoretical level–that is, the dislocation between
what obligations are required to fill moral cosmopolitan goals on the one hand, and an ontological
conception of identity that would be able to fill such obligations on the other. To be clear, the contention is
that while much attention is paid to the theoretical pre-conditions for a global morality, very little is said
about its ontological pre-conditions; which, I believe, are inextricably linked each individual’s capacity to
identify with the global community.
One of the most recent and notable models of identity and responsibility, posed by Iris Marion
Young (2005), suggests that the current order of society must be treated as a result of on-going ‘structural
injustices’.2 According to Young, agents ought to identify themselves within the larger social structures and
that ‘all agents who contribute by their actions to the structural processes that produce injustice have
responsibilities to work to remedy these injustices’.3 Injustice is a thus a macro-structural issue, and since
most people contribute to social structures in some way, we all must claim some responsibility for securing
the rights of others. While this, and similar views of social responsibility certainly address the demands of
moral cosmopolitanism and obligations, there is little attention paid to the underlying issue of ‘who am I?’
In other words, conceptions of ‘structural injustices’ seem to dislocate identity and responsibility by
starting with the question of ‘what I ought to do?’ They do not adequately engage with different possible
conceptions of identity that may influence an agent’s conception of obligation, and as a result such
proposals seems to beg the question as to how we are connected. There is indeed a ‘democratic deficit’

2

Though the phrase ‘structural injustices’ was coined by Young, a similar argument can be found in Beitz
(1979) and O’Neill (1985, 1996).
3
This quote was taken directly from a public lecture delivered by Young on 2 August 2005 at the
University of Melbourne, entitled ‘Structural Injustices’. Her book articulating this specific idea is yet to be
published.
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between responsibility and policy on a global scale, but, as Young’s model demonstrates, the same gap
currently exists on a theoretical level between many accounts identity and obligation.4
In light of the increasing interest that is being paid to moral cosmopolitan obligations in theories of
identity and responsibility, my research interests lie in examining prominent ontologies of identity that rely
on a conception of ‘who am I’ in promoting a particular framework of moral cosmopolitan obligations in
civil society for all human beings. While the actual content of what is a sufficient conception of moral
cosmopolitan obligations is in itself an area of debate, focus is concentrated on the process of invoking a
particular identity to promote any sense of obligation to a global community of moral equals.5 To be clear,
the focus is on the motivation to act, not the precise nature of the action itself. For the purpose of my
research it will be assumed that moral cosmopolitan obligations entail some type of basic duty to all human
beings that promotes moral equality and the right to life (e.g. Shue 1988, R. Miller 1998). The goal is to
examine the extent to which a requisite form of a universalised identity to meet the demands of moral
cosmopolitan obligations (which, as it will be demonstrated, is presented in many contemporary theories of
identity and responsibility) is an ontological possibility.

contextualising the debate: How universal can The Universal Declaration of Human Rights be?
Recognising that moral obligations were previously more widely understood in national/sub-national terms,
concepts of ‘humanity’ could be said to have been popluarised with the birth of ‘human rights’. The ending
of World War II marked the beginning of such discourses, with the formation of an international body
designed to establish a sense of global solidarity, the United Nations (UN). Under the banner slogan of ‘all

4

Will Kymlicka (2001) poses a similar argument in the context of ‘internationalizing minority rights’: ‘We
need some theoretical tools that will enable us to isolate the underlying principles from the myriad of local
variations in the way these principles are instiutionalized’(7).
5
With ‘any’ I am referring to any views that are have been widely indoctrinated in the academic
community. For example, there are possible extremes of cosmopolitan morality that could require me to
give all my possessions to those less fortunate than I am, or to help everyone in the world equally. The
problems with such views, I believe, are self-explanatory. A more widely accepted view is a concept of
respect. Many proponents of both particularist and universalist views of morality (e.g. Rawls 1972, Walzer
1994, Linklater 1999, Kymlicka 2001, Connolly 2002, Nussbaum 2002) implicate some form of
cosmopolitan respect that is due to all human beings. The topic of respect is one that is often invoked in
discussions of moral obligations and is an area of itself that requires much further treatment than space
permits in this paper. Having acknowledged that the exact content of cosmopolitan moral principles is not
the focus of this paper, for the purposes of my argument I believe it is sufficient to recognise that respect is
a widely used term in the context of cosmopolitan morality, possibly because of its ambiguity.
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human rights for all’, the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) (1948)6 focused on
freedom of speech, belief, economic purists and international mobility; and freedom from discrimination,
and state domination. Though the topic of ‘rights’ is another broad area of moral debate, the UDHR
provides a concrete example of how problematic universalisms in relation to identity and responsibility can
be.

The UDHR contains an extensive list of rights that implicates an idealised global community of which most
people on an abstract level would approve. This universalised discourse of rights’ success can be partially
attributed to the articulation of its own internal logic: it established a picture of what it is to be human, and
framed this picture as an associative bond between all peoples. It established an obligation for all
individuals to uphold the bond on which our livelihood as a global community is predicated.
There are, however, underlying ontological questions that necessarily arise when we acknowledge
potential individual differences: Is there a concept of humanity on which a global identity can be
predicated? Can a global identity act as a bond between nations? While most people would agree to the
concept that individuals are prima facie moral equals, how we are morally equal is not as easily
universalisable. For example, are we equal because of our status as citizens of a particular state, or because
we hold basic human traits?7 Richard Arneson acknowledges the difficulty in qualifying ‘humanity’:
One might try to explain the equal moral status of humans by appeal to our
common humanity–all humans are equally human, after all. But mere species
membership is not a sufficient basis for picking out some beings as entitled to
greater moral consideration than other beings…very roughly speaking,
if…aliens showed a capacity for rational, autonomous agency, we would be
required to include them within the scope of justice (103).
In the face of such potential complications in defining ‘humanity’, one must question what really makes the
UDHR universal. Is it because it is meant to universally enforceable through national or international
legislation through the authority of the UN? Or is it that it is a visionary of universal acceptability? To
address these issues one must determine whether or not these rights for humanity yield an acceptably
universal application and definition.

6

The UDHR could be described as analogous to the American Bill of Rights, which is, of course, another
topic of debate.
7
See also Williams (1997) ‘The Idea of Equality’.
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Further to the question of enforceability, if we accept for the moment that rights are something to
which people have a claim to secure their own life, we must consider how this claim can be invoked, and
who is responsible for addressing the claim.8 After all, society is made up of a multiplicity of communities
and relationships, and so the rights outlined by the UDHR are often breached in many arenas–the home, the
schoolyard, the pub, the football pitch, in friendships, in legalisation, in the international arena. Should the
state be responsible for the breaches of rights in all these areas? Indeed, can the state micromanage the
breach of all these rights? Is it possible for a global moral community to ensure that the rights of human
beings in a multiplicity of arenas are secured?
As far as the issue of acceptability is concerned, we must consider how the discourse of human
rights as outlined in the UDHR translates into the multiplicity of communities and relationships to which it
can potentially apply.9 For example, Article 22 states:
Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is
entitled to realization, through national effort and international co-operation
and in accordance with the organization and resources of each State, of the
economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free
development of his personality.
But how, for example, is one to interpret something as broad as ‘economic rights’? Should one assume the
libertarian picture of appropriation and self-preservation, or a more socialist conception of re-distributive
equality? Indeed, the concept of economic rights has many potential readings that are dependant on a
multiplicity of social factors.
Though by no means an exhaustive discussion of the issues surrounding application and definition
of rights, one can see how the concept of universality and humanity in relation to the UDHR can prove to
be rather problematic.10 For, as Michael Sandel (1982) has pointed out, the deontological separation of
identity from agency and its attachments overlooks the role of society in identity, as he notes:
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See O’Neill (1989:224-225) on ‘manifesto rights’.
Judith Butler in Nussbaum et al (2002) provides a rigorous discussion of the paradox of ‘universality’.
10
To be clear, as with the concept of moral cosmopolitanism itself, my intention is not to discuss whether
or not ‘rights’ are universal or what constitutes a ‘right’ as such; instead, an underlying assumption is that a
concept of moral cosmopolitanism which considers all human beings as moral equals with some form of
equal ‘rights’ to life is already widely accepted in many different theories of morality. Therefore, the issue
of concern is not the ontological status of rights in themselves, but rather models of obligation that are
invoked to conjure up responsibility in the name of universal human rights in whatever form they may take
on.
9
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we cannot regard ourselves as independent in this way without great costs to
those loyalties and convictions whose moral force consists partly in the fact
that living by them is inseparable from understanding ourselves as the
particular persons that we are – as members of the family, or community or
nation or people, as bearers of this history, as sons and daughters of that
revolution, as citizens of this republic. Allegiances such as these are more
than values I happen to have or aims I espouse at any given time. They go
beyond the obligations I voluntarily incur and the ‘natural duties’ I owe to
human beings as such. They allow that to some I owe more than justice
requires or even permits, not by reason of agreements I have made but instead
in virtue of those more or less enduring attachments and commitments which
taken together partly define the person that I am’ (179).
What Sandel points out is that deontological views of individuals as agents responsible for the realisation of
‘universal’ obligations are unable to account for the many social identities that people may hold.11 When
put in the context of a multiplicity of social roles that may affect one’s outlook on moral obligation, the
responsibilities to secure moral cosmopolitan ‘rights’ become rather difficult to universalise both in
application and in theory.

moral priority?
With the problems of universality vis-à-vis multiple identities in mind, how, on a broader theoretical scale,
are any cosmopolitan universal conceptions human rights meant to be articulated and realised? Is an
identity through which any accounts of cosmopolitan morality can be secured an ontological possibility?
This concept of universalising paradigms of obligation has been central to many academic debates
surrounding morality and obligation. Since discourses of moral cosmopolitanism such as the UDHR seem
to suggest that human rights are universal, the theoretical implication is that there ought to be some
universalised understanding of an identity that can meet the appropriate responsibilities. Indeed, the
discourse of the UHDR and other similar doctrines of moral cosmopolitanism seem to address the globe as
a unified community with which ‘world citizens’ can identify. There are two main theoretical camps with
different views on this matter that I would like to consider:
a)

Cultural moral particularism: The realisation of rights is necessarily a matter of nationality and
can only be fully upheld in a democratic community with a common understanding of morality.
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I may appear to be contradicting myself in light of the argument that obligations are objectified in social
institutions (e.g. Marks 994), since a focus on social roles is seemingly inconsistent with the notion of
subjectivity and individual choice in determining obligations. A more detailed response will be articulated
in the second chapter of this paper.
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b) Cosmopolitan moral universalism: As human beings we are all entitled to basic rights. Individuals
must be encouraged to find solitude in the global community and extend their sense of obligation
beyond national borders in order to secure human rights for all citizens of the world.
These categories are interpretations of a theory’s ultimate implications in terms of moral obligation and
authority. Broadly speaking, cultural particularism sees the obligation to one’s own sphere as primary,
whereas cosmopolitan universalist approaches to morality question the primacy of individual social status
based on its arbitrary nature. It is thus a question of priority of obligation: whose rights must be secured
first? To whom do I have special obligations to secure ‘universal’ moral obligations for all? A key diving
issue here is the source of moral authority: are moral values socially constructed or are they an intrinsic
component of humanity (Raz 2001:1)? Those who believe that moral values are indeed socially constructed
will grant priority to the moral community in which the discourse of rights takes on actual meaning;
namely, the nation. Those who seem to follow some form of a neo-Kantian view see morality as a
necessary part of humanity that knows no cultural or national boundaries.
Of course, most theories do not present themselves in these perfect categories–there is a spectrum
along which most ideas of morality shift. Indeed, the debate between particularism and universalism is a
dynamic and on-going narrative that yields an array of assertions and concessions from both ‘sides’.
Resultantly, there are a number of similarities between the two. One of which is their desire to achieve
moral cosmopolitan ends–most ‘cultural particularists’ do not mean to imply that the well-being of
humanity is not of moral importance; rather, this goal is better achieved if individuals recognise positive
duties in their innermost spheres of identity, and negative duties to all of humanity.12 Another commonality
is the moral weight placed on the value of a particular social identity. For example, from the cultural
particularist perspective national identities ought to be given higher moral weight since they are seen as the
lens through which one derives an understanding of the world, and the common goals of nationhood would
be unachievable if they were not protected by a network of special obligations (e.g. Walzer 1994, D. Miller
1995). Conversely, from the ‘cosmopolitan universalist’ perspective there are fundamental characteristics
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E.g. the duty not to harm others. See: Shue 1988, R. Miller 1998.
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common to all human beings (such as rationality and the capacity to feel pain) which constitute a common
bond on which the community of humanity is based (e.g. Pogge 2002, Nussbaum 2002, Tan 2004).13
What these two views of morality and obligation also seem to have in common is that they do not
adequately accommodate for other sub- or supra -national identities that may foster their own sense of
group rights and co-responding obligations. This is not to say that neither side acknowledges a multiplicity
of possible social roles that a moral agent may hold, but when it comes to the question of responsibility
(that is, which social roles generate particular obligations that are necessary to fill in order to secure the
rights of others) their views seem to purport a certain moral hierarchy of identities that does not engage
with possible ontological of identity. In other words, they seem to inductively establish a universal moral
framework of identity and obligations without adequately considering how a dominant model might
marginalise or frustrate other sets of social identities and obligations that an individual may hold. As a
result, it seems, cultural ‘particularist’ accounts also have very universalist tendencies, as they too implicate
a certain framework of identity that requires universal acceptance.

social roles, moral responsibility and hats
To me, both views are as reductive as providing an answer to a question like: ‘how many hats can one
person wear at the same time?’ A fire-fighter, for example, wears her red fire-fighting hat when she is at
work, but she also holds many other social roles. She could also be a parent, a sports fan, a pet owner, a
musician, an environmentalist–almost anything. If we imagine that all her possible identities had
corresponding hats, and think of an instance where a fire-fighter may be called to act as a fire-fighter,
parent, sports fan, pet owner, musician, and environmentalist all at the same time, the question as to how
many of these hats she can actually wear becomes more complicated that the logistical issue of how many
can physically fit on her head.
The notion of universalising the value of particular identities has not gone without other
challenges. From a multiculturalist perspective, for example, the rights of minority groups are seen as
threatened by the discourse of the dominant moral paradigm (e.g. Kymlicka 2001). We have also seen
13

Though the implications of his argument tend to favour particularist views of morality, Richard Rorty
(1989) also provides a detailed discussion of the concept of affinity through recognition of the suffering of
other human beings.
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legitimate challenges to dominant national/cosmopolitan discourses of identity in the context of
globalisation (e.g. Held, 1995; Beck 2000, 2005) and post-structuralism (e.g. Butler 1990, Connolly
2002).14
Rather than provide a rigorous discussion of all of the challenges to cultural particularist and
cosmopolitan universalist treatments of identity and morality, I believe it is necessary to consider some of
the underlying ontological issues that arise in the face of such challenges. That is, further examination of
the process by which identities achieve their social statuses, and how the social statuses of identities
translate into reasons for moral action is required. As the example with the fire-fighter further illustrates,
the questions ‘who am I?’ and ‘to whom do I have special obligations?’ are inextricably linked in that the
response to the latter is contingent on the outcome of the former. Thus, the issue of moral responsibility
must be discussed in the context of social identities. As we have seen, when the ontological state of identity
is considered a product of either cultural factors or more universalistic conceptions of cognitive human
traits (respectively), both questions of identity and responsibility take can take on different meanings. We
need to be able to talk about the general concepts of identity and responsibility in the same language before
we can formulate meaningful moral theories about them. In order to do so, we need to first think about
individual identity from an ontological perspective and from there deduce what can be said about the
invocation of moral cosmopolitan obligations. When the question of ‘to whom do I have special
obligations’ is the basis of morality, it only leads to a circular debate between different forms of internal
logic.

Based on research undergone for my Masters thesis, I have developed the argument that to classify values
as the product of cultural norms or universalisms (or some combination) is to remove the moral agent from
the ontological account of identity formation. Furthermore, as a result the possibility of individuals
conceiving of their own moral associations becomes an ontological improbability. In other words, the
contention is that each individual holds a multiplicity of social roles that have their own norms and
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There are also significant challenges to dominant paradigms of identity made in the context of postcolonialism (e.g. Said 1978, Nederveen Pieterse and Pareksh 1995), however due to restraints in
time/space, as well as the similarity between broader post-structuralist texts these arguments are not
outlined in the text.
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conceptions of values and their origin. For example, as a member of a church one may perceive of certain
values as universal truisms, but as an employee of a corporation or citizen of a particular nation the same
person may conceive of values and obligations in a very different fashion.15 Values and obligations are
relative to each identity and how an individual perceives the norms of that particular identity (e.g. Goffman
1959, Butler 1990, Baker and Faulkner 1991, Howard and Callero 1991, Callero 1994). Universalising the
significance of certain moral associations (e.g. nationality or humanity) leaves little ontological space for
this notion, because it bases an ontology of identity in general on a paradigm of certain identities rather
than the process of identification itself.
focus of my research: the paradox of affinity
‘The issue here is whether or not there is sufficient affinity and sense of common moral identity among
individuals to motivate compliance with global principles…’–Kok-Chor Tan (2004: 94)
By saying that we must focus on the process of identification, a logical observation would be to consider
the individual’s role in identity formation. Yael Tamir (1993) for example, maintains that individuals can
choose to engage with different moral/cultural communities. Her (contested) idea is that because
individuals can choose their own nationality, moral obligations between compatriots are justified since
everyone presumably goes through a similar process on an individual scale. Tamir thus deductively
establishes a paradigm of special obligations to compatriots on the grounds that identities are taken on by
choice.
This notion of choice, however, raises further ontological issues: can we really abstract ourselves
from certain contexts and make objective ‘choices’ about the cultures/nations to which we belong (Sandel
1982)? Thus, while most particularist and universalist accounts of morality do not engage directly with the
concept of choice, individual preferences appear to be addressed by articulating the necessary affinity one
has when one identifies with a particular group. The idea is when one claims ownership of a particular
identity one is expressing a sense of solidarity with others. This expression of solidarity or recognition of
15

In practice it is, of course, not so easy to separate the affects of identities on people’s outlooks of
obligation into neat little packages. Legal obligations, for example, may already exhaust one’s moral
resources to help out in other areas, or may affect one’s view on obligations in some areas more than
others. While the exact relationship between different identities is indeed a large research area in itself, and
the relationship will most likely vary from individual to individual, for the purpose of this argument I see it
useful to simply recognise the possibility that different social roles in civil society (that is, apart from legal
obligations) can affect an individuals sense of moral obligation in different ways.
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oneself as a part of a moral community is implicated in many texts of both particularist and universalist
accounts of moral obligation.
Through a discourse of affinity it would seem that attention is being paid to ontological accounts
of identity formation that are conscious of individuality. Paradoxically; however, by implicating a certain
community with which people ought to have an affinity, cultural particularism and cosmopolitan
universalism seem to foster and frustrate the concept of individuality. They both seem to treat a sense of
affinity as a justification for moral obligation between members of a particular community, and at the same
time, imply a hierarchy of communities in which moral obligations ought to be prioritised. They use
affinity to demonstrate which identities are of intrinsic value to individuals, which, in turn, establishes a
hierarchy of responsibility and obligation. Conceptually speaking, they seem to tell people how many ‘hats’
they can wear and in what order.
My response is articulated as the concept of structurational culturalism. Feeding off of the
discourse of Anthony Giddens’ (1984) concept of ‘structuration’ and Will Kymlicka’s (2001) concept of
‘liberal culturalism’, I demonstrate how social roles are a necessary part of human conceptions of
obligation. In response to views of choice (Tamir 1993) or social roles as restrictive to human agency (e.g.
Butler 1990), ‘structuration’ is used to demonstrate how roles are constituted by a cyclical relationship
between agency and structure, and in this way ought not to be treated as wholly oppressive. Roles are a
necessary part of modern society and human experience that cannot be reduced to individual cognitions or
structural norms in isolation. With the concept of ‘culturalism’ I expand on conventional treatments of
culture to include any form of identity with which an agent may associate moral obligation. I refer to this
treatment of culture as ‘spheres of affinity.’16 What this model wishes to achieve is a picture of identity that
is sensitive not only to the many possible roles and obligations an individual may have, but also to an
individual’s perception of the ‘universality’ of values.
The implication is that perhaps there is not, ontologically speaking, a single universalisable
account of identity that is capable of filling the demands of moral cosmopolitanism. This is, however, not to
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This idea is not meant to be a parody of Michael Walzer’s (1983) Spheres of Justice, but is certainly
informed by its constitution. Walzer (2002) also used a similar term, ‘Spheres of Affection,’ in an essay
responding to Martha Nussbaum, however it is not really expanded on and seems to refer back to
arguments made in Thick and Thin (1994).
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say that some individuals are not capable of having their own global ‘sphere of affinity’, but rather that this
identity cannot be prescribed or ontologically fabricated from a theoretical perspective in a way that many
accounts of moral obligation seem to do. Individuals who can place themselves in the global arena and
foster a sense of obligation to their human compatriots is, of course, a wonderful ideal, but we must
remember that there are an array of spheres that influence the propensity and capacity for one to have this
conception. Similarly, outside of our legal obligations, our status of nationality in civil society is an identity
that every individual may treat differently. Though many people have legal obligations and are citizens in
one sense, this does not mean that everyone holds the same sense of moral obligation to co-nationals on a
personal level one their legal duties have been filled.
Ultimately, the only universal that truly exists is that everyone is different (Connolly 2002). By
accepting difference as a universal we are simply acknowledging that moral cosmopolitan obligations, no
matter what they entail, cannot be upheld by a unified vision of ‘humanity’ or ‘nationality’.
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